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Announcements and News

• MICS 14.4 TechDocs site now live
Dear MICS customers,
On 1st July 2021, MICS Resource Management 14.3 was released, and brought with it a series of new features and
enhanced support for new technology.
We now continue to work on further improvements to MICS Resource Management, and the next release, MICS
Resource Management 14.4.
All new development after the release of 14.3 that will be part of the MICS Resource Management 14.4 will be
published for customer implementation. These PTFs will be covered by the Tech Docs site for MICS Resource
Management 14.4 where you will find any documentation changes for the newly published PTFs.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Common Data Dictionary Elements
This section contains MICS Data Dictionary Elements that are common for more than one Product Analyzer.

Definitions for the MICS Data Dictionary Elements follow, in alphabetical order.

ASID - Address Space Identifier
The ASID Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: RMF, SMF

The ASID (address space identifier) is a unique, system-assigned identifier for the home address space of the task. For
instance, in the TSO User Interactive Usage File, the ASID identifies the address space in which the interactive TSO
process executed.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

• For TSO activity, ASID is copied directly from the TSMSASID field in the user segment (UCB) of the TSO/MON
Systems Record (usually record type 200) and the TSMPASID field in the TSO/MON Command record (usually record
type 199).

• For the Serialization Delay Details (SCPSRD) file, ASID contains the values input from the following fields of the SMF
type 72 subtype 5 Serialization Delay record:

     Field      Section(s)

     --------   -------------------------------------

     R725CMAS   CMS lock data section

                CMS enqueue/dequeue lock data section

                CMS latch lock data section

                CMS SMF lock data section

 

     R725LOAS   Local lock data section

 

     R725COAS   CML lock owner data section

 

     R725CRAS   CML lock requestor data section

 

     R725LAAS   GRS latch set creator data section

                GRS latch requestor data section

 

     R725ENAS   GRS enqueue step data section

                GRS enqueue system data section

• For RMF monitor II traces (ASD/ASDJ, ARD/ARDJ, and ASRM/ASRMJ), ASID contains the value input from field
R79xASID of the SMF type 79 subtype x Monitor II Activity record.

• For the files in the SMF Batch Information Area, ASID contains the value input from field SMF30ASI of the SMF type
30 Common Address Space Work Record.
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Range of Values:

ASID may be any value from 1 through 9999.

Summarization Process:

ASID contains the last value of ASID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Knowledge of the ASID is rarely important for accounting, performance, or capacity management, but it can be a critical
piece of information for software problem determination. An abending task may occasionally leave behind improper
control block structures, which can affect later work executing in the same address space.

DAY - Day of Month
The DAY Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SMF,
SRL, TAP TLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS.

DAY is the calendar day of the month, a number from 1 through 31.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ENDTS - End Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

DAY is derived from the standard MICS time-stamp field ENDTS.

If the 13MONTHYEAR option of MICS.PARMS(SITE) is used to define your fiscal year as having 13 months of 28 days
each, then the value of DAY is set according to how many days from the beginning of one of the thirteen "months" the
day represented by ENDTS falls.

For example, if your fiscal year is specified as starting on July 1, then July 28 is DAY=28 of MONTH=01, while July 29 is
DAY=01 of MONTH=02. The thirteenth "month" will have 29 days in a non-leap year and 30 days in a leap year.

Range of Value:

DAY takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

• 1 through 31
• 1 through 30 if the 13MONTHYEAR option is in use

Summarization Process:

DAY contains the value of the last DAY encountered. It is not meaningful above the DAYS timespan.

Usage Notes:

DAY can be used to select data for a day in which you are interested. Remember that files in the DETAIL and
DAYS timespans might contain data for more than one day, and therefore selection is needed.

DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week
The DAYNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS,
SMF, SRL, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

DAYNAME is the name of the day of the week associated with the measurement data in a MICS record.

Type:
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Common, retained, - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  DAY   - Day of Month

             ENDTS - End Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

DAYNAME is derived from the standard MICS time-stamp field ENDTS.

Range of Value:

DAYNAME can contain any of the following:

    SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT.

Summarization Process:

DAYNAME contains the value of the last DAYNAME encountered. DAYNAME is not meaningful above the DAYS level.

Usage Notes:

You can use DAYNAME to select data applicable to a day of the week in which you are interested. Remember that a cycle
in the DETAIL or DAYS timespan may contain data from more than one day, so selection is necessary.

DEVADDR - Device Address
The DEVADDR Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: CICS, SMF, SRL, VCA

DEVADDR is the physical address of an I/O device. This data element is obtained from RMF, SMF, VSE/POWER, and
VM/370 Monitor data sources.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

 See also:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

            CUADDR  - Control Unit Address

            DEVNUM  - Device Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of DEVADDR depends on the MICS product and data source.

In the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, DEVADDR contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• SMF74NUM of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record
• SMF75CHA of the SMF type 75 subtype 1 Page Data Set Activity record
• R796UCB of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 RMF Monitor II Activity Reserve Data record

In the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, DEVADDR contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• SMF8IODV of the SMF type 8 record (I/O configuration)
• SMF9DVAD of the SMF type 9 record (vary device online)
• SMF10DEV of the SMF type 10 record (allocation recovery)
• SMF11DED of the SMF type 11 record (vary device offline)
• Any of several fields of the SMF type 22 record (configuration)
• SMF30CUA of the SMF type 30 record (common address space work)

In the MICS VSE/POWER Analyzer, DEVADDR contains the value input from one of the following fields:
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• LSTADR of the list account record
• PUNADR of the punch account record
• NACLAD of the transmitter and receiver account records
• B10 table of the execution account record

In the MICS VM and CMS Analyzer, DEVADDR contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• MN600ADD of class 6 code 0 monitor record
• MN602ADD of class 6 code 2 monitor record
• MN005ADR of class 0 code 5 monitor record
• MN700ADD of class 7 code 0 monitor record

Range of Value:

Any 4 hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

DEVADDR contains the value of the last DEVADDR encountered.

Usage Notes:

DEVADDR can be used to select statistics about I/O devices or groups of I/O devices. The proper design of an I/O
configuration is a central concern of tuners and capacity planners.

When files are sorted on this field, they will not be in order from lowest device address to highest. This is because
DEVADDR is an EBCDIC field, and while 'FFFF' is a higher hexadecimal number than '0000', it has a lower value when
considered as a character string (which is what the sort treats it as). If you require that the file be sorted by device number,
use the element DEVNUM.

DEVCLASS - Device Class
The DEVCLASS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, SRL

DEVCLASS is the class to which an I/O device belongs.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See Also:  DEVADDR  - Device Address

             DEVNUM   - Device Number

             DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             $cccDCDT - Component specific device type derivation

Element Derivation:

Derivation of this value is operating system dependent. For details, see the DIC.TEXT member mentioned above for
component-specific derivations or consult the related Product Analyzer

Range of Value:

The DEVCLASS data element for true device classes is translated from the codes that are shown in the following table.
These codes are the same as those supplied by z/OS in UCBTBYT3 of the Unit Control Block.

        CODE    CLASS        DESCRIPTION

 

       x'80'    TAPE         Magnetic Tape

       x'44'    COMMGEAR     Communications (Teleprocessing)
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       x'42'    COMMGEAR     Communications (Teleprocessing)

       x'41'    CTC          Channel-to-Channel Adapter

       x'40'    COMMGEAR     Communications (Teleprocessing)

       x'21'    DASD/FBA*    Direct-Access Storage Device (FBA)

       x'20'    DASD*        Direct-Access Storage Device  (CKD

                             and ECKD)

       x'10'    GRAPHICS     Graphics (e.g. 3270 local)

                             Devices

       x'08'    UNIT-REC     Unit Record Devices

       x'04'    CHAR-RDR**   Character Reader Devices

 Note:

• * A bitstring of x'20' (DASD) or x'21' (DASD/FBA) plus a virtual device flag of x'08' cause MICS to set the value of
DEVCLASS to 'MASSTOR'. The virtual device flag is the same indicator used by z/OS in the UCBRVDEV bit of
UCBTBYT2.

• **  At present, no devices have been defined for this class. Existing character readers are classed as unit
record devices.
The device class of a given I/O device might surprise you. For example, the 3851 Mass Storage Subsystem
Communicator was a "UNIT-REC" device.

The Batch Workload Device Activity (BATWDA) file also accounts for a set of "pseudo" device classes. These classes
are produced from segments of the session, step, and interval SMF records. The amount of activity associated with these
pseudo device classes is recorded in the WDAEXCPS data element. The DEVADDR data element for these classes
contains an abbreviated description of the pseudo device class as listed in the following table:

        PSEUDO    PSEUDO

       DEVCLASS  DEVADDR  DESCRIPTION

 

       CMNPAGES    CMN    Common Area Page Ins

       DEMPAGE     DPG    Non VIO, Non-Swap Page Ins +

                              Non VIO, Non-Swap Page Outs

       PAGIN       INS    Non VIO, Non-Swap Page Ins

       SWAPIN      SIN    Pages Swapped In

       SWAPPAGE    SPG    Pages Swapped In +

                              Pages Swapped Out

       SWAPSSEQ    SWP    Address Space Swap Sequences

       VIOPAGE     VPG    VIO Page Ins + VIO Page Outs

Summarization Process:

DEVCLASS contains the last value of DEVTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Statistics accumulated for I/O device activity might be grouped at the detail level by either Device Class (DEVCLASS) or
Device Type (DEVTYPE) and are summarized by Device Class (DEVCLASS) in the higher timespans.

DEVNUM - Device Number
The DEVNUM Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, SRL, VCA

DEVNUM contains the device number of an I/O device, often referred to as the device address. This data element is
obtained from RMF, SMF, and VSE/POWER data sources.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

            CUADDR   - Control Unit Address

            DEVADDR  - Device Address

Element Derivation:

The derivation of DEVNUM depends on the MICS product and data source.

In the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, DEVNUM contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• SMF74NUM of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record
• SMF75CHA of the SMF type 75 subtype 1 Page Data Set Activity record
• R796UCB of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 RMF Monitor II Activity Reserve Data record

In the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, DEVNUM contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• SMF8IODV of the SMF type 8 record (I/O configuration)
• SMF9DVAD of the SMF type 9 record (vary device online)
• SMF10DEV of the SMF type 10 record (allocation recovery)
• SMF11DED of the SMF type 11 record (vary device offline)
• Any of several fields of the SMF type 22 record (configuration)
• SMF30CUA of the SMF type 30 record (common address space work)

In the MICS VSE/POWER Analyzer, DEVNUM contains the value input from one of the following fields:

• LSTADR of the list account record
• PUNADR of the punch account record
• NACLAD of the transmitter and receiver account recordsS10 table of the execution account record

Range of Value:

DEVNUM takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

• 0000 through FFFF (hexadecimal) 
• 0000 through 65536 (decimal)

Summarization Process:

In some MICS files, DEVNUM is a file key. In this case, DEVNUM is not summarized. DEVNUM is used to determine a
unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized. Check the
appropriate Product Analyzer file description to determine if DEVNUM is a key element in the file being used.

When DEVNUM is not a file key, DEVNUM contains the value of the last DEVNUM encountered.

Usage Notes:

DEVNUM can be used to select statistics about I/O devices or groups of I/O devices. The proper design of an I/O
configuration is a central concern of tuners and capacity planners.

DEVTYPE - Device Type
The DEVTYPE Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, SRL, VCA

The value of DEVTYPE indicates the type of I/O device.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  DEVADDR  - Device Address

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

             DEVNUM   - Device Number

             $cccDCDT - Component specific device type derivation

Element Derivation:

Derivation of this value is operating system dependent. For details, see the DIC.TEXT member mentioned above for
component-specific derivations or consult the related Product Analyzer.

Range of Value:

The DEVTYPE data element is translated from the codes that are shown in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($DEVTYPS).
Supported device types are listed in $DEVTYPS sorted by device class (DEVCLASS) followed by the EBCDIC
representation (DEVTYPE) that is stored in the MICS database. The hexadecimal code that is shown in the leftmost
column of the $DEVTYPS member is the same value that is tested in UCBTBYT3 and UCBTBYT4 for RMF or SMF, or the
OBR (OutBoard Recorder) device code for VCC or SRL.

Summarization Process:

DEVTYPE contains the last value of DEVTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Statistics that are accumulated for I/O device activity can be grouped at the detail level by either Device Class
(DEVCLASS) or Device Type (DEVTYPE) and are summarized by Device Class (DEVCLASS) in the higher timespans.

DSNAME - Data Set Name
The DSNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: TAP TLM, TAP VTS, VCA

DSNAME identifies the data set.

Type:

Retained data element, character length 44.

Element Derivation:

When used in the VCA Information Area, the data set name is derived from the DS1DSNAM field of the Format 1 DSCB.

For the MICS Analyzer for TSO, it contains the value input from the TSO/MON command record.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, it contains the value input from the DSNAM field in the CTM
segment of the TMCC record. DSNAM is derived differently for each data source that is processed by TLM:

• For CA 1, DSNAM is derived from the TMDSN field of the TMC volume record or the DSNBDSN field of the TMC
DSNB record.

• For TLMS, DSNAM is derived from the TLDSN field of the VMF base and MDS record.
• For RMM, DSNAM is derived from the XDDSNAME field of the RMM Report Extract File Extended Extract record.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, it contains the value input from the StorageTek SMF type
13 field SMF13DSN on the VTV Mount request record, and the type 14 field SMF14DSN on the VTV Dismount request
record.

In the ADMSPC file, it contains the value input from the SAS Data Library Directory 'PHYSICAL MEMBER'.

  See also:  MEMBER - Member Name

Range of Value:
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This element can comprise one or more alphanumeric characters (A through Z, and 0 through 9), national characters (@,
#, and $), and two special characters (the hyphen and the 12-0 overpunch). Names containing more than eight characters
must be segmented by periods. Names containing one to eight characters may be specified between periods. The first
character of any name or segment must be either an alphanumeric or a national character. DSNAME is left-justified and
padded to the right with blanks.

Summarization Process:

DSNAME contains the value of the last occurrence of DSNAME in the observations that are processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DURATION - Recording Interval Time
The DURATION Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS,
TAP TLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS, and RMF record type 113.

DURATION contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given monitor. Reporting interval is the period
of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics.

DURATION is calculated for the monitors RMF, TSO/MON, CICS, IMS, NPM, NetView, NetSpy, NetMaster, DB2, VM,
VCC/VCA, TAP, and MQSeries. In these monitors, DURATION is the length of time that one record covers in the DETAIL
timespan. In higher timespans, DURATION is the length of time during which the data collector provides measurement
data within the interval that is covered by the MICS record for the time period.

The length of the RMF reporting interval is specified via the RMF INTERVAL parameter. Allowed values are from 1 to
60 minutes. The default value for the RMF data recording interval is 30 minutes for the RMF record types 70-79. The
Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) create SMF type 113 records, also processed by the MICS Hardware and SCP
Analyzer Option. The duration for SMF type 113 interval records is 15 minutes.

The length of the TSO/MON reporting interval is specified via the INTVL parameter of the OPTIONS macro. Five minutes
(INTVL=5) is the recommended value.

The length of a CICS recording interval is specified for CMF (CICS Monitoring Facility) at CICS/MVS Version 2 via the
FREQ parameter in DFHMCT TYPE=RECORD macro. This affects the duration of the performance class global records.
For CMF input at CICS/ESA Release 3.1.1 and higher, DURATION is set to the recording interval of CICS statistics data.
You can change the statistics recording interval in CICS using the CEMT SET STATISTICS command. For TMON/CICS,
the system interval records are written on a minute basis.

For IMS, you specify the number of IMS log records to record between IMS checkpoints. After these records are written
to the IMS log, an IMS checkpoint is taken. Recognition of this checkpoint is the event MICS uses to produce another
DETAIL IMS system record. You specify the number of log records between checkpoints with the CPLOG= parameter of
the IMSCTF macro in the IMS Stage I generation. Note that under this scheme for logging checkpoints to the IMS log,
DURATION is not a constant value for all MICS IMS DETAIL observations, and may, in fact, vary greatly according to IMS
system load and time of day.

NPM, the NetView Performance Monitor, is divided into two subsystems: the Network Subsystem and the Session
Subsystem. For the Network Subsystem, the length of the NPM recording interval is specified via the INTERVAL operand
of the NPM INTERVAL initialization parameter and the online START COLLECT command. For the NPM Session
Subsystem, the length of the interval is specified via the SESSINT operand of the NPM INTERVAL initialization parameter.

For NetView Session Monitor/NLDM, interval recording is provided through a Network Communications Control Facility
(NCCF) CLIST. The CLIST issues an NCCF EVERY command to collect NLDM/RTM data on the interval you choose.

TCP information area files:

For all the files in the TCP area, DURATION is the elapsed time between a connection start time and end time.
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• For TCP Termination (subtype 2) records, DURATION is calculated by subtracting connection start time from
connection end time.

• For TN3270E Telnet server SNA session termination (subtype 21) records, DURATION comes from field
SMF119TN_NTDur at offset x'64' in SMF type 119.

• For TSO Telnet client termination (subtype 23) records, DURATION comes from field SMF119TN_CTDur at offset x'4C'
in SMF type 119.

• For FTP client transfer completion (subtype 3) records, DURATION comes from field SMF119FT_FCDur at offset x'74'
in SMF type 119.

• For FTP server transfer completion (subtype 70) records, DURATION comes from field SMF119FT_FSDur at offset
x'70' in SMF type 119.

• For TCPIP Statistics (subtype 5) records that generate TCPIPX, TCPTCI, TCPUDI, and TCPICX files, the
DURATION in these files comes from the respective fields  SMF119AP_TSIPDuration, SMF119AP_TSTCDuration,
SMF119AP_TSUDDuration, and SMF119AP_TSICDuration at offset x'00' in SMF type 119.

• For Interface statistics (subtype 6) records, DURATION comes from field SMF119IS_IFDuration at offset x'00' in SMF
type 119.

CDZ information area files:

For the CCT IBM Sterling Connect:Direct file, DURATION is the elapsed time between time the COPY step started
(STARTS) and ENDTS.

In DB2, the DURATION element for the DB2DSY and DB2DSD files represents the length of time that is reported in each
detail observation. DB2 Release 2 provided DB2 systems personnel
with the ability to define, at DB2 system startup, the time interval in which SMF system statistics are produced. This value
is specified in minutes and should equal DURATION.

For VCA, except for the exceptions described below, DURATION contains the difference in time between the previous and
current executions of the MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) scanning process.

For the first execution of a VCC scan, no previous scan timestamp is available. In this case, DURATION is set to the value
on the OPTIONS statement specified inprefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS), default 24 hours.

For data sets that do not have a data set creation time, whose create date is later that the previous VCC scan date,
DURATION is calculated by multiplying the number of days the data set existed prior to the current VCC scan, plus the
time of day when the current VCC scan executed.

Beginning with z/OS 1.11, the Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) for Extended Address Volumes (EAV) began recording
both the date and time of data set creation. For data sets with both
the time and date of creation, if they were created after the previous VCC scan, DURATION is calculated as the difference
between the current VCC scan time and data set creation time.

For data sets that are created after the VCC scan started, the DURATION value is set to zero.

For VM/370 Monitor, the recording interval length is specified via the INTERVAL operand of the MONITOR command. For
VM/XA or VM/ESA Monitor, the interval length is specified
via the INTERVAL operand of the MONITOR SAMPLE command.

In MQSeries, the DURATION element for the MQSBMS, MQSDMS, MQSLMS, MQSMMS, MQSCMS, and MQSDBS files
represents the length of time that is reported in each detail observation.

The Message Queue Manager (MQM) allows an interval length specification at MQM system startup via the STATIME
parameter. If not specified, the system default is 30 minutes. In the MQ Message Broker MQBMFA and MQBMFN files,
the DURATION represents the difference between the ENDTS and STARTS of the message flow interval.

In all files for the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS, except the IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY), DURATION
represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the
sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is
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calculated as the difference between the End Date and Time (TASEDATE and TASETIME) and the Start Date and Time
(TASSDATE and TASSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all files for the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS except the IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY), the Start Time Stamp
(STARTTS), and End Time Stamp (ENDTS), data elements
reflect the start and end times of the individual transactions. For IDMSSY file, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to
represent the start and end of the time interval within which the transactions executed.

 Type: 

Common accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ENDTS    - End Timestamp

             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

For RMF record types 70-79, DURATION contains the value input from field SMFxxINT. It is computed according to the
following formula:

    DURATION=60*FLOOR(SMFxxINT/100000)+MOD(SMFxxINT,100000)

    /1000;

where SMFxxINT is in the form "MMSSTTT".

For the RMF type 113 record, DURATION is computed by subtracting STARTTS from ENDTS, input from the SMF type
113 record fields SMF113IntervalStart and SMF113IntervalEnd, respectively.

For TSO/MON, DURATION contains the value input from field TSMSINTV of the System Record (usually assigned SMF
number 200).

For CICS, DURATION is measured from interval start to end based on timestamps in the record: DURATION=ENDTS-
STARTTS. However, for CMF processing at CICS/ESA Release 3.1.1 and higher, DURATION is set to the sum of dispatch
time (CSYQRDSP) and wait time (CSYQRWTM) when the statistics record is written for either the first or last (EOD)
recording interval. The derivation is: DURATION=SUM(CSYQRDSP,CSYQRWTM).

DURATION=SUM(CSYQRDSP,CSYQRWTM).

For IMS, DURATION is calculated as described below unless the system interval time specification (from the IMSOPS
member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library on the OPTIONS statement) has been exceeded by 50 percent and the IMS
checkpoint number of the previous checkpoint is not equal to the current checkpoint number-1. If these conditions are
met, DURATION is set to the IMSOPS interval specification.

Under normal circumstances, the IMS DURATION contains the difference between the end timestamp of the current
checkpoint and the end timestamp of the previous checkpoint. The interval specification on the IMSOPS OPTIONS
statement does not override this calculation if the IMS checkpoint numbers monotonically increase (for example, 1, 2,
3, ...).

For example, assume that the specified system interval is 15 minutes. If the initial calculation of DURATION was 17
minutes, DURATION would contain a value of 17 minutes. If the initial calculation was 22.6 minutes (greater than 1.5
times 15 minutes, or 22.5 minutes), DURATION would be set to 15 minutes, except for IMS systems with monotonically
increasing checkpoint numbers.

For the NPM Network Subsystem, DURATION contains the value input from field LOGTIME, which is the actual NPA
observation time for the NCP being used. For the NPM Session Subsystem, DURATION contains the difference between
the interval end timestamp, VPVEINT, and the interval start timestamp, VPVDT.

For NLDM, DURATION contains the difference between the Collection Period Begin Time Stamp, LRTMCOLB, and the
Collection Period End Time Stamp, LRTMCOLE.
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For NetMaster, DURATION equals the elapsed time between session start and session end time.

For DB2 interval records, DURATION contains the difference between the end timestamp of the current SMF record and
the end timestamp of the previously processed SMF record.

For VCC and VCA, DURATION is the difference between the time of the previous VCC scan execution, which is saved in
the VCC control file, and the time of the current VCC scan execution.
Exceptions to this computation, described earlier, occur when processing records with an initial VCC scan, and newly
created data sets.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, DURATION is the difference between the time of the previous
TMCC scan execution, which is saved in the TMCC control file,
and the time of the current TMCC scan execution.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option:

For the following SVT StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (SVT) DETAIL timespan files,
DURATION is set to 900 seconds (15 minutes):

• VTSS Subsystem Performance (SVTSSP) file
• Channel Interface Performance (SVTCIP) file
• Real Tape Drive Performance (SVTRPR) file
• StorageTek VTSS Summary (SVTSVS) file

For the IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information (IVT) Area DETAIL and DAYS timespan files, DURATION is set to exactly
3600 seconds (1 hour).

For the IBM Hydra Virtual Tape Server Information (HVT) Area, DURATION contains the value input from field "Interval
Duration" in the header section of each input record.

For the VM component, VMCCMU obtains DURATION from type 01 and type C1 account records columns 29-32.
VMCDAC gets DURATION from types 02, C2, 03, and C3 account records columns 29-32. In VMCVMU file, DURATION
contains the difference between VMUENDTS and STARTTS. In other VMC and VMX Information Area files, DURATION
contains the difference between ENDTS and STARTTS in the DETAIL timespan.

For the MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare, DURATION is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric
INTERVAL.

For the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries, DURATION contains the difference between the end timestamp of the
current SMF record and the end timestamp of the previously processed SMF record. In the MQ Message Broker
MQBMFA and MQBMFN files, the DURATION represents the difference between the ENDTS and STARTS of the
message flow interval - the interval end datetime and interval start datetime.

For the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS:

For the IDMS files, DURATION contains the difference between the ENDTS and STARTTS data elements. STARTTS and
ENDTS contain the values of the start date and time (TASSDATE and TASSTIME) and end date and time (TASEDATE
and TASETIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In individual IDMSUA file transaction records, DURATION is recorded in one of six category response time data elements
(conversational, long, medium, short, excessive, and user-defined), based on the transaction type. Transaction type is
determined in user written code in the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DURATION contains the sum of all occurrences of DURATION that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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At the DETAIL level, DURATION is no larger than ENDTS-STARTTS, but may be smaller if the data collector being used
does not provide measurement data for all of the time between STARTTS and ENDTS.

For VCA, DURATION contains the time interval between VCC scan executions. However, if VCC processing is performed
frequently, or if two or more devices are processed, the computed values may not provide the results you expect for
computed average values on reports. It is difficult to report average space utilization on volumes if the volumes are not
processed with each VCC scan execution.

ENDTS - End Timestamp
The ENDTS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SRL,
TAP TLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

ENDTS has different definitions, depending on the timespan and the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan:

• ENDTS is the time of termination of an executable function, such as job, command, and so on.
• For incident files in which ENDTS exists, ENDTS is the time at which the incident occurred:

For the CICS, IMS, VM/CMS, and Network Analyzer Option incident files, this is the end timestamp of the transaction or
system measurement interval during which the incident occurred.

• For other files in which ENDTS exists, it is the time that the data collector's measurement interval ended:

For IDMS data:

For the IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY), ENDTS is adjusted based on a user-defined interval value. This value is
coded in the INTERVAL statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS) and determines the cut-off point for each timespan.

For all other IDMS files, ENDTS is the date and time when the IDMS transaction completed. ENDTS contains the value
of the end date and time fields (TASEDATE and TASETIME) from the #PMTAS section of the IDMS Performance Monitor
record.

For RMF-derived data:

For files generated from the SMF type 70-79 RMF records, ENDTS is computed by adding the duration of the interval to
the starting time for compatibility with RMF.

For files generated from the SMF type 113 subtype 1 or 2 CPU Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record
generated by the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS).

ENDTS is set equal to field SMF113_2_CTM (subtype 2) or field SMF113IntervalEnd (subtype 1), adjusted to local time by
adding the GMT Offset value.

For TSO/MON data:

For the TSOTSO file, ENDTS is the time (date and time) when the TSO/MON record writer routine processed the record.

For the TSOTSI and TSOTSA files, ENDTS is the time when the TSO command or subcommand ended.

For the TSOTSU file, MICS combines user information from multiple TSO/MON system records when the user was
inactive for one or more recording intervals. In this case, ENDTS is the timestamp from the last record consolidated into
the DETAIL-level record.

For the TSOTSC file, data is summarized by HOUR at the DETAIL level. (This is unusual for MICS, but is required by the
volume of data.) ENDTS is taken from the timestamp of the last TSO/MON system record included in the hour.

For VCC/VCA data:

ENDTS is the time from the last execution of the VCC scan. If multiple VCC executions are processed into one update
execution, then the value is the last time within that particular level of summarization.
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For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option:

ENDTS is the time from the last execution of the TMCC scan. If multiple TMCC executions are processed into one update
execution, then the value is the last time within that particular level of summarization.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option:

For the IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (IVT) files, ENDTS is derived as follows:

First, the date and time the SMF type 94 record was written to the SMF buffer is determined. The raw metrics in the record
relate to the previous hour, so the code logic establishes ENDTS at 59 minutes and 59.99 seconds of that previous hour.

For example, if an SMF type 94 record was written at 13:12:48.02, the ENDTS for all IVTfff files generated from that
record would be 12:59:59.99.

For the Sun StorageTek Information Area (SVT) files, ENDTS is derived as follows:

ENDTS is the time when the Sun StorageTek user SMF record was created. It is read from bytes 3 to 10 on the SMF
record.

For VM Monitor interval recording data:

ENDTS in the MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS is the time when VM Monitor created the record. For HP MeasureWare
for HP-UX Systems data:

ENDTS in the MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare is the time that the data was captured in the log file.

For WebSphere MQ data:

In all files except the MQBMFA file, ENDTS is set to the value in the SMF header that tells the time and date the record
was written to the SMF buffer, for example SM116DTE and SM116TME.

In the MQBMFA file, ENDTS is set to the interval end date and time values found in the message flow accounting record
fields IMFLENDT and IMFLENTM.

For Web Analyzer:

ENDTS is set to the value input from field SM1209CQ of the SMF type 120 record subtype 9 at offset 68 (x'44') of the z/
OS Request Information section.

All Other Timespans:

ENDTS is set to the maximum-end timestamp encountered from the records used to compile the summarized record.
Thus, the combination of STARTTS and ENDTS in the observation identify the boundaries of the range of time over which
the data in the record was summarized.

In the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option journal files, ENDTS corresponds to the ENDTS in the component record
being charged. In the ledger files, it is summarized from the journal file records.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

See also:    STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

For RMF records, MICS follows the RMF convention and calculates ENDTS from the "beginning of interval" datetime
given in fields SMFnnDAT and SMFnnIST, and the length of the interval, SMFnnINT.

For non-RMF records, ENDTS contains the value input from fields SMFnnDTE and SMFnnTME, where "nn" is the number
of the SMF record. If the SMF record number is greater than 99, the input fields are named SMnnnDTE and SMnnnTME.
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In the DAYS level of the ADMEXC file, ENDTS is set to the ENDTS of the MICS record from which the exception condition
was detected.

For the CICS files, ENDTS is set to the following:

CICS CMF: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data.

The CMF timestamp fields are presented in "TOD Clock Format," and are adjusted by the GMT offset for the system
being processed. This offset is specified by the user in the CICOPS member of the MICS.PARMS library, on the
CICOPTS statement. The field type is T, indicating a timestamp, an 8 byte copy of the output of a local store clock (STCK)
instruction.

For transaction-level records written to the User Activity file (CICCSU) Application Unit Activity file (CICCAU) and the User
Application Count file (CICCAC), ENDTS is either the time at which the user-task was detached or the time at which data
recording was completed in support of CONV=YES. The source of this data element for these files follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           CTS 2.2    MNR_ID_STOP         Transaction stop time

           to  3.1

           CTS 3.2    STOP (FID 006)      Finish time of

           and above                      measurement interval

                                          in the DFHCICS group

For system-level records written to the System Activity (CICCSY) file and the Dictionary file (CICCDC), ENDTS is the time
at which the recording interval ended. The source of this data element for these files follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           CTS 2.2    SMFSTDAT and        Collection date

           and above  SMFSTCLT            Collection time

For records written to the Incident file (CICCIN), ENDTS is the end time of the exception's occurrence. The source of this
data element for this file follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           CTS 2.2    EXCMNSTO            Exception stop time

           and above

ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE): The source of this data element is raw Monitor input data.

For transaction-level records written to the User Activity file (CICCSU) Application Unit Activity file (CICCAU), the User
Application Count file (CICCAC), the File/DBD Activity file (CICCSF), and the CICS MRO Activity file (CICCMR), ENDTS
is the time of either the transaction's termination or the conversational task's termination. The source of this data element
for these files follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           TCE        TAENDDTS            Transaction end date

For system-level records written to the System Activity (CICCSY) file, ENDTS is the time at which the recording interval
ended. The source of this data element for this file follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           TCE        TIENDDTS            Interval end date
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For records written to the Incident file (CICCIN), ENDTS is the last available end timestamp from the Transaction (TA)
records.

CICS Transaction Gateway: For the CTG information area files created from the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway
records, ENDTS is derived from the date and time values when the raw data record was written to the SMF buffer. The
source of this data element follows:

           Monitor    Input Field         Description

           ---------  --------------      ---------------------

           CTG        SMF111_SMFSTDTE     Date and time when

                      SMF111_SMFTME       record was moved to

                                          SMF buffer

For the DB2 files, ENDTS is set to the following:

ENDTS is derived from the date-time value found in the SMF header segment of the interval or thread event generated
SMF record used to create the MICS database record.

For database records created from the interval based statistics records (SMF type 100, subtype 0 and 1), ENDTS
correlates with the startup of the DB2 region and the user specified interval duration value (usually 30 minutes, but less if
the region is stopped).

For database transaction-level records created from the SMF type 101, subtype 0 and 1 records, ENDTS correlates to an
event, such as a thread termination, an authorization ID change in a thread re-use environment, or reaching the threshold
value associated with DB2 ACCUMAC SMF record summarization.

For the IMS files, ENDTS is set to the following:

IMSISY (IMS System Activity) File: ENDTS contains the values input from the date and time fields found in the
configuration checkpoint end record (type '40'X, subtype '98'X) on the IMS log.

IMSINC (IMS Incident) File: ENDTS contains the value input from the last ENDTS constructed for any other file.

Transaction-oriented Files (IMSISU User Activity, IMSIAU Application Unit Activity, and IMSIAC User Application Count
Files): ENDTS depends on the collection method. With IMF, ENDTS is constructed from the end date and time presented
by IMF in its DETAIL transaction accounting record (IMS log record type 'FA'X).

For the SNT files, ENDTS is set to the following:

Without IMF, ENDTS is constructed from the date and time fields of the IMS log record that signifies the end of processing
region occupancy for the message being analyzed. These fields may come from the type '31'X log record, field
QLGUDTME, or the type '07'X log record, fields DLRDTE and DLRTME.

Except for those MICS Network Analyzer Option files listed below, ENDTS contains the value input from the SMF record
end timestamp from the MICS Network Analyzer Option data sources.

The exceptions, by file, are as follows:

• NVSRTM and SNTNSV files - ENDTS is taken from the field LRTMCOLE of the RTM data section of the SMF type 39
record written by NetView/NLDM or NetMaster.

• NVSNSA file - ENDTS is taken from field LACCENDT of the Accounting and Availability data section of the SMF type
39 record written by NetView/NLDM or NetMaster.

• NVSNSC and NVSRTE files - There is only one MICS observation for each unique SNA session and the ENDTS for
that observation is taken from the highest timestamp found in all SMF type 39 records (written by NetView/NLDM or
NetMaster) for that session.

• CDZCCT file - ENDTS is derived from the date-time value found in the SMF header segment of the IBM Sterling
Connect:Direct copy termination record, SMF 133 (user defined), subtype CT.

For the VSE files, ENDTS is set to the following:
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For all VSE/Power files, the ENDTS is derived from the ACDATE and ACSTOP fields of the account record used to create
the observation.

For the VM* files, ENDTS is set to the following:

For the VMC and VMX files, the derivation of ENDTS depends on various sources:

• VM and VM account data - VMCCMU, VMCDAC, VMCNDT and VMCVRA files obtain ENDTS from record types 01,
C1, 02, C2, 03, C3, 04, 05, 06, 08, C0, 0C (RSCS) records columns 23-28. VMCNTU obtains ENDTS from record type
07 columns 53-60.

• VM/ESA and z/VM monitor data - For files that have one observation per input record, the value of ENDTS is taken
directly from the time-of-day clock stamp (MRHDRTOD) in the record header of input record. For other files, the value
of ENDTS is taken from the record with the highest timestamp that contributes to the observation.

For the AUM files, ENDTS is set to the following:

For MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare data, ENDTS is set to the value of the configuration metric
DATE_SECONDS.

Range of Value:

ENDTS contains any valid SAS datetime value. The value of this data element is not affected by use of the
13MONTHYEAR option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

ENDTS contains the value of the last occurrence of ENDTS in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The value of DURATION, which is the amount of time in the measurement interval, is sometimes smaller than ENDTS
minus STARTTS. This occurs when measurement data was not available from a data collector for some of the time in the
interval. A common mistake is to compute averages using ENDTS minus STARTTS.

HOUR - Hour of Day
The HOUR Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, RMF,
SMF, SRL, TAP TLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

The hour of the day, based on a 24-hour clock.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  ENDTS - End Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

HOUR is derived from the standard MICS time-stamp field ENDTS.

Range of Value:

HOUR takes any numeric value in the following range:

00 through 23

where 00 represents the hour 00:00:00.00 through 00:59:59.99 and 23 represents the hour 23:00.00.00 through
23:59:59.99.

Summarization Process:

HOUR contains the value of the last HOUR encountered. HOUR is not meaningful above the WEEKS timespan.
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At the DAYS and WEEKS levels of summarization in most MICS files, HOUR is used to determine a unique key for
records within a file based on the timespan so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

You can use HOUR to select data for a reporting period.

INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
The INTERVLS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS,
RMF, TAP (TLM and VTS), IDMS

INTERVLS is the number of measurement intervals that occurred over a specific measurement period (DURATION). It is
the number of monitor logical records.

A data collector collects its measurements for a user-defined period of time and then writes them to an output record.
Each such period of time is termed an "interval" and its length, which extends from the record's starting timestamp
(STARTTS) to its ending timestamp (ENDTS), is termed its duration. The derivation is potentially unique to each of the
data collectors.

Type:

Common retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

For RMF, CICS, IMS, Network, TAP, and MQSeries analyzer files in the DETAIL timespan, INTERVLS=1.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, INTERVLS is always one at the detail timespan.

For TSO/MON files in the DETAIL timespan, INTERVLS only exists in the TSOTSO, TSOTSU, and TSOTSC files, which
are all derived from the TSO/MON Systems Record.

INTERVLS=1 for all records in the TSOTSO file in the DETAIL timespan.

INTERVLS may be 1 or greater in the TSOTSU file. MICS combines user information from multiple TSO/MON Systems
Records when the user was completely inactive for one or more TSO/MON recording intervals. In this case, INTERVLS is
equal to the number of combined recording intervals.

Since the TSOTSC file is summarized to the hour in the DETAIL timespan (necessary for data compression), INTERVLS
is equal to the number of recording intervals that occurred during the hour (usually 12 at the recommended TSO/MON
Systems Record recording interval of 5 minutes).

For MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS files in the DETAIL timespan:

In VMCVMU and all VMX interval recording files, INTERVLS is computed by dividing DURATION of a record by the length
of recording interval.

In VMX event files and other VMC files in which INTERVLS exists, INTERVLS is set to 1.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

INTERVLS contains the sum of all occurrences of INTERVLS that were included in the level of summarization.
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JOB - Job Identification
The JOB Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: CICS, SMF, TAP VTS

JOB contains the name of a job as specified by the user in the job name field of the JOB JCL statement. In the batch TSO
file (BAT_TS), JOB represents the TSO user ID. For VSE/Power files, JOB contains the POWER Job Name from the JOB
JCL statement.

For the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, JOB is available for CMF (CICS Monitoring Facility) input at CICS/ESA Release
4.1 and higher. JOB contains the name of the job that starts CICS.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, JOB is available from StorageTek user SMF records. JOB
contains the name of the job that issued the virtual tape request.

For the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries, JOB is available from the channel initiation statistics record identifying the
CHININT job names.

Type: 

Common Control data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

Element Derivation: 

Job is extracted from the standard SMF jobname in the SMF header area from the SMF Step Termination Type 4, Job
Termination Type 5, SYSOUT Writer Type 6, Job Initiation Type 20, Common Address Space Workload Type 30, TSO
Logoff Type 34, TSO Session Logoff Type 35, and Dynamic Allocation Type 40.

For CICS, JOB is extracted from the jobname field (SMFSTJBN) in the SMF type 110 record that is produced by CMF at
CICS/ESA Release 4.1 and higher.

For Connect:Direct (NDM) file, JOB is obtained from the CTSUBJOB field of the CT records' General Purpose Extension 1
data section.

For VSE/Power files, JOB is obtained from the ACNAME field of the Execution, List, Punch, Reader, Transmitter, and
Receiver Account records.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, JOB is obtained from the StorageTek user SMF records,
subtypes 13 and 14, (VTV Mount and VTV Dismount requests).

For the MQS, JOB is obtained from field QCCTJOBN in the SMF 115, subtype 231 Channel Initiation Statistics record.

Range of Value: 

Any alphabetic or national ($#@) character followed by 0-7 alphabetic, national, or numeric characters.

Summarization Process: 

JOB contains the last value of JOB processed in the level of summarization.

JOB is meaningful only at the DETAIL level.

LIBNAME - SAS Library Name
The library reference under which the SAS Data Library is allocated. On a z/OS system commonly referred to as the
DDNAME.

 Type: 

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8

 SEE ALSO:  SPCTYPE - SAS Data Library Type

Element Derivation: 
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Obtained by reading the JSCB (Job/Step Control Block) to get the address of the DSAB/QDB (Data Set Association Block/
Queue Descriptor Block) and extract the SAS data libraries allocated to the job step.

Range of Value: 

One observation for each SAS data library allocated to your job step that is associated with the requested SPCTYPE.

Summarization Process: 

The ADMSPC file is only supported in the DAYS time span level and only the '01' cycle exists. This file is sequenced but
not summarized. Observations are deleted from this file based on the value of the SPCUTILLIMIT parameter which is
defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).

Usage Notes: 

None

LRECL - Data Set Logical Record Length
The LRECL Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: VCA, TAP (TLM).

The maximum length of each logical record in this data set.

For VSAM data sets, this value is the average length of the data records. For migrated data sets, this value is the logical
record length of the data set before it is migrated.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

             RECFM    - Record Format

             DSORG    - Data Set Organization

             DAAMXLRC - Maximum Record Size

             $VCAMVSM - Multi-volume VSAM Processing

Element Derivation:

For MICS Space Analyzer Option, the value is obtained from the DS1LRECL field of this data set's Format 1 DSCB. For
VSAM data sets, this field is obtained from the LRECL field of the Data/Index Catalog Record, or, for ICF Catalogs, from
the VVRLRECL field of the VVR Data Set Information Cell.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, LRECL contains the value input from the LRECL field in the
CTM segment of the TMCC record, which is derived differently depending on the data source:

• For CA 1, LRECL is derived from the TMLRECL field of the TMC Volume record or the DSNBLREC field of the TMC
DSNB record.

• or TLMS, LRECL is derived from the TLLRECL field of the VMF base and MDS record.
• For RMM, LRECL is derived from the XDLRECL field of the RMM Report Extract File Extended Extract record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by either the track capacity of the device
where the data set is allocated or the value 32760. Except for variable length spanned records, this length cannot exceed
the block size. It should equal the block size for unblocked fixed length records, be evenly divisible into the block size
for blocked fixed length records, and equal zero for undefined length records. For QSAM, a special LRECL=X may be
specified for variable spanned records that exceed a length of 32760.

Summarization Process:

LRECL contains the value of the last occurrence of LRECL in the records processed for the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

In the Migrated Data (HSMMIG) file, LRECL contains a value of zero for all data sets that migrated prior to z/OS 1.7.

MICSVER - MICS Version Number
The MICSVER Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: TDM, IDMS, VAX (DEX).

The MICS version number identifies the release level of the MICS platform.

Type:

Not applicable.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

The MICSVER data element is no longer needed in any of the MICS files because it has no further use in the MICS
product line. Consequently, it has been obsoleted. However, it remains in several historical files and so this definition
member has been preserved.

Range of Value:

MICSVER contains any value in the following ranges:

• '01' through '99'
• 'AA' through 'ZZ'.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

MONTH - Month of Year
The MONTH Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SMF,
TAP VLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS.

MONTH is the calendar month of the year (1 through 12).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DAY - Day of Month

Element Derivation:

MONTH is derived from the standard MICS time-stamp field ENDTS. The value ranges from 1 through 12, representing
January through December.

If the 13MONTHYEAR option is specified in MICS.PARMS(SITE), then the value of MONTH ranges from 1 to 13,
representing the thirteen months in the organization's fiscal year. In this case, the fiscal year is divided into groups of
28 days, and MONTH is set according to which group of 28 days the date/time falls. For example, if the fiscal year
was specified as starting on July 1, July 28 would be the last day of MONTH=01 and July 29 would be the first day of
MONTH=02.
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The MONTH variable in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback financial recap files, ACTRCP and ACT_RC, is set to
the month value of the prior month. MONTH in these files represents the month for which the work was invoiced, not the
month in which the work occurred.

Range of Value:

MONTH takes any value in the following ranges:

• 1 through 12
• 1 through 13 with 13MONTHYEAR option

Summarization Process:

MONTH contains the last value of MONTH processed in the level of summarization.

At the higher levels of summarization in most MICS files, MONTH is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key
for records within a file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

ORGSYSID - Original System Identification
The ORGSYSID Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, IMS, TAP VLM, TAP
VTS, VCA, IDMS

For z/OS systems, ORGSYSID is the SMF system identifier of the z/OS system on which data was collected.

The z/OS SMFWTM routine copies field SMCASID to offset x'0E' of every SMF record before it writes it to a
SYS1.MANx data set. SMCASID is filled in during the IPL process from the SID= parameter in member SMFPRMxx
of SYS1.PARMLIB. For non-z/OS systems, ORGSYSID is not obtained directly from the input data. It is obtained from
specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS member cccOPS.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  See also:  SYSID - System Identification

Element Derivation:

When z/OS SMF is the source of the input records, ORGSYSID is extracted from the field at offset 10 in the standard
SMF header area. In IBM documentation, this field has the name SMFxxSID.

Although the VCA component normally reads SMF records written by the VCC component, it will also read non-SMF
SMF-look-a-like records written by VCC to a sequential data set.

For all AUM, DEX, VSE/PWR, and SRL files, ORGSYSID is not obtained directly from the data. It is obtained from
specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS member cccOPS.

For CICS, when reading data written by ASG-TMON for CICS, the ORGSYSID is equated to the field called xxSMFSID in
the ASG-TMON for CICS documentation. The 'xx' stands for the record type:

TA, TI, or TR

For IMS, when reading data extracted from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online product and the IMS Analyzer AutoDetect
Facility is being used, the ORGSYSID value is extracted from the MAINVIEW transaction accounting records. Otherwise,
the SYSID specified on the IMSOPS OPTION statement's OSYSID parameter is assigned to all the incoming log data.

Note: A more correct approach to populating the ORGSYSID value using the IMS Analyzer AutoDetect Facility would
be to use the field that contains the SMF ID to populate the ORGSYSID data element. However, the BMC Mainview
transaction accounting records do not always contain the SMF ID. If your System Name IDs (SYSNAME) differ from the
SMF IDs defined for the z/OS LPARs, the IMS00408 error message displays in the MICS log with information about the
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SYSNAME and SMF ID values so that you can make appropriate adjustments to the OSYSID parameter of the IMSOPS
OPTION statement.

Tandem MEASURE data contains a Tandem system identifier. The MICS Tandem Option matches this Tandem system
identifier to one of those specified in the TDMOPS parameter library member to identify the Tandem system and obtain
the ORGSYSID.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, ORGSYSID represents the tape library name (TAPELIB) used
to identify unique tape library systems. ORGSYSID is derived from the TMCTLIB field of the TMCC record. TMCTLIB is
the tape library name specified during TMCC execution. ORGSYSID is not used in the sort sequence of TLM files and is
not retained outside the DETAIL timespan.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, since no ORGSYSID is supplied by VTS data sources,
ORGSYSID is not used. Data element SYSID is assigned the value SYS1 by default, unless overridden with a VTSSYSID
statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS).

VM measurement data does not contain the SMF System Identifier. The MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS matches the
CPU model and serial number in the monitor data to an ORGSYSID definition in the VMCOPS parameter library member
to identify a VM system and obtain the ORGSYSID.

For VSE/PWR files, this field is obtained from the VSESYSID based on the mapping defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS).

For the MICS Web Analyzer component processing Web Log Extractor (WLE) records, the ORGSYSID is supplied by
configuration file server information parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF).

For a non-MSI FDA component, ORGSYSID is populated by code in the USRFMT2 macro. The MSI FDA uses the
ORGSYSID statement in its fdaGENIN member to identify the input field containing the ORGSYSID. The MSI FDA could
also use the cccSYSID exit for specialized ORGSYSID assignment.

Range of Value:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ORGSYSID contains the value of the last ORGSYSID encountered.

Usage Notes:

MICS provides a mapping of input SYSID (ORGSYSID) to logical SYSID (SYSID) in order to support the concept of
"successor" systems.

The ORGSYSID is used to find information about the computer system that is identified by the ORGSYSID, information
such as the CPU model and MIPS rating.

PROGRAM - Program Name
The PROGRAM Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: CICS, SMF

PROGRAM contains the full name of the program being executed. The program might be invoked in batch via a JCL
EXEC card (for example, // EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY) or invoked under TSO via the CALL command (for example, CALL
'SYS1.LINKLIB(IEBCOPY)'). It might also be the name of the program being executed by a CICS transaction.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  $TSOCMND - TSO/MON Command Recording

Element Derivation:
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MICS sets this value from SMF, TSO/MON, and CICS data sources. For the files in the Batch Information Area,
PROGRAM contains the value input from field SMF30PGN of the SMF Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).
However, for system address spaces (for example, GRS, CONSOLE, JES2, and so on), the SMF30PGN field is blank so
the PROGRAM data element is blank in the System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file.

For the files in the TSO Information Area, PROGRAM contains the value input from the TSO/MON Command Record
for TSO interactive program activity. If the program name is $ERROR, then TSO/MON was unable to locate the program
name for an interactive process. Also, if COMMAND=EXEC, then the program name contains the name of the CLIST that
was executed interactively. These considerations do not apply to batch program activity.

For CICS files, PROGRAM contains the program name obtained from the following data fields in the CICS monitor
records. From CMF performance class transaction record, the field is PGMNAME (field 071), described as the name of
the first program invoked at attach time. From The Monitor task accounting detail record, the field is TAPGM.

Range of Value:

This element might contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PROGRAM contains the value of the last occurrence of PROGRAM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For programs executed in batch, the name is in the form *.DD. if a backwards reference is used on the EXEC JCL
statement.

PROGRAM is a summarization key in the Batch Information Area files, but the SMF type 30 records generated for
system address spaces do not supply a program name. If separation of system address space data in the summarized
time spans is desired in the System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file, you can use the _USRSPGM user exit in
sp.MICS.SOURCE(SMFEXIT) to populate PROGRAM with the system address space job name by adding the following
statement:

    IF PGMTYPE=6 THEN PROGRAM=JOB ; /*PGMTYPE=6 is SYSADDRSP*/

PSBNAME - PSB Name
The PSBNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: IMS, MQS

PSBNAME is the name of the IMS Program Specification Block associated with the application that caused the event
currently being processed. For the MQSeries Analyzer, PSBNAME contains the IMS Program Specification Block
associated with the IMS transaction that used MQSeries resources.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

             MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table ID

             MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

             MQSATYP  - Type of Connection

Element Derivation:

DATABASE is read by the Control/IMS database processing loop for Control/IMS processing only, and is not normally
accessible by the user. For database incidents, DATABASE is read from:
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  INCCODE  Exception  Source Log Record and Field

  -------  --------   ---------------------------

    20       06102    Type '20'X, DOCLOGPG field.

    21       06103    Type '21'X, DOCLOGPG field (may be blank)

    24       06107    Type '24'X, ERLGPGMN field.

    41        n/a     Type '41'X, LOG41PGM field.

    4C        n/a     Type  '4C'X,  STLNAME  field,  if STLFLG1

                      has '80'X and '40'X bit off.

For the MQSeries Analyzer, PSBNAME is the value of the last eight characters of Thread Cross Reference (MQSCV) for
SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records when Type of Connection (MQSATYP) is equal to 4 (IMS).

Range of Value:

Any valid IMS PSB name.

Summarization Process:

PSBNAME contains the last PSBNAME value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears in the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents in that file for
transaction-oriented incidents.

However, the data element is available for the user to examine during any of the standard MICS exits, such as the
account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application unit determination exit IMSAURT, or the relative longevity code
determination exit IMSRLRT.

For the MQSeries Analyzer, If MQSATYP is equal to 3 (IMS Control Region), then MQSPST and PSBNAME will be set
to missing. Element MQSCV will contain the word "CONTROL." Any analysis of MQSPST and PSBNAME should have a
check to exclude any observations where MQSCV is equal to "CONTROL."

RECFM - Record Format
The DAY Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: VCA, TAP (TLM).

Specifies the characteristics of the records in the data set.

For non-VSAM data sets, the records can be fixed length (F), variable length (V), or undefined length (U). Blocked records
are specified as FB or VB. Fixed length standard records are coded as FS or FBS. Track overflow records are indicated
by a T, for example FBT. Variable length records can span blocks and are specified with the addition of an S, for example
VBS. Carriage control for print files can be either machine (M) or ANSI (A).

For VSAM data sets, RECFM is the type of organization of the VSAM data set. The primary difference in organizations
has to do with the order in which data records are loaded into the data set. In a key-sequenced data set, record order is
define by the collating sequence of the contents of the key field in each record. In entry-sequenced and linear data sets,
record order is not based on the content of the records but rather on when they were written. New records are stored at
the end of the data set. In a relative record data set, record order is defined by a relative record number. Records are
added into fixed slots in the data set based on a relative record number.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 5.

In the VCA component, the data set organization is derived from the DS1RECFM field of the Format 1 DSCB for OS
data sets For VSAM data sets, this field is derived from the AMDDST field of the Data or Index Catalog Record, or, for
ICF Catalogs, from multiple fields within the VVR AMDSB cell. For VSAM data sets, one of the following values will be
present:
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KSDS - Key Sequenced Data Set ESDS - Entry Sequenced Data Set RRDS - Relative Record Data Set LDS - Linear
Data Set

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, RECFM contains the value input from the RECFM field in the
CTM segment of the TMCC record. RECFM is derived differently depending on the data source.

• For CA 1, RECFM is derived from the TMRECFM field of the TMC Volume record or the DSNBRFM field of the TMC
DSNB record.

• For TLMS, RECFM is derived from the TLRECFM field of the VMF base and MDS record.
• For RMM, RECFM is derived from the XDRECFM field of the RMM Report Extract File Extended Extract record.

Range of Value:

The possible values are derived as combinations of those listed above.

Summarization Process:

RECFM contains the value of the last occurrence of RECFM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

VSAM data sets will be represented in both the VCADAA file (VTOC data) and the VCA_VS file (catalog data). Within the
VCADAA file, the RECFM for these VSAM data sets will always be U (undefined). The RECFM value in the VCA_VS file
will contain the true format, as described above.

STARTTS - Start Timestamp
The STARTTS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS,
SMF, SNT, SRL, TAP TLM, TAP VTS, IDMS. 

STARTTS has different definitions depending on the timespan and the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan: 

• Gives the time of initiation for an executable function, such as job or command.
• Tells when a measurement interval started.

All Other Timespans: 

• Gives the minimum start timestamp encountered in the records used to compile the summarized record.
• In any timespan but DETAIL, the combination of STARTTS and ENDTS in the record identifies the boundaries of the

range of time over which the data in the record was summarized.

In the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option ledger files, STARTTS is the lowest ENDTS value in the journal files from
which the ledger file was summarized.

Type: 

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ENDTS    - End Timestamp

Element Derivation: 

The derivation of STARTTS depends on the file:

RMF Files 

For files generated from the SMF type 70-79 RMF records, STARTTS is derived from fields SMFnnDAT (interval start
date) and SMFnnIST (interval start time) of each RMF record (where nn is the record number).
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For files generated from the SMF type 113 subtype 1 or 2 CPU Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record
generated by the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS).

For 113-2 records, STARTTS is determined in one of two ways:

• If the interval record is the first from a HIS collection run, STARTTS is set equal to field SMF113_2_CTS, adjusted to
local time by adding the GMT Offset value.

• If the interval record is intermediate or final from a HIS collection run, STARTTS is set equal to the ENDTS of the
previous interval record.

For 113-1 records, STARTTS is set equal to field SMF113IntervalStart, adjusted to local time by adding the GMT Offset
value.

• If the interval record is the first from a HIS collection run, STARTTS is set equal to field SMF113_2_CTS, adjusted to
local time by adding the GMT Offset value.

• If the interval record is an intermediate or final from a HIS collection run, STARTTS is set equal to the ENDTS of the
previous interval record.

TSO Files 

For the TSOTSO file, this value is calculated by subtracting the length of recording interval (TSMSINTV) from the record
generation date (TSMSDTSP) and record generation time (TSMSTMSP) fields in the systems segment of the TSO/MON
Systems Record.

For the TSOTSU and TSOTSC files, STARTTS is the same as either the TSOTSO file or the LOGON timestamp,
TSMSLOGD (LOGON date) and TSMSLOGT (LOGON time), whichever is less.

For the TSOTSI file, STARTTS is taken from the Command Start Time (TSMPSTRT) and Command Start Date
(TSMPSTRD) fields in the TSO/MON Command Record.

SMF Files 

For the BATJOB file, STARTTS is taken from fields SMF30DTE and SMF30TME in the Common Address Space Work
Record (type 30), subtype 5.

For the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, and BAT_TP files:

• For complete step records (PGMINTVL='SE24'), STARTTS is taken from fields SMF30STD (date initiator selected
step) and SMF30SIT (time initiator selected step) of the SMF Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

• For interval records, STARTTS represents the start time of the interval and is taken from one of the following,
depending on the level of z/OS that produced the SMF record:

• The end time of the previous interval
• Fields SMF30IST and SMF30ISD
• Field SMF30ISS

For the BATSPL file, STARTTS is taken from fields SMF6WSD and SMF6WST (datetime output function began work on
this file) of the SMF JES2 and JES3 Output Writer records (type 6).

ADM Files 

For ADMEXC at the DAYS level, STARTTS is undefined. For ADMEXC at the MONTHS level, STARTTS is the lowest
date and time associated with data summarized into the record.

IDMS Files 

For the IDMS System Incident File (IDMSIN), STARTTS is the date and time when the IDMS transaction began
processing. STARTTS contains the value of the Start Time (PMHSTIME) field from the header section of the IDMS
Performance Monitor record.

For all other IDMS files, STARTTS is adjusted based on a user-defined interval value. This value is coded in the
INTERVAL statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS) and determines the cut-off point for each timespan.
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CICS Files 

For the CICS Incident File (CICCIN), STARTTS is set to the value of the ENDTS for the incident. The STARTTS value
for the Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) is set from and identical to the STARTTS value for the User Activity File
(CICCSU). Construction of the timestamp itself varies according to the monitor used to collect CICS data:

CMF: When type 110 Performance records are input, the STARTTS is read from Field 5 (START) that carries either the
time at which the user task was attached or the time at which data recording was most recently reset in support of the
MCT user event monitoring point DELIVER option or of the monitoring options MNCONV, MNSYNC, or FREQUENCY.
After this value is read from Field 5, it is adjusted by the GMT offset that is input from the header section of the same
type 110 record. The resulting value populates the STARTTS in the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file and in the CICS
Application Unit Activity (CICCAU) file.

When type 110 Statistics records are input, the STARTTS is calculated by the formula:

ENDTS - DURATION

The STARTTS values in this case populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS: To populate the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file, the STARTTS is read from the main segment
of the type TA record. To populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file, the STARTTS is read from the main segment
of the type TI record.

DB2 Files 

For the DB2DSU, DB2DSP, DB2DDU, and DB2DDP files, STARTTS is set equal to ENDTS minus the elapsed time,
DSUELPTM. For the DB2DSD, DB2DSY, and DB2DDY files, STARTTS is set equal to the ENDTS of the previous record.

IMS Files 

For the IMS Incident File (IMSINC), STARTTS is equal to and set from the ENDTS of the incident. The STARTTS values
for the Application Unit Activity File (IMSIAU) and User Application Count File (IMSIAC) are set from and identical to
the STARTTS value for the User Activity File (IMSISU). For the System Activity File (IMSISY), STARTTS = ENDTS -
DURATION. Construction of STARTTS for transaction-oriented files varies according to the method used to accumulate
IMS data:

With IMF:  STARTTS is constructed from the time and date of processing region occupancy presented by Control/IMS in
its detail transaction record.

Without IMF:STARTTS is constructed from the time and date fields in the log type '31'X record for the Get Unique of the
transaction's first message segment from the IMS message queue. The field in the '31'X record that contains date and
time is QLGUDTME.

MQS Files 

For all files except MQAQAA, MQATAA, and MQBMFA, the STARTTS for an interval is the ENDTS of the previous
interval.

For the MQAQAA and MQATAA files, STARTTS is derived by subtracting Task Execution Time (TAAEXCTM) from End
Timestamp (ENDTS): STARTTS = ENDTS - TAAEXCTM;

Note that TAAEXCTM = TAAIETS-TAAISTS where TAAIETS is SMF field WTASINTE and TAAISTS is SMF field
WTASINTS in IBM DSECT CSQDWTAS.

For the MQBMFA file, STARTTS is set to the interval start date and time values found in the Message flow accounting
record fields IMFLSTDT and IMFLSTTM.

For Web Analyzer: STARTTS is set to the value input from field SM1209CM of the SMF type 120 record subtype 9 at
offset 4 (x'04') of the z/OS Request Information section.

Network Analyzer Option Files 
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NPM Network data collection: STARTTS is the end timestamp of the measurement interval minus the actual observation
time of the interval: STARTTS = ENDTS - NPMTMAOT.

NPM Session data collection: STARTTS is the Date and Time of Beginning Interval, VPVDT, from the Session Statistics
Detail Record.

NetView/NLDM or NetMaster NTS data (by MICS File):

• NVSRTM and SNTNSV files - STARTTS is taken from field LRTMCOLB of the SMF type 39 record.
• NVSNSA file - STARTTS is taken from field LACCBEGT of the Accounting and Availability data section of SMF type 39

record.
• NVSNSC and NVSRTE files - There is only one observation in MICS for each unique SNA session in the DETAIL

timespan of these files, and the STARTTS for that observation is taken from the lowest timestamp found in all SMF
type 39 records processed for that session.

NetView/NPDA or NetMaster NEWS Data: STARTTS is set equal to ENDTS.

IBM Sterling Connect:Direct data collection: STARTTS is the timestamp for when the COPY function was started. It is a
combination of fields CTSDATE and CTSTIME from the SMF 133 (user defined) record, subtype CT.

VSE/Power Files 

The element is derived from the ACDATE and ACSTRT fields of the account record used to create the observation.
However, if the value of ACSTRT is greater than ACSTOP, the date used is one day earlier than ACDATE.

When processing the Execution Account Record for VSE/Power, the element is derived by subtracting the execution time
(EXCJDUR) from ENDTS.

VM/CMS Files 

In the DETAIL timespan, the derivation of STARTTS varies on files:

For VMCCMU, VMCDAC, and VMCVRA, STARTTS contains the difference between ENDTS and DURATION. In
VMCNTU file, STARTTS contains the value input from record type 07 column 45-52.

For VMXVXU, VMXVXT, VMX_VU, and VMX_VT, STARTTS of a user record is set to the value of ENDTS of the previous
record processed for the user. For the first user record after a user logged on, STARTTS is set to either the logon
timestamp, if available, or the difference between ENDTS and interval record length.

For other files, STARTTS contains the value of ENDTS of the previous record processed under the same unique key for
records within a file.

TLM Component TMC Information Area files 

For the TMCfff files, STARTTS is the start of the collection interval. Generally, this is the last time TMCC was executed for
a given tape library. STARTTS is derived from the TMCLDATE/TMCLTIME fields of the TMCC record.

VTS Component IVT Information Area files 

For the IVTfff files, created from SMF type 94 records for IBM VTS systems, STARTTS is established as the exact hour
value of the hour that preceded the hour when the SMF type 94 record was written to the SMF buffer.

For example, if an SMF type 94 record was written at 13:12:48.02, the STARTTS for all IVTfff files generated from that
record would be 12:00:00.00.

VTS Component SVT Information Area files 

For the SVTSSP, SVTCIP, and SVTRPR files, STARTTS is created from Sun StorageTek User SMF records. It is
calculated by subtracting 15 minutes from the ENDTS for the interval records, subtypes 10, 11, and 20.

For all other SVT files except SVTSVS, STARTTS is set to the ENDTS value read from the StorageTek event records.

For the SVTSVS file, STARTTS is set to the start of each 15 minute boundary 00:00.00, 15:00.00, 30:00.00, 45:00.00, in
the DETAIL timespan.
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Range of Value: 

Any valid SAS datetime value. The value of this data element is not affected by your use of the 13MONTHYEAR option in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process: 

The minimum STARTTS encountered in summarizing a number of records to a higher level of granularity.

STEPNAME - Program Step Name
The STEPNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: RMF, SMF, TAP VTS

STEPNAME is the name of the job step. It is extracted from the SCTSNAME field in the Step Control Table (SCT) for a
batch job's EXEC statement or, for a TSO session, it is the name of the logon procedure (LOGON PROC).

For the Connect:Direct information area of the MICS Network Analyzer Option, STEPNAME contains the job stepname
that invoked the copy operation.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, STEPNAME contains the job stepname that requested the
virtual tape volume mount/dismount.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

Element Derivation:

STEPNAME is extracted from the SMF30STM field of the Common Address Space Work record (Type 30).

For Connect:Direct (NDM) file, STEPNAME is obtained from the CTSTEP field of the CT record.

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, STEPNAME is obtained from the StorageTek user SMF
record, subtype 13 (VTV Mount request), field SMF13SNM and subtype 14, (VTV Dismount request), field SMF14SNM.

For the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, STEPNAME is obtained from different data fields for the following files:

• HARCME, HARCMT, and HARCML files
Derived from field SMF113STN in Identification section of the SMF type 113 Hardware Capacity, Reporting, and
Statistics record.

• SCPVSU file
Derived from field R782STEP in the Virtual Storage Private Area Data section of the SMF type 78 Subtype 2 Virtual
Storage Activity record.

Range of Value:

STEPNAME contains any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

STEPNAME contains the last value of STEPNAME; processed in the level of summarization.

STEPNAME is only meaningful at the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

None

STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name
The STORDATC Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: VCA, TAP (TLM).
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STORDATC contains the data set's data class name, which represents a list of allocation attributes and their values. The
data class name is used when allocating a new managed or non-managed data set. It is defined by the data center's
storage administrator.

Type:

Common retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

             STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

Element Derivation:

For MICS Space Analyzer Option, STORDATC is obtained from the DFSMS cell of this data set's VVR or NVR record in
the ICF VVDS catalog.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, STORDATC contains the value input from the STORDATC
field in the CTM segment of the TMCC record. For RMM, STORDATC is derived from the XDDCNAME field of the RMM
Report Extract File Extended Extract record. STORDATC is only applicable to RMM.

Range of Value:

8-character user-specified value.

Summarization Process:

STORDATC contains the value of the last occurrence of STORDATC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

A data class defines the following data set allocation attributes:

• Data set organization (DSORG)
• Record organization (RECORG or RECFM) 
• Record length (LRECL)
• Key length (KEYLEN)
• Key offset (KEYOFF)
• Space allocation (AVGREC, SPACE
• Retention period (RETPD
• Expiration date (EXPDT)
• Volume-count (VOLUME)
• For VSAM data sets (IMBED or REPLICATE, CISIZE, FREESPACE, SHAREOPTIONS)

To obtain your data center's defined values for one or all of the data class items listed above, you could use STORDATC
to address a SAS format table that your storage and MICS administrators provide.

STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name
The STORMGTC Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: VCA, TAP (TLM).

STORMGTC contains the data set's management class name, which represents a list of migration, backup, and retention
parameters and their values.

Type:

Common Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  DAAMBKTS - Managed Data Set Last Backup Timestamp

             STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

             STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

Element Derivation:

For MICS Space Analyzer Option, STORMGTC is obtained from the DFSMS cell of this data set's VVR or NVR record in
the ICF VVDS catalog.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, STORMGTC contains the value input from the SMSC field in
the CTM segment of the TMCC record. It is derived differently depending on the data source.

• For CA 1, SMSC is derived from the TMSMSM field of the TMC Volume record or the DSNBSMSM field of the TMC
DSNB record. .

• For TLMS, SMSC is derived from the TLMSSMGT field of the VMF Base and MDS record.
• For RMM, SMSC is derived from the XDMCNAME field of the RMM

Report Extract File Extended Extract record.

Range of Value:

8-character user-specified value.

Summarization Process:

STORMGTC contains the value of the last occurrence of STORMGTC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The Management Class Name is used to control:

• The migration of the data set, which includes migration from primary storage to DFHSM-owned storage to
archival storage.

• The backup of the data set, which includes frequency of backup, number of versions, and retention criteria for backup
versions.

To obtain your data center's defined values for a management class (for example, expire after days non-usage value,
primary days non-usage value, backup frequency, and number of backup versions), you could use STORMGTC to
address a SAS format table that your storage and MICS administrators provide.

STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name
The STORNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: VCA, TAP (TLM).

STORNAME contains the storage group name, which is the equivalent of a DASD pool name. It represents a group of
physical DASD volumes managed by DFSMS. It is defined by the data center's storage administrator.

Type:

Common Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

             STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

             STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

Element Derivation:

In the RMF (HAR) information area files, STORNAME contains the value obtained from field SMF74SGN of the RMF Type
74 Device Activity Record, Device Data Section.
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In the VCA information area files, STORNAME is obtained from the SMS address space when VCC data collection
occurs. If the volume is managed by SMS, the storage group name (STORNAME) is placed into the VCC record written
for the volume level statistics; if not managed by SMS, STORNAME is blank.

During VCA processing of the VCC data, STORNAME is propagated to all observations (VCADAA and VCA_VS files)
representing data sets that reside on the given SMS managed volume. STORNAME also remains as a data element on
the VCAVOA file.

In the TMC information area files, STORNAME contains the value input from the DSGNAME field in the CTM segment
of the TMCC record. DSGNAME is derived from the XDSGNAME field of the RMM Report Extract File Extended Extract
record. STORNAME is only applicable to RMM.

Range of Value:

8-character value specified by the Storage Administrator through ISMF.

Summarization Process:

STORNAME contains the value of the last occurrence of STORNAME in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, a SAS format table could be built to convert VOLSER numbers into the DFSMS
Group Name. This table could be used by the MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA). See the ELEMENT DERIVATION
section above.

In the MICS Space Analyzer Option, a non-DFSMS site could set this value using the _USRUVOA file exit. Once defined,
you could do "what if ..." reporting to help prepare for DFSMS or you could use it to define your own storage pooling
system.

Once you begin to implement DFSMS, VCC will capture STORNAME, and VCA will place STORNAME in the VCADAA,
VCA_VS, and VCADCS files automatically. The shift toward Systems Managed Storage means a shift to a less physical
view of the data. One aspect of this is a shift away from reporting on the basis of VOLSER and a move toward reporting
on the basis of storage group (STORNAME).

Therefore, a general guideline toward usage might be to examine every existing report or reporting need and consider
changing tests for VOLSER (or VOLSER prefixes) to tests for STORNAME.

STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name
The STORSTGC Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers:

STORSTGC is an identifier associated with specific DASD storage performance, security, and availability service level
requirements and values.

Type:

Common retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

             STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

For MICS Space Analyzer Option, STORSTGC is obtained from the DFSMS cell of this data set's VVR or NVR record in
the ICF VVDS catalog.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, STORSTGC contains the value input from DSGNAME field in
the CTM segment of the TMCC record. DSGNAME is derived from the XDSGNAME field of the RMM Report Extract File
Extended Extract record. STORSTGC is only applicable to RMM.

Range of Value:
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8-character user-specified value.

Summarization Process:

STORSTGC contains the value of the last occurrence of STORSTGC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

To obtain your data center's defined values for a storage class (for example, direct millisecond response value, direct
bias value, and availability value), you could use STORSTGC to address a SAS format table that your storage and MICS
administrators provide.

SUBSYSID - Subsystem Identifier
The SUBSYSID Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, TAP VTS

SUBSYSID is the name of the subsystem that processed this job, session, or output data set

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

Element Derivation:

For the BATJOB and BATSPL files, SUBSYSID is determined by testing the SMFnSBS field of the Output Writer record
(type 6) and the Job Purge record (type 26

Range of Value:

For the BATSPL file, SUBSYSID is determined by the subsystem that processed the output.

For the BATJOB file, SUBSYSID is either JES2 or JES3.

Summarization Process:

SUBSYSID contains the last value of SUBSYSID processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SYSID - System Identification
The SYSID Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SRL,
TAP VLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

SYSID is the translated system identifier that was derived from ORGSYSID by the MICS SYSID translation process. It is
defined in the CPLXSID or SYSID member of a MICS parameter library.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

  See also:  ORGSYSID - Original System Identifier

Element Derivation:

Every record coming from most MICS data collection sources contains an SMF system identifier in the appropriate field
of the record. MICS calls this field the ORGSYSID. For collection sources that do not provide such an identifier, MICS
provides a method to determine the ORGSYSID. This ORGSYSID is compared to a user-defined SYSID table (PARMS
members CPLXSID and/or SYSID) to determine if the ORGSYSID should be used as the SYSID or translated to a
reporting SYSID.
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The prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) member is used to build SYSID table entries for a specific unit. The
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) member is used to build SYSID table entries for every unit in a complex.

Range of Value:

SYSID can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SYSID is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so other
elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Most MICS files have SYSID as their highest level or primary key. This is what allows MICS to store information from
multiple systems (SYSIDs) in the same database.

The ADMIHL file uses ORGSYSID as its highest level or primary key.

The MICS Network Analyzer Option uses SYSID as its second highest level key. The highest level key in these files is
NETWRKID, Network Identifier. NETWRKID enables these files to support data from multiple networks (for example,
networks supported by SNA Network Interconnect, SNI).

For the VTS component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, in all IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (IVTfff)
files, SYSID defaults to SYS1, or may be set to a value specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS) using the VTSSYSID
statement.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, SYSID is not used in the sort sequence of TLM files, and is
not retained outside the DETAIL timespan.

There is no general way of meaningfully combining or even comparing data gathered on different computer systems, so
be careful when putting together data from two SYSIDs.

SYSNAME - System Name
The SYSNAME Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, WEB

SYSNAME contains the unique name of the system from which the data originated.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name

             SYSID   - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SYSNAME contains the value input from field SMFxxSYN, where "xx" is the SMF record type.

In MICS Network Analyzer Option, the value is input from the field SM119TI_SYSName of the SMF type 119 subtypes 2,
3, 5, 11, 12, 21, 23, 70, and 72 record at offset 0 (X'00') of the Common TCP/IP identification section.

In MICS Web Analyzer Option, the value is input from the field SM1209BR of the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record at offset
4 (X'04') of the z/OS server information section.

Range of Value:

SYSNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters, plus the characters $, #, and @.

Summarization Process:

SYSNAME contains the last value of SYSNAME processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The value of fields in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section is read from field CVTSNAME in the communications vector
table. This value in turn is set from the SYSNAME parameter in member IEASYSxx of SYS1.PARMLIB.

Although the syntax rules for specifying SYSNAME allow the first character to be any alphanumeric or national character,
in practice the first character will usually not be numeric. This is due to the common use of the &SYSNAME symbolic in
generating system dataset names for cloned systems. Dataset names may not begin with numeric characters.

SYSOUT - SYSOUT Class
The SYSOUT Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, VMC

SYSOUT is the output writer (SYSOUT) class used to print or punch a SYSOUT data set.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYSOUT is extracted from the SMF6OWC field of the JES2/3 Output Writer record (Type 6).

Range of Value:

In JES2, the class is taken from the JOECURCL of the Job Output Element.

In JES3, the class is taken from the OSECLASS field of the Output Scheduling Element.

For VSE/POWER files, SYSOUT is obtained from the LSTOCL field of the List Account record, the PUNOCL field of the
Punch Account record, or the NACCLAS field of the Transmitter or Receiver Account record.

For the VMCVRA file, SYSOUT contains the value input from the record type C0 (RSCS) VM account record column 49.

Any JES SYSOUT class (A-Z or 0-9), blank for non-SYSOUT data sets, or VSE/POWER output class (A-Z).

In VM, SYSOUT is a one-character class associated with each virtual unit record device.

Summarization Process:

SYSOUT is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so other
elements in the file can be summarized.

In VMCVRA file, SYSOUT is not a summarization control element. SYSOUT contains the last value of SYSOUT
processed in the level of summarization.

SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name
The SYSPLEX Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: SMF, WEB, SNT (TCP area).

SYSPLEX contains the name of the sysplex from which the data originated.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SYSNAME - System Name

             SYSID   - System Identification

Element Derivation:
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SYSPLEX contains the value input from field SMFxxSYP, where "xx" is the SMF record type.

In MICS Network Analyzer Option, the value is input from the field SM119TI_SysplexName of the SMF type 119 subtypes
2, 3, 5, 11, 12, 21, 23, 70, and 72 record at offset 8 (X'08') of the Common TCP/IP identification section.

In MICS Web Analyzer Option, the value is input from the field SM1209BS of the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record at offset
12 (X'0C') of the z/OS server information section.

Range of Value:

SYSPLEX can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. The first character must be alphabetic.

Summarization Process:

SYSPLEX contains the last value of SYSPLEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of field SMFxxSYP is read from field ECVTSPLX in the extended communications vector table. This value is
in turn set from the SYSPLEX name specified when the couple data set identified by the COUPLE parameter in member
COUPLExx of SYS1.PARMLIB was formatted.

TCPLADDR - Local IP Address (Data Connection)

TCPLADDR - Local IP Address (Data Connection)

TCPLADDR contains the value of the FTP Telnet Server's IP address. TCP/IP uses a 32-bit addressing scheme that
allows users and programs to identify the network and host with which to communicate. A TCP/IP address is written
in dotted-decimal notation. This address is numeric and consists of 4 octets separated by a period (.). For example,
8.12.4.117 represents a host on a network. A network/node address of all zeros is used to identify the network itself (for
example, 8.12.0.0) and a network/node address of all ones indicates a broadcast address sent to all nodes on the network
(for example, 8.12.255.255).

Type:

Common, retained -- CHARACTER, length 39.

SEE ALSO:   TCPRADDR - Remote IP Address (Data Connection)

            FTPLADRC - Local IP Address (Control Conn.)

            FTPRADRC - Remote IP Address (Control Conn.)

            FCFSADDR - SOCKS IP Address

Element Derivation:

The value of TCPLADDR comes from one of several data sources. The table below lists each data source and its
corresponding record and field:

  Data Source             Location

  -----------------------------------------------------------

  SMF Record Type 118     field described by the label "Local

                          IP Address" of following subtypes:

 

                          Telnet Server     offset 49

                          Telnet Client     offset 49

                          FTP    Server     offset 333

                          FTP    Client     offset 29

                          API    Call       offset 25

 

  SMF Record Type 119     field described by the label "Local
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                          IP Address" of following subtypes:

 

                          21                offset 36

                          23                offset 16

                          70                offset 28

                          72                offset 16

                          3                 offset 24

                          2                 offset 52

 

  SMF Record Type 119     field SMF119SS_SASrvIP described by

  zERT subtypes 12        the label "Server IP address" in the

                          zERT summary record common section

                          of the subtype 121 at offset 28.

 

  CA NetSpy 5.2           field described by the label "Telnet

                          Server IP Address" at offset decimal

                          22 of subtype "I".

 

  CA NetSpy 5.3 and       field described by the label

  higher                  "Connection Local Address (Stack

                          type =I/O" at offset 0 of subtype

                          "I".

 

  NetMaster 7.0           field described by the label

                          "Connection Local Address (Stack

                          type =I/O" at offset 0 of subtype

                          "I".

IPv4 addresses are separated by a period (.) whereas IPv6 addresses are separated by a colon (:). The IPv4 address is
constructed by concatenating the four individual IP address segments contained in the four low-order bytes of the above
listed fields. Each numeric value of the IPv4 address corresponds to a single byte of the four-bytes field.

The IPv6 address is constructed by concatenating the eight 2-bytes IP address segments contained in the sixteen bytes of
the above listed fields. Each value of the IPv6 address corresponds to a 2-byte of the sixteen bytes field.

Range of Value:

TCPLADDR contains a blank or a IPv4 type address that can be identified by periods (.) separating the four nodes or a
IPv6 type address that can be identified by colon (:) separating the eight 2-bytes hex values.

Summarization Process:

TCPLADDR is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

TCPLPRTE - Server Port Range End Value

TCPLPRTE - Server Port Range End Value

TCPLPRTE contains the ending value of the server port range. If this security session represents a single-server port,
then the ending value equals the starting value for the port range.

Type:
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Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  TCPRPRTS -  Server Port Range Start Value

Element Derivation:

TCPLPRTE contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SASrvPortEnd of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

TCPLPRTE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TCPLPRTE contains the last value of TCPLPRTE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TCPLPRTS - Server Port Range Start Value

TCPLPRTS - Server Port Range Start Value

TCPLPRTS contains the starting value of the server port range.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  TCPRPRTE -  Server Port Range End Value

Element Derivation:

TCPLPRTS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SASrvPortStart of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

TCPLPRTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TCPLPRTS contains the last value of TCPLPRTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TCPRADDR - Remote IP Address (Data Connection)

TCPRADDR - Remote IP Address (Data Connection)

TCPRADDR contains the value of the TCP/IP Telnet user's IP address. TCP/IP uses a 32-bit addressing scheme to allow
users and programs to identify the network and host with which to communicate. A TCP/IP address is written in dotted-
decimal notation. This address is numeric and consists of 4 octets separated by a period (.). For example 8.12.4.117
represents a host on a network. A network/node address of all zeros is used to identify the network itself (for example,
8.12.0.0) and a network/node address of all ones indicates a broadcast address sent to all nodes on the network (for
example, 8.12.255.255).

Type:

Common, retained -- CHARACTER, length 39.
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SEE ALSO:   TCPLADDR - Local IP Address (Data Connection)

            FTPLADRC - Local IP Address (Control Conn.)

            FTPRADRC - Remote IP Address (Control Conn.)

            FCFSADDR - SOCKS IP Address

Element Derivation:

The value of TCPRADDR comes from one of several data sources. The table below lists each data source and its
corresponding record and field.

   Data Source             Location

  -----------------------------------------------------------

  TCPIP 3.1 (and later)   field described by the label "Remote

                          IP Address" of the following

                          subtypes:

 

                          Telnet Server     offset 45

                          Telnet Client     offset 45

                          FTP    Server     offset 29

                          FTP    Client     offset 33

                          API    Call       offset 29

 

  SMF Record Type 119     field described by the label

                          "Remote IP Address" of following

                          subtypes:

 

                          21                offset 20

                          23                offset 33

                          70                offset 12

                          72                offset  0

                          3                 offset  8

                          2                 offset 68

 

  SMF Record Type 119     field SMF119SS_SACltIP described by

  zERT subtypes 12        the label "Client IP address" in the

                          zERT summary record common section

                          of the subtype 121 at offset 44.

 

  CA NetSpy 5.2           field described by the label "Telnet

                          Client IP Address" at offset 16.

 

  CA NetSpy 5.3 and       field described by the label

                          "Connection Remote Address(Stack

                          Type=I/O) at offset X'16'.

 

  NetMaster 7.0           field  described by the label

                          "Connection Remote Address(Stack

                          Type=I/O) at offset X'16'.

IPv4 addresses are separated by a period (.) whereas IPv6 addresses are separated by a colon (:). The IPv4 address is
constructed by concatenating the four individual IP address segments contained in the four low-order bytes of the above
listed fields. Each numeric value of the IPv4 address corresponds to a single byte of the four-bytes field.

The IPv6 address is constructed by concatenating the eight 2-bytes IP address segments contained in the sixteen bytes of
the above listed fields. Each value of the IPv6 address corresponds to a 2-byte of the sixteen bytes field.
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Range of Value:

TCPRADDR contains a blank or a IPv4 type address that can be identified by periods (.) separating the four nodes or a
IPv6 type address that can be identified by colon (:) separating the eight 2-bytes hex values.

Summarization Process:

TCPRADDR is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code
The TRANCODE Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: CICS, MQS

TRANCODE is the transaction identification known to CICS at transaction attach time. For the MQSeries Analyzer,
TRANCODE contains the transaction identification associated with the CICS transaction that used MQSeries resources.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  CICACTx - User Identification

             CICAPU  - Application Unit Identification

             MQSTNO  - CICS Thread Number

             MQSTASK - CICS Task Number

             MQSCV   - Thread Cross Reference

             MQSATYP - Type of Connection

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Field    Description

 ------- ------------ -------------- 

  CMF      Field 001   Transaction ID

  TCE      TAPTRAN     Transaction ID

The transaction code is read from raw data into a data element called TRANCODE (eight bytes). For CMF and TCE, the
input four-byte field is padded with blanks on the right.

CMF always derives the transaction ID from the PCTTI field of the CICS PCT entry pointed to by a task's TCATCPC field.

Hexadecimal zeros in TRANCODE are translated into blanks.

For the MQSeries Analyzer, TRANCODE contains the value of the 5th through 8th characters of Thread Cross Reference
(MQSCV), interpreted as an EBCDIC character field for SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records when Type of
Connection (MQSATYP) is equal to 1 (CICS).

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character CICS printable source transaction ID, or a one-to-eight character transaction of a hex-defined
transaction ID.

Summarization Process:

TRANCODE contains the last value of TRANCODE processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TRANETS - Transaction End Timestamp
The TRANETS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: DB2, MQS

TRANETS is the end timestamp for transactions, tasks, and so on, where their value depends on the timespan and the
data collector.

DETAIL Timespan:

For CICS data

CICS CMF: TRANETS is the end timestamp of the DETAIL record from the monitor that caused this MICS database
record to be created.

For transaction-level records, TRANETS is either the time at which the user-task was detached or the time at which
data-recording was completed in support of CONV=YES. For system-level records, TRANETS is the time at which the
recording interval ended.

The last available end timestamp is used for time-stamping records written to the CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

ASG-TMON for CICS TS: TRANETS is the end timestamp of the DETAIL record from the monitor that caused this MICS
database record to be created.

For transaction-level records, TRANETS is the time of either the transaction's termination or the conversational task's
termination. For system-level records, TRANETS is the time at which the recording interval ended.

The last available end timestamp is used for time- stamping records written to the CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

For DB2 data:

TRANETS is the transaction-ending store-clock value for the user. It contains the value input from field QWACESC in the
Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 record. For parallel child subtask (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC
(DB2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-up records, TRANETS is set to the value from DB2 Store Clock at End Event (DB2STCK).

For IDMS data:

TRANETS is the date and time stamp that represents when a given IDMS transaction was completed. TRANETS is set
from ENDTS.

For WebSphere MQ data:

TRANETS is the timestamp value at the interval end for post processing in time-of-day format. It contains the value input
from field WTASINTE in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records and then is converted
to local time.

All Other Timespans:

TRANETS is set to the maximum end timestamp encountered from the records that are used to compile the summarized
record. Thus, the combination of TRANSTS and TRANETS in the observation identify the boundaries of the range of time
over which the data in the record was summarized.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ENDTS    - End Timestamp
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             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

             TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Timestamp

Element Derivation:

For the CICS files: TRANETS is set to the following:

CICS CMF: TRANETS is the end timestamp of the DETAIL record from the monitor that caused this MICS database
record to be created.

For transaction-level records, TRANETS is either the time at which the user-task was detached or the time at which
data-recording was completed in support of CONV=YES. For system-level records, TRANETS is the time at which the
recording interval ended.

The CMF timestamp fields are presented in "TOD Clock Format," and are adjusted by the GMT offset for the system being
processed. This offset is specified by the user in the CICOPS member of the MICS.PARMS library, on the CICOPTS
statement.

The last available end timestamp is used for time- stamping records written to the CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

CICS MONITOR: TRANETS is the end timestamp of the DETAIL record from the monitor that caused this MICS database
record to be created.

For transaction-level records, TRANETS is the time of either the transaction's termination or the conversational task's
termination. For system-level records, TRANETS is the time at which the recording interval ended. For The Monitor
releases 7.1 and below, TRANETS is derived from the start timestamp of the next system record because the end
timestamp is not on the raw data record.

The last available end timestamp is used for time- stamping records written to the CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

For the DB2 files: TRANETS is set to the value input from field QWACESC in the instrumentation Data Section of the
SMF 101 record. For parallel child subtasks (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-up
records, TRANETS is set to missing (.).

For IDMS: TRANETS is set to the value of the end date and time fields (PMHEDATE & PMHETIME) from the header
section of the IDMS Performance Monitor record.

For WebSphere MQ files: TRANETS is the time of the interval end for post processing in time-of-day-format. It is derived
from field WTASINTE in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record, and then is converted local
time.

Range of Value:

TRANETS contains any valid SAS datetime value. The value of this data element is not affected by use of the
13MONTHYEAR option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

TRANETS contains the value of the last occurrence of TRANETS in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

The value of DURATION (DSUELPTM for DB2), which is the amount of time expended in the measurement interval, is
sometimes smaller than TRANETS minus TRANSTS. This occurs when measurement data was not available from a
data collector for some of the time in the interval. A common mistake is to compute averages using TRANETS minus
TRANSTS.

To convert these GMT values to local time in the MICS Option for DB2, the DB2 Store Clock At End Event (DB2STCK)
element can be used to calculate the GMT Offset as follows:

   GMT Offset = ENDTS - FLOOR(DB2STCK*100) / 100
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This GMT Offset can be added to TRANETS to give the local time.

TRANSTS - Transaction Start Timestamp
The TRANSTS Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: DB2, MQS

TRANSTS is the start timestamp for transactions, tasks, and so on, where their value is dependent on the timespan and
the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan:

TRANSTS gives the time of initiation for an executable function, such as transactions, tasks, and so on. It tells when a
measurement interval started.

All Other Timespans:

TRANSTS gives the minimum start timestamp encountered in the records used to compile the summarized record. In any
timespan but DETAIL, the combination of TRANSTS and TRANETS in the record identifies the boundaries of the range of
time over which the data in the record was summarized.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ENDTS    - End Timestamp

             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

             TRANETS  - Transaction End Timestamp

Element Derivation:

The derivation of TRANSTS depends on the file:

For the CICS files

TRANSTS is set to the following:

For the CICS Incident (CICCIN) file, TRANSTS is set to the value of the TRANETS for the incident. The TRANSTS value
for the Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) is set from and identical to the TRANSTS value for the User Activity File
(CICCSU). Construction of the timestamp itself varies according to the monitor used to collect CICS data:

CICS CMF: When type 110 Performance records are input, the TRANSTS is read from Field 5 (START) that carries either
the time at which the user task was attached or the time at which data recording was most recently reset in support of the
MCT user event monitoring point DELIVER option or of the monitoring options MNCONV, MNSYNC, or FREQUENCY.
After this value is read from Field 5, it is adjusted by the GMT offset that is input from the header section of the same
type 110 record. The resulting value populates the TRANSTS in the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file and in the CICS
Application Unit Activity (CICCAU) file.

When type 110 Statistics records are input, the TRANSTS is calculated by the formula:

TRANSTS = TRANETS - DURATION

The TRANSTS values in this case populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS: To populate the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment
of the type TA record. To populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment
of the type TI record.

For DB2 Files
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TRANSTS contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.
If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), TRANSTS represents the earliest store
clock value for a thread that has rolled  into the record.

For IDMS

TRANSTS is set to the value of the start date and time fields (TASSDATE and TASSTIME) from the #PMTAS section of
the IDMS Performance Monitor record.

For WebSphere MQ Files

TRANSTS is the timestamp value at the interval start for post processing in time of day format. It is derived from field
WTASINTS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record, and then is converted to local time.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

The TRANSTS value is not valid at higher timespans.

Usage Notes:

To convert these GMT values to local time in the MICS Option for DB2, the DB2 Store Clock At End Event (DB2STCK)
element can be used to calculate the GMT Offset as follows:

    GMT Offset = ENDTS - FLOOR(DB2STCK*100) / 100

This GMT Offset can be added to TRANSTS to give the local time.

TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code
The TRANTYPE Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers:

• CICS
• IDMS
• IMS

TRANTYPE is a user-defined variable that is available for identifying a relative longevity category (short, medium, long,
etc.) for each transaction record processed.

TRANTYPE enables you to calculate data for each transaction processed. An exit has been provided so that you can
calculate TRANTYPE according to installation algorithms. This exit is included in executable code in the daily format
routine for the applicable analyzer. The exit resides in the following members:

    prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT) for the CICS Analyzer

    prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT) for the IDMS Analyzer

    prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT) for the IMS Analyzer

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

Element Derivation:

This value is user-defined during the relative longevity derivation routine. However, MICS sets the value of TRANTYPE
prior to the invocation of this exit routine.
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For CICS, on entry to the CICRLRT exit TRANTYPE contains the original contents of the transaction type field from the
monitor used (CMF, The Monitor). Refer to CICCSU dictionary entry CSUFACTY for a discussion of the source data field
and possible values for TRANTYPE for each CICS data source.

For IMS, the initial value for TRANTYPE describes the transaction's IMS schedule method. This value is also assigned
to data element ISUITYPE for coding convenience. On entry to the IMSRLRT exit, TRANTYPE contains M for MPP
transactions, B for BMP transactions, or E for explicit APPC transactions. For IMF data, the additional values of C for
conversational transactions, D for DBCTL transactions, F for Fast Path message-driven transactions, N for Fast Path non-
message-driven transactions, U for Fast Path utilities, and X for DB management utilities are also possible. TRANTYPE
is set to a value of blank when the execution method cannot be determined. See the $IMSRESP measurement topic for
more information.

For IDMS, assume no initial value for TRANTYPE on entry to the IDMRLRT exit. TRANTYPE must be set by a user in
the Relative Longevity routine (IDMRLRT). Failure to code the exit or setting the element TRANTYPE to an invalid value
causes the IDMS Analyzer to set TRANTYPE to U as a default value.

Range of Value:

TRANTYPE can have the following transaction values: S (short), M (medium), L (long), C (conversational), or X
(excessive). For the IDMS Analyzer, a value of U, for user-defined transactions, may also be coded.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

The value of TRANTYPE, as set by the user routine cccRLRT, is used to categorize transaction response times at the
detail level. It is also available for use by other user routines. For example, you can use TRANTYPE to calculate the
Application Unit identifier (see CICAPU, IDMAPU, or IMSAPU).

Response time distributions are maintained in the CICS files CICCSY, CICCSU, and CICCAU; in the IDMS files IDMSSY,
IDMSUA, and IDMSAU; and in the IMS files IMSISY, IMSISU, and IMSIAC. These are:

• fffCDSTx - Conversational Transaction Response Distributions
• fffEDSTx - Excessive Transaction Response Distributions
• fffSDSTx - Short Transaction Response Distributions
• fffMDSTx - Medium Transaction Response Distributions
• fffLDSTx - Long Transaction Response Distributions
• fffTDSTx - Total Response Distributions
• fffUDTSx - User-defined Response Distributions (IDMS only)

where 'fff' is the prefix of the associated file (CSY, CSU, or CAU for CICS; SSY, SUA, or SAU for IDMS; and ISY, ISU, or
IAC for IMS).

As each detail transaction record is processed, the cccRLRT routine is called to classify the transaction into a short,
medium, long, or conversational transaction category. The value of TRANTYPE for each detail transaction determines
which response distribution accumulator will be used to record the transaction's response time. All transaction responses,
except those designated as excessive, are accumulated into the total response distribution accumulator set (fffTDSTx).

UOWID - Unit of Work ID
UOWID contains the value by which the unit of work is uniquely known within a subsystem. This value represents a
unique value of a recoverable unit of work for the originating subsystem.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 6.
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  See also:  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work ID Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element varies by the originating subsystem's monitor input data, as follows:

For CICS data:

UOWID is a 6-byte field that contains the CICS unit of work that is derived from the system clock of the originating system.

For CMF this field is extracted from NETUOWSX field (098). For ASG-TMON for CICS TS the field is extracted from
TAUOWCTM.

For DB2 data:

UOWID is the value input from character positions 17 through 22 of the accounting correlation token (QWHCTOKN) field
of the raw SMF type 101 (subtype 0, IFCID 3) record.

For RRSAF, QWHCTOKN is the value of the parameter accounting-token in the RRSAF/AUTH signon functionality that is
generated by a DB2 user. For database access threads, the QWHCTOKN value is received from the requesting system
when ACCOUNTREC(UOW) or ACCOUNTREC(TASK) is specified within the requesting subsystem, for example, CICS
RDO table.

For MQ-Series data:

UOWID is the value input from positions 17 through 22 of field WTIDUOWI in the Task identification segment of the SMF
type 116 subtypes 1 or 2 records.

For IDMS data:

UOWID is the value input from positions 1 through 6 of field TASCUOWI in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
This contains the CICS unit-of-work ID for user transactions that accessed IDMS. This data element is populated at IDMS
Release 19.0 with APARS ST06628 and ST06629.

Range of Value:

A binary value that is derived from the time-of-day clock of the originating subsystem. Every several months, these values
wrap around. For DL/I batch sessions, the field is a 6-byte character value of the form hhmmss, which wraps around daily.

Summarization Process:

UOWID contains the last occurrence of UOWID found at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

UOWID is used in conjunction with UOWIDSEQ to formulate relevant business unit-of-work transactions that
are processed in a multi-subsystem environment.

VOLSER - Volume Serial Number
The VOLSER Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: CICS, SRL, VCA, TAP (TLM).

VOLSER is the volume serial number of the storage medium.

RMF obtains the volume serial number of devices for which it is taking measurements from the UCBVOLI field of the Unit
Control Block associated with the device.

Beginning with TSO/MON Release 5.0, the MICS Analyzer for TSO obtains the volume serial number of a data set from
the TSO/MON Command Record.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 6.
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  See also:  DEVADDR - Device Address

             DEVNUM  - Device Number

             DEVTYPE - Device Type

Element Derivation:

For the HARDVA file, VOLSER is obtained from field SMF74SER of the RMF Device Activity (Type 74) record. For the
SCPPSD file, VOLSER is obtained from field SMF75VOL of the RMF Page/Swap Dataset Activity (Type 75) record.

For the TSOTSA file, VOLSER is obtained from the DSNAME block of the TSO/MON Command Record.

For the CICCSF file, VOLSER is obtained from the FATUOL field in the file segment of The Monitor task accounting detail
record.

Nine files in VMC and VMX Information Areas contain the element:

• For the VMCSDV file, VOLSER contains the value input from field MN005SER of class 0 code 05 VM/370 monitor
record.

• For the VMCDEV file, VOLSER contains the value input from field MN600SER of class 6 codes 00 and 01 VM/370
monitor record.

• For XDCF, VMXXDV, VMXXDS, VMXCDI, and VMXCDP, VOLSER contains the value input from field
IODDEV_RDEVSER of domain 6 record 3 in VM/XA and VM/ESA monitor data.

• For the VMXACF file, VOLSER contains the value input from field MTRPAG_CPVOLSER of domain 1 record 8 and
field STOATC_CPVOLSER of domain 3 record 7.

• For the VMXCPV file, VOLSER contains the value input from field STOASP_CPVOLSER of domain 3 record 4 and
field STOASS_CPVOLSER of domain 3 record 11.

For the TLM component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VOLSER contains the value input from VOLSER field in the
CTM segment of the TMCC record and is derived differently depending on the data source.

• For CA 1, VOLSER is derived from the TMVOLSER field of the TMC Volume record.
• For TLMS, VOLSER is derived from the TLVOLSER field of the VMF Base record.
• For RMM, VOLSER is derived from the XVVOLSER field of the RMM Report Extract File Extended Extract record.

Summarization Process:

VOLSER contains the value of the last occurrence of VOLSER in the observations processed for the summarization level.

In the VMXACF and VMXCPV files, VOLSER is not summarized. VOLSER is used to determine a unique key for records
within a file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

WEEK - Week of Year
The WEEK Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SMF,
SRL, TAP VLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

WEEK is the calendar week of the year (an integer from 1 to 54). To MICS, a week extends from Sunday through
Saturday (unless changed via the WEEKSTART parameter mentioned below). The first and last weeks of the year may
have less than seven days.

WEEK=54 can only occur in a leap year, and then only when January 1 falls on a Saturday (and therefore is a week all by
itself).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DAY     - Day of Month
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             MONTH   - Month of Year

Element Derivation:

WEEK is calculated from the date portion of the variable ENDTS. WEEK=01 begins on January 1 and extends through the
following Saturday. WEEK=02 begins on Sunday, and so forth.

If you specified the 13MONTHYEAR option of MICS.PARMS(SITE), then WEEK=01 begins on the first day of the fiscal
year specified and extends up to the end of the following Saturday. If you have modified the definition of a standard week
via the WEEKSTART parameter in MICS.PARMS(SITE), then your WEEK=01 will begin on the first day of your fiscal year
and extend to the end of the day before that specified at the operand of the WEEKSTART statement.

Range of Value:

WEEK takes any numeric value in the range 1 through 54.

Summarization Process:

WEEK is set to the value of the last WEEK encountered in the summarization period.

For files that exist in the WEEKS timespan, WEEK is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records in
the WEEKS timespan so other elements in the file can be summarized.

YEAR4 - Year
The YEAR4 Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, IMS, MQS, SRL, TAP
VLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

YEAR4 is the four digit year.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MONTH - Month of Year

             WEEK  - Week of Year

             YEAR  - Year of Century

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates YEAR4 as the value of the element YEAR plus 1900.

Range of Value:

YEAR4 takes any numeric value in the range 0 to 2155.

Summarization Process:

This value is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

The YEAR4 data element is shipped turned off. Furthermore, it is not defined as a normal MICS data element in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. As a result, you cannot use the standard method of file tailoring to turn YEAR4 on or off. You
must activate or deactivate this data element via a parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). Since CPLXDEF
affects the operation of the entire MICS complex, the data element will either reside in every MICS file or none at all.

Refer to section 2.3.1.8 of the "PIOM" for information on activating/deactivating the YEAR4 data element.
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YEAR - Year of Century
The YEAR Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SMF,
SRL, TAP VLM, TAP VTS, VCA, IDMS

YEAR is the "cyy" encoded year of the century where yy is the last two-digits of year and c, the century indicator, is 0 for
years before 2000 and 1 beginning in year 2000. For example, the year 1998 is represented as 98 while the year 2001 is
represented as 101.

You can also think of YEAR as the 4-digit year minus 1900.

YEAR is carried in encoded form to reduce database space while preserving proper chronological sort sequence (e.g.,
data for year 2000 sorts after data from 1999). Since YEAR appears in every observation of every file, a savings of
several megabytes is possible. The maximum value of the encoded YEAR element is 255, which supports years through
2155 (1900 + 255).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MONTH - Month of Year

             WEEK  - Week of Year

Element Derivation:

Normally, MICS calculates YEAR by subtracting 1900 from the year part of ENDTS.

If 13MONTHYEAR YES was specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE), YEAR is set to the year in which the fiscal year
defined by the time stamp begins minus 1900. In other words, if your site specifies that your fiscal year runs from July 1 of
one year to June 30 of the following year, then YEAR would be set to 201 for any date/time from 00:00:00 on July 1, 2001,
to 23:59:59 on June 30, 2002.

The YEAR variable in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback financial recap file is set to the year value of the prior period.
In all of the financial recap files: ACTRCP, ACT_RC, ACT_YR, ACT_YT, ACT_RR, AND ACT_RT, the variable YEAR
represents the year for which the work was invoiced.

Range of Value:

YEAR takes any numeric value in the range 0 to 255.

Summarization Process:

YEAR contains the value of the last YEAR encountered during the summarization process.

At the higher levels of summarization in most MICS files, this is a summarization control variable. During the
summarization process a new record is created for each unique record key combination, and this field is part of the key of
its record.

Usage Notes:

The default output format for YEAR, YR., prints the last 2-digits of year to retain the "year of century" presentation. For
example, for data from year 2001, YEAR is printed as 01 rather than the actual value of 101.

For some applications, such as in program logic, it may be helpful to work with the full 4-digit year. The %YEAR4 macro is
available for this purpose. For example, the following SAS instructions both select data for the years 1998 through 2001.

IF 98 LE YEAR LE 101;

IF 1998 LE %YEAR4 LE 2001;
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ZONE - Time Zone
The ZONE Data Dictionary Element is common to the following Product Analyzers: AUM, CICS, DB2, IMS, MQS, SMF,
SRL, TAP VLM, TAP VTS, IDMS

ZONE is the time zone during which the measurements in this record were taken.

ZONE enables you to categorize activity at a level of granularity that is greater than HOUR but less than DAY. (This is in
the DETAIL timespan; ZONE can contain much more time than a day in the higher timespans.)

Each installation defines ZONEs in the manner that is most meaningful to it, but most installations include the notion of
"prime" vs. "non-prime" time in the ZONE definitions.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  HOUR - Hour of Day

Element Derivation:

MICS derives ZONE by comparing the date and time (ENDTS) of the measurement source record with your site's
HOLIDAY specifications. If there is a match, the "holiday" ZONE is assigned. If there is not, MICS compares the DAY and
HOUR with your ZONE specifications in member ZONE of prefix.MICS.PARMS. A match will always be found because
MICSGEN requires that all 168 hours within a week be assigned to a ZONE.

Range of Value:

ZONE contains any one of the following characters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.

Summarization Process:

ZONE is set to the value of the last ZONE encountered in the summarization process.

At the higher levels of summarization in most MICS files, ZONE is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key
for records within a file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

ZONE is not affected by the 13MONTHYEAR option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work ID Number (MQS)
UOWIDSEQ is the value of incremental synchronization points, checkpoints, and commits that complement UOWID data
elements to create a unique value of a recoverable unit of work.
UOWIDSEQ is incremented for each synchronization point that occurs between multiple subsystems.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  UOWID - Unit of Work ID

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element varies by the subsystem's SMF or monitor input data, as follows:

• For CICS data: 
The value of UOWIDSEQ is the last two bytes of the data element UOWID. The two bytes that represent the period
count may change during the life of the task as a result of synchronization point activity.

• For DB2 data:UOWIDSEQ is the value input of the last two-character positions of the accounting correlation token
(QWHCTOKN) field of the raw SMF type 101 (subtype 0, IFCID 3) record.
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UOWIDSEQ raw SMF read up is currently designated as RESERVED so the value of UOWIDSEQ is always populated
with binary zeros.

• For MQ-Series data:UOWIDSEQ is the value input of the last two-character positions of field WTIDUOWI in the task
identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtypes 1 or 2 records.

• For IDMS data:UOWIDSEQ is the value input of the last two-character positions of field TASCUOWI in the IDMS
Performance Monitor SMF record. This data element is populated at IDMS Release 19.0 with APARS ST06628 and
ST06629.

Range of Value:

UOWIDSEQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

UOWIDSEQ contains the last occurrence of UOWIDSEQ found at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

UOWIDSEQ is used in conjunction with UOWID to formulate relevant business unit-of-work transactions that
are processed in a multi-subsystem environment.

ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

ZRTBLACC contains the number of active life connections at the beginning of the summary interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See ALSO    ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLACC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitActiveConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLACC contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLCC - Initial Life Connection Count

ZRTBLCC - Initial Life Connection Count

ZRTBLCC contains the number of life connections at the beginning of the summary interval.
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Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLIB - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTBLIB - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTBLIB contains the number of inbound bytes at the beginning of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLOB  - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELIB  - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELOB  - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLIB contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeInBytes of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLIB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLIB contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLIB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLIS - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTBLIS - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTBLIS contains the number of inbound TCP segments or UDP datagrams at the beginning on the interval.
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Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLOS  - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELIS  - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELOS  - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLIS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeInSegDG of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLIS contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLOB - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTBLOB - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTBLOB contains the number of outbound bytes at the beginning of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIB  - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELIB  - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELOB  - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLOB contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeOutBytes of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLOB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLOB contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLOS - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTBLOS - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTBLOS contains the number of outbound TCP segments or UDP datagrams at the beginning on the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIS  - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELIS  - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELOS  - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLOS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeOutSegDG of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLOS contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

ZRTBLPCC contains the number of partial life connections at the beginning of the summary interval. This is a subset of
the connections reported in ZRTBLCC.

A connection is considered to be a partial connection if one or more of these conditions is met:

• The connection was in existence before it was associated with this security session.
• The security session stopped being associated with the connection, but the connection continued to exist.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLPCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifePartialConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12
record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLPCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLPCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLPCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

ZRTBLSCC contains the number of short life connections at the beginning of the summary interval. Short connections are
connections that last less than 10 seconds.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTBLSCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAInitLifeShortConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12
record.

Range of Value:

ZRTBLSCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTBLSCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTBLSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTCCDA - Client Certificate Digest Algorithm

ZRTCCDA - Client Certificate Digest Algorithm

ZRTCCDA contains the value of client certificate digest algorithm used for this connection. A cryptographic hash is
sometimes also referred to as digest.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• Unknown
• None
• MD2
• MD5
• SHA1
• SHA-224
• SHA-256
• SHA-384
• SHA-512

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 9.
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SEE ALSO:  ZRTSCDA  - Server Certificate Digest Algorithm

Element Derivation:

ZRTCCDA contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes Section | Field Name                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol       | SMF119SS_SSH_CCert_Digest_Alg     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol     | SMF119SS_IPSec_RmtCert_Digest_Alg |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTCCDA can contain any combination of 1 to 9 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTCCDA contains the last value of ZRTCCDA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTCCEM - Client Certificate Encryption Method

ZRTCCEM - Client Certificate Encryption Method

ZRTCCEM contains the value of client certificate encryption method used for this connection.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• Unknown
• None
• RSA
• DSA
• ECDSA

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 9.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTSCEM  - Server Certificate Encryption Method

Element Derivation:

ZRTCCEM contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

+--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes Section | Field Name                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol       | SMF119SS_SSH_CCert_Enc_Meth       |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol     | SMF119SS_IPSec_RmtCert_Enc_Meth   |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTCCEM can contain any combination of 1 to 9 characters.
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Summarization Process:

ZRTCCEM contains the last value of ZRTCCEM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTCCKL - Client Certificate Key Length

ZRTCCKL - Client Certificate Key Length

ZRTCCKL contains the value that represents the length of the client certificate key.

The certificate contains information about the key, owner (subject) identification information, and the digital signiture
identifying entity (issuer).

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTSCKL  - Server Certificate Key Length

            ZRTCCKT  - Client Certificate Key Type

            ZRTSCKT  - Server Certificate Key Type

Element Derivation:

ZRTCCKL contains the value input from field SMF119SS_CCert_Key_Len of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTCCKL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTCCKL contains the last value of ZRTCCKL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTCCKT - Client Certificate Key Type

ZRTCCKT - Client Certificate Key Type

ZRTCCKT contains the value that represents the type of the client certificate key.

The certificate contains information about the key, owner (subject) identification information, and the digital signiture
identifying entity (issuer).

One of the following key type values can be found in this data element:

• Unknown
• None
• RSA
• DSA
• Diffie Hellman (DH)
• Elyptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC)

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 34.
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SEE ALSO:   ZRTSCKL  - Server Certificate Key Length

            ZRTCCKL  - Client Certificate Key Length

            ZRTSCKT  - Server Certificate Key Type

Element Derivation:

ZRTCCKT contains the value input from field SMF119SS_CCert_Key_Type of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTCCKT can contain any combination of 1 to 34 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTCCKT contains the last value of ZRTCCKT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTCCSM - Client Certificate Signature Method

ZRTCCSM - Client Certificate Signature Method

ZRTCCSM contains the value of client certificate signature method used for this connection.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 18.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTSCSM  - Server Certificate Signature Method

Element Derivation:

ZRTCCSM contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

+--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes      | Field Name                           |

 | Section         |                                      |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | TLS Protocol    | SMF119SS_TLS_CCert_Signature_Method  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol    | SMF119SS_SSH_CCert_Signature_Method  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol  | SMF119SS_IPSec_CCert_Signature_Method|

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTCCSM can contain any combination of 1 to 18 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTCCSM contains the last value of ZRTCCSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ZRTCEE - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

ZRTCEE - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

ZRTCEE contains the value of 1 meaning that this security session represents Enterprize Extender connections.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRT6SES  - IPV6 Address Session

            ZRTLSAS  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

            ZRTLSAC  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

            ZRTOCFF  - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

            ZRTPBHH  - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

Element Derivation:

ZRTCEE contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '...1....'B then ZRTCEE =1;

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTCEE contains the sum of all values of ZRTCEE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTDNNMn - Distinguished Name n

ZRTDNNMn - Distinguished Name n

ZRTDNNMn (where n represents a number from 1 to 5) contains the value of distinguished name that the security
certificate represents.

ZRTDNNMn is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element ZRTDNNMn, where n is a number from 1 to 5. These data elements are available in
the following files:

   FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

   NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

   ------   ----------------------------------   -------

   TCPTLS - zERT Summary TLS Protocol File       ZRTDNNM1-5

   TCPSSH - zERT Summary SSH Protocol File       ZRTDNNM1-5

   TCPIPA - zERT Summary IPSec Protocol File     ZRTDNNM1-5

   TCPZEA - zERT Event Activity File             ZRTDNNM1-5

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 200.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTDNTYn - Distinguished Name Type n
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Element Derivation:

ZRTDNNMn contains the value input from field SMF119SS_DN_Name of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record. The field
value consists of multiple values of distintinguished names that are extracted in 1 to 5 data elements.

Range of Value:

ZRTDNNMn can contain any combination of 1 to 200 alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

ZRTDNNMn contains the last value of ZRTDNNMn processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTDNTYn - Distinguished Name Type n

ZRTDNTYn - Distinguished Name Type n

ZRTDNTYn (where n represents a number from 1 to 5) contains the value of distinguished name type that the security
certificate represents.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• IPSec Local Certificate Subject DN
• IPSec Local Certificate Issuer DN
• IPSec Remote Certificate Subject DN
• IPSec Remote Certificate Issuer DN
• TLS Server Certificate Subject DN
• TLS Server Certificate Issuer DN
• TLS Client Certificate Subject DN
• TLS Client Certificate Issuer DN
• SSH Server Certificate Subject DN
• SSH Server Certificate Issuer DN
• SSH Client Certificate Subject DN
• SSH Client Certificate Issuer DN

ZRTDNTYn is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element ZRTDNTYn, where n is a number from 1 to 5. These data elements are available in
the following files:

   FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

   NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

   ------   ----------------------------------   -------

   TCPTLS - zERT Summary TLS Protocol File       ZRTDNTY1-5

   TCPSSH - zERT Summary SSH Protocol File       ZRTDNTY1-5

   TCPIPA - zERT Summary IPSec Protocol File     ZRTDNTY1-5

   TCPZEA - zERT Event Activity File             ZRTDNTY1-5

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 39.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTDNNMN - Distinguished Name n

Element Derivation:
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ZRTDNTYn contains the value input from field SMF119SS_DN_Type of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

ZRTDNTYn=PUT(WRKIKLAM,$ZRTDNTYP.);

Range of Value:

ZRTDNTYn can contain any combination of 1 to 39 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTDNTYn contains the last value of ZRTDNTYn processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

ZRTELACC contains the number of active life connections at the end of the summary interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See ALSO    ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELACC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndActiveConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELACC contains the sum of all values of ZRTELACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELCC - Ending Life Connection Count

ZRTELCC - Ending Life Connection Count

ZRTELCC contains the number of life connections at the end of the summary interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count
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            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTELCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELIB - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTELIB - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTELIB contains the number of inbound bytes at the end of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIB  - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTBLOB  - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELOB  - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELIB contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeInBytes of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELIB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELIB contains the sum of all values of ZRTELIB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELIS - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTELIS - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTELIS contains the number of inbound TCP segments or UDP datagrams at the end of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIS  - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTBLOS  - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELOS  - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

Element Derivation:

ZRTELIS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeInSegDG of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELIS contains the sum of all values of ZRTELIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELOB - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTELOB - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTELOB contains the number of outbound bytes at the end of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIB  - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTBLOB  - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELIB  - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELOB contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeOutBytes of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELOB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELOB contains the sum of all values of ZRTELOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELOS - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTELOS - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTELOS contains the number of outbound TCP segments or UDP datagrams at the end of the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLIS  - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTBLOS  - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELIS  - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt
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Element Derivation:

ZRTELOS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeOutSegDG of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELOS contains the sum of all values of ZRTELOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

ZRTELPCC contains the number of partial life connections at the beginning of the summary interval. This is a subset of
the connections reported in ZRTBLCC.

A connection is considered to be a ?partial connection if one or more of these conditions is met:

• The connection was in existence before it was associated with this security session.
• The security session stopped being associated with the connection, but the connection continued to exist.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELPCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifePartialConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12
record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELPCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELPCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTELPCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

ZRTELSCC contains the number of short life connections at the end of the summary interval. Short connections are
connections that last less than 10 seconds.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELSCC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndLifeShortConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12
record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELSCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTELSCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTELSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

ZRTELACC - Ending Active Life Connection Count

ZRTELACC contains the number of active life connections at the end of the summary interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See ALSO    ZRTBLACC - Initial Active Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTELACC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAEndActiveConnCnt of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTELACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ZRTELACC contains the sum of all values of ZRTELACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILCC - Interval Connection Count

ZRTILCC - Interval Connection Count

ZRTILCC contains the value of connection count that were created during the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILPCC - Interval Partial Connection Count

            ZRTILSCC - Interval Short Connection Count

            ZRTILACC - Interval Active Connection Count

            ZRTBLCC  - Initial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELCC  - Ending Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTILIB is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILCC  = ZRTELCC - ZRTBLCC;

Range of Value:

ZRTILCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTILCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILIB - Interval Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTILIB - Interval Inbound Bytes Count

ZRTILIB contains the value of inbound byte count that were transmitted during the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILOB  - Interval Outbound Bytes Count

            ZRTBLIB  - Initial Life Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELIB  - Ending Life Inbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTILIB is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILIB  = ZRTELIB - ZRTBLIB;

Range of Value:
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ZRTILIB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILIB contains the sum of all values of ZRTILIB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILIS - Interval Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTILIS - Interval Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTILIS contains the value of the inbound TCP segments count or UDP datagram count that were transmitted during the
interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILOS  - Interval Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTBLIS  - Initial Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELIS  - Ending Life Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

Element Derivation:

ZRTILIS is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILIS  = ZRTELIS - ZRTBLIS;

Range of Value:

ZRTILIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILIS contains the sum of all values of ZRTILIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILOB - Interval Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTILOB - Interval Outbound Bytes Count

ZRTILOB contains the value of outbound byte count that were transmitted during the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILIB  - Interval Inbound Bytes Count

            ZRTBLOB  - Initial Life Outbound Bytes Count

            ZRTELOB  - Ending Life Outbound Bytes Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTILOB is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILOB  = ZRTELOB - ZRTBLOB;
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Range of Value:

ZRTILOB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILOB contains the sum of all values of ZRTILOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILOS - Interval Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTILOS - Interval Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

ZRTILOS contains the value of the outbound TCP segments count or UDP datagram count that were transmitted during
the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILIS  - Interval Inbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTBLOS  - Initial Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

            ZRTELOS  - Ending Life Outbound Seg. or DG Cnt

Element Derivation:

ZRTILOS is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILOS  = ZRTELOS - ZRTBLOS;

Range of Value:

ZRTILOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILOS contains the sum of all values of ZRTILOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILPCC - Interval Partial Connection Count

ZRTILPCC - Interval Partial Connection Count

ZRTILPCC contains the value of partial connection count that were created during the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILCC  - Interval Connection Count

            ZRTILSCC - Interval Short Connection Count

            ZRTILACC - Interval Active Connection Count

            ZRTBLPCC - Initial Partial Life Connection Count

            ZRTELPCC - Ending Partial Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:
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ZRTILPCC is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILPCC = ZRTELPCC - ZRTBLPCC;

Range of Value:

ZRTILPCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILPCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTILPCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTILSCC - Interval Short Connection Count

ZRTILSCC - Interval Short Connection Count

ZRTILSCC contains the value of short connection count that were created during the interval.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTILCC  - Interval Connection Count

            ZRTILPCC - Interval Partial Connection Count

            ZRTILACC - Interval Active Connection Count

            ZRTBLSCC - Initial Short Life Connection Count

            ZRTELSCC - Ending Short Life Connection Count

Element Derivation:

ZRTILSCC is computed using the following algorithm:

ZRTILSCC = ZRTELSCC - ZRTBLSCC;

Range of Value:

ZRTILSCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTILSCC contains the sum of all values of ZRTILSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTIPROT - IP Protocol

ZRTIPROT contains the value of the internet protocol used for this session.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• TCP
• UDP

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 3.
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SEE ALSO:  ZRTSPROT - Crypto Security Protocol

Element Derivation:

ZRTIPROT contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAIPProto of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

ZRTIPROT=PUT(WRKIPROT,$ZRTIPROT.);

Range of Value:

ZRTIPROT can contain any combination of 1 to 3 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTIPROT contains the last value of ZRTIPROT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTLSAC - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

ZRTLSAC - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

ZRTLSAC contains the value of 1 meaning that the local socket of this session is acting as the client.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRT6SES  - IPV6 Address Session

            ZRTLSAS  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

            ZRTCEE   - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

            ZRTOCFF  - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

            ZRTPBHH  - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

Element Derivation:

ZRTLSAC contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '..1.....'B then ZRTLSAC=1;

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTLSAC contains the sum of all values of ZRTLSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ZRTLSAS - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

ZRTLSAS - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

ZRTLSAS contains the value of 1 meaning that the local socket of this session is acting as the server.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRT6SES  - IPV6 Address Session

            ZRTLSAC  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

            ZRTCEE   - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

            ZRTOCFF  - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

            ZRTPBHH  - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

Element Derivation:

ZRTLSAS contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '.1......'B then ZRTLSAS=1;

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTLSAS contains the sum of all values of ZRTLSAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTOCFF - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

ZRTOCFF - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

ZRTOCFF contains the value of 1 meaning that this security session represents an IPv4 outbound data connections that
are establisted by the FTP server to the FTP client.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRT6SES  - IPV6 Address Session

            ZRTLSAS  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

            ZRTLSAC  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

            ZRTCEE   - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

            ZRTPBHH  - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

Element Derivation:

ZRTOCFF contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '....1...'B then ZRTOCFF=1;
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Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTOCFF contains the sum of all values of ZRTOCFF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTPBHH - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

ZRTPBHH - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

ZRTPBHH contains the value of 1 which indicates that AT-TLS cryptographic data protection operations are bypassed for
this security session as part of a stack optimization for intra-host connections.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRT6SES  - IPV6 Address Session

            ZRTLSAS  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

            ZRTLSAC  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

            ZRTCEE   - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

            ZRTOCFF  - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

Element Derivation:

ZRTPBHH contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '.....1..'B then ZRTPBHH=1;

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTPBHH contains the sum of all values of ZRTPBHH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSCDA - Server Certificate Digest Algorithm

ZRTSCDA - Server Certificate Digest Algorithm

ZRTSCDA contains the value of server certificate digest algorithm used for this connection. A cryptographic hash is
sometimes also referred to as digest.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:
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• Unknown
• None
• MD2
• MD5
• SHA1
• SHA-224
• SHA-256
• SHA-384
• SHA-512

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 9.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTCCDA  - Client Certificate Digest Algorithm

Element Derivation:

ZRTSCDA contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes Section | Field Name                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol       | SMF119SS_SSH_SCert_Digest_Alg     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol     | SMF119SS_IPSec_LclCert_Digest_Alg |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTSCDA can contain any combination of 1 to 9 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSCDA contains the last value of ZRTSCDA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSCEM - Server Certificate Encryption Method

ZRTSCEM - Server Certificate Encryption Method

ZRTSCEM contains the value of server certificate encryption method used for this connection.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• Unknown
• None
• RSA
• DSA
• ECDSA

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 9.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTCCEM  - Client Certificate Encryption Method
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Element Derivation:

ZRTSCEM contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes Section | Field Name                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol       | SMF119SS_SSH_SCert_Enc_Meth       |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol     | SMF119SS_IPSec_LclCert_Enc_Meth   |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTSCEM can contain any combination of 1 to 9 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSCEM contains the last value of ZRTSCEM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSCKL - Server Certificate Key Length

ZRTSCKL - Server Certificate Key Length

ZRTSCKL contains the value that represents the length of the server certificate key.

Type:

The certificate contains information about the key, owner (subject) identification information, and the digital signiture
identifying entity (issuer).

SEE ALSO:  ZRTCCKL  - Client Certificate Key Length

            ZRTCCKT  - Client Certificate Key Type

            ZRTSCKT  - Server Certificate Key Type

Element Derivation:

ZRTSCKL contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SCert_Key_Len of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTSCKL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSCKL contains the last value of ZRTSCKL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSCKT - Server Certificate Key Type

ZRTSCKT - Server Certificate Key Type

ZRTSCKT contains the value that represents the type of the server certificate key.
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The certificate contains information about the key, owner (subject) identification information, and the digital signiture
identifying entity (issuer).

One of the following key type values can be found in this data element:

• Unknown
• None
• RSA
• DSA
• Diffie Hellman (DH)
• Elyptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC)

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 34.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTSCKL  - Server Certificate Key Length

            ZRTCCKL  - Client Certificate Key Length

            ZRTCCKT  - Client Certificate Key Type

Element Derivation:

ZRTSCKT contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SCert_Key_Type of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

Range of Value:

ZRTSCKT can contain any combination of 1 to 34 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSCKT contains the last value of ZRTSCKT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSCSM - Server Certificate Signature Method

ZRTSCSM - Server Certificate Signature Method

ZRTSCSM contains the value of server certificate signature method used for this connection.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 18.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTCCSM  - Client Certificate Signature Method

Element Derivation:

ZRTSCSM contains the value input from SMF type 119 subtype 12 (zERT summary) record as described below:

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | Attributes      | Field Name                           |

 | Section         |                                      |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | TLS Protocol    | SMF119SS_TLS_SCert_Signature_Method  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | SSH Protocol    | SMF119SS_SSH_SCert_Signature_Method  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------+

 | IPSec Protocol  | SMF119SS_IPSec_SCert_Signature_Method|
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 +--------------------------------------------------------+

Range of Value:

ZRTSCSM can contain any combination of 1 to 18 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSCSM contains the last value of ZRTSCSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSESID - Session ID

ZRTSESID - Session ID

ZRTSESID contains the value of session identifier that uniquely identifies a security session based on the server and
client endpoints along with the significant security attributes for the session.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 20.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ZRTSESID contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SASessionID of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record. The first
two bytes of the input field are skipped and the remaining bytes are stored as packed hex value.

Range of Value:

ZRTSESID can contain any combination of 1 to 20 hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSESID contains the last value of ZRTSESID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRTSPROT - Crypto Security Protocol

ZRTSPROT - Crypto Security Protocol

ZRTSPROT contains the value for the cryptographic security protocol.

One of the following possible values can be found in this data element:

• No recognized cryptographic protection
• TLS/SSL
• SSH
• IPSec

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 34.

SEE ALSO:  ZRTIPROT - IP Protocol
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Element Derivation:

ZRTSPROT contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SASecProtos of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

ZRTSPROT=PUT(WRKSPROT,$ZRTSPROT.);

Range of Value:

ZRTSPROT can contain any combination of 1 to 34 characters.

Summarization Process:

ZRTSPROT contains the last value of ZRTSPROT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ZRT6SES - IPV6 Address Session

ZRT6SES - IPV6 Address Session

ZRT6SES contains the value of 1 meaning that this security session is an IPv6 session.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ZRTLSAS  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Server

            ZRTLSAC  - Session Local Socket Acts as a Client

            ZRTCEE   - Session is Enterprize Extender Conn

            ZRTOCFF  - Session is IPv4 Outbnd Conn FTP-FTP

            ZRTPBHH  - Session Cryto Protection Bypassed

Element Derivation:

ZRT6SES contains the value input from field SMF119SS_SAFlags of the SMF type 119 subtype 12 record.

The value of this data element is derived as follows:

IF WRKSSFLG = '1.......'B then ZRT6SES=1;

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 1 or . (a missing value). At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ZRT6SES contains the sum of all values of ZRT6SES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ACT Data Dictionary
The Accounting (ACT) Information Area is supported by Accounting and Chargeback. This section details the files
supported in the ACT information area

ACT Common Data Elements
This section describes the data elements that are common to all files in MICS Accounting and Chargeback. See the other
Product Analyzers for descriptions of the data elements that they use.

ACTDAY - Accounting Day of Month
ACTDAY is the calendar day of the month, a number from 1 to 31.

Type:

Common retained data element--Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DAY   - Day of Month

             ENDTS - End Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

ACTDAY is derived from the sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(ADAY) macro. The default ADAY macro sets ACTDAY to the
CA MICS DAY variable. The DAY field is derived from the ENDTS.

When the Special Accounting Dates feature is activated, the %ADAY macro will contain generated coding that creates the
ACTDAY value. The generated coding uses the ENDTS to create the ACTDAY. All input files, including external files, must
provide an ENDTS value to allow the records to be charged in the proper accounting period. The ENDTS defaults to the
current system date unless another date is provided.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from 1 to 31; 1 to 30 if the 13-month year option is in use.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

ACCESS: ACTDAY is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES

  ACTJxx     YES    --     --      --     --    --

  ACTLGR      --   YES     --      NO     --    --

USAGE: This element can be used to age the Accounting and Chargeback files differently from corresponding CA MICS
files. This alternate aging must be used carefully because it adversely impacts the audit process.

ACTINVTS - Invoice Time Stamp
ACTINVTS is the Gregorian date of the last day of the period being invoiced. The 00 cycle of the Debit and Credit files
is an exception. There ACTINVTS is always January 1, 2050 because it contains all entries to be applied after the last
period invoiced. It is present in the following files:
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• Credit (ACTSCT)
• Debit (ACTSDT)
• Ledger (ACTLGR)
• Financial Recap (ACTRCP)
• Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_YR)
• Multi-site Financial Recap (ACT_RC)
• Multi-site Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_YT)
• Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_RR)
• Repeat Multi-site Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_RT)

Type:

Common maximum--Numeric, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

Not applicable

Range of Value:

ACTINVTS contains any valid SAS time stamp value.

Summarization Process:

In the Financial Recap, Debit, and Credit files, ACTINVTS is not summarized. In the Year-to-Date Financial Recap File, it
is summarized from the Financial Recap File records and indicates the last time a record was invoiced.

Usage Notes:

None

ACTMONTH - Accounting Month of Year
ACTMONTH is the accounting month of the year (1-14).

Type:

Common retained data element--Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  MONTH - Month of Year

Element Derivation:

ACTMONTH is derived from the sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(AMONTH) macro. The default AMONTH macro sets
ACTMONTH to the MICS MONTH variable. Normally, the MONTH of the YEAR is derived from the standard MICS time
stamp field ENDTS. This is the case for both the ACTJxx and the ACTLGR files. The value of ACTMONTH ranges from 1
through 14, representing January through December.

The ACTMONTH variable for the ACTRCP and ACT_RC files is set to the accounting month value of the prior accounting
period. ACTMONTH, in these files, represents the accounting month for which the work was invoiced, not the period in
which the work occurred.

The ACTMONTH for the ACTSDT and ACTSCT files is obtained from the user-entered MONTH field when the files are
updated through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

When the Special Accounting Dates feature is activated, the %AMONTH macro will contain generated coding that creates
the ACTMONTH value. The generated coding uses the ENDTS to create the ACTMONTH. All input files, including
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external files, must provide an ENDTS value to allow the records to be charged in the proper accounting period. The
ENDTS defaults to the current system date unless another date is provided.

ACTMONTH in the ACTBGT file is not used at this time.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from 1 to 12; 1 to 14 with the Special Accounting Dates option.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

ACCESS: ACTMONTH is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS   TABLES

  ACTJxx      YES    --     --      --     --    --

  ACTLGR       --   YES     --     YES     NO    --

  ACTSCT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_SC       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTSDT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTBGT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTRCP       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_RC       --    --     --      --     --   YES

USAGE: This element can be used to age the Accounting and Chargeback files differently from corresponding MICS files.
The alternate aging must be used carefully because it adversely impacts the audit process.

ACTYEAR - Accounting Year of Century
ACTYEAR is the accounting year of the century, an integer from 0 to 255. ACTYEAR is the "cyy" encoded accounting
year of the century where yy is the last two-digits of the accounting year and c, the century indicator. The century indicator
is: 0 for accounting years before 2000, 1 for accounting years 2000 and higher. For example, the accounting year 1998 is
represented as 98 while the accounting year 2001 is represented as 101. The maximum value of the encoded ACTYEAR
element is 255, which supports accounting years through 2155 (1900 + 255).

You can also think of ACTYEAR as the four digit accounting year minus 1900.

Type:

Common retained data element--Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  MONTH - Month of Year

             YEAR  - Year of Century

Element Derivation:

ACTYEAR is derived from the sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(AYEAR) macro. The default AYEAR macro sets
ACTYEAR to the CA MICS YEAR variable. Normally, MICS calculates YEAR by subtracting 1900 from the year part of
ENDTS. The ACTJxx and ACTLGR files both carry the ACTYEAR derived by this method.

The ACTYEAR variable in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback financial recap file is set to the accounting year value
of the prior accounting period. In all of the financial recap files: ACTRCP, ACT_RC, ACT_YR, ACT_YT, ACT_RR and
ACT_RT, the ACTYEAR variable represents the accounting year for which work was invoiced.

The ACTYEAR for the ACTSDT and ACTSCT files is obtained from the user-entered YEAR field when the files are
updated through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
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ACTYEAR in the ACTBGT file is not used at this time.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

ACCESS: ACTYEAR is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS   TABLES

  ACTJxx      YES    --     --      --     --    --

  ACTLGR       --   YES     --     YES    YES    --

  ACTSCT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_SC       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTSDT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTBGT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACTRCP       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_YR       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_RR       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_RC       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_YT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

  ACT_RT       --    --     --      --     --   YES

USAGE: This element can be used to age the Accounting and Chargeback files differently from corresponding MICS files.
The alternate aging must be used carefully because it adversely impacts the audit process.

BILLTS - Billing Timestamp (ACT)
BILLTS is a common field in the different Accounting and Chargeback Option files. It provides a timestamp that is the
same point of reference. The field is derived differently in each journal file.

Type:

Common control data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  RDRTS   - Reader Timestamp

             STARTTS - Start Timestamp

             SAS Function DATETIME()

Element Derivation:

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option gets the value in the BILLTS from an element within one of the MICS product
files, depending on which journal file is being built. Standard values are shipped in the Journal File Eligibility Table and
may be changed by the user. To review or change the BILLTS variable, select the Special Requirements option from the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. The BILLTS is a user-entered field in the ACTSCT and ACTSDT files.
These fields can be entered with the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu. The entry of a timestamp into this field could refer a credit (ACTSCT) back to the original entry.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:
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This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

In order to achieve a "backwards reference" from the journal files to the MICS product files, use BILLTS to identify the
timestamp related to the WORKUNIT. You can use the Journal File Specifications menu to assign different values (other
than the default) to each journal file.

COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes (ACT)
COSTCTRn data elements are user-defined fields that define the cost center structure of an installation. There may be up
to nine cost center data elements, each representing a level of accountability for the installation. The highest cost center
is COSTCTR1, the second highest COSTCTR2, and so on. These data elements are defined in the Cost Center Definition
panel and reside in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTCTR).

Type:

Common control data element--Character, length user-defined.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The derivation of the cost center fields is the responsibility of the user and is defined in the member COSTRTE in the
MICS parameter library (sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS). The content of the COSTCTRn data elements is installation
dependent. Contact your organization's MICS System Administrator for further information.

Range of Value:

The range of value is user-defined.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

COSTCTRn can be used to retrieve all charges for a billing entity at month end.

CREDCAT - Credit Categories (ACT)
CREDCAT is used within Accounting and Chargeback to classify the various credits into generalized classifications. The
CREDCAT data element possibilities are defined in the Credit Category Table at installation time. There may be additions,
changes, or deletions to this table to represent the needs of your reporting structure. There is a description related to each
CREDCAT in its associated table.

Type:

Common control data element--Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories

Element Derivation:

The CREDCAT value is entered with the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu to allow entry of this element with either the recurring or standard credits.

Range of Value:
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The value ranges from a minimum of 0001 to a maximum of 9999.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. This field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

In order to add, change, or delete a credit category, select the Credit Category Definition option of the Parameter
Specifications menu.

DATASRC - Data Source (ACT)
DATASRC is the three-character MICS component identifier associated with the computation code. It is present in the
following files:

• Credit (ACTSCT)
• Debit (ACTSDT)
• Ledger (ACTLGR)
• Financial Recap (ACTRCP)
• Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_YR)
• Multi-site Financial Recap (ACT_RC)
• Multi-site Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_YT)
• Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_RR)
• Repeat Multi-site Year-to-Date Financial Recap (ACT_RT)
• Journal Run Status Log (ACTRSJ)

Type:

Common retained--Character

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DATASRC is derived from the MICS component identifier or external file identifier.

Range of Value:

DATASRC is always three characters.

Summarization Process:

DATASRC is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

INVCCAT - Invoice Categories (ACT)
INVCCAT is used within Accounting and Chargeback to classify the various charging elements into generalized
classifications. Each INVCCAT will have one or more charging elements subordinate to it. The INVCCAT data element
possibilities are defined in the Invoice Category Definition option of the Parameter Specifications menu at installation time.
There may be additions, changes, or deletions to this table to represent the needs of your reporting structure. There is a
description associated with each INVCCAT in its associated table.

Type:
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Common control data element--Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  AJFIVCnn - Invoice Category

Element Derivation:

Depending on the file, the variable is derived in one of the following ways:

• The derivation of the INVCCAT in the ACTLGR file is from one of the AJFIVC fields in the journal file(s). During the
DAY199 step of the DAILY MICS job, one ACTLGR record is written for each AJFIVC element in each journal file
record. The journal files are created in a step prior to DAY199.

• The INVCCAT value in the remaining files is a user-entered element. The SAS/FSP product is invoked with the
Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu to allow entry of this
element with either debits, budgets, or cost center attributes.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from a minimum of 0001 to a maximum of 9999.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

In order to add, change, or delete a category, use the Invoice Category Definition option of the Parameter Specifications
menu. Categories 9000-9999 should not be modified.

WORKAREA - User Workarea (ACT)
WORKAREA is used to store information that supplements the elements within the Accounting and Chargeback journal
files. The WORKAREA has different information in it depending on which journal file it is in and which MICS product file
the information is derived from.

Type:

Common data element--Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

             IMSID    - IMS System Identification

             JOBGROUP - Job Group

             JOBGRPPC - Job Group Received

Element Derivation:

MICS Accounting and Chargeback gets the value of WORKAREA from an element within one of the MICS product files,
depending on which journal file is being built. Standard values are shipped in the Journal File Eligibility Table and may
be changed by the user. To review or change the WORKAREA variable, select the Journal File Eligibility option from the
Special Requirements menu.

Range of Value:

A 1- to 16-character field.

Summarization Process:

This element is not used in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:
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In order to achieve a "backwards reference" from the journal files to the MICS product files, use WORKAREA to identify
various pertinent information. You can use the Journal File Specifications menu to assign different values (other than the
default) to each journal file.

WORKUNIT - Unit of Work (ACT)
WORKUNIT is the full name of the unit of work that has been executed. Each different Accounting and Chargeback
journal file has a different unit of work relative to its recording of charges. The records in the various journal files will have
all the billing information pertaining to the units of charging for the specific units of work.

Type:

Common control data element--Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  CICAPU   - Application Unit Identifier

             CICSID   - CICS System Identification

             IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

             IMSID    - IMS System Identification

             JOB      - Job Identification

             PROGRAM  - Program Name

             USER     - USERID Identification

             File Organization in this Using Accounting and Chargeback

Element Derivation:

Note:

MICS Accounting and Chargeback gets the value of WORKUNIT from an element within one of the MICS product files,
depending on which journal file is being built. Standard values are shipped in the Journal File Eligibility Table and may
be changed by the user. To review or change the WORKUNIT variable, select the Journal File Eligibility option from the
Special Requirements menu.

The ACTSCT file has the WORKUNIT entered by the user with the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

A 1- to 12-character field in which the first position must be alphabetic or national and all succeeding positions may be
alphabetic, national, or numeric.

Summarization Process:

This element has meaning only in the journal files, which use only the DETAIL time-span.

Usage Notes:

In order to achieve a "backwards reference" from the journal files to the MICS product files, use WORKUNIT to identify the
unit of work. You can use the Journal File Specifications menu to assign different values (other than the default) to each
journal file.

Accounting Journal Files (ACTJxx)
A separate Accounting Journal File (ACTJxx) is maintained for each MICS file from which costing information is extracted.

For a detailed description of these files, see ACTJxx Accounting Journal Files.

Contents

The list below provides the file names for the standard set of Accounting Journal Files.
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If you want to charge for MICS field-developed application files or external files, use the Journal File Eligibility option
(MWF;4;2;S;2) to define additional Accounting Journal Files.

The Accounting Journal File identifies the amount of each billable item that a unit of work consumed, amount to
be charged, and rate at which charge was calculated.

The use of these files are the base set of files in which the charges are first gathered. These files are later summarized
into the Ledger File.

The source for this file is MICS product files, external data sources.

      ACTJBJnn - Batch Job Accounting Journal File

      ACTJBPnn - Batch Program Accounting Journal File

      ACTJBSnn - Batch Spool Accounting Journal File

      ACTJBMnn - MULC Address Space Journal File

      ACTJRNnn - Multisystem Enclaves Journal File

      ACTJTPnn - APPC TP Resource Journal File

      ACTJCSnn - CICS Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJCAnn - CICS Transaction Accounting Journal File

      ACTJDSnn - DB2 Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJSUnn - IDMS Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJSAnn - IDMS Transaction Accounting Journal File

      ACTJTUnn - TSO Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJTCnn - TSO Transaction Accounting Journal File

                 from TSOTSC

      ACTJTInn - TSO Transaction Accounting Journal File

                 from TSOTSI

      ACTJISnn - IMS Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJIAnn - IMS Transaction Accounting Journal File

      ACTJIXnn - IMS Resource Fast Path Accounting

                 Journal File

      ACTJCMnn - VM Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from VMCCMU

      ACTJDCnn - VM Service Accounting Journal File

                 from VMCDAC

      ACTJNTnn - VM Network Terminal Accounting Journal File

                 from VMCNTU

      ACTJVRnn - VM RSCS Spool Accounting Journal File

                 from VMCVRA

      ACTJDAnn - VCA Non-VSAM Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJMSnn - VCA Systems Managed Storage Journal File

      ACTJVSnn - VCA VSAM Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJHFnn - VCA HFS Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJMGnn - HSM Migrated Data Accounting Journal File

      ACTJBCnn - HSM Backup Data Accounting Journal File

      ACTJNPnn - SNA NCP Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJNSnn - SNA NetSpy Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJPSnn - SNA NPM Resource Accounting Journal File

      ACTJNAnn - SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from NVSNSA

      ACTJNCnn - SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from NVSNSC

      ACTJRTnn - SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from NVSRTM
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      ACTJPJnn - VSE/POWER Job Accounting Journal File

      ACTJPPnn - VSE/POWER Program Accounting Journal File

      ACTJPOnn - VSE/POWER Spool Accounting Journal File

      ACTJPCnn - VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from DEAPRC

      ACTJIMnn - VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from DEAIMG

      ACTJPQnn - VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File

                 from DEAPRQ

      ACTJDKnn - VAX/VMS Disk Resource Journal File

      ACTJMAnn - UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File

      ACTJMPnn - UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal File

      ACTJMQnn - MQSeries Message Manager Accounting Journal

                 File

      ACTJTAnn - MQSeries Task Accounting Journal File

      ACTJQAnn - MQSeries Queue Activity Journal File

      ACTJWBnn - WEB Analyzer Data Accounting Journal File

      ACTJSFnn - WebSphere Application Server Journal File

      ACTJLXnn - Linux Accounting Journal File

      ACTJMFnn - MQSeries Message Broker Accounting Journal

                 File

      ACTJTDnn - Tandem Process Activity Accounting Journal

                 File

      ACTJLNnn - VMC Linux Process Journal File

      ACTJTVnn - Tape Data Set Journal File

      ACTJWAnn - Web Asynch Activity Journal file

      ACTJWRnn - Web Request Activity Journal file

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Time-Span| Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |COSTCTR(s) SYSID     WORKUNIT YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |  DAY      BILLTS    ACTYEAR  ACTMONTH  ACTDAY   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time     Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  COSTCTR(s) - User Defined Cost Centers

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACTDAY   - Accounting Day

  X.....E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  X.....E  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  X.....E  BILLTS   - Billing Time Stamp

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WORKAREA - User Work Area

  X.....E  WORKUNIT - Unit of Work

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  AJFCPCnn - Computation Code

  X.....E  AJFIVCnn - Invoice Category

  X.....E  AJFRATnn - Billing Rate

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  AJFCHGnn - Amount Billed

  X.....E  AJFQNTnn - Quantity Billed
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AJFCHG - Amount Billed

AJFCHG is the element in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback journal file(s) that indicates an amount to charge for a
billable item. There are from 1 to nn AJFCHG fields in each journal record. The number of fields is based on the number
of billable items in the Rate Table option of the Parameter Specifications menu. The AJFCHG01-nn elements are in an
array type of structure and correspond positionally to the AJFCPC01-nn, AJFIVC01-nn, AJFQNT01-nn, and AJFRAT01-nn
elements.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFCPC - Computation Code

             AJFIVC - Invoice Category

             AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

             AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the MICS daily process, the amount to be billed for an item (for example, CPU USAGE or EXCPS) within a
WORKUNIT (for example, job or program) is calculated. The rate for the item, AJFRAT, is multiplied by the number of
units for the item, AJFQNT, to compute the billable amount, AJFCHG.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized in the journal file; however, the ACTLGR file does summarize it to compute the LGRCHG
amount.

Access:

AJFCHG is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS

  ACTJxx      YES    --     --      --     --

 

 Usage Notes:

The AJFCHG for the priority and zone computation codes (JPRI and ZDIF) is computed from the algorithm below:
AJFCHG = fffWCOST*AJFRAT - fffWCOST, where fff is the three-character MICS file ID (e.g., JOB, PGM). The charge will
be a negative number if the priority or zone differential is less than 1.

AJFCPC - Computation Code

AJFCPC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback journal file(s) that indicates the COMPCODE of the item being
billed. The possible COMPCODEs are indicated in the Charging Element Table. There are from 1 to nn AJFCPC fields in
each journal record. The number of fields is based on the number of billable items that have been indicated in the Rate
Table. The AJFCPC01-nn elements are in an array type of structure and correspond positionally to the AJFCHG01-nn,
AJFIVC01-nn, AJFQNT01-nn, and AJFRAT01-nn elements.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4.
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  See also:  AJFCHG - Amount Billed

             AJFIVC - Invoice Category

             AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

             AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the MICS daily process, the COMPCODE for the item to be billed (for example, CPU USAGE, EXCPS, etc.) within
a WORKUNIT (for example, job, program) is placed in this field. The computation codes to be billed are specified in the
Rate Table.

Range of Value:

0001-9999, JMIN, SURC, ZONn, or xn where "x" is an alphanumeric priority ID and "n" is a user-assigned priority number.
(Priority IDs for journal files are delivered with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You can look at the priority ID assigned
to a journal file on the Journal File Eligibility panel (MWF;4;2;S;2).)

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized in the journal files.

Usage Notes:

You can add or delete an item from billing by using the Rate Table option of the Parameter Specification menu. Take care,
however, not to make changes during a billing period to avoid confusion among the users of the computer services about
the rates in effect during the period.

AJFIVC - Invoice Category

AJFIVC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback journal file(s) that indicates the INVCCAT of the item being
billed. The possible AJFIVCnn are indicated in the Invoice Category Definition option of the Parameter Specifications
menu. There are from 1 to nn AJFIVC fields in each journal record. The number of fields is based on the number of
AJFCPCnn items that are being billed. Each AJFCPCnn has a corresponding AJFIVCnn. The AJFIVC01-nn elements
are in an array type of structure and correspond positionally to the AJFCHG01-nn, AJFCPC01-nn, AJFQNT01-nn, and
AJFRAT01-nn elements. Each invoice category will have one or more of the computation codes assigned to it.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4.

  See also:  AJFCHG - Amount Billed

             AJFCPC - Computation Code

             AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

             AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the MICS daily process, the INVCCAT for the item to be billed (e.g., CPU USAGE, EXCPS, etc.) within a
WORKUNIT (e.g., job, program) is placed in this field. The INVCCAT is obtained from looking up the item's computation
code in the Charging Element Definition option of the Parameter Specifications menu.

Range of Value:

This element ranges in value from a minimum of 0001 to a maximum of 9999.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized in the journal files.
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Access:

AJFIVC is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL   DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS YEARS

  ACTJxx    YES      --     --       --    --

 

 Usage Notes:

To change the value of the AJFIVC element associated with a billing item, change the item's entry in the Charging
Element Definition option of the Parameter Specifications menu.

AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

AJFQNT is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback journal file(s) that indicates a quantity for a billable item. There
are from 1 to nn AJFQNT fields in each journal record. The number of fields is based on the number of billable items
that have been specified in the Rate Table option of the Parameter Specifications menu. The AJFQNT01-nn elements
are in an array type of structure and correspond positionally to the AJFCPC01-nn, AJFIVC01-nn, AJFCHG01-nn, and
AJFRAT01-nn elements.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFCHG - Amount Billed

             AJFCPC - Computation Code

             AJFIVC - Invoice Category

             AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the MICS daily process, the quantity to be billed for an item, (e.g., CPU USAGE, EXCPS, etc.) within a
WORKUNIT (e.g., job, program) is retrieved or computed from the MICS file as specified by the Charging Element Table
entry for the item's computation code.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized in the journal file; however, the ACTLGR file does summarize it.

Access:

AJFQNT is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS

  ACTJxx      YES    --     --      --     --

 

Usage Notes:

Each AJFQNT is multiplied by the corresponding AJFRAT to compute the corresponding AJFCHG. For priority and zone
computation codes, AJFQNT is set to the job's total cost before the application of priority and zone differentials.
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AJFRAT - Billing Rate

AJFRAT is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback journal file(s) that indicates the amount to be charged for each
unit of a billable item. There are from 1 to nn AJFRAT fields in each journal record. The number of fields is based on the
number of billable items that have been specified in the Rate Table option of the Parameter Specifications menu. The
AJFRAT01-nn elements are in an array type of structure and correspond positionally to the AJFCPC01-nn, AJFIVC01-nn,
AJFQNT01-nn, and AJFCHG01-nn elements.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFCHG - Amount Billed

             AJFCPC - Computation Code

             AJFIVC - Invoice Category

             AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

 

Element Derivation:

During the MICS daily process, the rate to be billed for an item (e.g., CPU USAGE, EXCPS, etc.) within a WORKUNIT
(e.g., job, program) is assigned from the rate specified for the item's computation code in the Rate Table.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized in the journal file.

Access:  

AJFRAT is present in the following files and levels of summarization:

  -FILE-   DETAIL  DAYS  WEEKS  MONTHS  YEARS

  ACTJxx    YES     --    --     --       --

 

Usage Notes:

You can change the rate for a given item by using the Rate Table option in the Parameter Specifications menu. However,
you should take care not to change rates during a billing period to avoid confusion among the users of computer services.

Ledger File (ACTLGR)
The Accounting Component Ledger File (ACTLGR) identifies the total amount of each billable item, rate at which billed,
and charge to the stipulated cost center.

Use this file to gather together the billable items from all the journal files within a database unit. The Month Ledger is used
for reporting.

The source for this file is the Accounting Journal Files for the database unit.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     INVCCAT  |

  |         |LGRCPC    YEAR      MONTH     DAY       ZONE     |

  |         |LGRRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  ACTDAY             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     INVCCAT  |

  |         |LGRCPC    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      LGRRAT   |

  |         |ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH                               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     INVCCAT  |

  |         |LGRCPC    YEAR      ZONE      LGRRAT    ACTYEAR  |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  .D.M..E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .D.MY.E  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .D.MY.E  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .D.MY.E  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .D.MY.E  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .D.MY.E  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .D.MY.E  LGRCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .D.MY.E  LGRRAT   - Billing Rate

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  ACTDAY   - Accounting Day

  .D.MY.E  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .D.MY.E  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  LGRCHG   - Amount Billed

  .D.MY.E  LGRQNT   - Number of Billable Items

LGRCHG - Amount Billed

LGRCHG is the Accounting and Chargeback Ledger File element that indicates the amount to be charged to the
associated cost center(s) for the use of any service that has the stipulated rate and computation code. The amount
carried in this element is NOT associated with a particular work unit (e.g., JOB, USERID etc.), but is summarized into the
indicated file sequence. The charge amount is printed on the invoice report.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFCHGxx - Amount Billed

             AJFQNTxx - Quantity Billed

             AJFRATxx - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

The Ledger amount in the DAYS time-span is derived from the journal file AJFCHGxx amounts. During the DAY199 step
of the DAILY job, the journal amounts are summarized into this element.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

LGRCHG contains the sum of all occurrences of LGRCHG that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

LGRCPC - Billable Computation Code

LGRCPC is the Accounting and Chargeback Ledger File element that is used to indicate the charging element that is
being billed. The description pertaining to each billable computation code is listed in the Charging Element Table. The
description and the related computation code appear on many of the Accounting and Chargeback reports.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4.

  See also:  AJFCPC - Computation Code

             SCTCPC - Billable Computation Code

             SDTCPC - Billable Computation Code

 

Element Derivation:

The LGRCPC element is extracted from the journal file(s) during the DAY199 step of the DAILY job. The quantity
and charges associated with computation code are summarized from the journal file(s) to the Ledger File using the
computation code as part of the summarization pattern of the file.

Range of Value:

0001-9999, JMIN, SURC, ZONn, or xn where "x" is an alphanumeric priority ID and "n" is a user-assigned priority number.
(Priority IDs for journal files are delivered with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You can look at the priority ID assigned
to a journal file on the Journal File Eligibility panel (MWF;4;2;S;2).)

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

None

LGRQNT - Number of Billable Units

LGRQNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Ledger File element that indicates how many units of a particular
computation code at the associated rate will be billed to a cost center. This quantity will be shown on the invoice reporting
for each cost center.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

 

Element Derivation:

This element is summarized from the journal file(s) during the DAY199 step of the DAILY job. The journal quantity by
computation code and rate as well as the other sequence fields are accumulated into the LGRQNT.

Range of Value:
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This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

LGRQNT contains the sum of all occurrences of LGRQNT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LGRRAT - Billing Rate

LGRRAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Ledger File element used to indicate the cost to a user for this particular unit
of computer service. The rate will be shown on the invoice reports for the associated cost center.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the DAY199 step of the DAILY job, the rates from the journal records are used to create summarized records in the
Ledger File. The LGRRAT is part of the sequence key in the Ledger File. All charges and quantities with the same rate,
computation code, invoice category, and cost center are summarized together.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

LGRQNT multiplied by LGRRAT may not always exactly equal LGRCHG. This is because both LGRQNT and LGRCHG
are summed from individual work units in the journal files. For any work unit, each AJFQNT may not multiply by the
corresponding AJFRAT to equal AJFCHG, because AJFCHG is rounded to dollars and cents, but no rounding is done on
AJFQNT.

Financial Recap File (ACTRCP)
The Accounting Component Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) contains charges, debits, credits, discounts, and budgets for
a single month's invoice.

Use the Financial Recap File is the input to the invoice data processing module. It is also the input to the financial reports.

The source for this file is created by MNACTRCP during complex level invoice run. Also created by FINRECAP job.

This table dentifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the
file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     RCPTYPE  |

  |         |RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  RCPSTAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .....TE  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type
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  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 Common Data Elements

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

 Retained Data Elements

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items

RCPCHG - Amount of Item

RCPCHG is the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File element that indicates the amount of the charge, credit,
discount, or budget, depending on the type of the record.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  LGRCHG - Amount Billed

             SCTCHG - Amount Credited

             SDTCHG - Amount Debited

 

Element Derivation:

The derivation of the RCPCHG field depends on the type of the record. For debits, RCPCHG is summed from LGRCHG
and SDTCHG; for credits, RCPCHG is summed from SCTCHG; for discounts, RCPCHG is summed from the computed
amount of the discount; for budgets, RCPCHG is the amount of the budget.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

RCPCHG contains the sum of all occurrences of the appropriate charge that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RCPCLVL - Cost Center Level

RCPCLVL is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File that indicates, for the record in which it
appears, the level of the cost center structure to which the data refers. It is determined by the last non-blank COSTCTR
value.

For example, a record with a non-blank COSTCTR1 value and blank COSTCTR2-COSTCTR9 values is at level one,
while a record with a non-blank COSTCTR9 value is at level nine.
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Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 1.

  See also:  COSTCTR -  User Defined Cost Center Codes

             BGTCLVL -  Budget Cost Center Level

             CCACLVL -  Cost Center Level

 

Element Derivation:

RCPCLVL is set when the Financial Recap File is created (by either the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs).

Range of Value:

1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

RCPCPC - Billable Computation Code

RCPCPC is the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File element that indicates the charging element being billed
or budgeted. The description of each charging element is found in the charging element table (ELEMTBL).

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4.

  See also:  LGRCPC - Billable Computation Code

             SDTCPC - Billable Computation Code

 

Element Derivation:

The RCPCPC element is derived from the Ledger, Debit, Credit and Budget files. The quantity and amount associated
with the computation code is summarized from these files using the computation code as part of the summarization
pattern.

Range of Value:

0001-9999, JMIN, SURC, ZONn, or xn where "x" is an alphanumeric priority ID and "n" is a user-assigned priority number.
(Priority IDs for journal files are delivered with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You can look at the priority ID assigned
to a journal file on the Journal File Eligibility panel (MWF;4;2;S;2).)

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

None

RCPILVL - Invoice Level

RCPILVL is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File that indicates the cost center level at
which the record will be invoiced.
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Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 1.

  See also:   COSTCTR - User Defined Cost Center Codes

              CCAILVL - Invoice Level

 

Element Derivation:

Invoice Level is set equal to the invoice level in the Cost Center Attributes file (CCAILVL) for this cost center when the
Financial Recap File is created either by the INVOICE or the FINRECAP jobs.

Range of Value: 1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

RCPQNT - Number of Billable Units

RCPQNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File element that indicates how many units of the
associated computation code will be billed to a cost center. This quantity will be shown on the consolidated invoice with
the corresponding rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  LGRQNT - Number of Billable Units

             SCTQNT - Quantity Billed

             SDTQNT - Quantity Billed

 

Element Derivation:

This element is summarized from the Ledger, Credit, and Debit files. The summarization key includes invoice category,
computation code, and rate.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

RCPQNT contains the sum of all LGRQNT, SCTQNT, and SDTQNT values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RCPQNT is not used for discount or budget records.

RCPRAT - Billing Rate

RCPRAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File element that indicates the cost of the associated billing
element for debits or credits or the percent of discount for fixed percentage discounts. The rate will be shown on the
invoice reports for the associated cost center.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 8.
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  See also:  LGRRAT - Billing Rate

             RCTRAT - Billing Rate

             SDTRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

RCPRAT is obtained from the Ledger, Credit, Debit, and Cost Center Attributes file. All charges, credits, and quantities
with the same rate, computation code, invoice category, and cost center are summarized together.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

RCPQNT multiplied by RCPRAT may not always exactly equal RCPCHG. This is because both RCPQNT and RCPCHG
are summed from the corresponding Ledger File elements, which in turn are summed from individual work units in the
journal files. For any work unit, each AJFQNT may not multiply by the corresponding AJFRAT to equal AJFCHG, because
AJFCHG is rounded to dollars and cents, but no rounding is done on AJFQNT.

RCPSTAT - Billing Status

RCPSTAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File element that indicates whether the status of the cost
center described by the record is BILL or NOBILL.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 6.

  See also:  CCASTAT - Billing Status

 

Element Derivation:

The value is derived from the CCASTAT element in the Cost Center Attributes file record for the cost center to which the
corresponding charges will be invoiced. If no matching Cost Center Attributes file record is found, the default value is
BILL.

Range of Value:

This element can have a value of BILL or NOBILL.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

Use Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options (MWF;4;2;1;1;2) to assign Billing Status to invoice level cost centers.

RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

RCPSTYPE is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File that provides a detailed description of
the contents of the record in which it appears. It is used in conjunction with RCPTYPE as shown in the following table:

        Data Type    RCPTYPE    RCPSTYPE    Data Detail

        ---------    -------    --------    -----------
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        Charges        10          D        Debit

        Charges        10          E        External Entry

        Charges        10          L        Ledger

        Credits        20        blank      n/a

        Discounts      30        DFPC       Fixed Percent

        Discounts      30        DLSA       Lump Sum Amount

        Discounts      30        DVOL       Volume

        Surcharges     40        blank      n/a

        Budgets        50          C        Cost Center

        Budgets        50          I        Invoice Category

        Budgets        50          M        Computation Code

        Budgets        50          U        Units

        Zero Balance

        Adjustments    60        blank      n/a

 

Type:

Retained--Character, length 4.

  See also:   RCPTYPE - Record Type

 

Element Derivation:

RCPSTYPE is set when the Financial Recap File is created (by either the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs).

Range of Value:

C, D, DFPC, DLSA, DVOL, E, I, L, M, U,

                   blank

 

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

RCPTYPE - Record Type

RCPTYPE is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Financial Recap File that indicates the type of data contained
in the record in which it appears. The following table list the meanings of the various values of RCPTYPE.

                 Data Type    RCPTYPE

                 ---------    -------

                 Charges        10

                 Credits        20

                 Discounts      30

                 Surcharges     40

                 Budgets        50
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                 Zero Balance

                 Adjustments    60

 

Type:

Retained--Character, length 2

  See also:   RCPSTYPE  - Record Subtype

 

Element Derivation:

RCPTYPE is set when the Financial Recap File is created (either by the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs) based on the
source of the data (Ledger, Credit, or Budget Files) or the type of computation performed (discounts, surcharges, and
zero-balance adjustments).

Range of Value: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

RCPTYPE should be tested by any installation- developed reporting routine to determine how a given observation should
be processed.

Audit File (ACTAUDIT)
The unit-level audit file contains combined information from all the journal files in its unit. The complex-level audit file
contains combined information from the Credit file (ACTSCT01) and Debit file (ACTSDT01).

Used to assist in doing audit analysis or any form of  reporting that needs offline archived data.

This source is from the accounting journal files, Debit file, and Credit file.

Contents

CHARGE - Amount Billed

CHARGE is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that indicates the amount to be charged to the associated
cost center(s) for the use of a computer service that has the indicated rate and computation code. The amount carried in
this field is associated with a particular work unit (e.g., JOB, USERID, etc.), but is not summarized into the indicated file
sequence. The ACTAUDIT file is an OS variable blocked file and each record carries from 1 to nn charge amounts for a
WORKUNIT.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  AJFCHG - Amount Billed

 

Element Derivation:

The AJFCHGxx amount in the DETAIL time-span is written to the Audit file during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS
DAILY job. The multiple AJFCHG fields in the journal record are used to make up part of the variable portion of the OS
variable blocked file. The record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback User Guide.
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Range of Value:

This value may be any positive or negative number, although it is usually positive.

Summarization Process:

This value is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

The Charge field in this ACTAUDIT file can be used for auditing purposes. The AUDITRPT job uses this and other
ACTAUDIT fields in its reporting.

FILEID - Record Identifier

FILEID is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that is used to identify which journal file was used to make
the OS variable blocked record.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 3.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

The ACTAUDIT file is derived from the DETAIL journal files during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS DAILY job. The
identifier value is the fourth to sixth positions of the file name (e.g., JBP, JBS, JBJ, JIS, JIA, JCA, JCI). The record layout
of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This element may be any of the values in the fourth to sixth positions of the journal file name.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

FORMAT - ACTAUDIT Label

FORMAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that is used as the file header identifier.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

The FORMAT element is a constant written to the Audit file during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS DAILY job. The
record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This element has the value of ACTAUDIT.
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Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

QUANT - Number of Units Billed

QUANT is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that indicates the number of units for a particular computer
service that has been used. The amount carried in this field is associated with a particular work unit (e.g., JOB, USERID,
etc.), but is not summarized into the indicated file sequence. The ACTAUDIT file is an OS variable blocked file and each
record carries from 1 to nn QUANT amounts for a WORKUNIT.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

 

Element Derivation:

The AJFQNTxx amount in the journal file is written to the Audit File during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS DAILY
job. The multiple AJFQNT fields in the journal record are used to make up part of the variable portion of the OS
variable blocked file. The record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This value may be any positive or negative number, although it is usually positive.

Summarization Process:

This value is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

The QUANT field in this ACTAUDIT file can be used for auditing purposes. The AUDITRPT job uses this and other
ACTAUDIT fields in its reporting.

RATE - Billing Rate

RATE is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that indicates the rate to be charged to the associated cost
center(s) for the use of a computer service that has the indicated computation code. The RATE carried in this field is
associated with a particular unit of work (e.g., WORKUNIT), but is not summarized into the indicated file sequence. The
ACTAUDIT file is an OS variable blocked file and each record carries from 1 to nn RATE amounts for a WORKUNIT,
depending on how many COMPCODES there are.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:
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The AJFRATxx amount in the journal file is written to the ACTAUDIT file during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS
DAILY job. The multiple AJFRAT fields in the journal record are used to make up part of the variable portion of the OS
variable blocked file. The record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This value is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

The RATE field in this ACTAUDIT file can be used for auditing purposes. The AUDITRPT job uses this and other
ACTAUDIT fields in its reporting.

SEGCOUNT - Segment Count

SEGCOUNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that is a count of the number of variable portions of the
OS variable blocked records in the ACTAUDIT file.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 2.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

The SEGCOUNT file is derived and written to the ACTAUDIT file during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS DAILY job. The
record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This value is incremented by 1 as the variable portion of the ACTAUDIT file is created from each journal file record.

Usage Notes:

None

UCODE - Uniqueness Code

UCODE is the Accounting and Chargeback Audit File element that is used, along with the other record elements, to make
the OS variable blocked records unique in the ACTAUDIT file. This is a numeric generated value that ensures that each
Audit File record is unique.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 3.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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The UCODE file is derived and written to the ACTAUDIT file during the DAY199 step of the CA MICS DAILY job. The
record layout of this OS record is presented in Section 7.4.1 of the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback User Guide.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This value is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Credit File (ACTSCT)
The Credit file (ACTSCT) identifies any standard or recurring credits to charges created by normal CA MICS
Accounting and Chargeback processing.

Contents

This file to is used to make adjustments during the accounting month prior to the actual invoicing. These entries will be
subtracted from the charges.

The source for this file is user entered on an ISPF panel accessed from the Application Database Data Entry Menu.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     WORKUNIT |

  |         |CREDCAT   YEAR      MONTH     SCTCPC    SCTRAT   |

  |         |ZONE      BILLTS    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  DAY      |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  BILLTS   - Billing Time Stamp

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  CREDCAT  - Credit Category

  .....TE  DAY      - Day of Month

  .....TE  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .....TE  SCTCPC   - Credited Computation Code

  .....TE  SCTRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  WORKUNIT - Unit of Work

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .....TE  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SCTDESC  - Credit Description

  .....TE  SCTENTRY - Type Of Entry

  .....TE  SCTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

  .....TE  SCTUSR   - Last User

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SCTCHG   - Amount Credited
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  .....TE  SCTCOUNT - Number Of Credits

  .....TE  SCTQNT   - Quantity Credited

SCTCHG - Amount Credited

SCTCHG is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File that indicates an amount to be credited to a
specific cost center. The invoice processing uses this credit in the net total. If the value of SCTENTRY equals:

• S (standard credit), the amount entered will be a one-time credit to the designated cost center.
• R (recurring credit), the amount will be credited to the cost center each month.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6

 See also:  SCTENTRY - Type of Entry

Element Derivation:

This is a user-entered element. The credits are entered through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. The CLOSETBL job places standard credit records with a value of any
month prior to the current month in the ACTSCT01 file. It places standard credit records with a value of the current or
future month in the ACTSCT00 file. It places recurring credit records in both the ACTSCT00 and ACTSCT01 files. The
ACTSCT01 file is then used in the reporting process.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SCTCOUNT - Number of Credits

SCTCOUNT is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File that specifies the count of the number of credits
represented by the entry.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 4.

 See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SCTCOUNT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

SCTCOUNT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

If you use summarization when writing MICF inquiries, you can use SCTCOUNT to indicate the number of summarized
credits.
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SCTCPC - Credited Computation Code

SCTCPC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File that is used to indicate the charging element that is
being credited. The description of each computation code is listed in the Charging Element Table. The computation code
and its description appear on many of the Accounting and Chargeback reports.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4

 See also:  AJFCPC - Computation Cod

            SCTQNT - Quantity Credited

            SCTRAT - Billing Rate

Element Derivation:

Enter this element through the Debits and Credits Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;3). The computation code entry is
optional.

Range of Value:

0001-9999, JMIN, SURC, ZONn, or xn where "x" is an alphanumeric priority ID and "n" is a user-assigned priority number.
(Priority IDs for journal files are delivered with CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You can look at the priority ID
assigned to a journal file on the Journal File Eligibility panel (MWF;4;2;S;2).)

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

For the charges to be adjusted by the credit amount, you must enter the computation code, quantity, and rate. If this is
done, the credit amount is subtracted from the amount billed to the computation code at the same cost center, invoice
category, and rate. The credit does not appear as a separate line item on the invoice, however the credit is carried as a
separate item on the Financial Recap file.

If you do not enter the computation code, the credit amount will be included in the total credits at the bottom of the invoice.

SCTDESC - Credit Description

SCTDESC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File that describes the reason that the credit was
entered.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 30.

 See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This element is user entered through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu.

Range of Value:

1 to 30 characters designated by the System Administrator.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.
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Usage Notes:

Although this element is not used by any of the accounting reports, it may be used by user-written reports.

SCTENTRY - Type of Entry

SCTENTRY is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File used to specify whether the credit is a standard
or recurring credit. Standard credits are applied only once. Recurring credits are applied every month.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 1.

 See also:  SCTCHG - Amount Credited

Element Derivation:

SCTENTRY is updated when an update is made with the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation
Accounting Primary Options menu.

Range of Value:

SCTENTRY is either S or R to indicate whether it is a standard or recurring credit.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SCTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

SCTENTTS is the Accounting and Chargeback element that indicates the date and time that a specific Credit File entry
was made.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 7.

 See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This element is updated upon termination of an update made with the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. It is derived by using the SAS DATETIME function.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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SCTQNT - Quantity Credited

SCTQNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File element that indicates how many units of a particular computation
code, at the associated rate, will be credited to a cost center.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 6.

 See also:  SCTCPC - Credited Computation Code

            SCTRAT - Billing Rate

Element Derivation:

Enter this element through the Debits and Credits Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;3). The quantity in the Credit File is
optional.

Range of Value:

SCTQNT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 13 digits.

Summarization Process:

SCTQNT is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

For the charges to be adjusted by the credit amount, you must enter the computation code, quantity, and rate. If this is
done, the credit amount is subtracted from the amount billed to the computation code at the same cost center, invoice
category, and rate. The credit does not appear as a separate line item on the invoice, however the credit is carried as a
separate item on the Financial Recap file.

If you do not enter the computation code, the credit amount will be included in the total credits at the bottom of the invoice.

SCTRAT - Billing Rate

SCTRAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Credit File element that shows how much it costs for a particular unit of
computer service. The rate times the quantity in this record must be equal to the amount in the SCTCHG element.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

 See also:  AJFRAT - Billing Rate

            SCTCPC - Credited Computation Code

            SCTQNT - Quantity Credited

Element Derivation:

Enter this element through the Debits and Credits Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;3). The rate in the Credit File is optional.

Range of Value:

SCTRAT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 11 digits.

Summarization Process:

SCTRAT is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

For the charges to be adjusted by the credit amount, you must enter the computation code, quantity, and rate. If this is
done, the credit amount is subtracted from the amount billed to the computation code at the same cost center, invoice
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category, and rate. The credit does not appear as a separate line item on the invoice, however the credit is carried as a
separate item on the Financial Recap file.

If you do not enter the computation code, the credit amount will be included in the total credits at the bottom of the invoice.

SCTUSR - Last User

SCTUSR indicates, in each record in the Credit File, the last user who updated that record.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 8.

 See also:  SCTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

Element Derivation:

SCTUSR is set when you update a standard credit using the Debits and Credits Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;3).

Range of Value:

SCTUSR can contain any valid user ID.

Summarization Process:

SCTUSR is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Debit File (ACTSDT)
The Debit File (ACTSDT) identifies any standard or recurring debits to be added to the charges calculated for a given cost
center.

This file allows additional debits to be added prior to invoicing.

The source for this file is user entered on an ISPF panel accessed from the Application Database Data Entry Menu.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     INVCCAT  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     SDTCPC    SDTRAT    BILLTS   |

  |         |ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  DAY                          |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  BILLTS   - Billing Time Stamp

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  DAY      - Day of Month

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .....TE  SDTCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  SDTRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)
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  .....TE  WORKUNIT - Unit of Work

  .....TE  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SDTDESC  - Debit Description

  .....TE  SDTENTRY - Type Of Entry

  .....TE  SDTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

  .....TE  SDTUSR   - Last User

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SDTCHG   - Amount Debited

  .....TE  SDTCOUNT - Number Of Debits

  .....TE  SDTQNT   - Quantity Billed

SDTCHG - Amount Debited

SDTCHG is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File that indicates an amount to be debited to a specific
cost center. The invoice processing uses this debit in the net total. If the value of SDTENTRY equals:

• S (standard debit), the amount entered will be a one-time debit to the designated cost center.
• R (recurring debit), the amount will be debited to the cost center each month.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6

  See also:  SDTENTRY - Type of Entry

 

Element Derivation:

This is a user-entered element. The debits are entered through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. The CLOSETBL job places standard debit records with a value of any
month prior to the current month in the ACTSDT01 file. It places standard debit records with a value of the current or
future month in the ACTSDT00 file. It places recurring debit records in both the ACTSDT00 and ACTSDT01 files. The
ACTSDT01 file is then used in the reporting process.

Range of Value:

SDTCHG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SDTCHG is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTCOUNT - Number of Debits

SDTCOUNT is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File that specifies the count of the number of debits
represented by the entry.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 4.
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  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

SDTCOUNT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

SDTCOUNT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

If you use summarization when writing MICF inquiries, you can use SDTCOUNT to indicate the number of summarized
debits.

SDTCPC - Billable Computation Code

SDTCPC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File that is used to indicate the charging element that
is being billed. The description pertaining to each billable computation code is listed in the Charging Element Table. The
description and the related computation code appear on many of the Accounting and Chargeback reports.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4

  See also:  AJFCPC - Computation Code

             LGRCPC - Billable Computation Code

 

Element Derivation:

This is element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu. The computation code is an optional entry, but is recommended to identify the resource being
debited.

Range of Value:

0001-9999, JMIN, SURC, ZONn, or xn where "x" is an alphanumeric priority ID and "n" is a user-assigned priority number.
(Priority IDs for journal files are delivered with CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You can look at the priority ID
assigned to a journal file on the Journal File Eligibility panel (MWF;4;2;S;2).)

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTDESC - Debit Description

SDTDESC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File that describes the reason that the debit was
entered.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 30.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

This element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

1 to 30 characters designated by the System Administrator.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

Although this element is not used by any of the accounting reports, it may be used by user-written reports.

SDTENTRY - Type of Entry

SDTENTRY is the element within the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File used to specify where the debit originated
(that is, which process within Accounting and Chargeback).

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 1.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

SDTENTRY updated through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu or by complex-level external file jobs.

Range of Value:

SDTENTRY can be either S or R to indicate whether it is a standard or recurring edit. It can also be A to indicate that the
entry was made through complex-level external file processing.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

SDTENTTS is the Accounting and Chargeback element that indicates the date and time that a specific Debit File entry
was made.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 7.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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SDTENTTS is updated through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu. It is derived by using the SAS DATETIME function.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTQNT - Quantity Billed

SDTQNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File element that indicates how many units of a particular computation
code at the associated rate will be billed to a cost center. This quantity will be shown on the invoice reporting for each cost
center.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

You enter this element through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu. The quantity in the Debit File is optional, but it and the rate may be a useful entry. You must enter both the quantity
and rate if one of them is necessary.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTRAT - Billing Rate

SDTRAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Debit File element that shows how much it costs for a particular unit of
computer service. The rate times the quantity in this record must be equal to the amount in the SDTCHG element. The
rate will be shown on the invoice reports for the associated cost center.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFRAT - Billing Rate

             LGRRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:
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You enter this element through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu. The rate in the Debit File is optional, but it and the quantity may be a useful entry. You must enter both the quantity
and rate if one of them is necessary.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SDTUSR - Last User

SDTUSR indicates, in each record in the Debit File, the last user who updated that record.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 8.

  See also:  SDTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

 

Element Derivation:

SDTUSR is set when you update a standard debit using the Debits and Credits Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;3).

Range of Value:

SDTUSR can contain any valid user ID.

Summarization Process:

SDTUSR is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Budget File (ACTBGT)
The Accounting Component Budget File (ACTBGT) identifies the budgets for the associated cost center by month.

Contents

This file is used for the budget amount for the respective month will be used to compare to the charge amount during the
invoicing report.

The source for this file is user entered data through the ISPF panels.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  BGTDATE   INVCCAT  |

  |         |BGTCPC    BGTKIND   YEAR      ACTYEAR            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  BGTCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  BGTDATE  - Start Control Date

  .....TE  BGTKIND  - Record type indicator

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century
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 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  BGTCLVL  - Cost Center Level

  .....TE  BGTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

  .....TE  BGTSTPDT - Stop Control Date

  .....TE  BGTUSER  - Userid of Last Update

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  BGTMN01  - Amount Budgeted for Month 01

  .....TE  BGTMN02  - Amount Budgeted for Month 02

  .....TE  BGTMN03  - Amount Budgeted for Month 03

  .....TE  BGTMN04  - Amount Budgeted for Month 04

  .....TE  BGTMN05  - Amount Budgeted for Month 05

  .....TE  BGTMN06  - Amount Budgeted for Month 06

  .....TE  BGTMN07  - Amount Budgeted for Month 07

  .....TE  BGTMN08  - Amount Budgeted for Month 08

  .....TE  BGTMN09  - Amount Budgeted for Month 09

  .....TE  BGTMN10  - Amount Budgeted for Month 10

  .....TE  BGTMN11  - Amount Budgeted for Month 11

  .....TE  BGTMN12  - Amount Budgeted for Month 12

  .....TE  BGTMN13  - Amount Budgeted for Month 13

  .....TE  BGTMN14  - Amount Budgeted for Month 14

BGTCLVL - Budget Cost Center Level

BGTCLVL is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that indicates the cost center level of the cost
center that was selected on the Budget Selection panel when the budget record was created.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 1

  See also:  COSTCTR -  User Defined Cost Center Codes

             RCPCLVL -            Cost Center Level

             CCACLVL -            Cost Center Level

Element Derivation:

Budget Cost Center Level is set when a budget entry is created via the Budget Selection Panel, based on the cost center
level of the record selected. The Budget Selection panel is accessed by selecting Application Data Base Data Entry from
the main Accounting menu.

Range of Value:

1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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BGTCPC - Billable Computation Code

BGTCPC is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that indicates to which charging element the
budget amounts contained in this record apply.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 4.

  See also:   LGRCPC - Billable Computation Code

              RCPCPC - Billable Computation Code

              AJFCPC - Billable Computation Code

              SDTCPC - Billable Computation Code

Element Derivation:

The Computation Code is manually entered when a budget entry is made via the Budget Data Entry Panel. The Budget
Data Entry panel is accessed by selecting Application Database Data Entry from the main Accounting menu.

Range of Value:

0001 to 9999

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

BGTDATE - Effective Date

BGTDATE is a field used in the Budget File to indicate the date upon which the monthly budget amounts in this record will
become effective. Using this field allows multiple records to be carried in the ACTBGT00 file for each COSTCTR1. The
ACTBGT01 file will carry the record that is used into the accounting reports for the current month. The ACTBGT01 file is
built from the ACTBGT00 file using the BGTDATE field as a reference. If the BGTDATE is later than the actual current
date, the record is held in the ACTBGT00 file; otherwise, the budget record is written into the ACTBGT01 file. Records
remain in the ACTBGT01 file until they are superseded by a budget record with a later date.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME variable.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

You enter BGTDATE through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu. If you do not put an explicit value in this field, the value defaults to the current date.

Range of Value:

BGTDATE may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BGTDATE is a summarization control element. This field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

None
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BGTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

BGTENTTS is the Accounting and Chargeback element that indicates the date and time that a specific Budget File entry
was made or revised.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

BGTENTTS is updated using the Budgets Data Entry option (MWF;4;2;1;2). BGTENTTS is derived by using the SAS
DATETIME function.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

BGTKIND - Record Type Indicator

BGTKIND is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that indicates whether the record in which it
appears contains cost center, invoice category, computation code, or units level budget data.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 1

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The Record Type Indicator is set when a budget entry is made via the Budget Data Entry Panel. The Budget Data Entry
panel is accessed by selecting Application Data Base Data Entry from the main Accounting menu.

Range of Value:

• 1 = cost center
• 2 = invoice category
• 3 = computation code
• 4 = units

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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BGTMNnn - Amount Budgeted for Month nn

BGTMNnn, where "nn" is 01 through 14, is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that indicates
the amount budgeted for computer services during a specific accounting month. BGTMNnn contains either a monetary
amount by cost center, invoice category, or computation code, or a unit amount, depending on how the budget is defined
on the Budgets Data Entry panel (MWF;4;2;1;2).

If the Budget/Yes option is specified for the associated invoice format, the budget information is shown on the invoice.
This, and the other budget amounts, conform to a calendar year pattern. A 13- or 14-month fiscal year must be specified
in the Define Special Accounting Year option of the Accounting Dates Specification Menu for BGTMN13 or BGTMN14 to
be useful.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of -999,999,999 to a maximum of 9,999,999,999.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

BGTSTPDT - Stop Control Date

BGTSTPDT is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that is not currently used.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 8, the format is DATE7.

  See also:  Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

n/a

Range of Value:

n/a

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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BGTUSER - Userid of Last Update

BGTUSER is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Budget File that retains the user identification (LOGON ID) of
the most recent user to update this record.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  CCAUSER - Userid of Last Update

             CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

             IVFUSER - Userid of Last Update

Element Derivation:

The userid is captured by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and automatically added to the record at the time it is updated.

Range of Value:

Any character value

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA)
The Accounting Component Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA) contains information pertaining to the various cost
centers and if they should be treated as a billable entity.

Contents

The invoice report uses the name-address, budget indicator, discount amounts, and invoice format indicator to generate
the invoices.

The source for this is user entered data through the ISPF panels.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  CCAUPDTS           |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  CCAUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  CCAADDR1 - Billing Address Line 1

  .....TE  CCAADDR2 - Billing Address Line 2

  .....TE  CCAADDR3 - Billing Address Line 3

  .....TE  CCAADDR4 - Billing Address Line 4

  .....TE  CCAADDR5 - Billing Address Line 5

  .....TE  CCABGTPR - Budget Print Code

  .....TE  CCACLVL  - Costctr Level

  .....TE  CCADISFP - Discount Fixed Percentage

  .....TE  CCADISLS - Discount Lump Sum Amount

  .....TE  CCAFUZZ  - Fuzz value

  .....TE  CCAIFMT  - Invoice Format

  .....TE  CCAILVL  - Invoice Level

  .....TE  CCAINVF  - Invoice Format Routine Number

  .....TE  CCAINVST - Invoice Status
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  .....TE  CCALSAMT - Discount Lump Sum PRE4600

  .....TE  CCANAME  - Cost Center Name

  .....TE  CCAPCFXD - Discount Fixed Pct PRE4600

  .....TE  CCARPTLV - Reporting Level

  .....TE  CCASTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  CCASURP  - Surcharge Percentage

  .....TE  CCASURT  - Cost Center Surcharge Title

  .....TE  CCAUSER  - Userid of Last Update

CCAADDR1 - Billing Address Line 1

CCAADDR1 is an address line used in the Accounting and Chargeback reports to indicate information about the
associated cost center. This element is entered by the user.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  CCAADDR2-5 - Billing Address Lines 2 - 5

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCAADDR2 - Billing Address Line 2

CCAADDR2 is an address line used in the Accounting and Chargeback reports to indicate information about the
associated cost center. This element is entered by the user.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  CCAADDR1   - Billing Address Line 1

             CCAADDR3-5 - Billing Address Lines 3 - 5

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.
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Usage Notes:

None

CCAADDR3 - Billing Address Line 3

CCAADDR3 is an address line used in the Accounting and Chargeback reports to indicate information about the
associated cost center. This element is entered by the user.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  CCAADDR1-2 - Billing Address Lines 1 - 2

             CCAADDR4-5 - Billing Address Lines 4 - 5

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCAADDR4 - Billing Address Line 4

CCAADDR4 is an address line used in the Accounting and Chargeback reports to indicate information about the
associated cost center. This element is entered by the user.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  CCAADDR1-3 - Billing Address Lines 1 - 3

             CCAADDR5   - Billing Address Line 5

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCAADDR5 - Billing Address Line 5

CCAADDR5 is an address line used in the Accounting and Chargeback reports to indicate information about the
associated cost center. This element is entered by the user.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  CCAADDR1-4 - Billing Address Lines 1 - 4

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCACLVL - Cost Center Level

CCACLVL is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that indicates, for the record in
which it appears, the level of the cost center structure to which the data refers.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 1.

  See also:   COSTCTR - User Defined Cost Center Codes

              RCPCLVL - Cost Center Level

              BGTCLVL - Budget Cost Center Level

Element Derivation:

Cost Center Level is set when a Cost Center Attributes entry is made via the Cost Center Attributes Identification Panel,
based on the cost center values specified on that panel. The Identification panel is accessed by selecting Application Data
Base Data Entry from the main Accounting menu.

Range of Value:

1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCAFUZZ - Fuzz Value

CCAFUZZ is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that specifies by how much the
cost center's budget must be exceeded before an "over budget" message is printed on the invoice.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, measurement unit is real numbers.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The Fuzz Value is manually entered on the Cost Center Attributes Identification Data Entry panel when the Identification
entry is defined. The Identification Data Entry Panel is accessed by selecting Identification from the Cost Center Attributes
Menu, which is presented when Cost Center Attributes is selected from the Application Data Base Data Entry Menu.

Range of Value:

Any positive integer value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCABGTPR - Budget Print Code

CCABGTPR is a user-entered element that indicates whether or not to print budget information on the invoice. If budget
information is entered into the ACTBGT file, the budget information will appear on the invoice unless the value of N is
entered into this element. The value indicated in this element will supersede the value indicated in the BUDGET function
of the General Installation Accounting Specifications option of the Accounting Options Menu.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 1.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may be Y, N, or '.'

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

This element is used to indicate whether budget information, when it has been entered, should be compared to
expenditures on the invoices.
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CCADISLS - Discount Lump Sum Amount

CCADISLS is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that specifies the amount of the
lump-sum discount to be applied to this cost center.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 7, the format is MONEY.

  See also:  CCADISFP - Discount Fixed Percentage

Element Derivation:

The Discount Amount is manually entered on the Cost Center Attributes Discounts panel accessed from the Cost Center
Attributes Invoice Options panel via the "T" line command. The Invoice Options panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Options from the Cost Center Attributes Menu, which is presented when Cost Center Attributes is selected from the
Application Data Base Data Entry Menu.

Range of Value:

Any numeric value in the range 0 - 999,999.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCADISFP - Discount Fixed Percentage

CCADISFP is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that specifies the amount of the
percentage discount to be applied to this cost center.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:   CCADISLS - Discount Lump Sum Amount

Element Derivation:

The Discount Percentage is manually entered on the Cost Center Attributes Discounts panel accessed from the Cost
Center Attributes Invoice Options panel via the "T" line command. The Invoice Options Panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Options from the Cost Center Attributes Menu which is presented when Cost Center Attributes is selected from the
Application Data Base Data Entry Menu.

Range of Value:

0 to 100

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCAIFMT - Invoice Format

CCAIFMT is an element in the Cost Center Attributes File that identifies the set of invoicing options to be used when
producing invoices for this cost center. The format name is used by CA MICS as a "key" to access the correct entry in the
Invoice Format File (ACTIVF).

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  IVFNAME -  Invoice Format Name

Element Derivation:

The invoice format name is manually entered on the Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options panel when invoicing options
are selected for a cost center. The Invoice Options panel is accessed by selecting Invoice Options from the Cost Center
Attributes Menu, which is presented when Cost Center Attributes is selected from the Application Data Base Data Entry
Menu.

Range of Value:

Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCAILVL - Invoice Level

CCAILVL is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that indicates the cost center level
at which the record will be invoiced.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 1.

  See also:   COSTCTR - User Defined Cost Center Codes

              RCPILVL - Invoice Level

Element Derivation:

Invoice Level is set when a Cost Center Attributes entry is added via the Identification Data Entry panel, or when the
invoice level is modified via the Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options Panel. These panels are accessed by selecting
Application Data Base Data Entry from the main Accounting menu.

Range of Value:

1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCAINVST - Invoice Status

CCAINVST is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that specifies whether or not a
given cost center is eligible to receive invoices. This element is only used by the ISPF online dialogs.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 1.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The invoice Status is set when a cost center entry is created via the Cost Center Attributes Identification Data entry panel,
or when its invoice level is modified via the Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options panel.

Range of Value: 

• 0 - not eligible to receive invoices
• 1 - eligible to receive invoices

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCALSAMT - Discount Lump Sum Amount

CCALSAMT is a user-entered element. The amount is used for a fixed deduction from the associated cost center charges
each month. The invoice will show the discount that is entered. If this amount is greater than the monthly charge for the
cost center, the total will be set to zero. CCALSAMT is only used for PRE4600 invoices.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 7.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCANAME - Cost Center Name

CCANAME is a user-entered element that will be shown on the various Accounting and Chargeback reports to describe
the cost center it is associated with.
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Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 40.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

Up to 40 valid characters.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCAPCFXD - Discount Fixed Percentage

CCAPCFXD is a user-entered element used to compute a discount from the monthly charges. The charges for the
associated COSTCTR1 will be reduced by amount derived from the multiplication of this percentage and the cost center's
charges. These charges and discounts will be shown on the invoice report. CCAPCFXD is only used for PRE4600
invoices.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 5.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCARPTLV - Reporting Level

CCARPTLV is a user-entered field used to specify the lowest level cost center that will be reported on during the invoice
reporting process for the associated COSTCTR1. The value entered into this element will override the RPTLVL value that
is defined in the General Installation Accounting Specifications option of the Parameter Specifications menu.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 2.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 9.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCASTAT - Billing Status

CCASTAT is a user-entered element whose value is printed on the invoice report as an indication of the cost center's
status. It does not cause a bypass of printing of the reports. The default value is BILL.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 6.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element may be a value of BILL, NOBILL or '.'.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCASURP - Surcharge Percentage

CCASURP is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that specifies the amount of the
percentage surcharge to be added to this cost center's charges.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

The Surcharge Percentage is manually entered on the Surcharges panel accessed from the Cost Center Attributes
Invoice Options panel via the "E" line command.
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Range of Value:

0 to 999

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCASURT - Cost Center Surcharge Title

CCASURT is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that contains an installation-
specified title for the a cost center surcharge.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 21.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The Cost Center Surcharge Title is manually entered on the Surcharge Definition Panel when a surcharge is defined. The
Surcharge panel is accessed via the "G" line command from the Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options Panel.

Range of Value:

Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CCAUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

CCAUPDTS is updated with the current date and time whenever the associated cost center is updated through the
Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Type:

Computed data element--Numeric, measurement is SAS DATETIME value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu.

Range of Value:

This element has a SAS DATETIME stamp.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. This field is part of the key of its record.
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Usage Notes:

None

CCAUSER - Userid of Last Update

CCAUSER is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Attributes File that retains the user identification
(LOGON ID) of the most recent user to update this record.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  BGTUSER - Userid of Last Update

             CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

             IVFUSER - Userid of Last Update

Element Derivation:

The userid is captured by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and automatically added to the record at the time it is updated.

Range of Value:

Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Invoice Sequence Number File (ACTSEQ)
The Accounting Component Sequence Number File (ACTSEQ) identifies the first sequence number that will be used to
create the set of invoices for the monthly invoice job.

Contents

The sequence number is read from this file during the invoice creations. This file is not updated during any of the
reporting.

The source for this file is user entry through the ISPF panel accessed from the Application Database Data Entry Menu.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |SEQNUM                                           |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SEQNUM   - Invoice Sequence Number

SEQNUM - Invoice Sequence Number

SEQNUM is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Sequence Number File for sequence numbers in the
invoice processing. This number can be initialized at installation time and reset at the user discretion.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 7.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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The element is entered by the user through the Application Data Base Data Entry option of the Installation Accounting
Primary Options Menu. The entry of a SEQNUM element is optional. If there is not an entry made, the monthly invoices
produced will start with a number of one.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. This field is the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

None

Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR)
The Year-To-Date financial Recap File (ACT_YR) contains all charges, debits, credits, discounts, and budgets for the year
to date.

The Financial Recap File is the input to the invoice data processing module. It is also the input to the financial reports.

The source for this file is created by MNACTRCP during complex level invoice run. Also created by FINRECAP job.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     RCPTYPE  |

  |         |RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  RCPSTAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The ACT_YR file is a parallel file of the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  ......E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items
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Multi-Site Financial Recap File (ACT_RC)
The Multi-site Financial Recap File Parallel File of Financial Recap File (ACT_RC) quantifies the total amount of debits,
credits, discounts, and budgets in dollars and cents for all central and remote site cost center combinations used in multi-
site accounting.

The use for this file is input to the invoice and financial reports when multi-site accounting is used.

Created by the ACTMGTAB job at the central site at the end of a billing period.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     RCPTYPE  |

  |         |RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  RCPSTAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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The ACT_RC file is a parallel file of the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items

Multi-Site Credit File (ACT_SC)
The Multi-site Credit File Parallel File of the Credit File (ACT_SC) contains the credit information for each central and
remote site cost center.

This file allows adjustments to the charges calculated for all central and remote site cost center combinations when multi-
site accounting is used.

The source for this file is created by the ACTMGTAB job at the central site at the end of a billing period.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     WORKUNIT |

  |         |CREDCAT   YEAR      MONTH     SCTCPC    SCTRAT   |

  |         |ZONE      BILLTS    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  DAY      |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The ACT_SC file is a parallel file of the Credit File (ACTSCT) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Credit File (ACTSCT).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  .....TE  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  BILLTS   - Billing Time Stamp

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  CREDCAT  - Credit Category

  .....TE  DAY      - Day of Month

  .....TE  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .....TE  SCTCPC   - Credited Computation Code

  .....TE  SCTRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  WORKUNIT - Unit of Work

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .....TE  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SCTDESC  - Credit Description

  .....TE  SCTENTRY - Type Of Entry

  .....TE  SCTENTTS - Date and Time Entered

  .....TE  SCTUSR   - Last User

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  SCTCHG   - Amount Credited

  .....TE  SCTCOUNT - Number Of Credits

  .....TE  SCTQNT   - Quantity Credited

Multi-Site Cost Center Attributes File (ACT_CA)
The Multi-Site Cost Center Attributes File (ACT_CA) is not used by Accounting and Chargeback after Product Change
ACT4600. Cost center attribute information for all sites, central and remote, is maintained in the Cost Center Attributes file
at the central site.

Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YT)
The Multi-site Year-to-Date Financial Recap Parallel File of Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YT) quantifies
the YTD amount of debits, credits, discounts, and budgets in monetary units for all central and remote site cost center
combinations.

This  file contains year-to-date information for multiple sites when multi-site accounting is used.

The source for this file is created by the ACTMGTAB job at the central site at the end of a billing period.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  RCPILVL   SYSID    |

  |         |RCPTYPE   RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR     |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   RCPSTAT                      |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The ACT_YT  file is a parallel file of the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT
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  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  ......E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items

Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category File (ACTCNV)
The Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category Discounts and Surcharges File (ACTCNV) quantifies the discount and
surcharge percents specified for particular cost centers in Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options.

Contents

Use this file to override global invoice category discounts and surcharges specified in Accounting Options.

The source for this file is created by the ACTXCCA job submitted when Cost Center Attribute data is modified.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  INVCCAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  CNVDPER  - Discount Percentage

  .....TE  CNVSPER  - Surcharge(VAT) Percentage

  .....TE  CNVUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

  .....TE  CNVUSER  - Userid of Last Update

CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

CNVUSER is the element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Invoice Category File that retains the user
identification (LOGON ID) of the most recent user to update this record.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.
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  See also:  BGTUSER - Userid of Last Update

             CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

             IVFUSER - Userid of Last Update

 

Element Derivation:

The Userid is captured by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and automatically added to the record at the time it is updated.

Range of Value:

Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CNVSPER - Invoice Category Surcharge Percentage

CNVSPER is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Invoice Category File which contains the
percentage value which is used to compute the surcharge for this invoice category. The percent is applied to the total
charges invoiced to the invoice category.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, measurement unit is real numbers.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The Surcharge Percentage is manually entered on the Surcharges panel accessed from the Cost Center Attributes
Invoice Options panel via the "E" line command.

Range of Value:

0.0000 to 99.9999

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CNVDPER - Discount Percentage

CNVDPER is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Invoice Category File which contains the
percentage value which is to be subtracted (if any) from the total charges (for each invoiced cost center) for this invoice
category.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, length 8.
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  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The Discount Percentage is manually entered on the Cost Center Attributes Discounts panel accessed from the Cost
Center Attributes Invoice Options panel via the "T" line command. The Invoice Options Panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Options from the Cost Center Attributes Menu which is presented when Cost Center Attributes is selected from the
Application Data Base Data Entry Menu.

Range of Value:

0 to 100

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CNVUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

CNVUPDTS is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Cost Center Invoice Category File which indicates the last
time the record in which it appears was updated.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, format is DATETIME19.2.

  See also:  CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

 

Element Derivation:

The Date and Time Last Updated is derived by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and is automatically added to the record at
the time it is updated.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time stamp value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Invoice Format File (ACTIVF)
The Invoice Format File (ACTIVF) specifies the format options to be used for each invoice format name. The format
names can be specified in Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options.

Contents

This file is referenced when invoices are printed to determine the options for a particular format.

The source for this file is ceated by the ACTXOPTS or ACTXOPTM job when Accounting Options are modified.
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This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |IVFNAME                                          |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  IVFNAME  - Format Name

 

 Retained Data Elements
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  .....TE  IVFBUDG  - Budget Info Flag

  .....TE  IVFCCLIN - Cost Center Level of Line Items

  .....TE  IVFCSUBT - Cost Center Level for Subtotals

  .....TE  IVFDESC  - Format Description

  .....TE  IVFEURO  - Euro Dual Currency Totals Flag

  .....TE  IVFFOOT1 - Footnote Line 1

  .....TE  IVFFOOT2 - Footnote Line 2

  .....TE  IVFISUBT - Invoice Category Subtotals Flag

  .....TE  IVFLANG  - Language Id

  .....TE  IVFLFMT  - Line Item Format

  .....TE  IVFMODEL - Model Format for User Formats

  .....TE  IVFMTYP  - Model Format Type

  .....TE  IVFRPTLV - Number of Levels of Reporting

  .....TE  IVFSUPP  - Supplemental Reports

  .....TE  IVFTYPE  - Format Type

  .....TE  IVFUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

  .....TE  IVFUSER  - Userid of Last Update

  .....TE  IVFUSRTN - User Format Routine

  .....TE  IVFYTD   - YTD Info Flag

IVFNAME - Format Name

IVFNAME is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that that identifies a set of invoice options.
The format name can be referenced in the Cost Center Attributes file to specify the invoice format to be used for a cost
center.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  CCAIFMT -  Invoice Format

 

Element Derivation:

The invoice format name is manually entered on the Format Options panel when the format is defined. The Format
Options panel is accessed from the Accounting Options menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFTYPE - Format Type

IVFTYPE is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates whether the summary level
of the line items on the invoice will be by computation code, invoice category, cost center, or a user-defined format.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.
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  See also:  IVFNAME - Invoice Format Name

 

Element Derivation:

The format type is set when the format entry is created with the Format Options panel. The Format Options panel is
accessed from the Accounting Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Range of Value:

COMPCODE, INVCCAT, COSTCTR, or USER.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFSUPP - Supplemental Reports

IVFSUPP is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that specifies whether or not invoice
supplement reports will be produced.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

Supplemental Reports are manually requested on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: NONE, DETAIL, or ROLLUP

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFLFMT - Line Item Format

IVFLFMT is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates what columns will be printed
on the invoice.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  IVFTYPE - Format Type

 

Element Derivation:
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The Line Item Format is manually specified on the Invoice Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

Range of Value:

INVCCAT, COMPCODE, BUDGET, YTD, BUDYTD, CHARGE

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFUSER - Userid of Last Update

IVFUSER is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File, which retains the user identification
(LOGON ID) of the most recent user to update this record.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  BGTUSER - Userid of Last Update

             CNVUSER - Userid of Last Update

             IVFUSER - Userid of Last Update

 

Element Derivation:

The userid is captured by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and automatically added to the record at the time it is updated.

RANGE OF VALUE: Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFUSRTN - User Format Routine

IVFUSRTN is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that contains the member
name of the member containing the installation-developed invoice format routine. This member must reside in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The User Format Routine is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: Any character value beginning with USR.
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Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFDESC - Format Description

IVFDESC is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that contains an installation-specified
description of an invoice format.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 30.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The Format Description is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Range of Value:

Any character value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFISUBT - Invoice Category Subtotals Flag

IVFISUBT is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates whether or not invoice
category subtotals will be produced.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 3.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

Invoice Category Subtotals are manually specified on the Invoice Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: YES or NO.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None
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IVFYTD - YTD Information Flag

IVFYTD is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates whether or not year-to-date
information will be printed at the bottom of the invoice.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 3.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

Year-to-date information is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: YES or NO.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFBUDG - Budget Information Flag

IVFBUDG is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates whether or not budget
information will be printed at the bottom of the invoice.

Type:

Retained--Character, length 3.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

Budget information is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting Invoice
Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: YES or NO.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFRPTLV - Number of Levels of Reporting

IVFRPTLV is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates for how many levels of
rollup supplemental reports will be produced.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The number of reporting levels is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: 1 to 9.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFCCLIN - Cost Center Level of Line Items

IVFCCLIN is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates the cost center level to
which data will be summarized to produce a line item on a cost center format invoice.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The cost center level of line items is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.

RANGE OF VALUE: 1 to 9

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFCSUBT - Cost Center Level for Subtotals

IVFCSUBT is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates the cost center level for
which subtotals will be produced on a cost center format invoice.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable.

 

Element Derivation:

The cost center level of subtotals is manually specified on the Format Options Panel. This panel is accessed by selecting
Invoice Format Options from the Accounting Options Menu.
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Range of Value:

1 to 9.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IVFUPDTS - Date and Time Last Updated

IVFUPDTS is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Invoice Format File that indicates the last time the record in
which it appears was updated.

Type:

Retained--Numeric, format is DATETIME19.2.

  See also:  IVFUSER -  Userid of Last Update

 

Element Derivation:

The Date and Time Last Updated is derived by the CA MICS Dialog Processor and is automatically added to the record at
the time it is updated.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time stamp value.

Summarization Process:

This element is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

Journal Run Status Log File (ACTRSJ)
The Journal Run Status Log File (ACTRSJ) contains information about the journal files created by DAILY processing.

Contents

This file provides information to create ISPF tables which can be viewed online.

the source for this file is created during DAY199 processing.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |RSJFILE   RSJTS     ACTAPU    SYSID     RSJSTAT  |

  |         |RSJCPC    RSJRAT    RSJDATE                      |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  RSJFILE  - Journal File Name

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  ACTAPU   - ACT Application Unit ID

  .D....E  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  .D....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .D....E  RSJCPC   - Computation Code

  .D....E  RSJDATE  - Data Date
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  .D....E  RSJRAT   - Rate

  .D....E  RSJSTAT  - Billing Status

  .D....E  RSJTS    - DAY199 run timestamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D....E  RSJCHG   - Charge

  .D....E  RSJQNT   - Quantity

ACTAPU - Application Unit Identifier

ACTAPU is an element in the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file. It contains a user-assigned value
identifying the application associated with the charges. It is the source of the application value for the Daily IS Revenue
workstation application.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 12.

Element Derivation:

ACTAPU is assigned for each observation in the Journal Run Status Log file by the ACTAURT routine in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. You must code this routine or ACTAPU will be set to blanks.

Range of Value:

Any 12-character field

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

You can use ACTAPU to carry an application or user identifier because the Journal Run Status Log does not contain any
user or application information.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJCHG - Charge

RSJCHG is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element that indicates the amount to be charged
for using any service with the stipulated rate and computation code. The amount carried in this element is NOT associated
with a particular work unit (for example, JOB, USERID, etc.), but is summarized into the indicated file sequence.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  AJFCHGxx - Amount Billed

             AJFQNTxx - Quantity Billed

             AJFRATxx - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:
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The RSJCHG amount in the DAYS time-span is derived from the journal file AJFCHGxx amounts. During the DAY199 step
of the DAILY job, the journal amounts are summarized into this element.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

RSJCHG contains the sum of all occurrences of RSJCHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RSJQNT multiplied by RSJRAT will not always exactly equal RSJCHG. This is because both RSJQNT and RSJCHG
are summed from individual work units in the journal files. For any work unit, each AJFQNT may not multiply by the
corresponding AJFRAT to equal AJFCHG, because AJFCHG is rounded to dollars and cents, but no rounding is done on
AJFQNT.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJCPC - Billable Computation Code

RSJCPC is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element used to indicate the charging element
being billed. The description of each billable computation code is listed in the Charging Element Table. The description
and the related computation code appear on many of the Accounting and Chargeback reports.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 4.

  See also:  AJFCPC - Computation Code

 

Element Derivation:

The RSJCPC element is extracted from the journal file(s) during the DAY199 step of the DAILY job. The quantity and
charges associated with computation code are summarized from the journal file(s) to the Journal Run Status Log file using
the computation code as part of the summarization pattern of the file.

Range of Value:

Any four character field.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJDATE - Data Date

RSJDATE is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element used to indicate the date of the work
being billed.

Type:
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Retained data element--Numeric, length 4, measurement unit is SAS DATE value.

  See also:  BILLTS - Billing Time-Stamp

 

Element Derivation:

The RSJDATE element is extracted from the BILLTS date in the journal file(s) during the DAY199 step of the DAILY job.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS DATE value.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJQNT - Number of Billable Units

RSJQNT is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element that indicates the number of units of a
particular computation code that will be billed at the associated rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element--Numeric, length 6.

  See also:  AJFQNT - Quantity Billed

 

Element Derivation:

This element is summarized from the journal file(s) during the DAY199 step of the DAILY job.

Range of Value:

This element may be any positive or negative number, although it will usually be positive.

Summarization Process:

RSJQNT contains the sum of all occurrences of RSJQNT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RSJQNT multiplied by RSJRAT will not always exactly equal RSJCHG. This is because both RSJQNT and RSJCHG
are summed from individual work units in the journal files. For any work unit, each AJFQNT may not multiply by the
corresponding AJFRAT to equal AJFCHG, because AJFCHG is rounded to dollars and cents, but no rounding is done on
AJFQNT.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).
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RSJRAT - Billing Rate

RSJRAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element used to indicate the rate for a particular
unit of computer service.

Type:

Retained data element--Numeric, length 8.

  See also:  AJFRAT - Billing Rate

 

Element Derivation:

During the DAY199 step of the DAILY job, the rates from the journal records are used to create summarized records in the
Journal Run Status Log file. RSJRAT is part of the sequence key in this file.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

RSJQNT multiplied by RSJRAT will not always exactly equal RSJCHG. This is because both RSJQNT and RSJCHG
are summed from individual work units in the journal files. For any work unit, each AJFQNT may not multiply by the
corresponding AJFRAT to equal AJFCHG, because AJFCHG is rounded to dollars and cents, but no rounding is done on
AJFQNT.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJSTAT - Billing Status

RSJSTAT is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element that indicates whether the associated
charges are billable, non-billable, or unidentified.

Type:

Retained data element--Character, length 1.

  See also:  None

 

 

Element Derivation:

The value is derived from the Billing Status in the ISPF Cost Center Attributes table entry for the cost center to which the
corresponding charges in the journal file will be invoiced. If no matching Cost Center Attributes table entry is found, the
default value is B for BILL.

If you want charges to unknown users categorized as U for UNIDENTIFIED, you must specify the COSTCTR1 value that
identifies unknown users in the Journal Run Status Log Options (MWF;4;2;3;2;6).

Range of Value:
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This element may have a value of B, N, or U.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

Use Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options (MWF;4;2;1;1;2) to assign Billing Status to invoice level cost centers.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

RSJTS - Journal Time Stamp

RSJTS is the Accounting and Chargeback Journal Run Status Log file element that contains the timestamp when the
Journal Run Status Log records for a single DAY199 step were created. So all records created in the same DAY199 step
will have the same RSJTS value.

Type:

Numeric, measurement unit is a SAS TIME value.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

The RSJTS value is set by the generated #AJFSUM routine in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time stamp variable.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

You can use RSJTS to identify the CA MICS DAILY processing DAY199 step that created each Journal Run Status Log
file record.

Use the Journal Run Status Log to check on the status of Accounting and Chargeback daily processing. It can be
browsed online in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting from the Accounting Administration menu Process Control option
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_RR)
This file Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_RR) contains all charges, debits, credits, discounts, and budgets
for the year to date for a previous month.

The Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap file is used when you run a repeat invoice for a previous month.

The source for this file is created by the CLOSETBL job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     RCPTYPE  |

  |         |RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  RCPSTAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The ACT_YT  file is a parallel file of the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  ......E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items

Repeat Multi-site YTD Financial Recap File (ACT_RT)
The Repeat Multi-site YTD Financial Recap File (ACT_RT) contains all charges, debits, credits, discounts, and budgets
for the year to date for a previous month for all central and remote sites | used in multi-site accounting.

The Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap file is used when you run a multi-site repeat invoice for a previous month.

The source for this file is created by the CLOSETBL job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |COSTCTR1  COSTCTR2  COSTCTR3  SYSID     RCPTYPE  |

  |         |RCPSTYPE  INVCCAT   RCPCPC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |RCPRAT    ACTYEAR   ACTMONTH  RCPSTAT            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The ACT_YT  file is a parallel file of the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions ofindividual elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTYEAR  - Accounting Year

  .....TE  COSTCTR1 - DEPARTMENT

  .....TE  COSTCTR2 - PROJECT

  .....TE  COSTCTR3 - USER

  .....TE  INVCCAT  - Invoice Category

  .....TE  RCPCPC   - Billable Computation Code

  .....TE  RCPILVL  - Invoice Level

  .....TE  RCPRAT   - Billing Rate

  .....TE  RCPSTAT  - Billing Status

  .....TE  RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type

  .....TE  RCPTYPE  - Record Type

  .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .....TE  YEAR     - Year of Century
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 Common Data Elements

 

  .....TE  ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp

  ......E  ACTMONTH - Accounting Month

  .....TE  DATASRC  - Data Source (Component or File ID)

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCLVL  - Cost Center Level

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .....TE  RCPCHG   - Amount Billed

  .....TE  RCPQNT   - Number of Billable Items

ACT Computed Charging Elements
This section describes all the Accounting and Chargeback computed charging elements.

ACTAMOXT - AMO External file

NSM Asset Management Option (AMO) is a CA MICS-supplied Accounting and Chargeback external file interface. AMO
is a system management tool that monitors and maintains system management functions.

Type:

Measuring units may include AMO CPU, Units, Terminals, and Printers.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

The input data set for AMO is created by the AMO EXTRACT program delivered with CA MICS.

The following table lists the computation codes and the associated charging elements for the AMO External file:

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |Comp|  Charging Element | Measured |  Charging Element   |

  |Code|  Description      |  Units   |                     |

  +-----------------------------------|---------------------|

  |2120| ASSET MANAGEMENT  | AMO      |  AMOUNITS           |

  |    |  OPTION UNITS     | Units    |                     |

  |    |                   |          |                     |

  +-----------------------------------|---------------------|

  |2121| ASSET MANAGEMENT  | AMO      |  AMOCPU             |

  |    |  OPTION CPUS      | CPU      |                     |

  |    |                   |          |                     |

  +-----------------------------------|---------------------|

  |2122| ASSET MANAGEMENT  | AMO      |  AMOTERM            |

  |    |  OPTION TERMINAL  | Terminal |                     |

  |    |                   |          |                     |
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  +-----------------------------------|---------------------|

  |2123| ASSET MANAGEMENT  | AMO      |  AMOPRT             |

  |    |  OPTION PRINTERS  | Printers |                     |

  |    |                   |          |                     |

  +-----------------------------------|---------------------|

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ACTNTAXT - NT Resource Accounting

NSM NT Resource Accounting (NTA) is a CA MICS-supplied Accounting and Chargeback external file interface.

Type:

Measuring units may include seconds, bytes, units, number of pages, and jobs.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

The input data set for NT and UNIX resource accounting is created by NSM Systems Performance.

The following table lists the computation codes and the associated charging elements for NT Resource Accounting:

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |Comp|  Charging Element | Measured| Charging Element     |

  |Code|  Description      |  Units  |                      |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2801|NT Total CPU Time  | Seconds |NTACPUTM              |

  |    |                   |         | TOTAL KERNAL +       |

  |    |                   |         |  TOTAL USER TIME     |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2802|Total Kernal Time  | 100 ms  |NTAKNLTM              |

  |    |                   |intervals| NTAKNL CONVERTED     |

  |    |                   |         |  TO SECONDS          |

  +------------------------+--------------------------------+

  |2803|Total User Time    | 100 ms  |NTAUSRTM              |

  |    |                   |intervals| NTAUSR CONVERTED     |

  |    |                   |         |  TO SECONDS          |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2806|Byte Reads         | Bytes   |NTAKBRD               |

  |    |                   |         | NTABRD / 1024        |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2807|Number of Reads    | Units   |NTAKRD                |

  |    |                   |         | NTARD /  1000        |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2808|Bytes Writes       | Bytes   |NTAKBWT               |

  |    |                   |         | NTABWT / 1024        |
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  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2809|Number of Writes   | Units   |NTAKWT                |

  |    |                   |         | NTAWT /  1000        |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2815|Total Duration all | 100 ms  |NTADURTM              |

  |    |process            |intervals| NTADUR converted     |

  |    |                   |         |  to seconds          |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2816|Number of Proc     | Units   |NTAPROC               |

  |    |Created            |         |                      |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2820|Total Printed Jobs | Num of  |NTAJPRT               |

  |    |                   | Jobs    |                      |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2821|Total Pages Printed| Num of  |NTAKPPT               |

  |    |                   | Pages   | NTAPPT / 1000        |

  |    |                   |         |                      |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2822|Total Printed Bytes| Bytes   |NTAKBPT               |

  |    |                   |         | NTABPT / 1024        |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2825|Virtual Size User  | Bytes   |NTAMVSU               |

  |    |                   |         | NTAVSU / 1024000     |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |2826|Working Set Size   | Bytes   |NTAMWSU               |

  |    |User               |         |                      |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

APPKDIO - UNIX/MW Appl Physical Disk I/O

Charging element APPKDIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os caused by processes assigned to this application
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

APPKDIO is computed from the data element APPDSKIO (Number of Physical Disk I/Os). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     APPKDIO = APPDSKIO / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

APPKLIO - UNIX/MW Appl Logical Disk I/O

Charging element APPKLIO contains the number of logical disk I/Os for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPLIOCT - Logical Disk I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

APPKLIO is computed from the data element APPLIOCT (Logical Disk I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     APPKLIO = APPLIOCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

APPKLRD - UNIX/MW Appl Logical Disk Reads

Charging element APPKLRD contains the number of logical disk reads for this application during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

 

Element Derivation:

APPKLRD is computed from the data element APPLRDCT (Logical Disk Reads). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     APPKLRD = APPLRDCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

APPKLWT - UNIX/MW Appl Logical Disk Writes

Charging element APPKLWT contains the number of physical disk writes for this application during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

 

Element Derivation:

APPKLWT is computed from the data element APPLWTCT (Logical Disk Writes). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     APPKLWT = APPLWTCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

APPKPRD - UNIX/MW Appl Physical Disk Reads

Charging element APPKPRD contains the number of physical disk reads for this application during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

 

Element Derivation:

APPKPRD is computed from the data element APPPRDCT (Physical Disk Reads). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     APPKPRD = APPPRDCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPKPWT - UNIX/MW Appl Physical Disk Writes

Charging element APPKPWT contains the number of physical disk writes for this application during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

 

Element Derivation:

APPKPWT is computed from the data element APPPWTCT (Physical Disk Writes). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     APPKPWT = APPPWTCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ATPKBLKS - Total Blocks Transferred by TP

Charging element ATPKBLKS contains the total number of blocks transferred for APPC/MVS Transaction Programs
(TPs). This includes I/O activity to and from allocated data sets, catalogs, and link list data sets. For TPs executing in a
JES2 environment, ATPBLKTR also includes blocks written to the JES2 spool.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPS.

  See also:  ATPBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

ATPKBLKS is computed from the data element ATPBLKTR (Blocks Transferred). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     ATPKBLKS = ATPBLKTR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ATPKDATR - Total Bytes of Data Received by TP

Charging element ATPKDATR contains the number of bytes of data received by APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs)
receive buffers.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  ATPDATAR - Data Received (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

ATPKDATR is computed from the data element ATPDATAR (Data Received (Bytes)). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ATPKDATR = ATPDATAR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ATPKDATS - Total Bytes of Data Sent by TP

Charging element ATPKDATS contains the number of bytes sent from APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) send
buffers.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  ATPDATAS - Data Sent (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

ATPKDATS is computed from the data element ATPDATAS (Data Sent (Bytes)). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     ATPKDATS = ATPDATAS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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CACKIMSG - CICS Number Of Input Messages

Charging element CACKIMSG is the count of the number of input messages issued by transactions of this application
unit that this user executed. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the
computer, and is especially useful for conversational transaction types.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  CACIMSGS - Number of Input Messages

 

Element Derivation:

CACKIMSG is computed from the data element CACIMSGS (Number of Input Messages). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     CACKIMSG = CACIMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CMUEXMIN - VM Session Length

Charging element CMUEXMIN equals the portion of the interval that the virtual machine was connected to VM.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  CMUSESTM - SESSION LENGTH

 

Element Derivation:

CMUEXMIN is computed from the data element CMUSESTM (SESSION LENGTH). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CMUEXMIN = CMUSESTM / 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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CMUKCRD - VM Cards Read

Charging element CMUKCRD is the number of records that the user reads from the virtual card reader. Note that this may
NOT be the number of records processed, because VM uses SFBRECNO, the total number of records in the file, when
the file is opened for processing. Thus, each time a reader file is opened, the record count for that file is added to the total
number of cards read.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  CMUCRD - Cards Read

 

Element Derivation:

CMUKCRD is computed from the data element CMUCRD (Cards Read). The formula used to compute the value is:

     CMUKCRD = CMUCRD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CMUKIO - VM Non-Spooled SIOs

Charging element CMUKIO contains the number of requested I/O instructions regardless of whether the I/O instruction
completes successfully. These I/O instructions are simulated by the CP, which actually performs the I/O operation.
CMUSIO includes the number of SIO, SIOF, TIO, and diagnose I/O operations executed, but it does not contain the
counts for IUCV *BLOCKIO operations. This latter number is not tracked by the CP.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  CMUSIO - Non-Spooled Start I/O Instructions

 

Element Derivation:

CMUKIO is computed from the data element CMUSIO (Non-Spooled Start I/O Instructions). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     CMUKIO = CMUSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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CMUKIOX - VM Successful Non-Spooled SIOs

Charging element CMUKIOX contains the number of successfully completed I/O instructions issued by the virtual machine
for the interval. These instructions are simulated by the CP, which actually performs the I/O operation. CMUSIOX includes
the number of SIO, SIOF, TIO, and diagnose I/O operations executed, but it does not contain the counts for IUCV
*BLOCKIO operations. This latter number is not tracked by CP.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  CMUSIOX - Successful Non-Spooled Start I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

CMUKIOX is computed from the data element CMUSIOX (Successful Non-Spooled Start I/Os). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CMUKIOX = CMUSIOX / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CMUKPRT - VM Lines Printed

Charging element CMUKPRT is the number of lines written to the VM spool by the virtual machine, by using a virtual print
device.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  CMUPRT - Lines Printed

 

Element Derivation:

CMUKPRT is computed from the data element CMUPRT (Lines Printed). The formula used to compute the value is:

     CMUKPRT = CMUPRT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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CMUKPUN - VM Cards Punched

Charging element CMUKPUN is the number of card images written to the system spool using a virtual punch device.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  CMUPUN - Cards Punched

 

Element Derivation:

CMUKPUN is computed from the data element CMUPUN (Cards Punched). The formula used to compute the value is:

     CMUKPUN = CMUPUN / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKBMOP - CICS BMS Calls

Charging element CSUKBMOP is the number of CICS Basic Mapping Support control program calls for all transaction
executions for this user. This data element is only available for CMF input data source.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUBMOPS - Basic Mapping Support Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKBMOP is computed from the data element CSUBMOPS (Basic Mapping Support Calls). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKBMOP = CSUBMOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKDLIC - CICS DL/I Calls (THE MONITOR)

Charging element CSUKDLIC is the DL/I call count. This data element is available only from The Monitor data source.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKDLIC is computed from the data element CSUDLICC (Number of CICS DL/I Calls). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     CSUKDLIC = CSUDLICC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKFCOP - CICS File Control Calls

Charging element CSUKFCOP is the number of CICS File Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this
user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUFCOPS - File Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKFCOP is computed from the data element CSUFCOPS (File Control Calls). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     CSUKFCOP = CSUFCOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKFCT - CICS Total File Requests

Charging element CSUKFCT is the total number of file control requests.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 requests.

  See also:  CSUFCTOT - Total File Requests
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Element Derivation:

CSUKFCT is computed from the data element CSUFCTOT (Total File Requests). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     CSUKFCT = CSUFCTOT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKICOP - CICS Interval Control Calls

Charging element CSUKICOP is the number of CICS Interval Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this
user. This data element is only available for CMF data source.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUICOPS - Interval Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKICOP is computed from the data element CSUICOPS (Interval Control Calls). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CSUKICOP = CSUICOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKIMSG - CICS Input Messages Issued

Charging element CSUKIMSG is the count of the number of input messages issued by transaction executions for this
user. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer and is especially
useful for conversational transaction types.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued
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Element Derivation:

CSUKIMSG is computed from the data element CSUIMSGS (Input Messages Issued). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CSUKIMSG = CSUIMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKINCH - CICS Input Message Character Traffic

Charging element CSUKINCH is the count of the number of input characters received by transaction executions for this
user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  CSUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKINCH is computed from the data element CSUINCH (Input Message Character Traffic). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKINCH = CSUINCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKJCOP - CICS Journal Control Calls

Charging element CSUKJCOP is the number of CICS Journal Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this
user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUJCOPS - Journal Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:
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CSUKJCOP is computed from the data element CSUJCOPS (Journal Control Calls). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CSUKJCOP = CSUJCOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKMEM - Memory Usage

Charging element CSUKMEM is the running count of memory bytes used over all transaction executions for this user, for
terminal, user and program type CICS dynamic storage. This figure is used for average memory calculations. For The
Monitor input data source, this element includes only the terminal and user storage. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher,
CSUMEMRC also includes user storage allocated above the 16-megabyte line.

Type:

Measuring unit is Kcore.

  See also:  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKMEM is computed from the data element CSUMEMRC (Memory Usage Running Count). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKMEM = CSUMEMRC / 1024

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKOMSG - CICS Output Messages Issued

Charging element CSUKOMSG is the count of the number of output messages generated by transaction executions for
this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

 

Element Derivation:
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CSUKOMSG is computed from the data element CSUOMSGS (Output Messages Issued). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     CSUKOMSG = CSUOMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKOUTC - CICS Output Message Character Traffic

Charging element CSUKOUTC is the count of the number of output characters generated by transaction executions for
this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKOUTC is computed from the data element CSUOUTCH (Output Message Character Traffic). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKOUTC = CSUOUTCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCOP - CICS Program Control Calls

For CMF data source, charging element CSUKPCOP contains the total number of CICS Program Control calls issued by
the transaction, including program LOAD, LINK, and XCTL. For ASG-TMON, charging element CSUKPCOP contains the
total number of program fetch requests issued by the transaction.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUPCOPS - Program Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCOP is computed from the data element CSUPCOPS (Program Control Calls). The formula used to compute the
value is:
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     CSUKPCOP = CSUPCOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT1 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Unique

Charging element CSUKPCT1 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT01

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT1 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT01). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT1 = CICPCT01 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT2 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Next

Charging element CSUKPCT2 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT02
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Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT2 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT02). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT2 = CICPCT02 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT3 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Next (Par)

Charging element CSUKPCT3 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT03

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT3 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT03). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT3 = CICPCT03 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT4 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Unique

Charging element CSUKPCT4 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.
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Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT04

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT4 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT04). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT4 = CICPCT04 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT5 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Next

Charging element CSUKPCT5 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT05

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT5 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT05). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT5 = CICPCT05 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUKPCT6 - CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Next (Par)

Charging element CSUKPCT6 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT06

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT6 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT06). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT6 = CICPCT06 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT7 - CICS DL/I Calls - Insert

Charging element CSUKPCT7 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT07

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT7 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT07). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT7 = CICPCT07 / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT8 - CICS DL/I Calls - Delete

Charging element CSUKPCT8 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT08

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT8 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT08). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKPCT8 = CICPCT08 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKPCT9 - CICS DL/I Calls - Replace

Charging element CSUKPCT9 records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor
user counters. Up to 99 user counters are supported by the CA MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered
by a suffix, such that the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are
stored on a first come, first served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in
CICPCT01). Therefore, the CA MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01
may contain the value of a user counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters CICPCT09

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKPCT9 is computed from the data element CICPCTxx (Accumulated User Counters CICPCT09). The formula used to
compute the value is:
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     CSUKPCT9 = CICPCT09 / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKSCOP - CICS Storage Control Calls

Charging element CSUKSCOP is the number of CICS Storage Control Program calls for this user transaction. For
CICS TS releases, charging element CSUKSCOP contains the total number of GETMAIN requests issued by the user
transaction below and above the 16-megabyte line.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUSCOPS - Storage Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKSCOP is computed from the data element CSUSCOPS (Storage Control Calls). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CSUKSCOP = CSUSCOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKSERV - CICS Service Units

Charging element CSUKSERV is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit
user calculation of service units for each user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  CSUSERVU - Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKSERV is computed from the data element CSUSERVU (Service Units). The formula used to compute the value is:

     CSUKSERV = CSUSERVU / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKSIO - CICS Access Method Calls (SIO Count)

For CMF input, charging element CSUKSIO is the number of calls to an access method from CICS file control over all
transaction executions for this user. This is not the number of CICS file control requests and is not directly related to
hardware activity (such as an EXCP count might be).

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  CSUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (SIO Count)

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKSIO is computed from the data element CSUSIOCT (Access Method Calls (SIO Count)). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKSIO = CSUSIOCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKSPOP - CICS Synch Point Calls

Charging element CSUKSPOP is the number of CICS Synch Point Program calls for all transaction executions for this
user. This data element is only available for CMF input data source.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUSPOPS - Synch Point Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKSPOP is computed from the data element CSUSPOPS (Synch Point Calls). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     CSUKSPOP = CSUSPOPS / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKSRU - CICS System Resource Units

Charging element CSUKSRU is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis
data for a user. This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to your data center algorithms.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SRUs.

  See also:  CSUSRU - System Resource Units

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKSRU is computed from the data element CSUSRU (System Resource Units). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     CSUKSRU = CSUSRU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKTDOP - CICS Transient Data Calls

Charging element CSUKTDOP is the number of CICS Transient Data Control Program calls for all transaction executions
for this application unit.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKTDOP is computed from the data element CSUTDOPS (Number of CICS Transient Data Calls). The formula used
to compute the value is:

     CSUKTDOP = CSUTDOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKTLOP - CICS Calls (Total)

Charging element CSUKTLOP is the number of CICS control program calls for all transaction executions for this
application unit. This data element is available for CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUTLOPS - Total Number of CICS Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKTLOP is computed from the data element CSUTLOPS (Total Number of CICS Calls). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     CSUKTLOP = CSUTLOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUKTSOP - CICS Temp Storage Calls

Charging element CSUKTSOP is the number of CICS Temporary Storage Control Program calls for all transaction
executions for this application unit.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  CSUTSOPS - Temporary Storage Control Calls

 

Element Derivation:

CSUKTSOP is computed from the data element CSUTSOPS (Temporary Storage Control Calls). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     CSUKTSOP = CSUTSOPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

DAAMBHR - VCA Disk Space Allocation

A unit of measure of DASD storage occupancy. This measure is comprised of a quantity of space (KB) over a period of
time (hours). The quantity of space is the value of the variable DAAKBYTA, Amount of Space Allocated. The period of
time is a duration computed by taking the current VCC run time and subtracting from it the maximum of either the previous
VCC run time or the variable CREATEDT, Data Set Creation Date. The period of time, rounded to hours, is multiplied by
the quantity of space, resulting in a KB-hour measure that is stored in the variable DAAKBHR.

Type:

Measuring unit is MB-hour.

  See also:  DAAKBHR - Amount of Space-Time (KB-Hours)

             DAAKBYTA - Amount of Space Allocated

 

Element Derivation:

DAAMBHR is computed from the data element DAAKBHR (Amount of Space-Time (KB-Hours)). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     DAAMBHR = DAAKBHR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DAATKDAY - Track Day

A unit of measure of DASD storage occupancy. This measure is comprised of quantity of space (tracks) over a period of
time (hours). The quantity of space is the value of the variable DAASPACA, Amount of Space Allocated. The period of
time is a duration computed by taking the current VCC run time and subtracting from it the maximum of either the previous
VCC run time or the variable CREATEDT, Data Set Creation Date. The period of time, rounded to hours, is multiplied by
the quantity of space, resulting in a track-hour measure that is stored in the variable DAATKHR.

Type:

Measuring unit is Track Day.

  See also:  DAATKHR - Amount of Space-Time (Track-Hours)

 

Element Derivation:

DAATKDAY is computed from the data element DAATKHR (Amount of Space-Time (Track-Hours)). The formula used to
compute charging elements for comp code 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1811, 1812, 1813, and 1814 is listed below:

    +---------------------------------------------------------+

    |Comp|  Charging Element | Charging Element and           |

    |Code|  Description      |    Derivation                  |
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    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1801| NON-VSAM          |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |   3330 DASD Space |IF DEVTYPE =:'3330'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1802| NON-VSAM          |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |   3350 DASD Space |IF DEVTYPE =:'3350'             |

    |    |                   |THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;   |

    |    |                   | ELSE DAATKDAY = 0              |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1803| NON-VSAM          |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |   3380 DASD Space |IF DEVTYPE =:'3380'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1804| NON-VSAM          |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |   3390 DASD Space |IF DEVTYPE =:'3390'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1811| VSAM 3330         |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |     DASD Space    |IF DEVTYPE =:'3330'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1812| VSAM 3350         |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |     DASD Space    |IF DEVTYPE =:'3350'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1813| VSAM 3380         |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |     DASD Space    |IF DEVTYPE =:'3380'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------|

    |1814| VSAM 3390         |DAATKDAY                        |

    |    |     DASD Space    |IF DEVTYPE =:'3390'             |

    |    |                   | THEN DAATKDAY = DAATKHR / 24;  |

    |    |                   |ELSE DAATKDAY = 0               |

    +---------------------------------------------------------+

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACCOMTM - VM Comm Occupancy Time

Charging element DACCOMTM is the amount of time that a dedicated device or temporary disk was attached to a virtual
machine.
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Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACCOMTM derived from the data element DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'TERM' OR DEVCLASS=:'GRAP'

       OR DEVCLASS=;'SPEC'

       THEN DACCOMTM=DACCONTM;

     ELSE DACCOMTM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACDASTM - VM DASD Occupancy Time

Charging element DACDASTM is the amount of time that a dedicated device or temporary disk was attached to a virtual
machine.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACDASTM is derived from the data element DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD'

       AND DACATYPE=:'PERM'

       THEN DACDASTM=DACCONTM;

     ELSE DACDASTM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACMBNRS - VM Disk Usage

Charging element DACMBNRS is the number of bytes occupied on DASD and the amount of time that a dedicated device
or temporary disk was attached to a virtual machine.

Type:

Measuring unit is MB-Hour.

  See also:  DACMBYTS - DASD MEGABYTES OCCUPIED

             DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

 

Element Derivation:

DACMBNRS is derived from the data elements DACMBYTS and DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     DACMBHRS = DACMBYTS * (DACCONTM / 3600)

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACNRCOM - VM Comm Allocations

Charging element DACNRCOM is the number of times a device allocation occurred.

Type:

Measuring unit is counts.

  See also:  DACNRALC - NUMBER OF DEVICE ALLOCATIONS

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACNRCOM is derived from the data element DACNRALC. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'TERM' OR DEVCLASS=:'GRAP'

       OR DEVCLASS=:'SPEC'

       THEN DACNRCOM=DACNRALC;

     ELSE DACNRCOM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACNRDAS - VM DASD Allocations

Charging element DACNRDAS is the number of times a device allocation occurred.

Type:

Measuring unit is counts.

  See also:  DACNRALC - NUMBER OF DEVICE ALLOCATIONS

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACNRDAS is derived from the data element DACNRALC. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD'

       AND DACATYPE=:'PERM'

       THEN DACNRDAS=DACNRALC;

     ELSE DACNRDAS=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACNRTAP - VM Tape Allocations

Charging element DACNRTAP is the number of times a device allocation occurred.

Type:

Measuring unit is counts.

  See also:  DACNRALC - NUMBER OF DEVICE ALLOCATIONS

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACNRTAP is derived from the data element DACNRALC. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'TAPE'

       THEN DACNRTAP=DACNRALC;

     ELSE DACNRTAP=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACNRTDS - VM Temporary Disk Allocations

Charging element DACNRTDS is the number of times a device allocation occurred.

Type:

Measuring unit is counts.

  See also:  DACNRALC - NUMBER OF DEVICE ALLOCATIONS

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACNRTDS is derived from the data element DACNRALC. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD'

       AND DACATYPE=:'T-DISK'

       THEN DACNRTDS=DACNRALC;

     ELSE DACNRTDS=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACNRURC - VM Unit Record Allocations

Charging element DACNRURC is the number of times a device allocation occurred.

Type:

Measuring unit is counts.

  See also:  DACNRALC - NUMBER OF DEVICE ALLOCATIONS

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACNRURC is derived from the data element DACNRALC. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'URI' OR DEVCLASS=:'URO'

       THEN DACNRURC=DACNRALC;

     ELSE DACNRURC=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACSTMPn - VM DASD Space

Charging element DACSTMPn is the number of cylinders (for CKD architecture devices) or blocks (for FBA devices)
allocated as temporary disk or as a dedicated DASD.

Type:

Measuring unit is cylinders/blocks.

  See also:  DACSPACE - DASD CYLINDERS OR BLOCKS ALLOCATED

 

Element Derivation:

DACSTMPn is derived from the data element DACSPACE. The formula used to compute charging elements for comp
codes 1731, 1732, 1733, and 1734 is listed below:

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

  |COMP|Charge Element     | Meas. |Charging Element and      |

  |CODE|Description        | Unit  |Element Derivation        |

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

  |1731|VM DASD Space for  |CYLS   | DACSTMP1                 |

  |    |Permanent DASD/CKD |       | IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD/CKD'  |

  |    |                   |       |   AND DACATYPE=:'PERM'   |

  |    |                   |       |   THEN DACSTMP1=DACSPACE;|

  |    |                   |       | ELSE DACSTMP1=0          |

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

  |1732|VM DASD Space for  |CYLS   | DACSTMP2                 |

  |    |Temporary DASD/CKD |       | IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD/CKD'  |

  |    |                   |       |   AND DACATYPE=:'T-DISK' |

  |    |                   |       |   THEN DACSTMP2=DACSPACE;|

  |    |                   |       |  ELSE DACSTMP2=0         |

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

  |1733|VM DASD Space for  |Blocks | DACSTMP3                 |

  |    |Permanent DASD/FBA |       | IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD/FBA'  |

  |    |                   |       |   AND DACATYPE=:'PERM'   |

  |    |                   |       |   THEN DACSTMP3=DACSPACE;|

  |    |                   |       | ELSE DACSTMP3=0          |

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

  |1734|VM DASD Space for  |Blocks | DACSTMP4                 |

  |    |Temporary DASD/FBA |       | IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD/FBA'  |

  |    |                   |       |   AND DACATYPE=:'T-DISK' |

  |    |                   |       |   THEN DACSTMP4=DACSPACE;|

  |    |                   |       |  ELSE DACSTMP4=0         |

  +----+-------------------+-------+--------------------------+

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACTAPTM - VM Tape Occupancy Time

Charging element DACTAPTM is the amount of time that a dedicated device or temporary disk was attached to a virtual
machine.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACTAPTM is derived from the data element DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'TAPE'

       THEN DACTAPTM=DACCONTM;

     ELSE DACTAPTM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

DACTDSTM - VM Temporary Disk Occupancy Time

Charging element DACTDSTM is the amount of time that a dedicated device or temporary disk was attached to a virtual
machine.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACTDSTM is derived from the data element DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'DASD' and DACATYPE=:'T-DISK'

       THEN DACTDSTM=DACCONTM

     ELSE DACTDSTM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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DACURCTM - VM Unit Record Occupancy Time

Charging element DACURCTM is the amount of time that a dedicated device or temporary disk was attached to a virtual
machine.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  DACCONTM - DEVICE CONNECT TIME

             DEVCLASS - Device Class

 

Element Derivation:

DACURCTM is derived from the data element DACCONTM. The formula used to compute the value is:

     IF DEVCLASS=:'URI' OR DEVCLASS=:'URO' '

       THEN DACURCTM=DACCONTM;

     ELSE DACURCTM=0

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

IACMIMSG - IMS Number Of Input Messages

IACMIMSG is the number of message queue get unique operations that were issued during execution of transactions for
this application unit by this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  IACIMSGS - NUMBER OF INPUT MESSAGES

 

Element Derivation:

IACMIMSG is computed from the data element IACIMSGS (NUMBER OF INPUT MESSAGES). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     IACMIMSG = IACIMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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IMGKBIO - VAX/VMS Image Buffered I/O

Charging element IMGKBIO contains the number of buffered I/Os requested by the image.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

IMGKBIO is computed from the data element IMGBUFIO (Buffered I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     IMGKBIO = IMGBUFIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

IMGKDIO - VAX/VMS Image Direct I/O

Charging element IMGKDIO contains the number of direct I/Os requested by the image.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

IMGKDIO is computed from the data element IMGDIRIO (Direct I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     IMGKDIO = IMGDIRIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBDL - IMS Database Deletes

Database Deletes is the number of delete DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.
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  See also:  ISUDBDLT - DATABASE DELETES

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDBDL is computed from the data element ISUDBDLT (DATABASE DELETES). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKDBDL = ISUDBDLT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBGN - IMS Database Get Nexts

Database Get Nexts is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from all databases by
applications for this user. This number represents the generic get next function and includes the sum of all GN (get next),
GHN (get hold next), GNP (get next within parent), and GHNP (get hold next within parent) DL/I functions.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUDBGN - DATABASE GET NEXTS

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDBGN is computed from the data element ISUDBGN (DATABASE GET NEXTS). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKDBGN = ISUDBGN / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBGU - IMS Database Get Uniques

Database Get Uniques is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by applications for this user. This number represents the generic get unique function and includes the GU (get
unique) and GHU (get hold unique) DL/I function sum.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.
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  See also:  ISUDBGU - DATABASE GET UNIQUES

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDBGU is computed from the data element ISUDBGU (DATABASE GET UNIQUES). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     ISUKDBGU = ISUDBGU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBIS - IMS Database Inserts

Database Inserts is the number of insert DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUDBIST - DATABASE INSERTS

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDBIS is computed from the data element ISUDBIST (DATABASE INSERTS). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     ISUKDBIS = ISUDBIST / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBOT - IMS Other Database Calls(Sys Service)

Other Database Calls is the number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by applications for this user.
This data element applies only to IMF systems and is not present on the CA MICS database if NOCIMS is specified on the
OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IMSGENIN).

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUDBOTH - OTHER DATABASE CALLS
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Element Derivation:

ISUKDBOT is computed from the data element ISUDBOTH (OTHER DATABASE CALLS). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     ISUKDBOT = ISUDBOTH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBRE - IMS Database Replaces

Database Replaces is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUDBREP - DATABASE REPLACES

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDBRE is computed from the data element ISUDBREP (DATABASE REPLACES). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKDBRE = ISUDBREP / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDBTT - IMS Total Number Of Database Calls

Total Number Of Database Calls is the sum of all individual types of database activity (logical DL/I calls) for all executions
of transactions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUDBTOT - TOTAL NUMBER OF DATABASE CALLS

 

Element Derivation:
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ISUKDBTT is computed from the data element ISUDBTOT (TOTAL NUMBER OF DATABASE CALLS). The formula used
to compute the value is:

     ISUKDBTT = ISUDBTOT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDEC - IMS Fast Path DEDB Calls

Charging element ISUKDEC is the count of calls made to Fast Path DEDB database records by a user during the
execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUFPDEC - FAST PATH DEDB CALL COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDEC is computed from the data element ISUFPDEC (FAST PATH DEDB CALL COUNT). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKDEC = ISUFPDEC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDEP - IMS Fast Path DEDB Puts(I/Os)

Charging element ISUKDEP represents the count of DEDB record updates for a user during sync point processing.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUFPDEP - FAST PATH DEDB PUT COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDEP is computed from the data element ISUFPDEP (FAST PATH DEDB PUT COUNT). The formula used to
compute the value is:
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     ISUKDEP = ISUFPDEP / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKDER - IMS Fast Path DEDB Reads(I/Os)

Charging element ISUKDER is the count of reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by a user during the execution of
a Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUFPDER - FAST PATH DEDB READ COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKDER is computed from the data element ISUFPDER (FAST PATH DEDB READ COUNT). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKDER = ISUFPDER / 1000

 

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKEYIO - IMS Key I/O

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads and Writes Issued is the total number of reads and writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS
databases by all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS KEY READS ISSUED

             ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS KEY WRITES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKEYIO is computed from the data elements ISUKEYRD and ISUKEYRD. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ISUKEYIO = (ISUKEYRD + ISUKEYWT) / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKFPIO - IMS Fast Path DEDB Total Logical I/Os

Charging element ISUKFPIO represents the count of puts and reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by a user
during the execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 FP I/Os.

  See also:  ISUFPDEP - FAST PATH DEDB PUT COUNT

             ISUFPDER - FAST PATH DEDB READ COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKFPIO is computed from the data elements ISUFPDEP and ISUFPDER. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ISUKFPIO = (ISUFPDEP + ISUFPDER) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKIMSG - IMS Terminal Input Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message input service (including get unique and get next service) for all transaction
executions for this user. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of input message segments
read.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUIMSGS - INPUT MESSAGES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKIMSG is computed from the data element ISUIMSGS (INPUT MESSAGES ISSUED). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     ISUKIMSG = ISUIMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKINCH - IMS Terminal Input Character Count

Terminal Input Character Count is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  ISUINCH - TERMINAL INPUT CHARACTER COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKINCH is computed from the data element ISUINCH (TERMINAL INPUT CHARACTER COUNT). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKINCH = ISUINCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKKYRD - IMS ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS KEY READS ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKKYRD is computed from the data element ISUKEYRD (ISAM/KSDS KEY READS ISSUED). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKKYRD = ISUKEYRD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUKKYWT - IMS ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS KEY WRITES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKKYWT is computed from the data element ISUKEYWT (ISAM/KSDS KEY WRITES ISSUED). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKKYWT = ISUKEYWT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKMSC - IMS Fast Path MSDB Calls

Charging element ISUKMSC is the count of reads made to Fast Path MSDB database records by a user during the
execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  ISUFPMSC - FAST PATH MSDB CALL COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSC is computed from the data element ISUFPMSC (FAST PATH MSDB CALL COUNT). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKMSC = ISUFPMSC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKMSGN - IMS Msg Get Next Count

Msg Get Next Count is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve secondary input message segments from
the message queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSGGN - MSG GET NEXT COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSGN is computed from the data element ISUMSGGN (MSG GET NEXT COUNT). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     ISUKMSGN = ISUMSGGN / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKMSGU - IMS Msg Get Unique Count

Msg Get Unique Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve input messages from the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSGGU - MSG GET UNIQUE COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSGU is computed from the data element ISUMSGGU (MSG GET UNIQUE COUNT). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     ISUKMSGU = ISUMSGGU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKMSIS - IMS Msg Insert Count

Msg Insert Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to insert output message segments to the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSGIS - MSG INSERT COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSIS is computed from the data element ISUMSGIS (MSG INSERT COUNT). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKMSIS = ISUMSGIS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKMSOT - IMS Msg Other Count(Serv, Ckpt, Stats)

Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is directly
attributable to applications executed by this user. This includes miscellaneous system services, checkpoint and statistics
operations. This data element only applies to Control/IMS systems, but the data element will be on the CA MICS IMS
database regardless of the data reduction method.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSGOT - MSG OTHER COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSOT is computed from the data element ISUMSGOT (MSG OTHER COUNT). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKMSOT = ISUMSGOT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKMSPG - IMS Msg Purge Count

Msg Purge Count is the number of DL/I PURG calls to delineate an output message. This count includes PURG calls that
have an I/O area specified, if any, which results in inserting the first segment of the next message in the same call. Note
that the purge/insert structure does not increment the insert counter (see ISYMSGIS).

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSGPG - MSG PURGE COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSPG is computed from the data element ISUMSGPG (MSG PURGE COUNT). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKMSPG = ISUMSGPG / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKMSTT - IMS Total Number Of Message Calls

Total Number Of Message Calls is the sum of all individual types of message queue activity (logical DL/I calls) for all
executions of transactions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUMSTOT - TOTAL NUMBER OF MESSAGE CALLS

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKMSTT is computed from the data element ISUMSTOT (TOTAL NUMBER OF MESSAGE CALLS). The formula used
to compute the value is:

     ISUKMSTT = ISUMSTOT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKNKYR - IMS OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY READS ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKNKYR is computed from the data element ISUNKEYR (OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY READS ISSUED). The formula used
to compute the value is:

     ISUKNKYR = ISUNKEYR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKNKYW - IMS OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY WRITES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKNKYW is computed from the data element ISUNKEYW (OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY WRITES ISSUED). The formula
used to compute the value is:

     ISUKNKYW = ISUNKEYW / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKOMSG - IMS Terminal Output Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message output services (including type other message calls) for all transaction
executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  ISUOMSGS - OUTPUT MESSAGES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKOMSG is computed from the data element ISUOMSGS (OUTPUT MESSAGES ISSUED). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     ISUKOMSG = ISUOMSGS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKOUTC - IMS Terminal Output Character Count

Terminal Output Character Count is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message
queue. The length is found from the output message segment images before MFS processing and includes no access
method overhead.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  ISUOUTCH - TERMINAL OUTPUT CHARACTER COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKOUTC is computed from the data element ISUOUTCH (TERMINAL OUTPUT CHARACTER COUNT). The formula
used to compute the value is:

     ISUKOUTC = ISUOUTCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUKSRU - IMS System Resource Units

System Resource Units is a user-defined variable, available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for
a user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SRUs.

  See also:  ISUSRU - SYSTEM RESOURCE UNITS

 

Element Derivation:

ISUKSRU is computed from the data element ISUSRU (SYSTEM RESOURCE UNITS). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     ISUKSRU = ISUSRU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNKYIO - IMS Non-Key DL/I I/O

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads and Writes Issued is the total number of reads and writes without a key to all OSAM or
VSAM/ESDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY READS ISSUED

             ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY WRITES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUNKYIO is computed from the data elements ISUNKEYR and ISUNKEYW. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ISUNKYIO = (ISUNKEYR + ISUNKEYW) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUTCHAR - IMS Characters Transferred

Charging element ISUTCHAR is the total length of all input and output message segments as they appear on the
message queue.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  ISUINCH - TERMINAL INPUT CHARACTER COUNT

             ISUOUTCH- TERMINAL OUTPUT CHARACTER COUNT

 

Element Derivation:

ISUTCHAR is computed from the data elements ISUINCH and ISUOUTCH. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ISUTCHAR = (ISUINCH + ISUOUTCH) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTDLIO - IMS Total DL/I I/O

Charging element ISUTDLIO contains the total number of Key and Non-Key Reads/Writes issued by ISAM/KSDS, VSAM/
KSDS, OSAM/ESDS, and by OSAM/ESDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS KEY READS ISSUED

             ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS KEY WRITES ISSUED

             ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY READS ISSUED

             ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS NON-KEY WRITES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUTDLIO is computed from the data elements ISUKEYRD, ISUKEYWT, ISUNKEYR, and ISUNKEYW. The formula used
to compute the value is:

     ISUTDLIO = (ISUKEYRD + ISUKEYWT + ISUNKEYR + ISUNKEYW)

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUTERIO - IMS Terminal I/O

Charging element ISUTERIO is the number of calls for message I/O services (including type other message calls) for all
transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  ISUIMSGS - INPUT MESSAGES ISSUED

             ISUOMSGS - OUTPUT MESSAGES ISSUED

 

Element Derivation:

ISUTERIO is computed from the data elements ISUIMSGS and ISUOMSGS. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ISUTERIO = (ISUIMSGS + ISUOMSGS) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBATOTL - Job Total Data Set Allocations

Charging element JOBATOTL is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to non-MSS and non-VIO
DASD devices by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is data sets.

  See also:  JOBADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

             JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

             JOBACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

             JOBAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

             JOBAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

 

Element Derivation:

JOBATOTL is a sum of the data elements JOBADASD, JOBATAPE, JOBACOMM, JOBAUREC, and JOBAVIO. The
formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBATOTL = (JOBADASD + JOBATAPE + JOBACOMM + JOBAUREC +

                 JOBAVIO)

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBCPMNS - Job Channel Path Minutes

Charging element JOBCPMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of channel
path activity that can be attributed to a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  JOBCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

 

Element Derivation:

JOBCPMNS is computed from the data element JOBCPHRS (Channel Path Hours). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBCPMNS = JOBCPHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBEXHRS - Job Terminal Connect Time

Charging element JOBEXHRS is the total elapsed time a job spends in execution. A program is considered to be in a
state of execution as soon as it is loaded and available to run.

Type:

Measuring unit is hours.

  See also:  JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

 

Element Derivation:

JOBEXHRS is computed from the data element JOBEXCTM (Job Execution Time). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBEXHRS = JOBEXCTM / 3600

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBIOCTM - Job I/O CPU Time Consumed

Charging element JOBIOCTM contains the total EXCP count issued to all devices by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBIOCTM is computed from the data element JOBEXCPS (Total EXCPs) * _IOCTM. The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBIOCTM = (JOBEXCPS * _IOCTM)

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBCOM - Job Communications Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBCOM approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from communications devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDCOMM - Communications Data Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKBCOM is computed from data element JOBDCOMM (Communications Data Transferred). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKBCOM = JOBDCOMM / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBDAS - Job DASD Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBDAS approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from non-VIO, non-mass-
storage direct access devices.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDDASD - DASD Data Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKBDAS is computed from the data element JOBDDASD (DASD Data Transferred). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKBDAS = JOBDDASD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBGRA - Job Graphics Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBGRA approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from graphics devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDGRAF - Graphics Data Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKBGRA is computed from the data element JOBDGRAF (Graphics Data Transferred). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     JOBKBGRA = JOBDGRAF / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBTAP - Job Tape Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBTAP approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from tape devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDTAPE - Tape Data Transferred
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Element Derivation:

JOBKBTAP is computed from the data element JOBDTAPE (Tape Data Transferred). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKBTAP = JOBDTAPE / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBURE - Job Unit Record Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBURE approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from unit record devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDUREC - Unit Record Data Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKBURE is computed from the data element JOBDUREC (Unit Record Data Transferred). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKBURE = JOBDUREC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKBVIO - Job VIO Data Transferred

Charging element JOBKBVIO approximates the total number of bytes transferred to and from Virtual I/O (VIO)-simulated
direct access devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDVIO - VIO Data Transferred

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKBVIO is computed from the data element JOBDVIO (VIO Data Transferred). The formula used to compute the value
is:
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     JOBKBVIO = JOBDVIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKDATR - Job APPC Data Received

Charging element JOBKDATR contains the number of bytes of data received from partner TPs over all steps of a batch
job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKDATR is computed from the data element JOBDATAR (APPC Data Received (Bytes)). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     JOBKDATR = JOBDATAR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKDATS - Job APPC Data Sent

Charging element JOBKDATS contains the number of bytes sent from APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) send
buffers over all steps of a batch job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKDATS is computed from the data element JOBDATAS (APPC Data Sent (Bytes)). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKDATS = JOBDATAS / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKECOM - Job Communication EXCPs

Charging element JOBKECOM contains the total number of communications device EXCPs generated by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKECOM is computed from the data element JOBECOMM (Communications EXCPs). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     JOBKECOM = JOBECOMM / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKEDAS - Job DASD EXCPs

Charging element JOBKEDAS contains the total number of non-VIO, non-MSS DASD device EXCPs issued by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKEDAS is computed from the data element JOBEDASD (DASD EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBKEDAS = JOBEDASD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBKEGRA - Job Graphics EXCPs

Charging element JOBKEGRA contains the total number of graphics device EXCPs generated by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKEGRA is computed from the data element JOBEGRAF (Graphics EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     JOBKEGRA = JOBEGRAF / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKETAP - Job Tape EXCPs

Charging element JOBKETAP contains the total number of tape device EXCPs generated by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKETAP is computed from the data element JOBETAPE (Tape EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBKETAP = JOBETAPE / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKEURE - Job Unit Record EXCPs

Charging element JOBKEURE contains the total number of unit record device EXCPs generated by a job.
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Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

 

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKEURE is computed from the data element JOBEUREC (Unit Record EXCPs). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKEURE = JOBEUREC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKEVIO - Job Virtual I/O EXCPs

Charging element JOBKEVIO contains the total number of EXCPs issued by a job to Virtual I/O (VIO)-simulated devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBEVIO - VIO EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKEVIO is computed from the data element JOBEVIO (VIO EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBKEVIO = JOBEVIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKEXCP - Job Total EXCPs

Charging element JOBKEXCP contains the total EXCP count issued to all devices by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs
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Element Derivation:

JOBKEXCP is computed from the data element JOBEXCPS (Total EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBKEXCP = JOBEXCPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLR - Spool Output Processed (Total)

Charging element JOBKNLR contains the number of logical records (lines printed or cards punched) written by either
the JES2 or JES3 writer for a job's print work. Records produced due to repeating or restarting the output of a data set
contribute to this count. JOBNLR excludes Print Services Facility (PSF) printer transmissions.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLR - Logical Writer Records

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLR is computed from the data element JOBNLR (Logical Writer Records). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     JOBKNLR = JOBNLR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRC - Job Lines Printed (Local COMM)

Charging element JOBKNLRC contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a
comm printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

 

Element Derivation:
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JOBKNLRC is computed from the data element JOBNLRC (Comm Printer Logical Writer Records). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKNLRC = JOBNLRC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRI - Job Lines Printed (Local Impact)

Charging element JOBKNLRI contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a line
printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLRI - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLRI is computed from the data element JOBNLRI (Line Printer Logical Writer Records). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKNLRI = JOBNLRI / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRL - Job Lines Printed (Local Laser)

Charging element JOBKNLRL contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a
laser printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Record

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLRL is computed from the data element JOBNLRL (Laser Printer Logical Writer Record). The formula used to
compute the value is:
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     JOBKNLRL = JOBNLRL / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRP - Job Cards Punched (Local Punch)

Charging element JOBKNLRP contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a
laser printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  JOBNLRP - Punched Cards Logical Writer Record

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLRP is computed from the data element JOBNLRP (Punched Cards Logical Writer Record). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKNLRP = JOBNLRP / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRR - Job Printed (Remote)

Charging element JOBKNLRR contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a
laser printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Record

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLRR is computed from the data element JOBNLRR (Remote Printer Logical Writer Record). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKNLRR = JOBNLRR / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKNLRU - Job Items Processed (User defined)

Charging element JOBKNLRU contains the total number of logical records processed by a writer and printed on a user-
defined printer identification. This element includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBNLRU - User-Defined Logical Writer Records

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKNLRU is computed from the data element JOBNLRU (User-Defined Logical Writer Records). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBKNLRU = JOBNLRU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKSRU - Job System Resource Units

Several software products are available to measure particular aspects of a batch job's or TSO user's activity. A product
may generate SMF data in its own SMF-type record (for example, TSO/MON) or it may add fields to or alter the meaning
of fields in existing SMF records.

Subsystem-specific records probably merit their own component in the CA MICS database. Peculiar fields in otherwise
standard records, however, are more easily treated as part of an otherwise standard database. JOBWSRU is a reserved
data element for user computation of a system resource absorption value from such fields. Unless a data center takes
special action, JOBWSRU contains a SAS missing value.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SRUs.

  See also:  JOBWSRU - System Resource Units

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKSRU is computed from the data element JOBWSRU (System Resource Units). The formula used to compute the
value is:
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     JOBKSRU = JOBWSRU / 1000

 

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKSU - Job MVS Service Units

Charging element JOBKSU contains the total number of service units (TCB, SRB, I/O, and MSO) consumed by a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 MVS SUs.

  See also:  JOBSERVU - Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKSU is computed from the data element JOBSERVU (Service Units). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBKSU = JOBSERVU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKSYSN - Job Cards Images Read by Reader

Charging element JOBKSYSN contains the total number of card images read by the reader from DD DATA and DD * data
sets for a job.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  JOBSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKSYSN is computed from data element JOBSYSIN (Card Images Read By Reader). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     JOBKSYSN = JOBSYSIN / 1000
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKXPR - Job Lines Written to Spool

Charging element JOBKXPR contains the number of output lines written to the JES spool.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  JOBXPR - Print Records Written To Spool

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKXPR is computed from the data element JOBXPR (Print Records Written To Spool). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     JOBKXPR = JOBXPR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBKXPU - Job Card Images Written to Spool

Charging element JOBKXPU contains the number of output card images written to the JES spool.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  JOBXPU - Punch Records Written To Spool

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKXPU is computed from data element JOBXPU (Punch Records Written To Spool). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKXPU = JOBXPU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBKXRD - Job Cards Read from Spool

Charging element JOBKXRD contains the number of card images read from the JES spool, including both JCL and
SYSIN images.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 cards.

  See also:  JOBXRD - Cards Read From Spool

 

Element Derivation:

JOBKXRD is computed from the data element JOBXRD (Cards Read From Spool). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBKXRD = JOBXRD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBPGE1 - Job 3800 Pages Printed

Charging element JOBPGE1 contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a laser
printer. This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Measuring unit is pages.

  See also:  JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Record

 

Element Derivation:

JOBPGE1 is computed from the data element JOBNLRL (Laser Printer Logical Writer Record). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     JOBPGE1 = JOBNLRL / 50

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBTDMT - Job Total DASD Mounts

Charging element JOBTDMT contains the total number of specific and non-specific direct access device mounts,
exclusive of MSS devices, satisfied (as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to
systems running at or above MVS/SE2 and only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Measuring unit is mounts.

  See also:  JOBSDMT - Specific DASD Mounts

 

Element Derivation:

JOBTDMT is computed from the data elements JOBSDMT and JOBNSDMT. The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBTDMT = JOBSDMT + JOBNSDMT

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBTERIO - Job Terminal (TGET/TPUT) I/O

Charging element JOBTERIO contains the number of lines of terminal input and output (that is, the number of TGETs and
TPUTs) issued by a TSO session.

Type:

Measuring unit is Terminal I/Os.

  See also:  JOBTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

 

Element Derivation:

JOBTERIO is computed from the data elements JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS. The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBTERIO = JOBTGETS + JOBTPUTS

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBTIMNS - Job Total I/O Minutes

Charging element JOBTIMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time
taken by a job requesting I/O or controlling I/O resources.
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Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  JOBTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

 

Element Derivation:

JOBTIMNS is computed from data element JOBTIHRS (Total I/O Hours). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBTIMNS = JOBTIHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBTOMNS - Job Tape Occupancy Time (Minutes)

Charging element JOBTOMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time
taken by a job requesting I/O or controlling I/O resources.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

 

Element Derivation:

JOBTOMNS is computed from the data element JOBTOHRS (Tape Occupancy Hours). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     JOBTOMNS = JOBTOHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBTTMT - Job Total Tape Mounts

Charging element JOBTTMT contains the total number of specific and non-specific magnetic tape device mounts satisfied
(as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to systems running at or above MVS/
SE2 and only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Measuring unit is mounts.
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  See also:  JOBSTMT - Specific Tape Mounts

 

Element Derivation:

JOBTTMT is computed from the data elements JOBSTMT and JOBNSTMT. The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBTTMT = JOBSTMT + JOBNSTMT

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBUIMNS - Job Used I/O Minutes

Charging element JOBUIMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time a
job requests I/O or controls I/O resources, after making allowances for concurrent activity.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  JOBUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

 

Element Derivation:

JOBUIMNS is computed from the data element JOBUIHRS (Used I/O Hours). The formula used to compute the value is:

     JOBUIMNS = JOBUIHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSKDIO - UNIX/MW Process Physical Disk I/O

Charging element KPSKDIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os accumulated by this completed process.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

 

Element Derivation:
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KPSKDIO is computed from the data element KPSDSKIO (Physical Disk I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     KPSKDIO = KPSDSKIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSKLDK - UNIX/MW Process Logical Disk I/O

Charging element KPSKLDK contains the number of logical disk I/Os requested by this completed process.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  KPSLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

KPSKLDK is computed from the data element KPSLDKCT (Logical Disk I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     KPSKLDK = KPSLDKCT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACHRCON - NCP Connect Time

Charging element NACHRCON contains the total time that the terminal or terminals (identified by the account code values
for the observation) are logged on to a primary logical unit (PLU).

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  NACCONTM - Connect Time

 

Element Derivation:

NACHRCON is computed from the data element NACCONTM (Connect Time). The formula used to compute the value is:

     NACHRCON = NACCONTM / 60
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKCPR - NCP Control PIUs Received

Charging element NACKCPR contains the total number of control path information units (PIUs) that are received from
the secondary session partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network
gateway accounting group PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/
response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NACNRCPR - Number Control PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

NACKCPR is computed from the data element NACNRCPR (Number Control PIUs Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NACKCPR = NACNRCPR / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKCPS - NCP Control PIUs Sent

Charging element NACKCPS contains the total number of control path information units (PIUs) that are sent to the
secondary session partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network
gateway accounting

  group PIU counts into two main categories:   control and

text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow
control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NACNRCPS - Number Control PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:
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NACKCPS is computed from the data element NACNRCPS (Number Control PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     NACKCPS = NACNRCPS / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKNRCH - NCP Total Characters

Charging element NACKNRCH contains the total number of bytes (control and text) that are sent and received by
sessions summarized within the account code values for the observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NACNRTBY - Total Number of Bytes Transmitted

 

Element Derivation:

NACKNRCH is computed from data element NACNRTBY (Total Number of Bytes Transmitted). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NACKNRCH = NACNRTBY / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKNRR - NCP Control Characters Received

Charging element NACKNRR contains the total number of bytes that are received in control path information units (PIUs)
from the secondary session partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/
network gateway accounting group byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains
to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and
network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NACNRCBR - Number Control Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:
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NACKNRR is computed from the data element NACNRCBR (Number Control Bytes Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NACKNRR = NACNRCBR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKNRS - NCP Control Characters Sent

Charging element NACKNRS contains the total number of bytes that are sent in control path information units (PIUs) to
the secondary session partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network
gateway accounting group byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA
request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NACNRCBS - Number Control Bytes Sent

 

 

Element Derivation:

NACKNRS is computed from data element NACNRCBS (Number Control Bytes Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NACKNRS = NACNRCBS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKTPR - NCP Text PIUs Received

Charging element NACKTPR contains the total number of text path information units (PIUs) received from the secondary
session partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network gateway
accounting group byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/
response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.
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  See also:  NACNRTPR - Number Text PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

NACKTPR is computed from the data element NACNRTPR (Number Text PIUs Received). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     NACKTPR = NACNRTPR / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKTPS - NCP Text PIUs Sent

Charging element NACKTPS contains the total number of text path information units (PIUs) sent to the secondary session
partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network gateway accounting group
byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that
are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains
to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NACNRTPS - Number Text PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NACKTPS is computed from the data element NACNRTPS (Number Text PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NACKTPS = NACNRTPS / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKTXTP - NCP Total PIUs

Charging element NACKTXTP contains the total number of path information units (PIUs) (control and text) that are sent
and received by sessions summarized within the account code values for the observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.
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  See also:  NACNRTPI - Total Number of PIUs Transmitted

 

Element Derivation:

NACKTXTP is computed from data element NACNRTPI (Total Number of PIUs Transmitted). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NACKTXTP = NACNRTPI / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKTXTR - NCP Text Characters Received

Charging element NACKTXTR contains the total number of text bytes that are received from the secondary session
partner. CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network gateway accounting
group byte and path information unit (PIU) counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA
request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NACNRTBR - Number Text Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:

NACKTXTR is computed from the data element NACNRTBR (Number Text Bytes Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NACKTXTR = NACNRTBR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NACKTXTS - NCP Text Characters Sent

Charging element NACKTXTS contains the total number of text bytes that are sent to the secondary session partner.
CA NetSpy and NPM data collection functions for network session accounting/network gateway accounting group byte
and path information unit (PIU) counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/
response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NACNRTBS - Number Text Bytes Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NACKTXTS is computed from the data element NACNRTBS (Number Text Bytes Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NACKTXTS = NACNRTBS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAHRCON - NLDM Connect Time

Charging element NSAHRCON contains the total time that the terminal or terminals (identified by the account code values
for the observation) are logged on to a primary logical unit (PLU). For example, a data center uses the following default
account codes for the NSA File:

• SNTACT1 - PLU
• SNTACT2 - SLUSAPU
• SNTACT3 - SLUPU
• SNTACT4 - PERFCLSS

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  NSACONTM - Connect Time

 

Element Derivation:

NSAHRCON is computed from the data element NSACONTM (Connect Time). The formula used to compute the value is:

     NSAHRCON = NSACONTM / 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKCPR - NLDM Control PIUs Received

Charging element NSAKCPR contains the total number of control path information units (PIUs) that are received from
the secondary session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster group byte and PIU counts into two main categories:
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control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control,
data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NSANRCPR - Number Control PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKCPR is computed from the data element NSANRCPR (Number Control PIUs Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NSAKCPR = NSANRCPR / 100

 

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKCPS - NLDM Control PIUs Sent

Charging element NSAKCPS contains the total number of control path information units (PIUs) that are sent to the
secondary session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and PIU counts into two main categories:
control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control,
data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NSANRCPS - Number Control PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKCPS is computed from the data element NSANRCPS (Number Control PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     NSAKCPS = NSANRCPS / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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NSAKNRCH - NLDM Total Characters

Charging element NSAKNRCH contains the total number of bytes (control and text) that are sent and received by
sessions summarized within the account code values for the observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSANRTBY - Total Number of Bytes Transmitted

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKNRCH is computed from the data element NSANRTBY (Total Number of Bytes Transmitted). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NSAKNRCH = NSANRTBY / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKNRR - NLDM Characters Received

Charging element NSAKNRR contains the total number of text bytes that are received from the secondary session
partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and path information unit (PIU) counts into two main
categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as
network control, data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that
carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSANRTBR - Number Text Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKNRR is computed from the data element NSANRTBR (Number Text Bytes Received). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     NSAKNRR = NSANRTBR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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NSAKNRS - NLDM Characters Sent

Charging element NSAKNRS contains the total number of text bytes that are sent to the secondary session partner.
NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and path information unit (PIU) counts into two main categories:
control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control,
data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSANRTBS - Number Text Bytes Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKNRS is computed from the data element NSANRTBS (Number Text Bytes Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSAKNRS = NSANRTBS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKOVHR - NLDM Character Overhead Received

Charging element NSAKOVHR contains the total number of control bytes that are received in control path information
units (PIUs) from the secondary session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and PIU counts
into two main categories:

• control
Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow
control, session control, and network services.

• text
Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSANRCBR - Number Control Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKOVHR is computed from the data element NSANRCBR (Number Control Bytes Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NSAKOVHR = NSANRCBR / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKOVHS - NLDM Character Overhead Sent

Charging element NSAKOVHS contains the total number of control bytes that are sent in control path information units
(PIUs) to the secondary session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster group byte and PIU counts into two main
categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for such functions as
network control, data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that
carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSANRCBS - Number Control Bytes Sent

 

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKOVHS is computed from the data element NSANRCBS (Number Control Bytes Sent). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     NSAKOVHS = NSANRCBS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKTPR - NLDM Text PIUs Received

Charging element NSAKTPR contains the total number of text path information units (PIUs) received from the secondary
session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and
text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow
control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NSANRTPR - Number Text PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKTPR is computed from data element NSANRTPR (Number Text PIUs Received). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSAKTPR = NSANRTPR / 100
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSAKTPS - NLDM Text PIUs Sent

Charging element NSAKTPS contains the total number of text path information units (PIUs) that are sent to the secondary
session partner. NetView/NLDM and CA NetMaster NTS group byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and
text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow
control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  NSANRTPS - Number Text PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NSAKTPS is computed from the data element NSANRTPS (Number Text PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSAKTPR = NSANRTPS / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSCHRCON - NLDM Session Connect Time

Charging element NSCHRCON contains the total time that the terminal or terminals (identified by the account code values
for the observation) are logged on to a primary logical unit (PLU). For example, an installation uses the following default
account codes for the NSC File:

• SNTACT1 - PLU
• SNTACT2 - SLUSAPU
• SNTACT3 - SLUPU
• SNTACT4 - PERFCLSS

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  NSCCONTM - Connect Time

 

Element Derivation:
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NSCHRCON is computed from the data element NSCCONTM (Connect Time). The formula used to compute the value is:

     NSCHRCON = NSCCONTM / 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSCKNRCH - NLDM Session Characters Transmitted

Charging element NSCKNRCH contains the total number of bytes (control and text) that are sent and received by
sessions summarized within the account code values for the observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSCNRTCH - Total Number of Bytes Transmitted

 

Element Derivation:

NSCKNRCH is computed from the data element NSCNRTCH (Total Number of Bytes Transmitted). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NSCKNRCH = NSCNRTCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSKBYR - CA NetSpy Characters Received

Charging element NSSKBYR represents the total number of bytes received by the primary session partner (PLU, the
application) from the secondary partner (SLU, the terminal). This quantity is generally referred to as the inbound or input
byte count.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSSNRBYR - Cumulative Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:

NSSKBYR is computed from the data element NSSNRBYR (Cumulative Bytes Received). The formula used to compute
the value is:
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     NSSKBYR = NSSNRBYR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSKBYS - CA NetSpy Characters Sent

Charging element NSSKBYS represents the total number of bytes sent from the primary session partner (usually the
application) to the secondary partner (usually the terminal). This quantity is generally referred to as the outbound or output
byte count.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSSNRBYS - Cumulative Bytes Sent

 

Element Derivation:

NSSKBYS is computed from the data element NSSNRBYS (Cumulative Bytes Sent). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSSKBYS = NSSNRBYS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSKHEVT - CA NetSpy Number of Total Responses

Charging element NSSKHEVT contains the number of network response events for which CA NetSpy computes network
response time(s).

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 events.

  See also:  NSSNRESC - Number of Network Responses

 

Element Derivation:

NSSKHEVT is computed from the data element NSSNRESC (Number of Network Responses). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     NSSKHEVT = NSSNRESC / 100
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSKNEVT - CA NetSpy Number of Outputs

Charging element NSSKNEVT is a count of the number of outputs (application writes) from the primary logical unit
(application) to the secondary logical unit (usually a terminal). A single output may contain one path information unit
(single element chain) or multiple path information units (multiple element chain).

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 outputs.

  See also:  NSSNROUT - Number of Outputs

 

Element Derivation:

NSSKNEVT is computed from data element NSSNROUT (Number of Outputs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     NSSKNEVT = NSSNROUT / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSKTBYT - CA NetSpy Total Characters

Charging element NSSKTBYT represents the total number of bytes sent and received between the primary session
partner (PLU, the application) and the secondary partner (SLU, the terminal).

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  NSSNRBYT - Cumulative Bytes Total

 

Element Derivation:

NSSKTBYT is computed from the data element NSSNRBYT (Cumulative Bytes Total). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSSKTBYT = NSSNRBYT / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NSSMNCON - CA NetSpy Connect Time

Charging element NSSMNCON contains the total time that the terminal or terminals (identified by the account code values
for the observation) are logged on to a primary logical unit (PLU), generally an application. For example, a data center
uses the following default account codes for the NSS file:

• SNTACT1 - PLU
• SNTACT2 - SLUSA
• SNTACT3 - SLUPU
• SNTACT4 - SLU

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  NSSCONTM - Session Connect Time

 

Element Derivation:

NSSMNCON is computed from the data element NSSCONTM (Session Connect Time). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     NSSMNCON = NSSCONTM / 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NTUTCHAR - VM VTAM Total Characters

Charging element NTUTCHAR is the total number of characters sent and received by the CP to VCNA and VTAM.

The data passed by the CP is converted into request units by VCNA and then passed to VTAM.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 character.

  See also:  NTUNRCHR - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS RECEIVED

             NTUNRCHS - NUMBER OF REQUEST UNITS SENT

 

Element Derivation:

NTUTCHAR is computed from the data element NTUNRCHR and NTUNRCHS. The formula used to compute the value
is:
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     NTUTCHAR = (NTUNRCHR + NTUNRCHS) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

NTUTRU - VM VTAM Total Request Units

Charging element NTUTRU is the number of request units (units of data) passed between VM/VTAM and VCNA. A
request unit is a block of data that is passed between VTAM and a VTAM application. In the case of VCNA, this consists of
data to be written to a terminal (a 327x data stream).

Type:

Measuring unit is request units.

  See also:  NTUNRRUR - NUMBER OF REQUEST UNITS RECEIVED

             NTUNRRUS - NUMBER OF REQUEST UNITS SENT

 

Element Derivation:

NTUTRU is computed from the data elements NTUNRRUR and NTUNRRUS. The formula used to compute the value is:

     NTUTRU = (NTUNRRUR + NTUNRRUS) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMATOTL - Step Total Data Set Allocations

Charging element PGMATOTL is an estimate of the total number of DASD, TAPE, Communication, Unit Record, VIO, and
Graphics data set allocations.

Type:

Measuring unit is data sets.

  See also:  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

             PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

             PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

             PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

             PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

             PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

 

Element Derivation:
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PGMATOTL is computed from the data elements PGMADASD, PGMATAPE, PGMACOMM, PGMAUREC, PGMAVIO, and
PGMAGRAF Data Set Allocations. The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMATOTL = PGMADASD + PGMATAPE + PGMACOMM + PGMAUREC +

                PGMAVIO + PGMAGRAF

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMCPMNS - Step Channel Path Minutes

Charging element PGMCPMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of channel
path activity that can be attributed to a step.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  PGMCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

 

Element Derivation:

PGMCPMNS is computed from the data element PGMCPHRS (Channel Path Hours). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     PGMCPMNS = PGMCPHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMEXHRS - Step Terminal Connect Time

Charging element PGMEXHRS contains the total elapsed time a program spends in execution. A program is considered
to be in a state of execution as soon as it is loaded and available to run.

Type:

Measuring unit is hours.

  See also:  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

 

Element Derivation:

PGMEXHRS is computed from the data element PGMEXCTM (Step Execution Time). The formula used to compute the
value is:
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     PGMEXHRS = PGMEXCTM / 3600

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMIOCTM - Step I/O CPU Time Consumed

Charging element PGMIOCTM contains the total number of EXCPs issued by a program to all devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMIOCTM is computed from the data element PGMEXCPS (Total EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMIOCTM = PGMEXCPS * _IOCTM

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKDATR - Step APPC Data Received

Charging element PGMKDATR contains the number of bytes of data received from partner TPs.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKDATR is computed from the data element PGMDATAR APPC Data Received (Bytes). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     PGMKDATR = PGMDATAR / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKDATS - Step APPC Data Sent

Charging element PGMKDATS contains the number of bytes sent from APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) send
buffers.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKDATS is computed from the data element PGMDATAS APPC Data Sent (Bytes). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     PGMKDATS = PGMDATAS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKECOM - Step Communication EXCPs

Charging element PGMKECOM contains the number of communications device EXCPs generated by a step.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPs

 

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKECOM is computed from the data element PGMECOMM (Communications EXCPs). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     PGMKECOM = PGMECOMM / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

PGMKEDAS - Step DASD EXCPs

Charging element PGMKEDAS contains the total number of non-VIO, non-MSS DASD device EXCPs issued by a
program.

This data element is populated for all System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) files except PGMTYPE=6, system
address space.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKEDAS is computed from the data element PGMEDASD (DASD EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKEDAS = PGMEDASD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKEGRA - Step Graphics EXCPs

Charging element PGMKEGRA contains the total number of graphics device EXCPs generated by a step.

This data element is populated for all System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) files except PGMTYPE=6, system
address space.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKEGRA is computed from the data element PGMEGRAF (Graphics EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PGMKEGRA = PGMEGRAF / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

PGMKETAP - Step Tape EXCPs

Charging element PGMKETAP contains the total number of tape device EXCPs generated by a step.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKETAP is computed from the data element PGMETAPE (Tape EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKETAP = PGMETAPE / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKEURE - Step Unit Record EXCPs

Charging element PGMKEURE contains the total number of unit record device EXCPs generated by a step.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKEURE is computed from the data element PGMEUREC (Unit Record EXCPs). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     PGMKEURE = PGMEUREC / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKEVIO - Step Virtual I/O EXCPs

Charging element PGMKEVIO contains the number of EXCPs issued by a step to Virtual I/O (VIO)-simulated devices.
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This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMEVIO - VIO EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKEVIO is computed from the data element PGMEVIO (VIO EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKEVIO = PGMEVIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKEXCP - Step Total EXCPs

Charging element PGMKEXCP contains the total number of EXCPs issued by a program to all devices.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPs

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKEXCP is computed from the data element PGMEXCPS (total EXCPs). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKEXCP = PGMEXCPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKIOU - Step I/O Service Units

Charging element PGMKIOU contains the number of I/O service units used by a step.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.
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  See also:  PGMIOSU - I/O Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKIOU is computed from the data element PGMIOSU (I/O Service Units). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKIOU = PGMIOSU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKMSOU - Step Main Storage Service Units

Charging element PGMKMSOU contains the number of Main Storage Occupancy (MSO) service units absorbed by a
step.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKMSOU is computed from the data element PGMMSOSU (MSO Service Units). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     PGMKMSOU = PGMMSOSU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKSRBU - Step SRB CPU Service Units

Charging element PGMKSRBU contains the total number of CPU service units accumulated by a program while running
under the control of SRBs.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  PGMSRBSU - SRB CPU Service Units

 

Element Derivation:
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PGMKSRBU is computed from the data element PGMSRBSU (SRB CPU Service Units). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     PGMKSRBU = PGMSRBSU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKSU - Step Service Units

Charging element PGMKSU contains the total number of service units (TCB, SRB, I/O, and MSO) consumed by a
program.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  PGMSERVU - Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKSU is computed from the data element PGMSERVU (Service Units). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMKSU = PGMSERVU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMKTCBU - Step TCB CPU Service Units

Charging element PGMKTCBU contains the total number of CPU service units accumulated by a program while running
under the control of TCBs.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

PGMKTCBU is computed from the data element PGMTCBSU (TCB CPU Service Units). The formula used to compute the
value is:
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     PGMKTCBU = PGMTCBSU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMTERIO - Step Terminal (TGET/TPUT) I/O

Charging element PGMTERIO contains the number of lines of terminal input (TGETs) and the number of lines of terminal
output (TPUTs) issued by a TSO session.

Type:

Measuring unit is Terminal I/O.

  See also:  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

             PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTs)

 

Element Derivation:

PGMTERIO is computed from the data elements PGMTGETS and PGMTPUTS. The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PGMTERIO = PGMTGETS + PGMTPUTS

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMTIMNS - Step Total I/O Minutes

Charging element PGMTIMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time a
step requests I/O or controls I/O resources.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  PGMTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

 

Element Derivation:

PGMTIMNS is computed from the data element PGMTIHRS (Total I/O Hours). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMTIMNS = PGMTIHRS * 60
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMTOMNS - Step Tape Occupancy Time (Minutes)

Charging element PGMTOMNS is an estimate of the number of hours the tape devices were occupied by this step.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  PGMTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

 

Element Derivation:

PGMTOMNS is computed from the data element PGMTOHRS (Tape Occupancy Hours). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     PGMTOMNS = PGMTOHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMTSDMT - Step Total DASD Mounts

Charging element PGMTSDMT contains the total number of specific and non-specific direct access device mounts,
exclusive of MSS devices, satisfied (as opposed to mount requests issued) for a step. This data element is available only
to systems running at or above MVS/SE2 and only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Measuring unit is mounts.

  See also:  PGMSDMT - Specific DASD Mounts

 

Element Derivation:

PGMTSDMT is computed from the data elements PGMSDMT and PGMNSDMT. The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PGMTSDMT = PGMSDMT + PGMNSDMT

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Usage Notes:

None

PGMTSTMT - Step Total Tape Mounts

Charging element PGMTSTMT contains the total number of specific and non-specific magnetic tape device mounts
satisfied (as opposed to mount requests issued) for a step. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SE2 and only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Measuring unit is mounts.

  See also:  PGMSTMT - Specific Tape Mounts

 

 

Element Derivation:

PGMTSTMT is computed from the data elements PGMSTMT and PGMNSTMT. The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PGMTSTMT = PGMSTMT + PGMNSTMT

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PGMUIMNS - Step Used I/O Minutes

Charging element PGMUIMNS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time a
step requests I/O or controls I/O resources, after making allowances for concurrent activity.

Type:

Measuring unit is minutes.

  See also:  PGMUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

 

Element Derivation:

PGMUIMNS is computed from the data element PGMUIHRS (Used I/O Hours). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PGMUIMNS = PGMUIHRS * 60

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

PJBKDSIO - POWER JOB DASD SIOs Issued

Charging element PJBKDSIO contains the total number of DASD SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
POWER jobs (program executions) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PJBDSIO - DASD SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKDSIO is computed from the data element PJBDSIO (DASD SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKDSIO = PJBDSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PJBKOSIO - POWER JOB Other SIOs Issued

Charging element PJBKOSIO contains the total number of uncategorized SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated
by the POWER jobs (program executions) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PJBOSIO - Other SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKOSIO is computed from the data element PJBOSIO (Other SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKOSIO = PJBOSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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PJBKSIO - POWER JOB TOTAL SIOs Issued

Charging element PJBKSIO contains the total number of SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated to all devices by
the POWER job (program execution) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PJBSIO - Total SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKSIO is computed from the data element PJBSIO (Total SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKSIO = PJBSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PJBKSPPR - POWER JOB Lines Spooled

Charging element PJBKSPPR contains the total number of lines spooled by the POWER jobs represented in this
observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  PJBSPPR - Lines Spooled

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKSPPR is computed from the data element PJBSPPR (Lines Spooled). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKSPPR = PJBSPPR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PJBKSSIO - POWER JOB Spool SIOs Issued

Charging element PJBKSSIO contains the total number of spool SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
POWER job (program execution) described in this observation.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PJBSSIO - Spool SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKSSIO is computed from the data element PJBSSIO (Spool SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKSSIO = PJBSSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PJBKTSIO - POWER JOB Tape SIOs Issued

Charging element PJBKTSIO contains the total number of Tape SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
POWER job (program execution) described by this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PJBTSIO - Tape SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PJBKTSIO is computed from the data element PJBTSIO (Tape SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PJBKTSIO = PJBTSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKDSIO - POWER STEP DASD SIOs Issued

Charging element PPGKDSIO contains the total number of DASD SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
program executions (job steps) described by this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PPGDSIO - DASD SIOs Issued
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Element Derivation:

PPGKDSIO is computed from the data element PPGDSIO (DASD SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PPGKDSIO = PPGDSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKOSIO - POWER STEP Other SIOs Issued

Charging element PPGKOSIO contains the total number of uncategorized SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated
by the program executions (job steps) described by this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PPGOSIO - Other SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PPGKOSIO is computed from the data element PPGOSIO (Other SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     PPGKOSIO = PPGOSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKSIO - POWER STEP TOTAL SIOs Issued

Charging element PPGKSIO contains the total number of SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated to all devices by
the program executions (job steps) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PPGSIO - Total SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PPGKSIO is computed from the data element PPGSIO (Total SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:
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     PPGKSIO = PPGSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKSPPR - POWER STEP Lines Spooled

Charging element PPGKSPPR contains the number of lines spooled by the program executions (job steps) represented in
this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 lines.

  See also:  PPGSPPR - Lines Spooled

 

Element Derivation:

PPGKSPPR is computed from the data element PPGSPPR (Lines Spooled). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PPGKSPPR = PPGSPPR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKSSIO - POWER STEP Spool SIOs Issued

Charging element PPGKSSIO contains the total number of Spool SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
program executions (job steps) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PPGSSIO - Spool SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PPGKSSIO is computed from the data element PPGSSIO (Spool SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PPGKSSIO = PPGSSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PPGKTSIO - POWER STEP Tape SIOs Issued

Charging element PPGKTSIO contains the total number of Tape SIOs (Start Input/Output Operations) generated by the
program execution (job steps) described in this observation.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 SIOs.

  See also:  PPGTSIO - Tape SIOs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

PPGKTSIO is computed from the data element PPGTSIO (Tape SIOs Issued). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PPGKTSIO = PPGTSIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PRCKBIO - VAX/VMS Process Buffered I/O

Charging element PRCKBIO contains the number of buffered I/Os requested by the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

PRCKBIO is computed from the data element PRCBUFIO (Buffered I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PRCKBIO = PRCBUFIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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PRCKDIO - VAX/VMS Process Direct I/O

Charging element PRCKDIO contains the number of direct I/Os requested by the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/O.

  See also:  PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

 

Element Derivation:

PRCKDIO is computed from the data element PRCDIRIO (Direct I/Os). The formula used to compute the value is:

     PRCKDIO = PRCDIRIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKHEVT - NPM Response Event Count (Host)

Charging element PSUKHEVT contains the total number of host response events (excluding response events that exceed
the maximum response time thresholds specific to NPM Version 1 Release 3 and later). NPM discards all transactions
with transit times that exceed the user-defined thresholds for the MAXHOST, MAXNET, or MAXOPER operands (for
maximum host, network, and total response times) in the NPM Version 1 Release 3 (and later) THRESHOLD initialization
statement.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 events.

  See also:  PSUHRESC - Response Event Count (Host)

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKHEVT is computed from the data element PSUHRESC (Response Event Count (Host)). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKHEVT = PSUHRESC / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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PSUKNEVT - NPM Response Event Count (NET)

Charging element PSUKNEVT contains the total number of network response events that (1) are associated with host
transactions and (2) did not exceed the maximum response time thresholds specific to NPM Version 1 Release 3 (and
later). NPM discards all transactions with transit times that exceed the user-defined thresholds for the MAXHOST,
MAXNET, or MAXOPER operands (for maximum host, network, and total response times) in the NPM Version 1 Release
3 (and later) THRESHOLD initialization statement.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 events.

  See also:  PSUNRESC - Resp Event Count (Net w / Host Tx)

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKNEVT is computed from the data element PSUNRESC (Resp Event Count (Net w/ Host Tx)). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKNEVT = PSUNRESC / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKNRCH - NPM Total Characters

Charging element PSUKNRCH contains the total number of characters sent to and received from the application identified
by the value of PLU, Primary Logical Unit. Both text and control bytes are included in PSUNRTCH. NPM groups byte and
PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used
for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA
request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  PSUNRTCH - Total Bytes Transmitted

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKNRCH is computed from the data element PSUNRTCH (Total Bytes Transmitted). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     PSUKNRCH = PSUNRTCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Usage Notes:

None

PSUKNRR - NPM Characters Received

Charging element PSUKNRR contains the total number of bytes per control PIU that is received from the secondary
session partner. NPM groups byte and Path Information Unit (PIU) counts into two main categories: control and text.
Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control,
session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  PSUNRNFR - Number of Control PIU Bytes Receive

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKNRR is computed from the data element PSUNRNFR (Number of Control PIU Bytes Receive). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKNRR = PSUNRNFR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKNRS - NPM Characters Sent

Charging element PSUKNRS contains the total number of bytes sent in control Path Information Units (PIUs) to the
secondary session partner. NPM groups byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data
pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session
control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  PSUNRNFS - Number of Control Bytes Sent

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKNRS is computed from the data element PSUNRNFS (Number of Control Bytes Sent). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKNRS = PSUNRNFS / 1000

 

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKOVHR - NPM Characters Overhead Received

Charging element PSUKOVHR contains the total number of bytes per text PIU that are received from the secondary
session partner. NPM groups byte and Path Information Unit (PIU) counts into two main categories: control and text.
Control data pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control,
session control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 characters.

  See also:  PSUNRFMR - Number of Text PIU Bytes Received

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKOVHR is computed from the data element PSUNRFMR (Number of Text PIU Bytes Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKOVHR = PSUNRFMR / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKOVHS - NPM Characters Overhead Sent

Charging element PSUKOVHS contains the total number of bytes per text PIU that are sent to the secondary session
partner. NPM groups byte and Path Information Unit (PIU) counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data
pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session
control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 characters.

  See also:  PSUNRFMS - Number of Text PIU Bytes Sent

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKOVHS is computed from the data element PSUNRFMS (Number of Text PIU Bytes Sent). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKOVHS = PSUNRFMS / 100
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKPIUR - NPM FM PIUs Received

Charging element PSUKPIUR contains the total number of text Path Information Units (PIUs) received from the secondary
session partner. NPM groups byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA
request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  PSUNRPFR - Number of Text PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKPIUR is computed from the data element PSUNRPFR (Number of Text PIUs Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKPIUR = PSUNRPFR / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKPIUS - NPM FM PIUs Sent

Charging element PSUKPIUS contains the total number of text Path Information Units (PIUs) sent to the secondary
session partner. NPM groups byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data pertains to SNA
request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session control, and network
services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  PSUNRPFS - Number of Text PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKPIUS is computed from the data element PSUNRPFS (Number of Text PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     PSUKPIUS = PSUNRPFS / 100
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKPUR - NPM Non-FM PIUs Received

Charging element PSUKPUR contains the total number of control Path Information Units (PIUs) that are received from
the secondary session partner. NPM groups byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data
pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session
control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  PSUNRPNR - Number of Control PIUs Received

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKPUR is computed from the data element PSUNRPNR (Number of Control PIUs Received). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKPUR = PSUNRPNR / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKPUS - NPM Non-FM PIUs Sent

Charging element PSUKPUS contains the total number of control Path Information Units (PIUs) that are sent to the
secondary session partner. NPM groups byte and PIU counts into two main categories: control and text. Control data
pertains to SNA request/response units that are used for functions such as network control, data flow control, session
control, and network services. Text data pertains to SNA request units that carry user data.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 requests.

  See also:  PSUNRPNS - Number of Control PIUs Sent

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKPUS is computed from the data element PSUNRPNS (Number of Control PIUs Sent). The formula used to compute
the value is:
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     PSUKPUS = PSUNRPNS / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

PSUKTEVT - NPM Total Response Event Count

Charging element PSUKTEVT contains the total number of response events that NPM measured as either host only or
host plus network transit times.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 events.

  See also:  PSUTRESC - Response Event Count (Total)

 

Element Derivation:

PSUKTEVT is computed from the data element PSUTRESC (Response Event Count (Total)). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     PSUKTEVT = PSUTRESC / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAKGET - MQSeries Queue Activity Kilobytes (GET)

Charging element QAAKGET contains the total number of bytes received successfully.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  QAAGETB - Bytes Got

 

Element Derivation:

QAAKGET is computed from the data element QAAGETB (Bytes Got). The formula used to compute the value is:

     QAAKGET = QAAGETB / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Usage Notes:

None

QAAKPUT - MQSeries Queue Activity Kilobytes (PUT)

Charging element QAAKPUT contains the total number of bytes put successfully.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  QAAPUTB - Bytes Put

 

Element Derivation:

QAAKPUT is computed from the data element QAAPUTB (Bytes Put). The formula used to compute the value is:

     QAAKPUT = QAAPUTB / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

RTMKHEVT - NLDM Total Response Event Count

Charging element RTMKHEVT contains the number of transactions measured for all sessions during the collection
interval. In NetView, the RTDEF= keyword of the NetView/NLDM PCLASS definition statement is used to define the type
of response definition. In CA NetMaster NTS, the RTMDEF= operand of the NTS DEFCLASS command defines the type
of response definition.

Type:

Measuring unit is 100 events.

  See also:  RTMTRESC - Total Response Event Count

 

Element Derivation:

RTMKHEVT is computed from the data element RTMTRESC (Total Response Event Count). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     RTMKHEVT = RTMTRESC / 100

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SPLKNLR - Spool Output Processed (Total)

Charging element SPLKNLR contains the number of logical records (that is, lines printed or cards punched) written by
either the JES2 or JES3 writer for print work. Records produced due to repeating or restarting the output of a dataset
contribute to this count. SPLNLR excludes Print Services Facility (PSF printer transmissions).

Type:

Measuring unit is pages, lines, and cards printed.

  See also:  SPLNLR - Logical Writer Records

 

Element Derivation:

SPLKNLR is computed from the data element SPLNLR (SPLNLR contains the value input from field SMF6NLR of the type
6 Output Writer Record for both JES2 and JES3 systems). The formula used to compute charging elements for COMP
CODE 0821, 0822, 0823, 0824, 0825, 0826, 0827, 0828, 0839, and 0840 is listed below:

  +----+----------------------+------+------------------------+

  |COMP|Charge Element        | Meas.|Charging Element  and   |

  |CODE|Description           | Unit |Element Derivation      |

  +----+----------------------+------+------------------------+

  |0821|Spool Output Processed|1000  |SPLKNLR                 |

  |    |(Total)               |Lines |                        |

  |    |                      |      | SPLNLR   / 1000        |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0822|Spool Lines Printed   |1000  |SPLKNLRI                |

  |    |(Local Impact)        |Lines |                        |

  |    |                      |      |  IF XNLRI=1 THEN       |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRI=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0823|Spool Printed         |1000  |SPLKNLRR                |

  |    |(Remote)              |Lines |                        |

  |    |                      |      |    IF ROUTE ) 0 THEN   |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRR=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0824|Spool Lines Printed   |1000  |SPLKNLRL                |

  |    |(Local Laser)         |Lines |                        |

  |    |                      |      |    IF XNLRL=1 THEN     |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRL=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0825|Spool Lines Printed   |1000  |SPLKNLRC                |

  |    |(Local COMM)          |Lines |                        |

  |    |                      |      |   IF XNLRC=1 THEN      |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRC=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0826|Spool Cards Punched   |1000  |SPLKNLRP                |

  |    |(Local Punch)         |Cards |                        |

  |    |                      |      |   IF XNLRP=1 THEN      |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRP=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0827|Spool Items Processed |1000  |SPLKNLRU                |

  |    |(User defined)        |Lines |                        |
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  |    |                      |      |   IF XNLRU=1 THEN      |

  |    |                      |      | SPLKNLRU=SPLNLR / 1000 |

  |----+----------------------+------+------------------------|

  |0828|Spool 3800 Pages      |Pages |SPLPGE1                 |

  |    |Printed               |      |                        |

  |    |                      |      |    IF XNLRL=1 THEN     |

  |    |                      |      | SPLPGE1=SPLNLR / 50    |

  +----+----------------------+------+------------------------+

  |0839|Spool 6670 Pages      |Pages |SPLPGE2                 |

  |    |Printed               |      |                        |

  |    |                      |      |    IF ROUTE=255 THEN   |

  |    |                      |      | SPLPGE2=SPLNLR / 50    |

  +----+----------------------+------+------------------------+

  |0840|Spool Special Forms   |Pages |SPLPGE3                 |

  |    |Charges               |      |                        |

  |    |                      |      |  IF FORMNUM=''XXXX''   |

  |    |                      |      |     THEN               |

  |    |                      |      | SPLPGE3=SPLNLR / 50    |

  +----+----------------------+------+------------------------+

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKBUFS - IDMS Number of Buffers/ADSO

Charging element SUAKBUFS is the number of Record Buffer Blocks (RBBs) required by the ADS/Online structure.
A record buffer block is a fixed amount of storage (typically 4084 bytes) that holds occurrences of map, work, global,
and database records required by the application. Initially, you receive a "primary" allocation. When the size of records
necessary exceeds the primary allocation, you receive a "secondary" allocation. You receive as many secondary
allocations as are necessary to satisfy your processing requirements. The sizes of the primary and secondary allocations
are determined by the subparameters "PRIMARY POOL" and "SECONDARY POOL" of the ADS/ONLINE STATEMENT of
the Sysgen.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  SUARBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKBUFS is computed from the data element SUARBFB (Record Buffer Blocks). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     SUAKBUFS = SUARBFB / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Usage Notes:

None

SUAKCALL - IDMS Total Database Calls

Charging element SUAKCALL is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 calls.

  See also:  SUADBCLS - Database Calls

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKCALL is computed from the data element SUADBCLS (Database Calls). The formula used to compute the value is:

     SUAKCALL = SUADBCLS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKIO - IDMS Total Pages (Read/Write)

Charging element SUAKIO is the total number of database pages that are physically read and written from DASD by the
DBMS on behalf of a task.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Database Pages Written

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKIO is computed from the data elements SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT. The formula used to compute the value is:

     SUAKIO = (SUAPREAD + SUAPWRIT) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAKKEPT - IDMS Storage Kept

Charging element SUAKKEPT is the amount of storage bytes retained in the IDMS DC/UCF storage pools across pseudo-
conversational tasks. The value includes the amounts of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  SUAKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKKEPT is computed from the data element SUAKPTS (Storage Kept From Storage Pool). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     SUAKKEPT = SUAKPTS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKMSGR - IDMS Terminal Reads

Charging element SUAKMSGR is the number of terminal read requests issued by a task. This value includes both
success and fail I/O status requests.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKMSGR is computed from the data element SUATREAD (Terminal Reads). The formula used to compute the value
is:

     SUAKMSGR = SUATREAD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAKMSGS - IDMS Total Terminal Reads/Writes

Charging element SUAKMSGS is the total number of terminal read and write requests issued by a task. This value
includes both success and fail I/O status requests.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

             SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKMSGS is computed from the data elements SUATREAD and SUATWRIT. The formula used to compute the value is:

     SUAKMSGS = (SUATREAD + SUATWRIT) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKMSGW - IDMS Terminal Writes

Charging element SUAKMSGW is the number of terminal write requests issued by a task. This value includes both
success and fail I/O status requests.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 messages.

  See also:  SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKMSGW is computed from the data element SUATWRIT (Terminal Writes). The formula used to compute the value is:

     SUAKMSGW = SUATWRIT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAKPREQ - IDMS Pages Requested

Charging element SUAKPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of
a task. Note that a page request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page
already resides in the buffer pool.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 requests.

  See also:  SUAPREQ - Database Pages Requested

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKPREQ is computed from the data element SUAPREQ (Database Pages Requested). The formula used to compute
the value is:

     SUAKPREQ = SUAPREQ / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKREAD - IDMS Pages Read

Charging element SUAKREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a
task.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKREAD is computed from the data element SUAPREAD (Database Pages Read). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     SUAKREAD = SUAPREAD / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAKRECR - IDMS Records Requested

Charging element SUAKRECR is the number of database records requested by the DBMS in order to satisfy the requests
for a task.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 requests.

  See also:  SUARECR - Records Requested

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKRECR is computed from the data element SUARECR (Records Requested). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     SUAKRECR = SUARECR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKUSED - IDMS Storage Used(Active)

Charging element SUAKUSED is the "high water mark" of the number of bytes used from all storage pools for a task.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  SUAUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKUSED is computed from the data element SUAUSDS (Storage Used From Storage Pool). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     SUAKUSED = SUAUSDS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAKWRIT - IDMS Pages Written

Charging element SUAKWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages
must be written when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is
actually written to the database.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 I/Os.

  See also:  SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 

Element Derivation:

SUAKWRIT is computed from the data element SUAPWRIT (Database Pages Written). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     SUAKWRIT = SUAPWRIT / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAKGET - MQSeries Task Activity Kilobytes(GET)

Charging element TAAKGET contains the total number of bytes received successfully for the task or channel, summarized
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  TAAGETB - Bytes Got

 

Element Derivation:

TAAKGET is computed from the data element TAAGETB (Bytes Got). The formula used to compute the value is:

     TAAKGET = TAAGETB / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAKPUT - MQSeries Task Activity Kilobytes(PUT)

Charging element TAAKPUT contains the total number of bytes put successfully, summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 bytes.

  See also:  TAAPUTB - Bytes Put

 

Element Derivation:

TAAKPUT is computed from the data element TAAPUTB (Bytes Put). The formula used to compute the value is:

     TAAKPUT = TAAPUTB / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUEXCTM - TSO Connect Time

Charging element TSUEXCTM is the total time the TSO user was logged on to TSO during the TSO/MON measurement
interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is hours.

  See also:  TSUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

 

Element Derivation:

TSUEXCTM is computed from the data element TSUCONTM (Terminal Connect Time). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     TSUEXCTM = TSUCONTM / 3600

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUKCHAR - TSO Total Terminal (TGET/TPUT) Chars

Charging element TSUKCHAR is the total number of TGET and TPUT characters transmitted from the host to the TSO
user's terminal during the TSO/MON measurement interval.
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Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  TSUPUTCH - TPUT Character Traffic

             TSUGETCH - TGET Character Traffic

 

Element Derivation:

TSUKCHAR is computed from the data elements TSUPUTCH and TSUPUTCH. The formula used to compute the value
is:

     TSUKCHAR = (TSUPUTCH + TSUGETCH) / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUKEXCP - TSO I/O (EXCPS) Generated

Charging element TSUKEXCP is the number of non-terminal I/O operations generated by the TSO user during the TSO/
MON measurement interval. Terminal operations (TGET and TPUT) are not counted in this number.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 EXCPs.

  See also:  TSUEXCPS - I/O (EXCPs) Generated

 

Element Derivation:

TSUKEXCP is computed from the data element TSUEXCPS (I/O (EXCPs) Generated). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     TSUKEXCP = TSUEXCPS / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUKGETS - TSO Terminal TGET Characters

Charging element TSUKGETS is the number of characters transmitted from the TSO user's terminal to the host during the
TSO/MON measurement interval.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  TSUGETCH - TGET Character Traffic

 

Element Derivation:

TSUKGETS is computed from the data element TSUGETCH (TGET Character Traffic). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     TSUKGETS = TSUGETCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUKPUTS - TSO Terminal TPUT Characters

Charging element TSUKPUTS is the number of characters transmitted from the host to the TSO user's terminal during the
TSO/MON measurement interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 characters.

  See also:  TSUPUTCH - TPUT Character Traffic

 

Element Derivation:

TSUKPUTS is computed from the data element TSUPUTCH (TPUT Character Traffic). The formula used to compute the
value is:

     TSUKPUTS = TSUPUTCH / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUKSU - TSO Service Units

Charging element TSUKSU is the number of service units accumulated by the TSO user during the TSO/MON
measurement interval. Service Units are calculated by the System Resources Manager (SRM) using a formula which
combines CPU time, main storage occupancy and EXCPs, applying site-defined weighting factors (called service
definition coefficients) to each. The total number of service units consumed is the final, weighted total calculated by the
SRM.

Type:
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Measuring unit is 1000 SUs.

  See also:  TSUSERVU - Service Units

 

Element Derivation:

TSUKSU is computed from the data element TSUSERVU (Service Units). The formula used to compute the value is:

     TSUKSU = TSUSERVU / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

TSUTERIO - TSO Total Terminal (TGET/TPUT) I/O

Charging element TSUTERIO is the total number of terminal input and output operations (TGETs and TPUTs) requests
made by the TSO user during the TSO/MON measurement interval.

Type:

Measuring unit is Terminal I/Os.

  See also:  TSUTGETS - TGETs Issued

             TSUTPUTS - TPUTs Issued

 

Element Derivation:

TSUTERIO is computed from the total number of terminal input and output operations (TGETs and TPUTs) request. The
formula used to compute the value is:

     TSUTERIO = TSUTGETS + TSUTPUTS

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ULXETIME - Accounting Elapsed Time

Charging element ULXETIME is the total elapsed time for the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  None
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Element Derivation:

ULXETIME is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ULXIOT - Accounting Bytes Transferred

Charging element ULXIOT is the number of characters transferred by the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is bytes.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

ULXIOT is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct. The formula used to compute the value is:

     ULXIOT = ULXIO / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ULXMEM - Accounting Average Memory Usage

Charging element ULXMEM is the average amount of memory in units that is used by the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is kilobytes.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

ULXMEM is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct.

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:
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None

ULXRW - Accounting Blocks Read or Write

Charging element ULXRW is the number of blocks read or written by the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is bytes.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

ULXRW is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ULXSTIME - Accounting System Time

Charging element ULXSTIME is the time spent in kernel space for the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

ULXSTIME is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

ULXUTIME - Accounting User Time

Charging element ULXUTIME is the time spent in user space for the process.

Type:

Measuring unit is seconds.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

ULXUTIME is derived from the LINUX/UNIX Process Accounting pacct.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None

VRAKNLR - VM RSCS Records in File

Charging element VRAKNLR is the count of records in the spool file.

Type:

Measuring unit is 1000 records.

  See also:  VRANLR - NUMBER OF RECORDS PROCESSED

 

Element Derivation:

VRAKNLR is computed from the data element VRANLR (NUMBER OF RECORDS PROCESSED). The formula used to
compute the value is:

     VRAKNLR = VRANLR / 1000

 

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Usage Notes:

None
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AUM Data Dictionary
The MeasureWare Information Area is supported by the CA MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare. This section details to files
supported in the AUM information area

AUM Common Data Elements
Common data elements (AUM) are named for the measurement descriptive quality that they possess. These data
elements may be carried as data elements on one or more of the Analyzer's files. There are also some common data
elements that exist in one file (or no files), but were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names
(rather than following the CA MICS convention of using the first three characters as the file prefix).

Most of these data elements are particularly interesting because they exist at the detail level of each UNIX file and are
available for use by the Analyzer's user routines for account code and application name derivations.

Definitions of the Analyzer's common data elements follow, in alphabetical order.

AUMACTx - AUM Account Code Structure
The AUMACTx data elements are user-defined fields that define your installation's accounting or cost center structure.
The first element with this alias is AUMACT1.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1 to 30.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

AUMACTx is set using the account code routines you code in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMACCT), which defines the
number of account codes, and sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMACRT), which defines the content of each account code.

Range of Value:

AUMACTx may contain any combination of 1 to 30 alphanumeric characters per field, according to your definition.

Summarization Process:

AUMACTx is not summarized. AUMACTx is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

There may be up to nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the installation. The most important
account code is AUMACT1, the second most important is AUMACT2, and so forth. You define these elements in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMACCT) and include them in the database when you install the CA MICS Analyzer for
MeasureWare OS Agents.

AUMAPNUM - Application Number
AUMAPNUM contains the application number as defined in your Unix system.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

             AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

             AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

             AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

             AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

Element Derivation:

AUMAPNUM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Application metric APP_NUM.

Range of Value:

AUMAPNUM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMAPNUM contains the last value of AUMAPNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMAPU - Application Name
By default, AUMAPU contains the application name as specified in the MeasureWare Agent's parm file. If changes
to the default are needed, perhaps to make application names clearer in reports, you can define AUMAPU in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 20.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

Element Derivation:

AUMAPU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Application metric APP_NAME.

Range of Value:

AUMAPU can contain any combination of 1 to 20 alphanumeric characters. restrictions:

Summarization Process:

AUMAPU is not summarized. AUMAPU is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification
AUMCPMDL contains the model number of the Unix system from which the data was collected.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name
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             AUMOPSVR - Operating System Release Number

             AUMOPSLC - Operating System License

Element Derivation:

AUMCPMDL is set to the model number of the Unix system from which the data was collected.

Range of Value:

AUMCPMDL can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMCPMDL contains the last value of AUMCPMDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number
AUMGRPID contains the group identification number taken from the MeasureWare Agent password file when the process
was created.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

             AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

             AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

             AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

             AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

Element Derivation:

AUMGRPID is set to set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_GROUP_ID.

Range of Value:

AUMGRPID takes any numeric value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMGRPID contains the last value of AUMGRPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

AUMGRPID represents the effective group identification number of the process on the HP-UX and AIX MeasureWare
platforms and the real group identification number of the process on the SOL platform.

AUMLDEV - Logical Device Number
AUMLDEV contains the logical device number for a disk drive.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

Element Derivation:
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AUMLDEV is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Disk metric BYDSK_ID.

Range of Value:

AUMLDEV takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMLDEV contains the last value of AUMLDEV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMLGVER - Measurement Interface Version Number
AUMLGVER contains the log file's version number.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMSCOPE - Scope Collector Name and Version Number

Element Derivation:

AUMLGVER is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_LOGFILE_VERSION.

Range of Value:

AUMLGVER takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMLGVER contains the last value of AUMLGVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMLNTTY - Logon TTY Name
AUMLNTTY contains the device file name of the login or spawning port.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

AUMLNTTY is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_TTY.

Range of Value:

AUMLNTTY can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMLNTTY is not summarized. AUMLNTTY is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:
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AUMLNTTY is blank if there is no controlling terminal for the process.

AUMOPSLC - Operating System License
AUMOPSLC contains the character code indicating the number of users authorized to use this operating system license.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMOPSSVR- Operating System Release Number

             AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

             AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

Element Derivation:

AUMOPSLC is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_OSVERSION.

Range of Value:

AUMOPSLC can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMOPSLC contains the last value of AUMOPSLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMOPSVR - Operating System Release Number
AUMOPSVR contains the operating system release number.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

             AUMOPSLC - Operating System License

             AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

Element Derivation:

AUMOPSVR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_OSRELEASE.

Range of Value:

AUMOPSVR can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMOPSVR contains the last value of AUMOPSVR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name
AUMOPSYS contains the operating system name (HP-UX, for example).
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Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMOPSVR - Operating System Release Number

             AUMOPSLC - Operating System License

             AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

             MCFOPSYS - Operating System Name

Element Derivation:

AUMOPSYS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_OSNAME.

Range of Value:

AUMOPSYS can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMOPSYS is not summarized. AUMOPSYS is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
time-span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMPIN - Process Identification Number
AUMPIN contains the process identification number (PID, in Unix terms).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

             AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

             AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

             AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

             AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

Element Derivation:

AUMPIN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_PROC_ID.

Range of Value:

AUMPIN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMPIN is not summarized. AUMPIN is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMPPID - Parent Identification Number
AUMPPID contains the parent's process identification number (PID).
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Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

             AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

             AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

             AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

             AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

Element Derivation:

AUMPPID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_PARENT_PROC_ID.

Range of Value:

AUMPPID takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMPPID contains the last value of AUMPPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMPRI - Dispatch Priority
AUMPRI contains the process's dispatch priority.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

             AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

             AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

             AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

             AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

Element Derivation:

AUMPRI is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_PRI for HP-UX, or PROC_REVERSE_PRI
for Solaris.

Range of Value:

AUMPRI takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMPRI contains the last value of AUMPRI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The lower the dispatch priority, the more likely the process will be dispatched. In HP-UX systems, a real time process has
a dispatch priority between 0 and 127. Values above 127 are normal priorities that the kernel can change to balance the
load.
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AUMPROG - Program Name
AUMPROG contains the process program name.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMUSER  - User Logon Name

Element Derivation:

AUMPROG is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_PROC_NAME.

Range of Value:

AUMPROG can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMPROG is not summarized. AUMPROG is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples
AUMSAMPL contains the number of samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

AUMSAMPL is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Global metric GBL_PROC_SAMPLE.

Range of Value:

AUMSAMPL takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

AUMSAMPL contains the sum of all values of AUMSAMPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMSCOPE - Scope Collector Name and Version Number
AUMSCOPE contains the Scope collector name and version number. For example, SCOPE/UX B.02.00(41), where "B" is
the version, "02" is the update level, "00" is the fix level, and "41" is HP's fix designator.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 24.
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  SEE ALSO:  AUMLGVER - Measurement Interface Version Number

Element Derivation:

AUMSCOPE is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_COLLECTOR.

Range of Value:

AUMSCOPE can contain any combination of 1 to 24 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMSCOPE contains the last value of AUMSCOPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMSYSID - Name of Host System
AUMSYSID contains the Unix system's name.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 40.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

AUMSYSID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Configuration metric GBL_SYSTEM_ID.

Range of Value:

AUMSYSID can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

AUMSYSID contains the last value of AUMSYSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

AUMUSER - User Logon Name
AUMUSER contains the user's login name.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  AUMPROG  - Program Name

Element Derivation:

AUMUSER is set to the value of the MeasureWare Agent Process metric PROC_USER_NAME.

Range of Value:

AUMUSER can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

AUMUSER is not summarized. AUMUSER is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Global Performance File (AUMGPR)
The UNIX Global Performance file (AUMGPR) contains global system measurements useful for capacity, system load,
and performance analyses. It includes information about CPU use, disk I/Os, paging and swapping, and wait queues, and
is derived from MeasureWare Global metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

  XDWMY.E  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

  XDWMY.E  AUMSYSID - Name of Host System

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GPRACCPU - CPUs Online per System

  XDWMY.E  GPRSUPTM - Time of Last System Reboot

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GPRACTVM - Active Virtual Memory Size

  XDWMY.E  GPRAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

  XDWMY.E  GPRBIOCT - Processes Blocked on Local Disks

  XDWMY.E  GPRCACHE - Size of Buffer Cache Configured

  XDWMY.E  GPRCHUSE - The Size of Currently Used Buffers

  XDWMY.E  GPRCPQTM - CPU Queue Wait Time
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  XDWMY.E  GPRCPRCT - Total Processes Completed

  XDWMY.E  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  GPRCPUTM - Total CPU Busy

  XDWMY.E  GPRCSWTM - CPU Busy for Context Switching

  XDWMY.E  GPRDBKCT - Block I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRDBRCT - Block Reads

  XDWMY.E  GPRDBWCT - Block Writes

  XDWMY.E  GPRDFRCT - Disk Reads by File System

  XDWMY.E  GPRDFWCT - Disk Writes by File System

  XDWMY.E  GPRDKQTM - Disk I/O Queue Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMMCT - Virtual Memory Management I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virt Memory Management

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virt Memory Management

  XDWMY.E  GPRDRRCT - Raw Reads

  XDWMY.E  GPRDRWCT - Raw Writes

  XDWMY.E  GPRDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRDSRCT - Disk Reads for File System Management

  XDWMY.E  GPRDSWCT - Disk Writes for File System Management

  XDWMY.E  GPRFSDCT - File System I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRFSMCT - File System Management I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRINODU - Inode Entries in Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRINTTM - CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

  XDWMY.E  GPRIPQTM - IPC Queue Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  GPRLCOLS - LAN Collisions

  XDWMY.E  GPRLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRLERRS - LAN Packet Errors

  XDWMY.E  GPRLOSTB - Trace Buffers Lost

  XDWMY.E  GPRLPCKI - Successful LAN Packets Received

  XDWMY.E  GPRLPCKO - Successful LAN Packets Sent

  XDWMY.E  GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  GPRLRDKB - KBytes Logically Read From Disk

  XDWMY.E  GPRLUSED - Number of File Locks in Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  GPRLWTKB - KBytes Logically Written To Disk

  XDWMY.E  GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

  XDWMY.E  GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

  XDWMY.E  GPRMEMUS - Amount of Main Memory Available for User

  XDWMY.E  GPRMEMUT - Main Memory Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRMMEMS - Main Memory Used by System

  XDWMY.E  GPRMMEMU - Main Memory Used by Users

  XDWMY.E  GPRMMQTM - Memory Queue Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  GPRMQUSE - Message Queues in Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRMSGQU - Message Queues Available

  XDWMY.E  GPRNFSCT - Network File System Requests

  XDWMY.E  GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRNORTM - CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

  XDWMY.E  GPRNTQTM - Network Queue Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  GPROFLOW - Unmeasurable New Transactions

  XDWMY.E  GPROUTQU - Outbound Queue Lengths

  XDWMY.E  GPRPAUTM - CPU Idle Due to I/O Wait

  XDWMY.E  GPRPFLCT - Page Faults

  XDWMY.E  GPRPGOCT - Number of Page Outs
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  XDWMY.E  GPRPKBCT - KBytes Physically Transferred

  XDWMY.E  GPRPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  GPRPRITM - Time Blocked on Priority

  XDWMY.E  GPRPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

  XDWMY.E  GPRPTBLU - Proc Table Entries Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  GPRRAWCT - Raw I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRRDHIT - Buffered Read Hits

  XDWMY.E  GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

  XDWMY.E  GPRSCALL - Total System Calls

  XDWMY.E  GPRSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

  XDWMY.E  GPRSEMST - Semaphore Identifiers in Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

  XDWMY.E  GPRSLQTM - Sleep Queue Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  GPRSMEMS - Shared Memory Segments in Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRSPRCT - Total Processes Started

  XDWMY.E  GPRSSCTM - CPU Busy for System Calls

  XDWMY.E  GPRSUSCT - Procs Suspended During Interval

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWACT - Processes Waiting to be Swapped in

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWAPU - Swap Space Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWOCT - Number of Swap Outs/Deactivations

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWPCT - Process Swaps, Activation/Deactivation

  XDWMY.E  GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

  XDWMY.E  GPRTBLEN - File Table Entries Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRTBLUK - Entries Used by Kernel

  XDWMY.E  GPRUSRCT - Sum of Avg Login Users

  XDWMY.E  GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GPRMPBDU - Percent Utilization of Busiest Disk

  XDWMY.E  GPRMPDSU - Peak Disk Space Utilization

  XDWMY.E  GPRMXCPU - Max Number of Processors Configured

  XDWMY.E  GPRMXDSK - Max Number of Disk Drives Configured

  XDWMY.E  GPRMXDTM - Time Busiest Disk Was Busy

  XDWMY.E  GPRMXLAN - Max Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVAPR - Avg Number of Processes Active

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVBIQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Local Disks

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVCPQ - Avg Processes in Run Queue

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVDKQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Disk I/Os

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVIPQ - Avg Processes Waiting for IPC Resources

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVLCL - Rate of LAN Collisions per Minute

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVLER - Rate of LAN Errors per Minute

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVMMQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Memory

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVNTQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Network

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVPRO - Avg Number of Processes Alive

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVPRQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Priority

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVRTM - Avg Run Time of Completing Processes

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVSLQ - Avg Processes in Sleep State
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  XDWMY.E  GPRAVSUS - Avg Number of Processes Suspended

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVSWA - Avg Number of Processes Waiting Swap-In

  XDWMY.E  GPRAVUSR - Avg Number of Login Users

  XDWMY.E  GPRDKLRT - Logical Disk I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMMRT - Virtual Memory Management I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMRRT - Virt Memory Management Disk Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRDMWRT - Virt Memory Management Disk Write Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRDSKRT - Physical Disk I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRNFSRT - Rate of Network File System Requests

  XDWMY.E  GPRPAGRT - Page Fault Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCAVM - Percent of Virtual Memory in Active Use

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCCPU - Percent Total CPU Busy

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCCSW - Percent CPU Busy for Context Switching

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCHIT - Cache Hit Ratio

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCINT - Percent CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCMEM - Percent of Main Memory Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCMMS - Percent of Main Memory Used by System

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCMMU - Percent of Main Memory Used by Users

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCNIC - Percent CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCNOR - Percent CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCRTM - Percent CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCSSC - Percent CPU Busy for System Calls

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCSWS - Percent of Swap Space Used

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCSYS - Percent CPU Busy in System Mode

  XDWMY.E  GPRPCUSR - Percent CPU Busy in User Mode

  XDWMY.E  GPRSCLRT - System Procedure Call Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWORT - Swap-Out Rate

  XDWMY.E  GPRSWPRT - Swapping Rate

GPRACCPU - CPUs Online per System

GPRACCPU contains the number of CPUs online for the system represented by the System Identification (SYSID) data
element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRACCPU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_ACTIVE_CPU.

Range of Value:

GPRACCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRACCPU contains the last value of GPRACCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRACCPU contains the actual number of active processors for the system at the end of each global interval (usually 5
minutes). This provides up-to-date CPU configuration data for customers using vPAR dynamic processor reconfiguration.
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GPRACTVM - Active Virtual Memory Size

GPRACTVM contains the number of kilobytes of active virtual memory space.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRPCAVM - Percent of Virtual Memory in Active Use

             GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRACTVM is computed using MeasureWare Agent metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_MEM_ACTIVE_VIRT_UTIL*GBL_SWAP_SPACE_AVAIL_KB/100

where GBL_MEM_ACTIVE_VIRT_UTIL is from Global data and GBL_SWAP_SPACE_AVAIL_KB is from Configuration
data.

Range of Value:

GPRACTVM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRACTVM contains the sum of all values of GPRACTVM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

GPRAPRCT is the accumulation of the average number of active processes during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRAVAPR - Avg Number of Processes Active

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRAPRCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_ACTIVE_PROC*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRAPRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAPRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRAPRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRAVAPR - Avg Number of Processes Active

GPRAVAPR contains the average number of processes active (consuming CPU time) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

Element Derivation:

GPRAVAPR is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVAPR = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

      THEN GPRAVAPR = GPRAPRCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

GPRAVAPR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVAPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Processes that are alive for a portion of the interval and that consume CPU during that time are counted according to
the percent of the interval that they are alive. For example, if a process ran for 1 minute during a 5 minute interval and
consumed CPU during its life, it will be counted as one-fifth of an active process.

GPRAVAPR is a good overall indicator of the system's workload. A large number of active processes could indicate a
CPU bottleneck. To determine if the CPU is a bottleneck, compare GPRAVAPR with GPRCPUTM (Total CPU Busy) and
GPRAVCPQ (Avg Processes in Run Queue). If GPRCPUTM is near 100 percent and GPRAVCPQ is greater than one,
there is a CPU bottleneck.

GPRAVBIQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Local Disks

GPRAVBIQ contains the average number of processes blocked on local disk resources such as IO or paging during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRBIOCT - Processes Blocked on Local Disks

             GPRMPBDU - Percent Utilization of Busiest Disk

Element Derivation:

GPRAVBIQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVBIQ = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL
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      THEN GPRAVBIQ = GPRAPRCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

GPRAVBIQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVBIQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRAVBIQ is an indicator of disk contention among active processes. Normally it should be a very small number. To
determine if the disk is a bottleneck, compare GPRMPBDU (Percent Utilization of Busiest Disk) with GPRAVBIQ (Avg
Processes Blocked on Local Disks). If GPRMPBDU is near 100 percent and GPRAVBIQ is greater than one, a disk
bottleneck is probable

GPRAVCPQ - Avg Processes in Run Queue

GPRAVCPQ contains the average number of processes in the run queue during the measurement interval. GPRAVCPQ
measures the time as an average of total execution time for all processes. Processes marked "runable" include a process
using the CPU, a process waiting for the CPU, and a process paused on a "short disk wait" at the time of the sample.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVPRO - Avg Number of Processes Alive

             GPRCPQTM - CPU Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVCPQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVCPQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVCPQ = GPRCPQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVCPQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVCPQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

It indicates a CPU bottleneck if GPRPCCPU (Percent Total CPU Busy) is 100 percent and GPRAVCPQ is greater than
one.

The Analyzer's Daily Global Bottlenecks report helps you identify potential CPU, memory, and disk bottlenecks.
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GPRAVDKQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Disk I/Os

GPRAVDKQ contains the average number of processes waiting for disk and other non-terminal I/O during the
measurement interval. This element measures the time processes were blocked on disk, inode, CDFS, or general I/O
waits as an average of total execution time for all processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVPRO - Avg Number of Processes Alive

             GPRDKQTM - Disk I/O Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVDKQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVDKQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVDKQ = GPRDKQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVDKQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVDKQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRAVDKQ is an indicator of disk contention among active processes.

GPRAVIPQ - Avg Processes Waiting for IPC Resources

GPRAVIPQ contains the average number of processes waiting for InterProcess Communications during the measurement
interval. The element measures processes that are blocked waiting for completion of semaphore, message queue, pipe,
socket, or other IPC operations as an average of the total execution time for all processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRIPQTM - IPC Queue Wait Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVIPQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVIPQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVIPQ = GPRIPQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVIPQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

GPRAVIPQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A large fluctuation in GPRAVIPQ from the normal can indicate resource contention among processes using IPC.

GPRAVLCL - Rate of LAN Collisions per Minute

GPRAVLCL contains the number of LAN collisions detected, per minute, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRLCOLS - LAN Collisions

Element Derivation:

GPRAVLCL is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVLCL = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVLCL = 60*GPRLCOLS/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVLCL takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVLCL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Collisions occur on any busy LAN, but abnormal collision rates could indicate that too many packets are being generated
due to a hardware or software problem.

GPRAVLER - Rate of LAN Errors per Minute

GPRAVLER contains the average number of LAN errors that occurred per minute during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRLERRS - LAN Packet Errors

Element Derivation:

GPRAVLER is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVLER = DURATION;

    IF DURATION
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      THEN GPRAVLER = 60*GPRLERRS/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVLER takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVLER contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A large error rate can indicate a hardware or software problem.

GPRAVMMQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Memory

GPRAVMMQ contains the average number of processes that are waiting for virtual memory management tasks during
the measurement interval. This element measures the time processes are blocked waiting for memory buffers or virtual
memory I/O (VM, cache, and MBUF) as an average of total execution time for all processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMMQTM - Memory Queue Wait Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVMMQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVMMQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVMMQ = GPRMMQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVMMQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVMMQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRAVMMQ is an indicator of cache contention or a memory bottleneck.

GPRAVNTQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Network

GPRAVNTQ contains the average number of processes waiting for network resources such as LAN, NFS (Network File
System), DUX (diskless), RFA (Remote File Access) and RPC (Remote Procedure Call) to become available during the
measurement interval. This element measures the wait time as an average of total execution time for all processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRNTQTM - Network Queue Wait Time
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             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVNTQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVNTQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVNTQ = GPRNTQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVNTQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVNTQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRAVNTQ is an indicator of network bottleneck.

GPRAVPRO - Avg Number of Processes Alive

GPRAVPRO contains the average number of processes alive during the measurement interval. A process that was alive
for half of the measurement interval counts as half a process.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

Element Derivation:

GPRAVPRO is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVPRO = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

      THEN GPRAVPRO = GPRPROCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

GPRAVPRO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVPRO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRAVPRQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Priority

GPRAVPRQ contains the average number of processes waiting on for their priority to become high enough to get the
CPU during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRPRITM - Time Blocked on Priority

Element Derivation:

GPRAVPRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVPRQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVPRQ = GPRPRITM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVPRQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVPRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRAVRTM - Avg Run Time of Completing Processes

GPRAVRTM contains the average number of seconds of run time accumulated by processes that completed during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

             GPRCPRCT - Total Processes Completed

Element Derivation:

GPRAVRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVRTM = GPRCPRCT;

    IF GPRCPRCT

      THEN GPRAVRTM = GPRRUNTM/GPRCPRCT;

Range of Value:

GPRAVRTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRAVSLQ - Avg Processes in Sleep State

GPRAVSLQ contains the average number of processes pausing or sleeping as a result of their code calling sleep, pause,
or alarm instructions during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRSLQTM - Sleep Queue Wait Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

GPRAVSLQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVSLQ = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRAVSLQ = GPRSLQTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRAVSLQ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVSLQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On most systems, a significant percentage of all processes will be in the sleep queue. This is a normal wait state for
system daemons that periodically wake up and poll status. It does not indicate a resource bottleneck.

GPRAVSUS - Avg Processes Suspended

GPRAVSUS contains the average number of processes suspended during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRSUSCT - Sum of Avg Processes Suspended

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

GPRAVSUS is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVSUS = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

      THEN GPRAVSUS = GPRSUSCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

GPRAVSUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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GPRAVSUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRAVSWA - Avg Processes Waiting Swap In

GPRAVSWA contains the average number of processes waiting to be swapped-in during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRSWACT - Sum of Avg Processes Waiting swapin

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

GPRAVSWA is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVSWA = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

      THEN GPRAVSWA = GPRSWACT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

GPRAVSWA takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVSWA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRAVUSR - Avg Number of Login Users

GPRAVUSR contains the average number of users logged on to the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRUSRCT - Sum of Avg Login Users

Element Derivation:

GPRAVUSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRAVUSR = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

      THEN GPRAVUSR = GPRUSRCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:
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GPRAVUSR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRAVUSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Fluctuations in this average indicate that a user or application might make more efficient use of resources by maintaining
its connection rather than logging onto and out of the system.

GPRBIOCT - Processes Blocked on Local Disks

GPRBIOCT is the accumulation of the average number of processes blocked on local resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRAVBIQ- Avg Processes Blocked on Local Disks

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRBIOCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_BLOCKED_IO_QUEUE*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRBIOCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRBIOCT contains the sum of all values of GPRBIOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRCACHE - Size of Buffer Cache Configured

GPRCACHE contains the number of kilobytes of memory space configured for the buffer cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRCACHE is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_BUFFER_CACHE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

GPRCACHE takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCACHE contains the sum of all values of GPRCACHE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

GPRCHUSE - The Size of Currently Used Buffers

GPRCHUSE contains the size, in kilobytes, of the sum of currently used buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRCHUSE is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric TBL_BUFFER_CACHE_USED.

Range of Value:

GPRCHUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCHUSE contains the sum of all values of GPRCHUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRCHUSE is updated every 30 seconds or at the sampling interval.

GPRCPQTM - CPU Queue Wait Time

GPRCPQTM contains the time spent in a CPU queue during the measurement interval. This element is the sum of the
time a process was blocked on priority and the time a process actually ran in a processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVCPQ - Avg Processes in Run Queue

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRCPQTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_RUN_QUEUE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRCPQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCPQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRCPQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRCPRCT - Total Processes Completed

GPRCPRCT contains the number of processes completed during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRCPRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_COMPLETED_PROC.

Range of Value:

GPRCPRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCPRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRCPRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

GPRCPUCP contains the amount of CPU time available during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRCPUCP is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    INTERVAL*GBL_NUM_CPU

where INTERVAL is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRCPUCP is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCPUCP contains the sum of all values of GPRCPUCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRCPUTM - Total CPU Busy

GPRCPUTM contains the total amount of CPU busy time during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode
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             GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

             GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

             GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

             GPRCSWTM - CPU Busy for Context Switching

             GPRINTTM - CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

Element Derivation:

GPRCPUTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_CPU_TOTAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

GPRCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRCPUTM contains the sum of all values of GPRCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRCSWTM - CPU Busy for Context Switching

GPRCSWTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used by the dispatcher during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRCSWTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_CPU_CSWITCH_TIME*GBL_NUM_CPU

where GBL_CPU_CSWITCH_TIME is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRCSWTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRCSWTM contains the sum of all values of GPRCSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRDBKCT - Block I/Os

GPRDBKCT contains the total number of block I/Os during the measurement interval. These are physical IOs generated
by file system access and do not include virtual memory IO, or IOs relating to raw disk access. These are IOs for inode
and superblock updates that are handled through the buffer cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  GPRDBRCT - Block Reads

             GPRDBWCT - Block Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRDBKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric GBL_DISK_BLOCK_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRDBKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDBKCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDBKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory IOs. Reading
a file generates block IOs as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM IOs) and posting updated inode information to disk (block IOs).

GPRDBRCT - Block Reads

GPRDBRCT contains the number of block reads during the measurement interval. These are physical I/Os generated by
file system access and do not include virtual memory I/O or I/Os relating to raw disk access, on HP operating systems.

On Sun operating systems, these are I/Os for inode and superblock updates that are handled through the buffer cache.

On IBM operating systems, these are I/Os that do not include the read of the inode and file data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDBWCT - Block Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRDBRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric GLB_DISK_BLOCK_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRDBRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDBRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mGPRed by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory I/Os. Reading
a file generates block I/Os as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mGPRed allocations (VM I/Os) and posting updated inode information to disk (block I/Os).

GPRDBWCT - Block Writes

GPRDBWCT contains the number of block writes during the measurement interval. These are physical I/Os generated by
file system access and do not include virtual memory I/O or I/Os relating to raw disk access, on HP operating systems.

These are I/Os for inode and superblock updates that are handled through the buffer cache on Sun operating systems.

For IBM operating systems, the block writes do not include the write of the inode and the file system data write.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDBRCT - Block Reads

Element Derivation:

GPRDBWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric GBL_DISK_BLOCK_WRITE.

Range of Value:

GPRDBWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDBWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory I/Os. Reading
a file generates block I/Os as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM I/Os) and posting updated inode information to disk (block I/Os).

GPRDFRCT - Disk Reads by File System

GPRDFRCT contains the number of disk reads by the file system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDFWCT - Disk Writes by File System

Element Derivation:

GPRDFRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_FS_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRDFRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDFRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDFRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRDFWCT - Disk Writes by File System

GPRDFWCT contains the number of disk writes by the file system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDFRCT - Disk Reads by File System

Element Derivation:

GPRDFWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_FS_WRITE.

Range of Value:
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GPRDFWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDFWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDFWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRDKLRT - Logical Disk I/O Rate

GPRDKLRT contains the rate of logical disk I/Os during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

GPRDKLRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRDKLRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRDKLRT = GPRLDKCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRDKLRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDKLRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Logical I/Os may not always result in physical disk access since the data may already reside in the buffer cache.

GPRDKQTM - Disk I/O Queue Wait Time

GPRDKQTM contains the time spent waiting in a disk I/O queue during the measurement interval. It includes processes
blocked on disk, inode, CDFS, and general I/O waits.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVDKQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRDKQTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_DISK_SUBSYSTEM_QUEUE*INTERVAL
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Range of Value:

GPRDKQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDKQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRDKQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRDKQTM measures disk blocked time as an average of total execution time for all processes. While it is not a direct
measure of disk usage, it does indicate when disk contention occurs among active processes.

GPRDMMCT - Virtual Memory Management I/Os

GPRDMMCT contains the number of I/Os completed for virtual memory management tasks during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDMMRT - Virtual Memory Management I/O Rate

             GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virt Memory Management

             GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virt Memory Management

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRDMMCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_DISK_VM_READ+GBL_DISK_VM_WRITE

Range of Value:

GPRDMMCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMMCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDMMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For the HP-UX platform, I/Os to the user file are not included in this metric unless they were done via the mmap(2) system
call.

GPRDMMRT - Virtual Memory Management I/O Rate

GPRDMMRT contains the rate at which I/Os completed for virtual memory management tasks during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRDMMCT - Virtual Memory Management I/Os

Element Derivation:

GPRDMMRT is computed using the following algorithm:
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    GPRDMMRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRDMMRT = GPRDMMCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRDMMRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMMRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virtual Memory Management

GPRDMRCT contains the number of disk reads performed to manage virtual memory during the measurement interval.
This includes page-ins (a process references code or data that is not in memory) and swap-ins (the system resumes
execution of a process that was swapped out).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRAVMMQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Memory

             GPRDMMCT - Virtual Memory Management I/Os

             GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virt Memory Management

             GPRPCMEM - Percent of Main Memory Used

Element Derivation:

GPRDMRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_VM_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRDMRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDMRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Virtual memory management tasks include paging and swapping. If GPRDMRCT's value is high and GPRPCMEM's value
nears 100, it indicates the system under memory pressure.

GPRDMRRT - Virt Memory Management Disk Read Rate

GPRDMRRT contains the rate at which disks are read for virtual memory management. This element measures the disk
read rate for paging and swapping activity, including page-ins (a process references code or data that is not in memory)
and swap-ins (the system resumes execution of a process that was swapped out).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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             GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virtual Memory Mgmt

Element Derivation:

GPRDMRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRDMRRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRDMRRT = GPRDMRCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRDMRRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRDMRRT measures how well a system's physical memory is being used. If GPRDMRRT's value is high and
GPRPCMEM's value nears 100, it indicates the system is under memory pressure.

GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virtual Memory Mgmt

GPRDMWCT contains the number of disk writes performed to manage virtual memory during the measurement interval.
It measures the disk writes for paging and swapping activity, including page-outs (the system moves an unused page out
because of memory pressure) and swap-outs (the system moves all pages attached to a process from physical memory to
the swap area).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRAVMMQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Memory

             GPRDMMCT - Virtual Memory Management I/Os

             GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virt Memory Management

             GPRPCMEM - Percent of Main Memory Used

Element Derivation:

GPRDMWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_VM_WRITE.

Range of Value:

GPRDMWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDMWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Virtual memory management tasks include paging and swapping. If GPRDMWCT's value is high and GPRPCMEM's
value nears 100, it indicates the system is under memory pressure. Additionally, writes to user file data aren't included in
GPRDMWCT unless they were done via the mmap(2) system call.
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GPRDMWRT - Virt Memory Management Disk Write Rate

GPRDMWRT contains the rate at which disks are written for virtual memory management. It measures the disk write
rate for paging and swapping activity, including page-outs (the system moves an unused page out because of memory
pressure) and swap-outs (the system moves all pages attached to a process from physical memory to the swap area).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRDMMRT - Virtual Memory Management I/O Rate

             GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virtual Memory Mgmt

Element Derivation:

GPRDMWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRDMWRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRDMWRT = GPRDMWCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRDMWRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDMWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRDMWRT measures how well a system's physical memory is being used. If GPRDMWRT's value is high and
GPRPCMEM's value nears 100, it indicates the system is under memory pressure.

GPRDRRCT - Raw Reads

GPRDRRCT contains the number of direct-mode or raw-mode physical disk reads issued by user processes during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDRWCT - Raw Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRDRRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_RAW_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRDRRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDRRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDRRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A raw read bypasses the file system's buffering. Each raw read results in exactly one I/O.
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GPRDRWCT - Raw Writes

GPRDRWCT contains the number of direct-mode or raw-mode disk writes issued by user processes during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDRRCT - Raw Reads

Element Derivation:

GPRDRWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_RAW_WRITE.

Range of Value:

GPRDRWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDRWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A raw write bypasses the file system's buffering. Each raw write results in exactly one I/O.

GPRDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

GPRDSKIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os during the measurement interval. Physical writes and reads to disk
(including virtual memory and raw I/O) are included.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

             GPRPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRDSKIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_PHYS_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRDSKIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDSKIO contains the sum of all values of GPRDSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On a SunOS platform, if a CD drive is not powered on or inserted into the CD drive at boottime; the system will not provide
performance data for that device.

GPRDSKRT - Physical Disk I/O Rate

GPRDSKRT contains the rate of physical disk I/Os per second. It measures the average rate per second of physical
transfers to and from all disk devices on the system.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

GPRDSKRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRDSKRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRDSKRT = GPRDSKIO/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRDSKRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDSKRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High GPRDSKRT values are possible on systems with many disk drives, and on systems with fast disk drives. Unusually
large values for GPRDSKRT may indicate processes that are inefficiently accessing files.

GPRDSRCT - Disk Reads for File System Management

GPRDSRCT contains the number of physical disk reads that took place for file system management during the
measurement interval. This is system overhead caused by read access to inodes, cylinder groups, and superblocks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDFRCT - Disk Reads by File System

             GPRDMRCT - Disk Reads for Virt Memory Management

             GPRDRRCT - Raw Reads

             GPRDSWCT - Disk Writes for File System Management

             GPRPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

GPRDSRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_SYSTEM_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRDSRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDSRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDSRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRDSWCT - Disk Writes for System Use

GPRDSWCT contains the number of times to which physical disks were written for the system's use during the
measurement interval. This is system overhead caused by write access to inodes, cylinder groups, and superblocks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDFWCT - Disk Writes by File System

             GPRDMWCT - Disk Writes for Virt Memory Management

             GPRDRWCT - Raw Writes

             GPRDSRCT - Disk Reads for File System Management

             GPRPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRDSWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_SYSTEM_WRITE.

Range of Value:

GPRDSWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRDSWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRDSWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRFSDCT - File System I/Os

GPRFSDCT contains the number of local file system disk reads and writes during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRFSMCT - File System Management I/Os

Element Derivation:

GPRFSDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_FS_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRFSDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRFSDCT contains the sum of all values of GPRFSDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRFSMCT - File System Management I/Os

GPRFSMCT contains the number of local physical disk I/Os generated for file system management during the
measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRFSDCT - File System I/Os

Element Derivation:

GPRFSMCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_SYSTEM_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRFSMCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRFSMCT contains the sum of all values of GPRFSMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRINODU - Inode Entries in Use

GPRINODU contains the number of "non-free" inodes currently in use on the HP-UX MeasureWare platform. GPRINODU
contains the number of inode cache entries currently being used on the SOL MeasureWare platform.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRINODU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric TBL_INODE_CACHE_USED.

Range of Value:

GPRINODU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRINODU contains the sum of all values of GPRINODU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRINTTM - CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

GPRINTTM contains the number of seconds used by the CPU to process interrupts on behalf of user processes and idle
CPU activity (clock handling, mux polling, etc.) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRPCINT - Pct CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

Element Derivation:

GPRINTTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_CPU_INTERRUPT_TIME.

Range of Value:
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GPRINTTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRINTTM contains the sum of all values of GPRINTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRIPQTM - IPC Queue Wait Time

GPRIPQTM contains the time spent waiting in an IPC queue during the measurement interval. The element reports
the time that processes are blocked waiting for completion of semaphore, message queue, pipe, socket, or other IPC
operations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVIPQ - Avg Processes Waiting for IPC Resources

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRIPQTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_IPC_SUBSYSTEM_QUEUE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRIPQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRIPQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRIPQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRLCOLS - LAN Collisions

GPRLCOLS contains the number of LAN collisions that occured during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVLCL - Rate of LAN Collisions per Minute

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRLCOLS is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    ROUND(GBL_NET_COLLISION_1_MIN_RATE*INTERVAL/60,1)

Range of Value:

GPRLCOLS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

GPRLCOLS contains the sum of all values of GPRLCOLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Collisions occur on any busy LAN, but abnormal collision rates could indicate that too many packets are being generated
due to a hardware or software problem.

GPRLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

GPRLDKCT contains the number of logical I/Os to all disk devices during the measurement interval. It measures both
read and write system calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             GPRLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRLDKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_LOGL_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRLDKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLDKCT contains the sum of all values of GPRLDKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Logical I/Os may not always result in physical disk access since the data may already reside in the buffer cache.

GPRLERRS - LAN Packet Errors

GPRLERRS contains the number of LAN packet errors that occurred during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVLER - Rate of LAN Errors per Minute

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRLERRS is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    ROUND(GBL_NET_ERROR_1_MIN_RATE*INTERVAL/60,1)

Range of Value:

GPRLERRS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLERRS contains the sum of all values of GPRLERRS processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

A large LAN packet error rate could indicate a hardware or software problem.

GPRLOSTB - Trace Buffers Lost

GPRLOSTB contains the number of trace buffers that are lost by the measurement processing daemon.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRLOSTB is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_LOST_MI_TRACE_BUFFERS.

Range of Value:

GPRLOSTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLOSTB contains the sum of all values of GPRLOSTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the value of GPRLOSTB is greater than zero, this signifies that the measurement subsystem is not keeping up with
system events on the HP-UX MeasureWare platform or ARM API calls on the SOL MeasureWare platform that generates
traces.

GPRLPCKI - Successful LAN Packets Received

GPRLPCKI contains the number of LAN packets received through all network interfaces during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLPCKO - Successful LAN Packets Sent

Element Derivation:

GPRLPCKI is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_NET_IN_PACKET.

Range of Value:

GPRLPCKI takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLPCKI contains the sum of all values of GPRLPCKI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRLPCKO - Successful LAN Packets Sent

GPRLPCKO contains the number of LAN packets sent through all network interfaces during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLPCKI - Successful LAN Packets Received

Element Derivation:

GPRLPCKO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_NET_OUT_PACKET.

Range of Value:

GPRLPCKO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLPCKO contains the sum of all values of GPRLPCKO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

GPRLRDCT contains the number of logical disk reads during the measurement interval.

For the HP-UX platform, GPRLRDCT contains the number of logical reads during the measurement interval.

For the Sun platform, GPRLRDCT contains the number of logical block reads during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLRDKB - Bytes Logically Read From Disk

             GPRLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRLRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_LOGL_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRLRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLRDCT contains the sum of all values of GPRLRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Several possibilites may contribute to logical I/Os not corresponding with physical I/Os on the HP-UX platform. An
example of this would be where a single logical write can cause a physical read to call the block to be updated from disk,
and then cause a physical write to put it back on to the disk.

GPRLRDKB - KBytes Logically Read From Disk

GPRLRDKB contains the number of kilobytes of data logically read from disk during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLWTKB - KBytes Logically Written to Disk
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Element Derivation:

GPRLRDKB is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_LOGL_READ_BYTE.

Range of Value:

GPRLRDKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLRDKB contains the sum of all values of GPRLRDKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRLUSED - Number of File Locks in Use

GPRLUSED contains the number of record or file locks that are currently in use on SUN Solaris platforms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRLUSED is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric TBL_FILE_LOCK_USED.

Range of Value:

GPRLUSED ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLUSED contains the sum of all values of GPRLUSED processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One file can have multiple locks.

GPRLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

GPRLWTCT contains the number of logical disk writes during the measurement interval.

For the HP-UX platform, GPRLWTCT contains the number of logical writes during the measurement interval.

For the Sun platform, GPRLWTCT contains the number of logical block writes during the measurement interval, where
only local disks are counted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             GPRLWTKB - KBytes Logically Written To Disk

Element Derivation:

GPRLWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_LOGL_WRITE.

Range of Value:
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GPRLWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLWTCT contains the sum of all values of GPRLWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Several possibilites may contribute to logical I/Os not corresponding with physical I/Os on the HP-UX platform. An
example of this would be where a single logical write can cause a physical read to call the block to be updated from disk,
and then cause a physical write to put it back on to the disk.

GPRLWTKB - KBytes Logically Written To Disk

GPRLWTKB contains the number of kilobytes of data logically written to disk during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLRDKB - KBytes Logical Read From Disk

Element Derivation:

GPRLWTKB is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_LOGL_WRITE_BYTE.

Range of Value:

GPRLWTKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRLWTKB contains the sum of all values of GPRLWTKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

GPRMEMSW contains the number of kilobytes of disk space configured for swapping.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMEMSW is set to the value of MCFMEMSW.

Range of Value:

GPRMEMSW takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMEMSW contains the sum of all values of GPRMEMSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

GPRMEMSZ contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) configured. It equals the total capacity of all hardware
memory boards.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMEMSZ is set to the value of MCFMEMSZ.

Range of Value:

GPRMEMSZ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMEMSZ contains the sum of all values of GPRMEMSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMEMUS - Amount of Main Memory Available for User

GPRMEMUS contains the number of kilobytes of main memory available to end users. This is the amount of main
memory not reserved by the system or kernel tables and resident buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

             MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMEMUS is set to the value of MCFMEMUS.

Range of Value:

GPRMEMUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMEMUS contains the sum of all values of GPRMEMUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMEMUT - Main Memory Used

GPRMEMUT contains the amount of memory, in kilobytes, in use during the measurement interval. This includes system
memory, buffer cache, and user memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  GPRMMEMS - Main Memory Used by System

             GPRMMEMU - Main Memory Used by Users

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMEMUT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_MEM_PHYS*GBL_MEM_UTIL

Range of Value:

GPRMEMUT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMEMUT contains the sum of all values of GPRMEMUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMMEMS - Main Memory Used by System

GPRMMEMS contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) used by the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMMEMU - Main Memory Used by Users

             GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMMEMS is computed using the following calculation:

    (GBL_MEM_SYS_AND_CACHE_UTIL*GPRMEMSZ)/100

where GBL_MEM_SYS_AND_CACHE_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRMEMSZ is from the CA MICS
database.

Range of Value:

GPRMMEMS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMMEMS contains the sum of all values of GPRMMEMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMMEMU - Main Memory Used by Users

GPRMMEMU contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) allocated to user code and data, including shared
memory, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  See also:  GPRPCMEM - Percent of Main Memory Used

             GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMMEMU is computed using the metrics in the following calculation:

    (GBL_MEM_USER_UTIL*GPRMEMSZ)/100;

where GBL_MEM_USER_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRMEMSZ is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRMMEMU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMMEMU contains the sum of all values of GPRMMEMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMMQTM - Memory Queue Wait Time

GPRMMQTM contains the time spent waiting in a memory queue during the measurement interval. It reports the time
processes are blocked waiting for memory buffers or virtual memory I/O (VM, cache, and MBUF).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVMMQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Memory

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMMQTM is computed using the metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_MEM_QUEUE*DURATION

where GBL_MEM_QUEUE is from MeasureWare Global metric data and DURATION is in the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRMMQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMMQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRMMQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMPBDU - Percent Utilization of Busiest Disk

For the busiest disk in the measurement interval, GPRMPBDU contains the percentage of time that this busiest disk was
performing I/O transfers.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRMXDTM - Time Busiest Disk Was Busy

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMPBDU is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    100*GBL_DISK_TIME_PEAK/INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRMPBDU takes any numeric value ranging from 1 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRMPBDU contains the maximum value of GPRMPBDU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A peak disk utilization of more than 50 percent often indicates a disk bottleneck. In that situation, the performance of an
application is degraded because it is unable to complete disk I/O quickly.

Slower disk devices will show a higher utilization with lower throughput than faster disk devices.

GPRMPDSU - Peak Disk Space Utilization

GPRMPDSU contains the percentage of disk space used by the file system that is the most full among all the file systems
during the measurement interval. It does not include CDFS (CD-ROM File System) type file systems, which are always
100 percent full.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRMPDSU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_FS_SPACE_UTIL_PEAK.

Range of Value:

GPRMPDSU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMPDSU contains the maximum value of GPRMPDSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element's value can exceed 100% in the following circumstances:

• The root user may have allocated blocks in the reserved area
• Dynamic file system swapping may have used the reserved area

Values close to or exceeding 100 mean that the file system is full. Significant changes in GPRMPDSU signify that large
amounts of file space are being allocated or deallocated.
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GPRMQUSE - Message Queues in Use

GPRMQUSE contains the amount of configured message queues currently used during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMSGQU - Message Queues Available

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRMQUSE is computed using the following calculation:

    (TBL_MSG_TABLE_UTIL*GPRMSGQU)/100

where TBL_MSG_TABLE_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRMSGQU is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRMQUSE takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMQUSE contains the sum of all values of GPRMQUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMSGQU - Message Queues Available

GPRMSGQU contains the number of the message queues that can be allocated on a system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMSGQU - Message Queues Available

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRMSGQU is set to the value of MCFMSGQU.

Range of Value:

GPRMSGQU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMSGQU contains the last value of GPRMSGQU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMXCPU - Max Number of Processors Configured

GPRMXCPU contains the maximum number of processors configured during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMXCPU is set to the value of MCFNCPUS.

Range of Value:

GPRMXCPU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMXCPU contains the maximum value of GPRMXCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMXDSK - Max Number of Disk Drives Configured

GPRMXDSK contains the maximum number of disk drives configured during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMXDSK is set to the value of MCFNDSKS.

Range of Value:

GPRMXDSK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMXDSK contains the maximum value of GPRMXDSK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRMXDTM - Time Busiest Disk Was Busy

GPRMXDTM contains the number of seconds used by the busiest disk to perform I/O transfers during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

GPRMXDTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_TIME_PEAK.

Range of Value:
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GPRMXDTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRMXDTM contains the maximum value of GPRMXDTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Your system may be experiencing disk bottlenecks if the value of GPRMXDTM is about half the value of the measurement
interval (DURATION).

GPRMXLAN - Max Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

GPRMXLAN contains the maximum number of LAN interfaces configured during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRMXLAN is set to the value of MCFNLANS.

Range of Value:

GPRMXLAN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRMXLAN contains the maximum value of GPRMXLAN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRNFSCT - Network File System Requests

GPRNFSCT contains the number of Network File System requests, both inbound and outbound, that occurred during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRNFSCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_NFS_CALL.

Range of Value:

GPRNFSCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRNFSCT contains the sum of all values of GPRNFSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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In a Network File System, a local system may have disks that a remote system is using through an NFS-mount. The local
system, in turn, may have a remote disk NFS-mounted to the local system. Inbound requests reflect activity on local disks
caused by the remote system. Outbound requests reflect activity by the local system on its NFS-mounted remote disks.

GPRNFSRT - Rate of Network File System Requests

GPRNFSRT contains the number of network file system requests, both inbound and outbound, per second during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRNFSCT - Network File System Requests

Element Derivation:

GPRNFSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRNFSRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRNFSRT = GPRNFSCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRNFSRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRNFSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Network File System, a local system may have disks that a remote system is using through an NFS-mount. The local
system, in turn, may have a remote disk NFS-mounted to the local system. Inbound requests reflect activity on local disks
caused by the remote system. Outbound requests reflect activity by the local system on its NFS-mounted remote disks.

GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

GPRNICTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at a nice priority.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRNICTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_CPU_NICE_TIME*GBL_NUM_CPU

where GBL_CPU_NICE_TIME is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:
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GPRNICTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRNICTM contains the sum of all values of GPRNICTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Unix command 'nice' runs a command or program at a non-default priority by specifying a nice value. When the nice
value increases, the process is given a smaller share of available system resources.

GPRNORTM - CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

GPRNORTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at normal priorities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

             GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

Element Derivation:

GPRNORTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_CPU_NORMAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

GPRNORTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRNORTM contains the sum of all values of GPRNORTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

GPRNPROC contains the size of the process table.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRNPROC is set to the value of MCFNPROC.

Range of Value:

GPRNPROC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRNPROC contains the last value of GPRNPROC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On the HP-UX platform, GPRNPROC is set by the NPROC value during system generation.
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GPRNTQTM - Network Queue Wait Time

GPRNTQTM contains the time spent waiting in a network queue for resources such as LAN, NFS (Network File
System), DUX (diskless), RFA (Remote File Access), and RPC (Remote Procedure Call) to become available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVNTQ - Avg Processes Waiting for Network

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRNTQTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_NETWORK_SUBSYSTEM_QUEUE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRNTQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRNTQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRNTQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPROFLOW - Unmeasurable New Transactions

GPROFLOW contains the number of new transactions that are unmeasurable because the midaemon's Measurement
Performance Database is full.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPROFLOW is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_TT_OVERFLOW_COUNT.

Range of Value:

GPROFLOW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPROFLOW contains the sum of all values of GPROFLOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPROUTQU - Outbound Queue Lengths

GPROUTQU contains the sum of the outbound queue lengths for all network interfaces within the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPROUTQU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_NET_OUTQUEUE.

Range of Value:

GPROUTQU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPROUTQU contains the sum of all values of GPROUTQU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the value of GPROUTQU is greater than zero over a period of time, this may signify that the network is experiencing
bottlenecks.

GPRPAGRT - Page Fault Rate

GPRPAGRT contains the number of memory page faults (per second) that occur during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRPFLCT - Page Faults

Element Derivation:

GPRPAGRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPAGRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRPAGRT = GPRPFLCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRPAGRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPAGRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A large paging rate may mean poor data locality, excessive context switching, or insufficient physical memory.

GPRPAUTM - CPU Idle Due TO I/O Wait

GPRPAUTM contains the time that the CPU was idle while processes were waiting for physical IOs to complete during the
measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRCPUTM - Total CPU Busy

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRPAUTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_CPU_WAIT_TIME*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRPAUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPAUTM contains the sum of all values of GPRPAUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCAVM - Percent of Virtual Memory in Active Use

GPRPCAVM contains the percentage of virtual memory that was used during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

             GPRACTVM - Active Virtual Memory Size

Element Derivation:

GPRPCAVM is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCAVM = GPRMEMSW;

    IF GPRMEMSW

      THEN GPRPCAVM = 100*GPRACTVM/GPRMEMSW;

Range of Value:

GPRPCAVM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCAVM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRPCAVM values near 100 indicate that processes are efficiently using memory. GPRPCAVM values near 0 indicate
that processes are reserving memory but not using it.

GPRPCCPU - Percent Total CPU Busy

GPRPCCPU contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRCPUTM - Total CPU Busy

Element Derivation:

GPRPCCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCCPU = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCCPU = 100*GPRCPUTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCCPU can contain any value from 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCCSW - Percent CPU Busy for Context Switching

GPRPCCSW contains the percentage of time that the CPU was used for context switching during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRCSWTM  - CPU Busy for Context Switching

Element Derivation:

GPRPCCSW is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCCSW = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCCSW = 100*GPRCSWTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCCSW takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCCSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRPCHIT - Cache Hit Ratio

GPRPCHIT contains the cache hit ratio, which is the number of reads that were satisfied in the file system's buffer cache.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRRDHIT - Buffered Read Hits

             GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

GPRPCHIT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCHIT = GPRLRDCT;

    IF GPRLRDCT

      THEN GPRPCHIT = 100*GPRRDHIT/GPRLRDCT;

Range of Value:

GPRPCHIT takes any numeric value ranging from 0.0 to 100.0.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCHIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A low cache hit ratio indicates that the buffer cache is not operating efficiently. Reasons include the size of the buffer
cache (too small) and the organization of the data (large files, accessed sequentially).

A high hit ratio can result from an excessively large amount of memory configured for the file system buffer cache. This
could lessen the physical memory available to user processes and result in excessive paging and swapping by the virtual
memory management system. Thus, if you see a high hit ratio in the file system buffer cache, check for excessive activity
in the virtual memory management system.

GPRPCINT - Percent CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

GPRPCINT contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy handling interrupts on behalf of user processes and
idle CPU activity (such as clock handling and mux polling) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRINTTM - CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

Element Derivation:

GPRPCINT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCINT = GPRCPUCP

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCINT = 100*GPRINTTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:
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GPRPCINT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCINT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCMEM - Percent of Main Memory Used

GPRPCMEM contains the percentage of physical main memory allocated to user code and data during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

             GPRMEMUT - Main Memory Used

Element Derivation:

GPRPCMEM is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCMEM = GPRMEMSZ;

    IF GPRMEMSZ

      THEN GPRPCMEM = 100*GPRMEMUT/GPRMEMSZ;

Range of Value:

GPRPCMEM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCMEM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If GPRPCMEM is near 100 and the value of GPRDMRRT or GPRDMWRT is high, it indicates the system is under
memory pressure.

GPRPCMMS - Percent of Main Memory Used by System

GPRPCMMS contains the percentage of physical main memory used by the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

             GPRMMEMS - Main Memory Used by System

Element Derivation:

GPRPCMMS is computed using the following algorithm:
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    GPRPCMMS = GPRMEMSZ;

    IF GPRMEMSZ

      THEN GPRPCMMS = 100*GPRMMEMS/GPRMEMSZ;

Range of Value:

GPRPCMMS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCMMS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If GPRPCMMS is high, it indicates that the majority of memory is not used for production work. Users may report poor
response times.

GPRPCMMU - Percent of Main Memory Used by Users

GPRPCMMU contains the percentage of main memory used by users during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMMEMU - Main Memory Used by Users

             GPRMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

GPRPCMMU is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCMMU = GPRMEMSZ;

    IF GPRMEMSZ

      THEN GPRPCMMU = 100*GPRMMEMU/GPRMEMSZ;

Range of Value:

GPRPCMMU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCMMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCNIC - Percent CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

GPRPCNIC contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy handling requests whose priority was NICE.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities
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Element Derivation:

GPRPCNIC is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCNIC = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCNIC = 100*GPRNICTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCNIC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCNIC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCNOR - Percent CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

GPRPCNOR contains the percentage of the CPU used to run programs at normal priorities during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRNORTM - CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

             GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

Element Derivation:

GPRPCNOR is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCNOR = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCNOR = 100*GPRNORTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCNOR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCNOR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCRTM - Percent CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

GPRPCRTM contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy satisfying requests whose priority fell in the real time
range.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

Element Derivation:

GPRPCRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCRTM = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCRTM = 100*GPRRTMTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCRTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Processes running at real time priorities do not relinquish the CPU to processes running at lower priorities. If GPRPCRTM
is large, your regular users may perceive response time delays.

GPRPCSSC - Percent CPU Busy for System Calls

GPRPCSSC contains the percentage of the CPU used to satisfy system calls during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRSSCTM - CPU Busy for System Calls

             GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

Element Derivation:

GPRPCSSC is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCSSC = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCSSC = 100*GPRSSCTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCSSC takes any numeric value ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCSSC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRPCSWS - Percent of Swap Space Used

GPRPCSWS contains the percentage of swap space reserved for running processes during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

             GPRSWAPU - Swap Space Used

Element Derivation:

GPRPCSWS is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCSWS = GPRMEMSW;

    IF GPRMEMSW

      THEN GPRPCSWS = 100*GPRSWAPU/GPRMEMSW;

Range of Value:

GPRPCSWS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCSWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process is created, the space need for swap is reserved. If there is not enough unreserved swap space available
as the value of GPRPCSWS nears 100, process creation fails. As the value of GPRPCSWS nears 0, consider reducing
the amount of swap space on your system to better use disk space.

GPRPCSYS - Percent CPU Busy in System Mode

GPRPCSYS contains the percentage of time that the system operated in system mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

Element Derivation:

GPRPCSYS is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCSYS = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCSYS = 100*GPRSYSTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCSYS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:
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GPRPCSYS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPCUSR - Percent CPU Busy in User Mode

GPRPCUSR contains the amount of time the system spent executing in user mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

Element Derivation:

GPRPCUSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRPCUSR = GPRCPUCP;

    IF GPRCPUCP

      THEN GPRPCUSR = 100*GPRUSRTM/GPRCPUCP;

Range of Value:

GPRPCUSR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

GPRPCUSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPFLCT - Page Faults

GPRPFLCT contains the number of page faults recorded during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRPAGRT - Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

GPRPFLCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_MEM_PAGE_REQUEST.

Range of Value:

GPRPFLCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPFLCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPFLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

GPRPGOCT - Number of Page Outs

GPRPGOCT contains the number of page outs to disk during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRPGOCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_MEM_PAGEOUT.

Range of Value:

GPRPGOCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPGOCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPGOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPKBCT - KBytes Physically Transferred

GPRPKBCT contains the number of kilobytes of data transferred to and from local disks during the measurement interval.
This includes raw reads, reads issued by file systems, system reads, and reads for virtual memory management.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRPKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_PHYS_BYTE.

Range of Value:

GPRPKBCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPKBCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Spikes in this measurement can indicate a disk bottleneck.

On a SunOS platform, if a CD drive is not powered on or inserted into the CD drive at boottime, the system will not provide
performance data for that device.

GPRPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

GPRPRDCT contains the number of physical disk reads during the measurement interval. This includes raw reads, reads
issued by file systems, system reads, and reads for virtual memory management.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRPRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_PHYS_READ.

Range of Value:

GPRPRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPRDCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On a SunOS platform, if a CD drive is not powered on or inserted into the CD drive at boottime, the system will not provide
performance data for that device.

On an HP-UX platform there are multiple possibilities as to why there may not be a direct connection between the number
of physical and logical I/Os. An example of this would be where small sequential logical records may be satisfied from the
buffer cache, resulting in fewer physical I/Os.

GPRPRITM - Time Blocked on Priority

GPRPRITM contains the time that processes waited for their priority to become high enough to get the CPU during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVPRQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Priority

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRPRITM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_PRI_QUEUE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRPRITM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPRITM contains the sum of all values of GPRPRITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

GPRPROCT contains the sum of the average number of processes alive that were sampled during the measurement
interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRAVPRO - Avg Number of Processes Alive

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRPROCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_ALIVE_PROC*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRPROCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPROCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRPROCT is used for computing GPRAVPRO only.

GPRPTBLU - Proc Table Entries Used

GPRPTBLU contains the amount of proc table entries currently used by the processes during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRPTBLU is computed using the following calculation:

    (TBL_PROC_TABLE_UTIL*GPRNPROC)/100

where TBL_PROC_TABLE_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRNPROC is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRPTBLU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPTBLU contains the sum of all values of GPRPTBLU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

GPRPWTCT contains the number of physical disk writes during the measurement interval. This includes raw writes, writes
issued by file systems, system writes, and writes for virtual memory management.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

GPRPWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_PHYS_WRITE.

Range of Value:

GPRPWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRPWTCT contains the sum of all values of GPRPWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On a SunOS platform, if a CD drive is not powered on or inserted into the CD drive at boottime, the system will not provide
performance data for that device.

On an HP-UX platform there are multiple possibilities as to why there may not be a direct connection between the number
of physical and logical I/Os. For example, small logical writes could end up entirely in the buffer cache and later generate
fewer physical I/Os when written to disk due to the larger I/O size.

GPRRAWCT - Raw I/Os

GPRRAWCT contains the number of raw reads and writes to local disks during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRDRRCT - Raw Reads

             GPRDRWCT - Raw Writes

Element Derivation:

GPRRAWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_DISK_RAW_IO.

Range of Value:

GPRRAWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRRAWCT contains the sum of all values of GPRRAWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRRDHIT - Buffered Read Hits

GPRRDHIT contains the number of requests satisfied by buffered storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             GPRPCHIT - Cache Hit Rate
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRRDHIT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    (GBL_MEM_CACHE_HIT_PCT*GBL_DISK_LOGL_READ)/100

Range of Value:

GPRRDHIT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRRDHIT contains the sum of all values of GPRRDHIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

GPRRTMTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at real time priorities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRRTMTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_CPU_REALTIME_TIME*GBL_NUM_CPU

where GBL_CPU_REALTIME_TIME is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRRTMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRRTMTM contains the sum of all values of GPRRTMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Processes running at real time priorities do not relinquish the CPU to processes running at lower priorities. If GPRRTMTM
is large relative to the length of the measurement interval (data element DURATION), your regular users may perceive
response time delays.

GPRRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

GPRRUNTM contains the total number of seconds of run time accumulated by processes that completed during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRAVRTM - Avg Run Time of Completing Processes
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRRUNTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_PROC_RUN_TIME*GBL_COMPLETED_PROC

Range of Value:

GPRRUNTM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRRUNTM contains the sum of all values of GPRRUNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSCALL - Total System Calls

GPRSCALL contains the total number of system calls received during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRSCLRT - System Procedure Call Rate

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRSCALL is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_SYSCALL_RATE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRSCALL takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSCALL contains the sum of all values of GPRSCALL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High system call rates are normal on busy systems, especially with I/O-intensive applications. Abnormally high system call
rates may indicate programs that are not using system calls efficiently.

GPRSCLRT - System Procedure Call Rate

GPRSCLRT contains the number of system procedure calls per second during the measurement interval. The system call
count includes calls from all processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRDKLRT - Logical Disk I/O Rate

             GPRSCALL - Total System Calls
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Element Derivation:

GPRSCLRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRSCLRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRSCLRT = GPRSCALL/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRSCLRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSCLRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

System calls are requests to the operating system. High system call rates can be caused by inefficient use of system calls
or I/O intensive processing. Compare GPRSCLRT to GPRDKLRT to see if high system call rates correspond to high disk
I/O rates.

GPRSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

GPRSEMID contains the number of semaphore identifiers that can be allocated on the system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRSEMID is set to the value of MCFSEMID.

Range of Value:

GPRSEMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSEMID contains the last value of GPRSEMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSEMST - Semaphore Identifiers in Use

GPRSEMST contains the amount of configured semaphore identifiers currently used by the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, GPRSEMST is computed using the following calculation:

    (TBL_SEM_TABLE_UTIL*GPRSEMID)/100

where TBL_SEM_TABLE_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRSEMID is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRSEMST takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSEMST contains the sum of all values of GPRSEMST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

GPRSHMSG contains the number of shared memory segments that can be allocated on a system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

Element Derivation:

GPRSHMSG is set to the value MCFSHMSG from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRSHMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSHMSG contains the last value of GPRSHMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSLQTM - Sleep Queue Wait Time

GPRSLQTM contains the time spent waiting in a sleep queue during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVSLQ - Avg Processes in Sleep State

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRSLQTM is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_SLEEP_QUEUE*INTERVAL
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Range of Value:

GPRSLQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSLQTM contains the sum of all values of GPRSLQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSMEMS - Shared Memory Segments in Use

GPRSMEMS contains the amount of shared memory segments currently used by the system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRSMEMS is computed using the following calculation:

    (TBL_SHMEM_TABLE_UTIL*GPRSHMSG)/100

where GBL_SHMEM_TABLE_UTIL is from MeasureWare Global data and GPRSHMSG is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

GPRSMEMS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSMEMS contains the sum of all values of GPRSMEMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSPRCT - Total Processes Started

GPRSPRCT contains the number of processes started during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRCPRCT - Total Processes Completed

Element Derivation:

GPRSPRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_STARTED_PROC.

Range of Value:

GPRSPRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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GPRSPRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRSPRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSSCTM - CPU Busy for System Calls

GPRSSCTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was in system mode during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

             GPRNORTM - CPU Busy at Normal Priorities

             GPRNICTM - CPU Busy at Nice Priorities

             GPRRTMTM - CPU Busy at Real Time Priorities

             GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

             GPRCSWTM - CPU Busy for Context Switching

             GPRINTTM - CPU Busy for Interrupt Handling

             GPRCPUTM - Total CPU Busy

Element Derivation:

GPRSSCTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_CPU_SYSCALL_TIME.

Range of Value:

GPRSSCTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSSCTM contains the sum of all values of GPRSSCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSUPTM - Time of Last System Reboot

GPRSUPTM contains the time since the system was last rebooted.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPROFLOW is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_SYSTEM_UPTIME_HOURS.

Range of Value:

GPROFLOW is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited to the number of seconds in the
measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRSUPTM contains the last value of GPRSUPTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

GPRSUSCT - Sum of Avg Suspended Processes

GPRSUSCT contains the sum of the average suspended processes during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRAVSUS - Avg Processes Suspended

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRSUSCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_SUSPENDED_PROCS*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRSUSCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSUSCT contains the sum of all values of GPRSUSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSWACT - Sum of Avg Processes Awaiting Swap-In

GPRSWACT contains the sum of the average processes waiting to be swapped in during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRAVSWA - Avg Processes Waiting Swap-In

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRSWACT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_MEM_SWAP_QUEUE*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRSWACT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWACT contains the sum of all values of GPRSWACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRSWAPU - Swap Space Used

GPRSWAPU contains the amount of swap space in kilobytes used during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  GPRMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

             GPRPCSWS - Percent of Swap Space Used

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRSWAPU is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    (GBL_SWAP_SPACE_UTIL*GBL_SWAP_SPACE_AVAIL_KB)/100

where GBL_SWAP_SPACE_UTIL is from Global data and GBL_SWAP_SPACE_AVAIL_KB is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRSWAPU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWAPU contains the sum of all values of GPRSWAPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process is created, the space need for swap is reserved. If there is not enough unreserved swap space available
as the value of GPRSWAPU nears the value of GPRMEMSW, process creation fails. As the value of GPRSWAPU nears
0, consider reducing the amount of swap space on your system to better use disk space.

GPRSWOCT - Number of Swap Outs

GPRSWOCT contains the number of process deactivations or swap outs during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRSWORT - Swap-Out Rate

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRSWOCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_MEM_SWAPOUT_RATE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

GPRSWOCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWOCT contains the sum of all values of GPRSWOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRSWORT - Swap-Out Rate

GPRSWORT contains the number of process deactivations or swap outs per second during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRSWOCT - Number of Swap Outs

Element Derivation:

GPRSWORT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRSWORT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRSWORT = GPRSWOCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRSWORT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWORT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSWPCT - Process Swaps

GPRSWPCT contains the number of swap-ins and swap-outs for all processes during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GPRSWPCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_MEM_SWAP.

Range of Value:

GPRSWPCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWPCT contains the sum of all values of GPRSWPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If GPRSWPCT continually increases, your system may be experiencing memory constraints.

GPRSWPRT - Swapping Rate

GPRSWPRT contains number of swap-ins and swap-outs per second for all processes during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRSWPCT - Process Swaps, Activation/Deactivation

Element Derivation:

GPRSWPRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    GPRSWPRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN GPRSWPRT = GPRSWPCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

GPRSWPRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRSWPRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

GPRSYSTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used in system mode during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRSYSTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_CPU_SYS_MODE_TIME*GBL_NUM_CPU

where GBL_CPU_SYS_MODE_TIME is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRSYSTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRSYSTM contains the sum of all values of GPRSYSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GPRTBLEN - File Table Entries Used

GPRTBLEN contains the number of file table entries that are currently used by file descriptors during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  GPRTBLUK - Entries Used by Kernel

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRTBLEN is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    (TBL_FILE_TABLE_UTIL*TBL_FILE_TABLE_AVAIL)/100

where both TBL_FILE_TABLE_UTIL is from Global data and TBL_FILE_TABLE_AVAIL is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

GPRTBLEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRTBLEN contains the sum of all values of GPRTBLEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRTBLUK - Entries Used by Kernel

GPRTBLUK is the number of file table entries used by the kernel to manage open file descriptors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFTBLUK - Max Entries Used by Kernel

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, GPRTBLUK is set to the value of MCFTBLUK.

Range of Value:

GPRTBLUK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRTBLUK contains the sum of all values of GPRTBLUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GPRUSRCT - Sum of Avg Login Users

GPRUSRCT is the accumulation of the average number of users logged on during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             GPRAVUSR - Avg Number of Login Users

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, GPRUSRCT is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:

    GBL_NUM_USER*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

Range of Value:

GPRUSRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GPRUSRCT contains the sum of all values of GPRUSRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

GPRUSRCT is used for computing the value of GPRAVUSR only.

GPRUSRTM - CPU Busy in User Mode

GPRUSRTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used in user mode during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  GPRSYSTM - CPU Busy in System Mode

Element Derivation:

GPRUSRTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Global metric GBL_CPU_USER_MODE_TIME.

Range of Value:

GPRUSRTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to the number of seconds in the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

GPRUSRTM contains the sum of all values of GPRUSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Application Performance File (AUMAPP)
The UNIX Application Performance file (AUMAPP) contains interval-based measurements useful for analyzing application
use. It includes information about CPU use, disk I/Os, memory, transactions, processes, and wait states, and is derived
from MeasureWare Application metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMAPU    YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMAPU    YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMAPU   - Application Name
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  XDWMY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

  XDWMY.E  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  APPPCSCP - Pct CPU Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSDK - Pct Disk I/O Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSDR - Pct Time Directed to Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSIM - Pct Software Impede Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSIP - Pct Interprocess Communication Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSLN - Pct LAN I/O Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSOT - Pct Non-LAN/DISK/TERM I/O Wait

  X.....E  APPPCSWP - Pct Memory Wait

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  APPAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

  XDWMY.E  APPCOST  - Processing Charges

  XDWMY.E  APPCPRCT - Number of Processes Completed

  XDWMY.E  APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

  XDWMY.E  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

  XDWMY.E  APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

  XDWMY.E  APPCPUTM - Total CPU Use

  XDWMY.E  APPDBKCT - Block I/Os

  XDWMY.E  APPDBRCT - Block Reads

  XDWMY.E  APPDBWCT - Block Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Manager Reads and Write

  XDWMY.E  APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

  XDWMY.E  APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPLIOCT - Logical Disk I/Os

  XDWMY.E  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

  XDWMY.E  APPLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  APPLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory
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  XDWMY.E  APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMPR - Private Resident Memory Size in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMRS - Resident Memory Size in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

  XDWMY.E  APPMEMVR - Virtual Memory Size in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

  XDWMY.E  APPPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

  XDWMY.E  APPPKBCT - I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  APPPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

  XDWMY.E  APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

  XDWMY.E  APPSUSCT - Procs suspended during interval

  XDWMY.E  APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

  XDWMY.E  APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  APPAVAPR - Avg Processes Active

  XDWMY.E  APPAVPRO - Avg Processes Alive

  XDWMY.E  APPAVRTM - Avg Run Time of Completing Processes

  XDWMY.E  APPAVSUS - Avg Number of Processes Suspended

  XDWMY.E  APPDFSRT - Rate of File System Reads/Writes (IO/Sec

  XDWMY.E  APPDMMRT - Rate of Memory Mgr. Reads/Writes (IO/Sec

  XDWMY.E  APPDRART - Rate of Raw Reads/Writes (IO/Sec)

  XDWMY.E  APPDSYRT - Rate of System Reads/Writes (IO/Sec)

  XDWMY.E  APPMAJRT - Rate of Page Faults to Disk

  XDWMY.E  APPMINRT - Rate of Page Faults to Memory

  XDWMY.E  APPPCCPU - Percent Total CPU Use

  XDWMY.E  APPPCMPR - Percent Memory Use for Private Resident

  XDWMY.E  APPPCMRS - Percent Memory Use for Resident Memory

  XDWMY.E  APPPCNIC - Percent CPU Use at Nice Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPPCNOR - Percent CPU Use at Normal Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPPCRTM - Percent CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

  XDWMY.E  APPPCSYS - Percent CPU Use for System Processing

  XDWMY.E  APPPCUSR - Percent CPU Use in User Mode

  XDWMY.E  APPPKBRT - I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  APPPSPRD - Physical Disk Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  APPPSPWT - Physical Disk Write Rate

APPAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

APPAPRCT contains the sum of the average active processes for this application during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  See also:  APPAVAPR - Avg Processes Active

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPAPRCT is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation: 

APP_ACTIVE_PROC*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

where APP_ACTIVE_PROC is from Application metrics and GBL_PROC_SAMPLE is from Global metrics.

Range of Value:

APPAPRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPAPRCT contains the sum of all values of APPAPRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPAVAPR - Avg Processes Active

APPAVAPR contains the average number of active processes (consuming CPU time) for this application.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPAPRCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

APPAVAPR is computed using the following algorithm:

APPAVAPR = AUMSAMPL; IF AUMSAMPL THEN APPAVAPR = APPAPRCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

APPAVAPR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPAVAPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPAVPRO - Avg Processes Alive

APPAVPRO contains the average number of processes alive in the application. A process that was alive for half of the
measurement interval counts as half a process.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  See also:  APPPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

APPAVPRO is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPAVPRO = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

    THEN APPAVPRO = APPPROCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

APPAVPRO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPAVPRO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPAVRTM - Avg Run Time of Completing Processes

APPAVRTM contains the average number of seconds of run time accumulated by processes that completed during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

             APPCPRCT - Total Processes Completed

Element Derivation:

APPAVRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPAVRTM = APPCPRCT;

    IF APPCPRCT

    THEN APPAVRTM = APPRUNTM/APPCPRCT;

Range of Value:

APPAVRTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPAVRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPAVSUS - Avg Processes Suspended

APPAVSUS contains the average number of suspended processes for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPSUSCT - Sum of Avg Processes Suspended

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

APPAVSUS is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPAVSUS = AUMSAMPL;

    IF AUMSAMPL

    THEN APPAVSUS = APPSUSCT/AUMSAMPL;

Range of Value:

APPAVSUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPAVSUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPCOST - Processing Charges

APPCOST contains the processing charges accumulated for this application during the measurement interval. If this
element is selected for billing processing by CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback, your user-written code will compute a
value for this element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  KPSCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

APPCOST is set by code you write in the USRSAPP exit. If no value is set, this element's value is 0.

Range of Value:

APPCOST takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCOST contains the sum of all values of APPCOST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPCPRCT - Number of Processes Completed

APPCPRCT contains the number of processes belonging to this application that completed during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

Element Derivation:

APPCPRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_COMPLETED_PROC.

Range of Value:

APPCPRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCPRCT contains the sum of all values of APPCPRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

APPCPUCM contains a numeric variable that denotes one of the following meanings:

0
PRM is not configured or installed

1
CPU Cap Mode is not enabled (PRM CPU entitlements are in effect)

2
CPU Cap mode is enabled (PRM CPU entitlements act as caps or limits)

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPCPUCM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_CPUCAP_MODE.

Range of Value:

APPCPUCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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APPCPUCM contains the sum of all values of APPCPUCM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

APPCPUCP contains the total amount of CPU time available to all applications during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPCPUCP is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:
INTERVAL*GBL_NUM_CPU where INTERVAL is from Global data and GBL_NUM_CPU is from Configuration data.

Range of Value:

APPCPUCP is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCPUCP contains the sum of all values of APPCPUCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

APPCPUEN contains the Process Resource Manager (PRM) CPU entitlement for a specific PRM Group Identifier entry.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPCPUEN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_CPU_ENTITLEMENT.

Range of Value:

APPCPUEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCPUEN contains the sum of all values of APPCPUEN processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

APPCPUST contains the state of the Performance Resource Manager (PRM) CPU on a system. The possible values for
this data elements are:

0
PRM is not installed

1
reset

2
configured/disabled

3enabled

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPCPUST is set to the value of MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_STATE.

Range of Value:

APPCPUST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCPUST contains the sum of all values of APPCPUST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPCPUTM - Total CPU Use

APPCPUTM contains the total amount of CPU time used by this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

             APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

             APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities
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             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

Element Derivation:

APPCPUTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_CPU_TOTAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

APPCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPCPUTM contains the sum of all values of APPCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDBKCT - Block I/Os

APPDBKCT contains the number of block I/Os to the file system cache for processes in this group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDBRCT - Block Reads

             APPDBWCT - Block Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDBKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_BLOCK_IO.

Range of Value:

APPDBKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDBKCT contains the sum of all values of APPDBKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory IOs. Reading
a file generates block IOs as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM IOs) and posting updated inode information to disk (block IOs).

APPDBRCT - Block Reads

APPDBRCT contains the number of block reads from the file system buffer cache for processes in this group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDBWCT - Block Writes

             APPDBKCT - Block I/Os

Element Derivation:

APPDBRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_BLOCK_READ.
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Range of Value:

APPDBRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDBRCT contains the sum of all values of APPDBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory IOs. Reading
a file generates block IOs as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM IOs) and posting updated inode information to disk (block IOs).

APPDBWCT - Block Writes

APPDBWCT contains the number of block writes to the file system buffer cache for processes in this group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDBRCT - Block Reads

             APPDBKCT - Block I/Os

Element Derivation:

APPDBWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_BLOCK_WRITE.

Range of Value:

APPDBWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDBWCT contains the sum of all values of APPDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory IOs. Reading
a file generates block IOs as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM IOs) and posting updated inode information to disk (block IOs).

APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

APPDFSCT contains the number of times the file system read from or wrote to a disk on behalf of processes assigned to
this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Mgr.  Reads and Writes

             APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

             APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDFSCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_FS_IO.

Range of Value:
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APPDFSCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDFSCT contains the sum of all values of APPDFSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDFSRT - Rate of File System Read/Writes (IO/Sec)

APPDFSRT contains the rate at which the File System read and wrote data on behalf of this application during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPDFSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPDFSRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPDFSRT = APPDFSCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPDFSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDFSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Mgr. Reads and Writes

APPDMMCT contains the number of times the Memory Manager read from or wrote to a disk on behalf of processes
assigned to this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

             APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

             APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDMMCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_VM_IO.

Range of Value:
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APPDMMCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDMMCT contains the sum of all values of APPDMMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDMMRT - Rate of Memory Mgr. Read/Writes (IO/Sec)

APPDMMRT contains the rate at which the Memory Manager read and wrote data on behalf of this application during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Mgr.  Reads and Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPDMMRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPDMMRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPDMMRT = APPDMMCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPDMMRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDMMRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

APPDRAIO contains the number of raw reads and writes to disks on behalf of processes assigned to this application
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

             APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Mgr.  Reads and Writes

             APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDRAIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_RAW_IO.

Range of Value:
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APPDRAIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDRAIO contains the sum of all values of APPDRAIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDRART - Rate of Raw Read/Writes (IO/Sec)

APPDRART contains the rate at which raw reads and writes occurred on behalf of this application during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPDRART is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPDRART = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPDRART = APPDRAIO/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPDRART ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDRART contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

APPDSKIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os caused by processes assigned to this application during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

             APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDSKIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_PHYS_IO.

Range of Value:
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APPDSKIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDSKIO contains the sum of all values of APPDSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If APPDSKIO is unusually high, this application may not be efficiently accessing files.

APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

APPDSYIO contains the number of times the system read from or wrote to a disk on behalf of processes assigned to this
application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDFSCT - Number of File System Reads and Writes

             APPDMMCT - Number of Memory Mgr.  Reads and Writes

             APPDRAIO - Number of Raw Reads and Writes

Element Derivation:

APPDSYIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_SYSTEM_IO.

Range of Value:

APPDSYIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDSYIO contains the sum of all values of APPDSYIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPDSYRT - Rate of System Read/Writes (IO/Sec)

APPDSYRT contains the rate at which the System read and wrote data on behalf of this application during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDSYIO - Number of System Reads and Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPDSYRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPDSYRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPDSYRT = APPDSYIO/DURATION;

Range of Value:
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APPDSYRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPDSYRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPLIOCT - Logical Disk I/Os

APPLIOCT contains the number of logical disk I/Os for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             APPLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

APPLIOCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_LOGL_IO.

Range of Value:

APPLIOCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPLIOCT contains the sum of all values of APPLIOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

APPLOGMD contains the Performance Resource Manager (PRM) logging mode. There is a parm file setting read at the
beginning of scopeux that can be used to override the default (which is zero (0)); whereby the logging mode is set to 1,
signifying that PRM group data is being logged by the MeasureWare agent.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPLOGMD is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_LOGGING_MODE.
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Range of Value:

APPLOGMD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPLOGMD contains the sum of all values of APPLOGMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

APPLRDCT contains the number of logical disk reads for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

APPLRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_LOGL_READ.

Range of Value:

APPLRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPLRDCT contains the sum of all values of APPLRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

APPLWTCT contains the number of logical disk writes for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

APPLWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_LOGL_WRITE.

Range of Value:

APPLWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPLWTCT contains the sum of all values of APPLWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPMAJRT - Rate of Page Faults to Disk

APPMAJRT contains the number of page faults per second that required a disk IO for processes in this group during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

Element Derivation:

APPMAJRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPMAJRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPMAJRT = APPPFMAJ/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPMAJRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMAJRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

APPMEMAV is the amount of physical memory minus the amount of memory reserved for specific processes running in
the PRM_SYS group 0. The value of APPMEMAV is dynamic and changes with system usage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPMEMAV is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_MEM_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

APPMEMAV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMAV contains the sum of all values of APPMEMAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPMEMEM - PRM MEM Entitlement

APPMEMEN is defined in the Process Resource Manager (PRM) configuration file and is the PRM MEM entitlement for
this PRM Group identifier.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPMEMEN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_MEM_ENTITLEMENT.

Range of Value:

APPMEMEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMEN contains the sum of all values of APPMEMEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMPR - Private Resident Memory Size in KBytes

APPMEMPR contains the size of physical memory that was used as private resident memory for the application during the
measurement interval. This includes process data and stack areas.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPMEMRS - Resident Memory Size in KBytes

             APPMEMVR - Virtual Memory Size in KBytes

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPMEMPR is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:
GBL_MEM_PHYS*APP_MEM_PRIVATE_UTIL

Range of Value:

APPMEMPR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMPR contains the sum of all values of APPMEMPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPMEMRS - Resident Memory Size in KBytes

APPMEMRS contains the size of resident memory in KBytes for processes in this application during the measurement
interval. This consists of text, data, stack, and the process' portion of shared memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPMEMPR - Private Resident Memory Size in KBytes

             APPMEMVR - Virtual Memory Size in KBytes

Element Derivation:

APPMEMRS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_MEM_RES.

Range of Value:

APPMEMRS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMRS contains the sum of all values of APPMEMRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

APPMEMRS may report higher than normal statistics for an application if a large number of processes are sharing
memory regions.

APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

APPMEMST contains the Process Resource Manager (PRM) MEM state on the system. Possible values for APPMEMST
are:

0
PRM is not installed or there is no memory specification

1
reset

2
configured/disabled

3
enabled

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:
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APPMEMST is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_MEM_STATE.

Range of Value:

APPMEMST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMST contains the sum of all values of APPMEMST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMSW - Amount of Swap Space Configured

APPMEMSW contains the amount of swap space (in kilobytes) configured for this system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

Element Derivation:

APPMEMSW is set to the value of MCFMEMSW.

Range of Value:

APPMEMSW takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMSW contains the sum of all values of APPMEMSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

APPMEMSZ contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) configured for this system during this measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

APPMEMSZ is set to the value of MCFMEMSZ.

Range of Value:

APPMEMSZ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMSZ contains the sum of all values of APPMEMSZ processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

APPMEMUP is defined in the Process Resource Manager (PRM) configuration file and is the PRM MEM upperbound for
this PRM Group identifier.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPLOGMD - PRM Logging Mode

             APPMEMEN - PRM MEM Entitlement

             APPMEMUP - PRM MEM Upperbound

             APPMEMST - PRM MEM State

             APPCPUST - PRM CPU State

             APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

             APPCPUEN - PRM CPU Entitlement

             APPCPUCM - PRM CPU Cap Mode

             APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

Element Derivation:

APPMEMEN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRM_MEM_UPPERBOUND.

Range of Value:

APPMEMUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMUP contains the sum of all values of APPMEMUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMUS - PRM Memory Used by Processes

APPMEMUS contains the amount of Process Resource Manager (PRM) memory used by processes within the PRM
groups measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPMEMAV - PRM Available Memory

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, APPMEMUS is computed using the following calculation:

    (APP_PRM_MEM_UTIL*APPMEMAV)/100

where both APP_PRM_MEM_UTIL and APPMEMAV are from MeasureWare Application data.

Range of Value:
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APPMEMUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMUS contains the sum of all values of APPMEMUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMEMVR - Virtual Memory Size in KBytes

APPMEMVR contains the size of virtual memory for processes in this application during the measurement interval. This
is the sum of the virtual memory segment sizes for all processes in this application. Since virtual memory segment size
includes shared memory, shared memory is counted multiple times.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPMEMPR - Private Resident Memory Size in KBytes

             APPMEMRS - Resident Memory Size in KBytes

Element Derivation:

APPMEMVR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_MEM_VIRT.

Range of Value:

APPMEMVR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPMEMVR contains the sum of all values of APPMEMVR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPMINRT - Rate of Page Faults to Memory

APPMINRT contains the number of page faults per second satisfied in memory (that is, pages that were reclaimed from
one of the free lists) for processes in this group during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

Element Derivation:

APPMINRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPMINRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPMINRT = APPPFMIN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPMINRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

APPMINRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Fluctuations in this average indicate that a user or application might make more efficient use of resources by maintaining
its connection rather than logging onto and out of the system.

APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

APPNICTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at a nice priority.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPPCNIC - Percent CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

             APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

             APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

APPNICTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_CPU_NICE_TIME.

Range of Value:

APPNICTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPNICTM contains the sum of all values of APPNICTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priorities

APPNORTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at normal priorities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

Element Derivation:

APPNORTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_CPU_NORMAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

APPNORTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPNORTM contains the sum of all values of APPNORTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

APPPCCPU - Percent Total CPU Use

APPPCCPU contains the percentage of time that the CPU was used by this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPCPUTM - Total CPU Use

Element Derivation:

APPPCCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCCPU = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP

    THEN APPPCCPU = 100*APPCPUTM/APPCPUCP;

Range of Value:

APPPCCPU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCMPR - Percent Memory Use for Private Resident

APPPCMPR contains the percentage of physical memory that was used as private resident memory for the application
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPMEMPR - Private Resident Memory Size in KBytes

             APPMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

APPPCMPR is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCMPR = APPMEMSZ;

    IF APPMEMSZ

      THEN APPPCMPR = 100*APPMEMPR/APPMEMSZ;

Range of Value:

APPPCMPR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:
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APPPCMPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCMRS - Percent Memory Use for Resident Memory

APPPCMRS contains the percentage of physical memory that was used as resident memory for processes in this
application during the measurement interval. This consists of text, data, stack, and the process' portion of shared memory.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPMEMRS - Resident Memory Size in KBytes

             APPMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

APPPCMRS is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCMRS = APPMEMSZ;

    IF APPMEMSZ

    THEN APPPCMRS = 100*APPMEMRS/APPMEMSZ;

Range of Value:

APPPCMRS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

APPPCMRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCNIC - Percent CPU Use at Nice Priorities

APPPCNIC contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy handling requests from this application whose
priorities had a NICE value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

Element Derivation:

APPPCNIC is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCNIC = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP

    THEN APPPCNIC = 100*APPNICTM/APPCPUCP;
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Range of Value:

APPPCNIC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCNIC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCNOR - Percent CPU Use at Normal Priorities

APPPCNOR contains the percentage of time that processes from this application were in user mode running at normal
priority during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priorities

Element Derivation:

APPPCNOR is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCNOR = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP

    THEN APPPCNOR = 100*APPNORTM/APPCPUCP;

Range of Value:

APPPCNOR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCNOR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCRTM - Percent CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

APPPCRTM contains the percentage of time that the CPU was busy satisfying this application's requests whose priority
fell in the real time range.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

Element Derivation:

APPPCRTM is computed using the following algorithm:
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    APPPCRTM = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP

    THEN APPPCRTM = 100*APPRTMTM/APPCPUCP;

Range of Value:

APPPCRTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCSCP - Pct CPU Wait

APPPCSCP contains the percentage of time processes belonging to this application spend waiting for the CPU.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPPCSCP is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_PRI_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSCP takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSCP contains the last value of APPPCSCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this application has more than 2 processes, APPPCSCP should be low. If the value is high, your system may have a
CPU bottleneck.

APPPCSDK - Pct Disk I/O Wait

APPPCSDK contains the percentage of time processes belonging to this application spent waiting for disk I/O.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPPSPRD - Physical Disk Read Rate

             APPPSPWT - Physical Disk Write Rate

Element Derivation:

APPPCSDK is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_SUBSYSTEM_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSDK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

APPPCSDK contains the last value of APPPCSDK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If APPPCDSK's value is high, this application is I/O intensive. The system may benefit from tuning disk activity.

APPPCSDR - Pct Time Directed to Wait

APPPCSDR contains the percentage of time that processes belonging to this application spent sleeping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPPCSDR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_SLEEP_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSDR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSDR contains the last value of APPPCSDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The sleep state does not indicate a resource bottleneck.

APPPCSIM - Pct Software Impede Wait

APPPCSIM contains the percentage of time processes belonging to this application spent waiting due to software
impedes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPPCSIM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_SEM_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSIM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSIM contains the last value of APPPCSIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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APPPCSIP - Pct Interprocess Communication Wait

APPPCSIP contains the percentage of time processes belonging to this application spend waiting for interprocess
communications.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPPCSIP is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_IPC_SUBSYSTEM_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

The value of APPPCSIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSIP contains the last value of APPPCSIP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCSLN - Pct LAN I/O Wait

APPPCSLN contains the percentage of time that processes belonging to this application spent waiting for LAN I/O.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

APPPCSLN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_NETWORK_SUBSYSTEM_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSLN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSLN contains the last value of APPPCSLN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCSOT - Pct Non-LAN/DISK/TERM I/O Wait

APPPCSOT contains the percentage of time that processes belonging to this application spent waiting for I/O from
devices other than LANs, disks, and terminals.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPPCSDK - Percent Disk I/O Wait
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             APPPCSLN - Percent LAN I/O Time

Element Derivation:

APPPCSOT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_OTHER_IO_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSOT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSOT contains the last value of APPPCSOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCSWP - Pct Memory Wait

APPPCSWP contains the percentage of time processes belonging to this application are waiting for memory.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPMEMSZ - Amount of Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

APPPCSWP is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_MEM_WAIT_PCT.

Range of Value:

APPPCSWP takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSWP contains the last value of APPPCSWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If APPPCSWP's value is high, your system may have a memory bottleneck or be suffering buffer cache contention.

APPPCSYS - Percent CPU Use for System Processing

APPPCSYS contains the percentage of CPU used by this application in system mode, for context switching, and for
interrupt handling during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

Element Derivation:

APPPCSYS is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCSYS = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP
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    THEN APPPCSYS = 100*APPSYSTM/APPCPUCP;

Range of Value:

APPPCSYS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

APPPCSYS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPCUSR - Percent CPU Use in User Mode

APPPCUSR contains the amount of time that this application spent executing in user mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPUCP - Total Available CPU Time

             APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

APPPCUSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPCUSR = APPCPUCP;

    IF APPCPUCP

    THEN APPPCUSR = 100*APPUSRTM/APPCPUCP;

Range of Value:

APPPCUSR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

APPPCUSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

APPPFMAJ contains the number of page faults that required a disk IO for processes in this group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPMAJRT - Rate of Page Faults to Disk

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL time-span, APPPFMAJ is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:
APP_MAJOR_FAULT_RATE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

APPPFMAJ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPFMAJ contains the sum of all values of APPPFMAJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

APPPFMIN contains the number of page faults satisfied in memory (that is, pages that were reclaimed from one of the
free lists) for processes in this group during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real integer.

  See also:  APPMINRT - Rate of Page Faults to Memory

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPPFMIN is computed using MeasureWare Global metrics in the following calculation:
APP_MINOR_FAULT_RATE*INTERVAL

Range of Value:

APPPFMIN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPFMIN contains the sum of all values of APPPFMIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPKBCT - I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

APPPKBCT contains the number of characters transferred to all devices for this application during the measurement
interval. The number is expressed in kilobytes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

             APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

APPPKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_IO_BYTE.

Range of Value:

APPPKBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

APPPKBCT contains the sum of all values of APPPKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPKBRT - I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

APPPKBRT contains the I/O transfer rate, in kilobytes, for this application during this measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPPKBCT - I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPPKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPKBRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPPKBRT = APPPKBCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPPKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPKBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

APPPRDCT contains the number of physical disk reads for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

             APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

APPPRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_PHYS_READ.

Range of Value:

APPPRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPRDCT contains the sum of all values of APPPRDCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

APPPROCT - Sum of Avg Processes Alive

APPPROCT contains the average number of processes for this application that are alive during this measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPAVPRO - Avg Processes Alive

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPPROCT is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation: 

APP_ALIVE_PROC*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

where APP_ALIVE_PROC is from Application metrics and GBL_PROC_SAMPLE is from Global metrics.

Range of Value:

APPPROCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPROCT contains the sum of all values of APPPROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPSPRD - Physical Disk Read Rate

APPPSPRD contains the rate at which physical disk reads occurred for this application.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

APPPSPRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPSPRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPPSPRD = APPPRDCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPPSPRD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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APPPSPRD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPSPWT - Physical Disk Write Rate

APPPSPWT contains the rate at which physical disk writes occurred for this application.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

APPPSPWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    APPPSPWT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN APPPSPWT = APPPWTCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

APPPSPWT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPSPWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPPWTCT - Physical Disk Writes

APPPWTCT contains the number of physical disk writes for this application during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  APPDSKIO - Number of Physical Disk I/Os

             APPPRDCT - Physical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

APPPWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_DISK_PHYS_WRITE.

Range of Value:

APPPWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPPWTCT contains the sum of all values of APPPWTCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

APPRTMTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at real time priorities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             APPPCRTM - Percent CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

             APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

             APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

APPRTMTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_CPU_REALTIME_TIME.

Range of Value:

APPRTMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPRTMTM contains the sum of all values of APPRTMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPRUNTM - Total Run Time of Completing Processes

APPRUNTM contains the total run time for processes that completed for this application during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCPRCT - Number of Processes Completed

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPRUNTM is computed using MeasureWare Application metrics in the following calculation:
APP_PROC_RUN_TIME*APP_COMPLETED_PROC

Range of Value:

APPRUNTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPRUNTM contains the sum of all values of APPRUNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPSUSCT - Sum of Avg Processes Active

APPSUSCT contains the sum of the average suspended processes for this application during this measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPAVSUS - Avg Processes Suspended

             AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPSUSCT is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

APP_SUSPENDED_PROCS*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

where APP_SUSPENDED_PROC is from Application metrics and GBL_PROC_SAMPLE is from Global metrics.

Range of Value:

APPSUSCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPSUSCT contains the sum of all values of APPSUSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

APPSYSTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used for system processing, including time spent in
system mode, for context switching, and for interrupt handling, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             APPPCSYS - Percent CPU Use for System Processing

             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

             APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

APPSYSTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric APP_CPU_SYS_MODE_TIME.

Range of Value:

APPSYSTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPSYSTM contains the sum of all values of APPSYSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

APPUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

APPUSRTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used in user mode during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  APPNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             APPPCUSR - Percent CPU Use in User Mode

             APPRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priorities

             APPSYSTM - CPU Use for System Processing

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, APPUSRTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics for HP-UX systems in the following
calculation:

APP_CPU_NORMAL_TIME + APP_CPU_NICE_TIME + APP_CPU_REALTIME_TIME

Range of Value:

APPUSRTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

APPUSRTM contains the sum of all values of APPUSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Process Activity File (AUMKPS)
The UNIX Process Activity file (AUMKPS) contains measurements about completed processes and is useful for
accounting and process analysis. It includes information about CPU, disk, memory, and transactions, and is derived from
MeasureWare Application metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMACT1   AUMACT2   AUMACT3  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMACT1   AUMACT2   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  AUMACT1   AUMACT2   YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |
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  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  AUMACT1  - DIVISION

  X..MY.E  AUMACT2  - USER GROUP

  X.....E  AUMACT3  - USER NAME

  X..MY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

  X.....E  AUMAPU   - Application Name

  X.....E  AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

  X.....E  AUMLNTTY - Logon TTY Name

  X.....E  AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

  X.....E  AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

  X.....E  AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

  X.....E  AUMPROG  - Program Name
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  X.....E  AUMUSER  - User Logon Name

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  KPSCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..MY.E  KPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

  X..MY.E  KPSDBKCT - Block I/Os

  X..MY.E  KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

  X..MY.E  KPSLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

  X..MY.E  KPSPKBCT - Total I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

  X..MY.E  KPSRSSKB - Resident Set Size

  X..MY.E  KPSRUNTM - Total Run Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSCPTM - CPU Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSDKTM - Disk I/O Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSDRTM - Directed to Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSIMTM - Software Impede Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSIPTM - IPC Resource Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSLNTM - LAN I/O Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSNFTM - Network File System Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSOITM - Non-LAN/DISK/TERM I/O Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSSYTM - System Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSSVMTM - Virtual Memory Wait Time

  X..MY.E  KPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  KPSAVDRT - Physical Disk I/O Rate

  X..MY.E  KPSAVLRT - Logical Disk I/O Rate

  X..MY.E  KPSDBKRT - Block I/O Rate

  X..MY.E  KPSPKBRT - I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

KPSAVDRT - Physical Disk I/O Rate

KPSAVDRT contains the physical disk I/O rate for this completed process.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

KPSAVDRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    KPSAVDRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN KPSAVDRT = KPSDSKIO/DURATION;
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Range of Value:

KPSAVDRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSAVDRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSAVLRT - Logical Disk I/O Rate

KPSAVLRT contains the logical disk I/O rate for this completed process.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             KPSLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

KPSAVLRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    KPSAVLRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN KPSAVLRT = KPSLDKCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

KPSAVLRT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSAVLRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSCOST - Processing Charges

KPSCOST contains the processing charges accumulated by this completed process. If this element is selected for billing
processing by CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback, your user-written code will compute a value for this element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  APPCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

KPSCOST is set by code you write in the USRSKPS exit. If no value is set, this element's value is 0.

Range of Value:
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KPSCOST takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSCOST contains the sum of all values of KPSCOST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

KPSCPUTM contains the total amount of CPU time used by this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  KPSRUNTM - Total Run Time

Element Derivation:

KPSCPUTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_TOTAL_TIME_CUM.

Range of Value:

KPSCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSCPUTM contains the sum of all values of KPSCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

KPSCPUTM has a precision of one-hundredth (0.01) of a second.

KPSDBKCT - Block I/Os

KPSDBKCT contains the number of block I/Os made by or for a process during its lifetime or over the cumulative
measurement interval. These are physical IOs generated by file system access and do not include virtual memory IO,
or IOs relating to raw disk access. These are IOs for inode and superblock updates that are handled through the buffer
cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDBRCT - Block Reads

             IPSDBWCT - Block Writes

Element Derivation:

KPSDBKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric PROC_DISK_BLOCK_IO_CUM.

Range of Value:

KPSDBKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSDBKCT contains the sum of all values of KPSDBKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory IOs. Reading
a file generates block IOs as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM IOs) and posting updated inode information to disk (block IOs).

KPSDBKRT - Block I/O Rate

KPSDBRCT contains the logical read rate in IOs per second during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  KPSDBKCT - Block I/Os

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDARKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    KPSDBKRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN KPSDBKRT = KPSDBKCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDARKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDARKBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

KPSDSKIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os accumulated by this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  KPSLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

KPSDSKIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_PHYS_IO_CUM.

Range of Value:

KPSDSKIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSDSKIO contains the sum of all values of KPSDSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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KPSLDKCT - Logical Disk I/Os

KPSLDKCT contains the number of logical disk I/Os requested by this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

KPSLDKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_LOGL_IO_CUM.

Range of Value:

KPSLDKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSLDKCT contains the sum of all values of KPSLDKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSPKBCT - Total I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

KPSPKBCT contains the number of kilobytes of data read or written by a process during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  KPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

KPSPKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_IO_BYTE_CUM.

Range of Value:

KPSPKBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSPKBCT contains the sum of all values of KPSPKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSPKBRT - I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

KPSPKBRT contains the I/O transfer rate, in kilobytes, for this process during its lifetime.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             KPSPKBCT - Total I/O Transfer Count in KBytes
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Element Derivation:

KPSPKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    KPSPKBRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

    THEN KPSPKBRT = KPSPKBCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

KPSPKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSPKBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSRSSKB - Resident Set Size

KPSRSSKB contains the resident set size, in kilobytes, for this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSRSSKB - Resident Set Size

Element Derivation:

KPSRSSKB is set to the value of IPSRSSKB.

Range of Value:

KPSRSSKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSRSSKB contains the sum of all values of KPSRSSKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSRUNTM - Total Run Time

KPSRUNTM contains the total amount of run time accumulated by this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSRUNTM - Total Accumulated Run Time

Element Derivation:

KPSRUNTM is set to the value of IPSRUNTM.

Range of Value:
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KPSRUNTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSRUNTM contains the sum of all values of KPSRUNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSCPTM - CPU Wait Time

KPSSCPTM contains the total amount of time the process waited for the CPU during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSCPTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_PRI_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSCPTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSCPTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSDKTM - Disk I/O Wait Time

KPSSDKTM contains the disk I/O wait time accumulated by this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSSDKTM - Time Waited for Disk

Element Derivation:

KPSSDKTM is set to the value of IPSSDKTM.

Range of Value:

KPSSDKTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSDKTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSDKTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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KPSSDRTM - Directed to Wait Time

KPSSDRTM contains the total amount of time the process was directed to wait during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSDRTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_SLEEP_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSDRTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSDRTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSDRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSIMTM - Software Impede Wait Time

KPSSIMTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for software impedes during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSIMTM is set to the value of set MeasureWare Process metric PROC_SEM_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSIMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSIMTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSIMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSIPTM - IPC Resource Wait Time

KPSSIPTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for InterProcess Communications during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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KPSSIPTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_IPC_SUBSYSTEM_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSIPTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSIPTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSIPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSLNTM - LAN I/O Wait Time

KPSSLNTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for LAN I/O during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSLNTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_LAN_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSLNTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSLNTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSLNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSNFTM - Network File System Wait Time

KPSSNFTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for the Network File System during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSNFTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_NFS_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSNFTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSNFTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSNFTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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KPSSOITM - Non-LAN/DISK/TERM I/O Wait Time

KPSSOITM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for I/O that is not specifically tracked by individual
elements during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSOITM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_OTHER_IO_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSOITM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSOITM contains the sum of all values of KPSSOITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSSYTM - System Wait Time

KPSSSYTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for the system during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

KPSSSYTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_SYS_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSSYTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSSYTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSSYTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSSVMTM - Virtual Memory Wait Time

KPSSVMTM contains the number of seconds that the process waited for virtual memory I/O during its lifetime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

KPSSVMTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_MEM_WAIT_TIME.

Range of Value:

KPSSVMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSSVMTM contains the sum of all values of KPSSVMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

KPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions

KPSVSSKB contains the number of kilobytes of virtual memory reserved for this completed process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions

Element Derivation:

KPSVSSKB is set to the value of IPSVSSKB.

Range of Value:

KPSVSSKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

KPSVSSKB contains the sum of all values of KPSVSSKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Process Exception File (AUMIPS)
The UNIX Process Exception file (AUMIPS) contains measurements about interesting processes (processes that exceed
thresholds) and is useful for performance and problem analyses and modeling. It includes information about CPU use,
disk, memory, and transactions as well as reason codes (defining why the process is interesting). The AUMIPS file is
derived from MeasureWare Application metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS     AUMUSER   AUMLNTTY  AUMPIN   |

  |         |AUMPROG                                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  X.....E  AUMPIN   - Process Identification Number

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements
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  X.....E  AUMAPNUM - Application Number

  X.....E  AUMAPU   - Application Name

  X.....E  AUMGRPID - Group Identification Number

  X.....E  AUMLNTTY - Logon TTY Name

  X.....E  AUMPPID  - Parent Identification Number

  X.....E  AUMPRI   - Dispatch Priority

  X.....E  AUMPROG  - Program Name

  X.....E  AUMUSER  - User Logon Name

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  IPSINTR  - Interest Reason Codes

  X.....E  IPSPRMID - PRM Group Identification Number

  X.....E  IPSSTOPR - Blocked State

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  IPSALITM - Process Alive Time

  X.....E  IPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

  X.....E  IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

  X.....E  IPSDBKCT - Block I/Os

  X.....E  IPSDBRCT - Block Reads

  X.....E  IPSDBWCT - Block Writes

  X.....E  IPSDFRCT - File System Disk Reads

  X.....E  IPSDFWCT - File System Disk Writes

  X.....E  IPSDMMCT - Virtual Memory I/Os

  X.....E  IPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

  X.....E  IPSDSYCT - File System Management I/Os

  X.....E  IPSFSDCT - File System Disk I/Os

  X.....E  IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

  X.....E  IPSLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

  X.....E  IPSLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

  X.....E  IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priority

  X.....E  IPSNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priority

  X.....E  IPSPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

  X.....E  IPSPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

  X.....E  IPSPKBCT - I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

  X.....E  IPSRSSKB - Resident Set Size

  X.....E  IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

  X.....E  IPSRUNTM - Total Accumulated Run Time

  X.....E  IPSSSCTM - CPU Use for System Calls

  X.....E  IPSSYSTM - CPU Use in System Mode

  X.....E  IPSTHCNT - Total Number of Thread Counts

  X.....E  IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

  X.....E  IPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions
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IPSALITM - Process Alive Time

IPSALITM contains the number of seconds the process was alive during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSALITM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_INTERVAL_ALIVE.

Range of Value:

IPSALITM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSALITM contains the sum of all values of IPSALITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPSALITM may be less than the time of the measurement interval if the process was new or died during that same
interval.

IPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

IPSCPUTM contains the amount of CPU resources used by this process during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priority

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

             IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSSYSTM - CPU Use in System Mode

Element Derivation:

IPSCPUTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_TOTAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSCPUTM contains the sum of all values of IPSCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

IPSCSWTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used for context switching during this process.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

             IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

IPSCSWTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_CSWITCH_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSCSWTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of seconds in the
measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSCSWTM contains the sum of all values of IPSCSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSCUMTM - Cumulative To-Date CPU Time

IPSCUMTM contains the total amount of CPU time used by the process to date.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  KPSRUNTM - Total Run Time

             KPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

             IPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

Element Derivation:

KPSCPUTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_TOTAL_TIME_CUM.

Range of Value:

IPSCUMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSCUMTM contains the sum of all values of IPSCUMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CA MICS separates processes into two files: the UNIX Process Activity (AUMKPS) file and the UNIX Process Exception
(AUMIPS) file. The difference between these two files is that records for killed (terminated) processes are placed in the
AUMKPS file; while records for processes that are still active, but are considered "interesting" by HP OpenView, are
placed in the AUMIPS file.

The AUMIPS file is interval-based and many instances of a particular long-running process may appear in the AUMIPS file
until final termination. Upon termination, a record for the long-running process appears in the AUMKPS file.

If the UNIX system crashes and final records are lost for the currently executing processes, the AUMIPS file can be
searched for the last occurrence of an interval record for a particular, long-running process. The CPU time used over the
lifetime of the process can be approximated by examining the value of IPSCUMTM. The value is approximate because
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it will not contain the CPU time consumed after the ENDTS of the AUMIPS interval record was found, up to the system
crash.

The AUMKPS file, containing the records for killed processes, is suitable for billing purposes and overall process resource
usage analysis. The KPSCPUTM data element in the AUMKPS file contains the total, cumulative CPU time used by the
process.

The AUMIPS file, containing records for "interesting" processes during a particular measurement interval, also includes
the data element, Total CPU Use (IPSCPUTM), which contains the CPU time used only during the interval.

IPSCUMTM is also included in the AUMIPS file to serve as a backup cumulative CPU time value for long-running
processes in the event that a system crash or other problem prevents HP Openview from creating the final record for a
process that is killed normally.

IPSCUMTM can only be active in the DETAIL timespan because it is a cumulative value. The value of IPSCUMTM for
a particular process over several AUMIPS observations continually increases. The value in any particular AUMIPS
observation represents the CPU time from the start of the process to the end of the interval represented.

IPSDBKCT - Block I/Os

IPSDBKCT contains the number of block I/Os made by or for a process during the measurement interval. These are
physical I/Os generated by file system access and do not include virtual memory I/O, or I/Os relating to raw disk access.
These are I/Os for inode and superblock updates that are handled through the buffer cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDBRCT - Block Reads

             IPSDBWCT - Block Writes

Element Derivation:

IPSDBKCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_BLOCK_IO.

Range of Value:

IPSDBKCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDBKCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDBKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed on the AIX platform, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual
memory I/Os. Reading a file generates block I/Os as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of
posting to memory mapped allocations (VM I/Os) and posting updated inode information to disk (block I/Os).

IPSDBRCT - Block Reads

IPSDBRCT contains the number of block reads made by a process during the measurement interval. These are physical
reads generated by the file system and do not include virtual memory reads or raw reads. These are reads for inode and
superblock data, handled through the buffer cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDBWCT - Block Writes
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Element Derivation:

IPSDBRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_BLOCK_READ.

Range of Value:

IPSDBRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDBRCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed on the AIX platform, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual
memory I/Os. Reading a file generates block I/Os as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of
posting to memory mapped allocations (VM I/Os) and posting updated inode information to disk (block I/Os).

IPSDBWCT - Block Writes

IPSDBWCT contains the number of block writes made by the process during the interval. Calls destined for NFS mounted
files are not included. These are physical writes generated by the file system and do not include virtual memory writes or
writes relating to raw disk access. These are writes for inode and superblock updates, handled through the buffer cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDBRCT - Block Reads

Element Derivation:

IPSDBWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_BLOCK_WRITE.

Range of Value:

IPSDBWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDBWCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is accessed, it is memory mapped by the operating system. Accesses generate virtual memory I/Os. Reading
a file generates block I/Os as the file's inode information is cached. File writes are a combination of posting to memory
mapped allocations (VM I/Os) and posting updated inode information to disk (block I/Os).

IPSDFRCT - File System Reads

IPSDFRCT contains the number of physical file reads issued by this process during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDFWCT - File System Writes

             IPSLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

IPSDFRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_FS_READ.
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Range of Value:

IPSDFRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDFRCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDFRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The number of physical I/Os (IPSDFRCT) is usually smaller than the number of logical I/Os (IPSLRDCT).

IPSDFWCT - File System Writes

IPSDFWCT contains the number of physical file writes issued by this process during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDFRCT - File System Reads

             IPSLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

IPSDFWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_FS_READ.

Range of Value:

IPSDFWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDFWCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDFWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSDMMCT - Physical Memory Management I/Os

IPSDMMCT contains the number of physical memory management reads and writes that were issued by this process
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSDMMCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_VM_IO.

Range of Value:

IPSDMMCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDMMCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDMMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

IPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

IPSDSKIO contains the number of physical disk I/Os that occurred during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDMMCT - Physical Memory Management I/Os

             IPSDFRCT - File System Reads

             IPSDFWCT - File System Writes

             IPSDSYCT - Physical File System Management I/Os

Element Derivation:

IPSDSKIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_PHYS_IO.

Range of Value:

IPSDSKIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDSKIO contains the sum of all values of IPSDSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSDSYCT - Physical File System Management I/Os

IPSDSYCT contains the number of physical reads and writes for file system management that occured during this
process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDMMCT - Physical Memory Management I/Os

Element Derivation:

IPSDSYCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_SYSTEM_IO.

Range of Value:

IPSDSYCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSDSYCT contains the sum of all values of IPSDSYCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSFSDCT - File System Disk I/Os

IPSFSDCT contains the number of file system disk I/Os for this process during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDFRCT - File System Disk Reads

             IPSDFWCT - File System Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

IPSFSDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_FS_IO.

Range of Value:

IPSFSDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSFSDCT contains the sum of all values of IPSFSDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSINTR - Interest Reason Codes

IPSINTR contains the codes that explain why a process is interesting.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  IPSSTOPR - Blocked State

Element Derivation:

IPSINTR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_INTEREST.

Range of Value:

IPSINTR contains 12 positional values as defined in the MeasureWare metrics documentation, extracted below:

    Place  Value  Meaning

     1       N    New process

     2       K    Killed process

     3       C    CPU percentage used exceeded threshold

     4       D    Disk I/Os exceeded threshold

     5       P    Response-to-prompt time exceeded threshold

     6       F    First-response time exceeded threshold

     7       T    Transaction rate exceeded threshold

     8       c    Wait for CPU percentage exceeded threshold

     9       d    Wait for disk percentage exceeded threshold

    10       m    Wait for memory percentage exceeded threshold

    11       i    Wait for impede percentage exceeded threshold

    12     blank  Reserved

Places 5-12 are set to a blank value and have no meaning for the SOL and AIX MeasureWare platforms.

Summarization Process:

IPSINTR contains the last value of IPSINTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

IPSINTTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to handle interrupts while this process held the CPU
during the measurement interval. The CPU time is charged to this process even if the process has nothing to do with the
interrupt.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

             IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

IPSINTTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_INTERRUPT_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSINTTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of seconds in the measurement
interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSINTTM contains the sum of all values of IPSINTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

IPSLRDCT contains the number of logical disk reads performed for this process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDFRCT - File System Reads

             IPSLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

IPSLRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_LOGL_READ.

Range of Value:

IPSLRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSLRDCT contains the sum of all values of IPSLRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If buffered cache holds the data, physical I/O will not occur, so a logical read does not always result in a physical I/O.
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IPSLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

IPSLWTCT contains the number of logical disk writes performed for this process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDFRCT - File System Reads

             IPSDFWCT - File System Writes

             IPSLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

IPSLWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_DISK_LOGL_WRITE.

Range of Value:

IPSLWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSLWTCT contains the sum of all values of IPSLWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the amount of data being logically written is smaller than the size of the file system block and the block to which the data
is being written is not in the buffer cache, the logical write causes a physical read to fetch the block and a physical write to
write the block on disk.

To maximize efficiency, write blocks that are the same size as the file system blocks.

IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priority

IPSNICTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used by this process at a nice priority.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

             IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

IPSNICTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_NICE_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSNICTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited to the number of seconds in the measurement
interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSNICTM contains the sum of all values of IPSNICTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPSNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priority

IPSNORTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used to run programs at normal priority for this process
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priority

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

Element Derivation:

IPSNORTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_NORMAL_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSNORTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSNORTM contains the sum of all values of IPSNORTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

IPSPFMAJ contains the number of page faults to disk that occurred during this process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

Element Derivation:

IPSPFMAJ is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_MAJOR_FAULT.

Range of Value:

IPSPFMAJ takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSPFMAJ contains the sum of all values of IPSPFMAJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Page Faults to Disk result in at least one physical disk I/O. Because more than one page can be read when a major fault
occurs, diskless faults result the first time the extra pages are read.

IPSPFMIN - Page Faults to Memory

IPSPFMIN contains the number of page faults to memory that occured during this process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  IPSPFMAJ - Page Faults to Disk

Element Derivation:

IPSPFMIN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_MINOR_FAULT.

Range of Value:

IPSPFMIN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSPFMIN contains the sum of all values of IPSPFMIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Page faults to memory do not result in disk I/O.

IPSPKBCT - I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

IPSPKBCT contains the number of kilobytes of data read or written by a process during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSDSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os

Element Derivation:

IPSPKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_IO_BYTE.

Range of Value:

IPSPKBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSPKBCT contains the sum of all values of IPSPKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSPRMID - PRM Group Identification Number

IPSPRMID is specific to a process and contains the Process Resource Manager (PRM) group identifier.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSPRMID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_PRMID.

Range of Value:

IPSPRMID can contain any combination of 1 to 24 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

IPSPRMID contains the last value of IPSPRMID processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The PRM group configuration is kept in the PRM configuration file.

IPSRSSKB - Resident Set Size

IPSRSSKB contains the size (in kilobytes) of the process's data, stack, and text (code) pages that resided in memory at
the end of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  IPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions

Element Derivation:

IPSRSSKB is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_MEM_RES.

Range of Value:

IPSRSSKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSRSSKB contains the sum of all values of IPSRSSKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

IPSRTMTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU spent running this process at real time priorities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

Element Derivation:

IPSRTMTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_REALTIME_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSRTMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of seconds in the
measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSRTMTM contains the sum of all values of IPSRTMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPSRUNTM - Total Accumulated Run Time

IPSRUNTM contains the total number of seconds the process has been running (wall clock time).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSRUNTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_RUN_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSRUNTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSRUNTM contains the sum of all values of IPSRUNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSSSCTM - CPU Use for System Calls

IPSSSCTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was in system mode for this process during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

             IPSNORTM - CPU Use at Normal Priority

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priority

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

             IPSSYSTM - CPU Use in System Mode

             IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSCPUTM - Total CPU Use

Element Derivation:

IPSSSCTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_SYSCALL_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSSSCTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSSSCTM contains the sum of all values of IPSSSCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPSSTOPR - Blocked State

IPSSTOPR contains the codes that explain why a process lost the CPU entering a blocked state the last time during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  IPSINTR - Interest Reason Codes

Element Derivation:

IPSSTOPR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_STOP_REASON.

Range of Value:

IPSSTOPR can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters as defined in the MeasureWare metrics
documentation.

A complete list of block reasons on a HP-UX platform are listed below:

    Cache      Cache buffer availability

    CDFS       CD-ROM file system node structure allocation

               or locks

    Died       Process terminated during the interval

    Disk       Wait for an I/O operation to complete

    Graph      Wait for graphics card or framebuf semaphore

               to complete

    Inode      Wait for an Inode operation to complete

    IO         Wait for non-disk I/O to complete

    IPC        Wait for interprocess or remote process

               operation to complete

    JOBCL      Wait for debug resume or job control start

    LAN        Wait for a LAN operation to complete

    Mbuf       Wait for memory buffer

    Mesg       Wait for a Message queue operation

    New        Process created during the interval

    NFS        Wait for a Network File System request

    None       Process is ready to run

    Other      Unknown because process started before midaemon

    Pipe       Wait for data from a pipe

    Pri        Wait for higher priority process

    RPC        Wait for remote procedure call operation

    Sem        Wait for a semaphore operation

    Sleep      Wait for an event to complete

    Sockt      Wait for a socket operation to complete

    Strms      Wait for operation to complete while accessing a

               "streams" device

    Systm      Wait for system resources or locks

    Term       Wait for a terminal transfer

    VM         Wait for a Virtual memory operation

 

A complete list of block reasons on a SunOS platform are listed below:
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    Died       Process terminated during an interval

    New        Process created during the interval

    None       Process is ready to run

    Other      Unknown because process started before midaemon

    Pmem       Waiting for additional primary memory

    Pri        Process is on the run queue

    Sleep      Wait for an event to complete

    Trace      Received a signal to stop because of ongoing

               trace

    Zomb       Process has terminated

Summarization Process:

IPSSTOPR contains the last value of IPSSTOPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSSYSTM - CPU Use in System Mode

IPSSYSTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used in system (kernel) mode during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSSCPTM - CPU Wait Time

Element Derivation:

IPSSYSTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_SYS_MODE_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSSYSTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of seconds in the
measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSSYSTM contains the sum of all values of IPSSYSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSTHCNT - Total Number of Thread Counts

IPSTHCNT contains the total number of kernel threads for the current process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSTHCNT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_THREAD_COUNT.
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Range of Value:

IPSTHCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPSTHCNT contains the sum of all values of IPSTHCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSUSRTM - CPU Use in User Mode

IPSUSRTM contains the number of seconds that the CPU was used in user mode for this process during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  IPSCSWTM - CPU Use for Context Switching

             IPSINTTM - CPU Use for Interrupt Handling

             IPSNICTM - CPU Use at Nice Priorities

             IPSRTMTM - CPU Use at Real Time Priority

Element Derivation:

IPSUSRTM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_CPU_USER_MODE_TIME.

Range of Value:

IPSUSRTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of seconds in the
measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

IPSUSRTM contains the sum of all values of IPSUSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPSVSSKB - Virtual Memory Regions

IPSVSSKB contains the number of kilobytes of virtual memory reserved for this process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPSVSSKB is set to the value of the MeasureWare Process metric PROC_MEM_VIRT.

Range of Value:

IPSVSSKB takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IPSVSSKB contains the sum of all values of IPSVSSKB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A value of "na" may be shown for the SunOS platform when this information is unobtainable, or for the HP-UX platform
when a swapper process is run.

UNIX LAN Activity File (AUMNIF)
The UNIX LAN Activity file contains interval-based measurements useful for capacity analysis. It includes information
about LAN packets, errors, and collisions, and is derived from MeasureWare NETIF metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  NIFNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  NIFNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  NIFNAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  NIFNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  NIFNAME   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  NIFNAME  - Device Name for LAN Interface

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  NIFMTUSZ - MTU Size

  XDWMY.E  NIFQUEUE - Outbound Queue Length

  XDWMY.E  NIFSPEED - Interface Speed

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  NIFCOLCT - LAN Collisions

  XDWMY.E  NIFERRCT - LAN Errors

  XDWMY.E  NIFPKICT - Inbound LAN Packets

  XDWMY.E  NIFPKOCT - Outbound LAN Packets

 

 Derived Data Elements
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  XDWMY.E  NIFPSCOL - LAN Collision Rate

  XDWMY.E  NIFPSERR - LAN Error Rate

  XDWMY.E  NIFPSPKI - Inbound LAN Packet Rate

  XDWMY.E  NIFPSPKO - Outbound LAN Packet Rate

NIFCOLCT - LAN Collisions

NIFCOLCT contains the number of LAN collisions that occurred during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  NIFERRCT - LAN Errors

Element Derivation:

NIFCOLCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_COLLISION.

Range of Value:

NIFCOLCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFCOLCT contains the sum of all values of NIFCOLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFERRCT - LAN Errors

NIFERRCT contains the number of LAN errors that occurred during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  NIFCOLCT - LAN Collisions

Element Derivation:

NIFERRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_ERROR.

Range of Value:

NIFERRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFERRCT contains the sum of all values of NIFERRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFMTUSZ - MTU Size

NIFMTUSZ contains the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) size.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

NIFMTUSZ is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_NET_MTU.

Range of Value:

NIFMTUSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFMTUSZ contains the last value of NIFMTUSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFNAME - Device Name for LAN Interface

NIFNAME contains the device name of the LAN interface.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

NIFNAME is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_NAME.

Range of Value:

NIFNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 20 characters.

Summarization Process:

NIFNAME contains the last value of NIFNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFPKICT - Inbound LAN Packets

NIFPKICT contains the number of inbound LAN packets sent to this LAN.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  NIFPKOCT - Outbound LAN Packets

Element Derivation:

NIFPKICT is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_IN_PACKET.

Range of Value:

NIFPKICT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

NIFPKICT contains the sum of all values of NIFPKICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFPKOCT - Outbound LAN Packets

NIFPKOCT contains the number of outbound LAN packets sent from this LAN.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  NIFPKICT - Inbound LAN Packets

Element Derivation:

NIFPKOCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_OUT_PACKET.

Range of Value:

NIFPKOCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFPKOCT contains the sum of all values of NIFPKOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFPSCOL - LAN Collision Rate

NIFPSCOL contains the rate at which LAN collisions occured.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             NIFCOLCT - LAN Collisions

Element Derivation:

NIFPSCOL is computed using the following algorithm:

    NIFPSCOL = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN NIFPSCOL = NIFCOLCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

NIFPSCOL takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFPSCOL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

NIFPSERR - LAN Error Rate

NIFPSERR contains the rate at which LAN errors occurred on this LAN.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             NIFERRCT - LAN Errors

Element Derivation:

NIFPSERR is computed using the following algorithm:

    NIFPSERR = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN NIFPSERR = NIFERRCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

NIFPSERR takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFPSERR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFPSPKI - Inbound LAN Packet Rate

NIFPSPKI contains the rate at which LAN packets were sent to this LAN.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             NIFPKICT - Inbound LAN Packets

Element Derivation:

NIFPSPKI is computed using the following algorithm:

    NIFPSPKI = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN NIFPSPKI = NIFPKICT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

NIFPSPKI takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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NIFPSPKI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFPSPKO - Outbound LAN Packet Rate

NIFPSPKO contains the rate at which packets were sent from this LAN.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             NIFPKOCT - Outbound LAN Packets

Element Derivation:

NIFPSPKO is computed using the following algorithm:

    NIFPSPKO = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN NIFPSPKO = NIFPKOCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

NIFPSPKO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFPSPKO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

NIFQUEUE - Outbound Queue Length

NIFQUEUE contains the outbound queue length at the time of the last sample, regardless of the number of IP addresses
on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

NIFQUEUE is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_QUEUE.

Range of Value:

NIFQUEUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFQUEUE contains the last value of NIFQUEUE processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

NIFSPEED - Interface Speed

NIFSPEED contains the number of physical collisions that occurred on the network interface during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

NIFSPEED is set to the value of the MeasureWare NETIF metric BYNETIF_COLLISION.

Range of Value:

NIFSPEED ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

NIFSPEED contains the last value of NIFSPEED processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

NIFSPEED does not currently include deferred packets.

UNIX Disk Activity File (AUMDDA)
The UNIX Disk Activity file (AUMDDA) contains global system measurements useful for capacity analysis. It includes
information about logical and physical reads and writes, as well as utilization rates. It is derived from MeasureWare Global
metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  DDANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  DDANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  DDANAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  DDANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  DDANAME   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DDANAME  - Disk Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMLDEV  - Logical Device Number

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DDADIR   - File System Directory

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DDADDPDR - Time Processing Disk Request

  XDWMY.E  DDADFRCT - File System Reads

  XDWMY.E  DDADFWCT - File System Writes

  XDWMY.E  DDADMMCT - Virtual Memory I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DDADRRCT - Raw Reads

  XDWMY.E  DDADRWCT - Raw Writes

  XDWMY.E  DDADSKIO - Physical I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DDADUTTM - Disk Busy Time

  XDWMY.E  DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  DDAPKBCT - Disk I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  DDAPRDCT - Physical Reads

  XDWMY.E  DDAPWTCT - Physical Writes

  XDWMY.E  DDAQLNSM - Sum of Avg Queue Length

  XDWMY.E  DDARKBCT - KBytes Read

  XDWMY.E  DDASYSCT - File System Management I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DDAWKBCT - KBytes Written

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DDAAVQLN - Avg Queue Length

  XDWMY.E  DDADSKRT - Physical I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPCDUT - Percent Disk Utilization

  XDWMY.E  DDAPKBRT - Disk I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSFRD - File System Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSFWT - File System Write Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSLRD - Logical Disk Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSLWT - Logical Disk Write Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSMEM - Virtual Memory I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSRRD - Raw Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSRWT - Raw Write Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDAPSSYS - File System Management I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  DDARKBRT - Disk Read Transfer Rate in KBytes

  XDWMY.E  DDAWKBRT - Disk Write Transfer Rate in KBytes

DDAAVQLN - Avg Queue Length

DDAAVQLN contains the average length of the queue waiting for access to this disk. This measures processes that
are blocked waiting for physical I/O to complete using the disk blocked time as an average of the total execution for all
processes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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             DDAQLNSM - Sum of Avg Queue Length

Element Derivation:

DDAAVQLN is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAAVQLN = INTERVLS;

    IF INTERVLS

      THEN DDAAVQLN = DDAQLNSM/INTERVLS;

Range of Value:

DDAAVQLN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAAVQLN contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADDPDR - Time Processing Disk Request

DDADDPDR contains the time spent by the disk device processing each disk request during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GPRAVPRQ - Avg Processes Blocked on Priority

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DDADDPDR is computed using MeasureWare Disk metrics in the following calculation:

    BYDSK_AVG_SERVICE_TIME*DURATION

Range of Value:

DDADDPDR is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADDPDR contains the sum of all values of DDADDPDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADFRCT - File System Reads

DDADFRCT contains the number of times this disk was read by the file system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDADRRCT - Raw Reads
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             DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

DDADFRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_FS_READ.

Range of Value:

DDADFRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADFRCT contains the sum of all values of DDADFRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADFWCT - File System Writes

DDADFWCT contains the number of times the file system wrote to this disk.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

             DDADRWCT - Raw Writes

Element Derivation:

DDADFWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_FS_WRITE.

Range of Value:

DDADFWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADFWCT contains the sum of all values of DDADFWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADIR - File System Directory

DDADIR contains the name of the file system directory mounted on this device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDADIR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_DIRNAME.

Range of Value:

DDADIR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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DDADIR contains the last value of DDADIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If more than one file system is mounted on this device, "multiple FS" is seen.

DDADMMCT - Memory Manager Transfers

DDADMMCT contains the number of physical disk reads and physical disk writes for memory management tasks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDASYSCT - System Transfers

Element Derivation:

DDADMMCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_VM_IO.

Range of Value:

DDADMMCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADMMCT contains the sum of all values of DDADMMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADRRCT - Raw Reads

DDADRRCT contains the number of raw reads to this disk.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             DDADFRCT - File System Reads

Element Derivation:

DDADRRCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_RAW_READ.

Range of Value:

DDADRRCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADRRCT contains the sum of all values of DDADRRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADRWCT - Raw Writes

DDADRWCT contains the number of raw writes to this disk.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

             DDADFWCT - File System Writes

Element Derivation:

DDADRWCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_RAW_WRITE.

Range of Value:

DDADRWCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADRWCT contains the sum of all values of DDADRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADSKIO - Number of Physical I/Os

DDADSKIO contains the number of physical I/Os for this disk device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not available

Element Derivation:

DDADSKIO is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_PHYS_IO.

Range of Value:

DDADSKIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADSKIO contains the sum of all values of DDADSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADSKRT - Physical I/O Rate

DDADSKRT contains the physical I/O rate for this disk during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDADSKIO - Number of Physical I/Os

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDADSKRT is computed using the following algorithm:
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    DDADSKRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDADSKRT = DDADSKIO/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDADSKRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADSKRT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDADUTTM - Disk Busy Time

DDADUTTM contains the amount of time this disk was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DDAPCDUT - Percent Disk Utilization

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, DDADUTTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    (BYDSK_UTIL*INTERVAL)/100

where BYDSK_UTIL is from Disk metrics and INTERVAL is from Global metrics.

Range of Value:

DDADUTTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDADUTTM contains the sum of all values of DDADUTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

DDALRDCT contains the number of logical reads to this disk.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

             DDADRRCT - Raw Reads

Element Derivation:

DDALRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_LOGL_READ.
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Range of Value:

DDALRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDALRDCT contains the sum of all values of DDALRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

DDALWTCT contains the number of logical disk writes to this disk.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             DDADRWCT - Raw Writes

Element Derivation:

DDALWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_LOGL_WRITE.

Range of Value:

DDALWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDALWTCT contains the sum of all values of DDALWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDANAME - Disk Name

DDANAME contains the interface type and logical unit number of the disk device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDANAME is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_DEVNAME.

Range of Value:

DDANAME can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DDANAME contains the last value of DDANAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDAPCDUT - Percent Disk Utilization

DDAPCDUT contains percentage of time this disk was used during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADUTTM - Disk Busy Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPCDUT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPCDUT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPCDUT = 100*DDADUTTM/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPCDUT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPCDUT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPKBCT - Disk IO Transfer Count in KBytes

DDAPKBCT contains the average KBytes transferred to or from the current disk device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDARKBCT - KBytes Read

             DDAPKBRT - Disk I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

             DDAWKBCT - KBytes Written

Element Derivation:

DDAPKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric BYDSK_PHYS_BYTE.

Range of Value:

DDAPKBCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPKBCT contains the sum of all values of DDAPKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDAPKBRT - Disk I/O Transfer Rate in KBytes

DDAPKBRT contains the average KBytes per second transferred to or from the current disk device during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDAPKBCT - Disk I/O Transfer Count in KBytes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPKBRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPKBRT = DDAPKBCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPKBRT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPRDCT - Physical Reads

DDAPRDCT contains the number of physical reads for the disk device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDAPWTCT - Physical Writes

             DDADSKIO - Physical I/Os

Element Derivation:

DDAPRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare metric BYDSK_PHYS_READ.

Range of Value:

DDAPRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPRDCT contains the sum of all values of DDAPRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDAPSFRD - File System Read Rate

DDAPSFRD contains the rate at which the file system read data from this disk.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADFRCT - File System Reads

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSFRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSFRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSFRD = DDADFRCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSFRD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSFRD contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSFWT - File System Write Rate

DDAPSFWT contains the rate at which the file system wrote to this disk.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADFWCT - File System Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSFWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSFWT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSFWT = DDADFWCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSFWT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSFWT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSLRD - Logical Disk Read Rate

DDAPSLRD contains the rate at which this disk was logically read during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDALRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSLRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSLRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSLRD = DDALRDCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSLRD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSLRD contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSLWT - Logical Disk Write Rate

DDAPSLWT contains the rate to which this disk was logically written during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDALWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSLWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSLWT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSLWT = DDALWTCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSLWT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDAPSLWT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSMEM - Memory Manager Transfer Rate

DDAPSMEM contains the rate at which physical disk transfers for memory management tasks occurred.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADMMCT - Memory Manager Transfers

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSMEM is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSMEM = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSMEM = DDADMMCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSMEM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSMEM contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSRRD - Raw Read Rate

DDAPSRRD contains the rate at which raw data was read from this disk.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADRRCT - Raw Reads

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSRRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSRRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSRRD = DDADRRCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:
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DDAPSRRD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSRRD contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSRWT - Raw Write Rate

DDAPSRWT contains the rate at which raw data was written to this disk.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDADRWCT - Raw Writes

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSRRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSRRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAPSRRD = DDADRWCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSRRD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSRRD contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPSSYS - System Transfer Rate

DDAPSSYS contains the rate at which the system transferred data to and from this disk.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDASYSCT - System Transfers

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAPSSYS is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAPSSYS = DURATION;

    IF DURATION
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      THEN DDAPSSYS = DDASYSCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAPSSYS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPSSYS contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAPWTCT - Physical Writes

DDAPWTCT contains the number of physical writes for this disk device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDAPRDCT - Physical Reads

             DDADSKIO - Physical I/Os

Element Derivation:

DDAPWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare metric BYDSK_PHYS_WRITE.

Range of Value:

DDAPWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAPWTCT contains the sum of all values of DDAPWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAQLNSM - Sum of Avg Queue Length

DDAQLNSM contains the sum of the average queue length for this disk that was sampled during this measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  AUMSAMPL - Number of Data Samples

             DDAAVQLN - Average Queue Length

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, DDAQLNSM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    BYDSK_REQUEST_QUEUE*GBL_PROC_SAMPLE

where BYDSK_REQUEST_QUEUE is from Disk data and GBL_PROC_SAMPLE is from Global data.
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Range of Value:

DDAQLNSM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAQLNSM contains the sum of all values of DDAQLNSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDARKBCT - KBytes Read

DDARKBCT contains the number of KBytes transferred from the disk device during the measurement interval. This counts
all types of disk reads, including file system, virtual memory, and raw IO.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDAWKBCT - KBytes Written

             DDARKBRT - Disk Read Transfer Rate in KBytes

Element Derivation:

DDARKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric BYDSK_PHYS_READ_BYTE.

Range of Value:

DDARKBCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDARKBCT contains the sum of all values of DDARKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDARKBRT - Disk Read Transfer Rate in KBytes

DDARKBRT contains the average KBytes per second transferred to the disk during the measurement interval. This count
includes all types of writes, including file system, virtual memory, and raw IO.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDARKBCT - KBytes Read

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDARKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDARKBRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDARKBRT = DDARKBCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:
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DDARKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDARKBRT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDASYSCT - System Transfers

DDASYSCT contains the number of physical disk reads and physical disk writes performed for file system management.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDADMMCT - Memory Manager Transfers

Element Derivation:

DDASYSCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Disk metric BYDSK_SYSTEM_IO.

Range of Value:

DDASYSCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDASYSCT contains the sum of all values of DDASYSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDAWKBCT - KBytes Written

DDAWKBCT contains the number of KBytes transferred to the disk device during the measurement interval. This counts
all types of disk writes, including file system, virtual memory, and raw IO.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDARKBCT - KBytes Read

             DDAWKBRT - Disk Writer Transfer Rate in KBytes

Element Derivation:

DDAWKBCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Application metric bydsk_PHYS_WRITE_BYTE.

Range of Value:

DDAWKBCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAWKBCT contains the sum of all values of DDAWKBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDAWKBRT - Disk Write Transfer Rate in KBytes

DDAWKBRT contains the average number of KBytes per second transferred to the disk device during the measurement
interval. This count includes all types of writes, including file system, virtual memory, and raw IO.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DDAWKBCT - KBytes Written

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

DDAWKBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    DDAWKBRT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN DDAWKBRT = DDAWKBCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

DDAWKBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDAWKBRT contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX System and Collector Profile File (AUMMCF)
The UNIX System and Collector Profile file (AUMMCF) contains global system measurements useful for problem
diagnosis, change tracking, and reporting. It includes information about the UNIX system on which data was collected,
and is derived from MeasureWare Configuration metrics.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

  X..M..E  AUMLGVER - Measurement Interface Version Number

  X..M..E  AUMOPSLC - Operating System License

  X..M..E  AUMOPSVR - Operating System Release Number

  X..M..E  AUMSCOPE - Scope Collector Name and Version Number

  X..M..E  AUMSYSID - Name of Host System

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week
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  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  MCFCACHE - Size of Buffer Cache Configured

  X..M..E  MCFCPUMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU

  X..M..E  MCFINODE - Entries in Inode Table on System

  X..M..E  MCFIORMN - Threshold, Physical Disk I/O Rate

  X..M..E  MCFKRNSZ - Kernel Word Size

  X..M..E  MCFLCKAV - File/Record Locks Available

  X..M..E  MCFLGTPS - Data Types Logged by Collector

  X..M..E  MCFLOSHR - Flag - Log Short-Running Processes

  X..M..E  MCFMCMOD - CPU Model

  X..M..E  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

  X..M..E  MCFMSGQU - Message Queues Available

  X..M..E  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

  X..M..E  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

  X..M..E  MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

  X..M..E  MCFNOKIL - Flag - No Terminating Processes

  X..M..E  MCFNONEW - Flag - No Newly Created Processes

  X..M..E  MCFNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

  X..M..E  MCFOPSYS - Operating System Name

  X..M..E  MCFPRCMM - Threshold, Virtual Memory

  X..M..E  MCFSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

  X..M..E  MCFSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

  X..M..E  MCFTBLUK - Entries Used by Kernel

  X..M..E  MCFWCPMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU Wait

  X..M..E  MCFWDKMN - Threshold, Percent of Disk Wait

  X..M..E  MCFWIMMN - Threshold, Percent of Semaphore Wait

  X..M..E  MCFWMEMN - Threshold, Percent of Memory Wait

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  MCFMNCHC - Minimum Size of Buffer Cache Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMNCPU - Minimum Number of Processors Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMNDSK - Minimum Number of Disk Drives Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMNLAN - Minimum Num of LAN Interfaces Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMNMEM - Minimum Main Memory Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMNMUS - Minimum Main Memory Available for Users

  X..M..E  MCFMNSWS - Minimum Swap Space Configured

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  MCFMXCHC - Maximum Size of Buffer Cache Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMXCPU - Maximum Number of Processors Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMXDSK - Maximum Number of Disk Drives Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMXLAN - Maximum Num of LAN Interfaces Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMXMEM - Maximum Main Memory Configured

  X..M..E  MCFMXMUS - Maximum Main Memory Available for Users

  X..M..E  MCFMXSWS - Maximum Swap Space Configured
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MCFCACHE - Size of Cache Buffer Configured

MCFCACHE contains the number of kilobytes configured for the cache buffer.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

             MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFCACHE is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_BUFFER_CACHE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFCACHE takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFCACHE contains the last value of MCFCACHE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFCPUMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU

MCFCPUMN contains the amount of CPU that a process must use to become interesting.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFCPUMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_CPU.

Range of Value:

MCFCPUMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFCPUMN contains the last value of MCFCPUMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MCFCPUMN is expressed as a percentage of elapsed time.

MCFINODE - Entries in Inode Table on System

MCFINODE contains the number of entries for the inode tables on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

MCFINODE is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_INODE_CACHE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFINODE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFINODE contains the last value of MCFINODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFIORMN - Threshold, Physical Disk I/O Rate

MCFIORMN contains the number of physical disk I/Os per second that a process must exceed to become interesting.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFIORMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_DISK.

Range of Value:

MCFIORMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFIORMN contains the last value of MCFIORMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFKRNSZ - Kernel Word Size

MCFKRNSZ contains the word size of the current kernel on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFKRNSZ is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_OSKERNELTYPE_INT.

Range of Value:

MCFKRNSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFKRNSZ contains the last value of MCFKRNSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

MCFLCKAV - File/Record Locks Available

MCFLCKAV contains the number of record or file locks that may be allocated on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFLCKAV is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_FILE_LOCK_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFLCKAV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFLCKAV contains the last value of MCFLCKAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFLGTPS - Data Types Logged by Collector

MCFLGTPS contains codes that signify what kind of data is being logged by the collector.

The default code for the HP-UX platform is "G P", meaning that global and interesting process data is being logged.

The default code for the AIX and SunOS platforms is "G PD", meaning that global and interesting processes, as well as
disk device data, is being logged.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFLGTPS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_LOGGING_TYPES.

Range of Value:

MCFLGTPS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MCFLGTPS contains the last value of MCFLGTPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To interpret the coded values, consult your MeasureWare documentation for the release of MeasureWare that your
installation is running (CA MICS element AUMSCOPE).
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MCFLOSHR - Flag - Log Short-Running Processes

MCFLOSHR contains a flag specifying that short-running processes (a process that runs for less than one second) should
be logged as interesting when they terminate.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  MCFNOKIL - Flag, No Terminating Processes

             MCFNONEW - Flag, No Newly Created Processes

Element Derivation:

MCFLOSHR is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_SHORTLIVED.

Range of Value:

MCFLOSHR may contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MCFLOSHR contains the last value of MCFLOSHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MeasureWare by default does not log short-running processes.

MCFMCMOD - CPU Model

MCFMCMOD represents the CPU model.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  See also:  AUMCPMDL - System Model Identification

Element Derivation:

MCFMCMOD is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_MACHINE_MODEL.

Range of Value:

MCFMCMOD takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMCMOD contains the last value of MCFMCMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For the HP-UX platform, this data element returns more information on processors such as the T500 series. On a Solaris
platform, more information is returned from processors such as the SUNW,Ultra-1.

MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

MCFMEMSW contains the amount of potential swap space (in kilobytes) and is updated every 30 seconds or at the
customized interval time, whichever is greater.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

             MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

Element Derivation:

MCFMEMSW is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_SWAP_SPACE_AVAIL_KB.

Range of Value:

MCFMEMSW takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMEMSW contains the last value of MCFMEMSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

MCFMEMSZ contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) configured.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

             MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

Element Derivation:

MCFMEMSZ is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_MEM_PHYS.

Range of Value:

MCFMEMSZ takes any numeric value from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMEMSZ contains the last value of MCFMEMSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

MCFMEMUS contains the amount of main memory (in kilobytes) available for user processes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

             MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMEMUS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_MEM_AVAIL.

Range of Value:
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MCFMEMUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMEMUS contains the last value of MCFMEMUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNCHC - Minimum Size of Cache Buffer Configured

MCFMNCHC contains the minimum size of the cache buffer configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFCACHE - Size of Cache Buffer Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMNCHC is set to MCFCACHE.

Range of Value:

MCFMNCHC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNCHC contains the minimum value of MCFMNCHC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNCPU - Minimum Number of Processors Configured

MCFMNCPU contains the minimum number of processors configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMNCPU is set to MCFNCPUS.

Range of Value:

MCFMNCPU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNCPU contains the minimum value of MCFMNCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MCFMNDSK - Minimum Number of Disk Drives Configured

MCFMNDSK contains the minimum number of disk drives configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMNDSK is set to MCFNDSKS.

Range of Value:

MCFMNDSK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNDSK contains the minimum value of MCFMNDSK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNLAN - Minimum Num of LAN Interfaces Configured

MCFMNLAN contains the minimum number of LAN interfaces configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMNLAN is set to the value of MCFNLANS.

Range of Value:

MCFMNLAN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNLAN contains the minimum value of MCFMNLAN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNMEM - Minimum Main Memory Configured

MCFMNMEM contains the minimum amount of main memory configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:
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MCFMNMEM is set to MCFMEMSZ.

Range of Value:

MCFMNMEM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNMEM contains the minimum value of MCFMNMEM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNMUS - Minimum Main Memory Available for Users

MCFMNMUS contains the minimum main memory available for users.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

Element Derivation:

MCFMNMUS is set to MCFMEMUS.

Range of Value:

MCFMNMUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNMUS contains the minimum value of MCFMNMUS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMNSWS - Minimum Swap Space Configured

MCFMNSWS contains the minimum swap space configured.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMNSWS is set to MCFMEMSW.

Range of Value:

MCFMNSWS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMNSWS contains the minimum value of MCFMNSWS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MCFMSGQU - Message Queues Available

MCFMSGQU contains the number of the message queues that can be allocated on a system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFMSGQU is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_MSG_TABLE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFMSGQU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMSGQU contains the last value of MCFMSGQU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXCHC - Maximum Size of Cache Buffer Configured

MCFMXCHC contains the maximum size of cache buffer configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFCACHE - Size of Cache Buffer Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMXCHC is set to MCFCACHE.

Range of Value:

MCFMXCHC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXCHC contains the maximum value of MCFMXCHC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXCPU - Maximum Number of Processors Configured

MCFMXCPU contains the maximum number of processors configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured
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Element Derivation:

MCFMXCPU is set to MCFNCPUS.

Range of Value:

MCFMXCPU takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXCPU contains the maximum value of MCFMXCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXDSK - Maximum Number of Disk Drives Configured

MCFMXDSK contains the maximum number of disk drives configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMXDSK is set to MCFNDSKS.

Range of Value:

MCFMXDSK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXDSK contains the maximum value of MCFMXDSK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXLAN - Maximum Num of LAN Interfaces Configured

MCFMXLAN contains the maximum number of LAN interfaces configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMXLAN is set to MCFNLANS.

Range of Value:

MCFMXLAN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXLAN contains the maximum value of MCFMXLAN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

MCFMXMEM - Maximum Main Memory Configured

MCFMXMEM contains the maximum main memory configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSZ - Main Memory Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFMXMEM is set to MCFMEMSZ.

Range of Value:

MCFMXMEM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXMEM contains the maximum value of MCFMXMEM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXMUS - Maximum Main Memory Available for Users

MCFMXMUS contains the maximum main memory available for users.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMUS - Main Memory Available for Users

Element Derivation:

MCFMXMUS is set to MCFMEMUS.

Range of Value:

MCFMXMUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXMUS contains the maximum value of MCFMXMUS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFMXSWS - Maximum Swap Space Configured

MCFMXSWS contains the maximum swap space configured.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFMEMSW - Swap Space Configured
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Element Derivation:

MCFMXSWS is set to MCFMEMSW.

Range of Value:

MCFMXSWS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFMXSWS contains the maximum value of MCFMXSWS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

MCFNCPUS contains the number of active processors configured.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

             MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFNCPUS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_NUM_CPU for HP-UX, or
GBL_ACTIVE_CPU for Solaris.

Range of Value:

MCFNCPUS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFNCPUS contains the last value of MCFNCPUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

MCFNDSKS contains the number of active disk drives configured.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

             MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFNDSKS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_NUM_DISK.

Range of Value:

MCFNDSKS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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MCFNDSKS contains the last value of MCFNDSKS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFNLANS - Number of LAN Interfaces Configured

MCFNLANS contains the number of LAN interfaces configured.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFNCPUS - Number of Processors Configured

             MCFNDSKS - Number of Disk Drives Configured

Element Derivation:

MCFNLANS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_NUM_NETWORK.

Range of Value:

MCFNLANS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFNLANS contains the last value of MCFNLANS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFNOKIL - Flag - No Terminating Processes

MCFNOKIL contains a flag specifying that terminating processes are not interesting unless they exceed at least one other
threshold.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  MCFNONEW - Flag, No Newly Created Processes

             MCFLOSHR - Flag, Log Short-Running Processes

Element Derivation:

MCFNOKIL is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_NOKILLED.

Range of Value:

MCFNOKIL can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MCFNOKIL contains the last value of MCFNOKIL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MeasureWare normally logs processes that terminate. If your MeasureWare system has this flag set, the amount of data
in your system's log files is minimized; therefore, the amount of data transferred to MVS for CA MICS is minimized.
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MCFNONEW - Flag - No Newly Created Processes

MCFNONEW contains a flag specifying that newly created processes are not interesting.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  MCFNOKIL - Flag, No Terminating Processes

             MCFLOSHR - Flag, Log Short-Running Processes

Element Derivation:

MCFNONEW is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_NONEW.

Range of Value:

MCFNONEW can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MCFNONEW contains the last value of MCFNONEW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MeasureWare normally logs new processes. If your MeasureWare system specified this flag, the amount of data in your
system's log files is minimized and therefore the amount of data transferred to MVS for CA MICS is minimized.

MCFNPROC - Value of NPROC Parameter

MCFNPROC contains the size of the process table.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFNPROC is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_PROC_TABLE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFNPROC takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFNPROC contains the last value of MCFNPROC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On the HP-UX platform, MCFNPROC is set by the NPROC value during system generation.

MCFOPSYS - Operating System Name

MCFOPSYS contains the operating system name (HP-UX, for example).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name
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Element Derivation:

MCFOPSYS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_OSNAME.

Range of Value:

MCFOPSYS can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MCFOPSYS contains the last value of MCFOPSYS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFPRCMM - Threshold, Virtual Memory

MCFPRCMM contains the amount of virtual memory (in megabytes) that a process must use to become interesting during
an interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFPRCMM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_PROCMEM.

Range of Value:

MCFPRCMM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFPRCMM contains the last value of MCFPRCMM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In order for a process to be considered "interesting" and logged, it must exceed at least one threshold value in any given
interval.

MCFSEMID - Semaphore Identifiers Available

MCFSEMID contains the number of semaphore identifiers that can be allocated on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFSEMID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_SEM_TABLE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFSEMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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MCFSEMID contains the last value of MCFSEMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFSHMSG - Table Memory Segments Available

MCFSHMSG contains the number of shared memory segments that can be allocated on a system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MCFSHMSG is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_SHMEM_TABLE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFSHMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFSHMSG contains the last value of MCFSHMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFTBLUK - Entries Used by Kernel

MCFTBLUK is the number of file table entries used by the kernel to manage open file descriptors.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

MCFTBLUK is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric TBL_FILE_TABLE_AVAIL.

Range of Value:

MCFTBLUK takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFTBLUK contains the last value of MCFTBLUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFWCPMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU Wait

MCFWCPMN contains the percentage of time a process waits to become interesting during a measurement interval.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFWDKMN - Threshold, Percent of Disk Wait

             MCFWMEMN - Threshold, Percent of Memory Wait

             MCFWIMMN - Threshold, Percent of Semaphore Wait

Element Derivation:

MCFWCPMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_WAIT_CPU.

Range of Value:

MCFWCPMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFWCPMN contains the last value of MCFWCPMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFWDKMN - Threshold, Percent of Disk Wait

MCFWDKMN contains the percentage of time a process waits for a disk subsystem to become interesting during a
measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFWCPMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU Wait

             MCFWMEMN - Threshold, Percent of Memory Wait

             MCFWIMMN - Threshold, Percent of Semaphore Wait

Element Derivation:

MCFWDKMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_WAIT_DISK.

Range of Value:

MCFWDKMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFWDKMN contains the last value of MCFWDKMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFWIMMN - Threshold, Percent of Semaphore Wait

MCFWIMMN contains the percentage of time a process spent waiting for a semaphore to become interesting during a
measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFWDKMN - Threshold, Percent of Disk Wait
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             MCFWMEMN - Threshold, Percent of Memory Wait

             MCFWCPMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU Wait

Element Derivation:

MCFWIMMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_WAIT_IMPEDE.

Range of Value:

MCFWIMMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFWIMMN contains the last value of MCFWIMMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MCFWMEMN - Threshold, Percent of Memory Wait

MCFWMEMN contains the percentage of time a process spent waiting to access main memory to become interesting
during a measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MCFWDKMN - Threshold, Percent of Disk Wait

             MCFWIMMN - Threshold, Percent of Semaphore Wait

             MCFWCPMN - Threshold, Percent of CPU Wait

Element Derivation:

MCFWMEMN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Configuration metric GBL_THRESHOLD_WAIT_MEMORY.

Range of Value:

MCFWMEMN takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MCFWMEMN contains the last value of MCFWMEMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Logical Volume Activity File (AUMVLM)
The UNIX Logical Volume Activity file (AUMVLM) contains interval-based measurements useful for capacity analyses. It
includes information about I/O and space for individual logical volumes. It is derived from MeasureWare Volume metrics,
which are available from HP-UX systems.

The metrics supported vary by operating system.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  VLMNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  VLMNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  VLMNAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  VLMNAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     AUMOPSYS  VLMNAME   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XDWMY.E  VLMNAME  - Logical Volume Group Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  VLMDIR   - Logical Volume Directory

  XDWMY.E  VLMPTHNM - Mount Point Path Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  VLMLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

  XDWMY.E  VLMLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

  XDWMY.E  VLMSPUSM - Sum of Avg Disk Space Used

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  VLMMNSPU - Minimum Pct Disk Space Used

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  VLMMXSPU - Maximum Pct Disk Space Used

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  VLMPCSPU - Percent Disk Space Used

  XDWMY.E  VLMPSLRD - Logical Disk Read Rate

  XDWMY.E  VLMPSLWT - Logical Disk Write Rate

VLMDIR - Logical Volume Directory

VLMDIR contains the path name of the logical volume or volume group during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.

  See also:  VLMNAME  - Logical Volume Group Name

Element Derivation:

VLMDIR is set to the value of MeasureWare LVolume metric LV_DIRNAME.

Range of Value:

VLMDIR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

VLMDIR is not summarized. VLMDIR is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so
that other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

VLMLRDCT contains the number of logical disk reads from this logical volume during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  VLMLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

             VLMSPUSM - Sum of Avg Disk Space Used

Element Derivation:

VLMLRDCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare LVolume metric LV_LOGL_READ.

Range of Value:

VLMLRDCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VLMLRDCT contains the sum of all values of VLMLRDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

VLMLWTCT contains the number of logical disk writes to this logical volume during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  VLMLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             VLMSPUSM - Sum of Avg Disk Space Used

Element Derivation:

VLMLWTCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare LVolume metric LV_LOGL_WRITE.

Range of Value:

VLMLWTCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VLMLWTCT contains the sum of all values of VLMLWTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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VLMMNSPU - Minimum Pct Disk Space Used

VLMMNSPU contains the minimum percentage of disk space used on the logical volume during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  VLMPCSPU - Percent Disk Space Used

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, VLMMNSPU is set to the minimum value of the MeasureWare LVolume metric
LV_SPACE_UTIL.

Range of Value:

The value of VLMMNSPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VLMMNSPU contains the minimum value of VLMMNSPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMMXSPU - Maximum Pct Disk Space Used

VLMMXSPU contains the maximum percentage of disk space used on the logical volume during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  VLMMNSPU - Minimum Pct Disk Space Used

             VLMPCSPU - Average Percent Disk Space Used

Element Derivation:

VLMMXSPU is set to the maximum value of VLMPCSPU processed for the level of summarization.

Range of Value:

The value of VLMMXSPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VLMMXSPU contains the maximum value of VLMMXSPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMNAME - Logical Volume Group Name

VLMNAME contains the name of the volume group associated with the logical volume during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.
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  See also:  VLMPDIR  - Logical Volume Directory

Element Derivation:

VLMNAME is set to the value of the MeasureWare LVolume metric LV_GROUP_NAME.

Range of Value:

VLMNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

VLMNAME is not summarized. VLMNAME is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMPCSPU - Percent Disk Space Used

VLMPCSPU contains the average percentage of disk space used on this logical volume during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             VLMSPUSM - Sum of Avg Disk Space Used

Element Derivation:

VLMPCSPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    VLMPCSPU = INTERVLS;

    IF INTERVLS

      THEN VLMPCSPU = VLMSPUSM/INTERVLS;

Range of Value:

The value of VLMPCSPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VLMPCSPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMPSLRD - Logical Disk Read Rate

VLMPSLRD contains the rate at which this logical volume was read during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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             VLMLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

Element Derivation:

VLMPSLRD is computed using the following algorithm:

    VLMPSLRD = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN VLMPSLRD = VLMLRDCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

VLMPSLRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VLMPSLRD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMPSLWT - Logical Disk Write Rate

VLMPSLWT contains the rate to which this logical volume was written during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             VLMLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

VLMPSLWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    VLMPSLWT = DURATION;

    IF DURATION

      THEN VLMPSLWT = VLMLWTCT/DURATION;

Range of Value:

VLMPSLWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VLMPSLWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMPTHNM - Mount Point Path Name

VLMPTHNM contains the path name of the mount point of the file system during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 40.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

VLMPTHNM is set to the value of the MeasureWare LVolume metric FS_DIRNAME.

Range of Value:

VLMPTHNM can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

VLMPTHNM contains the last value of VLMPTHNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VLMSPUSM - Sum of Avg Disk Space Used

VLMSPUSM contains the sum of the average amount of disk space used by this logical volume, that was sampled during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  VLMLRDCT - Logical Disk Reads

             VLMLWTCT - Logical Disk Writes

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time span, VLMSPUSM is computed using the following calculation:

    VLMSPUSM = LV_SPACE_UTIL*AUMSAMPL

where LV_SPACE_UTIL is from LVolume data and AUMSAMPL is from the CA MICS database.

Range of Value:

VLMSPUSM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VLMSPUSM contains the sum of all values of VLMSPUSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

UNIX Bus. Transaction SLO Activity File (AUMTTA)
The UNIX Business Transaction SLO Activity (AUMTTA) file contains measurements useful for managing the service
level objectives your business application users require. It includes information about transaction response time and how
transactions perform within established SLOs.

This file is derived from MeasureWare Transaction metrics.
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The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  ......E  AUMOPSYS - Operating System Name

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  TTANAME  - Transaction Name

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  ......E  TTAADFMT - Correlator Address Format

  ......E  TTAARMID - ARM Transaction ID

  ......E  TTAARMIF - ARM Transaction Information

  ......E  TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

  ......E  TTAARMUN - ARM Transaction User Name

  ......E  TTABINCT - Number of Transaction Bins Defined

  ......E  TTACORAD - Correlator Address

  ......E  TTASLOMX - Transaction Service Level Objective

  ......E  TTATFAIL - Number of Failed Transactions

  ......E  TTATRNID - Transaction Class ID

  ......E  TTAUPR01 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 1

  ......E  TTAUPR02 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 2

  ......E  TTAUPR03 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 3

  ......E  TTAUPR04 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 4

  ......E  TTAUPR05 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 5

  ......E  TTAUPR06 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 6

  ......E  TTAUPR07 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 7

  ......E  TTAUPR08 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 8

  ......E  TTAUPR09 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 9

  ......E  TTAUPR10 - Upper Range Response Time for Bin 10

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......E  TTAABORT - Aborted Transaction Count

  ......E  TTAABTTM - Cumulative Aborted Transaction Time

  ......E  TTACPUTM - Total CPU Consumed by Transaction

  ......E  TTADSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os per Transaction

  ......E  TTALGLIO - Logical I/Os per Transaction

  ......E  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

  ......E  TTATRNTM - Cumulative Transaction Response Time

  ......E  TTATRN01 - Completed Transactions in Bin 1

  ......E  TTATRN02 - Completed Transactions in Bin 2

  ......E  TTATRN03 - Completed Transactions in Bin 3

  ......E  TTATRN04 - Completed Transactions in Bin 4

  ......E  TTATRN05 - Completed Transactions in Bin 5

  ......E  TTATRN06 - Completed Transactions in Bin 6
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  ......E  TTATRN07 - Completed Transactions in Bin 7

  ......E  TTATRN08 - Completed Transactions in Bin 8

  ......E  TTATRN09 - Completed Transactions in Bin 9

  ......E  TTATRN10 - Completed Transactions in Bin 10

  ......E  TTAVSLCT - Violated SLO Transaction Count

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  ......E  TTAAVATM - Average Time Per Aborted Trans

  ......E  TTAAVTTM - Average Transaction Response Time

  ......E  TTAPCB01 - Percent Transactions in Bin 1

  ......E  TTAPCB02 - Percent Transactions in Bin 2

  ......E  TTAPCB03 - Percent Transactions in Bin 3

  ......E  TTAPCB04 - Percent Transactions in Bin 4

  ......E  TTAPCB05 - Percent Transactions in Bin 5

  ......E  TTAPCB06 - Percent Transactions in Bin 6

  ......E  TTAPCB07 - Percent Transactions in Bin 7

  ......E  TTAPCB08 - Percent Transactions in Bin 8

  ......E  TTAPCB09 - Percent Transactions in Bin 9

  ......E  TTAPCB10 - Percent Transactions in Bin 10

  ......E  TTAPCVSL - Percent Transactions Violated SLO

TTAABORT - Aborted Transaction Count

TTAABORT contains the number of transactions that aborted during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTAABTTM - Cumulative Aborted Transaction Time

             TTAAVATM - Average Time Per Aborted Transaction

Element Derivation:

TTAABORT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_ABORT.

Range of Value:

TTAABORT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAABORT contains the sum of all values of TTAABORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAABTTM - Cumulative Aborted Transaction Time

TTAABTTM contains the cumulative wall clock time for aborted transactions during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTAABORT - Aborted Transaction Count
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             TTAAVATM - Average Time Per Aborted Transaction

Element Derivation:

TTAABTTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    TT_ABORT_WALL_TIME_PER_TRAN*TT_ABORT

Range of Value:

TTAABTTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAABTTM contains the sum of all values of TTAABTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAADFMT - Correlator Address Format

TTAADFMT contains the correlator address format and shows the protocol family for the client network address.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTAADFMT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_CLIENT_ADDRESS_FORMAT.

Range of Value:

TTAADFMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAADFMT contains the last value of TTAADFMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Refer to the HP ARM API Guide for a list and description of supported address formats.

TTAARMID - ARM Transaction ID

TTAARMID contains the Application Response Measurement (ARM) Transaction identifier for this transaction class.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

             TTAARMUN - ARM Transaction User Name

             TTAARMIF - ARM Transaction Information

             TTANAME  - Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

TTAARMID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_TRAN_ID.
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Range of Value:

TTAARMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAARMID contains the last value of TTAARMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAARMIF - ARM Transaction Information

TTAARMIF contains information for this Application Response Measurement (ARM) transaction.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6O.

  See also:  TTAARMID - ARM Transaction ID

             TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

             TTAARMUN - ARM Transaction User Name

             TTANAME  - Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

TTAARMIF is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_INFO.

Range of Value:

TTAARMIF can contain any combination of 1 to 60 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TTAARMIF contains the last value of TTAARMIF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

TTAARMNM contains the name of the Application Response Measurement (ARM) application.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6O.

  See also:  TTAARMID - ARM Transaction ID

             TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

             TTAARMUN - ARM Transaction User Name

             TTAARMIF - ARM Transaction Information

             TTANAME  - Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

TTAARMNM is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_APP_NAME.

Range of Value:

TTAARMNM can contain any combination of 1 to 60 alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

TTAARMNM contains the last value of TTAARMNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAARMUN - ARM Transaction User Name

TTAARMUN contains the user name of the Application Response Measurement (ARM) transaction.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 60.

  See also:  TTAARMID - ARM Transaction ID

             TTAARMNM - ARM Application Name

             TTAARMIF - ARM Transaction Information

             TTANAME  - Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

TTAARMUN is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_UNAME.

Range of Value:

TTAARMUN can contain any combination of 1 to 60 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TTAARMUN contains the last value of TTAARMUN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAAVATM - Average Time Per Aborted Transaction

TTAAVATM contains the average number of seconds for each aborted transaction monitored by the Transaction Tracker.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTAABTTM - Cumulative Aborted Transaction Time

             TTAABORT - Aborted Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTAAVATM is computed using the following algorithm:

    TTAAVATM = TTAABORT;

    IF TTAABORT

      THEN TTAAVATM = TTAABTTM/TTAABORT;

Range of Value:

TTAAVATM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TTAAVATM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAAVTTM - Average Transaction Response Time

TTAAVTTM contains the average number of seconds for each transaction monitored by the Transaction Tracker.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRNTM - Cumulative Transaction Response Time

             TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTAAVTTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    TTAAVTTM = TTATRANS;

    IF TTATRANS

      THEN TTAAVTTM = TTATRNTM/TTATRANS;

Range of Value:

TTAAVTTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAAVTTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTABINCT - Number of Transaction Bins Defined

TTABINCT contains the number of Transaction Tracker distribution ranges defined at your installation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTABINCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_NUM_BINS.

Range of Value:

TTABINCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTABINCT contains the last value of TTABINCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TTACORAD - Correlator Address

TTACORAD contains the address where the child transaction originated, the correlator address.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTACORAD is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_CLIENT_ADDRESS.

Range of Value:

TTACORAD can contain any combination of 1 to 20 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TTACORAD contains the last value of TTACORAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTACPUTM - Total CPU Consumed by Transaction

TTACPUTM contains the total CPU time consumed by each completed instance of the transactions during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTACPUTM is computed using MeasureWare Transaction metrics in the following calculation:

    TT_CPU_TOTAL_TIME_PER_TRAN*TTATRANS

Range of Value:

TTACPUTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTACPUTM contains the sum of all values of TTACPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTADSKIO - Physical Disk I/Os per Transaction

TTADSKIO contains the physical disk I/Os made by each completed transaction during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTADSKIO is computed using MeasureWare Transaction metrics in the following calculation:

    TT_DISK_LOGL_IO_PER_TRAN*TT_ABORT

Range of Value:

TTADSKIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTADSKIO contains the sum of all values of TTADSKIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTALGLIO - Logical I/Os per Transaction

TTALGLIO contains the number of logical I/Os for each completed instance of the transactions during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTALGLIO is computed using MeasureWare Transaction metrics in the following calculation:

    TT_DISK_PHYS_IO_PER_TRAN*TT_ABORT

Range of Value:

TTALGLIO takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTALGLIO contains the sum of all values of TTALGLIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTANAME - Transaction Tracker Name

TTANAME contains the name of the transaction as registered by the Transaction Tracker's registration daemon.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 60.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

TTANAME is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_NAME.

Range of Value:

TTANAME can contain any combination of 1 to 20 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TTANAME is not summarized. TTANAME is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAPCBXX - Percent Transaction in Bin x

The TTAPCBXx data elements contain the percentage of transactions that completed in the user-defined range during the
measurement interval. The first element with this alias is TTAPCB01. The last element with this alias is TTAPCB10.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  TTATRNx  - Completed Transactions in Bin x

             TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTAPCBXx is computed using the following algorithm:

    TTAPCBx = TTATRANS;

    IF TTATRANS

      THEN TTAPCBx = 100*TTATRNx/TTATRANS;

Range of Value:

TTAPCBXx takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

TTAPCBXx contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAPCVSL - Percent Transactions Violated SLO

TTAPCVSL contains percentage of transactions that violated the service level objective set by your installation during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  TTAVSLCT - Violated SLO Transaction Count

             TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count
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Element Derivation:

TTAPCVSL is computed using the following algorithm:

    TTAPCVSL = TTATRANS;

    IF TTATRANS

      THEN TTAPCVSL = 100*TTAVSLCT/TTATRANS;

Range of Value:

TTAPCVSL takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

TTAPCVSL contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTASLOMX - Transaction Service Level Objective

TTASLOMX contains the upper limit on transaction times for this service level objective.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTASLOMX is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_SLO_THRESHOLD.

Range of Value:

TTASLOMX takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTASLOMX contains the last value of TTASLOMX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTATFAIL - Number of Failed Transactions

TTATFAIL contains the number of failed transactions during the last measurement interval for this transaction name.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTATFAIL is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_FAILED.

Range of Value:
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TTATFAIL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTATFAIL contains the last value of TTATFAIL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

TTATRANS contains the number of transactions that completed during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTAVSLCT - Violated SLO Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTATRANS is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_COUNT.

Range of Value:

TTATRANS takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTATRANS contains the sum of all values of TTATRANS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTATRNID - Transaction Class ID

TTATRNID contains the transaction class identifier in this correlator.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTATRNID is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_CLIENT_TRAN_ID.

Range of Value:

TTATRNID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTATRNID contains the last value of TTATRNID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TTATRNTM - Cumulative Transaction Response Time

TTATRNTM contains the cumulative wall clock time for this transaction during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTATRNTM is computed using MeasureWare metrics in the following calculation:

    TT_WALL_TIME_PER_TRAN*TT_COUNT

Range of Value:

TTATRNTM takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTATRNTM contains the sum of all values of TTATRNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTATRNXX - Completed Transactions in Bin x

The TTATRNxx data elements contain the number of transactions that completed in this range during the measurement
interval. The first element with this alias is TTATRN01. The last element with this alias is TTATRN10.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTATRNxx is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TTBIN_TRANS_COUNT_xx.

Range of Value:

TTATRNxx takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTATRNxx contains the sum of all values of TTATRNxx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAUPRXX - ALIAS TTAUPRXx

The TTAUPRxx elements contain the highest transaction time for the Transaction Tracker bin. The first element with this
alias is TTAUPR01. The last element with this alias is TTAUPR10.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TTAUPRxx is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TTBIN_UPPER_RANGE_x.

Range of Value:

TTAUPRxx takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAUPRxx contains the last value of TTAUPRxx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TTAVSLCT - Violated SLO Transaction Count

TTAVSLCT contains the number of transactions that exceeded the service level objective's threshold during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TTATRANS - Completed Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

TTAVSLCT is set to the value of the MeasureWare Transaction metric TT_SLO_COUNT.

Range of Value:

TTAVSLCT takes any numeric value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TTAVSLCT contains the sum of all values of TTAVSLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CICS Data Dictionary
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS CIC and CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) information area files and data elements

CICS Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for the measurement descriptive qualities they possess. These data elements can
be carried as data elements on one or more CICS files. There are also some common data elements that, at the present
time, exist in one file or no files, but were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names (rather than
following the MICS convention of the first three characters being the file prefix).

Most of these data elements are particularly interesting because they exist at the detail level of each CICS file, whether
carried in the database or not, and are available for use by the MICS CICS user routines for account code, application unit
code, and relative longevity code derivation.

Note: Data Dictionary Elements that are common to more than one Product Analzyer are listed in the Common Data
Dictionary Elements section.

ABNDCODE Abend Codes (CICS)
ABNDCODE is the CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

          CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor Data Element Description
5.1+ Field 113 Original Abend Code
5.1+ Field 114 Current Abend Code
TheMonitor TAABNCDE Abend Code

For release 5.1 and higher, ABNDCODE is derived from input fields 113 ABCODEO and 114 ABCODEC, as follows:

ABNDCODE = ABCODEO || ABCODEC;

For The Monitor, the value of ABNDCODE is set from the input field TAABNCDE.

Range of Value:

Any CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Summarization Process:

ABNDCODE is set to the last ABNDCODE value that is encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

APPLNAME - APPLNAME EMP Value
APPLNAME contains the results of the application naming event monitoring points that are generated automatically when
APPLNAME=YES is specified in the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL macro. This field contains two portions, DFHAPPL.1 in the
first 4 bytes, and DFHAPPL.2 in the last 8 bytes. The application program can store application identifiers in these fields.
APPLNAME might be useful in the population of CICACTx, CICS account fields in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACRT).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.  

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description 

 -------  ------------  ------------------------------------- 

 CMF      Field 001     When DFHMCT APPLNAME parameter is YES 

         (APPLNAME)    110 class 3 performance transaction 

                       detail record in the DFHAPPL group. 

 

 TMON      n/a

Range of Value:

APPLNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

APPLNAME contains the last value of APPLNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use of APPLNAME in CICACRT might be something like:

If VERIFY(SUBSTR(APPLNAME,1,4), 

 '0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ') = 0 Then Do ; 

 LOB = SubStr(APPLNAME,1,2) ; 

 CICACT6 = SubStr(APPLNAME,3,2) ; 

 USRFCTID = SubStr(APPLNAME,5,6) ; 

 USREMP01 = 2 ; 

 End ;

LOB, USRFCTID, and USREMP01 are fictitious user fields for this example only.

CICACTx - CICS Account Level Identifier
The CICACTx data elements are user-defined fields to define the accounting or cost center structure of an installation.
There may be up to nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the installation.
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The highest account code is CICACT1, and second highest CICACT2, and so on. These data elements are defined and
included in the data base by the user with MICS CICS Analyzer installation. They are defined in the member CICACCT in
the MICS parms library.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH TO 30.

  SEE ALSO:  CICAPU - Application Unit Identifier

Element Derivation:

The derivation of the account code fields is the responsibility of the user and is defined in the member CICACRT in the
MICS parms library. The content of the CICACTx data elements is installation-dependent. Contact your organization's
MICS System Administrator for further information.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 30 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters per field, according to user definition.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values, and
this variable is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

None

CICAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid
CICAPPL is the one-to-eight-character identifier of a CICS VTAM Application ID as provided by data sources IBM CMF,
IBM CICS Statistics, and AST-TCE.

Type:

Retained data element - character, length 8.

See also:  CSYAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF and       SMFMNPRN      Product Name (generic APPLID)

   CICS Stats

 

   TCE 3.4+      TAVTMID       REGION VTAM APPLID

                 TICICAPL      CICS APPLID

                 TRENAPLD      CICS APPLID

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CICAPPL read during the summarization processed is saved.
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Usage Notes:

None.

CICAPU - Application Unit Identifier
CICAPU is a user-defined variable available for identifying suitable units of application activity for workload analysis.

This data element is reserved for you to associate CICS activities with an application. It is used as a file key by the CICS
Analyzer in producing files at the application level. An exit, CICAURT, is provided for you to derive this data element
according to your installation's algorithms. This exit resides in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT) and is executed as part of
the daily CICS input format routine for each transaction record processed.

Type:

Common retained data element -- INTEGER, LENGTH 12.

  SEE ALSO:  CICACTx - User Identification Fields

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CICAPU is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

None

CICNETNM - MRO/ISC Network Name
CICNETNM is the 20-byte character network name of the originating CICS system. This element, when used with the
CICUOWID (unit of work ID), links the initial user with the CICS transactions that make up an MRO/ISC multi-system
interaction.

CICNETNM contains the name by which the originating CICS system is known to VTAM. When this session is with a DL/
I batch region, the value is 'jobname.stepname.procname'. The last three bytes of this 20-byte field always contain zeros.
This data element is blank for entry-point attached system tasks, including CSSY, CSLG, and CSNE.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 20.

  SEE ALSO:  CICUOWID - Unit of Work Identification

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           NETNAME       Originating system ID known to
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                  (ID 97)       VTAM

    Monitor       TAUOW         UOWID LUNAME

    TCE 2.0+      TAUOWLNM      UOWID LUNAME

Range of Value:

A valid VTAM network name or, if a DL/I batch session, then 'jobname.stepname.procname'. The last three bytes are set
to zeros.

Summarization Process:

CICNETNM contains the last occurrence of CICNETNM found at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CICNETNM is used in conjunction with CICUOWID by the CICMSAC (CICS Multi System Accounting exit) exit to
propagate accounting information for transactions processed in an ISC/MRO environment.

CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values
CICNODST records the number of distribution values that have been defined by you for CICS response
distribution calculation. You can specify up to seven distribution values at product installation. They are defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) by the RESP statement. The distribution values are used in conjunction with the
distribution counters maintained in the CICS System Activity, CICS User Activity, and CICS Application Unit Activity Files
to provide total, short, medium, long, and conversational response distributions.

The CICS Analyzer records the number of response events within each distribution value by adding 1 to the appropriate
distribution counter. Thus, if you have defined distribution values of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds, and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 is added to the third distribution counter. The CICS Analyzer provides an eighth
distribution counter to track the number of events with responses greater than the highest response distribution value that
you specify.

Type:

Common retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

             CSUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

             CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             CSYTDSTx - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Element Derivation:

At CICS parameter generation time, the CICOPS member in prefix.MICS.PARMS is scanned to determine the number of
distribution values that have been specified. This value is saved in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASMSTR) as a macro
variable, which is later used to derived CICNODST during the daily CICS input format routine.

Range of Value:

For the initial version of the CICS Analyzer, this data element always has the value of 7.

Summarization Process:

CICNODST is set to the last CICNODST value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CICPCKx - User Clock x
CICPCKx records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor user clocks. Up to
9 user clocks are supported by the MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered by suffix, such that the first
clock is CICPCK01, the second is CICPCK02, and so on. The user clock values are stored on a first-come, first-served
basis. (That is, the first user clock encountered in the monitor data is stored in CICPCK01.) Therefore, the MICS clock
suffix may not always match your user clock ID. For example, CICPCK01 may contain the value of a user clock with an ID
of 9, if that user clock is the first clock encountered in the data.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCTx  - User Counter x

             CICPUA01 - User Retained Field 1

             CICPUA02 - User Retained Field 2

Element Derivation:

CMF and TMON/CICS both provide user clocks. They are extracted from the following fields in the transaction records:

  Monitor       Data Element  Description

------------- ------------ ---------------------------------

  CMF           Field 001 -   User Clock (up to 256 user clocks

                      nnn     can be defined for each entryname

                              present in each CMF performance

                              class transaction record)

  TMON/CICS     UTDATA        User Clocks (if UTCLK is 1) (task

                              accounting DETAIL record)

Range of Value:

Defined by the user.

Summarization Process:

CICPCKx is set to the sum of all CICPCKx values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The CICS Analyzer only supports user clocks associated with the entryname USER.

CICPCTx - User Counter x
CICPCTx records the accumulated values stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor user counters. Up
to 50 user counters are supported by the MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered by suffix, such that
the first counter is CICPCT01, the second is CICPCT02, and so on. The user counter values are stored on a first-come,
first-served basis. (That is, the first user counter encountered in the monitor data is stored in CICPCT01.) Therefore, the
MICS counter suffix may not always match your user counter ID. For example, CICPCT01 may contain the value of a user
counter with an ID of 10, if that user counter is the first counter input from the data.
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Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCKx - User Clock x

             CICPUA01- User Retained Field 1

             CICPUA02- User Retained Field 2

Element Derivation:

Both CMF and TMON/CICS provide user counters. They are extracted from the following fields from the transaction
records:

  Monitor       Data Element  Description

  ------------- ------------ ---------------------------------

  CMF           Field 001-    User Counter (up to 256 counters

                      nnn     can be defined for each entryname

                              present in each performance class

                              transaction record)

 

  TMON/CICS     UTDATA        User Counters (if UTCNT is 1)

                              (task accounting DETAIL record)

Range of Value:

Defined by the user.

Summarization Process:

CICPCTx is set to the sum of all CICPCTx values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The CICS Analyzer only supports user clocks associated with the entryname USER. If you want to process user clocks
associated with any other entryname, see the checklist with Process CMF User Clocks, Counters, and User Area.

CICPCXx - User Clock Counter x
CICPCXx records the number of times the CMF user clocks are incremented by your application programs. Each user
clock has a corresponding clock counter to capture this information.

Up to 9 user clock counters are supported by the MICS CICS Analyzer. The data elements are numbered by suffix, such
that the first clock counter is CICPCX01, the second is CICPCX02, and so on. The suffix also identifies the corresponding
clock for each clock counter. For example, CICPCX01 is the counter for clock CICPCK01.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCKx  - User Clock x

Element Derivation:

CMF records the value for a user clock and its counter in the same data field. It is an eight-byte S-type field, which
contains the clock value in the first four bytes and a flag and a three-byte counter in the last four bytes. The CICS
Analyzer decodes this S-type field and stores the clock value in CICPCKx and the clock counter value in CICPCXx.

Range of Value:
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Defined by the user.

Summarization Process:

CICPCXx contains the sum of all CICPCXx values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The CICS Analyzer only supports user clocks (and their corresponding counters) associated with the entryname USER.
If you want to process user clocks for any other entryname, refer to the checklist in Section 10.1.12 of the MICS CICS
Analyzer Guide.

CICPUA01 - User Retained Field 1
CICPUA01 is the character string stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor user area. A user area has a
maximum length of 256 bytes in CMF and TMON/CICS/MVS transaction records, and a maximum of 240 bytes for TMON/
CICS/ESA.

Because the maximum length of a SAS character variable is 200, the CICS Analyzer stores the first 200 bytes of the user
area in data element CICPUA01 and the remaining bytes in CICPUA02.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 200.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPUA02 - User Retained Field 2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element  Description

    ------------- ------------  -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 001 -   User Field

                        nnn     (CMF performance class

                                transaction record)

    TMON/CICS/MVS TAUSRVL       Variable length user area

                                (TMON/CICS/MVS transaction

                                record)

    TMON/CICS/ESA TAUSRDAT      Variable length user area

                                (TMON/CICS/ESA transaction

                                performance

                                detail record)

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 200 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

CICPUA01 is set to the last CICPUA01 value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For CMF 2.1 and higher releases, the CICS Analyzer only supports one user area associated with the entryname USER.
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For TMON/CICS/ESA 2.0 and above, only the TAUSRDAT from the first user data segment within a transaction record
(pointed to by TAUSROFF) is processed. Additionally, when the format of the user data area is variable (TAUSRFRM =
'V'), the contents of CICPUAnn will include the 1-byte length fields followed by the data, repeated as necessary.

CICPUA02 - User Retained Field 2
CICPUA02 is the character string stored by your application programs in the CICS monitor user area. A user area has a
maximum length of 256 bytes in CMF and TMON/CICS/MVS transaction records, and a maximum of 240 bytes for TMON/
CICS/ESA.

Because the maximum length of a SAS character variable is 200, the CICS Analyzer stores the first 200 bytes of the user
area in data element CICPUA01 and the remaining bytes in CICPUA02.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 56.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPUA01 - User Retained Field 1

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element  Description

    ------------- ------------  ------------------------------

    CMF           Field 001 -   User Field

                        nnn     (CMF performance class

                                transaction record)

    TMON/CICS/MVS TAUSRVL       Variable length user area

                                (TMON/CICS/MVS transaction

                                record)

    TMON/CICS/ESA TAUSRDAT      Variable length user area

                                (TMON/CICS/ESA transaction

                                performance

                                detail record)

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 56 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

CICPUA02 is set to the last CICPUA02 value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For CMF 2.1 and higher releases, the CICS Analyzer only supports one user area associated with the entryname USER.

For TMON/CICS/ESA 2.0 and above, only the TAUSRDAT from the first user data segment within a transaction record
(pointed to by TAUSROFF) is processed. Additionally, when the format of the user data area is variable (TAUSRFRM =
'V'), the contents of CICPUAnn will include the 1-byte length fields followed by the data, repeated as necessary.
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CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limits
CICRVALx is the response distribution values (CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL7) that are used in calculating response
distributions. These values, defined by you during product installation, are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) by
the RESP statement. They are used in conjunction with the five groups of distribution counters maintained in the CICS
System Activity, CICS User Activity, and CICS Application Unit Activity Files, including total, short, medium, long, and
conversational response distributions.

The CICS Analyzer records the number of response events within each distribution value by adding 1 to the appropriate
distribution counter. Thus, if you have defined distribution values of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds, and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 is added to the third distribution counter. The CICS Analyzer provides an eighth
distribution counter to track the number of events with responses greater than the highest response distribution value you
specify.

Type:

Common Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CICNODST - Number of Response Distribution Values

Element Derivation:

At CICS Analyzer parameter generation time, the RESP statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) is used to generate
the SAS macro _CICRESP in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICMSTR). This macro is later used during the daily update
process to derive the response distributions.

Range of Value:

Values range from 0 to the highest response time in seconds up to 3600 seconds.

Summarization Process:

CICRVALx contains the value of the last CICRVALx encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

CICSID - CICS System Identification
CICSID is the one- to four-character identifier assigned to a CICS system in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). This identifier
may or may not relate to any existing CICS system identifier. There are no restrictions on the agreement of this identifier
with any other identifier specified for MICS. However, the combination of CICSID and SYSID in CICOPS must uniquely
identify each CICS system to be processed by the CICS Analyzer.

Type:

Common retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:   SYSID - System Identification

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is obtained from the user-defined value in each CICOPTS statement defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

Range of Value:

Any combination of one to four letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.
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Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values and
this variable is part of the key of all CICS files.

Usage Notes:

None

CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number
CICSMVER is the version identification of the monitor that collects the CICS monitoring data.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CICSREL - CICS Release Number         

Element Derivation:

This data element is set to the appropriate monitor version based on the following:

  Monitor         Data Field    Description

  -------         ----------    -----------

  IBM CMF         SMFMNRVN      Record version (CICS release)

  and

  CTS Stats

 

  ASG-TMON        TAMONVER      ASG-TMON version and level

 

  TCE 2.0+        TIMONVER      Monitor version

Range of Value:

Valid values are any combination of one to four letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

CICSMVER is set to the last CICSMVER value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CICSREL - CICS Release Number
CICSREL is the CICS release at which a CICS system is running.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number  

Element Derivation:

This data element is set to the CICS release number, as follows:
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  Monitor       Data Field   Description

  -------       ----------   -------------------------------

  IBM CMF       SMFMNRVN     Record version (CICS release)

  and

  CTS Stats

 

  ASG-TMON      TIKVER       CICS release number

                             (Monitor system record)

Range of Value:

Valid values are any combination of one to four letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

CICSREL is set to the last CICSREL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CICSRELV - CICS Version
CICSRELV contains the publicly known CICS Transaction Server for z/OS Version number. ie: 5.5, 5.6, etc.

     CICSREL   CICSRELV                                                             

     -------   --------                                                             

      '710'  =  '5.4'                                                               

      '720'  =  '5.5'                                                               

      '730'  =  '5.6'

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO:   CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

            CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

Element Derivation:

This data element is set to the CICS release number, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field   Description                                            

  -------       ----------   -------------------------------                        

  IBM CMF       SMFMNRVN      Record version (CICS release)                         

  and                                                                               

  CTS Stats                                                                         

                                                                                    

  ASG-TMON      TACICLVL     CICS release number                           

                TICICVER     (Monitor system record)                  

                TRKVER                                                

                                                                      

 The value of this data element is derived as follows:                

                                                                      

        CICSRELV= PUT(CICSREL,$CICREL.);

Range of Value:
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CICSRELV can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters that are listed above.

Summarization Process:

CICSRELV contains the last value of CICSRELV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICSTTYP - Statistics Type
CICSTTYP indicates the type of statistics being collected. Interval (INT) or End-of-Day (EOD).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 3.

See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element            Description

   -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats   SMFSTRQT       Statistics Type

  ASG-TMON     N/A

Range of Value:

CICSTTYP can contain the following values, 'INT' for interval-based statistics, or EOD for End-of-Day statistics.

Summarization Process:

CICSTTYP contains the last value of CICSTTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICUOWID - MRO/ISC Unit of Work Identification
CICUOWID contains the name by which the unit of work is known within the originating system. This element has
meaning when it is used in conjunction with CICNETNM to provide a unique identification for transactions executed in an
ISC/MRO environment.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CICNETNM - MRO/ISC Network Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           UOWID         Unit of work ID

                  (ID 98)

    Monitor       TAUOWCTM      UOWID clock value

Range of Value:

A binary value derived from the time-of-day clock of the originating CICS system. Every several months, these values
wrap around. For DL/I batch sessions, the field is a 6-byte character value of the form HHMMSS, which wraps around
daily.

Summarization Process:

CICUOWID contains the last occurence of CICUOWID found at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CICUOWID is used in conjunction with CICNETNM by the CICMSAC (CICS Multi System Accounting) exit to propagate
accounting information for transactions processed in an ISC/MRO environment.

CSYNMSIT - Last SIT Suffix this Timespan
CSYNMSIT is the two-character suffix of the CICS System Initialization Table (DFHSITxx) used to initialize the CICS
system from which system statistics are sampled. This data element is available from CMF through release 2.1 only.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 76      SIT

 

  Monitor  n/a

CMF addresses the SIT through the beginning address stored at CSASITBA. To find the suffix, DFHCCMF backs up from
the table entry address one byte at a time until the character constant 'DFHSIT' is found. The two bytes following this
character constant are stored in Field 76. This operation is done for every system measurement record produced.

Range of Value:

Any valid suffix from DFHSITxx.

Summarization Process:

CSYNMSIT is set to the last CSYNMSIT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPARNAME - LPAR Name
LPARNAME contains the name of the logical partition (LPAR) on the processor where the CICS region is running.
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Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 8.

 See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 432     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (LPARNAME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TMON     n/a

Range of Value:

LPARNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

LPARNAME contains the last value of LPARNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPARNAME may be blank in some observations in the days CICCSY file when there was no CSU observation to match
with.

OPERID - Operator Identification (CICS)
OPERID is the three-character operator identifier, originally intended by CICS to represent a terminal operator's initials.
This field can be useful in constructing user or application unit identifiers in MICS. OPERID is valid through CICS/ESA
release 3.3. It is not available in CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CICAPU  - Application Unit Identification

             CICACTx - User Account Codes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Field    Description

    -------    ------------  ---------------------------

    CMF        FID 003       Operator Identification

    TCE 2.0    TAOPRID       Operator ID

Range of Value:

Can contain any combination of one to three characters.
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Summarization Process:

OPERID is set to the last OPERID value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

OPERID may be useful in the derivation of such data elements as User Account Codes (CICACTx) or Application Unit
(CICAPU). OPERID is available during the detail processing of the CICCSU, and optionally, the CICCAC and CICCAU
files. Therefore, it can be used in detail exits such as CICACRT, CICAURT, CICRLRT, and other detail exists unique to the
above files.

RDRTS - Reader Timestamp (CICS)
RDRTS contains the date and time at which a job is read into the system. The Reader Timestamp is from JMRENTRY
and JMREDATE in the Job Management Record (JMR). For APPC Transaction Programs (TPs), RDRTS is the date and
time that the APPC/MVS address space received the TP execution request.

RDRTS is also populated by SMF type 110 records written by CMF (CICS Monitoring Facility) at CICS/ESA Release 4.1
and higher. It contains the same date and time values as those in the Job Management Record.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

Element Derivation:

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer derives RDRTS from the standard SMF reader date and time fields (SMFnRSD
and SMFnRST) in the JES Output Writer Record (type 6), the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25), the JES Job
Purge Record (type 26), and the Common Address Space Workload Record (type 30).

For APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TPs, RDRTS contains the values input from fields SMF33FMD and SMF33FMT in the
SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS derives RDRTS from the SMF reader date and time fields (SMFSTRSD,
SMFSTRST) in the SMF type 110 record written by CMF. RDRTS is available for CICS/ESA Release 4.1 and higher.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

RDRTS contains the last value of RDRTS processed in the level of summarization.

RDRTS is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Reader Timestamp is the chronologically earliest timestamp available in the MICS Batch Information Area files, where
the file observations represent a batch job, step, started task, TSO session, or APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled transaction
program (TP).

TERMINAL - Terminal Identification (CICS)
TERMINAL contains the identification of the facility by which the CICS transaction is attached.

Type:

Retained data element - INTEGER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:  OPERID - Operator Identification
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Field    Description

  -------  ------------  -----------------------

  CMF      Field 002     Terminal Identification

 

  TCE 2.0  TATERID       Terminal Identification

All monitors get the CICS facility identification field through the TCAFCAAA, facility area address pointer. This pointer
may point to various CICS control block entries as owning the task. Therefore, the first byte of TCAFCAAA (TCAFCI)
is examined to determine the type of facility. If TCAFCI has either the X'01' (terminal) or X'08' (destination) bits set, the
monitor will use the first four bytes pointed to by TCAFCAAA as the facility ID. These identifiers are from the TCTTE, field
TCTTETI, or from the DCT entry, TDDCTDID, respectively.

Hexadecimal zeros in TERMINAL are translated into blanks.

Range of Value:

Any valid CICS facility identifier.

Summarization Process:

TERMINAL is set to the last TERMINAL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The assignment of this value is done at transaction attach time, rather than at transaction detach time. This may present a
problem in terminal accountability in certain situations, such as the CSMT OUTSERV terminal function, if the transaction
is INTERCEPTed.

USERID - User Identification (CICS)
USERID is the one to eight character user identification assigned to the terminal operator by CICS using the definition in
the sign-on table (SNT) or by a security package such as RACF.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

USERID is read from the following data fields in CMF and The Monitor transaction records:

  Monitor   Data Field    Description

  -------   ----------    -------------------

  CMF       Field 089     User Identification

 

  The

  Monitor   TAUSERID      User Identification

Range of Value:

USERID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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USERID contains the value of the last occurrence of USERID in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None.

CIC Information Area
The CIC Information Area contains files with information related to CICS activity. The following sections describe the files
supported in this information area:

CICS User Activity File (CICCSU)
The CICS User Activity File (CICCSU) quantifies the total activity of a CICS user for defined intervals of
time. Resource consumption, service (short, medium, long, and conversational response), availability, and
performance measures are provided.

Use this file to report on one or a group of CICS users, showing service (total, short, medium, long, and conversational
response), terminal access, and performance. Effective for analyzing user trends, user productivity under CICS, and
managing the use of CICS resources at the user level.

The source for this file is CMF transaction (class 3, type 1) records and transaction records from ASG-TMON for CICS.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

  |         |YEAR      ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+ 

        

        

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  CICACT1  - COST CENTER

  .D.MY.E  CICACT2  - TRANSACTION ID

  .D.MY.E  CICACT3  - USER ID

  .D.MY.E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......   ABNDCODE - Abend Codes

  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICNETNM - MRO/ISC Network Name

  .D.MY.E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  .D.MY.E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  .D.MY.E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number
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  ......E  CICUOWID - MRO/ISC UOWID

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .D.MY.E  JOB      - Job Identification

  ......E  OPERID   - Terminal Operator Initials

  ......E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  .D.MY.E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TERMINAL - CICS Terminal ID

  ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ....Y.E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  ......E  USERID   - RACF Userid

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  ......   CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

  ......E  CSUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

  .D.MY.E  CSUAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......E  CSUCIPAR - Client IP Address

  ......E  CSUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

  ......E  CSUFACTY - Transaction Facility Type

  ......   CSUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

  ......E  CSUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

  ......   CSUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......E  CSULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

  ......E  CSUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CSUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CSUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......   CSUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......   CSUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

  ......E  CSUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

  ......   CSUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

  ......   CSUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

  ......   CSUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......   CSUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

  ......   CSUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

  ......E  CSUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

  ......   CSUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

  ......   CSUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

  ......   CSUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CSUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

  ......   CSUOTKID - Originating Task Number

  ......   CSUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

  ......   CSUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CSUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

  ......   CSUOUSID - Originating Userid
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  ......E  CSURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

  ......   CSUTCLAS - Transaction Class at Task Creation

  ......   CSUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLUN  - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

  ......   CSUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CSUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

  ......   CSUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

  ......   CSUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

  ......   CSUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CSUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

  ......E  CSUTSKID - Task Identification Number

  ......   CSUTWMFL - Transaction WLM Request Flag

  ......E  CSUWBENM - Webservice Name

  ......E  CSUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBLNM - Web PIPELINE Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

  ......E  CSUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  .D.MY.E  CSUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  .D....   CSUBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

  .D....   CSUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

  .D....   CSUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

  .D....   CSUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

  .D....   CSUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

  .D....   CSUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  .D....   CSUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time
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  .D.MY.   CSUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

  .D.MY.E  CSUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCOST  - Processing Charges

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

  .D.MY.E  CSUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

  .D....   CSUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

  .D....   CSUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

  .D....   CSUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

  .D....   CSUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

  .D....   CSUDHTC  - Total No. Document Requests

  .D....   CSUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

  .D.MY.E  CSUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  .D.MY.   CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

  .D.MY.E  CSUDS1WC - Wait for First Dispatch Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS requests

  .D.MY.   CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

  .D....E  CSUEXCPS - I/O (excps) Generated

  .D.MY.   CSUEXWAT - Exception Condition Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCTOT - Total File Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  .D.MY.E  CSUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  .D.MY.   CSUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

  .D....E  CSUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  .D....   CSUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

  .D....E  CSUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  .D.MY.E  CSUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO/ISC Communications

  .D.MY.E  CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control
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  ......E  CSUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

  ......E  CSUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  .D....E  CSUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

  .D....E  CSUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

  .D....E  CSUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

  .D....E  CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

  .D....E  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUK9DTM - User Task Key 9 Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSULWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  .D.MY.E  CSUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

  .D.MY.E  CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  .D.MY.E  CSUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

  .D.MY.E  CSUPAGIN - Page Ins
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  .D....   CSUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

  .D....   CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUPOLST - # of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

  .D.MY.E  CSURLSWT - Wait time for RLS FC I/O

  .D....E  CSURMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

  .D....E  CSURMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

  .D....E  CSURMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

  .D.MY.   CSURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

  .D....E  CSURMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  .D.MY.E  CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

  .D.MY.   CSUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  .D....   CSUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

  .D....   CSUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

  .D....   CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

  .D....   CSUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  .D....   CSUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  .D....   CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  .D....   CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Sent Requests

  .D....   CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  .D....   CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls
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  .D.MY.E  CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

  .D....E  CSUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  .D.MY.   CSUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB Line

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTGMB - Getmains Below 16MB Line

  .D.MY.   CSUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSZWTM - FEPI I/O wait time

  .D.MY.E  CSUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  .D.MY.   CSUTCBAC - No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

  .D.MY.   CSUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

  .D.MY.   CSUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST1 - Count Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST2 - Count Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST3 - Count Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST4 - Count Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST5 - Count Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST6 - Count Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST7 - Count Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST8 - Count Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLOPS - Number of CICS Calls (Total)

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

  .D.MY.E  CSUTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  .D.MY.E  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

  .D.MY.   CSUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

  .D....   CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

  .D....   CSUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

  .D....   CSUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

  .D....E  CSUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

  .D....E  CSUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

  .D....   CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

  .D....   CSUWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

  .D....   CSUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

  .D....   CSUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes
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  .D....   CSUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

  .D....   CSUWBTC  - Total No. WEB Requests

  .D....   CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

  .D....   CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  CSUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

  .D.MY.E  CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  CSUX8CTM - User Task X8 Mode CPUT Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPUT Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  .D.MY.E  CSU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

  .D.MY.E  CSU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  .D.MY.E  CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  .D.MY.E  CSU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  ......E  CSUMIRTS - MSAC Mirror Start Time Stamp

  ......   CSUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

  ......   CSUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  CSUCLKOP - Number Of Clocks Generated

  ......   CSUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

  .D.MY.E  CSUHISTG - Hi-water Terminal And User Memory

  .D.MY.E  CSUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

  .D.MY.   CSUMXCTM - Max Conv. Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

  .D.MY.   CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

  .D.MY.   CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXTTM - Max Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXWAT - Maximum Wait Time For CICS

  .D.MY.E  CSUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16MB

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTHWB - Program Storage High-Water Below 16MB

  .D.MY.E  CSU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

  .D.MY.E  CSU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.   CSUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time
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  .D.MY.E  CSUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

  .D.MY.   CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

  .D.MY.   CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

  .D.MY.   CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVWAT - Average Wait Time For CICS Functions

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR1 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR2 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR3 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR4 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR5 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR6 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR7 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 7

        

        

        

        

CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

CSUABEND contains the count of the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred. Included in the
count are transaction executions that have immediately terminated and those for which dynamic transaction backout has
been successful or unsuccessful (if dynamic transaction backout is applicable).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTRANS - Transaction Count

            CACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

            CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

            CINABEND - Retained Abnormal Termination Code

            ABNDCODE - Abend Codes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
 Monitor  Data Field          Description

   -------  ----------          -----------------------

   CMF      Field 113           Original Abend Code

            Field 114           Current Abend code

              Monitor  TAABNCDE            CICS abend Code

The above raw data fields populate ABNDCODE.
CSUABEND=0;    /* initialize to zero */

   IF ABNDCODE NE BLANKS THEN CSUABEND=ONE

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CSUABEND is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUABEND contains the sum of all values of CSUABEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

CSUABENO is the original transaction abnormal termination code. This data element is available from CMF 3.1 and
higher releases only.

Type: Retained - Character, length 8.
SEE ALSO:  CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor      Data Field    Description

-------      ------------  --------------------------------

CMF          field 113     Original Abend Code

             ABCODEO

         

The Monitor  n/a

Range of Value:

Any CICS transaction abnormal termination code or blanks.

Summarization Process:

CSUABENO is set to the last CSUABENO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The source of the ABCODEO CMF data element is the SMF 110 record's performance data group DFHPROG. Be aware
that the SMF 110 type performance records are at the task level and only the initial program to which the transaction was
linked at attach-time is recorded in the DFHPROG group.However, if the transaction abended, the abend could have
occurred in any program invoked during the life of the transaction. Therefore, by examining the CSUABENO data element,
you can determine that a transaction abended but not necessarily what program abended (the PROGRAM data element).
If your transaction is very basic (1 program per transaction), PROGRAM would provide the name of the program that
abended.If the originally-invoked program linked to some other program before the abend occurred, the name of the
downstream program can be determined from other sources such as the following:

• ge DFHAP0001 or DFHSR0001, which will have preceded the abend.
• transaction abend control block (TACB), which will have been created to describe the abend.

See IBM publications such as the CICS Problem Determination Guide for additional suggestions.

CSUACTID - Activity ID

CSUACTID contains the CICS-assigned identifier of the CICS BTS activity that the user task implemented.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 52.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable 

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 203     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the
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           (ACTVTYID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

  The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUACTID can contain any combination of 1 to 52 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUACTID contains the last value of CSUACTID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUACTNM - Activity Name

CSUACTNM contains the name of the CICS BTS activity that the user task implemented.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.
 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 204     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (ACTVTYNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

  The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUACTNM can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUACTNM contains the last value of CSUACTNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUADATO - Total ADABAS Calls

CSUADATO contains the total number of ADABAS calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the SMF type 110
record. This data is unavailable from The Monitor or the standard SMF type 110 record written by CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUADAWT - Total ADABAS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           Not Available

              

OMEGAMON for  MADABN        ADABAS Total Counts
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CICS/ESA

             

The Monitor   Not Available

for CICS 

Note: The MADABN field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record written by OMEGAMON
for CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUADATO contains the sum of all values of CSUADATO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUADAWT - Total ADABAS Wait Time

CSUADAWT contains the total wait time incurred in ADABAS calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the SMF
type 110 record. This data is unavailable from The Monitor for CICS or the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
 SEE ALSO:  CSUADATO - Total ADABAS Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

              

OMEGAMON for  MIDMSS        IDMS wait time

CICS/ESA

              

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIDMSS field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUADAWT contains the sum of all values of CSUADAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

CSUAPLNM contains the name of the application in the application context data.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 64.
 SEE ALSO:  CSULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

            CSUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.8+ Field 451     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (ACAPPLNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHTASK group.

              

TCE 4.0+ TAITKANM      Initial Task Appl CNTX Application

                       Name 

Range of Value:

CSUAPLNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

CSUAPLNM contains the last value of CSUAPLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid

CSUAPPL is the 1 to 8 character identifier of a CICS VTAM Application ID as provided by CMF. For ASG-TMON,
CSUAPPL contains the four-byte system identification (SYSIDNT) since VTAM APPLID is not recorded in the data.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSYAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           SMFMNPRN      Product Name (generic APPLID)

              

TCE 2.0+      TASYSID       Generating system APPLID

              TAVTMID       VTAM applid 

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUAPPL read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

CSUAPPL at the DAYS timespan is used to populate CSYAPPL in the CICCSY DAYS timespan when no detail CICCSY
observations are available for a given hour. Therefore, in order to ensure CSYAPPL does not yield missing values,
CSUAPPL is required to be turned on in CICGENIN at the DAYS timespan.
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CSUARSCT - No. Web PARSE URL Requests

CSUARSCT is the number of CICS web support PARSE URL requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

              

CMF 6.4+ Field 337     Available starting with CTS 3.1

         (WBPARSCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                       performance DETAIL record

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUARSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUARSCT is set to the sum of all CSUARSCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

CSUASRCT contains the number of allocate session requests issued by the user task for sessions on ISC over TCP/IP
connections. CSUASRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC
over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor   Data Field        Description

-------   ---------------   --------------------------------

CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   No. Allocate Session Requests

          FID   - 288       IP-only

          Name  - ISALLOCT

              

TMON/CICS Not available

Range of Value:

CSUASRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUASRCT contains the sum of all values of CSUASRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time

CSUAVCTM contains the average response time for conversational transactions.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:   CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

              CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

              CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

              CSUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

              CSUCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

              CSUCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

              CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

              CSYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

              TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

CSUAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm: CSUCRSTM/CSUCTRN

Range of Value:

CSUAVCTM contains a SAS time value that is bounded by practical limits for conversational response time.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

CSUAVINC is the average number of terminal input characters per measured CICS interaction.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

           CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

           CAUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

           CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

           CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic 

Element Derivation:

CSUAVINC is calculated from the derived data elements CSUINCH and CSUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVINC is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

CSUAVLTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long transactions for this
user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

           CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

           CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

           CSUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

           CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

           CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

           CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

           CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time All Functions

           TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

CSUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSULRSTM and CSULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

CSUAVMEM contains the average of storage high watermarks over all transaction executions for this application. This
data element is available from CMF and The Monitor for CICS data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

           CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

           CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

           CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

           CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

           CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used 

Element Derivation:

CSUAVMEM is calculated from the derived data elements CSUMEMRC and CSUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVMEM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

CSUAVMTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium transactions for this
user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

           CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

           CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

           CSUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time 

           CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

           CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

           CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

           CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time All Functions

           TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

CSUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSUMRSTM and CSUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

CSUAVOPS is the average number of CICS control program calls per measured CICS interaction. This data element is
available from the CMF input data source, but is not available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls           

           CAUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

Element Derivation:

CSUAVOPS is calculated from the derived data elements CSUTLOPS and CSUTRANS: CSUAVOPS = CSUTLOPS /
CSUTRANS;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVOPS is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

CSUAVOTC is the average number of terminal output characters per measured CICS interaction.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

           CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

           CAUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

           CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

           CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

Element Derivation:

CSUAVOTC is calculated from the derived data elements CSUOUTCH and CSUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVOTC is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

CSUAVSTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short transactions for this
user.Type:Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

           CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

           CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

           CSUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

           CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

           CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

           CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

           CSYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time All Functions

           TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

CSUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSUSRSTM and CSUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

CSUAVTRT contains the average CP core CPU time that is used per transaction execution over all executions for this
user. The average is calculated using the total general processor (CP) CPU time that is used for each transaction.
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Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
See also: CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

          CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Element Derivation:

CSUAVTRT is computed using the following algorithm:
IF CSUTRANS OR CSUETRN THEN

CSUAVTRT = CSUCPUTM / SUM(CSUTRANS,CSUETRN);

ELSE CSUAVTRT = ZERO;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

CSUAVTRT is computed by dividing Total CP CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) by the sum of Transactions Processed
(CSUTRANS) and Excessive Transactions Processed (CSUETRN). The count of all transactions is used as a divisor
because all CICS transactions use some CP CPU time for initialization and termination.

CSUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

CSUAVTTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this user, for all response
events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO: CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

          CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

          CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

          CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

          CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUTRSTM - Total Response Time

          CAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time CSYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

CSUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSUTRSTM and CSUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

CSUAVTZT contains the average zIIP core CPU time that is used per transaction for this user, over all executions of
transactions that used zIIP CPU time. The average is calculated using the total zIIP CPU time that is used for each
transaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
See also: CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

          CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended

Element Derivation:

CSUAVTZT is computed using the following algorithm:
IF CSUZPTRN THEN

CSUAVTZT = CSUNZZTM / CSUZPTRN;

ELSE CSUAVTZT = ZERO;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVTZT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

The divisor that is used in the calculation of CSUAVTZT is the count of transactions that used some zIIP core CPU time,
data element zIIP CPU Transactions Processed (CSUZPTRN). Transactions that used general purpose (CP core) CPU
time exclusively are not used in the calculation.

CSUAVWAT - Average CICS Wait Time

CSUAVWAT is the average time transactions for this application unit spent waiting or suspended for CICS resource
service. This data element is available for the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

           CAUAVWAT - Average CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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CSUAVWAT is calculated from the derived data elements CSUTLWAT and CSUTRANS:CSUAVWAT = CSUTLWAT /
CSUTRANS;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUAVWAT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

For TCE 2.0 and 2.1 non-segmented conversational transactions, operator wait time is excluded from the total wait time
data element before averaging is performed. See the data dictionary entry on CSUTLWAT for the derivation of total wait
time for TCE 2.0 and 2.1 data.

CSUBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

CSUBAADC contains the number of CICS BTS process container and activity data containers issued by the user
task.Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description-------  ------------  -------------------------------------CMF 5.3+ Field

 217     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the         (BAACDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction     

                  detail record in the DFHCBTS group.The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBAADC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBAADC contains the sum of all values of CSUBAADC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

CSUBAAPC contains the number of CICS BTS acquire process or acquire activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 214     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BAACQPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBAAPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUBAAPC contains the sum of all values of CSUBAAPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

CSUBADAC contains the number of CICS BTS define activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 209     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BADACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBADAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBADAC contains the sum of all values of CSUBADAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

CSUBADIC contains the number of CICS BTS define-input event requests issued by the user tasks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 220     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BADFIECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBADIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBADIC contains the sum of all values of CSUBADIC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

CSUBADPC contains the number of CICS BTS define process requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 208     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the  

         (BADPROCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction   

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBADPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBADPC contains the sum of all values of CSUBADPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

CSUBADTC contains the number of CICS BTS define-timer event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 221     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BADFTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBADTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBADTC contains the sum of all values of CSUBADTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

CSUBALKC contains the number of CICS BTS link process or link activity requests that the user task issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  ------------------------------------- 

CMF 5.3+ Field 207     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the 

         (BALKPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction 

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBALKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBALKC contains the sum of all values of CSUBALKC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

CSUBAPDC contains the number of CICS BTS delete, get, or put container requests for process data containers issued
by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 216     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the 

         (BAPRDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction    

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBAPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBAPDC contains the sum of all values of CSUBAPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

CSUBARAC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity asynchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 206     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARASYCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction                        

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBARAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBARAC contains the sum of all values of CSUBARAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

CSUBAREC contains the number of CICS BTS retrieve-reattach event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 219     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARATECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBAREC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBAREC contains the sum of all values of CSUBAREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

CSUBARSC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 205     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARSYNCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction           

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBARSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBARSC contains the sum of all values of CSUBARSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

CSUBATCC contains the total number of CICS BTS process container requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 218     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BATOTCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBATCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBATCC contains the sum of all values of CSUBATCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

CSUBATEC contains the total number of CICS BTS event-related requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 222     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BATOTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBATEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBATEC contains the sum of all values of CSUBATEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

CSUBATPC contains the total number of CICS BTS process and activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 215     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BATOTPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBATPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBATPC contains the sum of all values of CSUBATPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

CSUBDCPC contains the number of CICS BTS delete activity, cancel process, or cancel activity requests issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 213     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the 

         (BADCPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBDCPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBDCPC contains the sum of all values of CSUBDCPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBFTCT - Total Number of EXEC CICS BIF DIGEST

CSUBFTCT is the total number of EXEC CICS BIF DIGEST commands issued. BIF DIGEST is an application
programming interface (API) command which is a CICS built-in function used to calculate the Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA-1) digest of a string of data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUBFTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.6+ Field 408     CICS application programming interface

         (BFDGSTCT)    (API) commands

Range of Value:

CSUBFTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBFTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUBFWT - Waits for DEDB Buffers (DBCTL)

CSUBFWT contains the total number of waits for DEDB (IMS fast path data entry database) buffers. This data is available
from CMF only for CICS/ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDEDB  - DECB Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATBFWT      Number of waits for DEDB buffer

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATBFWT field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUBFWT contains the sum of all values of CSUBFWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBGOCT - Total Built-in Function (BIF) Requests

CSUBGOCT is the total number of EXEC CICS BIF DEEDIT commands issued. BIF DEEDIT is an application
programming interface (API) command which is a CICS built-in function used to calculate the Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA-1) digest of a string of data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUBGOCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.6+ Field 409     CICS application programming interface

         (BFTOTCT)     (API) commands

Range of Value:

CSUBGOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBGOCT contains the sum of all values of CSUBGOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUBMOPS - Basic Mapping Support Calls

CSUBMOPS is the number of CICS Basic Mapping Support control program calls for all transaction executions for this
user. This data element is only available for CMF input data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

           CAUBMOPS - Basic Mapping Support Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF      Field 50      BMS MAP Count

         Field 51      BMS In Count

         Field 52      BMS Out Count  

         Field 53      BMS Other Count 

                       (all from the CMF class 3 transaction

                       performance DETAIL record)

This data element is assigned from the CMF values:

CSUBMOPS = Field 50+ Field 51+ Field 52+ Field 53;

where the CMF data elements are counted at the recognition of a BMS type X'FA' trace entry, and the following BMS
request field bit masks are set:
CMF       BMS Mask   Mask    BMS

Field     Request    Value   Operation

-------   --------   -----   ------------

Field 50  TCAMSTR5   X'04'   Out

Field 51  TCAMSTR4   X'01'   In

Field 52  TCAMSTR4   X'04'   Map

Field 53  n/a        other   Other type of operation

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUBMOPS contains the sum of all CSUBMOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

CSUBRGWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for the 3270 bridge partner transaction to complete.
This field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.2+ Field 285     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

         (PTPWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBRGWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUBRGWT contains the sum of all values of CSUBRGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

CSUBRPAC contains the number of CICS BTS resume process, or resume activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 212     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARMPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBRPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBRPAC contains the sum of all values of CSUBRPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

CSUBRSAC contains the number of CICS BTS reset activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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CMF 5.3+ Field 210     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBRSAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUBRSAC contains the sum of all values of CSUBRSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUBRTRN - 3270 Bridge Transaction Name

CSUTFACL contains the four-byte 3270 bridge transaction identification. This data element is available from CMF at
CICS/ESA release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF 5.2+      Field 124     3270 Bridge Transaction

                            identification

TMON/CICS     N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBRTRN can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUBRTRN contains the last value of CSUBRTRN processed in the level of summarization.

CSUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

CSUBSPAC contains the number of CICS BTS suspend process or suspend activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 211     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BASUPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUBSPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUBSPAC contains the sum of all values of CSUBSPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCBSRV - CorbaServer Handling Requests

CSUCBSRV is the name of the CorbaServer for which this request processor instance is handling requests.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.
SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

           CSUEJBAC -  Number of Bean Activations

           CSUEJBCR -  Number of Bean Creation Calls

           CSUEJBMT -  Number of Bean Method Calls

           CSUEJBPA -  Number of Bean Passivations

           CSUEJBRE -  Number of Bean Removal Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           FID 311       First available with CTS 2.3 in

              (CBSRVRNM)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                            class records, group DFHEJBS.

                            (This field is no longer

                            available in CTS 5.1 and above)

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 4 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUCBSRV read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSUCDST1 through CSUCDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit (e.g., CSUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distributions within the user-defined limits by adding
a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CSUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CSUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CSUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:
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Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

           CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

           TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS user. CSUCDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine sets the value of TRANTYPE to "C".The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCDSTx contains the sum of all CSUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

CSUCFACT contains the number of CICS OO foundation class requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 25      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (CFCAPICT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCICS group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCFACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCFACT contains the sum of all values of CSUCFACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

CSUCFDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for coupling facility data table I/O.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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CMF 5.3+ Field 176     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (CFDTWAIT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHFILE group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCFDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUCFDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUCFDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

CSUCHMDC contains the number of CICS change-TCB modes issued by the user task. This element is defined only for
CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3. Beginning with CTS 3.1, element CSUHMDLC should be used instead of CSUCHMDC.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 248     Available only from the DFHTASK group

         (CHMODECT)    of type 110 performance records for

                       CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCHMDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCHMDC contains the sum of all values of CSUCHMDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Use this element only if the CICS release is CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3. Beginning with CTS 3.1, use element CSUHMDLC.

CSUCINP - Input Characters - Primary Facility

CSUCINP records the number of characters received from the primary facility by the user task. This data element is
available from the CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description
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-------    ------------   -----------------------------------

CMF          TCCHRIN1     The number of characters received

             (083)        from the primary terminal

                          facility by the user task.

Range of Value:

CSUCINP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCINP contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCINP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCINS - Input Characters - Secondary Facility

CSUCINS is the number of characters received from the secondary facility by the user task. This data element is available
from the CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

           CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description

-------    ------------   ---------------------------------

CMF          TCCHRIN2     The number of characters received

             (085)        from the alternate terminal

                          facility by the user-task.

Range of Value:

CSUCINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

CSUCIN62 is the number of characters received from the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CSUCIN62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2
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           CSUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

           CSUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description

-------    ------------   --------------------------------

CMF        FID 137        Characters received LU6.2 (APPC)

TMON/CICS  Not available

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCIN62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCIN62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCIPAD - Client IP Address

CSUCIPAD contains the client IP address (nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

------   ------------  --------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 244     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (CLIPADDR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCIPAD can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUCIPAD contains the last value of CSUCIPAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCIPAR - Client IP Address

CSUCIPAR contains the IPv4 or IPv6 IP address.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.
SEE ALSO:  CSUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUCIPAR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.6+ Field 318     Client or Telenet Client IP Address

         (CLIPADDR)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCIPAR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUCIPAR contains the last value of CSUCIPAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCLCCT - No. Program XCTLs With Channel Option

CSUCLCCT is the number of Transfer Control (XCTL) requests issued with the channel option by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.4+ Field 307     Available starting with CTS 3.1

         (PCXCLCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                       performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCLCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCLCCT is set to the sum of all CSUCLCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCLKOP - Number of Clocks Generated

CSUCLKOP is the total number of user-defined clocks in the associated record for this user. This data element is
available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CICPCKxx - Accumulated User Clocks

           CAUCLKOP - Number Of Clocks Generated

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data or generation data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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CMF      user defined  Number of user clocks defined in the

                       performance class transaction record.

Monitor  TAUTNUM       Number of user clocks defined in the

                       performance class transaction record.

The database contains the maximum number of clocks specified over all systems.

Range of Value:

CSUCLKOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by limits on the number of clocks that can be
generated by the monitor in question. The limit for CMF is bounded by the event structure.

Summarization Process:

CSUCLKOP is set to the maximum of all CSUCLKOP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

CSUCLOTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL close cursor calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

Element Derivation:

The input data source for CSUCLOTM is as follows:
Monitor       Data Element  Description

-------       ------------  -------------------------------

OMEGAMON for  MBCLOT        Sum time in close cursors

CICS

Note: The MBCLOT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCLOTM is set to the sum of all CSUCLOTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

CSUCONTM is a user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to a user.This data
element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of connect
time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

Element Derivation:
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This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCONTM is set to the sum of all CSUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

CSUCONWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a CICS DB2 subtask to become available. This
field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 188     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DB2CONWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCONWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUCONWT contains the sum of all values of CSUCONWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCOST - Processing Charges

CSUCOST is reserved for the MICS user to permit user calculation of processing costs for each file or database. An exit,
USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If MICS Accounting
and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CACCOST - Processing Charges

           CAUCOST - Processing Charges

           CSYCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values for CSUCOST together.

Range of Value:
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The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCOST is set to the sum of all CSUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

CSUCOUTP is the number of characters sent to the principal facility by the user task. This data element is available from
the CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CSUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

           CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description

-------    ------------   --------------------------------

CMF          TCCHROU1     The number of characters sent to

             (084)        the principal terminal facility

                          by the user-task.

Range of Value:

CSUCOUTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCOUTP contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCOUTP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

CSUCOUTS is the number of characters sent to the secondary facility by the user task. This data element is available for
the CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CSUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

           CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

           CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

           CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description

-------    ------------   --------------------------------

CMF          TCCHROU2     The number of characters sent to

             (086)        the alternate terminal facility

                          by the user-task.

Range of Value:

CSUCOUTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCOUTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCOUTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

CSUCOU62 is the number of characters sent to the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CSUCOU62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

           CSUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

           CSUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor    Data Element   Description

-------    ------------   --------------------------------

CMF        FID 138        Characters sent LU6.2 (APPC)

TMON/CICS  Not available

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCOU62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUCOU62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time

CSUCPRTM contains exactly the same value as the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) data element. Refer to the description
of CSUCPUTM for information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

Element Derivation:
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Refer to CSUCPUTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCPRTM is set to the sum of all CSUCPRTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Refer to CSUCPUTM.

CSUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

CSUCPTRN is the number of transactions that used CP core CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
See also: CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

This value is derived using the following formula:
IF CSUCPUTM GT 0 THEN CSUCPTRN = 1;

ELSE CSUCPTRN = 0;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCPTRN is set to the sum of all CSUCPTRN values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSUCPTRN contains the number of transactions where CP CPU time was used. All CICS transactions should use
some amount of CP CPU time during transaction initialization and termination, even transactions that primarily use zIIP
CPU time for transaction work.In summarized observations, CSUCPTRN and CSUTRANS should typically be equal.
Occasionally a transaction might record a value of zero CP CPU time, but this condition should logically never occur.

CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

CSUCPUNI is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of transactions for
this user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER and represents millions of instructions.
SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

           CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

           CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

CSUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at MICS installation by the CPU time
consumed by the CICS user (CSUCPUTM).The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSUCPUNI contains the sum of all CSUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in prefix.MICS.PARMS member SYSID.

CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

CSUCPUTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time that is consumed by each user transaction.
For CICCSU file observations created from IBM CMF data, this data element contains the sum of three separate CP
processor CPU time measurements:
CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

+ CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

+ CSUMQSTM - XML System Services CPU Time

For CICCSU file observations created from TMON data, however, CSUCPUTM does not include the RLS and XML data
values and is equivalent to CSUTCBTM.

For both CMF and TMON users, at CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 the CSUTCBTM component of CSUCPUTM includes
any CPU time that is accumulated while executing on specialty (zIIP) cores.

For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CSUCPUTM continues to contain both CP processor and specialty
(zIIP) processor CPU time unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

          CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

          CSUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

          CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

Element Derivation:

CSUCPUTM is derived as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF
             MICS Data Element Names

             IBM CMF Field Names

Release      IBM CMF Connector IDs

-----------  ---------------------------------------

CTS 5.1      CSUTCBTM + CSURLSTM + CSUMQSTM

(CMF 680)    (CPUTONCP) (RLSCPUT)  (WMQASRBT)

and above       (436)      (175)      (397)

CTS 4.1      CSUTCBTM + CSURLSTM + CSUMQSTM

(CMF 660)     (USRCPUT) (RLSCPUT)  (WMQASRBT)

and below       (008)      (175)      (397)

CTS 3.1      CSUTCBTM + CSURLSTM 

(CMF 640)    (CPUTONCP) (RLSCPUT)  
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and below       (008)      (175)

• Data Source: ASG TMON
             TMON Metric

Release      TMON TA Record Source

-----------  ---------------------------------------

TMON 3.2    TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

and below     

TMON 3.4    SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="N" (default)

and above       TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

                 SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="Y"

                   TASTCPUT - Standard CP CPU Time

Range of Value:

CSUCPUTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCPUTM is set to the sum of all CSUCPUTM values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSUCPUTM contains the total CPU time used by the transaction on CP processor engines. In CICCSU file observations
that are created from IBM CMF data, CSUCPUTM is a composite value created by summing:
CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time+ CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS+ CSUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time

In CICCSU observations that are created from ASG TMON data, CSUCPUTM does not include the SRB time
measurements shown above.

Note: For CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 only, the CSUTCBTM component includes any CPU time that executed on CP,
and zIIP cores.

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

Other considerations for the CSUCPUTM data element regarding the CSUTCBTM time component:

• When a CICS transaction results in MQ Series Message Broker activity/processing the TCB CPU time is included
in CSUTCBTM, regardless of whether the MQ activity occurred on a CP, zIIP, or zAAP core. The MICS Analyzer
Option for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This
overlap must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries
components.

• CSUTCBTM includes CP core TCB CPU time for MQ Series Message Broker activity expended on behalf of the
transaction.

• Beginning with CICS TS 4.1 CSUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time the transaction expended in WebSphere
MQ processing MQ API requests.

• Beginning with CICS CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6 CSUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time expended
by the transaction in the creation and termination of DB2 threads, and the time expended in DB2. The MICS Analyzer
Option for DB2 Accumulated CPU Time (DSUCPUTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This overlap
must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and DB2 components.

• For chargeback or capacity purposes, for CICS regions executing CICS TS release 5.1 or higher, consider examining
the two core type components of CSUCPUTM, especially if you want to charge a different CPU time processing rate
for work that was eligible to execute on specialty cores.
– CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
– CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
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CSUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

CSUCRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for conversational response events completed during the
interval. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

           CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

           CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

           CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

           CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

           TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction) by the user in the CICRLRT exit.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUCRSTM is set to the sum of all CSUCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

CSUCSHWM contains the container's storage high water mark. It is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor   Data Field        Description

-------   ---------------   --------------------------------

CMF       Group - DFHCHNL   Container Storage High Water

          FID   - 329       Mark

          Name  - PGCSTHWM

TMON/CICS Not available

Range of Value:

CSUCSHWM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCSHWM is set to the maximum CSUCSHWM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

CSUCTRN is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the
supported monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in
segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.For CMF, this is
the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received. For The Monitor, this is the number
of transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

           CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

           CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

           CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

           TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ ------------------------------------

CMF      (implied)     one count per detail record received

                           (non-system performance record,

                           class 3 only)

The Monitor  (implied)     one count per detail record received

                          (The Monitor transaction detail

                          record only)

All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity

                       indicator, generated by the user's

                       relative longevity code derivation

                       routine CICRLRT.

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'C,'
indicating conversational, one count is added into CSUCTRN.

Range of Value:

CSUCTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CSUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSUCTRN is set to the sum of all CSUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

CSUCURTA contains the current number of active user transactions in the system at the time the user task was attached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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CMF 6.8+ Field 434     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (CURTASKS)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

Range of Value:

CSUCURTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCURTA contains the sum of all values of CSUCURTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUCVIN1 - No. Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Requests

CSUCVIN1 is the number of CICS web support RECEIVE and CONVERSE requests issued by the user task when CICS
is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.4+ Field 333     Available starting with CTS 3.1

         (WBRCVIN1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                       performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUCVIN1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUCVIN1 is set to the sum of all CSUCVIN1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

CSUDAMSC contains the number of transaction executions during which storage violations were detected. Storage
violations can be due to invalid storage accounting areas, bad area pointer addresses, etc. CSUDAMSC is only available
up to CICS/MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3 and higher, see the data element CSYDAMSC for the total number
of storage violations.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CAUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain           CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed           CSYDAMSC -

 Storage Violations

Element Derivation:
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This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the detail CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a bad storage accounting area is examined in the course of processing a Storage Control event.The
source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  ----------------------------------

CMF 2.x   MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '.....1..'

The

Monitor   TAFLAG1      Condition Indicator bit '...1....'

CMF:      The MF3ERROR X'04' bit is set by CMF if CMF detects

          a bad storage accounting area or bad area pointer

          in routine MPSC3CUM.

The Monitor: The TAFLAG1 X'10' bit is set by The Monitor if

              it detects a bad storage accounting area or bad

                area pointer.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note: CSUDAMSC is set to the sum of all CSUDAMSC values encountered in the summarization level.The value of this
data element in any DETAIL observation is either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data element represents the
number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of a low value in this field does not necessarily indicate that the associated application caused the storage
violation. Instead, the actual offending transaction may have destroyed the storage accounting area or area pointer of
another transaction. The presence of high values (relative to total transaction executions) tends to indicate that this
application is the offender.

CSUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

CSUDATHW contains the time that the transaction had to wait for a Liberty pthread to be allocated during links to Liberty
programs. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in the IBM CICS
Transaction Server for z/OS documentation, Monitoring section.CSUDATHW is included in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time
(CSUSUSTM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

          CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  --------------------------------------

CMF 7.0+ Field 429     Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

         (DSAPTHWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHTASK group.

ASG TCE  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDATHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUDATHW contains the sum of all values of CSUDATHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBCLO - Number of Close Cursors

CSUDBCLO is the total number of SQL close cursor calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBOPN - Number of Open Cursors

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBCLO element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBCLON         Count for close cursors

for CICS

Note: The MBCLON field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBCLO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBCLO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBCLO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

CSUDBDEL is the total number of SQL delete calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBDEL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------
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OMEGAMON      MBDELN         Count for deletes

for CICS

Note: The MBDELN field is part of the MEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBDEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

CSUDBDES is the total number of SQL describe calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBDES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBDEST         Count for describes

for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBDES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBDES contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBDES that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBDLT contains the total number of DL/I DLET (delete) calls issued by the application. This data element is only valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher. It contains DL/I calls processed by DBCTL (database control).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDLET      No. of database DLET calls

OMEGAMON      n/a

for CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATDLET field is part of the DBCTL user area in SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBDLT contains the sum of all values of CSUDBDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

CSUDBEND contains the PSB schedule end time-stamp. This data element is valid only for CMF in CICS/ESA releases
3.1.1 and higher. This information is provided by the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDATN      STCK time schedule completed

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.
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Summarization Process:

CSUDBEND contains the maximum value of CSUDBEND processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

CSUDBEXE is the total number of SQL execute calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBEXE is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBEXEN         Count for executes

for CICS

Note: The MBEXEN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBEXE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBEXE contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBEXE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

CSUDBEXI is the total number of SQL execute immediate calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches
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           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBEXI is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBEXIN         Count for execute immediate

for CICS

Note: The MBEXIN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBEXI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBEXI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBEXI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBFET - Number of Fetches

CSUDBFET is the total number of SQL fetch calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of Deletes           CSUDBDES - Number of Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

           CSUDBINS - Number of Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBFET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBFETN         Count for fetches

for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBFET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUDBFET contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBFET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGHN contains the total number of DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls. This data element is only valid for CMF in CICS/
ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGHN       No of database GHN calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGHN field is part of the DBCTL user area in the type 110 SMF record.

Range of Value:

CSUDBGHN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGHN contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGHN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGHP contains the total number of DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This
data element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control)
user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)
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           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGHNP      No of database GHNP calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGHNP field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBGHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGHP contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGHU contains the total number of DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user
area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGHU       No of database GHU calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGHU field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.
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Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBGHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGHU contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGHU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGN - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGN contains the total number of DL/I GN (get next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGN        No of database GN calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGN field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGN contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGNP contains the total number of DL/I GNP (get next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user
area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGNP       No of database GNP calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGNP field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBGNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGNP contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGNP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBGU - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBGU contains the total number of DL/I GU (get unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the
SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATGU        No of database GU calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a
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CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATGU field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBGU contains the sum of all values of CSUDBGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBINS - Number of Inserts

CSUDBINS is the total number of SQL insert calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of Fetches

           CSUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBINS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBINSN         Count for inserts

for CICS

Note: The MBINSN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUDBIO - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

CSUDBIO contains the total number of DL/I database I/Os issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid for
CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDBIO      Total DL/I database calls

OMEGAMON for  N/A

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   N/A

for CICS

Note: The STATDBIO field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBIO contains the sum of all values of CSUDBIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBISR contains the total number of DL/I ISRL (insert) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATISRT      No of database ISRT calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATISRT field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBISR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBISR contains the sum of all values of CSUDBISR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

CSUDBMIS is the total number of SQL miscellaneous calls issued by the user transaction. It is available only from
OMEGAMON for CICS. It includes the SQL calls that are not counted individually by the monitor, such as ALTER INDEX,
ALTER TABLE, and CREATE INDEX.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBMIS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      DBMISN         Count for miscellaneous calls

for CICS

Note: The MBMISN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBMIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBMIS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBMIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDBNSC - DB2 Non-SQL Count

CSUDBNSC contains the number of DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued by the user
transactions. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBNST - DB2 Non-SQL Call Time

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

TCE 2.0+      TANSQCCT      DB2 non-SQL count

Range of Value:

CSUDBNSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBNSC contains the sum of all values of CSUDBNSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBNST - DB2 Non-SQL Call Time

CSUDBNST contains the elapsed time for DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued by the user
transactions. This time is measured from the issuance of the request to subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon
completion of the request. This time may include dispatch queue time and buffer wait time. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBNSC - DB2 Non-SQL Count

           CSUSQLTM - Total SQL Call Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

TCE 2.0+      TANSQCTM      DB2 non-SQL request time

Range of Value:

CSUDBNST is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBNST contains the sum of all values of CSUDBNST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDBOPN - Number of Open Cursors

CSUDBOPN is the total number of SQL open cursor calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBCLO - Number of Close Cursors

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBOPN is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      DBOPNN         Count for open cursors

for CICS

Note: The MBOPNN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBOPN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

CSUDBPRE is the total number of SQL prepare calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBPRE is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBPREN         Count for prepares

for CICS
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Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBPRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBPRE contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBPRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBREP contains the total number of DL/I REPL (replace) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the
SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATREPL      No of database REPL calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATREPL field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBREP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBREP contains the sum of all values of CSUDBREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBSEL - Number of Selects

CSUDBSEL is the total number of SQL select calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

           CSUDBUPD - Number of Updates

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBSEL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBSELN         Count for selects

for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBSEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBSEL contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBSEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)

CSUDBSTR contains the PSB schedule start time-stamp. This data element is valid only for CMF in CICS/ESA releases
3.1.1 and higher. This information is provided by the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDATS      STCK time schedule started

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.

Summarization Process:
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CSUDBSTR contains the minimum value of CSUDBSTR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBTCB - Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)

CSUDBTCB contains the CPU time user transaction spent in the DRA thread TCB from the beginning of a schedule
request to the release of the PSB. DRA is the database resource adapter, a component of CICS/ESA that requests
connection to, and disconnection from, DBCTL. CSUDBTCB does not include any CPU time spent in the IMS control
region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATCTM1      Thread TCB CPU time

TMON for      TADBTCHC      DBCTL thread CPU time

CICS/ESA

TCE 2.0+      TADBCTHC      DBCTL Thread CPU time

Note: The STATCTM1 field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CSUDBTCB contains a SAS time value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBTCB contains the sum of all values of CSUDBTCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBTOT - Total DL/I Database Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDBTOT contains the total number of DL/I database calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid for
CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

           CSUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

           CSUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATTOTC      Total DL/I database calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATTOTC field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDBTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBTOT contains the sum of all values of CSUDBTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

CSUDBUPD is the total number of SQL update calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

           CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

           CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

           CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

           CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

           CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

           CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

           CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBUPD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Element   Description

-------       ------------   -----------

OMEGAMON      MBUPDN         Count for updates

for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBUPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBUPD contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBUPD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

CSUDBWAT contains the elapsed time the user transactions spent waiting on DB2 requests. This time is measured from
the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in the DB2 total request time as
reported by the MICS data element CSUSQLTM. CSUDBWAT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

           CSUSQLTM - Total SQL Call Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

TCE 2.0+      TADB2WTM      DB2 Wait Time

Range of Value:

CSUDBWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUDBWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

CSUDBWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DB2 requests. This number may be different
from the total number of DB2 requests as reported by the MICS data element CSUSQLTO. CSUDBWCT is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

           CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -----------------------------

CMF           n/a

TCE 2.0+      TADB2WCT      DB2 Wait Count

Range of Value:

CSUDBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

CSUDB2RC contains the number of DB2 (EXEC SQL and IFI) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 180     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DB2REQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDB2RC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDB2RC contains the sum of all values of CSUDB2RC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

CSUDB2WT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for DB2 to service the DB2 EXEC SQL and IFI
requests issued by the user task. This field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 189     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DB2WAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDATA group.

                       (This field is no longer

                       available in CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDB2WT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDB2WT contains the sum of all values of CSUDB2WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDEDB - DEDB Calls (DBCTL)

CSUDEDB contains the total number of calls issued against IMS fast path data entry database (DEDB). This data element
is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDECL      Number DEDB Calls

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

The STATDECL field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDEDB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDEDB contains the sum of all values of CSUDEDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)

CSUDEDBR contains the total number of read operations performed against the IMS fast path data entry database
(DEDB). This data element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDEDB - DEDB Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           STATDERD      Number DEDB read operations

OMEGAMON for  n/a

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The STATDERD field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDEDBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUDEDBR contains the sum of all values of CSUDEDBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDELCT - User Task Wait Count-Extrapartition TDL

CSUDELCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for an extrapartition transient data lock (TDEPLOCK).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-----    ------------  --------------------------------------

CMF 6.8+ Field 404     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (TDELWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDEST group.

Range of Value:

CSUDELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDELCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

CSUDELTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL delete calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

           CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

           CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

           CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

           CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

           CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

           CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

           CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

           CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUDELTM is as follows:
Monitor      Data Element  Description

-------      ------------  --------------------------------

OMEGAMON     MBDELT        Sum time in SQL delete calls

for CICS
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Note: The MBDELT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUDELTM is set to the sum of all CSUDELTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDELWT - User Task Wait Time - Extrapartition TDL

CSUDELWT contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an extrapartition transient data lock
(TDEPLOCK). For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait(suspend)
times in Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDEPLOCK, see Resource
type TDEPLOCK: waits for transient data extrapartition requests in Troubleshooting. CSUDELWT reports a part of the
time that is reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

           CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 6.8+ Field 404     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (TDELWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDEST group.

Range of Value:

CSUDELWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDELWT contains the sum of all values of CSUDELWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

CSUDESTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL describe calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

           CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

           CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

           CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

           CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

           CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls
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           CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

           CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

           CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

           CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUDESTM is as follows:
Monitor      Data Element  Description

-------      ------------  --------------------------------

OMEGAMON     MBDEST        Sum time in SQL describe calls

for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUDESTM is set to the sum of all CSUDESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

CSUDGHPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a     OMEGAMON for  MIGHNT      Count for get hold next in parent

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIDMSN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:
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CSUDGHPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDGHPT contains the sum of all values of CSUDGHPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

CSUDHCRC contains the number of document handler CREATE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 226     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHCRECT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHCRC contains the sum of all values of CSUDHCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

CSUDHDCT contains the number of document handler delete requests issued by the user task. CSUDHDCT is available
from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor   Data Field        Description

-------   ---------------   --------------------------------

CMF       Group - DFHDOCH   No. Document Handler Delete

          FID   - 223       Requests

          Name  - DHDELCT

TMON/CICS Not available

Range of Value:

CSUDHDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUDHDCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDHDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

CSUDHINC contains the number of document handler INSERT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 227     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHINSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHINC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHINC contains the sum of all values of CSUDHINC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

CSUDHRTC contains the number of document handler RETRIEVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 229     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHRETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHRTC contains the sum of all values of CSUDHRTC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

CSUDHSTC contains the number of document handler SET requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 228     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHSETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHSTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHSTC contains the sum of all values of CSUDHSTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDHTC - Total No. Document Requests

CSUDHTC contains the total number of document handler requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 230     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHTOTCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHTC contains the sum of all values of CSUDHTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

CSUDHTDL contains the total length of all documents created by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 240     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (DHTOTDCL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUDHTDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDHTDL contains the sum of all values of CSUDHTDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDILCT - User Task Wait Count-Intrapartition TDL

CSUDILCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for an intrapartition transient data lock (TDIPLOCK).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  --------------------------------------

CMF 6.8+ Field 403     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (TDILWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDEST group.

Range of Value:

CSUDILCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDILCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDILCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

CSUDILWT contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an intrapartition transient data lock (TDIPLOCK).
For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait (suspend) times in
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Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDIPLOCK, see Resource type
TDIPLOCK: waits for transient data intrapartition requests in Troubleshooting. CSUDILWT contains part of the time
reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

           CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  --------------------------------------

CMF 6.8+ Field 403     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

         (TDILWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDEST group.

Range of Value:

CSUDILWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDILWT contains the sum of all values of CSUDILWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDIOTM - Elapsed Time for Database I/O

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

CSUDLDEL contains the total number of DL/I DLET (delete) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIDELN        Count for deletes
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CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIDELN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLDEL contains the sum of all values of CSUDLDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

CSUDLDLT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I DLET (delete) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIDELT      Time in deletes

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIDELT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLDLT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLDLT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

CSUDLGHN contains the total number of DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element
is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGHNN        Count for get hold next

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGHNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGHN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGHN contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGHN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

CSUDLGHP contains the total number of DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This
data element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls
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           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGPNN      Count for get hold next in parent

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGPNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGHP contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

CSUDLGHT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGHNT      Time in get hold next

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS
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Note: The MIGHNT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLGHT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGHT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

CSUDLGHU contains the total number of DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGHUN        Count for get hold unique

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGHUN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGHU contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGHU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUDLGN - DL/I GN Calls

CSUDLGN contains the total number of DL/I GN (get updates) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           Not Available

OMEGAMON for  MIGNN         Count for get updates

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   Not Available

for CICS

Note: The MIGNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGN contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

CSUDLGN contains the total number of DL/I GN (get next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls
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           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           Not Available

OMEGAMON for  MIGNPN        Count for get next

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   Not Available

for CICS

Note: The MIGNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGN contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

CSUDLGNT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GN (get next) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGNT       Time in get updates

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGNT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.
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Range of Value:

CSUDLGNT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGNT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

CSUDLGPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GNP (get next in parent) calls. This data element is only available
from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           Not Available

OMEGAMON for  MIGNPT      Time in get next

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   Not Available

for CICS

Note: The MIGNPT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLGPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGPT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGU - DL/I GU Calls

CSUDLGU contains the total number of DL/I GU (get unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

           CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHP Calls

           CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGUN       Count for get uniques

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGUN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGU contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

CSUDLGUT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GU (get unique) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DELT Calls

           CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGUT       Time in get uniques

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGUT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLGUT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLGUT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLGUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

CSUDLHUT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DELT Calls

           CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

           CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

           CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

           CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

           CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

           CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

           CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

           CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

           CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor       Data Field  Description

-------       ----------  ---------------------------------

CMF           n/a

OMEGAMON for  MIGHUT      Time in get hold uniques

CICS/ESA

The Monitor   n/a

for CICS

Note: The MIGHUT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLHUT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CSUDLHUT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLHUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls

CSUDLICC is the DL/I call count. This data element is available only from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO:  CSUDLIWT - DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TADLIRCT data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.For ASG-TMON/ESA 2.0+, CSUDLICC is read from field TADLIRCT.

Range of Value:

CSUDLICC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLICC contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDLICC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

CSUDLIPW is the total number of transactions that encountered DL/I pool waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
SEE ALSO:  CINCODE - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDLIPW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

CMF       n/a

Monitor   TAFLAG6      Condition Indicator bits '....1...'

                       (from The Monitor transaction record)

Range of Value:

CSUDLIPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLIPW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDLIPW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

CSUDLISR contains the total number of DL/I ISRT (insert) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIINSN        Count for inserts

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIINSN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLISR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLISR contains the sum of all values of CSUDLISR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

CSUDLIST contains the total elapsed time for DL/I ISRT (insert) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls
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             CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIINST      Time in deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIINST field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLIST is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLIST contains the sum of all values of CSUDLIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

CSUDLITW is the total number of transactions that encountered DL/I thread waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE  - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDLITW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

   CMF      n/a

 

   Monitor  TAFLAG6       Condition Indicator bits '...1....'

                          (from The Monitor transaction record)          
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Range of Value:

CSUDLITW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLITW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDLITW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLIWT - Elapsed Time For CICS DL/I Calls

CSUDLIWT is the DL/I call elapsed time. This data element is available only from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLICC - DL/I Call Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor and The Monitor for CICS/ESA data source.

    Monitor    Data Element    Description

    -------    ------------    --------------------------------

 

    TCE 2.0+   TADLIRTM        DL/I Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDLIWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLIWT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDLIWT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

CSUDLREP contains the total number of DL/I REPL (replace) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIREPN        Count for replaces

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIREPN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLREP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLREP contains the sum of all values of CSUDLREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

CSUDLRPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I REPL (replace) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIREPT      Time in replaces

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIREPT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLRPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLRPT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLRPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

CSUDLSCH contains the total number of DL/I PCB (schedule a PSB) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MISCHN        Count for schedules

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a
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    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MISCHN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLSCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLSCH contains the sum of all values of CSUDLSCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

CSUDLSCT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I PCB (schedule a PSB) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MISCHT      Time in deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MISCHT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:
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CSUDLSCT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

CSUDLTRN contains the total number of DL/I TERM (terminate) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MITERN        Count for terminates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MITERN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUDLTRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLTRN contains the sum of all values of CSUDLTRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

CSUDLTRT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I TERM (terminate) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CSUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CSUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CSUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CSUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CSUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CSUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CSUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CSUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CSUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MITERT      Time in terminates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MITERT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUDLTRT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLTRT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLTRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

CSUDLWAT contains the total DL/I wait time that occurred for the user transactions. This time is measured from the
issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in the total elapsed time for DL/I
calls (MICS data element CSUDLIWT). CSUDLWAT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDLIWT - Elapsed Time for CICS DL/I Calls

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TADLIWTM      DL/1 Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDLWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

CSUDLWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DL/I calls. This number may be different from
the total number of DL/I calls as reported by the MICS data element CSUDLICC. CSUDLWCT is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

            CSUDLICC - DL/I Call Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TADLIWCT      DL/1 Wait Count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDLWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDLWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDLWCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUDPCPU - TCB CPU TIME USED

CSUDPCPU contains the accumulated CPU time for the task on this TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDPCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element    Description

   -------     ------------   ---------------------------------

   The monitor  TADSPCPU        Dispatch TCB CPU TIME USED          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDPCPU is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total elapsed time of the
transactions.

Summarization Process:

CSUDPCPU is set to the sum of all CSUDPCPU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDSPCT - Transaction Dispatch Count

CSUDSPCT contains the number of times that the transaction was dispatched by CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

             CSYUSRTM - User (Application) Dispatched Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TADSPCNT      Transaction dispatch count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDSPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDSPCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDSPCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUDSTMX - Maximum Number of Open TCBs (key 8/9)

CSUDSTMX contains the peak number of CICS open TCBs that have been allocated to the user task. The specific TCB
modes included in the peak analysis vary based on the CTS release:TCB Modes Counted in Peak Analysis:

• Before CTS Release 3.1: H8, J8, J9, L8, S8
• After CTS Release 3.1: J8, J9, L8, L9, S8, X8, X9

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CMF         FID 252         First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (DSTCBHWM)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDSTMX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of available TCBs.

Summarization Process:

CSUDSTMX contains the maximum CSUDSTMX value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

CSUDSWAT contains the elapsed time the transaction spent waiting for dispatch by CICS. This is the time from
recognizing the WAIT ECB posting as complete to subsequent dispatch of the transaction by KCP. This excludes the wait
time for first dispatch as reported by MICS data element CSUDS1WT. CSUDSWAT is only available from CMF (CICS
3.1.1 and higher) and The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSPCT - Transaction Dispatch Count

             CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF (3.1.1+)  Field 102     Elapsed wait for re-dispatch
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    TCE 2.0       TADSPQST      Wait for dispatch (queue time)

 

    TCE 2.1+      TADSPWRT      Wait for dispatch (queue time)          

          

Note:

TADSPWRT is collected by The Monitor when WAIT DISPATCH QUEUE = Y is specified on the Optional Collection
screen.

Range of Value:

CSUDSWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total elapsed time of the
transactions.

Summarization Process:

CSUDSWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUDSWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

CSUDS1MX contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch because the limit set for
MXT (maximum task) has been reached. CSUDS1MX is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CSUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

             CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatcher Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 127       Time waiting for first dispatch

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDS1MX is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDS1MX contains the sum of all values of CSUDS1MX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CSUDS1MX is a subset of the total wait time for first dispatch as captured by the
data element CSUDS1WT.
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CSUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

CSUDS1TC contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch because the limit set for the
transaction class has been reached. CSUDS1TC is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CSUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

             CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatcher Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 126       Time waiting for first dispatch

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDS1TC is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDS1TC contains the sum of all values of CSUDS1TC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CSUDS1TC is a subset of the total wait time for first dispatch as captured by the
data element CSUDS1WT.

CSUDS1WC - Wait for First Dispatch Count

CSUDS1WC is the number of times that the user task waited for first dispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------- -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 125     Values are taken from the count part

           (DSPDELAY)    of this type S field

 

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDS1WC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUDS1WC contains the sum of all values of CSUDS1WC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

CSUDS1WT contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch. This is measured from the
request to the CICS task control program (KCP) to ATTACH the transaction to the KCP CREATE request. CSUDS1WT is
available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CSUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

             CSUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CMF           FID 125       Time waiting for first dispatch

 

  TMON/CICS     TAW1DSP       Tran. wait until first dispatch

 

  TCE 2.0+      TAW1DSP       Wait for first dispatch          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDS1WT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDS1WT contains the sum of all values of CSUDS1WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the time waiting for first dispatch is part of the total task suspend time as captured
by the data element CSUSUSTM. Also the Start Timestamp (STARTTS) for a transaction is the time that the transaction
arrives in the system. Therefore, the formula:STARTTS + CSUDS1WTcan be used to calculate the time that the
transaction is dispatched for execution.

CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CSUDTSCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) suspends that occurred for the transaction.
CSUDTSCT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPSCT      DTP (MRO) suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDTSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDTSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDTSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CSUDTSUS contains the elapsed time the transaction was suspended while waiting for a distributed transaction
processing (DTP) function. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is for MRO environments and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPSTM      DTP (MRO) suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDTSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDTSUS contains the sum of all values of CSUDTSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

CSUDTWAT contains the elapsed time the transaction spent waiting for a distributed transaction processing (DTP)
function. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element
is for MRO environments and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPWTM      MRO/DTP wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDTWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDTWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUDTWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

CSUDTWCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) waits that occurred for the transaction. It is
valid for MRO environments and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    The Monitor   TADTPWCT      MRO/DTP wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDTWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDTWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUDTWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

CSUDWWTM contains the elapsed time that the user task waited as a result of relinquishing control to another task. The
time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time CSUSUSTM. This data element is available from
CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 184     Elapsed time for wait as a

                 GVUPWAIT      result of relinquishing control

 

   Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUDWWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUDWWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUDWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A user task can relinquish control in many ways. Some examples are application programs that use one or more of the
following EXEC CICS API or SPI commands:
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• Using the EXEC CICS SUSPEND command. This command causes the issuing task to relinquish control to another
task of higher or equal dispatching priority. Control is returned to this task as soon as no other task of a higher or equal
priority is ready to be dispatched.

• Using the EXC CICS CHANGE TASK PRIORITY command. This command immediately changes the priority of the
issuing task and causes the task to relinquish control in order for it to be redispatched at its new priority. The task is not
redispatched until tasks of higher or equal priority, and that are also dispatchable, have been dispatched.

• Using the EXEC CICS DELAY command with INTERVAL(0). This command causes the issuing task to relinquish
control to another task of higher or equal dispatching priority. Control is returned to this task as soon as no other task
of higher or equal priority is ready to be dispatched.

• Using the EXEC CICS POST command requesting notification that a specified time has expired. This command
causes the issuing task to relinquish control to give CICS the opportunity to post the timer-event control area.

• Using the EXEC CICS PERFORM RESETTIME command to synchronize the CICS date and time with the MVS
system date and time of day.

• Using the EXEC CICS START TRANSID command with the ATTACH option.

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and CICS Performance Guides for "Clocks and timestamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times"

CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

CSUECBWC contains the number of transaction waits for which The Monitor could not identify the specific ECB wait type.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAECBCNT      Unidentified ECB wait count          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUECBWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUECBWC contains the sum of all values of CSUECBWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

CSUECBWT contains the elapsed time of transaction waits for which The Monitor could not identify the ECB wait type.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAECBTIM      Unidentified ECB wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUECBWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUECBWT contains the sum of all values of CSUECBWT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUECECT - SIGNAL EVENT Requests

CSUECECT is the number of EXEC CICS SIGNAL EVENT commands issued. SIGNAL EVENT is an application
programming interface (API) command that identify a place in an application program where one or more events could be
emitted. EXEC CICS API call, SIGNAL EVENT, allows events to be captured anywhere in a CICS application.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 415     CICS application programming interface

           (ECSIGECT)    (API) commands          

          

Range of Value:

CSUECECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUECECT contains the sum of all values of CSUECECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUECPCT - Event Filter Operations

CSUECPCT is the number of event filter operations performed by the user task. The set of predicates connected by AND
used to determine whether an event is captured. If all predicates evaluate to TRUE, the event is captured. Predicates that
evaluate to FALSE filter out events.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUECPCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 416     Event Filter operations CTS 4.1

           (ECEFOPCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUECPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUECPCT contains the sum of all values of CSUECPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUECSEV - No. of Synchronous Emission Events

CSUECSEV is the number of synchronous emission events captured by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   No. of  Synchronous Emission

            FID   - 418       Events

            Name  - ECSEVCCT          

          

Range of Value:

CSUECSEV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUECSEV contains the sum of all values of CSUECSEV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUECTCT - Number of EVENTs Captured

CSUECTCT is the number of events captured by the user task. The process of capturing an event in CICS is that after a
capture point has been successfully filtered, CICS copies all of the capture data and passes it to the dispatcher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUECTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 417     Number of EVENTs captured

          (ECEVNTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUECTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUECTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUECTCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUEDOCT - No. Web READ HTTPHEADER Requests

CSUEDOCT is the number of CICS web support READ HTTPHEADER requests issued by the user task when CICS is an
HTTP client.

Type:Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 331     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBREDOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEDOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEDOCT is set to the sum of all CSUEDOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS Requests

CSUEITCT is the total number of EXEC CICS commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUEITCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 402     Total No. EXEC CICS requests

           (EICTOTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEITCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEITCT contains the sum of all values of CSUEITCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUEJBAC - Number of Bean Activations

CSUEJBAC contains the number of bean activations that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 312       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBSACCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEJBAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEJBAC contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEJBCR - Number of Bean Creation Calls

CSUEJBCR contains the number of bean creation calls that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 314       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBCRECT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEJBCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUEJBCR contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEJBMT - Number of Bean Method Calls

CSUEJBMT contains the number of bean method calls executed in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 316       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBMTHCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEJBMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEJBMT contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEJBPA - Number of Bean Passivations

CSUEJBPA contains the number of bean passivations that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 313       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBSPACT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUEJBPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEJBPA contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEJBRE - Number of Bean Removal Calls

CSUEJBRE contains the number of bean removal calls that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 315       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBREMCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEJBRE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEJBRE contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEJBTO - Number of Total Bean Calls

CSUEJBTO contains the total number of bean calls for this request processor. This includes FIDs 312 through 316,
represented by MICS fields CSUEJBAC, CSUEJBPA, CSUEJBCR, CSUEJBRE and CSUEJBMT, respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUEJBAC -  Number of Bean Activations

             CSUEJBCR -  Number of Bean Creation Calls

             CSUEJBMT -  Number of Bean Method Calls

             CSUEJBPA -  Number of Bean Passivations

             CSUEJBRE -  Number of Bean Removal Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 317       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBTOTCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEJBTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEJBTO contains the sum of all values of CSUEJBTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEPRDL - Data Bytes Read From Repository

CSUEPRDL contains the total length, in bytes, of the data read to the repository in temporary storage by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 341     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREPRDL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEPRDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEPRDL contains the sum of all values of CSUEPRDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEPWDL - Data Bytes Written to Repository

CSUEPWDL contains the total length, in bytes, of the data written to the repository in temporary storage by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 342     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREPWDL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEPWDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEPWDL contains the sum of all values of CSUEPWDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

CSUEQSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred while the transaction was waiting on enqueue processing.
This data element is available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           129           Wait for Task Control ENQ

    TMON/CICS     TAENQWCT      Enqueue suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEQSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEQSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUEQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

CSUEQSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended while waiting for enqueue processing. This
time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This data element is
available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           129           Time waiting Task Control ENQ

    TMON/CICS     TAENQWTM      Enqueue suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEQSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUEQSUS contains the sum of all values of CSUEQSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CSUEQSUS is a subset of the task suspend time captured by the data element
CSUSUSTM.

CSUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

CSUERSTM is the total response time for the CICS application unit for any response event completed during the interval
and identified as "excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit. Response events cover the internal response of the
CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          
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Element Derivation:

CSUERSTM is assigned from CAUTRSTM, if TRANCODE = 'X' (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUERSTM is set to the sum of all CSUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUETCCT - No. Get Container Channel Requests

CSUETCCT is the number of GET CONTAINER and GET64 CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 323     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGGETCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUETCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUETCCT is set to the sum of all CSUETCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUETCDL - Get Container Channel Data Bytes

CSUETCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the GET CONTAINER CHANNEL and GET64
CONTAINER CHANNEL commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 326     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGGETCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUETCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUETCDL is set to the sum of all CSUETCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

CSUETRN is the number of transaction executions that have been identified as "excessive" by the user in the relative
longevity exit (CICRLRT in prefix.MICS.PARMS).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

             CSUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             CSUETTRN - Terminal Originated Excessive Trans.

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CSUTRANS if TRANTYPE = 'X' (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUETRN is set to the sum of all CSUETRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUETTRN - Excessive Terminal Originated Trans

CSUETTRN is the number of transaction executions that originated from a terminal and have been identified as
"excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit (CICRLRT in prefix.MICS.PARMS).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed
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             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

             CSUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CSUTTRAN if TRANTYPE = 'X' (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUETTRN is set to the sum of all CSUETTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEXCPS - I/O (excps) Generated

CSUEXCPS records I/O EXCP (execute channel program) requests issued for the CICS address space during a
measurement interval. CSUEXCPS is only available from ASG-TMON V8. CMF collects statistics for file control program
calls issued by individual transactions (see CSUFCOPS). File control calls do not have a one-to-one correlation to
hardware I/O activities. CSUEXCPS is shipped as an inactive element because it cannot be populated by reading a field
directly from the input data source. The ASG-TMON records report the EXCP counts at the CICS system level and not
at the transaction level. Thus a user exit is required to populate the CSUEXCPS element by distributing the system level
value across the individual transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CSYSIOCT - Access Method Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     -----------   ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    TIEXCPCT      EXCP Count

                              (from The Monitor system record)

          

Range of Value:

CSUEXCPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUEXCPS is set to the sum of all values of CSUEXCPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUEXDQ - Exclusive Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUEXEQ - Exclusive Enqueues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUEXEQW - Exclusive Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

CSUEXETM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL execute calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUEXETM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBEXET        Sum time in SQL execute calls          

          

Note:

The MBEXET field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUEXETM is set to the sum of all CSUEXETM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

CSUEXITM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL execute immediate calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUEXITM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBEXIT        Time in SQL execute immediate

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MBEXIT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUEXITM is set to the sum of all CSUEXITM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEXWAT - Exception Wait Time

CSUEXWAT contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited on exceptional conditions. This data element
is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher. It is valid only when when the CMF exception class is activated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE - CICS Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 103     Accumulated data for exception

 

                  EXETTIME      condition
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    TCE 2.0+      TAEXCWTM      Exception Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEXWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUEXWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUEXWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

CSUEXWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for one or more ECBs, passed to CICS by the user
task using the EXEC CICS WAIT EXTERNAL ECBLIST command, to be MVS POSTED. The user task can wait on one or
more ECBs. If it waits on more then one, it is dispatchable as soon as one of the ECBs is posted. The time in this element
is a component of suspend time (CSUSUSTM). This element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSUSTM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+      Field 181     Elapsed time for wait for ECBs

                  WTEXWAIT

 

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUEXWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUEXWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUEXWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CSUFACTY - User Defined Facility Type

CSUFACTY indicates the transaction type, such as terminal attached, automatic task initiation, transient data queue, and
FEPI (front end programming interface).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
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  SEE ALSO:  CICACTx  - User ID Fields

             CICAPU   - Application Unit Id

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element  Description

    -------    ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF        FID 4         Transaction Type

    ASG-TMON  TAFACTYP       Facility Type from TCAFCI

               TAFLAG2       Transaction Flag Byte 2          

          

Range of Value:

    For CMF (CICS/ESA v4.1 and higher):

 

    Field 4     Facility

    -------     ---------------

     'TO'       Terminal input

     'S '       ATI without data

     'SD'       ATI with data

     'QD'       Transient data trigger level

     'U '       User request

     'TP'       Terminal TCTTE transaction ID

     'SZ'       FEPI

 

    For ASG-TMON:

 

    TAFACTYP/TAFLAG2         Facility

    ----------------------   ----------------------

    TAFACTYP = '00000001'B   T - Terminal

    TAFACTYP = '00001000'B   D - DCT

    TAFACTYP = '00000000'B   A - ATI

    TAFLAG2  = '01000000'B   C - Conversational          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUFACTY is set to the last CSUFACTY value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCADD - File Control Adds

CSUFCADD is the count of file adds.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)
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             CSUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CSUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CSUFCPUT - File Control Puts          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ------------------------------

  CMF          FCADDCT      The number of file adds issued

               (039)        by the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCADD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCADD contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCADD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext+Getprev)

CSUFCBRW is the number of file browses. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CSUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CSUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CSUFCPUT - File Control Puts          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCBRWCT      The number of file BROWSEs issued

               (038)        by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCBRW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCBRW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCBRW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

CSUFCDLT is the number of file deletes. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CSUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)

             CSUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CSUFCPUT - File Control Puts          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCDELCT      The number of file DELETEs issued

               (040)        by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCDLT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCDLT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCDLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference + Update)

CSUFCGET is the total number of referenced and updated file gets. This data element is available only from the CMF
data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCGETCT      The number of file gets issued by

               (036)        the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUFCOPS - File Control Calls

CSUFCOPS is the number of CICS File Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUFCOPS - File Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF      Field 36      FC Get Count

           Field 37      FC Put Count

           Field 38      FC Browse Count

           Field 39      FC Add Count

           Field 40      FC Delete Count

           Field 72      FC Other Count

                         (all from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The

 Monitor  TAFCPRCT      Total FCP File Access Count          

          

This data element is assigned from the CMF values:

   CSUFCOPS = Field 36 + Field 37 + Field 38 + Field 39 +          

              Field 40 + Field 72;          

          

where the CMF data elements are counted at the recognition of a File Control type X'F5' trace entry, and the following File
Control request field bit masks are set:

  CMF       FC Mask    FC

  Field     Request    Operation

  -------   --------   ---------------

  Field 36  1000xxxx   FC Get Count

  Field 37  0100000x   FC Put Count

  Field 38  1011xxxx   FC Browse Count

  Field 39  01000100   FC Add Count

  Field 40  0x000001   FC Delete Count

  Field 72  other      FC Other Count          

          

For The Monitor, this data element is assigned as follows:
CSUFCOPS=TAFCPRCT;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSUFCOPS contains the sum of all CSUFCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCPUT - File Control Puts

CSUFCPUT contains the number of file puts. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CSUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)

             CSUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CSUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCPUTCT      The number of file puts issued by

               (037)        the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCTIM - FCP File Request Time

CSUFCTIM contains the elapsed time of CICS file requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured from the
issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAFCPRTM      FCP File Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCTIM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCTIM contains the sum of all values of CSUFCTIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCTOT - Total File Requests

CSUFCTOT is the total number of file control requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCOPS - File Control Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCTOTCT      The total number of file requests

               (093)        issued by the user-task.

 

  TCE 2.0+     TAFCPRCT     FCP Request Count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCTOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCTOT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUFCTOT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCVWC - User Task Wait Count -VSAM String

CSUFCVWC contains the wait count in which the user task waited for a VSAM string. This element accumulates the count
spent waiting for resource type FCPSSUSP or FCSRSUSP.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 427     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCVSWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCVWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCVWC contains the sum of all values of CSUFCVWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

CSUFCVWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a VSAM string. This element accumulates time
spent waiting on resource type FCPSSUSP or FCSRSUSP. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and
Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

CSUFCVWT reports part of the time that is reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

             CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 427     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCVSWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCVWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCVWT contains the sum of all values of CSUFCVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

CSUFCWAT contains the time this transaction spent waiting for CICS File Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       Field 63      Waiting For FC I/O

                          (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                          performance DETAIL record)

                          CMF starts this clock at the DFHEMP

                          ID=(FC,2) event and stops it at the

                          ID=(FC,3) event.  These events

                          bracket the DFHKC

                          TYPE=WAIT,DCI=IOEVENT macro in the

                          DFHFCP VSAM event synchronization

                          routine near label FCVSWTDP.

 

  TCE 2.0+  TAFCPWTM      FCP File Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCWAT contains the sum of all CSUFCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

CSUFCWCT contains the number of file control waits that occurred for the transaction. This count may differ from the
file control requests as captured by the MICS data element CSUFCOPS. CSUFCWCT is available from CMF and The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCWAT - FCP File Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count
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             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Fid 063       Wait time for file I/O

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAFCPWCT      FCP Wait Count          

          

For CMF, CSUFCWCT is derived from a type S field, which contains both the wait time and the wait count.

Range of Value:

CSUFCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUFCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCXWC - User Task Wait Count -Excl CI Control

CSUFCXWC contains the wait count in which the user task waited for exclusive control of a VSAM Control Interval. This
element accumulates the count spent waiting for resource type FCXCSUSP, FCXDSUSP, FCXCPROT, or FCXDPROT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 426     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCXCWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCXWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCXWC contains the sum of all values of CSUFCXWC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

CSUFCXWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for exclusive control of a VSAM Control Interval. This
element accumulates time spent waiting on resource type FCXCSUSP, FCXDSUSP, FCXCPROT, or FCXDPROT. For
more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

CSUFCXWT reports part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

             CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 426     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCXCWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.

 

  ASG TCE  N/A           

          

Range of Value:

CSUFCXWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFCXWT contains the sum of all values of CSUFCXWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

CSUFETTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL fetch calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls
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             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUFETTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBFETT        Sum time in SQL fetch calls          

          

Note:

The MBFETT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUFETTM is set to the sum of all CSUFETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

CSUFMBES contains the number of bytes FREEMAINed above the 16-megabyte line in the extended shared dynamic
storage area (ESDSA). CSUFMBES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 149     Bytes freemained above the

                                16-megabyte line (ESDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFMBES contains the sum of all values of CSUFMBES processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

CSUFMBSD contains the number of bytes FREEMAINed below the 16-megabyte line in the shared dynamic storage area
(SDSA). CSUFMBSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 146     Bytes freemained below the

                                16-megabyte line SDSA

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUFMBSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFMBSD contains the sum of all values of CSUFMBSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYBAC Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

CAUFYBAC contains the number of times the user task used a basic authentication token to verify access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS
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Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYBAC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 438     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYBAS)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

      

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYBAC contains the sum of all values of CAUFYBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYBAT Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

CAUFYBAT contains the wait time the user task spent during basic authentication of the access verification token.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYBAT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 438     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYBAS)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYBAT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CAUFYBAT contains the sum of all values of CAUFYBAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYJWC Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

CAUFYJWC contains the number of times the user task waited during JSON web authentication token for verifying
access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYJWC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 440     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYJWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYJWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYJWC contains the sum of all values of CAUFYJWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYJWT Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

CAUFYJWT contains the wait time the user task spent when using a JSON web token for verifying access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify
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            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYJWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 440     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYJWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYJWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYJWT contains the sum of all values of CAUFYJWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYKEC Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

CAUFYKEC contains the number of times the user task waited when using a Kerberos authentication token for verifying
access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYKEC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 439     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYKER)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the
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                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYKEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYKEC contains the sum of all values of CAUFYKEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYKET Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

CAUFYKET contains the wait time the user task spent when using a Kerberos token for access verification.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYKET depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 439     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYKER)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYKET is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYKET contains the sum of all values of CAUFYKET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUFYPWC Times Task WT to Verify Password

CAUFYPWC contains the number of times the user task waited during verification of passwords, password phrases,
PassTickets, and MFA tokens.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYPWC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 435     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYPWD)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYPWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYPWC contains the sum of all values of CAUFYPWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFYPWT Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

CAUFYPWT contains the wait time the user task spent when verifying passwords, password phrases, PassTickets, and
MFA tokens.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify
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            CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUFYPWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 435     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYPWD)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUFYPWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUFYPWT contains the sum of all values of CAUFYPWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

CSUFYBAC contains the number of times the user task used a basic authentication token to verify access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYBAC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 438     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYBAS)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUFYBAC contains the sum of all values of CSUFYBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

CSUFYBAT contains the wait time the user task spent during basic authentication token to verify access.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYBAT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 438     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYBAS)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYBAT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUFYBAT contains the sum of all values of CSUFYBAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

CSUFYJWC contains the number of times the user task waited during JSON web authentication token for access
verification.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify
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            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYJWC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 440     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYJWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYJWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUFYJWC contains the sum of all values of CSUFYJWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

CSUFYJWT contains the wait time the user task spent when using a JSON web token for access verification.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYJWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 440     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYJWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the
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                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYJWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUFYJWT contains the sum of all values of CSUFYJWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

CSUFYKET contains the wait time the user task spent when using a Kerberos token for access verification.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

            CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYKET depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 439     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYKER)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYKET is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUFYKET contains the sum of all values of CSUFYKET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

CSUFYPWT contains the wait time the user task spent when verifying passwords, password phrases, PassTickets, and
MFA tokens.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

            CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

            CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

            CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

            CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

            CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUFYPWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 435     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (XSVFYPWD)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUFYPWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUFYPWT contains the sum of all values of CSUFYPWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGETCT - No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

CSUGETCT contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

          CSUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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Monitor   Data Element   Description 

-------   ------------   ------------------------------------- 

CMF 7.0+  Field          460 Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

         (TSGETSCT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTEMP group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGETCT contains the last value of CSUGETCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGMBES - Bytes Getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

CSUGMBES contains the number of bytes GETMAINed above the 16-megabyte line from the extended shared dynamic
storage area (ESDSA). CSUGMBES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 148     Bytes getmained above the the

                                16-megabyte line (ESDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUGMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGMBES contains the sum of all values of CSUGMBES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

CSUGMBSD contains the number of bytes GETMAINed below the 16-megabyte line from the shared dynamic storage
area (SDSA). CSUGMBSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CSUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 145     Bytes getmained below the

                                16-megabyte line (SDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUGMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGMBSD contains the sum of all values of CSUGMBSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGMES - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

CSUGMES contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction above the 16-megabyte
line in the extended shared dynamic storage area (ESDSA). CSUGMES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release
5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 147     Getmain above 16MB ESDSA

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a          
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Range of Value:

CSUGMES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGMES contains the sum of all values of CSUGMES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

CSUGMSCT contains the number of times the transaction was suspended while waiting for storage. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count         

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAGMAWCT      Storage suspend count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUGMSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGMSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUGMSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGMSD - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA

CSUGMSD contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction below the 16-megabyte
line in the shared dynamic storage area (SDSA). CSUGMSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 144     Getmains below 16MB SDSA

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a 

          

Range of Value:

CSUGMSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUGMSD contains the sum of all values of CSUGMSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

CSUGQDTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a CICS task control global enqueue. This field is a component of the
task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 123     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (GNQDELAY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSUGQDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUGQDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUGQDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

CSUHISTG is the storage high watermark over all transaction executions for this user, for terminal and user-type CICS
dynamic storage only.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

             CAUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 33      Storage High Water Mark

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

  TCE 2.0+ TAC24HWM + TAU24HWM             

                         CICS & USER 24 Pool High Water Mark          

          

All monitors keep track of the running storage use of a CICS transaction by analyzing Storage Control getmain and
freemain events. The current storage mark is incremented at a getmain, and a new high watermark set if necessary.
Initial storage use is calculated at attach time by running the storage chains of user storage (from TCASCCA) and
terminal storage (from TCTTEDA). Permanent storage type areas, such as TSMAIN and 1WD are excluded from this
analysis.Storage types accounted for by CMF and The Monitor under this calculation are the following:

  Code  Class                   Code  Class

  ----  ---------               ----  ----------------

   83   TQA                      8E   TEMPSTRG (TSIOA)

   89   RSA                      8F   File

   8B   LLA                      9B   JCA

   8C   User                     9D   DWE

   8D   TRANSDATA                9E   Mapcopy          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUHISTG contains the maximum CSUHISTG value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

CSUHMDLC is the number of times that the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS dispatcher change-TCB mode
request was issued by or on behalf of the user task.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field   Description

    -----------  -----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF 6.4+     Field 247    Available starting with CTS 3.1

                 (DSCHMDLY)   (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                              performance DETAIL record)

 

    The Monitor  n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUHMDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUHMDLC contains the sum of all values of CSUHMDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

CSUHMDLY is the elapsed time the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS Dispatcher change-TCB mode request
was issued by or on behalf of the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 247     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (DSCHMDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)          

          

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUHMDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUHMDLY is set to the sum of all CSUHMDLY values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUHRIN1 - Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Data Bytes

CSUHRIN1 is the number of bytes received by the CICS web support RECEIVE and CONVERSE requests issued by the
user task when CICS is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 334     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBCHRIN1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUHRIN1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUHRIN1 is set to the sum of all CSUHRIN1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUHROU1 - Web SEND and CONVERSE Data Bytes

CSUHROU1 is the number of bytes sent by the CICS Web support SEND and CONVERSE requests issued by the user
task when CICS is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 336     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBCHROU1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUHROU1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUHROU1 is set to the sum of all CSUHROU1 values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUHWMNS - Non-Persistent Socket HWM

CSUHWMNS contains the count for the peak number of non-persistent outbound sockets owned by the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUHWMPS - Persistent Socket HWM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 292     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SONPSHWM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUHWMNS can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUHWMNS contains the last value of CSUHWMNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUHWMPS - Persistent Socket HWM

CSUHWMPS contains the count for the peak number of persistent outbound sockets owned by the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUHWMNS - Non-Persistent Socket HWM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 293     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOPSHWM)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUHWMPS can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:
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CSUHWMPS contains the last value of CSUHWMPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

CSUICDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited as a result of issuing either:

• An interval control EXEC CICS DELAY command for a specified time interval, or
• A specified time of day to expire, or
• An interval control EXEC CICS RETRIEVE command with the WAIT option specified.

The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM). This data element is available
from CMF 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 183     Elapsed time for interval

                 ICDELAY       control delay

   Monitor       N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUICDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUICDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUICDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CSUICOPS - Interval Control Calls

CSUICOPS is the number of CICS Interval Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this user. This data
element is available for CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUICOPS - Interval Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ---------------------------------

  CMF      Field 59      IC Put/Initiate Count

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)          

          

The Monitor Not available This data element is assigned from the CMF value where the CMF data element is counted at
the recognition of an Interval Control type X'F3' trace entry, and the Interval Control request field TCAICTR is X'40', X'50',
or X'70'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUICOPS contains the sum of all CSUICOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

CSUICSCT contains the number of times the transaction was suspended in response to an Interval Control Program (ICP)
wait. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAICPSCT      ICP suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUICSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUICSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUICSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

CSUICSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended in response to an Interval Control Program
(ICP) wait. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAICPSTM      ICP suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUICSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUICSUS contains the sum of all values of CSUICSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

CSUICTCT is the number of Interval Control Start, Cancel, Delay, and Retrieve requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.2+ Field 66      Available starting with CTS 1.2

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUICTCT is set to the sum of all CSUICTCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIDMTO - Total IDMS Calls

CSUIDMTO contains the total number of IDMS calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only available
from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGBSC user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUIDMWT - Total IDMS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSN        IDMS total counts

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIDMSN field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUIDMTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIDMTO contains the sum of all values of CSUIDMTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIDMWT - Total IDMS Wait Time

CSUIDMWT contains the total wait time for IDMS calls. This data element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGBSC user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSS        Sum wait time for IDMS

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MIDMSS field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CSUIDMWT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUIDMWT contains the sum of all values of CSUIDMWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

CSUIDWTM contains the value of elapsed time in which user task was dispatched and/or suspended indoubt at the same
time as processing a syncpoint for an Object Transport Service syncpoint request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 199     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (OTSINDWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIDWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUIDWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUIDWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

CSUIMSGS is the count of the number of input messages issued by transaction executions for this user. The number
of input messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer and is especially useful for
conversational transaction types.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 34      TC Input Count Prime Facility

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

           Field 67      TC Input Count Second Facility

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

  TCE 2.0+ TATERICT      Terminal Input Count

  CMF:      The total input count (Field 34 + Field 67) is

            assigned to CSUIMSGS.

The Monitor: CSUIMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMIN.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUIMSGS is set to the sum of all CSUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

CSUIMSRC contains the number of IMS (DBCTL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 179     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSREQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIMSRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIMSRC contains the sum of all values of CSUIMSRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

CSUIMSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for DBCTL to service the IMS requests issued by the
user task. This field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 186     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIMSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUIMSWT contains the sum of all values of CSUIMSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic

CSUINCH is the count of the number of input characters received by transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF160   none          CSUINCH is always zero.

  CMF161   MF3TCI1C      Terminal Input Character Counts -

           MF3TCI2C      primary and secondary facility.

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance record)

  TCE 2.0+ TATERILG      Terminal Input Length

  CMF161: CSUINCH is the sum of MF3TCI1C and MF3TCI2C.

The Monitor: CSUINCH is assigned the value of TATERMIL.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUINCH is set to the sum of all CSUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The input character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much load is being put on
the terminal operator by the application and the relative information processed per CICS transaction. Some limitations on
the use of this element include the following:

• Prior to CICS rel. 1.6.1, CMF did not break character counts down into input and output categories. All character
analysis for CMF systems had to be done from the output character counts (see CSUOUTCH/CAUOUTCH). CMF161
provides input and output character counts by primary and secondary facility.

• All monitors acquire this field from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of the TIOA loading by the
application, it does not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It is
therefore compromising to use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

CSUINSTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL insert calls. It is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls
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             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUINSTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBINST        Sum time in SQL insert calls

    for CICS          

          

Range of Value:

Note:

The minimum value is zero.The MBINST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Summarization Process:

CSUINSTM is set to the sum of all CSUINSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUINTTM - Wait Time in Intent Conflict

CSUINTTM contains the total wait time incurred for the user transaction in intent conflict. This occurs when a second
task has requested the use of a specific PSB, but segment intent scheduling has been specified and thereby preventing
concurrent use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 199      Elapsed wait time - intent

                  OTSINDWT           conflict

    

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATINTC field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.
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Range of Value:

CSUINTTM is a valid SAS time value that has minimum value of 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUINTTM contains the sum of all values of CSUINTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUINVPA - Invalid PA II Call Encountered

CSUINVPA is the number of transaction executions during which invalid monitor calls were detected.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered

             CSYINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a bad monitor call was detected in the course of processing any system event.

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF       MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '......1.' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '....1...' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '...1....'

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The

Monitor   Not available

  CMF:   The MF3ERROR bits are set on the recognition of the

         following events:

         Bit Mask   Hex   Event

         --------    --   -----------------------------------

         ......1.    02   Unknown function in label routines

                          (reference to a data element by

                          number, using an unassigned number)

         ....1...    08   Move or MLTCNT function has a bad

                          origin address (moving data from an

                          address not in the region)

         ...1....    10   Function code in call not supported

                          (event monitor point is not ADDCNT,

                          SUBCNT, etc.)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSUINVPA is set to the sum of all CSUINVPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Note:   The value of this data element in any detail observation will be either 0 or 1. Thus, the summation of this data
element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, and
so on should be examined for validity in the applications indicated.

CSUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

CSUIOWAT contains the sum of I/O related metrics for the transaction. CICS continues to introduce new monitoring points
in support of WorkLoad Manager. These additional monitoring points allow for detail tuning possibilities. CSUIOWAT is a
subset of CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSUSTM - Transaction Suspend Time

             CSUOTWAT - Total Other Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Total Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUIOWAT is set to the sum of the following metrics at the various release levels:

CSUIOWAT = CSUTCWAT Terminal Control I/O Wait

            +CSUTSWAT  Temporary Storage I/O Wait

            +CSUTSWTM  Shared Temp Storage I/O Wait-CTS 1.2

            +CSUTSVWT  Transient Data I/O Wait

            +CSUJCWAT  Journal (MVS LOGGER) I/O Wait

            +CSUFCWAT  File Control I/O Wait

            +CSURLSWT  RLS File I/O Wait

            +CSUCFDTM  CF Data Table I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            +CSUSOWTM  Inbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            +CSUSOOWT  Outbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 2.1

            +CSUIRWAT  Interregion (MRO) I/O Wait

            +CSUTCW61  LU 6.1 TC I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            +CSUTCW62  LU 6.2 TC I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            +CSUSZWTM  FEPI I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            +CSUWFCTM  User Task TCP/IP Wait Time - CTS 3.2          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIOWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIOWAT contains the sum of all CSUIOWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

CSUIPCNM contains name of the ISC over TCP/IP connection. The name of the IP (ISC over TCP/IP) connection whose
service attached the user task. CSUIPCNM is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions
transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   TCP/IP Connection Name

             FID   - 305

             Name  - CLIPADDR

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUIPCNM read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

CSUIPHER contains the code for the cipher suite that was selected during the SSL handshake for use on the connection.
The four bytes that comprise the source field SOCIPHER are structured as follows:

Byte 0 Reserved

Byte 1 Reserved

Byte 2 Reserved

Byte 3 Identifies the code for the cipher suite, for example, 2F.

See the Usage Notes for definitions of possible values of byte 3.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 320     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOCIPHER)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIPHER ranges from a value of 1 to 255.

Summarization Process:

CSUIPHER contains the last value of CSUIPHER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a list of the cipher suites that are supported by CICS and z/OS and their codes, see Cipher suites in the RACF
Security Guide. You can check which cipher suites are being selected for SSL connections from each CICS region.
Known definitions are shown in the following table:

 +-------+-----------------------------------+

 | Cipher|       Name                        |

 | suite |                                   |

 +-------+-----------------------------------+

 | 01    | SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5             |

 | 02    | SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA             |

 | 03    | SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5    |

 | 04    | SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5          |

 | 05    | SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA          |

 | 06    | SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5|

 | 09    | SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA          |

 | 0A    | SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA     |

 | 0C    | SSL_DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA       |

 | 0D    | SSL_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA  |

 | 0F    | SSL_DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA       |

 | 10    | SSL_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA  |

 | 12    | SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA      |

 | 13    | SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA |

 | 15    | SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA      |

 | 16    | SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA |

 | 2F    | TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA      |

 | 30    | TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA   |

 | 31    | TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA   |

 | 32    | TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA  |

 | 33    | TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA  |

 | 35    | TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA      |

 | 36    | TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA   |

 | 37    | TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA   |

 | 38    | TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA  |

 | 39    | TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA  |

 +-------+-----------------------------------+         

          

CSUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

CSUIPPRT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number for the client or telnet client. CSUIPPRT is available from CMF
at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:
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Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   Client TCP/IP Port Number

             FID   - 330

             Name  - CLIPPORT

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIPPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CSUIPPRT contains the last value of CSUIPPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

CSUIRCWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for an interregion communication (IRC) link. This time
is measured from the issuance of the outbound link request until receipt of the inbound link request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    The Monitor   TAWMROIR      MRO/IRC wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIRCWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUIRCWT contains the sum of all values of CSUIRCWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIRSHP - MRO Ship Count

CSUIRSHP contains the number of function ships made to connected CICS regions by the transaction in an MRO
environment. This data element is available for CICS Monitor only for MRO environments.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not available

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMROIS      MRO ship count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIRSHP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIRSHP contains the sum of all values of CSUIRSHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO Communications

CSUIRWAT contains the amount of time this transaction spent waiting for CICS interregion service. This data element is
available from CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF      Field 100     Waiting For MRO link

 

    Monitor  CSUIRCWT      MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUISCWT      MRO/ISC Wait Time          

          

For The Monitor, this data element is assigned as follows:
        CSUIRWAT = SUM(CSUIRCWT,CSUISCWT);

Range of Value:

CSUIRWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIRWAT is set to the sum of all CSUIRWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

CSUIRWCT contains the number of times the transaction waited for a MRO event, such as function shipping, transaction
routing, or distributed transaction processing. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUISCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMROIR      MRO event wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUIRWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUIRWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUIRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

CSUISCWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for an intersystem communication (ISC) link. This time
is measured from the issuance of the outbound link request until receipt of the inbound link request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAWMROIS      MRO/ISC wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUISCWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUISCWT contains the sum of all values of CSUISCWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CSUISSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred while the transaction waited for an intersystem communication
(ISC) link. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count
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             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAISPSCT      ISC (MRO) suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUISSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUISSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUISSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CSUISSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended due to a terminal input wait for an Intersystem
Communication (ISC) link. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAISPSTM      ISC (MRO) suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUISSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:
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CSUISSUS contains the sum of all values of CSUISSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJCOPS - Journal Control Calls

CSUJCOPS is the number of CICS Journal Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUJCOPS - Journal Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

   CMF      Field 58      JC Put/Write Count

                          (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                          performance DETAIL record)

 

   TCE 2.0+ TAJCPRCT      Journal Request Count          

          

CMF: This data element is assigned from the Field 58 value where Field 58 field is counted at the recognition of a Journal
Control type X'F9' trace entry, and the Journal Control request field JCATR1 is X'01' (write).

The Monitor: This data element is assigned from the TAJCCT value.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUJCOPS contains the sum of all CSUJCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJCTIM - Journal Request Time

CSUJCTIM contains the elapsed time of CICS journal control requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured
from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 20        TAJCPRTM      Journal Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJCTIM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUJCTIM contains the sum of all values of CSUJCTIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control

CSUJCWAT is the time this transaction spent waiting for CICS Journal Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       Field 10      Waiting For JC I/O

                          (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                          performance DETAIL record)

                          CMF starts this clock at the DFHEMP

                          ID=(JC,1) event and stops it at the

                          ID=(JC,2) event.  These events

                          bracket the DFHKC TYPE=WAIT,DCI=CICS

                          macro in the DFHJCP, near label

                          JC256.

 

  TCE 2.0+  TAJCPWTM      Journal Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUJCWAT contains the sum of all CSUJCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

CSUJCWCT contains the number of journal control waits that occurred for the transaction. This count may differ from the
journal control requests as captured by the MICS data element CSUJCOPS. CSUJCWCT is available from CMF and The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUJCWAT - Journal Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Fid 010       Wait time for journal I/O

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAJCPWCT      Journal Wait Count          

          

For CMF, CSUJCWCT is derived from a type S field, which contains both the wait time and the wait count.

Range of Value:

CSUJCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUJCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUJCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUJOB - CICS Job Name

CSUJOB is the the 8-byte character identifier of a CICS job. This data element is available for TMON/CICS input. For
CMF input at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the CICS job name is stored in the MICS common data element JOB.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  JOB - Job Identification

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS MMDJOBC      User ID/CICS Job Name

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUJOB read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

CSUJSRPL contains the JSON response body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CAUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

          CSUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length          

          

Element Derivation:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+ Field 425     Available starting with CTS 5.3

          (WBJSNRPL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

 

 ASG TCE  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJSRPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUJSRPL contains the sum of all values of CSUJSRPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

CSUJSRQL contains the JSON request body Length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CAUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

          CSUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUJSRQL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+ Field 424     Available starting with CTS 5.3

          (WBJSNRQL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

 

 ASG TCE  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJSRQL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUJSRQL contains the sum of all values of CSUJSRQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVDWC - JVM Server Thread Wait Count

CSUJVDWC contains the number that the user task waited to obtain a JVM server thread because the CICS system had
reached the thread limit for a JVM server in the CICS region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUJVDWC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

 CMF 6.6+ Field 401     JVM server thread wait time

           (JVMTHDWT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVDWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVDWC contains the sum of all values of CSUJVDWC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

CSUJVDWT is the elapsed time that the user task waited to obtain a JVM server thread because the CICS system had
reached the thread limit for a JVM server in the CICS region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUJVDWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 401     JVM server thread wait time

           (JVMTHDWT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVDWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVDWT contains the sum of all values of CSUJVDWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

CSUJVMIT contains the value for elapsed time spent initializing the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ --------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 273     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMITIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVMIT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CSUJVMIT contains the sum of all values of CSUJVMIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

CSUJVMRT contains the value for elapsed time spent resetting the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment to its
initial state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 275     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMRTIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVMRT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVMRT contains the sum of all values of CSUJVMRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

CSUJVMST contains the elapsed time the user task was suspended by the CICS dispatcher while running in the CICS
JVM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 254     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (JVMSUSP)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUJVMST is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVMST contains the sum of all values of CSUJVMST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

CSUJVMTD contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a CICS JVM TCB (J8 mode), because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter, MXJVMTTCBS. This field is a component of the task
suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMHPTD - Maximum HP TCBs delay.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 277     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (MAXJTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVMTD is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVMTD contains the sum of all values of CSUJVMTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

CSUJVMTM contains the elapsed time spent in the CICS JVM by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 253     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the
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           (JVMTIME)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSUJVMTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJVMTM contains the sum of all values of CSUJVMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

CSUJ8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS J8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

             CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 260     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (J8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJ8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJ8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUJ8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUJ8CTM activity is included in the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) element.

CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

CSUJ9CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS J9 mode TCB. A J9 mode
TCB is used when a Java program is invoked that requires a JVM in user key and the storage protection facility is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM -  Task CPU Time

             CSUJ8CTM -  User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

             CSUK9CTM -  User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CMF           FID 267       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (J9CPUT)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                              class records, group DFHTASK.

                              (This field is no longer

                              available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUJ9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUJ9CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUJ9CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUJ9CTM activity is included in the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) element.

CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

CSUK8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a
CICS H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter
for the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on
that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a
CICS S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket
is closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

• When a transaction calls a C or C++ program that was compiled with the XPLINK option and that is defined with
EXECKEY=CICS, an X8 mode TCB is allocated, and that same TCB remains associated with the task until the
program ends.

• When a transaction is using JVM server to perform multithreaded processing, and when thread is allocated a T8 mode
TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUK8CTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 263     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8CPUT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUK8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUK8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUK8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

CSUK8DTM contains the total elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a
CICS H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter
for the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on
that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a
CICS S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket
is closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

• When a transaction is using JVM server to perform multithreaded processing, and when thread is allocated a T8 mode
TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

• When a transaction calls a C or C++ program that was compiled with the XPLINK option and that is defined with
EXECKEY=CICS, an X8 mode TCB is allocated, and that same TCB remains associated with the task until the
program ends.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUK8DTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 262     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8DISPT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CSUK8DTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUK8DTM contains the sum of all values of CSUK8DTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

CSUK9CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS Key 9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUJ9CTM -  User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 265       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (KY9CPUT)     the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUK9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUK9CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUK9CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUK9DTM - User Task K9 TCB Dispatch Time

CSUK9DTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS Key 9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 264       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (KY9DISPT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUK9DTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUK9DTM contains the sum of all values of CSUK9DTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

CSULATNM contains the 64-character name of the platform in the application context data.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

             CSUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 452     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACPLATNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKPNM      Initial Task Appl Cntx Platform Name          

          

Range of Value:

CSULATNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 characters,

Summarization Process:

CSULATNM contains the last value of CSULATNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCSULCRDL - DPL Return Channel Data Bytes

CSULCRDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all Distributed Program Link (DPL) return channel
commands issued by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------
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  CMF 6.4+ Field 287     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCDLCRDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSULCRDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSULCRDL is set to the sum of all CSULCRDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULCSDL - DPL Program Links With Channel Option

CSULCSDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the Distributed Program Link (DPL) requests
issued with the channel option by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 286     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCDLCSDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSULCSDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSULCSDL is set to the sum of all CSULCSDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSULDST1 through CSULDST8, contains the number of long response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CSULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
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seconds). CSULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CSULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CSULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSULDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS user. ISULDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine sets TRANTYPE to "L".The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSULDSTx contains the sum of all CSULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

CSULMDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited to acquire a lock on a resource. A user task
cannot explicitly acquire a lock on a resource, but many CICS modules lock resources on behalf of user tasks using the
CICS lock manager (LM) domain. This data element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+      Field 128     Elapsed time for wait to

                  LMDELAY       acquire a lock on a resource

 

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSULMDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSULMDTM contains the sum of all values of CSULMDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSULOCTM - Elapsed Time for PI Locking

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSULOGCT - CICS Logger Write Count

CSULOGCT contains the number of CICS log-stream write requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field  Description

    -----------  ----------  ----------------------------------

    CMF          LOGWRTCT2   CICS log-stream write request

 

    The Monitor  n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSULOGCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSULOGCT contains the sum of all values of CSULOGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

CSULRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for long response events completed during the interval.
Response events cover internal responses of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction) by the user in the CICRLRT exit.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSULRSTM is set to the sum of all CSULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSULTRN - Long Transaction Count

CSULTRN is the number of long transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors
can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational
mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSUCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

   CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                          (non-system performance record,

                          class 3 only)

   The

   Monitor  (implied)     one count per transaction record

                          received

 

   All       TRANTYPE     The transaction relative longevity

                          indicator, generated by the user's

                          relative longevity code derivation

                          routine CICRLRT.          

          

The user's relative longevity code derivation routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'L', indicating long, one count is added into CSULTRN.

Range of Value:

CSULTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CSUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSULTRN is set to the sum of all CSULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSULWTT - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

CSULWTT contains the elapsed time for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an IPIC session. For
more information, see Clocks and time stamps in the Monitoring reference and Transaction wait (suspend) times in
the Monitoring reference. Time reported in CSULWTT is a part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time
(CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 319     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ISALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSULWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSULWTT contains the sum of all values of CSULWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSULWTTC - User Task Wait Count-AllC Req IPIC Sess

CSULWTTC contains the wait count for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an IPIC session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSULWTT - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 319     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ISALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSULWTTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSULWTTC contains the sum of all values of CSULWTTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

CSUL8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS L8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 259     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (L8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUL8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUL8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUL8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

CSUL9CTM is the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on a CICS
L9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUK9CTM -  User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 266     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (L9CPUT)      (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUL9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUL9CTM is set to the sum of all CSUL9CTM values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

CSUMAXTA contains the MXT or MAXTASKS value, expressed as a number of tasks, for the CICS region at the time the
user task was attached.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 433     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (MAXTASKS)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMAXTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMAXTA contains the last value of CSUMAXTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

CSUMCHTP contains the CEC machine type in EBCDIC for the physical hardware environment where the CICS region is
running. CEC (Central Electronics Complex) is a commonly used synonym for CPC (Central Processing Complex).

Type:

Retained data element - Character, Length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 430     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (CECMCHTP)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMCHTP can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters/

Summarization Process:
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CSUMCHTP contains the last value of CSUMCHTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

CSUMDLID contains the CEC model number in EBCDIC for the physical hardware environment where the CICS region is
running.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 16.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 431     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (CECMDLID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMDLID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUMDLID contains the last value of CSUMDLID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSUMDST1 through CSUMDST8, contains the number of medium response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CSUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CSUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CSUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CSUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code          
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Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS user. CSUMDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine sets TRANTYPE to "M".

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMDSTx contains the sum of all CSUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

CSUMEMHI is the storage high watermark, in bytes, over all transaction executions for this application unit, for program-
type CICS dynamic storage only. For CMF, prior to CICS release 1.6.1, this variable is always zero because CMF does
not collect this data element.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

             CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

   CMF160   n/a           CSUMEMHI is set to zero.

 

   CMF161   MF3PCUSE      Program Storage HWM, in double words

   CMF170                 (from the CMF transaction

                          performance record - class 3)

   The

   Monitor  Not available          

          

The program length in double words is extracted from the PPT entry for the current operating program, field PPTSAR.
MICS multiplies this value by 8 to convert it to bytes.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMEMHI contains the maximum CSUMEMHI value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

CSUMEMRC is the running count of memory bytes used over all transaction executions for this user, for terminal, user
and program type CICS dynamic storage. This figure is used for average memory calculations. For The Monitor input data
source, CSUMEMRC includes only the terminal and user storage. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, CSUMEMRC also
includes user storage allocated above the 16-megabyte line.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CSUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived from the sum of the input fields, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 33      Hi-Water Terminal and User Storage

           Field 87      Hi-Water Program Memory Size

           Field 104     TIOA storage allocated to terminal

           Field 106     User storage allocated above 16 meg

  Monitor  TAHSTG        High TCA/TIOA storage in bytes          

          

For CMF, the above fields are read into MICS data elements CSUHISTG, CSUMEMHI, CSUTCSTG, and CSUSTHWA,
respectively. CSUMEMRC is derived using the following formula:

• Before 3.1.1
CSUMEMRC=SUM(CSUHISTG,CSUMEMHI)

• After 3.1.1
CSUMEMRC=SUM(CSUHISTG,CSUMEMHI,CSUTCSTG,CSUSTHWA)

For The Monitor, the above field is read into MICS data element CSUHISTG. CSUMEMRC is set to the value of
CSUHISTG.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMEMRC contains the sum of all CSUMEMRC values encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This number is used by MICS to calculate the average storage high watermark per transaction.

CSUMHPTD - Maximum HP TCBs delay

CSUMHPTD contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain Hotpooling TCB (H8 mode), because the
CICS system had reached the system parameter, MAXHPTCBS. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CSUSUSTM.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 278     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (MAXHTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMHPTD is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMHPTD contains the sum of all values of CSUMHPTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMINP - Input Messages - Primary Facility

CSUMINP is the number of input messages for the primary facility. This data element is available only from the CMF data
source. It is not available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is MESSAGES.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMINS  - Input Messages  - Secondary Facility

             CSUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

             CSUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   -------------------------------

  CMF          TCMSGIN1     The number of messages received

               (034)        from the principal terminal

                            facility by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMINP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMINP contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMINP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUMINS - Input Messages - Secondary Facility

CSUMINS is the number of input messages from the alternate facility. This data element is available only from the CMF
data source. It is not available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is MESSAGES.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMINP  - Input Messages  - Primary Facility

             CSUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

             CSUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   -------------------------------

  CMF          TCMSGIN2     The number of messages received

               (067)        from the alternate terminal

                            facility by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

CSUMIN62 is the number of input messages from the alternate facility received by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC)
sessions. CSUMIN62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CSUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CSUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF        FID 135        Messages received LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available          
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMIN62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMIN62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMIRTS - MSAC Mirror Start Time Stamp

CSUMIRTS contains the Multisystem Account mirror start time. If the program is the mirror program, the value of
CSUMIRTS will contain the sum of the start timestamp (STARTTS) and the task suspend time (CSUSUSTM). Otherwise,
the value of CSUMIRTS is equal to STARTTS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

          STARTTS - Start Timestamp          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived as follows:

   IF PROGRAM =:'DFHMIR' THEN DO;

     CSUMIRTS=STARTTS+CSUSUSTM+1;

   END;

   ELSE CSUMIRTS=STARTTS;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMIRTS contains the sum of all CSUMIRTS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

CSUMISCT contains the number of suspends that occurred for a mirror transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMISCT      Mirror suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMISCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMISCT contains the sum of all values of CSUMISCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

CSUMISTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL miscellaneous calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUMISTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBMIST        Sum time in misc. calls

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MBMIST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMISTM is set to the sum of all CSUMISTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

CSUMISUS contains the elapsed time that the mirror transaction was suspended while waiting for work. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMISTM      Mirror suspend time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMISUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUMISUS contains the sum of all values of CSUMISUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CSUMIVER contains the micro version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CSUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 455     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMICVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TACTKMIC      Initial Task Appl CNTX Micro Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMIVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.
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Summarization Process:

CSUMIVER contains the last value of CSUMIVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CSUMJVER contains the major version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CSUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 453     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMAJVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKMAJ      Initial Task Appl CNTX Major Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMJVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.

Summarization Process:

CSUMJVER contains the last value of CSUMJVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMLTCT - Application Data TRANSFORM Requests

CSUMLTCT contains the number of EXEC CICS TRANSFORM commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMLTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 413     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXMLTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          
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Range of Value:

CSUMLTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMLTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUMLTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

CSUMMSTM contains the elapsed time that the user task spent waiting because no TCB was available or could be
created.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CMF         FID 279         First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (DSMMSCWT)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMMSTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMMSTM contains the sum of all values of CSUMMSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CSUMNVER contains the minor version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CSUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description
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 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 454     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMINVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKMIN      Initial Task Appl CNTX Minor Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMNVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.

Summarization Process:

CSUMNVER contains the last value of CSUMNVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

CSUMOUTP is the number of output messages for the primary facility. This data element is available only from the CMF
data source. It is not available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is MESSAGES.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMINP  - Input Messages - Primary Facility

             CSUMINS  - Input Messages - Secondary Facility

             CSUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   --------------------------------

  CMF          TCMSGOU1     The number of messages sent to

               (035)        the principal terminal facility

                            by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMOUTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMOUTP contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMOUTP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility

CSUMOUTS is the number of output messages for the output facility. This data element is available only from the CMF
data source. It is not available from The Monitor.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is MESSAGES.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMINP  - Input Messages - Primary Facility

             CSUMINS  - Input Messages - Secondary Facility

             CSUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ----------------------------------

  CMF          TCMSGOU2     The number of messages sent to the

               (068)        alternate terminal facility by

                            the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMOUTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMOUTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMOUTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

CSUMOU62 is the number of messages sent to the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CSUMOU62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CSUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CSUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF        FID 136        Messages sent LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMOU62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUMOU62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUMQGWC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

CSUMQGWC contains the number of Websphere MQ Getwait Wait events. CSUMQGWT is available from CMF at CTS
release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMQGWT - Websphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMQGWC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHDATA   WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

             FID   - 396

             Name  - WMQGETWC

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMQGWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMQGWC contains the sum of all values of CSUMQGWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

CSUMQGWT contains the Websphere MQ getwait time. CSUMQGWT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUMQGWC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

          CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMQGWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHDATA   WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

            FID   - 396

            Name  - WMQGETWT

  TMON/CICS Not available          
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Range of Value:

CSUMQGWT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMQGWT contains the sum of all values of CSUMQGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The time reported in CSUMQGWT is included in the time reported in CSUSUSTM.

CSUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

CSUMQRCT contains the number of WebSphere MQ Requests. CSUMQRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHDATA   No. WebSphere MQ Requests

             FID   - 395

             Name  - WMQREQCT

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMQRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMQRCT contains the sum of all values of CSUMQRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMQSCT - WebSphere MQ API Count

CSUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

CSUMQSCT contains the number of WebSphere MQ transaction spent processing MQ API requests. This field will be
0 for point-to-point messaging activity, it will be non-zero where MQ API requests have resulted in pub/sub (publish and
subscribe) type messaging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMQSTM - XML System Services CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMQSCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 397     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WMQASRBT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMQSCT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMQSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUMQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMQSTM - XML System Services CPU Time

CSUMQSTM is the WebSphere MQ SRB time this transaction spent processing MQ API requests. This field will be 0
for point-to-point messaging activity, it will be non-zero where MQ API requests have resulted in pub/sub (publish and
subscribe) type messaging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

             CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMQSTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 397     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WMQASRBT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMQSTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMQSTM contains the sum of all values of CSUMQSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMROCT - MRO Request Count

CSUMROCT contains the number of multiregion requests made by the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMROTM - MRO Request Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAISPRCT      MRO request count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMROCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMROCT contains the sum of all values of CSUMROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMROTM - MRO Request Time

CSUMROTM contains the elapsed time of the multi-region requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured from
the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMROCT - MRO Request Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAISPRTM      MRO request time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMROTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUMROTM contains the sum of all values of CSUMROTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

CSUMRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for medium response events completed during the interval.
Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'M' (medium transaction) by the user in the CICRLRT exit.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMRSTM is set to the sum of all CSUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

CSUMSCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ if
FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 258     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMSCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMSCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUMSCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

CSUMSDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ,
SO, SL, SP, D2, JM, EP, TP, T8 if FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and
active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMSDTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 257     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMSDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMSDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUMSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

CSUMTRN is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported
monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented
conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSUCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                         (non-system performance record, class
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                         3 only)

  The

  Monitor  (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

  All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity

                         indicator, generated by the user's

                         relative longevity code derivation

                         routine CICRLRT.          

          

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, one count is added into CSUMTRN.

Range of Value:

CSUMTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CSUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSUMTRN is set to the sum of all CSUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

CSUMXCTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of conversational transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CSUCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

             CSUCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

             CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXCTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXCTM is set to the largest CSUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUMXDLC - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Count

CSUMXDLC contains the count in which the user task waited to obtain a T8 TCB, because the CICS system reached the
limit of available threads. The T8 mode open TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. Each
T8 TCB runs under one thread. The thread limit is 1024 for each CICS region and each JVM server in a CICS region can
have up to 256 threads.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMXDLC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 283     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MAXTTDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMXDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXDLC contains the sum of all values of CSUMXDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

CSUMXDLY is the elapsed time for which the user task waited to obtain a T8 TCB, because the CICS system reached the
limit of available threads. The T8 mode open TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. Each
T8 TCB runs under one thread. The thread limit is 1024 for each CICS region and each JVM server in a CICS region can
have up to 256 threads.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMXDLY is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 283     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MAXTTDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUMXDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXDLY contains the sum of all values of CSUMXDLY processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXETM - Max Excessive Transaction Response Time

CSUMXETM is the maximum response time for the CICS application unit over all response events identified as
"excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit. See TRANTYPE for additional information. Response events cover
the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This element is set to the largest value of CSUTRSTM observed for excessive transactions.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXETM is set to the maximum of all CSUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level that have been
marked as excessive.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

CSUMXLTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:
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CSUMXLTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'L'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXLTM is set to the largest CSUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

CSUMXMEM is the maximum number of memory bytes used over all transaction executions for this application unit, for
terminal, user, and (for CMF161 and CMF170 only) program type CICS dynamic storage. This data element is available
from the CMF and The Monitor input data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CAUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Memory Used          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       CSUHISTG      Hi-Water Terminal and User Storage

            CSUMEMHI      Hi-Water Program Memory Size

                          (note this data element is always

                          zero for CMF160)

 

                          This value is the sum of the two

                          derived CA MICS data elements shown

                          for each DETAIL transaction input

                          record.  The maximum memory use that

                          is attributable to the transaction

                          for the monitor involved is

                          represented.

The

  Monitor   TAHSTG        High TCA/TIOA storage in bytes          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXMEM contains the maximum CSUMXMEM value encountered within this level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

CSUMXMTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXMTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXMTM is set to the largest CSUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

CSUMXOPS is the maximum number of CICS control program calls per measured CICS interaction. This data element is
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUMXOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXOPS is set from the value of CSUTLOPS for any transaction DETAIL record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSUMXOPS contains the largest value of CSUMXOPS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

CSUMXSTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXSTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXSTM is set to the largest CSUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXTDL - Document Length Parsed - z/OS System

CSUMXTDL is the total length of the documents that were parsed using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUMXTDL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 412     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSTDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUMXTDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXTDL contains the sum of all values of CSUMXTDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

CSUMXTRT is the maximum CP core CPU time that is used by any transaction execution, over all transaction executions
for this user.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

          CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXTRT is set to the value of CSUAVTRT at each DETAIL transaction occurrence.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXTRT is set to the largest CSUMXTRT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

CSUMXTSK is the number of transaction executions during which CICS MAXTASK conditions were detected. Note that
the same max task incident can be observed and recorded by many transactions. CSUMXTSK is available up to CICS/
MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3 and higher, see the data element CSYMXTSK for the number of occurrences of
MAXTASK conditions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition
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             CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the transaction record. (The indicator is
present if it detected a maxtask condition during the execution of the transaction the record represents.)

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 2.x   ID 64        Condition Indicator bits '......1.'

            (3rd byte)   (from the CMF transaction performance

                          record - class 3)

  The

  Monitor   TAFLAG1      Condition Indicator bits '1.......'

                         (from The Monitor transaction record)          

          

This data element is set to one if the above indicator for the input data source is one, otherwise this data element is zero.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CSUMXTSK is set to the sum of all CSUMXTSK values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data
element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data element will represent the
number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a serious CICS degradation. More users want to use CICS facilities
than the CICS system administrator, through the MXT parameter of the CICS System Initialization Table (DFHSIT) or
the execution time overrides, will allow. This limitation may help CICS and overall system performance, but the user at a
terminal locked out by this limit gets no indication of the limit (and no response of any kind).

CSUMXTTM - Max Response Time

CSUMXTTM is the maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this user, for all
response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRSTM - Total Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Response Time

             CSYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions          

          

Element Derivation:
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CSUMXTTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for every DETAIL transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXTTM is set to the largest CSUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

CSUMXTZT is the maximum zIIP core CPU time that is used by any transaction execution, over all transaction executions
for this user.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

          CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXTZT is set to the value of CSUAVTZT at each DETAIL transaction occurrence.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXTZT is set to the largest CSUMXTZT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUMXWAT - Maximum CICS Wait Time

Note:

CSUMXWAT is the maximum time transactions for this application unit spend waiting or suspended for CICS resource
service.If CMF is not coded in the OPTIONS statement of the CICGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, this
data element will not be on the MICS CICS Database.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

             CAUMXWAT - Average CICS Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUMXWAT is set from the value of CSUTLWAT for any DETAIL transaction record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXWAT contains the largest value of CSUMXWAT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNCGET No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests

CSUNCGET contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUNCGET - No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

          CSUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description 

-------   ------------  ------------------------------------- 

CMF 7.0+  Field  464    Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

         (NCGETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCICS group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNCGET contains the last value of CSUNCGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNDOU1 - No. Web Send and Converse Requests

CSUNDOU1 is the number of CICS web support SEND and CONVERSE requests issued by the user task when CICS is
an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description 

-------    ------------ -------------------------------------

CMF 6.4+   Field 335     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBSNDOU1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNDOU1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNDOU1 is set to the sum of all CSUNDOU1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNETID - Network ID

CSUNETID contains NETID if a network qualified name has been received from VTAM. If it is a VTAM resource and the
network qualified name has not yet been received, NETID is 8 blanks. In all other cases it is null.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSURLUNM - Real Luname

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 197     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (NETID)       110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNETID can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUNETID contains the last value of CSUNETID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNJAPP - Node.js Application Name

CSUNJAPP contains the name of an application written in JavaScript that is executed in CICS by the Node.js server-side
runtime environment.
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Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.
 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 419     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (NJSAPPNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON     n/a 

          

Range of Value:

CSUNJAPP can contain any combination of 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUNJAPP contains the last value of CSUNJAPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNKCCT - Local Program Links With Channel Option

CSUNKCCT is the number of local program LINK requests, with the channel option, issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 306     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCLNKCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNKCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNKCCT is set to the sum of all CSUNKCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

CSUNOSOC contains the number of user task messages that processed through a socket connection from a client.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CSUNWSOC - No. Times New Socket Connection Created

          CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 344     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (SOCONMSG)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

                       When SOCONMSG is a 'Y' or 'N', the

                       transaction is a web socket

                       connection, and CSUNOSOC is set to 1.

                       When SOCONMSG is a blank, CSUNOSOC is

                       a missing value.

  

 TMON    n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNOSOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNOSOC contains the sum of all values of CSUNOSOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNTROP - Number of Counters Generated

CSUNTROP is the maximum number of meaningful user-defined counters in the associated record for this application
unit. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters

             CAUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data and generation parameters, as follows:
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  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF       (implied)     A count of the number of user counters

                          found in the transaction record.

The Monitor (implied)     A count of the number of user counters

                          found in the transaction record.

Note: The database contains the maximum number of counters found to be in the input data source for this CICS

 system.

  CMF:     The number of counters found in the DETAIL

           performance transaction record.

The Monitor: The number of counters found in The Monitor transaction record.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNTROP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by limits on the number of counters that can be
generated by the monitor in question. The limit for CMF is bounded by the event structure.

Summarization Process:

CSUNTROP is set to the maximum of all CSUNTROP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNWSOC -  No. New Web Socket Connection Created

CSUNWSOC contains the number of user web tasks where the first message established a new socket connection for a
client.

CSUNWSOC is useful in measuring how often a new socket connection is created.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CSUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

          CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 344     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (SOCONMSG)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                       detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

                       When SOCONMSG = 'Y', CSUNWSOC = 1

                       else CSUNWSOC is a missing value.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUNWSOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNWSOC contains the sum of all values of CSUNWSOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

CSUNZZTM contains the amount of normalized CPU time that executed on zIIP cores for the request.

Normalized and un-normalized CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models because the general-
purpose CP cores execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty cores.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models, however, where the CP cores run at a slower cycle rate than the specialty cores,
the normalized zIIP CPU times reflect the greater amount of CPU time that would be required if the work executed on the
slower CP cores.

CSUNZZTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher,
CSUNZZTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP   

          P

Element Derivation:

CSUNZZTM is derived as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF

                MICS Data Element Names

                IBM CMF Field Names

   Release      IBM CMF Connector IDs

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

   CTS 5.1      T_CPUALL - CSUTCBTM

  (CMF 680)     (USRCPUT) (CPUTONCP)

  and above       (008)     (436)                
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• Data Source: ASG TMON

                TMON Temporary Data Element Names

   Release      TMON TA Record Source

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

    TMON 3.4    T_CPUALL - CSUCPUTM

   and above   (TACPURTM) (TASTCPUT)

                If the TMON control option SPECIALTY PROCESSOR

                CPU="N", CSUNZZTM is set to zero (0)                

                

Range of Value:

CSUNZZTM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUNZZTM contains the sum of all values of CSUNZZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUNZZTM is the amount of normalized CPU time that is expended on specialty cores (zIIP or zAAP) engines.Work
formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with older
CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

When the Message Broker activity/processing takes place on a zIIP or zAAP core (JAVA compute node), the CPU time
used is included in CSUNZZTM.The MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM)
data element also reports this same zAAP core CPU time. This overlap must be considered when accounting for CPU
consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries components.

CSUNZZTM should be used for CICS transaction-related core usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

To determine the actual amount of specialty core CPU time that is expended for sub-capacity CPC models, you must
divide CSUNZZTM by the CP core normalization factor. This factor is not provided in CICS raw data, but can be obtained
from any MICS SMF component step level files. Any step or interval record for a program that executed on the same CPC
as the CICS region will contain the normalization factor. The SMF component step level zIIP core normalization factor
data elements are PGMSUPNF and PGMZAPNF, respectively.

CSUOADID - Originating Adapter ID

CSUOADID is the adapter identifier that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CSUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

             CSUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Field        Description

 -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

 CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter id

           FID   - 351

           Name  - OADID

 TCE 4.0+ TAOADID            Origin Data Adapter ID          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOADID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOADID contains the sum of all values of CSUOADID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

CSUOADI1 is first section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CSUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

             CSUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element      Description

 -------  ------------      ----------------------------------

 CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 1

          FID   - 352

          Name  - OADATA1

 TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT1          Origin Data Added Data1          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOADI1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOADI1 contains the sum of all values of CSUOADI1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

CSUOADI2 is the second section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section
of association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CSUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CSUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element      Description

 -------  ------------      ----------------------------------

 CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 2

          FID   - 353

          Name  - OADATA2

 TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT2          Origin Data Added Data2          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOADI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOADI2 contains the sum of all values of CSUOADI2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3

CSUOADI3 is the third section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CSUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CSUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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 Monitor  Data Element      Description

 -------  ------------      ----------------------------------

 CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 3

          FID   - 354

          Name  - OADATA3

 TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT3          Origin Data Added Data3          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOADI3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOADI3 contains the sum of all values of CSUOADI3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

CSUOAPPL contains CICS VTAM Application Identifier of the CICS region in which the transaction originated.
CSUOAPPL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUAPPL  - CICS VTAM Applid

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

            FID   - 360

            Name  - OAPPLID

  TCE 4.0+  TAOAPPL           Origin Applid from Work Request          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUOAPPL read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

CSUOCIPA contains the originating client IP address (nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn). CSUOCIPA is available at CTS release 3.2 and
higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 16.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUCIPAD - Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Client IP Address

             FID   - 368

             Name  - OCLIPADR

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOCIPA can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOCIPA contains the last value of CSUOCIPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

CSUOCIPR contains the originating client or Telenet client IP address. CSUOCIPR contains the IPv4 or IPv6 originating
client or Telnet client IP address.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 40.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUCIPAR - Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUOCIPR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+  Field 372         Originating Client or Telenet

            (OCLIPADR)        IP Address

  TCE 4.0+  TAOCLIPA          Origin Client/Telnet IP Address          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOCIPR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 characters.
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Summarization Process:

CSUOCIPR contains the last value of CSUOCIPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOCPTC - User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count

CSUOCPTC contains the count of standard CP processor dispatches that were eligible to have been dispatched on a
specialty processor (zIIP or zAAP).

CSUOCPTC is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher,
CSUOCPTC contains zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCPTC - User Task Standard Processor CPU Count

             CSUZZCTM - zIIP/zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUOCPTC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+  Field 437     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from

            (OFFLCPUT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                          transaction detail record in the

                          DFHTASK group.

  ASG TMON  TASTCPOC      Offload on STD Count 3.4+          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOCPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOCPTC contains the sum of all values of CSUOCPTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The counts contained in CSUOCPTC are available only on systems that support the Extract CPU Time instruction service
that is available on IBM System z9 or later hardware. For z/OS Version 1 Release 13, the PTF for APAR OA38409 must
also be applied.

CSUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

CSUOFCNM contains the eight-byte facility name of the originating transaction. This field is blank if the originating
transaction is not associated with a facility. CSUOFTFL identifies the type of facility associated with the originating
transaction. CSUOFCNM is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher. CSUOFCNM contains the originating
facility name only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.
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Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTFACL - Transaction Facility Name

             CSUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 3.1+  Group - DFHCICS   Originating Transaction Facility

            FID   - 371       Name

            Name  - OFCTYNME

  TCE 4.0+  TAOFCTNM          Origin Transaction Facility Name          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOFCNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOFCNM contains the last value of CSUOFCNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

CSUOFTFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating the facility type of the originating transaction.
CSUOFTFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 3.2+  Group - DFHCICS   Byte 0 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL1          Origin Transflag Facility

                              Identity          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:
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             Bit 0 (X'80') - None

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Terminal

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Surrogate

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Destination

             Bit 4 (X'08') - 3270 bridge          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUOFTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUOFTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

CSUOIPRT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number for the originating client or telnet client. CSUOIPRT is available
from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Client TCP/IP Port

            FID   - 369       Number

            Name  - OCLIPORT

  TCE 4.0+  TAOCLIPP          Originating Client/Telnet Port

                              Number          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOIPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CSUOIPRT contains the last value of CSUOIPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

CSUOMSGS is the count of the number of output messages generated by transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 35      TC Output Count Prime Facility

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

           Field 68      TC Output Count Second Facility

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

  TCE 2.0+ TATEROCT      Terminal Output Count

  CMF:     The total input count (Field 35 + Field 68) is

           assigned to CSUOMSGS.

The Monitor: CSUOMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMOT.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUOMSGS is set to the sum of all CSUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

CSUONTID contains the Network id of the originating task. CSUONTID is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 3.2+  Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCP/IP Network ID

            FID   - 359

            Name  - ONETWKID
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  TCE 4.0+  TAONETWK          Origin Network ID from Work

                              Request          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-eight character CICS network ID.

Summarization Process:

CSUONTID contains the last value of CSUONTID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

CSUOPNTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL open cursor calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUOPNTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBOPNT        Sum time in SQL open cursors

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MBOPNT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUOPNTM is set to the sum of all CSUOPNTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

CSUOPORT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number used by the originating TCP/IP Service. CSUOIPRT is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPORT  - TCP/IP Service Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCP/IP Service Port

            FID   - 367       Number

            Name  - OPORTNUM

  TCE 4.0+  TAOPORTN          Origin TCPIPSERV Port Num          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOPORT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CSUOPORT contains the last value of CSUOPORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

CSUOPRNM contains the 64-character name of the operation in the application context data.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

             CSULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 456     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACOPERNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKONM      Initial Task Appl CNTX Operation Name          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOPRNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOPRNM contains the last value of CSUAPLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

CSUORMFL contains a one byte flag, with the bit settings providing recovery manager information for the originating
transaction. CSUORMFL is available from CMF at CTS 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/
IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 7 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAITRFK8          Origin TRANSFLAG Recovery

                              Manager Info          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the the following bit settings:

     Bit 0 (X'80') - Indoubt wait = no

     Bit 1 (X'40') - Indoubt action = commit

     Bit 2 (X'20') - Recovery manager - UOW resolved w/ indoubt

                     action

     Bit 3 (X'10') - Recovery manager - Shunt

     Bit 4 (X'08') - Recovery manager - Unshunt

     Bit 5 (X'04') - Recovery manager - Indoubt failure

     Bit 6 (X'01') - Recovery manager - Resource owner failure          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUORMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUORMFL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

CSUOSTRT contains the start timestamp for the originating task. CSUOSTRT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2
and higher. CSUOSTRT contains the originating start time only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------
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  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Start Time

            FID   - 361

            Name  - OSTART

  TCE 4.0+  TAOSTART          Origin Task Start Time STCK          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS timestamp value.

Summarization Process:

CSUOSTRT contains the minimum value of CSUOSTRT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTCCT - No. Channel Container Requests

CSUOTCCT is the number of CICS requests for channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 321     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGTOTCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTCCT is set to the sum of all CSUOTCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

CSUOTCSN contains the name of the originating TCPIPSERVICE. CSUOTCSN is available from CMF at CTS release
3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

            FID   - 366

            Name  - OTCPSVCE

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTCPSV          Origin TCPIPSERV Name          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTCSN can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTCSN contains the last value of CSUOTCSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

CSUOTDFL contains a one byte flag, with individual bits values providing transaction definition information for the
originating transaction. CSUOTDFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported
via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 3 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL4          Origin TRANSFLAG Definition Info          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - Taskdataloc = below

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Taskdatakey = cics

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Isolate = no

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Dynamic = yes          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUOTDFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUOTDFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

CSUOTDLT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a CICS open TCB because the region had
reached the limit set by the system parameter, MAXOPENTCBS. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 250     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MXTOTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTDLT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTDLT contains the sum of all values of CSUOTDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

CSUOTIFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction identification information for the
originating transaction. CSUOTIFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported
via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 1 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL2          Origin TRANSFLAG Identity Info          
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Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - System transaction

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Mirror transaction

             Bit 2 (X'20') - DPL mirror transaction

             Bit 3 (X'10') - ONC/RPC Alias transaction

             Bit 4 (X'08') - WEB Alias transaction

             Bit 5 (X'04') - 3270 Bridge transaction

             Bit 7 (X'01') - CICS BTS Run transaction          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUOTIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUOTIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTKID - Originating Task Number

CSUOTKID contains number of the originating task. It is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher. CSUOTKID
contains the originating task number only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSKID - Task Identification Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Number

            FID   - 362

            Name  - OTRANNUM

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRNUM          Origin Task Transaction Number          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTKID ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 9,999,999.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTKID is set to the last CSUOTKID value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

CSUOTRAN contains the transaction ID of the originating task. CSUOTRAN is available from CMF at CTS release
3.2 and higher. For mirror transactions, CSUOTRAN will contain the originating transaction ID only for transactions
transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.
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Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.
  SEE ALSO:  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Transaction ID

            FID   - 363

            Name  - OTRAN

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRID           Origin Task Transaction ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character CICS transaction ID.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTRAN contains the last value of CSUOTRAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOTSID - OTS Transaction ID

CSUOTSID contains the first 128 bytes of the Object Transport Service (OTS) Transaction ID (TID).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 194     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (OTSTID)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTSID can contain any combination of 1 to 128 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOTSID contains the last value of CSUOTSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

CSUOTTFL contains a one byte flag, with the hex value representing the originating transaction type. CSUOTTFL is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 4 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL5          Origin TRANSFLAG Type          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following hex values:

    X'01' None

    X'02' Terminal

    X'03' Transient data

    X'04' START

    X'05' Terminal-related START

    X'06' CICS business transaction services (BTS) scheduler

    X'07' Transaction manager domain (XM)-run transaction

    X'08' 3270 bridge

    X'09' Socket domain

    X'0A' CICS Web support (CWS)

    X'0B' Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP)

    X'0C' Resource Recovery Services (RRS)

    X'0D' LU 6.1 session

    X'0E' LU 6.2 (APPC) session

    X'0F' MRO session

    X'10' External Call Interface (ECI) session

    X'11' IIOP domain request receiver

    X'12' Request stream (RZ) instore transport

    X'13' ISC over TCP/IP session          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUOTTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUOTTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

CSUOTWAT contains the sum of non-I/O-related delay and wait metrics for the transaction. CICS continues to introduce
new monitoring points in support of WorkLoad Manager. These additional monitoring points allow for detail tuning
possibilities. CSUOTWAT is a subset of CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

          CSUIOWAT - Total I/O Wait Time

          CSUTLWAT - Total Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUOTWAT is set to the sum of the following metrics at the various release levels:

CSUOTWAT = CSUDS1WT  First Dispatch Delay - CTS 1.1

           +CSURMSUS  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

           +CSUDWWTM  Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

           +CSUEQSUS  Local ENQ Delay - CTS 1.1

           +CSUGQDTM  Global ENQ Delay - CTS 1.3

           +CSUICDTM  Interval Control Delay - CTS 1.2

           +CSULMDTM  Lock Manager Delay - CTS 1.2

           +CSUEXWTM  Wait External Wait - CTS 1.2

           +CSUWEWTM  EXEC CICS WAITCICS wait - CTS 1.2

           +CSURTRWT  CICS BTS Run Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CSUSYWTT  CFDT Server Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CSUSYDTM  Syncpoint Delay Time - CTS 1.3

           +CSUOTDLT  CICS MAXOPENTCBS Delay - CTS 1.3

           +CSURRSWT  RRMS/MVS Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CSURRWTM  Request Receiver Wait Time - CTS 2.1

           +CSURPWTM  Request Processor Wait Time- CTS 2.1

           +CSUBRGWT  3270 Bridge Partner Wait Time - CTS 2.2

           +CSUTCMTM  User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time-CTS 2.3

           +CSUHMDLY  CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time -CTS 3.1

           +CSUSTDLY  Max SSL TCB Delay Time - CTS 3.1

           +CSUXTDLY  Max XPLink Delay Time - CTS 3.1

           +CSUJVMTD  Maximum JVM TCBs delay - CTS 2.2

           +CSUJVMST  Total JVM Suspend Time - CTS 1.3

           +CSUMMSTM  User Task Unavailable TCB Wait - CTS 2.3

           +CSULWTT   User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

           +CSUTAWTT  User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

           +CSUTDIWT  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

           +CSUTDEWT  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

           +CSUFCXWT  User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

           +CSUFCVWT  User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

           +CSUDATHW  Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOTWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUOTWAT contains the sum of all CSUOTWAT values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

CSUOUSCO contains the value of the originating user correlator. The correlator is used to carry information from one sub-
transaction to another in an Application Response Standard environment. CSUOUSCO is available from CMF at CTS
release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating User Correlator

            FID   - 365

            Name  - OUSERCOR

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAOUSRCO          Origin User Correlator          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of characters comprising the 64-byte correlator array.

Summarization Process:

CSUOUSCO contains the last value of CSUOUSCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOUSID - Originating Userid

CSUOUSID is the one to eight character user identification assigned by CICS for the originating userid. CSUOUSID is
available from CMF at CTS 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  USERID   - User Identification

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Userid

            FID   - 364

            Name  - OUSERID
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  TCE 4.0+  TAOUSRID          Origin Task Userid          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOUSID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUOUSID contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUOUSID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

CSUOUTCH is the count of the number of output characters generated by transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF160   MF3TCC  (82)  Terminal Character Count

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

  CMF161   MF3TCO1C (84) Terminal Character Count

  CMF170   MF3TCO2C (86) (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

  TCE 2.0+ TATEROLG      Terminal Output Length

  CMF160:  MF3TCC is the total character count for both

                         Terminal Control INPUT and OUTPUT operations.  This

                         count is stored in CSUOUTCH, and should be used with

                         care.

The Monitor: CSUOMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMOL.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUOUTCH is set to the sum of all CSUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

The output character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much information is
given to the terminal operator by the application, and the relative information processed per CICS transaction. Several
limitations on the use of this element include the following:

• CMF160 does not break character counts down into input and output categories. All character analysis for such
systems must be done from the output character counts.

• CMF161 counts this field from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of application TIOA loading, it does
not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It is therefore compromising to
use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CSUOVBUF - Overflow Buffers Used (DBCTL)

CSUOVBUF contains the number of overflow buffers used when FPB (fast path buffers) has been exhausted. This data
element is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATOVFN      Number overflow buffers used

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATOVGN field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CSUOVBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOVBUF contains the sum of all values of CSUOVBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUOVCCT - No. MOVE CONTAINER Channel Requests

CSUOVCCT is the number of MOVE CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 325     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGMOVCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUOVCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUOVCCT is set to the sum of all CSUOVCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPAGIN - Page Ins

CSUPAGIN is the number of page-in operations that occurred within CICS while the user transaction was dispatched. This
data element is available from ASG-TMON.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPAGOT - Page Outs

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+ TAPGEICT      Page In Count          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPAGIN is set to the sum of all CSUPAGIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that page in and page out statistics are not available for CMF. All transaction paging analysis must use the page in
accumulators.

CSUPAGOT - Page Outs

CSUPAGOT is the number of page out operations that occurred within CICS while this user transaction was dispatched.
This data element is available from ASG-TMON data source, but is not available from the CMF data source.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPAGIN - Page Ins

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+ TAPGEOCT      Page Out Count          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPAGOT is set to the sum of all CSUPAGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that page out statistics are not available for CMF. All transaction paging analysis must use the page in accumulators.

CSUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

CSUPCDPL contains the number of distributed program LINK (DPL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 73      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PCDPLCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHPROG group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCDPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCDPL contains the sum of all values of CSUPCDPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

CSUPCHCD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line, in the CICS
dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.
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Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24CHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 143)

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHCD contains the maximum CSUPCHCD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

CSUPCHEC is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line, in the extended
CICS dynamic storage (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description
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    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31CHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 142)      ECDSA

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHEC contains the maximum CSUPCHEC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

CSUPCHER is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line, in the extended
read-only dynamic storage (ERDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31RHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 122)      ERDSA

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHER contains the maximum CSUPCHER value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

CSUPCHES is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line in the extended
shared dynamic storage area (ESDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        FID 161       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHES contains the maximum CSUPCHES value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

CSUPCHEU is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line, in the extended
user dynamic storage (ERDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:
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The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31UHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 140)      EUDSA

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHEU contains the maximum CSUPCHEU value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHRD - Program Storage High-water Mark RDSA

CSUPCHRD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line in the read-only
dynamic storage area (RDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        FID 162       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHRD contains the maximum CSUPCHRD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

CSUPCHSD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line in the shared
dynamic storage area (SDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        FID 160       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHSD contains the maximum CSUPCHSD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

CSUPCHUD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line, in the user
dynamic storage area (UDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          
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Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24UHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 141)      UDSA

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCHUD contains the maximum CSUPCHUD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCLCT - Total Program Link URM Count

CSUPCLCT is the number of program LINK URM (user-replaceable module) request issued by, or on behalf of, the
user task. A user-replaceable module is a CICS-supplied program that is always invoked at a particular point in CICS
processing, as if it were part of the CICS code.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+ Field 72      Available starting with CTS 1.2

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    Monitor  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCLCT is set to the sum of all CSUPCLCT values encountered in the summarization level.

CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

CSUPCLNK is the number of program control links. This data element is available only from the CMF data source. It is not
available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

             CSUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF         PCLINKCT    Number of program LINKs during the

                (055)       user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCLNK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCLNK contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUPCLNK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

CSUPCLOD is the number of program control loads. This data element is available only from the CMF data source. It is
not available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CSUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -----------------------------

    CMF          PCLOADCT     The number of program LOADs

                 (057)        during the user task.

                              loads.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCLOD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCLOD contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUPCLOD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

CSUPCMXA is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line. This data element
is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CSUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CSUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31AHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 139)      above 16MB

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCMXA contains the maximum CSUPCMXA value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCOPS - Program Control Calls

For CMF data source, CSUPCOPS contains the total number of CICS Program Control calls issued by the transaction,
including program LOAD, LINK, and XCTL. For ASG-TMON, CSUPCOPS contains the total number of program fetch
requests issued by the transaction.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CSUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

             CSUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

             CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUPCOPS is derived from other MICS data elements. The derivations are as follow:
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    Monitor     Element Derivation

    -------     -----------------------------------------------

    CMF         CSUPCOPS=SUM(CSUPCLNK,CSUPCLOD,CSUPCXCL)

 

    TCE 2.0+    TAPGMRCT          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCOPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCOPS is set to the sum of all values of CSUPCOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCTIM - Program Fetch Time

CSUPCTIM is the program fetch time. This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source.

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    TCE 2.0+   TAPGMRTM       Program Fetch Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUPCTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCTRx - Cumm Pct Resp within Limit

Values CSUPCTR1 through CSUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short, medium, long, and
conversational response events for this transaction that completed within each response distribution category defined by
the MICS administrator.

CSUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; CSUPCTR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined through the use of the the RESP statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS
member CICOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds.
Subsecond response values may be entered by using the decimal point. This permits the CICS Analyzer to record
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response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator,
according to transaction 'detail' data for response time. Response time is determined by the value contained in data
element CSUTRSTM. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of
1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

CSUPCTR1 through CSUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events (CSUTRANS) completing during command
execution. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. Prior to
calculating the response distribution data elements, the value of TRANTYPE, as set by the user routine CICRLRT, is used
to categorize transaction response times at the detail level.

As each detail transaction record is processed, the CICRLRT routine is called to classify the transaction into a short,
medium, long, or conversational transaction category. The value of TRANTYPE for each detail transaction determines
which response distribution accumulator will be used to record the transaction's response time. All transaction responses,
except those designated as excessive, are accumulated into the total response distribution accumulator set (CSUTDSTx).
When the TRANTYPE is set to 'X', (excessive) the values of the following data elements are moved to the 'Excessive'
data elements, as follows:

        CSUETRN = CSUTRANS; CSUMXETM = CSUTRSTM ;

        CSUERSTM = CSUTRSTM; CSUAVETM = CSUTRSTM ;          

          

This also prevents the excessive transactions from being used when computing the average response time data element
(CSUAVTTM).

The CSUPCTRx data elements are calculated by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal
to the specified category by the total number of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage.
Thus, given the values for CSUTDST1 through CSUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of CSUTRANS, the total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through
CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these
percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CSUTDST1-8        CSUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1          
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Range of Values:

Note that as CSUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the data base. And, as stated above, note that
each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCTR1 through CSUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

CSUPCWAT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for program fetch. This time is measured from the
issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data is available from CMF and ASG-TMON data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           ID 115        Elapsed time user task waited

                                for program library fetches

    TCE 2.0+      TAPGMWTM      Program Fetch Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUPCWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

CSUPCWCT contains the number of program fetch waits that occurred for the transaction. This data element is available
from CMF and ASG-TMON.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count
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             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           ID 115        Number of time user task waited

                                for program library fetches

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAPGMWCT      Program Fetch Wait Count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUPCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

CSUPCXCL is the number of program control XCTLs. This data element is available only from the CMF data source. It is
not available from The Monitor.

Type:Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CSUPCLOD - Program Control Loads          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          PCXCTLCT     Number of program XCTLs during

                 (056)        the user task.          
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Range of Value:

CSUPCXCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPCXCL contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUPCXCL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPETTM - Task Dispatched Time

CSUPETTM is the total amount of time CICS tasks were dispatched by CICS (not in a CICS wait or suspend state) during
all transaction executions for each application unit. This data element is available for the CMF and The Monitor data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

             CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CAUPETTM - Task Dispatched Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 07      Task Dispatch Time

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  TADTIME       Task Dispatch Time

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)

 

    TCE 2.0+ TATSKDTM      Task Dispatch Time (Process)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPETTM is set to the sum of all CSUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPFWAT - Primary Facility Wait Time

CSUPFWAT contains the elapsed time for terminal control wait for conversational transactions. This time is measured
from the issuance of a terminal control write/wait/read sequence to the subsequent dispatch of the terminal read request
being satisfied. This data element is available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TAOPRWTM      Primary facility wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPFWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUPFWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUPFWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHAPP - Previous Hop Data APPLID

CSUPHAPP is the APPLID from previous hop data. This is the APPLID of the CICS system of a previous task in another
CICS system with which a task is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:
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Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data APPLID

            FID   - 374

            Name  - PHAPPLID

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHAPPL          Prev Hop Data Applid          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character Previous Hop data APPLID.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHAPP contains the last value of CSUPHAPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHCNT - Previous Hop Data Count

CSUPHCNT is the number of times there has been a request from one CICS system to another CICS system to initiate a
task with which a task is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element      Description

 -------  ---------------   -----------------------

 CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data count

          FID   - 378

          Name  - PHCOUNT

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAPHCNT           Prev Hop Data Num of CICS Remote

                            Reqs          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPHCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHCNT contains the sum of all values of CSUPHCNT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHNTW - Previous Hop Data Network ID

CSUPHNTW is the network identifier of the CICS system of an immediately previous task in another CICS system with
which a task is associated. Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to
attach a task and creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path
between adjacent nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data networkid

            FID   - 373

            Name  - PHNTWKID

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHNTWK          Prev Hop Data CICS Remote Task

                              ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-eight character Previous Hop data networkid.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHNTW contains the last value of CSUPHNTW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

CSUPHSTA is the start time of the immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task is
associated.Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and
creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent
nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data task start

            FID   - 375       time

            Name  - PHSTART
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  TCE 4.0+ TAPHSTRT           Prev Hop Data Start Time STCK          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHSTA contains the minimum value of CSUPHSTA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHTRA - Previous Hop Data Trans Seq No

CSUPHTRA is the identifier of an immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data transaction

            FID   - 376       sequence number.

            Name  - PHTRANNO

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHTRNO          Prev Hop Data Remote Task Num          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPHTRA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99,999.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHTRA contains the last value of CSUPHTRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPHTRN - Previous Hop Data Transaction ID

CSUPHTRN is the transaction ID (TRANSID) of the immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task
is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:
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Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data transaction ID

            FID   - 377

            Name  - PHTRAN

 

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHTRAN          Prev Hop Data Remote Task Tran

                              ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character Previous Hop data transaction ID.

Summarization Process:

CSUPHTRN contains the last value of CSUPHTRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPLCCT - DPL Program Links With Channel Option

CSUPLCCT is the number of Distributed Program Link (DPL) requests issued with the channel option, issued by the user
task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 308     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCDPLCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPLCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPLCCT is set to the sum of all CSUPLCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

CSUPMWAT contains the elapsed time during which the transaction was not being dispatched, but was not waiting or
suspended. This condition can occur, for example, when a transaction loses control as a result of issuing a CHAP request
that lowers its priority. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

             CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAPMTWTM      Preempt wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPMWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUPMWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUPMWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

CSUPMWCT contains the number of times the transaction was preempted, a condition under which the transaction was
not being dispatched, but was not waiting or suspended. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAPMTWCT      Preempt wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPMWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPMWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUPMWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPNAME - Process Name

CSUPNAME contains the name of the CICS business transaction service (BTS) process of which the user task formed
part.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 36.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 200     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the
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           (PRCSNAME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 36 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUPNAME contains the last value of CSUPNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPOLST - of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

CSUPOLST contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 449     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (MPPRTXCD)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPOLST contains the last value of CSUPOLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPOLTM - Wait Time for Pool Space

CSUPOLTM contains the total wait time incurred for the user transaction because no PSB or DMB pool space is available.
This data element is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area of the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATPOOL      Elapsed   wait  time  for  pool

                                space

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATPOOL field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CSUPOLTM is a valid SAS time value that has minimum value of 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUPOLTM contains the sum of all values of CSUPOLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPORT - TCP/IP Service Port Number

CSUPORT contains the value of TCP/IP port number of the TCP/IP Service which attached the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 246     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (PORTNUM)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPORT can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUPORT contains the last value of CSUPORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPRCID - Process ID

CSUPRCID contains the CICS-assigned identifier of the CICS BTS root activity that the user task implemented.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 52.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 202     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PRCSID)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPRCID can contain any combination of 1 to 52 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUPRCID contains the last value of CSUPRCID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

CSUPRETM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL prepare calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUPRETM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBPRET        Sum time in SQL prepare calls

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MBPRET field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUPRETM is set to the sum of all CSUPRETM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPSB - PSB Name

CSUPSB contains the name of the PSB (program specification block) that describes databases and logical message
destinations used by an application program in IMS. This data element is only available from CMF in CICS/ESA releases.
It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATNPSB      PSB name

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATNPSB field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CSUPSB can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUPSB contains the last value of CSUPSB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPTYPE - Process Type

CSUPTYPE contains the process type of the CICS BTS process of which the user task formed part.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 201     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PRCSTYPE)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUPTYPE can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUPTYPE contains the last value of CSUPTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUPUTCT No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

CSUPUTCT contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type: Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

          CSUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element   Description 

-------   ------------   ------------------------------------- 

CMF 7.0+   Field 461     Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

           (TSPUTSCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTEMP group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUPUTCT contains the last value of CSUPUTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

CSUQRCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 256     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUQRCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUQRCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUQRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

CSUQRDLY contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS QR TCB. This is the
aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user-task redispatch. This field does not include the
elapsed time spent waiting for the first dispatch. The field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 249     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUQRDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUQRDLY contains the sum of all values of CSUQRDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

CSUQRDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 255     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUQRDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUQRDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUQRDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURDOCT - No. Web WRITE HTTPHEADER Requests

CSURDOCT is the number of CICS web support WRITE HTTPHEADER requests issued by the user task when CICS is
an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.4+ Field 332     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBWRTOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURDOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURDOCT is set to the sum of all CSURDOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

CSURDQWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a DB2 thread to become available. This field is a
component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 187     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DB2RDYQW)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURDQWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURDQWT contains the sum of all values of CSURDQWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURECCT - PUT and MOVE Container Request Creates

CSURECCT is the number of containers created by MOVE,PUT CONTAINER and PUT64 CONTAINER requests for
channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 328     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGCRECCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURECCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSURECCT is set to the sum of all CSURECCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

CSURESTM is the time the transactions executed by this user were resident within CICS. This will be equal to response
time for non-conversational and pseudo-conversational transactions. For conversational transactions, this will be greater
than response time for CMF and The Monitor input data sources. This data element is available from the CMF and The
Monitor input data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  ----------------

   CMF        Field 006

              STOP        End Time Stamp

              Field 005

              START       Start Time Stamp

   The

   Monitor    TAENDDTS    Task End Date Time

              TASTRDTS    Task Start Date Time

   The formula is:

              CSURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSURESTM is set to the sum of all CSURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

CSURLSTM contains the total amount of CPU time consumed by each user transaction for RLS (record level sharing)
requests. This data element is available from CMF data at CICS/ESA Release 5.1 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element  Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        Field 175     RLS SRB CPU Time

               RLSCPUT       (from performance class

                             transaction record)

    ASG-TMON  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSURLSTM is set to the sum of all CSURLSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSURLSTM is part of the total task CPU consumption contained in data element CSUCPUTM.

CSURLSWT - Wait time for RLS FC I/O

CSURLSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user transaction waited for RLS (record level sharing) file I/O and is
only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 174     RLS FC I/O wait time

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSURLSWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURLSWT contains the sum of all values of CSURLSWT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSURLUNM - Real Luname

CSURLUNM contains the Real network name if a network qualified name has been received from VTAM. In all other
cases, this field will be the same as LUNAME (field id 111). For non-VTAM resources it is null.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUNETID - Network ID

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 198     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RLUNAME)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURLUNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSURLUNM contains the last value of CSURLUNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

CSURMCPS contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
CICSPlex SM requests. CSURMCPS is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description
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  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 007      Time spent in RMI for CICS Plex

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMCPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMCPS contains the sum of all values of CSURMCPS processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMDBC - RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests

CSURMDBC contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DBCTL requests. CSURMDBC is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 004      Time spent in RMI for DBCTL Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMDBC contains the sum of all values of CSURMDBC processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

CSURMDB2 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DB2 requests. CSURMDB2 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests
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             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 003      Time spent in RMI for DB2 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMDB2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMDB2 contains the sum of all values of CSURMDB2 processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

CSURMDL1 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DL1 requests. CSURMDL1 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 005      Time spent in RMI for DL1 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMDL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMDL1 contains the sum of all values of CSURMDL1 processed in the level of summarization.
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CSURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

CSURMICT contains the number of times the user transaction was under the control of the Resource Manager Interface
(RMI). CSURMICT is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMITM -  Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CSURMSUS -  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CSURMSCT -  RMI Suspend Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 170       Count of times in RMI

    TMON/CICS     N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMICT contains the sum of all values of CSURMICT processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMITM - Time in Resource Manager Interface

CSURMITM contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent in resource manager interface (RMI). CSURMITM is
available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 170       Time spent in RMI

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMITM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSURMITM contains the sum of all values of CSURMITM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSURMMQC - WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI Count

CSURMMQC contains the total number of WebSphere MQ requests that spent time in the CICS Resource Manager
Interface (RMI). CSURMMQC is available from CMF at CTS release 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

Element Derivation:

The source of CSURMMQC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 006      Count of WebSphere MQ Requests

                   MF3MQMCT     Spent in RMI

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMMQC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMMQC contains the sum of all values of CSURMMQC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

CSURMMQM contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
WebSphere MQ requests. CSURMMQM is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMMQC -  WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI Count

             CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSURMMQM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 006      Time spent in RMI for MQ Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMMQM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMMQM contains the sum of all values of CSURMMQM processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

CSURMOTH contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all other requests. CSURMOTH is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 002      Time spent in RMI for Other Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMOTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMOTH contains the sum of all values of CSURMOTH processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

CSURMSCT contains the number of times the user transaction was suspended by the dispatcher while in the Resource
Manager Interface (RMI). CSURMSCT is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSURMITM -  Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CSURMSUS -  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CSURMICT -  Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 171       Count of times suspended in RMI

    TMON/CICS     N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMSCT contains the sum of all values of CSURMSCT processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

CSURMSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended by the dispatcher while in the resource
manager interface (RMI). CSURMSUS is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMITM - Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 171       Time suspended while in RMI

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSURMSUS contains the sum of all values of CSURMSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the time the task was suspended while in RMI is part of the total task suspend time
as captured by data element CSUSUSTM.
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CSURMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

CSURMTCP contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
TCP/IP Socket requests. CSURMTCP is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 008      Time spent in RMI for TCPIP req

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMTCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMTCP contains the sum of all values of CSURMTCP processed in the level of summarization.

CSURMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

CSURMTOT contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all requests. CSURMTOT is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description
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  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 001      Time spent in RMI for All Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURMTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURMTOT contains the sum of all values of CSURMTOT processed in the level of summarization.

CSUROCTM - User-task RO TCB CPU time

CSUROCTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on the CICS
RO mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSURODTM - User-task RO TCB dispatch time.

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUROCTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 270     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (ROCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUROCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUROCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUROCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURODTM - User-task RO TCB dispatch time

CSURODTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on the CICS
RO mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUROCTM - User-task RO TCB CPU time.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 269     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (RODISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURODTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURODTM contains the sum of all values of CSURODTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUROMCT - User Task Wait Count -Redisp on RO TCB

CSUROMCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS RO TCB. This count is the
aggregate of the wait counts between each event completion and user task redispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 348     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ROMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUROMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUROMCT contains the sum of all values of CSUROMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUROMTM - User Task Wait Time - Redisp on RO TCB

CSUROMTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS RO TCB. This
time is the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.The time reported
in CSUROMTM is part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element. The time in
CSUROMTM is also included in the Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time) (CSUDSWAT) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CSUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 348     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ROMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUROMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUROMTM contains the sum of all values of CSUROMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

CSURPWTM contains the elapsed time during which the request processor user task CIRP waited for any outstanding
replies to be satisfied.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 193     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RQPWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURPWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURPWTM contains the sum of all values of CSURPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

CSURRSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited indoubt using resource recovery services for EXCI.
The field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 191     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RRMSWAIT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSURRSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURRSWT contains the sum of all values of CSURRSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

CSURRWTM contains the elapsed time during which the request processor user task CIRP waited for any outstanding
replies to be satisfied.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 192     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RQRWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSURRWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURRWTM contains the sum of all values of CSURRWTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSURSPCT - Transaction Response Count

CSURSPCT is the total number of responses accumulated into the TARSPTM (CSUTRSTM) data element. This count
reflects the number of interactions within a conversational transaction, and only applies to "The Monitor for CICS/
ESA" Version 2.0 and higher, from Landmark Systems. Non-conversational transactions or segmented conversational
transactions will always contain a value of 1. This data element is only available from "The Monitor for CICS/ESA" Version
2.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

             CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data extracted from field TARSPCT from Landmark's The
Monitor for CICS/ESA data only.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 1.

Summarization Process:

CSURSPCT is set to the sum of all CSURSPCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSURSPCT identifies the number of response events or interactions which occurred within a conversational transaction. If
its value exceeds one, then this transaction is a conversational transaction and CSUPFWAT will contain a non-zero value
for operator wait time (user think time). If however, the SEGMENT CONVERSATIONS option is set to Y on the Monitor
TA Transaction Record Collection Options, then each 'interaction' will be represented by a unique observation, and the
CSURSPCT value will be 1.

CSURSPCT is only used at the DETAIL timespan to compute the 'average' transaction response time of a conversational
transaction in the CSUTRSTM data element. These transactions may be identified and eliminated from further 'average'
transaction response time computations by testing this data element in the CICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT)
for a value greater than 1, and if so, setting the TRANTYPE data element to a 'X'. Refer to section 7.3.7 of the CICS
Analyzer guide for more information on CICRLRT.

CSURSYS - Remote System ID

CSURSYS contains the system ID of the remote system to which the user transaction was routed. CSURSYS is blank if
the transaction was not routed or was routed locally. This data element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1
and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 130       Remote system ID

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSURSYS contains up to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSURSYS is set to the last CSURSYS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURTOKN - Recovery Token

CSURTOKN contains the identifier of the logical unit of work (unit of recovery) for this transaction. These values are used
for synchronizing recovery operations among CICS and other resource managers, such as MQSeries and IMS. This data
element is available only from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CMF 5.x+      Field 132     Recovery token

  ASG-TMON      N/A          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSURTOKN contains the last value of CSURTOKN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

CSURTRWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for the completion of a child transaction that
executed as a result of the user task issuing a CICS BTS run process or run activity request to a child process or activity,
synchronously.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 195     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RUNTRWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURTRWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSURTRWT contains the sum of all values of CSURTRWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

CSURTYPE identifies the type of performance record produced by CMF. This data element is available from CMF at CICS
TS release 1.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 112     Performance record type

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSURTYPE contains the following character values:

• C
Record output for a terminal converse

• D
Record output for a user EMP DELIVER request

• F
Record output for a long running conversation

• S
Record output for a sync point

• T
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Record output for a task termination

Summarization Process:

CSURTYPE contains the last value of CSURTYPE processed in the level of summarization. However, this data element is
only meaningful in the detail timespan.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURWCCT - No. Browse Container Channel Requests

CSURWCCT is the number of CICS browse-for-channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 322     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGBRWCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURWCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURWCCT is set to the sum of all CSURWCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSURWOCT - No. Web BROWSE HTTPHEADER Requests

CSURWOCT is the number of CICS web support BROWSE HTTPHEADER requests (STARTBROWSE, READNEXT,
AND ENDBROWSE) issued by the user task when CICS is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 338     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBBRWOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)
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The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSURWOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSURWOCT is set to the sum of all CSURWOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCGMA - GETMAINs Above 16MB ECDSA

CSUSCGMA is the total number of user-storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task above the 16MB line, in
the extended CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only for CICS/ESA
releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCCGETCT      GETMAINs in ECDSA

                  (ID 120)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCGMA contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSCGMA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSCGMB - GETMAINs Below 16MB CDSA

CSUSCGMB is the total number of user-storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task below the 16MB line, in the
CICS dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCCGETCT      GETMAINs in CDSA

                  (ID 117)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCGMB contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSCGMB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCHCD - Task Storage High-water Mark CDSA

CSUSCHCD is the maximum amount of user-storage allocated by the user task below the 16 MB line, in the CICS
dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSCHEC - Task Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Mark Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:
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    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24CHWM      Maximum program storage allocated

              (ID 116)      CDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCHCD contains the maximum CSUSCHCD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCHEC - Task Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

CSUSCHEC is the maximum amount of user-storage allocated by the user task above the 16 MB line, in the extended
CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSCHCD - Task Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Mark Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31CHWM      Maximum program storage allocated

              (ID 119)      ECDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCHEC contains the maximum CSUSCHEC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSCHTM - Elapsed Time for Schedule Process

CSUSCHTM contains the total elapsed time from scheduling of the PSB to the termination of the PSB. This data element
is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

             CSUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATSCHT      Elapsed time for schedule

                                process

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATSCHT field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CSUSCHTM is a valid SAS time value that is bounded by practical limits.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCHTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSCHTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCOCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16MB ECDSA

CSUSCOCA represents storage occupancy of the application above the 16MB line, in the extended CICS dynamic
storage area (ECDSA). It is calculated by multiplying the amount of storage used by the 'time units' the storage was in
use. The time unit in the calculation represents 1024 microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.3
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement data is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSCOCB -- Storage Occupancy Below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSTOTM -- Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SC31COCC      Storage occupancy ECDSA

                  (ID 121)

    Monitor       Not Available          

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCOCA is set to the sum of all CSUSCOCA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCOCB - Storage Occupancy Below 16MB CDSA

CSUSCOCB represents storage occupancy of the user task below the 16MB line, in the CICS dynamic storage area
(CDSA). It is calculated by multiplying the amount of storage used by the 'time units' the storage was in use. The time unit
in the calculation represents 1024 microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement data is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSCOCA -- Storage Occupancy Above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSTOTM -- Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SC24COCC      Storage occupancy CDSA

                  (ID 118)

    Monitor       Not Available          

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCOCB is set to the sum of all CSUSCOCB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSCOPS - Storage Control Calls

CSUSCOPS is the number of CICS Storage Control Program calls for this user transaction. For CICS/ESA releases,
CSUSCOPS contains the total number of GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction below and above the 16-
megabyte line.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 54      Number of GETMAINs below 16MB UDSA

           Field 105     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB EUDSA

           Field 117     Number of GETMAINs below 16MB CDSA

           Field 120     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB ECDSA

           Field 144     Number of GETMAINs below 16MB SDSA

           Field 147     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB ESDSA

  Monitor  TAGETMS       Total Getmains by Task

  TCE 2.0+ TAGETMCT      GETMAIN Count

          

          

• For CMF at CICS/MVS releases:
CSUSCOPS=CSUSTGMB;

• For CMF at CICS/ESA releases:
– 3.1

CSUSCOPS=SUM(CSUSTGMB,CSUSTGMA);

– 3.3-4.1
CSUSCOPS=SUM(CSUSTGMB,CSUSTGMA,CSUSCGMB,CSUSCGMA);

– 5.1+
CSUSCOPS=SUM(CSUSTGMB,CSUSTGMA,CSUSCGMB,CSUSCGMA,CSUGMSD,CSUGMES);

• For The Monitor: This data element is assigned from the TAGETMS field.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCOPS contains the sum of all CSUSCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUSCPTM User Task CP CPU Time

CSUSCPTM contains the task processor time on a CP for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB under
which the task ran. This time is a component of CSUCPUTM.

Note: For TMON users, CSUSCPTM and CSUCPUTM are equal.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

            CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

            CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Field   Description

   ----------  -----------  ----------------------------------

   IBM CMF     OFFLCPUT     TOTAL task processor time on a

   (CTS 5.1+)   (436)       standard processor

 

   ASG TMON    TASTCPUT     TOTAL CP CPU Time

   (TMON 3.4+)  (436)

Range of Value:

CSUSCPTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCPTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

CSUSCSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended while waiting for storage. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TASTGWTM      Storage suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSCSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCSUS contains the sum of all values of CSUSCSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

CSUSCUCA contains the amount of storage above the 16-megabyte line used by the transaction, multiplied by the time
that the storage was in use. The time value used in the calculation is byte units, where each byte unit represents 1024
microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC binary
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSTOTM -- Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 107     Storage occupancy above 16 meg

                  SCUCRSTG

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSCUCA is set to the sum of all CSUSCUCA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSDSTx - Count Short Responses within Limit

Each count, CSUSDST1 through CSUSDST8, contains the number of short response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CSUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).
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As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CSUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CSUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CSUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS user. CSUSDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine sets TRANTYPE to "S".The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSDSTx contains the sum of all CSUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

CSUSELTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL select calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUSELTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBSELT        Sum time in SQL select calls
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    for CICS          

          

Note:

The MBSELT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSELTM is set to the sum of all CSUSELTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSERVU - Service Units

CSUSERVU is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of service
units for each user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSERVU - Service Units

             CSYSERVU - Service Units          

          

Element Derivation:

An exit, _USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSERVU is set to the sum of all CSUSERVU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (SIO Count)

For CMF input, CSUSIOCT is the number of calls to an access method from CICS file control over all transaction
executions for this user. This is not the number of CICS file control requests, and is not directly related to hardware activity
(such as an EXCP count might be).

For ASG-TMON input, this data element represents the number of file control requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSIOCT - Access Method Call Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description
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    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 70      FC Access Method Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  TAFILCT       Total FCP file access count          

          

The specific derivation is:

  CMF:    This data element is derived from the count of the

          times CICS enters SRB mode from the File Control

          Program.  The specific event is the DFHEMP macro

          in File Control with an ID=(FC,8).  One count is

          made for each input or output event preparation in

          the VSAM event initiation routine in DFHFCP.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSIOCT is set to the sum of all CSUSIOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

CSUSOBDE contains the number of bytes decrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 243     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYDECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOBDE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOBDE contains the sum of all values of CSUSOBDE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

CSUSOBEN contains the number of bytes encrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 242     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYENCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOBEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOBEN contains the sum of all values of CSUSOBEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOCHR - Inbound socket characters received

CSUSOCHR contains the number of characters received by inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOCHS - Inbound socket characters sent.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 302     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOCHROU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOCHR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOCHR contains the sum of all values of CSUSOCHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSOCHS - Inbound socket send request count

CSUSOCHS contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 304     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOCHROU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOCHS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOCHS contains the sum of all values of CSUSOCHS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

CSUSOCRC contains the total number of bytes received on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 295     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOCRC contains the sum of all values of CSUSOCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

CSUSOCSC contains the total number of bytes sent on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Received

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 297     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOCSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOCSC contains the sum of all values of CSUSOCSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count

CSUSOMSR contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOMSS - Inbound socket send request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 301     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOMSGIN1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOMSR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOMSR contains the sum of all values of CSUSOMSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSOMSS - Inbound socket send request count

CSUSOMSS contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 303     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOMSGOU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

 The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOMSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOMSS contains the sum of all values of CSUSOMSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOMTC - User Task Wait Count -Redisp on SO TCB

CSUSOMTC contains the wait count for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS SO TCB. This count is the
aggregate of the wait counts between each event completion and user task redispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 349     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOMTC contains the sum of all values of CSUSOMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

CSUSOMTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS SO TCB. This time is
the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.

The time reported in CSUROMTM is part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.
The time in CSUROMTM is also included in the Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time) (CSUDSWAT) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CSUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 349     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOMTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

CSUSONPC contains the total number of requests made by the user task to create a non-persistent outbound socket.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOPCT - No. Create Persistent Socket Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 290     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCNPSCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSONPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUSONPC contains the sum of all values of CSUSONPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

CSUSOOWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for outbound socket I/O. This field is a component of
the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 299     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOOIOWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOOWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOOWT contains the sum of all values of CSUSOOWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOPCT - No. Create Persistent Socket Requests

CSUSOPCT contains the total number of requests made by the task to create a persistent outbound socket.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 291     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCPSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUSOPCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSOPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

CSUSORCT contains the total number of receive requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 294     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCRCVCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSORCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSORCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSORCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

CSUSOS is the number of transaction executions during which short on storage conditions were detected. Short on
storage conditions occur when the storage cushion is released. This data element is available from CMF and ASG-TMON
data sources. However, for CMF input, CSUSOS is only available up to CICS/MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3
and higher, refer to the data element CSYSOS for the number of occurrences of short on storage condition.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOS   - Short on Storage Condition

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYSOS   - Short on Storage Condition Detected          
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Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record or the
DETAIL performance record from a CMF161 system. The indicator is present if a short on storage condition is detected
during the execution of the transaction the record represents.

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element   Description

  -------  ------------   -------------------------------------

  CMF       ID 64         Condition Indicator bits '.......1'

            (3rd byte)    (from the CMF transaction performance

                           DETAIL record - class 3)

The

 Monitor   TAFLAG1       Condition Indicator bits '..1.....'

                          (from The Monitor transaction record)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CSUSOS is set to the sum of all CSUSOS values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data element
in any DETAIL observation will be either 0 or 1. Thus, the summation of this data element will represent the number of
transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Note also that certain users
may cause a heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values may indicate fault.

CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

CSUSOSCT contains the total number of send requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 296     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.          
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The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUSOSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSOSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

CSUSOTCT contains the total number of socket requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 298     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCTOTCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSOTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

CSUSOWTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for inbound socket I/O. This field is a component of
the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 241     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOIOWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

CSUSOXCT contains the number of EXTRACT TCPIP and EXTRACT CERTIFICATE requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 289     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSOXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSOXCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSOXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPCOM - Program Compressions

CSUSPCOM is the total number of transactions that encountered program compressions. It is only available from The
Monitor.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSPCOM - Program Compressions

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSPCOM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       n/a

  Monitor   TAFLAG3      Condition Indicator bits '.....1..'

                         (from The Monitor transaction record)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPCOM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPCOM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSPCOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPDST - TCB Elapsed Time

CSUSPDST contains the accumulated elapsed time the task was in control of this TCB as observed by the dispatcher
trace intercept.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSPDST is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element   Description

   -------     ------------   ---------------------------------

  The monitor  TADSPDST       Dispatch TCB ELAPSED TIME          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPDST is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total elapsed time of the
transactions.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPDST is set to the sum of all CSUSPDST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPETM - Syncpoint Elapsed Time

CSUSPETM contains the total elapsed time in which the user transaction was dispatched and was processing Syncpoint
requests. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 173     Syncpoint elapsed time

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPETM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPETM contains the sum of all values of CSUSPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPICT - TADSP Segment Count

CSUSPICT contains the TA Transaction Performance dispatch segment count.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSPICT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  The Monitor    TADSPICT      TA DISPATCH SEGMENT COUNT          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPICT contains the sum of all values of CSUSPICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

CSUSPNDC contains the number of times the transaction was suspended for reasons unknown to The Monitor. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TASPNDCT      Unidentified suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPNDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPNDC contains the sum of all values of CSUSPNDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPOPS - Synch Point Calls

CSUSPOPS is the number of CICS Synch Point Program calls for all transaction executions for this user. This data
element is only available for CMF data source, not for The Monitor input data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUSPOPS - Synch Point Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ---------------------------------

  CMF      Field 60      Synch Point Count

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)          

          

The Monitor Not available This data element is assigned from the CMF value where the CMF data element is counted at
the recognition of a Synch Point type X'D8' trace entry.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSUSPOPS contains the sum of all CSUSPOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPSWC - TCB Switch Count

CSUSPSWC contains the number of times the dispatcher trace intercept observed the task switching from another TCB to
the TCB identified by the TADSPID field while the TCB was immediately available. This TADSP segment field exists only if
you have specified TADSP - DISPATCH SEGMENTS=Y in the CSM Internal Data Collection Controls option (option 10.2)
and the transaction was waited and redispatched at least once during its execution, while being monitored.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSPSWC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element    Description

   -------     ------------   ---------------------------------

  The monitor  TADSPSWC        Dispatch TCB SWITCH COUNT          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPSWC is set to the sum of all CSUSPSWC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPSWT - TCB Switch Time

CSUSPSWT contains the accumulated time the dispatcher trace intercept observed from the start of a request to switch
from one TCB to another to its completion. This time is measured from the time the request was issued to switch from
one TCB to the TCB identified by the TADSPID field while the TCB was immediately available to when the request was
completed. This TADSP segment field exists only if you have specified TADSP - DISPATCH SEGMENTS=Y in the CSM
Internal Data Collection Controls option (option 10.2) and the transaction was waited and redispatched at least once
during its execution, while being monitored.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source CSUSPSWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor     Data Element    Description

 -------      ------------    ---------------------------------

 The monitor  TADSPSWT      Dispatch TCB SWITCH TIME          
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Range of Value:

CSUSPSWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total elapsed time of the
transactions.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPSWT is set to the sum of all CSUSPSWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSPWRC - Wait for Redispatch Count

CSUSPWRC contains the number of times the transaction was observed waiting on the dispatch queue for the target TCB
after a mode switch. This TADSP segment field exists only if you have specified TADSP - DISPATCH SEGMENTS=Y in
the CSM Internal Data Collection Controls option (option 10.2) and the transaction, while being monitored, was waited and
redispatched at least once during its execution.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSPWRC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor     Data Element    Description

  -------     -----------   ----------------------------------

  The monitor  TADSPWRC     Dispatch WAIT FOR REDISPATCH COUNT          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSPWRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSPWRC contains the sum of all values of CSUSPWRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

CSUSQLTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL calls. It is available from The Monitor for CICS (version 2.0 and
higher). It is also available from type 110 performance records if they are produced by OMEGAMON/CICS and the
OMEGDB2 user area is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

             CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls
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             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CSUSQLTM is populated as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    OMEGAMON      n/a           In this case, CSUSQLTM values

    for CICS                    are computed by adding the

                                values for all of the elements

                                displayed in the SEE ALSO list

                                above.

    TCE 2.0+      TASQLCTM      SQL Calls Time          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUSQLTM is set to the sum of all CSUSQLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

CSUSQLTO is the total number of SQL calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from The Monitor (version 2.0
and higher). It is also available from type 110 performance records if they are produced by OMEGAMON/CICS and the
OMEGDB2 user area is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBCLO - Number of SQL Close Cursors

             CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CSUDBOPN - Number of SQL Open Cursors

             CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates          
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Element Derivation:

CSUSQLTO is populated as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    OMEGAMON      n/a           In this case, CSUSQLTO values

    for CICS                    are computed by adding the

                                values for all of the elements

                                displayed in the SEE ALSO list

                                above.

    TCE 2.0+      TASQLCCT      SQL Calls Count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSQLTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSQLTO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSQLTO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

CSUSRBTM is a user-defined variable available for recording SRB CPU attributable to a user. This data element is
reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of SRB time for the user in
question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSRBTM is set to the sum of all CSUSRBTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

CSUSRMTR is a user-defined variable available for recording the number of SRM ended transactions attributable to a
user. This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
SRM count for the user in question. An exit, _USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according
to installation algorithms.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSRMTR - SRM Ended transactions

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSRMTR is set to the sum of all CSUSRMTR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

CSUSRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for short response events completed during the interval.
Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction) by the user in the CICRLRT exit.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSRSTM is set to the sum of all CSUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSRU - System Resource Units

CSUSRU is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for a user. This
data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of such
data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSCSU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSRU - System Resource Units
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Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSRU is set to the sum of all CSUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSTDLC - No. of MAX SSL TCB Delays

CSUSTDLC contains the number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSTDLY - MAX SSL TCB Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 281     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (MAXSTDLC)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTDLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTDLC contains the sum of all values of CSUSTDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

CSUSTDLY is the elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 281     Available starting in CTS 3.1 from the

           (MAXSTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTDLY contains the sum of all values of CSUSTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The S8 mode open TCBs are used exclusively by secure sockets layer (SSL) pthread requests issued by or on behalf of a
user task.

CSUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB Line

CSUSTGMA is the number of GETMAINs above the 16-megabyte line. This data element is available from CMF release
3.1.1 and higher. For CMF input, CSUSTGMA contains the number of GETMAINs in the extended user dynamic area
(EUDSA).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUGETCT      GETMAINs above 16MB EUDSA

                  (ID 105)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTGMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTGMA contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSTGMA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSTGMB - Getmains Below 16MB Line

CSUSTGMB is the number of GETMAINs below the 16-megabyte line. This data element is available from CMF data
source. For CMF input, CSUSTGMB contains the number of GETMAINs in the user dynamic storage area (UDSA).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CSUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CSUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CSUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUGETCT      GETMAINs below 16MB UDSA

                  (ID 054)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTGMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTGMB contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUSTGMB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16 MB

CSUSTHWA is the maximum amount of user storage allocated to the user transaction above the 16 MB line. CSUSTHWA
is available from ASG-TMON and CMF 3.1.1 and higher. For CMF data from CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher,
CSUSTHWA contains the maximum amount of user storage allocated from the extended user dynamic area (EUDSA).

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CSUSTHWB - Task Storage High-Water Mark Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSTHWA is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUSRHWM      Maximum user-storage allocated
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                  (ID 106)      above 16-megabyte line

    TCE 2.0+      TAC31HWM + TAU31HWM

                                CICS & USER 31 Pool High Water

                                Mark          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTHWA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTHWA contains the maximum of all occurrences of CSUSTHWA that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSTHWB - Program Storage High-Water Below 16 MB

CSUSTHWB is the maximum amount of storage allocated to programs below the 16 MB line. CSUSTHWB contains the
maximum combined amount of program storage below the 16 MB line allocated from the CICS dynamic storage area
(CDSA), read-only dynamic storage area (RDSA), and shared dynamic storage area (SDSA).

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-Water Mark Above XA

             CSUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUSTHWB is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 3.x       Field 108     Maximum program  storage in use

                  PC24BHWM      below the 16-megabyte line

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSTHWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTHWB contains the maximum of all occurrences of CSUSTHWB that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

CSUSTOTM contains the amount of storage used by a transaction, multiplied by the time that the storage was in use.
The time value used in the calculation is byte units, where each byte unit represents 1024 microseconds. CSUSTOTM
represents storage occupancy below the 16-megabyte line.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC binary

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMHI -- Program Memory

             CSUHISTG -- User Task Storage

             CSUSCUCA -- Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the SCUSRSTG field in the CMF performance class transaction record.

This data element is valid for CMF 1.7 data only. This field will be set to missing for any other version of CICS input.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTOTM is set to the sum of all CSUSTOTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

CSUSTRN is the number of short transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported
monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented
conversational mode yields an interaction count instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSUCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                            (non-system performance record,

                            class 3 only)

The
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  Monitor  (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                            (Monitor transaction detail

                            record only)

  All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity

                         indicator, generated by the user's

                         relative longevity code derivation

                         routine CICRLRT.          

          

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, one count is added into CSUSTRN.

Range of Value:

CSUSTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CSUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSUSTRN is set to the sum of all CSUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSUPTO - Total SUPRA Calls

CSUSUPTO contains the total number of SUPRA calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the SMF type 110
record. This field is NOT recorded by OMEGAMON by default. This data is unavailable from The Monitor or the standard
SMF type 110 record written by CMF. This is a user defined data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSUPWT - Total SUPRA Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    OMEGAMON for                SUPRA Total Counts

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   Not Available

    for CICS          

          

Note:

This field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record written by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.
This field is not available from OMEGBSC by default. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written
by CMF.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.
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Summarization Process:

CSUSUPTO contains the sum of all values of CSUSUPTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This field is not available from the standard OMEGAMON data source. It is a user defined field.

CSUSUPWT - Total SUPRA Wait Time

CSUSUPWT contains the total wait time incurred in SUPRA calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the
SMF type 110 record. This data element is NOT recorded by OMEGAMON by default. This data is unavailable from The
Monitor for CICS or the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSUPTO - Total SUPRA Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    OMEGAMON for                SUPRA Wait Time

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   Not Available

    for CICS          

          

Note:

This field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. This field
is NOT available by default in the OMEGBSC user area. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record
written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSUSUPWT contains the sum of all values of CSUSUPWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

CSUSUSDT contains the elapsed time the transaction was suspended for reason unknown to The Monitor. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TASPNDTM      Unidentified suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSUSDT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUSUSDT contains the sum of all values of CSUSUSDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

CSUSUSTM is the time this transaction spent suspended while waiting for CICS resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

          CSUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

          CSUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

          CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

          CSUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

          CSUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

          CSUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

          CSUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

          CSUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

          CSUTCWAT - Terminal Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  ---------------------------------
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 CMF       Field 14      Time On Suspend Chain

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

 TCE 2.0+  TASUSPTM      Suspend Time

 ASG-TMON CSUSUSTM is set to the sum of CSUDTSUS, CSUEQSUS,

          CSUICSUS, CSUISSUS, CSUMISUS, CSUSCSUS, CSUSUSDT,

          and CSUTCWAT.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSUSTM contains the sum of all CSUSUSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

CSUSYDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a syncpoint request to be issued by its parent
transaction. The user task was executing as a result of a parent task issuing a CICS BTS run-process or run-activity
request to execute a child process or activity, synchronously. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 196     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SYNCDLY)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSYDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSYDTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSYDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

CSUSYWTT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a coupling facility data table server to process
syncpoint requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 177     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SRVSYWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSYWTT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUSYWTT contains the sum of all values of CSUSYWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZACT - FEPI Time outs Waiting to Alloc Convers.

CSUSZACT contains the number of times the user task timed out while waiting to allocate a conversation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZRCT -  Time outs waiting to Receive Data

             CSUSZALC -  FEPI Conversations Allocated          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 157       Time Outs Waiting to Allocate

                  (SZALLCTO)    Conversation          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZACT contains the sum of all values of CSUSZACT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZALC - FEPI Conversations Allocated Count

CSUSZALC contains the number of FEPI conversations allocated by the user task. This number is incremented by each
FEPI ALLOCATE POOL or FEPI CONVERSE POOL.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZACT - Time outs Waiting to Alloc Conversation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 150       FEPI Conversations Allocated

                  (SZALLOCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZALC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZALC contains the sum of all values of CSUSZALC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZCIN - Characters Received Through FEPI Count

CSUSZCIN contains the number of characters received through FEPI by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CSUSZCOT -  Characters Sent Through FEPI          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 155       Characters Received Through

                  (SZCHRIN)     FEPI          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZCOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUSZCOT contains the sum of all values of CSUSZCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZCOT - Characters Sent Through FEPI Count

CSUSZCOT contains the number of characters sent through FEPI by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CSUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 154       Characters Sent Through FEPI

                  (SZCHROUT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZCOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZCOT contains the sum of all values of CSUSZCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZRCC - FEPI RECEIVE Requests Count

CSUSZRCC contains the number of FEPI RECEIVE requests made by the user task. This number is also incremented for
each FEPI CONVERSE request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CSUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI

             CSUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 151       FEPI RECEIVE Requests

                  (SZRCVCT)          
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Range of Value:

CSUSZRCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZRCC contains the sum of all values of CSUSZRCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZRCT - FEPI Time outs waiting to Receive Data

CSUSZRCT contains the number of times the user task timed out while waiting to allocate a conversation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CSUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 158       FEPI Time Outs Waiting to

                  (SZRCVTO)     Receive Data          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZRCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSZRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZSEC - FEPI SEND Requests Count

CSUSZSEC contains the number of FEPI SEND requests made by the user task. This number is also incremented for
each FEPI CONVERSE request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CSUSZCOT -  Characters Sent Through FEPI

             CSUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 152       FEPI SEND Requests

                  (SZSENDCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZSEC contains the sum of all values of CSUSZSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZSTC - FEPI START Requests Count

CSUSZSTC contains the number of FEPI START requests made by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 153       FEPI START Requests

                  (SZSTRTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZSTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZSTC contains the sum of all values of CSUSZSTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZTCT - Total FEPI API and SPI Requests Count

CSUSZTCT contains the total number of all FEPI API and SPI requests made by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CSUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CSUSZSTC -  FEPI START Requests          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 159       Total FEPI API and SPI Requests

                  (SZTOTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUSZTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUSZTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUSZWTM - FEPI I/O Wait Time

CSUSZWTM is the Elapsed time in which the user task waited for all CICS Front End Program Interface (FEPI).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 156     Front End Program Interface

                                I/O Wait Time          

          

Note:

This field is component of the task suspend time, SUSPTIME (014) field.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUSZWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUSZWTM processed in the level of summarization.

CSUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

CSUS8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS S8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 261     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (S8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUS8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUS8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUS8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTACCT - Local Interval Control START Requests

CSUTACCT is the total number of local interval control START requests, with the channel option, issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 65      Available starting with CTS 3.1

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTACCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTACCT is set to the sum of all CSUTACCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTACDL - Local Start Channel Request Data Bytes

CSUTACDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all locally-executed start channel requests issued
by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 345     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTACDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTACDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTACDL is set to the sum of all CSUTACDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTAWTC - User Task Wait Count -MRO Alloc Request

CSUTAWTC contains the wait count for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an MRO (Inter-Region
Communication), LU6.1, or LU6.2 session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 343     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TCALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTAWTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTAWTC contains the sum of all values of CSUTAWTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

CSUTAWTT contains the elapsed time for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an MRO (Inter-Region
Communication), LU6.1, or LU6.2 session. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and
Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

The time that is reported in CSUTAWTT is included as part of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM) element.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 343     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TCALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTAWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTAWTT contains the sum of all values of CSUTAWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCALC - Terminal Control Allocates Requested

CSUTCALC is the number of TCTTE ALLOCATE requests issued by the user task. It is only available from CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CMF data:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ------------------------------

  CMF          TCALLOCT     The number of TCTTE ALLOCATE

               (069)        issued by the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCALC is set to the sum of all CSUTCALC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCBAC - No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs

CSUTCBAC contains the number of CICS TCBs attached by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 251     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (TCBATTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCBAC contains the sum of all values of CSUTCBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

CSUTCBTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time consumed by each user transaction.

For both CMF and TMON users, at CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 the CSUTCBTM includes any CPU time that is
accumulated while executing on specialty (zIIP) cores.

For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CSUTCBTM continues to contain both CP core and specialty (zIIP)
core CPU time unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The default value is
"N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

          CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

          CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUTCBTM depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF

   Release (CMF value)  IBM CMF Field Name : Connector ID
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   -----------          ---------------------------------

   CTS 5.1 (680)        CPUTONCP : (436)

       and above

   CTS 4.1 (660)        USRCPUT  : (008)

       and below                

                

• Data Source: ASG TMON

                TMON Metric

   Release      TMON TA Record Source

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

    TMON 3.2    TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

   and below

    TMON 3.4    SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="N" (default)

   and above       TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

                SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="Y"

                   TASTCPUT - Standard CP CPU Time                

                

Range of Value:

CSUTCBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCBTM is set to the sum of all CSUTCBTM values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSUTCBTM contains the total TCB CPU time that is used by the transaction on CP cores. This does not include
SRB CPU time the transaction might have used for record level sharing (RLS) requests or SRB CPU time processing
WebSphere MQ API requests.

For CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 only, CSUTCBTM includes any CPU time that executed on CP, and zIIP cores.Work
formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with older
CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

Other considerations for CSUTCBTM:

• When a CICS transaction results in MQ Series Message Broker activity/processing the TCB CPU time is included
in CSUTCBTM, regardless of whether the MQ activity occurred on a CP, zIIP, or zAAP core. The MICS Analyzer
Option for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This
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overlap must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries
components.

• CSUTCBTM includes CP core TCB CPU time for MQ Series Message Broker activity expended on behalf of the
transaction.

• Beginning with CICS TS 4.1 CSUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time the transaction expended in WebSphere
MQ processing MQ API requests.

• Beginning with CICS CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6 CSUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time expended by
the transaction in the creation and termination of DB2 threads, and the time expended in DB2.

• The MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Accumulated CPU Time (DSUCPUTM) data element also reports this same CPU
time. This overlap must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and DB2
components.

• For chargeback or capacity purposes, for CICS regions executing CICS TS release 5.1 or higher, consider examining
the two core type components of CSUTCBTM, especially if you want to charge a different CPU time processing rate for
work that was eligible to execute on specialty cores.
– CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
– CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CSUTCLAS - Transaction Class at Task Creation

CSUTCLAS identifies the transaction class of the user transaction at task creation time. It is only valid when the
transaction is defined in a CICS TCLASS. This data element is available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases 3.1 through
3.3. It has been obsoleted by CICS/ESA 4.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 110       Transaction class

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCLAS ranges from 1 to 10.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCLAS is set to the last CSUTCLAS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

CSUTCMTM contains the elapsed time that the user task spent in TCB mismatch waits. A mismatch wait occurs when
there is no TCB available matching the request, but there was at least one non-matching free TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      FID 268       First available with CTS 2.3 in

             (DSTCBMWT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                           class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCMTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCMTM is set to the sum of all CSUTCMTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

CSUTCPSN contains the value for TCP/IP service name that attached the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPORT  - TCP/IP Service Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 245     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (TCPSRVCE)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCPSN can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCPSN contains the last value of CSUTCPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCPTC - User Task Standard Processor CPU Count

CSUTCPTC contains the count of TCB task dispatches on standard CP processors.CSUTCPTC is only available with
CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CSUTCPTC contains zero (0)
unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The default value is "N".

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

             CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CSUOCPTC - User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+  Field 436     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from

            (CPUTONCP)    the 110 class 3 performance

                          transaction detail record in the

                          DFHTASK group.

  ASG TMON  TASTCPUC      Standard CP Dispatches 3.4+          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCPTC contains the sum of all values of CSUTCPTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The counts contained in CSUTCPTC are available only on systems that support the Extract CPU Time instruction service
that is available on IBM System z9 or later hardware. For z/OS Version 1 Release 13, the PTF for APAR OA38409 must
also be applied.

CSUTCSES - Terminal Session Connection Name

CSUTCSES contains the 4-character terminal session connection name. This data element is only available from CMF at
CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 169     Terminal Session Connection

                                Name

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUTCSES can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCSES contains the last value of CSUTCSES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

CSUTCSTG contains the amount of terminal storage (TIOA) allocated to the terminal for this user transaction. This data
element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 3.1 through 3.3. It has been obsoleted by CICS/ESA 4.1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUMEMRC -- Memory Usage Running Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 104       Amount of terminal storage

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCSTG is set to the sum of all CSUTCSTG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

CSUTCWAT is the time this transaction spent waiting for CICS Terminal Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON/MVS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Element  Description

  ------------- ------------ ---------------------------------

  CMF           Field 9       Waiting For TC I/O

                              (from the CMF performance class

                              transaction record)

  TCE 2.0+      TATERWTM      Terminal Suspend Wait Time          
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCWAT contains the sum of all CSUTCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

CSUTCWCT contains the number of times a non-conversational transaction was suspended due to a terminal wait. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCWAT - Terminal Suspend Wait Time

             CSUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TATERWCT      Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUTCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

CSUTCW61 is the elapsed time for which user task waited for I/O on an LU6.1 connection. This data element is available
from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF       FID 133       Wait for TC I/O LU 6.1

    TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCW61 contains the sum of all CSUTCW61 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSUTCW61 includes wait time incurred for conversations across LU6.1 connections. However, it excludes wait time
incurred as a result of LU6.1 syncpoint flows.

CSUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

CSUTCW62 is the elapsed time for which user task waited for I/O on an LU6.2 connection. This data element is available
from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF       FID 134       Wait for TC I/O LU 6.2

    TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTCW62 contains the sum of all CSUTCW62 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSUTCW62 includes wait time incurred for conversations across LU6.2 connections. However, it excludes wait time
incurred as a result of LU6.2 syncpoint flows.

CSUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

CSUTDECT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to the extrapartition transient data. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    The Monitor   TATDCNT       Transient data (extra) requests          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDECT contains the sum of all values of CSUTDECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

CSUTDETM contains the elapsed time for extrapartition transient data requests issued by the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls

             CSUTDTIM - Transient Data Request Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDTIME      Transient data (extra) req time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDETM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDETM contains the sum of all values of CSUTDETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

CSUTDEWC contains the number of extrapartition transient data waits that occurred for the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDEWCT      Transient Data (extra) Wait Cnt          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDEWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUTDEWC contains the sum of all values of CSUTDEWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

CSUTDEWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for extrapartition transient data. This time is measured
from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDEWTM      Transient data (ext) wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDEWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDEWT contains the sum of all values of CSUTDEWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUTDGET - Transient Data Gets

CSUTDGET is the number of transient data gets. This data element is available only from the CMF data source. It is not
available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDPUT - Transient Data Puts

             CSUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ----------------------------------

  CMF          TDGETCT      The number of transient-data GETs

               (041)        issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTDGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

CSUTDICT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to the intrapartition transient data. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    The Monitor   TATDICNT      Transient data (intra) requests          
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Range of Value:

CSUTDICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDICT contains the sum of all values of CSUTDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

CSUTDITM contains the elapsed time for intrapartition transient data requests issued by the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls

             CSUTDTIM - Transient Data Request Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDITIM      Transient data (intra) req time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDITM contains the sum of all values of CSUTDITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

CSUTDIWC contains the number of intrapartition transient data waits that occurred for the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDIWT - Transient data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDIWCT      Transient Data (intra) Wait Cnt          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDIWC contains the sum of all values of CSUTDIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

CSUTDIWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for intrapartition transient data. This time is measured
from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSUUDWAT - User Data Base Wait Time

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDIWTM      Transient data (int) wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDIWT contains the sum of all values of CSUTDIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

CSUTDOPS is the number of CICS Transient Data Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this application
unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUTDECT - Transient Data Extra Request Count

             CSUTDICT - Transient Data Intra Request Count          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       CSUTDOPS = Field 41 + Field 42 + Field 43, where

            Field 41      TD Get Count

            Field 42      TD Put Count

            Field 43      TD Purge Count

                          (all from the CMF performance class

                          transaction record)          

          

ASG-TMON CSUTDOPS = SUM(CSUTDECT,CSUTDICT)
  TCE 2.0+  TATDQRCT      Transient Data Request Count

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDOPS contains the sum of all CSUTDOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges

CSUTDPRG is the number of transient data purges. This data element is available only from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   --------------------------------

  CMF          TDPURCT      The number of transient-data

               (043)        purges issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDPRG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDPRG contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTDPRG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDPUT - Transient Data Puts

CSUTDPUT is the number of transient data puts. This data element is available only from the CMF data source.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDGET - Transient Data Gets

             CSUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ----------------------------------

  CMF          TDPUTCT      The number of transient-data PUTs

               (042)        issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTDPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSUTDST1 through CSUTDST8, contains the number of response events that completed within the
user-defined limit. (For example, CSUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in one second or less.) Each count
represents the total for short, medium, long, and conversational response events.

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count
to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CSUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CSUTDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CSUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSDSTX - Short Response Distribution Counts

             CSUMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution Counts

             CSULDSTX - Long Response Distribution Counts

             CSUCDSTX - Conv.  Response Distribution Counts

             CSUPCTRX - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSUSDSTx, CSUMDSTx, CSULDSTx, and CSUCDSTx elements that are accumulated
for the CICS user. The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSUTDSTx contains the sum of all CSUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTDTIM - Transient Data Time

CSUTDTIM is the transient data time. This data element is available only from ASG-TMON.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDETM - Transient Data Extra Request Time

             CSUTDITM - Transient Data Intra Request Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element  Description

  -------    ------------  ------------------------------------

  ASG-TMON CSUTDTIM = SUM(CSUTDETM,CSUTDITM)

  TCE 2.0    TATDQRTM      Transient Data Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTDTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTDTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTDTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTENQ - Test Enqueues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUTENQW - Test Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUTFACL - Transaction Facility Name

CSUTFACL contains the four-byte transaction facility name. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 163     Transaction facility name

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTFACL can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUTFACL contains the last value of CSUTFACL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

CSUTFTFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating the facility type of the transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 0 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - None

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Terminal

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Surrogate

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Destination

             Bit 4 (X'08') - 3270 bridge          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTFTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTFTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUTITCT - No. EXEC CICS ASKTIME Requests

CSUTITCT is the number of 'EXEC CICS ASKTIME' commands issued by the user task. ASKTIME which is an application
programming interface (API) command updates the EXEC interface block date (EIBDATE) and CICS time-of-day clock
(EIBTIME) fields in the EXEC interface block (EIB). These two fields initially contain the date and time when the task
started.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUTITCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 405     No.  EXEC CICS ASKTIME requests

           (TIASKTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTITCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTITCT contains the sum of all values of CSUTITCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

CSUTITOT is the total number of EXEC CICS ASKTIME, CONVERTTIME, and FORMATTIME commands issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUTITOT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 406     CICS application programming interface

           (TITOTCT)     (API) commands          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTITOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTITOT contains the sum of all values of CSUTITOT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUTLOPS - Total Number of CICS Calls

CSUTLOPS is the number of CICS control program calls for all transaction executions for this application unit. This data
element is available for CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total Number of CICS Calls

             CSUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

             CSUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

             CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CSUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

             CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

             CSUMROCT - MRO Request Count

             CSUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

             CSUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

             CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CSUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls

             CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

             CSUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

             CSUTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request

                        Count

             CSUTSPTA - Temp Storage Puts to Aux

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

             CSUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

             CSUUDBCT - User Data Base Request Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived CICS data elements, as follows:

• CMF

CSUTLOPS = CSUBMOPS +CSUFCOPS +CSUICOPS +CSUJCOPS +CSUPCOPS

                      +CSUSCOPS +CSUSPOPS +CSUTDOPS +CSUTSOPS                

                

• ASG-TMON

CSUTLOPS = CSUFCOPS +CSUJCOPS +CSUPCOPS +CSUSCOPS +CSUTDECT

                      +CSUTDICT +CSUTSICT +CSUTSPTA +CSUTSPTM

                      +CSUMROCT +CSUSQLTO +CSUUDBCT                

                

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSUTLOPS contains the sum of all CSUTLOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTLUN - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

CSUTLUN is the 1 to 8 character identifier of a VTAM terminal LUNAME. For CMF, this data element is available in
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 111     VTAM logical unit name

                  LUNAME

    TCE 2.0+      TANETLNM      VTAM Terminal LU Name          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUTLUN read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

CSUTLWAT is the time this transaction was executing in a CICS wait state. This data element is available from the CMF
and ASG-TMON input data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See Also: CSUBRGWT - 3270 Bridge Partner Wait Time - CTS 2.2

            CSUCFDTM - CF Data Table I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            CSUDS1WT - First Dispatch Delay - CTS 1.1

            CSUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

            CSUEQSUS - Local ENQ Delay - CTS 1.1

            CSUEXWTM - Wait External Wait - CTS 1.2

            CSUFCWAT - File Control I/O Wait

            CSUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay - CTS 1.3

            CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time -CTS 3.1

            CSUICDTM - Interval Control Delay - CTS 1.2

            CSUIRWAT - Interregion (MRO) I/O Wait
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            CSUIOWAT - Total Transaction I/O Wait Time

            CSUJCWAT - Journal (MVS Logger) I/O Wait

            CSULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay - CTS 1.2

            CSUOTDLT - CICS MAXOPENTCBS Delay - CTS 1.3

            CSUOTWAT - Total Transaction Other Wait Time

            CSURLSWT - RLS File I/O Wait

            CSURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

            CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time- CTS 2.1

            CSURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait - CTS 1.3

            CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time - CTS 2.1

            CSURTRWT - CICS BTS Run Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

            CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 2.1

            CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            CSUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time - CTS 3.1

            CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

            CSUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time - CTS 1.3

            CSUSYWTT - CFDT Server Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

            CSUSZWTM - FEPI I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            CSUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time-CTS 2.3

            CSUTCWAT - Terminal Control I/O Wait Time

            CSUTCW61 - LU 6.1 TC I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            CSUTCW62 - LU 6.2 TC I/O Wait = CTS 1.1

            CSUTSVWT - Transient Data I/O Wait

            CSUTSWAT - Temporary Storage I/O Wait Time

            CSUTSWTM - Shared Temp Storage I/O Wait-CTS 1.2

            CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

            CSUWEWTM - EXEC CICS WAITCICS wait - CTS 1.2

            CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time - CTS 3.1          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are the derived data elements, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       CSUTLWAT    = CSUIOWAT + CSUOTWAT

  TCE 2.0+  TATSKWTM      Task Wait Time          

          

For non-segmented conversational transactions, total wait time excludes operator wait time:

              IF CSUPFWAT GT 0 AND CSURSPCT GT 1 THEN

               CSUTLWAT = CSUTLWAT - CSUPFWAT;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTLWAT is set to the sum of all CSUTLWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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For TCE 2.0+, a non-segmented conversational transaction is one in which all interactions of the conversational
transaction are recorded to one transaction (TA) record. In this case, MICS subtracts the operator wait time (or user think
time) since the response time itself (CSUTRSTM) does not include this wait time. This allows for a more consistent view of
total response and wait times associated with a conversational transaction.

CSUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

CSUTMERR is the number of transaction executions during which monitor timing errors were detected.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

             CSYTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a timing problem was detected in the course of processing any system event.

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '1.......' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '.1......' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '..1.....'

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor: Not available

  CMF:    The  MF3ERROR  bits are set on the recognition of the

          following events:

          Bit Mask   Hex   Event

          --------    --   ------------------------------------

          1.......    80   Clock count overflow

          .1......    40   Start command for a ticking clock or

                           stop command for a stationary clock

          ..1.....    20   Clock capacity overflow          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CSUTMERR is set to the sum of all CSUTMERR values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data
element in any detail observation will be either 0 or 1. Thus, the summation of this data element will represent the number
of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:
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The presence of any value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, and
so on should be examined for validity in the applications indicated.

CSUTNCCT - Remote RETURN Channel Option Requests

CSUTNCCT is the number of remote pseudo-conversational RETURN requests, with the channel option, issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 309     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCRTNCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTNCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTNCCT is set to the sum of all CSUTNCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTNCDL - Remote RETURN Channel Option Data Bytes

CSUTNCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the remote pseudo-conversational RETURN
channel commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 310     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCRTNCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTNCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSUTNCDL is set to the sum of all CSUTNCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

CSUTRANS is the number of transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors
can change the meaning of this data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational
mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the total number of performance class (class 3) transaction records processed by MICS.

In the MICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE of "X",
denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CSUETRN, Excessive Transactions Processed,
and are excluded from CSUTRANS, Transactions Processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             CSUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF      (implied)     one count per transaction record

 The

  Monitor  (implied)     one count per detail record          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTRANS is set to the sum of all CSUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRCCT - Remote Interval Start Channel Requests

CSUTRCCT is the total number of interval control start channel requests, to be executed on remote systems, issued by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 346     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTRCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTRCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTRCCT is set to the sum of all CSUTRCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRCDL - Remote Start Channel Request Data Bytes

CSUTRCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the remotely-executed start channel requests
issued by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 347     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTRCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTRCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTRCDL is set to the sum of all CSUTRCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRCLS - Transaction Class Name

CSUTRCLS contains the transaction class name for the user transaction at task creation time. CSUTRCLS is blank if the
transaction is not in a TRANCLASS. This data element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1. It is also available
from 'The Monitor for CICS' from Landmark Systems, once PTF TH00341 has been applied.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 166       Transaction class name

    TMON/CICS     TAXMCLAS      Transaction class name

    TCE 2.0+      TAXMCLAS      Transaction class name          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTRCLS contains up to 8 characters that are valid for transaction class name, including A-Z, 0-9, @, #, and $.

Summarization Process:

CSUTRCLS is set to the last CSUTRCLS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

CSUTRDFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction definition information for the
transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 3 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - Taskdataloc = below

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Taskdatakey = cics

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Isolate = no
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             Bit 3 (X'10') - Dynamic = yes          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTRDFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTRDFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

CSUTRIFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction identification information for the
transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 1 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - System transaction

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Mirror transaction

             Bit 2 (X'20') - DPL mirror transaction

             Bit 3 (X'10') - ONC/RPC Alias transaction

             Bit 4 (X'08') - WEB Alias transaction

             Bit 5 (X'04') - 3270 Bridge transaction

             Bit 7 (X'01') - CICS BTS Run transaction          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTRIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTRIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

CSUTRMFL contains a one byte flag, with the bit settings providing recovery manager information for the transaction.
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Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 7 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the the following bit settings:

     Bit 0 (X'80') - Indoubt wait = no

     Bit 1 (X'40') - Indoubt action = commit

     Bit 2 (X'20') - Recovery manager - UOW resolved w/ indoubt

                     action

     Bit 3 (X'10') - Recovery manager - Shunt

     Bit 4 (X'08') - Recovery manager - Unshunt

     Bit 5 (X'04') - Recovery manager - Indoubt failure

     Bit 6 (X'01') - Recovery manager - Resource owner failure          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTRMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTRMFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

CSUTRNPR identifies the priority of the user transaction at task creation time. This data element is available from CMF
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
See also: CAUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF           Field 109     Transaction priority at task

                 TRANPRI       creation
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   TCE           TAPRIRTY      Transaction priority          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTRNPR ranges from x'00' (0) to x'FF' (255).

Summarization Process:

CSUTRNPR is set to the last CSUTRNPR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In case this element is used in reporting, we recommend that you substring this field to the low order byte.

CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

CSUTRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational)
completed during the interval. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

             CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources for this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

• CMF CSUTRSTM is the residency time (CSURESTM) minus the approximation of the time spent suspended for
terminal control read operations. This suspension time is approximated according to this formula:
CSUTRSTM = CSURESTM - MIN(CSUTCWAT,CSUSUSTM);

• The Monitor for CICS/ESA (2.0 & higher): CSUTRSTM is read directly from field TARSPTM in the TA record and
validated/modified in the following manner:

           IF CSUTRSTM LE 0 THEN CSUTRSTM = CSURESTM ;

            IF CSURSPCT LE 1 THEN CSURSPCT = 1;

            ELSE

            CSUTRSTM = CSUTRSTM / CSURSPCT ;                

                

Dividing CSUTRSTM (TARSPTM) by CSURSPCT (TARSPCT) creates an 'average' response time for each iteration of
the conversational transaction.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTRSTM is set to the sum of all CSUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

CSUTRTFL contains a one byte flag with the hex value representing the transaction type.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Field      Description

 -------   --------------- --------------------------------

 CMF       Group - DFHTASK Byte 4 of the 8-byte Transaction

          FID - 164       Flags field

          Name - TRANFLAG

TMON/CICS Not available

          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following hex values:

    X'01' None

    X'02' Terminal

    X'03' Transient data

    X'04' START

    X'05' Terminal-related START

    X'06' CICS business transaction services (BTS) scheduler

    X'07' Transaction manager domain (XM)-run transaction

    X'08' 3270 bridge

    X'09' Socket domain

    X'0A' CICS Web support (CWS)

    X'0B' Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP)

    X'0C' Resource Recovery Services (RRS)

    X'0D' LU 6.1 session

    X'0E' LU 6.2 (APPC) session

    X'0F' MRO session

    X'10' External Call Interface (ECI) session

    X'11' IIOP domain request receiver

    X'12' Request stream (RZ) instore transport

    X'13' ISC over TCP/IP session (CTS 3.2 and higher only)

    X'14' Event

    X'15' JVMSERVER

    X'16' Asynchronous services domain (AS)-run transaction

    X'17' NODEJSAPP          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTRTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTRTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Time

CSUTSATM contains the elapsed time for temporary storage auxiliary output requests issued by the transaction. This time
is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Cnt

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSATIM      Temp storage aux output request

                                time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSATM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSATM contains the sum of all values of CSUTSATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

CSUTSAWC contains the number of times the transaction waited on temporary storage auxiliary output requests. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time
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             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M Input Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSAWCT      Temp storage aux output wait

                                count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSAWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSAWC contains the sum of all values of CSUTSAWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

CSUTSAWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited on temporary storage auxiliary output requests. This
time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Cnt

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage (A+M) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSAWTM      Temp storage aux output wait

                                time          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSAWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSAWT contains the sum of all values of CSUTSAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSDQ - Test Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUTSGET - Temporary Storage Gets

CSUTSGET is the number of temporary storage gets. This data element is available only from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          TSGETCT      Number of temporary storage

               (044)        gets issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTSGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Cnt

CSUTSICT contains the number of temporary storage input (auxiliary and main) requests issued by the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M Input Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Cnt

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req. Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TATSQRCT      Temp storage aux+main input req          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSICT contains the sum of all values of CSUTSICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

CSUTSIFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating transaction status information.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 5 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG
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   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 6 (X'02') - Task purged on an open TCB

             Bit 7 (X'01') - Task abnormally terminated          

          

Summarization Process:

CSUTSIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTSIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSITM - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Time

CSUTSITM contains the elapsed time for temporary storage (auxiliary and main storage) input requests issued by the
transaction. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon
completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage A+M (Output) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Cnt

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TATSQRTM      Temp storage (aux+main) input

                                request time          

          

Range of Value:
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CSUTSITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSITM contains the sum of all values of CSUTSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

CSUTSIWC contains the number of times the transaction waited on temporary storage (auxiliary and main) input
requests. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Req Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Time

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TATSQWCT      Temp storage aux+main input

                                wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CSUTSIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSIWC contains the sum of all values of CSUTSIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

CSUTSIWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited on temporary storage input requests from both main and
auxiliary storage. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSMCT - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Byte Cnt

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req.  Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TATSQWTM      Temp storage aux+main input

                                wait time

Range of Value:

CSUTSIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSIWT contains the sum of all values of CSUTSIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSKID - Task Identification Number

CSUTSKID is the CICS sequential ID number of the last transaction processed.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ ------------------------------------
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  CMF      Field 31      Task Sequence Number

  TCE 2.0+ TATASKID      Task Number

Range of Value:

CSUTSKID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99,999.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSKID is set to the last CSUTSKID value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main (Output) Byte-Count

CSUTSMCT contains the number of bytes written to the main temporary storage by the transaction. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temporary Storage Aux+Main Input Req.

             CSUTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Req Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M (input) Wait Cnt

             CSUTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M (Input) Wait Time

             CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req. Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSMBCT      Temp storage main output byte

                                count

Range of Value:

CSUTSMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSMCT contains the sum of all values of CSUTSMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSOPSTemporaryStorageControlCalls

CSUTSOPS is the number of CICS Temporary Storage Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this
application unit.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: CSUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

            CSUTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Count

            CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

            CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       CSUTSOPS = FIELD 44 + FIELD 46 + FIELD 47, where

            FIELD 44      TS Get Count

            FIELD 46      TS Put AUX Count

            FIELD 47      TS Put Main Count

                          (all from the CMF performance class

                           transaction record)

ASG-TMON CSUTSOPS = CSUTSICT + CSUTSPTA + CSUTSPTM Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSOPS contains the sum of all CSUTSOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSPTATemporaryStoragePutstoAux

CSUTSPTA is the number of temporary storage puts to aux. This data element is available only from the CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   -------------------------------

  CMF          TCCHROU1     The number of PUTs to auxiliary

               (046)        temporary-storage issued by the

                            user-task.

Range of Value:

CSUTSPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTSPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

CSUTSPTM is the number of temporary storage puts to main. This data element is available from CMF and ASG-TMON/
MVS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Element Description

  -------       ------------ ---------------------------

  CMF           TSPUTMCT     The number of PUTs to main

                (047)        temporary-storage issued by

                             the user-task.

  ASG-TMON/MVS  TATSMCNT     Temporary storage (main output)

                             count

Range of Value:

CSUTSPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUTSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

CSUTSVWT contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited for VSAM transient data I/O. This data
element is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 101     Elapsed time for wait on VSAM

                  TDIOWTT       transient data I/O

    Monitor       n/a

Range of Value:

CSUTSVWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSVWT contains the sum of all values of CSUTSVWT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

CSUTSWAT is the time this transaction spent waiting for CICS Temporary Storage resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF       Field 11      Waiting For temporary storage I/O

            TSIOWTT       (from performance class transaction

                          record)

  TCE 2.0+  TATSQWTM      TS Wait Time

  ASG-TMON CSUTSWAT = SUM(CSUTSIWT, CSUTSAWT)

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSWAT contains the sum of all CSUTSWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

CSUTSWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an asynchronous shared temporary storage
request to a temporary storage data server to complete. The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend
(Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM). This data element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 178     Elapsed time for wait on shared
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                 TSSHWAIT      temporary storage

   Monitor       n/a

Range of Value:

CSUTSWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUTSWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUTSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding &quot;Clocks and time
stamps&quot; and &quot;Wait (suspend) times&quot;.CSUTTRAN - Terminal Originated TransactionsCSUTTRAN is the
number of transaction executions that originated from a terminal. This is in contrast to CSUTRANS, which is the total
number of performance class (class 3) transaction records processed by MICS, regardless of their origination.In the MICS
Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE of &quot;X&quot;,
denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CSUETTRN, Terminal Originated Excessive
Trans., and are excluded from CSUTTRAN.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUETTRN - Terminal Originated Excessive Trans.

             CAUFACTY - User Defined Facility Type

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     One count per transaction record

                           that has CSUFACTY = &#39;TO&#39; or &#39;TP&#39;

    The      (implied)     One count per transaction record

    Monitor                that has CSUFACTY = &#39;T&#39;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTTRAN is set to the sum of all CSUTTRAN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUTWMFL - Transaction Workload Manager Request

CSUTWMFL contains a one-byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating the workload manager request completion
information.
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Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 2 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

   TMON/CICS Not available

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X&#39;80&#39;) - Report total response time

             Bit 1 (X&#39;40&#39;) - Entire execution phase is complete

             Bit 2 (X&#39;20&#39;) - Subset of execution phase is

                             complete

             Bit 3 (X&#39;10&#39;) - Abnormal completion due to DB2

                             connection unavailable.  Bit 3

                             available valid at CTS 3.2 and

                             higher.

Summarization Process:

CSUTWMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CSUTWMFL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUT8CCT - User Task T8 TCB Count

CSUT8CCT contains the number of processor during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain
on a CICS T8 mode TCB. T8 mode TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. When a thread
is allocated a T8 mode TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUT8CCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 400     User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

           (T8CPUT)
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The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUT8CCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUT8CCT contains the sum of all values of CSUT8CCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUT8CTM - User Task T8TCBCPU Time

CSUT8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on
a CICS T8 mode TCB. T8 mode TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. When a thread is
allocated a T8 mode TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUT8CTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 400     User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

           (T8CPUT)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUT8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUT8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSUT8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

CSUUDBCT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to non-IBM databases such as ADABAS,
Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CSUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CSUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TAUDBRCT      User database request count

Range of Value:

CSUUDBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUUDBCT contains the sum of all values of CSUUDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

CSUUDBTM contains the elapsed time for non-IBM database requests issued by the transaction. Examples of non-
IBM data bases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until
subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and buffer wait
time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CSUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CSUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TAUDBRTM      User database request time

Range of Value:

CSUUDBTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUUDBTM contains the sum of all values of CSUUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUDQUE - Update Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.
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CSUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

CSUUDWAT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for non-IBM database requests. Examples of non-
IBM databases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until
subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CSUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CSUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAUDBWTM      User data base wait time

Range of Value:

CSUUDWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUUDWAT contains the sum of all values of CSUUDWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

CSUUDWCT contains the number of times the transaction waited for non-IBM database requests. Examples of non-IBM
databases are ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CSUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CSUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAUDBCNT      User database request count

Range of Value:

CSUUDWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUUDWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUUDWCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUUENQ - Update Enqueues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUUENQW - Update Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUUMPTC - Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid

CSUUMPTC is the 1- to 4-character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transaction identifier. This data
element is available from Omegamon.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

             CSUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 4 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUUMPTC read during the summarization processed is saved.

CSUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

CSUUMUSR is the 1- to 8-character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction User field. This data element is available from
OMEGAMON data source.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUMPTC - Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid

             CSUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUUMUSR read during the summarization processed is saved.

CSUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area

CSUUMWRK is the 1 to 32 character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction User Work Area. This data element is
available only from OMEGAMON data source.
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Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 32.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUUMPTC - Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid

             CSUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 32 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSUUMWRK read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUOWC - UOW Contentions (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUUPDQ - Update Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CSUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls

CSUUPDTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL update calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CSUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CSUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CSUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CSUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CSUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CSUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CSUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CSUUPDTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBUPDT        Sum time in SQL update calls

    for CICS

Note:

The MBUPDT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUUPDTM is set to the sum of all CSUUPDTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUURID - RRMS/MVS Unit of Recovery ID

CSUURID contains the RRMS/MVS unit-of-recovery ID (URID).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 190     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RRMSURID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUURID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUURID contains the last value of CSUURID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUSSN - USSN Number (DBCTL)

CSUUSSN contains the unique schedule sequence number assigned by DBCTL (database control). This data element is
only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATUSSN      USSN number

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA
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    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

Range of Value:

CSUUSSN is any valid numeric number.

Summarization Process:

CSUUSSN contains the last value of CSUUSSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUTCCT - No. PUT CONTAINER Channel Requests

CSUUTCCT is the number of PUT CONTAINER and PUT64 CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 324     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGPUTCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUUTCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUUTCCT is set to the sum of all CSUUTCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUUTCDL - PUT CONTAINER Channel Data Bytes

CSUUTCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all PUT CONTAINER channel and PUT64
CONTAINER CHANNEL commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 327     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGPUTCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUUTCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUUTCDL is set to the sum of all CSUUTCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

CSUVSMBW is the total number of transactions that encountered VSAM buffer waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSYVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUVSMBW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element   Description

  -------  ------------   -------------------------------------

  CMF       n/a

  Monitor   TAFLAG2       Condition Indicator bits &#39;.....1..&#39;

                          (from The Monitor transaction record)

Range of Value:

CSUVSMBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUVSMBW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUVSMBW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

CSUVSMSW is the total number of transactions which encountered VSAM string waits. It is only available from The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count
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             CSYVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUVSMSW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element   Description

  -------  ------------   -------------------------------------

  CMF       n/a

  Monitor   TAFLAG2       Condition Indicator bits &#39;....1...&#39;

                          (from The Monitor transaction record)

Range of Value:

CSUVSMSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUVSMSW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUVSMSW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUVSSWC Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

CSUVSSWC contains the number of times the user task waited because MVS user region or extended user region was
short on storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

            CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUVSSWC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 274     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (SMMVSSWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUVSSWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUVSSWC contains the sum of all values of CSUVSSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

CSUVSSWT contains the elapsed wait time the user task waited because MVS user region or extended user region was
short on storage.

CSUVSSWT is a subset of CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUVSSWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 274     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (SMMVSSWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CSUVSSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUVSSWT contains the sum of all values of CSUVSSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

CSUWAITM is the time executing transactions spent in a CICS wait state. This includes task suspension for The Monitor
input data source, but does not include suspend time for CMF. This data element is available for the CMF and The Monitor
data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             CSUFCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS File Control

             CSUJCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Journal Control

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Terminal Cntl

             CSUTSWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Temp Storage

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is shown in the following:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      CSUFCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS File Control
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           CSUJCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Journal Control

           CSUSUSTM      Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

           CSUTCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Terminal Cntl

           CSUTSWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Temp Storage

           CSUWAITM  =  CSUFCWAT + CSUJCWAT + CSUTCWAT + CSUTSWAT

                      - CSUSUSTM;

  TCE 2.0+ TATSKWTM      Task Wait Time

                         (from DETAIL transaction (TA)

                         record)

           CSUWAITM=CSUTLWAT;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUWAITM is set to the sum of all CSUWAITM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For TCE 2.0, a non-segmented conversational transaction is one in which all interactions of the conversational transaction
are recorded to one transaction (TA) record. In this case, MICS subtracts the operator wait time (or user think time) since
the response time itself (CAUTRSTM) does not include this wait time. This allows for a more consistent view of total
response and wait times associated with a conversational transaction.

CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

CSUWBBCT contains the number of CICS Web support BROWSE HTTPHEADER, FORMFIELD, and QUERYPARM
requests (STARTBROWSE, READNEXT, and ENDBROWSE) issued by the user task. The QUERYPARM requests are
available from CMF at CTS 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

             CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBBCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 239     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBBRWCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUWBBCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

CSUWBCIN contains the number of characters received by the CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 232     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBCIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBCIN contains the sum of all values of CSUWBCIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

CSUWBCOT contains the number of characters sent by the CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 234     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBCOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSUWBCOT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBENM - Webservice Name

CSUWBENM is the name of the WEBSERVICE (Web service applications) resource definition that was used to process
the task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBENM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 383     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSVCENM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBENM can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBENM contains the last value of CSUWBENM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBFCR - SOAPFAULT CREATE Requests

CSUWBFCR is the number of EXEC CICS SOAPFAULT CREATE commands issued by the user task. A SOAPFAULT
is an error in a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) communication resulting from incorrect message format, header-
processing problems, or incompatibility between applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBFCR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 386     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSFCRCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBFCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBFCR contains the sum of all values of CSUWBFCR processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBFCT - Number of SOAP Faults Received

CSUWBFCT is the total number of SOAP faults received in response to the EXEC CICS INVOKE SERVICE and EXEC
CICS INVOKE WEBSERVICE commands issued by the user task. A SOAPFAULT is an error in a SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) communication resulting from incorrect message format, header-processing problems, or incompatibility
between applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 388     Number of SOAP faults received

           (WBISSFCT)

Range of Value:

CSUWBFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBFCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

CSUWBGNM is the name of the program from the URIMAP resource definition that was used to provide the application-
generated response to the HTTP request.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBGNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 385     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBPROGNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBGNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBGNM contains the last value of CSUWBGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSUWBICT - No. INVOKE WEBSERVICE Requests

CSUWBICT is the number of CICS INVOKE WEBSERVICE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 340     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBIWBSCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBICT is set to the sum of all CSUWBICT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBLNM - Name of The PIPELINE Resource Definition

CSUWBLNM is the name of the PIPELINE resource definition that was used to provide information about the message
handlers that act on the service request.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBLNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 381     Web PIPELINE resource definition

           (WBPIPLNM)

Range of Value:

CSUWBLNM can contain any combination of n to nn characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBLNM contains the last value of CSUWBLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

CSUWBMNM is the name of the URIMAP resource definition which was mapped to the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier)
of the inbound request that was processed by this task. This is available for CICS Web support, Atom feeds, and Web
service applications with CTS 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBMNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 380     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBURIMNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBMNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBMNM contains the last value of CSUWBMNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBOCT - Total Number of SOAPFAULT Requests

CSUWBOCT is the total number of EXEC CICS SOAPFAULT ADD, CREATE, and DELETE commands issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBOCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 387     Total number of SOAPFAULT requests

           (WBSFTOCT)

Range of Value:

CSUWBOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBOCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

CSUWBPBL contains the SOAP response body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBPBL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 392     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSRSPBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBPBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBPBL contains the sum of all values of CSUWBPBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

CSUWBPNM is the first 64 bytes of the Web service operation name. This is available starting in CTS 4.1 for Web service
applications.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBPNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 384     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSVOPNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBPNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBPNM contains the last value of CSUWBPNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

CSUWBPBL contains the SOAP request body length for Web service applications.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 390     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSREQBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBQBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBQBL contains the sum of all values of CSUWBQBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

CSUWBRCT contains the number of CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 231     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBRCVCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBRCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBRDC - No. of Web Read Requests

CSUWBRDC contains the number of CICS Web support READ HTTPHEADER, READ FORMFIELD, and READ
QUERYPARM requests issued by the user task. The READ QUERYPARM requests are available from CMF at CTS 4.1
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests
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             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

             CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBRDC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 224     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREADCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBRDC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBRDC contains the sum of all values of CSUWBRDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

CSUWBRPR contains the number of reads from the repository in the shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 236     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBREPRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBRPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBRPR contains the sum of all values of CSUWBRPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

CSUWBRPW contains the number of writes to the repository in shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 237     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBREPWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBRPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBRPW contains the sum of all values of CSUWBRPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

CSUWBSCT contains the number of CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 233     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBSCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition

CSUWBSNM is the name of the ATOMSERVICE resource definition that was used for Atom feeds. An Atom feed is a
Web feed that uses the Atom Syndication Format and the Atom Publishing Protocol.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSUWBSNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 382     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBATMSNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWBSNM can contain any combination of 8 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBSNM contains the last value of CSUWBSNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBTC - No. WEB Interface Requests

CSUWBTC contains the total number of CICS Web interface requests issued by the user task. For CTS 4.1 and higher,
the CICS Web interface requests include QUERYPARM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWBTC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 235     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBTOTWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBTC contains the sum of all values of CSUWBTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

CSUWBWCT contains the number of CICS Web support WRITE httpheader requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

             CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

Element Derivation:The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 225     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBWRITCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBWCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

CSUWBXCT contains the number of CICS Web support EXTRACT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

             CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 238     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUWBXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWBXCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

CSUWEWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for:

• One or more EXBs, passed to CICS by the user task using the EXEC CICS WAITCICS ECBLIST command, to be
MVS POSTed. The user task can wait on one or more ECBs. If it waits on more than one, it is dispatchable as soon as
one of the ECBs is posted.

• Completion of an event that is initiated by the same or by another user task. The event would typically be the posting,
at the expiration time, of a timer-event control area that is provided in response to an EXEC CICS POST command.
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The EXEC CICS WAIT EVENT command provides a method of directly relinquishing control to some other task until
the event being waited on is completed.

The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CSUSUSTM). This data element is available
from CMF release 5.2 and higher.Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 182     Elapsed time waiting on a

                 WTCEWAIT      EXEC CICS wait event

   Monitor       n/a

Range of Value:

CSUWEWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSUWEWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWEWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding &quot;Clocks and
time stamps&quot; and &quot;Wait (suspend) times&quot;.CSUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait TimeCSUWFCTM
contains the elapsed time a user task waited for control at its end of a TCP/IP connection. CSUWFCTM is available from
CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

             FID   - 300

             Name  - ISIOWTT

   TMON/CICS Not available

Range of Value:

CSUWFCTM is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUWFCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSUWLMRC - MVS Workload Manager Report Class

CSUWLMRC contains the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) service class for this transaction. If the transaction was
classified as WLM in another CICS region, this field is null. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWLMSC - MVS Workload Manager Service Class

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 168     MVS WLM Report Class name

    TCE 2.0+      TAWMRPTC      WLM Report Class

Range of Value:

CSUWLMRC can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWLMRC contains the last value of CSUWLMRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWLMSC - MVS Workload Manager Service Class

CSUWLMSC contains the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) service class for this transaction. If the transaction was
classified as WLM in another CICS region, this field is null. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWLMRC - MVS Workload Manager Report Class

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 167     MVS WLM Service Class Name

    TCE 2.0+      TAWMSRVC      WLM Service Class

Range of Value:

CSUWLMSC can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CSUWLMSC contains the last value of CSUWLMSC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

CSUWNVTM contains the total elapsed time the user task was processing INVOKE SERVICE request for
WEBSERVICEs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor Data Element Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF     Field 379    Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

        (WBSVINVK)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                     detail record in the DFHWEBC group.

 

 TMON    n/a

Range of Value:

CSUWNVTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWNVTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWNVTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

CSUWOPTM contains the elapsed time the user task was processing WEB OPEN URIMAP requests that are issued by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor Data Element Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF     Field 339    Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

        (WBURIOPN)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                     detail record in the DFHWEBB group.
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 TMON    n/a

Range of Value:

CSUWOPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWOPTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWOPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

CSUWRCTM contains the total elapsed time the user task was processing WEB RECEIVE requests and the receiving
side of WEB CONVERSE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor Data Element Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF     Field 393    Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

        (WBURIRCV)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                     detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON n/a

Range of Value:

CSUWRCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWRCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWSCCT - WSAEPR CREATE Requests

CSUWSCCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSAEPR CREATE commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWSCCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 6.6+ Field 422     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSAEPCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWSCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWSCCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWSCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWSLCT - WSACONTEXT BUILD Requests

CSUWSLCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSACONTEXT BUILD commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWSLCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 420     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSACBLCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWSLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWSLCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWSLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

CSUWSNTM contains the total elapsed time the user task was processing WEB SEND requests and the sending side of
WEB CONVERSE requests that are issued by the user task. The sessions these requests target are opened by the WEB
OPEN URIMAP command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor Data Element Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF     Field 394    Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the
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        (WBURISND)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                     detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON    n/a

Range of Value:

CSUWSNTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWSNTM contains the sum of all values of CSUWSNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWSTCT - WSACONTEXT GET Requests

CSUWSTCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSACONTEXT GET commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWSTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 421     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSACGTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:

CSUWSTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWSTCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWSTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWSTOT - Total Web Services Addressing Requests

CSUWSTOT is the total number of EXEC CICS Web Services Addressing commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUWSTOT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 423     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSATOTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

Range of Value:
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CSUWSTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUWSTOT contains the sum of all values of CSUWSTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CSUXCSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time for the transaction, minus any CPU time that
was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.CSUXCSTM is the component of Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) that
was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.The other component of CSUCPUTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on
CP (CSUZZCTM). CSUZZCTM is any general-purpose CP core CPU time that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP)
cores, but did not.

Note:

CSUXCSTM contains the same value as the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) data element for CICS TS regions before
Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU
control option is changed to &quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

Element Derivation:

CSUXCSTM is derived as follows:

• CICS TS 5.1 and higher:
CSUXCSTM = CSUCPUTM (Task CPU Time) - CSUZZCTM (zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP)

• Earlier releases:
CSUXCSTM = CSUCPUTM (Task CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CSUXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUXCSTM is one of two components of Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM). It is the component of CSUCPUTM that
had to execute on general-purpose CP cores. The other component of CSUCPUTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CSUZZCTM).Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later
CPCs, and also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set
to ZZ=YES.CSUXCSTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis, capacity planning, and
cost accounting that is related to work that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.This data element is
useful if your chargeback system uses different rates for general-purpose CP and specialty core CPU times. You can
charge CSUXCSTM at the CP core rate, and time that was eligible to run on specialty cores (CSUZZCTM) at the specialty
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core rate.To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of CICS TS releases (e.g., CICS
TS 4.1 and 5.1), CSUXCSTM is set equal to Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier
than 5.1.This allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP core zIIP eligible CPU time to set rates for
CSUXCSTM and CSUZZCTM that work for data generated from all releases.For regions at a release earlier than 5.1,
all of the CPU time will be in the CSUXCSTM data element and charged at the CP core rate.For regions at release 5.1
and higher, data elements containing the zIIP actual time, zIIP eligible time on a CP, and CP core time minus zIIP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

CSUXMCCT - XML System Services Count

CSUXMCCT is the amount of time it took to convert a document using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUXMCCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 411     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSCTM)    from the CMF class 3 transaction.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

Range of Value:

CSUXMCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUXMCCT contains the sum of all values of CSUXMCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

CSUXMCTM is the CPU time taken to convert a document using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUXMCTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 411     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSCTM)    from the CMF class 3 transaction.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

Range of Value:

CSUXMCTM is a SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

CSUXMCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUXMCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

CSUXTDLC contains the number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode) because
the CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXXPTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 282     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (MAXXTDLC)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUXTDLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUXTDLC contains the sum of all values of CSUXTDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

CSUXTDLY is the elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 282     Available starting in CTS 3.1 from the

           (MAXXTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:
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CSUXTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSUXTDLY contains the sum of all values of CSUXTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CSUXTSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time for the transaction, minus any CPU time
that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.CSUXTSTM is the component of TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) that
was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.The other component of CSUTCBTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on
CP (CSUZZCTM). CSUZZCTM is any general-purpose CP core CPU time that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP)
cores, but did not.

Note:

CSUXTSTM contains the same value as the TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) data element for CICS TS regions before
Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU
control option is changed to &quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
See also: CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

Element Derivation:

CSUXTSTM is derived as follows:

• CICS TS 5.1 and higher:
CSUXTSTM = CSUTCBTM (TCB CPU Time) - CSUZZCTM (zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP)

• Earlier releases:
CSUXTSTM = CSUTCBTM (TCB CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CSUXTSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUXTSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUXTSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUXTSTM is one of two components of TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM). It is the component of CSUTCBTM that
had to execute on general-purpose CP cores. The other component of CSUTCBTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CSUZZCTM).Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later
CPCs, and also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set
to ZZ=YES.CSUXTSTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis, capacity planning, and
cost accounting that is related to work that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.This data element is
useful if your chargeback system uses different rates for general-purpose CP and specialty core CPU times. You can
charge CSUXTSTM at the CP core rate, and time that was eligible to run on specialty cores (CSUZZCTM) at the specialty
core rate.To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of CICS TS releases (e.g., CICS
TS 4.1 and 5.1), CSUXTSTM is set equal to TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) for data processed from releases earlier
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than 5.1.This allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP core zIIP eligible CPU time to set rates for
CSUXTSTM and CSUZZCTM that work for data generated from all releases.For regions at a release earlier than 5.1,
all of the TCB CPU time will be in the CSUXTSTM data element and charged at the CP core rate.For regions at release
5.1 and higher, data elements containing the zIIP actual time, zIIP eligible time on a CP, and CP core time minus zIIP
eligible will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

CSUZPTRN is the number of transactions that used zIIP core CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

This value is derived using the following formula:

IF CSUNZZTM GT 0 THEN CSUZPTRN = 1;

ELSE CSUZPTRN = 0;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUZPTRN is set to the sum of all CSUZPTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element contains the number of transactions where zIIP CPU time was used. If the transaction used CP core
CPU time only, it is not included in this transaction count. For total, and CP core using transaction counts, refer to data
elements CSUTRANS and CSUCPTRN, respectively.

CSUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPU Time

CSUX9CTM is the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on a CICS
X9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUK9CTM -  User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 272     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (X9CPUT)      (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CSUX9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CSUX9CTM is set to the sum of all CSUX9CTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CSUZZCTM contains the amount of transaction CPU time that executed on general-purpose CP cores, but was eligible to
execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.CSUZZCTM is one component of CPU time that is used on general-purpose CP cores.
The other component is CPU time that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores, found in two related data
elements:

• CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Total CPU time on CP cores is found in these two data elements:

• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

CSUZZCTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and
higher, CSUZZCTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to
&quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;. Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor      Data Field    Description

   ----------  -----------  ----------------------------------

   IBM CMF     OFFLCPUT     TOTAL Offload CPU Time on standard

   (CTS 5.1+)   (437)       CP (Offload eligible but run on

                             specialty (zIIP) processors

   ASG TMON    TASTCPOT     TOTAL Offload CPU Time on standard

   (TMON 3.4+)  (437)       CP (Offload eligible but run on

                             specialty (zIIP) processors

Range of Value:

CSUZZCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUZZCTM contains the sum of all values of CSUZZCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUZZCTM is a subset of the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) and TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) data elements. It is
the portion of CPU time that executed on general-purpose CP cores, but was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP)
cores.CSUZZCTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
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accounting that is related to work that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.Work formerly directed to zAAP
cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with older CPC models when
the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.This data element is useful if your
chargeback system uses different rates for general core CP and specialty core CPU times. You can charge CSUZZCTM
at the specialty core rate, and time that had to run on general-purpose CP cores (CSUXCSTM or CSUXTSTM)) at the CP
core rate.

CSU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

CSU64CGC contains the number of user storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for storage above the bar, in
the CICS dynamic storage area (GCDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

             CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 441     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64CGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.

Range of Value:

CSU64CGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64CGC contains the sum of all values of CSU64CGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

CSU64CMX contains the maximum amount (high watermark) of user storage, rounded up to the next 4K, allocated to the
user task above the bar, in the CICS dynamic storage area (GCDSA).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

             ________ - ________________

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 442     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64CHWM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.

Range of Value:
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CSU64CMX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64CMX contains the sum of all values of CSU64CMX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

CSU64FSH contains the number of 4K pages of shared storage that have been released by a FREEMAIN request above
the bar, in the GCDSA or GSDSA. The number of 4K pages has been rounded up to the next 4K.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 447     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64FSHR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.

Range of Value:

CSU64FSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64FSH contains the sum of all values of CSU64FSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

CSU64GSH contains the number 4K pages of shared storage obtained by the user task by using a GETMAIN request
above the bar, in the GCDSA or GSDSA. The number of 4K pages displayed in this element is derived by rounding up the
number of bytes to the next 4096 bytes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description                           

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 446     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64GSHR)    110 class 3 performance transaction   

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.

Range of Value:
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CSU64GSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64GSH contains the sum of all values of CSU64GSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSU64HWM - USER and CICS 64 Pool High-water Mark

CSU64HWM contains the highest amount of USER64 and CICS64 (GCDSA) storage allocated above-the-bar by the
transaction during its execution.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16 MB

Element Derivation:

CSU64UWM is calculated using raw monitor input data metrics as shown below:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  TCE 3.4+      TAC64HWM      CICS 64 Pool High Water Mark

              + TAU64HWM      USER 64 Pool High Water Mark

Range of Value:

CSU64HWM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64HWM contains the maximum of all occurrences of CSU64HWM that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is only available from ASG TMON TA transaction data.

CSU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

CSU64SGC contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for shared storage above the bar,
in the GCDSA or GSDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

             CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 445     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64SGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.
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Range of Value:

CSU64SGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64SGC contains the sum of all values of CSU64SGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

CSU64UGC contains the number of user storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for storage above the bar, in
the user dynamic storage area (GUDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CSU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 443     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64UGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.

Range of Value:

CSU64UGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSU64UGC contains the sum of all values of CSU64UGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System Activity File (CICCSY)
The CICS System Activity File (CICCSY) quantifies the total activity of all users on each CICS system for defined intervals
of time. Resource consumption, service (short, medium, long, and conversational response), availability, and performance
measures are provided.

Use this file to report CICS service, load, availability, and access.

The source for this file is:

• CMF transaction records (class 3, type 1)
• Gobal records (class 3, type 2); ASG-TMON
• Task accounting detail and system records.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Oct 22, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM Applid

  .DWMY.E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values
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  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  XDWMY.E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWMY.E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWMY.E  CICSRELV - CICS Release Version

  X.....E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWMY.E  LPARNAME - LPAR Name

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

  X.....E  CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

  X.....E  CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

  X.....E  CSYACTCI - No. CIs in Use

  X.....   CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

  XDWMY.E  CSYAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  X.....E  CSYBPSEG - No. TS Bytes per Segment

  XD....E  CSYBUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on Buffer

  X.....E  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

  X.....E  CSYCQTCT - Current TM Queued User Transactions

  X.....E  CSYCQTM  - Current Time Spent Trans Queue MXT

  X.....E  CSYCSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

  X.....E  CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

  X.....   CSYDSA   - Current DSA total (in K)

  X.....   CSYDSAL  - Current DSA Limit (in K)

  X.....   CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA total (in K)

  X.....   CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

  X.....E  CSYFGFSZ - FROMGUARD Failure Size

  XD....   CSYFMASK - File Type Construction Mask

  X.....   CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

  X.....E  CSYGDSA  - Current GDSA Active (MB)

  X.....E  CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

  X.....E  CSYGSRSZ - GETSTOR Requests Size (MB)

  XDWMY.   CSYKCTOD - Monitor Relative Collection Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYLAMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Reached

  XDWMY.E  CSYLLTRO - Total Time for Loads on RO TCB

  X.....E  CSYLMSB  - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

  XDWMY.E  CSYLSMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Changed

  XDWMY.   CSYLSORT - Library Search Order Update Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYLSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample Local Time
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  XDWMY.E  CSYLSTRT - Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (LCL)

  XDWMY.E  CSYLTAT  - Time Last Transaction Attached

  X.....E  CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

  X.....E  CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

  X.....   CSYMBTCH - QR MRO Batching Value

  XDWMY.E  CSYMIPS  - MIPS rating of this SYSID

  XD....E  CSYMLTSC - MEMLIMIT Set by Source

  X.....E  CSYMLTSZ - MEMLIMIT Size

  X.....E  CSYNAVB  - No. TS Available Bytes per CI

  X.....E  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

  X.....E  CSYNCIA  - Current TS CIs in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYNMSIT - Last SIT Suffix This Timespan

  X.....   CSYNRTCB - Number of CICS Dispatcher TCBs

  X.....   CSYNRTSK - Current Number of Tasks

  XD....E  CSYNVCA  - No. Temp Storage Strings

  X.....E  CSYPMBA  - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

  X.....E  CSYPMBH  - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

  X.....   CSYPRIAG - Dispatch Priority Aging Time

  X.....E  CSYQNUM  - Current TS Names in Use

  X.....E  CSYSCNAL - Strings Concurrently Accessed

  X.....E  CSYSCNWT - Concurrent String Waits

  X.....   CSYSMASK - Statistic Records Construction Mask

  XD....E  CSYSMISO - Transaction Isolation Setting

  XD....E  CSYSMPRT - Storage Protection Setting

  XD....E  CSYSMRNT - Reentrant Programs Setting

  X.....E  CSYSPCI  - No. TS Segments per CI

  X.....   CSYSTSKS - Subtasks Value

  X.....E  CSYTCBMD - No. CICS TCB Modes

  X.....E  CSYTCBPL - No. CICS TCB Pools

  X.....E  CSYTDBUF - Transient Data Intrapartition Buffers

  X.....   CSYTDCSZ - Transient Data Control Interval Size

  X.....   CSYTDNCI - No. of Transient Data Control Intervals

  XDWMY.   CSYTDSAC - No. of Transient Data String Accesses

  X.....   CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient Data Active Strings

  X.....   CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

  XDWMY.   CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

  X.....   CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time

  X.....E  CSYTNUM  - No. Transactions at Last Reset

  X.....E  CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

  X.....E  CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLMIIT Setting

  X.....E  CSYTSMUS - Current TSMAIN Utilization

  X.....E  CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

  X.....E  CSYUSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

  X.....E  CSYUSSUS - Current Unique Subspace Users

  XD....E  CSYVUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on String

  X.....E  CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

  X.....E  CSY24STA - User Region State

  X.....E  CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

  X.....E  CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

  X.....E  CSY31STA - Extended User Region State

  X.....E  CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

  X.....E  CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

  X.....E  CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM
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 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  XDWMY.E  CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYASRCT - Total Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  XDWMY.E  CSYATMXT - At MAXTASK Indicator

  XDWMY.   CSYBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

  XDWMY.   CSYBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

  XDWMY.   CSYBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.   CSYCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCOST  - Processing Charges

  X.....   CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.   CSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  XDWMY.E  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

  .DWMY.E  CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYDAMSC - Storage Violations

  .DWMY.E  CSYDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL
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  XDWMY.   CSYDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYDHDCT - Total Document Handler Delete Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHTC  - Total No. Document Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

  XDWMY.E  CSYDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  XDWMY.E  CSYDISTM - CICS/VS Dispatcher CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYDREBS - No. Library DEB Rebuilds

  .DWMY.   CSYDS1WC - Total Wait First Dispatch Count

  .DWMY.   CSYDS1WT - Total Wait First Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2CPU - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2DSP - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2WAT - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYD2WTM - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYEJSTM - Total Address Space CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  .DWMY.E  CSYETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCTOT - Total File Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  XDWMY.E  CSYFGFCT - No. FROMGUARD Failures

  XDWMY.E  CSYGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  .DWMY.   CSYHMDLC - Total TCB Change Mode Requests

  .DWMY.   CSYHMDLY - Total CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8CPU - H8 Java Hotpooling TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  XDWMY.   CSYIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  XDWMY.   CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits
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  XDWMY.   CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9DSP - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYLBSOU - No. Library Search Order Updates

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.E  CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

  XDWMY.   CSYLHWMT - Times at Loader Waiting HWM

  XDWMY.   CSYLLRRO - No. Library Load Req on RO TCB

  XDWMY.E  CSYLMOCT - No. Large Memory Objects

  XDWMY.E  CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

  .DWMY.E  CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  .DWMY.E  CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.   CSYLWSOU - No. Load Waits Due to Search Order

  XDWMY.E  CSYLWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  XDWMY.   CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL8WAT - L8 Open Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9CPU - L9 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9DSP - L9 Open Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9WAT - L9 Open Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYL9WTM - L9 Open Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQGWT - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time

  .DWMY.E  CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSTWT - No. Req Waited for MVS Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSWTM - Time Requests Waited for MVS Storage

  .DWMY.E  CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected
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  XDWMY.   CSYNIURE - Number of Reclaims from NIU Chain

  XDWMY.E  CSYNIUTM - Not-in-Use (NIU) Queue Membership Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRAMX - Cumulative Active Max Tasks

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRINT - Number of Measurement Intervals

  XDWMY.   CSYNRJCD - JCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.   CSYNRKCD - KCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRMXT - Cumulative Max Tasks

  XDWMY.   CSYNRTCD - TCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  XDWMY.E  CSYOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYOUTCH - Output Messages Character Traffic

  XDWMY.E  CSYPAGIN - Page Ins

  XDWMY.E  CSYPAGOT - Page Outs

  XDWMY.   CSYPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

  XDWMY.E  CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions

  XDWMY.E  CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  XDWMY.   CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects

  XDWMY.   CSYPUSES - Total No. Loader Program Uses

  XDWMY.   CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  XDWMY.   CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  XDWMY.   CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6
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  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  X.....E  CSYSHPCN - Temp Storage Shared Pools Connected

  X.....E  CSYSHPDF - Temp Storage Shared Pools Defined

  X.....E  CSYSHRDS - Temp Storage Shared Pools Read Reqs

  X.....E  CSYSHWTS - Temp Storage Shared Pools Write Reqs

  XDWMY.E  CSYSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  XDWMY.   CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Wait

  XDWMY.E  CSYSMOCT - No. Shared Memory Objects

  XDWMY.   CSYSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

  XDWMY.   CSYSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

  XDWMY.   CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Dispatch

  .DWMY.E  CSYSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  XDWMY.   CSYSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

  XDWMY.E  CSYSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  XDWMY.   CSYSOSCT - No. Socket Sent Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSPCOM - Doublewords Program Storage Freed

  XDWMY.   CSYSPCPU - SP Socket Pthread Owning Tasks

  XDWMY.   CSYSPDSP - SP Socket Pthread Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSPWAT - SP Socket Pthread Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSPWTM - SP Socket Pthread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYSTA9F - No. Temp Storage Compressions

  .DWMY.   CSYSTDLC - Total Max SSL TCB Delays

  .DWMY.   CSYSTDLY - Total Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XD....E  CSYTATCT - Total TM Active User Transactions

  XDWMY.E  CSYTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCPJT - Accumulated TCP + JCA CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCUTM - User (Application) CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors
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  XDWMY.   CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write

  XDWMY.   CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

  XDWMY.   CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

  XDWMY.   CSYTDNSP - Transient Data NO SPACE Occurrences

  XDWMY.   CSYTDRD  - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.   CSYTDSWT - Transient Data String Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

  .DWMY.   CSYTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

  X.....E  CSYTOQTM - Total Time Queued due to MXT

  X.....E  CSYTOTDT - Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT

  XDWMY.   CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.E  CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

  .DWMY.E  CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.   CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSCTR - No. TS Cleanup Tasks Runs

  XDWMY.   CSYTSIM  - Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSIOE - Number of Temp Storage I/O Errors

  XDWMY.   CSYTSITA - Temp Storage Input Count (Aux)

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSLHT - No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit

  XDWMY.   CSYTSNSP - NOSPACE Condition in Aux Storage

  XDWMY.   CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSQCR - Number of TS Queues Created

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSQDL - No. Queues Auto Deleted

  XDWMY.   CSYTSQEC - Number of TS Queue Extension Created

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater than CI

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

  XDWMY.   CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYUPTM  - CICS Availability Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYUSRTM - User (application) Dispatched Time
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  XDWMY.   CSYWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

  XDWMY.   CSYWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

  XDWMY.   CSYWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBTC  - Total No. WEB Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYWFCTM - Total User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  XDWMY.E  CSYXMCTM - XML System Services CPU time

  XDWMY.   CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

  XDWMY.   CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

  XDWMY.   CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

  .DWMY.   CSYXTDLC - Total Max XPLink Delays

  .DWMY.   CSYXTDLY - Total Max XPLink Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  XDWMY.   CSYX8CPU - X8 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX8DSP - X8 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX8WAT - X8 Open Mode Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYX8WTM - X8 Open Mode Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9CPU - X9 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9DSP - X9 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9WAT - X9 Open Mode Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYX9WTM - X9 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.E  CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWMY.E  CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY24TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to Ext SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

  X.....   CSYAMXTQ - Maximum Queued User Transactions

  XDWMY.   CSYMCTSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

  XDWMY.E  CSYMEMSE - Hi-water Dynamic Area Memory (EDSA)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMEMSZ - Hi-water Dynamic Area Memory

  XDWMY.   CSYMPCPU - Max CPU Usage
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  XDWMY.E  CSYMXAMX - Maximum Active Task Limit

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXASA - Peak Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

  XDWMY.   CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYMXCIU - Max Transient Data Control Intrvl Used

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXCSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

  .DWMY.   CSYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

  .DWMY.   CSYMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

  XD....E  CSYMXLAR - Longest TS Auxiliary Record Length

  XDWMY.   CSYMXLDS - Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

  .DWMY.   CSYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  .DWMY.   CSYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXMXT - Maximum Maxtask Value

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

  .DWMY.   CSYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSTU - Maximum Temp Storage String in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXTCI - Peak Temp Storage CIs Used

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDB - Max Intra TD Buffers with Valid Data

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDW - Max Transient Data (Intra) Waits

  .DWMY.   CSYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

  XDWMY.E  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

  XDWMY.E  CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXM - Maximum Temp Storage (Main) Used

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXN - Maximum Temp Storage Name in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXQ - Maximum Entries in Temp Storage Queue

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLDS - Average Loader Suspend Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLDT - Average Program Load Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  .DWMY.   CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR1 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR2 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 2
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  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR3 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR4 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR5 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR6 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR7 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR1 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR2 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR3 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR4 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR5 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR6 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR7 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR1 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR2 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR3 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR4 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR5 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR6 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR7 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR1 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR2 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR3 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR4 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR5 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR6 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR7 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR1 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR2 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR3 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR4 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR5 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR6 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR7 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

ABNDCODE Abend Codes

ABNDCODE is the CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

     See also: CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

               CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

                Monitor  Data Element  Description

                -------  ------------  -----------------------------

                 CMF
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                 pre 3.1  Field 99      Abend Code

                 3.1      Field 113     Original Abend Code

                 3.1      Field 114     Current Abend code

              

                 The      TAABNCDE      Abend Code

                 Monitor

            

For CMF releases before 3.1.1, ABNDCODE is set from the input field 99 ABCODE. For release 3.1.1 and
higher, ABNDCODE is derived from input fields 113 ABCODEO and 114 ABCODEC, as follows:

              ABNDCODE = ABCODEO |ABCODEC;

           

For The Monitor, the value of ABNDCODE is set from the input field TAABNCDE.

Range of Value:

Any CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Summarization Process:

ABNDCODE is set to the last ABNDCODE value that is encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

CSYABEND is the count of the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred. Included in the count
are transaction executions that have immediately terminated and those for which dynamic transaction backout has been
successful or unsuccessful (if dynamic transaction backout is applicable).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSYTRANS - Transaction Count

            CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUABEND.

Range of Value:

CSYABEND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that may be bound by the number of transaction executions,
depending on the monitor.

Summarization Process:

CSYABEND is set to the sum of all CSYABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Reference the DETAIL.CICCIN01 file for CICS transaction abend codes, data element CINABEND.

CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

CSYACNAL contains current count of the number of concurrent intrapartition buffer accesses from the CICS transient data
facility.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

             CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TQGACNAL       Current concurrent buffer access

                (type 45)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYACNAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYACNAL contains the last value of CSYACNAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

CSYACNIU contains current count of the number of intrapartition buffers that contain valid data from the CICS transient
data facility.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

             CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Data Element   Description

    ------------   -----------    ------------------

    CICS Stats     TQGACNIU       Current buffers containing valid

                   (type 45)      data

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYACNIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYACNIU contains the last value of CSYACNIU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

CSYACNWT contains a count of the current number of requests that waited in queue due to no transient data buffers
available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

             CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TQGACNWT       Current buffer waits

                (type 45)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYACNWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYACNWT contains the last value of CSYACNWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYACTCI - No. CIs in Use

CSYACTCI contains the current number of control intervals in the intrapartition data set DFHINTRA. This data element is
obtained from the CICS transient data global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTDNCI - No. of Transient Data Control Intervals

             CSYMXCIU - Max Transient Data Control Intrvl Used

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TQGACTCI       Current control intervals in use

                (type 45)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYACTCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYACTCI contains the last value of CSYACTCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time

CSYADSTM records the total amount of CPU time consumed within the CICS address space. This field contains the total
CPU time that CICS used, including any CPU time used by the subtasks that execute within the CICS address space.
This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not available from The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

                CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

                CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

                CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time       

                CSYDISTM - CICS/VS Dispatcher CPU Time

                CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

                CSYPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

                CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

                CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

                CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

                CSYTCUTM - User TCB CPU Time

                CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPUR Time

                CSYUSRTM - User (application) CPUR Time

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the raw data field ADSPTIME in the CMF performance class global system data.This
data element is valid for CICS release 1.7 through 2.1. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, CSYADSTM contains the same value
as CSYCPUTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYADSTM is set to the sum of all CSYADSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYAMXT - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

CSYAMXT contains the current number of user tasks eligible for dispatch. This excludes systems tasks that are not
constrained by the system AMXT (active max task) limit. CSYAMXT is obtained from the CICS statistics transaction
manager global record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

                  CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Lim

                  CSYHITSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

                  CSYNRTSK - Current Number of Tasks

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

            Monitor      Data Field    Description

            -----------  ------------  ---------------------------

            CICS         XMGCAT        Current active user

            Stats        (type 10)     transactions

              

            CMF          n/a

              

            The Monitor  n/a

          

Range of Value:

CSYAMXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAMXT contains the last value of CSYAMXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAMXTC - Total Task During Active Max Task

CSYAMXTC contains the total number of transactions processed while CICS was in an active maximum task (AMXT)
condition during the monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

               SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

                

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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           Monitor       Data Field    Description

           -------       ----------    --------------------------

           CMF           n/a

           The Monitor   TIAMXTCT      Total task during CICS AMXT

            

Range of Value:

CSYAMXTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAMXTC contains the sum of all values of CSYAMXTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

CSYAMXTP contains the maximum number of user tasks that were concurrently eligible for dispatch. This excludes
system tasks that are not constrained by the system AMXT (active max task) limit. It is obtained from the CICS statistics
transaction manager global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

                   CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

                   CSYHITSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

                   CSYNRTSK - Current Number of Tasks

                

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS

     Monitor      Data Field  Description

     -----------  ----------  ----------------------------------

     CICS         XMGPAT      Peak active user transactions

     Stats        (type 10)

              

     CMF          n/a

              

     The Monitor  n/a

            

Range of Value:

CSYAMXTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAMXTP contains the maximum value of CSYAMXTP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYAMXTQ - Maximum Queued User Transactions

CSYAMXTQ contains the maximum number of user tasks that were queued due to MXT (maximum task) reasons.
CSYAMXTQ is available for CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS transaction manager global
statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

                   CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

                

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

      Monitor       Data Field    Description

      -------       ----------    -------------------------------

      CICS          XMGPQT        Peak queued user transactions

      Stats         (type 30)

        

      CMF           n/a

              

      ASG-TMON      n/a

           

Range of Value:

CSYAMXTQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAMXTQ contains the maximum value of CSYAMXTQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAPPGI - Application Page-ins

CSYAPPGI is the total number of application page-ins. This data element is available from the ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

                SEE ALSO:  CSYAPPGO - Application Page-Outs

            

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is ASG-TMON input data, as follows:

        Monitor  Data Element  Description

        ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

              

        CMF      n/a
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        TCE 2.0+ TIPGEICT      Application page ins

                

Range of Value:

CSYAPPGI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAPPGI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYAPPGI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAPPGO - Application Page-outs

CSYAPPGO is the total number of application page-outs. This data element is available from the ASG-TMON data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYAPPGI - Application Page-Ins

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is ASG-TMON input data, as follows:

      Monitor Data Element   Description

      ------- ------------   -------------------------------------

      CMF      n/a

          

      TCE 2.0+ TIPGEOCT      Application page outs

          

Range of Value:

CSYAPPGO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAPPGO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYAPPGO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAPPL - CICS VTAM APPLID

CSYAPPL contains the application ID of the CICS region as it is known to VTAM.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display forma

SEE ALSO:  CSUAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid

            

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follow

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SMFMNPRN      Product Name (generic APPLID)

              

    Monitor/TCE   TIENAPLD      CICS VTAM APPLID field from

                                Monitor's interval record

          

Range of Value:

CSYAPPL can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters that are valid for a VTAM application ID.

Summarization Process:

CSYAPPL contains the last value of CSYAPPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYASRCT - Total Allocate Session Requests IP-only

CSYASRCT is the total number of allocate session requests issued by the user task for sessions on ISC over TCP/IP
connections. CSYASRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC
over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is int

SEE ALSO:  CSUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

            

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUASRCT.

Range of Value:

CSYASRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYASRCT contains the sum of all values of CSYASRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYATMXT - At MAXTASK Indicator

CSYATMXT contains the number of intervals where the MAXTASK indicator was on in the Transaction Manager Statistics
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   See also:  CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected
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              CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

              CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS          XMGATMXT      at MXT indicator

   Stats         (type 10)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYATMXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYATMXT contains the sum of all values of CSYNUMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

CSYAVAMX is the average value of the CICS system tuning parameter AMXT (max active task limit) over the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from CMF through release 2.1. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, this data
element is derived from CICS statistics which are written to SMF on an interval basis. CSYAVAMX is not available from
The Monitor data source.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL

    SEE ALSO: CSYMXAMX - Maximum Active Task Limit

              CSYNRAMX - Cumulative Active Max Tasks

              CSYNRINT - Number of Measurement Intervals

           

Element Derivation:

CSYAVAMX is a derived data element that is turned off at the DETAIL timespan. At the DAYS and higher timespans, it is
calculated as follows:

              CSYAVAMX = CSYNRAMX/CSYNRINT

           

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVAMX is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

CSYAVCTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of conversational transactions
for all users over this system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

                CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

                CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

                CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

                TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

                

Element Derivation:

CSYAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSYCRSTM and CSYCTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVLDS - Average Loader Suspend Time

CSYAVLDS contains the average elapsed time for which tasks were suspended while waiting for the loader to complete
an operation on other tasks. This data element derived based on information provided by the CICS statistics loader
domain global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed by using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is S

     SEE ALSO:  CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

                CSYPGMTI - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

           

Element Derivation:The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

          Monitor       Data Field    Description

          -------       ----------    -------------------------------

          CICS          LDGTTW        Total waiting time

          Stats

                        LDGWTDLR      Requests that waited

                        (type 27)

            

The above input fields are read into CSYPCWAT and CSYLDWAT, respectively. CSYAVLDS is calculated using the
following formula:
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                  CSYAVLDS = CSYPCWAT/CSYLDWAT

            

Range of Value:

CSYAVLDS is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a value that is less than the duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVLDS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVLDT - Average Program Load Time

CSYAVLDT contains the average elapsed time to complete the MVS LOAD request issued by the loader. This data
element is derived based on information provided by the CICS statistics loader domain global record. It is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed by using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

                SEE ALSO:  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

                           CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

        Monitor       Data Field    Description

        -------       ----------    --------------------------

        CICS          LDGLLR        Library load reque

        Stats

                      LDGLLT        Total loading time

                      (type 27)

            

The above input fields are read into CSYPGMCT and CSYPGMTI, respectively. CSYAVLDT is calculated using the
following formula:

        CSYAVLDT = CSYPGMTI/CSYPGMCT

           

Range of Value:

CSYAVLDT is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a value that is less than the duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVLDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

CSYAVLTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long transactions for all users
over this system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

                  CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

                  CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

                  CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

                  TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

            

Element Derivation:

CSYAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSYLRSTM and CSYLTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

CSYAVMTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium transactions for all
users over this system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

        SEE ALSO: SYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

                  CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

                  CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

                  CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

                  TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

            

Element Derivation:

CSYAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSYMRSTM and CSYMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask ValueCSYAVMXT is the average value of the CICS system tuning parameter MXT (max
total initiated task limit) over the system measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The
Monitor data sources. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, this data element is obtained from CICS statistics that are written to
SMF on an interval basis.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYMXMXT - Maximum Maxtask Value

                CSYNRINT - Number of Measurement Intervals

                CSYNRMXT - Cumulative Max Tasks

            

Element Derivation:

CSYAVMXT is a derived data element that is turned off at the DETAIL timespan. At the DAYS and higher timespans, it is
calculated as follows:

       CSYAVMXT = CSYNRMXT/CSYNRINT

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVMXT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

CSYAVNIU contains the average elapsed time that programs are left in storage before they are removed by the Dynamic
Program Storage Compression (DPSC) mechanism. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics loader domain
global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYNIUTM - Not-in-Use (NIU) Queue Membership Time

                          CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data:

      Monitor       Data Field    Description

      -------       ----------    -------------------------------

      CICS          LDGDPSCT      Total NIU queue membership time

      Stats

                    LDGDPSCR      Programs removed by compression
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                                  (type 27)

            

The above input fields are read into CSYNIUTM and CSYPCMDC, respectively. CSYAVNIU is calculated using the
following formula:

                  CSYAVNIU = CSYNIUTM/CSYPCMDC

            

Range of Value:

CSYAVNIU is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a value that is less than the duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVNIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVQTM - Average MAXTASK Queuing Time

CSYAVQTM contains the average elapsed time that user transactions were queued for MXT (maximum task) reasons.
This data element is calculated using data from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record. It is available for
CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYTOQTM - Total Time Queued due to MXT

                   CSYTOTDT - Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT

          

Element Derivation:

CSYAVQTM is calculated using the following formula:

 CSYAVQTM = CSYTOQTM/CSYTOTDT

          

Range of Value:

CSYAVQTM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time

CSYAVSTM - Average Short Response TimeCSYAVSTM is the average response time per transaction execution over
executions of short transactions for all users over this system measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

               CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

               CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

               CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

               TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

         

Element Derivation:

CSYAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSYSRSTM and CSYSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVTTM - Average Response Time All Functions

CSYAVTTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for all users in this system
measurement interval, for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

                CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time

                CSUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

                CAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

          

Element Derivation:

CSYAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements CSYTRSTM and CSYTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYAVUSR - Average Number Of Concurrent Users

This data element is currently reserved for user calculation. It is turned off as shipped.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

          

Element Derivation:

None

Range of Value:

None

Summarization Process:

None

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

CSYBAADC contains the number of CICS BTS process container and activity data containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUBAADC -  No. Activity Data Container Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 217     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from 

          (BAACDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBAADC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBAADC contains the sum of all values of CSYBAADC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

CSYBAAPC contains the number of CICS BTS acquire process or acquire activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 214     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BAACQPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBAAPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBAAPC contains the sum of all values of CSYBAAPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

CSYBADAC contains the number of CICS BTS define activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CSUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 209     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBADAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBADAC contains the sum of all values of CSYBADAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

CSYBADIC contains the number of CICS BTS define-input event requests issued by the user tasks.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

   CMF 5.3+ Field 220     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

            (BADFIECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                          detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBADIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBADIC contains the sum of all values of CSYBADIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

CSYBADPC contains the number of CICS BTS define process requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 208     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADPROCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

           

Range of Value:

CSYBADPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBADPC contains the sum of all values of CSYBADPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

CSYBADTC contains the number of CICS BTS define-timer event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

            

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 221     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADFTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

            

Range of Value:

CSYBADTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBADTC contains the sum of all values of CSYBADTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

CSYBALKC contains the number of CICS BTS link process or link activity requests that the user task issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CSUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 207     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BALKPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

         

Range of Value:

CSYBALKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBALKC contains the sum of all values of CSYBALKC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

CSYBAPDC contains the number of CICS BTS delete, get, or put container requests for process data containers issued
by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

   CMF 5.3+ Field 216     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

            (BAPRDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                          detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBAPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBAPDC contains the sum of all values of CSYBAPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

CSYBARAC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity asynchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 206     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (BARASYCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:
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CSYBARAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBARAC contains the sum of all values of CSYBARAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

CSYBAREC contains the number of CICS BTS retrieve-reattach event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 219    Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (BARATECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group

          

Range of Value:

CSYBAREC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBAREC contains the sum of all values of CSYBAREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

CSYBARSC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

            

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description
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------- ------------ -------------------------------------

CMF 5.3+ Field 205     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

         (BARSYNCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBARSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBARSC contains the sum of all values of CSYBARSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

CSYBATCC contains the total number of CICS BTS process container requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 218     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (BATOTCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBATCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBATCC contains the sum of all values of CSYBATCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

CSYBATEC contains the total number of CICS BTS event-related requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    SEE ALSO:  CSUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 222     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (BATOTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

         

Range of Value:

CSYBATEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBATEC contains the sum of all values of CSYBATEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

CSYBATPC contains the total number of CICS BTS process and activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 215     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (BATOTPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBATPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBATPC contains the sum of all values of CSYBATPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

CSYBDCPC contains the number of CICS BTS delete activity, cancel process, or cancel activity requests issued by the
user task.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

            

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor     Data Element  Description

  -------     ------------  -------------------------------------

              

  CMF 5.3+    Field 213      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

              (BADCPACT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                             detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBDCPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBDCPC contains the sum of all values of CSYBDCPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBPSEG - No. TS Bytes per Segment

CSYBPSEG contains the number of available bytes for use in the temporary storage data set control interval. This data
element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYSPCI  - No. TS Segments per CI

             CSYNAVB  - No. TS Available Bytes per CI

             CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TSGBPSEG       Bytes per segment

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A   

        

Range of Value:

CSYBPSEG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYBPSEG contains the last value of CSYBPSEG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

CSYBRPAC contains the number of CICS BTS resume process, or resume activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

         Monitor Data Element  Description

         ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

             

         CMF 5.3+ Field 212     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

                  (BARMPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                                detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBRPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBRPAC contains the sum of all values of CSYBRPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

CSYBRSAC contains the number of CICS BTS reset activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------
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  CMF 5.3+ Field 210     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYBRSAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBRSAC contains the sum of all values of CSYBRSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

CSYBSPAC contains the number of CICS BTS suspend process or suspend activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element    Description

  ------- ------------    -------------------------------------

            

  CMF 5.3+ Field 211      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BASUPACT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                          detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

          

           

Range of Value:

CSYBSPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBSPAC contains the sum of all values of CSYBSPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYBUWT - No. TS Users Waiting on Buffer

CSYBUWT contains the number of requests that were queued because no buffers were available. This data element is
obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSYVUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on String

             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TSGBUWT        Current users waiting on buffer

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON     N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYBUWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYBUWT contains the last value of CSYBUWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

CSYCASAD contains the current address space available above the bar in megabytes. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      See also:  CSYDSA   - Current DSA Total (in K)

             CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA Total (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats    SMSASACTIVE    Current Address Space active

                (type 29)

    ASG-TMON      N/A 

      

Range of Value:

CSYCASAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCASAD contains the last value of CSYCASAD processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes

None

CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

CSYCDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for the CICS dynamic storage area (CDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

             See also: CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

                       CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYTSDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

                       CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

                       CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

                       CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

                       CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field    Description

    --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

    CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of CDSA

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

              

    The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                    (TR record)

          

Range of Value:

CSYCDSA ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYCDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYCDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage below the 16M line is allocated in 256K increments.
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CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYCDSAC is the maximum amount of storage allocated to support CICS-key access in the CICS dynamic storage area
(CDSA) below the 16 MB boundary. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for
CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   See also: CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYEUDSC - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

             CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

             CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

             CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Input Field   Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

    Stats      (type 8)

    

    ASG-TMON    n/a

           

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCDSAC contains the maximum CSYCDSAC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x

Each count, CSYCDST1 through CSYCDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit (e.g., CSYCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second). As part
of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement of
prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding
a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.Thus, if the distribution times
requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of one
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds. CSYCDST1
is, thus, the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, CSYCDST2 is the
number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times. CSYCDST8
contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:
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Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

           

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSYCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the system measurement interval.The
minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCDSTx contains the sum of all CSYCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

CSYCFACT contains the number of CICS OO foundation class requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    ------- ------------   -------------------------------------

    CMF 5.3+  Field 25     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

              (CFCAPICT)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                           detail record in the DFHCICS group

           

Range of Value:

CSYCFACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCFACT contains the sum of all values of CSYCFACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

CSYCFDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for coupling facility data table I/O.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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     SEE ALSO:  CSUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

        

  CMF 5.3+ Field 176    Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CFDTWAIT)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHFILE group.

           

Range of Value:

CSYCFDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYCFDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYCFDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

CSYCOCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the concurrent TCB. This value is valid when SUBTSK=1 is
specified in the SIT. CSYCOCPU is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

              CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

              CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

              CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

              CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

              CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCOCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

   Stats                       This is available in record

                               type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                               and earlier. For CICS version 4

                               and above DSGACT moved to the

                               Type 56 record.  It moved to

                               the type 55 record with CICS

                               Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3
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                               and then to the type 60 in CTS

                               2.1 and higher.

                Monitor        N/A

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYCOCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYCOCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

CSYCODSP contains the elapsed time during which the concurrent TCB was dispatched. This value is valid when
SUBTSK=1 is specified in the SIT. CSYCODSP is obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

           

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCODSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Field    Description

 -------       ----------    -------------------------------

 CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

 Stats                       This is available in record

                             type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                             and earlier. For CICS version 4

                             and above DSGTDT moved to the

                             Type 56 record. It moved to

                             the type 55 record with CICS

                             Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3

                             and then to the type 60 in CTS

                             2.1 and higher.

            

 Monitor        N/A

         

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:
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CSYCODSP contains the sum of all values of CSYCODSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

CSYCONTM is a user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to all users.This data
element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of connect
time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSCSY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

          

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCONTM is set to the sum of all CSYCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

CSYCONWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a CICS DB2 subtask to become available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

           

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 188     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          DB2CONWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDATA group.

 The Monitor N/A

            

Range of Value:

CSYCONWT is a SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

CSYCONWT contains the sum of all values of CSYCONWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCOST - Processing Charges

CSYCOST is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of processing
charges for all CICS users over the system measurement interval. An exit, _USRSCSY, is provided to permit the user to
calculate the variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

      SEE ALSO:  CACCOST - Processing Charges

                 CAUCOST - Processing Charges

                 CSUCOST - Processing Charges

           

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user calculated values for CSYCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCOST is set to the sum of all CSYCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

CSYCOWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the concurrent TCB. This value is valid when SUBTSK=1
is specified in the SIT. It is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. CSYCOWAT is available for CICS
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

         

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCOWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

      Monitor      Data Field  Description
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      -----------  ----------  ----------------------------------

      CICS         DSGSYSW     MVS waits

      Stats                    For CICS version 4 and above,

                               DSGSYSW moved to the Type 56

                               record.  It moved to the type 55

                               record with CICS Transaction

                               Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to the

                               type 60 in CTS 2.1 and higher.

              

                               The Monitor  n/a

          

Range of Value:

CSYCOWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCOWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYCOWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYCOWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the resource-owning TCB was in an MVS wait. This value
is valid when SUBTSK=1 is specified in the SIT. It is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record.
CSYCOWTM is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

                CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

                CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

                CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

                CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

                CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

         

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCOWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

Stats                       This is available in record

                            type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                            and earlier. For CICS version 4

                            and above, DSGTWT moved to the

                            Type 56 record. It moved to

                            the type 55 record with CICS

                            Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3

                            and then to the type 60 in CTS

                            2.1 and higher.
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Monitor       N/A

           

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYCOWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYCOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

CSYCPJTM is the amount of CPU time consumed for CICS Journal Control functions for all users. This data element is
available from CMF releases up to 2.1. It is unavailable from CMF 3.1.1 and higher. It is also available from The Monitor
System record.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ --------------------------------------

          

CMF      Field 19      JC CPU Time

The      TIJCPU        JCP CPU Time Monitor

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCPJTM is set to the sum of all CSYCPJTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Ended

CSYCPTRN is the number of transactions that used CP core CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

          CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended
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Element Derivation:

This value is set to the value of CSUCPTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCPTRN is set to the sum of all CSYCPTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSYCPTRN contains the number of transactions where CP CPU time was used. All CICS transactions should use
some amount of CP CPU time during transaction initialization and termination, even transactions that primarily use zIIP
CPU time for transaction work.In summarized observations, CSYCPTRN and CSYTRANS should typically be equal.
Occasionally a transaction might record a value of zero CP CPU time, but this condition should logically never occur.

CSYCPUCT - Number of CPUs Active at Startup

CSYCPUCT contains the number of processors active at CICS startup. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Field    Description

 -------       ----------    -------------------------------

 CMF           n/a

            

 TCE 2.0+      TIACTCT       Number of CPUs at startup

       

Range of Value:

CSYCPUCT ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum limited only by the current technology.

Summarization Process:

CSYCPUCT contains the last value of CSYCPUCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

CSYCPUNI is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of all transactions
in this interval.

Type:
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Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

         

Range of Values:

CSYCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed by CICS during the interval (CSYCPUTM).The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCPUNI contains the sum of all CSYCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in prefix.MICS.PARMS member SYSID.

CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

CSYCPUTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time that is consumed by all user transactions over
the measurement interval. This data element is populated for both CMF and ASG-TMON data.

For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CSYCPUTM contains both CP core and specialty (zIIP) core CPU
time unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

          CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

          CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

          CSYDISTM - CICS Dispatcher CPU Time

          CSYFOCPU - File-owning TCB CPU Time

          CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

          CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

          CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

          CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

          CSYRPCPU - ONC/RPC TCB CPU Time

          CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

          CSYSZCPU - Secondary LU TCB CPU Time

          CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

          CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

          CSYTCUTM - User TCB CPU Time

          CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPUR Time

          CSYUSRTM - User (application) CPUR Time

      

Element Derivation:

CSYCPUTM is derived differently depending on the data source, IBM CMF or ASG TMON as follows:

   Monitor     Element Derivation

   -------     -----------------------------------------------
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   CMF         CSYCPUTM=SUM(CSYQRCPU,CSYROCPU,CSYCOCPU,

                        CSYSZCPU,CSYRPCPU,CSYFOCPU,CSYSOCPU,

                        CSYJ8CPU,CSYL8CPU,CSYS8CPU,CSYD2CPU,

                        CSYJ9CPU,CSYL9CPU,CSYSPCPU,CSYX8CPU,

                        CSYX9CPU,CSYJMCPU,CSYSLCPU,CSYT8CPU,

                        CSYTPCPU,CSYEPCPU,CSYH8CPU);

 

   ASG-TMON     SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="N" (default)

   3.4 and      TICPURTM - Task Real CPU Time

   above

                SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="Y"

                TISTCPUT - Standard CP CPUTIME

        

Range of Value:

CSYCPUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCPUTM is set to the sum of all values of CSYCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

CSYCQTM - Current Time Spent Trans Queue MXT

CSYCQTM contains the time user transactions were queued to to MAXTASK reasons. This data element is obtained from
the CICS transaction manager global statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSYTMCQT - Current TM Queued User Transactions

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGTQTME      Total MAXTASK queuing time

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

            

Range of Value:

CSYCQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCQTM contains the last value of CSYCQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

CSYCRLCD contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

           See also: CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

                     CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

                     CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

                     CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

                     CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

                     CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

                     CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

                     CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

                     CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

                     CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

                     CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

            

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

              Monitor        Field     Description

             -------------  --------  ---------------------------------

             TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

             V1.5 and below

      

             TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

             V2.0 and above

            

Range of Value:

CSYCRLCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLCD contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLCD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)CSYCRLEC contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from
the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters for the Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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   See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

             CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

             CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

             CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

             CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

             CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

             CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

             CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

             CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

             CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

             CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

           

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLEC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor        Field     Description

-------------  --------  ----------------------------------

TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

V1.5 and below

        

TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLEC contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

CSYCRLER contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

              CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

              CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

              CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

              CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

              CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

              CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

              CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

              CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

              CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

              CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLER is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor        Field     Description

  -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

  TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

  V1.5 and below

           

  TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

  V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLER contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

CSYCRLES contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

           CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

           CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

           CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

           CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

           CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

           CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

           CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

           CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

           CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

           CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

           

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor        Field     Description

-------------  --------  ----------------------------------

TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

V1.5 and below

         

TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT
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V2.0 and above

         

Range of Value:

CSYCRLES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLES contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

CSYCRLET contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

           CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

           CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

           CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

           CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

           CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

           CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

           CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

           CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

           CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

           CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

           

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor        Field     Description

 -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V3.4 and above

           

Range of Value:

CSYCRLET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLET contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

CSYCRLEU contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   

  See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

            CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

            CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

            CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

            CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

            CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

            CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

            CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

            CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

            CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

            CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLEU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

   V1.5 and below

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLEU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLEU contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLEU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

CSYCRLGC contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Above-the-bar Dynamic Storage Area (GDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

               CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

               CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)
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               CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

               CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

               CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

               CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

               CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

               CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

               CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

               CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLGC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor        Field     Description

 -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V3.4 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLGC contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

CSYCRLGS contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Above-the-bar Dynamic Storage Area (GDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

            CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

            CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

            CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

            CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

            CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

            CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

            CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

            CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

            CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

            CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLGS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor        Field     Description
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 -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V3.4 and above

           

Range of Value:

CSYCRLGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLGS contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

CSYCRLGU contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Above-the-bar Dynamic Storage Area (GDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

            CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

            CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

            CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

            CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

            CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

            CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

            CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

            CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

            CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLGU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor        Field     Description

 -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V3.4 and above

         

Range of Value:

CSYCRLGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLGU contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

CSYCRLRD contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

            CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

            CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

            CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

            CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

            CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

            CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

            CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

            CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

            CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

            CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLRD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor        Field     Description

  -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

  TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

  V1.5 and below

    

  TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

  V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLRD contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

CSYCRLSD contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

            CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

            CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)
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            CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

            CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

            CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

            CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

            CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

            CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

            CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

            CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYCRLSD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

   V1.5 and below

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYCRLSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLSD contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCRLUD - Cushion Release Count (UDSA)

CSYCRLUD contains the number of times CICS acquired storage from the cushion that is specified in the SIT parameters
for the Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    See also: CSYCRLCD - Cushion Release Count (CDSA)

              CSYCRLEC - Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)

              CSYCRLER - Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)

              CSYCRLES - Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)

              CSYCRLET - Cushion Release Count (ETDSA)

              CSYCRLEU - Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)

              CSYCRLGC - Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)

              CSYCRLGS - Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)

              CSYCRLGU - Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)

              CSYCRLRD - Cushion Release Count (RDSA)

              CSYCRLSD - Cushion Release Count (SDSA)

         

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYCRLUD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor        Field     Description

 -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDECRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V1.5 and below

 TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSACRC  DSA CUSHION RELEASE COUNT

 V2.0 and above

           

Range of Value:

CSYCRLUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRLUD contains the sum of all values of CSYCRLUD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

CSYCRSTM is the total response time for all CICS users for conversational response events completed during the
interval. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCRSTM - Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

           

Element Derivation:

This data element is accumulated from the value of CSUCRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCRSTM is set to the sum of all CSYCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatched Time

CSYCSNDP contains the elapsed time that the CSNC (CICS interregion task) was dispatched during the interval. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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    SEE ALSO:  CSYCSNPI - CSNC Page In Count

               CSYCSNPO - CSNC Page Out Count

               CSYCSNTM - CSNC CPU Time

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Field    Description

-------       ----------    -------------------------------

CMF           n/a

Monitor       TIIDTIME      CSNC dispatch time

           

Range of Value:

CSYCSNDP is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value less than the duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSNDP contains the sum of all values of CSYCSNDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSNPI - CSNC Page In Count

CSYCSNPI contains the number of page-ins that occurred while the task CSNC (CICS interregion task) was being
dispatched by CICS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatched Time

                CSYCSNPO - CSNC Page Out Count

                CSYCSNTM - CSNC CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIIPGIN       CSNC page-in count

          

Range of Value:

CSYCSNPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSNPI contains the sum of all values of CSYCSNPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYCSNPO - CSNC Page Out Count

CSYCSNPO contains the number of page-outs that occurred while the task CSNC (CICS interregion task) was being
dispatched by CICS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatched Time

             CSYCSNPI - CSNC Page In Count

             CSYCSNTM - CSNC CPU Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIIPGOT       CSNC page-out count

          

Range of Value:

CSYCSNPO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSNPO contains the sum of all values of CSYCSNPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSNTM - CSNC CPU Time

CSYCSNTM contains the CPU time consumed by CSNC (CICS interregion task) during the interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatch Time

             CSYCSNPI - CSNC Page In Count

             CSYCSNPO - CSNC Page Out Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

        

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    The Monitor   TIICPU        CSNC CPU time

  

Note:

For the Monitor to collect CSNC CPU time, you must specify REALCPU STATISTICS=Y on the Optional Collection Screen
of Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:

CSYCSNTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value less than the duration of the monitoring interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSNTM contains the sum of all values of CSYCSNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

CSYCSSUM contains the number of tasks allocated to the common subspace. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXCSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

             CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSCSSCUM      Total common subspace users

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYCSSUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSSUM contains the last value of CSYCSSUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

CSYCSSUR contains the number of tasks that are currently allocated to the common subspace. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is intege

See also:  CSYMXCSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

           CSYCSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSCSSCUR      Current common subspace users

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYCSSUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSSUR contains the last value of CSYCSSUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

CSYCSYTM is the time CICS Task Control has been dispatched by the operating system. This data element is available
from The Monitor and CMF releases up to 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

             CSYDISTM - CICS/VS Dispatcher CPU Time

             CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are the derived CICS data elements, as follows:

   CMF:     CSYCSYTM = CSYTMKCD;

 

   The Monitor:  CSYCSYTM = CSYTMKCD;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYCSYTM is set to the sum of all CSYCSYTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed

CSYCTRN is the number of conversational transactions that have terminated during the interval.The number of
transaction executions is defined by the CICS monitor. Note that CMF can change the meaning of this data element for
conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a
count of transaction executions. Regardless of how the transaction data is recorded, this element will reflect the number of
transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSUCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

                        Definitions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously constructed CICCSU file data element CSUCTRN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum bounded by CSYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSYCTRN is set to the sum of all CSYCTRN values encountered in the summarization level, except in the DAYS
summarization. For the summarization into DAYS level, the source of this data element is CSUCTRN from the CICCSU
file.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDAMSC - Storage Violations

>For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYDAMSC is the number of transaction executions during which storage violations
were detected. Storage violations can be due to invalid storage accounting areas, bad area pointer addresses, etc. For
CICS release 3.1.1 and 3.2.1, CSYDAMSC is the number of storage violations occurred in the DSA and the EDSA, as
recorded by the CICS statistics storage manager DSA/EDSA record. For CICS release 3.3 and higher, CSYDAMSC is the
total number of storage violations occurred in all DSAs, including CDSA, RDSA, SDSA, UDSA ECDSA, ERDSA, ESDSA,
EUDSA, and GCDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.  

SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed                  

           CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)               

           CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)              

           CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)              

           CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)              

           CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)              

           CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)              

           CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)               

           CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)               

           CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)              

Element Derivations:
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For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYDAMSC is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS
transaction record. The indicator is present if a bad storage accounting area is examined in the course of processing
a Storage Control event. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, CSYDAMSC is set from a field in the statistics storage
manager DSA/EDSA record.The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:  

Monitor         Input Field   Description                    

--------------  ------------  -----------------------------  

CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations             

V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)                                     

V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)                                    

V6.7 and above  (type 29)                                    

                                                             

CMF             Field 64      Byte Indicator bit &#39;.....1..&#39;  

                                                             

ASG-TMON        TISVDCNT      Total storage violations    

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYDAMSC is set to the sum of all CSYDAMSC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a serious problem with the associated CICS system. Storage violations
cause Storage Control Recovery to be executed. One of the possible actions the Storage Control Recovery can take in
the recovery process is to chase the free area queue element (FAQE) chain to reconstruct a valid free area chain. This
chasing of the chain can cause dramatic paging activity for short periods.Storage violations are also a performance issue
from the sheer execution overhead of the CPU time spent in the recovery, paging the storage control recovery program
in from the infrequent CICS nucleus, dumping of tasks if requested, and the abending of non-related tasks for related
reasons.

CSYDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

CSYDATHW contains the time that the transaction had to wait for a Liberty pthread to be allocated during links to Liberty
programs. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in the IBM CICS
Transaction Server for z/OS documentation, Monitoring section.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUDATHW values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYDATHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDATHW contains the sum of all values of CSYDATHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYDBCTC - DBCTL Control Task CPU Time

CSYDBCTC contains the amount of CPU time used for the region&#39;s DBCTL control task. It is available from TMON/
CICS only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBTCB - Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

CSYDBCTC contains the value input from field TIDBCTC of the DSA Interval (TD) record from TMON/CICS/ESA release
1.5 and below.For TCE 2.0 and 2.1 this field is input from TIDBCTC on the TI record.

Range of Value:

CSYDBCTC is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBCTC contains the sum of all values of CSYDBCTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBNSC - Number of Non-SQL Calls to DB2

CSYDBNSC contains the number of DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued during the
monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYDBNST - Total Elapsed Time of DB2 Non-SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TINSQCCT      Number of non-SQL calls to DB2

          

Range of Value:

CSYDBNSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBNSC contains the sum of all values of CSYDBNSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYDBNST - Total Elapsed Time of DB2 Non-SQL Calls

CSYDBNST contains the elapsed time for DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued by the user
transactions during the monitoring interval. This time is measured from the issuance of the request to subsequent dispatch
of the transaction upon completion of the request. This time may include dispatch queue time and buffer wait time. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBNSC - Number of Non-SQL Calls to DB2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TINSQCTM      Elapsed time of DB2 non-SQL

                                calls

        

Range of Value:

CSYDBNST is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBNST contains the sum of all values of CSYDBNST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBOVF - DB2 Pool Overflow Count

CSYDBOVF contains the number of transactions that incurred a DB2 overflow to pool during the monitoring interval. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBTHW - DB2 Wait Without Thread Hit Count

             CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    TCE 2.0+      TIDB2OCT      Number of DB2 overflows to pool

          

Range of Value:

CSYDBOVF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBOVF contains the sum of all values of CSYDBOVF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBTCB - Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)

CSYDBTCB contains the accumulated CPU thread time for all task control blocks running the DFSPAT00 program.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBCTC - DBCTL Control Task CPU Time

Element Derivation:

CSYDBTCB contains the value input from field TIDBTHC of the DSA Interval (TD) record from TMON/CICS/ESA release
1.5 and below.For TCE 2.0 and 2.1 this field is input from TIDBCTHC on the TI record.

Range of Value:

CSYDBTCB is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBTCB contains the sum of all values of CSYDBTCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBTHW - DB2 Wait Without Thread Hit Count

CSYDBTHW contains the number of transactions that waited on a DB2 call without a thread being assigned. The waits
may have been caused by the lack of available DB2 threads. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBOVF - DB2 Pool Overflow Count

             CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    TCE 2.0+      TIDB2HCT      DB2 wait without thread hits

          

        

Range of Value:

CSYDBTHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBTHW contains the sum of all values of CSYDBTHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

CSYDBWAT contains the elapsed time the user transactions spent waiting on DB2 requests during the monitoring interval.
This time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in
the DB2 total request time as reported by the MICS data element CSYSQLTM. CSYDBWAT is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSYSQLTM - Total SQL Call Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIDB2WTM      DB2 wait time

          

Range of Value:

CSYDBWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYDBWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

CSYDBWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DB2 requests during the monitoring interval.
This number may be different from the total number of DB2 requests as reported by the MICS data element CSYSQLTO.
CSYDBWCT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

            CSYSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIDB2WCT      DB2 wait count

         

Range of Value:

CSYDBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDBWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

CSYDB2RC contains the number of DB2 (EXEC SQL and IFI) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     

Monitor   Data Element  Description

-------   ------------ -------------------------------------

 

 CMF 5.3+ Field 180     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (DB2REQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A

  

Range of Value:

CSYDB2RC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDB2RC contains the sum of all values of CSYDB2RC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:NoneCSYDB2WT - DB2 Wait TimeCSYDB2WT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for
DB2 to service the DB2 EXEC SQL and IFI requests issued by the user task.Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement
unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description

-------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+ Field 189     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (DB2WAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHDATA group.

                        (In CTS 3.2 the filed is set to zero)

                        (This field is no longer

                        available in CTS 5.1 and above)

 

The Monitor N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYDB2WT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYDB2WT contains the sum of all values of CSYDB2WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

CSYDELWT contains the total elapsed time for which the user tasks waited for an extrapartition transient data lock
(TDEPLOCK). For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait(suspend)
times in Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDEPLOCK, see Resource
type TDEPLOCK: waits for transient data extrapartition requests in Troubleshooting.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUDELWT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYDELWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDELWT contains the sum of all values of CSYDELWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDENTM - Dependent Enclave CPU Time

CSYDENTM contains the dependent enclave CPU time for the CICS region accumulated over the reporting interval.This
data element is only available from ASG TMON data at release 3.4 and higher.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSYDENTM is set equal to field TIENCCTM (Dependent Enclave CPUTIME), read from the ASG TMON Transaction
Performance History (TI) record.

Range of Value:

CSYDENTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDENTM is set to the sum of all values of CSYDENTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

CSYDHCRC contains the number of document handler CREATE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor   Data Element  Description

-------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 

 CMF 5.3+ Field 226     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHCRECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDHCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHCRC contains the sum of all values of CSYDHCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHDCT - Total Document Handler Delete Requests

CSYDHDCT is the total number of document handler delete requests issued by the user task. CSYDHDCT is available
from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUDHDCT.

Range of Value:

CSYDHDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHDCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDHDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

CSYDHINC contains the number of document handler INSERT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  

Monitor    Data Element  Description

-------    ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 227     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHINSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

      

Range of Value:

CSYDHINC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHINC contains the sum of all values of CSYDHINC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

CSYDHRTC contains the number of document handler RETRIEVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 

Monitor  Data Element  Description
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------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 229     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHRETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

       

Range of Value:

CSYDHRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHRTC contains the sum of all values of CSYDHRTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

CSYDHSTC contains the number of document handler SET requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------   -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 228     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHSETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

  

Range of Value:

CSYDHSTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHSTC contains the sum of all values of CSYDHSTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHTC - Total No. Document Requests

CSYDHTC contains the total number of document handler requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   

       SEE ALSO:  CSUDHTC - Total No. Document Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 230     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHTOTCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDHTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHTC contains the sum of all values of CSYDHTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

CSYDHTDL contains the total length of all documents created by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Range of Value:

CSYDHTDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDHTDL contains the sum of all values of CSYDHTDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

CSYDILWT contains the total elapsed time during which the user tasks waited for an intrapartition transient data lock
(TDIPLOCK). For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait (suspend)
times in Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDIPLOCK, see Resource
type TDIPLOCK: waits for transient data intrapartition requests in Troubleshooting.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:
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This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUDILWT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYDILWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDILWT contains the sum of all values of CSYDILWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDISTM - CICS/VS Dispatch Time

CSYDISTM is the time CICS control functions were dispatched by the operating system. For CMF and ASG-TMON input
data sources, this value includes Terminal Control, Task Control, and Journal Control dispatched time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatched Time

             CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

             CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

             CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

             CSYVDTIM - CVST Dispatched Time

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are as follows:

|
      

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------

  CMF       CSYDISTM = CSYTMJCD + CSYTMKCD + CSYTMTCD

  ASG-TMON  CSYDISTM = CSYTMJCD + CSYTMKCD + CSYTMTCD +

                       CSYCSNDP + CSYVDTIM

      

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYDISTM is set to the sum of all CSYDISTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLDMB - DL/I DMB Pool Size (Byte Count)

CSYDLDMB contains the DL/I DMB pool size as specified by the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) DMBPL
parameter. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLDMH - DL/I DMB Pool Use HWM for Interval

             CSYDLDMW - DL/I DMB Pool Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENDMBP      CICS DL/I DMB pool size field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLDMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLDMB contains the last value of CSYDLDMB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLDMH - DL/I DMB Pool Use HWM for Interval

CSYDLDMH contains the highest number of bytes used in the DL/I DMB pool since CICS startup for the current day. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLDMB - DL/I DMB Pool Size (Byte Count)

             CSYDLDMW - DL/I DMB Pool Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF           n/a

 

   TCE 2.0       TIDMBHWM      DL/1 DMB pool use high water

                               mark in interval

        

Note:

For The Monitor to collect this value, you must specify DLI POOL SAMPLING=Y on the Optional Collection Screen of
Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:
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CSYDLDMH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLDMH contains the last value of CSYDLDMH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLDMW - DL/I DMB Pool Wait Count

CSYDLDMW contains the number of times a DL/I DMB pool shortage occurred in the monitoring interval. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO: CSYDLDMB - DL/I DMB Pool Size (Byte Count)

             CSYDLDMH - DL/I DMB Pool Use HWM for Interval

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIDMBWCT      DL/I DMB pool shortage field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

       

Range of Value:

CSYDLDMW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLDMW contains the last value of CSYDLDMW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLENQ - DL/I ENQ Pool Size (Byte Count)

CSYDLENQ contains the DL/I ENQ pool size as specified by the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) ENQPL
parameter. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLEQH - DL/I ENQ Pool Use HWM for Interval

             CSYDLEQW - DL/I ENQ Pool Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENENQP      CICS DL/I ENQ pool size field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLENQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLENQ contains the last value of CSYDLENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLEQH - DL/I ENQ Pool Use HWM for Interval

CSYDLEQH contains the highest number of bytes used in the DL/I ENQ pool since CICS startup for the current day. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLENQ - DL/I ENQ Pool Size (Byte Count)

             CSYDLEQW - DL/I ENQ Pool Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0       TIENQHWM      DL/I ENQ pool use high water

                                mark in interval.

        

Note:

For The Monitor to collect this value, you must specify DLI POOL SAMPLING=Y on the Optional Collection Screen of
Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:

CSYDLEQH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLEQH contains the last value of CSYDLEQH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYDLEQW - DL/I ENQ Pool Wait Count

CSYDLEQW contains the number of DL/I ENQ pool waits that occurred in the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLENQ - DL/I ENQ Pool Size (Byte Count)

             CSYDLEQH - DL/I ENQ Pool Use HWM for Interval

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    ASG-TMON      TIIWTCTS      DL/I ENQ pool wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLEQW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLEQW contains the last value of CSYDLEQW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLICT - DL/I Calls

CSYDLICT is the total number of DL/I calls. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLITI - DL/I Calls Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor and The Monitor for CICS/ESA 2.0 data source. It is not available
from either CMF. It is read from the TIDLIRCT data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYDLICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLICT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYDLICT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

CSYDLIPW is the total number of transactions that encountered DL/I pool waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

       

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUDLIPW.

Range of Value:

CSYDLIPW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLIPW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYDLIPW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLITI - DL/I Calls Elapsed Time

CSYDLITI is the total elapsed time of DL/I calls. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLICT - DL/I Calls

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor and The Monitor for CICS/ESA 2.0 data source. It is not available
from either CMF. It is read from the TIDLIRTM data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYDLITI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLITI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYDLITI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

CSYDLITW is the total number of transactions that encountered DL/I thread waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count
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             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUDLITW.

Range of Value:

CSYDLITW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLITW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYDLITW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLPSB - DL/I PSB Pool Size (Byte Count)

CSYDLPSB contains the DL/I PSB pool size as specified by the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) PSBPL parameter.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLPSH - DL/I PSB Pool Use HWM for Interval

             CSYDLPSW - DL/I PSB Pool Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENPSBP      CICS DL/I PSB pool size field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                   record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLPSB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLPSB contains the last value of CSYDLPSB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLPSH - DL/I PSB Pool Use HWM for Interval

CSYDLPSH contains the highest number of bytes used in the DL/I PSB pool since CICS startup for the current day. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

     SEE ALSO:  CSYDLPSB - DL/I PSB Pool Size (Byte Count)

                CSYDLPSW - DL/I PSB Pool Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0       TIPSBHWM      DL/I PSB pool use high water

                                   mark in interval.

Note:

For The Monitor to collect this value, you must specify DLI POOL SAMPLING=Y on the Optional Collection Screen of
Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:

CSYDLPSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLPSH contains the last value of CSYDLPSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLPSW - DL/I PSB Pool Wait Count

CSYDLPSW contains the number of DL/I PSB pool waits that occurred in the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLPSB - DL/I PSB Pool Size (Byte Count)

             CSYDLPSH - DL/I PSB Pool Use HWM for Interval

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIPSBWCT      DL/I PSB pool waits,  a field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:
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CSYDLPSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLPSW contains the last value of CSYDLPSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLTHD - DL/I Threads Count in SIT

CSYDLTHD contains the DL/I thread number as specified by the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) DLTHRED
parameter. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLTHI - DL/I Thread Use HWM for Interval

             CSYDLTWC - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSYDLTWC - DL/I Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENDLT       CICS DL/I thread number field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLTHD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLTHD contains the last value of CSYDLTHD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLTHI - DL/I Thread Use HWM for Interval

CSYDLTHI contains the highest number of threads used by DL/I since CICS startup for the current day. This data element
is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLTHI - DL/I Thread Use HWM for Interval

             CSYDLTWC - DL/I Thread Wait Count
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             CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSYDLTWC - DL/I Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0       TITRDHWM      DL/I thread use high water mark

                                in interval.

        

Note:

For The Monitor to collect this value, you must specify DLI POOL SAMPLING=Y on the Optional Collection Screen of
Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:

CSYDLTHI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLTHI contains the last value of CSYDLTHI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLTWC - DL/I Thread Wait Count

CSYDLTWC contains the number of DL/I thread waits that occurred during the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

        

CICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITRDWCT      DL/I thread wait count, a field

                                from The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLTWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYDLTWC contains the sum of all values of CSYDLTWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

CSYDLWAT contains the total DL/I wait time that occurred for the user transactions during the monitoring interval. This
time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in the
total elapsed time for DL/I calls (MICS data element CSYDLITI). CSYDLWAT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYDLITI - Elapsed Time for CICS DL/I Calls

                   CSYDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIDLIWTM      DL/I wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYDLWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

CSYDLWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DL/I calls in the monitoring interval. This
number may be different from the total number of DL/I calls as reported by the MICS data element CSYDLICT.
CSYDLWCT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDLICT - DL/I Calls

             CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

       

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIDLIWCT      DL/I wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYDLWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDLWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDLWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDREBS - No. Library DEB Rebuilds

CSYDREBS contains the number of times the loader experienced an end-of-extent condition during a LOAD and
successfully closed and reopened the DFHRPL and retried the LOAD. This data element is obtained from the CICS loader
and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPUSUS - Total No. Loader Program Uses

             CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

             CSYLLRRO - No. Library Load Req on RO TCB

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGDREBS       Times LIBRARY secondary extents

                (type 30)      detected

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYDREBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDREBS contains the sum of all values of CSYDREBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYDSA - Current DSA Total (in K)

CSYDSA is the total amount of storage (in kilobytes) of the CICS dynamic storage areas below the line. This value may
be smaller or larger than the value reported in CSYDSAL (Current DSA Limit).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDSAL  - Current DSA Limit (in K)

             CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA Total (in K)

             CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field    Description

    --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

    CICS Stats      SMSDSATOTAL   Current DSA total

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 16384 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSA contains the last value of CSYDSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage below the 16 MB line is allocated in 256 KB increments.

CSYDSAL - Current DSA Limit (in K)

CSYDSAL is the limit of the CICS dynamic storage areas (in kilobytes) as defined by the DSALIM system initialization
parameter for individual DSAs that reside below the 16 MB boundary. From the storage size specified, CICS allocates the
following dynamic storage areas: CDSAM, RDSA, SDSA, and UDSA.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYDSA   - Current DSA Total (in K)

                   CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA Total (in K)

                   CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field    Description

    --------------  ------------  -----------------------------
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    CICS Stats      SMSDSALIMIT   Current DSA limit

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

  

Range of Value:

CSYDSAL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 16384 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSAL contains the last value of CSYDSAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDSAPZ - DSA Page Size

CSYDSAPZ contains the page size, in bytes, for the CICS Dynamic Storage Area (DSA). This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYDSARS - DSA Size after Loading Resident Pgms

                    CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIPGESZE      CICS DSA page size field from

                                The Monitor&#39;s interval record.

      

Range of Value:

CSYDSAPZ has a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSAPZ contains the last value of CSYDSAPZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDSARS - DSA Size after Loading Resident Pgms

CSYDSARS contains the size, in K (1024) bytes, of the CICS Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) after all resident programs
have been loaded. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYDSAPZ - DSA Page Size

             CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIDSARES      DSA size after loading resident

                                programs,  a field from The

                                Monitor&#39;s interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYDSARS has a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSARS contains the last value of CSYDSARS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

CSYDSASZ is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the dynamic storage area (DSA) below the
16 MB boundary. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA release 3.1.
This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMSDSASZ      Size of DSA

   Stats      (type 9)

   (V3.1 ONLY)

       

Range of Value:

The range of value is 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSASZ is set to the last occurrence of CSYDSASZ in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDSWAT - Total Dispatch Queue Time

CSYDSWAT contains the elapsed time that the user transactions spent waiting for dispatch by the CICS Task Control
Program (KCP) during the monitoring interval. This excludes the wait time for first dispatch as reported by MICS data
element CSYDS1WT. CSYDSWAT is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYDSWCT - Total Trans with Dispatch Queue Time

                    CSYDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0       TIIDSQST      Total dispatch queue time

 

    TCE 2.1       TIIDSWRT      Total dispatch queue time

        

Range of Value:

CSYDSWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYDSWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYDSWCT - Total Trans with Dispatch Queue Time

CSYDSWCT contains the number of transactions that waited for dispatch by the CICS Task Control Program (KCP)
during the monitoring interval. This excludes the wait time for first dispatch as reported by MICS data element
CSYDS1WT. CSYDSWCT is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          SEE ALSO:  CSYDSWAT - Total Dispatch Queue Time

                     CSYDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0       TIIDSQSC      Total dispatch queue count

 

    TCE 2.1+      TIIDSWRC      Total dispatch queue count

        

Range of Value:

CSYDSWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDSWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDSWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDS1WC - Total Wait First Dispatch Count

CSYDS1WC contains the number of transactions that waited for first dispatch. It has values when CMF at CICS/ESA
release 4.1 or higher is the data source. It does not have values when ASG-TMON is the data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYDS1WT - Total Wait First Dispatch Time

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUDS1WC values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYDS1WC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDS1WC contains the sum of all values of CSYDS1WC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYDS1WT - Total Wait First Dispatch Time

CSYDS1WT contains the elapsed time that user transactions spent waiting for the first dispatch during a monitoring
interval. This time is measured from the request to the CICS Task Control Program (KCP) to ATTACH the transaction to
the KCP CREATE request. CSYDS1WT is populated when ASG-TMON is the data source. It is also populated when CMF
for CICS/ESA release 4.1 or higher is the data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

              CSYDS1WC - Total Wait First Dispatch Count

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUDS1WT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYDS1WT is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDS1WT contains the sum of all values of CSYDS1WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CSYDTSCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) suspends that occurred during the
monitoring interval. CSYDTSCT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIDTPSCT      DTP (MRO) suspend wait count, a

                                field from The Monitor interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:
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CSYDTSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDTSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDTSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CSYDTSUS contains the elapsed time in a monitoring interval during which the transactions were suspended while
waiting for a distributed transaction processing (DTP) function. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend
until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIDTPSTM      DTP (MRO) suspend wait time,  a

                                field from The Monitor interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:

CSYDTSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDTSUS contains the sum of all values of CSYDTSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

CSYDTWAT contains the elapsed time in a monitoring interval during which user transactions were waiting for a
distributed transaction processing (DTP) function. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent
dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIIWTTMS      MRO/DTP wait time

          

Range of Value:

CSYDTWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYDTWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYDTWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

CSYDTWCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIIWTCTS      MRO/DPT wait count

          

Range of Value:

CSYDTWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYDTWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYDTWCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYD2CPU - D2 Termin. DB2 Prot. Thread TCB CPU Time

CSYD2CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the D2 Open Mode TCB. CSYD2CPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                     

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYD2CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYD2CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYD2CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYD2DSP - D2 Termin. DB2 Prot Thrd. TCB Disp. Time

CSYD2DSP contains the elapsed time for which the D2 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. This data element is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                       

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYD2DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYD2DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYD2DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

CSYD2WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the D2 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYD2WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

          

Range of Value:

CSYD2WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYD2WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYD2WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

CSYD2WTM contains the total elapsed time for which the D2 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.2 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYD2WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYD2WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYD2WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

CSYECBWC contains the number of transaction waits during an interval that The Monitor could not identify the specific
ECB wait type. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSYDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSYDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSYDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSYFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSYIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSYJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CSYTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSYVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSYVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIECBCNT      Unidentified ECB wait count, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:

CSYECBWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYECBWC contains the sum of all values of CSYECBWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

CSYECBWT contains the elapsed time of transaction waits for which The Monitor could not identify the ECB wait type.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSYFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CSYIRWCT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSYIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CSYISWAT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CSYJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSYPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CSYTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSYTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CSYTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSYTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CSYUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    The Monitor   TIECBTIM      Unidentified ECB wait time, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:

CSYECBWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYECBWT contains the sum of all values of CSYECBWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

CSYECDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA) above
the 16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT).This data element is obtained from the
CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of ECDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

          

Range of Value:

CSYECDSA ranges from 3072 KB to 1048567 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYECDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYECDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage above the 16 MB line is allocated in 1 MB increments.

CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYECDSC is the maximum amount of storage allocated to support CICS-key access in the extended CICS dynamic
storage area (ECDSA) above the 16 MB boundary. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage
manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSC - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)
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          CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 8)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYECDSC contains the maximum CSYECDSC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEDSA - Current EDSA Total (in K)

CSYEDSA is the total amount of storage (in K bytes) currently allocated to the DSAs above the line. This value may be
smaller or larger than the value reported in the CSYEDSAL element (Current EDSA Limit).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDSA   - Current DSA Total (in K)

             CSYDSAL  - Current DSA Limit (in K)

             CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Input Field   Description

    --------------  ------------  ----------------------------

    CICS Stats      SMSEDSATOTAL  Current EDSA Total

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

          

Range of Value:

CSYEDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1048567K.
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Summarization Process:

CSYEDSA contains the last value of CSYEDSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

CSYEDSAL is the limit of the CICS extended dynamic storage areas (in K bytes) as defined by the EDSALIM system
initialization parameter.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDSA   - Current DSA Total (in K)

             CSYDSAL  - Current DSA Limit (in K)

             CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA Total (in K)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Input Field   Description

    --------------  ------------  ----------------------------

    CICS Stats      SMSEDSALIMIT  Current EDSA limit

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

          

Range of Value:

CSYEDSAL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1048567K.

Summarization Process:

CSYEDSAL contains the last value of CSYEDSAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

CSYEDSAZ is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the extended DSA (EDSA) above the 16 MB boundary.
This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.1 and higher. For
CICS/ESA 3.3 and higher, it represents the total DSA storage above 16 MB, including ECDSA, EUDSA, and ERDSA. This
data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)
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          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMSDSASZ      Size of EDSA

   Stats      (type 9)

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value of CSYEDSAZ is 512K.

Summarization Process:

CSYEDSAZ is set to the last occurrence of CSYEDSAZ in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEJSTM - Total Address Space CPU Time

CSYEJSTM contains the total CPU time for all TCBs in this CICS address space during the interval. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       See also:  CSYLSTRT - Local Sub-Disp Start Time

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TQGACNAL       Address Space CPU Time

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON     N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYEJSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYEJSTM contains the sum of all values of CSYEJSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYEPCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the EP Event Processing Mode. CSYEPCPU is obtained from
the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 4.1 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU  Time

                        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYEPCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYEPCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYEPCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch

CSYEPDSP contains the elapsed time during which the EP Event Processing Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYEPDSP is
obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYEPDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYEPDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYEPDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

CSYEPWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the EP Event Processing mode. This value is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits
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             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYEPWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       The number of MVS waits which

    Stats                       occurred on TCBs in this mode.

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 60 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 2.1 and above.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYEPWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYEPWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYEPWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

CSYEPWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the EP Event Processing Mode was in an MVS wait. This value
is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

                        (removed in CTS 3.1)

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time
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             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYEPWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum real time that the CICS

    Stats         (type 60)     region was in an MVS wait

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYEPWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYEPWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYEPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

CSYEQSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred in the monitoring interval during which user transactions
waited on enqueue processing. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSYTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

    The Monitor   TIENQTMC      Enqueue suspend wait count, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval
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                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYEQSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYEQSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYEQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

CSYEQSUS contains the elapsed time in the interval during which user transactions were suspended while waiting
for enqueue processing. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYICSYS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSYISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENQWTM      Enqueue suspend wait time field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYEQSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYEQSUS contains the sum of all values of CSYEQSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

CSYERDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended read-only DSA (ERDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). ERDSA is used for reentrant CICS and
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application programs.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases
3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of ERDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYERDSA ranges from 3072 KB to 1048567 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYERDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYERDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage above the 16 MB line is allocated in 1 MB increments.

CSYERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

CSYERSTM is the total response time for the CICS application unit for any response event completed during the interval
and identified as &quot;excessive&quot; by the user in the relative longevity exit. Response events cover the internal
response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction type

        

Element Derivation:

CSYERSTM is assigned from CSUTRSTM, if TRANCODE = &#39;X&#39; (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYERSTM is set to the sum of all CSUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level that have been identified
as &quot;excessive.&quot;

Usage Notes:

None

CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

CSYESDSA contains the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended shared DSA (ERDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT).This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of ESDSA
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   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYESDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1048567 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYESDSA contains the last value of CSYESDSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage above the 16 MB line is allocated in 1 MB increments.

CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

CSYETDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended trusted DSA (ETDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). ETDSA is used for security -related CICS
control blocks.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 4.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of ETDSA

                   (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:
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CSYETDSA ranges from 3072 KB to 1048567 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYETDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYETDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

CSYETRN is the number of transaction executions that have been identified as &quot;excessive&quot; by the user in the
relative longevity exit (CICRLRT in prefix.MICS.PARMS).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CSUTRANS if TRANTYPE = &#39;X&#39; (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYETRN is set to the sum of all CSYETRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

CSYEUDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended user DSA (EUDSA) above the 16 MB boundary,
as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT).This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage
manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)
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          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of EUDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYEUDSA ranges from 1536 KB to 1048567 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYEUDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYEUDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage above the 16 MB line is allocated in 1 MB increments.

CSYEUDSC - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYEUDSC is the maximum amount of storage allocated to support CICS-key access in the extended user dynamic
storage area (EUDSA) above the 16 MB boundary. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage
manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also:  CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

           CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

           CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

           CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

           CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

           CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

           CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

           CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

           CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 8)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYEUDSC contains the maximum CSYEUDSC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

CSYEUDSU is the maximum amount of storage allocated to support USER-key access in the extended user dynamic
storage area (EUDSA) above the 16 MB boundary. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage
manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSC - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 8)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSYEUDSU contains the maximum CSYEUDSU value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEXCPS - I/O (excps) Generated

CSYEXCPS records I/O EXCP (execute channel program) requests issued for the CICS address space during a
measurement interval. CSYEXCPS is only available from ASG-TMON. CMF collect statistics for file control program calls
issued by individual transactions (see CSUFCOPS). File control calls do not have a one-to-one correlation to hardware I/O
activities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CSYSIOCT - Access Method Calls

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     -----------   ---------------------------------

     ASG-TMON    TIEXCPCT      EXCP Count

                              (from The Monitor system record)

 

     CMF         Not available

        

Range of Value:

CSYEXCPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYEXCPS is set to the sum of all values of CSYEXCPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEXCTM - Elapsed Time of User Excluded Tran

CSYEXCTM contains the elapsed transaction time, the dispatch time plus wait time, of all user-excluded transactions that
were processed during the monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYEXDTM - Elapse Dispatch Time User Exclude

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIEXTIME      Total elapsed time of user

                                excluded transactions from The

                                Monitor&#39;s system record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYEXCTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

CSYEXCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYEXCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEXDTM - Elapse Dispatch Time User Exclude

CSYEXDTM contains the elapsed dispatch time used by user- excluded transactions that were processed during the
monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYEXCTM - Elapse Time of User Excluded Trans

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIEXDSP       Total elapsed dispatch time of

                                user-excluded transactions from

                                The Monitor&#39;s system record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYEXDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

CSYEXDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYEXDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFCTOT - Total File Requests

CSYFCTOT is the total number of file control requests from the transaction records. It is available in the DAYS and higher
timespans for CMF.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF          FCTOTCT      The total number of file requests

               (093)        issued by the user-task.

        

Range of Value:

CSYFCTOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFCTOT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYFCTOT that were included in the level of summarization

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

CSYFCVWT contains the total elapsed time in which the user tasks waited for VSAM strings. This element accumulates
time spent waiting on resource type FCPSSUSP or FCSRSUSP. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and
Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUFCVWT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYFCVWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFCVWT contains the sum of all values of CSYFCVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFCWAT - FCP File Wait Time

CSYFCWAT contains the file control wait time for all transactions processed during the monitoring interval. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CSYECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CSYDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CSYDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSYIRWAT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CSYJCWAT - Journal Wait Time

             CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CSYTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CSYTSIWT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIFCPWTM      FCP file wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYFCWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

CSYFCWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYFCWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

CSYFCWCT contains the number of file control waits that occurred during the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from CMF and The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYFCWAT - FCP File Wait Time

             CSYECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CSYDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CSYDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CSYDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CSYDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CSYDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CSYIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CSYJCWCT - Journal Wait Count
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             CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (output) Wait Count

             CSYTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CSYVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSYVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    ASG-TMON      TIFCPWCT      FCP file wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYFCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYFCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

CSYFCXWT contains the total elapsed time in which the user tasks waited for exclusive control of VSAM Control
Intervals. This element accumulates time spent waiting on resource type FCXCSUSP, FCXDSUSP, FCXCPROT, or
FCXDPROT. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring
reference.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUFCXWT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYFCXWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFCXWT contains the sum of all values of CSYFCXWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYFECT - File Events

CSYFECT is the total number of file elapsed events. This data element is available from The Monitor data source

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYFETI - File Elapsed Time

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source. It is read from the TIFCPRCT data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYFECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYFECT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFETI - File Elapsed Time

CSYFETI is the total file elapsed time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYFECT - File Events

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from ASG-TMON data source. It is read from the TIFCPRTM data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYFETI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFETI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYFETI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFGFCT - No. FROMGUARD Failures

CSYFGFCT contains the count of requests for 64-bit storage that failed, where the requests use the z/OS IARV64 macro
with REQUEST=CHANGEGUARD, CONVERT=FROMGUARD parameters. This data element is obtained from the CICS
storage manager statistics record.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYFGFSZ - FROMGUARD Failure Size

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     

    Monitor     Data Element      Description

    -------     ------------      -----------------------------

   CICS Stats   SMSFROMGUARDFAIL  Number of IARV64 FROMGUARD

                (type 29)         failures

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

     

Range of Value

CSYFGFCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFGFCT contains the sum of all values of CSYFGFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CSYFGFSZ - FROMGUARD Failure Size

CSYFGFSZ contains the size of the largest request for 64-bit storage that failed, where the request used the z/OS
IARV64 macro with the REQUEST=CHANGEGUARD, CONVERT=FROMGUARD parameters. This value is in bytes. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also:  CSYFGFCT - No. FROMGUARD Failures

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------           ------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSFROMGUARDFAILSIZE   Largest IARV64 FROMGUARD

                (type 29)              failure size

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYFGFSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYFGFSZ contains the last value of CSYFGFSZ processed in the level of summarization

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFMASK - File Type Construction Mask

CSYFMASK is two bytes in length, with each byte signifying the presence or absence of one or more detail CSU or CSY
source records in a DAYS level CICCSY file observation.

    +-------------------------- CSU detail record(s) present

    |   +---------------------- CSY detail record(s) present

    V   V

 

  +---+---+

  | U | Y |  (=== Value of CSYFMASK if type present

  +---+---+

  | . | . |  (=== Value of CSYFMASK if type missing

  +---+---+

        

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYFMASK -  File Type Construction Mask

        

Element Derivation:

CSYFMASK is constructed when all of the available CSY and CSU records for an hour are merged together by the MICS
module #CSYDSUM.

Range of Value:

The first byte will contain either a period (.) or a U, and the second byte will contain either a period (.) or a Y.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSYFMASK read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

CSYFMASK provides you with an audit trail to identify whether CSU and/or CSY detail records were used to build
observations in the MICS CICCSY file at the DAYS timespan. This element can be useful in analyzing the completeness
of the CSY data at the DAYS timespan.

CSYFOCPU - File-owning CPU Time

CSYFOCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the file-owning TCB. CSYFOCPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed
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             CSYROCPU - Resource Owning CPU Time

             CSYRPCPU - ONC/RPC TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZCPU - Secondary LU TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYFOCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 56 for CICS Transaction

                              Server (CTS). It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CTS 1.3

                              and then to the type 60 record

                              in CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

  Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYFOCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYFOCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

CSYFODSP contains the elapsed time during which the file-owning TCB was dispatched. This data element is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSZDSP - Secondary LU TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch  Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYFODSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS). It moved to the

                                type 55 record with CTS 1.3

                                and then to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYFODSP is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to the total duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYFODSP contains the sum of all values of CSYFODSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFOWTM - File-owning MVS Wait Time

CSYFOWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the file-owning TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYFOWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS). It moved to the
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                                type 55 record with CTS 1.3

                                and then to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYFOWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYFOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYFRAME - Real (MVS) Storage Frame Count

CSYFRAME contains the count of operating system real storage frames allocated to the CICS region during the
monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIFRAMES      CICS real storage frames from

                                   The Monitor&#39;s system record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYFRAME takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYFRAME contains the last value of CSYFRAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

CSYGCDSA is the amount of storage (in megabytes) allocated for segment storage, also called above-the-bar
storage.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 3.2 and higher. It is
available from CMF input only.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of GCDSA

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYGCDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGCDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYGCDSA in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This storage is not limited by CICS but by the z/OS system. See the z/OS MVS JCL Reference guide for information about
the MEMLIMIT JCL parameter.

CSYGDSA - Current GDSA Active (MB)

CSYGDSA contains the current above-the-bar storage in use represented in megabytes. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

             CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

             CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

             CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSGDSAACTIVE   Current GDSA active

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYGDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGDSA contains the last value of CSYGDSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

CSYGDSAA contains the current above-the-bar storage that is allocated to the DSAs represented in megabytes. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

             CSYGDSA  - Current GDSA Active (MB)

             CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

             CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSGDSAALLOC    Current GDSA allocated

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON    N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYGDSAA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGDSAA contains the last value of CSYGDSAA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYGCDSC - High-Water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYGCDSC is the maximum amount of storage allocated in megabytes support CICS-key access in the extended user
dynamic storage area (GCDSA) above-the-bar. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager
data for CTS releases 5.1 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYGCDSC contains the maximum CSYGCDSC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGCDSU - High-Water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

CSYGCDSU is the maximum amount of storage allocated in megabytes support USER-key access in the extended user
dynamic storage area (GCDSA) above-the-bar. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager
data for CTS releases 5.1 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)
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          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYGCDSU contains the maximum CSYGCDSU value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

CSYGMSCD contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this dynamic storage
area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above
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Range of Value:

CSYGMSCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSCD contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSCD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

CSYGMSCT contains the number of times during the monitoring interval that transactions were suspended while waiting
for storage. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYGMSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

             CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSYTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIGMAWCT      Storage suspend wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

CSYGMSEC contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSEC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSEC contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

CSYGMSER contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSER is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSER contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

CSYGMSES contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDESUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above
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Range of Value:

CSYGMSES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSES contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSES processed in the level of summarization.

CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

CSYGMSET contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSET contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

CSYGMSEU contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSEU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSEU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSEU contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSEU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

CSYGMSGC contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this above-the-bar
dynamic storage area (GDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYGMSGC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSGC contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

CSYGMSGS contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this above-the-bar
dynamic storage area (GDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSGS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSGS contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSGS processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

CSYGMSGU contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this above-the-bar
dynamic storage area (GDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSGU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYGMSGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSGU contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

CSYGMSRD contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this dynamic storage
area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)
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          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSRD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYGMSRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSRD contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

CSYGMSSD contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this dynamic storage
area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSSD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYGMSSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSSD contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGMSUD - Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)

CSYGMSUD contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended while waiting for this dynamic storage
area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGMSCD - Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)

          CSYGMSEC - Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)

          CSYGMSER - Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)

          CSYGMSES - Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)

          CSYGMSET - Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)

          CSYGMSEU - Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)

          CSYGMSGC - Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)

          CSYGMSGS - Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)

          CSYGMSGU - Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)

          CSYGMSRD - Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)

          CSYGMSSD - Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYGMSUD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASUS  DSA STORAGE SUSPEND COUNT

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

CSYGMSUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSUD contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSUD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYGMSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

CSYGMSUS contains the elapsed time in a monitoring interval during which user transactions were suspended while
waiting for storage. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSYICSYS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSYISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    TCE 2.0+      TISTGWTM      Storage suspend wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYGMSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYGMSUS contains the sum of all values of CSYGMSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

CSYGQDTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a CICS task control global enqueue. This field is a component of the
task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor  Data Element  Description
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     ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

     CMF 5.3+ Field 123     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

              (GNQDELAY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                            detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYGQDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYGQDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYGQDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

CSYGSDSA is the amount of storage (in megabytes) that programs issuing a CICS GETMAIN64 command to get 64-bit
storage with the shared option. GSDSA is called above-the-bar shared DSA storage.This data element is obtained from
the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of GSDSA

                   (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record) 

      

Range of Value:

CSYGSDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYGSDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYGSDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample GMT

CSYGSPTM contains timestamp when the MVS monitor system task last sampled MVS storage in GMT time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:  CSYLSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample Local Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Element            Description

-------       ------------      -------------------------------

CICS Stats    SMSMVSMONSAMPLE   Last Monitor Sample Timestamp

               LASTTIMEGMT

               (type 29)

 

ASG-TMON     N/A

Range of Value:

CSYGSPTM is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSYGSPTM contains the last value of CSYGSPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGSRSZ - GETSTOR Requests Size (MB)

CSYGSRSZ contains the GETSTOR request size in megabytes. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage
manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

        

  Monitor     Data Element    Description

 -------     ------------     ------------------------------
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 CICS Stats  SMSGETSTORSIZE   GETSTOR request size

                (type 29)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYGSRSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYGSRSZ contains the last value of CSYGSRSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

CSYGUDSA is the amount of storage (in megabytes) for all user-key task-lifetime storage in 64-bit (above-the-bar).
GUDSA is called above-the-bar user DSA storage.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager
data for CTS 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of GUDSA

                   (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYGUDSA ranges from 3072 KB to 1048567 KB.
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Summarization Process:

CSYGUDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYGUDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYGUDSC is the maximum amount of storage allocated in megabytes support CICS-key task-lifetime in 64-bit (GUDSA)
above-the-bar storage. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS releases 5.1
and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYGUDSC contains the maximum CSYGUDSC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

CSYGUDSU is the maximum amount of storage allocated in megabytes support USER-key task lifetime 64-bit storage,
(GUDSA) above-the-bar. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS releases
5.1 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:
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Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

             CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

             CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

             CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON  n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYGUDSU contains the maximum CSYGUDSU value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

CSYHIACD contains the largest amount of DSA storage allocated during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYHIACD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIACD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIACD contains the maximum value of CSYHIACD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

CSYHIAEC contains the largest amount of extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAEC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0
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Range of Value:

CSYHIAEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

CSYHIAER contains the largest amount of extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAER is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAER contains the maximum value of CSYHIAER processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

CSYHIAES contains the largest amount of extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAES contains the maximum value of CSYHIAES processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

CSYHIAET contains the largest amount of extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)
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          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V3.4

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAET contains the maximum value of CSYHIAET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

CSYHIAEU contains the largest amount of extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAEU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED
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   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAEU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAEU contains the maximum value of CSYHIAEU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

CSYHIAGC contains the largest amount of Above-the-bar dynamic storage area (GDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAGC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V3.4

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAGC contains the maximum value of CSYHIAGC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

CSYHIAGS contains the largest amount of Above-the-bar dynamic storage area (GDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAGS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V3.4

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAGS contains the maximum value of CSYHIAGS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

CSYHIAGU contains the largest amount of Above-the-bar dynamic storage area (GDSA) storage allocated during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)
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          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIAGU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V3.4

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAGU contains the maximum value of CSYHIAGU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

CSYHIARD contains the largest amount of DSA storage allocated during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIARD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below
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   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIARD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIARD contains the maximum value of CSYHIARD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

CSYHIASD contains the largest amount of DSA storage allocated during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

          CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYHIASD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIASD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIASD contains the maximum value of CSYHIASD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYHIATK - Active Task HWM this Interval

CSYHIATK contains the highest number of concurrently active tasks that existed during the recording interval. This data
element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor (71)  n/a

    The Monitor   TIMATHWM      Active task high watermark from

                                The Monitor&#39;s interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIATK takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIATK contains the maximum value of CSYHIATK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIAUD - Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)

CSYHIAUD contains the largest amount of DSA storage allocated during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   See also: CSYHIACD - Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)

          CSYHIAEC - Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)

          CSYHIAER - Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)

          CSYHIAES - Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)

          CSYHIAET - Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)

          CSYHIAEU - Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)

          CSYHIAGC - Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)

          CSYHIAGS - Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)

          CSYHIAGU - Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)

          CSYHIARD - Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)

             CSYHIASD - Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYHIAUD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor        Field     Description

   -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEAHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V1.5 and below

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE ALLOCATED

   V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIAUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIAUD contains the maximum value of CSYHIAUD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHICPU - High Task CPU Consumption

CSYHICPU contains the CPU time consumed by the transaction identified as having the highest CPU time consumption
during the recording interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYHTCPU - Trans ID of Task with Highest CPU

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TIHTRCTM      Total CPU real high task time

        

Range of Value:

CSYHICPU is a SAS time value that ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHICPU contains the maximum value of CSYHICPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYHIDSS - High Task Data Stream Size

CSYHIDSS contains the length, in bytes, of the input terminal data stream of the transaction identified as having the
largest size terminal data stream during the recording interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYHTDSS - Trans ID of Task w/Highest Data Stream

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIHTDSS       High task data stream from The

                                   Monitor&#39;s interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIDSS takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIDSS contains the maximum value of CSYHIDSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIFCW - High Task File Request Time

CSYHIFCW contains the file request wait time of the transaction identified as having the highest file request wait time
during the recording interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYHTFCW - Trans ID of Task with Highest File Wait

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIHWFWTM      File wait time of high file

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIFCW is a SAS time value that ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYHIFCW contains the maximum value of CSYHIFCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIPAG - High Task Paging Count

CSYHIPAG contains the number of page-ins and page-outs of the transaction identified as having the highest paging
during the recording interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHTPAG - Trans ID of Task with Highest Paging

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIHTPAGE      High task paging count from The

                                Monitor&#39;s interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIPAG takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIPAG contains the maximum value of CSYHIPAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

CSYHIQCD contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the DSA during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQCD contains the maximum value of CSYHIQCD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

CSYHIQEC contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the extended
dynamic storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYHIQEC contains the maximum value of CSYHIQEC processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

CSYHIQER contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the extended
dynamic storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQER contains the maximum value of CSYHIQER processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

CSYHIQES contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the extended dynamic
storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQES contains the maximum value of CSYHIQES processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

CSYHIQEU contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the extended
dynamic storage area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQEU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYHIQEU contains the maximum value of CSYHIQEU processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

CSYHIQRD contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the DSA during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQRD contains the maximum value of CSYHIQRD processed for the level of summarization.CSYHIQSD - Peak
Storage Request Queued (SDSA)CSYHIQSD contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting
for storage in the DSA during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

         

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQSD contains the maximum value of CSYHIQSD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYHIQUD - Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)

CSYHIQUD contains the highest number of simultaneous application requests waiting for storage in the DSA during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIQCD - Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)

             CSYHIQEC - Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)

             CSYHIQER - Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)

             CSYHIQES - Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)

             CSYHIQEU - Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)

             CSYHIQRD - Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)

             CSYHIQSD - Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAQHI  DSA PEAK STORAGE REQUEST QUEUED

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIQUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIQUD contains the maximum value of CSYHIQUD processed for the level of summarization.
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CSYHIRES - High Task Response Time

CSYHIRES contains the response time of the transaction identified as having the highest response time during the
recording interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHTRES - Trans ID of Task w/ Highest Resp Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIHRSRTM      Response for high task

        

Range of Value:

CSYHIRES is a SAS time value that ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHIRES contains the maximum value of CSYHIRES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHISTG - High Task Storage Utilization

CSYHISTG contains the number of storage bytes used by the transaction identified as using the highest amount of
storage during the monitoring interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYHTSTG - Trans ID of Task with Highest Storage

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TITIOHWM      Total storage for high task

        

Range of Value:
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CSYHISTG takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHISTG contains the maximum value of CSYHISTG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHITSK - High Task Level This Interval

CSYHITSK contains the highest number of concurrent tasks within CICS during the monitoring interval. This data element
is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIINTHWM      High task level this interval

        

Range of Value:

CSYHITSK takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHITSK contains the maximum value of CSYHITSK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHMDLC - Total TCB Change Mode Requests

CSYHMDLC is the total number of times that the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS dispatcher change-TCB
mode request was issued by or on behalf of the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUHMDLC.
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Range of Value:

CSYHMDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHMDLC contains the sum of all values of CSYHMDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHMDLY - Total CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

CSYHMDLY is the total elapsed time the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS dispatcher change-TCB mode
request was issued by or on behalf of the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Node Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSYHMDLY.

Range of Value:

CSYHMDLY&#39;s value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYHMDLY is set to the sum of all CSYHMDLY values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTAMC - Trans ID of Task w/ Highest I/O Request

CSYHTAMC contains the transaction ID of the transaction that generated the highest number of I/O requests during the
monitoring interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIAMC - High Task I/O Request Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIHAITID      Task ID of high AMCT
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Range of Value:

CSYHTAMC can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTAMC contains the last value of CSYHTAMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTCPU - Trans ID of Task with Highest CPU

CSYHTCPU contains the transaction ID of the transaction that consumed the highest amount of CPU during the
monitoring interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHICPU - High Task CPU Consumption

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TICPUTID      Task ID of high CPU this

                                interval

        

Range of Value:

CSYHTCPU can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTCPU contains the last value of CSYHTCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTDSS - Trans ID of Task w/ Highest Data Stream

CSYHTDSS contains the transaction ID of the transaction with the largest size terminal data stream during the monitoring
interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYHIDSS - High Task Data Stream Size

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIHTDSST      Transaction ID of task with

                                highest stream from The

                                Monitor&#39;s system record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYHTDSS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTDSS contains the last value of CSYHTDSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTFCW - Trans ID of Task w/ Highest File Wait

CSYHTFCW contains the transaction ID of the transaction that incurred the highest file wait time during the monitoring
interval. This data element is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHIFCW - High Task File Request Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TIHWFFID      FCTID of high wait file

          

Range of Value:

CSYHTFCW can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTFCW contains the last value of CSYHTFCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTPAG - Trans ID of Task with Highest Paging

CSYHTPAG contains the transaction ID of the transaction that generated the highest number of page-ins and page-outs
during the monitoring interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYHIPAG - High Task Paging Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIHPAGET      Transaction ID of task with

                                highest paging from The

                                Monitor&#39;s system record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYHTPAG can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTPAG contains the last value of CSYHTPAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTRES - Trans ID of Task w/ Highest Resp Time

CSYHTRES contains the transaction ID of the transaction that incurred the highest response time during the monitoring
interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYHIRES - High Task Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Data Field    Description

    -------        ----------    ------------------------------

    CMF n/a

    TCE 2.0+       TIHRSTID       Task ID of high response

        

Range of Value:

CSYHTRES can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTRES contains the last value of CSYHTRES processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYHTSTG - Trans ID of Task with Highest Storage

CSYHTSTG contains the transaction ID of the transaction that used the highest amount of storage during the monitoring
interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYHISTG - High Task Storage Utilization

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIHTIOID      Task ID of high task storage

        

Range of Value:

CSYHTSTG can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSYHTSTG contains the last value of CSYHTSTG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYH8CPU - H8 Java Hotpooling TCB CPU Time

CSYH8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the H8 Open Mode TCB. CSYH8CPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server releases and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time
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             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

  Stats         (type 60)

 

  CMF           N/A

  Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYH8CPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYH8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYH8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time

CSYH8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the H8 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server releases and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  ------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

  Stats         (type 60)

 

  CMF           N/A

 

  Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYH8DSP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYH8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYH8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits

CSYH8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the H8 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server releases and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

  Stats         (type 60)
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  CMF           N/A

 

  Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYH8WAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYH8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYH8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

CSYH8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the H8 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value
is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server releases and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

  Stats         (type 60)

 

  CMF           N/A

 

  Monitor       N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYH8WTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYH8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYH8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

CSYICSCT contains the number of times during the interval that user transactions were suspended in response to an
Interval Control Program (ICP) wait. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSYTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    The Monitor   TIICPSCT      ICP suspend wait count, a field

                                   in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYICSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYICSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYICSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

CSYICSUS contains the total time during the interval that user transactions were suspended in response to an Interval
Control Program (ICP) wait. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSYISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    The Monitor   TAICPSTM      ICP suspend wait time, a field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYICSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYICSUS contains the sum of all values of CSYICSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYIDLTM - Idle (Non-Dispatched) Time

CSYIDLTM is the time CICS spent waiting for operating system services or in a voluntary wait state. This data element is
available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             DURATION - System Measurement Interval Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------

 

  CMF      CSYCPUTM      CPU Time Consumed

           DURATION      System Measurement Interval Time

  The 
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  Monitor  CSYCPUTM      CPU Time Consumed

           DURATION

  

  CMF:     CSYIDLTM = DURATION - CSYCPUTM;

 

  The Monitor: CSYIDLTM = DURATION - CSYCPUTM

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYIDLTM is set to the sum of all CSYIDLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

CSYIDWTM contains the value of elapsed time in which user task was dispatched and/or suspended indoubt at the same
time as processing a syncpoint for an Object Transport Service syncpoint request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element    Description

------- ------------     -------------------------------------

 

CMF 5.3+ Field 199       Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

         (OTSINDWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYIDWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYIDWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYIDWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

CSYIMSGS is the count of the number of input messages received by all transaction executions over this system
measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUIMSGS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYIMSGS is set to the sum of all CSYIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

CSYIMSRC contains the number of IMS (DBCTL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 179     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSREQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYIMSRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYIMSRC contains the sum of all values of CSYIMSRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

CSYIMSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for DBCTL to service the IMS requests issued by the
user task. This field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

CMF 5.3+ Field 186     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSWAIT)   110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHDATA group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYIMSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYIMSWT contains the sum of all values of CSYIMSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYINCH - Input Message Character Traffic

CSYINCH is the count of the number of input characters received by all transaction executions over this system
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously constructed CICCSU file data element CSUINCH. For CMF, this
data element will contain zeros for versions prior to CICS version 1.6.1 and the sum of the primary and secondary
input character counts for CICS versions 1.6.1 and above. For The Monitor, this data element will contain the value of
TATERMIL.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYINCH is set to the sum of all CSYINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The input character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much load is put on the
terminal operator by the application, and the relative information processed per CICS transaction Some limitations on the
use of this element include the following:

• F prior to CICS release 1.6.1 did not break character counts down into input and output categories. All character
analysis for CMF systems had to be done from the output character counts (See CSUOUTCH/CSUINCH/
CSYOUTCH).

• F161 provides input and output character counts by primary and secondary facility.
• CMF monitors acquire terminal character counts from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of application

TIOA loading, it does not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It is,
therefore, compromising to use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CSYINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered

CSYINVPA is the number of transaction executions during which invalid monitor calls were detected. This data element is
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered

             CSUINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a bad monitor call was detected in the course of processing any system event.The source of this
data element is CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

CMF       MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit &#39;......1.&#39; or

                         Condition Indicator bit &#39;....1...&#39; or

                         Condition Indicator bit &#39;...1....&#39;

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor: Not available

        

         CMF:   The MF3ERROR bits are set on the recognition of the

         following events:

 

         Bit Mask   Hex   Event

         --------    --   -------------------------------------
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         ......1.    02   Unknown function in label routines

                          (reference to a data element by

                          number, using an unassigned number)

 

         ....1...    08   Move or MLTCNT function has a bad

                          origin address (moving data from an

                          address not in the region)

 

         ...1....    10   Function code in call not supported

                          (event monitor point is not ADDCNT,

                          SUBCNT, etc.)

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process: Note:

CSYINVPA is set to the sum of all CSYINVPA values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data
element in any DETAIL observation will be either 0 or 1. In the DETAIL timespan, this is the count of the number of system
measurement intervals during which this condition was detected. The summation at any higher timespan level for this data
element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, etc.,
should be examined for validity in the applications indicated.

CSYIRCNT - MRO Function Ship Requests

CSYIRCNT contains the number of MRO function shipping requests that were issued during this monitoring interval. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          SEE ALSO:  CSYIRWAT - MRO/ISC Wait TIme

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIMROCNT      MRO operation request count

                                from The Monitor&#39;s system

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYIRCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYIRCNT contains the sum of all values of CSYIRCNT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYIRWAT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

CSYIRWAT contains the amount of time that transactions waited for MRO links. This time is measured from the issuance
of the outbound link request until subsequent receipt of the inbound link request. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIIWTTMS      MRO/IRC wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYIRWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYIRWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYIRWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

CSYIRWCT contains the number of times during an interval that transactions waited for a MRO event, such as function
shipping, transaction routing, or distributed transaction processing. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYIRWAT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    TCE 2.0+      TIIWTCTS      MRO/IRC wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYIRWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYIRWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYIRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CSYISSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred during the interval that the transactions waited for an
Intersystem Communication (ISC) link. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CSYTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIISPSCT      ISC (MRO) suspend wait count, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYISSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYISSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYISSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CSYISSUS contains the total time during an interval that the transactions were suspended due to a terminal input wait
for an Intersystem Communication (ISC) link. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent
resumption of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CSYEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CSYICSYS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Not Available

 

    The Monitor   TIISPSTM      ISC (MRO) suspend wait time,  a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYISSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYISSUS contains the sum of all values of CSYISSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYISWAT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

CSYISWAT contains the elapsed time for MRO function shipping requests issued during the monitoring interval. For
interregion communication (MRO), this is the time from recognition of the wait following the outbound transmission until
the subsequent dispatch. For intersystem communication (ISC), this is the time from issuance of the terminal control
suspend until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This time may include dispatch queue time. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CSYIRWAT - MRO/IRC Wait Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    TCE 2.0       TIIWT         Total MRO/ISC wait time

    CMF           N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYISWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYISWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYISWAT processed in the level of summarization.

CSYJCWAT - Journal Wait Time

CSYJCWAT contains the amount of time that transactions waited for CICS Journal Control resource service during the
monitoring interval. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIJCPWTM      Journal wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYJCWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJCWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYJCWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

CSYJCWCT contains the number of journal control waits that occurred during the interval. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYJCWAT - Journal Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIJCPWCT      Journal wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYJCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYJCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJECT - Journal Events

CSYJECT is the total number of synchronous journal I/O events. This data element is available from The Monitor data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

          SEE ALSO:  CSYJETI - Journal Elapsed Time

                     CSYJPGI - Journal Control Program Page-ins

                     CSYJPGO - Journal Control Program Page-outs

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from ASG-TMON data source. It is read from the TIJCPRCT data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYJECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYJECT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJETI - Journal Elapsed Time

CSYJETI is the elapsed synchronous journal I/O time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYJECT - Journal Elapsed Events

             CSYJPGI - Journal Control Program Page-ins

             CSYJPGO - Journal Control Program Page-outs

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor and The Monitor for CICS/ESA 2.0 data source. It is read from the
TIJCETI data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYJETI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJETI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYJETI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

CSYJMCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the JM Open Mode TCB. CSYJMCPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJMCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJMCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYJMCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

CSYJMDSP contains the elapsed time for which the JM Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYJMDSP is obtained from
the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:   CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time     

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJMDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched
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    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJMDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYJMDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

CSYJMWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the JM Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJMWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a
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    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYJMWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJMWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYJMWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

CSYJMWTM contains the total elapsed time for which the JM Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJMWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJMWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYJMWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJOB - CICS Job Name

CSYJOB is the the 8-byte character identifier of a CICS job. This data element is available for TMON/CICS input. For
CMF input at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the CICS job name is stored in the MICS common data element JOB.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

   SEE ALSO:  JOB - Job Identification

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF      Not available

 

    TMON/CICS MMDJOBC      User ID/CICS Job Name

        

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSYJOB read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJPGI - Journal Control Program Page-ins

CSYJPGI is the number of journal control program page-ins. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYJECT - Journal Elapsed Events

            CSYJETI - Journal Elapsed Time

            CSYJPGO - Journal Control Program Page-outs

        

Element Derivation:
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This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIJPGIN data element in The Monitor
Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYJPGI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJPGI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYJPGI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJPGO - Journal Control Program Page-outs

CSYJPGO is the number of journal control program page-outs. This data element is available from The Monitor data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYJECT - Journal Elapsed Events

             CSYJETI - Journal Elapsed Time

             CSYJPGI - Journal Control Program Page-ins

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIJPGOT data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYJPGO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJPGO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYJPGO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

CSYJVDWT is the elapsed time that the user task waited to obtain a JVM server thread because the CICS system had
reached the thread limit for a JVM server in the CICS region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJVDWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 401     JVM server thread wait time

           (JVMTHDWT)

        

Range of Value:

CSYJVDWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJVDWT contains the sum of all values of CSYJVDWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

CSYJVMIT contains the value for elapsed time spent initializing the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 273     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMITIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYJVMIT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJVMIT contains the sum of all values of CSYJVMIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

CSYJVMRT contains the value for elapsed time spent resetting the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment to its
initial state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time   
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 275     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMRTIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYJVMRT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJVMRT contains the sum of all values of CSYJVMRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

CSYJVMST contains the elapsed time the user task was suspended by the CICS dispatcher while running in the CICS
JVM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 254     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (JVMSUSP)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYJVMST is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJVMST contains the sum of all values of CSYJVMST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

CSYJVMTM contains the elapsed time spent in the CICS JVM by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 253     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (JVMTIME)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYJVMTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJVMTM contains the sum of all values of CSYJVMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYJ8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the J8 Open Mode TCB. CSYJ8CPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 1.3 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ8CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYJ8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

CSYJ8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS J8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

                CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

                CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 260     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (J8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSYJ8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSUJ8CTM activity is included in the Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) element.
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CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

CSYJ8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the J8 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYJ8DSP is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                      

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ8DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYJ8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits

CSYJ8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the J8 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits
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             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ8WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ8WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYJ8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYJ8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the J8 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ8WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYJ8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

CSYJ9CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the J9 Open Mode TCB. CSYJ9CPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

            CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

            CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

            CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

            CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling CPU Time (removed in CTS 3.1)

            CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

            CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

            CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

            CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

            CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

            CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

            CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

            CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

            CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

            CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

            CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

            CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

            CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

              

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYJ9CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ9CPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ9CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYJ9CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ9DSP - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

CSYJ9DSP contains the elapsed time during which the J9 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYJ9DSP is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

           CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

           CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

           CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time (removed in CTS 3.1)

           CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

           CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

           CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

           CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

           CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

           CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

           CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

           CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

           CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

           CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

           CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

           CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

           CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

           CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ9DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ9DSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ9DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYJ9DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

CSYJ9WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the J9 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

           CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

           CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

           CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits (removed in CTS 3.1)

           CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

           CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

           CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

           CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

           CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

           CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

           CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

           CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

           CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

           CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

           CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

           CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

           CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ9WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)
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    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ9WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ9WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYJ9WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

CSYJ9WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the J9 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 2.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

           CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

           CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

           CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time (removed in CTS 3.1)

           CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

           CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

           CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

           CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

           CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

           CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

           CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

           CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

           CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

           CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

           CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

           CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

           CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

           CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYJ9WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A
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    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYJ9WTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYJ9WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYJ9WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLAMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Reached

CSYLAMXT contains the last date/time when the number of active user transactions equaled the MAXTASK limit.
CSYLTAT is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

See also:  CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

           CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS          XMGLAMXT      time MXT reached (local)

   Stats         (type 10)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYLAMXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLAMXT contains the last value of CSYLAMXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLBSOU - No. Library Search Order Updates

CSYLBSOU contains the total number of updates to the LIBRARY search order. This data element is obtained from the
CICS loader and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSYLSORT - Library Search Order Update Time

             CSYLWSOU - No. Load Waits Due to Search Order

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGLBSOU       LIBRARY search order updates

                   (type 30)

    ASG-TMON    N/A 

 

Range of Value:

CSYLBSOU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLBSOU contains the sum of all values of CSYLBSOU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYKCTOD - Monitor Relative Collection Time

CSYKCTOD is the time part of the SAS time of day of the system measurement collection interval end time.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

       SEE ALSO:  ENDTS - End Time Stamp

        

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are data elements, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ ------------------------

 

CMF      ENDTS         (derived) End Time Stamp

The Monitor  ENDTS     (derived) End Time Stamp

    CMF:               The end timestamp of the system measurement

                       interval yields the value:

                       CSYKCTOD = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

The Monitor:           The end timestamp of the system measurement

                       interval yields the value:

                       CSYKCTOD = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

The Monitor  ENDTS     (derived) End Time Stamp

CMF:                   The end timestamp of the system measurement

                       interval yields the value:

                       CSYKCTOD = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

The Monitor:           The end timestamp of the system measurement

                       interval yields the value:
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                       CSYKCTOD = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYKCTOD is set to the last CSYKCTOD value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYKPGI - Task Control Program Page-ins

CSYKPGI is the number of task control program page-ins. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYKPGO - Task Control Program Page-Outs

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIKPGIN data element in The Monitor
Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYKPGI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYKPGI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYKPGI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYKPGO - Task Control Program Page-outs

CSYKPGO is the number of task control program page-outs. This data element is available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYKPGI - Task Control Program Page-Ins

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIKPGOT data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYKPGO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYKPGO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYKPGO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

CSYK8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:

• a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a CICS
H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter for
the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• a transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that
TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• a transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a CICS
S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket is
closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

             CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 263     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8CPUT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYK8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYK8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSYK8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

CSYK8DTM contains the total elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:
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• transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a CICS
H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter for
the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.
The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a CICS
S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket is
closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

             CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

   CMF 5.3+ Field 262     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8DISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                          detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYK8DTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYK8DTM contains the sum of all values of CSYK8DTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSYLDST1 through CSYLDST8, contains the number of long response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CSYLDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).As part of the MICS CICS
Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS
member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the
appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.Thus, if the distribution times requested by the
user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to
the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). Thus, CSYLDST1 is the number of
response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, CSYLDST2 is the number of response events
that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times. CSYLDST8 contains the number of events
that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:
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Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

        

Element Derivation: >Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSYLDSTx elements that are accumulated for the system measurement interval.The
minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYLDSTx contains the sum of all CSYLDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

CSYLDWAT contains the total number of requests that were forced to suspend while waiting for the loader to complete an
operation on behalf of another task. This data element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from
the CICS statistics loader domain global record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVLDS - Average Loader Suspend Time

             CSYMXLDS - Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS Stats     LDGWLR        Number of loader reqs waiting

   V3.1 & 3.3     (type 27)

 

   CICS Stats     LDGWLR        Number of loader reqs waiting

   V4.1 & )       (type 30)

 

   CMF           n/a

 

   Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYLDWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLDWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYLDWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLHWMT - Times at Loader Waiting HWM

CSYLHWMT contains the number of times the Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader (CSYMXLDS) was reached. This
value, together with Number of Requests Waiting for Loader (CSYLDWAT) and CSYMXLDS, might indicate a level of
contention for the loader resource. This data element is obtained from the CICS loader and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

             CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

             CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

             CSYPUSES - Total No. Loader Program Uses

             CSYMXLDS - Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGHWMT        Times at Peak

                (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLHWMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLHWMT contains the sum of all values of CSYLHWMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLLRRO - No. Library Load Req on RO TCB

CSYLLRRO contains the number of times a program load request was issued by the loader that used the RO (resource-
owning) TCB. This value is a subset of the total load requests in CSYPGMCT. This data element is obtained from the
CICS loader and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSRLLTRO - Total time for Loads on RO TCB

             CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGDREBS       LIBRARY Load requests on the RO

                (type 30)      TCB

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLLRRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLLRRO contains the sum of all values of CSYLLRRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLLTRO - Total Time for Loads on RO TCB

CSYLLTRO contains total time for program load requests that ran on the RO (resource-owning) TCB. This time is a
subset of the total program load time in CSYPGMTI. This data element is obtained from the CICS loader and program
statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSYLLRRO - No. Library Load Req on RO TCB

             CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGLLTRO       Total LIBRARY Load time on the

                (type 30)      RO TCB

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLLTRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLLTRO contains the last value of CSYLLTRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLMOCT - No. Large Memory Objects

CSYLMOCT contains the number of large memory objects allocated by this address space. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

             CSYLMSB  - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

       Monitor     Data Element            Description

      -------     ------------    -------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSLARGEMEMOBJ  Number of Large Memory Objects

                (type 29)       Allocated

 

     ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLMOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLMOCT contains the sum of all values of CSYLMOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLMSB - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

CSYLMSB contains the shared bytes allocated from high virtual memory. This value is express in bytes. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      See also:  CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

                 CSYSMOCT - No. Shared Memory Objects

                 CSYLMOCT - No. Large Memory Objects

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

   CICS Stats  SMSLVSHRBYTES  Bytes allocated to Shared Memory

                (type 29)      Objects

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYLMSB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYLMSB contains the last value of CSYLMSB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

CSYLOWCD contains the lowest amount of available dynamic storage area (DSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

       Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWCD contains the minimum value of CSYLOWCD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

CSYLOWEC contains the lowest amount of available extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWEC contains the minimum value of CSYLOWEC processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

CSYLOWER contains the lowest amount of available extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

       Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK
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    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWER contains the minimum value of CSYLOWER processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

CSYLOWES contains the lowest amount of available extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWES contains the minimum value of CSYLOWES processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

CSYLOWEU contains the lowest amount of available extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)
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             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWEU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWEU contains the minimum value of CSYLOWEU processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

CSYLOWRD contains the lowest amount of available dynamic storage area (DSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0
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Range of Value:

CSYLOWRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWRD contains the minimum value of CSYLOWRD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

CSYLOWSD contains the lowest amount of available dynamic storage area (DSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)

             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWSD contains the minimum value of CSYLOWSD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLOWUD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)

CSYLOWUD contains the lowest amount of available dynamic storage area (DSA) space available during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLOWCD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)

             CSYLOWEC - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)
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             CSYLOWER - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)

             CSYLOWES - Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)

             CSYLOWEU - Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)

             CSYLOWRD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)

             CSYLOWSD - Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor        Field     Description

    -------------  --------  ----------------------------------

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TDIDEFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V1.5 and below

 

    TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSAFLO  DSA FREE STORAGE LOW-WATER MARK

    V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYLOWUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLOWUD contains the minimum value of CSYLOWUD processed for the level of summarization.

CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

CSYLPBCT contains the count of 1-megabyte large pages backed in real storage owned by this address space. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------         --------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSLARGEPAGESINREAL  Number of Large Pages

                (type 29)            backed in Real Storage

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLPBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYLPBCT contains the sum of all values of CSYLPBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

CSYLRSTM is the total response time for the CICS application unit for long response events completed during the
interval. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

                TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSULRSTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYLRSTM is set to the sum of all CSYLRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Changed

CSYLSMXT contains the last date and time that the MAXTASK value was set. CSYLSMXT is available at CTS 5.2 and
higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

      See also:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS          XMGLSMXT      time MXT set (local)

   Stats         (type 10)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:
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CSYLSMXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSMXT contains the last value of CSYLSMXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSORT - Library Search Order Update Time

CSYLSORT contains the time spent updating the search order. This data element is obtained from the CICS loader and
program statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSYLBSOU - No. Library Search Order Updates

             CSYLWSOU - No. Load Waits Due to Search Order

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGLSORT       Total LIBRARY search order

                (type 30)      update time

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSORT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSORT contains the last value of CSYLSORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample Local Time

CSYLSPTM contains timestamp when the MVS monitor system task last sampled MVS storage in local time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:  CSYGSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample GMT

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Element            Description

-------       ------------      -------------------------------
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CICS Stats    SMSMVSMONSAMPLE   Last Monitor Sample Timestamp

               LASTTIMELOCAL

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSYLSPTM is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSPTM contains the last value of CSYLSPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB0 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB0 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 0. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL0BW      VSAM LSR pool 0 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB0 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB1 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB1 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 1.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL1BW      VSAM LSR pool 1 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB1 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB2 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB2 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 2.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count
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             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL2BW      VSAM LSR pool 2 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB2 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB3 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB3 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 3.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL3BW      VSAM LSR pool 3 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.
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Range of Value:

CSYLSRB3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB3 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB4 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB4 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 4.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL4BW      VSAM LSR pool 4 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB4 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB5 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB5 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 5.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL5BW      VSAM LSR pool 5 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB5 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB6 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB6 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 6.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count
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             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL6BW      VSAM LSR pool 6 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB6 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB7 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB7 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 7.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL7BW      VSAM LSR pool 7 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.
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Range of Value:

CSYLSRB7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB7 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRB8 - LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count

CSYLSRB8 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) pool waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRB8 contains the number of waits for buffer pool 7.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRB0 - LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB1 - LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB2 - LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB3 - LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB4 - LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB5 - LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB6 - LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count

             CSYLSRB7 - LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL8BW      VSAM LSR pool 8 buffer waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

         

Range of Value:

CSYLSRB8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRB8 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRB8 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS0 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS0 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 0.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL0SW      VSAM LSR pool 0 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS0 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS1 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS1 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 1.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count
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             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL1SW      VSAM LSR pool 1 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS1 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS2 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS2 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 2.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL2SW      VSAM LSR pool 2 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.
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Range of Value:

CSYLSRS2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS2 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS3 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS3 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 3.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL3SW      VSAM LSR pool 3 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS3 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS4 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS4 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 4.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL4SW      VSAM LSR pool 4 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS4 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS5 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS5 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 5.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count
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             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL5SW      VSAM LSR pool 5 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS5 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS6 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS6 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 6.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL6SW      VSAM LSR pool 6 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.
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Range of Value:

CSYLSRS6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS6 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS7 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS7 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 7.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL7SW      VSAM LSR pool 7 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS7 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYLSRS8 - LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count

CSYLSRS8 contains the number of VSAM LSR (local shared resources) string waits that occurred during the monitoring
interval. A total of 8 LSR pools (0-7) can be defined to CICS. CSYLSRS8 contains the number of waits for LSR pool 8.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLSRS0 - LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS1 - LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS2 - LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS3 - LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS4 - LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS5 - LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS6 - LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count

             CSYLSRS7 - LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TILPL8SW      VSAM LSR pool 8 string waits, a

                                field in The Monitor&#39;s interval

                                record.

          

Range of Value:

CSYLSRS8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSRS8 contains the sum of all values of CSYLSRS8 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLSTRT - Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (LCL)

CSYLSTRT is the time at which the dispatcher started. This value can be used as an approximate time at which CICS
started. The field contains the time as a store clock (STCK) value in local time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

      See also:  CSYEJSTM - Total Address Space CPU Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats    DSGLSTRT       Dispatcher Start Date and Time

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYLSTRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLSTRT contains the last value of CSYLSTRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLTAT - Time Last Transaction Attached

CSYLTAT contains date/time when the last user transaction was attached. CSYLTAT is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

       See also:  Not applicable

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS          XMGLTAT       time last txn attached(local)

   Stats         (type 10)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYLTAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLTAT contains the last value of CSYLTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed

CSYLTRN is the number of long transactions that have terminated during the interval.The number of transaction
executions is defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors can change the meaning of this data element
for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead
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of a count of transaction executions.For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3)
records received. For The Monitor, this is the number of transaction DETAIL records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSYCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

             CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSULTRN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum bounded by CSYTRANS.Summarization Process:CSYLTRN is
set to the sum of all CSYLTRN values encountered in the summarization level, except in the DAYS summarization. For
the summarization into DAYS level, the source of this data element is CSULTRN from the CICCSU file.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLWSOU - No. Load Waits Due to Search Order

CSYLWSOU contains the number of waits for program load due to the search order being updated. This data element is
obtained from the CICS loader and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYLSORT - Library Search Order Update Time

             CSYLBSOU - No. Library Search Order Updates

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  LDGLWSOU       Load requests waited - search

                (type 30)      order update

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYLWSOU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLWSOU contains the sum of all values of CSYLWSOU processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYLWTT - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

CSYLWTT contains the total elapsed time for all user tasks that wait for an allocate request for an IPIC session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

      SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSULWTT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYLWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLWTT contains the sum of all values of CSYLWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

CSYLXSCN contains the date and time of the last excess scan by the CICS dispatcher. CSYLXSCN is available at CICS
5.2 and above. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

             CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

             CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

             CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSBLXSCN       Last Excess TCB Scan

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYLXSCN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYLXSCN contains the last value of CSYLXSCN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

CSYLXSND contains the date and time of the last excess TCB scan by the CICS dispatcher that did not detach any
TCBs. CSYLXSND is available at CICS 5.2 and higher. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics
record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

             CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

             CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

             CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSGLXSND       Last Excess TCB scan  No TCB

                (type 62)      Detached

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYLXSND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYLXSND contains the last value of CSYLXSND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMBTCH - QR MRO Batching Value

CSYMBTCH contains the value that is specified in the system initialization parameter MROBTCH, for the number of MRO
requests to batch. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

             CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

             CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time
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             CSYPRIAG - Dispatch Priority Aging Time

             CSYTSKS  - Subtasks Value

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSBMBTCH       MRO batching value (MROBTCH)

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYMBTCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMBTCH contains the last value of CSYMBTCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYL8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the L8 Open Mode TCB. CSYL8CPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 1.3 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL8CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.
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                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYL8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYL8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

CSYL8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS L8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

        SEE ALSO:  CSUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 259     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (L8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

          

Range of Value:

CSYL8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYL8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSYL8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

CSYL8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the L8 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYL8DSP is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time
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             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                 

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL8DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYL8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYL8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL8WAT - L8 Open Mode MVS Waits

CSYL8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the L8 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL8WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYL8WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYL8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYL8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYL8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the L8 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL8WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record
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                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYL8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYL8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL9CPU - L9 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYL9CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the L9 Open Mode TCB. CSYL9CPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                     

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL9CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A
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    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYL9CPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYL9CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYL9CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL9DSP - L9 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

CSYL9DSP contains the elapsed time during which the J9 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYL9DSP is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL9DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYL9DSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYL9DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYL9DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL9WAT - L9 Open Mode MVS Waits

CSYL9WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the L9 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL9WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYL9WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYL9WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYL9WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYL9WTM - L9 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYL9WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the L9 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYL9WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

          

Range of Value:

CSYL9WTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYL9WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYL9WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYMCTSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

CSYMCTSK contains the highest number of concurrent tasks within CICS during the monitoring interval. This data
element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGPNT        Peak number of tasks

    Stats         (type 57)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

          

Range of Value:

CSYMCTSK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMCTSK contains the maximum value of CSYMCTSK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSYMDST1 through CSYMDST8, contains the number of medium response events that completed
within the user-defined limit (e.g., CSYMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than one second).As part
of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement of
prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding
a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.Thus, if the distribution times
requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of
one would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds). Thus,
CSYMDST1 is the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, CSYMDST2
is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times.
CSYMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts
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             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

        

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CSYMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the system measurement interval.The
minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMDSTx contains the sum of all CSYMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMEMSE - Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory (EDSA)

CSYMEMSE is the maximum amount of memory (in kilobytes) used over all transaction executions for all users for
terminal, user, and program-type CICS storage, in the extended dynamic storage area (EDSA).For CICS release 3.3 and
higher (CMF input only), this element represents the maximum storage from ECDSA and EUDSA. This data element is
unavailable from The Monitor for CICS.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMEMSZ - Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory

             CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CSUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Memory Used

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field       Description

    --------------  ------------     --------------------------

    CMF             Field 26         DSA High Water Mark

                                     (from the CMF class 3

                                     system interval

                                     performance record)

 

    CICS Stats      SMSHWMEDSATOTAL  HWM EDSA total

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

    The Monitor     n/a

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMEMSE contains the maximum CSYMEMSE value encountered within this level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYMEMSZ - Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory

CSYMEMSZ is the maximum amount of memory (in kilobytes) used over all transaction executions for all users for
terminal, user, and program-type CICS dynamic storage. This data element is unavailable from The Monitor for CICS.For
CMF input at CICS release 3.1 and higher, this data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.
For CICS release 3.3 and higher, CSYMEMSZ is read from the CICS Statistics Records.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMEMSE - Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory (EDSA)

             CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CSUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CSUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Memory Used

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field       Description

    --------------  ------------     --------------------------

    CMF             Field 26         DSA High Water Mark

                                     (from the CMF class 3

                                     system interval

                                     performance record)

 

    CICS Stats      SMSHWMEDSATOTAL  HWM DSA total

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

    The Monitor     n/a

        

All monitors reporting this data increment current use counts for system dynamic storage use in pages at the recognition
of a storage control getmain event, and decrement it at a freemain event. If a new high watermark is hit at a getmain, the
new high watermark is saved. The high watermark is cleared to the current use after a system record is written.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMEMSZ contains the maximum CSYMEMSZ value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMIPS - MIPS Rating of this SYSID

CSYMIPS is the millions of instructions per second for this system as rated by the manufacturer.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMIPS is derived from the MIPS rate for this system as specified in the SYSID member of prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Range of Value:

CSYMIPS can be any positive number.

Summarization Process:

CSYMIPS is set to the last CSYMIPS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

CSYMISCT contains the number of suspends that occurred for mirror transactions during a monitoring interval. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TICMISCT      Mirror suspend wait count field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMISCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMISCT contains the sum of all values of CSYMISCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

CSYMISUS contains the elapsed time during the interval that mirror transactions were suspended while waiting for work.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TICMISTM      Mirror suspend time, a field in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMISUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CSYMISUS contains the sum of all values of CSYMISUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMLTSC - MEMLIMIT Set by Source

CSYMLTSC indicates where the value for MEMLIMIT was set. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage
manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 15. Display format is character.

  See also:  CSYMLTSZ - MEMLIMIT Size

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSMEMLIMITSRC  MEMLIMIT set by

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON     N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYMLTSC can contain the following values based on the value of the input field SMSLIMITSRC:

        

         Input

         value     CSYMLTSC

         -----     -------------------

              1  = &#39;SMFPRMxx&#39;

              2  = &#39;JCL&#39;

              3  = &#39;JCL Region&#39;

              4  = &#39;IEFUSI Exit&#39;

              9  = &#39;AUTHORISED CODE&#39;

             10  = &#39;IEFUSI REGION&#39;

             other  = input source hex value.

        

Summarization Process:

CSYMLTSC contains the last value of CSYMLTSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMLTSZ - MEMLIMIT Size

CSYMLTSZ contains the value of the z/OS MEMLIMIT parameter. This parameter limits the amount of 64-bit storage for
the CICS region. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CSYMLTSC - MEMLIMIT Set by Source

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSMEMLIMIT    MEMLIMIT size

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMLTSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMLTSZ contains the last value of CSYMLTSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMPCPU - Max CPU Usage

CSYMPCPU is the maximum percentage of CPU time consumed by all users to the CICS Availability Time, CSYUPTM,
by all users during any system measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data
sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYPCCPU - Pct CPU Usage

        

Range of Values:

This value is the maximum value of data element CSYPCCPU encountered during the MICS reporting cycle. CSYPCCPU,
the percentage of CPU utilization, is calculated for each system measurement interval, and accounts for all users logged
on during that interval. At the DETAIL level, CSYPCCPU is equal to CSYPCCPU.The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCCPU is set to the largest CSYPCCPU value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMQGWC - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Waits

CSYMQGWC contains the total number of Websphere MQ Getwait Wait events. CSYMQGWT is available from CMF at
CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMQGWC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

             CSYMQGWT - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMQGWC&#39;s values are derived by summing the values of the CSUMQGWC element.

Range of Value:

CSYMQGWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMQGWC contains the sum of all values of CSYMQGWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMQGWT - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

CSYMQGWT contains the total user task TCP/IP wait time. CSYMQGWT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

             CSYMQGWC - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYMQGWT is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUMQGWT.

Range of Value:

CSYMQGWT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYMQGWT contains the sum of all values of CSYMQGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

CSYMQRCT is the total number of Websphere MQ requests. CSYMQRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUMQRCT.

Range of Value:

CSYMQRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMQRCT contains the sum of all values of CSYMQRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time

CSYMQSTM is the WebSphere MQ SRB time this transaction spent processing MQ API requests. This field will be 0
for point-to-point messaging activity, it will be non-zero where MQ API requests have resulted in pub/sub (publish and
subscribe) type messaging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - Task CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYMQSTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 6.6+ Field 397     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WMQASRBT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

        

Range of Value:

CSUMQSTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYMQSTM contains the sum of all values of CSYMQSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMRLKQ - MRO Link Queuing CountCSYMRLKQ contains the number of times that MRO requests were queued
because all links were in use. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMROCT - MRO Request Count

             CSYMROTM - MRO Request Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIMLKUCT      MRO link queuing count. This

                                field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMRLKQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMRLKQ contains the sum of all values of CSYMRLKQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMROCT - MRO Request Count

CSYMROCT contains the number of multiregion requests issued during the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYMROTM - MRO Request Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIISPRCT      MRO request count

        

Range of Value:

CSYMROCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMROCT contains the sum of all values of CSYMROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMROTM - MRO Request Time

CSYMROTM contains the total elapsed time in a monitoring interval that the transactions spent on multiregion requests.
This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       SEE ALSO:  CSYMROCT - MRO Request Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIISPRTM      MRO request time

        

Range of Value:
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CSYMROTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYMROTM contains the sum of all values of CSYMROTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

CSYMRSTM is the total response time for all CICS users for medium response events completed during the interval.
Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMRSTM - Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is accumulated from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
&#39;M&#39; (medium transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMRSTM is set to the sum of all CSYMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

CSYMSCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ if
FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

      SEE ALSO:  CSUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 258     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMSCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYMSCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYMSCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

CSYMSDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ,
SO, SL, SP, D2, JM, EP, TP, T8 if FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and
active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYMSDTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 257     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMSDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYMSDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYMSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMSGS - Total Messages Issued (In/Out)

CSYMSGS is the number of terminal messages issued by the CICS system during the system measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued
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Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ----------------------

  CMF        CSYIMSGS   *  Input Messages Issued

             CSYOMSGS   *  Output Messages Issued

The Monitor  CSYIMSGS   *  Input Messages Issued

             CSYOMSGS   *  Output Messages Issued

* denotes a derived data element.

  CMF:     This field is constructed from the input and output

           message counts from CMF user transaction data

           according to the following formula:

           CSYMSGS = CSYIMSGS + CSYOMSGS;

  The    : This field is constructed from the input and

     Monitor output message counts from The Monitor DETAIL

           transaction data, according to the following

           formula:

           CSYMSGS = CSYIMSGS + CSYOMSGS;

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMSGS is set to the sum of all CSYMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMSTWT - No. Req Waited for MVS Storage

CSYMSTWT - No. Req Waited for MVS StorageCSYMSTWT contains the number of MVS storage requests that have
waited for MVS storage above 16MB. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    See also:  CSYMSWTM - Time Requests Waited for MVS Storage

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------       ----------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSMVSSTGREQWAITS  MVS storage request waits

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:
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CSYMSTWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMSTWT contains the sum of all values of CSYMSTWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMSWTM - Time Requests Waited for MVS Storage

CSYMSWTM contains the time that MVS storage requests spent waiting for MVS storage above 16 MB. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       See also:  CSYMSTWT - No. Req Waited for MVS Storage

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element    Description

   -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSTIMEWAITMVS Total time waiting for MVS

                (type 29)      storage

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMSWTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMSWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYMSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed

CSYMTRN is the number of medium transactions that have terminated during the interval.The number of transaction
executions is defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors can change the meaning of this data element
for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead
of a count of transaction executions.For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3)
records received. For The Monitor, this is the number of DETAIL transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed
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             CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSYCTRN  - Conv.  Transactions Processed

             CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUMTRN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum bounded by CSYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CSYMTRN is set to the sum of all CSYMTRN values encountered in the summarization level, except in the DAYS
summarization. For the summarization into DAYS level, the source of this data element is CSUMTRN from the CICCSU
file.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

CSYMX64A contains the maximum auxiliary storage slots that are used to back 64-bit private memory objects. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

             CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSHVGAUXSLOTS  HWM Auxiliary Slots backing

                (type 29)       Private Memory Object

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMX64A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMX64A contains the maximum value of CSYMX64A processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM

CSYMX64R contains the count of real storage frames that are used to back 64-bit private memory objects. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

             CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------       ----------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSHVGPAGESINREAL  Real Frames backing Private

                (type 29)          Memory Objects

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMX64R ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMX64R contains the maximum value of CSYMX64R processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXAMX - Maximum Active Task Limit

CSYMXAMX is the maximum value of the CICS system tuning parameter AMXT (active max task limit) over the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources. For CICS 3.1.1 and
higher, this data element is obtained from CICS statistics which are written to SMF on an interval basis.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

             CSYNRAMX - Cumulative Active Task Limit

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element    Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------
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  CMF        Field 78      AMXT

                           (from the CMF class 3 system

                           interval performance record)

 

  CICS Stats  DSGAMXTL     Current AMAXTASK limit

                           V3.1 & 3.3 (type 57)

 

  CICS Stats  N/A          No longer available

                           (V4.1 & )

  Monitor     TIENAMXT     Max active value

        

For CMF only, this value is set from the value of DSGAMXTL before the system measurement record is written.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXAMX is set to the largest value of CSYMXAMX encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXASA - Peak Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

CSYMXASA contains the maximum address space available above the bar. This data element is obtained from the CICS
storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        See also:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element            Description

   -------     ------------     ------------------------------

   CICS Stats  SMSHWMASACTIVE   Peak Address Space active

               (type 29)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXASA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXASA contains the maximum value of CSYMXASA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None:
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CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

CSYMXBUP contains the maximum usable bytes in large virtual memory private memory objects. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPMBH  - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

             CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects

             CSYPMBA  - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSLVGBYTES    Peak bytes usable within Private

                (type 29)      Memory Objects

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXBUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXBUP contains the maximum value of CSYMXBUP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Wait

CSYMXBWC contains the maximum number of requests queued because temporary storage buffers were unavailable.
This data element is for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global
record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Waits

             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CICS          A12BUWTH      Peak number of users waiting on

    Stats         (type 48)     buffers

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXBWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXBWC contains the maximum value of CSYMXBWC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

CSYMXCDS is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the CICS dynamic storage area (CDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:
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CSYMXCDS ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXCDS is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXCDS in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXCIU - Max Transient Data Control Intrvl Used

CSYMXCIU contains the maximum number of transient data control intervals in the system during the monitoring interval.
This data element is for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11AMXCI      Peak control intervals used

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXCIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXCIU contains the maximum value of CSYMXCIU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXCSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

CSYMXCSU contains the maximum number of tasks that are concurrently allocated to a common subspace. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

             CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

             CSYCSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSCSSHWM      Peak common subspace users

                (type 29)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYMXCSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXCSU contains the maximum value of CSYMXCSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

CSYMXCTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of conversational transactions for all users.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

            CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

            CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

            CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

            TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMXCTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is &#39;C&#39;.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXCTM is set to the largest CSYMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time
Note:
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CSYMXDLY is the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a T8 TCB, because the CICS system reached the
limit of available threads. The T8 mode open TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. Each
T8 TCB runs under one thread. The thread limit is 1024 for each CICS region and each JVM server in a CICS region can
have up to 25 threads.This field is a component of the task suspend time field, SUSPTIME (group name: DFHTASK, field
ID: 014).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYMXDLY is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 283     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MAXTTDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXDLY contains the sum of all values of CSYMXDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

CSYMXECD is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for extended CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA) above
the 16 MB boundary, since the last time statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXECD ranges from 0 to 1048567K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXECD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXECD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

CSYMXERD is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for extended CICS dynamic storage area (ERDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYERDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

             CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

             CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

             CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

             CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

             CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

             CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

             CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

             CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

    Monitor         Input Field   Description

    --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

    CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

    V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

    V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

    V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:
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CSYMXERD ranges from 0 to 1048567K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXERD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXERD in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

CSYMXESD is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for extended CICS dynamic storage area (ESDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to K.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXESD ranges from 0 to 1048567K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXESD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXESD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

CSYMXETD is the maximum amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for extended trusted DSA (ETDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). ETDSA is used for security -related CICS
control blocks.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 4.2 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXETD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXETD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXETD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXETM - Max Excessive Transaction Response Time

CSYMXETM is the maximum response time for the CICS application unit over all response events identified as
&quot;excessive&quot; by the user in the relative longevity exit. See TRANTYPE for more information.Response events
cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time
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             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

This element is set to the largest value of CSUMXETM observed for excessive transactions.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXETM is set to the maximum of all CSUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level that have been
marked as excessive.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

CSYMXEUD is the amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for extended CICS dynamic storage area (EUDSA) above the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:
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CSYMXEUD ranges from 0 to 1048567K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXEUD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXEUD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

CSYMXGCD is the amount of storage (in Mbytes) allocated for segment storage.This data element is obtained from the
CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 3.2 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXGCD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXGCD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXGCD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

CSYMXGDA contains the maximum amount of above-the-bar storage in use represented in megabytes. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

             CSYGDSA  - Current GDSA Active (MB)

             CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

             CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element       Description

    -------     ------------      -----------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSHWMGDSAACTIVE  Peak GDSA active

                (type 29)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXGDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXGDA contains the maximum value of CSYMXGDA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

CSYMXGDL contains the maximum amount of above-the-bar storage that is allocated to the DSAs represented in
megabytes. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

             CSYGDSA  - Current GDSA Active (MB)

             CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

             CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element     Description
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    -------     ------------     ------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSHWMGDSAALLOC  Peak GDSA allocated

                (type 29)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXGDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXGDL contains the maximum value of CSYMXGDL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

CSYMXGSD is the maximum amount of storage (in megabytes) that programs issueing a CICS GETMAIN64 command
to get 64-bit storage with the shared option. GSDSA is called above-the-bar shared DSA storage.This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CTS 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

    Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM Size of DSA

   V6.8 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXGSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXGSD is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXGSD in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXLAR - Longest TS Auxiliary Record Length

CSYMXLAR contains the size of the longest record written to the temporary storage data set. This value is expressed in
bytes. This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        See also:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGLAR         Longest auxiliary temp storage

                (type 48)      record

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYMXLAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXLAR contains the maximum value of CSYMXLAR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXLDS - Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader

CSYMXLDS contains the maximum number of tasks suspended while waiting for the loader to complete an operation
on behalf of other tasks. This data element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS
statistics loader domain global record. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats    LDGWLRHW      Peak waiting loader requests
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    V3.1 & 3.3 (type 27)

 

    CICS Stats     LDGWLRHW      Peak waiting loader requests

    V4.1 & )   (type 30)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor        n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXLDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXLDS contains the maximum value of CSYMXLDS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

CSYMXLMB contains the maximum usable shared bytes in large virtual memory objects. This value is expressed in bytes.
This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYSMOCT - No. Shared Memory Objects

             CSYLMSB  - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

             CSYLMOCT - No. Large Memory Objects

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSLVSHRGBYTES  Peak bytes usable within Shared

                (type 29)       Memory Objects

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXLMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXLMB contains the maximum value of CSYMXLMB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

CSYMXLTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions for all users.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMXLTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is &#39;L&#39;.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXLTM is set to the largest CSYMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

CSYMXMTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions for all users.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMXMTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is &#39;M&#39;.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXMTM is set to the largest CSYMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMXMXT - Maximum Maxtask Value

CSYMXMXT is the maximum value of the CICS system tuning parameter MXT (total max task limit) over the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources. For CICS 3.1.1 and
higher, this data element is obtained from CICS statistics that are written to SMF on an interval basis.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

             CSYNRMXT - Cumulative Max Tasks

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field    Description

    -----------  ------------  --------------------------------

    CMF          FIELD 77      MXT value

 

    CICS STATS   DSGTL         Current maxt value

    V3.1 & V3.3  (type 57)

 

    CICS STATS   XMGMXT        Current MAXTASK value

    V4.1 & )     (type 10)

 

    The Monitor  TIENMXT       Max task value

    (8.0)                      (from The Monitor system record)

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXMXT is set to the largest value of CSYNRMXT encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

CSYMXRDS is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the CICS dynamic storage area (RDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is only available from CMF input.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)
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          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXRDS ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXRDS is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXRDS in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

CSYMXSAC contains the maximum number of transient data strings concurrently accessed during the monitoring interval.
This data element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics loader domain
global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

           CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

           CSYTDSAC - No. of Transient Data String Accesses

           CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient data Active Strings

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11SMXAL      Peak concurrent string accesses

    Stats         (type 45)
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    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXSAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXSAC contains the maximum value of CSYMXSAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

CSYMXSDS is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the CICS dynamic storage area (SDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is only available from CMF input.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXRDS ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:
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CSYMXSDS is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXSDS in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

CSYMXSTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for all users.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

CSYMXSTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is &#39;S&#39;.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXSTM is set to the largest CSYMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXSTU - Maximum Temp Storage String in Use

CSYMXSTU contains the maximum number of transient data strings concurrently accessed during the monitoring interval.
This data element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics loader domain
global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

             CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

             CSYTDSAC - No.  of Transient Data String Accesses

             CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient data Active Strings

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11SMXAL      Peak concurrent string accesses

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXSTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXSTU contains the maximum value of CSYMXSTU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Wait

CSYMXSWC contains the maximum number of requests queued because all temporary storage strings were in use. This
data element is for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

                CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

                CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A12VUWTH      Peak number of users waiting on

    Stats         (type 48)     strings

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXSWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXSWC contains the maximum value of CSYMXSWC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

CSYMXSWT contains the maximum number of concurrent waits that occurred during the monitoring interval for transient
data strings. This data element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics
transient data global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

             CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

             CSYTDSAC - No.  of Transient Data String Accesses

             CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient data Active Strings

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11SMXWT      Peak string waits

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXSWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXSWT contains the maximum value of CSYMXSWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXTCI - Peak Temp Storage CIs Used

CSYMXTCI contains the maximum number of control intervals (CIs) that contain active data. This data element is
obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

             CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater Than CI

             CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNCIAH       Peak control intervals in use

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXTCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXTCI contains the maximum value of CSYMXTCI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXTCT - Total Task During Max Task

CSYMXTCT contains the total number of transactions processed during the interval when CICS was in the maximum task
condition. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIMXTCT       Total task during CICS MXT.

                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXTCT contains the sum of all values of CSYMXTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXTDB - Max Intra TD Buffers with Valid Data

CSYMXTDB contains the maximum number of intrapartition transient data buffers that contain valid data. This data
element is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

             CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

             CSYTDSAC - No.  of Transient Data String Accesses

             CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient data Active Strings

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11SMXWT      Peak string waits

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXTDB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXTDB contains the maximum value of CSYMXTDB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

CSYMXTDI contains the maximum number of concurrent accesses to intrapartition transient data buffers. This data
element is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYTDICT - Transient Data (intra) Request Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11AMXAL      Peak concurrent intrapartition

    Stats         (type 45)     accesses

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a
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Range of Value:

CSYMXTDI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXTDI contains the maximum value of CSYMXTDI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXTDW - Max Transient Data (Intra) Waits

CSYMXTDW contains the maximum number of requests queued because no buffers were available. This data element is
obtained from CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (intra) Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11AMXWT      Peak intrapartition buffer wait

    Stats         (type 45)

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXTDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXTDW contains the maximum value of CSYMXTDW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A buffer wait can occur even if there are buffers available. This happens when the required control interval is in a locked
buffer.

CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYMXTSK is the number of transaction executions during which maximum task
conditions were detected. Maximum task conditions are caused when the MXT limit (specified in the CICS SIT or
overrides) is reached, and transaction initiation is suspended until one or more transactions have terminated. This data
element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
transaction manager global record. It represents the number of times the system reached the MXT limit during the
monitoring interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

        

Element Derivation:

For CICS release prior to 3.1.1, CSYMXTSK is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the detail CICS
transaction record. The indicator is present if a maximum task condition was detected during the processing of that
transaction. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, CSYMXTSK is read directly from the CICS statistics transaction manager global
record.The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor      Data Field  Description

   -------      ----------  ----------------------------------

   CICS         XMGTAMXT    Times at MAXTASK

   Stats        (type 10)

 

   CMF          Field 64    Condition Indicator bits &#39;......1.&#39;

                (3rd byte)

 

  The Monitor  TAFLAG1     Condition Indicator bits &#39;1.......&#39;

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process: Note:

CSYMXTSK is set to the sum of all CSYMXTSK values encountered in the summarization level.For CICS releases prior
to 3.1.1, the value of this data element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the DETAIL meaning of
this data element is the number of system measurement intervals during which a maximum task condition was detected.
The summation of this data element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates serious CICS degradation. More users want to use CICS facilities than
the CICS system administrator will allow, based on the MXT parameter of the CICS System Initialization Table (DFHSIT)
or the execution time overrides. This limitation may help CICS and overall system performance, but the user at a terminal
locked out by this limit gets no indication of the limit (and no response of any kind).

CSYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

CSYMXTTM is the maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for all users, for all
response events (short, medium, long, and conversational). This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor
data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

        

Element Derivation:
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CSYMXTTM is set to the value of CSUTRSTM for every DETAIL transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.Summarization Process:CSYMXTTM is set to the largest CSYMXTTM value encountered in
the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXUDS - Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)

CSYMXUDS is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the user CICS dynamic storage area (UDSA)
below the 16 MB boundary, since the last time that statistics were recorded.This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. This data element is available from CMF input
only.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

          CSYMXCDS - Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)

          CSYMXECD - Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)

          CSYMXERD - Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)

          CSYMXESD - Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)

          CSYMXETD - Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)

          CSYMXEUD - Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)

          CSYMXGCD - Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)

          CSYMXGSD - Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)

          CSYMXGUD - Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)

          CSYMXRDS - Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)

          CSYMXSDS - Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows, converted from bytes to KB.

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSHWMDSASZ   HWM size of DSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

        

Range of Value:

CSYMXUDS ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXUDS is set to the last occurrence of CSYMXUDS in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYMXUSR - Maximum Number of Concurrent Users

This data element is currently reserved for user calculation. It is turned off as shipped.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

    SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

None

Range of Value:

None

Summarization Process:

None

Usage Notes:

None

CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

CSYMXUSU contains the maximum number of tasks concurrently allocated a unique subspace during the interval. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYUSSUS - Current Unique Subspace Users

             CSYUSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSUSSHWM      Peak unique subspace users

                (type 29)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYMXUSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYMXUSU contains the maximum value of CSYMXUSU processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYNAVB - No. TS Available Bytes per CI

CSYNAVB contains the number of bytes available for use in the temporary storage data set control interval. This data
element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYSPCI  - No. TS Segments per CI

             CSYBPSEG - No. TS Bytes per Segment

             CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

             CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNAVB        Available bytes per control

                (type 48)      interval

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYNAVB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNAVB contains the last value of CSYNAVB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNBCA - No. Temp Storage Buffers

CSYNBCA contains the number of temporary storage buffers defined in the TS= CICS system initialization parameter.
This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

             CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

             CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

             CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNBCA        Temporary storage buffers

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYNBCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNBCA contains the last value of CSYNBCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNCIA - Current TS CIs in Use

CSYNCIA contains the current number of control intervals (CIs) that contain active data. This data element is obtained
from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYQNUM  - Current TS Names in Use

                  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNCIA        Current control intervals in use

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYNCIA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNCIA contains the last value of CSYNCIA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYNIURE - Number of Reclaims from NIU Chain

CSYNIURE contains the number times CICS reclaimed programs from the Not-in-Use (NIU) queue. Reclaimes occur
when requests are made for programs that are in the NIU queue. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics
loader domain global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

             CSYNIUTM - Not-in-Use Queue Membership Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field  Description

    -------      ----------  -------------------------------

    CICS Stats    LDGRNIU     Number of programs reclaimed from

    V3.1 & 3.3    (type 27)   NIU queue

 

    CICS Stats    LDGRECNIU   Number of programs reclaimed from

    (V4.1 & )     (type 30)   NIU queue

 

    CMF            n/a

 

    Monitor        n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYNIURE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNIURE contains the sum of all values of CSYNIURE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNIUTM - Not In Use (NIU) Queue Membership Time

CSYNIUTM measures the total time for all programs from when they became eligible for removal from storage to the time
they were actually removed by the Dynamic Program Storage Compression (DPSC) mechanism. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics loader domain global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

             CSYPCMDC - Program Compressions

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          LDGDSPCT      Total Not-in-Use queue member-

    Stats         (type 27)     ship time

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYNIUTM contains a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNIUTM contains the sum of all values of CSYNIUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNMSIT - Last SIT Suffix this Timespan

nCSYNMSIT is the two-character suffix of the CICS System Initialization Table (DFHSITxx) used to initialize the CICS
system from which system statistics are sampled. This data element is available from CMF through release 2.1 only.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2.

      SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 76      SIT

  Monitor  n/a

        

CMF addresses the SIT through the beginning address stored at CSASITBA. To find the suffix, DFHCCMF backs up
from the table entry address one byte at a time until the character constant &#39;DFHSIT&#39; is found. The two bytes
following this character constant are stored in Field 76. This operation is done for every system measurement record
produced.

Range of Value:

Any valid suffix from DFHSITxx.

Summarization Process:

CSYNMSIT is set to the last CSYNMSIT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYNRAMX - Cumulative Active Max Tasks

CSYNRAMX is the value of the CICS system tuning parameter AMXT (maximum active task limit) over the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources. For CICS 3.1.1 and
higher, this data element is obtained from CICS statistics which are written to SMF on an interval basis.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

             CSYMXAMX - Maximum Active Task Limit

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element   Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    CMF          FIELD 78      AMXT value

    Monitor      TIENAMXT      Max active value

    CICS Stats   DSGAMXTL      Current AMAXTASK limit

    V3.1 & 3.3   (type 57)

    CICS Stats    N/A          No longer available

    V4.1 & )

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRAMX is summed from all CSYNRAMX values encountered in the summarization level.

CSYNRINT - Number Of Recording Intervals

CSYNRINT is the number of measurement intervals that occurred over a specific measurement period (DURATION).

Type:

Common identification data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervls

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is identical in value to the data element INTERVLS, from which the value of CSYNRINT is assigned.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRINT contains the sum of the CSYNRINT values from all records processed to make the summarized record.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYNRJCD - JCP Dispatch Count

CSYNRJCD is the number of times the CICS Journal Control Program task was dispatched during the system
measurement interval. This data element is only available from CMF releases up to 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER

 SEE ALSO:  CSYNRKCD - KCP Dispatch Count

            CSYNRTCD - TCP Dispatch Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  --------------------------------------

 

  CMF       Field 20      JC Dispatch Count

  Monitor   n/a

        

This count is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Journal Control system Task Control Area.CMF
monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system task&#39;s TCA in a manner
similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system task&#39;s monitor area is the
CMF data task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four bytes represent time and the
last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated. Therefore, the last two bytes of this
clock are identical to the number of times the associated system task was dispatched during the interval.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRJCD is set to the sum of all CSYNRJCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRKCD - KCP Dispatch Count

CSYNRKCD is the number of times the CICS Task Control system task was dispatched during the system measurement
interval. This data element is available from CMF releases up to 2.1. It is unavailable from CMF 3.1.1 and higher releases.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYNRJCD - JCP Dispatch Count

             CSYNRTCD - TCP Dispatch Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 17      KC Dispatch Count

  Monitor  n/a

        

This count is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Task Control
system Task Control Area.CMF monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system
task&#39;s TCA in a manner similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system
task&#39;s monitor area is the CMF data task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four
bytes represent time and the last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated. Therefore,
the last two bytes of this clock are identical to the number of times the associated system task was dispatched during the
interval.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRKCD is set to the sum of all CSYNRKCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRMXT - Cumulative Max Tasks

CSYNRMXT is the value of the CICS system tuning parameter MXT (maximum task limit) over the system measurement
interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, this data
element is obtained from CICS statistics that are written to SMF on an interval basis.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

             CSYMXMXT - Maximum Maxtask Value

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field    Description

    -----------  ------------  --------------------------------

    CMF          FIELD 77      MXT value

 

    CICS STATS   DSGTL         Current maxt value

    V3.1 & V3.3  (type 57)

 

    CICS STATS   XMGMXT        Current MAXTASK value

    V4.1 & )     (type 10)

 

    Monitor      TIENMXT       Max task value

    (8.0)                      (from The Monitor system record)
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRMXT is summed from all CSYNRMXT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRTCB - Number of CICS Dispatcher TCBs

CSYNRTCB contains the number of CICS dispatcher TCBs. This number is currently 2 if SUBTSK=0 is specified in the
SIT. It is 3 if SUBTSK=1 is specified. The three TCBs are quasi-reentrant TCB, resource-owning TCB, and the concurrent
TCB (optional based upon SUBTSK parameter). This data element is obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global
record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGNTCB       Number of dispatcher TCBs

    Stats         (type 57)

 

    CMF           Not Available

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYNRTCB is 2 or 3.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRTCB contains the last value of CSYNRTCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRTCD - TCP Dispatch Count

CSYNRTCD is the number of times the CICS Terminal Control system task was dispatched during the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF releases up to 2.1. It is unavailable from The Monitor,
and CMF 3.1.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYNRJCD - JCP Dispatch Count

             CSYNRKCD - KCP Dispatch Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 17      TC Dispatch Count

  Monitor  n/a

        

This count is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Terminal Control system Task Control Area.CMF
monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system task&#39;s TCA in a manner
similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system task&#39;s monitor area is the
CMF data, the task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four bytes represent time and
the last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated. Therefore, the last two bytes of this
clock are identical to the number of times the associated system task was dispatched during the interval.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRTCD is set to the sum of all CSYNRTCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRTSK - Current Number of Tasks

CSYNRTSK contains the current number of tasks in the system at the end of the monitoring interval. It includes both
system and user task. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

                CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

                CSYMCTSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field  Description

    -----------  ----------  ----------------------------------

    CICS STATS   DSGCNT      Current number of dispatcher tasks

    & CMF        type 60)

 

    The Monitor  n/a
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Range of Value:

CSYNRTSK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNRTSK contains the last value of CSYNRTSK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNRUSR - Number Of Concurrent Users

This data element is currently reserved for user calculation. It is turned off as shipped.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

None

Range of Value:

None

Summarization Process:

None

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNUCSZ - Size in Bytes of CICS Nucleus

CSYNUCSZ contains the size of the CICS nucleus in bytes. This data element is available from The Monitor, which
derives this information by counting the size of modules that start with DFH. This count excludes CICS PPT resident
modules.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TINUCSZ       CICS nucleus size. This field

                                is in The Monitor interval
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                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYNUCSZ is a positive, non-zero number. Its value is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNUCSZ contains the last value of CSYNUCSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNVCA - No. Temp Storage Strings

CSYNVCA contains the number temporary storage strings specified in the TS= system initialization parameter. This data
element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXSTU - Maximum Temp Storage String in Use

             CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

             CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNVCA        Temporary storage strings

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYNVCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNVCA contains the sum of all values of CSYNVCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

CSYNZZTM contains the amount of normalized CPU time that executed on zIIP cores for transactions that executed
over the measurement interval.Normalized and un-normalized CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC
models because the general-purpose CP cores execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty cores.For sub-capacity
z/series CPC models, however, where the CP cores run at a slower cycle rate than the specialty cores, the normalized
zIIP CPU times reflect the greater amount of CPU time that would be required if the work executed on the slower CP
cores.CSYNZZTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and
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higher, CSYNZZTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to
&quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

          CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

        

Element Derivation:

CSYNZZTM is derived differently based on the data source, IBM CMF or ASG TMON:

• Data Source: IBM CMF For release CICS CTS 5.1 and above, this data element is derived by summing the
CSUNZZTM values over all transactions in the system measurement interval.

• Data Source: ASG TMON Release 3.4 and above CSYNZZTM is calculated by subtracting CP core CPU time from the
total (CP + zIIP) CPU time found in the following metrics in the TMON Transaction Performance History (TI) Record:
CSYNZZTM = T_CPUALL - CSYCPUTM

where:
T_CPUALL  Metric TICPURTM (Task Real CPU Time)
CSYCPUTM  Metric TISTCPUT (Standard CP CPU Time) If the TMON control option SPECIALTY PROCESSOR
CPU="N", CSYNZZTM is set to zero (0)

Range of Value:

CSYNZZTM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNZZTM contains the sum of all values of CSYNZZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With IBM CMF data, CSYNZZTM is not available in the DETAIL timespan. With ASG TMON data, CSYNZZTM is read
from the Transaction Performance History (TI) interval record.For both data sources, at the DAYS and higher timespans,
CSYNZZTM is derived by summing the transaction level data element value (CSUNZZTM) over all transactions that
executed during each hour of the day.CSYNZZTM should be used for CICS transaction-related core usage analysis
and capacity planning related to work eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.To determine the actual amount of
specialty core CPU time expended for sub-capacity CPC models, divide CSYNZZTM by the CP core normalization factor.
This factor is not provided in CICS raw data, but can be obtained from any MICS SMF component step level files. Any
step or interval record for a program that executed on the same CPC as the CICS region will contain the normalization
factor. The SMF component step level zIIP core normalization factor data elements are PGMSUPNF and PGMZAPNF,
respectively.Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs,
and also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to
ZZ=YES.
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CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

CSYOMSGS is the count of the number of output messages generated by all transaction executions over this system
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUOMSGS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYOMSGS is set to the sum of all CSYOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOSCAV - OSCOR Bytes Available

CSYOSCAV is the last OSCOR/GETVIS available. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCOR - OSCOR Total Bytes

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from either CMF. It is read from the
TIOPFAV data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYOSCAV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCAV contains the last value of CSYOSCAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYOSCFA - Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas

CSYOSCFA contains the number of OSCOR (operating system storage) free areas reported by The Monitor in its last
storage analysis scan during a monitoring interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCHI - Highest OSCOR Used

                CSYOSCLF - Largest OSCOR Free Area

                CSYOSCNF - Total Non-Region OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCTO - Total OSCOR Available at Startup

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIOPFAF       Total number of OSCOR free

                                areas. This field resides in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOSCFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCFA contains the last value of CSYOSCFA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOSCHI - Highest OSCOR Used

CSYOSCHI contains the highest number of bytes of OSCOR (operating system storage) in use as reported by The
Monitor in its last storage analysis scan during an interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCFA - Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCLF - Largest OSCOR Free Area

                CSYOSCNF - Total Non-Region OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCTO - Total OSCOR Available at Startup

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIOPHIUZ      Highest OSCOR Used. This field

                                is in The Monitor interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOSCHI ranges from a minimum of zero to a value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCHI contains the last value of CSYOSCHI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOSCLF - Largest OSCOR Free Area

CSYOSCLF contains the size, in bytes, of the largest OSCOR (operating system storage) free area found by The Monitor
during its last storage analysis scan in an interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCFA - Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCHI - Highest OSCOR Used

                CSYOSCNF - Total Non-Region OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCTO - Total OSCOR Available at Startup

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIOPLFA       Largest OSCOR free area.  This

                                field resides in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOSCLF ranges from a minimum of zero to a value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCLF contains the last value of CSYOSCLF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYOSCNF - Total Non-Region OSCOR Free Areas

CSYOSCNF contains the total size, in bytes, of all the OSCOR (operating system storage) non-region free areas found
by The Monitor during its last storage analysis scan in an interval. This storage is the difference between the requested
region size and the actual acquired region size as a result of IEALIMIT.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCFA - Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas

                CSYOSCHI - Highest OSCOR Used

                CSYOSCLF - Largest OSCOR Free Area

                CSYOSCTO - Total OSCOR Available at Startup

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIOPNRFA      Total non-region OSCOR free

                                areas. This field is in The

                                Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOSCNF ranges from a minimum of zero to a value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCNF contains the last value of CSYOSCNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOSCOR - OSCOR Total Bytes

CSYOSCOR is the last OSCOR/GETVIS total bytes. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is
not available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCAV - OSCOR Bytes Available

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from CMF. It is read from the
TIOPSCOR data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYOSCOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYOSCOR contains the last value of CSYOSCOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOSCTO - Total OSCOR Available at Startup

CSYOSCTO contains the total size, in bytes, of all the OSCOR (operating system storage) free areas found by The
Monitor Storage Analysis at PLT completion.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYOSCFA - Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas

             CSYOSCHI - Highest OSCOR Used

             CSYOSCLF - Largest OSCOR Free Area

             CSYOSCNF - Total Non-Region OSCOR Free Areas

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIOPSTOT      Total OSCOR available at start-

                                up. This field resides in The

                                Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOSCTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYOSCTO contains the last value of CSYOSCTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

CSYOTDLT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a CICS open TCB because the region had
reached the limit set by the system parameter, MAXOPENTCBS. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 250     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MXTOTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYOTDLT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYOTDLT contains the sum of all values of CSYOTDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYOUTCH - Output Messages Character Traffic

CSYOUTCH is the count of the number of output characters generated by all transaction executions over this system
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUOUTCH.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYOUTCH is set to the sum of all CSYOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The output character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much information is given
to the terminal operator by the application, and the relative information processed per CICS transaction. Some limitations
on the use of this element include the following:
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• ior to CICS release 1.6.1, CMF did not breakdown character into input and output categories. All character analysis for
CMF systems had to be done from the output character counts (see CSUOUTCH/CSUOUTCH/CSYINCH).

• F161 provides input and output character counts by primary and secondary facility.
• F acquires terminal character counts from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of application TIOA

loading, it does not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It is, therefore,
compromising to use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CSYPAGIN - Page Ins

CSYPAGIN is the number of page-in operations occurred within CICS during the system measurement interval. This data
element is available from ASG-TMON and CMF version 2 data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPAGOT - Page Outs

             CSYAPPGI - Application Page-ins

             CSYCSNPI - CSNC Page In Count

             CSYJPGI  - Journal Control Program Page-ins

             CSYKPGI  - Task Control Program Page-ins

             CSYTPGI  - Terminal Control Program Page-ins

             CSYVPGI  - CVST Page-ins

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 2.x   Field 29      Page In Count

                          (from the CMF class 3 system interval

                          performance record)

  ASG-TMON CSYPAGIN=SUM(OF TITPGIN TIKPGIN TIJPGIN

                    TIAPLPGI TIIPGIN TIVPGIN), where

 

            TITPGIN       TCP Total Page Ins

            TIKPGIN       KCP Total Page Ins

            TIJPGIN       JCP Total Page Ins

            TIAPLPGI      Total Application Page Ins

            TIIPGIN       CSNC Total Page Ins

            TIVPGIN       CVST Total Page Ins

 

   TCE 2.0+ TIPGEICT      Application page-ins

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYPAGIN is set to the sum of all CSYPAGIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYPAGOT - Page Outs

CSYPAGOT is the number of page-out operations that occurred within CICS during system measurement interval. This
data element is available from ASG-TMON and CMF version 2 data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUPAGIN - Page Ins

             CSYAPPGO - Application Page-outs

             CSYCSNPO - CSNC Page Out Count

             CSYJPGO  - Journal Control Program Page-outs

             CSYKPGO  - Task Control Program Page-outs

             CSYTPGO  - Terminal Control Program Page-outs

             CSYVPGO  - CVST Page-outs

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 2.x   Field 30      Page Out Count

                          ASG-TMON CSYPAGOT=SUM(OF TITPGOT TIKPGOT TIJ

 

                          TIAPLPGO TIIPGOT TIVPGOT), where

            TITPGOT       TCP Total Page Outs

            TIKPGOT       KCP Total Page Outs

            TIJPGOT       JCP Total Page Outs

            TIAPLPGO      Total Application Page Outs

            TIIPGOT       CSNC Total Page Outs

            TIVPGOT       CVST Total Page Outs

   TCE 2.0  TIPGEOCT      Application page-outs

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYPAGOT is set to the sum of all CSYPAGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

CSYPCCPU is the percentage of elapsed time for which CICS was available and during which CICS was using CP cores.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.
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  See also: CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

        

Element Derivation:

This value is derived using the following formula:

IF DURATION THEN CSYPCCPU = HUN * CSYCPUTM / DURATION;

ELSE CSYPCCPU = ZERO;

        

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a theoretical maximum of 100 * (number of online CPs). On a dedicated CICS
multiprocessor, it is possible for this number to go over 100, because CICS maintask and subtask activity can each be
active on a different processor at the same time.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCCPU is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCCRx - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit

Values CSYPCCR1 through CSYPCCR7 represent the percent of response time for conversational response events, for
all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. CSYPCCR1 is the percentage
completing within the first time period; CSYPCCR2 is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods;
and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.Response
distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS CICS Analyzer. They are defined by the RESP
statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times, such as 1,
2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CICS Analyzer to record response distribution within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction DETAIL data for response
time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of one would be
added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than or equal to five seconds).CSYPCCR1
through CSYPCCR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the
category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

            CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

            CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

            CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

        

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for CSYTDST1
through CSYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of CSYTRANS, the
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total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5. 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CSYTDST1-8        CSYPCCR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

        

Note that since CSYPCCR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note
that each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value for this element ranges from a minimum of 0 percent to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCCR1 through CSYPCCR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

CICS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If four
distribution times were defined, only the first five distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined
and one for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable CICNODST, Number of Distribution Values, is
the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100
percent or 0 percent in the MICS database. If there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0.

CSYPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

CSYPCDPL contains the number of distributed program LINK (DPL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 73      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PCDPLCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHPROG group.

        

Range of Value:
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CSYPCDPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCDPL contains the sum of all values of CSYPCDPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCLRx - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within LimitValues

CSYPCLR1 through CSYPCLR7 represent the percent of response time for long response events, for all CICS users,
which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. CSYPCLR1 is the percentage completing
within the first time period; CSYPCLR2 is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods; etc. Only
seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.Response distribution categories
are user-defined during the installation of the MICS CICS Analyzer. The user defines the distribution limits with the
RESPonse statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS.The user must select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the MICS CICS Analyzer to store response distributions
within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event
completes.Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count
of one would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds).
CSYPCLR1 through CSYPCLR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be
recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYLTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limits

             CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit

        

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.Thus, given the values for CSYLDST1
through CSYLDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of CSYLTRN, the
total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percentages:

    CICRVAL1-8      CSYLDST1-8        CSYPCLR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1
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                     ------

                     10 total responses (CSYLTRN = 10)

        

Note that since CSYPCLR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the Database. And, as stated above, note
that each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value of this data element ranges from a minimum of 0 percent to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCLR1 through CSYPCLR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

CICS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If four
distribution times were defined, only the first five distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined
and one for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable CICNODST, Number of Distribution Values, is
the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100
percent or 0 percent in the MICS database. If there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0.

CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions

CSYPCMDC is the number of times program compression occurred during the measurement interval. This data element
is available from CMF and The Monitor data sources. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, CSYPCMDC represents the
number of programs removed from storage by the Dynamic Program Storage Compression (DPSC) mechanism.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

                CSYNIUTM - Not-in-Use Membership Queue Time

                CSYPCMTM - Elapsed Time of Program Compressions

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CICS Stats LDGDPSCR       Number of programs removed by

  V3.1 & 3.3 (type 27)      compression

 

  CICS Stats LDGDPSCR       Number of programs removed by

  V4.1 & )   (type 30)      compression

 

  CMF        Field 94       Elapsed time that user task spent

                            in program compression.

 

  Monitor    TIPGMCMP       CICS Program Compression Count

                            (from The Monitor system record)
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For CMF: CSYPCMDC is derived from the counter portion of the CMF type S field PCCMPRTM, which contains a clock,
flag, and counter.

Range of Value:

CSYPCMDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCMDC is set to the sum of all CSYPCMDC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCMRx - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within LimitValues

CSYPCMR1 through CSYPCMR7 represent the percent of response time for medium response events, for all CICS
users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. CSYPCMR1 is the percentage
completing within the first time period; CSYPCMR2 is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods;
etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent. Response distribution
categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS CICS Analyzer. The user defines the distribution limits
with the RESPonse statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS.The user must select seven response distribution
times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the MICS CICS Analyzer to store response distributions
within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event
completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count
of one would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds).
CSYPCMR1 through CSYPCMR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be
recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

                CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

                CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limits

                CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

        

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.Thus, given the values for CSYMDST1
through CSYMDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of CSYMTRN, the
total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CSYMDST1-8        CSYPCMR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70
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        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

                     ------

                      10 total responses (CSYMTRN = 10)

        

Note that since CSYPCMR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the Database. And, as stated above, note
that each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value of this data element ranges from a minimum of 0 percent to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCMR1 through CSYPCMR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

CICS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If four
distribution times were defined, only the first five distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined
and one for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable CICNODST, Number of Distribution Values, is
the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100
percent or 0 percent in the MICS database. If there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0.

CSYPCMTM - Elapsed Time of Program Compressions

CSYPCMTM is the elapsed time that user tasks spent in program compression during a measurement interval. This data
element is only available from CMF through release 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions

        

Element Derivation:

CSYPCMTM is derived from the clock portion of the following CMF type S field, which contains a clock, flag, and counter.

  Monitor    Data Element   Description

  -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

  CMF        PCCMPRTM     Elapsed time that user task spent

             (094)        in program compression.

 

  Monitor    n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYPCMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCMTM is set to the sum of all CSYPCMTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYPCOM - Program Compressions

CSYPCOM is the number of recording intervals during which program compressions occurred. This data element is only
available from TMON/CICS/MVS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Element  Description

 ------------- ------------ ---------------------------------

 TMON/CICS/MVS CSYPCOM is set to one if TIALERT1 = &#39;......1.&#39;.

               TIALERT1      Alert Flag #1

                             (from the system record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYPCOM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCOM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYPCOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCSRx - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within LimitValues

CSYPCSR1 through CSYPCSR7 represent the percent of response time for short response events, for all CICS
users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. CSYPCSR1 is the percentage
completing within the first time period; CSYPCSR2 is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods;
etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.Response distribution
categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS CICS Analyzer. The user defines the distribution limits
with the RESPonse statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS.The user must select seven response distribution
times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the MICS CICS Analyzer to store response distributions
within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event
completes.Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count
of one would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds).
CSYPCSR1 through CSYPCSR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be
recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYSTRN  - Short Transaction Count
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             CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limits

             CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit

        

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.Thus, given the values for CSYSDST1
through CSYSDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of CSYSTRN, the
total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CSYSDST1-8        CSYPCSR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

                     ------

                        10 total responses (CSYSTRN = 10)

        

Note that since CSYPCSR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note
that each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value of this data element ranges from a minimum of 0 percent to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCSR1 through CSYPCSR7 are recal- culated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

CICS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If four
distribution times were defined, only the first five distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined
and one for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable CICNODST, Number of Distribution Values, is
the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100
percent or 0 percent in the MICS database. If there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0.

CSYPCTRx - Cumm Pct All Resp Within LimitValues

CSYPCTR1 through CSYPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short, medium, long, and conversational
response events, for all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user.
CSYPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; CSYPCTR2 is the percentage completing within
the first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent.Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS CICS Analyzer. They
are defined by the RESP statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS.The user may select seven response
distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CICS Analyzer to record response
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distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to
transaction DETAIL data for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of one would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than
or equal to 5 seconds).CSYPCTR1 through CSYPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired divided by the total number of response events completing during
command execution. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

                CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

                CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

                CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

        

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for CSYTDST1
through CSYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of CSYTRANS, the
total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CSYTDST1-8        CSYPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

        

Note that since CSYPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that
each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value of this data element ranges from a minimum of 0 percent to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCTR1 through CSYPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

CSYPCWAT contains the total elapsed time during a monitoring interval that the transactions waited for program fetch.
This time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data is available from
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The Monitor for CICS releases prior to 3.1.1. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, CSYPCWAT represents the total elapsed time
to complete the MVS LOAD requests issued by the loader. It is obtained from the CICS statistics loader domain global
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:  CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS Stats     LDGTTW        Total loading time

   V3.1 & 3.3     (type 27)

 

   CICS Stats     LDGTTW        Total loading time

   V4.1 & )       (type 30)

 

   CMF            n/a

 

   TCE 2.0+      TIPGMWTM      Program fetch wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYPCWAT has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYPCWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

CSYPCWCT contains the number of program fetch waits that occurred during the monitoring interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor 8.0 and higher, as well as CICS version 3.1.1 and higher CICS Statistics.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CICS Stats     LDGWTDLR      Number of loader reqs that
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   V3.1 & 3.3     (type 27)     waited

 

   CICS Stats     LDGWTDLR      Number of loader reqs that

   V4.1 & )       (type 30)     waited

 

   CMF            n/a

 

   TCE 2.0+       TIPGMWCT      Program fetch wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYPCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYPCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

CSYPCZTM is the percentage of elapsed time for which CICS was available and during which CICS was using zIIP cores.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  See also: CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

This value is derived using the following formula:

IF DURATION THEN CSYPCZTM = HUN * CSYNZZTM / DURATION;

ELSE CSYPCZTM = ZERO;

        

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a theoretical maximum of 100 * (number of online zIIPs). On a dedicated CICS
multiprocessor, it is possible for this number to go over 100, because CICS maintask and subtask activity can each be
active on a different processor at the same time.

Summarization Process:

CSYPCZTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

CSYPETTM is the total amount of time that CICS tasks were dispatched by CICS (not in a CICS wait or suspend state)
during all transaction executions for all users. CSYPETTM is available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time

             CSYCSNDP - CSNC Dispatched Time

             CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

             CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

             CSYTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

             CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

             CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

             CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

             CSYUSRTM - User Dispatched Time

             CSYVDTIM - CVST Dispatched Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYPETTM is derived data, as follows:CMF:

     CSYPETTM=

       SUM(CSYQRDSP,CSYRODSP,CSYCODSP,CSYSZDSP,CSYRPDSP,

           CSYFODSP,CSYSLDSP,CSYSODSP,CSYJ8DSP,CSYL8DSP,

           CSYS8DSP,CSYD2DSP,CSYH8DSP,CSYJMDSP,CSYJ9DSP);

CMF CTS 6.4+:

 

     CSYPETTM=

       SUM(CSYQRDSP,CSYRODSP,CSYCODSP,CSYSZDSP,CSYRPDSP,

           CSYJ9DSP,CSYL9DSP,CSYSPDSP,CSYX8DSP,CSYX9DSP,

           CSYFODSP,CSYSLDSP,CSYSODSP,CSYJ8DSP,CSYL8DSP,

           CSYS8DSP,CSYD2DSP,CSYH8DSP,CSYJMDSP,

           CSYT8DSP,CSYTPDSP,CSYEPDSY);

           *** - TCB MODE FOR CSYH8DSP NOT included in CTS 3.1+

ASG-TMON:

     CSYPETTM=

       SUM(CSYUSRTM,CSYTMTCD,CSYTMJCD,CSYTMKCD,

           CSYCSNDP,CSYVDTIM);

        

Range of Value:

CSYPETTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPETTM is set to the sum of all CSYPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

CSYPGMCT is the total program load count. This data element is available from The Monitor data source. For CICS 3.1.1
and higher, this data element is also available from CICS statistics.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats    LDGLLR          Number of library load requests

    V3.1 & 3.3 (type 27)

 

    CICS Stats    LDGLLR          Number of library load requests

    V4.1 & )  (type 30)

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIPGMRCT        Program fetch request count

        

Range of Value:

CSYPGMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPGMCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYPGMCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

CSYPGMTI is the total program load time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, and for CICS
versions 3.1.1 and higher, this data element is also available from CICS Statistics.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CICS Stats    LDGLLT          Total time for all loads

    V3.1 & 3.3  (type 27)

 

    CICS Stats    LDGLLT          Total time for all loads

    V4.1 &      (type 30)

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIPGMRTM        Program fetch request time
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYPGMTI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYPGMTI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPMBA - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

CSYPMBA contains the bytes allocated from large virtual memory in private objects. This data element is obtained from
the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPMBH  - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

             CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

             CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects

       

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSLVABYTES    Bytes allocated to Private

                (type 29)      Memory Objects

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYPMBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPMBA contains the last value of CSYPMBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPMBH - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

CSYPMBH contains the number of bytes hidden in large virtual memory private memory objects. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

             CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects
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             CSYPMBA  - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSLVHBYTES    Bytes hidden within Private

                (type 29)      Memory Objects

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYPMBH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPMBH contains the last value of CSYPMBH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects

CSYPMOCT contains the number of private memory objects allocated. This data element is obtained from the CICS
storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPMBH  - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

             CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

             CSYPMBA  - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element      Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSLVNMEMOBJ   Number of Private Memory Objects

                (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYPMOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPMOCT contains the sum of all values of CSYPMOCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

CSYPMWAT contains the total elapsed time during which the transactions were not being dispatched, but were not
waiting or suspended. This condition can occur, for example, when a transaction loses control as a result of issuing a
CHAP request that lowers its priority. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIPMTWTM      Preempt wait time,  a field in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYPMWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYPMWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYPMWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

CSYPMWCT contains the number of times during the interval the transactions were preempted, a condition under which
the transaction was not being dispatched, but was not waiting or suspended. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIPMTWCT      Preempt wait count, a field  in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYPMWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPMWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYPMWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYPRIAG - Dispatch Priority Aging Time

CSYPRIAG contains the value of the priority aging factor PRTYAGE set in the system initialization parameter. This is
used to increase the effective priority of a task based on the amount of time it has been held on a ready queue. This data
element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

             CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

             CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time

             CSYTSKS  - Subtasks Value

             CSYMBTCH - QR MRO Batching Value

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element        Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGPRIAG       Current PRTYAGE time (msec)

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYPRIAG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

CSYPRIAG contains the last value of CSYPRIAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYPUSES - Total No. Loader Program Uses

CSYPUSES contains the number of uses of any program by the CICS region. This data element is obtained from the
CICS loader and program statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

             CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

             CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGPUSES       Total Program Uses

                (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYPUSES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYPUSES contains the sum of all values of CSYPUSES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQNUM - Current TS Names in Use

CSYQNUM contains the current temporary storage queue names in use. This data element is obtained from the CICS
temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYNCIA  - Current TS CIs in Use

             CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGQNUM        Current temporary storage names

                (type 48)      in use
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    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYQNUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYQNUM contains the last value of CSYQNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

CSYQRCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the quasi-reentrant TCB. CSYQRCPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                      

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYQRCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGACT moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

  Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYQRCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

CSYQRCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       SEE ALSO:  CSUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 256     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYQRCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYQRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

CSYQRDLY contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS QR TCB. This is the
aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user-task redispatch. This field does not include the
elapsed time spent waiting for the first dispatch. The field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------   ------------   -------------------------------------

 

 CMF 5.3+ Field 249     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (QRMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYQRDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRDLY contains the sum of all values of CSYQRDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

CSYQRDSP contains the elapsed time during which the quasi-reentrant TCB was dispatched. CSYQRDSP is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYQRDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGTDT moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

   Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYQRDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

CSYQRDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 255     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYQRDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYQRDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRSTR - Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (GMT)

CSYQRSTR is the time at which the dispatcher started. This value can be used as an approximate time at which CICS
started. The field contains the time as a store clock (STCK) value in GMT.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

See also:  CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

           CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

           CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS STATS     DSGSTART      Dispatcher Start Time

  V3.1 & V3.3    (type 57)
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  CICS STATS     DSGSTART      Dispatcher Start Time

  V4.1 & >       (type 56)

 

   CMF           n/a

 

   Monitor       n/a

      

Range of Value:

CSYQRSTR is a SAS datetime value and may contain any valid timestamp value.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRSTR contains the sum of all values of CSYRODSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

CSYQRWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the quasi-reentrant TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYQRWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGSYSW moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYQRWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYQRWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYQRWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYQRWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the resource-owning TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYQRWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGTWT moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

   Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYQRWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYQRWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

CSYRDQWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a DB2 thread to become available.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

-------  ------------   -------------------------------------

 

 CMF 5.3+ Field 187     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

          (DB2RDYQW)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRDQWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYRDQWT contains the sum of all values of CSYRDQWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

CSYRDSA contains the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for the read-only Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).This
data element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of RDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYRDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRDSA contains the last value of CSYRDSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage below the 16 MB line is allocated in 256 KB increments.

CSYRESCT - Resident CICS Program Count

CSYRESCT contains the total number of resident programs in the CICS PPT as identified by The Monitor at PLT time.
This count does not include programs identified as resident that are operating system loaded (e.g., RMODE(ANY)).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYRESSZ - Resident CICS Program Size in Bytes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIRESCT       Resident program count. This

                                field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRESCT is a positive, non-zero value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRESCT contains the last value of CSYRESCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYRESSZ - Resident CICS Program Size in Bytes

CSYRESSZ contains the total amount, in bytes, of DSA (dynamic storage area) consumed as a result of CICS loading
resident programs at PLT time. This value is the difference between DSA size before and after loading resident programs.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYRESCT - Resident CICS Program Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIRESSZ       Resident program size. This

                                field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRESSZ is a positive, non-zero value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRESSZ contains the last value of CSYRESSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

CSYREST1 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a response time less than one second.
The one second threshold is defined by The Monitor and cannot be changed within the MICS CICS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST2 - Total Trans with 1-2 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST5 - Total Trans with 4-5 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS01       Total transactions with 0-1

                                second(s) response time.

 

    CMF           N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYREST1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST1 contains the sum of all enqueues of CSYREST1 processed in the level of summarization.CSYREST2 - Total
Trans with 1-2 Sec Response TimeCSYREST2 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a
response time greater than or equal to one second and less than two seconds. The response threshold is defined by The
Monitor and cannot be changed within the MICS CICS Analyzer. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST5 - Total Trans with 4-5 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS12       Total transactions with 1-2

                                seconds(s) response time.

        

Range of Value:

CSYREST2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST2 contains the sum of all values of CSYREST2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

CSYREST3 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a response time greater than or equal
to two seconds and less than three seconds. The response threshold is defined by The Monitor and cannot be changed
within the MICS CICS Analyzer. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST2 - Total Trans with 1-2 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST5 - Total Trans with 4-5 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS23       Total transactions with 2-3

                                seconds response time.

        

Range of Value:

CSYREST3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST3 contains the sum of all values of CSYREST3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

CSYREST4 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a response time greater than or equal
to three seconds and less than four seconds. The response threshold is defined by The Monitor and cannot be changed
within the MICS CICS Analyzer. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST2 - Total Trans with 1-2 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST5 - Total Trans with 4-5 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS34       Total transactions with 3-4

                                seconds response time.
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Range of Value:

CSYREST4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST4 contains the sum of all values of CSYREST4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYREST5 - Total Trans with 4-5 Sec Response Time

CSYREST5 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a response time greater than or equal
to three seconds and less than four seconds. The response threshold is defined by The Monitor and cannot be changed
within the MICS CICS Analyzer. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST2 - Total Trans with 1-2 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS45       Total transactions with 4-5

                                seconds of response time.

        

Range of Value:

CSYREST5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST5 contains the sum of all values of CSYREST5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYREST6 - Total Trans over 5 Sec Response Time

CSYREST6 contains the total number of transactions ended in the interval with a response time greater than five
seconds. The response threshold is defined by The Monitor and cannot be changed within the MICS CICS Analyzer. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYREST1 - Total Trans with 0-1 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST2 - Total Trans with 1-2 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST3 - Total Trans with 2-3 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST4 - Total Trans with 3-4 Sec Response Time

             CSYREST5 - Total Trans over 4-5 Sec Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIRPS05       Total transactions with greater

                                than 5 seconds response time.

        

Range of Value:

CSYREST6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYREST6 contains the sum of all values of CSYREST6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRGNS - Region Size

CSYRGNS is the last Region/Partition size. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIARGNS data element in The
Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYRGNS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRGNS contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYRGNS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYRJDTM - Total Elapse Dispatch Time User Reject

CSYRJDTM contains the total elapsed dispatch time of transactions that were rejected by The Monitor during the
recording interval. The transactions were rejected either by user exits or based on the Transaction Exclude List defined by
Internal Data Collection Controls. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRJTCT - Total User Rejected Transactions

             CSYRJTTM - Total Elapse Time of Rejected Trans

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIURDSP       Elapse dispatch time user

                                reject.  This field resides in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRJDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRJDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYRJDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRJTCT - Total User Rejected Transactions

CSYRJTCT contains the total number of transactions that were rejected by The Monitor during the recording interval. The
transactions were rejected by the WRITE RECORD user exit. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRJDTM - Total Elapse Dispatch Time User Reject

             CSYRJTTM - Total Elapse Time of Rejected Trans

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIURCNT       Total user reject transactions.
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                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRJTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRJTCT contains the sum of all values of CSYRJTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRJTTM - Total Elapse Time of Rejected Trans

CSYRJTTM contains the total elapsed time of transactions that were rejected by The Monitor during the recording interval.
The transactions were rejected by the WRITE RECORD user exit. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRJDTM - Total Elapse Dispatch Time User Reject

             CSYRJTCT - Total User Rejected Transactions

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIURTIME      Total elapsed time of rejected

                                transactions. This field is in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRJTTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRJTTM contains the sum of all values of CSYRJTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

CSYRMCPS contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
CICSPlex SM requests. CSURMCPS is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 007      Time spent in RMI for CICS Plex

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMCPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMCPS contains the sum of all values of CSYRMCPS processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMDBC - RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests

CSYRMDBC contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DBCTL requests. CSYRMDBC is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 004      Time spent in RMI for DBCTL Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYRMDBC contains the sum of all values of CSYRMDBC processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

CSYRMDB2 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DB2 requests. CSYRMDB2 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 003      Time spent in RMI for DB2 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMDB2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMDB2 contains the sum of all values of CSYRMDB2 processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

CSYRMDL1 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DL1 requests. CSURMDL1 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 005      Time spent in RMI for DL1 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMDL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMDL1 contains the sum of all values of CSYRMDL1 processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMMQC - Total WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI

CSYRMMQC contains the total number of WebSphere MQ requests that spent time in the CICS Resource Manager
Interface (RMI). CSYRMMQC is available from CMF at CTS release 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURMMQC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

             CSYRMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

CSYRMMQC&#39;s values are derived by summing the values of the CSURMMQC element.

Range of Value:

CSYRMMQC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMMQC contains the sum of all values of CSYRMMQC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

CSYRMMQM contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
WebSphere MQ requests. CSYRMMQM is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.
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             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 006      Time spent in RMI for MQ Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMMQM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMMQM contains the sum of all values of CSYRMMQM processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

CSYRMOTH contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all other requests. CSYRMOTH is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All  Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 002      Time spent in RMI for Other Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMOTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMOTH contains the sum of all values of CSYRMOTH processed in the level of summarization.
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CSYRMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs

CSYRMTCP contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
TCP/IP Socket requests. CSYRMTCP is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

             CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 008      Time spent in RMI for TCPIP req

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMTCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMTCP contains the sum of all values of CSYRMTCP processed in the level of summarization.

CSYRMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

CSYRMTOT contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all requests. CSYRMTOT is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYRMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CSYRMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CSYRMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CSYRMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CSYRMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CSYRMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CSYRMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 001      Time spent in RMI for All Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRMTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYRMTOT contains the sum of all values of CSYRMTOT processed in the level of summarization.

CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

CSYROCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the resource-owning TCB. CSYROCPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU TimeB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                   

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYROCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGACT moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

 

   Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYROCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYROCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

CSYRODSP contains the elapsed time during which the resource-owning TCB was dispatched. CSYRODSP is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYRODSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 57 for CICS/ESA version 3

                              and earlier. For CICS version 4

                              and above, DSGTDT moved to the

                              Type 56 record.  It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CICS

                              Transaction Server (CTS) 1.3 and

                              then to the type 60 in CTS 2.1

                              and higher.

 

   Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRODSP is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to the total duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYRODSP contains the sum of all values of CSYRODSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

CSYROMTM contains the total elapsed time for which user tasks waited for redispatch on a CICS RO TCB. This time is
the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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   SEE ALSO:  CSYSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUROMTM values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYROMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYROMTM contains the sum of all values of CSYROMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

CSYROWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the resource-owning TCB. This value is obtained from
the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYROWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

  Stats                       This is available in record type

                              57 for CICS/ESA version 3 and

                              earlier. For CICS version 4 and

                              above, DSGSYSW moved to the Type

                              56 record.  It moved to the type

                              55 record with CICS Transaction

                              Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to the

                              type 60 in CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

   Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYROWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYROWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYROWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYROWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the resource-owning TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

                CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYROWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

  Stats                       This is available in record type

                              57 for CICS/ESA version 3 and

                              earlier. For CICS version 4 and

                              above, DSGTWT moved to the Type

                              56 record.  It moved to the type

                              55 record with CICS Transaction

                              Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to the

                              type 60 in CTS 2.1 and higher.

   Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYROWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYROWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRPCPU - ONC/RPC TCB CPU Time

CSYRPCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the ONC/RPC (open network computing / remote procedure
call) TCB. CSYRPCPU is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS release 5.1
and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYFOCPU - File Owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource Owning CPU Time

             CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZCPU - Secondary LU TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYRPCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 56 for CICS Transaction

                              Server (CTS). It moved to the

                              type 55 record with CTS 1.3

                              and then to the type 60 record

                              in CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

   Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYRPCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYRPCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

CSYRPDSP contains the elapsed time during which the ONC/RPC (open network computing / remote procedure call)
TCB was dispatched. CSYRPDSP is obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time
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             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSZDSP - Secondary LU TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

     

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYRPDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

  Stats                       This is available in record type

                              56 for CICS Transaction Server

                              (CTS). It moved to the type 55

                              record with CTS 1.3 and then to

                              the type 60 record in CTS 2.1 and

                              higher.

 

   Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYRPDSP is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to the total duration of the interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYRPDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYRPDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYRPWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the ONC/RPC (open network computing/remote procedure call)
TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

       

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYRPWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS). It moved to the

                                type 55 record with CTS 1.3 and

                                then to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1 and higher.

 

    Monitor       N/A

       

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYRPWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYRPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

CSYRRSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited indoubt using resource recovery services for EXCI.
The field is a component of the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 191     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RRMSWAIT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRRSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYRRSWT contains the sum of all values of CSYRRSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYRRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

CSYRRWTM contains the elapsed time during which the request processor user task CIRP waited for any outstanding
replies to be satisfied.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

             CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 192     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RQRWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYRRWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYRRWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYRRWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYRTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

CSYRTRWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for the completion of a child transaction that
executed as a result of the user task issuing a CICS BTS run process or run activity request to a child process or activity,
synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 195     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RUNTRWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.
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Range of Value:

CSYRTRWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYRTRWT contains the sum of all values of CSYRTRWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

CSYSDSA contains the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for the shared Dynamic Storage Area (DSA).This data
element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of SDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

         

Range of Value:

CSYSDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 16384 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYSDSA contains the last value of CSYSDSA processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DSA storage below the 16 MB line is allocated in 256 KB increments.

CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSYSDST1 through CSYSDST8, contains the number of short response events which completed within
the user-defined limit (e.g., CSYSDST1 contains all responses which occurred in less than one second).As part of
the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement of
prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding
a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.Thus, if the distribution times
requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of one
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds). CSYSDST1
is, thus, the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, CSYSDST2 is the
number of response events which completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times. CSYSDST8
contains the number of events which took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

        

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the CSYSDSTx elements which are accumulated for the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSDSTx contains the sum of all CSYSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSERVU - Service Units

CSYSERVU is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of service
units for all users over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSERVU - Service Units

             CSUSERVU - Service Units

        

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for CSYSERVU together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSYSERVU is set to the sum of all CSYSERVU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSHPCN - Temp Storage Shared Pool Connected

CSYSHPCN contains the number of temporary storage shared pools that the system is connected to. CSYSHPCN is
available from CICS statistics at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO: CSYSHPDF - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Defined

               CSYSHRDS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Read Reqs

               CSYSHWTS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Write Reqs

                      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSHPCN      Shared pools connected to

    statistics    type 48

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYSHPCN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSHPCN contains the sum of all values of CSYSHPCN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSHPDF - Temp Storage Shared Pools Defined

CSYSHPDF contains the number of temporary storage shared pools defined. CSYSHPDF is available from CICS
statistics at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO: CSYSHPCN - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Connected

               CSYSHRDS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Read Reqs

               CSYSHWTS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Write Reqs

                      

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSHPDF      Shared pools defined

    statistics    type 48

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYSHPDF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSHPDF is set to the last CSYSHPDF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSHRDS - Temp Storage Shared Pool Read Reqs

CSYSHRDS contains the total number of read requests issued for all temporary storage shared pools. CSYSHRDS is
available from CICS statistics at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    SEE ALSO: CSYSHPCN - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Connected

              CSYSHPDF - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Defined

              CSYSHWTS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Write Reqs

               

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSHRDS      Shared pools read requests

    statistics    type 48

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYSHRDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSHRDS contains the sum of all values of CSYSHRDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYSHWTS - Temp Storage Shared Pool Write Reqs

CSYSHWTS contains the total number of write requests issued for all temporary storage shared pools. CSYSHWTS is
available from CICS statistics at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO: CSYSHPCN - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Connected

               CSYSHPDF - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Defined

               CSYSHRDS - Temporary Storage Shared Pools Read Reqs

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSHWTS      Shared pools write requests

    statistics    type 48

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYSHWTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSHWTS contains the sum of all values of CSYSHWTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSIOCT - Access Method Calls (SIO Count)

CSYSIOCT is not the number of CICS File control requests, and is not directly related to hardware activity (such as an
EXCP count might be). This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSIOCT - Access Method Call Count

             CSUSIOCT - Access Method Call Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 70      FC Access Method Count

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction
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                         performance detail record)

  The Monitor  TAFILCT   Total FCP file access count

        

The specific derivation is as follows:

CMF        :  This data element is accumulated from CSUSIOCT.

The Monitor: This data element is accumulated from TAFILCT.

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSIOCT is set to the sum of all CSYSIOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

CSYSLCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB. CSYSLCPU is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 1.3 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                    

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSLCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSLCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYSLCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Dispatch

CSYSLDSP contains the elapsed time during which the Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB was dispatched. CSYSLDSP is
obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                      

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSLDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSLDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYSLDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) MVS Waits

CSYSLWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the SL Sockets Owning Mode TCB. This value is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSLWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSLWAT&#39;s value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSLWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYSLWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Wait

CSYSLWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the SL Sockets Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This
value is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSLWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

       

    Monitor       N/A

      

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSLWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSLWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSMASK - Statistic Records Construction Mask

CSYSMASK is seven bytes in length, with each byte signifying the presence or absence of a particular CMF statistic
record type in an observation in the CICCSY DAYS file as shown below:

    +--------------------------   a. GLD

    |   +----------------------   b. GSM

    |   |   +------------------   c. GST

    |   |   |   +--------------   d. GTD

    |   |   |   |   +----------   e. GTS

    |   |   |   |   |   +------   f. GTM

    |   |   |   |   |   |   +--   g. GDP

    |   |   |   |   |   |   |

    V   V   V   V   V   V   V

 

  +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
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  | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |  &#39;1&#39; if stat. rec. type present

  +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

  | . | . | . | . | . | . | . |  &#39;.&#39; if stat. rec. type absent

  +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

                CSYSMASK LEGEND

 

           Stats

            Rec/

     File   Type   Description

     ---- -------- -------------------------------

  a.  GLD    30    Loader Domain Global Stats

  b. GSM 2/14/29 Storage Manager DSA Stats

  c.  GST     6    Storage Manager Task S/P Stats

  d.  GTD    45    Transient Data Global Stats

  e.  GTS    48    Temp Storage Global Stats

  f.  GTM    10    Trans Manager Global Stats

  g.  GDP 56/60/62 Dispatcher Domain Global Stats

        

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 7.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYFMASK -  File Type Construction Mask

        

Element Derivation:

CSYSMASK is constructed when all of the available CMF statistics records for an hour are merged together by the MICS
module #CSTMERG.

Range of Value:

Each individual byte will contain either a period (.) or a number equal to its position in the field.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CSYSMASK read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

CSYSMASK provides you with an audit trail to identify which CMF record statistic types were used to build observations
in the MICS CICCSY File at the DETAIL timespan. This element can be useful in analyzing the completeness of the CSY
data at the DETAIL level.

CSYSMISO - Transaction Isolation Setting

CSYSMISO displays whether transaction isolation is active. This is specified on the TRANISO parameter in the SIT. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is character.

   See also:  CSYSMRNT - Reentrant Programs Setting

             CSYSMPRT - Storage Protection Setting

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSTRANISO    Transaction isolation

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSMISO can contain any of the following values: &#39;Active&#39;, or &#39;Inactive&#39;.

Summarization Process:

CSYSMISO contains the last value of CSYSMISO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSMOCT - No. Shared Memory Objects

CSYSMOCT contains the number of shared memory objects allocated. This data element is obtained from the CICS
storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

             CSYLMSB  - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element       Description

    -------     ------------     ------------------------------

    CICS Stats  SMSLVSHRNMEMOBJ  Number of Shared Memory

                (type 29)        Objects

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSMOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSMOCT contains the sum of all values of CSYSMOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYSMPRT - Storage Protection Setting

CSYSMPRT displays whether storage protection is active. This is specified on the STGPROT parameter in the SIT. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is character.

  See also:  CSYSMRNT - Reentrant Programs Setting

             CSYSMISO - Transaction Isolation Setting

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSSTGPROT    Storage protection

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSMPRT can contain any of the following values: &#39;Active&#39;, or &#39;Inactive&#39;.

Summarization Process:

CSYSMPRT contains the last value of CSYSMPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSMRNT - Reentrant Programs Setting

CSYSMRNT displays whether write protection is enabled for reentrant programs. This is specified on the RENTPGM
parameter in the SIT. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is character.

   See also:  CSYSMPRT - Storage Protection Setting

             CSYSMISO - Transaction Isolation Setting

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSRENTPGM    Reentrant programs

    Stats         (type 29)
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    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSMRNT can contain any of the following values: &#39;Protect&#39;, or &#39;NoProtct&#39;

Summarization Process:

CSYSMRNT contains the last value of CSYSMRNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

CSYSOBDE contains the number of bytes decrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 243     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYDECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOBDE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOBDE contains the sum of all values of CSYSOBDE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

CSYSOBEN contains the number of bytes encrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 242     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYENCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOBEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOBEN contains the sum of all values of CSYSOBEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

CSYSOCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB. CSYSOCPU is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 1.3 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

               

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSOCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYSOCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

CSYSOCRC contains the total number of bytes received on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

             CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 295     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOCRC contains the sum of all values of CSYSOCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

CSYSOCSC contains the total number of bytes sent on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Received

             CSYSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 297     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOCSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOCSC contains the sum of all values of CSYSOCSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Dispatch

CSYSODSP contains the elapsed time during which the Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB was dispatched. CSYSODSP
is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSODSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSODSP contains the sum of all values of CSYSODSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

CSYSOMTM contains the total elapsed time for which user tasks waited for redispatch on a CICS SO TCB. This time is
the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUSOMTM values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYSOMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOMTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

CSYSONPC contains the total number of requests made by the user task to create a non-persistent outbound socket.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOPCT - No. Create Persistent Socket Requests

             CSUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 290     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCNPSCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:
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CSYSONPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSONPC contains the sum of all values of CSYSONPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

CSYSOOWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for outbound socket I/O. This field is a component of
the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

             CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 299     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOOIOWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOOWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOOWT contains the sum of all values of CSYSOOWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

CSYSORCT contains the total number of receive requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

             CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 294     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCRCVCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSORCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSORCT contains the sum of all values of CSYSORCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOS - Short On Storage Condition

For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYSOS is the number of transaction executions during which short on storage (SOS)
conditions were detected. SOS conditions are caused when the storage cushion is released. This data element is
available from the CMF and TMON/CICS data sources for CICS releases through 2.1. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher,
CSYSOS is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager global record. It represents the number of times CICS
went SOS during the monitoring interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOS   - Short on Storage Condition

             CSUSOS   - Short on Storage Condition

             CSYSOSCD - Short on Storage Conditions (CDSA)

             CSYSOSEC - Short on Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

             CSYSOSER - Short on Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

             CSYSOSES - Short on Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

             CSYSOSEU - Short on Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

             CSYSOSGC - Short on Storage Conditions (GCDSA

             CSYSOSRD - Short on Storage Conditions (RDSA)

             CSYSOSSD - Short on Storage Conditions (SDSA)

             CSYSOSUD - Short on Storage Conditions (UDSA)

             CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

        

Element Derivation:

CSYSOS is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The indicator is
present if a short on storage condition is detected in the course of processing any event. The SOS condition is recognized
when the CSASOSON mask of CSASOSI is set.The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as
follows:

Monitor         Input Field   Description

-------------- ------------ -----------------------------
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  CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

                                V4.1 thru V6.4 (type 2) V6.5 thru V6.                                  6 (type

 14) V6.7 and above (type 29)

  CMF             Field 64      Condition Indicator

                  (3rd byte)    bits &#39;.......1&#39;

  TMON/CICS/MVS   TISOSCNT      Total Short-on-Storage Count

                                (from The Monitor system

                                 record)

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOS is set to the sum of all CSYSOS values encountered in the summarization level.For CMF and TMON/CICS/
MVS data sources, the value of this data element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the DETAIL
meaning of this data element is the number of system measurement intervals during which a SOS condition was detected.
The summation of this data element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Also, note that certain users
may cause a heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values may indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

CSYSOSCD is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the CDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)
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   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSCD is set to the sum of all CSYSOSCD values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

CSYSOSCT contains the total number of send requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

             CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 296     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYSOSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

CSYSOSEC is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
ECDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSEC is set to the sum of all CSYSOSEC values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

CSYSOSER is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
ERDSA.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSER is set to the sum of all CSYSOSER values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSES - Short on Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

CSYSOSES contains the number of short-on-storage conditions that are encountered in the extended dynamic storage
area (EDSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer

See also: CSYSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)
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          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOSES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSES contains the sum of all values of CSYSOSES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOSET - Short on Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

CSYSOSET is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
ETDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)
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          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSET is set to the sum of all CSYSOSET values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

CSYSOSEU is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
EUDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------
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   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSEU is set to the sum of all CSYSOSEU values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

CSYSOSGC is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
GCDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSGC is set to the sum of all CSYSOSGC values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

CSYSOSGS is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
GSDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

       

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSGS is set to the sum of all CSYSOSGS values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

CSYSOSGU is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the
GUDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSGU is set to the sum of all CSYSOSGU values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

CSYSOSRD contains the number of short-on-storage conditions that are encountered in the dynamic storage area (DSA)
during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOSRD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSRD contains the sum of all values of CSYSOSRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)

CSYSOSSD contains the number of short-on-storage conditions encountered in the dynamic storage area (DSA) during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)
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          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOSSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSSD contains the sum of all values of CSYSOSSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOSUD - Short On Storage Conditions (UDSA)

CSYSOSUD is the number of SOS (short on storage) conditions that occurred during the monitoring interval in the UDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

          CSYSOSCD - Short On Storage Conditions (CDSA)

          CSYSOSEC - Short On Storage Conditions (ECDSA)

          CSYSOSER - Short On Storage Conditions (ERDSA)

          CSYSOSES - Short On Storage Conditions (ESDSA)

          CSYSOSET - Short On Storage Conditions (ETDSA)

          CSYSOSEU - Short On Storage Conditions (EUDSA)

          CSYSOSGC - Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)

          CSYSOSGS - Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)

          CSYSOSGU - Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)

          CSYSOSRD - Short On Storage Conditions (RDSA)

          CSYSOSSD - Short On Storage Conditions (SDSA)
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Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASSC      Count of time at SOS

   V2.0 and above

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOSUD is set to the sum of all CSYSOSUD values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Certain users might cause a
heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values might indicate an overload problem.

CSYSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

CSYSOTCT contains the total number of socket requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 298     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCTOTCT     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYSOTCT contains the sum of all values of CSYSOTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) MVS Waits

CSYSOWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the SO Sockets Owning Mode TCB. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSOWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYSOWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Wait

CSYSOWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the SL Sockets Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This
value is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSOWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.  It

                                moved to the type 60 record in

                                CTS 2.1.

 

       Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

CSYSOXCT contains the number of EXTRACT TCPIP and EXTRACT CERTIFICATE requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests
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             CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

             CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 289     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSOXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSOXCT contains the sum of all values of CSYSOXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSPCI - No. TS Segments per CI

CSYSPCI contains the number of segments available in each temporary storage data set control interval. This data
element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYBPSEG - No. TS Bytes per Segment

             CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

             CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TSGSPCI        Segments per control interval

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSPCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPCI contains the last value of CSYSPCI processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYSPCOM - Doublewords Program Storage Freed

CSYSPCOM is the amount of storage freed as a result of program storage compressions. This data element is available
from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ --------------------------------------

 

CMF      Field 88      Doublewords program storage freed

                          (from the CMF class 3 system interval

                          performance record)

The Monitor: Not available

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPCOM is set to the sum of all CSYSPCOM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CSYSPCOM is accumulated during CICS FREEMAIN events when program storage is being released. CICS will free
program storage only when it has run out of dynamic storage (DSA) or is unable to satisfy a GETMAIN request from the
storage remaining in the DSA. At that time, CICS will release ALL program storage that is not currently in use. This may
result in a jump in paging activity as storage is being released and will cause additional overhead if the program is needed
again because CICS must once again load it into storage. During program compression, response time will be degraded.It
is normal for program compressions to occur but you must carefully evaluate the circumstances. Program compression is
attempted by CICS in order to prevent release of the storage cushion, an event which in known as going short-on-storage
(SOS). As such, program compression can be considered an early warning that the current size of the DSA is becoming
inadequate or is being used inefficiently. Some common causes include the following:

• Transaction volume has increased.
• Application programs are doing large GETMAINs.
• Storage is fragmented.
• Storage cushion size is too large for the size of the DSA.
• Other bottlenecks that cause transaction throughput to degrade and allow more transactions than usual to start

and, thus, consume all available virtual storage.

CSYSPCPU - SP Open Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYSPCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the SP Open Mode TCB. CSYSPCPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server 3.1 and higher.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

              

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSPCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF            N/A

 

    Monitor        N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSPCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYSPCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSPDSP - SP Open Mode Dispatch Time

CSYSPDSP contains the elapsed time during which the SP socket pthread Owning Mode TCB was dispatched.
CSYSPDSP is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server
release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                   

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSPDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSPDSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYSPDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSPWAT - SP Open Mode Waits

CSYSPWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the SP Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits
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             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSPWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSPWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYSPWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSPWTM - SP Open Mode Wait Time

CSYSPWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the SP socket pthread Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS
wait. This value is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server
release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time
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             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSPWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSPWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSPWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSQLTM - Total Elapse Time in SQL Calls

CSYSQLTM contains the elapsed time for all DB2 SQL calls issued during the monitoring interval. This time is measured
from the issuance of the call until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the call. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

      SEE ALSO:  CSYSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TISQLCTM      Elapsed time of SQL calls
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Range of Value:

CSYSQLTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSQLTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSQLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSQLTO - Total SQL Calls

CSYSQLTO is the total number of SQL calls issued by the user transaction.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

        

Element Derivation:

For TCE 2.0 and 2.1 this field is input from TISQLCCT on the TI record.

Range of Value:

CSYSQLTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSQLTO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYSQLTO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

CSYSRBTM is the total amount of SRB CPU time consumed for all users. This data element is available from The Monitor
and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 28      SRB Time

  TCE 2.0+ TISRBCTM      SRB CPU Time

        

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSRBTM is set to the sum of all CSYSRBTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

CSYSRMTR is a user-defined variable available for recording number of SRM ended transactions attributable to all
users for a system measurement interval.This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It
is provided to permit user calculation of SRM count. An exit, _USRSCSY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

        

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSRMTR is set to the sum of all CSYSRMTR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

CSYSRSTM is the total response time for all CICS users for short response events completed during the
interval.Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is accumulated from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
&#39;S&#39; (short transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSYSRSTM is set to the sum of all CSYSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSRU - System Resource Units

CSYSRU is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for all users.This
data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of such data
for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCSY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according
to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUSRU - System Resource Units

        

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYSRU is set to the sum of all CSYSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSTA9F - No. Temp Storage Compressions

CSYSTA9F contains the number of times the temporary storage buffers were compressed. This data element is obtained
from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYQNUM  - Current TS Names in Use

             CSYNCIA  - Current TS CIs in Use

             CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGSTA9F       Number of temp. storage

                (type 48)      compressions

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYSTA9F ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTA9F contains the sum of all values of CSYSTA9F processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSTDAT - Date of Startup

CSYSTDAT is the date that The Monitor's internal Data Collection Service within the CICS address space was initialized.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS date value.

    SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIENDATE      Internal DCS initialization

                                date. This field resides in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSTDAT is a valid date.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTDAT contains the last value of CSYSTDAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSTDLC - Total MAX SSL TCB Delays

CSYSTDLC contains the total number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because
the CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSUSTDLY - MAX SSL TCB Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUSTDLC.

Range of Value:

CSYSTDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTDLC contains the sum of all values of CSYSTDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSTDLY - Total Max SSL TCB Delay Time

CSYSTDLY is the total elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

       SEE ALSO:  CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUSTDLY.

Range of Value:

CSYSTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTDLY contains the sum of all values of CSYSTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The S8 mode open TCBs are used exclusively by secure sockets layer (SSL) pthread requests issued by or on behalf of a
user task.

CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed

CSYSTRN represents the number of short transactions that have terminated during the interval.The number of transaction
executions is defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors can change the meaning of this data element
for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead
of a count of transaction executions.For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3)
records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CSYCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

             CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed days CICCSU file data element CSUSTRN.

Range of Value:

CSYSTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTRN is set to the sum of all CSYSTRN values encountered in the summarization level, except in the DAYS
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSTSKS - Subtasks Value

CSYSTSKS contains the value that is specified in the system initialization parameter SUBTSKS, for the number of task
control blocks (TCBs) that CICS can use for running tasks in a concurrent mode. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

             CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

             CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time

             CSYPRIAG - Dispatch Priority Aging Time

             CSYMBTCH - QR MRO Batching Value

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSGSTSKS       Number of subtasks

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSTSKS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSTSKS contains the last value of CSYSTSKS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSUBTM - Total Subtask TCB Time

CSYSUBTM contains the total subtask CPU time consumed by the CICS region during the monitoring interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TISUBTTM      System ID (from TCT prefix)

        

For The Monitor, TISUBTCB is only collected when REALCPU STATISTICS = Y is specified on the Collection Screen of
Internal Data Collection Controls.

Range of Value:

CSYSUBTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSUBTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSUBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

CSYSUSOC contains the total number of times that transactions were suspended for reasons that The Monitor cannot
identify. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    SEE ALSO:  CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TISPNDCT      Unidentified suspend wait

                                count.This field is in The

                                Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:
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CSYSUSOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSUSOC contains the sum of all values of CSYSUSOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSUSOT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

CSYSUSOT contains the total elapsed time that transactions were suspended due to reasons that The Monitor cannot
identify. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TISPNDTM      Unidentified suspend wait time.

                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSUSOT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSUSOT contains the sum of all values of CSYSUSOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

CSYSYDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a syncpoint request to be issued by its parent
transaction. The user task was executing as a result of a parent task issuing a CICS BTS run-process or run-activity
request to execute a child process or activity, synchronously. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 196     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SYNCDLY)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSYDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYSYDTM contains the sum of all values of CSYSYDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

CSYSYWTT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a coupling facility data table server to process
syncpoint requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 177     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SRVSYWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYSYWTT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYSYWTT contains the sum of all values of CSYSYWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSZCPU - Secondary LU TCB CPU Time

CSYSZCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the secondary LU TCB, which is an optional TCB that
is available when FEPI=YES (front-end programming interface) is specified in the SIT (system initialization table).
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CSYSZCPU is obtained from the CICS global dispatcher statistics record. It is available for CMF input at CICS/ESA
release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSZCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Input Field   Description

    -------       -----------   -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS/ESA version 4

                                and above. It moved to the type

                                55 record with CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to

                                the type 60 record in CTS 2.1

                                and higher.

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSZCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSZCPU is set to the sum of all values of CSYSZCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSZDSP - Secondary LU TCB Dispatch Time

CSYSZDSP contains the total elapsed time during which the secondary LU TCB was dispatched. The secondary LU TCB
is an optional TCB that is available when FEPI=YES (front-end programming interface) is specified in the SIT (system
initialization table). CSYSZDSP is obtained from the CICS global dispatcher statistics record. It is available for CMF input
at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time
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             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

           

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSZDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Input Field   Description

    -------       -----------   -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        TCB dispatch time

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS/ESA version 4

                                and above. It moved to the type

                                55 record with CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to

                                the type 60 record in CTS 2.1

                                and higher.

 

     ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSZDSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSZDSP is set to the sum of all values of CSYSZDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSZWAT - Secondary LU TCB MVS Waits

CSYSZWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred for the secondary LU TCB, which is an optional TCB
that is available when FEPI=YES (front-end programming interface) is specified in the SIT (system initialization table).
CSYSZWAT is obtained from the CICS global dispatcher statistics record. It is available for CMF input at CICS/ESA
release 3.3 and higher.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSZWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Input Field    Description
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    -------       -----------    ------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS/ESA version 4

                                and above. It moved to the type

                                55 record with CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to

                                the type 60 record in CTS 2.1

                                and higher.

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSZWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSZWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYSZWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYSZWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the secondary LU TCB was in an MVS wait state. The
secondary LU TCB is an optional TCB that is available when FEPI=YES (front-end programming interface) is specified
in the SIT (system initialization table). CSYSZWTM is obtained from the CICS global dispatcher statistics record. It is
available for CMF input at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYSZWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Input Field   Description

    -------       -----------   ------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        TCB dispatch time

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 56 for CICS/ESA version 4

                                and above. It moved to the type

                                55 record with CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and then to

                                the type 60 record in CTS 2.1
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                                and higher.

 

    ASG-TMON         N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYSZWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSZWTM is set to the sum of all values of CSYSZWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYS8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the S8 Sockets Mode TCB. CSYS8CPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 1.3 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                      

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYS8CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:
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CSYS8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYS8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

CSYS8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS S8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 261     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (S8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYS8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYS8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSYS8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode TCB Dispatch Time

CSYS8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the S8 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYS8DSP is obtained
from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYS8DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYS8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYS8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode MVS Waits

CSYS8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the S8 Sockets Mode TCB. This value is obtained from
the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYS8WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

  Stats                       This is available in record

                              type 55 for CICS Transaction
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                              Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                              It moved to the type 60 record

                              in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYS8WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYS8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYS8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

CSYS8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the S8 Sockets Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 1.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYS8WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS waits

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYS8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYS8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSCNAL - Strings Concurrently Accessed

CSYSCNAL contains the current number of strings being accesses concurrently in the system. This data element is
obtained from the CICS transient data statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

             CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

             CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

             CSYSCNWT - Concurrent String Waits

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TQGSCNAL       Current concurrent string access

                (type 45)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYSCNAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSCNAL contains the last value of CSYSCNAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYSCNWT - Concurrent String Waits

CSYSCNWT contains the current number of string waits in the system. This data element is obtained from the CICS
transient data statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

             CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer
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             CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

             CSYSCNAL - Strings Concurrently Accesed

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TQGSCNWT       Current intrapartition string

                (type 45)      waits

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYSCNWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYSCNWT contains the last value of CSYSCNWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

CSYTAWTT contains the total elapsed time for which user tasks waited for allocate requests for an MRO (Inter-Region
Communication), LU6.1, or LU6.2 session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUTAWTT values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CSYTAWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTAWTT contains the sum of all values of CSYTAWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTCBMD - No. CICS TCB Modes

CSYTCBMD contains current TCB modes the CICS dispatcher is managing. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYTCBPL - No. CICS TCB Pools

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element      Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGASIZE       Number of CICS TCB MODEs

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTCBMD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCBMD contains the last value of CSYTCBMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTCBPL - No. CICS TCB Pools

CSYTCBPL contains number of TCB pools where the CICS dispatcher is managing TCBs. This data element is obtained
from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   See also:  CSYTCBMD - No. CICS TCB Modes

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGPSIZE       Number of CICS TCB POOLs

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

     

Range of Value:

CSYTCBPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCBPL contains the last value of CSYTCBPL processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

CSYTCBTM is the total amount of TCB CPU time consumed for all users over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

             CSYDISTM - CICS Dispatcher CPU Time

             CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

             CSYSZCPU - Secondary LU TCB CPU Time

             CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

             CSYTCUTM - User TCB CPU Time

             CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPUR Time

             CSYUSRTM - User (application) CPUR Time

        

Element Derivation:

CSYTCBTM is derived differently based on the data source; IBM CMF or ASG TMON:

• Data Source: IBM CMF For release CICS CTS 5.1 and above, this data element is derived by summing the
CSYTCBTM values over all transactions in the system measurement interval.

• Data Source: ASG TMON For release 3.4 and above, this data element is set equal to field TITCBCTM (Region CPU
Time), in the TMON transaction Performance History (TI) Record

Range of Value:

CSYTCBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCBTM is set to the sum of all values of CSYTCBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With IBM CMF data, CSYTCBTM is not provided directly as a interval level raw data value. Instead, in the DAYS and
higher timespans of the CICCSY file, it is derived by summing the transaction level data element value (CSUTCBTM) over
all transactions that executed during each hour of the day.With ASG TMON data, CSYTCBTM is read from a metric in the
interval level Transaction Performance History (TI) record.

CSYTCPJT - Accumulated TCP + JCA CPU Time

CSYTCPJT is the time attributed to CICS Terminal Control and Journal Control system tasks during the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

             CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ --------------------------------------

 

  CMF      CSYCPJTM      JCA CPU TCB Time

           CSYTCPTM      Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

  Monitor  CSYCPJTM      JCA CPU TCB Time

           CSYTCPTM      Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

  CMF:    CSYTCPJT = CSYTCPTM + CSYCPJTM;

  The Monitor: CSYTCPJT = CSYTCPTM + CSYCPJTM;

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCPJT is set to the sum of all CSYTCPJT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTCPTC User Task Standard Processor CPU Count

CSYTCPTC contains the count of TCB task dispatches on standard CP processors.CSYTCPTC is only available with
CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CSYTCPTC contains zero (0)
unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to &quot;Y&quot;. The default value is
&quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSYTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSYOCPTC - User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 ASG TMON  TISTCPOT      Standard CP Dispatches

 3.4+
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Range of Value:

CSYTCPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCPTC contains the sum of all values of CSYTCPTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The counts contained in CSYTCPTC are available only on systems that support the Extract CPU Time instruction service
that is available on IBM System z9 or later hardware. For z/OS Version 1 Release 13, the PTF for APAR OA38409 must
also be applied.

CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

CSYTCPTM is the CPU time attributed to CICS Terminal Control system task during the system measurement interval.
This data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

             CSYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  ------- ------------ --------------------------------------

 

  CMF      Field 16      TCP CPU Time

  Monitor  TITCPU        TCP CPU Time

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCPTM is set to the sum of all CSYTCPTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For CMF, this time is extracted from the CPU time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Terminal
Control system Task Control Area.CMF monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the
system task&#39;s TCA in a manner similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the
system task&#39;s monitor area is the CMF data element MF3CPUT, the task CPU time clock. Field 19 is assigned from
the value of MF3CPUT for the Terminal Control system task&#39;s monitor control area.

CSYTCUTM - User (Application) CPU Time

CSYTCUTM is the TCB time used by non-system tasks during the system measurement interval. This data element is
available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - CPU Time

        

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor      Data Element  Description

  -------      ------------  ----------------------------------

  CMF          Field 22      User CPU Time

  (pre 3.1.1)                (from the CMF class 3 system

                             performance record)

 

  TCE 2.0+     TIAPLCTM      Application CPU Time

        

For CMF 3.1.1 and higher, CSYTCUTM is missing at the DETAIL timespan. At the DAYS and higher timespans, it is set to
the value of CSUCPUTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: CSYTCUTM is set to the sum of all CSYUSRTM values
encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CSYTCWAT - Total Terminal Wait Time

CSYTCWAT contains the total elapsed time that non-conversational transactions were suspended due to a terminal wait.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTCWCT - Total Terminal Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TITERWTM      Total terminal wait time

        

Range of Value:

CSYTCWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYTCWAT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYTCWCT - Total Terminal Wait Count

CSYTCWCT contains the number of times during the interval that non-conversational transactions were suspended due to
a terminal wait. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTCWAT - Terminal Suspend Wait Time

             CSYEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSYDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSYGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CSYICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSYMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSYSUSOC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TITERWCT      Total terminal wait count

        

Range of Value:

CSYTCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTCWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYTCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDBUF - Transient Data Intrapartition Buffers

CSYTDBUF contains the number of intrapartition transient buffers specified in the SIT or SIT overrides. This data element
is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYMXTDB - Max Intra TD Buffers with Valid data

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ANABFA     Intrapartition buffers

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDBUF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDBUF contains the last value of CSYTDBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDCSZ - Transient Data Control Interval Size

CSYTDCSZ contains the size, in bytes, of the transient data control interval. This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CSYTDNCI - No. of Transient Data Control Intervals

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ACISZ      Control interval size

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDCSZ takes a numeric value that is valid for VSAM control interval size, typically an integer multiple of 512 or 2048.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDCSZ contains the last value of CSYTDCSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

CSYTDECN contains the number of requests issued during the monitoring interval to the extrapartition transient data. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDECNT      Transient data (extra) requests

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDECN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDECN contains the sum of all values of CSYTDECN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

CSYTDECT is the total transient data events. This data element is available from ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

                CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

                CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

        

Element Derivation:

For ASG-TMON/ESA 2.0+ CSYTDECT is read from field TITDQRCT.

Range of Value:
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CSYTDECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTDECT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors

CSYTDERR contains the number of I/O errors that occurred on the intrapartition transient data set. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write

                CSYTDRD  - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

                CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ACTIO      I/O errors

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDERR has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDERR contains the sum of all values of CSYTDERR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

CSYTDETI is the total transient data times. This data element is available from ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time
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             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

         

Element Derivation:

For ASG-TMON/ESA 2.0+ CSYTDETI is read from field TITDQRTM.

Range of Value:

CSYTDETI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDETI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTDETI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

CSYTDETM contains the elapsed time for extrapartition transient data requests issued during a monitoring interval. This
time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the
request. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDETI       Transient data (extra) request

                                time, a field in The Monitor&#39;s

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDETM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDETM contains the sum of all values of CSYTDETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

CSYTDEWC contains the number of extrapartition transient data waits that occurred during the monitoring interval. This
time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDEWCT      Transient data (extra) wait

                                time, a field in The Monitor&#39;s

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDEWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDEWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTDEWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

CSYTDEWT contains the total elapsed time during the monitoring interval that the transactions waited for extrapartition
transient data. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count
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             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDEWTM      Transient data (ext) wait time,

                                a field in The Monitor interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDEWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDEWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDEWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write

CSYTDFWT contains the number of times a new control interval was added to the end of the data set to increase
available space. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors

                CSYTDRD  - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

                CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ACTFT      Formatting writes

    Stats         (type 45)
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    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDFWT has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDFWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDFWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYTDICT contains the number of requests issued during the interval to the intrapartition
transient data. This data element is available from The Monitor only. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, CSYTDICT is
obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It contains the number of times intrapartition buffers have
been accessed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           A11ATNAL      Intrapartition accesses

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    The Monitor   TITDICNT      Transient data (intra) requests

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYTDICT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

CSYTDITM contains the total elapsed time for intrapartition transient data requests issued by the transaction during a
monitoring interval. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction
upon completion of the request. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDITI       Transient data (intra) request

                                time, a field in The Monitor&#39;s

                                 interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDITM contains the sum of all values of CSYTDITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

For CICS releases through 2.1, CSYTDIWC contains the number of intrapartition transient data waits that occurred during
the monitoring interval. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction.
This data element is available from The Monitor only. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, this data element is obtained
from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It represents the number of times a request was queued because no
buffers were available.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ATNWT      Intrapartition buffer waits

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    The Monitor   TITDIWCT      Transient data (intra) wait

                                count, a field in The Monitor&#39;s

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDIWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTDIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

CSYTDIWT contains the total elapsed time that the transactions waited for intrapartition transient data during the
monitoring interval. This time is measured from the issuance of wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDECN - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CSYTDECT - Transient Data Events

             CSYTDETI - Transient Data Elapsed Time

             CSYTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CSYTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count
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             CSYTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CSYTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITDIWTM      Transient data (int) wait time,

                                a field in The Monitor interval

                                record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDIWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDNCI - No. of Transient Data Control Intervals

CSYTDNCI contains the number of intrapartition transient data control intervals active during the monitoring interval. This
data element is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and
higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTDCSZ - Transient Data Control Interval Size

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ANCIS      Control intervals

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:
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CSYTDNCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDNCI contains the last value of CSYTDNCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDNSP - Transient Data NO SPACE Occurrences

CSYTDNSP contains the number of times a NOSPACE condition has occurred on the intrapartition transient data set.
This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYTDFWT - Transient data (Intra) Formatting Write

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ANOSP      Times NOSPACE Occurred

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDNSP contains a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDNSP contains the sum of all values of CSYTDNSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDRD - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

CSYTDRD contains the number of times a control interval was read from disk. This data element is obtained from the
CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors

                CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write
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                CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ACTGT      Formatting writes

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDRD has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDRD contains the sum of all values of CSYTDRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high number of CSYTDRD indicates that buffer allocation may be insufficient. Increasing the buffers will reduce the I/O
activity to disk.

CSYTDSAC - No. of Transient Data String Accesses

CSYTDSAC contains the number of times the transient data strings are accessed. This data element is obtained from the
CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

                CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

                CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient Data Active Strings

                CSYTDSWT - Transient Data String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11STNAL      Times string accessed

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a
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Range of Value:

CSYTDSAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDSAC contains the last value of CSYTDSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient Data Active Strings

CSYTDSRG contains the number of transient data strings active during the monitoring interval. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

             CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

             CSYTDSAC - No. of Transient Data String Accesses

             CSYTDSWT - Transient Data String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11SNSTA      Number of strings

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDSRG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDSRG contains the last value of CSYTDSRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDSTx - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Each count, CSYTDST1 through CSYTDST8, contains the number of response events which completed within the user-
defined limit (e.g., CSYTDST1 contains all responses which occurred in less than 1 second), and represents the total
for short, medium long, and conversational response events.As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user
defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member CICOPS.
This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
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accumulator when a response event completes.Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10,
15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of one would be added to the third distribution
accumulator (greater than two seconds and less than five seconds. CSYTDST1 is, thus, the number of response events
which completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, CSYTDST2 is the number of response events which
completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times. CSYTDST8 contains the number of events
which took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution Counts

             CSYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution Counts

             CSYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution Counts

             CSYCDSTX - Conv. Response Distribution Counts

             CSYPCTRX - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

        

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the CSYSDSTx, CSYMDSTx, CSYLDSTx and CSYCDSTx elements which are accumulated
for the CICS user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDSTx contains the sum of all CSYTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDSWT - Transient Data String Waits

CSYTDSWT contains the number of waits that occurred because no strings were available. This data element is obtained
from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

             CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient Data Active Strings

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11STNWT      String waits

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a
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Range of Value:

CSYTDSWT has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDSWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

CSYTDWRT contains the number of writes to the intrapartition transient data set. It includes the writes performed for
physical and logical recovery and the writes forced by a buffer being flushed to accommodate new data. This data
element is obtained from the CICS statistics transient data global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors

                CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write

                CSYTDRD  - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A11ACTPT      Formatting writes

    Stats         (type 45)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTDWRT has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTDWRT contains the sum of all values of CSYTDWRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high number of CSYTDWRT indicates that buffer allocation may be insufficient. Increasing the buffers will reduce the I/O
activity to disk (however, VSAM I/Os are always performed for physical and logical recovery).

CSYTMCQT - Current TM Queued User Transactions

CSYTMCQT contains the number of the user transactions currently queued due to MAXTASK limit. This data element is
obtained from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     See also:  CSYCQTM  - Current Time Spent Trans Queue MXT

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGCQT        Current queued user trans

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTMCQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMCQT contains the last value of CSYTMCQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTMERR - Timing Error Encountered

CSYTMERR is the number of transaction executions during which monitor timing errors were detected. This data element
is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

       SEE ALSO:  CAUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

                  CSUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a timing problem was detected in the course of processing any system event.The source of this data
element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF       MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '1.......' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '.1......' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '..1.....'

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

 

  The Monitor: Not available
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  CMF:   The MF3ERROR bits are set on the recognition of the

         following events:

 

         Bit Mask   Hex   Event

         --------    --   ------------------------------------

         1.......    80   Clock count overflow

         .1......    40   Start command for a ticking clock or

                          stop command for a stationary  clock

           ..1.....  20   Clock capacity overflow

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process: Note:

CSYTMERR is set to the sum of all CSYTMERR values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data
element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the DETAIL meaning of this data element is the
number of system measurement intervals during which this condition was detected. The summation of this data element
will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.Usage Notes:The presence of any
value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, etc. should be examined
for validity in the applications indicated.

CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

CSYTMICV is the value of the CICS region exit time at the end of the system measurement interval. This data element is
obtained from CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CICS     DSGICVT       Interval Control Value

  Stats    (type 62)

 

  Monitor  n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTMICV range is determined by the CICS System Initialization Table parameter ICV. ICV may take any value from 100
to 327670 milliseconds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMICV is set to the last CSYTMICV value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

CSYTMJCD is the time the CICS Journal Control system task was dispatched during the system measurement interval.
This data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatch Time

             CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor Data Element Description

  ------- ------------ -------------------------------------- 

  CMF     Field 18 JC Dispatched Time

 

  Monitor TIJDTIME JCP dispatched Time

        

This time is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Journal Control system Task Control Area.CMF
monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system task&#39;s TCA in a manner
similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system task&#39;s monitor area is the
CMF data task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four bytes represent time and the
last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMJCD is set to the sum of all CSYTMJCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

CSYTMKCD is the time the CICS Task Control system task was dispatched during the system measurement interval. This
data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

             CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 24      KC Dispatched Time

  Monitor  TIKDTIME      KCP Dispatched Time

        

This time is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Task Control
system Task Control Area.CMF monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system
task&#39;s TCA in a manner similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system
task&#39;s monitor area is the CMF data task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four
bytes represent time and the last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMKCD is set to the sum of all CSYTMKCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

CSYNUMCT contains the number of user and system transactions that have run in the CICS region. This data element is
obtained from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTATCT - Current TM Active User Transactions

             CSYTMCQT - Current TM Queued User Transactions

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGNUM        Total number of transactions

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYNUMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYNUMCT contains the sum of all values of CSYNUMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTATCT - Current TM Active User Transactions

CSYTATCT contains the number of user transactions that became active. This data element is obtained from the CICS
transaction manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      See also:  CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGTAT        Total active user transactions

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTATCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTATCT contains the last value of CSYTATCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

CSYTMTCD is the time the CICS Terminal Control system task was dispatched during the system measurement interval.
This data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatch Time

             CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 15      TC Dispatched Time

  Monitor  TITDTIME      TCP Dispatched Time
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This time is extracted from the dispatch time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Terminal Control
system Task Control Area.CMF monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system
task&#39;s TCA in a manner similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system
task&#39;s monitor area is the CMF data task dispatch time clock. Such clocks are six bytes in length, where the first four
bytes represent time and the last two bytes are the binary count of the number of times the clock was updated.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMTCD is set to the sum of all CSYTMTCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

CSYTMTSD CSYTMTSD is the value of the CICS terminal scan delay time at the end of the system measurement
interval. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CICS     DSGICVSD      Terminal scan delay value

  Stats    (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON N/A

       

For CMF only, the interval control region exit time is sampled before the system measurement interval record is written, from CSATSDTI.

Range of Value:

Ranges for this data element are determined by the CICS System Initialization Table parameter ICVTSD. ICVTSD may
take any value from 100 to 327670 milliseconds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMTSD is set to the last CSYTMTSD value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time

CSYTMVRT is the value default runaway task time interval specified in the ICVR system initialization parameter. This data
element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

             CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSGICVRT       Current ICVR time (msec)

                (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTMVRT range is determined by the CICS System Initialization Table parameter ICVR. ICVR can take any value from
250 milliseconds to 2700000 milliseconds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTMVRT contains the last value of CSYTMVRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTNUM - No. Transactions at Last Reset

CSYTNUM contains the total number of user and system transactions attached up to the time of the last statistics reset.
This data element is obtained from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        See also:  CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGTNUM       Total transactions last reset

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTNUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYTNUM contains the last value of CSYTNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTOQTM - Total Time Queued due to MXT

CSYTOQTM measures the total elapsed time user transactions were queued due to MXT (maximum task) reasons. This
data element is obtained from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record. It is available for CICS/ESA release
4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVQTM - Average MAXTASK Queuing Time

             CSYTOTDT - Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGTQTME      Total MAXTASK queuing time

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTOQTM contains a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTOQTM contains the sum of all values of CSYTOQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTOTDT - Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT

CSYTOTDT contains the total number of user transactions that were queued due to MXT (maximum task) reasons. This
data element is obtained from the CICS transaction manager global statistics record. It is available for CICS/ESA release
4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAVQTM - Average MAXTASK Queuing Time

             CSYTOQTM - Total Time Queued due to MXT
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          XMGTDT        Total delayed user transactions

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTOTDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTOTDT contains the sum of all values of CSYTOTDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTOTE - Transactions Excluded

CSYTOTE is the total transactions excluded. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTOTI - Transactions Initiated

             CSYTOTT - Nonexcluded Transactions Ended

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor and The Monitor for CICS/ESA 2.0 data source. It is not available
from CMF. It is read from the TITOTE data element in The Monitor Task System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTOTE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTOTE contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTOTE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTOTI - Transactions Initiated

CSYTOTI is the total transactions initiated. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF data source.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTOTE - Transactions Excluded

             CSYTOTT - Nonexcluded Transactions Ended

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from CMF. It is read from the TITOTI
data element in The Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTOTI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTOTI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTOTI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTOTT - Nonexcluded Transactions Ended

CSYTOTT is the total nonexcluded transactions ended. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but
is not available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTOTE - Transactions Excluded

             CSYTOTI - Transactions Initiated

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from CMF. It is read from the TITOTT
data element in The Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTOTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTOTT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTOTT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYTPCPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the TP Threaded TCB Owning mode. CSYTPCPU is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 4.1 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYTPCPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPCPU contains the sum of all values of CSYTPCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Dispatch Time

CSYTPDSP contains the elapsed time during which the TP Threaded TCB owning Mode was dispatched. CSYTPDSP is
obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time
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             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

                     

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYTPDSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

     Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPDSP contains the sum of all values of CSYTPDSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTPGI - Terminal Control Program Page-ins

CSYTPGI is the TCP total page-ins. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available from
the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  CSYTPGO - Terminal Control Program Page-outs

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TITPGIN data element in The Monitor
System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTPGI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPGI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTPGI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTPGO - Terminal Control Program Page-outs

CSYTPGO is the TCP total page-outs. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available
from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTPGI - Terminal COntrol Program Page-ins

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TITPGOT data element in The
Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTPGO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPGO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTPGO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

CSYTPWAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the TP Threaded TCB Owning mode. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYTPWAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       The number of MVS waits which

    Stats                       occurred on TCBs in this mode.

                                This is available in record

                                type 60 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 2.1 and above.
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    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTPWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYTPWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

CSYTPWTM contains the total elapsed time during which the TP Event Processing Mode was in an MVS wait. This value
is obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

                        (removed in CTS 3.1)

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYTPWTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum real time that the CICS

    Stats         (type 60)     region was in an MVS wait

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYTPWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTPWTM contains the sum of all values of CSYTPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

CSYTRANS represents the total number of transactions that have terminated during the interval.The number of
transaction executions is defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors can change the meaning of this
data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational mode yields an interaction
count, instead of a count of transaction executions.For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance
class (class 3) records received. For The Monitor, this is the number of DETAIL transaction records received.In the CICS
Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE of &quot;X&quot;,
denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CSYETRN, Excessive Transactions Processed,
instead of CSYTRANS, Number of Transaction Occurrences.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTRANS is set to the sum of all CSYTRANS values encountered in the summarization level, except in the DAYS
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTRDN - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

CSYTRDN contains the number of times a control interval (CI) had to be read from disk storage. To reduce this activity,
increase the buffer allocation. This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers
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             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

             CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

             CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  TSGTRDN        Buffer reads

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a

      

      

Range of Value:

CSYTRDN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTRDN contains the sum of all values of CSYTRDN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions

CSYTRSTM is the total response time for all CICS users for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational)
completed during the interval.Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

      SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the sum of all CSUTRSTM values in the system measurement interval.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTRSTM is set to the sum of all CSYTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSATM - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Time

CSYTSATM contains the total elapsed time during the interval that the transactions spent on temporary storage auxiliary
output requests. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon
completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt

             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M input Req Time

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSATIM      Temp storage aux output request

                                time, a field in The Monitor&#39;s

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSATM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSATM contains the sum of all values of CSYTSATM processed in the level of summarization

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSAUX - Pct Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

CSYTSAUX contains the percentage of auxiliary temporary storage capacity used during the interval. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSAUXU      Temporary storage (AUX) utili-

                                zation.  This field resides in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSAUX ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSAUX contains the last value of CSYTSAUX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSYTSAUX is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. In the higher timespans, CSYTSAUX does not represent the
overall percentage of use since the information required for that calculation is not available.

CSYTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

CSYTSAWC contains the number of times during the monitoring interval that the transactions waited on temporary
storage auxiliary output requests. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M input Req Time

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSAWCT      Temporary storage AUX (output)

                                wait count, a field in The

                                Monitor&#39;s interval record.
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Range of Value:

CSYTSAWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSAWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTSAWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

CSYTSAWT contains the total elapsed time during an interval that the transactions waited on temporary storage auxiliary
output requests. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M input Req Time

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSAWTM      Temporary storage AUX (output)

                                wait time,  a field in The

                                Monitor&#39;s interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSAWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSAWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTSAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

CSYTSBWC contains the number of requests queued because no buffers are available. This data element is obtained
from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGBWTN       Buffer waits

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSBWC has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSBWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTSBWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A buffer wait will occur if the requested control interval is already in a locked buffer. This occurs regardless of whether
there are other available buffers.

CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

CSYTSCIS contains the value of the CONTROLINTERVALSIZE parameter from the VSAM CLUSTER definition for the
temporary storage data set. It is the unit of transmission between DASD and main storage. Using a larger control interals
(CIs) enables more data to be transferred at one time, reducing some system overhead. This data element is obtained
from the CICS transient data statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater Than CI

             CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

             CSYMXTCI - Peak Temp Storage CIs Used

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description
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    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats    TSGCSZ         Control interval size

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSCIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSCIS contains the last value of CSYTSCIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSCTR - No. TS Cleanup Tasks Runs

CSYTSCTR contains the number of times the clean-up task ran to automatically delete eligible temporary storage queues.
This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   See also:  CSYTSQDL - No. Queues Auto Deleted

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats    TSGTSCTR       Count of clean up task runs

                (type 48)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSCTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSCTR contains the sum of all values of CSYTSCTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

CSYTSECT is the count of temporary storage events. This data element is available from ASG-TMON, but is not available
from CMF.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSOTA - Temp Stor (Aux) Output Request Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temp Stor (Main) Output Request Count

        

Element Derivation:

For ASG-TMON:

       CSYTSECT = SUM(CSYTSICT, CSYTSOTA, CSYTSOTM)

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTSECT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

CSYTSETI is the temporary storage time. This data element is available from ASG-TMON, but is not available from CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

                CSYTSITM - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Time

                CSYTSATM - Temp Stor (Aux) Output Request Time

        

Element Derivation:

For ASG-TMON:

        CSYTSETI = SUM(CSYTSITM, CSYTSATM)

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSETI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSETI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTSETI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Cnt

CSYTSICT contains the number of temporary storage input (auxiliary and main) requests issued during the monitoring
interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt

             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M Input Req Time

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSBICT      Temporary storage (AUX+MAIN

                                input) request count, a field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSICT contains the sum of all values of CSYTSICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSIM - Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests

CSYTSIM contains the total number of GET/GETQ requests issued for main temporary storage. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSITA - Temp Storage Input Count (Aux)

                CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests

                CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A12NMG        GE/GETQ main storage requests

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSIM contains the sum of all values of CSYTSIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSIOE - Number of Temp Storage I/O Errors

CSYTSIOE contains the number of I/O errors that occurred on the temporary storage data set. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSIM  - Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests

                CSYTSITA - Temp Storage Input Count (Aux)

                CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests

                CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A12STAAF      I/O errors on TS data set

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSIOE has a minimum value of zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSYTSIOE contains the sum of all values of CSYTSIOE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSITA - Temp Storage Input Count (Aux)

CSYTSITA contains the total number of GET/GETQ requests for auxiliary temporary storage. This data element is
obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSIM  - Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests

                CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests

                CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGNAG        GET/GETQ auxiliary storage req

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSITA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSITA contains the sum of all values of CSYTSITA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSITM - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Req Time

CSYTSITM contains the total elapsed time during the monitoring interval that the transactions spent on temporary storage
(auxiliary and main storage) input requests. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent
dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This
data element is available from The Monitor 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt
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             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSBITM      Temporary storage (AUX + MAIN

                                input) request time,  a field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSITM contains the sum of all values of CSYTSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSIWCTempStorageAuxMainInputWaitCnt

CSYTSIWC contains the number of times during the monitoring interval that transactions waited on temporary storage
(auxiliary and main) input requests. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt

             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M Input Req Time

             CSYTSIWT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Time

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSBWCT      Temporary storage (AUX+MAIN)

                                input wait count, a field in

                                The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSIWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTSIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

CSYTSIWT contains the total elapsed time in the monitoring interval that transactions waited on temporary storage
input requests for both main and auxiliary storage. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent
dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Time

             CSYTSAUX - Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used

             CSYTSAWC - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Cnt

             CSYTSAWT - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Wait Time

             CSYTSECT - Temporary Storage Events

             CSYTSETI - Temporary Storage Time

             CSYTSICT - Temporary Storage A+M Input Request Cnt

             CSYTSITM - Temporary Storage A+M input Req Time

             CSYTSIWC - Temporary Storage A+M Input Wait Count

             CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

             CSYTSOTA - Temporary Storage Aux (Out) Req Count

             CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Out) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSBWTM      Temporary storage (AUX+MAIN)

                                input wait time, a field in The

                                Monitor interval record.
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Range of Value:

CSYTSIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSIWT contains the sum of all values of CSYTSIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSLHT - No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit

CSYTSLHT contains the number of times requests for main storage exceeded the limit set for the amount of storage
allowed for data. This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLMIIT Setting

             CSYTSMUS - Current TSMAIN Utilization

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTSLHT       Times at TSMAINLIMIT

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSLHT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSLHT contains the sum of all values of CSYTSLHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSMAN - Temporary Main Storage Used

CSYTSMAN contains the total amount of temporary storage (in bytes) used as determined by The Monitor Storage
Analysis in its last scan during an interval. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSAUX - Pct Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TITSMAIN      Temporary  storage MAIN used.

                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSMAN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMAN contains the last value of CSYTSMAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLMIIT Setting

CSYTSMLM contains current limit set for the amount of storage CICS makes available in main temporary storage. This
value is expressed in bytes. This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSMUS - Current TSMAIN Utilization

             CSYTSLHT - No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTSMLM       Current TSMAINLIMIT setting

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSMLM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMLM contains the last value of CSYTSMLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSMUS - Current TSMAIN Utilization

CSYTSMUS contains the current amount of storage in use for data in main temporary storage. This data element is
obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLMIIT Setting

             CSYTSLHT - No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTSMUS       Current storage used for

                (type 48)      TSMAINLIMIT

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSMUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMUS contains the last value of CSYTSMUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSMXM - Maximum Temp Storage (Main) Used

CSYTSMXM contains the maximum number, in bytes, of main temporary storage used. This data element is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          A12STAGF      Peak storage for temp. storage

    Stats         (type 48)     (main)

 

    CMF           n/a
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    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSMXM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMXM contains the maximum value of CSYTSMXM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSMXN - Maximum Temp Storage Name in Use

CSYTSMXN contains the maximum number of temporary storage queue names in use. This data element is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGQNUMH      Peak storage for temp. storage

    Stats         (type 48)     (main)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSMXN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMXN contains the maximum value of CSYTSMXN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSMXQ - Maximum Entries in Temp Storage Queue

CSYTSMXQ contains the maximum number of entries in any temporary storage queue. This data element is available for
CICS release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGQINH       Number of entries in longest

    Stats         (type 48)     queue

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSMXQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSMXQ contains the maximum value of CSYTSMXQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

CSYTSNCI contains the number of control intervals (CIs) available for auxiliary temporary storage. This data element is
obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

             CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater Than CI

             CSYMXTCI - Peak Temp Storage CIs Used

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor      Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGNCI         Number of control intervals

                (type 48)      available

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTSNCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSNCI contains the last value of CSYTSNCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSNSP - NOSPACE Condition in Temp Storage Aux

CSYTSNSP contains the number of times the auxiliary temporary storage has run out of space. Under this condition, one
or more transactions may be suspended or forced to abend. This element is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary
storage global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSTA8F      Times aux. storage exhausted

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSNSP contains a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSNSP contains the sum of all values of CSYTSNSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Count

CSYTSOTA contains the total number of temporary storage auxiliary output requests issued during the interval. This data
element is available only from The Monitor 8.0 and higher for CICS releases through 2.1. For CICS release 3.1.1 and
higher, CSYTSOTA is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Time

             CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage Main (Output) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSTA7F      PUT/PUTQ auxiliary storage req.

    Stats         (type 48)
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    The Monitor   TITSATIM      Temporary storage (aux. output)

                                request count.  This field is

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSOTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSOTA contains the sum of all values of CSYTSOTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSOTM - Temporary Storage Main (Output) Count

CSYTSOTM contains the total number of main temporary storage output requests issued during the interval. This
data element is available from The Monitor only for CICS releases through 2.1. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher,
CSYTSOTM is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYTSATM - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Time

             CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSTA5F      PUT/PUTQ Main storage requests

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    The Monitor   TITSMTIM      Temporary storage (main output)

                                request count.  This field is

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSOTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSOTM contains the sum of all values of CSYTSOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTSQCR - Number of TS Queues Created

CSYTSQCR contains the number of times CICS created temporary storage queues during the monitoring interval. This
data element is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYTSQEC - Number of TS Queue Extension Created

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field  Description

    -----------  ----------  ----------------------------------

    CICS         TSGSTA3F    Times queues created

    Stats        (type 48)

 

    The Monitor  n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSQCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSQCR contains the sum of all values of CSYTSQCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSQDL - No. Queues Auto Deleted

CSYTSQDL contains the number of temporary storage queues that CICS has deleted automatically using the clean-up
task. This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      See also:  CSYTSCTR - No. TS Cleanup Tasks Runs

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTSQDL       Number of queues auto deleted

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSYTSQDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSQDL contains the sum of all values of CSYTSQDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSQEC - Number of TS Queue Extension Created

CSYTSQEC contains the number of times temporary storage queue extensions were created during the monitoring
interval. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS/
ESA releases 3.1.1 through 4.1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYTSQCR - Number of TS Queues Created

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSTA4F      Queue extensions created

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    CMF           n/a

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSQEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSQEC contains the sum of all values of CSYTSQEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of CSYTSQEC should be low when compared with CSYTSQCR, the number of TS queues created. If not,
consider raising the TSMGSET option in the SIT.

CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time

CSYTSRTM is the CPU time attributed to the CICS Task Control system task during the system measurement interval.
This data element is available from The Monitor and CMF.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

             CSYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 81      KCP CPU Time

  Monitor  TIKCPU        KCP CPU Time

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSRTM is set to the sum of all CSYTSRTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For CMF, this time is extracted from the CPU time clock in the performance monitor area associated with the Task Control
system Task Control Area.CMF monitors system tasks with a performance monitor control area attached to the system
task&#39;s TCA in a manner similar to the performance monitoring of user tasks. One item that is kept in the system
task&#39;s monitor area is the CMF data element MF3CPUT, the task CPU time clock. Field 81 is assigned from the
value of MF3CPUT for the Task Control system task&#39;s monitor control area.

CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

CSYTSSWC contains the number of requests that were queued because temporary storage strings were unavailable.
This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary global record. It is available for CICS release 3.1.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Wait

             CSYMXSTU - Maximum Temp Storage String in Use

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGVWTN       Times string wait occurred

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSSWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSYTSSWC contains the sum of all values of CSYTSSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater than CI

CSYTSWCI contains the number of writes for which the record length is longer than the temporary storage control interval
size. This data element is obtained from the CICS statistics temporary storage global record. It is available for CICS
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          TSGSTABF      Writes more than control intrvl

    Stats         (type 48)

 

    Monitor       n/a

        

Range of Value:

CSYTSWCI has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYTSWCI contains the sum of all values of CSYTSWCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Use CSYTSWCI to determine if the control interval (CI) size should be adjusted. Increase the CI size if the value of
CSYTSWCI is high.

CSYTTIM - Nonexcluded Transaction Time

CSYTTIM is the nonexcluded transaction time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is seconds.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYTOTT - Nonexcluded Transactions Ended

        

Element Derivation:
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This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TITIME data element &#39;Elapsed
Transaction Time&#39; from The Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYTTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYTTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTWTN - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

CSYTWTN contains the number of writes to the temporary storage data sets. This value includes writes that were
required for recovery, (see CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes) and format writes when another control
interval (CI) was required, see CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes.

This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

             CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

             CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

      

Element Derivation

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTWTN        Buffer writes

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYTWTN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTWTN contains the sum of all values of CSYTWTN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

CSYTWTNF contains the number times a new control interval (CI) was written to increase the amount of storage in the
data set. Format writes are only attempted when the number of CIs available in the auxiliary data sets have all been used.
There is extra system overhead with this activity. To reduce this number, increase the number of buffers.

This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

             CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

             CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTWTNF       Format writes

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTWTNF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTWTNF contains the sum of all values of CSYTWTNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

CSYTWTNR contains the number writes caused by recovery being specified in queues. This value is a subset of No.
Temp Storage Buffer Writes (CSYTWTN). This data element is obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

             CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

             CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

             CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads
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             CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element   Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGTWTNR       Forced writes for recovery

                (type 48)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYTWTNR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYTWTNR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYT8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the T8 Open Mode TCB. CSYT8CPU is obtained from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server 4.1 higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                     

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYT8CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time/TCB

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.
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    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYT8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYT8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

CSYT8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on
a CICS T8 mode TCB. T8 mode TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. When a thread is
allocated a T8 mode TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYT8CTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 400     User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

           (T8CPUT)

        

Range of Value:

CSYT8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYT8CTM contains the sum of all values of CSYT8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch TimeCSYT8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the T8 Owning
Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYT8DSP is obtained from CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS
Transaction Server release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time
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             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYRODSP - resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYT8DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats                       This is available in record

                                type 55 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 1.3 and above.

                                It moved to the type 60 record

                                in CTS 2.1.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CSYT8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYT8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

CSYT8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the T8 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available for CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYT8WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       The number of MVS waits which

    Stats                       occurred on TCBs in this mode.

                                This is available in record

                                type 60 for CICS Transaction

                                Server (CTS) 2.1 and above.

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYT8WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYT8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYT8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

CSYT8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the T8 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

                        (removed in CTS 3.1)

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYT8WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum real time that the CICS

    Stats         (type 60)     region was in an MVS wait

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYT8WTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYT8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYT8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUDBCT - User Database Request Count

CSYUDBCT contains the number of requests issued during the monitoring interval to non-IBM databases, such as
ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CSYUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CSYUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIUDBRCT      User database calls count

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDBCT contains the sum of all values of CSYUDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYUDBTM - User Database Request Time

CSYUDBTM contains the total elapsed time during the interval that transactions spent on non-IBM database requests.
Examples of non-IBM databases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of
the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue
time and buffer wait time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYUDBCT - User Database Request Count

                CSYUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

                CSYUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    TCE 2.0+      TIUDBRTM      User database calls time

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDBTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDBTM contains the sum of all values of CSYUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUDSA - UDSA Size (in K)

CSYUDSA is the amount of storage (in kilobytes) allocated for the user DSA (UDSA) below the 16 MB boundary.This data
element is obtained from the CICS statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYCDSA - CDSA Size (in K)

          CSYDSASZ - DSA Size (in K)

          CSYECDSA - ECDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEDSAZ - EDSA Size (in K)

          CSYERDSA - ERDSA Size (in K)

          CSYESDSA - ESDSA Size (in K)

          CSYETDSA - ETDSA Size (in K)

          CSYEUDSA - EUDSA Size (in K)

          CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYGSDSA - GSDSA Size (in MB)
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          CSYGUDSA - GUDSA Size (in MB)

          CSYRDSA - RDSA Size (in K)

          CSYSDSA - SDSA Size (in K)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Data Field    Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSDSASZ      Size of UDSA

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   The Monitor     TRDSASZE      DSA Size

                   (TR record)

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDSA ranges from 512 KB to 16384 KB.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDSA is set to the last occurrence of CSYUDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSA storage below the 16 MB line is allocated in 256 KB increments.

CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

CSYUDSAC is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the CICS-key DSA (CDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAU - High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used
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   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON  N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDSAC ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDSAC is set to the last occurrence of CSYUDSAC in the observations that are processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUDSAU - High-Water UDSA Page Storage (User)

CSYUDSAU is the peak amount of storage (in K bytes) allocated for the CICS-key DSA (CDSA) below the
16 MB boundary, as specified in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). This data element is obtained from the CICS
statistics storage manager data for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and higher. It is available from CMF input only.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYCDSAC - High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYECDSC - High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYEUDSU - High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGCDSC - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGCDSU - High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYGUDSC - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (CICS)

          CSYGUDSU - High-water GUDSA Page Storage (User)

          CSYUDSAC - High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor    Input Field   Description

   -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

   CICS       SMTHWMPS      Peak page storage used

   Stats      (type 20)

 

   ASG-TMON   N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDSAU ranges from 512K to 16384K.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDSAU is set to the last occurrence of CSYCDSA in the observations that are processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

CSYUDWAT contains the total elapsed time during the interval that transactions waited for non-IBM database requests.
Example of non-IBM databases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of
the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYUDBCT - User Database Request Count

                CSYUDBTM - User Database Request Time

                CSYUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           N/A

 

    The Monitor   TIUDBWTM      User database wait time field

                                n The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the monitoring
interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDWAT contains the sum of all values of CSYUDWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

CSYUDWCT contains the number of times during the interval that transactions waited for non-IBM database requests.
Examples of non-IBM databases are ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSYUDBCT - User Database Request Count

                CSYUDBTM - User Database Request Time

                CSYUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIUDBWCT      User database wait count field

                                in The Monitor interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYUDWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYUDWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYUDWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

CSYUPTM represents the total elapsed time during which CICS is available for use. CSYUPTM is based on the
assumption that when CICS is available, CICS monitoring is also active. Therefore, at the detail time-span, CSYUPTM
contains the elapsed time, or duration, of the monitor recording interval. At the summarized time-spans, it is the total
duration of all recording intervals processed at the summarization level.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

        

Range of Values:

CSYUPTM is set to the value of the MICS data element DURATION, which contains the length of the CICS monitor
recording interval.For CMF input at CICS/MVS version 2 releases, CSYUPTM is set to the duration of CMF global
records. Duration is measured from recording interval start time to end time.For CMF input at CICS/ESA release 3.1 and
higher, CSYUPTM is set to the duration of the global dispatcher statistics records (type 57 in CICS/ESA version 3 or type
56 in CICS/ESA version 4). The duration of recording interval is normally measured from interval start time to interval end
time. However, if the dispatcher record is either the first (when CICS first starts) or the last (EOD) interval, then duration
is calculated as the sum of dispatch time (CSYQRDSP) and wait time (CSYQRWTM) for the quasi-reentrant TCB.For
TMON/CICS, CSYUPTM is set to the duration of system interval records. Duration is measured from recording interval
start time to end time.The value of CSYUPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum for a particular system
recording interval.

Summarization Process:

CSYUPTM is set to the sum of all values of CSYUPTM processed at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUSRTM - User (application) Dispatched Time

CSYUSRTM is the time the application programs (those defined in the CICS PPT) were dispatched during the system
measurement interval. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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     SEE ALSO:  CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

                CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

                CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

                CSUPETTM - Dispatched Time

        

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 21      User Dispatched Time

                        (pre 3.1.1)

  ASG-TMON TITSKDTM      TASK DISPATCHED TIME (PROCESS)

        

For CMF 3.1.1 and higher, CSYUSRTM is missing at the DETAIL timespan. For DAYS and higher timespans, it is set to the value of CSUPETTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYUSRTM is set to the sum of all CSYUSRTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is elapsed time in CMF. Be careful not to summarize or otherwise mix this variable across monitor
versions.This time is extracted from the CPU time clock MCTCPTOD, maintained by DFHCMP before the system interval
record is written.

CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

CSYUSSUM contains the number of tasks that have been allocated a unique subspace. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

             CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor     Data Element            Description

  -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSUSSCUM      Total unique subspace users

                (type 29)
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  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYUSSUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYUSSUM contains the last value of CSYUSSUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYUSSUS - Current Unique Subspace Users

CSYUSSUS contains the current number of tasks currently allocated a unique subspace. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

            CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSUSSCUR      Current unique subspace users

                (type 29)

 

   ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYUSSUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYUSSUS contains the last value of CSYUSSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYVCPU - CVST CPU Time

CSYVCPU is the CVST CPU time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available from
the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is seconds.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYVDTIM - CVST Dispatched Time

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIVCPU data element in the Monitor
Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CSYVCPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVCPU contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVCPU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVDTIM - CVST Dispatched Time

CSYVDTIM is the CVST dispatched time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available
from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is seconds.

 SEE ALSO:  CSYVCPU - CVST CPU TIme

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIVDTIME data element in The
Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYVDTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVDTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVDTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVERSN - Version and Release Number

CSYVERSN contains The Monitor&#39;s version and release number.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TMMIVREL      Version and release number.

                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYVERSN always contains &#39;080&#39; at this time.

Summarization Process:

CSYVERSN contains the last value of CSYVERSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

CSYVILCD is the number of storage violations occurred in the CDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILCD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)
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   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILCD is set to the sum of all CSYVILCD values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

CSYVILEC is the number of storage violations occurred in the ECDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILEC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CSYVILEC is set to the sum of all CSYVILEC values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

CSYVILER is the number of storage violations occurred in the ERDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILER is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILER is set to the sum of all CSYVILER values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

CSYVILES contains the number of storage violations in the extended dynamic storage area (EDSA) during the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYVILES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILES contains the sum of all values of CSYVILES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

CSYVILET is the number of storage violations occurred in the ETDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)
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          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V3.4 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILET is set to the sum of all CSYVILET values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

CSYVILEU is the number of storage violations occurred in the EUDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILEU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------
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   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILEU is set to the sum of all CSYVILEU values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

CSYVILGC is the number of storage violations that occurred in the GCDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILGC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSYVILGC is set to the sum of all CSYVILGC values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

CSYVILGS is the number of storage violations occurred in the GSDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILGS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V3.4 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILGS is set to the sum of all CSYVILGS values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

CSYVILGS is the number of storage violations occurred in the GUDSA.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGD - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILGS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V3.4 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILGS is set to the sum of all CSYVILGS values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

CSYVILRD contains the number of storage violations in the dynamic storage area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)
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          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILRD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA  TRDSASVD  Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYVILRD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILRD contains the sum of all values of CSYVILRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

CSYVILSD contains the number of storage violations in the dynamic storage area (DSA) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILSD is raw CICS monitor input data,

    Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations
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   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

CSYVILSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVILSD contains the sum of all values of CSYVILSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVILUD - Storage Violations (UDSA)

CSYVILUD is the number of storage violations occurred in the UDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CSYVILCD - Storage Violations (CDSA)

          CSYVILEC - Storage Violations (ECDSA)

          CSYVILER - Storage Violations (ERDSA)

          CSYVILES - Storage Violations (ESDSA)

          CSYVILET - Storage Violations (ETDSA)

          CSYVILEU - Storage Violations (EUDSA)

          CSYVILGC - Storage Violations (GCDSA)

          CSYVILGS - Storage Violations (GSDSA)

          CSYVILGU - Storage Violations (GUDSA)

          CSYVILRD - Storage Violations (RDSA)

          CSYVILSD - Storage Violations (SDSA)

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYVILUD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor         Input Field   Description

   --------------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CICS Stats      SMSSV         Storage Violations

   V4.1 thru V6.4  (type 2)

   V6.5 thru V6.6  (type 14)

   V6.7 and above  (type 29)

 

   TMON/CICS/ESA   TRDSASVD      Number of storage violations

   V2.0 and above

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CSYVILUD is set to the sum of all CSYVILUD values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVPGI - CVST Page-ins

CSYVPGI is the CVST page-ins. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available from
the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is page-ins.

        SEE ALSO:  CSYVPGO - CVST Page-out

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIVPGIN data element in The Monitor
System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYVPGI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVPGI contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVPGI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVPGO - CVST Page-outs

CSYVPGO is the CVST page-outs. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but is not available from
The CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is page-outs.

          SEE ALSO:  CSYVPGI - CVST Page-ins

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is read from the TIVPGOT data element in The
Monitor System Interval record.

Range of Value:

CSYVPGO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVPGO contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVPGO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSYVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

CSYVSMBW is the total number of transactions that encountered VSAM buffer waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUVSMBW.

Range of Value:

CSYVSMBW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVSMBW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVSMBW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

CSYVSMSW is the total number of transactions that encountered VSAM string waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed DAYS CICCSU file data element CSUVSMSW.

Range of Value:

CSYVSMSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVSMSW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYVSMSW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYVUWT - No. TS Users Waiting on String

CSYVUWT contains the current number of I/O requests queued because all strings are in use. This data element is
obtained from the CICS temporary storage statistics record.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         See also:  CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Waits

                    CSYBUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on Buffer

                    CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    TSGVUWT        Current users waiting on string

                (type 48)

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYVUWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYVUWT contains the sum of all values of CSYVUWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

CSYWBBCT contains the number of CICS Web support BROWSE httpheader and formfield requests (STARTBROWSE,
READNEXT, and ENDBROWSE) issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

             CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

             CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 239     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBBRWCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:
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CSYWBBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBBCT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

CSYWBCIN contains the number of characters received by the CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 232     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBCIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBCIN contains the sum of all values of CSYWBCIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

CSYWBCOT contains the number of characters sent by the CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 234     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBCOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBCOT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

CSYWBPBL contains the SOAP response body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYWBPBL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 392     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSRSPBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBPBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBPBL contains the sum of all values of CSYWBPBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

CSYWBQBL contains the SOAP request body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:
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The source of CSYWBQBL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 390     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSREQBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBQBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBQBL contains the sum of all values of CSYWBQBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

CSYWBRCT contains the number of CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 231     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBRCVCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBRCT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

CSYWBRDC contains the number of CICS Web support READ httpheader and formfield requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

                CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests
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                CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

                CSUWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 224     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREADCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBRDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBRDC contains the sum of all values of CSYWBRDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

CSYWBRPR contains the number of reads from the repository in the shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 236     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CSUWBRPR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBRPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBRPR contains the sum of all values of CSYWBRPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

CSYWBRPW contains the number of writes to the repository in shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 237     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBREPWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBRPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBRPW contains the sum of all values of CSYWBRPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

CSYWBSCT contains the number of CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          SEE ALSO:  CSUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 233     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSYWBSCT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBTC - Total No. WEB Requests

CSYWBTC contains the total number of CICS Web interface requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CSUWBTC - Total No. WEB Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 235     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBTOTWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBTC contains the sum of all values of CSYWBTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

CSYWBWCT contains the number of CICS Web support WRITE httpheader requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

                CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

                CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

                CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 5.3+ Field 225     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBWRITCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBWCT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

CSYWBXCT contains the number of CICS Web support EXTRACT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

                CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

                CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

                CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 238     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

        

Range of Value:

CSYWBXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWBXCT contains the sum of all values of CSYWBXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWFCTM - Total User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

CSYWFCTM contains the elapsed time a user task waited for control at its end of a TCP/IP connection. CSYWFCTM is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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 SEE ALSO:  CSUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUWFCTM.

Range of Value:

CSYWFCTM is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYWFCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWTCPU - CPU Time Across OPSYS Wait

CSYWTCPU is the total CPU time across OPSYS waits. This data element is only available from TMON/CICS/MVS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

          SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Element  Description

  ------------- ------------  ---------------------------------

  TMON/CICS/MVS TIWATCPU      CICS region exit (ICV) CPU time

                              (from the system record)

        

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWTCPU contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYWTCPU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYWTIM - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

CSYWTIM is the time CICS spends waiting for operating system services. CSYWTIM is available from the CMF and The
Monitor data sources. For the input data sources, this value should approximate CSYIDLTM. For CICS release 3.1.1 and
higher, CSYWTIM represents the time CICS was in an MVS wait. For CICS 3.1.1 and higher, it is derived from the CICS
statistics dispatcher global record.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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     SEE ALSO:  CSYIDLTM - KCP Idle Time

                CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

                CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

                CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYWTIM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

 

  CICS     DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

  Stats    (type 60)

 

  CMF      Field 27      OS Wait Time

 

  Monitor  TISYSWAT      Total System Wait Time

        

For CMF, CSYWTIM is derived from the DSGTWT field of multiple TCBs. Its formula in MICS is:

          CSYWTIM=SUM(CSYQRWTM,CSYROWTM,CSYCOWTM,CSYSZWTM,CSYRPWTM,          

              CSYFOWTM,CSYSLWTM,CSYSOWTM,CSYJ8WTM,CSYL8WTM,

              CSYS8WTM,CSYD2WTM,CSYH8WTM,CSYJMWTM,CSYJ9WTM);

           CMF 6.4+:

            CSYWTIM=SUM(CSYQRWTM,CSYROWTM,CSYCOWTM,CSYSZWTM,CSYRPWTM,

 

            CSYFOWTM,CSYSLWTM,CSYSOWTM,CSYJ8WTM,CSYL8WTM,

              CSYJ9WTM,CSYL9WTM,CSYSPWTM,CSYX8WTM,CSYX9WTM,

              CSYS8WTM,CSYD2WTM,CSYH8WTM,CSYJMWTM,

              CSYT8WTM,CSYTPWTM,CSYEPWTM);

        

Range of Value:

CSYWTIM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYWTIM is set to the sum of all CSYWTIM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXACOR - Total CICS Storage Used Above 16MB

CSYXACOR contains the total amount of global storage (in bytes) above the 16 MB line used, as determined by The
Monitor Storage Analysis in its last scan during an interval. CSYXACOR is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYXACOR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TIXACORE      CICS global XA storage used.

                                This field is in The Monitor

                                interval record.

        

Range of Value:

CSYXACOR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXACOR contains the last value of CSYXACOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CSYXCSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time, minus any CPU time that was eligible to execute
on specialty (zIIP) cores for all transactions that executed over the measurement interval.CSYXCSTM is the component of
general-purpose CP core CPU time that was required to execute on CP cores.The other component is CP core CPU time
that was eligible to have executed on specialty (zIIP) cores:

• CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CSYXCSTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and later.CSYXCSTM contains the same value as the CPU Time
Consumed (CSYCPUTM) data element for CICS TS regions before Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release
5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to &quot;Y&quot;. The default
value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

          CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

        

Element Derivation:

CSYXCSTM is derived differently based on the data source, IBM CMF or ASG TMON:
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• IBM CMF For release CICS CTS 5.1 and above, this data element is derived by summing the CSUXCSTM values over
all transactions in the system measurement interval.

• ASG TMON Release 3.4 and above CSUXCSTM is calculated by subtracting the Offload on Standard CP CPU Time
from the CP core CPU time found in the following metrics in the TMON Transaction PerformanceHistory (TI) Record:
CSYXCSTM = CSYCPUTM - CSYZZCTM

where:
CSYCPUTM  Metric TISTCPUT (Standard CP CPU Time)
CSUZZCTM Metric TISTCPOC (Offload Std CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CSYXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSYXCSTM is one component of Task CPU time measurements derived from transaction records. It is the component
of task time that had to execute on a general-purpose CP cores. The other component is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CSYXCSTM).Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later
CPCs, and also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set
to ZZ=YES.With IBM CMF data, CSYXCSTM is not provided directly as an interval level raw data value. Instead, in
the DAYS and higher timespans of the CICCSY file, it is derived by summing the transaction level data element value
(CSUXCSTM) over all transactions that executed during each hour of the day.With ASG TMON data, CSYXCSTM is
calculated from metrics in the interval level Transaction Performance History (TI) record.

CSYXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

CSYXMCTM is the CPU time taken to convert a document using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYXMCTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 411     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSCTM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

        

Range of Value:

CSYXMCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYXMCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYXMCTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

CSYXSCNN contains the count of excess TCB scans by the CICS dispatcher where no CICS TCBs were detached. This
data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

                  CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

                  CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

                  CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

    CICS Stats  DSGXSCNN       Number of excess TCB scans with

                (type 62)      no TCB detached

    ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYXSCNN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXSCNN contains the sum of all values of CSYXSCNN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

CSYXSCNS contains the number of excess TCB scans by the CICS dispatcher. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

                  CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

                  CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

                  CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

      

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

   CICS Stats    DSGXSCNS       Number of excess TCB scans

                (type 62)

   ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSYXSCNS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXSCNS contains the sum of all values of CSYXSCNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

CSYXTCBD contains the total number TCBs that were detached by the CICS dispatcher during excess TCB scans. This
data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

             CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

             CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

             CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element     Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGXTCBD       Number of Excess TCBs Detached

                (type 62)

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYXTCBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXTCBD contains the sum of all values of CSYXTCBD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSYXTDLC - Total Max XPLink Delays

CSYXTDLC contains the total number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode)
because the CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXXPTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUXTDLC.

Range of Value:

CSYXTDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXTDLC contains the sum of all values of CSYXTDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXTDLY - Total Max XPLink Delay Time

CSYXTDLY is the total elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode)
because the CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the previously-constructed CICCSU file data element CSUXTDLY.

Range of Value:

CSYXTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSYXTDLY contains the sum of all values of CSYXTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CSYXTSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time minus any CPU time that was eligible to
execute on specialty (zIIP) cores for all transactions that executed over the measurement interval.CSYXTSTM is the
component of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time that was required to execute on CP cores.The other component is
CP core CPU time that was eligible to have executed on specialty (zIIP) cores:

• CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
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CSUXTSTM contains the same value as the Total CICS TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) data element for CICS TS regions
before Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR
CPU control option is changed to &quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

          CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

        

Element Derivation:

CSYXTSTM is derived differently based on the data source, IBM CMF or ASG TMON:

• IBM CMF For release CICS CTS 5.1 and above, this data element is derived by summing the CSUXTSTM values over
all transactions in the system measurement interval.

• ASG TMON Release 3.4 and above CSUXTSTM is calculated by subtracting the Offload on Standard CP CPU Time
from the Region CPU Time found in the following metrics in the TMON Transaction Performance History (TI) Record:
CSYXTSTM = CSYTCBTM - CSYZZCTM

where
CSYTCBTM Metric TITCBCTM (Region CPU Time)
CSUZZCTM  Metric TISTCPOC (Offload Std CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CSYXTSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYXTSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSYXTSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSYXTSTM is one component of TCB CPU time measurements derived from transaction records. It is the component
of TCB time that had to execute on general purpose CP cores. The other component is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CSXTSCTM).Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later
CPCs, and also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is
set to ZZ=YES.With IBM CMF data, CSYXTSTM is not provided directly as an interval level raw data value. Instead, in
the DAYS and higher timespans of the CICCSY file, it is derived by summing the transaction level data element value
(CSUXTSTM) over all transactions that executed during each hour of the day.With ASG TMON data, CSYXTSTM is
calculated from metrics in the interval level Transaction Performance History (TI) record.

CSYX8CPU - X8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

CSYX8CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the X8 Open Mode TCB. CSYX8CPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time
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             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

                       

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX8CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX8CPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX8CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYX8CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX8DSP - X8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

CSYX8DSP contains the elapsed time during which the X9 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYX8DSP is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time
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             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                  

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX8DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX8DSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX8DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYX8DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX8WAT - X8 Owning Mode Waits

CSYX8WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the X8 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits
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             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX8WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX8WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX8WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYX8WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX8WTM - X8 JVM User Key Wait Time

CSYX8WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the X9 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time
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             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX8WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX8WTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX8WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYX8WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

CSYX9CPU contains the total CPU time consumed under the X9 Open Mode TCB. CSYX9CPU is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

             CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CSYD2CPU - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

             CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

             CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

             CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS CPU Time

             CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

             CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX9CPU is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU time/TCB

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX9CPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX9CPU contains the sum of all values of CSYX9CPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX9DSP - X9 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

CSYX9DSP contains the elapsed time during which the X9 Owning Mode TCB was dispatched. CSYX9DSP is obtained
from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYD2DSP - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

             CSYFODSP - File-owning TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

             CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

             CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYRODSP - Resource-owning Dispatch Time

             CSYRPDSP - ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Dispatch Time

             CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Dispatch Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Dispatch Time

             CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode Dispatch Time

             CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time

             CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB owning Mode Dispatch Time

                  

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX9DSP is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum time dispatched

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX9DSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX9DSP contains the sum of all values of CSYX9DSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX9WAT - X9 Owning Mode Waits

CSYX9WAT contains the total number of waits that occurred on the X9 Open Mode TCB. This value is obtained from the
CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

             CSYD2WAT - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits

             CSYFOWAT - File-owning TCB Waits

             CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

             CSYJ8WAT - J8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYL8WAT - L8 Owning Mode Waits

             CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

             CSYROWAT - Resource-owning Waits

             CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Waits

             CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Waits

             CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode Waits

             CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

             CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

             CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX9WAT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 60)
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    CMF           N/A

 

    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX9WAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX9WAT contains the sum of all values of CSYX9WAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYX9WTM - X9 Owning Mode Dispatch Time

CSYX9WTM contains the total elapsed time during which the X9 Owning Mode TCB was in an MVS wait. This value is
obtained from the CICS statistics dispatcher global record. It is available with CICS Transaction Server release 3.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYD2WTM - D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

             CSYFOWTM - File-owning TCB Wait Time

             CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

             CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYRPWTM - ONC/RPC TCB Wait Time

             CSYROWTM - Resource-owning Wait Time

             CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) Wait Time

             CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) Wait Time

             CSYSZWTM - Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode Wait Time

             CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

             CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

             CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

             CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CSYX9WTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 60)

 

    CMF           N/A
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    Monitor       N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSYX9WTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYX9WTM contains the sum of all values of CSYX9WTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended

CSYZPTRN is the number of transaction that terminated, and used some zIIP core CPU time during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

          CSYCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Ended

        

Element Derivation:

This value is set to the value of CSUZPTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSYZPTRN is set to the sum of all CSYZPTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element contains the number of transactions where zIIP CPU time was used. If the transaction used CP core
CPU time only, it is not included in this transaction count. For total, and CP core using transaction counts, refer to data
elements CSYTRANS and CSYCPTRN, respectively.

CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CSYZZCTM contains the amount of transaction CPU time that executed on general purpose CP cores but was eligible
to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores, for all transactions that executed during the measurement interval.CSYZZCTM is
one component of CPU time used on general purpose CP cores. The other component is CPU time that was required to
execute on general purpose CP cores, found in two related data elements:

• CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CSYZZCTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and
higher, CSYZZCTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to
&quot;Y&quot;. The default value is &quot;N&quot;.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time

          CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

        

Element Derivation:

CSYZZCTM is derived differently based on the data source, IBM CMF or ASG TMON:

• IBM CMF For release CICS CTS 5.1 and above, this data element is derived by summing the CSUZZCTM values over
all transactions in the system measurement interval.

• ASG TMONFor release 3.4 and above CSYZZCTM is set equal to the Offload on Standard CPU metric, TISTCPOT, in
the TMON Transaction Performance History (TI) Record

Range of Value:

CSYZZCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSYZZCTM contains the sum of all values of CSYZZCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CSYZZCTM is one component of the task and TCB CPU time measurements. It is the component of these CPU times that
executed on a general purpose CP core, but was eligible to have executed on specialty (zIIP) cores.The component that
had to execute on general purpose CP cores is found in the following data elements:

• CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also
with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.With
IBM CMF data, CSYZZCTM is not provided directly as an interval level raw data value. Instead, in the DAYS and higher
timespans of the CICCSY file, it is derived by summing the transaction level data element value (CSUZZCTM) over all
transactions that executed during each hour of the day.With ASG TMON data, CSYZZCTM is provided by a metric in the
interval level Transaction Performance History (TI) record.

CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

CSY24AUX contains the amount of unallocated user region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24TOTAL   Current unallocated user

               UNALLOC         region storage

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24AUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24AUX contains the last value of CSY24AUX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24GST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

CSY24GST contains the date timestamp the last SOS condition was detected in user region. This is GMT time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:   CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

            CSY31GST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

            CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24LAST    Timestamp last SOS detected

               SOSTIMEGMT

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24GST is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSY24GST contains the last value of CSY24GST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

CSY24LST contains the date timestamp the last SOS condition was detected in user region. This is local time.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:   CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

            CSY31GST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

            CSY24GST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24LAST    Timestamp last SOS detected

               SOSTIMELOCAL

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24LST is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSY24LST contains the last value of CSY24LST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

CSY24LUS contains the low water mark for amount of unallocated user region storage.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24TOTAL   LWM of the unallocated user

               UNALLOCLWM      region storage

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:
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CSY24LUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24LUS contains the last value of CSY24LUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

CSY24MTW contains the peak number of tasks that waited because of the SOS or constrained state in user region
storage.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24NUM     Peak number of tasks that

               WAITSHWM        waited due to SOS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24MTW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24MTW contains the last value of CSY24MTW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24STA - User Region State

CSY24STA contains the state of the user region.

When the value is 'Normal', no storage problems detected.

When the value is 'SOS', one or more of the SOS thresholds has been breached.
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When the value is 'CONSTRAINED', none of the SOS thresholds is currently breached, but CICS has not reset the SOS
state. CICS delays the resetting of the SOS state for a short period of time to allow for region to recover from the SOS
event.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 11.

SEE ALSO:  CSY31STA - Extended User Region State

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor     Data Element            Description

 -------     ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24STATE   User region state

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24STA can contain the following values based on the value of the input field SMTLOCN:

 Input

 value   CSY24STA

 -----   -------------------

    1  = 'Normal'

    2  = 'SOS'

    3  = 'Constrained

other  = input hex value

Summarization Process:

CSY24STA contains the last value of CSY24STA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

CSY24TWS contains the number of tasks that are waiting because of the SOS or constrained state in user region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

            CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

            CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24NUM     Total waits because SOS
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               WAITS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24TWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24TWS contains the sum of all values of CSY24TWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS

CSY24TWT contains the amount of time tasks waited because of the SOS or constrained state of user region storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   CSY31TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

            CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

            CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

            CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

            CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------     -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24WAIT    Time user tasks waited because

               TIME            of SOS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24TWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSY24TWT contains the sum of all values of CSY24TWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

CSY24URS contains the total number of tasks that waited because of SOS or constrained state in user region storage.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

            CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------     -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24TOTAL   Total waits because SOS

               NUMWAITS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY24URS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24URS contains the sum of all values of CSY24URS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

CSY24UUS contains the current total amount of unallocated user region storage.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24TOTAL   Current unallocated user

               UNALLOC         region storage

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSY24UUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY24UUS contains the last value of CSY24UUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

CSY31AUX contains the amount of unallocated extended user region.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Element            Description

 -------       ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31TOTAL   Current unallocated extended

               UNALLOC         user region storage

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31AUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY31AUX contains the last value of CSY31AUX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31GST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

CSY31GST contains the date timestamp the last SOS condition was detected in extended user region. This is GMT time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:   CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local
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            CSY24GST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

            CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31LAST    Timestamp last SOS detected

               SOSTIMEGMT

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31GST is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSY31GST contains the last value of CSY31GST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

CSY31LCS contains the size of the current largest contiguous storage area available in unallocated extended user region
storage.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor      Data Element            Description

-------      ------------    -------------------------------

CICS Stats    SMSMVS31LARGEST Current unallocated largest

               UNALLOC         contiguous area

               (type 29)

 

ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31LCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSY31LCS contains the last value of CSY31LCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

CSY31LST contains the date timestamp the last SOS condition was detected in extended user region. This is local time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:   CSY31GST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

            CSY24GST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT

            CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------     -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS24LAST    Timestamp last SOS detected

               SOSTIMELOCAL

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31LST is a SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CSY31LST contains the last value of CSY31LST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

CSY31LUS contains the low water mark for amount of unallocated user region storage.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor      Data Element            Description

 -------      ------------     -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31TOTAL   LWM of the unallocated user

               UNALLOCLWM      region storage

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31LUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY31LUS contains the last value of CSY31LUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

CSY31MTW contains the peak number of tasks that waited because of the SOS or constrained state in extended user
region storage.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24AUX - Unalloc User Region STG

            CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31AUX - Unalloc Ext User Region STG

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Element            Description

 -------       ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31NUM     Peak number of tasks that

               WAITSHWM        waited due to SOS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31MTW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSY31MTW contains the last value of CSY31MTW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31STA - Extended User Region State

CSY31STA contains the state of the extended user region.

When the value is 'Normal', no storage problems detected.

When the value is 'SOS', one or more of the SOS thresholds has been breached.

When the value is 'CONSTRAINED', none of the SOS thresholds is currently breached, but CICS has not reset the SOS
state. CICS delays the resetting of the SOS state for a short period of time to allow for region to recover from the SOS
event.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 11.

SEE ALSO:  CSY24STA - User Region State

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Element            Description

 -------       ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31STATE   Extended user region state

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31STA can contain the following values based on the value of the input field SMTLOCN:

Input

value    CSY31STA

-----    -------------------

    1  = 'Normal'

    2  = 'SOS'

    3  = 'Constrained'

other  = input hex value

Summarization Process:

CSY31STA contains the last value of CSY31STA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

CSY31TWS contains the number of tasks that are waiting because of the SOS or constrained state in extended user
region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:   CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

            CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor      Data Element            Description

-------      ------------    -------------------------------

CICS Stats    SMSMVS31NUM     Total waits because SOS

               WAITS

               (type 29)

 

ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31TWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY31TWS contains the sum of all values of CSY31TWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to Ext SOS

CSY31TWT contains the amount of time tasks waited because of the SOS or constrained state of extended user region
storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS

            CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

            CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

            CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

            CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

            CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor       Data Element            Description

 -------       ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31WAIT    Time user tasks waited because

               TIME            of SOS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSY31TWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSY31TWT contains the sum of all values of CSY31TWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

CSY31URS contains the total number of tasks that waited because of SOS or constrained state in extended user region
storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

            CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

            CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

            CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Element            Description

-------       ------------    -------------------------------

 CICS Stats    SMSMVS31TOTAL   Total waits because SOS

               NUMWAITS

               (type 29)

 

 ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31URS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY31URS contains the sum of all values of CSY31URS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

CSY31UUS contains the current total amount of unallocated extended user region storage.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

            CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

            CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

            CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage
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            CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

            CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

            CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor       Data Element          Description

-------       ------------    -------------------------------

CICS Stats    SMSMVS31TOTAL   Current unallocated user

              UNALLOC         region storage

              (type 29)

 

ASG-TMON     N/A

Range of Value:

CSY31UUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY31UUS contains the last value of CSY31UUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY64AS - Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

CSY64AS contains the count of auxiliary storage slots that are used to back 64-bit private memory objects. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

             CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSHVAUXSLOTS  Auxiliary Slots backing Private

                (type 29)      Memory Objects

  ASG-TMON      N/A

      

Range of Value:

CSY64AS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSY64AS contains the last value of CSY64AS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM

CSY64RMP contains the count of real storage frames that are used to back 64-bit private memory. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       See also:  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

                  CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-Bit PM

                  CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

                  CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-Bit PM

      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------      -----------------------------

  CICS Stats    SMSHVPAGESINREAL  Real Frames backing Private

                (type 29)         Memory Objects

  ASG-TMON      N/A

        

Range of Value:

CSY64RMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSY64RMP contains the last value of CSY64RMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU)
The CICS Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) quantifies the total activity of a CICS application unit for defined
intervals of time. Resource consumption, service (short, medium, long, and conversational response), availability, and
performance measures are provided.

Use this file to report on one or more CICS applications showing service (total, short, medium, long, and conversational
response), terminal access, and performance. Effective for analyzing user trends, user productivity under CICS, and
managing the use of CICS resources at the user level.

The source for this file is CMF transaction (class 3, type 1) records and transaction records from ASG-TMON for CICS.

The table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year
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  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  ......E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values

  ......E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  ......E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  ......E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  ......E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  ......E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  ......E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  ......E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  ......E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  ......E  CAUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUCIPAR - Client IP Address

  ......E  CAUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

  ......E  CAUFACTY - Transaction Facility Type

  ......   CAUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

  ......E  CAUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

  ......   CAUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......E  CAULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

  ......E  CAUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CAUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CAUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......   CAUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......   CAUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

  ......E  CAUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

  ......   CAUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

  ......   CAUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

  ......   CAUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......   CAUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

  ......   CAUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

  ......E  CAUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

  ......   CAUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

  ......   CAUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

  ......   CAUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CAUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

  ......   CAUOTKID - Originating Task Number
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  ......   CAUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

  ......   CAUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CAUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

  ......   CAUOUSID - Originating Userid

  ......E  CAURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

  ......   CAUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

  ......E  CAUTLUN  - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

  ......   CAUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CAUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

  ......   CAUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

  ......   CAUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

  ......   CAUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CAUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

  ......   CAUTSKID - Task Identification Number

  ......   CAUTWMFL - Transaction WLM Request Flag

  ......E  CAUWBENM - Webservice Name

  ......E  CAUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBLNM - Web PIPELINE Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

  ......E  CAUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition

 Accumulated Data Elements

  ......E  CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  ......E  CAUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  ......E  CAUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

  ......E  CAUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

  ......E  CAUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

  ......E  CAUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  ......   CAUCOST  - Processing Charges

  ......E  CAUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

  ......   CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  ......E  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

  ......E  CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

  ......E  CAUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  ......   CAUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  ......E  CAUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  ......E  CAUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

  ......E  CAUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

  ......E  CAUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  ......E  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

  ......   CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time
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  ......E  CAUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

  ......E  CAUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS Requests

  ......   CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

  ......E  CAUERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

  ......   CAUEXWAT - Exception Condition Wait Time

  ......E  CAUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

  ......E  CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

  ......E  CAUFCTOT - Total File Requests

  ......E  CAUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  ......E  CAUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

  ......E  CAUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  ......E  CAUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  ......   CAUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

  ......E  CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  ......E  CAUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

  ......E  CAUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

  ......E  CAUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

  ......E  CAUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  ......E  CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  ......E  CAUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO/ISC Communications

  ......E  CAUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

  ......E  CAUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control

  ......E  CAUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

  ......E  CAUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

  ......E  CAUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  ......E  CAUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  ......E  CAUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

  ......E  CAUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUK9DTM - User Task Key 9 Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

  ......E  CAULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  ......E  CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAULWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  ......E  CAUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6
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  ......E  CAUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

  ......E  CAUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

  ......E  CAUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  ......E  CAUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  ......E  CAUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

  ......E  CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  ......E  CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  ......E  CAUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

  ......E  CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

  ......   CAUPAGIN - Page Ins

  ......E  CAUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

  ......   CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  ......E  CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUPOLST - # of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

  ......E  CAUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  ......E  CAUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  ......E  CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

  ......E  CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

  ......E  CAURLSWT - Wait time for RLS FC I/O

  ......E  CAURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

  ......E  CAURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

  ......   CAURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

  ......E  CAUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  ......E  CAURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

  ......E  CAURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  ......E  CAURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  ......E  CAURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  ......E  CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

  ......   CAUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

  ......E  CAUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  ......   CAUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  ......E  CAUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  ......E  CAUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  ......E  CAUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time
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  ......E  CAUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls

  ......E  CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

  ......E  CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

  ......E  CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  ......   CAUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

  ......E  CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB line

  ......E  CAUSTGMB - GETMAINs Below 16MB UDSA

  ......   CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

  ......E  CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

  ......E  CAUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  ......E  CAUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  ......E  CAUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  ......   CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  ......   CAUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

  ......E  CAUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

  ......   CAUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

  ......   CAUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

  ......E  CAUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

  ......E  CAUTDST1 - Count Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUTDST2 - Count Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUTDST3 - Count Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUTDST4 - Count Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUTDST5 - Count Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUTDST6 - Count Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUTDST7 - Count Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUTDST8 - Count Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

  ......E  CAUTLOPS - Number of CICS Calls (Total)

  ......E  CAUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (TotalDescription (LABEL)

  ......   CAUTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  ......E  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

  ......   CAUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

  ......E  CAUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

  ......E  CAUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

  ......E  CAUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

  ......E  CAUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

  ......E  CAUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

  ......E  CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  ......E  CAUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

  ......   CAUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

  ......E  CAUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

  ......E  CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  ......E  CAUX8CTM - User Task X8 Mode CPUT Time

  ......E  CAUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPUT Time
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  ......E  CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  ......E  CAU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

  ......E  CAU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  ......E  CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  ......E  CAU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

  ......E  CAU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

 Minimum Data Elements

  ......   CAUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

  ......   CAUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  ......   CAUCLKOP - Number Of Clocks Generated

  ......   CAUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

  ......   CAUHISTG - Hi-water Terminal And User Memory

  ......E  CAUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

  ......   CAUMXCTM - Max Conv. Response Time

  ......   CAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  ......   CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  ......E  CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

  ......   CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  ......   CAUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

  ......   CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  ......   CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

  ......   CAUMXTTM - Max Response Time

  ......   CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  ......   CAUMXWAT - Maximum Wait Time For CICS

  ......   CAUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated

  ......E  CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16MB

  ......E  CAUSTHWB - Program Storage High-water Below 16MB

  ......E  CAU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

  ......E  CAU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

 Derived Data Elements

  ......   CAUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

  ......   CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

  ......   CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

  ......E  CAUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

  ......   CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

  ......E  CAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  ......   CAUAVWAT - Average Wait Time For CICS Functions

  ......   CAUPCTR1 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  ......   CAUPCTR2 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  ......   CAUPCTR3 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 3
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  ......   CAUPCTR4 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  ......   CAUPCTR5 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  ......   CAUPCTR6 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  ......   CAUPCTR7 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 7

CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

CAUABEND contains the count of the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred. Included in the
count are transaction executions that have immediately terminated and those for which dynamic transaction backout has
been successful or unsuccessful (if dynamic transaction backout is applicable).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transaction Count

            CACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

            CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

            CINABEND - Retained Abnormal Termination Code

            ABNDCODE - Abend Codes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Field          Description

   -------  ----------          -----------------------

   CMF      Field 113           Original Abend Code

            Field 114           Current Abend code

   Monitor  TAABNCDE            CICS abend Code

The above raw data fields populate ABNDCODE.
CSUABEND=0;    /* initialize to zero */

   IF ABNDCODE NE BLANKS THEN CSUABEND=ONE

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CAUABEND is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUABEND contains the sum of all values of CAUABEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUABENO - Original Abend Code

CAUABENO is the original transaction abnormal termination code. This data element is available from CMF 3.1 and
higher releases only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field    Description

    -----------  ------------  -----------------------------

    CMF          field 113     Original Abend Code

                 ABCODEO

 

    The Monitor  n/a        

   

Range of Value:

Any CICS transaction abnormal termination code or blanks.

Summarization Process:CAUABENO is set to the last CAUABENO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The source of the ABCODEO CMF data element is the SMF 110 record's performance data group DFHPROG. Be aware
that the SMF 110 type performance records are at the task level and only the initial program to which the transaction was
linked at attach-time is recorded in the DFHPROG group.

However, if the transaction abended, the abend could have occurred in any program invoked during the life of the
transaction. Therefore, by examining the CAUABENO data element, you can determine that a transaction abended but
not necessarily what program abended (the PROGRAM data element). If your transaction is very basic (1 program per
transaction), PROGRAM would provide the name of the program that abended.

If the originally-invoked program linked to some other program before the abend occurred, the name of the downstream
program can be determined from other sources such as the following:

• ge DFHAP0001 or DFHSR0001, which will have preceded the abend.
• ransaction abend control block (TACB), which will have been created to describe the abend.

See IBM publications such as the CICS Problem Determination Guide for additional suggestions.

CAUACTID - Activity ID

CAUACTID contains the CICS-assigned identifier of the CICS BTS activity that the user task implemented.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 52.

     SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 203     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (ACTVTYID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A        

Range of Value:
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CAUACTID can contain any combination of 1 to 52 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUACTID contains the last value of CAUACTID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUACTNM - Activity Name

CAUACTNM contains the name of the CICS BTS activity that the user task implemented.Type:Retained - Character,
length 16.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 5.3+ Field 204     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (ACTVTYNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

Range of Value:

CAUACTNM can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUACTNM contains the last value of CAUACTNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUADATO - Total ADABAS Calls

CAUADATO contains the total number of ADABAS calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the SMF type 110
record. This data is unavailable from The Monitor or the standard SMF type 110 record written by CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CAUADAWT - Total ADABAS Wait Time      

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSN        IDMS Total Counts

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

Note: The MIDMSN field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUADATO contains the sum of all values of CAUADATO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUADAWT - Total ADABAS Wait Time

CAUADAWT contains the total wait time incurred in ADABAS calls as recorded by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA in the SMF
type 110 record. This data is unavailable from The Monitor for CICS or the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

    SEE ALSO:  CAUADATO - Total ADABAS Calls    

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSS        IDMS wait time

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

Note: The MIDMSS field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUADAWT contains the sum of all values of CAUADAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

CAUAPLNM contains the name of the application in the application context data.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

             CAUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 451     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACAPPLNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKANM      Initial Task Appl CNTX Application

                        Name          

          

Range of Value:

CAUAPLNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUAPLNM contains the last value of CAUAPLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid

CAUAPPL is the 1 to 8 character identifier of a CICS VTAM Application ID as provided by CMF. For ASG-TMON,
CAUAPPL contains the four-byte system identification (SYSIDNT) since VTAM APPLID is not recorded in the data.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYAPPL - CICS VTAM Applid          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SMFMNPRN      Product Name (generic APPLID)

 

    TCE 2.0+      TASYSID       Generating system APPLID

                  TAVTMID       VTAM applid          
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Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUAPPL read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

CAUAPPL at the DAYS timespan is used to populate CSYAPPL in the CICCSY DAYS timespan when no detail CICCSY
observations are available for a given hour. Therefore, in order to ensure CSYAPPL does not yield missing values,
CAUAPPL is required to be turned on in CICGENIN at the DAYS timespan.

CAUARSCT - No. Web PARSE URL Requests

CAUARSCT is the number of CICS Web support PARSE URL requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF 6.4+ Field 337     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBPARSCT)   (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUARSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUARSCT is set to the sum of all CAUARSCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

CAUASRCT contains the number of allocate session requests issued by the user task for sessions on ISC over TCP/IP
connections. CAUASRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC
over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable 

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   -------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   No. Allocate Session Requests

             FID   - 288       IP-only

             Name  - ISALLOCT

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUASRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUASRCT contains the sum of all values of CAUASRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time

CAUAVCTM contains the average response time for conversational transactions.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             CAUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

             CAUCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

             CAUCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

             CSUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             CSYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type         

         

Element Derivation:

CAUAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

CSUCRSTM/CSUCTRN

Range of Value:

CAUAVCTM contains a SAS time value that is bounded by practical limits for conversational response time.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

CAUAVINC contains the average number of terminal input characters per measured CICS interaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVINC is calculated from the derived data elements CAUINCH and CAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVINC is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVLTM - Average Long Response Time

CAUAVLTM contains the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long transactions for
this application.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             CAUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

             CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements CAULRSTM and CAULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CAUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

CAUAVMEM contains the average of storage high watermarks over all transaction executions for this application. This
data element is available from CMF and from the Monitor for CICS data sources.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVMEM is calculated from the derived data elements CAUMEMRC and CAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVMEM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time

CAUAVMTM contains the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium transactions
for this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             CAUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

             CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:
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CAUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements CAUMRSTM and CAUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

CAUAVOPS contains the average number of CICS control program calls per measured CICS interaction. This data
element is available from the CMF data source, but it is not available from The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVOPS is calculated from the derived data elements CAUTLOPS and CAUTRANS:

     CAUAVOPS = CAUTLOPS / CAUTRANS;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVOPS is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

CAUAVOTC contains the average number of terminal output characters per measured CICS interaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic          

          

MICS DERIVATION: CAUAVOTC is calculated from the derived data elements CAUOUTCH and CAUTRANS.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVOTC is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVSTM - Average Short Response Time

CAUAVSTM contains the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short transactions for
this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             CAUAVTTM - Avg Total Response Time

             CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             CSYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements CAUSRSTM and CAUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

CAUAVTRT contains the average CP core CPU time that is used per transaction execution over all executions for this
application. The average is calculated using the total general processor (CP) CPU time that is used for each transaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
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          CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

          CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended      

         

Element Derivation:

CAUAVTRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CAUTRANS OR CAUETRN THEN

CAUAVTRT = CAUCPUTM / SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN);

ELSE CAUAVTRT = ZERO;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

CAUAVTRT is computed by dividing Total CP CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) by the sum of Transactions Processed
(CAUTRANS) and Excessive Transactions Processed (CAUETRN). The count of all transactions is used as a divisor
because all CICS transactions use some CP CPU time for initialization and termination.

CAUAVTTM - Average Response Time

CAUAVTTM contains the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this application for
all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRSTM - Total Response Time

             CSUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

             CSYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions        

         

Element Derivation:

CAUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements CAUTRSTM and CAUTRANS.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

CAUAVTZT contains the average zIIP core CPU time that is used per transaction execution over all executions for
applications that use zIIP CPU time. The average is calculated using the total zIIP CPU time that is used for each
transaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

          CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended       

         

Element Derivation:

CAUAVTZT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CAUZPTRN THEN

CAUAVTZT = CAUNZZTM / CAUZPTRN;

ELSE CAUAVTZT = ZERO;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVTZT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

The divisor that is used in the calculation of CAUAVTZT is the count of transactions that used some zIIP core CPU time,
data element zIIP CPU Transactions Processed (CAUZPTRN). Transactions that used general purpose (CP core) CPU
time exclusively are not used in the calculation.

CAUAVWAT - Average CICS Wait Time

CAUAVWAT contains the average time transactions for this application unit spent waiting or suspended for CICS resource
service. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.
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Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

             CSUAVWAT - Average CICS Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUAVWAT is calculated from the derived data elements CAUTLWAT and CAUTRANS:

      CAUAVWAT = CAUTLWAT / CAUTRANS;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUAVWAT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

For TCE 2.0 and 2.1 non-segmented conversational transactions, operator wait time is excluded from the total wait time
data element before averaging is performed. See the data dictionary entry on CAUTLWAT for the derivation of total wait
time for TCE 2.0 and 2.1 data.

CAUBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

CAUBAADC contains the number of CICS BTS process container and activity data containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 217     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BAACDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBAADC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBAADC contains the sum of all values of CAUBAADC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

CAUBAAPC contains the number of CICS BTS acquire process or acquire activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 214     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BAACQPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A        

         

Range of Value:

CAUBAAPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBAAPC contains the sum of all values of CAUBAAPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

CAUBADAC contains the number of CICS BTS define activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 209     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A        

          

Range of Value:

CAUBADAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUBADAC contains the sum of all values of CAUBADAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

CAUBADIC contains the number of CICS BTS define-input event requests issued by the user tasks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 220     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADFIECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBADIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBADIC contains the sum of all values of CAUBADIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

CAUBADPC contains the number of CICS BTS define process requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 208     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADPROCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUBADPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBADPC contains the sum of all values of CAUBADPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

CAUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

CAUBADTC contains the number of CICS BTS define-timer event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 221     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADFTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBADTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBADTC contains the sum of all values of CAUBADTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

CAUBALKC contains the number of CICS BTS link process or link activity requests that the user task issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 207     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BALKPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBALKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBALKC contains the sum of all values of CAUBALKC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

CAUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

CAUBAPDC contains the number of CICS BTS delete, get, or put container requests for process data containers issued
by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable 

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 216     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BAPRDCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBAPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBAPDC contains the sum of all values of CAUBAPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

CAUBARAC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity asynchronously.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 206     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARASYCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A         

          

Range of Value:

CAUBARAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBARAC contains the sum of all values of CAUBARAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

CAUBAREC contains the number of CICS BTS retrieve-reattach event requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 219     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARATECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBAREC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBAREC contains the sum of all values of CAUBAREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

CAUBARSC contains the number of CICS BTS run process or run activity requests that the user task made in order to
execute a child process or activity synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 205     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARSYNCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBARSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBARSC contains the sum of all values of CAUBARSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

CAUBATCC contains the total number of CICS BTS process container requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable 

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 218     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BATOTCCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

  The 

  Monitor  N/A         

          

Range of Value:

CAUBATCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUBATCC contains the sum of all values of CAUBATCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

CAUBATEC contains the total number of CICS BTS event-related requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 222     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BATOTECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A        

          

Range of Value:

CAUBATEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBATEC contains the sum of all values of CAUBATEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

CAUBATPC contains the total number of CICS BTS process and activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 215     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BATOTPCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUBATPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBATPC contains the sum of all values of CAUBATPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

CAUBDCPC contains the number of CICS BTS delete activity, cancel process, or cancel activity requests issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 213     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BADCPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBDCPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBDCPC contains the sum of all values of CAUBDCPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBFTCT - Total Number of EXEC CICS BIF DIGEST

CAUBFTCT is the total number of EXEC CICS BIF DIGEST commands issued. BIF DIGEST is an application
programming interface (API) command which is a CICS built-in function used to calculate the Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA-1) digest of a string of data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUBFTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 408     CICS application programming interface

           (BFDGSTCT)    (API) commands      

          

Range of Value:

CAUBFTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBFTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUBFTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBFWT - Waits for DEDB Buffers (DBCTL)

CAUBFWT contains the total number of waits for DEDB (IMS fast path data entry database) buffers. This data is available
from CMF only for CICS/ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDEDB  - DECB Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATBFWT      Number of waits for DEDB buffer

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

 

    Note:  The STATBFWT field is part of the DBCTL user area in

    the SMF type 110 record.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUBFWT contains the sum of all values of CAUBFWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUBGOCT - Total Built-in Function (BIF) Requests

CAUBGOCT is the total number of EXEC CICS BIF DEEDIT commands issued. BIF DEEDIT is an application
programming interface (API) command which is a CICS built-in function used to calculate the Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA-1) digest of a string of data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUBGOCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 409     CICS application programming interface

           (BFTOTCT)     (API) commands          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBGOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBGOCT contains the sum of all values of CAUBGOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBMOPS - Basic Mapping Support Calls

CAUBMOPS contains the number of CICS Basic Mapping Support control program calls for all transaction executions
for this application. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but it is not available from The Monitor data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUBMOPS - Basic Mapping Support Calls

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 50      BMS MAP Count

             Field 51      BMS In Count

             Field 52      BMS Out Count

             Field 53      BMS Other Count

                           (all from the CMF class 3
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                           transaction performance DETAIL

                           record)          

          

This data element is assigned from the CMF values:

      CAUBMOPS = Field 51 + Field 52 + Field 53 + Field 54;

where the CMF data elements are counted at the recognition of a BMS type X'FA' trace entry and the following BMS
request field bit masks are set:

      CMF       BMS Mask   Mask    BMS

      Field     Request    Value   Operation

      -------   --------   -----   ------------

      Field 51  TCAMSTR5   X'04'   Out

      Field 52  TCAMSTR4   X'01'   In

      Field 53  TCAMSTR4   X'04'   Map

      Field 54  n/a        other   Other type of operation          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUBMOPS contains the sum of all CAUBMOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

CAUBRGWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for the 3270 bridge partner transaction to complete.
This field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 285     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (PTPWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBRGWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CAUBRGWT contains the sum of all values of CAUBRGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

CAUBRPAC contains the number of CICS BTS resume process, or resume activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 212     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARMPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A      

          

Range of Value:

CAUBRPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBRPAC contains the sum of all values of CAUBRPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

CAUBRSAC contains the number of CICS BTS reset activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 210     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BARACTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUBRSAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBRSAC contains the sum of all values of CAUBRSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

CAUBSPAC contains the number of CICS BTS suspend process or suspend activity requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 211     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (BASUPACT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUBSPAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUBSPAC contains the sum of all values of CAUBSPAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCBSRV - CorbaServer Handling Requests

CAUCBSRV is the name of the CorbaServer for which this request processor instance is handling requests.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

             CAUEJBAC -  Number of Bean Activations

             CAUEJBCR -  Number of Bean Creation Calls

             CAUEJBMT -  Number of Bean Method Calls

             CAUEJBPA -  Number of Bean Passivations

             CAUEJBRE -  Number of Bean Removal Calls          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 311       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (CBSRVRNM)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 4 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUCBSRV read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses within Limit

Each count, CAUCDST1 through CAUCDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit (e.g., CAUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds, and a response occurred
in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CAUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CAUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CAUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

The value of CAUCDSTx is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUCDSTx for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUCDSTx is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CAUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS application unit.The minimum
value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CAUCDSTx contains the sum of all CAUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

CAUCFACT contains the number of CICS OO foundation class requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 25      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CFCAPICT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCICS group.         

         

Range of Value:

CAUCFACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCFACT contains the sum of all values of CAUCFACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

CAUCFDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for coupling facility data table I/O.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 176     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CFDTWAIT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUCFDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUCFDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUCFDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

CAUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

CAUCHMDC contains the number of CICS change-TCB modes issued by the user task. This element is defined only for
CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3. Beginning with CTS 3.1, the CAUHMDLC element replaces this one.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUHMDLC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

             CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 248     Available only from the DFHTASK group

           (CHMODECT)    of type 110 performance records for

                         CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCHMDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCHMDC contains the sum of all values of CAUCHMDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Use this element only for CICS releases CTS 1.3 through CTS 2.3. Beginning with CTS 3.1, use element CAUHMDLC.

CAUCINP - Input Characters - Primary Facility

CAUCINP records the number of characters received from the primary facility by the user task. This data element is
available from the CMF data sources, but is not available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          TCCHRIN1     The number of characters received

                 (083)        from the primary terminal

                              facility by the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCINP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCINP contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCINP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCINS - Input Characters - Secondary Facility

CAUCINS records the number of characters received from the secondary facility by the user task. This data element is
available from the CMF, but is not available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

             CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          TCCHRIN2     The number of characters received

                 (085)        from the alternate terminal

                              facility by the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUCINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

CAUCIN62 is the number of characters received from the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CAUCIN62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

             CAUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF        FID 137        Characters received LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available       

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCIN62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCIN62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCIPAD - Client IP Address

CAUCIPAD contains the client IP address (nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 244     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CLIPADDR)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCIPAD can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUCIPAD contains the last value of CAUCIPAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCIPAR - Client IP Address

CAUCIPAR contains the IPv4 or IPv6 IP address.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.

 SEE ALSO:  CSUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUCIPAR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 318     Client or Telenet Client IP Address

           (CLIPADDR)

The Monitor N/A         

         

Range of Value:

CAUCIPAR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUCIPAR contains the last value of CAUCIPAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCLCCT - No. Program XCTLs With Channel Option

CAUCLCCT is the number of Transfer Control (XCTL) requests issued with the channel option by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 6.4+ Field 307     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCXCLCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A  

          

Range of Value:

CAUCLCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCLCCT is set to the sum of all CAUCLCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCLKOP - Number of Clocks Generated

CAUCLKOP contains the maximum number of meaningful user-defined clocks in the associated record for this
application. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCKxx - Accumulated User Clocks

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data or generation data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     Number of user clocks derived from

                           the number of clocks in the raw data

                           source.

    The

    Monitor  TAUTGCNT      Number of user clocks derived from

                           the number of clocks in the raw data

                           source.

 

The database contains the maximum number of clocks specified over all systems.

 

    CMF:     The number of clocks derived from the raw

             transaction record.

 

    The Monitor:  The number of clocks specified in the

             TAUTGCNT field in the DETAIL transaction record.         

         

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero. The maximum value is bounded by limits on the number of clocks that can be generated by
the monitor in question. The limit for CMF is bounded by the event structure.

Summarization Process:

CAUCLKOP is set to the maximum of all CAUCLKOP values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

CAUCLOTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL close cursor calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

Element Derivation:

The input data source for CAUCLOTM is as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element  Description

    -------       ------------  -------------------------------

    OMEGAMON for  MBCLOT        Sum time in close cursors

    CICS          

          

Note: The MBCLOT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUCLOTM is set to the sum of all CAUCLOTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

CAUCONTM is a user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to an application unit.

The value of CAUCONTM is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUCONTM for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUCONTM is constructed from the input data elements shown.

This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
connect time for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms, independently of the value of CSUCONTM.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time 

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CAUCONTM is set to the sum of all CAUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

CAUCONWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a CICS DB2 subtask to become available. This
field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 188     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DB2CONWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCONWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUCONWT contains the sum of all values of CAUCONWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCOST - Processing Charges

CAUCOST - Processing Charges

CAUCOST is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of processing
costs for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACCOST - Processing Charges

             CSUCOST - Processing Charges

             CSYCOST - Processing Charges          

          

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for CAUCOST together.
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Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUCOST is set to the sum of all CAUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

CAUCOUTP records the number of characters sent to the primary facility by the user task. This data element is available
from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CSUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CSUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

             CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          TCCHROU1     The number of characters sent to

                 (084)        the primary terminal facility

                              by the user task.         

         

Range of Value:

CAUCOUTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCOUTP contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCOUTP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility

CAUCOUTS contains the number of characters sent to the secondary facility by the user task. This data element is
available from the CMF data source.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CSUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CSUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CAUCINP  - Input Characters  - Primary Facility

             CAUCOUTP - Output Characters - Primary Facility

             CAUCINS  - Input Characters  - Secondary Facility

             CAUCOUTS - Output Characters - Secondary Facility         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          TCCHROU2     The number of characters sent to

                 (086)        the alternate terminal facility

                              by the user task.         

         

Range of Value:

CAUCOUTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCOUTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCOUTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

CAUCOU62 is the number of characters sent to the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CAUCOU62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

             CAUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF        FID 138        Characters sent LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available          
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCOU62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUCOU62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time

CAUCPRTM contains exactly the same value as the Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) data element. Refer to the description
of CAUCPUTM for information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

Element Derivation:

Refer to CAUCPUTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUCPRTM is set to the sum of all CAUCPRTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Refer to CAUCPUTM.

CAUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

CAUCPTRN is the number of transactions that used CP core CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed          

          

Element Derivation:

This value is set to the value of CSUCPTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUCPTRN is set to the sum of all CAUCPTRN values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

CAUCPTRN contains the number of transactions where CP CPU time was used. All CICS transactions should use some
amount of CP CPU time during transaction initialization and termination, even transactions that primarily use zIIP CPU
time for transaction work.

In summarized observations, CAUCPTRN and CAUTRANS should typically be equal. Occasionally a transaction might
record a value of zero CP CPU time, but this condition should logically never occur.

CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

CAUCPUNI contains a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of
transactions for this application unit.The value of CAUCPUNI is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUCPUNI for
any detail transaction record. CSUCPUNI is constructed as described.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

             CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

             CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

CAUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed by the CICS application unit (CAUCPUTM).

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCPUNI contains the sum of all CAUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification provided in prefix.MICS.PARMS member SYSID.

CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

CAUCPUTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time that is consumed by each user transaction.
For CICCAU file observations created from IBM CMF data, this data element contains the sum of three separate CP
processor CPU time measurements:

  CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

+ CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

+ CAUMQSTM - XML System Services CPU Time          

          

For CICCAU file observations created from TMON data, however, CAUCPUTM does not include the RLS and XML data
values and is equivalent to CAUTCBTM.

For both CMF and TMON users, at CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 the CAUTCBTM component of CAUCPUTM includes
any CPU time that is accumulated while executing on specialty (zIIP) cores.
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For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CAUCPUTM continues to contain both CP processor and specialty
(zIIP) processor CPU time unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

          CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

          CAUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

          CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

          CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time         

         

Element Derivation:

CAUCPUTM is derived as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF

                MICS Data Element Names

                IBM CMF Field Names

   Release      IBM CMF Connector IDs

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

   CTS 5.1      CAUTCBTM + CAURLSTM + CAUMQSTM

  (CMF 680)    (CPUTONCP) (RLSCPUT)  (WMQASRBT)

  and above       (436)      (175)      (397)

 

   CTS 4.1      CAUTCBTM + CAURLSTM + CAUMQSTM

  (CMF 660)     (USRCPUT) (RLSCPUT)  (WMQASRBT)

  and below       (008)      (175)      (397)

 

   CTS 3.1      CAUTCBTM + CAURLSTM

  (CMF 640)    (CPUTONCP) (RLSCPUT)

  and below       (008)      (175)                 

                 

• Data Source: ASG TMON

                TMON Metric

   Release      TMON TA Record Source

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

    TMON 3.2    TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

   and below

 

    TMON 3.4    SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="N" (default)

   and above       TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used
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                SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="Y"

                   TASTCPUT - Standard CP CPU Time                

                

Range of Value:

CAUCPUTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCPUTM is set to the sum of all CAUCPUTM values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CAUCPUTM contains the total CPU time that is used by the transaction on CP processor engines. In CICCAU file
observations that are created from IBM CMF data, CAUCPUTM is a composite value that is created by summing:

  CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

+ CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

+ CAUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time          

          

In CICCAU observations that are created from ASG TMON data, CAUCPUTM does not include the SRB time
measurements shown above.

For CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 only, the CAUTCBTM component includes any CPU time that executed on CP, and zIIP
cores.

Work that was formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and
also with older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

Other considerations for the CAUCPUTM data element regarding the CAUTCBTM time component:

• When a CICS transaction results in MQ Series Message Broker activity/processing the TCB CPU time is included
in CAUTCBTM, regardless of whether the MQ activity occurred on a CP, zIIP, or zAAP core. The MICS Analyzer
Option for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This
overlap must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries
components.

• CAUTCBTM includes CP core TCB CPU time for MQ Series Message Broker activity expended on behalf of the
transaction.

• Beginning with CICS TS 4.1 CAUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time the transaction expended in WebSphere
MQ processing MQ API requests.

• Beginning with CICS CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6 CAUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time expended
by the transaction in the creation and termination of DB2 threads, and the time expended in DB2. The MICS Analyzer
Option for DB2 Accumulated CPU Time (DSUCPUTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This overlap
must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and DB2 components.

• For capacity purposes, consider examining the two core type components of CAUCPUTM:
– CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
– CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CAUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

CAUCSHWM contains the container's storage high water mark. It is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHCHNL   Container Storage High Water

             FID   - 329       Mark

             Name  - PGCSTHWM

 

   TMON/CICS Not available         

         

Range of Value:

CAUCSHWM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCSHWM is set to the maximum CAUCSHWM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

CAUCTRN contains the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that
the supported monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in
segmented conversational mode yields an interaction count instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received. For The Monitor,
this is the number of transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                           (non-system performance record,

                           class 3 only)
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    The      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

    Monitor                (The Monitor transaction DETAIL

                           record only)

 

    All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity

                           indicator, generated by the user's

                           relative longevity code derivation

                           routine CICRLRT   

    

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is C,
indicating conversational, one count is added into CAUCTRN.

Range of Value:

CAUCTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CAUCTRN is set to the sum of all CAUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

CAUCURTA contains the current number of active user transactions in the system at the time the user task was attached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 434     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (CURTASKS)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCURTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCURTA contains the sum of all values of CAUCURTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUCVIN1 - No. Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Requests

CAUCVIN1 is the number of CICS web support RECEIVE and CONVERSE requests issued by the user task when CICS
is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 333     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBRCVIN1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCVIN1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCVIN1 is set to the sum of all CAUCVIN1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

CAUDAMSC contains the number of transaction executions during which storage violations were detected. Storage
violations can be due to invalid storage accounting areas, bad area pointer addresses, etc. CAUDAMSC is only available
up to CICS/MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3 and higher, refer to the data element CSYDAMSC for the total
number of storage violations.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

             CSYDAMSC - Storage Violations          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the detail CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a bad storage accounting area is examined in the course of processing a Storage Control event.

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description
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    -------  ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF 2.x   MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '.....1..'

 

    The

    Monitor   TAFLAG1      Condition Indicator bit '...1....'

    CMF:      The MF3ERROR X'04' bit is set by CMF if CMF

              detects a bad storage accounting area or bad area

              pointer in routine MPSC3CUM.

 

    The Monitor:  The TAFLAG1 X'10' bit is set by The Monitor

              if it detects a bad storage accounting area or

              bad area pointer.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CAUDAMSC is set to the sum of all CAUDAMSC values encountered in the summarization level.

The value of this data element in any DETAIL observation is either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data element
represents the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of a low value in this field does not necessarily indicate that the associated application caused the storage
violation. Instead, the actual offending transaction may have destroyed the storage accounting area or area pointer of
another transaction. The presence of high values (relative to total transaction executions) tends to indicate that this
application is the offender.

CAUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

CAUDATHW contains the time that the transaction had to wait for a Liberty pthread to be allocated during links to Liberty
programs. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in the IBM CICS
Transaction Server for z/OS documentation, Monitoring section.

CAUDATHW is included in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

          CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+ Field 429     Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

          (DSAPTHWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TCE  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDATHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDATHW contains the sum of all values of CAUDATHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBCLO - Number of Close Cursors

CAUDBCLO is the total number of SQL close cursor calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBOPN - Number of Open Cursors 

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBCLO element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBCLON         Count for close cursors

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBCLON field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBCLO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBCLO contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBCLO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

CAUDBDEL is the total number of SQL delete calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBDEL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBDELN         Count for deletes

    for CICS         

         

Note: The MBDELN field is part of the MEGDB2 user area written to the MF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBDEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

CAUDBDES is the total number of SQL describe calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of CAUDBDES is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBDEST         Count for describes

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBDES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBDES contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBDES that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBDLT contains the total number of DL/I DLET (delete) calls issued by the application. This data element is only valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher. It contains DL/I calls processed by DBCTL (database control).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATDLET      No. of database DLET calls

 

    OMEGAMON      n/a

    for CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS
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    Note:  The STATDLET field is part of the DBCTL user area in

    SMF type 110 record.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBDLT contains the sum of all values of CAUDBDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

CAUDBEND contains the PSB schedule end time-stamp. This data element is valid only for CMF in CICS/ESA releases
3.1.1 and higher. This information is provided by the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATDATN      STCK time schedule completed

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBEND contains the maximum value of CAUDBEND processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

CSUDBEXE is the total number of SQL execute calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CSUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CSUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CSUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CSUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CSUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CSUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CSUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CSUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CSUDBEXE is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBEXEN         Count for executes

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBEXEN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CSUDBEXE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSUDBEXE contains the sum of all occurrences of CSUDBEXE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

CAUDBEXI is the total number of SQL execute immediate calls issued by the user transaction. It is available
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls          
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Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBEXI is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBEXIN         Count for execute immediate

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBEXIN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBEXI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBEXI contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBEXI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAACC - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAACAUDBFET - Number of Fetches

CAUDBFET is the total number of SQL fetch calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from OMEGAMON for
CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

             CAUDBINS - Number of Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBFET is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBFETN         Count for fetches

    for CICS          
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Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBFET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBFET contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBFET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGHN contains the total number of DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls. This data element is only valid for CMF in CICS/
ESA releases 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATGHN       No. of database GHN calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The STATGHN field is part of the DBCTL user area in the type 110 SMF record.

Range of Value:

CAUDBGHN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGHN contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGHN processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBGHP - Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGHP contains the total number of DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This
data element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control)
user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL) 01268012

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL) 01268006

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL) 01268008

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL) 01268008

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL) 01268010

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL) 01268004

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL) 01268002

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL) 01268016

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL) 01268020        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATGHNP      No. of database GHNP calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The STATGHNP field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBGHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGHP contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGHU contains the total number of DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user
area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)    

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATGHU       No. of database GHU calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The STATGHU field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBGHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGHU contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGHU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBGN - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGN contains the total number of DL/I GN (get next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATGN        No. of database GN calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS         

         

Note: The STATGN field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGN contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGNP contains the total number of DL/I GNP (get next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user
area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)
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             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATGNP       No. of database GNP calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

         

Note: The STATGNP field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBGNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGNP contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGNP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBGU - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBGU contains the total number of DL/I GU (get unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the
SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)         

         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           STATGU        No. of database GU calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS         

          

Note: The STATGU field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBGU contains the sum of all values of CAUDBGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBINS - Number of Inserts

CAUDBINS is the total number of SQL insert calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of Fetches

             CAUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBINS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBINSN         Count for inserts

    for CICS         

         

Note: The MBINSN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUDBINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBIO - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

CAUDBIO contains the total number of database I/Os performed by

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CAUDBTOT - Total Dl/I Database Calls (DBCTL)          

          

MICS DERIVATION: CAUDBIO is set to

Range of Value:

CAUDBIO takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

   xxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxx      xxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxx

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, CAUDBIO's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBIO contains the sum of all values of CAUDBIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBISR contains the total number of DL/I ISRL (insert) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid
for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATISRT      No of database ISRT calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

Note: The STATISRT field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBISR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBISR contains the sum of all values of CAUDBISR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

CAUDBMIS is the total number of SQL miscellaneous calls issued by the user transaction. It is available only from
OMEGAMON for CICS. It includes the SQL calls that are not counted individually by the monitor, such as ALTER INDEX,
ALTER TABLE, and CREATE INDEX.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls       

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBMIS is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      DBMISN         Count for miscellaneous calls

    for CICS          
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Note: The MBMISN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBMIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBMIS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBMIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBNSC - DB2 Non-SQL Count

CAUDBNSC contains the number of DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued by the user
transactions. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBNST - DB2 Non-SQL Call Time

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TANSQCT       DB2 non-SQL request count         

CAUDBNSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBNSC contains the sum of all values of CAUDBNSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBNST - DB2 Non-SQL Call Time

CAUDBNST contains the elapsed time for DB2 non-SQL requests, such as PREPARE and COMMIT, issued by the user
transactions. This time is measured from the issuance of the request to subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon
completion of the request. This time may include dispatch queue time and buffer wait time. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBNSC - DB2 Non-SQL Count

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TANSQTIM      DB2 non-SQL request time

Range of Value:

CAUDBNST is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBNST contains the sum of all values of CAUDBNST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBOPN - Number of Open Cursors

CAUDBOPN is the total number of SQL open cursor calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBCLO - Number of Close Cursors

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBOPN is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBOPNN         Count for open cursors

    for CICS

Note: The MBOPNN field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBOPN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

CAUDBPRE is the total number of SQL prepare calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBPRE is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBPREN         Count for prepares

    for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBPRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBPRE contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBPRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBREP contains the total number of DL/I REPL (replace) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
valid for CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the
SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATREPL      No of database REPL calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS     

Note: The STATREPL field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBREP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBREP contains the sum of all values of CAUDBREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBSEL - Number of Selects

CAUDBSEL is the total number of SQL select calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of Prepares

             CAUDBUPD - Number of Updates

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls     

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBSEL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBSELN         Count for selects

    for CICS
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Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBSEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBSEL contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBSEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)

CAUDBSTR contains the PSB schedule start time-stamp. This data element is valid only for CMF in CICS/ESA releases
3.1.1 and higher. This information is provided by the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATDATS      STCK time schedule started

 

    OMEGAMON for  Not Available

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   Not Available

    for CICS          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBSTR contains the minimum value of CAUDBSTR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBTCB - Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)

CAUDBTCB contains the CPU time user transaction spent in the DRA thread TCB from the beginning of a schedule
request to the release of the PSB. DRA is the database resource adapter, a component of CICS/ESA that requests
connection to, and disconnection from, DBCTL. CAUDBTCB does not include any CPU time spent in the IMS control
region. This data element is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in
the SMF type 110 record.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATCTM1      Thread TCB CPU time

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS    

Note: The STATCTM1 field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CAUDBTCB contains a SAS time value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBTCB contains the sum of all values of CAUDBTCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBTOT - Total DL/I Database Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDBTOT contains the total number of DL/I database calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is valid for
CMF in CICS/ESA release 3.1.1 and higher. It is obtained from the DBCTL (database control) user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDLT - Database DLET Calls (DBCTL) 01268012

             CAUDBGHU - Database GHU Calls (DBCTL) 01268006

             CAUDBGHN - Database GHN Calls (DBCTL) 01268008

             CAUDBGN  - Database GN Calls (DBCTL) 01268006

             CAUDBGNP - Database GNP Calls (DBCTL) 01268008

             CAUDBGU  - Database GU Calls (DBCTL) 01268006

             CAUDBIO  - Number of Database I/O (DBCTL) 01268002

             CAUDBISR - Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL) 01268016

             CAUDBREP - Database REPL Calls (DBCTL) 01268020

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATTOTC      Total DL/I database calls

 

    OMEGAMON for n/a
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    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor n/a

    for CICS

Note: The STATTOTC field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDBTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBTOT contains the sum of all values of CAUDBTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates

CAUDBUPD is the total number of SQL update calls issued by the user transaction. It is only available from OMEGAMON
for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDBUPD is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element   Description

    -------       ------------   -----------

    OMEGAMON      MBUPDN         Count for updates

    for CICS

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

CAUDBUPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBUPD contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDBUPD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

CAUDBWAT contains the elapsed time the user transactions spent waiting on DB2 requests. This time is measured from
the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in the DB2 total request time as
reported by the MICS data element CAUSQLTM. CAUDBWAT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls         

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TANDB2TM      DB2 I/O wait time

Range of Value:

CAUDBWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUDBWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

CAUDBWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DB2 requests. This number may be different
from the total number of DB2 requests as reported by the MICS data element CAUSQLTO. CAUDBWCT is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls 

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TANDB2CT      DB2 I/O wait count    

Range of Value:

CAUDBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDBWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDBWCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

CAUDB2RC contains the number of DB2 (EXEC SQL and IFI) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 180     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DB2REQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A   

Range of Value:

CAUDB2RC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDB2RC contains the sum of all values of CAUDB2RC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

CAUDB2WT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for DB2 to service the DB2 EXEC SQL and IFI
requests issued by the user task. This field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 189     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DB2WAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

                         (This field is no longer

                         available in CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CAUDB2WT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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CAUDB2WT contains the sum of all values of CAUDB2WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDEDB - DEDB Calls (DBCTL)

CAUDEDB contains the total number of calls issued against IMS fast path data entry database (DEDB). This data element
is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATDECL      Number DEDB Calls

 

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

Note: The STATDECL field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDEDB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDEDB contains the sum of all values of CAUDEDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDEDBR - DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)

CAUDEDBR contains the total number of read operations performed against the IMS fast path data entry database
(DEDB). This data element is valid for CMF in CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDEDB  - DEDB Calls (DBCTL)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATDERD      Number DEDB read operations
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    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

Note: The STATDERD field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDEDBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDEDBR contains the sum of all values of CAUDEDBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDELCT - User Task Wait Count-Extrapartition TDL

CAUDELCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for an extrapartition transient data lock (TDEPLOCK).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

 

  CMF 6.8+ Field 404     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TDELWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDEST group.

Range of Value:

CAUDELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDELCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

CAUDELTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL delete calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
    

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls
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             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

                CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUDELTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBDELT        Sum time in SQL delete calls

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBDELT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUDELTM is set to the sum of all CAUDELTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

CAUDELWT contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an extrapartition transient data lock
(TDEPLOCK). For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait(suspend)
times in Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDEPLOCK, see Resource
type TDEPLOCK: waits for transient data extrapartition requests in Troubleshooting. CAUDELWT reports a part of the
time that is reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

             CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 404     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TDELWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDEST group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDELWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUDELWT contains the sum of all values of CAUDELWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

CAUDESTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL describe calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUDESTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBDEST        Sum time in SQL describe calls

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBDEST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUDESTM is set to the sum of all CAUDESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

CAUDGHPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGHNT      Count for get hold next in parent

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIDMSN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDGHPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDGHPT contains the sum of all values of CAUDGHPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

CAUDHCRC contains the number of document handler CREATE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 226     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHCRECT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUDHCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHCRC contains the sum of all values of CAUDHCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

CAUDHDCT contains the number of document handler delete requests issued by the user task. CAUDHDCT is available
from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor   Data Field        Description

    -------   ---------------   -------------------------------

    CMF       Group - DFHDOCH   No. Document Handler Delete

              FID   - 223       Requests

              Name  - DHDELCT

 

    TMON/CICS Not available         

          

Range of Value:

CAUDHDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHDCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDHDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

CAUDHINC contains the number of document handler INSERT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 227     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the
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           (DHINSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDHINC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHINC contains the sum of all values of CAUDHINC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

CAUDHRTC contains the number of document handler RETRIEVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 229     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHRETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDHRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHRTC contains the sum of all values of CAUDHRTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

CAUDHSTC contains the number of document handler SET requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 5.3+ Field 228     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHSETCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDHSTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHSTC contains the sum of all values of CAUDHSTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHTC - Total No. Document Requests

CAUDHTC contains the total number of document handler requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element   Description

   -------  ------------   -------------------------------------

   CMF 5.3+ Field 230      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

            (DHTOTCT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                           detail record in the DFHDOCH group.

   The

   Monitor  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDHTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDHTC contains the sum of all values of CAUDHTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGETCT No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

CAUGETCT contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
        

See also: CAUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

          CAUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests         
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element   Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+  Field 460     Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

          (TSGETSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTEMP group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUGETCT contains the last value of CAUGETCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNCGET No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests

CAUNCGET contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CAUNCGET - No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

          CAUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description 

 -------  ------------  ------------------------------------- 

 CMF 7.0+  Field 464    Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

           (NCGETCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCICS group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNCGET contains the last value of CAUNCGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPUTCT No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task
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CAUPUTCT No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

CAUPUTCT contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CAUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

          CAUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description 

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+  Field  461    Available starting in CTS 5.3 from the

           (TSPUTSCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTEMP group.          

          

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPUTCT contains the last value of CAUPUTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

CAUDHTDL contains the total length of all documents created by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.3+  Field 240     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DHTOTDCL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDOCH group.          

          

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CAUDHTDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUDHTDL contains the sum of all values of CAUDHTDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDILCT - User Task Wait Count-Intrapartition TDL

CAUDILCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for an intrapartition transient data lock (TDIPLOCK).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 403     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TDILWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDEST group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDILCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDILCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDILCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

CAUDILWT contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an intrapartition transient data lock (TDIPLOCK).
For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and Transaction wait (suspend) times in
Monitoring reference. For more information about tasks suspended on resource type TDIPLOCK, see Resource type
TDIPLOCK: waits for transient data intrapartition requests in Troubleshooting. CAUDILWT contains part of the time
reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

             CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 403     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TDILWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHDEST group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDILWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDILWT contains the sum of all values of CAUDILWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDIOTM - Elapsed Time for Database I/O

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

CAUDLDEL contains the total number of DL/I DLET (delete) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDELN        Count for deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIDELN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUDLDEL contains the sum of all values of CAUDLDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

CAUDLDLT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I DLET (delete) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDELT      Time in deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The MIDELT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLDLT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLDLT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

CAUDLGHN contains the total number of DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element
is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls 01268072

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls 01268068

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls 01268064

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls 01268060

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls 01268062

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls 01268058

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls 01268070

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls 01268074

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules 01268076

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates 01268078          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGHNN        Count for get hold next

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGHNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLGHN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGHN contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGHN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

CAUDLGHP contains the total number of DL/I GHNP (get hold next in parent) calls issued by the user transaction. This
data element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGPNN      Count for get hold next in parent

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The MIGPNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLGHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGHP contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

CAUDLGHT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHN (get hold next) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls
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             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGHNT      Time in get hold next

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGHNT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLGHT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGHT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

CAUDLGHU contains the total number of DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls 01268072

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls 01268064

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls 01268068

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls 01268060

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls 01268062

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls 01268058

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls 01268070

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls 01268074

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules 01268076

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates 01268078          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGHUN        Count for get hold unique

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGHUN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLGHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGHU contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGHU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGN - DL/I GN Calls

CAUDLGN contains the total number of DL/I GN (get next) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGNN         Count for get updates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a
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    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGNN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA.This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGN contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

This member is unavailable at this time.CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN CallsCAUDLGNT contains the total
elapsed time for DL/I GN (get next) calls. This data element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is
obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGNT       Time in get updates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGNT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLGNT is a valid SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

CAUDLGNT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

CAUDLGPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GNP (get next in parent) calls. This data element is only available
from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGNPT      Time in get nexts

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The MIGNPT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLGPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGPT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDLGU - DL/I GU Calls

CAUDLGU contains the total number of DL/I GU (get unique) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls 01268072

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls 01268068

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHP Calls 01268058

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls 01268064

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls 01268060

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls 01268062

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls 01268070

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls 01268074

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules 01268076

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates 01268078          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGUN       Count for get uniques

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGUN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGU contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

CAUDLGUT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GU (get unique) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DELT Calls
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             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGUT       Time in get uniques

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGUT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLGUT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLGUT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLGUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

CAUDLHUT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I GHU (get hold unique) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DELT Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU  Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules
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             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIGHUT      Time in get hold uniques

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIGHUT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLHUT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLHUT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLHUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls

CAUDLICC contains the DL/I call count. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but it is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLIWT - DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from CMF. It is read from the
TADLIRCT data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CAUDLICC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLICC contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDLICC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

CAUDLIPW is the total number of transactions that encountered DL/I pool waits. It is only available from The Monitor.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE  - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDLIPW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF       n/a

 

    Monitor   TAFLAG6       Condition Indicator bits '....1...'

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDLIPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLIPW contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDLIPW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

CAUDLISR contains the total number of DL/I ISRT (insert) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only
available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIINSN        Count for inserts
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    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIINSN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLISR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLISR contains the sum of all values of CAUDLISR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

CAUDLIST contains the total elapsed time for DL/I ISRT (insert) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIINST      Time in deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIINST field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:
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CAUDLIST is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLIST contains the sum of all values of CAUDLIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

CAUDLITW is the total number of transactions which encountered DL/I thread waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE  - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUDLITW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF       Not available

 

    Monitor   TAFLAG6       Condition Indicator bits '...1....'

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUDLITW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLITW contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDLITW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLIWT - Elapsed Time For CICS DL/I Calls

CAUDLIWT contains the DL/I call elapsed time. This data element is available from The Monitor data source, but it is not
available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLICC - DL/I Call Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from The Monitor data source. It is not available from CMF. It is read from the
TADLIRTM data element in The Monitor Task Accounting System record.

Range of Value:

CAUDLIWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUDLIWT contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUDLIWT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

CAUDLREP contains the total number of DL/I REPL (replace) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIREPN        Count for replaces

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MIREPN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLREP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLREP contains the sum of all values of CAUDLREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

CAUDLRPT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I REPL (replace) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIREPT      Time in replaces

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The MIREPT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLRPT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLRPT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLRPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules

CAUDLSCH contains the total number of DL/I PCB (schedule a PSB) calls issued by the user transaction. This data
element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type
110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MISCHN        Count for schedules

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MISCHN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLSCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLSCH contains the sum of all values of CAUDLSCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules

CAUDLSCT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I PCB (schedule a PSB) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls
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             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MISCHT      Time in deletes

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS     

      

Note: The MISCHT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUDLSCT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLTRN - DL/I Terminates

CAUDLTRN contains the total number of DL/I TERM (terminate) calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is
only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDEL - DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDLGHN - DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLGHP - DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGHU - DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLGN  - DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGNP - DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGU  - DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLISR - DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLREP - DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCH - DL/I Schedules        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MITERN        Count for terminates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS    

        

Note: The MITERN field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUDLTRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLTRN contains the sum of all values of CAUDLTRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLTRT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates

CAUDLTRT contains the total elapsed time for DL/I TERM (terminate) calls. This data element is only available from
OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGDLI user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

   SEE ALSO:  CAUDLDLT - Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls

             CAUDGHPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls

             CAUDLGNT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls

             CAUDLGPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls

             CAUDLGUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls

             CAUDLGHT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls

             CAUDLHUT - Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls

             CAUDLIST - Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls

             CAUDLRPT - Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls

             CAUDLSCT - Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field  Description

    -------       ----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MITERT      Time in terminates

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS   

        

Note: The MITERT field is part of the OMEGDLI user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA.  This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.
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Range of Value:

CAUDLTRT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLTRT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLTRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

CAUDLWAT contains the total DL/I wait time that occurred for the user transactions. This time is measured from the
issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This value is included in the total elapsed time for DL/I
calls (MICS data element CAUDLIWT). CAUDLWAT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDLIWT - Elapsed Time for CICS DL/I Calls

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TADLIWTM      DL/I wait time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDLWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

CAUDLWCT contains the number of times the user transactions waited on DL/I calls. This number may be different from
the total number of DL/I calls as reported by the MICS data element CAUDLICC. CAUDLWCT is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

              CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls       
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Field          Description

    -------   ----------          -----------------------------

    CMF       n/a

    Monitor   TADLIWCT            DL/I wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDLWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDLWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDLWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDSPCT - Transaction Dispatch Count

CAUDSPCT contains the number of times that the transaction was dispatched by CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

             CSYUSRTM - User (application) Dispatched Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TADSPCNT      Transaction dispatch count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDSPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDSPCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDSPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDSTMX - Maximum Number of Open TCBs (key 8/9)

CAUDSTMX contains the peak number of CICS open TCBs that have been allocated to the user task. The specific TCB
modes included in the peak analysis vary based on the CTS release:

TCB Modes Counted in Peak Analysis:
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• Before CTS Release 3.1 - H8, J8, J9, L8, S8
• After CTS Release 3.1 - J8, J9, L8, L9, S8, X8, X9

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CMF         FID 252         First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (DSTCBHWM)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDSTMX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of available TCBs.

Summarization Process:

CAUDSTMX contains the maximum CAUDSTMX value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

CAUDSWAT contains the elapsed time the transaction spent waiting for dispatch by CICS. This is the time from
recognizing the WAIT ECB posting as complete to subsequent dispatch of the transaction by KCP. This excludes the wait
time for first dispatch as reported by MICS data element CAUDS1WT. CAUDSWAT is only available from CMF (CICS
3.1.1 and higher) and The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSPCT - Transaction Dispatch Count

             CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
 

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF (3.1.1+)  Field 102     Elapsed wait for re-dispatch

 

    TCE 2.0       TADSPQST      Wait for dispatch (queue time)

 

    TCE 2.1+      TADSPWRT      Wait for dispatch (queue time)       

        

Note: TADSPWRT is collected by The Monitor when WAIT DISPATCH QUEUE = Y is specified on the Optional Collection
screen.
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Range of Value:

CAUDSWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total elapsed time of the
transactions.

Summarization Process:

CAUDSWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUDSWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

CAUDS1MX contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch because the limit set for
MXT (maximum task) has been reached. CAUDS1MX is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CAUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

             CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatcher Time

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 127       Time waiting for first dispatch

    TMON/CICS     Not available   

        

Range of Value:

CAUDS1MX is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDS1MX contains the sum of all values of CAUDS1MX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CAUDS1MX is a subset of the total wait time for first dispatch as captured by the
data element CAUDS1WT.

CAUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

CAUDS1TC contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch because the limit set for the
transaction class has been reached. CAUDS1TC is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)
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             CAUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

             CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatcher Time

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 126       Time waiting for first dispatch

    TMON/CICS     Not available        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDS1TC is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDS1TC contains the sum of all values of CAUDS1TC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CAUDS1TC is a subset of the total wait time for first dispatch as captured by the
data element CAUDS1WT.

CAUDS1WC - Wait for First Dispatch Count

CAUDS1WC is the number of times that the user task waited for first dispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------- ----------------------------------

 

  CMF      Field 125     Values are taken from the count part

           (DSPDELAY)    of this type S field

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDS1WC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDS1WC contains the sum of all values of CAUDS1WC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

CAUDS1WT contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for the first dispatch. This is measured from the
request to the CICS task control program (KCP) to ATTACH the transaction to the KCP CREATE request. CAUDS1WT is
available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CAUDS1MX - First Dispatch Delay due to MXT

             CAUDS1TC - First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 125       Time waiting for first dispatch

    TMON/CICS     TAW1DSP       Tran. wait until first dispatch     

        

Range of Value:

CAUDS1WT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDS1WT contains the sum of all values of CAUDS1WT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the time waiting for first dispatch is part of the total task suspend time as captured
by the data element CAUSUSTM. Also the Start Timestamp (STARTTS) for a transaction is the time that the transaction
arrives in the system. Therefore, the formula:

STARTTS + CAUDS1WT

can be used to calculate the time that the transaction is dispatched for execution.

CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CAUDTSCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) suspends that occurred for the transaction.
CAUDTSCT is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count        

        

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPSCT      DTP (MRO) suspend wait count       

        

Range of Value:

CAUDTSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDTSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDTSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CAUDTSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended while waiting for a distributed transaction
processing (DTP) function. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is for MRO environments and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPSTM      DTP (MRO) suspend wait time     

        

Range of Value:

CAUDTSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDTSUS contains the sum of all values of CAUDTSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

CAUDTWAT contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent waiting for a distributed transaction processing (DTP)
function. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element
is for MRO environments and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPWTM      MRO/DTP wait time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUDTWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDTWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUDTWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

CAUDTWCT contains the number of distributed transaction processing (DTP) waits that occurred for the transaction. It is
valid for MRO environment and is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

              CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

              CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time       

        

MICS DERIVATION: The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TADTPWCT      MRO/DTP wait count      

        

Range of Value:

CAUDTWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUDTWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUDTWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

CAUDWWTM contains the elapsed time that the user task waited as a result of relinquishing control to another task. The
time in this element is a component of task suspend time CAUSUSTM. This data element is available from CMF release
5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+      Field 184     Elapsed time for wait as a

                  GVUPWAIT      result of relinquishing control

    Monitor       N/A      

        

Range of Value:

CAUDWWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUDWWTM contains the sum of all values of CSUDWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:A user task can relinquish control in many ways. Some examples are application programs that use one or
more of the following EXEC CICS API or SPI commands:

• Using the EXEC CICS SUSPEND command. This command causes the issuing task to relinquish control to another
task of higher or equal dispatching priority. Control is returned to this task as soon as no other task of a higher or equal
priority is ready to be dispatched.

• Using the EXC CICS CHANGE TASK PRIORITY command. This command immediately changes the priority of the
issuing task and causes the task to relinquish control in order for it to be redispatched at its new priority. The task is not
redispatched until tasks of higher or equal priority, and that are also dispatchable, have been dispatched.

• Using the EXEC CICS DELAY command with INTERVAL(0). This command causes the issuing task to relinquish
control to another task of higher or equal dispatching priority. Control is returned to this task as soon as no other task
of higher or equal priority is ready to be dispatched.

• Using the EXEC CICS POST command requesting notification that a specified time has expired. This command
causes the issuing task to relinquish control to give CICS the opportunity to post the timer-event control area.

• Using the EXEC CICS PERFORM RESETTIME command to synchronize the CICS date and time with the MVS
system date and time of day.

• Using the EXEC CICS START TRANSID command with the ATTACH option.

For more information see the IBM CICS Customization and CICS Performance Guides for "Clocks and timestamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times."

CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

CAUECBWC contains the number of transaction waits for which The Monitor could not identify the specific ECB wait type.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count       

        

Element Derivation:The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAECBCNT      Unidentified ECB wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUECBWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUECBWC contains the sum of all values of CAUECBWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

CAUECBWT contains the elapsed time of transaction waits for which The Monitor could not identify the ECB wait type.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time
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             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAECBTIM      Unidentified ECB wait time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUECBWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUECBWT contains the sum of all values of CAUECBWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUECECT - SIGNAL EVENT Requests

CAUECECT is the number of EXEC CICS SIGNAL EVENT commands issued. SIGNAL EVENT is an application
programming interface (API) command that identifies a place in an application program where one or more events could
be emitted. EXEC CICS API call, SIGNAL EVENT, allows events to be captured anywhere in a CICS application.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUECECT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 415     CICS application programming interface

           (ECSIGECT)    (API) commands       

        

Range of Value:

CAUECECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUECECT contains the sum of all values of CAUECECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUECPCT - Event Filter Operations

CAUECPCT is the number of event filter operations performed by the user task. The set of predicates connected by AND
used t determine whether an event is captured. If all predicates evaluate to TRUE, the event is captured. Predicates that
evaluate to FALSE filter out events.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUECPCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 416     Event Filter operations CTS 4.1

           (ECEFOPCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUECPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUECPCT contains the sum of all values of CAUECPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUECSEV - No. of Synchronous Emission Events

CAUECSEV is the number of synchronous emission events captured by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   No. of  Synchronous Emission

            FID   - 418       Events

            Name  - ECSEVCCT        

        

Range of Value:

CAUECSEV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUECSEV contains the sum of all values of CAUECSEV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUECTCT - Number of EVENTs Captured

CAUECTCT is the number of events captured by the user task. The process of capturing an event in CICS is that after a
capture point has been successfully filtered, CICS copies all of the capture data and passes it to the dispatcher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUECTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 417     Number of EVENTs captured

           (ECEVNTCT)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUECTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUECTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUECTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEDOCT - No. Web READ HTTPHEADER Requests

CAUEDOCT is the number of CICS web support READ HTTPHEADER requests issued by the user task when CICS is an
HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 331     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBREDOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A       

        

Range of Value:

CAUEDOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUEDOCT is set to the sum of all CAUEDOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS Requests

CAUEITCT is the total number of EXEC CICS commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUEITCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 402     Total No. EXEC CICS requests

           (EICTOTCT)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEITCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEITCT contains the sum of all values of CAUEITCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBAC - Number of Bean Activations

CAUEJBAC contains the number of bean activations that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 312       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBSACCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEJBAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUEJBAC contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBCR - Number of Bean Creation Calls

CAUEJBCR contains the number of bean creation calls that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 314       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBCRECT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEJBCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEJBCR contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBMT - Number of Bean Method Calls

CAUEJBMT contains the number of bean method calls executed in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 316       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBMTHCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)      
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Range of Value:

CAUEJBMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEJBMT contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBPA - Number of Bean Passivations

CAUEJBPA contains the number of bean passivations that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 313       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBSPACT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)     

        

Range of Value:

CAUEJBPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEJBPA contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBRE - Number of Bean Removal Calls

CAUEJBRE contains the number of bean removal calls that have occurred in this request processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBTO -  Number of Total Bean Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 315       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBREMCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.
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                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)      

        

Range of Value:

CAUEJBRE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEJBRE contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEJBTO - Number of Total Bean Calls

CAUEJBTO contains the total number of bean calls for this request processor. This includes FIDs 312 through 316,
represented by MICS fields CAUEJBAC, CAUEJBPA, CAUEJBCR, CAUEJBRE and CAUEJBMT, respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEJBAC -  Number of Bean Activations

             CAUEJBCR -  Number of Bean Creation Calls

             CAUEJBMT -  Number of Bean Method Calls

             CAUEJBPA -  Number of Bean Passivations

             CAUEJBRE -  Number of Bean Removal Calls   

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 317       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (EJBTOTCT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHEJBS.

                                (This field is no longer

                                available in CTS 5.1 and above)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEJBTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEJBTO contains the sum of all values of CAUEJBTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEPRDL - Data Bytes Read From Repository

CAUEPRDL contains the total length, in bytes, of the data read from the repository in temporary storage by the user task.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 341     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREPRDL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEPRDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEPRDL contains the sum of all values of CAUEPRDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEPWDL - Data Bytes Written to Repository

CAUEPWDL contains the total length, in bytes, of the data written to the repository in temporary storage by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 342     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBREPWDL)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEPWDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEPWDL contains the sum of all values of CAUEPWDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

CAUEQSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred while the transaction was waiting on enqueue processing.
This data element is available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CAUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CAUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           129           Wait for Task Control ENQ

    TMON/CICS     TAENQWCT      Enqueue suspend wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEQSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEQSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUEQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

CAUEQSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended while waiting for enqueue processing. This
time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This data element is
available from TMON/CICS. It is also available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUICAUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time      

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           129           Time waiting Task Control ENQ

    TMON/CICS     TAENQWTM      Enqueue suspend wait time       

        

Range of Value:

CAUEQSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUEQSUS contains the sum of all values of CAUEQSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, CAUEQSUS is a subset of the task suspend time captured by the data element
CAUSUSTM.

CAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

CAUERSTM contains the total response time for the CICS application unit for any response event completed during the
interval and identified as "excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit.Response events cover the internal response
of the CICS transaction. See TRANTYPE for additional information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo-Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type        

        

Element Derivation:

If TRANCODE = 'X' (excessive), CAUERSTM is assigned from CAUTRSTM.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUERSTM is set to the sum of all CAUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUETCCT - No. GET CONTAINER Channel Requests

CAUETCCT is the number of GET CONTAINER and GET64 CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 323     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGGETCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUETCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUETCCT is set to the sum of all CAUETCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUETCDL - GET CONTAINER Channel Data Bytes

CAUETCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the GET CONTAINER CHANNEL and GET64
CONTAINER CHANNEL commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 326     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGGETCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A       

        

Range of Value:

CAUETCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUETCDL is set to the sum of all CAUETCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

CAUETRN contains the number of transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor that have been identified as
"excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

             CAUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             CAUETTRN - Terminal Originated Excessive Trans.

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CAUTRANS if TRANTYPE = 'X' (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUETRN is set to the sum of all CAUETRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUETTRN - Excessive Terminal Originated Trans

CAUETTRN is the number of transaction executions that originated from a terminal and have been identified as
"excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit (CICRLRT in prefix.MICS.PARMS).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

             CSUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is CAUTTRAN if TRANTYPE = 'X' (excessive).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUETTRN is set to the sum of all CAUETTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEXCPS - I/O (EXCPS) Generated

CAUEXCPS is a user-defined variable available for recording I/O EXCP counts attributable to an application unit.
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The value of CAUEXCPS is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUEXCPS for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUEXCPS is constructed from the input data elements shown.

This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
EXCP counts for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms, independently of the value of CSUEXCPS.

CMF collects statistics on File Control Program calls, which, though repeatable, still does not relate to hardware activity
(see CAUFCOPS).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMBER, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUEXCPS - I/O (EXCPs) Generated

             CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CAUSIOCT - Access Method Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXCPS is set to the sum of all CAUEXCPS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUEXDQ - Exclusive Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUEXEQ - Exclusive Enqueues (DBCTL)

CAUEXEQ contains

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

MICS DERIVATION: CAUEXEQ is set to

Range of Value:

CAUEXEQ takes any numeric value in the following ranges:
   xxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxx      xxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxx

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, CAUEXEQ's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXEQ contains the sum of all values of CAUEXEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUEXEQW - Exclusive Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

CAUEXETM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL execute calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls       

        

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUEXETM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBEXET        Sum time in SQL execute calls        

        

Note: The MBEXET field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXETM is set to the sum of all CAUEXETM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

CAUEXITM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL execute immediate calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls
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             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUEXITM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBEXIT        Time in SQL execute immediate

    for CICS        

        

Note: The MBEXIT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXITM is set to the sum of all CAUEXITM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUEXWAT - Exception Wait Time

CAUEXWAT contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited on exceptional conditions. This data element
is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher. It is valid only when when the CMF exception class is activated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE - CICS Incident Code

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 103     Accumulated data for exception

                  EXETTIME      condition

    Monitor       n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEXWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUEXWAT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

CAUEXWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for one or more ECBs, passed to CICS by the user
task using the EXEC CICS WAIT EXTERNAL ECBLIST command, to be MVS POSTED. The user task can wait on one or
more ECBs. If it waits on more then one, it is dispatchable as soon as one of the ECBs is posted. The time in this element
is a component of suspend time (CAUSUSTM). This element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSUSTM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+      Field 181     Elapsed time for wait for ECBs

                  WTEXWAIT

 

    Monitor       n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUEXWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUEXWTM contains the sum of all values of CAUEXWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CAUFACTY - User Defined Facility Type

CAUFACTY indicates the transaction type, such as terminal attached, automatic task initiation, transient data queue, and
FEPI (front end programming interface).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  

  SEE ALSO:  CICACTx  - User ID Fields

             CICAPU   - Application Unit Id

                TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element  Description

    -------    ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF        FID 4         Transaction Type
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    ASG-TMON  TAFACTYP       Facility Type from TCAFCI

               TAFLAG2       Transaction Flag Byte 2        

        

Range of Value:

• For CMF (pre-CICS/ESA):

    Field 4     Facility

    -------     ---------------

      'A'       Automatic transaction initiation (ATI)

      'C'       Second or subsequent part of con. task

      'D'       Transient data trigger level (DCT)

      'S'       System internal task

      'T'       Terminal

      'Z'       Second or subsequent part of pseudoconversation              

              

• For CMF (CICS/ESA v3.1 through 3.3):

    Field 4     Facility

    -------     ---------------

     X'00'      Terminal

     X'01'      Automatic transaction initiation without data

     X'02'      Automatic transaction initiation with data

     X'03'      Transient data trigger level (DCT)

     X'04'      User request

     X'05'      Terminal TCTTE transaction ID              

              

• For CMF (CICS/ESA):

    Field 4     Facility

    -------     ---------------

     'T '       terminal input (CICS 4.1)

     'TO'       terminal input (CICS 5.1 and higher)

     'S '       ATI without data

     'SD'       ATI with data

     'QD'       Transient data trigger level

     'U '       User request

     'TP'       Terminal TCTTE transaction ID

     'SZ'       FEPI              

              

• For ASG-TMON:

    TAFACTYP/TAFLAG2         Facility

    ----------------------   ----------------------

    TAFACTYP = '00000001'B   Terminal

    TAFACTYP = '00001000'B   DCT

    TAFACTYP = '00000000'B   ATI

    TAFLAG2  = '01000000'B   Conversational              

              

Summarization Process:
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CAUFACTY is set to the last CAUFACTY value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCADD - File Control Adds

CAUFCADD is the count of file adds.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)

             CAUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CAUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CAUFCPUT - File Control Puts        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ------------------------------

    CMF          FCADDCT      The number of file adds issued

                 (039)        by the user task.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCADD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCADD contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCADD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext+Getprev)

CAUFCBRW is the number of file browses. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CAUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CAUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CAUFCPUT - File Control Puts        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------
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    CMF          FCBRWCT      The number of file BROWSEs issued

                 (038)        by the user-task.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCBRW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCBRW contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCBRW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

CAUFCDLT is the number of file deletes. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CAUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)

             CAUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)

             CAUFCPUT - File Control Puts        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          FCDELCT      The number of file DELETEs issued

                 (040)        by the user-task.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCDLT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCDLT contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCDLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference + Update)

CAUFCGET is the total number of referenced and updated file gets. This data element is available only from the CMF
data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:
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    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          FCGETCT      The number of file gets issued by

                 (036)        the user task.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCOPS - File Control Calls

CAUFCOPS contains the number of CICS File Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this application.
This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUFCOPS - File Control Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF      Field 36      FC Get Count

             Field 37      FC Put Count

             Field 38      FC Browse Count

             Field 39      FC Add Count

             Field 40      FC Delete Count

             Field 72      FC Other Count

                           (all from the CMF class 3

                           transaction performance DETAIL

                           record)

    The

    Monitor  TAFCPRCT      Total FCP File Access Count        

        

This data element is assigned from the CMF values:
CSUFCOPS = Field 36 + Field 37 + Field 38 + Field 39 + Field 40 + Field 72;

Where the CMF data elements are counted at the recognition of a File Control type X'F5' trace entry and the following File
Control request field bit masks are set:

  CMF       FC Mask    FC

  Field     Request    Operation

  -------   --------   ------------
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  Field 36  1000xxxx   FC Get Count

  Field 37  0100000x   FC Put Count

  Field 38  1011xxxx   FC Browse Count

  Field 39  01000100   FC Add Count

  Field 40  0x000001   FC Delete Count

  Field 72  other      FC Other Count        

        

For The Monitor, this data element is assigned as follows:
CSUFCOPS=TAFCPRCT;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCOPS contains the sum of all CAUFCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCPUT - File Control Puts

CAUFCPUT contains the number of file puts. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCADD - File Control Adds

             CAUFCBRW - File Control Browses (Getnext,prev)

             CAUFCDLT - File Control Deletes

             CAUFCGET - File Control Gets (Reference+Update)     

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          FCPUTCT      The number of file puts issued by

                 (037)        the user task       

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUFCTIM - FCP File Request Time

CAUFCTIM contains the elapsed time of CICS file requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured from the
issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAFILTIM      File request time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCTIM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCTIM contains the sum of all values of CAUFCTIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCTOT - Total File Requests

CAUFCTOT is the total number of file control requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCOPS - File Control Calls

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          FCTOTCT      The total number of file requests

                 (093)        issued by the user-task.

 

    ASG-TMON     TAFCPRCT     The total FCP file access count.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCTOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCTOT contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUFCTOT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUFCVWC - User Task Wait Count -VSAM String

CAUFCVWC contains the wait count in which the user task waited for a VSAM string. This element accumulates count
spent waiting on resource type FCPSSUSP or FCSRSUSP.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 427     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCVSWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCVWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCVWC contains the sum of all values of CAUFCVWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

CAUFCVWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a VSAM string. This element accumulates time
spent waiting on resource type FCPSSUSP or FCSRSUSP. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and
Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

CAUFCVWT reports part of the time that is reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

             CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time      

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 427     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCVSWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.       

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCVWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUFCVWT contains the sum of all values of CAUFCVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

CAUFCWAT contains the time this application spent waiting for CICS File Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       Field 63      Waiting For FC I/O

                            (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                            performance DETAIL record)

              CMF starts this clock at the DFHEMP ID=(FC,2)

              event and stops it at the ID=(FC,3) event.  These

              events bracket the DFHKC TYPE=WAIT,DCI=IOEVENT

              macro in the DFHFCP VSAM event synchronization

              routine near label FCVSWTDP.

 

    ASG-TMON TAFCPWTM       File Wait Time

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCWAT contains the sum of all CAUFCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

CAUFCWCT contains the number of file control waits that occurred for the transaction. This count may differ from the
file control requests as captured by the MICS data element CAUFCOPS. CAUFCWCT is available from CMF and The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCWAT - FCP File Wait Time
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             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Fid 063       Wait time for file I/O

    The Monitor   TAFILWCT      File wait count        

        

For CMF, CAUFCWCT is derived from a type S field, which contains both the wait time and the wait count.

Range of Value:

CAUFCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUFCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCXWC - User Task Wait Count -Excl CI Control

CAUFCXWC - User Task Wait Count -Excl CI Control

CAUFCXWC contains the wait count during which the user task waited for exclusive control of a VSAM Control Interval.
This element accumulates the count of time spent waiting for resource type FCXCSUSP, FCXDSUSP, FCXCPROT, or
FCXDPROT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 426     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the
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           (FCXCWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.       

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCXWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCXWC contains the sum of all values of CAUFCXWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

CAUFCXWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for exclusive control of a VSAM Control Interval. This
element accumulates time spent waiting on resource type FCXCSUSP, FCXDSUSP, FCXCPROT, or FCXDPROT. For
more information, see Clocks and time stamps, and Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

CAUFCXWT reports part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

             CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 426     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (FCXCWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHFILE group.   

        

Range of Value:

CAUFCXWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFCXWT contains the sum of all values of CAUFCXWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

CAUFETTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL fetch calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls
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             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUFETTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBFETT        Sum time in SQL fetch calls        

        

Note: The MBFETT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUFETTM is set to the sum of all CAUFETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

CAUFMBES contains the number of bytes FREEMAINed above the 16-megabyte line in the extended shared dynamic
storage area (ESDSA). CAUFMBES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    ------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 149     Bytes freemained above the

                                16-megabyte line (ESDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a        
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Range of Value:

CAUFMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFMBES contains the sum of all values of CAUFMBES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

CAUFMBSD contains the number of bytes FREEMAINed below the 16-megabyte line in the shared dynamic storage area
(SDSA). CAUFMBSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 146     Bytes freemained below the

                                16-megabyte line SDSA

    ASG-TMON      n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUFMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUFMBSD contains the sum of all values of CAUFMBSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGMBES - Bytes Getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

CAUGMBES contains the number of bytes GETMAINed above the 16-megabyte line from the extended shared dynamic
storage area (ESDSA). CAUGMBES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA
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             CAUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 148     Bytes getmained above the the

                                16-megabyte line (ESDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a       

        

Range of Value:

CAUGMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUGMBES contains the sum of all values of CAUGMBES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGMBSD - Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA

CAUGMBSD contains the number of bytes GETMAINed below the 16-megabyte line from the shared dynamic storage
area (SDSA). CAUGMBSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUFMBES - Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUFMBSD - Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA

             CAUGMBES - Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMES  - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 145     Bytes getmained below the

                                16-megabyte line (SDSA)

    ASG-TMON      n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUGMBES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUGMBSD contains the sum of all values of CAUGMBSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGMES - Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA

CAUGMES contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction above the 16-megabyte
line in the extended shared dynamic storage area (ESDSA). CAUGMES is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release
5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 147     Getmain above 16MB ESDSA

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUGMES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUGMES contains the sum of all values of CAUGMES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

CAUGMSCT contains the number of times the transaction was suspended while waiting for storage. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CSUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CSUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CSUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CSUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count
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             CSUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAGMAWCT      Storage suspend wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUGMSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUGMSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUGMSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUGMSD - Getmains Below 16MB SDSA

CAUGMSD contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction below the 16-megabyte
line in the shared dynamic storage area (SDSA). CAUGMSD is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 144     Getmains below 16MB SDSA

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAUGMSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUGMSD contains the sum of all values of CAUGMSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

CAUGQDTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a CICS task control global enqueue. This field is a component of the
task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 123     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (GNQDELAY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUGQDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUGQDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUGQDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

CAUHISTG contains the storage high water mark over all transaction executions for this application, for terminal and user-
type CICS dynamic storage only.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 33      Storage High Water Mark

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                            performance DETAIL record)

 

    TCE 2.0+ TAC24HWM + TAU24HWM

                           CICS & USER 24 Pool High Water Mark        
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All monitors keep track of the running storage use of a CICS transaction by analyzing Storage Control getmain and
freemain events. The current storage mark is incremented at a getmain, and a new high watermark set if necessary. Initial
storage use is calculated at attach time by running the storage chains of user storage (from TCASCCA) and terminal
storage (from TCTTEDA). Permanent storage type areas, such as TSMAIN and 1WD, are excluded from this analysis.

Storage types accounted for by CMF and The Monitor under this calculation are as follows:

  Code  Class                   Code  Class

  ----  ---------               ----  ----------------

   83   TQA                      8E   TEMPSTRG (TSIOA)

   89   RSA                      8F   File

   8B   LLA                      9B   JCA

   8C   User                     9D   DWE

   8D   TRANSDATA                9E   Mapcopy      

        

Range of Value:

CAUHISTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUHISTG contains the maximum CAUHISTG value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

CAUHMDLC is the number of times that the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS dispatcher change-TCB mode
request was issued by or on behalf of the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field   Description

    -----------  -----------  ---------------------------------

    CMF 6.4+     Field 247    Available starting with CTS 3.1

                 (DSCHMDLY)   (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                              performance DETAIL record)

 

    The Monitor  n/a

        

Range of Value:

CAUHMDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUHMDLC contains the sum of all values of CAUHMDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

CAUHMDLY is the elapsed time the user task waited for redispatch after a CICS dispatcher change-TCB mode request
was issued by or on behalf of the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUHMDLC - No. TCB Change Mode Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 247     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (DSCHMDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUHMDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUHMDLY is set to the sum of all CAUHMDLY values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHRIN1 - Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Data Bytes

CAUHRIN1 is the number of bytes received by the CICS web support RECEIVE and CONVERSE requests issued by the
user task when CICS is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 334     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBCHRIN1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUHRIN1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUHRIN1 is set to the sum of all CAUHRIN1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHROU1 - Web SEND and CONVERSE Data Bytes

CAUHROU1 is the number of bytes sent by the CICS web support SEND and CONVERSE requests issued by the user
task when CICS is an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 336     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBCHROU1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUHROU1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUHROU1 is set to the sum of all CAUHROU1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHWMNS - Non-Persistent Socket HWM

CAUHWMNS contains the count for the peak number of non-persistent outbound sockets owned by the user task.

Type:Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUHWMPS - Persistent Socket HWM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 292     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SONPSHWM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUHWMNS can contain any combination of one to four characters.

Summarization Process:
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CAUHWMNS contains the last value of CAUHWMNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUHWMPS - Persistent Socket HWM

CAUHWMPS contains the count for the peak number of persistent outbound sockets owned by the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUHWMNS - Non-Persistent Socket HWM

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 293     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOPSHWM)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUHWMPS can contain any combination of one to four characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUHWMPS contains the last value of CAUHWMPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

CAUICDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited as a result of issuing either:

• An interval control EXEC CICS DELAY command for aspecified time interval, or
• A specified time of day to expire, or
• An interval control EXEC CICS RETRIEVE command with the WAIT option specified.

The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM). This data element is available
from CMF 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 183     Elapsed time for interval

                 ICDELAY       control delay
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   Monitor       N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUICDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUICDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUICDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CAUICOPS - Interval Control Calls

CAUICOPS contains the number of CICS Interval Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this application.
This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUICOPS - Interval Control Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF      Field 59      IC Put/Initiate Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  Not available        

        

This data element is assigned from the CMF value where the CMF data element is counted at the recognition of an
Interval Control type X'F3' trace entry, and the Interval Control request field TCAICTR is X'40', X'50', or X'70'.

Range of Value:

CAUICOPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUICOPS contains the sum of all CAUICOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

CAUICSCT contains the number of times the transaction was suspended in response to an Interval Control Program (ICP)
wait. This data element is available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CAUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CAUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAICPSCT      ICP suspend wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUICSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUICSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUICSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

CAUICSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended in response to an Interval Control Program
(ICP) wait. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAICPSTM      ICP suspend wait time   
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Range of Value:

CAUICSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUICSUS contains the sum of all values of CAUICSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

CAUICTCT is the number of Interval Control Start, Cancel, Delay, and Retrieve requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+ Field 66      Available starting with CTS 1.2

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

 

    The

    Monitor  N/A        

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUICTCT is set to the sum of all CAUICTCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIDMTO - Total IDMS Calls

CAUIDMTO contains the total number of IDMS calls issued by the user transaction. This data element is only available
from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGBSC user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUIDMWT - Total IDMS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    ------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSN        IDMS total counts

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

        

Note: The MIDMSN field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA.  This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

The value of CAUIDMTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIDMTO contains the sum of all values of CAUIDMTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIDMWT - Total IDMS Wait Time

CAUIDMWT contains the total wait time for IDMS calls. This data element is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS/
ESA. It is obtained from the OMEGBSC user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

 

    OMEGAMON for  MIDMSS        Sum wait time for IDMS

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

        

Note: The MIDMSS field is part of the OMEGBSC user area written to the type 110 SMF record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA. This user area is unavailable in the standard type 110 record written by CMF.

Range of Value:

CAUIDMWT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUIDMWT contains the sum of all values of CAUIDMWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

CAUIDWTM contains the value of elapsed time in which user task was dispatched and/or suspended indoubt at the same
time as processing a syncpoint for an Object Transport Service syncpoint request.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 199     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (OTSINDWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIDWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUIDWTM contains the sum of all values of CAUIDWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

CAUIMSGS contains the count of the number of input messages issued by transaction executions for this application. The
number of input messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer and is especially useful for
conversational transaction types.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 34      TC Input Count Prime Facility

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

 

             Field 67      TC Input Count Second Facility
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                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

 

    The      TATERMIN      Total Terminal Input Count

    Monitor                (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)

  CMF:          The total input count (Field 34 + Field 67) is

                assigned to CSUIMSGS.        

        

The Monitor: CSUIMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMIN.

Range of Value:

CAUIMSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIMSGS is set to the sum of all CAUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

CAUIMSRC contains the number of IMS (DBCTL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 179     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSREQCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIMSRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIMSRC contains the sum of all values of CAUIMSRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

CAUIMSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for DBCTL to service the IMS requests issued by the
user task. This field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 186     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (IMSWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIMSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUIMSWT contains the sum of all values of CAUIMSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic

CAUINCH is the count of the number of input characters received by transaction executions for this application.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF160   none          CSUINCH is always zero

 

    CMF161   MF3TCI1C      Terminal Input Character Counts -

             MF3TCI2C      primary and secondary facility

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance record)

    The

    Monitor  TATERMIL      Terminal Input Byte Count -

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)
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    CMF161:   CSUINCH is the sum of MF3TCI1C and MF3TCI2C.

 

    The Monitor:  CSUINCH is assigned the value of TATERMIL.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUINCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUINCH is set to the sum of all CAUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The input character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much load is being put on
the terminal operator by the application and the relative information processed per CICS transaction. Some limitations on
the use of this element include the following:

• Before CICS rel. 1.6.1, CMF did not break character counts down into input and output categories. All character
analysis for CMF systems had to be done from the output character counts (see CAUOUTCH/CSUOUTCH). CMF161
provides input and output character counts by primary and secondary facility.

• All monitors acquire this field from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of the TIOA loading by
the application, it does not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It
is therefore compromising to use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

CAUINSTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL insert calls. It is only available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUINSTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBINST        Sum time in SQL insert calls

    for CICS        

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Note: The MBINST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.
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Summarization Process:

CAUINSTM is set to the sum of all CAUINSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUINTTM - Wait Time in Intent Conflict

CAUINTTM contains the total wait time incurred for the user transaction in intent conflict. This occurs when a second
task has requested the use of a specific PSB, but segment intent scheduling has been specified and thereby preventing
concurrent use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATINTC      Elapsed wait time - intent

                                conflict

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS        

        

Note: The STATINTC field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CAUINTTM is a valid SAS time value that has minimum value of 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUINTTM contains the sum of all values of CAUINTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUINVPA - Invalid PA II Call Encountered

CAUINVPA contains the number of transaction executions during which invalid monitor calls were detected. This data
element is available for the CMF data source.

Type:Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

   SEE ALSO:  CAUINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered

              CSYINVPA - Invalid Monitor Call Encountered       

        

MICS DERIVATION: This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS
monitor record. The indicator is present if a bad monitor call was detected in the course of processing any system event.

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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Monitor  Data Element  Description

------ ------------ -------------------------------------

 

  CMF       MF3ERROR     Condition Indicator bit '......1.' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '....1...' or

                         Condition Indicator bit '...1....'

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The

  Monitor   Not available

  CMF:   The MF3ERROR bits are set on the recognition of the

         following events:

         Bit Mask   Hex   Event

         --------    --   -----------------------------------

         ......1.    02   Unknown function in label routines

                          (reference to a data element by

                          number, using an unassigned number)

         ....1...    08   Move or MLTCNT function has a bad

                          origin address (moving data from an

                          address not in the region)

         ...1....    10   Function code in call not supported

                          (event monitor point is not ADDCNT,

                          SUBCNT, etc.)        

Range of Value:

CAUINVPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CAUINVPA is set to the sum of all CAUINVPA values encountered in the summarization level.

The value of this data element in any detail observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data
element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, and
so on, should be examined for validity in the applications indicated.

CAUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

CAUIOWAT contains the sum of I/O related metrics for the transaction. CICS continues to introduce new monitoring points
in support of WorkLoad Manager. These additional monitoring points allow for detail tuning possibilities. CAUIOWAT is a
subset of CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSUSTM - Transaction Suspend Time

             CAUOTWAT - Total Other Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Total Transaction Wait Time        

        

Element Derivation:
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CAUIOWAT is set to the sum of the following metrics at the various release levels:CAUIOWAT = CAUTCWAT Terminal
Control I/O Wait

            +CAUTSWAT  Temporary Storage I/O Wait

            +CAUTSWTM  Shared Temp Storage I/O Wait-CTS 1.2

            +CAUTSVWT  Transient Data I/O Wait

            +CAUJCWAT  Journal (MVS LOGGER) I/O Wait

            +CAUFCWAT  File Control I/O Wait

            +CAURLSWT  RLS File I/O Wait

            +CAUCFDTM  CF Data Table I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            +CAUSOWTM  Inbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            +CAUSOOWT  Outbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 2.1

            +CAUIRWAT  Interregion (MRO) I/O Wait

            +CAUTCW61  LU 6.1 TC I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            +CAUTCW62  LU 6.2 TC I/O Wait = CTS 1.1

            +CAUSZWTM  FEPI I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            +CAUWFCTM  User Task TCP/IP Wait Time - CTS 3.2        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIOWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIOWAT contains the sum of all CAUIOWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

CAUIPCNM contains name of the ISC over TCP/IP connection. The name of the IP (ISC over TCP/IP) connection whose
service attached the user task. CAUIPCNM is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions
transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   TCP/IP Connection Name

             FID   - 305

             Name  - ISIPICNM

 

   TMON/CICS Not available        

        

Range of Value:

Any combination of eight letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:
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The last value of CAUIPCNM read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

CAUIPHER contains the code for the cipher suite that was selected during the SSL handshake for use on the connection.
The four bytes that comprise this element are structured as follows:

Byte 0 Reserved Byte 1 Reserved Byte 2 Reserved Byte 3 Identifies the code for the cipher suite, for example, 2F

See the USAGE NOTES below for definitions of the possible values of byte 3.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 320     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOCIPHER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.        

        

Range of Value:

The three high order bytes are set to binary zeros. Byte 3 takes on several different hex values as indicated in the table
provided in the USAGE NOTES below.

Summarization Process:

CAUIPHER contains the last value of CAUIPHER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a list of the cipher suites that are supported by CICS and z/OS and their codes, see Cipher suites in the RACF
Security Guide. You can check which cipher suites are being selected for SSL connections from each CICS region.
CAUIPHER contains the Cipher Suite values in byte 3 with definitions shown in the following table:

  +-------+-----------------------------------+

  | Cipher|       Name                        |

  | suite |                                   |

  +-------+-----------------------------------+

  | 01    | SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5             |

  | 02    | SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA             |

  | 03    | SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5    |

  | 04    | SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5          |

  | 05    | SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA          |

  | 06    | SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5|

  | 09    | SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA          |

  | 0A    | SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA     |

  | 0C    | SSL_DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA       |

  | 0D    | SSL_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA  |

  | 0F    | SSL_DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA       |
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  | 10    | SSL_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA  |

  | 12    | SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA      |

  | 13    | SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA |

  | 15    | SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA      |

  | 16    | SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA |

  | 2F    | TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA      |

  | 30    | TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA   |

  | 31    | TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA   |

  | 32    | TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA  |

  | 33    | TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA  |

  | 35    | TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA      |

  | 36    | TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA   |

  | 37    | TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA   |

  | 38    | TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA  |

  | 39    | TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA  |

  +-------+-----------------------------------+        

        

CAUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

CAUIPPRT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number for the client or telnet client. CAUIPPRT is available from CMF
at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   Client TCP/IP Port Number

             FID   - 330

             Name  - CLIPPORT

 

   TMON/CICS Not available        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIPPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CAUIPPRT contains the last value of CAUIPPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

CAUIRCWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for an interregion communication (IRC) link. This time
is measured from the issuance of the outbound link request until receipt of the inbound link request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAWMROIR      MRO/IRC wait time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIRCWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUIRCWT contains the sum of all values of CAUIRCWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIRSHP - MRO Ship Count

CAUIRSHP contains the number of function ships made to connected CICS regions by the transaction in an MRO
environment. This data element is available for CICS Monitor only for MRO environments.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not available

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMROIS      MRO ship count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIRSHP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIRSHP contains the sum of all values of CAUIRSHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO Communications

CAUIRWAT contains the amount of time this application spent waiting for CICS interregion service. This data element is
available from CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF      Field 100     Waiting For MRO link

 

    Monitor  CAUIRCWT      MRO/IRC Wait Time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIRWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIRWAT is set to the sum of all CAUIRWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

CAUIRWCT contains the number of times the transaction waited for a MRO event, such as function shipping, transaction
routing, or distributed transaction processing. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TACMROIR      MRO event wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUIRWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUIRWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUIRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

CAUISCWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for an intersystem communication (ISC) link. This time
is measured from the issuance of the outbound link request until receipt of the inbound link request. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAWMROIS      MRO/ISC wait time        
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Range of Value:

CAUISCWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUISCWT contains the sum of all values of CAUISCWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

CAUISSCT contains the number of suspends that occurred while the transaction waited for an intersystem communication
(ISC) link. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CAUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

             CAUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAISPSCT      ISC (MRO) suspend wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUISSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUISSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUISSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

CAUISSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended due to a terminal input wait for an intersystem
communication (ISC) link. This time is measured from the issuance of the suspend until subsequent resumption of the
transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUISSCT - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CAUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

             CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time       

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAISPSTM      ISC (MRO) suspend wait time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUISSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUISSUS contains the sum of all values of CAUISSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJCOPS - Journal Control Calls

CAUJCOPS contains the number of CICS Journal Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this application.
This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUJCOPS - Journal Control Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF      Field 58      JC Put/Write Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  TAJCCT        Total Journal Count

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)        
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CMF: This data element is assigned from the Field 3 value where Field 3 is counted at the recognition of a Journal Control
type X'F9' trace entry, and the Journal Control request field JCATR1 is X'01' (write).

The Monitor: This data element is assigned from the TAJCCT value.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUJCOPS contains the sum of all CAUJCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJCTIM - Journal Request Time

CAUJCTIM contains the elapsed time of CICS journal control requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured
from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

             CSUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAJCTIM       Journal request time   

        

Range of Value:

CAUJCTIM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUJCTIM contains the sum of all values of CAUJCTIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control

CAUJCWAT is the time this application spent waiting for CICS Journal Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF       Field 10      Waiting For JC I/O

                            (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                            performance DETAIL record)

              CMF starts this clock at the DFHEMP ID=(JC,1)

              event and stops it at the ID=(JC,2) event.  These

              events bracket the DFHKC TYPE=WAIT,DCI=CICS macro

              in the DFHJCP, near label JC256.

 

    ASG-TMON TAJCWTM        Journal Wait Time

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)        

        

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUJCWAT contains the sum of all CAUJCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

CAUJCWCT contains the number of journal control waits that occurred for the transaction. This count may differ from the
journal control requests as captured by the MICS data element CAUJCOPS. CAUJCWCT is available from CMF and The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUJCWAT - Journal Wait Time

             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count        
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           Fid 010       Wait time for journal I/O

    Monitor       TAJCWCT       Journal wait count        

        

For CMF, CAUJCWCT is derived from a type S field, which contains both the wait time and the wait count.

Range of Value:

CAUJCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUJCWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUJCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJOB - CICS Job Name

CAUJOB is the the 8-byte character identifier of a CICS job. This data element is available for TMON/CICS input. For
CMF input at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the CICS job name is stored in the MICS common data element JOB.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  JOB - Job Identification

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

    TMON/CICS MMDJOBC       User ID/CICS Job Name        

        

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUJOB contains the last value of CAUJOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

CAUJSRPL contains the JSON response body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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See also: CSUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

          CAUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUJSRPL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+ Field 425     Available starting with CTS 5.3

          (WBJSNRPL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

 

 ASG TCE  N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJSRPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUJSRPL contains the sum of all values of CAUJSRPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

CAUJSRQL contains the JSON request body Length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CSUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

          CAUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUJSRQL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 7.0+ Field 424     Available starting with CTS 5.3

          (WBJSNRQL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)

 

 ASG TCE  N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJSRQL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUJSRQL contains the sum of all values of CAUJSRQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUJVDWC - JVM Server Thread Wait Count

CAUJVDWC contains the number that the user task waited to obtain a JVM server thread because the CICS system had
reached the thread limit for a JVM server in the CICS region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUJVDWC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 401     JVM server thread wait time

           (JVMTHDWT)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVDWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVDWC contains the sum of all values of CAUJVDWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

CAUJVDWT is the elapsed time that the user task waited to obtain a JVM server thread because the CICS system had
reached the thread limit for a JVM server in the CICS region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUJVDWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 401     JVM server thread wait time

           (JVMTHDWT)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVDWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVDWT contains the sum of all values of CAUJVDWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

CAUJVMIT contains the value for elapsed time spent initializing the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 273     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMITIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVMIT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVMIT contains the sum of all values of CAUJVMIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

CAUJVMRT contains the value for elapsed time spent resetting the Java (R) Virtual Machine (JVM) environment to its
initial state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 275     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (JVMRTIME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVMRT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVMRT contains the sum of all values of CAUJVMRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

CAUJVMST contains the elapsed time the user task was suspended by the CICS dispatcher while running in the CICS
JVM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 254     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (JVMSUSP)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVMST is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVMST contains the sum of all values of CAUJVMST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

CAUJVMTD contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a CICS JVM TCB (J8 mode), because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter, MXJVMTTCBS. This field is a component of the task
suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMHPTD - Maximum HP TCBs delay.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 277     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (MAXJTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:
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CAUJVMTD is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVMTD contains the sum of all values of CAUJVMTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

CAUJVMTM contains the elapsed time spent in the CICS JVM by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 253     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (JVMTIME)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJVMTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJVMTM contains the sum of all values of CAUJVMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

CAUJ8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS J8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

             CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 260     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (J8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJ8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJ8CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUJ8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUJ8CTM activity is included in the Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) element.

CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

CAUJ9CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS J9 mode TCB. A J9 mode
TCB is used when a Java program is invoked that requires a JVM in user key, and when the storage protection facility is
active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCPUTM -  Task CPU Time

             CAUJ8CTM -  User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

             CAUK9CTM -  User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CMF           FID 267       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (J9CPUT)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                              class records, group DFHTASK.

                              (This field is no longer

                              available in CTS 5.1 and above)        

        

Range of Value:

CAUJ9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUJ9CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUJ9CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUJ9CTM activity is included in the Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) element.

CAUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

CAUK8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:
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• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a
CICS H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter
for the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on
that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a
CICS S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket
is closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

• When a transaction calls a C or C++ program that was compiled with the XPLINK option and that is defined with
EXECKEY=CICS, an X8 mode TCB is allocated, and that same TCB remains associated with the task until the
program ends.

• When a transaction is using JVM server to perform multithreaded processing, and when thread is allocated a T8 mode
TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUK8CTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 263     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8CPUT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUK8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUK8CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUK8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

CAUK8DTM contains the total elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on a CICS
Key 8 mode TCB:
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• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined to use Java hot-pooling, it will be allocated a
CICS H8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB.

• When a transaction invokes an application program that has been defined as threadsafe in the concurrency parameter
for the program definition, it will be allocated a CICS L8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain
associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction invokes a JVM application program, it will be allocated a CICS J8 mode TCB, and dispatched on
that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the transaction is detached.

• When a transaction is using the secure sockets layer (SSL) during client certification negotiation, it will be allocated a
CICS S8 mode TCB, and dispatched on that TCB. The TCB will remain associated with the task until the secure socket
is closed, which typically occurs during task detach processing.

• When a transaction is using JVM server to perform multithreaded processing, and when thread is allocated a T8 mode
TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

• When a transaction calls a C or C++ program that was compiled with the XPLINK option and that is defined with
EXECKEY=CICS, an X8 mode TCB is allocated, and that same TCB remains associated with the task until the
program ends.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUK8DTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 262     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (KY8DISPT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUK8DTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUK8DTM contains the sum of all values of CAUK8DTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

CAUK9CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS Key 9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUJ9CTM -  User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           FID 265       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (KY9CPUT)     the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUK9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUK9CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUK9CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUK9DTM - User Task K9 TCB Dispatch Time

CAUK9DTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched on a CICS Key 9 mode TCB.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 264       First available with CTS 2.3 in

                  (KY9DISPT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUK9DTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUK9DTM contains the sum of all values of CAUK9DTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

CAULATNM contains the 64-character name of the platform in the application context data.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

             CAUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description
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 -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 452     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACPLATNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKPNM      Initial Task Appl Cntx Platform Name        

Range of Value:

CAULATNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 characters,

Summarization Process:

CAULATNM contains the last value of CAULATNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULCRDL - DPL Return Channel Data Bytes

CAULCRDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all Distributed Program Link (DPL) return channel
commands issued by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
  Monitor  Data Element  Description  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------  CMF 6.4+

 Field 287     Available starting with CTS 3.1           (PCDLCRDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction      

                   performance DETAIL record)The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CAULCRDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAULCRDL is set to the sum of all CAULCRDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULCSDL - DPL Program Links with Channel Option

CAULCSDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the Distributed Program Link (DPL) requests
issued with the channel option by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 287     Available starting with CTS 3.1
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           (PCDLCRDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAULCSDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAULCSDL is set to the sum of all CAULCSDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Each count, CAULDST1 through CAULDST8, contains the number of long response events which completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CAULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CAULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CAULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CAULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

The value of CAULDSTx is identical to and assigned from the value of CSULDSTx for any detail transaction record.
CSULDSTx is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits        

        

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CAULDSTx elements that accumulated for the CICS application unit.The minimum value
is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAULDSTx contains the sum of all CAULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

CAULMDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited to acquire a lock on a resource. A user task
cannot explicitly acquire a lock on a resource, but many CICS modules lock resources on behalf of user tasks using the
CICS lock manager (LM) domain. This data element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not available

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF 5.2+      Field 128     Elapsed time for wait to

                  LMDELAY       acquire a lock on a resource

 

    Monitor       n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAULMDTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAULMDTM contains the sum of all values of CAULMDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULOCTM - Elapsed Time for PI Locking

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAULOGCT - CICS Logger Write Count

CAULOGCT contains the number of CICS log-stream write requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor      Data Field  Description

    --------     ----------  ----------------------------------

    CMF          LOGWRTCT2   CICS log-stream write request

 

    The Monitor  n/a        

        

Range of Value:

CAULOGCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAULOGCT contains the sum of all values of CAULOGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

CAULRSTM is the total response time for the CICS application unit for long response events completed during the
interval. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

The value of CAULRSTM is identical to and assigned from the value of CSULRSTM for any detail transaction record.
CSULRSTM is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type        

        

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAULRSTM is set to the sum of all CAULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULTRN - Long Transaction Count

CAULTRN is the number of long transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors
can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational
mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CAUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per detail record received

                           (non-system performance record,

                           class 3 only)

    The

    Monitor  (implied)     one count per transaction record

                           received

 

    All       TRANTYPE     The transaction relative longevity

                           indicator, generated by the user's

                           relative longevity code derivation

                           routine CICRLRT.        

        

The user's relative longevity code derivation routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'L', indicating long, one count is added into CSULTRN.

Range of Value:

CAULTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to the maximum bounded by CAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CAULTRN is set to the sum of all CAULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAULWTT - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

CAULWTT contains the elapsed time for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an IPIC session. For
more information, see Clocks and time stamps in the Monitoring reference and Transaction wait (suspend) times in
the Monitoring reference. Time reported in CAULWTT is a part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time
(CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 319     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ISALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAULWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAULWTT contains the sum of all values of CAULWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAULWTTC - User Task Wait Count-AllC Req IPIC Sess

CAULWTTC contains the wait count for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an IPIC session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAULWTT - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 319     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ISALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAULWTTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAULWTTC contains the sum of all values of CAULWTTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

CAUL8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS L8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 259     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (L8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUL8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUL8CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUL8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

CAUL9CTM is the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on a CICS
L9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUK9CTM -  User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 266     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (L9CPUT)      (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUL9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUL9CTM is set to the sum of all CAUL9CTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

CAUMAXTA contains the MXT or MAXTASKS value, expressed as a number of tasks, for the CICS region at the time the
user task was attached.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 433     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (MAXTASKS)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMAXTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMAXTA contains the last value of CAUMAXTA processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

CAUMCHTP contains the CEC machine type in EBCDIC for the physical hardware environment where the CICS region is
running. CEC (Central Electronics Complex) is a commonly used synonym for CPC (Central Processing Complex).

Type:

Retained data element - Character, Length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 430     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (CECMCHTP)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMCHTP can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters,

Summarization Process:

CAUMCHTP contains the last value of CAUMCHTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

CAUMDLID contains the CEC model number in EBCDIC for the physical hardware environment where the CICS region is
running.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 16.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 431     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (CECMDLID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMDLID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters,

Summarization Process:
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CAUMDLID contains the last value of CAUMDLID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Each count, CAUMDST1 through CAUMDST8, contains the number of medium response events that completed within the
user- defined limit (e.g., CAUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1 second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CAUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CAUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CAUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

The value of CAUMDSTx is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUMDSTx for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUMDSTx is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits        

        

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CAUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS application unit.The minimum
value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMDSTx contains the sum of all CAUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

CAUMEMHI is the storage high watermark, in bytes, over all transaction executions for this application unit, for program-
type CICS dynamic storage only. For CMF, prior to CICS release 1.6.1, this variable is always zero because CMF does
not collect this data element.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

             CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

             CAUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CSUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size        
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF160   n/a           CSUMEMHI is set to zero.

 

    CMF161   MF3PCUSE      Program Storage HWM, in double words

    CMF170                 (from the CMF transaction

                           performance record - class 3)

    The

    Monitor  Not available        

        

The program length in double words is extracted from the PPT entry for the current operating program, field PPTSAR.
MICS multiplies this value by 8 to convert it to bytes.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMEMHI contains the maximum CAUMEMHI value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

CAUMEMRC is the running count of memory bytes used over all transaction executions for this user, for terminal, user
and program type CICS dynamic storage. This figure is used for average memory calculations. For The Monitor input data
source this element includes only the terminal and user storage. For CICS release 3.1.1 and higher, CAUMEMRC also
includes user storage allocated above the 16-megabyte line.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CAUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CAUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal        

        

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived from the sum of the input fields, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF      Field 33      Hi-Water Terminal and User Storage

             Field 87      Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             Field 104     TIOA storage allocated to terminal

             Field 106     User storage allocated above 16 meg
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    Monitor TAHSTG High TCA/TIOA storage in bytes        

        

For CMF, the above fields are read into MICS data elements CAUHISTG, CAUMEMHI, CAUTCSTG, and CAUSTHWA,
respectively. CAUMEMRC is derived using the following formula:

• Before 3.1.1
    CAUMEMRC=SUM(CAUHISTG,CAUMEMHI)

• After 3.1.1
    CAUMEMRC=SUM(CAUHISTG,CAUMEMHI,CAUTCSTG,CAUSTHWA)

For The Monitor, the above field is read into MICS data element CAUHISTG. CAUMEMRC is set to the value of
CAUHISTG.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMEMRC contains the sum of all CAUMEMRC values encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This number is used by MICS to calculate the average storage high watermark per transaction.

CAUMHPTD - Maximum HP TCBs delay

CAUMHPTD contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain Hotpooling TCB (H8 mode), because the
CICS system had reached the system parameter, MAXHPTCBS. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 278     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (MAXHTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMHPTD is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMHPTD contains the sum of all values of CAUMHPTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUMINP - Input Messages - Primary Facility

CAUMINP is the number of input messages for the primary facility. This data element is available from the CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is messages.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMINS  - Input Messages  - Secondary Facility

             CAUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

             CAUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF          TCMSGIN1     The number of messages received

                 (034)        from the principal terminal

                              facility by the user-task.        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMINP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMINP contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMINP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMINS - Input Messages - Secondary Facility

CAUMINS is the number of input messages from the alternate facility. This data element is available from the CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is messages.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMINP  - Input Messages  - Primary Facility

             CAUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

             CAUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF          TCMSGIN2     The number of messages received

                 (067)        from the alternate terminal

                              facility by the user-task.        
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Range of Value:

CAUMINS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMINS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

CAUMIN62 is the number of messages received from the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CAUMIN62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2        

        

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF        FID 135        Messages received LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available        

        

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMIN62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMIN62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

CAUMISCT contains the number of suspends that occurred for a mirror transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMISCT      Mirror suspend wait count        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMISCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMISCT contains the sum of all values of CAUMISCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

CAUMISTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL miscellaneous calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls        

        

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUMISTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  ------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBMIST        Sum time in misc. calls

    for CICS        

        

Note: The MBMIST field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMISTM is set to the sum of all CAUMISTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

CAUMISUS contains the elapsed time that the mirror transaction was suspended while waiting for work. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TACMISTM      Mirror suspend time        

        

Range of Value:

CAUMISUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUMISUS contains the sum of all values of CAUMISUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CAUMIVER contains the micro version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CAUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 455     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMICVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TCE 4.0+ TACTKMIC      Initial Task Appl CNTX Micro Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMIVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.
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Summarization Process:

CAUMIVER contains the last value of CAUMIVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CAUMJVER contains the major version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CAUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 453     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMAJVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKMAJ      Initial Task Appl CNTX Major Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMJVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.

Summarization Process:

CAUMJVER contains the last value of CAUMJVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMLTCT - Application Data TRANSFORM Requests

CAUMLTCT contains the number of EXEC CICS TRANSFORM commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMLTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 413     Available starting with CTS 4.1
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           (MLXMLTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMLTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMLTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUMLTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

CAUMMSTM contains the elapsed time that the user task spent waiting because no TCB was available or could be
created.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element    Description

    -------     ------------    -------------------------------

    CMF         FID 279         First available with CTS 2.3 in

                (DSMMSCWT)      the SMF 110-01 performance

                                class records, group DFHTASK.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMMSTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMMSTM contains the sum of all values of CAUMMSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

CAUMNVER contains the minor version of the application in the application context data, expressed as a 4-byte binary
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

             CAUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 454     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACMINVER)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKMIN      Initial Task Appl CNTX Minor Ver Num          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMNVER can contain any integer value that can be read from a 4 byte binary field.

Summarization Process:

CAUMNVER contains the last value of CAUMNVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility

CAUMOUTP is the number of output messages for the primary facility. This data element is available from the CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is messages.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMINP  - Input Messages  - Primary Facility

             CAUMINS  - Input Messages  - Secondary Facility

             CAUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF          TCMSGOU1     The number of messages sent to

                 (035)        the principal terminal facility

                              by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMOUTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMOUTP contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMOUTP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUMOUTS - Output Messages - Secondary Facility

CAUMOUTS is the number of output messages for the output facility. This data element is available from the CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is messages.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMINP  - Input Messages  - Primary Facility

             CAUMINS  - Input Messages  - Secondary Facility

             CAUMOUTP - Output Messages - Primary Facility          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          TCMSGOU2     The number of messages sent to

                 (068)        the alternate terminal facility

                              by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMOUTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMOUTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMOUTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMOU62 - Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2

CAUMOU62 is the number of messages sent to the alternate facility by the user task for LU6.2 (APPC) sessions.
CAUMOU62 is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCIN62 - Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUCOU62 - Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2

             CAUMIN62 - Input Messages - Alt.  Facility LU6.2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   -------------------------------

    CMF        FID 136        Messages sent LU6.2 (APPC)

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMOU62 contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUMOU62 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMQGWC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

CAUMQGWC contains the number of Websphere MQ Getwait Wait events. CAUMQGWT is available from CMF at CTS
release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMQGWT - Websphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMQGWC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHDATA   WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

             FID   - 396

             Name  - WMQGETWC

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMQGWC ranges from a minimum of o to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMQGWC contains the sum of all values of CAUMQGWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

CAUMQGWT contains the Websphere MQ getwait time. CAUMQGWT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUMQGWC - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count

          CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMQGWT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHDATA   WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

            FID   - 396

            Name  - WMQGETWT

  TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMQGWT is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMQGWT contains the sum of all values of CAUMQGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The time reported in CAUMQGWT is included in the time reported in CAUSUSTM.

CAUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

CAUMQRCT contains the number of WebSphere MQ Requests. CAUMQRCT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHDATA   No. WebSphere MQ Requests

             FID   - 395

             Name  - WMQREQCT

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMQRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMQRCT contains the sum of all values of CAUMQRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMQSCT - WebSphere MQ API Count

CAUMQSCT contains the number of WebSphere MQ transactions spent processing MQ API requests. This field will be
0 for point-to-point messaging activity, it will be non-zero where MQ API requests have resulted in pub/sub (publish and
subscribe) type messaging.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMQSCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 397     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WMQASRBT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMQSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMQSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUMQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU Time

CAUMQSTM is the WebSphere MQ SRB time this transaction spent processing MQ API requests. This field will be 0
for point-to-point messaging activity, it will be non-zero where MQ API requests have resulted in pub/sub (publish and
subscribe) type messaging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

             CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMQSTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 397     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WMQASRBT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMQSTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMQSTM contains the sum of all values of CAUMQSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUMROCT - MRO Request Count

CAUMROCT contains the number of multiregion requests made by the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMROTM - MRO Request Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAISPRCT      MRO request count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMROCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMROCT contains the sum of all values of CAUMROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMROTM - MRO Request Time

CAUMROTM contains the elapsed time of the multiregion requests issued by the transaction. This time is measured from
the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMROCT - MRO Request Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -----------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAISPRTM      MRO request time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMROTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUMROTM contains the sum of all values of CAUMROTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

CAUMRSTM is the total response time for the CICS user for medium response events completed during the interval.
Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'M' (medium transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMRSTM is set to the sum of all CAUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

CAUMSCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ if
FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 258     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMSCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMSCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUMSCTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

CAUMSDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB (RO, CO, FO, SZ,
SO, SL, SP, D2, JM, EP, TP, T8 if FEPI is active, and RP if the ONC/RPC or CICS WEB Interface Feature is installed and
active).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMSDTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 257     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MSDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMSDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMSDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUMSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

CAUMTRN is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported
monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented
conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received. For The Monitor
data source, this is the number of DETAIL transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CAUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                           (non-system performance record,

                           class 3 only)

    The

    Monitor  (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

    All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity

                           indicator, generated by the user's

                           relative longevity code derivation

                           routine CICRLRT.          

          

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, one count is added into CSUMTRN.

Range of Value:

CAUMTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CSUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CAUMTRN is set to the sum of all CAUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

CAUMXCTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of conversational transactions for this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CAUCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

             CAUCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

             CSUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CSYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXCTM is set to the value of CAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CAUMXCTM is set to the largest CAUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXDLC - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Count

CAUMXDLC contains the count that denotes the amount of time the user task waited to obtain a T8 TCB, because the
CICS system reached the maximum limit of available threads. The T8 mode open TCBs are used by a JVM server to
perform multithreaded processing. Each T8 TCB runs under one thread. The thread limit is 1024 for each CICS region
and each JVM server in a CICS region can have up to 256 threads.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMXDLC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 283     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MAXTTDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMXDLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXDLC contains the sum of all values of CAUMXDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

CAUMXDLY is the elapsed time for which the user task waited to obtain a T8 TCB, because the CICS system reached
the maximum limit of available threads. The T8 mode open TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded
processing. Each T8 TCB runs under one thread. The thread limit is 1024 for each CICS region and each JVM server in a
CICS region can have up to 256 threads.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMXDLY is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 283     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MAXTTDLY)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUMXDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXDLY contains the sum of all values of CAUMXDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXETM - Max Excessive Transaction Response Time

CAUMXETM is the maximum response time of the CICS application unit over all response events identified as
"excessive" by the user in the relative longevity exit. Response events cover the internal response of the CICS
transaction.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

             CAUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This element is set to the largest value of CAUTRSTM observed for excessive transactions.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXETM is set to the maximum of all CAUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level that have been
marked as excessive.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

CAUMXLTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions for this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CAULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CSYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time
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             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXLTM is set to the value of CAUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'L'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXLTM is set to the largest CAUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

CAUMXMEM is the maximum number of memory bytes used over all transaction executions for this application unit, for
terminal, user and (for CMF161 and CMF170 only) program type CICS dynamic storage. This data element is available
from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUHISTG - Hi-Water Terminal and User Memory

             CAUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

             CSUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Memory Used          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF       CSUHISTG      Hi-Water Terminal and User Storage

              CSUMEMHI      Hi-Water Program Memory Size (this

                            data element is always zero for

                            CMF160)

                            This value is the sum of the two

                            derived CA MICS data elements shown

                            for each DETAIL transaction input

                            record.  The maximum memory use

                            that is attributable to the

                            transaction for the monitor

                            involved is represented.

    The

    Monitor   TAHSTG        High TCA/TIOA storage in bytes          

          

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUMXMEM contains the maximum CSUMXMEM value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

CAUMXMTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions for this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CSYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXMTM is set to the value of CAUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXMTM is set to the largest CAUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

CAUMXOPS is the maximum number of CICS control program calls per measured CICS interaction. This data element is
available from the CMF data source, but is not available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUMXOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXOPS is set from the value of CSUTLOPS for any transaction DETAIL record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXOPS contains the largest value of CAUMXOPS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

CAUMXSTM is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for this application.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CAUMXTTM - Max Total Response Time

             CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

             CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CSYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXSTM is set to the value of CAUTRSTM for each DETAIL transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXSTM is set to the largest CAUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXTDL - Document Length Parsed - z/OS System

CAUMXTDL is the total length of the documents that were parsed using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUMXTDL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 6.6+ Field 412     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSTDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUMXTDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXTDL contains the sum of all values of CAUMXTDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

CAUMXTRT is the maximum CP core CPU time that is used by any transaction execution, over all transaction executions
for this application unit.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CSUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

          CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

          CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed

          CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

          CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXTRT is set to the value of CAUAVTRT at each DETAIL transaction occurrence.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXTRT is set to the largest CAUMXTRT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

CAUMXTSK is the number of transaction executions during which CICS MAXTASK conditions were detected. Note that
the same max task incident can be observed and recorded by many transactions. CAUMXTSK is available up to CICS/
MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3 and higher, see the data element CSYMXTSK for the number of occurrences of
MAXTASK conditions.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

             CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the transaction record. (The indicator is
present if it detected a maxtask condition during the execution of the transaction the record represents.)The source of this
data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF 2.x   ID 64        Condition Indicator bits '......1.'

              (3rd byte)   (from the CMF transaction

                            performance record - class 3)

    The

    Monitor   TAFLAG1      Condition Indicator bits '1.......'

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)          

          

This data element is set to one if the above indicator for the input data source is one, otherwise this data element is zero.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CAUMXTSK is set to the sum of all CAUMXTSK values encountered in the summarization level. The value of this data
element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data element will represent the
number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a serious CICS degradation. More users want to use CICS facilities
than the CICS system administrator, through the MXT parameter of the CICS System Initialization Table (DFHSIT) or
the execution time overrides, will allow. This limitation may help CICS and overall system performance, but the user at a
terminal locked out by this limit gets no indication of the limit (and no response of any kind).

CAUMXTTM - Max Response Time

CAUMXTTM the maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this application, for all
response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
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             CAUTRSTM - Total Response Time

             CSUMXTTM - Max Response Time

             CSYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXTTM is set to the value of CAUTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXTTM is set to the largest CAUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

CAUMXTZT is the maximum zIIP core CPU time that is used by any transaction execution, over all transaction executions
for this application unit.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

          CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

          CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXTZT is set to the value of CAUAVTZT at each DETAIL transaction occurrence.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXTZT is set to the largest CAUMXTZT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None.

CAUMXWAT - Maximum CICS Wait Time

CAUMXWAT is the maximum time transactions for this application unit spent waiting or suspended for CICS resource
service. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:
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Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

             CSUMXWAT - Average CICS Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUMXWAT is set from the value of CAUTLWAT for any DETAIL transaction record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUMXWAT contains the largest value of CAUMXWAT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

CAUNATCT contains the number of times the user task was delayed as a result of asynchronous child task limits
managed by the asynchronous services domain.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 476     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASRNATWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNATCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNATCT contains the sum of all values of CAUNATCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

CAUNATWT contains the elapsed time the user task was delayed as a result of asynchronous child task limits managed
by the asynchronous services domain. This time is a component of Task Suspend (Wait) Time - CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands

            CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 476     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASRNATWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNATWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNATWT contains the sum of all values of CAUNATWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNDOU1 - No. Web SEND and CONVERSE Requests

CAUNDOU1 is the number of CICS web support SEND and CONVERSE requests issued by the user task when CICS is
an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 335     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBSNDOU1)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNDOU1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNDOU1 is set to the sum of all CAUNDOU1 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNETID - Network ID

CAUNETID contains NETID if a network qualified name has been received from VTAM. If it is a VTAM resource and the
network qualified name has not yet been received, NETID is 8 blanks. In all other cases it is null.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAURLUNM - Real Luname

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 197     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (NETID)       110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNETID can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUNETID contains the last value of CAUNETID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNKCCT - Local Program Links With Channel Option

CAUNKCCT is the number of local program LINK requests, with the channel option, issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCLNK - Program Control Links

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 306     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCLNKCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNKCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNKCCT is set to the sum of all CAUNKCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

CAUNOSOC contains the number of user task messages that processed through a socket connection from a client.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CAUNWSOC - No. New Web Socket Connection Created

            CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 344     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

          (SOCONMSG)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

                        When SOCONMSG is a 'Y' or 'N', the

                        transaction is a web socket

                        connection, and CAUNOSOC is set to 1.

                        When SOCONMSG is a blank, CAUNOSOC is

                        a missing value.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNOSOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUNOSOC contains the sum of all values of CAUNOSOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNTROP - Number of Counters Generated

CAUNTROP is the maximum number of meaningful user-defined counters in the associated record for this application
unit. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CICPCTxx - Accumulated User Counters

             CSUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data and generation parameters, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     A count of the number of user

                           counters found to be in the

                           transaction record.

    The

    Monitor  (implied)     A count of the number of user

                           counters found to be in the

                           transaction record.          

          

The database contains the maximum number of counters found to be in the input data source for this CICS system.

CMF: The number of counters found to be in the DETAIL performance transaction record.

Monitor: The number of counters found to be in The Monitor transaction record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by limits on the number of counters that can be generated by the
monitor in question. The limit for CMF is bounded by the event structure.

Summarization Process:

CAUNTROP is set to the maximum of all CAUNTROP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNWSOC - No. New Web Socket Connection Created

CAUNWSOC contains the number of user web tasks where the first message established a new socket connection for a
client. CAUNWSOC is useful in measuring how often a new socket connection is created.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CAUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

            CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

            CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 344     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

          (SOCONMSG)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

                        When SOCONMSG = 'Y', CAUNWSOC = 1

                        else CAUNWSOC is a missing value.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUNWSOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNWSOC contains the sum of all values of CAUNWSOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

CAUNZZTM contains the amount of normalized CPU time that executed on zIIP cores for the request.

Normalized and un-normalized CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models because the general-
purpose CP cores execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty cores.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models, however, where the CP cores run at a slower cycle rate than the specialty cores,
the normalized zIIP CPU times reflect the greater amount of CPU time that would be required if the work executed on the
slower CP cores.

CAUNZZTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher,
CAUNZZTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
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          CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUNZZTM is derived as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF

                MICS Data Element Names

                IBM CMF Field Names

   Release      IBM CMF Connector IDs

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

   CTS 5.1      T_CPUALL - CSUTCBTM

  (CMF 680)     (USRCPUT) (CPUTONCP)

  and above       (008)     (436)                

                

• Data Source: ASG TMON

                TMON Temporary Data Element Names

   Release      TMON TA Record Source

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

    TMON 3.4    T_CPUALL - CSUCPUTM

   and above   (TACPURTM) (TASTCPUT)

                If the TMON control option SPECIALTY PROCESSOR

                CPU="N", CAUNZZTM is set to zero (0)                

                

Range of Value:

CAUNZZTM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUNZZTM contains the sum of all values of CAUNZZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUNZZTM is the amount of normalized CPU time expended on specialty cores (zIIP or zAAP).

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

When the Message Broker activity/processing takes place on a zIIP or zAAP core (JAVA compute node), the CPU time
used is included in CAUNZZTM.The MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM)
data element also reports this same zAAP core CPU time. This overlap must be considered when analyzing CPU
consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries components.

CAUNZZTM should be used for the CICS transaction-related core usage analysis and capacity planning related to work
eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

To determine the actual amount of specialty core CPU time expended for sub-capacity CPC models, divide CAUNZZTM
by the CP core normalization factor. This factor is not provided in CICS raw data, but can be obtained from any MICS
SMF component step level files. Any step or interval record for a program that executed on the same CPC as the CICS
region will contain the normalization factor. The SMF component step level zIIP core normalization factor data elements
are PGMSUPNF and PGMZAPNF, respectively.
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CAUOADID - Originating Adapter ID

CAUOADID is the adapter identifier that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CAUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

             CAUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter id

             FID   - 351

             Name  - OADID

   TCE 4.0+ TAOADID            Origin Data Adapter ID

          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOADID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOADID contains the sum of all values of CAUOADID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

CAUOADI1 is first section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CAUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

             CAUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element      Description

  -------  ------------      ----------------------------------
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  CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 1

           FID   - 352

           Name  - OADATA1

  TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT1          Origin Data Added Data1          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOADI1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOADI1 contains the sum of all values of CAUOADI1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2

CAUOADI2 is the second section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section
of association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CAUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CAUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element      Description

  -------  ------------      ----------------------------------

  CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 2

           FID   - 353

           Name  - OADATA2

  TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT2          Origin Data Added Data2          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOADI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOADI2 contains the sum of all values of CAUOADI2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOADI3 - Originating Adapter Data 3

CAUOADI3 is the third section of the data that was added to the origin data by the adapter. Origin data is a section of
association data that describes where the task was started (the point of origin). This field is blank if the task was not
started by using an adapter, or if it was and the adapter did not set this value.
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Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOADID - Originating Adapter Data

             CAUOADI1 - Originating Adapter Data 1

             CAUOADI2 - Originating Adapter Data 2          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element      Description

  -------  ------------      ----------------------------------

  CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Originating adapter data 3

           FID   - 354

           Name  - OADATA3

  TCE 4.0+ TAOADAT3          Origin Data Added Data3          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOADI3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOADI3 contains the sum of all values of CAUOADI3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

CAUOAPPL contains CICS VTAM Application Identifier of the CICS region in which the transaction originated.
CAUOAPPL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUAPPL  - CICS VTAM Applid

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

             FID   - 360

             Name  - OAPPLID

   TCE 4.0+  TAOAPPL           Origin Applid from Work Request          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of eight letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:
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The last value of CAUOAPPL read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

CAUOCIPA contains the originating client IP address (nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn). CAUOCIPA is available at CTS release 3.2 and
higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 16.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUCIPAD - Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Client IP Address

             FID   - 368

             Name  - OCLIPADR

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOCIPA can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOCIPA contains the last value of CAUOCIPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

CAUOCIPR contains the IPv4 or IPv6 originating client or Telnet client IP address.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 40.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUCIPAR - Client IP Address

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUOCIPR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+  Field 372         Originating Client or Telenet

            (OCLIPADR)        IP Address

  TCE 4.0+  TAOCLIPA          Origin Client/Telnet IP Address          
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Range of Value:

CAUOCIPR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOCIPR contains the last value of CAUOCIPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOCPTC - User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count

CAUOCPTC contains the count of standard CP processor dispatches that were eligible to have been dispatched on a
specialty processor (zIIP or zAAP).CAUOCPTC is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users
at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CAUOCPTC contains zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU
control option is changed to "Y". The default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCPTC - User Task Standard Processor CPU Count

             CAUZZCTM - zIIP/zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUOCPTC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+  Field 437     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from

            (OFFLCPUT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                          transaction detail record in the

                          DFHTASK group.

  ASG TMON  TASTCPOC      Offload on STD Count 3.4+          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOCPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOCPTC contains the sum of all values of CAUOCPTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The counts contained in CAUOCPTC are available only on systems that support the Extract CPU Time instruction service
that is available on IBM System z9 or later hardware. For z/OS Version 1 Release 13, the PTF for APAR OA38409 must
also be applied.

CAUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

CAUOFCNM contains the eight-byte facility name of the originating transaction. This field is blank if the originating
transaction is not associated with a facility. CAUOFTFL identifies the type of facility associated with the originating
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transaction. CAUOFCNM is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher. CAUOFCNM contains the originating
facility name only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTFACL - Transaction Facility Name

             CAUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Transaction Facility

            FID   - 371       Name

            Name  - OFCTYNME

  TCE 4.0+  TAOFCTNM          Origin Transaction Facility Name          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOFCNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOFCNM contains the last value of CAUOFCNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

CAUOFTFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating the facility type of the originating transaction.
CAUOFTFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 0 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL1          Origin Transflag Facility

                              Identity          
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Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - None

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Terminal

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Surrogate

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Destination

             Bit 4 (X'08') - 3270 bridge          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUOFTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUOFTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

CAUOIPRT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number for the originating client or telnet client. CAUOIPRT is available
from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Client TCP/IP Port

            FID   - 369       Number

            Name  - OCLIPORT

  TCE 4.0+  TAOCLIPP          Originating Client/Telnet Port

                              Number          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOIPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CAUOIPRT contains the last value of CAUOIPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

CAUOMSGS is the count of the number of output messages generated by transaction executions for this application.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 35      TC Output Count Prime Facility

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

             Field 68      TC Output Count Second Facility

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  TATERMOT      Total Terminal Output Count

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)

    CMF:     The total input count (Field 35 + Field 68) is

             assigned to CSUOMSGS.

    The

    Monitor: CSUOMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMOT.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUOMSGS is set to the sum of all CAUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

CAUONTID contains the Network id of the originating task. CAUONTID is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and
higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------
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  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCP/IP Network ID

            FID   - 359

            Name  - ONETWKID

  TCE 4.0+  TAONETWK          Origin Network ID from Work

                              Request          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-eight character CICS network ID.

Summarization Process:

CAUONTID contains the last value of CAUONTID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

CAUOPNTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL open cursor calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

MICS DERIVATION: The input data source of CAUOPNTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBOPNT        Sum time in SQL open cursors

    for CICS

    NOTE:  The MBOPNT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area

    written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUOPNTM is set to the sum of all CAUOPNTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

CAUOPORT contains the value of the TCP/IP port number used by the originating TCP/IP Service. CAUOPORT is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPORT  - TCP/IP Service Port Number
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCP/IP Service Port

            FID   - 367       Number

            Name  - OPORTNUM

  TCE 4.0+  TAOPORTN          Origin TCPIPSERV Port Num          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOPORT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

CAUOPORT contains the last value of CAUOPORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

CAUOPRNM contains the 64-character name of the operation in the application context data.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

             CAULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 456     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

          (ACOPERNM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TCE 4.0+ TAITKONM      Initial Task Appl CNTX Operation Name          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOPRNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOPRNM contains the last value of CAUAPLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

CAUORMFL contains a one byte flag, with the bit settings providing recovery manager information for the originating
transaction. CAUORMFL is available from CMF at CTS 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/
IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 7 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAITRFK8          Origin TRANSFLAG Recovery

                              Manager Info          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the the following bit settings:

     Bit 0 (X'80') - Indoubt wait = no

     Bit 1 (X'40') - Indoubt action = commit

     Bit 2 (X'20') - Recovery manager - UOW resolved w/ indoubt

                     action

     Bit 3 (X'10') - Recovery manager - Shunt

     Bit 4 (X'08') - Recovery manager - Unshunt

     Bit 5 (X'04') - Recovery manager - Indoubt failure

     Bit 6 (X'01') - Recovery manager - Resource owner failure          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUORMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUORMFL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

CAUOSTRT contains the start timestamp for the originating task. CAUOSTRT is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2
and higher. CAUOSTRT contains the originating start time only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Start Time

            FID   - 361

            Name  - OSTART

  TCE 4.0+  TAOSTART          Origin Task Start Time STCK          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS timestamp value.

Summarization Process:

CAUOSTRT contains the minimum value of CAUOSTRT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTCCT - No. Channel Container Requests

CAUOTCCT is the number of CICS requests for channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 321     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGTOTCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTCCT is set to the sum of all CAUOTCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

CAUOTCSN contains the name of the originating TCPIPSERVICE. CAUOTCSN is available from CMF at CTS release
3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:
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Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

            FID   - 366

            Name  - OTCPSVCE

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTCPSV          Origin TCPIPSERV Name          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTCSN can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTCSN contains the last value of CAUOTCSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

CAUOTDFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction definition information for the
originating transaction. CAUOTDFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported
via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 3 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL4          Origin TRANSFLAG Definition Info          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - Taskdataloc = below

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Taskdatakey = cics

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Isolate = no
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             Bit 3 (X'10') - Dynamic = yes          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUOTDFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUOTDFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

CAUOTDLT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited to obtain a CICS open TCB because the region had
reached the limit set by the system parameter, MAXOPENTCBS. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 250     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (MXTOTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTDLT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTDLT contains the sum of all values of CAUOTDLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

CAUOTIFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction identification information for the
originating transaction. CAUOTIFL is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported
via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------
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  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 1 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL2          Origin TRANSFLAG Identity Info          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:
 

Summarization Process:

CAUOTIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUOTIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTKID - Originating Task Number

CAUOTKID contains number of the originating task. It is available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher. CAUOTKID
contains the originating task number only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSKID - Task Identification Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Number

            FID   - 362

            Name  - OTRANNUM

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRNUM          Origin Task Transaction Number          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTKID ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 9,999,999.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTKID is set to the last CAUOTKID value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

CAUOTRAN contains the transaction ID of the originating task. CAUOTRAN is available from CMF at CTS release
3.2 and higher. For mirror transactions, CAUOTRAN will contain the originating transaction ID only for transactions
transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.
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Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.
  SEE ALSO:  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Task Transaction ID

            FID   - 363

            Name  - OTRAN

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRID           Origin Task Transaction ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character CICS transaction ID.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTRAN contains the last value of CAUOTRAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOTSID - OTS Transaction ID

CAUOTSID contains the first 128 bytes of the Object Transport Service (OTS) Transaction ID (TID).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

------- ------------ -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 194     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (OTSTID)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTSID can contain any combination of 1 to 128 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOTSID contains the last value of CAUOTSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

CAUOTTFL contains a one byte flag, with the hex value representing the originating transaction type. CAUOTTFL is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Byte 4 of the 8-byte Originating

            FID   - 370       Transaction Flags field

            Name  - OTRANFLG

  TCE 4.0+  TAOTRFL5          Origin TRANSFLAG Type          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following hex values:

    X'01' None

    X'02' Terminal

    X'03' Transient data

    X'04' START

    X'05' Terminal-related START

    X'06' CICS business transaction services (BTS) scheduler

    X'07' Transaction manager domain (XM)-run transaction

    X'08' 3270 bridge

    X'09' Socket domain

    X'0A' CICS Web support (CWS)

    X'0B' Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP)

    X'0C' Resource Recovery Services (RRS)

    X'0D' LU 6.1 session

    X'0E' LU 6.2 (APPC) session

    X'0F' MRO session

    X'10' External Call Interface (ECI) session

    X'11' IIOP domain request receiver

    X'12' Request stream (RZ) instore transport

    X'13' ISC over TCP/IP session          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUOTTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUOTTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

CAUOTWAT contains the sum of non-I/O related delay and wait metrics for the transaction. CICS continues to introduce
new monitoring points in support of WorkLoad Manager. These additional monitoring points allow for detail tuning
possibilities. CAUOTWAT is a subset of CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

          CAUIOWAT - Total I/O Wait Time

          CAUTLWAT - Total Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUOTWAT is set to the sum of the following metrics at the various release levels:

 CAUOTWAT = CAUDS1WT  First Dispatch Delay - CTS 1.1

           +CAURMSUS  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

           +CAUDWWTM  Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

           +CAUEQSUS  Local ENQ Delay - CTS 1.1

           +CAUGQDTM  Global ENQ Delay - CTS 1.3

           +CAUICDTM  Interval Control Delay - CTS 1.2

           +CAULMDTM  Lock Manager Delay - CTS 1.2

           +CAUEXWTM  Wait External Wait - CTS 1.2

           +CAUWEWTM  EXEC CICS WAITCICS wait - CTS 1.2

           +CAURTRWT  CICS BTS Run Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CAUSYWTT  CFDT Server Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CAUSYDTM  Syncpoint Delay Time - CTS 1.3

           +CAUOTDLT  CICS MAXOPENTCBS Delay - CTS 1.3

           +CAURRSWT  RRMS/MVS Wait - CTS 1.3

           +CAURRWTM  Request Receiver Wait Time - CTS 2.1

           +CAURPWTM  Request Processor Wait Time- CTS 2.1

           +CAUIDWTM  OTS Indoubt Wait Time - CTS 2.1

           +CAUBRGWT  3270 Bridge Partner Wait Time - CTS 2.2

           +CAUTCMTM  User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time-CTS 2.3

           +CAUHMDLY  CICS TCB Change Mode Delay time -CTS 3.1

           +CAUSTDLY  Max SSL TCB Delay Time

           +CAUXTDLY  Max XPLink Delay Time

           +CAUJVMTD  Maximum JVM TCBs delay - CTS 2.2

           +CAUJVMST  Total JVM Suspend Time - CTS 1.3

           +CAUMMSTM  User Task Unavailable TCB Wait - CTS 2.3

           +CAULWTT   User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

           +CAUTAWTT  User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

           +CAUTDIWT  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

           +CAUTDEWT  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

           +CAUFCXWT  User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

           +CAUFCVWT  User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

           +CAUDATHW  Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOTWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUOTWAT contains the sum of all CAUOTWAT values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

CAUOUSCO contains the value of the originating user correlator. The correlator is used to carry information from one sub-
transaction to another in an Application Response Standard environment. CAUOUSCO is available from CMF at CTS
release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 64.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating User Correlator

            FID   - 365

            Name  - OUSERCOR

  TCE 4.0+  TAOUSRCO          Origin User Correlator          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of characters comprising the 64-byte correlator array.

Summarization Process:

CAUOUSCO contains the last value of CAUOUSCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOUSID - Originating Userid

CAUOUSID is the one to eight character user identification assigned by CICS for the originating userid. CAUOUSID is
available from CMF at CTS 3.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  USERID   - User Identification

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF       Group - DFHCICS   Originating Userid

            FID   - 364
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            Name  - OUSERID

  TCE 4.0+  TAOUSRID          Origin Task Userid          

          

Range of Value:

CAUOUSID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUOUSID contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUOUSID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

CAUOUTCH is the count of the number of output characters generated by transaction executions for this application.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYOMSGS - Output Messages Issued

             CSYOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF160   MF3TCC  (82)  Terminal Character Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    CMF161   MF3TCO1C (84) Terminal Character Count

    CMF170   MF3TCO2C (86) (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  TATERMOL      Terminal Output Byte Count

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)

   CMF160: MF3TCC is the total character count for both

           Terminal Control INPUT AND OUTPUT operations.  This

           count is stored in CSUOUTCH and should be used with
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           care.

   The Monitor: CSUOMSGS is assigned the value of TATERMOL.          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUOUTCH is set to the sum of all CAUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The output character count is useful for CICS application tuning. It can show approximately how much information is given
to the terminal operator by the application, and the relative information processed per CICS transaction. Some limitations
on the use of this element include the following:

• CMF160 does not break character counts down into input and output categories. All character analysis for such
systems must be done from the output character counts.

• CMF161 counts this field from the TIOATDL field. While this is a good indication of application TIOA loading, it does
not contain some terminal-dependent control strings or transmission protocol overhead. It is therefore compromising to
use this data element for transmission line loading calculations.

CAUOVBUF - Overflow Buffers Used (DBCTL)

CAUOVBUF contains the number of overflow buffers used when FPB (fast path buffers) has been exhausted. This data
element is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATOVFN      Number overflow buffers used

    OMEGAMON for  not applicable

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   not applicable

    for CICS

    Note:  The STATOVGN field is part of the DBCTL user area

    in the SMF type 110 record.          

          

Range of Value:

The value of CAUOVBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUOVBUF contains the sum of all values of CAUOVBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUOVCCT - No. MOVE CONTAINER Channel Requests

CAUOVCCT is the number of MOVE CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 325     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGMOVCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)          

          

The Monitor N/A

Range of Value:

CAUOVCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUOVCCT is set to the sum of all CAUOVCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPAGIN - Page Ins

CAUPAGIN is the number of page-in operations occurred within CICS while the user transaction was dispatched. This
data element is available from ASG-TMON and CMF version 2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPAGOT - Page Outs

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF 2.x  Field 61      Page In Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    ASG-TMON TAPAGIN       Total Page Ins for Task

                           (from The Monitor transaction

                           record)          
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPAGIN is set to the sum of all CAUPAGIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that page out statistics are not available for CMF. All transaction paging analysis must use the page in accumulators.

CAUPAGOT - Page Outs

CAUPAGOT is the number of page out operations occurred within CICS while this user transaction was dispatched. This
data element is available from ASG-TMON data source, but is not available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPAGIN - Page Ins

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Not available

    ASG-TMON TAPAGOT       Total Page Outs for Task (from The

                           Monitor transaction record)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPAGOT is set to the sum of all CAUPAGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that page out statistics are not available for CMF. All transaction paging analysis must use the page in accumulators.

CAUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

CAUPCDPL contains the number of distributed program LINK (DPL) requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 73      Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PCDPLCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHPROG group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCDPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCDPL contains the sum of all values of CAUPCDPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

CAUPCHCD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application below the 16 MB line, in the CICS
dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24CHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 143)

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHCD contains the maximum CAUPCHCD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

CAUPCHEC is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application above the 16 MB line, in the extended
CICS dynamic storage (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31CHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 142)      ECDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHEC contains the maximum CAUPCHEC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

CAUPCHER is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application above the 16 MB line, in the extended
read-only dynamic storage (ERDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          
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Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31RHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 122)      ERDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHER contains the maximum CAUPCHER value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

CAUPCHES is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task above the 16 MB line in the extended
shared dynamic storage area (ESDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF        FID 161       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CAUPCHES contains the maximum CAUPCHES value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

CAUPCHEU is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application above the 16 MB line, in the extended
user dynamic storage (ERDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31UHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 140)      EUDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHEU contains the maximum CAUPCHEU value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHRD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

CAUPCHRD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line in the read-only
dynamic storage area (RDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA
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             CAUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF        FID 162       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHRD contains the maximum CAUPCHRD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHSD - Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA

CAUPCHSD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the user task below the 16 MB line in the shared
dynamic storage area (SDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHES - Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input, as follows:

    Monitor    Input field   Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        FID 160       Maximum program storage in use

    TMON/CICS  Not available          

          

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHSD contains the maximum CAUPCHSD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

CAUPCHUD is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application below the 16 MB line, in the user
dynamic storage area (UDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24UHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 141)      UDSA

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCHUD contains the maximum CAUPCHUD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCLCT - Total Program Link URM Count

CAUPCLCT is the number of program LINK URM (user-replaceable module) request issued by, or on behalf of, the
user task. A user-replaceable module is a CICS-supplied program that is always invoked at a particular point in CICS
processing, as if it were part of the CICS code.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF 5.2+ Field 72      Available starting with CTS 1.2

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    Monitor  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCLCT is set to the sum of all CAUPCLCT values encountered in the summarization level.

CAUPCLNK - Program Control Links

CAUPCLNK is the number of program control links. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not
available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

             CAUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          PCLINKCT     The number of program LINKs

                 (055)        during the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCLNK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCLNK contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUPCLNK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

CAUPCLOD is the number of program control loads. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not
available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CAUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          PCLOADCT     The number program LOADs during

                 (057)        the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCLOD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCLOD contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUPCLOD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB

CAUPCMXA is the maximum amount of program storage in use by the application above the 16 MB line. This data
element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Hi-Water Program Memory Size

             CAUPCHCD - Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUPCHEC - Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUPCHEU - Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA

             CAUPCHER - Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA

             CAUPCHUD - Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31AHWM      Maximum program storage in use

              (ID 139)      above 16MB

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

CAUPCMXA contains the maximum CAUPCMXA value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCOPS - Program Control Calls

For CMF data sources, CAUPCOPS contains the total number of CICS Program Control calls issued by the transaction,
including program LOAD, LINK, and XCTL. For ASG-TMON, CAUPCOPS contains the total number of program fetch
requests issued by the transaction.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CAUPCLOD - Program Control Loads

             CAUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

             CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUPCOPS is derived from other MICS data elements. The derivations are as follows:

    Monitor     Element Derivation

    -------     -----------------------------------------------

    CMF         CAUPCOPS=SUM(CAUPCLNK,CAUPCLOD,CAUPCXCL)

    ASG-TMON    CAUPCOPS is read from field TAPCCT (program

                fetch request) in the transaction record        

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCOPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCOPS is set to the sum of all values of CAUPCOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCTIM - Program Fetch Time

CAUPCTIM is the program fetch time. This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source.

    Monitor    Data Element   Description
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    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    TCE 2.0+   TAPGMRTM       Program Fetch Request Time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUPCTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCTRx - Cumm Pct Resp within Limit

Values CAUPCTR1 through CAUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short, medium, long, and
conversational response events for this transaction that completed within each response distribution category defined by
the MICS administrator.

CAUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; CAUPCTR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined through the use of the the RESP statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS
member CICOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds.
Subsecond response values may be entered by using the decimal point. This permits the CICS Analyzer to record
response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator,
according to transaction 'detail' data for response time. Response time is determined by the value contained in data
element CAUTRSTM. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of
1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

CAUPCTR1 through CAUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events (CSUTRANS) completing during command
execution. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CICRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. Prior to
calculating the response distribution data elements, the value of TRANTYPE, as set by the user routine CICRLRT, is used
to categorize transaction response times at the detail level.

As each detail transaction record is processed, the CICRLRT routine is called to classify the transaction into a short,
medium, long, or conversational transaction category. The value of TRANTYPE for each detail transaction determines
which response distribution accumulator will be used to record the transaction's response time. All transaction responses,
except those designated as excessive, are accumulated into the total response distribution accumulator set (CAUTDSTx).
When the TRANTYPE is set to 'X', (excessive) the values of the following data elements are moved to the 'Excessive'
data elements, as follows:
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        CAUETRN  = CAUTRANS;    CAUMXETM = CAUTRSTM;

        CAUERSTM = CAUTRSTM;    CAUAVETM = CAUTRSTM;          

          

This also prevents the excessive transactions from being used when computing the average response time data element
(CAUAVTTM).

The CAUPCTRx data elements are calculated by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal
to the specified category by the total number of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage.
Thus, given the values for CAUTDST1 through CAUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of CAUTRANS, the total number of response events, and the information that CICRVAL1 through
CICRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these
percentages:

     CICRVAL1-8      CAUTDST1-8        CAUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1          

          

Range of Values:

Note that as CAUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that
each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCTR1 through CAUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

CAUPCWAT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for program fetch. This time is measured from the
issuance of the wait to subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data is available from CMF and ASG-TMON data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           ID 115        Elapsed time user task waited

                                for program library fetches

    ASG-TMON      TAPCWTM       Program fetch wait time          
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Range of Value:

CAUPCWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUPCWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

CAUPCWCT contains the number of program fetch waits that occurred for the transaction. This data element is available
from CMF and ASG-TMON.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           ID 115        Number of time user task waited

                                for program library fetches

    ASG-TMON      TAPCWCT       Program fetch wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUPCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUPCXCL - Program Control XCTLs

CAUPCXCL is the number of program control XCTLs. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not
available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCLNK - Program Control Links

             CAUPCLOD - Program Control Loads          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          PCXCTLCT     Number of program XCTLs during

                 (056)        the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPCXCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPCXCL contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUPCXCL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPETTM - Task Dispatched Time

CAUPETTM is the total amount of time CICS tasks were dispatched by CICS (not in a CICS wait or suspend state) during
all transaction executions for each application unit. This data element is available from the CMF and The Monitor data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCPRTM - Task CPU Time (elapsed)

             CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CSUPETTM - Task Dispatched Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 07      Task Dispatch Time

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)
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    The

    Monitor  TADTIME       Task Dispatch Time (from The Monitor

                           transaction record)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPETTM is set to the sum of all CAUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPFWAT - Primary Facility Wait Time

CAUPFWAT contains the elapsed time for terminal control wait for conversational transactions. This time is measured
from the issuance of a terminal control write/wait/read sequence to the subsequent dispatch of the terminal read request
being satisfied. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAPORWTM      Primary facility wait time          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUPFWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUPFWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUPFWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHAPP - Previous Hop Data APPLID

CAUPHAPP is the APPLID from previous hop data. This is the APPLID of the CICS system of a previous task in another
CICS system with which a task is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data APPLID

            FID   - 374

            Name  - PHAPPLID

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHAPPL          Prev Hop Data Applid          

          

Range of Value:Any one-to-four character Previous Hop data APPLID.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHAPP contains the last value of CAUPHAPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHCNT - Previous Hop Data Count

CAUPHCNT is the number of times there has been a request from one CICS system to another CICS system to initiate a
task with which a task is associated.Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request
to attach a task and creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission
path between adjacent nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element      Description

 -------  ---------------   -----------------------

 CMF 6.7  Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data count

          FID   - 378

          Name  - PHCOUNT

 TCE 4.0+ TAPHCNT           Prev Hop Data Num of CICS Remote

                            Reqs          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPHCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHCNT contains the sum of all values of CAUPHCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHNTW - Previous Hop Data Network ID

CAUPHNTW is the network identifier of the CICS system of an immediately previous task in another CICS system with
which a task is associated.

Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and creates a trail
to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent nodes in a
routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data networkid

            FID   - 373

            Name  - PHNTWKID

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHNTWK          Prev Hop Data CICS Remote Task

                              ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-eight character Previous Hop data networkid.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHNTW contains the last value of CAUPHNTW processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

CAUPHSTA is the start time of the immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task is
associated.Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and
creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent
nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

 Monitor   Data Field        Description

 -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

 CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data task start time

           FID   - 375

           Name  - PHSTART

 TCE 4.0+ TAPHSTRT           Prev Hop Data Start Time STCK          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHSTA contains the minimum value of CAUPHSTA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHTRA - Previous Hop Data Trans Seq No

CAUPHTRA is the identifier of an immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task is
associated.Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and
creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent
nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Field        Description

 -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

 CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data transaction

           FID   - 376       sequence number.

           Name  - PHTRANNO
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 TCE 4.0+  TAPHTRNO          Prev Hop Data Remote Task Num          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPHTRA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99,999.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHTRA contains the last value of CAUPHTRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPHTRN - Previous Hop Data Transaction ID

CAUPHTRN is the transaction ID (TRANSID) of the immediately previous task in another CICS system with which a task
is associated.Previous hop data is a set of information that identifies the remote sender of a request to attach a task and
creates a trail to be followed back into the previous system. Hop is one segment of a transmission path between adjacent
nodes in a routed network.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 6.7   Group - DFHCICS   Previous Hop data transaction id

            FID   - 377

            Name  - PHTRAN

  TCE 4.0+  TAPHTRAN          Prev Hop Data Remote Task Tran

                              ID          

          

Range of Value:

Any one-to-four character Previous Hop data transaction ID.

Summarization Process:

CAUPHTRN contains the last value of CAUPHTRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPLCCT - DPL Program Links With Channel Option

CAUPLCCT is the number of Distributed Program Link (DPL) requests issued with the channel option, issued by the user
task.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 308     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCDPLCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPLCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPLCCT is set to the sum of all CAUPLCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

CAUPMWAT contains the elapsed time during which the transaction was not being dispatched, but was not waiting or
suspended. This condition can occur, for example, when a transaction loses control as a result of issuing a CHAP request
that lowers its priority. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

             CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAPMTWTM      Preempt wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPMWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUPMWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUPMWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPMWCT - Preempt Wait Count

CAUPMWCT contains the number of times the transaction was preempted, a condition under which the transaction was
not being dispatched, but was not waiting or suspended. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAPMTWCT      Preempt wait count          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUPMWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPMWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUPMWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPNAME - Process Name

CAUPNAME contains the name of the CICS business transaction service (BTS) process of which the user task formed
part.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 36.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 200     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PRCSNAME)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 36 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUPNAME contains the last value of CAUPNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPOLST - if Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

CAUPOLST contains the number of policy rule thresholds that this task has exceeded. This field contains all nulls (binary
zeros) if no thresholds have been exceeded or if the task has no policy to it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 449     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (MPPRTXCD)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPOLST contains the last value of CAUPOLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPOLTM - Wait Time for Pool Space

CAUPOLTM contains the total wait time incurred for the user transaction because no PSB or DMB pool space is available.
This data element is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area of the SMF
type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATPOOL      Elapsed   wait  time  for  pool

                                space

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS

    Note:  The STATPOOL field is part of the DBCTL user area in

    the SMF type 110 record.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPOLTM is a valid SAS time value that has minimum value of 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUPOLTM contains the sum of all values of CAUPOLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPORT - TCP/IP Service Port Number

CAUPORT contains the value of TCP/IP port number of the TCP/IP Service which attached the user task.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 246     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (PORTNUM)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPORT can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUPORT contains the last value of CAUPORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPRCID - Process ID

CAUPRCID contains the CICS-assigned identifier of the CICS BTS root activity that the user task implemented.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 52.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 202     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (PRCSID)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHCBTS group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPRCID can contain any combination of 1 to 52 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUPRCID contains the last value of CAUPRCID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

CAUPRETM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL prepare calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUPRETM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBPRET        Sum time in SQL prepare calls

    for CICS          

          

Note: The MBPRET field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUPRETM is set to the sum of all CAUPRETM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPSB - PSB Name

CAUPSB contains the name of the PSB (program specification block) that describes databases and logical message
destinations used by an application program in IMS. This data element is only available from CMF in CICS/ESA releases.
It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATNPSB      PSB name
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    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:

The STATNPSB field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CAUPSB can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUPSB contains the last value of CAUPSB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPSRE - No. Times Policy System Rules Evaluated

CAUPSRE contains the number of times that policy system rules have been evaluated for the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
 See also:  CAUPSRT  - No. Times Policy System Rules True

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 466     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (MPSRECT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCICS group.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPSRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPSRE contains the sum of all values of CAUPSRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPSRT - No. Times Policy System Rules True

CAUPSRT contains the number of times that policy system rules that have been evaluated true and have triggered either
a message or an event.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
 See also:  CAUPSRE  - No. Times Policy System Rules Evaluated

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 467     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (MPSRACT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCICS group.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPSRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPSRT contains the sum of all values of CAUPSRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPTCNT - No. Times Task Spawned New Task

CAUPTCNT contains the number of times there has been a request from one task to initiate another task in the same
CICS system with which this task is associated, such as by a RUN TRANSID or START command. This is effectively the
task depth in the local region when using he RUN TRANSID command, or the START command when a new point of
origin is not created.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAUPTRAN - Parent TRANSID

            CAUPTSTM - Parent Task Start Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 483     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (PTCOUNT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHCICS group.

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUPTCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUPTCNT contains the sum of all values of CAUPTCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUPTTNO - Parent Task Number

CAUPTTNO is a task number of the parent task that is in the same CICS system with which the task is associated.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Field        Description

  -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

  CMF 7.1   Group - DFHCICS   Parent Task Number

            FID   - 481

            Name  - PTTRANNO

 

  TCE       N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUPTTNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99,999.

Summarization Process:

CAUPTTNO contains the last value of CAUPTTNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

CAUQRCTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 256     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUQRCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUQRCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUQRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

CAUQRDLY contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS QR TCB. This is the
aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user-task redispatch. This field does not include the
elapsed time spent waiting for the first dispatch. The field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  The Monitor N/ACMF 5.3+ Field 249     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUQRDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUQRDLY contains the sum of all values of CAUQRDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

CAUQRDTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS QR TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 255     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (QRDISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUQRDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUQRDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUQRDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURDOCT - No. Web WRITE HTTPHEADER Requests

CAURDOCT is the number of CICS web support WRITE HTTPHEADER requests issued by the user task when CICS is
an HTTP client.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 332     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBWRTOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURDOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURDOCT is set to the sum of all CAURDOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

CAURDQWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a DB2 thread to become available. This field is a
component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 187     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (DB2RDYQW)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHDATA group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURDQWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURDQWT contains the sum of all values of CAURDQWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURECCT - PUT and MOVE CONTAINER Request Creates

CAURECCT is the number of containers created by MOVE,PUT CONTAINER and PUT64 CONTAINER requests for
channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

            Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 328     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGCRECCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A

          

Range of Value:

CAURECCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURECCT is set to the sum of all CAURECCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

CAUREECT contains the number of EXEC CICS FREE CHILD commands that have been issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands
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            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 473     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASFREECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TMON     n/a    

          

Range of Value:

CAUREECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUREECT contains the sum of all values of CAUREECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

CAURESTM is the time the transactions executed by this application were resident within CICS. This will be equal to
response time for non-conversational and pseudo-conversational transactions. For conversational transactions, this will be
greater than response time for CMF and The Monitor input data sources. This data element is available from the CMF and
The Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

             CAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

              Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ----------------

    CMF        ENDTS       End Time Stamp

               STARTTS     Start Time Stamp

    The

    Monitor    TADATE      Task End Date

               TMMDTIME    Task Stop Time
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               TASTIME     Task Start Time

          

The formulas are the following:

  CMF:    CSURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;

  The Monitor:    ENDTS = TMMDTIME + TADATE;

                  IF TMMDTIME LT TASTIME THEN

                  STARTTS = (TMMDTIME+86400) - TASTIME;

                  ELSE STARTTS=TMMDTIME-TASTIME;

                  STARTTS = ENDTS-STARTTS;

                  CAURESTM=ENDTS-STARTTS;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAURESTM is set to the sum of all CAURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

CAURLSTM contains the total amount of CPU time consumed by each user transaction for RLS (record level sharing)
requests. This data element is available from CMF data at CICS/ESA Release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element  Description

    -------    ------------  ----------------------------------

    CMF        Field 175     RLS SRB CPU Time

               RLSCPUT       (from performance class

                             transaction record)

    ASG-TMON  N/A          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAURLSTM is set to the sum of all CAURLSTM values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

CAURLSTM is part of the total task CPU consumption contained in data element CAUCPUTM.

CAURLSWT - Wait Time for RLS FC I/O

CAURLSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user transaction waited for RLS (record level sharing) file I/O and is
only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 174     RLS FC I/O wait time

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAURLSWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURLSWT contains the sum of all values of CAURLSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURLUNM - Real Luname

CAURLUNM contains the Real network name if a network qualified name has been received from VTAM. In all other
cases, this field will be the same as LUNAME (field id 111). For non-VTAM resources it is null.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUNETID - Network ID

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 198     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RLUNAME)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURLUNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.
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Summarization Process:

CAURLUNM contains the last value of CAURLUNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

CAURMCPS contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
CICSPlex SM requests. CAURMCPS is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 007      Time spent in RMI for CICS Plex

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMCPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMCPS contains the sum of all values of CAURMCPS processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMDBC - RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests

CAURMDBC contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DBCTL requests. CAURMDBC is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.
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             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 004      Time spent in RMI for DBCTL Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMDBC contains the sum of all values of CAURMDBC processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

CAURMDB2 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DB2 requests. CAURMDB2 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 003      Time spent in RMI for DB2 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMDB2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMDB2 contains the sum of all values of CAURMDB2 processed in the level of summarization.
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CAURMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

CAURMDL1 contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
DL1 requests. CAURMDL1 is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 005      Time spent in RMI for DL1 Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMDL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMDL1 contains the sum of all values of CAURMDL1 processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

CAURMICT contains the number of times the user transaction was under the control of the Resource Manager Interface
(RMI). CAURMICT is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMITM -  Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CAURMSUS -  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CAURMSCT -  RMI Suspend Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 170       Count of times in RMI

    TMON/CICS     N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAURMICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMICT contains the sum of all values of CAURMICT processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMITM - Time in Resource Manager Interface

CAURMITM contains the elapsed time that the transaction spent in resource manager interface (RMI). CAURMITM is
available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 170       Time spent in RMI

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMITM is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAURMITM contains the sum of all values of CAURMITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURMMQC - WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI Count

CAURMMQC contains the total number of WebSphere MQ requests that spent time in the CICS Resource Manager
Interface (RMI). CAURMMQC is available from CMF at CTS release 2.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

Element Derivation:

The source of CAURMMQC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 006      Count of WebSphere MQ Requests

                   MF3MQMCT     Spent in RMI
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  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMMQC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMMQC contains the sum of all values of CAURMMQC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

CAURMMQM contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
WebSphere MQ requests. CAURMMQM is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMMQC -  WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI Count

             CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAURMMQM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 006      Time spent in RMI for MQ Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMMQM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMMQM contains the sum of all values of CAURMMQM processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

CAURMOTH contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all other requests. CAURMOTH is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

            Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 002      Time spent in RMI for Other Req

  TMON/CICS        N/A

          

Range of Value:

CAURMOTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMOTH contains the sum of all values of CAURMOTH processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

CAURMSCT contains the number of times the user transaction was suspended by the dispatcher while in the Resource
Manager Interface (RMI). CAURMSCT is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMITM -  Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CAURMSUS -  Wait for Resource Manager Interface

             CAURMICT -  Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 171       Count of times suspended in RMI

    TMON/CICS     N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMSCT contains the sum of all values of CAURMSCT processed in the level of summarization.
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CAURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

CAURMSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended by the dispatcher while in the resource
manager interface (RMI). CAURMSUS is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMITM - Time in Resource Manager Interface

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 171       Time suspended while in RMI

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from 0 to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAURMSUS contains the sum of all values of CAURMSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher, the time the task was suspended while in RMI is a subset of the task suspend time
as captured by data element CAUSUSTM.

CAURMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

CAURMTCP contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
TCP/IP socket requests. CAURMTCP is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMTOT -  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All

                         Requests

             CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Reqs.

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description
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  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 008      Time spent in RMI for TCPIP req

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMTCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMTCP contains the sum of all values of CAURMTCP processed in the level of summarization.

CAURMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

CAURMTOT contains the total elapsed time that the transaction spent in the CICS resource manager interface (RMI) for
all requests. CAURMTOT is available from CMF at CTS 2.2 level and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAURMOTH -  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

             CAURMDB2 -  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

             CAURMDBC -  RMI Time Spent for DB Ctl Requests

             CAURMDL1 -  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

             CAURMMQM -  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

             CAURMCPS -  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

             CAURMTCP -  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Group   Data Field   Description

  -------  ------  ----------   -------------------------------

  CMF      DFHRMI  FID 001      Time spent in RMI for All Reqs.

  TMON/CICS        N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURMTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURMTOT contains the sum of all values of CAURMTOT processed in the level of summarization.

CAUROCTM - User-task RO TCB CPU Time

CAUROCTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on the CICS
RO mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAURODTM - User-task RO TCB dispatch time.

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUROCTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  --------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 270     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (ROCPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUROCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUROCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUROCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURODTM - User-task RO TCB dispatch time

CAURODTM contains the elapsed time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher on the CICS
RO mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUROCTM - User-task RO TCB CPU time.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 269     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (RODISPT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURODTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURODTM contains the sum of all values of CAURODTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUROMCT - User Task Wait Count -Redisp on RO TCB

CAUROMCT contains the wait count for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS RO TCB. This count is the
aggregate of the wait counts between each event completion and user task redispatch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 348     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ROMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

          

Range of Value:

CAUROMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUROMCT contains the sum of all values of CAUROMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

CAUROMTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS RO TCB. This time is
the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.

The time reported in CAUROMTM is part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.
The time in CAUROMTM is also included in the Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time) (CAUDSWAT) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CAUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 348     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (ROMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUROMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUROMTM contains the sum of all values of CAUROMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

CAURPWTM contains the elapsed time during which the request processor user task CIRP waited for any outstanding
replies to be satisfied.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 193     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RQPWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value

:CAURPWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURPWTM contains the sum of all values of CAURPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

CAURRSWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited indoubt using resource recovery services for EXCI.
The field is a component of the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 191     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RRMSWAIT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURRSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURRSWT contains the sum of all values of CAURRSWT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

CAURRWTM contains the elapsed time during which the request processor user task CIRP waited for any outstanding
replies to be satisfied.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 192     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (RQRWAIT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURRWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURRWTM contains the sum of all values of CAURRWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURSPCT - Transaction Response Count

CAURSPCT is the total number of responses accumulated into the TARSPTM (CAUTRSTM) data element. This count
reflects the number of interactions within a conversational transaction, and only applies to "The Monitor for CICS/
ESA" Version 2.0 and higher, from Landmark Systems. Non-conversational transactions or segmented conversational
transactions will always contain a value of 1. This data element is only available from "The Monitor for CICS/ESA" Version
2.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Time Suspend (Wait) Time

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

             CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw monitor input data extracted from field TARSPCT from Landmark's The Monitor for
CICS/ESA data only.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 1.

Summarization Process:

CAURSPCT is set to the sum of all CAURSPCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CAURSPCT identifies the number of response events or interactions which occurred within a conversational transaction. If
its value exceeds one, then this transaction is a conversational transaction and CAUPFWAT will contain a non-zero value
for operator wait time (user think time). If however, the SEGMENT CONVERSATIONS option is set to Y on the Monitor
TA Transaction Record Collection Options, then each 'interaction' will be represented by a unique observation, and the
CAURSPCT value will be 1.

CAURSPCT is only used at the DETAIL timespan to compute the 'average' transaction response time of a conversational
transaction in the CAUTRSTM data element. These transactions may be identified and eliminated from further 'average'
transaction response time computations by testing this data element in the CICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT)
for a value greater than 1, and if so, setting the TRANTYPE data element to a 'X'. Refer to section 7.3.7 of the CICS
Analyzer guide for more information on CICRLRT.

CAURSYS - Remote System ID

CAURSYS contains the system ID of the remote system to which the user transaction was routed. CAURSYS is blank if
the transaction was not routed or was routed locally. This data element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1
and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 130       Remote system ID

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAURSYS contains up to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAURSYS is set to the last CAURSYS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURTOKN - Recovery Token

CAURTOKN contains the identifier of the logical unit of work (unit of recovery) for this transaction. These values are used
for synchronizing recovery operations among CICS and other resource managers, such as MQSeries and IMS. This data
element is available only from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  CMF 5.x+      Field 132     Recovery token

  ASG-TMON      N/A          

          

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CAURTOKN contains the last value of CAURTOKN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

CAURTRWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for the completion of a child transaction that
executed as a result of the user task issuing a CICS BTS run process or run activity request to a child process or activity,
synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 195     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RUNTRWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A   

          

Range of Value:

CAURTRWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAURTRWT contains the sum of all values of CAURTRWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

CAURTYPE identifies the type of performance record produced by CMF. This data element is available from CMF at
CICS/ESA release 3.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 112     Performance record type

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAURTYPE contains the following character values:

       C - Record output for a terminal converse

       D - Record output for a user EMP DELIVER request

    *  F - Record output for a long running conversation

   ** MT - Record output for a semipermanent mirror suspend

       S - Record output for a sync point

       T - Record output for a task termination          

          

* - lies to CICS Version 4 and above only  ** - applies to CICS Version 3 only

Summarization Process:

CAURTYPE contains the last value of CAURTYPE processed in the level of summarization. However, this data element is
only meaningful in the detail timespan.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

CAURUNCT contains the number of EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID commands that have been issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

           Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 471     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASRUNCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 TMON     n/a

          

Range of Value:

CAURUNCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURUNCT contains the sum of all values of CAURUNCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURWCCT - No. Browse Container Channel Requests

CAURWCCT is the number of CICS browse for channel containers issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 322     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGBRWCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURWCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAURWCCT is set to the sum of all CAURWCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAURWOCT - No. Web BROWSE HTTPHEADER Requests

CAURWOCT is the number of CICS web support BROWSE HTTPHEADER requests (STARTBROWSE, READNEXT,
AND ENDBROWSE) issued by the user task when CICS is an HTTP client.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 338     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBBRWOCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAURWOCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:CAURWOCT is set to the sum of all CAURWOCT values encountered in the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUNWSOC is useful in measuring how often a new socket connection is created.

SEE ALSO:

CAUNWSOC - No. New Web Socket Connection Created           

CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time         

CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time         

CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time         

CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

CAUSCGMA - GETMAINs Above 16MB ECDSA

CAUSCGMA is the total number of user-storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task above the 16MB line, in
the extended CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only for CICS/ESA
releases 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCCGETCT      GETMAINs in ECDSA

                  (ID 120)

 

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCGMA contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSCGMA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCGMB - GETMAINs Below 16MB CDSA

CAUSCGMB is the total number of user-storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task below the 16MB line, in the
CICS dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only for CICS/ESA releases 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCCGETCT      GETMAINs in CDSA

                  (ID 117)

 

    Monitor       n/a       

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCGMB contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSCGMB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUSCHCD - Task Storage High-water Mark CDSA

CAUSCHCD is the maximum amount of user-storage allocated by the application below the 16 MB line, in the CICS
dynamic storage area (CDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSCHEC - Task Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

             CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Mark Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:
 

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC24CHWM      Maximum program storage allocated

              (ID 116)      CDSA

 

    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCHCD contains the maximum CAUSCHCD value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCHEC - Task Storage High-water Mark ECDSA

CAUSCHEC is the maximum amount of user-storage allocated by the application above the 16 MB line, in the extended
CICS dynamic storage area (ECDSA). This data element is available from CMF input only at CICS/ESA release 3.3 and
higher.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSCHCD - Task Storage High-water Mark CDSA

             CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA

             CAUSTHWB - Task Storage High-water Mark Below XA          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

    Monitor   Input field   Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       PC31CHWM      Maximum program storage allocated

              (ID 119)      ECDSA
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    TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCHEC contains the maximum CAUSCHEC value encountered within this level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCHTM - Elapsed Time for Schedule Process

CAUSCHTM contains the total elapsed time from scheduling of the PSB to the termination of the PSB. This data element
is only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBEND - Schedule End Time (DBCTL)

             CAUDBSTR - Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATSCHT      Elapsed time for schedule

                                process

    OMEGAMON for  n/a

    CICS/ESA

 

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The STATSCHT field is part of the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Range of Value:

CAUSCHTM is a valid SAS time value that is bounded by practical limits.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCHTM contains the sum of all values of CAUSCHTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCOCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16MB ECDSA

CAUSCOCA represents storage occupancy of the application above the 16MB line, in the extended CICS dynamic
storage area (ECDSA). It is calculated by multiplying the amount of storage used by the 'time units' the storage was in
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use. The time unit in the calculation represents 1024 microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.3
and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement data is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSCOCB - Storage Occupancy Below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

     Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SC31COCC      Storage occupancy ECDSA

                  (ID 121)

 

    Monitor       Not Available         

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCOCA is set to the sum of all CAUSCOCA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCOCB - Storage Occupancy Below 16MB CDSA

CAUSCOCB represents storage occupancy of the application below the 16MB line, in the CICS dynamic storage area
(CDSA). It is calculated by multiplying the amount of storage used by the 'time units' the storage was in use. The time unit
in the calculation represents 1024 microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.3 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement data is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSCOCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SC24COCC      Storage occupancy CDSA

                  (ID 118)

    Monitor       Not Available          

          

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCOCB is set to the sum of all CAUSCOCB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCOPS - Storage Control Calls

CAUSCOPS is the number of CICS Storage Control Program calls for this user transaction. For CICS/ESA releases,
CAUSCOPS contains the total number of GETMAIN requests issued by the user transaction below and above the 16-
megabyte line.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 54      Number of GETMAINs below 16MB UDSA

             Field 105     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB EUDSA

             Field 117     Number of GETMAINs below 16MB CDSA

             Field 120     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB ECDSA

             Field 144     Number of GETMAINs below 16MB SDSA

             Field 147     Number of GETMAINs above 16MB ESDSA

 

    Monitor  TAGETMS       Total Getmains by Task          

          

• For CMF at CICS/MVS releases:
CSUSCOPS=CAUSTGMB;

• For CMF at CICS/ESA releases:
– 3.1

CAUSCOPS=SUM(CAUSTGMB,CAUSTGMA);

– 3.3-4.1
CAUSCOPS=SUM(CAUSTGMB,CAUSTGMA,CAUSCGMB,CAUSCGMA);

– 5.1+
CAUSCOPS=SUM(CAUSTGMB,CAUSTGMA,CAUSCGMB,CAUSCGMA, CAUGMSD,CAUGMES);

• For The Monitor:  This data element is assigned from the TAGETMS field.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCOPS contains the sum of all CSUSCOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCPTM - User Task CP CPU Time

CAUSCPTM contains the task processor time on a CP for which the user task was dispatched on each CICS TCB under
which the task ran. This time is a component of CAUCPUTM.

Note: for TMON users, CAUSCPTM and CAUCPUTM are equal.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

            CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

            CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor     Data Field    Description

   ----------  -----------  ----------------------------------

   IBM CMF     OFFLCPUT     TOTAL task processor time on a

   (CTS 5.1+)   (436)       standard processor

 

   ASG TMON    TASTCPUT     TOTAL CP CPU Time

   (TMON 3.4+)  (436)

Range of Value:

CAUSCPTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCPTM contains the sum of all values of CAUSCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

CAUSCSUS contains the elapsed time that the transaction was suspended while waiting for storage. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

             CAUICAUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time
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             CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

             CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

             CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAGMATIM      Storage suspend wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSCSUS is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCSUS contains the sum of all values of CAUSCSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

CAUSCUCA contains the amount of storage above the 16-megabyte line used by the transaction, multiplied by the time
that the storage was in use. The time value used in the calculation is byte units, where each byte unit represents 1024
microseconds. This data element is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC binary
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (Byte-units)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 107     Storage occupancy above 16 meg

                  SCUCRSTG

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSCUCA is set to the sum of all CAUSCUCA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUSDSTx - Count Short Responses within Limit

Each count, CAUSDST1 through CAUSDST8, contains the number of short response events which completed within the
user-defined limit (e.g., CAUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than one second).

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CAUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
CAUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CAUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

The value of CAUSDSTx is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUSDSTx for any detail transaction record.
CSUSDSTx is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution Counts

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CAUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the CICS application unit.

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSDSTx contains the sum of all CAUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

CAUSELTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL select calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          
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Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUSELTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBSELT        Sum time in SQL select calls

    for CICS          

          

Note:  The MBSELT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area
written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for CICS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSELTM is set to the sum of all CAUSELTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSERVU - Service Units

CAUSERVU is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
service units for the application unit in question.The value of CAUSERVU is identical to and assigned from the value of
CSUSERVU for any DETAIL transaction record. CSUSERVU is constructed from the input data elements shown.An exit,
_USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms, independent of
the value of CSUSERVU.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUSERVU - Service Units

             CSYSERVU - Service Units          

          

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values for CAUSERVU together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSERVU is set to the sum of all CAUSERVU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (SIO Count)

For CMF input, CAUSIOCT is the number of calls to an access method from CICS file control over all transaction
executions for this application. This is not the number of CICS file control requests, and is not directly related to hardware
activity (such as an EXCP count might be).
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For ASG-TMON input, this data element represents the number of file control requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 70      FC Access Method Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    TMON/

    CICS     TAFILCT       Total FCP file access count          

          

The specific derivation is as follows:

CMF This data element is derived from the count of the times CICS enters SRB mode from the File Control Program. The
specific event is the DFHEMP macro in File Control with an ID=(FC,8). One count is made for each input or output event
preparation in the VSAM event initiation routine in DFHFCP.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSIOCT is set to the sum of all CAUSIOCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

CAUSOBDE contains the number of bytes decrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 243     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYDECT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOBDE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUSOBDE contains the sum of all values of CAUSOBDE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

CAUSOBEN contains the number of bytes encrypted by the secure sockets layer for the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 242     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOBYENCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOBEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOBEN contains the sum of all values of CAUSOBEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOCHR - Inbound socket characters received

CAUSOCHR contains the the number of characters received by inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOCHS - Inbound socket characters sent.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 302     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOCHROU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOCHR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUSOCHR contains the sum of all values of CAUSOCHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOCHS - Inbound socket send request count

CAUSOCHS contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 304     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOCHROU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOCHS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOCHS contains the sum of all values of CAUSOCHS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

CAUSOCRC contains the total number of bytes received on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 295     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOCRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUSOCRC contains the sum of all values of CAUSOCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

CAUSOCSC contains the total number of bytes sent on outbound sockets by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Received

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 297     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOCSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOCSC contains the sum of all values of CAUSOCSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count

CAUSOMSR contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOMSS - Inbound socket send request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 301     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOMSGIN1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOMSR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUSOMSR contains the sum of all values of CAUSOMSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOMSS - Inbound socket send request count

CAUSOMSS contains the number of inbound socket receive requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOMSR - Inbound socket receive request count.

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.2+ Field 303     Available starting in CTS 2.2 from the

           (SOMSGOU1)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOMSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOMSS contains the sum of all values of CAUSOMSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOMTC - User Task Wait Count -Redisp on SO TCB

CAUSOMTC contains the count, which is the aggregate of the wait counts that occurred between each event completion
and user task redispatch. It is the total time the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS SO TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

Element Derivation:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 349     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUSOMTC contains the sum of all values of CAUSOMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

CAUSOMTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for redispatch on the CICS SO TCB. This time is
the aggregate of the wait times between each event completion and user task redispatch.

The time reported in CAUSOMTM is part of the time reported in the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.
The time in CAUSOMTM is also included in the Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time) (CAUDSWAT) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

             CAUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time          

          

Element Derivation:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 6.8+ Field 349     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SOMODDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOMTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOMTM contains the sum of all values of CAUSOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

CAUSONPC contains the total number of requests made by the user task to create a non-persistent outbound socket.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOPCT - No. Create Persistent Socket Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 290     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCNPSCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction
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                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSONPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSONPC contains the sum of all values of CAUSONPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

CAUSOOWT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for outbound socket I/O. This field is a component of
the task suspend time, CSUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 299     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOOIOWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOOWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOOWT contains the sum of all values of CAUSOOWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOPCT - No. Create Persistent Socket Requests

CAUSOPCT contains the total number of requests made by the task to create a persistent outbound socket.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 5.3+ Field 291     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCPSCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOPCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSOPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

CAUSORCT contains the total number of receive requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CAUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CAUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 294     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCRCVCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSORCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSORCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSORCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOS - Short On Storage Condition

CAUSOS is the number of transaction executions during which short on storage conditions were detected. Short on
storage conditions occur when the storage cushion is released. This data element is available from CMF and ASG-TMON
data sources. However, for CMF input, CAUSOS is only available up to CICS/MVS Version 2. For CICS/ESA Version 3
and higher, see the data element CSYSOS for the number of occurrences of short on storage condition.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUSOS   - Short on Storage Condition

             CSYSOS   - Short on Storage Condition Detected          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record or the
DETAIL performance record from a CMF161 system. The indicator is present if a short on storage condition is detected
during the execution of the transaction the record represents.The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input
data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF 2.x   ID 64         Condition Indicator bits '.......1'

              (3rd byte)    (from the CMF transaction

                            performance DETAIL record -

                            class 3)

    The

    Monitor   TAFLAG1       Condition Indicator bits '..1.....'

                            (from The Monitor transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

Note:

CAUSOS is set to the sum of all CAUSOS values encountered in the summarization level.

The value of this data element in any DETAIL observation will be either 0 or 1. Thus, the summation of this data element
will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The indication of a short on storage condition, even by small values of this data element, can be a critical performance
factor to the CICS system. This data element is most useful when examined by time period. Note also that certain users
may cause a heavy storage load on the CICS in question, so large values may indicate fault.

CAUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

CAUSOSCT contains the total number of send requests issued for outbound sockets (persistent and non-persistent) by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CAUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

             CAUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 296     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSOSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

CAUSOTCT contains the total number of socket requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CAUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CAUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 298     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOCTOTCT     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSOTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

CAUSOWTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for inbound socket I/O. This field is a component of
the task suspend time, CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 241     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SOIOWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSOWTM contains the sum of all values of CAUSOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

CAUSOXCT contains the number of EXTRACT TCPIP and EXTRACT CERTIFICATE requests issued by user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

             CAUSOSCT - No. Socket Send Requests

             CAUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 289     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (SOEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSOXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CAUSOXCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSOXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSPCOM - Program Compressions

CAUSPCOM is the total number of transactions that encountered program compressions. It is only available from The
Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSPCOM - Program Compressions

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUSPCOM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF       n/a

 

    Monitor   TAFLAG3       Condition Indicator bits '.....1..'

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSPCOM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSPCOM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSPCOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSPETM - Syncpoint Elapsed Time

CAUSPETM contains the total elapsed time in which the user transaction was dispatched and was processing Syncpoint
requests. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 173     Syncpoint elapsed time

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a         
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Range of Value:

CAUSPETM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a maximum limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSPETM contains the sum of all values of CAUSPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count

CAUSPNDC contains the number of times the transaction was suspended for reasons unknown to The Monitor. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

             CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CAUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TASPNDCT      Unidentified suspend wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSPNDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSPNDC contains the sum of all values of CAUSPNDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSPOPS - Synch Point Calls

CAUSPOPS is the number of CICS Synch Point Program calls for all transaction executions for this application. This data
element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CSUSPOPS - Synch Point Calls          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF      Field 60      Synch Point Count

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

    The

    Monitor  Not available          

          

This data element is assigned from the CMF value where the CMF data element is counted at the recognition of a Synch
Point type X'D8' trace entry.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSPOPS contains the sum of all CAUSPOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

CAUSQLTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL calls. It is available from The Monitor for CICS (version 2.0 and
higher). It is also available from type 110 performance records if they are produced by OMEGAMON/CICS and the
OMEGDB2 user area is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCLOTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors

             CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell.  Calls

             CAUOPNTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUSQLTM populated as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    OMEGAMON      n/a           In this case, CAUSQLTM values
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    for CICS                    are computed by adding the

                                values for all of the elements

                                displayed in the SEE ALSO list

                                above.

 

    TCE 2.0+      TASQLCTM      SQL Calls Time          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 0.

Summarization Process:

CAUSQLTM is set to the sum of all CAUSQLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

CAUSQLTO is the total number of SQL calls issued by the user transaction. It is available from The Monitor (version 2.0
and higher). It is also available from type 110 performance records if they are produced by OMEGAMON/CICS and the
OMEGDB2 user area is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDBCLO - Number of SQL Close Cursors

             CAUDBDEL - Number of SQL Deletes

             CAUDBDES - Number of SQL Describes

             CAUDBEXE - Number of SQL Executes

             CAUDBEXI - Number of SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUDBFET - Number of SQL Fetches

             CAUDBINS - Number of SQL Inserts

             CAUDBMIS - Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls

             CAUDBOPN - Number of SQL Open Cursors

             CAUDBPRE - Number of SQL Prepares

             CAUDBSEL - Number of SQL Selects

             CAUDBUPD - Number of SQL Updates          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUSQLTO is populated as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    OMEGAMON      n/a           In this case, CAUSQLTO values

    for CICS                    are computed by adding the

                                values for all of the elements

                                displayed in the SEE ALSO list

                                above.

 

    TCE 2.0+      TASQLCCT      SQL Calls Count          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUSQLTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSQLTO contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSQLTO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

CAUSRBTM is a user-defined variable available for recording SRB CPU time attributable to an application unit. Note that
SRB time measures exist in the CICCSY file, data element CSYSRBTM.

The value of CAUSRBTM is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUSRBTM for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUSRBTM is constructed from the input data elements shown.

This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
SRB time for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms, independently of the value of CSUSRBTM.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSRBTM is set to the sum of all CAUSRBTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

CAUSRMTR is a user-defined variable available for recording the number of SRM ended transactions attributable to an
application unit.

The value of CAUSRMTR is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUSRMTR for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUSRMTR is constructed from the input data elements shown.

This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of SRM
count for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms, independently of the value of CSUSRMTR.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUSRMTR - SRM Ended transactions

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSRMTR is set to the sum of all CAUSRMTR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

CAUSRSTM is the total response time for the CICS application unit for short response events completed during the
interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

The value of CAUSRSTM is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUSRSTM for any detail transaction record.
CSUSRSTM is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CSUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

             CSUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of CSUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSRSTM is set to the sum of all CAUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSRU - System Resource Units

CAUSRU is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for an application
unit.

The value of CAUSRU is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUSRU for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUSRU is constructed from the input data elements shown.

This data element is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation of
such data for the application unit in question. An exit, _USRSCAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms, independently of the value of CSUSRU.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CSUSRU - System Resource Units

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSRU is set to the sum of all CAUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

CAUSTDLC contains the number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Times

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 281     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (MAXSTDLC)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUCHMDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUCHMDC contains the sum of all values of CAUCHMDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

CAUSTDLY is the elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS SSL TCB (S8 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system initialization parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 281     Available starting in CTS 3.1 from the

           (MAXSTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTDLY contains the sum of all values of CAUSTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The S8 mode open TCBs are used exclusively by secure sockets layer (SSL) pthread requests issued by or on behalf of a
user task.

CAUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB Line

CAUSTGMA is the number of GETMAINs above the 16 MB line. CAUSTGMA is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and
higher. For CMF input, CAUSTGMA contains the number of GETMAINs in the extended user dynamic area (EUDSA).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMB - Getmains below 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUSTGMA is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUGETCT      GETMAINs above 16MB EUDSA

                  (ID 105)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSTGMA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTGMA contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSTGMA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUSTGMB - GETMAINs Below 16MB UDSA

CAUSTGMB is the number of GETMAINs below the 16-megabyte line. This data element is available from CMF and
ASG-TMON. For CMF input, CAUSTGMB contains the number of GETMAINs in the user dynamic storage area (UDSA).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUGMES  - Getmains above 16MB ESDSA

             CAUGMSD  - Getmains below 16MB SDSA

             CAUSCGMA - Getmains above 16MB ECDSA

             CAUSCGMB - Getmains below 16MB CDSA

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSTGMA - Getmains above 16MB line          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUGETCT      GETMAINs below 16MB UDSA

                  (ID 054)

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSTGMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTGMB contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUSTGMB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16 MB

CAUSTHWA is the maximum amount of user storage allocated to the user transaction above the 16 MB line. CAUSTHWA
is available from ASG-TMON and CMF 3.1.1 and higher. For CMF data from CICS/ESA release 3.3 and higher,
CAUSTHWA contains the maximum amount of user storage allocated from the extended user dynamic area (EUDSA).

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CAUSTHWB - Program Storage High-Water Below 16MB          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUSTHWA is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           SCUSRHWM      Maximum user-storage allocated
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                  (ID 106)      above 16-megabyte line

    ASG-TMON      TAHXASTG      TCA XA storage high water

          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSTHWA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTHWA contains the maximum of all occurrences of CAUSTHWA that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTHWB - Program Storage High-water Below 16 MB

CAUSTHWB is the maximum amount of storage allocated to programs below the 16 MB line. CAUSTHWB contains the
maximum combined amount of program storage below the 16 MB line allocated from the CICS dynamic storage area
(CDSA), read-only dynamic storage area (RDSA), and shared dynamic storage area (SDSA).

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-Water Mark Above XA

             CAUPCMXA - Program Storage High-water Above 16MB          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUSTHWB is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 3.x       Field 108     Maximum program  storage in use

                  PC24BHWM      below the 16-megabyte line

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSTHWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTHWB contains the maximum of all occurrences of CAUSTHWB that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

CAUSTOTM contains the amount of storage used by a transaction, multiplied by the time that the storage was in use.
The time value used in the calculation is byte units, where each byte unit represents 1024 microseconds. CAUSTOTM
represents storage occupancy below the 16-megabyte line.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC binary

  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMHI - Program Memory

             CAUHISTG - User Task Storage

             CAUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the SCUSRSTG field in the CMF performance class transaction record.This data element
is valid for CMF 1.7 data only. This field will be set to missing for any other version of CICS input.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTOTM is set to the sum of all CAUSTOTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

CAUSTRN is the number of short transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported
monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational interactions. Collecting data in segmented
conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system performance class (class 3) records received. For The Monitor,
this is the number of transaction records received.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

             CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

             CAUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                              (non-system performance record,

                              class 3 only)

    The

    Monitor  (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                              (The Monitor transaction DETAIL

                              record only)

 

    All      TRANTYPE      The transaction relative longevity
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                           indicator, generated by the user's

                           relative longevity code derivation

                           routine CICRLRT.          

          

The user relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, one count is added into CSUSTRN.

Range of Value:

CAUSTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum bounded by CAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

CAUSTRN is set to the sum of all CAUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

CAUSUSTM is the time this application unit spent suspended while waiting for CICS resource service. This data element
is available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

          CAUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

          CAUDTSUS - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

          CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

          CAUICSUS - ICP Suspend Wait Time

          CAUISSUS - ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time

          CAUMISUS - Mirror Suspend Wait Time

          CAUSCSUS - Storage Suspend Wait Time

          CAUSUSDT - Unidentified Suspend Wait Time

          CAUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Element  Description

   -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

   CMF       Field 14      Time On Suspend Chain

                           (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                           performance DETAIL record)

 

   ASG-TMON CAUSUSTM is set to the sum of CAUDTSUS, CAUEQSUS,

            CAUICSUS, CAUISSUS, CAUMISUS, CAUSCSUS, CAUSUSDT,

            and CAUTCWAT.         

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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CAUSUSTM contains the sum of all CAUSUSTM values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

CAUSYDTM contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a syncpoint request to be issued by its parent
transaction. The user task was executing as a result of a parent task issuing a CICS BTS run-process or run-activity
request to execute a child process or activity, synchronously. This field is a component of the task suspend time,
CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 196     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SYNCDLY)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSYDTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSYDTM contains the sum of all values of CAUSYDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

CAUSYWTT contains the elapsed time in which the user task waited for a coupling facility data table server to process
syncpoint requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 177     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (SRVSYWTT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSYNC group.

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUSYWTT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUSYWTT contains the sum of all values of CAUSYWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZACT - FEPI Time outs Waiting to Alloc Convers.

CAUSZACT contains the number of times the user task timed out while waiting to allocate a conversation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZRCT -  Time outs waiting to Receive Data

             CAUSZALC -  FEPI Conversations Allocated          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 157       Time Outs Waiting to Allocate

                  (SZALLCTO)    Conversation          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZACT contains the sum of all values of CAUSZACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZALC - FEPI Conversations Allocated Count

CAUSZALC contains the number of FEPI conversations allocated by the user task. This number is incremented by each
FEPI ALLOCATE POOL or FEPI CONVERSE POOL.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZACT - Time outs Waiting to Alloc Conversation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 150       FEPI Conversations Allocated
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                  (SZALLOCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZALC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZALC contains the sum of all values of CAUSZALC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZCIN - Characters Received Through FEPI Count

CAUSZCIN contains the number of characters received through FEPI by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CAUSZCOT -  Characters Sent Through FEPI          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 155       Characters Received Through

                  (SZCHRIN)     FEPI

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZCOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZCOT contains the sum of all values of CAUSZCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZCOT - Characters Sent Through FEPI Count

CAUSZCOT contains the number of characters sent through FEPI by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CAUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 154       Characters Sent Through FEPI

                  (SZCHROUT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZCOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZCOT contains the sum of all values of CAUSZCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZRCC - FEPI RECEIVE Requests Count

CAUSZRCC contains the number of FEPI RECEIVE requests made by the user task. This number is also incremented for
each FEPI CONVERSE request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CAUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI

             CAUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 151       FEPI RECEIVE Requests

                  (SZRCVCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZRCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZRCC contains the sum of all values of CAUSZRCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZRCT - FEPI Time outs waiting to Receive Data

CAUSZRCT contains the number of times the user task timed out while waiting to allocate a conversation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests
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             CAUSZCIN -  Characters Received Through FEPI          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 158       FEPI Time Outs Waiting to

                  (SZRCVTO)     Receive Data          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZRCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSZRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZSEC - FEPI SEND Requests Count

CAUSZSEC contains the number of FEPI SEND requests made by the user task. This number is also incremented for
each FEPI CONVERSE request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CAUSZCOT -  Characters Sent Through FEPI

             CAUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 152       FEPI SEND Requests

                  (SZSENDCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZSEC contains the sum of all values of CAUSZSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZSTC - FEPI START Requests Count

CAUSZSTC contains the number of FEPI START requests made by the user task.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZTCT -  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 153       FEPI START Requests

                  (SZSTRTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZSTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZSTC contains the sum of all values of CAUSZSTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUSZTCT - Total FEPI API and SPI Requests Count

CAUSZTCT contains the total number of all FEPI API and SPI requests made by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSZRCC -  FEPI RECEIVE Requests

             CAUSZSEC -  FEPI SEND Requests

             CAUSZSTC -  FEPI START Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 159       Total FEPI API and SPI Requests

                  (SZTOTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUSZTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUSZTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUSZTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

CAUS8CTM contains the processor time for which the user task was dispatched on the CICS S8 TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 261     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (S8CPUT)      110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUS8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUS8CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUS8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTACCT - Local Interval Control START Requests

CAUTACCT is the total number of local interval control START requests, with the channel option, issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF      Field 65      Available starting with CTS 3.1

                         (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTACCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTACCT is set to the sum of all CAUTACCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTACDL - Local Start Channel Request Data Bytes

CAUTACDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all locally-executed start channel requests issued
by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 345     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTACDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTACDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTACDL is set to the sum of all CAUTACDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTAWTC - User Task Wait Count -MRO Alloc Request

CAUTAWTC contains the wait count for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an MRO (Inter-Region
Communication), LU6.1, or LU6.2 session.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 343     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TCALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTAWTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTAWTC contains the sum of all values of CAUTAWTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

CAUTAWTT contains the elapsed time for which a user task waited for an allocate request for an MRO (Inter-Region
Communication), LU6.1, or LU6.2 session. For more information, see Clocks and time stamps in Monitoring reference and
Transaction wait (suspend) times in Monitoring reference.

The time that is reported in CAUTAWTT is included as part of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM) element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 343     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (TCALWTT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTERM group.         

          

Range of Value:

CAUTAWTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTAWTT contains the sum of all values of CAUTAWTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCALC - Terminal Control Allocates Requested

CAUTCALC is the number of TCTTE ALLOCATE requests issued by the user task. It is only available from CMF data
source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CMF data:
 

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ----------------------------

    CMF          TCALLOCT     The number of TCTTE ALLOCATE

                 (069)        issued by the user task.          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CAUTCALC is set to the sum of all CAUTCALC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCBAC - No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs

CAUTCBAC contains the number of CICS TCBs attached by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 251     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (TCBATTCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCBAC contains the sum of all values of CAUTCBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

CAUTCBTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time that is consumed by each user transaction.

For both CMF and TMON users, at CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 the CAUTCBTM includes any CPU time that is
accumulated while executing on specialty (zIIP) cores.

For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher, CAUTCBTM continues to contain both CP core and specialty (zIIP)
core CPU time unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The default value is
"N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

          CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

          CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUMQSTM - MQ API SRB CPU time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

          CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

          CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
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          CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUTCBTM depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

• Data Source: IBM CMF

   Release (CMF value)  IBM CMF Field Name : Connector ID

   -----------          ---------------------------------

   CTS 5.1 (680)        CPUTONCP : (436)

       and above

 

   CTS 4.1 (660)        USRCPUT  : (008)

       and below                

                

• Data Source: ASG TMON

                TMON Metric

   Release      TMON TA Record Source

   -----------  ---------------------------------------

    TMON 3.2    TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

   and below

 

    TMON 3.4    SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="N" (default)

   and above       TACPURTM - Task Real CPU Time Used

 

                SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU="Y"

                   TASTCPUT - Standard CP CPU Time                

                

Range of Value:

CAUTCBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCBTM is set to the sum of all CAUTCBTM values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CAUTCBTM contains the total TCB CPU time that is used by the transaction on CP cores. This does not include
SRB CPU time the transaction might have used for record level sharing (RLS) requests or SRB CPU time processing
WebSphere MQ API requests.

Note:  For CICS TS releases 4.1 and 4.2 only, CAUTCBTM includes any CPU time that executed on CP, and zIIP cores.

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

Other considerations for CAUTCBTM:

• When a CICS transaction results in MQ Series Message Broker activity/processing the TCB CPU time is included in
CAUTCBTM, regardless of whether the MQ activity occurred on a CP, zIIP, or zAAP core. The MICS Analyzer Option
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for MQSeries Total CPU Time Input Messages (MFACTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This overlap
must be considered when analyzing CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and MQSeries components.

• CAUTCBTM includes CP core TCB CPU time for MQ Series Message Broker activity expended on behalf of the
transaction.

• Beginning with CICS TS 4.1 CAUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time the transaction expended in WebSphere
MQ processing MQ API requests.

• Beginning with CICS CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6 CAUTCBTM also includes any TCB CPU time expended
by the transaction in the creation and termination of DB2 threads, and the time expended in DB2. The MICS Analyzer
Option for DB2 Accumulated CPU Time (DSUCPUTM) data element also reports this same CPU time. This overlap
must be considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and DB2 components.

• For capacity purposes, for CICS regions executing CICS TS release 5.1 or higher, consider examining the two core
type components of CAUTCBTM:
– CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
– CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

CAUTCHCT contains the number of times the user task waited for a child task as a result of issuing an EXEC CICS
FETCH CHILD or EXEC CICS FETCH ANY command which was not completed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 475     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASFTCHWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCHCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCHCT contains the sum of all values of CAUTCHCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

CAUTCHWT contains the elapsed time that the user task waited for a child task as a result of issuing an EXEC CICS
FETCH CHILD or EXEC CICS FETCH ANY command which was not completed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

            CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 475     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASFTCHWT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCHWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCHWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTCHWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCLAS - Transaction Class at Task Creation

CAUTCLAS identifies the transaction class of the user transaction at task creation time. It is only valid when the
transaction is defined in a CICS TCLASS. This data element is available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases 3.1 through
3.3. It has been obsoleted by CICS/ESA 4.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 110       Transaction class
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    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCLAS ranges from 1 to 10.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCLAS is set to the last CAUTCLAS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

CAUTCMTM contains the elapsed time that the user task spent in TCB mismatch waits. A mismatch wait occurs when
there is no TCB available matching the request, but there was at least one non-matching free TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

           Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      FID 268       First available with CTS 2.3 in

             (DSTCBMWT)    the SMF 110-01 performance

                           class records, group DFHTASK.   

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCMTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCMTM is set to the sum of all CAUTCMTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCPSN - TCP/IP Service Name

CAUTCPSN contains the value for TCP/IP service name that attached the user task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUPORT  - TCP/IP Service Port Number

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 245     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the
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           (TCPSRVCE)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCPSN can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCPSN contains the last value of CAUTCPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCPTC - User Task Standard Processor CPU Count

CAUTCPTC contains the count of TCB task dispatches on standard CP processors.

CAUTCPTC is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher,
CAUTCPTC contains zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

             CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

             CAUOCPTC - User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+  Field 436     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from

            (CPUTONCP)    the 110 class 3 performance

                          transaction detail record in the

                          DFHTASK group.

 

  ASG TMON  TASTCPUC      Standard CP Dispatches 3.4+          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCPTC contains the sum of all values of CAUTCPTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The counts contained in CAUTCPTC are available only on systems that support the Extract CPU Time instruction service
that is available on IBM System z9 or later hardware. For z/OS Version 1 Release 13, the PTF for APAR OA38409 must
also be applied.
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CAUTCSES - Terminal Session Connection Name

CAUTCSES contains the 4-character terminal session connection name. This data element is only available from CMF at
CICS/ESA release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 169     Terminal Session Connection

                                Name

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCSES can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCSES contains the last value of CAUTCSES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

CAUTCSTG contains the amount of terminal storage (TIOA) allocated to the terminal for this user transaction. This data
element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 3.1 through 3.3. It has been obsoleted by CICS/ESA 4.1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUMEMRC  - Memory Usage Running Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 104       Amount of terminal storage

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCSTG is set to the sum of all CAUTCSTG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

CAUTCWAT is the time this application spent waiting for CICS Terminal Control resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON/MVS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element  Description

    ------------- ------------  ------------------------------

    CMF           Field 9       Waiting For TC I/O

                                (from the CMF class 3

                                transaction performance DETAIL

                                record)

 

    ASG-TMON/MVS TATCWTIM       Transaction Terminal Wait Time

                                (transaction record)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCWAT contains the sum of all CAUTCWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCWCT - Terminal Suspend Wait Count

CAUTCWCT contains the number of times a non-conversational transaction was suspended due to a terminal wait. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCWAT - Terminal Suspend Wait Time

             CAUEQSCT - Enqueue Suspend Wait Count

             CAUDTSCT - DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count

             CAUGMSCT - Storage Suspend Wait Count

             CAUICSCT - ICP Suspend Wait Count

             CAUMISCT - Mirror Suspend Wait Count

             CAUSPNDC - Unidentified Suspend Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATCWCNT      Transaction terminal wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTCWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUTCWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

CAUTCW61 is the elapsed time for which a user task waited for I/O on an LU6.1 connection. This data element is
available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------

    CMF       FID 133       Wait for TC I/O LU 6.1

    TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCW61 contains the sum of all CAUTCW61 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CAUTCW61 includes wait time incurred for conversations across LU6.1 connections. However, it excludes wait time
incurred as a result of LU6.1 syncpoint flows.

CAUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

CAUTCW62 is the elapsed time for which a user task waited for I/O on an LU6.2 connection. This data element is
available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ---------------------------------
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    CMF       FID 134       Wait for TC I/O LU 6.2

    TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTCW62 contains the sum of all CAUTCW62 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CAUTCW62 includes wait time incurred for conversations across LU6.2 connections. However, it excludes wait time
incurred as a result of LU6.2 syncpoint flows.

CAUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

CAUTDECT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to the extrapartition transient data. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDCNT       Transient data (extra) requests          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDECT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDECT contains the sum of all values of CAUTDECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

CAUTDETM contains the elapsed time for extrapartition transient data requests issued by the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CAUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls

             CAUTDTIM - Transient Data Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDTIME      Transient data (extra) req time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDETM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDETM contains the sum of all values of CAUTDETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

CAUTDEWC contains the number of extrapartition transient data waits that occurred for the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count
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             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDEWCT      Transient Data (extra) Wait Cnt          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDEWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDEWC contains the sum of all values of CAUTDEWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

CAUTDEWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for extrapartition transient data. This time is measured
from the issuance of wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDEWTM      Transient data (ext) wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDEWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDEWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTDEWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDGET - Transient Data Gets

CAUTDGET is the number of transient data gets. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDPUT - Transient Data Puts

             CAUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          TDGETCT      The number of transient-data GETs

                 (041)        issued by the user-task          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTDGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

CAUTDICT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to the intrapartition transient data. This data
element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

             CAUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATDICNT      Transient data (intra) requests          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDICT contains the sum of all values of CAUTDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time

CAUTDITM contains the elapsed time for intrapartition transient data requests issued by the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CAUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUTDOPS - Transient Data Control Calls

             CAUTDTIM - Transient Data Request Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDITIM      Transient data (intra) req time          
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Range of Value:

CAUTDITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDITM contains the sum of all values of CAUTDITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

CAUTDIWC contains the number of intrapartition transient data waits that occurred for the transaction. This time is
measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

             CAUECBWC - Unidentified ECB Wait Count

             CAUDBWCT - DB2 Wait Count

             CAUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait Count

             CAUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait Count

             CAUDLWCT - DL/I Wait Count

             CAUDTWCT - MRO/DTP Wait Count

             CAUFCWCT - FCP Wait Count

             CAUIRWCT - MRO/IRC Event Wait Count

             CAUJCWCT - Journal Wait Count

             CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

             CAUTDEWC - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

             CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDIWCT      Transient Data (intra) Wait Cnt          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDIWC contains the sum of all values of CAUTDIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUTDIWT - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time

CAUTDIWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for intrapartition transient data. This time is measured
from the issuance of wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor
only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

             CAUDBWAT - DB2 Wait Time

             CAUDLWAT - DL/I Wait Time

             CAUDTWAT - MRO/DTP Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control

             CAUECBWT - Unidentified ECB Wait Time

             CAUIRCWT - MRO/IRC Wait Time

             CAUIRWAT - Wait Time for MRO/ISC Communications

             CAUISCWT - MRO/ISC Wait Time

             CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control

             CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

             CAUPMWAT - Preempt Wait Time

             CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control

             CAUTDEWT - Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATDIWTM      Transient data (int) wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDIWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTDIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

CAUTDOPS is the number of CICS Transient Data Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this application
unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUTDECT - Transient Data Extra Request Count

             CAUTDICT - Transient Data Intra Request Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element  Description

    ---------- ------------  -------------------------------

    CMF        CAUTDOPS = Field 41+Field 42+Field 43, where

               Field 41      TD Get Count

               Field 42      TD Put Count

               Field 43      TD Purge Count

                             (performance class transaction

                              record)

 

    ASG-TMON  CAUTDOPS = SUM(CAUTDECT,CAUTDICT), where

               CAUTDECT      Transient Data Extra Request Count

               CAUTDICT      Transient Data Intra Request Count          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDOPS contains the sum of all CAUTDOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges

CAUTDPRG is the number of transient data purges. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not
available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          TDPURCT      The number of transient-data
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                 (043)        purges issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDPRG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDPRG contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTDPRG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDPUT - Transient Data Puts

CAUTDPUT is the number of transient data puts. This data element is available from the CMF data source, but is not
available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDGET - Transient Data Gets

             CAUTDPRG - Transient Data Purges          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          TDPUTCT      The number of transient-data PUTs

                 (042)        issued by the user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTDPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDSTx - Count Responses within Limit

Each count, CAUTDST1 through CAUTDST8, contains the number of response events that completed within the user-
defined limit (e.g., CAUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than one second) and represents the total for
short, medium, long, and conversational response events.

As part of the MICS CICS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP statement
of the MICS PARMS library member CICOPS. This permits MICS to record distribution within the user-defined limits by
adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). CAUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
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CAUTDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. CAUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

The value of CAUTDSTx is identical to and assigned from the value of CSUTDSTx for any DETAIL transaction record.
CSUTDSTx is constructed from the input data elements shown.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUSDSTX - Short Response Distribution Counts

             CAUMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution Counts

             CAULDSTX - Long Response Distribution Counts

             CAUPCTRX - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit

             CICRVALX - Response Distribution Limits          

          

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element is the sum of the CAUSDSTx, CAUMDSTx, CAULDSTx, and CAUCDSTx elements that are accumulated
for the CICS application unit.The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDSTx contains the sum of all CAUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTDTIM - Transient Data Time

CAUTDTIM is the transient data time. This data element is available only from the ASG-TMON data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTDETM - Transient Data (Extra) Request Time

             CAUTDITM - Transient Data (Intra) Request Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  ----------------------------------

    ASG-TMON CAUTDTIM = SUM(CAUTDETM,CAUTDITM)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTDTIM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTDTIM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTDTIM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTENQ - Test Enqueues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUTENQW - Test Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUTFACL - Transaction Facility Name

CAUTFACL contains the four-byte transaction facility name. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 163     Transaction facility name

 

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTFACL can contain any combination of 1 to 4 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUTFACL contains the last value of CAUTFACL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

CAUTFTFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits indicating the facility type of the transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 0 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          
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Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - None

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Terminal

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Surrogate

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Destination

             Bit 4 (X'08') - 3270 bridge          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTFTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTFTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTITCT - No. EXEC CICS ASKTIME Requests

CAUTITCT is the number of 'EXEC CICS ASKTIME' commands issued by the user task. ASKTIME which is an application
programming interface (API) command updates the EXEC interface block date (EIBDATE) and CICS time-of-day clock
(EIBTIME) fields in the EXEC interface block (EIB). These two fields initially contain the date and time when the task
started.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUTITCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 405     No.  EXEC CICS ASKTIME requests

           (TIASKTCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTITCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTITCT contains the sum of all values of CAUTITCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

CAUTITOT is the total number of EXEC CICS ASKTIME, CONVERTTIME, and FORMATTIME commands issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The source of CAUTITOT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 406     CICS application programming interface

           (TITOTCT)     (API) commands          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTITOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTITOT contains the sum of all values of CAUTITOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTLOPS - Total Number of CICS Calls

CAUTLOPS is the number of CICS control program calls for all transaction executions for this application unit. This data
element is available for CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type

:Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

             CAUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

             CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

             CAUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

             CAUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

             CAUMROCT - MRO Request Count

             CAUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

             CAUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

             CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

             CAUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls

             CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

             CAUTDECT - Transient Data (Extra) Request Count

             CAUTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

             CAUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request

                        Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Puts to Aux

             CAUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

             CAUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

             CAUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CSUTLOPS - Total Number of CICS Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are derived CICS data elements, as follows:

• CMF:
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CAUTLOPS = CAUBMOPS +CAUFCOPS +CAUICOPS +CAUJCOPS +CAUPCOPS +CAUSCOPS +CAUSPOPS +CAUTDOPS +CAUTSOPS

• ASG-TMON version 8.0:
CAUTLOPS = CAUFCOPS +CAUJCOPS +CAUPCOPS +CAUSCOPS +CAUTDECT  +CAUTDICT +CAUTSICT +CAUTSPTA +CAUTSPTM 

 +CAUMROCT +CAUSQLTO +CAUUDBCT

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTLOPS contains the sum of all CAUTLOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTLUN - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

CAUTLUN is the 1- to 8-character identifier of a VTAM terminal LUNAME. For CMF, this data element is available in
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 111     VTAM logical unit name

                  LUNAME

    Monitor       TANETNAM      VTAM logical unit name          

          

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUTLUN read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CAUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

CAUTLWAT is the time this transaction was executing in a CICS wait state. This data element is available from the CMF
and ASG-TMON input data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  CAUBRGWT - 3270 Bridge Partner Wait Time - CTS 2.2

            CAUCFDTM - CF Data Table I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            CAUDS1WT - First Dispatch Delay - CTS 1.1
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            CAUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

            CAUEQSUS - Local ENQ Delay - CTS 1.1

            CAUEXWTM - Wait External Wait - CTS 1.2

            CAUFCWAT - File Control I/O Wait

            CAUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay - CTS 1.3

            CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time -CTS 3.1

            CAUICDTM - Interval Control Delay - CTS 1.2

            CAUIRWAT - Interregion (MRO) I/O Wait

            CAUIOWAT - Total Transaction I/O Wait Time

            CAUJCWAT - Journal (MVS Logger) I/O Wait

            CAULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay - CTS 1.2

            CAUOTDLT - CICS MAXOPENTCBS Delay - CTS 1.3

            CAUOTWAT - Total Transaction Other Wait Time

            CAURLSWT - RLS File I/O Wait

            CAURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

            CAURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time- CTS 2.1

            CAURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait - CTS 1.3

            CAURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time - CTS 2.1

            CAURTRWT - CICS BTS Run Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

            CAUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 2.1

            CAUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait - CTS 1.3

            CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time - CTS 3.1

            CAUSUSTM - Time Suspend (Wait) Time

            CAUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time - CTS 1.3

            CAUSYWTT - CFDT Server Synchronous Wait - CTS 1.3

            CAUSZWTM - FEPI I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            CAUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time-CTS 2.3

            CAUTCWAT - Terminal Control I/O Wait Time

            CAUTCW61 - LU 6.1 TC I/O Wait - CTS 1.1

            CAUTCW62 - LU 6.2 TC I/O Wait = CTS 1.1

            CAUTSVWT - Transient Data I/O Wait

            CAUTSWAT - Temporary Storage I/O Wait Time

            CAUTSWTM - Shared Temp Storage I/O Wait-CTS 1.2

            CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

            CAUWEWTM - EXEC CICS WAITCICS wait - CTS 1.2

            CAUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time - CTS 3.1          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources of this data element are the derived data elements, as follows:

  Monitor   Data Element  Description

  -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF       CAUTLWAT    = CAUIOWAT + CAUOTWAT

 

  ASG-TMON  TATSKWTM      Task Wait Time

 

            For non-segmented conversational transactions,

            total wait time excludes operator wait time:

 

              IF CSUPFWAT GT 0 AND CSURSPCT GT 1 THEN

               CSUTLWAT = CSUTLWAT - CSUPFWAT;          
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CSUTLWAT is set to the sum of all CSUTLWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For TCE 2.0, a non-segmented conversational transaction is one in which all interactions of the conversational transaction
are recorded to one transaction (TA) record. In this case, MICS subtracts the operator wait time (or user think time) since
the response time itself (CSUTRSTM) does not include this wait time. This allows for a more consistent view of total
response and wait times associated with a conversational transaction.

CAUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

CAUTMERR is the number of transaction executions during which monitor timing errors were detected. This data element
is available from the CMF data source, but is not available from The Monitor data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered

             CSYTMERR - Monitor Timing Error Encountered          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is set as a result of testing the transaction error indicator in the DETAIL CICS monitor record. The
indicator is present if a timing problem was detected in the course of processing any system event. The source of this data
element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

   CMF      MF3ERROR      Condition Indicator bit '1.......' or

                          Condition Indicator bit '.1......' or

                          Condition Indicator bit '..1.....'

                          (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                          performance DETAIL record)

   The

   Monitor   Not available

 

   CMF:    The MF3ERROR bits are set on the recognition of the

           following events:

 

          Bit Mask   Hex   Event

          --------    --   ------------------------------------

          1.......    80   Clock count overflow

          .1......    40   Start command for a ticking clock or

                           stop command for a stationary clock

          ..1.....    20   Clock capacity overflow          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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Note:

CAUTMERR is set to the sum of all CAUTMERR values encountered in the summarization level.

The value of this data element in any DETAIL observation will be either zero or one. Thus, the summation of this data
element will represent the number of transactions during which this condition was detected.

Usage Notes:

The presence of any value in this field indicates a misuse of the monitor. All modifications to the monitors, user calls, etc.,
should be examined for validity in the applications indicated.

CAUTNCCT - Remote RETURN Channel Option Requests

CAUTNCCT is the number of remote pseudo-conversational RETURN requests, with the channel option, issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 309     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PCRTNCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTNCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTNCCT is set to the sum of all CAUTNCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTNCDL - Remote RETURN Channel Option Data Bytes

CAUTNCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the remote pseudo-conversational RETURN
channel commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 310     Available starting with CTS 3.1
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           (PCRTNCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTNCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTNCDL is set to the sum of all CAUTNCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands

CAUTOTCT contains the number of EXEC CICS asynchronous API commands that have been issued by the user task.
Includes RUN TRAN SID, FETCH CHILD, FETCH ANY, and FREE CHILD commands.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

            CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

            CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

            CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

            CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

            CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

            CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

 Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 470     Available starting in CTS 5.4 from the

          (ASTOTCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                        detail record in the DFHTASK group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTOTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTOTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUTOTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

CAUTRANS is the number of transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported monitors
can change the meaning of this data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented conversational
mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the total number of performance class (class 3) transaction records processed by MICS. For Monitor, this
is the number of detail transaction records processed.

In the MICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE of "X",
denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CAUETRN, Excessive Transactions Processed,
and are excluded from CAUTRANS, Transactions Processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             CAUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per transaction record

 

    The

    Monitor  (implied)     one count per detail record          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTRANS is set to the sum of all CAUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRCCT - Remote Interval Start Channel Requests

CAUTRCCT is the total number of interval control start channel requests, to be executed on remote systems, issued by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 6.4+ Field 346     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTRCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTRCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTRCCT is set to the sum of all CAUTRCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRCDL - Remote Start Channel Request Data Bytes

CAUTRCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all the remotely-executed start channel requests
issued by the user task. This total includes the length of any headers to the data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 347     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (ICSTRCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTRCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTRCDL is set to the sum of all CAUTRCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRCLS - Transaction Class Name

CAUTRCLS contains the transaction class name for the user transaction at task creation time. CAUTRCLS is blank if the
transaction is not in a TRANCLASS. This data element is available from CMF at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           FID 166       Transaction class name

    TMON/CICS     Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTRCLS contains up to 8 characters that are valid for transaction class name, including A-Z, 0-9, @, #, and $.

Summarization Process:

CAUTRCLS is set to the last CAUTRCLS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

CAUTRDFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction definition information for the
transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 3 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - Taskdataloc = below

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Taskdatakey = cics

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Isolate = no

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Dynamic = yes          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTRDFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTRDFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

CAUTRIFL contains a one byte flag, with values of individual bits providing transaction identification information for the
transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 1 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - System transaction

             Bit 1 (X'40') - Mirror transaction

             Bit 2 (X'20') - DPL mirror transaction

             Bit 3 (X'10') - ONC/RPC Alias transaction

             Bit 4 (X'08') - WEB Alias transaction

             Bit 5 (X'04') - 3270 Bridge transaction

             Bit 7 (X'01') - CICS BTS Run transaction          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTRIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTRIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

CAUTRMFL contains a one byte flag, with the bit settings providing recovery manager information for the transaction.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 7 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field
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             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain the the following bit settings:

     Bit 0 (X'80') - Indoubt wait = no

     Bit 1 (X'40') - Indoubt action = commit

     Bit 2 (X'20') - Recovery manager - UOW resolved w/ indoubt

                     action

     Bit 3 (X'10') - Recovery manager - Shunt

     Bit 4 (X'08') - Recovery manager - Unshunt

     Bit 5 (X'04') - Recovery manager - Indoubt failure

     Bit 6 (X'01') - Recovery manager - Resource owner failure          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTRMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTRMFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

CAUTRNPR identifies the priority of the user transaction at task creation time. This data element is available from CMF
release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
See also: CSUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF           Field 109     Transaction priority at task

                 TRANPRI       creation

 

   TCE           TAPRIRTY      Transaction priority          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTRNPR ranges from x'00' (0) to x'FF' (255).

Summarization Process:

CAUTRNPR is set to the last CAUTRNPR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In case this element is used in reporting, we recommend that you substring this field to the low order byte.
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CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

CAUTRSTM is the total response time for the CICS application for all response events (short, medium, long, and
conversational) completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the CICS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             CAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             CAUSUSTM - Time Suspend (Wait) Time

             CAUTCWAT - Number of Waits for CICS Terminal CNTL

             CAUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

             CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The sources for this data element are derived data elements, as follows:

• CMF: CAUTRSTM is the residency time (CAURESTM) minus the approximation of the time spent suspended for
terminal control read operations. This suspension time is approximated according to this formula:
CAUTRSTM = CAURESTM - MIN(CAUTCWAT,CAUSUSTM);

• The Monitor/CICS ESA (2.0 & higher): CAUTRSTM is read directly from field TARSPTM in the TA record and
validated/modified in the following manner:

IF CAUTRSTM LE 0 THEN CAUTRSTM = CAURESTM ;

 IF CAURSPCT LE 1 THEN CAURSPCT = 1;

 ELSE

 CAUTRSTM = CAUTRSTM / CAURSPCT ;                

                

Dividing CAUTRSTM (TARSPTM) by CAURSPCT (TARSPCT) creates an 'average' response time for each iteration of
the conversational transaction.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTRSTM is set to the sum of all CAUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

CAUTRTFL contains a one byte flag, with the hex value representing the transaction type.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 4 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following hex values:

    X'01' None

    X'02' Terminal

    X'03' Transient data

    X'04' START

    X'05' Terminal-related START

    X'06' CICS business transaction services (BTS) scheduler

    X'07' Transaction manager domain (XM)-run transaction

    X'08' 3270 bridge

    X'09' Socket domain

    X'0A' CICS Web support (CWS)

    X'0B' Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP)

    X'0C' Resource Recovery Services (RRS)

    X'0D' LU 6.1 session

    X'0E' LU 6.2 (APPC) session

    X'0F' MRO session

    X'10' External Call Interface (ECI) session

    X'11' IIOP domain request receiver

    X'12' Request stream (RZ) instore transport

    X'13' ISC over TCP/IP session

    X'14' Event          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTRTFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTRTFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

CAUTSATM contains the elapsed time for temporary storage auxiliary output requests issued by the transaction. This time
is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request.
It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count
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             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req.  Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATSATIM      Temp storage aux output request

                                time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSATM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSATM contains the sum of all values of CAUTSATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

CAUTSAWC contains the number of times the transaction waited on temporary storage auxiliary output requests. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req.  Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATSAWCT      Temp storage aux output wait

                                count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSAWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSAWC contains the sum of all values of CAUTSAWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

CAUTSAWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited on temporary storage auxiliary output requests. This
time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available
from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Req Time

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATSAWTM      Temp storage aux output wait

                                time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSAWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSAWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTSAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTSDQ - Test Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUTSGET - Temporary Storage Gets

CAUTSGET is the number of temporary storage gets. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   ---------------------------------

    CMF          TSGETCT      The number of temporary-storage

                 (044)        gets issued by the user-task          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTSGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

CAUTSICT contains the number of temporary storage input (auxiliary and main) requests issued by the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Stor Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Stor Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Stor Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Cnt

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSBICT      Temp storage aux+main input req          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSICT contains the sum of all values of CAUTSICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

CAUTSIFL contains a one byte flag, with individual bits values indicating transaction status information.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 5 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 6 (X'02') - Task purged on an open TCB

             Bit 7 (X'01') - Task abnormally terminated          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTSIFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTSIFL in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

CAUTSITM contains the elapsed time for temporary storage (auxiliary and main storage) input requests issued by the
transaction. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon
completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and storage wait time. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSBITM      Temp storage (aux+main) input

                                request time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSITM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSITM contains the sum of all values of CAUTSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count

CAUTSIWC contains the number of times the transaction waited on temporary storage (auxiliary and main) input
requests. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TATSBWCT      Temp storage aux+main input

                                wait count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSIWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSIWC contains the sum of all values of CAUTSIWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

CAUTSIWT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited on temporary storage input requests from both main and
auxiliary storage. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This
data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CAUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Req Time

             CAUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CAUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATSBWTM      Temp storage aux+main input

                                wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSIWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:
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CAUTSIWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTSIWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSKID - Task Identification Number

CAUTSKID is the CICS sequential ID number of the last transaction processed.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      Field 31      Task Sequence Number

 

    Monitor  TAKCTTA       CICS Task Number from TCA          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSKID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99,999.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSKID is set to the last CAUTSKID value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSMCT - Temp Storage Main Out Byte Count

CAUTSMCT contains the number of bytes written to the main temporary storage by the transaction. This data element is
available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSATM - Temp Storage Aux Out Request Time

             CSUTSAWC - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Count

             CSUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux Out Wait Time

             CSUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CSUTSITM - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Time

             CSUTSIWC - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Count

             CSUTSIWT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Wait Time

             CSUTSPTA - Temp Storage Aux Out Req. Count

             CSUTSPTM - Temp Storage Main Out Count

             CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TATSMBCT      Temp storage main output byte

                                count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSMCT contains the sum of all values of CAUTSMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSOPS - Temporary Storage Control Calls

CAUTSOPS is the number of CICS Temporary Storage Control Program calls for all transaction executions for this
application unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLOPS - Total CICS Calls

             CAUTSICT - Temp Stor Aux+Main Input Request Count

             CAUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

             CAUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element Description

    -------   ------------ -----------------------------------

    CMF       CAUTSOPS = FIELD 44 + FIELD 46 + FIELD 47, where

              FIELD 44    TS Get Count

              FIELD 46    TS Put AUX Count

              FIELD 47    TS Put Main Count

                          (all from the CMF class 3 performance

                          transaction record)

 

    ASG-TMON CAUTSOPS = CAUTSICT + CAUTSPTA + CAUTSPTM          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSOPS contains the sum of all CAUTSOPS values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

CAUTSPTA is the number of temporary storage puts to aux. This data element is available from the CMF data source.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor    Data Element   Description

    -------    ------------   --------------------------------

    CMF          TCCHROU1     The number of PUTs to auxiliary

                 (046)        temporary-storage issued by the

                              user-task.          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTSPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSPTM - Temporary Storage Puts to Main

CAUTSPTM is the number of temporary storage puts to main. This data element is available from CMF and ASG-TMON/
MVS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUTSPTA - Temporary Storage Puts to Aux

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Element Description

    ------------- ------------ ---------------------------

    CMF           TSPUTMCT     Number of PUTs to main (047)

                               temporary-storage issued by

                               the user-task

 

    ASG-TMON/MVS TATSMCNT      Temporary storage (main output)

                               count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUTSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

CAUTSVWT contains the elapsed time for which the user transaction waited for VSAM transient data I/O. This data
element is available from CMF release 3.1.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not available

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           Field 101     Elapsed time for wait on VSAM

                  TDIOWTT       transient data I/O

    Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSVWT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSVWT contains the sum of all values of CAUTSVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

CAUTSWAT is the time this application spent waiting for CICS Temporary Storage resource service. This data element is
available from the CMF and ASG-TMON data sources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUTLWAT - Total CICS Wait Time

             CAUTSIWT - Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time

             CAUTSAWT - Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor   Data Element  Description

    -------   ------------  -----------------------------------

    CMF       Field 11      Waiting For temporary storage I/O

              TSIOWTT       (from performance class transaction

                            record)
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    ASG-TMON CAUTSWAT = SUM(CAUTSIWT, CAUTSAWT)          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSWAT contains the sum of all CAUTSWAT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

CAUTSWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for an asynchronous shared temporary storage
request to a temporary storage data server to complete. The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend
(Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM). This data element is available from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 178     Elapsed time for wait on shared

                 TSSHWAIT      temporary storage

 

   Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUTSWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUTSWTM contains the sum of all values of CAUTSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CAUTTRAN - Terminal Originated Transactions

CAUTTRAN is the number of transaction executions that originated from a terminal. This is in contrast to CAUTRANS,
which is the total number of performance class (class 3) transaction records processed by MICS, regardless of their
origination.In the MICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE
of "X", denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CAUETTRN, Terminal Originated
Excessive Trans., and are excluded from CAUTTRAN.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  CAUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CAUETTRN - Terminal Originated Excessive Trans.

             CAUFACTY - User Defined Facility Type

             TRANTYPE - CICS Transaction Type          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     One count per transaction record

                           that has CAUFACTY = 'TO' or 'TP'

 

    The      (implied)     One count per transaction record

    Monitor                that has CAUFACTY = 'T'          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUTTRAN is set to the sum of all CAUTTRAN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUTWMFL - Transaction Workload Manager Request

CAUTWMFL contains a one byte flag, with individual bits values indicating the workload manager request completion
information.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER, display format is HEX2.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description

   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHTASK   Byte 2 of the 8-byte Transaction

             FID   - 164       Flags field

             Name  - TRANFLAG

 

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

The value of this element contains one of the following bit settings:

             Bit 0 (X'80') - Report total response time
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             Bit 1 (X'40') - Entire execution phase is complete

             Bit 2 (X'20') - Subset of execution phase is

                             complete

             Bit 3 (X'10') - Abnormal completion due to DB2

                             connection unavailable.  Bit 3

                             available valid at CTS 3.2 and

                             higher.          

          

Summarization Process:

CAUTWMFL contains the value of the last occurrence of CAUTWMFL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUT8CCT - User Task T8 TCB Count

CAUT8CCT contains the number of processor during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain
on a CICS T8 mode TCB. T8 mode TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. When a thread
is allocated a T8 mode TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source CAUT8CCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 400     User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

           (T8CPUT)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUT8CCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUT8CCT contains the sum of all values of CAUT8CCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

CAUT8CTM contains the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on
a CICS T8 mode TCB. T8 mode TCBs are used by a JVM server to perform multithreaded processing. When a thread is
allocated a T8 mode TCB, that same TCB remains associated with the thread until the processing completes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of CAUT8CTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 400     User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

           (T8CPUT)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUT8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUT8CTM contains the sum of all values of CAUT8CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

CAUUDBCT contains the number of requests issued by the transaction to non-IBM databases such as ADABAS,
Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAUDBCNT      User database request count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUDBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUUDBCT contains the sum of all values of CAUUDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

CAUUDBTM contains the elapsed time for non-IBM database requests issued by the transaction. Examples of non-
IBM databases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of the request until
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subsequent dispatch of the transaction upon completion of the request. It may include dispatch queue time and buffer wait
time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

             CAUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAUDBTIM      User database request time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUDBTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUUDBTM contains the sum of all values of CAUUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUDQUE - Update Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time

CAUUDWAT contains the elapsed time that the transaction waited for non-IBM database requests. Example of non-
IBM databases include ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This time is measured from the issuance of the wait until
subsequent dispatch of the transaction. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CAUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CAUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a
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    Monitor       TAUDBWTM      User database wait time          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUDWAT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUUDWAT contains the sum of all values of CAUUDWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUDWCT - User Database Wait Count

CAUUDWCT contains the number of times the transaction waited for non-IBM database requests. Examples of non-IBM
databases are ADABAS, Datacom/DB, and IDMS. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUDBCT - User Database Request Count

             CAUUDBTM - User Database Request Time

             CAUUDWAT - User Database Wait Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAUDBCNT      User database request count          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUDWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUUDWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUUDWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUENQ - Update Enqueues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUUENQW - Update Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.
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CAUUMPTC - Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid

CAUUMPTC is the 1- to 4-character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transaction identifier. This data
element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 4

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

             CAUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 4 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUUMPTC read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

CAUUMUSR is the 1- to 8-character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction User field. This data element is available only
from OMEGAMON data source.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 8

  SEE ALSO:  CAUUMPTC - Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid

             CAUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area          

          

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUUMUSR read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUMWRK - Umbrella Transaction User Work Area

CAUUMWRK is the 1 to 32 character identifier of the Umbrella Transaction User Work Area. This data element is
available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Type:
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Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 32
  SEE ALSO:  CAUUMUSR - Umbrella Transaction User Field

Element Derivation:

This data element is available only from OMEGAMON data source.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 32 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

Summarization Process:

The last value of CAUUMWRK read during the summarization processed is saved.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUOWC - UOW Contentions (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUUPDQ - Update Dequeues (DBCTL)

This member is unavailable at this time.

CAUUPDTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls

CAUUPDTM is the total elapsed time spent in SQL update calls. It is available from OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value

  SEE ALSO:  CAUDELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls

             CAUDESTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls

             CAUEXETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls

             CAUEXITM - Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate

             CAUFETTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls

             CAUINSTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls

             CAUMISTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls

             CAUPRETM - Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls

             CAUSELTM - Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls

             CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls          

          

Element Derivation:

The input data source of CAUUPDTM is as follows:

    Monitor      Data Element  Description

    -------      ------------  --------------------------------

    OMEGAMON     MBUPDT        Sum time in SQL update calls

    for CICS/ESA          

          

Note: The MBUPDT field is part of the OMEGDB2 user area written to the SMF type 110 record by OMEGAMON for
CICS/ESA.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUUPDTM is set to the sum of all CAUUPDTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUURID - RRMS/MVS Unit of Recovery ID

CAUURID contains the RRMS/MVS unit-of-recovery ID (URID).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 190     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (RRMSURID)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUURID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUURID contains the last value of CAUURID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUSSN - USSN Number (DBCTL)

CAUUSSN contains the unique schedule sequence number assigned by DBCTL (database control). This data element is
only available from CMF for CICS/ESA releases. It is obtained from the DBCTL user area in the SMF type 110 record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           STATUSSN      USSN number

    OMEGAMON for  n/a
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    CICS/ESA

    The Monitor   n/a

    for CICS          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUSSN is any valid numeric number.

Summarization Process:

CAUUSSN contains the last value of CAUUSSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUTCCT - No. PUT CONTAINER Channel Requests

CAUUTCCT is the number of PUT CONTAINER and PUT64 CONTAINER requests for channel containers issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 324     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGPUTCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUTCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUUTCCT is set to the sum of all CAUUTCCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUUTCDL - PUT CONTAINER Channel Data Bytes

CAUUTCDL is the total length, in bytes, of the data in the containers of all PUT CONTAINER channel and PUT64
CONTAINER CHANNEL commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 327     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (PGPUTCDL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUUTCDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUUTCDL is set to the sum of all CAUUTCDL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

CAUVSMBW is the total number of transactions that encountered VSAM buffer waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count

             CSYVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUVSMBW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF       n/a

    Monitor   TAFLAG2       Condition Indicator bits '.....1..'

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUVSMBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUVSMBW contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUVSMBW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

CAUVSMSW is the total number of transactions that encountered VSAM string waits. It is only available from The Monitor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count

             CSYVSMSW - VSAM String Wait Count          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUVSMSW is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element   Description

    -------  ------------   -----------------------------------

    CMF       n/a

    Monitor   TAFLAG2       Condition Indicator bits '....1...'

                            (from The Monitor transaction

                            record)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUVSMSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUVSMSW contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUVSMSW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

CAUVSSWC contains the number of times the user task waited because MVS user region or extended user region was
short on storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

            CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUVSSWC depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 274     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (SMMVSSWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A
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Range of Value:

CAUVSSWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUVSSWC contains the sum of all values of CAUVSSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

CAUVSSWT contains the elapsed wait time that the user task waited because the MVS user region or extended user
region was short on storage.

CAUVSSWT is a subset of CAUSUSTM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

            CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUVSSWT depends on the raw data monitor source, as follows:

 Monitor   Data Element  Description

 -------   ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF 5.6+  Field 274     Available starting in CTS 5.6 from

           (SMMVSSWT)    the 110 class 3 performance

                         transaction detail record in the

                         DFHTASK group.

 

 ASG TMON  N/A

Range of Value:

CAUVSSWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUVSSWT contains the sum of all values of CAUVSSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

CAUWAITM is the time executing transactions spent in a CICS wait state. This includes task suspension for The Monitor
input data source, but does not include suspend time for CMF. This data element is available from the CMF and The
Monitor data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

             CAUFCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS File Control
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             CAUJCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Journal Control

             CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

             CAUTCWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Terminal Cntl

             CAUTSWAT - Time Waiting for CICS Temp Storage          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is shown in the following:

   Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

   CMF      CAUFCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS File Control

            CAUJCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Journal Control

            CAUSUSTM      Task Suspend (Wait) Time

            CAUTCWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Terminal Cntl

            CAUTSWAT      Time Waiting for CICS Temp Storage

         CAUWAITM  =  CAUFCWAT + CAUJCWAT + CAUTCWAT + CAUTSWAT          

          

• - CAUSUSTM; The Monitor TAWAIT Task Wait Time (from The Monitor DETAIL transaction record)

            CSUWAITM=TAWAIT;

   TCE 2.0+ TATSKWTM      Task Wait Time

                          (from The DETAIL transaction (TA)

                          record)

            For non-segmented conversational transactions,

            total wait time excludes operator wait time:

              IF CAUPFWAT GT 0 AND CAURSPCT GT 1 THEN

               CAUTLWAT = CAUTLWAT - CAUPFWAT;

              CAUWAITM=CAUTLWAT;          

          

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUWAITM is set to the sum of all CAUWAITM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For TCE 2.0 and 2.1, a non-segmented conversational transaction is one in which all interactions of the conversational
transaction are recorded to one transaction (TA) record. In this case, MICS subtracts the operator wait time (or user think
time) since the response time itself (CAUTRSTM) does not include this wait time. This allows for a more consistent view of
total response and wait times associated with a conversational transaction.
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CAUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

CAUWBBCT contains the number of CICS Web support BROWSE HTTPHEADER, FORMFIELD, and QUERYPARM
requests (STARTBROWSE, READNEXT, and ENDBROWSE) issued by the user task. The QUERYPARM requests is
available from CMF at CTS 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CAUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

             CAUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBBCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 239     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBBRWCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBBCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

CAUWBCIN contains the number of characters received by the CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 232     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHRIN)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUWBCIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBCIN contains the sum of all values of CAUWBCIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

CAUWBCOT contains the number of characters sent by the CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 234     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBCHROUT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBCOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBCOT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBCOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBENM - Webservice Name

CAUWBENM is the name of the WEBSERVICE (Web service applications) resource definition that was used to process
the task.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBENM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 383     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSVCENM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUWBENM can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBENM contains the last value of CAUWBENM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBFCR - SOAPFAULT CREATE Requests

CAUWBFCR is the number of EXEC CICS SOAPFAULT CREATE commands issued by the user task. A SOAPFAULT
is an error in a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) communication resulting from incorrect message format, header-
processing problems, or incompatibility between applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBFCR is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 386     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSFCRCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBFCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBFCR contains the sum of all values of CAUWBFCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBFCT - Number of SOAP Faults Received

CAUWBFCT is the total number of SOAP faults received in response to the EXEC CICS INVOKE SERVICE and EXEC
CICS INVOKE WEBSERVICE commands issued by the user task. A SOAPFAULT is an error in a SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) communication resulting from incorrect message format, header-processing problems, or incompatibility
between applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBFCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 388     Number of SOAP faults received

           (WBISSFCT)          
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Range of Value:

CAUWBFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBFCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

CAUWBGNM is the name of the program from the URIMAP resource definition that was used to provide the application-
generated response to the HTTP request.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBGNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 385     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBPROGNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBGNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBGNM contains the last value of CAUWBGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBICT - No. INVOKE WEBSERVICE Requests

CAUWBICT is the number of CICS INVOKE WEBSERVICE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 340     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (WBIWBSCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          
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Range of Value:

CAUWBICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBICT is set to the sum of all CAUWBICT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBLNM - Web PIPELINE Resource Definition

CAUWBLNM is the name of the PIPELINE resource definition that was used to provide information about the message
handlers that act on the service request.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBLNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 381     Web PIPELINE resource definition

           (WBPIPLNM)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBLNM can contain any combination of n to nn characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBLNM contains the last value of CAUWBLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

CAUWBMNM is the name of the URIMAP resource definition which was mapped to the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier)
of the inbound request that was processed by this task. This is available for CICS Web support, Atom feeds, and Web
service applications with CTS 4.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBMNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 380     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBURIMNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          
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Range of Value:

CAUWBMNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBMNM contains the last value of CAUWBMNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBOCT - Total Number of SOAPFAULT Requests

CAUWBOCT is the total number of EXEC CICS SOAPFAULT ADD, CREATE, and DELETE commands issued by the
user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBOCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 387     Total number of SOAPFAULT requests

           (WBSFTOCT)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBOCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

CAUWBPBL contains the SOAP response body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBPBL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 392     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSRSPBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUWBPBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBPBL contains the sum of all values of CAUWBPBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

CAUWBPNM is the first 64 bytes of the Web service operation name. This is available starting in CTS 4.1 for Web service
applications.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 64.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBPNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 384     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSVOPNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBPNM can contain any combination of 1 to 64 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBPNM contains the last value of CAUWBPNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

CAUWBQBL contains the SOAP request body length for Web service applications.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBQBL is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 390     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBSREQBL)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBQBL is a SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

CAUWBQBL contains the sum of all values of CAUWBQBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

CAUWBRCT contains the number of CICS Web interface RECEIVE requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 231     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBRCVCT)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBRCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

CAUWBRDC contains the number of CICS Web support READ HTTPHEADER, READ FORMFIELD, and READ
QUERYPARM requests issued by the user task. The READ QUERYPARM request is available from CMF at CTS 4.1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

             CAUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

             CAUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBRDC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 224     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the
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           (WBREADCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBRDC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBRDC contains the sum of all values of CAUWBRDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

CAUWBRPR contains the number of reads from the repository in the shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 236     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (CAUWBRPR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBRPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBRPR contains the sum of all values of CAUWBRPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

CAUWBRPW contains the number of writes to the repository in shared temporary storage issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CMF 5.3+ Field 237     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBREPWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBRPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBRPW contains the sum of all values of CAUWBRPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

CAUWBSCT contains the number of CICS Web interface SEND requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 233     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBSENDCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBSCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition

CAUWBSNM is the name of the ATOMSERVICE resource definition that was used for Atom feeds. An Atom feed is a
Web feed tha uses the Atom Syndication Format and the Atom Publishing Protocol.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBSNM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 382     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WBATMSNM)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBSNM can contain any combination of 8 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBSNM contains the last value of CAUWBSNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBTC - Total No. WEB Requests

CAUWBTC contains the total number of CICS Web interface requests issued by the user task. For CTS 4.1 and higher,
the CICS Web interface requests include QUERYPARM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWBTC is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 235     Available starting in CTS 1.3 from the

           (WBTOTWCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBTC contains the sum of all values of CAUWBTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

CAUWBWCT contains the number of CICS Web support WRITE httpheader requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CAUWBWCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

             CAUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests          
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 225     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBWRITCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWBWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWBWCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWBWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

CSUWBXCT contains the number of CICS Web support EXTRACT requests issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

             CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Read Requests

             CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 5.3+ Field 238     Available starting in CTS 2.1 from the

           (WBEXTRCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSOCK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CSUWBXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:CSUWBXCT contains the sum of all values of CSUWBXCT processed in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

CAUWEWTM contains the elapsed time for which the user task waited for:

• One or more EXBs, passed to CICS by the user task using the EXEC CICS WAITCICS ECBLIST command, to be
MVS POSTed. The user task can wait on one or more ECBs. If it waits on more than one, it is dispatchable as soon as
one of the ECBs is posted.

• Completion of an event that is initiated by the same or by another user task. The event would typically be the posting,
at the expiration time, of a timer-event control area provided in response to an EXEC CICS POST command. The
EXEC CICS WAIT EVENT command provides a method of directly relinquishing control to some other task until the
event being waited on is completed.

The time in this element is a component of the Task Suspend (Wait) Time (CAUSUSTM). This data element is available
from CMF release 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
See also: CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor       Data Field    Description

   -------       ----------    -------------------------------

   CMF 5.2+      Field 182     Elapsed time waiting on a

                 WTCEWAIT      EXEC CICS wait event

   Monitor       n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWEWTM is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a value that is less than the total duration of the summarization
level.

Summarization Process:

CAUWEWTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWEWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information, see the IBM CICS Customization and Performance Guides regarding "Clocks and time stamps" and
"Wait (suspend) times".

CAUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

CAUWFCTM contains the elapsed time a user task waited for control at its end of a TCP/IP connection. CAUWFCTM is
available from CMF at CTS release 3.2 and higher only for transactions transported via ISC over TCP/IP connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor   Data Field        Description
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   -------   ---------------   --------------------------------

   CMF       Group - DFHSOCK   User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

             FID   - 300

             Name  - ISIOWTT

   TMON/CICS Not available          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWFCTM is a valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUWFCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWLMRC - MVS Workload Manager Report Class

CAUWLMRC contains the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) service class for this transaction. If the transaction was
classified as WLM in another CICS region, this field is null. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUWLMSC - MVS Workload Manager Service Class

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 168     MVS WLM Report Class name

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWLMRC can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWLMRC contains the last value of CAUWLMRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWLMSC - MVS Workload Manager Service Class

CAUWLMSC contains the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) service class for this transaction. If the transaction was
classified as WLM in another CICS region, this field is null. This data element is only available from CMF at CICS/ESA
release 5.1 and higher.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 8.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUWLMRC - MVS Workload Manager Report Class

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF 5.x+      Field 167     MVS WLM Service Class Name

    ASG-TMON      n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWLMSC can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CAUWLMSC contains the last value of CAUWLMSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

CAUWNVTM contains the total elapsed time the user task was processing INVOKE SERVICE request for
WEBSERVICEs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 379     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (WBSVINVK)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHWEBC group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWNVTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWNVTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWNVTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

CAUWOPTM contains the elapsed time the user task was processing WEB OPEN URIMAP requests that are issued by
the user task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CAUWNVWT - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Elapse Time

          CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 339     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (WBURIOPN)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWOPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWOPTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWOPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

CAUWRCTM contains total elapsed time the user task was processing WEB RECEIVE requests and receiving side of
WEB CONVERSE requests issued by the user task. The sessions these requests target are opened by the WEB OPEN
URIMAP command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description
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 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 393     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

        (WBURIRCV)     110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON     n/a       

          

Range of Value:

CAUWRCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWRCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWSCCT - WSAEPR CREATE Requests

CAUWSCCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSAEPR CREATE commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWSCCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 422     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSAEPCCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWSCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWSCCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWSCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWSLCT - WSACONTEXT BUILD Requests

CAUWSLCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSACONTEXT BUILD commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWSLCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description
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  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 420     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSACBLCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWSLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWSLCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWSLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

CAUWSNTM contains the total elapsed time the user task was processing WEB SEND requests and sending side of
WEB CONVERSE requests that are issued by the user task. The sessions these requests target are opened by the WEB
OPEN URIMAP command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

          CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

 -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

 CMF      Field 394     Available starting in CTS 5.5 from the

         (WBURISND)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                       detail record in the DFHWEBB group.

 

 TMON     n/a          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWSNTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWSNTM contains the sum of all values of CAUWSNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWSTCT - WSACONTEXT GET Requests

CAUWSTCT is the number of EXEC CICS WSACONTEXT GET commands issued by the user task.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWSTCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 421     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSACGTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWSTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWSTCT contains the sum of all values of CAUWSTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUWSTOT - Total Web Services Addressing Requests

CAUWSTOT is the total number of EXEC CICS Web Services Addressing commands issued by the user task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUWSTOT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 423     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (WSATOTCT)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUWSTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUWSTOT contains the sum of all values of CAUWSTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CAUXCSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core CPU time for the transaction, minus any CPU time that was
eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

CAUXCSTM is the component of Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) that was required to execute on general-purpose CP
cores.
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The other component of CAUCPUTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP (CAUZZCTM). CAUZZCTM is any general-purpose
CP core CPU time that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores, but did not.

CAUXCSTM contains the same value as the Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) data element for CICS TS regions before
Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU
control option is changed to "Y". The default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible          

          

Element Derivation:CAUXCSTM is derived as follows:

• CICS TS 5.1 and higher:
CAUXCSTM = CAUCPUTM (Task CPU Time) - CAUZZCTM (zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP)

• Earlier releases:
CAUXCSTM = CAUCPUTM (Task CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CAUXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUXCSTM is one of two components of Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM). It is the component of CAUCPUTM that
had to execute on general-purpose CP cores. The other component of CAUCPUTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CAUZZCTM).

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

CAUXCSTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis and capacity planning related to work
that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.

To simplify analysis and reporting for customers running a mixture of CICS TS releases (e.g., CICS TS 4.1 and 5.1),
CSUXCSTM is set equal to Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 5.1.

For example, reports showing CPU time can use the following three data elements:

• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

Regions running CICS TS 5.1 and higher will populate all three data elements. Regions running earlier CICS TS releases
will populate the CAUXCSTM data element.

CAUXMCCT - XML System Services Count

CAUXMCCT is the amount of time it took to convert a document using the z/OS XML System Services parser.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU time

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUXMCCT is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 411     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSCTM)    from the CMF class 3 transaction.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUXMCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUXMCCT contains the sum of all values of CAUXMCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU time

CAUXMCTM is the CPU time taken to convert a document using the z/OS XML System Services parser.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of CAUXMCTM is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.6+ Field 411     Available starting with CTS 4.1

           (MLXSSCTM)    from the CMF class 3 transaction.

                         (This field is no longer available in

                         CTS 5.1 and above)          

          

Range of Value:

CAUXMCTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUXMCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUXMCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CAUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

CAUXTDLC contains the number of times that the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode) because
the CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXXPTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 282     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (MAXXTDLC)    (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUXTDLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUXTDLC contains the sum of all values of CAUXTDLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

CAUXTDLY is the elapsed time during which the user task waited to obtain a CICS XP TCB (X8 or X9 mode) because the
CICS system had reached the limit set by the system parameter MAXSSLTCBS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 282     Available starting in CTS 3.1 from the

           (MAXXTDLY)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHTASK group.

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value

:CAUXTDLY is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUXTDLY contains the sum of all values of CAUXTDLY processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

CAUXTSTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP core TCB CPU time for the transaction, minus any CPU time
that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

CAUXTSTM is the component of TCB CPU Time (CAUTCBTM) that was required to execute on general-purpose CP
cores.

The other component of CAUTCBTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP (CAUZZCTM). CAUZZCTM is any general-purpose
CP core CPU time that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores, but did not.

Note: CAUXTSTM contains the same value as the TCB CPU Time (CAUTCBTM) data element for CICS TS regions
before Release 5.1, or for TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR
CPU control option is changed to "Y". The default value is "N".

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

          CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible          

          

Element Derivation:

CAUXTSTM is derived as follows:

• CICS TS 5.1 and higher:
CAUXTSTM = CAUTCBTM (TCB CPU Time) - CAUZZCTM (zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP)

• Earlier releases:
CAUXTSTM = CAUTCBTM (TCB CPU Time)

Range of Value:

CAUXTSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUXTSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CAUXTSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUXTSTM is one of two components of TCB CPU Time (CAUTCBTM). It is the component of CAUTCBTM that
had to execute on general-purpose CP cores. The other component of CAUTCBTM is zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
(CAUZZCTM).

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

CAUXTSTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis and capacity planning related to work
that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores.

To simplify analysis and reporting for customers running a mixture of CICS TS releases (e.g., CICS TS 4.1 and 5.1),
CAUXTSTM is set equal to TCB CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 5.1.
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For example, reports showing TCB CPU time can use the following three data elements:

• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUXTSTM - Task TCB Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

Regions running CICS TS 5.1 and higher will populate all three data elements. Regions running earlier CICS TS releases
will populate the CAUXTSTM data element.

CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

CAUZPTRN is the number of transactions that used zIIP core CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also: CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

          CAUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed          

          

Element Derivation:

This value is set to the value of CSUZPTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CAUZPTRN is set to the sum of all CAUZPTRN values that are encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element contains the number of transactions where zIIP CPU time was used. If the transaction used only CP
core CPU time , it is not included in this transaction count. For total, and CP core using transaction counts, refer to data
elements CAUTRANS and CAUCPTRN, respectively.

CAUX8CTM - User Task X8 Mode CPUT Time

CAUX8CTM is the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on a CICS
X8 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 271     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (X8CPUT)      (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:
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CAUX8CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUX8CTM is set to the sum of all CAUX8CTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPU Time

CAUX9CTM is the processor time during which the user task was dispatched by the CICS dispatcher domain on a CICS
X9 mode TCB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
  SEE ALSO:  CAUK9CTM -  User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.4+ Field 272     Available starting with CTS 3.1

           (X9CPUT)      (from the CMF class 3 transaction

                         performance DETAIL record)

The Monitor N/A          

          

Range of Value:

CAUX9CTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CAUX9CTM is set to the sum of all CAUX9CTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

CAUZZCTM contains the amount of transaction CPU time that executed on general-purpose CP cores, but was eligible to
execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

CAUZZCTM is one component of CPU time that is used on general-purpose CP cores. The other component is CPU time
that was required to execute on general-purpose CP cores, found in two related data elements:

• CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
• CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Total CPU time on CP cores is found in these two data elements:

• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

CAUZZCTM is only available with CICS TS Release 5.1 and higher. For TMON users at CICS TS release 5.1 and higher,
CAUZZCTM will contain zero (0) unless the TMON SPECIALTY PROCESSOR CPU control option is changed to "Y". The
default value is "N".
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

          CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

          CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

          CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

          CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

   Monitor      Data Field    Description

   ----------  -----------  ----------------------------------

   IBM CMF     OFFLCPUT     TOTAL Offload CPU Time on standard

   (CTS 5.1+)   (437)       CP (Offload eligible but run on

                             specialty (zIIP) processors

   ASG TMON    TASTCPOT     TOTAL Offload CPU Time on standard

   (TMON 3.4+)  (437)       CP (Offload eligible but run on

                             specialty (zIIP) processors          

          

Range of Value:

CAUZZCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAUZZCTM contains the sum of all values of CAUZZCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CAUZZCTM is a subset of the Task CPU Time (CAUCPUTM) and TCB CPU Time (CAUTCBTM) data elements. It is the
portion of CPU time that executed on general-purpose CP cores, but was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

CAUZZCTM should be used for CICS transaction-related CP core usage analysis and capacity planning related to work
that was eligible to execute on specialty (zIIP) cores.

Work formerly directed to zAAP cores is now processed exclusively on zIIP cores in the z13 and later CPCs, and also with
older CPC models when the SYS1.PARMLIB IEASYSxx member ZAAPZIIP (ZZ) parameter is set to ZZ=YES.

CAU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

CAU64CGC contains the number of user storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for storage above the bar, in
the CICS dynamic storage area (GCDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

             CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor          

          

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 441     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64CGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64CGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64CGC contains the sum of all values of CAU64CGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

CAU64CMX contains the maximum amount (high watermark) of user storage, rounded up to the next 4K, allocated to the
user task above the bar, in the CICS dynamic storage area (GCDSA).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 442     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64CHWM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64CMX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64CMX contains the sum of all values of CAU64CMX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

CAU64FSH contains the number of 4K pages of shared storage that have been released by a FREEMAIN request above
the bar, in the GCDSA or GSDSA. The number of 4K pages has been rounded up to the next 4K.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 447     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64FSHR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64FSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64FSH contains the sum of all values of CAU64FSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

CAU64GSH contains the number 4K pages of shared storage obtained by the user task by using a GETMAIN request
above the bar, in the GCDSA or GSDSA. The number of 4K pages displayed in this element is derived by rounding up the
number of bytes to the next 4096 bytes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 446     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64GSHR)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64GSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64GSH contains the sum of all values of CAU64GSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAU64UWM - USER & CICS 64 Pool High-water Mark

CAU64HWM contains the highest amount of USER64 and CICS64 (GCDSA) storage allocated above-the-bar by the
transaction during its execution.

Type:
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Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUHISTG - High-water Mark User Storage

             CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16 MB          

          

Element Derivation:

CAU64UWM is calculated using raw monitor input data metrics as shown below:

  Monitor       Data Field    Description

  -------       ----------    -------------------------------

  TCE 3.4+      TAC64HWM      CICS 64 Pool High Water Mark

              + TAU64HWM      USER 64 Pool High Water Mark          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64HWM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64HWM contains the maximum of all occurrences of CAU64HWM that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is only available from ASG TMON TA transaction data.

CAU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

CAU64SGC contains the number of storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for shared storage above the bar,
in the GCDSA or GSDSA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CAU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

             CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor          

          

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 445     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64SGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64SGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64SGC contains the sum of all values of CAU64SGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CAU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

CAU64UGC contains the number of user storage GETMAIN requests issued by the user task for storage above the bar, in
the user dynamic storage area (GUDSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. real number.
  SEE ALSO:  CAU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 443     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64UGCT)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64UGC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64UGC contains the sum of all values of CAU64UGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CAU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

CAU64UMX contains the maximum amount (high watermark) of user storage, rounded up to the next 4K, allocated to the
user task above the bar, in the user dynamic storage area (GUDSA).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
  SEE ALSO:  CAU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

  Monitor  Data Element  Description

  -------  ------------  -------------------------------------

  CMF 6.8+ Field 444     Available starting in CTS 5.1 from the

           (SC64UHWM)    110 class 3 performance transaction

                         detail record in the DFHSTOR group.          

          

Range of Value:

CAU64UMX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CAU64UMX contains the maximum value of CAU64UMX processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

Range of Value:

CICS User Application Count File (CICCAC)
The CICS User Application Count File (CICCAC) is quantifies the resources consumed by each user executing each CICS
transaction type.

Use this file to report on one or more CICS users, showing the use of CICS application facilities. Also to select the specific
use of any application unit for audit, standards, performance, or security considerations.

The source for this file is  CMF transaction (class 3, type 1) records and transaction records from ASG-TMON for CICS.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  ......E  CICACT1  - COST CENTER

  ......E  CICACT2  - TRANSACTION ID

  ......E  CICACT3  - USER ID

  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......   CACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  ......E  CACCOST  - User Cost Field

  ......E  CACIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  ......E  CACOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  ......E  CACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences
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CACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

CACABEND contains the count of the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred. Included in the
count are transaction executions that have immediately terminated and those for which dynamic transaction backout has
been successful or unsuccessful (if dynamic transaction backout is applicable).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CACTRANS - Transaction Count

            CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

            CINABEND - Retained Abnormal Termination Code

            ABNDCODE - Abend Codes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Field          Description

   -------  ----------          -----------------------

   CMF      Field 113           Original Abend Code

            Field 114           Current Abend code

   Monitor  TAABNCDE            CICS abend Code

The above raw data fields populate ABNDCODE.
CSUABEND=0;    /* initialize to zero */

   IF ABNDCODE NE BLANKS THEN CSUABEND=ONE

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CACABEND is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CACABEND contains the sum of all values of CACABEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CACCOST - Processing Charges

CACCOST is reserved for the MICS user to permit calculation of processing charges for each user's use of each
application unit. MICS initializes the element to zero. An exit, _USRSCAC, is provided to permit the user to calculate
the variable according to installation algorithms. If the CICCAC file is designated as part of the MICS Accounting and
Chargeback implementation, then this field will be updated by the MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUCOST - Processing Charges

             CSUCOST - Processing Charges

             CSYCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values for CACCOST together.
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Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CACCOST is set to the sum of all CACCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CACIMSGS - Number of Input Messages

CACIMSGS is the count of the number of input messages issued by transactions of this application unit that this user
executed. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer, and is
especially useful for conversational transaction types.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CAUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSUIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYIMSGS - Input Messages Issued

             CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

             CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------

    CMF      Field 34      TC Input Count Prime Facility

    CMF      Field 67      TC Input Count Second Facility

    Monitor  TATERMIN      Total Input Terminal Count

 

    CMF:      The total input count (Field 34 + Field 67) is

              assigned to CACIMSGS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CACIMSGS is set to the sum of all CACIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CACOMSGS - Number of Output Messages

CACOMSGS is the count of the number of output messages sent to the terminal facility by the user tasks.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACIMSGS - Number of Input Messages

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      TCMSGOU1      Messages sent to principal terminal

             TCMSGOU2      Messages sent to alternate terminal

    The

    Monitor  TATERMOT      Terminal output count

For CMF data, CACOMSGS is the sum of the number of output messages sent to principal and alternate terminal
facilities.

Range of Value:

CACOMSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CACOMSGS is set to the sum of all CACOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CACTRANS - Number of Transaction Occurrences

CACTRANS contains the number of transaction executions as defined by the CICS monitor. Note that the supported
monitors can change the meaning of this data element for conversational transactions. Collecting data in segmented
conversational mode yields an interaction count, instead of a count of transaction executions.

For CMF, this is the count of the number of non-system class 3 performance records received.

In the CICS Relative Longevity Routine (CICRLRT), there is an option of assigning a transaction a TRANTYPE of "X",
denoting an excessive transaction. These transactions will be counted in CACETRN, Excessive Transactions Processed,
instead of CACTRANS, Number of Transaction Occurrences.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CACETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

             CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

             CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor  Data Element  Description

    -------  ------------  ------------------------------------

    CMF      (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received
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                           (non-system performance record,

                           class 3 only)

    Monitor  (implied)     one count per DETAIL record received

                           (The Monitor transaction DETAIL

                           record only)

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

CACTRANS is set to the sum of all CACTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS Incident File (CICCIN)
The CICS Incident File (CICCIN) identifies CICS exception events of a security or performance nature at the detail data
level. Also identifies the source of the event.

For use by the CICS exception analysis routine to report CICS security or performance-related events.

CMF transaction (class 3, type 1) records and transaction records from ASG-TMON for CICS.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CINCODE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  X.....E  CINCODE  - CICS Incident Identifier

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  OPERID   - Terminal Operator Initials

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  TERMINAL - CICS Terminal ID

  X.....E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  X.....E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  X.....E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  USERID   - RACF Userid

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CINABEND - Abnormal Termination Code

  X.....E  CINTEXT  - Description Of Incident

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CINCOUNT - Incident Count
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CINABEND - Abnormal Termination Code

CINABEND is the CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

             CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

Monitor  Data Element  Description

   -------  ------------  -----------------------------

   CMF      Field 113     Original Abend Code

            Field 114     Current Abend code

   Monitor  TAABNCDE      CICS abend Code

• For release 5.1 and higher, CINABEND is derived from input fields 113 ABCODEO and 114 ABCODEC, as follows:

CINABEND = ABCODEO || ABCODEC;

• For The Monitor, the value of CINABEND is set from the input field TAABNCDE.

Range of Value:

Any CICS transaction abnormal termination code.

Summarization Process:

CINABEND is set to the last CINABEND value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CINCODE - Incident Code

CINCODE is the internal code that is used by the CICS Analyzer to identify the type of incident. The MICS Analyzer for
CICS analyzes detail transaction data from IBM CMF and ASG TCE, and exception data from CMF only, for exception
processing as it is processed during standard processing. If an exception condition is found, a record is written to the
incident file.

This data element contains the code that is assigned by the CICCMFE and CICTCEMC/D/E routines to the incident, and
is used by the DYCICEXC routine to translate into a CICS exception code (used on the ADMEXC file).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CINABEND - Abnormal Termination Code

             CSUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

             CSUDLIPW - DL/I Pool Wait

             CSUDLITW - DL/I Thread Wait

             CSUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

             CSUSOS  - Short On Storage Condition

             CSUVSMBW - VSAM Buffer Wait
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             CSUVSMSW - VSAM String Wait

             EXCCODE - Exception Code

             TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

Element Derivation:

The CICS Analyzer identifies incidents worthy of note and has preassigned values for CINCODE to identify the incident
type. The assignment of values was arbitrary.

Range of Value:

The valid codes are:

  CINCODE        Resultant

   Value         CICS Exception

  -------       -------------------------------------------

    1            04001 - Max Task

    2            04002 - Active Max Task

    3            04003 - Short on Storage

    4            04004 - VSAM String Wait

    5            04005 - VSAM Buffer Wait

    6            04006 - DL/I Thread Wait

    7            04007 - DL/I DMB Pool Wait

    8            04008 - DB2 Pool Overflow

    9            04009 - DB2 Wait Without Thread

   10            04010 - Storage Violation Detected

   11            04011 - Abnormal Condition Transaction

   12            04012 - LSR String Wait

   19            04019 - Wait for Storage in DSA

   20            04020 - Wait for Storage in EDSA

   21            04021 - Wait for Temporary Storage (MAIN)

   22            04022 - Wait for File String

   23            04023 - Wait for File Buffer

   24            04024 - LSR Pool Buffer Wait

   25            04025 - Program Compression

   26            04026 - Storage Control Suspend

   27            04027 - Wait for Temporary Storage PUT

   28            04028 - Main Storage Wait

   30            04030 - Wait for Storage in UDSA

   31            04031 - Wait for Storage in CDSA

   32            04032 - Wait for Storage in EUDSA

   33            04033 - Wait for Storage in ECDSA

   34            04034 - Wait for Storage in ERDSA

   35            04035 - Wait for Storage in SDSA

   36            04036 - Wait for Storage in ESDSA

   37            04037 - Wait for Storage in RDSA

   38            04038 - Tempstor String Wait

   39            04039 - Tempstor Buffer Wait

   40            04040 - LSRPOOL String Wait

   41            04041 - CF Wait Locking

   42            04042 - CF Wait Non-Locking

Codes 1 through 10 and 12 are populated only if ASG TCE is the input data source. Codes 21 through 42 are
populated only by IBM CMF exception class data when SELCODE is set to a 4 or 6 on the CICOPTS statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). Code 11 (Transaction Abend) is populated for both ASG TMON and IBM CMF data.
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Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values, and
this variable is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

For IBM CMF or ASG-TMON data.

CINCOUNT - Incident Count

CINCOUNT is the number of occurrences of this incident type as identified uniquely by the incident code.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CINCODE  - CICS Incident Identifier

             EXCCOUNT - Count of Exception Occurrences

Element Derivation:

Each DETAIL record on the CICCIN file is constructed with a value of 1 in CINCOUNT. This represents one occurrence of
the associated incident.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is 1.

Summarization Process:

CINCOUNT is set to the sum of all CINCOUNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Not available

CINTEXT - Description of Incident

CINTEXT is a textual description of the incident represented by this record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 60.

  SEE ALSO:  EXCDESC1 - Exception Description Text

Element Derivation:

A text description is assigned by various source modules at input processing time, including modules CICTCEMA,
CICTCEMB, and CICTCEMC for ASG-TMON processing, CICCMF2 and CICCMFE for CMF processing. This text is later
assigned to EXCDESC1 by source module DYCICEXC in daily exception analysis.

Range of Value:

Any displayable incident descriptive text.

Summarization Process:

CINTEXT is set to the last CINTEXT value encountered in the summarization level. Though CINTEXT is a retained data
element, the content of CINTEXT is unique for any given value of CINCODE.

Usage Notes:
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None

CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC)
The CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC) contains the CMF data dictionary information only. It is empty for ASG-TMON.

For use by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS input processor routine to correctly identify and read the data fields within
the CMF record.

The source for this file is  CMF Class 2, 3, and 4, type 0 records.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |ORGSYSID  CDCAPPL   CICSID    CICSREL   CDCCLASS |

  |         |CDCCONN   ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.
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Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CDCAPPL  - Dictionary Record Applid

  X.....E  CDCCLASS - Dictionary Class of Data

  X.....E  CDCCONN  - Dictionary Element Connector

  X.....E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  X.....E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CDCENTRY - Dictionary Element Description

  X.....E  CDCLREF  - Dictionary Date of Last Reference

CDCAPPL - CICS System Application Identifier

CDCAPPL is the 1- to 8-character identifier of a CICS system that created this dictionary record. The dictionary records
are kept by this identification regardless of the specification of the SYSID. This is the same name that is specified in the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) member for the APPLID for the CICS system.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 8

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the SMFPSPRN field in the SMF header portion of the CMF record.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters.

This data element is only valid for data produced by CICS 1.7.

Summarization Process:

N/A

Usage Notes:

None

CDCCLASS - Dictionary Content Class of Data

CDCCLASS is a 1-byte field that designates the class of CMF data this dictionary record represents. One dictionary
observation is created for each combination of APPLID and class.

Type:
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Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 1

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the MCTSSDID field in the CICS product section of the CMF record.

Range of Value:

This field is a binary number specified to SAS as a 1-character field. It contains the following dictionary information:

      2  -  accounting class

      3  -  performance class

      4  -  exception class

This element is only valid for data produced by CICS 1.7.

Summarization Process:

N/A

Usage Notes:

None

CDCCONN - Dictionary Element Connector

CDCCONN is the connector ID which associates a CMF data field with its corresponding field description in the CMF data
dictionary record.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 3

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CDCCONN is derived from the field in the CICS product section of the CMF record.

Range of Value:

This field is a binary number specified to SAS as a 3-character field. It ranges from 1 to the maximum number of data
fields recorded by CMF.

Summarization Process:

N/A

Usage Notes:

None

CDCENTRY - Dictionary Element Description

CDCENTRY contains the CMF data dictionary entry that describes the format and size of a CMF data field.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 36
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CDCENTRY is read from the CMF data dictionary record.

Range of Value:

CDCENTRY is a 36-byte character string that contains the following information:

    Name        Length      Description

    --------    ------      ------------------------

    CMODNAME      8         Owner of the field

    CMODTYPE      1         Data type

    CMODIDNT      3         Numeric name (field id)

    CMODLENG      2         Length of data

    CMODCONN      2         Assigned connector

    CMODHEAD      8         Informal field name

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

CDCLREF - Dictionary Date of Last Reference

CDCLREF contains the date and time the dictionary record was last referenced by the MICS CICS daily processing job to
input CMF data.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CDCLREF is set to the run date and time of the MICS CICS daily job during which the data dictionary record is used to
input CMF data.

Range of Value:

Valid SAS date time value.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF)
The CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF) quantifies file usage that relates to CICS system performance.
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For use in the determination of problem areas concerning the file and data base use by applications or by the CICS
system itself.

The source for this file is the Monitor for CICS transaction file segments.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  ......E  CSFFID   - File Designation

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

  ......E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  ......E  CSFQUAL  - Name Qualifier

  ......E  CSFTYPE  - Access Method type for File

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......E  CSFACCCT - Number of Accesses

  ......E  CSFACCTM - Access Time

  ......E  CSFADD   - Count of ADD/INSERT Actions

  ......E  CSFADDCT - ADD Requests

  ......E  CSFBROW  - Count of BROWSE Actions

  ......E  CSFBRWCT - BROWSE Requests

  ......   CSFCOST  - User Cost Field

  ......E  CSFDEL   - Count of DELETE Actions

  ......E  CSFDELCT - DELETE Requests

  ......E  CSFGET   - Count of GET Actions

  ......E  CSFGETCT - GET Requests

  ......E  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

  ......E  CSFOPCL  - Count of OPEN/CLOSE Actions

  ......E  CSFOVFPL - Number of DB2 Ov

CSFACCCT - Number of Accesses

CSFACCCT quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file accesses incurred by the file or database that this segment describes. This data element is
only available from Landmark Monitor data.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFACCCT - Access Time

Element Derivation:

• For 'The Monitor' Version 8.1, CSFACCCT is set to the value of FATECT.
• For 'The Monitor for CICS/ESA' Version 2.0, CSFACCCT is set to the value of TAFILECT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFACCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFACCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFACCTM - Access Time

CSFACCTM quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the time that was spent accessing the file or database that this segment describes. This data element is only
available from Landmark Monitor data.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFACCCT - Number of Accesses

Element Derivation:

• For 'The Monitor' Version 8.1, CSFACCTM is set to the value of FATETI.
• For 'The Monitor for CICS/ESA' Version 2.0, CSFACCTM is set to the value of TAFILETI.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFACCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFACCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFADD - Count of Add/Insert Actions

CSFADD quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file segments that indicate additions or insertions were made to the file or database that this
segment describes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

CSFADD is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment.

      CSFADD = 1 when FATIND2='1.......'B

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFADD contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFADD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFADDCT - Add Requests

CSFADDCT contains the number of add requests issued by the transaction. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFBRWCT - Browse Requests

             CSFDELCT - Delete Requests

             CSFGETCT - Get Requests

             CSFUPDCT - Update Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   FATADDS       File access table add/put count

                                from the File Access Table

                                (FAT) segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFADDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFADDCT contains the sum of all values of CSFADDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSFBROW - Count of Browse Actions

CSFBROW quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file segments that indicate browse actions were made to the file or database that this segment
describes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFBROW is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment.

      CSFBROW = 1 when FATIND2='...1....'B

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFBROW contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFBROW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFBRWCT - Browse Requests

CSFBRWCT contains the number of browse requests issued by the transaction. For DL/I, this count includes GN, GNP,
GHN, and GHNP. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFADDCT - Add Requests

             CSFDELCT - Delete Requests

             CSFGETCT - Get Requests

             CSFUPDCT - Update Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       FATBRWS       File access table browse count

                                from the File Access Table

                                (FAT) segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFBRWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSFBRWCT contains the sum of all values of CSFBRWCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFCOST - Processing Charges

CSFCOST is reserved for the MICS user to permit user calculation of processing costs for each file or database. An exit,
USRSCSF, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If MICS Accounting
and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  CACCOST - Processing Charges

             CAUCOST - Processing Charges

             CSYCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for CSFCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

CSFCOST is set to the sum of all CSFCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFDEL - Count of Delete Actions

CSFDEL quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source.
It provides the number of file segments that indicate deletions were made to the file or database that this segment
describes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFDEL is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment:

    CSFDEL = 1 when FATIND2='.....1..'B

Range of Value:

CSFDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSFDEL contains the sum of all values of CSFDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFDELCT - Delete Requests

CSFDELCT contains the number of delete requests issued by the transaction. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFADDCT - Add Requests

             CSFBRWCT - Browse Requests

             CSFGETCT - Get Requests

             CSFUPDCT - Update Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       FATDELS       File access table delete count

                                from the File Access Table

                                (FAT) segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFDELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFDELCT contains the sum of all values of CSFDELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFFID - File Designation

CSFFID is the one to eight byte full ID from the CICS FCT (file control table). This data element is only valid if The Monitor
is the input data source and the file segments within the transaction record are active.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFFID contains the value from the FATID field in The Monitor transaction file segments.

Range of Value:
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This element can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSFFID contains the last occurrence of CSFFID in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFGET - Count of Get Actions

CSFGET quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file segments indicating that GET, GU, GN, etc., went to the file or database that this segment
describes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFGET is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment.

      CSFGET = 1 when FATIND2='..1.....'B

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFGET contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFGETCT - Get Requests

CSFGETCT contains the number of get requests issued by the transaction. This count includes GET-UPDATE and DL/I
GU, GHU. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFADDCT - Add Requests

             CSFBRWCT - Browse Requests

             CSFDELCT - Delete Requests

             CSFUPDCT - Update Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       FATGETS       File access table get count

                                from the File Access Table

                                (FAT) segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFGETCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFGETCT contains the sum of all values of CSFGETCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

CSFLSRSW quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by ASG-TMON.
CSFLSRSW contains the total number of file segments that indicate a wait for VSAM LSR string during file access.
Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFLSRSW should not be treated as the number of
transactions that waited for VSAM LSR strings.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFVSMBW - Number of VSAM Buffer Waits

             CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

             CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    FATIND3/      VSAM (LSR) string wait

    8.x         FATLSRSW

                X'02'

 

    CMF         Not available

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CSFLSRSW is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum
of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFLSRSW contains the sum of all values of CSFLSRSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSFOPCL - Count of Open/Close Actions

CSFOPCL quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. This
data element is only valid if The Monitor is the input data source and the file segments within the transaction record are
active.

CSFOPCL provides the number of file segments indicating the number of times the file or database this segment
describes were opened or closed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFOPCL is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment.

      CSFOPCL = 1 when FATIND2='....1...'B

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFOPCL contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFOPCL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFOVFPL - Number of DB2 Overflows to Pool

CSFOVFPL quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by ASG-TMON.
CSFOVFPL contains the total number of file segments that indicate DB2 pool overflows during data access. Since there
can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFOVFPL should not be treated as the number of transactions that
experienced DB2 pool overflows.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFWATPL - Number of DB2 Waits Without Thread

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    FATIND3/      DB2 overflow to pool

    8.x         FATOVFPL

                X'08'

 

    CMF         Not available

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CSFOVFPL is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum
of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFOVFPL contains the sum of all values of CSFOVFPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFQUAL - Name Qualifier

CSFQUAL contains the file access table file identification. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       FATIND02      File access table name

                                qualifier from the File Access

                                Table (FAT) segment of the

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFQUAL can contain any combination of 1 or 2 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSFQUAL contains the last value of CSFQUAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFSRV - Count of Non-Application Actions

CSFSRV quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file segments that indicated non-application requests to the file or database that this segment
describes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFSRV is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment:
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    CSFSRV = 1 when FATIND2='......1.'B

Range of Value:

CSFSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFSRV contains the sum of all values of CSFSRV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFTYPE - Access Method Type for File

CSFTYPE quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
indicates what access method is used to process the file or database that this segment describes.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 6.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFTYPE is set to one of the following values depending upon the setting of the FATIND1 flag byte in the file segment.

      CSFTYPE = ISAM     when   FATIND1='1.......'b

      CSFTYPE = BDAM     when   FATIND1='.1......'b

      CSFTYPE = VSAM     when   FATIND1='..1.....'b

      CSFTYPE = DLIFIL   when   FATIND1='...1....'b

      CSFTYPE = REMFIL   when   FATIND1='....1...'b

      CSFTYPE = DLIPSB   when   FATIND1='.....1..'b

      CSFTYPE = USRFIL   when   FATIND1='.......1'b

Range of Value:

This element can contain any combination of one to six alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

CSFTYPE contains the sum of the last occurrence of CSFTYPE in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFUPD - Count of Update/Replace Actions

CSFUPD quantifies the information from the transaction file segments produced by The Monitor input data source. It
provides the number of file segments indicating that updates or replaces were made to the file or database that this
segment describes.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CSFUPD is dependent on the setting of the FATIND2 flag within the file segment.

      CSFUPD = 1 when FATIND2='.1......'B

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFUPD contains the sum of all occurrences of CSFUPD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFUPDCT - Update Requests

CSFUPDCT contains the number of update requests issued by the transaction. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFADDCT - Add Requests

             CSFBRWCT - Browse Requests

             CSFDELCT - Delete Requests

             CSFGETCT - Get Requests

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       FATUPDS       File access table update count

                                from the File Access Table

                                (FAT) segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CSFUPDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFUPDCT contains the sum of all values of CSFUPDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSFVSMBW - Number of VSAM Buffer Waits

CSFVSMBW quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by TMON/
CICS. CSFVSMBW contains the total number of file segments that indicate a wait for VSAM buffers during file access.
Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFVSMBW should not be treated as the number of
transactions that waited for VSAM buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

             CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

             CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    TMON/CICS   FATIND3/      VSAM buffer wait

                FATBWAIT

                X'40'

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, CSFVSMBW's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFVSMBW contains the sum of all values of CSFVSMBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFVSMCA - Number of VSAM CA Splits

CSFVSMCA quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by ASG-TMON.
CSFVSMCA contains the total number of file segments that indicate an occurrence of a VSAM CA (control area) split
during data access. Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFVSMCA should not be treated
as the number of transactions that experienced VSAM CA splits.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

             CSFVSMCI - Number of VSAM CI Splits

             CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

             CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    FATIND3/      VSAM CA split

    8.x         FATSPLITA

                X'10'

 

    CMF         Not available

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CSFVSMCA is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum
of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFVSMCA contains the sum of all values of CSFVSMCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFVSMCI - Number of VSAM CI Splits

CSFVSMCI quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by ASG-TMON.
CSFVSMCI contains the total number of file segments that indicate an occurrence of a VSAM CI (control interval) split
during data access. Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFVSMCI should not be treated
as the number of transactions that experienced VSAM CI splits.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

             CSFVSMCA - Number of VSAM CA Splits

             CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

             CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    FATIND3/      VSAM CI split

    8.x         FATSPLITI

                X'20'

 

    CMF         Not available

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CSFVSMCI is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum
of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFVSMCI contains the sum of all values of CSFVSMCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

CSFVSMSP quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by TMON/CICS.
CSFVSMSP contains the total number of file segments that indicate an occurrence of CI (control interval) or CA (control
area) splits during data access. Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFVSMSP should not
be treated as the number of transactions that experience CI or CA splits.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

             CSFVSMBW - Number of VSAM Buffer Waits

             CSFVSMCA - Number of VSAM CA Splits

             CSFVSMCI - Number of VSAM CI Splits

             CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

Element Derivation:

CSFVSMSP is set to the sum of CSFVSMCA and CSFVSMCI in TMON/CICS releases.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, CSFVSMSP's value is 0, 1, or 2. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFVSMSP contains the sum of all values of CSFVSMSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFVSMSW - Number of VSAM String Waits

CSFVSMSW quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by TMON/
CICS. CSFVSMSW contains the total number of file segments that indicate a wait for VSAM (FCT) strings during file
access. Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFVSMSW should not be treated as the
number of transactions that waited for VSAM strings.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFLSRSW - Number of LSR String Waits

             CSFVSMBW - Number of VSAM Buffer Waits

             CSFVSMSP - Number of VSAM CI/CA Splits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    TMON/CICS   FATIND3/      VSAM (FCT) string wait
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                FATSWAIT

                X'80'

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, CSFVSMSW's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFVSMSW contains the sum of all values of CSFVSMSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSFWATPL - Number of DB2 Waits Without Thread

CSFWATPL quantifies information from the file segment portion of the detail transaction record produced by ASG-
TMON. CSFWATPL contains the total number of file segments that indicate a wait for DB2 threads during data access.
Since there can be multiple file segments in a transaction record, CSFWATPL should not be treated as the number of
transactions that experienced waits for DB2 threads.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSFOVFPL - Number of DB2 Overflows to Pool

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Input field   Description

    -------     ------------  ---------------------------------

    ASG-TMON    FATIND3/      DB2 wait without thread

    8.x         FATWATPL

                X'04'

 

    CMF         Not available

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CSFWATPL is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum
of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSFWATPL contains the sum of all values of CSFWATPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR)
The CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR) quantifies MRO usage that relates to CICS system performance.

For use in the analysis of MRO activity by individual CICS transactions or by CICS applications.
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The source for file is the Monitor for CICS transaction MRO segments.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  ......E  CMRAPPLD - APPLID of Target System

  ......E  CMRLINK  - Link Type

  ......E  CMRSYSID - SYSID of Target System

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......E  CMRCOUNT - Total Event Count

  ......E  CMRELPTM - Total Elapsed Time

CMRAPPLD - APPLID of Target System

CMRAPPLD contains the application ID of the CICS region to which the transaction issued the function ship requests.
This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is $8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAMRAPPL      Multi-region operation (MRO)

                                application ID.  This field is

                                in the MRO segment of the

                                detail transaction record.

Range of Value:

CMRAPPLD can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters that are valid for a VTAM application ID.

Summarization Process:

CMRAPPLD is not summarized. CMRAPPLD is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.
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Usage Notes:

None

CMRCOUNT - Total Event Count

CMRCOUNT contains the number of function ship requests issued by the transaction. This data element is available from
The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMRELPTM - Total Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAMRCNT       Multi-region operation (MRO)

                                request count.  This field is

                                in the MRO segment of the

                                detail transaction record.

Range of Value:

CMRCOUNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMRCOUNT contains the sum of all values of CMRCOUNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMRELPTM - Total Elapsed Time

CMRELPTM contains the elapsed time of the function ship requests issued by the transaction. For ISC link, this is
measured from issuance of terminal control suspend until subsequent dispatch of the transaction. For MRO link, this is
measured from the recognition of the wait following the outbound request until subsequent dispatch of the transaction.
This time may include dispatch queue time. This data element is available from The Monitor only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CMRCOUNT - Total Event Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------
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    CMF           n/a

    Monitor       TAMRTIME      Multi-region operation (MRO)

                                request time.  This field is in

                                the MRO segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CMRELPTM is a SAS time value that is less than the duration in the summarization level.

Summarization Process:

CMRELPTM contains the sum of all values of CMRELPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMRLINK - Link Type

CMRLINK contains the flag that indicates the type of link used by the transaction. This data element is available from The
Monitor only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAMRFLG1      Multi-region operation (MRO)

                                flag.  This field is in the

                                MRO segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CMRLINK has the following settings:

    X'80' - ISC LU 6.2

    X'40' - ISC LU 6.1

    X'20' - MRO

    X'08' - Cross-memory

    X'04' - Function shipping

    X'02' - Transaction routing

    X'01' - Distributed transaction processing

Summarization Process:

CMRLINK is not summarized. CMRLINK is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.
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Usage Notes:

None

CMRSYSID - SYSID of Target System

CMRSYSID contains the system identification of the target CICS System as defined in the TCT (terminal control table).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is $8.

  SEE ALSO:  CMRAPPLD - APPLID of Target System

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CMF           n/a

    The Monitor   TAMRSYID      Multi-region operation (MRO)

                                SYSID.  This field is in the

                                MRO segment of the detail

                                transaction record.

Range of Value:

CMRSYSID can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CMRSYSID is not summarized. CMRSYSID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System TCB Modes File (CICCSB)
The CICCSB - System TCB Modes File contains data quantifying the resources consumed by each of the 18 CICS TCBs.
This file is derived from the CICS interval statistics records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 62.

This file is only available with the IBM CICS data source.

Contents:

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century
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  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBCA - Current No. of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBCU - Current No. of TCBs Used by Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMD - TCB Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool Name

  XDWM..E  CSBTMCDQ - Current Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

  XDWM..E  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

  XDWM..E  CSBSTMDQ - Sum of Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

  XDWM..E  CSBSYSW  - No. of MVS Waits on TCB

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

  XDWM..E  CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

  XDWM..E  CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTPA - Peak No. of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTPU - Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTDQ - Peak No. Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSBAVTDQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue
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CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

CSBACTTM contains the total CPU time reported for all TCBs that are, or have been attached to this TCB mode. This
data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

             CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGACT        Accum CPU Time / TCB

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBACTTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

CSBACTTM contains the sum of all values of CSBACTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBAVTDQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

CSBAVTDQ contains the average dispatchable tasks that have been queued for the TCB during the interval. CSBAVTDQ
is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBSTMDQ - Sum of Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

 

Element Derivation:

CSBAVTDQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(CSBAVTDQ, CSBSTMDQ, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

CSBAVTDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSBAVTDQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

CSBNTCBA contains the number of MVS TCBs that have been attached for this TCB Mode. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGNTCBA      TCB attaches

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBNTCBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBNTCBA contains the sum of all values of CSBNTCBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBSTMDQ - Sum of Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

CSBSTMDQ contains sum of the average dispatchable tasks that have been queued for the TCB. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record. CSBSTMDQ is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

This element is used to compute Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue (CSBAVTDQ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSBAVTDQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTMADQ      Dispatchable Queue - Average

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBSTMDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBSTMDQ contains the sum of all values of CSBSTMDQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBSYSW - No. of MVS Waits on TCB

CSBSYSW contains the number of MVS waits that occurred on TCBs in this mode. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGSYSW       MVS waits

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBSYSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBSYSW contains the sum of all values of CSBSYSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

CSBTCBAF contains the number of MVS TCB attach failures that occurred in this TCB Mode. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBAF      Attach Failures

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBAF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBAF contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBAF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

CSBTCBAL contains the number of times a TCB from this TCB mode was allocated to a task. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBAL      TCB Allocates

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBAL contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBCA - Current No. of TCBs Attached

CSBTCBCA contains the current number of MVS TCBs attached in this TCB mode. This data element is obtained from
the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBTCBPA - Peak No. of TCBs Attached

             CSBTCBCU - Current No. of TCBs Used by Mode

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBCA      TCBs Attached – Current

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBCA contains the last value of CSBTCBCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSBTCBCU - Current No. of TCBs Used by Mode

CSBTCBCU contains the current number of MVS TCBs in use in this TCB mode. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBTCBPU - Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode

             CSBTCBCA - Current No. of TCBs Attached

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBCU      TCBs in use - Current

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBCU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBCU contains the last value of CSBTCBCU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

CSBTCBDO contains the number of MVS TCBs that were detached or in the process of being detached from this
TCB mode due to the dispatcher excess TCB management processing. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBDO      TCB Detached Other

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBDO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBDO contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBDO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

CSBTCBDS contains the number of MVS TCBs that were stolen or in the process of being stolen from this TCB mode
because they are required by another TCB mode. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBDS      TCB Detached Stolen

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBDS contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

CSBTCBDU contains the number of MVS TCBs that were detached or in the process of being detached from this TCB
mode because the CICS transaction associated with the TCB has abended. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBDU      TCB Detached Unclean

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBDU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBDU contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBDU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

CSBTCBDX contains the number of MVS TCBs that were detached or in the process of being detached from this TCB
mode because of the dispatcher excess TCB management processing. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches
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             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBDX      TCB Detached Excess

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBDX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBDX contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBMD - TCB Mode

CSBTCBMD displays the TCB Mode status, open, not open, or unknown. A value of 'Unkn' means that this TCB
mode has not been activated. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4. Display format is character.

  See also:  CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode Name

             CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBMD      Open

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBMD can contain any of the following values: 'Yes', 'No', or 'Unkn'.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBMD contains the last value of CSBTCBMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

CSBTCBMM contains the number of MVS TCB mismatches that occurred for this TCB mode. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBMM      TCB Mismatches

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBMM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBMM contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBMM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool Name

CSBTCBMP displays the name of the TCB pool to which the TCB mode is defined. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4. Display format is character.

  See also:  CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode Name

             CSBTCBMD - TCB Mode

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description
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    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBMP      TCB Pool

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBMP can contain any of the following values: 'N/A', 'OPEN', 'XP', 'SSL', or 'THRD';

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBMP contains the last value of CSBTCBMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode Name

CSBTCBNM contains the name of the CICS dispatcher mode. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher
statistics record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4. Display format is character.

  See also:  CSBTCBMD - TCB Mode

             CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBNM      TCB Mode

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBNM can contain any of the following CICS TCB Mode values: QR, RO, CO, SZ, RP, FO, SL, SO, SP, EP, TP, D2,
S8, L8, L9, X8, X9, or T8.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBNM contains the last value of CSBTCBNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBMXTPA - Peak No. of TCBs Attached

CSBMXTPA contains the peak number of MVS TCBs attached in this mode during the interval. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBMXTPU - Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSBTCBPA      TCBs Attached – Peak

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBMXTPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBMXTPA contains the maximum value of CSBMXTPA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBMXTPU - Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode

CSBMXTPU contains the peak number of MVS TCBs used in this mode during the interval. This data element is obtained
from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSBTCBPU      TCBs In Use - Peak

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBMXTPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBMXTPU contains the maximum value of CSBMXTPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

CSBTCBST contains the number of MVS TCBs that have been stolen from other TCB modes. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

             CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

             CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

             CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

             CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

             CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

             CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

             CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCBST      TCB Steals

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTCBST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCBST contains the sum of all values of CSBTCBST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

CSBTCTTM contains the total CPU time used by TCBs in this mode while running the default dispatcher task (DSTCB).
This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

             CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTCT        Accum CPU Time DS Task

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTCTTM contains the sum of all values of CSBTCTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

CSBTDTTM contains the total time TCBs in this mode have been dispatched. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

             CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

             CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTDT        Accum Time Dispatched

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTDTTM contains the sum of all values of CSBTDTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSBTMCDQ - Current Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

CSBTMCDQ contains the current number of dispatchable tasks queued this TCB. This data element is obtained from the
CICS dispatcher statistics record. CSBTMCDQ is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBAVTCQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

             CSBTMPDQ - Peak No. Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTMCDQ      Dispatchable Queue - Current

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSBTMCDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTMCDQ contains the last value of CSBTMCDQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBMXTDQ - Peak No. Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

CSBMXTDQ contains the peak number of dispatchable tasks that have been queued to this TCB. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record. CSBMXPDQ is available at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSBAVTDQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

             CSBTMCDQ - Current Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSBTMPDQ      Dispatchable Queue - Peak

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSBMXTDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBMXTDQ contains the maximum value of CSBMXTDQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

CSBTWTTM contains the time the CICS region was in an MVS Wait. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

             CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

             CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          DSGTWT        Accum Time in MVS wait

    Stats         (type 62)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSBTWTTM contains the sum of all values of CSBTWTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System DSA Task Subpools File (CICCSA)
The CICCSA - System DSA Task Subpools File contains data quantifying the I/O activity of the dynamic storage areas.
This file is derived from the CICS interval statistics records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 20.

This file is only available with the IBM CICS data source.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  ACCESSTP - DSA Subpool Access Type

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICMLOCN - DSA Memory Location

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

  XDWM..E  CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

  XDWM..E  CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

  XDWM..E  CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSAMXPS  - High-Water Page Storage in DSA

CSACES - Current Element Storage in DSA

CSACES contains the storage occupied by all task subpool elements in this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

             CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

             CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

             CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA
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             CSAMXPS  - High-water Page Storage in DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTCES        Current element storage

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSACES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSACES contains the last value of CSACES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSACNE - Current No. Elements in DSA

CSACNE contains the storage occupied by all task subpool elements in this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

             CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

             CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

             CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

             CSAMXPS  - High-water Page Storage in DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTCNE        Current elements

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSACNE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSACNE contains the last value of CSACNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSACPS - Current Page Storage in DSA

CSACPS contains the total storage in all pages allocated to task subpools in this dynamic storage area. This data element
is obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

             CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

             CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

             CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

             CSAMXPS  - High-water Page Storage in DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTCPS        Current page storage

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSACPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSACPS contains the last value of CSACPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

CSAFMREQ contains the total FREEMAIN requests in task subpools from this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

             CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

             CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

             CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA
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             CSAMXPS  - High-water Page Storage in DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTFMREQ      Freemain requests

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSAFMREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSAFMREQ contains the last value of CSAFMREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

CSAGMREQ contains the total GETMAIN requests in task subpools from this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

             CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

             CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

             CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

             CSAMXPS  - High-water Page Storage in DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTGMREQ      Freemain requests

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSAGMREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSAGMREQ contains the last value of CSAGMREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSAMXPS - High-Water Page Storage in DSA

CSAMXPS contains the peak page storage that is allocated to support task storage in this dynamic storage area. This
data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager global statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

             CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

             CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA

             CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

             CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMTHWMPS      Current element storage

    Stats         (type 20)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSAMXMPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSAMXPS contains the last value of CSAMXPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System DSA Storage File (CICCSD)
The CICCSD - System DSA Storage File contains data quantifying the activity and state of each of the unique dynamic
storage areas. This file is derived from the CICS interval statistics records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 29.

This file is only available with the IBM CICS data source.

Contents:

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name
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  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ACCESSTP - DSA Subpool Access Type

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICMLOCN - DSA Memory Location

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

  XDWM..E  CSDCSS   - Current Requests Suspended for Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

  XDWM..E  CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTS  - Current Extents

  XDWM..E  CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

  XDWM..E  CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTSA - No. Extents Added

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTSR - No. Extents Released

  XDWM..E  CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDFSTG  - Free Storage Including Cushion

  XDWM..E  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDPWWS  - No. Tasks Purged Waiting Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDSOS   - No. Times SOS Occurred

  XDWM..E  CSDSV    - No. Storage Violations

  XDWM..E  CSDTSOS  - Time in SOS

  XDWM..E  CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSDMXMFS - HWM Free Storage Including Cushion

  XDWM..E  CSDMXMSS - HWM Requests Suspended for STG

  XDWM..E  CSDMXLFA - Largest Free Area in DSA
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  XDWM..E  CSDMXDSA - Max Size of DSA

CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

CSDASREQ contains the total number of ADD_SUBPOOL requests to create a sub pool from the dynamic storage area.
This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSASR        Add Subpool Requests

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDASREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDASREQ contains the sum of all values of CSDASREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDCREL - No. Cushion Releases

CSDCREL contains the total number times a GETMAIN request caused the storage cushion to be released. This can
happen when the number of free pages falls below the number of pages in the defined cushion and there are no more free
extents to increase the size of the dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager
statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg
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             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSCREL       Times cushion released

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDCREL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDCREL contains the sum of all values of CSDCREL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

CSDCRISS contains the total number of GETMAIN requests with SUSPEND(NO) returned the condition indicating
insufficient storage. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSCRISS      Times no storage returned

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDCRISS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSDCRISS contains the sum of all values of CSDCRISS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

CSDCSIZE contains the size of the storage cushion in this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

             CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

             CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSCSIZE      Cushion Size

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDCSIZE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDCSIZE contains the last value of CSDCSIZE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDCSS - Current Requests Suspended for Stg

CSDCSS contains the current number of GETMAIN requests that are suspended for storage in this dynamic storage area.
This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:
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    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSCSSZE      Current suspended

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDCSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDCSS contains the last value of CSDCSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

CSDCSUBP contains the current number of subpools (domain and task) in this dynamic storage area. This data element
is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSCSUBP      Current no of Subpools

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDCSUBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDCSUBP contains the last value of CSDCSUBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

CSDDSASZ contains the current size of this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage
manager statistics record.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

             CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

             CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSDSASZ      Current DSA Size

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDDSASZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDDSASZ contains the last value of CSDDSASZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

CSDDSREQ contains the total number of DELETE_SUBPOOL requests from the dynamic storage area. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSDSR        Delete Subpool Requests

    Stats         (type 29)
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    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDDSREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDDSREQ contains the sum of all values of CSDDSREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDEXTS - Current Extents

CSDEXTS contains the current number of extents allocated to this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDEXTSA - No. Extents Added

             CSDEXTSR - No. Extents Released

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSEXTS       Current extents

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDEXTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDEXTS contains the last value of CSDEXTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDEXTSA - No. Extents Added

CSDEXTSA contains the total number extents added to this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDEXTSR - No. Extents Released
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             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSEXTSA      Extents added

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDEXTSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDEXTSA contains the sum of all values of CSDEXTSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDEXTSR - No. Extents Released

CSDEXTSR contains the total number extents released from this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained
from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDEXTSA - No. Extents Added

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSEXTSR      Extents released

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDEXTSR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDEXTSR contains the sum of all values of CSDEXTSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

CSDFMREQ contains the total number of FREEMAIN requests from the dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSFMREQ      Freemain Requests

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDFMREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDFMREQ contains the sum of all values of CSDFMREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDFSTG - Free Storage Including Cushion

CSDFSTG contains the amount of free storage in this the dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSFSTG       Free storage (inc. cushion)

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDFSTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDFSTG contains the sum of all values of CSDFSTG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

CSDGMREQ contains the total number of GETMAIN requests from the dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSGMREQ      Getmain Requests

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDGMREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDGMREQ contains the sum of all values of CSDGMREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CSDMXMFS - HWM Free Storage Including Cushion

CSDMXMFS contains the maximum storage size free in this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDMXLFA - Largest Free Area in DSA

             CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

             CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSHWMFSTG    Peak free storage

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDMXMFS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDMXMFS contains the maximum value of CSDMXMFS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDMXMSS - HWM Requests Suspended for STG

CSDMXMSS contains the maximum number of GETMAIN requests that are currently suspended for storage in this
dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDSOS   - No. Times SOS Occured

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSHWMSS      Peak requests suspended

    Stats         (type 29)
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    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDMXMSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDMXMSS contains the maximum value of CSDMXMSS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDMXLFA - Largest Free Area in DSA

CSDMXLFA contains the length of the largest contiguous free area in this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDMXMFS - HWM Free Storage Including Cushion

             CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

             CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSLFA        Largest free area

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDMXLFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDMXLFA contains the maximum value of CSDMXLFA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

CSDLWMFS contains the smallest size of free storage in this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from
the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

             CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

             CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSLWMFSTG    Lowest free storage

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDLWMFS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDLWMFS contains the last value of CSDLWMFS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDMXDSA - Max Size of DSA

CSDMXDSA contains the maximum storage size of this dynamic storage area. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDMXMFS - HWM Free Storage Including Cushion

             CSDMXLFA - Largest Free Area in DSA

             CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

             CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSHWMDSASZ   Peak DSA Size

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDMXDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSDMXDSA contains the maximum value of CSDMXDSA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDPWWS - No. Tasks Purged Waiting Stg

CSDPWWS contains the total requests purged while suspended for storage in the dynamic storage area. This data
element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSPWWS       Purged while waiting

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDPWWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDPWWS contains the sum of all values of CSDPWWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDSOS - No. Times SOS Occurred

CSDSOS contains the number of times CICS went short on storage in this dynamic storage area. This means that the
cushion is currently in use, or at least on task is suspended for storage, or both. This data element is obtained from the
CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests
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             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSSOS        Times went short on storage

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDSOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDSOS contains the sum of all values of CSDSOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDSV - No. Storage Violations

CSDSV contains the number of storage violations that occurred in this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

             CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSSV         Storage violations

    Stats         (type 29)
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    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDSV contains the sum of all values of CSDSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDTSOS - Time in SOS

CSDTSOS contains the total time CICS has been short on storage in this dynamic storage area. This data element is
obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSDSOS   - No. Times SOS Occured

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSTSOS       Total time SOS

    Stats         (type 30)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDTSOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDTSOS contains the sum of all values of CSDTSOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSDUCSS - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

CSDUCSS contains the total number of times a GETMAIN request with SUSPEND(YES) was suspended because of
insufficient storage to satisfy the requests. This data element is obtained from the CICS storage manager statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

             CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests
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             CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

             CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

             CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

             DSANAME  - DSA Name

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor       Data Field    Description

    -------       ----------    -------------------------------

    CICS          SMSUCSS       Times request suspended

    Stats         (type 29)

 

    ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSDUCSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSDUCSS contains the sum of all values of CSDUCSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

CSLDSNIU contains the current storage occupied by Not-In-Use (NIU) programs in this dynamic storage area. This data
element is obtained from the CICS loader statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

             CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

             CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions

             CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGSTGNIU      xDSA used by Not-In-Use programs

                (type 30)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSLDSNIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CSLDSNIU contains the sum of all values of CSLDSNIU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System Loader Statistics File (CICCSL)
The CICS System Loader Statistics File contains data quantifying activity of programs in DSA and their Not-In-Use queue
status. This file is derived from the CICS interval statistics records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 30.

This file is only available with the IBM CICS data source.

Contents:

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

  XDWM..E  CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

  XDWM..E  CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions
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  XDWM..E  CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

CSLNIURE contains the total number of reclaim requests for programs in the Not-In-Use queue. This data element is
obtained from the CICS loader statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

             CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

             CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions

             CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGRECNIU      Programs Reclaimed from NIU QUE

                (type 30)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSLNIURE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSLNIURE contains the sum of all values of CSLNIURE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

CSLNIUTM contains program Not-in-Use queue membership time. This represents, for each program that becomes
eligible to remove from storage by the CICS Dynamic Program Storage Compression (DPSC) facility, the time between
the program becoming eligible to remove and the actual time of its removal from storage. Depending on the volume of this
activity, and the number of programs, this time could exceed the CICS region run time. This data element is obtained from
the CICS loader statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description
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    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGDPSCT       Time on the Not-In-Use Queue

                (type 30)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSLNIUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSLNIUTM contains the sum of all values of CSLNIUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions

CSLPCMDC contains the total number of reclaim requests for programs in the Not-In-Use queue. This data element is
obtained from the CICS loader statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

             CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

             CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

             CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGDPSCR       Programs Removed by compression

                (type 30)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSLPCMDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSLPCMDC contains the sum of all values of CSLPCMDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

CSLPGNIU contains the number of programs on the Not-In-Use queue. This data element is obtained from the CICS
loader statistics record.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

             CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

             CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions

             CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    LDGPROGNIU     Programs Loaded - on the NIU QUE

                (type 30)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSLPGNIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSLPGNIU contains the sum of all values of CSLPGNIU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CICS System TCB Pools File (CICCSP)
The CICS System TCB Pools File contains data quantifying TCBs in use and wait statistics for each of the 4 TCB pools
(OPEN, JVM, SSL, and XP). This file is derived from the CICS interval statistics records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics
type 62.

This file is only available with the IBM CICS data source.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XDWM..E  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID
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  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPCMMWT - Current TCB Mismatch Waiting Time

  XDWM..E  CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

  XDWM..E  CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

  XDWM..E  CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CSPLTCBL - Time Pool Limit Reached

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CSPMMWTS - No. TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

  XDWM..E  CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

  XDWM..E  CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

CSPCMMWS contains the current number of TCB mismatch waits by TCB requests using this pool. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCMMWS       Current TCB Mismatch Waits

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCMMWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCMMWS contains the last value of CSPCMMWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPCMMWT - Current TCB Mismatch Waiting Time

CSPCMMWT contains the wait time for the current TCB mismatch waits for TCB requests using this pool. This data
element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCMMWT       Current Mismatch Wait Time

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCMMWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCMMWT contains the last value of CSPCMMWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

CSPCNUAT contains the current number of TCB attached in this TCB pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPNUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCNUAT       Current TCBs attached / TCB Pool

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCNUAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCNUAT contains the last value of CSPCNUAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

CSPCNUUS contains the current number of TCBs in this TCB pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description
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    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCNUUS       Current TCBs in use in TCB Pool

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCNUUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCNUUS contains the last value of CSPCNUUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

CSPCURNW contains the current number of TCBs that are delayed because the system has reached the maximum TCB
limit allowed in the TCB pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPEANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCURNW       Current Requests Delayed

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCURNW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCURNW contains the last value of CSPCURNW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

CSPCURWT contains wait time for TCB requests that re currently delayed because the CICS region has reached the limit
for the number of TCBs allowed in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPCMMWT - Current TCB Mismatch Waiting Time

             CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGCURWT       Total Current Delay Time

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPCURWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPCURWT contains the last value of CSPCURWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPLTCBL - Time Pool Limit Reached

CSPLTCBL contains time at which the pool reached the maximum TCB limit. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record. CSPLTCBL is avaiable at CTS 5.2 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGLTCBL       Time Pool Limit last reached

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A
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Range of Value:

CSPLTCBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPLTCBL contains the last value of CSPLTCBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

CSPMMWTM contains the time that is spent in TCB mismatch waits by TCB requests using this pool. This data element is
obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

             CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

             CSPMMWTS - No. TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGMMWTM       Total TCB Mismatch wait time

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMMWTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMMWTM contains the sum of all values of CSPMMWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMMWTS - No. TCB Mismatch Waits

CSPMMWTS contains the number of TCB requests that waited because no available TCB matched the request, but
at least one non-matching TCB was free in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics
record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

             CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

             CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

             CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGMMWTS       Total number of TCB Mismatch

                (type 62)      Waits

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMMWTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMMWTS contains the sum of all values of CSPMMWTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

CSPMXTCB contains the maximum number of TCB allowed in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

             CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGMXTCB       Max TCB Pool Limit

                (type 62)
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  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMXTCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMXTCB contains the maximum value of CSPMXTCB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

CSPNTCBL contains the number of times the system reached the maximum number of TCBs allowed in this pool. This
data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

             CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGNTCBL       Times at Max TCB Pool Limit

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPNTCBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPNTCBL contains the sum of all values of CSPNTCBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

CSPMXANW contains the maximum number of TCB requests delayed because the CICS region had reached the limit for
the number of TCBs allowed in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

             CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

             CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGPEANW       Peak Requests Delayed Max Limit

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMXANW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMXANW contains the maximum value of CSPMXANW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

CSPMXMWS contains the maximum number of TCB mismatch waits using this pool. This data element is obtained from
the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

             CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

             CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------
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  CICS Stats    DSGPMMWS       Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMXMWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMXMWS contains the maximum value of CSPPMMWS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

CSPMXUAT contains the maximum number of TCB attached in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

             CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

             CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGPNUAT       Peak TCBs attached this TCB Pool

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMXUAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMXUAT contains the maximum value of CSPMXUAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

CSPMXUUS contains the maximum number of TCB in use in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS
dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

             CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

             CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

             CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

             CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGPNUUS       Peak TCBs in use this TCB Pool

                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPMXUUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPMXUUS contains the maximum value of CSPMXUUS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

CSPTCBPN contains the name of the TCB pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4. Display format is character.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGTCBPN       TCB Pool
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                (type 62)

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPTCBPN can contain any of the following values: 'N/A', 'OPEN', 'XP', 'SSL', 'THRD'.

Summarization Process:

CSPTCBPN contains the last value of CSPTCBPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

CSPTOTMT contains the time that is spent in waits caused by MVS storage constraints for TCB requests in this pool. This
data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

             CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGTOTMT       Total MVS stg constraint delay

                (type 62) time

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPTOTMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPTOTMT contains the sum of all values of CSPTOTMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

CSPTOTMW contains the number of TCB requests that waited because no available TCB, and none were created
because of MVS storage constraints. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

             CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

             CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGTOTMW       Requests Delayed by MVS storage

                (type 62)      Constraint

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPTOTMW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPTOTMW contains the sum of all values of CSPTOTMW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

CSPTOTNW contains the number of TCB attaches delayed because the CICS region reached the limit for the number of
TCBs allowed in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

             CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

             CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGTOTNW       Requests Delayed by Max TCB Pool

                (type 62)      Limit

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPTOTNW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CSPTOTNW contains the sum of all values of CSPTOTNW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

CSPTOTWL contains the time TCB requests were delayed because the CICS region reached the limit for the number of
TCBs allowed in this pool. This data element is obtained from the CICS dispatcher statistics record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

             CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

             CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

             CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw CICS monitor input data, as follows:

    Monitor     Data Element            Description

    -------     ------------   --------------------------------

  CICS Stats    DSGTOTWL       Total Max TCB Pool Limit delay

                (type 62)      time

 

  ASG-TMON      N/A

Range of Value:

CSPTOTWL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CSPTOTWL contains the sum of all values of CSPTOTWL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CTG Information Area
The CTG Information Area contains files with information related to CICS Transaction Gateway activity. The following
sections describe the files supported in this information area:

Gateway Server Activity File (CTGGSA)
The Gateway Server Activity File (CTGGSA) is derived from interval records. Quantifies the activity of individual CICS
Transaction Gateway server address spaces. Throughput, response time, storage usage, and configuration measures are
provided.

Use this file to report on Gateway server activity and performance. Data is ideal for identifying high activity time periods
and for identifying trends.
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The source for this file is SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway records.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CTGID    - CICS Transaction Gateway ID

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CTGAPPL  - CICS Transaction Gateway APPLID

  XDWMY.E  CTGDNAME - CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon Name

  XDWMY.E  CTGRLVL  - CTG Release Level

  X.....E  CTGSSID  - CTG Subsystem ID

  X.....E  CTGSTAT  - CICS CTG Record Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.   ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GSACICSD - CICS Servers Defined

  XDWMY.E  GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

  X.....E  GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

  XDWMY.E  GSAFQAPI - Fully Qualified APPLID

  X.....E  GSAGHLTH - Gateway Daemon Health

  X.....E  GSAGSTAT - Gateway Daemon Status

  XDWMY.E  GSAHEAPI - Initial JVM Heap Size (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSAHEAPL - JVM Heap Size Limit (MB)

  X.....   GSAHSTNM - CICS Transaction Gateway Host Name

  XDWMY.E  GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

  X.....   GSASRVNM - Default Server Name

  XDWMY.E  GSASSLPT - SSL Protocol Handler Port Number

  XDWMY.E  GSASSTLM - Limit of Used Memory

  XDWMY.E  GSASTORL - Ext User Private Storage Limit (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSATCPPT - TCP Protocol Handler Port Number

  XDWMY.E  GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

  XDWMY.E  GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

  XDWMY.E  GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GSACICLC - CICS Lost Connections

  XDWMY.E  GSACICMF - CICS Communication Failures

  XDWMY.E  GSACICNF - CICS Connection Failures
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  XDWMY.E  GSACICSV - CICS Servers Accessed

  XDWMY.E  GSACICTO - CICS Connection Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSACIRSD - CICS Response Data (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSACLRQD - Client Request Data (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSACLRSD - Client Response Data (MB)

  XDWMY.E  GSACREQP - CICS Requests Processed

  X.....   GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

  XDWMY.E  GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

  XDWMY.E  GSAEXITR - Number of CICS Request Exit Calls

  XDWMY.E  GSAGBCOL - JVM Garbage Collections

  XDWMY.E  GSAGREQP - Gateway Requests Processed

  XDWMY.E  GSAIPICF - IPIC Session Failures

  XDWMY.E  GSALUWCO - Extended LUW Transaction Commits

  XDWMY.E  GSALUWRB - Extended LUW Transaction Rollbacks

  XDWMY.E  GSAPKNBR - Peak Number of XA transactions

  XDWMY.E  GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp Time With I/O

  XDWMY.E  GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

  X.....   GSASELUW - Extended LUW Transactions (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSASGBTM - JVM Garbage Collection Time

  XDWMY.E  GSASGRTM - Gateway Response Time

  XDWMY.E  GSASHEAP - Sum JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

  X.....   GSASIPIC - IPIC Sessions in Use (eoi)

  X.....   GSASIPIN - Negotiated IPIC Sessions (eoi)

  X.....   GSASREQW - Requests Waiting for Response (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSASSTOR - Sum Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

  X.....   GSASSYNC - SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

  X.....   GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

  X.....   GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

  X.....   GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

  X.....   GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSASYNCO - Successful SYNCONRETURN Transactions

  XDWMY.E  GSASYNRT - SYNCONRETURN Transactions that Failed

  XDWMY.E  GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

  XDWMY.E  GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

  XDWMY.E  GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

  XDWMY.E  GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

  XDWMY.E  GSAXATHA - XA Transactions Completed for HA Group

  XDWMY.E  GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

  XDWMY.E  GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time
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  XDWMY.E  GSAAVESZ - Avg Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVGTM - Avg Gateway Response Time

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVHSZ - Avg JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVJTM - Avg JVM Garbage Collection Time

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

  XDWMY.E  GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second

  XDWMY.E  GSAPSGTW - Gateway Requests per Second

GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

GSAAVCTM contains the average response time, in seconds, for connected CICS servers to respond to Gateway
daemon requests. If external CICS internal (EXCI) pipes are used for the connection, only external access interface (ECI)
request response time is counted.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second

             GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

             GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp time with I/O

Element Derivation:

GSAAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVCTM, GSASCRTM, GSACREQP)

Range of Value:

GSAAVCTM ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVESZ - Avg Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

GSAAVESZ contains the average end-of-interval extended user private storage size, in megabytes, for the CICS
Transaction Gateway (CTG) address space.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASSTOR - Sum Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

             GSASTORL - Ext User Private Storage Limit (MB)

Element Derivation:

GSAAVESZ is computed using the following algorithm:
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    %AVERAGE(GSAAVESZ, GSASSTOR, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

GSAAVESZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVESZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVGTM - Avg Gateway Response Time

GSAAVGTM contains the average response time, in seconds, for the Gateway daemon to respond to Application Program
Interface (API) and XA requests from clients. The time for both successful and failed requests is counted. Time required
for administrative requests and handshakes is excluded.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAGREQP - Gateway Requests Processed

             GSAPSGTW - Gateway Requests per Second

             GSASGRTM - Gateway Response Time

Element Derivation:

GSAAVGTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVGTM, GSASGRTM, GSAGREQP)

Range of Value:

GSAAVGTM ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVGTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVHSZ - Avg JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

GSAAVHSZ contains the average end-of-interval heap size, in megabytes, for the Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine
(JVM).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAHEAPI - Initial JVM Heap Size (MB)

             GSAHEAPL - JVM Heap Size Limit (MB)
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             GSASHEAP - Sum JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

GSAAVHSZ is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVHSZ, GSASHEAP, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

GSAAVHSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVHSZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVJTM - Avg JVM Garbage Collection Time

GSAAVJTM contains the average amount of time, in seconds, required for Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
heap garbage collection.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAGBCOL - JVM Garbage Collections

             GSASGBTM - JVM Garbage Collection Time

Element Derivation:

GSAAVJTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVJTM, GSASGBTM, GSAGBCOL)

Range of Value:

GSAAVJTM ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVJTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

GSAAVWTA contains the average number of active worker threads being used by Connection Manager (CM) threads at
the end of each measurement interval, over all measurement intervals summarized in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSAAVWTA is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVWTA, GSASWTHA, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

GSAAVWTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVWTA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

GSAAVWTA contains the average number of worker threads created by the Gateway daemon by the end of each
measurement interval, over all measurement intervals summarized in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSAAVWTC is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(GSAAVWTC, GSASWTHC, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

GSAAVWTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAAVWTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

GSACICLC - CICS Lost Connections

GSACICLC contains the number of times that the connection with a CICS server has been lost.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICMF - CICS Communication Failures

             GSACICNF - CICS Connection Failures

             GSACICTO - CICS Connection Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSACICLC contains the value input from field CTG_CS_ILOSTCON of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICLC contains the sum of all values of GSACICLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACICMF - CICS Communication Failures

GSACICMF contains the number of times that communication with a CICS server failed after establishing a connection, or
the communication link failed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICLC - CICS Lost Connections

             GSACICNF - CICS Connection Failures

             GSACICTO - CICS Connection Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSACICMF contains the value input from field CTG_CS_ICOMMSFAIL of the CICS Server All statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICMF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICMF contains the sum of all values of GSACICMF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GSACICNF - CICS Connection Failures

GSACICNF contains the number of times that an attempt to connect to a CICS server failed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICLC - CICS Lost Connections

             GSACICMF - CICS Communication Failures

             GSACICTO - CICS Connection Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSACICNF contains the value input from field CTG_CS_ICONNFAIL of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICNF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICNF contains the sum of all values of GSACICNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACICSD - CICS Servers Defined

GSACICSD contains the number of CICS servers defined to the CICS Transaction Gateway daemon.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICSV - CICS Servers Accessed

Element Derivation:

GSACICSD contains the value input from field CTG_CS_SCOUNT of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICSD contains the last value of GSACICSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACICSV - CICS Servers Accessed

GSACICSV contains the number of CICS servers to which the CICS Transaction Gateway daemon has attempted to send
requests.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICSD - CICS Servers Defined

Element Derivation:

GSACICSV contains the value input from field CTG_CS_ICOUNT of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF type
111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICSV contains the sum of all values of GSACICSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACICTO - CICS Connection Timeouts

GSACICTO contains the number of times that the connection to a CICS server timed out.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACICLC - CICS Lost Connections

             GSACICMF - CICS Communication Failures

             GSACICNF - CICS Connection Failures

Element Derivation:

GSACICTO contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IIDLETIMEOUT of the CICS Server All statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACICTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACICTO contains the sum of all values of GSACICTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

GSACIRQD contains the amount of request data, in millions of bytes sent from the Gateway daemon to connected CICS
servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

             GSACIRSD - CICS Response Data (MB)
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             GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second

             GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

Element Derivation:

GSACIRQD contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IREQDATA of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by one million (1,000,000) to convert to
megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSACIRQD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACIRQD contains the sum of all values of GSACIRQD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value includes both application data and CICS protocol data.

GSACIRSD - CICS Response Data (MB)

GSACIRSD contains the amount of response data, in millions of bytes, received by the Gateway daemon from connected
CICS servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSACLRQD - Client Request Data (MB)

             GSACLRSD - Client Response Data (MB)

Element Derivation:

GSACIRSD contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IRESPDATA of the CICS Server All statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by one million (1,000,000) to convert to
millions of bytes.

Range of Value:

GSACIRSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACIRSD contains the sum of all values of GSACIRSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value includes both application data and CICS protocol data.

GSACLRQD - Client Request Data (MB)

GSACLRQD contains the amount of request data, in millions of bytes, received from client applications by the Gateway
daemon.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)
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             GSACIRSD - CICS Response Data (MB)

             GSACLRSD - Client Response Data (MB)

Element Derivation:

GSACLRQD contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IREQDATA of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by one million (1,000,000) to convert to
millions of bytes.

Range of Value:

GSACLRQD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACLRQD contains the sum of all values of GSACLRQD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACLRSD - Client Response Data (MB)

GSACLRSD contains the amount of response data, in megabytes, sent to client applications by the Gateway daemon.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSACIRSD - CICS Response Data (MB)

             GSACLRQD - Client Request Data (MB)

Element Derivation:

GSACLRSD contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IRESPDATA of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACLRSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACLRSD contains the sum of all values of GSACLRSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSACREQP - CICS Requests Processed

GSACREQP contains the total number of requests sent to CICS servers that were processed. This value includes both
successful and failed requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

             GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second
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             GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

             GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp time with I/O

Element Derivation:

GSACREQP contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IALLREQ of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSACREQP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSACREQP contains the sum of all values of GSACREQP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

GSAEXCIA contains the number of External CICS Interface (EXCI) pipes allocated across all connected CICS servers
at the end of the recording interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL
timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

             GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

             GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

             GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

Element Derivation:

GSAEXCIA contains the value input from field CTG_CS_CALLOC of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXCIA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAEXCIA contains the sum of all values of GSAEXCIA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) on z/OS uses either EXCI pipes or the IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) protocol over a socket
connection to connect to and pass requests to CICS.

The EXCI allows CTG to call CICS programs and to pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or container.

GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

GSAEXCIF contains the number of times the Gateway daemon experienced failure when trying to allocate an External
CICS Interface (EXCI) pipe to a CICS server.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

             GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

             GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

             GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

Element Derivation:

GSAEXCIF contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IALLOCFAIL of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXCIF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAEXCIF contains the sum of all values of GSAEXCIF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) on z/OS uses either the EXCI pipes or the IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) protocol over a
socket connection to connect to and pass requests to CICS.

The EXCI allows CTG to call CICS programs and to pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or container.

GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

GSAEXCRA contains the number of times that a worker thread had to deallocate its existing External CICS Interface
(EXCI) pipe and reallocate a new EXCI pipe because the client request needed a CICS server different from the one
connected to the exiting pipe.

GSAEXCRA does not include deallocations/reallocations due to the unavailability of a CICS server.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

             GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

             GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

             GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

Element Derivation:

GSAEXCRA contains the value input from field CTG_CS_IREALLOC of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXCRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAEXCRA contains the sum of all values of GSAEXCRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is only populated when the CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) environment is set up for pipe reuse.

CTG on z/OS uses EXCI pipes or the IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) protocol over a socket connection to connect to and pass
requests to CICS.
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The EXCI allows CTG to call CICS programs and to pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or container.

GSAEXITR - Number of CICS Request Exit Calls

GSAEXITR is the number of times the CICS request exit was called. CICS request exit is an exit that is invoked by the
CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS at run time to determine which CICS server to use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GSAEXITR contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IHAEXIT of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXITR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAEXITR contains the sum of all values of GSAEXITR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

GSAEXPLI contains the maximum number of External CICS Interface (EXCI) pipe interfaces that can be allocated by the
CICS Transaction Gateway.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

             GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

             GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

             GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

Element Derivation:

GSAEXPLI contains the value input from field CTG_CS_SLOGONLIM of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXPLI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAEXPLI contains the last value of GSAEXPLI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) on z/OS uses either EXCI pipes or the IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) protocol over a socket
connection to connect to and pass requests to CICS.
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The EXCI allows CTG to call CICS programs and to pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or container.

GSAEXPNM - EXCI Netname

If a specific External CICS Interface (EXCI) pipe is specified when configuring the Gateway CICS server connection
definition, GSAEXPNM contains the NETNAME of the pipe. If generic pipes are used, GSAEXPNM is blank.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAEXCIA - EXCI Pipes Allocated (eoi)

             GSAEXCIF - EXCI Pipe Allocation Failures

             GSAEXCRA - EXCI Pipe Reallocations

             GSAEXPLI - EXCI Pipe Limit

Element Derivation:

GSAEXPNM contains the value input from field CTG_CS_SNETNAME of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAEXPNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters,

Summarization Process:

GSAEXPNM contains the last value of GSAEXPNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) on z/OS uses either EXCI pipes or the IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) protocol over a socket
connection to connect to and pass requests to CICS.

The EXCI allows CTG to call CICS programs and to pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or container.

GSAFQAPI - Fully Qualified APPLID

GSAFQAPI contains the fully qualified application identifier (APPLID) for the CICS Transaction Gateway. This is used to
uniquely identify the Gateway to the connecting CICS regions. The GSAFQAPI construct is formed by concatenating the
Gateway's high-level APPLID qualifier with the Gateway APPLID separated by a period (.) as follows:

qqqqqqqq.aaaaaaaa

where qqqqqqqq is the high-level qualifier and aaaaaaaa is the APPLID.

Starting with CICS Transaction Gateway release 8.0, if the configuration file (ctg.ini) contains an APPLID but not an
APPLID qualifier, the system uses the default value 9UNKNOWN for the APPLID qualifier.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 17.

  SEE ALSO:  CTGAPPL  - CICS Transaction Gateway APPLID

Element Derivation:

GSAFQAPI contains the value input from field CTG_GD_SAPPLID, followed by a period (.), concatenated with the value
input from field CTG_GD_SAPPLIDQ of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction
Gateway record.
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Range of Value:

GSAFQAPI can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, followed by a period (.), concatenated with any combination
of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

GSAFQAPI contains the last value of GSAFQAPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAGBCOL - JVM Garbage Collections

GSAGBCOL contains the number of Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap garbage collections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVJTM - Avg JVM Garbage Collection Time

             GSASGBTM - JVM Garbage Collection Time

Element Derivation:

GSAGBCOL contains the value input from field CTG_SE_IGCCOUNT of the System Environment statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAGBCOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAGBCOL contains the sum of all values of GSAGBCOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAGHLTH - Gateway Daemon Health

GSAGHLTH contains a value, from 0 to 100, that reflects the health of Gateway daemon communications with connected
CICS servers at the end of the recording interval. A value of 100 means no communication problems. As communication
errors occur, Gateway daemon lowers the health value to a number less than 100.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAGSTAT - Gateway Daemon Status

Element Derivation:

GSAGHLTH contains the value input from field CTG_GD_CHEALTH of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAGHLTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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GSAGHLTH contains the last value of GSAGHLTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The GSAGHLTH data element value can range from 0 to 100. A value of 100 represents no communication problems
over the measurement interval. As the number of communication problems encountered over the measurement interval
increases, the GSAGHLTH value will decrease towards the minimum value of zero (0).

GSAGREQP - Gateway Requests Processed

GSAGREQP contains the number of Application Program Interface (API) calls and XA requests processed by the
Gateway daemon. API calls include External Call Interface (ECI), External Presentation Interface (EPI), and External
Security Interface (ESI) calls.

XA requests are those that comply with the X/Open standard for Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP).

This count includes both successful and failed requests. Administration requests and handshakes are excluded from this
count.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVGTM - Avg Gateway Response Time

             GSAPSGTW - Gateway Requests per Second

             GSASGRTM - Gateway Response Time

Element Derivation:

GSAGREQP contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IALLREQ of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAGREQP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAGREQP contains the sum of all values of GSAGREQP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAGSTAT - Gateway Daemon Status

GSAGSTAT contains a textual description of the operational status of the Gateway daemon at the end of the reporting
interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16. Display format is

             GSAGHLTH - Gateway Daemon Health

Element Derivation:

GSAGSTAT contains the value input from field CTG_GD_CSTATUS of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:
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GSAGSTAT can contain any of the following values: STARTING, RUNNING, or SHUTTING DOWN.

Summarization Process:

GSAGSTAT contains the last value of GSAGSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAHEAPI - Initial JVM Heap Size (MB)

GSAHEAPI contains the initial size, in megabytes, of the Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVHSZ - Avg JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

             GSAHEAPL - JVM Heap Size Limit (MB)

             GSASHEAP - Sum JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSAHEAPI contains the value input from field CTG_SE_SHEAPINIT of the System Environment statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert to megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSAHEAPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAHEAPI contains the last value of GSAHEAPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAHEAPL - JVM Heap Size Limit (MB)

GSAHEAPL contains the maximum allowed size, in megabytes, for the Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
heap.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVHSZ - Avg JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

             GSAHEAPI - Initial JVM Heap Size (MB)

             GSASHEAP - Sum JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSAHEAPL contains the value input from field CTG_SE_SHEAPMAX of the System Environment statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert to megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSAHEAPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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GSAHEAPL contains the last value of GSAHEAPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAHSTNM - CICS Transaction Gateway Host Name

GSAHSTNM is the host name of the CICS Transaction Gateway computer. If the host name cannot be determined, this
statistic is set to Unknown.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GSAHSTNM contains the value input from field CTG_GD_SHOSTNAME of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAHSTNM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAHSTNM contains the last value of GSAHSTNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAIPICF - IPIC Session Failures

GSAIPICF contains the number of failures that occurred on Gateway IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) sessions to CICS servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASIPIC - IPIC Sessions in Use (eoi)

             GSASIPIN - Negotiated IPIC Sessions (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSAIPICF contains the value input from field CTG_CS_ISESSFAIL of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAIPICF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAIPICF contains the sum of all values of GSAIPICF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GSALUWCO - Extended LUW Transaction Commits

GSALUWCO contains the number of extended Logical Unit of Work (LUW) transactions that were committed. This metric
refers to one-phase commit transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSALUWRB - Extended LUW Transaction Rollbacks

Element Derivation:

GSALUWCO contains the value input from field CTG_GD_ILUWTXNC of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSALUWCO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSALUWCO contains the sum of all values of GSALUWCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSALUWRB - Extended LUW Transaction Rollbacks

GSALUWRB contains the number of extended Logical Unit of Work (LUW) transactions that were rolled back. This metric
refers to one-phase commit transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSALUWCO - Extended LUW Transaction Commits

Element Derivation:

GSALUWRB contains the value input from field CTG_GD_ILUWTXNR of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSALUWRB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSALUWRB contains the sum of all values of GSALUWRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

GSAMXTHD contains the maximum number of Connection Manager threads concurrently allocated to client applications
over the measurement interval.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSAMXTHD contains the value input from field CTG_CM_IALLOCHI of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAMXTHD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAMXTHD contains the maximum value of GSAMXTHD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If GSAMXTHD equals CM Thread Limit (GSATHDL), at some point all connection manager threads were concurrently
allocated to client applications. This may indicate a need to increase the CM thread limit value.

GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

GSAMXWTH contains the maximum number of worker threads concurrently allocated to Connection Manager (CM)
threads over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Range of Value:

GSAMXWTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAMXWTH contains the maximum value of GSAMXWTH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GSAPKNBR - Peak Number of XA Transactions

GSAPKNBR is the peak number of XA transactions that were "in-flight" at the same time. In-flight is the state of a
transaction that has not yet completed the prepare phase of the two-phase commit process. The default value is the
current number of GSASXA (XA transactions).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

             GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

             GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

             GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

GSAPKNBR contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IXATXNHI of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASXA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAPKNBR contains the sum of all values of GSAPKNBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

GSAPRMWL contains the maximum number of parallel requests that the Gateway daemon can process. This value is set
with the INITWORKER parameter in the Gateway configuration file.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSAPRMWL contains the value input from field CTG_WT_SMAX of the Worker Thread statistics section in the SMF type
111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAPRMWL contains -1 or a positive integer value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAPRMWL contains the last value of GSAPRMWL processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

A value of -1 for data element GSAPRMWL means that there was no parallel request limit specified with the
MAXWORKER parameter in the Gateway configuration file.

GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second

GSAPSCIC contains the number of Gateway daemon requests, per second, processed by connected CICS servers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

             GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSACREQP - CICS Requests Processed

             GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

             GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp time with I/O

Element Derivation:

GSAPSCIC is computed using the following algorithm:

    When GSACREQP GT 0, GSAPSCIC = GSACREQP / DURATION;

         GSACREQP EQ 0, GSAPSCIC = 0

             otherwise, GSAPSCIC = .

Range of Value:

GSAPSCIC ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAPSCIC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAPSGTW - Gateway Requests per Second

GSAPSGTW contains the number of Application Program Interface (API) client requests, per second, processed by the
Gateway daemon.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVGTM - Avg Gateway Response Time

             GSAGREQP - Gateway Requests Processed

             GSASGRTM - Gateway Response Time

Element Derivation:

GSAPSGTW is computed using the following algorithm:
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    When GSAGREQP GT 0, GSAPSGTW = GSAGREQP / DURATION;

         GSAGREQP EQ 0, GSAPSGTW = 0

             otherwise, GSAPSGTW = .

Range of Value:

GSAPSGTW ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAPSGTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp Time With I/O

GSARSPIO contains the average time in milliseconds for the Gateway daemon to respond to API (ECI) and XA requests
from remote clients including network I/O time. Successful and failed requests are included. This value is inclusive of the
Gateway response time, as provided by the corresponding GSASGRTM statistic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

             GSACIRQD - CICS Request Data (MB)

             GSASGRTM - CICS Request Response Time

             GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second

Element Derivation:

GSARSPIO contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IAVRESPIO of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSARSPIO ranges from a minimum of a missing value (.) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSARSPIO contains the sum of all values of GSARSPIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASCRTM - CICS Request Response Time

GSASCRTM contains the total amount of time required for connected CICS servers to respond to the Gateway daemon.
For External CICS Interface (EXCI) connections, only External Call Interface (ECI) request response time is included.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVCTM - Avg CICS Request Response Time

             GSACREQP - CICS Requests Processed

             GSAPSCIC - CICS Requests per Second
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, GSASCRTM is calculated by multiplying the value input from field CTG_CS_IAVRESP
(average CICS response time) by the value input from field CTG_CS_IALLREQ (number of CICS requests processed).

Range of Value:

GSASCRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASCRTM contains the sum of all values of GSASCRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASELUW - Extended LUW Transactions (eoi)

GSASELUW contains the number of extended Logical Unit of Work (LUW) transactions that were in flight at the end of the
measurement interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSALUWCO - Extended LUW Transaction Commits

             GSALUWRB - Extended LUW Transaction Rollbacks

             GSASSYNC - SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

             GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASELUW contains the value input from field CTG_GD_CLUWTXN of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASELUW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASELUW contains the sum of all values of GSASELUW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In-flight transactions may or may not be active in a CICS server, but they always represent one mirror transaction that
could be in a suspended state.

GSASGBTM - JVM Garbage Collection Time

GSASGBTM contains the total time, in seconds, required for the Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap
garbage collection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVJTM - Avg JVM Garbage Collection Time

             GSAGBCOL - JVM Garbage Collections

Element Derivation:
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GSASGBTM contains the value input from field CTG_SE_IGCTIME of the System Environment statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASGBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASGBTM contains the sum of all values of GSASGBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASGRTM - Gateway Response Time

GSASGRTM contains the total amount of time required for the Gateway daemon to respond to Application Program
Interface (API) and XA requests from clients. The time for both successful and failed requests is counted. Time required
for administrative requests and handshakes is excluded.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVGTM - Avg Gateway Response Time

             GSAGREQP - Gateway Requests Processed

             GSAPSGTW - Gateway Requests per Second

             GSARSPIO - Avg Gateway Daemon Resp Time With I/O

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, GSASGRTM is calculated by multiplying the value input from field CTG_GD_IAVRESP
(average Gateway response time) by the value input from field CTG_GD_IALLREQ (number of Gateway requests
processed).

Range of Value:

GSASGRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASGRTM contains the sum of all values of GSASGRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASHEAP - Sum JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

In the DETAIL timespan, GSASHEAP contains the Gateway daemon Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap size, in
megabytes, at the end of the recording interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, GSASHEAP contains the sum of the JVM heap size over all intervals summarized in
the observation.

This element is used to compute the average JVM heap size at end-of-interval value, GSAAVHSZ.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVHSZ - Avg JVM Heap Size MB (eoi)

             GSAHEAPI - Initial JVM Heap Size (MB)

             GSAHEAPL - JVM Heap Size Limit (MB)

Element Derivation:

GSASHEAP contains the value input from field CTG_SE_CHEAPGCMIN of the System Environment statistics section
in the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert to
megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSASHEAP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASHEAP contains the sum of all values of GSASHEAP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASIPIC - IPIC Sessions in Use (eoi)

GSASIPIC contains the number of IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) sessions with CICS servers in use at the end of the
measurement interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAIPICF - IPIC Session Failures

             GSASIPIN - Negotiated IPIC Sessions (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASIPIC contains the value input from field CTG_CS_CSESSCURR of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASIPIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASIPIC contains the sum of all values of GSASIPIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASIPIN - Negotiated IPIC Sessions (eoi)

GSASIPIN contains the number of IP Interconnectivity (IPIC) sessions negotiated with CICS servers at the end of the
measurement interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAIPICF - IPIC Session Failures

             GSASIPIC - IPIC Sessions in Use (eoi)
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Element Derivation:

GSASIPIN contains the value input from field CTG_CS_CSESSMAX of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASIPIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASIPIN contains the sum of all values of GSASIPIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASREQW - Requests Waiting for Response (eoi)

GSASREQW contains the number of requests waiting for a response from a CICS server at the end of the measurement
interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

GSASREQW contains the value input from field CTG_CS_CWAITNG of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASREQW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASREQW contains the sum of all values of GSASREQW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASRVNM - Default Server Name

GSASRVNM is the default CICS server name for the CICS Transaction Gateway. This default CICS server name is used
by the Gateway daemon if no other CICS server name is specified.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

GSASRVNM contains the value input from field CTG_GD_SDFLTSRV of the CICS Server All statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:
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GSASRVNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

GSASRVNM contains the last value of GSASRVNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASSLPT - SSL Protocol Handler Port Number

GSASSLPT contains the four-digit character representation of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol handler port
number if the SSL protocol is enabled. If not enabled, GSASSLPT contains "N/A."

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  GSATCPPT - TCP Protocol Handler Port Number

Element Derivation:

GSASSLPT is derived from the value input from field CTG_PH_SPORTSSL of the Protocol Handler statistics section in
the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

• value input is positive, GSASSLPT is the character representation of the four-digit value.
• value input is negative one (-1), GSASSLPT is set to "N/A."

Range of Value:

GSASSLPT can contain any combination of 4 numeric characters or "N/A."

Summarization Process:

GSASSLPT contains the last value of GSASSLPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASSTLM - Limit of Used Memory

GSASSTLM contains the maximum limit reached for the amount of extended user private storage set by GSASSTOR. If
GSASSTOR approaches GSASSTLM, then the Gateway daemon is at risk of failing with a Java Out of Memory exception.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASTORL - Ext User Private Storage Limit (MB)

             GSASSTOR - Sum Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASSTLM contains the value input from field CTG_SE_31MAX of the System Environment statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSASSTLM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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GSASSTLM contains the last value of GSASSTLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASSTOR - Sum Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

In the DETAIL timespan, GSASSTOR contains the amount of extended user private storage, in megabytes, used by the
CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) address space at the end of the recording interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, GSASSTOR contains the sum of storage used over all intervals summarized in the
observation.

This element is used to compute the average extended user private storage at the end-of-interval value, GSAAVESZ.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVESZ - Avg Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

             GSASTORL - Ext User Private Storage Limit (MB)

             GSASSTLM - Limit of Used Memory

Element Derivation:

GSASSTOR contains the value input from field CTG_SE_CELOAL of the System Environment statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert to megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSASSTOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASSTOR contains the sum of all values of GSASSTOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASSYNC - SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

GSASSYNC contains the number of SYNCONRETURN transactions in progress at the end of the measurement interval.
This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASELUW - Extended LUW Transactions (eoi)

             GSASYNCO - Successful SYNCONRETURN Transactions

             GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASSYNC contains the value input from field CTG_GD_CSYNCTXN of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASSYNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

GSASSYNC contains the sum of all values of GSASSYNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

GSASTHDA contains the number of Connection Manager (CM) threads connected to all clients at the end of the recording
interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSASTHDA contains the value input from field CTG_CM_CALLOC of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASTHDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASTHDA contains the sum of all values of GSASTHDA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

GSASTHDC contains the number of Connection Manager (CM) threads created as of the end of the recording interval.
This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit
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             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSASTHDC contains the value input from field CTG_CM_CCURR of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASTHDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASTHDC contains the sum of all values of GSASTHDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

GSASTHDW contains the number of Connection Manager (CM) threads that were waiting for a worker thread to become
available at the end of the measurement interval. This data element represents a snapshot value and is only meaningful in
the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSASTHDW contains the value input from field CTG_CM_CWAITING of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASTHDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASTHDW contains the sum of all values of GSASTHDW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If GSASTHDW is consistently high, it may indicate a need to increase the maximum number of worker threads allowed.

GSASTORL - Ext User Private Storage Limit (MB)

GSASTORL contains the amount of extended user private storage, in megabytes, that can be used by the CICS
Transaction Gateway (CTG) address space.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVESZ - Avg Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

             GSASSTLM - Limit of Used Memory

             GSASSTOR - Sum Ext User Private Storage MB (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASTORL contains the value input from field CTG_SE_SELIM of the System Environment statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. After input, the value is divided by 1,048,576 to convert to megabytes.

Range of Value:

GSASTORL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASTORL contains the last value of GSASTORL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

In the DETAIL timespan, GSASWTHA contains the number of active worker threads being used by Connection Manager
(CM) threads at the end of the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, GSASWTHA contains the sum of active worker threads at the end of the interval, over
all intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average active worker threads at the end-of-interval value, GSAAVWTA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSASWTHA contains the value input from field CTG_WT_CALLOC of the Worker Thread statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASWTHA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASWTHA contains the sum of all values of GSASWTHA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

In the DETAIL timespan, GSASWTHC contains the number of worker threads created by the Gateway daemon by the end
of the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, GSASWTHA contains the sum of active worker threads at the end of the interval, over
all intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average active worker threads created by the end-of-interval value, GSAAVWTC.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSASWTHC contains the value input from field CTG_WT_CCURR of the Worker Thread statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASWTHC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASWTHC contains the sum of all values of GSASWTHC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASXA - XA Transactions (eoi)

GSASXA contains the number of XA transactions in progress at the end of the measurement interval. XA requests are
those that comply with the X/Open standard for Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP). This data element represents a
snapshot value and is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASELUW - Extended LUW Transactions (eoi)

             GSASSYNC - SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

             GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

             GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

             GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

GSASXA contains the value input from field CTG_GD_CXATXN of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:
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GSASXA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASXA contains the sum of all values of GSASXA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASYNCO - Successful SYNCONRETURN Transactions

GSASYNCO contains the number of successfully completed SYNCONRETURN transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: GSASSYNC - SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

Element Derivation:

GSASYNCO contains the value input from field CTG_GD_ISYNCTXN of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASYNCO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASYNCO contains the sum of all values of GSASYNCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSASYNRT - SYNCONRETURN Transactions that Failed

GSASYNRT is the number of SYNCONRETURN transactions that have failed in the current interval. SYNCONRETURN is
a request where the CICS server takes a sync point on successful completion of the server program.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASSYNC -  SYNCONRETURN Transactions (eoi)

             GSASYNCO -  Successful SYNCONRETURN Transactions

Element Derivation:

GSASYNRT contains the value input from field CTG_GD_ISYNCFAIL of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSASYNRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSASYNRT contains the sum of all values of GSASYNRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

GSATCPPT - TCP Protocol Handler Port Number

GSATCPPT contains the four-digit character representation of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol handler
port number if the TCP protocol is enabled. If not enabled, GSATCPPT contains "N/A."

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASSLPT - SSL Protocol Handler Port Number

Element Derivation:

GSATCPPT is derived from the value input from field CTG_PH_SPORTTCP of the Protocol Handler statistics section in
the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

• value input is positive, GSATCPPT is the character representation of the four-digit value.
• value input is negative one (-1), GSATCPPT is set to "N/A."

Range of Value:

GSATCPPT can contain any combination of 4 numeric characters or "N/A."

Summarization Process:

GSATCPPT contains the last value of GSATCPPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSATHDA - CM Threads Allocated

GSATHDA contains the number of Connection Manager (CM) thread allocations that have been established with remote
clients.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSATHDA contains the value input from field CTG_CM_IALLOC of the Connection Manager statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSATHDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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GSATHDA contains the sum of all values of GSATHDA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Low GSATHDA values can reflect efficient thread reuse.

GSATHDC - CM Threads Created

GSATHDC contains the number of Connection Manager (CM) threads created by the Gateway daemon.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSATHDC contains the value input from field CTG_CM_ICREATED of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSATHDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSATHDC contains the sum of all values of GSATHDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSATHDI - Initial CM Threads

GSATHDI contains the initial number of Connection Manager (CM) threads created by the Gateway daemon.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:
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GSATHDI contains the value input from field CTG_CM_SINIT of the Connection Manager statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSATHDI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSATHDI contains the last value of GSATHDI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSATHDL - CM Thread Limit

GSATHDL contains the maximum number of Connection Manager (CM) threads that can be created and allocated by the
Gateway daemon.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAMXTHD - Max CM Threads Concurrently Allocated

             GSASTHDA - CM Threads Allocated (eoi)

             GSASTHDC - CM Threads Created (eoi)

             GSASTHDW - CM Threads Waiting (eoi)

             GSATHDA  - CM Threads Allocated

             GSATHDC  - CM Threads Created

             GSATHDI  - Initial CM Threads

             GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSATHDL contains the value input from field CTG_CM_SMAX of the Connection Manager statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSATHDL contains -1 or a positive integer value limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSATHDL contains the last value of GSATHDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A value of -1 for data element GSATHDL means that there was no thread limit specified with the MAXCONNECT
parameter in the Gateway configuration file.

GSATHDTO - CM Thread Timeouts

GSATHDTO contains the number of times that the Gateway daemon was unable to allocate a Connection Manager (CM)
thread to a client application within the time limit specified by the CONNECTION TIMEOUT parameter of the Gateway
configuration file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSATHDL  - CM Thread Limit

Element Derivation:

GSATHDTO contains the value input from field CTG_CM_ITIMEOUTS of the Connection Manager statistics section in the
SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSATHDTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSATHDTO contains the sum of all values of GSATHDTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

GSAWTHDI contains the initial number of worker threads created by the Gateway daemon. This value is set with the
INITWORKER parameter in the Gateway configuration file.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

Element Derivation:

GSAWTHDI contains the value input from field CTG_WT_SINIT of the Worker Thread statistics section in the SMF type
111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAWTHDI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAWTHDI contains the last value of GSAWTHDI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAWTHTO - Worker Thread Allocation Timeouts

GSAWTHTO contains the number of times that a worker thread was not allocated to a Connection Manager (CM) thread
by the Gateway daemon within the defined time limit. The time limit is specified with the WORKERTIMEOUT parameter in
the Gateway configuration file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  GSAAVWTA - Avg Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSAAVWTC - Avg Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAMXWTH - Max Worker Threads Concur Allocated

             GSAPRMWL - Parallel Requests MAXWORKER Limit

             GSASWTHA - Sum Worker Threads Active (eoi)

             GSASWTHC - Sum Worker Threads Created (eoi)

             GSAWTHDI - Initial Worker Threads

Element Derivation:

GSAWTHTO contains the value input from field CTG_WT_ITIMEOUTS of the Worker Thread statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAWTHTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAWTHTO contains the sum of all values of GSAWTHTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Non-zero values for GSAWTHTO means that worker threads have been queueing, waiting for Connection Manager
threads.

GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

GSAXACRQ contains the number of XA commit requests that were successfully processed. XA requests are those that
comply with the X/Open standard for Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

             GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

             GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

GSAXACRQ contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IXATXNC of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAXACRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAXACRQ contains the sum of all values of GSAXACRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

GSAXARRQ contains the number of XA rollback requests that were successfully processed. XA requests are those that
comply with the X/Open standard for Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

             GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

             GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

GSAXARRQ contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IXATXNR of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAXARRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAXARRQ contains the sum of all values of GSAXARRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAXATHA - XA Transactions Completed for HA Group

GSAXATHA is the number of completed XA transactions that were started by another Gateway daemon in the highly
available (HA) group. The highly available group is a Gateway group that uses TCP/IP load balancing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

             GSASXA   - XA Transactions (eoi)

             GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests

             GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

Element Derivation:

GSAXATHA contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IXACOMP of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record.

Range of Value:

GSAXATHA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAXATHA contains the sum of all values of GSAXATHA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GSAXATRN - XA Transactions Processed

GSAXATRN contains the number of XA requests processed for XA transactions. XA requests are those that comply with
the X/Open standard for Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP). 

Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. 

  SEE ALSO: GSASXA - XA Transactions (eoi) 

            GSAXACRQ - Successful XA Commit Requests 

            GSAXARRQ - Successful XA Rollback Requests

Element Derivation:

GSAXATRN contains the value input from field CTG_GD_IXAREQ of the Gateway Daemon statistics section in the SMF
type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway record. Range of Value: GSAXATRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

GSAXATRN contains the sum of all values of GSAXATRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DB2 Data Dictionary
The DB2 Information Area Files and Data, supported by the MICS Db2 Analyzer.

DB2 Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for the measurement descriptive quality that they possess. These data elements may
be carried as data elements on one or more DB2 files. There are also some common data elements that, at the present
time, exist in one file or no files, but were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names (rather than
following the MICS convention of the first three characters being the file prefix).

Most of these data elements are particularly interesting because they exist at the detail level of each DB2 file whether
carried in the database or not, and are available for use by the MICS DB2 user routines for account code, application unit
code, and relative longevity code derivation.

Definitions for the DB2 common data elements follow, in alphabetical order.

DB2ACE - DB2 Agent Control Element
DB2ACE is the dispatch unit address for the address space associated with the DB2 unit of work.

Type:

Common Retained data element - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2ACE is derived from the SMF DB2 product data section, label QWHSACE.

Range of Value:

DB2ACE can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2ACE contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2ACE in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2ACTx - DB2 Account Level Identifier
The DB2ACTx data elements are user-defined fields that can be used to specify the accounting or cost center structure of
your data center. There may be up to nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the data center.
The highest account code is DB2ACT1, the second highest is DB2ACT2, and so on. These data elements are defined and
included in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT) by the user when MICS Db2 Analyzer is installed.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH TO 30.

Element Derivation:
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The derivation of the account code fields is the responsibility of the user and is defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT). The content of the DB2ACTx data elements is site-dependent. Contact your site's
MICS administrator for further information.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 30 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters per field, according to user definition.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values, and
this variable is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2ATNM - Active Trace Number Mask
DB2ATNM is the active trace number mask for the DETAIL observation.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2ATNM is derived from the SMF DB2 product header data section, label QWHSMTN.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2ATNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2ATNM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2AUTH - Authorization Identifier
DB2AUTH is the DB2 primary authorization identifier for the user as specified at DB2 connect or signon time.

For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to populate DB2AUTH contains the value
from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

          DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2AUTH is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHCAID.

Range of Value:

This element consists of eight bytes of character data, as follows:
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     BATCH    User-ID on JOB card

 

     TSO      LOGON-ID

 

     IMS      For message-driven regions:

 

              SIGNON-ID or LTERM

 

              For non-message-driven regions:

 

              ASXBUSER if RACF is used, otherwise PSB name

 

     CICS     USER-ID

Summarization Process:

DB2AUTH contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2AUTH in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2CONN - Connection Identifier
DB2CONN contains the connection identifier, which identifies the subsystem (e.g., TSO or IMS) that requested some kind
of DB2 service(s).

For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to populate DB2CONN contains the
value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Common retained data element - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CONN is derived from DB2 accounting trace data that is written to SMF record type 101.
DB2CONN is set to the value found in field QWHCCN in the product data section of the record.

Range of Value:

This element consists of up to eight alphanumeric characters, as follows:

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

  | For...                    | the value is...               |

  |===========================|===============================|

  | BATCH                     | BATCH                         |

  |                           |                               |

  | TSO                       | TSO                           |

  |                           |                               |

  | QMF                       | DB2CALL                       |

  |                           |                               |

  | UTILITY                   | UTILITY                       |

  |                           |                               |

  | DB2 internal              | DB2-ID                        |
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  |                           |                               |

  | IMS                       | IMS-ID                        |

  |                           |                               |

  | CICS                      | CICS-ID                       |

  |                           |                               |

  | Distributed Database      | connection name of the thread |

  | access threads using      | at the requesting location    |

  | system-directed access    |                               |

  |                           |                               |

  | Distributed Database      | connection name of the thread |

  | access threads using      | at the requesting location    |

  | application-directed      |                               |

  | access from a DB2 3.1 or  |                               |

  | later requester           |                               |

  |                           |                               |

  | Distributed Database      | the constant, SERVER          |

  | access threads using      |                               |

  | application-directed      |                               |

  | access from a non-DB2     |                               |

  | requester                 |                               |

  |                           |                               |

  | Distributed Database      | the  constant, SERVER         |

  | access threads using      |                               |

  | application-directed      |                               |

  | access from a DB2 2.3     |                               |

  | requester                 |                               |

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

Summarization Process:

DB2CONN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CONN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2CORR - Correlation Identifier
DB2CORR is the correlation identifier for the user, identifying the task performing DB2 work.

For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to populate DB2CORR contains the
value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Common retained data element - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO: DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

          DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CORR is derived from DB2 accounting trace data that is written to SMF record type 101.
DB2CORR is set to the value found in field QWHCCV in the product data section of the record.

Range of Value:

This element consists of up to 12 alphanumeric characters, as follows:
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        JOBNAME

        BATCH

        LOGON-ID

        TSO

        QMF

        PST#

        PSBNAME

        IMS

        Connection_type.

        thread_type.

        thread_#.

        tran-ID

        CICS

      

Summarization Process:

DB2CORR contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CORR in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Careful consideration should be made before including this variable in the summarization sequence for files that also
include DB2AUTH as a sequence variable. The combination of DB2CORR and DB2AUTH may result in a large SAS
file. Include this element in the sort sequence for the DB2DSU file ONLY if you need jobname or transaction-id in your
accounting algorithms. This element is primarily intended for use in the DB2DSP file where it is likely that DB2AUTH will
not be used as a sequence variable.

DB2CPU - DB2 CPU Time
DB2CPU is the CPU time of the currently dispatched z/OS TCB or SRB execution unit.

DB2CPU includes CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CPU contains the value input from field QWHUCPU from the SMF type 101 record DB2
Header section.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2CPU contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CPU in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value may be used with paired event records to report CPU resources used.

DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name
DB2CRDLU is the LUNAME for CICS, RRSAF, and Database Access threads connected to a DB2 subsystem.

Type:
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Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

          DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CRDLU contains the value input from the first eight characters of the accounting correlation
token from the SMF DB2 correlation header data section, label QWHCTOKN.

Range of Value:

DB2CRDLU can contain any combination of one (1) to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2CRDLU contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CRDLU in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For RRSAF, QWHCTOKN is the value of parameter accounting-token in the RRSAF/AUTH signon functionality that is
generated by a DB2 user; for Database Access threads, QWHCTOKN value is received from the requesting system when
ACCOUNTREC(UOW) or ACCOUNTREC(TASK) is specified within the requesting subsystem, i.e., CICS RDO table for
instance.

DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name
DB2CRDNT is the network name for CICS, RRSAF, and Database Access threads connected to a DB2 subsystem.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

          DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CRDNT contains the value input from characters 9 to 16 of the accounting correlation token
of the SMF DB2 correlation header data section, label QWHCTOKN.

Range of Value:

DB2CRDNT can contain any combination of one (1) to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2CRDNT contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CRDNT in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For RRSAF, QWHCTOKN is the value of parameter accounting-token in the RRSAF/AUTH signon functionality that is
generated by a DB2 user; for Database Access threads, QWHCTOKN value is received from the requesting system when
ACCOUNTREC(UOW) or ACCOUNTREC(TASK) is specified within the requesting subsystem, i.e., CICS RDO table for
instance.

DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value
DB2CRDUV is the uniqueness value of CICS, RRSAF, and Database Access threads connected to a DB2 subsystem.

Type:
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Common, retained - Character, length 6.

SEE ALSO: DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

          DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2CRDUV contains the value input from characters 17 to 22 of the accounting correlation
token of the SMF DB2 correlation header data section, label QWHCTOKN, that is padded with binary zeroes or x'0000'.

Range of Value:

DB2CRDUV can contain any combination of one (1) to 6 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2CRDUV contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2CRDUV in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For RRSAF, QWHCTOKN is the value of parameter accounting-token in the RRSAF/AUTH signon functionality that is
generated by a DB2 user; for Database Access threads, QWHCTOKN value is received from the requesting system when
ACCOUNTREC(UOW) or ACCOUNTREC(TASK) is specified within the requesting subsystem, i.e., CICS RDO table for
instance.

DB2DSGN - Data Sharing Group Name
DB2DSGN contains the data sharing group name for DB2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

Element Derivation:

DB2DSGN contains the value input from field QWHADSGN of the SMF type 100 record.

Range of Value:

DB2DSGN can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2DSGN contains the last value of DB2DSGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number
DB2DSTSN is the SMF record sequence number.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DB2DSTSN is derived from the SMF DB2 product data section, label QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2DSTSN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2DSTSN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2ID - DB2 SUB SYSTEM IDENTIFIER
DB2ID contains the DB2 subsystem identifier of the DB2 system being monitored.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DB2id is derived at the DETAIL time-span from DB2 trace data that is written to SMF or GTF. In either case, DB2ID is set
to the value found in the standard header section of the SMF or GTF record.

Range of Value:

DB2ID can contain any combination of one to four alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2ID is not summarized. DB2ID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span, so
other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2ISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number
DB2ISEQ is the sequence number for instrumentation identification. This sequence number is incremented for each
record that is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2ISEQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. It is reset whenever DB2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

DB2ISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2ISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

DB2LOCN - DB2 Local Location ID
DB2LOCN is the location identifier for the local DB2 subsystem.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2LOCN is derived from the SMF DB2 header instrumentation data section, label
QWHSLOCN.

Range of Value:

A 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2LOCN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2LOCN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2LUNAM - DB2 Logical Unit Name
DB2LUNAM is the LU identifier for the DB2 user process.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This data element has no units.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2LUNAM is derived from the SMF DB2 header instrumentation data section, label
QWHSLUNM.

Range of Value:

A 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2LUNAM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2LUNAM in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2MEMN - DB2 Member Name
DB2MEMN contains the DB2 member name within the data sharing group for DB2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
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SEE ALSO: DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

Element Derivation:

DB2MEMN contains the value input from field QWHAMEMN of the SMF type 100 record.

Range of Value:

DB2MEMN can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2MEMN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2MEMN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2MLVL - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level
DB2MLVL indicates the maintenance level of MICS DB2 that was used to process the data.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is numeric flag.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DB2MLVL is set to the current maintenance level of MICS DB2

Range of Value:

A minimum of 4160 to a maximum of your current MICS DB2 maintenance level.

Summarization Process:

DB2MLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2MLVL in the records processed for the summarization interval.

Usage Notes:

This element is for MICS DB2 internal use.

DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level
DB2MODLV contains the continuous delivery function level of DB2 in the form of VvvRffMmmm, where vv is the version, rr
is the release, and mmm is the modification level. Each function level corresponds to a single APAR that enables a set of
DB2 enhancements.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 10.

SEE ALSO: DB2RELN - DB2 Release Number

          DB2SUBV - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2MODLV is derived from the SMF DB2 header information area QWHS and contains the value
in data element label QWHS_MOD_LVL.

Range of Value:
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DB2MODLV can contain any combination of 1 to 10 characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2MODLV contains the last value of DB2MODLV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2NETID - Network Identifier
DB2NETID is the network identifier for the user.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This data element has no units.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2NETID is derived from the SMF DB2 header instrumentation data section, label QWACNID.

Range of Value:

A 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2NETID contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2NETID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2OPID - Original Operator ID
DB2OPID identifies the authorization ID of the real DB2 user when DB2AUTH contains a group identification. This
variable is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to populate DB2OPID contains the value
from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Retained data element -- Character, length 8

SEE ALSO: DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

          DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

DB2OPID contains the value input from field QWHCOPID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 3 User Accounting Record, Correlation Header.

Range of Value:

This element consists of eight bytes of character data, as follows:

     BATCH    User-ID on JOB card

 

     TSO      LOGON-ID
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     IMS      For message-driven regions:

 

              SIGNON-ID or LTERM

 

              For non-message-driven regions:

 

              ASXBUSER if RACF is used, otherwise PSB name

 

     CICS     USER-ID, TERM-ID, TRAN-ID, or other as specified

              in the Resource Control Table (RCT)

Summarization Process:

DB2OPID contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2OPID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This field can be used instead of DB2AUTH for CICS transactions as it contains the values specified in the RCT.

DB2PID - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
DB2PID contains the number of the DB2 buffer pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, length 4.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DB2PID is obtained from the QBSTPID in the SMF type 100 record for the DSB file, and QBACPID in the SMF type 101
record for the DBU and DBP files. It is the actual number of the DB2 buffer pool.

Range of Value:

DB2PID contain number values from 0 to 32767.

Summarization Process:

DB2PID is not summarized. DB2PID is used to determine a unique key for records within the DB2 buffer pool files (DSB,
DBU, and DSP).

Usage Notes:

None

DB2PKNM - Package/DBRM Name
DB2PKNM contains the name of a DB2 package or database request module (DBRM). A DB2 package is an executable
representation of a DBRM.

For DB2 10.1 and higher when the Package Summary Roll Up Flag (DPPRUSM) is set, the package name unavailable so
DB2PKNM is Automatically populated with the 'ACCUMACC ROLSUM RECORD' value.

For DB2 9.1 and earlier DB2 ACCUMACC roll-up records, the package name is unavailable so DB2PKNM is automatically
populated with the 'ACCUMACC ROLLUP RECORD' value.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 60.
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SEE ALSO: DB2PLAN - Plan Name

Element Derivation:

DB2PKNM contains the value input from field QPACPKNM of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. QPACPKNM is subdivided into the following fields (which are included in DB2PKNM's value):

QPACLOCN
Location Name (blank for DBRMs)

QPACCOLN
Package Collection ID (blank for DBRMs)

QPACPKID
Program Name QPACCONT - Consistency Token

When all four fields are binary zeros, the package record represents an ACCUMACC roll-up record. In this case, the
DB2PKNM data element is forced to a value of 'ACCUMACC ROLLUP RECORD.'.

Range of Value:

DB2PKNM can contain any combination of 1 to 60 characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2PKNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2PKNM processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

A DB2 plan contains one or more database request modules (DBRM); however with the introduction of packages in DB2,
it is no longer necessary to bind DBRMs to plans.

Before the introduction of packages in DB2, DBRMs were bound to a plan; changes made to a single DBRM meant that
the entire plan had to be rebound. Depending on the number of DBRMs contained in a given plan, this could lead to
significant performance degradation. Therefore, it is more efficient to bind a given DBRM to a DB2 package in a one-to-
one relationship.

Since DB2PKNM is a composite representation of QPACLOCN (16), QPACCOLN (18), QPACPKID (18), and QPACCONT
(08) of the SMF 101-1 input raw fields, you can redefine DB2PKNM by combining preceding input raw variables in the
most meaningful way.

Before DB2 V8.1, the variables QPACLOCN, QPACCOLN, and QPACPKID were populated from the short form fields in
the input record. Beginning with DB2 V8.1, there are long form fields which might be used in populating the DB2PKNM
element. In the long form, QPACLOCN, QPACCOLN, and QPACPKID each have length 128 bytes. Associated with each
is a variable that specifies how much of the 128 bytes are available. These length variables are LQPACLOC, LQPACCOL,
and LQPACPKI, respectively. If these length variables have values greater than 0, then they can be used in writing user
code to access their respective long form variables.

WARNING

The QPACxxxx and their respective length variables cannot be accessed by the USRSDPP exit unless
they are uncommented within the %MACRO DB2QPAC; macro in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT).
Each of the QPACxxxx variables listed are within comments by default.
You should uncomment only the variables that you will be using in the USRSDPP exit.

Example:

To capture QPACPKID and QPACLOCN components of the original definition, recode DB2PKNM in the USRSDPP exit as
follows:

DB2PKNM=QPACPKID !! QPACLOCN ;
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You can optionally change the length of DB2PKNM in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) TYPE statement to
conform with the summation of numbers in brackets for corresponding raw elements used in the new definition to save
DASD space.

DB2PLAN - Plan Name
DB2PLAN is the name of the DB2 application plan.

For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to populate DB2PLAN contains the value
from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, length 8.

SEE ALSO: DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2PLAN is derived from DB2 performance trace data that is written to SMF type 101 records. It
is set to the value found in field QWHCPLAN in the product data section of the record.

Range of Value:

DB2PLAN may contain any valid one to eight-character application plan name.

Summarization Process:

DB2PLAN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2PLAN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2PRLV - DB2 Remote Partner Product Level
DB2PRLV contains the DB2 remote partner's functional/service/build level. The value is available only if the remote
partner provides this level of information.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

Element Derivation:

DB2PRLV contains the value input from field QLACPRLV of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

A 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2PRLV contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2PRLV in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
DB2 CP parallel query executions yield multiple SMF type 101 task accounting records, one for the parent task and one or
more records for the child subtasks. DB2 ACCUMACC yields consolidated SMF type 101 task accounting records that are
the summarization of two or more DDF or RRSAF individual task accounting records.

DB2PTASK identifies the type ('PARENT', 'CHILD', 'ROLLUP') of a DETAIL timespan observation representing the activity
of a DB2 CP parallel query.

For ACCUMACC consolidated records, DB2PTASK contains 'ACUMAC'.

For non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC queries, DB2PTASK contains 'NONE'.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, length 6.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DB2PTASK is set differently based on the record type processed:

For SMF type 101 subtype 0 records, DB2PTASK is set based on the values of the QWACPACE, QWACFLGS,
QWACRINV, and QWACPCNT fields:

• the QWACPARR bit of the QWACFLGS flag field is on, the record is either a parallel child roll-up or an ACCUMACC
summarization record.

• If QWACRINV, the accounting reason code, has a value of 1, 2, or 3 the record is an ACCUMACC roll-up record and
DB2PTASK is set to 'ACUMAC'.

• IF QWACRINV contains any other value, DB2PTASK is set to 'ROLLUP', indicating a parallel child roll-up record.
• the QWACPARR bit of the QWACFLGS flag field is off, the record is either a parent or child record from a parallel

query, or a normal thread.
• If the first four characters of the QWACPACE (Parallel Task token) field has non-blank, non-binary zero values,

DB2PTASK is set to 'CHILD'.
• If the first four characters of the QWACPACE (Parallel Task token) field has blank or binary zero values, and the

QWACPCNT, parallel subtask count field is greater than zero, DB2PTASK is set to 'PARENT'.
• If none of these conditions are true, then DB2PTASK is set to 'NONE', indicating a normal accounting thread record.

For SMF type 101 subtype 1 records, DB2PTASK is set based on the values of the QPACLOCN, QPACCOLN,
QPACPKID, and QPACCONT fields.

• all four fields are populated with binary zeros, then the package segment represents the ACCUMACC roll-up of two or
more package segments, and DB2PTASK is set to 'ACUMAC' ;

• erwise, DB2PTASK is set to 'NONE'.

Range of Value:

For all files except the DB2 Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP) file, DB2PTASK can contain any of the following values:

    'NONE'   - Non-parallel tasks, non-ACCUMACC tasks

 

    'PARENT' - The originating (parent) task.

 

    'ROLLUP' - The summary of all parallel child subtasks (DB2

               PTASKROL parameter set to YES).

 

    'CHILD'  - The individual subtasks generated by a parent
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               task (DB2 PTASKROL parameter set to NO.)

 

    'ACUMAC' - The record is a summarization of DDF or RRSAF

               transaction records.

For the DB2 Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP) file, DB2PTASK will contain one of the two following values:

    'NONE'   - Non-parallel and Non-ACCUMACC package

 

    'PARENT' - Package corresponds to a parallel task

 

    'ACUMAC' - The package corresponds to an ACCUMACC task

Summarization Process:

DB2PTASK contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2PTASK processed for the summarization level.

DB2REL - DB2 Release Level
DB2REL contains the decimal value of the DB2 system release level. See USAGE NOTES below for more information.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  DB2RELN - DB2 Release Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2REL is computed from DB2RELN. DB2RELN represents the DB2 release level as n.n
(e.g., 7.1 or 8.1). DB2REL is the numeric equivalent of the DB2RELN value without a decimal point and treated as a
hexadecimal value. The conversion uses the following formula:

DB2REL=INT(FLOOR(DB2RELN)*16)+FLOOR(MOD(DB2RELN,1)*10);

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from the release values associated with the minimum and most current releases of DB2
supported.

Summarization Process:

DB2REL contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2REL processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The following table shows some examples of the respective values of DB2REL and DB2RELN:

    DB2REL   DB2RELN

    ------   -------

      81       5.1

      97       6.1

     113       7.1

     129       8.1

DB2RELN - DB2 Release Identifier
DB2RELN is the DB2 subsystem release identifier.

Type:
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Retained data element

SEE ALSO:  DB2REL  - DB2 Release Level

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2RELN is derived from the SMF DB2 header information area QWHS and contains the value in
data element label QWHSRELN.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from the release values associated with the minimum and most current releases of DB2
supported.

Summarization Process:

DB2RELN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2RELN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID
DB2REQID is the location identifier for the requesting DB2 subsystem.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO:  DB2LOCN - DB2 Local Location ID

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2REQID is derived from the SMF DB2 DDF header instrumentation data section, label
QWHDRQNM.

Range of Value:

This element is a 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2REQID contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2REQID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

A non-blank value in this field that is not equal to DB2LOCN indicates a remote database access thread (DBAT). Both
DBAT thread CPU and I/O times must always be added to the DB2 allied agent CPU and I/O times as they are never
included in the calling address space's data.

DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID
DB2RLOCN is the location identifier for the remote DB2 subsystem.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  See also:  DB2LOCN - DDF Local Location ID

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan of the DB2DDU MICS file, DB2RLOCN is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACLOCN.

At the detail timespan of the DB2DDY MICS file, DB2RLOCN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTLOCN.

Range of Value:

A 16-byte character variable.

Summarization Process:

DB2RLOCN contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2RLOCN in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2RMID - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier
DB2RMID is the DB2 resource manager identifier.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This element has no units.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2RMID is derived from the SMF DB2 header information data section, label QWHSRMID.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2RMID contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2RMID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2STCK - Db2 Store Clock At End Event
Db2STCK is the store clock value from the SMF type 101 record header. For data sharing, this is the sysplex timer value.

Db2STCK is in UTC time, not local time.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2STCK is derived from field QWHSSTCK in the header of the Product Section of the SMF
type 101 record.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2STCK contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2STCK in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2SUBV - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release
DB2SUBV contains a value that can indicate special or additional handling of particular metrics that might be required.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DB2RELN - DB2 Release Number

          DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2SUBV is derived from the SMF DB2 header information area QWHS and contains the value in
data element label QWHSSUBV.

Range of Value:

DB2SUBV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2SUBV contains the last value of DB2SUBV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type
DB2THDTY indicates the type of DB2 thread being monitored.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is numeric flag.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DB2THDTY is defaulted to a value of zero for all DB2 records. However, DB2THDTY value is set to 1 when Requestor
ID (DB2REQID) is not equal to DB2 Local Location ID (DB2LOCN); otherwise, DB2THDTY value is set to 2 when
DB2REQID is equal to DB2LOCN.

For ACCUMACC or Rolled-Up Records processing, DB2THDTY value is set to 1 when Reason for Accounting Record
(DSUREASN) value is between 1 and 3 and Connecting System Type Code (DSUCATYP) value is 8.

Range of Value:

DB2THDTY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 2.

• 0 - Non-DDF thread type
• 1 - Database access thread (DBAT). This is a remote DB2 thread servicing a request.
• 2 - Distribute Allied Thread. Local requesting DB2 subsystem attachment to DDF services.
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Summarization Process:

DB2THDTY contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2THDTY in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The DB2THDTY element provides information about how the access was satisfied.

• A value of 0 means that the user request was satisfied from this DB2 region.
• A value of 1 means that the request was received from another DB2 region. The resource utilization values represent

what was required to satisfy the request and to pass the information back to the requesting DB2 region.
• A value of 2 means that at least one request was made to this DB2 region, but was passed to a different DB2 region

that contained the data required to satisfy the request. When the value is 2, the resource utilization values only
represent what was required to pass a request to another DB2 region and to process other requests from this DB2
region. It does not include the resources required to process a request on another DB2 region.

The DB2THDTY value can be used to determine how to account for resource utilization. When the DB2THDTY value is 1,
the CPU time and other resources expended by DB2 to satisfy a request are NOT reflected in records generated by TSO,
Batch, and IMS (and CICS after CTS 2.2 and DB2 Version 6) data collectors.

DB2UNIQ - DB2 Instance Number
DB2UNIQ is the DB2 instance number identifier.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 6.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2UNIQ is derived from the SMF DB2 header information data section, label QWHSLUUV.

Range of Value:

DB2UNIQ can contain any combination of 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2UNIQ contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2UNIQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DB2UNIQ can be used to compare an activity in the requesting DB2 subsystem with that of the serving subsystem.

DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name
DB2XSVNM is the accelerator server name.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XPRID - IDAA Product ID

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DB2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8STNAME field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record.
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In the DSP and DSU files, DB2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8ACNAME field of the SMF Type 101 subtype
0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DB2XSVNM can contain any combination of one to one-hundred-twenty-eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the level of summarization.
• In the DSU file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the records summarized by

User.
• In the DSP file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the records summarized by

DB2 plan.

Usage Notes:

DB2XSVNM was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

If more than one data section is found in the DB2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data
sections are aggregated into one DB2DSU/DB2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the DB2XSVNM data element will
contain the value 'MULTI' rather than the server name.

UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work ID Number (DB2)
UOWIDSEQ is the value of incremental synchronization points, checkpoints, and commits that complement UOWID data
elements to create a unique value of a recoverable unit of work. UOWIDSEQ is incremented for each synchronization
point that occurs between multiple subsystems.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 2.

SEE ALSO: UOWID - Unit of Work ID

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element varies by the subsystem's SMF or monitor input data, as follows:

For CICS data:
The value of UOWIDSEQ is the last two bytes of the data element UOWID. The two bytes that represent the period count
may change during the life of the task as a result of synchronization point activity.

For DB2 data:
UOWIDSEQ is the value input of the last two-character positions of the accounting correlation token (QWHCTOKN)
field of the raw SMF type 101 (subtype 0, IFCID 3) record. UOWIDSEQ raw SMF readup is currently designated as
RESERVED so the value of UOWIDSEQ is always populated with binary zeroes.

For MQ-Series data:
UOWIDSEQ is the value input of the last two-character positions of field WTIDUOWI in the task identification segment of
the SMF type 116 subtypes 1 or 2 records.

Range of Value:

UOWIDSEQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

UOWIDSEQ contains the last occurence of UOWIDSEQ found at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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UOWIDSEQ is used in conjunction with UOWID to formulate relevant business unit-of-work transactions processed in a
multi-subsystem environment.

DB2 Data Base Activity File (DB2DSD)
The DB2 Data Base Activity (DB2DSD) File quantifies DB2 data base activity, including: SQL statements, binds, buffer
management, and lock usage data.

Use this file to track data base activity and SQL statement utilization.

The source for this is file is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 1.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSDAFLG  - Flag Byte

  XDWMY.E  DSDARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  XDWMY.E  DSDASTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent

  X.....   DSDATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DSDDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  XD....E  DSDIMAC  - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

  XD....E  DSDIMSC  - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

  X.....E  DSDISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number
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  XD....E  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

  XDWMY.   DSDRMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  XD....E  DSDSIAC  - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs

  XD....E  DSDSISC  - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

  XDWMY.E  DSDTCTO  - Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDTSTG  - Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)

  XD....E  DSDWCTO  - Curr Total Workfile Storage Used KB

  XD....E  DSDWFCTO - Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)

  XD....E  DSDWFRCU - Curr RID Blocks Residing in Workfile

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFSTG - Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWSTG  - Curr Storage Config in WFDB (KB)

  XD....E  DSDW32K  - Curr 32KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

  XD....E  DSDW4K   - Curr 4KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP0 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP1 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP2 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP3 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  XDWMY.E  DSDACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  XDWMY.E  DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDALDAB - NO. of ALTER DATABASE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDALLOC - Successful Bound Plan Allocation

  XDWMY.E  DSDALOCA - Requests To Allocate Bound Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTIX - Alter Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTA - Alter Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTVW - Alter View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  XDWMY.E  DSDASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  XDWMY.E  DSDASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  XDWMY.E  DSDASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  XDWMY.   DSDAUCC  - AUTH Checks Using Cache

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUCHK - Authorization Checks

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

  XDWMY.   DSDAUPUB - AUTH Checks Based PUBLIC Auth

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUTOB - Attempts To AUTOBIND a Pkg

  XDWMY.E  DSDBIND  - Successful Automatic Binds

  XDWMY.E  DSDBINDA - Automatic Bind Attempts

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDAA - Bind Action Add Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDAR - Bind Action Replace Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDPA - BIND (ADD) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds
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  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDPR - BIND (REP) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO0 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO1 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO2 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO3 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDCHNP  - Change Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDCLOSE - Close Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCMTON - Comment On Statements

  XD....E  DSDCOLS  - Invalid Select Procedure Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSDCOST  - Processing Cost

  XDWMY.E  DSDCPLK  - Change Requests for Physical Locks

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCREJ  - No. Failed DB2 Lock Req to XES

  XDWMY.E  DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRINX - Create Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRROL - Create Role Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCSLM  - Change Requests Propagated to XES

  XDWMY.E  DSDCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBDG  - Requests for Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBDL  - Number of Loads: Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR0 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR1 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR2 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR3 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU0 - Data Base Page Updates 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU1 - Data Base Page Updates 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU2 - Data Base Page Updates 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU3 - Data Base Page Updates 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEAD  - Deadlock Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEFVU - Create View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDDELET - Delete Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDESC  - Describe Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEXP  - PREPARE Discarded

  XDWMY.E  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

  XDWMY.E  DSDDINV  - PREPARE Purged

  XDWMY.   DSDDLRU  - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT0 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT1 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT2 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT3 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found
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  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Bind

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPKG - NO. of DROP PACKAGE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRTA  - Global Requests Denied

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSCRT - NO. of DESCRIBE TABLE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSOPN - Data Sets Currently Open

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSPBD - Plans Bound And Kept

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT0 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT1 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT2 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT3 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 3

  XDWMY.   DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECTA  - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTG  - NO. Requests for Cursor Table Section

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTL  - NO. Loaded Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTU  - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDEDBD  - Number of Pages used for DBD

  XDWMY.E  DSDEDSG  - Number of Requests for Dynamic Cache

  XDWMY.E  DSDEDSI  - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDEFAL  - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEPTA  - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDEPTG  - No. Req for Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDEPTL  - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.   DSDEPTU  - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

  XDWMY.   DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDESKC  - No. Free Pages Used for SKCT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDESKP  - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

  XDWMY.   DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool
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  XDWMY.   DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDFETCH - Fetch Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDFLSE  - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

  XDWMY.E  DSDFND   - PREPARE Request Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREE  - Free Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREEA - Attempts To Free Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREEP - Plan Successfully Freed

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRPG  - Number of Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.E  DSDGRANT - Grant Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMNC  - No. Workfile Create Fails - Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS0 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS1 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS2 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS3 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDINCRB - Incremental Binds

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDINSRT - Insert Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDIPRP  - Implicit PREPARE Performed

  XDWMY.E  DSDISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  XDWMY.E  DSDIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  XDWMY.E  DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

  XDWMY.E  DSDJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDKIDS  - Locks Propagated By IRLM to XES SYNC

  XDWMY.   DSDKLRU  - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.   DSDKSPA  - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.   DSDKSPG  - Number of xPROC Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDLABEL - Label Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDLEEM  - Count of Escalations to Exclusive Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDLESM  - Count of Escalations to Shared Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDLOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPLK  - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

  XDWMY.E  DSDLSLM  - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX0  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 0

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX1  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 1

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX2  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 2

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX3  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDMERGE - Merge Statements

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXNL - Mult INDX Not Used - RID Limit

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXNU - Mult INDX Not Used - No Storage

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR0 - Media Manager Read Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR1 - Media Manager Read Requests 1
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  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR2 - Media Manager Read Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR3 - Media Manager Read Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCUR - Max PB Count On Free PB

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPL  - Max. no. of Page locks held

  XDWMY.E  DSDNFND  - PREPARE Request - No Match

  XDWMY.E  DSDNPRP  - PREPARE Avoided

  XDWMY.E  DSDNREC  - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Recs

  XDWMY.E  DSDNTFR  - Notify Messages Received

  XDWMY.E  DSDNTFY  - Notify Messages Sent

  XDWMY.E  DSDNVRID - Allocate Requests Nonexist Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDOPEN  - Open Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDOTPE  - Negotiate Other Physical Lock

  XDWMY.E  DSDPAGE  - No. Pages in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDPEMX  - Engines Available For Exit Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDPEQW  - Times Engine Not Available For Exit

  XDWMY.E  DSDPGPE  - Negotiate Page Physical Lock

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKABN - Packages Autobound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKALC - Attempts To Allocate a Pkg

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKALL - Packages Allocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGBD - Packages Bound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGFR - Packages Freed

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGRB - Packages Rebound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPPPE  - Negotiate Pageset/Partition Phys Lock

  XDWMY.E  DSDPREP  - Prepare Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDPREPI - Prepare Statements Restricted

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBND  - Successful Rebind Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNDA - Rebind Plan Attempts

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNDP - REBIND PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNPA - Attempts To REBIND a Package

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCD  - Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCI  - Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCU  - Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed

  XDWMY.   DSDRCUR  - Int BLKS Currently Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSDRDLTD - Deleted Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDREBND - Rebind Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP0 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP1 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP2 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP3 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDREFTB - No. Times Refresh Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDREOPN - PB Found On Free Q During Open

  XDWMY.E  DSDREVOK - Revoke Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFCHD - Fetched Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS0 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS1 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS2 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS3 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 3

  XDWMY.   DSDRHIG  - Highest # Int BLKS Concur Alloc

  XDWMY.   DSDRLLM  - RLP Stop: RID Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDRMAX  - RLP Stop: Concur. Proc Lim Exceeded

  XDWMY.   DSDRNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDRNSTD - Inserted Rows
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  XDWMY.   DSDRPLM  - RLP Stop: DM Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDRSTG  - RLP Stop: Insufficient Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDRUDTD - Updated Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDR1FB  - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

  XDWMY.E  DSDSABBP - Total Active Buffers in Buffer Pools

  XDWMY.E  DSDSAC   - Total CF Writes Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSAW   - Total CF Writes Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSAX   - Total RPL Request Done by Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSAY   - Total GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page

  XDWMY.E  DSDSBPSO - Total Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCC   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req

  XDWMY.   DSDSCIO  - Total Castout I/O Operations

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCK   - Total GBP Checkpoints Triggered

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCM   - Total Read for Castout Multiple Reqs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCR   - Total Read for Castout Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCS   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSCT   - Total Castout Class Threshold Detected

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDBPR - Total Physical Data Base Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDBPU - Total Data Base Page Updates

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDG   - Total Unregistered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDIO  - Total Async Read I/Os Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDMCT - Total Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDN   - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDPF  - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDPP  - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDWRT - Total Times Deferred Write Threshold

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDWV  - Total Times Vert. Defer Write Thresh

  XDWMY.E  DSDSELCT - Select Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDSETHV - NO. of SET HOST-VAR Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSEX   - Total Explicit XIs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSFND  - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSGG   - Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets

  XDWMY.E  DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

  XDWMY.E  DSDSGT   - Total Group BP Castout Threshold Det.

  XDWMY.E  DSDSHS   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSDSHST  - Total Times SLRU Len eq VPSEQT

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIMWS - Total Immediate Writes System Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO0  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO1  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO2  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO3  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSJIS  - Total Req. Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLIO  - Total Async Read I/Os List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPF  - Total List Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPL  - Total LPL Inserts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPP  - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLWDD - DDs Used for Slow Close TS

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMAX  - Total BP Not Supp Concur WK File

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMD   - Total CF Reads Data Returned

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMMRR - Total Media Manager Read Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMR   - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry
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  XDWMY.E  DSDSMRPR - Total Media Mgr Read Req Phys Req Buf

  XDWMY.E  DSDSNGT  - Total Times Cond GETPAGE Not Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSNSG  - Total Seq GETPAGE Failures

  XDWMY.E  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSOS   - Total Other CF Requests

  XDWMY.   DSDSPCO  - Total Pages Written for Castout I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF0 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF1 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF2 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF3 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPL1  - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/2 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPL2  - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF0 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF1 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF2 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF3 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPQF  - Total Times Parallel Buffer Not Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPQO  - Total Req. Process Queries in Parallel

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWPU - Total Page Write per Page Updt Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR0 - System Pages Written To DASD 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR1 - System Pages Written To DASD 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR2 - System Pages Written To DASD 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR3 - System Pages Written To DASD 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.   DSDSQCA  - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQCB  - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQKA  - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQKB  - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQLID - SET Current SQLID Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF0 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF1 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF2 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF3 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRC   - Total Pages Castout to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRD   - Total IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSREEP - Total Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRFRI - Total Read Frames per Read Req Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRFXS - Total Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRG   - Total Registered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRHS  - Total Times Random Getpage Hit on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF0 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF1 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF2 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF3 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSGT  - Total GETPAGE Requests Seq Access Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSIO  - Total Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPDF - Total Seq. Prefetch Disabled No Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPPF - Total Records Read Prefetch Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPWR - Total System Pages Written to DASD
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  XDWMY.E  DSDSSQPF - Total Sequential Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSSEF - Total Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSW   - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSS1   - Total Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSS2   - Total Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSS3   - Total Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.   DSDSTAC  - Sync to Async Heuristic Convs LOCK Reqs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTMIG - Total Migrated Datasets Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTPF0 - Total WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTPIO - Total Prefetch Async Read I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTRTO - Total Recall Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSUN   - Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSUSP  - Suspend Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSU1   - Total Page P-lock Unlock Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSVPA  - Total Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

  XDWMY.E  DSDSVPL  - Total Buffers Allocated for VPOOL

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWA   - Total Pages in Write Around

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWBVQ - Total Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWC   - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWDRP - Total Pages Destruct Read Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWF   - Total CF Write Requests No Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFD  - Total Work Files Denied Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFF  - Total Poor Sort Merge - Buffer Short

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFM  - Total Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFR  - Total Req Query WK File Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFT  - Total Work Files Req Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFXS - Total Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWM   - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWP   - Total Pages Written via WARM

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWREE - Total Times Write Engine Unavailable

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWRMM - Total Write I/Os By Media Manager

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWS   - Total Write and Register Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXD   - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXFL  - Total Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXIS  - Total Max # Concur Pref Streams Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXR   - Total CF Reads Entry Created

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2D   - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2F   - Total Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2H   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2N   - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2R   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSDS2S   - Total Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended

  XDWMY.E  DSDTESTB - Binds Without Plan ID

  XDWMY.E  DSDTIMO  - Timeout Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG0 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG1 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG2 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG3 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 3

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF00 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 0

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF01 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 1

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF02 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 2

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF03 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO0 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 0
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  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO1 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO2 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO3 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRNOW - No. Times Transfer Ownership

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO0 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO1 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO2 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO3 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDUPDTE - Update Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDUPLK  - Unlock Requests for Physical Locks

  XDWMY.E  DSDUSLM  - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

  XDWMY.E  DSDUSUC  - Checks Actually Authorized

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ0 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ1 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ2 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ3 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP0 - Pages Destruct Read Req 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP1 - Pages Destruct Read Req 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP2 - Pages Destruct Read Req 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP3 - Pages Destruct Read Req 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD0  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD1  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD2  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD3  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF0  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF1  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF2  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF3  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM0  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM1  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM2  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM3  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFNE  - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFP1  - Times 32KB Page TS Used Instead of 4KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFP2  - Times 4KB Page TS Used Instead of 32KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR0  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR1  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR2  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR3  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT0  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT1  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT2  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT3  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS0 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS1 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS2 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS3 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE0 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE1 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE2 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE3 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM0 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 0
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  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM1 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM2 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM3 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 3

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   DSDMNCFR - Min Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNDRU - Min Stealable DB Descriptors

  XDWMY.   DSDMNKFR - Min Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNKRU - Min Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQCA - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQCB - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQKA - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQKB - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.E  DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.   DSDMNSFR - Min Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNSPA - Min Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMAH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMSH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXBDG - Max Requests for DBD

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXBDL - Max Loads of DBD

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCFA - Max Failures: Full Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCFR - Max Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCPG - Max Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCTA - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (>2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTG - Max Requests for Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTL - Max Loaded Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (<2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDRS - Max DDs That Drain Has Produced

  XDWMY.   DSDMXDRU - Max Stealable Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently

  XDWMY.   DSDMXDYN - Max Pages Used in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXFAL - Max. No. Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKFA - Max Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKFR - Max Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKPG - Max Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKRU - Max Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPGE - Max Pages in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  XDWMY.   DSDMXPTA - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (>2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPTG - Max Requests for Package Table Section

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPTL - Max Loaded Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.   DSDMXPTU - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (<2GB)

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQCA - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar
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  XDWMY.   DSDMXQCB - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQKA - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQKB - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXROP - Max PB Found on Free Q During Open

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSFA - Max Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSFR - Max Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSKP - Max Pages Used for SKPT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSLW - Max DDs Used for Slow Close TS

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSPA - Max Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSPG - Max Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXWF  - Max Agent Workfile Space Allowed (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXXML - MAX Storage Used for XML Values

  XDWMY.E  DSDPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIAH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSISH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMAXX - MAX Buffers on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMXU  - Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFMU  - Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFMXU - Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFRHG - Max RID Blocks Stored to Workfile

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR0 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR1 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR2 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR3 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 3

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU0 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU1 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU2 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU3 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 3

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI0 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI1 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI2 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI3 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 3

DB2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDABBPx to DSDALTTS
This article lists DB2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDABBPx
through DSDALTTS.

Contents

DSDABBPx - Active Buffers in Buffer Pool x

DSDABBPx is the number of active buffers in buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3). This measurement is taken at the time
of the request to transfer the buffer pool manager statistical data to the SMF record being produced. The elements with
this alias are DSDABBP0, DSDABBP1, DSDABBP2, and DSDABBP3.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDABBPx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTCBA.

Range of Value:

DSDABBPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDABBPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDABBPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDABBPx can be divided by INTERVALS to derive the average number of buffers that were active for each buffer pool.

DSDACHG - Change Request Count

DSDACHG indicates the number of IRLM change requests in the DB2 system during an interval. This variable is new in
DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

 

Element Derivation:

DSDACHG contains the value input from field QTXACHG of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Database
Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDACHG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDACHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

DSDACHUS indicates the largest amount of CPU time used to execute a dynamic SQL statement in a DB2 system during
an interval. This variable is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  DSDACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds

 

Element Derivation:

DSDACHUS contains the value input from field QTXACHUS of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2
Database Services, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDACHUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDACHUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

DSDACLMT indicates the CPU time limit allowed in the DB2 system to service dynamic SQL execution during an interval.
This variable is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  DSDACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

 

Element Derivation:

DSDACLMT contains the value input from field QTXACLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDACLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDACLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAFLG - Flag Byte

DSDAFLG indicates the nature of resource limit in effect for the DB2 system during an interval. This variable is new in
DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDAPREC - How Limit was Determined
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Element Derivation:

DSDAFLG contains the value input from field QTXAFLG1 of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Database
Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAFLG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDAFLG in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

DSDAIRLM indicates the number of other IRLM request made in a DB2 system during and interval. This variable is new
with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

 

Element Derivation:

DSDAIRLM contains the value input from field QTXAIRLM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Database
Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAIRLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDAIRLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALDAB - No. of ALTER DATABASE Stmts

DSDALDAB contains the number of ALTER DATABASE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDALDAB contains the value input from field QXALDAB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDALDAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALDAB contains the sum of all values of DSDALDAB processed in the level of summarization.

DSDALLOC - Successful Bound Plan Allocations

DSDALLOC is the number of bound plan allocations that successfully completed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is allocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDALLOC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTALLOC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALLOC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALLOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALOCA - Requests to Allocate Bound Plan

DSDALOCA is the number of requests to allocate a bound plan for an agent that occurred during the interval. This
represents the number of times DB2 was requested to create a thread by using the attachment facility for the user. This
does not include allocations for DB2 system agents.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is allocate requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDALOCA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTALLOCA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDALOCA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALOCA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALOCC - ALLOCATE CURSOR Statements Executed

DSDALOCC contains the total number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDALOCC contains the value input from field QXALOCC of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in DB2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDALOCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALOCC contains the sum of all values of DSDALOCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

DSDALOCK indicates the number of IRLM lock request in the DB2 system during an interval. This variable is new with
DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

 

Element Derivation:

DSDALOCK contains the value input from field QTXALOCK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALOCK that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDALOCL - Associate Locator Statement Executed

DSDALOCL contains the total number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDALOCL contains the value input from field QXALOCL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in DB2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDALOCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALOCL contains the sum of all values of DSDALOCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALPRO - Number of Alter Procedure Statements

DSDALPRO contains the total number ALTER PROCEDURE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDALPRO contains the value input from field QXALPRO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in DB2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDALPRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALPRO contains the sum of all values of DSDALPRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements

DSDALSEQ is the number of ALTER SEQUENCE statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

             DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

 

Element Derivation:

DSDALSEQ contains the value input from field QXALTSEQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in DB2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALSEQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALSEQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Unlike identity column, a sequence is a stand-alone SQL data object that simply generates an ascending or descending
sequence of numbers, to avoid concurrency or performance problems resulting from having user applications generate
their own sequence numbers. It provides a way for applications to have the DBMS create unique numeric key values, and
to coordinate keys across multiple tables and rows.

DSDALTIX - ALTER INDEX Statements

DSDALTIX is the number of ALTER INDEX statements that the DB2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a statement.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDALTIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXALTIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALTIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALTIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALTJR - ALIAS Alter JAR Statements

fffALTJR is the number of ALTER JAR statements. The Java Archive (JAR) is a file format used for aggregating many files
into a single file. DB2ALTJR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTJR element. The actual measurement,
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however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTJR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTJR is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTJR

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTJR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTJR

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTJR.

Range of Value:

fffALTJR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTJR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTJR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

fffALTMP is the number of ALTER MASK or PERMISSION statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the
interval. DB2ALTMP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTMP element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTMP is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTMP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTMP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTMP

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements
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             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTMP.

Range of Value:

fffALTMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALTST - ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSDALTST is the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDALTST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXALTST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALTST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALTST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALTTA - ALTER TABLE Statements

DSDALTTA is a count of the ALTER TABLE statements that the DB2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSDALTTA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXALTTA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALTTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALTTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALTTS - ALTER TABLESPACE Statements

DSDALTTS is the number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements that the DB2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is counts.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDALTTS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXALTTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALTTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDALTTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDALTTX to DSDAUNLK
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDALTTX through
DSDAUNLK.

Contents

DSDALTTX - ALIAS Alter Trusted Context Statements

fffALTTX is the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement modifies the definition of a trusted
context at the current server. Db2ALTTX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTTX element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTTX

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTTX

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTCTX.

Range of Value:

fffALTTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.

DSDALTVW - ALIAS Alter View Statements

fffALTVW is the number of ALTER VIEW statements. This statement is used to regenerate a view using an existing
definition at the current server. Db2ALTVW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTVW element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTVW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTVW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTVW

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTVW

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTVW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTVW.

Element Derivation:
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fffALTVW contains the value input from field QXALTVW in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

fffALTVW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTVW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTVW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDALUDF - Number of Alter Function Statements

DSDALUDF contains the total number ALTER FUNCTION statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDALUDF contains the value input from field QXALUDF of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDALUDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDALUDF contains the sum of all values of DSDALUDF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAMXU - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

DSDAMXU contains the highest amount of workfile database (WFDB) storage in kilobytes (KB), ever used by any thread
on the system since Db2 started.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDASTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent

             DSDSSTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

             DSDWSTG  - Curr Storage Config in WFDB (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDAMXU contains the value input from field QISTAMXU of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST).

Range of Value:

DSDAMXU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDAMXU contains the maximum value of DSDAMXU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDAMXU was first introduced with Db2 10.1.

DSDAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

DSDAPREC indicates which resource limitation option is effect during an interval.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

             DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSDAPREC contains the value input from field QTXAPREC of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Locking Statistics. The integer value indicates the following:

     1 = Limit from specific Authorization ID and Plan Name

     2 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY Plan

     3 = Limit from specific Plan Name for ANY Authorization ID

     4 = Limit from Blank Authorization ID and Plan Name

     5 = Limit from Install -- No Entry

     6 = Limit from Install -- I/O Error

     7 = No Limit -- User has SYSADM/SYSOPR Authority

     8 = Limit from specific Authorization ID, Collection and

         Package

     9 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY

         Package

    10 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY

         Collection

    11 = Limit from Authorization ID running ANY Package and

         Collection

    12 = Limit from specific Package and Collection for any

         Authorization ID

    13 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Package

    14 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Collection

    15 = Limit from any Authorization, Package, and Collection

         (controlled by Package)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15.

Summarization Process:

DSDAPREC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDAPREC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDAQRY - Query Request Count

DSDAQRY indicates the number of IRLM query requests in a Db2 system during an interval. This variable is new with
Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSDAQRY contains the value input from field QTXAQRY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Database
Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAQRY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDAQRY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

DSDARLID indicates the identify of the resource limit specification table in effect during the interval. This variable is new
with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2

  See also:  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSDARLID contains the value input from field QTXARLID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain any of the following values:

Summarization Process:

DSDARLID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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Db2's resource limit facility allows you to limit the amount of time permitted for the execution of the SELECT, UPDATE,
DELETE, and INSERT dynamic SQL statements. The limits are defined in one or more resource limit specification tables.
One resource limit specification table is used for each invocation of the resource limit facility and is identified on the -
START RLIMIT command.

DSDARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

fffARREX is the number of times an array variable is expanded beyond 32K bytes. Db2ARREX is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffARREX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffARREX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARREX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDARREX

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARREX

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARREX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS.

Range of Value:

fffARREX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARREX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffARREX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

DSDASLAT indicates the number of times a Suspend occurred due to a Latch Conflict during an interval. This counter is
new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSDASLAT contains the value input from field QTXASLAT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Database
Services Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDASLAT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDASLAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

DSDASLMT indicates the number of CPU services units allowed per dynamic SQL statement execution in a Db2 system
for an interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds

             DSDACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

Element Derivation:

DSDASLMT contains the value input from field QTXASLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2 Data
Base Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDASLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDASLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic SQL service unit time is the number of CPU service units permitted by any single dynamic SQL statement. A
null value implies no limit. A value of zero implies that no dynamic SQL statements are permitted.

DSDASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

DSDASOTH indicates the number of times a suspend occurred due to a unspecified latch conflict during an interval. This
counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSDASOTH contains the value input from field QTXASOTH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDASOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDASOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDASTH - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent

DSDASTH contains the Agent-level WFDB space usage alert threshold (percentage) from SPRMWFSAT that is derived
from the WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD subsystem parameter setting.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

             DSDSSTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

Element Derivation:

DSDASTH contains the value input from field QISTASTH of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

The value of DSDASTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSDASTH contains the last value of DSDASTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDASTH was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDATNM - Active Trace Number Mask

At the detail timespan, DSDATNM is the active trace mask value as captured by the SMF record at the end of the interval.

Type:

Retained data element -- Character. This is a four-byte hexadecimal mask value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDATNM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the product data section, label
QWHSMTN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDATNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDATNM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDAUCC - AUTH Checks Using CACHE

DSDAUCC is the number of authorization checks using CACHE for this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDAUCC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data services statistics section,
label QTAUCCH.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUCC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDAUCC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUCHK - Authorization Checks

DSDAUCHK is the number of authorization checks that were performed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is authorization checks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDAUCHK is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTAUCHK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUCHK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDAUCHK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUD - Number of User Defined Functions Exec

DSDAUD contains the total number of User-Defined Functions executed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDAUD contains the value input from field QXCAUD of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was introduced
in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDAUD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUD contains the sum of all values of DSDAUD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUDAB - Times UDF Abended

DSDAUDAB contains the total number of times a User-Defined Function abended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUDAB contains the value input from field QXCAUDAB of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDAUDAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUDAB contains the sum of all values of DSDAUDAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUDRJ - Times UDF was Rejected

DSDAUDRJ contains the total number of times a User-Defined Function was rejected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUDRJ contains the value input from field QXCAUDRJ of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDAUDRJ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDAUDRJ contains the sum of all values of DSDAUDRJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUDTO - Times UDF Timed out Waiting Schedule

DSDAUDTO contains the total number of times a User-Defined Function timed out while waiting to be scheduled.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUDTO contains the value input from field QXCAUDTO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDAUDTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUDTO contains the sum of all values of DSDAUDTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

DSDAUNLK indicates the number of IRLM unlock requests experienced by a Db2 system during an interval. This variable
is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUNLK contains the value input from field QTXAUNLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Lock Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUNLK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDAUNLK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDAUPUB to DSDCMTON
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDAUPUB through
DSDCMTON.

DSDAUPUB - AUTH Checks Based PUBLIC Auth

DSDAUPUB contains the number of successful authorization checks based on execute authority granted to public.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUPUB contains the value input from field QTAUPUB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDAUPUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUPUB contains the sum of all values of DSDAUPUB processed in the level of summarization.

DSDAUTOB - Attempts To AUTOBIND a Pkg

DSDAUTOB contains the number of automatic BIND attempts for Packages.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDAUTOB contains the value input from field QTAUTOBA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDAUTOB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDAUTOB contains the sum of all values of DSDAUTOB processed in the level of summarization.

DSDBIND - Successful Automatic Binds

DSDBIND is the number of automatic binds that the Db2 system successfully completed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is successful automatic binds.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDBIND is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTABIND.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBIND contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDBIND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDBINDA - Automatic Bind Attempts

DSDBINDA is the number of automatic binds that were attempted by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is automatic bind attempts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDBINDA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTABINDA

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBINDA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDBINDA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDBNDAA - Bind Action ADD Subcommands

DSDBNDAA is the number of bind action ADD subcommands that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
The sum of DSDBNDAA, DSDBNDAR, and DSDTESTB equals the total number of BIND subcommands that were
processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a count of ADD subcommands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDBNDAA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTBINDA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBNDAA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDBNDAA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDBNDAR - Bind Action REPLACE Subcommands

DSDBNDAR is the number of bind action REPLACE subcommands that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval. The sum of DSDBNDAA, DSDBNDAR, and DSDTESTB equals the total number of BIND subcommands that
were processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REPLACE subcommands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDBNDAR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTBINDR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBNDAR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDBNDAR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDBNDPA - BIND (ADD) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

DSDBNDPA contains the number of BIND (ADD) PACKAGE subcommands.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDBNDPA contains the value input from field QTBINDPA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDBNDPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBNDPA contains the sum of all values of DSDBNDPA processed in the level of summarization.

DSDBNDPR - BIND (REP) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

DSDBNDPR contains the number of BIND (REPLACE) PACKAGE subcommands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSDBNDPR contains the value input from field QTBINDPR of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDBNDPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBNDPR contains the sum of all values of DSDBNDPR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDBPNX - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

DSDBPNX contains the total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count
is only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at runtime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDBPNX contains the value input from field QXXCBPNX of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDBPNX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBPNX contains the sum of all values of DSDBPNX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDBPSOx - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened x

DSDBPSOx is the number of buffer pool data sets that were opened by the Db2 system for buffer pool x (where x is 0,
1, 2, or 3). Db2 maintains a counter that is incremented each time a data set assigned to a buffer pool is successfully
opened. The elements with this alias are DSDBPSO0, DSDBPSO1, DSDBPSO2, and DSDBPSO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDBPSOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTDSO.

Range of Value:

DSDBPSOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDBPSOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDBPSOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCALL - SQL CALL Statements Executed

DSDCALL contains the number of SQL CALL statements that were executed during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCALL contains the value input from field QXCALL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSDCALL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCALL contains the sum of all values of DSDCALL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCALLA - Times Stored Procedure Abended

DSDCALLA contains the number of times a stored procedure abended during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCALLA contains the value input from field QXCALLAB of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSDCALLA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCALLA contains the sum of all values of DSDCALLA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCALLR - Times SQL CALL Stmt Was Rejected

DSDCALLR contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected because the procedure was in a STOP
ACTION(REJECT) state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCALLR contains the value input from field QXCALLRJ of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001).
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Range of Value:

DSDCALLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCALLR contains the sum of all values of DSDCALLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCALLT - Times SQL CALL Stmt Timed Out

DSDCALLT contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCALLT contains the value input from field QXCALLTO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSDCALLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCALLT contains the sum of all values of DSDCALLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCDIST - Create Distinct Type Statements

DSDCDIST contains the total number of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCDIST contains the value input from field QXCDIST of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCDIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCDIST contains the sum of all values of DSDCDIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCGEN - Generic Latch Contentions

DSDCGEN contains the number of generic latch contentions in IRLM.

DSDCGEN is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCGEN contains the value input from field QTXACGEN of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCGEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCGEN contains the sum of all values of DSDCGEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCHNP - Changep Requests

DSDCHNP contains the number of times a physical lock change request was issued during a physical lock negotiation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCHNP contains the value input from field QTGSCHNP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDCHNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCHNP contains the sum of all values of DSDCHNP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCLNO - Number of Claim Requests

DSDCLNO contains the number of claim requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDCLNO contains the value input from field QTXACLNO of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCLNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCLNO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDCLOSE - CLOSE Statements

DSDCLOSE is the number of CLOSE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CLOSE statements processed.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCLOSE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCLOSE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCLOSE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCLOSE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCLUN - Number of Unsuccessful Claim Requests

DSDCLUN contains the number of unsuccessful claim requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCLUN contains the value input from field QTXACLUN of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCLUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCLUN that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDCMTON - COMMENT ON Statements

DSDCMTON is the number of COMMENT ON statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCMTON is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCMTON.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCMTON contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCMTON that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDCOLS to DSDMXXML
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDCOLS through
DSDMXXML.

DSDCOLS - Invalid Select Procedure Encountered

DSDCOLS contains the total number of columns (rows times columns) for which an invalid select procedure was
encountered. Invalid select procedures are bypassed by Db2, which can cause some degradation in performance.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCOLS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTCOLS. This field was introduced in Db2 3.1.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCOLS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCOLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A select procedure is made invalid by applying Db2 maintenance that directly affects the select procedure. Plans and
packages with invalid select procedures continue to function correctly, but with a small performance degradation. To
eliminate this degradation, rebind any plan or package that causes a nonzero value in DSDCOLS. Rebinding a plan or
package reenables its select procedures. The Db2 System Programmer should use IFCID 0224 to determine which plans
and packages should be rebound.

DSDCON1 - Number of Connect Type 1 Statements

DSDCON1 contains the total number of Connect Type 1 statements that were executed.

Type:
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Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCON1 contains the value input from field QXCON1 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDCON1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCON1 contains the sum of all values of DSDCON1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSDCON2 - Number of Connect Type 2 Statements

DSDCON2 contains the total number of Connect Type 2 statements that were executed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCON2 contains the value input from field QXCON2 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDCON2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCON2 contains the sum of all values of DSDCON2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSDCOST - Processing Cost

DSDCOST is the processing cost associated with this interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is dollars.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The MICS Db2 input format routine DYDb2FMT sets this data element at zero for each observation. Any assignment of a
value to this variable must be done by the user.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks

DSDCPLK contains the number of change requests for physical locks made in a Db2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCPLK contains the value input from field QTGSCPLK of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDCPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCPLK contains the sum of all values of DSDCPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCPLOK - P-lock Exit Count

DSDCPLOK contains the number of times the P-lock exit in IRLM was used.

DSDCPLOK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCNOTY - Notify Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCPLOK contains the value input from field QTGSCPLOK of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCPLOK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCPLOK contains the sum of all values of DSDCPLOK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRAL - Create Alias

DSDCRAL is the number of Create Alias DDL statements issued by this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRAL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXCRALS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSDCRASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM
during the reporting interval.

DSDCRASL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRASL contains the value input from field QTXACRAL of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRASL contains the sum of all values of DSDCRASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCRCH - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCRCH contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCRCH is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRCH contains the value input from field QTXACRCH of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRCH contains the sum of all values of DSDCRCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRCP - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCRCP contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCRCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
      

Element Derivation:

DSDCRCP contains the value input from field QTXACRCP of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRCP contains the sum of all values of DSDCRCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRLK - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCRLK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDCRLK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRLK contains the value input from field QTXACRLK of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.
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Range of Value:

DSDCRLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRLK contains the sum of all values of DSDCRLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRNT - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCRNT contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for NOTIFY in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDCRNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRNT contains the value input from field QTXACRNT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRNT contains the sum of all values of DSDCRNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRQF - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSDCRQF contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM
during the reporting interval.
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DSDCRQF is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRQF contains the value input from field QTXACRQF of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRQF contains the sum of all values of DSDCRQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRUK - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCRUK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for UNLOCK in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCRUK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCRUK contains the value input from field QTXACRUK of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCRUK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRUK contains the sum of all values of DSDCRUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

DSDCWASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM
during the reporting interval.

DSDCWASL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSDCWASL contains the value input from field QTXACWAL of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:
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DSDCWASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWASL contains the sum of all values of DSDCWASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWCH - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCWCH contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCWCH is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCWCH contains the value input from field QTXACWCH of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWCH contains the sum of all values of DSDCWCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

DSDCWCP - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCWCP contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCWCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCWCP contains the value input from field QTXACWCP of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWCP contains the sum of all values of DSDCWCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLK - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCWLK contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDCWLK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCWLK contains the value input from field QTXACWLK of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWLK contains the sum of all values of DSDCWLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWQF - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

DSDCWQF contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM
during the reporting interval.

DSDCWQF is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCWQF contains the value input from field QTXACWQF of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDCWQF contains the sum of all values of DSDCWQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWSY - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCWSY contains the number of times there was resource hash table latch contention for SYNC in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDCWSY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSDCWSY contains the value input from field QTXACWSY of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWSY contains the sum of all values of DSDCWSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWUK - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSDCWUK contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for UNLOCK in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDCWUK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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        SEE ALSO:  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDCWUK contains the value input from field QTXACWUK of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDCWUK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCWUK contains the sum of all values of DSDCWUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDEADE- Deadlock Exit Count

DSDDEADE contains the number of times a DBMS Deadlock exit was called during the reporting interval.

DSDDEADE is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSDRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSDSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSDTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDDEADE contains the value input from field QTXADEAD of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDDEADE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDEADE contains the sum of all values of DSDDEADE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDGBL - Total Global Deadlocks

DSDDGBL contains the number of global deadlocks in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDDGBL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions
            DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions
            DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit
            DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions
            DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.
 

Element Derivation:

DSDDGBL contains the value input from field QTGSDGBL of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDDGBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDGBL contains the sum of all values of DSDDGBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDLCL - Total Local Deadlocks

DSDDLCL contains the total number of local deadlocks that occurred during the reporting interval.

DSDDLCL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSDRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSDNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSDDLCL contains the value input from field QTXADLCL of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDDLCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDDLCL contains the sum of all values of DSDDLCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDYLRU - Number of Stealable DSC Pages

DSDDYLRU contains the aggregate number of stealable dynamic statement cache pages (DSC) pages available for
reuse.

DSDDYLRU is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI91054.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDDLRU  - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors
            DSDKLRU  - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table
 

Element Derivation:

DSDDYLRU contains the value input from field QISEDYLRU in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool
statistics data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDYLRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDYLRU contains the sum of all values of DSDDYLRU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost

DSDEHLST contains the number of times that execution history was lost during the reporting interval for IBM Db2 AI for
z/OS ("Db2ZAI"). The number of rows configured to contain execution history for Db2ZAI may be insufficient. This may
result in Db2ZAI to not make an optimal access path selection for the queries being executed.

DSDEHLST is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost
        

Element Derivation:

DSDEHLST contains the value input from field QXSTHVLST of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:
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DSDEHLST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEHLST contains the sum of all values of DSDEHLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRATB - Create AUX Table Statements

DSDCRATB contains the total number CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCRATB contains the value input from field QXCRATB of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCRATB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRATB contains the sum of all values of DSDCRATB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRCTX - ALIAS Create Trusted Context Statements

fffCRCTX is the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement defines a trusted context at the
current server. A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID
and a connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain
name, or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name. Db2CRCTX is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRCTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffCRCTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRCTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRCTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRCTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRCTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRCTX.

Range of Value:

fffCRCTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRCTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRCTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRDAB - CREATE DATABASE Statements

DSDCRDAB is the number of CREATE DATABASE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is count of CREATE DATABASE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRDAB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCRDAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRDAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRDAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCREJ - No. Failed Db2 Lock Req to XES

DSDCREJ contains the number of Db2 lock request to XES to process without delay that have failed. XES rejects the lock
request when it could not process it synchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDFLSE  - False Contentions
             DSDSLGO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSDCREJ contains the value input from field QTGSCREJ of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDCREJ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDCREJ contains the sum of all values of DSDCREJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

fffCREMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2CREMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCREMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCREMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCREMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCREMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCREMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCREMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACREMP.

Range of Value:

fffCREMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCREMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCREMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRGTT - Create Global Temporary Table

DSDCRGTT contains the number of SQL Create Global Temporary Table statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCRGTT contains the value input from field QXCRGTT of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:
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DSDCRGTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRGTT contains the sum of all values of DSDCRGTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRINX - CREATE INDEX Statements

DSDCRINX is the number of CREATE INDEX statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is CREATE INDEX statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRINX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCRINX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRINX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRINX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRPRO - Create Procedure Statements

DSDCRPRO contains the total number of CREATE PROCEDURE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCRPRO contains the value input from field QXCRPRO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCRPRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRPRO contains the sum of all values of DSDCRPRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCRROL - ALIAS Create Role Statements

fffCRROL is the number of CREATE ROLE statements. Roles are database entities that group together one or more
privileges. They simplify management of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to
control access to enterprise objects at a level of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles
are available only in a trusted context. Db2CRROL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRROL element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRROL, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffCRROL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRROL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRROL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRROL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRROL.

Range of Value:

fffCRROL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRROL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRROL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

DSDCRSEQ is the number of CREATE SEQUENCE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements
             DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

Element Derivation:

DSDCRSEQ contains the value input from field QXCRESEQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDCRSEQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRSEQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Unlike identity column, a sequence is a stand-alone SQL data object that simply generates an ascending or descending
sequence of numbers, to avoid concurrency or performance problems resulting from having user applications generate
their own sequence numbers. It provides a way for applications to have the DBMS create unique numeric key values, and
to coordinate keys across multiple tables and rows.

DSDCRSTG - CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSDCRSTG is the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is count of CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRSTG is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCRSTG.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRSTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRSTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRSYN - CREATE SYNONYM Statements

DSDCRSYN is the number of CREATE SYNONYM statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRSYN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCRSYN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRSYN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRSYN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDCRTAB - CREATE TABLE Statements

DSDCRTAB is the number of CREATE TABLE statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a count of CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDCRTAB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXCRTAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRTAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCRTAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

fffCRTSV is the number of CREATE VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
Db2CRTSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRTSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRTSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRTSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRTSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRTSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRTSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACRTSV.

Range of Value:

fffCRTSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRTSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRTSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDCRUDF - Create Function Statements

DSDCRUDF contains the total number of CREATE FUNCTION statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCRUDF contains the value input from field QXCRUDF of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCRUDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRUDF contains the sum of all values of DSDCRUDF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

DSDCSLM contains the number of change requests propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) under the
user's execution unit. If the change request is suspended before going to XES, DSDCSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSDCSLM contains the value input from field QTGSCSLM of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDCSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCSLM contains the sum of all values of DSDCSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCTABS - CREATE TABLESPACE Statements

DSDCTABS is a count of CREATE TABLESPACE statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDCTABS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCTABS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCTABS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCTABS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCTRIG - Number of Create Triggers

DSDCTRIG contains the total number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDCTRIG contains the value input from field QXCTRIG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCTRIG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCTRIG contains the sum of all values of DSDCTRIG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLD is the number of times a duplicate statement instance is created by Db2. A duplicate statement instance is in the
statement cache for a dynamic statement that had literals replaced by CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
characteristic. The created duplicate instance was needed because a cache match failed as a result of literal re-usability
criteria. Db2CWLD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLD element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLD is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLD

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLD.

Range of Value:

fffCWLD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLM is the number of times matching reusable copies of dynamic statements are found, by Db2, in statement cache
during preparation of a statement that had literals replaced because of CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.
Db2CWLM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLM.

Range of Value:

fffCWLM can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffCWLM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLP is the number of times dynamic statements are parsed by Db2 because the CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the dynamic statement cache.
Db2CWLP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLP is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLP.

Range of Value:

fffCWLP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLR is the number of times a minimum of one literal is replaced, by Db2, in a dynamic statement because the
CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the
dynamic statement cache. Db2CWLR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffCWLR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLR
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLR.

Range of Value:

fffCWLR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDBDG - Requests for Database Descriptors

DSDDBDG is the number of requests for database descriptors in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDDBDG contains the value input from field QISEDBDG in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDBDG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBDG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBDG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDBDG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDDBDL - Number of Loads: Database Descriptors

DSDDBDL is the number of loads of database descriptors in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDDBDL contains the value input from field QISEDBDL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDBDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBDL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBDL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDBDL is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x

DSDDBPRx is a count of physical database page requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with
this alias are DSDDBPR0, DSDDBPR1, DSDDBPR2, and DSDDBPR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDBPRx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTGET.

Range of Value:

DSDDBPRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBPRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBPRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDBPRx is incremented by the data manager each time it requests a page from the buffer manager. The data
manager only keeps track of one page for each table in a query.

DSDDBPUx - Data Base Page Updates x

DSDDBPUx (where x is 0, 1, 2 or 3) is a count, for each buffer pool, of the updates that were performed against
database system pages during the interval. The elements with this alias are DSDDBPU0, DSDDBPU1, DSDDBPU2, and
DSDDBPU3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDBPUx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTSWS. This data element is produced for each buffer pool.
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Range of Value:

DSDDBPUx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBPUx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBPUx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 database pages controlled by the write protocol of the buffer manager are called system pages. System pages
can be written at any time except during actual page updates. System page writes are asynchronous to transaction
processing. These writes may occur before or after the updating transaction has reached a COMMIT point. Information
needed to undo any uncommitted changes must be written to Db2's active logs because write activity may occur prior to
COMMIT processing.

DSDDCGTT - Declare Global Temporary Table Stmts

DSDDCGTT contains the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE SQL statements that were issued during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

Element Derivation:

DSDDCGTT contains the value input from field QXDCLGTT of the SMF Type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDCGTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDCGTT contains the sum of all values of DSDDCGTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This statement defines a declared temporary table for the current application process and creates an empty instance of
the table for the process.

DSDDDIST - Drop Distinct Type Statements

DSDDDIST contains the total number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDDIST contains the value input from field QXDDIST of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDDIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDDIST contains the sum of all values of DSDDDIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDEAD - Deadlock Count

DSDDEAD indicates the number of lock contentions that occurred between two or more agents during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is deadlock occurrences.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDEAD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXADEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEAD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The deadlock count indicates the number of lock contentions between two or more agents. A change in the way Db2
resources are accessed by application programs can reduce this contention (for example, use class scheduling with IMS/
VS).

DSDDEFVU - CREATE VIEW Statements

DSDDEFVU is the number of CREATE VIEW statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDEFVU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDEFVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEFVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDEFVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

Db2DEGAT contain the count of parallel groups that fell back into sequential mode as a result of executing under an
autonomous procedure. fffDEGAT is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system
negotiation result of system stress level. Db2DEGAT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEGAT element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDEGAT, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffDEGAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDEGAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDEGAT.

Range of Value:

fffDEGAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDEGAT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDEGAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDELET - DELETE Statements

DSDDELET is the number of DELETE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DELETE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDELET is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDELET.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDELET contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDELET that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDDESC - DESCRIBE Statements

DSDDESC is the number of DESCRIBE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DESCRIBE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDESC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDESC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDESC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDESC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDEXP - PREPARE Discarded

DSDDEXP contains the total number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement
cache because the number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem parameter
MAXKEEPD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDINV -  PREPARE Purged

Element Derivation:

DSDDEXP contains the value input from field QXSTDEXP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDEXP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEXP contains the sum of all values of DSDDEXP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

DSDDGBUF contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell
back to sequential mode because of storage shortage or buffer pool contention.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDGBUF contains the value input from field QXDEGBUF of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDGBUF contains the sum of all values of DSDDGBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

DSDDGCUR contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of a cursor that
can be used for update or delete.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDGCUR contains the value input from field QXDEGCUR of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDGCUR contains the sum of all values of DSDDGCUR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

DSDDGESA contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of lack of ESA sort
support.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDGESA contains the value input from field QXDEGESA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGESA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDGESA contains the sum of all values of DSDDGESA processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

fffDGNGP is the number of times the parallel groups that were degraded to sequential processing due to system
negotiation as a result of system stress level. Db2DGNGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDGNGP
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGNGP, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffDGNGP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDGNGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGNGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGNGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffDGNGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGNGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDGNGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDINV - PREPARE Purged

DSDDINV contains the total number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement
cache because a program executed a DROP, ALTER, or REVOKE statement against a dependent object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDEXP - PREPARE Discarded

Element Derivation:

DSDDINV contains the value input from field QXSTDINV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDINV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDINV contains the sum of all values of DSDDINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDIOx - Async Read I/O's via Dynamic Pref. BPx

DSDDIOx is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to dynamic prefetch for pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDDIO0, DSDDIO1, DSDDIO2, and DSDDIO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDIO - Total Async Read I/O's Dynamic Pref.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDIOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDIO.

Range of Value:

DSDDIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

DSDDLRU is the aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for reuse.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDDLRU contains the value input from field QISEDLRU in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDLRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDLRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDLRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDLRU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if
the Db2 subsystem is spending an unnecessary amount of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly
stealing pages and reloading Db2 objects.
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DSDDMCTx - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached x

DSDDMCTx is the number of times the WPHFWT deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an
interval for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDDMCT0, DSDDMCT1, DSDDMCT2,
and DSDDMCT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDDMCTx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data
section, QBSTDMC.

Range of Value:

DSDDMCTx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDMCTx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDMCTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPFx - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BPx

DSDDPFx is the number of dynamic prefetch requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, element
DSDDPFx reports the value for buffer pool 80. This is the process that is triggered because of sequential detection.
Db2DPFx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the DSDDPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element DSDDPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. DSDDPFx is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDPFx
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPF - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffDPFx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACDPF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDDPPx - Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BPx

DSDDPPx is the number of pages read asynchronously due to dynamic prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3).
The elements with this alias are DSDDPP0, DSDDPP1, DSDDPP2, and DSDDPP3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPP - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Pref.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDPPx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDPP.

Range of Value:

DSDDPPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDPPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSC - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

DSDDPSC contains the number of event requests were possible rows were found in the EDM pool for dynamic SQL plan
stability (DPS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS
             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind
             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSC contains the value input from field QISEDPSC in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSC contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSF - No. of Times DPS Match Found

DSDDPSF contains the number of requests to the EDM pool for the dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS) where a match was
found.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS
             DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found
             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSF contains the value input from field QISEDPSF in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSF contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSL - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

DSDDPSL contains the number of requests to the EDM pool to look for dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO   DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found
             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind
             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSL contains the value input from field QISEDPSL in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSL contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSM - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Bind

DSDDPSM contains the number of requests to the EDM pool to look for dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS) where matches
were found through text/bind options.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS
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             DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found
             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSM contains the value input from field QISEDPSM in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSM contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRAL - Drop Alias

DSDDRAL is the number of Drop Alias DDL statements issued by this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRAL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXDRPAL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRNO - Number of Drain Requests

DSDDRNO contains the number of drain requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRNO contains the value input from field QTXADRNO of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDRNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRNO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDDRPDB - DROP DATABASE Statements

DSDDRPDB is a count of the DROP DATABASE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPDB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPDB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPDB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPFN - Number of Drop User Defined Function

DSDDRPFN contains the total number of DROP UDF statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPFN contains the value input from field QXDRPFN of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPFN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPFN contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPFN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPIX - DROP INDEX Statements

DSDDRPIX is a count of the DROP INDEX statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPKG - No. of DROP PACKAGE Stmts

DSDDRPKG contains the number of DROP PACKAGE statements. The DROP PACKAGE statement is restricted to
deleting Packages only at the Db2 system where the statement is bound.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPKG contains the value input from field QXDRPPKG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDRPKG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPKG contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPKG processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

fffDRPMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2DRPMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDCREMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPMP.

Range of Value:

fffDRPMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPPR - Number of Drop Procedures

DSDDRPPR contains the total number of DROP PROCEDURE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPPR contains the value input from field QXDRPPR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPPR contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPRO - ALIAS Drop Role Statements

fffDRPRO is the number of DROP ROLE statements. This statement removes a role from the current server. When a role
is dropped, all privileges and authorities that have been previously granted to that role are revoked. If this role is the owner
of statements in the dynamic statement cache, the cached statements are invalidated. Db2DRPRO is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPRO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffDRPRO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPRO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPRO
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPRO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPRO

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPROL.

Range of Value:

fffDRPRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPRO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPRO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Roles are database entities that group together one or more privileges. Creation of these entities simplifies management
of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to control access to enterprise objects at a level
of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles are available only in a trusted context.

DSDDRPST - DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSDDRPST is the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDDRPST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

fffDRPSV is the number of DROP VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
Db2DRPSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPSV
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPSV.

Range of Value:

fffDRPSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPSY - DROP SYNONYM Statements

DSDDRPSY is the number of DROP SYNONYM statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDDRPSY is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPSY.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPSY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPSY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTA - DROP TABLE Statements

DSDDRPTA is the number of DROP TABLE statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPTA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPTA.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTR - Number of Drop Triggers

DSDDRPTR contains the total number of SQL DROP TRIGGER statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPTR contains the value input from field QXDRPTR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTR contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTS - DROP TABLESPACE Statements

DSDDRPTS is a count of the DROP TABLESPACE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPTS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDDRPTX - ALIAS Drop Trusted Context Statements

fffDRPTX is the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement removes a trusted context from
the current server. When a trusted context is dropped, all associations to attributes (IP addresses, job names) and
associations to users of the trusted context are dropped. If the trusted context is dropped while trusted connections for the
context are active, the connections remain active until they terminate or the next attempt at reuse is made. Db2DRPTX is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffDRPTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPCTX.

Range of Value:

fffDRPTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.

DSDDRPVU - DROP VIEW Statements

DSDDRPVU is the number of DROP VIEW statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPVU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDRPVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

DSDDRSEQ is the number of DROP SEQUENCE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements
             DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

Element Derivation:

DSDDRSEQ contains the value input from field QXDROSEQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRSEQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRSEQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Unlike identity column, a sequence is a stand-alone SQL data object that simply generates an ascending or descending
sequence of numbers, to avoid concurrency or performance problems resulting from having user applications generate
their own sequence numbers. It provides a way for applications to have the DBMS create unique numeric key values, and
to coordinate keys across multiple tables and rows.

DSDDRTA - Global Requests Denied

DSDDRTA contains the number of global requests denied because a retained lock is incompatible.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks
             DSDLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

Element Derivation:

DSDDRTA contains the value input from field QTGSDRTA of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDDRTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRTA contains the sum of all values of DSDDRTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDDRUN - Number of Unsuccessful Drain Requests

DSDDRUN contains the number of unsuccessful drain requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDRUN contains the value input from field QTXADRUN of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRUN that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDDSCRT - No. of DESCRIBE TABLE Stmts

DSDDSCRT contains the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDSCRT contains the value input from field QXDSCRTB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDSCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSCRT contains the sum of all values of DSDDSCRT processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

DSDDSDRN contains the number of data sets closed via the drain process. These data sets were defined with
CLOSE(YES) and were closed by the drain process when the use count reached 0.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDDSDRN contains the value input from field QTDSDRN of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDSDRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSDRN contains the sum of all values of DSDDSDRN processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDDSOPN - Data Sets Currently Open

DSDDSOPN is the number of data sets that were open at the time the SMF record was generated.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is open data sets.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDSOPN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTDSOPN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDSOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDSPBD - Plans Bound and Kept

DSDDSPBD is the number of plans that were bound and kept during the interval. It represents the number of bind
attempts identified by DSDBNDAA and DSDBNDAR that completed successfully. This counter does not increment for
BIND subcommands with no plan ID specified, identified by DSDTESTB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is plans.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDSPBD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTPLNBD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSPBD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDSPBD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

Db2DSTSN is the SMF record sequence number.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2DSTSN is derived from the SMF Db2 product data section, label QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2DSTSN in the records processed
for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDWRTx - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold x

DSDDWRTx is the number of times the deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an interval for
buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, or 2. For x=3, DSDDWRT3 provides the value for buffer pool 80. The elements with this alias
are DSDDWRT0, DSDDWRT1, DSDDWRT2, and DSDDWRT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDDWRTx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data
section, QBSTDWT.

Range of Value:

DSDDWRTx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDWRTx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDWRTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDWVx - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BPx

DSDDWVx is the number of times the Vertical Deferred Write Threshold was reached for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2,
or 3). When the number of updated pages for a data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes are
initiated for that data set. The elements with this alias are DSDDWV0, DSDDWV1, DSDDWV2, and DSDDWV3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDWV - Total Times Vert Defer Write Thresh

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDWVx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTDWV.

Range of Value:

DSDDWVx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDWVx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDWVx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

DSDECFAL is the number of failures due to a full EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool
             DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool
             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDECFAL contains the value input from field QISECFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM statement pool should be increased.

DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDECFRE is the number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool
             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDECFRE contains the value input from field QISECFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM statement pool.
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DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

DSDECPGE is the number of pages in the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool
             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDECPGE contains the value input from field QISECPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

DSDECTA is the number of pages used for the part of the cursor tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDECTA contains the value input from field QISECTA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDECTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTG - Requests for Cursor Table Sections

DSDECTG is the number of requests for cursor table sections for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDECTG contains the value input from field QISECTG in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTL - Number of Loaded Cursor Table Sections

DSDECTL is the number of loaded cursor table sections for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDECTL contains the value input from field QISECTL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTL is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

DSDECTU is the number of pages used for cursor tables below the 2 GB bar, for the Db2 system during an interval.
Reference to "below the 2 GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only. Beginning with Db2 10.1, DSDECTU offset is no
longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDECTU contains the value input from field QISECT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDECTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.
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Summarization Process:

DSDECTU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDEDBD - Number of Pages Used for DBD

DSDEDBD is the number of pages used for database descriptors (DBDs) in the Db2 system during an interval. A DBD is a
Db2 control block that describes the table and indexes of a database as well as their external storage. The size of a DBD
depends on the number of tablespaces, tables, columns, and indexes an application may be using.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDEDBD contains the value input from field QISEDBD in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDBD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEDBD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEDBD is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDEDFAL - Number of Fails Due to Dataspace Full

DSDEDFAL contains the number of failures due to dataspace full conditions.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

DSDEDFAL contains the value input from field QISEDFAL of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDFAL contains the sum of all values of DSDEDFAL processed in the level of summarization.

DSDEDFRE - Number of Free pages in Dataspace

DSDEDFRE contains the number of free pages in the dataspace free chain.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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Element Derivation:

DSDEDFRE contains the value input from field QISEDFRE of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDFRE contains the sum of all values of DSDEDFRE processed in the level of summarization.

DSDEDPGE - Number of Pages in EDM Dataspace

DSDEDPGE contains the number of pages in the dataspace used by the EDM pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDEDPGE contains the value input from field QISEDPGE of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDPGE contains the sum of all values of DSDEDPGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEDSG - Number of Requests for Dynamic Cache

DSDEDSG contains the number of requests for the dynamic statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDEDSG contains the value input from field QISEDSG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDSG contains the sum of all values of DSDEDSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDEDSI - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache

DSDEDSI contains the number of inserts into the dynamic statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDEDSI contains the value input from field QISEDSI of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDSI contains the sum of all values of DSDEDSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

DSDEDYNP is the number of pages used for the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool
             DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDEDYNP contains the value input from field QISEDYNP in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDYNP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDYNP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEDYNP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

DSDEFAL is the number of failures due to a full Environmental Descriptor Manager Pool (EDM). The EDM is a virtual
storage resource residing in the database services address space.

It contains skeleton cursor tables (SKCT), cursor tables, and database descriptors. The SKCT is a control structure
created during the bind process and is used by Db2 to process SQL statements encountered during application execution.
Each transaction using the application allocates a thread. For each thread, Db2 creates a copy of the SKCT called the
"cursor table" (CT). The CT is equal to the size of the corresponding SKCT. A database descriptor (DBD) is a Db2 control
block that describes the table and indexes of a database and their external storage.
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The size of the DBD is dependent on the number of tablespaces, tables, columns, and indexes the application is using.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDEFAL contains the value input from field QISEFAIL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size of
the EDM pool should be increased.

DSDEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

DSDEGENC contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because enclave
services were unavailable during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDEGENC contains the value input from field QXDEGENC of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field is no
longer available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDEGENC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDEGENC contains the sum of all values of DSDEGENC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

DSDEKFAL is the number of failures due to a full EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool
             DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDEKFAL contains the value input from field QISEKFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEKFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM skeleton pool should be increased.

DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDEKFRE is the number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDEKFRE contains the value input from field QISEKFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEKFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM skeleton pool.

DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

DSDEKNFA is the number of NOT FOUND records that were added to the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during an
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache
             DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFA contains the value input from field QISEKNFA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFA can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

DSDEKNFM is the number of NOT FOUND records located in the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache
             DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFM contains the value input from field QISEKNFM in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFM can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

DSDEKNFR is the number of NOT FOUND records that were removed from the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during
an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache
             DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFR contains the value input from field QISEKNFR in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFR can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDEKPGE is the number of pages in the EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDEKPGE contains the value input from field QISEKPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

DSDEPTA is the number of pages used for the part of the package tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTU  - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTA contains the value input from field QISEKTA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTA contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEPTA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.
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DSDEPTG - No. Req for Package Table Sections

DSDEPTG contains the number of requests for Package Table sections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTG contains the value input from field QISEKTG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDEPTG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTG contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTG processed in the level of summarization.

DSDEPTL - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

DSDEPTL contains the number of Package Table sections loaded from DASD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTL contains the value input from field QISEKTL of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEPTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTL contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Subtracting DSDEPTL from DSDEPTG gives the number of times a Package Table was already in the EDM Pool.

DSDEPTU - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

DSDEPTU is the number of pages used for package tables below the 2 GB bar, for the Db2 system during an interval.
Beginning with Db2 10.1, DSDEPTU offset is no longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTU contains the value input from field QISEKT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DSDEPTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTU contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEPTU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDESFAL is the number of failures that occurred because the EDM statement pool above the 2 gigabytes bar was full.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool
             DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDESFAL contains the value input from field QISESFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDESFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM statement pool should be increased.

DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDESFRE is the number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the
Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDESFRE contains the value input from field QISESFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSDESFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM statement pool.

DSDESKC - No. Free Pages Used for SKCT Table

DSDESKC is the number of pages used for a skeleton cursor table (SKCT) in the Db2 system during an interval. The
SKCT is a control structure created during the bind process; it is used by Db2 to process SQL statements encountered
during application execution.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDESKC is obtained from field QISESKCT of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDESKC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESKC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESKC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDESKC is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDESKP - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

DSDESKP contains the number of pages used for Skeleton Package Tables.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDESKP contains the value input from field QISESKPT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDESKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESKP contains the sum of all values of DSDESKP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDESPGE is the number of pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDESPGE contains the value input from field QISESPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

DSDESTMT is the number of SQL statements in the EDM dynamic statement cache pool, for the Db2 system during an
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDSI  - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache
             DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDESTMT contains the value input from field QISESTMT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDESTMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESTMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESTMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions

DSDFCONT contains the number of false contentions detected in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDFCONT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDDGBL  - Total Global Deadlocks
            DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions
            DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions
            DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit
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            DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.
        

Element Derivation:

DSDFCONT contains the value input from field QTGSFCONT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDFCONT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFCONT contains the sum of all values of DSDFCONT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFETCH - Number of FETCH Statements

DSDFETCH is the number of FETCH statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval. The SQL
FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the values of that row to host variables
defined by a Db2 application program. The FETCH statement must be embedded in an application program.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDFETCH contains the value input from field QXFETCH in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDFETCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFETCH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFETCH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFLSE - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

DSDFLSE contains the number of synchronous to asyncronous heuristic conversions for lock requests in XES. When
XES determines it is more efficient process the request asynchronously to the coupling facility, the conversion is done.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention
             DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention
             DSDFCNT  - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

Element Derivation:

DSDFLSE contains the value input from field QTGSFLMG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).
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Range of Value:

DSDFLSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFLSE contains the sum of all values of DSDFLSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDFND - PREPARE Request Satisfied

DSDFND contains the total number of times that Db2 satisfied a PREPARE request by making a copy of a statement in
the prepared statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDNFND - PREPARE Request - No Match

Element Derivation:

DSDFND contains the value input from field QXSTFND of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDFND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFND contains the sum of all values of DSDFND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

DSDFREAP contains the number of attempts to free a Package. This number can be larger than DSDFREPK because
multiple Packages can be freed in a single command.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

Element Derivation:

DSDFREAP contains the value input from field QTFREEAP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSDFREAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREAP contains the sum of all values of DSDFREAP processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDFREE - FREE Subcommands

DSDFREE is the number of issued FREE subcommands that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a command count.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTFREE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEA - Attempts to FREE Plan

DSDFREEA is the number of attempts that were made to FREE an individual plan during the interval. This number may
be larger than DSDFREE because multiple plan IDs can be specified on a single FREE subcommand.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is FREE attempts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREEA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, the label
QTFREEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREEA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEL - Free Locator Statements

DSDFREEL contains the total number of FREE LOCATOR statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSDFREEL contains the value input from field QXFREEL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDFREEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEL contains the sum of all values of DSDFREEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEP - Plan Successfully Freed

DSDFREEP is the number of times during the interval that a plan was successfully freed. This represents the number of
FREE attempts identified by DSDFREEA that completed successfully.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a count of freed plans.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREEP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTPLNFRD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

DSDFREPK contains the number of FREE PACKAGE subcommands issued. Multiple Packages can be freed in a single
subcommand. If the value of DSDFREPK is 1, then DSDFREAP shows exactly how many Packages you are trying to
free.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

Element Derivation:

DSDFREPK contains the value input from field QTFREEP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDFREPK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREPK contains the sum of all values of DSDFREPK processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

fffFRIDS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because RIDPOOL storage was
not available to hold the list of RIDs. Db2FRIDS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDS.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

fffFRIDT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs
exceeded one or more internal limits. Db2FRIDT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDT.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFRPG - Number of Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDFRPG is the number of free pages in the EDM pool free chain for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDFRPG contains the value input from field QISEFREE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDFRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDFRPG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFRPG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDFRPG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh

DSDFTBAT contains the total number of indexes which meet FTB criteria and the traverse count is above the threshold
making them candidate indexes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals
          DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria
          DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)
          DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize
          DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

Element Derivation:

DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTFTBCAN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)
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Range of Value:

DSDFTBAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBAT contains the last value of DSDFTBAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria

DSDFTBIN contains the total number of Db2 indexes which meet the FTB criteria and are eligible for fast index traversal.

Db2 supports FTB for indexes that are defined as UNIQUE, and have a key size of 64 bytes or less. Db2 continually
monitors activity for indexes that are eligible for FTB, and performs fast index traversal on the eligible indexes when the
indexes exceed internally defined levels of activity.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals 
           DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh
           DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)      
           DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize 
           DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize  

Element Derivation:

DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTFTBCANT of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.) 

Range of Value:

DSDFTBIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.                         

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBIN contains the last value of DSDFTBIN processed in the level of summarization.         

Usage Notes:

None     

DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

DSDFTBMC contains the number of indexes for which FTB exists in the current run of in-memory optimization.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals
          DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria
          DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh
          DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)
          DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize

Element Derivation:
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DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTFTBNUMC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDFTBMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBMC contains the last value of DSDFTBMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFTBMP -  No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize

DSDFTBMP contains the number of indexes for which FTB exists in the previous run of in-memory optimization.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals
          DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria
          DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh
          DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)
          DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

Element Derivation:

DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTFTBNUMP of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDFTBMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBMP contains the last value of DSDFTBMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)

DSDFTBSZ contains the total memory allocation for all FTBs in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals
          DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria
          DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh
          DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize
          DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

Element Derivation:
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DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTFTBSIZE of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDFTBSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBSZ contains the last value of DSDFTBSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals

DSDFTBTR contains the Fast Traverse Block (FTB) threshold which is the minimum number of index traversals.

Db2 supports FTB for indexes that are defined as UNIQUE, and have a key size of 64 bytes or less. Db2 continually
monitors activity for indexes that are eligible for FTB, and performs fast index traversal on the eligible indexes when the
indexes exceed internally defined levels of activity.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See Also: DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria
          DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh
          DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)
          DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize
          DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

Element Derivation:

DSDFTBAT contains the value input from field QISTTRAVMIN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDFTBTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFTBTR contains the last value of DSDFTBTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit

DSDGCONT contains the number of times the contention exit was used in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDGCONT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSDDGBL  - Total Global Deadlocks
            DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions
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            DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions
            DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions
            DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.
        

Element Derivation:

DSDGCONT contains the value input from field QTGSGCONT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDGCONT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDGCONT contains the sum of all values of DSDGCONT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions

DSDGICNT contains the number of global resource contentions in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDGICNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDDGBL  - Total Global Deadlocks
            DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions
            DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit
            DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions
            DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.
      

Element Derivation:

DSDGICNT contains the value input from field QTGSGICNT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDGICNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDGICNT contains the sum of all values of DSDGICNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDGRANT - GRANT Statements

DSDGRANT is the number of GRANT statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is GRANT statements.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDGRANT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXGRANT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDGRANT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDGRANT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDHOLDL - Hold Locator Statements

DSDHOLDL contains the total number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDHOLDL contains the value input from field QXHOLDL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDHOLDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDHOLDL contains the sum of all values of DSDHOLDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost

DSDHVLST contains the number of times that the host-variable recording execution history for IBM Db2 AI for z/OS
("Db2ZAI") was lost. The number of host-variables configured to contain execution history for Db2ZAI may be insufficient.
This may result in Db2ZAI to not make an optimal access path selection for the queries being executed.

One of the capabilities of Db2ZAI is the ability to predict the host-variables for a given query, achieved through insights
gained from the repeated evaluation of associated data for similar queries.

DSDHVLST is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSDEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost
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Element Derivation:

DSDHVLST contains the value input from field QXSTHVLST of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DSDHVLST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDHVLST contains the sum of all values of DSDHVLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDIGLO - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

DSDIGLO contains the number of suspends due to IRLM (internal lock resource manager) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSDIGLO contains the value input from field QTGSIGLO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDIGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIGLO contains the sum of all values of DSDIGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSDIGLO, DSDSGLO, and DSDFLSE.

DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

DSDIMAC tells how many Data Manager (DM) in-memory workfiles

  (WF) are currently active.

DSDIMAC is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs
             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB
             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

Element Derivation:

DSDIMAC contains the value input from field QISTIMAC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.
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Range of Value:

DSDIMAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMAC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDIMAC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDIMAC can be used to detect the effectiveness of the data manager in-memory workfile frequency. A high DSDIMAC
could signal a need to tune the data manager so that the number of in-memory workfiles is aligned to what is actually
needed to achieve optimal Db2 online performance. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount
of workfile database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The
online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT),
declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition
tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the
overall use by online agents.

DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

DSDIMAH contains the maximum number (high water mark) of active in-memory workfiles at any given point in time since
the Db2 subsystem is in operation. DSDIMAH is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles
             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB
             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

Element Derivation:

DSDIMAH contains the value input from field QISTIMAH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMAH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMAH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDIMAH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMNC - No. Workfile Create Fails - Storage

DSDIMNC contains the number of times a work file was not created as any type of Data Manager in-memory workfile,
because of critical storage conditions, since Db2 was started.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDIMNC contains the value input from field QISTIMNC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDIMNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMNC contains the sum of all values of DSDIMNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDIMNC was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

DSDIMSC is the current amount space, in kilobytes, used to satisfy data manager (DM) in-memory workfiles space
requirements. DSDIMSC is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles
             DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs
             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

Element Derivation:

DSDIMSC contains the value input from field QISTIMSC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDIMSC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

DSDIMSH is the maximum amount (high water mark) of space, in kilobytes, used to satisfy active in-memory workfiles
(WF) at any given point in time since the Db2 subsystem was started. DSDIMSH is supported for Db2 version 10 release
1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles
             DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs
             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

Element Derivation:

DSDIMSH contains the value input from field QISTIMSH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMSH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDIMSH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMWSx - Count of Immediate Writes sys Pages x

DSDIMWSx is the number of immediate writes for system pages by the Db2 system during the interval for buffer pool x,
where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDIMWS0, DSDIMWS1, DSDIMWS2, and DSDIMWS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDIMWSx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTIMW.

Range of Value:

DSDIMWSx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMWSx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDIMWSx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements

DSDINAG1 contains the number of INSERTs using IAG1.

DSDINAG1 is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  DSDINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements
            DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated
            DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated
 

Element Derivation:

DSDINAG1 contains the value input from field QXRWSINSRTDAlg1 of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID0001).

Range of Value:

DSDINAG1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINAG1 contains the sum of all values of DSDINAG1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements

DSDINAG2 contains the number of INSERTs using IAG2. Db2 version 12.1 introduced IAG2 to boost INSERT throughput
for unclustered INSERTs. IAG2 is available only for use with universal table spaces that have defined with the MEMBER
CLUSTER option. Improved INSERT performance is achieved by pre-determining space in batches when Db2 processes
a high volume of INSERT statements, which reduces bottlenecks seen during space search when algorithm 1 (IAG1) is
used.

DSDINAG2 is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements
            DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated
            DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated
        

Element Derivation:

DSDINAG2 contains the value input from field QXRWSINSRTDAlg2 of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID0001).

Range of Value:

DSDINAG2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINAG2 contains the sum of all values of DSDINAG2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINCRB - Incremental Binds

DSDINCRB is the number of incremental binds that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is incremental binds.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDINCRB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXINCRB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINCRB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDINCRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINPA - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

DSDINPA contains the number of Data Manager (DM) Fast Insert pipes allocated.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTINPA of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.).

Range of Value:

DSDINPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINPA contains the maximum value of DSDINPA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINPD - Times DM Fast Insert Pipes Disabled

DSDINPD contains the number of Data Manager (DM) Fast Insert pipes deallocated.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTINPD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.).

Range of Value:

DSDINPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDINPD contains the maximum value of DSDINPD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINSRT - INSERT Statements

DSDINSRT is the number of INSERT statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is INSERT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDINSRT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXINSRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINSRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDINSRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDIPRP - Implicit PREPARE Performed

DSDIPRP contains the total number of times that Db2 did an implicit PREPARE for a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy of the prepared statement.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIPRP - Implicit PREPARE Performed

Element Derivation:

DSDIPRP contains the value input from field QXSTIPRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDIPRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIPRP contains the sum of all values of DSDIPRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

Db2ISEQ is the sequence number for instrumentation identification. This sequence number is incremented for each
record that is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2ISEQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. It is reset whenever Db2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

Db2ISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2ISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

fffISTOR contains the number of times that the sparse index was disabled due to insufficient storage. fffISTOR contains
the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of
the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2ISTOR is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffISTOR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffISTOR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffISTOR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDISTOR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPISTOR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUISTOR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSISTOR.

Range of Value:

fffISTOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffISTOR contains the sum of all values of fffISTOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None.

DSDIWF - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Db2IWF contains the number of times that the sparse index built a physical work file for probing. fffIWF contains the
maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of the
parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2IWF is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIWF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffIWF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffIWF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDIWF
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIWF
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIWF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both Db2DSP
and Db2DSU files, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXSIWF.

Range of Value:

fffIWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIWF contains the sum of all values of fffIWF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDI2AC - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

DSDI2AC contains the count of non-sort related Data Manager in-memory workfiles that are currently active.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles
             DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

Element Derivation:

DSDI2AC contains the value input from field QISTI2AC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2AC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDI2AC contains the sum of all values of DSDI2AC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2AC was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDI2AH - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

DSDI2AH contains the count of the maximum non-sort related Data Manager in-memory workfiles active at any point in
time since Db2 was started.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles
             DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

Element Derivation:

DSDI2AH contains the value input from field QISTI2AH of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2AH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDI2AH contains the maximum value of DSDI2AH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2AH was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDI2OF - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

DSDI2OF contains the count of times the type-2 in-memory workfiles overflowed into a physical tablespace, since Db2
was started.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles
             DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTI2OF of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2OF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDI2OF contains the maximum value of DSDI2AH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2OF was first introduced with Db2 11.1.
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DSDJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

fffJINCS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because
RIDPOOL storage was not available to hold the list of RIDs. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCS.

Range of Value:

fffJINCS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

fffJINCT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCT.

Range of Value:

fffJINCT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDJISx - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BPx

DSDJISx is the total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied due to a storage shortage for buffer pool
x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDJIS0, DSDJIS1, DSDJIS2, and DSDJIS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSJIS - Total # Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDJISx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTJIS.

Range of Value:

DSDJISx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDJISx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDJISx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDKIDS - Locks Propagated By IRLM to XES SYNC

DSDKIDS contains the number of resources propagated by IRLM (inter resource locking mechanism) to XES (Cross
System Extended Services) asynchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDKIDS contains the value input from field QTGSKIDS of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDKIDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDKIDS contains the sum of all values of DSDKIDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Resources are propagated when a parent resource experiences new inter-Db2 interest or when a request completes after
the requester's execution unit was suspended.

DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDKLRU is the aggregate number of stealable skeleton package table (SKPT) pages available for reuse.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDKLRU contains the value input from field QISEKLRU in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKLRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDKLRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKLRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDKLRU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if
the Db2 subsystem is spending an unnecessary amount of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly
stealing pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDKSPA is the aggregate number of pages allocated for the execution of Db2 stored procedures.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDKSPA contains the value input from field QISEKSPA in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDKSPA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKSPA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSDKSPA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if the
Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly stealing
pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDKSPG - Number of xPROC Requests

DSDKSPG is the total number of xPROC requests processed. DSDKSPG is new with Db2 10.1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA  - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

Element Derivation:

DSDKSPG contains the value input from field QISEKSPG in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKSPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. In Db2 versions lower
then 9.1, this DSDKSPG will have a missing value.

Summarization Process:

DSDKSPG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKSPG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDLABEL - Number of LABEL ON Statements

DSDLABEL is the number of LABEL ON statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail time-span, DSD is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
QXLABON.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLABEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLABEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.

DSDLCAIC contains the number of active control block latch contentions in IRLM.

DSDLCAIC is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDDGBL  - Total Global Deadlocks
            DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions
            DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions
            DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit
            DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions
 

Element Derivation:

DSDLCAIC contains the value input from field QTGSLCAIC of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLCAIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLCAIC contains the sum of all values of DSDLCAIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLCCP - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

DSDLCCP contains the total number compatibility queue elements generated during the reporting interval.

DSDLCCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSDUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements
 

Element Derivation:

DSDLCCP contains the value input from field QTXALCCP of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLCCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLCCP contains the sum of all values of DSDLCCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDLCMM- Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSDLCMM contains the number of times there was Main latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDLCMM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

           SEE ALSO:  DSDLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
            DSDLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
 

Element Derivation:

DSDLCMM contains the value input from field QTXALCMM of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLCMM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLCMM contains the sum of all values of DSDLCMM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLCMU - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

DSDLCMU contains the number of times there was Main latch contention due to Use Count not being zero in IRLM during
the reporting interval.

DSDLCMU is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

           SEE ALSO:  DSDLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSDLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
          

Element Derivation:

DSDLCMU contains the value input from field QTXALCMU of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLCMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLCMU contains the sum of all values of DSDLCMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDLCSM - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSDLCSM contains the number of times there was Secondary latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM during the
reporting interval.

DSDLCSM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSDLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
        

Element Derivation:

DSDLCSM contains the value input from field QTXALCSM of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLCSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLCSM contains the sum of all values of DSDLCSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLEEM - Count of Escalations to Exclusive Mode

DSDLEEM is the number of lock escalations to exclusive mode for the Db2 system during an interval. This capability
allows page locking to be automatically escalated to tablespace locking when too many system resources are being used
by a thread. The major resource being controlled is lock storage. Db2 uses page locking when few pages are accessed by
a thread, allowing maximum concurrency among multiple threads. When a thread acquires an excessive number of page
locks, locking is escalated to the tablespace level, allowing less concurrency but using a lower level of resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLEEM contains the value input from field QTXALEX in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDLEEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLEEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDLEEM may be used in conjunction with NUMLKTS, a Db2 startup parameter in DSNZPARM (Db2 Parameter
Initialization Member) to specify the system-wide limit of page locks that any one thread can hold.
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DSDLESM - Number of Lock Escalations to Shared

DSDLESM is the number of lock escalations to shared mode in the Db2 system during an interval. It measures the total
lock escalation activity of the subsystem. This count reflects the NUMLKTS installation parameter value (maximum
number of page locks an application can hold against all table spaces in the subsystem) rather than the degree of page
locking in the subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLESM contains the value input from field QTXALES in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDLESM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLESM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLICNT - Total Local Resource Contentions

DSDLICNT contains the number of local resource contentions in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDLICNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDDGBL  - Total Global Deadlocks
            DSDGICNT - Total Global Resource Contentions
            DSDGCONT - Total Visits to the Contention Exit
            DSDFCONT - Total False Contentions
            DSDLCAIC - Total Active IRLM Ctrl Blk Latch Cont.
       

Element Derivation:

DSDLICNT contains the value input from field QTGSLICNT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDLICNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLICNT contains the sum of all values of DSDLICNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDLIOx - Async Read I/O's via List Prefetch BPx

DSDLIOx is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to list prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDLIO0, DSDLIO1, DSDLIO2, and DSDLIO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLIO - Total Async Read I/O's List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDLIOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLIO.

Range of Value:

DSDLIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLOCK - LOCK TABLE Statements

DSDLOCK is a count of the LOCK TABLE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is LOCK statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDLOCK is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXLOCK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLPFx - No. List Prefetch Requested BPx

The DSDLPFX data elements contain the number of list prefetch requests for each buffer pool. For x = 0, 1, or 2,
DSDLPFx contains the value for buffer pool x. For x = 3, fffLPF3, contains the value for buffer pool 80. Db2LPFx is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the DSDLPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element DSDLPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. DSDLPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDLPFx
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLPFX contains the value input from fields QBACLPF, or QBSTLPF, of the SMF type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSDLPFX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLPFX contains the sum of all values of fffLPFX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity,
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages.

DSDLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

DSDLPLK contains the number of lock requests for physical locks made in a Db2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLPLK contains the value input from field QTGSLPLK of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDLPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLPLK contains the sum of all values of DSDLPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLPPx - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BPx

DSDLPPx is the number of pages read asynchronously due to list prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDLPP0, DSDLPP1, DSDLPP2, and DSDLPP3.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLPP - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDLPPx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLPP.

Range of Value:

DSDLPPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLPPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLPPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

DSDLSLM contains the number of lock requests propagated to Cross-System Extended Services (XES) under the user's
execution unit. If the lock request is suspended before going to XES, DSDLSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSDLSLM contains the value input from field QTGSLSLM of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDLSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLSLM contains the sum of all values of DSDLSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMAXx - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

The DSDMAXx data elements contain the number of work files that cannot be created due to insufficient buffer resources.
The elements with this alias are DSDMAX0, DSDMAX1, DSDMAX2, and DSDMAX3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMAXx contains the value input from field QBSTMAX of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMAXx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDMAXx contains the sum of all values of DSDMAXx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These fields indicate that a sort is being done and that the sort is limited in how many work files it can use. Sorts are more
efficient with additional work files but there are internal limits in Db2 to the number of work files a transaction can have.
Sometimes a transaction will find at run time that it cannot use as many work files as it had planned. Possible actions are
to try increasing the size of the buffer pool or altering the transaction to require fewer work files.

DSDMERGE - ALIAS Merge Statements

fffMERGE is the number of MERGE statements. This statement combines the conditional UPDATE and INSERT
operations on a target, using the values from source. The source data that matches the target is used to update the target
table rows. The source data that does not match the target is used to insert into the target table. Db2MERGE is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMERGE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMERGE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMERGE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMERGE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMERGE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMERGE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMERGE.

Range of Value:

fffMERGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMERGE contains the sum of all occurrences of fffMERGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSDMIXNL is the number times multiple index access was not used because the RID limit was reached.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSDMIXNL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXMRMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXNL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXNL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSDMIXNU is the number times multiple index access was not used because there was no storage available for RIDs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMIXNU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXNSMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXNU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXNU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXU - Multiple Index Path Used

DSDMIXU is the number times a multiple index access path was used.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMIXU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x

DSDMMRRx is the number of media manager read requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). fffMMRRx
is incremented as a result of not having the requested data already in storage. The elements with this alias are
DSDMMRR0, DSDMMRR1, DSDMMRR2, and DSDMMRR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x
             DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDMMRRx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTRIO.

Range of Value:

DSDMMRRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMMRRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMMRRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Due to the data manager look-aside capability, the value of DSDMMRRx is always less than or equal to the count of
page requests (DSDDBPRx). For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSDMMRRx to DSDDBPRx should be as close to 0 as
possible.

DSDMNCFR - Min Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMNCFR is the minimum number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNCFR is set to the value of DSDECFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNCFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNCFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNCFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMNDRU - Min Stealable DB Descriptors

DSDMNDRU is the minimum aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMNDRU is set to the value of DSDDLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNDRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNDRU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNDRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNDRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNKFR - Min Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMNKFR is the minimum number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNKFR is set to the value of DSDEKFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNKFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNKFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNKFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNKRU - Min Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDMNKRU is the minimum aggregate number of stealable skeleton table (SKPT) pages available for Db2 system reuse.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table
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Element Derivation:

DSDMNKRU is set to the value of DSDKLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNKRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNKRU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNKRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNKRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNQCA - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

DSDMNQCA is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQCA is set to the value of DSDSQCA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQCA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQCA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQCB - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

DSDMNQCB is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQCB is set to the value of DSDSQCB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMNQCB contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQCB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQKA - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

DSDMNQKA is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQKA is set to the value of DSDSQKA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQKA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQKA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQKB - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

DSDMNQKB is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQKB is set to the value of DSDSQKB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQKB contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQKB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDMNRPG is the minimum number of pages in free chain of the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool for the
Db2 system.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool
             DSDFRPG - Number Of Free Pages In Free Chain

Element Derivation:

DSDMNRPG is set to the value of DSDFRPG for every DETAIL observation. This field is no longer available at Db2 10.1
and above.

Range of Value:

DSDMNRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNRPG contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNRPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNRPG provides an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNSFR - Min Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMNSFR is the minimum number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes
bar, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNSFR is set to the value of DSDESFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNSFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNSFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNSFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNSPA - Min Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDMNSPA is the minimum number of pages allocated for executing stored procedures for the Db2 system.

Type:
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Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

Element Derivation:

DSDMNSPA is set to the value of DSDKSPA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNSPA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNSPA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNSPA provides an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer x

DSDMRPRx is the ratio of physical reads to get page request for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3) across the Db2
system. The elements with this alias are DSDMRPR0, DSDMRPR1, DSDMRPR2, and DSDMRPR3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x
             DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x

Element Derivation:

DSDMRPRx is computed from the following formula:

  IF DSDDBPRx > 0 THEN 
     DSDMRPRx=DSDMMRRx / DSDDBPRx;
     ELSE DSDMRPRx = .;

Range of Value:

DSDMRPRx ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMRPRx contains the result of the computation described is ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSDMMRRX to DSDDBPRX should be as close to 0 as possible.

DSDMXBDG - Max Requests for DBD

DSDMXBDG is the maximum number of requests for database descriptors in the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBDG - Requests For Database Descriptors
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Element Derivation:

DSDMXBDG is set to the value of DSDDBDG for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXBDG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXBDG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXBDG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXBDG can be useful in determining the number of Database Descriptors used by your Db2 system for application
processing.

DSDMXBDL - Max Loads of DBD

DSDMXBDL is the maximum number of database descriptors loaded into the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM)
pool of the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBDL - Number Of Loads Of Database Descriptors
             DSDDBDG - Number Request For Database Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMXBDL is set to the value of DSDDBDL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXBDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXBDL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXBDL in the observations processed for the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

Useful in determining the optimum size of the EDM pool of your Db2 system. A measure of efficiency of the EDM pool is
the ratio of loads of database descriptors and request of database descriptors. In most Db2 systems, a ratio of 20% would
be considered acceptable.

DSDMXCFA - Max Failures: Full Statement Pool

DSDMXCFA is the maximum number of failures due to a full EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCFA is set to the value of DSDECFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:
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DSDMXCFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCFR - Max Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMXCFR is the maximum number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCFR is set to the value of DSDECFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCPG - Max Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMXCPG is the maximum number of pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCPG is set to the value of DSDECPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMXCTA - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (>2GB)

DSDMXCTA is the maximum number of pages used for the part of the cursor tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTA is set to the value of DSDECTA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCTG - Max. Requests For Cursor Table Sections

DSDMXCTG is the maximum number of requests for cursor table sections in the Environmental Descriptor Manager
(EDM) pool of the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTG - Request For Cursor Table Sections
             DSDECTL - Loaded Of Cursor Table Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTG is set to the value of DSDECTG for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTG in the observations processed for the level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTG provides an indication of the demand for cursor tables sections.

DSDMXCTL - Max Loaded Cursor Table Sections

DSDMXCTL is the maximum number of cursor table sections loaded into the EDM pool of the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool
             DSDECTL - Number of Loaded Cursor Table Sections
             DSDECTG - Number Requests For Cursor Table
                       Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTL is set to the value of DSDECTL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTL that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTL indicates the amount of demand cursor table sections placed on the EDM pool.

DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (<2GB)

DSDMXCTU is the maximum number of pages used for cursor tables below the 2 gigabytes bar, in the Db2 system for the
level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool
             DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTU is set to the value of DSDECTU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXCTU is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTU that were included in the level of
summarization. DSDMXCTU is set to missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTU provides an indication of the amount of EDM pool virtual storage being used by cursor table sections.

DSDMXCUR - Max PB Count On Free PB

DSDMXCUR contains the maximum number of pagesets on the drain queue. This count is a high water mark which
represents the maximum number of pagesets that were specified with CLOSE(YES) and are currently not in use, but not
physically closed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDMXCUR contains the value input from field QTMAXPB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCUR contains the sum of all values of DSDMXCUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD

DSDMXDBD is the maximum number of pages used for Database Descriptors (DBDs) in the EDM pool of the Db2
system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDBD - Number of Pages Used for DBD
             DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDBD is set to the value of DSDEDBD for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDBD contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDBD that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXDBD provides an indication of how much virtual storage database descriptors are in use in the EDM pool.

DSDMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

DSDMXDEG contains the maximum degree of parallelism executed among all the parallel groups.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDEG contains the value input from field QXMAXDEG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXDEG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXDEG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDEG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element indicates the extent to which queries were processed in parallel

DSDMXDRS - MAX DDs That Drain Has Produced

DSDMXDRS contains the maximum number of data sets closed via the drain process. These data sets were defined with
CLOSE(YES) and were closed by the drain process when the use count reached 0.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDRS is set to the value of DSDDSDRN for every detail observation of the field QTDSDRN in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXDRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDRS contains the maximum value of DSDMXDRS processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXDRU - Max Stealable Database Descriptors

DSDMXDRU is the maximum aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDRU is set to the value of DSDDLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDRU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXDRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum level and flags
the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently

DSDMXDSO is the maximum number of data sets that were open concurrently during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is data sets.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMXDSO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTMAXDS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDSO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXDSO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXDYN - Max Pages Used in Statement Pool

DSDMXDYN is the maximum number of pages used for the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDYN is set to the value of DSDEDYNP for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDYN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDYN contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDYN that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

fffMXEST contains the maximum parallel group estimated degree. This estimated degree is calculated at bind time based
on the cost of processing formula. Db2MXEST is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXEST element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXEST, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffMXEST is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXEST
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXEST
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXEST

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXEST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXESTIDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXEST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXEST contains the maximum value of fffMXEST processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXFAL - Max. No. Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

DSDMXFAL is the maximum number of failures caused by a full Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool for the
Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXFAL is set to the value of DSDEFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXFAL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXFAL that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

Useful in determining abends due to limited EDM resource and in determining the size of the EDM pool.

DSDMXKFA - Max Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKFA is the maximum number of failures due to a full EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDMXKFA is set to the value of DSDEKFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKFR - Max Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKFR is the maximum number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKFR is set to the value of DSDEKFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKPG - Max Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKPG is the maximum number of pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system during an interval and for the
level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKPG is set to the value of DSDEKPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXKPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKRU - Max Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDMXKRU is the maximum aggregate number of stealable skeleton table (SKPT) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKRU is set to the value of DSDKLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKRU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXKRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum extent or level
and hence flags the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXLOB - MAX Storage Used for LOB Values

DSDMXLOB contains the maximum storage used for LOB values. This value is in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXLOB contains the value input from field QXSTLOBV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXLOB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXLOB contains the maximum value of DSDMXLOB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMXNSQ - Max Level of Nested SQL Cascading

DSDMXNSQ contains the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXNSQ contains the value input from field QXCASCDP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXNSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXNSQ contains the maximum value of DSDMXNSQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPGE - MAX Pages in EDM Pool

DSDMXPGE is the maximum number of pages contained in the Environmental Descriptor Manager Pool (EDM) pool for
the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPAGE - No. Pages in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPGE is set to the value of DSDPAGE for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXPGE is not available at Db2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXPGE is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPGE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPGE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPL - Maximum Number of Page Locks Held

DSDMXPL is the maximum number of page locks held in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPL contains the value input from field QTXANPL in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

fffMXPLN contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host
variable or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2MXPLN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXPLN element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXPLN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXPLN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXPLN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXPLN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXPLN

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXPLANDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXPLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXPLN contains the maximum value of fffMXPLN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPTA - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (>2GB)

DSDMXPTA is the maximum number of pages used for the part of the package tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTA is set to the value of DSDEPTA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPTA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPTG - MAX Requests for Package Table Section

DSDMXPTG contains the maximum number of requests for Package Table sections.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDEPTG - No. Req for Package Table Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTG is set to the value of DSDEPTG for every detail observation of the field QISEKTG of the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTG contains the maximum value of DSDMXPTG processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXPTL - MAX Loaded Package Table Sections

DSDMXPTL contains the maximum number of Package Table sections loaded from DASD.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTL - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTL is set to the value of DSDEPTL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXPTL contains the maximum value of DSDMXPTL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Subtracting DSDMXPTL from DSDMXPTG gives the maximum number of times a Package Table was already in the EDM
Pool.

DSDMXPTU - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (<2GB)

DSDMXPTU is the maximum number of pages used for package tables below the 2 gigabytes bar, in the Db2 system for
the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTU - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTU is set to the value of DSDEPTU for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXPTU is not available at Db2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXPTU is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPTU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXPTU provides an indication of the amount of EDM pool virtual storage being used by package table sections.

DSDMXQCA - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

DSDMXQCA is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is above the 2 GB, in the Db2 system
for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQCA is set to the value of DSDSQCA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQCA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQCA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMXQCB - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

DSDMXQCB is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQCB is set to the value of DSDSQCB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQCB contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQCB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXQKA - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

DSDMXQKA is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQKA is set to the value of DSDSQKA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQKA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQKA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXQKB - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

DSDMXQKB is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQKB is set to the value of DSDSQKB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQKB contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQKB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXROP - MAX PB Found On Free Q During Open

DSDMXROP contains the number of times a data set that had not previously been used became used. The data set
remained open even though no process was using it. This counter indicates that the data set was eventually used again.
The larger the number in this field, the better your system is tuned for deferred close.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDREOPN - PB Found On Free Q During Open

Element Derivation:

DSDMXROP is set to the value of DSDREOPN for every detailed observation of the field QTREOPN in the Type 100
record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXROP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXROP contains the maximum value of DSDMXROP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The higher the value, the better Db2 is tuned for the deferred close function.

DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDMXRPG is the maximum number of free pages in the free chain of the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM)
pool for the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool
             DSDFRPG - Number Of Free Pages In Free Chain

Element Derivation:

DSDMXRPG is set to the value of DSDFRPG for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXRPG is not available at Db2 10.1
and above.
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Range of Value:

DSDMXRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXRPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXRPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this value is more than 20% of the pages in the EDM pool during peak periods, the EDM pool size is probably too large.
In this case, the size can be reduced without affecting the efficiency ratios significantly.

DSDMXSFA - Max Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSFA is the maximum number of failures that occurred because the EDM statement pool above the 2 gigabytes bar
was full, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSFA is set to the value of DSDESFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSFR - Max Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSFR is the maximum number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes
bar, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSFR is set to the value of DSDESFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXSFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table

DSDMXSKC is the maximum number of pages used for skeleton cursor tables in the Environmental Descriptor Manager
(EDM) pool of the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool
             DSDESKC - Number of Pages Used For Skeleton Cursor
                       Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSKC is set to the value of DSDESKC for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSKC contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSKC that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value provides an indication of the level of virtual storage usage by the skeleton cursor table sections in the EDM
pool.

DSDMXSKP - MAX Pages Used for SKPT Table

DSDMXSKP contains the maximum number of pages used for Skeleton Package Tables.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDESKP - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSKP is set to the value of DSDESKP for every detail observation of the field QISESKPT in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSKP contains the maximum value of DSDMXSKP processed for the level of summarization.
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DSDMXSLW - MAX DDs Used for Slow Close TS

DSDMXSLW contains the maximum number of data sets specified with CLOSE(YES) that are not currently in use (use
count 0), but are not closed due to deferred close function. This number does not indicates how many pagesets that these
data sets are used for.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDSLWDD - DDs Used for Slow Close TS

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSLW is set to the value of DSDSLWDD for every detail observation of the field QTSLWDD in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXSLW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSLW contains the maximum value of DSDMXSLW processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXSPA - Max Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDMXSPA is the maximum number of pages allocated for executing stored procedures for the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSPA is set to the value of DSDKSPA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSPA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSPA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXSPA may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum extent or level
and hence flags the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXSPG - Max Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSPG is the maximum number of pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:
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DSDMXSPG is set to the value of DSDESPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

DSDMXSTM is the maximum number of SQL statements in the EDM dynamic statement cache pool, in the Db2 system
for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSTM is set to the value of DSDESTMT for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXWF - Max Agent Workfile Space Allowed (KB)

DSDMXWF represents the amount of storage space, in kilobytes, that can be used to satisfy each online agent's workfile
storage requirements. DSDMXWF is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFMU - Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB
             DSDWFNE - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDMXWF contains the value input from field QISTWFMX. It contains the value input from field QISTWMXA
for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data Manager (DM) statistics data section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record. DSDMXWF's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte
(KB) value representation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDMXWF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXWF that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXWF is equivalent to the MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter value argument. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument
is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query
parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles to creating
global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and
facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to
workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDMXXML - MAX Storage Used for XML Values

DSDMXXML contains the maximum storage used for XML values. This value is in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXXML contains the value input from field QXSTXMLV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXXML ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXXML contains the maximum value of DSDMXXML processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDCRUDF to DSDDEXP
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDCRUDF through
DSDDEXP.

Contents

DSDCRUDF - Create Function Statements

DSDCRUDF contains the total number of CREATE FUNCTION statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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DSDCRUDF contains the value input from field QXCRUDF of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCRUDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCRUDF contains the sum of all values of DSDCRUDF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

DSDCSLM contains the number of change requests propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) under the
user's execution unit. If the change request is suspended before going to XES, DSDCSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

 

Element Derivation:

DSDCSLM contains the value input from field QTGSCSLM of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDCSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCSLM contains the sum of all values of DSDCSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCTABS - CREATE TABLESPACE Statements

DSDCTABS is a count of CREATE TABLESPACE statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDCTABS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCTABS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDCTABS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDCTABS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCTRIG - Number of Create Triggers

DSDCTRIG contains the total number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDCTRIG contains the value input from field QXCTRIG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDCTRIG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDCTRIG contains the sum of all values of DSDCTRIG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLD is the number of times a duplicate statement instance is created by Db2. A duplicate statement instance is in the
statement cache for a dynamic statement that had literals replaced by CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
characteristic. The created duplicate instance was needed because a cache match failed as a result of literal re-usability
criteria. Db2CWLD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLD element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLD is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLD

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLD

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLD

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
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             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLD.

Range of Value:

fffCWLD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLM is the number of times matching reusable copies of dynamic statements are found, by Db2, in statement cache
during preparation of a statement that had literals replaced because of CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.
Db2CWLM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLM

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLM.

Range of Value:

fffCWLM can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffCWLM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLP is the number of times dynamic statements are parsed by Db2 because the CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the dynamic statement cache.
Db2CWLP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLP is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLP

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

 

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLP.

Range of Value:

fffCWLP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLR is the number of times a minimum of one literal is replaced, by Db2, in a dynamic statement because the
CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the
dynamic statement cache. Db2CWLR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffCWLR is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLR

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLR

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLR.

Range of Value:

fffCWLR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDBDG - Requests for Database Descriptors

DSDDBDG is the number of requests for database descriptors in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDBDG contains the value input from field QISEDBDG in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDBDG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBDG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBDG that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DSDDBDG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDDBDL - Number of Loads: Database Descriptors

DSDDBDL is the number of loads of database descriptors in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDBDL contains the value input from field QISEDBDL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDBDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBDL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBDL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDBDL is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x

DSDDBPRx is a count of physical database page requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with
this alias are DSDDBPR0, DSDDBPR1, DSDDBPR2, and DSDDBPR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDBPRx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTGET.

Range of Value:

DSDDBPRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBPRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBPRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDBPRx is incremented by the data manager each time it requests a page from the buffer manager. The data
manager only keeps track of one page for each table in a query.
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DSDDBPUx - Data Base Page Updates x

DSDDBPUx (where x is 0, 1, 2 or 3) is a count, for each buffer pool, of the updates that were performed against
database system pages during the interval. The elements with this alias are DSDDBPU0, DSDDBPU1, DSDDBPU2, and
DSDDBPU3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDBPUx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTSWS. This data element is produced for each buffer pool.

Range of Value:

DSDDBPUx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDBPUx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDBPUx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 database pages controlled by the write protocol of the buffer manager are called system pages. System pages
can be written at any time except during actual page updates. System page writes are asynchronous to transaction
processing. These writes may occur before or after the updating transaction has reached a COMMIT point. Information
needed to undo any uncommitted changes must be written to Db2's active logs because write activity may occur prior to
COMMIT processing.

DSDDCGTT - Declare Global Temporary Table Stmts

DSDDCGTT contains the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE SQL statements that were issued during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDCGTT contains the value input from field QXDCLGTT of the SMF Type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDCGTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDCGTT contains the sum of all values of DSDDCGTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This statement defines a declared temporary table for the current application process and creates an empty instance of
the table for the process.

DSDDDIST - Drop Distinct Type Statements

DSDDDIST contains the total number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDDIST contains the value input from field QXDDIST of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDDIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDDIST contains the sum of all values of DSDDDIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDEAD - Deadlock Count

DSDDEAD indicates the number of lock contentions that occurred between two or more agents during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is deadlock occurrences.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDEAD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXADEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEAD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The deadlock count indicates the number of lock contentions between two or more agents. A change in the way Db2
resources are accessed by application programs can reduce this contention (for example, use class scheduling with IMS/
VS).
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DSDDEFVU - CREATE VIEW Statements

DSDDEFVU is the number of CREATE VIEW statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDEFVU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDEFVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEFVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDEFVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

Db2DEGAT contain the count of parallel groups that fell back into sequential mode as a result of executing under an
autonomous procedure. fffDEGAT is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system
negotiation result of system stress level. Db2DEGAT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEGAT element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDEGAT, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffDEGAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDEGAT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDEGAT.

Range of Value:
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fffDEGAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDEGAT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDEGAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDELET - DELETE Statements

DSDDELET is the number of DELETE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DELETE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDELET is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDELET.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDELET contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDELET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDESC - DESCRIBE Statements

DSDDESC is the number of DESCRIBE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DESCRIBE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDESC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDESC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDESC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDESC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDDEXP - PREPARE Discarded

DSDDEXP contains the total number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement
cache because the number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem parameter
MAXKEEPD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDINV -  PREPARE Purged

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDEXP contains the value input from field QXSTDEXP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDEXP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDEXP contains the sum of all values of DSDDEXP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDDGBUF to DSDDRPKG
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDDGBUF through
DSDDRPKG.

Contents

DSDDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

DSDDGBUF contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell
back to sequential mode because of storage shortage or buffer pool contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDGBUF contains the value input from field QXDEGBUF of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDGBUF contains the sum of all values of DSDDGBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

DSDDGCUR contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of a cursor that
can be used for update or delete.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDGCUR contains the value input from field QXDEGCUR of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDGCUR contains the sum of all values of DSDDGCUR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

DSDDGESA contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of lack of ESA sort
support.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDGESA contains the value input from field QXDEGESA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDGESA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDGESA contains the sum of all values of DSDDGESA processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

fffDGNGP is the number of times the parallel groups that were degraded to sequential processing due to system
negotiation as a result of system stress level. Db2DGNGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDGNGP
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGNGP, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffDGNGP is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDGNGP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGNGP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGNGP

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffDGNGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGNGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDGNGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDINV - PREPARE Purged

DSDDINV contains the total number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement
cache because a program executed a DROP, ALTER, or REVOKE statement against a dependent object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDEXP - PREPARE Discarded

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDINV contains the value input from field QXSTDINV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDINV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDINV contains the sum of all values of DSDDINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDDIOx - Async Read I/O's via Dynamic Pref. BPx

DSDDIOx is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to dynamic prefetch for pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDDIO0, DSDDIO1, DSDDIO2, and DSDDIO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDIO - Total Async Read I/O's Dynamic Pref.

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDIOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDIO.

Range of Value:

DSDDIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

DSDDLRU is the aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for reuse.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDLRU contains the value input from field QISEDLRU in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDLRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDLRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDLRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDDLRU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if
the Db2 subsystem is spending an unnecessary amount of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly
stealing pages and reloading Db2 objects.
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DSDDMCTx - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached x

DSDDMCTx is the number of times the WPHFWT deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an
interval for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDDMCT0, DSDDMCT1, DSDDMCT2,
and DSDDMCT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDDMCTx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data
section, QBSTDMC.

Range of Value:

DSDDMCTx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDMCTx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDMCTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffDPFx - ALIAS No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BPx

fffDPFx is the number of dynamic prefetch requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, element fffDPFx
reports the value for buffer pool 80. This is the process that is triggered because of sequential detection. Db2DPFx is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffDPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDPFx

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDPFx

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDPFx

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPF - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffDPFx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACDPF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffDPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPPx - Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BPx

DSDDPPx is the number of pages read asynchronously due to dynamic prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3).
The elements with this alias are DSDDPP0, DSDDPP1, DSDDPP2, and DSDDPP3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPP - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Pref.

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDPPx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDPP.

Range of Value:

DSDDPPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDPPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSC - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

DSDDPSC contains the number of event requests were possible rows were found in the EDM pool for dynamic SQL plan
stability (DPS).

DSDDPSC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind

             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSC contains the value input from field QISEDPSC in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDPSC contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSF - No. of Times DPS Match Found

DSDDPSF contains the number of requests to the EDM pool for the dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS) where a match was
found.

DSDDPSF is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

             DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSF contains the value input from field QISEDPSF in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSF contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSL - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

DSDDPSL contains the number of requests to the EDM pool to look for dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS).

DSDDPSL is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO   DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

             DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind

             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSL contains the value input from field QISEDPSL in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDDPSL contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDPSM - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Bind

DSDDPSM contains the number of requests to the EDM pool to look for dynamic SQL plan stability (DPS) where matches
were found through text/bind options.

DSDDPSM is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

             DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

             DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

Element Derivation:

DSDDPSM contains the value input from field QISEDPSM in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDDPSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDPSM contains the sum of all values of DSDDPSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRAL - Drop Alias

DSDDRAL is the number of Drop Alias DDL statements issued by this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRAL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXDRPAL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDDRNO - Number of Drain Requests

DSDDRNO contains the number of drain requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRNO contains the value input from field QTXADRNO of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRNO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDDRPDB - DROP DATABASE Statements

DSDDRPDB is a count of the DROP DATABASE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPDB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPDB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPDB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPFN - Number of Drop User Defined Function

DSDDRPFN contains the total number of DROP UDF statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDDRPFN contains the value input from field QXDRPFN of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPFN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPFN contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPFN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPIX - DROP INDEX Statements

DSDDRPIX is a count of the DROP INDEX statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPKG - No. of DROP PACKAGE Stmts

DSDDRPKG contains the number of DROP PACKAGE statements. The DROP PACKAGE statement is restricted to
deleting Packages only at the Db2 system where the statement is bound.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPKG contains the value input from field QXDRPPKG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).
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Range of Value:

DSDDRPKG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPKG contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPKG processed in the level of summarization.

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDDRPMP to DSDDWRTx
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDDRPMP through
DSDDWRTx.

Contents

DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

fffDRPMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2DRPMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPMP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPMP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPMP

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

             DSDCREMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPMP.

Range of Value:

fffDRPMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDDRPPR - Number of Drop Procedures

DSDDRPPR contains the total number of DROP PROCEDURE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPPR contains the value input from field QXDRPPR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPPR contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPRO - ALIAS Drop Role Statements

fffDRPRO is the number of DROP ROLE statements. This statement removes a role from the current server. When a role
is dropped, all privileges and authorities that have been previously granted to that role are revoked. If this role is the owner
of statements in the dynamic statement cache, the cached statements are invalidated. Db2DRPRO is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPRO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffDRPRO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPRO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPRO

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPRO

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPRO

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPROL.

Range of Value:

fffDRPRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffDRPRO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPRO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Roles are database entities that group together one or more privileges. Creation of these entities simplifies management
of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to control access to enterprise objects at a level
of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles are available only in a trusted context.

DSDDRPST - DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSDDRPST is the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDDRPST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

fffDRPSV is the number of DROP VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
Db2DRPSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPSV

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPSV

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPSV

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPSV.

Range of Value:

fffDRPSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPSY - DROP SYNONYM Statements

DSDDRPSY is the number of DROP SYNONYM statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, DSDDRPSY is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPSY.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPSY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPSY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTA - DROP TABLE Statements

DSDDRPTA is the number of DROP TABLE statements that the Db2 system processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPTA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPTA.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTR - Number of Drop Triggers

DSDDRPTR contains the total number of SQL DROP TRIGGER statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRPTR contains the value input from field QXDRPTR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDDRPTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTR contains the sum of all values of DSDDRPTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTS - DROP TABLESPACE Statements

DSDDRPTS is a count of the DROP TABLESPACE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPTS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPTS that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRPTX - ALIAS Drop Trusted Context Statements

fffDRPTX is the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement removes a trusted context from
the current server. When a trusted context is dropped, all associations to attributes (IP addresses, job names) and
associations to users of the trusted context are dropped. If the trusted context is dropped while trusted connections for the
context are active, the connections remain active until they terminate or the next attempt at reuse is made. Db2DRPTX is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffDRPTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPTX

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPTX

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPTX

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPCTX.

Range of Value:

fffDRPTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.

DSDDRPVU - DROP VIEW Statements

DSDDRPVU is the number of DROP VIEW statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDRPVU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXDRPVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRPVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRPVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

DSDDRSEQ is the number of DROP SEQUENCE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements

             DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRSEQ contains the value input from field QXDROSEQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRSEQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRSEQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Unlike identity column, a sequence is a stand-alone SQL data object that simply generates an ascending or descending
sequence of numbers, to avoid concurrency or performance problems resulting from having user applications generate
their own sequence numbers. It provides a way for applications to have the DBMS create unique numeric key values, and
to coordinate keys across multiple tables and rows.

DSDDRTA - Global Requests Denied

DSDDRTA contains the number of global requests denied because a retained lock is incompatible.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks

             DSDLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

 

Element Derivation:
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DSDDRTA contains the value input from field QTGSDRTA of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDDRTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRTA contains the sum of all values of DSDDRTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDRUN - Number of Unsuccessful Drain Requests

DSDDRUN contains the number of unsuccessful drain requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDRUN contains the value input from field QTXADRUN of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDRUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDRUN that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDDSCRT - No. of DESCRIBE TABLE Stmts

DSDDSCRT contains the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDSCRT contains the value input from field QXDSCRTB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDSCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSCRT contains the sum of all values of DSDDSCRT processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

DSDDSDRN contains the number of data sets closed via the drain process. These data sets were defined with
CLOSE(YES) and were closed by the drain process when the use count reached 0.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDDSDRN contains the value input from field QTDSDRN of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDDSDRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSDRN contains the sum of all values of DSDDSDRN processed in the level of summarization.

DSDDSOPN - Data Sets Currently Open

DSDDSOPN is the number of data sets that were open at the time the SMF record was generated.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is open data sets.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDSOPN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTDSOPN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDSOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDSPBD - Plans Bound and Kept

DSDDSPBD is the number of plans that were bound and kept during the interval. It represents the number of bind
attempts identified by DSDBNDAA and DSDBNDAR that completed successfully. This counter does not increment for
BIND subcommands with no plan ID specified, identified by DSDTESTB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is plans.
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  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDDSPBD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTPLNBD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDSPBD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDSPBD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

Db2DSTSN is the SMF record sequence number.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2DSTSN is derived from the SMF Db2 product data section, label QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2DSTSN in the records processed
for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDDWRTx - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold x

DSDDWRTx is the number of times the deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an interval for
buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, or 2. For x=3, DSDDWRT3 provides the value for buffer pool 80. The elements with this alias
are DSDDWRT0, DSDDWRT1, DSDDWRT2, and DSDDWRT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDDWRTx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data
section, QBSTDWT.
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Range of Value:

DSDDWRTx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDWRTx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDWRTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDDWVx to DSDEKNFM
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDDWVx through
DSDEKNFM.

Contents

DSDDWVx - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BPx

DSDDWVx is the number of times the Vertical Deferred Write Threshold was reached for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2,
or 3). When the number of updated pages for a data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes are
initiated for that data set. The elements with this alias are DSDDWV0, DSDDWV1, DSDDWV2, and DSDDWV3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDWV - Total Times Vert Defer Write Thresh

 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDDWVx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTDWV.

Range of Value:

DSDDWVx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDDWVx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDDWVx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

DSDECFAL is the number of failures due to a full EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

             DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDECFAL contains the value input from field QISECFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM statement pool should be increased.

DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDECFRE is the number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

 

 

Element Derivation:

DSDECFRE contains the value input from field QISECFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM statement pool.

DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

DSDECPGE is the number of pages in the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

             DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDECPGE contains the value input from field QISECPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

DSDECTA is the number of pages used for the part of the cursor tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

 

Element Derivation:

DSDECTA contains the value input from field QISECTA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDECTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTG - Requests for Cursor Table Sections

DSDECTG is the number of requests for cursor table sections for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDECTG contains the value input from field QISECTG in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:
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DSDECTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTL - Number of Loaded Cursor Table Sections

DSDECTL is the number of loaded cursor table sections for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDECTL contains the value input from field QISECTL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDECTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDECTL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTL is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

DSDECTU is the number of pages used for cursor tables below the 2 GB bar, for the Db2 system during an interval.
Reference to "below the 2 GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only. Beginning with Db2 10.1, DSDECTU offset is no
longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

 

Element Derivation:

DSDECTU contains the value input from field QISECT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDECTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:
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DSDECTU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDECTU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDECTU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDEDBD - Number of Pages Used for DBD

DSDEDBD is the number of pages used for database descriptors (DBDs) in the Db2 system during an interval. A DBD is a
Db2 control block that describes the table and indexes of a database as well as their external storage. The size of a DBD
depends on the number of tablespaces, tables, columns, and indexes an application may be using.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEDBD contains the value input from field QISEDBD in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDBD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEDBD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEDBD is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDEDFAL - Number of Fails Due to Dataspace Full

DSDEDFAL contains the number of failures due to dataspace full conditions.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

DSDEDFAL contains the value input from field QISEDFAL of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDFAL contains the sum of all values of DSDEDFAL processed in the level of summarization.

DSDEDFRE - Number of Free pages in Dataspace

DSDEDFRE contains the number of free pages in the dataspace free chain.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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Element Derivation:

DSDEDFRE contains the value input from field QISEDFRE of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDFRE contains the sum of all values of DSDEDFRE processed in the level of summarization.

DSDEDPGE - Number of Pages in EDM Dataspace

DSDEDPGE contains the number of pages in the dataspace used by the EDM pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEDPGE contains the value input from field QISEDPGE of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDPGE contains the sum of all values of DSDEDPGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEDSG - Number of Requests for Dynamic Cache

DSDEDSG contains the number of requests for the dynamic statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEDSG contains the value input from field QISEDSG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDSG contains the sum of all values of DSDEDSG processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDEDSI - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache

DSDEDSI contains the number of inserts into the dynamic statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEDSI contains the value input from field QISEDSI of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEDSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDSI contains the sum of all values of DSDEDSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

DSDEDYNP is the number of pages used for the EDM statement pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

             DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEDYNP contains the value input from field QISEDYNP in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEDYNP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEDYNP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEDYNP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

DSDEFAL is the number of failures due to a full Environmental Descriptor Manager Pool (EDM). The EDM is a virtual
storage resource residing in the database services address space.

It contains skeleton cursor tables (SKCT), cursor tables, and database descriptors. The SKCT is a control structure
created during the bind process and is used by Db2 to process SQL statements encountered during application execution.
Each transaction using the application allocates a thread. For each thread, Db2 creates a copy of the SKCT called the
"cursor table" (CT). The CT is equal to the size of the corresponding SKCT. A database descriptor (DBD) is a Db2 control
block that describes the table and indexes of a database and their external storage.

The size of the DBD is dependent on the number of tablespaces, tables, columns, and indexes the application is using.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEFAL contains the value input from field QISEFAIL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size of
the EDM pool should be increased.

DSDEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

DSDEGENC contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because enclave
services were unavailable during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEGENC contains the value input from field QXDEGENC of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field is no
longer available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDEGENC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:
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DSDEGENC contains the sum of all values of DSDEGENC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

DSDEKFAL is the number of failures due to a full EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

             DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKFAL contains the value input from field QISEKFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEKFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM skeleton pool should be increased.

DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDEKFRE is the number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKFRE contains the value input from field QISEKFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEKFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM skeleton pool.
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DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

DSDEKNFA is the number of NOT FOUND records that were added to the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during an
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

             DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFA contains the value input from field QISEKNFA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFA can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

DSDEKNFM is the number of NOT FOUND records located in the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

             DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFM contains the value input from field QISEKNFM in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
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of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFM can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDEKNFR to DSDMXXML
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDEKNFR through
DSDMXXML.

Contents

DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

DSDEKNFR is the number of NOT FOUND records that were removed from the EDM cache, for the Db2 system during
an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

             DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKNFR contains the value input from field QISEKNFR in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEKNFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKNFR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKNFR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a package is bound using a wild card (*) for package names, the EDM generates a NOT FOUND record when it
sees that a collection id/package name combination does not exist, in order to avoid future I/O operations. The process
of searching, creating, or deleting the NOT FOUND records can potentially impact Db2 performance. DSDEKNFR can be
used to facilitate diagnosis when Db2 contention caused by NOT FOUND records occurs.

DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDEKPGE is the number of pages in the EDM skeleton pool, for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEKPGE contains the value input from field QISEKPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.
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Range of Value:

DSDEKPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEKPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDEKPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

DSDEPTA is the number of pages used for the part of the package tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTU  - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTA contains the value input from field QISEKTA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDEPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTA contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEPTA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDEPTG - No. Req for Package Table Sections

DSDEPTG contains the number of requests for Package Table sections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTG contains the value input from field QISEKTG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDEPTG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTG contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTG processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDEPTL - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

DSDEPTL contains the number of Package Table sections loaded from DASD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTL contains the value input from field QISEKTL of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDEPTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTL contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Subtracting DSDEPTL from DSDEPTG gives the number of times a Package Table was already in the EDM Pool.

DSDEPTU - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

DSDEPTU is the number of pages used for package tables below the 2 GB bar, for the Db2 system during an interval.
Beginning with Db2 10.1, DSDEPTU offset is no longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

 

Element Derivation:

DSDEPTU contains the value input from field QISEKT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDEPTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDEPTU contains the sum of all values of DSDEPTU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDEPTU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDESFAL is the number of failures that occurred because the EDM statement pool above the 2 gigabytes bar was full.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

             DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDESFAL contains the value input from field QISESFAL in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESFAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESFAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDESFAL is useful in determining the number of abends due to limited EDM resources and in determining how the size
of the EDM statement pool should be increased.

DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDESFRE is the number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the
Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDESFRE contains the value input from field QISESFRE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESFRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESFRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDESFRE is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM statement pool.

DSDESKC - No. Free Pages Used for SKCT Table

DSDESKC is the number of pages used for a skeleton cursor table (SKCT) in the Db2 system during an interval. The
SKCT is a control structure created during the bind process; it is used by Db2 to process SQL statements encountered
during application execution.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDESKC is obtained from field QISESKCT of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDESKC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESKC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESKC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDESKC is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDESKP - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

DSDESKP contains the number of pages used for Skeleton Package Tables.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  None

 

 

Element Derivation:

DSDESKP contains the value input from field QISESKPT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDESKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESKP contains the sum of all values of DSDESKP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDESPGE is the number of pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, for the Db2
system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

 

Element Derivation:
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DSDESPGE contains the value input from field QISESPGE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDESPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

DSDESTMT is the number of SQL statements in the EDM dynamic statement cache pool, for the Db2 system during an
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDSI  - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache

             DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDESTMT contains the value input from field QISESTMT in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDESTMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDESTMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDESTMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFETCH - Number of FETCH Statements

DSDFETCH is the number of FETCH statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval. The SQL
FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the values of that row to host variables
defined by a Db2 application program. The FETCH statement must be embedded in an application program.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFETCH contains the value input from field QXFETCH in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.
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Range of Value:

DSDFETCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFETCH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFETCH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFLSE - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

DSDFLSE contains the number of synchronous to asyncronous heuristic conversions for lock requests in XES. When
XES determines it is more efficient process the request asynchronously to the coupling facility, the conversion is done.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

             DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

             DSDFCNT  - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

Element Derivation:

DSDFLSE contains the value input from field QTGSFLMG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSDFLSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFLSE contains the sum of all values of DSDFLSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDFND - PREPARE Request Satisfied

DSDFND contains the total number of times that Db2 satisfied a PREPARE request by making a copy of a statement in
the prepared statement cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDNFND - PREPARE Request - No Match

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFND contains the value input from field QXSTFND of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDFND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDFND contains the sum of all values of DSDFND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

DSDFREAP contains the number of attempts to free a Package. This number can be larger than DSDFREPK because
multiple Packages can be freed in a single command.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFREAP contains the value input from field QTFREEAP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSDFREAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREAP contains the sum of all values of DSDFREAP processed in the level of summarization.

DSDFREE - FREE Subcommands

DSDFREE is the number of issued FREE subcommands that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a command count.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTFREE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEA - Attempts to FREE Plan

DSDFREEA is the number of attempts that were made to FREE an individual plan during the interval. This number may
be larger than DSDFREE because multiple plan IDs can be specified on a single FREE subcommand.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is FREE attempts.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREEA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, the label
QTFREEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREEA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEL - Free Locator Statements

DSDFREEL contains the total number of FREE LOCATOR statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFREEL contains the value input from field QXFREEL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDFREEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEL contains the sum of all values of DSDFREEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREEP - Plan Successfully Freed

DSDFREEP is the number of times during the interval that a plan was successfully freed. This represents the number of
FREE attempts identified by DSDFREEA that completed successfully.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is a count of freed plans.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDFREEP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTPLNFRD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREEP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFREEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

DSDFREPK contains the number of FREE PACKAGE subcommands issued. Multiple Packages can be freed in a single
subcommand. If the value of DSDFREPK is 1, then DSDFREAP shows exactly how many Packages you are trying to
free.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFREPK contains the value input from field QTFREEP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDFREPK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFREPK contains the sum of all values of DSDFREPK processed in the level of summarization.

DSDFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

fffFRIDS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because RIDPOOL storage was
not available to hold the list of RIDs. Db2FRIDS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDS

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDS

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDS

 

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDS.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

fffFRIDT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs
exceeded one or more internal limits. Db2FRIDT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDT

 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

 

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDT.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDFRPG - Number of Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDFRPG is the number of free pages in the EDM pool free chain for the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

 

Element Derivation:

DSDFRPG contains the value input from field QISEFREE in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDFRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDFRPG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDFRPG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDFRPG is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool.

DSDGRANT - GRANT Statements

DSDGRANT is the number of GRANT statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is GRANT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDGRANT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXGRANT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDGRANT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDGRANT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDHOLDL - Hold Locator Statements

DSDHOLDL contains the total number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

DSDHOLDL contains the value input from field QXHOLDL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDHOLDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDHOLDL contains the sum of all values of DSDHOLDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDIGLO - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

DSDIGLO contains the number of suspends due to IRLM (internal lock resource manager) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDFLSE  - No. of False Contentions

             DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIGLO contains the value input from field QTGSIGLO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDIGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIGLO contains the sum of all values of DSDIGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSDIGLO, DSDSGLO, and DSDFLSE.

DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

DSDIMAC tells how many Data Manager (DM) in-memory workfiles

  (WF) are currently active.

 

DSDIMAC is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIMAC contains the value input from field QISTIMAC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMAC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDIMAC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDIMAC can be used to detect the effectiveness of the data manager in-memory workfile frequency. A high DSDIMAC
could signal a need to tune the data manager so that the number of in-memory workfiles is aligned to what is actually
needed to achieve optimal Db2 online performance. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount
of workfile database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The
online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT),
declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition
tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the
overall use by online agents.

DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

DSDIMAH contains the maximum number (high water mark) of active in-memory workfiles at any given point in time since
the Db2 subsystem is in operation. DSDIMAH is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIMAH contains the value input from field QISTIMAH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMAH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMAH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDIMAH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMNC - No. Workfile Create Fails - Storage

DSDIMNC contains the number of times a work file was not created as any type of Data Manager in-memory workfile,
because of critical storage conditions, since Db2 was started.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIMNC contains the value input from field QISTIMNC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDIMNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMNC contains the sum of all values of DSDIMNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDIMNC was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

DSDIMSC is the current amount space, in kilobytes, used to satisfy data manager (DM) in-memory workfiles space
requirements. DSDIMSC is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

             DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

             DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIMSC contains the value input from field QISTIMSC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDIMSC in the records processed for the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMSH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

DSDIMSH is the maximum amount (high water mark) of space, in kilobytes, used to satisfy active in-memory workfiles
(WF) at any given point in time since the Db2 subsystem was started. DSDIMSH is supported for Db2 version 10 release
1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIMAC - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

             DSDIMAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

             DSDIMSC - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

 

Element Derivation:

DSDIMSH contains the value input from field QISTIMSH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDIMSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMSH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDIMSH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDIMWSx - Count of Immediate Writes sys Pages x

DSDIMWSx is the number of immediate writes for system pages by the Db2 system during the interval for buffer pool x,
where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDIMWS0, DSDIMWS1, DSDIMWS2, and DSDIMWS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, DSDIMWSx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTIMW.

Range of Value:

DSDIMWSx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIMWSx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDIMWSx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINCRB - Incremental Binds

DSDINCRB is the number of incremental binds that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is incremental binds.

  See also:  Not applicable

 

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDINCRB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXINCRB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINCRB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDINCRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINPA - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

DSDINPA contains the number of Data Manager (DM) Fast Insert pipes allocated.

DSDINPA is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTINPA of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.).

Range of Value:

DSDINPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDINPA contains the maximum value of DSDINPA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINPD - Times DM Fast Insert Pipes Disabled

DSDINPD contains the number of Data Manager (DM) Fast Insert pipes deallocated.

DSDINPD is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTINPD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.).

Range of Value:

DSDINPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINPD contains the maximum value of DSDINPD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDINSRT - INSERT Statements

DSDINSRT is the number of INSERT statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is INSERT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDINSRT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXINSRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDINSRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDINSRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDIPRP - Implicit PREPARE Performed

DSDIPRP contains the total number of times that Db2 did an implicit PREPARE for a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy of the prepared statement.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIPRP - Implicit PREPARE Performed

Element Derivation:

DSDIPRP contains the value input from field QXSTIPRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDIPRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDIPRP contains the sum of all values of DSDIPRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

Db2ISEQ is the sequence number for instrumentation identification. This sequence number is incremented for each
record that is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2ISEQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. It is reset whenever Db2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

Db2ISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2ISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

fffISTOR contains the number of times that the sparse index was disabled due to insufficient storage. fffISTOR contains
the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of
the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2ISTOR is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffISTOR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffISTOR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffISTOR is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDISTOR

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPISTOR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUISTOR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSISTOR.

Range of Value:

fffISTOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffISTOR contains the sum of all values of fffISTOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDIWF - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Db2IWF contains the number of times that the sparse index built a physical work file for probing. fffIWF contains the
maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of the
parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2IWF is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIWF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffIWF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffIWF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDIWF

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIWF

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIWF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both Db2DSP
and Db2DSU files, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXSIWF.
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Range of Value:

fffIWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIWF contains the sum of all values of fffIWF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDI2AC - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

DSDI2AC contains the count of non-sort related Data Manager in-memory workfiles that are currently active.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

             DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

Element Derivation:

DSDI2AC contains the value input from field QISTI2AC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2AC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDI2AC contains the sum of all values of DSDI2AC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2AC was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDI2AH - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

DSDI2AH contains the count of the maximum non-sort related Data Manager in-memory workfiles active at any point in
time since Db2 was started.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

             DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

Element Derivation:

DSDI2AH contains the value input from field QISTI2AH of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2AH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDI2AH contains the maximum value of DSDI2AH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2AH was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDI2OF - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

DSDI2OF contains the count of times the type-2 in-memory workfiles overflowed into a physical tablespace, since Db2
was started.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

             DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

Element Derivation:

DSDI2OF contains the value input from field QISTI2OF of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Data
Manager Data Section (QIST.)

Range of Value:

DSDI2OF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDI2OF contains the maximum value of DSDI2AH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDI2OF was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

fffJINCS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because
RIDPOOL storage was not available to hold the list of RIDs. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCS

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCS

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCS.

Range of Value:

fffJINCS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

fffJINCT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCT.

Range of Value:

fffJINCT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDJISx - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BPx

DSDJISx is the total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied due to a storage shortage for buffer pool
x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDJIS0, DSDJIS1, DSDJIS2, and DSDJIS3.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSJIS - Total # Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDJISx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTJIS.

Range of Value:

DSDJISx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDJISx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDJISx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDKIDS - Locks Propagated By IRLM to XES SYNC

DSDKIDS contains the number of resources propagated by IRLM (inter resource locking mechanism) to XES (Cross
System Extended Services) asynchronously.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDKIDS contains the value input from field QTGSKIDS of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDKIDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDKIDS contains the sum of all values of DSDKIDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Resources are propagated when a parent resource experiences new inter-Db2 interest or when a request completes after
the requester's execution unit was suspended.

DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDKLRU is the aggregate number of stealable skeleton package table (SKPT) pages available for reuse.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:
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DSDKLRU contains the value input from field QISEKLRU in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKLRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDKLRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKLRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDKLRU is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if
the Db2 subsystem is spending an unnecessary amount of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly
stealing pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDKSPA is the aggregate number of pages allocated for the execution of Db2 stored procedures.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDKSPA contains the value input from field QISEKSPA in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDKSPA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKSPA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDKSPA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if the
Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly stealing
pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDKSPG - Number of xPROC Requests

DSDKSPG is the total number of xPROC requests processed. DSDKSPG is new with Db2 10.1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA  - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs
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Element Derivation:

DSDKSPG contains the value input from field QISEKSPG in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool statistics
data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDKSPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. In Db2 versions lower
then 9.1, this DSDKSPG will have a missing value.

Summarization Process:

DSDKSPG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDKSPG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSDLABEL - Number of LABEL ON Statements

DSDLABEL is the number of LABEL ON statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail time-span, DSD is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
QXLABON.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLABEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLABEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLEEM - Count of Escalations to Exclusive Mode

DSDLEEM is the number of lock escalations to exclusive mode for the Db2 system during an interval. This capability
allows page locking to be automatically escalated to tablespace locking when too many system resources are being used
by a thread. The major resource being controlled is lock storage. Db2 uses page locking when few pages are accessed by
a thread, allowing maximum concurrency among multiple threads. When a thread acquires an excessive number of page
locks, locking is escalated to the tablespace level, allowing less concurrency but using a lower level of resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSDLEEM contains the value input from field QTXALEX in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDLEEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLEEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDLEEM may be used in conjunction with NUMLKTS, a Db2 startup parameter in DSNZPARM (Db2 Parameter
Initialization Member) to specify the system-wide limit of page locks that any one thread can hold.

DSDLESM - Number of Lock Escalations to Shared

DSDLESM is the number of lock escalations to shared mode in the Db2 system during an interval. It measures the total
lock escalation activity of the subsystem. This count reflects the NUMLKTS installation parameter value (maximum
number of page locks an application can hold against all table spaces in the subsystem) rather than the degree of page
locking in the subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLESM contains the value input from field QTXALES in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDLESM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLESM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLIOx - Async Read I/O's via List Prefetch BPx

DSDLIOx is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to list prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDLIO0, DSDLIO1, DSDLIO2, and DSDLIO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLIO - Total Async Read I/O's List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDLIOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLIO.
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Range of Value:

DSDLIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLOCK - LOCK TABLE Statements

DSDLOCK is a count of the LOCK TABLE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is LOCK statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDLOCK is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXLOCK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffLPFX - ALIAS No. List Prefetch Requested BPx

The fffLPFX data elements contain the number of list prefetch requests for each buffer pool. For x = 0, 1, or 2, fffLPFx
contains the value for buffer pool x. For x = 3, fffLPF3, contains the value for buffer pool 80. Db2LPFx is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffLPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffLPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDLPFx

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLPFx

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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fffLPFX contains the value input from fields QBACLPF, or QBSTLPF, of the SMF type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffLPFX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPFX contains the sum of all values of fffLPFX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity,
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages.

DSDLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

DSDLPLK contains the number of lock requests for physical locks made in a Db2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDLPLK contains the value input from field QTGSLPLK of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDLPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLPLK contains the sum of all values of DSDLPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLPPx - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BPx

DSDLPPx is the number of pages read asynchronously due to list prefetch for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDLPP0, DSDLPP1, DSDLPP2, and DSDLPP3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLPP - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDLPPx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLPP.

Range of Value:

DSDLPPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDLPPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDLPPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

DSDLSLM contains the number of lock requests propagated to Cross-System Extended Services (XES) under the user's
execution unit. If the lock request is suspended before going to XES, DSDLSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSDLSLM contains the value input from field QTGSLSLM of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDLSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDLSLM contains the sum of all values of DSDLSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMAXx - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

The DSDMAXx data elements contain the number of work files that cannot be created due to insufficient buffer resources.
The elements with this alias are DSDMAX0, DSDMAX1, DSDMAX2, and DSDMAX3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMAXx contains the value input from field QBSTMAX of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMAXx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMAXx contains the sum of all values of DSDMAXx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These fields indicate that a sort is being done and that the sort is limited in how many work files it can use. Sorts are more
efficient with additional work files but there are internal limits in Db2 to the number of work files a transaction can have.
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Sometimes a transaction will find at run time that it cannot use as many work files as it had planned. Possible actions are
to try increasing the size of the buffer pool or altering the transaction to require fewer work files.

DSDMERGE - ALIAS Merge Statements

fffMERGE is the number of MERGE statements. This statement combines the conditional UPDATE and INSERT
operations on a target, using the values from source. The source data that matches the target is used to update the target
table rows. The source data that does not match the target is used to insert into the target table. Db2MERGE is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMERGE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMERGE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMERGE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMERGE

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMERGE

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMERGE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMERGE.

Range of Value:

fffMERGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMERGE contains the sum of all occurrences of fffMERGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSDMIXNL is the number times multiple index access was not used because the RID limit was reached.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMIXNL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXMRMIAP.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXNL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXNL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSDMIXNU is the number times multiple index access was not used because there was no storage available for RIDs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMIXNU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXNSMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXNU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXNU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMIXU - Multiple Index Path Used

DSDMIXU is the number times a multiple index access path was used.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMIXU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's SQL statistics section, label
QXMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMIXU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMIXU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x

DSDMMRRx is the number of media manager read requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). fffMMRRx
is incremented as a result of not having the requested data already in storage. The elements with this alias are
DSDMMRR0, DSDMMRR1, DSDMMRR2, and DSDMMRR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x

             DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDMMRRx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTRIO.

Range of Value:

DSDMMRRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMMRRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMMRRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Due to the data manager look-aside capability, the value of DSDMMRRx is always less than or equal to the count of
page requests (DSDDBPRx). For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSDMMRRx to DSDDBPRx should be as close to 0 as
possible.

DSDMNCFR - Min Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMNCFR is the minimum number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNCFR is set to the value of DSDECFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNCFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNCFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNCFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMNDRU - Min Stealable DB Descriptors

DSDMNDRU is the minimum aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMNDRU is set to the value of DSDDLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNDRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNDRU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNDRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNDRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNKFR - Min Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMNKFR is the minimum number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNKFR is set to the value of DSDEKFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNKFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNKFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNKFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNKRU - Min Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDMNKRU is the minimum aggregate number of stealable skeleton table (SKPT) pages available for Db2 system reuse.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMNKRU is set to the value of DSDKLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNKRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNKRU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNKRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNKRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNQCA - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

DSDMNQCA is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQCA is set to the value of DSDSQCA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQCA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQCA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQCB - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

DSDMNQCB is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQCB is set to the value of DSDSQCB for every DETAIL observation.
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Range of Value:

DSDMNQCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQCB contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQCB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQKA - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

DSDMNQKA is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQKA is set to the value of DSDSQKA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNQKA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQKA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNQKB - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

DSDMNQKB is the minimum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMNQKB is set to the value of DSDSQKB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNQKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMNQKB contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNQKB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDMNRPG is the minimum number of pages in free chain of the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool for the
Db2 system.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

             DSDFRPG - Number Of Free Pages In Free Chain

Element Derivation:

DSDMNRPG is set to the value of DSDFRPG for every DETAIL observation. This field is no longer available at Db2 10.1
and above.

Range of Value:

DSDMNRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNRPG contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNRPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNRPG provides an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMNSFR - Min Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMNSFR is the minimum number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes
bar, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMNSFR is set to the value of DSDESFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNSFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNSFR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNSFR that were included in the level of
summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDMNSPA - Min Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDMNSPA is the minimum number of pages allocated for executing stored procedures for the Db2 system.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

Element Derivation:

DSDMNSPA is set to the value of DSDKSPA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMNSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMNSPA contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSDMNSPA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMNSPA provides an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its lowest level.

DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer x

DSDMRPRx is the ratio of physical reads to get page request for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3) across the Db2
system. The elements with this alias are DSDMRPR0, DSDMRPR1, DSDMRPR2, and DSDMRPR3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x

             DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x

Element Derivation:

DSDMRPRx is computed from the following formula: 

  IF DSDDBPRx > 0 THEN 

     DSDMRPRx=DSDMMRRx / DSDDBPRx;

     ELSE DSDMRPRx = .;

Range of Value:

DSDMRPRx ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMRPRx contains the result of the computation described is ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSDMMRRX to DSDDBPRX should be as close to 0 as possible.

DSDMXBDG - Max Requests for DBD

DSDMXBDG is the maximum number of requests for database descriptors in the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBDG - Requests For Database Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMXBDG is set to the value of DSDDBDG for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXBDG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXBDG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXBDG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXBDG can be useful in determining the number of Database Descriptors used by your Db2 system for application
processing.

DSDMXBDL - Max Loads of DBD

DSDMXBDL is the maximum number of database descriptors loaded into the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM)
pool of the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBDL - Number Of Loads Of Database Descriptors

             DSDDBDG - Number Request For Database Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMXBDL is set to the value of DSDDBDL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXBDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXBDL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXBDL in the observations processed for the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

Useful in determining the optimum size of the EDM pool of your Db2 system. A measure of efficiency of the EDM pool is
the ratio of loads of database descriptors and request of database descriptors. In most Db2 systems, a ratio of 20% would
be considered acceptable.
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DSDMXCFA - Max Failures: Full Statement Pool

DSDMXCFA is the maximum number of failures due to a full EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCFA is set to the value of DSDECFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCFR - Max Free Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMXCFR is the maximum number of free pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCFR is set to the value of DSDECFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCPG - Max Pages in Statement Pool

DSDMXCPG is the maximum number of pages in the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCPG is set to the value of DSDECPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCTA - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (>2GB)

DSDMXCTA is the maximum number of pages used for the part of the cursor tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTA - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTA is set to the value of DSDECTA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXCTG - Max. Requests For Cursor Table Sections

DSDMXCTG is the maximum number of requests for cursor table sections in the Environmental Descriptor Manager
(EDM) pool of the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDECTG - Request For Cursor Table Sections

             DSDECTL - Loaded Of Cursor Table Sections

Element Derivation:
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DSDMXCTG is set to the value of DSDECTG for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTG in the observations processed for the level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTG provides an indication of the demand for cursor tables sections.

DSDMXCTL - Max Loaded Cursor Table Sections

DSDMXCTL is the maximum number of cursor table sections loaded into the EDM pool of the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

             DSDECTL - Number of Loaded Cursor Table Sections

             DSDECTG - Number Requests For Cursor Table

                       Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTL is set to the value of DSDECTL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXCTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTL that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTL indicates the amount of demand cursor table sections placed on the EDM pool.

DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (<2GB)

DSDMXCTU is the maximum number of pages used for cursor tables below the 2 gigabytes bar, in the Db2 system for the
level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

             DSDECTU - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCTU is set to the value of DSDECTU for every DETAIL observation.
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Range of Value:

DSDMXCTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXCTU is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCTU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXCTU that were included in the level of
summarization. DSDMXCTU is set to missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXCTU provides an indication of the amount of EDM pool virtual storage being used by cursor table sections.

DSDMXCUR - Max PB Count On Free PB

DSDMXCUR contains the maximum number of pagesets on the drain queue. This count is a high water mark which
represents the maximum number of pagesets that were specified with CLOSE(YES) and are currently not in use, but not
physically closed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXCUR contains the value input from field QTMAXPB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXCUR contains the sum of all values of DSDMXCUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD

DSDMXDBD is the maximum number of pages used for Database Descriptors (DBDs) in the EDM pool of the Db2
system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDBD - Number of Pages Used for DBD

             DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDBD is set to the value of DSDEDBD for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXDBD contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDBD that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXDBD provides an indication of how much virtual storage database descriptors are in use in the EDM pool.

DSDMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

DSDMXDEG contains the maximum degree of parallelism executed among all the parallel groups.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDEG contains the value input from field QXMAXDEG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXDEG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDEG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDEG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element indicates the extent to which queries were processed in parallel

DSDMXDRS - MAX DDs That Drain Has Produced

DSDMXDRS contains the maximum number of data sets closed via the drain process. These data sets were defined with
CLOSE(YES) and were closed by the drain process when the use count reached 0.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDRS is set to the value of DSDDSDRN for every detail observation of the field QTDSDRN in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXDRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDRS contains the maximum value of DSDMXDRS processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXDRU - Max Stealable Database Descriptors

DSDMXDRU is the maximum aggregate number of stealable database descriptors (DBD) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDLRU - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

Element Derivation:

DSDMXDRU is set to the value of DSDDLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDRU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXDRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum level and flags
the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently

DSDMXDSO is the maximum number of data sets that were open concurrently during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is data sets.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDMXDSO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTMAXDS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDSO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXDSO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXDYN - Max Pages Used in Statement Pool

DSDMXDYN is the maximum number of pages used for the EDM statement pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool
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Element Derivation:

DSDMXDYN is set to the value of DSDEDYNP for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXDYN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXDYN contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXDYN that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

fffMXEST contains the maximum parallel group estimated degree. This estimated degree is calculated at bind time based
on the cost of processing formula. Db2MXEST is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXEST element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXEST, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffMXEST is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXEST

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXEST

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXEST

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXEST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXESTIDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXEST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXEST contains the maximum value of fffMXEST processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXFAL - Max. No. Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

DSDMXFAL is the maximum number of failures caused by a full Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool for the
Db2 system.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXFAL is set to the value of DSDEFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXFAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXFAL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXFAL that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

Useful in determining abends due to limited EDM resource and in determining the size of the EDM pool.

DSDMXKFA - Max Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKFA is the maximum number of failures due to a full EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKFA is set to the value of DSDEKFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKFR - Max Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKFR is the maximum number of free pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system for the level of
summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:
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DSDMXKFR is set to the value of DSDEKFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKPG - Max Pages in Skeleton Pool

DSDMXKPG is the maximum number of pages in the EDM skeleton pool, in the Db2 system during an interval and for the
level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKPG is set to the value of DSDEKPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXKPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXKRU - Max Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

DSDMXKRU is the maximum aggregate number of stealable skeleton table (SKPT) pages available for Db2 system
reuse.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKLRU - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXKRU is set to the value of DSDKLRU for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXKRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDMXKRU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXKRU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXKRU may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum extent or level
and hence flags the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXLOB - MAX Storage Used for LOB Values

DSDMXLOB contains the maximum storage used for LOB values. This value is in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXLOB contains the value input from field QXSTLOBV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXLOB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXLOB contains the maximum value of DSDMXLOB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXNSQ - Max Level of Nested SQL Cascading

DSDMXNSQ contains the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXNSQ contains the value input from field QXCASCDP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXNSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXNSQ contains the maximum value of DSDMXNSQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMXPGE - MAX Pages in EDM Pool

DSDMXPGE is the maximum number of pages contained in the Environmental Descriptor Manager Pool (EDM) pool for
the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPAGE - No. Pages in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPGE is set to the value of DSDPAGE for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXPGE is not available at Db2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXPGE is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPGE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPGE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPL - Maximum Number of Page Locks Held

DSDMXPL is the maximum number of page locks held in the Db2 system during an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPL contains the value input from field QTXANPL in the lock usage data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

fffMXPLN contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host
variable or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2MXPLN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXPLN element. The actual measurement, however, is
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found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXPLN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXPLN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXPLN

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXPLN

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXPLN

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXPLANDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXPLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXPLN contains the maximum value of fffMXPLN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXPTA - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (>2GB)

DSDMXPTA is the maximum number of pages used for the part of the package tables that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTA - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTA is set to the value of DSDEPTA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPTA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDMXPTG - MAX Requests for Package Table Section

DSDMXPTG contains the maximum number of requests for Package Table sections.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDEPTG - No. Req for Package Table Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTG is set to the value of DSDEPTG for every detail observation of the field QISEKTG of the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTG contains the maximum value of DSDMXPTG processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXPTL - MAX Loaded Package Table Sections

DSDMXPTL contains the maximum number of Package Table sections loaded from DASD.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTL - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

Element Derivation:

DSDMXPTL is set to the value of DSDEPTL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTL contains the maximum value of DSDMXPTL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Subtracting DSDMXPTL from DSDMXPTG gives the maximum number of times a Package Table was already in the EDM
Pool.

DSDMXPTU - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (<2GB)

DSDMXPTU is the maximum number of pages used for package tables below the 2 gigabytes bar, in the Db2 system for
the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEPTU - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

Element Derivation:
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DSDMXPTU is set to the value of DSDEPTU for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXPTU is not available at Db2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DSDMXPTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSDMXPTU is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXPTU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXPTU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXPTU provides an indication of the amount of EDM pool virtual storage being used by package table sections.

DSDMXQCA - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

DSDMXQCA is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is above the 2 GB, in the Db2 system
for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQCA is set to the value of DSDSQCA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQCA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQCA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXQCB - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

DSDMXQCB is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 plans that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQCB is set to the value of DSDSQCB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDMXQCB contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQCB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXQKA - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

DSDMXQKA is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is above the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQKA is set to the value of DSDSQKA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQKA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQKA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXQKB - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

DSDMXQKB is the maximum amount of storage space allocated to Db2 packages that is below the 2 GB bar, in the Db2
system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDMXQKB is set to the value of DSDSQKB for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXQKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXQKB contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXQKB that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDMXROP - MAX PB Found On Free Q During Open

DSDMXROP contains the number of times a data set that had not previously been used became used. The data set
remained open even though no process was using it. This counter indicates that the data set was eventually used again.
The larger the number in this field, the better your system is tuned for deferred close.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDREOPN - PB Found On Free Q During Open

Element Derivation:

DSDMXROP is set to the value of DSDREOPN for every detailed observation of the field QTREOPN in the Type 100
record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXROP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXROP contains the maximum value of DSDMXROP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The higher the value, the better Db2 is tuned for the deferred close function.

DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain

DSDMXRPG is the maximum number of free pages in the free chain of the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM)
pool for the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

             DSDFRPG - Number Of Free Pages In Free Chain

Element Derivation:

DSDMXRPG is set to the value of DSDFRPG for every DETAIL observation. DSDMXRPG is not available at Db2 10.1
and above.

Range of Value:

DSDMXRPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXRPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXRPG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this value is more than 20% of the pages in the EDM pool during peak periods, the EDM pool size is probably too large.
In this case, the size can be reduced without affecting the efficiency ratios significantly.
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DSDMXSFA - Max Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSFA is the maximum number of failures that occurred because the EDM statement pool above the 2 gigabytes bar
was full, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSFA is set to the value of DSDESFAL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSFA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSFA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSFR - Max Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSFR is the maximum number of free pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes
bar, in the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSFR is set to the value of DSDESFRE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSFR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSFR that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table

DSDMXSKC is the maximum number of pages used for skeleton cursor tables in the Environmental Descriptor Manager
(EDM) pool of the Db2 system.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL - Number Of Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

             DSDESKC - Number of Pages Used For Skeleton Cursor

                       Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSKC is set to the value of DSDESKC for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSKC contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSKC that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value provides an indication of the level of virtual storage usage by the skeleton cursor table sections in the EDM
pool.

DSDMXSKP - MAX Pages Used for SKPT Table

DSDMXSKP contains the maximum number of pages used for Skeleton Package Tables.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDESKP - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSKP is set to the value of DSDESKP for every detail observation of the field QISESKPT in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSKP contains the maximum value of DSDMXSKP processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXSLW - MAX DDs Used for Slow Close TS

DSDMXSLW contains the maximum number of data sets specified with CLOSE(YES) that are not currently in use (use
count 0), but are not closed due to deferred close function. This number does not indicates how many pagesets that these
data sets are used for.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDSLWDD - DDs Used for Slow Close TS

Element Derivation:
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DSDMXSLW is set to the value of DSDSLWDD for every detail observation of the field QTSLWDD in the Type 100 record
(subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDMXSLW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSLW contains the maximum value of DSDMXSLW processed for the level of summarization.

DSDMXSPA - Max Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

DSDMXSPA is the maximum number of pages allocated for executing stored procedures for the Db2 system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDKSPA - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSPA is set to the value of DSDKSPA for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSPA contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSPA that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDMXSPA may provide an indication of when the available storage of the EDM pool is at its maximum extent or level
and hence flags the need for additional storage space.

DSDMXSPG - Max Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

DSDMXSPG is the maximum number of pages in the part of the EDM statement pool that is above the 2 gigabytes bar, in
the Db2 system for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSPG is set to the value of DSDESPGE for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSPG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXSPG that were included in the level of
summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

DSDMXSTM is the maximum number of SQL statements in the EDM dynamic statement cache pool, in the Db2 system
for the level of summarization reported.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

DSDMXSTM is set to the value of DSDESTMT for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDMXSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDMXWF - Max Agent Workfile Space Allowed (KB)

DSDMXWF represents the amount of storage space, in kilobytes, that can be used to satisfy each online agent's workfile
storage requirements. DSDMXWF is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFMU - Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB

             DSDWFNE - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDMXWF contains the value input from field QISTWFMX. It contains the value input from field QISTWMXA
for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data Manager (DM) statistics data section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record. DSDMXWF's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte
(KB) value representation.

Range of Value:

DSDMXWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXWF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDMXWF that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSDMXWF is equivalent to the MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter value argument. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument
is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query
parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles to creating
global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and
facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to
workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDMXXML - MAX Storage Used for XML Values

DSDMXXML contains the maximum storage used for XML values. This value is in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDMXXML contains the value input from field QXSTXMLV of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSDMXXML ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDMXXML contains the maximum value of DSDMXXML processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSD Data Dictionary Elements: DSDNFLMT to DSDZRLMT
This article lists Db2 Data Base Activity File data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSDNFLMT through
DSDZRLMT.

DSDNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

DSDNFLMT is the number of infinite resource limit in effect for a Db2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is intege

See also:  DSDAFLG  - Flag Byte

           DSDAPREC - How Limit was Determined          

           DSDZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDNFLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXAILMT of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 2, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSDNFLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDNFLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDNFLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNFND - Prepare Request - No Match

DSDNFND contains the total number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a
suitable prepared statement.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDNFND - PREPARE Request - Satisfied

Element Derivation:

DSDNFND contains the value input from field QXSTNFND of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDNFND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNFND contains the sum of all values of DSDNFND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

DSDNOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that executed to the planned degree of parallel processing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDNOGRP contains the value input from field QXNORGRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDNOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNOGRP contains the sum of all values of DSDNOGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNPRP - PREPARE Avoided

DSDNPRP contains the total number of times that Db2 did not PREPARE a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)
because the prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIPRP - Implicit PREPARE Performed

Element Derivation:

DSDNPRP contains the value input from field QXSTNPRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDNPRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNPRP contains the sum of all values of DSDNPRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Recs

DSDNREC contains the number of Type 100 Subtype 1 records that have been read.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 2 Recs

Element Derivation:

DSDNREC is incremented by 1 at the DETAIL timespan for each Type 100 Subtype 1 record that is read in.

Range of Value:

DSDNREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNREC contains the sum of all values of DSDNREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDNREC can be used to compute averages for reporting purposes.

DSDNRTY - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSDNRTY contains the number of re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM that occurred during the reporting interval.

DSDNRTY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSDTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSDRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
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Element Derivation:

DSDNRTY contains the value input from field QTXANRTY of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDNRTY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNRTY contains the sum of all values of DSDNRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNTFR - Notify Messages Received

DSDNTFR contains the number of notify messages received in a Db2 system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDNTFY  - Notify Messages Sent

Element Derivation:

DSDNTFR contains the value input from field QTGSNTFR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDNTFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNTFR contains the sum of all values of DSDNTFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDNTFY - Notify Messages Sent

DSDNTFY contains the number of notify messages sent in a data sharing group.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDNTFR  - Notify Messages Received

Element Derivation:

DSDNTFY contains the value input from field QTGSNTFY of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDNTFY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNTFY contains the sum of all values of DSDNTFY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDNVRID - Allocate Requests Nonexistent Plan

DSDNVRID is the number of requests to allocate a nonexistent plan ID that occurred during the interval. This represents
the number of agent allocation attempts identified by DSDALOCA that completed unsuccessfully because the plan did not
exist.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is allocate requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDNVRID is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTINVRID.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDNVRID contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDNVRID that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDOPEN - OPEN Statements

DSDOPEN is the number of OPEN statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is OPEN statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDOPEN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXOPEN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDOPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDOPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDORNO - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

DSDORNO contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 due to one of the follow reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter was set to YES, but the parameter
is set to NO when the program runs.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter set to YES, but the program
is being run on a different Db2 that has the COORDINATOR value set to NO.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDORNO contains the value input from field QXCOORNO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDORNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDORNO contains the sum of all values of DSDORNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDORR - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-READ

DSDORR contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 because the plan or package was bound
with an isolation value of REPEATABLE-READ or READ-STABILITY.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDORR contains the value input from field QXISORR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was introduced in
Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDORR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDORR contains the sum of all values of DSDORR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDOTPE - Negotiate Other Physical Lock

DSDOTPE contains the number of times this Db2 system negotiated a physical lock other than the pageset/partition lock
or page lock.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPPPE - Negotiate Pageset/Partition Phys Lock
             DSDPGPE - Negotiate Page Physical Lock

Element Derivation:
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DSDOTPE contains the value input from field QTGSOTPE of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDOTPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDOTPE contains the sum of all values of DSDOTPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPAGE - No. Pages in EDM Pool

DSDPAGE is the number of pages contained in the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM) pool for the Db2 system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDEFAL  - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool
             DSDMXPGE - Max Pages in EDM Pool

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDPAGE is obtained from field QISEPAGE of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record. This field is
not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSDPAGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DSDPAGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPAGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDPAGE provides an indication of the size of the Db2 system's EDM pool in 4 KB pages. This element has meaning in
the DETAIL timespan. DSDPAGE is accumulated in higher timespans and used to compute the average number of pages
in the EDM pool by employing this formula: DSDPAGE / DSDNREC However, the DSDPAGE element by itself is not very
meaningful in the higher timespans.

DSDPCAUT - Auth Checks Using Package Auth Cache

DSDPCAUT contains the number of successful checks for package execute authority made using the package
authorization cache. This number includes public authorization checks.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPCPUB - Auth Checks for Package Held by Public
             DSDPCNOT - Auth Checks not using Package Auth
                        Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDPCAUT contains the value input from field QTPACAUT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.
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Range of Value:

DSDPCAUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPCAUT contains the sum of all values of DSDPCAUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPCNOT - Auth Checks not using Package Auth Cache

DSDPCNOT contains the number of unsuccessful checks for package execute authority made using the package
authorization cache because an applicable entry was not found in the cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPCAUT - Auth Checks Using Package Auth Cache
             DSDPCPUB - Auth Checks for Package Held by Public

Element Derivation:

DSDPCNOT contains the value input from field QTPACNOT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDPCNOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPCNOT contains the sum of all values of DSDPCNOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPCOW1 - Overwrote Authid In Cache

DSDPCOW1 contains the number of unsuccessful checks for package execute authority made using the package
authorization cache because an applicable entry was not found in the cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPCOW2 - Overwrote Package Entry in Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDPCOW1 contains the value input from field QTPACOW1 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDPCOW1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPCOW1 contains the sum of all values of DSDPCOW1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSDPCOW2 - Overwrote Package Entry in Cache

DSDPCOW2 contains the number of unsuccessful checks for package execute authority made using the package
authorization cache because an applicable entry was not found in the cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPCOW1 - Overwrote Authid In Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDPCOW2 contains the value input from field QTPACOW2 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDPCOW2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPCOW2 contains the sum of all values of DSDPCOW2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPCPUB - Auth Checks for Package Held by Public

DSDPCPUB contains the number of successful checks for package execute authority held by public.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPCAUT - Auth Checks Using Package Auth Cache
             DSDPCNOT - Auth Checks not using Package Auth
                        Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDPCPUB contains the value input from field QTPACPUB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDPCPUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPCPUB contains the sum of all values of DSDPCPUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWDP is the ratio of duplicated statement instances to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals.
Db2PCWDP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWDP element. The actual measurement, however, is
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found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCWDP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWDP is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWDP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWDP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWDP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWDP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLD THEN
     fffPCWDP=fffCWLD/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWDP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWDP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWDP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches zero.

DSDPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWMP is the ratio of matched to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. Db2PCWMP is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWMP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWMP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWMP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:
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The algorithm used to compute ffPCWMP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLM THEN
     fffPCWMP=fffCWLM/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWMP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWMP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.

DSDPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWRP is the ratio of replaced to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. Db2PCWRP is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWRP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWRP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWRP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLR THEN
     fffPCWRP=fffCWLR/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWRP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWRP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWRP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.
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DSDPEMX - Engines Available For Exit Requests

DSDPEMX contains the maximum number of engines available for physical lock exit or notify exit requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPEQW - Times Engine Not Available For Exit

Element Derivation:

DSDPEMX contains the value input from field QTGSPEMX of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDPEMX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPEMX contains the sum of all values of DSDPEMX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPEQW - Times Engine Not Available For Exit

DSDPEQW contains the number of times an engine is not available for a physical lock exit or a notify exit request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDPEMX - Engines Available for Exit Requests

Element Derivation:

DSDPEQW contains the value input from field QTGSPEQW of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDPEQW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPEQW contains the sum of all values of DSDPEQW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single Db2

DSDPGDTT contains the total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a user defined function (UDF)
and executed on a single Db2 due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the
query block nor the parallel group references a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group may or may not use a
UDF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDCGTT - Declare Global Temporary Table Stmts

Element Derivation:
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DSDPGDTT contains the value input from field QXDEGDTT of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDPGDTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPGDTT contains the sum of all values of DSDPGDTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPGPE - Negotiate Page Physical Lock

DSDPGPE contains the number of times this Db2 system negotiated a page physical lock due to an inter-Db2 physical
lock contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPGPE contains the value input from field QTGSPGPE of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDPGPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPGPE contains the sum of all values of DSDPGPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPKABN - Packages Autobound

DSDPKABN contains the number of successful automatic bind Packages.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKABN contains the value input from field QTPKABND of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKABN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPKABN contains the sum of all values of DSDPKABN processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDPKALC - Attempts To Allocate a Pkg

DSDPKALC contains the number of Package allocation attempts. A Package allocation is a request to allocate a bound
Package for an agent.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKALC contains the value input from field QTPKALLA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKALC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPKALC contains the sum of all values of DSDPKALC processed in the level of summarization.

DSDPKALL - Packages Allocated

DSDPKALL contains the number of Packages successfully allocated. Failure can be caused by an unavailable or non-
existent Package.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKALL contains the value input from field QTPKALL of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKALL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPKALL contains the sum of all values of DSDPKALL processed in the level of summarization.

DSDPKGBD - Packages Bound

DSDPKGBD contains the number of Packages successfully bound and kept for future Package allocations.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKGBD contains the value input from field QTPKGBD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKGBD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDPKGBD contains the sum of all values of DSDPKGBD processed in the level of summarization.

DSDPKGFR - Packages Freed

DSDPKGFR contains the number of times a Package was successfully freed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKGFR contains the value input from field QTPKGFRD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKGFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPKGFR contains the sum of all values of DSDPKGFR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDPKGRB - Packages Rebound

DSDPKGRB contains the number of times a Package was successfully rebound.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPKGRB contains the value input from field QTPKGRBD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDPKGRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPKGRB contains the sum of all values of DSDPKGRB processed in the level of summarization.

DSDPL1x - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal BPx

DSDPL1x is the number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/2 normal for buffer pool x (where
x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDPL10, DSDPL11, DSDPL12, and DSDPL13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPL1 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/2 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDPL1x is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPL1.

Range of Value:

DSDPL1x ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDPL1x contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPL1x that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPL2x - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal BPx

DSDPL2x is the number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/4 normal for buffer pool x (where
x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDPL20, DSDPL21, DSDPL22, and DSDPL23.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPL2 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDPL2x is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPL2.

Range of Value:

DSDPL2x ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPL2x contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPL2x that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPPPE - Negotiate Pageset/Partition Phys Lock

DSDPPPE contains the number of times this Db2 system negotiated a pageset or a partition physical lock due to
changing inter-Db2 interest levels on the pageset or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPPPE contains the value input from field QTGSPPPE of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDPPPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPPPE contains the sum of all values of DSDPPPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDPQFx - Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc BPx

DSDPQFx is the number of times that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a parallel
group to run to the planned degree for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDPQF0,
DSDPQF1, DSDPQF2, and DSDPQF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPQF - Total Times Parallel Buffer Not Alloc

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDPQFx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPQF.

Range of Value:

DSDPQFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPQFx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPQFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPQOx - Total No. Parallel Queries BPx

DSDPQOx is the number of requests made for processing queries in parallel for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDPQO0, DSDPQO1, DSDPQO2, and DSDPQO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPQO - Total Number Parallel Queries

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDPQOx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTPQO.

Range of Value:

DSDPQOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPQOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPQOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPREP - PREPARE Statements

DSDPREP is the number of PREPARE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is PREPARE statements.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDPREP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXPREP.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPREP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPREP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDPREPI - Prepare Statements Restricted

DSDPREPI is the number of PREPARE statements that were restricted from using an index because it was in a pending
state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDPREPI contains the value input from field QXPRRESI of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDPREPI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDPREPI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For dynamic SQL statements, Db2 checks, at "prepare" time, each index to see if it is in recover pending (RECP), rebuild
pending (RBDP), or advisory rebuild pending (ARBDP) status. Indexes in RECP or RBDP will not be used to access the
table. Those in ARBDP status may be used, but "index only" access will not be allowed.

DSDPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

Db2PROPT contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the number of times a parallel group is
degenerated due to optimization, as a result of zero rows returned, or being partitioned on a single record. fffPROPT
contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable
or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2PROPT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPROPT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPROPT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPROPT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPROPT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPROPT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPROPT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffPROPT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffPROPT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXPAROPT.

Range of Value:

fffPROPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPROPT contains the sum of all values of fffPROPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSDPWPUx - Page Writes per Page Update

DSDPWPUx is the ratio of system pages writes to system pages updated during the interval for buffer pool x, (where x is
0, 1, 2, or 3). This ratio suggests a higher level of efficiency as it approaches zero. Factors that affect this ratio are:

• Buffer pool size
• Concurrent buffer pool usage by multiple transactions
• Real storage availability
• Database page update of the same page by transactions

The elements with this alias are DSDPWPU0, DSDPWPU1, DSDPWPU2, and DSDPWPU3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSDSPWRx - System Pages Written to DASD
             DSDDBPUx - Database Page Updates

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute DSDPWPUx is:

  IF DSDDBPUx > 0 THEN
     DSDPWPUx = DSDSPWRx / DSDDBPUx;
     ELSE DSDPWPUx =.;

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from MISSING to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDPWPUx contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRBND - Successful Rebind Plan

DSDRBND is the number of times a plan was successfully rebound during the interval. This represents the number of
rebind attempts identified by DSDRBNDA that completed successfully.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is successful rebinds.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRBND is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTPLNRBD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRBND contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRBND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRBNDA - Rebind Plan Attempts

DSDRBNDA is the number of attempts that were made to rebind an individual plan during the interval. This number may
be larger than DSDRBND because multiple plan IDs can be specified on a single REBIND subcommand.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REBIND attempts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRBNDA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTRBINDA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRBNDA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRBNDA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDRBNDP - REBIND PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

DSDRBNDP contains the number of REBIND PACKAGE subcommands issued. More than one Package may be rebound
in a single subcommand.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRBNDP contains the value input from field QTRBINDP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDRBNDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRBNDP contains the sum of all values of DSDRBNDP processed in the level of summarization.

DSDRBNPA - Attempts To REBIND a Package

DSDRBNPA contains the number of attempts to rebind a Package. Multiple Packages can be rebound in a single
subcommand.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRBNPA contains the value input from field QTRBNDPA of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDRBNPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRBNPA contains the sum of all values of DSDRBNPA processed in the level of summarization.

DSDRCAUT - Auth Chks for Routine Using Cache

DSDRCAUT contains the number of successful authorization checks for User-Defined Functions or Stored Procedures
that use the Routine Authorization Cache. This includes the number of Public Authorization checks.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDRCPUB - Auth Chks for Routine Held by Public

Element Derivation:

DSDRCAUT contains the value input from field QTRACAUT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCAUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDRCAUT contains the sum of all values of DSDRCAUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCCD - Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed

DSDRCCD is the number of rows that were ignored or skipped by read transactions largely because uncommitted
deletions were performed. This scenario is possible when "committed read" was currently in effect for fetch operations.
DSDRCCD is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDRCCI - Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped
             DSDRCCU - Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed

Element Derivation:

DSDRCCD contains the value input from field QISTRCCD in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDRCCD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCCD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRCCD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCCI - Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped

DSDRCCI is the number of rows that were ignored or skipped by read transactions largely because uncommitted inserts
were performed. This scenario is possible when "committed read" was currently in effect for fetch operations. DSDRCCI is
supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDRCCD - Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed
             DSDRCCU - Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed

Element Derivation:

DSDRCCI contains the value input from field QISTRCCI in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDRCCI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCCI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRCCI that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCCU - Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed

DSDRCCU is the number of rows that were accessed by read transactions largely because uncommitted updates were
performed. This scenario is possible when "committed read" was currently in effect for fetch operations. DSDRCCU is
supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDRCCD - Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed
             DSDRCCI - Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped

Element Derivation:

DSDRCCU contains the value input from field QISTRCCU in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDRCCU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCCU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRCCU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCNAC - Unable to Add Entry in Routine Cache

DSDRCNAC contains the number of times that Db2 could not add an entry to the Routine Authorization Cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRCNAC contains the value input from field QTRACNAC of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCNAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCNAC contains the sum of all values of DSDRCNAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDRCNOT - Rtn Auth Chks Not Using Rtn Cache

DSDRCNOT contains the number of authorization checks for User-Defined Functions or Stored Procedure execution
authority that could not use the routine authorization cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDRCAUT - Auth Chks for Routine Using Cache
             DSDRCPUB - Auth Chks for Routine Held by Public

Element Derivation:

DSDRCNOT contains the value input from field QTRACNOT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCNOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCNOT contains the sum of all values of DSDRCNOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCOW1 - Db2 Overwrote Authid in Rtn Cache

DSDRCOW1 contains the number of times that Db2 wrote over an authorization ID in the routine authorization cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRCOW1 contains the value input from field QTRACOW1 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCOW1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCOW1 contains the sum of all values of DSDRCOW1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCOW2 - Db2 Overwrote Rtn Entry in Rtn Cache

DSDRCOW2 contains the number of times that Db2 wrote over a Routine Entry in the Routine Authorization Cache.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDRCOW2 contains the value input from field QTRACOW2 of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCOW2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCOW2 contains the sum of all values of DSDRCOW2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCPUB - Auth Chks for Routine Held by Public

DSDRCPUB contains the number of successful authorization checks for User-Defined Functions or Stored Procedure
execution authority when that authority is held by Public.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDRCAUT - Auth Chks for Routine Using Cache

Element Derivation:

DSDRCPUB contains the value input from field QTRACPUB of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRCPUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRCPUB contains the sum of all values of DSDRCPUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRCUR - INT BLKS Currently Allocated

DSDRCUR is the number of internal blocks currently allocated for the RID entries of this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRCUR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRCUR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDRCUR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRCUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

DSDRDGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were
processed at a parallel degree less than planned due to storage shortage or buffer pool contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRDGRP contains the value input from field QXREDGRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDRDGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRDGRP contains the sum of all values of DSDRDGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRDLTD - ALIAS Deleted Rows

fffRDLTD is the number of Db2 rows deleted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL DELETE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RDLTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRDLTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRDLTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRDLTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRDLTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRDLTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURDLTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffDELET - DELETE Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSDELETD.

Range of Value:
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fffRDLTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRDLTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRDLTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDREBND - REBIND Subcommands

DSDREBND is the number of REBIND subcommands that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REBIND subcommands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDREBND is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTREBIND.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREBND contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDREBND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

fffREDGP is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system negotiation result of system
stress level. Db2REDGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffREDGP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffREDGP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREDGP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDREDGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREDGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREDGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffREDGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffREDGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffREDGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDREEPx - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read x

DSDREEPx is the number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable read engine in the Db2 system
during an interval for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDREEP0, DSDREEP1,
DSDREEP2, and DSDREEP3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDREEPx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTREE.

Range of Value:

DSDREEPx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREEPx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDREEPx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDREL - Number of Release Statements Executed

DSDREL contains the total number of Release statements that were executed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDREL contains the value input from field QXREL of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDREL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREL contains the sum of all values of DSDREL processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDREOP - Times Reoptimization Occurs

DSDREOP contains the number of times that reoptimization for host variables occurred. This field does not apply to IFCID
0002.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDREOP contains the value input from field QXSTREOP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDREOP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREOP contains the sum of all values of DSDREOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDREOPN - PB Found On Free Q During Open

DSDREOPN contains the number of times a data set that had not previously been used became used. The data set
remained open even though no process was using it. This counter indicates that the data set was eventually used again.
The larger the number in this field, the better your system is tuned for deferred close.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDREOPN contains the value input from field QTREOPN of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDREOPN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREOPN contains the sum of all values of DSDREOPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The higher the value, the better Db2 is tuned for the deferred close function.

DSDREVOK - REVOKE Statements

DSDREVOK is the number of REVOKE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REVOKE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDREVOK is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXREVOK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDREVOK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDREVOK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRFCHD - ALIAS Fetched Rows

fffRFCHD is the number of Db2 rows fetched as a direct result of processing one or more SQL FETCH statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RFCHD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRFCHD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRFCHD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRFCHD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRFCHD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRFCHD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURFCHD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFETCH - FETCH Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSFETCHD.

Range of Value:

fffRFCHD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRFCHD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRFCHD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRFRIx - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer x

DSDRFRIx is the ratio of read frames to read requests for buffer pool x, (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this
alias are DSDRFRI0, DSDRFRI1, DSDRFRI2, and DSDRFRI3.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x
             DSDRFXSx - Read Page-fixed W/O Real Storage x

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute DSDRFRIx is:

  IF DSDMMRRx > 0 THEN
     DSDRFRIx = DSDRFXSx / DSDMMRRx;
     ELSE DSDRFRIx = .;

Range of Value:

DSDRFRIx ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRFRIx contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 read operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches zero.

DSDRFXSx - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage x

DSDRFXSx is the number of times that a buffer being PAGE-FIXED for read operations did not have real storage frame
backing for buffer pool x, (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDRFXS0, DSDRFXS1, DSDRFXS2,
and DSDRFXS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement is integer.

  See also:  DSDRFRIx - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDRFXSx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTRPI.

Range of Value:

DSDRFXSx ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRFXSx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRFXSx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ratio of reads without frames (DSDRFXS) required to read operations (DSDMMRR) increases efficiency as the ratio
approaches zero. Factors that affect the ratio are the following:

• Availability of real storage
• Transaction rate
• Buffer pool size

DSDRHIG - Highest # Int BLKS Concur Alloc

DSDRHIG is the highest number of internal blocks concurrently allocated for the RID entries of this Db2 subsystem.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRHIG is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRHIG.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRHIG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRHIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRIMAT - Times Direct Row Access Successful

DSDRIMAT contains the total number of times that Db2 used direct row access to locate a record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRIMAT contains the value input from field QXROIMAT of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRIMAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRIMAT contains the sum of all values of DSDRIMAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRLLM - RLP Stop: RID Limit Exceeded

DSDRLLM is the number of times RID list processing was stopped due to RID limits exceeded for this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRLLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRLLM.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRLLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRLLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRMAX - RLP STOP: Concur. Proc Lim Exceeded

DSDRMAX is the number of times RID list processing was stopped due to too many concurrent processes for this Db2
subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRMAX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRMAX.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRMAX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRMAX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRMID - Db2 Resource Manager Identifier

Db2RMID is the Db2 resource manager identifier.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This element has no units.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2RMID is derived from the SMF Db2 header information data section, label QWHSRMID.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2RMID in the records processed for
the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRNIX - ALIAS Rename Index Statements

fffRNIX is the number of RENAME INDEX statements. This statement renames an existing index at the current server.
Db2RNIX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNIX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
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a number of MICS files as element fffRNIX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRNIX is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNIX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNIX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNIX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRNIX.

Range of Value:

fffRNIX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNIX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The privileges of the renamed index are preserved.

DSDRNSTD - ALIAS Inserted Rows

fffRNSTD is the number of Db2 rows inserted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL INSERT statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RNSTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNSTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRNSTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRNSTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNSTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNSTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNSTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffINSRT - Insert Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSINSRTD.
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Range of Value:

fffRNSTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNSTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNSTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRNTAB - Number of RENAME TABLE Statements

DSDRNTAB contains the total number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDRNTAB contains the value input from field QXRNTAB of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRNTAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRNTAB contains the sum of all values of DSDRNTAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDROIDX - Direct Row Access Revert to Index

DSDROIDX contains the total number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index
to locate a record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDROIDX contains the value input from field QXROIIDX of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDROIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDROIDX contains the sum of all values of DSDROIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDROITS - Direct Row Access Revert to Table

DSDROITS contains the total number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a table
scan to locate a record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDROITS contains the value input from field QXROITS of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDROITS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDROITS contains the sum of all values of DSDROITS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRPLM - RLP Stop: DM Limit Exceeded

DSDRPLM is the number of times RID list processing was stopped because RID entries exceeded the data manager limit
for this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRPLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRPLM.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRPLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRPLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplex Conf

DSDRPOP1 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access
path because the sysplex configuration at runtime was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at runtime.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDRPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

Element Derivation:

DSDRPOP1 contains the value input from field QXREPOP1 of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRPOP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRPOP1 contains the sum of all values of DSDRPOP1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

DSDRPOP2 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access
path because there were not enough buffer pool resources. This counter is incremented only by the parallelism
coordinator at run time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDRPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplex Conf

Element Derivation:

DSDRPOP2 contains the value input from field QXREPOP2 of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRPOP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRPOP2 contains the sum of all values of DSDRPOP2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRSTG - RLP STOP: Insufficient Storage

DSDRSTG is the number of times RID list processing was stopped due to insufficient storage for this Db2 subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDRSTG is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's data manager statistics section,
label QISTRSTG.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRSTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDRSTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRSUM - Resume Exit Count

DSDRSUM contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called during the reporting interval.

DSDRSUM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSDSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSDDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSDTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSDRSUM contains the value input from field QTXARSUM of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDRSUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRSUM contains the sum of all values of DSDRSUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRTRY - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSDRTRY contains the total number re-tryable abends in IRLM that occurred during the reporting interval.

DSDRTRY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSDTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSDNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSDRTRY contains the value input from field QTXANTRY of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.
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Range of Value:

DSDRTRY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRTRY contains the sum of all values of DSDNTRY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRUDTD - ALIAS Updated Rows

fffRUDTD is the number of Db2 rows updated as a direct result of processing one or more SQL UPDATE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RUDTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRUDTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRUDTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRUDTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRUDTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRUDTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURUDTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffUPDTE - Update Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSUPDTD.

Range of Value:

fffRUDTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRUDTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRUDTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDRWTRG - Times Row Trigger Activated

DSDRWTRG contains the total number of times a row trigger is activated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSDRWTRG contains the value input from field QXROWTRG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDRWTRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDRWTRG contains the sum of all values of DSDRWTRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSABBP - Total Active Buffers in Buffer Pools

DSDSABBP is the total number of active buffers summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. This measurement is
taken at the time of the request to transfer the buffer pool manager statistical data to the SMF record being produced.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBABBP - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSABBP is derived by summing the DSBABBP values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSABBP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSABBP that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSAC - Total CF Writes Clean Pages

DSDSAC contains the number of clean pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBACZ - CF Writes Clean Pages
             DSDSWC - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSAC values are derived by summing the DSBACZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSAC contains the sum of all values of DSDSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSAW - Total CF Writes Changed Pages

DSDSAW contains the number of changed pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBAWZ - CF Writes Changed Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSAW values are derived by summing the DSBAWZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSAW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSAW contains the sum of all values of DSDSAW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSAX - Total RPL Request Done by Prefetch

DSDSAX contains the number of requests to Register-Page-List in the Coupling Facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSAD   - Total CF Reads Prefetch Data Returned
             DSDSAR   - Total CF Reads Pref No Data Not Sup.

Element Derivation:

DSDSAX contains the value input from field QBGLAX of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSDSAX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSAX contains the sum of all values of DSDSAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSAY - Total GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page

DSDSAY contains the number of pages retrieved from the group buffer pool as a result of feedback from the request to
register a page list.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSAX   - Total RPL Request Done by Prefetch
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Element Derivation:

DSDSAY contains the value input from field QBGLAY of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 4.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSAY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSAY contains the sum of all values of DSDSAY processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSBPSO - Total Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened

DSDSBPSO is the total number of buffer pool data sets that were opened by the Db2 system for all active Db2 buffer
pools. Db2 maintains a counter that is incremented each time a data set assigned to a buffer pool is successfully opened.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBBPSO - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSBPSO is derived by summing the DSBBPSO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSBPSO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSBPSO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSCC - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req

DSDSCC contains the number of coupling facility requests to READ-CASTOUT-CLASS. Db2 uses this number to
determine which pages that belong to a given page set or partition are cached as "changed" in the group buffer pool and
need to be cast out.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSCS   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req
             DSDSUN   - Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSDSCC contains the value input from field QBGLCC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCC contains the sum of all values of DSDSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSCIO - Total Castout I/O Operations

DSDSCIO is the number of castout I/O operations in the Db2 system during an interval, summarized across all active Db2
buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCIO - Castout I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSCIO is derived by summing the DSBCIO values.

Range of Value:

DSDSCIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSCIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSCK - Total GBP Checkpoints Triggered

DSDSCK contains the number of group buffer pool checkpoints triggered by this member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSRB   - Total GBP Rebuilds

Element Derivation:

DSDSCK contains the value input from field QBGLCK of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSCK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCK contains the sum of all values of DSDSCK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSCM - Total Read for Castout Multiple Reqs

DSDSCM contains the number of coupling facility requests to read multiple pages, from a group buffer pool, for castout
processing with a single Read For Castout Multiple (RFCOM) command. This is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4
and CF level 11.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCMZ - Read for Castout Multiple Requests
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSCM values are derived by summing the DSBCMZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCM contains the sum of all values of DSDSCM processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSCR - Total Read for Castout Requests

DSDSCR contains the number of coupling facility requests to read single pages, from a group buffer pool, for castout
processing with a Read For Castout Multiple (RFCO) command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCRZ - Read for Castout Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSCR values are derived by summing the DSBCRZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCR contains the sum of all values of DSDSCR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSCS - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

DSDSCS contains the number of coupling facility requests to READ-CASTOUT-STATS. The group buffer pool structure
owner issues this request when the group buffer pool threshold is reached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSCC   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSDSUN   - Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSDSCS contains the value input from field QBGLCS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCS contains the sum of all values of DSDSCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSCT - Total Castout Class Threshold Detected

DSDSCT contains the number of times the class castout threshold was detected, resulting in initiating the group buffer
pool castout action.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCTZ - Castout Class Threshold Detected

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSCT values are derived by summing the DSBCTZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSCT contains the sum of all values of DSDSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSDBPR - Total Physical Database Page Requests

DSDSDBPR is a count of physical database page requests summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDBPR - Physical Database Page Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDBPR is derived by summing the DSBDBPR values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDBPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDBPR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDBPU - Total Database Page Updates

DSDSDBPU is a total count, for all active buffer pools, of the updates that were performed against database system
pages during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDBPU - Database Page Updates

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDBPU is derived by summing the DSBDBPU values.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDBPU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDBPU that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDG - Total Unregistered Page Requests

DSDSDG contains the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSRG   - Total Registered Page Requests

Element Derivation:

DSDSDG contains the value input from field QBGLDG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSDG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDG contains the sum of all values of DSDSDG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSDIO - Total Async Read I/Os Dynamic Prefetch

DSDSDIO is the total number of asynchronous read I/Os due to dynamic prefetch for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDIO - Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDIO is derived by summing the DSBDIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDIO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDMCT - Total Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached

DSDSDMCT is the total number of times the WPHFWT deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an
interval for all active buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is the number of times the threshold was reached.

  See also:  DSBDMCT - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDMCT is derived by summing the DSBDMCT values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDMCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDMCT that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDN - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests

DSDSDN contains the number of group buffer pool requests to delete all directory and data entries for a page set or
partition. Db2 issues this request when it converts a page set or partition from GBP-Dependent to non GBP-Dependent.
For objects defined with GBPCACHE ALL, Db2 issues this request when the first Db2 member opens the object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSCC   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSDSUN   - Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSDSDN contains the value input from field QBGLDN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSDN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDN contains the sum of all values of DSDSDN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSDPF - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

DSDSDPF is the total number of dynamic prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the
process that is triggered because of sequential detection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDPF is derived by summing the DSBDPF values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDPF that were included in the level of summarization.
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DSDSDPP - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Prefetch

DSDSDPP is the total number of pages read asynchronously due to dynamic prefetch for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDPP - No. Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDPP is derived by summing the DSBDPP values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDPP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDPP that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDWRT - Total Times Deferred Write Threshold

DSDSDWRT is the total number of times the deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an interval
for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is the number of times the threshold was reached.

  See also:  DSBDWRT - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDWRT is derived by summing the DSBDWRT values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSDWRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDWRT that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSDWV - Total Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh

DSDSDWV is the number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was reached for all active Db2 buffer pools. When
the number of updated pages for a data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes are initiated for
that data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDWV - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSDWV is derived by summing the DSBDWV values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDSDWV contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDWV that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSELCT - Number of SELECT Statements

DSDSELCT is the number of SELECT statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSELCT contains the value input from field QXSELECT in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSELCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSELCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSETHV - No. of SET HOST-VAR Stmts

DSDSETHV contains the number of all SET HOST VARIABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSETHV contains the value input from field QXSETHV of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDSETHV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSETHV contains the sum of all values of DSDSETHV processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSEX - Total Explicit XIs

DSDSEX contains the number of times an explicit coupling facility cross-invalidation request was issued during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBEXZ - Explicit XIs

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSEX values are derived by summing the DSBEXZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSEX contains the sum of all values of DSDSEX processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSGG - Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets

DSDSGG contains the total number of GETPAGE requests issued for group buffer pool dependent pagesets, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBGGZ - GETPAGEs for GBP-Dependent Pagesets

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSGG values are derived by summing the DSBGGZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSGG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSGG contains the sum of all values of DSDSGG processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSGLO - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

DSDSGLO contains the number of suspends due to z/OS Cross System Extended Services (XES) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSDIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSDSGLO contains the value input from field QTGSSGLO of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDSGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSGLO contains the sum of all values of DSDSGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSDIGLO, DSDSGLO, and DSDFLSE.

DSDSGT - Total Group BP Castout Threshold Det.

DSDSGT contains the number of times the group buffer pool castout threshold was detected, resulting in initiating the
group buffer pool castout action.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBGTZ - Group BP Castout Threshold Detected
             DSDSCT - Total Castout Class Threshold Detected

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSGT values are derived by summing the DSBGTZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSGT contains the sum of all values of DSDSGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSGTx - Getpage Req. by Seq. Access Req. BPx

DSDSGTx is the total number of getpage requests issued by sequential access requesters for all active Db2 buffer pools.
The elements with this alias are DSDSGT0, DSDSGT1, DSDSGT2, and DSDSGT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSGTx - Getpage Req. by Seq. Access Req. BPx

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSGTX is derived via summarization from DSDSGTx.

Range of Value:

DSDSGTX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSGTX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSGTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSHS - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

DSDSHS contains the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DSDSHS contains the value input from field QBGLHS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSHS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDSHS contains the sum of all values of DSDSHS processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSHST - Total Times SLRU Len eq VPSEQT

DSDSHST contains the total number of times when the length of the sequential-least-recently-used (SLRU) chain is equal
to the Virtual Pool Sequential Steal Threshold (VPSEQT), summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBHST   - No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSHST values are derived by summing the DSBHST values.

Range of Value:

DSDSHST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSHST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSHST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSIAC - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs

DSDSIAC is the current number of currently active in-memory workfiles designated to sort operations. DSDSIAC is
supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSIAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSISC - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem
             DSDSISH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

Element Derivation:

DSDSIAC contains the value input from field QISTSIAC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSIAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSIAC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDSIAC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.
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DSDSIAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs

DSDSIAH is the maximum count (high water mark) of active in-memory workfiles available to sort operations at any given
point in time since the Db2 subsystem was started. DSDSIAH is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSIAC - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSISC - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem
             DSDSISH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

Element Derivation:

DSDSIAH contains the value input from field QISTSIAH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSIAH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSIAH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDSIAH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDSIMWS - Total Immediate Writes System Pages

DSDSIMWS is the total number of immediate writes for system pages by the Db2 system during the interval for all active
Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of immediate writes.

  See also:  DSBIMWS - Count of Immediate Writes System Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSIMWS is derived by summing the DSBIMWS values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSIMWS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSIMWS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSIOx - Sync Read I/O's Seq Access Req BPx

DSDSIOx is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters. For x=0, 1, or 2, the value of
DSDSIOx refers to buffer pools 0, 1, or 2, respectively. For x=3, DSDSIO3 refers to buffer pool 80. The elements with this
alias are DSDSIO0, DSDSIO1, DSDSIO2, and DSDSIO3.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSSIO - Total Sync Read I/O's Seq Access Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSIOx is derived from FIELD QBSTSIO of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDSIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSISC - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem

DSDSISC is the current amount of space, in bytes, used to satisfy currently active in-memory workfiles designated to sort
operations. DSDSISC is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSIAC - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSIAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSISH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

Element Derivation:

DSDSISC contains the value input from field QISTSISC in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSISC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSISC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDSISC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDSISH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

DSDSISH is the maximum amount (high water mark) of space, in bytes, used to satisfy active in-memory workfiles for sort
operations at any given point in time since the Db2 subsystem was started. DSDSISH is supported for Db2 version 10
release 1 and higher.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSIAC - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSIAH - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs
             DSDSISC - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem

Element Derivation:

DSDSISH contains the value input from field QISTSISH in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSISH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSISH contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDSISH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDSJIS - Total Req. Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

DSDSJIS is the total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied due to a storage shortage for all active
Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBJIS - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSJIS is derived by summing the DSBJIS values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSJIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSJIS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSKIP - Parallel Coordination Bypass Db2

DSDSKIP contains the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks
because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members. This field is incremented only on the
parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even though it is possible that more than one
Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count is to indicate when there are not enough
buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSDSKIP contains the value input from field QXXCSKIP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2). This field was introduced
in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSKIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSKIP contains the sum of all values of DSDSKIP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSLIO - Total Async Read I/Os List Prefetch

DSDSLIO is the total number of asynchronous read I/Os due to list prefetch for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBLIO - Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSLIO is derived by summing the DSBLIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSLIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSLIO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSLPF - Total List Prefetch Requested

DSDSLPF contains the total number of list prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBLPF - List Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSLPF is derived by summing the DSBLPF values.

Range of Value:

DSDSLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSLPF contains the sum of all values of DSDSLPF processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSLPL - Total LPL Inserts

DSDSLPL is the total number of times one or more pages were inserted to the logical page list (LPL).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBLPL - No. LPL Inserts

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSLPL is derived by summing the DSBLPL values.

Range of Value:

DSDSLPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSLPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSLPL that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSLPP - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

DSDSLPP is the total number of pages read asynchronously due to list prefetch for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBLPP - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSLPP is derived by summing the DSBLPP values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSLPP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSLPP that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSLWDD - DDs Used for Slow Close TS

DSDSLWDD contains the number of data sets specified with CLOSE(YES) that are not currently in use (use count 0), but
are not closed due to deferred close function. This number does not indicate how many pagesets that these data sets are
used for.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSLWDD contains the value input from field QTSLWDD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDSLWDD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSLWDD contains the sum of all values of DSDSLWDD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSMAX - Total BP Not Supp Concur WK File

DSDSMAX contains the total number of work files that cannot be created due to insufficient buffer resources, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBMAX - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSMAX is derived by summing the DSBMAX values.

Range of Value:

DSDSMAX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMAX contains the sum of all values of DSDSMAX processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSMAXX - MAX Buffers on SLRU

DSDSMAXX contains the maximum number of buffers on the Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU) chain within the
interval, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSMAXX values are derived by summing the DSBSMAX values.

Range of Value:

DSDSMAXX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMAXX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSMAXX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSMD - Total CF Reads Data Returned

DSDSMD contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBMDZ - CF Reads Data Returned

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSMD values are derived by summing the DSBMDZ values.

Range of Value:
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DSDSMD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMD contains the sum of all values of DSDSMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

fffSMIAP is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list retrieval, for multiple index access, was skipped because
list retrieval was necessary since Db2 is able to predetermine the outcome of "AND" or "OR" predicates. Db2SMIAP is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSMIAP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffSMIAP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSMIAP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDSMIAP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSMIAP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSMIAP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSMIAP.

Range of Value:

fffSMIAP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSMIAP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSMIAP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSMIN - Min Buffers on SLRU

DSDSMIN contains the minimum number of buffers on the sequential-least-recently-used (SLRU) chain within the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU
             DSDSMAXX - MAX Buffers on SLRU

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSMIN values are derived by summing the DSBSMIN values.

Range of Value:

DSDSMIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMIN contains the minimum value of DSDSMIN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSMMRR - Total Media Manager Read Requests

DSDSMMRR is the total number of media manager read requests for all active Db2 buffer pools. DSDSMMRR is
incremented as a result of not having the requested data already in storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBMMRR - Media Manager Read Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSMMRR is derived by summing the DSBMMRR values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMMRR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSMMRR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSMR - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

DSDSMR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data is not returned from the coupling facility and a directory entry is created if it does not already
exist. This means that another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBMRZ - CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSMR values are derived by summing the DSBMRZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMR contains the sum of all values of DSDSMR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSMRPR - Total Media Read Requests per Physical

DSDSMRPR is the ratio of physical reads to get page requests for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phs Req Buffer

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSDSMRPR is derived via summarization from DSDMRPRx.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from MISSING to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSMRPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSMRPR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSNGT - Total Times Cond GETPAGE Not Satisfied

DSDSNGT is the total number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for all active Db2 buffer
pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBNGT - No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSNGT is derived by summing the DSBNGT values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSNSG - Total Seq GETPAGE Failures

DSDSNSG is the total number of conditional GETPAGE request that failed due to the page not in the buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBNSG - No. LPL Inserts

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSNSG is derived by summing the DSBNSG values.

Range of Value:

DSDSNSG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSNSG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSNSG that were included in the level of summarization.
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DSDSN1 - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages

DSDSN1 contains the number of Parent-lock page lock negotiations for space map pages within the interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSN1 contains the value input from field QBGLN1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSN1 values are derived by summing the
QBGLN1 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSN1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSN1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSN1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSN2 - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages

DSDSN2 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page negotiations for data pages within the interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSN2 contains the value input from field QBGLN2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSN2 values are derived by summing the
QBGLN2 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSN2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSN2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSN2 that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDSN3 - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages

DSDSN3 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock negotiations for index leaf pages within the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSN3 contains the value input from field QBGLN3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSN3 values are derived by summing the
QBGLN3 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSN3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSN3 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSN3 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSOS - Total Other CF Requests

DSDSOS contains the number of coupling facility requests that are not counted in any of the other DSDxxx elements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBOSZ   - Other CF Requests
             DSDSAC   - Total CF Writes Clean Pages
             DSDSAD   - Total CF Reads Prefetch Data Returned
             DSDSAR   - Total CF Reads Pref No Data Not Sup.
             DSDSAW   - Total CF Writes Changed Pages
             DSDSCN   - Total Castout Engine Not Available
             DSDSCT   - Total Castout Class Threshold Detected
             DSDSGT   - Total Group BP Castout Threshold Det.
             DSDSMD   - Total CF Reads Data Returned
             DSDSMR   - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry
             DSDSOS   - Total Other CF Requests
             DSDSRC   - Total Pages Castout to DASD
             DSDSRF   - Total CF Read Requests No Storage
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             DSDSSU   - Total CF Write Engine Not Available
             DSDSSW   - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages
             DSDSWC   - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages
             DSDSWF   - Total CF Write Requests No Storage
             DSDSXD   - Total CF Reads Buffer XI
             DSDSXR   - Total CF Reads Entry Created

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSOS values are derived by summing the DSBOSZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSOS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSOS contains the sum of all values of DSDSOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSPCO - Total Pages Written for Castout I/Os

DSDSPCO is the number of pages written for castout I/O operations in the Db2 system during an interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBPCO - Pages Written for Castout I/Os

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSPCO is derived by summing the DSBPCO values.

Range of Value:

DSDSPCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPCO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPCO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSPDFx - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer x

DSDSPDFx is the number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable buffer resource in the Db2
system during an interval for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. The elements with this alias are DSDSPDF0,
DSDSPDF1, DSDSPDF2, and DSDSPDF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSPDFx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSPD.

Range of Value:

DSDSPDFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPDFx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPDFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSPL1 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/2 Normal

DSDSPL1 is the total number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to half normal, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBPL1 - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSPL1 values are derived by summing the DSBPL1 values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPL1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPL1 that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSPL2 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

DSDSPL2 is the total number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/4 normal, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBPL2 - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSPL2 values are derived by summing the DSBPL2 values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPL2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPL2 that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSPPFx - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests x

DSDSPPFx is the number of pages read due to sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system during the interval for
buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. DSDSPPFx is the number of pages read by Db2 after it anticipated the need to
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read ahead due to a large volume of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement
performing a large tablespace scan. The elements with this alias are DSDSPPF0, DSDSPPF1, DSDSPPF2, and
DSDSPPF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQPFx - Count Sequential Prefetch requests x

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSPPFx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSPP.

Range of Value:

DSDSPPFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSPQF - Total Times Parallel Buffer Not Alloc

DSDSPQF is the total number of times that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a
parallel group to run to the planned degree, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBPQF - Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSPQF values are derived by summing the DSBPQF values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPQF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPQF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSPQO - Total Req. Process Queries in Parallel

DSDSPQO is the total number of requests made for processing queries in parallel, summarized across all active Db2
buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBPQO - Total No. Parallel Queries

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSPQO values are derived by summing the DSBPQO values.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPQO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPQO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSPWPU - Total Page Writes per Page Update

DSDSPWPU is the ratio of system pages written to system pages updated during the interval for all active buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDPWPUx - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSDSPWPU is derived via summarization from DSDPWPUx.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from MISSING to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPWPU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPWPU that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSPWRx - System Pages Written To DASD x

DSDSPWRx is the number of system pages that were written to DASD from buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDSPWR0, DSDSPWR1, DSDSPWR2, and DSDSPWR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDBPUx - Data Base Page Updates x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSPWRx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTPWS.

Range of Value:

DSDSPWRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSPWRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSPWRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ratio of system page writes (DSDSPWRx) to system page updates (DSDDBPUx) indicates a higher level of efficiency
as the ratio approaches 0. The following factors affect this ratio:

• Buffer pool size
• Concurrent buffer pool usage by multiple transactions
• Real storage availability
• Database page update of the same page by transactions
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DSDSP1 - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages

DSDSP1 contains the total number of Physical-Lock page lock requests for space map pages, summarized across all
active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSP1 contains the value input from field QBGLP1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSP1 values are derived by summing the
QBGLP1 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSP1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSP1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSP2 - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages

DSDSP2 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock requests for data pages within the interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSP2 contains the value input from field QBGLP2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSP2 values are derived by summing the
QBGLP2 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSP2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSP2 that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDSP3 - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

DSDSP3 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock requests for index leaf pages within the interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSP3 contains the value input from field QBGLP3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSP3 values are derived by summing the
QBGLP3 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSP3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSP3 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSP3 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

DSDSQCA is the amount of storage space allocated for Db2 plans that is above the 2 GB bar. Reference to "above the 2
GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDSQCA contains the value input from field QISESQCA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSQCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSQCA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQCA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSDSQCA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if the
Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly stealing
pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDSQCB - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

DSDSQCB is the amount of storage space allocated for Db2 plans that is below the 2 GB bar. Reference to "below the 2
GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQCA - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDSQCB contains the value input from field QISESQCB in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSQCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSQCB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQCB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDSQCB is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if the
Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly stealing
pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

DSDSQKA is the amount of storage space allocated for Db2 packages that is above the 2 GB bar. Reference to "above
the 2 GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDSQKA contains the value input from field QISESQKA in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSQKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSQKA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQKA that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DSDSQKA is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if
the Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage area by repeatedly
stealing pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDSQKB - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

DSDSQKB is the amount of storage space allocated for Db2 packages that is below the 2 GB bar. Reference to "below
the 2 GB bar" is unique to Db2 9.1 and above only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSQKA - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

Element Derivation:

DSDSQKB contains the value input from field QISESQKB in the EDM pool statistics data section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDSQKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSQKB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQKB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDSQKB is useful in determining the needed size of the EDM pool to satisfy various Db2 application resource needs. In
order for Db2 threads to execute seamlessly, adequate storage space must be available within the EDM pool. If the EDM
pool is too small or the available storage is severely fragmented, applications and on-demand queries may fail to execute
with a "Resource Unavailable" error (-904) issued. Users may also experience slower Db2 applications performance if the
Db2 subsystem is spending unnecessary amounts of processing time managing available storage by repeatedly stealing
pages and reloading Db2 objects.

DSDSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

DSDSQLID indicates the number of times a Db2 user executed the Db2 change object ownership command. This variable
is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSQLID contains the value input from field QXSETSQL of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 2 Statistics Recording.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDSQLID contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQLID that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the CREATE statement dynamically executes using SPUFI, QMF, or is embedded in a program, the owner of the
Db2 object created is the current SQL ID. The value of the SQL ID is set at the beginning of a Db2 session, but it can be
changed during the session by executing the following statement:

    SET CURRENT SQLID = 'TSOUSER1'

DSDSQPFx - Count Sequential Prefetch Requests 0

DSDSQPFx is the number of sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system that occurred during the interval for buffer
pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. SQL statements and Db2 utilities sometimes result in tablespace or clustered index scans.
The scans read sequentially through data or index pages. This can result in many I/O operations for large tablespaces.
In addition to user queries and programs, the following utilities benefit by anticipatory buffering: COPY FULL (YES),
RECOVER INDEX, REORG unload, RUNSTATS TABLESPACE, and CHECK INDEX. The elements with this alias are
DSDSQPF0, DSDSQPF1, DSDSQPF2, and DSDSQPF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSQPFx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSEQ.

Range of Value:

DSDSQPFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSQPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSQPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSRC - Total Pages Castout To DASD

DSDSRC contains the total number of castout operations that occurred during the measurement interval. A castout
operation moves pages from the group buffer pool to DASD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBRCZ   - Pages Castout To DASD
             DSDSSPWR - Total System Pages Written to DASD
             DSDSWRMM - Total Write I/Os by Media Manager

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSRC values are derived by summing the DSBRCZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDSRC contains the sum of all values of DSDSRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For each page that is castout, DSDSPWRx is incremented. For each disk I/O that is initiated for castout, DSDWRMMx is
incremented.

DSDSRCL - Resource Latch Contention Count

DSDSRCL contains a count of resource latch contentions in IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDSRCL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSDCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions
 

Element Derivation:

DSDSRCL contains the value input from field QTXASRCL of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDSRCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSRCL contains the sum of all values of DSDSRCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSRD - Total IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests

DSDSRD contains the number of coupling facility requests to read directory information.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSRD contains the value input from field QBGLRD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSRD contains the sum of all values of DSDSRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSREEP - Total Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine

DSDSREEP is the total number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable read engine in the Db2
system during an interval, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of sequential prefetch requests.

  See also:  DSBREEP - Prefetch Request Disabled No Read

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSREEP values are derived by summing the DSBREEP values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSREEP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSREEP that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSRFRI - Total Read Frames per Read Request

DSDSRFRI is the ratio of read frames to read requests, summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDRFRIx - ALIAS Read Frames Per Read Request

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL time-span, DSDSRFRI is derived via summarization from DSDRFRIx.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from MISSING to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSRFRI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSRFXS - Total Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

DSDSRFXS is the total number of times that a buffer being pagefixed for read operations did not have real storage frame
backing, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBRFXS - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSRFXS values are derived by summing the DSBRFXS values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDSRFXS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSRFXS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSRG - Total Registered Page Requests

DSDSRG contains the number of coupling facility requests to register a page.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:   DSDSDG   -  Total Unregistered Page Requests

Element Derivation:

DSDSRG contains the value input from field QBGLRG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSRG contains the sum of all values of DSDSRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSRHS - Total Times Random Getpage Hit on SLRU

DSBSRHS contains the count of times random getpage buffer, found the buffer on the sequential least recently used
(SLRU) chain, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBRHS   - No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSRHS values are derived by summing the DSBRHS values.

Range of Value:

DSDSRHS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSRHS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSRHS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBRHS was first introduced with APAR PM70981 at Db2 10.1 and is used to calculate DSDSRHS.

DSDSSEFX - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails x

DSDSSEFx is a count of buffer pool expansion failures caused by a virtual storage shortage for buffer pool x (where x is
0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDSSEF0, DSDSSEF1, DSDSSEF2, and DSDSSEF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSSEFx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTXFV.

Range of Value:

DSDSSEFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSEFx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSEFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Check database services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced (for example, other buffer pools). When there is a
virtual storage problem in the Db2 database environment, check the following areas:

• Size of EDM pool
• Size of database buffer pool
• Cthread, IDFORE, and IDBACK parameters (working storage)
• DSMAX parameter (VSAM Control Blocks)
• IRLM space for locks (specifying PC = YES)

The distribution of virtual storage between the components listed above must be balanced. Reduction of EDM and
database pool sizes to allow more concurrent work could cause performance problems due to increased number of I/Os.
Virtual storage should not be a problem except when there is a large number of either:

• Threads (Cthread)
• Opened data sets (DSMAX)

Specify the ECSA large enough to contain the:

• Db2 Code and Control Blocks.
• If PC=NO, the IRLM locks.

ECSA size is specified in the CSA parameter of the IEASY PARMLIB member. The default is 1 MB. If PC=NO is specified,
this default is not enough. If there is not enough ECSA storage, storage from CSA will be used, no warning message is
produced.

DSDSSGT - Total GETPAGE Requests Seq Access Req

DSDSSGT is the total number of GETPAGE requests issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all
active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSGT - GETPAGE Req. by Seq. Access Req.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSSGT is derived by summing the DSBSGT values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDSSGT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSGT that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSIO - Total Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

DSDSSIO is the total number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters for all active Db2 buffer
pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSIO - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSSIO is derived by summing DSBSIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSPDF - Total Seq. Prefetch Disabled No Buffer

DSDSSPDF is the total number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable buffer resource in the Db2
system during an interval, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of sequential prefetch requests.

  See also:  DSBSPDF - Prefetch Request Disabled No Buffer

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSPDF values are derived by summing the DSBSPDF values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSPDF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSPDF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSPPF - Total Records Read Prefetch Request

DSDSSPPF is the total number of pages read due to sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system during the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. DSDSSPPF is the number of pages read by Db2 after it anticipated the
need to read ahead due to a large volume of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL
statement performing a large tablespace scan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of pages read.

  See also:  DSBSPPF - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSPPF values are derived by summing the DSBSPPF values.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSPPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSPPF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSPWR - Total System Pages Written to DASD

DSDSSPWR is the total number of system pages that were written to DASD, summarized across all active Db2 buffer
pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSPWR - System Pages Written to DASD

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSPWR values are derived by summing the DSBSPWR values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSPWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSPWR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSQPF - Total Sequential Prefetch Requests

DSDSSQPF is the total number of sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system that occurred during the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. SQL statements and Db2 utilities sometimes result in tablespace or
clustered index scans. The scans read sequentially through data or index pages. This can result in many I/O operations
for large tablespaces. To reduce the number of start I/Os and to make sure that pages are in memory when they are
needed, Db2 reads pages ahead (that is, performs sequential prefetch requests).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of sequential prefetch requests.

  See also:  DSBSQPF - Count Sequential Prefetch Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSQPF values are derived by summing the DSBSQPF values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSQPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSQPF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSSEF - Total Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

DSDSSSEF is a total of buffer pool expansion failures caused by virtual storage shortage, summarized across all active
Db2 buffer pools.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSSEF - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSSEF values are derived by summing the DSBSSEF values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSSEF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSSSEF that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSSTH - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

DSDSSTH contains the System-level workfile database (WFDB) space usage alert threshold (percentage) SPRMWFSST
that is derived from the WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD subsystem parameter setting.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)
             DSDASTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent

Element Derivation:

DSDSSTH contains the value input from field QISTSSTH of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Range of Value:

The value of DSDSSTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSTH contains the last value of DSDASTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDSSTH was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDSSW - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

DSDSSW contains the number of changed pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSWZ - CF Writes For Changed Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSSW values are derived by summing the DSBSWZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSSW contains the sum of all values of DSDSSW processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDSS1 - Total Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages

DSDSS1 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for space map pages within the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP1   - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSS2   - Total Page P-lock Susp Data Pages
             DSDSS3   - Total Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSP1 contains the value input from field QBGLS1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSS1 values are derived by summing the
QBGLS1 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSS1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSS1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSS2 - Total Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

DSDSS2 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for data pages within the interval, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSS1   - Total Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages
             DSDSS3   - Total Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:
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DSDSS2 contains the value input from field QBGLS2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSS2 values are derived by summing the
QBGLS2 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSS2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSS2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSS3 - Total Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

DSDSS3 contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for index leaf pages within the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSN1   - Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSDSN2   - Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSDSN3   - Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSP2   - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3   - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSDSS1   - Total Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages
             DSDSS2   - Total Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSS3 contains the value input from field QBGLS3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSS3 values are derived by summing the
QBGLS3 values.

Range of Value:

DSDSS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSS3 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSS3 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSTAC - Sync to Async Heuristic Convs LOCK Reqs

DSDSTAC contains the number of summations of sync-to-async heuristic conversions for LOCK requests. This
conversion is done when XES determines that it is more efficient to drive the request asynchronously to the CF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention
             DSDSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention
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Element Derivation:

For Db2 Version 6.1 and earlier, DSDSTAC is set to missing values. For Db2 Version 7.1, DSDSTAC is computed as
follows:

     DSDSTAC=QGTSFLSE-QGTSFLMG;

where QGTSFLMG and QGTSFLSE are fields input from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record (IFCID 0002). For Db2
Version 8.1 and higher, DSDSTAC contains the value input from field QTGSFLSE.

Range of Value:

DSDFLSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDFLSE contains the sum of all values of DSDFLSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSDIGLO, DSDSGLO, and DSDFLSE. False
contention is reported when different resource names hash to the same entry in the XES Lock Table. While there is no
actual resource contention, XES detects the hash contention.

DSDSTAT - Status Exit Count

DSDSTAT contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called during the reporting interval.

DSDSTAT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSDRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSDDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSDTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSDSTAT contains the value input from field QTXASTAT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDSTAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTAT contains the sum of all values of DSDSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSTCDG - Number of Set Current Degree

DSDSTCDG contains the total number of Set Current Degree statements that were executed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTCDG contains the value input from field QXSETCDG of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDSTCDG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTCDG contains the sum of all values of DSDSTCDG processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSTCON - Number of Set Connection Statements

DSDSTCON contains the total number of Set Connection statements that were executed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTCON contains the value input from field QXSETCON of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDSTCON ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTCON contains the sum of all values of DSDSTCON processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSTCPR - Set Current Precision Stmts Executed

DSDSTCPR contains the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION SQL statements that were executed during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTCPR contains the value input from field QXSETCPR of the SMF Type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSTCPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTCPR contains the sum of all values of DSDSTCPR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSTCRL - Set Current Rules Stmts Executed

DSDSTCRL contains the number of set current rules statements executed during this measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTCRL contains the value input from field QXSETCRL of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSDSTCRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTCRL contains the sum of all values of DSDSTCRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSTMIG - Total Migrated Datasets Encountered

DSDSTMIG is a total of the number of times migrated data sets were encountered, summarized across all active Db2
buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBTMIG - No. Migrated Datasets Encountered

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSTMIG values are derived by summing the DSBTMIG values.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTMIG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSTMIG that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSTPF0 - Total WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

DSDSTPF0 is a total of the number of times sequential prefetch was aborted for a work file because the dynamic prefetch
quantity is 0, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBTPF0 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSTPF0 values are derived by summing the DSBTPF0 values.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTPF0 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSTPF0 that were included in the level of summarization.
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DSDSTPIO - Total Prefetch Async Read I/Os

DSDSTPIO indicates the total number of asynchronous read I/Os processed by the Db2 system during the interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBTPIO - No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSTPIO values are derived by summing the DSBTPIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTPIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSTPIO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSTPT - Set Current Path Statements

DSDSTPT contains the total number of SQL SET PATH statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTPT contains the value input from field QXSETPTH of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSTPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTPT contains the sum of all values of DSDSTPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSTRTO - Total Recall Timeouts

DSDSTRTO indicates the total number of times a recall timeout of a migrated data set was encountered by the Db2
system during the interval, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBTRTO - No. Recall Timeouts

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSTRTO values are derived by summing the DSBTRTO values.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTRTO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSTRTO that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSTTRG - Times Statement Trigger Activated

DSDSTTRG contains the total number of times a statement trigger is activated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSTTRG contains the value input from field QXSTTRG of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSTTRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSTTRG contains the sum of all values of DSDSTTRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSUN - Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

DSDSUN contains the number of coupling facility requests to unlock the castout lock on the pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSCC   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSDSCS   - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

Element Derivation:

DSDSUN contains the value input from field QBGLUN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DSDSUN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSUN contains the sum of all values of DSDSUN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSUSP - Suspend Count

DSDSUSP is the Db2 suspend count for the interval. The suspend count indicates the number of times that a lock could
not be obtained and the agent was suspended. Suspensions are highly dependent upon the application and table space
locking protocols.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is suspends.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDSUSP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXASUS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSUSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

DSDSUSPE contains the number of times the Suspend DBMS exit was called during the reporting interval.

DSDSUSPE is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSDSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSDDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSDTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSDSUSPE contains the value input from field QTXASUSP of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDSUSPE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSUSPE contains the sum of all values of DSDSUSPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDSU1 - Total Page P-lock Unlock Requests

DSDSU1 contains the count of page Physical Lock (P-lock), unlock requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSP1  - Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSDSP2  - Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSDSP3  - Total Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSU1 contains the value input from field QBGLU1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.)

Range of Value:

DSDSU1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSU1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSU1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDSU1 was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDSVPA - Total Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

DSDSVPA is the total number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBVPA - Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSVPA values are derived by summing the DSBVPA values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSVPA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSVPA that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSVPL - Total Buffers Allocated for VPOOL

DSDSVPL is the total number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBVPL - No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSVPL values are derived by summing the DSBVPL values.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSVPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSVPL that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSWA - Total Pages in Write Around

DSDSWA contains the number of pages written to disk by the group-buffer-pool write-around protocol.

New with Db2 v11, when a group buffer pool is flooded with a large amount of page write activity, the coupling facility
for the group buffer pool could fill up with changed pages quickly. This filling could cause other applications expecting to
find pages in the group buffer pool to slow down and have to wait for there pages to be reloaded. Db2 detects this large
amount of page write activity automatically, and switches to the group-buffer-pool write-around protocol, and writes these
new pages to disk.

When the heavy page write activity is relieved, Db2 switches back to normal automatically.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDSWA contains the value input from field QBGLU1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.)

Range of Value:

DSDSWA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSWA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDSWA was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDSWBVQ - Total Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req

DSDSWBVQ contains the total number of pages dequeued from VDWQ for destructive read, summarized across all
active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWBVQ - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSWBVQ values are derived by summing the DSBWBVQ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWBVQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWBVQ contains the sum of all values of DSDSWBVQ processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDSWC - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

DSDSWC contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWCZ - CF Writes For Clean Pages
             DSDSAC - Total CF Writes Clean Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSWC values are derived by summing the DSBWCZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWC contains the sum of all values of DSDSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSWDRP - Total Pages Destruct Read Request

DSDSWDRP contains the total number of pages for which destructive read was requested, summarized across all active
Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWDRP - Pages Destruct Read Req

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWDRP values are derived by summing the DSBWDRP values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWDRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWDRP contains the sum of all values of DSDSWDRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWF - Total CF Write Requests No Storage

DSDSWF contains the number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete due to inadequate coupling
facility storage resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFZ - CF Write Requests No Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSWF values are derived by summing the DSBWFZ values.

Range of Value:
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DSDSWF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWF contains the sum of all values of DSDSWF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSWFD - Total Work Files Denied Sort Merge

DSDSWFD contains the total number of work files (runs), summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools, that were rejected
during all merge passes due to insufficient buffer resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFD - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFD values are derived by summing the DSBWFD values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWFD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFD contains the sum of all values of DSDSWFD processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWFF - Total Poor Sort Merge - Buffer Short

DSDSWFF contains the total number of times that the merge pass could not be efficiently performed, summarized for all
active Db2 buffer pools, due to the shortage of buffer space. This counter is incremented for each merge pass when the
maximum number of work files allowed is less than the number of work files requested.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFF - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFF values are derived by summing the DSBWFF values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFF contains the sum of all values of DSDSWFF processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWFM - Total Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

DSDSWFM contains the total number of work files (runs) that have ever been concurrently used during merge processing
within this statistics period. They are summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSBWFM - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFM values are derived by summing the DSBWFM values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWFM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFM contains the sum of all values of DSDSWFM processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWFR - Total Req Query WK File Sort Merge

DSDSWFR contains the total number of merge passes Db2 sort activities summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools.
These counters reflect how many merge passes have been requested to negotiate with Db2 to determine the number of
work files permitted to support each merge pass.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFR - Req Query WK File Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFR values are derived by summing the DSBWFR values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFR contains the sum of all values of DSDSWFR processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWFT - Total Work Files Req Sort Merge

DSDSWFT contains the total number of work files that have been requested for all of the merge passes, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFT - Work Files Req Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFT values are derived by summing the DSBWFT values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWFT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFT contains the sum of all values of DSDSWFT processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDSWFXS - Total Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

DSDSWFXS is number of times the active Db2 buffer pools have been pagefixed to perform write I/O without real storage
frame backing. The page-fix process must perform an I/O operation to retrieve the page's content from z/OS DASD
storage to a new real page frame.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWFXS - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWFXS values are derived by summing the DSBWFXS values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWFXS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSWFXS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSWM - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

DSDSWM contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register multiple pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF
level 11.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWMZ - Write and Register Multiple Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSWM values are derived by summing the DSBWMZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWM contains the sum of all values of DSDSWM processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWP - Total Pages Written via WARM

DSDSWP contains the number of pages written using the Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. Multiple pages
are written per single request. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF level 11.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWPZ - Pages Written via WARM

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWP values are derived by summing the DSBWPZ values.

Range of Value:
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DSDSWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWP contains the sum of all values of DSDSWP processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSWREE - Total Times Write Engine Unavailable

DSDSWREE is the number of times a write engine was unavailable for I/O in the Db2 system during an interval,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWREE - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWREE values are derived by summing the DSBWREE values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWREE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWREE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSWREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDSWRMM - Total Write I/Os By Media Manager

DSDSWRMM is the total number of write I/Os performed by the Db2 Media Manager summarized across all active Db2
buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWRMM - Write I/Os By Media Manager

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSWRMM values are derived by summing the DSBWRMM values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWRMM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSWRMM that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSWS - Total Write and Register Requests

DSDSWS contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register single pages to a group buffer pool with a
Write and Register (WAR) command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSBWSZ - Write and Register Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSWS values are derived by summing the DSBWSZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSWS contains the sum of all values of DSDSWS processed in the level of summarization.

DSDSXD - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

DSDSXD contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBXDZ - CF Reads Buffer XI

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSXD values are derived by summing the DSBXDZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSXD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSXD contains the sum of all values of DSDSXD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

XI is the abbreviation for buffer cross invalidation.

DSDSXFL - Total Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

DSDSXFL is the total number of times a usable buffer could not be located in the active virtual buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBXFL - Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSXFL values are derived by summing the DSBXFL values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSXFL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSXFL that were included in the level of summarization.
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DSDSXIS - Total Max # Concur Pref Streams Alloc

DSDSXIS is the total number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries processed in
parallel for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBXIS - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDSXIS values are derived by summing the DSBXIS values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSXIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDSXIS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDSXR - Total CF Reads Entry Created

DSDSXR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means
another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBXRZ - CF Reads Entry Created

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, the DSDSXR values are derived by summing the DSBXRZ values.

Range of Value:

DSDSXR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDSXR contains the sum of all values of DSDSXR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDS2D - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP

DSDS2D contains the number of global buffer pool requests to the secondary group buffer pool to delete a list of pages
after they have been CASTOUT from the primary group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSDS2D contains the value input from field QBGL2D of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2D contains the sum of all values of DSDS2D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDS2F - Total Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg

DSDS2F contains the number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing that failed due to a lack of storage in the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDS2W   - Total Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Duplex

Element Derivation:

DSDS2F contains the value input from field QBGL2F of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2F ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2F contains the sum of all values of DSDS2F processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDS2H - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

DSDS2H contains the number of asynch IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DSDS2H contains the value input from field QBGL2H of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2H ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2H contains the sum of all values of DSDS2H processed in the level of summarization.
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DSDS2N - Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP

DSDS2N contains the number of group buffer pool requests to delete a page from the secondary group buffer pool.
Issued by group buffer pool structure owner to delete orphaned data entries in the secondary as part of the garbage
collection logic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDS2N contains the value input from field QBGL2N of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2N ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2N contains the sum of all values of DSDS2N processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDS2R - Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP

DSDS2R contains the number of coupling facility requests to read the CASTOUT statistics for the secondary group buffer
pool. Issued by group buffer pool structure owner to check for orphaned data entries in the secondary.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDS2R contains the value input from field QBGL2R of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2R ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2R contains the sum of all values of DSDS2R processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDS2S - Total Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended

DSDS2S contains the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary global buffer pool that were suspended
because the write had not yet completed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDS2S contains the value input from field QBGL2S of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDS2S ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDS2S contains the sum of all values of DSDS2S processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTCTO - Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)

DSDTCTO contains the amount of total preferred storage in kilobytes (KB) configured for Declared Global Temporary
Tables (DGTTs) by all agents on the system, since Db2 was started.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDTSTG  - Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)
             DSDTMXU  - Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDTCTO contains the value input from field QISTTCTO of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDTCTO contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDTCTO in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDTCTO was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDTESTB - Binds Without Plan ID

DSDTESTB is the number of bind subcommands that were issued without a plan ID during the interval. The sum of
DSDBNDAA, DSDBNDAR, and DSDTESTB equals the total number of BIND subcommands.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is BINDS.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDTESTB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTTESTB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDTESTB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTESTB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTGERR - Number of Create Aux Table Statements

DSDTGERR contains the total number of times a SQL error occurred during execution of a trigger action.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDTGERR contains the value input from field QXTRGERR of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0001). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSDTGERR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTGERR contains the sum of all values of DSDTGERR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTIME - Timeout Exit Count

DSDTIME contains the number of times the Timeout DBMS exit was called during the reporting interval.

DSDTIME is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSDRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSDSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSDDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSDTIME contains the value input from field QTXATIME of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDTIME ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTIME contains the sum of all values of DSDTIME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDTIMO - Time-out Count

DSDTIMO is the time-out count for the Db2 system during the interval. The time-out count indicates that a unit of work
was suspended for a time that exceeded the time-out value. To minimize the number of time-outs, check locking protocols
and the scheduling of work, including utility jobs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is time-outs.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDTIMO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXATIM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTIMO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTIMO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTMIGx - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer x

DSDTMIGx is a count of the number of times migrated data sets were encountered for buffer pool identifier 'X'. The
elements with this alias are DSDTMIG0, DSDTMIG1, DSDTMIG2, and DSDTMIG3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDTMIGX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics
section, label QBSTMIG.

Range of Value:

DSDTMIGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTMIGX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTMIGX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTMXU - Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)

DSDTMXU contains the highest total storage in kilobytes (KB), ever used for Declared Global Temporary Tables (DGTTs)
by all agents on the system, since Db2 started.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDTCTO  - Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)
             DSDTSTG  - Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDTMXU contains the value input from field QISTTMXU of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDTMXU contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDTMXU in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDTMXU was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

DSDTOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDTOGRP contains the value input from field QXTOTGRP of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDTOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTOGRP contains the sum of all values of DSDTOGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTOUT - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

DSDTOUT contains the total number of Timeout RLBs purged by IRLM during the reporting interval.

DSDTOUT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSDRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSDNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
 

Element Derivation:

DSDTOUT contains the value input from field QTXATOUT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:
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DSDTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSDTOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTPF0x - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

DSDTPF0x is a count of the number of times sequential prefetch was aborted for a work file because the dynamic
prefetch quantity is 0. The elements with this alias are DSDTPF00, DSDTPF01, DSDTPF02, and DSDTPF03.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDTPF0X is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics
section, label QBSTWKPD.

Range of Value:

DSDTPF0x ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTPF0x contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTPF0x that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTPIOx - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer x

DSDTPIOx indicates the number of asynchronous read I/Os processed by the Db2 system during the interval for buffer
pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. This value is new with Version 2 Release 1. The elements with this alias are DSDTPIO0,
DSDTPIO1, DSDTPIO2, and DSDTPIO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDTPIOx contains the value input from field QBSTPIO of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Buffer Manager Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSDTPIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTPIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTPIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDTRTBL - ALIAS Truncate Table Statements

fffTRTBL is the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements. This statement deletes all rows for either base tables or
declared global temporary tables. Db2TRTBL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTRTBL element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTRTBL, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffTRTBL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDTRTBL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTBL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTBL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXTRTBL.

Range of Value:

fffTRTBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTBL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTRTBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDTRTOx - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer x

DSDTRTOx indicates the number of times a recall time out of a migrated data set was encountered by the Db2 system
during the interval for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3. This value is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 3. The elements
with this alias are DSDTRTO0, DSDTRTO1, DSDTRTO2, and DSDTRTO3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDTMIGx - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer x

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDTRTOX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics
section, label QBSTRTO.

Range of Value:

DSDTRTOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDTRTOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDTRTOx that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDTSTG - Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)

DSDTSTG contains the amount of total preferred storage in kilobytes (KB) configured for Declared Global Temporary
Tables (DGTTs) in the workfiles database.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDTCTO  - Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)
             DSDTMXU  - Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDTSTG contains the value input from field QISTTSTG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDTSTG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDTSTG in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDTSTG was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDUCNT - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

DSDUCNT contains the total number of compatibility queue elements generated during the reporting interval.

DSDUCNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSDLCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated
        

Element Derivation:

DSDUCNT contains the value input from field QTXAUCNT of the Type 100, IFCID 2 SMF Record.

Range of Value:

DSDUCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDUCNT contains the sum of all values of DSDUCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDUPDTE - UPDATE Statements

DSDUPDTE is a count of the UPDATE statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is counts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDUPDTE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXUPDTE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDUPDTE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDUPDTE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDUPLK - Unlock Requests for Physical Locks

DSDUPLK contains the number of unlock requests for physical locks made in a Db2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDUPLK contains the value input from field QTGSUPLK of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDUPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDUPLK contains the sum of all values of DSDUPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDUSLM - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

DSDUSLM contains the number of resources propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) from unlock
requests. DSDUSLM is not incremented if the unlock request is suspended before going to XES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDUSLM contains the value input from field QTGSUSLM of the SMF type 100 record (IFCID 0002).

Range of Value:

DSDUSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDUSLM contains the sum of all values of DSDUSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDUSUC - Checks Actually Authorized

DSDUSUC represents the total number of authorization checks (DSDAUCHK) performed for a plan that were authorized
during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is authorization checks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSDUSUC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record, the bind data section, label
QTAUSUC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDUSUC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDUSUC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDVPAx - Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract BPx

DSDVPAx is the number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDVPA0,
DSDVPA1, DSDVPA2, and DSDVPA3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSVPA - Total Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDVPAx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTVPA.

Range of Value:

DSDVPAx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDVPAx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDVPAx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDVPLx - No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL BPx

DSDVPLx is the number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The
elements with this alias are DSDVPL0, DSDVPL1, DSDVPL2, and DSDVPL3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSVPL - Total Buffers Allocated for VPOOL

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDVPLx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTVPL.

Range of Value:

DSDVPLx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDVPLx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDVPLx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWBVQx - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq

The DSDWBVQx data elements contain the number of pages dequeued from VDWQ for destructive read. The elements
with this alias are DSDWBVQ0, DSDWBVQ1, DSDWBVQ2, and DSDWBVQ3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDWBVQx contains the value input from field QBSTWBVQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWBVQx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWBVQx contains the sum of all values of DSDWBVQx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWCTO - Curr Total Workfile Storage Used KB

DSDWCTO is the current amount of space, in kilobytes, that is currently being used to satisfy the workfile database
resource requirements. DSDWCTO is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None
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Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDWCTO contains the summed values input from fields QISTWFCU and QISTWFCK. DSDWCTO
contains the value input from field QISTWCTO for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data
Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

DSDWCTO's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte (KB) value
representation.

Range of Value:

DSDWCTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWCTO contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWCTO in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by
online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space
ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT),
providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables. The above ZPARM feature is not limited
to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall use by online agents.

DSDWDRPx - Pages Destruct Read Req

The DSDWDRPx data elements contain the number of pages for which destructive read was requested. The elements
with this alias are DSDWDRP0, DSDWDRP1, DSDWDRP2, and DSDWDRP3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDWDRPx contains the value input from field QBSTWDRP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWDRPx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWDRPx contains the sum of all values of DSDWDRPx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWFCTO - Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)

DSDWFCTO contains the current total storage in kilobytes (KB), used for workfiles by all agents on the system since Db2
started.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFMXU - Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)
             DSDWFSTG - Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)
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Element Derivation:

DSDWFCTO contains the value input from field QISTWFCTO of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDWFCTO contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWFCTO in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFCTO was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDWFDx - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

The DSDWFDx data elements contain the total number of workfiles (runs) for each buffer pool that were rejected
during all merge passes due to insufficient buffer resources. The elements with this alias are DSDWFD0, DSDWFD1,
DSDWFD2, and DSDWFD3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFFx - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

Element Derivation:

DSDWFDx contains the value input from field QBSTWFD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWFDx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFDx contains the sum of all values of DSDWFDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFDx and DSDWFFx can be used to determine the average number of workfiles that cannot be honored at each
merge pass due to insufficient buffer pool space. To improve performance, buffer pool size should be increased.

DSDWFFx - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

The DSDWFFx data elements contain the number of times that the merge pass could not be efficiently performed for each
buffer pool due to the shortage of buffer space. This counter is incremented for each merge pass when the maximum
number of workfiles allowed is less than the number of workfiles requested. The elements with this alias are DSDWFF0,
DSDWFF1, DSDWFF2, and DSDWFF3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFDx - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

DSDWFFx contains the value input from field QBSTWFF of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWFFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDWFFx contains the sum of all values of DSDWFFx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this field is greater than 0, consider increasing the buffer pool size.

DSDWFMU - Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB

DSDWFMU represents the maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, used to satisfy the workfile database resource
requirements. DSDWFMU is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFNE - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDWFMU contains the value input from field QISTWFMU. It contains the value input from field QISTWMXU
for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data Manager (DM) statistics data section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record. DSDWFMU's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte
(KB) value representation.

Range of Value:

DSDWFMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFMU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDWFMU that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFMU's value is initialized to zero (0) when the Db2 subsystem is restarted.

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by online
agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges
from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing
scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables.

The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall
use by online agents.

DSDWFMx - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

The DSDWFMx data elements contain the maximum number of workfiles (runs) that have ever been concurrently used
during merge processing within this statistics period for each buffer pool. The elements with this alias are DSDWFM0,
DSDWFM1, DSDWFM2, and DSDWFM3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDWFMx contains the value input from field QBSTWFM of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWFMx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDWFMx contains the sum of all values of DSDWFMx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWFMXU - Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)

DSDWFMXU contains the highest total storage in kilobytes (KB), ever used for workfiles by all agents on the system since
Db2 started.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFCTO - Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)
             DSDWFSTG - Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDWFMXU contains the value input from field QISTWFMXU of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDWFMXU contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWFMXU in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFMXU was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDWFNE - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

DSDWFNE is the number of times that the maximum amount of storage space that was allocated to an online agent was
exceeded. DSDWFNE is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSDWFNE contains the value input from field QISTWFNE of Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type 100
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDWFNE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFNE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWFNE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDWFP1 - Times 32KB Page TS Used Instead of 4KB

DSDWFP1 represents the number of times that storage space in a 32 KB-page tablespace was utilized due to the
unavailability of storage space in a 4 KB-page tablespace. DSDWFP1 is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFP2 - Times 4KB Page TS Used Instead of 32KB

Element Derivation:

DSDWFP1 contains the value input from field QISTWFP1 in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDWFP1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFP1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWFP1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 generally favors using 32 KB over 4 KB workfile tablespace since using 32 KB workfile tablespace gives Db2 better
performance, improved prefetch, and fewer GETPAGES.

We recommend that you increase the amount of 32 KB workfile tablespace by at least 80% of total workfile tablespace
available for Db2 usage. DSDWFP1 can be used to evaluate the availability of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespace when it is
needed by Db2. A DSDWFP1 value greater than zero (0) should flag the need to augment the combination of 32 KB or 4
KB tablespaces available for use by Db2. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile
database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved).

The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables
(CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger
transition tables.

The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall
use by online agents.

DSDWFP2 - Times 4KB Page TS Used Instead of 32KB

DSDWFP2 represents the number of times that storage space in a 4KB-page tablespace was utilized due to the
unavailability of storage space in a 32KB-page tablespace. DSDWFP2 is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and
higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFP1 - Times 32KB Page TS Used Instead of 4KB

Element Derivation:

DSDWFP2 contains the value input from field QISTWFP2 in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF type
100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDWFP2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSDWFP2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWFP2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 generally favors using 32 KB over 4 KB workfile tablespace since using 32 KB workfile tablespace gives Db2 better
performance, improved prefetch, and fewer GETPAGES.

We recommend that you increase the amount of 32 KB workfile tablespace by at least 80% of total workfile tablespace
available for Db2 usage. DSDWFP2 can be used to evaluate the availability of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespace when it is
needed by Db2. A DSDWFP2 value greater than zero (0) should flag the need to augment the combination of 32 KB or 4
KB tablespaces available for use by Db2. The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile
database space available for use by online agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved).

The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges from sorting workfiles, creating global temporary tables
(CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger
transition tables.

The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall
use by online agents.

DSDWFRCU - Curr RID Blocks Residing in Workfile

DSDWFRCU is the number of Row ID (RID) blocks currently present in a workfile storage. DSDWFRCU is supported for
Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFRHG - Max RID Blocks Stored to Workfile

Element Derivation:

DSDWFRCU contains the value input from field QISTWFRCUR in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDWFRCU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFRCU contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWFRCU in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWFRHG - Max RID Blocks Stored to Workfile

DSDWFRHG is the maximum number of Row ID (RID) blocks stored to a workfile at any given point in time since the Db2
subsystem was started. DSDWFRHG is supported for Db2 version 10 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFRCU - Curr RID Blocks Residing in Workfile

Element Derivation:
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DSDWFRHG contains the value input from field QISTWFRHIG in the Data Manager (DM) statistics section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSDWFRHG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFRHG contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSDWFRHG that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWFRx - Req Query WK File Sort Merge

The DSDWFRx data elements contain the total number of merge passes Db2 sort activities for each buffer pool. These
counters reflect how many merge passes have been requested to negotiate with Db2 to determine the number of
workfiles permitted to support each merge pass. The elements with this alias are DSDWFR0, DSDWFR1, DSDWFR2, and
DSDWFR3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDWFRx contains the value input from field QBSTWFR of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWFRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFRx contains the sum of all values of DSDWFRx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWFSTG - Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)

DSDWFSTG contains the total preferred storage in kilobytes (KB), configured for workfiles in the workfile database
(WFDB.)

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFCTO - Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)
             DSDWFMXU - Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)

Element Derivation:

DSDWFSTG contains the value input from field QISTWFSTG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:
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DSDWFSTG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWFSTG in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFSTG was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDWFTx - Work Files Req Sort Merge

The DSDWFTx data elements contain the total number of workfiles that have been requested for all of the merge passes.
The elements with this alias are DSDWFT0, DSDWFT1, DSDWFT2, and DSDWFT3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSDWFTx contains the value input from field QBSTWFT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSDWFTx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFTx contains the sum of all values of DSDWFTx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSDWFTx and DSDWFRx can be used to determine the average number of work files (runs) requested on a single
merge pass. For Db2 to perform efficient prefetch for work files, each work file should have at least 16 dedicated buffers.

DSDWFXSx - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage x

DSDWFXSx is the number of times buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3) has been page-fixed to perform write I/O without
real storage frame backing. The page-fix process must perform an I/O operation to retrieve the page's content from
DASD storage to a new real page frame. The elements with this alias are DSDWFXS0, DSDWFXS1, DSDWFXS2, and
DSDWFXS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDWFXSx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTWPI.

Range of Value:

DSDWFXSx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWFXSx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWFXSx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSDWREEx - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable x

DSDWREEx is the number of times a write engine was unavailable for I/O in the Db2 system during an interval for buffer
pool x, where x is 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Db2 employs a sophisticated input/output process that is controlled by its buffer manager subcomponent. The buffer
manager controls the movement of data from a DASD to its virtual storage buffers used by Db2 to process data. After a
page of buffer storage has been modified, it is flagged. Flagged pages are identified by the buffer manager to be written
back to the DASD. Db2 recognizes that another user may need to reference these pages, so it does not write them
immediately.

The buffer manager will direct the write engine to write the pages asynchronously. The function of the write engine, which
is a subfunction of the buffer manager, is to write modified buffers back to external storage. DSDWREEx is new with Db2
Release 2.

The elements with this alias are DSDWREE0, DSDWREE1, DSDWREE2, and DSDWREE3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSDWREEx is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data
section, QBSTWEE.

Range of Value:

DSDWREEx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWREEx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWREEx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSDWRMMx - Write I/Os By Media Manager x

DSDWRMMx is the number of write I/Os performed by the Db2 Media Manager. Db2 attempts to batch write I/Os by
writing multiple pages per single call to the media manager. The elements with this alias are DSDWRMM0, DSDWRMM1,
DSDWRMM2, and DSDWRMM3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDWRMMx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTWIO.

Range of Value:

DSDWRMMx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDWRMMx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDWRMMx that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSDWSTG - Curr Storage Config in WFDB (KB)

DSDWSTG contains the current total storage in kilobytes (KB) configured for all table spaces in the workfile database.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)
             DSDASTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent
             DSDSSTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

Element Derivation:

DSDWSTG contains the value input from field QISTWSTG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), data
manager data section (QIST).

Summarization Process:

DSDWSTG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDWSTG in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSDWSTG was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSDW32K - Curr 32KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

DSDW32K is the current amount of storage space, in kilobytes (KB), that is currently used to satisfy a 32 KB tablespace
requirement. DSDW32K is supported for Db2 version 9 release 1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDW4K - Curr 4KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDW32K contains the summed values input from fields QISTWF32 and QISTW32K. DSDW32K contains
the value input from field QISTW32K for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data Manager (DM)
statistics section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

DSDW32K's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte (KB) value
representation.

Range of Value:

DSDW32K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDW32K contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDW32K in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Db2 generally favors using 32 KB over 4 KB workfile tablespace since using 32 KB workfile tablespace gives Db2 better
performance, improved prefetch, and fewer GETPAGES.

We recommend that you increase the amount of 32 KB workfile tablespace by at least 80% of total workfile tablespace
available for Db2 usage. DSDWFP1 or DSDWFP2 can be used to evaluate the availability of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespace
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when it is needed by Db2. DSDWFP1 or DSDWFP2 values greater than zero (0) should flag the need to augment the
combination of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespaces available for use by Db2.

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by online
agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges
from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing
scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables.

The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall
use by online agents.

DSDW4K - Curr 4KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

DSDW4K is the current amount of storage space, in kilobytes (KB), that is currently used to satisfy a 4 KB tablespace
requirement.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDW32K - Curr 32KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

Element Derivation:

For Db2 9.1, DSDW4K contains the summed values input from fields QISTWF04 and QISTW04K. DSDW4K contains
the value input from field QISTW4K for Db2 10.1 or higher. These raw input fields came from the Data Manager (DM)
statistics section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

DSDW4K's value is multiplied by 1000, in Db2 9.1, to convert it from megabyte (MB) to kilobyte (KB) value representation.

Range of Value:

DSDW4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDW4K contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDW4K in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Db2 generally favors using 32 KB over 4 KB workfile tablespace since using 32 KB workfile tablespace gives Db2 better
performance, improved prefetch, and fewer GETPAGES.

We recommend that you increase the amount of 32 KB workfile tablespace by at least 80% of total workfile tablespace
available for Db2 usage. DSDWFP1 or DSDWFP2 can be used to evaluate the availability of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespace
when it is needed by Db2. DSDWFP1 or DSDWFP2 values greater than zero (0) should flag the need to augment the
combination of 32 KB or 4 KB tablespaces available for use by Db2.

The ZPARM "MAXTEMPS" argument is used to control the amount of workfile database space available for use by online
agents (or parallel tasks when query parallelism is involved). The online agent usage of workfile database space ranges
from sorting workfiles to creating global temporary tables (CGTT), declaring global temporary tables (DGTT), providing
scrollable cursors result tables, and facilitating trigger transition tables.

The above ZPARM feature is not limited to controlling the amount of space available to workfiles; it also tracks the overall
use by online agents.

DSDXFLx - Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full BPx

DSDXFLx is the number of times a usable buffer could not be located in virtual buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3)
because the pool was full. The elements with this alias are DSDXFL0, DSDXFL1, DSDXFL2, and DSDXFL3.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSXFL - Total Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDXFLx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTXFL.

Range of Value:

DSDXFLx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDXFLx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDXFLx that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDXISx - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BPx

DSDXISx is the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries processed
in parallel for pool x (where x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). The elements with this alias are DSDXIS0, DSDXIS1, DSDXIS2, and
DSDXIS3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSXIS - Total Max # Concur Pref Streams Alloc

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDXISx is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTXIS.

Range of Value:

DSDXISx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSDXISx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSDXISx that were included in the level of summarization.

DSDZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

DSDZRLMT is the number of zero resource limit in effect for a Db2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDAFLG  - Flag Byte         

             DSDAPREC - How Limit was Determined           

             DSDNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSDZRLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXANRUN of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 2, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSDZRLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSDZRLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSDZRLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 Plan Activity File (DB2DSP)
The DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) File maintains activity by plan. This usage includes: product, user instrumentation, SQL
statements, and lock usage.

Use this file to account for DB2 resource utilization by an individual plan.

The source for this file is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 101.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....   DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......   DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.   DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event
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  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSPAFLG  - Flag Byte

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  ......   DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

  ......   DSPBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

  ......   DSPCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

  ......   DSPDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock

  ......   DSPENTCB - Ending TCB Timer

  ......   DSPISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DSPNETID - Network Identifier

  ......   DSPOPID  - Original Operator ID

  .DWMY.   DSPPLAN  - Plan Name

  ......   DSPREASN - Reason For Accounting Record

  .DWMY.   DSPRMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  ......E  DSPXPRID - IDAA Product ID

  ......E  DSPXSVNM - IDAA Server Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSPAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSPAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSPABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSPABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSPABFRC - Abnormal Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSPABORT - Abort Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPABRIN - Abnormal Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSPACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACHG  - Change Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  .DWMY.E  DSPACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

  .DWMY.E  DSPACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

  .DWMY.E  DSPACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPALLTM - DB2 Lock & Latch Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTIX - Alter Index Statements
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  .DWMY.E  DSPALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTA - Alter Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTVW - Alter View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPAQRY  - Query Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  .DWMY.E  DSPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  .DWMY.E  DSPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSPATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPBPNX  - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW0 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW1 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW2 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW3 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLOSE - Close Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  .DWMY.E  DSPCMTON - Comment On Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  .DWMY.   DSPCOST  - Processing Cost

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPLK  - Change Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUNI - Plan Instructions

  .DWMY.   DSPCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRINX - Create Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRROL - Create Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRTSV - Create Variable Statements
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  .DWMY.E  DSPCSLM  - Change Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSPCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEAD  - Deadlock Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEFVU - Create View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPDELET - Delete Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDESC  - Describe Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPKG - NO. DROP PACKAGE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRTA  - Global requests Denied

  .DWMY.E  DSPDSCRT - NO. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

  .DWMY.E  DSPELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSPET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPFETCH - Fetch Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPFLSE  - No. of False Contentions

  .DWMY.E  DSPFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR0 - GETPAGE Requests BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR1 - GETPAGE Requests BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR2 - GETPAGE Requests BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR3 - GETPAGE Requests BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPGRANT - Grant Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPINCRB - Incremental Binds

  .DWMY.E  DSPINSRT - Insert Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  .DWMY.E  DSPIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  .DWMY.E  DSPJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPLABEL - Label Statements Rel 2
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  .DWMY.E  DSPLEEM  - NO. Lock Escalations to Exclusive mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPLESM  - NO. Lock Escalations to shared mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPLOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPLK  - Lock Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSPLSLM  - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSPMERGE - Merge Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXPL  - Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSPNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

  .DWMY.E  DSPNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTEND - Normal Application Ended

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTEOT - Normal End of Task

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTFY  - Notify Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTHRD - Count Of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTNUS - Normal New User

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

  .DWMY.E  DSPOPEN  - Open Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPORNO  - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

  .DWMY.E  DSPORR   - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

  .DWMY.E  DSPPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  .DWMY.E  DSPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  .DWMY.E  DSPPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPPREP  - Prepare Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH0 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH1 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH2 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH3 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPPSTCT - Parallel Subtasks Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSPRDLTD - Deleted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSPREVOK - Revoke Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRFCHD - Fetched Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPRLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF

  .DWMY.   DSPRNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock
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  .DWMY.E  DSPRNSTD - Inserted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPRPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

  .DWMY.E  DSPRPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

  .DWMY.E  DSPRRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

  .DWMY.E  DSPRUDTD - Updated Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSDG   - Total Unregister Pages Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSDPF  - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSELCT - Select Statements Rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSETHV - NO. SET HOST-VAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPSEX   - Total Explicit XIs

  .DWMY.E  DSPSGG   - Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets

  .DWMY.E  DSPSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSHS   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

  .DWMY.E  DSPSKIP  - Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSLPF  - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPSMD   - Total CF Reads Data Returned

  .DWMY.E  DSPSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  .DWMY.E  DSPSMN   - Total CF Reads Data Not Ret No Entry

  .DWMY.E  DSPSMR   - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

  .DWMY.E  DSPSNGT  - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU0 - System Page Record Update BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU1 - System Page Record Update BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU2 - System Page Record Update BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU3 - System Page Record Update BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPSP1   - P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSP2   - P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSP3   - P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO0 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO1 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO2 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO3 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSW   - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

  .DWMY.E  DSPSS1   - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSS2   - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSS3   - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSUSP  - Suspend Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSU1   - P-Lock Unlock Requests1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSWC   - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

  .DWMY.E  DSPSWM   - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

  .DWMY.E  DSPSWS   - Total Write and Register Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSXD   - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

  .DWMY.E  DSPSXR   - Total CF Reads Entry Created

  .DWMY.E  DSPS2H   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP
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  .DWMY.E  DSPS2S   - Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend

  .DWMY.E  DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSPTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSPTIMO  - Timeout Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPUPDTE - Update Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPUPLK  - Unlock Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSPUSLM  - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRG - NO. Wait Trace Events for Glbl. Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRM - NO. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSPWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUFRC - Work In Doubt Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSPWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSPXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXREQ  - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPXSODB - DB2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests
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 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  .DWMY.E  DSPMALCT - Max Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPMCHG  - Max Change Lock Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMDEAD - Max Deadlocks

  .DWMY.E  DSPMELPT - Max Elapsed Time Acct. Class 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMEL2T - Max Elapsed Time Acct. Class 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMENTX - Max Entry/Exits

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG0 - Max BP0 GETPAGE Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG1 - Max BP1 GETPAGE Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG2 - Max BP2 GETPAGE Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG3 - Max BP3 GETPAGE Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIOTM - Max I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIRLM - Max IRLM Lock Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLEEM - Max Escalate to Exclusive Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLESM - Max Escalate to Shared Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLGTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLLTM - Max Lock Latch Time Class 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLOCK - Max Lock Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF0 - Max BP0 List Prefetch Read Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF1 - Max BP1 List Prefetch Read Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF2 - Max BP2 List Prefetch Read Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF3 - Max BP3 List Prefetch Read Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMMXPL - Max Max Concur. Page Locks/Plan

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR0 - Max BP0 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR1 - Max BP1 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR2 - Max BP2 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR3 - Max BP3 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMQRY  - Max Query Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSDPF - Max Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSGPG - Max GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSLAT - Max Latch Suspends

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSLPF - Max Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSNGT - Max Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSOTH - Max Other Suspends

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPFR - Max Prefetch Read Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU0 - Max BP0 System Pages Updated 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU1 - Max BP1 System Pages Updated 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU2 - Max BP2 System Pages Updated 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU3 - Max BP3 System Pages Updated 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD0 - Max BP0 Sync. Read I/O Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD1 - Max BP1 Sync. Read I/O Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD2 - Max BP2 Sync. Read I/O Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD3 - Max BP3 Sync. Read I/O Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSIO - Max Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSPU - Max System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSRD - Max Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSWR - Max Immediate Sync Write I/O

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSUSP - Max Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR0 - Max BP0 Sync. Write I/O Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR1 - Max BP1 Sync. Write I/O Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR2 - Max BP2 Sync. Write I/O Requests 2
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  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR3 - Max BP3 Sync. Write I/O Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTCBT - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTC2T - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTIMO - Max Timeouts

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWATR - Max Wait Trace Events / Plan

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWETM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Serv. Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWRTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRL - Max Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRR - Max Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRW - Max Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTSE - Max Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWWTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXXST - Max CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZET - Max CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZP1 - Max CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZP2 - Max CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZTT - Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Db2DSP Data Dictionary Elements: DSPAxxxx to DSPFxxxx
This article lists the Db2 Plan Activity File (Db2DSP) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSPAACC
through DSPFRIDT.

DSPAACC - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

fffAACC contains the wait time for requests that were sent to an IDAA for execution. Db2AACC is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffAACC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAACC,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffAACC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACC
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

Element Derivation:

fffAACC contains the value input from field QWACAACC as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAACC contains the sum of all values of fffAACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAACW - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

Db2AACW contains the total time requests waited to return from the IDAA. Db2AACW is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffAACW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAACW, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffAACW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

Element Derivation:

fffAACW contains the value input from field QWACAACW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
values of Db2AACW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

DSPABABD is the number of times during the interval that the application program abended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL time-span, DSPABABD is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 20.

Range of Value:

DSPABABD can ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPABABD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPABABD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPABABD is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

DSPABEOM is the number of times during the interval that the Db2 plan abnormally terminated because the plan
exhausted memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPABEOM is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 24.

Range of Value:

DSPABEOM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPABEOM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPABEOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPABEOM is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPABFRC - Abnormal Force Command

DSPABFRC is the number of times during the interval that the STOP Db2 MODE (FORCE) command was issued for the
plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPABFRC is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 32.

Range of Value:

DSPABFRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPABFRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPABFRC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPABFRC is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.
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DSPABORT - ABORT Requests

fffABORT is the number of times during the interval that a unit of work was backed out for the user. Db2ABORT is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffABORT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffABORT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffABORT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASABORT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPABORT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUABORT

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ABORT requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffABRT contains the value input from field QWACABRT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffABORT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffABORT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPABRIN - Abnormal Resolve in Doubt

DSPABRIN is the number of times during the interval that the plan terminated because of a resolve in doubt condition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPABRIN is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 28.

Range of Value:

DSPABRIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPABRIN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPABRIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPABRIN is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.
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DSPACECP - IDAA Eligible Db2 CP CPU Time

fffACECP contains the accumulated CPU time spent processing SQL in Db2 that may be eligible for execution on an
accelerator. fffACECP does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. fffACECP is available
only for Db2 10.1 and above. Db2ACECP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffACECP element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in several files as element fffACECP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACECP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACECP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACECP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACECP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time
             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

fffACECP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACECP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACECP contains the sum of all values of fffACECP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSPACEEL - IDAA Eligible Db2 Elapsed Time

fffACEEL contains the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL in Db2 that may be eligible for execution on
an accelerator. fffACEEL is available only for Db2 10.1 and above. Db2ACEEL is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffACEEL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in several files as element fffACEEL, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffACEEL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEEL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEEL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEEL

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACECP - Accumulated CPU time SQL IDAA-Elig
             fffACEZP - Accum CPU Tm SQL on Spec Eng IDAA-Elig

Element Derivation:

fffACEEL contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEEL is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEEL contains the sum of all values of fffACEEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is on the IDAA. See IBM
APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSPACEZP - IDAA Eligible Db2 zIIP CPU Time

fffACEZP contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors processing SQL in Db2
that may be eligible for execution on an accelerator. fffACEZP is available only for Db2 10.1 and above. Db2ACEZP is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffACEZP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in several as element
fffACEZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACEZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time
             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

fffACEZP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEZP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEZP contains the sum of all values of fffACEZP processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSPACHG - Change Request Count

DSPACHG indicates the number of IRLM change requests a Db2 application experienced. This variable is new with Db2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPACHG contains the value input from field QTXACHG of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPACHG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPACHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

DSPACHUS indicates the largest amount of CPU time used to execute a dynamic SQL statement by a Db2 application.
This variable is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  DSPACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds

Element Derivation:

DSPACHUS contains the value input from field QTXACHUS of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPACHUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPACHUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

DSPACLMT indicates the CPU time limit allowed a Db2 application to service dynamic SQL statement execution. This
variable is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  DSPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

Element Derivation:

DSPACLMT contains the value input from field QTXACLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPACLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPACLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPACNT - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

DSPACNT contains the number of ACCUMACC roll-up records encountered.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads
             DSPNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPACNT is set to 1 if the record is determined to be an SMF type 101 ACCUMACC roll-up
record (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC').

Range of Value:

DSPACNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPACNT contains the sum of all values of DSPACNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element has a value only if accounting class 1 is active.

DSPACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACSTL is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because the
staleness threshold was reached. At higher timespans, fffACSTL represents the number of records included in the level
of summarization that were written due to the ACCUMACC staleness threshold being reached. This field was introduced
in Db2 8.1. Db2ACSTL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffACSTL element. The actual measurement,
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however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACSTL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffACSTL is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACSTL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACSTL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2ACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DB2ACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered
             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACSTL:

       IF fffREASN=3 THEN fffACSTL=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACSTL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACSTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACSTR is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because a Db2
internal storage threshold for roll-up records was reached. At higher timespans, fffACSTR represents the number of
records included in the level of summarization that were written due to the ACCUMACC storage threshold being reached.
This field was introduced in Db2 8.1. Db2ACSTR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffACSTR element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACSTR, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffACSTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACSTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACSTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2ACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
             DB2ACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered
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             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACSTR:

    IF fffREASN=2 THEN fffACSTR=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACSTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACSTR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSPACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACUTR is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because the user
specified ACCUMACC roll-up threshold was reached. At higher timespans, fffACUTR represents the number of records
included in the level of summarization that were written due to the user specified ACCUMACC roll-up threshold being
reached. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1. Db2ACUTR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffACUTR
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACUTR, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffACUTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACUTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACUTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2ACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
             DB2ACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered
             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACUTR:

    IF fffREASN=1 THEN fffACUTR=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACUTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACUTR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSPAFLG - Flag Byte

DSPAFLG indicates the nature of resource limit in effect for a Db2 Application. This variable is new with Db2 Version 2
Release 1.
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Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPAPREC - How Limit was Determined

Element Derivation:

DSPAFLG contains the value input from field QTXAFLG1 of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPAFLG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPAFLG in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAIETM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time IFI Calls

DSPAIETM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent processing IFI calls.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPAIETM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPAIETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPAIETM contains the sum of all values of DSPAIETM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

DSPAIRLM indicates the number of other IRLM request made by a Db2 application. This variable is new with Db2 Version
2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DSPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count
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             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPAIRLM contains the value input from field QTXAIRLM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPAIRLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPAIRLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAITTM - Class 5 Accum TCB Time IFI Calls

DSPAITTM contains the accumulated Class 5 TCB time spent processing IFI calls.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPAITTM contains the value input from field QIFAAITT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPAITTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPAITTM contains the sum of all values of DSPAITTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

DSPALDAB contains the number of ALTER DATABASE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPALDAB contains the value input from field QXALDAB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPALDAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPALDAB contains the sum of all values of DSPALDAB processed in the level of summarization.

DSPALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

fffALGTM contains the accumulated wait time due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
This number represents the amount of time that an individual thread was suspended due to an ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command and not the time that it took for the entire command to complete. Db2ALGTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffALGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffALGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALGTM contains the value input from field QWAXALOG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALGTM contains the sum of all values of fffALGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALLTM - Accumulated Lock and Latch Time in Db2

fffALLTM is the accumulated lock and latch time in Db2 spent on behalf of a Db2 user during an execution of a thread.
This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for locks and latches in Db2. When Db2
makes a lock or latch request that results in a wait for a user address space, the store clock time is saved, and when
the event completes, the ending time is used to calculate the total elapsed wait time in Db2. This field is only used when
accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. Db2ALLTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffALLTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffALLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALLTM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALLTM
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffALLTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALLTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALLTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count

DSPALOCK indicates the number of IRLM lock request a Db2 application experienced. This variable is new with Db2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count
             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPALOCK contains the value input from field QTXALOCK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPALOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPALOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPALTIX - ALTER INDEX Statements

DSPALTIX is the number of ALTER INDEX statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPALTIX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPALTIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPALTIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALTJR - ALIAS Alter JAR Statements

fffALTJR is the number of ALTER JAR statements. The Java Archive (JAR) is a file format used for aggregating many files
into a single file. Db2ALTJR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTJR element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTJR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTJR is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTJR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTJR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTJR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTJR.

Range of Value:

fffALTJR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTJR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTJR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

fffALTMP is the number of ALTER MASK or PERMISSION statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2ALTMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTMP.

Range of Value:

fffALTMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALTST - ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSPALTST is the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPALTST is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPALTST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPALTST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALTTA - ALTER TABLE Statements

DSPALTTA is the number of ALTER TABLE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPALTTA is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTTA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPALTTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPALTTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALTTS - ALTER TABLESPACE Statements

DSPALTTS is the number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPALTTS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPALTTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPALTTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPALTTX - ALIAS Alter Trusted Context Statements

fffALTTX is the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement modifies the definition of a trusted
context at the current server. Db2ALTTX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTTX element. The actual
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measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTCTX.

Range of Value:

fffALTTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.

DSPALTVW - ALIAS Alter View Statements

fffALTVW is the number of ALTER VIEW statements. This statement is used to regenerate a view using an existing
definition at the current server. Db2ALTVW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffALTVW element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTVW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTVW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTVW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTVW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTVW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTVW.

Element Derivation:

fffALTVW contains the value input from field QXALTVW in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

fffALTVW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTVW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTVW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAMBTM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Data Capture

DSPAMBTM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent processing data capture describes.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPAMBTM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPAMBTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPAMBTM contains the sum of all values of DSPAMBTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPAMLTM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Log Records

DSPAMLTM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with "data
capture changes."

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPAMLTM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPAMLTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99
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Summarization Process:

DSPAMLTM contains the sum of all values of DSPAMLTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANDD - No. Data Descriptions Returned

DSPANDD contains the number of data descriptions returned in IFCID 85.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANDD contains the value input from field QIFAANDD of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANDD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANDD contains the sum of all values of DSPANDD processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANDR - No. Data Rows Returned

DSPANDR contains the number of data rows returned in IFCID 85.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANDR contains the value input from field QIFAANDR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANDR contains the sum of all values of DSPANDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPANIF - No. Entry/Exit Events Class 5

DSPANIF contains the number of entries to and exits from IFI events.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANIF contains the value input from field QIFAANIF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).
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Range of Value:

DSPANIF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANIF contains the sum of all values of DSPANIF processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANLR - No. Data Capture Log Reads

DSPANLR contains the number of log reads performed for processing IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANLR contains the value input from field QIFAANLR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANLR contains the sum of all values of DSPANLR processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANMB - No. Data Capture Describes Performed

DSPANMB contains the number of data capture describes for processing read requests.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANMB contains the value input from field QIFAANMB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANMB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANMB contains the sum of all values of DSPANMB processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANRC - No. Log Records Captured

DSPANRC contains the number of log records that can be retrieved.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANRC contains the value input from field QIFAANRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).
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Range of Value:

DSPANRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANRC contains the sum of all values of DSPANRC processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANRR - No. Log Records Returned to Caller

DSPANRR contains the number of log records returned to the caller of the IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANRR contains the value input from field QIFAANRR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANRR contains the sum of all values of DSPANRR processed in the level of summarization.

DSPANTB - No. Data Capture Tables

DSPANTB contains the number of tables returned to the caller of the IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPANTB contains the value input from field QIFAANTB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPANTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPANTB contains the sum of all values of DSPANTB processed in the level of summarization.

DSPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

DSPAPREC indicates which resource limitation option is active for a Db2 Application.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count
             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:
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DSPAPREC contains the value input from field QTXAPREC of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics. The integer value indicates the following:

     1 = Limit from specific Authorization ID and Plan Name
     2 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY Plan
     3 = Limit from specific Plan Name for ANY Authorization ID
     4 = Limit from Blank Authorization ID and Plan Name
     5 = Limit from Install -- No Entry
     6 = Limit from Install -- I/O Error
     7 = No Limit -- User has SYSADM/SYSOPR Authority
     8 = Limit from specific Authorization ID, Collection and
         Package
     9 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY
         Package
    10 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY
         Collection
    11 = Limit from Authorization ID running ANY Package and
         Collection
    12 = Limit from specific Package and Collection for any
         Authorization ID
    13 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Package
    14 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Collection
    15 = Limit from any Authorization, Package, and Collection
         (controlled by Package)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15.

Summarization Process:

DSPAPREC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPAPREC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAQRY - Query Request Count

DSPAQRY indicates the number of IRLM query requests made by a Db2 application. This variable is new with Db2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count
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             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPAQRY contains the value input from field QTXAQRY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPAQRY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPAQRY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

fffARLCT contains the number of suspensions due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
Db2ARLCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffARLCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffARLCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffARLCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffARLCT contains the value input from field QWAXALCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLCT contains the sum of all values of fffARLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

fffARLH contains the number of wait trace events processed due to latch contention. Db2ARLH is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffARLH element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffARLH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARLH is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLH
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLH
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLH

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

fffARLH contains the value input from field QWACARLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLH contains the sum of all values of fffARLH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

DSPARLID indicates the identify of the resource limit specification table in effect for a Db2 application. This variable is
new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2

  See also:  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count
             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSPARLID contains the value input from field QTXARLID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element may contain any of the following values:

Summarization Process:

DSPARLID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Db2's resource limit facility allows you to limit the amount of time permitted for the execution of the SELECT, UPDATE,
DELETE, and INSERT dynamic SQL statements. The limits are defined in one or more resource limit specification tables.
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One resource limit specification table is used for each invocation of the resource limit facility and is identified on the -
START RLIMIT command.

DSPARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

fffARREX is the number of times an array variable is expanded beyond 32K bytes. Db2ARREX is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffARREX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffARREX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARREX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDARREX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARREX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARREX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS.

Range of Value:

fffARREX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARREX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffARREX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

DSPASLAT indicates the number of times a suspend occurred due to a Latch Conflict for a Db2 application. This counter
is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSPASLAT contains the value input from field QTXASLAT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPASLAT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPASLAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPASLMT - Limit In SU's - ASUTIME

DSPASLMT indicates the number of CPU services units allowed per dynamic SQL statement execution by a Db2
application.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds
             DSPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

Element Derivation:

DSPASLMT contains the value input from field QTXASLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPASLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPASLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic SQL service unit time is the number of CPU service units permitted by any single dynamic SQL statement. A
null value implies no limit. A value of zero implies that no dynamic SQL statements are permitted.

DSPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

DSPASOTH indicates the number of times a suspend occurred due to an unspecified latch conflict for a Db2 application.
This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPASLAT - Suspend count - Latch Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSPASOTH contains the value input from field QTXASOTH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPASOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPASOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

fffATCNT contains the count of autonomous procedures executed for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF records. If these are
from DDF/RRSAF, this count is not included in fffPCNT. Db2ATCNT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffATCNT
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffATCNT, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffATCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATCNT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATCNT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time
             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled
             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffATCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffATCNT contains the sum of all values of fffATCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

fffATWAT contains the wait time for autonomous procedures to complete. Db2ATWAT is the data dictionary entry name for
the fffATWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffATWAT, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffATWAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATWAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATWAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATWAT

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed
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             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled
             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATWAT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffATWAT is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

values of Db2ATWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

DSPAUNLK indicates the number of IRLM unlock requests experienced by a Db2 user. This variable is new with Db2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPAUNLK contains the value input from field QTXAUNLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Record, Lock information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPAUNLK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPAUNLK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

The fffAVWFB data elements contain the average number of workfile blocks being used. This applies to traditional workfile
use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage might be an indication of performance degradation.

Db2AVWFB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEGAT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffDEGAT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDEGAT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASDEGAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

Type:

Computed -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used
             fffMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

Db2AVWFB is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSUAVWFB,DSUWFBCT,DSUNTHRD)

Range of Value:

Db2AVWFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2AVWFB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWATM - Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time

fffAWATM contains the accumulated time that a user spent waiting for a log to be read. For Db2 9.1 and above, fffAWATM
includes archive reads, active reads, and active-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier versions, it includes archive reads
only. Db2AWATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffAWATM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWATM contains the value input from field QWAXAWAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWATM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffAWATM contains the sum of all values of fffAWATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

fffAWBTM contains the accumulated wait time spent on TCP/IP LOB materialization. This is available at Db2 v9.1 and
higher. Db2AWBTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffAWBTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffAWBTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWBTM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffAWBTM contains the value input from field QWACALBW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWBTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWBTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWCTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time

fffAWCTM contains the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released. Db2AWCTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffAWCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffAWCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWCTM
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWCTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWCL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWCTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWDTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time

fffAWDTM contains the accumulated wait time the requester is suspended while waiting to acquire a drain lock.
Db2AWDTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWDTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWDTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWDTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWDTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWDTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWDTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWDTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWDR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWDTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

fffAWETM contains the accumulated wait time due to synchronous execution unit switch to Db2 services from a thread.
This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on. Db2AWETM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffAWETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWETM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffAWETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWETM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWETM contains the value input from field QWACAWTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWETM contains the sum of all values of fffAWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A probable cause for high values in this field occasionally is dataset preformatting. The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field:

• open/close dataset
• SYSLGRNG update
• COMMIT phase II for read-only threads (TSO and Batch only)
• HSM RECALL dataset
• dataspace manager services
• define dataset
• extend dataset
• delete dataset

DSPAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

fffAWGTM contains the wait time accumulated due to suspension for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group. Db2AWGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWGTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWGTM is included in
the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWGTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

fffAWJTM contains the wait time accumulated because an IRLM lock request was suspended due to global lock
contention. An inter-system communication is needed to resolve. Db2AWJTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffAWJTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWJTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffAWJTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWJTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWJTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWJTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWJTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffAWJTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWJTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWJTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

fffAWLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to latch contention. Db2AWLTM is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffAWLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffAWLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

fffAWLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWLTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWPTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention

fffAWPTM contains the accumulated wait time for page latch contention. Db2AWPTM is the data dictionary entry name for
the fffAWPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWPTM, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffAWPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWPTM
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Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWPTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWPTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWPTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWPTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

fffAWRTM contains the accumulated wait time for read I/O that is done under another thread, and represents the time
the thread being reported waited for the subject I/O and not the total duration of that I/O. This element is collected only if
Db2 Accounting Trace class 3 is on. Db2AWRTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWRTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWRTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWRTM
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWRTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWRTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWRTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWRTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWRTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWRTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWRTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWRTM:

• sequential prefetch
• sequential detection
• list prefetch
• synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DSPAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

fffAWWTM contains the accumulated wait time for write I/O that is done under a thread other than the thread being
reported. This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on. Db2SPZTM is the data dictionary entry
name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPZTM,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWWTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWWTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWWTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWWTM:

• asynchronous write I/O
• synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

DSPBEGSC is the beginning store clock value for the plan. For ACCUMACC roll-up records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the
raw data value used to populate DSPBEGSC contains the earliest beginning store clock value from the threads rolled-up
in the record.

Type:
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Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is store clock units.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time
             DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPBEGSC contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section
of the SMF type 101 record. If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'), DSPBEGSC is
invalid and, therefore, set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSPBEGSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPBEGSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPBEGSC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

DSPBGTCB is the beginning TCB timer value for the plan. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSPBGTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
             DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPBGTCB contains the value input from field QWACBJST in the Instrumentation Data Section
of the SMF type 101 record. For parallel child subtask (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC')
roll-up records, DSPBGTCB is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DSPBGTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPBGTCB contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPBGTCB in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSPBGTCB is used to compute a value for TCB Time (DSPTCBTM). For non-parallel or parent parallel tasks, TCB time
is computed by subtracting the value of DSPBGTCB from Ending TCB Timer (DSPENTCB). For parallel child subtask and
ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSPBGTCB is not available and TCB Time is read directly from the record.
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fffBPNx - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

fffBPNx contains the total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count
is only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at runtime. Db2BPNX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffBPNx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffBPNx, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffBPNx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPBPNx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUBPNx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

fffBPNx contains the value input from field QXXCBPNx of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffBPNx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffBPNx contains the sum of all values of fffBPNx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCALL - Number of SQL CALL Statements Executed

DSPCALL contains the number of SQL CALL statements that were executed for a plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCALL contains the value input from field QXCALL of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCALL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCALL contains the sum of all values of DSPCALL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCALLA - Times Stored Procedure Abended

DSPCALLA contains the number of times a stored procedure abended for a plan.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCALLA contains the value input from field QXCALLAB of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCALLA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCALLA contains the sum of all values of DSPCALLA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCALLR - Times SQL CALL Statement Rejected

DSPCALLR contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected for a plan because the procedure was in
a STOP ACTION(REJECT) state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCALLR contains the value input from field QXCALLRJ of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCALLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCALLR contains the sum of all values of DSPCALLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCALLT - Times SQL CALL Statement Timed Out

DSPCALLT contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled for a plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCALLT contains the value input from field QXCALLTO of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCALLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPCALLT contains the sum of all values of DSPCALLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCANM - No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB

fffCANM contains the number of times an SQL call statement waited for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled. Db2CANM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCANM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffCANM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCANM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCANM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCANM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCANM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUSPPTM - Accum TCB Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffCANM contains the value input from field QWACCANM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCANM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCANM contains the sum of all values of fffCANM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if Accounting class 3 is active.

DSPCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

DSPCATYP contains the connecting system type code.

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCATYP contains the value input from field QWHCATYP of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:
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DSPCATYP can contain the following values:

    1 = TSO foreground and background
    2 = DB2 Call Attach
    3 = DL/I Batch
    4 = CICS Attach
    5 = IMS Attach BMP
    6 = IMS Attach MPP
    7 = DB2 Private Protocol
    8 = DRDA Protocol
    9 = IMS Control Region
    A = IMS Attach Transaction Driven BMP

Summarization Process:

DSPCATYP contains the last value of DSPCATYP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPCGEN - Generic Latch Contentions

DSPCGEN contains the number of generic latch contentions in IRLM during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCGEN is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 
        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
      

Element Derivation:

DSPCGEN contains the value input from field QTXACGEN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCGEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCGEN contains the sum of all values of DSPCGEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLNO - Claim Request Count

DSPCLNO indicates the number of claim requests made by a Db2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSPDRNO  - Drain Request Count
             DSPDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count
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Element Derivation:

DSPCLNO contains the value input from field QTXACLNO of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCLNO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffCIMWX - ALIAS No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O

fffCIMWX indicates the number of synchronous write I/Os performed by Db2 on behalf of a user for buffer pool x (where x
is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, fffCIMW3 reports the value for buffer pool 80. Db2CIMWx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffCIMWx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCIMWx,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCIMWx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCIMWx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCIMWx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCIMWX contains the value input from field QBACIMW of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCIMWX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCIMWX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLOSE - CLOSE Statements

DSPCLOSE is the number of CLOSE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CLOSE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCLOSE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCLOSE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLOSE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCLOSE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

fffCLRAB contains the bytes in the log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of
logging for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by Db2 on behalf of
the thread. Db2CLRAB is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRAB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffCLRAB, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRAB is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRAB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRAB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRAB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRAB contains the value input from field QWACLRAB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCLRAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRAB contains the sum of all values of fffCLRAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLRN - NO. Log Records Written

fffCLRN contains the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by Db2 on behalf of the
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thread. Db2CLRN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRN element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffCLRN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRN

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRN contains the value input from field QWACLRN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCLRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRN contains the sum of all values of fffCLRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLS2 - No. Accounting Class 2 Data

DSPCLS2 contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 2 data was available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS2 is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCLS2 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPCLS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPCLS2 contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 2 or 7 must be active in order to gather accounting class 2 information. Both accounting class 2
and 3 are on if accounting class 3 is concurrently on.

DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected

DSPCLS2C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 2 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS2C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL20 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPCLS2C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLS2C contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS2C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLS3 - No. Accounting Class 3 Data

DSPCLS3 contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 3 data was available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS3 is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCLS3 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.
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Range of Value:

DSPCLS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLS3 contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 3 or 8 must be active in order to gather accounting class 3 information. Both Accounting class 2
and 3 are on if accounting class 2 is concurrently on.

DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected

DSPCLS3C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 3 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS3C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL30 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPCLS3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLS3C contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected

DSPCLS7C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 7 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS7C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL70 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPCLS7C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLS7C contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS7C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected

DSPCLS8C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 8 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSPPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCLS8C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL80 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPCLS8C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLS8C contains the sum of all values of DSPCLS8C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCLUN - Claim Request Unsuccessful Count

DSPCLUN indicates the number of claim requests made by a Db2 user that were unsuccessful.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSPDRNO  - Drain Request Count
             DSPDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

Element Derivation:
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DSPCLUN contains the value input from field QTXACLUN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCLUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCLUN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCMTON - COMMENT ON Statements

DSPCMTON is the number of COMMENT ON statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is COMMENT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCMTON is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCMTON.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCMTON contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCMTON that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCNNT - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.

DSPCNNT contains the number of times there was a control block latch contention for NOTIFY in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCNNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI9381

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicabl
 

Element Derivation:

DSPCNNT contains the value input from field QTXACNNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCNNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPCNNT contains the sum of all values of DSPCNNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

fffCOMM2 is the number of times during the interval that a unit of recovery successfully completed and the associated
commit duration locks were released for the user. This includes both single phase commits (sync.) and two phase
commits. Db2COMM2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCOMM2 element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffCOMM2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCOMM2 is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCOMM2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCOMM2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCOMM2

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is commit phase two invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCOMM2 contains the value input from field QWACCOMM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCOMM2 contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCOMM2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCOST - Processing Cost

DSPCOST is the processing cost associated with the plan for the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is dollars.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is set to zero in the Db2 input format routine. It is available for user modifications to the component.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks

DSPCPLK contains the number of change requests for physical locks made for this plan during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPCPLK contains the value input from field QTGACPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCPLK contains the sum of all values of DSPCPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCPODB - CPU Time Only on a Db2 TCB

DSPCPODB tracks only the CPU time within Db2 that is not reported for a task outside Db2 that initiates a call to Db2.
This includes CPU time not reported for batch, TSO, CICS, and IMS. It does include CPU activity for child tasks, rollups,
and ACCUMACC rollups of DDF/RRSAF CPU activity. DSPCPODB does not include CPU time consumed on IBM
specialty engine processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPCATYP - Connecting System Type Code
             DSPCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
             DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPCPODB is derived by setting DSPCPODB to DSPCPUTM when any of the following
conditions is met:

• Db2PTASK has a value of ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP.
• Db2CONN has a value other than BATCH or TSO.
• DSPCATYP has a value other than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 or 11.

Range of Value:
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DSPCPODB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCPODB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCPODB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPCPODB offers an alternative to DSPCPUTM for reporting. Although DSPCPUTM carries CPU time for Db2 functions,
data sources for tasks outside Db2 also report much of the CPU activity that is covered by DSPCPUTM.

Since the DSPCPODB element does not carry this overlapping CPU time, it can complement the CPU time already
reported in other MICS Data Integration Areas. Beginning with Db2 Version 6 and CICS CTS Version 2.2, CICS began
using IBM's open transaction environment (OTE) to connect to Db2. This connection method causes much of the CPU
time for Db2 to be expended on the TCB that is initiated by CICS.

The CPU time for Db2 that is also tracked by CICS is carried in the following elements in the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS:

• CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time
• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

If an IMS transaction initiates a Db2 thread, the CPU time to create the thread is included in these elements in the MICS
Analyzer Option for IMS:

• ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
• ISUDb2TM - Db2 CPU Time (Used only if IMF is the data source)

Db2 threads initiated by batch jobs or by TSO sessions accumulate CPU time that is reported in type 30 records that are
processed in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. Following ar the elements that contain the CPU time:

• JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time
• JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

DSPCPUNI - User Instructions

DSPCPUNI is an estimate of the number of instructions that were executed by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is instructions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCPUNI is computed using the following algorithm:

  DSPCPUNI=(DSUTCBTM+DSUSRBTM)*MIPS;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

fffCPUTM is the user class 1 TCB time. This variable represents the total CPU time used by Db2 on behalf of work
performed for the connecting user. fffCPUTM does not include activity reported in the DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or
DSUUDCTM elements. fffCPUTM does include the CPU time reported in the DSUTRTTM element.

The fffCP1TM element does report the total Class 1 TCB time for a Db2 user.

Beginning with Db2 Version 6, Db2 no longer records SRB time in the transaction records.

Db2CPUTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several files as element fffCPUTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUTM is included in the following files:

   File     File                                 Element
   Name     Description                          Name
   ------   --------------------------------     -------
   DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUTM
   DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUTM
   DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUTM

fffCPUTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 See also:  fffCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
            fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
            fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
            fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
            fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
            fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUTM is set to the value of TCB (fffTCBTM) CPU time.

Range of Value:

fffCPUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUTM contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using Db2 user activity CPU time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, WAS, IMS,
and CICS after CTS Version 2.2 and Db2 Version 6, and so on) connect to Db2 in such a way that the Db2 TCB time is
included in the TCB time values of the connecting subsystem's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the log records of the connecting applications, as well as from
the fffCPUTM data element.
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DSPCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ1 is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments.

Before the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can
now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines. The raw data
metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the CP and
specialty engine processors run at different speeds.

Db2CPUZ1 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUZ1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCPUZ1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUZ1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ1 contains the value input from field QWACCLS1_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCPUZ1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ1 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in Db2 on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ2 is the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on
an IBM zIIP processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty
engine. The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models
where the CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds. Db2CPUZ2 is the data dictionary entry name for
the fffCPUZ2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffCPUZ2, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffCPUZ2 is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ2 contains the value input from field QWACCLS2_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCPUZ2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ2 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. fffCPUZ2 is a subset of DSUCPUZ1.

DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

fffCP1TM is the total CPU time consumed by a Db2 user task on a general purpose processor (CP). It includes CPU
(TCB) time for non-nested activity, stored procedures, User Defined Functions (UDF), and triggers. It includes CPU time
for ACCUMACC rollups, for parallel query child rollups, as well as for individual child records that have not been rolled up.
It contains the CPU activity for parent tasks also. fffCP1TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine
processors. Db2CP1TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCP1TM element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffCP1TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCP1TM is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP1TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP1TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP1TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedure
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time
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             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm EXEC Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffCP1TM is derived by the formula:

fffCP1TM = fffCPUTM + fffSPPTM + fffUDCTM + fffTTETM

Range of Value:

fffCP1TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP1TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP1TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Class 1 CPU time includes CPU or TCB time for the user or application. The total CPU time in Db2 itself on behalf
of a user is recorded in the fffCP2TM element. In computing the value of fffCP1TM, the Accum TCB Time Under Cntl
Trigger (fffTRTTM) element is not included in the formula since its value is already included as part of the fffCPUTM value.
Exercise care when using Db2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS,
CICS after CTS Version 2.2, Db2 Version 6, etc.) connect to Db2 in such a way that the Db2 TCB time is included in the
TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the
connecting applications log records as well as from the fffTCBTM data element.

DSPCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

fffCP2TM is the total Class 2 CPU time consumed in Db2. This includes CPU (or TCB) time reported in fffTC2TM,
fffSP2TM, and fffUDTTM. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the Db2 address space performing work on behalf
of a user. fffCP2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value. Db2CP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffCP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffCP2TM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffCP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP2TM

  See also:  fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             fffTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
             fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

The values of fffCP2TM are computed by the following formula:

fffCP2TM = fffTC2TM + fffSP2TM + fffUDTTM

Range of Value:
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fffCP2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Exercise care when using Db2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO,
CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to Db2 in such a way that the Db2 TCB time is included in the TCB time values in the caller's
transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting applications log
records as well as from the fffCP2TM data element.

DSPCRAL - Create Alias

DSPCRAL is the number of Create Alias DDL statements issued by this Db2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRAL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXCRALS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSPCRASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM
during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRASL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
      

Element Derivation:

DSPCRASL contains the value input from field QTXACRAL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRASL contains the sum of all values of DSPCRASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRCH - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCRCH contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRCH is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSPCRCH contains the value input from field QTXACRCH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPCRCH contains the sum of all values of DSPCRCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRCP - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCRCP contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCRCP contains the value input from field QTXACRCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRCP contains the sum of all values of DSPCRCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRCTX - ALIAS Create Trusted Context Statements

fffCRCTX is the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement defines a trusted context at the
current server. A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID
and a connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain
name, or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name. Db2CRCTX is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRCTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffCRCTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRCTX is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRCTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRCTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRCTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRCTX.

Range of Value:

fffCRCTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRCTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRCTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRDAB - CREATE DATABASE Statements

DSPCRDAB is the number of CREATE DATABASE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRDAB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRDAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRDAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRDAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

fffCREMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2CREMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCREMP element. The actual measurement,
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however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCREMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCREMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCREMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCREMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCREMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACREMP.

Range of Value:

fffCREMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCREMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCREMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRINX - CREATE INDEX Statements

DSPCRINX is the number of CREATE INDEX statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRINX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRINX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRINX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRINX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPCRLK - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCRLK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRLK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
      

Element Derivation:

DSPCRLK contains the value input from field QTXACRLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRLK contains the sum of all values of DSPCRLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRNT - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCRNT contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for NOTIFY in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCRNT contains the value input from field QTXACRNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRNT contains the sum of all values of DSPCRNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRQF - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSPCRQF contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM
during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRQF is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
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Element Derivation:

DSPCRQF contains the value input from field QTXACRQF of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRQF contains the sum of all values of DSPCRQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRROL - ALIAS Create Role Statements

fffCRROL is the number of CREATE ROLE statements. Roles are database entities that group together one or more
privileges. They simplify management of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to
control access to enterprise objects at a level of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles
are available only in a trusted context. Db2CRROL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRROL element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRROL, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffCRROL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRROL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRROL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRROL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRROL.

Range of Value:

fffCRROL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRROL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRROL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRSTG - CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSPCRSTG is the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRSTG is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRSTG.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRSTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRSTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRSYN - CREATE SYNONYM Statements

DSPCRSYN is the number of CREATE SYNONYM statements that the plan issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRSYN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRSYN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRSYN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRSYN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRTAB - CREATE TABLE Statements

DSPCRTAB is the number of CREATE TABLE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCRTAB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRTAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPCRTAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCRTAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

fffCRTSV is the number of CREATE VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
Db2CRTSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCRTSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRTSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRTSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRTSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRTSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRTSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACRTSV.

Range of Value:

fffCRTSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRTSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRTSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCRUK - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCRUK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for UNLOCK in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCRUK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCRUK contains the value input from field QTXACRUK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCRUK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCRUK contains the sum of all values of DSPCRUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

DSPCSLM contains the number of change requests propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) under the
user's execution unit. If the change request is suspended before going to XES, DSPCSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSPCSLM contains the value input from field QTGACSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPCSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCSLM contains the sum of all values of DSPCSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCTABS - CREATE TABLESPACE Statements

DSPCTABS is the number of CREATE TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPCTABS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCTABS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCTABS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPCTABS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCUDNE - No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events

fffCUDNE contains the number of SQL Entry/Exit events that were performed by User-Defined Functions. This field is only
populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active. Db2CUDNE is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCUDNE
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCUDNE, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffCUDNE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCUDNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCUDNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCUDNE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCUDNE contains the value input from field QWACUDNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCUDNE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffCUDNE contains the sum of all values of fffCUDNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

DSPCWASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM
during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWASL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCWASL contains the value input from field QTXACWAL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWASL contains the sum of all values of DSPCWASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWCH - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCWCH contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWCH is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
      

Element Derivation:

DSPCWCH contains the value input from field QTXACWCH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWCH contains the sum of all values of DSPCWCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note

DSPCWCP - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCWCP contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
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Element Derivation:

DSPCWCP contains the value input from field QTXACWCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWCP contains the sum of all values of DSPCWCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLD is the number of times a duplicate statement instance is created by Db2. A duplicate statement instance is in the
statement cache for a dynamic statement that had literals replaced by CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
characteristic. The created duplicate instance was needed because a cache match failed as a result of literal re-usability
criteria. Db2CWLD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLD element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLD is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLD.

Range of Value:

fffCWLD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPCWLK - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCWLK contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWLK is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCWLK contains the value input from field QTXACWLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWLK contains the sum of all values of DSPCWLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLM is the number of times matching reusable copies of dynamic statements are found, by Db2, in statement cache
during preparation of a statement that had literals replaced because of CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.
Db2CWLM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLM
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLM.

Range of Value:

fffCWLM can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLP is the number of times dynamic statements are parsed by Db2 because the CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the dynamic statement cache.
Db2CWLP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLP is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLP.

Range of Value:
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fffCWLP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLR is the number of times a minimum of one literal is replaced, by Db2, in a dynamic statement because the
CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the
dynamic statement cache. Db2CWLR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCWLR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffCWLR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLR.

Range of Value:

fffCWLR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWQF - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

DSPCWQF contains the number of times there was workunit hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM during
the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWQF is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCWQF contains the value input from field QTXACWQF of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWQF contains the sum of all values of DSPCWQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPCWSY - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSPCWSY contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for SYNC in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPCWSY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 
 SEE ALSO:  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPCWSY contains the value input from field QTXACWSY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPCWSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPCWSY contains the sum of all values of DSPCWSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDEAD - Deadlock Count

DSPDEAD is the number of deadlocks the plan incurred during the interval. The deadlock count indicates the number of
lock contentions between two or more agents. A change in the way Db2 resources are accessed by application programs
can reduce this contention (for example, use class scheduling with IMS/VS).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is deadlock.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDEAD is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label QTXADEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDEAD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count

DSPDEADE contains the number of times a DBMS Deadlock exit was called during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPDEADE is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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        SEE ALSO:  DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSPRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSPSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSPTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSPDEADE contains the value input from field QTXADEAD of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPDEADE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDEADE contains the sum of all values of DSPDEADE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDEFVU - CREATE VIEW Statements

DSPDEFVU is the number of CREATE VIEW statements that the plan issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDEFVU is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDEFVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDEFVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDEFVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

Db2DEGAT contain the count of parallel groups that fell back into sequential mode as a result of executing under an
autonomous procedure. fffDEGAT is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system
negotiation result of system stress level. Db2DEGAT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEGAT element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDEGAT, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffDEGAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDEGAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDEGAT.

Range of Value:

fffDEGAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDEGAT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDEGAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDELET - DELETE Statements

DSPDELET is the number of DELETE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DELETE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDELET is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, Label
QXDELET.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDELET contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDELET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDESC - DESCRIBE Statements

DSPDESC is the number of DESCRIBE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DESCRIBE statements.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDESC is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDESC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDESC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDESC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

fffDGBUF contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell back
to sequential mode because of storage shortage or buffer pool contention. Db2DGBUF is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffDGBUF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffDGBUF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDGBUF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGBUF
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGBUF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGBUF contains the value input from field QXDEGBUF of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGBUF contains the sum of all values of fffDGBUF processed in the level of summarization.

DSPDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

fffDGCUR contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operations because of a cursor that can
be used for update or delete. Db2DGCUR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDGCUR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGCUR, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffDGCUR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGCUR
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGCUR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGCUR contains the value input from field QXDEGCUR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGCUR contains the sum of all values of fffDGCUR processed in the level of summarization.

DSPDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

fffDGESA contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operations because of lack of ESA
sort support. Db2DGESA is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDGESA element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGESA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDGESA is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGESA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGESA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGESA contains the value input from field QXDEGESA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGESA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGESA contains the sum of all values of fffDGESA processed in the level of summarization.

DSPDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

fffDGNGP is the number of times the parallel groups that were degraded to sequential processing due to system
negotiation as a result of system stress level. Db2DGNGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDGNGP
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGNGP, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffDGNGP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDGNGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGNGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGNGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffDGNGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGNGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDGNGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDLCL - Total Local Deadlocks

DSPDLCL contains the total number of local deadlocks that occurred during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPDLCL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSPTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSPRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSPNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
 

Element Derivation:

DSPDLCL contains the value input from field QTXADLCL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPDLCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDLCL contains the sum of all values of DSPDLCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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fffDPFx - ALIAS No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BPx

fffDPFx is the number of dynamic prefetch requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, element fffDPFx
reports the value for buffer pool 80. This is the process that is triggered because of sequential detection. Db2DPFx is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffDPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDPFx
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPF - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffDPFx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACDPF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRAL - Drop Alias

DSPDRAL is the number of Drop Alias DDL statements issued by this Db2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRAL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXDRPAL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPDRNO - Drain Request Count

DSPDRNO indicates the number of drain requests made by a Db2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSPCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSPDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

Element Derivation:

DSPDRNO contains the value input from field QTXADRNO of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRNO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPDB - DROP DATABASE Statements

DSPDRPDB is the number of DROP DATABASE statements issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPDB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPDB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPDB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPIX - DROP INDEX Statements

DSPDRPIX is the number of DROP INDEX statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPIX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPKG - No. DROP PACKAGE Statements

DSPDRPKG contains the number of DROP PACKAGE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPDRPKG contains the value input from field QXDRPPKG of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPDRPKG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPKG contains the sum of all values of DSPDRPKG processed in the level of summarization.

DSPDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

fffDRPMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during
the interval. Db2DRPMP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDCREMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPMP.

Range of Value:

fffDRPMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPRO - ALIAS Drop Role Statements

fffDRPRO is the number of DROP ROLE statements. This statement removes a role from the current server. When a role
is dropped, all privileges and authorities that have been previously granted to that role are revoked. If this role is the owner
of statements in the dynamic statement cache, the cached statements are invalidated. Db2DRPRO is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPRO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffDRPRO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPRO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPRO
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPRO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPRO

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPROL.

Range of Value:

fffDRPRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPRO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPRO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Roles are database entities that group together one or more privileges. Creation of these entities simplifies management
of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to control access to enterprise objects at a level
of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles are available only in a trusted context.

DSPDRPST - DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSPDRPST is the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statement.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPST is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

fffDRPSV is the number of DROP VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.
Db2DRPSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPSV.

Range of Value:

fffDRPSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPDRPSY - DROP SYNONYM Statements

DSPDRPSY is the number of DROP SYNONYM statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPSY is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPSY.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPSY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPSY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPTA - DROP TABLE Statements

DSPDRPTA is the number of DROP TABLE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPTA is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPTA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPTS - DROP TABLESPACE Statements

DSPDRPTS is the number of DROP TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSPDRPTS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRPTX - ALIAS Drop Trusted Context Statements

fffDRPTX is the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement removes a trusted context from
the current server. When a trusted context is dropped, all associations to attributes (IP addresses, job names) and
associations to users of the trusted context are dropped. If the trusted context is dropped while trusted connections for the
context are active, the connections remain active until they terminate or the next attempt at reuse is made. Db2DRPTX is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDRPTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffDRPTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPCTX.

Range of Value:

fffDRPTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.

DSPDRPVU - DROP VIEW Statements

DSPDRPVU is the number of DROP VIEW statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPDRPVU is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRPVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRPVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRTA - Global Requests Denied

DSPDRTA contains the number of global requests denied because a retained lock is incompatible.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks
             DSPLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

Element Derivation:

DSPDRTA contains the value input from field QTGADRTA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPDRTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRTA contains the sum of all values of DSPDRTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDRUN - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

DSPDRUN indicates the number of drain requests made by a Db2 user that were unsuccessful.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSPCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSPDRNO  - Drain Request Count

Element Derivation:
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DSPDRUN contains the value input from field QTXADRUN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDRUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPDRUN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDSCRT - No. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

DSPDSCRT contains the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPDSCRT contains the value input from field QXDSCRTB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPDSCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPDSCRT contains the sum of all values of DSPDSCRT processed in the level of summarization.

DSPDSNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr

fffDSNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the Data
Space Manager service tasks. Db2DSNS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDSNS element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDSNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffDSNS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSNS contains the value input from field QWAXDSNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffDSNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffDSNS contains the sum of all values of fffDSNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDSSTM - Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager

fffDSSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 Data Space Manager
Services, which include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM catalog access.
Db2DSSTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDSSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDSSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDSSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSSTM contains the value input from field QWAXDSSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDSSTM contains the sum of all values of fffDSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

Db2DSTSN is the SMF record sequence number.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2DSTSN is derived from the SMF Db2 product data section, label QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2DSTSN in the records processed
for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

fffEGENC contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable during the measurement interval. Db2EGENC is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffEGENC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffEGENC, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffEGENC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPEGENC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUEGENC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffEGENC contains the value input from field QXDEGENC of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3). This field is not available
at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffEGENC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

fffEGENC contains the sum of all values of fffEGENC processed in the level of summarization.

DSPELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

fffELGZP is the subset of accumulated CPU time executed on a standard CP that was eligible to run on IBM zIIP
processors. For Db2 v10.1, IBM APAR PM57206 must be applied for fffELGZP to be populated. IBM has identified this
as a serviceability field. See Usage Notes below. Db2ELGZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffELGZP element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffELGZP, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffELGZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASELGZP
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPELGZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUELGZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffELGZP contains the value input from field QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffELGZP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffELGZP contains the sum of all values of fffELGZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time

DSPELPTM is the elapsed time for the plan during the interval. For threads using query CP parallelism, this data element
does not include the elapsed time of the parallel child subtasks originated by the parent task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock
             DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock
             DSPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time
             DSPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPELPTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the SMF type 101 accounting
record represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC tasks and for the parent record of a Db2
parallel query (Db2PTASK values of 'NONE' or 'PARENT') DSPELPTM is computed using the following algorithm:
   DSPELPTM = DSPENDSC - DSPBEGSC

• For MICS database records representing ACCUMACC roll-up records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'), DSPELPTM contains
the value input from field QWACESC in the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3
record.

• For parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DSPELPTM is set equal to 0.
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Range of Value:

DSPELPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPELPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPELPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Threads that do not terminate, such as CICS primed threads and IMS wait for input message regions, may have an
ending clock value and an elapsed time. Elapsed time includes the time the thread was inactive and waiting to perform
work.

DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock

DSPENDSC is the ending store clock value for the plan. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSPENDSC is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is store clock timer units.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock
             DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPENDSC contains the value input from field QWACESC in the Instrumentation Data Section
of the SMF 101 record. For parallel child subtask (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-
up records, DSPENDSC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DSPENDSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPENDSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPENDSC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPENTCB - Ending TCB Timer

DSPENTCB is the ending TCB timer value for the plan. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSPENTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer
             DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, DSPENTCB contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the Instrumentation Data Section
in the SMF type 101 record. For parallel child subtask (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC')
roll-up records, DSPENTCB is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DSPENTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPENTCB contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPENTCB in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSPENTCB is used to compute a value for TCB Time (DSPTCBTM). For non-parallel or parent parallel tasks, TCB time
is computed by subtracting the value of Beginning TCB Timer (DSPBGTCB) from DSPENTCB. For parallel child subtask
and ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSPENTCB is not available and TCB Time is read directly from the record.

DSPENTEX - NO. of Entry/Exit Events Processed

fffENTEX is the number of entry/exit events processed by a Db2 user during the life of a thread. It is used in calculations
to determine Db2 elapsed and processor times. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, fffENTEX is not available. Db2ENTEX is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffENTEX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffENTEX, where fff is the file identifier value. fffENTEX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASENTEX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPENTEX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUENTEX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffENTEX contains the value input from field QWACARNA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP files, if the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'),
fffENTEX is set to 0, because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', fffENTEX is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

fffENTEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffENTEX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffENTEX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPET2TM - Elapsed Time In Db2

fffET2TM is the Class 2 accumulated elapsed time in Db2. This variable contains valid data only when accounting classes
1 and 2 are specified. Db2 tracks the amount of time spent on performing Db2 work on behalf of a user. For threads using
query CP parallelism, this data element does not include the elapsed time in Db2 of the parallel child subtasks originated
by the parent task. Db2ET2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffET2TM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffET2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffET2TM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASET2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPET2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUET2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWACASC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP DETAIL timespan, fffET2TM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the
accounting record represents:

• For all MICS database records representing tasks other than parallel transaction child records (individual or roll-up).
• For parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK values of CHILD or ROLLUP), fffET2TM is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of fffET2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffET2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffET2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value represents the amount of time a TSO, IMS, or CICS user's address space spent performing work in Db2's
address space.

DSPFCCT - No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit

fffFCCTX contains the number of wait trace events processed for Force-At-Commit operations. Db2FCCT is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFCCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffFCCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
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    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPFCCT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUFCCT
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASFCCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPFCCT

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWAXFCCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffFCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFCCT contains the sum of all values of fffFCCT processed in the level of summarization.

DSPFCNT - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

DSPFCNT contains the number of false connections for LOCK and UNLOCK requests. False connections occur when
different resource names hash to the same entry in the Coupling Facility lock table. The Coupling Facility detects this
contention within the hash entry and XES uses intersystem messing to determine that no actual resource contention
exists.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks
             DSPLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

Element Derivation:

DSPFCNT contains the value input from field QTGAFCNT of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPFCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPFCNT contains the sum of all values of DSPFCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If IBM APARS OA12164 and PK85159 are not applied, this value will be zero.

DSPFETCH - Number of FETCH Statements

DSPFETCH is the number of FETCH statements that were processed by a Db2 plan during the life of a thread. The SQL
FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the values of that row to host variables.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPFETCH is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section,
QXFETCH.

Range of Value:

DSPFETCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPFETCH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPFETCH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPFLGS - Accounting Class Flags

DSPFLGS indicates whether Accounting Class 2 or Class 3 dta is present.

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPFLGS contains the value input from field QWACFLGS of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPFLGS can contain the following values:

    x'0001' indicating Accounting Class 2 data is present
    x'0002' indicating Accounting Class 3 data is present

Summarization Process:

DSPFLGS contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

DSPFLSE - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

DSPFLSE contains the number of synchronous to asyncronous heuristic conversions for lock requests in XES. When XES
determines it is more efficient process the request asynchronously to the coupling facility, the conversion is done.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention
             DSPSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention
             DSPFCNT  - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

Element Derivation:

DSPFLSE contains the value input from field QTGAFLSE of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:
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DSPFLSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPFLSE contains the sum of all values of DSPFLSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSPFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

fffFRIDS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because RIDPOOL storage was
not available to hold the list of RIDs. Db2FRIDS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDS.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

fffFRIDT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs
exceeded one or more internal limits. Db2FRIDT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDT
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDT.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSP Data Dictionary Elements: DSPGxxxx to DSPMxxxx
This article lists the Db2 Plan Activity File (Db2DSP) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSPGPGRx
(fffGPGRx) through DSPMXZTT.

fffGPGRx - ALIAS GETPAGE Requests BPx

fffGPGRx is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 on behalf of a user for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, or 2).
For x = 3, fffGPGR3 reports the value for buffer pool 80. DSUGPGRx is incremented by one each time the page access
function is requested. The counter is not incremented when the page accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look-
aside function. Db2GPGRx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffGPGRx element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffGPGRx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffGPGRx is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPGPGRx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUGPGRx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffGPGRx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACGET.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffGPGRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUGPGRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPGRANT - GRANT Statements

DSPGRANT is the number of GRANT statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is GRANT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPGRANT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXGRANT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPGRANT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPGRANT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPIGLO - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

DSPIGLO contains the number of suspends due to IRLM (internal lock resource manager) global contention for this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSPSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSPIGLO contains the value input from field QTGAIGLO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPIGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPIGLO contains the sum of all values of DSPIGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSPIGLO, DSPSGLO, and DSPFLSE.
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DSPINCRB - Incremental Binds

DSPINCRB is the number of incremental binds, excluding prepares, that were completed by the Db2 system for the plan
during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is binds.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPINCRB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXINCRB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPINCRB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPINCRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPINSRT - INSERT Statements

DSPINSRT is the number of INSERT statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is INSERT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPINSRT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXINSRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPINSRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPINSRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPIOETM - Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time in Db2

fffIOETM is the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time in Db2 spent on behalf of one of its users during an execution of a
thread. This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for an I/O operation in Db2. When
Db2 makes an I/O request for a user, the store clock time is saved, and when the I/O completes, the ending time is used
to calculate the total elapsed I/O time. The result is added to the previously saved elapsed I/O time in Db2. This field is
only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. Db2IOETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffIOETM
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffIOETM, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffIOETM is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASIOETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIOETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIOETM

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

MICS DERIVATION: At the detail timespan, fffIOETM is obtained from field QWACAWTI as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIOETM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

Db2ISEQ is the sequence number for instrumentation identification. This sequence number is incremented for each
record that is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2ISEQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. It is reset whenever Db2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

Db2ISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2ISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

fffISTOR contains the number of times that the sparse index was disabled due to insufficient storage. fffISTOR contains
the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of
the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2ISTOR is the
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MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffISTOR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffISTOR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffISTOR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDISTOR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPISTOR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUISTOR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSISTOR.

Range of Value:

fffISTOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffISTOR contains the sum of all values of fffISTOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSPIWF - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Db2IWF contains the number of times that the sparse index built a physical work file for probing. fffIWF contains the
maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of the
parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. Db2IWF is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIWF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffIWF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffIWF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDIWF
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIWF
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIWF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both Db2DSP
and Db2DSU files, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement data section,
label QXSIWF.

Range of Value:

fffIWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIWF contains the sum of all values of fffIWF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSPIXLE - No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE

fffIXLE contains the number of wait trace events processed for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
Db2IXLE is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIXLE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIXLE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLE
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLE
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASIXLE
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLE

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLE contains the value input from the QWAXIXLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLE contains the sum of all values of fffIXLE processed in the level of summarization.

DSPIXLTM - Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch

fffIXLTM contains the wait time for IXLCACHE and IXLFCOMP asynchronous requests. Db2IXLTM is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffIXLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffIXLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLTM
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    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLTM contains the value input from the QWAXIXLT field as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLTM contains the sum of all values of fffIXLTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

fffJINCS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because
RIDPOOL storage was not available to hold the list of RIDs. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCS.

Range of Value:

fffJINCS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

fffJINCT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits. This counter is incremented each time Db2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. Db2JINCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffJINCT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCT.

Range of Value:

fffJINCT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLABEL - Number of LABEL ON Statements

DSPLABEL is the number of LABEL ON statements that were processed by a Db2 plan during the life of a thread. Db2
names are at most 18 bytes long. The LABEL ON statement allows you to give names to tables, views, and columns
which are longer than 18 bytes. Up to 30-byte names can be specified. Labels can also be used to provide names in other
languages, including those using double-byte characters.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPLABEL is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section,
QXLABON.

Range of Value:

DSPLABEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPLABEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPLABEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLCCP - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

DSPLCCP contains the total number of compatibility queue elements generated during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPLCCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  DSPUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements
        

Element Derivation:

DSPLCCP contains the value input from field QTXALCCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPLCCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLCCP contains the sum of all values of DSPLCCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLCMM - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSPLCMM contains the number of times there was Main latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPLCMM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  DSPLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
            DSPLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
        

Element Derivation:

DSPLCMM contains the value input from field QTXALCMM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPLCMM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLCMM contains the sum of all values of DSPLCMM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSPLCMU - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

DSPLCMU contains the number of times there was a Main latch contention due to Use Count not being zero in IRLM
during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPLCMU is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 
 SEE ALSO:  DSPLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSPLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
 

Element Derivation:

DSPLCMU contains the value input from field QTXALCMU of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPLCMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

DSPLCMU contains the sum of all values of DSPLCMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLCSM - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSPLCSM contains the number of times there was Secondary latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM during the
execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPLCSM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSPLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
      

Element Derivation:

DSPLCSM contains the value input from field QTXALCSM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPLCSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPLCSM contains the sum of all values of DSPLCSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLEEM - Number of Lock Escalations to Exclusive

DSPLEEM is the number of lock escalations to exclusive mode by a plan in the Db2 system during the life of a thread.
This capability allows page locking to be automatically escalated to tablespace locking when too many system resources
are being used by a thread. The major resource being controlled is lock storage. Page locking is used when few pages
are accessed by a thread, allowing maximum concurrency among multiple threads. When a thread acquires an excessive
number of page locks, locking is escalated to the tablespace level, allowing less concurrency but taking fewer resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPLEEM is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section, QTXALEX.

Range of Value:

DSPLEEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLEEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPLEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLESM - Number of Lock Escalations to Shared

DSPLESM is the number of lock escalations to shared mode in the Db2 system during the life of a thread. It measures the
total lock escalation activity of a plan. DSPLESM reflects the NUMLKTS installation parameter value (maximum number of
page locks an application can hold against all tablespaces in the subsystem) rather than the degree of page locking in an
application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPLESM is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section, QTXALES.

Range of Value:

DSPLESM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLESM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPLESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPLOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

The fffLOBCT contains the count of wait trace events for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise
Data Compression (zEDC) hardware.

Db2LOBCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEBAT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffLOBCT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBCT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBCT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

The fffLOBWT contains the wait time for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise Data Compression
(zEDC) hardware.

Db2LOBWT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLOBWT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBWT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBWT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBWT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBWT
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffLOBWT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBWT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBWT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLOCK - LOCK TABLE Statements

DSPLOCK is the number of LOCK TABLE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is LOCK statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPLOCK is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXLOCK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPLOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffLPFX - ALIAS No. List Prefetch Requested BPx

The fffLPFX data elements contain the number of list prefetch requests for each buffer pool. For x = 0, 1, or 2, fffLPFx
contains the value for buffer pool x. For x = 3, fffLPF3, contains the value for buffer pool 80. Db2LPFx is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffLPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffLPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDLPFx
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffLPFX contains the value input from fields QBACLPF, or QBSTLPF, of the SMF type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffLPFX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPFX contains the sum of all values of fffLPFX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity,
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

DSPLPLK contains the number of lock requests for physical locks made for this plan during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPLPLK contains the value input from field QTGALPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPLPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLPLK contains the sum of all values of DSPLPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPLSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

DSPLSLM contains the number of lock requests propagated to MVS Cross-System Extended Services (MVS XES) under
the user's execution unit. If the lock request is suspended before going to XES, DSPLSLM is not incremented.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSPLSLM contains the value input from field QTGALSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPLSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPLSLM contains the sum of all values of DSPLSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMALCT - Max Archive Log Suspensions

DSPMALCT contains the maximum number of suspensions due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
commands.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

Element Derivation:

DSPMALCT is set to the value of DSPARLCT for every detail observation of the field QWACALCT in the Type 101 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 3): QWACALCT in Db2 6.1 QWAXALCT in Db2 6.1 and higher

Range of Value:

DSPMALCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMALCT contains the maximum value of DSPMALCT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMCHG - Max Change Lock Requests

DSPMCHG is a count of the maximum number of IRLM change lock requests for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS
summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPACHG - Change Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMCHG is set to the value of DSPACHG for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXACHG.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMCHG contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPACHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMDEAD - Max Deadlocks

DSPMDEAD is a count of the maximum number of deadlocks in the MICS summarization interval involving this Db2
PLAN.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPDEAD - Deadlock Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMDEAD is set to the value of DSPDEAD for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXADEA.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMDEAD contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMELPT - Max Elapsed Time Acct. Class 1

DSPMELPT is the maximum elapsed time spent executing this Db2 PLAN as measured from the first SQL call to program
termination.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMELPT is set to the value of DSPELPTM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMELPT contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPELPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPMEL2T - Max Elapsed Time in Db2 Class 2

DSPMEL2T is the maximum elapsed time spent in Db2 while executing this Db2 PLAN. This time excludes all elapsed
times for application program processing outside of an SQL statement.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPET2TM - Class 3 Accumulated Elapsed Time in DB

Element Derivation:

DSPMEL2T is set to the value of DSPET2TM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMEL2T contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPET2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMENTX - Max Entry/Exits

DSPMENTX is a count of the maximum number of entry exit events processed for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS
summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPENTEX - No.  Entry/Exit Events Processed

Element Derivation:

DSPMENTX is set to the value of DSPENTEX for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting
Instrumentation data section, label QWACARNA.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMENTX contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPENTEX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMERGE - ALIAS Merge Statements

fffMERGE is the number of MERGE statements. This statement combines the conditional UPDATE and INSERT
operations on a target, using the values from source. The source data that matches the target is used to update the target
table rows. The source data that does not match the target is used to insert into the target table. Db2MERGE is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMERGE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMERGE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMERGE is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMERGE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMERGE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMERGE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMERGE.

Range of Value:

fffMERGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMERGE contains the sum of all occurrences of fffMERGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMGPGx - Max BPx GETPAGE Requests

DSPMGPGx is a count of the maximum number of GETPAGE requests for the buffer pool indicated by the designator 'x'
while processing this Db2 PLAN.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPGPGRx - GETPAGE Requests

Element Derivation:

DSPMGPGx is set to the value of DSPGPGRx for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting
Buffer Pool data section, label QBACGET.

Range of Value:

DSPMGPGx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMGPGx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPMGPGx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMIOTM - Max I/O Elapsed Wait Time in Db2

DSPMIOTM is the maximum I/O elapsed wait time spent in Db2 while executing this Db2 PLAN.
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Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPIOETM - DB2 I/O Elapsed Time

MICS DERIVATION: DSPMIOTM is set to the value of DSPIOETM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101
record's Instrumentation data section.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMIOTM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPIOETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting Class 3 traces must be started to generate data for this element.

DSPMIRLM - Max IRLM Lock Requests

DSPMIRLM is a count of the maximum number of other IRLM lock requests for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization
interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMIRLM is set to the value of DSPAIRLM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXAIRLM.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMIRLM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPAIRLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSPMIXNL is the number of times multiple index access was not used because the RID limit was reached.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPMIXU  - Multiple INDEX Path Used
             DSPMIXNU - Mult INDX Not Used - No Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPMIXNL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXMRMIAP.
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Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMIXNL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPMIXNL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

DSPMIXNU is the number of times multiple index access was not used because storage was not available for RIDs.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used
             DSPMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPMIXNU is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXNSMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMIXNU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPMIXNU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMIXU - Multiple Index Path Used

DSPMIXU is the number times a multiple index access path was used.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit
             DSPMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPMIXU is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXMIAP.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMIXU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPMIXU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPMLEEM - Max Escalate to Exclusive Lock

DSPMLEEM is a count of the maximum number of lock escalations to the exclusive status for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS
summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPLEEM - No. Lock Escalations to Exclusive Mode

Element Derivation:

DSPMLEEM is set to the value of DSPLEEM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXALEX.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMLEEM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPLEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMLESM - Max Escalate to Shared Lock

DSPMLESM is a count of the maximum number of lock escalations to shared status for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS
summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPLESM - No. Lock Escalations to Shared Mode

Element Derivation:

DSPMLESM is set to the value of DSPLESM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXALES.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMLESM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPLESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMLGTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

DSPMLGTM contains the maximum wait time due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
This number represents the amount of time that an individual thread was suspended due to an ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command and not the time that it took for the entire command to complete.
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Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPALGTM - CLass 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMLGTM is set to the value of DSPALGTM for every detail observation of the field QWACALOG in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMLGTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPMLGTM contains the maximum value of DSPMLGTM processed for the level of summarization.

DSPMLLTM - Max Lock Latch Time in Db2 Class 3

DSPMLLTM is the maximum lock and latch times spent in Db2 while executing this Db2 PLAN.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPALLTM - DB2 Lock and Latch Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMLLTM is set to the value of DSPALLTM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMLLTM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPALLTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 accounting class 3 must be started for data to be generated for this element.

DSPMLOCK - Max Lock Requests

DSPMLOCK is a count of the maximum number of LOCK requests for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMLOCK is set to the value of DSPALOCK for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXALOCK.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPMLOCK contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPALOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMLPFX - Total List Prefetch Requested

DSPMLPFx contains the maximum number of List Prefetch requests for the active Db2 buffer pool.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPLPFx - ALIAS List Prefetch Requested
             DSPSLPF - Total List Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

DSPMLPFx is set to the value of DSPLPFx for every detail observation of the field QBACLPF in the Type 101 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMLPFx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMLPFx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPMLPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

DSPMMXPL - Max Max. No. Page Locks Held

DSPMMXPL is the maximum value attained by the MAX PAGE LOCKS field DSPMXPL in the MICS summarization
interval for this Db2 plan. It is a count of the maximum number of page locks concurrently held by a single application
during its execution.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPMXPL - Max. No. Page Locks Held

Element Derivation:

DSPMMXPL is set to the value of DSPMXPL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSPMMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMMXPL contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPMMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMPFRx - Max BPx Seq. Prefetch Read Requests

DSPMPFRx is a count of the maximum number of prefetch read requests for the buffer pool indicated by the designator 'x'
for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPPRFHx - Seq. Prefetch Read Requests Buffer x

Element Derivation:

DSPMPFRx is set to the value of DSPPRFHx for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Buffer
Pool data section, label QBACSEQ.

Range of Value:

DSPMPFRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMPFRx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPMPFRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMQRY - Max Query Requests

DSPMQRY is a count of the maximum number of IRLM query lock requests for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization
interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPAQRY - Query Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMQRY is set to the value of DSPAQRY for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXAQRY.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMQRY contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPAQRY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMSDPF - Max Number of Dynamic Prefetch

DSPMSDPF is the maximum number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.
Dynamic prefetch is the process that is triggered because of sequential detection.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSDPF - Total Number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests
             DSPDPFx - ALIAS Number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL time-span, DSPMSDPF is set equal to DSPSDPF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSDPF contains the maximum value of DSPMSDPF that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSGPG - Max GET PAGE Requests

DSPMSGPG is the maximum number of GET PAGE requests issued by Db2 on behalf of a user, summarized for all
active Db2 buffer pools. DSPMSGPG is incremented by the buffer manager by one each time the page access function is
requested. The counter is not incremented when the page accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look aside function.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSGPGR -  Total Get Page Requests
             DSPGPGRx -  ALIAS Get Page Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPMSGPG is set equal to DSPSGPGR.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSGPG contains the maximum value of DSPMSGPG that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSLAT - Max Latch Suspensions

DSPMSLAT is a count of the maximum number of latch suspensions for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization
interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSPMSLAT is set to the value of DSPASLAT for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXASLAT.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSLAT contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPASLAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPMSLPF - Max List Prefetch Requested

DSPMSLPF contains the maximum number of List Prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSLPF - Total List Prefetch Requested
             DSPLPFx - ALIAS List Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

DSPMSLPF, at the DETAIL time-span, is set equal to DSPSLPF.

Range of Value:

DSPMSLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSLPF contains the maximum value of DSPMSLPF processed in the level of summarization.

DSPMSNGT - Max Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

DSPMSNGT is the maximum number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for all active Db2
buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO: DSPSNGT - Total Times Getpage Req Not Satisfied
            DSPNGTx - ALIAS No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BPx

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPMSNGT is set equal to DSPSNGT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSNGT contains the maximum value of DSPMSNGT that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSOTH - Max Other Suspends

DSPMSOTH is a count of the maximum number of suspensions for reasons other than latch and locking for this Db2
PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSPMSOTH is set to the value of DSPASOTH for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXASOTH.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSOTH contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPASOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMSPFR - Max Prefetch Read Requests

DSPMSPFR is the number of Media Manager prefetch read requests, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. It
indicates that prefetch was requested by a user in the Db2 system during execution of threads.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of Media Manager prefetch read requests.

  See also:  DSPSPRFH - Total Media Manager Prefetch Read Requests
             DSPPRFHx - ALIAS Media Manager Prefetch Read Requests

Element Derivation:

At the detail time-span, DSPMSPFR is set equal to DSPSPRFH.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSPFR contains the maximum value of DSPMSPFR that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSPUx - Max BPx System Pages Updated

DSPMSPUx is a count of the maximum number of system page updates for the buffer pool indicated by the designator 'x'
for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPSPRUx - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

DSPMSPUx is set to the value of DSPSPRUx for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting
Buffer Pool data section, label QBACSWS.

Range of Value:

DSPMSPUx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSPUx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPSPRUx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPMSRDx - Max BPx Sync. Read I/O Requests

DSPMSRDx is a count of the maximum number of synchronous read requests for the buffer pool indicated by the
designator 'x' for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPSRIOx - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

DSPMSRDx is set to the value of DSPSRIOx for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Buffer
Pool data section, label QBACRIO.

Range of Value:

DSPMSRDx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSRDx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPSRIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMSSIO - Max Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued

DSPMSSIO is the maximum number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSSIO - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch
             DSPSIOx - ALIAS Async Pages Read by Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPMSSIO is set equal to DSPSSIO.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSSIO contains the maximum value of DSPMSSIO that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSSPU - Max System Page Record Update

DSPMSSPU is the maximum number of system page updates by a user, summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools.
DSPMSSPU is incremented each time a user updates a record residing in a system page. The record may be accessed
by multiple threads. It accounts for all updates, except for those performed by certain utilities that use the unit of work
page write.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update
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             DSPSPRUx - ALIAS System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPMSSPU is set equal to DSPSSPRU.

Range of Value:

DSPMSSPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSSPU contains the maximum value of DSPMSSPU that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSSRD - Max Synchronous Read I/Os

DSPMSSRD is the maximum number of Db2 media manager synchronous read requests performed for a user
summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools. Asynchronous I/O requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for
specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2 internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent users, and the size of
the buffer pools being used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os
             DSPSRIOx - ALIAS Synchronous Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPMSSRD is set equal to DSPSSRIO.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSSRD contains the maximum value of DSPMSSRD that was included in the level of summarization.

DSPMSSWR - Max No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/Os

DSPMSSWR contains the maximum number of synchronous write I/Os performed by Db2 on behalf of a Db2 user,
summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPSCIMW - Total No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/Os
             DSPCIMWx - ALIAS Total No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span DSPMSSWR is set equal to DSPSCIMW.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSSWR contains the maximum value DSPMSSWR that was included in the level of summarization.
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DSPMSUSP - Max Suspensions

DSPMSUSP is a count of the maximum number of lock contention suspends for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS
summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPSUSP - Suspend Counts

Element Derivation:

DSPMSUSP is set to the value of DSPSUSP for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXASLOK.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSUSP contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMSWRx - Max BPx Sync. Write I/O Requests

DSPMSWRx is a count of the maximum number of synchronous or immediate or non-deferred write requests for the
buffer pool indicated by the designator 'x' for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCIMWx  - NO. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer x

Element Derivation:

DSPMSWRx is set to the value of DSPCIMWx for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Buffer
Pool data section, label QBACIMW.

Range of Value:

DSPMSWRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMSWRx contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPCIMWx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMTCBT - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 1

DSPMTCBT is the maximum TCB time spent in executing this Db2 PLAN as measured from the first SQL call to program
termination. DSPMTCBT does not include CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMTCBT is set to the value of DSPTCBTM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMTCBT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMTCBT contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMTC2T - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 2

DSPMTC2T is the maximum TCB time spent in Db2 while executing this Db2 PLAN. This time excludes all TCB times for
application program processing outside of an SQL statement. DSPMTC2T does not include CPU time consumed on IBM
zIIP processors.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPMTC2T is set to the value of DSPTC2TM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMTC2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMTC2T contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPTC2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMTIMO - Max Timeouts

DSPMTIMO is a count of the maximum number of timeouts in the MICS summarization interval involving this Db2 PLAN.
A timeout occurs when a Db2 PLAN waits on Db2 resources beyond the timeout limit specified by the IRLM.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPTIMO - Timeout Count

Element Derivation:

DSPMTIMO is set to the value of DSPTIMO for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting Lock
Usage data section, label QTXATIM.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMTIMO contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPTIMO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMWATR - Max Wait Trace Events / Plan

DSPMWATR is a count of the maximum number of wait trace events for this Db2 PLAN in the MICS summarization
interval.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPWATTR - No. Wait Trace Events Processed

Element Derivation:

DSPMWATR is set to the value of DSPWATTR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Accounting
Instrumentation data section, label QWACARNE.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMWATR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPWATTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMWETM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Serv. Task Time

DSPMWETM contains the maximum wait time due to synchronous execution unit switch to Db2 services from a thread.
This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMWETM is set to the value of DSPAWETM for every detail observation of the field QWACAWTE in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPMWETM contains the maximum value of DSPMWETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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A probable cause for high values in this field occasionally is dataset preformatting. The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field:

• open/close dataset
• SYSLGRNG update
• COMMIT phase II for read-only threads (TSO and Batch only)
• HSM RECALL dataset
• dataspace manager services
• define dataset
• extend dataset
• delete dataset

DSPMWRTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

DSPMWRTM contains the maximum wait time for read I/O that is done under another thread, and represents the time the
thread being reported waited for the subject I/O and not the total duration of that I/O. This element is collected only if Db2
Accounting Trace class 3 is on.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMWRTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWRTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPMWRTM contains the maximum value of DSPMWRTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in DSPMWRTM:

• sequential prefetch
• sequential detection
• list prefetch
• synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DSPMWTRL - Max Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

DSPMWTRL contains the maximum number of wait trace events processed for waits for lock/latch.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPWATRL - No. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

Element Derivation:

DSPMWTRL is set to the value of DSPWATRL for every detail observation of the field QWACARNL in the Type 101 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 3).
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Range of Value:

DSPMWTRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMWTRL contains the maximum value of DSPMWTRL processed for the level of summarization.

DSPMWTRR - Max Wait Trace Events for Read Other

DSPMWTRR contains the maximum number of wait trace events processed for waits for read I/O under another thread.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPWATRR - No. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

Element Derivation:

DSPMWTRR is set to the value of DSPWATRR for every detail observation of the field QWACARNR in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWTRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMWTRR contains the maximum value of DSPMWTRR processed for the level of summarization.

DSPMWTRW - Max Wait Trace Events for Write Other

DSPMWTRW contains the maximum number of wait trace events processed for waits for write I/O under another thread.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPWATRW - No. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

Element Derivation:

DSPMWTRW is set to the value of DSPWATRW for every detailed observation of the field QWACARNW in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWTRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMWTRW contains the maximum value of DSPMWTRW processed for the level of summarization.

DSPMWTSE - Max Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

DSPMWTSE contains the maximum number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit
switching to Db2 service tasks.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSPWATSE - No. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.
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Element Derivation:

DSPMWTSE is set to the value of DSPWATSE for every detail observation of the field QWACARNS in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWTSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMWTSE contains the maximum value of DSPMWTSE processed for the level of summarization.

DSPMWWTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

DSPMWWTM contains the maximum wait time for write I/O that is done under a thread other than the thread being
reported. This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMWWTM is set to the value of DSPAWWTM for every detail observation of the field QWACAWTW in the Type 101
record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPMWWTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSPMWWTM contains the maximum value of DSPMWWTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in DSPMWWTM:

• asynchronous write I/O
• synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DSPMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

fffMXDEG contains the maximum degree of parallelism executed among all the parallel groups. Db2MXDEG is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXDEG element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMXDEG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXDEG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXDEG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXDEG

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffMXDEG contains the value input from field QXMAXDEG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffMXDEG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXDEG contains the maximum value of fffMXDEG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element indicates the extent to which queries were processed in parallel. Several factors influence the degree
of parallelism at runtime. Within a parallel group, if Db2 cannot access the data in parallel for some reason at runtime, the
parallelism will fall back to sequential operations.

DSPMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

fffMXEST contains the maximum parallel group estimated degree. This estimated degree is calculated at bind time based
on the cost of processing formula. Db2MXEST is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXEST element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXEST, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffMXEST is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXEST
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXEST
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXEST

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXEST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXESTIDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXEST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXEST contains the maximum value of fffMXEST processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMXPL - Maximum Number of Page Locks Held

DSPMXPL is the maximum number of page locks held by a plan in the Db2 system during the life of a thread. This is a
count of the maximum number of page locks concurrently held by a single application during its execution.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPMXPL is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section QTXANPL.

Range of Value:

DSPMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

fffMXPLN contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host
variable or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2MXPLN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXPLN element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXPLN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXPLN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXPLN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXPLN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXPLN

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXPLANDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXPLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXPLN contains the maximum value of fffMXPLN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPMXSET - Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

DSPMXSET is the maximum CPU time consumed executing triggers on a nested task on an IBM specialty engine
processor for this DB PLAN. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can
only be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575,
stored procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as
specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

DSPMXSET is set to the value of DSPTRTSE for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXSET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXSET contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPTRTSE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

The fffMXWFB data elements contain the maximum number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this
agent at any point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of
performance degradation.

Db2MXWFB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXWFB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffMXWFB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXWFB is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASMXWFB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXWFB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXWFB

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffMXWFB contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2MXWFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2MXWFB contains the maximum value of Db2MXWFB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMXSE1 - Max CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS SE

DSPMXSE1 is the maximum CPU time consumed in order to fulfill stored-procedure requests processed either in a Db2
stored procedure or Work Load Manager address space, while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor for this
DB PLAN. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed
on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

DSPMXSE1 is set to the value of DSPSPSE1 for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXSE1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXSE1 contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPSPSE1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPMXSE2 - Max CPU Tm in Db2 Exec SP on z/OS SE

DSPMXSE2 is the maximum CPU time consumed in Db2 processing of SQL statements issued by stored procedures
that are either processed in a Db2 stored procedure or Work Load Manager address space, while executing in Db2
on an IBM specialty engine processor for this DB PLAN. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored
procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application
of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are
generically referred to as specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:
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DSPMXSE2 is set to the value of DSPSPSE2 for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXSE2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXSE2 contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPSPSE2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. DSPMXSE2 is a subset of DSPMXSE1.

DSPMXXST - Max CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

DSPMXXST is the maximum CPU time minus all special processor (e.g., zIIP) eligible time.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

Element Derivation:

DSPMXXST is set to the value of DSPXSPTM for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXXST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXXST contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPXSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPMXZET - Max CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

DSPMXZET is the maximum CPU time executed on a standard CP for this DB PLAN eligible to run on an IBM zIIP
processor.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

Element Derivation:

DSPMXZET is set to the value of DSPELGZP for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXZET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXZET contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPELGZP that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSPMXZP1 - Max CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

DSPMXZP1 is the maximum CPU time consumed while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed
on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

DSPMXZP1 is set to the value of DSPCPUZ1 for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXZP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXZP1 contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPCPUZ1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPMXZP2 - Max CPU Tm Used in Db2 on z/OS Spec Eng

DSPMXZP2 is the maximum CPU time consumed while executing in Db2 on an IBM specialty engine processor for
this DB Plan. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed
on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

DSPMXZP2 is set to the value of DSPCPUZ2 for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXZP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXZP2 contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPCPUZ2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. DSPMXZP2 is a subset of DSPMXZP1.

DSPMXZTT - Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

DSPMXZTT is the maximum CPU time consumed executing triggers on the main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine processor for this DB PLAN. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure
transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of
IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are
generically referred to as specialty engines.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

DSPMXZTT is set to the value of DSPTRTZP for every DETAIL observation of the SMF type 101 record's Instrumentation
data section.

Range of Value:

DSPMXZTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPMXZTT contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSPTRTZP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

Db2DSP Data Dictionary Elements: DSPNxxxx to DSPZxxxx
This article lists the Db2 Plan Activity File (Db2DSP) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSPNATHD
through DSPZRLMT.

DSPNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

DSPNATHD is the number of threads initiated for the plan consolidated in ACCUMACC roll-up records.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered
             DSPNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPNATHD contains the value input from field QWACPCNT of the SMF type 101 record when
the record is determined to be an ACCUMACC roll-up record. ACCUMACC roll-up records are identified by a Db2PTASK
value of 'ACUMAC'.

Range of Value:

DSPNATHD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPNATHD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNATHD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPNATHD represents the number of individual accounting records summarized into a single
ACCUMACC roll-up record. At the DAYS and higher timespans, dividing DSPNATHD by No. ACCUMACC Records
Encountered (DSPACNT) will give you the number of accounting records, on average, rolled into each ACCUMACC
summarized record.

DSPNETID - Network Identifier

DSPNETID is the network identifier for the plan. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSPNETID is not available.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 16.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPNETID is derived from the SMF type 101 record, instrumentation data section, label
QWACNID. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DSPNETID is set to blank.

Range of Value:

DSPNETID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSPNETID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPNETID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

DSPNFLMT is the number of infinite resource limit in effect for a Db2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPAFLG  - Flag Byte
             DSPAPREC - How Limit was Determined
             DSPZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPNFLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXAILMT of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 3, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPNFLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNFLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPNFLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

None

fffNGTx - ALIAS No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGTx is the number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1,
or 2). For x = 3, fffNGT3 contains the value for buffer pool 80. Db2NGTx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffNGTx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNGTx, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffNGTx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNGTx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNGTx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUSNGT - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffNGTx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACNGT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGTx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

fffNOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, and were
executed at the same degree due to sufficient storage in buffer pool. Db2NOGRP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffNOGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNOGRP,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNOGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNOGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNOGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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fffNOGRP contains the value input from field QXNORGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffNOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNOGRP contains the sum of all values of fffNOGRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPNRTY - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSPNRTY contains the number of re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM that occurred during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPNRTY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSPTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSPRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSPNRTY contains the value input from field QTXANRTY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPNRTY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNRTY contains the sum of all values of DSPNRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

DSPNTDEL is number of times in the interval that deallocation (normal program termination) occurred for the plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPNTDEL is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 12.

Range of Value:

DSPNTDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNTDEL that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DSPNTDEL is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPNTEND - Normal Application Ended

DSPNTEND is the number of times in the interval that an end of task, which results in application program termination,
occurred for the plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPNTEND is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 40.

Range of Value:

DSPNTEND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTEND contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNTEND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPNTEND is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPNTEOT - Normal End of Task

DSPNTEOT is the number of times during the interval that the plan reached the end of task, resulting in normal
termination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPNTEOT is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 16.

Range of Value:

DSPNTEOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTEOT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNTEOT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPNTEOT is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPNTFY - Notify Messages Sent

DSPNTFY contains the number of notify messages sent in a data sharing group for this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPNTFY contains the value input from field QTGANTFY of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPNTFY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTFY contains the sum of all values of DSPNTFY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

DSPNTHRD is the number of threads initiated for this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPNTHRD is set to 1 each time an SMF type 101 Accounting record is processed with the
following exceptions:

• For ACCUMACC consolidated DDF or RRSAF records, DSPNTHRD is set to the value input from field QWACPCNT of
the SMF type 101 record. ACCUMACC roll-up records are identified by a Db2PTASK value of 'ACUMAC'.

• For parallel child subtask records, whether individual or rolled up in a summary record, DSPNTHRD is set to zero (0).
Parallel child subtask records are identified by a Db2PTASK value of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'.

Range of Value:

DSPNTHRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTHRD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNTHRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be used to approximate the number of PLAN occurrences in a batch or TSO environment. For CICS and
IMS, you can use the greater of DSPNTHRD or the sum of two phase commits (DSPCOMM2) + aborts (DSPABORT).

DSPNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

fffNTIFI is the number of times during the interval that an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) READS request was used,
resulting in a normal termination. READS requests are used to obtain monitor trace records synchronously. Db2NTIFI is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffNTIFI element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffNTIFI, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNTIFI is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNTIFI
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNTIFI

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffNTIFI: IF fffREASN=4 THEN fffNTIFI=1;

Range of Value:

fffNTIFI can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNTIFI contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNTIFI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffNTIFI is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPNTNUS - Normal New User

DSPNTNUS is the number of times during the interval that the authorization identifier changed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPNTNUS is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 8.

Range of Value:

DSPNTNUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPNTNUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPNTNUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPNTNUS is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

fffNTSUS is the number of times during the interval that the same user signed on with the same authorization identifier,
resulting in a normal termination. Partial signon is also called "re-signon," and it allows accounting token consistency to be
maintained for CICS attachment facility threads that may be reused. Db2NTSUS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffNTSUS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNTSUS,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNTSUS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNTSUS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNTSUS
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffNTSUS: IF fffREASN=6 THEN fffNTSUS=1;

Range of Value:

fffNTSUS can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNTSUS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNTSUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffNTSUS is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPOCNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM

fffOCNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the OPEN/
CLOSE service. Db2OCNS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffOCNS element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOCNS is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCNS contains the value input from field QWAXOCNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOCNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffOCNS contains the sum of all values of fffOCNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPOCSTM - Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM

fffOCSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 OPEN/CLOSE data
set service or the HSM Recall service. Db2OCSTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffOCSTM element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCSTM, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffOCSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOCSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffOCSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOCSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPOPEN - OPEN Statements

DSPOPEN is the number of OPEN statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is OPEN statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPOPEN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXOPEN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPOPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPOPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPOPID - Original Operator ID

Db2OPID identifies the authorization ID of the real Db2 user when Db2AUTH contains a group identification. This variable
is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1. For Db2 ACCUMACC records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to
populate Db2OPID contains the value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Retained data element -- Character, length 8

  See also:  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

Db2OPID contains the value input from field QWHCOPID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) type
3 User Accounting Record, Correlation Header.

Range of Value:

This element consists of eight bytes of character data, as follows:

     BATCH    User-ID on JOB card

     TSO      LOGON-ID

     IMS      For message-driven regions:

              SIGNON-ID or LTERM

              For non-message-driven regions:

              ASXBUSER if RACF is used, otherwise PSB name

     CICS     USER-ID, TERM-ID, TRAN-ID, or other as specified
              in the Resource Control Table (RCT)

last occurrence of Db2OPID in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This field can be used instead of Db2AUTH for CICS transactions as it contains the values specified in the RCT.

DSPORNO - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

fffORNO contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the COORDINATOR
subsystem parameter was set to YES, but the parameter is set to NO when the program runs.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter set to YES, but the program
is being run on a different Db2 that has the COORDINATOR value set to NO.

Db2ORNO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffORNO element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffORNO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffORNO is included in the
following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPORNO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUORNO

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffORNO contains the value input from field QXCOORNO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffORNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffORNO contains the sum of all values of fffORNO processed in the level of summarization.

DSPORR - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

fffORR contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 because the plan or package was bound
with an isolation value of REPEATABLE-READ or READ-STABILITY. Db2ORR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for
the fffORR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffORR, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffORR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPORR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUORR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffORR contains the value input from field QXISORR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffORR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffORR contains the sum of all values of fffORR processed in the level of summarization.

DSPOTNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services

fffOTNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to other service
tasks. Db2OTNS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffOTNS element. The actual measurement, however, is
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found in a number of MICS files as element fffOTNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTNS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTNS contains the value input from field QWAXOTNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOTNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffOTNS contains the sum of all values of fffOTNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPOTSTM - Accum Wait Time Other Db2 Services

fffOTSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other Db2 service tasks.
Db2OTSTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffOTSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOTSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOTSE as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffOTSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOTSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPACE - Parallel Task Token

DSPPACE helps you correlate parallel task records with their originating tasks for each plan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  DB2ACE  - DB2 Agent Control Element
             DSPPCNT - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

DSPPACE contains the value input from field QWACPACE of the SMF type 101 record.

Range of Value:

DSPPACE can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. For a parallel task record, this element equals
the agent control element of the originating task.

Summarization Process:

DSPPACE contains the last value of DSPPACE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if Accounting class 1 is active.

DSPPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

fffPARQR contains the count of records that contained parallel rollup data. Db2PARQR is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPARQR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPARQR, where fff
is the file identifier value. fffPARQR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPARQR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPARQR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPARQR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPARQR is set to 1 if the bit flag QWAC_RU_PARQRY of field QWACFLGS2 as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPARQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPARQR contains the sum of all values of fffPARQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPARR - No. Rollup Data

DSPPARR contains the number of transactions for which rollup data for parallel child tasks or DDF or RRSAF threads are
available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSPCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSPCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSPCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSPCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSPCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSPFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPPARR is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACPARR of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPPARR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPPARR contains the sum of all values of DSPPARR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

fffPCAGT contains the count of parallel child tasks that were rolled up into the RRSAF/DDF rollup records. This value is
useful in conjunction with fffPCNT.
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• fffPCAGT has a value of zero for all non-rollup records.
• For parallel query rollup records, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel child agents rolled into the record.
• For a RRSAF/DDF rollup record, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel query child agents rolled into the record.

These agents are not counted in fffPCNT.

Db2PCAGT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPCAGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPCAGT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPCAGT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCAGT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCAGT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCAGT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPCNT - NO. Parallel Tasks Created
             DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_PT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPCAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCAGT contains the sum of all values of fffPCAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSPPCNT - No. Parallel Tasks Created

fffPCNT contains the number of parallel tasks created by this originating task. Db2PCNT is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPCNT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPCNT, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffPCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCNT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCNT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWACPCNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to
YES), fffPCNT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffPCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNT contains the sum of all values of fffPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if accounting class 1 is active.

DSPPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWDP is the ratio of duplicated statement instances to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals.
Db2PCWDP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWDP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCWDP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWDP is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWDP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWDP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWDP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWDP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLD THEN
     fffPCWDP=fffCWLD/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWDP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWDP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWDP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches zero.

DSPPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWMP is the ratio of matched to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. Db2PCWMP is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWMP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWMP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWMP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWMP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLM THEN
     fffPCWMP=fffCWLM/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWMP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWMP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.

DSPPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWRP is the ratio of replaced to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. Db2PCWRP is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffPCWRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWRP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWRP

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWRP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLR THEN
     fffPCWRP=fffCWLR/fffCWLP;
     ELSE fffPCWRP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWRP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWRP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.

DSPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

DSPPELPT contains, for threads using query CP parallelism, only the elapsed time of the parallel subtasks originated by
the parent task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock
             DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock
             DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time
             DSPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPPELPT is derived differently based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For individual parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK='CHILD'), DSPPELPT is derived using the following algorithm:
  DSPPELPT = DSPENDSC - DSPBEGSC

• For parallel child roll-up records (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'), DSPPELPT contains the value input from field QWACESC in
the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3 record.

• For MICS database records representing all other tasks, including the parent record of a Db2 parallel query,
DSPPELPT is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of DSPPELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPPELPT contains the sum of all values of DSPPELPT processed in the level of summarization.
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DSPPETTM - Accum TCB Prior Enclave Create

fffPETTM contains the amount of TCB time used before enclave is created. Db2PETTM is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPETTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPETTM, where fff
is the file identifier value. fffPETTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPETTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPETTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef SQL

Element Derivation:

fffPETTM contains the value input from field QWACPECT of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 record. This field is no longer
available in Db2 9.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffPETTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPETTM contains the sum of all values of fffPETTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in Db2

DSPPET2T contains, for threads using query CP parallelism, only the in-Db2 elapsed time of the parallel subtasks
originated by the parent task. This variable contains valid data only when accounting class 1 and 2 are specified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSPTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPPET2T is derived differently, based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DSPPET2T contains the value input from field
QWACASC in the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record.

• For MICS database records representing all other tasks, including the parent record of a Db2 parallel query,
DSPPET2T is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of DSPPET2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSPPET2T contains the sum of all values of DSPPET2T processed in the level of summarization.

DSPPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single Db2

fffPGDTT contains the total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a user-defined function (UDF)
and executed on a single Db2 due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the
query block nor the parallel group references a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group may or may not use a
UDF. Db2PGDTT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPGDTT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffPGDTT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPGDTT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPGDTT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPGDTT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffPGDTT contains the value input from field QXDEGDTT of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffPGDTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPGDTT contains the sum of all values of fffPGDTT processed in the level of summarization.

DSPPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE Wait

The fffPIPCT contains the count of wait trace events for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

Db2PIPCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDEBAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait
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Element Derivation:

fffPIPCT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

The fffPIPWT contains the wait time for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

Db2PIPWT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPIPWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPWT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE Wait

Element Derivation:

fffPIPCT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPE_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPPKGN - No. Packages or DBRMs

fffPKGN contains the number of packages or DBRMs, for which package and DBRM-level accounting was performed.
Db2PKGN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPKGN element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPKGN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPKGN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPKGN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPKGN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPKGN

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffPKGN contains the value input from field QWACPKGN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to
YES), fffPKGN is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

fffPKGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPKGN contains the sum of all values of fffPKGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPLAN - Plan Name

Db2PLAN is the name of the Db2 application plan. For Db2 ACCUMACC records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data
field used to populate Db2PLAN contains the value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, length 8.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2PLAN is derived from Db2 performance trace data that is written to SMF type 101 records. It
is set to the value found in field QWHCPLAN in the product data section of the record.

Range of Value:

Db2PLAN may contain any valid one to eight-character application plan name. last occurrence of Db2PLAN in the records
processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

fffPQSCT contains total number of times a parallel query had to be suspended waiting for parent and child tasks to
synchronize. Db2PQSCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSCT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffPQSCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time
             fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSCT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPQSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSCT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

fffPQSWT contains the total wait time for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks. Db2PQSWT is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffPQSWT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSWT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSWT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSWT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSWT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSWT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSWT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPREP - PREPARE Statements

DSPPREP is the number of PREPARE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is PREPARE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPPREP is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXPREP.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPPREP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPPREP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffPRFHx - ALIAS Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BPx

fffPRFHx is the number of media manager prefetch read requests. It indicates that prefetch was requested by a user
in the Db2 system during an execution of a thread for buffer pool x, where x is 0, 1, or 2. For x = 3, fffPRFH3 contains
the value for buffer pool 80. Db2PRFHx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPRFHx element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffPRFHx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffPRFHx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPRFHx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPRFHx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, fffPRFHx is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the Accounting Buffer Manager data
section, QBACSEQ.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPRFHx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffPRFHx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

Db2PROPT contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the number of times a parallel group is
degenerated due to optimization, as a result of zero rows returned, or being partitioned on a single record. fffPROPT
contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable
or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2PROPT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPROPT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPROPT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPROPT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPROPT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPROPT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPROPT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffPROPT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffPROPT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXPAROPT.

Range of Value:

fffPROPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPROPT contains the sum of all values of fffPROPT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSPPSTCT - Parallel Subtasks Count

fffPSTCT contains the total number of parallel subtasks. Parent tasks are excluded from this number to allow independent
analysis of the detailed child subtask records. Child subtask records are identified by a value of CHILD or ROLLUP in the
Db2PTASK, Special Transaction Type Identifier, data element. Db2PSTCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffPSTCT element. However, the actual measurement is found in a number of MICS files as element fffPSTCT, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffPSTCT is included in the following files:

  File     File                                 Element
  Name     Description                          Name
  ------   --------------------------------     -------
  DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPSTCT
  DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPSTCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPSTCT is derived differently, based on the type of task that the record represents:

• For individual parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK='CHILD'), fffPSTCT is set to 1.
• For parallel child roll-up subtasks (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'), fffPSTCT contains the value input from field QWACPCNT in

the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record.
• For all other database records fffPSTCT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffPSTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPSTCT contains the sum of all values of fffPSTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPQUERY - FETCH and SELECT Statements

DSPQUERY is the sum of the number of FETCH and SELECT statements that were issued by the user during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is FETCH and SELECT statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSPQUERY is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, (QX) label
QXSELECT and QXFETCH.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPQUERY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPQUERY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPR1FB - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

The fffR1FB data elements contain the number of times Db2 fetched one block and then never went on to fetch more.

Db2R1FB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffR1FB element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several MICS files as element fffR1FB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffR1FB is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASR1FB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPR1FB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUR1FB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXR1BOAD.

Range of Value:

Db2R1FB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2R1FB contains the sum of all values of Db2R1FB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

fffRBSV contains the number of ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during
the measurement interval. Db2RBSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRBSV element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRBSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRBSV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRBSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRBSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURBSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRLSV  - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRBSV contains the value input from field QWACRBSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRBSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRBSV contains the sum of all values of fffRBSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. When the SQL ROLLBACK statement is used with the "TO SAVEPOINT" clause, only the changes made after
a savepoint was set within the unit of recovery are backed out, without ending the unit of recovery, enabling selected
changes to be undone.

DSPRDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

fffRDGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were
processed at a parallel degree less than planned, due to storage shortage or buffer pool contention. Db2RDGRP is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRDGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffRDGRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRDGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRDGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURDGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffRDGRP contains the value input from field QXREDGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRDGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffRDGRP contains the sum of all values of fffRDGRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPRDLTD - ALIAS Deleted Rows

fffRDLTD is the number of Db2 rows deleted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL DELETE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RDLTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRDLTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRDLTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRDLTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRDLTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRDLTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURDLTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffDELET - DELETE Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSDELETD.

Range of Value:

fffRDLTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRDLTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRDLTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPREASN - Reason for Accounting Record

DSPREASN is the reason for accounting invocation by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPREASN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the instrumentation data section, label
QWACRINV.

Range of Value:

This element takes on the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56.

Summarization Process:
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DSPREASN contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPREASN in the records processed for the summarization
level.

DSPREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

fffREDGP is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system negotiation result of system
stress level. Db2REDGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffREDGP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffREDGP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREDGP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDREDGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREDGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREDGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffREDGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffREDGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffREDGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPREFTB - REFRESH TABLE Statements

The fffREFTB data elements contain the number of SQL REFRESH TABLE statements that were processed.

Db2REFTB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffREFTB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffREFTB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREFTB is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASREFTB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREFTB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREFTB

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QXREFTBL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2REFTB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2REFTB contains the sum of all values of Db2REFTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPREVOK - REVOKE Statements

DSPREVOK is the number of REVOKE statements issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REVOKE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPREVOK is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXREVOK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPREVOK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPREVOK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRFCHD - ALIAS Fetched Rows

fffRFCHD is the number of Db2 rows fetched as a direct result of processing one or more SQL FETCH statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RFCHD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRFCHD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRFCHD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRFCHD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRFCHD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRFCHD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURFCHD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffFETCH - FETCH Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSFETCHD.

Range of Value:

fffRFCHD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRFCHD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRFCHD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF

fffRLFDP contains the number of threads where at least one dynamic SQL statement was disabled by the Resource
Limit Facility (RLF). For ACCUMACC roll-up records, fffRLFDP is not available. Db2RLFDP is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffRLFDP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffRLFDP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRLFDP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRLFDP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURLFDP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, fffRLFDP is set to 1 if field QXRLFDPA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3) is different from zero.
Otherwise it is set to zero. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', fffRLFDP is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

fffRLFDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRLFDP contains the sum of all values of fffRLFDP processed in the level of summarization.
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DSPRLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

fffRLSV contains the number of RELEASE SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the
measurement interval. Db2RLSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRLSV element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRLSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRLSV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRLSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRLSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURLSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRLSV contains the value input from field QWACRLSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRLSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRLSV contains the sum of all values of fffRLSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. After a savepoint is released, it is no longer maintained and rollback to the savepoint is no longer possible.

DSPRMID - Db2 Resource Manager Identifier

Db2RMID is the Db2 resource manager identifier.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This element has no units.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2RMID is derived from the SMF Db2 header information data section, label QWHSRMID.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2RMID in the records processed for
the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPRNIX - ALIAS Rename Index Statements

fffRNIX is the number of RENAME INDEX statements. This statement renames an existing index at the current server.
Db2RNIX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNIX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffRNIX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRNIX is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNIX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNIX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNIX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRNIX.

Range of Value:

fffRNIX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNIX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The privileges of the renamed index are preserved.

DSPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

fffRNKCL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for child L-Locks.
Db2RNKCL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNKCL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNKCL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNKCL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNKCL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNKCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNKCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNKCL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time
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Element Derivation:

DPPRNKCL contains the value input from field QPACARNK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNKCL contain the value input from field QWACARNK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNKCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNKCL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNKCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

fffRNMOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other L-Locks.
Db2RNMOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNMOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNMOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNMOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNMOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNMOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNMOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNMOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNMOL contains the value input from field QPACARNM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNMOL contain the value input from field QWACARNM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNMOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNMOL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNMOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPRNNPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

fffRNNPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for pageset or
partition L-Locks. Db2RNNPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNNPL element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffRNNPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNNPL is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNNPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNNPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNNPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNNPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLPTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait
                        Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNNPL contains the value input from field QPACARNN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNNPL contain the value input from field QWACARNN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNNPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNNPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNNPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRNOPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

fffRNOPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for page P-Locks.
Db2RNOPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNOPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNOPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNOPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNOPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNOPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNOPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNOPL

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNOPL contains the value input from field QPACARNO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNOPL contain the value input from field QWACARNO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNOPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNOPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNOPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

fffRNQOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other P-Locks.
Db2RNQOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNQOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNQOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNQOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNQOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNQOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNQOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNQOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNQOL contains the value input from field QPACARNQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNQOL contain the value input from field QWACARNQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNQOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNQOL contains the sum of all values of fffRNQOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPRNSTD - ALIAS Inserted Rows

fffRNSTD is the number of Db2 rows inserted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL INSERT statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RNSTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNSTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRNSTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRNSTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNSTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNSTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNSTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffINSRT - Insert Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSINSRTD.

Range of Value:

fffRNSTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNSTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNSTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

fffRPOP1 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path
because the sysplex configuration at runtime was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at runtime. Db2RPOP1 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffRPOP1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRPOP1, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffRPOP1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRPOP1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURPOP1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

fffRPOP1 contains the value input from field QXREPOP1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRPOP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRPOP1 contains the sum of all values of fffRPOP1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPRPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

fffRPOP2 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path
because there were not enough buffer pool resources. This counter is incremented only by the parallelism coordinator
at run time. Db2RPOP2 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRPOP2 element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRPOP2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRPOP2 is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRPOP2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURPOP2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffRPOP2 contains the value input from field QXREPOP2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRPOP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRPOP2 contains the sum of all values of fffRPOP2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPRRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

fffRRAIC is the number of times during the measurement interval that an application using RRSAF specified a value
of "COMMIT" for the accounting interval parameter of the SIGNON function. Db2RRAIC is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffRRAIC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffRRAIC, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRRAIC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRRAIC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURRAIC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffRRAIC: IF fffREASN=14 THEN fffRRAIC=1;

Range of Value:

fffRRAIC can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRRAIC contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRRAIC that were included in the level of summarization.

DSPRSUM - Resume Exit Count

DSPRSUM contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPRSUM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSPSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSPTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPRSUM contains the value input from field QTXARSUM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPRSUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPRSUM contains the sum of all values of DSPRSUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRTRY - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSPRTRY contains the total number re-tryable abends in IRLM uring the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPRTRY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSPTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSPNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
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Element Derivation:

DSPRTRY contains the value input from field QTXARTRY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPRTRY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPRTRY contains the sum of all values of DSPRTRY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPRUDTD - ALIAS Updated Rows

fffRUDTD is the number of Db2 rows updated as a direct result of processing one or more SQL UPDATE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RUDTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRUDTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRUDTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRUDTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRUDTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRUDTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURUDTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffUPDTE - Update Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSUPDTD.

Range of Value:

fffRUDTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRUDTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRUDTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2SAS - Total IXLAXISN Spnds Waiting X-Invalid

fffSAS contains the number of IXLAXISN suspends waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidations to complete.

fffSAS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PH05193.
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Db2SAS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSAS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSAS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSAS is included in the following files:

   File     File                                 Element
   Name     Description                          Name
   ------   --------------------------------     -------
   DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSAS
   DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSAS
 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

fffSAS contains the value input from field QBGAAS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

fffSAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSAS contains the sum of all values of fffSAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

DSPSCIMW contains the total number of synchronous write I/Os performed by Db2 on behalf of a Db2 user, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSCIMW is derived by summing the DBUCIMW values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSCIMW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSCIMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPSDG - Total Unregister Pages Requests

fffSDG contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool. Db2SDG is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSDG element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSDG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSDG contains the value input from field QBGADG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

fffSDG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSDG contains the sum of all values of fffSDG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

The fffSDMAD data elements contain the number of times the DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index
access or LPF, because it was not necessary due to Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to predetermine the
outcome. Db2SDMAD is available at Db2 12.1 and above.

Db2SDMAD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSDMAD element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffSDMAD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDMAD is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSDMAD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDMAD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDMAD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSDMAD.

Range of Value:

Db2SDMAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2SDMAD contains the sum of all values of Db2SDMAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSDPF - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

DSPSDPF is the total number of dynamic prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the
process that is triggered because of sequential detection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2DPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSDPF values are derived by summing the DBUDPF values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSELCT - Number of SELECT Statements

DSPSELCT is the number of SELECT statements that were processed by a plan in the Db2 system during the life of a
thread.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPSELCT is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section
QXSELECT.

Range of Value:

DSPSELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSELCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSELCT that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSPSETHV - No. SET HOST-VAR Statements

DSPSETHV contains the number of all SET HOST VARIABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSETHV contains the value input from field QXSETHV of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSPSETHV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSETHV contains the sum of all values of DSPSETHV processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSEX - Total Explicit XIs

fffSEX contains the number of explicit Cross-Invalidations. Db2SEX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSEX
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSEX, where fff is the MICS
file identifier value. fffSEX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSEX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSEX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSEX contains the value input from field QBGAEX of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffSEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSEX contains the sum of all values of fffSEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPSFND - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

The fffSFND data elements contain the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from the
stabilized statement in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table. The stabilized statement search is done only when no
matching statement is found in the prepared statement cache.

Db2SFND is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSFND element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffSFND, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSFND is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSFND
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSFND
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSFND

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTSFND.

Range of Value:

Db2SFND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2SFND contains the sum of all values of Db2SFND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSGG - Total GetPages for GBP-Dep Pagesets

fffSGG contains the total number of getpage requests issued for group buffer pool dependent pagesets, during
the measurement interval. Db2SGG is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSGG element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSGG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffSGG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSGG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSGG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

fffSGG contains the value input from field QBGAGG of the SMF Type 101 record (IFCID 0003). This field was introduced
in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSGG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSGG contains the sum of all values of fffSGG processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSGLO - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

DSPSGLO contains the number of suspends due to Cross System Extended Services (XES) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSPIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSPSGLO contains the value input from field QTGASGLO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPSGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSGLO contains the sum of all values of DSPSGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSPIGLO, DSPSGLO, and DSPFLSE.

DSPSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

DSPSGPGR is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 on behalf of a user, summarized for all active Db2 buffer
pools. DSPSGPGR is incremented by one, by the buffer pool manager, each time the page access function is requested.
The counter is not incremented when the page accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look-aside function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2GPGR - GETPAGE Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSGPGR values are derived by summing the DBUGPGR values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSGPGR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSGPGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPSHS - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

fffSHS contains the number of Asynch IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool. Db2SHS is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSHS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffSHS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSHS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSHS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSHS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSHS contains the value input from field QBGAHS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffSHS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSHS contains the sum of all values of fffSHS processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSIOC - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

DSPSIOC contains the number of I/Os where the requested pages were found in the DASD subsystem cache for queries
executed in this Db2 Plan. These I/Os could have potentially been successful if zHyperLink was used to do the I/O.

DSPSIOC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
            DSPSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
 

Element Dervation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSIOC values are derived by summing the DBUIOC values.

Range of Value:

DSPSIOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSIOC contains the sum of all values of DSPSIOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

fffSIOx - No. Async Pages Read by Prefetch BPx

fffSIOx is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters for the buffer pool identified
by BPx (x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). Db2SIOX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSIOx element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSIOx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffSIOx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File                 DSPSIOx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File                 DSUSIOx

The meaning of fffSIOx in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2DSP file, DSPSIOx contains the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to buffer
pool x for the Db2 Plan identified Plan Name (Db2PLAN).

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2DSU file, DSUSIOx contains the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to buffer
pool x for the Db2 transaction identified by the Db2ACTx variables defined for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name
             DSUSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch
             DSPSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, fffSIOx is obtained from field QBACSIO in the the QBAC Accounting Buffer Manager data section
of the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record.

Range of Value:

fffSIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSKIP - Parallel Coordination Bypass Db2

fffSKIP contains the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks
because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members.

This field is incremented only on the parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even
though it is possible that more than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count
is to indicate when there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer
pool is defined to allow parallelism. Db2SKIP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSKIP element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSKIP, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffSKIP is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSKIP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSKIP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSKIP contains the value input from field QXXCSKIP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffSKIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSKIP contains the sum of all values of fffSKIP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSLNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG

fffSLNS contains the number wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the SYSLGRNG
recording service. Db2SLNS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSLNS element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSLNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLNS is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLNS contains the value input from field QWAXSLNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSLNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffSLNS contains the sum of all values of fffSLNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPSLPF - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

DSPSLPF contains the total number of list prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2LPF - List Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSLPF values are derived by summing the DBULPF values.

Range of Value:

DSPSLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSLPF contains the sum of all values of DSPSLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSLSTM - Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG

fffSLSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection. Db2SLSTM is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSLSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSLSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLSTM contains the value input from field QWAXSLSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSLSTM contains the sum of all values of fffSLSTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSPSMD - Total CF Reads Data Returned

DSPSMD contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPSXD - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

Element Derivation:

DSPSMD contains the value input from field QBGAMD of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSPSMD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSMD contains the sum of all values of DSPSMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

fffSMIAP is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list retrieval, for multiple index access, was skipped because
list retrieval was necessary since Db2 is able to predetermine the outcome of "AND" or "OR" predicates. Db2SMIAP is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSMIAP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffSMIAP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSMIAP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDSMIAP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSMIAP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSMIAP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSMIAP.

Range of Value:

fffSMIAP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffSMIAP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSMIAP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSMN - Total CF Reads Data Not Ret. No Entry

DSPSMN contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was
not found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility and no directory entry was created. When
only one plan in a group has read or write interest in the pageset or partition, the page is not registered to CF (that is, a
directory entry is not created).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSMN contains the value input from field QBGAMN of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSPSMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSMN contains the sum of all values of DSPSMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSMR - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

DSPSMR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data is not returned from the coupling facility and a directory entry is created if it does not already
exist. This means that another plan in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSMR contains the value input from field QBGAMR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSPSMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSMR contains the sum of all values of DSPSMR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPSNGT - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

DSPSNGT is the total number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for all active Db2 buffer
pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: DB2NGT - No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSNGT values are derived by summing the DBUNGT values

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSPATM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent on stored procedures processed in the Db2 or a WLM-
established stored procedure address space, including time spent executing SQL.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were
processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit.

fffSPATM includes time that was used for executing SQL statements. Db2SPATM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffSPATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPATM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffSPATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPATM contains the value input from field QWACSPEA as follows:

  SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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  SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file  

Range of Value:

fffSPATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPATM contains the sum of all values of fffSPATM processed in the level of
summarization.                                                          

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSPBTM - Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

The definition of fffSPBTM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent executing SQL in stored procedures processed in
the Db2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space. This time also includes time in Db2 that is used for
connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the total elapsed time that was spent on processing SQL statements that were
issued by stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes time that
was used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task, for external stored procedures. SQL procedure
times are included in fffSPBTM if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit.

Db2SPBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffSPBTM contains the value input from field QWACSPEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPBTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSPSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

fffSPCTM contains the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time. fffSPCTM is available only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other CPU times related to stored
procedures, fffSPPTM and fffSP2TM. Db2SPCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPCTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPCTM
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPCTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPCTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures. The body
of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using SQL
statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was introduced
with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure
body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure. This new
support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth-generation procedural language like
C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language. Additionally, the native
SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to Db2 9.1, SQL procedures were
not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.

DSPSPETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB

fffSPETM contains the amount of time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure would be
scheduled. Db2SPETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPETM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffSPETM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPETM is included in the following
files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSPETM contains the value input from field QWACCAST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPETM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPETM contains the sum of all values of fffSPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSPNE - SQL Events by Stored Procedures

fffSPNE contains the number of SQL entries or exits performed by stored procedures during the measurement interval.
Db2SPNE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPNE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPNE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPNE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPNE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSPNE contains the value input from field QWACSPNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffSPNE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPNE contains the sum of all values of fffSPNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting class 2 data must be active for this element to have a value.

DSPSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

The definition of Db2SPPTM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent processing SQL CALL statements in the Db2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit.

Db2SPPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPPTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Store Procedures

Element Derivation:

Db2SPPTM contains the value input from field QWACSPCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to
YES), Db2SPPTM is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

Db2SPPTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
values of Db2SPPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2SPPTM is not included in DSUCPUTM. Db2SPPTM is included in DSUCP1TM.

DSPSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

DSPSPRFH is the number of media manager prefetch read requests, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. It
indicates that prefetch was requested by a user in the Db2 system during the execution of threads.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of media manager prefetch read requests.

  See also:  DB2PRFH - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPSPRFH values are derived by summing the DBUPRFH values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSPRFH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSPRFH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffSPRUX - ALIAS System Page Record Update BPx

fffSPRUx is the count of system page updates by a user for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, Db2SPRUx
carries the value for buffer pool 80. DBUSPRUx is incremented each time a user updates a record residing in a system
page. The record may be accessed by multiple threads. It accounts for all updates, except for those performed by certain
utilities that use Unit of Work page write. Db2SPRUx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSPRUx element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSPRUx, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffSPRUx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPRUx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPRUx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSPRUx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACSWS.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSPRUx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSPRUx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE1 is the accumulated CPU time used to fulfill stored procedure requests that were either processed in Db2 stored
procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor. Prior to the
application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP processor;
however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can now be
executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine. The raw data metric
value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the CP and specialty
engine processors run at different speeds. Db2SPSE1 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE1 element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPSE1, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffSPSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE1 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included
in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested task but not the main application execution unit.

DSPSPSE2 - CPU Tm in Db2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE2 is the accumulated CPU time used in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures that
were processed either in a Db2 stored procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine processor. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only
be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575,
stored procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred
to as specialty engine. The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time
for processor models where the CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds. Db2SPSE2 is the data
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dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffSPSE2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPSE2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE2 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included
in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested task but not the main application execution unit.
fffSPSE2 is a subset of DSUSPSE1.

DSPSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

fffSPZET contains the total elapsed time spent on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time. fffSPZET is available only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other elapsed times related to stored
procedures, fffSPATM and fffSPBTM. Db2SPZET is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZET element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPZET, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZET is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZET
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZET
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZET

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPZET contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_ELAP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZET is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZET contains the sum of all values of fffSPZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures. The body
of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using SQL
statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures, written entirely in native SQL, was introduced
with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure
body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure. This new
support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural language like
C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language. Additionally, the native
SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to Db2 9.1, SQL procedures were
not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.

DSPSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPZTM contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine processor for executing stored
procedure requests on the main application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time. fffSPZTM is available only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is included in the Accumulated
CPU Time Consumed on IBM specialty engine (fffCPUZ1) data element. However, it is not included in the CPU Time
Consumed in Db2 on specialty engine (fffCPUZ2) data element. fffCPUZ2 contains the non-nested SQL time, and
fffSPZTM contains the nested time in Db2 that can run on a specialty engine processor. Prior to the application of IBM
APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; however starting
with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can now be executed on
both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine. Db2SPZTM is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffSPZTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPZET - Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:
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fffSPZTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures. The body
of an external procedure is written in a host language, so the body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using SQL
statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was introduced
with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure
body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure. This new
support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth-generation procedural language
like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language. Db2 pureXML
workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty processors
for high performance and reduced workload pricing. Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for specialty
engine processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to Db2 9.1, SQL procedures were not eligible to run on an IBM
specialty engine architecture.

DSPSP1 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1

fffSP1 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for space map pages. Db2SP1 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSP1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSP1, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSS1 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

Element Derivation:

fffSP1 contains the value input from field QBGAP1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP1 contains the sum of all values of fffSP1 processed in the level of summarization.
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DSPSP2 - ALIAS P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2

fffSP2 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for data pages. Db2SP2 is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffSP2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffSP2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSS2 - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

Element Derivation:

fffSP2 contains the value input from field QBGAP2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP2 contains the sum of all values of fffSP2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in Db2 Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSP2TM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent on Db2 processing SQL statements issued by stored
procedures. This time also includes time in Db2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure
task.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time that was spent on Db2 for processing SQL statements
that were issued by stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures.
SQL procedure times are included in this time if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and were not
invoked by the main application execution unit.

Db2SP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSP2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
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             fffSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

Element Derivation:

fffSP2TM contains the value input from field QWACSPTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSP2TM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP2TM contains the sum of all values of fffSP2TM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffSP2TM is a subset of DSUSPPTM, and is not included in DSUCPUTM. fffSP2TM is included in DSUCP2TM.

DSPSP3 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3

fffSP3 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for index leaf pages. Db2SP3 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSP3 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSP3, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP3 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP3
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP3

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSS3 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

Element Derivation:

fffSP3 contains the value input from field QBGAP3 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP3 contains the sum of all values of fffSP3 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSQLID - No. Of Set Current SQLID

DSPSQLID indicates the number of times a Db2 application executed the Db2 change object ownership command. This
variable is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSPSQLID contains the value input from field QXSETSQL of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Recording.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSQLID contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSQLID that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the CREATE statement is dynamically executed using SPUFI, QMF, or embedded in a program, the owner of
the object created is the current SQL ID. The value of the SQL ID is set at the beginning of a Db2 session, but it can be
changed during the session by executing the following statement:

    SET CURRENT SQLID = 'TSOUSER1'

DSPSRCL - Resource Latch Contention Count

DSPSRCL contains a count of resource latch contentions in IRLM during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPSRCL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions
        

Element Derivation:

DSPSRCL contains the value input from field QTXASRCL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPSRCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSRCL contains the sum of all values of DSPSRCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffSRIOX - ALIAS Synchronous Read I/Os BPx

fffSRIOx is the count of Db2 media manager synchronous read requests performed for a user by buffer pool x (where
x is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, fffSRIO3 contains the value for buffer pool 80. Asynchronous I/O requests are not counted. In
addition, this count varies for specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2 internal buffering algorithms, the number of
concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools being used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases. Db2SRIOx is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSRIOx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffSRIOx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSRIOx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSRIOx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSRIOx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSRIOx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACRIO.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSRIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSRIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSIO - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

DSPSSIO is the total number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch that the agent (TSO, CICS) triggered, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2SIO - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSSIO values are derived by summing the DBUSIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

DSPSSPRU is the count of system page updates by a user summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools. DSPSSPRU
is incremented each time a user updates a record residing in a system page. The record may be accessed by multiple
threads. It accounts for all updates, except for those performed by certain utilities that use Unit of Work page write.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DB2SPRU - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSSPRU values are derived by summing the DBUSPRU values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSSPRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSSPRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

DSPSSRIO is the count of Db2 media manager synchronous read requests performed for a user summarized for all active
Db2 buffer pools. Asynchronous I/O requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for specific threads based
on Db2 activity, Db2 internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools being
used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2SRIO - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSSRIO values are derived by summing the DBUSRIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSSRIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSSRIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSW - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

DSPSSW contains the number of changed pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool for this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSSW contains the value input from field QBGASW of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:
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DSPSSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSSW contains the sum of all values of DSPSSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSYI - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

DSPSSYI is the number of synchronous DASD reads done using zHyperLink by Db2 queries executed in this Db2 Plan.

DSPSSYI is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSPSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
       

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSSYI values are derived by summing the DBUSYI values.

Range of Value:

DSPSSYI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSSYI contains the sum of all values of DSPSSYI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

DSPSSYIT is the amount of CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads by Db2 queries in this Db2 Plan. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous with respect to the CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

DSPSSYIT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type

Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
            DSPSIOC  - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
        

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPSSYIT values are derived by summing the DBUSYITM values.

Range of Value:

DSPSSYIT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPSSYIT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSSYIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSS1 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

fffSS1 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for space map pages. Db2SS1 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSS1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSS1, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSP1 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1

Element Derivation:

fffSS1 contains the value input from field QBGAS1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS1 contains the sum of all values of fffSS1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSS2 - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

fffSS2 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for data pages. Db2SS2 is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffSS2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffSS2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSP2 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2

Element Derivation:

fffSS2 contains the value input from field QBGAS2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.
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Range of Value:

fffSS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS2 contains the sum of all values of fffSS2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSS3 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

fffSS3 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for index leaf pages. Db2SS3 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSS3 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSS3, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS3 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS3
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS3

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffSP3 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3

Element Derivation:

fffSS3 contains the value input from field QBGAS3 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS3 contains the sum of all values of fffSS3 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSTAT - Status Exit Count

DSPSTAT contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPSTAT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSPRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSPTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
      

Element Derivation:

DSPSTAT contains the value input from field QTXASTAT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

DSPSTAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSTAT contains the sum of all values of DSPSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSTCRL - Set Current Rules Statements Executed

DSPSTCRL contains the number of set current rules statements executed for a plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSTCRL contains the value input from field QXSETCRL of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPSTCRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSTCRL contains the sum of all values of DSPSTCRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSUCV - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

fffSUCV contains the conversion factor used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a Service Unit (SU). The
conversion factor used depends on the processor model being used. Db2SUCV is the MICS data encyclopedia entry
name for the fffSUCV element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSUCV,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSUCV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSUCV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSUCV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSUCV

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPSUFC  - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
             DSUSUFC  - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

fffSUCV contains the value input from field QWACSUCV as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSUCV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSUCV contains the last value of fffSUCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The service unit to CPU second conversion factor is set during nucleus initialization (NIP) and depends on the processor
model and on whether the processor is physically partitioned or single image. This factor is used by the system resources
manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and SRB service units. Using service units is
another way to equitably charge back when work is performed on different processors, as opposed to normalizing CPU
time, or charging a different rate for work done on each CPU. This is particularly important in a SYSPLEX environment
where work may be performed on multiple machines. To calculate service units from any CPU time element in the
database, use the following calculation:

     SU = cpu_time_element * (16000000/fffSUCV);

An alternative to using the DSUSUCV or DSPSUCV as a means of converting CPU seconds to service units is to use the
DSUSUFC or DSPSUFC. Values of an fffSUFC element are calculated by dividing the fffSUCV values into 16,000,000.
This eliminates the need for the user to carry out the division before applying the factor.

DSPSUFC - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

fffSUFC contains the conversion factor used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a Service Unit (SU). The
conversion factor used depends on the processor model being used. fffSUFC differs from the fffSUCV element in that
it is the result of dividing fffSUCV into 16,000,000. fffSUFC is the MICS data encyclopedia entry name for the fffSUFC
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSUFC, where fff is the MICS
file identifier value. fffSUFC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSUFC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSUFC

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSPSUCV  - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
             DSUSUCV  - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

Values of fffSUFC come from dividing 16,000,000 by the value input from QWACSUCV in the type 101 record (subtype 0,
IFCID xxx) as follows: fffSUFC = 16000000 / QWACSUCV

Range of Value:

fffSUFC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSUFC contains the last value of fffSUCV processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The service unit to CPU second conversion factor is set during nucleus initialization (NIP) and depends on the processor
model and on whether the processor is physically partitioned or single image. This factor is used by the system resources
manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and SRB service units. Using service units is
another way to equitably charge back when work is performed on different processors, as opposed to normalizing CPU
time, or charging a different rate for work done on each CPU. This is particularly important in a SYSPLEX environment
where work may be performed on multiple machines. This fffSUFC element should be compared to fffSUCV. The only
difference between these elements is that the fffSUCV must be divided into 16,000,000 before it can be be used as a
factor that converts CPU seconds to service units. Since the division into 16,000,000 has already been done for fffSUFC,
fffSUFC can be multiplied by the CPU seconds directly to obtain service units.

DSPSUSP - Suspend Count

DSPSUSP is the suspend count for the plan during the interval. The suspend count indicates the number of times that a
lock could not be obtained and the agent was suspended. Suspensions are highly dependent upon the application and
table space locking protocols.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is suspensions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPSUSP is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXASLOC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSUSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

DSPSUSPE contains the number of times the Suspend DBMS exit was called during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPSUSPE is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSPSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSPTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
      

Element Derivation:
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DSPSUSPE contains the value input from field QTXASUSP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPSUSPE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSUSPE contains the sum of all values of DSPSUSPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSU1 - ALIAS P-Lock Unlock Requests1

fffSU1 contains the total number of page physical-lock unlock requests. Db2SU1 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffSU1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSU1, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffSU1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSU1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSU1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSU1 contains the value input from field QBGAU1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSU1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSU1 contains the sum of all values of fffSU1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSVPT - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

fffSVPT contains the number of SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the measurement
interval. Db2SVPT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSVPT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSVPT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSVPT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSVPT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSVPT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSVPT
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffRLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffSVPT contains the value input from field QWACSVPT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSVPT contains the sum of all values of fffSVPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. The SQL SAVEPOINT statement is used to set a savepoint within a unit of recovery to identify a point in time to
which relational database changes can be rolled back.

DSPSWC - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

DSPSWC contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool for this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSWC contains the value input from field QBGAWC of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSPSWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSWC contains the sum of all values of DSPSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSWM - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

fffSWM contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register multiple pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF
level 11. Db2SWM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSWM element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSWM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSWM is included in the
following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSWM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSWM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSWM contains the value input from field QBGAWM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

fffSWM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSWM contains the sum of all values of fffSWM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPSWS - Total Write and Register Requests

fffSWS contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register single pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register (WAR) command. Db2SWS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSWS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSWS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffSWS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSWS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSWS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSWS contains the value input from field QBGAWS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

fffSWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSWS contains the sum of all values of fffSWS processed in the level of summarization.
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DSPSXD - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

DSPSXD contains the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid for each
group buffer pool accessed by this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSXD contains the value input from field QBGAXD of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPSXD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSXD contains the sum of all values of DSPSXD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPSXR - Total CF Reads Entry Created

DSPSXR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means
another plan in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPSXR contains the value input from field QBGAXR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSPSXR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPSXR contains the sum of all values of DSPSXR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPS2H - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

fffS2H contains the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool. Db2S2H is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffS2H element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffS2H, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffS2H is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPS2H
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUS2H

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffS2H contains the value input from field QBGA2H of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffS2H ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS2H contains the sum of all values of fffS2H processed in the level of summarization.

DSPS2S - Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend

fffS2S contains the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary Global Buffer Pool that were suspended
because the write had not yet completed. Db2S2S is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffS2S element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffS2S, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffS2S is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPS2S
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUS2S

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffS2S contains the value input from field QBGA2S of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffS2S ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS2S contains the sum of all values of fffS2S processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

fffTCBTM is the TCB time consumed by a Db2 user during the interval. This reports non-nested TCB time only. It does
not include TCB time reported in DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or DSUUDCTM. However, it does include TCB time reported
in DSUTRTTM. fffTCBTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. Db2TCBTM is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffTCBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffTCBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTCBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTCBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTCBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTCBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
             DSUSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffTCBTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the SMF type 101 accounting
record represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC tasks (Db2PTASK='NONE'), parent records of
a Db2 parallel query (Db2PTASK='PARENT'), and individual child records from parallel queries (Db2PTASK='CHILD'),
fffTCBTM is computed using the following algorithm:
  DSUTCBTM = DSUENTCB - DSUBGTCB

• For MICS database records representing ACCUMACC roll-up records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'), and parallel query
child roll-up records (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'), fffTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the
Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3 record.

DASTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) record.

Range of Value:

fffTCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTCBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting for TCB time begins at the point when successful allocation occurs and ends when the connection is
terminated or a new user successfully signs on. The initial Structured Request Language (SQL) call is normally
considered the connection point. If the SQL call is at the beginning of the application program, then the accounting begins
at that point. If the application program ABENDs, the accounting information is collected from the end-of-task routine.
Exercise care when using Db2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS,
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CICS after CTS Version 2.2, Db2 Version 6, etc.) connect to Db2 in such a way that the Db2 TCB time is included in the
TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the
connecting applications log records as well as from the fffTCBTM data element.

DSPTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in Db2

fffTC2TM is the Class 2 accumulated TCB time in Db2. This variable contains valid data only when Accounting Class
1 and 2 are specified. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the Db2 address space performing work on behalf
of a user. fffTC2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. In addition, this time
does not include CPU time consumed while processing SQL statements in a stored procedure. In fact it does not include
CPU time reported in the DSUSP2TM or DSUUDTTM elements. The total of fffTC2TM, DSUSP2TM, and DSUUDTTM is
reported in the DSUCP2TM element. Db2TC2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTC2TM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffTC2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTC2TM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTC2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTC2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTC2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             DSUUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffTC2TM contains the value input from field QWACAJST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTC2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTC2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTC2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffTC2TM contains the total Task Control Block (TCB) time used by Db2 threads. When a request is received from a TSO,
IMS, or CICS Address Space, the current TCB time is saved. On exit from Db2, the saved TCB time value is subtracted
from the TCB time value at exit to calculate the total TCB time spent in Db2. This value is only available when both
classes 1 and 2 are active. Exercise care when using Db2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling
regions (batch, TSO, CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to Db2 in such a way that the Db2 TCB time is included in the TCB time
values in the caller's transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting
applications log records as well as from the fffTC2TM data element.
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DSPTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTEETM contains the total elapsed time spent executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active. Db2TEETM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTEETM element. However, the actual measurement
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTEETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTEETM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTEETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTEETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTEETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

Element Derivation:

fffTEETM contains the value input from field QWACTREE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to
YES), fffTEETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTEETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTEETM contains the sum of all values of fffTEETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

DSPTELPT contains the total elapsed time of all tasks, for threads using query CP parallelism, and subtasks executed on
behalf of this plan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time
             DSPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPTELPT is derived using the following algorithm:

  DSPTELPT = DSPELPTM + DSPPELPT
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Range of Value:

The value of DSPTELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPTELPT contains the sum of all values of DSPTELPT processed in the level of summarization.

DSPTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in Db2

DSPTET2T contains the total in-Db2 elapsed time of all tasks, for threads using query CP parallelism, and subtasks
executed on behalf of this plan. This variable contains valid data only when accounting class 1 and 2 are specified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSPPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSPTET2T is derived using the following algorithm:

  DSPTET2T = DSPET2TM + DSPPET2T

Range of Value:

The value of DSPTET2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPTET2T contains the sum of all values of DSPTET2T processed in the level of summarization.

DSPTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

fffTHINA is the number of times during the interval that a Db2 DDF thread became inactive. Db2THINA is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffTHINA element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffTHINA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTHINA is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTHINA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTHINA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffTHINA:

IF fffREASN=10 THEN fffTHINA=1;

Range of Value:

fffTHINA can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffTHINA contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTHINA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffTHINA is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

fffTHIN2 is the number of times a Db2 DDF "Type 2 Inactive" thread became inactive. "Type 2 Inactive" threads are
employed when such products as Websphere, Weblogic, and other e-business application servers connect to Db2 via
DDF. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1. Db2THIN2 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTHIN2 element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTHIN2, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffTHIN2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTHIN2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTHIN2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffTHIN2: IF fffREASN=11 THEN fffTHIN2=1;

Range of Value:

fffTHIN2 can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTHIN2 contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTHIN2 that were included in the level of summarization.

DSPTIME - Timeout Exit Count

DSPTIME contains the number of times the Timeout DBMS exit was called during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPTIME is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Tyme:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSPRSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSPSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSPTIME contains the value input from field QTXATIME of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

DSPTIME ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPTIME contains the sum of all values of DSPTIME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTIMO - Timeout Count

DSPTIMO is the number of timeouts experienced by the plan during the interval. The timeout count indicates that a unit
of work was suspended for a time that exceeded the timeout value. To minimize the number of timeouts, check locking
protocols and the scheduling of work that includes utility jobs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is timeouts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPTIMO is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label QTXATIM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPTIMO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPTIMO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

fffTOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed. Db2TOGRP is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffTOGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffTOGRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTOGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTOGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTOGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTOGRP contains the value input from field QXTOTGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:
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fffTOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTOGRP contains the sum of all values of fffTOGRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPTOUT - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

DSPTOUT contains the total number of Timeout RLBs purged by IRLM during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPTOUT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSPDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSPRTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSPNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
 

Element Derivation:

DSPTOUT contains the value input from field QTXATOUT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSPTOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTRETM - ALIAS Elapsed Time Executing Control

fffTRETM contains the total elapsed time spent while executing under the control of triggers. Db2TRETM is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffTRETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffTRETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRETM contains the value input from field QWACTRET as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRETM contains the sum of all values of fffTRETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTRNOW - TRANSFER OWNERSHIP Statements

The fffTRNOW data elements contain the number of SQL TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statements that were processed.

Db2TRNOW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTRNOW element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffTRNOW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRNOW is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASTRNOW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRNOW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRNOW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QXTRNOWN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2TRNOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2TRNOW contains the sum of all values of Db2TRNOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTRTBL - ALIAS Truncate Table Statements

fffTRTBL is the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements. This statement deletes all rows for either base tables or
declared global temporary tables. Db2TRTBL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTRTBL element. The
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actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTRTBL, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffTRTBL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDTRTBL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTBL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTBL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXTRTBL.

Range of Value:

fffTRTBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTBL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTRTBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPTRTSE - Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTSE is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing triggers on a nested task on an IBM specialty engine
processor. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on
an IBM zIIP processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty
engine. Db2TRTSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTSE element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffTRTSE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTRTSE is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTSE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:
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fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QWACTRTE_se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffTRTSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTSE contains the sum of all values of fffTRTSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

fffTRTTM contains the amount of TCB time used while executing triggers on the main application execution unit. fffTRTTM
does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. Db2TRTTM is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffTRTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffTRTTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRTTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef SQL
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffTRTTM contains the value input from field QWACTRTT as follows;

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRTTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTTM contains the sum of all values of fffTRTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When fff is DSP or DSU, fffTRTTM contains CPU activity for triggers on the main application execution unit. The fffTRTTM
values are included in the DSPCPUTM, DSPCP1TM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, DSUCP1TM, and DSUTCBTM
elements.

DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTZP is the accumulated CPU time consumed executing triggers on the main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine processor. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only
be executed on an IBM zIIP processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575,
stored procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred
to as specialty engine. Db2TRTZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTZP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffTRTZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTRTZP is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:

fffTRTZP contains the value input from field QWACTRTT_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRTZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTZP contains the sum of all values of fffTRTZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

fffTSQLE contains the total number of Structured Query Language (SQL) statements executed for any given Db2 thread
or transaction. Db2TSQLE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTSQLE element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffTSQLE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTSQLE is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTSQLE
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTSQLE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement is FETCH, SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements.

  See also:  DSUDELET - Delete Statements
             DSUINSRT - Insert Statements
             DSUQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements
             DSUUPDTE - Update Statements

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffTSQLE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, (QXST)
label QXSELECT, QXFETCH, QXINSRT, QXUPDTE, and QXDELET as follows:

fffTSQLE=DSUQUERY+DSUUPDTE+DSUINSRT+DSUDELET;

where:

            DSUDELET=SQL DELETE Statements
            DSUQUERY=SQL FETCH and SELECT Statements
            DSUINSRT=SQL INSERT Statements
            DSUUPDTE=SQL UPDATE Statements

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTSQLE contains the sum of all values of fffTSQLE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Due to commit and rollback operations, the value of fffTSQLE may not match similarly-derived data elements in the Db2
Package/DBRM Activity file. This is because SQL statements are not considered fully executed if statements are rolled
back, at run time, without being committed.

The COMMIT command ensures that changes to Db2 transaction records are permanent. A commit operation releases
transaction locks acquired by the application process and commits database changes made by the same process.

The ROLLBACK command is supported by Db2 as a way to back out uncommitted changes made by an application
process. This backout may be necessary in the event of a failure or termination on the part of an application process,
commonly referred to as an application deadlock situation. Note, however, that an application process may explicitly
request that database changes be backed out.

For example, assume a COMMIT command was issued after processing 10,000 records or transactions while
simultaneously processing an additional 2,000 transactions when the Db2 application process was abruptly terminated.
In this scenario, only the initial 10,000 executed transactions are permanently committed to the database. The additional
2,000 transactions are rolled back and thus not considered executed statements.

The interface used by SQL application programs to explicitly specify COMMIT and ROLLBACK commands depends
on the operating environment. If a specific operating environment can include recoverable resources other than native
Db2 databases, SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements cannot be used. This implies that COMMIT and ROLLBACK
statements may not be issued directly from calling IMS, CICS, or WebSphere processes.
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DSPTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTTETM contains the total TCB time consumed executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active. Db2TTETM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffTTETM element. However, the actual measurement
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTTETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTTETM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTTETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTTETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTTETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffTTETM contains the value input from field QWACTRTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

If the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to YES), fffTTETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTTETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTTETM contains the sum of all values of fffTTETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffTTETM values are included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM. The fffTTETM values are not
included in the CPU time recorded in DSPCPUTM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, or DSPTCBTM.

DSPUCNT - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

DSPUCNT contains the total number of compatibility queue elements generated during the execution of this Db2 plan.

DSPUCNT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSPLCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated
        

Element Derivation:
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DSPUCNT contains the value input from field QTXAUCNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSPUCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPUCNT contains the sum of all values of DSPUCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

fffUDATM contains the total elapsed time that was spent on user-defined functions, in the Db2 or WLM-established stored
procedure address spaces. It includes time spent executing SQL statements. Db2UDATM is the data dictionary entry
name for the fffUDATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDATM,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDATM contains the value input from field QWACUDEA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDATM contains the sum of all values of fffUDATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUDBTM - Total Elapsed Time in Db2 UDF

fffUDBTM contains the total elapsed time that was spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions, in the Db2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. It includes Db2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. Db2UDBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffUDBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDBTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffUDBTM is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDBTM contains the value input from field QWACUDEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDBTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

fffUDCTM contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in the Db2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space. Db2UDCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDCTM
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDCTM, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffUDCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDCTM contains the value input from field QWACUDCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDCTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffUDCTM value is included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM.

DSPUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE1 contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed either in Db2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor. Db2UDSE1 is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffUDSE1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE1 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE1 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSPUDSE2 - CPU Tm in Db2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE2 contains the amount of CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions either in the Db2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces while executing on an IBM specialty
engine processor. This time also includes time in Db2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. Db2UDSE2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE2 element. The actual measurement, however,
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is found in a number of files as element fffUDSE2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE2 is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE2 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE2 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. fffUDSE2 is a subset of fffUDSE1.

DSPUDSTM - Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB

fffUDSTM contains the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the User-Defined Function could be
scheduled. This field is only populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active. Db2UDSTM is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffUDSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffUDSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffUDSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef Functions

Element Derivation:

fffUDSTM contains the value input from field QWACUDST as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in Db2 UDF

fffUDTTM contains the amount of CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions in the Db2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes time in Db2 that is
used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the QWACUDCP time.
Db2UDTTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDTTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDTTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDTTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDTTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDTTM contains the value input from field QWACUDTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDTTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDTTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffUDTTM is a subset of fffUDCTM. fffUDTTM values are not included in DSP/DSUTC2TM but are included in DSP/
DSUCP2TM.
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DSPUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

fffUDZTM contains the amount of specialty engine CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed
in the Db2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space. Db2UDZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffUDZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDZTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffUDZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDZTM contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDZTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUPDTE - UPDATE Statements

DSPUPDTE is the number of UPDATE statements that were issued by the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is UPDATE statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSPUPDTE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXUPDTE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSPUPDTE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPUPDTE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUPLK - Unlock Requests for Physical Locks

DSPUPLK contains the number of unlock requests for physical locks made for this plan during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPUPLK contains the value input from field QTGAUPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPUPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPUPLK contains the sum of all values of DSPUPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPUSLM - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

DSPUSLM contains the number of resources propagated to MVS Cross System Extended Services (MVS XES) from
unlock requests. DSPUSLM is not incremented if the unlock request is suspended before going to XES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSPUSLM contains the value input from field QTGAUSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSPUSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPUSLM contains the sum of all values of DSPUSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRA - No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads

fffWATRA contains the number of wait trace events processed for log reads, for a user. For Db2 9.1 and above, fffWATRA
includes archive reads, active reads, and archive-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier versions, it includes archive reads
only. Db2WATRA is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRA element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffWATRA, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRA is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRA contains the value input from field QWAXANAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRA contains the sum of all values of fffWATRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

fffWATRB contains the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
Db2WATRB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffWATRB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MISC files as element fffWATRB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWATRB is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAWBTM - Accum Wt Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffWATRB contains the value input from field QWACALBC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.
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Range of Value:

fffWATRB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRB contains the sum of all values of fffWATRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRC - NO. Wait Trace Events for Claims

fffWATRC contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to be released. Db2WATRC is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWATRC, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRC
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRC contains the value input from field QWAXARNC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRC contains the sum of all values of fffWATRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRD - NO. Wait Trace Events for Drain Lock

fffWATRD contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks. Db2WATRD is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffWATRD element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffWATRD, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRD
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRD contains the value input from field QWAXARND as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRD contains the sum of all values of fffWATRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRG - No. Wait Trace for Global Lock

fffWATRG contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits caused by sending messages to other
members in a data sharing group. Db2WATRG is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRG element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffWATRG, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRG
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRG
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRG contains the value input from field QWACARNJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRG contains the sum of all values of fffWATRG processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

fffWATRL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for lock/latch. Db2WATRL is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffWATRL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffWATRL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRL contains the value input from field QWACARNL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRL contains the sum of all values of fffWATRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRM - No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

fffWATRM contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the
data sharing group. Db2WATRM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffWATRM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRM contains the value input from field QWACARNG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRM contains the sum of all values of fffWATRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWATRP - Wait Trace for Latch Contention

fffWATRP contains the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention. Db2WATRP is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffWATRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffWATRP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRP

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRP contains the value input from field QWACARNH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRP contains the sum of all values of fffWATRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSPWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

fffWATRR contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for read I/O under another thread. Db2WATRR is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffWATRR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRR is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRR

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRR contains the value input from field QWACARNR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRR contains the sum of all values of fffWATRR processed in the level of summarization.

DSPWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

fffWATRW contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for write I/O under another thread. Db2WATRW is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffWATRW, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRW

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRW contains the value input from field QWACARNW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffWATRW contains the sum of all values of fffWATRW processed in the level of summarization.

DSPWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

fffWATSE contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to Db2
service tasks. Db2WATSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATSE element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffWATSE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATSE is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATSE

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATSE contains the value input from field QWACARNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATSE contains the sum of all values of fffWATSE processed in the level of summarization.

DSPWATTR - Number of Wait Trace Events Processed

fffWATTR is the number of wait trace events processed by a Db2 user during the life of a thread. The value indicates
the number of entries and exits from wait events that are processed in order to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed
wait times. This field is only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. fffWATTR is new with Db2 Release 2.
Db2WATTR is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATTR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATTR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATTR

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of wait trace events.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

fffWATTR contains the value input from field QWACARNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffWATTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

The fffWFBCT data elements contain the number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this agent at any
point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of performance
degradation.

Db2WFBCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffWFBCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffWFBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWFBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASWFBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFBCT

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffWFBCT contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2WFBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2WFBCT contains the last value of Db2WFBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPWFCTM - ALIAS Totl Wait Time for Force-At-Commit

fffWFCTM contains the wait time for Force-At-Commit requests. Db2WFCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffWFCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffWFCTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffWFCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWFCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFCTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffWFCTM contains the value input from the QWAXAWFC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWFCTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWFCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSPWGLTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

fffWGLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for page P-Locks. Db2WGLTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWGLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWGLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWGLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWGLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWGLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLGTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWGLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffWGLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWGLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWGLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

fffWLCTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for child L-Locks. Db2WLCTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWLCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWLCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLCTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLCTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239 while DAS/DSP/
DSUWLCTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWLGCT - NO. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO

fffWLGCT contains the number of wait trace events processed for log read I/O. Db2WLGCT is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffWLGCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffWLGCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWLGCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLGCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLGCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWLGCT contains the value input from field QWACARLG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffWLGCT contains the sum of all values of fffWLGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

fffAWGTM contains the wait time accumulated due to suspension for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group. Db2AWGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWGTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWGTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWGTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

fffWLLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other L-Locks. Db2WLLTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWLLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWLLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLLTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLLTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWLMCL - WLM Service Class Name

fffWLMCL identifies the service class to which the unit of work belongs. Service classes are one component of a service
definition that is used by the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) to manage an MVS system running in goal mode. A
service class enables you to group work with the same service goals, performance objectives, resource requirements, or
availability requirements. Each service class has a service goal associated with it. A service class may belong to only one
workload and, optionally, may be assigned to a resource group. For Db2 ACCUMACC records (Db2PTASK='ACUMAC'),
the raw data field used to populate fffWLMCL contains the value from the last user record rolled-up. Db2WLMCL is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffWLMCL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffWLMCL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWLMCL is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLMCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLMCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLMCL

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffWLMCL contains the value input from field QWACWLME as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLMCL can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

fffWLMCL contains the last value of fffWLMCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWLPTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

fffWLPTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for pageset or partition P-Locks. Db2WLPTM
is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWLPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
files as element fffWLPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLPTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLPTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNNPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP
                        PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLPTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLPTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLPTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

fffWTOTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other P-Locks. Db2WTOTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWTOTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWTOTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWTOTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWTOTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWTOTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWTOTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWTOTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWTOTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWTOTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWTOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWTOTM contains the sum of all values of fffWTOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

DSPWUABD is the number of times during the interval that the plan abended because the work was in doubt.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPWUABD is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 44.

Range of Value:

DSPWUABD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPWUABD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPWUABD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPWUABD is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

DSPWUEOM is the number of times during the interval that the plan abended due to exhausting its memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPWUEOM is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 48.

Range of Value:

DSPWUEOM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPWUEOM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPWUEOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPWUEOM is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPWUFRC - Work In Doubt FORCE Command

DSPWUFRC is the number of times during the interval that the plan terminated because the FORCE command was
issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSPWUFRC is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 56.

Range of Value:

DSPWUFRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPWUFRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPWUFRC that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DSPWUFRC is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve Indoubt

DSPWURIN is the number of resolve in doubt conditions that occurred to the plan during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPWURIN is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV in the SMF type 101 record is equal to 52.

Range of Value:

DSPWURIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPWURIN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPWURIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPWURIN is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSPXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

DSPXACPU contains the CPU time used by the accelerator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSDXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

Element Derivation:

DSPXACPU contains the value input from field Q8ACACPU of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSDXQUEW is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSPXACPU contains the sum of all values of DSPXACPU summarized by Db2 Plan.

Usage Notes:

DSPXACPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSPXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

fffXAELA contains the elapsed time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the Db2 subsystem.
Db2XAELA is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXAELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXAELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAWAT - IDAA Wait Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8STAELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and
DSU files, fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8ACAELA of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXAELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXAELA summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXAELA summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXAELA contains
the sum of all values of DSUXAELA summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAELA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

fffXAWAT contains the wait time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the Db2 subsystem. Db2XAWAT is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXAWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffXAWAT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAWAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAWAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAWAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAWAT

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8STAWAT of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and
DSU files, fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8ACAWAT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXAWAT is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSIXAWAT summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSPXAWAT summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXAWAT
contains the sum of all values of DSUXAWAT summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAWAT was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

fffXBLKR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

Db2XBLKR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBLKR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKR is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:
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In the DSI file, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8STBLKR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKR summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKR summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBLKR contains
the sum of all values of DSUXBLKR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBLKR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

fffXBLKS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator. Db2XBLKS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffXBLKS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKS,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8STBLKS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU
files, fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKS summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKS summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBLKS contains
the sum of all values of DSUXBLKS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:
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fffXBLKS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

fffXBYTR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

Db2XBYTR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8STBYTR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTR summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTR summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBYTR contains
the sum of all values of fffXBYTR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

fffXBYTS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator.

Db2XBYTS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTS is included in the
following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8STBYTS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTS summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTS summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBYTS contains
the sum of all values of fffXBYTS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXCMTC contains the number of COMMIT statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
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             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXCMTC contains the value input from field Q8ACCMTC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXCMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXCMTC contains the sum of all values of DSPXCMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

fffXCONN contains the number of accelerator connects.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. Db2XCONN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry
name for the fffXCONN element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffXCONN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXCONN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXCONN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXCONN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXCONN

 See also:   DB2XFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count
             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8STCONN field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8ACCONN field in the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

fffXCONN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSIXCONN summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSPXCONN summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXCONN
contains the sum of all values of DSUXCONN summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXCONN was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSPXCQO - Mem Name of Parallelism Coordinator

fffXCQO contains the member name of the parallelism coordinator if this was a Parallel Task. This value, in conjunction
with Db2ACE can be used to correlate all of the parallel task records with the records of the originating task. Db2XCQO
is the MICS data encyclopedia entry name for the fffXCQO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffXCQO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXCQO is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXCQO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXCQO

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffXCQO contains the value input from field QWDAXCQO of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element is
available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffXCQO can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

fffXCQO contains the last value of fffXCQO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXCRTC contains the number of CREATE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:
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DSPXCRTC contains the value input from field Q8ACCRTC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXCRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXCRTC contains the sum of all values of DSPXCRTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXDELC contains the number of DELETE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXDELC contains the value input from field Q8ACDELC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXDELC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXDELC contains the sum of all values of DSPXDELC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXDRPC contains the number of DROP statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXDRPC contains the value input from field Q8ACDRPC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXDRPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXDRPC contains the sum of all values of DSPXDRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

fffXFAIL contains the number of connections that failed when this Db2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

Db2XFAIL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXFAIL element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXFAIL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXFAIL is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXFAIL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXFAIL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXFAIL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count
             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8STFAIL of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8ACFAIL of the
Accelerator data section of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXFAIL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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In the DSI file, DSIXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSIXFAIL summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSPXFAIL summarized by Db2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXFAIL contains the
sum of all values of DSUXFAIL summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXFAIL was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXINSC contains the number of INSERT statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXINSC contains the value input from field Q8ACINSC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXINSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXINSC contains the sum of all values of DSPXINSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

fffXMSGR contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

Db2XMSGR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGR
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXMSGR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGR summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGR summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXMSGR
contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXMSGR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

fffXMSGS contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

Db2XMSGS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
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             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXMSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGS summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGS summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXMSGS
contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXMSGS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXOPNC contains the number of OPEN statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXOPNC contains the value input from field Q8ACOPNC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXOPNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXOPNC contains the sum of all values of DSPXOPNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPXPRID - IDAA Product ID

fffXPRID contains the accelerator server identifier, also referred to as the product level.

Db2XPRID is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXPRID element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXPRID, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXPRID is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXPRID
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXPRID
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXPRID

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8STPRID field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8ACPRID field in the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXPRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSIXPRID in the records summarized by Db2
region. In the DSP file, DSPXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPXPRID in the records summarized by
Db2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUXPRID in the records summarized
by User.

Usage Notes:

fffXPRID was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword. If more than
one data section is found in the Db2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data sections are
aggregated into one Db2DSU/Db2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the fffXPRID data element will contain the
value 'MULTI' rather than the Product ID.

DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXRBKC contains the number of ROLLBACK statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXRBKC contains the value input from field Q8ACRBKC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXRBKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXRBKC contains the sum of all values of DSPXRBKC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXREQ - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

fffXREQ data elements contain the number of Distributed Relational Database Architecture(tm) (DRDA) requests sent by
this Db2 system to the accelerator.

Db2XREQ is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXREQ element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXREQ, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXREQ is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXREQ
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXREQ
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXREQ

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State
             DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count
             DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the value input from field Q8STREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU files, DSPXREQ and DSUXREQ contain the value input from field
Q8ACREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSIXREQ summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSPXREQ summarized by Db2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXREQ contains
the sum of all values of DSUXREQ summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXREQ was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to Db2

DSPXROWC contains the number of ROWS returned from IDAA to this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXROWC contains the value input from field Q8ACROWC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXROWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXROWC contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by Db2

DSPXROWD contains the number of rows DELETED on IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXROWD contains the value input from field Q8ACROWD of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXROWD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXROWD contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by Db2

DSPXROWI contains the number of rows INSERTED to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSPXROWI contains the value input from field Q8ACROWI of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXROWI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXROWI contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSPXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

fffXROWR contains the total number of rows received from the accelerator.

Db2XROWR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXROWR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8STROWR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8ACROWR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWR summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWR summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXROWR
contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXROWR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

fffXROWS contains the total number of rows sent from the accelerator.

Db2XROWS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXROWS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWS summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWS summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXROWS
contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXROWS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by Db2

DSPXROWU contains the number of rows UPDATED on IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2
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Element Derivation:

DSPXROWU contains the value input from field Q8ACROWU of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXROWU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXROWU contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPXSODB - Db2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

DSPXSODB tracks only the CPU time within Db2 that is not reported for a task outside Db2 that initiates a call to Db2 and
that reports only zIIP-eligible CPU time. It does not include CPU time reported for batch, TSO, CICS, and IMS. It does
include CPU activity for child tasks, rollups, and ACCUMACC rollups of DDF/RRSAF CPU activity. DSPXSODB does not
include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSPCATYP - Connecting System Type Code
             DSPCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB
             DSPXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPXSODB is derived by setting DSPXSODB to DSPXSPTM when any of the following
conditions is met:

• Db2PTASK has a value of ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP.
• Db2CONN has a value other than BATCH or TSO.
• DSPCATYP has a value other than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, or 11.

Range of Value:

DSPXSODB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXSODB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSPXSODB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPXSODB offers an alternative to DSPXSPTM for reporting. Although DSPXSPTM carries CPU time for Db2 functions,
data sources for tasks outside Db2 also report much of the CPU activity that is covered by DSPXSPTM. Since the
DSPXSODB element does not carry this overlapping CPU time, it can complement the CPU time already reported in other
MICS Data Integration Areas.

Beginning with Db2 Version 6 and CICS CTS Version 2.2, CICS began using IBM's open transaction environment (OTE)
to connect to Db2. This connection method causes much of the CPU time for Db2 to be expended on the TCB that is
initiated by CICS.

The CPU time for Db2 that is also tracked by CICS is carried in the following elements in the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS:
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• CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time
• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

If an IMS transaction initiates a Db2 thread, the CPU time to create the thread is included in these elements in the MICS
Analyzer Option for IMS:

• ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
• ISUDb2TM - Db2 CPU Time (Used only if IMF is the data source)

Db2 threads initiated by batch jobs or by TSO sessions accumulate CPU time that is reported in type 30 records that are
processed in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. Following at the elements that contain the CPU time:

• JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time
• JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

DSPXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

fffXSPTM contains the CPU time minus all special processor (e.g., zIIP) eligible CPU time. Db2XSPTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffXSPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffXSPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffXSPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASXSPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXSPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXSPTM

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  fffCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
             fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffXSPTM is calculated using the following formula:

     fffXSPTM = fffCPUTM - fffELGZP

Range of Value:

fffXSPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffXSPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffXSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) is considered a specialty engine. The zIIP is designed to run database
servicing workloads such as Db2. If at anytime there is no special processor available to execute special processor
eligible work, work is then dispatched to run on a standard CP and any CPU time that is accumulated is included in
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fffCPUTM and fffTCBTM. fffXSPTM can be used to charge for CPU time that was only eligible to run on standard CPs
excluding accumulated standard CP time that was eligible to run on special processors. This value provides the means to
calculate repeatable charges.

DSPXSVNM - IDAA Server Name

Db2XSVNM is the accelerator server name.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2XPRID - IDAA Product ID

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, Db2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8STNAME field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, Db2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8ACNAME field of the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

Db2XSVNM can contain any combination of one to one-hundred-twenty-eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, Db2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2XSVNM in the level of summarization. In the
DSU file, Db2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2XSVNM in the records summarized by User. In the
DSP file, Db2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2XSVNM in the records summarized by Db2 plan.

Usage Notes:

Db2XSVNM was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword. If more
than one data section is found in the Db2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data sections are
aggregated into one Db2DSU/Db2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the Db2XSVNM data element will contain the
value 'MULTI' rather than the server name.

DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

DSPXTCPU contains the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time measured in Db2 for the amount of CPU consumed
by the DDF service task to perform the SEND and RECEIVE to an accelerator service. It does not account for the time
needed for the TCP/IP address CPU to route the message on to the network and receive the reply into the DDF task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSDXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSPXTCPU is read from the Q8ACTCPU field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSPXTCPU is any valid SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

DSPXTCPU contains the sum of all values of DSPXTCPU summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

DSPXTCPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

fffXTELA contains the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time measured in Db2. It starts when sending the requests to
the accelerator and ends when receiving the results from the accelerator.

Db2XTELA is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXTELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.
In the DSP and DSU files, fffXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID
3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXTELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTELA summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXTELA summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXTELA contains
the sum of all values of DSUXTELA summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXTELA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

fffXTOUT contains the number of connections that were timed out when this Db2 system sent requests to the accelerator.
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Db2XTOUT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXTOUT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTOUT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTOUT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTOUT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTOUT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTOUT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   See also: DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8STTOUT of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8ACTOUT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSIXTOUT summarized by Db2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSPXTOUT summarized by Db2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXTOUT
contains the sum of all values of DSUXTOUT summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXTOUT was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSPXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSPXUPDC contains the number of UPDATE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSPXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSPXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:
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DSPXUPDC contains the value input from field Q8ACUPDC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSPXUPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPXUPDC contains the sum of all values of DSPXUPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSPZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

DSPZRLMT is the number of zero resource limit in effect for a Db2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSPAFLG  - Flag Byte
             DSPAPREC - How Limit was Determined
             DSPNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSPZRLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXANRUN of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 3, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSPZRLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSPZRLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPZRLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU)
DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) File maintains activity by user. This usage includes: product, user instrumentation, SQL
statements, and lock usage.

Use this file to account for DB2 resource utilization by an individual user.

The source for file is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 101.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year
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  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  .DWMY.   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  ......E  DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

  ......E  DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

  ......E  DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  .DWMY.   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSUAFLG  - Flag Byte

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  .DWMY.E  DSUASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  ......   DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

  ......E  DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

  ......   DSUCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

  ......   DSUDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock

  ......E  DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
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  ......   DSUISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  .DWMY.E  DSUNETID - DB2 Network Identifier

  ......E  DSUOPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DSUPLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DSUPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID

  ......E  DSUPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

  ......E  DSUREASN - Reason For Accounting Record

  .DWMY.E  DSURMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DSUWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

  ......E  DSUXPRID - IDAA Product ID

  ......E  DSUXSVNM - IDAA Server Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSUAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSUAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSUABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSUABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSUABFRC - Abnormal Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSUABORT - Abort Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUABRIN - Abnormal Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSUACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACHG  - Change Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  .DWMY.E  DSUACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

  .DWMY.E  DSUACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

  .DWMY.E  DSUACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUALLTM - Lock & Latch time

  .DWMY.E  DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTIX - Alter Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTA - Alter Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTVW - Alter View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUAQRY  - Query Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  .DWMY.E  DSUASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSUASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSUATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
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  .DWMY.E  DSUAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUBPNX  - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW0 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW1 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW2 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW3 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLNO  - Claim Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLOSE - Close Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLUN  - Claim Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUCMTON - Comment On Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  .DWMY.E  DSUCOST  - Processing Cost

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPLK  - Change Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUNI - User Instructions

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRINX - Create Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRROL - Create Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCSLM  - Change Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSUCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEAD  - Deadlock Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEFVU - Create View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  .DWMY.E  DSUDELET - Delete Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDESC  - Describe Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
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  .DWMY.E  DSUDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRNO  - Drain Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPKG - NO. DROP PACKAGE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRTA  - Global requests Denied

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDSCRT - NO. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

  .DWMY.E  DSUELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSUET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUFCNT  - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

  .DWMY.E  DSUFETCH - Fetch Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSUFLSE  - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

  .DWMY.E  DSUFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR0 - GETPAGE Requests BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR1 - GETPAGE Requests BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR2 - GETPAGE Requests BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR3 - GETPAGE Requests BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUGRANT - Grant Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUINCRB - Incremental Binds

  .DWMY.E  DSUINSRT - Insert Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  .DWMY.E  DSUIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  .DWMY.E  DSUJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSULABEL - Label Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSULEEM  - NO. Lock Escalations to Exclusive mode

  .DWMY.E  DSULESM  - NO. Lock Escalations to shared mode

  .DWMY.E  DSULOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSULOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSULOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSULPLK  - Lock Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSULSLM  - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSUMERGE - Merge Statements
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  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXPL  - Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSUNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

  .DWMY.E  DSUNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTEND - Normal Application Ended

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTEOT - Normal End of Task

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTFY  - Notify Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTHRD - Count Of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTNUS - Normal New User

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

  .DWMY.E  DSUOPEN  - Open Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUORNO  - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

  .DWMY.E  DSUORR   - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

  .DWMY.E  DSUPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  .DWMY.E  DSUPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DSUPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DSUPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  .DWMY.E  DSUPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUPREP  - Prepare Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH0 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH1 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH2 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH3 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUPSTCT - Parallel Subtasks Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

  .DWMY.E  DSURDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSURDLTD - Deleted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSUREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSUREFTB - No. Times Refresh Table

  .DWMY.E  DSUREVOK - Revoke Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURFCHD - Fetched Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSURLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF

  .DWMY.   DSURNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNSTD - Inserted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSURPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

  .DWMY.E  DSURPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

  .DWMY.E  DSURRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

  .DWMY.E  DSURUDTD - Updated Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSUR1FB  - No. Times Fetched Only One Block
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  .DWMY.E  DSUSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDG   - Total Unregister Pages Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDPF  - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSELCT - Select Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSETHV - NO. SET HOST-VAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUSEX   - Total Explicit XIs

  .DWMY.E  DSUSFND  - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSUSGG   - Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets

  .DWMY.E  DSUSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSHS   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

  .DWMY.E  DSUSKIP  - Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSLPF  - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSUSMD   - Total CF Reads Data Returned

  .DWMY.E  DSUSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  .DWMY.E  DSUSMN   - Total CF Reads Data Not Ret No Entry

  .DWMY.E  DSUSMR   - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

  .DWMY.E  DSUSNGT  - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU0 - System Page Record Update BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU1 - System Page Record Update BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU2 - System Page Record Update BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU3 - System Page Record Update BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUSP1   - P-Lock Lock Requests - Space Map Pages1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSP2   - P-Lock Lock Requests - Data Pages2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSP3   - P-Lock Lock Requests - Indx Leaf Pages3

  .DWMY.E  DSUSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO0 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO1 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO2 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO3 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSW   - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

  .DWMY.E  DSUSS1   - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSS2   - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSS3   - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

  .DWMY.E  DSUSUSP  - Suspend Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSU1   - P-Lock Unlock Requests1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSWC   - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

  .DWMY.E  DSUSWM   - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

  .DWMY.E  DSUSWS   - Total Write and Register Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSXD   - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

  .DWMY.E  DSUSXR   - Total CF Reads Entry Created

  .DWMY.E  DSUS2H   - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

  .DWMY.E  DSUS2S   - Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend

  .DWMY.E  DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
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  .DWMY.E  DSUTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSUTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSUTIMO  - Timeout Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRNOW - No. Times Transfer Ownership

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUUPDTE - Update Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUUPLK  - Unlock Requests For Physical Locks

  .DWMY.E  DSUUSLM  - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRG - NO. Wait Trace Events for Glbl. Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRM - NO. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSUWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUFRC - Work In Doubt Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSUWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXREQ  - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2
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  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUXSCPU - IDAA Services CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXSELA - IDAA Services Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXSODB - DB2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSUAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  .DWMY.E  DSUMMXPL - Max Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DSUAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUAAxxx to DSUAMxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUAACC
through DSUAMLTM.

Contents

DSUAACC - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

fffAACC contains the wait time for requests that were sent to an IDAA for execution. DB2AACC is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffAACC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAACC,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffAACC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACC

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACC

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  fffAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

Element Derivation:

fffAACC contains the value input from field QWACAACC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAACC contains the sum of all values of fffAACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAACW - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

DB2AACW contains the total time requests waited to return from the IDAA. DB2AACW is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffAACW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAACW, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffAACW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACW

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACW

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

Element Derivation:

fffAACW contains the value input from field QWACAACW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
values of DB2AACW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

DSUABABD is the number of times during the interval that the application program abended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUABABD is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 20.

Range of Value:

DSUABABD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUABABD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUABABD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUABABD is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

DSUABEOM is the number of times the DB2 user abnormally terminated because the user exhausted memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUABEOM is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 24.

Range of Value:

DSUABEOM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUABEOM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUABEOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUABEOM is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUABFRC - Abnormal FORCE Command

DSUABFRC is the number of times during the interval that the STOP DB2 MODE (FORCE) command was issued for the
user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUABFRC is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 32.

Range of Value:

DSUABFRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUABFRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUABFRC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSPABFRC is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUABORT - ABORT Requests

fffABORT is the number of times during the interval that a unit of work was backed out for the user. DB2ABORT is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffABORT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffABORT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffABORT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASABORT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPABORT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUABORT

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ABORT requests.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffABRT contains the value input from field QWACABRT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffABORT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffABORT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUABRIN - Abnormal Resolve in Doubt

DSUABRIN is the number of times during the interval that the user terminated because of a resolve in doubt condition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUABRIN is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 28.

Range of Value:

DSUABRIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUABRIN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUABRIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUABRIN is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

fffACECP contains the accumulated CPU time spent processing SQL in DB2 that may be eligible for execution on an
accelerator. fffACECP does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. fffACECP is available
only for DB2 10.1 and above. DB2ACECP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffACECP element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in several files as element fffACECP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACECP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACECP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACECP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACECP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

fffACECP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACECP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACECP contains the sum of all values of fffACECP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSUACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

fffACEEL contains the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL in DB2 that may be eligible for execution on
an accelerator. fffACEEL is available only for DB2 10.1 and above. DB2ACEEL is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffACEEL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in several files as element fffACEEL, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffACEEL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEEL

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEEL

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEEL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffACECP - Accumulated CPU time SQL IDAA-Elig

             fffACEZP - Accum CPU Tm SQL on Spec Eng IDAA-Elig

Element Derivation:

fffACEEL contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEEL is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEEL contains the sum of all values of fffACEEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is on the IDAA. See IBM
APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSUACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

fffACEZP contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors processing SQL in DB2 that
may be eligible for execution on an accelerator. fffACEZP is available only for DB2 10.1 and above. DB2ACEZP is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffACEZP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in several as element
fffACEZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACEZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEZP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEZP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

fffACEZP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEZP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEZP contains the sum of all values of fffACEZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DSUACHG - Change Request Count

DSUACHG indicates the number of IRLM change requests a DB2 user experienced. This variable is new with DB2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSUAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSUACHG contains the value input from field QTXACHG of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUACHG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUACHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

DSUACHUS indicates the largest amount of CPU time used to execute a dynamic SQL statement by a DB2 user. This
variable is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds

Element Derivation:

DSUACHUS contains the value input from field QTXACHUS of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUACHUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUACHUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

DSUACLMT indicates the CPU time limit allowed a DB2 user to service dynamic SQL statement execution. This variable
is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

Element Derivation:

DSUACLMT contains the value input from field QTXACLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUACLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUACLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUACNT - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

DSUACNT contains the number of ACCUMACC roll-up records encountered.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             DSUNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

             DSUNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUACNT is set to 1 if the record is determined to be an SMF type 101 ACCUMACC roll-up
record (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC').

Range of Value:

DSUACNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUACNT contains the sum of all values of DSUACNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if accounting class 1 is active.

DSUACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACSTL is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because the
staleness threshold was reached. At higher timespans, fffACSTL represents the number of records included in the level
of summarization that were written due to the ACCUMACC staleness threshold being reached. This field was introduced
in DB2 8.1. DB2ACSTL is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffACSTL element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACSTL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffACSTL is
included in the following files.

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     --------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACSTL

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACSTL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2ACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

             DB2ACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACSTL:

       IF fffREASN=3 THEN fffACSTL=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffACSTL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACSTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACSTR is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because a DB2
internal storage threshold for roll-up records was reached. At higher timespans, fffACSTR represents the number of
records included in the level of summarization that were written due to the ACCUMACC storage threshold being reached.
This field was introduced in DB2 8.1. DB2ACSTR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffACSTR element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACSTR, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffACSTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     --------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACSTR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACSTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2ACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

             DB2ACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACSTR:

    IF fffREASN=2 THEN fffACSTR=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACSTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACSTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2ACTx - Account Level Identifier                           

The DB2ACTx data elements are user-defined fields that can be used to specify the accounting or cost center structure of
your data center. There may be up to nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the data center.
The highest account code is DB2ACT1, the second highest is DB2ACT2, and so on. These data elements are defined and
included in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT) by the user when MICS Db2 Analyzer is installed.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH TO 30.
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Element Derivation:

The derivation of the account code fields is the responsibility of the user and is defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT). The content of the DB2ACTx data elements is site-dependent. Contact your site's
MICS administrator for further information.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 30 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters per field, according to user
definition.                                                             

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values, and
this variable is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

None 

DSUACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

At the DETAIL timespan, fffACUTR is set to one (1) if the ACCUMACC roll-up record was written to SMF because the
user specified ACCUMACC roll-up threshold was reached. At higher timespans, fffACUTR represents the number of
records included in the level of summarization that were written due to the user specified ACCUMACC roll-up threshold
being reached. This field was introduced in DB2 8.1. DB2ACUTR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffACUTR
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffACUTR, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffACUTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     --------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACUTR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACUTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2ACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

             DB2ACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             fffACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

             fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffACUTR:

    IF fffREASN=1 THEN fffACUTR=1;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACUTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffACUTR that were included in the level of summarization.
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DSUAFLG - Flag Byte

DSUAFLG indicates the nature of resource limit in effect for a DB2 user. This variable is new in DB2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUAPREC - How Limit was Determined

Element Derivation:

DSUAFLG contains the value input from field QTXAFLG1 of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUAFLG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUAFLG in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAIETM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time IFI Calls

DSUAIETM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent processing IFI calls.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAIETM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUAIETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSUAIETM contains the sum of all values of DSUAIETM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

DSUAIRLM indicates the number of other IRLM requests made by a DB2 user. This variable is new with DB2 Version 2
Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSUAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSUACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSUAIRLM contains the value input from field QTXAIRLM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUAIRLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUAIRLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAITTM - Class 5 Accum TCB Time IFI Calls

DSUAITTM contains the accumulated Class 5 TCB time spent processing IFI calls.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAITTM contains the value input from field QIFAAITT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUAITTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSUAITTM contains the sum of all values of DSUAITTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

DSUALDAB contains the number of ALTER DATABASE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUALDAB contains the value input from field QXALDAB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUALDAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALDAB contains the sum of all values of DSUALDAB processed in the level of summarization.

DSUALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

fffALGTM contains the accumulated wait time due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
This number represents the amount of time that an individual thread was suspended due to an ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command and not the time that it took for the entire command to complete. DB2ALGTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffALGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffALGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALGTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALGTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALGTM contains the value input from field QWAXALOG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALGTM contains the sum of all values of fffALGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALLTM - Accumulated Lock and Latch Time in DB2

fffALLTM is the accumulated lock and latch time in DB2 spent on behalf of a DB2 user during an execution of a thread.
This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for locks and latches in DB2. When DB2
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makes a lock or latch request that results in a wait for a user address space, the store clock time is saved, and when
the event completes, the ending time is used to calculate the total elapsed wait time in DB2. This field is only used when
accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. DB2ALLTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffALLTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffALLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALLTM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALLTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALLTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffALLTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALLTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALLTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

DSUALOCK indicates the number of IRLM lock requests a DB2 user experienced. This variable is new with DB2 Version
2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSUACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

             DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:
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DSUALOCK contains the value input from field QTXALOCK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUALOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTIX - ALTER INDEX Statements

DSUALTIX is the number of ALTER INDEX statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUALTIX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALTIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUALTIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

fffALTJR is the number of ALTER JAR statements. The Java Archive (JAR) is a file format used for aggregating many files
into a single file. DB2ALTJR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTJR element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTJR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTJR is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTJR

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTJR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTJR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTJR.

Range of Value:

fffALTJR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTJR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTJR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

fffALTMP is the number of ALTER MASK or PERMISSION statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the
interval. DB2ALTMP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTMP element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffALTMP is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTMP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTMP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXAALTMP.

Range of Value:

fffALTMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUALTST - ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSUALTST is the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUALTST is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALTST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUALTST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTTA - ALTER TABLE Statements

DSUALTTA is the number of ALTER TABLE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUALTTA is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTTA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALTTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUALTTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTTS - ALTER TABLESPACE Statements

DSUALTTS is the number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ALTER statements.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUALTTS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXALTTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUALTTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUALTTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

fffALTTX is the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement modifies the definition of a trusted
context at the current server. DB2ALTTX is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTTX element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTTX

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTTX

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTJR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTCTX.

Range of Value:

fffALTTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.
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DSUALTVW - Alter View Statements

fffALTVW is the number of ALTER VIEW statements. This statement is used to regenerate a view using an existing
definition at the current server. DB2ALTVW is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffALTVW element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffALTVW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffALTVW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDALTVW

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALTVW

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALTVW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffALTVW is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXALTVW.

Element Derivation:

fffALTVW contains the value input from field QXALTVW in the SQL statement data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

fffALTVW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALTVW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALTVW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAMBTM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Data Capture

DSUAMBTM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent processing data capture describes.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAMBTM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUAMBTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):
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    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSUAMBTM contains the sum of all values of DSUAMBTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUAMLTM - Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Log Records

DSUAMLTM contains the accumulated Class 5 elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with "data
capture changes."

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAMLTM contains the value input from field QIFAAIET of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUAMLTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DSUAMLTM contains the sum of all values of DSUAMLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Db2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUANxxx to DSUAZxxx
This article lists the Db2 User Activity File (Db2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUANDD
through DSUAWWTM.

Contents

DSUANDD - No. Data Descriptions Returned

DSUANDD contains the number of data descriptions returned in IFCID 85.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANDD contains the value input from field QIFAANDD of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANDD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANDD contains the sum of all values of DSUANDD processed in the level of summarization.
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DSUANDR - No. Data Rows Returned

DSUANDR contains the number of data rows returned in IFCID 85.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANDR contains the value input from field QIFAANDR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANDR contains the sum of all values of DSUANDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUANIF - No. Entry/Exit Events Class 5

DSUANIF contains the number of entries to and exits from IFI events.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANIF contains the value input from field QIFAANIF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANIF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANIF contains the sum of all values of DSUANIF processed in the level of summarization.

DSUANLR - No. Data Capture Log Reads

DSUANLR contains the number of log reads performed for processing IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANLR contains the value input from field QIFAANLR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:
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DSUANLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANLR contains the sum of all values of DSUANLR processed in the level of summarization.

DSUANMB - No. Data Capture Describes Performed

DSUANMB contains the number of data capture describes for processing read requests.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANMB contains the value input from field QIFAANMB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANMB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANMB contains the sum of all values of DSUANMB processed in the level of summarization.

DSUANRC - No. Log Records Captured

DSUANRC contains the number of log records that can be retrieved.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANRC contains the value input from field QIFAANRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANRC contains the sum of all values of DSUANRC processed in the level of summarization.

DSUANRR - No. Log Records Returned to Caller

DSUANRR contains the number of log records returned to the caller of the IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANRR contains the value input from field QIFAANRR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).
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Range of Value:

DSUANRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANRR contains the sum of all values of DSUANRR processed in the level of summarization.

DSUANTB - No. Data Capture Tables

DSUANTB contains the number of tables returned to the caller of the IFI reads.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUANTB contains the value input from field QIFAANTB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUANTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUANTB contains the sum of all values of DSUANTB processed in the level of summarization.

DSUAPPL - Client Application Name

DSUAPPL contains the client application name.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAPPL contains the value input from field QMDAAPPL of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUAPPL can contain any combination of 1 to 20 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUAPPL contains the last value of DSUAPPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

DSUAPREC indicates which resource limitation option is active for a Db2 Application.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DSUARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

             DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSUAPREC contains the value input from field QTXAPREC of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics. The integer value indicates the following:

     1 = Limit from specific Authorization ID and Plan Name

     2 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY Plan

     3 = Limit from specific Plan Name for ANY Authorization ID

     4 = Limit from Blank Authorization ID and Plan Name

     5 = Limit from Install -- No Entry

     6 = Limit from Install -- I/O Error

     7 = No Limit -- User has SYSADM/SYSOPR Authority

     8 = Limit from specific Authorization ID, Collection and

         Package

     9 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY

         Package

    10 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY

         Collection

    11 = Limit from Authorization ID running ANY Package and

         Collection

    12 = Limit from specific Package and Collection for any

         Authorization ID

    13 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Package

    14 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Collection

    15 = Limit from any Authorization, Package, and Collection

         (controlled by Package)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15.

Summarization Process:

DSUAPREC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUAPREC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAQRY - Query Request Count

DSUAQRY indicates the number of IRLM query requests made by a Db2 user. This variable is new with Db2 Version 2
Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSUACHG  - Change Request Count
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             DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

             DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

             DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

             DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

             DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

Element Derivation:

DSUAQRY contains the value input from field QTXAQRY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUAQRY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUAQRY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

fffARLCT contains the number of suspensions due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
Db2ARLCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffARLCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffARLCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffARLCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLCT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLCT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffARLCT contains the value input from field QWAXALCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLCT contains the sum of all values of fffARLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

fffARLH contains the number of wait trace events processed due to latch contention. Db2ARLH is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffARLH element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffARLH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARLH is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLH

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLH

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLH

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

fffARLH contains the value input from field QWACARLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLH contains the sum of all values of fffARLH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

DSUARLID indicates the resource limit specification table in effect for a Db2 user. This variable is new with Db2 Version 2
Release 1.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2

  See also:  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSUARLID contains the value input from field QTXARLID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 3 User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to two alphameric characters.
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Summarization Process:

DSUARLID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Db2's Resource Limit facility allows you to limit the amount of time permitted for the execution of the SELECT, UPDATE,
DELETE, and INSERT dynamic SQL statements. The limits are defined in one or more resource limit specification tables.
One resource limit specification table is used for each invocation of the resource limit facility and is identified on the -
START RLIMIT command.

DSUARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

fffARREX is the number of times an array variable is expanded beyond 32K bytes. Db2ARREX is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffARREX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffARREX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARREX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDARREX

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARREX

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARREX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffARREX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS.

Range of Value:

fffARREX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARREX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffARREX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

DSUASLAT indicates the number of times a suspend occurred due to a Latch Conflict for a Db2 user. This counter is new
with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict
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Element Derivation:

DSUASLAT contains the value input from field QTXASLAT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUASLAT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUASLAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUASLMT - Limit In SU's - ASUTIME

DSUASLMT indicates the number of CPU services units allowed for dynamic SQL statement execution by a Db2 user.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUACLMT - Limit in CPU 16 Microseconds

             DSUACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

Element Derivation:

DSUASLMT contains the value input from field QTXASLMT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUASLMT contains the value of the last occurrences of DSUASLMT in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic SQL service unit time is the number of CPU service units permitted by any single dynamic SQL statement. A
null value implies no limit. A value of zero implies that no dynamic SQL statements are permitted.

DSUASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

DSUASOTH indicates the number of times a suspend occurred due to a unspecified latch conflict for a Db2 user. This
counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

Element Derivation:

DSUASOTH contains the value input from field QTXASOTH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUASOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUASOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

fffATCNT contains the count of autonomous procedures executed for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF records. If these are
from DDF/RRSAF, this count is not included in fffPCNT. Db2ATCNT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffATCNT
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffATCNT, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffATCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATCNT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATCNT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffATCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffATCNT contains the sum of all values of fffATCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUATID - Client Authid

DSUATID contains the client authorization identifier for an application process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUATID contains the value input from field QMDAATID of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUATID can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUATID contains the last value of DSUATID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

fffATWAT contains the wait time for autonomous procedures to complete. Db2ATWAT is the data dictionary entry name for
the fffATWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffATWAT, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffATWAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATWAT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATWAT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATWAT

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATWAT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffATWAT is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

values of Db2ATWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

DSUAUNLK indicates the number of IRLM unlock request experienced by a Db2 user. This variable is new with Db2
Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUAUNLK contains the value input from field QTXAUNLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 3
User Accounting Record, Lock information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUAUNLK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUAUNLK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

The DSUAVWFB data elements contain the average number of workfile blocks being used. This applies to traditional
workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage might be an indication of performance degradation.

DSUAVWFB is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2AVWFB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffAVWB element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffAVWFB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAVWFB is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

Type:

Computed -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

             fffMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

Db2AVWFB is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSUAVWFB,DSUWFBCT,DSUNTHRD)

Range of Value:
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Db2AVWFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2AVWFB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWATM - Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time

fffAWATM contains the accumulated time that a user spent waiting for a log to be read. For Db2 9.1 and above, fffAWATM
includes archive reads, active reads, and active-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier versions, it includes archive reads
only. Db2AWATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffAWATM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWATM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWATM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWATM contains the value input from field QWAXAWAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWATM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWATM contains the sum of all values of fffAWATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

fffAWBTM contains the accumulated wait time spent on TCP/IP LOB materialization. This is available at Db2 v9.1 and
higher. Db2AWBTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffAWBTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffAWBTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWBTM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWBTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWBTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffAWBTM contains the value input from field QWACALBW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWBTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWBTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWCTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time

fffAWCTM contains the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released. Db2AWCTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffAWCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffAWCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWCTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWCTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWCTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWCL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWCTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWDTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time

fffAWDTM contains the accumulated wait time the requester is suspended while waiting to acquire a drain lock.
Db2AWDTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWDTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWDTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWDTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWDTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWDTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWDTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWDTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWDR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWDTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

fffAWETM contains the accumulated wait time due to synchronous execution unit switch to Db2 services from a thread.
This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on. Db2AWETM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffAWETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWETM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffAWETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWETM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWETM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWETM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWETM contains the value input from field QWACAWTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWETM contains the sum of all values of fffAWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A probable cause for high values in this field occasionally is dataset preformatting. The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field:

• open/close dataset
• SYSLGRNG update
• COMMIT phase II for read-only threads (TSO and Batch only)
• HSM RECALL dataset
• dataspace manager services
• define dataset
• extend dataset
• delete dataset

DSUWLGTM  - Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO

fffWLGTM contains the accumulated wait time for log write I/O.

Db2WLGTM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffWLGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffWLGTM, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffWLGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLGTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLGTM

      

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWLGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWLG of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field was
introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLGTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

fffAWJTM contains the wait time accumulated because an IRLM lock request was suspended due to global lock
contention. An inter-system communication is needed to resolve. Db2AWJTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffAWJTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWJTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffAWJTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWJTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWJTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWJTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWJTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffAWJTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWJTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWJTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

fffAWLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to latch contention. Db2AWLTM is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffAWLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffAWLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWLTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWLTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

fffAWLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWLTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWPTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention

fffAWPTM contains the accumulated wait time for page latch contention. Db2AWPTM is the data dictionary entry name for
the fffAWPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWPTM, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffAWPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWPTM
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWPTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWPTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWPTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWPTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWPTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWPTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

fffAWRTM contains the accumulated wait time for read I/O that is done under another thread, and represents the time
the thread being reported waited for the subject I/O and not the total duration of that I/O. This element is collected only if
Db2 Accounting Trace class 3 is on. Db2AWRTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWRTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWRTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWRTM
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWRTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWRTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWRTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWRTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffAWRTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWRTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWRTM:

• sequential prefetch
• sequential detection
• list prefetch
• synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DSUAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

fffAWWTM contains the accumulated wait time for write I/O that is done under a thread other than the thread being
reported. This element is collected only if Db2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on. Db2SPZTM is the data dictionary entry
name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPZTM,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWWTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWWTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWWTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWWTM:
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• asynchronous write I/O
• synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUBxxxx to DSUCxxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUBEGSC
through DSUCWLR.

DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

DSUBEGSC is the beginning store clock value for the user. For ACCUMACC roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the
raw data value used to populate DSUBEGSC contains the earliest begin store clock value from the threads rolled-up in
the record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is store clock units.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time
             DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUBEGSC contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section
of the SMF type 101 record. If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), DSUBEGSC is
invalid and, therefore set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSUBEGSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUBEGSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUBEGSC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

DSUBGTCB is the beginning TCB timer value for the thread. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSUBGTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUBGTCB contains the value input from field QWACBJST in the Instrumentation
Data Section of the SMF type 101 record. For parallel child subtask (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC
(DB2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-up records, DSUBGTCB is set to missing (.).
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Range of Value:

DSUBGTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUBGTCB contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUBGTCB in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

DSUBGTCB is used to compute a value for TCB Time (DSUTCBTM). For non-parallel or parent parallel tasks, TCB time
is computed by subtracting the value of DSUBGTCB from Ending TCB Timer (DSUENTCB). For parallel child subtask and
ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSUBGTCB is not available and TCB Time is read directly from the record.

fffBPNx - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

fffBPNx contains the total number of parallel groups that DB2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count
is only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at runtime. DB2BPNX is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the
fffBPNx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffBPNx, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffBPNx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPBPNx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUBPNx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  None

Element Derivation:

fffBPNx contains the value input from field QXXCBPNx of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffBPNx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffBPNx contains the sum of all values of fffBPNx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCALL - Number of SQL CALL Statements Executed

DSUCALL contains the number of SQL CALL statements that were executed for a user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCALL contains the value input from field QXCALL of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).
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Range of Value:

DSUCALL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCALL contains the sum of all values of DSUCALL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCALLA - Times Stored Procedure Abended

DSUCALLA contains the number of times a stored procedure abended for a DB2 user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCALLA contains the value input from field QXCALLAB of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUCALLA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCALLA contains the sum of all values of DSUCALLA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCALLR - Times SQL CALL Statement Rejected

DSUCALLR contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected for a user because the procedure was in
a STOP ACTION(REJECT) state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCALLR contains the value input from field QXCALLRJ of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUCALLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCALLR contains the sum of all values of DSUCALLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUCALLT - Times SQL CALL Statement Timed Out

DSUCALLT contains the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled for a user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCALLT contains the value input from field QXCALLTO of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUCALLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCALLT contains the sum of all values of DSUCALLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCANM - No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB

fffCANM contains the number of times an SQL call statement waited for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled. DB2CANM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCANM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffCANM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCANM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCANM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCANM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCANM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUSPPTM - Accum TCB Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffCANM contains the value input from field QWACCANM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCANM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCANM contains the sum of all values of fffCANM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if Accounting class 3 is active.
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DSUCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

DSUCATYP contains the connecting system type code.

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCATYP contains the value input from field QWHCATYP of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUCATYP can contain the following values:

         1 = TSO foreground and background
         2 = DB2 Call Attach
         3 = DL/I Batch
         4 = CICS Attach
         5 = IMS Attach BMP
         6 = IMS Attach MPP
         7 = DB2 Private Protocol
         8 = DRDA Protocol
         9 = IMS Control Region
    (10) A = IMS Attach Transaction Driven BMP
    (11) B = DB2 UTILITIES
    (12) C = RRSAF

DSUCATYP may also contain a zero or missing value for utilities that do not have a connecting system type.

Summarization Process:

DSUCATYP contains the last value of DSUCATYP processed in the level of summarization.

DSUCGEN - Generic Latch Contentions

DSUCGEN contains the number of generic latch contentions in IRLM for DB2 user transactions.

DSUCGEN is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation;

DSUCGEN contains the value input from field QTXACGEN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCGEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSUCGEN contains the sum of all values of DSUCGEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCIMWX - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O

fffCIMWX indicates the number of synchronous write I/Os performed by DB2 on behalf of a user for buffer pool x (where x
is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, fffCIMW3 reports the value for buffer pool 80. DB2CIMWx is the MICS data dictionary entry name
for the fffCIMWx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCIMWx,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCIMWx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCIMWx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCIMWx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCIMWX contains the value input from field QBACIMW of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 3 User
Accounting Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCIMWX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCIMWX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLNO - Claim Request Count

DSUCLNO indicates the number of claim requests made by a DB2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSUDRNO  - Drain Request Count
             DSUDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

Element Derivation:

DSUCLNO contains the value input from field QTXACLNO of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSUCLNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCLNO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLOSE - CLOSE Statements

DSUCLOSE is the number of CLOSE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CLOSE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCLOSE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCLOSE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLOSE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCLOSE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

fffCLRAB contains the bytes in the log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of
logging for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by DB2 on behalf of
the thread. DB2CLRAB is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRAB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffCLRAB, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRAB is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRAB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRAB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRAB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRAB contains the value input from field QWACLRAB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffCLRAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRAB contains the sum of all values of fffCLRAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLRN - NO. Log Records Written

fffCLRN contains the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by DB2 on behalf of the
thread. DB2CLRN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRN element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffCLRN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRN

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRN contains the value input from field QWACLRN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCLRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRN contains the sum of all values of fffCLRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLS2 - No. Accounting Class 2 Data

DSUCLS2 contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 2 data was available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
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             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS2 is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCLS2 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS2 contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 2 or 7 must be active in order to gather accounting class 2 information. Both accounting class 2
and 3 are on if accounting class 3 is concurrently on.

DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected

DSUCLS2C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 2 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS2C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL20 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS2C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS2C contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS2C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLS3 - No. Accounting Class 3 Data

DSUCLS3 contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 3 data was available.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS3 is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCLS3 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS3 contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 3 or 8 must be active in order to gather accounting class 3 information. Both Accounting class 2
and 3 are on if accounting class 2 is concurrently on.

DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected

DSUCLS3C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 3 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS3C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL30 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS3C contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected

DSUCLS7C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 7 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS7C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL70 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS7C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS7C contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS7C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected

DSUCLS8C contains the number of transactions or threads for which accounting class 7 data was collected.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data
             DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected
             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data
             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected
             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected
             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags
             DSUPARR  - No. Rollup Data

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCLS8C is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACCL80 of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUCLS8C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLS8C contains the sum of all values of DSUCLS8C processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUCLUN - Claim Request Unsucessful Count

DSUCLUN indicates the number of claim requests made by a DB2 user that were unsuccessful.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSUDRNO  - Drain Request Count
             DSUDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

Element Derivation:

DSUCLUN contains the value input from field QTXACLUN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCLUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCLUN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCMTON - COMMENT ON Statements

DSUCMTON is the number of COMMENT ON statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is COMMENT statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCMTON is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCMTON.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCMTON contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCMTON that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCNNT - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.

DSUCNNT contains the number of times there was a control block latch contention for NOTIFY in IRLM for user
transactions.
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DSUCNNT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCNNT contains the value input from field QTXACNNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCNNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCNNT contains the sum of all values of DSUCNNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

fffCOMM2 is the number of times during the interval that a unit of recovery successfully completed and the associated
commit duration locks were released for the user. This includes both single phase commits (sync.) and two phase
commits. DB2COMM2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCOMM2 element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffCOMM2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCOMM2 is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCOMM2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCOMM2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCOMM2

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is commit phase two invocations.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCOMM2 contains the value input from field QWACCOMM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCOMM2 contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCOMM2 that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUCOST - Processing Cost

DSUCOST is the processing cost associated with the user for the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is dollars.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This data element is set to zero in the DB2 input format routine. It is available for user modifications to the component.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks

DSUCPLK contains the number of change requests for physical locks made in a DB2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUCPLK contains the value input from field QTGACPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUCPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCPLK contains the sum of all values of DSUCPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

DSUCPODB tracks only the CPU time within DB2 that is not reported for a task outside DB2 that initiates a call to DB2.
This includes CPU time not reported for batch, TSO, CICS, and IMS. It does include CPU activity for child tasks, rollups,
and ACCUMACC rollups of DDF/RRSAF CPU activity. DSUCPODB does not include CPU time consumed on IBM
specialty engine processors.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUCATYP - Connecting System Type Code
             DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCPODB is derived by setting DSUCPODB to DSUCPUTM when any of the following
conditions is met:

• DB2PTASK has a value of ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP.
• DB2CONN has a value other than BATCH or TSO.
• DSUCATYP has a value other than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, or 11

Range of Value:

DSUCPODB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCPODB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCPODB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUCPODB offers an alternative to DSUCPUTM for reporting and for accounting and chargeback. Although DSUCPUTM
carries CPU time for DB2 functions, data sources for tasks outside DB2 also report much of the CPU activity that is
covered by DSUCPUTM. Since the DSUCPODB element does not carry this overlapping CPU time, it can complement
the CPU time already reported in other MICS Data Integration Areas. Beginning with DB2 Version 6 and CICS CTS
Version 2.2, CICS began using IBM's open transaction environment (OTE) to connect to DB2. This connection method
causes much of the CPU time for DB2 to be expended on the TCB that is initiated by CICS. The CPU time for DB2 that is
also tracked by CICS is carried in the following elements in the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS:

• CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time
• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

If an IMS transaction initiates a DB2 thread, the CPU time to create the thread is included in these elements in the MICS
Analyzer Option for IMS:

• ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
• ISUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time (Used only if IMF is the data source)

DB2 threads initiated by batch jobs or by TSO sessions accumulate CPU time that is reported in type 30 records that are
processed in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. Following are the elements that contain the CPU time:

• JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time
• JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

In the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, charges for DB2 CPU activity are made as part of the charges for
CICS, IMS, batch, and TSO activity. To charge for DB2 CPU activity not covered by one of these other data sources, the
checklist called How to Avoid Duplicate Charging section in the section ACT Strategies for UNIX Accounting.

This checklist does require that an account code element DB2ACTn be used to carry values from the DB2CONN element
to the higher timespans so that it can be used as a control variable in accounting. To use DB2ACTn as a control variable,
you must identify its possible values, which include BATCH, TSO, each CICS region name, and each IMS region name.
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For each of these possible values, the rate is set to zero. Otherwise, the rate is set to whatever is required for DB2
accounting.

Using DSUCPODB for accounting and chargeback eliminates the need to assign the DB2CONN values to an account
code. It also eliminates the need to use a control variable and to list out the CICS and IMS regions that would be carried in
the control variable.

DSUCPUNI - User Instructions

DSUCPUNI is an estimate of the number of instructions that were executed by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUCPUNI is computed using the following algorithm:

  DSUCPUNI=DSUTCBTM*MIPS;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

fffCPUTM is the user class 1 TCB time. This variable represents the total CPU time used by DB2 on behalf of work
performed for the connecting user. fffCPUTM does not include activity reported in the DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or
DSUUDCTM elements. It does include the CPU time reported in the DSUTRTTM element. The fffCP1TM element does
report the total Class 1 TCB time for a DB2 user. Beginning with DB2 Version 6, DB2 no longer records SRB time in the
transaction records. DB2CPUTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffCPUTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUTM

fffCPUTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
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             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUTM is set to the value of TCB (fffTCBTM) CPU time.

Range of Value:

fffCPUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using DB2 user activity CPU time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, WAS, IMS,
and CICS after CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6, and so on) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is
included in the TCB time values of the connecting subsystem's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the log records of the connecting applications, as well as from
the fffCPUTM data element.

DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ1 is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed
on an IBM zIIP processor; but starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure
transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines.
The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where
the CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds. DB2CPUZ1 is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffCPUZ1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffCPUZ1, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffCPUZ1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ1 contains the value input from field QWACCLS1_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffCPUZ1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ1 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ2 is the accumulated CPU time consumed in DB2 while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments. Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed
on an IBM zIIP processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored
procedure transactions can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as
specialty engine. The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor
models where the CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds. DB2CPUZ2 is the data dictionary entry
name for the fffCPUZ2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffCPUZ2,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUZ2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ2 contains the value input from field QWACCLS2_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCPUZ2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ2 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. fffCPUZ2 is a subset of DSUCPUZ1.
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DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

fffCP1TM is the total CPU time consumed by a DB2 user task on a general purpose processor (CP). It includes CPU
(TCB) time for non-nested activity, stored procedures, User Defined Functions (UDF), and triggers. It includes CPU time
for ACCUMACC rollups, for parallel query child rollups, as well as for individual child records that have not been rolled up.
It contains the CPU activity for parent tasks also. fffCP1TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine
processors. DB2CP1TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCP1TM element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffCP1TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCP1TM is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP1TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP1TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP1TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedure
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm EXEC Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffCP1TM is derived by the formula:

fffCP1TM = fffCPUTM + fffSPPTM + fffUDCTM + fffTTETM

Range of Value:

fffCP1TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP1TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP1TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Class 1 CPU time includes CPU or TCB time for the user or application. The total CPU time in DB2 itself on behalf
of a user is recorded in the fffCP2TM element. In computing the value of fffCP1TM, the Accum TCB Time Under Cntl
Trigger (fffTRTTM) element is not included in the formula since its value is already included as part of the fffCPUTM value.
Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS,
CICS after CTS Version 2.2, DB2 Version 6, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the
TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the
connecting applications log records as well as from the fffTCBTM data element.

DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

fffCP2TM is the total Class 2 CPU time consumed in DB2. This includes CPU (or TCB) time reported in fffTC2TM,
fffSP2TM, and fffUDTTM. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the DB2 address space performing work on behalf
of a user. fffCP2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value. DB2CP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffCP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffCP2TM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffCP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP2TM

  SEE ALSO:  fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             fffTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
             fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

The values of fffCP2TM are computed by the following formula:

fffCP2TM = fffTC2TM + fffSP2TM + fffUDTTM

Range of Value:

fffCP2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO,
CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the TCB time values in the caller's
transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting applications log
records as well as from the fffCP2TM data element.

DSUCRAL - Create Alias

DSUCRAL is the number of Create Alias DDL statements issued by this DB2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRAL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXCRALS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSUCRASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM for
user transactions.

DSUCRASL is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCRASL contains the value input from field QTXACRAL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRASL contains the sum of all values of DSUCRASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRCH - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCRCH contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCRCH is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCRCH contains the value input from field QTXACRCH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRCH contains the sum of all values of DSUCRCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRCP - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCRCP contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCRCP is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
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Element Derivation:

DSUCRCP contains the value input from field QTXACRCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRCP contains the sum of all values of DSUCRCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

fffCRCTX is the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement defines a trusted context at the
current server. A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID
and a connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain
name, or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name. DB2CRCTX is the
MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCRCTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffCRCTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRCTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRCTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRCTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRCTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCRCTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRCTX.

Range of Value:

fffCRCTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRCTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRCTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRDAB - CREATE DATABASE Statements

DSUCRDAB is the number of CREATE DATABASE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRDAB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRDAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRDAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRDAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

fffCREMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the DB2 system during
the interval. DB2CREMP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCREMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCREMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCREMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCREMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCREMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCREMP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCREMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACREMP.

Range of Value:

fffCREMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCREMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCREMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUCRINX - CREATE INDEX Statements

DSUCRINX is the number of CREATE INDEX statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRINX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRINX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRINX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRINX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRLK - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCRLK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCRLK is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCRLK contains the value input from field QTXACRLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:
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DSUCRLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRLK contains the sum of all values of DSUCRLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRNT - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCRNT contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for NOTIFY in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCRNT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSUCRNT contains the value input from field QTXACRNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRNT contains the sum of all values of DSUCRNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRQF - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

DSUCRQF contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM for
user transactions.

DSUCRQF is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
    

Element Derivation:

DSUCRQF contains the value input from field QTXACRQF of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRQF contains the sum of all values of DSUCRQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRROL - Create Role Statements

fffCRROL is the number of CREATE ROLE statements. Roles are database entities that group together one or more
privileges. They simplify management of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to
control access to enterprise objects at a level of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles
are available only in a trusted context. DB2CRROL is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCRROL element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRROL, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffCRROL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRROL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRROL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRROL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCRROL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXCRROL.

Range of Value:

fffCRROL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRROL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRROL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRSTG - CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSUCRSTG is the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRSTG is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRSTG.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRSTG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRSTG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRSYN - CREATE SYNONYM Statements

DSUCRSYN is the number of CREATE SYNONYM statements that the user issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRSYN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRSYN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSUCRSYN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRSYN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRTAB - CREATE TABLE Statements

DSUCRTAB is the number of CREATE TABLE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCRTAB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCRTAB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRTAB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCRTAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

fffCRTSV is the number of CREATE VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the interval.
DB2CRTSV is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCRTSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCRTSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCRTSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCRTSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCRTSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCRTSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCRTSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXACRTSV.

Range of Value:
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fffCRTSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCRTSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCRTSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCRUK - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCRUK contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for UNLOCK in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCRUK is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCRUK contains the value input from field QTXACRUK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCRUK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCRUK contains the sum of all values of DSUCRUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

DSUCSLM contains the number of change requests propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) under the
user's execution unit. If the change request is suspended before going to XES, DSUCSLM is not incremented.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSULSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSUCSLM contains the value input from field QTGACSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUCSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCSLM contains the sum of all values of DSUCSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCTABS - CREATE TABLESPACE Statements

DSUCTABS is the number of CREATE TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUCTABS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXCTABS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCTABS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUCTABS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCUDNE - No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events

fffCUDNE contains the number of SQL Entry/Exit events that were performed by User-Defined Functions. This field is only
populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active. DB2CUDNE is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCUDNE
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCUDNE, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffCUDNE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCUDNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCUDNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCUDNE

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCUDNE contains the value input from field QWACUDNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCUDNE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffCUDNE contains the sum of all values of fffCUDNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

DSUCWASL contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for ASYNC LOCK in IRLM for
user transactions.

DSUCWASL is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWASL contains the value input from field QTXACWAL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSUCWASL contains the sum of all values of DSUCWASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWCH - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCWCH contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for CHANGE in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCWCH is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWCH contains the value input from field QTXACWCH of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCWCH contains the sum of all values of DSUCWCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWCP - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCWCP contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for COMPAT in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCWCP is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWCP contains the value input from field QTXACWCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCWCP contains the sum of all values of DSUCWCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLD is the number of times a duplicate statement instance is created by DB2. A duplicate statement instance is in the
statement cache for a dynamic statement that had literals replaced by CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
characteristic. The created duplicate instance was needed because a cache match failed as a result of literal re-usability
criteria. DB2CWLD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCWLD element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLD is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
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             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCWLD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLD.

Range of Value:

fffCWLD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWLK - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCWLK contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for LOCK in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCWLK is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSUCWLK contains the value input from field QTXACWLK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSUCWLK contains the sum of all values of DSUCWLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLM is the number of times matching reusable copies of dynamic statements are found, by DB2, in statement cache
during preparation of a statement that had literals replaced because of CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS.
DB2CWLM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCWLM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCWLM is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLM.

Range of Value:

fffCWLM can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLP is the number of times dynamic statements are parsed by DB2 because the CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the dynamic statement cache.
DB2CWLP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCWLP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCWLP is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCWLP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLP.

Range of Value:

fffCWLP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

fffCWLR is the number of times a minimum of one literal is replaced, by DB2, in a dynamic statement because the
CONCENTRATE DYNAMIC STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS characteristic was in effect for the preparation of the
dynamic statement cache. DB2CWLR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCWLR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffCWLR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffCWLR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDCWLR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCWLR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCWLR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts
             fffPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffCWLR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTCWLR.
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Range of Value:

fffCWLR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCWLR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCWLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWQF - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

DSUCWQF contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for QUERY FAST in IRLM for
user transactions.

DSUCWQF is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWQF contains the value input from field QTXACWQF of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWQF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCWQF contains the sum of all values of DSUCWQF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUCWSY - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCWSY contains the number of times there was a resource hash table latch contention for SYNC in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCWSY is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWSY contains the value input from field QTXACWSY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCWSY contains the sum of all values of DSUCWSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUCWUK - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

DSUCWUK contains the number of times there was a workunit hash table latch contention for UNLOCK in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSUCWUK is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
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            DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.
            DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.
            DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont
            DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.
            DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUCWUK contains the value input from field QTXACWUK of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUCWUK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUCWUK contains the sum of all values of DSUCWUK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUDAxxx to DSUDZxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUDEAD
through DSUDSTSN.

DSUDEAD - Deadlock Count

DSUDEAD is the number of deadlocks the user incurred during the interval. The deadlock count indicates the number of
lock contentions between two or more agents. A change in the way DB2 resources are accessed by application programs
can reduce this contention (for example, use class scheduling with IMS/VS).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is deadlock.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDEAD is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label QTXADEA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDEAD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count

DSUDEADE contains the number of times a DBMS Deadlock exit was called for user transactions.

DSUDEADE is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSURSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSUSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSUTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
 

Element Derivation:

DSUDEADE contains the value input from field QTXADEAD of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUDEADE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDEADE contains the sum of all values of DSUDEADE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDEFVU - CREATE VIEW Statements

DSUDEFVU is the number of CREATE VIEW statements that the user issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is CREATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDEFVU is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDEFVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDEFVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDEFVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

DB2DEGAT contain the count of parallel groups that fell back into sequential mode as a result of executing under an
autonomous procedure. fffDEGAT is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system
negotiation result of system stress level. DB2DEGAT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDEGAT element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDEGAT, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffDEGAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDEGAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDEGAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDEGAT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDEGAT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDEGAT.

Range of Value:

fffDEGAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDEGAT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDEGAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDELET - DELETE Statements

DSUDELET is the number of DELETE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DELETE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDELET is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDELET.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDELET contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDELET that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUDESC - DESCRIBE Statements

DSUDESC is the number of DESCRIBE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DESCRIBE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDESC is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDESC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDESC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDESC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

fffDGBUF contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell back
to sequential mode because of storage shortage or buffer pool contention. DB2DGBUF is the MICS data dictionary
entry name for the fffDGBUF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffDGBUF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDGBUF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGBUF
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGBUF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGBUF contains the value input from field QXDEGBUF of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGBUF contains the sum of all values of fffDGBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSUDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

fffDGCUR contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operations because of a cursor that can
be used for update or delete. DB2DGCUR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDGCUR element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGCUR, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffDGCUR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGCUR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGCUR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGCUR contains the value input from field QXDEGCUR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGCUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGCUR contains the sum of all values of fffDGCUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

fffDGESA contains the total number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operations because of lack of ESA
sort support. DB2DGESA is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDGESA element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGESA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDGESA is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGESA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGESA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDGESA contains the value input from field QXDEGESA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffDGESA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffDGESA contains the sum of all values of fffDGESA processed in the level of summarization.

DSUDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

fffDGNGP is the number of times the parallel groups that were degraded to sequential processing due to system
negotiation as a result of system stress level. DB2DGNGP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDGNGP
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDGNGP, where fff is the
MICS file identifier value. fffDGNGP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDGNGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDGNGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDGNGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer

  SEE ALSO:  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDGNGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffDGNGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDGNGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDGNGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDLCL - Total Local Deadlocks

DSUDLCL contains the total number of local deadlocks that occurred for user transactions.

DSUDLCL is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSURTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSUNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSUDLCL contains the value input from field QTXADLCL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

DSUDLCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDLCL contains the sum of all values of DSUDLCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDPFx - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BPx

fffDPFx is the number of dynamic prefetch requests for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, element fffDPFx
reports the value for buffer pool 80. This is the process that is triggered because of sequential detection. DB2DPFx is the
MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffDPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDPFx
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDSDPF - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffDPFx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACDPF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPFx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPFx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRAL - Drop Alias

DSUDRAL is the number of Drop Alias DDL statements issued by this DB2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRAL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXDRPAL.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRNO - Drain Request Count

DSUDRNO indicates the number of drain requests made by a DB2 user.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSUCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSUDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

Element Derivation:

DSUDRNO contains the value input from field QTXADRNO of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRNO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRNO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPDB - DROP DATABASE Statements

DSUDRPDB is the number of DROP DATABASE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPDB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPDB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPDB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUDRPIX - DROP INDEX Statements

DSUDRPIX is the number of DROP INDEX statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPIX is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPIX.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPIX contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPKG - No. DROP PACKAGE Statements

DSUDRPKG contains the number of DROP PACKAGE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUDRPKG contains the value input from field QXDRPPKG of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUDRPKG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPKG contains the sum of all values of DSUDRPKG processed in the level of summarization.

DSUDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

fffDRPMP is the number of CREATE Mask / Permission Statements that were processed by the DB2 system during
the interval. DB2DRPMP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDRPMP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPMP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPMP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPMP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPMP
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements
             DSDCREMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDRPMP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPMP.

Range of Value:

fffDRPMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPMP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPMP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

fffDRPRO is the number of DROP ROLE statements. This statement removes a role from the current server. When a role
is dropped, all privileges and authorities that have been previously granted to that role are revoked. If this role is the owner
of statements in the dynamic statement cache, the cached statements are invalidated. DB2DRPRO is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffDRPRO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffDRPRO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPRO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPRO
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPRO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPRO

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDRPRO is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPROL.

Range of Value:

fffDRPRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPRO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPRO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Roles are database entities that group together one or more privileges. Creation of these entities simplifies management
of authorization while providing an opportunity for system administrators to control access to enterprise objects at a level
of abstraction that is close to the structure of their enterprise. The roles are available only in a trusted context.

DSUDRPST - DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements

DSUDRPST is the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statement.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPST is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPST.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

fffDRPSV is the number of DROP VARIABLE Statements that were processed by the DB2 system during the interval.
DB2DRPSV is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDRPSV element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDRPSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPSV is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDRPSV is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXADRPSV.

Range of Value:

fffDRPSV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffDRPSV contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPSV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPSY - DROP SYNONYM Statements

DSUDRPSY is the number of DROP SYNONYM statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPSY is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPSY.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPSY contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPSY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPTA - DROP TABLE Statements

DSUDRPTA is the number of DROP TABLE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPTA is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPTA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPTA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPTS - DROP TABLESPACE Statements

DSUDRPTS is the number of DROP TABLESPACE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPTS is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPTS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

fffDRPTX is the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements. This statement removes a trusted context from
the current server. When a trusted context is dropped, all associations to attributes (IP addresses, job names) and
associations to users of the trusted context are dropped. If the trusted context is dropped while trusted connections for the
context are active, the connections remain active until they terminate or the next attempt at reuse is made. DB2DRPTX is
the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDRPTX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffDRPTX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDRPTX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDDRPTX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDRPTX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDRPTX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffDRPTX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXDRPCTX.

Range of Value:

fffDRPTX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDRPTX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDRPTX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A trusted context is an independent database entity that is defined, based upon a system authorization ID and a
connection trust attribute. For a remote connection, the connection trust attribute is the client's IP address, domain name,
or SERVAUTH security zone name. In a local connection, it is the job or started task name.
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DSUDRPVU - DROP VIEW Statements

DSUDRPVU is the number of DROP VIEW statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is DROP statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUDRPVU is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXDRPVU.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRPVU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRPVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRTA - Global Requests Denied

DSUDRTA contains the number of global requests denied because a retained lock is incompatible.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks
             DSULPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

Element Derivation:

DSUDRTA contains the value input from field QTGADRTA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUDRTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRTA contains the sum of all values of DSUDRTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDRUN - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

DSUDRUN indicates the number of drain requests made by a DB2 user that were unsuccessful.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSUCLNO  - Claim Request Count
             DSUCLUN  - Claim Request Unsucessful Count
             DSUDRNO  - Drain Request Count
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Element Derivation:

DSUDRUN contains the value input from field QTXADRUN of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDRUN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUDRUN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDSCRT - NO. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

DSUDSCRT contains the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUDSCRT contains the value input from field QXDSCRTB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUDSCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUDSCRT contains the sum of all values of DSUDSCRT processed in the level of summarization.

DSUDSNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr

fffDSNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the Data
Space Manager service tasks. DB2DSNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDSNS element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffDSNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffDSNS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSNS contains the value input from field QWAXDSNS as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffDSNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffDSNS contains the sum of all values of fffDSNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDSSTM - Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager

fffDSSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the DB2 Data Space Manager
Services, which include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM catalog access.
DB2DSSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDSSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDSSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDSSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSSTM contains the value input from field QWAXDSSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDSSTM contains the sum of all values of fffDSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

DB2DSTSN is the SMF record sequence number.

Type:
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Retained data element - Numeric

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2DSTSN is derived from the SMF DB2 product data section, label QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of DB2DSTSN in the records processed
for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUExxxx to DSUHxxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUEGENC
through DSUGRANT.

DSUEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

fffEGENC contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable during the measurement interval. DB2EGENC is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the
fffEGENC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffEGENC, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffEGENC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPEGENC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUEGENC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffEGENC contains the value input from field QXDEGENC of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3). This field is not available
at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffEGENC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

fffEGENC contains the sum of all values of fffEGENC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSUEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost

DSUEHLST contains the number of times that the execution history for IBM DB2 AI for z/OS ("DB2ZAI") was lost for this
query. The number of rows configured to contain execution history for DB2ZAI may be insufficient. This may result in
DB2ZAI to not make an optimal access path selection for the query being executed.

DSUEHLST is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSUHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost
        

Element Derivation:

DSUEHLST contains the value input from field QXSTHVLST of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSUEHLST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUEHLST contains the sum of all values of DSUEHLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

fffELGZP is the subset of accumulated CPU time executed on a standard CP that was eligible to run on IBM zIIP
processors. For DB2 v10.1, IBM APAR PM57206 must be applied for fffELGZP to be populated. IBM has identified this
as a serviceability field. See Usage Notes below. DB2ELGZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffELGZP element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffELGZP, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffELGZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASELGZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPELGZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUELGZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffELGZP contains the value input from field QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffELGZP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffELGZP contains the sum of all values of fffELGZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time

DSUELPTM is the elapsed time for the user during the interval. For threads using query CP parallelism, this data element
does not include the elapsed time of the parallel child subtasks originated by the parent task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock
             DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock
             DSUPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time
             DSUTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUELPTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the SMF type 101 accounting
record represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC tasks and for the parent record of a DB2
parallel query (DB2PTASK values of 'NONE' or 'PARENT'), DSUELPTM is computed using the following algorithm:
   DSUELPTM = DSUENDSC - DSUBEGSC

• For MICS database records representing ACCUMACC roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), DSUELPTM contains
the value input from field QWACESC in the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3
record.

• For parallel child subtasks (DB2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DSUELPTM is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

DSUELPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUELPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUELPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Threads that do not terminate, such as CICS primed threads and IMS wait for input message regions, may have an
ending clock value and an elapsed time. Elapsed time includes the time the thread was inactive and waiting to perform
work.
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DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock

DSUENDSC is the ending store clock value for the user. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSUENDSC is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is store clock timer units.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock
             DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUENDSC contains the value input from field QWACESC in the Instrumentation Data Section
of the SMF 101 record. For parallel child subtask (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-
up records, DSUENDSC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DSUENDSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUENDSC contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUENDSC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer

DSUENTCB is the ending TCB timer value for the thread. For ACCUMACC and parallel child subtask roll-up records,
DSUENTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUENTCB contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the Instrumentation
Data Section in the SMF type 101 record. For parallel child subtask (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP') and ACCUMACC
(DB2PTASK='ACUMAC') roll-up records, DSUENTCB is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DSUENTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUENTCB contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUENTCB in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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DSUENTCB is used to compute a value for TCB Time (DSUTCBTM). For non-parallel or parent parallel tasks, TCB time
is computed by subtracting the value of Beginning TCB Timer (DSUBGTCB) from DSUENTCB. For parallel child subtask
and ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSUENTCB is not available and TCB Time is read directly from the record.

DSUENTEX - NO. of Entry/Exit Events Processed

fffENTEX is the number of entry/exit events processed by a DB2 user during the life of a thread. It is used in calculations
to determine DB2 elapsed and processor times. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, fffENTEX is not available. DB2ENTEX is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffENTEX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffENTEX, where fff is the file identifier value. fffENTEX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASENTEX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPENTEX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUENTEX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffENTEX contains the value input from field QWACARNA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'),
fffENTEX is set to 0, because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
DB2PTASK='ACUMAC', fffENTEX is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

fffENTEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffENTEX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffENTEX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUET2TM - Elapsed Time In DB2

fffET2TM is the Class 2 accumulated elapsed time in DB2. This variable contains valid data only when accounting classes
1 and 2 are specified. DB2 tracks the amount of time spent on performing DB2 work on behalf of a user. For threads using
query CP parallelism, this data element does not include the elapsed time in DB2 of the parallel child subtasks originated
by the parent task. DB2ET2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffET2TM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffET2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffET2TM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASET2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPET2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUET2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWACASC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP DETAIL timespan, fffET2TM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the
accounting record represents:

• For all MICS database records representing tasks other than parallel transaction child records (individual or roll-up).
• For parallel child subtasks (DB2PTASK values of CHILD or ROLLUP), fffET2TM is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of fffET2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffET2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffET2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value represents the amount of time a TSO, IMS, or CICS user's address space spent performing work in DB2's
address space.

DSUEUID - End USERID

DSUEUID contains the end user's work station userid. This can be different from the authorization id used to connect to
DB2. This field contains blanks if the client did not supply the information.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUEUTX - End User Transaction Name
             DSUEUWN - End User Work Station Name

Element Derivation:

DSUEUID contains the value input from field QWHCEUID of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element is
available in DB2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSUEUID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUEUID contains the last value of DSUEUID processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUEUTX - End User Transaction Name

DSUEUTX contains the transaction or application name that the end user is running. This identifies the application that is
currently running, not the product that is used to run the application. This field contains blanks if the client did not supply
the information.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUEUID - End USERID
             DSUEUWN - End User Workstation Name

Element Derivation:

DSUEUTX contains the value input from field QWHCEUTX of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element is
available in DB2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSUEUTX can contain any combination of 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUEUTX contains the last value of DSUEUTX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUEUWN - End User Workstation Name

DSUEUWN contains the user's workstation name. This field contains blanks if the client did not supply this information.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 18.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUEUID - End USERID
             DSUEUTX - End User Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

DSUEUWN contains the value input from field QWHCEUWN of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element is
available in DB2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSUEUWN can contain any combination of 1 to 18 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUEUWN contains the last value of DSUEUWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUFCCT - No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit

fffFCCTX contains the number of wait trace events processed for Force-At-Commit operations. DB2FCCT is the MICS
data dictionary entry name for the fffFCCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffFCCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPFCCT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUFCCT
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASFCCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPFCCT

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWAXFCCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffFCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFCCT contains the sum of all values of fffFCCT processed in the level of summarization.

DSUFCNT - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req

DSUFCNT contains the number of false connections for LOCK and UNLOCK requests. False connections occur when
different resource names hash to the same entry in the Coupling Facility lock table. The Coupling Facility detects this
contention within the hash entry and XES uses intersystem messing to determine that no actual resource contention
exists.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUCPLK - Change Requests for Physical Locks
             DSULPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

Element Derivation:

DSUFCNT contains the value input from field QTGAFCNT of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUFCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUFCNT contains the sum of all values of DSUFCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If IBM APARS OA12164 and PK85159 are not applied, this value will be zero.
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DSUFETCH - Number of FETCH Statements

DSUFETCH is the number of FETCH statements that were processed by a DB2 user during the life of a thread. The SQL
FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the values of that row to host variables.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUFETCH is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section
QXFETCH.

Range of Value:

DSUFETCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUFETCH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUFETCH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUFLGS - Accounting Class Flags

DSUFLGS indicates whether Accounting Class 2 or Class 3 data is present.

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUFLGS contains the value input from field QWACFLGS of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUFLGS can contain the following values: x'0001' indicating Accounting Class 2 data is present x'0002' indicating
Accounting Class 3 data is present

Summarization Process:

DSUFLGS contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

DSUFLSE - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

DSUFLSE contains the number of synchronous to asyncronous heuristic conversions for lock requests in XES. When
XES determines it is more efficient process the request asynchronously to the coupling facility, the conversion is done.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention
             DSUSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention
             DSUFCNT  - False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req
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Element Derivation:

DSUFLSE contains the value input from field QTGAFLSE of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUFLSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUFLSE contains the sum of all values of DSUFLSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSUFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

fffFRIDS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because RIDPOOL storage was
not available to hold the list of RIDs. DB2FRIDS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffFRIDS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDS.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

fffFRIDT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs
exceeded one or more internal limits. DB2FRIDT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffFRIDT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffFRIDT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffFRIDT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDFRIDT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPFRIDT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUFRIDT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffFRIDT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXWFRIDT.

Range of Value:

fffFRIDT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFRIDT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffFRIDT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffGPGRX - GETPAGE Requests BPx

fffGPGRx is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by DB2 on behalf of a user for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, or 2).
For x = 3, fffGPGR3 reports the value for buffer pool 80. DSUGPGRx is incremented by one each time the page access
function is requested. The counter is not incremented when the page accessed was achieved via DB2's buffer look-
aside function. DB2GPGRx is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffGPGRx element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffGPGRx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffGPGRx is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPGPGRx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUGPGRx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffGPGRx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACGET.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffGPGRx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUGPGRx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUGRANT - GRANT Statements

DSUGRANT is the number of GRANT statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is GRANT statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUGRANT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXGRANT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUGRANT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUGRANT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost

DSUHVLST contains the number of times the host-variable recording execution history for IBM DB2 AI for z/OS
("DB2ZAI") was lost for this query. The number of host-variables configured to contain execution history for DB2ZAI may
be insufficient. This may result in DB2ZAI to not make an optimal access path selection for the queries being executed.

One of the capabilities of DB2ZAI is the ability to predict the host-variables for a given query, achieved through insights
gained from the repeated evaluation of associated data for similar queries.

DSUHVLST is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost
        

Element Derivation:

DSUHVLST contains the value input from field QXSTHVLST of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSUHVLST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUHVLST contains the sum of all values of DSUHVLST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUIxxxx to DSUJxxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUIGLO
through DSUJINCT.

DSUIGLO - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

DSUIGLO contains the number of suspends due to IRLM (internal lock resource manager) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSUSGLO  - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSUIGLO contains the value input from field QTGAIGLO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUIGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUIGLO contains the sum of all values of DSUIGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSUIGLO, DSUSGLO, and DSUFLSE.

DSUINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements

DSUINAG1 contains the number of INSERTs using IAG1.

DSUINAG1 is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSUINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements
        

Element Derivation:

DSUINAG1 contains the value input from field QXRWSINSRTDAlg1 of the SMF type 101 record.

Range of Value:

DSUINAG1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUINAG1 contains the sum of all values of DSUINAG1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements

DSUINAG2 contains the number of INSERTs using IAG2 by this query. DB2 version 12.1 introduced IAG2 to boost
INSERT throughput for unclustered INSERTs. IAG2 is available only for use with universal table spaces that have defined
with the MEMBER CLUSTER option. Improved INSERT performance is achieved by pre-determining space in batches
when DB2 processes a high volume of INSERT statements, which reduces bottlenecks seen during space search when
algorithm 1 (IAG1) is used.

DSUINAG2 is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements
            DSUINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated
            DSUINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated
        

Element Derivation:

DSUINAG2 contains the value input from field QXRWSINSRTDAlg2 of the SMF type 101 record.

Range of Value:

DSUINAG2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUINAG2 contains the sum of all values of DSUINAG2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUINCRB - Incremental Binds

DSUINCRB is the number of incremental binds, excluding prepares, that were completed by the DB2 system for the user
during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is binds.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUINCRB is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXINCRB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUINCRB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUINCRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUINSRT - INSERT Statements

DSUINSRT is the number of INSERT statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is INSERT statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUINSRT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXINSRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUINSRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUINSRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUIOETM - Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2

fffIOETM is the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time in DB2 spent on behalf of one of its users during an execution of a
thread. This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for an I/O operation in DB2. When
DB2 makes an I/O request for a user, the store clock time is saved, and when the I/O completes, the ending time is used
to calculate the total elapsed I/O time. The result is added to the previously saved elapsed I/O time in DB2. This field is
only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. DB2IOETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffIOETM
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffIOETM, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffIOETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASIOETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIOETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIOETM

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element derivation:

At the detail timespan, fffIOETM is obtained from field QWACAWTI as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffIOETM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

DB2ISEQ is the sequence number for instrumentation identification. This sequence number is incremented for each
record that is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DB2ISEQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. It is reset whenever DB2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

DB2ISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2ISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

fffISTOR contains the number of times that the sparse index was disabled due to insufficient storage. fffISTOR contains
the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value
of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. DB2ISTOR is
the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffISTOR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffISTOR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffISTOR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDISTOR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPISTOR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUISTOR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffISTOR is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSISTOR.

Range of Value:
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fffISTOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffISTOR contains the sum of all values of fffISTOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSUIWF - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

DB2IWF contains the number of times that the sparse index built a physical work file for probing. fffIWF contains the
maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host variable or value of the
parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed. DB2IWF is the MICS
data dictionary entry name for the fffIWF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffIWF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffIWF is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDIWF
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIWF
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIWF

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffIWF is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement data
section, label QXSIWF.

Range of Value:

fffIWF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIWF contains the sum of all values of fffIWF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSUIXLE - No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE

fffIXLE contains the number of wait trace events processed for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
DB2IXLE is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffIXLE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIXLE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLE
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLE
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASIXLE
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLE

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLE contains the value input from the QWAXIXLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLE contains the sum of all values of fffIXLE processed in the level of summarization.

DSUIXLTM - Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch

fffIXLTM contains the wait time for IXLCACHE and IXLFCOMP asynchronous requests. DB2IXLTM is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffIXLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffIXLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLTM
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLTM contains the value input from the QWAXIXLT field as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLTM contains the sum of all values of fffIXLTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

fffJINCS is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because
RIDPOOL storage was not available to hold the list of RIDs. This counter is incremented each time DB2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. DB2JINCS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffJINCS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCS is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffJINCS is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCS.

Range of Value:

fffJINCS can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

fffJINCT is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list append, for a hybrid join, was interrupted because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits. This counter is incremented each time DB2 interrupts the RID
phase and switches to the data phase. DB2JINCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffJINCT element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffJINCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffJINCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDJINCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPJINCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUJINCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffJINCT is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXHJINCT.

Range of Value:
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fffJINCT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffJINCT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffJINCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSULxxxx to DSUMxxxx
This article lists the Db2 User Activity File (Db2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSULABEL
through DSUMXWFB.

DSULABEL - Number of LABEL ON Statements

DSULABEL is the number of LABEL ON statements that were processed by a Db2 user during the life of a thread. Db2
names are at most 18 bytes long. The LABEL ON statement allows you to give names to tables, views, and columns
which are longer than 18 bytes. Up to 30-byte names can be specified. Labels can also be used to provide names in other
languages, including those using double-byte characters.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSULABEL is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section
QXLABON.

Range of Value:

DSULABEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULABEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUFETCH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULCCP - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

DSULCCP contains the total number of compatibility queue elements generated for user transactions.

DSULCCP is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements
        

Element Derivation:

DSULCCP contains the value input from field QTXALCCP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.
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Range of Value:

DSULCCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULCCP contains the sum of all values of DSULCCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULCMM - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSULCMM contains the number of times there was a Main latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM for user
transactions.

DSULCMM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSULCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
            DSULCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
        

Element Derivation:

DSULCMM contains the value input from field QTXALCMM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSULCMM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULCMM contains the sum of all values of DSULCMM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULCMU - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

DSULCMU contains the number of times there was a Main latch contention due to Use Count not being zero in IRLM for
user transactions.

DSULCMU is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSULCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSULCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
 

Element Derivation:
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DSULCMU contains the value input from field QTXALCMU of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSULCMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULCMU contains the sum of all values of DSULCMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULCSM - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

DSULCSM contains the number of times there was a Secondary latch contention due to Main latch held in IRLM occurred
for user transactions.

DSULCSM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSULCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
            DSULCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0
        

Element Derivation:

DSULCSM contains the value input from field QTXALCSM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSULCSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULCSM contains the sum of all values of DSULCSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULEEM - Number of Lock Escalations to Exclusive

DSULEEM is the number of lock escalations to exclusive mode by a user in the Db2 system during the life of a thread.
This capability allows page locking to be automatically escalated to tablespace locking when too many system resources
are being used by a thread. The major resource being controlled is lock storage. The concept is to use page locking when
few pages are accessed by a thread, allowing maximum concurrency among multiple threads. When a thread acquires an
excessive number of page locks, then locking is escalated to the tablespace level, allowing less concurrency but taking
less resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSULEEM is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section QTXALEX.

Range of Value:

DSULEEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULEEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSULEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULESM - Number of Lock Escalations to Shared

DSULESM is the number of lock escalations to shared mode in the Db2 system during the life of a thread. It measures the
total lock escalation activity of an application. This count reflects the NUMLKTS installation parameter value (maximum
number of page locks an application can hold against all tablespaces in the subsystem) rather than the degree of page
locking in an application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSULESM is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section QTXALES.

Range of Value:

DSULESM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULESM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSULESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

The DSULOBCT contains the count of wait trace events for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise
Data Compression (zEDC) hardware.

DSULOBCT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2LOBCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLOBCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBCT
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffLOBCT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBCT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBCT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

The DSULOBWT contains the wait time for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise Data
Compression (zEDC) hardware.

DSULOBWT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2LOBWT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLOBWT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBWT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBWT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBWT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBWT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffLOBWT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBWT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBWT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBWT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSULOCK - LOCK TABLE Statements

DSULOCK is the number of LOCK TABLE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is LOCK statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSULOCK is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXLOCK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSULOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULPFX - No. List Prefetch Requested BPx

The fffLPFX data elements contain the number of list prefetch requests for each buffer pool. For x = 0, 1, or 2, fffLPFx
contains the value for buffer pool x. For x = 3, fffLPF3, contains the value for buffer pool 80. Db2LPFx is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffLPFx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffLPFx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLPFx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDLPFx
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLPFx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULPFx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffLPFX contains the value input from fields QBACLPF, or QBSTLPF, of the SMF type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffLPFX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPFX contains the sum of all values of fffLPFX processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

List prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity,
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages.

DSULPLK - Lock Requests for Physical Locks

DSULPLK contains the number of lock requests for physical locks made in a Db2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSULPLK contains the value input from field QTGALPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSULPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULPLK contains the sum of all values of DSULPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSULSLM - Lock Requests Propagated to XES

DSULSLM contains the number of lock requests propagated to z/OS Cross-System Extended Services (XES) under the
user's execution unit. If the lock request is suspended before going to XES, DSULSLM is not incremented.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCSLM - Change Requests Propagated to XES

Element Derivation:

DSULSLM contains the value input from field QTGALSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSULSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSULSLM contains the sum of all values of DSULSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUMERGE - Merge Statements

fffMERGE is the number of MERGE statements. This statement combines the conditional UPDATE and INSERT
operations on a target, using the values from source. The source data that matches the target is used to update the target
table rows. The source data that does not match the target is used to insert into the target table. Db2MERGE is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMERGE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMERGE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMERGE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMERGE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMERGE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMERGE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMERGE is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMERGE.

Range of Value:

fffMERGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMERGE contains the sum of all occurrences of fffMERGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

DSUMIXNL is the number of times multiple index access was not used because the RID limit was reached.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used
             DSUMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUMIXNL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXMRMIAP.

Range of Value:

DSUMIXNL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUMIXNL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUMIXNL that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

DSUMIXNU is the number of times multiple index access was not used because there was no storage available for RIDs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used
             DSUMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUMIXNU is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXNSMIAP.

Range of Value:

DSUMIXNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUMIXNU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUMIXNU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUMIXU - Multiple Index Path Used

DSUMIXU is the number of times a multiple index access path was used.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit
             DSUMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUMIXU is derived from the SMF type 101 record's SQL statistics section, label QXMIAP.

Range of Value:

DSUMIXU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUMIXU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUMIXU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUMMXPL - Max Max. No. Page Locks Held

DSUMXPL is the maximum value attained by the MAX PAGE LOCKS field DSUMXPL. It is a count of the maximum
number of page locks concurrently held by a single application during its execution.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUMXPL - Max. No. Page Locks Held

Element Derivation:

DSUMMXPL is set to the value of DSUMXPL for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

DSUMMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUMMXPL contains the maximum of all occurrences of DSUMMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

fffMXDEG contains the maximum degree of parallelism executed among all the parallel groups. Db2MXDEG is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXDEG element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS
files as element fffMXDEG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXDEG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXDEG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXDEG

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffMXDEG contains the value input from field QXMAXDEG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffMXDEG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXDEG contains the maximum value of fffMXDEG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element indicates the extent to which queries were processed in parallel. Several factors influence the degree
of parallelism at runtime. Within a parallel group, if Db2 cannot access the data in parallel for some reason at runtime, the
parallelism will fall back to sequential operations.
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DSUMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

fffMXEST contains the maximum parallel group estimated degree. This estimated degree is calculated at bind time based
on the cost of processing formula. Db2MXEST is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXEST element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXEST, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffMXEST is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXEST
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXEST
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXEST

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXEST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXESTIDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXEST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXEST contains the maximum value of fffMXEST processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUMXPL - Maximum Number of Page Locks Held

DSUMXPL is the maximum number of page locks held by a user in the Db2 system during the life of a thread. It is a count
of the maximum number of page locks concurrently held by a single application during its execution.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUMXPL is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the accounting lock usage data
section QTXANPL.

Range of Value:

DSUMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUMXPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUMXPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

fffMXPLN contains the maximum parallel group planned degree. This degree is obtained at execution time when the host
variable or value of the parameter marker is plugged in and before the system and buffer pool negotiations are performed.
Db2MXPLN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXPLN element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffMXPLN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXPLN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDMXPLN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXPLN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXPLN

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffMXPLN is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXMAXPLANDG.

Range of Value:

fffMXPLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffMXPLN contains the maximum value of fffMXPLN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

The DSUMXWFB data elements contain the maximum number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this
agent at any point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of
performance degradation.

DSUMXWFB is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2MXWFB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffMXWFB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffMXWFB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXWFB is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASMXWFB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXWFB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXWFB
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffMXWFB contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2MXWFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2MXWFB contains the maximum value of Db2MXWFB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUNxxxx to DSUOxxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUNATHD
through DSUOTSTM (fffOTSTM).

DSUNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

DSUNATHD is the number of threads initiated for the user consolidated in ACCUMACC roll-up records.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered
             DSUNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUNATHD contains the value input from field QWACPCNT of the SMF type 101 record when
the record is determined to be an ACCUMACC roll-up record. ACCUMACC roll-up records are identified by a DB2PTASK
value of 'ACUMAC'.

Range of Value:

DSUNATHD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNATHD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNATHD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUNATHD represents the number of individual accounting records summarized into a single
ACCUMACC roll-up record. At the DAYS and higher timespans, dividing DSUNATHD by No. ACCUMACC Records
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Encountered (DSUACNT) will give you the number of accounting records, on average, rolled into each ACCUMACC
summarized records.

DSUNETID - Network Identifier

DSUNETID is the network identifier for the user. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DSUNETID is not available.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUNETID is derived from the SMF type 101 record, instrumentation data section, label
QWACNID. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where DB2PTASK='ACUMAC', DSUNETID is set to blank.

Range of Value:

DSUNETID can contain alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUNETID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUNETID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

DSUNFLMT is the number of infinite resource limit in effect for a DB2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUAFLG  - Flag Byte
             DSUAPREC - How Limit was Determined
             DSUZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUNFLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXAILMT of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 3, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUNFLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNFLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUNFLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUNGTx - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGTx is the number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for buffer pool x (where x = 0, 1,
or 2). For x = 3, fffNGT3 contains the value for buffer pool 80. DB2NGTx is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the
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fffNGTx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNGTx, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffNGTx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNGTx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNGTx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUSNGT - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffNGTx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, label QBACNGT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGTx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGTx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

fffNOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, and were
executed at the same degree due to sufficient storage in buffer pool. DB2NOGRP is the MICS data dictionary entry name
for the fffNOGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNOGRP,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNOGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNOGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNOGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffNOGRP contains the value input from field QXNORGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffNOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNOGRP contains the sum of all values of fffNOGRP processed in the level of summarization.
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DSUNRTY - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSUNRTY contains the number of re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM that occurred for user transactions.

DSUNRTY is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSUTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSURTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSUNRTY contains the value input from field QTXANRTY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUNRTY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNRTY contains the sum of all values of DSUNRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

DSUNTDEL is the number of times in the interval that deallocation (normal program termination) occurred for the user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUNTDEL is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 12.

Range of Value:

DSUNTDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNTDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNTDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUNTDEL is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUNTEND - Normal Application Ended

DSUNTEND is the number of times during the interval that an end of task, which results in application program
termination, occurred for the user.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUNTEND is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 40.

Range of Value:

DSUNTEND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNTEND contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNTEND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUNTEND is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUNTEOT - Normal End of Task

DSUNTEOT is the number of times during the interval that the user reached the end of task, resulting in normal
termination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUNTEOT is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 16.

Range of Value:

DSUNTEOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNTEOT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNTEOT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUNTEOT is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUNTFY - Notify Messages Sent

DSUNTFY contains the number of notify messages sent in a data sharing group.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUNTFY contains the value input from field QTGANTFY of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUNTFY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSUNTFY contains the sum of all values of DSUNTFY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

DSUNTHRD is the number of threads initiated for this user.

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUNTHRD is set to 1 each time an SMF type 101 Accounting record is processed with the
following exceptions:

• For ACCUMACC consolidated DDF or RRSAF records, DSUNTHRD is set to the value input from field QWACPCNT of
the SMF type 101 record. ACCUMACC roll-up records are identified by a DB2PTASK value of 'ACUMAC'.

• For parallel child subtask records, whether individual or rolled up in a summary record, DSUNTHRD is set to zero (0).
Parallel child subtask records are identified by a DB2PTASK value of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'.

Range of Value:

DSUNTHRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNTHRD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNTHRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be used to approximate the number of PLAN occurrences for a DB2 user in a batch or TSO
environment. For CICS and IMS, you can use the greater of DSUNTHRD or the sum of two phase commits (DSUCOMM2)
+ aborts (DSUABORT).

DSUNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

fffNTIFI is the number of times during the interval that an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) READS request was used,
resulting in a normal termination. READS requests are used to obtain monitor trace records synchronously. DB2NTIFI is
the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffNTIFI element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffNTIFI, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNTIFI is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNTIFI
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNTIFI

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffNTIFI:
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IF fffREASN=4 THEN fffNTIFI=1;

Range of Value:

fffNTIFI can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNTIFI contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNTIFI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffNTIFI is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUNTNUS - Normal New User

DSUNTNUS is the number of times during the interval that the authorization identifier changed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUNTNUS is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 8.

Range of Value:

DSUNTNUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUNTNUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUNTNUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUNTNUS is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

fffNTSUS is the number of times during the interval that the same user signed on with the same authorization identifier,
resulting in a normal termination. Partial signon is also called "re-signon," and it allows accounting token consistency to be
maintained for CICS attachment facility threads that may be reused. DB2NTSUS is the MICS data dictionary entry name
for the fffNTSUS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffNTSUS,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffNTSUS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPNTSUS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUNTSUS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffNTSUS:
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IF fffREASN=6 THEN fffNTSUS=1;

Range of Value:

fffNTSUS can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNTSUS contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNTSUS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffNTSUS is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DB2OAUD - Original Application Userid

DB2OAUD contains the original application USERID specified in DSNZPARM.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid
             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2OAUD is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCOAUD_Var.

Range of Value:

DB2OAUD can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2OAUD contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2OAUD in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUOCNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM

fffOCNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the OPEN/
CLOSE service. DB2OCNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOCNS element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOCNS is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCNS contains the value input from field QWAXOCNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOCNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffOCNS contains the sum of all values of fffOCNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUOCSTM - Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM

fffOCSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the DB2 OPEN/CLOSE data
set service or the HSM Recall service. DB2OCSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOCSTM element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCSTM, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffOCSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOCSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffOCSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOCSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUOPEN - OPEN Statements

DSUOPEN is the number of OPEN statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is OPEN statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUOPEN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXOPEN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUOPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUOPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUOPID - Original Operator ID

DB2OPID identifies the authorization ID of the real DB2 user when DB2AUTH contains a group identification. This
variable is new with DB2 Version 2 Release 1. For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field
used to populate DB2OPID contains the value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Retained data element -- Character, length 8

  SEE ALSO:  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

DB2OPID contains the value input from field QWHCOPID of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 3 User Accounting Record, Correlation Header.

Range of Value:

This element consists of eight bytes of character data, as follows:

     BATCH    User-ID on JOB card

     TSO      LOGON-ID

     IMS      For message-driven regions:

              SIGNON-ID or LTERM

              For non-message-driven regions:

              ASXBUSER if RACF is used, otherwise PSB name
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     CICS     USER-ID, TERM-ID, TRAN-ID, or other as specified
              in the Resource Control Table (RCT)

Summarization Process:

DB2OPID contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2OPID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This field can be used instead of DB2AUTH for CICS transactions as it contains the values specified in the RCT.

DSUORNO - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

fffORNO contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single DB2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the COORDINATOR
subsystem parameter was set to YES, but the parameter is set to NO when the program runs.

• The plan or package was bound on a DB2 with the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter set to YES, but the
program is being run on a different DB2 that has the COORDINATOR value set to NO.

DB2ORNO is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffORNO element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffORNO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffORNO is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPORNO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUORNO

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffORNO contains the value input from field QXCOORNO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffORNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffORNO contains the sum of all values of fffORNO processed in the level of summarization.

DSUORR - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

fffORR contains the total number of parallel groups executed on a single DB2 because the plan or package was bound
with an isolation value of REPEATABLE-READ or READ-STABILITY. DB2ORR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for
the fffORR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffORR, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value. fffORR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPORR
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUORR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffORR contains the value input from field QXISORR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffORR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffORR contains the sum of all values of fffORR processed in the level of summarization.

DSUOTNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services

fffOTNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to other service
tasks. DB2OTNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOTNS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOTNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTNS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTNS contains the value input from field QWAXOTNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOTNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffOTNS contains the sum of all values of fffOTNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUOTSTM - Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services

fffOTSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other DB2 service tasks.
DB2OTSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOTSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOTSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOTSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffOTSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOTSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUPAxxx to DSUPZxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUPACE
through DSUPQSWT (fffPQSWT).

Contents

DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

DSUPACE helps you correlate parallel task records with their originating tasks.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

             DSUPCNT  - No.  Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:
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DSUPACE contains the value input from field QWACPACE of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUPACE can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. For a parallel task record, this element equals
the agent control element of the originating task.

Summarization Process:

DSUPACE contains the last value of DSUPACE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if Accounting class 1 is active.

DSUPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

fffPARQR contains the count of records that contained parallel rollup data. DB2PARQR is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPARQR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPARQR, where fff
is the file identifier value. fffPARQR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPARQR

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPARQR

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPARQR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPARQR is set to 1 if the bit flag QWAC_RU_PARQRY of field QWACFLGS2 as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPARQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPARQR contains the sum of all values of fffPARQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPARR - No. Rollup Data

DSUPARR contains the number of transactions for which rollup data for parallel child tasks or DDF or RRSAF threads are
available.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCLS2  - No. Accounting Class 2 Data

             DSUCLS2C - No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected

             DSUCLS3  - No. Accounting Class 3 Data

             DSUCLS3C - No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected

             DSUCLS7C - No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected

             DSUCLS8C - No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected

             DSUFLGS  - Accounting Class Flags

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUPARR is set to 1 if the bit flag QWACPARR of field QWACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUPARR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUPARR contains the sum of all values of DSUPARR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

fffPCAGT contains the count of parallel child tasks that were rolled up into the RRSAF/DDF rollup records. This value is
useful in conjunction with fffPCNT.

• fffPCAGT has a value of zero for all non-rollup records.
• For parallel query rollup records, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel child agents rolled into the record.
• For a RRSAF/DDF rollup record, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel query child agents rolled into the record.

These agents are not counted in fffPCNT.

DB2PCAGT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPCAGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPCAGT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPCAGT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCAGT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCAGT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCAGT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNT - NO. Parallel Tasks Created

             DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_PT_COUNT as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPCAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCAGT contains the sum of all values of fffPCAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSUPCNT - No. Parallel Tasks Created

fffPCNT contains the number of parallel tasks created by this originating task. DB2PCNT is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPCNT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPCNT, where fff is
the file identifier value. fffPCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCNT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCNT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWACPCNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffPCNT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffPCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNT contains the sum of all values of fffPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if accounting class 1 is active.
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DSUPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWDP is the ratio of duplicated statement instances to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals.
DB2PCWDP is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPCWDP element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCWDP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWDP is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWDP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWDP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWDP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLD - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWDP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLD THEN

     fffPCWDP=fffCWLD/fffCWLP;

     ELSE fffPCWDP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWDP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWDP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches zero.

DSUPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWMP is the ratio of matched to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. DB2PCWMP is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffPCWMP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWMP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWMP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWMP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWMP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWMP

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLM - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWMP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLM THEN

     fffPCWMP=fffCWLM/fffCWLP;

     ELSE fffPCWMP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWMP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCWMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.

DSUPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

fffPCWRP is the ratio of replaced to parsed concentrate dynamic statements with literals. DB2PCWRP is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffPCWRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffPCWRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCWRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDPCWRP

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCWRP

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCWRP

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCWLP - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

             fffCWLR - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute ffPCWRP is:

     IF fffCWLP GT 0 AND fffCWLP GE fffCWLR THEN

     fffPCWRP=fffCWLR/fffCWLP;

     ELSE fffPCWRP=.;

Range of Value:

fffPCWRP ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffPCWRP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 parsed dynamic SQL statement operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches unary one.

DSUPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

DSUPELPT contains, for threads using query CP parallelism, only the elapsed time of the parallel subtasks originated by
the parent task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

             DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock

             DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time

             DSUTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUPELPT is derived differently, based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For individual parallel child subtasks, (DB2PTASK='CHILD'), DSUPELPT is derived using the following algorithm:

  DSUPELPT = DSUENDSC - DSUBEGSC

• For parallel child roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), DSUPELPT contains the value input from field QWACESC in
the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3 record.

• For MICS database records representing all other tasks, including the parent record of a DB2 parallel query,
DSUPELPT is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

DSUPELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUPELPT contains the sum of all values of DSUPELPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUPETTM - Accum TCB Prior Enclave Create

fffPETTM contains the amount of TCB time used before enclave is created. DB2PETTM is the data dictionary entry name
for the fffPETTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffPETTM, where fff
is the file identifier value. fffPETTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPETTM

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPETTM
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDTTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef SQL

Element Derivation:

fffPETTM contains the value input from field QWACPECT of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 record. This field is no longer
available in DB2 9.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffPETTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPETTM contains the sum of all values of fffPETTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

DSUPET2T contains, for threads using query CP parallelism, only the in-DB2 elapsed time of the parallel subtasks
originated by the parent task. This variable contains valid data only when accounting class 1 and 2 are specified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

             DSUET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

             DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUPET2T is derived differently, based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For parallel child subtasks (DB2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DSUPET2T contains the value input from field
QWACASC in the Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record.

• For MICS database records representing all other tasks, including the parent record of a DB2 parallel query,
DSUPET2T is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of DSUPET2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUPET2T contains the sum of all values of DSUPET2T processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

fffPGDTT contains the total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a user-defined function (UDF)
and executed on a single DB2 due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the
query block nor the parallel group references a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group may or may not use a
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UDF. DB2PGDTT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPGDTT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffPGDTT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPGDTT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     --------

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPGDTT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPGDTT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffPGDTT contains the value input from field QXDEGDTT of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffPGDTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPGDTT contains the sum of all values of fffPGDTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

The DSUPIPCT contains the count of wait trace events for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DSUPIPCT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2PIPCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPIPCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT

    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPPIPCT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPCT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT, and for
DPP, QPAC_PIPWAIT_COUNT as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE

The DSUPIPWT contains the wait time for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DSUPIPWT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2PIPWT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPIPWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPWT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT

    DB2DPP   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DPPPIPCT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPWT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPE_WAIT, and for DPP,
QPAC_PIPE_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUPKGN - No. Packages or DBRMs

fffPKGN contains the number of packages or DBRMs, for which package and DBRM-level accounting was performed.
DB2PKGN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPKGN element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPKGN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPKGN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPKGN

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPKGN

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPKGN

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffPKGN contains the value input from field QWACPKGN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffPKGN is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

fffPKGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPKGN contains the sum of all values of fffPKGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPLAN - Plan Name

DB2PLAN is the name of the DB2 application plan. For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data
field used to populate DB2PLAN contains the value from the last user record rolled-up.

Type:

Common retained data element - CHARACTER, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2PLAN is derived from DB2 performance trace data that is written to SMF type 101 records. It
is set to the value found in field QWHCPLAN in the product data section of the record.
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Range of Value:

DB2PLAN may contain any valid one to eight-character application plan name. last occurrence of DB2PLAN in the
records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPLAT - Client Platform

DSUPLAT contains the client platform.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 18.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUPLAT contains the value input from field QMDAPLAT of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUPLAT can contain any combination of 1 to 18 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUPLAT contains the last value of DSUPLAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

fffPQSCT contains total number of times a parallel query had to be suspended waiting for parent and child tasks to
synchronize. DB2PQSCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSCT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffPQSCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSCT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSCT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  SEE ALSO:  fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSCT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_COUNT as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPQSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSCT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

fffPQSWT contains the total wait time for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks. DB2PQSWT is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffPQSWT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSWT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element

    Name     Description                          Name

    ------   --------------------------------     -------

    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSWT

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSWT

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSWT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSWT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files

    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSWT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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Db2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSURAxxx to DSURZxxx
This article lists the Db2 User Activity File (Db2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUR1FB
through DSURUDTD (fffRUDTD).

DSUR1FB - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

The DSUR1FB data elements contain the number of times Db2 fetched one block and then never went on to fetch more.

DSUR1FB is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2R1FB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffR1FB element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several MICS files as element fffR1FB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffR1FB is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASR1FB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPR1FB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUR1FB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXR1BOAD.

Range of Value:

Db2R1FB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2R1FB contains the sum of all values of Db2R1FB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

fffRBSV contains the number of ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during
the measurement interval. Db2RBSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRBSV element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRBSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRBSV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRBSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRBSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURBSV
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffRLSV  - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRBSV contains the value input from field QWACRBSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRBSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRBSV contains the sum of all values of fffRBSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. When the SQL ROLLBACK statement is used with the "TO SAVEPOINT" clause, only the changes made after
a savepoint was set within the unit of recovery are backed out, without ending the unit of recovery, enabling selected
changes to be undone.

DSURDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

fffRDGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were
processed at a parallel degree less than planned, due to storage shortage or buffer pool contention. Db2RDGRP is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRDGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffRDGRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRDGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRDGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURDGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffRDGRP contains the value input from field QXREDGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRDGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRDGRP contains the sum of all values of fffRDGRP processed in the level of summarization.
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DSURDLTD - Deleted Rows

fffRDLTD is the number of Db2 rows deleted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL DELETE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RDLTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRDLTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRDLTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRDLTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRDLTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRDLTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURDLTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDELET - DELETE Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRDLTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSDELETD.

Range of Value:

fffRDLTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRDLTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRDLTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUREASN - Reason for Accounting Record

DSUREASN is the reason for accounting invocation by the user during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUABABD - Abnormal Application Abend
             DSUABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory
             DSUABFRC - Abnormal FORCE Command
             DSUABRIN - Abnormal Resolve In Doubt
             DSUACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
             DSUACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DSUNTDEL - Normal Deallocation
             DSUNTEND - Normal Application Ended
             DSUNTEOT - Normal End of Task
             DSUNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request
             DSUNTNUS - Normal New User
             DSUNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon
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             DSURRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread
             DSUTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive
             DSUTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive
             DSUWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend
             DSUWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory
             DSUWUFRC - Work In Doubt FORCE Command
             DSUWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve In Doubt

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUREASN is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the instrumentation data section, label
QWACRINV.

Range of Value:

This element takes on the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56.

Summarization Process:

DSUREASN contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUREASN in the records processed for the summarization
level.

DSUREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

fffREDGP is the number of times the parallel group degree was reduced because the system negotiation result of system
stress level. Db2REDGP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffREDGP element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffREDGP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREDGP is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDREDGP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREDGP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREDGP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress
             DSDTOGRP - Total Number of Parallel Groups

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTREDGRP.

Range of Value:

fffREDGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffREDGP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffREDGP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUREFTB - REFRESH TABLE Statements

The DSUREFTB data elements contain the number of SQL REFRESH TABLE statements that were processed.

DSUREFTB is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2REFTB is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffREFTB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffREFTB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREFTB is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASREFTB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREFTB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREFTB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QXREFTBL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

Db2REFTB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2REFTB contains the sum of all values of Db2REFTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURESTF - REST HTTP Function Code

DSURESTF contains the REST HTTP function code used by this Db2 query. These are for REST service requests from
normal HTTP communications (HTP) and secure HTTPS communications (HTS).

DSURESTF is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93649

Type:

Retained - Character, length 5.

         SEE ALSO:  DSURSVCN - REST Service Name
        

Element Derivation:

DSURESTF contains the value input from field QMDAFUNC of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).
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Range of Value:

DSURESTF can contain the following values:

         blank
     'GET  '  - Service discover
     'POST '  - Service invoke
        

Summarization Process:

DSURESTF contains the last value of DSURESTF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUREVOK - REVOKE Statements

DSUREVOK is the number of REVOKE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is REVOKE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUREVOK is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXREVOK.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUREVOK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUREVOK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURFCHD - Fetched Rows

fffRFCHD is the number of Db2 rows fetched as a direct result of processing one or more SQL FETCH statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RFCHD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRFCHD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRFCHD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRFCHD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRFCHD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRFCHD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURFCHD

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffFETCH - FETCH Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRFCHD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSFETCHD.

Range of Value:

fffRFCHD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRFCHD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRFCHD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF

fffRLFDP contains the number of threads where at least one dynamic SQL statement was disabled by the Resource
Limit Facility (RLF). For ACCUMACC roll-up records, fffRLFDP is not available. Db2RLFDP is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffRLFDP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffRLFDP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRLFDP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRLFDP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURLFDP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, fffRLFDP is set to 1 if field QXRLFDPA of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3) is different from zero.
Otherwise it is set to zero. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', fffRLFDP is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

fffRLFDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRLFDP contains the sum of all values of fffRLFDP processed in the level of summarization.

DSURLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

fffRLSV contains the number of RELEASE SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the
measurement interval. Db2RLSV is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRLSV element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRLSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRLSV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRLSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRLSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURLSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffRBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRLSV contains the value input from field QWACRLSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRLSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRLSV contains the sum of all values of fffRLSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. After a savepoint is released, it is no longer maintained and rollback to the savepoint is no longer possible.

DSURMID - Db2 Resource Manager Identifier

Db2RMID is the Db2 resource manager identifier.

Type:

Retained data element - Character. This element has no units.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, Db2RMID is derived from the SMF Db2 header information data section, label QWHSRMID.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. last occurrence of Db2RMID in the records processed for
the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNIX - Rename Index Statements

fffRNIX is the number of RENAME INDEX statements. This statement renames an existing index at the current server.
Db2RNIX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNIX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffRNIX, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRNIX is included in the following
files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNIX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNIX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNIX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNIX is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRNIX.

Range of Value:

fffRNIX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNIX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNIX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The privileges of the renamed index are preserved.

DSURNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

fffRNKCL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for child L-Locks.
Db2RNKCL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNKCL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNKCL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNKCL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNKCL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNKCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNKCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNKCL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2WLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNKCL contains the value input from field QPACARNK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNKCL contain the value input from field QWACARNK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffRNKCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNKCL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNKCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

fffRNMOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other L-Locks.
Db2RNMOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNMOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNMOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNMOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNMOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNMOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNMOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNMOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2WLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNMOL contains the value input from field QPACARNM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNMOL contain the value input from field QWACARNM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNMOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNMOL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNMOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

fffRNNPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for pageset or
partition L-Locks. Db2RNNPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNNPL element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffRNNPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNNPL is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNNPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNNPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNNPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNNPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2WLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNNPL contains the value input from field QPACARNN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNNPL contain the value input from field QWACARNN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNNPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNNPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNNPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

fffRNOPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for page P-Locks.
Db2RNOPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNOPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNOPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNOPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNOPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNOPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNOPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNOPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2WLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNOPL contains the value input from field QPACARNO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNOPL contain the value input from field QWACARNO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffRNOPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNOPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNOPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

fffRNQOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other P-Locks.
Db2RNQOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNQOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNQOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNQOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNQOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNQOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNQOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNQOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2WTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNQOL contains the value input from field QPACARNQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNQOL contain the value input from field QWACARNQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNQOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNQOL contains the sum of all values of fffRNQOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURNSTD - Inserted Rows

fffRNSTD is the number of Db2 rows inserted as a direct result of processing one or more SQL INSERT statements for
a given event or interval. Db2RNSTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRNSTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRNSTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffRNSTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRNSTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNSTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNSTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffINSRT - Insert Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRNSTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSINSRTD.

Range of Value:

fffRNSTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNSTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRNSTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2ROLE - Role Name for Authid

Db2ROLE contains the roll name associated with the Authorization ID if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid
             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2ROLE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCROLE_Var.

Range of Value:

Db2ROLE can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

Db2ROLE contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2ROLE in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

fffRPOP1 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path
because the sysplex configuration at runtime was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
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incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at runtime. Db2RPOP1 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffRPOP1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRPOP1, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffRPOP1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRPOP1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURPOP1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffRPOP1 contains the value input from field QXREPOP1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRPOP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRPOP1 contains the sum of all values of fffRPOP1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSURPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

fffRPOP2 contains the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path
because there were not enough buffer pool resources.

This counter is incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run time. Db2RPOP2 is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffRPOP2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffRPOP2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.

fffRPOP2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRPOP2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURPOP2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffRPOP2 contains the value input from field QXREPOP2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffRPOP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffRPOP2 contains the sum of all values of fffRPOP2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSURRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

fffRRAIC is the number of times during the measurement interval that an application using RRSAF specified a value
of "COMMIT" for the accounting interval parameter of the SIGNON function. Db2RRAIC is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffRRAIC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffRRAIC, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRRAIC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRRAIC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURRAIC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffRRAIC:

IF fffREASN=14 THEN fffRRAIC=1;

Range of Value:

fffRRAIC can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRRAIC contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRRAIC that were included in the level of summarization.

DSURSUM - Resume Exit Count

DSURSUM contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called for user transactions.

DSURSUM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSUSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSUTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSURSUM contains the value input from field QTXARSUM of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSURSUM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSURSUM contains the sum of all values of DSURSUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURSVCN - REST Service Name

DSURSVCN contains the fully qualified REST service name used by this Db2 query.

DSURSVCN is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93649.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 242.

         SEE ALSO:  DSURESTF - REST HTTP Function Code
        

Element Derivation:

DSURSVCN contains the value input from field QMDASVCN of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSURSVCN can contain any combination of 1 to 242 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSURSVCN contains the last value of DSURSVCN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURTRY -Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM

DSURTRY contains the total number of re-triable abends in IRLM that occurred for user transactions.

DSURTRY is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSUTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM
            DSUNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
        

Element Derivation:

DSURTRY contains the value input from field QTXARTRY of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSURTRY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSURTRY contains the sum of all values of DSURTRY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSURUDTD - Updated Rows

fffRUDTD is the number of Db2 rows updated as a direct result of processing one or more SQL UPDATE statements
for a given event or interval. Db2RUDTD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRUDTD element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffRUDTD, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffRUDTD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDRUDTD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRUDTD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURUDTD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUPDTE - Update Statements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffRUDTD is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRWSUPDTD.

Range of Value:

fffRUDTD can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRUDTD contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRUDTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUSAxxx to DSUSZxxx
This article lists the Db2 User Activity File (Db2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUSCIMW
through DSUS2S.

Db2SAS - Total IXLAXISN Spnds Waiting X-Invalid

fffSAS contains the number of IXLAXISN suspends waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidations to complete.

fffSAS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PH05193.

Db2SAS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSAS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSAS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSAS is included in the following files:

   File     File                                 Element
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   Name     Description                          Name
   ------   --------------------------------     -------
   DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSAS
   DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSAS
 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

fffSAS contains the value input from field QBGAAS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

ffSAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSAS contains the sum of all values of fffSAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

DSUSCIMW contains the total number of synchronous write I/Os performed by Db2 on behalf of a Db2 user, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSCIMW is derived by summing the DBUCIMW values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSCIMW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSCIMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSDG - Total Unregister Pages Requests

fffSDG contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool. Db2SDG is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSDG element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSDG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDG is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSDG contains the value input from field QBGADG of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 5.1.

Range of Value:

fffSDG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSDG contains the sum of all values of fffSDG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits

DSUSDHCT contains the number of synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits for this Db2 query.

DSUSDHCT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
            DASSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DASSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
        

Element Derivation:

DSUSDHCT contains the value input from field QWACAWCD, in the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUSDHCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSDHCT contains the sum of all values of DSUSDHCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time

DSUSDHTM contains the wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that result in disk cash hits for the Db2 query
executed.

DSUSDHTM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

           SEE ALSO:  DSUSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DASSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DASSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
          

Element Derivation:

DSUSDHTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTD of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUSDHTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUSDHTM contains the sum of all values of DSUSDHTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

The DSUSDMAD data elements contain the number of times the DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index
access or LPF, because it was not necessary due to Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to predetermine the
outcome.

DSUSDMAD is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2SDMAD is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSDMAD element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffSDMAD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDMAD is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSDMAD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDMAD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDMAD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSDMAD.

Range of Value:

Db2SDMAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2SDMAD contains the sum of all values of Db2SDMAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSDPF - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

DSUSDPF is the total number of dynamic prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the
process that is triggered because of sequential detection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2DPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSDPF values are derived by summing the DBUDPF values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSELCT - Number of SELECT Statements

DSUSELCT is the number of SELECT statements that were processed by a Db2 user during the life of a thread.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUSELCT is obtained from the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record, the SQL statement data section
QXSELECT.

Range of Value:

DSUSELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSELCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSELCT that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUSETHV - NO. SET HOST-VAR Statements

DSUSETHV contains the number of all SET HOST VARIABLE statements.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSETHV contains the value input from field QXSETHV of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DSUSETHV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSETHV contains the sum of all values of DSUSETHV processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSEX - Total Explicit XIs

fffSEX contains the number of explicit Cross-Invalidations. Db2SEX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSEX
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSEX, where fff is the MICS
file identifier value. fffSEX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSEX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSEX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSEX contains the value input from field QBGAEX of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffSEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSEX contains the sum of all values of fffSEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSFND - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

The DSUSFND data elements contain the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from
the stabilized statement in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table. The stabilized statement search is done only when no
matching statement is found in the prepared statement cache.

DSUSFND is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2SFND is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSFND element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffSFND, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSFND is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSFND
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSFND
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSFND

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTSFND.

Range of Value:

Db2SFND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Db2SFND contains the sum of all values of Db2SFND processed in the level of summarization.

sage Notes:

None

DSUSGG - Total GetPages for GBP-Dep Pagesets

fffSGG contains the total number of getpage requests issued for group buffer pool dependent pagesets, during
the measurement interval. Db2SGG is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSGG element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSGG, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffSGG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSGG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSGG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSGG contains the value input from field QBGAGG of the SMF Type 101 record (IFCID 0003). This field was introduced
in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSGG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSGG contains the sum of all values of fffSGG processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSGLO - Suspends Due to XES Global Contention

DSUSGLO contains the number of suspends due to z/OS Cross System Extended Services (XES) global contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUFLSE  - No. of False Contentions
             DSUIGLO  - Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention

Element Derivation:

DSUSGLO contains the value input from field QTGASGLO of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUSGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSGLO contains the sum of all values of DSUSGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total number of suspends caused by global contention is the sum of DSUIGLO, DSUSGLO, and DSUFLSE.

DSUSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

DSUSGPGR is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 on behalf of a user, summarized for all active Db2 buffer
pools. DSUSGPGR is incremented by one, by the buffer pool manager, each time the page access function is requested.
The counter is not incremented when the page accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look-aside function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2GPGR - GETPAGE Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSGPGR values are derived by summing the DBUGPGR values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSGPGR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSGPGR that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUSHS - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

fffSHS contains the number of Asynch IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool. Db2SHS is the MICS
Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSHS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files
as element fffSHS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSHS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSHS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSHS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSHS contains the value input from field QBGAHS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffSHS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSHS contains the sum of all values of fffSHS processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSIOC - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

DSUSIOC contains the number of I/Os where the requested pages were found in the DASD subsystem cache for this Db2
query. These I/Os could have potentially been successful if zHyperLink was used to do the I/O.

DSUSIOC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          SEE ALSO:  DSUSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
            DSUSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
          

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSIOC values are derived by summing the DBUIOC values.

Range of Value:

DSUSIOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSIOC contains the sum of all values of DSUSIOC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUSIOx - No. Async Pages Read by Prefetch BPx

fffSIOx is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters for the buffer pool identified
by BPx (x = 0, 1, 2, or 3). Db2SIOX is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSIOx element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSIOx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value.
fffSIOx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File                 DSPSIOx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File                 DSUSIOx

The meaning of fffSIOx in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2DSP file, DSPSIOx contains the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to buffer
pool x for the Db2 Plan identified Plan Name (Db2PLAN).

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2DSU file, DSUSIOx contains the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to buffer
pool x for the Db2 transaction identified by the Db2ACTx variables defined for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name
             DSUSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch
             DSPSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, fffSIOx is obtained from field QBACSIO in the the QBAC Accounting Buffer Manager data section
of the SMF type 101 IFCID 3 record.

Range of Value:

fffSIOx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSKIP - Parallel Coordination Bypass Db2

fffSKIP contains the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks
because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members. This field is incremented only on the
parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even though it is possible that more than one
Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count is to indicate when there are not enough
buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.
Db2SKIP is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSKIP element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSKIP, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffSKIP is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSKIP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSKIP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSKIP contains the value input from field QXXCSKIP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffSKIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSKIP contains the sum of all values of fffSKIP processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSLNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG

fffSLNS contains the number wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the SYSLGRNG
recording service. Db2SLNS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSLNS element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSLNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLNS is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLNS contains the value input from field QWAXSLNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSLNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffSLNS contains the sum of all values of fffSLNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUSLPF - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

DSUSLPF contains the total number of list prefetch requests for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2LPF - List Prefetch Requested

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSLPF values are derived by summing the DBULPF values.

Range of Value:

DSUSLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSLPF contains the sum of all values of DSUSLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSLSTM - Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG

fffSLSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection. Db2SLSTM is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSLSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSLSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLSTM contains the value input from field QWAXSLSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSLSTM contains the sum of all values of fffSLSTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUSMD - Total CF Reads Data Returned

DSUSMD contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUSXD - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

Element Derivation:

DSUSMD contains the value input from field QBGAMD of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSMD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSMD contains the sum of all values of DSUSMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

fffSMIAP is the number of times a Row Identification (RID) list retrieval, for multiple index access, was skipped because
list retrieval was necessary since Db2 is able to predetermine the outcome of "AND" or "OR" predicates. Db2SMIAP is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSMIAP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffSMIAP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSMIAP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDSMIAP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSMIAP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSMIAP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the Db2DSD file, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
Db2DSP and Db2DSU files, fffSMIAP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSMIAP.

Range of Value:

fffSMIAP can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffSMIAP contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSMIAP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSMN - Total CF Reads Data Not Ret. No Entry

DSUSMN contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was
not found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility and no directory entry was created. When
only one Db2 in a group has read or write interest in the pageset or partition, the page is not registered to CF (that is, a
directory entry is not created).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSMN contains the value input from field QBGAMN of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSMN contains the sum of all values of DSUSMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSMR - Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

DSUSMR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data is not returned from the coupling facility and a directory entry is created if it does not already
exist. This means that another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSMR contains the value input from field QBGAMR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSMR contains the sum of all values of DSUSMR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUSNGT - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

DSUSNGT is the total number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for all active Db2 buffer
pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: DB2NGT - No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSNGT values are derived by summing the DBUNGT values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSPATM depends on the Db2 release:

For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent on stored procedures processed in the Db2 or a WLM-
established stored procedure address space, including time spent executing SQL.

For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were
processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit. fffSPATM includes
time that was used for executing SQL statements. Db2SPATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPATM element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPATM, where fff is the file identifier value.

fffSPATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSPBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPATM contains the value input from field QWACSPEA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPATM contains the sum of all values of fffSPATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSPBTM - Db2 Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

The definition of fffSPBTM depends on the Db2 release: For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent
executing SQL in stored procedures processed in the Db2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space.

This time also includes time in Db2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task. For Db2 9.1
and above, it contains the total elapsed time that was spent on processing SQL statements that were issued by stored
procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces.

This time also includes time that was used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task, for external stored
procedures. SQL procedure times are included in fffSPBTM if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and
were not invoked by the main application execution unit. Db2SPBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPBTM
element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPBTM, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffSPBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffSPBTM contains the value input from field QWACSPEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPBTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

fffSPCTM contains the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time. fffSPCTM is available only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other CPU times related to stored
procedures, fffSPPTM and fffSP2TM. Db2SPCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPCTM element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPCTM
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPCTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPCTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely
using SQL statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was
introduced with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and
procedure body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.
This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language.

Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to Db2 9.1,
SQL procedures were not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.

DSUSPETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB

fffSPETM contains the amount of time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure would be
scheduled. Db2SPETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPETM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of files as element fffSPETM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPETM is included in the following
files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSPETM contains the value input from field QWACCAST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPETM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPETM contains the sum of all values of fffSPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSPNE - SQL Events by Stored Procedures

fffSPNE contains the number of SQL entries or exits performed by stored procedures during the measurement interval.
Db2SPNE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPNE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPNE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPNE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPNE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSPNE contains the value input from field QWACSPNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffSPNE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPNE contains the sum of all values of fffSPNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting class 2 data must be active for this element to have a value.

DSUSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

The definition of Db2SPPTM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent processing SQL CALL statements in the Db2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit.

Db2SPPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPPTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Store Procedures

Element Derivation:

Db2SPPTM contains the value input from field QWACSPCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the Db2DSU and Db2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL Db2 parameter set to
YES), Db2SPPTM is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

Db2SPPTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
values of Db2SPPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2SPPTM is not included in DSUCPUTM. Db2SPPTM is included in DSUCP1TM.

DSUSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

DSUSPRFH is the number of media manager prefetch read requests, summarized across all active Db2 buffer pools. It
indicates that prefetch was requested by a user in the Db2 system during execution of threads.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is number of media manager prefetch read requests.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PRFH - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUSPRFH values are derived by summing the DBUPRFH values.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSPRFH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSPRFH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSPRUX - System Page Record Update BPx

fffSPRUx is the count of system page updates by a user for buffer pool x (where x is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, Db2SPRUx
carries the value for buffer pool 80. DBUSPRUx is incremented each time a user updates a record residing in a system
page. The record may be accessed by multiple threads. It accounts for all updates, except for those performed by certain
utilities that use Unit of Work page write. Db2SPRUx is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSPRUx element.
The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSPRUx, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffSPRUx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPRUx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPRUx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSPRUx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACSWS.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSPRUx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSPRUx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE1 is the accumulated CPU time used to fulfill stored procedure requests that were either processed in Db2 stored
procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor.

Before the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine. The raw
data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the CP and
specialty engine processors run at different speeds.

Db2SPSE1 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPSE1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE1 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included
in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested task but not the main application execution unit.

DSUSPSE2 - CPU Tm in Db2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE2 is the accumulated CPU time used in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures that
were processed either in a Db2 stored procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
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can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine. The
raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the CP
and specialty engine processors run at different speeds. Db2SPSE2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE2
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPSE2, where fff is the file
identifier value.

fffSPSE2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE2 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included
in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested task but not the main application execution unit.
fffSPSE2 is a subset of DSUSPSE1.

DSUSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

fffSPZET contains the total elapsed time spent on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class
2 time. fffSPZET is available only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other elapsed times related to stored
procedures, fffSPATM and fffSPBTM. Db2SPZET is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZET element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffSPZET, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZET is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZET
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZET
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZET

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPZET contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_ELAP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZET is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZET contains the sum of all values of fffSPZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using
SQL statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures, written entirely in native SQL, was
introduced with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and
procedure body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.
This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language.
Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA.

Before Db2 9.1, SQL procedures were not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.

DSUSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPZTM contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine processor for executing stored
procedure requests on the main application execution unit.

Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time. fffSPZTM is available
only for Db2 9.1 and above, and is included in the Accumulated CPU Time Consumed on IBM specialty engine (fffCPUZ1)
data element. However, it is not included in the CPU Time Consumed in Db2 on specialty engine (fffCPUZ2) data element.
fffCPUZ2 contains the non-nested SQL time, and fffSPZTM contains the nested time in Db2 that can run on a specialty
engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, Db2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with Db2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.
Db2SPZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPZTM, where fff is the file identifier value.

fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSPZET - Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPZTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language, so the body of an SQL procedure is written entirely
using SQL statements and SQL control statements. IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was
introduced with Db2 6.1, but its initial implementation involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and
procedure body into a secondary C program that was then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.

This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language. Db2
pureXML workloads, introduced with Db2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP specialty
processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for
specialty engine processing when they are called from DRDA. Before Db2 9.1, SQL procedures were not eligible to run on
an IBM specialty engine architecture.

DSUSP1 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1

fffSP1 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for space map pages. Db2SP1 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSP1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSP1, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSS1 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

Element Derivation:
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fffSP1 contains the value input from field QBGAP1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP1 contains the sum of all values of fffSP1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSP2 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2

fffSP2 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for data pages. Db2SP2 is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffSP2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffSP2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSS2 - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

Element Derivation:

fffSP2 contains the value input from field QBGAP2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP2 contains the sum of all values of fffSP2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in Db2 Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSP2TM depends on the Db2 release:

• For Db2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent on Db2 processing SQL statements issued by stored
procedures. This time also includes time in Db2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure
task.

• For Db2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time that was spent on Db2 for processing SQL statements
that were issued by stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures.
SQL procedure times are included in this time if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and were not
invoked by the main application execution unit.

Db2SP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSP2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

Element Derivation:

fffSP2TM contains the value input from field QWACSPTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSP2TM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP2TM contains the sum of all values of fffSP2TM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffSP2TM is a subset of DSUSPPTM, and is not included in DSUCPUTM. fffSP2TM is included in DSUCP2TM.

DSUSP3 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3

fffSP3 contains the total number of page physical-lock lock requests for index leaf pages. Db2SP3 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSP3 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSP3, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSP3 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP3
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP3

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSS3 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

Element Derivation:

fffSP3 contains the value input from field QBGAP3 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSP3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP3 contains the sum of all values of fffSP3 processed in the level of summarization.
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DSUSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

DSUSQLID indicates the number of times a Db2 user executed the Db2 change object ownership command. This variable
is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSQLID contains the value input from field QXSETSQL of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 3 User Accounting Recording.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSQLID contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSQLID that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the CREATE statement dynamically executes using SPUFI, QMF, or is embedded in a program, the owner of the
Db2 object created is the current SQL ID. The value of the SQL ID is set at the beginning of a Db2 session, but it can be
changed during the session by executing the following statement:

    SET CURRENT SQLID = 'TSOUSER1'

DSUSRCL - Resource Latch Contention Count

DSUSRCL contains a count of resource latch contentions in IRLM for user transactions.

DSUSRCL is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          SEE ALSO:  DSUCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions
          

Element Derivation:

DSUSRCL contains the value input from field QTXASRCL of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUSRCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSRCL contains the sum of all values of DSUSRCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSRIOX - Synchronous Read I/Os BPx

fffSRIOx is the count of Db2 media manager synchronous read requests performed for a user by buffer pool x (where
x is 0, 1, or 2). For x = 3, fffSRIO3 contains the value for buffer pool 80. Asynchronous I/O requests are not counted. In
addition, this count varies for specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2 internal buffering algorithms, the number of
concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools being used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases. Db2SRIOx is
the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSRIOx element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number
of MICS files as element fffSRIOx, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSRIOx is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSRIOx
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSRIOx

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSRIOx is derived from the SMF type 101, IFCID 3 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBACRIO.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSRIOx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSRIOx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSSIO - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

DSUSSIO is the total number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch that the agent (TSO, CICS) triggered, summarized
across all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2SIO - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSSIO values are derived by summing the DBUSIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

DSUSSPRU is the count of system page updates by a user summarized for all active Db2 buffer pools. DSUSSPRU
is incremented each time a user updates a record residing in a system page. The record may be accessed by multiple
threads. It accounts for all updates, except for those performed by certain utilities that use Unit of Work page write.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2SPRU - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSSPRU values are derived by summing the DBUSPRU values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSPRU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSSPRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

DSUSSRIO is the count of Db2 media manager synchronous read requests performed for a user summarized for all
active Db2 buffer pools. Asynchronous I/O requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for specific threads
based on Db2 activity, Db2 internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools
being used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2SRIO - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSSRIO values are derived by summing the DBUSRIO values.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSRIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSSRIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSSW - Total CF Writes For Changed Pages

DSUSSW contains the number of changed pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSSW contains the value input from field QBGASW of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSW contains the sum of all values of DSUSSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSSYI - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

DSUSSYI is the number of synchronous DASD reads done using zHyperLink by this Db2 query.

DSUSSYI is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

    SEE ALSO:  DSUSIOC  - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DSUSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
    

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSSYI values are derived by summing the DBUSYI values.

Range of Value:

DSUSSYI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSYI contains the sum of all values of DSUSSYI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

DSUSSYIT is the amount of CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads by this Db2 query. zHyperLink I/O is
synchronous with respect to the CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes. This
CPU time is included in the overall class 2 CPU time for the query.

DSUSSYIT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  DSUSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
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            DSUSIOC  - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
    

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUSSYIT values are derived by summing the DBUSYITM values.

Range of Value:

DSUSSYIT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSSYIT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSSYIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSS1 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1

fffSS1 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for space map pages. Db2SS1 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSS1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSS1, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSP1 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1

Element Derivation:

fffSS1 contains the value input from field QBGAS1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS1 contains the sum of all values of fffSS1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSS2 - P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2

fffSS2 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for data pages. Db2SS2 is the MICS Data Dictionary
entry name for the fffSS2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffSS2, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS2
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSP2 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2

Element Derivation:

fffSS2 contains the value input from field QBGAS2 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS2 contains the sum of all values of fffSS2 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSS3 - P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3

fffSS3 contains the total number of page physical-lock suspensions for index leaf pages. Db2SS3 is the MICS Data
Dictionary entry name for the fffSS3 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffSS3, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSS3 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSS3
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSS3

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffSP3 - P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3

Element Derivation:

fffSS3 contains the value input from field QBGAS3 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSS3 contains the sum of all values of fffSS3 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSTAT - Status Exit Count

DSUSTAT contains the number of times the Resume DBMS exit was called for user transactions.

DSUSTAT is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
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            DSURSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSUTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
    

Element Derivation:

DSUSTAT contains the value input from field QTXASTAT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUSTAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSTAT contains the sum of all values of DSUSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSTCRL - Set Current Rules Statements Executed

DSUSTCRL contains the number of set current rules statements executed for a user.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSTCRL contains the value input from field QXSETCRL of the SMF Type 101 record (Subtype 0, IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUSTCRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSTCRL contains the sum of all values of DSUSTCRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSUCV - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

fffSUCV contains the conversion factor used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a Service Unit (SU). The
conversion factor used depends on the processor model being used. Db2SUCV is the MICS data encyclopedia entry
name for the fffSUCV element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSUCV,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSUCV is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSUCV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSUCV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSUCV
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSPSUFC  - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
             DSUSUFC  - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

fffSUCV contains the value input from field QWACSUCV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSUCV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSUCV contains the last value of fffSUCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The service unit to CPU second conversion factor is set during nucleus initialization (NIP) and depends on the processor
model and on whether the processor is physically partitioned or single image. This factor is used by the system resources
manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and SRB service units. Using service units is
another way to equitably charge back when work is performed on different processors, as opposed to normalizing CPU
time, or charging a different rate for work done on each CPU. This is particularly important in a SYSPLEX environment
where work may be performed on multiple machines. To calculate service units from any CPU time element in the
database, use the following calculation:

     SU = cpu_time_element * (16000000/fffSUCV);

An alternative to using the DSUSUCV or DSPSUCV as a means of converting CPU seconds to service units is to use the
DSUSUFC or DSPSUFC. Values of an fffSUFC element are calculated by dividing the fffSUCV values into 16,000,000.
This eliminates the need for the user to carry out the division before applying the factor.

DSUSUFC - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

fffSUFC contains the conversion factor used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a Service Unit (SU). The
conversion factor used depends on the processor model being used. fffSUFC differs from the fffSUCV element in that
it is the result of dividing fffSUCV into 16,000,000. fffSUFC is the MICS data encyclopedia entry name for the fffSUFC
element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSUFC, where fff is the MICS
file identifier value. fffSUFC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSUFC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSUFC

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DSPSUCV  - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
             DSUSUCV  - Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:
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Values of fffSUFC come from dividing 16,000,000 by the value input from QWACSUCV in the type 101 record (subtype 0,
IFCID xxx) as follows:

fffSUFC = 16000000 / QWACSUCV

Range of Value:

fffSUFC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSUFC contains the last value of fffSUCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The service unit to CPU second conversion factor is set during nucleus initialization (NIP) and depends on the processor
model and on whether the processor is physically partitioned or single image.

This factor is used by the system resources manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and
SRB service units. Using service units is another way to equitably charge back when work is performed on different
processors, as opposed to normalizing CPU time, or charging a different rate for work done on each CPU. This is
particularly important in a SYSPLEX environment where work may be performed on multiple machines. This fffSUFC
element should be compared to fffSUCV. The only difference between these elements is that the fffSUCV must be divided
into 16,000,000 before it can be be used as a factor that converts CPU seconds to service units.

Since the division into 16,000,000 has already been done for fffSUFC, fffSUFC can be multiplied by the CPU seconds
directly to obtain service units.

DSUSUFX - DDCS Client Suffix

DSUSUFX contains the user-supplied part of the accounting string from Db2 client/server information.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 200.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSUFX contains the value input from field QMDASUFX of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUSUFX can contain any combination of 1 to 200 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DSUSUFX contains the last value of DSUSUFX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSUSP - Suspend Count

DSUSUSP is the suspend count for the user during the interval. The suspend count indicates the number of times that a
lock could not be obtained and the agent was suspended. Suspensions are highly dependent upon the application and
table space locking protocols.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is suspensions.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUSUSP is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label
QTXASLOC.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSUSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

DSUSUSPE contains the number of times the Suspend DBMS exit was called for user transactions.

DSUSUSPE is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO:  DSURSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSUSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
            DSUTIME  - Timeout Exit Count
    

Element Derivation:

DSUSUSPE contains the value input from field QTXASUSP of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3
User Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUSUSPE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSUSPE contains the sum of all values of DSUSUSPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSU1 - P-Lock Unlock Requests1

fffSU1 contains the total number of page physical-lock unlock requests. Db2SU1 is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name
for the fffSU1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSU1, where fff
is the MICS file identifier value. fffSU1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSU1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSU1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSU1 contains the value input from field QBGAU1 of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

fffSU1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSU1 contains the sum of all values of fffSU1 processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSVPT - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

fffSVPT contains the number of SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the measurement
interval. Db2SVPT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSVPT element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSVPT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSVPT is included in the
following files

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSVPT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSVPT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSVPT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffRBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffRLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffSVPT contains the value input from field QWACSVPT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSVPT contains the sum of all values of fffSVPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. The SQL SAVEPOINT statement is used to set a savepoint within a unit of recovery to identify a point in time to
which relational database changes can be rolled back.

DSUSWC - Total CF Writes For Clean Pages

DSUSWC contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSWC contains the value input from field QBGAWC of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSWC contains the sum of all values of DSUSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUSWM - Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs

fffSWM contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register multiple pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF
level 11. Db2SWM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSWM element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSWM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSWM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSWM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSWM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSWM contains the value input from field QBGAWM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

fffSWM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffSWM contains the sum of all values of fffSWM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSWS - Total Write and Register Requests

fffSWS contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register single pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register (WAR) command. Db2SWS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSWS element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffSWS, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffSWS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSWS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSWS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSWS contains the value input from field QBGAWS of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

fffSWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSWS contains the sum of all values of fffSWS processed in the level of summarization.

DSUSXD - Total CF Reads Buffer XI

DSUSXD contains the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid for each
group buffer pool accessed by a thread.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSXD contains the value input from field QBGAXD of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUSXD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSXD contains the sum of all values of DSUSXD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUSXR - Total SES Reads Entry Created

DSUSXR contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means
another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUSXR contains the value input from field QBGAXR of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section.

Range of Value:

DSUSXR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUSXR contains the sum of all values of DSUSXR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUS2H - Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

fffS2H contains the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool. Db2S2H is the
MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffS2H element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
MICS files as element fffS2H, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffS2H is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPS2H
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUS2H

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffS2H contains the value input from field QBGA2H of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffS2H ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS2H contains the sum of all values of fffS2H processed in the level of summarization.
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DSUS2S - Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend

fffS2S contains the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary Global Buffer Pool that were suspended
because the write had not yet completed. Db2S2S is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffS2S element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffS2S, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffS2S is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPS2S
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUS2S

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffS2S contains the value input from field QBGA2S of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003), group buffer pool usage
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

fffS2S ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS2S contains the sum of all values of fffS2S processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUTxxxx to DSUUxxxx
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUTCBTM
through DSUUSLM.

DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

fffTCBTM is the TCB time consumed by a DB2 user during the interval. This reports non-nested TCB time only. It does
not include TCB time reported in DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or DSUUDCTM. However, it does include TCB time reported
in DSUTRTTM. fffTCBTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. DB2TCBTM is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffTCBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffTCBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTCBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTCBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTCBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTCBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
             DSUSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffTCBTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the SMF type 101 accounting
record represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC tasks (DB2PTASK='NONE'), parent
records of a DB2 parallel query (DB2PTASK='PARENT'), and individual child records from parallel queries
(DB2PTASK='CHILD'), fffTCBTM is computed using the following algorithm:
   DSUTCBTM = DSUENTCB - DSUBGTCB

• For MICS database records representing ACCUMACC roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), and parallel query
child roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), fffTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the
Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3 record.

DASTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) record.

Range of Value:

fffTCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTCBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting for TCB time begins at the point when successful allocation occurs and ends when the connection is
terminated or a new user successfully signs on.

The initial Structured Request Language (SQL) call is normally considered the connection point. If the SQL call is at the
beginning of the application program, then the accounting begins at that point. If the application program ABENDs, the
accounting information is collected from the end-of-task routine. Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for
chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS, CICS after CTS Version 2.2, DB2 Version 6, etc.) connect
to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
fffTCBTM data element.

DSUTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

fffTC2TM is the Class 2 accumulated TCB time in DB2. This variable contains valid data only when Accounting Class 1
and 2 are specified. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the DB2 address space performing work on behalf of a
user.

fffTC2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. In addition, this time does not
include CPU time consumed while processing SQL statements in a stored procedure. In fact it does not include CPU time
reported in the DSUSP2TM or DSUUDTTM elements. The total of fffTC2TM, DSUSP2TM, and DSUUDTTM is reported in
the DSUCP2TM element. DB2TC2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTC2TM element.
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The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffTC2TM, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffTC2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTC2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTC2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTC2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             DSUUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffTC2TM contains the value input from field QWACAJST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTC2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTC2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTC2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffTC2TM contains the total Task Control Block (TCB) time used by DB2 threads. When a request is received from a TSO,
IMS, or CICS Address Space, the current TCB time is saved. On exit from DB2, the saved TCB time value is subtracted
from the TCB time value at exit to calculate the total TCB time spent in DB2. This value is only available when both
classes 1 and 2 are active. Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling
regions (batch, TSO, CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the TCB time
values in the caller's transaction or log records. Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting
applications log records as well as from the fffTC2TM data element.

DB2TCXT - Trusted Context Name

DB2TCXT contains the Trusted Context name if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid
             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, DB2TCXT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCTCXT_Var.

Range of Value:

DB2TCXT can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2TCXT contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2TCXT in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTEETM contains the total elapsed time spent executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active. DB2TEETM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTEETM element. However, the actual measurement
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTEETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTEETM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTEETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTEETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTEETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

Element Derivation:

fffTEETM contains the value input from field QWACTREE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffTEETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTEETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTEETM contains the sum of all values of fffTEETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

DSUTELPT contains the total elapsed time of all tasks, for threads using query CP parallelism, and subtasks executed on
behalf of this user.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time
             DSUPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUTELPT is derived using the following algorithm:

DSUTELPT = DSUELPTM + DSUPELPT

Range of Value:

The value of DSUTELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUTELPT contains the sum of all values of DSUTELPT processed in the level of summarization.

DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

DSUTET2T contains the total in-DB2 elapsed time of all tasks, for threads using query CP parallelism, and subtasks
executed on behalf of this user. This variable contains valid data only when accounting class 1 and 2 are specified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSUTET2T is derived using the following algorithm:

DSUTET2T = DSUET2TM + DSUPET2T 

Range of Value:

The value of DSUTET2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUTET2T contains the sum of all values of DSUTET2T processed in the level of summarization.

DSUTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

fffTHINA is the number of times during the interval that a DB2 DDF thread became inactive. DB2THINA is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffTHINA element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffTHINA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTHINA is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTHINA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTHINA
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffTHINA:

 IF fffREASN=10 THEN fffTHINA=1;

Range of Value:

fffTHINA can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTHINA contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTHINA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffTHINA is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

fffTHIN2 is the number of times a DB2 DDF "Type 2 Inactive" thread became inactive. "Type 2 Inactive" threads are
employed when such products as Websphere, Weblogic, and other e-business application servers connect to DB2 via
DDF. This field was introduced in DB2 8.1. DB2THIN2 is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTHIN2 element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTHIN2, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffTHIN2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTHIN2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTHIN2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, the following algorithm is used to compute fffTHIN2:

IF fffREASN=11 THEN fffTHIN2=1; 

Range of Value:

fffTHIN2 can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTHIN2 contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTHIN2 that were included in the level of summarization.

DSUTIME - Timeout Exit Count

DSUTIME contains the number of times the Timeout DBMS exit was called for user transactions.
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DSUTIME is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count
            DSURSUM  - Resume Exit Count
            DSUSTAT  - Status Exit Count
            DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count
        

Element Derivation:

DSUTIME contains the value input from field QTXATIME of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUTIME ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUTIME contains the sum of all values of DSUTIME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUTIMO - Timeout Count

DSUTIMO is the number of timeouts experienced by the user during the interval. The timeout count indicates that a unit
of work was suspended for a time that exceeded the timeout value. To minimize the number of timeouts, check locking
protocols and the scheduling of work that includes utility jobs.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is timeouts.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUTIMO is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the lock usage data section, label QTXATIM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUTIMO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUTIMO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

fffTOGRP contains the total number of parallel groups that were executed. DB2TOGRP is the MICS data dictionary
entry name for the fffTOGRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffTOGRP, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTOGRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     --------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTOGRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTOGRP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTOGRP contains the value input from field QXTOTGRP of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

fffTOGRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTOGRP contains the sum of all values of fffTOGRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSUTOUT - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

DSUTOUT contains the total number of Timeout RLBs purged by IRLM for user transactions.

DSUTOUT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSUDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks
            DSURTRY  - Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
            DSUNRTY  - Non Re-tryable ABENDS in IRLM
 

Element Derivation:

DSUTOUT contains the value input from field QTXATOUT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSUTOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTRETM - Elapsed Time Executing Control

fffTRETM contains the total elapsed time spent while executing under the control of triggers. DB2TRETM is the MICS data
dictionary entry name for the fffTRETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as
element fffTRETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRETM contains the value input from field QWACTRET as follows

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRETM contains the sum of all values of fffTRETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTRNOW - TRANSFER OWNERSHIP Statements

The DSUTRNOW data elements contain the number of SQL TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statements that were processed.

DSUTRNOW is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2TRNOW is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTRNOW element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffTRNOW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRNOW is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASTRNOW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRNOW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRNOW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRNOW contains the value input from field QXTRNOWN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2TRNOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2TRNOW contains the sum of all values of DB2TRNOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

fffTRTBL is the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements. This statement deletes all rows for either base tables or
declared global temporary tables. DB2TRTBL is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTBL element. The
actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTRTBL, where fff is the MICS file identifier
value. fffTRTBL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File          DSDTRTBL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTBL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTBL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffTRTBL is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXTRTBL.

Range of Value:

fffTRTBL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTBL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTRTBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUTRTSE - Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTSE is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing triggers on a nested task on an IBM specialty engine
processor.

Before the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.
DB2TRTSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTSE element.
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The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffTRTSE, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffTRTSE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTSE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QWACTRTE_se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffTRTSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTSE contains the sum of all values of fffTRTSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

fffTRTTM contains the amount of TCB time used while executing triggers on the main application execution unit. fffTRTTM
does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. DB2TRTTM is the MICS data dictionary
entry name for the fffTRTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffTRTTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRTTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDTTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef SQL
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng
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             DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffTRTTM contains the value input from field QWACTRTT as follows;

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRTTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTTM contains the sum of all values of fffTRTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, fffTRTTM contains CPU activity for triggers on the main application execution unit. The fffTRTTM
values are included in the DSPCPUTM, DSPCP1TM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, DSUCP1TM, and DSUTCBTM
elements.

DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTZP is the accumulated CPU time consumed executing triggers on the main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine processor.

Before the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.
DB2TRTZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTZP element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffTRTZP, where fff is the file identifier value.
fffTRTZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:

fffTRTZP contains the value input from field QWACTRTT_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRTZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffTRTZP contains the sum of all values of fffTRTZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DSUTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

fffTSQLE contains the total number of Structured Query Language (SQL) statements executed for any given DB2 thread
or transaction. DB2TSQLE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTSQLE element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffTSQLE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTSQLE is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTSQLE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTSQLE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement is FETCH, SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUDELET - Delete Statements
             DSUINSRT - Insert Statements
             DSUQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements
             DSUUPDTE - Update Statements

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffTSQLE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, (QXST)
label QXSELECT, QXFETCH, QXINSRT, QXUPDTE, and QXDELET as follows:

fffTSQLE = DSUQUERY + DSUUPDTE + DSUINSRT + DSUDELET;

where:

DSUDELET
SQL DELETE Statements

DSUQUERY
SQL FETCH and SELECT Statements

DSUINSRT
SQL INSERT Statements

DSUUPDTE
SQL UPDATE Statements

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTSQLE contains the sum of all values of fffTSQLE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Due to commit and rollback operations, the value of fffTSQLE may not match similarly-derived data elements in the DB2
Package/DBRM Activity file. This is because SQL statements are not considered fully executed if statements are rolled
back, at run time, without being committed.

The COMMIT command ensures that changes to DB2 transaction records are permanent. A commit operation releases
transaction locks acquired by the application process and commits database changes made by the same process.

The ROLLBACK command is supported by DB2 as a way to back out uncommitted changes made by an application
process. This backout may be necessary in the event of a failure or termination on the part of an application process,
commonly referred to as an application deadlock situation. Note, however, that an application process may explicitly
request that database changes be backed out.

For example, assume a COMMIT command was issued after processing 10,000 records or transactions while
simultaneously processing an additional 2,000 transactions when the DB2 application process was abruptly terminated.
In this scenario, only the initial 10,000 executed transactions are permanently committed to the database. The additional
2,000 transactions are rolled back and thus not considered executed statements. The interface used by SQL application
programs to explicitly specify COMMIT and ROLLBACK commands depends on the operating environment.

If a specific operating environment can include recoverable resources other than native DB2 databases, SQL COMMIT
and ROLLBACK statements cannot be used. This implies that COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements may not be issued
directly from calling IMS, CICS, or WebSphere processes.

DSUTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTTETM contains the total TCB time consumed executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active. DB2TTETM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTTETM element. However, the actual measurement
is found in a number of MICS files as element fffTTETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTTETM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTTETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTTETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTTETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffTTETM contains the value input from field QWACTRTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

If the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to YES), fffTTETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTTETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffTTETM contains the sum of all values of fffTTETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffTTETM values are included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM. The fffTTETM values are not
included in the CPU time recorded in DSPCPUTM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, or DSPTCBTM.

DSUUCNT -Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

DSUUCNT contains the total number of compatibility queue elements generated for user transactions.

DSUUCNT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI93817

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSULCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated
        

Element Derivation:

DSUUCNT contains the value input from field QTXAUCNT of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 3 User
Accounting Record, Locking Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSUUCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUUCNT contains the sum of all values of DSUUCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

fffUDATM contains the total elapsed time that was spent on user-defined functions, in the DB2 or WLM-established stored
procedure address spaces. It includes time spent executing SQL statements. DB2UDATM is the data dictionary entry
name for the fffUDATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDATM,
where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:
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fffUDATM contains the value input from field QWACUDEA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDATM contains the sum of all values of fffUDATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF

fffUDBTM contains the total elapsed time that was spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions, in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. It includes DB2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. DB2UDBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffUDBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDBTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffUDBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDBTM contains the value input from field QWACUDEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDBTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

fffUDCTM contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in the DB2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space. DB2UDCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDCTM
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element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDCTM, where fff is the file
identifier value. fffUDCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDCTM contains the value input from field QWACUDCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDCTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffUDCTM value is included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM.

DSUUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

fffUDMTM contains the total CPU time spent executing user defined function requests on the main application execution
unit. This CPU time is only time spent on general purpose engines. Because these user defined functions run entirely in
DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

fffUDMTM is available only for DB2 9.1 and above.

DB2UDMTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDMTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDMTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDMTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDMTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDMTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDMTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  fffUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

Element Derivation:

fffUDMTM contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDMTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDMTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE1 contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed either in DB2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor. DB2UDSE1 is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffUDSE1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE1 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE1 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.
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DSUUDSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE2 contains the amount of CPU time spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions either in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces while executing on an IBM specialty
engine processor. This time also includes time in DB2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. DB2UDSE2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE2 element. The actual measurement, however,
is found in a number of files as element fffUDSE2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE2 is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE2 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE2 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing. fffUDSE2 is a subset of fffUDSE1.

DSUUDSTM - Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB

fffUDSTM contains the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the User-Defined Function could be
scheduled. This field is only populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active. DB2UDSTM is the MICS data dictionary
entry name for the fffUDSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffUDSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffUDSTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  fffUDCTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef Functions

Element Derivation:

fffUDSTM contains the value input from field QWACUDST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

fffUDTTM contains the amount of CPU time spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes time in DB2 that is
used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the QWACUDCP time.
DB2UDTTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDTTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDTTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDTTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDTTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDTTM contains the value input from field QWACUDTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDTTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDTTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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fffUDTTM is a subset of fffUDCTM. fffUDTTM values are not included in DSP/DSUTC2TM but are included in DSP/
DSUCP2TM.

DSUUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

fffUDZET contains the total elapsed time spent executing user defined function requests on the main application execution
unit. Because these user defined functions run entirely in DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time. fffUDZET is
available only for DB2 9.1 and above. DB2UDZET is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDZET element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDZET, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDZET is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDZET
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDZET
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDZET

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

Element Derivation:

fffUDZET contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_ELAP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDZET is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDZET contains the sum of all values of fffUDZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

fffUDZTM contains the amount of specialty engine CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in
the DB2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space. DB2UDZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffUDZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffUDZTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffUDZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDZTM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDZTM contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDZTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUPDTE - UPDATE Statements

DSUUPDTE is the number of UPDATE statements that were issued by the user during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is UPDATE statements.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSUUPDTE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the SQL statement data section, label
QXUPDTE.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUUPDTE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUUPDTE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUPLK - Unlock Requests for Physical Locks

DSUUPLK contains the number of unlock requests for physical locks made in a DB2 system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSUUPLK contains the value input from field QTGAUPLK of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUUPLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUUPLK contains the sum of all values of DSUUPLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUUSLM - Unlock Requests Propagated to XES

DSUUSLM contains the number of resources propagated to Cross System Extended Services (XES) from unlock
requests. DSUUSLM is not incremented if the unlock request is suspended before going to XES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSUUSLM contains the value input from field QTGAUSLM of the SMF type 101 record (IFCID 0003).

Range of Value:

DSUUSLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUUSLM contains the sum of all values of DSUUSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2DSU Data Dictionary Elements: DSUWxxxx to TRANSTS
This article lists the DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from DSUWATRA
(fffWATRA) through TRANSTS.

DSUWATRA - No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads

fffWATRA contains the number of wait trace events processed for log reads, for a user. For DB2 9.1 and above, fffWATRA
includes archive reads, active reads, and archive-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier versions, it includes archive reads
only. DB2WATRA is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRA element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of files as element fffWATRA, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRA is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRA

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRA contains the value input from field QWAXANAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRA contains the sum of all values of fffWATRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

fffWATRB contains the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
DB2WATRB is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MISC files as element fffWATRB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWATRB is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffAWBTM - Accum Wt Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffWATRB contains the value input from field QWACALBC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffWATRB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRB contains the sum of all values of fffWATRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUWATRC - NO. Wait Trace Events for Claims

fffWATRC contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to be released. DB2WATRC is the
data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWATRC, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRC
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRC contains the value input from field QWAXARNC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRC contains the sum of all values of fffWATRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWATRD - NO. Wait Trace Events for Drain Lock

fffWATRD contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks. DB2WATRD is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffWATRD element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffWATRD, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffARLH contains the value input from field QWACARLH as follows:
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Element Derivation:

fffWATRD contains the value input from field QWAXARND as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRD contains the sum of all values of fffWATRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWATRG - No. Wait Trace for Global Lock

fffWATRG contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits caused by sending messages to other
members in a data sharing group. DB2WATRG is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRG element. The actual
measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffWATRG, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRG
is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRG
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRG contains the value input from field QWACARNJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRG contains the sum of all values of fffWATRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

fffWATRL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for lock/latch. DB2WATRL is the data dictionary
entry name for the fffWATRL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element
fffWATRL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRL contains the value input from field QWACARNL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRL contains the sum of all values of fffWATRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWATRM - No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

fffWATRM contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the
data sharing group. DB2WATRM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffWATRM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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fffWATRM contains the value input from field QWACARNG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRM contains the sum of all values of fffWATRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWATRP - Wait Trace for Latch Contention

fffWATRP contains the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention. DB2WATRP is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWATRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWATRP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRP

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRP contains the value input from field QWACARNH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRP contains the sum of all values of fffWATRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSUWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

fffWATRR contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for read I/O under another thread. DB2WATRR is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffWATRR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRR

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRR contains the value input from field QWACARNR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRR contains the sum of all values of fffWATRR processed in the level of summarization.

DSUWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

fffWATRW contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for write I/O under another thread. DB2WATRW is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffWATRW, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRW

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRW contains the value input from field QWACARNW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRW contains the sum of all values of fffWATRW processed in the level of summarization.
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DSUWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

fffWATSE contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
DB2 service tasks. DB2WATSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATSE element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffWATSE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATSE is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATSE

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATSE contains the value input from field QWACARNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATSE contains the sum of all values of fffWATSE processed in the level of summarization.

DSUWATTR - Number of Wait Trace Events Processed

fffWATTR is the number of wait trace events processed by a DB2 user during the life of a thread. The value indicates
the number of entries and exits from wait events that are processed in order to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed
wait times. This field is only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. fffWATTR is new with DB2 Release 2.
DB2WATTR is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATTR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATTR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATTR

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of wait trace events.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATTR contains the value input from field QWACARNE as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffWATTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

The DSUWFBCT data elements contain the number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this agent at any
point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of performance
degradation.

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, in timespans DAYS and above, this element is accumulated in order to compute the
average workfile blocks being used per thread.

fffAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

DSUWFBCT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2WFBCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffWFBCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffWFBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWFBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASWFBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFBCT

Type:

Retained in the DB2DAS file.

Accumulated in the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files

Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used
             fffAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffWFBCT contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2WFBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DB2WFBCT contains the last value of DB2WFBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWFCTM - Totl Wait Time for Force-At-Commit

fffWFCTM contains the wait time for Force-At-Commit requests. DB2WFCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the
fffWFCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as element fffWFCTM, where fff is the
file identifier value. fffWFCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWFCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFCTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffWFCTM contains the value input from the QWAXAWFC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWFCTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWFCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

DSUWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

fffWGLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for page P-Locks. DB2WGLTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWGLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWGLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWGLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWGLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWGLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock
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Element Derivation:

DPPWLGTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWGLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWGLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWGLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWGLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

fffWLCTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for child L-Locks. DB2WLCTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWLCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWLCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLCTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2RNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLCTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239 while DAS/DSP/
DSUWLCTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUWLGCT - NO. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO

fffWLGCT contains the number of wait trace events processed for log read I/O. DB2WLGCT is the MICS data dictionary
entry name for the fffWLGCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element
fffWLGCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWLGCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLGCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLGCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWLGCT contains the value input from field QWACARLG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffWLGCT contains the sum of all values of fffWLGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

fffAWGTM contains the wait time accumulated due to suspension for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group. DB2AWGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWGTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of files as element fffAWGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWGTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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fffAWGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWGTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

fffWLLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other L-Locks. DB2WLLTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWLLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWLLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLLTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2RNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLLTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWLMCL - WLM Service Class Name

fffWLMCL identifies the service class to which the unit of work belongs. Service classes are one component of a service
definition that is used by the MVS Workload Manager (WLM) to manage an MVS system running in goal mode. A
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service class enables you to group work with the same service goals, performance objectives, resource requirements, or
availability requirements.

Each service class has a service goal associated with it. A service class may belong to only one workload and, optionally,
may be assigned to a resource group. For DB2 ACCUMACC records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), the raw data field used to
populate fffWLMCL contains the value from the last user record rolled-up. DB2WLMCL is the MICS data dictionary entry
name for the fffWLMCL element.

The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffWLMCL, where fff is the MICS file
identifier value. fffWLMCL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLMCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLMCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLMCL

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffWLMCL contains the value input from field QWACWLME as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLMCL can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

fffWLMCL contains the last value of fffWLMCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

fffWLPTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for pageset or partition P-Locks. DB2WLPTM
is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWLPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of
files as element fffWLPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLPTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLPTM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2RNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLPTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLPTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLPTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

fffWTOTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other P-Locks. DB2WTOTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffWTOTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffWTOTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWTOTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWTOTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWTOTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWTOTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWTOTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2RNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWTOTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWTOTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWTOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWTOTM contains the sum of all values of fffWTOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSUWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

DSUWUABD is the number of times during the interval that the user abended because the work was in doubt.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUWUABD is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 44.

Range of Value:

DSUWUABD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUWUABD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUWUABD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUWUABD is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

DSUWUEOM is the number of times during the interval that the user abended due to exhausting memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUWUEOM is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 48.

Range of Value:

DSUWUEOM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUWUEOM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUWUEOM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUWUEOM is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUWUFRC - Work In Doubt FORCE Command

DSUWUFRC is the number of times during the interval that the user terminated because the FORCE command was
issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL time-span, DSUWUFRC is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 56.

Range of Value:

DSUWUFRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUWUFRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUWUFRC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUWUFRC is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve In Doubt

DSUWURIN is the number of resolve in doubt conditions that the user encountered during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, DSUWURIN is set to 1 if the field QWACRINV, in the SMF type 101 record, is equal to 52.

Range of Value:

DSUWURIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUWURIN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUWURIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUWURIN is set to 0 for all types of parallel subtasks created by an originating parent task.

DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

DSUXACPU contains the CPU time used by the accelerator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSDXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DSPXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

Element Derivation:

DSUXACPU contains the value input from field Q8ACACPU of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSUXACPU is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUXACPU contains the sum of all values of DSUXACPU summarized by DB2 User.
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Usage Notes:

DSUXACPU was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

fffXAELA contains the elapsed time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the DB2 subsystem.
DB2XAELA is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXAELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXAELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XAWAT - IDAA Wait Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8STAELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and
DSU files, fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8ACAELA of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXAELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXAELA summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXAELA summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXAELA contains
the sum of all values of DSUXAELA summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAELA was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

fffXAWAT contains the wait time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the DB2 subsystem. DB2XAWAT
is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXAWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffXAWAT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAWAT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAWAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAWAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAWAT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8STAWAT of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and
DSU files, fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8ACAWAT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXAWAT is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSIXAWAT summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSPXAWAT summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXAWAT
contains the sum of all values of DSUXAWAT summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAWAT was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

fffXBLKR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

DB2XBLKR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXBLKR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKR is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
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             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8STBLKR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKR summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKR summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBLKR contains
the sum of all values of DSUXBLKR summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBLKR was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

fffXBLKS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator. DB2XBLKS is the MICS data dictionary entry name
for the fffXBLKS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKS,
where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKS is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8STBLKS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU
files, fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKS summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKS summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBLKS contains
the sum of all values of DSUXBLKS summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBLKS was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

fffXBYTR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

DB2XBYTR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8STBYTR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTR summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTR summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBYTR
contains the sum of all values of fffXBYTR summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTR was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSUXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

fffXBYTS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator.

DB2XBYTS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8STBYTS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTS summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTS summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXBYTS contains
the sum of all values of fffXBYTS summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTS was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXCMTC contains the number of COMMIT statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXCMTC contains the value input from field Q8ACCMTC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXCMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXCMTC contains the sum of all values of DSUXCMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

fffXCONN contains the number of accelerator connects.

DB2XCONN is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXCONN element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXCONN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXCONN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXCONN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXCONN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXCONN

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count
             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8STCONN field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8ACCONN field in the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

fffXCONN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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In the DSI file, DSIXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSIXCONN summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSPXCONN summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXCONN
contains the sum of all values of DSUXCONN summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXCONN was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXCQO - Mem Name of Parallelism Coordinator

fffXCQO contains the member name of the parallelism coordinator if this was a Parallel Task. This value, in conjunction
with DB2ACE can be used to correlate all of the parallel task records with the records of the originating task. DB2XCQO
is the MICS data encyclopedia entry name for the fffXCQO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffXCQO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXCQO is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXCQO
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXCQO

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffXCQO contains the value input from field QWDAXCQO of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element is
available in DB2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

fffXCQO can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

fffXCQO contains the last value of fffXCQO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXCRTC contains the number of CREATE statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXCRTC contains the value input from field Q8ACCRTC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXCRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXCRTC contains the sum of all values of DSUXCRTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXDELC contains the number of DELETE statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXDELC contains the value input from field Q8ACDELC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXDELC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXDELC contains the sum of all values of DSUXDELC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSUXDPWT - IDAA Delay Protocol Wait Time

DSUXDPWT contains the time the DB2 query was delayed at the accelerator waiting for the latest known committed DB2
data changes have been replicated to the accelerator. With the DB2 Hybrid Transaction/Analytical Processing (HTAP)
solution, for accelerated queries, the specified delay time begins when the query reaches the accelerator. If the delay time
expires before the expected data is committed, the accelerator fails the query. HTAP is a solution to try and guarantee the
results of the query would return the same when executed in the live DB2 database or the accelerator. If this delay time
is high and the No. Expired Stmts w/Delay Protocol (DSUXNWDP) is high, it should be investigated for possible tuning or
HTAP criteria revised.

DSUXDPWT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PH00574.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 
        SEE ALSO:  DSUXNWDP - No. Expired Stmts w/Delay Protocol
        

Element Derivation:

DSUXROWD contains the value input from field Q8ACTWDP of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record, IFCID 3, Accelerator
Services Accounting Block (Q8AC).

Range of Value:

DSUXDPWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUXDPWT contains the sum of all values of DSUXDPWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXDRPC contains the number of DROP statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXDRPC contains the value input from field Q8ACDRPC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.
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Range of Value:

DSUXDRPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXDRPC contains the sum of all values of DSUXDRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

fffXFAIL contains the number of connections that failed when this DB2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

DB2XFAIL is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXFAIL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffXFAIL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXFAIL is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXFAIL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXFAIL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXFAIL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count
             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8STFAIL of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8ACFAIL of the
Accelerator data section of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXFAIL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSIXFAIL summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSPXFAIL summarized by DB2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXFAIL contains the
sum of all values of DSUXFAIL summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXFAIL was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXINSC contains the number of INSERT statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXINSC contains the value input from field Q8ACINSC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXINSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXINSC contains the sum of all values of DSUXINSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

fffXMSGR contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

DB2XMSGR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count 

Element Derivation:
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In the DSI file, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXMSGR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGR summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGR summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXMSGR
contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGR summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXMSGR was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

fffXMSGS contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

DB2XMSGS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXMSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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In the DSI file, DSIXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGS summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGS summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXMSGS
contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGS summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXMSGS was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXNWDP - No. Expired Stmts w/Delay Protocol

DSUXNWDP contains number of DB2 query statements that expired in the accelerator waiting for the latest known
committed DB2 data changes have been replicated to the accelerator. With the DB2 Hybrid Transaction/Analytical
Processing (HTAP) solution, for accelerated queries, the specified delay time begins when the query reaches the
accelerator. If the delay time expires before the expected data is committed, the accelerator fails the query. HTAP is a
solution to try and guarantee the results of the query would return the same when executed in the live DB2 database or
the accelerator. If this value is significant it should be investigated for possible tuning or HTAP criteria revised.

DSUXNWDP is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PH00574.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSUXDPWT - IDAA Delay Protocol Wait Time
        

Element Derivation:

DSUXNWDP contains the value input from field Q8ACTWDP of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record, IFCID 3, Accelerator
Services Accounting Block (Q8AC).

Range of Value:

DSUXNWDP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXNWDP contains the sum of all values of DSUXNWDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXOPNC contains the number of OPEN statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXOPNC contains the value input from field Q8ACOPNC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXOPNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXOPNC contains the sum of all values of DSUXOPNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXPRID - IDAA Product ID

fffXPRID contains the accelerator server identifier, also referred to as the product level.

DB2XPRID is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXPRID element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXPRID, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXPRID is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXPRID
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXPRID
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXPRID

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8STPRID field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8ACPRID field in the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXPRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSIXPRID in the records summarized by DB2
region. In the DSP file, DSPXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPXPRID in the records summarized by
DB2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUXPRID in the records summarized
by User.

Usage Notes:
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fffXPRID was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword. If more than
one data section is found in the DB2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data sections are
aggregated into one DB2DSU/DB2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the fffXPRID data element will contain the
value 'MULTI' rather than the Product ID.

DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXRBKC contains the number of ROLLBACK statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXRBKC contains the value input from field Q8ACRBKC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXRBKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXRBKC contains the sum of all values of DSUXRBKC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXREQ - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

fffXREQ data elements contain the number of Distributed Relational Database Architecture(tm) (DRDA) requests sent by
this DB2 system to the accelerator.

DB2XREQ is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXREQ element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXREQ, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXREQ is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXREQ
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXREQ
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXREQ
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State
             DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count
             DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the value input from field Q8STREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the DSP and DSU files, DSPXREQ and DSUXREQ contain the value input from field
Q8ACREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSIXREQ summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSPXREQ summarized by DB2 plan. In the DSU file, DSUXREQ contains
the sum of all values of DSUXREQ summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXREQ was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

DSUXROWC contains the number of ROWS returned from IDAA to this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXROWC contains the value input from field Q8ACROWC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXROWC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXROWC contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2

DSUXROWD contains the number of rows DELETED on IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXROWD contains the value input from field Q8ACROWD of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXROWD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXROWD contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2

DSUXROWI contains the number of rows INSERTED to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
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             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXROWI contains the value input from field Q8ACROWI of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXROWI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXROWI contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

fffXROWR contains the total number of rows received from the accelerator.

DB2XROWR is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXROWR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWR 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8STROWR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8ACROWR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWR summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWR summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXROWR
contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWR summarized by DB2 User.
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Usage Notes:

fffXROWR was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

fffXROWS contains the total number of rows sent from the accelerator.

DB2XROWS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXROWS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In
the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWS summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWS summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXROWS
contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWS summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXROWS was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2

DSUXROWU contains the number of rows UPDATED on IDAA from this DB2.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXROWU contains the value input from field Q8ACROWU of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXROWU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXROWU contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUXSCPU - IDAA Services CPU Time

DSUXSCPU contains the services CPU time used by the accelerat

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSUXSCPU contains the value input from field Q8ACSCPU of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSUXSCPU is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUXSCPU contains the sum of all values of DSUXSCPU summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

DSUXSCPU was introduced with DB2 V10, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSUXSELA - IDAA Services Elapsed Time

DSUXSELA contains the elapsed time spent in the accelerator services when executing requests from the DB2
subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DSUXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time
             DSUXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSUXSELA contains the value input from field Q8STSELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, DSUXSELA contains the value input from field Q8ACSELA of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

DSUXSELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUXSELA contains the sum of all values of DSUXSELA summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

DSUXSELA was introduced with DB2 V10, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXSODB - DB2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

DSUXSODB tracks only the CPU time within DB2 that is not reported for a task outside DB2 that initiates a call to DB2
and that reports only zIIP-eligible CPU time. It does not include CPU time reported for batch, TSO, CICS, and IMS. It does
include CPU activity for child tasks, rollups, and ACCUMACC rollups of DDF/RRSAF CPU activity. DSUXSODB does not
include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUCATYP - Connecting System Type Code
             DSUCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB
             DSUXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUXSODB is derived by setting DSUXSODB to DSUXSPTM when any of the following
conditions is met:

• DB2PTASK has a value of ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP.
• DB2CONN has a value other than BATCH or TSO.
• DSUCATYP has a value other than 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, or 11.

Range of Value:

DSUXSODB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSUXSODB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUXSODB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSUXSODB offers an alternative to DSUXSPTM for reporting and for accounting and chargeback. Although DSUXSPTM
carries CPU time for DB2 functions, data sources for tasks outside DB2 also report much of the CPU activity that is
covered by DSUXSPTM. Since the DSUXSODB element does not carry this overlapping CPU time, it can complement the
CPU time already reported in other MICS Data Integration Areas.

Beginning with DB2 Version 6 and CICS CTS Version 2.2, CICS began using IBM's open transaction environment (OTE)
to connect to DB2. This connection method causes much of the CPU time for DB2 to be expended on the TCB that is
initiated by CICS. The CPU time for DB2 that is also tracked by CICS is carried in the following elements in the MICS
Analyzer Option for CICS:

• CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time
• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

If an IMS transaction initiates a DB2 thread, the CPU time to create the thread is included in these elements in the MICS
Analyzer Option for IMS:

• ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
• ISUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time (Used only if IMF is the data source)

DB2 threads initiated by batch jobs or by TSO sessions accumulate CPU time that is reported in type 30 records that are
processed in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. Following are the elements that contain the CPU time:

• JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time
• JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

In the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, charges for DB2 CPU activity are made as part of the charges for
CICS, IMS, batch, and TSO activity. To charge for DB2 CPU activity not covered by one of these other data sources.
This checklist does require that account code element DB2ACTn be used to carry values from the DB2CONN element to
the higher timespans so that it can be used as a control variable in accounting. To use DB2ACTn as a control variable,
you must identify its possible values, which include BATCH, TSO, each CICS region name, and each IMS region name.
For each of these possible values, the rate is set to zero. Otherwise, the rate is set to whatever is required for DB2
accounting.

Using DSUXSODB for accounting and chargeback eliminates the need to assign the DB2CONN values to an account
code. It also eliminates the need to use a control variable and to list out the CICS and IMS regions that would be carried in
the control variable.

DSUXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

fffXSPTM contains the CPU time minus all special processor (e.g., zIIP) eligible CPU time. DB2XSPTM is the data
dictionary entry name for the fffXSPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files as
element fffXSPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffXSPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASXSPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXSPTM
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXSPTM

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
             fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffXSPTM is calculated using the following formula:

     fffXSPTM = fffCPUTM - fffELGZP

Range of Value:

fffXSPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffXSPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffXSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) is considered a specialty engine. The zIIP is designed to run database
servicing workloads such as DB2. If at anytime there is no special processor available to execute special processor
eligible work, work is then dispatched to run on a standard CP and any CPU time that is accumulated is included in
fffCPUTM and fffTCBTM. fffXSPTM can be used to charge for CPU time that was only eligible to run on standard CPs
excluding accumulated standard CP time that was eligible to run on special processors. This value provides the means to
calculate repeatable charges.

DSUXSVNM - IDAA Server Name

DB2XSVNM is the accelerator server name.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 128.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XPRID - IDAA Product ID

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DB2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8STNAME field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record. In the DSP and DSU files, DB2XSVNM contains the value input from the Q8ACNAME field of the SMF Type 101
subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DB2XSVNM can contain any combination of one to one-hundred-twenty-eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the level of summarization. In the
DSU file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the records summarized by User. In the
DSP file, DB2XSVNM contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2XSVNM in the records summarized by DB2 plan.

Usage Notes:
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DB2XSVNM was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword. If more
than one data section is found in the DB2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data sections are
aggregated into one DB2DSU/DB2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the DB2XSVNM data element will contain the
value 'MULTI' rather than the server name.

DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

DSUXTCPU contains the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time measured in DB2 for the amount of CPU consumed
by the DDF service task to perform the SEND and RECEIVE to an accelerator service. It does not account for the time
needed for the TCP/IP address CPU to route the message on to the network and receive the reply into the DDF task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DSDXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSUXTCPU is read from the Q8ACTCPU field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSUXTCPU is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSUXTCPU contains the sum of all values of DSUXTCPU summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

DSUXTCPU was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

fffXTELA contains the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time measured in DB2. It starts when sending the requests to
the accelerator and ends when receiving the results from the accelerator.

DB2XTELA is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXTELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
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             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.
In the DSP and DSU files, fffXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID
3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXTELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTELA summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXTELA summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXTELA contains
the sum of all values of DSUXTELA summarized by DB2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXTELA was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

fffXTOUT contains the number of connections that were timed out when this DB2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

DB2XTOUT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffXTOUT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTOUT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTOUT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTOUT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTOUT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTOUT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count 

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8STTOUT of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. In the
DSP and DSU files, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8ACTOUT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

In the DSI file, DSIXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSIXTOUT summarized by DB2 region. In the DSP file,
DSPXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSPXTOUT summarized by DB2 Plan. In the DSU file, DSUXTOUT
contains the sum of all values of DSUXTOUT summarized by DB2 User.
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Usage Notes:

fffXTOUT was introduced with DB2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSUXUPDC - No. UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2

DSUXUPDC contains the number of UPDATE statements sent to IDAA from this DB2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUXINSC - No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDELC - No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXDRPC - No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCRTC - No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXCMTC - No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXRBKC - No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXOPNC - No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSUXROWI - No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWU - No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWD - No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2
             DSUXROWC - No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2

Element Derivation:

DSUXUPDC contains the value input from field Q8ACUPDC of the SMF 101 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSUXUPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSUXUPDC contains the sum of all values of DSUXUPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSUZRLMT - No. Zero Resource Limit

DSUZRLMT is the number of zero resource limit in effect for a DB2 user.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSUAFLG  - Flag Byte
             DSUAPREC - How Limit was Determined
             DSUNFLMT - No. Infinite Resource Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSUZRLMT is set to 1 if the bit flag QTXANRUN of field QTXAFLG1, IFCID type 3, in the
transaction or accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSUZRLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSUZRLMT contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUZRLMT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

TRANSTS - Transaction Start Timestamp

TRANSTS is the start timestamp for transactions, tasks, and so on, where their value is dependent on the timespan and
the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan
TRANSTS gives the time of initiation for an executable function, such as transactions, tasks, and so on. It tells when a
measurement interval started.

All Other Timespans
TRANSTS gives the minimum start timestamp encountered in the records used to compile the summarized record.

In any timespan but DETAIL, the combination of TRANSTS and TRANETS in the record identifies the boundaries of the
range of time over which the data in the record was summarized.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
             ENDTS    - End Timestamp
             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp
             TRANETS  - Transaction End Timestamp

Element Derivation:

The derivation of TRANSTS depends on the file: For the CICS files, TRANSTS is set to the following:

For the CICS Incident (CICCIN) file, TRANSTS is set to the value of the TRANETS for the incident. The TRANSTS value
for the Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) is set from and identical to the TRANSTS value for the User Activity File
(CICCSU). Construction of the timestamp itself varies according to the monitor used to collect CICS data:

CICS CMF:
When type 110 Performance records are input, the TRANSTS is read from Field 5 (START) that carries either the time
at which the user task was attached or the time at which data recording was most recently reset in support of the MCT
user event monitoring point DELIVER option or of the monitoring options MNCONV, MNSYNC, or FREQUENCY. After
this value is read from Field 5, it is adjusted by the GMT offset that is input from the header section of the same type 110
record. The resulting value populates the TRANSTS in the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file and in the CICS Application
Unit Activity (CICCAU) file.

When type 110 Statistics records are input, the TRANSTS is calculated by the formula:

         TRANSTS = TRANETS - DURATION

The TRANSTS values in this case populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS:
To populate the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TA record. To
populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TI record.

For DB2 Files
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TRANSTS contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.
  If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), TRANSTS represents the earliest store
clock value for a thread that has rolled into the record.

For IDMS
TRANSTS is set to the value of the start date and time fields (TASSDATE and TASSTIME) from the #PMTAS section of
the IDMS Performance Monitor record.

For WebSphere MQ Files
TRANSTS is the timestamp value at the interval start for post processing in time of day format. It is derived from field
WTASINTS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

The TRANSTS value is not valid at higher timespans.

Usage Notes:

Values of TRANSTS are in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). To convert these GMT values to local time in the MICS Option
for DB2, the DB2 Store Clock At End Event (DB2STCK) element can be used to calculate the GMT Offset as follows:

    GMT Offset = ENDTS - FLOOR(DB2STCK*100) / 100

This GMT Offset can be added to TRANSTS to give the local time.

DB2 System Activity File (DB2DSY)
DB2 System Activity (DB2DSY) File quantifies DB2 system activity, including: address space utilization,
instrumentation, subsystem services, commands, latch manager, agent services, storage manager, trace data, and log
manager data.

Use these file to track system-wide performance variables, identify bottlenecks at the system level.

This source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 0.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 28, 2017

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number
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  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   DSYASP0  - Start Address Space Procedure 0

  XDWMY.   DSYASP1  - Start Address Space Procedure 1

  XDWMY.   DSYASP2  - Start Address Space Procedure 2

  XDWMY.   DSYASP3  - Start Address Space Procedure 3

  XDWMY.   DSYASP4  - Start Address Space Procedure 4

  XDWMY.   DSYASP5  - Start Address Space Procedure 5

  X.....E  DSYDBMU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1

  X.....E  DSYDB2U  - CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys

  X.....E  DSYDPIR  - Page-in Rage DB2 Subsys

  X.....E  DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)

  X.....   DSYDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)

  X.....E  DSYHRBA  - High Used Log RBA

  X.....E  DSYHRBAG - High Used RBA of Log

  X.....E  DSYIDESA - Instrumentation Destination 10

  X.....E  DSYIDESB - Instrumentation Destination 11

  X.....E  DSYIDESC - Instrumentation Destination 12

  X.....E  DSYIDESD - Instrumentation Destination 13

  X.....E  DSYIDESE - Instrumentation Destination 14

  X.....   DSYIDESF - Instrumentation Destination 15

  X.....E  DSYIDES1 - Instrumentation Destination 1

  X.....E  DSYIDES2 - Instrumentation Destination 2

  X.....E  DSYIDES3 - Instrumentation Destination 3

  X.....E  DSYIDES4 - Instrumentation Destination 4

  X.....E  DSYIDES5 - Instrumentation Destination 5

  X.....E  DSYIDES6 - Instrumentation Destination 6

  X.....E  DSYIDES7 - Instrumentation Destination 7

  X.....E  DSYIDES8 - Instrumentation Destination 8

  X.....E  DSYIDES9 - Instrumentation Destination 9

  X.....   DSYIFCSD - IFCID Sequence Number Data Base

  X.....   DSYIFCSS - IFCID Sequence Number System

  X.....   DSYIFCSU - IFCID Sequence Number User

  X.....   DSYIFCSX - IFC sequence number Other

  X.....   DSYIFCSZ - IFCID Sequence Number Dynamic zParm

  X.....E  DSYISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DSYLNCP  - CPs on LPAR

  X.....E  DSYLPIR  - Page-in Rate on LPAR

  X.....E  DSYLPRU  - CPU Utilization on LPAR

  X.....E  DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)

  X.....E  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)

  X.....E  DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count
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  X.....E  DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)

  X.....E  DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)

  X.....E  DSYMSTU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 MSTR

  XDWMY.   DSYRMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSYABORT - Successful Aborts

  XDWMY.E  DSYACFTQ - ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify

  XDWMY.E  DSYACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

  XDWMY.E  DSYACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSYACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

  XDWMY.   DSYAD0NI - Address Space 0 Instructions

  XDWMY.   DSYAD1NI - Address Space 1 Instructions

  XDWMY.   DSYAD2NI - Address Space 2 Instructions

  XDWMY.   DSYAD3NI - Address Space 3 Instructions

  XDWMY.   DSYAD4NI - Address Space 4 Instructions

  XDWMY.   DSYAD5NI - Address Space 5 Instructions

  XDWMY.E  DSYALGCI - Active Log Control Intervals

  XDWMY.E  DSYARLOG - Archive Log Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYARLRA - Archive Log Read Allocations

  XDWMY.E  DSYARLWA - Archive Log Write Allocations

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFERA - Count of Buffer errors 10

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFERB - Count of Buffer errors 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFERC - Count of Buffer errors 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFERD - Count of Buffer errors 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFERE - Count of Buffer errors 14

  XDWMY.   DSYBFERF - Count of Buffer Errors 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER1 - Count of Buffer errors 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER2 - Count of Buffer errors 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER3 - Count of Buffer errors 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER4 - Count of Buffer errors 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER5 - Count of Buffer errors 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER6 - Count of Buffer errors 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER7 - Count of Buffer errors 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER8 - Count of Buffer errors 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYBFER9 - Count of Buffer errors 9

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASA - Buffer Not Available Audit 140

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASB - Buffer Not Available Audit 141

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASC - Buffer Not Available Audit 142

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASD - Buffer Not Available Data Base

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASE - Buffer Not Available End Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASF - Buffer Not Available Audit 145

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASG - Buffer Not Available Audit 146

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASH - Buffer Not Available Audit 143

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASI - Buffer Not Available Audit 144

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASP - Buffer Not Available System 106

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASS - Buffer Not Available System

  XDWMY.   DSYBNAST - Buffer Not Available Start Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASU - Buffer Not Available User

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASX - Buffer Not Available - all perf

  XDWMY.   DSYBNASZ - Buffer Not Available Dynamic zParm

  XDWMY.E  DSYBSDSA - BSDS Accesses
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  XDWMY.E  DSYCDMD  - MODIFY DDF Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCIN2  - Current Inactive Connections

  XDWMY.E  DSYCNAT  - Current Active DBATs

  XDWMY.E  DSYCNINO - Control Intervals Offloaded

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFA - Collection Failures Audit 140

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFB - Collection Failures Audit 141

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFC - Collection Failures Audit 142

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFD - Collection Failures Data Base

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFE - Collection Failures End Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFF - Collection Failures Audit 145

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFG - Collection Failures Audit 146

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFH - Collection Failures Audit 143

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFI - Collection Failures Audit 144

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFP - Collection Failures System 106

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFS - Collection Failures System

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFT - Collection Failures Start Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFU - Collection Failures User

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFX - Collection Failures - all perf

  XDWMY.   DSYCOLFZ - Collection Failures Dynamic zParm

  XDWMY.E  DSYCOMM  - Successful Commits

  XDWMY.E  DSYCONEC - Successful Connects To DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSYCOST  - Processing Cost

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM0 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr0

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM1 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr1

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM2 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM3 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM4 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPTM5 - Accumulated CPU Time Addr 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYCSTR  - Cold Start Connections

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTDA  - DISPLAY ACCEL Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTDQ  - DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTEN  - ACTIVATE Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTHDW - Create Thread Requests Waited

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTHRD - Successful Create Threads

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTRD  - Reset Generic LU Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTSA  - START ACCEL Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTSQ  - START DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTXA  - STOP ACCEL Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCTXQ  - STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYCWRAL - Calls To Write Active Log

  XDWMY.E  DSYDDFCN - CANCEL DDF    Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYDDFSP - STOP   DDF    Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYDDFST - START  DDF    Commands

  XDWMY.   DSYDISPT - DISPLAY TRACE Commands

  X.....E  DSYDPXN  - Times Log Writer Suspended by XES

  X.....E  DSYDPXT  - Time Log Writer Suspended by XES

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Reads Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests
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  XDWMY.E  DSYDSPDB - Display Database Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSPLC - DISP LOCATION Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSPTH - Display Thread Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYDSPUT - Display Utility Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYEOMEM - End of Memory

  XDWMY.E  DSYEOTSK - End Of Task

  XDWMY.E  DSYEXIT  - Successful DSN3EXITs

  XDWMY.E  DSYHUHCM - Unrecognized Commands

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNA - IFC Records Not Written Audit 140

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNB - IFC Records Not Written Audit 141

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNC - IFC Records Not Written Audit 142

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCND - IFC Records Not Written Data

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNE - IFC Records Not Written End Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNF - IFC Records Not Written Audit 145

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNG - IFC Records Not Written Audit 146

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNH - IFC Records Not Written Audit 143

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNI - IFC Records Not Written Audit 144

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNP - IFC Records Not Written System 106

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNS - IFC Records Not Written System

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNT - IFC Records Not Written Start Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNU - IFC Records Not Written User

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNX - IFC Records Not Written

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCNZ - IFC Records Not Written Dynamic zParm

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWA - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 140

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWB - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 141

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWC - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 142

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWD - IFC Rec Success Written Data Base

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWE - IFC Rec Success Written End Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWF - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 145

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWG - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 146

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWH - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 143

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWI - IFC Rec Success Written Audit 144

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWP - IFC Rec Success Written 106 Record

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWS - IFC Rec Success Written System

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWT - IFC Rec Success Written Start Trace

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWU - IFC Rec Success Written User

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWX - IFC Records Written

  XDWMY.   DSYIFCWZ - IFC Rec Success Written Dynamic zParm

  XDWMY.E  DSYINDBT - Number Of Indoubt Threads

  X.....   DSYINSEA - Instrumentation Sequence Count 10

  X.....   DSYINSEB - Instrumentation Sequence Count 11

  X.....   DSYINSEC - Instrumentation Sequence Count 12

  X.....   DSYINSED - Instrumentation Sequence Count 13

  X.....   DSYINSEE - Instrumentation Sequence Count 14

  X.....   DSYINSEF - Instrumentation Sequence Count 15

  X.....   DSYINSE1 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 1

  X.....   DSYINSE2 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 2

  X.....   DSYINSE3 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 3

  X.....   DSYINSE4 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 4

  X.....   DSYINSE5 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 5

  X.....   DSYINSE6 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 6

  X.....   DSYINSE7 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 7

  X.....   DSYINSE8 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 8
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  X.....   DSYINSE9 - Instrumentation Sequence Count 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYLWRF  - Log Write Requests Force

  XDWMY.E  DSYLWRNW - Log Write Requests Nowait

  XDWMY.E  DSYLWRW  - Log Write Requests Wait

  XDWMY.E  DSYNADS  - Current DBATs Not In Use

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAERA - Count of Not Active errors 10

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAERB - Count of Not Active errors 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAERC - Count of Not Active errors 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAERD - Count of Not Active errors 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAERE - Count of Not Active errors 14

  XDWMY.   DSYNAERF - Count of Not-Active Errors 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER1 - Count of Not Active errors 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER2 - Count of Not Active errors 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER3 - Count of Not Active errors 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER4 - Count of Not Active errors 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER5 - Count of Not Active errors 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER6 - Count of Not Active errors 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER7 - Count of Not Active errors 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER8 - Count of Not Active errors 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYNAER9 - Count of Not Active errors 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYNARD  - Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

  XDWMY.E  DSYNCCW  - Client Conn Closed Max Time for DBAT

  XDWMY.E  DSYNCKPT - Count of DB2 Checkpoints

  XDWMY.E  DSYNCQC  - Client Conn Closed MAXDBAT Reached

  XDWMY.E  DSYNDBA  - DBATs Created

  XDWMY.E  DSYNITC  - Connections Terminated - Max Inactive

  XDWMY.E  DSYNQAVS - Sum of Avg Inactive Connection Qd Time

  XDWMY.E  DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued

  XDWMY.E  DSYNREC  - Count of Type 100 Subtype 0 Recs

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSRTM - Non-Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM0 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr0

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM1 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr1

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM2 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr2

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM3 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr3

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM4 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr4

  XDWMY.E  DSYNSTM5 - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr5

  XDWMY.E  DSYPOOL  - Pool DBATs Reused

  XDWMY.E  DSYPREPR - Successful Prepare To Commits

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSRTM - Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM0 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 0

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM1 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM2 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM3 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM4 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSTM5 - Preemptable SRB Time Addr 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYPSZTM - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM0 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr0

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM1 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr1

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM2 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr2

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM3 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr3

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM4 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr4

  XDWMY.E  DSYPZTM5 - Preemptable SRB on ZIIP Time Addr5

  XDWMY.E  DSYQCIT  - Current Inactive DBATs
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  XDWMY.E  DSYQCRT  - Conversations Deallocated - Max Remote

  XDWMY.E  DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active

  XDWMY.E  DSYQIN2  - Inactive Connections Queued Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNAA - Count of Records not accepted 10

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNAB - Count of Records not accepted 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNAC - Count of Records not accepted 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNAD - Count of Records not accepted 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNAE - Count of Records not accepted 14

  XDWMY.   DSYRCNAF - Count of Records Not Accepted 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA1 - Count of Records not accepted 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA2 - Count of Records not accepted 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA3 - Count of Records not accepted 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA4 - Count of Records not accepted 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA5 - Count of Records not accepted 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA6 - Count of Records not accepted 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA7 - Count of Records not accepted 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA8 - Count of Records not accepted 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNA9 - Count of Records not accepted 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDA - Records Not Desired Audit 140

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDB - Records Not Desired Audit 141

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDC - Records Not Desired Audit 142

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDD - Records Not Desired Data Base

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDE - Records Not Desired End Trace

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDF - Records Not Desired Audit 145

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDG - Records Not Desired Audit 146

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDH - Records Not Desired Audit 143

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDI - Records Not Desired Audit 144

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDP - Records Not Desired System 106

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDS - Records Not Desired System

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDT - Records Not Desired Start Trace

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDU - Records Not Desired User

  XDWMY.   DSYRCNDX - Records Not Desired - all perf

  XDWMY.E  DSYRCNDZ - Records Not Desired Dynamic zParm

  XDWMY.E  DSYRDAA  - Reads Delayed Tape Volume Contention

  XDWMY.E  DSYRDON  - Number of Read Only Commits

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECBS - Recover BSDS Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECIN - Recover Indoubt Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECNA - Records Unsuccessfully Written 10

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECNB - Records Unsuccessfully Written 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECNC - Records Unsuccessfully Written 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECND - Records Unsuccessfully Written 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECNE - Records Unsuccessfully Written 14

  XDWMY.   DSYRECNF - Records Unsuccessfully Written 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN1 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN2 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN3 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN4 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN5 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN6 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN7 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN8 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECN9 - Records Unsuccessfully Written 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECWA - Records Successfully Written 10
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  XDWMY.E  DSYRECWB - Records Successfully Written 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECWC - Records Successfully Written 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECWD - Records Successfully Written 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECWE - Records Successfully Written 14

  XDWMY.   DSYRECWF - Records Successfully Written 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW1 - Records Successfully Written 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW2 - Records Successfully Written 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW3 - Records Successfully Written 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW4 - Records Successfully Written 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW5 - Records Successfully Written 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW6 - Records Successfully Written 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW7 - Records Successfully Written 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW8 - Records Successfully Written 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYRECW9 - Records Successfully Written 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYRESLV - Successful Resolve Indoubts

  XDWMY.E  DSYRSACL - Reads Satisfied Active Log

  XDWMY.E  DSYRSARL - Reads Satisfied Archive Log

  XDWMY.E  DSYRSAT  - Resynchronizations Attempted

  XDWMY.   DSYRSINV - Reason Statistics were taken

  XDWMY.E  DSYRSOB  - Reads Satisfied Output Buffers

  XDWMY.E  DSYRSSU  - Resynchronizations Succeeded

  XDWMY.E  DSYSIGN  - Successful Signons

  XDWMY.E  DSYSPDBA - Stop Database Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSPDB2 - Stop DB2 Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSPTRC - Stop Trace Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM0 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr0

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM1 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr1

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM2 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM3 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM4 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYSRTM5 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYSSICL - Number of SSI Calls

  XDWMY.E  DSYSTDBA - Start Database Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSTDB2 - Start DB2 Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSTTRC - Start Trace Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYSUSCT - DSY Suspend Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYSYNC  - Successful Synchronizes

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCBTM - Accumulated TCB Time All ASIDs

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTAD - Access Database Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM0 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr0

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM1 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr1

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM2 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM3 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM4 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTM5 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRG - Display Rlimit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRH - Modify Trace Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRN - Alter Bufferpool Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRO - Display Bufferpool Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRP - Set Archive Count
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  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRQ - Display Archive Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRR - Reset Indoubt Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRS - Alter Group Buffer Pool Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRT - Display Group Buffer Pool Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTRX - Display Group Count

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTSD - Display Profile Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTSS - Start Profile Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTST - Stop Profile Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYTCTX5 - DISPLAY DDF Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYTERM  - Successful Terminates

  XDWMY.E  DSYTERMU - Term Utility Commands

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAIA - Count of Write failures 10

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAIB - Count of Write failures 11

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAIC - Count of Write failures 12

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAID - Count of Write failures 13

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAIE - Count of Write failures 14

  XDWMY.   DSYWFAIF - Count of Write Failures 15

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI1 - Count of Write failures 1

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI2 - Count of Write failures 2

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI3 - Count of Write failures 3

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI4 - Count of Write failures 4

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI5 - Count of Write failures 5

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI6 - Count of Write failures 6

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI7 - Count of Write failures 7

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI8 - Count of Write failures 8

  XDWMY.E  DSYWFAI9 - Count of Write failures 9

  XDWMY.E  DSYWSTR  - Warm Start Connections

  XDWMY.E  DSYWUWB  - Wait Unavailable Write Buffer

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSYNQMN  - Min Time Inactive Connections Queued

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSYHWCT  - High Water Mark for CTHREAD Threads

  XDWMY.E  DSYHWIB  - High Water Mark for IDBACK Threads

  XDWMY.E  DSYHWIF  - High Water Mark for IDFORE Threads

  XDWMY.E  DSYMARD  - Max Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

  XDWMY.E  DSYMHWAT - Active DBATs High-Water Mark

  XDWMY.E  DSYMHWDT - Remote Connections High-Water Mark

  XDWMY.E  DSYMMADS - DBATs Not In Use High-Water Mark

  XDWMY.E  DSYMMIN2 - Inactive Connections High-Water Mark

  XDWMY.E  DSYMMQR2 - Inactive Connections Queued HWM

  XDWMY.E  DSYMQMIT - Inactive DBATs High-Water Mark

  XDWMY.E  DSYNQMX  - Max Time Inactive Connections Queued

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DSYNQAV  - Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued
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Db2DSY Data Dictionary Elements
This article lists the Db2 System Activity File (Db2DSY) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order.

DSYAAQLT - SSSC Allied Agent Queue Latch

DSYAAQLT is the number of times during the interval that the SSSC allied agent queue latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYAAQLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC10.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYAAQLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYAAQLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYABORT - Successful Aborts

DSYABORT is the number of successful aborts that occurred during the interval. A successful abort indicates the number
of times that a unit of recovery was backed out. Possible reasons for the abort include:

• Application program abend
• Application program roll back request
• Application program deadlocked on database records
• Thread abend caused by a resource shortage
• Application program canceled by operator

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is aborts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYABORT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STABRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYABORT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYABORT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYACFTQ - ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify

DSYACFTQ is the number of DDF/RRSAF records written during the interval that failed to qualify for ACCUMACC roll-up
because all of the roll-up key fields were NULL or because NULL values were not permitted.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DSYACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
             DSYACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

Element Derivation:

DSYACFTQ is read from field QWSDARIR in the Instrumentation Section of the the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYACFTQ can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYACFTQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYACFTQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

DSYACSTL is the number of ACCUMACC roll-up records written during the interval because the staleness threshold was
exceeded.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYACFTQ - ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify
             DSYACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DSYACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

Element Derivation:

DSYACSTL is read from field QWSDARST in the Instrumentation Section of the the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYACSTL can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYACSTL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYACSTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

DSYACSTR is the number of ACCUMACC roll-up records written during the interval because a Db2 internal storage
threshold was exceeded.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYACFTQ - ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify
             DSYACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
             DSYACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

Element Derivation:

DSYACSTR is read from field QWSDARSG in the Instrumentation Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYACSTR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYACSTR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYACSTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

DSYACUTR is the number of ACCUMACC roll-up records written during the interval because the user specified
ACCUMACC roll-up threshold was reached.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYACFTQ - ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify
             DSYACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded
             DSYACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

Element Derivation:

DSYACUTR is read from field QWSDARTH in the Instrumentation Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYACUTR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYACUTR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYACUTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYADxNI - Address Space x Instructions

DSYADxNI (where x is 0 through 5) is an estimate of the number of instructions that were executed during the interval, for
this address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is instructions.

  See also:   DSYASPx   - Start Address Space Procedure
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              DSYTCTMx  - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x
              DSYSRTMx  - Accumulated SRB Time Addr x

Element Derivation:

This data element is computed by the following algorithm:

DSYADxNI=(DSYTCTMx+DSYSRTMx)*MIPS;

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYADxNI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYADxNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYALGCI - Active Log Control Intervals

DSYALGCI the the number of active log output control intervals that were created.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is intervals.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYALGCI is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section, label
QJSTBFFL.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYALGCI contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYALGCI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYALOCD - Allocation Deadlock

DSYALOCD is the number of allocations deadlocks that occurred during the interval. Allocation deadlocks can occur
when resources are limited and contention is high. An example is a table space lock that cannot be acquired because it is
locked by another application.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is allocation deadlock.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYALOCD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASADDL.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYALOCD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYALOCD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2APROC - Start Address Space Procedure x

Db2APROC is the last four characters of the name of the procedure that was used to start the address space.

Db2APROC is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the DSYASPx (where x = 0 through 5) data element.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  See also:  DSYTCTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x
             DSYSRTMx - Accumulated SRB Time Addr x
             DSYADxNI - Address Space x Instructions
             DSYCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYASPx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, field QWSAPROC.

Range of Value:

Db2APROC consists of four alphanumeric characters. Presently, MICS populates the DSYASPx value using the following
method: If last four characters contain....

           MSTR - CA MICS populates DSYASP0 with this value
           DBM1 - CA MICS populates DSYASP1 with this value
           IRLM - CA MICS populates DSYASP2 with this value
           DIST - CA MICS populates DSYASP3 with this value
           SPAS - CA MICS populates DSYASP4 with this value
           WLM  - CA MICS populates DSYASP5 with this value

Summarization Process:

Db2APROC contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2APROC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYARLOG - Archive Log Count

DSYARLOG contains the number of -ARCHIVE LOG commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSYARLOG contains the value input from field Q9STCTRM of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYARLOG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYARLOG contains the sum of all values of DSYARLOG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYARLRA - Archive Log Read Allocations

DSYARLRA is the number of archive log read allocations that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is read allocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYARLRA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTALR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYARLRA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYARLRA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYARLWA - Archive Log Write Allocations

DSYARLWA is the number of archive log write allocations that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is write allocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYARLWA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTALW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYARLWA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYARLWA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYASALT - Address Space Active Latch

DSYASALT is the number of times in the interval that the address space active latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYASALT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC27.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYASALT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYASALT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYASCBX - ALIAS Db2 ASCB Token 1

DSYASCBX (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the hexadecimal address of the agent control element.

The elements with this alias are DSYASCB0, DSYASCB1, DSYASCB2, DSYASCB3, DSYASCB4, and DSYASCB5.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4. Display format is $HEX8.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYASCBx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAASCB.

Range of Value:

This element can contain any combination of one to two alphanumeric hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

DSYASCBx contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYASCBx in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYASIDX - ALIAS Db2 ASID Token 0

DSYASIDX (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the hexadecimal value for the Address Space Identifier (ASID) service.

The elements with this alias are DSYASID0, DSYASID1, DSYASID2, DSYASID3, DSYASID4, and DSYASID5.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 2. Display format is $HEX4.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYASIDx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAASID.

Range of Value:

This element can contain any combination of one to two alphanumeric hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

DSYASIDx contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYASIDx in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYASSLT - Service Queue Latch

DSYASSLT is the number of times in the interval that the service queue latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYASSLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager section, label
QVLSLC28.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYASSLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYASSLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYAUSRS - Async Unrelated SRBs Scheduled

DSYAUSRS is the number of asynchronous unrelated system resource blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is system resource blocks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYAUSRS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXAUS.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYAUSRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYAUSRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYAUTCS - Async Unrelated TCBs Scheduled

DSYAUTCS is the number of asynchronous unrelated task control blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is task control blocks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYAUTCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXAUT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYAUTCS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYAUTCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n

DSYBFERx is the number of buffer errors that occurred during the interval for the instrumentation destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

DSYBFERx contains the value input from field QWSBSBUF in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 0 record.
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Range of Value:

DSYBFERx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBFERx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBFERx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYBMELT - Buffer Manager Exclusive Latch

DSYBMELT is the number of times in the interval that the buffer manager exclusive latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYBMELT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC14.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBMELT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBMELT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYBMSLT - Buffer Manager Shared Latch

DSYBMSLT is the number of times in the interval that the buffer manager shared latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYBMSLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC13.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBMSLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBMSLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYBM2LT - Buffer Manager Exclusive 2 Latch

DSYBM2LT is the number of times in the interval that the buffer manager exclusive latch 2 was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYBM2LT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC23.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBM2LT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBM2LT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2BNAER - Buffer-Not-Available Errors

fffBNAER is the number of buffer-not-available errors that occurred during the interval.

Db2BNAER is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffBNAER* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

 
Element
 Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYBNASA  Buffer Not Available Audit 140
 DSYBNASB  Buffer Not Available Audit 141
 DSYBNASC  Buffer Not Available Audit 142
 DSYBNASD  Buffer Not Available Data Base
 DSYBNASE  Buffer Not Available End Trace
 DSYBNASF  Buffer Not Available Audit 145
 DSYBNASG  Buffer Not Available Audit 146
 DSYBNASH  Buffer Not Available Audit 143
 DSYBNASI  Buffer Not Available Audit 144
 DSYBNASK  Buffer Not Available Buf Mgr LSTATS
 DSYBNASL  Buffer Not Available IDAA SP
 DSYBNASM  Buffer Not Available FTB
 DSYBNASP  Buffer Not Available System 106
 DSYBNASS  Buffer Not Available System
 DSYBNAST  Buffer Not Available Start Trace
 DSYBNASU  Buffer Not Available User
 DSYBNASX  Buffer Not Available Other
 DSYBNASZ  Buffer Not Available Dynamic zParm
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffBNAER is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCSBNA.

Range of Value:

fffBNAER can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffBNAER contains the sum of all occurrences of fffBNAER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYBPAG - Log Write Buffer Page-ins

DSYBPAG number of times that a log output buffer was paged in before it could be initialized.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYBPAG is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTBPAG.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBPAG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBPAG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a log output buffer is paged in before it is initialized, the log write latch is held. A nonzero value could mean that the
log output buffer size is too large or there is insufficient real storage to back the log output buffer size.

DSYBSDSA - BSDS Accesses

DSYBSDSA is the number of BSDS accesses that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is accesses.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYBSDSA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, log manager data section, label
QJSTBSDS.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYBSDSA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYBSDSA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDDD - Data Capture Descriptions Returned

DSYCDDD contains the number of data capture descriptions returned.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDDD contains the value input from field QWSDCDDD of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDDD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDDD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDDR - Data Capture Log Rows Returned

DSYCDDR contains the number of data capture data rows returned.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDDR contains the value input from field QWSDCDDR of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDDR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYCDDS - Total CDDS Access Requests

DSYCDDS contains the total number of Compression Dictionary Data Set (CDDS) access requests.

DSYCDDS is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCDDS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTCDDS.

Range of Value:

DSYCDDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDDS contains the sum of all values of DSYCDDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDLC - Log Records Captured

DSYCDLC contains the number of log records captured.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDLC contains the value input from field QWSDCDLC of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDLC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDLC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDLR - Data Capture Log Reads Performed

DSYCDLR contains the number of data capture log reads performed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DSYCDLR contains the value input from field QWSDCDLR of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDLR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDMB - Data Capture Describes Performed

DSYCDMB contains the number of data capture describes performed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDMB contains the value input from field QWSDCDMB of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDMB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDMB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDMD - MODIFY DDF Commands

DSYCDMD is the number of MODIFY DDF commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCDMD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCDMD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDMD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDMD that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDRR - Data Capture Log Records Returned

DSYCDRR contains the number of data capture log records returned.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDRR contains the value input from field QWSDCDRR of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDRR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCDTB - Data Capture Tables Returned

DSYCDTB contains the number of data tables returned.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCDTB contains the value input from field QWSDCDTB of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCDTB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCDTB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCIN2 - Current Inactive Connections

DSYCIN2 contains the current number of inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads). This is a
snapshot value taken at the SMF record collection time, representing the number of connections with clients where the
client last ended a unit of work, causing the state of the connection to be changed to inactive. The database access thread
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(DBAT) is decoupled from the connection which becomes inactive, while the DBAT is made available to service new client
connections or to service new requests on existing client connections.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMMIN2 - Inactive Connections High Water Mark

Element Derivation:

DSYCIN2 contains the value input from field QDSTCIN2 of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYCIN2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCIN2 contains the last value of DSYCIN2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCIWR - Log CIs Written

DSYCIWR contains the number of log CIs written. This includes CI rewrites and COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set
writes.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCIWR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTCIWR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCIWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCIWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An indication of log data set I/O tuning opportunities is when DSYCIWR is multiplied by 4096 and divided by DURATION.
This results in the number of bytes per second of log data written to the active log data sets. If this value exceeds one
megabyte per second per log copy, I/O tuning should be performed.

DSYCMPCT - SMF 10x Record Compression Indicator

DSYCMPCT indicates whether the SMF 10x records from this Db2 subsystem were compressed. A value other than zero
indicates that the SMF records are being compressed from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSYCMPCT is set to 1 if the high order bit from field SM10xCMP in the SMF 10x record header
is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DSYCMPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCMPCT contains the sum of all values of DSYCMPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCNAT - Current Active DBATs

DSYCNAT contains the current number of active database access threads (DBATs). This is a snapshot value taken at
the SMF record collection time. The number of active DBATs increases as new database access threads get created or
become active. It decreases as database access threads terminate or become inactive.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMHWAT - Active DBATs High Water Mark
             DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active

Element Derivation:

DSYCNAT contains the value input from field QDSTCNAT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYCNAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCNAT contains the last value of DSYCNAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the number of active DBATs reaches or exceeds the maximum number of DBATs allowed ("MAX REMOTE
ACTIVE" parameter in the DSNTIPE Db2 installation panel), then new or inactive DBATs (previously called type 1 inactive
threads), or new or inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) must be queued.

DSYCNINO - Control Intervals Offloaded

DSYCNINO is the number of control intervals that were offloaded during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is control intervals.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYCNINO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTCIOF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCNINO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCNINO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2COLFL - Collection Failures

fffCOLFL is the number of collection failures that occurred during the interval.

Db2COLFL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCOLF* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

 
Element
 Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYCOLFA  Collection Failures Audit 140
 DSYCOLFB  Collection Failures Audit 141
 DSYCOLFC  Collection Failures Audit 142
 DSYCOLFD  Collection Failures Data Base
 DSYCOLFE  Collection Failures End Trace
 DSYCOLFF  Collection Failures Audit 145
 DSYCOLFG  Collection Failures Audit 146
 DSYCOLFH  Collection Failures Audit 143
 DSYCOLFI  Collection Failures Audit 144
 DSYCOLFK  Collection Failures Buf Mgr LSTATS
 DSYCOLFL  Collection Failures IDAA SP
 DSYCOLFM  Collection Failures FTB
 DSYCOLFP  Collection Failures System 106
 DSYCOLFS  Collection Failures System
 DSYCOLFT  Collection Failures Start Trace
 DSYCOLFU  Collection Failures User
 DSYCOLFX  Collection Failures Other
 DSYCOLFZ  Collection Failures Dynamic zParm

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffCOLFL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCSCF.

Range of Value:
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fffCOLFL can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCOLFL contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCOLFL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCOMM - Successful Commits

DSYCOMM is the number of successful commits that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is commits.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCOMM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STCOMM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCOMM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCOMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCONEC - Successful Connects to Db2

DSYCONEC is the number of successful identifications that occurred during the interval. This count is incremented each
time TSO, IMS/VS, CICS/OS/VS, or a utility successfully connects to Db2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is connects.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCONEC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STIDEN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCONEC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCONEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYCONTR - Contractions Due to Storage

DSYCONTR is the number of storage contractions that occurred during the interval due to a shortage of storage.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is storage contractions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCONTR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTCONT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCONTR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCONTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCOST - Processing Cost

DSYCOST is the processing cost associated with this observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is dollars.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The MICS Db2 input format routine DYDb2FMT zeros this data element for each observation. Any assignment of a value
to this variable must be done by the user.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCPTMx - Accumulated CPU Time Addr x

DSYCPTMx is the accumulated processor time for Db2 address space x, where x ranges from 0 to 5, representing the
system services, database services, IMS Resource Lock Manager (IRLM), distributed data facility, Db2-established stored
procedures, or the WLM-established stored procedures address spaces, respectively. This variable accounts for the CPU
time used to perform Db2 system activities, such as statistics, logging, lock, and latch processing. It does not account for
Db2 user activity.

The elements with this alias are DSYCPTM0, DSYCPTM1, DSYCPTM2, DSYCPTM3, DSYCPTM4 and DSYCPTM5.

Type:
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Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYTCBTM - Accumulated TCB Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute DSYCPTMx is:

DSYCPTMx=DSYTCTMx+DSYSRTMx;

Range of Value:

DSYCPTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCPTMx contains the value of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs

DSYCPUTM is the accumulated CPU time for all Db2 address spaces that are not charged to a Db2 address user.
DSYCPUTM represents the total CPU time charged to the six or more (possible) Db2 address spaces:

• Systems Services - (MSTR)
• Database Services - (DBM1)
• IMS Resource Lock Manager - (IRLM)
• Distributed Data Facility - (DDF)
• Db2-established Stored Procedures - (SPAS)
• WLM-established Stored Procedures - (WLM)

This variable accounts for the CPU time used to perform Db2 system activities, such as statistics, logging, lock, latch
processing, IMS Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) CPU time, Distributed Data Facility (DDF) CPU time, Stored Procedures
(SPAS) CPU time, and WLM-established Stored Procedures CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYCPTMx - Accumulated CPU Address Space x
             DSYTCTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x
             DSYTCBTM - Accumulated TCB Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRTMx - Accumulated SRB Time Addr x
             DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs

Element Derivation:

DSYCPUTM is computed as follows:

         DSYCPUTM=SUM(DSYTCBTM,DSYSRBTM);

The DSYCPUTM values are the sum of the QWSAEJST (TCB) and QWSASRBT (SRB) for each of the possible address
spaces.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCPUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 User Activity is NOT included in this metric. The Db2 Analyzer stores the contents of the first WLM data section
encountered in the QWSA section in the DSYTCTM5, DSYSRTM5, DSYASP5 and DSY5ADNI data elements, but
accumulates the CPU time (TCB + SRB) for all address space sections present in the TYPE 100 QWSA section.

DSYCSTR - Cold Start Connections

DSYCSTR contains the number of cold start connections with all remote locations (two-phase commit operations only),
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYRSAT  - Resynchronization Attempted
             DSYRSSU  - Resynchronization Succeeded
             DSYWSTR  - Warm Start Connections

Element Derivation:

DSYCSTR contains the value input from field QDSTCSTR of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYCSTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCSTR contains the sum of all values of DSYCSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a Db2 system restarts with a cold status in a distributed environment, it has no memory of previous connections
with its partner and therefore has no memory of indoubt logical units of work.

The partner accepts the cold start connection and remembers the recovery log name of the cold starting Db2. If indoubt
thread resolution requirements exist with the cold starting Db2, those requirements cannot be achieved, and the partner
terminates its indoubt resolution responsibility. However, as a participant, it has indoubt logical units of work that must be
resolved manually.

The Db2 system has an incomplete record of resolution responsibilities. However, it attempts to reconstruct as much
resynchronization information as possible.

DSYCTDA - DISPLAY ACCEL Commands

DSYCTDA is the number of DISPLAY ACCEL commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYCTDA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTDA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTDA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTDA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTDM - DISPLAY ML Commands

DSYCTDM contains the number of DISPLAY ML commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTSM  - START ML Commands
            DSYCTPM  - STOP ML Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTDM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTDM.

Range of Value:

DSYCTDM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTDM contains the sum of all values of DSYCTDM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTDQ - DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

DSYCTDQ contains the number of DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands issued. This command displays currently
active dynamic query capture monitors.

DSYCTDQ is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCTSQ  - START DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands
             DSYCTXQ  - STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYCTDQ contains the value input from field Q9STCTDQ in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.
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Range of Value:

DSYCTDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTDQ contains the sum of all values of DSYCTDQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTDR - DISPLAY SERVICE Commands

DSYCTDR contains the number of DISPLAY SERVICE commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTSR  - START SERVICE Commands
            DSYCTPR  - STOP SERVICE Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTDR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTDR.

Range of Value:

DSYCTDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTDR contains the sum of all values of DSYCTDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTEN - ACTIVATE Commands

DSYCTEN contains the number of ACTIVATE commands issued. This command enables use of enhancements and new
capabilities at the specified function level.

DSYCTEN is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYCTEN contains the value input from field Q9STCTEN in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DSYCTEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSYCTEN contains the sum of all values of DSYCTEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTHDW - Create Thread Requests Waited

DSYCTHDW is the number of create thread requests during the interval that waited.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is thread requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTHDW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STCTHW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTHDW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTHDW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTHRD - Successful Create Threads

DSYCTHRD is the number of threads that were created during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is threads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTHRD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STCTHD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTHRD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTHRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTPM - STOP ML Commands

DSYCTPM contains the number of STOP ML commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTSM  - START ML Commands
            DSYCTDM  - DISPLAY ML Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTPM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTPM.

Range of Value:

DSYCTPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTPM contains the sum of all values of DSYCTPM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTPR - STOP SERVICE Commands

DSYCTPR contains the number of STOP SERVICE commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTSR  - START SERVICE Commands
            DSYCTDR  - DISPLAY SERVICE Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTPR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTPR.

Range of Value:

DSYCTPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTPR contains the sum of all values of DSYCTPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTRD - Reset Generic LU Commands

DSYCTRD is the number of RESET GENERICLU commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTRD is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTRD.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTRD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTSA - START ACCEL Commands

DSYCTSA is the number of START ACCEL commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTSA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTSA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTSA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTSA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTSM - START ML Commands

DSYCTSM contains the number of START ML commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTDM  - DISPLAY ML Commands
            DSYCTPM  - STOP ML Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTSM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTSM.

Range of Value:

DSYCTSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYCTSM contains the sum of all values of DSYCTSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTSQ - START DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

DSYCTSQ contains the number of START DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands issued. For qualified cached dynamic
queries, this command stabilizes the access path and, optionally, starts monitoring those queries that have not met the
specified execution threshold for stabilization.

DSYCTSQ is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCTXQ  - STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands
             DSYCTDQ  - DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYCTSQ contains the value input from field Q9STCTSQ in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DSYCTSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTSQ contains the sum of all values of DSYCTSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTSR - START SERVICE Commands

DSYCTSR contains the number of START SERVICE commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSYCTDR  - DISPLAY SERVICE Commands
            DSYCTPR  - STOP SERVICE Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTSR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTSR.

Range of Value:

DSYCTSR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSYCTSR contains the sum of all values of DSYCTSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTS1 - START CDDS Commands

DSYCTS1 contains the number of START CDDS commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYCTS2  - STOP CDDS Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTS1 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTS1.

Range of Value:

DSYCTS1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTS1 contains the sum of all values of DSYCTS1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTS2 - STOP CDDS Commands

DSYCTS2 contains the number of STOP CDDS commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSYCTS1  - START CDDS Commands
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTS2 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTS2.

Range of Value:

DSYCTS2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTS2 contains the sum of all values of DSYCTS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYCTXA - STOP ACCEL Commands

DSYCTXA is the number of STOP ACCEL commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCTXA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTXA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTXA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCTXA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCTXQ - STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

DSYCTXQ contains the number of STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands issued. This command stops the capture of
dynamic SQL statements by the specified monitors.

DSYCTXQ is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCTSQ  - START DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands
             DSYCTDQ  - DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYCTXQ contains the value input from field Q9STCTXQ in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DSYCTXQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCTXQ contains the sum of all values of DSYCTXQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYCWRAL - Calls to Write Active Log

DSYCWRAL is the number of calls that occurred during the interval to write active log buffers.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is calls.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYCWRAL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTBFWR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYCWRAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYCWRAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDb2U - CPU Utilization for Db2 Subsys

DSYDb2U contains percentage of the MINTIME time interval during which RMF reported that the entire LPAR was in
use averaged for a single processor. The RMF-API calculates this value using RMF field CPUG3_LOGITI. This data is
captured by an RMF-API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLPRU  - CPU Utilization on LPAR
             DSYMSTU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 MSTR
             DSYDBMU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1
             DSYLNCP  - CPs on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYDb2U contains the value input from field QWOSDb2U of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

The value of DSYDb2U ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSYDb2U contains the last value of DSYDb2U processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDBALT - Database Allocation Control Latch

DSYDBALT is the number of times during the interval that the database allocation control latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDBALT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC12.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDBALT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDBALT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDBMU - CPU Utilization for Db2 DBM1

DSYDBMU contains the CPU utilization percentage of the DBM1 address space reported from the RMF interface. The is
data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLPRU  - CPU Utilization on LPAR
             DSYDB2U  - CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys
             DSYMSTU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 MSTR
             DSYLNCP  - CPs on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYDBMU contains the value input from field QWOSDBMU of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

The value of DSYDBMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSYDBMU contains the last value of DSYDBMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDDFCN - Cancel DDF Commands

DSYDDFCN is the number of times the CANCEL DDF command was executed during the MICS summation interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYDDFCN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's Command statistics section,
label Q9STCTRK.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDDFCN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDDFCN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDDFSP - Stop DDF Commands

DSYDDFSP is the number of times the STOP DDF command was executed during the MICS summation interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDDFSP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's Command statistics section,
label Q9STCTRJ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDDFSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDDFSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDDFST - START DDF Commands

DSYDDFST is the number of times the START DDF command was executed during the MICS summation interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDDFST is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's Command statistics section,
label Q9STCTRI.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDDFST contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDDFST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYDISPT - DISPLAY TRACE Commands

DSYDISPT is the number of times the display trace command was executed during the MICS summation interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDISPT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's Command statistics section, label
Q9STCTRC.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDISPT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDISPT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDMLT - Data Manager Latch

DSYDMLT is the number of times during the interval that the data manager latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDMLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC26.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDMLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDMLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDPIR - Page-in Rage Db2 Subsys

DSYDPIR contains the PAGE-IN rate percent for the Db2 subsystem. This data is captured by an RMF API when the
subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLPIR  - Page-in Rate on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYDPIR contains the value input from field QWOSDPIR of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYDPIR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDPIR contains the last value of DSYDPIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates this value might always be zero.

DSYDPXN - Times Log Writer Suspended by XES

DSYDPXN contains the total number of times XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing.

DSYDPXN is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYDPXT  - Time Log Writer Suspended by XES

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDPXN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTDPXN.

Range of Value:

DSYDPXN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDPXN contains the sum of all values of DSYDPXN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDPXT - Time Log Writer Suspended by XES

DSYDPXT contains the total time XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for asynchronous
lock duplexing.

DSYDPXT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYDPXN  - Times Log Writer Suspended by XES

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYDPXN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTDPXT.

Range of Value:

DSYDPXN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDPXT contains the sum of all values of DSYDPXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDRSU - Used Real Storage by Db2 SUBSYS (MB)

DSYDRSU contains the real storage used by the Db2 subsystems reported from the RMF interface. This is the sum of
the number of frames for swapped in users (RMF field ASIFMCT_VE) and the number of frames for idle users (RMF field
ASIFMCTI_VE) for all Db2 address spaces in the LPAR.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count

Element Derivation:

DSYDRSU contains the value input from field QWOSDRSU of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYDRSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDRSU contains the last value of DSYDRSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSCA - Count of IFI Abends

DSYDSCA indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) ABEND is encountered during an
interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions
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             DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests
             DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests
             DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Reads Requests
             DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCA contains the value input from field QWSDSCA of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
Systerm Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests

DSYDSCCO indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) command request is executed during
the interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends
             DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions
             DSYDSCRA -  Count of IFI Reada Requests
             DSYDSCRS -  Count of IFI Reads Requests
             DSYDSCWR -  Count of IFI Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCCO contains the value input from field QWSDSCCO of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCCO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCCO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests

DSYDSCRA indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) asynchronous read request was
executed during the interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends
             DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions
             DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests
             DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Reads Requests
             DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCRA contains the value input from field QWSDSCA of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCRA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCRA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An IFC START TRACE command causes Db2 event IFCIDs to be activated. When the event occurs asynchronous to the
trace command, it is collected, buffered, and sent to a destination such as SMF.

An application program may also obtain asynchronous IFC trace data by starting a trace to a special destination for online
performance monitoring (OP1 - OP8). The information is collected and buffered as it occurs in storage by the IFC. When
the application program requires the data, the application program issues a read asynchronous (READA) requests.

DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Reads Requests

DSYDSCRS indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface IFI synchronous read request was
executed during the interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends
             DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions
             DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests
             DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests
             DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCRS contains the value input from field QWSDSCRS of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 1 System
Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The READS command provides application programs with the ability to receive Instrumentation Facility (IFC) Component
synchronously-defined data. IFC synchronously- defined data includes statistics, DSNZPARM, the locks a specific user is
holding, all users holding a given lock, and accounting information on users of Db2.
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DSYDSCU - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions

DSYDSCU indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) unrecognized function is encountered
during an interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends
             DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests
             DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests
             DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Reads Requests
             DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCU contains the value input from field QWSDSCU of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) type 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSCWR - Count of IFI Write Requests

DSYDSCWR indicates the number of times an Instrumentation Facility Interface IFI synchronous write request was
executed during the interval. This counter is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYDSCA  - Count of IFI Abends
             DSYDSCU  - Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions
             DSYDSCCO - Count of IFI Command Requests
             DSYDSCRA - Count of IFI Reada Requests
             DSYDSCRS - Count of IFI Read Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYDSCWR contains the value input from field QWSDSCWR of the Instrumentation Facility Component (IFCID) 1
System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSCWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSCWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYDSPDB - DISPLAY DATABASE Commands

DSYDSPDB is the number of DISPLAY DATABASE commands processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY DATABASE commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDSPDB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR0.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSPDB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSPDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSPLC - DISP LOCATION Commands

DSYDSPLC is the number of times the DISPLAY LOCATION command was executed during the MICS summation
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDSPLC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's Command statistics section,
label Q9STCTRL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSPLC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSPLC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSPTH - DISPLAY THREAD Commands

DSYDSPTH is the number of DISPLAY THREAD commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY THREAD commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYDSPTH is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSPTH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSPTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSPUT - DISPLAY UTILITY Commands

DSYDSPUT is the number of DISPLAY UTILITY commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is DISPLAY UTILITY commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDSPUT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR2.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYDSPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

DSYDSTSN is the sequence number for destination. This data element is a sequence number which is incremented for
each SMF record that is written.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYDSTSN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the product data section, label
QWHSWSEQ.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDSTSN contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYDSTSN in the records processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSYDVSU - Used Virtual Storage by Db2 SUBSYS (MB)

DSYDVSU contains the virtual storage used by the Db2 subsystems reported from the RMF interface. This is the sum of
the number of frames for swapped in users (RMF field ASIFMCT_VE) and the number of frames for idle users (RMF field
ASIFMCTI_VE) for all Db2 address spaces in the LPAR.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count

Element Derivation:

DSYDVSU contains the value input from field QWOSDVSU of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYDVSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYDVSU contains the last value of DSYDVSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYEOMEM - End of Memory

DSYEOMEM is the number of end-of-memory conditions that occurred during the interval. This indicates the number of
times a non-Db2 address space was deleted by z/OS while it was connected to Db2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is end-of-memory conditions.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYEOMEM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STMEOM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYEOMEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYEOMEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYEOTSK - End of Task

DSYEOTSK is the number of end of task conditions that occurred during the interval. This indicates the number of times a
non-Db2 task abended while connected to Db2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is tasks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYEOTSK is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STMEOT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYEOTSK contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYEOTSK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYEXIT - Successful DSN3EXITs

DSYEXIT is the number of successful DSN3EXITs during the interval. DSN3EXIT is a function of the subsystem services
subcomponent that establishes or removes an exit. For example, in TSO there should be one exit per session.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is successful DSN3EXITs.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYEXIT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STEXIT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYEXIT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYEXIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYFPCRT - Fixed Pools Created

DSYFPCRT is the number of fixed pools that were created during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is fixed pools.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYFPCRT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data section,
label QSSTGPLF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFPCRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFPCRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYFPDEL - Fixed Pools Deallocated

DSYFPDEL is the number of fixed pools that were deallocated during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is fixed pools.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYFPDEL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data section,
label QSSTFPLF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFPDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFPDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYFPSGC - Fixed Pool Segments Contracted

DSYFPSGC is the number of fixed pool segments that were contracted during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is fixed pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYFPSGC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTCONF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFPSGC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFPSGC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYFPSGE - Fixed Pool Segments Expanded

DSYFPSGE is the number of fixed pool segments that were expanded during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is fixed pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYFPSGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTEXPF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFPSGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFPSGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYFPSGF - Fixed Pool Segments Freed

DSYFPSGF is the number of fixed pool segments that were freed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is fixed pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYFPSGF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data section,
label QSSTFREF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFPSGF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFPSGF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYFREMN - FREEMAIN Requests

DSYFREMN is the number of FREEMAIN requests during the interval for other than fixed and variable pools.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is FREEMAIN requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYFREMN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTFREM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYFREMN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYFREMN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYGETMN - GETMAIN Requests

DSYGETMN is the number of GETMAIN requests during the interval for other than fixed or variable pools.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is GETMAIN requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYGETMN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTGETM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYGETMN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYGETMN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYHRBA - High Used Log RBA

DSYHRBA indicates the highest relative byte address used by a Db2 log data set during the interval. This value is no
longer available at Db2 11.1. For Db2 V11.1 and later, reference DSYHRBAG.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DSYHRBAG - High Used RBA of Log

Element Derivation:

DSYHRBA contains the value input from field QWSDLR of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) type
1 System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. DSYHRBA
will be a SAS missing value at Db2 11.1 and higher.

Summarization Process:

DSYHRBA contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYHRBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYHRBAG - High Used RBA of Log

DSYHRBAG indicates the highest relative byte address used by a Db2 log data set during the interval.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 10. Display format $HEX20.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYHRBAG contains the value input from field QWSDLRG of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 1 System Services Record, IFC Checkpoint Information.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from:

      '00000000000000000000'x to 'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF'x

Summarization Process:

DSYHRBAG contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYHRBAG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DSYHRBAG is only available at Db2 release 11.1 and later.

DSYHUHCM - Unrecognized Commands

DSYHUHCM is the number of commands that were unrecognized by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is unrecognized commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYHUHCM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STEROR.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYHUHCM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYHUHCM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYHWCT - High Water Mark for CTHREAD Threads

DSYHWCT is the maximum number of allied threads (threads started at the local subsystem) from batch CICS, IMS, and
TSO tasks that can be allocated to a single Db2 instance.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYHWIF  - High Water Mark for IDFORE Threads
             DSYHWIB  - High Water Mark for IDBACK Threads

Element Derivation:

DSYHWCT contains the value input from field Q3STHWCT from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the Statistics
Records Subsystem Services Data section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYHWCT contains the maximum value of DSYHWCT processed for the level of summarization.

DSYHWIB - High Water Mark for IDBACK Threads

DSYHWIB is the maximum number of connections identified to Db2 from batch or TSO background tasks. These
connections include Db2 utilities, jobs using QMF, jobs using the DSN command processor, RRSAF connections, and all
tasks connected to Db2 through the call attach facility running in batch.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYHWCT  - High Water Mark for CTHREAD Threads
             DSYHWIF  - High Water Mark for IDFORE Threads

Element Derivation:

DSYHWIB contains the value input from field Q3STHWIB from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the Statistics Records
Subsystem Services Data section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYHWIB contains the maximum value of DSYHWIB processed for the level of summarization.
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DSYHWIF - High Water Mark for IDFORE Threads

DSYHWIF is the maximum number of connections to this Db2 from TSO foreground tasks.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYHWCT  - High Water Mark for CTHREAD Threads
             DSYHWIB  - High Water Mark for IDBACK Threads

Element Derivation:

DSYHWIF contains the value input from field Q3STHWIF from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the Statistics Records
Subsystem Services Data section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYHWIF contains the maximum value of DSYHWIF processed for the level of summarization.

DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n

DSYIDESx is the name of the instrumentation destination for the interval.

The following table provides the correspondence between the values of x, n, and the contents of this data element:

  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! x !  n ! Dest ! Description                               !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 1 !  1 ! SMF  ! system management facility (default)      !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 2 !  2 ! RES  ! resident trace table                      !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 3 !  3 ! GTF  ! z/OS generalized trace facility           !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 4 !  4 ! SRV  ! reserved for IBM internal use             !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 5 !  5 ! SR1  ! IBM internal special accounting dest.     !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 6 ! 6 ! SR2 ! IBM internal special dest. for IFI reads    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 7 !  7 ! OP1  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 8 !  8 ! OP2  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! 9 !  9 ! OP3  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! A ! 10 ! OP4  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! B ! 11 ! OP5  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
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  ! C ! 12 ! OP6  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! D ! 13 ! OP7  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! E ! 14 ! OP8  ! special dest. for IFI buffered records    !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+
  ! F ! 15 ! LOG  ! DB2 log (DB2 9.1 and later only)          !
  +---+----+------+-------------------------------------------+

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

The value of DSYIDESx is derived from field QWSBNM in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF type
100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

The possible values of DSYIDESx are: SMF, RES, GTF, SRV, SR1, SR2, OP1, OP2, OP3, OP4, OP5, OP6, OP7, OP8,
and LOG.

Summarization Process:

DSYIDESx contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYIDESx in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2IFCRN - IFC Records Not Written

fffIFCRN is the number of records that were not written for IFC during the interval.

Db2IFCRN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIFCR* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

Element
Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYIFCNA  IFC Records Not Written Audit 140
 DSYIFCNB  IFC Records Not Written Audit 141
 DSYIFCNC  IFC Records Not Written Audit 142
 DSYIFCND  IFC Records Not Written Data Base
 DSYIFCNE  IFC Records Not Written End Trace
 DSYIFCNF  IFC Records Not Written Audit 145
 DSYIFCNG  IFC Records Not Written Audit 146
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 DSYIFCNH  IFC Records Not Written Audit 143
 DSYIFCNI  IFC Records Not Written Audit 144
 DSYIFCNK  IFC Records Not Written Buf Mgr LSTATS
 DSYIFCNL  IFC Records Not Written IDAA SP
 DSYIFCNM  IFC Records Not Written FTB
 DSYIFCNP  IFC Records Not Written System 106
 DSYIFCNS  IFC Records Not Written System
 DSYIFCNT  IFC Records Not Written Start Trace
 DSYIFCNU  IFC Records Not Written User
 DSYIFCNX  IFC Records Not Written Other
 DSYIFCNZ  IFC Records Not Written Dynamic zParm

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffIFCRN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCSRNW.

Range of Value:

fffIFCRN can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIFCRN contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIFCRN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2IFCRW - IFC Records Successfully Written

fffIFCRW is the number of records that were successfully written for IFC during the interval.

Db2IFCRW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIFCR* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

 
Element
 Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYIFCWA  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 140
 DSYIFCWB  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 141
 DSYIFCWC  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 142
 DSYIFCWD  IFC Rec Success Written Data Base
 DSYIFCWE  IFC Rec Success Written End Trace
 DSYIFCWF  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 145
 DSYIFCWG  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 146
 DSYIFCWH  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 143
 DSYIFCWI  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 144
 DSYIFCWK  IFC Rec Success Written Buf Mgr LSTATS
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 DSYIFCWL  IFC Rec Success Written IDAA SP
 DSYIFCWM  IFC Rec Success Written FTB
 DSYIFCWP  IFC Rec Success Written System 106
 DSYIFCWS  IFC Rec Success Written System
 DSYIFCWT  IFC Rec Success Written Start Trace
 DSYIFCWU  IFC Rec Success Written User
 DSYIFCWX  IFC Rec Success Written Other
 DSYIFCWZ  IFC Rec Success Written Dynamic zParm

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffIFCRW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCSRSW.

Range of Value:

fffIFCRW can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

fffIFCRW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIFCRW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2IFCSN - IFCID Sequence Number Sys., Data Base, and User

fffIFCSN is the IFCID sequence number for the detail observation.

Db2IFCSN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIFCS* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

 
Element
 Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYIFCSA  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 140
 DSYIFCSB  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 141
 DSYIFCSC  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 142
 DSYIFCSD  IFCID Sequence Number Data Base
 DSYIFCSE  IFCID Sequence Number End Trace
 DSYIFCSF  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 145
 DSYIFCSG  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 146
 DSYIFCSH  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 143
 DSYIFCSI  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 144
 DSYIFCSK  IFCID Sequence Number Buf Mgr LSTATS
 DSYIFCSL  IFCID Sequence Number IDAA SP
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 DSYIFCSM  IFCID Sequence Number FTB
 DSYIFCSP  IFCID Sequence Number System 106
 DSYIFCSS  IFCID Sequence Number System
 DSYIFCST  IFCID Sequence Number Start Trace
 DSYIFCSU  IFCID Sequence Number User
 DSYIFCSX  IFCID Sequence Number Other
 DSYIFCSZ  IFCID Sequence Number Dynamic zParm

Type:

Retained - Numeric. This data element has no units.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffIFCSN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCISEQ.

Range of Value:

fffIFCSN can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIFCSN contains the value of the last occurrence of fffIFCSN in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYINDBT - Number of In Doubt Threads

DSYINDBT is the number of in doubt threads that were processed during the interval. This indicates the number of
application failures after a successful prepare and before a successful commit. The failure can occur in the address space
of the application, the transaction manager, Db2, or all of these.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is in doubt threads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYINDBT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STINDT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYINDBT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYINDBT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n

DSYINSEx is the count of instrumentation sequences that occured during the interval for the instrumentation destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

DSYINSEx contains the value input from field QWSBWSEQ in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYINSEx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYINSEx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYINSEx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYINVAL - Invalid Resource

DSYINVAL is the number of allocation failures that occurred during the interval due to an invalid resource request.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is allocation failures.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYINVAL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASADIR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYINVAL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYINVAL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYIPTM - CPU Time for I/O Interrupt All ASIDs

DSYIPTM is the CPU time for I/O interrupt processing for the address space consumed by the Db2 system including all
address spaces during the interval.

DSYIPTM is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with APAR PI92652.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYIPTMX - CPU Time for I/O Interrupt Addr0
        

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYIPTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAIIPT.

Range of Value:

DSYIPTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSYIPTM contains the sum of all values of DSYIPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYIPTMx - CPU Time for I/O Interrupt Addr0

DSYIPTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the CPU time for I/O interrupt processing for the address space consumed by the
Db2 system during the interval.

The elements with this alias are DSYIPTM0, DSYIPTM1, DSYIPTM2, DSYIPTM3, DSYIPTM4, and DSYIPTM5.

DSYIPTMx is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher with APAR PI92652.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

        SEE ALSO:  DSYIPTM  - CPU Time for I/O Interrupt All ASIDs
        

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYIPTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAIIPT.

Range of Value:

DSYIPTMx is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSYIPTMx contains the sum of all values of DSYIPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

DSYISEQ is the sequence number for the instrumentation ID. This sequence number is incremented for each record that
is written to the SMF data set.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYISEQ is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the product data section, label
QWHSISEQ.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. It is reset
whenever Db2 is restarted.

Summarization Process:

DSYISEQ contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYISEQ in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYITLC - Index Tree Latch Contentions

DSYITLC is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 254.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYITLC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section, label
QVLSLC254.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYITLC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYITLC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAMA - Look Ahead Tape Mounts Attempted

DSYLAMA number of look ahead tape mounts attempted.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAMA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTLAMA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAMA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAMA that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYLAMS - Look Ahead Tape Mounts Performed

DSYLAMS number of look ahead tape mounts performed.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAMS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTLAMS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAMS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAMS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYLAT02 - Contentions Latch Class 2

DSYLAT02 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT02 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC02.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT02 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT02 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT03 - Contentions Latch Class 3

DSYLAT03 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 3.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT03 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC03.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT03 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT03 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT04 - Contentions Latch Class 4

DSYLAT04 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 4.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT04 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC04.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT04 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT04 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT06 - Contentions Latch Class 6

DSYLAT06 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 6.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT06 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC06.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYLAT06 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT06 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT07 - Contentions Latch Class 7

DSYLAT07 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 7.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT07 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC07.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT07 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT07 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT08 - Contentions Latch Class 8

DSYLAT08 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 8.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT08 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC08.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT08 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT08 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT09 - Contentions Latch Class 9

DSYLAT09 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 9.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT09 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC09.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT09 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT09 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT18 - Contentions Latch Class 18

DSYLAT18 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 18.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT18 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC18.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT18 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT18 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT20 - Contentions Latch Class 20

DSYLAT20 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 20.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT20 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC20.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT20 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT20 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT22 - Contentions Latch Class 22

DSYLAT22 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 22.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT22 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC22.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT22 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT22 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLAT24 - Contentions Latch Class 24

DSYLAT24 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 24.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT24 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC24.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT24 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT24 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYLAT29 - Contentions Latch Class 29

DSYLAT29 is the number of contentions that occurred during the interval in latch class 29.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is contentions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLAT29 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC29.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLAT29 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLAT29 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLBALT - Log BSDS Access Latch

DSYLBALT is the number of times during the interval that the log BSDS access latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLBALT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC21.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLBALT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLBALT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLGWLT - Log Write Function Latch

DSYLGWLT is the number of times during the interval that the log write function latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is log write function latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYLGWLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC19.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLGWLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLGWLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLNCP - CPs on LPAR

DSYLNCP contains the number of standard central processors (CP's) on the LPAR at the end of the MINTIME
time interval defined in RMF Monitor III. This count does not include zIIP processors. This value is from RMF field
CPUG3_PRCON. This data is captured by an RMF-API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYDB2U  - CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys
             DSYMSTU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 MSTR
             DSYDBMU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1
             DSYLPRU  - CPU Utilization on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYLNCP contains the value input from field QWOSLNCP of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

The value of DSYLNCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSYLNCP contains the last value of DSYLNCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLOGW - Log Write I/O Requests

DSYLOGW contains the number of log write I/O requests (Media Manager calls). This is the sum of the waits recorded by
IFCID 38 and IFCID 39 pairs. This value includes waits for COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set writes.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLOGW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTLOGW.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLOGW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLOGW that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYLPIR - Page-in Rate on LPAR

DSYLPIR contains the PAGE-IN rate percent for the LPAR. This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem
parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYDPIR  - Page-in Rage DB2 Subsys

Element Derivation:

DSYLPIR contains the value input from field QWOSLPIR of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLPIR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLPIR contains the last value of DSYLPIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates this value might always be zero.

DSYLPRU - CPU Utilization on LPAR

DSYLPRU contains percentage of the MINTIME time interval during which RMF reported that the entire LPAR was in
use averaged for a single processor. The RMF-API calculates this value using RMF field CPUG3_LOGITI. This data is
captured by an RMF-API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYDB2U  - CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys
             DSYMSTU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 MSTR
             DSYDBMU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1
             DSYLNCP  - CPs on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYLPRU contains the value input from field QWOSLPRU of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

The value of DSYLPRU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

DSYLPRU contains the last value of DSYLPRU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLRSF - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)

DSYLRSF contains the free real storage in the LPAR reported from the RMF interface. This is derived from RMF field
GEIRAFC, the number of available real storage frames.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count

Element Derivation:

DSYLRSF contains the value input from field QWOSLRSF of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLRSF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLRSF contains the last value of DSYLRSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLRST - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)

DSYLRST contains the real storage in the LPAR reported from the RMF interface. This is derived from RMF field
GEIRPOOL_VE, the number of online real storage frames.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 
    DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
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            DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
            DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
            DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
            DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
            DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count   
        

Element Derivation:

DSYLRST contains the value input from field QWOSREAL of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001) when the
z/OS version is v2r1 or greater. For earlier z/OS versions, the value is input from field QWOSLRST of the SMF type 100,
subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLRST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLRST contains the last value of DSYLRST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLSUS - Log Req Suspended for Log Wait

DSYLSUS contains the number times that a log manager request results in a suspend for a log record that is being written
out to the log data sets. This is the sum of the waits recorded by IFCID 32 and IFCID 33 pairs.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLSUS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTLSUS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLSUS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLSUS that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYLUIC - Unreferenced Interval Count

DSYLUIC contains the Unreferenced Interval Count (UIC) reported from the RMF interface. This value is an indicator of
real-storage constraints. This value ranges from 0 to 65535. A high value for UIC indicates less contention for storage in
the system. A lower UIC value indicates more contention for storage.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
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             DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)

Element Derivation:

DSYLUIC contains the value input from field QWOSLUIC of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLUIC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLUIC contains the last value of DSYLUIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLVSF - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)

DSYLVSF contains the free virtual storage in the LPAR reported from the RMF interface. This is the sum of total real
storage in the LPAR (RMF field GEIRPOOL_VE), and the number of currently available slots (RMF field GEISLTA).

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLVST  - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count

Element Derivation:

DSYLVSF contains the value input from field QWOSLVSF of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLVSF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLVSF contains the last value of DSYLVSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYLVST - Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)

DSYLVST contains the total virtual storage in the LPAR reported from the RMF interface. This is the sum of the
number of frames for swapped-in users (RMF field ASIFMCT_VE), and the number of frames for idle users (RMF field
ASIFMCTI_VE), and the number of auxiliary slots (RMF field ASIAUXSC_VE) for all address spaces in the LPAR.

This data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information might not be specific to
Db2, but is more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLRST  - Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYLRSF  - Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDRSU  - Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLVSF  - Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)
             DSYDVSU  - Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)
             DSYLUIC  - Unreferenced Interval Count

Element Derivation:

DSYLVST contains the value input from field QWOSLVST of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

DSYLVST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLVST contains the last value of DSYLVST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLWRF - Log Write Requests FORCE

DSYLWRF is the number of log write requests that occurred during the interval with the FORCE option.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is log write requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLWRF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section, label
QJSTWRF.

Range of Value:

This element CAN range from a minimum of ZERO to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLWRF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLWRF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYLWRNW - Log Write Requests NOWAIT

DSYLWRNW is the number of log write requests that occurred during the interval with the NOWAIT option.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is log write requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLWRNW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTWRNW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLWRNW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLWRNW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYLWRW - Log Write Requests Wait

DSYLWRW is the number of log write requests during the interval that had to wait.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is log write requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYLWRW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTWRW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYLWRW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYLWRW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMARD - Max Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

DSYMARD contains the maximum number of active database access threads (DBATs). This is the maximum active
DBATs since the start of Db2.

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSYCNAT - Current Active DBATs
             DSYNARD - Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

Element Derivation:

DSYMARD contains the value input from field QDSTMARD of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYMARD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMARD contains the largest of all occurrences of DSYMARD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the number of active DBATs reaches or exceeds the maximum number of DBATs allowed ("MAX REMOTE
ACTIVE" parameter in the DSNTIPE Db2 installation panel), new or inactive DBATs (previously called type 1 inactive
threads) or new or inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) must be queued.

DSYMHLT - Data Manager Hash Tables Latch

DSYMHLT is the number of times that the data manager hash tables latch was invoked during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYMHLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC25.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMHLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYMHLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMHWAT - Active DBATs High-Water Mark

DSYMHWAT contains the maximum number of active database access threads (DBATs) that ever existed. This is a high-
water mark. The number of active DBATs increases as new data base access threads get created or become active.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCNAT - Current Active DBATs

Element Derivation:

DSYMHWAT contains the value input from field QDSTHWAT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system
statistics section.
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Range of Value:

DSYMHWAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMHWAT contains the maximum value of DSYMHWAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the number of active DBATs reaches or exceeds the maximum number of DBATs allowed ("MAX REMOTE
ACTIVE" parameter in the DSNTIPE Db2 installation panel), then new or inactive DBATs (previously called type 1 inactive
threads), or new or inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) must be queued.

DSYMHWDT - Remote Connections High-Water Mark

DSYMHWDT contains the maximum number of concurrent remote connections that ever existed. This is a high-water
mark.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYMHWDT contains the value input from field QDSTHWDT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system
statistics section.

Range of Value:

DSYMHWDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMHWDT contains the maximum value of DSYMHWDT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMMADS - DBATs Not In Use High-Water Mark

DSYMMADS contains the maximum number of database access thread (DBAT) slots that were not in use because no
processing was required to complete a queued receive request or to establish a new connection. This is a high-water
mark representing the maximum value that ever existed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYNADS  - Current DBATs Not In Use

Element Derivation:

DSYMMADS contains the value input from field QDSTMADS of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system
statistics section.

Range of Value:

DSYMMADS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSYMMADS contains the maximum value of DSYMMADS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMMIN2 - Inactive Connections High-Water Mark

DSYMMIN2 contains the maximum number of inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads). This
is a high-water mark representing the maximum value that ever existed. When a connection becomes inactive, the
database access thread (DBAT) is decoupled from the connection and the DBAT is made available to service new client
connections or to service new requests on existing client connections.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCIN2 - Current Inactive Connections

Element Derivation:

DSYMMIN2 contains the value input from field QDSTMIN2 of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYMMIN2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMMIN2 contains the maximum value of DSYMMIN2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMMQR2 - Inactive Connections Queued HWM

DSYMMQR2 contains the maximum number of inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) that were
queued waiting for a database access thread (DBAT). This includes both receive requests that completed for an inactive
connection and requests for new connections that were received after the maximum number of remote active threads was
reached. This is a high-water mark representing the maximum value that ever existed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYNQR2 - Current Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYQIN2 - Inactive Connections Queued Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYMMQR2 contains the value input from field QDSTMQR2 of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system
statistics section.

Range of Value:

DSYMMQR2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMMQR2 contains the maximum value of DSYMMQR2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYMQMIT - Inactive DBATs High-Water Mark

DSYMQMIT contains the maximum number of inactive database access threads (previously called type 1 inactive
threads) that ever existed. This is a high-water mark. In DRDA-only connections, inactive threads are decoupled from the
connection and are pooled to allow other connections to reuse them, whereas when a DBAT is associated with a private-
protocol connection, it remains with the connection. During periods of inactivity, Db2 reduces the memory footprint of this
thread until the next unit of work begins, but it cannot be used by another connection.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYNITC - Connections Terminated - Max Inactive
             DSYQCIT - Current Inactive DBATs

Element Derivation:

DSYMQMIT contains the value input from field QDSTQMIT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYMQMIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYMQMIT contains the maximum value of DSYMQMIT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYMSTU - CPU Utilization for Db2 MSTR

DSYMSTU contains the CPU utilization percentage of the MSTR address space reported from the RMF interface. This
data is captured by an RMF API when the subsystem parameter ZOSMETRICS is set to YES.

Data elements retrieved from RMF monitoring and stored in Db2 records are intended to provide overall system
information from the same time period as that represented by the Db2 record. The information is not specific to Db2, but is
more global in nature.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYLPRU  - CPU Utilization on LPAR
             DSYDB2U  - CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys
             DSYDBMU  - CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1
             DSYLNCP  - CPs on LPAR

Element Derivation:

DSYMSTU contains the value input from field QWOSMSTU of the SMF type 100, subtype 0 record (IFCID 0001).

Range of Value:

The value of DSYMSTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSYMSTU contains the last value of DSYMSTU processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSYNADS - Current DBATs Not In Use

DSYNADS contains the current number of database access thread (DBAT) slots that are not in use. A slot is assigned
when a queued receive request completes or a request for a new connection is received. This is a snapshot value taken
at the SMF record collection time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMMADS - DBATs Not In Use High Watermark

Element Derivation:

DSYNADS contains the value input from field QDSTNADS of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNADS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNADS contains the last value of DSYNADS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n

DSYNAERx is the number of not-active errors that occurred during the interval for the instrumentation destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

DSYNAERx contains the value input from field QWSBSACT in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYNAERx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSYNAERx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYNAERx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYNARD - Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

DSYNARD contains the current number of active database access threads (DBATs). This is a snapshot value taken at
the SMF record collection time. The number of active DBATs increases as new database access threads get created or
become active. It decreases as database access threads terminate or become inactive.

DSYNARD is available with Db2 10.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCNAT - Current Active DBATs
             DSYMARD - Max Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound

Element Derivation:

DSYNARD contains the value input from field QDSTNARD of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNARD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNARD contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYNARD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the number of active DBATs reaches or exceeds the maximum number of DBATs allowed ("MAX REMOTE
ACTIVE" parameter in the DSNTIPE Db2 installation panel), new or inactive DBATs (previously called type 1 inactive
threads) or new or inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) must be queued.

DSYNCCW - Client Conn Closed Max Time for DBAT

DSYNCCW contains the number of queued client connections which have had their TCP/IP sockets closed because the
maximum time waiting for a Database Access thread (DBAT), FACMCONQW, was exceeded.

The socket close will only be attempted in a member of a data sharing group.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYNCQC  - Client Conn Closed MAXDBAT Reached

Element Derivation:

DSYNCCW is read from field QDSTNCCW in the DDF Statistics Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYNCCW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNCCW contains the sum of all values of DSYNCCW processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSYNCKPT - Number of Db2 Checkpoints Taken

DSYNCKPT is the number of Db2 checkpoints taken by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYNCKPT is obtained from SMF type 100 IFCID 1 records, the IFC checkpoint data section
QWSDCKPT.

Range of Value:

DSYNCKPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNCKPT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYNCKPT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSYNCKPT can be used to determine the best checkpoint frequency for a given Db2 system. The DSYNCKPT counter
provides the ability to monitor the number of statistics records written.

DSYNCQC - Client Conn Closed MAXDBAT Reached

DSYNCQC contains the number of queued client connections which have had their TCP/IP sockets closed because
MAXDBAT was reached, and the number of inactive connections queued waiting for a DBAT, has reached FACMCONQN
in value.

The socket close will only be attempted in a member of a data sharing group.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYNCCW  - Client Conn Closed Max Time for DBAT

Element Derivation:

DSYNCQC is read from field QDSTNCQC in the DDF Statistics Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYNCQC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNCQC contains the sum of all values of DSYNCQC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYNDBA - DBATs Created

DSYNDBA contains the number of requests that required a database access thread (DBAT) to be created to process the
request, during the measurement interval. It does not include DBATs created to replace pooled threads that terminated
because they reached their reuse limit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYNDBA contains the value input from field QDSTNDBA of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNDBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNDBA contains the sum of all values of DSYNDBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYNITC - Connections Terminated - Max Inactive

DSYNITC contains the number of connections that were terminated instead of being made inactive because the maximum
number of inactive database access threads (DBATs) was reached during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMQMIT - Inactive DBATs High-Water Mark

Element Derivation:

DSYNITC contains the value input from field QDSTNITC of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNITC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNITC contains the sum of all values of DSYNITC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYNQAV - Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued

DSYNQAV is the average elapsed time the current inactive queued connections have waited for a database access
thread (DBAT), during the statistical interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active
             DSYNQMN  - Min Time Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYNQMX  - Max Time Inactive Connections Queued

Element Derivation:

DSYNQAV is computed from the following formula:

%AVERAGE(DSYNQAV,DSYNQAVS,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSYNQAV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNQAV contains the result of the computation described is ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSYNQAVS - Sum of Avg Inactive Connection Qd Time

DSYNQAVS is the sum of the elapsed time the current inactive queued connections have waited for a database access
thread (DBAT), during the statistical interval.

DSYNQAVS is used to compute DSYNQAV in higher timespans.

Type:

Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active
             DSYNQMN  - Min Time Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYNQMX  - Max Time Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYNQAV  - Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued

Element Derivation:

DSYNQAVS contains the value input from field QDSTNQAV of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system
statistics section.

Range of Value:

DSYNQAVS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNQAVS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSYNQAVS that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSYNQAVS is used to compute DSYNQAV in higher timespans.
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DSYNQMN - Min Time Inactive Connections Queued

DSYNQMN is the minimum elapsed time the current inactive queued connections have waited for a database access
thread (DBAT) during the statistical interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active
             DSYNQMX  - Max Time Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYNQAV  - Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued

Element Derivation:

DSYNQMN contains the value input from field QDSTNQMN of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNQMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNQMN contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DSYNQMN that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSYNQMX - Max Time Inactive Connections Queued

DSYNQMX is the maximum elapsed time the current inactive queued connections have waited for a database access
thread (DBAT) during the statistical interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYQDBT  - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active
             DSYNQMN  - Min Time Inactive Connections Queued
             DSYNQAV  - Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued

Element Derivation:

DSYNQMX contains the value input from field QDSTNQMX of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNQMX ranges from a maximum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNQMX contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DSYNQMX that were included in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.
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DSYNQR2 - Current Inactive Connections Queued

DSYNQR2 contains the current number of inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) that are
queued waiting for a database access thread (DBAT). This includes both receive requests that completed for an inactive
connection and requests for new connections that were received after the maximum number of remote active threads was
reached. This is a snapshot value taken at the SMF record collection time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMMQR2 - Inactive Connections Queued HWM
             DSYQIN2  - Inactive Connections Queued Requests

Element Derivation:

DSYNQR2 contains the value input from field QDSTNQR2 of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYNQR2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNQR2 contains the last value of DSYNQR2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 0 Recs

DSYNREC contains the number of Type 100 Subtype 0 records that have been read.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Recs

Element Derivation:

DSYNREC is incremented by 1 at the DETAIL timespan for each Type 100 Subtype 0 record that is read in.

Range of Value:

DSYNREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNREC contains the sum of all values of DSYNREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSYNREC can be used to compute averages for reporting purposes.

DSYNSRTM - Non-Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs

DSYNSRTM is the Non-Preemptable SRB time that was consumed by the Db2 system (including all address spaces)
during the interval not including CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DSYPSRTM - Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYPSZTM - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time All ASIDs
             DSYNSTMX - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPSTMX - Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPZTMX - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time Addr X

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYNSRTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data
section, by subtracting the Preemptable SRB Time (label DSYPSRTM) from the Accumulated SRB Time (label
DSYSRBTM):

             DSYNSRTM = DSYSRBTM - DSYPSRTM

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYNSRTM that were included in the level of. summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Db2 5.1, there can be zero to many of these WLM-established Stored Procedures, address spaces. Therefore, the
DSYNSRTM data element will contain the sum of all the QWSA data sections present. This may not match the sum of the
DSYNSTMx data elements if you have more than the six (6) address spaces reported in the DSYNSTMx data elements.

DSYNSTMx - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr X

DSYNSTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the Non-Preemptable time that was consumed by the Db2 system during the
interval not including CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP.

The elements with this alias are DSYNSTM0, DSYNSTM1, DSYNSTM2, DSYNSTM3, DSYNSTM4, and DSYNSTM5.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYNSTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
by subtracting the Preemptable SRB Time (label DSYPSTMx) from the Accumulated SRB Time (label DSYSRTMx):

             DSYNSTMx = DSYSRTMx - DSYPSTMx

Range of Value:

DSYNSTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNSTMx contains the sum of all values of DSYNSTMx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYNZGFM - Non-zero Returns from GET/FREE

DSYNZGFM is the number of non-zero returns that occurred from GETMAIN/FREEMAIN.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is non-zero returns.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYNZGFM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTRCNZ.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYNZGFM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYNZGFM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYPOOL - Pool DBATs Reused

DSYPOOL contains the number of requests that were satisfied by assigning a pool thread to process the request during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYPOOL contains the value input from field QDSTPOOL of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYPOOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPOOL contains the sum of all values of DSYPOOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYPREPR - Successful Prepare to Commits

DSYPREPR is the number of successful requests that occurred for commit phase 1 (begin commit).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is successful requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYPREPR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STPREP.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPREPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYPREPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYPSRTM - Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs

DSYPSRTM is the Preemptable SRB time that was consumed by the Db2 system (including all address spaces) during
the interval not including CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYNSRTM - Non-Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYPSZTM - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time All ASIDs
             DSYNSTMX - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPSTMX - Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPZTMX - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time Addr X

Element Derivation:

At the detail time span, DSYPSRTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAPSRB.

Range of Value:

DSYPSRTM can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYPSRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Db2 5.1, there can be zero to many of these WLM-established Stored Procedures, address spaces. Therefore, the
DSYPSRTM data element will contain the sum of all the QWSA data sections present. This may not match the sum of the
DSYPSTMx data elements if you have more than the six (6) address spaces reported in the DSYPSTMx data elements.

DSYPSTMx - Preemptable SRB Time Addr X

DSYPSTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the Preemptable SRB time that was consumed by the Db2 system during the
interval not including CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP.

The elements with this alias are DSYPSTM0, DSYPSTM1, DSYPSTM2, DSYPSTM3, DSYPSTM4, and DSYPSTM5.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  None
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYPSTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAPSRB.

Range of Value:

DSYPSTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPSTMx contains the sum of all values of DSYPSTMx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYPSZTM - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time All ASIDs

DSYPSZTM is the Preemptable SRB time that was consumed on an IBM zIIP by the Db2 system (including all address
spaces) during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYNSRTM - Non-Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYPSRTM - Preemptable SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs
             DSYNSTMX - Non-Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPSTMX - Preemptable SRB Time Addr X
             DSYPZTMX - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time Addr X

Element Derivation:

At the detail time span, DSYPSZTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAPSRB_zIIP.

Range of Value:

DSYPSZTM can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPSZTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYPSZTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Db2 5.1, there can be zero to many of these WLM-established Stored Procedures, address spaces. Therefore, the
DSYPSZTM data element will contain the sum of all the QWSA data sections present. This may not match the sum of the
DSYPZTMx data elements if you have more than the six (6) address spaces reported in the DSYPZTMx data elements.

DSYPZTMx - Preemptable SRB on zIIP Time Addr X

DSYPZTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the Preemptable SRB time that was consumed on an IBM zIIP by the Db2
system during the interval.

The elements with this alias are DSYPZTM0, DSYPZTM1, DSYPZTM2, DSYPZTM3, DSYPZTM4, and DSYPZTM5.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.
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  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYPZTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAPSRB_zIIP.

Range of Value:

DSYPZTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYPZTMx contains the sum of all values of DSYPZTMx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYQCIT - Current Inactive DBATs

DSYQCIT contains the current number of inactive database access threads (previously called type 1 inactive threads).
This is a snapshot value taken at the SMF record collection time. In DRDA-only connections, inactive threads are
decoupled from the connection and are pooled to allow other connections to reuse them, whereas when a DBAT is
associated with a private-protocol connection, it remains with the connection. During periods of inactivity, Db2 reduces the
memory footprint of this thread until the next unit of work begins, but it cannot be used by another connection.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMQMIT - Inactive DBATs High-Water Mark

Element Derivation:

DSYQCIT contains the value input from field QDSTQCIT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYQCIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYQCIT contains the last value of DSYQCIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYQCRT - Conversations Deallocated - Max Remote

DSYQCRT contains the number of conversations that were deallocated because the maximum number of remote
connected threads was reached during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSYQCRT contains the value input from field QDSTQCRT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYQCRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYQCRT contains the sum of all values of DSYQCRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYQDBT - DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active

DSYQDBT contains the number of times a database access thread (DBAT) was queued because the maximum number of
concurrent active remote threads was reached during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYQDBT contains the value input from field QDSTQDBT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYQDBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYQDBT contains the sum of all values of DSYQDBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYQIN2 - Inactive Connections Queued Requests

DSYQIN2 contains the number of inactive connections (previously called type 2 inactive threads) that were queued
waiting for a database access thread (DBAT) during the measurement interval. This includes both receive requests that
completed for an inactive connection and requests for new connections that were received after the maximum number of
remote active threads was reached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYMMQR2 - Inactive Connections Queued HWM
             DSYNQR2  - Current Inactive Connections Queued

Element Derivation:

DSYQIN2 contains the value input from field QDSTQIN2 of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYQIN2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYQIN2 contains the sum of all values of DSYQIN2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n

DSYRCNAx is the number records that were not accepted during the interval for the instrumentation destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

DSYRCNAx contains the value input from field QWSBSRNA in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYRCNAx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRCNAx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRCNAx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRDAA - Reads Delayed Tape Volume Contention

DSYRDAA is the number of accesses that were delayed due to tape volume contention.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is reads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSYRDAA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTTVC.

Range of Value:

DSYRDAA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYRDAA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRDAA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRDON - Number of Read Only Commits

DSYRDON contains the number of read-only commits. There are occasions when CICS or IMS invokes Db2 when no Db2
resource has been altered since the completion of the last commit process with a prepare request. When this occurs, Db2
performs both phases of the two-phase commit during the first commit phase and records that the user or job is read-only
in relation to its Db2 processing. This count does not include sync requests made by CICS.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is commits.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYRDON contains the value input from field Q3STRDON from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the Statistics
Records Subsystem Services Data section.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRDON contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYABORT that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYRECBS - RECOVER BSDS Commands

DSYRECBS is the number of RECOVER BSDS commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is RECOVER BSDS commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRECBS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR3.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRECBS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRECBS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRECIN - RECOVER IN DOUBT Commands

DSYRECIN is the number of RECOVER IN DOUBT commands that were processed during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is RECOVER IN DOUBT commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRECIN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR4.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRECIN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRECIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2RECND - Records Not Desired

fffRECND is the number of records that were not desired during the interval.

Db2RECND is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffRECN* elements. All data elements are in the Db2 System
Activity (Db2DSY) file.

 
Element
 Name      Description
 --------  ----------------------------------------------
 DSYRCNDA  Records Not Desired Audit 140
 DSYRCNDB  Records Not Desired Audit 141
 DSYRCNDC  Records Not Desired Audit 142
 DSYRCNDD  Records Not Desired Data Base
 DSYRCNDE  Records Not Desired End Trace
 DSYRCNDF  Records Not Desired Audit 145
 DSYRCNDG  Records Not Desired Audit 146
 DSYRCNDH  Records Not Desired Audit 143
 DSYRCNDI  Records Not Desired Audit 144
 DSYRCNDK  Records Not Desired Buf Mgr LSTATS
 DSYRCNDL  Records Not Desired IDAA SP
 DSYRCNDM  Records Not Desired FTB
 DSYRCNDP  Records Not Desired System 106
 DSYRCNDS  Records Not Desired System
 DSYRCNDT  Records Not Desired Start Trace
 DSYRCNDU  Records Not Desired User
 DSYRCNDX  Records Not Desired Other
 DSYRCNDZ  Records Not Desired Dynamic zParm

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, fffRECND is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation IFCID data
section, label QWSCSRND.

Range of Value:

fffRECND can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRECND contains the sum of all occurrences of fffRECND that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n

DSYRECNx is the number of records that were unsuccessfully written during the interval for the instrumentation
destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n
             DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

Element Derivation:

DSYRECNx contains the value input from field QWSBSRNW in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF
type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYRECNx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRECNx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRECNx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written

DSYRECWx (where x is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E) is the number of records that were successfully written
during the interval.
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The elements with this alias are DSYRECW1, DSYRECW2, DSYRECW3, DSYRECW4, DSYRECW5, DSYRECW6,
DSYRECW7, DSYRECW8, DSYRECW9, DSYRECWA, DSYRECWB, DSYRECWC, DSYRECWD, and DSYRECWE.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYRECWx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the instrumentation destination
data section, label QWSBSRSW.

Range of Value:

DSYRECWx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRECWx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRECWx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRESLV - Successful Resolve In Doubts

DSYRESLV is the number of times requests to handle in doubt work units were successfully processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is successful resolve in doubts.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRESLV is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STRIUR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRESLV contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRESLV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRMID - Db2 Resource Manager Identifier

DSYRMID is the Db2 resource manager identifier.

Type:

Retained data element

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYRMID is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the product data section, label
QWHSRMID.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRMID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYRMID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRMSLT - Recovery Manager Status Latch

DSYRMSLT is the number of times that the recovery manager status table latch was invoked during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is latches.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRMSLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
Label QVLSLC15.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRMSLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRMSLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRSACL - Reads Satisfied Active Log

DSYRSACL is the number of reads during the interval that were satisfied from the active log data set.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is reads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRSACL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTRACT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRSACL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRSACL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYRSARL - Reads Satisfied Archive Log

DSYRSARL is the number of reads during the interval that were satisfied from the archive log data set.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is reads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRSARL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTRARH.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRSARL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRSARL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRSAT - Resynchronizations Attempted

DSYRSAT contains the number of resynchronizations attempted for indoubt threads' resolutions with all remote locations
(two-phase commit operations only) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYRSSU  - Resynchronizations Succeeded

Element Derivation:

DSYRSAT contains the value input from field QDSTRSAT of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYRSAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRSAT contains the sum of all values of DSYRSAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRSINV - Reason Statistics Were Invoked

DSYRSINV is the reason why statistics were invoked by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRSINV is obtained from SMF type 100 IFCID 1 records, the IFC checkpoint data section
QWSDRINV.

Range of Value:

DSYRSINV has one of the following values:

            04  DB2 startup
            08  DB2 shutdown
            0C  Activated by command
            10  Activated by timer
            14  Activated by checkpoint
            18  Activated during trace
            1C  Activated during accounting
            20  Reserved

Summarization Process:

DSYRSINV contains the value of the last occurrence of DSYRSINV in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRSOB - Reads Satisfied Output Buffers

DSYRSOB is the number of reads during the interval that were satisfied from output buffers.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is reads.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYRSOB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section, label
QJSTRBUF.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRSOB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYRSOB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYRSSU - Resynchronizations Succeeded

DSYRSSU contains the number of successful resynchronizations for indoubt threads' resolutions with all remote locations
(two-phase commit operations only) during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYRSAT - Resynchronizations Attempted

Element Derivation:

DSYRSSU contains the value input from field QDSTRSSU of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYRSSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYRSSU contains the sum of all values of DSYRSSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the value DSYRSSU is much less than the number of resynchronizations attempted (DSYRSAT), network problems
might exist.

DSYSC1LT - Synonym Chain 1 Latch

DSYSC1LT is the number of times during the interval that the synonym chain 1 latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is synonym chain 1 latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSC1LT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC17.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSC1LT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSC1LT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSC2LT - Synonym Chain 2 Latch

DSYSC2LT is the number of times during the interval that the synonym chain 2 latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is synonym chain 2 latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSC2LT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC16.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSC2LT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSC2LT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSERW - Serial Log Write Req - CI Rewrite

DSYSERW contains the number of serial log write I/O requests. A serial log write I/O request occurs when Db2 rewrites a
log CI that was previously written to a partial CI, in a dual logging environment. This value includes COPY1 and COPY2
active log data set writes.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSERW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTSERW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSERW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSERW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between DSYLOGW and DSYSERW represents the number of parallel log write I/O requests. Typically, the
first CI in a list of CIs to be written in one start I/O is written serially, and the remaining CIs are written in parallel to both
COPY1 and COPY2 active log data sets. This value is meaningful only when Db2 runs in dual active log mode.

DSYSIGN - Successful Signons

DSYSIGN is the number of successful signons during the interval. This indicates the number of times the user
authorization ID was updated (for example, a new message from the transaction manager).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is successful signons.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSIGN is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STSIGN.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSIGN contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSIGN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYSMHLT - Storage Mgr Header Block Latch

DSYSMHLT is the number of times during the interval that the storage manager pool header block latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is storage manager pool header block latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSMHLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC32.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSMHLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSMHLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSMVLT - Storage Mgr Vector Table Latch

DSYSMVLT is the number of times during the interval that the storage manager pool vector table latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is storage manager pool vector table latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSMVLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC31.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSMVLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSMVLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSPDBA - STOP DATABASE Commands

DSYSPDBA is the number of STOP DATABASE commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is STOP DATABASE.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYSPDBA is the derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section,
label Q9STCTR8.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSPDBA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSPDBA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSPDb2 - STOP Db2 Commands

DSYSPDb2 is the number of STOP Db2 commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is STOP Db2 commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSPDb2 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTRA.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSPDb2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSPDb2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSPTRC - STOP TRACE Commands

DSYSPTRC is the number of STOP TRACE commands that were processed by the Db2 system during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC. Measurement unit is STOP TRACE.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSPTRC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR9.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSPTRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSPTRC that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSYSRBTM - Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs

DSYSRBTM is the SRB time that was consumed by the Db2 system (including all address spaces) during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRTMx - Accumulated SRB Time Addr x
             DSYTCTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x

Element Derivation:

At the detail time span, DSYSRBTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSASRBT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSRBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSRBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Db2 5.1, there may be zero to many of these WLM-established Stored Procedures, address spaces. Therefore, the
DSYSRBTM data element will contain the sum of all the QWSA data sections present. This may not match the sum of the
DSYSRTMx data elements if you have more than the six (6) address spaces reported in the DSYSRTMx data elements.

DSYSRSRS - Sync Related SRBs Scheduled

DSYSRSRS is the number of synchronous related system resource blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SRB scheduled.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSRSRS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXSRS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSRSRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSRSRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYSRTCS - Sync Related TCBs Scheduled

DSYSRTCS is the number of synchronous related task control blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is task control blocks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSRTCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXSRT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSRTCS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSRTCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSRTMx - Accumulated SRB Time Addr x

DSYSRTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the SRB time that was consumed by the Db2 system during the interval.

The elements with this alias are DSYSRTM0, DSYSRTM1, DSYSRTM2, DSYSRTM3, DSYSRTM4, and DSYSRTM5.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYSRTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSASRBT.

Range of Value:

DSYSRTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSRTMx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSRTMx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSSICL - Number of SSI Calls

DSYSSICL is the number of subsystem interface calls that occurred during the interval. Subsystem interface calls include:

• EOT
• EOM
• Subsystem identify
• Commands from z/OS console
• HELP requests
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Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is subsystem interface calls.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYSSICL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STSSSI.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSSICL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSSICL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSSILT - Subsystem Interface Latch

DSYSSILT is the number of times the subsystem interface latch was invoked during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is subsystem interface latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSSILT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC11.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSSILT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSSILT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSTCLT - Service Task Controller Latch

DSYSTCLT is the number of times during the interval that the service task controller latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is service task controller latch.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSTCLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC05.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTCLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTCLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSTDBA - Start Database Commands

DSYSTDBA is the number of START DATABASE commands that were issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DSYSTDBA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, command data section, label
Q9STCTR5.

Range of Value:

DSYSTDBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTDBA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTDBA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSTDb2 - START Db2 Commands

DSYSTDb2 is the number of START Db2 commands that were issued during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is START Db2 commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

AT the detail timespan, DSYSTDb2 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR7.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTDb2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTDb2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYSTOSA - Storage Shortage Abends

DSYSTOSA is the number of abends that were issued during the interval due to a shortage of storage.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is abends.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSTOSA is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTABND.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTOSA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTOSA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSTOSH - Storage Shortage

DSYSTOSH is the number of times a shortage of storage was detected during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is storage shortages.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSTOSH is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTCRIT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTOSH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTOSH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSTTRC - START TRACE Commands

DSYSTTRC is the number of START TRACE commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is START TRACE commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail timespan, DSYSTTRC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTR6.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSTTRC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSTTRC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSUSCT - System Activity Suspend File Count

DSYSUSCT is the suspend file count used to determine when Db2_DS suspend file records are to be no longer
processed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable.

Element Derivation:

DSYSUSCT is incremented by one each time a Db2_DS record is processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum of 10.

Summarization Process:

DSYSUSCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSUSCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSUSP - Physical Suspends

DSYSUSP is the number of physical suspends that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is suspends.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSUSP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASSUSP.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSUSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYSUSRS - Sync Unrelated SRBs Scheduled

DSYSUSRS is the number of synchronous unrelated system resource blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is system resource blocks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSUSRS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXSUS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSUSRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSUSRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSUTCS - Sync Unrelated TCBs Scheduled

DSYSUTCS is the number of synchronous unrelated task control blocks that were scheduled during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC Measurement unit is task control blocks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSUTCS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASXSUT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSUTCS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSUTCS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSYCF - zHyperlink Write I/O Failed Requests

DSYSYCF contains the total number of eligible log write I/O requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink processing.

DSYSYCF is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with APAR PH05030.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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        SEE ALSO:  DSYSYCW  - zHyperlink Write I/O Requests
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSYCF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTSYCF.

Range of Value:

DSYSYCF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSYCF contains the sum of all values of DSYSYCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSYCW - zHyperlink Write I/O Requests

DSYSYCW contains the total number of eligible log write I/O requests with successful zHyperLink processing.

DSYSYCW is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with APAR PH05030.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSYSYCF  - zHyperlink Write I/O Failed Requests
        

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSYCW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTSYCW.

Range of Value:

DSYSYCW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSYCW contains the sum of all values of DSYSYCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYSYNC - Successful Synchronizes

DSYSYNC is the number of successful synchronizations that occurred during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is successful synchronizations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYSYNC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STSYNC.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYSYNC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYSYNC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCBTM - Accumulated TCB Time All ASIDs

DSYTCBTM is the TCB time that was consumed by the Db2 system (for all address spaces) during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  See also:  DSYCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs
             DSYSRTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x
             DSYTCTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x
             DSYSRBTM -  Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs

Element Derivation:

At the detail time span, DSYTCBTM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSATCBT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Db2 5.1, there may be zero to many of these WLM-established Stored Procedures, address spaces. Therefore, the
DSYTCBTM data element will contain the sum of all the QWSA data sections present. This may not match the sum of the
DSYTCTMx data elements if you have more than the six (6) address spaces reported in the DSYTCTMx data elements.

DSYTCTAD - Access Database Commands

DSYTCTAD contains the number of ACCESS DATABASE commands issued. This command forces a physical open of a
table space, index space, or partition; or removes the group buffer pool dependent status for a table space, index space,
or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTAD contains the value input from field Q9STCTAD in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYTCTAD contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTMx - Accumulated TCB Time Addr x

DSYTCTMx (where x is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the accumulated task control block time for the address space during the
interval.

The elements with this alias are DSYTCTM0, DSYTCTM1, DSYTCTM2, DSYTCTM3, DSYTCTM4, and DSYTCTM5.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTCTMx is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the address space data section,
label QWSAEJST.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTMx can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTMx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCTMx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

DSYTCTRE indicates the number of times the start RLIMIT command was executed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYTCTRG - Display Rlimit Count
             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRE contains the value input from field Q9STCTRE of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 1 System Services Record, Command Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCTRE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The -START RLIMIT command starts the resource limit facility and specifies a resource limit specification table for the
facility to use. This command can be entered from the operating system console, from the DSN command processor, from
the Db2I commands panel, or from an IMS/VS or CICS terminal.

DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

DSYTCTRF indicates the number of times the stop RLIMIT command is executed during the interval. This counter is new
with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRF contains the value input from field Q9STCTRF of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 1 System Services Record, Command Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCTRF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 resource limit facility provides the ability to limit the amount of time permitted for the execution of SELECT,
UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT dynamic SQL statements. By specifying the maximum amount of CPU time that can be
consumed by any one dynamic SQL request, this facility will restrict any request that exceeds the limit.

The -STOP RLIMIT command stops the Resource Limit Facility. -STOP RLIMIT resets all previously set limits to infinity,
and resets the accumulated time to zero. All previously limited SQL statements executed through an SQL PREPARE or
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement run with no limit.

DSYTCTRG - Display Rlimit Count

DSYTCTRG indicates the number of times the display RLIMIT command is executed during the interval. This counter is
new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSYTCTRE - Start Rlimit Count
             DSYTCTRF - Stop Rlimit Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRG contains the value input from field Q9STCTRG of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 1 System Services Record, Command Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCTRG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYTCTRH - Modify Trace Count

DSYTCTRH indicates the number of times the modify trace command was executed during the interval. This counter is
new with Db2 Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRH contains the value input from field Q9STCTRH of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID)
type 1 System Services Record, Command Statistics.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRH contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTCTRH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 command -MODIFY TRACE changes the trace events IFCIDs being traced for a particular active trace. -
MODIFY TRACE also stops any IFCID previously active for the specified trace.

DSYTCTRN - Alter Bufferpool Count

DSYTCTRN contains the number of -ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRN contains the value input from field Q9STCTRN of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRN contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRN processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTRO - Display Bufferpool Count

DSYTCTRO contains the number of -DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSYTCTRO contains the value input from field Q9STCTRO of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRO contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRO processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTRP - Set Archive Count

DSYTCTRP contains the number of -SET ARCHIVE commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRP contains the value input from field Q9STCTRP of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRP contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRP processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTRQ - Display Archive Count

DSYTCTRQ contains the number of -DISPLAY ARCHIVE commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRQ contains the value input from field Q9STCTRQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRQ contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRQ processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTRR - Reset Indoubt Count

DSYTCTRR contains the number of -RESET INDOUBT commands issued.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSYTCTRR contains the value input from field Q9STCTRR of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRR contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRR processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTRS - Alter Group Buffer Pool Count

DSYTCTRS contains the number of -ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands issued. The count includes both normal
and abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRT - Display Group Buffer Pool Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRS contains the value input from field Q9STCTRS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001)
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRS contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRT - Display Group Buffer Pool Count

DSYTCTRT contains the number of -DISPLAY GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands issued. The count includes both
normal and abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRS - Alter Group Buffer Pool Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRT contains the value input from field Q9STCTRT of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRT contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYTCTRU - Display Procedure Count

DSYTCTRU contains the number of -DISPLAY PROCEDURE commands issued. The count includes both normal and
abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRV - Start Procedure Count
             DSYTCTRW - Stop Procedure Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRU contains the value input from field Q9STCTRU of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRU contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRV - Start Procedure Count

DSYTCTRV contains the number of -START PROCEDURE commands issued. The count includes both normal and
abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRU - Display Procedure Count
             DSYTCTRW - Stop Procedure Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRV contains the value input from field Q9STCTRV of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRV contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRW - Stop Procedure Count

DSYTCTRW contains the number of -STOP PROCEDURE commands issued. The count includes both normal and
abnormal completions.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRU - Display Procedure Count
             DSYTCTRV - Start Procedure Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRW contains the value input from field Q9STCTRW of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRW contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRX - Display Group Count

DSYTCTRX contains the number of -DISPLAY GROUP commands issued. The count includes both normal and abnormal
completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTRT - Display Group Buffer Pool Count

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRX contains the value input from field Q9STCTRX of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRX contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRY - Alter Utility Count

DSYTCTRY contains the number of -ALTER UTILITY commands issued. The count includes both normal and abnormal
completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRY contains the value input from field Q9STCTRY of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.
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Range of Value:

DSYTCTRY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRY contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTRZ - Display Function Count

DSYTCTRZ contains the number of -DISPLAY FUNCTION commands issued. The count includes both normal and
abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTRZ contains the value input from field Q9STCTRZ of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTRZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTRZ contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTRZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTSD - Display Profile Commands

DSYTCTSD contains the number of DISPLAY PROFILE commands issued. This command displays the status of the
profile function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTSS - Start Profile Commands
             DSYTCTST - Stop Profile Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTSD contains the value input from field Q9STCTSD in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTSD contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSYTCTSS - Start Profile Commands

DSYTCTSS contains the number of START PROFILE commands issued. This command loads or reloads the contents of
the profile table into a data-structure in memory, and activates the profile function.

The purpose of the profile table, used by the profile function of the Optimization Service Center (OSC), is to provide a
global environmental setting for governing the execution of SQL statements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTSD - Display Profile Commands
             DSYTCTST - Stop Profile Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTSS contains the value input from field Q9STCTSS in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTSS contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTST - Stop Profile Commands

DSYTCTST contains the number of STOP PROFILE commands issued. This command is used to stop or disable the
profile function. In addition, it unloads the existing profile data-structure from memory, if any, and discards the cache
information.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYTCTSD - Display Profile Commands
             DSYTCTSS - Start Profile Commands

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTST contains the value input from field Q9STCTST in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTST contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYTCTX0 - Start Function Count

DSYTCTX0 contains the number of -START FUNCTION commands issued. The count includes both normal and
abnormal completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX0 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX0 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTX0 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX0 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTX1 - Stop Function Count

DSYTCTX1 contains the number of -STOP FUNCTION commands issued. The count includes both normal and abnormal
completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX1 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTX1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX1 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTX2 - Set Log Count

DSYTCTX2 contains the number of -SET LOG commands issued. The count includes both normal and abnormal
completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX2 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTX2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX2 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTX3 - Display Log Count

DSYTCTX3 contains the number of -DISPLAY LOG commands issued. The count includes both normal and abnormal
completions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX3 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 6.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTX3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX3 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTCTX4 - Set Sysparm Count

DSYTCTX4 contains the number of -SET SYSPARM commands issued. This command lets installations change
subsystem parameters while Db2 is up.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX4 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX4 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 0001),
command processing data section. This element is available in Db2 7.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DSYTCTX4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX4 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX4 processed in the level of summarization.

DSYTCTX5 - DISPLAY DDF Commands

DSYTCTX5 contains the number of DISPLAY DDF commands issued. This command displays information regarding the
status and configuration of DDF, as well as statistical information regarding connections or threads controlled by DDF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSYTCTX5 contains the value input from field Q9STCTX5 in the command processing data section of the SMF type 100
record subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYTCTX5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTCTX5 contains the sum of all values of DSYTCTX4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTERM - Successful Terminates

DSYTERM is the number of successful terminations that occurred during the interval. This indicates the number of times a
thread, sign-on, or identify was terminated. Because a sign-on can be performed without a terminate, this is not an exact
count of how often a thread was terminated.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is successful terminations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTERM is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the subsystem services data
section, label Q3STTERM.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTERM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTERM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYTERMU - TERM UTILITY Commands

DSYTERMU is the number of TERM UTILITY commands that were processed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is TERM UTILITY commands.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTERMU is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the command data section, label
Q9STCTRB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTERMU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTERMU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTHRW - Log Write Req Sch w/lw Thrsh Reached

DSYTHRW contains the number of times an asynchronous log write request was scheduled because the log write
threshold was reached.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTHRW is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTTHRW.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTHRW contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTHRW that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYTSELT - Test Shared/Exclusive Latch

DSYTSELT is the number of times during the interval that the test shared latch/exclusive latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTSELT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC01.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSYTSELT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTSELT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYTTLT - Trace Table Latch

DSYTTLT is the number of times in the interval that the trace table latch was invoked.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is latch invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYTTLT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the latch manager data section,
label QVLSLC30.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYTTLT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYTTLT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYUNAVL - Unavailable Resource

DSYUNAVL is the number of allocation failures that occurred during the interval because of an unavailable resource.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is allocation failures.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYUNAVL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the agent services data section,
label QVASADUR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYUNAVL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYUNAVL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYVPCRT - Variable Pools Created

DSYVPCRT is the number of variable pools that were created during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is variable pools.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYVPCRT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTGPLV.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYVPCRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYVPCRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYVPDEL - Variable Pools Deallocated

DSYVPDEL is the number of variable pools that were deallocated during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is variable pools.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYVPDEL is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data section,
label QSSTFPLV.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYVPDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYVPDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYVPSGC - Variable Pool Segments Contract

DSYVPSGC is the number of variable pool segments that were contracted during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is variable pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYVPSGC is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTCONV.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYVPSGC contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYVPSGC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYVPSGE - Variable Pool Segments Expanded

DSYVPSGE is the number of variable pool segments that were expanded during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is variable pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYVPSGE is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTEXPV.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYVPSGE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYVPSGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYVPSGF - Variable Pool Segments Freed

DSYVPSGF is the number of variable pool segments that were freed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is variable pool segments.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYVPSGF is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the storage manager data
section, label QSSTFREV.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYVPSGF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYVPSGF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSYWFAIx - Count of Write Failures n

DSYWFAIx is a count of the writer failures that occurred during the interval for the instrumentation destination.

Refer to the definition of the Instrumentation Destination n (DSYIDESx) data element for a correspondence between the
values of x, n, and the type of destination.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYBFERx - Count of Buffer Errors n
             DSYIDESx - Instrumentation Destination n
             DSYINSEx - Instrumentation Sequence Count n
             DSYNAERx - Count of Not-Active Errors n
             DSYRCNAx - Count of Records Not Accepted n
             DSYRECNx - Records Unsuccessfully Written n
             DSYRECWx - Records Successfully Written n

Element Derivation:

DSYWFAIx contains the value input from field QWSBSWF in the instrumentation destination data section of the SMF type
100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSYWFAIx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYWFAIx contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYWFAIx that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSYWSTR - Warm Start Connections

DSYWSTR contains the number of warm start connections with all remote locations (two-phase commit operations only)
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSYCSTR - Cold Start Connections

Element Derivation:

DSYWSTR contains the value input from field QDSTWSTR of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF system statistics
section.

Range of Value:

DSYWSTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYWSTR contains the sum of all values of DSYWSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a Db2 system restarts with a warm status in a distributed environment, it has memory of previous connections with
its partner, and therefore has memory of indoubt logical units of work. The exchange of recovery log names between the
Db2 system and each partner validates that the correct recovery logs are being used for indoubt resolution.

DSYWUR - Read Access Delayed Unavailable

DSYWUR contains the number of read accesses that were delayed due to unavailable resources. This can be caused by
not having enough tape drives allocated.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYWUR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, label QJSTWUR.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYWUR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYWUR that were included in the level of summarization.

DSYWUWB - Wait Unavailable Write Buffer

DSYWUWB is the number of waits that occurred during the interval because of an unavailable write buffer.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is waits.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSYWUWB is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record, the log manager data section,
label QJSTWTB.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSYWUWB contains the sum of all occurrences of DSYWUWB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 User DDF Activity File (DB2DDU)
DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU) File maintains DB2 DDF Accounting data, including remote location, SQL statements
sent/received, and bytes sent/received.

Use this file to track distributed data facility activity for DB2 users.

This source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 101.

Contents
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The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |HOUR      ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

  |         |DB2ACT4   DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DDUFLGS  - DDF Type of Protocol

  .DWM..E  DDUPRIDR - DDF Product ID of Remote Location

  .DWMY.E  DDURUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag

  .DWMY.E  DDUSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

 

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  .DWMY.E  DDUABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUBRBF  - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBROW  - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBTBF  - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCBLB  - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

  .DWMY.E  DDUCIEL  - DDF Max. Conversations Open

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVA  - DDF Successful Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVT  - DDF Conversations Terminated

  .DWMY.E  DDUCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCPUR  - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDUELPL  - DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUELPR  - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMDWTM - DDF Wat Tm DB Agent Due Max DBATs

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUNTHRD - DDF SMF 101 QLAC Segment Count

  .DWMY.E  DDURBND  - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DDUMABRR - Max DDF Aborts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMABRS - Max DDF Aborts Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVR - Max DDF Conversations Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVS - Max DDF Requestor Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCOMR - Max DDF Commits Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCOMS - Max DDF Commits Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCPUR - Max DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDUMELPL - Max DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMELPR - Max DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMROWR - Max DDF Rows Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMROWS - Max DDF Rows Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent
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DDUABRR - DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote

DDUABRR is the number of abort requests received from the remote site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMABRR - Max. DDF Abort Req. Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUABRR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACABRR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUABRR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUABRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUABRS - DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

DDUABRS is the number of abort requests sent to the remote site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit integer.

  See also:  DDUMABRS - Max. DDF Abort Req. Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUABRS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACABRS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUABRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUABRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUADAC - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol

DDUADAC is the number of Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) DB2 protocols used to communicate
with remote servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUSDAC - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

             DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDUADAC is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG2 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. This field is not available at DB2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DDUADAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUADAC contains the sum of all values of DDUADAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUBKRC - DDF Backout Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDUBKRC contains the number of backout requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUBKRC contains the value input from field QLACBKRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUBKRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUBKRC contains the sum of all values of DDUBKRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDUBKSE - DDF Backout Requests Sent to the Participant

DDUBKSE contains the number of backout requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUBKSE contains the value input from field QLACBKSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUBKSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.
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Summarization Process:

DDUBKSE contains the sum of all values of DDUBKSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDUBRBF - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

DDUBRBF contains the number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUBRBF contains the value input from field QLACBRBF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUBRBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUBRBF contains the sum of all values of DDUBRBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDUBROW - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

DDUBROW contains the number of rows transmitted in message buffers using block fetch. This field is maintained at both
the requester and the server locations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

             DDUROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUBROW contains the value input from field QLACBROW of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 record, IFCID 3. This field is
not available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUBROW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUBROW contains the sum of all values of DDUBROW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a requester location accounting record, compare DDUBROW with DDUROWR to determine what percentage of
the rows returned were returned from the server through block fetch. For a server location accounting record, compare
DDUBROW with DDUROWS to determine what percentage of rows were sent from the server through block fetch.

DDUBTBF - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

DDUBTBF contains the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch. This value is maintained at the server location.
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Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUBTBF contains the value input from field QLACBTBF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUBTBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUBTBF contains the sum of all values of DDUBTBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDUBYTR - DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

DDUBYTR is the number of data bytes received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMBYTR - Max.  DDF Data Bytes Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUBYTR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACBYTR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUBYTR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUBYTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUBYTS - DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

DDUBYTS is the number of data bytes sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMBYTS - Max. DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUBYTS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACBYTS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDUBYTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUBYTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUCBLB - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

DDUCBLB contains the number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block mode (private
DB2 connections). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUCBLB contains the value input from field QLACCBLB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCBLB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCBLB contains the sum of all values of DDUCBLB processed in the level of summarization.

DDUCIEL - DDF Max. Conversations Open

DDUCIEL contains the largest number of conversations open at any time. This value is maintained at the requester
location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDUCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

             DDUCNVT - DDF Conversations Terminated

             DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

Element Derivation:

DDUCIEL contains the value input from field QLACCIEL of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCIEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCIEL contains the sum of all values of DDUCIEL processed in the level of summarization.

DDUCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

DDUCNVA contains the number of successful conversations allocations.
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Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDUCNVS - DDF VTAM Conversations Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUCNVA contains the value input from field QLACCNVA of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCNVA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCNVA contains the sum of all values of DDUCNVA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between DDUCNVA and DDUCNVS can be used to identify a session resource constraint problem. The
count of the number of unsuccessful conversations is useful for system tuning.

DDUCNVQ - DDF Convers. Queued Waiting Allocation

DDUCNVQ is the number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convers. Queued Wait Alloc.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCNVQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCNVQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCNVQ that were included in the level of summarization.

DDUCNVR - DDF VTAM Convers. Received From Remote

DDUCNVR is the number of VTAM conversations received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMCNVR - Max. DDF VTAM Convers. Recd. From Rem

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCNVR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCNVR.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCNVR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCNVR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUCNVS - DDF VTAM Conversations Sent To Remote

DDUCNVS is the number of VTAM conversations sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMCNVS - Max. DDF VTAM Convers. Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCNVS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCNVS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCNVS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCNVS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUCNVT - DDF Conversations Terminated

DDUCNVT contains the number of conversations terminated. This value may not be the same as DDUCNVA since not
all conversations may be terminated when the accounting record is written. This value is maintained at the requester
location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDUCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

             DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

Element Derivation:

DDUCNVT contains the value input from field QLACCNVT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUCNVT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCNVT contains the sum of all values of DDUCNVT processed in the level of summarization.
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DDUCOMR - DDF DB2 COMMITs Received From Remote

DDUCOMR is the number of DB2 COMMITs received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMCOMR - Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCOMR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCOMR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCOMR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCOMR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUCOMS - DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

DDUCOMS is the number of DB2 COMMITs that were sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMCOMS - Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCOMS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCOMS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUCOMS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCOMS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUCPTR - DDF Number of Commit Operations

DDUCPTR contains the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DDUCPTR contains the value input from field QLACCPTR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCPTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCPTR contains the sum of all values of DDUCPTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDUCPUR - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requester

DDUCPUR is the remote DDF SRB time as it is reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem. This is the SRB time the
remote DB2 system spent on processing this DB2 user's DDF request during the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUCPUR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACDBAT. This
field is not available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCPUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCPUR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUCPUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This CPU time is reported at the local DB2 subsystem for performance analysis considerations only. The time reported
in this field is not included in the TCB or SRB time in this user's DB2DSU or DB2DSP records for the requesting DB2;
however, it will be included in the DB2DSU and DB2DSP records at the remote DB2 location. This field should NOT be
used for MICS accounting since the time reported by the remote DB2 subsystem's SMF 101 record may differ slightly from
the time reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem.

DDUCRRC - DDF Commit Requests Received from the Initiator

DDUCRRC contains the number of commit requests received from the initiator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUCRRC contains the value input from field QLACCRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDUCRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCRRC contains the sum of all values of DDUCRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDUCRSE - DDF Commit Requests Sent to the Participant

DDUCRSE contains the number of commit requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUCRSE contains the value input from field QLACCRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUCRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUCRSE contains the sum of all values of DDUCRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDUELPL - DDF Local Elapsed Time

DDUELPL is the elapsed spent at the local DB2 site waiting for remote DDF processing to complete for this DB2 user
during the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSUELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUELPL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUELPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUELPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This field may be useful in monitoring DDF network performance by comparing the elapsed time spent waiting at the
requesting DB2 site with that of the remote site. Requesting site wait times (DSUELPL) significantly larger than remote
elapsed times (DSUELPR) may be an indication of network performance problems.
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DDUELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

DDUELPR is the remote DDF elapsed time as it is reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem. This is the elapsed
time at the remote DB2 system spent processing this DB2 user's DDF request during the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSUELPL -  DDF Local Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUELPR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCPUL. This
file is not available at DB2 10.1 and higher.

Range of Value:

DDUELPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
DB2 10.1 and higher.

Summarization Process:

DDUELPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUELPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This field may be useful in monitoring DDF network performance by comparing the elapsed time spent waiting at the
requesting DB2 site with that of the remote site. Requesting site wait times (DSUELPL) significantly larger than remote
elapsed times (DSUELPR) may be an indication of network performance problems.

DSUELPR times larger than DSUELPL times may indicate DDF processing of reused threads.

DDUFLGS - DDF Flags

DDUFLGS contains a flag indicating the type of DDF protocol in use. At DB2 v9.1 and below, '40'X indicates that private
DB2 connections were used to communicate with the server. '20'X indicates that DRDA DB2 connections were used to
communicate with the server.

At DB2 v10.1 and above this field might contain a '10'x or '08'x indicating this is a rollup record, or a summary rollup
record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also: DDURUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag                        

            DDUSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag                

            DDUADAC  - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol            

            DDUSDAC  - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

Element Derivation:

DDUFLGS contains the value input from field QLACFLGS of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUFLGS can contain any of the following hex values:

  '80'X - currently undefined by IBM                          

  '40'X - private DB2 connection                              
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  '20'X - DRDA DB2 connection                                 

  '10'X - Rollup record                                       

  '08'X - Summary rollup record                               

  '04'X - currently undefined by IBM                          

  '02'X - currently undefined by IBM                          

  '01'X - currently undefined by IBM

Summarization Process:

DDUFLGS contains the last value of DDUFLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUINDT - DDF Number of Threads That Became Indoubt with Remote Coordinator

DDUINDT contains the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUINDT contains the value input from field QLACINDT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUINDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUINDT contains the sum of all values of DDUINDT processed in the level of summarization.

DDULARC - DDF Last Agent Requests Received from the Initiator

DDULARC contains the number of last agent requests received from the initiator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDULARC contains the value input from field QLACLARC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDULARC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDULARC contains the sum of all values of DDULARC processed in the level of summarization.
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DDULASE - DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the Coordinator

DDULASE contains the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDULASE contains the value input from field QLACLASE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDULASE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDULASE contains the sum of all values of DDULASE processed in the level of summarization.

DDUMABRR - Max. DDF Abort Req. Received From Remote

DDUMABRR is the maximum number of abort requests received from the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUABRR - DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMABRR is set to the value of DDUABRR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 record's DDF data section,
label QLACABRR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMABRR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUABRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMABRS - Max. DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

DDUMABRS is the maximum number of abort requests that were sent to the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUABRS - DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:
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DDUMABRS is set to the value of DDUABRS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 record's DDF data section,
label QLACABRS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMABRS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUABRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMBYTR - Max. DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

DDUMBYTR is the maximum number of data bytes that were received from the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUBYTR - DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMBYTR is set to the value of DDUBYTR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACBYTR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMBYTR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUBYTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMBYTS - Max. DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

DDUMBYTS is the maximum number of data bytes sent to the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUBYTS - DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMBYTS is set to the value of DDUBYTS for every detail observation of SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACBYTS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMBYTS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUBYTS that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.

DDUMCNVQ is the maximum number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCNVQ - DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Allocation

Element Derivation:

DDUMABRR is set to the value of DDUABRR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCNVQ contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCNVQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCNVR - Max. DDF Convs. Received From Remote

DDUMCNVR is the maximum number of VTAM conversations received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCNVR - DDF VTAM Convers. Received

Element Derivation:

DDUMCNVR is set to the value of DDUCNVR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCNVR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCNVR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCNVR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCNVS - Max. DDF Conversations Sent To Remote

DDUMCNVS is the maximum number of VTAM conversations sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:
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Accumulated VTAM element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCNVS - DDF VTAM Conversations Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMCNVS is set to the value of DDUCNVS for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCNVS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCNVS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCNVS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCOMR - Max. DDF COMMITs Received From Remote

DDUCOMR is the maximum number of DB2 COMMITs received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCOMR - DDF DB2 COMMITs Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMCOMR is set to the value of DDUCOMR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACCOMR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCOMR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCOMR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCOMS - Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

DDUMCOMS is the maximum number of DB2 COMMITs sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCOMS - DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMCOMS is set to the value of DDUCOMS for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACCOMS.
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Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCOMS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCOMS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMCPUR - Max. DDF DBAT CPU Reported to Requester

DDUMCPUR is the maximum CPU time reported to the requesting DB2 site for remote DB2 processing.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUCPUR - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requester

Element Derivation:

DDUMCPUR is set to the value of DDUCPUR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACDBAT. This field is no longer available at DB2 10.1 and higher.

Range of Value:

DDUMCPUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
DB2 10.1 and higher.

Summarization Process:

DDUMCPUR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUCPUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMDWTM - DDF Wait Time No Available DB Agent

DDUMDWTM contains the elapsed time spent waiting for an available database access agent slot. This wait time might
occur when DB2 reaches its maximum number of database access agents, and a DBAT must wait for another DBAT to
relinquish its slot. Also, small wait times might be observed due to the performance and throughput characteristics of DDF
Inactive Thread support logic, or when DB2 had to dynamically create a DBAT to service the SQL.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUMDWTM contains the value input from field QLACMDWT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This element
was introduced in DB2 5.1.

Range of Value:

DDUMDWTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):
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    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

DDUMDWTM contains the sum of all values of DDUMDWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMELPL - Max. DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time

DDUMELPL is the maximum elapsed time the local DB2 subsystem spent waiting for remote DB2 processing to complete.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUELPL - DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DDUMELPL is set to the value of DDUELPL for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMELPL contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUELPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DDUMELPR - Max. DDF DBAT Remote Elapsed Time

DDUMELPR is the maximum remote DDF elapsed time as it is reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem.
This is the elapsed time at the remote DB2 system spent processing this DB2 user's DDF request during the MICS
summarization. interval.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DDUMELPR is set to the value of DDUELPR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMELPM contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUELPM that were included in the level of summarization.
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DDUMMSGR - Max. DDF Messages Received From Remote

DDUMMSGR is the maximum number of messages received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUMSGR - DDF Messages Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMMSGR is set to the value of DDUMSGR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACMSGR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMMSGR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUMSGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMMSGS - Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote

DDUMMSGS is the maximum number of messages sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUMSGS - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMMSGS is set to the value of DDUMSGS for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACMSGS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMMSGS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUMSGS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMROWR - Max. DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

DDUMROWR is the maximum number of data rows received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUROWR - DDF Data Rows Received From Remote
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Element Derivation:

DDUMROWR is set to the value of DDUROWR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACROWR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMROWR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUROWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMROWS - Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

DDUMROWS is the maximum number of data rows sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUROWS - DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMROWS is set to the value of DDUROWS for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data
section, label QLACROWS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMROWS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUROWS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMSGR - DDF Messages Received From Remote

DDUMSGR is the number of messages received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMMSGR - Max. DDF Messages Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUMSGR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACMSGR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDUMSGR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUMSGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMSGS - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

DDUMSGS is the number of messages sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMMSGS - Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUMSGS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACMSGS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMSGS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUMSGS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMSQLR - Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Received From Remote

DDUMSQLR is the maximum number of SQL statements received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUSQLR - DDF SQL Statements Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMSQLR is set to the value of DDUSQLR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACSQLR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: DDUMSQLR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUSQLR that were included in
the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUMSQLS - Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Sent To Remote

DDUMSQLS is the maximum number of SQL statements that were sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:
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Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDUSQLS - DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDUMSQLS is set to the value of DDUSQLS for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACSQLS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUMSQLS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDUSQLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

DDUNTHRD is the number of DDF data sections encountered while processing SMF 101 accounting records.

At DB2 10.1 and above, DDUNTHRD is the number of DDF threads initiated for which the associated metrics on the
observation apply. At the detail level, DDUNTHRD will contain a value of 1 for non-rollup DDF records. If the SMF 101
accounting record contains roll-up, DDUNTHRD will contain the number of threads that contributed to the roll-up record. A
roll-up record is produced for the end user when the activity for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for ACCUMACC.

DDUNTHRD is now more useful in reporting the count of threads in relation to other DDU statistics.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to derive DDUNTHRD at the detail timespan as follows:

  DDUNTHRD = 1;

Beginning with DB2 10.1, DDUNTHRD contains the value input from field QLACRLNU of the Type 101 record (subtype 0,
IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUNTHRD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUNTHRD contains the sum of all DDF data section occurrences encountered while processing SMF 101 accounting
records included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDUNTHRD can be used to approximate the number of distributed threads for a DB2 user or DB2 PLAN.
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DB2OAUD - Original Application Userid

DB2OAUD contains the original application USERID specified in DSNZPARM.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid

             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2OAUD is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCOAUD_Var.

Range of Value:

DB2OAUD can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2OAUD contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2OAUD in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUPRIDR - DDF Product ID of the Remote Location

DDUPRIDR contains the product ID of the remote location.

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUPRIDR contains the value input from field QLACPRID of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDUPRIDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUPRIDR contains the value of the last occurrence of DDUPRIDR in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

DDUPRRC - DDF Prepare Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDUPRRC contains the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DDUPRRC contains the value input from field QLACPRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUPRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUPRRC contains the sum of all values of DDUPRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDUPRSE - DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the Participant

DDUPRSE contains the number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUPRSE contains the value input from field QLACPRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUPRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUPRSE contains the sum of all values of DDUPRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDURBND - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

DDURBND contains the number of static SQL statements that were bound for remote access (private DB2 connections
only). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDURBND contains the value input from field QLACRBND of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDURBND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDURBND contains the sum of all values of DDURBND processed in the level of summarization.
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DDURBTR - DDF Number of Rollback Operations Performed with Remote Coordinator

DDURBTR contains the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDURBTR contains the value input from field QLACRBTR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDURBTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDURBTR contains the sum of all values of DDURBTR processed in the level of summarization.

DB2ROLE - Role Name for Authid

DB2ROLE contains the roll name associated with the Authorization ID if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid

             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2ROLE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCROLE_Var.

Range of Value:

DB2ROLE can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2ROLE contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2ROLE in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUROWR - DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

DDUROWR is the number of data rows received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is data rows.
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  See also:  DDUMROWR - Max. DDF Data Rows Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUROWR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACROWR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUROWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUROWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUROWS - DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

DDUROWS is the number of data rows sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMROWS - Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUROWS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACROWS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUROWS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUROWS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDURRRC - DDF Forget Responses Received from the Participant

DDURRRC contains the number of forget responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDURRRC contains the value input from field QLACRRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDURRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.
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Summarization Process:

DDURRRC contains the sum of all values of DDURRRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDURRSE - DDF Forget Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDURRSE contains the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDURRSE contains the value input from field QLACRRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDURRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDURRSE contains the sum of all values of DDURRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDURUQL - DDF Roll Up Flag

DDURUQL is a roll-up indicator for DDF/RRSAF transactions.

DDURUQL is available with DB2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

             DDUSRQL - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDURUQL is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG3 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DDURUQL ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DDURUQL contains the last value of DDURUQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDURUQL value of one (1) signals that this is a roll-up Distributed Data Facility (DDF) or Resource Recovery Services
Attachment Facility (RRSAF) transaction and DDURLNU will contain the total number of DDF/RRSAF transactions or
threads that roll data into this aggregated transaction accordingly.
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A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when parent task
deallocates from an originating DB2, or when an accumulating child task deallocates from an assisting DB2.

DDUSDAC - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

DDUSDAC is the number of private DB2 protocols used to communicate with remote servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUADAC - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol

             DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDUSDAC is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG1 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. This field is not available at DB2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DDUSDAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUSDAC contains the sum of all values of DDUSDAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUSQLR - DDF SQL Statements Received From Remote

DDUSQLR is the number of SQL statements received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMSQLR - Max. DDF SQL State. Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUSQLR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACSQLR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUSQLR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUSQLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDUSQLS - DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote

DDUSQLS is the number of SQL statements sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMSQLS - Max. DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUSQLS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACSQLS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDUSQLS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUSQLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUSRQL - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

DDUSRQL is a summary roll-up indicator for DDF/RRSAF transactions.

DDUSRQL is available with DB2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

             DDURUQL - DDF Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDUSRQL is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG4 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DDUSRQL ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DDUSRQL contains the last value of DDUSRQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDUSRQL value of one (1) signals that this is a roll-up Distributed Data Facility (DDF) or Resource Recovery Services
Attachment Facility (RRSAF) transaction and DDURLNU will contain the total number of DDF/RRSAF transactions or
threads that roll data into this aggregated transaction accordingly.

A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for  the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when parent task
deallocates from an originating DB2, or when an accumulating child task allocates from an assisting DB2.
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DB2TCXT - Trusted Context Name

DB2TCXT contains the Trusted Context name if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid

             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DB2TCXT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCTCXT_Var.

Range of Value:

DB2TCXT can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DB2TCXT contains the value of the last occurrence of DB2TCXT in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUTRNR - DDF Transactions Received From Remote

DDUTRNR is the number of transactions received from the remote DB2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMTRNR - Max. DDF Trans. Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUTRNR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACTRNR. This
field is not available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUTRNR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUTRNR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUTRNR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUTRNS - DDF Transactions Sent To Remote

DDUTRNS is the number of transactions sent to the remote DB2 site.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUMTRNS - Max. DDF Transactions Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDUTRNS is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACTRNS. This
field is not available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUTRNS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUTRNS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDUTRNS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDUVNRC - DDF Backout Responses Received from the Participant

DDUVNRC contains the number of backout responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUVNRC contains the value input from field QLACVNRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUVNRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUVNRC contains the sum of all values of DDUVNRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDUVNSE - DDF Backout Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDUVNSE contains the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUVNSE contains the value input from field QLACVNSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDUVNSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUVNSE contains the sum of all values of DDUVNSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDUVYRC - DDF Request Commit Responses Received from the Participant

DDUVYRC contains the number of request commit responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUVYRC contains the value input from field QLACVYRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUVYRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUVYRC contains the sum of all values of DDUVYRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDUVYSE - DDF Request Commit Responses Sent to Coordinator

DDUVYSE contains the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDUVYSE contains the value input from field QLACVYSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDUVYSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDUVYSE contains the sum of all values of DDUVYSE processed in the level of summarization.

TRANSTS - Transaction Start Timestamp

TRANSTS is the start timestamp for transactions, tasks, and so on, where their value is dependent on the timespan and
the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan
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TRANSTS gives the time of initiation for an executable function, such as transactions, tasks, and so on. It tells when a
measurement interval started.

All Other Timespans
TRANSTS gives the minimum start timestamp encountered in the records used to compile the summarized record.

In any timespan but DETAIL, the combination of TRANSTS and TRANETS in the record identifies the boundaries of the
range of time over which the data in the record was summarized.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ENDTS    - End Timestamp

             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

             TRANETS  - Transaction End Timestamp

Element Derivation:

The derivation of TRANSTS depends on the file: For the CICS files, TRANSTS is set to the following:

For the CICS Incident (CICCIN) file, TRANSTS is set to the value of the TRANETS for the incident. The TRANSTS value
for the Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) is set from and identical to the TRANSTS value for the User Activity File
(CICCSU). Construction of the timestamp itself varies according to the monitor used to collect CICS data:

CICS CMF:
When type 110 Performance records are input, the TRANSTS is read from Field 5 (START) that carries either the time
at which the user task was attached or the time at which data recording was most recently reset in support of the MCT
user event monitoring point DELIVER option or of the monitoring options MNCONV, MNSYNC, or FREQUENCY. After
this value is read from Field 5, it is adjusted by the GMT offset that is input from the header section of the same type 110
record. The resulting value populates the TRANSTS in the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file and in the CICS Application
Unit Activity (CICCAU) file.

When type 110 Statistics records are input, the TRANSTS is calculated by the formula:

         TRANSTS = TRANETS - DURATION

The TRANSTS values in this case populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS:
To populate the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TA record. To
populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TI record.

For DB2 Files
TRANSTS contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.
  If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), TRANSTS represents the earliest store
clock value for a thread that has rolled into the record.

For IDMS
TRANSTS is set to the value of the start date and time fields (TASSDATE and TASSTIME) from the #PMTAS section of
the IDMS Performance Monitor record.

For WebSphere MQ Files
TRANSTS is the timestamp value at the interval start for post processing in time of day format. It is derived from field
WTASINTS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:
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Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

The TRANSTS value is not valid at higher timespans.

Usage Notes:

Values of TRANSTS are in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). To convert these GMT values to local time in the MICS Option
for DB2, the DB2 Store Clock At End Event (DB2STCK) element can be used to calculate the GMT Offset as follows:

    GMT Offset = ENDTS - FLOOR(DB2STCK*100) / 100

This GMT Offset can be added to TRANSTS to give the local time.

Db2 System DDF Statistics File (Db2DDY)
Db2 System DDF Statistics (Db2DDY) File maintains DDF System Activity data, including location, transactions, commits,
bytes sent and SQL statements sent.

Use this file to track distributed data facility activity for a Db2 subsystem.

This source is populated with data from the SMF Db2 record type 100 subtype 0.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  X.....   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DDYABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote
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  XDWMY.E  DDYBRBF  - DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBROW  - DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBTBF  - DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCBLB  - DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTHRD - DDF SMF 100 QLST Segment Count

  XDWMY.E  DDYRBND  - DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRR - Max DDF Abort Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRS - Max DDF Abort Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBRBF - Max DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBROW - Max DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBTBF - Max DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCBLB - Max DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVR - Max DDF Convers Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVS - Max DDF Convers Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMR - Max DDF Commit Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMS - Max DDF Commit Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMRBND - Max DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWR - Max DDF Data Rows Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWS - Max DDF Data Rows Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNR - Max DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNS - Max DDF Trans Sent To Remote

DDYABRR - DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote

DDYABRR is the number of abort requests received from the remote site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DDYMABRR - Max. DDF Abort Req. Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYABRR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTABRR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYABRR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYABRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYABRS - DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

DDYABRS is the number of abort requests sent to the remote site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMABRS - Max. DDF Abort Req. Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYABRS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTABRS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYABRS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYABRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYBKRC - DDF Backout Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDYBKRC contains the number of backout requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYBKRC contains the value input from field QLSTBKRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDYBKRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYBKRC contains the sum of all values of DDYBKRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYBKSE - DDF Backout Requests Sent to the Participant

DDYBKSE contains the number of backout requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYBKSE contains the value input from field QLSTBKSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYBKSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYBKSE contains the sum of all values of DDYBKSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYBRBF - DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

DDYBRBF contains the number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYBRBF contains the value input from field QLSTBRBF of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DDYBRBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYBRBF contains the sum of all values of DDYBRBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDYBROW - DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

DDYBROW contains the number of rows transmitted in message buffers using block fetch. This field is maintained at both
the requester and the server locations.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DDYROWR - DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

             DDYROWS - DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYBROW contains the value input from field QLSTBROW of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYBROW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYBROW contains the sum of all values of DDYBROW processed in the level of summarization.

DDYBTBF - DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

DDYBTBF contains the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch. This value is maintained at the server location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYBTBF contains the value input from field QLSTBTBF of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DDYBTBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYBTBF contains the sum of all values of DDYBTBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDYBYTR - DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

DDYBYTR is the number of data bytes received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMBYTR - Max. DDF Data Bytes Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYBYTR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTBYTR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYBYTR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYBYTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DDYBYTS - DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

DDYBYTS is the number of data bytes that were sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYBYTS is derived from field QLSTBYTS of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data
section.

Range of Value:

DDYBYTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYBYTS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYBYTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYCBLB - DDF Switch Cont To Limited

DDYCBLB contains the number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block mode (private
Db2 connections). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYCBLB contains the value input from field QLSTCBLB of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYCBLB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYCBLB contains the sum of all values of DDYCBLB processed in the level of summarization.

DDYCNVQ - DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Allocation

DDYCNVQ is the number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DDYMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCNVQ is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYCNVQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCNVQ that were included in the level of summarization.

DDYCNVR - DDF VTAM Conversations Received From Remote

DDYCNVR is the number of VTAM conversations received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMCNVR - Max. DDF VTAM Convs. Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCNVR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCNVR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYCNVR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCNVR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYCNVS - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

DDYCNVS is the number of VTAM conversations sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMCNVS - Max DDF Convers Sent to Remote

             DDYCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

             DDYCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

             DDYCNVT  - DDF Convs Deallocated From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCNVS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCNVS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DDYCNVS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCNVS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYCNVT - DDF Convs Deallocated From Remote

DDYCNVT is the number of conversations deallocated from this site to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

             DDYCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

             DDYCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCNVT is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCNVT.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYCNVT contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCNVS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYCOMR - DDF Db2 COMMITs Received From Remote

DDYCOMR is the number of Db2 COMMITs received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMCOMR - Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCOMR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCOMR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYCOMR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCOMR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDYCOMS - DDF Db2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

DDYCOMS is the number of Db2 COMMITs sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMCOMS - Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYCOMS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTCOMS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYCOMS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYCOMS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYCPTR - DDF Number of Commit Operations Performed with Remote Coordinator

DDYCPTR contains the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYCPTR contains the value input from field QLSTCPTR of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYCPTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYCPTR contains the sum of all values of DDYCPTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDYCRRC - DDF Commit Requests Received from the Initiator

DDYCRRC contains the number of commit requests received from the initiator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DDYCRRC contains the value input from field QLSTCRRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYCRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYCRRC contains the sum of all values of DDYCRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYCRSE - DDF Commit Requests Sent to the Participant

DDYCRSE contains the number of commit requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYCRSE contains the value input from field QLSTCRSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYCRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYCRSE contains the sum of all values of DDYCRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYINDT - DDF Number of Threads That Became Indoubt with Remote Coordinator

DDYINDT contains the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYINDT contains the value input from field QLSTINDT of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DDYINDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYINDT contains the sum of all values of DDYINDT processed in the level of summarization.

DDYLARC - DDF Last Agent Requests Received from Initiator

DDYLARC contains the number of last agent requests received from the initiator.

Type:
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Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYLARC contains the value input from field QLSTLARC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYLARC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYLARC contains the sum of all values of DDYLARC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYLASE - DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the Ccoordinator

DDYLASE contains the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYLASE contains the value input from field QLSTLASE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYLASE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYLASE contains the sum of all values of DDYLASE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYMABRR - Max. DDF Abort Req. Received From Remote

DDYMABRR is the maximum number of abort requests received from the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYABRR - DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMABRR is set to the value of DDYABRR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTABRR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDYMABRR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYABRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMABRS - Max. DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

DDYMABRS is the maximum number of abort requests sent to the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYABRS - DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMABRS is set to the value of DDYABRS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTABRS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMABRS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYABRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMBRBF - Max DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

DDYMBRBF contains the maximum number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the
requestor location.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDYBRBF - DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

Element Derivation:

DDYMBRBF is set to the value of DDYBRBF for every detail observation of the field QLSTBRBF in the Type 100 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DDYMBRBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMBRBF contains the maximum value of DDYMBRBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDYMBROW - Max DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

DDYMBROW contains the maximum number of rows transmitted or received in message buffers using block fetch. This
field counts both requester and server activity.

Type:
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Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDYBROW - DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

Element Derivation:

DDYMBROW is set to the value of DDYBROW for every detail observation of the field QLSTBROW in the Type 100
record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYMBROW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYMBROW contains the maximum value of DDYMBROW processed for the level of summarization.

DDYMBTBF - Max DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

DDYMBTBF contains the maximum number of blocks transmitted using fetch. This value is maintained at the server
location.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDYBTBF - DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

Element Derivation:

DDYMBTBF is set to the value of DDYBTBF for every detail observation of the field QLSTBTBF in the Type 100 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 1).

Range of Value:

DDYMBTBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMBTBF contains the maximum value of DDYMBTBF processed for the level of summarization.

DDYMBYTR - Max. DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

DDYMBYTR is the maximum number of data bytes received from the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYBYTR - DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMBYTR is set to the value of DDYBYTR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTBYTR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDYMBYTR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYBYTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMBYTS - Max. DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

DDYMBYTS is the maximum number of data bytes sent to the remote site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYBYTS - DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMBYTS is set to the value of DDYBYTS for every detail observation of SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data
section, label QLSTBYTS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMBYTS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYBYTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCBLB - Max DDF Switch Cont To Limited

DDYMCBLB contains the maximum number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block
mode (private Db2 connections). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDYCBLB - DDF Switch Cont To Limited

Element Derivation:

DDYMCBLB is set to the value of DDYCBLB for every detail observation of the field QLSTCBLB in the Type 100 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYMCBLB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCBLB contains the maximum value of DDYMCBLB processed for the level of summarization.

DDYMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.

DDYMCNVQ is the maximum number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:
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Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCNVQ - DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Allocation

Element Derivation:

DDYMABRR is set to the value of DDYABRR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCNVQ contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCNVQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCNVR - Max. DDF Convs. Received From Remote

DDYMCNVR is the maximum number of VTAM conversations received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCNVR - DDF VTAM Convs. Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMCNVR is set to the value of DDYCNVR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCNVR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCNVR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCNVR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCNVS - Max. DDF Conversations Sent To Remote

DDYMCNVS is the maximum number of VTAM conversations sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated VTAM element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCNVS - DDF Conversations Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMCNVS is set to the value of DDYCNVS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCNVS.
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Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCNVS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCNVS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCNVT - Max DDF Convers Dealloc From Remote

DDYMCNVT is the maximum number of conversations deallocated from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCNVR  - DDF VTAM Convs. Received From Remote

             DDYMCNVR - Max DDF Convers Recvd From Remote

             DDYMCNVS - Max DDF Convers Sent to Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMCNVT is set to the value of DDYCNVT for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCNVT.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCNVT contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCNVT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCOMR - Max. DDF COMMITs Received From Remote

DDYCOMR is the maximum number of Db2 COMMITs received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCOMR  - DDF COMMITs Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMCOMR is set to the value of DDYCOMR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCOMR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCOMR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCOMR that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DDYMCOMS - Max. DDF Db2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

DDYMCOMS is the maximum number of Db2 COMMITs sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYCOMS - DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMCOMS is set to the value of DDYCOMS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTCOMS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMCOMS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYCOMS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMMSGR - Max. DDF Messages Received From Remote

DDYMMSGR is the maximum number of messages received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYMSGR - DDF Messages Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMMSGR is set to the value of DDYMSGR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTMSGR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMMSGR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYMSGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMMSGS - Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote

DDYMMSGS is the maximum number of messages sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:
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Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYMSGS - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMMSGS is set to the value of DDYMSGS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTMSGS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMMSGS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYMSGS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMRBND - Max DDF SQL Bound for Remote

DDYMRBND contains the maximum number of static SQL statements that were bound for remote access (private Db2
connections only). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDYRBND - DDF SQL Bound for Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMRBND is set to the value of DDYRBND for every detail observation of the field QLSTRBND in the Type 100 record
(subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYMRBND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYMRBND contains the maximum value of DDYMRBND processed for the level of summarization.

DDYMROWR - Max. DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

DDYMROWR is the maximum number of data rows received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYROWR - DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMROWR is set to the value of DDYROWR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTROWR.

Range of Value:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMROWR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYROWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMROWS - Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

DDYMROWS is the maximum number of data rows sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYROWS - DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMROWS is set to the value of DDYROWS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTROWS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMROWS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYROWS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMSGR - DDF Messages Received From Remote

DDYMSGR is the number of messages received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMMSGR - Max. DDF Messages Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYMSGR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTMSGR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMSGR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYMSGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DDYMSGS - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

DDYMSGS is the number of messages sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMMSGS - Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYMSGS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTMSGS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMSGS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYMSGS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMSQLR - Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Received From Remote

DDYMSQLR is the maximum number of SQL statements received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYSQLR - DDF SQL Stmts. Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMSQLR is set to the value of DDYSQLR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTSQLR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMSQLR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYSQLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMSQLS - Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Sent To Remote

DDYMSQLS is the maximum number of SQL statements sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYSQLS - DDF SQL Stmts. Sent To Remote
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Element Derivation:

DDYMSQLS is set to the value of DDYSQLS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTSQLS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYMSQLS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYSQLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMTRNR - Max. DDF Trans. Received From Remote

DDYMTRNR is the maximum number of transactions received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYTRNR - DDF Trans. Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMTRNR is set to the value of DDYTRNR for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTTRNR. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYMTRNR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYMTRNR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYTRNR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYMTRNS - Max. DDF Trans. Sent To Remote

DDYMTRNS is the maximum number of transactions sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDYTRNS - DDF Trans. Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDYMTRNS is set to the value of DDYTRNS for every detail observation of the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF
data section, label QLSTTRNS. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDYMTRNS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYMTRNS contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDYTRNS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYNTHRD - Count of Distributed Threads Initiated

DDYNTHRD is the number of DDF data sections encountered while processing SMF 100 type 0 statistics records.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SMF 100 type 0 DDF data sections.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to derive DDYNTHRD at the detail time span is:

      DDYNTHRD = 1;

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYNTHRD contains the sum of all DDF data sections encountered while processing SMF 100 type 0 statistics records in
the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be used to determine average distributed activity per remote subsystem connection.

DDYPRRC - DDF Prepare Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDYPRRC contains the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYPRRC contains the value input from field QLSTPRRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYPRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:
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DDYPRRC contains the sum of all values of DDYPRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYPRSE - DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the Participant

DDYPRSE contains the number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYPRSE contains the value input from field QLSTPRSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYPRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYPRSE contains the sum of all values of DDYPRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYRBND - DDF SQL Bound for Remote

DDYRBND contains the number of static SQL statements that were bound for remote access (private Db2 connections
only). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYRBND contains the value input from field QLSTRBND of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYRBND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYRBND contains the sum of all values of DDYRBND processed in the level of summarization.

DDYRBTR - DDF Number of Rollback Operations Performed with Remote Coordinator

DDYRBTR contains the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DDYRBTR contains the value input from field QLSTRBTR of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYRBTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYRBTR contains the sum of all values of DDYRBTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDYROWR - DDF Data Rows Received From Remote

DDYROWR is the number of data rows received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is data rows.

  See also:  DDYMROWR - Max. DDF Data Rows Recd. From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYROWR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTROWR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYROWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYROWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYROWS - DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

DDYROWS is the number of data rows sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMROWS - Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYROWS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTROWS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYROWS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYROWS that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DDYRRRC - DDF Forget Responses Received from the Participant

DDYRRRC contains the number of forget responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYRRRC contains the value input from field QLSTRRRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYRRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYRRRC contains the sum of all values of DDYRRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYRRSE - DDF Forget Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDYRRSE contains the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYRRSE contains the value input from field QLSTRRSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYRRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYRRSE contains the sum of all values of DDYRRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYSQLR - DDF SQL Statements Received From Remote

DDYSQLR is the number of SQL statements received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMSQLR - Max. DDF SQL State. Recd. From Remote
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYSQLR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTSQLR.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYSQLR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYSQLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYSQLS - DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote

DDYSQLS is the number of SQL statements sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMSQLS - Max. SQL Statements Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYSQLS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTSQLS.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDYSQLS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYSQLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYTRNR - DDF Transactions Received From Remote

DDYTRNR is the number of transactions received from the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMTRNR - Max. DDF Trans Received From Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYTRNR is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTTRNR. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYTRNR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
Db2 10.1 and above.
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Summarization Process:

DDYTRNR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYTRNR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYTRNS - DDF Transactions Sent To Remote

DDYTRNS is the number of transactions sent to the remote Db2 site.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDYMTRNS - Max. DDF Transactions Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDYTRNS is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record's DDF data section, label
QLSTTRNS. This field is not available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYTRNS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at
Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYTRNS contains the sum of all occurrences of DDYTRNS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDYVNRC - DDF Backout Responses Received from the Participant

DDYVNRC contains the number of backout responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYVNRC contains the value input from field QLSTVNRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYVNRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYVNRC contains the sum of all values of DDYVNRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYVNSE - DDF Backout Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDYVNSE contains the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator.
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Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYVNSE contains the value input from field QLSTVNSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYVNSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYVNSE contains the sum of all values of DDYVNSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDYVYRC - DDF Request Commit Responses Received the Participant

DDYVYRC contains the number of request commit responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYVYRC contains the value input from field QLSTVYRC of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDYVYRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYVYRC contains the sum of all values of DDYVYRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDYVYSE - DDF Request Commit Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDYVYSE contains the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDYVYSE contains the value input from field QLSTVYSE of the Type 100 record (subtype 0, IFCID 1). This field is not
available at Db2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDYVYSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDYVYSE contains the sum of all values of DDYVYSE processed in the level of summarization.

DB2 Plan DDF Activity File (DB2DDP)
DB2 Plan DDF Activity (DB2DDP) File maintains DB2 DDF Accounting data, including remote location, SQL statements
sent/received, and bytes sent/received.

Use this file to track distributed data facility activity by DB2 Plan.

This source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 101 subtype 0.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

  |         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

  |         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      WEEK      HOUR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

  |         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

  |         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......   DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number
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  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  DDPPRIDR - DDF Product ID of Remote Location

  .DWMY.E  DDPRUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag

  .DWMY.E  DDPSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DDPABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPBRBF  - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBROW  - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBTBF  - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCBLB  - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

  .DWMY.E  DDPCIEL  - DDF Max. Conversations Open

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVA  - DDF Successful Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVT  - DDF Conversations Terminated

  .DWMY.E  DDPCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCPUR  - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDPELPL  - DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPELPR  - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPNTHRD - DDF SMF 101 QLAC Segment Count

  .DWMY.E  DDPRBND  - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.   DDPTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.   DDPTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  DDPMABRR - Max DDF Aborts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMABRS - Max DDF Aborts Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVR - Max DDF Conversations Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVS - Max DDF Conversations Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCOMR - Max DDF Commits Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCOMS - Max DDF Commits Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCPUR - Max DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor
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  .DWMY.E  DDPMELPL - Max DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMELPR - Max DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMROWR - Max DDF Rows Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMROWS - Max DDF Rows Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent

DDPABRR - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

DDPABRR contains the number of DDF abort requests received from remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPABRR contains the value input from field QLACABRR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPABRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPABRR contains the sum of all values of DDPABRR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPABRS - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

DDPABRS contains the number of DDF abort requests sent to remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPABRS contains the value input from field QLACABRS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPABRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPABRS contains the sum of all values of DDPABRS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPADAC - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol

DDPADAC is the number of Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) DB2 protocols used to communicate
with remote servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DDPSDAC - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPADAC is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG2 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. This field is not available at DB2 10.1 and
above.

Range of Value:

DDPADAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPADAC contains the sum of all values of DDPADAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDPBKRC - DDF Backout Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDPBKRC contains the number of backout requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBKRC contains the value input from field QLACBKRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPBKRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPBKRC contains the sum of all values of DDPBKRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPBKSE - DDF Backout Requests Sent to the Participant

DDPBKSE contains the number of backout requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBKSE contains the value input from field QLACBKSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDPBKSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPBKSE contains the sum of all values of DDPBKSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDPBRBF - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

DDPBRBF contains the number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBRBF contains the value input from field QLACBRBF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPBRBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPBRBF contains the sum of all values of DDPBRBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDPBROW - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

DDPBROW contains the number of rows transmitted in message buffers using block fetch. This field is maintained at both
the requester and the server locations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPROWR - DDF Rows Recvd From Remote

             DDPROWS - DDF Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPBROW contains the value input from field QLACBROW of the SMF type 101 subtype 0 record, IFCID 3. This field is
not available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPBROW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPBROW contains the sum of all values of DDPBROW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a requester location accounting record, compare DDPBROW with DDPROWR to determine what percentage of
the rows returned were returned from the server through block fetch. For a server location accounting record, compare
DDPBROW with DDPROWS to determine what percentage of rows were sent from the server through block fetch.
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DDPBTBF - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

DDPBTBF contains the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch. This value is maintained at the server location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBTBF contains the value input from field QLACBTBF of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPBTBF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPBTBF contains the sum of all values of DDPBTBF processed in the level of summarization.

DDPBYTR - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

DDPBYTR contains the number of bytes of data received from remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBYTR contains the value input from field QLACBYTR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPBYTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPBYTR contains the sum of all values of DDPBYTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPBYTS - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

DDPBYTS contains the number of bytes of data sent to a remote machine.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPBYTS contains the value input from field QLACBYTS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPBYTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDPBYTS contains the sum of all values of DDPBYTS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCBLB - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

DDPCBLB contains the number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block mode (private
DB2 connections). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCBLB contains the value input from field QLACCBLB of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCBLB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCBLB contains the sum of all values of DDPCBLB processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCIEL - DDF Max. Conversations Open

DDPCIEL contains the largest number of conversations open at any time. This value is maintained at the requester
location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDPCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

             DDPCNVT - DDF Conversations Terminated

Element Derivation:

DDPCIEL contains the value input from field QLACCIEL of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCIEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCIEL contains the sum of all values of DDPCIEL processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

DDPCNVA contains the number of successful conversations allocations.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DDPCNVS - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPCNVA contains the value input from field QLACCNVA of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCNVA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCNVA contains the sum of all values of DDPCNVA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between DDPCNVA and DDPCNVS can be used to identify a session resource constraint problem. The
count of the number of unsuccessful conversations is useful for system tuning.

DDPCNVQ - DDF Convers. Queued Waiting Allocation

DDPCNVQ is the number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, DDPCNVQ is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: DDPCNVQ contains the sum of all occurrences of DDPCNVQ that were included in the
level of summarization.

DDPCNVR - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

DDPCNVR contains the number of conversations that were received from remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCNVR contains the value input from field QLACCNVR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPCNVR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPCNVR contains the sum of all values of DDPCNVR processed in the level of summarization.
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DDPCNVS - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

DDPCNVS contains the number of conversations that were sent to remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCNVS contains the value input from field QLACCNVS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPCNVS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPCNVS contains the sum of all values of DDPCNVS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCNVT - DDF Conversations Terminated

DDPCNVT contains the number of conversations terminated. This value may not be the same as DDPCNVA since not
all conversations may be terminated when the accounting record is written. This value is maintained at the requester
location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DDPCNVA - DDF Successful Conversations

Element Derivation:

DDPCNVT contains the value input from field QLACCNVT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPCNVT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPCNVT contains the sum of all values of DDPCNVT processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCOMR - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

DDPCOMR contains the number of commit requests received from remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCOMR contains the value input from field QLACCOMR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPCOMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DDPCOMR contains the sum of all values of DDPCOMR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDPCOMS - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

DDPCOMS contains the number of commit requests sent to remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCOMS contains the value input from field QLACCOMS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPCOMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPCOMS contains the sum of all values of DDPCOMS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCPTR - DDF Number of Commit Operations Performed with Remote Coordinator

DDPCPTR contains the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCPTR contains the value input from field QLACCPTR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCPTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCPTR contains the sum of all values of DDPCPTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCPUR - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

DDPCPUR contains the elapsed data base access agent time reported to the requestor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCPUR contains the value input from field QLACCPUR of the Type 101 records (IFCID 3). This field is not available at
DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCPUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCPUR contains the sum of all values of DDPCPUR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCRRC - DDF Commit Requests Received from the Initiator

DDPCRRC contains the number of commit requests received from the initiator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCRRC contains the value input from field QLACCRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCRRC contains the sum of all values of DDPCRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPCRSE - DDF Commit Requests Sent to the Participant

DDPCRSE contains the number of commit requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPCRSE contains the value input from field QLACCRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPCRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPCRSE contains the sum of all values of DDPCRSE processed in the level of summarization.
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DDPELPL - DDF Local Elapsed Time

DDPELPL is the elapsed spent at the local DB2 site waiting for remote DDF processing to complete for this DB2 user
during the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSUELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDPELPL is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPELPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DDPELPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This field may be useful in monitoring DDF network performance by comparing the elapsed time spent waiting at the
requesting DB2 site with that of the remote site. Requesting site wait times (DSUELPL) significantly larger than remote
elapsed times (DSUELPR) may be an indication of network performance problems.

DDPELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

DDPELPR is the remote DDF elapsed time as it is reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem. This is the elapsed
time at the remote DB2 system spent processing this DB2 user's DDF request during the MICS summarization interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSUELPL - DDF Local Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DDPELPR is derived from the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section, label QLACCPUR. This
field is not available at DB2 10.1 and higher.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. This data element is set to missing at DB2 10.1 and
higher.

Summarization Process:

DDPELPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DDPELPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This field may be useful in monitoring DDF network performance by comparing the elapsed time spent waiting at the
requesting DB2 site with that of the remote site. Requesting site wait times (DSUELPL) significantly larger than remote
elapsed times (DSUELPR) may be an indication of network performance problems.

DSUELPR times larger than DSUELPL times may indicate DDF processing of reused threads.
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DDPFLGS -  DDF Flags

DDPFLGS contains a flag indicating the type of DDF protocol in use. At DB2 v9.1 and below, '40'X indicates that private
DB2 connections were used to communicate with the server. '20'X indicates that DRDA DB2 connections were used to
communicate with the server.

At DB2 v10.1 and above this field might contain a '10'x or '08'x indicating this is a rollup record, or a summary rollup
record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

See also:  DDPRUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag                       

           DDPSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag               

           DDPADAC  - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol           

           DDPSDAC  - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

Element Derivation:

DDPFLGS contains the value input from field QLACFLGS of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPFLGS can contain any of the following hex values:                                                      

  '80'X - currently undefined by IBM                         

  '40'X - private DB2 connection                             

  '20'X - DRDA DB2 connection                                

  '10'X - Rollup record                                      

  '08'X - Summary rollup record                              

  '04'X - currently undefined by IBM                         

  '02'X - currently undefined by IBM                         

  '01'X - currently undefined by IBM

Summarization Process:

DDPFLGS contains the last value of DDPFLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None 

DDPINDT - DDF Number of Threads That Became

DDPINDT contains the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPINDT contains the value input from field QLACINDT of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPINDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DDPINDT contains the sum of all values of DDPINDT processed in the level of summarization.

DDPLARC - DDF Last Agent Requests Received from Indoubt with Remote Coordinator

DDPLARC contains the number of last agent requests received from the initiator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPLARC contains the value input from field QLACLARC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPLARC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPLARC contains the sum of all values of DDPLARC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPLASE - DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the Coordinator

DDPLASE contains the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPLASE contains the value input from field QLACLASE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPLASE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPLASE contains the sum of all values of DDPLASE processed in the level of summarization.

DDPMABRR - Max DDF Aborts Received

DDPMABRR contains the maximum number of DDF abort requests received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote
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Element Derivation:

DDPMABRR is set to the value of DDPABRR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMABRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMABRR contains the maximum value of DDPMABRR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMABRS - Max DDF Aborts Sent

DDPMABRS contains the maximum number of DDF abort requests sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMABRS is set to the value of DDPABRS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMABRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMABRS contains the maximum value of DDPMABRS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Received

DDPMBYTR contains the maximum number of bytes of data received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMBYTR is set to the value of DDPBYTR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMBYTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMBYTR contains the maximum value of DDPMBYTR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

DDPMBYTS contains the maximum number of bytes of data sent to remote machines.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DDPBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMBYTS is set to the value of DDPBYTS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMBYTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMBYTS contains the maximum value of DDPMBYTS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMCNVQ - Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.

DDPMCNVQ is the maximum number of conversations queued by DDF waiting for allocation.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDPCNVQ - DDF Convers. Queued Waiting Allocation

Element Derivation:

DDPMCNVQ is set to the value of DDPCNVQ for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCNVQ.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMCNVQ contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDPCNVQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDPMCNVR - Max DDF Conversations Received

DDPMCNVR contains the maximum number of conversations that were received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPCNVR - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMCNVR is set to the value of DDPCNVR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMCNVR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMCNVR contains the maximum value of DDPMCNVR processed for the level of summarization.
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DDPMCNVS - Max DDF Conversations Sent

DDPMCNVS contains the maximum number of conversations that were sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMCNVS is set to the value of DDPCNVS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMCNVS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMCNVS contains the maximum value of DDPMCNVS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMCOMR - Max DDF Commits Received

DDPMCOMR contains the maximum number of commit requests received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMCOMR is set to the value of DDPCOMR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMCOMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMCOMR contains the maximum value of DDPMCOMR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMCOMS - Max DDF Commits Sent

DDPMCOMS contains the maximum number of commit requests sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMCOMS is set to the value of DDPCOMS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMCOMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDPMCOMS contains the maximum value of DDPMCOMS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMCPUR - Max DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

DDPMCPUR contains the maximum elapsed database access agent time reported to the requestor.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DDPCPUR  - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

Element Derivation:

DDPMCPUR is set to the value of DDPCPUR for every DETAIL time-span observation. This field is not available at DB2
10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPMCPUR is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This
field is set to missing at Db2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPMCPUR contains the maximum value of DDPMCPUR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMELPL - Max. DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time

DDPMELPL is the maximum elapsed time the local DB2 subsystem spent waiting for remote DB2 processing to complete.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.

  See also:  DDPELPL - DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DDPMELPL is set to the value of DDPELPL for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMELPL contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDPELPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DDPMELPR - Max. DDF DBAT Remote Elapsed Time

DDPMELPR is the maximum remote DDF elapsed time as it is reported back to the requesting DB2 subsystem.
This is the elapsed time at the remote DB2 system spent processing this DB2 user's DDF request during the MICS
summarization. interval.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is Integer.
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  See also:  DDPELPR - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DDPMELPR is set to the value of DDPELPR for every detail observation of the SMF type 101 record's DDF data section,
label QLACCPUL.

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMELPR contains the maximum of all occurrences of DDPMELPR that were included in the level of summarization.

DDPMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Received

DDPMMSGR contains the maximum number of messages received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMMSGR is set to the value of DDPMSGR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMMSGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMMSGR contains the maximum value of DDPMMSGR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent

DDPMMSGS contains the maximum number of messages sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMMSGS is set to the value of DDPMSGS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMMSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMMSGS contains the maximum value of DDPMMSGS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMROWR - Max DDF Rows Received

DDPMROWR contains the maximum number of rows of data retrieved.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPROWR  - DDF Rows Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMROWR is set to the value of DDPROWR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMROWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMROWR contains the maximum value of DDPMROWR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMROWS - Max DDF Rows Sent To Remote

DDPMROWS contains the maximum number of rows of data sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPROWS  - DDF Rows Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMROWS is set to the value of DDPROWS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMROWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMROWS contains the maximum value of DDPMROWS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMSGR - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

DDPMSGR contains the number of messages received from the remote location.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPMSGR contains the value input from field QLACMSGR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPMSGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMSGR contains the sum of all values of DDPMSGR processed in the level of summarization.
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DDPMSGS - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

DDPMSGS contains the number of messages sent to the remote location.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPMSGS contains the value input from field QLACMSGS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPMSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMSGS contains the sum of all values of DDPMSGS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Received

DDPMSQLR contains the maximum number of SQL statements received.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMSQLR is set to the value of DDPSQLR for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMSQLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPMSQLR contains the maximum value of DDPMSQLR processed for the level of summarization.

DDPMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent

DDPMSQLS contains the maximum number of SQL statements sent.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

Element Derivation:

DDPMSQLS is set to the value of DDPSQLS for every DETAIL time-span observation.

Range of Value:

DDPMSQLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDPMSQLS contains the maximum value of DDPMSQLS processed for the level of summarization.

DDPNTHRD - Count of Threads Initiated

DDPNTHRD is the number of DDF data sections encountered while processing SMF 101 accounting records.

At DB2 10.1 and above, DDPNTHRD is the number of DDF threads initiated for which the associated metrics on the
observation apply. At the detail level, DDPNTHRD will contain a value of 1 for non-rollup DDF records. If the SMF 101
accounting record contains roll-up, DDPNTHRD will contain the number of threads that contributed to the roll-up record. A
roll-up record is produced for the end user when the activity for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for ACCUMACC.

At 10.1, DDPNTHRD is now more useful in reporting the count of threads in relation to other DDP statistics.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to derive DDPNTHRD at the detail timespan as follows:

                DDPNTHRD = 1;

Beginning with DB2 10.1, DDPNTHRD contains the value input from field QLACRLNU of the Type 101 record (subtype 0,
IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPNTHRD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPNTHRD contains the sum of all DDF data section occurrences encountered while processing SMF 101 accounting
records included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDPNTHRD can be used to approximate the number of distributed threads for a DB2 user or DB2 PLAN.

DDPPRIDR - DDF Product ID of the Remote Location

DDPPRIDR contains the product ID of the remote location.

Type:

Retained - Character, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPPRIDR contains the value input from field QLACPRID of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPPRIDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DDPPRIDR contains the value of the last occurrence of DDPPRIDR in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

DDPPRRC - DDF Prepare Requests Received from the Coordinator

DDPPRRC contains the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPPRRC contains the value input from field QLACPRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPPRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPPRRC contains the sum of all values of DDPPRRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPPRSE - DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the Participant

DDPPRSE contains the number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPPRSE contains the value input from field QLACPRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPPRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPPRSE contains the sum of all values of DDPPRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDPRBND - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

DDPRBND contains the number of static SQL statements that were bound for remote access (private DB2 connections
only). This value is maintained at the requester location.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DDPRBND contains the value input from field QLACRBND of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPRBND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPRBND contains the sum of all values of DDPRBND processed in the level of summarization.

DDPRBTR - DDF Number of Rollback Operations

DDPRBTR contains the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPRBTR contains the value input from field QLACRBTR of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPRBTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPRBTR contains the sum of all values of DDPRBTR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPROWR - DDF Rows Recvd From Remote

DDPROWR contains the number of rows of data retrieved from a remote machine.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPROWR contains the value input from field QLACROWR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPROWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPROWR contains the sum of all values of DDPROWR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPROWS - DDF Rows Sent To Remote

DDPROWS contains the number of rows of data sent to a remote machine.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPROWS contains the value input from field QLACROWS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPROWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPROWS contains the sum of all values of DDPROWS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPRRRC - DDF Forget Responses Received from the Participant

DDPRRRC contains the number of forget responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPRRRC contains the value input from field QLACRRRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPRRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPRRRC contains the sum of all values of DDPRRRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDPRRSE - DDF Forget Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDPRRSE contains the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPRRSE contains the value input from field QLACRRSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:
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DDPRRSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPRRSE contains the sum of all values of DDPRRSE processed in the level of summarization.

DDPRUQL - DDF Roll Up Flag

DDPRUQL is a roll-up indicator for DDF/RRSAF transactions.

DDPRUQL is available with DB2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

             DDPSRQL - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPRUQL is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG3 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DDPRUQL ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DDPRUQL contains the last value of DDPRUQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDPRUQL value of one (1) signals that this is a roll-up Distributed Data Facility (DDF) or Resource Recovery Services
Attachment Facility (RRSAF) transaction. DDPRLNU will contain the total number of DDF/RRSAF transactions or threads
that contributed to roll data into this aggregated transaction.

A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when a parent task
deallocates from an originating DB2, or when an accumulating child task deallocates from an assisting DB2.

DDPSDAC - DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol

DDPSDAC is the number of private DB2 protocol used to communicate with remote servers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDPADAC - DDF DRDA Connection Protocol

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPSDAC is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG1 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. This field is not available at DB2 10.1 and
above.
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Range of Value:

DDPSDAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPSDAC contains the sum of all values of DDPSDAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DDPSQLR - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

DDPSQLR contains the number of SQL statements received from a remote machine.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPSQLR contains the value input from field QLACSQLR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

The value of DDPSQLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPSQLR contains the sum of all values of DDPSQLR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPSQLS - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

DDPSQLS contains the number of SQL statements sent to remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPSQLS contains the value input from field QLACSQLS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3).

Range of Value:

DDPSQLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DDPSQLS contains the sum of all values of DDPSQLS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPSRQL - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

DDPSRQL is a summary roll-up indicator for DDF/RRSAF transactions.

DDPSRQL is available with DB2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DDUFLGS - DDF Type of Protocol

             DDURUQL - DDF Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPSRQL is set to 1 if the bit flag QLACFLG4 of field QLACFLGS in the transaction or
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DDPSRQL ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DDPSRQL contains the last value of DDPSRQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DDPSRQL value of one (1) signals that this is a roll-up Distributed Data Facility (DDF) or Resource Recovery Services
Attachment Facility (RRSAF) transaction and DDPRLNU will contain the total number of DDF/RRSAF transactions or
threads that roll data into this aggregated transaction accordingly. A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter
metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks DB2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when parent task
deallocates from an originating DB2, or when an accumulating child task deallocates from an assisting DB2.

DDPTRNR - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

DDPTRNR contains the number of create database access thread (DBAT) requests received from remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DDPTRNR is set to the value of field QLACTRNR of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3). This field is not available at DB2 10.1
and above.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPTRNR's value is always 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPTRNR contains the sum of all values of DDPTRNR processed in the level of summarization.

DDPTRNS - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

DDPTRNS contains the number of create database access thread (DBAT) requests sent to remote machines.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

DDPTRNS is set to the value of field QLACTRNS of the Type 101 record (IFCID 3). This field is not available at DB2 10.1
and above.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, DDPTRNS's value may be 0, indicating that the user is either new or reusing an existing
database access thread. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPTRNS contains the sum of all values of DDPTRNS processed in the level of summarization.

DDPVNRC - DDF Backout Responses Received from the Participant

DDPVNRC contains the number of backout responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPVNRC contains the value input from field QLACVNRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPVNRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPVNRC contains the sum of all values of DDPVNRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPVNSE - DDF Backout Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDPVNSE contains the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPVNSE contains the value input from field QLACVNSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPVNSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPVNSE contains the sum of all values of DDPVNSE processed in the level of summarization.
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DDPVYRC - DDF Request Commit Responses Received

DDPVYRC contains the number of request commit responses received from the participant.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPVYRC contains the value input from field QLACVYRC of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPVYRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to
missing at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPVYRC contains the sum of all values of DDPVYRC processed in the level of summarization.

DDPVYSE - DDF Request Commit Responses Sent to the Coordinator

DDPVYSE contains the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DDPVYSE contains the value input from field QLACVYSE of the Type 101 record (subtype 0, IFCID 3). This field is not
available at DB2 10.1 and above.

Range of Value:

DDPVYSE ranges from a minimum of zero a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. This field is set to missing
at DB2 10.1 and above.

Summarization Process:

DDPVYSE contains the sum of all values of DDPVYSE processed in the level of summarization.

Db2 Package/DBRM Activity File (Db2DPP)
Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) File provides resource consumption and activity information for packages and
data base request modules.

Use this file to account for Db2 activity by package or DBRM.

The source for this file is populated with data from the SMF type 101 record.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Aug 10, 2017

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....   DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  X.....   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  X.....   DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  X.....E  DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

  X.....E  DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

  X.....E  DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

  X.....   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  X.....   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....   DB2NETID - Network ID

  X.....   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  X.....E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  X.....E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  XDWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  X.....   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  XDWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  X.....   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  X.....E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  X.....E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....   DPPELRTM - Elapsed Time for Most Recent Execution

  X.....E  DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags

  XDWMY.E  DPPROLL  - Package Roll Up Flag

  XDWMY.E  DPPRUSM  - Package Summary Roll Up Flag

  X.....   DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DPPAACC  - No. Wt Trce Events for IDAA Requests

  XDWMY.E  DPPAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DPPALWTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Suspension

  XDWMY.   DPPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material
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  XDWMY.E  DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

  XDWMY.   DPPCLS7  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data

  XDWMY.E  DPPCLS8  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data

  X.....E  DPPCRNT  - Most Current Package Executed

  XDWMY.E  DPPDBRM  - Number of DBRMs

  XDWMY.E  DPPELPTM - Elapsed Time All Executions

  XDWMY.E  DPPINCP  - No. Packages w/Incompatible Functions

  XDWMY.E  DPPINSP  - Packages Loaded by Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DPPNIUDF - Non-Inline User Defined Function

  XDWMY.E  DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs

  XDWMY.E  DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DPPPACK  - Number of Packages

  XDWMY.E  DPPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  XDWMY.E  DPPPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

  XDWMY.E  DPPPQSCT - No. Parallel Qry Susp Wt Prnt/Chld Syn

  XDWMY.E  DPPPQSWT - Parallel Qry Prnt/Chld Sync Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPRLNU  - No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section

  XDWMY.E  DPPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  XDWMY.E  DPPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  XDWMY.E  DPPRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  XDWMY.E  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  XDWMY.E  DPPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  XDWMY.E  DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DPPSUAC  - No. Successful Authorization Checks

  XDWMY.   DPPSWTCH - Number of Package Switches

  XDWMY.E  DPPTCBTM - Total TCB Time All Executions

  XDWMY.E  DPPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

  XDWMY.E  DPPUDFN  - Number of User Defined Functions

  XDWMY.   DPPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  XDWMY.E  DPPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPWLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPWTEPL - Wait Trace Events - Waits on Latches

  XDWMY.E  DPPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DPPZTCBT - Total TCB Time All Executions on zIIP

DPPAACC - No. Wt Trce Events for IDAA Requests

DPPAACC contains the wait trace events processed for requests sent to an IDAA for execution from this package.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

Element Derivation:

DPPAACC contains the value input from field QPACAACC of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:
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DPPAACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAACC contains the sum of all values of DPPAACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAACW - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

DPPAACW contains the total wait time for request sent to an IDAA from this package.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPAACC  - No. Wt Trce Events for IDAA Requests

Element Derivation:

DPPAACC contains the value input from field QPACAACW of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPAACW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAACW contains the sum of all values of DPPAACW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAAFG - Activity Flag

DPPAAFG contains the flag that indicates whether this is an external procedure, a user-defined function, a trigger, or a
native SQL procedure.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPAAFG is not available.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 2.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPAANM  - Name of Activity
             DPPASCH  - Nested Activity Schema Name

Element Derivation:

DPPAAFG contains the value input from field QPACAAFG of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPAAFG is set to blank or hex-zeros
(hexadecimal value of zeros).

Range of Value:

DPPAAFG can contain one of the following values: ' ' ACCUMACC Roll-Up '00'x ACCUMACC Roll-Up '01' EXTERNAL
PROCEDURE '02' USER-DEFINED FUNCTION '03' TRIGGER '04' NATIVE SQL PROCEDURE

Summarization Process:
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DPPAAFG contains the last value of DPPAAFG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAANM - Name of Activity

DPPAANM contains the name of Trigger, Stored Procedure, or User-Defined Function, or Trigger executes.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPAANM is not available.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 18.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPASCH  - Nested Activity Schema Name

Element Derivation:

DPPAANM contains the value input from field QPACAANM of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPAANM
is set to blank.

Range of Value:

DPPAANM can contain any combination of 1 to 18 characters.

Summarization Process:

DPPAANM contains the last value of DPPAANM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPACHG - Change Request Count

DPPACHG contains the number of Intersystem Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) change requests for the Db2 package or
Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

Element Derivation:

DPPACHG contains the value input from field QTXACHG from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPACHG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSUACHG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSUACHG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPACHG is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

DPPACHUS contains the largest amount of CPU time used to execute a dynamic SQL statement for the Db2 package or
Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count

Element Derivation:

DPPACHUS contains the value input from field QTXACHUS from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPACHUS contains the maximum value of DPPACHUS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPACHUS is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

DPPACLMT contains the CPU time limit allowed for dynamic SQL statement execution for the Db2 package or Data Base
Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count
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             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

Element Derivation:

DPPACLMT contains the value input from field QTXACLMT from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPACLMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPACLMT contains the last value of DPPACLMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPACLMT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

DPPAIRLM contains the number of other Intersystem Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) requests from the Db2 package or
Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM). This data element
value includes request types not covered by the specific request count metrics listed in the SEE ALSO section below.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

Element Derivation:

DPPAIRLM contains the value input from field QTXAIRLM from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAIRLM contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPAIRLM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPAIRLM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPALGTM - Accum Wait Archive Log

DPPALGTM contains the amount of time an individual thread was suspended because an archive log mode (QUIESCE)
command was processed while executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DPPARLCT - Archive Log Suspensions

Element Derivation:

DPPALGTM contains the value input from field QPACALOG of the SMF type 101, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPALGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPALGTM contains the sum of all values of DPPALGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of DPPALGTM reflects the amount of time that an individual thread was suspended because of the command,
not the time it took for the entire command to complete.

DPPALLTM - Accum Lock/Latch Time

DPPALLTM contains the lock and latch wait time accumulated for lock and latch suspensions that occurred while
executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPAWPTM - Accum Wt Time, Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

DPPALLTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTL of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPALLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPALLTM contains the sum of all values of DPPALLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count

DPPALOCK contains the number of Intersystem Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) lock requests from the Db2 package or
Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
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Element Derivation:

DPPALOCK contains the value input from field QTXALOCK from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPALOCK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPALOCK contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPALOCK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPALOCK is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPALWTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Suspension

DPPALWTM contains the latch elapsed wait time accumulated due to latch suspension while executing this package.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWTEPL - Wait Trace Events - Waits on Latches

Element Derivation:

DPPALWTM contains the value input from field QPACAWLH of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPALWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPALWTM contains the sum of all values of DPPALWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

DPPAPREC indicates which resource limitation option was active for the Db2 package or Database Request Module
(DBRM). Refer to the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for an explanation of the data element values. DPPAPREC is only
valid in the DETAIL timespan Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count
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Element Derivation:

DPPAPREC contains the value input from field QTXAPREC in the DSNDQTXA section of the SMF type 101 subtype 1
record (IFCID 239). The integer value indicates the following:

     1 = Limit from specific Authorization ID and Plan Name
     2 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY Plan
     3 = Limit from specific Plan Name for ANY Authorization ID
     4 = Limit from Blank Authorization ID and Plan Name
     5 = Limit from Install -- No Entry
     6 = Limit from Install -- I/O Error
     7 = No Limit -- User has SYSADM/SYSOPR Authority
     8 = Limit from specific Authorization ID, Collection and
         Package
     9 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY
         Package
    10 = Limit from specific Authorization ID running ANY
         Collection
    11 = Limit from Authorization ID running ANY Package and
         Collection
    12 = Limit from specific Package and Collection for any
         Authorization ID
    13 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Package
    14 = Limit from any Authorization and ANY Collection
    15 = Limit from any Authorization, Package, and Collection
         (controlled by Package)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15.

Summarization Process:

DPPAPREC contains the value of the last occurrence of DPPAPREC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is only available for Db2 requests where Db2 Accounting Trace Class 10 is active, and if the MICS
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the PKG10 keyword.

DPPAQRY - Query Request Count

DPPAQRY contains the number of Intersystem Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) query requests from the Db2 package or
Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
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Element Derivation:

DPPAQRY contains the value input from field QTXAQRY from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPAQRY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAQRY contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPAQRY that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPAQRY is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPARLCT - Archive Log Suspensions

DPPARLCT contains the number of suspensions that occurred while executing this package or database request module
because an archive log mode (QUIESCE) command was processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPALGTM - Accum Wait Archive Log

Element Derivation:

DPPARLCT contains the value input from field QPACALCT of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPARLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPARLCT contains the sum of all values of DPPARLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

DPPARLID indicates the resource limit specification table in effect for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module
(DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 2

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count
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Element Derivation:

DPPARLID contains the value input from field QTXARLID from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to two alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

DPPARLID contains the value of the last occurrence of DPPARLID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 Resource Limit facility allows a limit to be set for the amount of CPU time permitted for the execution of
dynamic SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT SQL statements. The limits are defined in one or more resource limit
specification tables. One resource limit specification table is used for each invocation of the resource limit facility and is
identified on the -START RLIMIT command.

Data element DPPARLID is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPASCH - Nested Activity Schema Name

DPPASCH contains the schema name under a Store Procedure, User-Defined Function, or Trigger executes.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPASCH is not available.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPAANM  - Name of Activity

Element Derivation:

DPPASCH contains the value input from field QPACASCH of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPASCH
is set to blank.

Range of Value:

DPPASCH can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

DPPASCH contains the last value of DPPASCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

DPPASLAT contains the count of suspends that occurred due to a latch conflict for the Db2 package or Data Base
Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPASLOC - Suspend Count - Lock Conflict
             DPPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict
             DPPSUSP  - Suspend Count - Total

Element Derivation:

DPPASLAT contains the value input from field QTXASLAT from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPASLAT contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPASLAT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPASLAT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

DPPASLMT contains the number of CPU service units allowed for dynamic SQL statement execution for the Db2 package
or Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count

Element Derivation:

DPPASLMT contains the value input from field QTXASLMT from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPASLMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPASLMT contains the last value of DPPASLMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic SQL service unit time limit is the number of CPU service units that may be consumed by a single dynamic
SQL statement. A null value implies no limit. A value of zero implies that no dynamic SQL statements are permitted.

Data element DPPASLMT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DPPASLOC - Suspend Count - Lock Conflict

DPPASLOC contains the number of suspends due to lock conflicts for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module
(DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict
             DPPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict
             DPPSUSP  - Suspend Count - Total

Element Derivation:

DPPASLOC contains the value input from field QTXASLOC from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPASLOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPASLOC contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPASLOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPASLOC is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

DPPASOTH contains the count of suspends that occurred due to a latch conflict for the Db2 package or Data Base
Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict
             DPPASLOC - Suspend Count - Lock Conflict
             DPPSUSP  - Suspend Count - Total

Element Derivation:

DPPASOTH contains the value input from field QTXASOTH from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPASOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPASOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPASOTH is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

DPPAUNLK contains the number of Intersystem Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) unlock requests from the Db2 package
or Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHG  - Change Request Count
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count

Element Derivation:

DPPAUNLK contains the value input from field QTXAUNLK from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPAUNLK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAUNLK contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPAUNLK that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPAUNLK is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPAWATM - Accum Wt Time - Log Reads

DPPAWATM contains the accumulated time spent waiting for a log to be read while executing this package or database
request module.

For Db2 9.1 and above, DPPAWATM includes archive reads, active reads, and archive-log prefetch reads; while, for
earlier versions, it includes archive reads only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATRA - Wt Trace for Log Reads

Element Derivation:

DPPAWATM contains the value input from field QPACAWAR in the package/DBRM accounting data section of the SMF
type 101 record.

Range of Value:

DPPAWATM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWATM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

DPPAWBTM contains the accumulated time spent waiting for TCP/IP LOB materialization, while executing this package or
database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

DPPAWBTM contains the value input from field QPACALBW in the package/DBRM accounting data section of the SMF
type 101 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DPPAWBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWBTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWCTM - Accum Wt Time - Drain Wait

DPPAWCTM contains the time accumulated for a drain that waits for claims to be released while executing this package
or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DPPAWCTM contains the value input from field QPACAWCL of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWCTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWDTM - Accum Wait Time - Drain Lock

DPPAWDTM contains the accumulated wait time for a drain lock that occurred while executing this package or database
request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DPPWATRD - Wait Trace Events, Drain Lock

Element Derivation:

DPPAWDTM contains the value input from field QPACAWDR of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWDTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWETM - Accum Wait Sync Exec Unit Switch

DPPAWETM contains the wait time resulting from the synchronous execution unit switching to Db2 services from this
thread while executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DPPAWETM contains the value input from field QPACAWTE of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWETM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 service waits included in this element are:

• data set open and close
• data set define
• data set extend
• data set delete
• data set HSM recall
• update of SYSLGRNG
• Dataspace Manager services

The elapsed time reported here does not overlap with the other elapsed times reported in the Db2DPP file.

DPPAWGTM - Accum Wait Time - Sending Messages

DPPAWGTM contains the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members
in the Data Sharing Group.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATRG - Wait Trace Events - Sending Messages

Element Derivation:

DPPAWGTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTG of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded. This field was introduced with Db2 4.1.

Range of Value:

DPPAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWGTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors are changed to DDL. This value is
calculated only if accounting Class 8 is active and Db2 is a member of a Db2 Data Sharing Group.

DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

DPPAWITM contains the I/O elapsed wait time accumulated for I/O done under this thread while executing this package or
database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATTR - Wait Trace Events Processed

Element Derivation:

DPPAWITM contains the value input from field QPACAWTI of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWITM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWJTM - Accum Wait Time - Global Lock Content

DPPAWJTM contains the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for an IRLM lock request due to global
lock contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATRJ - Wait Trace Events - Global Lock Content
             DPPALLTM - Accum Lock/Latch Time

Element Derivation:
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DPPAWJTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTJ of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section, when Class 8 is being recorded. This field was introduced with Db2 4.1.

Range of Value:

DPPAWJTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWJTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWJTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DPPALLTM gives wait time caused by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve. This
value is calculated only if accounting Class 8 is active AND Db2 is a member of a Db2 Data Sharing Group.

DPPAWPTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

DPPAWPTM contains the wait time accumulated due to page latch contention while executing this package or database
request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPWATRP - Wt Trace for Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

DPPAWPTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTP of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum the is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWPTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWRTM - Accum Wait Read Other Time

DPPAWRTM contains the accumulated wait time for read I/O that was done under a thread other than this one while
executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

Element Derivation:

DPPAWRTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTR of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DPPAWRTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPAWWTM - Accum Wait Write Other Time

DPPAWWTM contains the accumulated wait time for write I/O that was done under a thread other than this one while
executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

Element Derivation:

DPPAWWTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTW of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section.

Range of Value:

DPPAWWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPAWWTM contains the sum of all values of DPPAWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPBEGSC - Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock

DPPBEGSC is the beginning store clock value for the package or database request module.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPBEGSC is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPENDSC - Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock

Element Derivation:

DPPBEGSC contains the value input from field QPACSCB of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPBEGSC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPBEGSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPBEGSC contains last value of DPPBEGSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPBGTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Entry to Db2

DPPBGTCB is the TCB time when the most recent execution of this package or DBRM entered Db2.

DPPBGTCB does not include CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPBGTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPENTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Exit from DB2
             DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

Element Derivation:

DPPBGTCB contains the value input from field QPACBJST of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPBGTCB is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPBGTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPBGTCB contains the last value of DPPBGTCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPCALL - SQL CALL Statement Count

DPPCALL contains the number of SQL CALL statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPCALL contains the value input from field QPCALL from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPCALL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DPPCALL contains the sum of all values of DPPCALL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPCALL is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPCIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

fffCIMW contains the number of immediate (synchronous) write I/O's for buffer pools.

Db2CIMW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCIMW element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffCIMW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPCIMW
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUCIMW
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPCIMW

The meaning of fffCIMW in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPCIMW and
DBUCIMW, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous write I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPCIMW contains the number of
synchronous write I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffCIMW contains the value input from field QBACIMW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:
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fffCIMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCIMW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCIMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPCIMW is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count

DPPCLOSE contains the number of CLOSE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPCLOSE contains the value input from field QPCLOSE from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPCLOSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPCLOSE contains the sum of all values of DPPCLOSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPCLOSE is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPCLS7 - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data

DPPCLS7 contains the number of packages or database request modules for which accounting class 7 data was
available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DPPCLS8 - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data
             DPPFLGS - Program Type Execution Flags

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPCLS7 is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACCLS7 of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPCLS7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPCLS7 contains the sum of all values of DPPCLS7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 7 must be active in order to gather package or DBRM Db2 accounting information. The optional
accounting class 8 can be activated to provide additional information about the amount of time an agent was suspended in
Db2 for each executed package or DBRM.

DPPCLS8 - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data

DPPCLS8 contains the number of packages or database request modules for which accounting class 8 data was
available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPCLS7 - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data
             DPPFLGS - Program Type Execution Flags

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPCLS8 is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACCLS8 of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPCLS8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPCLS8 contains the sum of all values of DPPCLS8 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting data for class 7 must be active in order to gather package or DBRM Db2 accounting information. The optional
accounting class 8 can be activated to provide additional information about the amount of time an agent was suspended in
Db2 for each executed package or DBRM.

DPPCL10 - Accounting Trace Class 10 Data

In the DETAIL timespan of the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file, DPPCL10 contains a one (1) if Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 data elements are present for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data
element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM). Otherwise, DPPCL10 is set to 0 (zero).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name

Element Derivation:

DPPCL10 is set to one (1) if the three data segments associated with Db2 Accounting Trace Class 10 were input during
the raw data processing. Otherwise, DPPCL10 is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

DPPCL10 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPCL10 contains the sum of all values of DPPCL10 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When analyzing package records from the Db2DPP file, DPPCL10 can be used to determine if the observation contains
the metrics collected when Db2 Accounting Trace Class 10 is active.

DPPCRNT - Most Current Package Executed

DPPCRNT indicates that this package was the most current one executed. DPPCRNT is only available in the DETAIL
timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPCRNT is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACCRNT of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPCRNT is only available in the DETAIL timespan and will have a value of either 1 or 0.

Summarization Process:

DPPCRNT contains the sum of all values of DPPCRNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPDBRM - Number of DBRMs

DPPDBRM contains the number of database request modules executed.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPDBRM is not available.

Beginning with Db2 10.1, DPPDBRM offset is no longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags
             DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs
             DPPPACK  - Number of Packages
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPDBRM is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACDBRM of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPDBRM is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPDBRM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPDBRM contains the sum of all values of DPPDBRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When available, DPPDBRM is a subset of the Number of Packages/DBRMs (DPPNPACK) data element.

DPPDEAD - Deadlock Count

DPPDEAD contains the number of deadlocks that occurred for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM). The deadlock count indicates the number of lock
contentions between two or more agents.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DPPTIMO  - Timeout Count

Element Derivation:

DPPDEAD contains the value input from field QTXADEA from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPDEAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPDEAD contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPDEAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDEAD is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPDELET - DELETES Count

DPPDELET contains the number of DELETE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
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             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPDELET contains the value input from field QPDELET from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPDELET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPDELET contains the sum of all values of DPPDELET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDELET is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPDESC - DESCRIBES Count

DPPDESC contains the number of DESCRIBE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPDESC contains the value input from field QPDESC from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPDESC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DPPDESC contains the sum of all values of DPPDESC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDESC is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPDPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

fffDPF contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests. Prefetch requests occur when Db2 determines that data is
being accessed in a sequential manner, which triggers the prefetching of data that Db2 expects will be requested soon.

Db2DPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffDPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPDPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUDPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBDPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPDPF

The meaning of fffDPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPDPF and
DBUDPF, respectfully, contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element
Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region
identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:
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fffCIMW contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTDPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACDPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACDPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffDPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPELPTM - Elapsed Time All Executions

DPPELPTM contains the time spent processing all executions of this package or DBRM.

For threads using query CP parallelism, this data element does not include the elapsed time of the parallel subtasks
originated by the parent task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time
             DPPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPELPTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel tasks and for the parent record of a Db2 parallel query
(Db2PTASK values of 'NONE', 'PARENT', or 'ACUMAC'), DPPELPTM contains the value input from field QPACSCT in
the Package/DBRM Accounting Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.

• For parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DPPELPTM is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

DPPELPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPELPTM contains the sum of all values of DPPELPTM processed in the level of summarization.

DPPELRTM - Elapsed Time for Most Recent Execution

DPPELRTM contains the elapsed time for the most recent execution of this package or database request module.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPELRTM is not available.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPBEGSC - Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock
             DPPENDSC - Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock

Element Derivation:

DPPELRTM is set using the following logic during the read-up of raw records unless the package segment is an
ACCUMACC rollup record:

    IF DPPBEGSC AND DPPENDSC THEN DO ;
      IF DPPBEGSC GT DPPENDSC THEN DPPELRTM = .;
      ELSE DPPELRTM=DPPENDSC-DPPBEGSC;
    END ;
    ELSE DPPELRTM = . ;

For ACCUMACC rollup records, when Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPELRTM is set to a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

DPPELRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPELRTM contains the last value of DPPELRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPENDSC - Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock

DPPENDSC is the ending store clock value for the package or database request module.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPENDSC is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS DATETIME value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPBEGSC - Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock

Element Derivation:

DPPENDSC contains the value input from field QPACSCE of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPENDSC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPENDSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPENDSC contains the last value of DPPENDSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPENTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Exit from Db2

DPPENTCB is the TCB time when the most recent execution of this package or DBRM exited Db2.

DPPENTCB does not include CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPENTCB is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPBGTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Entry to DB2
             DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

Element Derivation:

DPPENTCB contains the value input from field QPACEJST of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPENTCB is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPENTCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPENTCB contains the last value of DPPENTCB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPENTEX - Entry/Exit Events Processed

DPPENTEX contains the number of entry or exit events processed for this package or DBRM during its execution.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPENTEX is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

DPPENTEX contains the value input from field QPACARNA of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPENTEX is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPENTEX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPENTEX contains the sum of all values of DPPENTEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count

DPPFETCH contains the number of FETCH statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPFETCH contains the value input from field QPFETCH from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPFETCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPFETCH contains the sum of all values of DPPFETCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPFETCH is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPFLGS - Program Type Execution Flags

DPPFLGS contains program execution time flags for this package or database request module.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPCLS7  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data
             DPPCLS8  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data
             DPPDBRM  - Number of DBRMs
             DPPINSP  - No. Packages Loaded by Stored Proc.
             DPPPACK  - Number of Packages
             DPPSUAC  - No. Successful Authorization Checks

Element Derivation:

DPPFLGS contains the value input from field QPACFLGS of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.
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Range of Value:

DPPFLGS can contain the following values or combinations thereof, with the restrictions noted in USAGE NOTES below:

    (01) x'0001' - Execution time for a database request module
    (02) x'0002' - Execution time for a package
    (04) x'0004' - Non-zero accounting class 8 data is present
    (08) x'0008' - This package or DBRM is currently executing
                   or it is the most recently executed
    (16) x'0010' - Package loaded by a stored procedure
    (32) x'0020' - Non-zero accounting class 7 data is present
    (64) x'0040' - Successful AUTH check without accessing the
                   DB2 catalog

Summarization Process:

DPPFLGS contains the last value of DPPFLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The data relates to either a DBRM (value x'0001') or a package (x'0002'). Other than that, the values can be added.

For example, DPPFLGS=29 indicates that the data is for a DBRM (DPPFLGS=1) and also

• represents the currently executing or most recently executed (DPPFLGS=8)
• has non-zero accounting class 7 data (DPPFLGS=20)

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', only values x'0004' and x'0020' are possible. For these
records only values of 4, 32, or 36 (4+32) should be seen.

DPPGPGR - GETPAGE Requests

fffGPGR is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 for buffer pools. fffGPGR is incremented by the buffer
manager by one each time the page access function is requested. The counter is not incremented when the page
accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look aside function.

Db2GPGR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffGPGR element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffGPGR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPGPGR
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUGPGR
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPGPGR

The meaning of fffGPGR in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPGPGR and
DBUGPGR, respectfully, contains the number of GETPAGE requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPGPGR contains the number of
GETPAGE requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffGPGR contains the value input from field QBACGET as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffGPGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffGPGR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffGPGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPGPGR is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPINCP - No. Packages w/Incompatible Functions

DPPINCP contains the count of packages that contained an incompatible function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPINCP is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACINCOMPAT of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPINCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPINCP contains the sum of all values of DPPINCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPINSP - Packages Loaded by Stored Procedures

DPPINSP contains the number of packages that were loaded by a stored procedure.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPINSP is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags
             DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs
             DPPPACK  - Number of Packages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPINSP is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACINSP of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPINSP is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPINSP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPINSP contains the sum of all values of DPPINSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When available, DPPINSP is included in the Number of Packages (DPPPACK) as well as in the Number of Packages/
DBRMs (DPPNPACK) data elements.

DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count

DPPINSRT contains the number of INSERT statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPINSRT contains the value input from field QPINSRT from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:
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DPPINSRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPINSRT contains the sum of all values of DPPINSRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPINSRT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPIOC - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

fffIOC is the number of I/Os where the requested pages were found in the DASD subsystem cache. These I/Os could
have potentially been successful if zHyperLink was used to do the I/O.

fffIOC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2IOC is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIOC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIOC, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIOC
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIOC
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIOC
        

The meaning of fffIOC in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPIOC and
DBUIOC, respectfully, contain the number of reads where they were found in the disk cache for the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPIOC contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
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            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
 

Element Derivation:

fffIOC contains the value input from field QBACIOC as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
 

Range of Value:

fffIOC can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIOC contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPIOC is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPLEEM - Lock Escalations to Exclusive Count

DPPLEEM contains the number of lock escalations to exclusive mode for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module
(DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

When the number of locks held by an application approaches the maximum space available for lock lists, multiple page,
or row locks are consolidated to a single table lock. This reduces the number of individual locks held by the application,
but reduces thread concurrency by locking an entire table. Exclusive mode prevents other applications from accessing the
table.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DPPLESM  - Lock Escalations to Shared Count

Element Derivation:

DPPLEEM contains the value input from field QTXALEX from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPLEEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPLEEM contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPLEEM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Data element DPPLEEM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPLESM - Lock Escalations to Shared Count

DPPLESM contains the number of lock escalations to shared mode for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module
(DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

When the number of locks held by an application approaches the maximum space available for lock lists, multiple
page locks, or row locks are consolidated to a single table lock. This reduces the number of individual locks held by the
application, but reduces thread concurrency by locking an entire table. Shared mode allows other applications to access
the table as read-only.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DPPLEEM  - Lock Escalations to Exclusive Count

Element Derivation:

DPPLESM contains the value input from field QTXALES from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPLESM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPLESM contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPLESM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPLESM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPLOCK - LOCK TABLE Count

DPPLOCK contains the number of LOCK TABLE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
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             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPLOCK contains the value input from field QPLOCK from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPLOCK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPLOCK contains the sum of all values of DPPLOCK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPLOCK is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPLPF - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

fffLPF contains the number of List Prefetch requests for buffer pools.

Db2LPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffLPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPLPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBULPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBLPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPLPF

The meaning of fffLPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPLPF and
DBULPF, respectfully, contains the number of List Prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBLPF contains the number of List Prefetch
requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region identified
by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPLPF contains the number of List
Prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
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             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffLPF contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTLPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACLPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACLPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPF contains the sum of all values of fffLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List Prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
Prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages. List Prefetch counts are included in the values for Sequential
Prefetch.

Data element DPPLPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPMXPL - Max Page Locks Held

DPPMXPL contains the maximum number of page locks held by the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DPPDEAD  - Deadlock Count

Element Derivation:

DPPMXPL contains the value input from field QTXANPL from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).
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Range of Value:

DPPMXPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPMXPL contains the maximum value of DPPMXPL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPMXPL is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count

In the DETAIL timespan, a value of one (1) for DPPNFLMT indicates that there was an infinite resource limit for the Db2
package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM). A value of zero indicates that some other resource limit was in effect.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DPPNFLMT indicates the number of packages or DBRMs with an infinite resource
limit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPNFLMT is populated based on the value of field QTXAFLG1 in the SMF type 101 subtype 1
record (IFCID 239).

If bit 0 in field QTXAFLG1 is on (equals one), DPPNFLMT is set to one (1). Otherwise DPPNFLMT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

DPPNFLMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPNFLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPNFLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPNFLMT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPNGT - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGT is the number of times conditional getpage requests from buffer pools could not be satisfied.

Db2NGT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffNGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffNGT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:
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    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPNGT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUNGT
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBNGT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPNGT

The meaning of fffNGT in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPNGT and
DBUNGT, respectfully, contain the number of conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBNGT contains the number of conditional
requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for
the Db2 region identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPNGT contains the number of
conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data
element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffNGT contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTNGT    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACNGT    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACNGT    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffNGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGT that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Data element DPPNGT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPNIUDF - Non-Inline User Defined Function

DPPNIUDF contains the number of non-inline user-defined functions executed for this package.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPNIUDF is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures
             DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures
             DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPNIUDF is set to 1 if QPACAAFG is equal to '05.' Otherwise it is set to 0. For ACCUMACC
roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPNIUDF is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPNIUDF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPNIUDF contains the sum of all values of DPPDBRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs

DPPNPACK contains a count of the package/DBRM sections that were read from the SMF 101, IFCID 239 record. This
value does not necessarily represent the number of times a package was executed. If this was a rollup record, a package
could have executed more than one time. For Db2 10.1+ regions, data element DPPRLNU will contain the number of
package executions regardless of whether this came from a rollup record or not.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPRLNU  - No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section
             DPPROLL  - Package Roll Up Flag
             DPPSWTCH - Number of Package Switches

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPNPACK is incremented by 1 for each package/DBRM section read from type 101, IFCID 239
records.

Range of Value:

DPPNPACK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DPPNPACK contains the sum of all values of DPPNPACK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There can be 10 package/DBRM sections read for each physical type 101 record. When a transaction or thread executes
more than 10 packages, another 101, IFCID 239 record is generated. If a transaction or thread executed 22 packages
there would be 3 type 101, IFCID 239 records generated with 10, 10, 2, package sections each respectively. For this
execution, there would be 22 Db2DPP detail records written each with a DPPNPACK value of one (1).

DPPNSTP - Number of Native SQL Procedures

DPPNSTP is the number of times during the interval that the native structured query language (SQL) procedure is
executed.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPNSTP is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures
             DPPUDFN  - Number of User Defined Functions
             DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPNSTP is set to 1 if DPPAAFG is equal to '04' and otherwise set to 0. For ACCUMACC roll-up
records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPNSTP is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPNSTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPNSTP contains the sum of all values of DPPNSTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DPPNSTP is available in Db2 9.1 and above.

DPPOPEN - OPENS Count

DPPOPEN contains the number of OPEN statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
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             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPOPEN contains the value input from field QPOPEN from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPOPEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPOPEN contains the sum of all values of DPPOPEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPOPEN is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPPACK - Number of Packages

DPPPACK contains the number of packages executed.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPPACK is not available.

Beginning with Db2 10.1, DPPPACK offset is no longer populated; its value is, therefore, set to missing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPDBRM  - Number of DBRMs
             DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags
             DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPPACK is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACPACK of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPPACK is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPPACK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPPACK contains the sum of all values of DPPPACK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When available, DPPPACK is a subset of the Number of Packages/DBRMs (DPPNPACK) data element.

DPPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

DPPPELPT contains the time spent by the parallel child subtasks processing this package or DBRM for threads using
query CP parallelism. DPPPELPT does not include the parent task elapsed time.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPELPTM - Elapsed Time All Executions
             DPPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPPELPT is derived differently, based on the type of task that the accounting record
represents:

• For parallel child subtasks (Db2PTASK values of 'CHILD' or 'ROLLUP'), DPPPELPT contains the value input from field
QPACSCT in the Package/DBRM Accounting Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel tasks and for the parent record of a Db2 parallel query
(Db2PTASK values of 'NONE', 'PARENT', or 'ACUMAC'), DPPPELPT is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

DPPPELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPPELPT contains the sum of all values of DPPPELPT processed in the level of summarization.

DPPPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

The DPPPIPCT contains the count of wait trace events for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DPPPIPCT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2PIPCT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPIPCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPCT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT, and for
DPP, QPAC_PIPWAIT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE

The DPPPIPWT contains the wait time for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DPPPIPWT is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Db2PIPWT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPIPWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPWT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPWT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPE_WAIT, and for DPP,
QPAC_PIPE_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPPQSCT - No. Parallel Qry Susp Wt Prnt/Chld Syn

DPPPQSCT contains the total number of times that a parallel query had to be suspended while waiting for parent and
child tasks to synchronize executing this package.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPPQSWT - Parallel Qry Prnt/Chld Sync Wait Time
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name

Element Derivation:

DPPPQSCT contains the value input from field QPAC_PQS_COUNT of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPPQSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPPQSCT contains the sum of all values of DPPPQSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPPQSWT - Parallel Qry Prnt/Chld Sync Wait Time

DPPPQSWT contains the total wait time for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks while
executing this package.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPPQSCT - No. Parallel Qry Susp Wt Prnt/Chld Syn
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name

Element Derivation:

DPPPQSWT contains the value input from field QPAC_PQS_WAIT of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPPQSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPPQSWT contains the sum of all values of DPPPQSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPPREP - PREPARES Count

DPPPREP contains the number of PREPARE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
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             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPPREP contains the value input from field QPPREP from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPPREP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPPREP contains the sum of all values of DPPPREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPPREP is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPPRFH - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer

fffPRFH is the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for buffer pools.

Db2PRFH is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPRFH element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPRFH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPPRFH
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUPRFH
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DBUPRFH

The meaning of fffPRFH in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPPRFH and
DBUPRFH, respectfully, contains the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPPRFH contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
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             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffPRFH contains the value input from field QBACSEQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffPRFH can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPRFH contains the sum of all occurrences of fffPRFH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPPRFH is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPRLNU - No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section

DPPRLNU contains the number of threads or transactions that roll data into this QPAC data section.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

DPPRLNU contains the value input from field QPACRLNU of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded.

Range of Value:

DPPRLNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPRLNU contains the sum of all values of DPPRLNU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Non-roll-up QPAC data sections will a value of unary one (1). Roll-up QPACs will have a value equal to or greater than
one (1) for this metric.

DPPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

fffRNKCL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for child L-Locks.
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Db2RNKCL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNKCL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNKCL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNKCL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNKCL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNKCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNKCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNKCL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNKCL contains the value input from field QPACARNK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNKCL contain the value input from field QWACARNK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNKCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNKCL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNKCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

fffRNMOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other L-Locks.

Db2RNMOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNMOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNMOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNMOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNMOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNMOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNMOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNMOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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DPPRNMOL contains the value input from field QPACARNM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNMOL contain the value input from field QWACARNM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNMOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNMOL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNMOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPRNNPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

fffRNNPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for pageset or
partition L-Locks.

Db2RNNPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNNPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNNPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNNPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNNPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNNPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNNPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNNPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLPTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait
                        Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNNPL contains the value input from field QPACARNN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNNPL contain the value input from field QWACARNN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNNPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNNPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNNPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPRNOPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

fffRNOPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for page P-Locks.

Db2RNOPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNOPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNOPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNOPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNOPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNOPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNOPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNOPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNOPL contains the value input from field QPACARNO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNOPL contain the value input from field QWACARNO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNOPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNOPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNOPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

fffRNQOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other P-Locks.

Db2RNQOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNQOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNQOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNQOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNQOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNQOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNQOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNQOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DB2WTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNQOL contains the value input from field QPACARNQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNQOL contain the value input from field QWACARNQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNQOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNQOL contains the sum of all values of fffRNQOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPROLL - Package Roll Up Flag

DPPROLL is a roll-up indicator for this package record.

DPPROLL is available with Db2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPRUSM  - Package Summary Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPROLL is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACROLL of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPROLL ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DPPROLL contains the last value of DPPROLL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DPPROLL value of one (1) signals that this is a roll-up Db2 package record and DPPRLNU contains the total number of
transactions or threads that contributed rollup data into this aggregated package record.

A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads Db2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks Db2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when a parent task
deallocates from an originating Db2, or when an accumulating child task deallocates from an assisting Db2.

DPPRUSM - Package Summary Roll Up Flag

DPPRUSM is an summary roll-up indicator for this package record.
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DPPRUSM is available with Db2 10.1 version release and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPROLL  - Package Roll Up Flag

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPRUSM is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACRUSM of field QPACFLGS in the package accounting
data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off.

Range of Value:

DPPRUSM ranges from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum of one (1).

Summarization Process:

DPPRUSM contains the last value of DPPRUSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Activation of this flag indicates that all metrics, for this package record, represent an accumulation of data from one (1) or
more unspecified packages.

A roll-up transaction is written with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user when either of the following is true:

• DDF and RRSAF Threads Db2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics for a given end user, when
the number of occurrences for that end user reaches the ZPARM value for the ACCUMACC argument.

• Query Parallelism Child Tasks Db2 issues a roll-up record, with accumulated counter metrics, when parent task
deallocates from an originating Db2, or when an accumulating child task deallocates from an assisting Db2.

DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count

DPPSELCT contains the number of SELECT statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

Element Derivation:

DPPSELCT contains the value input from field QPSELECT from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:
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DPPSELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSELCT contains the sum of all values of DPPSELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSELCT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPSIO - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH

fffSIO is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.

Db2SIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSIO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSIO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSIO
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSIO
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSIO

The meaning of fffSIO in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSIO and
DBUSIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to the buffer pool identified by data
element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSIO contains the number of dynamic
read I/O's issued to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSIO contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
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     003       101-0         QBACSIO    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACSIO    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffSIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPSPNS - No. Stored Procedures Executed

DPPSPNS contains the number of Stored Procedures executed.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPSPNS is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPAWGTM - Accum Wt Time - Sending Msgs

Element Derivation:

DPPSPNS contains the value input from field QPACSPNS of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC',
DPPSPNS is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPSPNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSPNS contains the sum of all values of DPPSPNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPSPRU - System Page Record Update

fffSPRU is the count of updates to system pages in the buffer pool. Multiple updates to the same page are reflected in the
fffSPRU value. This data element accounts for all system page updates, except for those performed by certain utilities
which use Unit of Work page write.

Db2SPRU is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSPRU element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSPRU, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSPRU
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSPRU
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    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSPRU

The meaning of fffSPRU in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSPRU and
DBUSPRU, respectfully, contain the number of system page updates to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSPRU contains the number of
system page updates to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSPRU contains the value input from field QBACSWS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSPRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPRU contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSPRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a system page is updated, the page will eventually be written to DASD. This value is often greater than the number
of write I/Os, because the same page may be updated several times prior to the actual DASD write of the updated page.

Data element DPPSPRU is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPSQLC - SQL Stmts Issued

DPPSQLC contains the number of SQL statements issued by a package or database request module.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPSQLC is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

DPPSQLC contains the value input from field QPACSQLC of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPSQLC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPSQLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSQLC contains the sum of all values of DPPSQLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPSRIO - Synchronous Read IOs

fffSRIO is the count of synchronous physical buffer pool read requests issued by the Db2 Media Manager.

Asynchronous read requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2
internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools being used. It may also vary
across different Db2 releases.

Db2SRIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSRIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffSRIO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSRIO
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSRIO
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSRIO

The meaning of fffSRIO in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSRIO and
DBUSRIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSRIO contains the number of
synchronous read I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
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             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

fffSRIO contains the value input from field QBACRIO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSRIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSRIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSRIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSRIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPSTPR - Number of External Stored Procedures

DPPSTPR is the number of times during the interval that an external stored procedure is executed in Db2.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPSTPR is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures
             DPPUDFN  - Number of User Defined Functions
             DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPSTPR is set to 1 if DPPAAFG is equal to '01' and otherwise set to 0. For ACCUMACC roll-up
records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPSTPR is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPSTPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSTPR contains the sum of all values of DPPSTPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPSUAC - No. Successful Authorization Checks

DPPSUAC contains the number of times Db2 made a successful authorization check for a package EXECUTE authority,
without accessing the catalog.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPSUAC is not available.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPSUAC is set to 1 if the bit flag QPACPAC of field QPACFLGS in the package/DBRM
accounting data section of the SMF type 101 record is on, or set to 0 if it is off. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPSUAC is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPSUAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSUAC contains the sum of all values of DPPSUAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPSUSP - Suspend Count - Total

DPPSUSP contains the number of suspends due to lock, latch, or other conflicts for the Db2 package or Data Base
Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict
             DPPASLOC - Suspend Count - Lock Conflict
             DPPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

Element Derivation:

DPPSUSP contains the sum of the following three lock suspension counts:

     DPPSUSP = SUM(DPPASLAT DPPASLOC DPPASOTH)

Range of Value:

DPPSUSP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSUSP contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPSUSP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSUSP is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DPPSWTCH - Number of Package Switches

DPPSWTCH contains the number of times this package was switched to from a different package. A switch occurs when
another package has been executing and this package begins execution. Therefore, the initial execution of the first
package in an application counts as a package switch.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPRLNU  - No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section
             DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs

Element Derivation:

DPPSWTCH contains the value input from field QPACSWITCH in the package/DBRM accounting data section of the SMF
type 101 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DPPSWTCH ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPSWTCH contains the sum of all values of DPPSWTCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPSYI - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYI is the number of synchronous DASD reads done using zHyperLink.

fffSYI is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYI is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYI element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSYI, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

        
   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYI
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYI
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYI
 

The meaning of fffSYI in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYI and
DBUSYI, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYI contains the number of
synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element
Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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         SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
        

Element Derivation:

fffSYI contains the value input from field QBACSYI as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
 

Range of Value:

fffSYI can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYI contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYI is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPSYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYITM is the amount of CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with respect to
the CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

fffSYITM is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYITM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYITM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSYITM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYITM
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYITM
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYITM
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The meaning of fffSYITM in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYITM and
DBUSYITM, respectfully, contain the CPU time for the zHyperLink I/O for the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYITM contains the CPU time for
the zHyperLink I/O for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
 

Element Derivation:

fffSYITM contains the value input from field QBACSYIT as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
 

Range of Value:

fffSYITM can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYITM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYITM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYITM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPTCBTM - Total TCB Time All Executions

DPPTCBTM contains the total TCB time for all executions of this package or DBRM.

DPPTCBTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution
             DPPZTCBT - Total TCB Time All Executions on zIIP

Element Derivation:

DPPTCBTM contains the value input from field QPACTJST of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPTCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPTCBTM contains the sum of all values of DPPTCBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

DPPTCRTM contains the TCB time recorded for the most recent execution of this package or database request module.

DPPTCRTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPTCRTM is not available.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPBGTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Entry to DB2
             DPPENTCB - Package/DBRM TCB Time at Exit from DB2

Element Derivation:

DPPTCRTM is set using the following logic during the read-up of raw records unless the package segment is an
ACCUMACC roll-up record:

    IF DPPBGTCB AND DPPENTCB THEN DO ;
      IF DPPBGTCB GT DPPENTCB THEN DPPTCRTM = .;
      ELSE DPPTCRTM=DPPENTCB-DPPBGTCB;
    END ;
    ELSE DPPTCRTM = . ;

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, when Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPTCRTM is set to a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

DPPTCRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPTCRTM contains the last value of DPPTCRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

For threads using query CP parallelism, DPPTELPT contains the total elapsed time spent by all tasks and subtasks
processing this package or DBRM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPELPTM - Elapsed Time All Executions
             DPPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPTELPT is derived using the following algorithm:

DPPTELPT = DPPELPTM + DPPPELPT

Range of Value:

The value of DPPTELPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPTELPT contains the sum of all values of DPPTELPT processed in the level of summarization.

DPPTIMO - Timeout Count

DPPTIMO contains the number of times a request to lock an object was not granted, but instead timed out, for the Db2
package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM) identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count
             DPPALOCK - Lock Request Count
             DPPAQRY  - Query Request Count
             DPPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count
             DPPDEAD  - Deadlock Count

Element Derivation:

DPPTIMO contains the value input from field QTXATIM from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPTIMO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPTIMO contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPTIMO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPTIMO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DPPTREX - Number of Trigger Executions

DPPTREX is the number of times during the interval that a Db2 trigger was executed.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPTREX is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures
             DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures
             DPPUDFN  - Number of User Defined Functions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPTREX is set to 1 if DPPAAFG is equal to '03' and otherwise set to 0. For ACCUMACC roll-up
records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPTREX is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPTREX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPTREX contains the sum of all values of DPPTREX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPUDFN - Number of User Defined Functions

DPPUDFN is the number of times in the interval that a user- defined function is executed in Db2.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPUDFN is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAAFG  - Activity Flag
             DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures
             DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures
             DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPUDFN is set to 1 if DPPAAFG is equal to '02' and otherwise set to 0. For ACCUMACC roll-
up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC', DPPUDFN is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPUDFN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPUDFN contains the sum of all values of DPPUDFN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPUDNU - No. User-Defined Functions Scheduled

DPPUDNU contains the number of scheduled User-Defined Functions.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, DPPUDNU is not available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DPPAWGTM - Accum Wt Time - Sending Msgs

Element Derivation:

DPPUDNU contains the value input from field QPACUDNU of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where Db2PTASK='ACUMAC',
DPPUDNU is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

DPPUDNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPUDNU contains the sum of all values of DPPUDNU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPUPDTE - UPDATES Count

DPPUPDTE contains the number of UPDATE statements for the Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM)
identified by data element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPCALL  - SQL CALL Statement Count
             DPPCLOSE - CLOSES Count
             DPPDELET - DELETES Count
             DPPDESC  - DESCRIBES Count
             DPPFETCH - FETCHES Count
             DPPINSRT - INSERTS Count
             DPPLOCK  - LOCK TABLE Count
             DPPOPEN  - OPENS Count
             DPPPREP  - PREPARES Count
             DPPSELCT - SELECTS Count

Element Derivation:

DPPUPDTE contains the value input from field QPUPDTE from the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 239).

Range of Value:

DPPUPDTE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DPPUPDTE contains the sum of all values of DPPUPDTE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPUPDTE is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPWATRA - Wt Trace for Log Reads

DPPWATRA contains the number of wait trace events processed for log reads while executing this package or database
request module.

For Db2 9.1 and above, DPPWATRA includes archive reads, active reads, and archive-log prefetch reads; while, for
earlier versions, it includes archive reads only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWATM - Accum Wt Time - Log Reads

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRA contains the value input from field QPACANAR in the package/DBRM accounting data section of the SMF
type 101 record.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRA contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

DPPWATRB contains the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization while
this package or database request module was executing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWBTM - Accum Wt Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRB contains the value input from field QPACALBC in the package/DBRM accounting data section of the SMF
type 101 record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRB contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DPPWATRC - Wait Trace Events - Claims

DPPWATRC contains the number of wait trace events processed while waiting for claims to be released while executing
this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRC contains the value input from field QPACARNC of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRC contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRD - Wait Trace Events - Drain Lock

DPPWATRD contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for a drain lock that occurred while executing
this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWDTM - Accum Wt Time, Drain Lock

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRD contains the value input from field QPACARND of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRD contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRG - Wait Trace Events - Sending Messages

DPPWATRG contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending of messages to other members in
the Data Sharing Group.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWGTM - Accum Wait Time - Sending Messages

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRG contains the value input from field QPACARNG of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded. This field was introduced with Db2 4.1.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRG contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRJ - Wait Trace Events - Global Lock Content

DPPWATRJ contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global lock contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWJTM - Accum Wait Time - Global Lock Content

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRJ contains the value input from field QPACARNJ of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section if Accounting Class 8 is being recorded. This field was introduced with Db2 4.1.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRJ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRJ contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRL - Wait Trace Events - Lock/Latch

DPPWATRL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for locks or latches that occurred while
executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPALLTM - Accum Lock/Latch Time

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRL contains the value input from field QPACARNL of the SMF type 101, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:
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DPPWATRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRL contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRP - Wt Trace for Latch Contention

DPPWATRP contains the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention while executing this package
or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWPTM - Accum Wt Time, Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRP contains the value input from field QPACARNH of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRP contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATRR - Wait Trace Events - Read Other

DPPWATRR contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for read I/O that occurred under another thread
while executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWRTM - Accum Wait Read Other Time

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRR contains the value input from field QPACARNR of the SMF type 101, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRR contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DPPWATRW - Wait Trace Events - Write Other

DPPWATRW contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for write I/O that occurred under another
thread while executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWWTM - Accum Wait Write Other Time

Element Derivation:

DPPWATRW contains the value input from field QPACARNW of the SMF type 101, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATRW contains the sum of all values of DPPWATRW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATSE - Wait Trace Events - Sync Exec

DPPWATSE contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
Db2 service tasks while executing this package or database request module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPAWETM - Accum Wait Sync Exec Unit Switch

Element Derivation:

DPPWATSE contains the value input from field QPACARNS of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATSE contains the sum of all values of DPPWATSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWATTR - Wait Trace Events Processed

DPPWATTR contains the wait trace events processed for I/O waits under this thread while executing this package or
DBRM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

Element Derivation:

DPPWATTR contains the value input from field QPACARNE of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWATTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWATTR contains the sum of all values of DPPWATTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

DPPWLCTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for child L-locks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLCTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1) record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPWLCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWLCTM contains the sum of all values of DPPWLCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

DPPWLGTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for page P-locks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLGTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1) record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPWLGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DPPWLGTM contains the sum of all values of DPPWLGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

DPPWLLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other L-locks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLLTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1) record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPWLLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWLLTM contains the sum of all values of DPPWLLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

DPPWLPTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for pageset or partition P-locks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLPTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1) record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPWLPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWLPTM contains the sum of all values of DPPWLPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWTEPL - Wait Trace Events - Waits on Latches

DPPWTEPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits on latches while executing this package.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DPPALWTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Suspension

Element Derivation:

DPPWTEPL contains the value input from field QPACANLH of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting data
section.

Range of Value:

DPPWTEPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWTEPL contains the sum of all values of DPPWTEPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

DPPWTOTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other P-locks.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWTOTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1) record, package/DBRM
accounting data section.

Range of Value:

DPPWTOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPWTOTM contains the sum of all values of DPPWTOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DPPZRLMT - Zero Resource Limit Count

In the DETAIL timespan, a value of one (1) for DPPZRLMT indicates that there was no run or zero resource limit for the
Db2 package or Data Base Request Module (DBRM). A value of zero indicates that some other resource limit was in
effect.

At the DAYS and higher timespans, DPPZRLMT indicates the number of packages or DBRMs with an infinite resource
limit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DPPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used
             DPPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds
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             DPPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined
             DPPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID
             DPPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME
             DPPNFLMT - Infinite Resource Limit Count

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DPPZRLMT is populated based on the value of field QTXAFLG1 in the SMF type 101 subtype 1
record (IFCID 239).

If bit 1 in field QTXAFLG1 is on (equals one), DPPZRLMT is set to one (1). Otherwise DPPZRLMT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

DPPZRLMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPZRLMT contains the sum of all occurrences of DPPZRLMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPZRLMT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DPPZTCBT - Total TCB Time All Executions on zIIP

DPPZTCBT is the total CPU time for all executions a package or DBRM consumed on IBM zIIP processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPTCBTM - Total TCB Time All Executions

Element Derivation:

DPPZTCBT contains the value input from field QPACCLS7_ZIIP of the SMF type 101 record, package/DBRM accounting
data section.

Range of Value:

DPPZTCBT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DPPZTCBT contains the sum of all values of DPPZTCBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2 Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDSB)
The Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) File quantifies Db2 database buffer management data.

Use this file to track database activity and SQL statement utilization.

This source is populated with data from the SMF Db2 record type 100 subtype 1.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PID    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  YEAR4    - Year

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBABBP  - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSBACZ   - CF Writes Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBAGET  - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASGE  - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASSE  - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASYN  - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBAWZ   - CF Writes Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBAXZ   - RPL Request Done by Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBAYZ   - GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page

  XDWMY.E  DSBBPSO  - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened

  XDWMY.E  DSBCCZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBCIO   - Castout I/O Operations

  XDWMY.E  DSBCKZ   - GBP Checkpoints Triggered

  XDWMY.E  DSBCMZ   - Read for Castout Multiple Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBCRZ   - Read for Castout Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBCSZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBCTZ   - Castout Class Threshold Detected

  XDWMY.E  DSBDBPR  - Physical Data Base Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDBPU  - Data Base Page Updates

  XDWMY.E  DSBDGZ   - Unregistered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDIO   - Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBDMCT  - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached

  XDWMY.E  DSBDNZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.

  XDWMY.E  DSBDPP   - No. Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref.

  XDWMY.E  DSBDWRT  - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold

  XDWMY.E  DSBDWV   - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh

  XDWMY.E  DSBEXZ   - Explicit XIs

  XDWMY.E  DSBGGZ   - GETPAGEs for GBP-Dependent Pagesets

  XDWMY.E  DSBGTZ   - Group BP Castout Threshold Detected

  XDWMY.E  DSBHST   - No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT

  XDWMY.E  DSBHSZ   - Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSBIMWS  - Count of Immediate Writes System Pages
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  XDWMY.E  DSBJIS   - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied

  XDWMY.E  DSBLIO   - Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPF   - List Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPL   - No. LPL Inserts

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPP   - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBMAX   - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

  XDWMY.E  DSBMDZ   - CF Reads Data Returned

  XDWMY.E  DSBMMRR  - Media Manager Read Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBMRZ   - CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

  XDWMY.E  DSBNGT   - No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSBNREC  - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Records

  XDWMY.E  DSBNSG   - No. Seq GETPAGE Failures

  XDWMY.E  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBOSZ   - Other CF Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBPCO   - Pages Written for Castout I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSBPL1   - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSBPL2   - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSBPQF   - Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSBPQO   - Total No. Parallel Queries

  XDWMY.E  DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBRCZ   - Pages Castout to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSBRDZ   - IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBREEP  - Prefetch Request Disabled No Read

  XDWMY.E  DSBRFXS  - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBRGZ   - Registered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBRHS   - No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSBSGT   - GETPAGE Req. by Seq. Access Req.

  XDWMY.E  DSBSIO   - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPDF  - Prefetch Request Disabled No Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPPF  - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPWR  - System Pages Written to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSBSQPF  - Count Sequential Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBSSEF  - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

  XDWMY.E  DSBSWZ   - CF Writes For Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS1Z   - Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS2Z   - Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS3Z   - Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBTMIG  - No. Migrated Datasets Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSBTPF0  - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

  XDWMY.E  DSBTPIO  - No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSBTRTO  - No. Recall Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  DSBUNZ   - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBU1Z   - Page P-lock Unlock Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBVPA   - Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

  XDWMY.E  DSBVPL   - No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL

  XDWMY.E  DSBWAZ   - Pages in Write Around

  XDWMY.E  DSBWBVQ  - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBWCZ   - CF Writes For Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBWDRP  - Pages Destruct Read Req
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  XDWMY.E  DSBWFD   - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFF   - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFM   - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFR   - Req Query WK File Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFT   - Work Files Req Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFXS  - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFZ   - CF Write Requests No Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBWMZ   - Write and Register Multiple Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBWPZ   - Pages Written via WARM

  XDWMY.E  DSBWREE  - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable

  XDWMY.E  DSBWRMM  - Write I/Os By Media Manager

  XDWMY.E  DSBWSZ   - Write and Register Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBXDZ   - CF Reads Buffer XI

  XDWMY.E  DSBXFL   - Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

  XDWMY.E  DSBXIS   - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams

  XDWMY.E  DSBXRZ   - CF Reads Entry Created

  XDWMY.E  DSB2DZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2FZ   - Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg

  XDWMY.E  DSB2HZ   - Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2NZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2RZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2SZ   - Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended

 Minimum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWMY.   DSBMRPR  - Media Read Req Per Phys Req

  XDWMY.   DSBPWPU  - Page Write Per Page Update

  XDWMY.   DSBRFRI  - Read Frames Per Read Req

DSBABBP - Active Buffers in Buffer Pool

DSBABBP is the number of active buffers in buffer pool. This measurement is taken at the time of the request to transfer
the buffer pool manager statistical data to the SMF record being produced.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBABBP is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTCBA.

Range of Value:

DSBABBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSBABBP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBABBP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBABBP can be divided by INTERVALS to derive the average number of buffers that were active for each buffer pool.

DSBACZ - CF Writes Clean Pages

DSBACZ contains the number of clean pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBWCZ - CF Writes For Clean Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBACZ contains the value input from field QBGLAC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBACZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBACZ contains the sum of all values of DSBACZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBAGET - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow

DSBAGET contains the number of non-sequential getpage requests that used overflow buffers. DSBAGET is available at
Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  DSBASGE  - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBASYN  - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow
            DSBASSE  - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

Element Derivation:

DSBAGET contains the value input from field QBSTAGET of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBAGET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBAGET contains the sum of all values of DSBAGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.
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DSBASGE - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow

DSBASGE contains the number of sequential getpage requests that used overflow buffers. DSBASGE is available at Db2
version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  DSBAGET  - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBASYN  - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow
            DSBASSE  - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

Element Derivation:

DSBASGE contains the value input from field QBSTASGE of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBASGE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBASGE contains the sum of all values of DSBASGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSBASSE - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

DSBASSE contains the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests that used overflow
buffers. DSBASSE is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  DSBASGE  - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBAGET  - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBASYN  - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow 

Element Derivation:

DSBASSE contains the value input from field QBSTASSE of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBASSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBASSE contains the sum of all values of DSBASSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSBASYN - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow

DSBASYN contains the number of synchronous read I/O operations for non-sequential getpage requests that used
overflow buffers. DSBASYN is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  DSBASGE  - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBAGET  - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow
            DSBASSE  - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

Element Derivation:

DSBASYN contains the value input from field QBSTASYN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBASYN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBASYN contains the sum of all values of DSBASYN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBASZ - IXLAXISN Suspends Waiting XI Complete

DSBASZ contains the number of suspensions of the IXLAXISN (coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service)
service that occurred during waits for asynchronous cross-invalidation operations to complete for this bufferpool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSBWXZ   - IXLCACHE Reqs with Asynch XI
                    DSBSUZ   - IXLAXISN Synch-up Calls
      

Element Derivation:

DSBASZ contains the value input from field QBGLAS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL).

Range of Value:

DSBASZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBASZ contains the sum of all values of DSBASZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBAWZ - CF Writes Changed Pages

DSBAWZ contains the number of changed pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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Element Derivation:

DSBAWZ contains the value input from field QBGLAW of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBAWZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBAWZ contains the sum of all values of DSDSAW processed in the level of summarization.

DSBAXZ - RPL Request Done by Prefetch

DSBAXZ contains the number of requests to Register-Page-List in the Coupling Facility for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBAXZ contains the value input from field QBGLAX of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBAXZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBAXZ contains the sum of all values of DSBAXZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBAYZ - GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page

DSBAYZ contains the number of pages retrieved from the group buffer pool as a result of feedback from the request to
register a page list for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBAXZ   - RPL Request Done by Prefetch

Element Derivation:

DSBAYZ contains the value input from field QBGLAY of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBAYZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBAYZ contains the sum of all values of DSBAYZ processed in the level of summarization.
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DSBBPSO - Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened

DSBBPSO is the number of buffer pool data sets that were opened by the Db2 system for each buffer pool. Db2 maintains
a counter that is incremented each time a data set assigned to a buffer pool is successfully opened.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBBPSO is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTDSO.

Range of Value:

DSBBPSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBBPSO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBBPSO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBCCZ - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req

DSBCCZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to READ-CASTOUT-CLASS for this buffer pool ID.

Db2 uses this number to determine which pages that belong to a given page set or partition are cached as "changed" in
the group buffer pool and need to be cast out.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCSZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req
             DSBUNZ   - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSBCCZ contains the value input from field QBGLCC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBCCZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCCZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCCZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBCIO - Castout I/O Operations

DSBCIO is the number of castout I/O operations in the Db2 system during an interval for the buffer pool identified by data
element Db2PID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSCIO  - Total Castout I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

DSBCIO contains the value input from field QBSTCIO in the buffer manager data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:

DSBCIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBCIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBCKZ - GBP Checkpoints Triggered

DSBCKZ contains the number of group buffer pool checkpoints triggered for this buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBRBZ   - GBP Rebuilds

Element Derivation:

DSBCKZ contains the value input from field QBGLCK of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBCKZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCKZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCKZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBCMZ - Read for Castout Multiple Requests

DSBCMZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to read multiple pages, from a group buffer pool, for castout
processing with a single Read For Castout Multiple (RFCOM) command. This is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4
and CF level 11.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBCMZ contains the value input from field QBGLCM of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.
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Range of Value:

DSBCMZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCMZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCMZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBCRZ - Read for Castout Requests

DSBCRZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to read single pages, from a group buffer pool, for castout
processing with a Read For Castout Multiple (RFCO) command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBCRZ contains the value input from field QBGLCR of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

DSBCRZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCRZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCRZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBCSZ - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

DSBCSZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to READ-CASTOUT-STATS for this buffer pool. The group
buffer pool structure owner issues this request when the group buffer pool threshold is reached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCCZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSDUNZ   - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSBCSZ contains the value input from field QBGLCS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBCSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCSZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBCTZ - Castout Class Threshold Detected

DSBCTZ contains the number of times the class castout threshold was detected, resulting in initiating the group buffer
pool castout action.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBGTZ -  Group BP Castout Threshold Detected

Element Derivation:

DSBCTZ contains the value input from field QBGLCT of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBCTZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBCTZ contains the sum of all values of DSBCTZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBDBPR - Physical Data Base Page Requests

DSBDBPR is a count of physical database page requests for each buffer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time span, DSBDBPR is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTGET.

Range of Value:

DSBDBPR can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDBPR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDBPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBDBPR is incremented by the data manager each time it requests a page from the buffer manager. The data manager
only keeps track of one page for each table in a query.

DSBDBPU - Database Page Updates

DSBDBPU is a count for each buffer pool of the updates that were performed against database system pages during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, DSBDBPU is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTSWS. This data element is produced for each buffer pool.

Range of Value:

DSBDBPU can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDBPU contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDBPU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Db2 database pages controlled by the write protocol of the buffer manager are called system pages. System pages
can be written at any time except during actual page updates. System page writes are asynchronous to transaction
processing. These writes may occur before or after the updating transaction has reached a COMMIT point. Information
needed to undo any uncommitted changes must be written to Db2's active logs because write activity may occur prior to
COMMIT processing.

DSBDGZ - Unregistered Page Requests

unregister a page for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBRGZ   - Registered Page Requests

Element Derivation:

DSBDGZ contains the value input from field QBGLDG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBDGZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDGZ contains the sum of all values of DSBDGZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBDIO - Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Prefetch

DSBDIO is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to dynamic prefetch for each pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDIO - Total Async Read I/O's Dynamic Pref.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBDIO is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDIO.

Range of Value:

DSBDIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSBDIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBDMCT - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached

DSBDMCT is the number of times the WPHFWT deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an
interval for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBDMCT is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTDMC.

Range of Value:

DSBDMCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDMCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDMCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBDNZ - IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests

DSBDNZ contains the number of group buffer pool requests to delete all directory and data entries for a page set or
partition in this buffer pool ID.

Db2 issues this request when it converts a page set or partition from GBP-Dependent to non GBP-Dependent. For objects
defined with GBPCACHE ALL, Db2 issues this request when the first Db2 member opens the object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCCZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSDUNZ   - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

Element Derivation:

DSBDNZ contains the value input from field QBGLDN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBDNZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDNZ contains the sum of all values of DSBDNZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSBDPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

fffDPF contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests. Prefetch requests occur when Db2 determines that data is
being accessed in a sequential manner, which triggers the prefetching of data that Db2 expects will be requested soon.

Db2DPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffDPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPDPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUDPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBDPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPDPF

The meaning of fffDPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPDPF and
DBUDPF, respectfully, contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element
Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region
identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffCIMW contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTDPF    DBPDSB
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     003       101-0         QBACDPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACDPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffDPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DSBDPP - No. Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref.

DSBDPP is the number of pages read asynchronously due to dynamic prefetch for each pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDPP - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Pref.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBDPP is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDPP.

Range of Value:

DSBDPP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDPP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDPP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBDWRT - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold

DSBDWRT is the number of times the deferred write threshold was reached in the Db2 system during an interval for each
buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBDWRT is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTDWT.

Range of Value:

DSBDWRT can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSBDWRT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDWRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBDWV - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh

DSBDWV is the number of times the Vertical Deferred Write Threshold was reached for each buffer pool. When the
number of updated pages for a data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes are initiated for that
data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSDWV - Total Times Vert Defer Write Thresh

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBDWV is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTDWV.

Range of Value:

DSBDWV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBDWV contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBDWV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBEXZ - Explicit XIs

DSBEXZ contains the number of times an explicit coupling facility cross-invalidation request was issued during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSEX   - Total Explicit XIs

Element Derivation:

DSBEXZ contains the value input from field QBGLEX of the SMF Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 6.1.

Range of Value:

DSBEXZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBEXZ contains the sum of all values of DSBEXZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBGGZ - GetPages for GBP-Dependent Pagesets

DSBGGZ contains the number of getpage requests issued for group buffer pool dependent pagesets, during the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSGG   - Total GetPages for GBP-Dep Pagesets

Element Derivation:

DSBGGZ contains the value input from field QBGLGG of the SMF Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 7.1.

Range of Value:

DSBGGZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBGGZ contains the sum of all values of DSBGGZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBGTZ - Group BP Castout Threshold Detected

DSBGTZ contains the number of times group buffer pool castout threshold was detected, resulting in initiating the group
buffer pool castout action.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCTZ -  Castout Class Threshold Detected

Element Derivation:

DSBGTZ contains the value input from field QBGLGT of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBGTZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBGTZ contains the sum of all values of DSBGTZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBHST - No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT

DSBHST contains the number of times the size of the sequential least-recently-used (SLRU) chain was equal to the
parameter value of VPSEQT (Virtual Pool Sequential Threshold).

DSBHST is available at Db2 10.1 with APAR PM70981

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU
             DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU
             DSBRHS   - No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU

Element Derivation:

DSBHST contains the value input from field QBSTTHST of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:
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DSBHST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBHST contains the last value of DSBHST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBHST was first introduced with APAR PM70981 at Db2 10.1.

DSBHSZ - Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

DSBHSZ contains the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBHSZ contains the value input from field QBGLHS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBHSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBHSZ contains the sum of all values of DSBHSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBIMWS - Count of Immediate Writes System Pages

DSBIMWS is the number of immediate writes for system pages by the Db2 system during the interval for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBIMWS is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTIMW.

Range of Value:

DSBIMWS can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBIMWS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBIMWS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBSIOC - Read I/O DASD Cache Hit

DSBSIOC contains the number of read I/Os where the requested data was found in the DASD subsystem cache during
the reported interval for this bufferpool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      DSBSYIO  - zHyperLink Read I/Os
        

Element Derivation:

DSBASSE contains the value input from field QBSTASSE of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBSIOC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSIOC contains the sum of all values of DSBSIOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBJIS - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied

DSBJIS is the total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied due to a storage shortage for each buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSJIS - Total # Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBJIS is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTJIS.

Range of Value:

DSBJIS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBJIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBJIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBLIO - Async Read I/O's via List Prefetch

DSBLIO is the number of asynchronous read I/Os due to list prefetch for each pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDSLIO - Total Async Read I/O's List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBLIO is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLIO.

Range of Value:

DSBLIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBLIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBLIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBLPF - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

fffLPF contains the number of List Prefetch requests for buffer pools.

Db2LPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffLPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPLPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBULPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBLPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPLPF

The meaning of fffLPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPLPF and
DBULPF, respectfully, contains the number of List Prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBLPF contains the number of List Prefetch
requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region identified
by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPLPF contains the number of List
Prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
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             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffLPF contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTLPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACLPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACLPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPF contains the sum of all values of fffLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List Prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
Prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages. List Prefetch counts are included in the values for Sequential
Prefetch.

Data element DPPLPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DSBLPL - No. LPL Inserts

DSBLPL is the number of times one or more pages were inserted to the logical page list (LPL).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLPL - Total LPL Inserts

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBLPL is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLPL.

Range of Value:

DSBLPL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBLPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBLPL that were included in the level of summarization.

DSBLPP - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch

DSBLPP is the number of pages read asynchronously due to list prefetch for each pool.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSLPP - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBLPP is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTLPP.

Range of Value:

DSBLPP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBLPP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBLPP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBMAX - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

The DSBMAX data elements contain the number of work files that cannot be created due to insufficient buffer resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSBMAX contains the value input from field QBSTMAX of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBMAX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBMAX contains the sum of all values of DSBMAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These fields indicate that a sort is being done and that the sort is limited in how many work files it can use. Sorts are more
efficient with additional work files but there are internal limits in Db2 to the number of work files a transaction can have.
Sometimes a transaction will find at run time that it cannot use as many work files as it had planned. Possible actions are
to try increasing the size of the buffer pool or altering the transaction to require fewer work files.

DSBMDZ - CF Reads Data Returned

DSBMDZ contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBXDZ - SES READS BUFFER XI

Element Derivation:
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DSBMDZ contains the value input from field QBGLMD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBMDZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBMDZ contains the sum of all values of DSBMDZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBMMRR - Media Manager Read Requests

DSBMMRR is the number of media manager read requests for each buffer pool. DSBMMRR is incremented as a result of
not having the requested data already in storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: DSDDBPRx - Physical Data Base Page Requests x
            DSDMRPRx - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBMMRR is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTRIO.

Range of Value:

DSBMMRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBMMRR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBMMRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Due to the data manager look-aside capability, the value of DSBMMRR is always less than or equal to the count of
page requests (DSDDBPRx). For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSBMMRR to DSDDBPRx should be as close to 0 as
possible.

DSBMRPR - Media Read Req Per Phys Req

DSBMRPR is the ratio of physical reads to get page request for each buffer pool across the Db2 system.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSBMMRR - Media Manager Read Requests
             DSBDBPR - Physical Database Page Requests

Element Derivation:

DSBMRPR is computed from the following formula:

  IF DSBDBPR ) 0 THEN
     DSBMRPR=DSBMMRR / DSBDBPR;
     ELSE DSBMRPR = .;

Range of Value:
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DSBMRPR ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBMRPR contains the result of the computation described is ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For maximum efficiency, the ratio of DSBMMRR to DSBDBPR should be as close to 0 as possible.

DSBMRZ - CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

DSBMRZ contains the number of synchronous coupling facility reads that occurred because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data is not returned from the coupling facility and a directory entry is created if it does not already
exist. This means that another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DSBMRZ contains the value input from field QBGLMR of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBMRZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBMRZ contains the sum of all values of DSBMRZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBNGT - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGT is the number of times conditional getpage requests from buffer pools could not be satisfied.

Db2NGT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffNGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffNGT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPNGT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUNGT
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBNGT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPNGT

The meaning of fffNGT in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPNGT and
DBUNGT, respectfully, contain the number of conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBNGT contains the number of conditional
requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for
the Db2 region identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPNGT contains the number of
conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data
element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffNGT contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTNGT    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACNGT    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACNGT    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffNGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPNGT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DSBNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Records

DSBNREC contains the number of Type 100 Subtype 1 records that have been read.

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DSDNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Recs
             DSYNREC - Count of Type 100 Subtype 0 Recs

Element Derivation:

DSBNREC is incremented by 1 at the DETAIL timespan for each Type 100 Subtype 1 record that is read in.

Range of Value:

DSBNREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSBNREC contains the sum of all values of DSBNREC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBNREC can be used to compute averages for reporting purposes.

DSBNSG - No. Seq GETPAGE Failures

DSBNSG is the number of conditional GETPAGE requests that failed due to the page not in the buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSNSG - Total Seq GETPAGE Failures

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBNSG is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTNSG.

Range of Value:

DSBNSG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBNSG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBNSG that were included in the level of summarization.

DSBN1Z - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages

DSBN1Z contains the number of Parent-lock page lock negotiations for space map pages within the interval, for this buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBN1Z contains the value input from field QBGLN1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBN1Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLN1 values.

Range of Value:

DSBN1Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBN1Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBN1Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBN2Z - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages

DSBN2Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page negotiations for data pages within the interval for this buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBN2Z contains the value input from field QBGLN2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBN2Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLN2 values.

Range of Value:

DSBN2Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBN2Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBN2Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBN3Z - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages

DSBN3Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock negotiations for index leaf pages within the interval for this
buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBN3Z contains the value input from field QBGLN3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBN3Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLN3 values.

Range of Value:

DSBN3Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBN3Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBN3Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSBOSZ - Other CF Requests

DSBOSZ contains the number of coupling facility requests that are not counted in any of the other DSBxxx elements.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBACZ   - CF Writes Clean Pages
             DSBADZ   - CF Reads Prefetch Data Returned
             DSBARZ   - CF Reads Pref No Data Not Suppressed
             DSBAWZ   - CF Writes Changed Pages
             DSBCNZ   - Castout Engine Not Available
             DSBCTZ   - Castout Class Threshold Detected
             DSBGTZ   - Group BP Castout Threshold Detected
             DSBMDZ   - CF Reads Data Returned
             DSBMRZ   - CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry
             DSBRCZ   - Pages Castout To DASD
             DSBRFZ   - CF Read Requests No Storage
             DSBSUZ   - CF Write Engine Not Available
             DSBSWZ   - CF Writes For Changed Pages
             DSBWCZ   - CF Writes For Clean Pages
             DSBWFZ   - CF Write Requests No Storage
             DSBXDZ   - SES READS BUFFER XI
             DSBXRZ   - SES READS ENTRY CREATED

Element Derivation:

DSBOSZ contains the value input from field QBGLOS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBOSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBOSZ contains the sum of all values of DSBOSZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBPCO - Pages Written for Castout I/Os

DSBPCO is the number of pages written for castout I/O operations in the Db2 system, during an interval for the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2PID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPCO  - Total Pages Written for Castout I/Os

Element Derivation:

DSBPCO contains the value input from field QBSTPCO in the buffer manager data section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1
record. This field was introduced with Db2 9.1.

Range of Value:
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DSBPCO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPCO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBPCO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBPL1 - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal

DSBPL1 is the number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/2 normal for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPL1 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/2 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBPL1 is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPL1.

Range of Value:

DSBPL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPL1 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBPL1 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBPL2 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

DSBPL2 is the number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/4 normal for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPL2 - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBPL2 is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPL2.

Range of Value:

DSBPL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPL2 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBPL2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBPQF - Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc

DSBPQF is the number of times that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a parallel
group to run to the planned degree for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPQF - Total Times Parallel Buffer Not Alloc

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBPQF is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPQF.

Range of Value:

DSBPQF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPQF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBPQF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBPQO - Total No. Parallel Queries

DSBPQO is the number of requests made for processing queries in parallel for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSPQO - Total Number Parallel Queries

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBPQO is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTPQO.

Range of Value:

DSBPQO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPQO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBPQO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBPWPU - Page Write Per Page Update

DSBPWPU is the ratio of system pages writes to system pages updated during the interval for each buffer pool. This ratio
suggests a higher level of efficiency as it approaches zero.

Factors that affect this ratio are the following:
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• Buffer pool size
• Concurrent buffer pool usage by multiple transactions
• Real storage availability
• Database page update of the same page by transactions

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: DSDSPWRx - System Pages Written to DASD x
            DSDDBPUx - Data Base Page Updates x

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute DSBPWPU is:

  IF DSDDBPUx ) 0 THEN
     DSBPWPU = DSDSPWRx / DSDDBPUx;
     ELSE DSBPWPU =.;

Range of Value:

DSBPWPU ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBPWPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBP1Z - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages

DSBP1Z contains the total number of Physical-Lock page lock requests for space map pages for this buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBP1Z contains the value input from field QBGLP1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBP1Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLP1 values.

Range of Value:

DSBP1Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBP1Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBP1Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSBP2Z - Page P-lock Req Data Pages

DSBP2Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock requests for data pages within the interval for this buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBP2Z contains the value input from field QBGLP2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBP2Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLP2 values.

Range of Value:

DSBP2Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBP2Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBP2Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBP3Z - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

DSBP3Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock requests for index leaf pages within the interval for this buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBP3Z contains the value input from field QBGLP3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBP3Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLP3 values.

Range of Value:

DSBP3Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSBP3Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBP3Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBRCZ - Pages Castout To DASD

DSBRCZ contains the total number of castout operations that occurred during the measurement interval. A castout
operation moves pages from the group buffer pool to DASD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSPWR -  System Pages Written to DASD
             DSBWRMM -  Write I/Os By Media Manager

Element Derivation:

DSBRCZ contains the value input from field QBGLRC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBRCZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRCZ contains the sum of all values of DSBRCZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For each page that is castout, DSBSPWR is incremented. For each disk I/O that is initiated for castout, DSBWRMM is
incremented.

DSBRDZ - IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests

DSBRDZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to read directory information for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBRDZ contains the value input from field QBGLRD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBRDZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRDZ contains the sum of all values of DSBRDZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBREEP - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read

DSBREEP is the number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable read engine in the Db2 system
during an interval for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBREEP is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTREE.

Range of Value:

DSBREEP can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBREEP contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBREEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBRFRI - Read Frames Per Read Req

DSBRFRI is the ratio of read frames to read requests for each buffer pool.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: DSDRFXSx - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage x
            DSDMMRRx - Media Manager Read Requests x

Element Derivation:

The algorithm used to compute DSBRFRI is:

  IF DSDMMRRx ) 0 THEN
     DSBRFRI = DSDRFXSx / DSDMMRRx;
     ELSE DSBRFRI = .;

Range of Value:

DSBRFRI ranges from a SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRFRI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Db2 read operations increase in efficiency as this ratio approaches zero.

DSBRFXS - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

DSBRFXS is the number of times that a buffer being PAGE-FIXED for read operations did not have real storage frame
backing for each buffer pool.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement is integer.

  See also:  DSBRFRI - Read Frames Per Read Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBRFXS is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTRPI.

Range of Value:

DSBRFXS ranges from SAS missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRFXS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBRFXS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ratio of reads without frames (DSBRFXS) required to read operations (DSBMMRR) increases efficiency as the ratio
approaches zero. Factors that affect the ratio are the following:

• Availability of real storage
• Transaction rate
• Buffer pool size

DSBRGZ - Registered Page Requests

DSBRGZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to register a page for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:   DSBDGZ   -  Unregistered Page Requests

Element Derivation:

DSBRGZ contains the value input from field QBGLRG of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBRGZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRGZ contains the sum of all values of DSBRGZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBRHS - No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU

DSBRHS contains the number of times random getpage buffer, found the buffer on the sequential least recently used
sequential-least-recently-used (SLRU) chain.

DSBRHS is available at Db2 10.1 with APAR PM70981

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSBHST   - No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT
             DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU
             DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU

Element Derivation:

DSBRHS contains the value input from field QBSTRHS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBRHS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBRHS contains the sum of all values of DSBRHS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBRHS was first introduced with APAR PM70981 at Db2 10.1.

DSBSGT - Getpage Req. by Seq. Access Req.

DSBSGT is the total number of getpage requests issued by sequential access requesters for all active Db2 buffer pools.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSGTx - Getpage Req. by Seq. Access Req. x

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBSGT is derived via summarization from DSDSGTx.

Range of Value:

DSBSGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSGT contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBSIO - Sync Read I/O's Seq Access Req

DSBSIO is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 BUFFER POOL ID (Db2PID).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PID  - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID
             DSDSSIO - Total Sync Read I/O's Seq Access Req
             DSDSIOx - Sync Read I/O's Seq Access Req BPx

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBSIO is derived from FIELD QBSTSIO of the Type 101 subtype 1 record (IFCID 3).
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Range of Value:

DSBSIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBSMAX - Max Buffers on SLRU

DSBSMAX contains the maximum number of buffers on the sequential-least-recently-used (SLRU) chain.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU
             DSDSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU
             DSDSMAXX - MAX Buffers on SLRU

Element Derivation:

DSBSMAX contains the value input from field QBSTSMAX of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics Section (QBST.)

Range of Value:

DSBSMAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSMAX contains the maximum value of DSBSMAX processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBSMAX was first introduced with APAR PM70981 at Db2 10.1.

DSBSMIN - Min Buffers on SLRU

DSBSMIN contains the minimum number of buffers on the sequential-least-recently-used (SLRU) chain within the interval.

DSBSMIN is available at Db2 10.1 with APAR PM70981

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU
             DSDSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU
             DSDSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DSBSMIN contains the value input from field QBSTSMIN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics Section (QBST.)

Range of Value:
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DSBSMIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSMIN contains the minimum value of DSBSMIN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBSMIN was first introduced with APAR PM70981 at Db2 10.1.

DSBSPDF - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer

DSBSPDF is the number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable buffer resource in the Db2
system during an interval for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBSPDF is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSPD.

Range of Value:

DSBSPDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSPDF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSPDF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBSPPF - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests

DSBSPPF is the number of pages read due to sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system during the interval for
each buffer pool. DSBSPPF is the number of pages read by Db2 after it anticipated the need to read ahead due to a
large volume of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement performing a large
tablespace scan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBSQPF - Count Sequential Prefetch requests

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBSPPF is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSPP.

Range of Value:

DSBSPPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSPPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSPPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSBSPWR - System Pages Written To DASD

DSBSPWR is the number of system pages that were written to DASD from each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBDBPU - Data Base Page Updates

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBSPWR is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data
section, label QBSTPWS.

Range of Value:

DSBSPWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSPWR contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSPWR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The ratio of system page writes (DSBSPWR) to system page updates (DSBDBPU) indicates a higher level of efficiency as
the ratio approaches 0. Factors that affect this ratio are the following:

• Buffer pool size
• Concurrent buffer pool usage by multiple transactions
• Real storage availability
• Database page update of the same page by transactions

DSBSQPF - Count Sequential Prefetch requests

DSBSQPF is the number of sequential prefetch requests of the Db2 system that occurred during the interval for each
buffer pool.

SQL statements and Db2 utilities sometimes result in tablespace or clustered index scans. The scans read sequentially
through data or index pages. This can result in many I/O operations for large tablespaces.

In addition to user queries and programs, the following utilities benefit by anticipatory buffering: COPY FULL (YES),
RECOVER INDEX, REORG unload, RUNSTATS TABLESPACE, and CHECK INDEX.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBSQPF is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTSEQ.

Range of Value:

DSBSQPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSQPF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSQPF that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DSBSSEF - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

DSBSSEF is a count of buffer pool expansion failures caused by a virtual storage shortage for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBSSEF is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTXFV.

Range of Value:

DSBSSEF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSSEF contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBSSEF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Check database services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced (for example, other buffer pools).

When there is a virtual storage problem in the Db2 database address space, check the following areas:

• Size of EDM pool
• Size of database buffer pool
• Cthread, IDFORE, and IDBACK parameters (working storage)
• DSMAX parameter (VSAM Control Blocks)
• IRLM space for locks (specifying PC = YES)

The distribution of virtual storage between the components listed above must be balanced. Reduction of EDM and
database pool sizes to allow more concurrent work could cause performance problems due to increased number of I/Os.
Virtual storage should not be a problem except when there is a large number of either:

• threads (Cthread)
• opened data sets (DSMAX)

Specify an ECSA large enough to contain the:

• Db2 Code and Control Blocks.
• If PC=NO, the IRLM locks.

ECSA size is specified in the CSA parameter of the IEASY PARMLIB member. The default is 1 MB. If PC=NO is specified,
this default is not enough. If there is not enough ECSA storage, storage from CSA will be used. No warning message is
produced.

DSBSWZ - CF Writes For Changed Pages

DSBSWZ contains the number of changed pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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Element Derivation:

DSBSWZ contains the value input from field QBGLSW of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBSWZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSWZ contains the sum of all values of DSBSWZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBSYIO - zHyperLink Read I/Os

DSBSYIO contains the number of successful reads using zHyperLink during the reported interval for this bufferpool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSBSIOC  - Read I/O DASD Cache Hit
        

Element Derivation:

DSBASSE contains the value input from field QBSTASSE of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Statistics section (QBST).

Range of Value:

DSBSYIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSYIO contains the sum of all values of DSBSYIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBS1Z - Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages

DSBS1Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for space map pages within the interval for this
buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSBS2Z   - Page P-lock Susp Data Pages
             DSBS3Z   - Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:
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DSBS1Z contains the value input from field QBGLS1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBS1Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLS1 values.

Range of Value:

DSBS1Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBS1Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBS1Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBS2Z - Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

DSBS2Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for data pages within the interval for this buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSBS1Z   - Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages
             DSBS3Z   - Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSDSP1 contains the value input from field QBGLS2 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBS2Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLS2 values.

Range of Value:

DSBS2Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBS2Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBS2Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBS3Z - Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

DSBS3Z contains the total number of Parent-Lock page lock suspensions for index leaf pages within the interval for this
buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages
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             DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages
             DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages
             DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages
             DSBS1Z   - Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages
             DSBS2Z   - Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBS3Z contains the value input from field QBGLS3 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.) In the DETAIL timespan, the DSBS3Z values are derived by summing the
QBGLS3 values.

Range of Value:

DSBS3Z ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBS3Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBS3Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBTMIG - No. Migrated Datasets Encountered

DSBTMIG is a count of the number of times migrated data sets were encountered for each buffer pool identifier.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBTMIG is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics section,
label QBSTMIG.

Range of Value:

DSBTMIG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBTMIG contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBTMIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBTPF0 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

DSBTPF0 is a count of the number of times sequential prefetch was aborted for a work file because the dynamic prefetch
quantity is 0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBTPF0 is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics section,
label QBSTWKPD.

Range of Value:

DSBTPF0 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBTPF0 contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBTPF0 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBTPIO - No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os

DSBTPIO indicates the number of asynchronous read I/Os processed by the Db2 system during the interval for each
buffer pool. This value is new with Version 2 Release 1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

DSBTPIO contains the value input from field QBSTPIO of the Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) 2
Database Services Record, Buffer Manager Statistics.

Range of Value:

DSBTPIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBTPIO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBTPIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBTRTO - No. Recall Timeouts

DSBTRTO indicates the number of times a recall time out of a migrated data set was encountered by the Db2 system
during the interval for each buffer pool. This value is new with Db2 Version 2 Release 3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDTMIGx - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer x

Element Derivation:

At the detail timespan, DSBTRTO is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record's Buffer manager statistics section,
label QBSTRTO.

Range of Value:

DSBTRTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSBTRTO contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBTRTO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBUNZ - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

DSBUNZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to unlock the castout lock on the pages for this buffer pool ID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBCCZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req
             DSBCSZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

Element Derivation:

DSBUNZ contains the value input from field QBGLUN of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBUNZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBUNZ contains the sum of all values of DSBUNZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBSUZ - IXLAXISN Synch-up Calls

DSBSUZ contains the number of IXLAXISN (coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service) calls for this
bufferpool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSBWXZ   - IXLCACHE Reqs with Asynch XI
                   DSBASZ   - IXLAXISN Suspends Waiting XI Complete
        

Element Derivation:

DSBSUZ contains the value input from field QBGLSU of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL).

Range of Value:

DSBSUZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBSUZ contains the sum of all values of DSBSUZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBU1Z - Page P-lock Unlock Requests

DSBU1Z contains the count of page Physical Lock (P-lock), unlock requests for this buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBP1Z  - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages
             DSBP2Z  - Page P-lock Req Data Pages
             DSBP3Z  - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBU1Z contains the value input from field QBGLU1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.)

Range of Value:

DSBU1Z ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBU1Z contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBU1Z that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBU1Z was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSBVPA - Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

DSBVPA is the number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command for each pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSVPA - Total Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBVPA is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTVPA.

Range of Value:

DSBVPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBVPA contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBVPA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBVPL - No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL

DSBVPL is the number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool for each pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSDSVPL - Total Buffers Allocated for VPOOL

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBVPL is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTVPL.

Range of Value:

DSBVPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBVPL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBVPL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWAZ - Pages in Write Around

DSBWAZ contains the number of pages written to disk by the group-buffer-pool write-around protocol for this buffer pool.
New with Db2 v11, when a group buffer pool is flooded with a large amount of page write activity, the coupling facility for
the group buffer pool could fill up with changed pages quickly. This filling could cause other applications expecting to find
pages in the group buffer pool to slow down and have to wait for their pages to reload.

Db2 detects this large amount of page write activity automatically, and switches to the group-buffer-pool write-around
protocol, and writes these new pages to disk. When the heavy page write activity is relieved, Db2 switches back to normal
automatically.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWAZ contains the value input from field QBGLU1 of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL.)

Range of Value:

DSBWAZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWAZ contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBWAZ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBWAZ was first introduced with Db2 11.1.

DSBWBVQ - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq

The DSBWBVQ data elements contain the number of pages dequeued from VDWQ for destructive read.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DSBWBVQ contains the value input from field QBSTWBVQ of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWBVQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWBVQ contains the sum of all values of DSBWBVQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWCZ - CF Writes For Clean Pages

DSBWCZ contains the number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBACZ -  CF Writes Clean Pages

Element Derivation:

DSBWCZ contains the value input from field QBGLWC of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBWCZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWCZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWCZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBWDRP - Pages Destruct Read Req

The DSBWDRP data elements contain the number of pages for which destructive read was requested.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWDRP contains the value input from field QBSTWDRP of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWDRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWDRP contains the sum of all values of DSBWDRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DSBWFD - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

The DSBWFD data elements contain the total number of workfiles (runs) for each buffer pool that were rejected during all
merge passes due to insufficient buffer resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFFx - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short x

Element Derivation:

DSBWFD contains the value input from field QBSTWFD of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWFD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFD contains the sum of all values of DSBWFD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBWFD and DSDWFFX can be used to determine the average number of workfiles that cannot be honored at each
merge pass due to insufficient buffer pool space. To improve performance, buffer pool size should be increased.

DSBWFF - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

The DSBWFF data elements contain the number of times that the merge pass could not be efficiently performed for each
buffer pool due to the shortage of buffer space. This counter is incremented for each merge pass when the maximum
number of workfiles allowed is less than the number of workfiles requested.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDWFDx - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

Element Derivation:

DSBWFF contains the value input from field QBSTWFF of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFF contains the sum of all values of DSBWFF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this field is greater than 0, consider increasing the buffer pool size.

DSBWFM - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

The DSBWFM data elements contain the maximum number of workfiles (runs) that have ever been concurrently used
during merge processing within this statistics period for each buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWFM contains the value input from field QBSTWFM of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWFM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFM contains the sum of all values of DSBWFM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWFR - Req Query WK File Sort Merge

The DSBWFR data element contains the total number of merge passes of Db2 sort activities for each buffer pool. This
counter reflects how many merge passes have been requested to negotiate with Db2 to determine the number of workfiles
permitted to support each merge pass.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWFR contains the value input from field QBSTWFR of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFR contains the sum of all values of DSBWFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWFT - Work Files Req Sort Merge

The DSBWFT data elements contain the total number of workfiles that have been requested for all of the merge passes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWFT contains the value input from field QBSTWFT of the Type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 2).

Range of Value:

DSBWFT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSBWFT contains the sum of all values of DSBWFT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSBWFT and DSDWFRX can be used to determine the average number of work files (runs) requested on a single merge
pass. For Db2 to perform efficient prefetch for work files, each work file should have at least 16 dedicated buffers.

DSBWFXS - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

DSBWFXS is the number of times each buffer pool has been page-fixed to perform write I/O without real storage frame
backing. The page-fix process must perform an I/O operation to retrieve the page's content from DASD storage to a new
real page frame.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBWFXS is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTWPI.

Range of Value:

DSBWFXS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFXS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBWFXS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWFZ - CF Write Requests No Storage

DSBWFZ contains the number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete due to inadequate coupling
facility storage resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

DSBWFZ contains the value input from field QBGLWF of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBWFZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWFZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWFZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBWMZ - Write and Register Multiple Requests

DSBWMZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register multiple pages to a group buffer pool with
a Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF
level 11.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWMZ contains the value input from field QBGLWM of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002) group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

DSBWMZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWMZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWMZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBWPZ - Pages Written via WARM

DSBWPZ contains the number of pages written using the Write and Register Multiple (WARM) command. Multiple pages
are written per single request. This command is a new functionality introduced in z/OS 1.4 and CF level 11.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWPZ contains the value input from field QBGLWP of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

DSBWPZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWPZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWPZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSBWREE - No. Times Write Engine unavailable

DSBWREE is the number of times a write engine was unavailable for I/O in the Db2 system during an interval for each
buffer pool.

Db2 employs a sophisticated input/output process that is controlled by its buffer manager subcomponent. The buffer
manager controls the movement of data from a DASD to its virtual storage buffers used by Db2 to process data. After a
page of buffer storage has been modified, it is flagged. Flagged pages are identified by the buffer manager to be written
back to the DASD. Db2 recognizes that another user may need to reference these pages, so it does not write them
immediately. The buffer manager will direct the write engine to write the pages asynchronously. The function of the write
engine, which is a subfunction of the buffer manager, is to write modified buffers back to external storage. DSBWREE is
new with Db2 Release 2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer equivalent to number of times a write engine was unavailable.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL timespan, DSBWREE is obtained from the SMF type 100 IFCID 1 record, the Buffer Manager data section,
QBSTWEE.

Range of Value:

DSBWREE can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWREE contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBWREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWRMM - Write I/Os By Media Manager

DSBWRMM is the number of write I/Os performed by the Db2 Media Manager. Db2 attempts to batch write I/Os by writing
multiple pages per single call to the media manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBWRMM is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTWIO.

Range of Value:

DSBWRMM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWRMM contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBWRMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBWSZ - Write and Register Requests

DSBWSZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to write and register single pages to a group buffer pool with a
Write and Register (WAR) command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBWSZ contains the value input from field QBGLWS of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section. This field was introduced in Db2 8.1.

Range of Value:

DSBWSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWSZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWSZ processed in the level of summarization.
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DSBWXZ - IXLCACHE Reqs with Asynch XI

DSBWXZ contains the number of IXLCACHE (cache services) requests with asynchronous cross-invalidation for this
bufferpool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSBSUZ   - IXLAXISN Synch-up Calls
                    DSBASZ   - IXLAXISN Suspends Waiting XI Complete
        

Element Derivation:

DSBWXZ contains the value input from field QBGLWX of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), Buffer
Manager Group Buffer Pool Statistics (QBGL).

Range of Value:

DSBWXZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBWXZ contains the sum of all values of DSBWXZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSBXDZ - CF Reads Buffer XI

DSBXDZ contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSBMDZ - CF Reads Data Returned

Element Derivation:

DSBXDZ contains the value input from field QBGLXD of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBXDZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBXDZ contains the sum of all values of DSBXDZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

XI is the abbreviation for buffer cross- invalidation.

DSBXFL - Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

DSBXFL is the number of times a usable buffer could not be located in virtual buffer pool because the pool was full.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSXFL - Total Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DSBXFL is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTXFL.

Range of Value:

DSBXFL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBXFL contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBXFL that were included in the level of summarization.

DSBXIS - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams

DSBXIS is the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries processed in
parallel.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSDSXIS - Total Number of Concurrent Prefetch I/O
                       Streams
             DSDXISx - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BPx

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time span, DSBXIS is derived from the SMF type 100, IFCID 2 record, of the buffer manager data section,
label QBSTXIS.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSBXIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DSBXIS that are included in the level of summarization.

DSBXRZ - CF Reads Entry Created

DSBXRZ contains the number of synchronous coupling facility read requests caused by the buffer being marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means
another Db2 in the group has read or write interest in the page set or partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSBXRZ contains the value input from field QBGLXR of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSBXRZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSBXRZ contains the sum of all values of DSBXRZ processed in the level of summarization.

DSB2DZ - IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP

DSB2DZ contains the number of global buffer pool requests to the secondary group buffer pool to delete a list of pages
after they have been CASTOUT from the primary group buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSB2DZ contains the value input from field QBGL2D of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSB2DZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2DZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2DZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSB2FZ - Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg

DSB2FZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing that failed due to a lack of storage in the coupling facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSB2WZ   - Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Duplex

Element Derivation:

DSB2FZ contains the value input from field QBGL2F of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSB2FZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2FZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2FZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSB2HZ - Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

DSB2HZ contains the number of asynch IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSB2HZ contains the value input from field QBGL2H of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSB2HZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2HZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2HZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSB2NZ - IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP

DSB2NZ contains the number of group buffer pool requests to delete a page from the secondary group buffer pool. Issued
by group buffer pool structure owner to delete orphaned data entries in the secondary as part of the garbage collection
logic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSB2NZ contains the value input from field QBGL2N of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSB2NZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2NZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2NZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSB2RZ - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP

DSB2RZ contains the number of coupling facility requests to read the CASTOUT statistics for the secondary group buffer
pool. Issued by group buffer pool structure owner to check for orphaned data entries in the secondary.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSB2RZ contains the value input from field QBGL2R of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.
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Range of Value:

DSB2RZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2RZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2RZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSB2SZ - Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended

DSB2SZ contains the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary global buffer pool that were suspended
because the write had not yet completed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSB2SZ contains the value input from field QBGL2S of the SMF type 100 record (subtype 1, IFCID 0002), group buffer
pool usage section.

Range of Value:

DSB2SZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSB2SZ contains the sum of all values of DSB2SZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Db2 User Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDBU)
Db2 User Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDBU) File contains information on buffer management activity.

Use this file to account for Db2 buffer pool utilization by an individual user.

This source is populated with data from the SMF Db2 record type 101.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  .DWMY.   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
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  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  .DWMY.   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DBUCIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

  .DWMY.E  DBUDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

  .DWMY.E  DBUGPGR  - GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DBULPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

  .DWMY.E  DBUPRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer

  .DWMY.E  DBUSPRU  - System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DBUSRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Db2OAUD - Original Application Userid

Db2OAUD contains the original application USERID specified in DSNZPARM.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid
             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2OAUD is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCOAUD_Var.

Range of Value:

Db2OAUD can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

Db2OAUD contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2OAUD in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DBUCIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

fffCIMW contains the number of immediate (synchronous) write I/O's for buffer pools.

Db2CIMW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCIMW element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffCIMW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPCIMW
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUCIMW
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPCIMW

The meaning of fffCIMW in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPCIMW and
DBUCIMW, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous write I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPCIMW contains the number of
synchronous write I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffCIMW contains the value input from field QBACIMW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffCIMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffCIMW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCIMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPCIMW is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUDPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

fffDPF contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests. Prefetch requests occur when Db2 determines that data is
being accessed in a sequential manner, which triggers the prefetching of data that Db2 expects will be requested soon.

Db2DPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffDPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPDPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUDPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBDPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPDPF

The meaning of fffDPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPDPF and
DBUDPF, respectfully, contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element
Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region
identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:
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fffCIMW contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTDPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACDPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACDPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffDPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUGPGR - GETPAGE Requests

fffGPGR is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 for buffer pools. fffGPGR is incremented by the buffer
manager by one each time the page access function is requested. The counter is not incremented when the page
accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look aside function.

Db2GPGR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffGPGR element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffGPGR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPGPGR
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUGPGR
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPGPGR

The meaning of fffGPGR in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPGPGR and
DBUGPGR, respectfully, contains the number of GETPAGE requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPGPGR contains the number of
GETPAGE requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
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             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffGPGR contains the value input from field QBACGET as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffGPGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffGPGR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffGPGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPGPGR is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUIOC - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

fffIOC is the number of I/Os where the requested pages were found in the DASD subsystem cache. These I/Os could
have potentially been successful if zHyperLink was used to do the I/O.

fffIOC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2IOC is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIOC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIOC, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIOC
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIOC
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIOC
      

The meaning of fffIOC in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPIOC and
DBUIOC, respectfully, contain the number of reads where they were found in the disk cache for the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPIOC contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
          

Element Derivation:

fffIOC contains the value input from field QBACIOC as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
      

Range of Value:

fffIOC can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIOC contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPIOC is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBULPF - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

fffLPF contains the number of List Prefetch requests for buffer pools.

Db2LPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffLPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPLPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBULPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBLPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPLPF

The meaning of fffLPF in these files is explained below:
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• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPLPF and
DBULPF, respectfully, contains the number of List Prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBLPF contains the number of List Prefetch
requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region identified
by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPLPF contains the number of List
Prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffLPF contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTLPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACLPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACLPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPF contains the sum of all values of fffLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

List Prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
Prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages. List Prefetch counts are included in the values for Sequential
Prefetch.

Data element DPPLPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DBUNGT - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGT is the number of times conditional getpage requests from buffer pools could not be satisfied.

Db2NGT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffNGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffNGT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPNGT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUNGT
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBNGT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPNGT

The meaning of fffNGT in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPNGT and
DBUNGT, respectfully, contain the number of conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBNGT contains the number of conditional
requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for
the Db2 region identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPNGT contains the number of
conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data
element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffNGT contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTNGT    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACNGT    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACNGT    DB2DPP

Range of Value:
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fffNGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPNGT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUPRFH - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer

fffPRFH is the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for buffer pools.

Db2PRFH is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPRFH element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPRFH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPPRFH
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUPRFH
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DBUPRFH

The meaning of fffPRFH in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPPRFH and
DBUPRFH, respectfully, contains the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPPRFH contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffPRFH contains the value input from field QBACSEQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
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Range of Value:

fffPRFH can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPRFH contains the sum of all occurrences of fffPRFH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPPRFH is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

Db2ROLE - Role Name for Authid

Db2ROLE contains the roll name associated with the Authorization ID if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid
             DB2TCXT  - Trusted Context Name

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2ROLE is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCROLE_Var.

Range of Value:

Db2ROLE can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

Db2ROLE contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2ROLE in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DBUSIO - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH

fffSIO is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.

Db2SIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSIO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSIO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSIO
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSIO
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSIO

The meaning of fffSIO in these files is explained below:
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• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSIO and
DBUSIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to the buffer pool identified by data
element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSIO contains the number of dynamic
read I/O's issued to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSIO contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     003       101-0         QBACSIO    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACSIO    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffSIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUSPRU - System Page Record Update

fffSPRU is the count of updates to system pages in the buffer pool. Multiple updates to the same page are reflected in the
fffSPRU value. This data element accounts for all system page updates, except for those performed by certain utilities
which use Unit of Work page write.

Db2SPRU is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSPRU element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSPRU, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
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    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSPRU
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSPRU
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSPRU

The meaning of fffSPRU in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSPRU and
DBUSPRU, respectfully, contain the number of system page updates to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSPRU contains the number of
system page updates to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSPRU contains the value input from field QBACSWS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSPRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPRU contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSPRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a system page is updated, the page will eventually be written to DASD. This value is often greater than the number
of write I/Os, because the same page may be updated several times prior to the actual DASD write of the updated page.

Data element DPPSPRU is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUSRIO - Synchronous Read IOs

fffSRIO is the count of synchronous physical buffer pool read requests issued by the Db2 Media Manager.
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Asynchronous read requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2
internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent users, and the size of the buffer pools being used. It may also vary
across different Db2 releases.

Db2SRIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSRIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffSRIO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSRIO
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSRIO
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSRIO

The meaning of fffSRIO in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSRIO and
DBUSRIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSRIO contains the number of
synchronous read I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

fffSRIO contains the value input from field QBACRIO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSRIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSRIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSRIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSRIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DBUSYI - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYI is the number of synchronous DASD reads done using zHyperLink.

fffSYI is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYI is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYI element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSYI, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

       
   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYI
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYI
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYI
      
      

The meaning of fffSYI in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYI and
DBUSYI, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYI contains the number of
synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element
Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
      

Element Derivation:

fffSYI contains the value input from field QBACSYI as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
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Range of Value:

fffSYI can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYI contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYI is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBUSYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYITM is the amount of CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with respect to
the CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

fffSYITM is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYITM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYITM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSYITM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYITM
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYITM
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYITM
      
      

The meaning of fffSYITM in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYITM and
DBUSYITM, respectfully, contain the CPU time for the zHyperLink I/O for the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYITM contains the CPU time for
the zHyperLink I/O for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
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            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
 

Element Derivation:

fffSYITM contains the value input from field QBACSYIT as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
        

Range of Value:

fffSYITM can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYITM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYITM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYITM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

Db2TCXT - Trusted Context Name

Db2TCXT contains the Trusted Context name if running in a trusted context.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 128.

  See also:  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID
             DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier
             DB2ROLE  - Role Name for Authid
             DB2OAUD  - Original Application Userid

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, Db2TCXT is derived from the SMF type 101 record, the product data section, label
QWHCTCXT_Var.

Range of Value:

Db2TCXT can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

Db2TCXT contains the value of the last occurrence of Db2TCXT in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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TRANSTS - Transaction Start Timestamp

TRANSTS is the start timestamp for transactions, tasks, and so on, where their value is dependent on the timespan and
the data collector.

DETAIL Timespan
TRANSTS gives the time of initiation for an executable function, such as transactions, tasks, and so on. It tells when a
measurement interval started.

All Other Timespans
TRANSTS gives the minimum start timestamp encountered in the records used to compile the summarized record.

In any timespan but DETAIL, the combination of TRANSTS and TRANETS in the record identifies the boundaries of the
range of time over which the data in the record was summarized.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
             ENDTS    - End Timestamp
             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp
             TRANETS  - Transaction End Timestamp

Element Derivation:

The derivation of TRANSTS depends on the file: For the CICS files, TRANSTS is set to the following:

For the CICS Incident (CICCIN) file, TRANSTS is set to the value of the TRANETS for the incident. The TRANSTS value
for the Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU) is set from and identical to the TRANSTS value for the User Activity File
(CICCSU). Construction of the timestamp itself varies according to the monitor used to collect CICS data:

CICS CMF:
When type 110 Performance records are input, the TRANSTS is read from Field 5 (START) that carries either the time
at which the user task was attached or the time at which data recording was most recently reset in support of the MCT
user event monitoring point DELIVER option or of the monitoring options MNCONV, MNSYNC, or FREQUENCY. After
this value is read from Field 5, it is adjusted by the GMT offset that is input from the header section of the same type 110
record. The resulting value populates the TRANSTS in the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file and in the CICS Application
Unit Activity (CICCAU) file.

When type 110 Statistics records are input, the TRANSTS is calculated by the formula:

         TRANSTS = TRANETS - DURATION

The TRANSTS values in this case populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS:
To populate the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TA record. To
populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file, the TRANSTS is read from the main segment of the type TI record.

For Db2 Files
TRANSTS contains the value input from field QWACBSC in the Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF type 101 record.
If the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (Db2PTASK='ROLLUP'), TRANSTS represents the earliest store clock
value for a thread that has rolled into the record.

For IDMS
TRANSTS is set to the value of the start date and time fields (TASSDATE and TASSTIME) from the #PMTAS section of
the IDMS Performance Monitor record.

For WebSphere MQ Files
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TRANSTS is the timestamp value at the interval start for post processing in time of day format. It is derived from field
WTASINTS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

The TRANSTS value is not valid at higher timespans.

Usage Notes:

Values of TRANSTS are in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). To convert these GMT values to local time in the MICS Option
for Db2, the Db2 Store Clock At End Event (Db2STCK) element can be used to calculate the GMT Offset as follows:

    GMT Offset = ENDTS - FLOOR(DB2STCK*100) / 100

This GMT Offset can be added to TRANSTS to give the local time.

Db2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDBP)
The Db2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDBP) File contains information on buffer management activity.

Use this file to account for Db2 buffer pool utilization by an individual plan.

The source for this file is populated with data from the SMF Db2 record type 101.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  ......E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  ......E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  ......E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  ......   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  ......E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type
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  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements

  ......E  DBPCIMW  - NO. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O

  ......E  DBPDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

  ......E  DBPGPGR  - GETPAGE Requests

  ......E  DBPLPF   - NO. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

  ......E  DBPPRFH  - Prefetch Read Requests

  ......E  DBPSPRU  - System Page Record Update

  ......E  DBPSRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

DBPCIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

fffCIMW contains the number of immediate (synchronous) write I/O's for buffer pools.

Db2CIMW is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffCIMW element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffCIMW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPCIMW
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUCIMW
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPCIMW

The meaning of fffCIMW in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPCIMW and
DBUCIMW, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous write I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPCIMW contains the number of
synchronous write I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:
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fffCIMW contains the value input from field QBACIMW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffCIMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCIMW contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCIMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPCIMW is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPDPF - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

fffDPF contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests. Prefetch requests occur when Db2 determines that data is
being accessed in a sequential manner, which triggers the prefetching of data that Db2 expects will be requested soon.

Db2DPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffDPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffDPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPDPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUDPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBDPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPDPF

The meaning of fffDPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPDPF and
DBUDPF, respectfully, contains the number of dynamic prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element
Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region
identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPDPF contains the number of dynamic
prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
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             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffCIMW contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTDPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACDPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACDPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffDPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDPF contains the sum of all occurrences of fffDPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPDPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPGPGR - GETPAGE Requests

fffGPGR is the count of GETPAGE requests issued by Db2 for buffer pools. fffGPGR is incremented by the buffer
manager by one each time the page access function is requested. The counter is not incremented when the page
accessed was achieved via Db2's buffer look aside function. Db2GPGR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the
fffGPGR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffGPGR, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPGPGR
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUGPGR
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPGPGR

The meaning of fffGPGR in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPGPGR and
DBUGPGR, respectfully, contains the number of GETPAGE requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPGPGR contains the number of
GETPAGE requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffGPGR contains the value input from field QBACGET as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffGPGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffGPGR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffGPGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPGPGR is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPIOC - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

fffIOC is the number of I/Os where the requested pages were found in the DASD subsystem cache. These I/Os could
have potentially been successful if zHyperLink was used to do the I/O.

fffIOC is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2IOC is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffIOC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIOC, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIOC
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIOC
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIOC
      

The meaning of fffIOC in these files is explained below:
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• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPIOC and
DBUIOC, respectfully, contains the number of reads where they were found in the disk cache for the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPIOC contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
        

Element Derivation:

fffIOC contains the value input from field QBACIOC as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
        

Range of Value:

fffIOC can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIOC contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPIOC is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPLPF - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

fffLPF contains the number of List Prefetch requests for buffer pools.

Db2LPF is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffLPF element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffLPF, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
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    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPLPF
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBULPF
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBLPF
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPLPF

The meaning of fffLPF in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPLPF and
DBULPF, respectfully, contains the number of List Prefetch requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBLPF contains the number of List Prefetch
requests to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 region identified
by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPLPF contains the number of List
Prefetch requests to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffLPF contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTLPF    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACLPF    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACLPF    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffLPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLPF contains the sum of all values of fffLPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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List Prefetch allows Db2 to access data pages efficiently even when the needed data pages are not contiguous. List
Prefetch can be used with single index access and is always used with multiple index access. It is always used to access
data from the inner table during a hybrid join. Data pages are read in quantities equal to the sequential prefetch quantity
which depends on buffer pool size and is usually 32 pages. List Prefetch counts are included in the values for Sequential
Prefetch.

Data element DPPLPF is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPNGT - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

fffNGT is the number of times conditional getpage requests from buffer pools could not be satisfied.

Db2NGT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffNGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffNGT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPNGT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUNGT
    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File          DSBNGT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPNGT

The meaning of fffNGT in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPNGT and
DBUNGT, respectfully, contain the number of conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool
identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Buffer Pool Activity (DBPDSB) file, DSBNGT contains the number of conditional
requests that were not satisfied, from the buffer pool identified by data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for
the Db2 region identified by data element Db2ID.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPNGT contains the number of
conditional getpage requests that were not satisfied, from all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data
element Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2ID    - DB2 ID
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:
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fffNGT contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     002       100-1         QBSTNGT    DBPDSB
     003       101-0         QBACNGT    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACNGT    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffNGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffNGT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffNGT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPNGT is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPPRFH - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer

fffPRFH is the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for buffer pools.

Db2PRFH is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffPRFH element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPRFH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPPRFH
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUPRFH
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DBUPRFH

The meaning of fffPRFH in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPPRFH and
DBUPRFH, respectfully, contains the number of sequential PREFETCH read requests for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPPRFH contains the number of
sequential PREFETCH read requests for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/
DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
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             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffPRFH contains the value input from field QBACSEQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffPRFH can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPRFH contains the sum of all occurrences of fffPRFH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPPRFH is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPSIO - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH

fffSIO is the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.

Db2SIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSIO, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSIO is included in the following files:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSIO
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSIO
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSIO

The meaning of fffSIO in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSIO and
DBUSIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/O's issued to the buffer pool identified by data
element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSIO contains the number of dynamic
read I/O's issued to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
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             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSIO contains the value input from the field specified below:

             SMF Record        SMF
    IFCID   Type-Subtype   Field Name   MICS File(s)
    -----   ------------   ----------   --------------
     003       101-0         QBACSIO    DBPDBP, DBPDBU
     239       101-1         QBACSIO    DB2DPP

Range of Value:

fffSIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPSPRU - System Page Record Update

fffSPRU is the count of updates to system pages in the buffer pool. Multiple updates to the same page are reflected in the
fffSPRU value. This data element accounts for all system page updates, except for those performed by certain utilities
which use Unit of Work page write.

Db2SPRU is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSPRU element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSPRU, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSPRU
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSPRU
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSPRU

The meaning of fffSPRU in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSPRU and
DBUSPRU, respectfully, contain the number of system page updates to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSPRU contains the number of
system page updates to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
             DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
             DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
             DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
             DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
             DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
             DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
             DB2PRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
             DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
             DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

Element Derivation:

fffSPRU contains the value input from field QBACSWS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSPRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPRU contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSPRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a system page is updated, the page will eventually be written to DASD. This value is often greater than the number
of write I/Os, because the same page may be updated several times prior to the actual DASD write of the updated page.

Data element DPPSPRU is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DBPSRIO - Synchronous Read IOs

fffSRIO is the count of synchronous physical buffer pool read requests issued by the Db2 Media Manager.

Asynchronous read requests are not counted. In addition, this count varies for specific threads based on Db2 activity, Db2
internal buffering algorithms, the number of concurrent
users, and the size of the buffer pools being used. It may also vary across different Db2 releases.

Db2SRIO is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSRIO element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffSRIO, where fff is
the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

File File Element Name Description Name
------    ------------------------------------ -------
DBPDBP    DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File DBPSRIO
DBPDBU    DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File DBUSRIO
DB2DPP    DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File DPPSRIO

The meaning of fffSRIO in these files is explained below:
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• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSRIO and
DBUSRIO, respectfully, contain the number of synchronous read I/Os to the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSRIO contains the number of
synchronous read I/Os to all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DB2CIMW - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
          DB2DPF -  No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
          DB2GPGR - GETPAGE Requests
          DB2LPF -  No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
          DB2NGT -  No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
          DB2PID -  DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
          DB2PKNM - Package/DBRM Name
          DB2PRFH - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer
          DB2SIO -  No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
          DB2SPRU - System Page Record Update

Element Derivation:

fffSRIO contains the value input from field QBACRIO as follows:

SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - Db2DPP file

Range of Value:

fffSRIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSRIO contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSRIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSRIO is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the PKG10 keyword.

DBPSYI - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYI is the number of synchronous DASD reads done using zHyperLink.

fffSYI is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYI is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYI element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffSYI, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYI
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYI
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   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYI
        

The meaning of fffSYI in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYI and
DBUSYI, respectfully, contains the number of synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for the buffer pool identified by
data element Db2 Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYI contains the number of
synchronous reads done by zHyperLink for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element
Package/DBRM Name (Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
        

Element Derivation:

fffSYI contains the value input from field QBACSYI as follows:

  
   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
        

Range of Value:

fffSYI can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYI contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYI is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.
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DBPSYITM - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

fffSYITM is the amount of CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with respect to
the CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

fffSYITM is available at Db2 version 12.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Db2SYITM is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffSYITM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffSYITM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

   File     File                                   Element
   Name     Description                            Name
   ------   ------------------------------------   -------
   DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPSYITM
   DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUSYITM
   DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPSYITM
        

The meaning of fffSYITM in these files is explained below:

• At the DETAIL timespan, in both the DBPDBP (Plan) and DBPDBU (User) Buffer Pool activity files, DBPSYITM and
DBUSYITM, respectfully, contain the CPU time for the zHyperLink I/O for the buffer pool identified by data element Db2
Buffer Pool Identifier (Db2PID) for the Db2 transaction.

• At the DETAIL timespan, in the Db2 Package/DBRM Activity (Db2DPP) file, DPPSYITM contains the CPU time for
the zHyperLink I/O for all buffer pools for the package or DBRM identified by data element Package/DBRM Name
(Db2PKNM).

Type:

Accumulated - SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  DB2CIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer
            DB2DPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req
            DB2GPGR  - GETPAGE Requests
            DB2LPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.
            DB2NGT   - No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied
            DB2PID   - DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier
            DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name
            DB2SIO   - No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH
            DB2SPRU  - System Page Record Update
            DB2SRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs
            DB2IOC   - No. Reads w/Disk Cache Hits
            DB2SYI   - No. SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink
        

Element Derivation:

fffSYITM contains the value input from field QBACSYIT as follows:

   SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DBPDBP and DBPDBU files
   SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 239) - DB2DPP file
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Range of Value:

fffSYITM can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSYITM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffSYITM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element DPPSYITM is only available in the Db2 Package/DBRM (Db2DPP) file for requests where Db2 Accounting
Trace Class 10 is active, and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the
PKG10 keyword.

DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attribute File (DBPBMD)
DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attribute (DBPBMD) File contains information on buffer manager dynamic buffer pool
attributes.

Use this file to determine DB2 buffer manager dynamic buffer pool attributes by buffer pool name.

This source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100, subtype 2.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     BMDBPNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  BMDBPNM  - Buffer Pool Name

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  BMDPASIZ - AUTOSIZE Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

  X.....E  BMDPFRAM - Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPFIX - PGFIX Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPGST - PGSTEAL Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPSLA  - Data Space Lookaside Buffer Pages

  X.....E  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers
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  X.....E  BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPVPMA - Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPVPMI - Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size

  X.....E  BMDPXSQT - Assisting Parallel Sequential Threshold

BMDBPNM - Buffer Pool Name

BMDBPNM contains the name of the buffer pool.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

BMDBPNM contains the value input from field QDBPNM from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDBPNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters valid for a buffer pool name.

Summarization Process:

BMDBPNM is not summarized. BMDBPNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPASIZ - AUTOSIZE Attribute

BMDPASIZ contains the value of the AUTOSIZE attribute.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  BMDPPFIX - PGFIX attribute
             BMDPPGST - PGSTEAL Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPASIZ contains the value input from field QDBPASIZ from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPASIZ can contain either a value of 'Y' or 'N' for YES/NO respectively.

Summarization Process:

BMDPASIZ contains the last value of BMDPASIZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

BMDPDWQT contains the percentage of the virtual buffer pool that may be occupied by unavailable pages, including
updated pages, and pages in use. When this threshold is reached, DB2 schedules write operations to increase the
number of available buffers.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers
             BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)

Element Derivation:

BMDPDWQT contains the value input from field QDBPDWQT from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPDWQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPDWQT contains the last value of BMDPDWQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPFRAM - Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute

BMDPFRAM contains the value specified for the FRAMESIZE option for controlling the buffer pool frame size.

Type:

Common retained data element - Character, length 2.

  See also:  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size
             BMDPVPMA - Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute
             BMDPVPMI - Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPFRAM contains the value input from field QDBPFRAM from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPFRAM can contain any combination of two alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

BMDPFRAM contains the last value of BMDPFRAM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPPFIX - PGFIX Attribute

BMDPPFIX contains the number which indicates whether a page is fixed in real storage when it is first used.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO: BMDPPGST - PGSTEAL Attribute
            BMDPASIZ - AUTOSIZE Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPPFIX contains the value input from field QDBPPFIX from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPPFIX can contain a value of Y or N.

Summarization Process:

BMDPPFIX contains the last value of BMDPPFIX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPPGST - PGSTEAL Attribute

BMDPPGST contains the page stealing algorithm (PGSTEAL) that is used for the virtual buffer pool. It controls when and
whether performance-critical objects in buffer pools are removed from the buffer pools when the space is needed by other
objects. Possible values are Least Recently Used (LRU).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  See also:  BMDPPFIX - PGFIX attribute
             BMDPASIZ - AUTOSIZE Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPPGST contains the value input from field QDBPPGST from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPPGST can contain any one of the possible values: LRU - Least Recently Used FIFO - First-In-First-Out NONE - No
Page Stealing

Summarization Process:

BMDPPGST contains the last value of BMDPPGST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Using NONE for the page stealing algorithm provides the highest availability for business critical objects.

BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)

BMDPPSQT contains the Virtual buffer pool parallel sequential threshold. This threshold determines the part of the buffer
pool that might support parallel operations. It is measured as a percentage of the virtual pool sequential steal threshold
(BMDPVPSH).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers
             BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)
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             BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

Element Derivation:

BMDPPSQT contains the value input from field QDBPPSQT from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPPSQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPPSQT contains the last value of BMDPPSQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPSLA - Data Space Lookaside Buffer Pages

BMDPSLA contains the number of pages allocated for a given buffer pool page size.

BMDPSLA is obsolete at DB2 11.1  an higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size

Element Derivation:

BMDPSLA contains the value input from field QDBPSLA from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPSLA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPSLA contains the last value of BMDPSLA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPSPST - SimPool Seq Steal Threshold (1-100)

BMDPSPST contains sequential steal threshold set for the simulated buffer pool. This value is a percentage of the total
simulated buffer pool size.

BMDPSPST is delivered with DB2 v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPSPSZ - Simulated Buffer Pool Size

Element Derivation:

BMDPSPST contains the value input from field QDBPSPST from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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BMDPSPST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100. For DB2 releases before  v11.1, BMDPSPST
will contain a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

BMDPSPST contains the last value of BMDPSPST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPSPSZ - Simulated Buffer Pool Size

BMDPSPSZ contains the number of simulated buffers allocated in the simulated buffer pool.

BMDPSPSZ is delivered with DB2 v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BDMPSPST - SimPool Seq Steal Threshold (1-100)

Element Derivation:

BMDPSPSZ contains the value input from field QDBPSPSZ from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPSPSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For DB2 releases
 before  v11.1, BMDPSPST will contain a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

BMDPSPSZ contains the last value of BMDPSPSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers

BMDPVDQB contains number of buffers for the pool vertical write threshold.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

Element Derivation:

BMDPVDQB contains the value input from field QDBPVDQB from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVDQB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVDQB contains the last value of BMDPVDQB processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)

BMDPVDQT contains the buffer pool vertical write threshold. This threshold applies to the number of updated pages for a
single page set in the buffer pool. If this percentage is exceeded, writes are scheduled for the the data set.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers
             BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

Element Derivation:

BMDPVDQT contains the value input from field QDBPVDQT from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVDQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVDQT contains the last value of BMDPVDQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPVPMA - Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute

BMDPVPMA contains the value specified for the VPSIZEMAX option for controlling the automatic buffer pool sizing
maximum.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size
             BMDPFRAM - Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute
             BMDPVPMI - Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPVPMA contains the value input from field QDBPVPMA from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVPMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVPMA contains the last value of BMDPVPMA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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BMDPVPMI - Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute

BMDPVPMA contains the value specified for the VPSIZEMIN option for controlling the automatic buffer pool sizing
minimum.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size
             BMDPFRAM - Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute
             BMDPVPMA - Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute

Element Derivation:

BMDPVPMI contains the value input from field QDBPVPMI from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVPMI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVPMI contains the last value of BMDPVPMI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)

BMDPVPSH contains the virtual pool sequential threshold. This threshold determines the percentage of the virtual buffer
pool that may be occupied by sequentially accessed pages. When this threshold is exceeded, DB2 will attempt to steal a
sequentially accessed page in preference to a randomly accessed one.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers
             BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)
             BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

Element Derivation:

BMDPVPSH contains the value input from field QDBPVPSN of the the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVPSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVPSH contains the last value of BMDPVPSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size

BMDPVPSZ contains the size, in pages, of the DB2 virtual buffer pool.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMDPSLA  - Data Space Lookaside Buffer Pages

Element Derivation:

BMDPVPSZ contains the value input from field QDBPVPSA from the type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPVPSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPVPSZ contains the last value of BMDPVPSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMDPXSQT - Assisting Parallel Sequential Threshold

BMDPXSQT contains the value of the assisting parallel sequential threshold.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

BMDPXSQT contains the value input from field QDBPXSQT from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

BMDPXSQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMDPXSQT contains the last value of BMDPXSQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attribute File (DBPBMG)
The DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attribute (DBPBMG) File contains information on buffer manager group buffer pool
attributes.

Use this file to determine DB2 buffer manager group buffer attributes by buffer pool ID.

The source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100, subtype 2. 

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     BMGBPID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year
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  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  BMGBDUP  - Duplex or Simplex Indicator

  X.....E  BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

  X.....E  BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

  X.....E  BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

  X.....E  BMGBGAS  - Current AUTOREC Setting

  X.....E  BMGBGCK  - Group Buffer Pool Checkpoint Interval

  X.....E  BMGBGCS  - Current GBPCACHE Setting

  X.....E  BMGBGCT  - Castout Class Level Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGCTN - Class Level Castout Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGDR  - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

  X.....E  BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBGDT  - Number of Allocated Data Entries

  X.....E  BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGR1  - Current Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

  X.....E  BMGBGR2  - Pending Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

  X.....E  BMGBGSZ  - Allocated Size of the Group Buffer Pool

  X.....E  BMGBSZ2  - Allocated Size of Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBTCC  - Total-Changed Counter

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  BMGBDRR  - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

  X.....E  BMGBDTR  - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

  X.....E  BMGBRXI  - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

BMGBDRR - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

BMGBDRR contains the number of times that a page name assignment required that a coupling facility directory entry be
reclaimed (stolen).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  BMGBDTR - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBRXI - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBTCC - Total-Changed Counter

Element Derivation:

BMGBDRR contains the value input from field QBGBDRR from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBDRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBDRR contains the sum of all values of BMGBDRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBDTR - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

BMGBDTR contains the number of times that a page name assignment required that a coupling facility data entry be
reclaimed (stolen).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBDRR - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBRXI - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBTCC - Total-Changed Counter

Element Derivation:

BMGBDTR contains the value input from field QBGBDTR from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBDTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBDTR contains the sum of all values of BMGBDTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBDUP - Duplex or Simplex Indicator

BMGBDUP contains the value that indicates a simplex or duplex mode.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  Not Applicable.

Element Derivation:

BMGBDUP contains the value input from field QBGBDUP from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.
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Range of Value:

BMGBDUP can contain any combination alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

BMGBDUP contains the last value of BMGBDUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBERC - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

BMGBERC contains the group buffer pool return code.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

Element Derivation:

BMGBERC contains the value input from field QBGBERC from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBERC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBERC contains the last value of BMGBERC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBERS - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

BMGBERS contains the group buffer pool reason code.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

Element Derivation:

BMGBERS contains the value input from field QBGBERS from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:
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BMGBERS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBERS contains the last value of BMGBERS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

BMGBFLGS contains flags indicating whether errors occurred during data collection:

X'00'
There were no errors

X'01'
An error occurred when the group buffer pool attributes were read from the SCA.

X'02'
An addressing error occurred when the DB2 control blocks were accessed. The data collection process
did not obtain serialization.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

Element Derivation:

BMGBFLGS contains the value input from field QBGBFLGS from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBFLGS can contain any alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

BMGBFLGS contains the last value of BMGBFLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGAS - Current AUTOREC Setting

BMGBGAS contains a value that indicates whether automatic recovery takes place in the event of a structure failure or a
loss of connectivity. When automatic recovery is active, all members of the group are recovered to the group buffer pool.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  BMGBGCS - Current GBPCACHE Setting

Element Derivation:
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BMGBGAS contains the value input from field QBGBGAS from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGAS can contain any combination of 1 to 1 alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGAS contains the last value of BMGBGAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGCK - Group Buffer Pool Checkpoint Interval

BMGBGCK contains the time interval, in minutes, between successive group buffer pool checkpoints.

For ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands, it reports the value specified in the GBPCHKPT keyword.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

Element Derivation:

BMGBGCK contains the value input from field QBGBGCK from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGCK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGCK contains the last value of BMGBGCK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGCS - Current GBPCACHE Setting

BMGBGCS contains the GBP cache attribute. Possible values are:

Y
GBP is used for both data caching and cross-invalidation.

N
GBP is used for cross-invalidation only.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  BMGBGAS - Current AUTOREC Setting

Element Derivation:
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BMGBGCS contains the value input from field QBGBGCS from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGCS can contain a value of Y or N.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGCS contains the last value of BMGBGCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGCT - Castout Class Level Threshold

BMGBGCT contains the threshold at which the class castout is to be initiated. It is expressed as a percentage of the size
of the group buffer pool.

For ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands, it reports the value specified in the CLASST keyword.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable.

Element Derivation:

BMGBGCT contains the value input from field QBGBGCT from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGCT contains the last value of BMGBGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGCTN - Class Level Castout Threshold

BMGBGCTN contains the threshold at which the castout is to be initiated for the group buffer pool class queues. It is
expressed as a percentage of the size of the group buffer pool.

The default is 5 percent, which means that DB2 initiates castout when 5 percent of the group buffer pool class contains
changed pages.

For ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands, it reports the value specified in the CLASST keyword.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag
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             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

Element Derivation:

BMGBGCTN contains the value input from field QBGBGCTN from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGCTN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGCTN contains the last value of BMGBGCTN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGDR - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

BMGBGDR contains the actual number of allocated directory entries.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

             BMGBGDT  - Number of Allocated Data Entries

             BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

Element Derivation:

BMGBGDR contains the value input from field QBGBGDR from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGDR contains the last value of BMGBGDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

BMGBGDR2 contains the number of allocated directory entries in the secondary GBP when MODE is DUPLEX.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGDR  - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

             BMGBGDT  - Number of Allocated Data Entries

             BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

Element Derivation:

BMGBGDR2 contains the value input from field QBGBGDR2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:
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BMGBGDR2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGDR2 contains the last value of BMGBGDR2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGDT - Number of Allocated Data Entries

BMGBGDT contains the actual number of allocated data entries.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGDR  - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

             BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

             BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

Element Derivation:

BMGBGDT contains the value input from field QBGBGDT from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGDT contains the last value of BMGBGDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

BMGBGDT2 contains the allocated data entries in the secondary GBP when MODE is DUPLEX.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGDR  - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

             BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

             BMGBGDT  - Number of Allocated Data Entries

Element Derivation:

BMGBGDT2 contains the value input from field QBGBGDT2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGDT2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGDT2 contains the last value of BMGBGDT2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

BMGBGGT - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

BMGBGGT contains the threshold at which the castout is to be initiated for the group buffer pool. It is expressed as a
percentage of the size of the group buffer pool.

For ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands, it reports the value specified in the GBPOOLT keyword.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

Element Derivation:

BMGBGGT contains the value input from field QBGBGGT from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGGT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGGT contains the last value of BMGBGGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGR1 - Current Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

BMGBGR1 contains the ratio of current directory entries to data entries.

For ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands, this field reports the value specified in the RATIO keyword.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  See also:  BMGBGR2  - Pending Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

Element Derivation:

BMGBGR1 contains the value input from field QBGBGR1 from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGR1 can contain any combination of 1 to 6 alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGR1 contains the last value of BMGBGR1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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BMGBGR2 - Pending Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

BMGBGR2 contains the ratio of pending directory entries to data entries.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  See also:  BMGBGR1  - Current Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

Element Derivation:

BMGBGR2 contains the value input from field QBGBGR2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGR2 can contain any combination of 1 to 6 alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGR2 contains the last value of BMGBGR2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBGSZ - Allocated Size of the Group Buffer Pool

BMGBGSZ contains the allocated size of the group buffer pool in 4 KB blocks.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBSZ2  - Allocated Size of Secondary GBP

Element Derivation:

BMGBGSZ contains the value input from field QBGBGSZ from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBGSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBGSZ contains the last value of BMGBGSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBPID - Group Buffer Pool ID

BMGBPID contains the group buffer pool identifier.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGCK  - Group buffer pool checkpoint interval

             BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

             BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code
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             BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

             BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

Element Derivation:

BMGBPID contains the value input from field QBGBPID from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBPID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBPID is not summarized. BMGBPID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBRXI - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

BMGBRXI contains the number of times that a directory entry was stolen and one or more XI signals had to be sent
because the page in the directory was cached in one or more DB2 buffer pools. Derived from the DB2 field QBGBRXI.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBDRR - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBDTR - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBTCC - Total-Changed Counter

Element Derivation:

BMGBRXI contains the value input from field QBGBRXI from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBRXI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBRXI contains the sum of all values of BMGBRXI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBSZ2 - Allocated Size of Secondary GBP

BMGBSZ2 contains the allocated size of the secondary GBP when the GBP is DUPLEX.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBGSZ  - Allocated Size of the Group Buffer Pool

Element Derivation:

BMGBSZ2 contains the value input from field QBGBSZ2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.
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Range of Value:

BMGBSZ2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBSZ2 contains the last value of BMGBSZ2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

BMGBTCC - Total-Changed Counter

BMGBTCC contains the number of allocated data entries that are currently in changed state. This is a snapshot value and
is not cumulative.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMGBDRR - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBDTR - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

             BMGBRXI - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

Element Derivation:

BMGBTCC contains the value input from field QBGBTCC from the SMF type 100, subtype 3 record.

Range of Value:

BMGBTCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

BMGBTCC contains the last value of BMGBTCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 System Stor Usage by Address Space File (DB2SSA)
The DB2 System Stor Usage by Address Space (DB2SSA) File contains storage use information at the DB2 address
space level.

Use this file to determine DB2 system storage use at the DB2 address space level.

The source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100, subtype 4, section 1.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     SSAADSNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SSAADSNM - Address Space Name

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number
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  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  SSAASFLG - Address Space Summary Flags

  X.....E  SSAERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSAHVP2G - Real 2G Frames In-use

  X.....E  SSASCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24HAD - High Address of 24-bit Priv Region (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24HP  - MVS 24-bit High Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24LP  - MVS 24-bit Low Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31FPS - 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31GM  - 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31GMS - 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31HAD - High Address of 31-bit Priv Region (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31MC  - 31-bit Storage Reservd Must Complete(MB)

  X.....E  SSA31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31SSA - 31-bit Stack in Use for Sys Agents (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31STU - 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31VPS - 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4K64A - 4K Aux Slots for 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4K64N - 4K Aux 64-bit Private Slots - NOBP

  X.....E  SSA4K64O - Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames - NOBP

  X.....E  SSA4K64P - Real 4K Frames for 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

 Maximum Data Elements

  X.....E  SSA64PAX - HWM for 4K 64-bit Private Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSA64PFH - HWM for Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames

 

SSAADSNM - Address Space Name

SSAADSNM contains name of the address space, either DBM1, or DIST. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSAADSNM contains the value input from field QW0225AN in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSAADSNM can contain either DBM1 or DIST.

Summarization Process:

SSAADSNM is not summarized. SSAADSNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SSAASFLG - Address Space Summary Flags

SSAASFLG contains the address space summary flags. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSAASFLG contains the value input from field QW02251FLGS in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSAASFLG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSAASFLG contains the last value of SSAASFLG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSAERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

SSAERGSZ contains the maximum amount of MVS private storage available above the 16 MB line. This field is new in
DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSAERGSZ contains the value input from field QW0225RG in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSAERGSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).
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Summarization Process:

SSAERGSZ contains the last value of SSAERGSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSAHVP2G - Real 2G Frames In-use

SSAHVP2G contains the number of real 2G frames in use for 64-bit private pools. Available at DB2 12.1 and higher.

SSAHVP2G is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA4K64P - Real 4K Frames for 64-bit Private

Element Derivation:

SSAHVP2G contains the value input from field QW0225HVPagesInReal2G in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4
record.

Range of Value:

SSAHVP2G ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSAHVP2G contains the last value of SSAHVP2G processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSAPDPGS - Private Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal

SSAPDPGS contains the number of Private discarded pages eligible for Page Steal.

SSAPDPGS is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI82191.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  SSA4K64P - Real 4K Frames for 64-bit Private
            SSA4K64A - 4K Aux Slots for 64-bit Private
            SSA64PFH - HWM for Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames
            SSA64PAX - HWM for 4K 64-bit Private Aux Slots
            SSA4K64O - Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames - NOBP
            SSA4K64N - 4K Aux 64-bit Private Slots - NOBP
            SSAHVP2G - Real 2G Frames In-use
      

Element Derivation:

SSAPDPGS contains the value input from field QW0225PriStg_dpage in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:
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SSAPDPGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSAPDPGS contains the last value of SSAPDPGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSASCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

SSASCWRN contains the amount of free storage available in the DBM1 data space. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSASCWRN contains the value input from field QW0225SO in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The
value is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSASCWRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSASCWRN contains the last value of SSASCWRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA24HAD - High Address of 24-bit Priv Region (MB)

SSA24HAD contains the current high address of the 24-bit private region. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31HAD - High Address of 31-bit Priv Region (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA24HAD contains the value input from field QW0225TP in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA24HAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA24HAD contains the last value of SSA24HAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSA24HP - MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)

SSA24HP contains the amount of private MVS storage below the 16-MB line. This storage is obtained from the top down,
usually for authorized programs. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA24LP - MVS 24-bit Low Private (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA24HP contains the value input from field QW0225HI in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA24HP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The value is then divided
by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Summarization Process:

SSA24HP contains the last value of SSA24HP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA24LP - MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)

SSA24LP contains the amount of private MVS storage below the 16-MB line. This storage is obtained from the bottom up,
usually for unauthorized programs. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA24HP - MVS 24-bit High Private (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA24LP contains the value input from field QW0225LO in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA24LP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The value is then divided
by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Summarization Process:

SSA24LP contains the last value of SSA24LP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

SSA31AVL contains the amount of 31-bit storage available for storage manager pools. This field is new in DB2 Version
10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA31AVL contains the value input from field QW0225AV in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31AVL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31AVL contains the last value of SSA31AVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Private (MB)

SSA31EHP contains the amount of private MVS storage above the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from the top
downward, usually for authorized programs. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Private (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31EHP contains the value input from field QW0225EH in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31EHP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31EHP contains the last value of SSA31EHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Private (MB)

SSA31ELP contains The amount of private MVS storage above the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from the bottom
upward, usually for unauthorized programs. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Version 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Private (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31ELP contains the value input from field QW0225EL in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:
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SSA31ELP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31ELP contains the last value of SSA31ELP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31FPS - 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSA31FPS contains the amount of 31-bit fixed storage. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31VPS - 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31FPS contains the value input from field QW0225FX in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31FPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31FPS contains the last value of SSA31FPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31GM - 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

SSA31GM contains the total amount of 31-bit storage acquired by GETMAIN. Included is storage for virtual pools, the
EDM pool, the compression dictionary, cast out buffers, the data space lookaside buffer, hiperpool control blocks, and data
buffer pool control blocks.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31GMS - 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31GM contains the value input from field QW0225GM in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31GM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31GM contains the last value of SSA31GM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSA31GMS - 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

SSA31GMS contains the amount of 31-bit getmained storage allocated for program stack use. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31GM  - 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31GMS contains the value input from field QW0225GS in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31GMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31GMS contains the last value of SSA31GMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31HAD - High Address of 31-bit Priv Region (MB)

SSA31HAD contains The current high address of the 31-bit private region. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA24HAD - High Address of 24-bit Priv Region (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31HAD contains the value input from field QW0225EP in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31HAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31HAD contains the last value of SSA31HAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31MC - 31-bit Storage Reservd Must Complete(MB)

SSA31MC contains the amount of storage reserved for operations that must complete before DB2 is allowed to stop. This
field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SSA31MC contains the value input from field QW0225CR in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31MC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31MC contains the last value of SSA31MC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

SSA31MVS contains the amount of 31-bit storage available for MVS operating system activity. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA31MVS contains the value input from field QW0225MV in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31MVS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31MVS contains the last value of SSA31MVS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31SSA - 31-bit Stack in Use for Sys Agents (MB)

SSA31SSA contains the amount of 31-bit stack storage that is in use for system agents. SSA31SSA is a subset of
SSA31STU. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31STU - 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31SSA contains the value input from field QW0225SS in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31SSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSA31SSA contains the last value of SSA31SSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31STU - 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

SSA31STU contains the amount of 31-bit stack storage in use. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31SSA - 31-bit Stack in Use for Sys Agents (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31STU contains the value input from field QW0225SU in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31STU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31STU contains the last value of SSA31STU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA31VPS - 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

SSA31VPS contains 31-bit storage used by all variable pools. This includes storage used by System and Local agents,
the RID pool, Local dynamic statement cache control blocks and statement pool, and buffer and data manager trace
tables. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA31FPS - 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA31VPS contains the value input from field QW0225VR in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA31VPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA31VPS contains the last value of SSA31VPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSA4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

SSA4KAUX contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 31-bit and 64-bit private pools. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots
             SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSA4KAUX contains the value input from field QW0225AX in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA4KAUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4KAUX contains the last value of SSA4KAUX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

SSA4KFRM contains the number of 4K real storage frames in use for 31-bit and 64-bit private pools. This field is new in
DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots
             SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSA4KFRM contains the value input from field QW0225RL in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA4KFRM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4KFRM contains the last value of SSA4KFRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA4K64A - 4K Aux Slots for 64-bit Private

SSA4K64A contains the number of auxiliary 4K slots in use for 64-bit private pools. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA4K64A contains the value input from field QW0225HVAUXSLOTS in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA4K64A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4K64A contains the last value of SSA4K64A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA4K64N - 4K Aux 64-bit Private Slots - NOBP

SSA4K64N contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 64-bit private pools. This does not include buffer pool
storage and only includes auxiliary slots occupied by pages that are paged out. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA4K64N contains the value input from field QW0225PRISTG_AUX in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSA4K64N ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4K64N contains the last value of SSA4K64N processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA4K64O - Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames - NOBP

SSA4K64O contains the number of real 4K private frames in use for 64-bit private pools. SSA4K64O is a subset of
SSA4K64P and does not include buffer pool storage. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA4K64P - Real 4K frames for 64-bit Private

Element Derivation:

SSA4K64O contains the value input from field QW0225PRISTG_REAL in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4
record.

Range of Value:
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SSA4K64O ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4K64O contains the last value of SSA4K64O processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA4K64P - Real 4K frames for 64-bit Private

SSA4K64P contains the number of real 4K frames in use for 64-bit private pools. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA4K64P contains the value input from field QW0225HVPAGESINREAL in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4
record.

Range of Value:

SSA4K64P ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA4K64P contains the last value of SSA4K64P processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA64PAX - HWM for 4K 64-bit Private Aux Slots

SSA64PAX contains the high water mark for the number of auxiliary 4K slots in use for 64-bit private pools. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA64PAX contains the value input from field QW0225HVGAUXSLOTS in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4
record.

Range of Value:

SSA64PAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PAX contains the last value of SSA64PAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSA64PFH - HWM for Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames

SSA64PFH contains the number of real 4K frames in use for 64-bit private pools. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSA64PFH contains the value input from field QW0225HVGPAGESINREAL in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4
record.

Range of Value:

SSA64PFH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PFH contains the last value of SSA64PFH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSA64PFP contains the total amount of fixed storage above the 2 GB bar. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)
             SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA64PFP contains the value input from field QW0225FA in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA64PFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PFP contains the last value of SSA64PFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)

SSA64PGM contains the amount of 64-bit storage obtained by GETMAIN. This includes space for the compression
dictionary, and statement and DBD cache that can be used by the Environmental Descriptor Manager (EDM). This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)
             SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA64PGM contains the value input from field QW0225GA in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA64PGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PGM contains the last value of SSA64PGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)

SSA64PSM contains the amount of 64-bit storage allocated for storage manager control structures. This field is new in
DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA64PSM contains the value input from field QW0225SM in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA64PSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PSM contains the last value of SSA64PSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

SSA64PVP contains the amount of variable storage available above the 2 GB bar. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
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             SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSA64PVP contains the value input from field QW0225VA in section 1 of the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value
is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSA64PVP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSA64PVP contains the last value of SSA64PVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 System Storage Usage File (DB2SSU)
The DB2 System Storage Usage (DB2SSU) File contains information on DB2 System storage use.

Use this file to determine DB2 system storage use at the DB2 ID level.

This source is populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100, subtype 4.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)

  X.....E  SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUACTTH - Active Threads

  X.....E  SSUADBAT - Active and Disconnected DBATs

  X.....E  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools

  X.....E  SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)

  X.....E  SSUALSST - 64-bit Shared Agent Local Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUALSTR - Agent Local Storage (MB)
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  X.....E  SSUAPCTH - Active Parallel Child Threads

  X.....E  SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

  X.....E  SSUARSTR - Total Array Variable Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBDITS - BM/DM Internal Trace Table Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBMSBK - Buffer Manager Storage Blocks

  X.....E  SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

  X.....E  SSUCDSTR - Compression Dictionary Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines

  X.....E  SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines

  X.....E  SSUECSA  - MVS Extended CSA Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSUECSAL - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Alloc

  X.....E  SSUECSCV - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Conv

  X.....E  SSUECSHW - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_HWM

  X.....E  SSUERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSUESQAL - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_Alloc

  X.....E  SSUESQAS - Service Field QW0225_ESQAS

  X.....E  SSUESQHW - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_HWM

  X.....E  SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines

  X.....E  SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp

  X.....E  SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg

  X.....E  SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg

  X.....E  SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg

  X.....E  SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

  X.....E  SSUPMSS  - Pipe Manager Subpool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

  X.....E  SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines

  X.....E  SSURAVL  - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAIL

  X.....E  SSURAVLO - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILLO

  X.....E  SSURAVOK - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILOK

  X.....E  SSURIDPS - RID Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUROPS  - RDS Operations Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSURS    - Service Field QW0225_RS

  X.....E  SSUSASST - 64-bit Shared System Agent Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSASTR - System Agent Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSCBS  - Statement Cache Block Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSFLAG - Shared/Common Storage Summary Flag

  X.....E  SSUSMOA  - Shared Memory Objects Allocated

  X.....E  SSUSRVSJ - Service Field QW0225SJ

  X.....E  SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSVCF1 - Service Field QW0225F1

  X.....E  SSUSVCF2 - Service Field QW0225F2

  X.....E  SSUWARN  - Service Field QW0225_WARN

  X.....E  SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)

  X.....E  SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU24HP  - MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU24LP  - MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31CGM - 31-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)
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  X.....E  SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Priv Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Priv Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31GM  - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31MC  - 31-bit Stor Resvd for Must Complete (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSU64ACS - 64-bit Common Storage Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64ASL - Aux Slots - 64-bit Shared Storage

  X.....E  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CST - Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames

  X.....E  SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64FSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames

  X.....E  SSU64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmain Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SFP - 64-bit Shared Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SGM - 64-bit Shared Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SMA - 64-bit Shared Memory Pages Allocated

  X.....E  SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SPB - 64-bit Shared Pages Backed in Real Stor

  X.....E  SSU64SPI - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In

  X.....E  SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

  X.....E  SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames

  X.....E  SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SVP - 64-bit Shared Variable Pool Storage (MB)

 Maximum Data Elements

  X.....E  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs

  X.....E  SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SHW - HWM for Number of 64-bit Shr Bytes (MB)
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SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)

SSUABCSA contains the currently used storage above the bar for all common IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUACTTH contains the value input from field QW0225I_ABCSA from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUABCSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUABCSA contains the last value of SSUABCSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)

SSUABCSH contains the storage used high water mark for above the bar common IRLM (Internal Resource Lock
Manager) pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:
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SSUACTTH contains the value input from field QW0225I_ABCSH from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUABCSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUABCSH contains the maximum value of SSUABCSH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

SSUABPVH contains the storage used high water mark for above the bar private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUABPVH contains the value input from field QW0225I_ABPVH from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUABPVH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUABPVH contains the maximum value of SSUABPVH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

SSUABPVT contains the currently used storage above the bar for all private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
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             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUABPVT contains the value input from field QW0225I_ABPVT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUABPVT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUABPVT contains the last value of SSUABPVT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUACTTH - Active Threads

SSUACTTH contains the number of active allied threads.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUADBAT - Active and Disconnected DBATs
             SSUAPCTH  Active Parallel Child Threads

Element Derivation:

SSUACTTH contains the value input from field QW0225AT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUACTTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUACTTH contains the last value of SSUACTTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUADBAT - Active and Disconnected DBATs

SSUADBAT contains the number of active and disconnected Distributed Database Access (DBAT) Threads. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUAPCTH - Active Parallel Child Threads
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             SSUACTTH - Active Threads

Element Derivation:

SSUADBAT contains the value input from field QW0225DB from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUADBAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUADBAT contains the last value of SSUADBAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools

SSUALPLC contains the number of statements in the 64-bit agent local pool (64-bit shared agent local variable pool).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache
                        (MB)
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
             SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
             SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt
                        cache(MB)
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor
                        (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUALPLC contains the value input from field QW0225LC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUALPLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUALPLC contains the last value of SSUALPLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)

SSUALPL2 contains the allocated statement cache storage in 64-bit agent local pools (64-bit shared agent local variable
pools). This field is new in DB2 Version 9, Release 1.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
             SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
             SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt
                        Cache(MB)
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor
                        (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUALPL2 contains the value input from field QW0225L2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUALPL2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUALPL2 contains the last value of SSUALPL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUALSST - 64-bit Shared Agent Local Storage (MB)

SSUALSST contains the amount of storage allocated for agent-related 64-bit local storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUSASST - 64-bit Shared System Agent Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUALSST contains the value input from field QW0225ALG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUALSST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUALSST contains the last value of SSUALSST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUALSTR - Agent Local Storage (MB)

SSUALSTR contains the amount of storage allocated for agent-related local storage. This storage is used for operations
such as sort.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUSASTR - System Agent Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUALSTR contains the value input from field QW0225AL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUALSTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUALSTR contains the last value of SSUALSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUAPCTH - Active Parallel Child Threads

SSUAPCTH contains the number of active parallel child threads. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUACTTH - Active Threads
             SSUADBAT - Active and Disconnected DBATs

Element Derivation:

SSUAPCTH contains the value input from field QW0225PT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUAPCTH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUAPCTH contains the last value of SSUAPCTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

SSUAPMAX contains above the bar storage threshold for the private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) pools.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

DB2 reserves 10% of the storage allocated for use by must-complete lock requests. Comparing the currently used and
high-watermark elements to this threshold over time can show patterns of usage for IRLM performance.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUAPMAX contains the value input from field QW0225I_APMAX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUAPMAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUAPMAX contains the last value of SSUAPMAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUARSTR - Total Array Variable Storage (MB)

SSUARSTR contains the total storage for the array variable.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUARSTR contains the value input from field QW0225AR from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUARSTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUARSTR contains the last value of SSUARSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

SSUBBPVH contains the storage used high water mark for below the bar private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUBBPVH contains the value input from field QW0225I_BBPVH from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUBBPVH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBBPVH contains the maximum value of SSUBBPVH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

SSUBBPVT contains the currently used storage below the bar for all private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUBBPVT contains the value input from field QW0225I_BBPVT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUBBPVT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBBPVT contains the last value of SSUBBPVT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SSUBDITS - BM/DM Internal Trace Table Storage (MB)

SSUBDITS contains the storage used for Buffer Manager and Data Manager (BM/DM) internal trace tables. This field is
available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUBDITS contains the value input from field QW0225TT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUBDITS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBDITS contains the last value of SSUBDITS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

SSEBECSA contains the currently used storage below the bar for all ECSA IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) pools
during the reporting interval.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUBECSA contains the value input from field QW0225I_BBECSA from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSEBECSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSEBECSA contains the last value of SSEBECSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

SSUBECSH contains the storage used high water mark for below the bar ECSA IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager)
pools during the reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUBECSH contains the value input from field QW0225I_BBECSAH from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUBECSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBECSH contains the maximum value of SSUBECSH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUBMSBK - Buffer Manager Storage Blocks

SSUBMSBK contains the storage used for page set control blocks.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. SEE

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUBMSBK contains the value input from field QW0225BB from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUBMSBK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBMSBK contains the last value of SSUBMSBK processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

SSUAPMAX contains below the bar storage threshold for the private IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) pools.

This value is expressed in megabytes.

DB2 reserves 10% of the storage allocated for use by must-complete lock requests. Comparing the currently used and
high-watermark elements to this threshold over time can show patterns of usage for IRLM performance.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)
             SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUBBCSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBCSH - HWM for All ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)
             SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools(MB)
             SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUBPMAX contains the value input from field QW0225I_BPMAX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUBPMAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUBPMAX contains the last value of SSUBPMAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUCDSTR - Compression Dictionary Storage

SSUCDSTR contains the storage space allocated for the compression dictionary.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUCDSTR contains the value input from field QW0225CD from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUCDSTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSUCDSTR contains the last value of SSUCDSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUCOENT - Castout Engines

SSUCOENT contains the number of engines available for data-sharing castout processing.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines
             SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines
             SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines
             SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

Element Derivation:

SSUCOENT contains the value input from field QW0225CE from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUCOENT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUCOENT contains the last value of SSUCOENT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUCSDPG - High Common Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal

SSUCSDPG contains the number of High Common discarded pages eligible for page steal.

SSUCSDPG is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI82191.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO: SSUSSDPG - Shared Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
           SSUSSSDP - Shared Stack Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
        

Element Derivation:

SSUCSDPG contains the value input from field QW0225ComStg_dpage from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUCSDPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUCSDPG contains the last value of SSUCSDPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines

SSUDEFWE contains the number of engines used for deferred write operations.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines
             SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines
             SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines
             SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

Element Derivation:

SSUDEFWE contains the value input from field QW0225DW from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUDEFWE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUDEFWE contains the last value of SSUDEFWE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUECSA - MVS Extended CSA Size (MB)

SSUECSA contains the size of the common storage area (CSA) above the 16 MB line.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUECSA contains the value input from field QW0225EC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUECSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUECSA contains the last value of SSUECSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUECSAL - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Alloc

SSUECSAL contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

SSUECSAL contains the value input from field QW0225_ECSA_ALLOC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUECSAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUECSAL contains the last value of SSUECSAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUECSCV - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Conv

SSUECSCV contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUECSCV contains the value input from field QW0225_ECSA_Conv from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUECSCV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUECSCV contains the last value of SSUECSCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUECSHW - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_HWM

SSUECSHW contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUECSHW contains the value input from field QW0225_ECSA_HWM from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUECSHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUECSHW contains the last value of SSUECSHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

SSUERGSZ contains the maximum amount of MVS private storage available above the 16 MB line. This field is available
in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUECSA  - MVS Extended CSA Size (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUERGSZ contains the value input from field QW0225RG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUERGSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUERGSZ contains the last value of SSUERGSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUESQAL - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_Alloc

SSUESQAL contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUESQAL contains the value input from field QW0225_ESQA_ALLOC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUESQAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUESQAL contains the last value of SSUESQAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUESQAS - Service Field QW0225_ESQAS

SSUESQAS contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:
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SSUESQAS contains the value input from field QW0225_ESQAS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUESQAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUESQAS contains the last value of SSUESQAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUESQHW - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_HWM

SSUESQHW contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUESQHW contains the value input from field QW0225_ESQA_HWM from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUESQHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUESQHW contains the last value of SSUESQHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines

SSUGDBWE contains the number of engines assigned for group buffer pool writes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines
             SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines
             SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines
             SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

Element Derivation:

SSUGDBWE contains the value input from field QW0225GW from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUGDBWE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUGDBWE contains the last value of SSUGDBWE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs

SSUHCHWM contains the high-water mark of the number of statements in 64-bit agent local pools at high storage time
(64-bit shared agent local variable pools).

The number of statements in the local cache storage pool at high storage time.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
             SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache
                        (MB)
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
             SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
             SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt
                        Cache(MB)
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor
                        (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUHCHWM contains the value input from field QW0225HC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUHCHWM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUHCHWM contains the maximum value of SSUHCHWM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

SSUHSHWM contains the high-water mark of allocated 31-bit xProc storage for dynamic SQL used by active threads.

SSUHSHWM is a statistics interval high-water mark of allocated storage for thread copies in the local cache storage pool
below the bar.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
             SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache
                        (MB)
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
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             SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt
                        Cache(MB)
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUHSHWM contains the value input from field QW0225HS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUHSHWM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUHSHWM contains the maximum value of SSUHSHWM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp

SSUHTHTS contains the timestamp of the high-water mark for storage allocated in 64-bit agent local pools since the last
IFCID 225 was written (64-bit shared agent local variable pools).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
             SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache
                        (MB)
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
             SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt
                        Cache(MB)
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor
                        (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUHTHTS contains the value input from field QW0225HT from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUHTHTS is a SAS datetime value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUHTHTS contains the last value of SSUHTHTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)

SSUH2HWM contains the high-water mark of the allocated statement cache storage in 64-bit agent local pools (64-bit
shared agent local variable pools). This field is new in DB2 Version 9, Release 1.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
             SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache
                        (MB)
             SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
             SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
             SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
             SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
             SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor
                        (MB)
             SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
             SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUH2HWM contains the value input from field QW0225H2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUH2HWM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUH2HWM contains the maximum value of SSUH2HWM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg

SSULMCAX contains the number of log manager control buffer frames in real storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg
             SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg
             SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

Element Derivation:

SSULMCAX contains the value input from field QW0225_LMCtrl_Aux from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSULMCAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSULMCAX contains the last value of SSULMCAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg

SSULMCRL contains the number of log manager control frames in real storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg
             SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg
             SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

Element Derivation:

SSULMCRL contains the value input from field QW0225_LMCtrl_Real from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSULMCRL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSULMCRL contains the last value of SSULMCRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg

SSULMWAX contains the number of log manager write frames in auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg
             SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg
             SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

Element Derivation:

SSULMWAX contains the value input from field QW0225_LMWrite_Aux from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSULMWAX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSULMWAX contains the last value of SSULMWAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

SSULMWRL contains the number of log manager write buffer frames in real storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg
             SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg
             SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg

Element Derivation:

SSULMWRL contains the value input from field QW0225_LMWrite_Real from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSULMWRL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSULMWRL contains the last value of SSULMWRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUPMSS - Pipe Manager Subpool Storage (MB)

SSUPMSS contains the amount of storage allocated to Pipe Manager for parallel query operations. This field is available
in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but no longer present in in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUPMSS contains the value input from field QW0225PM from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert to to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUPMSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUPMSS contains the last value of SSUPMSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

SSUPNEXE contains the number of data sharing P-Lock engines and Notify Exit engines.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines
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             SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines
             SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines
             SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines

Element Derivation:

SSUPNEXE contains the value input from field QW0225PL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUPNEXE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUPNEXE contains the last value of SSUPNEXE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines

SSUPREFE contains the number of engines used for sequential, list, and dynamic prefetch.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines
             SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines
             SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines
             SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

Element Derivation:

SSUPREFE contains the value input from field QW0225PF from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUPREFE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUPREFE contains the last value of SSUPREFE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSURAVL - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAIL

SSURAVL contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSURAVL contains the value input from field QW0225_REALAVAIL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:
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SSURAVL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSURAVL contains the last value of SSURAVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSURAVLO - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILLO

SSURAVLO contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSURAVLO contains the value input from field QW0225_REALAVAILLO from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSURAVLO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSURAVLO contains the last value of SSURAVLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSURAVOK - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILOK

SSURAVOK contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSURAVOK contains the value input from field QW0225_REALAVAILOK from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSURAVOK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSURAVOK contains the last value of SSURAVOK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSURIDPS - RID Pool Storage (MB)

SSURIDPS contains the amount of storage for RID list processing such as list prefetch, index ANDing, and ORing.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSURIDPS contains the value input from field QW0225RP from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSURIDPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSURIDPS contains the last value of SSURIDPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUROPS - RDS Operations Pool Storage (MB)

SSUROPS contains the amount of storage for the RDS operations pool that is used for sort, prepare, and so on. This field
is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUROPS contains the value input from field QW0225RO from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUROPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUROPS contains the last value of SSUROPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSURS - Service Field QW0225_RS

SSURS contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 11, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSURS contains the value input from field QW0225_RS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:
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SSURS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSURS contains the last value of SSURS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSASST - 64-bit Shared System Agent Storage (MB)

SSUSASST contains the amount of of 64-bit storage used by system agents. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release
1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALSST - 64-bit Shared Agent Local Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUSASST contains the value input from field QW0225ASG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSASST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Summarization Process:

SSUSASST contains the last value of SSUSASST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSASTR - System Agent Storage (MB)

SSUSASTR contains the amount of storage used by system agents.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUALSTR - Agent Local Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUSASTR contains the value input from field QW0225AS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUSASTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSASTR contains the last value of SSUSASTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUSCBS - Statement Cache Block Storage (MB)

SSUSCBS contains the amount of storage for local dynamic statement cache control blocks. This field is available in DB2
Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUSCBS contains the value input from field QW0225SB from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUSCBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSCBS contains the last value of SSUSCBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

SSUSCWRN contains the amount of free storage, in megabytes, available in the DBM1 data space. This field is available
in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUSCWRN contains the value input from field QW0225SO from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUSCWRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSCWRN contains the last value of SSUSCWRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSFLAG - Shared/Common Storage Summary Flag

SSUSFLAG contains the shared and common storage summary flags. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

SSUSFLAG contains the value input from field QW02253FLGS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSFLAG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSFLAG contains the last value of SSUSFLAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSMOA - Shared Memory Objects Allocated

SSUSMOA contains the number of shared memory objects allocated for this MVS LPAR. This field is new in DB2 Version
10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SMA - 64-bit Shared Memory Pages Allocated

Element Derivation:

SSUSMOA contains the value input from field QW0225SHRNMOMB from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSMOA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSMOA contains the last value of SSUSMOA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSRVSJ - Service Field QW0225SJ

SSUSRVSJ contains a value that is for IBM service.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUSRVSJ contains the value input from field QW0225SJ from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSRVSJ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSRVSJ contains the last value of SSUSRVSJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SSUSSDPG - Shared Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal

SSUSSDPG contains the number of Shared discarded pages eligible for page steal.

SSUSSDPG is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI82191.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO: SSUSSSDP - Shared Stack Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
           SSUCSDPG - High Common Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
        

Element Derivation:

SSUSSDPG contains the value input from field QW0225ShrStg_dpage from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSSDPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSSDPG contains the last value of SSUSSDPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSSSDP - Shared Stack Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal

SSUSSSDP contains the number of Shared Stack discarded pages eligible for page steal.

SSASSSDP is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI82191.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  SSUSSDPG - Shared Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
            SSUCSDPG - High Common Discard Pgs Elig Page Steal
        

Element Derivation:

SSUSSSDP contains the value input from field QW0225ShrStkStg_dpage from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSSSDP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSSSDP contains the last value of SSUSSSDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)

SSUSTCS2 contains the total 64-bit statement cache 2 GB block storage above the bar in the 64-bit shared variable pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
            SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)
            SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
            SSUHSHWM - HWM for 31-bit xPROC Dyn SQL Stor (MB)
            SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
            SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)
            SSUXPSLS - Alloc 31-bit xPROC Dynamic SQL Stor (MB)
            SSUXPSSC - 31-bit xPROC Stor - Dynamic SQL (MB)
            SSUXPSSX - Total 31-bit xPROC Static SQL Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUSTCS2 contains the value input from field QW0225S2 from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUSTCS2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSTCS2 contains the last value of SSUSTCS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUSVCF1 - Service Field QW0225F1

SSUSVCF1 contains a value that is for IBM service.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUSVCF2 - Service Field QW0225F2

Element Derivation:

SSUSVCF1 contains the value input from field QW0225F1 from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUSVCF1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSVCF1 contains the last value of SSUSVCF1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUSVCF2 - Service Field QW0225F2

SSUSVCF2 contains the value that is for IBM service.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUSVCF1 - Service Field QW0225F1

Element Derivation:

SSUSVCF2 contains the value input from

Range of Value:

SSUSVCF2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUSVCF2 contains the last value of SSUSVCF2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUWARN - Service Field QW0225_WARN

SSUWARN contains a value that is for IBM service. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SSUWARN contains the value input from field QW0225_WARN from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSUWARN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUWARN contains the last value of SSUWARN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

SSUXPSLS contains the size of the allocated 31-bit xPROC storage for dynamic SQL used by active threads.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
            SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)
            SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
            SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
            SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
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            SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)
            SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
            SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)
            SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUXPSLS contains the value input from field QW0225LS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUXPSLS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUXPSLS contains the last value of SSUXPSLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)

SSUXPSSC contains the total size of the 31-bit xPROC storage for dynamic SQL used by active threads (31-bit DBM1
private variable pool).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
            SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)
            SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
            SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
            SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
            SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)
            SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
            SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
            SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUXPSSC contains the value input from field QW0225SC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUXPSSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUXPSSC contains the last value of SSUXPSSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

SSUXPSSX contains the size of allocated 31-bit xProc storage for static SQL statements (31-bit DBM1 private variable
pool).

It is the amount of storage allocated for the local cache storage pool below the bar. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools
            SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)
            SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs
            SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
            SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp
            SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)
            SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)
            SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)
            SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSUXPSSX contains the value input from field QW0225SX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSUXPSSX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSUXPSSX contains the last value of SSUXPSSX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU24HP - MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)

SSU24HP contains the amount of high private MVS storage below the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from the top
downward, and is usually for authorized programs. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present
in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU24LP - MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU24HP contains the value input from field QW0225HI from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU24HP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSU24HP contains the last value of SSU24HP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU24LP - MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)

SSU24LP contains the amount of low private MVS storage below the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from the bottom
upward, and is usually for unauthorized programs. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present
in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU24HP - MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU24LP contains the value input from field QW0225LO from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU24LP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU24LP contains the last value of SSU24LP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

SSU31AVL contains the amount of 31-bit storage available for storage manager pools. This field is available in DB2
Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)
             SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)
             SSU31GM  - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31AVL contains the value input from field QW0225AV from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31AVL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31AVL contains the last value of SSU31AVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSU31CFP contains the amount of storage allocated for 31-bit common fixed pool storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31CFP contains the value input from field QW0225FC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31CFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31CFP contains the last value of SSU31CFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31CGM - 31-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)

SSU31CGM contains the amount of storage allocated for 31-bit common getmained storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSU31CGM contains the value input from field QW0225GC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31CGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31CGM contains the last value of SSU31CGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

SSU31CVP contains the amount of storage allocated for 31-bit common variable pool storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31CVP contains the value input from field QW0225VC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert to to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31CVP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31CVP contains the last value of SSU31CVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Priv Stor (MB)

SSU31EHP contains the amount of 31-bit high private MVS storage above the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from
the top downward, usually for authorized programs. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present
in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Priv Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31EHP contains the value input from field QW0225EH from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31EHP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31EHP contains the last value of SSU31EHP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Priv Stor (MB)

SSU31ELP contains the amount of 31-bit low private MVS storage above the 16 MB line. This storage is obtained from
the bottom upward, usually for unauthorized programs. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer
present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Priv Stor (MB)
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Element Derivation:

SSU31ELP contains the value input from field QW0225EL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31ELP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31ELP contains the last value of SSU31ELP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSU31FPS contains the amount of 31-bit fixed pool storage. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but no longer
present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31FPS contains the value input from field QW0225FX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31FPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31FPS contains the last value of SSU31FPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31GM - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

SSU31GM contains the total storage acquired by GETMAIN. This includes space for virtual pools, the EDM pool, the
compression dictionary, castout buffers, the data space lookaside buffer, hiperpool control blocks, and data space buffer
pool control blocks.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)
             SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)
             SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:
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SSU31GM contains the value input from field QW0225GM from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31GM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31GM contains the last value of SSU31GM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

SSU31GMS contains the amount of GETMAINED storage allocated for program stack use. This field is available in DB2
Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)
             SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)
             SSU31GM  - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31GMS contains the value input from field QW0225GS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31GMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31GMS contains the last value of SSU31GMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31MC - 31-bit Stor Resvd for Must Complete (MB)

SSU31MC contains the amount of Storage reserved for operations that must complete before DB2 is allowed to stop. This
field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31MC contains the value input from field QW0225CR from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:
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SSU31MC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31MC contains the last value of SSU31MC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

SSU31MVS contains the amount of storage available for operating system activity. This field is available in DB2 Version 8
and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31MC  - 31-bit Stor Resvd for Must Complete (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31MVS contains the value input from field QW0225MV from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31MVS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31MVS contains the last value of SSU31MVS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

SSU31STU contains the amount of stack storage that is in use. This field is available in DB2 Version 9, but is no longer
present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)
             SSU31GM  - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31STU contains the value input from field QW0225SU from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31STU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31STU contains the last value of SSU31STU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

SSU31VPS contains the amount of storage available in all variable storage pools. SSU31VPS includes storage used by
system and local agents, the local dynamic statement cache control blocks and statement pool, the RID pool, the pipe
manager subpool, and the buffer and data manager trace tables. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but but is
no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also: SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
            SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU31VPS contains the value input from field QW0225VR from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU31VPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU31VPS contains the last value of SSU31VPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

SSU4KAUX contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 31 and 64-bit private storage. This field is available in DB2
Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSU4KAUX contains the value input from field QW0225AX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU4KAUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU4KAUX contains the last value of SSU4KAUX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

SSU4KFRM contains the number of 4K real storage frames in use for 31 and 64-bit private storage. This field is available
in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSU4KFRM contains the value input from field QW0225RL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU4KFRM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU4KFRM contains the last value of SSU4KFRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64ACS - 64-bit Common Storage Aux Slots

SSU64ACS contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 64-bit common storage for the subsystem. SSU64ACS
only includes aux slots occupied by pages that are paged out. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64ASL - Aux Slots - 64-bit Shared Storage

Element Derivation:

SSU64ACS contains the value input from field QW0225COMSTG_AUX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64ACS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64ACS contains the last value of SSU64ACS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

SSU64ASH contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 64-bit shared storage for the subsystem. SSU64ASH does
not include shared stack storage and only includes auxiliary slots occupied by pages that are paged out. This field is new
in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSU64ASH contains the value input from field QW0225SHRSTG_AUX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64ASH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64ASH contains the last value of SSU64ASH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64ASL - Aux Slots - 64-bit Shared Storage

SSU64ASL contains the number of 64-bit shared pages paged in from auxiliary storage for this MVS LPAR. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64ACS - 64-bit Common Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSU64ASL contains the value input from field QW0225SHRAUXSLOTS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64ASL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64ASL contains the last value of SSU64ASL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSU64CFP contains the amount storage allocated for 64-bit common fixed pool storage. This field is new in DB2 Version
10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage
                       (MB)
            SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)
            SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)
            SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

Element Derivation:
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SSU64CFP contains the value input from field QW0225FCG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64CFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64CFP contains the last value of SSU64CFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)

SSU64CGM contains the amount of storage allocated for 64-bit common getmained storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage
                        (MB)
             SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)
             SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64CGM contains the value input from field QW0225GCG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64CGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64CGM contains the last value of SSU64CGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64CSM - 64-bit common storage for SMCS (MB)

SSU64CSM contains the amount of 64-bit common storage allocated for storage manager control structures. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage
             (MB)
             SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)
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Element Derivation:

SSU64CSM contains the value input from field QW0225SMC from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64CSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64CSM contains the last value of SSU64CSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64CST - Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames

SSU64CST contains the number of 4K real storage frames in use for 64-bit common storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames
             SSU64FSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

SSU64CST contains the value input from field QW0225COMSTG_REAL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64CST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64CST contains the last value of SSU64CST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

SSU64CVP contains the amount of storage allocated for the 64-bit common variable pool storage. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)
             SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64CVP contains the value input from field QW0225VCG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).
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Range of Value:

SSU64CVP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64CVP contains the last value of SSU64CVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64FSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames

SSU64FSS contains the number of real 4K storage frames in use for 64-bit shared storage for the subsystem. SSU64FSS
does not include shared stack storage. This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames
             SSU64CST - Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

SSU64FSS contains the value input from field QW0225SHRSTG_REAL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64FSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64FSS contains the last value of SSU64FSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Stor (MB)

SSU64PFP contains the amount of fixed storage above the 2 GB bar. This field is available in DB2 Version 8 and 9, but no
longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64PFP contains the value input from field QW0225FA from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64PFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64PFP contains the last value of SSU64PFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SSU64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmain Stor (MB)

SSU64PGM contains the amount storage acquired by GETMAINs. This includes space for the compression dictionary,
and the statement and DBD cache that can be used by the Environment Descriptor Manager. This field is available in DB2
Version 8 and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SGM - 64-bit Shared Getmained Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64PGM contains the value input from field QW0225GA from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64PGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64PGM contains the last value of SSU64PGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

SSU64PVP contains the amount of variable storage available above the 2 GB bar. This field is available in DB2 Version 8
and 9, but is no longer present in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64PVP contains the value input from field QW0225VA from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64PVP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64PVP contains the last value of SSU64PVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SFP - 64-bit Shared Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

SSU64SFP contains the amount of total fixed virtual shared storage above the 2 GB bar. This field is new in DB2 Version
9, Release 1.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64SVP - 64-bit Shared Variable Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SFP contains the value input from field QW0225SF from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SFP contains the last value of SSU64SFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SGM - 64-bit Shared Getmained Storage (MB)

SSU64SGM contains the amount of virtual shared storage acquired by GETMAIN above the 2 GB bar. This field is new in
DB2 Version 9, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmain Stor (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SGM contains the value input from field QW0225SG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SGM contains the last value of SSU64SGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SHW - HWM for number of 64-bit Shr Bytes (MB)

SSU64SHW contains the high water mark of 64-bit shared storage allocated for this MVS LPAR. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:
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SSU64SHW contains the value input from field QW0225SHRGBYTES from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The
value is then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SHW contains the last value of SSU64SHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SMA - 64-bit Shared Memory Pages Allocated

SSU64SMA contains the number of 64-bit shared memory pages, including hidden pages, allocated for this MVS LPAR.
This field is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSUSMOA  - Shared Memory Objects Allocated

Element Derivation:

SSU64SMA contains the value input from field QW0225SHRPAGES from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SMA contains the last value of SSU64SMA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)

SSU64SNA contains the amount of 64-bit shared storage allocated for non-system agent stack use. This field is new in
DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)
            SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)
            SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SNA contains the value input from field QW0225GSG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SNA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSU64SNA contains the last value of SSU64SNA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

SSU64SNU contains the amount of 64-bit shared non-system agent stack that is in use. This field is new in DB2 Version
10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)
             SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)
             SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SNU contains the value input from field QW0225SUG from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SNU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SNU contains the last value of SSU64SNU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SPB - 64-bit Shared Pages Backed in Real Stor

SSU64SPB contains the number of 64-bit shared pages backed by real 4K storage pages for this MVS LPAR. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SPI - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In
             SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

Element Derivation:

SSU64SPB contains the value input from field QW0225SHRINREAL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SPB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SPB contains the last value of SSU64SPB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSU64SPI - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In

SSU64SPI contains the number of 64-bit shared pages paged in from auxiliary storage for this MVS LPAR. This field is
new DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64SPB - 64-bit Shared Pages Backed in Real Stor
            SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

Element Derivation:

SSU64SPI contains the value input from field QW0225SHRPAGEINS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SPI contains the last value of SSU64SPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

SSU64SPO contains the number of 64-bit shared pages paged out to auxiliary storage for this MVS LPAR. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64SPI - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In
            SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

Element Derivation:

SSU64SPO contains the value input from field QW0225SHRPAGEOUTS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SPO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SPO contains the last value of SSU64SPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)

SSU64SSA contains the amount of 64-bit shared storage allocated for system agent stack use. This field is new in DB2
Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO: SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)
            SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)
            SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SSA contains the value input from field QW0225GSG_SYS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is
then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SSA contains the last value of SSU64SSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

SSU64SSM contains the amount of 64-bit shared storage allocated for storage manager control structures. This field is
new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)
             SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage
                        (MB)
             SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)
             SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SSM contains the value input from field QW0225SMS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SSM contains the last value of SSU64SSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames

SSU64SSS contains the number of 4K real-storage frames in use for 64-bit shared stack storage for the subsystem. This
fiel is new in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64FSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames
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             SSU64CST - Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

SSU64SSS contains the value input from field QW0225SHRSTKSTG_REAL from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SSS contains the last value of SSU64SSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots in use

SSU64SST contains the number of 4K auxiliary slots in use for 64-bit shared stack storage for the subsystem. This only
includes auxiliary slots occupied by pages that are paged out. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private
             SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

SSU64SST contains the value input from field QW0225SHRSTKSTG_AUX from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record.

Range of Value:

SSU64SST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SST contains the last value of SSU64SST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)

SSU64SSU contains the amount of 64-bit shared system agent stack that is in use. This field is new in DB2 Version 10,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)
            SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)
            SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SSU contains the value input from field QW0225SUG_SYS from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is
then divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).
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Range of Value:

SSU64SSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SSU contains the last value of SSU64SSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSU64SVP - 64-bit Shared Variable Pool Storage (MB)

SSU64SVP contains the amount of virtual shared variable storage above the 2-GB bar. This field is new in DB2 Version 9,
Release 1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSU64SFP - 64-bit Shared Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

Element Derivation:

SSU64SVP contains the value input from field QW0225SV from the SMF type 100, subtype 4 record. The value is then
divided by 1,048,576 to convert it to megabytes (MB).

Range of Value:

SSU64SVP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSU64SVP contains the last value of SSU64SVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File (DB2DAS)
The DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats (DB2DAS) File aggregated DB2 transaction CPU time and wait statistics at the
intervale level.

This file is used to track DB2 CPU time and wait statistics at interval level.

Use this source to populated with data from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 5.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |
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  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number
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  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  DASPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID

  X.....E  DASPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

  XDWMY.E  DASWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DASAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DASAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DASABORT - Abort Requests

  XDWMY.E  DASACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DASACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  XDWMY.E  DASALLTM - Lock & Latch time

  XDWMY.E  DASARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  XDWMY.E  DASARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  XDWMY.E  DASATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  XDWMY.E  DASATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWATM - Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  XDWMY.E  DASAWCTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWDTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

  XDWMY.E  DASAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

  XDWMY.E  DASAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  XDWMY.E  DASAWPTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Page Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCANM  - NO. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  XDWMY.E  DASCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  XDWMY.E  DASCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCUDNE - NO. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events

  XDWMY.E  DASDSNS  - No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr

  XDWMY.E  DASDSSTM - Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager

  XDWMY.E  DASELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  XDWMY.E  DASENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed
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  XDWMY.E  DASET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  XDWMY.E  DASFCCT  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit

  XDWMY.E  DASIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASIXLE  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE

  XDWMY.E  DASIXLTM - Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch

  XDWMY.E  DASLOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

  XDWMY.E  DASLOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

  XDWMY.E  DASOCNS  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM

  XDWMY.E  DASOCSTM - Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM

  XDWMY.E  DASOTNS  - No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services

  XDWMY.E  DASOTSTM - Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services

  XDWMY.E  DASPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  XDWMY.E  DASPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  XDWMY.E  DASPCNT  - NO. Parallel Tasks Created

  XDWMY.E  DASPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  XDWMY.E  DASPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

  XDWMY.E  DASPKGN  - NO. Packages/DBRM's Traces Active

  XDWMY.E  DASPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  XDWMY.E  DASPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASRBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DASRLSV  - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

  XDWMY.E  DASRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASSLNS  - NO. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG

  XDWMY.E  DASSLSTM - Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG

  XDWMY.E  DASSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSPBTM - DB2 Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  XDWMY.E  DASSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  XDWMY.E  DASSPETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASSPNE  - SQL Events by Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

  XDWMY.E  DASSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  XDWMY.E  DASSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

  XDWMY.E  DASTCBTM - TCB Time

  XDWMY.E  DASTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

  XDWMY.E  DASTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

  XDWMY.E  DASTRETM - Accum Elapsed Time Exec Cntl Triggers

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTSE - Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

  XDWMY.E  DASUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

  XDWMY.E  DASUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng
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  XDWMY.E  DASUDSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASUDSTM - Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

  XDWMY.E  DASUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRA - No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRC - NO. Wait Trace Events for Claims

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRD - NO. Wait Trace Events for Drain Lock

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRG - NO. Wait Trace Events for Glbl. Lock

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRM - NO. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRP - NO. Wait Trace Events for Page Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  XDWMY.E  DASWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  XDWMY.E  DASWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  XDWMY.E  DASWFCTM - Total Wait Time for Force-At-Commit

  XDWMY.E  DASWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLGCT - NO. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO

  XDWMY.E  DASWLGTM - Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO

  XDWMY.E  DASWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DASMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DASAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

DASAACC - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

fffAACC contains the wait time for requests that were sent to an IDAA for execution.

DB2AACC is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAACC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAACC, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAACC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACC
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA
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Element Derivation:

fffAACC contains the value input from field QWACAACC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAACC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAACC contains the sum of all values of fffAACC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAACW - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

DB2AACW contains the total time requests waited to return from the IDAA.

DB2AACW is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAACW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAACW, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAACW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAACW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAACW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAACW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

Element Derivation:

fffAACW contains the value input from field QWACAACW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
values of DB2AACW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASABORT - ABORT Requests

fffABORT is the number of times during the interval that a unit of work was backed out for the user.

DB2ABORT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffABORT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffABORT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffABORT is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASABORT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPABORT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUABORT

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC Measurement unit is ABORT requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffABRT contains the value input from field QWACABRT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffABORT contains the sum of all occurrences of fffABORT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

fffACECP contains the accumulated CPU time spent processing SQL in DB2 that may be eligible for execution on an
accelerator.

fffACECP does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

fffACECP is available only for DB2 10.1 and above.

DB2ACECP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffACECP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several files as element fffACECP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACECP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACECP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACECP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACECP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time
             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:
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fffACECP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACECP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACECP contains the sum of all values of fffACECP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DASACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

fffACEEL contains the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL in DB2 that may be eligible for execution on an
accelerator.

fffACEEL is available only for DB2 10.1 and above.

DB2ACEEL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffACEEL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several files as element fffACEEL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACEEL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEEL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEEL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEEL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACECP - Accumulated CPU time SQL IDAA-Elig
             fffACEZP - Accum CPU Tm SQL on Spec Eng IDAA-Elig

Element Derivation:

fffACEEL contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEEL is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEEL contains the sum of all values of fffACEEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is on the IDAA. See IBM
APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DASACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

fffACEZP contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors processing SQL in DB2 that
may be eligible for execution on an accelerator.

fffACEZP is available only for DB2 10.1 and above.

DB2ACEZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffACEZP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several as element fffACEZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffACEZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASACEZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPACEZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUACEZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time
             fffACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

fffACEZP contains the value input from field QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffACEZP is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffACEZP contains the sum of all values of fffACEZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With APAR PM90886, IBM added a new zparm to populate three new accounting fields for IDAA modeling. This modeling
of a query workload provides elapsed and CPU times for evaluating potential savings if the plan is executed on the IDAA.
See IBM APAR PM90886 for specific details.

DASALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

fffALGTM contains the accumulated wait time due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.
This number represents the amount of time that an individual thread was suspended due to an ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command and not the time that it took for the entire command to complete.

DB2ALGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffALGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffALGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALGTM contains the value input from field QWAXALOG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALGTM contains the sum of all values of fffALGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASALLTM - Accumulated Lock and Latch Time in DB2

fffALLTM is the accumulated lock and latch time in DB2 spent on behalf of a DB2 user during an execution of a thread.
This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for locks and latches in DB2. When DB2
makes a lock or latch request that results in a wait for a user address space, the store clock time is saved, and when
the event completes, the ending time is used to calculate the total elapsed wait time in DB2. This field is only used when
accounting classes 1 and 3 are active.

DB2ALLTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffALLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffALLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffALLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASALLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPALLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUALLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffALLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffALLTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffALLTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffALLTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

fffARLCT contains the number of suspensions due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands.

DB2ARLCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffARLCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffARLCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffARLCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffARLCT contains the value input from field QWAXALCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLCT contains the sum of all values of fffARLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

fffARLH contains the number of wait trace events processed due to latch contention.

DB2ARLH is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffARLH element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffARLH, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffARLH is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASARLH
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPARLH
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUARLH

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

Element Derivation:

fffARLH contains the value input from field QWACARLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffARLH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffARLH contains the sum of all values of fffARLH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

fffATCNT contains the count of autonomous procedures executed for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF records. If these are
from DDF/RRSAF, this count is not included in fffPCNT.

DB2ATCNT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffATCNT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffATCNT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffATCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATCNT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATCNT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time
             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled
             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffATCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffATCNT contains the sum of all values of fffATCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

fffATWAT contains the wait time for autonomous procedures to complete.

DB2ATWAT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffATWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffATWAT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffATWAT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASATWAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPATWAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUATWAT

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed
             fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled
             fffPCNT  - No. Parallel Tasks Created

Element Derivation:

fffATWAT contains the value input from field QWAC_AT_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffATWAT is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

values of DB2ATWAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWATM - Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time

fffAWATM contains the accumulated time that a user spent waiting for a log to be read.

For DB2 9.1 and above, fffAWATM includes archive reads, active reads, and active-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier
versions, it includes archive reads only.

DB2AWATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWATM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWATM is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWATM contains the value input from field QWAXAWAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWATM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWATM contains the sum of all values of fffAWATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

fffAWBTM contains the accumulated wait time spent on TCP/IP LOB materialization. This is available at DB2 v9.1
and higher. DB2AWBTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffAWBTM element. The actual measurement,
however, is found in a number of MICS files as element fffAWBTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWBTM is
included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffAWBTM contains the value input from field QWACALBW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffAWBTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWBTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWCTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time

fffAWCTM contains the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released.

DB2AWCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWCTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWCL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWCTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWDTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time

fffAWDTM contains the accumulated wait time the requester is suspended while waiting to acquire a drain lock.

DB2AWDTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWDTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWDTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWDTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWDTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWDTM
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWDTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWDTM contains the value input from field QWAXAWDR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWDTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

fffAWETM contains the accumulated wait time due to synchronous execution unit switch to DB2 services from a thread.
This element is collected only if DB2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on.

DB2AWETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWETM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWETM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWETM contains the value input from field QWACAWTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWETM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:
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fffAWETM contains the sum of all values of fffAWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A probable cause for high values in this field occasionally is dataset preformatting. The following DB2 service waits are
included in this field:

• open/close dataset
• SYSLGRNG update
• COMMIT phase II for read-only threads (TSO and Batch only)
• HSM RECALL dataset
• dataspace manager services
• define dataset
• extend dataset
• delete dataset

DASAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

fffAWGTM contains the wait time accumulated due to suspension for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group.

DB2AWGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of files as element fffAWGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWGTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWGTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DASAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

fffAWJTM contains the wait time accumulated because an IRLM lock request was suspended due to global lock
contention. An inter-system communication is needed to resolve.

DB2AWJTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWJTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWJTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWJTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWJTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWJTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWJTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWJTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWJTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWJTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWJTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

fffAWLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to latch contention.

DB2AWLTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffAWLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffAWLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffAWLTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffARLH - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention
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Element Derivation:

fffAWLTM contains the value input from field QWACAWLH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWLTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWPTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention

fffAWPTM contains the accumulated wait time for page latch contention.

DB2AWPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWPTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWPTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWPTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWPTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWPTM processed in the level of summarization.

DASAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

fffAWRTM contains the accumulated wait time for read I/O that is done under another thread, and represents the time the
thread being reported waited for the subject I/O and not the total duration of that I/O. This element is collected only if DB2
Accounting Trace class 3 is on.
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DB2AWRTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWRTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffAWRTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWRTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWRTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWRTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWRTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWRTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWRTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWRTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWRTM:

• sequential prefetch
• sequential detection
• list prefetch
• synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DASAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

fffAWWTM contains the accumulated wait time for write I/O that is done under a thread other than the thread being
reported. This element is collected only if DB2 Accounting Trace Class 3 is on.

DB2SPZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPZTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWWTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWWTM is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

    00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

fffAWWTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following I/O waits are included in fffAWWTM:

• asynchronous write I/O
• synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

DASCANM - No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB

fffCANM contains the number of times an SQL call statement waited for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled.

DB2CANM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCANM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCANM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCANM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCANM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCANM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCANM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUSPPTM - Accum TCB Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffCANM contains the value input from field QWACCANM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCANM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffCANM contains the sum of all values of fffCANM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if Accounting class 3 is active.

DASCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

fffCLRAB contains the bytes in the log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of
logging for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by DB2 on behalf of
the thread.

DB2CLRAB is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRAB element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCLRAB, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRAB is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRAB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRAB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRAB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRAB contains the value input from field QWACLRAB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCLRAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRAB contains the sum of all values of fffCLRAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASCLRN - NO. Log Records Written

fffCLRN contains the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by DB2 on behalf of the
thread.

DB2CLRN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCLRN element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCLRN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCLRN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCLRN
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCLRN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCLRN

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

fffCLRN contains the value input from field QWACLRN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCLRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCLRN contains the sum of all values of fffCLRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

fffCOMM2 is the number of times during the interval that a unit of recovery successfully completed and the associated
commit duration locks were released for the user. This includes both single phase commits (sync.) and two phase
commits.

DB2COMM2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCOMM2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCOMM2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCOMM2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCOMM2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCOMM2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCOMM2

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is commit phase two invocations.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCOMM2 contains the value input from field QWACCOMM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffCOMM2 contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCOMM2 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

fffCPUTM is the user class 1 TCB time. This variable represents the total CPU time used by DB2 on behalf of work
performed for the connecting user. fffCPUTM does not include activity reported in the DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or
DSUUDCTM elements. fffCPUTM does include the CPU time reported in the DSUTRTTM element.

The fffCP1TM element does report the total Class 1 TCB time for a DB2 user.

Beginning with DB2 Version 6, DB2 no longer records SRB time in the transaction records.

DB2CPUTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several files as element fffCPUTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUTM is included in the following files:

   File     File                                 Element
   Name     Description                          Name
   ------   --------------------------------     -------
   DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUTM
   DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUTM
   DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUTM

fffCPUTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

Type:

Computed - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 See also:  fffCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
            fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
            fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
            fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
            fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
            fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUTM is set to the value of TCB (fffTCBTM) CPU time.

Range of Value:

fffCPUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUTM contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using DB2 user activity CPU time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, WAS, IMS,
and CICS after CTS Version 2.2 and DB2 Version 6, and so on) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is
included in the TCB time values of the connecting subsystem's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the log records of the connecting applications, as well as from
the fffCPUTM data element.
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DASCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ1 is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; but starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions can
now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are generically referred to as specialty engines.

The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the
CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds.

DB2CPUZ1 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUZ1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCPUZ1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUZ1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ1 contains the value input from field QWACCLS1_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCPUZ1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ1 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DASCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

fffCPUZ2 is the accumulated CPU time consumed in DB2 while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor in all
environments.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the
CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds.
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DB2CPUZ2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCPUZ2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCPUZ2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCPUZ2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCPUZ2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCPUZ2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCPUZ2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffCPUZ2 contains the value input from field QWACCLS2_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffCPUZ2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPUZ2 contains the sum of all of values of fffCPUZ2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

fffCPUZ2 is a subset of DSUCPUZ1.

DASCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

fffCP1TM is the total CPU time consumed by a DB2 user task on a general purpose processor (CP). It includes CPU
(TCB) time for non-nested activity, stored procedures, User Defined Functions (UDF), and triggers. It includes CPU time
for ACCUMACC rollups, for parallel query child rollups, as well as for individual child records that have not been rolled up.
It contains the CPU activity for parent tasks also.

fffCP1TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

DB2CP1TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCP1TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCP1TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCP1TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP1TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP1TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP1TM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedure
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm EXEC Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffCP1TM is derived by the formula:

fffCP1TM = fffCPUTM + fffSPPTM + fffUDCTM + fffTTETM

Range of Value:

fffCP1TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP1TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP1TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Class 1 CPU time includes CPU or TCB time for the user or application. The total CPU time in DB2 itself on behalf of
a user is recorded in the fffCP2TM element.

In computing the value of fffCP1TM, the Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger (fffTRTTM) element is not included in the
formula since its value is already included as part of the fffCPUTM value.

Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS,
CICS after CTS Version 2.2, DB2 Version 6, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the
TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
fffTCBTM data element.

DASCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

fffCP2TM is the total Class 2 CPU time consumed in DB2. This includes CPU (or TCB) time reported in fffTC2TM,
fffSP2TM, and fffUDTTM. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the DB2 address space performing work on behalf
of a user.

fffCP2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

DB2CP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffCP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffCP2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffCP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCP2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             fffTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
             fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

The values of fffCP2TM are computed by the following formula:

fffCP2TM = fffTC2TM + fffSP2TM + fffUDTTM

Range of Value:

fffCP2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCP2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffCP2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO,
CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the TCB time values in the caller's
transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
fffCP2TM data element.

DASCUDNE - No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events

fffCUDNE contains the number of SQL Entry/Exit events that were performed by User-Defined Functions. This field is only
populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active.

DB2CUDNE is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffCUDNE element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffCUDNE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffCUDNE is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASCUDNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPCUDNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUCUDNE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffCUDNE contains the value input from field QWACUDNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffCUDNE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffCUDNE contains the sum of all values of fffCUDNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASDSNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr

fffDSNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the Data Space
Manager service tasks.

DB2DSNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDSNS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffDSNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDSNS is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSNS contains the value input from field QWAXDSNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffDSNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffDSNS contains the sum of all values of fffDSNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASDSSTM - Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager

fffDSSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the DB2 Data Space Manager
Services, which include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM catalog access.

DB2DSSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffDSSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffDSSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDSSTM is included in
the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASDSSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPDSSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUDSSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffDSSTM contains the value input from field QWAXDSSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffDSSTM contains the sum of all values of fffDSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

fffELGZP is the subset of accumulated CPU time executed on a standard CP that was eligible to run on IBM zIIP
processors.

For DB2 v10.1, IBM APAR PM57206 must be applied for fffELGZP to be populated. IBM has identified this as a
serviceability field. See Usage Notes below.

DB2ELGZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffELGZP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffELGZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffELGZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASELGZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPELGZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUELGZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:
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fffELGZP contains the value input from field QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffELGZP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffELGZP contains the sum of all values of fffELGZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DASENTEX - NO. of Entry/Exit Events Processed

fffENTEX is the number of entry/exit events processed by a DB2 user during the life of a thread. It is used in calculations
to determine DB2 elapsed and processor times.

For ACCUMACC roll-up records, fffENTEX is not available.

DB2ENTEX is the data dictionary entry name for the fffENTEX element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffENTEX, where fff is the file identifier value. fffENTEX is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASENTEX
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPENTEX
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUENTEX

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffENTEX contains the value input from field QWACARNA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel child subtask rollup record (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'),
fffENTEX is set to 0, because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record. For ACCUMACC roll-up records, where
DB2PTASK='ACUMAC', fffENTEX is set to missing (.).

Range of Value:

fffENTEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffENTEX contains the sum of all occurrences of fffENTEX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DASET2TM - Elapsed Time In DB2

fffET2TM is the Class 2 accumulated elapsed time in DB2. This variable contains valid data only when accounting classes
1 and 2 are specified. DB2 tracks the amount of time spent on performing DB2 work on behalf of a user.

For threads using query CP parallelism, this data element does not include the elapsed time in DB2 of the parallel child
subtasks originated by the parent task.

DB2ET2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffET2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffET2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffET2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASET2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPET2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUET2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2
             DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWACASC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP DETAIL timespan, fffET2TM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the
accounting record represents:

• For all MICS database records representing tasks other than parallel transaction child records (individual or roll-up).
• For parallel child subtasks (DB2PTASK values of CHILD or ROLLUP), fffET2TM is set equal to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of fffET2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffET2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffET2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value represents the amount of time a TSO, IMS, or CICS user's address space spent performing work in DB2's
address space.

For more information on elapsed time analysis, see section 6.4, "Query CP Parallelism Considerations," of the MICS
Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide.

DASFCCT - No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit

fffFCCTX contains the number of wait trace events processed for Force-At-Commit operations.
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DB2FCCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffFCCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffFCCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPFCCT
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUFCCT
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASFCCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPFCCT

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffFCCT contains the value input from the QWAXFCCT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffFCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffFCCT contains the sum of all values of fffFCCT processed in the level of summarization.

DASIOETM - Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2

fffIOETM is the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time in DB2 spent on behalf of one of its users during an execution of a
thread. This value indicates the time that elapsed while a user address space waited for an I/O operation in DB2. When
DB2 makes an I/O request for a user, the store clock time is saved, and when the I/O completes, the ending time is used
to calculate the total elapsed I/O time. The result is added to the previously saved elapsed I/O time in DB2. This field is
only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active.

DB2IOETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffIOETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffIOETM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffIOETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASIOETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPIOETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUIOETM

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

MICS DERIVATION: At the detail timespan, fffIOETM is obtained from field QWACAWTI as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIOETM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffIOETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASIXLE - No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE

fffIXLE contains the number of wait trace events processed for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.

DB2IXLE is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffIXLE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffIXLE, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLE
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLE
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File         DASIXLE
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLE

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLE contains the value input from the QWAXIXLE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLE contains the sum of all values of fffIXLE processed in the level of summarization.

DASIXLTM - Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch

fffIXLTM contains the wait time for IXLCACHE and IXLFCOMP asynchronous requests.

DB2IXLTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffIXLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffIXLTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value as shown below:

    File     File                                   Element
    Name     Description                            Name
    ------   ------------------------------------   -------
    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File     DBPIXLTM
    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File     DBUIXLTM
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    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File         DPPIXLTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffIXLTM contains the value input from the QWAXIXLT field as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffIXLTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIXLTM contains the sum of all values of fffIXLTM processed in the level of summarization.

DASLOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

The DASLOBCT contains the count of wait trace events for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise
Data Compression (zEDC) hardware.

DASLOBCT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2LOBCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffLOBCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffLOBCT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBCT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBCT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DASLOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

The DASLOBWT contains the wait time for Large object (LOB) compression through the IBM zEnterprise Data
Compression (zEDC) hardware.

DASLOBWT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2LOBWT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffLOBWT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffLOBWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffLOBWT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASLOBWT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPLOBWT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSULOBWT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffLOBWT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

Element Derivation:

fffLOBWT contains the value input from the QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffLOBWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffLOBWT contains the sum of all values of fffLOBWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

The DASMXWFB data elements contain the maximum number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this
agent at any point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of
performance degradation.

DASMXWFB is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2MXWFB is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffMXWFB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffMXWFB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMXWFB is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASMXWFB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPMXWFB
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUMXWFB

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffMXWFB contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2MXWFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2MXWFB contains the maximum value of DB2MXWFB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASOCNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM

fffOCNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the OPEN/
CLOSE service.

DB2OCNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOCNS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOCNS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCNS contains the value input from field QWAXOCNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOCNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.
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Summarization Process:

fffOCNS contains the sum of all values of fffOCNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASOCSTM - Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM

fffOCSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the DB2 OPEN/CLOSE data set
service or the HSM Recall service.

DB2OCSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOCSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOCSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOCSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOCSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOCSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOCSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOCSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOCSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffOCSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOCSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASOTNS - No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services

fffOTNS contains the number of wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to other service
tasks.

DB2OTNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOTNS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffOTNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTNS is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTNS contains the value input from field QWAXOTNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffOTNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffOTNS contains the sum of all values of fffOTNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASOTSTM - Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services

fffOTSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other DB2 service tasks.

DB2OTSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffOTSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffOTSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffOTSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASOTSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPOTSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUOTSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffOTSTM contains the value input from field QWAXOTSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffOTSTM contains the sum of all values of fffOTSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

fffPARQR contains the count of records that contained parallel rollup data.

DB2PARQR is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPARQR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPARQR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPARQR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPARQR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPARQR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPARQR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPARQR is set to 1 if the bit flag QWAC_RU_PARQRY of field QWACFLGS2 as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPARQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPARQR contains the sum of all values of fffPARQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

fffPCAGT contains the count of parallel child tasks that were rolled up into the RRSAF/DDF rollup records. This value is
useful in conjunction with fffPCNT.

• fffPCAGT has a value of zero for all non-rollup records.
• For parallel query rollup records, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel child agents rolled into the record.
• For a RRSAF/DDF rollup record, fffPCAGT contains the number of parallel query child agents rolled into the record.

These agents are not counted in fffPCNT.

DB2PCAGT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPCAGT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPCAGT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPCAGT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
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    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCAGT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCAGT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCAGT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPCNT - NO. Parallel Tasks Created
             DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWAC_PT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPCAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCAGT contains the sum of all values of fffPCAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DASPCNT - No. Parallel Tasks Created

fffPCNT contains the number of parallel tasks created by this originating task.

DB2PCNT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPCNT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPCNT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPCNT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPCNT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPCNT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPCNT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSUPACE - Parallel Task Token

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffPCNT contains the value input from field QWACPCNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffPCNT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffPCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNT contains the sum of all values of fffPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element only has a value if accounting class 1 is active.

DASPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

The DASPIPCT contains the count of wait trace events for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DASPIPCT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2PIPCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPIPCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPCT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPCT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT, and for
DPP, QPAC_PIPWAIT_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DASPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE

The DASPIPWT contains the wait time for a pipe for a fast INSERT.

DASPIPWT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2PIPWT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffPIPWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPIPWT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPIPWT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASPIPCT
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPPIPCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPIPCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPIPCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE 

Element Derivation:

For DSP, DSU, and DAS data elements, fffPIPWT contains the value input from the QWAX_PIPE_WAIT, and for DPP,
QPAC_PIPE_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 101 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) - DB2DPP file
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPIPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPIPCT contains the sum of all values of fffPIPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPKGN - No. Packages or DBRMs

fffPKGN contains the number of packages or DBRMs, for which package and DBRM-level accounting was performed.

DB2PKGN is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPKGN element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPKGN, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPKGN is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPKGN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPKGN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPKGN

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffPKGN contains the value input from field QWACPKGN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffPKGN is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

fffPKGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPKGN contains the sum of all values of fffPKGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

fffPQSCT contains total number of times a parallel query had to be suspended waiting for parent and child tasks to
synchronize.

DB2PQSCT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSCT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPQSCT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSCT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time
  See also:  fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSCT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_COUNT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffPQSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSCT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DASPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

fffPQSWT contains the total wait time for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks.

DB2PQSWT is the data dictionary entry name for the fffPQSWT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffPQSWT, where fff is the file identifier value. fffPQSWT is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASPQSWT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPPQSWT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUPQSWT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

Element Derivation:

fffPQSWT contains the value input from field QWAC_PQS_WAIT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffPQSWT contains the sum of all values of fffPQSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID

DASPRMID contains the profile ID of the monitor profile used when the connection or thread experienced the trigger
condition. The profile ID is the PROFILEID value in the SYSADM.DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.

To identify the specific idle threads that triggered the exception or warning, analyze the corresponding data elements in
the DB2DSU DB2 User Activity file at the detail level.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DASPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type
             DSUPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID
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             DSUPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

Element Derivation:

DASPRMTY contains the value input from field QWAC_PROFMON_PID, in the SMF 100 subtype 5 record.

Range of Value:

DASPRMID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DASPRMID contains the last value of DASPRMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

DASPRMTY contains the type of profile set up for monitoring idle threads. (Warning or Exception) To identify the specific
idle threads that triggered an exception or warning, analyze the corresponding data elements in the DB2DSU DB2 User
Activity file at the detail level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  See also:  DASPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID
             DSUPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID
             DSUPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

Element Derivation:

DASPRMTY contains the value input from field QWAC_PROFMON_TYPE, in the SMF 100 subtype 5 record.

Range of Value:

DASPRMTY can contain alphanumeric characters, blank, 'E' for Exception, or 'W' for Warning.

Summarization Process:

DASPRMTY contains the last value of DASPRMTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASR1FB - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

The DASR1FB data elements contain the number of times DB2 fetched one block and then never went on to fetch more.

DASR1FB is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2R1FB is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffR1FB element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several MICS files as element fffR1FB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffR1FB is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASR1FB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPR1FB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUR1FB
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXR1BOAD.

Range of Value:

DB2R1FB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2R1FB contains the sum of all values of DB2R1FB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

fffRBSV contains the number of ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the
measurement interval.

DB2RBSV is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffRBSV element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffRBSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRBSV is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRBSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRBSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURBSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRLSV  - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRBSV contains the value input from field QWACRBSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRBSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRBSV contains the sum of all values of fffRBSV processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. When the SQL ROLLBACK statement is used with the "TO SAVEPOINT" clause, only the changes made after
a savepoint was set within the unit of recovery are backed out, without ending the unit of recovery, enabling selected
changes to be undone.

DASREFTB - REFRESH TABLE Statements

The DASREFTB data elements contain the number of SQL REFRESH TABLE statements that were processed.

DASREFTB is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2REFTB is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffREFTB element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffREFTB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffREFTB is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASREFTB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPREFTB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUREFTB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QXREFTBL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2REFTB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2REFTB contains the sum of all values of DB2REFTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

fffRLSV contains the number of RELEASE SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the
measurement interval.

DB2RLSV is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffRLSV element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffRLSV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffRLSV is included in the following
files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRLSV
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRLSV
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURLSV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffRLSV contains the value input from field QWACRLSV as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRLSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRLSV contains the sum of all values of fffRLSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. After a savepoint is released, it is no longer maintained and rollback to the savepoint is no longer possible.

DASRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

fffRNKCL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for child L-Locks.

DB2RNKCL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNKCL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNKCL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNKCL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNKCL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNKCL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNKCL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNKCL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNKCL contains the value input from field QPACARNK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNKCL contain the value input from field QWACARNK as follows:
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    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNKCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNKCL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNKCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

fffRNMOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other L-Locks.

DB2RNMOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNMOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNMOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNMOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNMOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNMOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNMOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNMOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNMOL contains the value input from field QPACARNM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNMOL contain the value input from field QWACARNM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNMOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNMOL contains the sum of all values of DPPRNMOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRNNPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

fffRNNPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for pageset or
partition L-Locks.
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DB2RNNPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNNPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNNPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNNPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNNPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNNPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNNPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNNPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLPTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait
                        Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNNPL contains the value input from field QPACARNN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/DSP/
DSURNNPL contain the value input from field QWACARNN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNNPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNNPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNNPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRNOPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

fffRNOPL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for page P-Locks.

DB2RNOPL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNOPL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNOPL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNOPL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNOPL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNOPL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNOPL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNOPL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time
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Element Derivation:

DPPRNOPL contains the value input from field QPACARNO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNOPL contain the value input from field QWACARNO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNOPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNOPL contains the sum of all values of fffRNOPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

fffRNQOL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits attributed to global contention for other P-Locks.

DB2RNQOL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffRNQOL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffRNQOL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffRNQOL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASRNQOL
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPRNQOL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPRNQOL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSURNQOL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2WTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

Element Derivation:

DPPRNQOL contains the value input from field QPACARNQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSURNQOL contain the value input from field QWACARNQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffRNQOL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffRNQOL contains the sum of all values of fffRNQOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DASSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits

DASSDHCT contains the number of synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits for the reporting
interval.

DASSDHCT is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  DASSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
            DSUSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DSUSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
        

Element Derivation:

DASSDHCT contains the value input from field QWACAWCD, in the SMF 100 subtype 5 record.

Range of Value:

DASSDHCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DASSDHCT contains the sum of all values of DASSDHCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time

DASSDHTM contains the wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that result in disk cash hits for the reporting
interval.

DASSDHTM is available at DB2 version 11.1 and higher with IBM APAR PI87072.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

        
 SEE ALSO:  DASSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DSUSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits
            DSUSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time
        

Element Derivation:

DASSDHTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTD, in the SMF 100 subtype 5 record.

Range of Value:

DASSDHTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DASSDHTM contains the sum of all values of DASSDHTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DASSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

The DASSDMAD data elements contain the number of times the DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index
access or LPF, because it was not necessary due to Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to predetermine the
outcome.

DASSDMAD is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2SDMAD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSDMAD element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffSDMAD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDMAD is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSDMAD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDMAD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDMAD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSDMAD.

Range of Value:

DB2SDMAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2SDMAD contains the sum of all values of DB2SDMAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSFND - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

The DASSFND data elements contain the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from
the stabilized statement in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table. The stabilized statement search is done only when no
matching statement is found in the prepared statement cache.

DASSFND is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2SFND is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSFND element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
several MICS files as element fffSFND, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSFND is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSFND
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSFND
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSFND

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXSTSFND.

Range of Value:

DB2SFND ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2SFND contains the sum of all values of DB2SFND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSLNS - NO. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG

fffSLNS contains the number wait trace events processed for synchronous execution unit switching to the SYSLGRNG
recording service.

DB2SLNS is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSLNS element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffSLNS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLNS is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLNS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLNS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLNS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLNS contains the value input from field QWAXSLNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSLNS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:
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fffSLNS contains the sum of all values of fffSLNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

The fffSDMAD data elements contain the number of times the DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index
access or LPF, because it was not necessary due to Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to predetermine the
outcome.

DB2SDMAD is available at DB2 12.1 and above.

DB2SDMAD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSDMAD element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffSDMAD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSDMAD is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASSDMAD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSDMAD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSDMAD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, for the DB2DSD file, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record; for both
DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, fffREDGP is derived from the SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record, the SQL statement
data section, label QXRSDMAD.

Range of Value:

DB2SDMAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2SDMAD contains the sum of all values of DB2SDMAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSLSTM - Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG

fffSLSTM contains the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the DB2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection.

DB2SLSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSLSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffSLSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSLSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
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    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSLSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSLSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSLSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSLSTM contains the value input from field QWAXSLSE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSLSTM contains the sum of all values of fffSLSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSPATM depends on the DB2 release: For DB2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent
on stored procedures processed in the DB2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space, including time spent
executing SQL.

For DB2 9.1 and above, it contains the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were
processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit. fffSPATM includes
time that was used for executing SQL statements.

DB2SPATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPATM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPATM contains the value input from field QWACSPEA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPATM contains the sum of all values of fffSPATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSPBTM - DB2 Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

The definition of fffSPBTM depends on the DB2 release: For DB2 8.1 and below, it contains the total elapsed time spent
executing SQL in stored procedures processed in the DB2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space. This
time also includes time in DB2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task.

For DB2 9.1 and above, it contains the total elapsed time that was spent on processing SQL statements that were issued
by stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes time that was used
for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task, for external stored procedures. SQL procedure times are
included in fffSPBTM if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application
execution unit.

DB2SPBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

Element Derivation:

fffSPBTM contains the value input from field QWACSPEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPBTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DASSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

fffSPCTM contains the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

fffSPCTM is available only for DB2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other CPU times related to stored
procedures, fffSPPTM and fffSP2TM.

DB2SPCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPCTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPCTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using
SQL statements and SQL control statements.

IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was introduced with DB2 6.1, but its initial implementation
involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure body into a secondary C program that was
then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.

This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language.

Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to DB2 9.1,
SQL procedures were not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.
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DASSPETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB

fffSPETM contains the amount of time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure would be
scheduled.

DB2SPETM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPETM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPETM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPETM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffSPETM contains the value input from field QWACCAST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPETM is a SAS time value ranging from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPETM contains the sum of all values of fffSPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASSPNE - SQL Events by Stored Procedures

fffSPNE contains the number of SQL entries or exits performed by stored procedures during the measurement interval.

DB2SPNE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPNE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPNE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPNE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPNE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPNE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPNE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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fffSPNE contains the value input from field QWACSPNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPNE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPNE contains the sum of all values of fffSPNE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting class 2 data must be active for this element to have a value.

DASSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

The definition of DB2SPPTM depends on the DB2 release:

• For DB2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent processing SQL CALL statements in the DB2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space.

• For DB2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. SQL procedure time is included only if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested task, and were not invoked by the main application execution unit.

DB2SPPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPPTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Store Procedures

Element Derivation:

DB2SPPTM contains the value input from field QWACSPCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), DB2SPPTM is set to 0 because it is a duplicate of the parent/originating record.

Range of Value:

DB2SPPTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2SPPTM contains the sum of all values of DB2SPPTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DB2SPPTM is not included in DSUCPUTM. DB2SPPTM is included in DSUCP1TM.

DASSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE1 is the accumulated CPU time used to fulfill stored procedure requests that were either processed in DB2 stored
procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the
CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds.

DB2SPSE1 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPSE1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm used on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE1 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested
task but not the main application execution unit.
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DASSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPSE2 is the accumulated CPU time used in DB2 for processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures that
were processed either in a DB2 stored procedure or Work Load Manager address space while executing on an IBM
specialty engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

The raw data metric value is normalized to be consistent with standard CP processor time for processor models where the
CP and specialty engine processors run at different speeds.

DB2SPSE2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPSE2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPSE2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPSE2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPSE2 contains the value input from field QWACSP_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced in DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffSPSE2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffSPSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

SQL Procedure (SQLP) CPU times are included in this metric only when the SQL procedure is processed on a nested
task but not the main application execution unit.

fffSPSE2 is a subset of DSUSPSE1.
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DASSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

fffSPZET contains the total elapsed time spent on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

fffSPZET is available only for DB2 9.1 and above, and is not included in the other elapsed times related to stored
procedures, fffSPATM and fffSPBTM.

DB2SPZET is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZET element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPZET, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZET is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZET
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZET
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZET

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffSPZET contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_ELAP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZET is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZET contains the sum of all values of fffSPZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language. The body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using
SQL statements and SQL control statements.

IBM support for SQL procedures, written entirely in native SQL, was introduced with DB2 6.1, but its initial implementation
involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure body into a secondary C program that was
then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.

This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language.

Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for zIIP processing when they are called from DRDA. Prior to DB2 9.1,
SQL procedures were not eligible to run on a zIIP architecture.
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DASSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

fffSPZTM contains the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine processor for executing stored
procedure requests on the main application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

fffSPZTM is available only for DB2 9.1 and above, and is included in the Accumulated CPU Time Consumed on IBM
specialty engine (fffCPUZ1) data element. However, it is not included in the CPU Time Consumed in DB2 on specialty
engine (fffCPUZ2) data element. fffCPUZ2 contains the non-nested SQL time, and fffSPZTM contains the nested time in
DB2 that can run on a specialty engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

DB2SPZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSPZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSPZTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSPZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSPZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSPZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSPZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffSPZET - Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.

Element Derivation:

fffSPZTM contains the value input from field QWACSPNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSPZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPZTM contains the sum of all values of fffSPZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are two different types of stored procedures: external stored procedures and SQL stored procedures.

The body of an external procedure is written in a host language, so the body of an SQL procedure is written entirely using
SQL statements and SQL control statements.

IBM support for SQL procedures written entirely in native SQL was introduced with DB2 6.1, but its initial implementation
involved transforming the parameter list, procedure options, and procedure body into a secondary C program that was
then treated in much the same way as an external procedure.

This new support for native SQL procedures no longer requires any transformation into a fourth generation procedural
language like C; performance is enhanced by maximizing the full potential of a truly structured query language.

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.
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Additionally, the native SQL procedures are eligible for specialty engine processing when they are called from DRDA.
Prior to DB2 9.1, SQL procedures were not eligible to run on an IBM specialty engine architecture.

DASSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Procedures

The definition of fffSP2TM depends on the DB2 release:

• For DB2 8.1 and below, it contains the amount of TCB time spent on DB2 processing SQL statements issued by stored
procedures. This time also includes time in DB2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure
task.

• For DB2 9.1 and above, it contains the accumulated CPU time that was spent on DB2 for processing SQL statements
that were issued by stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes
DB2 time that was used for connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures.
SQL procedure times are included in this time if the SQL procedures were called on a nested task, and were not
invoked by the main application execution unit.

DB2SP2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffSP2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffSP2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffSP2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSP2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSP2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSP2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             fffSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

Element Derivation:

fffSP2TM contains the value input from field QWACSPTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSP2TM is a SAS time value ranging from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSP2TM contains the sum of all values of fffSP2TM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffSP2TM is a subset of DSUSPPTM, and is not included in DSUCPUTM. fffSP2TM is included in DSUCP2TM.

DASSVPT - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

fffSVPT contains the number of SAVEPOINT SQL statements that were issued by the user during the measurement
interval.
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DB2SVPT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffSVPT element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of MICS files as element fffSVPT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffSVPT is included in the following
files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASSVPT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPSVPT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUSVPT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffRBSV - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts
             fffRLSV - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

Element Derivation:

fffSVPT contains the value input from field QWACSVPT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffSVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSVPT contains the sum of all values of fffSVPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Savepoints are named entities that represent the state of data and schemas at a particular point in time within a unit of
work. The SQL SAVEPOINT statement is used to set a savepoint within a unit of recovery to identify a point in time to
which relational database changes can be rolled back.

DASTCBTM - TCB Time

fffTCBTM is the TCB time consumed by a DB2 user during the interval. This reports non-nested TCB time only. It does not
include TCB time reported in DSUSPPTM, DSUTTETM, or DSUUDCTM. However, it does include TCB time reported in
DSUTRTTM.

fffTCBTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

DB2TCBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTCBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffTCBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTCBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTCBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTCBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTCBTM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier
             DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
             DSUSPPTM - Accum CPU Time Stored Procedures
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffTCBTM is derived differently, based on the type of task that the SMF type 101 accounting
record represents:

• For MICS database records representing non-parallel, non-ACCUMACC tasks (DB2PTASK='NONE'), parent
records of a DB2 parallel query (DB2PTASK='PARENT'), and individual child records from parallel queries
(DB2PTASK='CHILD'), fffTCBTM is computed using the following algorithm:
   DSUTCBTM = DSUENTCB - DSUBGTCB

• For MICS database records representing ACCUMACC roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'), and parallel query
child roll-up records (DB2PTASK='ROLLUP'), fffTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the
Accounting Record Instrumentation Data Section of the SMF 101 IFCID 3 record.

DASTCBTM contains the value input from field QWACEJST in the SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) record.

Range of Value:

fffTCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTCBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Accounting for TCB time begins at the point when successful allocation occurs and ends when the connection is
terminated or a new user successfully signs on. The initial Structured Request Language (SQL) call is normally
considered the connection point. If the SQL call is at the beginning of the application program, then the accounting begins
at that point. If the application program ABENDs, the accounting information is collected from the end-of-task routine.

Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO, IMS,
CICS after CTS Version 2.2, DB2 Version 6, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the
TCB time values in the caller's transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
fffTCBTM data element.

DASTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

fffTC2TM is the Class 2 accumulated TCB time in DB2. This variable contains valid data only when Accounting Class 1
and 2 are specified. Class 2 TCB time is CPU time expended in the DB2 address space performing work on behalf of a
user.

fffTC2TM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors. In addition, this time does not
include CPU time consumed while processing SQL statements in a stored procedure. In fact it does not include CPU time
reported in the DSUSP2TM or DSUUDTTM elements. The total of fffTC2TM, DSUSP2TM, and DSUUDTTM is reported in
the DSUCP2TM element.
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DB2TC2TM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTC2TM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffTC2TM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTC2TM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTC2TM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTC2TM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTC2TM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time
             DSUSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.
             DSUUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffTC2TM contains the value input from field QWACAJST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTC2TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTC2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffTC2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffTC2TM contains the total Task Control Block (TCB) time used by DB2 threads. When a request is received from a TSO,
IMS, or CICS Address Space, the current TCB time is saved. On exit from DB2, the saved TCB time value is subtracted
from the TCB time value at exit to calculate the total TCB time spent in DB2. This value is only available when both
classes 1 and 2 are active.

Exercise care when using DB2 user activity TCB time for chargeback purposes. Most calling regions (batch, TSO,
CICS, IMS, etc.) connect to DB2 in such a way that the DB2 TCB time is included in the TCB time values in the caller's
transaction or log records.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for TCB time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
fffTC2TM data element.

DASTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTEETM contains the total elapsed time spent executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active.

DB2TEETM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTEETM element. However, the actual measurement is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTEETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTEETM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTEETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTEETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTEETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

Element Derivation:

fffTEETM contains the value input from field QWACTREE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

In the DB2DSP and DB2DSU files, if the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to
YES), fffTEETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTEETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTEETM contains the sum of all values of fffTEETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASTRETM - ALIAS Elapsed Time Executing Control

fffTRETM contains the total elapsed time spent while executing under the control of triggers.

DB2TRETM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTRETM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTRETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRETM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRETM contains the value input from field QWACTRET as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffTRETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRETM contains the sum of all values of fffTRETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASTRNOW - TRANSFER OWNERSHIP Statements

The DASTRNOW data elements contain the number of SQL TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statements that were processed.

DASTRNOW is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2TRNOW is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTRNOW element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffTRNOW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRNOW is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASTRNOW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRNOW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRNOW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffTRNOW contains the value input from field QXTRNOWN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2TRNOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2TRNOW contains the sum of all values of DB2TRNOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASTRTSE - Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTSE is the accumulated CPU time consumed while executing triggers on a nested task on an IBM specialty engine
processor.
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Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

DB2TRTSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTSE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffTRTSE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTRTSE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTSE

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:

fffTRTSE contains the value input from field QWACTRTE_se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

This field was introduced with DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffTRTSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTSE contains the sum of all values of fffTRTSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DASTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

fffTRTTM contains the amount of TCB time used while executing triggers on the main application execution unit.

fffTRTTM does not include CPU time consumed on IBM specialty engine processors.

DB2TRTTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTRTTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTRTTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTTM

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef SQL
             fffTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng
             DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffTRTTM contains the value input from field QWACTRTT as follows;

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffTRTTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTTM contains the sum of all values of fffTRTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, fffTRTTM contains CPU activity for triggers on the main application execution unit. The fffTRTTM
values are included in the DSPCPUTM, DSPCP1TM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, DSUCP1TM, and DSUTCBTM
elements.

DASTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

fffTRTZP is the accumulated CPU time consumed executing triggers on the main application execution unit on an IBM
specialty engine processor.

Prior to the application of IBM APAR PK50575, DB2 stored procedure transactions can only be executed on an IBM zIIP
processor; however starting with DB2 9.1 and after the application of IBM APAR PK50575, stored procedure transactions
can now be executed on both zAAP and zIIP processors that are now generically referred to as specialty engine.

DB2TRTZP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffTRTZP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffTRTZP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffTRTZP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTRTZP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTRTZP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTRTZP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSUTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

Element Derivation:

fffTRTZP contains the value input from field QWACTRTT_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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Range of Value:

fffTRTZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTRTZP contains the sum of all values of fffTRTZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DASTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

fffTTETM contains the total TCB time consumed executing triggers under an enclave. This is only populated if class 1 is
active.

DB2TTETM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffTTETM element. However, the actual measurement is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTTETM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTTETM is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASTTETM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPTTETM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUTTETM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave
             fffTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffTTETM contains the value input from field QWACTRTE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

If the record is a parallel subtask rollup record (PTASKROL DB2 parameter set to YES), fffTTETM is set to 0.

Range of Value:

fffTTETM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTTETM contains the sum of all values of fffTTETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffTTETM values are included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM. The fffTTETM values are not
included in the CPU time recorded in DSPCPUTM, DSPTCBTM, DSUCPUTM, or DSPTCBTM.
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DASUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

fffUDATM contains the total elapsed time that was spent on user-defined functions, in the DB2 or WLM-established stored
procedure address spaces. It includes time spent executing SQL statements.

DB2UDATM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDATM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDATM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDATM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDATM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDATM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDATM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDATM contains the value input from field QWACUDEA as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDATM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDATM contains the sum of all values of fffUDATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASUDBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF

fffUDBTM contains the total elapsed time that was spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions, in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. It includes DB2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task.

DB2UDBTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDBTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDBTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDBTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDBTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDBTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDBTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  fffUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDBTM contains the value input from field QWACUDEB as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDBTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDBTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

fffUDCTM contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in the DB2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space.

DB2UDCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDCTM contains the value input from field QWACUDCP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDCTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDCTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When fff is DSP or DSU, the fffUDCTM value is included in DSPCP1TM or DSUCP1TM.
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DASUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

fffUDMTM contains the total CPU time spent executing user defined function requests on the main application execution
unit. This CPU time is only time spent on general purpose engines. Because these user defined functions run entirely in
DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

fffUDMTM is available only for DB2 9.1 and above.

DB2UDMTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDMTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDMTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDMTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDMTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDMTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDMTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

Element Derivation:

fffUDMTM contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_CP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDMTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDMTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE1 contains the amount of CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed either in DB2 or a
WLM-established stored procedure address space while executing on an IBM specialty engine processor. DB2UDSE1 is
the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE1 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a number of files
as element fffUDSE1, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE1 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE1
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE1
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE1

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE1 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS1se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE1 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE1 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

DASUDSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

fffUDSE2 contains the amount of CPU time spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions either in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces while executing on an IBM specialty
engine processor. This time also includes time in DB2 that is used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined
function task.

DB2UDSE2 is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSE2 element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDSE2, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDSE2 is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSE2
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSE2
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSE2

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

Element Derivation:

fffUDSE2 contains the value input from field QWACUDF_CLS2se as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSE2 is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSE2 contains the sum of all values of fffUDSE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DB2 pureXML workloads, introduced with DB2 9.1 and above, exploit z/OS XML System Services that utilize zAAP
specialty processors for high performance and reduced workload pricing.

fffUDSE2 is a subset of fffUDSE1.

DASUDSTM - Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB

fffUDSTM contains the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the User-Defined Function could be
scheduled. This field is only populated if Accounting Trace Class 2 is active.

DB2UDSTM is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffUDSTM element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffUDSTM, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffUDSTM is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDSTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDSTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDSTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum TCB Time Userdef Functions

Element Derivation:

fffUDSTM contains the value input from field QWACUDST as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDSTM is a SAS time value ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDSTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

fffUDTTM contains the amount of CPU time spent in DB2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by user-defined
functions in the DB2 or WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes time in DB2 that is
used for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the QWACUDCP time.

DB2UDTTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDTTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDTTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDTTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDTTM
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDTTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDTTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF
             DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDTTM contains the value input from field QWACUDTT as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDTTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDTTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffUDTTM is a subset of fffUDCTM. fffUDTTM values are not included in DSP/DSUTC2TM but are included in DSP/
DSUCP2TM.

DASUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

fffUDZET contains the total elapsed time spent executing user defined function requests on the main application execution
unit. Because these user defined functions run entirely in DB2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

fffUDZET is available only for DB2 9.1 and above.

DB2UDZET is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDZET element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDZET, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDZET is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDZET
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDZET
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDZET

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

Element Derivation:

fffUDZET contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_ELAP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffUDZET is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDZET contains the sum of all values of fffUDZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

fffUDZTM contains the amount of specialty engine CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in
the DB2 or a WLM-established stored procedure address space.

DB2UDZTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffUDZTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffUDZTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffUDZTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASUDZTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPUDZTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUUDZTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  fffUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF
             DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time
             DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffUDZTM contains the value input from field QWACUDFNF_zIIP as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffUDZTM is a SAS time-value ranging from a minimum of zero (0) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffUDZTM contains the sum of all values of fffUDZTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRA - No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads

fffWATRA contains the number of wait trace events processed for log reads, for a user.

For DB2 9.1 and above, fffWATRA includes archive reads, active reads, and archive-log prefetch reads; while, for earlier
versions, it includes archive reads only.

DB2WATRA is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRA element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRA, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRA is included in the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRA contains the value input from field QWAXANAR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRA contains the sum of all values of fffWATRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

fffWATRB contains the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

DB2WATRB is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRB element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MISC files as element fffWATRB, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWATRB is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRB
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRB
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRB

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffAWBTM - Accum Wt Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

Element Derivation:

fffWATRB contains the value input from field QWACALBC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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This field was introduced with DB2 9.1.

Range of Value:

fffWATRB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRB contains the sum of all values of fffWATRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRC - NO. Wait Trace Events for Claims

fffWATRC contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to be released.

DB2WATRC is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRC element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRC, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRC is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRC
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRC
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRC

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRC contains the value input from field QWAXARNC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRC contains the sum of all values of fffWATRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRD - NO. Wait Trace Events for Drain Lock

fffWATRD contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks.

DB2WATRD is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRD element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRD, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRD is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRD
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRD
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRD

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRD contains the value input from field QWAXARND as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRD contains the sum of all values of fffWATRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRG - No. Wait Trace for Global Lock

fffWATRG contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits caused by sending messages to other members
in a data sharing group.

DB2WATRG is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRG element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRG, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRG is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRG
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRG
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRG

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRG contains the value input from field QWACARNJ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:
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fffWATRG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRG contains the sum of all values of fffWATRG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

fffWATRL contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for lock/latch.

DB2WATRL is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRL element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRL, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRL is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRL contains the value input from field QWACARNL as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRL contains the sum of all values of fffWATRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRM - No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

fffWATRM contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the
data sharing group.

DB2WATRM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRM
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRM contains the value input from field QWACARNG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRM contains the sum of all values of fffWATRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWATRP - Wait Trace for Latch Contention

fffWATRP contains the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention.

DB2WATRP is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRP element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRP, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRP is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRP
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRP
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRP

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRP contains the value input from field QWACARNH as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRP contains the sum of all values of fffWATRP processed in the level of summarization.
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DASWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

fffWATRR contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for read I/O under another thread.

DB2WATRR is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATRR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRR

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRR contains the value input from field QWACARNR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRR contains the sum of all values of fffWATRR processed in the level of summarization.

DASWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

fffWATRW contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for write I/O under another thread.

DB2WATRW is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATRW element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of files as element fffWATRW, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATRW is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATRW
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATRW
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATRW

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATRW contains the value input from field QWACARNW as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
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    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATRW contains the sum of all values of fffWATRW processed in the level of summarization.

DASWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

fffWATSE contains the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to DB2
service tasks.

DB2WATSE is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATSE element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATSE, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATSE is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATSE
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATSE
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATSE

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATSE contains the value input from field QWACARNS as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWATSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATSE contains the sum of all values of fffWATSE processed in the level of summarization.

DASWATTR - Number of Wait Trace Events Processed

fffWATTR is the number of wait trace events processed by a DB2 user during the life of a thread. The value indicates the
number of entries and exits from wait events that are processed in order to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed wait
times. This field is only used when accounting classes 1 and 3 are active. fffWATTR is new with DB2 Release 2.

DB2WATTR is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWATTR element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWATTR, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWATTR is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWATTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWATTR
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWATTR

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is number of wait trace events.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWATTR contains the value input from field QWACARNE as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWATTR contains the sum of all occurrences of fffWATTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

The DASWFBCT data elements contain the number of workfile blocks being used at any given point by this agent at any
point in time. This applies to traditional workfile use and DGTT indexes. High workfile usage can be a sign of performance
degradation.

DASWFBCT is available at DB2 version 12.1 and higher.

DB2WFBCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffWFBCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffWFBCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWFBCT is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File DASWFBCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFBCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFBCT

Type:

Retained in the DB2DAS file.

Accumulated in the DB2DSU and DB2DSP files.

Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  fffMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

Element Derivation:

fffWFBCT contains the value input from field QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file
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This field was introduced with DB2 12.1.

Range of Value:

DB2WFBCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DB2WFBCT contains the last value of DB2WFBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWFCTM - ALIAS Totl Wait Time for Force-At-Commit

fffWFCTM contains the wait time for Force-At-Commit requests.

DB2WFCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWFCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWFCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWFCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWFCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWFCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWFCTM

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS time value.

Element Derivation:

fffWFCTM contains the value input from the QWAXAWFC as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWFCTM ranges from a minimum SAS time value of 00:00:00.00 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWFCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWFCTM processed in the level of summarization.

DASWGLTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

fffWGLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for page P-Locks.

DB2WGLTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWGLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWGLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWGLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWGLTM
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWGLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLGTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTO of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWGLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTO as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWGLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWGLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWGLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

fffWLCTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for child L-Locks.

DB2WLCTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWLCTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWLCTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLCTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLCTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLCTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLCTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLCTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLCTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTK of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239 while DAS/DSP/
DSUWLCTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTK as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffWLCTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWLGCT - NO. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO

fffWLGCT contains the number of wait trace events processed for log read I/O.

DB2WLGCT is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the fffWLGCT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffWLGCT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffWLGCT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLGCT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLGCT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLGCT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffWLGCT contains the value input from field QWACARLG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A value of 0 means that this
observation is a parallel task.

Summarization Process:

fffWLGCT contains the sum of all values of fffWLGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

fffAWGTM contains the wait time accumulated due to suspension for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group.

DB2AWGTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffAWGTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of files as element fffAWGTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffAWGTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASAWGTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPAWGTM
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    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUAWGTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

fffAWGTM contains the value input from field QWACAWTG as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffAWGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAWGTM contains the sum of all values of fffAWGTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

fffWLLTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other L-Locks.

DB2WLLTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWLLTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWLLTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLLTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLLTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLLTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLLTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLLTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLLTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTM of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLLTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTM as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffWLLTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWLPTM - ALIAS Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

fffWLPTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for pageset or partition P-Locks.

DB2WLPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWLPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffWLPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWLPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWLPTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWLPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWLPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWLPTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNNPL - ALIAS No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP
                        PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWLPTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTN of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWLPTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTN as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWLPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWLPTM contains the sum of all values of fffWLPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

fffWTOTM contains the accumulated wait time attributed to global contention for other P-Locks.

DB2WTOTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffWTOTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in
a number of files as element fffWTOTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffWTOTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASWTOTM
    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File       DPPWTOTM
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    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPWTOTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUWTOTM

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2RNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

Element Derivation:

DPPWTOTM contains the value input from field QPACAWTQ of the SMF type 101 (subtype 1), IFCID 239, while DAS/
DSP/DSUWTOTM contain the value input from field QWACAWTQ as follows:

    SMF type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) - DB2DSP and DB2DSU files
    SMF type 100 subtype 5 (IFCID 369) - DB2DAS file

Range of Value:

fffWTOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffWTOTM contains the sum of all values of fffWTOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DASXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

fffXSPTM contains the CPU time minus all special processor (e.g., zIIP) eligible CPU time.

DB2XSPTM is the data dictionary entry name for the fffXSPTM element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of files as element fffXSPTM, where fff is the file identifier value. fffXSPTM is included in the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DAS   DB2 Aggregated Statistics File       DASXSPTM
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXSPTM
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXSPTM

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  fffCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
             fffCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng
             fffELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work
             fffTCBTM - TCB Time

Element Derivation:

fffXSPTM is calculated using the following formula:

     fffXSPTM = fffCPUTM - fffELGZP

Range of Value:

fffXSPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fffXSPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of fffXSPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) is considered a specialty engine. The zIIP is designed to run database
servicing workloads such as DB2.

If at anytime there is no special processor available to execute special processor eligible work, work is then dispatched to
run on a standard CP and any CPU time that is accumulated is included in fffCPUTM and fffTCBTM.

fffXSPTM can be used to charge for CPU time that was only eligible to run on standard CPs excluding accumulated
standard CP time that was eligible to run on special processors. This value provides the means to calculate repeatable
charges.

Db2 System IDAA Activity File (Db2DSI)
The Db2 System IDAA Activity (Db2DSI) File quantifies Db2 accelerator data for each Netezza appliance used.

Use to track IDAA usage and performance at the Db2 interval level.

The source is populated with data from the SMF Db2 record type 100 subtype 1.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  DSIXACTV - IDAA Current Active Requests

  X.....E  DSIXAVQ3 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 3 hours

  X.....E  DSIXAV24 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 24 hours

  X.....E  DSIXCSS  - IDAA Current Replication State

  X.....E  DSIXPRID - IDAA Product ID

  X.....E  DSIXST   - IDAA State

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSIXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
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  XDWMY.E  DSIXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXCCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator

  XDWMY.E  DSIXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node

  XDWMY.E  DSIXCQL  - IDAA Sum of Current Queue Length

  XDWMY.E  DSIXCRL  - IDAA Curr Replication Latency This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXDSKU - Sum of IDAA Pct Disk Util Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State

  XDWMY.E  DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNBA  - IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNBS  - IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNLRA - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNLRS - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNLTA - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNLTS - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNQCS - IDAA Sum of Queries Curr Exec This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNQFA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Failed All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNQSA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Success All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXQUEW - Sum of IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIXREQ  - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCCA - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCCS - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCMA - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCMS - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCQA - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTCQS - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXCOR - Total Amount of Processors within IDAA
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  XDWMY.E  DSIMXCRL - IDAA Max Replication Latency

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXDKU - IDAA Max Pct Disk In Use Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXDSA - IDAA Max Disk Space All DB2 Sys (MB)

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXMIP - IDAA Max Processing Capacity

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXMXA - IDAA Maximum Active Requests Count

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXMXQ - IDAA Query Queue Length High Watermark

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXNDS - IDAA V2 Max Number of Data Slices

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXNQS - IDAA Max Queries Exec Concurr This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXQUE - IDAA Maximum Queue Wait Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXSKW - IDAA Maximum Data Skew

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXWMA - Max Shared Mem Data Avail Worker Node

  XDWMY.E  DSIMXWSM - Max Shared Mem Data Use IWA Worker Node

  X.....E  DSIXTART - Time Accelerator Server Proc Started

  X.....E  DSIXTATC - Time Last Status Change of Accelerator

  X.....E  DSIXTLSC - Time Last Status Change of Repl State

  XDWMY.E  DSIXWNOD - IDAA Active Worker Nodes Count

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVCCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator Node

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVCQL - Avg IDAA Queue Length

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVCRL - IDAA Avg Replication Latency Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVDKU - Avg Pct Disk Utilization Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVQCS - IDAA Avg Queries Curr Exec This DB2

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVQWT - IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVWCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes

  XDWMY.E  DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

  XDWMY.E  DSIPCDIU - IDAA Percent Disk Storage In Use

DSIAVBHR - Avg Pct IDAA Bufferpool Hit Ratio

DSIAVBHR contains the average buffer pool hit ratio over the reporting interval for all currently paired Db2 systems. This
gives an important overall measure of how effectively the system is using memory to avoid disk I/O. A hit ratio of 95% is
considered good.

DSIAVBHR is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)
 

Element Derivation:

DSIAVBHR is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(DSIAVBHR, DSIXABHR, INTERVLS)
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Range of Value:

DSIAVBHR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVBHR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVCCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator Node

DSIAVCCP contains the average Coordinator Node CPU Utilization expressed as a percentage, over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVCCP is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXCCPU.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIXCCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator
             DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes
             DSIAVWCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

Element Derivation:

DSIAVCCP is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVCCP, DSIXCCPU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

The value of DSIAVCCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVCCP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXCCPU is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average CPU Utilization on the IDAA
Coordinator Node. Its sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this data element,
DSIAVCCP at higher timespans to provide the average CPU Utilization at each summarization level.

DSIAVCCP is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node

DSIAVCPM contains the average physical memory utilization for the Coordinator node, expressed in megabytes, over all
the intervals summarized in the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVCPM is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXCPMU.

DSIAVCPM only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.
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  See also:  DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker
             DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

Element Derivation:

DSIAVCPM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVCPM, DSIXCPMU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSIAVCPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVCPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXCPMU is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average physical memory that is used by
the IDAA Coordinator node. DSIXCPMU's sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of
this data element, DSIAVCPM at higher timespans to provide the average physical memory use by the Coordinator node,
at each summarization level.

DSIAVCPM is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIAVCQL - Avg IDAA Queue Length

DSIAVCQL contains the average queue length at the end of the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVCQL is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXCPQL.

DSIAVCQL only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIXCQL  - IDAA Sum of Current Queue Length

Element Derivation:

DSIAVCQL is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVCQL, DSIXCPQL, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSIAVCQL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVCQL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSIXCQL is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the current queue length at the end of a detail
interval. DSIXCQL's sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this data element,
DSIAVCQL at higher timespans to provide the average queue length across multiple intervals.

DSIAVCQL is only available at Db2 V10 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIAVCRL - IDAA Avg Replication Latency This Db2

DSIAVCRL contains the average amount of time (seconds) for replication latency for this Db2 that was observed across
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIXCRL  - IDAA Curr Replication Latency This DB2
             DSIMXCRL - IDAA Max Replication Latency This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIAVCPM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVCRL, DSIXCRL, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSIAVCRL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVCPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVDKU - Avg Pct Disk Utilization Worker Nodes

DSIMXDKU contains the average percent disk utilization on the worker nodes at the end of the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available
             DSIMXDKU - IDAA Max Pct Disk In Use Worker Nodes
             DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database
             DSIPCDIU - IDAA Percent Disk Storage In Use

Element Derivation:

DSIAVDKU is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVDLI, DSIXDSKU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

The value of DSIAVDKU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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DSIAVDKU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVLSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Log Data (MB)

DSIAVLSA contains the average disk space allocated for log data for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes, over the
reporting interval.

DSIAVLSA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIAVTSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Temp Data (MB)
            DSIXLSA  - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Log Data (MB)
        

Element Derivation:

DSIAVLSA is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVLSA, DSIXLSA, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:

DSIXLSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVLSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVMPS - IDAA Avg Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)

DSIAVMPS contains the average available memory for processing SQL statements in the accelerator, in megabytes, over
the reporting interval.

DSIAVMPS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

    SEE ALSO:  DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)
            DSIXTMPS - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
            DSIAVMUD - IDAA Avg Avail Mem User Data (MB)
   

Element Derivation:
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DSIAVMPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVMPS, DSIXMPS, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:

DSIXTMPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVMPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVMUD - IDAA Avg Avail Mem User Data (MB)

DSIAVMUD contains the average memory available for user data for all connected Db2 subsystems, in megabytes, over
the reporting interval.

DSIAVMUD is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

 SEE ALSO:  DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)
            DSIXTMPS - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
            DSIAVMPS - IDAA Avg Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
 

Element Derivation:

DSIAVMUD is computed using the following algorithm:

          %AVERAGE(DSIAVMUD, DSIXMUD, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:

DSIAVMUD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVMUD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVNUI - IDAA Avg Inbound Trans Rate KBs

DSIAVNUI contains the average inbound transfer rate for the data transmitted via network interface between the
accelerator and Db2 in Kilobytes per second for the reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVNUI is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXANUI.
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DSIAVNUI is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

 SEE ALSO:  DSIAVNUO - IDAA Avg Outbound Trans Rate KBs
            DSIXANUO - IDAA Sum of Outbound Trans Rate KBs
 

Element Derivation:

DSIAVNUI is computed using the following algorithm:

       %AVERAGE(DSIAVNUI, DSIXANUI, INTERVLS)
 

Range of Value:

DSIAVNUI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summrization Process:

DSIAVNUI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVNUO - IDAA Avg Outbound Trans Rate KBs

DSIAVNUO contains the average outbound transfer rate for the data transmitted via network interface between the
accelerator and Db2 in Kilobytes per second for the reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVNUO is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXANU0.

DSIAVNUO is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIAVNUI - IDAA Avg Inbound Trans Rate KBs
                   DSIXANUO - IDAA Sum of Outbound Trans Rate KBs
 

Element Derivation:

DSIAVNUO is computed using the following algorithm:

          %AVERAGE(DSIAVNUO, DSIXANUO, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:

DSIAVNUO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSIAVNUO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVQCS - IDAA Avg Queries Curr Exec This Db2

DSIAVQCS contains the average number of queries that were currently executing from this Db2 in this IDAA at the end of
the measurement intervals that were included in the summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIXACTV - IDAA Current Active Requests This DB2
             DSIXNQCS - IDAA Sum of Queries Curr Exec This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIAVCPM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVQCS, DSIXNQCS, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSIAVQCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVCPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVQLS - IDAA Avg Current Queue Length

DSIAVQLS contains the average current queue length at the accelerator back-end for this Db2 system over the reporting
interval.

DSIAVQLS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIXCQLS - IDAA Sum of Current Queue Length
        

Element Derivation:

DSIAVQLS is computed using the following algorithm:

          %AVERAGE(DSIAVQLS, DSIXCQLS, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:
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DSIAVQLS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVQLS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVQWT - IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time

DSIAVQWT contains the average elapsed wait time at the accelerator query queue over all the intervals summarized in
the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVQWT is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXQUEW.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXQUEW - Sum of IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time
             DSIMXQUE - IDAA Maximum Queue Wait Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSIAVQWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVQWT, DSIXQUEW, DURATION)

Range of Value:

DSIAVQWT is a SAS time value in the following range:

    00:00:00.000000 to 23:59:59.999999

Summarization Process:

DSIAVQWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXQUEW is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average queue elapsed wait time on the
accelerator. This elements purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this data element,
DSIAVQWT at higher timespans to provide the average queue wait elapsed time at each summarization level.

DSIAVQWT is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIAVTSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Temp Data (MB)

DSIAVTSA contains the average disk space allocated for temporary data for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes, over the
reporting interval.

DSIAVTSA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIAVLSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Log Data (MB)
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            DSIXLSA  - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Log Data (MB)
            DSIXTSA  - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Temp Data (MB)
        

Element Derivation:

DSIAVTSA is computed using the following algorithm:

          %AVERAGE(DSIAVTSA, DSIXTSA, INTERVLS)
        

Range of Value:

DSIAVTSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVTSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIAVWCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

DSIAVWCP contains the average CPU Utilization for the Worker Nodes expressed as a percentage, over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVWCP is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXWCPU.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes
             DSIXCCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator
             DSIAVCCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator Node

Element Derivation:

DSIAVWCP is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVWCP, DSIXWCPU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

The value of DSIAVWCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVWCP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWCPU is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average CPU Utilization on the IDAA
Worker Nodes. Its sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this data element,
DSIAVWCP at higher timespans to provide the average Worker Nodes CPU Utilization at each summarization level.

DSIAVWCP is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes

DSIAVWPM contains the average physical memory utilization for the Worker nodes, expressed in megabytes, over all the
intervals summarized in the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVWPM is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXWPMU.

DSIAVWPM only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker
             DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

Element Derivation:

DSIAVWPM is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVWPM, DSIXWPMU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

The value of DSIAVWPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVWPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWPMU is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average physical memory used by the
IDAA Worker nodes. DSIXWPMU's sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this
data element, DSIAVWPM at higher timespans to provide the average physical memory use by the worker nodes, at each
summarization level.

DSIAVWPM is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

DSIAVWSU contains the average shared memory used by the Worker nodes, expressed in megabytes, over all the
intervals summarized in the observation.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIAVWSU is always equal to the value found in data element DSIXWSMU.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

Element Derivation:
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DSIAVWSU is computed using the following algorithm:

    %AVERAGE(DSIAVWSU, DSIXWSMU, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

DSIAVWSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIAVWSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWSMU is accumulated at the DAYS and high timespans as the sum of the average shared memory used by
the IDAA Worker nodes. Its sole purpose at the DAYS and higher timespans is to enable the computation of this data
element, DSIAVWSU at higher timespans to provide the average shared memory use by the Worker nodes, at each
summarization level.

DSIAVWSU is only available at Db2 V9 and higher, and using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and where the
MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIMXCOR - Total Amount of Processors within IDAA

DSIMXCOR contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the total number of CPU cores that are
available in the whole system for query processing.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIMXMIP - IDAA Max Processing Capacity

Element Derivation:

DSIMXCOR contains the value input from the Q8STCORS field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXCOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXCOR contains the maximum value of DSIMXCOR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXCOR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXCRL - IDAA Max Replication Latency

DSIMXCRL contains the maximum amount of time (seconds) for replication latency for this Db2 that was observed across
the reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DSIXCRL  - IDAA Curr Replication Latency This DB2
             DSIAVCRL - IDAA Avg Replication Latency This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIMXDKB contains the value input from field Q8STCRL of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXCRL is a SAS time value in the following range:

    00:00:00.000000 to 23:59:59.999999

Summarization Process:

DSIMXCRL contains the maximum value of DSIMXCRL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available

DSIMXDKA contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the disk storage available at the accelerator,
expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database
             DSIMXDKU - IDAA Max Percent Disk Storage In Use

Element Derivation:

DSIMXDKA contains the value input from field Q8STDSKA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXDKA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXDKA contains the maximum value of DSIMXDKA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXDKA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database

DSIMXDKB contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the amount of disk storage in use for the Db2
subsystem, expressed in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available
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             DSIMXDKU - IDAA Max Percent Disk Storage In Use

Element Derivation:

DSIMXDKB contains the value input from field Q8STDSKB of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXDKB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXDKB contains the maximum value of DSIMXDKB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXDKB was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXDKU - IDAA Max Pct Disk In Use Worker Nodes

DSIMXDKU contains the maximum disk utilization on the worker nodes at the end of the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available
             DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database
             DSIPCDIU - IDAA Percent Disk Storage In Use

Element Derivation:

DSIMXDKU contains the value input from field Q8STDSKU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXDKU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXDKU contains the maximum value of DSIMXDKU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXDKU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXDSA - IDAA Max Disk Space All Db2 Sys (MB)

DSIMXDSA contains the maximum amount of disk space in use by all Db2 regions using this IDAA during a raw
measurement interval. Measurement is in megabytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available
             DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database

Element Derivation:

DSIMXDSA contains the value input from field Q8STDSA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXDSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXDSA contains the maximum value of DSIMXDSA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIMXMIP - IDAA Max Processing Capacity

DSIMXMIP contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the accelerator processing capacity in MIPS.

DSIMXMIP only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIMXCOR - Total Amount of Processors within IDAA

Element Derivation:

DSIMXMIP contains the value input from field Q8STCORS of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXMIP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXMIP contains the maximum value of DSIMXMIP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXMIP was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIMXMXA - IDAA Maximum Active Requests All Db2

DSIMXMXA contains the maximum number of queries that were executing concurrently during a raw measurement
interval submitted from any Db2 region that is attached to this IDAA.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXACTV - IDAA Current Active Requests This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIMXMXA contains the value input from field Q8STMAXA from the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. At IDAA 4.1,
DSIMXMXA contains the value input from field Q8STMAXA_64 from the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:
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DSIMXMXA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXMXA contains the maximum value of DSIMXMXA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSIMXMXQ - IDAA Query Queue Length High Watermark

DSIMXMXQ contains the maximum number of queries in the queue to execute on this IDAA during a raw measurement
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  
         SEE ALSO:  DSIXAVQ3 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 3 hours
            DSIXAV24 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 24 hours
        

Element Derivation:

DSIMXMXQ contains the value input from field Q8STMAXQ of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. At IDAA
4.1, DSIMXMXQ contains the value input from field Q8STMAXQ_64 of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 record. When the
raw data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was
written, so MICS sets the value of DSIMXMXQ to a missing value

Range of Value:

DSIMXMXQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds, or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXMXQ contains the maximum value of DSIMXMXQ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIMXNDS - IDAA V2 Max Number of Data Slices

DSIMXNDS contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. On the Db2 Analytics Accelerator, the active SMP host
(coordinator) receives the incoming data and sends it to available S-Blades in the system. Each S-Blade has eight disks
connected and the S-Blades distribute the incoming data to connected disks in slices, according to distribution and
organizing keys.

DSIMXNDS contains the number of these data slices.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DSIMXSKW - IDAA Maximum Data Skew

Element Derivation:
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DSIMXNDS contains the value input from field Q8STNMDS of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. When the
raw data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was
written, so MICS sets the value of DSIMXNDS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIMXNDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds, or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXNDS contains the maximum value of DSIMXNDS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXNDS was introduced with Db2 V9 and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA) and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXNQS - IDAA Max Queries Exec Concurr This Db2

DSIMXNQS contains the maximum number of Db2 queries executing concurrently from this Db2 region using this IDAA
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIMXAXA - IDAA Max Queries Exec Concurr All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIMXNQS contains the value input from field Q8STMNQS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXNQS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXNQS contains the maximum value of DSIMXNQS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIMXQUE - IDAA Maximum Queue Wait Elapsed Time

DSIMXQUE contains the maximum wait time at the accelerator query queue.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 
         SEE ALSO:  DSIXQUEW - Sum of IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time
            DSIAVQWT - IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time
        

Element Derivation:
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DSIMXQUE contains the value input from field Q8STQUEM of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. When the
raw data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was
written, so MICS sets the value of DSIMXQUE to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIMXQUE is a SAS time value, or a missing value under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXQUE contains the maximum value of DSIMXQUE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXQUE was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIMXSKW - IDAA Maximum Data Skew

DSIMXSKW contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. When table data is loaded into the accelerator, it may be
unevenly distributed across the different data slices on the disks. This disparity is referred to as data skew.

Data skew in Db2 Analytics Accelerator is the size difference in megabytes between the smallest data slice for a table and
the largest data slice for the table. Data skew, in particular for small tables, can vary substantially from record skew due to
a variable character field trailing blanks and compression effects. Typically, as the table sizes grow, there is little difference
between the data skew and record skew.

DSIMXSKW represents the accumulated skew over all tables that belong to the Db2 subsystem. The skew of a table is
the ratio that shows how uneven the data slices are, as calculated by the following formula:

  ((maximum data slice size - minimum data slice size) / median data slice size)

DSIMXSKW only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIMXNDS - IDAA V2 Max Number of Data Slices

Element Derivation:

DSIMXSKW contains the value input from the Q8STSKEW field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXSKW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXSKW contains the maximum value of DSIMXSKW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXSKW was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

A high value indicates that data reorganization can improve disk utilization and query performance.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.
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DSIMXWMA - Max Shared Mem Data Avail Worker Node

DSIMXWMA contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the shared memory data available on the
accelerator Worker nodes, in megabytes.

DSIMXWMA only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker
             DSIMXWSM - Max Shared Mem Data Use IWA Worker Node
             DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

Element Derivation:

DSIMXWMA contains the value input from field Q8STWSMA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXWMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXWMA contains the maximum value of DSIMXWMA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIMXWMA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIMXWSM - Max Shared Mem Data Use IWA Worker Node

DSIMXWSM contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. DSIMXWSM also contains the maximum shared memory
data in use on accelerator worker nodes, in megabytes.

DSIMXWSM only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also:  DSIMXWMA - Max Shared Mem Data Avail Worker Node
             DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

Element Derivation:

DSIMXWSM contains the value input from field Q8STWSMM of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIMXWSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIMXWSM contains the maximum value of DSIMXWSM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSIMXWSM was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA),
and where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIPCDIU - IDAA Percent Disk Storage In Use

DSIPCDIU contains the maximum percentage of disk storage in use on the IDAA during a measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIMXDKA - IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available
             DSIMXDKB - IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database

Element Derivation:

DSIPCDIU is computed using the following algorithm:

    %PERCENT(DSIPCDIU, DSIMXDKA, DSUMXDKB)

Range of Value:

The value of DSIPCDIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIPCDIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXABHR - IDAA Sum of Bufferpool Hit Ratio

DSIXABHR contains a bufferpool hit ratio for all currently paired Db2 systems. This gives an important overall measure of
how effectively the system is using memory to avoid disk I/O. A hit ratio of 95% is considered good.

This element when summed is used to compute the average bufferpool hit ratio at the end of the raw measurement
intervals included in the summarization process. See data element DSIAVBHR (Avg IDAA Bufferpool Hit Ratio) for the
average.

DSIXABHR is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSIAVBHR - Avg Pct IDAA Bufferpool Hit Ratio
            DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXABHR is read from the Q8STABHR field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. When
the raw data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was
written, so MICS sets the value of DSIXABHR to a missing value.
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Range of Value:

DSIXABHR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXABHR contains the sum of all values of DSIXABHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

DSIXACPU contains the CPU time used by the accelerator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DSUXACPU - IDAA CPU Time

Element Derivation:

DSIXACPU contains the value input from field Q8STACPU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXACPU is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSIXACPU contains the sum of all values of DSIXACPU summarized by Db2 region.

Usage Notes:

DSIXACPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXACTV - IDAA Current Active Requests This Db2

DSIXACTV contains the number of queries actively executing on this IDAA at the end of the measurement interval for all s
Db2 regions that are attached to this IDAA.

The maximum level of concurrency is 100 queries in the Db2 Analytics Accelerator. Not all of them can be executed
concurrently by the Netezza appliance, and the Db2 Analytics Accelerator queues them until they can be executed.
Queuing increases the total response time. WLM dispatching priorities are not honored in the Db2 Analytics Accelerator,
so the elongation of the response affects all queries independent of their requester priorities.

Type:

Retained, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIMXMXA - IDAA Maximum Active Requests All DB2

Element Derivation:
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DSIXACTV contains the value input from field Q8STACTV in the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. At IDAA 4.1,
DSIXACTV contains the value input from field Q8STACTV_64 IN THE SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXACTV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXACTV contains the sum of all values of DSIXACTV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

DSIXAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time

fffXAELA contains the elapsed time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the Db2 subsystem.

Db2XAELA is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXAELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXAELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAWAT - IDAA Wait Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8STAELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXAELA contains the value input from field Q8ACAELA of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXAELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXAELA summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXAELA summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXAELA contains the sum of all values of DSUXAELA summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAELA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSIXANUI - IDAA Sum of Inbound Trans Rate KBs

DSIXANUI contains the inbound transfer rate for the data transmitted via network interface between the accelerator and
Db2 in Kilobytes per second.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXANUI contains the sum of the inbound transfer rates over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

DSIXANUI is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSIAVNUI - IDAA Avg Inbound Trans Rate KBs
            DSIAVNUO - IDAA Avg Outbound Trans Rate KBs
            DSIXANUO - IDAA Sum of Outbound Trans Rate KBs
 

Element Derivation:

DSIXANUI contains the value input from field Q8STANUI of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXANUI to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXANUI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds, or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXANUI contains the sum of all values of DSIXANUI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXANUO - IDAA Sum of Outbound Trans Rate KBs

DSIXANUO contains the input transfer rate for the data transmitted via network interface between the accelerator and Db2
in Kilobytes per second.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXANUO contains the sum of the outbound transfer rates over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

DSIXANUO is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSIAVNUO - IDAA Avg Outbound Trans Rate KBs
            DSIAVNUI - IDAA Avg Inbound Trans Rate KBs
            DSIXANUI - IDAA Sum of Inbound Trans Rate KBs
        

Element Derivation:
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DSIXANUO contains the value input from field Q8STANUO of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXANUO to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXANUO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds, or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXANUO contains the sum of all values of DSIXANUO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXAVQ3 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 3 hours

DSIXAVQ3 contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. DSIXAVQ3 also contains the average query queue length
during the last three hours at the accelerator.

DSIXAVQ3 only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXAV24 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 24 hours
             DSIMXMXQ - IDAA Query Queue Length High Watermark

Element Derivation:

DSIXAVQ3 contains the value input from field Q8STAVGQ03 of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXAVQ3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXAVQ3 contains the sum of all values of DSIXAVQ3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXAVQ3 was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXAVQ3 is only meaningful at the detail timespan.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXAV24 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 24 hours

DSIXAV24 contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. DSIXAV24 also contains the average query queue length
during the last 24 hours at the accelerator.

DSIXAV24 only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSIXAVQ3 - IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 3 hours
             DSIMXMXQ - IDAA Query Queue Length High Watermark

Element Derivation:

DSIXAV24 contains the value input from field Q8STAVGQ24 of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXAV24 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXAV24 contains the sum of all values of DSIXAV24 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXAV24 was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXAV24 is only meaningful at the DETAIL timespan.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXAWAT - IDAA Wait Time

fffXAWAT contains the wait time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the Db2 subsystem.

Db2XAWAT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXAWAT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXAWAT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXAWAT is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXAWAT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXAWAT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXAWAT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8STAWAT of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXAWAT contains the value input from field Q8ACAWAT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXAWAT is any valid SAS time value.
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Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSIXAWAT summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSPXAWAT summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXAWAT contains the sum of all values of DSUXAWAT summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXAWAT was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count

fffXBLKR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

Db2XBLKR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBLKR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKR is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8STBLKR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXBLKR contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKR summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKR summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXBLKR contains the sum of all values of DSUXBLKR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBLKR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.
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DSIXBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count

fffXBLKS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator.

Db2XBLKS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBLKS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBLKS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBLKS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBLKS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBLKS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBLKS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8STBLKS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXBLKS contains the value input from field Q8ACBLKS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXBLKS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBLKS summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBLKS summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXBLKS contains the sum of all values of DSUXBLKS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBLKS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count

fffXBYTR contains the total number of blocks received from the accelerator.

Db2XBYTR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
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    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8STBYTR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTR contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTR summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXBYTR contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTR summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXBYTR contains the sum of all values of fffXBYTR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count

fffXBYTS contains the total number of blocks sent to the accelerator.

Db2XBYTS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXBYTS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXBYTS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXBYTS is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXBYTS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXBYTS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXBYTS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8STBYTS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXBYTS contains the value input from field Q8ACBYTS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXBYTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSIXBYTS summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXBYTS contains the sum of all values of DSPXBYTS summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXBYTS contains the sum of all values of fffXBYTS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXBYTS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXCCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator

DSIXCCPU contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXCCPU contains the average
percent CPU utilization for the accelerator coordinator nodes over the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXCCPU contains the sum of the average percent CPU utilization for the
accelerator coordinator node value over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average percent CPU utilization for the accelerator coordinator node value
(DSIAVCCP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes
             DSIAVWCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes
             DSIAVCCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator Node

Element Derivation:

DSIXCCPU contains the value input from field Q8STCCPU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXCCPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCCPU contains the sum of all values of DSIXCCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSIXCCPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXCMTC contains the number of COMMIT statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXCMTC contains the value input from field Q8STCMTC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXCMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCMTC contains the sum of all values of DSIXCMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXCONN - IDAA Connects Count

fffXCONN contains the number of accelerator connects.

Db2XCONN is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXCONN element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXCONN, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXCONN is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXCONN
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXCONN
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXCONN

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  DB2XFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count
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             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8STCONN field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXCONN contains the value input from the Q8ACCONN field in the SMF Type 101 subtype 0
(IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

fffXCONN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSIXCONN summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSPXCONN summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXCONN contains the sum of all values of DSUXCONN summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXCONN was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node

DSIXCPMU contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the average amount of physical memory used
in megabytes by the Coordinator node of the accelerator.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXCPMU contains the average physical memory use for the accelerator Coordinator node
over the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXCPMU contains the sum of the average physical memory use for the accelerator
Coordinator node over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average physical memory utilization for the accelerator Coordinator nodes
(DSIAVCPM).

DSIXCPMU only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes

Element Derivation:

DSIXCPMU contains the value input from field Q8STCPMU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXCPMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCPMU contains the sum of all values of DSIXCPMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSIXCPMU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXCQL - IDAA Sum of Current Queue Length

At the detail timespan observation level, DSIXCQL contains the current IDAA request queue length at the end of the
measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXCQL contains the sum of all values during the intervals that are represented in
the observation. This value is used to compute the average queue length of a DETAIL interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIAVCPL - Avg IDAA Queue Length

Element Derivation:

DSIXCQL contains the value input from field Q8STCQL of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXCQL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCQL contains the sum of all values of DSIXCQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXCQLS - IDAA Sum of Current Queue Length

DSIXCQLS contains the current queue length at the accelerator back-end for this Db2 system.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXCQLS contains the sum of the queue lengths over all the intervals summarized in
the observation.

DSIXCQLS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSIAVQLS - IDAA Avg Current Queue Length
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXCQLS contains the value input from field Q8STCQLS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXCQLS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXCQLS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds, or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.
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Summarization Process:

DSIXCQLS contains the sum of all values of DSIXCQLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXCRL - IDAA Curr Replication Latency This Db2

DSIXCRL contains the current replication latency in seconds. This latency is the difference in time between when the last
log record was written to the target and the current time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  
      SEE ALSO:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
            DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
            DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
            DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
            DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
            DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2  
        
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXCRL contains the value input from field Q8STCRL of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXCRL to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXCRL is a SAS time value or a missing value under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCRL contains the sum of all values of DSIXCRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXCRTC contains the number of CREATE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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Element Derivation:

DSIXCRTC contains the value input from field Q8STCRTC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXCRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXCRTC contains the sum of all values of DSIXCRTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXCSS - IDAA Current Replication State

DSIXCSS contains the current replication status of the IDAA.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSIXCSS contains the value input from field Q8STCSS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXST can contain any of the following eight values:

       .  STARTED
       .  STOPPED
       .  ERROR
       .  STARTING
       .  STOPPING
       .  UNKNOWN

Summarization Process:

DSIXCSS contains the last value of DSIXCSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXDELC contains the number of DELETE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXDELC contains the value input from field Q8STDELC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXDELC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXDELC contains the sum of all values of DSIXDELC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXDRPC contains the number of DROP statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXDRPC contains the value input from field Q8STDRPC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXDRPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXDRPC contains the sum of all values of DSIXDRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXDSKU - Sum of IDAA Pct Disk Util Worker Nodes

DSIXDSKU contains the sum of percent disk utilization on the worker nodes at the end of the measurement interval. This
is used to to compute average percent disk utilization when observations from multiple intervals are summarized.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIACDKU - Avg Pct Disk Utilization Worker Nodes

Element Derivation:
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DSIXDSKU contains the value input from field Q8STDSKU of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXDSKU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXDSKU contains the sum of all values of DSIXDSKU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXEDPA - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired All Db2

DSIXEDPA contains the total number of query requests that have been run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol, sent by
all Db2 subsystems to the accelerator, and have expired because the total wait time was higher that the WAITFORDATA
value.

DSIXEDPA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DSIXTDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel This DB2
            DSIXEDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired This DB2
            DSIXTPDA - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel All DB2
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXEDPA contains the value input from field Q8STEDPA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXEDPA to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXEDPA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXEDPA contains the sum of all values of DSIXEDPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXEDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired This Db2

DSIXEDPS contains the total number of query requests that have been run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol, sent by
this Db2 subsystem to the accelerator, and have expired because the total wait time was higher that the WAITFORDATA
value.

DSIXEDPS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  DSIXTDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel This DB2
            DSIXTPDA - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel All DB2
            DSIXEDPA - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired All DB2
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXEDPS contains the value input from field Q8STEDPS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXEDPS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXEDPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXEDPS contains the sum of all values of DSIXEDPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXFAIL - IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count

fffXFAIL contains the number of connections that failed when this Db2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

Db2XFAIL is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXFAIL element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXFAIL, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXFAIL is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXFAIL
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXFAIL
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXFAIL

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count
             DB2XTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8STFAIL of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXFAIL contains the value input from field Q8ACFAIL of the Accelerator data section of the
SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXFAIL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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• In the DSI file, DSIXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSIXFAIL summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSPXFAIL summarized by Db2 plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXFAIL contains the sum of all values of DSUXFAIL summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXFAIL was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State

DSIXFINV contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. DSIXFINV also contains the number of connections that
failed when this Db2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

DSIXFINV only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXFINV contains the value input from field Q8STFINV of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXFINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXFINV contains the sum of all values of DSIXFINV summarized by Db2 region.

Usage Notes:

DSIXFINV was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count

DSIXFREQ contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the number of queries sent by this Db2 system
that failed to be successfully executed for ANY reason, including the accelerator being in an invalid state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State
             DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

Element Derivation:

DSIXFREQ contains the value input from field Q8STFREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100 subtype 1
(IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:
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DSIXFREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXFREQ contains the sum of all values of DSIXFREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXFREQ was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXINSC contains the number of INSERT statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXINSC contains the value input from field Q8STINSC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXINSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXINSC contains the sum of all values of DSIXINSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXLSA - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Log Data (MB)

DSIXLSA contains the disk space allocated for log data for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXLSA contains the sum of the disk space for log data over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

DSIXLSA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  DSIAVLSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Log Data (MB)
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            DSIAVTSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Temp Data (MB)
            DSIXTSA  - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Temp Data (MB)
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXLSA contains the value input from field Q8STLSA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXLSA to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXLSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXLSA contains the sum of all values of DSIXLSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count

fffXMSGR contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

Db2XMSGR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGR is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGR contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:
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fffXMSGR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGR summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGR summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXMSGR contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXMSGR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

fffXMSGS contains the total number of messages received from the accelerator.

Db2XMSGS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXMSGS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXMSGS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXMSGS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXMSGS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXMSGS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXMSGS

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXMSGS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGS of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXMSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSIXMSGS summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSPXMSGS summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXMSGS contains the sum of all values of DSUXMSGS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:
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fffXMSGS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXNBA - IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt All Db2

DSIXNBA contains the total number of megabytes processed by IDAA capture agents for all Db2 regions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNBS  - IDAA Bytes Proc by Capt Agnt This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNBA contains the value input from field Q8STNBA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNBA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNBS - IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt This Db2

DSIXNBS contains the total number of megabytes processed by IDAA capture agents for this Db2 region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNBA  - IDAA Bytes Proc by Capt Agnt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNBS contains the value input from field Q8STNBS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNBS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNDA - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All Db2

DSIXNDS contains number of DELETEd rows to IDAA tables for all Db2 regions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
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             DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNDS contains the value input from field Q8STNDS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNDS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNDS - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This Db2

DSIXNDS contains number of DELETEd rows to IDAA tables for this Db2 region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNDS contains the value input from field Q8STNDS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNDS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNIA - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All Db2

DSIXNIA contains number of INSERTS rows to IDAA tables for all Db2 regions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
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             DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNIA contains the value input from field Q8STNIA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNIA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNIA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNIA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNIS - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This Db2

DSIXNIS contains number of INSERTed rows to IDAA tables for this Db2 region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNIS contains the value input from field Q8STNIS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNIS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNLRA - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All Db2

DSIXNLRA contains the number of Db2 log records that are read by the capture agent for all Db2 regions that are
connected to this IDAA during the measurement interval.

The capture agent reads the Db2 logs searching for any database commits. If commits are found the capture agent
passes the database update to the IDAA apply agent which schedules micro batch updates to the IDAA database tables.
This results in the IDAA databases being kept up to date in near real time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNLRS - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNLTS - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This DB2
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             DSIXNLTA - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNLRA contains the value input from field Q8STNLRA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNLRA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNLRA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNLRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNLRS - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This Db2

DSIXNLRS contains the number of Db2 log records that are read by the capture agent for this Db2 during the
measurement interval.

The capture agent reads the Db2 logs searching for any database commits. If commits are found the capture agent
passes the database update to the IDAA apply agent which schedules micro batch updates to the IDAA database tables.
This results in the IDAA databases being kept up to date in near real time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNLRA - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNLTS - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This DB2
             DSIXNLTA - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNRLS contains the value input from field Q8STNLRS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNLRS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNLRS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNLRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNLTA - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All Db2

DSIXNLTA contains the number of Db2 log records processed by the capture agent for all Db2's during the measurement
interval that pertain to Db2 tables in this IDAA.

The capture agent reads the Db2 logs searching for any database commits. If commits are found the capture agent
passes the database update to the IDAA apply agent which schedules micro batch updates to the IDAA database tables.
This results in the IDAA databases being kept up to date in near real time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSIXNLRS - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNLRA - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNLTS - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNLTA contains the value input from field Q8STNLTA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNLTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNLTA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNLTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNLTS - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This Db2

DSIXNLTS contains the number of Db2 log records processed by the capture agent for this Db2 during the measurement
interval that pertain to Db2 tables in this IDAA.

The capture agent reads the Db2 logs searching for any database commits. If commits are found the capture agent
passes the database update to the IDAA apply agent which schedules micro batch updates to the IDAA database tables.
This results in the IDAA databases being kept up to date in near real time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNLRS - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNLRA - IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNLTA - IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNLTS contains the value input from field Q8STNLTS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNLTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNLTS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNLTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNQCS - IDAA Sum of Queries Curr Exec This Db2

DSIXNQCS contains the number of queries that were currently executing from this Db2 in this IDAA at the end of the
measurement interval. At DAYS and higher timespans, of if this element is summed in the DETAIL timespan, the values
become distorted, as it's a snapshot from the end of a raw interval.

This element when summed is used to compute the average queries that were currently executing at the end of the raw
measurement intervals included in the summarization process. See data element DSIAVQCS (IDAA Avg Queries Curr
Exec This Db2) for the average.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXACTV - IDAA Current Active Requests This DB2
             DSIAVQCS - IDAA Avg Queries Curr Exec This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNQCS contains the value input from field Q8STNQCS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNQCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNQCS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNQCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNQFA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Failed All Db2

DSIXNQFA contains the number of queries that were sent by all Db2 regions that are attached to this IDAA that failed to
execute.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNQSA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Success All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNQFA contains the value input from field Q8STNQFA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNQFA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNQFA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNQFA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNQSA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Success All Db2

DSIXNQSA contains the number fo queries that were sent by all Db2 regions that are attached to this IDAA that
successfully executed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNQFA - IDAA Queries Sent Exec Failed All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNQSA contains the value input from field Q8STNQSA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:
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DSIXNQSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNQSA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNQSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNUA - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All Db2

DSIXNUA contains number of UPDATEd rows to IDAA tables for all Db2 regions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNUS  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNUA contains the value input from field Q8STNUA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNUA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXNUA contains the sum of all values of DSIXNUA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXNUS - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This Db2

DSIXNUS contains number of UPDATEd rows to IDAA tables for this Db2 region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXNIS  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNIA  - IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNUA  - IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2
             DSIXNDS  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2
             DSIXNDA  - IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXNUX contains the value input from field Q8STNUS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXNUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSIXNUS contains the sum of all values of DSIXNUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXOFLW - IDAA No. Sort Overflows

DSIXOFLW contains the number of sort overflows in the accelerator backend. A sort overflow happens when the
processing of the SQL statement cannot happen entirely in memory.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXOFLW contains the value input from field Q8STOFLW of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXOFLW to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXOFLW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXOFLW contains the sum of all values of DSIXOFLW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXOPNC contains the number of OPEN statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXOPNC contains the value input from field Q8STOPNC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXOPNC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DSIXOPNC contains the sum of all values of DSIXOPNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXPRID - IDAA Product ID

fffXPRID contains the accelerator server identifier, also referred to as the product level.

Db2XPRID is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXPRID element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXPRID, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXPRID is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXPRID
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXPRID
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXPRID

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  See also:  DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8STPRID field in the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2)
record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXPRID contains the value input from the Q8ACPRID field in the SMF Type 101 subtype 0
(IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXPRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSIXPRID in the records summarized by Db2
region.

• In the DSP file, DSPXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSPXPRID in the records summarized by Db2
plan.

• In the DSU file, DSUXPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of DSUXPRID in the records summarized by
User.

Usage Notes:

fffXPRID was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

If more than one data section is found in the Db2 SMF Type 101 accounting record, the additional accelerator data
sections are aggregated into one Db2DSU/Db2DSP file observation. When this occurs, the fffXPRID data element will
contain the value 'MULTI' rather than the Product ID.
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DSIXQUEW - Sum of IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time

DSIXQUEW contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXQUEW contains the sum of
the average wait elapsed time at the accelerator query queue over the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXQUEW contains the sum of the average queue wait elapsed time at the
accelerator query queue value over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average queue wait elapsed time for the accelerator queue (DSIAVQWT) at higher
timespans.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  DSIMXQUE - IDAA Maximum Queue Wait Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSIXQUEW contains the value input from field Q8STQUEW of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSISQUEW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXQUEW contains the sum of all values of DSIXQUEW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXQUEW was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXRBKC contains the number of ROLLBACK statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXRBKC contains the value input from field Q8STRBKC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXRBKC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DSIXRBKC contains the sum of all values of DSIXRBKC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXREQ - IDAA DRDA Requests Count

fffXREQ data elements contain the number of Distributed Relational Database Architecture(tm) (DRDA) requests sent by
this Db2 system to the accelerator.

Db2XREQ is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXREQ element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXREQ, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXREQ is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXREQ
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXREQ
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXREQ

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State
             DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count
             DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the value input from field Q8STREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100
subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, DSPXREQ and DSUXREQ contain the value input from field Q8ACREQ of the Accelerator data
section of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSIXREQ summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSPXREQ summarized by Db2 plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXREQ contains the sum of all values of DSUXREQ summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXREQ was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count

fffXROWR contains the total number of rows received from the accelerator.

Db2XROWR is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXROWR element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWR, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWR is included in
the following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWR
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWR
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWR

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8STROWR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWR contains the value input from field Q8ACROWR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWR summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWR summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXROWR contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWR summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXROWR was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXROWS - IDAA Rows Sent Count

fffXROWS contains the total number of rows sent from the accelerator.

Db2XROWS is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXROWS element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXROWS, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXROWS is included in
the following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXROWS
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXROWS
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXROWS
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XROWR - IDAA Rows Returned Count
             DB2XBLKR - IDAA Blocks Returned Count
             DB2XBLKS - IDAA Blocks Sent Count
             DB2XBYTR - IDAA Bytes Returned Count
             DB2XBYTS - IDAA Bytes Sent Count
             DB2XMSGR - IDAA Messages Returned Count
             DB2XMSGS - IDAA Messages Sent Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8STMSGR of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXROWS contains the value input from field Q8ACMSGR of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXROWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSIXROWS summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSPXROWS summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXROWS contains the sum of all values of DSUXROWS summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXROWS was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXSREQ - IDAA Successful Query Requests Count

DSIXSREQ contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the number of queries sent by Db2 that were
successfully executed in the accelerator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXFREQ - IDAA Failed Query Requests Count

Element Derivation:

DSIXSREQ contains the value input from field Q8STSREQ of the Accelerator data section of the SMF 100 subtype 1
record (IFCID 2.)

Range of Value:

DSIXSREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXSREQ contains the sum of all values of DSIXSREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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DSIXSREQ was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXST - IDAA State

DSIXST contains the current accelerator state.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  DSIXFINV - IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State

Element Derivation:

DSIXST contains the value input from Q8STTATE in the Accelerator section of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXST can contain any of the following eight values:

       .  Down
       .  Initialized
       .  Maintenance
       .  Offline
       .  Online
       .  Paused
       .  Stopped
       .  Unknown

Summarization Process:

DSIXST contains the last value of DSIXST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXST was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXST is only useful at the detail timespan. At higher timespans DSIXST contains the value of the last occurrence of
DSIXST in the records processed at the Db2 region summarization level.

DSIXTART - Time Accelerator Server Proc Started

DSIXTART contains the datetime stamp when the accelerator server process last started. The timestamp is UTC.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DSIXTLSC - Time Last Status Change of Repl State
             DSIXTATC - Time Last Status Change of Accelerator

Element Derivation:

DSIXTART contains the value input from field Q8STTART of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.
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Range of Value:

DSIXTART ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTART contains the maximum value of DSIXTART processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTATC - Time Last Status Change of Accelerator

DSIXTATC contains the datetime stamp when the state of the accelerator last changed. The timestamp is UTC.

For example it may have changed from 'STARTED' to 'STOPPED'.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DSIXST   - IDAA State
             DSIXTART - Time Accelerator Server Proc Started
             DSIXTLSC - Time Last Status Change of Repl State

Element Derivation:

DSIXTATC contains the value input from field Q8STTATC of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTATC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTATC contains the maximum value of DSIXTATC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTCCA - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc All Db2

DSIXTCCA contains the CPU cost (in seconds) for the Apply process of making the replication updates for all Db2 regions
associated with this IDAA.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXTCCS - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc This DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCCS contains the value input from field Q8STTCCS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCCA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DSIXTCCS - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc This Db2

DSIXTCCS contains the CPU cost (in seconds) for the Apply process of making the replication updates generated from
this Db2 region.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXTCCA - IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCCS contains the value input from field Q8STTCCS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCCS contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTCMA - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All Db2

DSIXTCMA contains the total CPU cost for performing data maintenance cost for all Db2 regions that are attached to this
IDAA. The value is expressed in seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXTCMS - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This DB2
             DSIXTCQS - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This DB2
             DSIXTCQA - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCMA contains the value input from field Q8STTCMA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCMA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCMA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTCMS - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This Db2

DSIXTCMS contains the total CPU cost in performing data maintenance operations from this Db2 region. The value is in
seconds.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXTCMA - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All DB2
             DSIXTCQS - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This DB2
             DSIXTCQA - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCMS contains the value input from field Q8STTCMS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCMS contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

DSIXTCPU contains the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time measured in Db2 for the amount of CPU consumed by the
DDF service task to perform the SEND and RECEIVE to an accelerator service. It does not account for the time needed
for the TCP/IP address CPU to route the message on to the network and receive the reply into the DDF task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSIXACPU - IDAA CPU Time
             DB2XTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCPU is read from the Q8STTCPU field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCPU is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCPU contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCPU summarized by Db2 region.

Usage Notes:

DSIXTCPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXTCQA - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All Db2

DSIXTCQA contains the total CPU cost of executing queries on this IDAA for all attached Db2 regions. Value is expressed
in seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  DSIXTCQS - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This DB2
             DSIXTCMS - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This DB2
             DSIXTCMA - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCQA contains the value input from field Q8STTCQA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCQA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCQA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCQA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTCQS - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This Db2

DSIXTCQS contains the total CPU cost of executing queries on this IDAA for this Db2 region. Value is expressed in
seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DSIXTCQA - IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All DB2
             DSIXTCMS - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This DB2
             DSIXTCMA - IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXTCQS contains the value input from field Q8STTCQS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTCQS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTCQS contains the sum of all values of DSIXTCQS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel This Db2

DSIXTDPS contains the total number of successful query requests that have been run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol
and sent by this Db2 subsystem to the accelerator.

DSIXTDPS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIXEDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired This DB2
            DSIXTPDA - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel All DB2
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            DSIXEDPA - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired All DB2
      

Element Derivation:

DSIXTDPS contains the value input from field Q8STTDPS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXTDPS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXTDPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTDPS contains the sum of all values of DSIXTDPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTELA - IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time

fffXTELA contains the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time measured in Db2. It starts when sending the requests to
the accelerator and ends when receiving the results from the accelerator.

Db2XTELA is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXTELA element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTELA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTELA is included in the
following files:

    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTELA
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTELA
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTELA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DB2XAELA - IDAA Elapsed Time
             DSIXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSPXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time
             DSUXTCPU - IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXTELA contains the value input from field Q8STTELA of the SMF Type 101 subtype 0 (IFCID
3) record.

Range of Value:

fffXTELA is any valid SAS time value.

Summarization Process:
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• In the DSI file, DSIXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTELA summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSPXTELA summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXTELA contains the sum of all values of DSUXTELA summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXTELA was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXTLSC - Time Last Status Change of Repl State

DSIXTLSC contains the datetime stamp when the accelerator replication state changed for this Db2 region. The
timestamp is UTC.

For example it may have changed from 'STARTED' to 'STOPPED'.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  DSIXCSS  - IDAA Current Replication State
             DSIXTART - Time Accelerator Server Proc Started
             DSIXTATC - Time Last Status Change of Accelerator

Element Derivation:

DSIXTLSC contains the value input from field Q8STTLSC of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXTLSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTLSC contains the maximum value of DSIXTLSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTMPS - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)

DSIXTMPS contains the available memory for processing SQL statements in the accelerator in megabytes.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXTMPS contains the sum of the queue lengths over all the intervals summarized
in the observation.

DSIXTMPS is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)
            DSIAVMUD - IDAA Avg Avail Mem User Data (MB)
            DSIAVMPS - IDAA Avg Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
        

Element Derivation:
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DSIXTMPS contains the value input from field Q8STTMPS of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXTMPS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXTMPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTMPS contains the sum of all values of DSIXTMPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTMUD - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem User Data (MB)

DSIXTMUD contains the total memory available for user data for all connected Db2 subsystems.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXTMUD contains the sum of the inbound transfer rates over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

DSIXTMUD is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DSIXTMPS - IDAA Sum of Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
            DSIXABHR - IDAA Sum of Bufferpool Hit Ratio
            DSIAVMUD - IDAA Avg Avail Mem User Data (MB)
            DSIAVMPS - IDAA Avg Avail Mem Proc SQL Req (MB)
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXTMUD is read from the Q8STTMUD field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record. When
the raw data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was
written, so MICS sets the value of DSIXTMUD to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXTMUD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value
under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTMUD contains the sum of all values of DSIXTMUD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTOUT - IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests

fffXTOUT contains the number of connections that were timed out when this Db2 system sent requests to the accelerator.

Db2XTOUT is the MICS Data Dictionary entry name for the fffXTOUT element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffXTOUT, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffXTOUT is included in the
following files:
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    File     File                                 Element
    Name     Description                          Name
    ------   --------------------------------     -------
    DB2DSI   DB2 Database Activity File           DSIXTOUT
    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File               DSPXTOUT
    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File               DSUXTOUT

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DB2XCONN - IDAA Connects Count

Element Derivation:

In the DSI file, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8STTOUT of the SMF 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

In the DSP and DSU files, fffXTOUT contains the value input from field Q8ACTOUT of the SMF 101 subtype 0 (IFCID 3)
record.

Range of Value:

fffXTOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

• In the DSI file, DSIXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSIXTOUT summarized by Db2 region.
• In the DSP file, DSPXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSPXTOUT summarized by Db2 Plan.
• In the DSU file, DSUXTOUT contains the sum of all values of DSUXTOUT summarized by Db2 User.

Usage Notes:

fffXTOUT was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXTPDA - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel All Db2

DSIXTPDA contains the total number of successful query requests that have been run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol
and sent by all Db2 subsystems to the accelerator.

DSIXTPDA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        SEE ALSO:  DSIXTDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req to Accel This DB2
            DSIXEDPS - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired This DB2
            DSIXEDPA - IDAA Delay Prot Req Expired All DB2
      

Element Derivation:

DSIXTPDA contains the value input from field Q8STTPDA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXTPDA to a missing value.

Range of Value:
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DSIXTPDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTPDA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTPDA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXTSA - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Temp Data (MB)

DSIXTSA contains the disk space allocated for temporary data for all Db2 subsystems in megabytes.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXTSA contains the sum of the disk space for log data over all the intervals
summarized in the observation.

DSIXTSA is available at Db2 version 11.1 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  DSIAVTSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Temp Data (MB)
            DSIAVLSA - IDAA Avg Disk Space Log Data (MB)
            DSIXLSA  - IDAA Sum of Disk Space Log Data (MB)
 

Element Derivation:

DSIXTSA contains the value input from field Q8STTSA of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record. When the raw data value
contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written, so MICS
sets the value of DSIXTSA to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXTSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds or a missing value under
the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXTSA contains the sum of all values of DSIXTSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXUPDC - IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from Db2

DSIXUPDC contains the number of UPDATE statements sent to IDAA from this Db2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXINSC - IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDELC - IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXDRPC - IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCRTC - IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXCMTC - IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2
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             DSIXRBKC - IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2
             DSIXOPNC - IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2

Element Derivation:

DSIXUPDC contains the value input from field Q8STUPDC of the SMF 100 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXUPDC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXUPDC contains the sum of all values of DSIXUPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXVLCS - IDAA Replication Velocity This Db2

DSIXVLCS contains the replication velocity of this Db2 subsystem which is measured in Db2 log records applied per
second.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

         SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
        

Element Derivation:

DSIXVLCS is read from the Q8STVLCS field of the IDAA Section of the SMF type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2). When the raw
data value contains hex 'FF's, this indicates that the information was not available at the time the SMF record was written,
so MICS sets the value of DSIXVLCS to a missing value.

Range of Value:

DSIXVLCS is a SAS time value or a missing value under the condition described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

DSIXVLCS contains the sum of all values of DSIXVLCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

DSIXWCPU contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXWCPU contains the
average percent CPU utilization for the accelerator worker nodes over the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXWCPU contains the sum of the average percent CPU utilization for the
accelerator worker nodes value over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average percent CPU utilization for the accelerator worker nodes value
(DSIAVWCP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  DSIXCCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator
             DSIAVCCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator Node
             DSIAVWCP - Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

Element Derivation:

DSIXWCPU contains the value input from field Q8STWCPU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXWCPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXWCPU contains the sum of all values of DSIXWCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWCPU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXWNOD - IDAA Active Worker Nodes Count

DSIXWNOD contains the number of worker nodes, or S-blades that are active in the accelerator.

There are a specified number of Snipped-Blades or S-Blades (workers). The number of available S-Blades depends on
the Db2 Analytics Accelerator model used. These blades host two quad-core CPUs and four dual-core field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs). A FPGA has certain instructions that are built in silicon to allow for faster code execution.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  DSIXWCPU - Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes

Element Derivation:

DSIXWNOD contains the value input from field Q8STWNOD of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 (IFCID 2) record. At IDAA
4.1, DSIXWNOD contains the value input from field Q8STWNOD_64 of the SMF Type 100 subtype 0 record.

Range of Value:

DSIXWNOD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXWNOD contains the sum of all values of DSIXWNOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWNOD was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes

DSIXWPMU contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the accumulated average physical memory
use for the accelerator Worker nodes, in megabytes.
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In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXWPMU contains the average physical memory use for the accelerator Worker nodes over
the measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXWPMU contains the sum of the average physical memory use for the accelerator
Worker nodes over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average physical memory utilization for the accelerator Worker nodes (DSIAVWPM).

DSIXWPMU only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node
             DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node

Element Derivation:

DSIXWPMU contains the value input from field Q8STWPMU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXWPMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXWPMU contains the sum of all values of DSIXWPMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWPMU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.

DSIXWSMU - Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker

DSIXWSMU contains the contents of an IBM serviceability field. It contains the accumulated shared memory data
average-use on accelerator Worker nodes, in megabytes.

In the DETAIL timespan, DSIXWSMU contains the average shared memory use for the accelerator Worker nodes over the
measurement interval.

In the DAYS and higher timespans, DSIXWSMU contains the sum of the average shared memory use for the accelerator
Worker nodes over all the intervals summarized in the observation.

This element is used to compute the average shared memory utilization for the accelerator Worker nodes (DSIAVWSU).

DSIXWSMU only applies when IDAA Product ID (DSIXPRID) is less than 'AQT04010'.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  See also:  DSIMXWSM - Max Shared Mem Data Use IWA Worker Node
             DSIAVWSU - Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker
             DSIAVWPM - Physical Mem (MB) Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIXWPMU - Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes
             DSIAVCPM - Phys Mem (MB) Avg Use Coordinator Node
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             DSIXCPMU - Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node

Element Derivation:

DSIXWSMU contains the value input from field Q8STWSMU of the SMF Type 100 subtype 1 (IFCID 2) record.

Range of Value:

DSIXWSMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DSIXWSMU contains the sum of all values of DSIXWSMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSIXWSMU was introduced with Db2 V9, and is only available when using the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and
where the MICS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(Db2GENIN) OPTION statement includes the IDAA keyword.

IBM documentation notes that data contained in serviceability field is intended for use by IBM for problem solving
purposes. IBM provides limited information regarding the contents of serviceability field data values, and makes no claims
regarding the value or integrity of the data.
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DEX Data Dictionary
CA MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS files, data sequencing, patterns of summarization, and data elements.

DEX Common Data Elements
The following DEX common elements are used in the DEA, DEM, and DES information areas.

DEXACCNT - Account Name
DEXACCNT contains the account name associated with the process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXACCNT is set to the value of the string pointed to by the ACR$W_ACCOUNT field of the ACR$K_ID packet of the
VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXACCNT can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXACCNT contains the last value of DEXACCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DEXACCNT is a set up by the VAX system manager for a group of users to be treated similarly for resource accounting.
The first account name associated with a group of users (based on the first 16 bits of the user identification code) is part of
the owner of files and other resources created by the user.

DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp
The date and time of the last boot of the system.

Type:

Common data element - SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXBOOTS is obtained from the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM INFORMATION record (type 129) from MNR_SYI
$O_BOOTTIME.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value. The value of this data element is not affected by your use of the 13MONTHYEAR option
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).
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Summarization Process:

DEXBOOTS contains the value of the earliest occurrence of DEXBOOTS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DEXDEVIC - Device Name
DEXDEVIC contains device designation from VMS, as displayed by SHOW DEVICE.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXDEVIC is set to the value in the DEV field on the following separator records from the DEXSUS collect routine:

• DEXSUS DISK DEVICE separator record 
• DEXSUS DISK QUOTA separator record 
• DEXSUS DISK USAGE separator record

Range of Value:

DEXDEVIC can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, limited by the device naming conventions of
VMS.

Summarization Process:

DEXDEVIC is not summarized. DEXDEVIC is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

DEXDEVIC is unique only within the context of the collection node (SYSID). Typical values are DUA0, DUA1, and so on.

DEXDUR - Requested Recording Interval Time
The requested interval time in seconds specified to the VMS MONITOR.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXTS - Monitor Time Stamp

             SPRCLSDR - CLS CLUSTER Record Duration (Type 19)

             SPRDLKDR - DLK DLOCK Record Duration (Type 14)

             SPRDNTDR - DNT DECNET Record Duration (Type 8)

             SPRFCPDR - FCP Record Duration (Type 5)

             SPRFSCDR - FSC CACHE Record Duration (Type 11)

             SPRIOVDR - IOV IO Record Duration (Type 4)

             SPRLOKDR - LOK LOCK Record Duration (Type 7)

             SPRMSCDR - MSC MSCP SERVER Record Duration (Type21)

             SPRPGEDR - PGE PAGE Record Duration (Type 3)
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             SPRPOLDR - POL POOL Record Duration (Type 6)

             SPRSTADR - STA STATES Record Duration (Type 1)

             SPRSYTDR - SYT SYSTEM Record Duration (Type 17)

Element Derivation:

DEXDUR is obtained from the VMS MONITOR FILE HEADER record (type 128) from MNR_HDR$L_INTERVAL.

Range of Value:

Summarization Process:

DEXDUR contains the sum of all occurrences of DEXDUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that DEXDUR is a constant value for a given monitor recording request. In contrast, the value of ENDTS minus
STARTTS will vary depending on the actual timestamps of each record written by the monitor.

DEXGRP - User Identification Code Group
DEXGRP contains the high-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer, 2 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXMBR - User Identification Code Member

             PROGRP - User Identification Code Group

Element Derivation:

DEXGRP is set to the value of the ACR$W_GRP field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXGRP takes an octal integer value from 1 to 77777.

Summarization Process:

DEXGRP contains the last value of DEXGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Group names are assigned by the VAX system manager. By itself, DEXGRP represents a class of VMS system users;
when combined with DEXMBR, it is a unique identifier for an authorized account. If the value is between 40000 and
77777, DEXGRP indicates that a resource identifier, rather than a user account is the owner of the process. When the
process owner is a resource identifier, DEXMBR will be 177777.

DEXGRP can be used to summarize detail records by group number. This summarization can show whether certain
groups of users use resources at different levels from other groups.

DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor
An incremental value observed in VMS MONITOR CLASS record headers to increase by one with each successive
interval.

Type:

Common retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXINTNO is obtained from each of the VMS MONITOR CLASS records, in the CLASS HEADER portion of each record.
Data is from the MNR_CLS$W_RESERVED field.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DEXINTNO contains the value of the last occurrence of DEXINTNO in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Used in the DAILY input processing to match detail observations by recording interval.

DEXJOBID - Job ID
DEXJOBID contains the job ID of the job under which the process ran.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXJOBID is set to the value of the ACR$L_JOBID field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXJOBID takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

DEXJOBID contains the last value of DEXJOBID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value stored in DEXJOBID is set by the first process started in the process tree at the interactive, batch or remote
process level. Any subprocesses or detached processes started will receive a separate process ID but will keep the same
job ID as the parent process. DEXJOBID is unique at a given time, but VMS will reuse old values when necessary.

DEXJOB - Jobname
DEXJOB contains the jobname assigned when the first process in the job group was initiated.

Type:

Common, Retained - Character, length 39.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXJOB is set to the value of the ACR$W_JOBNAME field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:
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DEXJOB can contain any combination of 1 to 39 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXJOB contains the last value of DEXJOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DEXMBR - User Identification Code Member
DEXMBR contains the low-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer, 2 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXGRP - User Identification Code Group

             PROMBR - User Identification Code Member

Element Derivation:

DEXMBR is set to the value of the ACR$W_MEM field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

PROMBR takes an octal integer value from 1 to 177777.

Summarization Process:

DEXMBR contains the last value of DEXMBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Member names are set up by the VAX system manager. When combined with the group name, the member makes up the
user identification code. The user identification code is an identifier for authorized user accounts. If DEXMBR is 177777,
then the owner is a resource identifier rather than a user account.

DEXMBR should be used in conjunction with DEXGRP to uniquely identify users because several unrelated user
accounts may share the same member name. DEXMBR and DEXGRP combined may be used to search the DETAIL file
for information relating to individual user accounts.

DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version
The version number of the VMS Monitor software.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXMONVR is obtained from the VMS MONITOR FILE HEADER record (type 128) from MNR_HDR$T_IDENT.

Range of Value:

This element may have any of the following values:
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• '4.7' when IDENT = 'MON20044'
• '5.1' when IDENT = 'MON25050'
• '5.3' when IDENT = 'MON27050
• ''5.4' when IDENT = 'MON29050'
• '6.0' when IDENT = 'MON30050'

Summarization Process:

DEXMONVR contains the value of the last occurrence of DEXMONVR in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

DEXNADDR - Node Address
DEXNADDR contains the node address for the remote node that caused this process to begin.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXNODE - Nodename

Element Derivation:

DEXNADDR is set to the value of the ACR$W_NODEADDR field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
records.

Range of Value:

DEXNADDR can contain any combination of 0 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXNADDR contains the last value of DEXNADDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DEXNADDR can be used to report resource usage by specific remote addresses. If the process is run locally, the node
address is empty. The node address can be derived from the formula:

    node address = (area number * 1024) + node number

The area number and node number are stored in the network database and are available by using NCP.

DEXNODE - Nodename
DEXNODE contains the name of the node of the remote process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXNADDR - Node Address

Element Derivation:
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DEXNODE is set to the value of the string pointed to by the ACR$W_NODENAME field of the ACR$K_ID packet of the
VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXNODE can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXNODE contains the last value of DEXNODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DEXNODE has a one-to-one correspondence with DEXNADDR so one of these fields could be considered redundant.

DEXOWNID - Owner ID
DEXOWNID contains the process ID number of the process that owns this subprocess.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXPID - Process ID

Element Derivation:

DEXOWNID is set to the value of the ACR$L_OWNER field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

PROEID takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

DEXOWNID contains the last value of DEXOWNID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this is a top-level process, DEXOWNID is zero. If this is a subprocess, DEXOWNID identifies the owning process.
Process ID numbers are reused as needed by VMS. To find the owner or parent of a subprocess, match the DEXOWNID
with the DEXPID.

DEXPID - Process ID
DEXPID contains the external ID (EPID) number of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPID - Process ID

Element Derivation:

DEXPID is set to the value of the ACR$L_PID field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXPID takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000001 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:
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DEXPID contains the last value of DEXPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Process ID is assigned to the process by the system when:

• Users LOGIN directly
• Batch jobs start
• Network services are invoked
• Subprocesses are created
• Detached processes are created with 'RUN/DETACHED'

There are never two processes on the system at the same time that have the same DEXPID. The system may reuse the
number after the process terminates.

During construction of the DESPRX file, the DEXPID value from the DEAPRC file is matched with the PROEID from the
DEMPRO file. The DEXPID element is kept in the DESPRX file to store this common key value for external process ID
(EPID).

DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask
DEXPRIV1 contains the mask of the first 32 VMS privileges.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

Element Derivation:

DEXPRIV1 is set to the value of the first 4 bytes of the ACR$Q_PRIV field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXPRIV1 takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

DEXPRIV1 contains the last value of DEXPRIV1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Each bit represents one of the VMS privileges; if the bit is set, the privilege is enabled, otherwise, it is disabled. The
default VMS privileges NETMBX and TMPMBX have a mask of 00108000 in DEXPRIV1. Processes should be run with
as few privileges enabled as possible so there is less opportunity to cause harm inadvertently. If a process terminates and
DEXPRIV1 is FFFFFFFF, all privileges were enabled. When this occurs, the programmer or VAX system manager should
investigate the appropriate privilege usage. Processes that run with all privileges enabled expose VMS to security threat.

DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask
DEXPRIV2 contains the mask of the last 32 VMS privileges.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask
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Element Derivation:

DEXPRIV2 is set to the value of the last 4 bytes of the ACR$Q_PRIV field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXPRIV2 takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

DEXPRIV2 contains the last value of DEXPRIV2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Each bit represents one of the VMS privileges; if the bit is set, the privilege is enabled, otherwise, it is disabled. The
default VMS privileges NETMBX and TMPMBX have a mask of 00000000 in DEXPRIV2. Processes should be run with
as few privileges enabled as possible so there is less opportunity to cause harm inadvertently. If a process terminates and
DEXPRIV2 is FFFFFFFF, all privileges were enabled. When this occurs, the programmer or VAX system manager should
investigate the appropriate privilege usage. Processes that run with all privileges enabled expose VMS to severe security
threats.

DEXPRTY - Priority
DEXPRTY contains the priority at which the process ran.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPRTY - Priority

Element Derivation:

DEXPRTY is set to the value of the ACR$B_PRI field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXPRTY takes any integer value from 0 to 30.

Summarization Process:

DEXPRTY contains the last value of DEXPRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DEXPRTY is the actual priority level subtracted from 31. If DEXPRTY is 15 or less, the process ran in real- time mode
and was not preempted by the scheduler. On most systems, SWAPPER is the only process that runs at a high priority; its
DEXPRTY is 15.

DEXQUEUE - Queue Name
DEXQUEUE contains the name of the queue associated with a batch or print job.

Type:

Common, Retained - Character, length 39.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DEXQUEUE is set to the value of the string pointed to by the ACR$W_QUEUE field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXQUEUE can contain any combination of 0 to 39 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXQUEUE contains the last value of DEXQUEUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the process is not batch or print, DEXQUEUE is empty. If the process is for print, the queue name can be used to
determine the destination of the print output.

DEXRMTID - Remote ID
DEXRMTID contains the ID of the process on the remote node that initiated the local process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXRMTID is set to the value of the string pointed to by the ACR$W_REMOTEID field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the
VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXRMTID can contain any combination of 0 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXRMTID contains the last value of DEXRMTID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The string in this field varies widely, depending on the network protocol used. Under DECnet, DEXRMTID is always the
VMS user name on the remote node.

DEXRMTID and either DEXNADDR or DEXNODE can be used to identify the individual responsible for starting the
process on the system.

DEXSTATS - Status
DEXSTATS contains the final status of the last image run by the process.

Type:

Retained - Character, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXSTATS is set from the value of the ACR$L_STATUS field in the ACR$K_RESOURCE packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING records. This input field is a hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long, with a value in the range from 00000001 to
FFFFFFFF. DEXSTATS is assigned as follows:
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      SELECT (MOD(ACR$L_STATUS,8));

       WHEN (0) DEXSTATS='WARNING ';

       WHEN (1) DEXSTATS='SUCCESS ';

       WHEN (2) DEXSTATS='ERROR   ';

       WHEN (3) DEXSTATS='INFO    ';

       WHEN (4) DEXSTATS='FATAL   ';

       OTHERWISE DEXSTATS='UNKNOWN ';

      END;

Range of Value:

DEXSTATS takes one of the following values:

• "WARNING "
• "SUCCESS "
• "ERROR "
• "INFO "
• "FATAL "
• "UNKNOWN "

Summarization Process:

DEXSTATS contains the last value of DEXSTATS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the final status in the original input field is an odd number, it signals successful completion; even numbers indicate a
degree of unsuccessful completion. If the final status is a 2 or A, it indicates a warning. If the final status is a 4 or C, a
severe error occurred and the problem should be investigated. The most common successful status is 00010001.

DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp
DEXSUSTB contains the date and time of the last boot of the system.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

             SYUUPTIM - System Uptime

Element Derivation:

DEXSUSTB is set to the value of the BOOTTIME field from the DEXSUS SYI3 separator record.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value. The value of this data element is not affected by your use of the 13MONTHYEAR option
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

DEXSUSTB contains the maximum value of DEXSUSTB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DEXSUSTS - DEXSUS Collect Time Stamp
DEXSUSTS contains the time stamp from the DEXSUS collect routine for the specific source record associated with each
unique file.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXSUSTS is usually set to the value of the time stamp reported on DEXSUS System Information record from the SHOW
SYSTEM command output. One exception is the case of DEXSUS DISK USAGE records from Analyze/Disk, which
provide their own collect time stamp. DEXSUSTS is set to this value for the DKD and DKU files.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value. The value of this data element is not affected by your use of the 13MONTHYEAR option
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

DEXSUSTS contains the maximum value of DEXSUSTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DEXSUSTS is normally equal to ENDTS for most record types in the System Usage information area. Where a
specific source record provides an additional time stamp DEXSUSTS carries this value.

DEXTERM - Terminal Name
DEXTERM contains the identification of the terminal associated with the process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXTERM is set to the value of the ACR$W_TERMINAL field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
records.

Range of Value:

DEXTERM can contain any combination of 0 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXTERM contains the last value of DEXTERM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the process is a batch job or a detached process, this element is empty. The terminal identification is established by
VMS at process creation and does not change throughout the life of the process.
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DEXTS - Monitor Time Stamp
DEXTS is the system time stamp at which each VMS MONITOR CLASS record is recorded.

Type:

Common retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DURATION - Length of Recording Interval

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DEXTS is obtained from each of the VMS MONITOR CLASS records in the CLASS HEADER portion of each record. Data
is from the MNR_CLS$Q_STAMP field.

Range of Value:

DEXTS contains any valid SAS time stamp value. The value of this data element is not affected by use of the
13MONTHYEAR option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

DEXTS contains the value of the last occurrence of DEXTS in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that while DEXDUR is a constant value for a given VMS MONITOR recording request, DURATION (ENDTS-
STARTTS) will vary depending on the actual time stamps (DEXTS) of each record written by VMS MONITOR.

For all VMS Monitor information area files, ENDTS is obtained from the earliest value of DEXTS found in each interval of
detail input data.

DEXUSER - Username
DEXUSER contains the username of the process creator.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXUSER is set to the value of ACR$W_USERNAME field in the ACR$K_ID packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING records.

Range of Value:

DEXUSER can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DEXUSER contains the last value of DEXUSER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Username matches the name maintained in the user authorization file. When a process is started from a remote node,
DEXUSER is the username by which the remote node connects and gains resources.
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DEXVOLNM - Volume Name
DEXVOLNM contains the volume name of relative volume 1.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  DKDVSNAM - Volume Set Name

Element Derivation:

DEXVOLNM is set to the value of the USG$T_VOLNAME field of the Analyze/Disk Identification Record (type 1).

Range of Value:

DEXVOLNM can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DEXVOLNM is not summarized. DEXVOLNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
time-span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

DEXVOLSR - Volume Serial Number
DEXVOLSR contains the serial number of the disk volume.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is an octal longword (4 byte) value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DEXVOLSR is set to the value of the USG$L_SERIALNUM field of the Analyze/Disk Identification Record (type 1).

Range of Value:

DEXVOLSR takes any octal numeric value that ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DEXVOLSR contains the last value of DEXVOLSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VAX/VMS Accounting Information Area (DEA)
The following sections describe the VAX/VMS Accounting information area (DEA). The statistics for these files are
obtained from the VMS ACCOUNTING data.
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VMS Accounting Process Termination File (DEAPRC)
The VMS Accounting Process Termination (DEAPRC) File quantifies the resource usage of each process on the VMS
system during the monitoring interval.

Use this file to report resource usage of each process. 

The source for files is VMS ACCOUNTING record type 01 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.
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Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X..MY.E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  X..MY.E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  X..MY.E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXJOB   - Jobname

  X.....E  DEXJOBID - Job ID

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  DEXNADDR - Node Address

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  X.....E  DEXOWNID - Owner ID

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID

  X.....E  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  DEXQUEUE - Queue Name

  X.....E  DEXRMTID - Remote ID

  X.....E  DEXSTATS - Status

  X.....E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  X.....E  DEXUSER  - Username

  X..MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  PRCTYPE  - Process Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os
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  X..MY.E  PRCCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..MY.E  PRCCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  X..MY.E  PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

  X..MY.E  PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  X..MY.   PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

  X..MY.E  PRCIMAGE - Image Count

  X..MY.E  PRCPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

  X..MY.   PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

  X..MY.E  PRCPRCNT - Process Count

  X..MY.E  PRCVOLS  - Volumes Mounted

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..MY.   PRCWKSPK - Working Set Peak

PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

PRCBUFIO contains the number of buffered I/Os requested by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRCBUFIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_BIOCNT field of the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCBUFIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCBUFIO contains the sum of all values of PRCBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRCBUFIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/O operations
usually do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers and other buffered devices under
direct control of the CPU can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os.

PRCCOST - Processing Charges

PRCCOST contains the total processing costs for a process. The value of PRCCOST is zero unless a user computation
is performed or the file containing this element is selected for billing processing by the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback component.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGCOST - Processing Charges

             PRQCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PRCCOST is set by the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback component interface.

Range of Value:

The value of this element is determined by the charging algorithms in effect at your installation.

Summarization Process:

PRCCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of PRCCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRCCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

PRCCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed for a process, calculated by multiplying
the measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRCCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of PRCCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRCCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of PRCCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, PRCCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two data base management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

PRCCPUTM contains the number of seconds during which the process had control of the CPU.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time

             IMGCPUTM - Total Image CPU Time

             PROCPUTM - CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

PRCCPUTM is set to the value of the ACR$L_CPUTM field from the ACR$K_RESOURCE packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

PRCCPUTM contains the sum of all values of PRCCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For most processes, PRCCPUTM includes time spent in user and supervisor modes only. If the system spends CPU time
in kernel or executive modes on behalf of a process, but not under the process's direct control, the time is not recorded in
PRCCPUTM field. For example, if the process requests a system service that the system must change to kernel mode to
provide, the CPU time used to honor the request will not be recorded in PRCCPUTM.

PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

PRCDIRIO contains the number of direct I/Os requested by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRCDIRIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_DIOCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCDIRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCDIRIO contains the sum of all values of PRCDIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRCDIRIO reflects the number of direct I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have a great
effect on system performance, but the effect varies widely depending on the average transaction size. If the number of
direct I/Os is constant, but average transaction size is larger, the negative effect will be greater.

PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

PRCFLTIO contains the number of fault I/Os generated by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:
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PRCFLTIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTIO field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCFLTIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCFLTIO contains the sum of all values of PRCFLTIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRCFLTIO is the sum of the page fault read I/Os and the page fault write I/Os that occurred on behalf of the process.
Because the memory manager tries to cluster several page faults into a single I/O operation, PRCFLTIO is usually smaller
than PRCPAGFL.

PRCIMAGE - Image Count

PRCIMAGE contains the number of images activated by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: IMGIMAGE - Image Sequence Number

Element Derivation:

PRCIMAGE is set to the value of the ACR$L_IMGCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCIMAGE takes any integer value from 1 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCIMAGE contains the sum of all values of PRCIMAGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Processes are a set of images run in a time-span started with a LOGIN and terminated with a LOGOUT. PRCIMAGE is
the number of images run by the process before it terminated.

PRCPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

PRCPAGFL contains the maximum number of pages used by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: IMGPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

Element Derivation:

PRCPAGFL is set to the value of the ACR$L_PAGEFL field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCPAGFL takes any integer value from 0 to the largest value of PGFLQUO for any user on the system.
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Summarization Process:

PRCPAGFL contains the sum of all values of PRCPAGFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The number of pages used by a process can be an indicator of the total effect on the system. Large processes tend
to increase page faulting and swapping, which bottlenecks the I/O subsystem and steals cycles from the CPU. Large
processes usually do more processing, although the effect on the CPU is usually mitigated by the large number of I/
Os that they usually do. When looking for ways to structure applications differently, look to those that have a larger
than average PRCPAGFL. Trimming images to be smaller should be done with care, however. The overhead of image
activation could easily overcome any gains made from smaller page file usage.

PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

PRCPAGFT contains the number of page faults generated by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

            PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRCPAGFT is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTS field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS PROCESS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCPAGFT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCPAGFT contains the sum of all values of PRCPAGFT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in PRCPAGFT means that the system did not find the pages for the process in the processor's physical
memory when it needed them. Some page faulting is necessary for the images to be activated and initialize data space.
For large images, however, much of the page faulting may be avoided by adjusting the working set size.

Large amounts of page faulting affect the performance of the process and overall system, in particular, hard faults in
PRCFLTIO. Because the memory manager tries to cluster several page faults into a single I/O operation, PRCFLTIO is
usually smaller than PRCPAGFT.

PRCPRCNT - Process Count

PRCPRCNT contains a count of the number of VMS Accounting Process Termination records represented by the
observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS Accounting Process Termination is processed in DETAIL data, PRCPRCNT is set to a value of 1.
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Range of Value:

PRCPRCNT takes an integer value from 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRCPRCNT contains the sum of all values of PRCPRCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRCPRCNT can be used as the divisor for calculating per-process averages and ratios at any given summarization level.

PRCTYPE - Process Type

The process type for remote process.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PRCTYPE is obtained from the VMS ACCOUNTING packet header from ACR$V_SUBTYPE.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any of the following values:

      PRINTJOB - Print Job

      INTERACT - Interactive Process

      SUBPROC  - SUB Process

      DETACHED - Detached Process

      BATCH    - Batch Process

      NETWORK  - Network Process

      UNKNOWN  - Unknown

Summarization Process:

PRCTYPE contains the value of the last occurrence of PRCTYPE in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

PRCVOLS - Volumes Mounted

PRCVOLS contains the number of volume mounts requested by the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGVOLS - Volumes Mounted

Element Derivation:

PRCVOLS is set to the value of the ACR$L_VOLUMES field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.
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Range of Value:

PRCVOLS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRCVOLS contains the sum of all values of PRCVOLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an process needs to use tape drives, removable media disks, or allocated space on fixed disks, it gains exclusive
use of that device by executing a mount request. PRCVOLS is the count of volume mount requests made by the process.

PRCWKSPK - Working Set Peak

PRCWKSPK contains the maximum working set size of the process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGWKSPK - Working Set Peak

Element Derivation:

PRCWKSPK is set to the value of the ACR$L_WSPEAK field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRCWKSPK takes any integer value from 1 to the smallest value specified by the SYSGEN parameter WSMAX or the
user authorization file parameter WSEXTENT.

Summarization Process:

PRCWKSPK contains the sum of all values of PRCWKSPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If PRCWKSPK is smaller than WSQUOTA for the user, all page faulting was a result of image activation. If PRCWKSPK
is nearly as large as WSEXTENT, the process was borrowing pages from free memory. When PRCWKSPK is growing to
nearly the size of WSEXTENT, it indicates that there is sufficient memory free and the system is not swapping. If paging is
high and this condition occurs, adjusting WSQUOTA and WSEXTENT higher may improve overall performance.

VMS Accounting Image Termination File (DEAIMG)
The VMS Accounting Image Termination (DEAIMG) File quantifies the resource usage of each image on the VMS system
during the monitoring interval.

Use this to report resource usage of each image.

The source for this file is VMS ACCOUNTING record type 03 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X..M..E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  X..M..E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXJOB   - Jobname

  X.....E  DEXJOBID - Job ID

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  DEXNADDR - Node Address

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  X.....E  DEXOWNID - Owner ID

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID

  X.....E  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  DEXQUEUE - Queue Name

  X.....E  DEXRMTID - Remote ID

  X.....E  DEXSTATS - Status

  X.....E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  X.....E  DEXUSER  - Username

  X..M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   IMGIMAGE - Image Sequence Number

  X.....E  IMGNAME  - Image Name

  X.....E  IMGTYPE  - Process Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  X..M..E  IMGCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  IMGCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  X..M..E  IMGCPUTM - Total Image CPU Time

  X..M..E  IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  X..M..   IMGFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

  X..M..E  IMGIMCNT - Image Count

  X..M..   IMGPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

  X..M..   IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

  X..M..E  IMGVOLS  - Volumes Mounted

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   IMGWKSPK - Working Set Peak
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IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

IMGBUFIO contains the number of buffered I/Os requested by the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

IMGBUFIO is set to the ACR$L_BIOCNT field of the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING IMAGE
record.

Range of Value:

IMGBUFIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGBUFIO contains the sum of all values of IMGBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IMGBUFIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/O operations
usually do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers, and other buffered devices under
direct control of the CPU can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os.

IMGCOST - Processing Charges

IMGCOST contains the total processing costs for an image. The value of IMGCOST is zero unless a user computation
is performed or the file containing this element is selected for billing processing by the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback Component.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCCOST - Processing Charges

             PRQCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IMGCOST is set by the Accounting and Chargeback Component.

Range of Value:

The value of this element is determined by the charging algorithms in effect at your installation.

Summarization Process:

IMGCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of IMGCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IMGCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

IMGCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed for an image, calculated by multiplying
the measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IMGCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of IMGCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IMGCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of IMGCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, IMGCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

IMGCPUTM - Total Image CPU Time

IMGCPUTM contains the amount of the CPU time used by the image during the DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time

             PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

             PROCPUTM - CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IMGCPUTM is set to the value of the ACR$L_CPUTM field in the ACR$K_RESOURCE packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval).

Summarization Process:

IMGCPUTM contains the sum of all values of IMGCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For most processes, IMGCPUTM includes time spent in user and supervisor modes only. If CPU time is spent in kernel or
executive mode on behalf of a process, but not under the process' direct control, the time is not recorded in this field for
the process. For example, if the process requests a system service for which the system must change to kernel mode to
provide, the time that the CPU used honoring the request will not be recorded in IMGCPUTM for the process.
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IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

IMGDIRIO contains the number of direct I/Os requested by the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

IMGDIRIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_DIOCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGDIRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGDIRIO contains the sum of all values of IMGDIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IMGDIRIO reflects the number of direct I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have great effect
on system performance, but the effect varies widely with average transaction size. If the number of direct I/Os is constant,
but average transaction size is larger, the negative effect will be greater.

IMGFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

IMGFLTIO contains the number of fault I/Os generated by the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

             PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:

IMGFLTIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTIO field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGFLTIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGFLTIO contains the sum of all values of IMGFLTIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IMGFLTIO is the sum of the page fault read I/Os and the page fault write I/Os that the image caused to occur. Since
the memory manager tries to cluster several page faults into a single I/O operation, IMGFLTIO is usually smaller than
IMGPAGFT.

IMGIMAGE - Image Sequence Number

IMGIMAGE contains the sequence number in the process of this image.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCIMAGE - Image Count

Element Derivation:

IMGIMAGE is set to the value of ACR$L_IMGCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGIMAGE takes any integer value from 1 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGIMAGE contains the last value of IMGIMAGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Processes in VMS are a set of images run in a time-span started with a LOGIN and terminated with a LOGOUT.
IMGIMAGE is the cardinal number of the image within its process. For example, if the image is the 15th image activated
by this process, IMGIMAGE will be 15. The next image will be 16 and so forth.

The number in IMGIMAGE is determined at image activation. If a process has more than one thread running, the records
in the VMS ACCOUNTING file need not be in numerical order by IMGIMAGE, because those records are entered
according to image termination time.

IMGIMCNT - Image Count

IMGIMCNT contains a count of the number of VMS Accounting Image Termination records represented by the
observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS Accounting Image Termination is processed in DETAIL data, IMGIMCNT is set to a value of 1.

Range of Value:

IMGIMCNT takes an integer value from 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IMGIMCNT contains the sum of all values of IMGIMCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IMGIMCNT can be used as the divisor for calculating per-image averages and ratios at any given summarization level.

IMGNAME - Image Name

IMGNAME contains the name of the image for which the record is recorded.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 200.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IMGNAME is set to the value of the string pointed to by the ACR$T_IMAGENAME field in the ACR$K_IMAGENAME
packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 200 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_', '$', ';', ':', '.', and
left and right square brackets.

Summarization Process:

IMGNAME contains the last value of IMGNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Since IMGNAME is the path name of the executable file that contains the image, there is no guarantee that two different
strings are not actually the same image. VMS allows for a single file to appear on more than one directory; therefore,
depending on the string used to access an image file that appears in two directories, the same physical file can show
different values in IMGNAME. Since logical names are fully translated before the image name is written, if two records
have the same IMGNAME, they are indeed the same image file.

IMGPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

IMGPAGFL contains the maximum number of pages of the PAGE file used by the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

Element Derivation:

IMGPAGFL is set to the value of the ACR$L_PAGEFL field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGPAGFL takes any integer value from 0 to the largest value of PGFLQUO for any user on the system.

Summarization Process:

IMGPAGFL contains the sum of all values of IMGPAGFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The number of pages used by an image can be a good indicator of the total effect of the image. Larger images cause
more page faulting and swapping, which has a negative effect on the I/O subsystem and potentially on the CPU. Larger
images usually do more processing, although the effect on the CPU is usually mitigated by the large number of I/Os that
large images usually do. When looking for ways to structure applications differently, look for those that have a larger
than average IMGPAGFL. Trimming images to be smaller should be done with care, however. The overhead of image
activation could easily overcome any gains made from smaller PAGE file usage.

IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

IMGPAGFT contains the number of page faults generated by the image.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:

IMGPAGFT is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTS field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGPAGFT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGPAGFT contains the sum of all values of IMGPAGFT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value for IMGPAGFT means that the image did not find the pages of data or program memory resident in the
physical memory of the machine when it needed them. Some page faulting is necessary for the image to be activated and
initialize its data space. For large images, however, much of the page faulting may be avoidable by adjusting the working
set size.

Large amounts of page faulting will negatively affect image and system performance, particularly the hard faults in
IMGFLTIO. Since the memory manager tries to cluster several page faults into a single I/O operation, IMGFLTIO is usually
smaller than IMGPAGFT.

IMGTYPE - Process Type

The Process type for remote process.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IMGTYPE is obtained from the VMS ACCOUNTING packet header from ACR$V_SUBTYPE.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any of the following values:

• 'PRINTTJOB' /* 'PRINT JOB' */ 
• 'INTERACT' /* 'INTERACTIVE PROCESS' */
• 'SUBPROC ' /* 'SUB PROCESS' */ 
• 'DETACHED' /* 'DETACHED PROCESS' */ 
• 'BATCH ' /* 'BATCH PROCESS' */ 
• 'NETWORK ' /* 'NETWORK PROCESS' */ 
• 'UNKNOWN '

Summarization Process:

IMGTYPE contains the value of the last occurrence of IMGTYPE in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IMGVOLS - Volumes Mounted

IMGVOLS contains the number of volume mounts requested by the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCVOLS - Volumes Mounted

Element Derivation:

IMGVOLS is set to the value of the ACR$L_VOLUMES field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGVOLS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

IMGVOLS contains the sum of all values of IMGVOLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an image needs to use tape drives, removable media disks, or allocated fixed disks, it gains exclusive use of that
device by executing a mount request. IMGVOLS is the count of those requests by the image.

IMGWKSPK - Working Set Peak

IMGWKSPK contains the maximum working set size of the image.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCWKSPK - Working Set Peak

Element Derivation:

IMGWKSPK is set to the value of the ACR$L_WSPEAK field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING IMAGE record.

Range of Value:

IMGWKSPK takes any integer value from 1 to the smaller of:

• The SYSGEN parameter WSMAX 
• The user authorization file parameter WSEXTENT

Summarization Process:

IMGWKSPK contains the sum of all values of IMGWKSPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If IMGWKSPK is smaller than WSQUOTA for the user, all page faulting was a result of image activation. If IMGWKSPK
is nearly as large as WSEXTENT, the process was borrowing pages from free memory. When IMGWKSPK is growing to
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nearly the size of WSEXTENT, there is plenty of free memory and the system is not swapping. If paging is high and this
condition occurs, adjusting WSQUOTA and WSEXTENT higher may improve overall performance.

VMS Accounting LOGIN Failed File (DEA_LF)
The VMS Accounting LOGIN Failed (DEA_LF) File quantifies the resource usage of each LOGIN failure on the VMS
system during the monitoring interval.

Use this file to report resource usage of each LOGIN failure.

The source for this file is VMS ACCOUNTING record type 07 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X..MY.E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  X..MY.E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  X..MY.E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXJOB   - Jobname

  X.....E  DEXJOBID - Job ID

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  DEXNADDR - Node Address

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  X.....E  DEXOWNID - Owner ID

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID

  X.....E  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  DEXQUEUE - Queue Name

  X.....E  DEXRMTID - Remote ID

  X.....E  DEXSTATS - Status

  X.....E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  X.....E  DEXUSER  - Username

  X..MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  X..MY.E  PRCCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..MY.E  PRCCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  X..MY.E  PRCCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  X..MY.E  PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  X..MY.   PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

  X..MY.   PRCIMAGE - Image Count

  X..MY.   PRCPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

  X..MY.   PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

  X..MY.E  PRCVOLS  - Volumes Mounted

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..MY.   PRCWKSPK - Working Set Peak

VMS Accounting Print Queued File (DEAPRQ)
The VMS Accounting Print Queued (DEAPRQ) File quantifies the resource usage of print queue on the VMS system
during the monitoring interval.

Use this file to report resource usage of each print queue.

The source of this file is VMS ACCOUNTING record type 08 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X..MY.E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  X..MY.E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  X..MY.E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXJOB   - Jobname

  X.....E  DEXJOBID - Job ID

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  DEXNADDR - Node Address

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  X.....E  DEXOWNID - Owner ID

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID
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  X.....E  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  DEXQUEUE - Queue Name

  X.....E  DEXRMTID - Remote ID

  X.....E  DEXSTATS - Status

  X.....E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  X.....E  DEXUSER  - Username

  X..MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  PRQCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..MY.E  PRQGETS  - GET Count

  X..MY.E  PRQPAGES - Print Pages

  X..MY.E  PRQQIOS  - QIO Count

  X..MY.E  PRQQUETM - Queue Time

  X..MY.E  PRQSYMTM - Symbiont Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  PRQQUETS - Queue Time Stamp

PRQCOST - Processing Charges

PRQCOST contains the total processing costs for a print job. The value of PRQCOST is zero unless a user computation
is performed or the file containing this element is selected for billing processing by the CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback component.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGCOST - Processing Charges

             PRCCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRQCOST is set by the CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback component interface.

Range of Value:

The value of this element is determined by the charging algorithms in effect at your installation.

Summarization Process:

PRQCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of PRQCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRQGETS - GET Count

PRQGETS contains the number of RMS GET functions executed by the printer process to complete the job.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSSEQGT - Sequential GETs

Element Derivation:

PRQGETS is set to the ACR$L_GETCNT field in the ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING PRINT record.

Range of Value:

PRQGETS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRQGETS contains the sum of all values of PRQGETS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Printer files are RMS sequential files. The printer process (SYMBIONT) reads the file to be printed using the RMS GET
operation. Because the file may have variable length records, the number of GETs may not related to the number of lines
printed.

PRQPAGES - Print Pages

PRQPAGES contains the total number of pages printed by the printer process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PRQPAGES is set to the value of the ACR$L_PAGECNT field in the ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
PRINT record.

Range of Value:

PRQPAGES takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647

Summarization Process:

PRQPAGES contains the sum of all values of PRQPAGES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The printer process (SYMBIONT) keeps track of line counts to insert new pages when needed. It also intercepts
and processes form control characters. The count of pages is a measure of resource cost for printing the job. See
PRQSYMTM for another printing resource cost measure.

If the printer has been put into PASSALL mode by issuing a command to the queue manager, the SYMBIONT no
longer can keep track of printer pages and form control characters. Line counts can be meaningless also. Under these
conditions, PRQPAGES is not much use.

PRQQIOS - QIO Count

PRQQIOS contains the number of queued I/O requests sent by the printer process to complete the print job.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PRQQIOS is set to the value of the ACR$L_QIOCNT field of the ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
PRINT record.

Range of Value:

PRQQIOS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRQQIOS contains the sum of all values of PRQQIOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

QIOs are low-level routines that allow for relatively direct control of I/O devices. The printer process (SYMBIONT)
uses QIOs to communicate with the printer when printing the job. QIOs can be of any size, so there is no good way of
determining the job size from PRQQIOS, although the size of QIOs will be constant for a given application.

PRQQUETM - Queue Time

PRQQUETM contains the amount of time the process was on the printer queue waiting to begin.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PRQQUETM is set to the value of the difference between the ACR$Q_BEGTIME and ACR$Q_QUETIME fields in the
ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING PRINT record.

Range of Value:

PRQQUETM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

PRQQUETM contains the sum of all values of PRQQUETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Large amounts of queue time can indicate printer backlog. A backlog of print jobs can be caused by jobs with a large
number of lines to print or if the printer is inoperative (not ready, power off, malfunctioning, etc.). If the PRQQUETM is
large and users are complaining about print turnaround time, the VAX system manager can enable job ordering by size or
add more queues for the smaller jobs.

PRQQUETS - Queue Time Stamp

The date and time the print job was queued.

Type:

Minimum data element - SAS datetime value.
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  SEE ALSO:  PRQQUETM - Queue Time

Element Derivation:

PRQQUETS is set to the value of the ACR$Q_QUETIME field from the ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
PRINT QUEUED record.

Range of Value:

Any valid SAS time-stamp value. The value of this data element is not affected by your use of the 13MONTHYEAR option
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Summarization Process:

The minimum PRQQUETS encountered in summarizing a number of records to a higher level of granularity.

Usage Notes:

None

PRQSYMTM - Symbiont Time

PRQSYMTM contains the amount of time the CPU spent running the printer process (SYMBIONT) to print the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PRQSYMTM is set to the value of the ACR$L_SYMCPUTIM field in the ACR$K_PRINT packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING PRINT record.

Range of Value:

PRQSYMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

PRQSYMTM contains the sum of all values of PRQSYMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRQSYMTM is a measure of resource cost for the printing the job. See PRQPAGES for another printer resource cost
measurement.

VMS Accounting Initialization File (DEAINT)
The VMS Accounting Initialization (DEAINT) File quantifies the resource usage of each initialization during the monitoring
interval.

Use this file to report resource usage of each initialization.

The source for this file is VMS ACCOUNTING record type 05 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

Contents

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

  | FILE ABSTRACT: VMS Accounting Initialization File         |

  |                                                           |
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  |---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | CONTENT |  Q                                              |

  |                                                           |

  |---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | USE     |  To report resource usage of each               |

  |---------+  initialization.                                |

  |                                                           |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | SOURCE  |                                                 |

  |                                                           |

  |                                                           |

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  X.....E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  X.....E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXJOB   - Jobname

  X.....E  DEXJOBID - Job ID

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  DEXNADDR - Node Address

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  X.....E  DEXOWNID - Owner ID

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID

  X.....E  DEXPRIV1 - Privilege 1 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRIV2 - Privilege 2 Mask

  X.....E  DEXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  DEXQUEUE - Queue Name

  X.....E  DEXRMTID - Remote ID

  X.....E  DEXSTATS - Status

  X.....E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  X.....E  DEXUSER  - Username

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  INTBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  X.....E  INTCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  X.....E  INTCPUTM - CPU Time

  X.....E  INTDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  X.....   INTFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

  X.....   INTIMAGE - Image Count

  X.....   INTPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

  X.....   INTPAGFT - Page Faults

  X.....E  INTVOLS  - Volumes Mounted

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X.....   INTWKSPK - Working Set Peak

INTBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

INTBUFIO contains the number of buffered I/Os requested by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

INTBUFIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_BIOCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTBUFIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTBUFIO contains the sum of all values of INTBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INTCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

INTCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed, calculated by multiplying the measured
CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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CPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

INTCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of INTCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

INTCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of INTCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, INTCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

INTCPUTM - CPU Time

INTCPUTM contains the amount of time the CPU spent in the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

Element Derivation:

INTCPUTM is set to the value of the ACR$L_CPUTM field in the ACR$K_RESOURCE packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

INTCPUTM contains the sum of all values of INTCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INTDIRIO - Direct I/Os

INTDIRIO contains the number of direct I/Os requested by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:
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INTDIRIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_DIOCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS ACCOUNTING
INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTDIRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTDIRIO contains the sum of all values of INTDIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INTFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

INTFLTIO contains the number of fault I/Os generated by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:

INTFLTIO is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTIO field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTFLTIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTFLTIO contains the sum of all values of INTFLTIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INTIMAGE - Image Count

INTIMAGE contains the number of images activated by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCIMAGE - Image Count

Element Derivation:

INTIMAGE is set to the value of the ACR$L_IMGCNT field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTIMAGE takes any integer value from 1 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTIMAGE contains the sum of all values of INTIMAGE processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

INTPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

INTPAGFL contains the maximum number of pages used by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGPAGFL - Page File Peak Usage

Element Derivation:

INTPAGFL is set to the value of the ACR$L_PAGEFL field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTPAGFL takes any integer value from 0 to the largest value of PGFLQUO for any user on the system.

Summarization Process:

INTPAGFL contains the sum of all values of INTPAGFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

INTPAGFL is useful if you want to know the size of the process that initialized the VMS accounting file.

INTPAGFT - Page Faults

INTPAGFT contains the number of page faults generated by the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

             INTFLTIO - Page Fault I/Os

Element Derivation:

INTPAGFT is set to the value of the ACR$L_FAULTS field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTPAGFT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTPAGFT contains the sum of all values of INTPAGFT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INTVOLS - Volumes Mounted

INTVOLS contains the number of volume mounts requested by the initialization process.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGVOLS - Volumes Mounted

Element Derivation:

INTVOLS is set to the value of the ACR$L_VOLUMES field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTVOLS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

INTVOLS contains the sum of all values of INTVOLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

INTVOLS should always be 0, because there is no mount associated with the VMS accounting.

INTWKSPK - Working Set Peak

INTWKSPK contains the maximum working set size of the initialization process.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  IMGWKSPK - Working Set Peak

Element Derivation:

INTWKSPK is set to the value of the ACR$L_WSPEAK field in the ACR$K_RESOURCES packet of the VMS
ACCOUNTING INIT record.

Range of Value:

INTWKSPK ranges from an integer value 1 to the smallest value specified by the:

• SYSGEN parameter WSMAX, or 
• User authorization file parameter WSEXTENT

Summarization Process:

INTWKSPK contains the sum of all values of INTWKSPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

INTWKSPK is useful if you want to know the size of the working set for the initialization process.

VAX/VMS Monitor Information Area (DEM)
The sections that follow describe the VAX/VMS Monitor information area (DEM). The statistics for these files are obtained
from the VMS MONITOR data.

VMS Monitor Process File (DEMPRO)
The VMS Monitor Process (DEMPRO) File quantifies the resource usage of each process during the monitoring interval.
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Use this file to report resource usage of each process for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 0 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PROPID    PROPNAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PROPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PROPNAME  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     PROPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  PROPID   - Process ID

  XDWM..E  PROPNAME - Process Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  PROEID   - Extended Process ID

  X.....   PROEVNTF - Event Flag Wait Mask

  X.....E  PROGLBPG - Global Page Count

  X.....E  PROGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  PROMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....E  PROPRCPG - Process Page Count

  X.....   PROPRTY  - Priority

  X.....E  PROSTATE - State

  X.....   PROSTATF - Status Flags

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PROBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  XDWM..E  PROCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  XDWM..E  PROCPUTM - CPU Time

  XDWM..E  PRODIRIO - Direct I/Os

  XDWM..E  PROPGFLT - Page Faults

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PROMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

  XDWM..E  PROMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count
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PROBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

PROBUFIO contains the count of I/O requests to buffered devices, such as terminals and printers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBIOS  - Buffered I/Os

             PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             INTBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

PROBUFIO is set to value of the MNR_PRO$L_BIOCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROBUFIO takes any numeric value in the range from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PROBUFIO contains the sum of all values of PROBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROBUFIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations.

PROCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

PROCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed for a process, calculated by multiplying
the measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PROCPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PROCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of PROCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of PROCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.
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When used with caution, PROCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

PROCPUTM - CPU Time

PROCPUTM contains the amount of CPU time used by the process for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

             IMGCPUTM - Total Image CPU Time

             INTCPUTM - CPU Time

Element Derivation:

PROCPUTM is set to value of the MNR_PRO$L_CPUTIM field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROCPUTM is a SAS time value in the range from 0 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

PROCPUTM contains the sum of all values of PROCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the process is swapped out, this value is set to zero. PROCPUTM includes time spent only in user and supervisor
modes. If the system spends CPU time in kernel or executive mode on behalf of a process, but not under the process'
direct control, the CPU time is not included in this field.

PRODIRIO - Direct I/Os

PRODIRIO contains the count of I/O requests to nonbuffered devices, such as disks or tape drives.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDIOS  - Direct I/Os

             PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             INTDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRODIRIO is set to value of the MNR_PRO$L_DIOCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PRODIRIO takes any numeric value in the range from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRODIRIO contains the sum of all values of PRODIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PROEID - Extended Process ID

PROEID contains the extended ID number assigned by VMS when the process is created.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXPID - Process ID

Element Derivation:

PROEID is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_EPID field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROEID takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000001 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PROEID contains the last value of PROEID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PROEID number in the DETAIL timespan of the VMS MONITOR Process files can be used to coordinate information
between VMS MONITOR data and that obtained from VMS ACCOUNTING. The VMS ACCOUNTING record shows
the total usage of resources by a process, and the MONITOR data shows when those resources were used. If image
accounting data is being captured, the resources used by a process can be traced to the images in use when that process
was using resources abnormally. If only process accounting data is being kept, PROPID can be used to determine when
and how much resources a process used at smaller granularities (DURATION (measurement interval)).

The DEXPID number in the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS ACCOUNTING files can be used to correlate data
between VMS MONITOR and VMS ACCOUNTING. PROEID can be used to find when a process used most of its
resources. VMS ACCOUNTING shows a total usage of resources by a process and VMS MONITOR shows when those
resources were broken down by DURATION (measurement interval).

PROEVNTF - Event Flag Wait Mask

PROEVNTF contains the event flag wait bit mask of the process.

Type:

Retained - Bit mask, 32 bits.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PROEVNTF is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_EFWM field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROEVNTF takes any hexadecimal value from 0 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PROEVNTF contains the last value of PROEVNTF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PROGLBPG - Global Page Count

PROGLBPG contains the count of global pages mapped to this process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

Element Derivation:

PROGLBPG is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_GPGCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROGLBPG takes any numeric value from 0 to the number of global pages defined in VMS SYSGEN parameters.

Summarization Process:

PROGLBPG contains the last value of PROGLBPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROGLBPG indicates how much shared memory the process is using. A high value in PROGLBPG usually indicates
a large amount of interprocess communication. Use of shared memory requires synchronization among processes to
serialize access to the memory.

PROGRP - User Identification Code Group

PROGRP contains the high-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process. These values are
assigned by the VAX system manager.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PROMBR - User Identification Code Member

             DEXGRP - User Identification Code Group

Element Derivation:

PROGRP is set to the high-order word of the MNR_PRO$L_UIC field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROGRP takes an octal integer value in the range 1 to 77777.

Summarization Process:

PROGRP contains the last value of PROGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROGRP can be used to summarize detail records by group number. This summarization can show whether certain
groups of users use resources at different levels from other groups. By itself, this value represents a class of VMS
users; when combined with PROMBR, it is a unique identifier for an authorized VMS account and makes up the user
identification code. If the value is between 1 and 37776, PROGRP indicates that the process is related to a user account.
If the value is between 37777 and 77777, PROGRP indicates that a resource identifier (assigned by the VAX system
manager) owns the process.
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PROMBR - User Identification Code Member

PROMBR contains the low-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process. These values are
assigned by the VAX system manager.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PROGRP - User Identification Code Group

             DEXMBR - User Identification Code Member

Element Derivation:

PROMBR is set to the low-order word of the MNR_PRO$L_UIC field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROMBR takes an octal integer value in the range 1 to 177777.

Summarization Process:

PROMBR contains the last value of PROMBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROMBR should be used only in conjunction with PROGRP to identify each unique VMS user. When combined with
PROGRP, this is a unique identifier for authorized user accounts and makes up the user identification code. If the value is
177777, PROMBR indicates that the owner of the process is a resource identifier rather than a user account.

PROMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

PROMXGPG contains the maximum number of global pages used by the process.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROGLBPG - Global Page Count

Element Derivation:

PROMXGPG is set to the maximum value of PROGLBPG reached.

Range of Value:

PROMXGPG takes any integer value from 0 to the number of global pages defined in VMS SYSGEN parameters.

Summarization Process:

PROMXGPG contains the maximum value of PROMXGPG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROMXGPG indicates the maximum shared memory the process used. A high value in PROMXGPG usually indicates
a large amount of interprocess communication. Use of shared memory requires synchronization among processes to
serialize access to the memory.

PROMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count

PROMXPPG contains the maximum number of local pages of memory used by the process.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPRCPG - Process Page Count

Element Derivation:

PROMXPPG is set to the maximum value reached by PROPRCPG.

Range of Value:

PROMXPPG takes any integer value from 0 to the page file quota set in the user account.

Summarization Process:

PROMXPPG contains the maximum value of PROMXPPG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROMXPPG is 0 for the SWAPPER process. If PROMXPPG is larger than the user's working set size, or if it is larger than
the working set quota and the system has run out of free pages, the process is subject to page faulting.

PROPGFLT - Page Faults

PROPGFLT contains the count of page faults for the duration of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

             SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

Element Derivation:

PROPGFLT is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_PAGEFLTS field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROPGFLT takes any integer value from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Summarization Process:

PROPGFLT contains the sum of all values of PROPGFLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value for PROPGFLT means that the process is not finding the pages of process data or program memory resident
in the physical memory of the machine when it needs them. PROPGFLT is high for two primary reasons:

• rocess is continually activating new images. o The images are larger than the allowed working set.

Large amounts of page faulting will degrade system performance. If the size of physical memory permits, some page
faulting can be reduced by increasing the working set size of the processes that tend to have high values in PROPGFLT.

PROPID - Process ID

PROPID contains the internal process ID number assigned by VMS during process creation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, hexadecimal number unique on a system at any given time.
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  SEE ALSO:  PROEID - Extended Process ID

Element Derivation:

PROPID is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_PID field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROPID takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000001 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PROPID contains the last value of PROPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DEXPID number in the DETAIL time-span of the VMS ACCOUNTING files can be used to coordinate information
with the VMS MONITOR data element PROEID. The PROPID number recorded in PROPID is local to VMS MONITOR
PROCESSES record and is not used anywhere else.

PROPNAME - Process Name

PROPNAME contains the name of the process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 15.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PROPNAME is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$T_LNAME field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record. Source data
contains counted character string, 1 byte per count, 15 bytes of characters.

Range of Value:

PROPNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 15 characters. The count byte from source data is not stored.

Summarization Process:

PROPNAME is not summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

PROPRCPG - Process Page Count

PROPRCPG contains the number of local pages of memory in use by the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count

Element Derivation:

PROPRCPG is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_PPGCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:
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PROPRCPG takes any integer value from 0 to the page file quota set in the user account.

Summarization Process:

PROPRCPG contains the last value of PROPRCPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROPRCPG is 0 for the SWAPPER process. If PROPRCPG is larger than the user's working set size, or if it is larger than
the working set quota and the system has run out of free pages, the process will begin page faulting. Processes with a
large PROPRCPG are the first targets for swapping.

If the sum of PROPRCPG for all processes at a given time exceeds the size of the page file, VMS will stop the process
that attempted to exceed the page file size. If the page file is fragmented, VMS may halt the system.

PROPRTY - Priority

PROPRTY contains the priority level code for the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXPRTY  - Priority

Element Derivation:

PROPRTY is set to the value of the field MNR_PRO$B_PRI from the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROPRTY can be any integer value from 0 to 30.

Summarization Process:

PROPRTY contains the last value of PROPRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROPRTY is the actual priority level subtracted from 31. If PROPRTY is 15 or less, the process is running in real-time
mode and cannot be preempted by the scheduler. On most systems, SWAPPER is the only process running at that high a
priority; its PROPRTY is 15. Larger values of PROPRTY mean lower priority for a process.

For processes with PROPRTY 16 or greater, the scheduler decreases PROPRTY each time it cannot schedule the
process to run. When a process runs the scheduler, it sets PROPRTY to the base level for that process. The scheduler
will never cause PROPRTY to become less than 16.

PROSTATE - State

PROSTATE contains a code for the processing state of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 2 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

             SPRMWAIT - Miscellaneous Resource Wait

             SPRCEF   - Common Event Flag Wait

             SPRPFW   - Page Fault Wait

             SPRLEF   - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

             SPRLEFO  - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped
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             SPRHIB   - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

             SPRHIBO  - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

             SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

             SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

             SPRCOM   - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

             SPRCOMO  - Compute State Wait, Outswapped

             SPRCUR   - Current Processes

Element Derivation:

PROSTATE is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$W_STATE field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROSTATE takes any integer value 1 to 14.

Summarization Process:

PROSTATE contains the last value of PROSTATE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PROSTATE is currently defined for 14 values, although DEC may define more values in the future. Each value and its
meaning follow:

    1 - COLPG collided page wait

    2 - MWAIT miscellaneous resource wait

    3 - CEF common event flag wait

    4 - PFW page fault wait

    5 - LEF local event flag wait, inswapped

    6 - LEFO local event flag wait, outswapped

    7 - HIB hibernate wait, inswapped

    8 - HIBO hibernate wait, outswapped

    9 - SUSP suspended wait, inswapped

   10 - SUSPO suspended wait, outswapped

   11 - FPGWT free page wait

   12 - COM compute state wait, inswapped

   13 - COMO compute state wait, outswapped

   14 - CUR current processes

If a process is in either the HIB or HIBO state, it is waiting for some time to pass, and it is not affecting system
performance nor is system activity affecting it. If a process is in either the LEF or LEFO state, it is probably waiting for user
input and is also not affecting the system negatively. If a process is in either the SUSP or SUSPO state, another process
has suspended its operation. A process in the COLPG, MWAIT, CEF, PFW, or FPGWT state is waiting for some other
process to free some resource(s) before continuing.

Processes in LEFO, HIBO, SUSPO, and COMO states indicate that the system probably does not have enough memory
for the work that it is doing. Processes in the COM and COMO states indicate that the CPU is not fast enough to keep up
with the workload. Many processes in the COLPG, PFW, and FPGWT states indicate that working sets may not be large
enough.

PROSTATF - Status Flags

PROSTATF contains the status flag indicators for the process.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PROSTATF is set to the value of the MNR_PRO$L_STS field of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS record.

Range of Value:

PROSTATF takes any hexadecimal integer value in the range from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PROSTATF contains the last value of PROSTATF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Bit 0 (PCB$V_RES) of PROSTATF is set to 1 when the process is in memory and 0 when it is swapped out. The recording
intervals possible through VMS MONITOR, however, are not small enough to make PROSTATF very useful to VAX
system managers.

VMS Monitor Modes File (DEMMOD)
The VMS Monitor Modes (DEMMOD) File quantifies the time spent in each of the VAX processor modes.

Use this file to report on the VAX processor modes for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 02 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual, plus
the VMS Monitor record type 23 for MODVECTM element.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MODCPU    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     MODCPU    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MODCPU    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     MODCPU    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MODCPU   - CPU Identifier

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time

  XDWM..   MODCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  XDWM..E  MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time

  XDWM..E  MODIDLTM - Idle Time

  XDWM..E  MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time

  XDWM..E  MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time

  XDWM..E  MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time

  XDWM..E  MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time

  XDWM..E  MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

  XDWM..E  MODVECTM - CPU Time of Vector Consumers

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  XDWM..E  MODPCCOM - Compatibility Mode Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCCPU - Total CPU Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCEXE - Executive Mode Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCIDL - Idle Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCINT - Interrupt Stack Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCKER - Kernel Mode Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCMPS - Multi-Processor Sync Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCSUP - Supervisor Mode Percent

  XDWM..E  MODPCUSR - User Mode Percent

MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time

MODCOMTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in compatibility mode during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODCOMTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_COMPAT field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODCOMTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODCOMTM contains the sum of all values of MODCOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODCOMTM measures compatibility mode, that is, the time spent by the VAX CPU emulating PDP-11 instructions. Since
DEC no longer makes VAX processors that run these instructions, the value is generally 0. The VAX models that support
this mode are the 11/7xx and 8xxx lines. Compatibility mode will severely affect performance if true VAX processing must
occur at the same time.
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MODCPU - CPU Identifier

MODCPU contains an identifier of the CPU associated with the VMS MONITOR MODES record and the MONITOR
VECTOR record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MODCPU is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$B_CPUID field of the VMS MONITOR MODES record. When merging
VECTOR record information with the MODES record, the MNR_VEC$B_CPUID field of the VMS MONITOR VECTOR
record is used as the CPU identifier portion of the merge key.

Range of Value:

MODCPU can be any integer value from 1 to the number of processors installed on the VAX hardware.

Summarization Process:

MODCPU is not summarized. MODCPU is used to determine a unique key for records within the Modes file based on the
time-span so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

MODCPU is a field that the VMS MONITOR MODES record uses to report system usage by processor in multiprocessor
VAX machines. In single processor systems, MODCPU is always 1.

MODCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

MODCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed, calculated by multiplying the
measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MODCPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MODCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of MODCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of MODCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.
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When used with caution, MODCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

MODCPUTM contains the total number of seconds in which the CPU was being used.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time

             MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time

             MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time

             MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time

             MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time

             MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time

             MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

             DURATION - Length of Recording Interval

Element Derivation:

MODCPUTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    MODCPUTM = SUM (MODCOMTM, MODEXETM, MODINTTM, MODKERTM,

                    MODMPSTM, MODSUPTM, MODUSRTM)

Range of Value:

MODCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODCPUTM contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODCPUTM collects all the time the VAX CPU spent doing user or overhead processing. If the value is equal or close to
DURATION (measurement interval) then performance is probably bad because of a CPU that is not fast enough for the
workload.

MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time

MODEXETM contains the number of seconds spent in executive mode through DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODEXETM is set to the incremental value of the MNR_MOD$L_EXEC field of the VMS MONITOR MODES record.

Range of Value:
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MODEXETM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODEXETM contains the sum of all values of MODEXETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODEXETM represents the time the CPU is using in executive mode, usually Record Management System (RMS)
activity. If the value is high, the RMS subsystem should be tuned by finding more appropriate values for index buffering,
bucket sizes, fill factors, and use of alternate keys.

MODIDLTM - Idle Time

MODIDLTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in idle mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODIDLTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_IDLE field from the VMS MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODIDLTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODIDLTM contains the sum of all values of MODIDLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODIDLTM is not just time that the CPU is not busy. A very busy system could still have a relatively large MODIDLTM if
the processes were all being blocked by the lack of availability of other resources. If system performance is poor and idle
time is a large amount, start investigating the I/O subsystem, the network activity, and the locking of resources between
processors.

MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time

MODINTTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in interrupt stack mode during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODINTTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_INTER field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODINTTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.
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Summarization Process:

MODINTTM contains the sum of all values of MODINTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On a nonclustered system, MODINTTM usually indicates a high number of interrupts from peripheral devices such as
disks, tapes, printers, and terminals. If MODINTTM is large and it seems that terminals and printers may be at fault,
consider changing the configuration to use terminal servers for those devices.

On a clustered system, MODINTTM may represent time spent serving distributed locks or providing disk and tape
services to other members of the cluster. If MODINTTM is large on a clustered system, monitor the DLOCK, SCS, and
MSCP values.

MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time

MODKERTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in kernel mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODKERTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_KERNEL field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODKERTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODKERTM contains the sum of all values of MODKERTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in MODKERTM (25 percent or more of MODCPUTM) indicates an overuse of some system-wide resources:

• Memory limitations could be causing paging and swapping. 
• Excessive locking will use global sections and require the interaction of the VMS Lock Manager.
• Excessive process creation requires allocation of control blocks as well as high amounts of paging. 
• Excessive image activation can cause high page faulting and logical name translation.
• Excessive file system activity such as file creation, opens and closes, file extending, and file deletions requires kernel

mode activities. 
• Excessive DECnet traffic requires kernel mode intervention, even if the packets are not addressed to this node.

MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time

MODMPSTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in multiprocessor sync mode synchronizing operations
between processors during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

MODMPSTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_MPSYNC field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODMPSTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODMPSTM contains the sum of all values of MODMPSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODMPSTM is a good indicator of how much time a multiprocessor VAX system is spending trying to coordinate access
to system resources used by the different processors. If MODMPSTM is 8 percent or more of MODCPUTM, further
investigation of paging, I/O, and lock management is warranted.

MODPCCOM - Compatibility Mode Percent

MODPCCOM contains the percentage of time the CPU spent in compatibility mode during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCCOM is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCCOM = MODCOMTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCCOM = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCCOM ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCCOM contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODPCCOM measures the percentage of time the CPU spends in compatibility mode emulating PDP-11 instructions.
Because DEC no longer makes VAX processors that run these instructions, the value is generally 0. The VAX models that
support this mode are the 11/7xx and 8xxx lines. Operating in compatibility mode will severely degrade performance if true
VAX processing must occur at the same time.

MODPCCPU - Total CPU Percent

MODPCCPU contains the percentage of time spent in total CPU mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:
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Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             MODPCINT - Interrupt Stack Percent

             MODPCKER - Kernel Mode Percent

             MODPCEXE - Executive Mode Percent

             MODPCIDL - Idle Percent

Element Derivation:

MODPCCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCCPU = MODCPUTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCCPU = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCCPU ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCCPU contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODPCCPU should be close to 100 minus MODPCIDL. MODPCCPU is very important in determining the balance
between the modes because it is percent of busy time that makes the difference. In general, the sum of MODPCINT,
MODPCKER, and MODPCEXE should not exceed 40 percent of MODPCCPU. If they do, then system resources are
forming a bottleneck and performance will degrade.

MODPCEXE - Executive Mode Percent

MODPCEXE contains the percentage of time the CPU spent in executive mode during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCEXE is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCEXE = MODEXETM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCEXE = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCEXE ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:
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MODPCEXE contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If MODPCEXE consistently exceeds 15 percent to 20 percent of MODPCCPU, the system is probably spending a lot of
time serving RMS requests. Consider adjusting file buffers and index caches to reduce time spent in executive mode.

MODPCIDL - Idle Percent

MODPCIDL contains the percentage time the CPU spent in idle mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODIDLTM - Idle Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCIDL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCIDL = MODIDLTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCIDL = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCIDL ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCIDL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODPCIDL should be close to 100 percent minus MODPCCPU. If a system is a compute server for batch jobs,
MODPCIDL may approach 0. For typical time sharing use, however, if MODPCIDL drops below 5 percent consistently, the
system is being overtaxed. If MODPCIDL is greater than 10 percent but performance seems inadequate, the system is
probably waiting on resources such as page or swap files.

MODPCINT - Interrupt Stack Percent

MODPCINT contains the percentage of time spent in interrupt stack mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCINT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCINT = MODINTTM * 100 / DURATION;
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    else

      MODPCINT = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCINT ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCINT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On a nonclustered system, MODPCINT usually indicates a high number of interrupts from peripheral devices such as
disks, tapes, printers, and terminals. If MODPCINT exceeds 7 percent and it seems that terminals and printers may be at
fault, consider changing the configuration to use terminal servers for those devices.

On a clustered system, MODPCINT may represent time spent serving distributed locks or providing disk and tape services
to other members of the cluster. If MODPCINT exceeds 10 percent on a clustered system, monitor the DLOCK, SCS, and
MSCP values.

MODPCKER - Kernel Mode Percent

MODPCKER contains the percentage of time the CPU spent in kernel mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCKER is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCKER = MODKERTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCKER = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCKER ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCKER contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value of MODPCKER (25 percent or more of MODPCCPU) indicates an overuse of some system-wide resources:
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• Memory limitations could be causing paging and swapping.
• Excessive locking will use global sections and require the interaction of the VMS Lock Manager.
• Excessive process creation requires allocation of control blocks as well as high amounts of paging.
• Excessive image activation can cause high page faulting and logical name translation.
• Excessive file system activity such as file creation, opens and closes, file extending, and file deletions requires kernel

mode activities.
• Excessive DECnet traffic requires kernel mode intervention, even if the packets are not addressed to this node.

MODPCMPS - Multi-Processor Sync Percent

MODPCMPS contains the percentage of time the CPU spent in multi-processor sync mode during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCMPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCMPS = MODMPSTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCMPS = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCMPS ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCMPS contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If MODPCMPS is larger than 8 percent of MODPCCPU, the multiprocessor system is spending too much time trying to
resolve system resource accesses. Examine the paging, I/O, and locking measurements if this occurs.

MODPCSUP - Supervisor Mode Percent

MODPCSUP contains the percentage of time spent in supervisor mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCSUP is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then
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      MODPCSUP = MODSUPTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCSUP = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCSUP ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCSUP contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODPCSUP is the percentage of time spent executing system services as directly requested from user processes.
If MODPCSUP is larger than MODPCUSR, the system is probably spending too much time running DEC Command
Language (DCL) command files. Because DCL is less efficient than a compiled program, this should be watched carefully.

MODPCUSR - User Mode Percent

MODPCUSR contains the percentage of time spent in user mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODPCUSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      MODPCUSR = MODUSRTM * 100 / DURATION;

    else

      MODPCUSR = .;

Range of Value:

The value of MODPCUSR ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

MODPCUSR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODPCUSR represents the percentage time spent executing user applications. MODPCUSR should be more than 30
percent of the value in MODPCCPU in a typically healthy system.

MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time

MODSUPTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in supervisor mode during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

Element Derivation:

MODSUPTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_SUPER field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODSUPTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODSUPTM contains the sum of all values of MODSUPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODSUPTM is time charged to the user accounts; it represents time spent by the system serving direct requests for
system services. MODSUPTM is usually smaller than MODUSRTM, unless the process makes an unusually large number
of requests for system services or users are doing their processing using large numbers of DCL command files. Minimize
use of DCL for normal processing because it uses too many resources for interpretation and execution.

MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

MODUSRTM contains the number of seconds the CPU spent in user mode during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

MODUSRTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_USER field of the VAX MONITOR MODES record minus the
previous value.

Range of Value:

MODUSRTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

MODUSRTM contains the sum of all values of MODUSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODUSRTM represents the amount of time spent directly executing program instructions in user images. A well-tuned
and balanced system usually spends 60 percent or more of its time in the user and supervisor modes and the majority of
that amount in the user mode.

MODVECTM - CPU Time of Vector Consumers

MODVECTM contains the total number of seconds during which vector consumers were scheduled on the processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

MODVECTM is set to the value of the MNR_MOD$L_TICKS field from the VMS MONITOR VECTOR record, divided by
100.

Range of Value:

MODVECTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00:00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.
MODVECTM is reported as zero for processors identified by VMS as "vector absent".

Summarization Process:

MODVECTM contains the sum of all values of MODVECTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MODVECTM is not a strict measure of the usage of the vector CPU. MODVECTM is the time during which a vector
consumer has reserved both the scalar and the vector CPU for use.

VMS Monitor Disk File (DEMDSK)
The VMS Monitor Disk (DEMDSK) File quantifies the operation of each disk on the VMS system during the monitoring
interval.

Use this file to report on the operation of each disk on the system for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 12 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DSKNODE   DSKCTRLR  DSKUNIT   DSKVOL   |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DSKNODE   DSKCTRLR  DSKUNIT   DSKVOL   |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DSKNODE   DSKCTRLR  DSKUNIT   DSKVOL   |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DSKNODE   DSKCTRLR  DSKUNIT   DSKVOL   |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSKCTRLR - Disk Controller

  XDWM..E  DSKNODE  - Nodename

  XDWM..E  DSKUNIT  - Disk Unit Number

  XDWM..E  DSKVOL   - Disk Volume Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements
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  X.....   DSKALLOC - Allocation Class

  X.....   DSKFLAGS - Flags

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

  XDWM..E  DSKIOQUE - Disk I/O Queue Length Samples Sum

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DSKAVRES - Disk Average Response Time

  XDWM..E  DSKPSIO  - Disk I/O Operation Rate

DSKALLOC - Allocation Class

DSKALLOC contains the allocation class code for the disk.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSKALLOC is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$B_ALLOCLS field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKALLOC takes any integer value from 0 to 255.

Summarization Process:

DSKALLOC contains the last value of DSKALLOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSKAVRES - Disk Average Response Time

DSKAVRES contains the average response time for the disk.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

             DSKIOQUE - Disk I/O Queue Length Samples Sum

             DSKPSIO  - Disk I/O Operation Rate

Element Derivation:

DSKAVRES is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DSKIOOPS ) 0 then

      DSKAVRES = DSKIOQUE / DSKIOOPS
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    else

      DSKAVRES = .

Disk average response time is derived using the following formula:

     average response time =

         average queue length / average I/O operation rate

where:

     average queue length = DSKIOQUE / (DURATION * samplerate)

 

     average I/O operation rate = DSKIOOPS / DURATION

Since the queue length sample rate (samplerate) for VMS MONITOR is 1 per second, the formulas reduce to:

     average queue length = DSKIOQUE / DURATION

 

     average response time = DSKIOQUE / DSKIOOPS

Range of Value:

DSKAVRES takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

DSKAVRES contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DSKCTRLR - Disk Controller

DSKCTRLR contains the character string that describes the controller of the disk.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKUNIT - Disk Unit Number

Element Derivation:

DSKCTRLR is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$T_CTRLR field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

DSKCTRLR is not summarized. DSKCTRLR is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:
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The first letter of the controller is usually D to indicate a disk device. The second letter is the type of bus to which the
controller is attached, U for Unibus, B for BI, R for DSSI, etc. The third letter is the sequence letter for the controller on the
bus. Controllers start with A and go on.

DSKFLAGS - Flags

DSKFLAGS contains the flags register for the disk.

Type:

Retained - Hexadecimal number, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSKFLAGS is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$B_FLAGS field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKFLAGS takes any hexadecimal integer value from 00 to FF.

Summarization Process:

DSKFLAGS contains the last value of DSKFLAGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the low bit is set, this disk is served by the MSCP server.

DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

DSKIOOPS contains the number of I/O operations to this disk during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKPSIO - Disk I/O Operation Rate

Element Derivation:

DSKIOOPS is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$L_OPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKIOOPS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

DSKIOOPS contains the sum of all values of DSKIOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DSKIOOPS is the number of operations received by the controller for this disk. If some disks are receiving significantly
more I/O requests than others, consider moving some of the high-activity files to the more inactive disks.

DSKIOQUE - Disk I/O Queue Length Samples Sum

DSKIOQUE contains the sum of the I/O queue length samples for the measurement interval (DURATION).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKAVRES - Disk Average Response Time

Element Derivation:

DSKIOQUE is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$L_IOQUELN field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKIOQUE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

DSKIOQUE contains the sum of all values of DSKIOQUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If DSKIOQUE is almost always 0 for a particular disk, that disk is underutilized as far as I/O activity is concerned. If
DSKIOQUE is consistently greater than 2, the disk is probably overly busy. Active files should be moved from more active
disks to less active disks to even out the I/O queues.

To investigate average queue length, use the following formula:

     average queue length = DSKIOQUE / (DURATION * samplerate)

This divides the sum of the queue length sample measurements by the number of samples taken during the period of
DURATION. The published queue length sample rate (samplerate) for VMS MONITOR is 1 per second, thus reducing the
formula to:

     average queue length = DSKIOQUE / DURATION

The value for samplerate is not provided in VMS MONITOR data.

DSKNODE - Nodename

DSKNODE contains the string representing the cluster node name for where this disk is located.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 7.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSKNODE is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$T_NODENAME field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKNODE can contain any combination of 1 to 7 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DSKNODE is not summarized. DSKNODE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

DSKNODE helps to identify the disk when cluster-wide statistics are being taken.
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DSKPSIO - Disk I/O Operation Rate

DSKPSIO contains the I/O operation rate for the disk.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

DSKPSIO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      DSKPSIO = DSKIOOPS / DURATION

    else

      DSKPSIO = 0

Range of Value:

DSKPSIO takes any integer value from 0 to DSKIOOPS.

Summarization Process:

DSKPSIO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The values of DSKPSIO supported with acceptable performance varies with the disk drive, controller, and bus being used.
What is more important is relative load. If two drives are of the same type and share a controller or are on the same type
of controller, DSKPSIO should be the same on average. If one is much larger than the other, the load should probably be
balanced by placing some of the more active files from the busier disk onto the less used disk.

DSKUNIT - Disk Unit Number

DSKUNIT contains the unit number of the disk on the controller.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 2 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  DSKCTRLR - Disk Controller

Element Derivation:

DSKUNIT is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$W_UNITNO field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKUNIT takes any integer value from 0 to 32,767.

Summarization Process:

DSKUNIT is not summarized. DSKUNIT is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

DSKCTRLR and DSKUNIT uniquely identify the disk on a node. If the system is clustered, DSKNODE added will give a
unique cluster-wide identification.
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DSKVOL - Disk Volume Name

DSKVOL contains the string representing the volume name for the disk.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DSKVOL is set to the value of the MNR_DSK$L_NAME field of the VMS MONITOR DISK record.

Range of Value:

DSKVOL can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

DSKVOL is not summarized. DSKVOL is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

The volume name is chosen when the disk was initialized as an identifier of the volume. If the disk is not mounted, the
volume name must be known to mount the disk without using elevated privileges (PHYSIO). DSKVOL is not necessarily
unique on a system.

VMS Monitor SCS File (DEMSCS)
The VMS Monitor SCS (DEMSCS) File quantifies the operation of the VMS systems communications services during the
monitoring interval.

Use this file to report on the operation systems communications services for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 15 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     SCSNODE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     SCSNODE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     SCSNODE   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  MONTHS |SYSID     SCSNODE   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SCSNODE  - Node Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SCSBTKBM - Block Transfer Kilobytes Mapped

  XDWM..   SCSBTRD  - Block Transfer Request Datas

  XDWM..   SCSBTSND - Block Transfer Send Datas

  XDWM..   SCSCQBFR - Connections Queued for Buffer Descript

  XDWM..   SCSCQSND - Connections Queued for Send Credit

  XDWM..E  SCSDGDIS - Datagrams Discarded

  XDWM..E  SCSDGRCV - Datagrams Received

  XDWM..E  SCSDGSNT - Datagrams Sent

  XDWM..   SCSKBRCV - Kilobytes Received by Request Datas

  XDWM..   SCSKBSND - Kilobytes Sent by Send Datas

  XDWM..E  SCSMSGRC - Sequenced Messages Received

  XDWM..E  SCSMSGSN - Sequenced Messages Sent

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SCSPSKBT - Block Transfer Kilobytes Mapped Rate

SCSBTKBM - Block Transfer Kilobytes Mapped

SCSBTKBM contains the number of kilobytes mapped into buffers for block transfer between nodes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSKBSND - Kilobytes Sent by Send Datas

            SCSKBRCV - Kilobytes Received by Request Datas

Element Derivation:

SCSBTKBM is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_KBYTMAPD field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSBTKBM takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSBTKBM contains the sum of all values of SCSBTKBM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSBTKBM is the best means of estimating the data transferred between the recording node and remote nodes. Before
any data can be transferred, buffers have to be mapped for the transferring process. SCSBTKBM is the number of
kilobytes mapped into these buffers.

SCSBTRD - Block Transfer Request Datas

SCSBTRD contains the number of data-block transfer requests that originated by the current recording node and targeted
to remote nodes.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSKBRCV - Kilobytes Received by Request Datas

Element Derivation:

SCSBTRD is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_REQDATS field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSBTRD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSBTRD contains the sum of all values of SCSBTRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There is no direct correlation from this value to the number of kilobytes transferred. Assuming that all SCSBTRDs are
honored, the average transfer block could be determined by dividing SCSBTRD into SCSKBRCV.

SCSBTSND - Block Transfer Send Datas

SCSBTSND contains the number of data block sends initiated on the recording node targeted to remote nodes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSKBSND - Kilobytes Sent by Send Datas

Element Derivation:

SCSBTSND is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_SNDATS field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSBTSND takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSBTSND contains the sum of all values of SCSBTSND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSBTSND is the number of times the recording node notifies another node that it has some data for it. To find the
average block size, divide SCSBTSND into SCSKBSND.

SCSCQBFR - Connections Queued for Buffer Descript

SCSCQBFR contains the number of connections waiting for buffers on the recording node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSCQSND - Connections Queued for Send Credit

Element Derivation:

SCSCQBFR is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_QBDTCNT field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:
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SCSCQBFR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSCQBFR contains the sum of all values of SCSCQBFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSCQBFR are connections waiting for buffers on the recording node to initiate data transfers. If this value is much
greater than 0, cluster data transfer could be held up because of an inadequate number of buffers. To increase the
number of buffers, increase the SYSGEN parameter SCSBUFFCNT for the recording node.

SCSCQSND - Connections Queued for Send Credit

SCSCQSND contains the number of connections waiting for buffers on the remote node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSCQBFR - Connections Queued for Buffer Descript

Element Derivation:

SCSCQSND is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_QCRCNT field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSCQSND takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSCQSND contains the sum of all values of SCSCQSND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSCQSND are connections waiting for buffers on the remote node to initiate data transfers. If this value is much greater
than 0 cluster data transfer could be held up because of an inadequate number of buffers. To increase the number of
buffers, increase the SYSGEN parameter SCSBUFFCNT on the remote nodes.

SCSDGDIS - Datagrams Discarded

SCSDGDIS contains the count of datagrams that the CI port discarded.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SCSDGDIS is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_DGDISCARD field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSDGDIS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSDGDIS contains the sum of all values of SCSDGDIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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If the CI port cannot process a datagram it is discarded and the process is notified. SCSDGDIS is the count of those
occurrences.

SCSDGRCV - Datagrams Received

SCSDGRCV contains the number of data packets received by SCS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSDGSNT - Datagrams Sent

Element Derivation:

SCSDGRCV is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_DGRCVD field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSDGRCV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSDGRCV contains the sum of all values of SCSDGRCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSDGRCV is a count of all data packets received regardless of the source of the request. The average transfer size of
received blocks is not readily available. The average transfer size for all transfers is:

    SCSBTKBM / (SCSDGRCV + SCSDGSNT)

SCSDGSNT - Datagrams Sent

SCSDGSNT contains the number of data packets sent by SCS.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSDGRCV - Datagrams Received

Element Derivation:

SCSDGSNT is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_DGSENT field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSDGSNT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSDGSNT contains the sum of all values of SCSDGSNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSDGSNT is a count of all data packets sent regardless of the source of the request. The average transfer size of sent
blocks is not readily available. The average transfer size for all transfers is:

    SCSBTKBM / (SCSDGRCV + SCSDGSNT)
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SCSKBRCV - Kilobytes Received by Request Datas

SCSKBRCV contains the number of kilobytes received in answer to data-block transfer requests sent by the recording
node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSBTRD - Block Transfer Request Datas

Element Derivation:

SCSKBRCV is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_KBYTREQD field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSKBRCV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSKBRCV contains the sum of all values of SCSKBRCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSBTRD is the number of requests for data transfers by the recording node. There is no direct correlation from this
value to the number of kilobytes transferred. Assuming that all SCSBTRDs are honored, the average transfer block could
be determined by dividing SCSBTRD into SCSKBRCV.

SCSKBSND - Kilobytes Sent by Send Datas

SCSKBSND contains the number of kilobytes sent by data block sends initiated on the recording node targeted to remote
nodes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSBTSND - Block Transfer Send Datas

Element Derivation:

SCSKBSND is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_KBYTSENT field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSKBSND takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSKBSND contains the sum of all values of SCSKBSND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSBTSND is the number of times the recording node notifies another node that it has some data for it. To find the
average block size, divide SCSBTSND into SCSKBSND.

SCSMSGRC - Sequenced Messages Received

SCSMSGRC contains the number of sequencing messages the recording node receives from other nodes.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSMSGSN - Sequenced Messages Sent

Element Derivation:

SCSMSGRC is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_MSGRCVD field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSMSGRC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSMSGRC contains the sum of all values of SCSMSGRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSMSGRC is a count of the messages sent by other nodes for communicating with MSCP devices and the lock
manager on the recording node. This is part of the overhead of having cluster-wide resources served by the recording
node.

SCSMSGSN - Sequenced Messages Sent

SCSMSGSN contains the number of sequencing messages sent to other nodes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SCSMSGRC - Sequenced Messages Received

Element Derivation:

SCSMSGSN is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$L_MSGSENT field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.

Range of Value:

SCSMSGSN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSMSGSN contains the sum of all values of SCSMSGSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSMSGSN is a count of the messages sent by the recording node for communicating with MSCP devices and the lock
managers on other node. This is part of the overhead of having cluster-wide resources served by other nodes.

SCSNODE - Node Identifier

SCSNODE contains the name of the node for the recording interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 7. Display format is character.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SCSNODE is set to the value of the MNR_SCS$T_NODENAME field of the VMS MONITOR SCS record.
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Range of Value:

SCSNODE can contain any combination of 1 to 7 alphanumeric characters, including the symbols '_' and '$'.

Summarization Process:

SCSNODE is not summarized. SCSNODE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SCSPSKBT - Block Transfer Kilobytes Mapped Rate

SCSPSKBT contains the number of kilobytes mapped per second for block transfers.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SCSBTKBM - Block Transfer Kilobytes Mapped

Element Derivation:

SCSPSKBT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SCSPSKBT = SCSBTKBM / DURATION

    else

      SCSPSKBT = 0

Range of Value:

SCSPSKBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SCSPSKBT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCSPSKBT is the best means of estimating the data transfer rate between the recording node and remote nodes. Before
any data can be transferred, buffers have to be mapped for the transferring process. SCSBTKBM is the number of
kilobytes mapped into buffers, and SCSPSKBT is the rate of mapping.

VMS Monitor RMS File (DEMRMS)
The VMS Monitor RMS (DEMRMS) File quantifies the VMS record management services during the monitoring interval.

Use this file to report on usage including get bytes, put bytes, update bytes, deletes, finds, connects and disconnects, for
performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 20 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     RMSFILE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     RMSFILE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     RMSFILE   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     RMSFILE   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  RMSFILE  - File Number

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  RMSFILNM - File Name

  X.....E  RMSORG   - Organization

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   RMSALAST - File Append Lock Blocking ASTs

  XDWM..   RMSALCNV - File Append Lock Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSALDEQ - File Append Lock Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSALENQ - File Append Lock Enqueues

  XDWM..   RMSBUCKT - File Bucket Splits

  XDWM..E  RMSCLOSE - File Closes

  XDWM..E  RMSCONN  - File Connects

  XDWM..E  RMSDELET - File Deletes

  XDWM..E  RMSDISCN - File Disconnects

  XDWM..E  RMSEXTBL - File Extend Blocks

  XDWM..E  RMSEXTEN - File Extends

  XDWM..   RMSFBAST - File Lock Blocking ASTs

  XDWM..E  RMSFLUSH - File Flushes

  XDWM..   RMSGBAST - File Global Buffer Blocking ASTs

  XDWM..   RMSGBCNV - File Global Buffer Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSGBDEQ - File Global Buffer Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSGBENQ - File Global Buffer Enqueues

  XDWM..   RMSGBRIO - File Global Buffer Read I/Os

  XDWM..   RMSGBWIO - File Global Buffer Write I/Os

  XDWM..   RMSGCATT - File Global Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   RMSGCHIT - File Global Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  RMSGETBT - File GET Bytes

  XDWM..   RMSGSCNV - File Global Section Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSGSDEQ - File Global Section Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSGSENQ - File Global Section Enqueues
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  XDWM..E  RMSKEYFD - Keyed Finds

  XDWM..E  RMSKEYGT - Keyed GETs

  XDWM..E  RMSKEYPT - Keyed PUTs

  XDWM..   RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

  XDWM..   RMSLBCNV - File Local Buffer Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSLBDEQ - File Local Buffer Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSLBENQ - File Local Buffer Enqueues

  XDWM..   RMSLBRIO - File Local Buffer Read I/Os

  XDWM..   RMSLBWIO - File Local Buffer Write I/Os

  XDWM..   RMSLCATT - File Local Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   RMSLCHIT - File Local Cache Hits

  XDWM..   RMSLKCNV - File Lock Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSLKDEQ - File Lock Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSLKENQ - File Lock Enqueues

  XDWM..   RMSMULTB - File Multibucket Splits

  XDWM..E  RMSOPEN  - File Opens

  XDWM..E  RMSPUTBT - File PUT Bytes

  XDWM..E  RMSRDBT  - File Read Bytes

  XDWM..E  RMSREAD  - File Reads

  XDWM..E  RMSREWND - File Rewinds

  XDWM..E  RMSRFAFD - Record File Address Finds

  XDWM..E  RMSRFAGT - Record File Address GETs

  XDWM..   RMSRLCNV - Record Lock Conversions

  XDWM..   RMSRLDEQ - Record Lock Dequeues

  XDWM..   RMSRLENQ - Record Lock Enqueues

  XDWM..E  RMSSEQFD - Sequential Finds

  XDWM..E  RMSSEQGT - Sequential GETs

  XDWM..E  RMSSEQPT - Sequential PUTs

  XDWM..E  RMSTRUBL - File Truncate Blocks

  XDWM..E  RMSTRUNC - File Truncates

  XDWM..E  RMSUPDBT - File Update Bytes

  XDWM..E  RMSUPDTE - File Updates

  XDWM..E  RMSWRBT  - File Write Bytes

  XDWM..E  RMSWRITE - File Writes

RMSALAST - File Append Lock Blocking ASTs

RMSALAST contains the number of append lock blocking asynchronous system traps (ASTs) for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSFBAST - File Lock Blocking ASTs

            RMSGBAST - File Global Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSALENQ - File Append Lock Enqueues

            RMSALDEQ - File Append Lock Dequeues

            RMSALCNV - File Append Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSALAST is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_APPBLKAST field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:
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RMSALAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSALAST contains the sum of all values of RMSALAST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An AST is a mechanism for signaling when an asynchronous event has been completed. RMSALAST is a count of such
traps used to signal processes that they can now attempt to append to the file.

RMSALCNV - File Append Lock Conversions

RMSALCNV contains the number of append lock conversions for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSALENQ - File Append Lock Enqueues

            RMSALDEQ - File Append Lock Dequeues

Element Derivation:

RMSALCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_APPLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSALCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSALCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSALCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process
has completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSALCNV is the number of append locks
granted on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSALDEQ - File Append Lock Dequeues

RMSALDEQ contains the number of append lock dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSALENQ - File Append Lock Enqueues

            RMSALCNV - File Append Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSALDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSALDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSALDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSALDEQ processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSALDEQ is the number of append locks freed
on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSALENQ - File Append Lock Enqueues

RMSALENQ contains the number of append lock enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSALDEQ - File Append Lock Dequeues

            RMSALCNV - File Append Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSALENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_APPLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSALENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSALENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSALENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process
has completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSALENQ is the number of append locks
requested on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSBUCKT - File Bucket Splits

RMSBUCKT contains the number of bucket splits performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSMULTB - File Multibucket Splits

Element Derivation:

RMSBUCKT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_BKTSPLT field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record

Range of Value:

RMSBUCKT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSBUCKT contains the sum of all values of RMSBUCKT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Bucket splits occur during insert operations, when any of the index buffers (buckets) fill up to the level defined in the file
header parameter PCTFULL. This happens when keys are inserted between keys in a full index buffer. Split buckets
increase file processing time since the process must search for the subsequent indexes in another buffer. It is also
likely that when a key search is occurring, the needed bucket will not be in the buffers, causing physical I/Os to continue
the search. When buffer space is limited, split buckets often lead to index buffer thrashing, where buckets are read in,
overwriting other buckets that will be needed immediately. When a file is severely split, use the VMS CONVERT utility to
refill the buckets evenly.

RMSCLOSE - File Closes

RMSCLOSE contains the number of times the file was closed in DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSCLOSE is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_CLOSES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSCLOSE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSCLOSE contains the sum of all values of RMSCLOSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File closes cost almost nothing unless the file size changed significantly or they are part of an open-close-open cycle that
gets out of hand.

RMSCONN - File Connects

RMSCONN contains the count of $CONNECTs on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSOPEN - File Opens

            RMSDISCN - File Disconnects

Element Derivation:

RMSCONN is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_CONNECTS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record

Range of Value:

RMSCONN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSCONN contains the sum of all values of RMSCONN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

After a process opens a file, to process I/O operations on it the process must connect the access blocks with the file
control blocks. This allows the process to use the features of RMS such as file and record locking and keyed searches.
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RMSDELET - File Deletes

RMSDELET contains the number of $DELETEs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSDELET is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_DELETES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record

Range of Value:

RMSDELET takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSDELET contains the sum of all values of RMSDELET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMSDELET is incremented every time a record is deleted from an RMS file. If the file is indexed, the index buckets must
be updated as well as the data.

RMSDISCN - File Disconnects

RMSDISCN contains the number of $DISCONNECTs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSCONN - File Connects

Element Derivation:

RMSDISCN is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_DISCONNECTS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record

Range of Value:

RMSDISCN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSDISCN contains the sum of all values of RMSDISCN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When several means of accessing a file are going to be used, connecting and disconnecting the record access blocks that
access it in the different ways is the most efficient means.

RMSEXTBL - File Extend Blocks

RMSEXTBL contains the number of extend blocks in the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSEXTEN - File Extends
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Element Derivation:

RMSEXTBL is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_EXTBLOCKS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSEXTBL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSEXTBL contains the sum of all values of RMSEXTBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is first created, there is a certain number of blocks of data space allocated for it. As the file grows beyond the
original allocation, new areas, called extents are allocated for the new data. RMSEXTBL is the total number of blocks by
which the file has been extended.

RMSEXTEN - File Extends

RMSEXTEN contains the number of extents given to the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSEXTBL - File Extend Blocks

Element Derivation:

RMSEXTEN is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_EXTENDS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSEXTEN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSEXTEN contains the sum of all values of RMSEXTEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is first created, there is a certain number of blocks of data space allocated for it. As the file grows beyond the
original allocation, new areas, called extents are allocated for the new data. RMSEXTEN is the total number of group of
blocks by which the file has been extended during the recording interval.

RMSFBAST - File Lock Blocking ASTs

RMSFBAST contains the number of file lock blocking asynchronous system traps (ASTs) for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBAST - File Global Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSALAST - File Append Lock Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

RMSFBAST is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBLBLKAST field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:
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RMSFBAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSFBAST contains the sum of all values of RMSFBAST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An AST is a mechanism for signaling when an asynchronous event has been completed. RMSFBAST is a count of such
traps used to signal processes that they can now attempt to lock the file.

RMSFILE - File Number

RMSFILE contains the sequential number of the file.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSFILE is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$B_FILNUM field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSFILE takes any integer value from 1 to 255.

Summarization Process:

RMSFILE is not summarized. RMSFILE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

RMSFILE is an internal sequencing number for VMS MONITOR to keep track of the files on which it is recording data.

RMSFILNM - File Name

RMSFILNM contains the file specification associated with the RMSFILE Number recorded in the MONITOR RMS record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 80.

  SEE ALSO:  RMSFILE  - File Number

Element Derivation:

RMSFILNM is set to the contents of the RMS File Name field, MNR_FIL$T_FILENAME, from the VMS MONITOR RMS
File record (type 131).

Range of Value:

RMSFILNM can contain any combination of 1 to 80 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

RMSFILNM contains the last value of RMSFILNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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RMS File Name is recorded in the CA MICS VMX MONITOR RMS (DEMRMS) file for up to two file names provided from
the MONITOR type 131 record.

RMSFLUSH - File Flushes

RMSFLUSH contains the number of $FLUSHes performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSFLUSH is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_FLUSHES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSFLUSH takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSFLUSH contains the sum of all values of RMSFLUSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMSFLUSH is the count of times that the buffers were written to disk by specific request of the user.

RMSGBAST - File Global Buffer Blocking ASTs

RMSGBAST contains the number of global buffer blocking asynchronous system traps (ASTs) for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSFBAST - File Lock Blocking ASTs

            RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSALAST - File Append Lock Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

RMSGBAST is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBLBLKAST field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBAST contains the sum of all values of RMSGBAST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An AST is a mechanism for signaling when an asynchronous event has been completed. RMSGBAST is a count of such
traps used to signal processes that they can now attempt to access the global buffers of the file.

RMSGBCNV - File Global Buffer Conversions

RMSGBCNV contains the number of global buffer conversions for the file.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBENQ - File Global Buffer Enqueues

            RMSGBDEQ - File Global Buffer Dequeues

Element Derivation:

RMSGBCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSGBCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGBCNV is the number of locks granted on
global buffers for this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSGBDEQ - File Global Buffer Dequeues

RMSGBDEQ contains the number of global buffer dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBENQ - File Global Buffer Enqueues

            RMSGBCNV - File Global Buffer Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSGBDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBLCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSGBDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGBDEQ is the number of global buffer locks
freed on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSGBENQ - File Global Buffer Enqueues

RMSGBENQ contains the number of global buffer enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO: RMSGBDEQ - File Global Buffer Dequeues

            RMSGBCNV - File Global Buffer Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSGBENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSGBENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGBENQ is the number of global buffer locks
requested on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSGBRIO - File Global Buffer Read I/Os

RMSGBRIO contains the number of global buffer read I/Os performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBWIO - File Global Buffer Write I/Os

            RMSLBRIO - File Local Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSLBWIO - File Local Buffer Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

RMSGBRIO is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBRDIRIOS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBRIO contains the sum of all values of RMSGBRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The data read from or written to an RMS file is kept in buffers until the user process requests it or RMS is ready to transfer
it to disk. If the data is used by only one process, the buffers are usually local to that process. If other processes will
access the data, system memory space and disk I/O operations can be saved by using global buffers to process the data.
RMSGBRIO is the number of direct I/Os from disk into the global buffers for the file. If you see RMSGBRIO increasing, it
may be an indication that the size of the global buffer is inefficient or the file is not good for buffering. The buffer size may
have to be increased to reduce the number of disk I/Os.

RMSGBWIO - File Global Buffer Write I/Os

RMSGBWIO contains the number of global buffer write I/Os to the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBRIO - File Global Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSLBRIO - File Local Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSLBWIO - File Local Buffer Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

RMSGBWIO is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GBWDIRIOS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGBWIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGBWIO contains the sum of all values of RMSGBWIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The data read from or written to an RMS file is kept in buffers until the user process requests it or RMS is ready to transfer
it to disk. If the data is used by only one process, the buffers are usually local to that process. If processes will access
the data, system memory space and disk I/O operations can be saved by using global buffers to process the data.
RMSGBWIO is the number of direct I/Os onto disk from the global buffers for this file.

RMSGCATT - File Global Cache Attempts

RMSGCATT contains the number of global cache attempts on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGCHIT - File Global Cache Hits

            RMSLCATT - File Local Cache Attempts

            RMSLCHIT - File Local Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

RMSGCATT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GCACHEATT field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGCATT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGCATT contains the sum of all values of RMSGCATT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMS indexes are stored in cache buffers to speed up data transfer. For files used by one process, the cache buffers are
usually in local storage for that process. For files that are used by multiple processes, much memory space and many disk
I/Os can be saved by using global cache buffers. RMSGCATT is the count of times RMS attempted to find an index key in
the global cache. RMSGCHIT is the count of times that those attempts were successful.

RMSGCHIT - File Global Cache Hits

RMSGCATT contains the number of successful global cache attempts on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGCATT - File Global Cache Attempts

            RMSLCATT - File Local Cache Attempts

            RMSLCHIT - File Local Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

RMSGCHIT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GCACHEHITS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGCHIT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGCHIT contains the sum of all values of RMSGCHIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMS indexes are stored in cache buffers to speed data transfer. For files used by one process, the cache buffers are
usually in local storage for that process. For files that are used by multiple processes, much memory space and many disk
I/Os can be saved by using global cache buffers. RMSGCATT is the count of times RMS attempted to find an index key in
the global cache. RMSGCHIT is the count of times that those attempts were successful.

RMSGETBT - File GET Bytes

RMSGETBT contains the number of bytes transferred by $GETs from the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSGETBT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$Q_GETBYTES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGETBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGETBT contains the sum of all values of RMSGETBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMSGSCNV - File Global Section Conversions

RMSGSCNV contains the number of global section conversions for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGSENQ - File Global Section Enqueues

            RMSGSDEQ - File Global Section Dequeues
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Element Derivation:

RMSGSCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GSLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGSCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGSCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSGSCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGSCNV is the number of locks on global sections for this
file that were granted.

RMSGSDEQ - File Global Section Dequeues

RMSGSDEQ contains the number of global section dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGSENQ - File Global Section Enqueues

            RMSGSCNV - File Global Section Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSGSDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GSLCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGSDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGSDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSGSDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGSDEQ is the number of global section locks freed on this
file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSGSENQ - File Global Section Enqueues

RMSGSENQ contains the number of global section enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGSDEQ - File Global Section Dequeues

            RMSGSCNV - File Global Section Conversions

Element Derivation:
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RMSGSENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_GSLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSGSENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSGSENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSGSENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSGSENQ is the number of global section locks
requested on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSKEYFD - Keyed Finds

RMSKEYFD contains the number of keyed $FINDs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSKEYGT - Keyed GETs

Element Derivation:

RMSKEYFD is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_KEYFINDS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSKEYFD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSKEYFD contains the sum of all values of RMSKEYFD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A $FIND service with a key in RMS has the benefit of loading the index caches with the index bucket that contains the
key. If subsequent $GETs will access that key and others that are likely to be in that bucket, the $GETs will be very
efficient.

RMSKEYGT - Keyed GETs

RMSKEYGT contains the number of keyed $GETs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSKEYFD - Keyed Finds

Element Derivation:

RMSKEYGT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_KEYGETS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSKEYGT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

RMSKEYGT contains the sum of all values of RMSKEYGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When RMS does a keyed $GET, it first executes a keyed $FIND. If the key is in the index cache, the $FIND returns the
record file address (RFA) to RMS, which then uses the RFA to bring in the record.

RMSKEYPT - Keyed PUTs

RMSKEYPT contains the number of keyed $PUTs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSKEYFD - Keyed Finds

Element Derivation:

RMSKEYPT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_KEYPUTS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSKEYPT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSKEYPT contains the sum of all values of RMSKEYPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When RMS executes a keyed $PUT, it first does a keyed $FIND. If the $FIND locates the key and duplicates are not
allowed, an error is returned. Otherwise, the key is inserted in the index and the data written to the file. Inserting the key
anywhere but at the end of the index is likely to cause bucket splits.

RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

RMSLBAST contains the number of local buffer blocking asynchronous system traps (ASTs) for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSFBAST - File Lock Blocking ASTs

            RMSGBAST - File Global Buffer Blocking ASTs

            RMSLBAST - File Local Buffer Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

RMSLBAST is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBLBLKAST field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBAST contains the sum of all values of RMSLBAST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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An AST is a mechanism for signaling when an asynchronous event has been completed. RMSLBAST is a count of such
traps used to signal processes that they can now attempt to access the local buffers of the file.

RMSLBCNV - File Local Buffer Conversions

RMSLBCNV contains the number of local buffer conversions for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLBENQ - File Local Buffer Enqueues

            RMSLBDEQ - File Local Buffer Dequeues

Element Derivation:

RMSLBCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSLBCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLBCNV is the number of locks granted to
local buffers for this file.

RMSLBDEQ - File Local Buffer Dequeues

RMSLBDEQ contains the number of local buffer dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLBENQ - File Local Buffer Enqueues

            RMSLBCNV - File Local Buffer Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSLBDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBLCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSLBDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLBDEQ is the number of local buffer locks
freed on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).
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RMSLBENQ - File Local Buffer Enqueues

RMSLBENQ contains the number of local buffer enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLBDEQ - File Local Buffer Dequeues

            RMSLBCNV - File Local Buffer Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSLBENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSLBENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLBENQ is the number of local buffer locks
requested on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSLBRIO - File Local Buffer Read I/Os

RMSLBRIO contains the number of local buffer read I/Os performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBWIO - File Global Buffer Write I/Os

            RMSGBRIO - File Global Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSLBWIO - File Local Buffer Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

RMSLBRIO is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBRDIRIOS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBRIO contains the sum of all values of RMSLBRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The data read from or written to an RMS file is kept in buffers until the user process requests it or RMS is ready to transfer
it to disk. If the data is used by only one process, the buffers are usually local to that process. If other processes will
access the data, system memory space and disk I/O operations can be saved by using global buffers to process the data.
RMSLBRIO is the number of direct I/Os from disk into the local buffers for this file.
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RMSLBWIO - File Local Buffer Write I/Os

RMSLBWIO contains the number of local buffer write I/Os performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGBRIO - File Global Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSLBRIO - File Local Buffer Read I/Os

            RMSGBWIO - File Global Buffer Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

RMSLBWIO is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LBWDIRIOS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLBWIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLBWIO contains the sum of all values of RMSLBWIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The data read from or written to an RMS file is kept in buffers until the user process requests it or RMS is ready to transfer
it to disk. If the data is used by only one process, the buffers are usually local to that process. If other processes will
access the data, system memory space and disk I/O operations can be saved by using global buffers to process the data.
RMSLBWIO is the number of direct I/Os onto disk from the local buffers for this file.

RMSLCATT - File Local Cache Attempts

RMSLCATT contains the number of local cache attempts on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGCHIT - File Global Cache Hits

            RMSGCATT - File Global Cache Attempts

            RMSLCHIT - File Local Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

RMSLCATT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LCACHEATT field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLCATT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLCATT contains the sum of all values of RMSLCATT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMS indexes are stored in cache buffers to speed up data transfer. For files used by one process only, those cache
buffers are usually in local storage for that process. For files that are used by multiple processes, much memory space
and many disk I/Os can be saved by using global cache buffers. RMSLCATT is the count of times RMS attempted to find
an index key in the local cache. RMSLCHIT is the count of times that those attempts were successful.
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RMSLCHIT - File Local Cache Hits

RMSLCHIT contains the number of successful local cache attempts on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSGCHIT - File Global Cache Hits

            RMSGCATT - File Global Cache Attempts

            RMSLCATT - File Local Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

RMSLCHIT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_LCACHEHITS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLCHIT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLCHIT contains the sum of all values of RMSLCHIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMS indexes are stored in cache buffers to speed up data transfer. For files used by one process only, those cache
buffers are usually in local storage for that process. For files that are used by multiple processes, much memory space
and many disk I/Os can be saved by using global cache buffers. RMSLCATT is the count of times RMS attempted to find
an index key in the local cache. RMSLCHIT is the count of times that those attempts were successful.

RMSLKCNV - File Lock Conversions

RMSLKCNV contains the number of file lock conversions for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLKENQ - File Lock Enqueues

            RMSLKDEQ - File Lock Dequeues

Element Derivation:

RMSLKCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_FLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLKCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLKCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSLKCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLKCNV is the number of locks granted on the
file.
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RMSLKDEQ - File Lock Dequeues

RMSLKDEQ contains the number of file lock dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLKENQ - File Lock Enqueues

            RMSLKCNV - File Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSLKDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_FLCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLKDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLKDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSLKDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLKDEQ is the number of file locks freed on
this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSLKENQ - File Lock Enqueues

RMSLKENQ contains the number of file lock enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSLKDEQ - File Lock Dequeues

            RMSLKCNV - File Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSLKENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_FLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSLKENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSLKENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSLKENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSLKENQ is the number of file locks requested on this file for
DURATION (measurement interval).
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RMSMULTB - File Multibucket Splits

RMSMULTB contains the number of multibucket splits occurred on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSBUCKT - File Bucket Splits

Element Derivation:

RMSMULTB is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_MBKTSPLT field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSMULTB takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSMULTB contains the sum of all values of RMSMULTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Bucket splits occur during insert operations, when any of the index buffers (buckets) fill up to the level defined in the file
header parameter PCTFULL. This happens when keys are inserted between keys in a full index buffer. Split buckets
increase file processing time because the process must search for the subsequent indexes in another buffer. It is also
likely that when a key search is occurring, the needed bucket will not be in the buffers, causing physical I/Os to continue
the search. When buffer space is limited, split buckets often lead to index buffer thrashing, where buckets are read in,
overwriting other buckets that will be needed immediately. When the buckets are already split, further splitting forms
multibucket splits. This is a sign that the file should be cleaned up with the VMS CONVERT utility.

RMSOPEN - File Opens

RMSOPEN contains the number of times the file was opened for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSOPEN is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_OPENS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSOPEN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSOPEN contains the sum of all values of RMSOPEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Opening files is a relatively expensive operation, directories have to be read, the file located, its header read in and the file
buffers allocated.

RMSORG - Organization

RMSORG contains the file organization code for the file.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSORG is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_ORG field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSORG takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSORG contains the last value of RMSORG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMSORG is an internal code for the organization type of the file. A description of the codes can be found in the VMS
Programming Volumes 6A and 6B.

RMSPUTBT - File PUT Bytes

RMSPUTBT contains the number of bytes transferred by $PUT to the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSPUTBT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$Q_PUTBYTES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSPUTBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSPUTBT contains the sum of all values of RMSPUTBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMSRDBT - File Read Bytes

RMSRDBT contains the number of bytes transferred by $READ from the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSRDBT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$Q_READBYTES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.
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Range of Value:

RMSRDBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRDBT contains the sum of all values of RMSRDBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMSREAD - File Reads

RMSREAD contains the number of $READs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSRDBT - File Read Bytes

Element Derivation:

RMSREAD is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_READS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSREAD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSREAD contains the sum of all values of RMSREAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

$READ operations are for reading RMS files that are either being accessed sequentially or are not in regular record
structures.

RMSREWND - File Rewinds

RMSREWND contains the number of $REWINDs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSREWND is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_REWINDS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSREWND takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSREWND contains the sum of all values of RMSREWND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the file pointer has been moved forward by issuing $READ requests, the user can return the pointer to the starting
point by issuing a $REWIND request.

RMSRFAFD - Record File Address Finds

RMSRFAFD contains the number of record file address (RFA) finds performed on the file for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSRFAFD is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_RFAFINDS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSRFAFD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRFAFD contains the sum of all values of RMSRFAFD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The record file address is a relative address within the file structure that allows direct access to the record, regardless of
indexes. When a keyed access to a file is performed, RMS uses the RFA returned from a $FIND to give the location of the
subsequent $GET or $PUT.

RMSRFAGT - Record File Address GETs

RMSRFAGT contains the number of record file address (RFA) $GETs on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSRFAGT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_RFAGETS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSRFAGT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRFAGT contains the sum of all values of RMSRFAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An RFA $GET is the fastest way to retrieve data from an indexed file, or from a file that is not record structured. The RFA
of information is not necessarily constant, however. RFAs can change because of the use of the VMS CONVERT utility or
even a simple BACKUP operation. When RMS does a keyed $GET, it uses a keyed $FIND followed by an RFA $GET.
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RMSRLCNV - Record Lock Conversions

RMSRLCNV contains the number of record lock conversions for the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSRLENQ - Record Lock Enqueues

            RMSRLDEQ - Record Lock Dequeues

Element Derivation:

RMSRLCNV is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_RLCKCNVS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSRLCNV takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRLCNV contains the sum of all values of RMSRLCNV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process
has completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSRLCNV is the number of record locks
granted on the file.

RMSRLDEQ - Record Lock Dequeues

RMSRLDEQ contains the number of record lock dequeues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSRLENQ - Record Lock Enqueues

            RMSRLCNV - Record Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSRLDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_RLCKDEQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSRLDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRLDEQ contains the sum of all values of RMSRLDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process has
completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSRLDEQ is the number of record locks freed
on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).
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RMSRLENQ - Record Lock Enqueues

RMSRLENQ contains the number of record lock enqueues requested on the file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSRLDEQ - Record Lock Dequeues

            RMSRLCNV - Record Lock Conversions

Element Derivation:

RMSRLENQ is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_RLCKENQ field from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSRLENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSRLENQ contains the sum of all values of RMSRLENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process wants exclusive access to a resource in VMS, it issues an enqueue on that resource. When the resource
becomes available, VMS converts the enqueue into an exclusive lock for the requesting process. When the process
has completed its processing, it then sends a dequeue to free the resource. RMSRLENQ is the number of record locks
requested on this file for DURATION (measurement interval).

RMSSEQFD - Sequential Finds

RMSSEQFD contains the number of sequential $FINDs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSSEQFD is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_SEQFINDS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSSEQFD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSSEQFD contains the sum of all values of RMSSEQFD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

$FINDs on sequential files only works for files that are record structured.

RMSSEQGT - Sequential GETs

RMSSEQGT contains the number of sequential $GETs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO: RMSSEQFD - Sequential Finds

            RMSSEQPT - Sequential PUTs

Element Derivation:

RMSSEQGT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_SEQGETS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSSEQGT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSSEQGT contains the sum of all values of RMSSEQGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

$GETs to sequential files assumes there is a record structure for the file.

RMSSEQPT - Sequential PUTs

RMSSEQPT contains the number of sequential $PUTs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSSEQFD - Sequential Finds

            RMSSEQGT - Sequential GETs

Element Derivation:

RMSSEQPT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_SEQPUTS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSSEQPT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSSEQPT contains the sum of all values of RMSSEQPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

$PUTs to sequential files assumes there is a record structure to the file.

RMSTRUBL - File Truncate Blocks

RMSTRUBL contains the number of blocks affected by $TRUNCATEs on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSTRUNC - File Truncates

Element Derivation:

RMSTRUBL is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_TRUNCBLKS field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSTRUBL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

RMSTRUBL contains the sum of all values of RMSTRUBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a $TRUNCATE is issued, some blocks are given back to the file system. RMSTRUBL counts those blocks for all
$TRUNCATE calls on the file.

RMSTRUNC - File Truncates

RMSTRUNC contains the number of $TRUNCATEs on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSTRUBL - File Truncate Blocks

Element Derivation:

RMSTRUNC is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_TRUNCATES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSTRUNC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSTRUNC contains the sum of all values of RMSTRUNC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The $TRUNCATE operation causes all blocks that are allocated but do not have data written in them to be returned from
the file to the file system.

RMSUPDBT - File Update Bytes

RMSUPDBT contains the number of bytes transferred by the $UPDATE on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSUPDBT is set to value of the MNR_RMS$Q_UPDATEBYTES from the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSUPDBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSUPDBT contains the sum of all values of RMSUPDBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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RMSUPDTE - File Updates

RMSUPDTE contains the number of $UPDATEs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: RMSUPDBT - File Update Bytes

Element Derivation:

RMSUPDTE is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_UPDATES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSUPDTE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSUPDTE contains the sum of all values of RMSUPDTE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

$UPDATES are only performed to files with a record structure.

RMSWRBT - File Write Bytes

RMSWRBT contains the number of bytes processed by $WRITE on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 8 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMSWRBT is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$Q_WRITEBYTES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSWRBT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSWRBT contains the sum of all values of RMSWRBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMSWRITE - File Writes

RMSWRITE contains the number of $WRITEs performed on the file for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  RMSREAD - File Reads

Element Derivation:
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RMSWRITE is set to the value of the MNR_RMS$L_WRITES field of the VMS MONITOR RMS record.

Range of Value:

RMSWRITE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

RMSWRITE contains the sum of all values of RMSWRITE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The $WRITE operation is used for putting data in a sequential file, especially one that has no particular record structure.
$WRITE always puts data at the end of the file. This could cause the system to perform append locking or extension
processing.

VMS System Profile File (DEMSPR)
The VMS System Profile (DEMSPR) File quantifies the overall and detailed aspects of system operation in a consolidated
file.

Use this file to report on a wide variety of measures of system components for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS Monitor Class Records for system class, including record types 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14,
17, 19, 21, and 22, as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   SPRBIGHL - Largest Block Unused

  X.....   SPRCEF   - Common Event Flag Wait

  X.....   SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

  X.....E  SPRCOM   - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

  X.....E  SPRCOMO  - Compute State Wait, Outswapped

  X.....E  SPRCUR   - Current Processes

  X.....E  SPRCURLK - Current Locks

  X.....E  SPRCURRS - Current Resources

  X.....   SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

  X.....E  SPRFRE   - Free Page List Size

  X.....E  SPRFREEP - IO Free Page Count
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  X.....   SPRFRPG  - Free Page Count

  X.....E  SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

  X.....   SPRHIB   - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

  X.....   SPRHIBO  - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

  X.....   SPRHOLES - Nonpaged Pool Unused KBytes

  X.....E  SPRIPFRE - Intermediate Request Packets Free

  X.....E  SPRIPUSE - Intermediate Request Packets in Use

  X.....   SPRKBUSE - Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

  X.....   SPRLEF   - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

  X.....   SPRLEFO  - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped

  X.....E  SPRLPFRE - Large Request Packets Free

  X.....E  SPRLPUSE - Large Request Packets in Use

  X.....E  SPRLRGPK - Large Request Packets Left

  X.....E  SPRMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

  X.....   SPRMDPG  - Modified Page Count

  X.....E  SPRMDPGC - PGE Modified Page Count

  X.....E  SPRMODP  - IO Modified Page Count

  X.....   SPRMWAIT - Miscellaneous Resource Wait

  X.....   SPROSTAT - Other States

  X.....   SPRPFW   - Page Fault Wait

  X.....E  SPRPRCNT - Process Count

  X.....   SPRSMBLK - Block Less Than or Equal to 32

  X.....   SPRSMHL  - Smallest Block Unused

  X.....E  SPRSPFRE - Small Request Packets Free

  X.....E  SPRSPUSE - Small Request Packets in Use

  X.....   SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

  X.....   SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

  X.....   SPRUNCON - Nonpaged Pool Unused Contiguous Space

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   SPRACCS  - File Access

  XDWM..E  SPRALLOC - Disk Allocations

  XDWM..E  SPRARLPK - Arriving Local Packets

  XDWM..E  SPRARTPK - Arriving Transit Packets

  XDWM..   SPRBAI   - Blocking ASTs, Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRBAL   - Blocking ASTs, Local

  XDWM..   SPRBAO   - Blocking ASTs, Outgoing

  XDWM..E  SPRBIOS  - Buffered I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRBITAT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRBITHT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

  XDWM..   SPRBUFFL - Receiver Buffer Failures

  XDWM..E  SPRBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRBWAIT - MSCP Buffer Waits

  XDWM..E  SPRCALLS - FCP Calls

  XDWM..E  SPRCENQ  - Converted Enqueues

  XDWM..E  SPRCLSCT - CLS CLUSTER Record Count (Type 19)

  XDWM..E  SPRCLSDR - CLS CLUSTER Record Duration (Type 19)

  XDWM..E  SPRCLSTM - CLS CPU Busy Time

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTAB - Transactions Aborted Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTAD - Add Remote Branch Ops Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTBR - Start Remote Branch Ops Count
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  XDWM..E  SPRCNTCO - Transactions Committed Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD1 - Transactions < 1 Second Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD2 - Transactions 1-2 Seconds Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD3 - Transactions 2-3 Seconds Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD4 - Transactions 3-4 Seconds Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD5 - Transactions 4-5 Seconds Count

  XDWM..   SPRCNTD6 - Transactions > 5 Seconds Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTEN - Transactions Ended Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTOP - One-Phase Commits Initiated

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTPR - Transactions Prepared Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCNTST - Transactions Started Count

  XDWM..E  SPRCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  XDWM..E  SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time

  XDWM..   SPRDATAT - Directory Data Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRDATHT - Directory Data Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  SPRDEADF - Deadlocks Found

  XDWM..E  SPRDEADS - Deadlock Searches

  XDWM..E  SPRDEQ   - Dequeues

  XDWM..E  SPRDIOS  - Direct I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRDLKCT - DLK DLOCK Record Count (Type 14)

  XDWM..E  SPRDLKDR - DLK DLOCK Record Duration (Type 14)

  XDWM..   SPRDLM   - Deadlock Messages

  XDWM..E  SPRDMZFL - Demand Zero Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRDNTCT - DNT DECNET Record Count (Type 8)

  XDWM..E  SPRDNTDR - DNT DECNET Record Duration (Type 8)

  XDWM..E  SPRDPLPK - Departing Local Packets

  XDWM..   SPRDQI   - Dequeue Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRDQL   - Dequeue Local

  XDWM..   SPRDQO   - Dequeue Outgoing

  XDWM..   SPRECI   - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRECL   - Enqueue Conversions Local

  XDWM..   SPRECO   - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

  XDWM..E  SPRENQNQ - Enqueues Not Queued

  XDWM..E  SPRENQWT - Enqueue Waits

  XDWM..E  SPRERASE - Erase I/O Operations

  XDWM..   SPREXTAT - Extent Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPREXTHT - Extent Cache Hits

  XDWM..   SPRFCBAT - Directory FCB Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRFCBHT - Directory FCB Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  SPRFCPCT - FCP Record Count (Type 5)

  XDWM..E  SPRFCPDR - FCP Record Duration (Type 5)

  XDWM..   SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRFCPTM - FCP CPU Time

  XDWM..E  SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRFHDAT - File Header Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRFHDHT - File Header Cache Hits

  XDWM..   SPRFIDAT - File ID Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRFIDHT - File ID Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  SPRFILOP - Files Opened

  XDWM..E  SPRFNI   - Directory Functions Incoming

  XDWM..E  SPRFNO   - Directory Functions Outgoing
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  XDWM..E  SPRFPGFL - Free List Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRFRGMT - MSCP Fragments

  XDWM..E  SPRFSCCT - FSC CACHE Record Count (Type 11)

  XDWM..E  SPRFSCDR - FSC CACHE Record Duration (Type 11)

  XDWM..E  SPRGBLFL - Global Valid Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRINSWP - Inswaps

  XDWM..E  SPRIOVCT - IOV IO Record Count (Type 4)

  XDWM..E  SPRIOVDR - IOV IO Record Duration (Type 4)

  XDWM..E  SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

  XDWM..   SPRLCI   - Lock Conversions, Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRLCL   - Lock Conversions, Local

  XDWM..   SPRLCO   - Lock Conversions, Outgoing

  XDWM..E  SPRLOGNM - Logical Name Translations

  XDWM..E  SPRLOK   - Total All Locks

  XDWM..E  SPRLOKCT - LOK LOCK Record Count (Type 7)

  XDWM..E  SPRLOKDR - LOK LOCK Record Duration (Type 7)

  XDWM..   SPRMAILW - Mailbox Writes

  XDWM..E  SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRMSCCT - MSC MSCP Record Count (Type 21)

  XDWM..E  SPRMSCDR - MSC MSCP Record Duration (Type 21)

  XDWM..E  SPRMSCRD - MSCP Reads

  XDWM..E  SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

  XDWM..E  SPRMSCWR - MSCP Writes

  XDWM..   SPRNEI   - New Enqueue Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRNEL   - New Enqueue Local

  XDWM..E  SPRNENQ  - New Enqueues

  XDWM..   SPRNEO   - New Enqueue Outgoing

  XDWM..E  SPRNEWFL - New Files

  XDWM..   SPRNLI   - New Locks, Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRNLL   - New Locks, Local

  XDWM..   SPRNLO   - New Locks, Outgoing

  XDWM..E  SPROPEN  - Files Opened

  XDWM..E  SPRPGECT - PGE PAGE Record Count (Type 3)

  XDWM..E  SPRPGEDR - PGE PAGE Record Duration (Type 3)

  XDWM..E  SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRPGERD - PGE Page Reads

  XDWM..E  SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRPGEWI - PGE Page Write I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRPGEWR - PGE Page Writes

  XDWM..E  SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRPGRD  - Page Reads

  XDWM..E  SPRPGWT  - Page Writes

  XDWM..   SPRPKLOS - Transit Packets Lost

  XDWM..E  SPRPOLCT - POL POOL Record Count (Type 6)

  XDWM..E  SPRPOLDR - POL POOL Record Duration (Type 6)

  XDWM..E  SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRPWIO  - Page Write I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRQUOAT - Quota Cache Attempts

  XDWM..   SPRQUOHT - Quota Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  SPRRDIOS - Page Read I/Os

  XDWM..E  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE1 - 1 Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE2 - 2-3 Block I/Os
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  XDWM..   SPRSIZE3 - 4-7 Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE4 - 8-15 Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE5 - 16-31 Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE6 - 32-63 Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSIZE7 - 64 And Larger Block I/Os

  XDWM..   SPRSPLIT - Split Transfers

  XDWM..E  SPRSTACT - STA STATES Record Count (Type 1)

  XDWM..E  SPRSTADR - STA STATES Record Duration (Type 1)

  XDWM..E  SPRSYSFL - System Page Faults

  XDWM..E  SPRSYTCT - SYT SYSTEM Record Count (Type 17)

  XDWM..E  SPRSYTDR - SYT SYSTEM Record Duration (Type 17)

  XDWM..E  SPRTRNCT - TRN TRANS Record Count (Type 22)

  XDWM..E  SPRTRNDR - TRN TRANS Record Duration (Type 22)

  XDWM..   SPRTURN  - Window Turns

  XDWM..   SPRUNI   - Unlocks, Incoming

  XDWM..   SPRUNL   - Unlocks, Local

  XDWM..   SPRUNO   - Unlocks, Outgoing

  XDWM..   SPRVLOK  - Volume Lock Waits

  XDWM..E  SPRWIPFL - Write In Progress Page Faults

  XDWM..   SPRWTURN - Window Turns

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   SPRMNFP  - Minimum Free Page Count

  XDWM..E  SPRMNFRE - Minimum Free Page List Size

  XDWM..   SPRMNHOL - Minimum Unused KBytes

  XDWM..E  SPRMNIFP - IO Minimum Free Page Count

  XDWM..E  SPRMNIMP - IO Minimum Modified Page Count

  XDWM..E  SPRMNIPF - Minimum Intermediate Req Packets Free

  XDWM..   SPRMNLBK - Minimum Largest Block

  XDWM..E  SPRMNLPF - Minimum Large Request Packets Free

  XDWM..E  SPRMNLPK - Minimum Large Request Packets Left

  XDWM..   SPRMNMP  - Minimum Modified Page Count

  XDWM..E  SPRMNPFP - PGE Minimum Free Page Count

  XDWM..E  SPRMNPMP - PGE Minimum Modified Page Count

  XDWM..   SPRMNSBK - Minimum Smallest Block

  XDWM..E  SPRMNSPF - Minimum Small Request Packets Free

  XDWM..   SPRMNUCN - Minimum Unused Contiguous Space

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   SPRMSTAB - Max Transaction Abort Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTAD - Max Transaction Remote Add Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTBR - Max Transaction Remote Start Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTCO - Max Transaction Total Commit Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTEN - Max Transaction End Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTOP - Max Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTPR - Max Transaction Prepare Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMSTST - Max Transaction Start Rate

  XDWM..   SPRMXCEF - Maximum Common Event Flag Wait

  XDWM..E  SPRMXCLK - Maximum Current Locks

  XDWM..E  SPRMXCP  - Maximum Current Processes

  XDWM..   SPRMXCPW - Maximum Collided Page Wait
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  XDWM..E  SPRMXCRS - Maximum Current Resources

  XDWM..E  SPRMXCSI - Maximum Compute State Wait, Inswapped

  XDWM..E  SPRMXCSO - Maximum Compute State Wait, Outswapped

  XDWM..   SPRMXFPW - Maximum Free Page Wait

  XDWM..   SPRMXHWI - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

  XDWM..   SPRMXHWO - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

  XDWM..E  SPRMXIPU - Maximum Intermediate Req Packet in Use

  XDWM..   SPRMXKBU - Maximum Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

  XDWM..   SPRMXLEI - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Inswap

  XDWM..   SPRMXLEO - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Outswap

  XDWM..E  SPRMXLPU - Maximum Large Request Packets in Use

  XDWM..   SPRMXMRW - Maximum Miscellaneous Resource Wait

  XDWM..E  SPRMXOST - Maximum Other States

  XDWM..   SPRMXPFW - Maximum Page Fault Wait

  XDWM..E  SPRMXPRC - Maximum Process Count

  XDWM..   SPRMXSMB - Maximum Block Less Than or Equal to 32

  XDWM..   SPRMXSPI - Maximum Suspended Wait, Inswapped

  XDWM..   SPRMXSPO - Maximum Suspended Wait, Outswapped

  XDWM..E  SPRMXSPU - Maximum Small Request Packets in Use

  XDWM..E  SPRTRNGE - DEXTS Range From Input Records

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   SPRPCBIT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCDDC - Directory Data Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCEXT - Extent Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCFCB - Directory FCB Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCFHC - File Header Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCFID - File ID Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPCQOT - Quota Cache Hit Percentage

  XDWM..   SPRPSACC - File Access Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSALL - Disk Allocation Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSARL - Arriving Local Packet Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSAST - Blocking ASTs Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSATP - Arriving Transit Packet Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSBAI - Blocking ASTs Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSBAL - Blocking ASTs Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSBAO - Blocking ASTs Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSBIO - Buffered I/O Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSBIT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSBUF - Buffered I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSCAL - FCP Call Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSCEQ - Converted Enqueue Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSDDC - Directory Data Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDEQ - Dequeue Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDFD - Deadlocks Found Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDIO - Direct I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDIR - Direct I/O Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSDLM - Deadlock Message Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDMZ - Demand Zero Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDPL - Departing Local Packet Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSDQI - Dequeue Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSDQL - Dequeue Local Rate
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  XDWM..   SPRPSDQO - Dequeue Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSDSR - Deadlock Search Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSECI - Enqueue Conversion Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSECL - Enqueue Conversion Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSECO - Enqueue Conversion Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSEIO - Erase I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSENQ - Enqueues Not Queued Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSEWT - Enqueue Waits Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSEXT - Extent Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSFCB - Directory FCB Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSFHC - File Header Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSFID - File ID Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFNI - Directory Functions Incoming Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFNO - Directory Functions Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFOP - Files Opened Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFPL - Free List Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFRI - FCP Disk Read I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSGBL - Global Valid Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSIFL - IO Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSINS - Inswap Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSLCI - Lock Conversion Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSLCL - Lock Conversion Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSLCO - Lock Conversion Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSLNT - Logical Name Translation Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSLOS - Transit Packet Loss Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSMBX - Mailbox Write Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSMPL - Modified List Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNEI - New Enqueue Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNEL - New Enqueue Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSNEQ - New Enqueue Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSNFL - New Files Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNLI - New Locks Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNLL - New Locks Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSNLO - New Locks Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSOPN - File Open Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPFL - PGE Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPGR - Page Read Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPGW - Page Write Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPR  - Page Read I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPRI - PGE Page Read I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPW  - Page Write I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSPWI - PGE Page Write I/O Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSQOT - Quota Cache Attempt Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSRBF - Receiver Buffer Failure Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSRED - PGE Page Read Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSRIO - Read I/O Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSSPL - Split Transfer Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSSYS - System Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTAB - Transaction Abort Rate
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  XDWM..E  SPRPSTAD - Transaction Remote Add Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTBR - Transaction Remote Start Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTCO - Transaction Total Commit Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTEN - Transaction End Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTOP - Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTPR - Transaction Prepare Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSTRN - Window Turn Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSTST - Transaction Start Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSUNI - Unlock Incoming Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSUNL - Unlock Local Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSUNO - Unlock Outgoing Rate

  XDWM..   SPRPSVLK - Volume Lock Wait Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSWIP - Write In Progress Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  SPRPSWRT - PGE Page Write Rate

SPRACCS - File Access

SPRACCS contains the number of directory accesses performed to locate files during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSACC - File Access Rate

             SPRNEWFL - New Files

             SPRTURN  - Window Turns

             SPROPEN  - Files Opened

             SPRERASE - Erase I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

SPRACCS is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_ACCESS field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRACCS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRACCS contains the sum of all values of SPRACCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File accesses are directory lookups for the location of the file. SPRACCS is incremented whenever a file is created,
extended, opened, deleted, or erased and when a window turn occurs. Directory lookups are only costly when the
file system cache is not large enough for the directories regularly required on the system. If the SPRACCS is large,
the SYSGEN parameters ACP_SYSACC, ACP_DINDXCACHE, ACP_DIRCACHE, and ACP_MAPCACHE may need
adjusting to improve performance.

SPRALLOC - Disk Allocations

SPRALLOC contains the number of queued I/O requests that caused disk space to be allocated during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSALL - Disk Allocation Rate

             SPRNEWFL - New Files

             SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRALLOC is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_ALLOC field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRALLOC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRALLOC contains the sum of all values of SPRALLOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Space is allocated when a file is created or when a write request causes the file to be extended. If SPRALLOC is high,
then the file system should be checked for fragmentation. Fragmentation can severely affect disk I/O performance as well
as overall system performance. Disk I/O performance is affected by the extra seek time moving from one portion of a file
to another. System performance can be degraded if the fragmentation causes a high rate of window turns.

SPRARLPK - Arriving Local Packets

SPRARLPK contains the number of arriving local packets.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSARL - Arriving Local Packet Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRARLPK is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_ARRLOCPK field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRARLPK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRARLPK contains the sum of all values of SPRARLPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRARLPK counts the packets received by this node that were addressed here. These packets are not just limited to
data packets but include sequencing and other control packets.

SPRARTPK - Arriving Transit Packets

SPRARTPK contains the number of arriving transit packets.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSATP - Arriving Transit Packet Rate

Element Derivation:
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SPRARTPK is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_ARRTRAPK field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRARTPK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRARTPK contains the sum of all values of SPRARTPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Transit packets are those that arrive at this node to be routed on to a subsequent node. If this node is a routing node, the
ratio between SPRARTPK and SPRARLPK gives a good estimate of the effect of the routing function on the node.

SPRBAI - Blocking ASTs, Incoming

SPRBAI contains the count of incoming blocking ASTs for the Lock Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAL - Blocking ASTs, Local

             SPRBAO   - Blocking ASTs, Outgoing

             SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

SPRBAI is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_BLKIN field in the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRBAI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBAI contains the sum of all values of SPRBAI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBAI is the number of requests for asynchronous system traps to notify processes on remote nodes that their requests
are being served.

SPRBAL - Blocking ASTs, Local

SPRBAL contains the count of local blocking ASTs for the Lock Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAI - Blocking ASTs, Incoming

             SPRBAO   - Blocking ASTs, Outgoing

             SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

SPRBAL is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_BLKLOC field in the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRBAL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRBAL contains the sum of all values of SPRBAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBAL is the number of requests for asynchronous system traps to notify local processes that their requests are being
served.

SPRBAO - Blocking ASTs, Outgoing

SPRBAO contains the count of outgoing blocking ASTs for the Lock Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAL - Blocking ASTs, Local

             SPRBAI   - Blocking ASTs, Incoming

             SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

SPRBAO is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_BLKOUT field in the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRBAO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBAO contains the sum of all values of SPRBAO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBAO is the number of requests for asynchronous system traps on remote nodes to notify processes on this node that
their requests are being served.

SPRBIGHL - Largest Block Unused

SPRBIGHL is the size (in kilobytes) of the largest block of unused space in the dynamic nonpaged pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNLBK - Minimum Largest Block

Element Derivation:

SPRBIGHL is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_BIGHOLE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRBIGHL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,097,152.

Summarization Process:

SPRBIGHL contains the last value of SPRBIGHL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The size of the largest hole is stored
in SPRBIGHL. When dynamic memory is required, if the size is larger than SPRBIGHL, the memory manager knows that
it cannot serve that much contiguous space to the process. If SPRBIGHL is too small, the dynamic portion of the pool is
being fragmented badly. If this is the case, the applications should be reviewed for their use of the pool.

SPRBIOS - Buffered I/Os

SPRBIOS contains the number of I/O requests to buffered devices such as terminals and printers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             SPRBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRBIOS is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_BUFIO field of the VMS MONITOR I/O record.

Range of Value:

SPRBIOS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBIOS contains the sum of all values of SPRBIOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBIOS reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/O operations usually
do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers, and other buffered devices under direct
control of the CPU, however, can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os. If buffered I/O is a problem on the
system, reconfiguring hardware to include terminal servers will help reduce the effect on the system.

SPRBITAT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempts

SPRBITAT contains the number of attempts to find information in the storage bitmap cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBITHT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRBITAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_STORAGMAP_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR
FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPRBITAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBITAT contains the sum of all values of SPRBITAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. If there is not enough space there,
the storage bitmap is tried. The storage bitmap cache is checked for an area large enough for the file. This check is
registered in SPRBITAT. If the space is found in the cache, a hit is also recorded in SPRBITHT. Activity on the storage
bitmap is an indication that the disk volume is fragmented. If SPRBITAT is much larger than SPRBITHT, the disk is
very badly fragmented and should be defragmented. The size of the bitmap cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter
ACP_MAPCACHE.

SPRBITHT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hits

SPRBITHT contains the number of successful attempts to find information in the storage bitmap cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBITAT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRBITHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_STORAGMAP_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRBITHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBITHT contains the sum of all values of SPRBITHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. If there is not enough space there,
the storage bitmap is tried. The storage bitmap cache is checked for an area large enough for the file. This check is
registered in SPRBITAT. If the space is found in the cache, a hit is also recorded in SPRBITHT. Activity on the storage
bitmap is an indication that the disk volume is fragmented. If SPRBITAT is much larger than SPRBITHT, the disk is
very badly fragmented and should be defragmented. The size of the bitmap cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter
ACP_MAPCACHE.

SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

SPRBLAST contains the count of blocking ASTs for the Lock Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSAST - Blocking ASTs Rate

             SPRBAL   - Blocking ASTs, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRBLAST is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_BLKAST field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRBLAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBLAST contains the sum of all values of SPRBLAST processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

SPRBLAST is the number of requests for asynchronous system traps to notify local processes that their requests are
being served.

SPRBUFFL - Receiver Buffer Failures

SPRBUFFL contains the number of receiver buffer failures.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSRBF - Receiver Buffer Failure Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRBUFFL is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_RCVBUFFL field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRBUFFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBUFFL contains the sum of all values of SPRBUFFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the target node was unable to receive a packet, this node knows it must retransmit the message. SPRBUFFL
represents packets that were resent because of buffer problems in the target nodes. If this occurs, the target node is
having problems with its nonpaged pool.

SPRBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

SPRBUFIO contains the number of I/O requests to buffered devices, such as terminals and printers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             SPRBIOS  - Buffered I/Os

             PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRBUFIO is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_BUFIO field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRBUFIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBUFIO contains the sum of all values of SPRBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBUFIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/O operations
usually do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers, and other buffered devices under
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direct control of the CPU, however, can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os. If buffered I/O is a problem on the
system, reconfiguring hardware to include terminal servers will help reduce the impact to the system.

SPRBWAIT - MSCP Buffer Waits

SPRBWAIT contains the count of requests that were forced to wait for a buffer to be served.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRBWAIT is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_BUFWAIT field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRBWAIT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRBWAIT contains the sum of all values of SPRBWAIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If there is a high number of requests that are waiting for buffers to be clear, the performance of the cluster will suffer. More
MSCP buffer space is needed if SPRBWAIT becomes large.

SPRCALLS - FCP Calls

SPRCALLS contains the number of queued I/O requests received by the file system during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSCAL - FCP Call Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCALLS is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_CALLS field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRCALLS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRCALLS contains the sum of all values of SPRCALLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCALLS is an indicator of the activity on the file system that is due to typical application programs.

SPRCEF - Common Event Flag Wait

SPRCEF contains the count of processes waiting for a common event flag to be signaled.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXCEF - Maximum Common Event Flag Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRCEF is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_CEF field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRCEF takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRCEF contains the last value of SPRCEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCEF records how many processes are waiting for resources that are in global memory or are waiting on a system-
wide event. If the number in SPRCEF represents a large percentage of the processes in the system, the system is
probably locking too many global resources. These resources represent a bottleneck that may eventually degrade system
performance.

SPRCENQ - Converted Enqueues

SPRCENQ contains the count of converted enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSCEQ - Converted Enqueue Rate

             SPRLCL   - Lock Conversions, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRCENQ is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_ENQCVT field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRCENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRCENQ contains the sum of all values of SPRCENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCENQ counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) that were granted after the process had been waiting.

SPRCLSCT - CLS CLUSTER Record Count (Type 19)

SPRCLSCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR CLUSTER records processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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When a VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record is stored, SPRCLSCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRCLSCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR CLUSTER records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRCLSCT contains the sum of all values of SPRCLSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCLSCT is used as the divisor when computing averages and ratios with the measurement data.

SPRCLSDR - CLS CLUSTER Record Duration (Type 19)

SPRCLSDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCLSCT - CLS CLUSTER Record Count (Type 19)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRCLSDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCLSDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRCLSDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRCLSDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRCLSTM - CLS CPU Busy Time

SPRCLSTM contains the amount of time the CPU spent in all CPU modes excluding idle mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value in seconds.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time

Element Derivation:

SPRCLSTM is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_CPU_BUSY field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.
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Range of Value:

SPRCLSTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

SPRCLSTM contains the sum of all values of SPRCLSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCLSTM is the amount of time that the CPU was doing work. This time is an aggregate of all the CPU modes
(executive, kernel, supervisor, and user) in which the processor operates. The difference between SPRCLSTM and
DURATION (measurement interval) is the amount of time the processor was idle.

SPRCNTAB - Transactions Aborted Count

SPRCNTAB contains the count of transaction operations aborted by DECdtm services. It is the total of planned and
unplanned aborts.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTAB - Transaction Abort Rate

             SPRMSTAB - Max Transaction Abort Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTAB is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_ABORTS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTAB contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Abort Transaction system service can be called by any resource manager or transaction manager participating in
the transaction. This might be due to a machine failure, for example. In the abort phase, all transaction participants are
ordered to abort and roll back their work.

SPRCNTAD - Add Remote Branch Ops Count

SPRCNTAD contains the count of add remote (to a remote subordinate parent) branch operations by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTAD - Transaction Remote Add Rate

             SPRMSTAD - Max Transaction Remote Add Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTAD is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_ADDS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SPRCNTAD contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTBR - Start Remote Branch Ops Count

SPRCNTBR contains the count of start remote (to a remote parent) branch operations by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTBR - Transaction Remote Start Rate

             SPRMSTBR - Max Transaction Remote Start Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTBR is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BRANCHS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTBR contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTCO - Transactions Total Committed Count

SPRCNTCO contains the count of transactions committed in total. It is the combined total of one-phase and two-phase
commit operations completed by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTCO - Transaction Total Commit Rate

             SPRMSTCO - Max Transaction Total Commit Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTCO is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_COMMITS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTCO contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SPRCNTD1 - Transactions < 1 Second Count

SPRCNTD1 contains the count of transactions with a duration of less than 1 second.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTD1 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS1 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD1 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTD2 - Transactions 1-2 Seconds Count

SPRCNTD2 contains the count of transactions with a duration of 1 second to less than 2 seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTD2 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS2 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD2 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTD3 - Transactions 2-3 Seconds Count

SPRCNTD3 contains the count of transactions with a duration of 2 seconds to less than 3 seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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SPRCNTD3 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS3 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD3 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTD4 - Transactions 3-4 Seconds Count

SPRCNTD4 contains the count of transactions with a duration of 3 seconds to less than 4 seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTD4 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS4 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD4 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTD5 - Transactions 4-5 Seconds Count

SPRCNTD5 contains the count of transactions with a duration of 4 seconds to less than 5 seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTD5 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS5 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD5 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SPRCNTD6 - Transactions > 5 Seconds Count

SPRCNTD6 contains the count of transactions with a duration of 5 seconds or greater.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTD6 is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_BUCKETS6 field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTD6 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTD6 contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTD6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRCNTEN - Transactions Ended Count

SPRCNTEN contains the count of transaction operations ended by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTEN - Transaction End Rate

             SPRMSTEN - Max Transaction End Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTEN is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_ENDS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTEN contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCNTEN reflects the number of times that the $END_TRANS system service completed.

SPRCNTOP - One-Phase Commits Initiated

SPRCNTOP contains the count of one-phase commit operations initiated by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTOP - Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

             SPRMSTOP - Max Transaction One-Phase Init Rate
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Element Derivation:

SPRCNTOP is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_ONE_PHASE field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTOP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTOP contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCNTOP reflects the number of transactions processed using a lower resource operation because there is only one
resource manager participating in the transaction.

SPRCNTPR - Transactions Prepared Count

SPRCNTPR contains the count of transactions placed in the prepare state by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTPR - Transaction Prepare Rate

             SPRMSTPR - Max Transaction Prepare Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTPR is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_PREPARES field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCNTPR contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The prepare phase is the first phase of the two-phase commit protocol implemented by DECdtm services when the
$END_TRANS service is called.

SPRCNTST - Transactions Started Count

SPRCNTST contains the count of transaction operations started by DECdtm services.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTST - Transaction Start Rate

             SPRMSTST - Max Transaction Start Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRCNTST is set to the value of the MNR_TRA$L_STARTS field of the VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record.

Range of Value:

SPRCNTST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SPRCNTST contains the sum of all values of SPRCNTST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCNTST reflects the number of successful completions of the $START_TRANS system service.

SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

SPRCOLPG contains the count of processes waiting for pages of memory that have been placed in the system page file.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPFW   - Page Fault Wait

             SPRFPGWT - Free page wait

             SPRMXCPW - Maximum Collided Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRCOLPG is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_COLPG field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRCOLPG takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRCOLPG contains the last value of SPRCOLPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in SPRCOLPG indicates that the process working set sizes are not set high enough. If there is still memory
on the free page list, the process working sets should be increased to help lower collided paging. Collided paging occurs
when a process requests access to a page of memory that had been in memory at one time but has been written to the
page file to free memory to satisfy other memory accesses.

If SPRCOLPG is high and there is no memory on the free page list, the system may need additional physical memory. If
SPRCOLPG is high, the free page list is nearly empty and only a few processes are outswapped, the system is probably
tuned as well as it can be for the limited resources available.

A high value in SPRCOLPG will have negative effects on the CPU and the I/O subsystem. The CPU usage will not show
in any of the processes on the system but will be recorded as kernel and executive mode processing.

SPRCOM - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

SPRCOM contains the count of processes that are ready to compute but are waiting to be scheduled by VMS.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXCSI - Maximum Compute State Wait, Inswapped

             SPRCOMO  - Compute State Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRCOM is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_COM field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.
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Range of Value:

SPRCOM takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRCOM contains the last value of SPRCOM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VMS allows a running system to support more active processes than can fit into physical memory at one time. It does
this by moving entire processes in an out of physical memory. Inactive processes are moved from physical memory to
swap files on disk (outswapped). When they become active, VMS moves them back into physical memory (inswapped).
SPRCOM records how many processes are ready to compute but are prevented from doing so because the CPU is busy
with higher priority tasks. If the number in SPRCOM is a significant percentage of the total number of processes on the
system, the CPU is not fast enough for the workload.

SPRCOMO - Compute State Wait, Outswapped

SPRCOMO contains the count of processes that are ready to compute, are waiting to be scheduled, and have been
swapped out.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXCSO - Maximum Compute State Wait, Outswapped

             SPRCOM   - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRCOMO is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_COMO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRCOMO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRCOMO contains the last value of SPRCOMO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VMS allows a running system to support more active processes than can fit into physical memory at one time. It does
this by moving entire processes in an out of physical memory. Inactive processes are moved from physical memory to
swap files on disk (outswapped). When they become active, VMS moves them back into physical memory (inswapped).
SPRCOMO records how many processes were ready to compute but were prevented from doing so because the
scheduler swapped them out before the CPU was free to process them. If SPRCOMO is nonzero the system probably
needs improvements. The most common reason for a nonzero value in SPRCOMO is that there is not enough physical
memory. A second reason is that the CPU is not fast enough for the workload, but that may be due to excessive paging
and swapping.

SPRCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

SPRCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed, calculated by multiplying the
measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRCPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of SPRCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, SPRCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time

SPRCPUTM contains the amount of time the CPU spent in all CPU modes, excluding idle mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value in seconds.

  SEE ALSO:  MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time

             MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time

             MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time

             MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time

             MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time

             MODUSRTM - User Mode Time

             MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time

Element Derivation:

SPRCPUTM is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_BUSY field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRCPUTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

SPRCPUTM contains the sum of all values of SPRCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCPUTM is the amount of time that the CPU was doing work. This time is the aggregate of all the CPU modes
(executive, kernel, supervisor, and user) in which the processor operates. The difference between SPRCPUTM and
DURATION (measurement interval) is the amount of time the processor was idle.
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SPRCUR - Current Processes

SPRCUR contains the number of current processes on the VMS system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXCP  - Maximum Current Processes

Element Derivation:

SPRCUR is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_CUR field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRCUR takes any integer value from 1 to the number of processors installed in the VAX hardware.

Summarization Process:

SPRCUR contains the last value of SPRCUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a single processor VAX system, SPRCUR will always be 1--the process running VMS MONITOR itself. In a
multiprocessor system, SPRCUR can be as high as the number of processors installed in the hardware. If the value in
SPRCUR is less than the number of processors, then the workload is not sufficient to keep the processors busy.

SPRCURLK - Current Locks

SPRCURLK contains the number of locks currently on the system during DURATION measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCURRS - Current Resources

             SPRMXCLK - Maximum Current Locks

Element Derivation:

SPRCURLK is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_NUMLOCK field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRCURLK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRCURLK contains the last value of SPRCURLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCURLK counts the number of resources on the system that have been exclusively granted to processes.

SPRCURRS - Current Resources

SPRCURRS contains the number of resources on which processes can enqueue to gain their exclusive use.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRCURLK - Current Locks

             SPRMXCRS - Maximum Current Resources

Element Derivation:

SPRCURRS is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_NUMRES field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRCURRS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRCURRS contains the last value of SPRCURRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCURRS counts the current number of enqueue control blocks registered with the Lock Manager. When a process
wants exclusive access to a system-wide resource, it requests an enqueue control block associated with the resource.
The resource is then counted as both a current resource and as a current lock (SPRCURLK). When the process is done
with exclusive use of the resource, it dequeues the resource, removing it from the list of current locks. The enqueue
control block remains associated with the resource until the control block is deregistered.

SPRDATAT - Directory Data Cache Attempts

SPRDATAT contains the number of times the system attempted to locate a file name in the directory data cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDATHT - Directory Data Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRDATAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_DIRDATA_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRDATAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDATAT contains the sum of all values of SPRDATAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, closed, deleted, extended, or truncated, the file name is looked up in the directory. The
directory cache is searched for the directory data needed. The occurrence is recorded in SPRDATAT. If the directory
is found in the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRDATHT. The directory data cache size is set by the SYSGEN
parameter ACP_DIRCACHE.

SPRDATHT - Directory Data Cache Hits

SPRDATHT contains the number of successful attempts to find data in the directory data cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRDATAT - Directory Data Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRDATHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_DIRDATA_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRDATHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDATHT contains the sum of all values of SPRDATHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the file name is looked up in the directory. The directory
cache is searched for the directory data needed. The occurrence of the search is recorded in SPRDATAT. If the directory
is found in the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRDATHT. The directory data cache size is set by the SYSGEN
parameter ACP_DIRCACHE.

SPRDEADF - Deadlocks Found

SPRDEADF contains the number of times the Lock Manager found an enqueue deadlock.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEADS - Deadlock Searches

             SPRPSDFD - Deadlocks Found Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRDEADF is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_DLCKFND field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRDEADF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDEADF contains the sum of all values of SPRDEADF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks are a potential problem any time processes must serialize resources to accomplish their tasks. Whenever
a process holds a resource beyond the time of the system deadlock wait, the Lock Manager searches all processes
waiting on resources to determine if a deadlock condition exists. SPRDEADF is the number of times the Lock Manager
determined that a deadlock existed and took measures to clear the blocked resource.

SPRDEADS - Deadlock Searches

SPRDEADS contains the number of times the Lock Manager performed a deadlock search.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEADF - Deadlocks Found

             SPRPSDSR - Deadlock Search Rate
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             SPRDLM   - Deadlock Messages

Element Derivation:

SPRDEADS is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_DLKSRCH field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRDEADS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDEADS contains the sum of all values of SPRDEADS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks are a potential problem any time processes must serialize resource usage to accomplish their tasks. Whenever
a process holds a resource beyond the time of the system deadlock wait, the Lock Manager searches all processes
waiting for exclusive use of resources to determine if a deadlock condition exists. SPRDEADS is the number of times the
Lock Manager searched for deadlocks.

SPRDEQ - Dequeues

SPRDEQ contains the number of dequeues issued to release or free up resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSDEQ - Dequeue Rate

             SPRUNL   - Unlocks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRDEQ is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_DEQ field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDEQ contains the sum of all values of SPRDEQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRDIOS - Direct I/Os

SPRDIOS contains the count of I/O requests to nonbuffered devices such as disks or tape drives.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRODIRIO - Direct I/Os

             SPRDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:
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SPRDIOS is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_DIRIO field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRDIOS takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDIOS contains the sum of all values of SPRDIOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDIOS reflects the number of direct I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have great effect
on system performance, but the effect varies widely depending on average transaction size. If the number of direct I/Os is
constant, but the average transaction size is increasing, the negative effect will be greater.

SPRDIRIO - Direct I/Os

SPRDIRIO contains the count of I/O requests to nonbuffered devices, such as disks or tape drives.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRODIRIO - Direct I/Os

             SPRDIOS  - Direct I/Os

             PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRDIRIO is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_DIRIO field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRDIRIO takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDIRIO contains the sum of all values of SPRDIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDIRIO reflects the number of direct I/O operations, not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have great effect
on system performance, but the effect varies widely depending on the average transaction size. System performance can
be degraded even when the number of direct I/Os is constant and average transaction size is increasing.

SPRDLKCT - DLK DLOCK Record Count (Type 14)

SPRDLKCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR DLOCK processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR DLOCK record is processed, SPRDLKCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRDLKCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR DLOCK records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRDLKCT contains the sum of all values of SPRDLKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDLKCT is used as a divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRDLKDR - DLK DLOCK Record Duration (Type 14)

SPRDLKDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDLKCT - DLK DLOCK Record Count (Type 14)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRDLKDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRDLKDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRDLKDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRDLKDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRDLM - Deadlock Messages

SPRDLM contains the number of deadlock detection messages processed by the Lock Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEADS - Deadlock Searches

Element Derivation:

SPRDLM is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DLCKMSG field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRDLM takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRDLM contains the sum of all values of SPRDLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks among cluster nodes could become a serious problem, so the Lock Manager sends messages to the
controlling process whenever a converted lock has been held for longer than the SYSGEN parameter allows. If the
process is waiting for another lock, it is told to go back to waiting for this resource, and the resource is freed for another
job.

SPRDMZFL - Demand Zero Page Faults

SPRDMZFL contains the number of pages allocated and then set to zeros as a result of page faults for DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSDMZ - Demand Zero Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRDMZFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_DZROFLTS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRDMZFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDMZFL contains the sum of all values of SPRDMZFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For each count in SPRDMZFL, a process requested a page of memory to be allocated for that process and for the system
to initialize the page to zeros. This activity usually is performed when an image first begins using memory that had been
logically allocated at compile time. Therefore, SPRDMZFL is a good estimator of the effect of image activation on paging.

Some images also dynamically request zeroed pages from the system, but on typical applications dynamic demand-zero
faults are only a small portion of SPRDMZFL.

SPRDNTCT - DNT DECNET Record Count (Type 8)

SPRDNTCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR DECNET records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR DECNET record is processed, SPRDNTCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRDNTCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of records processed in the level of summarization.
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Summarization Process:

SPRDNTCT contains the sum of all values of SPRDNTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDNTCT is used as a divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRDNTDR - DNT DECNET Record Duration (Type 8)

SPRDNTDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDNTCT - DNT DECNET Record Count (Type 8)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRDNTDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRDNTDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRDNTDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRDNTDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRDPLPK - Departing Local Packets

SPRDPLPK contains the number of departing local packets.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSDPL - Departing Local Packet Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRDPLPK is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_DEPLOCPK field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRDPLPK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDPLPK contains the sum of all values of SPRDPLPK processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Departing local packets are DECnet data packets and control messages that originate with this node. It is presumed
that the number of departing transit packages will be the same as those that arrived. The ratio between SPRARTPK and
SPRDPLPK gives a rough estimate of the effect of routing on outgoing network communications.

SPRDQI - Dequeue Incoming

SPRDQI contains the count of incoming dequeues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQO - Dequeue Outgoing

             SPRDQL - Dequeue Local

Element Derivation:

SPRDQI is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_DEQIN field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRDQI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDQI contains the sum of all values of SPRDQI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDQI counts the number of locks from remote nodes that were released (dequeued).

SPRDQL - Dequeue Local

SPRDQL contains the count of local dequeues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQO - Dequeue Outgoing

             SPRDQI - Dequeue Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRDQL is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_DEQLOC field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRDQL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDQL contains the sum of all values of SPRDQL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDQL counts the number of locks from this node that were released (dequeued).

SPRDQO - Dequeue Outgoing

SPRDQO contains the count of outgoing dequeues.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQI - Dequeue Incoming

             SPRDQL - Dequeue Local

Element Derivation:

SPRDQO is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_DEQOUT field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRDQO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRDQO contains the sum of all values of SPRDQO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDQO counts the number of locks from this node that were released (dequeued) from remote nodes.

SPRECI - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

SPRECI contains the count of converted incoming enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECO - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

             SPRECL - Enqueue Conversions Local

Element Derivation:

SPRECI is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQCVTIN field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRECI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRECI contains the sum of all values of SPRECI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRECI counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) from remote nodes that were actually granted.

SPRECL - Enqueue Conversions Local

SPRECL contains the count of converted local enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECO - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

             SPRECI - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

Element Derivation:
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SPRECL is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQCVTLOC field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRECL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRECL contains the sum of all values of SPRECL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRECL counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) from this node that were actually granted.

SPRECO - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

SPRECO contains the count of converted outgoing enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECI - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

             SPRECL - Enqueue Conversions Local

Element Derivation:

SPRECO is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQCVTOUT field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRECO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRECO contains the sum of all values of SPRECO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRECO counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) sent to remote nodes that were actually granted.

SPRENQNQ - Enqueues Not Queued

SPRENQNQ contains the number of enqueue requests not queued because 'wait' was not specified with the request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSENQ - Enqueues Not Queued Rate

             SPRENQWT - Enqueue Waits

Element Derivation:

SPRENQNQ is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_ENQNOTQD field from the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRENQNQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRENQNQ contains the sum of all values of SPRENQNQ processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When a process requests an enqueue of a resource, it can specify what to do if the resource is already locked; it can wait
until the resource becomes available or it can try again later. If the request specified it does not want to wait, the enqueue
request will not be queued. The occurrence is recorded in SPRENQNQ. If SPRENQNQ is consistently large, there may
be at least one process using program logic to determine when the resource becomes available, rather than using the
conventional 'wait' option when requesting the enqueue. This can quickly consume CPU time and should be discouraged.

SPRENQWT - Enqueue Waits

SPRENQWT contains the number of times enqueue requests were queued to wait for a resource to become available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSEWT - Enqueue Waits Rate

             SPRENQNQ - Enqueues Not Queued

Element Derivation:

SPRENQWT is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_ENQWAIT field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRENQWT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRENQWT contains the sum of all values of SPRENQWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process requests an enqueue of a resource, it can specify what to do if the resource is already locked; it can wait
until the resource becomes available or it can try again later. If the request specified to wait, the request will be placed
on a queue to wait for the resource to become available. This occurrence is recorded in SPRENQWT. If SPRENQWT is
consistently large, there is a great deal of contention for a limited resource(s). Investigate which resource(s) is causing the
bottleneck and make appropriate changes to reduce the contention.

SPRERASE - Erase I/O Operations

SPRERASE contains the number of requests the file system received to erase data in files during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSEIO - Erase I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRERASE is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_ field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRERASE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRERASE contains the sum of all values of SPRERASE processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

If SPRERASE is high and system I/O performance is poor, high-water marking should be turned off on the volumes
affected. By default, VMS disks are initialized with high-water marking enabled. The high-water marking feature is typically
used for security purposes because it triggers the file system to write zeros to all allocated bytes when a file is deleted.
Although good for security, it could noticeably affect I/O performance on disks where files are frequently created and
deleted.

SPREXTAT - Extent Cache Attempts

SPREXTAT contains the number of attempts the system made to allocate file space in extent cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPREXTHT - Extent Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPREXTAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_EXT_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPREXTAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPREXTAT contains the sum of all values of SPREXTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is extent cache. The occurrence of the search is recorded
in SPREXTAT. If there is a large enough space to satisfy the allocation, the space is allocated in extent cache and the
occurrence is recorded in SPREXTHT. When a file is deleted or truncated, an attempt is made to put the space back
into extent cache. This occurrence is recorded in SPREXTAT. If extent cache can hold the space being returned, the
occurrence is recorded in SPREXTHT. If SPREXTAT is much larger than SPREXTHT, either the disk is fragmented
or extent cache is too small. The size of extent cache is set by the SYSGEN parameters ACP_EXTCACHE and
ACP_EXTLIMIT.

SPREXTHT - Extent Cache Hits

SPREXTHT contains the number of times the system was successful at allocating space in or returning space to extent
cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPREXTAT - Extent Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPREXTHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_EXT_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPREXTHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPREXTHT contains the sum of all values of SPREXTHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is extent cache. The occurrence of the search is recorded
in SPREXTAT. If there is a large enough space to satisfy the allocation, the space is allocated in extent cache and the
occurrence is recorded in SPREXTHT. When a file is deleted or truncated, an attempt is made to put the space back into
extent cache. This occurrence is recorded in SPREXTAT. If extent cache can hold the space being returned, the success
is recorded in SPREXTHT. If SPREXTAT is much larger than SPREXTHT, either the disk is fragmented or extent cache is
too small. The size of extent cache is set by the SYSGEN parameters ACP_EXTCACHE and ACP_EXTLIMIT.

SPRFCBAT - Directory FCB Cache Attempts

SPRFCBAT contains the number of attempts to find information in the directory file control block (FCB) cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCBHT - Directory FCB Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRFCBAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_DIRFCB_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRFCBAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCBAT contains the sum of all values of SPRFCBAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the system has to find the directory containing the file
name. The directory FCB cache is searched for the FCB describing the file. This occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBAT. If
the FCB is found, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBHT. The size of the directory FCB cache is set by the SYSGEN
parameters ACP_SYSACC and ACP_DINDXCACHE.

SPRFCBHT - Directory FCB Cache Hits

SPRFCBHT contains the number of times the system successfully located file names in the directory file control block
(FCB) cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCBAT - Directory FCB Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRFCBHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_DIRFCB_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRFCBHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRFCBHT contains the sum of all values of SPRFCBHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the system has to find the directory containing the file
name. The directory FCB cache is searched for the FCB describing the file. This occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBAT. If
the FCB is found, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBHT. The size of the directory FCB cache is set by the SYSGEN
parameters ACP_SYSACC and ACP_DINDXCACHE.

SPRFCPCT - FCP Record Count (Type 5)

SPRFCPCT contains the number of FCP records entered.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR FCP record is stored, SPRFCPCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRFCPCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR FCP records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCPCT contains the sum of all values of SPRFCPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFCPCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRFCPDR - FCP Record Duration (Type 5)

SPRFCPDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPCT - FCP Record Count (Type 5)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRFCPDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCPDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRFCPDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRFCPDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

SPRFCPFL contains the number of pages of memory accessed by the file system processes but were not in physical
memory during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

             SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

             SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

             SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

             PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRFCPFL is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_FAULT field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRFCPFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCPFL contains the sum of all values of SPRFCPFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRFCPFL is large, the file system processing is being held up by paging. Working set sizes should be set so that
SPRFCPFL remains relatively small.

SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

SPRFCPRI contains the number of read requests processed by the file system during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFRI - FCP Disk Read I/O Rate

             DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

SPRFCPRI is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_READ field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:
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SPRFCPRI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCPRI contains the sum of all values of SPRFCPRI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRFCPRI plus SPRFCPWI is close to the sum of the DSKIOOPS for all disks on the node, file system caching is not
working right. To improve this, check for fragmentation of the file system and increase the size of the ancillary control
process (ACP) cache buffers. To set the ACP cache buffers, modify the SYSGEN parameters that begin with "ACP_".

SPRFCPTM - FCP CPU Time

SPRFCPTM contains the number of seconds of CPU time used by the file system during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

SPRFCPTM is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_FCPCPU field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRFCPTM is a SAS time value ranging from 00.00.00 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

SPRFCPTM contains the sum of all values of SPRFCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRFCPTM is a significant percentage of MODCPUTM, then the file system is affecting system CPU response. High
SPRFCPTM is usually an indication that the file system caches are not large enough and that the window turn rate is too
high.

SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

SPRFCPWI contains the number of write requests processed by the file system during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

             DSKIOOPS - Disk I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

SPRFCPWI is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_ field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRFCPWI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRFCPWI contains the sum of all values of SPRFCPWI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRFCPRI plus SPRFCPWI is close to the sum of the DSKIOOPS for all disks on the node, file system caching is not
working right. To improve this, check for fragmentation of the file system and increase the size of the ancillary control
process (ACP) cache buffers. To set the ACP cache buffers, modify the SYSGEN parameters that begin with "ACP_".

SPRFHDAT - File Header Cache Attempts

SPRFHDAT contains the number of attempts to find a file header in the file header cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFHDHT - File Header Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRFHDAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_FILHDR_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRFHDAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFHDAT contains the sum of all values of SPRFHDAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an open, close, extend, delete, or truncate operation is requested on a file, the file header is located by searching
the file header cache. The search is recorded in SPRFHDAT. If the header is found, the occurrence is recorded in
SPRFHDHT. The size of the file header cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_HDRCACHE.

SPRFHDHT - File Header Cache Hits

SPRFHDHT contains the number of times the file header was successfully found in the file header cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFHDAT - File Header Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRFHDHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_DIRDATA_HIT of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPRFHDHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFHDHT contains the sum of all values of SPRFHDHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When an open, close, extend, delete or truncate operation is requested on a file, the file header is located by searching
the file header cache. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFHDAT. If the header is found, the occurrence is
recorded in SPRFHDHT. The size of the file header cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_HDRCACHE.

SPRFIDAT - File ID Cache Attempts

SPRFIDAT contains the number of attempts to obtain file IDs from and return file IDs to the file ID cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFIDHT - File ID Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRFIDAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_FID_TRIES field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPRFIDAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFIDAT contains the sum of all values of SPRFIDAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File ID numbers are assigned when files are created and returned on deletion. When a file is created, the file ID cache is
searched for the next file ID to use. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDAT. If the file ID is found, the occurrence
is recorded in SPRFIDHT. When a file is deleted, its file ID is returned to the file ID cache. The return occurrence also is
recorded in SPRFIDAT. If the file ID can be returned to the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDHT. If SPRFIDAT
is much larger than SPRFIDHT, the performance of creating and deleting files is hampered. The size of the file ID cache is
set by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_FIDCACHE.

SPRFIDHT - File ID Cache Hits

SPRFIDHT contains the number of times file IDs were successfully obtained from and returned to the file ID cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFIDAT - File ID Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRFIDHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_FID_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPRFIDHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFIDHT contains the sum of all values of SPRFIDHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File ID numbers are issued when files are created and returned on deletion. When a file is created, the file ID cache is
searched for the next file ID. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDAT. If the file ID is there, the occurrence is
recorded in SPRFIDHT. When a file is deleted, its file ID is returned to the file ID cache. The return occurrence is recorded
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in SPRFIDAT. If the file ID can be returned to cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDHT. If SPRFIDAT is much
larger than SPRFIDHT, the performance of creating and deleting files is hampered. The size of the file ID cache is set by
the SYSGEN parameter ACP_FIDCACHE.

SPRFILOP - Files Opened

SPRFILOP contains the count of files opened for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFOP - Files Opened Rate

             SPROPEN  - Files Opened

Element Derivation:

SPRFILOP is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_OPENS field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRFILOP takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFILOP contains the sum of all values of SPRFILOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Opening files can consume a lot of resources, both in CPU time and the number of disk I/Os required. If the directory of
the file is cached in memory, then the resource requirement is less. When a file is opened, its location is looked up in the
directory. If the directory is not in cache, then it must be read from disk into cache. Once the location of the file is found,
the file header is read into the file header cache, the file's table of block locations and index buffers are allocated and read
from disk.

If SPRFILOP is large, then a lot of the machine resources are being used to initialize the files. If this seems to be affecting
performance, the VAX system manager can do one of two things:

• Increase directory caches, which takes away user memory.
• Modify applications so they do not open as many files.

SPRFNI - Directory Functions Incoming

SPRFNI contains the count of incoming directory functions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFNO - Directory Functions Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRFNI is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DIROUT field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRFNI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFNI contains the sum of all values of SPRFNI processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Cluster-wide directory functions, such as file creation and deletion, require a lot of coordination on the part of the Lock
Manager. SPRFNI keeps track of those that come from remote nodes.

SPRFNO - Directory Functions Outgoing

SPRFNO contains the count of outgoing directory functions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFNI - Directory Functions Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRFNO is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DIRIN field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRFNO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFNO contains the sum of all values of SPRFNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cluster-wide directory functions, such as file creation and deletion, require a lot of coordination on the part of the Lock
Manager. SPRFNO keeps track of those that are sent to remote nodes.

SPRFPGFL - Free List Page Faults

SPRFPGFL contains the number of pages allocated from the free page list to satisfy process requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFPL - Free Page List Fault Rate

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRFPGFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_FREFLTS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRFPGFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFPGFL contains the sum of all values of SPRFPGFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFPGFL represents the number of pages needed from the free page list. Free pages are requested during image
activation and when a process needs to expand its working set size. SPRFPGFL is usually proportional to the amount of
image activation on the system. When the free page list is depleted, the process requesting a free page is put into free
page wait state until a free page is available.
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Free pages are reclaimed at image termination or when working sets are trimmed. Typical values for SPRPSFPL range
from 0 to 30, depending on image activation. A larger amount is not necessarily harmful, although high image activation
may well be.

SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

SPRFPGWT contains the count of processes waiting for pages of memory from the free page list.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRPFW   - Page Fault Wait

             SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

             SPRMXFPW - Maximum Free Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRFPGWT is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_FPG field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRFPGWT takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRFPGWT contains the last value of SPRFPGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A nonzero value in SPRFPGWT means that some processes are waiting for new pages from the free page list but none
are currently available. Free pages will be reclaimed from processes that have exceeded their working set quota first and
then by swapping out low-priority processes.

SPRFPGWT usually will not get very large unless processes activate many images and memory is constrained.
Increasing the free list cache size in the SYSGEN parameters should decrease the number of processes that must wait
for free pages.

SPRFRE - Free Page List Size

SPRFRE contains the count of pages on the free page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNIFP - IO Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

             SPRFREEP - IO Free Page Count

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRFRE is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_FRLIST field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRFRE takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:
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SPRFRE contains the last value of SPRFRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFRE represents the number of 512-byte pages of physical memory available for processes to allocate. The number is
decremented whenever a free page list fault occurs (SPRFPGFL). SPRFRE is incremented when:

• A process terminates.
• A process voluntarily frees memory.
• The memory manager decrements the working set size of a process.
• A large process is swapped out and the processes being swapped in are not as large as the hole left behind.

The SYSGEN parameter FREELIM is used to signal a lower bound for SPRFRE. If FREELIM is ever larger than SPRFRE,
the memory manager begins decrementing working set sizes to bring SPRFRE back up to FREEGOAL, another SYSGEN
parameter. If SPRFRE is consistently less than FREEGOAL, there is probably not enough physical memory on the
system.

If SPRFRE becomes 0, free page faults will also cause the faulting process to enter the free page wait state, SPRFPGWT.
This always means that the system needs more physical memory.

SPRFREEP - IO Free Page Count

SPRFREEP contains the count of pages on the free page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNIFP - IO Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

             SPRFRPG  - Free Page Count

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRFREEP is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRFREEP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRFREEP contains the last value of SPRFREEP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFREEP represents the number of 512-byte pages of physical memory available for processes to allocate. The
number is decremented whenever a free page list fault (SPRFPGFL) occurs. SPRFREEP is incremented when:

• A process terminates.
• A process voluntarily frees memoryThe memory manager decrements the working set size of a process.
• A large process is swapped out and the processes being swapped in are not as large as the hole left behind.

The SYSGEN parameter FREELIM is used to signal a lower bound for SPRFREEP. If FREELIM is ever larger than
SPRFREEP, the memory manager begins decrementing working set sizes to bring SPRFREEP back up to FREEGOAL,
another SYSGEN parameter. If SPRFREEP is consistently less than FREEGOAL, there is probably not enough physical
memory on the system.

If SPRFREEP becomes 0, free page faults also will cause the faulting process to enter the free page wait state,
SPRFPGWT. This always means that the system needs more physical memory.
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SPRFRGMT - MSCP Fragments

SPRFRGMT contains the count of extra fragments read to honor requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRFRGMT is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_FRAGMENT field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRFRGMT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRFRGMT contains the sum of all values of SPRFRGMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When MSCP server requests are too large to be served by the buffers, the server splits the requests into smaller
fragments. For example, if the current request is for 60 blocks but the buffers can only handle 16-block requests, the
current request will be split into 4 separate fragments. Three fragments will contain 16 blocks each and one fragment will
contain 14 blocks. In this example, SPRFRGMT would be incremented by 3, the number of extra fragments needed.

SPRFRPG - Free Page Count

SPRFRPG contains the count of pages on the free page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNIFP - IO Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

             SPRFREEP - IO Free Page Count

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRFRPG is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRFRPG takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRFRPG contains the last value of SPRFRPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFRPG represents the number of 512-byte pages of physical memory available for processes to allocate. The number
is decremented whenever a free page list fault (SPRFPGFL) occurs. SPRFRPG is incremented when:
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• A process terminates.
• A process voluntarily frees memory.
• The memory manager decrements the working set size of a process.
• A large process is swapped out and the processes being swapped in are not as large.

The SYSGEN parameter FREELIM is used to signal a lower bound for SPRFRPG. If FREELIM is ever larger than
SPRFRPG, the memory manager begins decrementing working set sizes to bring SPRFRPG back up to FREEGOAL,
another SYSGEN parameter. If SPRFRPG is consistently less than FREEGOAL, there is probably not enough physical
memory on the system.

If SPRFRPG becomes 0, free page faults will cause the faulting process to enter the free page wait state, SPRFPGWT.
This always means that the system needs more physical memory.

SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

SPRFRPGC contains the count of pages on the free page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNPFP - PGE Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRFPGFL - Free List Page Faults

             SPRFREEP - IO Free Page Count

             SPRFRPG  - Free Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRFRPGC is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRFRPGC takes any integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRFRPGC contains the last value of SPRFRPGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFRPGC represents the number of 512-byte pages of physical memory available for processes to allocate. The
number is decremented whenever a free page list fault (SPRFPGFL) occurs. SPRFRPGC is incremented when:

• A process terminates.
• A process voluntarily frees memory.
• The memory manager decrements the working set size of a process.
• A large process is swapped out and the processes being swapped in are not as large as the hole left behind.

The SYSGEN parameter FREELIM is used to signal a lower bound for SPRFRPGC. If FREELIM is ever larger than
SPRFRPGC, the memory manager begins decrementing working set sizes to bring SPRFRPGC back up to FREEGOAL,
another SYSGEN parameter. If SPRFRPGC is consistently less than FREEGOAL, there is probably not enough physical
memory on the system.

If SPRFRPGC becomes 0, free page faults will also cause the faulting process to enter the free page wait state
(SPRFPGWT). This always means that the system needs more physical memory.

SPRFSCCT - FSC CACHE Record Count (Type 11)

SPRFSCCT counts VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record is processed, SPRFSCCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRFSCCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR FSC records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRFSCCT contains the sum of all values of SPRFSCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRFSCCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRFSCDR - FSC CACHE Record Duration (Type 11)

SPRFSCDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFSCCT - FSC CACHE Record Count (Type 11)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRFSCDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRFSCDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRFSCDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRFSCDR is uniquely calculated for this monitor record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRGBLFL - Global Valid Page Faults

SPRGBLFL contains the number of page faults that were served by mapping shared memory that was already valid.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSGBL - Global Valid Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRGBLFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_GVALID field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRGBLFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRGBLFL contains the sum of all values of SPRGBLFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Global valid faults are the least expensive of the page faulting types. A high level in SPRGBLFL usually indicates
a correspondingly high level of activation of images that have shared code or have a good deal of interprocess
communications. It also can indicate a large amount of swapping of active processes, which is the least efficient form of
swapping. So, even though global valid faults do not represent much of a system impediment, SPRGBLFL can signal that
other problems may be negatively affecting system performance.

SPRHIB - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

SPRHIB contains the count of processes that have signaled the operating system that they will not process for some
period of time.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXHWI - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

             SPRHIBO  - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRHIB is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_HIB field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRHIB takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRHIB contains the last value of SPRHIB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRHIB does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are hibernating take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Hibernating processes usually will do useful work when they are awakened by the system, so
it is still important to have hibernating processes remain on the system.

SPRHIBO - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

SPRHIBO contains the count of processes that have signaled the operating system that they will not process for some
period of time and the scheduler has caused them to be swapped out.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRMXHWO - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

             SPRHIB   - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRHIBO is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_HIBO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRHIBO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRHIBO contains the last value of SPRHIBO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRHIBO does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are hibernating take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Hibernating processes usually will do useful work when they are awakened by the system, so
it is still important to have hibernating processes remain on the system.

If there are any outswapped processes on the system, it is best that they be in the hibernate or the suspended state. In
those states, swapping has the least effect on performance.

SPRHOLES - Nonpaged Pool Unused KBytes

SPRHOLES contains the total amount (in kilobytes) of unused space in the dynamic nonpaged pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNHOL - Minimum Unused KBytes

Element Derivation:

SPRHOLES is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_HOLESUM field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRHOLES takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRHOLES contains the last value of SPRHOLES processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The sum of the sizes of the holes,
measured in kilobytes, is stored in SPRHOLES. When the nonpaged pool is depleted, memory allocations must come
from paged memory, which could negatively affect performance for processes that use the resource extensively.

SPRINSWP - Inswaps

SPRINSWP contains the count of working sets read into memory from the swap file in DURATION (measurement
interval).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSINS - Inswap Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRINSWP is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_ISWPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRINSWP takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRINSWP contains the sum of all values of SPRINSWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When there are a large number of working sets being swapped in the system, performance will degrade. If SPRINSWP is
large, the system may be thrashing--swapping out a process to swap in another, then needing to swap the first process
back in immediately. Thrashing usually occurs when the system cannot make any good determination for swapping.
Thrashing is a sure signal that the system memory is too small. If SPRINSWP is large and SPRCOMO is not zero, the
system is thrashing on the swap file.

Swapping is highly I/O intensive because working sets are often very large. Additionally, it can increase CPU usage
because of swapper processing, which involves recalculating page offsets, setting up asynchronous system traps for
interrupts, and the like.

SPRIOVCT - IOV IO Record Count (Type 4)

SPRIOVCT contains the count of VMS MONITOR IO records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR IO record is processed, SPRIOVCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRIOVCT is always 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 1 to the total number of VMS MONITOR IO records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRIOVCT contains the sum of all values of SPRIOVCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRIOVCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization

SPRIOVDR - IOV IO Record Duration (Type 4)

SPRIOVDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.
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Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRIOVCT - IOV IO Record Count (Type 4)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRIOVDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRIOVDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRIOVDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRIOVDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

SPRIOVFL contains the count of pages allocated to processes as a result of page faults for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSIFL - IO Page Fault Rate

             SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

             SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

             SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

             PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRIOVFL is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_FAULTS field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRIOVFL takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRIOVFL contains the sum of all values of SPRIOVFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High page faulting can cause negative effects on the CPU and I/O subsystem of VAX/VMS. To reduce page faulting, the
VAX system manager should accordingly adjust the user authorization file parameters WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and
WSEXTENT along with the SYSGEN parameters PFRATH, BORROWLIM, and WSINC.
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WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT describe the number of physical pages allocated to a process. WSDEFAULT
is the amount with which the process starts. WSQUOTA is the amount of memory allowed for the process, regardless
of the memory usage on the system. WSEXTENT is the limit to the amount of memory the process may borrow when
there is memory to spare. PFRATH is the number of page faults per 10-second interval that a process must exceed to
be eligible to borrow free memory. BORROWLIM is the amount of free memory that must be available before any will be
loaned. WSINC is the number of memory pages that are loaned with each increase.

SPRIPFRE - Intermediate Request Packets Free

SPRIPFRE contains the number of intermediate request packets (IRPs) free.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNIPF - Minimum Intermediate Req Packets Free

             SPRIPUSE - Intermediate Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRIPFRE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_IRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRIPFRE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRIPFRE contains the last value of SPRIPFRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter IRPCOUNT determines how many (IRPs) are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an IRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRIPFRE is the count of IRPs
that are available for use.

SPRIPUSE - Intermediate Request Packets in Use

SPRIPUSE contains the number of intermediate request packets (IRPs) in use.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXIPU - Maximum Intermediate Req Packet in Use

             SPRIPFRE - Intermediate Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRIPUSE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_IRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRIPUSE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRIPUSE contains the last value of SPRIPUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The SYSGEN parameter IRPCOUNT determines how many (IRPs) are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an IRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRIPUSE is the count of IRPs
that are in use.

SPRKBUSE - Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

SPRKBUSE contains the total amount (in kilobytes) of space used in the dynamic nonpaged pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXKBU - Maximum Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRKBUSE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_DYNINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRKBUSE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRKBUSE contains the last value of SPRKBUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic portion of the nonpaged pool serves requests that do not closely fit the preallocated packets. It is also used
as an overflow when all packets are in use. SPRKBUSE is the amount, in kilobytes, of space used from the dynamic
nonpaged pool.

SPRLCI - Lock Conversions, Incoming

SPRLCI contains the count of converted incoming enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCO - Lock Conversions, Outgoing

             SPRLCL - Lock Conversions, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRLCI is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQCVTIN field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRLCI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLCI contains the sum of all values of SPRLCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCI counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) from remote nodes that were actually granted.

SPRLCL - Lock Conversions, Local

SPRLCL contains the count of converted local enqueues.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCO - Lock Conversions, Outgoing

             SPRLCI - Lock Conversions, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRLCL is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQCVTLOC field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRLCL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLCL contains the sum of all values of SPRLCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCL counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) from this node that were actually granted.

SPRLCO - Lock Conversions, Outgoing

SPRLCO contains the count of converted outgoing enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCI - Lock Conversions, Incoming

             SPRLCL - Lock Conversions, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRLCO is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQCVTOUT field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRLCO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLCO contains the sum of all values of SPRLCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCO counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) sent to remote nodes that were actually granted.

SPRLEF - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

SPRLEF contains the count of processes waiting for a local event flag to be signaled.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRLEFO  - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped

             SPRMXLEI - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Inswap
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Element Derivation:

SPRLEF is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_LEF field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRLEF takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRLEF contains the last value of SPRLEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLEF records how many processes are waiting for resources that are locally created and managed. Most often, the
processes in local event flag wait are waiting for user input at the terminal. Processes included in SPRLEF do not affect
system performance much.

SPRLEFO - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped

SPRLEFO contains the count of processes waiting for a local event flag to be signaled.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRLEF   - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

             SPRMXLEO - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Outswap

                        outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRLEFO is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_LEFO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRLEFO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRLEFO contains the last value of SPRLEFO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLEFO records how many processes are waiting for resources that are locally created and managed. Most often, the
processes in local event flag wait are waiting for user input at the terminal. Processes included in SPRLEFO do not affect
system performance much.

For a process included in SPRLEFO, when the local event occurs, the performance of the process will be affected by the
need to swap the process back into memory. This delay, which directly affects the response the user sees, is the only
reason why a high count in SPRLEFO would require attention. If the users are not complaining about poor response time,
this value is of little importance.

SPRLOGNM - Logical Name Translations

SPRLOGNM contains the count of translations of logical names into physical file or device names.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSLNT - Logical Name Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRLOGNM is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_LOGNAM field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRLOGNM takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLOGNM contains the sum of all values of SPRLOGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Logical names are translated to parse file names or access other system resources such as disk, tape, or network
devices. Translation of logical name happens in kernel mode and is not charged to the process requesting translation.
SPRLOGNM is usually proportional to image activation because the opening of files and devices for the new image
involves logical name translation. If SPRLOGNM is high and MODKERTM is 25 percent or more of MODCPUTM, the
applications probably should be restructured to not activate as many images. One key to reducing image activation is to
reduce the use of DCL command files on the system.

SPRLOK - Total All Locks

SPRLOK contains the total number of lock operations on cluster resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:   SPRDQI - Dequeue Incoming

              SPRDQL - Dequeue Local

              SPRDQO - Dequeue Outgoing

              SPRECI - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

              SPRECL - Enqueue Conversions Local

              SPRECO - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

              SPRNEI - New Enqueue Incoming

              SPRNEL - New Enqueue Local

              SPRNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRLOK is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_TOTAL_LOCKS field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRLOK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLOK contains the sum of all values of SPRLOK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLOK is the sum of SPRNEI, SPRNEL, SPRNEO, SPRECI, SPRECL, SPRECO, SPRDQI, SPRDQL, and SPRDQO.

SPRLOKCT - LOK LOCK Record Count (Type 7)

SPRLOKCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR LOCK records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR LOCK record is processed, SPRLOKCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRLOKCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR LOCK records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRLOKCT contains the sum of all values of SPRLOKCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLOKCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRLOKDR - LOK LOCK Record Duration (Type 7)

SPRLOKDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLOKCT - LOK LOCK Record Count (Type 7)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRLOKDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRLOKDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRLOKDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRLOKDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRLPFRE - Large Request Packets Free

SPRLPFRE contains the number of large request packets (free.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNLPF - Minimum Large Request Packets Free

             SPRLPUSE - Large Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRLPFRE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_LRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRLPFRE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLPFRE contains the last value of SPRLPFRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter LRPCOUNT determines how many large request packages are preallocated for use by
processes on the system. When a process requests pool space that fits into an LRP, one is allocated to the process.
SPRLPFRE is the count of LRPs that are available for use.

SPRLPUSE - Large Request Packets in Use

SPRLPUSE contains the number of large request packets (LRPs) in use.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXLPU - Maximum Large Request Packets in Use

             SPRLPFRE - Large Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRLPUSE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_LRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRLPUSE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLPUSE contains the last value of SPRLPUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter LRPCOUNT determines how many (LRPs) are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an LRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRLPUSE is the count of
LRPs that are in use.

SPRLRGPK - Large Request Packets Left

SPRLRGPK contains the number of large request packets (LRPs) left.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SPRLRGPK is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_LRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRLRGPK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRLRGPK contains the last value of SPRLRGPK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LRPs are preallocated portions of the nonpaged pool. LRPs are primarily used in DECnet communications to store
incoming DECnet packets. When LRPs are depleted, VMS adds more LRPs to the pool. The memory used for the new
LRPs is taken from user memory. Messages received while new LRPs are being added will be retransmitted.

SPRMAILW - Mailbox Writes

SPRMAILW contains the count of writes to mailboxes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSMBX - Mailbox Write Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRMAILW is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_MBWRITES field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRMAILW takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMAILW contains the sum of all values of SPRMAILW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Mailboxes are mechanisms used for interprocess communication on VAX/VMS. When a process wants to receive
messages from other processes, it sets up the mechanism to receive messages and then registers the mailbox with VMS,
that places it on a list of mailboxes available. Processes wishing to send messages to that mailbox tell VMS where the
message is and the mailbox to which it should be delivered. If the mailbox has room, VMS delivers the message and
sends a low-priority interrupt to the receiving process. If the mailbox is full, VMS puts the message on a very high-priority
interrupt queue that continually checks to see if the mailbox has room. If there are many undeliverable messages on the
queue, these high-priority interrupts can block other, perhaps more important, interrupts from being processed in a timely
manner. These interrupts are processed in kernel mode.

When SPRMAILW is high there is a higher likelihood of the mailbox full condition. If SPRMAILW is high and MODKERTM
is 25 percent or more of MODCPUTM, the amount of mailbox writing is potentially harmful.

SPRMASK - Record Construction Audit Mask

SPRMASK is 13 bytes in length, with each byte signifying the presence or absence of a particular record type, as shown
below:

    BYTE -   VALUE    - RECORD TYPE INDICATED
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       1 - 'S' or '.' - STA STATES Record (Type 1)

       2 - 'P' or '.' - PGE PAGE Record (Type 3)

       3 - 'I' or '.' - IOV IO Record (Type 4)

       4 - 'F' or '.' - FCP Record (Type 5)

       5 - 'P' or '.' - POL POOL Record (Type 6)

       6 - 'L' or '.' - LOK LOCK Record (Type 7)

       7 - 'D' or '.' - DNT DECNET Record (Type 8)

       8 - 'F' or '.' - FSC CACHE Record (Type 11)

       9 - 'D' or '.' - DLK DLOCK Record (Type 14)

      10 - 'S' or '.' - SYT SYSTEM Record (Type 17)

      11 - 'C' or '.' - CLS CLUSTER Record (Type 19)

      12 - 'M' or '.' - MSC MSCP Record (Type 21)

      13 - 'T' or '.' - TRN TRANSACTION Record (Type 22)

A DEMSPR file observation having at least one record present of each record type would have a SPRMASK equal to
'SPIFPLDFDSCMT'. A record type that is not present is denoted with a period.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 13.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRMASK is constructed when all of the available VMS MONITOR records for the DEMSPR file are merged together by
the CA MICS module DEXMON.

Range of Value:

SPRMASK contains any valid combination of the byte values shown above.

Summarization Process:

SPRMASK is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMASK provides you with an audit trail to identify which VMS MONITOR record types were used to build observations
in the CA MICS DEMSPR file. This element can be useful in analyzing the completeness of the SPR data at the DETAIL
level. Examining SPRMASK reveals why certain fields may be missing.

SPRMDPG - Modified Page Count

SPRMDPG contains the count of pages on the modified page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNMP - Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMDPGC - PGE Modified Page Count

             SPRMODP  - IO Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMDPG is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:
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SPRMDPG takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMDPG contains the last value of SPRMDPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed
for another process yet. SPRMDPG is the number of pages that have been written out but not yet needed by another
process. They are kept on the modified list until a page fault occurs that recalls them to the process they came from or
free page list depletion requires them to be moved to the free page list.

SPRMDPGC - PGE Modified Page Count

SPRMDPGC contains the count of pages on the modified page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNPMP - PGE Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults

             SPRMODP  - IO Modified Page Count

             SPRMDPG  - Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMDPGC is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRMDPGC takes any integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMDPGC contains the last value of SPRMDPGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed
for another process yet. SPRMDPGC is the number of pages that have been written out but not yet needed by another
process. The pages are kept on the modified list until a page fault occurs that recalls them to the process from which they
came or free page list depletion requires them to be moved to the free page list.

SPRMNFP - Minimum Free Page Count

SPRMNFP contains the minimum count of pages on the free page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFRPG - Free Page Count

             SPRMNPFP - Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRMNIFP - Minimum Free Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNFP is set to the minimum value of the MNR_SYS$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.
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Range of Value:

SPRMNFP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNFP contains the minimum value of SPRMNFP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMNFP represents the smallest number of 512- byte pages of physical memory that was available for processes to
allocate. If SPRMNFP is smaller than FREELIM, the memory manager was invoked to increase the free page count to
FREEGOAL. FREELIM and FREEGOAL are SYSGEN parameters. If SPRMNFP is less than FREELIM, there is probably
not enough physical memory on the system.

SPRMNFRE - Minimum Free Page List Size

SPRMNFRE contains the minimum count of pages on the free page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFRE - Free Page Count

             SPRMNPFP - Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRMNIFP - Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRMNFP  - Minimum Free Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNFRE is set to the minimum value of the MNR_CLU$L_FRLIST field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNFRE takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNFRE contains the minimum value of SPRMNFRE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMNFRE represents the smallest number of 512- byte pages of physical memory that was available for processes
to allocate. If SPRMNFRE is smaller than FREELIM, the memory manager was invoked to increase the free page count
to FREEGOAL. FREELIM and FREEGOAL are SYSGEN parameters. If SPRMNFRE is less than FREELIM, there is
probably not enough physical memory on the system.

SPRMNHOL - Minimum Unused KBytes

SPRMNHOL is the size (in bytes) of the smallest unused space in the dynamic nonpaged pool.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRHOLES - Nonpaged Pool Unused KBytes

Element Derivation:

SPRMNHOL is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_HOLESUM field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:
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SPRMNHOL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNHOL contains the smallest value of SPRMNHOL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The sum of the sizes of the
holes, measured in kilobytes, is stored in SPRHOLES. When the nonpaged pool is depleted, memory allocations must
come from paged memory, which could negatively affect performance for processes that use the resource extensively.
SPRMNHOL is the smallest amount of space freed in the level of summarization.

SPRMNIFP - IO Minimum Free Page Count

SPRMNIFP contains the minimum count of pages on the free page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFREEP - Free Page Count

             SPRMNPFP - Minimum Free Page Count

             SPRMNFP  - Minimum Free Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNIFP is set to the minimum value of the MNR_IO$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNIFP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNIFP contains the minimum value of SPRMNIFP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMNIFP represents the smallest number of 512- byte pages of physical memory that was available for processes to
allocate. If SPRMNIFP is smaller than FREELIM, the memory manager was invoked to increase the free page count to
FREEGOAL. FREELIM and FREEGOAL are SYSGEN parameters. If SPRMNIFP is less than FREELIM, there is probably
not enough physical memory on the system.

SPRMNIMP - IO Minimum Modified Page Count

SPRMNIMP contains the minimum count of pages on the modified page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMODP - IO Modified Page Count

             SPRMNPMP - PGE Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMNMP  - Minimum Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNIMP is set to the minimum value of the MNR_IO$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:
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SPRMNIMP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNIMP contains the minimum value of SPRMNIMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed
for another process yet. SPRMNIMP is the smallest number of pages that have been written out but not yet needed by
another process or for the free page list. If both SPRMNIMP and SPRMNIFP are small, the system may need additional
physical memory.

SPRMNIPF - Minimum Intermediate Req Packets Free

SPRMNIPF contains the minimum number of intermediate request packets (IRPs) free.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRIPFRE - Intermediate Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRMNIPF is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNIPF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNIPF contains the minimum value of SPRMNIPF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter IRPCOUNT determines how many IRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an IRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRMNIPF is the lowest
number of IRPs available for use during the DURATION (measurement interval).

SPRMNLBK - Minimum Largest Block

SPRMNLBK contains the minimum size of the largest block of unused space in the dynamic nonpaged pool.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBIGHL - Largest Block Unused

Element Derivation:

SPRMNLBK is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_BIGHOLE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNLBK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNLBK contains the minimum value of SPRMNLBK processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The size of the largest hole is stored
in SPRBIGHL. When dynamic memory is required, if the size is larger than SPRBIGHL, the memory manager knows that
it can not serve that much contiguous space to the process. If SPRBIGHL is too small, the dynamic portion of the pool is
being fragmented badly. If this is the case, the applications should be reviewed for their use of pool. SPRMNLBK is the
smallest value recorded in SPRBIGHL.

SPRMNLPF - Minimum Large Request Packets Free

SPRMNLPF contains the minimum number of large request packets (LRPs) free.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLPFRE - Large Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRMNLPF is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_LRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNLPF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNLPF contains the minimum value of SPRMNLPF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter LRPCOUNT determines how many (LRPs) are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an LRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRMNLPF is the lowest
number of LRPs available for use during the DURATION (measurement interval).

SPRMNLPK - Minimum Large Request Packets Left

SPRMNLPK contains the minimum number of LRPs left.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLRGPK - Large Request Packets Left

Element Derivation:

SPRMNLPK is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_LRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNLPK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNLPK contains the minimum value of SPRMNLPK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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LRPs are preallocated portions of the nonpaged pool. LRPs are primarily used in DECnet communications to store
incoming DECnet packets. When LRPs are depleted, VMS adds more LRPs to the pool. The memory used for the new
LRPs is taken from user memory. Messages received while new LRPs are being added will be retransmitted. SPRMNLPK
reports the smallest number that the LRP count became.

SPRMNMP - Minimum Modified Page Count

SPRMNMP contains the minimum count of pages on the modified page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMDPG - Modified Page Count

             SPRMNPMP - PGE Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMNIMP - IO Minimum Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNMP is set to the minimum value of the MNR_SYS$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNMP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNMP contains the minimum value of SPRMNMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed
for another process yet. SPRMNMP is the smallest number of pages that have been written out but not yet needed by
another process or for the free page list. If both SPRMNMP and SPRMNFP are small, the system may need additional
physical memory.

SPRMNPFP - PGE Minimum Free Page Count

SPRMNPFP contains the minimum count of pages on the free page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFRPGC - PGE Free Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNPFP is set to the smallest value recorded in the MNR_PAG$L_FREECNT field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNPFP takes any integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNPFP contains the minimum value of SPRMNPFP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SPRMNPFP represents the smallest number of 512- byte pages of physical memory that was available for processes
to allocate. If SPRMNPFP is smaller than FREELIM, the memory manager was invoked to increase the free page count
to FREEGOAL. FREELIM and FREEGOAL are SYSGEN parameters. If SPRMNPFP is less than FREELIM, there is
probably not enough physical memory on the system.

SPRMNPMP - PGE Minimum Modified Page Count

SPRMNPMP contains the minimum count of pages on the modified page list during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMDPGC - PGE Modified Page Count

             SPRMNIMP - IO Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMNMP  - Minimum Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMNPMP is set to the smallest value of the MNR_PAG$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNPMP takes any integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNPMP contains the minimum value of SPRMNPMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed for
another process yet. SPRMNPMP is the smallest number of pages that have been written out to but not yet needed by
another process or for the free page list. If both SPRMNPMP and SPRMNPFP are small, the system may need additional
physical memory.

SPRMNSBK - Minimum Smallest Block

SPRMNSBK contains the number of smallest block.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSMHL - Smallest Block Unused

Element Derivation:

SPRMNSBK is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SMALLHOLE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNSBK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNSBK contains the minimum value of SPRMNSBK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The size of the smallest hole
is stored in SPRSMHL. When dynamic memory is required, if the size is less than SPRSMHL, the memory manager
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allocates the space from that hole. SPRSMHL is measured in bytes. SPRMNSBK is the smallest value stored in
SPRSMHL.

SPRMNSPF - Minimum Small Request Packets Free

SPRMNSPF contains the minimum number of small request packets (SRPs) free.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSPFRE - Small Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRMNSPF is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNSPF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNSPF contains the minimum value of SPRMNSPF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter SRPCOUNT determines how many SRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an SRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRMNSPF is the minimum
number of SRPs that were available for use.

SPRMNUCN - Minimum Unused Contiguous Space

SPRMNUCN contains the minimum amount of unused contiguous space.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNCON - Nonpaged Pool Unused Contiguous Space

Element Derivation:

SPRMNUCN is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_HOLECNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMNUCN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMNUCN contains the minimum value of SPRMNUCN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the dynamic pool becomes fragmented, SPRUNCON keeps track of the amount of free contiguous space. If
SPRUNCON is growing, the pool can badly fragment and degrade system performance. The smallest value reached by
SPRUNCON is stored in SPRMNUCN.

SPRMODP - IO Modified Page Count

SPRMODP contains the count of pages on the modified page list at the end of DURATION (measurement interval).
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNIMP - IO Minimum Modified Page Count

             SPRMDPGC - PGE Modified Page Count

             SPRMDPG  - Modified Page Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMODP is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_MFYCNT field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRMODP takes an integer value from 0 to the number of 512-byte pages in physical memory.

Summarization Process:

SPRMODP contains the last value of SPRMODP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed
for another process yet. SPRMODP is the number of pages that have been written out but not yet needed by another
process. They are kept on the modified list until a page fault occurs that recalls them to the process to which they belong
or until free page list depletion requires them to be moved to the free page list.

SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults

SPRMPGFL contains the number of pages allocated from the modified page list in DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSMPL - Modified List Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRMPGFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_MFYFLTS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRMPGFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMPGFL contains the sum of all values of SPRMPGFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the page file by the memory manager but have not been needed for
another process yet. SPRMPGFL is the number of times that those marked pages were requested again by the process
before they were written to the page file.

Modified page list faults are among the best kind of page faults to have because no I/O is required, just memory mapping
and status changing. The system tries to keep as many modified pages on the list as it can, but if the free list is depleted it
takes modified pages before it begins to trim working sets or to swap processes.
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SPRMSCCT - MSC MSCP SERVER Record Count (Type 21)

SPRMSCCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS
Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record is stored, SPRMSCCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRMSCCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR MSC records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSCCT contains the sum of all values of SPRMSCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMSCCT is used as a divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRMSCDR - MSC MSCP SERVER Record Duration (Type 21)

SPRMSCDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMSCCT - MSC MSCP SERVER Record Count (Type 21)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRMSCDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSCDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRMSCDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRMSCDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.
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SPRMSCRD - MSCP Reads

SPRMSCRD contains the count of requests for read I/Os by remote processes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRMSCRD is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_ field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRMSCRD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSCRD contains the sum of all values of SPRMSCRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMSCRD counts only the requests that come from remote processes. Because the MSCP server runs as a local
process, the I/Os it generates are also counted in the normal I/O processing of the recording node. The actual number of
reads done by the MSCP server is SPRMSCRD plus the number of fragments caused by read requests. Because there is
no way of separating read fragments and write fragments, knowledge of the typical I/O request size by the applications on
the remote node is needed for good estimates.

SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

SPRMSCSP contains the count of requests that were split into fragments so they could be served.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFRGMT - MSCP Fragments

Element Derivation:

SPRMSCSP is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SPLIT field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRMSCSP takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSCSP contains the sum of all values of SPRMSCSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When MSCP server requests are too large to be served by the buffers, the server splits the requests into smaller
fragments. For example, if the current request is for 60 blocks but the buffers can only handle 16-block requests, the
current request will be split into four separate fragments. Three fragments will contain 16 blocks each and one fragment
will contain 14 blocks. SPRMSCSP will then be incremented by 1. Splitting takes more CPU time and I/O transactions
than if the request can be served in one I/O transaction. If SPRMSCSP is large, investigate the option of enlarging the
MSCP buffers.
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SPRMSCWR - MSCP Writes

SPRMSCWR contains the count of requests for write I/Os by remote processes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRMSCWR is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_WRITE field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRMSCWR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSCWR contains the sum of all values of SPRMSCWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMSCWR counts the requests that come from remote processes. Because the MSCP server runs as a local process,
the I/Os it generates are also counted in the normal I/O processing of the recording node. The actual number of writes
by the MSCP server is SPRMSCWR plus the number of fragments caused by write requests. Because there is no way
of separating read fragments and write fragments, knowledge of the typical I/O request size by the applications on the
remote node is needed for good estimates.

SPRMSTAB - Max Transaction Abort Rate

SPRMSTAB contains the maximum count per second of transaction operations aborted by DECdtm services. It is the total
of planned and unplanned aborts.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTAB - Transaction Abort Rate

             SPRCNTAB - Transactions Aborted Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTAB is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTAB = SPRCNTAB / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTAB contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTAD - Max Transaction Remote Add Rate

SPRMSTAD contains the maximum count per second of add remote (to a remote subordinate parent) branch operations
by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTAD - Transaction Remote Add Rate

             SPRCNTAD - Add Remote Branch Ops Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTAD is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTAD = SPRCNTAD / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTAD contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTBR - Max Transaction Remote Start Rate

SPRMSTBR contains the maximum count per second of start remote (to a remote parent) branch operations by DECdtm
services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTBR - Transaction Remote Start Rate

             SPRCNTBR - Start Remote Branch Ops Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTBR is calculated in the detail time span as: SPRMSTBR = SPRCNTBR / DURATION . In the detail time
span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate (and a single
measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SPRMSTBR contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTCO - Max Transaction Total Commit Rate

SPRMSTCO contains the maximum count per second of transactions committed in total. It is based on the combined
count of one-phase and two-phase commit operations completed by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTCO - Transaction Total Commit Rate

             SPRCNTCO - Transactions Total Committed Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTCO is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTCO = SPRCNTCO / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTCO contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTEN - Max Transaction End Rate

SPRMSTEN contains the maximum count per second of transaction operations ended by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTEN - Transaction End Rate

             SPRCNTEN - Transactions Ended Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTEN is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTEN = SPRCNTEN / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.
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Range of Value:

SPRMSTEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTEN contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTOP - Max Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

SPRMSTOP contains the maximum count per second of one-phase commit operations initiated by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTOP - Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

             SPRCNTOP - One-Phase Commits Initiated

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTOP is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTOP = SPRCNTOP / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTOP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTOP contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTPR - Max Transaction Prepare Rate

SPRMSTPR contains the maximum count per second of transactions placed in the prepare state by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTPR - Transaction Prepare Rate

             SPRCNTPR - Transactions Prepared Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTPR is calculated in the detail time span as:
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SPRMSTPR = SPRCNTPR / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTPR contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMSTST - Max Transaction Start Rate

SPRMSTST contains the maximum count per second of transaction operations started by DECdtm services.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSTST - Transaction Start Rate

             SPRCNTST - Transactions Started Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMSTST is calculated in the detail time span as:

SPRMSTST = SPRCNTST / DURATION

In the detail time span this calculation represents a single observation over the entire interval and is thus an average rate
(and a single measurement). At summarized levels, this element is set to the maximum value for this interval average.

Range of Value:

SPRMSTST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRMSTST contains the maximum of all values of SPRMSTST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element shows the highest sustained rate for the level of summarization. This measurement does not account for
higher instantaneous rates as it is the maximum of an average over the original recording interval.

SPRMWAIT - Miscellaneous Resource Wait

SPRMWAIT contains the count of processes waiting on resources other than paging lists, event flags, timers, or CPU
access.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State
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             SPRMXMRW - Maximum Miscellaneous Resource Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRMWAIT is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_MWAIT field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRMWAIT takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMWAIT contains the last value of SPRMWAIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The processes counted in SPRMWAIT are waiting for resources that ordinarily should not be busy. SPRMWAIT
represents processes that are involuntarily forced to wait for system-wide resources such as mailboxes, asynchronous
trap mechanisms, and swap and page files. If SPRMWAIT is consistently greater than zero, then the VMS system
parameters and memory management files should be examined for areas of improvement. The areas to look at first are
the size of the page and swap files and the number of I/Os on the disks where those files reside.

SPRMXCEF - Maximum Common Event Flag Wait

SPRMXCEF contains the maximum count of processes waiting for a common event flag to be signaled.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCEF - Common Event Flag Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCEF is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_CEF field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCEF takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCEF contains the maximum value of SPRMXCEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXCEF records the maximum number of processes that were waiting for resources that are in global memory or
are waiting on a system-wide event. If the number in SPRMXCEF represents a large percentage of the processes on
the system, the system is probably locking too many global resources. These resources represent a bottleneck that may
eventually degrade system performance.

SPRMXCLK - Maximum Current Locks

SPRMXCLK contains the maximum number of current locks held during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCURLK - Current Locks
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Element Derivation:

SPRMXCLK is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_NUMLOCKS field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCLK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCLK contains the maximum value of SPRMXCLK processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCURLK counts the number of resources on the system that have been exclusively granted to a process. SPRMXCLK
is the maximum value that number reached.

SPRMXCP - Maximum Current Processes

SPRMXCP contains the maximum number of current processes on the VMS system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCUR - Current Processes

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCP is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_CUR field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record
during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCP takes any integer value from 1 to the number of processors installed in the VAX hardware.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCP contains the maximum value of SPRMXCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a single processor VAX system, SPRMXCP will always be 1--the process running VMS MONITOR itself. In
multiprocessor systems, SPRMXCP can be as high as the number of processors installed in the hardware. If the value in
SPRMXCP is less than the number of processors, then the workload is never sufficient to make all of the processors busy
at the same time.

SPRMXCPW - Maximum Collided Page Wait

SPRMXCPW contains the maximum count of processes waiting for pages of memory that have been placed in the system
page file.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCPW is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_COLPG field of the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.
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Range of Value:

SPRMXCPW takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCPW contains the maximum value of SPRMXCPW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in SPRMXCPW indicates that the process working set sizes are not set high enough. If there is still memory
on the free page list, the process working sets should be increased to help lower collided paging. Collided paging occurs
when a process requests access to a page of memory that had been in memory at one time but has been written to the
page file to free memory to satisfy other memory accesses.

If SPRMXCPW is high and there is no memory on the free page list, the system may need additional physical memory. If
SPRMXCPW is high, the free page list is nearly empty, and only a few processes are outswapped, the system is probably
tuned as well as it can be for the limited resources available.

A high value in SPRMXCPW will have negative effects on the CPU and the I/O subsystem. The CPU usage will not show
in any of the processes on the system but will be recorded as kernel and executive mode processing.

SPRMXCRS - Maximum Current Resources

SPRMXCRS contains the maximum number of current resources.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCURRS - Current Resources

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCRS is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_NUMRES field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCRS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCRS contains the maximum value of SPRMXCRS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCURRS counts the current number of enqueue control blocks registered with the Lock Manager. When a process
wants exclusive access to a system-wide resource, it requests an enqueue control block associated with the resource.
The resource is then counted as both a current resource and as a current lock (SPRCURLK). When the process is done
with exclusive use of the resource, it dequeues the resource, removing it from the list of current locks. The enqueue
control block remains associated with the resource until the control block is deregistered. SPRMXCRS is the largest value
reached by SPRCURRS.

SPRMXCSI - Maximum Compute State Wait, Inswapped

SPRMXCSI contains the maximum count of processes that are ready to compute but are waiting to be scheduled.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOM - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCSI is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_COM field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCSI takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCSI contains the maximum value of SPRMXCSI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXCSI records the maximum number of processes that were ready to compute but were prevented from doing so
because the CPU was busy with higher priority tasks. If the number in SPRMXCSI is a significant percentage of the total
number of processes on the system, the CPU is not fast enough for the workload.

SPRMXCSO - Maximum Compute State Wait, Outswapped

SPRMXCSO contains the maximum count of processes that are ready to compute, are waiting to be scheduled, and are
swapped out of memory.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOMO - Compute State Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXCSO is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_COMO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXCSO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXCSO contains the maximum value of SPRMXCSO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXCSO records the maximum number of processes that were ready to compute but that were prevented from doing
so because the scheduler swapped them out before the CPU was free to process them. If SPRMXCSO is nonzero, the
system probably needs improvements. The most common reason for a nonzero value in SPRMXCSO is that there is not
enough physical memory. A second reason is that the CPU is not fast enough for the workload, but that may be due to
excessive paging and swapping.

SPRMXFPW - Maximum Free Page Wait

SPRMXFPW contains the maximum count of processes waiting for pages of memory from the free page list.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait
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Element Derivation:

SPRMXFPW is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_FPG field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record
during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXFPW takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXFPW contains the maximum value of SPRMXFPW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A nonzero value in SPRMXFPW means that at some point, some processes were waiting for new pages from the free
page list but none were available. SPRMXFPW usually will not get very large unless processes activate many images and
memory is constrained. Increasing the free list cache size in the SYSGEN parameters should decrease the number of
processes that must wait for free pages.

SPRMXHWI - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

SPRMXHWI contains the maximum count of processes that signaled the operating system that they will not process for
some period of time.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRHIB - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXHWI is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_HIB field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record
during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXHWI takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXHWI contains the maximum value of SPRMXHWI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRMXHWI does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are hibernating take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Hibernating processes will usually do useful work when they are awakened by the system, so
it is still important to have hibernating processes remain on the system.

SPRMXHWO - Maximum Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

SPRMXHWO contains the maximum count of processes that signaled the operating system that they will not process for
some period of time and were then swapped out of memory.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRHIBO - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped
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Element Derivation:

SPRMXHWO is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_HIBO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXHWO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXHWO contains the maximum value of SPRMXHWO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRMXHWO does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are hibernating take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Hibernating processes usually will do useful work when they are awakened by the system, so
it is still important to have hibernating processes remain on the system.

If there are any outswapped processes on the system, it is best that they be in the hibernate or the suspended state. In
those states swapping has the least effect on performance.

SPRMXIPU - Maximum Intermediate Req Packet in Use

SPRMXIPU contains the maximum number of intermediate request packets (IRPs) in use.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRIPUSE - Intermediate Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRMXIPU is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_IRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXIPU takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXIPU contains the maximum value of SPRMXIPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter IRPCOUNT determines how many IRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an IRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRMXIPU is the maximum
count of IRPs in use.

SPRMXKBU - Maximum Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

SPRMXKBU contains the maximum number of kilobytes in use.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRKBUSE - Nonpaged Pool KBytes in Use

Element Derivation:
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SPRMXKBU is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_DYNINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXKBU takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXKBU contains the maximum value of SPRMXKBU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic portion of the nonpaged pool serves requests that do not closely fit the preallocated packets. It is also used
as an overflow when the packets are in use. SPRKBUSE is the total amount, in kilobytes, of space used in the dynamic
nonpaged pool. SPRMXKBU is the largest amount of space used in the pool.

SPRMXLEI - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Inswap

SPRMXLEI contains the maximum count of processes waiting for a local event flag to be signaled.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLEF - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXLEI is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_LEF field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record
during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXLEI takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXLEI contains the maximum value of SPRMXLEI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXLEI records the maximum count of processes that were waiting for resources that were locally created and
managed. Most often, the processes in local event flag wait are waiting for user input at the terminal. Processes included
in SPRMXLEI do not affect system performance much.

SPRMXLEO - Maximum Local Event Flag Wait, Outswap

SPRMXLEO contains the maximum count of processes that were waiting for a local event flag to be signaled and were
swapped out of memory.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLEFO - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXLEO is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_LEFO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:
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SPRMXLEO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXLEO contains the maximum value of SPRMXLEO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXLEO records the maximum count of processes that were waiting for resources that were locally created and
managed. Most often, the processes in local event flag wait are waiting for user input at the terminal. Processes included
in SPRMXLEO do not affect system performance much.

For the processes included in SPRMXLEO, when the local event occurs the performance of the process will be affected
by the need to swap the process back into memory. This delay, which directly affects the response the user sees, is
the only reason why a high count in SPRMXLEO would require attention. If the users are not complaining about poor
response time, this value is of little importance.

SPRMXLPU - Maximum Large Request Packets in Use

SPRMXLPU contains the maximum number of large request packets (LRPs) in use.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLPUSE - Large Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRMXLPU is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_LRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXLPU takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXLPU contains the maximum value of SPRMXLPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter LRPCOUNT determines how many LRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an LRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRLPUSE is the largest
number of LRPs in use.

SPRMXMRW - Maximum Miscellaneous Resource Wait

SPRMXMRW contains the maximum count of processes waiting on resources other than paging lists, event flags, timers,
or CPU access.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMWAIT - Miscellaneous Resource Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRMXMRW is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_MWAIT field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:
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SPRMXMRW takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXMRW contains the maximum value of SPRMXMRW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The processes counted in SPRMXMRW are waiting for resources that ordinarily should not be busy. SPRMXMRW
represents processes that are involuntarily forced to wait for system-wide resources such as mailboxes, asynchronous
trap mechanisms, or swap and page files. If SPRMXMRW is greater than 4, the VMS system parameters and memory
management files should be examined for areas of improvement. The areas to look at first are the size of the page and
swap files and the number of I/Os on the disks where those files reside.

SPRMXOST - Maximum Other States

SPRMXOST contains the sum of processes in the following states: collided page, common even flag, suspended
(inswapped and outswapped), free page wait, and current.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

             SPRCEF   - Common Event Flag Wait

             SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

             SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

             SPRCUR   - Current Processes

Element Derivation:

SPRMXOST is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_OTHSTAT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXOST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXOST contains the maximum value of SPRMXOST processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The states represented here are usually empty, with the exception of current processes. If SPRMXOST is larger than
the number of processors on the system, the pattern of SPROSTAT should be observed. When this is the case, there is
usually some process that was suspended by the VAX system manager and then forgotten.

SPRMXPFW - Maximum Page Fault Wait

SPRMXPFW contains the maximum count of processes that were waiting for pages of memory that were on disk.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPFW - Page Fault Wait

Element Derivation:
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SPRMXPFW is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_PFW field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record
during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXPFW takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXPFW contains the maximum value of SPRMXPFW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in SPRMXPFW indicates that the process working set sizes are not set high enough or that many large
images are being invoked. If there is still memory on the free page list, the process working sets should be increased to
help lower page fault waiting.

If SPRMXPFW is high and there is no memory on the free page list, then the system may need additional physical
memory. If SPRMXPFW is high, the free page list is nearly empty and only a few processes are outswapped, the system
is probably just invoking many large images.

A high value in SPRMXPFW will have negative effects on the CPU and the I/O subsystem. The CPU usage will not show
in any of the processes on the system but will be recorded as kernel and executive mode processing.

SPRMXPRC - Maximum Process Count

SPRMXPRC contains the maximum number of processes on the system.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPRCNT - Process Count

Element Derivation:

SPRMXPRC is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_PROCS field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXPRC takes any integer value, 3 to the SYSGEN parameter MAXPROCESSCNT.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXPRC contains the maximum value of SPRMXPRC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRMXPRC should be equal to the sum of the values in the VMS MONITOR STATES record. The smallest value for
SPRMXPRC will vary depending on the number of print SYMBIONTs, network services provided, and diagnostic software
in use. If SPRMXPRC is equal to MAXPROCESSCNT and system performance was not a problem, consider increasing
MAXPROCESSCNT so that users are not being artificially restricted from the machine.

SPRMXSMB - Maximum Block Less Than or Equal to 32

SPRMXSMB contains the maximum number of blocks allocated in the dynamic nonpaged pool that were less than or
equal to 32 bytes in size.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRSMBLK - Block Less Than or Equal to 32

Element Derivation:

SPRMXSMB is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SMALLCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXSMB takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXSMB contains the maximum value of SPRMXSMB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the dynamic pool gets fragmented, little blocks are formed. Typically, most requests are for more than 32 bytes in size,
so the number in SPRMXSMB is the largest number of relatively useless blocks on the dynamic nonpaged pool.

SPRMXSPI - Maximum Suspended Wait, Inswapped

SPRMXSPI contains the maximum count of processes that were suspended at their own request or at the request of
some other process.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSUSP - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRMXSPI is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_SUSP field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXSPI takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXSPI contains the maximum value of SPRMXSPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRMXSPI does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are suspended take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Suspended processes usually will do useful work when they are taken off suspension, so it is
important to allow suspended processes to remain on the system.

SPRMXSPO - Maximum Suspended Wait, Outswapped

SPRMXSPO contains the maximum count of processes that were suspended at their own request, or at the request of
some other process and were then swapped out of memory.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:
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SPRMXSPO is set to the maximum value reached by the MNR_STA$L_SUSPO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES
record during the sampling period.

Range of Value:

SPRMXSPO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXSPO contains the maximum value of SPRMXSPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRMXSPO does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are suspended take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Suspended processes usually will do useful work when they are taken off suspension, so it is
important to allow suspended processes to remain on the system.

Of all the processes to have in an outswapped state, the processes counted in SPRMXSPO are the least costly. Since the
process is indefinitely suspended, the extra time of inswapping will have minimal effect on system performance.

SPRMXSPU - Maximum Small Request Packets in Use

SPRMXSPU contains the maximum number of small request packets (SRPs) in use.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSPUSE - Small Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRMXSPU is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRMXSPU takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRMXSPU contains the maximum value of SPRMXSPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter SRPCOUNT determines how many SRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an SRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRMXSPU is the largest
number of SRPs in use.

SPRNEI - New Enqueue Incoming

SPRNEI contains the count of incoming enqueues that originated on remote nodes and are performed on the recording
node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing

             SPRNEL - New Enqueue Local

Element Derivation:
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SPRNEI is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQNEWIN field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRNEI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNEI contains the sum of all values of SPRNEI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRNEL - New Enqueue Local

SPRNEL contains the count of new local enqueues that originated and are performed on the local node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing

             SPRNEI - New Enqueue Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRNEL is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQCNEWLOC field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRNEL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNEL contains the sum of all values of SPRNEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRNENQ - New Enqueues

SPRNENQ contains the number of new enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSNEQ - New Enqueue Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRNENQ is set to the value of the MNR_LCK$L_ENQNEW field of the VMS MONITOR LOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRNENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNENQ contains the sum of all values of SPRNENQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a process requests a resource via an enqueue, SPRNENQ is incremented. If the resource is unavailable, and
the enqueue request did not specify 'wait', SPRENQNQ is incremented. If the resource is available to be enqueued,
SPRENQWT is incremented. The number of enqueues that got immediate locks can be determined by subtracting
SPRENQNQ and SPRENQWT from SPRNENQ.

SPRNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing

SPRNEO contains the count of new outgoing enqueues that originated on the recording node and were performed on the
remote nodes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEI - New Enqueue Incoming

             SPRNEL - New Enqueue Local

Element Derivation:

SPRNEO is set to the value of the MNR_CLU$L_ENQNEWOUT field of the VMS MONITOR CLUSTER record.

Range of Value:

SPRNEO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNEO contains the sum of all values of SPRNEO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRNEWFL - New Files

SPRNEWFL contains the number of new files created by the file system during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSNFL - New Files Rate

             SPRALLOC - Disk Allocations

             SPRACCS  - File Access

Element Derivation:

SPRNEWFL is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_CREATE field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRNEWFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNEWFL contains the sum of all values of SPRNEWFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is created, the file system determines if there is a requested allocation size; if not, the default size is used. The
directory is scanned to determine whether a file of the same name is already present. If the file exists, the new file is given
a version number one higher than the existing file. Space is made for the name of the file as an entry in the directory,
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space is allocated, and the new directory entry is pointed at the storage space. If the directory is in cache, these activities
require only two physical I/Os: allocating the space and writing out the directory on completion.

If SPRNEWFL is high, check to see if the system is spending a lot of CPU time on the file system. In addition, a high
value in SPRNEWFL should be a signal to check for disk fragmentation. If SPRNEWFL and SPRTURN are both high, the
system may be thrashing on the file map.

SPRNLI - New Locks, Incoming

SPRNLI contains the count of incoming enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLO - New Locks, Outgoing

             SPRNLL - New Locks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRNLI is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQNEWIN field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRNLI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNLI contains the sum of all values of SPRNLI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRNLI counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) received from remote nodes.

SPRNLL - New Locks, Local

SPRNLL contains the count of new local enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLO - New Locks, Outgoing

             SPRNLI - New Locks, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRNLL is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQCNEWLOC field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRNLL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNLL contains the sum of all values of SPRNLL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRNLL counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) from this node that were newly queued.
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SPRNLO - New Locks, Outgoing

SPRNLO contains the count of new outgoing enqueues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLI - New Locks, Incoming

             SPRNLL - New Locks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRNLO is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_ENQNEWOUT field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRNLO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRNLO contains the sum of all values of SPRNLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRNLO counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) newly sent to remote nodes.

SPROPEN - Files Opened

SPROPEN contains the number of files opened during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSOPN - File Open Rate

             SPRFILOP - Files Opened

Element Derivation:

SPROPEN is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_OPENS field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPROPEN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPROPEN contains the sum of all values of SPROPEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Opening files can consume a lot of resources, both in CPU time and the number of disk I/Os required. If the directory
of the file is cached in memory, the resource requirement is less. When a file is opened, the location is looked up in the
directory. If the directory is not in cache, the directory must first be read from disk into cache. Once the location of the file
is found, the file header is then read into the file header cache, and the file's table of block locations and index buffers are
allocated and read from disk.

If SPROPEN is large, a lot of the machine resources are being used to initialize the use of files. If this seems to be
affecting performance, the VAX system manager can do one of two things: increase directory caches, which takes away
user memory, or modify applications so they do not open as many files.
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SPROSTAT - Other States

SPROSTAT contains the sum of processes in the following states: collided page, common even flag, suspended
(inswapped and outswapped), free page wait, and current.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

             SPRCEF   - Common Event Flag Wait

             SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

             SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

             SPRCUR   - Current Processes

Element Derivation:

SPROSTAT is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_OTHSTAT field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPROSTAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPROSTAT contains the last value of SPROSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The states represented here are usually empty, with the exception of current processes. If SPROSTAT is consistently
larger than the number of processors on the system, there is something that should be investigated. When this is the
case, there is usually some process that was suspended by the VAX system manager and then forgotten.

SPRPCBIT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCBIT contains the storage bitmap cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRBITHT - Storage Bitmap Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCBIT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRBITAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCBIT = SPRBITHT * 100 / SPRBITAT

    else

      SPRPCBIT = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCBIT ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCBIT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When disk space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. If there is not enough space there,
the storage bitmap is tried. The storage bitmap cache is searched for an area large enough to hold the file. This search
occurrence is recorded in SPRBITAT. If the space is found in the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRBITHT. Activity
on the storage bitmap is an indication that the disk volume is fragmented. The objective is to have most of the disk space
allocation satisfied in extent cache. If SPRBITAT is much larger than SPRBITHT, the disk is very badly fragmented and
should be defragmented. The size of the bitmap cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_MAPCACHE. The closer
SPRPCBIT is to 0 and the closer SPRPCEXT is to 100, the better the performance is for this operation.

SPRPCDDC - Directory Data Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCDDC contains the directory data cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDATHT - Directory Data Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCDDC is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRDATAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCDDC = SPRDATHT * 100 / SPRDATAT

    else

      SPRPCDDC = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCDDC ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCDDC contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the file name is looked up in the directory. The directory
cache is searched for the directory data needed. This occurrence is recorded in SPRDATAT. If the directory is found in
the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRDATHT. The directory data cache size is set by the SYSGEN parameter
ACP_DIRCACHE. The closer SPRPCDDC is to 100, the better the performance is for this operation.

SPRPCEXT - Extent Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCEXT contains the extent cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPREXTHT - Extent Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCEXT is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if SPREXTAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCEXT = SPREXTHT * 100 / SPREXTAT

    else

      SPRPCEXT = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCEXT ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCEXT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When disk space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. The occurrence is recorded in
SPREXTAT. If there is a large enough space to satisfy the allocation, the space is allocated in extent cache and the
occurrence is recorded in SPREXTHT. When a file is deleted or truncated, an attempt is made to put the space back
into the extent cache. This occurrence is recorded in SPREXTAT. If the extent cache can hold the space being returned,
the occurrence is recorded in SPREXTHT. If SPREXTAT is much larger than SPREXTHT, either the disk is fragmented
or the extent cache is too small. The size of the extent cache is set by the SYSGEN parameters ACP_EXTCACHE and
ACP_EXTLIMIT. The closer SPRPCEXT is to 100, the better the performance is for this operation.

SPRPCFCB - Directory FCB Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCFCB contains the directory file control block (FCB) cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCBHT - Directory FCB Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCFCB is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRFCBAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCFCB = SPRFCBHT * 100 / SPRFCBAT

    else

      SPRPCFCB = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCFCB ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCFCB contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the system has to find the directory containing the file
name. The directory FCB cache is searched for the FCB describing the file. This occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBAT. If
the FCB is found, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBHT. The size of the directory FCB cache is set by the SYSGEN
parameters ACP_SYSACC and ACP_DINDXCACHE. The closer SPRPCFCB is to 100, the better the performance is for
this operation.
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SPRPCFHC - File Header Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCFHC contains the file header cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFHDHT - File Header Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCFHC is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRFHDAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCFHC = SPRFHDHT * 100 / SPRFHDAT

    else

      SPRPCFHC = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCFHC ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCFHC contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an open, close, extend, delete, or truncate operation is requested on a file, the file header is located by searching
the file header cache. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFHDAT. If the header is found, the occurrence is
recorded in SPRFHDHT. The size of the file header cache is set by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_HDRCACHE. The
closer SPRPCFHC is to 100, the better the performance is for this operation.

SPRPCFID - File ID Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCFID contains the file ID cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRFIDHT - File ID Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCFID is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRFIDAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCFID = SPRFIDHT * 100 / SPRFIDAT

    else

      SPRPCFID = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCFID ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPCFID contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File ID numbers are issued when files are created and returned on deletion. When a file is created, the file ID cache is
searched for the next file ID. The occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDAT. If the file ID is there, the occurrence is recorded
in SPRFIDHT. When a file is deleted, its file ID is returned to the file ID cache. The return occurrence is recorded in
SPRFIDAT. If the file ID can be returned to the cache, the occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDHT. If SPRFIDAT is much
larger than SPRFIDHT, the performance of creating and deleting files is hampered. The size of the file ID cache is set
by the SYSGEN parameter ACP_FIDCACHE. The closer SPRPCFID is to 100, the better the performance is for this
operation.

SPRPCQOT - Quota Cache Hit Percentage

SPRPCQOT contains the quota cache hit percentage.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRQUOHT - Quota Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRPCQOT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if SPRQUOAT ) 0 then

      SPRPCQOT = SPRQUOHT * 100 / SPRQUOAT

    else

      SPRPCQOT = 0

Range of Value:

The value of SPRPCQOT ranges from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

SPRPCQOT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If quota checking is enabled, a change in file size causes a search of the quota cache for an entry describing the
file owner. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRQUOAT. If the entry is found, the occurrence is recorded in
SPRQUOHT. If SPRQUOAT is much larger than SPRQUOHT, then quota cache is not large enough and quota checking
could be causing performance problems. The size of the quota cache is set by the SYSGEN ACP_QUOCACHE. The
closer SPRPCQOT is to 100, the better the performance is for this operation.

SPRPFW - Page Fault Wait

SPRPFW contains the count of processes waiting for pages of memory that are currently on disk.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait
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             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

             SPRMXPFW - Maximum Page Fault Wait

Element Derivation:

SPRPFW is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_PFW field of the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRPFW takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRPFW contains the last value of SPRPFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value in SPRPFW indicates that the process working set sizes are not set high enough or that many large images
are being invoked. If there is still memory on the free page list, the process working sets should be increased to help lower
page fault waiting.

If SPRPFW is high and there is no memory on the free page list, then the system may need additional physical memory.
If SPRPFW is high, the free page list is not empty and only a few processes are outswapped, the system is probably just
invoking many large images.

A high value in SPRPFW will have negative effects on the CPU and the I/O subsystem. The CPU usage will not show in
any of the processes on the system but will be recorded as kernel and executive mode processing.

SPRPGECT - PGE PAGE Record Count (Type 3)

SPRPGECT contains a count of VMS MONITOR PAGE records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR PAGE record is stored, SPRPGECT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRPGECT is always 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 1 to the total number of VMS MONITOR PAGE records processed in the level of
summarization

Summarization Process:

SPRPGECT contains the sum of all values of SPRPGECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGECT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRPGEDR - PGE PAGE Record Duration (Type 3)

SPRPGEDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGECT - PGE PAGE Record Count (Type 3)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRPGEDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGEDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRPGEDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRPGEDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

SPRPGEFL contains the number of pages allocated to processes as a result of page faults during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

             SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

             SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

             PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

             SPRPSPFL - PGE Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPGEFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_FAULTS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGEFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGEFL contains the sum of all values of SPRPGEFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGEFL includes all page faults on the system, including the other faults recorded in SPRFPGFL, SPRMPGFL,
SPRDMZFL, SPRGBLFL, and SPRWIPFL. High page faulting can cause negative effects on the CPU and I/O subsystem
in VMS. To reduce page faulting, the VMS system manager should try to adjust the user authorization file parameters
WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT and the SYSGEN parameters PFRATH, BORROWLIM, and WSINC.

WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT describe the number of physical pages allocated to a process. WSDEFAULT
is the amount with which the process starts. WSQUOTA is the amount of memory allowed for the process, regardless
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of the memory usage on the system. WSEXTENT is the amount of memory the process may borrow when there is free
memory to spare.

PFRATH is the number of page faults per 10-second interval that a process must exceed to be eligible to borrow free
memory. BORROWLIM is the amount of free memory that must be available before any will be loaned. WSINC is the
number of memory pages that are loaned with each increase.

SPRPGERD - PGE Page Reads

SPRPGERD contains the number of pages read from disk to satisfy page faults during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

             SPRPGRD  - Page Reads

             SPRPSRED - PGE Page Read Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPGERD is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_PREADS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGERD takes any integer value from 0 to SPRPGEFL.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGERD contains the sum of all values of SPRPGERD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGERD is a count of pages read from disk, not the number of I/O transactions. VMS will try to package several
page fault reads into one I/O transaction if possible. Nevertheless, SPRPGERD are much more harmful to performance
than the faults that can be satisfied in memory, such as SPRFPGFL, SPRMPGFL or SPRGBLFL. For every page in
SPRPGERD, there was also a process counted in STAFLT; however, the converse is not true.

SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

SPRPGERI contains the number of read I/O operations from disk to satisfy page faults during DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGERD - PGE Page Reads

             SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

             SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

             SPRPSPRI - PGE Page Read I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPGERI is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_PREADIO field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGERI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRPGERI contains the sum of all values of SPRPGERI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager determines if any other reads can be
combined with it to reduce the number of actual I/O transactions. Thus, SPRPGERI can never exceed SPRPGERD. If
SPRPGEFL is high and SPRPGERI is nearly equal to SPRPGERD, then the page reading is particularly inefficient. To
improve efficiency, it may be necessary to adjust some file caching parameters.

SPRPGEWI - PGE Page Write I/Os

SPRPGEWI contains the number of write operations to the page file to make room for requested pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSPWI - PGE Page Write I/O Rate

             SPRPGEWR - PGE Page Writes

             SPRPWIO  - Page Write I/Os

             SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPGEWI is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_PWRITIO field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGEWI takes any integer value from 0 to the value of SPRPGEWR.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGEWI contains the sum of all values of SPRPGEWI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the memory manager needs to write a page to the page file, it checks to see if there are other pages it can write in
the same operation. Therefore, SPRPGEWI can never be larger than SPRPGEWR.

SPRPGEWR - PGE Page Writes

SPRPGEWR contains the number of pages written to the page file in DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSWRT - PGE Page Write Rate

             SPRPGEWI - PGE Page Write I/Os

             SPRPGWT  - Page Writes

Element Derivation:

SPRPGEWR is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_PWRITES field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGEWR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPGEWR contains the sum of all values of SPRPGEWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGEWR is a sign of hard page faulting because memory is being written out to disk to make room for other memory
to be allocated. If the data in the pages is needed again, then those pages will have to be read in once more.

SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

SPRPGFLT contains the count of pages allocated to processes as a result of page faults during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate

             SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

             SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

             SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

             PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPGFLT is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_FAULTS field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGFLT takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGFLT contains the sum of all values of SPRPGFLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High page faulting can cause negative effects on the CPU and I/O subsystem of VAX/VMS. To reduce page faulting,
the VAX system manager should try to adjust the user authorization file parameters WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and
WSEXTENT, along with the SYSGEN parameters PFRATH, BORROWLIM, and WSINC.

WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT describe the number of physical pages allocated to a process. WSDEFAULT
is the amount with which the process starts. WSQUOTA is the amount of memory allowed for the process, regardless of
the memory usage on the system. WSEXTENT is the limit to the amount of memory the process may borrow when there
is memory to spare.

PFRATH is the number of page faults per 10-second interval that a process must exceed to be eligible to borrow free
memory. BORROWLIM is the amount of free memory that must be available before any will be loaned. WSINC is the
number of memory pages that are loaned with each increase.

SPRPGRD - Page Reads

SPRPGRD contains the count of pages read from disk to satisfy page faults for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

             SPRPSPGR - Page Read Rate
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             SPRPGERD - PGE Page Reads

Element Derivation:

SPRPGRD is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_PREADS field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGRD takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGRD contains the sum of all values of SPRPGRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGRD is a count of pages read from disk not the number of I/O transactions. VMS will try to package several page
fault reads into one I/O transaction if possible. Nevertheless, SPRPGRD is much more harmful to performance than the
faults that can be satisfied in memory, such as SPRFPGFL, SPRMPGFL, or SPRGBLFL. For every page in SPRPGRD,
there was also a process counted in STAFLT; however, the converse is not true.

SPRPGWT - Page Writes

SPRPGWT contains the count of pages written to the page file in DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSPGW - Page Write Rate

             SPRPWIO  - Page Write I/Os

             SPRPGEWR - PGE Page Writes

Element Derivation:

SPRPGWT is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_PWRITES field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRPGWT takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPGWT contains the sum of all values of SPRPGWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPGWT is an indication of heavy page faulting because memory is being written out to disk to make room for other
memory to be allocated. If the data in the pages is needed again, those pages will have to be read in once more.

SPRPKLOS - Transit Packets Lost

SPRPKLOS contains the number of transit packets lost.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSLOS - Transit Packet Loss Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPKLOS is set to the value of the MNR_NET$L_TRCNGLOS field of the VMS MONITOR DECNET record.
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Range of Value:

SPRPKLOS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPKLOS contains the sum of all values of SPRPKLOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the network has a high volume of traffic, packets may be lost during transmission. DECnet provides the capability
to recognize when a packet sent from one node is not received by another node. When this occurs, the packet is
retransmitted to the original node destination. SPRPKLOS contains the number of packets retransmitted because the
network could not process all the incoming packets.

SPRPOLCT - POL POOL Record Count (Type 6)

SPRPOLCT contains a count of pool records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR POOL record is processed, SPRPOLCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRPOLCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of pool records processed in the level of summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRPOLCT contains the sum of all values of SPRPOLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPOLCT is used as a divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of detail summarization.

SPRPOLDR - POL POOL Record Duration (Type 6)

SPRPOLDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPOLCT - POL POOL Record Count (Type 6)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

             ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

             DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRPOLDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPOLDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRPOLDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRPOLDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRPRCNT - Process Count

SPRPRCNT contains the number of processes on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXPRC - Maximum Process Count

Element Derivation:

SPRPRCNT is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_PROCS field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRPRCNT takes any integer value from 3 to the SYSGEN parameter MAXPROCESSCNT.

Summarization Process:

SPRPRCNT contains the last value of SPRPRCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPRCNT should be equal to the sum of the values in the VMS MONITOR STATES record. The smallest value
for SPRPRCNT will vary depending on the number of print SYMBIONTs, network services provided, and diagnostic
software in use. If SPRPRCNT is equal to MAXPROCESSCNT and system performance was not a problem, increasing
MAXPROCESSCNT should be considered so that users are not being artificially restricted from the machine.

SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

SPRPRDIO contains the count of read I/O operations from disk to satisfy page faults for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGRD - Page Reads

             SPRPSPR  - Page Read I/O Rate

             SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

             SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPRDIO is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_PREADIO field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:
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SPRPRDIO takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPRDIO contains the sum of all values of SPRPRDIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager looks to see if any other reads can be
combined with it to reduce the number of actual I/O transactions. Thus, SPRPRDIO can never exceed SPRPGRD. If
SPRIOVFL is high and SPRPRDIO is nearly equal to SPRPGRD, the page reading is particularly inefficient. To improve
efficiency it may be necessary to adjust some file caching parameters.

SPRPSACC - File Access Rate

SPRPSACC contains the number of directory accesses per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRACCS - File Access

             SPRPSNFL - New Files Rate

             SPRPSTRN - Window Turn Rate

             SPRPSOPN - File Open Rate

             SPRPSEIO - Erase I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSACC is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSACC = SPRACCS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSACC = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSACC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSACC contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File accesses are directory lookups for the location of the file. SPRPSACC increases with the rate of files created,
extended, opened, deleted, or erased and with window turns. Directory lookups are only costly when the file system
cache is not large enough for the directories regularly required on the system. If the SPRPSACC is large, the SYSGEN
parameters ACP_SYSACC, ACP_DINDXCACHE, ACP_DIRCACHE, and ACP_MAPCACHE may need adjusting to
increase performance.

SPRPSALL - Disk Allocation Rate

SPRPSALL contains the number of disk allocations per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO: SPRALLOC - Disk Allocations

            SPRPSNFL - New Files Rate

            SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSALL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSALL = SPRALLOC / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSALL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSALL takes any integer value 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSALL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Space is allocated when a file is created or when a write request causes the file to be extended. If SPRPSALL is high, the
file system should checked for fragmentation. Fragmentation can severely affect disk I/O performance as well as overall
system performance. Disk I/O performance is affected by the extra seek time moving from one portion of a file to another.
System performance can be degraded if the fragmentation causes a high rate of window turns.

SPRPSARL - Arriving Local Packet Rate

SPRPSARL contains the number of arriving local packets per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRARLPK - Arriving Local Packets

Element Derivation:

SPRPSARL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSARL = DNTARL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSARL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSARL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSARL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SPRARLPK counts the packets addressed to and received by the recording node. The packets are not just limited to data
packets; they also include sequencing and other control packets. SPRPSARL is the rate at which packets arrive at the
recording node.

SPRPSAST - Blocking ASTs Rate

SPRPSAST contains the number of blocking asynchronous system traps (ASTs) per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBLAST - Blocking ASTs

Element Derivation:

SPRPSAST is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSAST = SPRBLAST / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSAST = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSAST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSAST contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBLAST is the number of requests for ASTs to notify local processes that their requests are being served. SPRPSAST
is the number of times per second that those requests are entered.

SPRPSATP - Arriving Transit Packet Rate

SPRPSATP contains the number of arriving transit packets per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRARTPK - Arriving Transit Packets

Element Derivation:

SPRPSATP is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSATP = SPRARTPK / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSATP = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSATP takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRPSATP contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Transit packets are those that arrive at this node to be routed to a subsequent node. If this node is a routing node, the
ratio between SPRARTPK and SPRARLPK gives a good estimate of the effect of the routing function on the node. If
SPRPSATP is high, routing may be causing a load on the system.

SPRPSBAI - Blocking ASTs Incoming Rate

SPRPSBAI contains the number of incoming blocking ASTs per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAI - Blocking ASTs, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSBAI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSBAI = SPRBAI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBAI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSBAI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBAI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSBAI is the number of requests per second for asynchronous system traps to notify processes on remote nodes that
their requests are being served.

SPRPSBAL - Blocking ASTs Local Rate

SPRPSBAL contains the number of local blocking ASTs per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAL - Blocking ASTs, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSBAL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then
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      SPRPSBAL = SPRBAL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBAL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSBAL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBAL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBAL is the number of requests per second for asynchronous system traps to notify local processes that their requests
are being served.

SPRPSBAO - Blocking ASTs Outgoing Rate

SPRPSBAO contains the number of outgoing blocking ASTs per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBAO - Blocking ASTs, Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSBAO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSBAO = SPRBAO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBAO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSBAO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBAO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRBAO is the number of requests per second for asynchronous system traps on remote nodes to notify processes on
this node that their requests are being served.

SPRPSBIO - Buffered I/O Rate

SPRPSBIO contains the number of buffered I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBIOS - Buffered I/Os
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Element Derivation:

SPRPSBIO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSBIO = SPRBIOS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBIO = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSBIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBIO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSBIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations per second, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/O
operations usually do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers, and other buffered
devices under direct control of the CPU, however, can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os. If buffered I/O is a
problem on the system, reconfiguring hardware to include terminal servers will help reduce the effect on the system.

SPRPSBIT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSBIT contains the number of times per second the system made a storage bitmap cache attempt.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBITAT - Storage Bitmap Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSBIT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSBIT = SPRBITAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBIT = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSBIT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBIT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. If there is not enough space there, the
storage bitmap is tried. The storage bitmap cache is checked for an area large enough for the file. This check is registered
in SPRBITAT. SPRPSBIT is the number of these checks per second. A value greater than 2 on a regular basis is a clue
that the disk may be badly fragmented.
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SPRPSBUF - Buffered I/O Rate

SPRPSBUF contains the number of buffered I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPSBUF is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSBUF = SPRBUFIO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSBUF = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSBUF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSBUF contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSBUF reflects the number of buffered I/O operations per second, not the size of those operations. Buffered I/
O operations usually do not affect system performance much. Systems with all terminals, printers, and other buffered
devices under direct control of the CPU, however, can be affected by large numbers of buffered I/Os. If buffered I/O is a
problem on the system, reconfiguring hardware to include terminal servers will help reduce the effect to the system.

SPRPSCAL - FCP Call Rate

SPRPSCAL contains the number of FCP calls per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCALLS - FCP Calls

Element Derivation:

SPRPSCAL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSCAL = SPRCALLS / DURATION else

      SPRPSCAL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSCAL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPSCAL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCALLS is an indicator of the activity on the file system that is due to typical application programs.

SPRPSCEQ - Converted Enqueue Rate

SPRPSCEQ contains the number of converted enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCENQ - Converted Enqueues

Element Derivation:

SPRPSCEQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSCEQ = SPRCENQ / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSCEQ = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSCEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSCEQ contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRCENQ counts the number of requested enqueues that were granted after the process had been waiting. SPRPSCEQ
is the number of times per second that waiting-on- enqueues were converted to locks.

SPRPSDDC - Directory Data Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSDDC contains the number of times per second the system attempted to locate a file name in the directory data
cache.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDATAT - Directory Data Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDDC is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDDC = SPRDATAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDDC = 0
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Range of Value:

SPRPSDDC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDDC contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the file name is looked up in the directory. The directory
cache is searched for the directory data needed. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRDATAT. A large value in
SPRPSDDC means that the ACP_DIRCACHE is much too small or that there is an inordinate amount of file activity on the
system. Look into both possibilities.

SPRPSDEQ - Dequeue Rate

SPRPSDEQ contains the number of dequeues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEQ - Dequeues

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDEQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDEQ = SPRDEQ / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDEQ = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDEQ contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRDEQ counts the number of locks that were released (dequeued). SPRPSDEQ is the number of times per second that
resources were released.

SPRPSDFD - Deadlocks Found Rate

SPRPSDFD contains the number of deadlocks the Lock Manager found per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEADF - Deadlocks Found

Element Derivation:
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SPRPSDFD is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDFD = SPRDEADF / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDFD = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDFD takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDFD contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks are a potential problem any time processes must serialize resources to accomplish their tasks. Whenever
a process holds a resource beyond the time of the system deadlock wait, the Lock Manager searches all processes
waiting on resources to determine if a deadlock condition exists. SPRDEADF is the number of times the Lock Manager
determined that a deadlock existed and it took measures to clear the blocked resource(s). SPRPSDFD is the number of
times per second that the Lock Manager discovered deadlocks.

SPRPSDIO - Direct I/O Rate

SPRPSDIO contains the number of direct I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRDIOS - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDIO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDIO = SPRDIOS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDIO = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSDIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDIO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSDIO reflects the number of direct I/O operations per second, not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have
great effect on system performance, but the effect varies widely depending on average transaction size. If the number of
direct I/Os is constant, but average transaction size is larger, the negative effect will be greater.
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SPRPSDIR - Direct I/O Rate

SPRPSDIR contains the number of direct I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDIR is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDIR = SPRDIRIO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDIR = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSDIR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDIR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSDIR reflects the number of direct I/O operations per second not the size of those operations. Direct I/Os can have
great effect on system performance, but the effect varies widely depending on average transaction size. If the number of
direct I/Os is constant, but average transaction size is larger, the negative effect will be greater.

SPRPSDLM - Deadlock Message Rate

SPRPSDLM contains the number of deadlock messages per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDLM - Deadlock Messages

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDLM is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDLM = SPRDLM / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDLM = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDLM takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPSDLM contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks among cluster nodes could become a serious problem, so the Lock Manager sends messages to the
controlling process whenever a converted lock has been held for more than the SYSGEN parameter allows. If the process
is waiting for another lock, it is told to go back to waiting for this resource, and the resource is freed for another job.

SPRPSDMZ - Demand Zero Page Fault Rate

SPRPSDMZ contains the number of demand zero page faults per second during DURATION (measurement interval)

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDMZFL - Demand Zero Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDMZ is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDMZ = SPRDMZFL / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSDMZ = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSDMZ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDMZ contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typical values of SPRPSDMZ usually range from 3 to 100, depending on the amount of image activation on the system.

SPRPSDMZ is the number of times per second that a process requested pages of memory to be allocated. For each
request, the VMS system initializes the page to zeros. This activity is usually performed during image activation when
processes first begin using memory that had been logically allocated at compile time. Therefore, SPRDMZFL is a good
estimator of the impact of image activation on paging.

SPRPSDPL - Departing Local Packet Rate

SPRPSDPL contains the number of departing local packets per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDPLPK - Departing Local Packets

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDPL is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDPL = SPRDPLPK / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDPL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDPL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDPL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Departing local packets are DECnet data packets and control messages that originate with this node. The ratio between
SPRARTPK and SPRDPLPK gives a rough estimate of the effect of routing on outgoing network communications. If
SPRPSDPL is large, then the outgoing communications could become a limit.

SPRPSDQI - Dequeue Incoming Rate

SPRPSDQI contains the number of incoming dequeues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQI - Dequeue Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDQI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDQI = SPRDQI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDQI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDQI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDQI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSDQI is the rate per second at which dequeues that originated on the remote nodes were released on the recording
node.

SPRPSDQL - Dequeue Local Rate

SPRPSDQL contains the number of local dequeues per second that originated on the recording node and were released
on the remote node.

Type:
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Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQL - Dequeue Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDQL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDQL = SPRDQL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDQL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDQL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDQL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRPSDQO - Dequeue Outgoing Rate

SPRPSDQO contains the number of outgoing dequeues per second that originated on the recording node and released
on remote nodes.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDQO - Dequeue Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDQO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDQO = SPRDQO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDQO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDQO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDQO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SPRPSDSR - Deadlock Search Rate

SPRPSDSR contains the number of deadlock searches the Lock Manager performed per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRDEADS - Deadlock Searches

Element Derivation:

SPRPSDSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSDSR = SPRDEADS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSDSR = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSDSR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSDSR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Deadlocks are a potential problem any time processes must serialize resources to accomplish their tasks. Whenever a
process holds a resource beyond the time of the system deadlock wait, the Lock Manager searches all processes waiting
on resources to determine if a deadlock condition exists. SPRDEADS is the number of times the Lock Manager searched
for deadlocks. SPRPSDSR is the number of times per second the Lock Manager searched for deadlocks.

SPRPSECI - Enqueue Conversion Incoming Rate

SPRPSECI contains the number of incoming converted locks per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECI - Enqueue Conversions Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSECI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSECI = SPRECI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSECI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSECI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPSECI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSECI is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated by or conversions requested by remote nodes are
granted on the recording node.

SPRPSECL - Enqueue Conversion Local Rate

SPRPSECL contains the number of local enqueue conversions per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECL - Enqueue Conversions Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSECL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSECL = SPRECL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSECL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSECL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSECL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSECL is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated by or conversions requested by the recording node
are granted on the recording node.

SPRPSECO - Enqueue Conversion Outgoing Rate

SPRPSECO contains the number of outgoing enqueue conversions per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRECO - Enqueue Conversions Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSECO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSECO = SPRECO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSECO = 0
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Range of Value:

SPRPSECO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSECO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSECO is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated by or conversions requested by the recording node
are granted on remote nodes.

SPRPSEIO - Erase I/O Rate

SPRPSEIO contains the number of erase I/O operations per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRERASE - Erase I/O Operations

Element Derivation:

SPRPSEIO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSEIO = SPRERASE / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSEIO = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSEIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSEIO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRPSEIO is high and system I/O performance is poor, high-water marking should be turned off on the volumes
affected. By default, VMS disks are initialized with high-water marking enabled. The high-water marking feature is typically
used for security purposes because it triggers the file system to write zeros to all allocated bytes when a file is deleted.
Although good for security, it could noticeably affect I/O performance on disks where files are frequently created and
deleted.

SPRPSENQ - Enqueues Not Queued Rate

SPRPSENQ contains the number of enqueues not queued per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SPRPSENQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSENQ = SPRENQNQ / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSENQ = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSENQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSENQ contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process requests an enqueue of a resource, it can specify what to do if the resource is already locked; it can wait
until the resource becomes available or it can try again later. If the request specified it does not want to wait, the enqueue
request will not be queued. The occurrence is recorded in SPRENQNQ. If SPRENQNQ is consistently large, there may
be at least one process using program logic to determine when the resource becomes available, rather than using the
conventional 'wait' option when requesting the enqueue. This can quickly consume CPU time and should be discouraged.
The value in SPRPSENQ is the number of times per second this is happening. If SPRPSENQ is greater than zero, the
locking behavior of the applications should be investigated.

SPRPSEWT - Enqueue Waits Rate

SPRPSEWT contains the number of enqueue waits per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRENQWT - Enqueue Waits

Element Derivation:

SPRPSEWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSEWT = SPRENQWT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSEWT = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSEWT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSEWT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process requests an enqueue of a resource, it can specify what to do if the resource is already locked; it can wait
until the resource becomes available or it can try again later. If the request specified to wait, it will be placed on a queue
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to wait for the resource to become available. This occurrence is recorded in SPRENQWT. If SPRENQWT is consistently
large, there is a great deal of contention for a limited resource(s). When SPRPSEWT is greater than two on a regular
basis, the resources need to be investigated to make them more efficient.

SPRPSEXT - Extent Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSEXT contains the number of times per second the system attempted to allocate file space in extent cache.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPREXTAT - Extent Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSEXT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSEXT = SPREXTAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSEXT = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSEXT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSEXT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When space is allocated for a file, the first place searched is the extent cache. The search occurrence is recorded in
SPREXTAT. If the value in SPRPSEXT is large, the amount of file space allocation may be excessive.

SPRPSFCB - Directory FCB Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSFCB contains the number of times per second the system attempted to locate a file control block (FCB) in the
directory FCB cache.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRFCBAT - Directory FCB Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFCB is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFCB = SPRFCBAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFCB = 0

Range of Value:
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SPRPSFCB takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFCB contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is opened, created, deleted, extended, or truncated, the system has to find the directory containing the file
name. The directory FCB cache is searched for the FCB. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFCBAT. If the value in
SPRPSFCB is large, the application's file activity should be investigated.

SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

SPRPSFFL contains the number of page faults per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPFL - FCP Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFFL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFFL = SPRFCPFL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFFL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSFFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFFL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRPSFFL is large, the file system processing is being held up by paging. Working set sizes should be set so that
SPRPSFFL remains relatively small.

SPRPSFHC - File Header Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSFHC contains the number of times per second the system attempted to locate a file header in the file header
cache.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRFHDAT - File Header Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFHC is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFHC = SPRFHDAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFHC = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSFHC takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFHC contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an open, close, extend, delete, or truncate operation is requested on a file, the file header is located by searching
the file header cache. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRFHDAT. If the value in SPRFHDAT is large, file activity
should be investigated.

SPRPSFID - File ID Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSFID contains the number of times per second the system attempted to obtain file IDs from and return file IDs to the
file ID cache.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFIDAT - File ID Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFID is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFID = SPRFIDAT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFID = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSFID takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFID contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File ID numbers are assigned when files are created and returned on deletion. When a file is created, the file ID cache
is searched for the next file ID to use. This search is recorded in SPRFIDAT. When a file is deleted, its file ID is returned
to the file ID cache. The return occurrence is recorded in SPRFIDAT. If the value in SPRPSFID is large, files are being
created and deleted. Heavy amounts of file creations and deletions lead to disk fragmentation. This can severely affect
performance.
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SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate

SPRPSFLT contains the number of page faults per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGFLT - Page Faults

             SPRPSPFL - PGE Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSIFL - IO Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFLT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFLT = SPRPGFLT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFLT = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSFLT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFLT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSFLT is the rate of all the page faults, except system page faults, on the VMS system. If SPRPSFLT is near the
number of transactions that can be handled per second for the disk containing the page file and there is only one page
file, system performance could be severely affected by the speed of the disk. When space is available, it is usually best to
have more than one page file and those files be on separate disks. Depending on the speed of the VAX CPU, the rate of
page faults may present a CPU bottleneck as well.

If the page fault rate is consistently high, the parameters that control working set size should be adjusted so that the
processes doing the most faulting can have working sets large enough to reduce the paging. If the high rate of faulting
is due to image activation, perhaps the applications can be redesigned so that they do not invoke as many images. High
page faulting degrades system performance. To reduce page faulting, the VAX system manager should accordingly adjust
the user authorization file parameters WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT along with the SYSGEN parameters
PFRATH, BORROWLIM, and WSINC.

WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT describe the number of physical pages allocated to a process. WSDEFAULT
is the amount with which the process starts. WSQUOTA is the amount of memory allowed for the process, regardless of
the memory usage on the system. WSEXTENT is the limit to the amount of memory the process may borrow when there
is memory to spare.

PFRATH is the number of page faults per 10-second interval that a process must exceed to be eligible to borrow free
memory. BORROWLIM is the amount of free memory that must be available before any will be loaned. WSINC is the
number of memory pages that are loaned with each increase.

SPRPSFNI - Directory Functions Incoming Rate

SPRPSFNI contains the number of incoming directory functions.
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Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFNI - Directory Functions Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFNI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFNI = SPRFNI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFNI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSFNI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFNI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cluster-wide directory functions, such as file creation and deletion, require a lot of coordination on the part of the Lock
Manager. SPRPSFNI keeps track of the rate that directory functions from remote nodes are requested.

SPRPSFNO - Directory Functions Outgoing Rate

SPRPSFNO contains the number of outgoing directory functions per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFNO - Directory Functions Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFNO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFNO = SPRFNO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFNO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSFNO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFNO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Cluster-wide directory functions, such as file creation and deletion, require a lot of coordination on the part of the Lock
Manager. SPRPSFNO keeps track of the rate of those requested from remote nodes.

SPRPSFOP - Files Opened Rate

SPRPSFOP contains the number of files opened per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFILOP - Files Opened

            SPRPSOPN - File Open Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFOP is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFOP = SPRFILOP / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFOP = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSFOP takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFOP contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

File opening can consume a lot of resources, both in CPU time and the number of disk I/Os required. If the directory of the
file is cached in memory, the resource requirement is less. When a file is opened, the location is looked up in the directory.
If the directory is not in cache, the directory must be read from disk into cache. Once the location of the file is found, the
file header is then read into the file header cache and the file's table of block locations and index buffers are allocated and
read from disk.

If SPRPSFOP is large, a lot of the machine resources are being used to initialize files. To reduce the resources, the
VAX system manager can do one of two things: increase directory caches, which takes away user memory, or modify
applications so they do not open as many files.

SPRPSFPL - Free List Page Fault Rate

SPRPSFPL contains the number of pages allocated per second from the free page list to satisfy process requests.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFPGFL - Free List Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFPL is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFPL = SPRFPGFL / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSFPL = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSFPL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFPL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSFPL represents the number of pages needed per second from the free page list. Free pages are requested during
image activation and when a process needs to expand its working set size. SPRPSFPL is usually proportional to the
image activation rate on the system. When the free page list is depleted, the process requesting a free page is put into
free page wait state until a free page is available.

Free pages are reclaimed at process termination or when working sets are trimmed.

SPRPSFRI - FCP Disk Read I/O Rate

SPRPSFRI contains the number of read I/Os per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPRI - FCP Disk Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFRI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFRI = SPRFCPRI / DURATION else

      SPRPSFRI = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSFRI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFRI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRPSFRI plus SPRPSFWI is close to the sum of the DSKPSIO for all disks on the node, file system caching is not
working right. To improve this, check for fragmentation on the file system and increase the size of the ancillary control
process (ACP) cache buffers. To set the ACP cache buffers, modify the SYSGEN parameters that begin with "ACP_".

SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

SPRPSFWI contains the number of write I/Os per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:
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Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPSFWI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSFWI = SPRFCPWI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSFWI = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSFWI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSFWI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If SPRPSFRI plus SPRPSFWI is close to the sum of the DSKPSIO for all disks on the node, file system caching is not
working right. To improve this, check for fragmentation on the file system and increase the size of the ancillary control
process (ACP) cache buffers. To set the ACP cache buffers, modify the SYSGEN parameters that begin with "ACP_".

SPRPSGBL - Global Valid Page Fault Rate

SPRPSGBL contains the number of page faults per second that were served by mapping shared memory that was
already valid.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRGBLFL - Global Valid Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSGBL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSGBL = PGEGBL / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSGBL = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSGBL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSGBL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SPRPSGBL usually ranges from 0 to about 10, depending on the activation of shared images.

Global valid faults are the least expensive of the page faulting types. If SPRPSGBL is consistently above 10, it indicates
a correspondingly high level of activation of images that have shared code or have a good deal of interprocess
communications. It also can indicate a large amount of swapping of active processes, which is the least efficient form of
swapping. So even though global valid faults do not represent much of a system impediment, SPRPSGBL can signal that
other problems may be negatively affecting system performance.

SPRPSIFL - IO Page Fault Rate

SPRPSIFL contains the number of page faults per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRIOVFL - IO Page Faults

             SPRPSPFL - PGE Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSIFL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSIFL = SPRIOVFL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSIFL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSIFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSIFL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSIFL is the rate of all the page faults, except system page faults, on the VMS system. If SPRPSIFL is near the
number of I/O transactions that can be handled per second for the disk containing the page file, and there is only one
page file, system performance could be severely affected by the speed of the disk. When space is available, it is usually
best to have more than one paging file and to locate those files on separate disks. Depending on the speed of the VAX
CPU, the rate of page faults may present a CPU bottleneck because of the CPU time required to perform paging.

If the page fault rate is consistently high, the parameters that control working set size should be adjusted so that the
processes doing the most faulting can have working sets large enough to reduce the paging. If the high rate of faulting
is due to image activation, perhaps the applications can be redesigned so that they do not invoke as many images. High
page faulting degrades system performance. To reduce page faulting, the VAX system manager should accordingly adjust
the user authorization file parameters WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT along with the SYSGEN parameters
PFRATH, BORROWLIM, and WSINC.

WSDEFAULT, WSQUOTA, and WSEXTENT describe the number of physical pages allocated to a process. WSDEFAULT
is the amount with which the process starts. WSQUOTA is the amount of memory allowed for the process, regardless of
the memory usage on the system. WSEXTENT is the limit to the amount of memory the process may borrow when there
is memory to spare.
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PFRATH is the number of page faults per 10-second interval that a process must exceed to be eligible to borrow free
memory. BORROWLIM is the amount of free memory that must be available before any will be loaned. WSINC is the
number of memory pages that are loaned with each increase.

SPRPSINS - Inswap Rate

SPRPSINS contains the number of processes swapped in per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRINSWP - Inswaps

Element Derivation:

SPRPSINS is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSINS = SPRINSWP / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSINS = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSINS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSINS contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When there are a large number of working sets being swapped in, the system performance will degrade. If SPRPSINS is
1 or more consistently, the system may be thrashing--swapping out a process to swap in another, then needing to swap
the first process back in immediately. Thrashing usually occurs when the system cannot make any good determination for
swapping. Thrashing is a sure signal that the system memory is too small. If SPRPSINS and SPRCOMO are not zero, the
system is thrashing on the swap file.

Swapping is a highly I/O intensive because working sets are often very large. Additionally, it can increase CPU usage
because of swapper processing, which involves recalculating page offsets, setting up asynchronous system traps
for interrupts, and the like. If much swapping, especially to the point of thrashing, is going on, the CPU may show
large amounts of idle time. This is because the CPU is blocked from being used while it waits for the much slower I/O
subsystem to complete its work.

SPRPSLCI - Lock Conversion Incoming Rate

SPRPSLCI contains the number of incoming converted locks per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCI - Lock Conversions, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSLCI is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSLCI = SPRLCI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSLCI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSLCI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSLCI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCI counts the rate at which requested locks (enqueues) from remote nodes were actually granted.

SPRPSLCL - Lock Conversion Local Rate

SPRPSLCL contains the number of local lock conversions per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCL - Lock Conversions, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSLCL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSLCL = SPRLCL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSLCL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSLCL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSLCL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCL counts the rate at which requested locks (enqueues) from this node were actually granted.

SPRPSLCO - Lock Conversion Outgoing Rate

SPRPSLCO contains the number of outgoing lock conversions per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLCO - Lock Conversions, Outgoing
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Element Derivation:

SPRPSLCO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSLCO = SPRLCO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSLCO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSLCO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSLCO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRLCO counts the rate at which requested locks (enqueues) sent to remote nodes were actually granted.

SPRPSLNT - Logical Name Translation Rate

SPRPSLNT contains the number of logical name translations per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRLOGNM - Logical Name Translations

Element Derivation:

SPRPSLNT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSLNT = SPRLOGNM / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSLNT = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSLNT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSLNT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Logical names are translated to parse file names or access other system resources such as disk, tape, or network
devices. Translation of logical name happens in kernel mode and is not charged to the process requesting translation.
SPRPSLNT is usually proportional to image activation rate because the opening of files and devices for the new image
involves logical name translation. If SPRPSLNT is high and MODKERTM is 25 percent or more of MODCPUTM, the
applications probably should be restructured to not activate as many images. One key to reducing image activation is to
reduce the use of DCL command files on the system.
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SPRPSLOS - Transit Packet Loss Rate

SPRPSLOS contains the rate of transit packet loss per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPKLOS - Transit Packets Lost

Element Derivation:

SPRPSLOS is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSLOS = SPRPKLOS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSLOS = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSLOS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSLOS contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the network has a high volume of traffic, packets may be lost during transmission. DECnet provides the capability
to recognize when a packet sent from one node is not received by another node. When this occurs, the packet is
retransmitted to the original node destination. SPRPKLOS contains the number of packets retransmitted because the
network could not process all the incoming packets.

SPRPSMBX - Mailbox Write Rate

SPRPSMBX contains the number of mailbox writes per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMAILW - Mailbox Writes

Element Derivation:

SPRPSMBX is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSMBX = SPRMAILW / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSMBX = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSMBX takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:
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SPRPSMBX contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Mailboxes are mechanisms used for interprocess communication on VAX/VMS. When a process wants to receive
messages from other processes, it sets up the mechanism to receive messages and then registers the mailbox with VMS,
that places it on a list of mailboxes available. Processes wishing to send messages to that mailbox tell VMS where the
message is and the mailbox to which it should be delivered. If the mailbox has room, VMS delivers the message and
sends a low-priority interrupt to the receiving process. If the mailbox is full, VMS puts the message on a very high priority
interrupt queue that continually checks to see if the mailbox has room. If there are many undeliverable messages on the
queue, these high priority interrupts can block other, perhaps more important, interrupts from being processed in a timely
manner. These interrupts are processed in kernel mode.

When SPRPSMBX is high, there is a higher likelihood of the mailbox full condition. If SPRPSMBX is high and
MODKERTM is 25 percent or more of MODCPUTM then the amount of mailbox writing is potentially harmful.

SPRPSMPL - Modified List Page Fault Rate

SPRPSMPL contains the number of pages allocated per second from the modified page list in DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSMPL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSMPL = SPRMPGFL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSMPL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSMPL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSMPL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Modified pages are those that have been written to the Page file by the memory manager but have not been needed for
another process yet. SPRPSMPL is the number of times per second that processes requested pages that were written out
before they were needed for the free page list or for another process.

Modified page list faults are among the best kind of page faults to have because no I/O is required, just memory mapping
and status changing. The system tries to keep as many modified pages on the list as it can, but if the free list is depleted,
it takes modified pages before it begins to trim working sets or to swap processes.

SPRPSNEI - New Enqueue Incoming Rate

SPRPSNEI contains the number of incoming enqueues per second.
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Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEI - New Enqueue Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNEI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNEI = SPRNEI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNEI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNEI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNEI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSNEI is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated on the remote node were performed on the recording
node.

SPRPSNEL - New Enqueue Local Rate

SPRPSNEL contains the number of local enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEL - New Enqueue Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNEL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNEL = SPRNEL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNEL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNEL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNEL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SPRPSNEL is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated on the recording node were performed on the
recording node.

SPRPSNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing Rate

SPRPSNEO contains the number of outgoing enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEO - New Enqueue Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNEO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNEO = SPRNEO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNEO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNEO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNEO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSNEO is the rate per second at which enqueues that originated on the recording node are performed on remote
nodes.

SPRPSNEQ - New Enqueue Rate

SPRPSNEQ contains the number of new enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNEQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNEQ = SPRNENQ/DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNEQ = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNEQ takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRPSNEQ contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a process requests a resource via an enqueue, SPRNENQ is incremented. If the resource is unavailable, one
of SPRENQNQ or SPRENQWT will be incremented. Enqueues that result in immediate locks can be determined by
subtracting SPRENQNQ and SPRENQWT from SPRNENQ. SPRPSNEQ is the rate that resources are being requested.

SPRPSNFL - New Files Rate

SPRPSNFL contains the number of new files per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNEWFL - New Files

             SPRPSALL - Disk Allocation Rate

             SPRPSACC - File Access Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNFL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNFL = SPRNEWFL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNFL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSNFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNFL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a file is created, the file system determines if there is a requested allocation size; if not, the default size is used.
The directory is scanned to determine whether a file of the same name is already present. If the file exists, the new file is
given a version number one higher than the existing file. The name of the file is added to the directory, the file space is
allocated, and the new directory entry is updated to point at the allocated file. If the directory is in cache, these activities
require only two physical I/Os: allocating the space and writing out the directory on completion.

If SPRPSNFL is high, check to see if the system is spending a lot of CPU time on the file system. In addition, a high
value in SPRPSNFL should be a signal to check for disk fragmentation. If SPRPSNFL and SPRPSTRN are both high, the
system may be thrashing on the file map.

SPRPSNLI - New Locks Incoming Rate

SPRPSNLI contains the number of incoming enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLI - New Locks, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNLI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNLI = SPRNLI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNLI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNLI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNLI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRNLI counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) received per second from remote nodes.

SPRPSNLL - New Locks Local Rate

SPRPSNLL contains the number of local enqueues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLL - New Locks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNLL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNLL = SPRNLL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNLL = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNLL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNLL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSNLL counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) per second from this node that were newly queued.

SPRPSNLO - New Locks Outgoing Rate

SPRPSNLO contains the number of outgoing enqueues per second.
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Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRNLO - New Locks, Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSNLO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSNLO = SPRNLO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSNLO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSNLO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSNLO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSNLO counts the number of requested locks (enqueues) per second that were newly sent to remote nodes.

SPRPSOPN - File Open Rate

SPRPSOPN contains the number of files opened per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPROPEN - Files Opened

Element Derivation:

SPRPSOPN is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSOPN = SPROPEN / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSOPN = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSOPN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSOPN contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Opening files can consume a lot of resources, both in CPU time and the number of disk I/Os required. If the directory
of the file is cached in memory, the resource requirement is less. When a file is opened, the location is looked up in the
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directory. If the directory is not in cache, the directory must first be read from disk into cache. Once the location of the file
is found, the file header is then read into the file header cache, and the file's table of block locations and index buffers are
allocated and read from disk.

If SPRPSOPN is large, a lot of the machine resources are being used to initialize the use of files. If this seems to be
affecting performance, the VAX system manager can do one of two things: increase directory caches, which takes away
user memory, or modify applications so they do not open as many files.

SPRPSPFL - PGE Page Fault Rate

SPRPSPFL contains the number of pages allocated per second to processes as a result of page faults during DURATION
(measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

             SPRPSIFL - IO Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSFFL - FCP Page Fault Rate

             SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPFL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPFL = SPRPGEFL / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSPFL = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSPFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPFL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSPFL is the rate of all the page faults, except system page faults, on the VMS system. If PGPSFLT is near the
number of transactions that can be handled per second for the disk with the page file on it and there is only one page
file, system performance could be severely affected by the speed of the disk. When space is available, it is usually best
to have more than one paging file on separate disks. Depending on the speed of the CPU, the rate of page faults may
present a CPU bottleneck as well.

If the page fault rate is consistently high, the parameters that control working set size should be adjusted so that the
processes that are doing the most faulting can have working sets that are large enough to reduce the paging. If the high
rate of faulting is due to image activation, perhaps the applications can be redesigned so that they do not invoke as many
images.

SPRPSPGR - Page Read Rate

SPRPSPGR contains the number of page reads per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:
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Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGRD  - Page Reads

             SPRPSRED - PGE Page Read Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPGR is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPGR = SPRPGRD / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSPGR = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSPGR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPGR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSPGR is a count of pages per second read from disk, not the number of I/O transactions. VMS tries to package
several page fault reads into one I/O transaction if possible. Nevertheless, a high SPRPSPGR is much more harmful to
performance than the fault rates that are satisfied in memory, such as SPRPSFPL, SPRPSMPL, or SPRPSGBL.

SPRPSPGW - Page Write Rate

SPRPSPGW contains the number of page writes per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGWT  - Page Writes

             SPRPSWRT - PGE Page Write Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPGW is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPGW = SPRPGWT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSPGW = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSPGW takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPGW contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SPRPSPGW is an indication of heavy page faulting since memory is being written out to disk to make room for other
memory to be allocated. If the data in the pages is needed again, those pages will have to be read in once more. Since
the memory manager tries to save up the pages to be written, SPRPSPGW is usually larger than SPRPGWT.

SPRPSPR - Page Read I/O Rate

SPRPSPR contains the number of page read I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

             SPRPSPRI - PGE Page Read I/O Rate

             SPRPSFRI - FCP Disk Read I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPR is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPR = SPRPRDIO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSPR = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSPR takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager looks to see if any other reads can be
combined with it to reduce the number of actual I/O transactions. Thus, SPRPSPR can never exceed SPRPSPGR. If
SPRPSPR is near 50 percent of the number of I/O transactions that the disks on the system can support, the system
is probably experiencing severe disk I/O limitations as well. If this high amount of read I/Os exists, the VMS system
parameters must be adjusted to reduce paging or the workload of the system must be reduced.

SPRPSPRI - PGE Page Read I/O Rate

SPRPSPRI contains the number of read I/O operations per second to satisfy page faults for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

             SPRPSPR  - Page Read I/O Rate

             SPRPSFRI - FCP Disk Read I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPRI is computed using the following algorithm:
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    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPRI = SPRPGERI / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSPRI = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSPRI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPRI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager determines if any other reads can be
combined with it to minimize the number of actual I/O transactions. Thus, SPRPSPRI can never exceed SPRPSRED.
If SPRPSPRI is more than 50 percent of the number of I/O transactions that the disk device can support, the system is
probably experiencing severe disk I/O limitations as well. If a high amount of read I/Os exists, the VMS system parameters
must be adjusted to reduce paging or the workload of the system must be reduced.

SPRPSPW - Page Write I/O Rate

SPRPSPW contains the number of page write I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPWIO  - Page Write I/Os

             SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

             SPRPSPWI - PGE Page Write I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPW is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPW = SPRPWIO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSPW = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSPW takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPW contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the memory manager needs to write a page to the page file, it checks to see if there are other pages it can write in
the same transaction. Thus, SPRPSPW can never be larger than SPRPSPGW. If SPRPSPW plus SPRPSPR is close to
the number of I/O operations supported by the system, system performance will be severely affected by paging activity.
When there are a large number of page I/Os, steps should be taken to reduce the paging immediately. Adjusting working
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sets higher or lowering the number of concurrent processes or both may be necessary to reduce paging to where disk I/O
does not limit system performance.

SPRPSPWI - PGE Page Write I/O Rate

SPRPSPWI contains the number of write operations per second to the Page file.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGEWI - PGE Page Write I/Os

             SPRPSPW  - Page Write I/O Rate

             SPRPSFWI - FCP Disk Write I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSPWI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSPWI = SPRPGEWI / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSPWI = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSPWI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSPWI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the memory manager needs to write a page to the Page file, it determines if there are other pages it can write in
the same transaction. Thus, SPRPSPWI can never be larger than SPRPSWRT. If SPRPSPWI plus SPRPSPRI is close to
the number of I/O operations supported by the system, the performance will be severely affected by paging activity. When
there are a large number of page I/Os, steps should be taken to reduce the paging immediately. Adjusting working sets
higher or lower or lowering the number of concurrent processes or both may be necessary to reduce paging to where disk
I/O does not degrade system performance.

SPRPSQOT - Quota Cache Attempt Rate

SPRPSQOT contains the number of times per second the system made a quota cache attempt.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRQUOAT - Quota Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRPSQOT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSQOT = SPRQUOAT / DURATION
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    else

      SPRPSQOT = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSQOT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSQOT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If quota checking is enabled, a change in file size causes a search of the quota cache for an entry describing the file
owner. This search is recorded in SPRQUOAT. If the value in SPRPSQOT is large, consider disabling quota checking.

SPRPSRBF - Receiver Buffer Failure Rate

SPRPSRBF contains the number of receiver buffer failures per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRBUFFL - Receiver Buffer Failures

Element Derivation:

SPRPSRBF is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSRBF = SPRBUFFL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSRBF = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSRBF takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSRBF contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the target node is unable to receive a packet, this node knows it must retransmit the message. SPRBUFFL
represents packets that were resent because of buffer problems in the target nodes. If this occurs, the target node is
having problems with its nonpaged pool.

SPRPSRED - PGE Page Read Rate

SPRPSRED contains the number of pages per second read from disk to satisfy page faults for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGERD - PGE Page Reads

             SPRPSPGR - Page Read Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSRED is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSRED = SPRPGERD / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSRED = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSRED takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSRED contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSRED is a count of pages per second read from disk, not the number of I/O transactions. VMS tries to group
multiple page fault reads into one I/O transaction if possible. Nevertheless, a high SPRPSRED is much more harmful to
performance than the fault rates that are satisfied in memory, such as SPRPSFPL, SPRPSMPL or SPRPSGBL.

SPRPSRIO - Read I/O Rate

SPRPSRIO contains the number of page read I/Os per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRRDIOS - Page Read I/Os

             SPRPSPR  - Page Read I/O Rate

             SPRPSPRI - PGE Page Read I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSRIO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSRIO = SPRRDIOS / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSRIO = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSRIO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSRIO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager looks to see if any other reads can be
combined with it to reduce the number of actual I/O transactions. If SPRPSRIO is near 50 percent of the number of I/O
transactions that the disks on the system can support, the system is probably experiencing severe disk I/O limitations as
well. If this high amount of read I/Os exists, the VMS system parameters must be adjusted to reduce paging or the system
workload must be reduced.

SPRPSSPL - Split Transfer Rate

SPRPSSPL contains the number of cache buffer split transfers per second for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSPLIT - Split Transfers

Element Derivation:

SPRPSSPL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSSPL = SPRSPLIT / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSSPL = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSSPL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSSPL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request is given to VMS and the cache buffers to receive it are too small, the request will be broken into
as many requests as necessary to satisfy the I/O request. The requesting process will not be signaled that the I/O is
complete until the last of the split transfers is done. Split transfers will lengthen the I/O response time to the process. If this
value is high, consider increasing the size of the cache buffer.

SPRPSSYS - System Page Fault Rate

SPRPSSYS contains the number of system page faults per second in DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRSYSFL - System Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSSYS is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSSYS = SPRSYSFL / DURATION;

    else
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      SPRPSSYS = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSSYS takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSSYS contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

System page faults are a potential bottleneck to all processes on the system. SPRPSSYS represents the number of
times per second that virtual addresses resolve to system space, but the required page is not available in the system
working set. Since the system working set services all processes on the system, the likelihood of a page being needed by
another process immediately is low. This means that when one process causes a page to be read in, a page for another
process was written out. The other process will likely need that page again when it processes, so it will also fault. This
chain reaction causes system space thrashing and will quickly degrade system performance. If SPRPSSYS is more than
1 consistently or if it ever peaks above 5, steps should be taken to correct the problem.

System working set size should be increased to the point where SPRPSSYS is consistently 1 or less. The SYSGEN
parameter that controls this is SYSMWCNT. SYSMWCNT should not be too large, however, because that space is taken
away from the memory available for process working sets, which also could cause paging and swapping bottlenecks.

SPRPSTAB - Transaction Abort Rate

SPRPSTAB contains the average count per second of transaction operations aborted by DECdtm services. It is the total
of planned and unplanned aborts.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTAB - Transactions Aborted Count

             SPRMSTAB - Max Transaction Abort Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTAB is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTAB = SPRCNTAB / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTAB contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Abort Transaction system service can be called by any resource manager or transaction manager participating in
the transaction. This might be due to a machine failure, for example. In the abort phase, all transaction participants are
ordered to abort and roll back their work.
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SPRPSTAD - Transaction Remote Add Rate

SPRPSTAD contains the average count per second of add remote (to a remote subordinate parent) branch operations by
DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTAD - Add Remote Branch Ops Count

             SPRMSTAD - Max Transaction Remote Add Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTAD is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTAD = SPRCNTAD / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTAD contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRPSTBR - Transaction Remote Start Rate

SPRPSTBR contains the average count per second of start remote (to a remote parent) branch operations by DECdtm
services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTBR - Start Remote Branch Ops Count

             SPRMSTBR - Max Transaction Remote Start Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTBR is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTBR = SPRCNTBR / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTBR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SPRPSTCO - Transaction Total Commit Rate

SPRPSTCO contains the average count per second of transactions committed in total. It is based on the combined count
of one-phase and two-phase commit operations completed by DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTCO - Transactions Total Committed Count

             SPRMSTCO - Max Transaction Total Commit Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTCO is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTCO = SPRCNTCO / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTCO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SPRPSTEN - Transaction End Rate

SPRPSTEN contains the average count per second of transaction operations ended by DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTEN - Transactions Ended Count

             SPRMSTEN - Max Transaction End Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTEN is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTEN = SPRCNTEN / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTEN contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSTEN reflects the rate at which the $END_TRANS system service completed.
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SPRPSTOP - Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

SPRPSTOP contains the average count per second of one-phase commit operations initiated by DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTOP - One-Phase Commits Initiated

             SPRMSTOP - Max Transaction One-Phase Init Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTOP is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTOP = SPRCNTOP / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTOP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTOP contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSTOP reflects the rate of transactions processed using a lower resource operation because there is only one
resource manager participating in the transaction.

SPRPSTPR - Transaction Prepare Rate

SPRPSTPR contains the average count per second of transactions placed in the prepare state by DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTPR - Transactions Prepared Count

             SPRMSTPR - Max Transaction Prepare Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTPR is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTPR = SPRCNTPR / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTPR contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The prepare phase is the first phase of the two-phase commit protocol implemented by DECdtm services when the
$END_TRANS service is called.
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SPRPSTRN - Window Turn Rate

SPRPSTRN contains the number of window turns per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRTURN - Window Turns

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTRN is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSTRN = SPRTURN / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSTRN = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSTRN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSTRN contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Window turns occur when the file map is not completely in the system buffers. To access all portions of the file system,
multiple pages of the file map need to be read in to find the physical locations of the portions needed. On systems where
there are many small files created and deleted, the file system gradually becomes fragmented into small pieces over time.
When large files are allocated, they are broken up into several noncontiguous pieces. When the system performs I/O to
large fragmented files, system performance can be negatively affected by the amount of I/O time and CPU processing
necessary to perform these window turns. Usually when SPRPSTRN is large, the system is thrashing on the file map and
performance severely degrades.

SPRPSTST - Transaction Start Rate

SPRPSTST contains the average count per second of transaction operations started by DECdtm services.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRCNTST - Transactions Started Count

             SPRMSTST - Max Transaction Start Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSTST is computed using the following algorithm:

               SPRPSTST = SPRCNTST / DURATION ;

Range of Value:

SPRPSTST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SPRPSTST contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSTST reflects the rate of successful completions of the $START_TRANS system service.

SPRPSUNI - Unlock Incoming Rate

SPRPSUNI contains the number of incoming dequeues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNI - Unlocks, Incoming

Element Derivation:

SPRPSUNI is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSUNI = SPRUNI / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSUNI = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSUNI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSUNI contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSUNI counts the rate of release of locks from remote nodes.

SPRPSUNL - Unlock Local Rate

SPRPSUNL contains the number of local dequeues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNL - Unlocks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRPSUNL is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSUNL = SPRUNL / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSUNL = 0
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Range of Value:

SPRPSUNL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSUNL contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRUNL counts the rate of release of locks from this node.

SPRPSUNO - Unlock Outgoing Rate

SPRPSUNO contains the number of outgoing dequeues per second.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNO - Unlocks, Outgoing

Element Derivation:

SPRPSUNO is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSUNO = SPRUNO / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSUNO = 0

Range of Value:

SPRPSUNO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSUNO contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSUNO counts the rate of release of locks from this node on remote nodes.

SPRPSVLK - Volume Lock Wait Rate

SPRPSVLK contains the number of volume lock waits per second during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRVLOK - Volume Lock Waits

Element Derivation:

SPRPSVLK is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then
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      SPRPSVLK = SPRVLOK / DURATION

    else

      SPRPSVLK = .

Range of Value:

SPRPSVLK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSVLK contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When file system operations involve changing the disk volume-wide information, volume access must be serialized to
prevent collisions by competing processes. SPRPSVLK is the number of times per second that processes had to wait to
access a volume. If SPRPSVLK is large, I/O response could be elongated because of contention for volume access.

SPRPSWIP - Write In Progress Page Fault Rate

SPRPSWIP contains the number of page faults per second that are satisfied by pages in the process of being written out.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRWIPFL - Write In Progress Page Faults

Element Derivation:

SPRPSWIP is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSWIP = SPRWIPFL / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSWIP = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSWIP takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSWIP contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSWIP is typically 0 or very close to 0. This is the rate for an unusual class of page faults, the pages were marked as
removable, and as the memory manager was writing them out the processes accessed them again. It will be rare to see
SPRPSWIP greater than 1. If it is consistently greater than 0, there is likely a severe problem with the I/O subsystem. The
VMS error log file should be checked over several DURATIONs (measurement interval).

SPRPSWRT - PGE Page Write Rate

SPRPSWRT contains the number of pages per second written to the Page file.

Type:

Computed using specific expression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRPGEWR - PGE Page Writes

             SPRPSPGW - Page Write Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRPSWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    if DURATION ) 0 then

      SPRPSWRT = SPRPGEWR / DURATION;

    else

      SPRPSWRT = .;

Range of Value:

SPRPSWRT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPSWRT contains the result of the computation described above in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed
at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRPSWRT is a sign of hard page faulting since memory is being written out to disk to make room for other memory
to be allocated. If the data in the pages is needed again then those pages will have to be read in once more. Since the
memory manager tries to save up the pages to be written, SPRPSWRT is usually larger than SPRPSPWI.

SPRPWIO - Page Write I/Os

SPRPWIO contains the count of write operations to the page file to make room for requested pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSPW - Page Write I/O Rate

             SPRPGWT  - Page Writes

             SPRPGEWI - PGE Page Write I/Os

             SPRFCPWI - FCP Disk Write I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRPWIO is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_PWRITIO field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRPWIO takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRPWIO contains the sum of all values of SPRPWIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the memory manager needs to write a page to the page file, it checks to see if there are other pages it can write in
the same transaction. Thus, SPRPWIO can never be larger than SPRPGWT.

SPRQUOAT - Quota Cache Attempts

SPRQUOAT contains the number of attempts to find information in the quota cache.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRQUOHT - Quota Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

SPRQUOAT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_QUO_TRIES field in the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE
record.

Range of Value:

SPRQUOAT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRQUOAT contains the sum of all values of SPRQUOAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If quota checking is enabled, a change in file size causes a search of the quota cache for an entry describing the
file owner. The search occurrence is recorded in SPRQUOAT. If the entry is found, the occurrence is recorded in
SPRQUOHT. If SPRQUOAT is much larger than SPRQUOHT, quota cache is not large enough and quota checking could
be causing performance problems. The size of the quota cache is set by the SYSGEN ACP_QUOCACHE.

SPRQUOHT - Quota Cache Hits

SPRQUOHT contains the number of times the system successfully found an entry in the quota cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRQUOAT - Quota Cache Attempts

Element Derivation:

SPRQUOHT is set to the value of the MNR_FIL$L_QUO_HIT field of the VMS MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE record.

Range of Value:

SPRQUOHT takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRQUOHT contains the sum of all values of SPRQUOHT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If quota checking is enabled, a change in file size causes a search of the quota cache for an entry describing the
file owner. This search occurrence is recorded in SPRQUOAT. If the entry is found, the occurrence is recorded in
SPRQUOHT. If SPRQUOAT is much larger than SPRQUOHT, quota cache is not large enough and quota checking could
be causing performance problems. The size of the quota cache is set by the SYSGEN ACP_QUOCACHE.

SPRRDIOS - Page Read I/Os

SPRRDIOS contains the count of read I/O operations from disk to satisfy page faults for DURATION (measurement
interval).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSRIO - Read I/O Rate

             SPRPRDIO - Page Read I/Os

             SPRPGERI - PGE Page Read I/Os

Element Derivation:

SPRRDIOS is set to the value of the MNR_SYS$L_PREADIO field of the VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record.

Range of Value:

SPRRDIOS takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRRDIOS contains the sum of all values of SPRRDIOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a page fault causes a page to be read from disk, the memory manager looks to see if any other reads can be
combined with it to reduce the number of actual I/O transactions. To improve efficiency it may be necessary to adjust
some file caching parameters.

SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

SPRREQST contains the count of requests for I/O by remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMSCRD - MSCP Reads

             SPRMSCWR - MSCP Writes

Element Derivation:

SPRREQST is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_REQUEST field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRREQST takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRREQST contains the sum of all values of SPRREQST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRREQST is the total number of I/O requests by remote processors. As such, SPRREQST should equal SPRMSCRD
plus SPRMSCWR. It should also equal the sum of SPRSIZE1 through SPRSIZE7. To see the impact of MSCP server I/Os
on the I/O subsystem, compare SPRREQST plus SPRFRGMT to SPRDIOS.

SPRSIZE1 - 1 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE1 contains the number of 1 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE1 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE1 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE1 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE1 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE2 - 2-3 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE2 contains the number of 2-3 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE2 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE2 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE2 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE2 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE3 - 4-7 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE3 contains the number of 4-7 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:
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SPRSIZE3 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE3 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE3 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE3 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE4 - 8-15 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE4 contains the number of 8-15 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE4 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE4 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE4 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE4 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE5 - 16-31 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE5 contains the number of 16-31 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE5 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE5 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE5 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE5 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE6 - 32-63 Block I/Os

SPRSIZE6 contains the number of 32-63 block I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE6 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE6 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE6 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE6 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSIZE7 - 64 And Larger Block I/Os

SPRSIZE7 contains the number of 64 block and larger I/Os requested by the remote processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRREQST - MSCP Requests

             SPRMSCSP - MSCP Splits

Element Derivation:

SPRSIZE7 is set to the value of the MNR_MSC$L_SIZE7 field of the VMS MONITOR MSCP_SERVER record.

Range of Value:

SPRSIZE7 takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSIZE7 contains the sum of all values of SPRSIZE7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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MSCP request sizes cause several trade-offs. Small requests are less likely to be fragmented, but the ratio of overhead
bytes in the transfer protocol is worse, as is the ratio of disk latency to data transferred. Large requests are more efficient,
but if buffer space is scarce, the likelihood of fragmentation is greater.

SPRSMBLK - Block Less Than or Equal to 32

SPRSMBLK contains the number of blocks less than or equal to 32 bytes in size.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXSMB - Maximum Block Less Than or Equal to 32

Element Derivation:

SPRSMBLK is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SMALLCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRSMBLK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSMBLK contains the last value of SPRSMBLK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the dynamic pool gets fragmented, little blocks are formed. Typically, most requests are for more than 32 bytes, so the
number held in SPRSMBLK is the number of relatively useless blocks on the dynamic pool.

SPRSMHL - Smallest Block Unused

SPRSMHL contains the size (in bytes) of the smallest block in the pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNSBK- Minimum Smallest Block

Element Derivation:

SPRSMHL is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SMALLHOLE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRSMHL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSMHL contains the last value of SPRSMHL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the nonpaged pool is used, areas that were used and then freed are called holes. The size of the smallest hole
is stored in SPRSMHL. When dynamic memory is required, if the size is less than SPRSMHL the memory manager
allocates the space from that hole.

SPRSPFRE - Small Request Packets Free

SPRSPFRE contains the number of small request packets (SRPs) free.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNSPF - Minimum Small Request Packets Free

             SPRSPUSE - Small Request Packets in Use

Element Derivation:

SPRSPFRE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SRPCNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRSPFRE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSPFRE contains the last value of SPRSPFRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter SRPCOUNT determines how many SRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an SRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRSPFRE is the count of
SRPs that are available for use.

SPRSPLIT - Split Transfers

SPRSPLIT contains the count of I/O requests that were broken into two or more transfers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRWTURN - Window Turns

Element Derivation:

SPRSPLIT is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_SPLTRANS field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRSPLIT takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSPLIT contains the sum of all values of SPRSPLIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request is given to VMS and the cache buffers to receive it are too small, the request will be broken into
as many requests as necessary to satisfy the I/O request. The requesting process will not be signaled that the I/O is
complete until the last of the split transfers is done. Split transfers will lengthen the I/O response time to the process. If this
value is high, consider increasing the size of the cache buffer.

SPRSPUSE - Small Request Packets in Use

SPRSPUSE contains the number of small request packets (SRPs) in use.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.
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  SEE ALSO:  SPRMXSPU - Maximum Small Request Packets in Use

             SPRSPFRE - Small Request Packets Free

Element Derivation:

SPRSPUSE is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_SRPINUSE field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRSPUSE takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSPUSE contains the last value of SPRSPUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SYSGEN parameter SRPCOUNT determines how many SRPs are preallocated for use by processes on the system.
When a process requests pool space that fits into an SRP, one is allocated to the process. SPRSPUSE is the count of
SRPs that are in use.

SPRSTACT - STA STATES Record Count (Type 1)

SPRSTACT contains a count of VMS MONITOR STATES records processed by the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR STATES record is processed, SPRSTACT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRSTACT is always 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value is the range from 1 to the total number of VMS MONITOR STATES records processed in the
level of summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRSTACT contains the sum of all values of SPRSTACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRSTACT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRSTADR - STA STATES Record Duration (Type 1)

SPRSTADR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRSTACT - STA STATES Record Count (Type 1)

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

            ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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            DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRSTADR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRSTADR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRSTADR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRSTADR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRSUSP - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

SPRSUSP contains the count of processes that have been suspended at their own request or at the request of some
other process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: PROSTATE - State

            SPRMXSPI - Maximum Suspended Wait, Inswapped

            SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRSUSP is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_SUSP field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRSUSP takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRSUSP contains the last value of SPRSUSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRSUSP does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are suspended take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Suspended processes usually will do useful work when they are taken off suspension, so it is
important to allow suspended processes to remain on the system.

SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

SPRSUSPO contains the count of processes that have been suspended at their own request or at the request of some
other process and now are outswapped.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: PROSTATE - State
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            SPRMXSPO - Maximum Suspended Wait, Outswapped

            SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

Element Derivation:

SPRSUSPO is set to the value of the MNR_STA$L_SUSPO field from the VMS MONITOR STATES record.

Range of Value:

SPRSUSPO takes any integer value from 0 to the maximum number of processes allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

SPRSUSPO contains the last value of SPRSUSPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The count in SPRSUSPO does not affect VMS performance to any great extent. If the count is large and the maximum
number of processes allowed on the system is reached, then processes that are suspended take up process slots without
doing any work at that time. Suspended processes usually will do useful work when they are taken off suspension, so it is
important to allow suspended processes to remain on the system.

Of all the processes to have in an outswapped state, the processes counted in SPRSUSPO are the least costly. Since the
process is indefinitely suspended, the extra time of inswapping will have minimal effect on system performance.

SPRSYSFL - System Page Faults

SPRSYSFL contains the number of system page faults that occurred during DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRPSSYS - System Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRSYSFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_SYSFAULTS field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRSYSFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRSYSFL contains the sum of all values of SPRSYSFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

System page faults are a potential bottleneck to all processes on the system. SPRSYSFL represents the number of times
virtual addresses mapped to system space, but the required page was not available in the system working set. Since
the system working set serves all processes on the system, the likelihood of a page being needed by another process
immediately is low. This means that when one process causes a page to be read in, a page for another process was
written out. The other process likely will need that page again when it processes, so it will also fault. This chain reaction
causes system space thrashing and will quickly degrade the performance of the system.

System working set size should be increased to the point where SPRSYSFL is consistently small. The SYSGEN
parameter that controls this is SYSMWCNT. SYSMWCNT should not be too large, however, because that space is taken
away from the memory available for process working sets, which also could cause paging and swapping bottlenecks.

SPRSYTCT - SYT SYSTEM Record Count (Type 17)

SPRSYTCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR SYSTEM records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR SYSTEM record is processed, SPRSYTCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRSYTCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR SYSTEM records processed in the level of
summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRSYTCT contains the sum of all values of SPRSYTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRSYTCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRSYTDR - SYT SYSTEM Record Duration (Type 17)

SPRSYTDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRSYTCT - SYT SYSTEM Record Count (Type 17)

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

            ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

            DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRSYTDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRSYTDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRSYTDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRSYTDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRTRNCT - TRN TRANS Record Count (Type 22)

SPRTRNCT contains a count of VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION records processed by the CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

When a VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION record is processed, SPRTRNCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan of the CA MICS VMS System Profile file, SPRTRNCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of
summarization, its value ranges from 0 to the total number of VMS MONITOR TRANSACTION records processed in the
level of summarization.

Summarization Process:

SPRTRNCT contains the sum of all values of SPRTRNCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRTRNCT is used as the divisor for calculating averages and ratios in the level of summarization.

SPRTRNDR - TRN TRANS Record Duration (Type 22)

SPRTRNDR contains the number of seconds in the "reporting interval" of a given VMS MONITOR record. Reporting
interval is the period of time during which a monitor gathers and reports statistics on this record.

Type:

Common accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SPRTRNCT - TRN TRANS Record Count (Type 22)

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

            ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

            DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

SPRTRNDR contains the difference between the time stamp of the current VMS MONITOR record and the time stamp of
the previously processed record of the same type.

Range of Value:

SPRTRNDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRTRNDR contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRTRNDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that SPRTRNDR is uniquely calculated for this VMS MONITOR record type before merging records together into the
DEMSPR file.

SPRTRNGE - DEXTS Range From Input Records

Range, or maximum difference, of DEXTS values from the source records used to construct the DEMSPR file
observation.

Type:
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Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXTS - Monitor Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

This element is computed as the maximum of ABS(DEXTS-ENDTS) for each set of records that build an observation in
the DEMSPR file.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SPRTRNGE contains the sum of all occurrences of SPRTRNGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is not normally used, unless you need to examine the method by which DEMSPR file is constructed.
SPRTRNGE is provided to help determine if the difference between ENDTS in the DEMSPR file and DEXTS in the
various source records for the file is significant.

SPRTURN - Window Turns

SPRTURN contains the number of I/Os that were requested but would not fit in the I/O buffer window.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SPRPSTRN - Window Turn Rate

            SPRWTURN - Window Turns

Element Derivation:

SPRTURN is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_ field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRTURN takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRTURN contains the sum of all values of SPRTURN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Window turns occur when the file map is not completely in the system buffers. To access all portions of the file system,
multiple pages of the file map need to be read in to find the physical locations of the portions needed. On systems where
there are many small files created and deleted, the file system gradually becomes fragmented into small pieces over
time. When large files are allocated on a fragmented file system, they are broken up into several noncontiguous pieces.
When the system performs I/O to large fragmented files, system performance can be negatively affected by the amount
of I/O time and CPU processing necessary to perform these window turns. Usually when SPRTURN is large, the system
is thrashing on the file map and performance is severely degraded. Note that on versions of VMS prior to version 5.0,
SPRWTURN is used to get the same information.

SPRUNCON - Nonpaged Pool Unused Contiguous Space

SPRUNCON contains the number of unused contiguous space in the dynamic nonpaged pool.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRMNUCN - Minimum Unused Contiguous Space

Element Derivation:

SPRUNCON is set to the value of the MNR_POO$L_HOLECNT field of the VMS MONITOR POOL record.

Range of Value:

SPRUNCON takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRUNCON contains the last value of SPRUNCON processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As the dynamic pool becomes fragmented, SPRUNCON keeps track of the amount of free contiguous space. If
SPRUNCON is growing, the pool badly fragment and degrade performance.

SPRUNI - Unlocks, Incoming

SPRUNI contains the count of incoming dequeues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNO - Unlocks, Outgoing

             SPRUNL - Unlocks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRUNI is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DEQIN field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRUNI takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRUNI contains the sum of all values of SPRUNI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRUNI counts the number of locks from remote nodes that were released (dequeued).

SPRUNL - Unlocks, Local

SPRUNL contains the count of local dequeues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNO - Unlocks, Outgoing

             SPRUNI - Unlocks, Incoming

Element Derivation:
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SPRUNL is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DEQLOC field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRUNL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRUNL contains the sum of all values of SPRUNL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRUNL counts the number of locks from this node that were released (dequeued).

SPRUNO - Unlocks, Outgoing

SPRUNO contains the count of outgoing dequeues.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRUNI - Unlocks, Incoming

             SPRUNL - Unlocks, Local

Element Derivation:

SPRUNO is set to the value of the MNR_DLO$L_DEQOUT field of the VMS MONITOR DLOCK record.

Range of Value:

SPRUNO takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRUNO contains the sum of all values of SPRUNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRUNO counts the number of locks from this node that were released (dequeued) from remote nodes.

SPRVLOK - Volume Lock Waits

SPRVLOK contains the number of times the file system processor was waiting on a volume lock to be freed during
DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SPRVLOK is set to the value of the MNR_FCP$L_VOLWAIT field of the VMS MONITOR FCP record.

Range of Value:

SPRVLOK takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRVLOK contains the sum of all values of SPRVLOK processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When file system operations involve changing the disk volume-wide information, volume access must be serialized to
prevent collisions by competing processes. SPRVLOK is the number of times processes had to wait for their turns. If
SPRVLOK is large, I/O response could be elongated because of contention for volume access.

SPRWIPFL - Write In Progress Page Faults

SPRWIPFL contains the number of page faults in DURATION (measurement interval) that were satisfied by pages that
were in the process of being written out.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO: SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults

            SPRPSWIP - Write In Progress Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

SPRWIPFL is set to the value of the MNR_PAG$L_WRTINPROG field of the VMS MONITOR PAGE record.

Range of Value:

SPRWIPFL takes any integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRWIPFL contains the sum of all values of SPRWIPFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRWIPFL is typically 0 or close to zero. This is an unusual class of page faults; the pages were marked as removable,
but as the memory manager was writing them out, the processes accessed them again. If SPRWIPFL becomes large, it is
probably a fluke. If it is consistent, there is likely a severe problem with the I/O subsystem.

SPRWTURN - Window Turns

SPRWTURN contains the count of I/O requests that would not fit in the I/O buffer window.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  SPRTURN - Window Turns

Element Derivation:

SPRWTURN is set to the value of the MNR_IO$L_WTURNS field of the VMS MONITOR IO record.

Range of Value:

SPRWTURN takes an integer value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

SPRWTURN contains the sum of all values of SPRWTURN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPRWTURN is only in I/O class records prior to VMS version 5.0. In VMS version 5.0 and above systems, this information
is located in SPRTURN of the VMS MONITOR FCP record. Window turns occur when the file map is not completely in
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the system buffers. To access all portions of the file system, multiple pages of the file map need to be read in to find the
physical locations of the portions needed. On systems where there are many small files that are created and deleted, the
file system gradually becomes fragmented into small pieces over time. When large files are allocated on a fragmented
file system, they are broken up into several noncontiguous pieces. When the system performs I/O to large fragmented
files, system performance can be negatively affected by the amount of I/O time and CPU processing necessary to perform
these window turns. Usually when SPRWTURN is large, the system is thrashing on the file map and performance is
severely degraded.

VAX/VMS System Usage Information Area (DES)
The sections that follow describe the VAX/VMS System Usage information area (DES). The statistics for these files are
obtained from the CA MICS System Usage (DEXSUS) collector routine.

VMS Disk Device File (DESDKD)
The VMS Disk Device (DESDKD) File identifies disk device characteristics and overall space usage for each active VMS
disk.

Use this file to report total space and available space for storage management and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS ANALYZE/DISK_STRUCTURE Utility identification (type 1) record as documented in the
VMS Analyze/Disk_Structure Utility Manual, and VMS SHOW DEVICE/FULL command output.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DEXVOLNM  DKDDEVTY  DKDVSNAM |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DEXVOLNM  DKDDEVTY  DKDVSNAM |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DEXVOLNM  DKDDEVTY  DKDVSNAM |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DEXVOLNM  DKDDEVTY  DKDVSNAM |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DEXDEVIC - Device Name

  XDWM..E  DEXVOLNM - Volume Name

  XDWM..E  DKDDEVTY - Device Type

  XDWM..E  DKDVSNAM - Volume Set Name

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTS - DEXSUS Collect Time Stamp

  X.....E  DEXVOLSR - Volume Serial Number

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DKDBLKSF - Device Free Blocks

  XDWM..E  DKDBLKST - Device Total Blocks

  XDWM..E  DKDERRCT - Device Error Count

  XDWM..E  DKDVOFMT - Volume Format Type
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  XDWM..E  DKDVOWNM - Volume Owner Name

DKDBLKSF - Device Free Blocks

DKDBLKSF contains the count of free blocks of space (512 bytes) on the device.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKDBLKST - Device Total Blocks

Element Derivation:

DKDBLKSF is set to the "Free blocks" value reported by SHOW DEV/FULL for the device. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS DISK DEVICE measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKDBLKSF takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds for the specific device type.

Summarization Process:

DKDBLKSF contains the last value of DKDBLKSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VMS Disk blocks are 512 bytes in size.

DKDBLKST - Device Total Blocks

DKDBLKST contains the count of total blocks of space (512 bytes) on the device.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKDBLKSF -  Device Free Blocks

Element Derivation:

DKDBLKST is set to the "Total blocks" value reported by SHOW DEV/FULL for the device. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS DISK DEVICE measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKDBLKST takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds for the specific device type.

Summarization Process:

DKDBLKST contains the last value of DKDBLKST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Disk Blocks are 512 bytes in size.

DKDDEVTY - Device Type

DKDDEVTY contains the device type designation for the disk device.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKDDEVTY is set to the "device type" value reported by SHOW DEV/FULL for the device. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS DISK DEVICE measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKDDEVTY can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKDDEVTY is not summarized. DKDDEVTY is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Example of a typical value: RA81.

DKDERRCT - Device Error Count

DKDERRCT contains the most recent error count reported for the disk device.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKDERRCT is set to the "Error count" value reported by SHOW DEV/FULL for the device. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS DISK DEVICE measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKDERRCT takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKDERRCT contains the last value of DKDERRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DKDVOFMT - Volume Format Type

DKDVOFMT contains the volume format type for the disk device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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DEXVOFMT is set to the value of the USG$T_FORMAT field of the Analyze/Disk Identification Record (type 1).

Range of Value:

DKDVOFMT can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKDVOFMT contains the last value of DKDVOFMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of this field can be interpreted as follows:

     DECFILE11A = Files-11 Structure Level 1 volume

     DECFILE11B = Files-11 Structure Level 2 volume

DKDVOWNM - Volume Owner Name

DKDVOWNM contains the volume owner name of the disk device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKDVOWNM is set to the value of the USG$T_OWNERNAME field of the Analyze/Disk Identification Record (type 1).

Range of Value:

DKDVOWNM can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKDVOWNM contains the last value of DKDVOWNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DKDVSNAM - Volume Set Name

DKDVSNAM contains the volume set name if the volume is part of a volume set.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKDVSNAM is set to the value of the USG$T_STRUCNAM field of the Analyze/Disk Identification Record (type 1).

Range of Value:

DKDVSNAM can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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DKDVSNAM is not summarized. DKDVSNAM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
time-span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

For a Files-11 Structure Level 1 volume, or for a Files-11 Structure Level 2 volume that is not part of a volume set, this
element contains blanks.

VMS Disk Quota File (DESDKQ)
The VMS Disk Quota (DESDKQ) File is quantifies disk space usage by Diskquota- displayed User ID Codes (UIC's) for
each active quota-enabled VMS disk.

Use this file to report quota usage, permanent quotas and overdraft limits, and storage occupancy for storage
management and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS SYSMAN Utility, DISKQUOTA SHOW output.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKQUIC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKQUIC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY                                              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKQUIC    YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKQUIC    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DEXDEVIC - Device Name

  XDWM..E  DKQUIC   - Disk Quota UIC

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTS - DEXSUS Collect Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DKQOVLIM - Disk Quota Overdraft Limit (Blocks)

  X.....E  DKQPQUOT - Disk Quota Permanent Quota (Blocks)

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DKQMBHUS - Disk Quota Usage Megabyte (2**20) Hrs

  X.....E  DKQUSAGE - Disk Quota Usage (Blocks)
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DKQMBHUS - Disk Quota Usage Megabyte (2**20) Hrs

DKQMBHUS contains disk space occupancy for the specified UIC and device as measured by Disk Quota.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DKQUSAGE - Disk Quota Usage (Blocks)

Element Derivation:

DKQMBHUS is calculated as follows:

    DKQMBHUS = (DURATION/(60*60)) * (DKQUSAGE*512) / (2**20);

Range of Value:

DKQMBHUS takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKQMBHUS contains the sum of all values of DKQMBHUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DKQMBHUS is based on DKQUSAGE measurement from the DISKQUOTA SHOW command. This measurement source
is not typically accurate enough to provide the basis for disk usage accounting. However, this source can be kept relatively
accurate for overall space management and quota management, if disk quota enable status is maintained for each
measured disk and disk quota rebuild is run as required. The Analyze/Disk utility reports discrepancies between quota
usage measures and observed usage on each disk analyzed.

DURATION is calculated in the DETAIL level input processing as time elapsed between the time stamp of the current
DEXSUS data collection event being input and the previous reading for the same device, and UIC from either the input
data file or the previous day's DETAIL data. If no such reading is available for the UIC, the elapsed time since the last
DEXSUS collection event is assumed. If this elapsed time can not be determined, then the default duration specified in the
DEXOPS parameter member is assumed.

DKQOVLIM - Disk Quota Overdraft Limit (Blocks)

DKQOVLIM contains the overdraft limit value for the specified UIC and device as reported by Disk Quota.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKQOVLIM is set to the "Overdraft Limit" value reported by DISKQUOTA SHOW for the UIC and device. This information
is collected in the DEXSUS DISK QUOTA measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKQOVLIM takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DKQOVLIM contains the last value of DKQOVLIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DKQPQUOT - Disk Quota Permanent Quota (Blocks)

DKQPQUOT contains the permanent quota value for the specified UIC and device as reported by Disk Quota.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKQPQUOT is set to the "Permanent Quota" value reported by DISKQUOTA SHOW for the UIC and device. This
information is collected in the DEXSUS DISK QUOTA measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKQPQUOT takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKQPQUOT contains the last value of DKQPQUOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DKQUIC - Disk Quota UIC

DKQUIC contains the User ID Code (Group and Member) from the quota statistics records reported by Disk Quota.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 25.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKQUIC is set to the "UIC" value reported by DISKQUOTA SHOW for each disk quota statistics record. This information
is collected in the DEXSUS DISK QUOTA measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKQUIC can contain any combination of 1 to 25 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKQUIC is not summarized. DKQUIC is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Disk Quota UIC values are stored as recorded. This data is typically reported as a combination of numeric and character
UIC Group and Member codes. There is no direct method to map these codes to the UIC Group and Member codes in
other CA MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer files.
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DKQUSAGE - Disk Quota Usage (Blocks)

DKQUSAGE contains the value for disk usage in blocks of 512 bytes for the specified UIC and device as reported by Disk
Quota.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKQMBHUS - Disk Quota Usage Megabyte (2**20) Hrs

Element Derivation:

DKQUSAGE is set to the "Usage" value reported by DISKQUOTA SHOW for the UIC and device. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS DISK QUOTA measurement records set.

Range of Value:

DKQUSAGE takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKQUSAGE contains the sum total of DKQUSAGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DKQMBHUS is based on DKQUSAGE measurement from the DISKQUOTA SHOW command. This measurement source
is not typically accurate enough to provide the basis for disk usage accounting. However, this source can be kept relatively
accurate for overall space management and quota management, if disk quota enable status is maintained for each
measured disk and disk quota rebuild is run as required. The Analyze/Disk utility reports discrepancies between quota
usage measures and observed usage on each disk analyzed.

VMS Disk Usage File (DESDKU)
The VMS Disk Usage (DESDKU) File is quantifies disk usage by account code levels, directory top level, and by individual
VMS directories and files for each active VMS disk.

Use this file to report space allocated and used, and storage occupancy for usage accounting, | storage management, and
capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS ANALYZE/DISK_STRUCTURE Utility file (type 2) record as documented in the
VMS Analyze/Disk_Structure Utility Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKUDIRTL  DKUDIR    DKUFILE  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       ENDTS     DEXACT1  |

  |         |DEXACT2   DEXACT3                                |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEXDEVIC  DKUDIRTL  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     DEXACT1   DEXACT2   DEXACT3   YEAR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD.MY.E  DEXACT1  - DIVISION

  XD.MY.E  DEXACT2  - UIC GROUP

  XD.MY.E  DEXACT3  - USER NAME

  XD....E  DEXDEVIC - Device Name

  X.....E  DKUDIR   - Directory Name

  XD....E  DKUDIRTL - Directory Top Level

  X.....E  DKUFILE  - File Specification

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XD.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XD.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century
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 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....   DEXNODE  - Nodename

  XD.MY.   DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp

  XD.MY.   DEXSUSTS - DEXSUS Collect Time Stamp

  X.....E  DEXVOLNM - Volume Name

  X.....E  DEXVOLSR - Volume Serial Number

  XD.MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XD.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XD.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XD.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

  X.....   DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

  X.....E  DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

  XD.MY.E  DKUCNT   - File Count

  XD.MY.E  DKUCOST  - Disk Usage Charges

  XD.MY.E  DKUMBHA  - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Allocated

  XD.MY.E  DKUMBHU  - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Used

DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

DKUBLKSA contains the number of blocks allocated for data storage on the disk device, for the specified file or collection
of files.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

             DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

Element Derivation:

DKUBLKSA is set to the value of DKUBLKST minus one in the DETAIL time-span.

Range of Value:

DKUBLKSA takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUBLKSA contains the sum total of DKUBLKSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DKUBLKSA represents the number of blocks allocated for the file, excluding the block reserved for the file header
information. This value should agree with the blocks allocated value reported by the VMS Directory command.
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DKUBLKSA is calculated as one block less than the DKUBLKST value reported from Analyze/Disk for number of blocks
allocated to the file.

DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

DKUBLKST contains the total number of blocks allocated, including data and file header space, on the disk device, for the
specified file or collection of files.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

             DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

Element Derivation:

DKUBLKST is obtained from the Analyze/Disk Usage File Record (type 2), from USG$L_ALLOCATED.

Range of Value:

DKUBLKST takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUBLKST contains the sum total of DKUBLKST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DKUBLKST represents the number of blocks allocated for the file, including the block reserved for the file header
information. DKUBLKSA is calculated as one block less than the DKUBLKST value reported from Analyze/Disk for
number of blocks allocated to the file.

DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

DKUBLKSU contains the number of blocks actually in use for data storage on the disk device, for the specified file or
collection of files.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

             DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

Element Derivation:

DKUBLKSU is obtained from the Analyze/Disk Usage File Record (type 2), from USG$L_USED.

Range of Value:

DKUBLKSU takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUBLKSU contains the sum total of DKUBLKSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DKUCNT - File Count

DKUCNT contains a count of the number of file records the measurement represents.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DKUCNT is set to a value of 1 in each of the detail disk usage file records.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, DKUCNT's value is always 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUCNT contains the sum of all values of DKUCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element provides a sample count for averaging disk usage measurements and for counting the number of files per
directory, disk device, or other groupings.

DKUCOST - Disk Usage Charges

DKUCOST contains the disk storage costs for each VMS file. The value of DKUCOST is zero unless a user computation
is performed or the file containing this element is selected for billing processing by CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, DKUCOST is set by the Accounting and Chargeback Interface.

Range of Value:

DKUCOST is determined by the charging algorithms in effect at your installation.

Summarization Process:

DKUCOST contains the sum of all values of DKUCOST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DKUDIR - Directory Name

DKUDIR contains the directory name portion of the VMS file specification.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.
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  SEE ALSO:  DKUDIRTL - Directory Top Level

             DKUFILE  - File Specification

Element Derivation:

DKUDIR is obtained from the Analyze/Disk Usage File Record (type 2), from that portion of USG$T_FILESPEC
representing the directory name. This string is delineated by the value of USG$W_DIR_LEN in the same record. The
brackets are removed from the string before storage in DKUDIR.

Range of Value:

DKUDIR can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKUDIR is not summarized. DKUDIR is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

VMS files are named in logical groupings called directories. DKUDIR can be used to help identify the owner and use of the
files in such a grouping. Space usage by directory can also be tracked to help manage storage growth.

DKUDIRTL - Directory Top Level

DKUDIRTL contains the first level of the directory name of the VMS file, up to 12 characters in length.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUDIR   - Directory Name

             DKUFILE  - File Specification

Element Derivation:

DKUDIRTL is set to first level of the directory name in DKUDIR for each VMS file. The level is delimited in the name string
by a period, or by a maximum length of 12 characters.

Range of Value:

DKUDIRTL can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKUDIRTL is not summarized. DKUDIRTL is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-
span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

VMS files are named in logical groupings called directories, which are formed in a tree structure. DKUDIRTL can be used
to provide a high level of grouping, beyond potentially numerous variations of DKUDIR, to help identify the owner and use
of the files in such a grouping. Space usage by directory group can also be tracked to help manage storage growth.

DKUFILE - File Specification

DKUFILE contains the file name, type, and version of the VMS file specification.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 40.
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  SEE ALSO:  DKUDIR   - Directory Name

             DKUDIRTL - Directory Top Level

Element Derivation:

DKUFILE is obtained from the Analyze/Disk Usage File Record (type 2), from the portion of USG$T_FILESPEC that
represents the file name, type, and version. This string is delineated by the value of USG$W_DIR_LEN and USG
$W_SPEC_LEN in the same record. The remaining portion of the full file specification following the directory name is
assigned to DKUFILE.

Range of Value:

DKUFILE can contain any combination of 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

DKUFILE is not summarized. DKUFILE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the time-span,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

DKUFILE is stored only at the DETAIL level time-span due to the space requirements for storing each file name instance
at higher levels of summarization. DKUDIR and DKUDIRTL elements can be useful over time for space management at
the user level.

VMS file names contain a version number for each level of file modification. The DKUFILE value includes the version
number portion of the file specification, in the form of a trailing semicolon and numeric value string. This fact should be
considered when processing VMS file names.

DKUMBHA - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Allocated

DKUMBHA contains the disk space occupancy of allocated blocks, measured in megabyte hours.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUMBHU  - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Used

             DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

             DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

             DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

Element Derivation:

DKUMBHA is calculated as:

    DKUMBHA = (DURATION/(60*60)) * (DKUBLKSA*512) / (2**20);

Range of Value:

DKUMBHA's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUMBHA contains the sum of all values of DKUMBHA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Disk space occupancy calculation requires both a space measurement and an elapsed time assumption to compute
a value. DURATION is calculated in the detail level input processing as time elapsed between the time stamp of the
current DEXSUS data collection event being input and the previous reading for the same file from either the input data
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file or the previous day's DETAIL data. If no such reading is available for the file, the elapsed time since the last DEXSUS
collection event is assumed. If this elapsed time cannot be determined, then the default duration specified in the DEXOPS
parameter member is assumed.

DKUMBHU - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Used

DKUMBHU contains the disk space occupancy of blocks used, measured in megabyte hours.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DKUMBHU  - Megabyte (2**20) Hours Used

             DKUBLKSU - Number of Blocks (512) Used

             DKUBLKST - Number of Blocks (512) Total

             DKUBLKSA - Number of Blocks (512) Allocated

Element Derivation:

DKUMBHU is calculated as:

    DKUMBHU = (DURATION/(60*60)) * (DKUBLKSU*512) / (2**20);

Range of Value:

DKUMBHU takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

DKUMBHU contains the sum of all values of DKUMBHU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Disk space occupancy calculation requires both a space measurement and an elapsed time assumption to compute
a value. DURATION is calculated in the detail level input processing as time elapsed between the time stamp of the
current DEXSUS data collection event being input and the previous reading for the same file from either the input data
file or the previous day's DETAIL data. If no such reading is available for the file, the elapsed time since the last DEXSUS
collection event is assumed. If this elapsed time cannot be determined, then the default duration specified in the DEXOPS
parameter member is assumed.

VMS Process Activity File (DESPRX)
The VMS Process Activity (DESPRX) File quantifies the resource usage of each process during the monitoring interval,
with added identification information from accounting.

Use this file to report resource usage of each process for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR record type 0 as documented in the VMS Monitor Reference Manual, plus VMS
ACCOUNTING record type 01 as documented in the VMS Accounting Reference Manual.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PRXTYPE   PRXPNAME  DEXUSER   DEXACCNT |

  |         |DEXGRP    DEXMBR    DEXTERM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PRXTYPE   PRXPNAME  DEXUSER   DEXACCNT |

  |         |DEXGRP    DEXMBR    DEXTERM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PRXTYPE   PRXPNAME  DEXUSER   DEXACCNT |

  |         |DEXGRP    DEXMBR    DEXTERM   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     PRXTYPE   PRXPNAME  DEXUSER   DEXACCNT |

  |         |DEXGRP    DEXMBR    DEXTERM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     PRXTYPE   PRXPNAME  DEXUSER   DEXACCNT |

  |         |DEXGRP    DEXMBR    DEXTERM   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DEXACCNT - Account Name

  XDWMY.E  DEXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  XDWMY.E  DEXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  XDWMY.E  DEXTERM  - Terminal Name

  XDWMY.E  DEXUSER  - Username

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  PRXPNAME - Process Name

  XDWMY.E  PRXTYPE  - Process Type

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.   DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWMY.   DEXDUR   - Requested Recording Interval Time

  X.....   DEXINTNO - Reserved Field Incremented by Monitor

  X.....   DEXMONVR - VMS Monitor Version

  X.....E  DEXPID   - Process ID

  XDWMY.   DEXTS    - Monitor Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   PRXEVNTF - Event Flag Wait Mask

  X.....   PRXGLBPG - Global Page Count

  X.....   PRXGRP   - User Identification Code Group

  X.....   PRXIPID  - Internal Process ID

  X.....   PRXMBR   - User Identification Code Member

  X.....   PRXPRCPG - Process Page Count

  X.....   PRXPRTY  - Priority

  X.....   PRXSTATE - State

  X.....   PRXSTATF - Status Flags

  X.....   PRXWKSET - Process Working Set

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  PRXBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

  XDWMY.E  PRXCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

  XDWMY.E  PRXCPUTM - CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  PRXDIRIO - Direct I/Os

  XDWMY.E  PRXPGFLT - Page Faults

 

 Maximum Data Elements
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  XDWMY.E  PRXMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

  XDWMY.E  PRXMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count

PRXBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

PRXBUFIO contains the count of I/O requests to buffered devices, such as terminals and printers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PROBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             SPRBIOS  - Buffered I/Os

             PRCBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             IMGBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

             INTBUFIO - Buffered I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRXBUFIO is set to value of the PROBUFIO element of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS File.

Range of Value:

PRXBUFIO takes any numeric value in the range from 0 to 2,147,483,647.

Summarization Process:

PRXBUFIO contains the sum of all values of PRXBUFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXBUFIO reflects the number of buffered I/O operations, not the size of those operations.

PRXCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

PRXCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed for a process, calculated by multiplying
the measured CPU time by a user-supplied VUPS (where VAX Units of Power for VAX 11/780=1) rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PROCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed

Element Derivation:

PROCPUTM*MIPS

Range of Value:

PRXCPUNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRXCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of PRXCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXCPUNI is an approximation based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard-wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
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architecture, the system microcode level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the CA MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of PRXCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the exact code
executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, PRXCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

PRXCPUTM - CPU Time

PRXCPUTM contains the amount of CPU time used by the process for DURATION (measurement interval).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PROCPUTM - CPU Time

             PRCCPUTM - Total Process CPU Time

             IMGCPUTM - Total Image CPU Time

             INTCPUTM - CPU Time

Element Derivation:

PRXCPUTM is set to the value of PROCPUTM of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXCPUTM ranges from 0 to the size of the DURATION (measurement interval) value.

Summarization Process:

PRXCPUTM contains the sum of all values of PRXCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the process is swapped out, this value is set to zero. PRXCPUTM includes time spent only in user and supervisor
modes. If the system spends CPU time in kernel or executive mode on behalf of a process, but not under the process'
direct control, the CPU time is not included in this field.

PRXDIRIO - Direct I/Os

PRXDIRIO contains the count of I/O requests to nonbuffered devices, such as disks or tape drives.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRODIRIO - Direct I/Os

             SPRDIOS  - Direct I/Os

             PRCDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             IMGDIRIO - Direct I/Os

             INTDIRIO - Direct I/Os

Element Derivation:

PRXDIRIO is set to the value of PRODIRIO of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXDIRIO takes any numeric value in the range from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
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Summarization Process:

PRXDIRIO contains the sum of all values of PRXDIRIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRXEVNTF - Event Flag Wait Mask

PRXEVNTF contains the event flag wait bit mask of the process.

Type:

Retained - Bit mask, 32 bits.

  SEE ALSO:  PROEVNTF - Event Flag Wait Mask

Element Derivation:

PRXEVNTF is set to the value of PROEVNTF of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXEVNTF takes any hexadecimal value from 0 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PRXEVNTF contains the last value of PRXEVNTF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRXGLBPG - Global Page Count

PRXGLBPG contains the count of global pages mapped to this process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROGLBPG - Global Page Count

             PROMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

             PRXMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

Element Derivation:

PRXGLBPG is set to the value of PROGLBPG of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXGLBPG takes any numeric value from 0 to the number of global pages defined in VMS SYSGEN parameters.

Summarization Process:

PRXGLBPG contains the last value of PRXGLBPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXGLBPG indicates how much shared memory the process is using. A high value in PRXGLBPG usually indicates
a large amount of interprocess communication. Use of shared memory requires synchronization among processes to
serialize access to the memory.
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PRXGRP - User Identification Code Group

PRXGRP contains the high-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process. These values are
assigned by the VAX system manager.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PROGRP - User Identification Code Group

             PROMBR - User Identification Code Member

             PRXMBR - User Identification Code Member

             DEXGRP - User Identification Code Group

Element Derivation:

PRXGRP is set to the value of PROGRP of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXGRP takes an octal integer value in the range 1 to 77777.

Summarization Process:

PRXGRP contains the last value of PRXGRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXGRP can be used to summarize DETAIL records by group number. This summarization can show whether certain
groups of users use resources at different levels from other groups. By itself, this value represents a class of VMS
users; when combined with PRXMBR, it is a unique identifier for an authorized VMS account and makes up the user
identification code. If the value is between 1 and 37776, PRXGRP indicates that the process is related to a user account.
If the value is between 37777 and 77777, PRXGRP indicates that a resource identifier (assigned by the VAX system
manager) owns the process.

PRXIPID - Internal Process ID

PRXIPID contains the internal process ID number assigned by VMS during process creation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, hexadecimal number unique on a system at any given time.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPID - Process ID

             DEXPID - Process ID

             PROEID - Extended Process ID

Element Derivation:

PRXIPID is set to the value of PROPID of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXIPID takes any hexadecimal numeric value in the range from 00000001 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PRXIPID contains the last value of PRXIPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The DEXPID number in the DETAIL time-span of the VMS ACCOUNTING files can be used to coordinate information
with the VMS MONITOR data element PROEID. The PROPID number recorded in PRXIPID is local to VMS MONITOR
PROCESSES record and is not used anywhere else.

PRXMBR - User Identification Code Member

PRXMBR contains the low-order word of the user identification code for the owner of the process. These values are
assigned by the VAX system manager.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is octal integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRXGRP - User Identification Code Group

             PROMBR - User Identification Code Member

             DEXMBR - User Identification Code Member

Element Derivation:

PRXMBR is set to the value of the PROMBR element of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXMBR takes an octal integer value in the range 1 to 177777.

Summarization Process:

PRXMBR contains the last value of PRXMBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXMBR should be used only in conjunction with PRXGRP to identify each unique VMS user. When combined with
PRXGRP, this is a unique identifier for authorized user accounts and makes up the user identification code. If the value is
177777, PRXMBR indicates that the owner of the process is a resource identifier rather than a user account.

PRXMXGPG - Maximum Global Page Count

PRXMXGPG contains the maximum number of global pages used by the process.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRXGLBPG - Global Page Count

             PROGLBPG - Global Page Count

Element Derivation:

PRXMXGPG is set to the maximum value of PRXGLBPG reached.

Range of Value:

PRXMXGPG takes any integer value from 0 to the number of global pages defined in VMS SYSGEN parameters.

Summarization Process:

PRXMXGPG contains the maximum value of PRXMXGPG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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PRXMXGPG indicates the maximum shared memory the process used. A high value in PRXMXGPG usually indicates
a large amount of interprocess communication. Use of shared memory requires synchronization among processes to
serialize access to the memory.

PRXMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count

PRXMXPPG contains the maximum number of local pages of memory used by the process.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRXPRCPG - Process Page Count

             PROPRCPG - Process Page Count

Element Derivation:

PRXMXPPG is set to the maximum value reached by PRXPRCPG.

Range of Value:

PRXMXPPG takes any integer value from 0 to the page file quota set in the user account.

Summarization Process:

PRXMXPPG contains the maximum value of PRXMXPPG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXMXPPG is 0 for the SWAPPER process. If PRXMXPPG is larger than the user's working set size, or if it is larger than
the working set quota and the system has run out of free pages, the process is subject to page faulting.

PRXPGFLT - Page Faults

PRXPGFLT contains the count of page faults for the duration of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPGFLT - Page Faults

             PRCPAGFT - Page Faults

             IMGPAGFT - Page Faults

             SPRPGEFL - PGE Page Faults

Element Derivation:

PRXPGFLT is set to the value of PROPGFLT of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXPGFLT takes any integer value from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRXPGFLT contains the sum of all values of PRXPGFLT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A high value for PRXPGFLT means that the process is not finding the pages of process data or program memory resident
in the physical memory of the machine when it needs them. PRXPGFLT is high for two primary reasons:
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• The process is continually activating new images. 
• The images are larger than the allowed working set.

Large amounts of page faulting will degrade system performance. If the size of physical memory permits, some page
faulting can be reduced by increasing the working set size of the processes that tend to have high values in PRXPGFLT.

PRXPNAME - Process Name

PRXPNAME contains the name of the process.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 15.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPNAME - Process Name

Element Derivation:

PRXPNAME is set to the value of PROPNAME of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file. Source data contains counted
character string, 1 byte for count, 15 bytes of characters.

Range of Value:

PRXPNAME can contain any combination of 1 to 15 characters. The count byte from source data is not stored.

Summarization Process:

PRXPNAME is not summarized. PRXPNAME is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
time-span, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

PRXPRCPG - Process Page Count

PRXPRCPG contains the number of local pages of memory in use by the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRXMXPPG - Maximum Process Page Count

             PROPRCPG - Process Page Count

Element Derivation:

PRXPRCPG is set to the value of PROPRCPG of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXPRCPG takes any integer value from 0 to the page file quota set in the user account.

Summarization Process:

PRXPRCPG contains the last value of PRXPRCPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXPRCPG is 0 for the SWAPPER process. If PRXPRCPG is larger than the user's working set size, or if it is larger than
the working set quota and the system has run out of free pages, the process will begin page faulting. Processes with a
large PRXPRCPG are the first targets for swapping.
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If the sum of PRXPRCPG for all processes at a given time exceeds the size of the page file, VMS will stop the process
that attempted to exceed the page file size. If the page file is fragmented, VMS may halt the system.

PRXPRTY - Priority

PRXPRTY contains the priority level code for the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 1 byte long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROPRTY  - Priority

             DEXPRTY  - Priority

Element Derivation:

PRXPRTY is set to the value of PROPRTY of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXPRTY can be any integer value from 0 to 30.

Summarization Process:

PRXPRTY contains the last value of PRXPRTY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXPRTY is the actual priority level subtracted from 31. If PRXPRTY is 15 or less, the process is running in real-time
mode and cannot be preempted by the scheduler. On most systems, SWAPPER is the only process running at that high a
priority; its PRXPRTY is 15. Larger values of PRXPRTY mean lower priority for a process.

For processes with PRXPRTY 16 or greater, the scheduler decreases PRXPRTY each time it cannot schedule the
process to run. When a process runs the scheduler, it sets PRXPRTY to the base level for that process. The scheduler will
never cause PRXPRTY to become less than 16.

PRXSTATE - State

PRXSTATE contains a code for the processing state of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 2 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATE - State

             SPRCOLPG - Collided Page Wait

             SPRMWAIT - Miscellaneous Resource Wait

             SPRCEF   - Common Event Flag Wait

             SPRPFW   - Page Fault Wait

             SPRLEF   - Local Event Flag Wait, Inswapped

             SPRLEFO  - Local Event Flag Wait, Outswapped

             SPRHIB   - Hibernate Wait, Inswapped

             SPRHIBO  - Hibernate Wait, Outswapped

             SPRSUSP  - Suspended Wait, Inswapped

             SPRSUSPO - Suspended Wait, Outswapped

             SPRFPGWT - Free Page Wait

             SPRCOM   - Compute State Wait, Inswapped

             SPRCOMO  - Compute State Wait, Outswapped
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             SPRCUR   - Current Processes

Element Derivation:

PRXSTATE is set to the value of PROSTATE of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.

Range of Value:

PRXSTATE takes any integer value from 1 to 14.

Summarization Process:

PRXSTATE contains the last value of PRXSTATE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRXSTATE is currently defined for 14 values, although DEC may define more values in the future. Each value and its
meaning follow:

    1 - COLPG collided page wait

    2 - MWAIT miscellaneous resource wait

    3 - CEF common event flag wait

    4 - PFW page fault wait

    5 - LEF local event flag wait, inswapped

    6 - LEFO local event flag wait, outswapped

    7 - HIB hibernate wait, inswapped

    8 - HIBO hibernate wait, outswapped

    9 - SUSP suspended wait, inswapped

   10 - SUSPO suspended wait, outswapped

   11 - FPGWT free page wait

   12 - COM compute state wait, inswapped

   13 - COMO compute state wait, outswapped

   14 - CUR current processes

If a process is in either the HIB or HIBO state, it is waiting for some time to pass, and it is not affecting system
performance nor is system activity affecting it. If a process is in either the LEF or LEFO state, it is probably waiting for user
input and is also not affecting the system negatively. If a process is in either the SUSP or SUSPO state, another process
has suspended its operation. A process in the COLPG, MWAIT, CEF, PFW, or FPGWT state is waiting for some other
process to free some resource(s) before continuing.

Processes in LEFO, HIBO, SUSPO, and COMO states indicate that the system probably does not have enough memory
for the work that it is doing. Processes in the COM and COMO states indicate that the CPU is not fast enough to keep up
with the workload. Many processes in the COLPG, PFW, and FPGWT states indicate that working sets may not be large
enough.

PRXSTATF - Status Flags

PRXSTATF contains the status flag indicators for the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is hexadecimal integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PROSTATF - Status Flags

Element Derivation:

PRXSTATF is set to the value of PROSTATF of the VMS MONITOR PROCESS file.
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Range of Value:

PRXSTATF takes any hexadecimal integer value in the range from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF.

Summarization Process:

PRXSTATF contains the last value of PRXSTATF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Bit 0 (PCB$V_RES) of PRXSTATF is set to 1 when the process is in memory and 0 when it is swapped out. The recording
intervals possible through VMS MONITOR, however, are not small enough to make PRXSTATF very useful to VAX system
managers.

PRXTYPE - Process Type

The process type for remote process.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCTYPE - Process Type

Element Derivation:

PRXTYPE is obtained from PRCTYPE of the VMS ACCOUNTING Process Termination file, for those processes that can
be matched between the MONITOR and ACCOUNTING data sources.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any of the following values:

• 'PRINTTJOB' /* 'PRINT JOB' */
• 'INTERACT' /* 'INTERACTIVE PROCESS' */
• 'SUBPROC ' /* 'SUB PROCESS' */
• 'DETACHED' /* 'DETACHED PROCESS' */
• 'BATCH ' /* 'BATCH PROCESS' */
• 'NETWORK ' /* 'NETWORK PROCESS' */ 
• 'UNKNOWN '

Summarization Process:

PRXTYPE contains the value of the last occurrence of PRXTYPE in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

PRXWKSET - Process Working Set

PRXWKSET contains the working set size of the process.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer, 4 bytes long.

  SEE ALSO:  PRCWKSPK - Working Set Peak

             IMGWKSPK - Working Set Peak
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Element Derivation:

PRXWKSET is set to the sum of the values: PROGLBPG+PROPRCPG, from the VMS MONITOR Process file.

Range of Value:

PRXWKSET takes any integer value from 1 to the smallest value specified by the SYSGEN parameter WSMAX or the
user authorization file parameter WSEXTENT.

Summarization Process:

PRXWKSET contains the last value of PRXWKSET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If PRXWKSET is smaller than WSQUOTA for the user, all page faulting was a result of image activation. If PRXWKSET
is nearly as large as WSEXTENT, the process was borrowing pages from free memory. When PRXWKSET is growing to
nearly the size of WSEXTENT, it indicates that there is sufficient memory free and the system is not swapping. If paging is
high and this condition occurs, adjusting WSQUOTA and WSEXTENT higher may improve overall performance.

VMS System Status File (DESSYU)
The VMS System Status (DESSYU) File records a number of system readings for each execution of the CA MICS
DEXSUS collection routine.

Use this file to identify hardware characteristics and system settings for clarity of reporting and to augment memory use
measurements for performance tuning and capacity planning.

The source for this file is VMS MONITOR System Information record, type 129, VMS SHOW SYSTEM and SHOW
MEMORY output, and several VMS lexical functions, including F$GETSYI.

Contents

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

  | FILE ABSTRACT: VMS System Status File                     |

  |                                                           |

  |---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | CONTENT |  Records a number of system readings for each   |

  |---------+  execution of the CA MICS DEXSUS collection     |

  |            routine.                                       |

  |---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | USE     |  To identify hardware characteristics and       |

  |---------+  system settings for clarity of reporting and   |

  |            to augment memory use measurements for         |

  |            performance tuning and capacity planning.      |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  | SOURCE  |  VMS MONITOR System Information record, type    |

  |---------+  129, VMS SHOW SYSTEM and SHOW MEMORY output,   |

  |   and several VMS lexical functions, including F$GETSYI.  |

  |                                                           |

  +-----------------------------------------------------------+

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements
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  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEXNODE  - Nodename

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  DEXSUSTS - DEXSUS Collect Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SYUBALSM - Process Pages for Memory Allocation

  XDWM..E  SYUCPUS  - Number of CPUs

  XDWM..E  SYUHWNAM - Hardware Name

  XDWM..E  SYUIRPC  - IRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUIRPI  - IRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUIRPM  - IRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

  XDWM..E  SYULRPC  - LRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

  XDWM..E  SYULRPI  - LRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

  XDWM..E  SYULRPM  - LRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUMEMAN - Main Memory Mb (physical)

  XDWM..E  SYUMENDC - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

  XDWM..E  SYUMENDI - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Initial Size

  XDWM..E  SYUMEPDC - Paged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

  XDWM..E  SYUMPWHI - MPW_HILIMIT System Parameter

  XDWM..E  SYUMXPRC - MAXPROCESSCNT System Parameter

  XDWM..E  SYUSRPC  - SRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUSRPI  - SRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUSRPM  - SRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

  XDWM..E  SYUUPTIM - System Uptime

  XDWM..E  SYUVCPUS - Number of Vector-Present Processors

  XDWM..E  SYUVMSVR - VMS Version

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SYUMXMEN - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Maximum Size

SYUBALSM - Process Pages for Memory Allocation

SYUBALSM contains the number of process pages to which memory can be allocated, measured at VMS Monitor startup.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUBALSM is obtained from VMS Monitor System Information record (type 129), from MNR_SYI$L_BALSETMEM.

Range of Value:

SYUBALSM takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SYUBALSM contains the last value of SYUBALSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SYUBALSM is obtained during daily input processing from the MONITOR data source. The measurement is recorded to
the SYU file if a DEXSUS collect event with a time stamp greater than MONITOR start time is processed. The DEXSUS
time stamp is recorded in ENDTS.

SYUCPUS - Number of CPUs

SYUCPUS contains count of available CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUVCPUS - Number of Vector-Present Processors

Element Derivation:

SYUCPUS is set to the value of the AVAILCPU_CNT field from the DEXSUS SYI4 separator record.

Range of Value:

SYUCPUS takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUCPUS contains the last value of SYUCPUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is set from the MONITOR type 129 record if not available otherwise.

SYUHWNAM - Hardware Name

SYUHWNAM contains the hardware name of the VAX system.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 48.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUHWNAM is set to the value of the HW_NAME field from the DEXSUS SYI1 separator record.

Range of Value:

SYUHWNAM can contain any combination of 1 to 48 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SYUHWNAM contains the last value of SYUHWNAM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SYUIRPC - IRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

SYUIRPC contains the current total size for the I/O Request Packet (IRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUIRPI - IRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

             SYUIRPM - IRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:

SYUIRPC is set to the IRP packets value for "Current Total Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUIRPC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUIRPC contains the last value of SYUIRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUIRPI - IRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

SYUIRPI contains the initial size (IRPCOUNT) for the I/O Request Packet (IRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUIRPC - IRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYUIRPM - IRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:

SYUIRPI is set to the IRP packets value for "Initial Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUIRPI takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUIRPI contains the last value of SYUIRPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SYUIRPM - IRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

SYUIRPM contains the maximum size (IRPCOUNTV) for the I/O Request Packet (IRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUIRPC - IRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYUIRPI - IRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

Element Derivation:

SYUIRPM is set to the IRP packets value for "Maximum Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUIRPM takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUIRPM contains the last value of SYUIRPM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYULRPC - LRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

SYULRPC contains the current total size for the Large Packet (LRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYULRPI - LRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

             SYULRPM - LRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:

SYULRPC is set to the LRP packets value for "Current Total Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYULRPC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYULRPC contains the last value of SYULRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SYULRPI - LRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

SYULRPI contains the initial size (LRPCOUNT) for the Large Packet (LRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYULRPC - LRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYULRPM - LRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:

SYULRPI is set to the LRP packets value for "Initial Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYULRPI takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYULRPI contains the last value of SYULRPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYULRPM - LRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

SYULRPM contains the maximum size (LRPCOUNTV) for the Large Packet (LRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYULRPC - LRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYULRPI - LRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

Element Derivation:

SYULRPM is set to the LRP packets value for "Maximum Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYULRPM takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYULRPM contains the last value of SYULRPM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SYUMEMAN - Main Memory Mb (physical)

SYUMEMAN contains the amount of physical memory on the VAX system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUMEMAN is set to the main memory value for "Physical Memory" reported by SHOW MEM/PHYS. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM2 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUMEMAN takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMEMAN contains the last value of SYUMEMAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUMENDC - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

SYUMENDC contains the current size in bytes for Nonpaged Dynamic Memory.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUMENDI - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Initial Size

             SYUMXMEN - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Maximum Size

Element Derivation:

SYUMENDC is set to the Nonpaged Dynamic Memory value for "Current Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This
information is collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUMENDC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMENDC contains the last value of SYUMENDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUMENDI - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Initial Size

SYUMENDI contains the initial size in bytes for Nonpaged Dynamic Memory (NPAGEDYN).

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUMENDC - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

             SYUMXMEN - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Maximum Size

Element Derivation:

SYUMENDI is set to the Nonpaged Dynamic Memory value for "Initial Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This
information is collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUMENDI takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMENDI contains the last value of SYUMENDI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUMEPDC - Paged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

SYUMEPDC contains the current size in bytes for Paged Dynamic Memory (PAGEDYN).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUMENDI - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Initial Size

             SYUMXMEN - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Maximum Size

             SYUMENDC - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

Element Derivation:

SYUMEPDC is set to the Paged Dynamic Memory value for "Current Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This
information is collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUMEPDC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMEPDC contains the last value of SYUMEPDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUMPWHI - MPW_HILIMIT System Parameter

SYUMPWHI contains the MPW_HILIMIT System Parameter value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUMPWHI is obtained from VMS Monitor System Information record (type 129), from MNR_SYI$L_MPWHILIM.

Range of Value:

SYUMPWHI takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMPWHI contains the last value of SYUMPWHI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SYUMPWHI is obtained during daily input processing from the MONITOR data source. The measurement is recorded to
the SYU file if a DEXSUS collect event with a time stamp greater than MONITOR start time is processed. The DEXSUS
time stamp is recorded in ENDTS.

SYUMXMEN - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Maximum Size

SYUMXMEN contains the maximum size in bytes for Nonpaged Dynamic Memory (NPAGEVIR).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUMENDC - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Current Size

             SYUMENDI - Nonpaged Dynamic Memory, Initial Size

Element Derivation:

SYUMXMEN is set to the Nonpaged Dynamic Memory value for "Maximum Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This
information is collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUMXMEN takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMXMEN contains the maximum value of SYUMXMEN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUMXPRC - MAXPROCESSCNT System Parameter

SYUMXPRC contains the MAXPROCESSCNT System Parameter value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUMXPRC is obtained from VMS Monitor System Information record (type 129), from MNR_SYI$W_MAXPRCCNT.
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Range of Value:

SYUMXPRC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUMXPRC contains the last value of SYUMXPRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SYUMXPRC is obtained during daily input processing from the MONITOR data source. The measurement is recorded to
the SYU file if a DEXSUS collect event with a time stamp greater than MONITOR start time is processed. The DEXSUS
time stamp is recorded in ENDTS.

SYUSRPC - SRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

SYUSRPC contains the current total size for the Small Packet (SRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUSRPI - SRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

             SYUSRPM - SRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:

SYUSRPC is set to the SRP packets value for "Current Total Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUSRPC takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUSRPC contains the last value of SYUSRPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUSRPI - SRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

SYUSRPI contains the initial size (SRPCOUNT) for the Small Packet (SRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUSRPC - SRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYUSRPM - SRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

Element Derivation:
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SYUSRPI is set to the SRP packets value for "Initial Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is collected in
the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUSRPI takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUSRPI contains the last value of SYUSRPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUSRPM - SRP Lookaside List, Maximum Packets

SYUSRPM contains the maximum size (SRPCOUNTV) for the Small Packet (SRP) Lookaside List.

This element will have missing values for systems running VMS Version 6.0 or later.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUSRPC - SRP Lookaside List, Current Packets

             SYUSRPI - SRP Lookaside List, Initial Packets

Element Derivation:

SYUSRPM is set to the SRP packets value for "Maximum Size" reported by SHOW MEM/FULL. This information is
collected in the DEXSUS MEM1 measurement records set.

Range of Value:

SYUSRPM takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUSRPM contains the last value of SYUSRPM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUUPTIM - System Uptime

SYUUPTIM contains the amount of time since last system boot.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DEXBOOTS - Monitor System Boot Time Stamp

             DEXSUSTB - DEXSUS System Boot Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

SYUUPTIM is set to the Uptime value reported by SHOW SYS. This information is collected in the DEXSUS SYS1
measurement records set.
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Range of Value:

SYUUPTIM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUUPTIM contains the last value of SYUUPTIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SYUVCPUS - Number of Vector-Present Processors

SYUVCPUS contains number of Vector-Present processors on the system.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYUCPUS - Number of CPUs

Element Derivation:

SYUVCPUS is obtained from VMS Monitor System Information record (type 129), from MNR_SYI$B_VPCPUS.

Range of Value:

SYUVCPUS takes any numeric value in the range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SYUVCPUS contains the last value of SYUVCPUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SYUVCPUS is obtained during daily input processing from the MONITOR data source. The measurement is recorded to
the SYU file if a DEXSUS collect event with a time stamp greater than MONITOR start time is processed. The DEXSUS
time stamp is recorded in ENDTS.

SYUVMSVR - VMS Version

SYUVMSVR contains VMS Version under which the DEXSUS collect was run.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SYUVMSVR is set to the value of the VERSION field from the DEXSUS SYI2 separator record.

Range of Value:

SYUVMSVR can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SYUVMSVR contains the last value of SYUVMSVR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None
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IDMS Data Dictionary

IDMS Information Area and CA MICS Analyzer for CA IDMS supported files

IDMS Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for their measurement descriptions. They are carried as data elements on one or
more IDMS files. They were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names (rather than following the
CA MICS convention of using the three characters of a file name for the first three characters of the data element name).

Definitions for the IDMS common data elements follow, in alphabetical order.

CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification
This field is intended to give the specific type of central processor model with an indication of whether it is a
multiprocessor associated with a given SYSID (e.g., '168-AP-3'). You can define this field to have any meaning. CA MICS
makes no use of this field.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

             CPUVER   - CPU Version Number

             SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

CPUMODEL is obtained from definitions in the SYSID member of MICS.PARMS. The SYSID (which is in every SMF,
RMF, and TSO/MON record) is matched against this user-defined CA MICS SYSID table and the CPUMODEL is
extracted.

Range of Value:

Any twelve characters chosen by the site.

Summarization Process:

CPUMODEL contains the value of the last CPUMODEL encountered.

Usage Notes:

CA MICS supports the concept of maintaining the same SYSID across system upgrades. Thus a given SYSID may refer
to a 9021 at one time and a 2064 at a later time. From this field you can determine the exact processor model to which
other measurement data you are working with applies.

IDMACTx - IDMS Account Level Identifier
IDMACTx data elements are used to define the accounting or cost center structure of an installation. There can be up to
nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the installation. The highest account code is IDMACT1,
the second highest is IDMACT2, and so on. IDMACTx values are defined and included in the database during CA MICS
IDMS Analyzer installation.

Type:
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Common data element - Character, Length 30.

See also:  IDMAPU - Application Unit Identifier

Element Derivation:

Derivation of the account code fields is the responsibility of the user. They are defined in member IDMACRT in the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library. The content of the IDMACTx data elements is installation dependent. Contact your
organization's CA MICS System Administrator for further information.

Range of Value:

This value can be any combination of 1 to 30 letters, numbers, blanks or national characters, per field, according to user
definition.

Summarization Process:

This value is a summarization control variable. CA MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key
values, and IDMACTx is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMAPU - IDMS Application Unit Code
IDMAPU is the user-defined unit of application code suitable for application analysis.

CA MICS does not initialize IDMAPU. IDMAPU is reserved for and defined by CA MICS users. It lets you calculate data
for a specific application unit. Exit IDMAURT is provided so you can define IDMAPU according to data center algorithms.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  IDMACTx - Account Level Identifier

Element Derivation:

IDMAPU is user-defined.

Range of Value:

IDMAPU can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

IDMAPU is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and IDMAPU is part of the key.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMJBNAM - Job Name for CV Region
IDMJBNAM contains the job name of the CA IDMS CV regional data. It is the specified value in the job name field of the
JOB JCL statement.

Type:

Common data element - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  None

Element Derivation:

IDMJBNAM contains the value input from field SMFHJBN in the header section of the SMF type 230 record.

Range of Value:

IDMJBNAM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

IDMJBNAM contains the value of the last occurence of IDMJBNAM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMNETNM - CICS Network Name
IDMNETNM is the 20-byte character network name of the originating CICS system that generated this IDMS. This
element, when used with the UOWID (Unit of Work ID), can be used to identify the CICS transaction that generated the
work.

This data element is populated at CA IDMS Release 19.0 with APARS ST06628 and ST06629.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 20. Display format is alphanumeric.

SEE ALSO:  IDMUOWID - CICS UOW Id 

           UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

Element Derivation:

IDMNETNM is derived from the TASCNETN field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

IDMNETNM can contain any combination of 1 to 20 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

IDMNETNM contains the last value of IDMNETNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMSID - IDMS System Identification
IDMSID is a four-character identifier of an IDMS system.

Type:

Common control data element -- Character, Length 4.
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  SEE ALSO:   SYSID - System Identification

Element Derivation:

IDMSID is constructed by the input process for the IDMS data during the daily update step, DAY045. The combination of
IDMSID and SYSID must be unique over all the IDMS systems defined to CA MICS. This data element is constructed by
the concatenation of the IDMS Central Version number with the character constant "CV" or "C". The resultant identifiers
are in the form "CVnn" for Central Version numbers less than 100 and "Cnnn" for those over 100 (i.e., CV01 for Central
Version number 1 or C101 for Central Version number 101).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from CV01 through C255.

Summarization Process:

This data element is a summarization control variable. CA MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of
key values, and IDMSID is part of the key of all CA MICS IDMS files.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
IDMTYPE indicates which type of data is being processed by the IDMS Analyzer.

Type:

Common, retained data element - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IDMTYPE is defined by the input process of the DAILY update step, DAY045. This data element appears in the sequence
structure of all IDMS Analyzer files just prior to the YEAR sequence element. IDMTYPE is derived by testing the input
data field TTYPE using a compare for a hexidecimal value to determine the task type. The following list shows the values
tested and the task type that each indicates:

       TEST VALUES          TASK TYPE

       -----------          ---------

       X'80'                IDMS/DC Online

       X'40'                Batch job

       X'20'                CICS run unit

       X'02'                IDMS/DC/UCF front-end

       X'08' or X'88'       IDMS/DC system task

Range of Value:

IDMTYPE can have the following values:

       IDMTYPE Value      Data Type

       -------------      ---------

       O                  IDMS/DC Online

       B                  Batch external run units

       C                  CICS external run units

       I                  IDMS/DC/UCF external run units
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       S                  IDMS/DC system task

Summarization Process:

IDMTYPE contains the last value of IDMTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By including IDMTYPE in the file sequence key, the IDMS Analyzer provides for the distinct separation of workload based
upon the major interfaces allowable to the IDMS system. However, note that the TSO interface functions the same as
an IDMS/DC Online task. The only way to distinguish between a normal IDMS/DC task and a TSO task is to check the
logical terminal (SUATERM) or the physical terminal (SUAPTERM) for the defined values in your data center's terminal
generation definitions.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMUCFNT - UCF CICS Network Name
IDMUCFNT is the 8-byte character network name of the originating CICS system that invoked UCFCICS to execute
this IDMS work.

This data element is populated at CA IDMS Release 19.0 with APARS ST06628 and ST06629.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8. Display format is alphanumeric.

SEE ALSO: IDMNETNM - CICS Network Name

          UOWID - Unit of Work ID

Element Derivation:

IDMUCFNT is derived from the TASDNETN field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

IDMUCFNT can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

IDMUCFNT contains the last value of IDMUCFNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMUOWID - CICS UOW ID
IDMUOWID contains value of the CICS user transaction unit of work ID associated with this IDMS activity. This data
element can be used in conjunction with IDMNETNM to uniquely associate this IDMS transaction with the correlated CICS
transaction in the detail level CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file.

This data element is populated at CA IDMS Release 19.0 with APARS ST06628 and ST06629.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8. Display format is alphanumeric.

SEE ALSO: IDMNETNM - CICS Network Name
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          UOWID    - Unit of Work ID

Element Derivation:

IDMUOWID is derived from the TASCUOW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

A binary value that is derived from the time-of-day clock of the originating CICS system.  

Summarization Process:

IDMUOWID contains the last value of IDMUOWID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMS Application Unit Counts File (IDMSAC)
The IDMS Application Unit Counts (IDMSAC) File contains data quantifying basic resource items and their frequency of
use by IDMS systems. Individual task executions are contained in the work file and summarized in the higher timespans.
This file is sequenced and summarized by the IDMS account fields and the application unit field as defined by the
installation.

By default, the IDMSAC file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type(s) specified by the
INPUTSOURCE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN), unless overridden at the unit level by an
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

If you choose to activate the IDMSAC supplemental file, which is shipped inactive. Follow the instructions in Database
Tailoring and Retrofitting Technique for tailoring database files. If this file is active and DASD space is a concern, see
Usage Considerations in the topic IDMSAC - IDMS Application Unit Counts File.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  IDMACT1  - DC BILLING GROUP

  ......E  IDMACT2  - PROGRAM NAME

  ......E  IDMACT3  - PROGRAM TYPE

  ......E  IDMAPU   - IDMS Application Unit Name

  ......E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

  ......E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

  ......E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......E  SACCOST  - Processing Charges

  ......   SACDBCLS - Database Calls

  ......   SACDBSRV - Database Service Requests

  ......   SACDCSRV - DC Service Requests

  ......   SACKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

  ......   SACPCALL - Programs Called

  ......   SACPLOAD - Programs Loaded

  ......   SACPREAD - Database Pages Read

  ......   SACPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

  ......   SACPWRIT - Database Pages Written

  ......   SACRECR  - Records Requested

  ......   SACSFREE - Storage Frees

  ......   SACSGET  - Storage Gets

  ......E  SACTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

  ......   SACUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

  ......   SACUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

SACCOST - Processing Charges

SACCOST is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes SACCOST to zero. This data element permits you to
calculate the processing costs for each user. The exit _USRSSAC permits a user to calculate SACCOST according to
installation algorithms. When CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, SACCOST
is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is monetary value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values of SACCOST.

Range of Value:

This value is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

SACCOST is set to the sum of all SACCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SACDBCLS - Database Calls

SACDBCLS is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SACDBCLS is derived from the TASDBCLS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACDBCLS contains the sum of all occurrences of SACDBCLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of each native DML request usually involves one call to the database management system. However, for logical
record processing, integrated indexing, and the Sequential Processing Facility (SPF), more than one call is needed to
satisfy such a request.

SACDBSRV - Database Service Requests

SACDBSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SACDBCLS - Database Calls

Element Derivation:

SACDBSRV is derived from the TASDBRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACDBSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SACDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to the
direct retrieval of data. These include database open and close requests. The sum of the SACDBSRV and SACDBCLS
elements should represent all database activity for the specified tasks.

SACDCSRV - DC Service Requests

SACDCSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the CA IDMS/DC system. This element includes all
DC system requests not captured by individual elements that are specified below.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SACSFREE - Storage Frees

             SACSGET  - Storage Gets

Element Derivation:
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SACDCSRV is derived from the TASSVRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SACDCSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACDCSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SACDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends in your application should become evident. This
information is useful for tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. The information can also help to
identify abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SACKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

SACKPTS is the amount of storage retained in the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF storage pools across pseudo-
conversational tasks. The value includes the amounts of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  SACUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

Element Derivation:

SACKPTS is derived from the TASSTGKP field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACKPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of SACKPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SACKPTS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region. The number of users signed on to the system (LTERMs active), the concurrency
of tasks, the resources used while a task is active, the amount of storage kept across pseudo-converses, and the sizes
(and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate cushion can be established. An
example of kept storage resources in an ADS/Online environment is:

       OTB    - Online Terminal Block

       VDB    - Variable Dialog Block

       CURCY  - Currency Table

       RBB    - Record Buffer Block

       RLT    - Run-Unit Lock Table

       SIA    - Scratch Index Area

SACPCALL - Programs Called

SACPCALL is the number of programs called for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.
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  See also:  SACPLOAD - Programs Loaded

Element Derivation:

SACPCALL is derived from the TASPGMCL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACPCALL contains the sum of all occurrences of SACPCALL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SACPLOAD (Number of Programs Loaded), SACPCALL can be used to determine
the program loading overhead that is associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and
concurrent copy of the program does not exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-
concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or
(4) a new copy of the program is requested.

The effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

SACPLOAD / ( SACPLOAD + SACPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead. As the ratio value gets closer to 1.0, you
observe an increase in the CPU Time Spent (SACSYSTM) and the Number of Pages Read (SACPREAD) in order to bring
in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of
the load modules. The greater the disparity of load module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SACPLOAD - Programs Loaded

SACPLOAD is the number of programs loaded for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SACPCALL  - Programs Called

             SACPREAD  - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SACPLOAD is derived from the TASPGMLD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of the field SACPCALL for
a task.

Summarization Process:

SACPLOAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SACPLOAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SACPCALL, SACPLOAD can be used to determine the program loading overhead that is
associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and concurrent copy of the program does not
exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions
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do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or (4) a new copy of the program is requested. The
effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

SACPLOAD / ( SACPLOAD + SACPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead. You observe an increase in CPU time
(SACSYSTM) and the number of pages read (SACPREAD) to bring in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze
the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of the load modules. The greater the disparity of load
module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SACPREAD - Database Pages Read

SACPREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SACPREQ - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SACPREAD is derived from the TASPAGRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of SACPREQ.

Summarization Process:

SACPREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SACPREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SACPREQ (Number of Database Pages Requested) to evaluate the
effectiveness of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SACPREQ / SACPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value
less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the
CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the
overflow considerations for each area.

SACPREQ - Database Pages Requested

SACPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task. Note that a page
request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page already resides in the buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SACPREAD - Database Pages Read
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Element Derivation:

SACPREQ is derived from the TASPAGRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACPREQ contains the sum of all occurrences of SACPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SACPREAD (Number of Database Pages Read) to evaluate the effectiveness
of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SACPREQ / SACPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value
less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the
CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the
overflow considerations for each area.

SACPWRIT - Database Pages Written

SACPWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages must be written
when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is actually written to
the database.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SACPWRIT is derived from the TASPAGWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACPWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SACPWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SACRECR - Records Requested

SACRECR is the number of database records requested by the DBMS in order to satisfy the requests for a task.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SACRECR is derived from the TASRECRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACRECR contains the sum of all occurrences of SACRECR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SACRECU (Number of Records Current of Run Unit) in the following
algorithm, you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

SACRECR / SACRECU = dbms work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SACSERVU - Service Units

SACSERVU is reserved for a CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes SACSERVU to zero. SACSERVU permits a user
to calculate service units for each user. The exit _USRSSAC permits a user to calculate SACSERVU according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is computed by summing user- calculated values of SACSERVU.

Range of Value:

This value is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

SACSERVU is set to the sum of all SACSERVU values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SACSFREE - Storage Frees

SACSFREE is the number of explicit and implicit #FREESTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #FREESTG command releases storage from the storage pool.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SACSGET - Storage Gets

Element Derivation:

SACSFREE is derived from the TASSTGFR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACSFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of SACSFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SACSGET - Storage Gets

SACSGET is the number of explicit and implicit #GETSTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #GETSTG command acquires storage from the storage pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SACSFREE - Storage Frees

Element Derivation:

SACSGET is derived from the TASSTGGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACSGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SACSGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SACTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

SACTTRAN is the number of executed transactions found during the processing of data from the IDMS/R Performance
Monitor. SACTTRAN includes transactions in five categories (i.e., long, medium, short, user-defined, and conversational
transactions). It does not include "excessive" transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of transactions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is sum of five transaction categories; conversational, long, medium, short and user-
defined. The five categories are defined by a user by coding the IDMS Relativity Longevity exit IDMRLRT.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACTTRAN is set to the sum of five transaction category values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The value for SACTTRAN is computed from the detail level data found within the common work file, IDMSSW, to be the
sum of the five specified categories. However, the elements which make up this value are not saved within the file, only
the total is retained.

SACUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

SACUSDP is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all program pools (i.e., reentrant, XA reentrant,
program, and XA program pools).

Type:

Accumulated Data Element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SACUSDP is derived from the TASPGMHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SACUSDP contains the sum of all occurrences of SACUSDP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is important in determining the overall resource requirements of various tasks and application threads. By using
this value in addition to information on the amounts of other resources used, work loads can be established. Then the
work loads can be used as baseline models for making capacity projections.

SACUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

SACUSDS is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all storage pools for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SACKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SACUSDS is derived from the TASSTGHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SACUSDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SACUSDS contains the sum of all occurrences of SACUSDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with the other resource amount values to determine the requirements of tasks
within the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

IDMS Application Unit Activity File (IDMSAU)
The IDMS Application Unit Activity (IDMSAU) File contains data quantifying the load, utilization, and response of IDMS
systems. Individual task executions are contained in the work file and summarized in the higher timespans. Information in
this file can be used for analyzing user trends, user productivity under IDMS, and managing the use of IDMS resources at
the user level. This file is sequenced and summarized by the IDMS application unit field defined by the installation.

By default, the IDMSAU file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type(s) specified by the
INPUTSOURCE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN), unless overridden at the unit level by a SMFTYPE
statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

If you choose to activate the IDMSAU supplemental file, which is shipped inactive, follow the instructions in Database
Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques for tailoring database files. If this file is active and DASD space is a concern, see 
topic IDMSAU - IDMS Application Unit Activity File.

 Contents 

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  IDMAPU   - IDMS Application Unit Name

  ......E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

  ......E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  ......E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

  ......E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  ......E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  ......   SAUABNDC - Abend Code

  ......   SAUABNDN - Abend Number

  ......   SAUADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

  ......   SAUADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name
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  ......   SAUAMNM  - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

  ......   SAUBAF1  - Batch Accounting Field 1

  ......   SAUBAF2  - Batch Accounting Field 2

  ......   SAUBAF3  - Batch Accounting Field 3

  ......   SAUBAF4  - Batch Accounting Field 4

  ......   SAUBAF5  - Batch Accounting Field 5

  ......   SAUCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

  ......   SAUCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

  ......   SAUCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

  ......   SAUCVER  - Central Version Number

  ......   SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

  ......   SAUDCBGP - DC Billing Group

  ......   SAUDCTSK - DC Task Code

  ......   SAUDCUSR - DC User ID

  ......   SAUFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

  ......   SAUIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

  ......   SAUITRNC - IDMS Task Code

  ......   SAUITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

  ......   SAUITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

  ......   SAUJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

  ......   SAULTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

  ......E  SAUNODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

  ......   SAUOPRID - CICS Operator ID

  ......   SAUPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

  ......   SAUPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

  ......   SAUPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

  ......   SAUPGMID - Identifying Program Name

  ......   SAUPLVL  - Program Level Number

  ......   SAUPLVS  - ADS/Online Application Levels

  ......   SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

  ......   SAUPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

  ......   SAUPTYP  - Program Type

  ......   SAUPVER  - Program Version Number

  ......E  SAURVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  ......E  SAURVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  ......E  SAURVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  ......E  SAURVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  ......E  SAURVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  ......E  SAURVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  ......E  SAURVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  ......   SAUSTKW  - Stack Words Used

  ......   SAUTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

  ......   SAUTERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

  ......   SAUTPRTY - Task Priority

  ......   SAUTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

  ......   SAUTSKID - Task ID Number

  ......   SAUUFLD1 - User Field 1

  ......   SAUUFLD2 - User Field 2

  ......   SAUUFLD3 - User Field 3

  ......   SAUUSRID - Identifying User ID

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  ......   SAUABNDS - Number of Abends

  ......E  SAUCDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUCDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUCDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUCDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUCDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUCDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUCDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAUCDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

  ......E  SAUCOST  - Processing Charges

  ......   SAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  ......   SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

  ......   SAUCREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

  ......E  SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

  ......E  SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

  ......E  SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

  ......E  SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

  ......E  SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

  ......E  SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

  ......E  SAUEDST1 - Excessive Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUEDST2 - Excessive Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUEDST3 - Excessive Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUEDST4 - Excessive Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUEDST5 - Excessive Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUEDST6 - Excessive Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUEDST7 - Excessive Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAUEDST8 - Excessive Response Distribution 8

  ......E  SAUERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

  ......E  SAUETRAN - Excessive Transactions

  ......E  SAUFRAG  - Fragments Stored

  ......   SAUGETTM - Gettime Requests

  ......E  SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

  ......E  SAULDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAULDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAULDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAULDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAULDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAULDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAULDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAULDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

  ......E  SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

  ......E  SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

  ......E  SAUMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAUMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

  ......E  SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

  ......E  SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

  ......   SAUPCALL - Programs Called
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  ......   SAUPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

  ......   SAUPLOAD - Programs Loaded

  ......E  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

  ......E  SAUPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

  ......E  SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

  ......   SAUQDEL  - Queue Deletes

  ......   SAUQGET  - Queue Gets

  ......   SAUQPUT  - Queue Puts

  ......   SAURBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

  ......E  SAURECR  - Records Requested

  ......   SAURECU  - Records Current Of Run Unit

  ......   SAURELOC - Records Relocated

  ......E  SAUSDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUSDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUSDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUSDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUSDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUSDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUSDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAUSDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

  ......   SAUSETTM - Settime Requests

  ......   SAUSFREE - Storage Frees

  ......   SAUSGET  - Storage Gets

  ......   SAUSLKS  - Select Locks For Run Unit

  ......   SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  ......E  SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

  ......   SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

  ......E  SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

  ......   SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  ......   SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

  ......E  SAUTDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUTDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUTDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUTDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUTDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUTDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUTDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

  ......E  SAUTDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

  ......   SAUTERRS - Terminal Errors

  ......E  SAUTLKS  - Total Locks For Run Unit

  ......   SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

  ......   SAUTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

  ......E  SAUTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

  ......E  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

  ......   SAUTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

  ......   SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

  ......E  SAUUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

  ......E  SAUUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

  ......E  SAUUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

  ......E  SAUUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

  ......E  SAUUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

  ......E  SAUUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6

  ......E  SAUUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7
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  ......E  SAUUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

  ......   SAUULKS  - Update Locks For Run Unit

  ......E  SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

  ......   SAUUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

  ......   SAUUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

  ......   SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

  ......E  SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

  ......   SAUVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

  ......E  SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

  ......   SAUWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time

  ......   SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  ......   SAUXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

  ......   SAUXGET  - Scratch Gets

  ......   SAUXPUT  - Scratch Puts

 Minimum Data Elements

  ......E  SAUMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

  ......E  SAUMNDBC - Minimum Database Calls Issued

  ......E  SAUMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

  ......E  SAUMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

  ......E  SAUMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

  ......E  SAUMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

  ......   SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

  ......E  SAUMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

  ......E  SAUMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

  ......E  SAUMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

  ......   SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

  ......E  SAUMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

  ......E  SAUMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

  ......E  SAUMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

 Maximum Data Elements

  ......E  SAUMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

  ......E  SAUMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXDBC - Maximum Database Calls Issued

  ......E  SAUMXDBL - Max Levels Performing DB Work

  ......E  SAUMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

  ......E  SAUMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

  ......   SAUMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

  ......E  SAUMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

  ......E  SAUMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

  ......E  SAUMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

  ......   SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

  ......E  SAUMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

  ......   SAUMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

  ......   SAUMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

  ......E  SAUMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

  ......E  SAUMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool
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  ......   SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

  ......E  SAUMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

  ......E  SAUMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

  ......E  SAUMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

  ......E  SAUMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

 Derived Data Elements

  ......   SAUAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

  ......   SAUAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVDBC - Average Database Calls

  ......   SAUAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

  ......   SAUAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

  ......   SAUAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

  ......   SAUAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

  ......   SAUAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

  ......   SAUAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

  ......   SAUAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

  ......   SAUAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

  ......   SAUAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVUTM - User Average Response Time

  ......   SAUAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

  ......   SAUPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4
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  ......   SAUPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

  ......   SAUPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

  ......   SAUPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

  ......   SAUPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

  ......   SAUPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

  ......   SAUPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

  ......   SAUPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

  ......   SAUPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

SAUABNDC - Abend Code

SAUABNDC is a four-character code that indicates the nature of a task abend.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SAUABNDN - Abend Number

 Element Derivation: 

SAUABNDC is derived from the TASABCDE field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SAUABNDC contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUABNDC in the records processed for the summarization
process.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUABNDN, this value gives a system troubleshooter the information necessary to start
solving the problems that cause abends.

SAUABNDN - Abend Number

SAUABNDN is a six-digit message identifier for the abnormal termination of a task, followed by a one-character severity
code, which dictates the disposition of the task (e.g., task snap and abend, just terminate, system snap and terminate).
The six-digit message identifier and message text are written to the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF log file when a task abends
inside of the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF region.
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 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 7. There is no measurement unit for this data element.

  See also:  SAUABNDC - Abend Code

 Element Derivation: 

SAUABNDN is derived from the TASABMSG field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SAUABNDN contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUABNDN in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is used to identify and categorize tasks with abends within IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF and to indicate the
priority with which they should be resolved. When used in conjunction with SAUABNDC, SAUABNDN gives a system
troubleshooter the information necessary to start resolving the problems that cause the abends.

SAUABNDS - Number of Abends

SAUABNDS is the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred, including the number of transaction
executions that immediately terminated.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of abends.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SINABNDC - Abend Code

             SINCODE  - Incident Code

 Element Derivation: 

SAUABNDS is accumulated by adding one for every abended transaction encountered.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is bound by the number of transaction processes
(SAUTTRAN).

 Summarization Process: 

SAUABNDS is set to the sum of all SAUABNDS values encountered in the summarization level.

SAUADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

SAUADSOA is the name of the application that is executed by IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/O.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SAUPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUADSOA is derived from the TASAPLNM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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 Range of Value: 

SAUADSOA can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUADSOA contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUADSOA in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUADSOA contains the ADS/O application name if the IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This information
is captured from the ADB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the IDMS Performance
Monitor task record and is processed as SAUADSOA for IDMS/DC tasks.

SAUADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

SAUADSOD is the name of the dialog that is executed by means of IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/O.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SAUPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUADSOD is derived from the TASDLGNM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUADSOD can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUADSOD contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUADSOD in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUADSOD contains the ADS/O dialog name if the IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This information is
captured from the FDB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the IDMS Performance
Monitor task record and is processed as SAUADSOD for IDMS/DC tasks.

SAUAMCCT - No. of AM Recompiles

SAUAMCCT contains the number of times an access module is recompiled. An access module has to be recompiled
when a catalog stamp indicates a change in the table definition. IDMS allows updates to its catalogs without requiring
compilation of access modules. This helps to improve system performance. If an access module is recompiled multiple
times dynamically, this indicates the need to build a new compiled version of the access module.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAMCCT is derived from the TAS#AMC field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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SAUAMCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAMCCT contains the sum of all values of SAUAMCCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUAMNM - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

SAUAMNM contains the name of the terminal used, as defined to the communication access method being used.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAMNM is derived from the TASAMNAM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUAMNM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAMNM contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUAMNM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains one of the following values, depending on the access method used: VTAM nodename, UCF front
end identifier, SNA terminal name, or TCAM terminal name.

SAUAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

SAUAVCRO is the average of all values of SAUCRECO found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVCRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Calc Recs With Overflow (SAUCRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SAUTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

SAUAVCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVCRO contains the average value of all occurrences of SAUCRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system, and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

SAUAVCTM is the average response time of conversational transactions.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVCTM is derived from data elements SAUCRSTM and SAUCTRAN: SAUAVCTM = SAUCRSTM / SAUCTRAN

 Range of Value: 

SAUAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of conversational transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SAUAVDBC - Average Database Calls

SAUAVDBC is the average of all values of SAUDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database calls.

  See also:  SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVDBC is calculated by dividing the sum of all database calls issued (SAUDBCLS) by the total number of
transactions (SAUTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVDBC contains the average of all values of SAUDBCLS that were included at the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.
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SAUAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

SAUAVDBS is the average of all values of SAUDBSRV in the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

At the current level of summarization, SAUAVDBS is computed by dividing the Database Service Requests (SAUDBSRV)
by the Total Transactions Processed (SAUTTRAN).

 Range of Value: 

SAUAVDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVDBS contains the average of all occurrences of SAUDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to
the direct retrieval of data. DML requests include database open and close requests. Using SAUAVDBS in conjunction
with other average values, you can determine general performance levels during various utilization periods for your online
system and define normal service levels for the tasks performed by your system. The source field for this element is
part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each type of task record. This element
contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

SAUAVDCS is the average number of all values of SAUDCSRV in the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

At the current level of summarization, SAUAVDCS is calculated by dividing the DC Service Requests (SAUDCSRV) by the
Total Transactions Processed (SAUTTRAN).

 Range of Value: 

SAUAVDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVDCS contains the average of all occurrences of SAUDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
is useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the IDMS system. A second use is the ability to identify abnormal
peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.
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Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each
type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

SAUAVETM is the average response time of "excessive" transactions.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements SAUERSTM and SAUETRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVETM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

            SAUAVETM = SAUERSTM / SAUETRAN

 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of excessive transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SAUAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

SAUAVLTM is the average response time of "long" transactions.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

             SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements SAULRSTM and SAULTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVLTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SAUAVLTM = SAULRSTM / SAULTRAN
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 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of long transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SAUAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

SAUAVMTM is the average response time of "medium" transactions.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements SAUMRSTM and SAUMTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVMTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SAUAVMTM = SAUMRSTM / SAUMTRAN

 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of medium transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SAUAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

SAUAVPIO is the average number of the sum of the data elements SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT values found at the
current summarization level.

 Type: 

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVPIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all pages read and pages written (SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT,
respectively) by the total number of transactions (SAUTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVPIO contains the average of the sums of all values of SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT that were included at the level
of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

SAUAVPPU is the average amount of program pool in use at the task termination of all values of SAUPGMIU found at the
current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

             SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

             SAUPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Termination

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

At the current level of summarization, SAUAVPPU is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Program Pool In Use
At Task Termination (SAUPGMIU) by the Total Number of Transactions Processed (SAUTTRAN).

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVPPU contains the average of all occurrences of SAUPGMIU included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element represents a general indicator of storage usage by transaction in the IDMS/R Central Version. When the
value exceeds some environmental limit set by each site, this indicates a potential storage bottleneck in the system.

This may also indicate a trend in program size or usage over a longer period of time. Information like this may be useful in
projection of system capacity and growth.

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 that is related to each
type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SAUAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

SAUAVPRQ is the average number of all values of SAUPREQ found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SAUPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVPRQ is calculated by dividing the sum of all pages requested (SAUPREQ) by the total number of transactions
(SAUTTRAN) for the current summarization level.
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 Range of Values: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVPRQ contains the average of all values of SAUPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

SAUAVSKP is the average amount of storage (in bytes) kept at task termination for all values of SAUKPTS found at the
current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVSKP is calculated by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Kept From Storage Pool (SAUKPTS) by the Total
Transactions Processed (SAUTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

SAUAVSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVSKP contains the average of all values of SAUKPTS that are included at the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In conjunction with other variables, SAUAVSKP is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region. By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central
versions, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate cushion can
be established.

This element contains an average of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept across pseudo-conversational
tasks.

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

SAUAVSRS is the average of all values of SAUSTGRL in the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch
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             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

At the current level of summarization, SAUAVSRS is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Relocated
To Scratch (SAUSTGRL) by the Total Transactions Processed (SAUTTRAN).

 Range of Value: 

SAUAVSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVSRS contains the average of all occurrences of SAUSTGRL included at the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In conjunction with other variables, SAUAVSRS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region. By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central
versions, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate size of the
Scratch Queue to hold the relocated storage.

This element contains an average of only the relocatable storage kept across pseudo-conversational tasks.

Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each
type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

SAUAVSTM is the average response time of "short" transactions.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements SAUSRSTM and SAUSTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVSTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SAUAVSTM = SAUSRSTM / SAUSTRAN

 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of short transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.
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SAUAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

SAUAVTIO is the average number of the sum of all the data element SAUTREAD and SAUTWRIT values found at the
current summarization level.

 Type: 

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

             SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVTIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all terminal reads and terminal writes (SAUTREAD and SAUTWRIT,
respectively) by the total number of transactions (SAUTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVTIO contains the average of all sums of SAUTREAD and SAUTWRIT that were included at the level of
summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

SAUAVTTM is the average of the response times of five types of transactions executed (i.e., conversational, medium,
long, short, and user-defined transactions).

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUAVCTM - Conversational Average Response Time

             SAUAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

             SAUAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

             SAUAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

             SAUAVUTM - User Average Response Time

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SAUTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements SAUTRSTM and SAUTTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVTTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other elements in the equation:

                  SAUAVTTM = SAUTRSTM / SAUTTRAN
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 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time for five out of six types of transactions, described above, within your
system. By regularly tracking this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you
have properly classified transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance
of your online system.

SAUAVUTM - User Average Response Time

SAUAVUTM is the average response time of "user-defined" transactions.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

             SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVUTM is calculated from the derived data elements SAUURSTM and SAUUTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVUTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SAUAVUTM = SAUURSTM / SAUUTRAN

 Usage Notes: 

This value indicates the average response time of user-defined transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SAUAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

SAUAVVRO is the average of all values of SAUVRECO found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 Element Derivation: 

SAUAVVRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Via Recs With Overflow (SAUVRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SAUTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

 Range of Values: 

SAUAVVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUAVVRO contains the average of all values of SAUVRECO that are included at the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SAUBAFx - Batch Accounting Field

SAUBAF1 through SAUBAF5 are batch accounting fields from the user's JOB statement.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

The SAUBAFx data elements are derived from the TASBFLDS fields in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUBAFx can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUBAFx contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUBAFx in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

SAUCACHE contains the number of pages that are found in cache. This counter is incremented when DBIO is able to find
a needed page in cache. When cache is used, prefetch is disabled.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCACHE is derived from the TASCACHE field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCACHE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCACHE contains the sum of all values of SAUCACHE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

Each count, SAUCDST1 through SAUCDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit. For example, SAUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the
value specified in SAURVAL1.
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As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SAUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SAUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element is the sum of the SAUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUCDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of C to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

SAUCDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCDSTx contains the sum of all SAUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCMDCT - No. of SQL Commands Executed

SAUCMDCT contains the number of SQL commands that were executed by DBMS on behalf of the task.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCMDCT is derived from the TAS#CMD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCMDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCMDCT contains the sum of all values of SAUCMDCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SAUCOST - Processing Charges

SAUCOST is reserved for the MICS user. MICS initializes SAUCOST to zero. This data element permits you to calculate
the processing costs for each user. The exit _USRSSAU permits a user to calculate SAUCOST according to installation
algorithms. When MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, SAUCOST is updated by
MICS processing.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is monetary value.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

The value is computed by adding the user calculated values of SAUCOST.

 Range of Value: 

This value is initialized to zero.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCOST is set to the sum of all SAUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

SAUCPUNI is the number of instructions executed while processing transactions at a level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of instructions.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time (Elapsed)

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by a user (when MICS is installed) by the CPU time
consumed by the IDMS tasks (SAUCPUTM).

 Range of Values: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCPUNI contains the sum of all SAUCPUNI values included at a summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUCPUNI is a machine-independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as the MIPS rate
specification in the MICS PARMS library member SYSID. If you have not specified the correct information in the SYSID
member, then SAUCPUNI will be incorrect.

SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

SAUCPUTM is the total amount of general processor (CP) engine CPU time consumed for executed transactions.
SAUCPUTM includes both Total Task CPU System Time (SAUSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SAUUSRTM).

Note that SAUCPUTM does not include any CPU time consumed on specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors except for data
processed from IDMS Release 17.0 (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1700).
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 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCPUTM is the sum of Total Task CPU System Time (SAUSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SAUUSRTM).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCPUTM is set to the sum of all SAUCPUTM values encountered at the current summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUCPUTM contains the amount of CP processor engine CPU time consumed by the transaction. Some of this CPU
time may include time that was eligible to execute on a zIIP engine, but instead executed on a CP engine because zIIP
engines were busy.

Data element CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible (SAUXCSTM) contains the portion of SAUCPUTM that was required to run
on CP processor engines.

Data element zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (SAUSUCTM) contains the portion of SAUCPUTM that was eligible to
execute on zIIP processor engines, but instead executed on CP processor engines.

SAUCREC - Calc Recs With No Overflow

SAUCREC is the number of Calc records stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the IDMS
algorithm IDMSCALC).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCREC is derived from the TASCALNO field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Values: 

SAUCREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUCREC that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUCRECO, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database. The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SAUCREC / ( SAUCREC + SAUCRECO ) = effectiveness ratio
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The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness. When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps
need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for example, increase the number of pages in an area,
increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase in the Database Pages Read (SAUPREAD),
because the Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several pages rather than one page, which is
optimum.

When overflow occurs (that is, records cannot fit on the target page), the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be
retrieved to determine where space is available. In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead
will be incurred (with an increase in SAUPREAD) due to the overflow.

SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

SAUCRECO is the number of Calc records that are not stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the
IDMS algorithm IDMSCALC) due to overflow (that is, when they cannot fit on a target page).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUCREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

             SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCRECO is derived from the TASCALOF field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Values: 

SAUCRECO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUCRECO that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUCREC, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database. The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SAUCREC / ( SAUCREC + SAUCRECO ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness. When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps
need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for example, increase the number of pages in an area,
increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase in the Database Pages Read (SAUPREAD),
because the Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several pages rather than one page, which is
optimum.

When overflow occurs, the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be retrieved to determine where space is available.
In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead will be incurred (with an increase in SAUPREAD)
due to the overflow.

SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

SAUCRSTM is the total response time of conversational transactions, based upon a specified level of summarization.
Conversational transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a
conversational transaction.

 Type: 
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

The value of SAUCRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code IDMRLRT sets
TRANTYPE to C (conversational transaction).

 Range of Value: 

SAUCRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCRSTM is set to the sum of all SAUCRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

SAUCTRAN is the number of conversational transactions executed. Collecting data in conversational mode yields a count
of interactions rather than a count of transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

The source of SAUCTRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (that is, long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT
and copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS.

For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element TRANTYPE. When the
value of TRANTYPE is C, indicating that a transaction is conversational, a count of one is added to SAUCTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCTRAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is bounded by SAUTTRAN.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCTRAN is set to the sum of all SAUCTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

SAUCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

SAUCTRNC is the CICS transaction code for a task. The transaction code is retrieved from the Program Control Table
(PCT). For CICS, only the first four characters of SAUCTRNC are used; the remaining four characters are blank.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCTRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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Not applicable.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCTRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUCTRNC in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating CICS transaction.

SAUCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

SAUCTRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SAUCTRN1 and SAUCTRN2 (CICS LRE Local ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.

SAUCTRN1 contains the four-character identifier representing the CICS region that initiates a task. SAUCTRN1 is derived
from the IDMSINTC macro subparameter TPNAME.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SAUCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCTRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCTRN1 can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCTRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUCTRN1 in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

SAUCTRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SAUCTRN2 and SAUCTRN1 (CICS LRE Local ID1) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.
SAUCTRN2 contains the time that a task signed on to the database.

 Type: 

Retained data element- Numeric, length 4.

  See also:  SAUCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCTRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCTRN2 can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 
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SAUCTRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUCTRN2 in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUCVER - Central Version Number

SAUCVER is the identification number of the Central Version (IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF region) under which a task is
executing. This value is used to provide the subscript in the SVC Central Version access table, which contains the
addresses of all External Service Elements (ESE). There is one ESE address for each operational IDMS/DC or IDMS
UCF system.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value that indicates the identification number
of the Central Version.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUCVER is derived from the SMFHCV# field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUCVER may range from 0 to 255; a maximum of 256 Central Versions can be active under one SVC. The value may
not exceed the maximum number of Central Versions allowed for an SVC, which is specified in the SVC generation
(IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF macro IDMSMSVC sub-parameter MAXCVNO).

 Summarization Process: 

SAUCVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUCVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

SAUDBCLS is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDBCLS is derived from the TASDBCLS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDBCLS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUDBCLS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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Execution of each native data management language (DML) request usually involves one call to the database
management system. However, for logical record processing, integrated indexing, and the Sequential Processing Facility
(SPF), more than one call is needed to satisfy such a request.

SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

SAUDBLVL is the number of levels within an ADS/Online application thread that are performing activities for a database.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, Length 2. Measurement unit is number of levels.

  See also:  SAUPLVS  - ADS/Online Application Levels

             SAUUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

             SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDBLVL is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed by the
ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDBLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUDBLVL in the records processed for a summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is primarily used in conjunction with SAUPLVS (ADS/Online Application Levels) to determine the ratio of
application levels in the thread to application levels doing database work within the thread. The closer the ratio value is to
1.00, the greater the impact on CPU time (SAUSYSTM) and storage (both SAUUSDS and SAUKPTS).

SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

SAUDBSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the database management system.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDBSRV is derived from the TASDBRQS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDBSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to the
direct retrieval of data. These include database open and close requests. The sum of the SAUDBSRV and SAUDBCLS
elements should represent all database activity for the specified tasks.
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SAUDCBGP - DC Billing Group

SAUDCBGP is one of the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF billing groups used to categorize users, tasks, LTERMs, and so on, or
to create other applicable grouping for the purposes of resource utilization tracking and chargeback.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 12.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDCBGP is derived from the TASBLGRP field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUDCBGP can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDCBGP contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUDCBGP in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

SAUDCSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the IDMS/DC system. This element includes all DC
system requests not captured by individual elements that are specified below.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUGETTM - GETTIME Requests

             SAUSETTM - Settime Requests

             SAUSFREE - Storage Frees

             SAUSGET  - Storage Gets

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDCSRV is derived from the TASSVRQS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUDCSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDCSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends in your application should become evident. This
information is useful for tracking and projecting the overhead of the IDMS system. The information can also help to identify
abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SAUDCTSK - DC Task Code

SAUDCTSK contains the IDMS/DC task code.

 Type: 
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Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDCTSK is derived from the TASTSKCD field in the PMAM Task Record section of the IDMS Performance Monitor
SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUDCTSK can be any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDCTSK contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUDCTSK in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUDCUSR - DC User ID

SAUDCUSR contains the IDMS/DC user ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 24 or 32, depending on the IDMS version being used.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDCUSR is derived from the TASUSER field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUDCUSR can be any standard alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDCUSR contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUDCUSR in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

The information in this element comes from the IDMS/DC parameter definitions describing the valid users who are allowed
to log on to the system.

SAUDELCT - No. of Rows Deleted

SAUDELCT contains the number of rows that were deleted by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUDELCT is derived from the TAS#DEL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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SAUDELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUDELCT contains the sum of all values of SAUDELCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

Each count, SAUEDST1 through SAUEDST8, contains the number of excessive response events that completed within
a user-defined limit (SAURVALx). For example, SAUEDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and
the value specified in SAURVAL1.

As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAUEDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SAUEDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SAUEDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Conv Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Total Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUEDSTx is the sum of the SAUEDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUEDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of X to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

SAUEDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUEDSTx contains the sum of all SAUEDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

SAUERSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "excessive" transactions. Excessive transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of an excessive transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUERSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "X" (excessive
transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of that is limited by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUERSTM is set to the sum of all SAUERSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUETRAN - Excessive Transactions

SAUETRAN is the number of excessive transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUETRAN is defined in the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six transaction categories
(that is, long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined) by coding IDMRLRT and copying it into
prefix.MICS.PARMS. The IDMRLRT exit sets the transaction type data element TRANTYPE for each transaction
processed.

When the value of TRANTYPE is X, indicating that a transaction is excessive, a count of one is added to SAUETRAN.

 Range of Value: 

SAUETRAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUETRAN is set to the sum of all SAUETRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

SAUFACTC indicates the purpose of current execution of the IDMS/DC system transaction, FACTOTUM.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUFACTC is derived from the TASFACCD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUFACTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUFACTC contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUFACTC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

SAUFETCT - No. of Rows Fetched

SAUFETCT contains the number of rows that are read from the table. This counter is incremented each time a row is read
from the table, regardless of whether the data was read from disk or cache.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUFETCT is derived from the TAS#FET field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUFETCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUFETCT contains the sum of all values of SAUFETCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUFRAG - Fragments Stored

SAUFRAG is the number of disconnected segments stored for records that are considered to be variable in length
(variable, variable compressed, and fixed compressed length types).

Fragments are created when a record structure is allowed to be fragmented, and the entire length of the record does
not fit in the space available on the target page. Fragments on the database are reflected as SR4 (System Record
4) occurrences (line index ID will be equal to 4).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDBCLS  - Database Calls

             SAUPREAD  - Database Pages Read

             SAUPREQ   - Database Pages Requested

             SAUSYSTM  - Total Task CPU System Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUFRAG is derived from the TASFRAGS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUFRAG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUFRAG contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUFRAG that are included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

The value of SAUFRAG is used to determine the fragmentation of all variable length records within a given task. By
tracking this value, you can observe certain trends leading to the deterioration of performance.

As this value increases, there are corresponding increases in the numbers of database calls (SAUDBCLS), pages
requested (SAUPREQ), and pages read (SAUPREAD), and in CPU time (SAUSYSTM). Increases in SAUSYSTM result
from the rebuilding of fragments in an intermediate buffer prior to moving them to a designated user work area.

SAUGETTM - GETTIME Requests

SAUGETTM is the number of IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF #GETIME macro requests for a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUGETTM is derived from the TASGETIM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUGETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUGETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Excessive usage of the #GETIME macro increases the overhead of the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF region on the CPU,
because the macro ultimately issues an operating system SVC to retrieve the time.

SAUINSCT - No. of Rows Inserted

SAUINSCT contains the number of rows inserted (added) by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUINSCT is derived from the TAS#INS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUINSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUINSCT contains the sum of all values of SAUINSCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

SAUIOPID contains the IDMS operator ID.
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 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUIOPID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUIOPID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUIOPID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUIOPID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUITRNC - IDMS Task Code

SAUITRNC is the IDMS task code. The task code is retrieved from the Program Control Table (PCT). For IDMS, all eight
characters of SAUITRNC are used.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUITRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SAUITRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUITRNC in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating IDMS transaction.

SAUITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

SAUITRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SAUITRN1 and SAUITRN2 (IDMS LRE Local ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS. The first
character in SAUITRN1 is D and the last three characters represent the decimal equivalent of the (Central Version) CV
number.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SAUITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

 Element Derivation: 

SAUITRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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 Range of Value: 

SAUITRN1 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUITRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUITRN1 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

SAUITRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SAUITRN1 (IDMS LRE Local ID1) and SAUITRN2 is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.
SAUITRN2 is a representation of the front-end task number.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SAUITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

 Element Derivation: 

SAUITRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUITRN2 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUITRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUITRN2 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name

SAUJOB contains the name of the batch or CICS job.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

 See also:  SAUPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 Element Derivation: 

SAUJOB is derived from the TASBJBNM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUJOB can be any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUJOB contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUJOB in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SAUKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

SAUKPTS is the amount of storage bytes retained in the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF storage pools across pseudo-
conversational tasks. The value includes the amounts of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

             SAUPLVS  - ADS/Online Application Levels

             SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

             SAURBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

 Element Derivation: 

SAUKPTS is derived from the TASSTGKP field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUKPTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUKPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUKPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In conjunction with other variables, SAUKPTS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF region. The sizes of the storage pools are determined by the number of users signed on to the
system (LTERMs active), the concurrency of tasks, the resources used while a task is active, the amount of storage
kept across pseudo-converses, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the
appropriate cushion can be established.

An example of kept storage resources in an ADS/Online environment is:

  OTB    - Online Terminal Block

  VDB    - Variable Dialog Block

  CURCY  - Currency Table

  RBB    - Record Buffer Block

  RLT    - Run-Unit Lock Table

  SIA    - Scratch Index Area

SAULDSTX - Long Response Distribution

Each count, SAULDST1 through SAULDST8, contains the number of long response events which completed within the
user-defined time limit (SAURVALx). For example, SAULDST1 contains the number of long response events that occurred
between 0 seconds and the value specified in SAURVAL1.

As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count of one to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response event
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAULDST1 is thus the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined
time limit. Similarly, SAULDST2 is the number of response events which completed between the first and second user-
defined distribution time limits. SAULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined
time limit.

 Type: 
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Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is response events.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limits

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element is the sum of the SAULDSTx elements which are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAULDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "L" to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAULDSTx contains the sum of all SAULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

SAULRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "long transactions". Long transactions are defined by coding the
relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a long transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAULRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "L" (long
transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAULRSTM is set to the sum of all SAULRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAULTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

SAULTLST contains the name of the IDMS/DC module used to define the logical terminal definitions.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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SAULTLST is derived from the TASLDLST field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAULTLST can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAULTLST contains the value of the last occurrence of SAULTLST in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element can be useful in the tracking of task abnormal conditions recorded in the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS
Incident File (IDMSIN). The contents can be used to track back to a specific set of terminal definitions used at the time the
incidents took place.

SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

SAULTRAN is the number of long transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

The source of SAULTRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (that is, long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined) by coding IDMRLRT and copying
it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is L, indicating that a transaction is long, a count of one is added to
SAULTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

SAULTRAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAULTRAN is set to the sum of all SAULTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

Each count, SAUMDST1 through SAUMDST8, contains the number of medium response events which completed within
the user-defined limit (SAURVALx). For example, SAUMDST1 contains all responses which occurred between 0 seconds
and the value specified in SAURVAL1.

As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the
distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5
seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds).
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SAUMDST1 is thus the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
SAUMDST2 is the number of response events which completed between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. SAUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is response events.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limits

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element is the sum of the SAUMDSTx elements which are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUMDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "M" to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMDSTx contains the sum of all SAUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

SAUMNCRO is the lowest value of SAUCRECO found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of CALC records.

  See also:  SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SAUMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNCRO is set to the minimum value of SAUCRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNCRO contains the smallest value of SAUCRECO that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNCRO with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXCRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNDBC - Minimum Database Calls Issued

SAUMNDBC is the lowest value of SAUDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database calls.
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  See also:  SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

             SAUMXDBC - Maximum Database Calls Issued

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNDBC is set to the minimum value of SAUDBCLS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNDBC contains the smallest value of SAUDBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNDBC with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXDBC), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

SAUMNDBS is the lowest value of SAUDBSRV found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SAUMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNDBS is set to the minimum value of SAUDBSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMNDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNDBS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SAUDBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNDBS with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

SAUMNDCS is the lowest value of SAUDCSRV found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SAUMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNDCS is set to the minimum value of SAUDCSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNDCS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SAUDCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNDCS with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SAUMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

SAUMNFST is the lowest value of SAUFRAG found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments.

  See also:  SAUFRAG  - Fragments Stored

             SAUMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNFST is set to the minimum value of SAUFRAG by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNFST contains the smallest value of SAUFRAG that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNFST with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXFST), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

SAUMNPIO is the smallest value for the sum of the data elements SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SAUMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNPIO is set to the minimum value of for the sum of SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT by using the SAS MINIMUM
function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNPIO contains the smallest value of the sum of SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT that was included at the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNPIO with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXPIO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

SAUMNPPU is the lowest value of SAUPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SAUPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Termination

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNPPU is set to the minimum value of SAUPGMIU by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNPPU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SAUPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNPPU with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SAUMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

SAUMNPRQ is the lowest value of SAUPREQ found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SAUMXPRQ - Maximum Pages Requested
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNPRQ is set to the minimum value of SAUPREQ by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMNPRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNPRQ contains the smallest value of SAUPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNPRQ with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXPRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

SAUMNRRQ is the lowest value of SAURECR found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SAURECR  - Records Requested

             SAUMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNRRQ is set to the minimum value of SAURECR by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNRRQ contains the smallest value of SAURECR that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNRRQ with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXRRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

SAUMNSKP is the lowest value of SAUKPTS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pools

             SAUMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNSKP is set to the minimum value of SAUKPTS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNSKP contains the smallest value of SAUKPTS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNSKP with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXSKP), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SAUMNSRS is the lowest value of SAUSTGRL found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNSRS is set to the minimum value of SAUSTGRL by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMNSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNSRS contains the minimum value of all occurrences of SAUSTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNSRS with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

SAUMNTLK is the lowest value of SAUTLKS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SAUTLKS  - Total Locks for Run Unit

             SAUMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNTLK is set to the minimum value of SAUTLKS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNTLK contains the smallest value of SAUTLKS that was included at the summarization level.
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 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNTLK with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXTLK), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

SAUMNTTM is the lowest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of application structure levels.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             SAUMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNTTM is set to the minimum value of DURATION by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNTTM contains the smallest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNTTM with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXTTM), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SAUMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

SAUMNVRO is the lowest value of SAUVRECO found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SAUMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMNVRO is set to the minimum value of SAUVRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMNVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMNVRO contains the smallest value of SAUVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SAUMNVRO with its maximum counterpart (SAUMXVRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

SAUMRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "medium transactions". Medium transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a medium transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "M" (medium
transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMRSTM is set to the sum of all SAUMRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

SAUMTRAN is the number of medium transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of medium transactions.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

The source of SAUMTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT
and copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type
data element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "M," indicating that a transaction is medium, a count of one is
added to SAUMTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SAUTTRAN.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMTRAN is set to the sum of all SAUMTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

SAUMXCRO is the largest value of SAUCRECO found at the current summarization level.
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 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXCRO is set to the maximum value of SAUCRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXCRO contains the largest value of SAUCRECO that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

SAUMXCTM is the maximum response time out of all "conversational" transaction response times. Conversational
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a conversational
transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXCTM is set to the value of SAUCRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is C (conversational transaction).

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXCTM is set to the largest value of SAUCRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXDBC - Maximum Database Calls Issued

SAUMXDBC is the largest value of SAUDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database calls.

  See also:  SAUDBCLS - Database Calls
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXDBC is set to the maximum value of SAUDBCLS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXDBC contains the largest value of SAUDBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods for your
online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXDBL - Max Levels Performing DB Work

SAUMXDBL is the largest value of SAUDBLVL found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXDBL is set to the maximum value of SAUDBLVL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUDBLVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXDBL contains the largest value of SAUDBLVL that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

SAUMXDBS is the largest value of SAUDBSRV found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SAUMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXDBS is set to the maximum value of SAUDBSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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SAUMXDBS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUDBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMXDBS with its minimum counterpart (SAUMNDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

SAUMXDCS is the largest value of SAUDCSRV found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SAUMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXDCS is set to the maximum value of SAUDCSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXDCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUDCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMXDCS with its minimum counterpart (SAUMNDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

SAUMXDPE is the high-water mark of Dead-Lock Protection Elements (DPEs) used by the task.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXDPE contains the value input from the SSWMXDPE element of the MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXDPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXDPE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUMXDPE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2,
that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

SAUMXETM is the maximum response time out of all "excessive" transaction response times. Excessive transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of an excessive transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SAUERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXETM is set to the value of SAUERSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "X" (excessive transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXETM is set to the largest SAUERSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

SAUMXFST is the largest value of SAUFRAG found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments stored.

  See also:  SAUFRAG - Fragments Stored

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXFST is set to the maximum value of SAUFRAG by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXFST contains the largest value of SAUFRAG that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 
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When using this value conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that occur
for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

SAUMXLTM is the maximum response time out of all "long" transaction response times. Long transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a long transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

             SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXLTM is set to the value of SAULRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "L" (long transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXLTM is set to the largest SAULRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

SAUMXMTM is the maximum response time out of all "medium" transaction response times. Medium transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a medium transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXMTM is set to the value of SAUMRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "M" (medium transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXMTM is set to the largest SAUMRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SAUMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

SAUMXPIO is the largest value of the sum of the data elements SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXPIO is set to the maximum value of the sum of SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT by using the SAS MAXIMUM
function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXPIO contains the largest value of the sum of SAUPREAD and SAUPWRIT that was included at the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that occur
for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

SAUMXPLS is the largest value of SAUPLVS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUPLVS - ADS/Online Application Levels

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXPLS is set to the maximum value of SAUPLVS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXPLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXPLS contains the largest value of SAUPLVS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

SAUMXPPU is the largest value of SAUPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  See also:  SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SAUPGMIU - Program Pool in Use at Task Termination

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXPPU is set to the maximum value of SAUPGMIU by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXPPU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMXPPU with its minimum counterpart (SAUMNPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SAUMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

SAUMXPRQ is the largest value of SAUPREQ found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUPREQ - Database Pages Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXPRQ is set to the maximum value of SAUPREQ by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXPRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXPRQ contains the largest value of SAUPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

SAUMXRCE is the high-water mark of Resource Control Elements (RCEs) used by the task.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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SAUMXRCE contains the value input from the SSWMXRCE element of the MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXRCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXRCE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUMXRCE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 that
is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

SAUMXRLE is the high-water mark of Resource Lock Elements (RLEs) used by the task.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXRLE contains the value input from the SSWMXRLE element of the MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXRLE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXRLE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of SAUMXRLE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2,
that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

SAUMXRRQ is the largest value of SAURECR found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SAURECR - Records Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXRRQ is set to the maximum value of SAURECR by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXRRQ contains the largest value of SAURECR that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that occur
for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

SAUMXSKP is the largest value of SAUKPTS found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer value that corresponds to bytes.

  See also:  SAUKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXSKP is set to the maximum value of SAUKPTS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXSKP contains the largest value of SAUKPTS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SAUMXSRS is the largest value of SAUSTGRL found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXSRS is set to the maximum value of SAUSTGRL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Value: 

SAUMXSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXSRS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SAUSTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SAUMXSRS with its minimum counterpart (SAUMNSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SAUMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

SAUMXSTK is the largest value of SAUSTKW found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUSTKW - Stack Words Used

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXSTK is set to the maximum value of SAUSTKW by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXSTK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXSTK contains the largest value of SAUSTKW that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

SAUMXSTM is the maximum response time out of all "short transaction" response times. Short transactions are defined
by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a short transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXSTM is set to the value of SAUSRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "S" (short transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXSTM is set to the largest SAUSRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

SAUMXTLK is the largest value of SAUTLKS found at the current summarization level.
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 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SAUTLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXTLK is set to the maximum value of SAUTLKS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXTLK contains the largest value of SAUTLKS that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that occur
for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

SAUMXTTM is the largest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXTTM is set to the maximum value of DURATION by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXTTM contains the largest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that occur
for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

SAUMXUTM is the maximum response time out of all "user- defined" transaction response times. User-defined
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a user-defined
transaction.

 Type: 

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

             SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 
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SAUMXUTM is set to the value of SAUURSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "U" (user-defined transactions).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXUTM is set to the largest SAUMXUTM value encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

SAUMXVRO is the largest value of SAUVRECO found at the current summarization level.

 Type: 

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

 Element Derivation: 

SAUMXVRO is set to the maximum value of SAUVRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

 Range of Values: 

SAUMXVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUMXVRO contains the largest value of SAUVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SAUNODST - Number of Distribution Limits

SAUNODST is the number of response time limits (i.e., number of SAURVALx values) that are defined by a user
for determining IDMS transaction response time distributions. A user may specify up to seven response time limits
during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. SAURVALx values are used in conjunction with distribution
counters maintained in the IDMS System Activity, IDMS User Activity, and IDMS Application Unit Activity Files for total,
short, medium, long, user-defined, excessive, and conversational transaction response distributions. Eight distribution
accumulators are provided, and the highest one is reserved for response events that complete in more time than the
highest response time specified.

 Type: 

Common identification data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of response time limits.

  See also:  SAUTDSTx - Total Response Distribution

             SAUCDSTx - Conversational Response Distribution

             SAUEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

             SAULDSTx - Long Response Distribution

             SAUMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution

             SAUSDSTx - Short Response Distribution
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             SAUUDSTx - User Response Distribution

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

 Element Derivation: 

The response-event time limits (SAURVALx) are set in the IDMOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, and the
number of limits is stored in the #IDMMSTR member of the MICS user source library by the IDMS Analyzer parameter
generation process.

 Range of Value: 

SAUNODST is assigned a value of 7.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUNODST is set to the last SAUNODST value encountered in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUOPRID - CICS Operator ID

SAUOPRID represents the CICS operator ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUOPRID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUOPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUOPRID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUPCALL - Programs Called

SAUPCALL is the number of programs called for a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SAUPLOAD - Programs Loaded

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPCALL is derived from the TASPGMCL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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SAUPCALL contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPCALL that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUPLOAD (Number of Programs Loaded), SAUPCALL can be used to determine
the program loading overhead that is associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and
concurrent copy of the program does not exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-
concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or
(4) a new copy of the program is requested.

The effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

     SAUPLOAD / ( SAUPLOAD + SAUPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead. As the ratio value gets closer to 1.0, you
observe an increase in the CPU time spent (SAUSYSTM) and the number of pages read (SAUPREAD) in order to bring
in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of
the load modules. The greater the disparity of load module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SAUPCCRx - Conv Response Percentage

Values SAUPCCR1 through SAUPCCR7 represent the cumulative percent of conversational response events, for all
users. SAUPCCR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SAUPCCR2 is the percentage completing
within the first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth
is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. They are
defined by the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS. The user can select seven response
distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IDMS Analyzer to record response
distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to
transaction detail data for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5
seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal
to 5 seconds).

SAUPCCR1 through SAUPCCR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result
is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUCDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

             SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUCDST1 through SAUCDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUCTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
through SAURVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUCDST1-8        SAUPCCR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------
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         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAUCTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCCR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

SAUPCCRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCCR1 through SAUPCCR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to C in the IDMS
Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SAUPCERx - Excessive Response Percentage

Values SAUPCER1 through SAUPCER7 represent the cumulative percent of excessive response events, for all IDMS
users. SAUPCER1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SAUPCER2 is the percentage completing
within the first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is
always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The user defines
the distribution limits with the RESP statement in MICS PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SAUPCER1 through
SAUPCER7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUETRAN - Excessive Response Distribution

             SAUERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit
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             SAUEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUEDST1 through SAUEDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUETRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
through SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation
these percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUEDST1-8        SAUPCER1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAUETRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCER8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCER1 through SAUPCER7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Values, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT) you have
set the element TRANTYPE to "X". Also, note that this is the default if either you have not provided an exit or have coded
an invalid TRANTYPE.

SAUPCLRx - Long Response Percentage

Values SAUPCLR1 through SAUPCLR7 represent the cumulative percent of long response events, for all IDMS users.
SAUPCLR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SAUPCLR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100
percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The user defines
the distribution limits with the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.
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The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SAUPCLR1 through
SAUPCLR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

             SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limits

             SAULDSTx - Long Response Distribution

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAULDST1 through SAULDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAULTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1 through
SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation these
percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAULDST1-8        SAUPCLR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAULTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCLR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCLR1 through SAUPCLR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
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of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if in the IDMS Relative Longevity routine (IDMRLRT) you have
set the element TRANTYPE to "L".

SAUPCMRx - Medium Response Percentage

Values SAUPCMR1 through SAUPCMR7 represent the cumulative percent of medium response events, for all IDMS
users. SAUPCMR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SAUPCMR2 is the percentage completing
within the first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is
always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The user defines
the distribution limits with the RESP statement in MICS PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SAUPCMR1 through
SAUPCMR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SAUMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUMDST1 through SAUMDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUMTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
through SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation
these percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUMDST1-8        SAUPCMR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------
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                        10 total responses (SAUMTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCMR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCMR1 through SAUPCMR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT) you have
set the element TRANTYPE to "M".

SAUPCSRx - Short Response Percentage

Values SAUPCSR1 through SAUPCSR7 represent the cumulative percent of short response events, for all IDMS users.
SAUPCSR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SAUPCSR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100
percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The user defines
the distribution limits with the RESP statement in MICS PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SAUPCSR1 through
SAUPCSR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SAUSDSTx - Short Response Distribution

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUSDST1 through SAUSDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUSTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
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through SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of
these percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUSDST1-8        SAUPCSR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAUSTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCSR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCSR1 through SAUPCSR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT) you have
set the element TRANTYPE to "S".

SAUPCTRx - Total Response Percentage

Values SAUPCTR1 through SAUPCTR7 represent the cumulative percent of total response events (short, medium,
long, user, and conversational) for all IDMS users. SAUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period;
SAUPCTR2 is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response
percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IDMOPS.

The user may select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to record response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator, according to transaction detail data for response time.

Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added
to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds). SAUPCTR1 through
SAUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is multiplied by
100 to be recorded as a percentage.
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 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUTDSTx - Total Response Distribution

             SAUTTRAN - Transactions Processed

             SAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUTDST1 through SAUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUTTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
through SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation of
these percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUTDST1-8        SAUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAUTTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCTR1 through SAUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element provides an overall percentage of the combined total of the other six response distribution
categories.

SAUPCURx - User Response Percentage

Values SAUPCUR1 through SAUPCUR7 represent the cumulative percent of user response events, for all IDMS users.
SAUPCUR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SAUPCUR2 is the percentage completing within the
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first and second time periods; etc. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100
percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The user defines
the distribution limits with the RESP statement in MICS PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SAUPCUR1 through
SAUPCUR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

 Type: 

Percentage data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

             SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

             SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SAUUDSTx - User Response Distribution

 Element Derivation: 

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SAUUDST1 through SAUUDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SAUUTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SAURVAL1
through SAURVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation of
these percents:

     SAURVAL1-8      SAUUDST1-8        SAUPCUR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SAUUTRAN = 10)

Note that since SAUPCUR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

 Range of Values: 

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPCUR1 through SAUPCUR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.
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 Usage Notes: 

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses which exceeded the highest value). Variable SAUNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number
of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0
percent (if there are no response events, all distribution percentages are set to 0) in the MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT) you have
set the element TRANTYPE to "U". Also, note that this is the default if either you have not provided an exit or have coded
an invalid TRANTYPE.

SAUPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

SAUPDIND contains the name of the IDMS/DC node in which the dictionary used by the executing program can be found.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPDIND is derived from the TASPGNOD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPDIND can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPDIND contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPDIND in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the name of the dictionary node in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SAUPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

SAUPDINM contains the name of the IDMS/DC dictionary in which the executing program was found.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPDINM is derived from the TASPGDBN field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPDINM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPDINM contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPDINM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 
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This element contains the name of the dictionary file in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SAUPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

SAUPGM is the name of the program that is executed for a task under IDMS/DC, IDMS UCF, or Batch job. For external
run units that execute through the Central Version, SAUPGM is the name of the "binding" program.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

 See also:  SAUPVER  - Program Version Number

            SAUJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPGM is derived from the TASCPGNM field for CICS or IDMS/DC transactions, or TASBPGNM field for Batch
transactions in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPGM can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPGM contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPGM in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUPGM is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back to
the program name for further analysis.

SAUPGMID - Identifying Program Name

SAUPGMID is the name of the program that is executed for a task under IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF. For external run units
that execute through the Central Version, SAUPGMID is the name of the binding program.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  See also:  SAUADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SAUADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SAUPVER  - Program Version Number

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPGMID is derived from the TASPGMID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPGMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPGMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUPGMID is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back
to the program name for further analysis. If the IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application, the element contains the
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ADS/O dialog name. This element can also be found in the variable data section of the IDMS Performance Monitor task
record and is processed as SAUADSOA for IDMS/DC tasks.

SAUPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

SAUPGMIU is the number of bytes of storage in use from all program pools at task termination (that is, reentrant,
program, XA reentrant and XA program pools).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

             SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

             SAUUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPGMIU is derived from the TASPGMUS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPGMIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPGMIU contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPGMIU that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element can be useful in determining storage requirements for the various IDMS program pools. From this
information it may be possible to identify trends in the amount of program working-set for the IDMS systems. Normally, if
programs are in use at task termination, they have been used regularly throughout the life of the transaction.

SAUPLOAD - Programs Loaded

SAUPLOAD is the number of programs loaded for a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SAUPCALL  - Programs Called

             SAUSYSTM  - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUPREAD  - Database Pages Read

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPLOAD is derived from the TASPGMLD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of the field SAUPCALL for
a task.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPLOAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPLOAD that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUPCALL, SAUPLOAD can be used to determine the program loading overhead that is
associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and concurrent copy of the program does not
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exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions
do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or (4) a new copy of the program is requested.

The effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

     SAUPLOAD / ( SAUPLOAD + SAUPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead; there will be an increase in CPU time
(SAUSYSTM) and the number of pages read (SAUPREAD) to read in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze
the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of the load modules. The greater the disparity of load
module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SAUPLVL - Program Level Number

SAUPLVL represents the program level number.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 2.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPLVL is derived from the TASMXLVL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPLVL in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUPLVS - ADS/Online Application Levels

SAUPLVS is the current level of depth in an ADS/Online application thread.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 2. Measurement unit is an integer value that corresponds to a level of depth.

  SEE ALSO: SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

            SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

            SAUUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

            SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPLVS is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed
by the ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPLVS contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPLVS in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 
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This value is used to determine the depth of the application structure. The value of SAUPLVS should not exceed 3. Once
3 is exceeded, both CPU time (SAUSYSTM) and storage (both SAUUSDS and SAUKPTS) increase.

SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

SAUPMVER represents the version of IDMS Performance Monitor being executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPMVER is derived from the SMFHVER field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPMVER can contain any combination of four numeric characters that identify the IDMS release.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPMVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPMVER in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

For supported release of IDMS, refer to section 6.7 (Data Sources Supported) in the MICS System Administrator Guide.

SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

SAUPREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SAUPREQ - Database Pages Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPREAD is derived from the TASPAGRD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of SAUPREQ.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used in conjunction with SAUPREQ (Database Pages Requested) to evaluate the effectiveness of
buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

          SAUPREQ / SAUPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer.

These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of
database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas) assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of
5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of
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processing, the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the overflow considerations for each area. Random processing
yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the CALC distribution, whereas, set processing tends to yield a higher ratio.

SAUPREQ - Database Pages Requested

SAUPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task. Note that a page
request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page already resides in the buffer
pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPREQ is derived from the TASPAGRQ field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPREQ contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used in conjunction with SAUPREAD (Database Pages Read) to evaluate the effectiveness of buffer
utilization. In the following algorithm,

          SAUPREQ / SAUPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer.

These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of
database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas) assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of
5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of
processing, the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the overflow considerations for each area. Random processing
yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio.

SAUPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

SAUPRFET contains the number of pages read by IDMS after it anticipated the need to read ahead due to a large volume
of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement performing a large tablespace scan.
Cache is turned off when prefetch is in use.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUCACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPRFET is derived from the TASPRFET field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPRFET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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SAUPRFET contains the sum of all values of SAUPRFET processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

SAUPTERM is the identification of the physical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  SAUTERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

             SAUTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPTERM is derived from the TASPTEID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUPTERM can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPTERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPTERM in the records processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

Note that the physical terminal is used primarily for communications related processing of an external nature (for example,
read and write operations for VTAM terminals). The logical terminal (SAUTERM) is used primarily by the IDMS/DC or
IDMS UCF system for resource-anchoring and next-activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
logical and physical terminals. SAUPTERM can also be used to determine the line associated with a device.

SAUPTYP - Program Type

SAUPTYP represents the program type.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 9.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPTYP is derived from the TASPTYPE field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Values: 

This data element can take the following values:

• COBOL
• ASSEMBLER
• PL/I
• ADS/O
• SUBSCHEMA
• MAP
• TABLE
• UNDEFINED
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUPTYP contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPTYP in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUPVER - Program Version Number

SAUPVER is the version number of the program executed for a task. For external run units that execute through the
Central Version, SAUPVER is either 0 or 1, which are the default IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF version numbers.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value corresponding to a program level.

  See also:  SAUPGM - Program Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUPVER is derived from the TASPGVER field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUPVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUPVER indicates whether a version other than the Central Version has been executed. When SAUPVER does not
have a value of 0 or 1, the actual library from which a program was loaded has a ddname of CDMSLnnn, where nnn is
the version number, or from the load area with the specified version number. "Versioning" is an effective means of testing
specific module changes within an application structure. When a user is in test mode (DCUF SET TEST nnn, where nnn
is the desired version number) and a program is requested, the system performs a search by trying to locate the following
information in this order:

• module name and test version specified in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLnnn"
• module name and default version number in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLIB"

When a module is found, the search ends. By using this multiple-scan approach, only the load modules that changed
need to have a version other than the default version associated with them. However, "versioning" requires overhead
when the system must locate a module. Therefore it should not be used in a production environment.

SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

SAUPWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages must be written
when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is actually written to
the database.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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SAUPWRIT is derived from the TASPAGWR field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUPWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUPWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUQDEL - Queue Deletes

SAUQDEL is the number of explicit DML requests to delete records from a named IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF queue for a
task. The queue is defined by either the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SAUQGET - Queue Gets

             SAUQPUT - Queue Puts

 Element Derivation: 

SAUQDEL is derived from the TASQUEDL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUQDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUQDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUQGET - Queue Gets

SAUQGET is the number of explicit DML requests to retrieve records from a named IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF queue for a
task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SAUQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SAUQPUT - Queue Puts

 Element Derivation: 

SAUQGET is derived from the TASQUEGT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUQGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUQGET that were included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUQPUT - Queue Puts

SAUQPUT is the number of explicit DML requests to store records in a named IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF queue for a task.
The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SAUQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SAUQGET - Queue Gets

 Element Derivation: 

SAUQPUT is derived from the TASQUEPT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUQPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUQPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAURBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

SAURBFB is the number of Record Buffer Blocks (RBBs) required by the ADS/Online structure. A record buffer block is a
fixed amount of storage (typically 4084 bytes) that holds occurrences of map, work, global, and database records required
by the application. Initially, you receive a primary allocation.

A secondary allocation is added as the primary allocation is used up. You receive as many secondary allocations as are
necessary to satisfy your processing requirements. The sizes of the primary and secondary allocations are determined by
the subparameters "PRIMARY POOL" and "SECONDARY POOL" of the ADS/ONLINE STATEMENT of the sysgen.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAURBFB is derived from the TASMXRBB field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAURBFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAURBFB contains the sum of all occurrences of SAURBFB that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used to find anomalies in usage, which should be investigated by an application developer. By altering
the record lists sequence, you may be able to reduce the total number of RBBs for a given application structure.
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SAURECR - Records Requested

SAURECR is the number of database records requested by the DBMS in order to satisfy the requests for a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SAURECU - Records Current of Run Unit

 Element Derivation: 

SAURECR is derived from the TASRECRQ field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAURECR contains the sum of all occurrences of SAURECR that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SAURECU (Number of Records Current of Run Unit) in the following
algorithm, you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

                SAURECR / SAURECU = dbms work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SAURECU - Records Current of Run Unit

SAURECU is the number of database record occurrences that were made current of run-unit during the processing of
database requests for a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SAURECR - Records Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAURECU is derived from the TASRECCU field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAURECU contains the sum of all occurrences of SAURECU that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SAURECR (Number of Records Requested) in the following algorithm,
you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

                SAURECR / SAURECU = dbms work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.
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SAURELOC - Records Relocated

SAURELOC is the number of database records that have been relocated to their home page after they are "forced" off
their home page due to space considerations. Records are relocated only during a restructuring of the database or when
migrating from one release of IDMS to another.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

 Element Derivation: 

SAURELOC is derived from the TASRELO field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAURELOC contains the sum of all occurrences of SAURELOC that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

It is necessary to monitor the value of SAURELOC, because overhead is booked to a task, but overhead is not directly
related to your processing. Recovery to home page only occurs when you have readied the areas in an update mode and
you have accessed the record, either explicitly or implicitly, and space is available on the home page.

When SAURELOC has a high value, or the cumulative total for tasks processing against the areas over a given period
of time is high, an unload/reload may be necessary. You may observe that as the value of SAURELOC increases, the
numbers of database pages read (SAUPREAD), database pages requested (SAUPREQ), and database pages written
(SAUPWRIT) also increase.

SAURVALx - Response Distribution Limit

SAURVALx is the value of the x response-event distribution limit, where x equals l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7. SAURVALx values
are time limits that are specified by the System Administrator in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)
during the installation of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. The seven limits (SAURVALx) are used to create response time
categories, as shown in the table below:

  Response Time Category     Limits of Response Time Categories

           1                      0 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL1

           2               SAURVAL1 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL2

           3               SAURVAL2 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL3

           4               SAURVAL3 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL4

           5               SAURVAL4 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL5

           6               SAURVAL5 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL6

           7               SAURVAL6 (= Response Time ( SAURVAL7

           8               SAURVAL7 (= Response Time

After a response event completes, l is added to an accumulator (for example, SAUCDSTx) depending on the response
time category into which its duration falls. The Analyzer for IDMS uses accumulators for different types of response events
(that is, short, medium, long, conversational, excessive, and user-defined). For example, if the response-event time (or
distribution) limits were l, 2, 5, l0, l5, 30, and 60 seconds and a conversational response event occurred in 3.5 seconds,
then 1 would be added to the conversational response event accumulator for category 3 (SAUCDST3).
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 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAURVALx is obtained from the _RVALx macro generated by the IDMPGEN process, and it is found in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(#IDMMSTR).

 Range of Value: 

SAURVALx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is determined by a user.

 Summarization Process: 

SAURVALx contains the value of the last occurrence of SAURVALx in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

Each count, SAUSDST1 through SAUSDST8, contains the number of short response events which completed within the
user-defined limit (SAURVALx).

For example, SAUSDST1 contains all responses which occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in
SAURVAL1. As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in
the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAUSDST1 is thus the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SAUSDST2 is the number of response events which completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SAUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is response events.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element is the sum of the SAUSDSTx elements which are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUSDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "S" to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSDSTx contains the sum of all SAUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SAUSERVU - Service Units

SAUSERVU is reserved for a MICS user. MICS initializes SAUSERVU to zero. SAUSERVU permits a user to calculate
service units for each user. The exit _USRSSAU permits a user to calculate SAUSERVU according to installation
algorithms.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer value.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is computed by summing user- calculated values of SAUSERVU.

 Range of Value: 

This value is initialized to zero.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSERVU is set to the sum of all SAUSERVU values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSETTM - Settime Requests

SAUSETTM is the number of times a IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF #SETIME macro request was issued. This macro causes a
task either to wait, post, initiate a task, or cancel.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSETTM is derived from the TASSETIM field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSFREE - Storage Frees

SAUSFREE is the number of explicit and implicit #FREESTG IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a task.
The #FREESTG command releases storage from the storage pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SAUSGET - Storage Gets
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUSFREE is derived from the TASSTGFR field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSGET - Storage Gets

SAUSGET is the number of explicit and implicit #GETSTG IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a task. The
#GETSTG command acquires storage from the storage pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SAUSFREE - Storage Frees

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSGET is derived from the TASSTGGT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSGET that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSLKS - Select Locks For Run Unit

SAUSLKS is the number of database select locks held for a task. A select lock is placed on any record that is touched
while the area in which it resides is opened in a mode that requires record-level locking.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of select locks.

  See also:  SAUULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit

             SAUTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSLKS is derived from the TASSLOCK field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSLKS that were included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

SAUSMICT contains the number of minimum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SAUSMICT represents the minimum number of rows that were sorted.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUSMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSMICT is derived from the TAS#SMI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSMICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSMICT contains the sum of all values of SAUSMICT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

SAUSMXCT contains the number of maximum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SAUSMXCT represents the maximum number of rows that were sorted.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUSMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSMXCT is derived from the TAS#SMX field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSMXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSMXCT contains the sum of all values of SAUSMXCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time - CHECK AGAINST MAINFRAME

SAUSPNTM contains the amount of CPU time that executed on zIIP processor engines for the transaction. The value of
SAUSPNTM is normalized to the cycle speed of general purpose CP engines. This data element is only populated for
IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).
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Normalized and un-normalized zIIP CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models because the general
purpose CP processor engines execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty (zIIP) processor.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models (also referred to as knee-capped), however, the CP processor cycle speed is
slower than the specialty processor cycle speed. Normalizing zIIP processor CPU time values involves multiplying the
actual zIIP processor CPU time by a normalization factor (e.g., 1.5) to reflect the amount of CPU time that would have
been required on the slower CP processors.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSPNTM is derived from the TASZPTI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSPNTM contains the sum of all values of SAUSPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

SUASPNTM should be used for IDMS request related zIIP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting.

For IDMS activity on sub-capacity z/Series CPC models, you can calculate the un-normalized (actual zIIP CPU time) by
dividing SAUSPNTM by the appropriate normalization factor. IDMS Performance Monitor SMF records do not provide this
factor, but it can be determined by examining data element zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor (PGMSUPNF) in any of
the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF Component) step level files (e.g., BATPGM, BAT_ST, etc.).

If you require a data element that contains the actual, rather than the normalized zIIP processor CPU time, you can
populate a user defined data element, for example, Actual zIIP CPU Time (SAUSUPTM) using the _USRSSAU user
exit as shown below. Note that you will need to add this user-defined data element to the IDMSAU file definition in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). In addition, you will need to determine the normalization factors for all z/OS
LPARs executing on your installed CPCs. To determine normalization factors for your z/OS LPARS, you can execute the
following SAS code against all MICS units that contain the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) component:

PROC FREQ DATA=&BATX..BATPGM01 ;

TABLES PGMSUPNF*SYSID / NOROW NOCOL NOPERCENT NOCUM ;

TITLE1 'Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs' ;

The SASLIST output will look something like this:

         Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs

  PGMSUPNF                  SYSID

  Frequency  |CA31    |XAD1    |XAL1    |XAT1    |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  1.52734375 |  74151 |  13529 |      0 |      0 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

   4.2109375 |      0 |      0 |   6176 |  13972 |
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  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  Total         74151    13529     6176    13972

From this report, you can see that systems CA31 and XAD1 have a normalization factor of 1.52734375, and systems
XAL1 and XAT1 have normalization factors of 4.2109375. To convert normalized zIIP CPU time into actual zIIP CPU time,
you must divide SAUSPNTM by the appropriate factor for each SYSID. Using the _USRSSAU exit, you could accomplish
this for the SYSID values in the above example as follows:

     MACRO _USRSSAU ;

       IF SYSID IN ('CA31','XAD1') THEN

          NORMFACT=1.52734375 ; /* CPC model 615 */

       ELSE IF SYSID IN ('XAL1','XAT1') THEN

          NORMFACT=4.516422804; /* CPC model 407 */

       ELSE NORMFACT=1 ;         /* CPC models 7xx */

       SAUSUPTM=SAUSPNTM/NORMFACT; /* actual zIIP CPU time */

     %

SAUSRRCT - No. of Rows Sorted

SAUSRRCT contains the total number of rows sorted while performing an SQL command that required sorting of rows
before display or update.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSRRCT is derived from the TAS#SRR field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSRRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSRRCT contains the sum of all values of SAUSRRCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

SAUSRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "short transactions". Short transactions are defined by coding
the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a short transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 
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SAUSRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "S" (short
transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSRSTM is set to the sum of all SAUSRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSRTCT - No. of Sorts Performed

SAUSRTCT contains the number of sorts performed to complete a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSRTCT is derived from the TAS#SRT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSRTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSRTCT contains the sum of all values of SAUSRTCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

SAUSTGRL is the number of bytes of storage in use from all storage pools that have been relocated to the scratch queue
at task termination.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SAUKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SAUUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSTGRL is derived from the TASSTGRL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSTGRL contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSTGRL that were included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

This element contains only the amount of relocatable storage kept for pseudo-conversational tasks at task termination.
The amount of non-relocatable storage may be computed by subtracting this element from the amount of storage kept,
SAUKPTS. The element SAUSTGRL can be useful in estimating the size requirements for the scratch queue. By knowing
the amount of storage relocated and the size of each scratch-queue record, you may calculate the amount of space
required to hold the data.

SAUSTKW - Stack Words Used

SAUSTKW is the number of fullwords used from the stack area of a Task Control Element (TCE) by programs executing
on behalf of a task. The stack area is used by IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF programs as a register save area when transferring
control, with expected return, from one program to another. The stack is also used as a work area when the program
explicitly requests it (#GETSTK macro of IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF). The stack size is established by the STACKSIZE
subparameter of the SYSTEM statement within the system generation. All tasks have the same number of fullwords
available to them in the TCE.

Storage from the stack is allocated in frames. The minimum frame size is four fullwords (registers 14, 11, 12, and 13
are always saved). When additional storage is required, the frame size increases. As the programs link in a downward
fashion, the number of active frames for a task increases. As programs return up the chain, frames are "released," and the
space occupied by them is available again.

If the amount of storage established for the stack is insufficient for the processing requirements, a task will end with a
D009 abend code. An "overflow" system stack area, ABENDSTG, will be used for the abend of a task.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fullwords.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSTKW is derived from the TASHISTK field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the STACKSIZE subparameter of the
SYSTEM statement in the sysgen.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSTKW contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUSTKW in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be monitored to find abnormalities or to determine when the value set in the sysgen needs to be adjusted
based on need.

SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

SAUSTRAN is the number of short transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of short transactions.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 
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The source of SAUSTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, conversational, user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and copying it
into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element
TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "S," indicating that a transaction is short, a count of one is added to
SAUSTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SAUTTRAN.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSTRAN is set to the sum of all SAUSTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SAUSUCTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor. This data element is only populated for IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element
IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSUCTM is derived from the TASCPTI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUSUCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSUCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUSUCTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SAUCPUTM). It is the portion of SAUCPUTM that executed on a general
purpose CP processor, but was eligible to execute on a zIIP processor. SAUSUCTM should be used for IDMS transaction
related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that executed on general
purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP processors. Excessive values for SAUSUCTM CPU time may
mean that your zIIP processor pool could be expanded to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP
eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.
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SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

SAUSYSTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by a task while system related processes (e.g., database
accessing, storage acquisition) have control. Note that for IDMS r17.0 only, (SAUPMVER=1700), SAUSYSTM also
contains any zIIP processor CPU time consumed by the task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 Element Derivation: 

SAUSYSTM is derived from the TASTIMSY field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for IDMS Release 18.0
and later, from the higher precision TASSYTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section. Beginning with IDMS Release
17.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was included in these two raw data fields, and beginning with IDMS Release
18.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was added to the SMF record as a separate data field. As a result, for data
processed from IDMS Release 18.0 and later, MICS subtracts zIIP processor CPU time from SAUSYSTM during raw data
read-up to return SAUSYSTM to a measure of CP general processor CPU time only:

     SAUSYSTM = SAUSYSTM - SAUSPNTM ;

 Range of Value: 

SAUSYSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUSYSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUSYSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUSYSTM, and Total Task CPU User Time (SAUUSRTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SAUTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

SAUTCDID contains the identifying DC task code.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTCDID is derived from the TASTCDID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUTCDID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTCDID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUTCDID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the IDMS/DC task code for a regular DC task, the ADS/O application name when the DC task is
running control of ADS/O, the CICS transaction code if the record pertains to the CICS External Run Unit (ERU), or the
job name if the record pertains to a batch ERU.

SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Each count, SAUTDST1 through SAUTDST8, contains the total number of response events (short, medium, long, user,
and conversational) which completed within the user-defined limit (SAURVALx). For example, SAUTDST1 contains all
responses which occurred between 0 seconds and the value of SAURVAL1.

As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAUTDST1 is thus the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SAUTDST2 is the number of response events which completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SAUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is response events.

  See also:  SAUSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             SAUMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             SAULDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             SAUCDSTX - Conversational Response Distribution

             SAUUDSTX - User Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element of the SAUTDSTx group is the sum of the associated SAUSDSTx, SAUMDSTx, SAULDSTx, SAUUDSTx
and SAUCDSTx elements which are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail
transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of S, M, L, C, or U.

 Range of Values: 

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTDSTx contains the sum of all SAUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

SAUTERM is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  SAUPTERM - Physical Terminal Name
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUTERM is derived from the TASLTEID field or the TASCTETI field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUTERM in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is primarily used for identifying "application threads" for systems by the chronological execution of tasks from
a single logical terminal. This information can be used to determine work loads, which is useful for capacity planning
exercises. Note that the physical terminal (SAUPTERM) is used primarily for communications-related processing of an
external nature (i.e., read and write operations for VTAM terminals).

The logical terminal (SAUTERM) is used primarily by the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system for resource anchoring and next
activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between logical and physical terminals.

SAUTERRS - Terminal Errors

SAUTERRS is the number of terminal read and write errors associated with a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of errors.

  See also:  SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

             SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTERRS is derived from the TASTRMER field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTERRS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTERRS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

SAUTLKS is the total number of database locks requested for a task, including both the select and update locks for all
user and system run units executed during a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of locks.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTLKS is derived from the TASTLOCK field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTLKS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be compared to the value of RULOCKS (Run Unit Lock Table initial allocation) in the SYSTEM statement
of the system generation. When SAUTLKS exceeds RULOCKS, further analysis needs to be done. Look into journal
reports to determine the frequency of commit checkpoints, which free up locks held.

When the frequency of commit checkpoints is non-existent (i.e., when commit checkpoints do not occur) or the frequency
is low, the possibility of using excessive amounts of storage from the storage pool exists, because when the initial
allocation of the Run Unit Lock Table (RLT) is exceeded, the system automatically gives you a subsequent allocation of
twice the allocated value. (The same process occurs when you subsequently run out of the current allocation.) After the
analysis, either increase the RULOCKS parameter for each task or issue checkpoints more frequently.

SAUTPRTY - Task Priority

SAUTPRTY contains the execution priority for the current IDMS task.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTPRTY is derived from the TASTPRTY field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUTPRTY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTPRTY contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUTPRTY in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

SAUTREAD is the number of terminal read requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal read requests.

  See also:  SAUTERRS - Terminal Errors

             SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTREAD is derived from the TASTRMRD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

SAUTREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

SAUTRLEN is the number of bytes read from a terminal on a read operation.

 Type: 

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTRLEN is derived from the TASDCTRL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTRLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTRLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

           ( SAUTRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:

                ( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds

By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SAUTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

SAUTRMID is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTRMID is derived from the TASTRMID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUTRMID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 
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SAUTRMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUTRMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is used primarily for identifying system application threads by executing tasks chronologically from a single
logical terminal. This information can be used to determine workloads for capacity planning exercises. This element is only
present for IDMS/DC-related and CICS-related tasks.

The Physical Terminal Name (SAUPTERM) is used primarily for communications-related processing of an external nature
(that is, read and write operations for VTAM terminals). SAUTRMID is used primarily by the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF
system for resource anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between logical and
physical terminals.

SAUTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

SAUTRSTM is the sum of the response times of five types of IDMS transactions (conversational, long, medium, short, and
user-defined transactions) based on a specified level of summarization. SAUTRSTM does not include the amount of time
reported for excessive transactions.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTRSTM is derived by summing the response times of five IDMS transaction types. (It does not include response
times of excessive transactions.)

 Range of Value: 

SAUTRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTRSTM is set to the sum of the SAUCRSTM, SAULRSTM, SAUMRSTM, SAUSRSTM, and SAUURSTM values
encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTSKID - Task ID Number

SAUTSKID represents the task ID number.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTSKID is derived from the TASTSKID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTSKID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUTSKID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

SAUTTRAN is the number of executed transactions found during the processing of data from the IDMS/R Performance
Monitor. SAUTTRAN includes transactions in five categories (i.e., long, medium, short, user-defined, and conversational
transactions). It does not include "excessive" transactions.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of transactions.

  See also:  SAUCTRAN - Conversational Transactions

             SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

             SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

 Element Derivation: 

The source of this data element is sum of five transaction categories, which are described above. The five categories are
defined by a user by coding the IDMS Relativity Longevity exit IDMRLRT:

      SAUTTRAN = SUM(SAUCTRAN, SAULTRAN, SAUMTRAN, SAUSTRAN,

                 SAUUTRAN)

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTTRAN is set to the sum of five transaction category values (i.e., sum of SAUCTRAN, SAULTRAN, SAUMTRAN,
SAUSTRAN, SAUUTRAN) encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

SAUTWLEN is the number of bytes written to a terminal for a write operation.

 Type: 

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTWLEN is derived from the TASDCTWL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTWLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTWLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

           ( SAUTRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:

                ( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds

By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

SAUTWRIT is the number of terminal write requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal write requests.

  See also:  SAUTERRS - Terminal Errors

             SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

 Element Derivation: 

SAUTWRIT is derived from the TASTRMWR field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUTWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUTWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUUDSTX - User Response Distribution

Each count, SAUUDST1 through SAUUDST8, contains the number of user response events which completed within the
user-defined limit (SAURVALx). For example, SAUUDST1 contains all responses which occurred between 0 seconds and
the value specified in SAURVAL1.

As part of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SAUUDST1 is thus the number of response events which completed within the first user-defined
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time. Likewise, SAUUDST2 is the number of response events which completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SAUUDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

 Type: 

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is response events.

  See also:  SAUTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SAURVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

Each element is the sum of the SAUUDSTx elements which are accumulated for the IDMS user. SAUUDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "U" to TRANTYPE.

 Range of Values: 

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUDSTx contains the sum of all SAUUDSTx values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUUFLD1 - User Field 1

SAUUFLD1 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUUFLD2 - User Field 2

             SAUUFLD3 - User Field 3

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUFLD1 is derived from the TASUFLD1 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUFLD1 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUFLD1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUUFLD1 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field in
the PMAM task statistics record.

SAUUFLD2 - User Field 2

SAUUFLD2 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 
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Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SAUUFLD3 - User Field 3

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUFLD2 is derived from the TASUFLD2 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUFLD2 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUFLD2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUUFLD2 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field in
the PMAM task statistics record.

SAUUFLD3 - User Field 3

SAUUFLD3 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SAUUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SAUUFLD2 - User Field 2

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUFLD3 is derived from the TASUFLD3 field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUFLD3 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUFLD3 contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUUFLD3 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field in
the PMAM task statistics record.

SAUULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit

SAUULKS is the number of database update locks held for a task. An update lock is placed on a record that has been
modified, either implicitly or explicitly, for an area that has been readied in a mode that requires record-level locking.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database update locks.

  See also:  SAUSLKS - Select Locks For Run Unit

             SAUTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUULKS is derived from the TASULOCK field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUULKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUULKS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUUPCNT - No. of records Updated

SAUUPCNT contains the total number of pages. This counter is incremented by the number of pages that are modified
for inserting, deleting, or modifying rows in tables. For instance, an insert may cause modification to multiple pages to
complete adding a row to the table.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUPCNT is derived from the TASUPCNT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUPCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUPCNT contains the sum of all values of SAUUPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUUPDCT - No. of Rows Updated

SAUUPDCT contains the number of rows updated as a result of executing an SQL command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUPDCT is derived from the TAS#UPD field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUPDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUPDCT contains the sum of all values of SAUUPDCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

SAUURSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "user- defined" transactions. User-defined transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a user-defined transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SAUTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUURSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "U" (user-
defined transaction).

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUURSTM is set to the sum of all SAUURSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

SAUUSDP is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all program pools (reentrant, XA reentrant, program,
and XA).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUSDP is derived from the TASPGMHW field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUSDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUSDP contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUUSDP that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is important in determining the overall resource requirements of various tasks and application threads. By using
this value in addition to information on the amounts of other resources used, workloads can be established. Then the
workloads can be used as baseline models for making capacity projections.

SAUUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

SAUUSDS is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all storage pools for a task.
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 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUSDS is derived from the TASSTGHW field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUSDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUSDS contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUUSDS that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used in conjunction with the other resource amount values to determine the requirements of tasks
within the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system.

SAUUSRID - Identifying User ID

SAUUSRID is the identifying IDMS/DC user ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUSRID is derived from the TASUSRID field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUSRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUSRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SAUUSRID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the first eight bytes of the IDMS/DC User ID (which is 32 bytes long) or the CICS Operator ID
(originally from TCTTEOI field of CICS region).

SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

SAUUSRTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by a task while a user's program or an IDMS component
(such as the ADS/Online run-time system) has control. For external run units, this value will be zero because all DBMS
work is done in system mode.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time
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             SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 Element Derivation: 

SAUUSRTM is derived from the TASTIMUS field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for IDMS Release 18.0
and later, from the higher precision TASUSTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section.

 Range of Value: 

SAUUSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUUSRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUUSRTM, and Total Task CPU System Time (SAUSYSTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

SAUUTRAN is the number of user-defined transactions executed.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of user-defined transactions.

  See also:  SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

 Element Derivation: 

The source of SAUUTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "U," indicating that a transaction is user- defined, a count of one is
added to SAUUTRAN.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SAUTTRAN.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUUTRAN is set to the sum of all SAUCTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUVREC - Via Recs With No Overflow

SAUVREC is the number of VIA or DIRECT records stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target page directly
corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the DIRECT-
DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

            SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUVREC is derived from the TASVIANO field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUVREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUVREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUVREC that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUVRECO, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SAUVREC / (SAUVREC + SAUVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SAUPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page. The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after
interrogating the Space Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page
needed to actually store the record must be retrieved, and the record is stored (to complete this process, three I/Os are
necessary to store). In subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

SAUVRECO is the number of VIA or DIRECT records that are not stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target
page directly corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the
DIRECT-DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

             SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

 Element Derivation: 

SAUVRECO is derived from the TASVIAOF field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUVRECO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUVRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUVRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SAUVREC, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SAUVREC / (SAUVREC + SAUVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).
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When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SAUPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page. The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after
interrogating the Space Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page
needed to actually store the record must be retrieved, and the record will be stored (to complete this process, three I/Os
are necessary to store). In subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SAUWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

SAUWTTM is the amount of time that a user task waited for resources to become available (storage, program pools, data
base keys, physical I/O, etc.) or for the task to become dispatched by the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

 Element Derivation: 

SAUWTTM is derived from the TASTIMWT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Values: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUWTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUWTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is derived by first computing the difference between the task initiation and termination times. Then values of
SAUSYSTM and SAUUSRTM are subtracted from the computed value to determine the total wait time.

SAUWTTM is the accumulation of all the time spent waiting either for a task to be dispatched or for resources to
become available (storage, program pools, database keys, physical I/O, etc.). If the value of SAUWTTM divided by the
total number of I/Os is equivalent to the service time for the DASD device, then the total wait time (SAUWTTM) can
be attributed to the I/O operations. If not, other factors contributed to the wait time, and an analysis must be done to
determine the contention.

SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

SAUXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP) processor. This data element is only populated for IDMS
Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

 Element Derivation: 
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SAUXCSTM is calculated using the following formula:

     SAUXCSTM = SAUCPUTM - SAUSUCTM

 Range of Value: 

SAUXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. Negative values may
be acceptable.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

SAUXCSTM is a subset of Total Task CPU Time (SAUCPUTM). It is the portion of SAUCPUTM that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor. SAUXCSTM should be used for IDMS transaction related CP processor usage analysis,
capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.
You can use this data element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation: If your chargeback system
uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that was used for CPU time used
on specialty processors and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP
processor.

SAUXDEL - Scratch Deletes

SAUXDEL is the number of explicit scratch deletes issued by a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUXGET - Scratch Gets

             SAUXPUT - Scratch Puts

 Element Derivation: 

SAUXDEL is derived from the TASSCRDL field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SAUXDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUXDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUXDEL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUXGET - Scratch Gets

SAUXGET is the number of explicit scratch gets issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database logical and physical reads, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch gets.

  See also:  SAUXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SAUXPUT  - Scratch Puts

             SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SAUPREQ  - Database Pages Requested
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 Element Derivation: 

SAUXGET is derived from the TASSCRGT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUXGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUXGET that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SAUXPUT - Scratch Puts

SAUXPUT is the number of explicit scratch puts issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database physical writes, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch puts.

  See also:  SAUXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SAUXGET  - Scratch Gets

             SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 Element Derivation: 

SAUXPUT is derived from the TASSCRPT field in the IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SAUXPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SAUXPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

IDMS System Calendar File (IDMSCL)
The IDMS System Calendar File contains data quantifying the major IDMS elements that are important for quickly
validating IDMS system performance. These performance tuning measurements are gathered on a daily basis in a
calendar report for the entire month and contain data useful for a quick look at IDMS system performance. The data within
the file reflects the last 100 days of IDMS activity, based upon the current date.

By default, the IDMSCL file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .D....E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

   .D....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .D....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .D....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

Common Data Elements

   .D....E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .D....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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   .D....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   .D....E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

   .D....E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

   .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   .D....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements

   .D....E  SCLABNDS - Number of Abends

   .D....E  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

   .D....E  SCLDBCLS - Data Base Calls

   .D....E  SCLDBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

   .D....E  SCLDCSRV - DC Service Requests

   .D....E  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

   .D....E  SCLPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

   .D....E  SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

   .D....E  SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

   .D....E  SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

   .D....E  SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

   .D....E  SCLTREAD - Terminal Reads

   .D....E  SCLTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

   .D....E  SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

   .D....E  SCLTWRIT - Terminal Writes

   .D....E  SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

   .D....E  SCLWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time

   .D....E  SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 

Derived Data Elements

   .D....E  SCLAVDBC - Average Data Base Calls

   .D....E  SCLAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

   .D....E  SCLAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

   .D....E  SCLAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

   .D....E  SCLAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

   .D....E  SCLAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

   .D....E  SCLAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

   .D....E  SCLPIO   - Page I/O (Read+Written)

SCLABNDS - Number of Abends

SCLABNDS is the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred, including the number of transaction
executions that immediately terminated.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of abends.

  See also:  SCLTTRAN -  Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

SCLABNDS is accumulated by adding one for every abended transaction encountered.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is bound by the number of transaction executions
(SCLTTRAN).
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Summarization Process:

SCLABNDS is set to the sum of all SCLABNDS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SCLAVDBC - Average Database Calls

SCLAVDBC is the average number of all values of SCLDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database calls.

  See also:  SCLDBCLS - Database Calls

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

SCLAVDBC is calculated by dividing the sum of all database calls issued (SCLDBCLS) by the total number of transactions
(SCLTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVDBC contains the average of all values of SCLDBCLS that were included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SCLAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

SCLAVDBS is the average of all values of SCLDBSRV in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SCLDBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SCLAVDBS is computed by dividing the Database Service Requests (SCLDBSRV)
by the Number of Transactions (SCLTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SCLAVDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVDBS contains the average of all occurrences of SCLAVDBS included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to
the direct retrieval of data. DML requests include database open and close requests. Using SCLAVDBS in conjunction
with other average values, you can determine general performance levels during various utilization periods for your online
system and define normal service levels for the tasks performed by your system.

The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each
type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SCLAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

SCLAVDCS is the average number of all values of DC Service Requests (SCLDCSRV) in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SCLDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SCLAVDCS is calculated by dividing the DC Service Requests (SCLDCSRV) by the
Number of Transactions (SCLTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SCLAVDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVDCS contains the average of all occurrences of SCLAVDCS included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
is useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the IDMS system. A second use is the ability to identify abnormal
peaks or lows in usage, which can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related
to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SCLAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

SCLAVPIO is the average number of the sum of all the data element SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT values found at the
current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

SCLAVPIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all pages read and pages written (SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT,
respectively) by the total number of transactions (SCLTTRAN) for the current summarization level.
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Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVPIO contains the average of the sums of all values of SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT that were included at the level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SCLAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

SCLAVPRQ is the average number of all values of SCLPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SCLPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:

SCLAVPRQ is calculated by dividing the sum of all pages requested (SCLPREQ) by the total number of transactions
(SCLTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVPRQ contains the average of all values of SCLPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SCLAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

SCLAVTIO is the average number of the sum of all the data element SCLTREAD and SCLTWRIT values found at the
current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SCLTREAD - Terminal Reads

             SCLTWRIT - Terminal Writes

             SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

Element Derivation:
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SCLAVTIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all terminal reads and terminal writes (SCLTREAD and SCLTWRIT,
respectively) by the total number of transactions (SCLTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVTIO contains the average of all sums of SCLTREAD and SCLTWRIT that were included at the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SCLAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

SCLAVTTM is the total average of the response times of five types of transactions executed (i.e., conversational, medium,
long, short, and user-defined transactions).

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

             SCLTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

Element Derivation:

SCLAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements SCLTRSTM and SCLTTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SCLAVTTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other elements in the equation:

SCLAVTTM = SCLTRSTM / SCLTTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time for five out of six types of transactions, described above, within your
system. By regularly tracking this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you
have properly classified transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance
of your online system.

SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

SCLCPUTM is the total amount of general processor (CP) engine CPU time consumed for executed transactions.
SCLCPUTM includes both Total Task CPU System Time (SCLSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SCLUSRTM).
Note that SCLCPUTM does not include any CPU time consumed on specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors except for data
processed from CA IDMS Release 17.0 (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SCLPMVER) equals 1700).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  See also:  SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SCLPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SCLCPUTM is the sum of Total Task CPU System Time (SCLSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SCLUSRTM).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLCPUTM is set to the sum of all SCLCPUTM values encountered at the current summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SCLCPUTM contains the amount of CP processor engine CPU time consumed by the transaction. Some of this CPU
time may include time that was eligible to execute on a zIIP engine, but instead executed on a CP engine because zIIP
engines were busy. Data element CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible (SCLXCSTM) contains the portion of SCLCPUTM that
was required to run on CP processor engines. Data element zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (SCLSUCTM) contains the
portion of SCLCPUTM that was eligible to execute on zIIP processor engines, but instead executed on CP processor
engines.

SCLDBCLS - Data Base Calls

SCLDBCLS is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SCLDBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SCLDBCLS is derived from the TASDBCLS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SCLDBCLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLDBCLS contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLDBCLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of each native Data Management Language (DML) request usually involves one call to the database
management system. However, for logical record processing, integrated indexing, and the Sequential Processing Facility
(SPF), more than one call is needed to satisfy such a request.

SCLDBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

SCLDBSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SCLDBCLS - Data Base Calls

Element Derivation:

SCLDBSRV is derived from the TASDBRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SCLDBSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLDBSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of Data Management Language (DML) requests, which initiate or terminate database functions, is not related to
the direct retrieval of data. These include database open and close requests. The sum of the SCLDBSRV and SCLDBCLS
elements should represent all database activity for the specified tasks.

SCLDCSRV - DC Service Requests

SCLDCSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the CA IDMS/DC system.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SCLDCSRV is derived from the TASSVRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SCLDCSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLDCSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends in your application should become evident. This
information is useful for tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. The information can also help to
identify abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SCLPIO - Page I/O (Read+Written)

SCLPIO is the total of all sums of SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

Element Derivation:
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SCLPIO is calculated to be the sum of all pages read and pages written (SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT, respectively) for
the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SCLPIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLPIO contains the total value of the sum of all occurrences of SCLPREAD and SCLPWRIT that were included in the
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with other average values, you should be able to determine the general performance levels for
various utilization periods that occur in your online system. Also, these values will allow you to define the normal service
levels for the tasks performed by your system.

SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

SCLPREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SCLPREQ - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SCLPREAD is derived from the TASPAGRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of SCLPREQ.

Summarization Process:

SCLPREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLPREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SCLPREQ (Number of Database Pages Requested) to evaluate the
effectiveness of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SCLPREQ / SCLPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer.

These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of
database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas) assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess
of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value less than 5 requires an analysis of the type
of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the CALC distribution, whereas set processing
tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the overflow considerations for each area.

SCLPREQ - Database Pages Requested

SCLPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task. Note that a page
request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page already resides in the buffer
pool.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SCLPREQ is derived from the TASPAGRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLPREQ contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SCLPREAD (Number of Database Pages Read) to evaluate the effectiveness
of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SCLPREQ / SCLPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value
less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the
CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the
overflow considerations for each area.

SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

SCLPWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages must be written
when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is actually written to
the database.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SCLPWRIT is derived from the TASPAGWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLPWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLPWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

SCLSPNTM contains the amount of CPU time that executed on zIIP processor engines for the IDMS address space.

The value of SCLSPNTM is normalized to the cycle speed of general purpose CP engines. This data element is only
populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SCLPMVER) equals 1800 or
greater). Normalized and un-normalized zIIP CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models, because the
general purpose CP processor engines execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty (zIIP) processor.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models (also referred to as knee-capped), however, the CP processor cycle speed is
slower than the specialty processor cycle speed. Normalizing zIIP processor CPU time values involves multiplying the
actual zIIP processor CPU time by a normalization factor (e.g., 1.5) to reflect the amount of CPU time that would have
been required on the slower CP processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SCLPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SCLSPNTM is derived from the TASZPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SCLSPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLSPNTM contains the sum of all values of SCLSPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUASPNTM should be used for IDMS request related zIIP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting.

For IDMS activity on sub-capacity z/Series CPC models, you can calculate the un-normalized (actual zIIP CPU time) by
dividing SCLSPNTM by the appropriate normalization factor. CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF records do not provide
this factor, but it can be determined by examining data element zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor (PGMSUPNF) in any
of the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF Component) step level files (e.g., BATPGM, BAT_ST, etc.).

If you require a data element that contains the actual, rather than the normalized zIIP processor CPU time, you
can populate a user defined data element, for example, Actual zIIP CPU Time (SCLSUPTM) using the _USRSSCL
user exit as shown below. Note that you must add this user defined data element to the IDMSCL file definition in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). In addition, you must determine the normalization factors for all z/OS LPARs
executing on your installed CPCs.

To determine normalization factors for your z/OS LPARS, execute the following SAS code against all CA MICS units that
contain the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) component:

PROC FREQ DATA=&BATX..BATPGM01 ;

TABLES PGMSUPNF*SYSID / NOROW NOCOL NOPERCENT NOCUM ;

TITLE1 'Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs' ;
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The SASLIST output will look something like this:

         Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs

  PGMSUPNF                  SYSID

  Frequency  |CA31    |XAD1    |XAL1    |XAT1    |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  1.52734375 |  74151 |  13529 |      0 |      0 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

   4.2109375 |      0 |      0 |   6176 |  13972 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  Total         74151    13529     6176    13972

From this report, you can see that systems CA31 and XAD1 have a normalization factor of 1.52734375, and systems
XAL1 and XAT1 have normalization factors of 4.2109375. To convert normalized zIIP CPU time into actual zIIP CPU time,
divide SCLSPNTM by the appropriate factor for each SYSID. Using the _USRSSCL exit, you can accomplish this for the
SYSID values in the above example as follows:

     MACRO _USRSSCL ;

       IF SYSID IN ('CA31','XAD1') THEN

          NORMFACT=1.52734375 ; /* CPC model 615 */

 

       ELSE IF SYSID IN ('XAL1','XAT1') THEN

          NORMFACT=4.516422804; /* CPC model 407 */

 

       ELSE NORMFACT=1 ;         /* CPC models 7xx */

 

       SCLSUPTM=SCLSPNTM/NORMFACT; /* actual zIIP CPU time */

     %

Refer to section 1.1.2.2 - Tailoring the Database in the CA MICS System Modification Guide for information about adding
user-defined data elements to a MICS file.

SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SCLSUCTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the IDMS region that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element
IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SCLPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SCLSUCTM is derived from the TASCPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:
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SCLSUCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLSUCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCLSUCTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SCLCPUTM). It is the portion of SCLCPUTM that executed on a general
purpose CP processor, but was eligible to execute on a zIIP processor. SCLSUCTM should be used for IDMS transaction
related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that executed on general
purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP processors.

Excessive values for SCLSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool could be expanded to prevent
excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work. If your chargeback system uses a different rate for
CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than that used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you
do not want to charge zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP processor the CP processor rate, you can use this data
element for charging at the specialty engine rate because the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was
available.

SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

SCLSYSTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by tasks while system related processes (e.g., database
accessing, storage acquisition) have control. Note that for IDMS r17.0 only, (SCLPMVER=1700), SAUSYSTM also
contains any zIIP processor CPU time consumed by the task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SCLPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SCLSYSTM is derived from the TASTIMSY field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASSYTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section.

Beginning with CA IDMS Release 17.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was included in these two raw data fields,
and beginning with CA IDMS Release 18.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was added to the SMF record as a
separate data field. As a result, for data processed from IDMS Release 18.0 and later, CA MICS subtracts zIIP processor
CPU time from SCLSYSTM during raw data read-up to return SCLSYSTM to a measure of CP general processor CPU
time only:

SAUSYSTM = SAUSYSTM - SAUSPNTM ;

Range of Value:

SCLSYSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLSYSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLSYSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SCLSYSTM, and Total Task CPU User Time (SCLUSRTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SCLTREAD - Terminal Reads

SCLTREAD is the number of terminal read requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal read requests.

  See also:  SCLTWRIT - Terminal Writes

Element Derivation:

SCLTREAD is derived from the TASTRMRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLTREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLTREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCLTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

SCLTRSTM is the sum of the response times of five types of IDMS transactions (i.e., conversational, long, medium, short,
and user-defined transactions) based on a specified level of summarization. SCLTRSTM does not include the amount of
time reported for excessive transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SCLTRSTM is derived by summing the response times of five IDMS transaction types (it does not include response times
of excessive transactions).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLTRSTM is set to the sum of the total response time element from the IDMS System Activity File (SSYTRSTM) for an
entire days processing.

Usage Notes:

None
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SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

SCLTTRAN is the number of executed transactions found during the processing of data from the IDMS/R Performance
Monitor. SCLTTRAN includes transactions in five categories (i.e., long, medium, short, user-defined, and conversational
transactions). It does not include "excessive" transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of transactions.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is sum of the total transactions processed element from the IDMS System Activity File
(SSYTTRAN) for an entire days processing.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLTTRAN is set to the sum of the transaction processed element, SSYTTRAN, from the IDMS System Activity File.

Usage Notes:

None

SCLTWRIT - Terminal Writes

SCLTWRIT is the number of terminal write requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal write requests.

  See also:  SCLTREAD - Terminal Reads

Element Derivation:

SCLTWRIT is derived from the TASTRMWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLTWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLTWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

SCLUSRTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by tasks while a user's program or a CA IDMS component
(such as the ADS/Online run-time system) has control. For external run units, this value will be zero because all DBMS
work is done in system mode.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SCLUSRTM is derived from the TASTIMUS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASUSTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section.

Range of Value:

SCLUSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLUSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLUSRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCLUSRTM, and Total Task CPU System Time (SCLSYSTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SCLWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

SCLWTTM is the amount of time that a user task waited for resources to become available (storage, program pools,
database keys, physical I/O, etc.) or for the task to become dispatched by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SCLWTTM is derived from the TASTIMWT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCLWTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLWTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is derived by first computing the difference between the task initiation and termination times. Then values of
SCLSYSTM and SCLUSRTM are subtracted from the computed value to determine the total wait time. SCLWTTM is the
accumulation of all the time spent waiting either for a task to be dispatched or for resources to become available (storage,
program pools, database keys, physical I/O, etc.).
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If the value of SCLWTTM divided by the total number of I/Os is equivalent to the service time for the DASD device, then
the total wait time (SCLWTTM) can be attributed to the I/O operations. If not, other factors contributed to the wait time, and
an analysis must be done to determine the contention.

SCLXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

SCLXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the IDMS region, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP) processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SCLPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SCLPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SCLSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SCLSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SCLXCSTM is calculated using the following formula:

SCLXCSTM = SCLCPUTM - SCLSUCTM

Range of Value:

SCLXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. Negative values may
be acceptable.

Summarization Process:

SCLXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SCLXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SCLXCSTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SCLCPUTM). It is the portion of SCLCPUTM that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor. SCLXCSTM should be used for IDMS transaction related CP processor usage analysis,
capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

You can use this data element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation: If your chargeback system
uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that is used for CPU time used
on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP
processor.

IDMS System Incident File (IDMSIN)
The IDMS System Incident File contains data quantifying the IDMS tasks that have abended. This file is sequenced and
summarized by the incident code.

By default, the IDMSIN file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

 Contents 
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The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   SINCODE   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X.....E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

   X.....E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  SINCODE  - Incident Code
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   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

   X.....E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

   X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

Retained Data Elements

   X.....E  SINABNDC - Abend Code

   X.....   SINADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

   X.....E  SINADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

   X.....   SINAMNM  - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

   X.....   SINBAF1  - Batch Accounting Field 1

   X.....   SINBAF2  - Batch Accounting Field 2

   X.....   SINBAF3  - Batch Accounting Field 3

   X.....   SINBAF4  - Batch Accounting Field 4

   X.....   SINBAF5  - Batch Accounting Field 5

   X.....E  SINCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

   X.....E  SINCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

   X.....   SINCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

   X.....   SINCVER  - Central Version Number

   X.....   SINDCBGP - DC Billing Group

   X.....E  SINDCTSK - DC Task Code

   X.....E  SINDCUSR - DC User ID

   X.....   SINFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

   X.....   SINIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

   X.....E  SINITRNC - IDMS Task Code

   X.....E  SINITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

   X.....   SINITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

   X.....E  SINJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

   X.....   SINLTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

   X.....   SINOPRID - CICS Operator ID

   X.....   SINPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

   X.....   SINPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

   X.....E  SINPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

   X.....E  SINPGMID - Identifying Program Name

   X.....   SINPLVL  - Program Level Number

   X.....   SINPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

   X.....   SINPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

   X.....   SINPTYP  - Program Type

   X.....   SINPVER  - Program Version Number

   X.....E  SINTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

   X.....E  SINTERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

   X.....   SINTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

   X.....   SINTSKID - Task ID Number
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   X.....   SINUFLD1 - User Field 1

   X.....   SINUFLD2 - User Field 2

   X.....   SINUFLD3 - User Field 3

   X.....E  SINUSRID - Identifying User ID

Accumulated Data Elements

   X.....E  SINABNDS - Number of Abends

   X.....   SINTERRS - Terminal Errors

SINABNDC - Abend Code

SINABNDC is a four-character code that indicates the nature of a task abend.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SINCODE - Incident Code

 Element Derivation: 

SINABNDC is derived from the TASABCDE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINABNDC contains the value of the last occurrence of SINABNDC in the records processed for the summarization
process.

 Usage Notes: 

When used in conjunction with SINABNDS, this value gives a system troubleshooter the information necessary to start
solving the problems that cause abends.

SINABNDS - Number of Abends

SINABNDS is the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred, including the number of transaction
executions that immediately terminated.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of abends.

  See also:  SINABNDC - Abend Code

             SINCODE  - Incident Code

 Element Derivation: 

SINABNDS is accumulated by adding one for every abended transaction encountered.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is bound by the number of transaction executions
(SINTTRAN).

 Summarization Process: 

SINABNDS is set to the sum of all SINABNDS values encountered in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

SINADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

SINADSOA is the name of the application that is executed by CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/O.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SINPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 Range of Value: 

SINADSOA can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINADSOA contains the value of the last occurrence of SINADSOA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

SINADSOA contains the ADS/O application name if the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This
information is captured from the ADB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the CA IDMS
Performance Monitor task record and is processed as SINADSOA for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SINADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

SINADSOD is the name of the dialog that is executed by means of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/
O.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SINPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINADSOD is derived from the TASDLGNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINADSOD can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINADSOD contains the value of the last occurrence of SINADSOD in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

SINADSOD contains the ADS/O dialog name if the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This information is
captured from the FDB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the CA IDMS Performance
Monitor task record and is processed as SINADSOD for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SINAMNM - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

SINAMNM contains the name of the terminal used as defined to the communication access method being used.

 Type: 
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Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINAMNM is derived from the TASAMNAM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINAMNM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINAMNM contains the value of the last occurrence of SINAMNM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains one of the following values dependent upon the access method being utilized: VTAM nodename,
UCF front end identifier, SNA terminal name, or TCAM terminal name.

SINBAFx - Batch Accounting Field

SINBAF1 through SINBAF5 are batch accounting fields from the user's JOB statement.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

The SINBAFx data elements are derived from the TASBFLDS fields in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINBAFx can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINBAFx contains the value of the last occurrence of SINBAFx in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINCODE - Incident Code

SINCODE is a six-digit message identifier for the abnormal termination of a task, followed by a one-character severity
code, which dictates the disposition of the task (e.g., task snap and abend, just terminate, system snap and terminate).
The six-digit message identifier and message text are put out to the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF log file when a task
abends inside of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 7. There is no measurement unit for this data element.

  See also:  SINABNDC - Abend Code

 Element Derivation: 

SINCODE is derived from the TASABNDN field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 
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Not applicable.

 Summarization Process: 

SINCODE contains the value of the last occurrence of SINCODE in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is used to identify and categorize tasks with abends within CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF and to indicate
the priority with which they should be resolved. When used in conjunction with SINABNDC, SINCODE gives a system
troubleshooter the information necessary to start resolving the problems that cause the abends.

SINCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

SINCTRNC is the CICS transaction code for a task. The transaction code is retrieved from the Program Control Table
(PCT). For CICS, only the first four characters of SINCTRNC are used; the remaining four characters are blank.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINCTRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable.

 Summarization Process: 

SINCTRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SINCTRNC in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating CICS transaction.

SINCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

SINCTRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SINCTRN1 and SINCTRN2 (CICS Transaction ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.
SINCTRN1 is filled in with the four-character identifier representing the CICS region that initiates a task. SINCTRN1 is
derived from the IDMSINTC macro subparameter TPNAME.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SINCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

 Element Derivation: 

SINCTRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINCTRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINCTRN1 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

SINCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

SINCTRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SINCTRN2 and SINCTRN1 (CICS Transaction ID1) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.
SINCTRN2 is filled in with the time that a task signed on to the database.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 4. The is no measurement unit for this data element.

  See also:  SINCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

 Element Derivation: 

SINCTRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINCTRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINCTRN2 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINCVER - Central Version Number

SINCVER is the identification number of the Central Version (CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region) under which a task
is executing. This value is used to provide the subscript in the SVC Central Version access table, which contains the
addresses of all External Service Elements (ESE). There is one ESE address for each operational CA IDMS/DC or CA
IDMS UCF system.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value that indicates the identification number
of the Central Version.

  See also:   Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINCVER is derived from the SMFHCV# field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINCVER may range from 0 to 255; a maximum of 256 Central Versions can be active under one SVC. The value may
not exceed the maximum number of Central Versions allowed for an SVC, which is specified in the SVC generation (CA
IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro IDMSMSVC sub-parameter MAXCVNO).

 Summarization Process: 

SINCVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SINCVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SINDCBGP - DC Billing Group

SINDCBGP is one of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF billing groups used to categorize users, tasks, LTERMs, and so
on, or to create any other applicable grouping for the purposes of resource utilization tracking and chargeback.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 12.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINDCBGP is derived from the TASBLGRP field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINDCBGP can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINDCBGP contains the value of the last occurrence of SINDCBGP in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINDCTSK - DC Task Code

SINDCTSK contains the CA IDMS/DC task code.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINDCTSK is derived from the TASTSKCD field in the PMAM Task Record section of the CA IDMS Performance Monitor
SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINDCTSK can be any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINDCTSK contains the value of the last occurrence of SINDCTSK in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINDCUSR - DC User ID

SINDCUSR contains the CA IDMS/DC user ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 24 or 32, depending on the CA IDMS version being used.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINDCUSR is derived from the TASUSER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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 Range of Value: 

SINDCUSR can be any standard alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINDCUSR contains the value of the last occurrence of SINDCUSR in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

The information in this element comes from the CA IDMS/DC parameter definitions describing the valid users who are
allowed to log on to the system.

SINFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

SINFACTC provides indication as to the purpose of current execution of the CA IDMS/DC system transaction,
FACTOTUM.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Hexidecimal, length 1.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINFACTC is derived from the TASFACCD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINFACTC can be any standard alphanumeric character.

 Summarization Process: 

SINFACTC contains the value of the last occurrence of SINFACTC in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

SINIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

SINIOPID contains the CA IDMS operator ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINIOPID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINIOPID can be any standard alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINIOPID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINIOPID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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SINITRNC - IDMS Task Code

SINITRNC is the CA IDMS task code. The task code is retrieved from the Program Control Table (PCT). For CA IDMS, all
eight characters of SINITRNC are used.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINITRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINITRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SINITRNC in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating CA IDMS transaction.

SINITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

SINITRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SINITRN1 and SINITRN2 (IDMS LRE Local ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS. The first
character in SINITRN1 is a D, and the last three characters represent the decimal equivalent of the (Central Version) CV
number.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SINITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

 Element Derivation: 

SINITRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINITRN1 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINITRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINITRN1 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

SINITRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SINITRN1 (IDMS LRE Local ID1) and SINITRN2 is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS. SINITRN2
is a representation of the front-end task number.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.
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  See also:  SINITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

 Element Derivation: 

SINITRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINITRN2 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINITRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINITRN2 in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name

SINJOB represents the name of the batch job.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

 See also:  SINPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 Element Derivation: 

SINJOB is derived from the TASBJBNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

 Summarization Process: 

SINJOB contains the value of the last occurrence of SINJOB in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINLTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

SINLTLST is the name of the CA IDMS/DC module used to define the logical terminal definitions.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINLTLST is derived from the TASLDLST field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINLTLST can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINLTLST contains the value of the last occurrence of SINLTLST in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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 Usage Notes: 

This element can be useful in tracking task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS
Incident File (IDMSIN). The contents can be used to track back to a specific set of terminal definitions used at the time the
incidents took place.

SINOPRID - CICS Operator ID

SINOPRID represents the CICS operator ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINOPRID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

 Summarization Process: 

SINOPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINOPRID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

SINPDIND is the name of the CA IDMS/DC node in which the dictionary used by the executing program can be found.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINPDIND is derived from the TASPGNOD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINPDIND can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPDIND contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPDIND in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the name of the dictionary node in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SINPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

SINPDINM is the name of the CA IDMS/DC dictionary in which the executing program was found.

 Type: 
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Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

 Element Derivation: 

SINPDINM is derived from the TASPGDBN field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINPDINM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPDINM contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPDINM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the name of the dictionary file in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SINPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

SINPGM is the name of the program that is executed for a task under CA IDMS/DC, CA IDMS UCF, or Batch job. For
external run units that execute through the Central Version, SINPGM is the name of the "binding" program.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

 See also:  SINPVER  - Program Version Number

            SINJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 Element Derivation: 

SINPGM is derived from the TASCPGNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINPGM contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPGM in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SINPGM is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back to
the program name for further analysis.

SINPGMID - Identifying Program Name

SINPGMID is the name of the program that is executed for a task under CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF. For external run
units that execute through the Central Version, SINPGMID is the name of the binding program.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  See also:  SINADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SINADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SINPVER  - Program Version Number
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 Element Derivation: 

SINPGMID is derived from the TASPGMID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPGMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPGMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

SINPGMID is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back to
the program name for further analysis. If the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application, the element contains the
ADS/O dialog name. This element can also be found in the variable data section of the CA IDMS Performance Monitor
task record and is processed as SINADSOA for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SINPLVL - Program Level Number

SINPLVL represents the program level number.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 2.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINPLVL is derived from the TASMXLVL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPLVL in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

SINPMVER represents the version of CA IDMS Performance Monitor being executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINPMVER is derived from the SMFHVER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINPMVER can contain any combination of four numeric characters that identify the CA IDMS release.

 Summarization Process: 
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SINPMVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPMVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

For supported release of CA IDMS, refer to section 6.7 (Data Sources Supported) in the CA MICS System Administrator
Guide.

SINPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

SINPTERM is the identification of the physical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  SINTERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINPTERM is derived from the TASPTEID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINPTERM can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPTERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPTERM in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Note that the physical terminal is used primarily for communications-related processing of an external nature (for example,
read and write operations for VTAM terminals). The logical terminal (SINDCLTR) is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or
CA IDMS UCF system for resource anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
logical and physical terminals. SINPTERM can also be used to determine the line associated with a device.

SINPTYP - Program Type

SINPTYP represents the program type.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 9.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINPTYP is derived from the TASPTYPE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Values: 

This data element can take the following values:

• COBOL
• ASSEMBLER
• PL/I
• ADS/O
• SUBSCHEMA
• MAP
• TABLE
• UNDEFINED
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 Summarization Process: 

SINPTYP contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPTYP in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINPVER - Program Version Number

SINPVER is the version number of the program executed for a task. For external run units that execute through the
Central Version, SINPVER has a value of either 0 or 1, which are the default CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF version
numbers.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value corresponding to a program level.

  See also:  SINPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINPVER is derived from the TASPGVER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

 Summarization Process: 

SINPVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SINPVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

SINPVER indicates whether a version other than the Central Version has been executed. When SINPVER does not have
a value of 0 or 1, the actual library from which a program was loaded has a ddname of "CDMSLnnn," where nnn is the
version number, or from the load area with the specified version number. "Versioning" is an effective means of testing
specific module changes within an application structure. When a user is in test mode (DCUF SET TEST nnn, where nnn
is the desired version number) and a program is requested, the system performs a search by trying to locate the following
information in this order:

• module name and test version specified in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLnnn"
• module name and default version number in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLIB"

When a module is found, the search ends. By using this multiple-scan approach, only the load modules that changed
need to have a version other than the default version associated with them. However, "versioning" requires overhead
when the system must locate a module. Therefore it should not be used in a production environment.

SINTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

SINTCDID contains the CA IDMS Performance Monitor identifying task code.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINTCDID is derived from the TASTCDID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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 Range of Value: 

SINTCDID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINTCDID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINTCDID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the CA IDMS/DC task code for a regular DC task, the ADS/O application name when the DC task
is running control of ADS/O, the CICS transaction code if the record pertains to the CICS External Run Unit (ERU), or the
job name if the record pertains to a batch ERU.

SINTERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

SINTERM is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  SINPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINTERM is derived from the TASLTEID field or the TASCTETI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

Not applicable

 Summarization Process: 

SINTERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SINTERM in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is primarily used for identifying "application threads" for systems by the chronological execution of tasks from
a single logical terminal. This information can be used to determine workloads, which is useful for capacity planning
exercises. Note that the physical terminal (SINPTERM) is used primarily for communications-related processing of an
external nature (i.e., read and write operations for VTAM terminals).

The logical terminal (SINTERM) is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system for resource anchoring
and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between logical and physical terminals.

SINTERRS - Terminal Errors

SINTERRS is the number of terminal read and write errors associated with a task.

 Type: 

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of errors.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINTERRS is derived from the TASTRMER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

SINTERRS contains the sum of all occurrences of SINTERRS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

SINTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

SINTRMID is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 Element Derivation: 

SINTRMID is derived from the TASTRMID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINTRMID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINTRMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINTRMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is used primarily for identifying system application threads by executing tasks chronologically from a single
logical terminal. This information can be used to determine workloads for capacity planning exercises. This element is only
present for CA IDMS/DC-related and CICS-related tasks.

The physical terminal (SINPTERM) is used primarily for communications-related processing of an external nature (that is,
read and write operations for VTAM terminals). The logical terminal (SINTRMID) is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or
CA IDMS UCF system for resource anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
logical and physical terminals.

SINTSKID - Task ID Number

SINTSKID represents the task ID number.

 Type: 

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINTSKID is derived from the TASTSKID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

SINTSKID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINTSKID in the records processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

SINUFLD1 - User Field 1

SINUFLD1 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINUFLD2 - User Field 2

             SINUFLD3 - User Field 3

 Element Derivation: 

SINUFLD1 is derived from the TASUFLD1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINUFLD1 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINUFLD1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINUFLD1 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.

SINUFLD2 - User Field 2

SINUFLD2 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SINUFLD3 - User Field 3

 Element Derivation: 

SINUFLD2 is derived from the TASUFLD2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINUFLD2 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINUFLD2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINUFLD2 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.
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SINUFLD3 - User Field 3

SINUFLD3 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SINUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SINUFLD2 - User Field 2

 Element Derivation: 

SINUFLD3 is derived from the TASUFLD3 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINUFLD3 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINUFLD3 contains the value of the last occurrence of SINUFLD3 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.

SINUSRID - Identifying User ID

SINUSRID is the identifying CA IDMS/DC user ID.

 Type: 

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

SINUSRID is derived from the TASUSRID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

 Range of Value: 

SINUSRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

SINUSRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SINUSRID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

This element contains the first eight bytes of the CA IDMS/DC User ID (which is 32 bytes long) or the CICS Operator ID
(originally from TCTTEOI field of CICS region).

IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY)
The IDMS System Activity File contains resource consumption; service (short, medium, long, user, excessive, and
conversational response); availability; and performance measurements that quantify the load, utilization, and response of
IDMS systems. The DETAIL time-span contains observations based upon the time intervals specified by the INTERVAL
statement in the IDMOPS member you created during component installation or tailoring.
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By default, the IDMSSY file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWMY.E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

   XDWMY.E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

   XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

   XDWMY.E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWMY.E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

   XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Retained Data Elements

   XDWMY.   SSYCVER  - Central Version Number

   X.....   SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

   XDWMY.E  SSYNODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

   X.....   SSYPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

   XD....   SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

   X.....   SSYSTKW  - Stack Words Used

 

Accumulated Data Elements

   XDWMY.E  SSYABNDS - Number of Abends

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYCDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.   SSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

   XDWMY.E  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

   XDWMY.   SSYCREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow
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   XDWMY.   SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

   XDWMY.E  SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

   XDWMY.E  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

   XDWMY.E  SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

   XDWMY.E  SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST1 - Excessive Response Dist. 1

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST2 - Excessive Response Dist. 2

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST3 - Excessive Response Dist. 3

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST4 - Excessive Response Dist. 4

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST5 - Excessive Response Dist. 5

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST6 - Excessive Response Dist. 6

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST7 - Excessive Response Dist. 7

   XDWMY.   SSYEDST8 - Excessive Response Dist. 8

   XDWMY.E  SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

   XDWMY.   SSYFRAG  - Fragments Stored

   XDWMY.   SSYGETTM - Gettime Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYLDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.E  SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.E  SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

   XDWMY.   SSYPCALL - Programs Called

   XDWMY.   SSYPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

   XDWMY.   SSYPLOAD - Programs Loaded

   XDWMY.E  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

   XDWMY.E  SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

   XDWMY.E  SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

   XDWMY.   SSYQDEL  - Queue Deletes

   XDWMY.   SSYQGET  - Queue Gets

   XDWMY.   SSYQPUT  - Queue Puts

   XDWMY.   SSYRBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

   XDWMY.   SSYRECR  - Records Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYRECU  - Records Current Of Run Unit

   XDWMY.   SSYRELOC - Records Relocated

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1
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   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYSDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.   SSYSETTM - Settime Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYSFREE - Storage Frees

   XDWMY.   SSYSGET  - Storage Gets

   XDWMY.   SSYSLKS  - Select Locks For Run Unit

   XDWMY.E  SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

   XDWMY.E  SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

   XDWMY.E  SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

   XDWMY.E  SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYTDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.   SSYTERRS - Terminal Errors

   XDWMY.   SSYTLKS  - Total Locks For Run Unit

   XDWMY.E  SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

   XDWMY.   SSYTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

   XDWMY.E  SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

   XDWMY.   SSYTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

   XDWMY.E  SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

   XDWMY.   SSYULKS  - Update Locks For Run Unit

   XDWMY.E  SSYURSTM - User Total Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

   XDWMY.   SSYUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

   XDWMY.E  SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYUTRAN - User Transactions

   XDWMY.   SSYVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

   XDWMY.   SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

   XDWMY.E  SSYWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

   XDWMY.   SSYXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

   XDWMY.   SSYXGET  - Scratch Gets
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   XDWMY.   SSYXPUT  - Scratch Puts

 

Minimum Data Elements

   XDWMY.   SSYMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

   XDWMY.   SSYMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

   XDWMY.E  SSYMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

   XDWMY.E  SSYMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

   XDWMY.   SSYMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

   XDWMY.   SSYMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

   XDWMY.   SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

   XDWMY.   SSYMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

   XDWMY.   SSYMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

 

Maximum Data Elements

   XDWMY.   SSYMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

   XDWMY.   SSYMXDBL - Maximum Levels Doing DB Work

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

   XDWMY.   SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

   XDWMY.   SSYMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

   XDWMY.   SSYMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

   XDWMY.   SSYMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

   XDWMY.   SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

   XDWMY.   SSYMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

 

Derived Data Elements

   XDWMY.   SSYAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYAVDBC - Average Database Calls

   XDWMY.   SSYAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time
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   XDWMY.E  SSYAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

   XDWMY.   SSYAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

   XDWMY.   SSYAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

   XDWMY.   SSYAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

   XDWMY.   SSYAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

   XDWMY.E  SSYAVUTM - User Average Response Time

   XDWMY.   SSYAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.   SSYPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6
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   XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

   XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

SSYABNDS - Number of Abends

SSYABNDS is the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred, including the number of transaction
executions that immediately terminated.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of abends.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SINABNDC - Abend Code

             SINCODE  - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

SSYABNDS is accumulated by adding one for every abended transaction encountered.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is bound by the number of transaction executions
(SSYTTRAN).

Summarization Process:

SSYABNDS is set to the sum of all SSYABNDS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYAMCCT - No. of AM Recompiles

SSYAMCCT contains the number of times an access module is recompiled. An access module has to be recompiled
when a catalog stamp indicates a change in the table definition. CA IDMS allows updates to its catalogs without requiring
compilation of access modules. This helps to improve system performance. If an access module is recompiled multiple
times dynamically, this indicates the need to build a new compiled version of the access module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYAMCCT is derived from the TAS#AMC field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYAMCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SSYAMCCT contains the sum of all values of SSYAMCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

SSYAVCRO is the average of all values of SSYCRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVCRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Calc Recs With Overflow (SSYCRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SSYTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SSYAVCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVCRO contains the average value of all occurrences of SSYCRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SSYAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

SSYAVCTM is the average response time of conversational transactions.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYAVCTM is derived from data elements SSYCRSTM and SSYCTRAN. SSYAVCTM = SSYCRSTM / SSYCTRAN

Range of Value:

SSYAVCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of conversational transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVDBC - Average Database Calls

SSYAVDBC is the average of all values of SSYDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database calls.

  See also:  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVDBC is calculated by dividing the sum of all Database Calls issued (SSYDBCLS) by the Total Number of
Transactions (SSYTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVDBC contains the average of all values of SSYDBCLS that were included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SSYAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

SSYAVDBS is the average of all values of SSYDBSRV in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SSYAVDBS is computed by dividing the Database Service Requests (SSYDBSRV)
by the Total Transactions Processed (SSYTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SSYAVDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVDBS contains the average of all occurrences of SSYDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to
the direct retrieval of data. DML requests include database open and close requests. Using SSYAVDBS in conjunction
with other average values, you can determine general performance levels during various utilization periods for your online
system and define normal service levels for the tasks performed by your system. The source field for this element is
part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each type of task record. This element
contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

SSYAVDCS is the average of all values of SSYDCSRV in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SSYAVDCS is calculated by dividing the DC Service Requests (SSYDCSRV) by the
Total Transactions Processed (SSYTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SSYAVDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVDCS contains the average of all occurrences of SSYDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
is useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the IDMS system. A second use is the ability to identify abnormal
peaks or lows in usage, which can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related
to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

SSYAVETM is the average response time of excessive transactions.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYERSTM and SSYETRAN.

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVETM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

SSYAVETM = SSYERSTM / SSYETRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of excessive transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

SSYAVLTM is the average response time of "long transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

             SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYLRSTM and SSYLTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVLTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

SSYAVLTM = SSYLRSTM / SSYLTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of long transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

SSYAVMTM is the average response time of medium transactions.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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SSYAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYMRSTM and SSYMTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVMTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

SSYAVMTM = SSYMRSTM / SSYMTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of medium transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

SSYAVPIO is the average of the sum of all the data element SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT values found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVPIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Pages Read and Pages Written (SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT,
respectively) by the Total Number of Transactions (SSYTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVPIO contains the average of the sums of all values of SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT that were included at the level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SSYAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

SSYAVPPU is the average of all values of SSYPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use
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             SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SSYPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SSYAVPPU is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Program Pool In Use
At Task Term (SSYPGMIU) by the Total Transactions Processed (SSYTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SSYAVPPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVPPU contains the average of all occurrences of SSYPGMIU included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element represents a general indicator of storage usage by transaction in the IDMS Central Version. When the value
exceeds some environmental limit set by each site, this indicates a potential storage bottleneck in the system. This can
also indicate a trend in program size or usage over a longer period of time. Information like this can be useful in projection
of system capacity and growth.

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related
to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

SSYAVPRQ is the average of all values of SSYPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVPRQ is calculated by dividing the sum of all Database Pages Requested (SSYPREQ) by the Total Number of
Transactions (SSYTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVPRQ contains the average of all values of SSYPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.
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SSYAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

SSYAVSKP is the average amount of storage (in bytes) kept at task termination for all values of SSYKPTS found at the
current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVSKP is calculated by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Kept From Storage Pool (SSYKPTS) by the Total
Transactions Processed (SSYTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SSYAVSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVSKP contains the average of all values of SSYKPTS that are included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SSYAVSKP is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region. By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central
versions, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate cushion can
be established. This element contains an average of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept across pseudo-
conversational tasks.

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SSYAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

SSYAVSRS is the average of all values of SSYSTGRL in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated To Scratch

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SSYAVSRS is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Relocated
To Scratch (SSYSTGRL) by the Total Transactions Processed (SSYTTRAN).

Range of Value:

SSYAVSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVSRS contains the average of all occurrences of SSYSTGRL included at the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SSYAVSRS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region. By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central
versions, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate size of the
Scratch Queue to hold the relocated storage. This element contains an average of only the relocatable storage kept
across pseudo-conversational tasks.

Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 that is related to
each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

SSYAVSTM is the average response time of "short transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYSRSTM and SSYSTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVSTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

SSYAVSTM = SSYSRSTM / SSYSTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of short transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

SSYAVTIO is the average of the sum of all the data element SSYTREAD and SSYTWRIT values found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

             SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:
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SSYAVTIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Terminal Reads and Terminal Writes (SSYTREAD and SSYTWRIT,
respectively) by the Total Number of Transactions (SSYTTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVTIO contains the average of all sums of SSYTREAD and SSYTWRIT that were included at the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SSYAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

SSYAVTTM is the average of the response times of five types of transactions executed (i.e., conversational, medium,
long, short, and user-defined transactions).

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYAVCTM - Conversational Average Response Time

             SSYAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

             SSYAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

             SSYAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

             SSYAVUTM - User Average Response Time

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SSYTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

SSYAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYTRSTM and SSYTTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVTTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other elements in the equation:

 SSYAVTTM = SSYTRSTM / SSYTTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time for five out of six types of transactions, described above, within your
system. By regularly tracking this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you
have properly classified transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance
of your online system.

SSYAVUTM - User Average Response Time

SSYAVUTM is the average response time of "user-defined transactions".
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Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYUTRAN - Number of User-defined Transactions

             SSYURSTM - User Transactions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYAVUTM is calculated from the derived data elements SSYURSTM and SSYUTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVUTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

SSYAVUTM = SSYURSTM / SSYUTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of user-defined transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SSYAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

SSYAVVRO is the average of all values of SSYVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SSYAVVRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Via Recs With Overflow (SSYVRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SSYTTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SSYAVVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYAVVRO contains the average of all values of SSYVRECO that are included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.
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SSYCACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

SSYCACHE contains the number of pages that are found in cache. This counter is incremented when DBIO is able to find
a needed page in cache. When cache is used, prefetch is disabled.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

Element Derivation:

SSYCACHE is derived from the TASCACHE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYCACHE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCACHE contains the sum of all values of SSYCACHE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYCDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

Each count, SSYCDST1 through SSYCDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit.

For example, SSYCDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SSYRVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the
RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYCDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SSYCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYCDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of C to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYCDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSYCDSTx contains the sum of all SSYCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYCMDCT - No. of SQL Commands Executed

SSYCMDCT contains the number of SQL commands that were executed by DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYCMDCT is derived from the TAS#CMD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYCMDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCMDCT contains the sum of all values of SSYCMDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

SSYCPUNI is the number of instructions executed while processing transactions at a level of summarization.

Type:

Computed data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of instructions.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time (Elapsed)

Element Derivation:

SSYCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by a user when CA MICS is installed by the CPU time
consumed by the IDMS tasks (SSYCPUTM).

Range of Values:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCPUNI contains the sum of all SSYCPUNI values included at a summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SSYCPUNI is a machine-independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as the MIPS rate
specification in the CA MICS PARMS library member SYSID. If you have not specified the correct information in the
SYSID member, then SSYCPUNI will be incorrect.
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SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

SSYCPUTM is the total amount of general processor (CP) engine CPU time consumed for executed transactions.
SSYCPUTM includes both Total Task CPU System Time (SSYSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SSYUSRTM).
Note that SSYCPUTM does not include any CPU time consumed on specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors except for data
processed from CA IDMS Release 17.0 (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SSYPMVER) equals 1700).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SSYCPUTM is the sum of Total Task CPU System Time (SSYSYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SSYUSRTM).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCPUTM is set to the sum of all SSYCPUTM values encountered at the current summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SSYCPUTM contains the amount of CP processor engine CPU time consumed by the transaction. Some of this CPU
time may include time that was eligible to execute on a zIIP engine, but instead executed on a CP engine because zIIP
engines were busy. Data element CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible (SSYXCSTM) contains the portion of SSYCPUTM that
was required to run on CP processor engines. Data element zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (SSYSUCTM) contains the
portion of SSYCPUTM that was eligible to execute on zIIP processor engines, but instead executed on CP processor
engines.

SSYCREC - Calc Recs With No Overflow

SSYCREC is the number of Calc records stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the CA IDMS
algorithm IDMSCALC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYCREC is derived from the TASCALNO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

SSYCREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSYCREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYCREC that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYCRECO, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database. The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SSYCREC / ( SSYCREC + SSYCRECO ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness. When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps
need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for example, increase the number of pages in an area,
increase the page size, reassign records to areas). When the effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase
in the Database Pages Read (SSYPREAD) because the Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several
pages rather than one page, which is optimum.

When overflow occurs (that is, records cannot fit on the target page), the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be
retrieved to determine where space is available. In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead
will be incurred (with an increase in SSYPREAD) due to the overflow.

SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

SSYCRECO is the number of Calc records that are not stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the
CA IDMS algorithm IDMSCALC) due to overflow (that is, when they cannot fit on a target page).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYCRECO is derived from the TASCALOF field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

SSYCRECO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYCRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYCREC, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database. The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SSYCREC / ( SSYCREC + SSYCRECO ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness. When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps
need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for example, increase the number of pages in an area,
increase the page size, reassign records to areas). When the effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase
in the Database Pages Read (SSYPREAD) because the Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several
pages rather than one page, which is optimum.

When overflow occurs, the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be retrieved to determine where space is actually
available for the store. In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead will be incurred (again with
an increase in SSYPREAD) due to the overflow.
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SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

SSYCRSTM is the total response time of conversational transactions, based upon a specified level of summarization.
Conversational transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a
conversational transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SSYCRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code IDMRLRT sets
TRANTYPE to C (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

SSYCRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYCRSTM is set to the sum of all SSYCRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

SSYCTRAN is the number of conversational transactions executed. Collecting data in conversational mode yields a count
of interactions rather than a count of transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is number of conversational transactions.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYCTRAN is the IDMS exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of transactions
(long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and copying it into
prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element
TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is C, indicating that a transaction is conversational, a count of one is added
to SSYCTRAN.

Range of Value:

SSYCTRAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYCTRAN is set to the sum of all SSYCTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYCVER - Central Version Number

SSYCVER is the identification number of the Central Version (CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region) under which a task
is executing. This value is used to provide the subscript in the SVC Central Version access table, which contains the
addresses of all External Service Elements (ESE). There is one ESE address for each operational CA IDMS/DC or CA
IDMS UCF system.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value that indicates the identification number
of the Central Version.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYCVER is derived from the SMFHCV# field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYCVER may range from 0 to 255; a maximum of 256 Central Versions can be active under one SVC. The value may
not exceed the maximum number of Central Versions allowed for an SVC, which is specified in the SVC generation (CA
IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro IDMSMSVC sub-parameter MAXCVNO).

Summarization Process:

SSYCVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYCVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

SSYDBCLS is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYDBCLS is derived from the TASDBCLS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYDBCLS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYDBCLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of each native DML request usually involves one call to the database management system. However, for logical
record processing, integrated indexing, and the Sequential Processing Facility (SPF), more than one call is needed to
satisfy such a request.
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SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

SSYDBLVL is the number of levels within an ADS/Online application thread that are performing activities for a database.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, length 2, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

             SSYUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

             SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

Element Derivation:

SSYDBLVL is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYDBLVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed by the
ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:

SSYDBLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYDBLVL in the records processed for a summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value is primarily used in conjunction with SSYPLVS (ADS/Online Application Levels) to determine the ratio of
application levels in the thread to application levels doing database work within the thread. The closer the ratio value is to
1.00, the greater the impact on CPU time (SSYSYSTM) and storage (both SSYUSDS and SSYKPTS).

SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

SSYDBSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

Element Derivation:

SSYDBSRV is derived from the TASDBRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYDBSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYDBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to the
direct retrieval of data. These include database open and close requests. The sum of the SSYDBSRV and SSYDBCLS
elements should represent all database activity for the specified tasks.
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SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

SSYDCSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the CA IDMS/DC system. This element includes all
DC system requests not captured by individual elements that are specified below.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYGETTM - GETTIME Requests

             SSYSETTM - Settime Requests

             SSYSFREE - Storage Frees

             SSYSGET  - Storage Gets

Element Derivation:

SSYDCSRV is derived from the TASSVRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYDCSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYDCSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYDCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends in your application should become evident. This
information is useful for tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. The information can also help to
identify abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SSYDELCT - No. of Rows Deleted

SSYDELCT contains the number of rows that were deleted by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYDELCT is taken from the SSWDELCT element of the CA MICS IDMS System work file (SSW). The IDMS Analyzer
Guide contains a cross reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SSYDELCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYDELCT contains the sum of all values of SSYDELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYEDSTx - Excessive Response Dist.

Each count, SSYEDST1 through SSYEDST8, contains the number of excessive response events that completed within a
user-defined limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYEDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SSYRVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the
RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYEDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYEDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYEDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SSYEDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYEDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "X" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYEDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYEDSTx contains the sum of all SSYEDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

SSYERSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "excessive transactions". Excessive transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of an excessive transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYERSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "X" (excessive
transaction).

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYERSTM is set to the sum of all SSYERSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

SSYETRAN is the number of excessive transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of excessive transactions.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYETRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "X," indicating that a transaction is excessive, a count of one is
added to SSYETRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYETRAN is set to the sum of all SSYETRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYFETCT - No. of Rows Fetched

SSYFETCT contains the number of rows that are read from the table. This counter is incremented each time a row is read
from the table, regardless of whether the data was read from disk or cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYFETCT is derived from the TAS#FET field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYFETCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYFETCT contains the sum of all values of SSYFETCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SSYFRAG - Fragments Stored

SSYFRAG is the number of noncontiguous segments (fragments) stored for records that are considered to be variable
in length (variable, variable compressed, and fixed compressed length types). Fragments are created when a record
structure is allowed to be fragmented, and the entire length of the record does not fit in the space available on the target
page. Fragments on the database are reflected as SR4 (System Record 4) occurrences (line index ID will be equal to 4).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of noncontiguous segments.

  See also:  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

Element Derivation:

SSYFRAG is derived from the TASFRAGS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYFRAG contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYFRAG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of SSYFRAG is used to determine the fragmentation of all variable length records within a given task. By
tracking this value, you can observe certain trends leading to the deterioration of performance. As this value increases,
there are corresponding increases in the Numbers of Database Calls (SSYDBCLS), Pages Requested (SSYPREQ),
Database Pages Read (SSYPREAD), and in CPU Time (SSYSYSTM). Increases in SSYSYSTM result from the rebuilding
of fragments in an intermediate buffer prior to moving them to a designated user work area.

SSYGETTM - GETTIME Requests

SSYGETTM is the number of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF #GETIME macro requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYGETTM is derived from the TASGETIM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYGETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYGETTM that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Excessive usage of the #GETIME macro increases the overhead of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region on the
CPU, because the macro ultimately issues an operating system SVC to retrieve the time.

SSYINSCT - No. of Rows Inserted

SSYINSCT contains the number of rows inserted (added) by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYINSCT is derived from the TAS#INS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYINSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYINSCT contains the sum of all values of SSYINSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

SSYKPTS is the amount of storage bytes retained in the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF storage pools across pseudo-
conversational tasks. The value includes the amounts of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

             SSYPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

             SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

             SSYRBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

Element Derivation:

SSYKPTS is derived from the TASSTGKP field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYKPTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYKPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYKPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SSYKPTS is primarily used to determine the sizes of the storage pools within the CA
IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region. The sizes (and potentially the number) of storage pools can be determined from the
amount of storage retained across pseudo-conversational tasks (SSYKPTS), the number of users signed on to the system
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(LTERMs active), the number of concurrency of tasks, and the resources used while a task is active. An example of kept
storage resources in an ADS/Online environment is:

• OTB - Online Terminal Block
• VDB - Variable Dialog Block
• CURCY - Currency Table
• RBB - Record Buffer Block
• RLT - Run-Unit Lock Table
• SIA - Scratch Index Area

SSYLDSTx - Long Response Distribution

Each count, SSYLDST1 through SSYLDST8, contains the number of long response events that completed within the
user-defined time limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYLDST1 contains the number of long response events that occurred between 0 seconds and the value
specified in SSYRVAL1. As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response
distribution time limits in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record
distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count of one to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a
response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response event
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYLDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time
limit. Similarly, SSYLDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution time limits. SSYLDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time limit.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SSYLDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYLDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of L to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYLDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYLDSTx contains the sum of all SSYLDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

SSYLRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "long transactions". Long transactions are defined by coding the
relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a long transaction.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYLRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "L" (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYLRSTM is set to the sum of all SSYLRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

SSYLTRAN is the number of long transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of long transactions.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYLTRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "L," indicating that a transaction is long, a count of one is added to
SSYLTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYLTRAN is set to the sum of all SSYLTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution

Each count, SSYMDST1 through SSYMDST8, contains the number of medium response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYMDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SSYRVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the
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RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYMDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SSYMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYMDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "M" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYMDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMDSTx contains the sum of all SSYMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

SSYMNCRO is the lowest value of SSYCRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SSYMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

Element Derivation:

SSYMNCRO is set to the minimum value of SSYCRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMNCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNCRO contains the smallest value of SSYCRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNCRO with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXCRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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SSYMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

SSYMNDBC is the lowest value of SSYDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

             SSYMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issue

Element Derivation:

SSYMNDBC is set to the minimum value of SSYDBCLS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMNDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNDBC contains the smallest value of SSYDBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNDBC with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXDBC), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

SSYMNDBS is the lowest value of SSYDBSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SSYMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SSYMNDBS is set to the minimum value of SSYDBSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMNDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNDBS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SSYDBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNDBS with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.
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SSYMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

SSYMNDCS is the lowest value of SSYDCSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SSYMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SSYMNDCS is set to the minimum value of SSYDCSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMNDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNDCS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SSYDCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNDCS with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

SSYMNFST is the lowest value of SSYFRAG found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments.

  See also:  SSYFRAG  - Fragments Stored

             SSYMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

Element Derivation:

SSYMNFST is set to the minimum value of SSYFRAG by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNFST contains the smallest value of SSYFRAG that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNFST with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXFST), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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SSYMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

SSYMNPIO is the smallest value for the sum of the data elements SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SSYMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

SSYMNPIO is set to the minimum value of for the sum of SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT by using the SAS MINIMUM
function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNPIO contains the smallest value of the sum of SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT that was included at the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNPIO with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXPIO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

SSYMNPPU is the lowest value of SSYPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SSYPGMIU - Program Pool in Use at Task Termination

Element Derivation:

SSYMNPPU is set to the minimum value of SSYPGMIU by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNPPU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SSYPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNPPU with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
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standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type
of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SSYMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

SSYMNPRQ is the lowest value of SSYPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SSYMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYMNPRQ is set to the minimum value of SSYPREQ by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMNPRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNPRQ contains the smallest value of SSYPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNPRQ with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXPRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

SSYMNRRQ is the lowest value of SSYRECR found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SSYRECR  - Records Requested

             SSYMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYMNRRQ is set to the minimum value of SSYRECR by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNRRQ contains the smallest value of SSYRECR that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNRRQ with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXRRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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SSYMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

SSYMNSKP is the lowest value of SSYKPTS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer value that corresponds to bytes.

  See also:  SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SSYMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYMNSKP is set to the minimum value of SSYKPTS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMNSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNSKP contains the smallest value of SSYKPTS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNSKP with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXSKP), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SSYMNSRS is the lowest value of SSYSTGRL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

Element Derivation:

SSYMNSRS is set to the minimum value of SSYSTGRL by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMNSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNSRS contains the minimum value of all occurrences of SSYSTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNSRS with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.
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SSYMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

SSYMNTLK is the lowest value of SSYTLKS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SSYTLKS  - Total Locks for Run Unit

             SSYMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SSYMNTLK is set to the minimum value of SSYTLKS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNTLK contains the smallest value of SSYTLKS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNTLK with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXTLK), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

SSYMNTTM is the lowest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of application structure levels.

  See also:  DURATION - Elapsed Time For Any Given Transaction

             SSYMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

Element Derivation:

SSYMNTTM is set to the minimum value of DURATION by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNTTM contains the smallest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNTTM with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXTTM), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

SSYMNVRO is the lowest value of SSYVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:
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Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SSYMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

Element Derivation:

SSYMNVRO is set to the minimum value of SSYVRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMNVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMNVRO contains the smallest value of SSYVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SSYMNVRO with its maximum counterpart (SSYMXVRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

SSYMRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "medium transactions". Medium transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a medium transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYMRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "M" (medium
transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMRSTM is set to the sum of all SSYMRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

SSYMTRAN is the number of medium transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of medium transactions.
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  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYMTRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT
and copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type
data element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "M," indicating that a transaction is medium, a count of one is
added to SSYMTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYMTRAN is set to the sum of all SSYMTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

SSYMXCRO is the largest value of SSYCRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

Element Derivation:

SSYMXCRO is set to the maximum value of SSYCRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXCRO contains the largest value of SSYCRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

SSYMXCTM is the maximum response time out of all "conversational" transaction response times. Conversational
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet your definition of a conversational
transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXCTM is set to the value of SSYCRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is C (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

SSYMXCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXCTM is set to the largest value of SSYCRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issue

SSYMXDBC is the largest value of SSYDBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

Element Derivation:

SSYMXDBC is set to the maximum value of SSYDBCLS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXDBC contains the largest value of SSYDBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods for your
online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXDBL - Maximum Levels Doing DB Work

SSYMXDBL is the largest value of SSYDBLVL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

Element Derivation:

SSYMXDBL is set to the maximum value of SSYDBLVL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXDBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SSYMXDBL contains the largest value of SSYDBLVL that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

SSYMXDBS is the largest value of SSYDBSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SSYMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SSYMXDBS is set to the maximum value of SSYDBSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMXDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXDBS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYDBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMXDBS with its minimum counterpart (SSYMNDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

SSYMXDCS is the largest value of SSYDCSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SSYMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SSYMXDCS is set to the maximum value of SSYDCSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMXDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSYMXDCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYDCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMXDCS with its minimum counterpart (SSYMNDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

SSYMXDPE is the high-water mark of Dead-Lock Protection Elements (DPE's) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYMXDPE contains the value input from the SSWMXDPE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SSYMXDPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXDPE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYMXDPE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 that
is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

SSYMXETM is the maximum response time out of all "excessive transaction" response times. Excessive transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of an excessive transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXETM is set to the value of SSYERSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "X" (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXETM is set to the largest SSYERSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

SSYMXFST is the largest value of SSYFRAG found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments stored.

  See also:  SSYFRAG - Fragments Stored

Element Derivation:

SSYMXFST is set to the maximum value of SSYFRAG by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXFST contains the largest value of SSYFRAG that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

SSYMXLTM is the maximum response time out of all "long transaction" response times. Long transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a long transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

             SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXLTM is set to the value of SSYLRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "L" (long transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:
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SSYMXLTM is set to the largest SSYLRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

SSYMXMTM is the maximum response time out of all "medium transaction" response times. Medium transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a medium transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXMTM is set to the value of SSYMRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "M" (medium transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXMTM is set to the largest SSYMRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

SSYMXPIO is the largest value of the sum of the data elements SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

Element Derivation:

SSYMXPIO is set to the maximum value of the sum of SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT by using the SAS MAXIMUM
function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXPIO contains the largest value of the sum of SSYPREAD and SSYPWRIT that was included at the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

SSYMXPLS is the largest value of SSYPLVS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYPLVS - Levels In Application Structure

Element Derivation:

SSYMXPLS is set to the maximum value of SSYPLVS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXPLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXPLS contains the largest value of SSYPLVS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

SSYMXPPU is the largest value of SSYPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SSYPGMIU - Program Pool in Use at Task Termination

Element Derivation:

SSYMXPPU is set to the maximum value of SSYPGMIU by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXPPU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMXPPU with its minimum counterpart (SSYMNPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
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standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type
of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SSYMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

SSYMXPRQ is the largest value of SSYPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYPREQ - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYMXPRQ is set to the maximum value of SSYPREQ by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXPRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXPRQ contains the largest value of SSYPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

SSYMXRCE is the high-water mark of Resource Control Elements (RCEs) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYMXRCE contains the value input from the SSWMXRCE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SSYMXRCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXRCE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYMXRCE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2,
that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.
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SSYMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

SSYMXRLE is the high-water mark of Resource Lock Elements (RLEs) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYMXRLE contains the value input from the SSWMXRLE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SSYMXRLE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXRLE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of SSYMXRLE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 that
is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

SSYMXRRQ is the largest value of SSYRECR found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SSYRECR - Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYMXRRQ is set to the maximum value of SSYRECR by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXRRQ contains the largest value of SSYRECR that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

SSYMXSKP is the largest value of SSYKPTS found at the current summarization level.

Type:
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Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer value that corresponds to bytes.

  See also:  SSYKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYMXSKP is set to the maximum value of SSYKPTS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXSKP contains the largest value of SSYKPTS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SSYMXSRS is the largest value of SSYSTGRL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

Element Derivation:

SSYMXSRS is set to the maximum value of SSYSTGRL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SSYMXSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXSRS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SSYSTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SSYMXSRS with its minimum counterpart (SSYMNSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SSYMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

SSYMXSTK is the largest value of SSYSTKW found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SSYSTKW - Stack Words Used

Element Derivation:

SSYMXSTK is set to the maximum value of SSYSTKW by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXSTK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXSTK contains the largest value of SSYSTKW that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

SSYMXSTM is the maximum response time out of all "short transaction" response times. Short transactions are defined
by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a short transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXSTM is set to the value of SSYSRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "S" (short transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXSTM is set to the largest SSYSRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

SSYMXTLK is the largest value of SSYTLKS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SSYTLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SSYMXTLK is set to the maximum value of SSYTLKS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.
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Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXTLK contains the largest value of SSYTLKS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

SSYMXTTM is the largest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYMXTTM is set to the maximum value of DURATION by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXTTM contains the largest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

SSYMXUTM is the maximum response time out of all "user- defined" transaction response times. User-defined
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a user-defined
transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYUTRAN - Number of User-defined Transactions

             SSYURSTM - User Transactions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYMXUTM is set to the value of SSYURSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "U" (user-defined transactions).

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXUTM is set to the largest SSYMXUTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

SSYMXVRO is the largest value of SSYVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

Element Derivation:

SSYMXVRO is set to the maximum value of SSYVRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SSYMXVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYMXVRO contains the largest value of SSYVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SSYNODST - Number of Distribution Limits

SSYNODST is the number of response time limits (i.e., number of SSYRVALx values) that are defined by a user for
determining IDMS transaction response time distributions.

A user may specify up to seven response time limits during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS.
SSYRVALx values are used in conjunction with distribution counters maintained in the IDMS System Activity, IDMS
User Activity, and IDMS Application Unit Activity Files for total, short, medium, long, user-defined, excessive, and
conversational transaction response distributions. Eight distribution accumulators are provided, and the highest one is
reserved for response events that complete in more time than the highest response time specified.

Type:

Common identification data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of response time limits.

  See also:  SSYTDSTx - Total Response Distribution x

             SSYCDSTx - Conversational Response Distribution x

             SSYEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution x

             SSYLDSTx - Long Response Distribution x

             SSYMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution x

             SSYSDSTx - Short Response Distribution x

             SSYUDSTx - User Response Distribution x
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             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit x

Element Derivation:

The response-event time limits (SSYRVALx) are set in the IDMOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, and the
number of limits is stored in the #IDMMSTR member of the CA MICS user source library by the IDMS Analyzer parameter
generation process.

Range of Value:

SSYNODST is assigned a value of 7.

Summarization Process:

SSYNODST is set to the last SSYNODST value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYPCALL - Programs Called

SSYPCALL is the number of programs called for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SSYPLOAD - Programs Loaded

Element Derivation:

SSYPCALL is derived from the TASPGMCL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCALL contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPCALL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYPLOAD (Number of Programs Loaded), SSYPCALL can be used to determine the
program loading overhead that is associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and
concurrent copy of the program does not exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-
concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or
(4) a new copy of the program is requested.

The effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

SSYPLOAD / ( SSYPLOAD + SSYPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is 1.0, the higher the overhead. As the ratio value gets closer to 1.0, you
observe an increase in the CPU Time Spent (SSYSYSTM) and the Number of Pages Read (SSYPREAD) in order to bring
in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of
the load modules. The greater the disparity of load module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.
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SSYPCCRx - Conv Response Percentage

Values SSYPCCR1 through SSYPCCR7 represent the cumulative percent of conversational response events, for all
users.

SSYPCCR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SSYPCCR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. They are defined by the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user can select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IDMS
Analyzer to record response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator, according to transaction detail data for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds). SSYPCCR1 through SSYPCCR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all
response distribution values less than or equal to the category desired divided by the total number of response events
completing during command execution. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYCDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

             SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to get the percent. Thus, given the values for SSYCDST1 through
SSYCDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of SSYCTRAN, the total
number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1 through SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYCDST1-8        SSYPCCR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYCTRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCCR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCCRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.
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Summarization Process:

SSYPCCR1 through SSYPCCR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value). Variable SSYNODST, Number Of Distribution Limits, is the number of
distribution values defined by the user.

Percentages for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all
distribution percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning
if you have set the element TRANTYPE to C in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SSYPCERx - Excessive Response Percentage

Values SSYPCER1 through SSYPCER7 represent the cumulative percent of excessive response events, for all IDMS
users. S

SYPCER1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCER2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. The user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member
IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYPCER1 through SSYPCER7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SSYEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYEDST1 through SSYEDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYETRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1
through SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYEDST1-8        SSYPCER1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent
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         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYETRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCER8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCERx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCER1 through SSYPCER7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to X in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT). Also, note that this is the default if
either you have not provided an exit or you have coded an invalid TRANTYPE.

SSYPCLRx - Long Response Percentage

Values SSYPCLR1 through SSYPCLR7 represent the cumulative percent of long response events, for all IDMS users.

SSYPCLR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCLR2 is the percentage completing within
the first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is
always 100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer
for CA-IDMS. The user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member
IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYPCLR1 through SSYPCLR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

             SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit
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             SSYLDSTx - Long Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYLDST1 through SSYLDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYLTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1 through
SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYLDST1-8        SSYPCLR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYLTRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCLR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCLRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCLR1 through SSYPCLR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to L in the IDMS Relative Longevity routine (IDMRLRT).

SSYPCMRx - Medium Response Percentage

Values SSYPCMR1 through SSYPCMR7 represent the cumulative percent of medium response events, for all IDMS
users.

SSYPCMR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCMR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. The user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member
IDMOPS.
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The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYPCMR1 through SSYPCMR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SSYMDSTx - Medium Responses Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYMDST1 through SSYMDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYMTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1
through SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYMDST1-8        SSYPCMR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYMTRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCMR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCMRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCMR1 through SSYPCMR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).
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Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to M in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SSYPCSRx - Short Response Percentage

Values SSYPCSR1 through SSYPCSR7 represent the cumulative percent of short response events, for all IDMS users.

SSYPCSR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCSR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. The user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member
IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYPCSR1 through SSYPCSR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SSYSDSTx - Short Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to get the percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYSDST1 through SSYSDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYSTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1
through SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYSDST1-8        SSYPCSR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYSTRAN = 10)
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Note that since SSYPCSR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCSRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCSR1 through SSYPCSR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to S in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SSYPCTRx - Total Response Percentage

Values SSYPCTR1 through SSYPCTR7 represent the cumulative percent of total response events (short, medium, long,
user, and conversational) for all IDMS users.

SSYPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCTR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. They are defined by the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user can select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to record response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator, according to transaction detail data for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds). SSYPCTR1 through SSYPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all
response distribution values less than or equal to the category desired divided by the total number of response events
completing during command execution. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SSYTDSTx - Total Response Distribution

             SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to get the percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYTDST1 through SSYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYTTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1 through
SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:
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     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYTDST1-8        SSYPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYTTRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCTRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCTR1 through SSYPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element provides an overall percentage of the
combined total of the other six response distribution categories.

SSYPCURx - User Response Percentage

Values SSYPCUR1 through SSYPCUR7 represent the cumulative percent of user response events, for all IDMS users.

SSYPCUR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SSYPCUR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-
IDMS. The user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member
IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the
component to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYPCUR1 through SSYPCUR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution
values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.
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  See also:  SSYUTRAN - User Transactions

             SSYURSTM - User Total Response Time

             SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SSYUDSTx - User Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to get the percent.

Thus, given the values for SSYUDST1 through SSYUDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SSYUTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SSYRVAL1
through SSYRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and greater than 60 seconds. The following table illustrates the calculation:

     SSYRVAL1-8      SSYUDST1-8        SSYPCUR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SSYUTRAN = 10)

Note that since SSYPCUR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SSYPCURx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SSYPCUR1 through SSYPCUR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SSYNODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to U in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT). Also, note that this is the default if
you either have not provided an exit or have coded an invalid TRANTYPE.

SSYPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

SSYPGMIU is the number of bytes of storage in use from all program pools at task termination (reentrant, program, XA
reentrant, and XA program pools).

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SSYUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYPGMIU is derived from the TASPGMUS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYPGMIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYPGMIU contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPGMIU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be useful in determining storage requirements for the various CA IDMS program pools. From this
information it may be possible to identify trends in the amount of program working-set for the CA IDMS systems. Normally,
if programs are in use at task termination, they have been used regularly throughout the life of the transaction.

SSYPLOAD - Programs Loaded

SSYPLOAD is the number of programs loaded for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SSYPCALL - Programs Called

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYPLOAD is derived from the TASPGMLD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of the field SSYPCALL for
a task.

Summarization Process:

SSYPLOAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPLOAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYPCALL, SSYPLOAD can be used to determine the program loading overhead that is
associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and concurrent copy of the program does not
exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions
do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or (4) a new copy of the program is requested. The
effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

     SSYPLOAD / ( SSYPLOAD + SSYPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is 1.0, the higher the overhead. You observe an increase in CPU Time
(SSYSYSTM) and the Number of Pages Read (SSYPREAD) to bring in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze
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the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of the load modules. The greater the disparity of load
module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SSYPLVS - Levels In Application Structure

SSYPLVS is the current level of depth in an ADS/Online application thread.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, length 2, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

             SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYPLVS is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYPLVS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed by the
ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:

SSYPLVS contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYPLVS in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value is used to determine the depth of the application structure. The value of SSYPLVS should not exceed 3. Once
3 is exceeded, both CPU time (SSYSYSTM) and storage (SSYUSDS and SSYKPTS) increase.

SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

SSYPMVER represents the version of CA IDMS Performance Monitor being executed.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYPMVER is derived from the SMFHVER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYPMVER can contain any combination of four numeric characters that identify the CA IDMS release.

Summarization Process:

SSYPMVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYPMVER in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For supported release of CA IDMS, refer to section 6.7 (Data Sources Supported) in the CA MICS System Administrator
Guide.
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SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

SSYPREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SSYPREQ - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYPREAD is derived from the TASPAGRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of SSYPREQ.

Summarization Process:

SSYPREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SSYPREQ (Number of Database Pages Requested) to evaluate the
effectiveness of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SSYPREQ / SSYPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer.

A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value less than 5 requires
an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the CALC distribution,
whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the overflow
considerations for each area.

SSYPREQ - Database Pages Requested

SSYPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task. Note that a page
request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page already resides in the buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYPREQ is derived from the TASPAGRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYPREQ contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SSYPREAD (Number of Database Pages Read) to evaluate the effectiveness
of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SSYPREQ / SSYPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer.

A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value less than 5 requires
an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the CALC distribution,
whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the overflow
considerations for each area.

SSYPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

SSYPRFET contains the number of pages read by CA IDMS after it anticipated the need to read ahead due to a large
volume of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement performing a large
tablespace scan. Cache is turned off when prefetch is in use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYCACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

Element Derivation:

SSYPRFET is derived from the TASPRFET field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYPRFET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYPRFET contains the sum of all values of SSYPRFET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

SSYPWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages must be written
when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is actually written to
the database.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYPWRIT is derived from the TASPAGWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYPWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYPWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYQDEL - Queue Deletes

SSYQDEL is the number of explicit data management language requests to delete records from a named CA IDMS/DC or
CA IDMS UCF queue for a task. The queue is defined either by the system at startup or by an area built by a user during
task processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYQGET - Queue Gets

             SSYQPUT - Queue Puts

Element Derivation:

SSYQDEL is derived from the TASQUEDL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYQDEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYQDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYQDEL that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYQGET - Queue Gets

SSYQGET is the number of explicit data management language requests to retrieve records from a named CA IDMS/DC
or CA IDMS UCF queue for a task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during
task processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SSYQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SSYQPUT - Queue Puts

Element Derivation:

SSYQGET is derived from the TASQUEGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSYQGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYQGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYQPUT - Queue Puts

SSYQPUT is the number of explicit data management language requests to store records in a named CA IDMS/DC or CA
IDMS UCF queue for a task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task
processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SSYQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SSYQGET - Queue Gets

Element Derivation:

SSYQPUT is derived from the TASQUEPT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYQPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYQPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYRBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

SSYRBFB is the number of Record Buffer Blocks (RBBs) required by the ADS/Online structure. A record buffer block is a
fixed amount of storage (typically 4084 bytes) that holds occurrences of map, work, global, and database records required
by the application.

Initially, you receive a primary allocation. A secondary allocation is added as the primary allocation is used up. You receive
as many secondary allocations as are necessary to satisfy your processing requirements. The sizes of the primary and
secondary allocations are determined by the subparameters "PRIMARY POOL" and "SECONDARY POOL" of the ADS/
ONLINE STATEMENT of the sysgen.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYRBFB is derived from the TASMXRBB field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYRBFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SSYRBFB contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYRBFB that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used to find anomalies in usage, which should be investigated by an application developer. By altering
the record lists sequence, you may be able to reduce the total number of RBBs for a given application structure.

SSYRECR - Records Requested

SSYRECR is the number of database records requested by the DBMS in order to satisfy the requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SSYRECU - Records Current of Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SSYRECR is derived from the TASRECRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYRECR contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYRECR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SSYRECU (Number of Records Current of Run Unit) in the following
algorithm, you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

SSYRECR / SSYRECU = DBMS work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SSYRECU - Records Current of Run Unit

SSYRECU is the number of database record occurrences that were made current of run-unit during the processing of
database requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:   SSYRECR - Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYRECU is derived from the TASRECCU field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYRECU contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYRECU that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SSYRECR (Number of Records Requested) in the following algorithm,
you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

SSYRECR / SSYRECU = dbms work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SSYRELOC - Records Relocated

SSYRELOC is the number of database records that have been relocated to their home page after they are "forced" off
their home page due to space considerations. Records are relocated only during a restructuring of the database or when
migrating from one release of CA IDMS to another.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYRELOC is derived from the TASRELO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYRELOC contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYRELOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

It is necessary to monitor the value of SSYRELOC, because overhead is booked to a task, but overhead is not directly
related to your processing. Recovery to home page only occurs when you have readied the areas in an update mode and
you have accessed the record, either explicitly or implicitly, and space is available on the home page. When SSYRELOC
has a high value, or the cumulative total for tasks processing against the areas over a given period of time is high, an
unload/reload may be necessary. You may observe that as the value of SSYRELOC increases, the Numbers of Database
Pages Read (SSYPREAD), Database Pages Requested (SSYPREQ), and Database Pages Written (SSYPWRIT) also
increase.

SSYRVALx - Response Distribution Limit

SSYRVALx is the value of the x response-event distribution limit, where x equals l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7. SSYRVALx values
are time limits that are specified by the System Administrator in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)
during the installation of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS. The seven limits (SSYRVALx) are used to create response
time categories, as shown in the table below:

  Response Time Category     Limits of Response Time Categories

 

           1                      0 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL1
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           2               SSYRVAL1 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL2

           3               SSYRVAL2 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL3

           4               SSYRVAL3 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL4

           5               SSYRVAL4 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL5

           6               SSYRVAL5 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL6

           7               SSYRVAL6 (= Response Time ( SSYRVAL7

           8               SSYRVAL7 (= Response Time

After a response event completes, l is added to an accumulator (for example, SSYCDSTx) depending on the response
time category into which its duration falls. The Analyzer for CA-IDMS uses accumulators for different types of response
events (short, medium, long, conversational, excessive, and user-defined). For example, if the response-event time (or
distribution) limits were l, 2, 5, l0, l5, 30, and 60 seconds and a conversational response event occurred in 3.5 seconds,
then 1 would be added to the conversational response event accumulator for category 3 (SSYCDST3).

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYRVALx is obtained from the _RVALx macro generated by the IDMPGEN process, and it is found in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(#IDMMSTR).

Range of Value:

SSYRVALx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is determined by a user.

Summarization Process:

SSYRVALx contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYRVALx in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSDSTx - Short Response Distribution

Each count, SSYSDST1 through SSYSDST8, contains the number of short response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYSDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SSYRVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the
RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYSDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SSYSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYSDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of S to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYSDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSDSTx contains the sum of all SSYSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSERVU - Service Units

SSYSERVU is reserved for a CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes SSYSERVU to zero. SSYSERVU permits a user to
calculate service units for each user. The exit _USRSSSY permits a user to calculate SSYSERVU according to installation
algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is computed by summing user- calculated values of SSYSERVU.

Range of Value:

This value is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

SSYSERVU is set to the sum of all SSYSERVU values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSETTM - Settime Requests

SSYSETTM is the number of times a CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF #SETIME macro request was issued. This macro
causes a task either to wait, post, initiate a task, or cancel.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of macros requests.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYSETTM is derived from the TASSETIM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:
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This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSFREE - Storage Frees

SSYSFREE is the number of explicit and implicit #FREESTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #FREESTG command releases storage from the storage pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SSYSGET - Storage Gets

Element Derivation:

SSYSFREE is derived from the TASSTGFR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSGET - Storage Gets

SSYSGET is the number of explicit and implicit #GETSTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #GETSTG command acquires storage from the storage pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SSYSFREE - Storage Frees

Element Derivation:

SSYSGET is derived from the TASSTGGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYSLKS - Select Locks for Run Unit

SSYSLKS is the number of database select locks held for a task. A select lock is placed on any record that is touched
while the area in which it resides is opened in a mode that requires record-level locking.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of select locks.

  See also:  SSYULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit

             SSYTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SSYSLKS is derived from the TASSLOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSLKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

SSYSMICT contains the number of minimum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, CA IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SSYSMICT represents the minimum number of rows that were sorted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SAUSMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

Element Derivation:

SSYSMICT is derived from the TAS#SMI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSMICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSMICT contains the sum of all values of SSYSMICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

SSYSMXCT contains the number of maximum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, CA IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SSYSMXCT represents the maximum number of rows that were sorted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SAUSMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

Element Derivation:

SSYSMXCT is derived from the TAS#SMX field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSMXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSMXCT contains the sum of all values of SSYSMXCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

SSYSPNTM contains the amount of CPU time that executed on zIIP processor engines for the IDMS address space.

The value of SSYSPNTM is normalized to the cycle speed of general purpose CP engines. This data element is only
populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SSYPMVER) equals 1800 or
greater). Normalized and un-normalized zIIP CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models because the
general purpose CP processor engines execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty (zIIP) processor.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models (also referred to as knee-capped), however, the CP processor cycle speed is
slower than the specialty processor cycle speed. Normalizing zIIP processor CPU time values involves multiplying the
actual zIIP processor CPU time by a normalization factor (e.g., 1.5) to reflect the amount of CPU time that would have
been required on the slower CP processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SSYSPNTM is derived from the TASZPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSPNTM contains the sum of all values of SSYSPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUASPNTM should be used for IDMS request related zIIP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting.

For IDMS activity on sub-capacity z/Series CPC models, you can calculate the un-normalized (actual zIIP CPU time) by
dividing SSYSPNTM by the appropriate normalization factor. CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF records do not provide
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this factor, but it can be determined by examining data element zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor (PGMSUPNF) in any
of the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF Component) step level files (e.g., BATPGM, BAT_ST, etc.).

If you require a data element that contains the actual, rather than the normalized zIIP processor CPU time, you can
populate a user defined data element, for example, Actual zIIP CPU Time (SSYSUPTM) using the _USRSSSY user
exit as shown below. Note that you will need to add this user defined data element to the IDMSSY file definition in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). In addition, you will need to determine the normalization factors for all z/OS
LPARs executing on your installed CPCs.

To determine normalization factors for your z/OS LPARS, you can execute the following SAS code against all CA MICS
units that contain the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) component:

PROC FREQ DATA=&BATX..BATPGM01 ;

TABLES PGMSUPNF*SYSID / NOROW NOCOL NOPERCENT NOCUM ;

TITLE1 'Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs' ;

The SASLIST output will look something like this:

         Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs

  PGMSUPNF                  SYSID

  Frequency  |CA31    |XAD1    |XAL1    |XAT1    |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  1.52734375 |  74151 |  13529 |      0 |      0 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

   4.2109375 |      0 |      0 |   6176 |  13972 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  Total         74151    13529     6176    13972

From this report, you can see that systems CA31 and XAD1 have a normalization factor of 1.52734375, and systems
XAL1 and XAT1 have normalization factors of 4.2109375. To convert normalized zIIP CPU time into actual zIIP CPU time,
you must divide SSYSPNTM by the appropriate factor for each SYSID. Using the _USRSSSY exit, you could accomplish
this for the SYSID values in the above example as follows:

     MACRO _USRSSSY ;

       IF SYSID IN ('CA31','XAD1') THEN

          NORMFACT=1.52734375 ; /* CPC model 615 */

 

       ELSE IF SYSID IN ('XAL1','XAT1') THEN

          NORMFACT=4.516422804; /* CPC model 407 */

 

       ELSE NORMFACT=1 ;         /* CPC models 7xx */

 

       SSYSUPTM=SSYSPNTM/NORMFACT; /* actual zIIP CPU time */

     %

Refer to section 1.1.2.2 - Tailoring the Database in the CA MICS System Modification Guide for information about adding
user-defined data elements to a MICS file.

SSYSRRCT - No. of Rows Sorted

SSYSRRCT contains the total number of rows sorted while performing an SQL command that required sorting of rows
before display or update.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYSRRCT is derived from the TAS#SRR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSRRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSRRCT contains the sum of all values of SSYSRRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

SSYSRSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "short transactions". 
Short transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a short
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYSRSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "S" (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSRSTM is set to the sum of all SSYSRSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSRTCT - No. of Sorts Performed

SSYSRTCT contains the number of sorts performed to complete a task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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SSYSRTCT is derived from the TAS#SRT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSRTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSRTCT contains the sum of all values of SSYSRTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

SSYSTGRL is the number of bytes of storage in use from all storage pools that have been relocated to the scratch queue
at task termination.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SSYUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYSTGRL is derived from the TASSTGRL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSTGRL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSTGRL contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSTGRL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element contains only the amount of relocatable storage kept for pseudo-conversational tasks at task termination.
The amount of non-relocatable storage may be computed by subtracting this element from the amount of storage kept,
SSYKPTS. The element SSYSTGRL can be useful in estimating the size requirements for the scratch queue. By knowing
the amount of storage relocated and the size of each scratch-queue record, you may calculate the amount of space
required to hold the data.

SSYSTKW - Stack Words Used

SSYSTKW is the number of fullwords used from the stack area of a Task Control Element (TCE) by programs executing
on behalf of a task.

The stack area is used by CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF programs as a register save area when transferring control,
with expected return, from one program to another. The stack is also used as a work area when the program explicitly
requests it (#GETSTK macro of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF). The stack size is established by the STACKSIZE
subparameter of the SYSTEM statement within the system generation.

All tasks have the same number of fullwords available to them in the TCE. Storage from the stack is allocated in frames.
The minimum frame size is four fullwords (registers 14, 11, 12, and 13 are always saved). When additional storage is
required, the frame size increases. As the programs link in a downward fashion, the number of active frames for a task
increases. As programs return up the chain, frames are released, and the space occupied by them is available again.
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If the amount of storage established for the stack is insufficient for the processing requirements, a task will end with a
D009 abend code. An "overflow" system stack area, ABENDSTG, will be used for the abend of a task.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fullwords.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYSTKW is derived from the TASHISTK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the STACKSIZE subparameter of the
SYSTEM statement in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:

SSYSTKW contains the value of the last occurrence of SSYSTKW in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value can be monitored to find abnormalities or to determine when the value set in the sysgen needs to be adjusted
based on need.

SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

SSYSTRAN is the number of short transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of short transactions.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYSTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, conversational, user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and copying it
into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element
TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "S," indicating that a transaction is short, a count of one is added to
SSYSTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYSTRAN is set to the sum of all SSYSTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SSYSUCTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the IDMS region that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element
IDMS/R PM Version (SAUPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SSYSUCTM is derived from the TASCPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYSUCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSUCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SSYSUCTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SSYCPUTM). It is the portion of SSYCPUTM that executed on a general
purpose CP processor, but was eligible to execute on a zIIP processor. SSYSUCTM should be used for IDMS transaction
related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that executed on general
purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP processors.

Excessive values for SSYSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool could be expanded to prevent
excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work. If your chargeback system uses a different rate for
CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and
you do not want to charge zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP processor the CP processor rate, you can use this
data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one
was available.

SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

SSYSYSTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by tasks while system related processes (e.g., database
accessing, storage acquisition) have control. Note that for IDMS r17.0 only, (SSYPMVER=1700), SSYSYSTM also
contains any zIIP processor CPU time consumed by the task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
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Element Derivation:

SSYSYSTM is derived from the TASTIMSY field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASSYTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section. Beginning with CA
IDMS Release 17.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was included in these two raw data fields, and beginning with
CA IDMS Release 18.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was added to the SMF record as a separate data field.

As a result, for data processed from IDMS Release 18.0 and later, CA MICS subtracts zIIP processor CPU time from
SSYSYSTM during raw data read-up to return SSYSYSTM to a measure of CP general processor CPU time only:

SSYSYSTM = SSYSYSTM - SSYSPNTM ;

Range of Value:

SSYSYSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYSYSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYSYSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SSYSYSTM, and Total Task CPU User Time (SSYUSRTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SSYTDSTx - Total Response Distribution

Each count, SSYTDST1 through SSYTDST8, contains the total number of response events (short, medium, long, user,
and conversational) that completed within the user-defined limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYTDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value of SSYRVAL1. As part
of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYTDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             SSYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             SSYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             SSYCDSTX - Conv Response Distribution

             SSYUDSTX - User Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element of the SSYTDSTx group is the sum of the associated SSYSDSTx, SSYMDSTx, SSYLDSTx, SSYUDSTx,
and SSYCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYTDSTx fields are incremented during detail
transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of S, M, L, C, or U.
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Range of Values:

SSYTDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTDSTx contains the sum of all SSYTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYTERRS - Terminal Errors

SSYTERRS is the number of terminal read and write errors associated with a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of errors.

  See also:  SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

             SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

Element Derivation:

SSYTERRS is derived from the TASTRMER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTERRS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTERRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

SSYTLKS is the total number of database locks requested for a task, including both the select and update locks for all
user and system run units executed during a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of locks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYTLKS is derived from the TASTLOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTLKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This value can be compared to the value of RULOCKS (Run Unit Lock Table initial allocation) in the SYSTEM statement
of the system generation. When SSYTLKS exceeds RULOCKS, further analysis needs to be done.

Look into journal reports to determine the frequency of commit checkpoints, which free up locks held. When the frequency
of commit checkpoints is non-existent (i.e., when commit checkpoints do not occur) or the frequency is low, the possibility
of using excessive amounts of storage from the storage pool exists, because when the initial allocation of the Run Unit
Lock Table (RLT) is exceeded, the system automatically gives you a subsequent allocation of twice the allocated value.
(The same process occurs when you subsequently run out of the current allocation.) After the analysis, either increase the
RULOCKS parameter for each task or issue checkpoints more frequently.

SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

SSYTREAD is the number of terminal read requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal read requests.

  See also:  SSYTERRS - Terminal Errors

             SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

Element Derivation:

SSYTREAD is derived from the TASTRMRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

SSYTRLEN is the number of bytes read from a terminal on a read operation.

Type:

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYTRLEN is derived from the TASDCTRL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTRLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTRLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

( SSYTRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:

( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds

By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

SSYTRSTM is the sum of the response times of five types of IDMS transactions (conversational, long, medium, short, and
user-defined transactions) based on a specified level of summarization. SSYTRSTM does not include the amount of time
reported for excessive transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SSYURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SSYTRSTM is derived by summing the response times of five IDMS transaction types (it does not include response times
of excessive transactions).

Range of Value:

SSYTRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTRSTM is set to the sum of the SSYCRSTM, SSYLRSTM, SSYMRSTM, SSYSRSTM, and SSYURSTM values
encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

SSYTTRAN is the number of executed transactions found during the processing of data from the IDMS/R Performance
Monitor. SSYTTRAN includes transactions in five categories (i.e., long, medium, short, user-defined, and conversational
transactions). It does not include "excessive" transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of transactions.
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  See also:  SSYCTRAN - Conversational Transactions

             SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

             SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

             SSYUTRAN - User Transactions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is sum of five transaction categories, which are described above. The five categories are
defined by a user by coding the IDMS Relativity Longevity exit IDMRLRT:

SSYTTRAN = SUM(SSYCTRAN, SSYLTRAN, SSYMTRAN, SSYSTRAN, SSYUTRAN)

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTTRAN is set to the sum of five transaction category values (i.e., sum of SSYCTRAN, SSYLTRAN, SSYMTRAN,
SSYSTRAN, SSYUTRAN) encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

SSYTWLEN is the number of bytes written to a terminal for a write operation.

Type:

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYTWLEN is derived from the TASDCTWL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTWLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTWLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

( SSYTRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:
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( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds

By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

SSYTWRIT is the number of terminal write requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal write requests.

  See also:  SSYTERRS - Terminal Errors

             SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

Element Derivation:

SSYTWRIT is derived from the TASTRMWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYTWRIT may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYTWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYTWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYUDSTx - User Response Distribution

Each count, SSYUDST1 through SSYUDST8, contains the number of user response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SSYRVALx).

For example, SSYUDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SSYRVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS Analyzer for CA-IDMS installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the
RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-
defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SSYUDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SSYUDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SSYUDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SSYRVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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Each element is the sum of the SSYUDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SSYUDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of U to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SSYUDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYUDSTx contains the sum of all SSYUDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit

SSYULKS is the number of database update locks held for a task. An update lock is placed on a record that has been
modified, either implicitly or explicitly, for an area that has been readied in a mode that requires record-level locking.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database update locks.

  See also:  SSYSLKS - Select Locks for Run Unit

             SSYTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SSYULKS is derived from the TASULOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYULKS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYULKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYULKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYUPCNT - No. of records Updated

SSYUPCNT contains the total number of pages. This counter is incremented by the number of pages that are modified
for inserting, deleting, or modifying rows in tables. For instance, an insert may cause modification to multiple pages to
complete adding a row to the table.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYUPCNT is derived from the TASUPCNT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYUPCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SSYUPCNT contains the sum of all values of SSYUPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYUPDCT - No. of Rows Updated

SSYUPDCT contains the number of rows updated as a result of executing an SQL command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYUPDCT is derived from the TAS#UPD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYUPDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYUPDCT contains the sum of all values of SSYUPDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYURSTM - User Total Response Time

SSYURSTM is the sum of the response times of all IDMS "user- defined" transactions. User-defined transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a user-defined transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SSYURSTM is assigned from the value of DURATION when the relative longevity code sets TRANTYPE to "U" (user-
defined transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYURSTM is set to the sum of all SSYURSTM values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

SSYUSDP is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all program pools (reentrant, XA reentrant, program,
and XA).

Type:

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SSYUSDP is derived from the TASPGMHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYUSDP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYUSDP contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYUSDP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is important in determining the overall resource requirements of various tasks and application threads. By using
this value in addition to information on the amounts of other resources used, workloads can be established. Then the
workloads can be used as baseline models for making capacity projections.

SSYUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

SSYUSDS is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all storage pools for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SSYUSDS is derived from the TASSTGHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYUSDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYUSDS contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYUSDS that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with the other resource amount values to determine the requirements of tasks
within the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

SSYUSRTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by tasks while a user's program or a CA IDMS component
(such as the ADS/Online run-time system) has control. For external run units, this value will be zero because all DBMS
work is done in system mode.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SSYUSRTM is derived from the TASTIMUS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASUSTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section.

Range of Value:

SSYUSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYUSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYUSRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SSYUSRTM, and Total Task CPU System Time (SSYSYSTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SSYUTRAN - User Transactions

SSYUTRAN is the number of user-defined transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of user-defined transactions.

  See also:  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SSYUTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "U," indicating that a transaction is user- defined, a count of one is
added to SSYUTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SSYTTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SSYUTRAN is set to the sum of all SSYCTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SSYVREC - Via Recs With No Overflow

SSYVREC is the number of VIA or DIRECT records stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target page directly
corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the DIRECT-
DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

            SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYVREC is derived from the TASVIANO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYVREC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYVREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYVREC that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYVRECO, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SSYVREC / (SSYVREC + SSYVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).
When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SSYPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page.

The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after interrogating the Space
Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page needed to actually store
the record must be retrieved, and the record is stored. (To complete this process, three I/Os are necessary to store.) In
subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

SSYVRECO is the number of VIA or DIRECT records that are not stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target
page directly corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the
DIRECT-DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SSYVRECO is derived from the TASVIAOF field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

SSYVRECO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYVRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYVRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SSYVREC, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SSYVREC / (SSYVREC + SSYVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).
When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SSYPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page.

The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after interrogating the Space
Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page needed to actually store
the record must be retrieved, and the record will be stored. (To complete this process, three I/Os are necessary to store.)
In subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SSYWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

SSYWTTM is the amount of time that a user task waited for resources to become available (storage, program pools,
database keys, physical I/O, etc.) or for the task to become dispatched by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SSYWTTM is derived from the TASTIMWT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYWTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYWTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is derived by first computing the difference between the task initiation and termination times. Then values of
SSYSYSTM and SSYUSRTM are subtracted from the computed value to determine the total wait time. SSYWTTM is the
accumulation of all the time spent waiting either for a task to be dispatched or for resources to become available (storage,
program pools, database keys, physical I/O, etc.).
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If the value of SSYWTTM divided by the total number of I/Os is equivalent to the service time for the DASD device, then
the total wait time (SSYWTTM) can be attributed to the I/O operations. If not, other factors contributed to the wait time,
and an analysis must be done to determine the contention.

SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

SSYXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the IDMS region, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP) processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SSYPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SSYXCSTM is calculated using the following formula:

     SSYXCSTM = SSYCPUTM - SSYSUCTM

Range of Value:

SSYXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. Negative values may
be acceptable.

Summarization Process:

SSYXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SSYXCSTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SSYCPUTM). It is the portion of SSYCPUTM that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor. SSYXCSTM should be used for IDMS transaction related CP processor usage analysis,
capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

You can use this data element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation: If your chargeback system
uses a different rate for the CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that is used for CPU time
used on specialty processors and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible work that executed on
a CP processor.

SSYXDEL - Scratch Deletes

SSYXDEL is the number of explicit scratch deletes issued by a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SSYXGET - Scratch Gets

             SSYXPUT - Scratch Puts
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Element Derivation:

SSYXDEL is derived from the TASSCRDL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYXDEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYXDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYXDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYXGET - Scratch Gets

SSYXGET is the number of explicit scratch gets issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database logical and physical reads, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch gets.

  See also:  SSYXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SSYXPUT  - Scratch Puts

             SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SSYXGET is derived from the TASSCRGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SSYXGET may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYXGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYXGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SSYXPUT - Scratch Puts

SSYXPUT is the number of explicit scratch puts issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database physical writes, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch puts.

  See also:  SSYXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SSYXGET  - Scratch Gets

             SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

Element Derivation:

SSYXPUT is derived from the TASSCRPT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

SSYXPUT may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SSYXPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SSYXPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)
The IDMS User Activity File contains resource consumption; service (short, medium, long, user, excessive, and
conversational response); availability; and performance measurements that quantify the load, utilization, and response of
IDMS systems. These measurements can be used for analyzing user trends, user productivity under IDMS, and managing
the use of IDMS resources at the user level. Individual task executions are contained in the DETAIL time-span and
summarized in the higher time spans. This file is sequenced and summarized by the IDMS Component account fields as
defined by the installation.

By default, the IDMSUA file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

  |         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

  |         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

  |         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.MY.E  IDMACT1  - DC BILLING GROUP

   .D.MY.E  IDMACT2  - PROGRAM NAME

   .D.MY.E  IDMACT3  - PROGRAM TYPE

   .D.MY.E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

   .D.MY.E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

   .D.MY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

   .D.MY.E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .D.MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   .D.MY.E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

   ......E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

   .D.MY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

   ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

Retained Data Elements

   ......   SUAABNDC - Abend Code

   ......   SUAABNDN - Abend Number

   ......   SUAADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

   ......   SUAADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

   ......   SUAAMNM  - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

   ......   SUABAF1  - Batch Accounting Field 1

   ......   SUABAF2  - Batch Accounting Field 2

   ......   SUABAF3  - Batch Accounting Field 3
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   ......   SUABAF4  - Batch Accounting Field 4

   ......   SUABAF5  - Batch Accounting Field 5

   ......   SUACTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

   ......   SUACTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

   ......   SUACTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

   .D.MY.   SUACVER  - Central Version Number

   ......E  SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

   ......   SUADCBGP - DC Billing Group

   ......   SUADCTSK - DC Task Code

   ......   SUADCUSR - DC User ID

   ......   SUAFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

   ......   SUAIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

   ......   SUAITRNC - IDMS Task Code

   ......   SUAITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

   ......   SUAITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

   ......   SUAJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

   ......   SUALTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

   .D.MY.E  SUANODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

   ......   SUAOPRID - CICS Operator ID

   ......   SUAPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

   ......   SUAPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

   ......   SUAPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

   ......   SUAPGMID - Identifying Program Name

   ......   SUAPLVL  - Program Level Number

   ......E  SUAPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

   ......   SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

   ......   SUAPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

   ......   SUAPTYP  - Program Type

   ......   SUAPVER  - Program Version Number

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

   .D.MY.E  SUARVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

   ......   SUASTKW  - Stack Words Used

   ......   SUATCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

   ......   SUATERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

   ......   SUATPRTY - Task Priority

   ......   SUATRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

   ......   SUATSKID - Task ID Number

   ......   SUAUFLD1 - User Field 1

   ......   SUAUFLD2 - User Field 2

   ......   SUAUFLD3 - User Field 3

   ......   SUAUSRID - Identifying User ID

Accumulated Data Elements

   .D.MY.E  SUAABNDS - Number of Abends

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4
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   .D.MY.E  SUACDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUACDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUACOST  - Processing Charges

   .D.MY.E  SUACPUNI - Instructions Executed

   .D.MY.E  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

   .D.MY.E  SUACREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

   .D.MY.E  SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST1 - Excessive Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST2 - Excessive Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST3 - Excessive Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST4 - Excessive Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST5 - Excessive Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST6 - Excessive Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST7 - Excessive Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAEDST8 - Excessive Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUAFRAG  - Fragments Stored

   .D.MY.E  SUAGETTM - Gettime Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUALDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCALL - Programs Called

   .D.MY.   SUAPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

   .D.MY.E  SUAPLOAD - Programs Loaded

   .D.MY.E  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

   .D.MY.E  SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

   .D.MY.E  SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written
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   .D.MY.E  SUAQDEL  - Queue Deletes

   .D.MY.E  SUAQGET  - Queue Gets

   .D.MY.E  SUAQPUT  - Queue Puts

   .D.MY.E  SUARBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

   .D.MY.E  SUARECR  - Records Requested

   .D.MY.E  SUARECU  - Records Current Of Run Unit

   .D.MY.E  SUARELOC - Records Relocated

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUASDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUASETTM - Settime Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUASFREE - Storage Frees

   .D.MY.E  SUASGET  - Storage Gets

   .D.MY.E  SUASLKS  - Select Locks For Run Unit

   .D.MY.E  SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

   .D.MY.E  SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

   .D.MY.E  SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

   .D.MY.E  SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUATDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUATERRS - Terminal Errors

   .D.MY.E  SUATLKS  - Total Locks For Run Unit

   .D.MY.E  SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

   .D.MY.E  SUATRLEN - Terminal Read Length

   .D.MY.E  SUATRSTM - Total Task Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

   .D.MY.E  SUATWLEN - Terminal Write Length

   .D.MY.E  SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

   .D.MY.E  SUAULKS  - Update Locks For Run Unit

   .D.MY.E  SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

   .D.MY.E  SUAUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool
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   .D.MY.E  SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

   .D.MY.E  SUAVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUAWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

   .D.MY.E  SUAXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

   .D.MY.E  SUAXGET  - Scratch Gets

   .D.MY.E  SUAXPUT  - Scratch Puts

Minimum Data Elements

   .D.MY.   SUAMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

   .D.MY.   SUAMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

   .D.MY.E  SUAMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUAMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

   .D.MY.   SUAMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

   .D.MY.   SUAMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

   .D.MY.   SUAMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

   .D.MY.   SUAMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

   .D.MY.   SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

   .D.MY.   SUAMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

   .D.MY.   SUAMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

Maximum Data Elements

   .D.MY.   SUAMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

   .D.MY.   SUAMXDBL - Maximum Levels Performing DB Work

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

   .D.MY.   SUAMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

   .D.MY.   SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

   .D.MY.   SUAMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

   .D.MY.   SUAMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

   .D.MY.   SUAMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

   .D.MY.   SUAMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

   .D.MY.   SUAMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

   .D.MY.   SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

   .D.MY.   SUAMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

   .D.MY.E  SUAMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow
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Derived Data Elements

   .D.MY.   SUAAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

   .D.MY.   SUAAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVDBC - Average Data Base Calls

   .D.MY.   SUAAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

   .D.MY.   SUAAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

   .D.MY.   SUAAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

   .D.MY.   SUAAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

   .D.MY.   SUAAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

   .D.MY.   SUAAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

   .D.MY.E  SUAAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVUTM - User Average Response Time

   .D.MY.   SUAAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5
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   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

   .D.MY.E  SUAPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

SUAABNDC - Abend Code

SUAABNDC is a four-character code that indicates the nature of a task abend.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SUAABNDN - Abend Number

Element Derivation:

SUAABNDC is derived from the TASABCDE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUAABNDC contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAABNDC in the records processed for the summarization
process.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUAABNDN, this value gives a system troubleshooter the information necessary to start
solving the problems that cause abends.

SUAABNDN - Abend Number

SUAABNDN is a six-digit message identifier for the abnormal termination of a task, followed by a one-character severity
code, which dictates the disposition of the task (e.g., task snap and abend, just terminate, system snap and terminate).
The six-digit message identifier and message text are written to the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF log file when a task
abends inside of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 7. There is no measurement unit for this data element.

  See also:  SUAABNDC - Abend Code

Element Derivation:

SUAABNDN is derived from the TASABMSG field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUAABNDN contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAABNDN in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This value is used to identify and categorize tasks with abends within the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF and to indicate
the priority with which they should be resolved. When used in conjunction with SUAABNDC, SUAABNDN gives a system
troubleshooter the information necessary to start resolving the problems that cause the abends.

SUAABNDS - Number of Abends

SUAABNDS is the number of abnormal transaction terminations that have occurred, including the number of transaction
executions that immediately terminated.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of abends.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SINABNDC - Abend Code

             SINCODE  - Incident Code

Element Derivation:

SUAABNDS is accumulated by adding one for every abended transaction encountered.

Range of Value:

SUAABNDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is bound by the Number of Transaction Executions
(SUATTRAN).

Summarization Process:

SUAABNDS is set to the sum of all SUAABNDS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

SUAADSOA is the name of the application that is executed by CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/O.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SUAPGMID - Identifying Program Name

Element Derivation:

SUAADSOA is derived from the TASAPLNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAADSOA can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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SUAADSOA contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAADSOA in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUAADSOA contains the ADS/O application name if the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This
information is captured from the ADB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the CA IDMS
Performance Monitor task record and is processed as SUAADSOA for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SUAADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

SUAADSOD is the name of the dialog that is executed by means of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF as a task under ADS/
O.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SUAPGMID - Identifying Program Name

Element Derivation:

SUAADSOD is derived from the TASDLGNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAADSOD can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAADSOD contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAADSOD in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUAADSOD contains the ADS/O dialog name if the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application. This information is
captured from the FDB control block. This element can be found in the overlay data section of the CA IDMS Performance
Monitor task record and is processed as SUAADSOD for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SUAAMCCT - No. of AM Recompiles

SUAAMCCT contains the number of times an access module is recompiled. An access module has to be recompiled
when a catalog stamp indicates a change in the table definition. CA IDMS allows updates to its catalogs without requiring
compilation of access modules. This helps to improve system performance. If an access module is recompiled multiple
times dynamically, this indicates the need to build a new compiled version of the access module.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAAMCCT is derived from the TAS#AMC field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAAMCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAMCCT contains the sum of all values of SUAAMCCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SUAAMNM - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

SUAAMNM contains the name of the terminal used as defined to the communication access method being used.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAAMNM is derived from the TASAMNAM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAAMNM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAAMNM contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAAMNM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains one of the following values dependent upon the access method being utilized: VTAM nodename,
UCF front end identifier, SNA terminal name, or TCAM terminal name.

SUAAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

SUAAVCRO is the average of all values of SUACRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVCRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Calc Recs With Overflow (SUACRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SUATTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SUAAVCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVCRO contains the average value of all occurrences of SUACRECO that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SUAAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

SUAAVCTM is the average response time of conversational transactions.
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Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVCTM is derived from data elements SUACRSTM and SUACTRAN.

SUAAVCTM = SUACRSTM / SUACTRAN

Range of Value:

SUAAVCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of conversational transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SUAAVDBC - Average Data Base Calls

SUAAVDBC is the average of all values of SUADBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVDBC is calculated by dividing the sum of all database calls issued (SUADBCLS) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SUATTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SUAAVDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVDBC contains the average of all values of SUADBCLS that were included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SUAAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

SUAAVDBS is the average of all values of SUADBSRV in the current summarization level.

Type:
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Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBSRV - Database Service Requests

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SUAAVDBS is computed by dividing the Database Service Requests (SUADBSRV)
by the Total Transactions Processed (SUATTRAN).

Range of Value:

SUAAVDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVDBS contains the average of all occurrences of SUADBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of data management language (DML) requests that initiate or terminate database functions is not related to
the direct retrieval of data. DML requests include database open and close requests. Using SUAAVDBS in conjunction
with other average values, you can determine general performance levels during various utilization periods for your online
system and define normal service levels for the tasks performed by your system.

The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each
type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

SUAAVDCS is the average of all values of SUADCSRV in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SUAAVDCS is calculated by dividing the DC Service Requests (SUADCSRV) by the
Total Transactions Processed (SUATTRAN).

Range of Value:

SUAAVDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVDCS contains the average of all occurrences of SUADCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
is useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the IDMS system. A second use is the ability to identify abnormal
peaks or lows in usage, which can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

Using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related
to each type of task record.

This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.
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SUAAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

SUAAVETM is the average response time of "excessive transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements SUAERSTM and SUAETRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVETM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVETM = SUAERSTM / SUAETRAN

 

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of excessive transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SUAAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

SUAAVLTM is the average response time of "long transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

             SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements SUALRSTM and SUALTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVLTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVLTM = SUALRSTM / SUALTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of long transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.
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SUAAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

SUAAVMTM is the average response time of "medium transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements SUAMRSTM and SUAMTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVMTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVMTM = SUAMRSTM / SUAMTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of medium transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SUAAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

SUAAVPIO is the average of the sum of all the data element SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT values found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVPIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Pages Read and Pages Written (SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT,
respectively) by the Total Number of Transactions (SUATTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVPIO contains the average of the sums of all values of SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT that were included at the level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.
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SUAAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

SUAAVPPU is the average of all values of SUAPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SUAPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SUAAVPPU is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Program Pool In Use
At Task Term (SUAPGMIU) by the Total Transactions Processed (SUATTRAN).

Range of Value:

SUAAVPPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVPPU contains the average of all occurrences of SUAPGMIU included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element represents a general indicator of storage usage by transaction in the IDMS Central Version. When the value
exceeds some environmental limit set by each site, this indicates a potential storage bottleneck in the system. This can
also indicate a trend in program size or usage over a longer period of time. Information like this can be useful in projection
of system capacity and growth. When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the
general performance levels during various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels
for the tasks performed by your system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced
by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data before IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

SUAAVPRQ is the average of all values of SUAPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVPRQ is calculated by dividing the sum of all Pages Requested (SUAPREQ) by the Total Number of Transactions
(SUATTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVPRQ contains the average of all values of SUAPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SUAAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

SUAAVSKP is the average amount of storage (in bytes) kept at task termination for all values of SUAKPTS found at the
current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVSKP is calculated by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Kept From Storage Pool (SUAKPTS) by the Total
Transactions Processed (SUATTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SUAAVSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVSKP contains the average of all values of SUAKPTS that are included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SUAAVSKP is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region.

By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central versions, the sizes (and
potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate cushion can be established.

This element contains an average of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept across pseudo-conversational
tasks. When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels
during various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by
your system.

SUAAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

SUAAVSRS is the average of all values of SUASTGRL in the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

At the current level of summarization, SUAAVSRS is computed by dividing the sum of all amounts of Storage Relocated
To Scratch (SUASTGRL) by the Total Transactions Processed (SUATTRAN).

Range of Value:

SUAAVSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUAAVSRS contains the average of all occurrences of SUASTGRL included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SUAAVSRS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the
IDMS DC/UCF region.

By using the average amount of storage and the number of transactions for the specified central versions, the sizes (and
potentially the number) of the storage pools can be determined, and the appropriate size of the Scratch Queue to hold the
relocated storage.

This element contains an average of only the relocatable storage kept across pseudo-conversational tasks. Using
this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during various
utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your system. The
source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, that is related to each type
of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

SUAAVSTM is the average response time of "short transactions".

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

             SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements SUASRSTM and SUASTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVSTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVSTM = SUASRSTM / SUASTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of short transactions within your system. By regularly tracking this value,
you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified transactions and
have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SUAAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

SUAAVTIO is the average of the sum of all the data element SUATREAD and SUATWRIT values found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Calculated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

             SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed
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Element Derivation:

SUAAVTIO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Terminal Reads and Terminal Writes (SUATREAD and SUATWRIT,
respectively) by the Total Number of Transactions (SUATTRAN) for the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVTIO contains the average of all sums of SUATREAD and SUATWRIT that were included at the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SUAAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

SUAAVTTM is the average of the response times of five types of transactions executed (i.e., conversational, medium,
long, short, and user-defined transactions).

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAAVCTM - Conversational Average Response Time

             SUAAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

             SUAAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

             SUAAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

             SUAAVUTM - User Average Response Time

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

SUAAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements SUATRSTM and SUATTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVTTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVTTM = SUATRSTM / SUATTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time for five out of six types of transactions, described above, within your
system. By regularly tracking this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you
have properly classified transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance
of your online system.

SUAAVUTM - User Average Response Time

SUAAVUTM is the average response time of "user-defined transactions".

Type:
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Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

             SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAAVUTM is calculated from the derived data elements SUAURSTM and SUAUTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the amount of time that the IDMS system was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVUTM is calculated from the summarized values of two other data elements in the equation:

                  SUAAVUTM = SUAURSTM / SUAUTRAN

Usage Notes:

This value indicates the average response time of user-defined transactions within your system. By regularly tracking
this value, you can define and monitor service objectives for your online system. When you have properly classified
transactions and have set response time objectives, you can monitor and assess the performance of your online system.

SUAAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

SUAAVVRO is the average of all values of SUAVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

Element Derivation:

SUAAVVRO is calculated by dividing the sum of all Via Recs With Overflow (SUAVRECO) by the Total Transactions
Processed (SUATTRAN) at the current summarization level.

Range of Values:

SUAAVVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAAVVRO contains the average of all values of SUAVRECO that were included at the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other average values, you can determine the general performance levels during
various utilization periods for your online system and define the normal service levels for the tasks performed by your
system.

SUABAFx - Batch Accounting Field

SUABAF1 through SUABAF5 are batch accounting fields from the user's JOB statement.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

The SUABAFx data elements are derived from the TASBFLDS fields in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUABAFx can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUABAFx contains the value of the last occurrence of SUABAFx in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

SUACACHE contains the number of pages that are found in cache. This counter is incremented when DBIO is able to find
a needed page in cache. When cache is used, prefetch is disabled.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

Element Derivation:

SUACACHE is derived from the TASCACHE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUACACHE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACACHE contains the sum of all values of SUACACHE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

Each count, SUACDST1 through SUACDST8, contains the number of conversational response events that completed
within the user-defined limit.

For example, SUACDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SUARVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUACDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SUACDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUACDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUACDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUACDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of C to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUACDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACDSTx contains the sum of all SUACDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACMDCT - No. of SQL Commands Executed

SUACMDCT contains the number of SQL commands that were executed by DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUACMDCT is derived from the TAS#CMD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUACMDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACMDCT contains the sum of all values of SUACMDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACOST - Processing Charges

SUACOST is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes SUACOST to zero. This data element permits you to
calculate the processing costs for each user. The exit _USRSSUA permits a user to calculate SUACOST according to
installation algorithms. When CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, SUACOST
is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is monetary value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values of SUACOST.

Range of Value:

This value is initialized to zero.
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Summarization Process:

SUACOST is set to the sum of all SUACOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACPUNI - Instructions Executed

SUACPUNI is the number of instructions executed while processing transactions at a level of summarization.

Type:

Computed data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of instructions.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time (Elapsed)

Element Derivation:

SUACPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by a user when CA MICS is installed by the CPU time
consumed by the IDMS tasks (SUACPUTM).

Range of Values:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACPUNI contains the sum of all SUACPUNI values included at a summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUACPUNI is a machine-independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as the MIPS rate
specification in the CA MICS PARMS library member SYSID. If you have not specified the correct information in the
SYSID member, then SUACPUNI will be incorrect.

SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

SUACPUTM is the total amount of general processor (CP) engine CPU time consumed for executed transactions.
SUACPUTM includes both Total Task CPU System Time (SUASYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SUAUSRTM).

Note that SUACPUTM does not include any CPU time consumed on specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors except for data
processed from CA IDMS Release 17.0 (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SUAPMVER) equals 1700).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SUACPUTM is the sum of Total Task CPU System Time (SUASYSTM) and Total Task CPU User Time (SUAUSRTM).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUACPUTM is set to the sum of all SUACPUTM values encountered at the current summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUACPUTM contains the amount of CP processor engine CPU time consumed by the transaction. Some of this CPU
time may include time that was eligible to execute on a zIIP engine, but instead executed on a CP engine because zIIP
engines were busy.

Data element CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible (SUAXCSTM) contains the portion of SUACPUTM that was required
to run on CP processor engines. Data element zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (SUASUCTM) contains the portion of
SUACPUTM that was eligible to execute on zIIP processor engines, but instead executed on CP processor engines.

SUACREC - Calc Recs With No Overflow

SUACREC is the number of Calc records stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the CA IDMS
algorithm IDMSCALC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUACREC is derived from the TASCALNO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

SUACREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SUACREC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUACRECO, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database.

The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SUACREC / ( SUACREC + SUACRECO ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness.

When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for
example, increase the number of pages in an area, increase the page size, reassign records to areas). When the
effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase in the Database Pages Read (SUAPREAD), because the
Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several pages rather than one page, which is optimum.

When overflow occurs (that is, records cannot fit on the target page), the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be
retrieved to determine where space is available. In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead
will be incurred (with an increase in SUAPREAD) due to the overflow.

SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

SUACRECO is the number of Calc records that are not stored on the Calc symbolic key target page (as calculated by the
CA IDMS algorithm IDMSCALC) due to overflow (that is, when they cannot fit on a target page).
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Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUACREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

             SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUACRECO is derived from the TASCALOF field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

SUACRECO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SUACRECO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUACREC, this value can be used to determine the effectiveness of the storage of Calc
records on the database.

The following algorithm is used to determine an effectiveness ratio:

SUACREC / ( SUACREC + SUACRECO ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of this ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness. When the value of the ratio falls below 0.85, steps
need to be taken to improve space utilization for the database (for example, increase the number of pages in an area,
increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio is less than 1.0, you observe an increase in the Database Pages Read (SUAPREAD),
because the Calc chain processed to retrieve a Calc record may span several pages rather than one page, which is
optimum.

When overflow occurs, the Space Management Page (SMP) needs to be retrieved to determine where space is available.
In subsequent processing of Calc records on the target page, overhead will be incurred (with an increase in SUAPREAD)
due to the overflow.

SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

SUACRSTM is the total response time of conversational transactions completed. Conversational transactions are those
that have a Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of C.

Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT. When TRANTYPE is
set to C, SUACRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the difference between the Start Time (PMHSTIME)
and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUACRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to C (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:
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SUACRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUACRSTM contains the sum of all values of SUACRSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

SUACTRAN is the number of conversational transactions executed. Collecting data in conversational mode yields a count
of interactions rather than a count of transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUACTRAN is the IDMS Analyzer exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is C, indicating that a transaction is conversational, a count of one is
added to SUACTRAN.

Range of Value:

SUACTRAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUACTRAN is set to the sum of all SUACTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

SUACTRNC is the CICS transaction code for a task. The transaction code is retrieved from the Program Control Table
(PCT). For CICS, only the first four characters of SUACTRNC are used; the remaining four characters are blank.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUACTRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUACTRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SUACTRNC in the records processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating CICS transaction.

SUACTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

SUACTRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field.

The combination of SUACTRN1 and SUACTRN2 (CICS LRE Local ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit
to the DBMS. SUACTRN1 is filled in with the four-character identifier representing the CICS region that initiates a task.
SUACTRN1 is derived from the IDMSINTC macro subparameter TPNAME.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SUACTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

Element Derivation:

SUACTRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUACTRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUACTRN1 in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUACTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

SUACTRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field.

The combination of SUACTRN2 and SUACTRN1 (CICS LRE Local ID1) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to
the DBMS. SUACTRN2 is filled in with the time that a task signed on to the database.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 4.

  See also:  SUACTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

Element Derivation:

SUACTRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUACTRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUACTRN2 in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUACVER - Central Version Number

SUACVER is the identification number of the Central Version (CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region) under which a task
is executing. This value is used to provide the subscript in the SVC Central Version access table, which contains the
addresses of all External Service Elements (ESE). There is one ESE address for each operational CA IDMS/DC or CA
IDMS UCF system.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value that indicates the identification number
of the Central Version.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUACVER is derived from the SMFHCV# field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUACVER may range from 0 to 255; a maximum of 256 Central Versions can be active under one SVC. The value may
not exceed the maximum number of Central Versions allowed for an SVC, which is specified in the SVC generation (CA
IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro IDMSMSVC sub-parameter MAXCVNO).

Summarization Process:

SUACVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SUACVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

SUADBCLS is the total number of requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUADBCLS is derived from the TASDBCLS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADBCLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUADBCLS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUADBCLS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of each native Data Management Language (DML) request usually involves one call to the database
management system. However, for logical record processing, integrated indexing, and the Sequential Processing Facility
(SPF), more than one call is needed to satisfy such a request.

SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

SUADBLVL is the number of levels within an ADS/Online application thread that are performing activities for a database.

Type:
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Retained data element - Numeric, length 2, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

             SUAUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

             SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

Element Derivation:

SUADBLVL is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADBLVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed by the
ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:

SUADBLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SUADBLVL in the records processed for a summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value is primarily used in conjunction with SUAPLVS (ADS/Online Application Levels) to determine the ratio of
application levels in the thread to application levels doing database work within the thread. The closer the ratio value is to
1.00, the greater the impact on CPU time (SUASYSTM) and storage (both SUAUSDS and SUAKPTS).

SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

SUADBSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the database management system.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

Element Derivation:

SUADBSRV is derived from the TASDBRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADBSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUADBSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SUADBSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution of Data Management Language (DML) requests, which initiate or terminate database functions, is not related
to the direct retrieval of data. These include database open and close requests. The sum of the SUADBSRV and
SUADBCLS elements should represent all database activity for the specified tasks.

SUADCBGP - DC Billing Group

SUADCBGP is one of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF billing groups used to categorize users, tasks, LTERMs, and so
on, or to create other applicable grouping for the purposes of resource utilization tracking and chargeback.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 12.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SUADCBGP is derived from the TASBLGRP field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADCBGP can be any standard alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUADCBGP contains the value of the last occurrence of SUADCBGP in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

SUADCSRV is the total number of service requests made by a task to the CA IDMS/DC system. This element includes all
DC system requests not captured by individual elements that are specified below.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAGETTM - Gettime Requests

             SUASETTM - Settime Requests

             SUASFREE - Storage Frees

             SUASGET  - Storage Gets

Element Derivation:

SUADCSRV is derived from the TASSVRQS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADCSRV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUADCSRV contains the sum of all occurrences of SUADCSRV included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends in your application should become evident. This
information is useful for tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. The information can also help to
identify abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SUADCTSK - DC Task Code

SUADCTSK contains the CA IDMS/DC task code.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUADCTSK is derived from the TASTSKCD field in the PMAM Task Record section of the CA IDMS Performance Monitor
SMF record.

Range of Value:
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SUADCTSK can be any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUADCTSK contains the value of the last occurrence of SUADCTSK in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUADCUSR - DC User ID

SUADCUSR contains the CA IDMS/DC user ID.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 24 or 32, depending on the CA IDMS version being used.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUADCUSR is derived from the TASUSER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADCUSR can be any standard alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUADCUSR contains the value of the last occurrence of SUADCUSR in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

The information in this element comes from the CA IDMS/DC parameter definitions describing the valid users who are
allowed to log on to the system.

SUADELCT - No. of Rows Deleted

SUADELCT contains the number of rows that were deleted by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUADELCT is derived from the TAS#DEL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUADELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUADELCT contains the sum of all values of SUADELCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

Each count, SUAEDST1 through SUAEDST8, contains the number of excessive response events that completed within a
user-defined limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUAEDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SUARVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUAEDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SUAEDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUAEDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUAEDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUAEDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of X to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUAEDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAEDSTx contains the sum of all SUAEDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

SUAERSTM is the total response time of excessive transactions completed. Excessive transactions are those that
have a Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of "X." Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative
longevity exit IDMRLRT. When TRANTYPE is set to "X", SUAERSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the
difference between the Start Time (PMHSTIME) and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-
IDMS Performance Monitor record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUAERSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to "X" (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAERSTM contains the sum of all values of SUAERSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

SUAETRAN is the number of excessive transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of excessive transactions.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUAETRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS.

For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element TRANTYPE. When the
value of TRANTYPE is "X," indicating that a transaction is excessive, a count of one is added to SUAETRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUAETRAN is set to the sum of all SUAETRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

SUAFACTC indicates the purpose of current execution of the CA IDMS/DC system transaction, FACTOTUM.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAFACTC is derived from the TASFACCD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAFACTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

SUAFACTC contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAFACTC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None.

SUAFETCT - No. of Rows Fetched

SUAFETCT contains the number of rows that are read from the table. This counter is incremented each time a row is read
from the table, regardless of whether the data was read from disk or cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAFETCT is derived from the TAS#FET field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAFETCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAFETCT contains the sum of all values of SUAFETCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAFRAG - Fragments Stored

SUAFRAG is the number of noncontiguous segments (fragments) stored for records that are considered to be variable
in length (variable, variable compressed, and fixed compressed length types). Fragments are created when a record
structure is allowed to be fragmented, and the entire length of the record does not fit in the space available on the target
page. Fragments on the database are reflected as SR4 (System Record 4) occurrences (line index ID will be equal to  4).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of noncontiguous segments.

  See also:  SUADBCLS  - Data Base Calls

             SUAPREAD  - Database Pages Read

             SUAPREQ   - Database Pages Requested

             SUASYSTM  - Total Task CPU System Time

Element Derivation:

SUAFRAG is derived from the TASFRAGS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAFRAG contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAFRAG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of SUAFRAG is used to determine the fragmentation of all variable length records within a given task.

By tracking this value, you can observe certain trends leading to the deterioration of performance. As this value increases,
there are corresponding increases in the Numbers of Database Calls (SUADBCLS), Pages Requested (SUAPREQ),
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and Pages Read (SUAPREAD), and in CPU Time (SUASYSTM). Increases in SUASYSTM result from the rebuilding of
fragments in an intermediate buffer prior to moving them to a designated user work area.

SUAGETTM - Gettime Requests

SUAGETTM is the number of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF #GETIME macro requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUAGETTM is derived from the TASGETIM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAGETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAGETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Excessive usage of the #GETIME macro increases the overhead of the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region on the
CPU, because the macro ultimately issues an operating system SVC to retrieve the time.

SUAINSCT - No. of Rows Inserted

SUAINSCT contains the number of rows inserted (added) by the DBMS on behalf of the task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAINSCT is derived from the TAS#INS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAINSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAINSCT contains the sum of all values of SUAINSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

SUAIOPID contains the CA IDMS operator ID.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SUAIOPID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAIOPID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAIOPID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAIOPID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAITRNC - IDMS Task Code

SUAITRNC is the CA IDMS task code. The task code is retrieved from the Program Control Table (PCT). For CA IDMS, all
eight characters of SUAITRNC are used.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAITRNC is derived from the TASCTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

Not applicable

Summarization Process:

SUAITRNC contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAITRNC in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used to relate DBMS performance and problem issues to an originating CA IDMS transaction.

SUAITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

SUAITRN1 is the value of the first four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SUAITRN1 and SUAITRN2 (IDMS LRE Local ID2) is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS. The first
character in SUAITRN1 is a "D" and the last three characters represents the decimal equivalent of the (Central Version)
CV number.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SUAITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

Element Derivation:

SUAITRN1 is derived from the TASCLID1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAITRN1 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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SUAITRN1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAITRN1 in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

SUAITRN2 is the value of the last four characters of the Local Request Elements (LRE) field. The combination of
SUAITRN1 (IDMS LRE Local ID1) and SUAITRN2 is used to uniquely identify an external run unit to the DBMS.
SUAITRN2 is a representation of the front-end task number.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 4.

  See also:  SUAITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

Element Derivation:

SUAITRN2 is derived from the TASCLID2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAITRN2 can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAITRN2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAITRN2 in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name

SUAJOB represents the name of the batch job.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

 See also:  SUAPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

Element Derivation:

SUAJOB is derived from the TASBJBNM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

SUAJOB contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAJOB in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

SUAKPTS is the amount of storage bytes retained in the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF storage pools across pseudo-
conversational tasks. The value includes the amounts of both relocatable and non-relocatable storage kept.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

             SUAPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

             SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

             SUARBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

Element Derivation:

SUAKPTS is derived from the TASSTGKP field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAKPTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAKPTS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAKPTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In conjunction with other variables, SUAKPTS is primarily used in determining the sizes of the storage pools within the CA
IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF region.

The number of users signed on to the system (LTERMs active), the concurrency of tasks, the resources used while a task
is active, the amount of storage kept across pseudo-converses, the sizes (and potentially the number) of the storage pools
can be determined, and the appropriate cushion can be established.

An example of kept storage resources in an ADS/Online environment is:

• OTB - Online Terminal Block
• VDB - Variable Dialog Block
• CURCY - Currency Table
• RBB - Record Buffer Block
• RLT - Run-Unit Lock Table
• SIA - Scratch Index Area

SUALDSTx - Long Response Distribution

Each count, SUALDST1 through SUALDST8, contains the number of long response events that completed within the
user-defined time limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUALDST1 contains the number of long response events that occurred between 0 seconds and the value
specified in SUARVAL1. As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution
time limits in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the component to record distributions
within the user-defined limits by adding a count of one to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event
completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response event
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUALDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time
limit. Similarly, SUALDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution time limits. SUALDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time limit.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution
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             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUALDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUALDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "L" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUALDSTx ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUALDSTx contains the sum of all SUALDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

SUALRSTM is the total response time of long transactions completed. Long transactions are those that have a
Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of "L." Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative longevity
exit IDMRLRT.

When TRANTYPE is set to "L", SUALRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the difference between the
Start Time (PMHSTIME) and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-IDMS Performance Monitor
record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUALRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to "L" (long transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUALRSTM contains the sum of all values of SUALRSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUALTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

SUALTLST contains the name of the CA IDMS/DC module used to define the logical terminal definitions.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SUALTLST is derived from the TASLDLST field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUALTLST can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUALTLST contains the value of the last occurrence of SUALTLST in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element can be useful in tracking task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS
Incident File (IDMSIN). The contents can be used to track back to a specific set of terminal definitions used at the time the
incidents took place.

SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

SUALTRAN is the number of long transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of long transactions.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUALTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "L," indicating that a transaction is long, a count of one is added to
SUALTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUALTRAN is set to the sum of all SUALTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution

Each count, SUAMDST1 through SUAMDST8, contains the number of medium response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUAMDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SUARVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer to record distributions within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUAMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
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time. Likewise, SUAMDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUAMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUAMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUAMDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of "M" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUAMDSTx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMDSTx contains the sum of all SUAMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

SUAMNCRO is the lowest value of SUACRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

             SUAMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

Element Derivation:

SUAMNCRO is set to the minimum value of SUACRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMNCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNCRO contains the smallest value of SUACRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNCRO with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXCRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

SUAMNDBC is the lowest value of SUADBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

             SUAMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

Element Derivation:

SUAMNDBC is set to the minimum value of SUADBCLS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMNDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNDBC contains the smallest value of SUADBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNDBC with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXDBC), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

SUAMNDBS is the lowest value of SUADBSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Request

             SUAMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUAMNDBS is set to the minimum value of SUADBSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMNDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNDBS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SUADBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNDBS with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

SUAMNDCS is the lowest value of SUADCSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADCSRV - DC Service Request

             SUAMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Request
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Element Derivation:

SUAMNDCS is set to the minimum value of SUADCSRV by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMNDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNDCS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SUADCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNDCS with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

SUAMNFST is the lowest value of SUAFRAG found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments.

  See also:  SUAFRAG  - Fragments Stored

             SUAMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

Element Derivation:

SUAMNFST is set to the minimum value of SUAFRAG by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNFST contains the smallest value of SUAFRAG that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNFST with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXFST), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

SUAMNPIO is the smallest value for the sum of the data elements SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SUAMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

Element Derivation:
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SUAMNPIO is set to the minimum value of for the sum of SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT by using the SAS MINIMUM
function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNPIO contains the smallest value of the sum of SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT that was included at the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNPIO with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXPIO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

SUAMNPPU is the lowest value of SUAPGMIU found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SUAPGMIU - Program Pool in Use at Task Termination

Element Derivation:

SUAMNPPU is set to the minimum value of SUAPGMIU by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNPPU contains the minimum value for all occurrences of SUAPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNPPU with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type
of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SUAMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

SUAMNPRQ is the lowest value of SUAPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SUAMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAMNPRQ is set to the minimum value of SUAPREQ by using the SAS MINIMUM function.
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Range of Values:

SUAMNPRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNPRQ contains the smallest value of SUAPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNPRQ with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXPRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

SUAMNRRQ is the lowest value of SUARECR found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SUARECR  - Records Requested

             SUAMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAMNRRQ is set to the minimum value of SUARECR by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNRRQ contains the smallest value of SUARECR that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNRRQ with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXRRQ), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

SUAMNSKP is the lowest value of SUAKPTS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer value that corresponds to bytes.

  See also:  SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SUAMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

Element Derivation:

SUAMNSKP is set to the minimum value of SUAKPTS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMNSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNSKP contains the smallest value of SUAKPTS that was included at the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNSKP with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXSKP), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SUAMNSRS is the lowest value of SUASTGRL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

Element Derivation:

SUAMNSRS is set to the minimum value of SUASTGRL by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMNSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNSRS contains the minimum value of all occurrences of SUASTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the low utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNSRS with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

SUAMNTLK is the lowest value of SUATLKS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SUATLKS  - Total Locks for Run Unit

             SUAMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SUAMNTLK is set to the minimum value of SUATLKS by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNTLK contains the smallest value of SUATLKS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNTLK with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXTLK), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

SUAMNTTM is the lowest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of application structure levels.

  See also:  DURATION - Elapsed Time For Any Given Transaction

             SUAMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

Element Derivation:

SUAMNTTM is set to the minimum value of DURATION by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNTTM contains the smallest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNTTM with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXTTM), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

SUAMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

SUAMNVRO is the lowest value of SUAVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Minimum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

             SUAMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

Element Derivation:

SUAMNVRO is set to the minimum value of SUAVRECO by using the SAS MINIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMNVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMNVRO contains the smallest value of SUAVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other minimum values, you can determine the "low" utilization periods that
occur for your online system. In addition, when using SUAMNVRO with its maximum counterpart (SUAMXVRO), you can
determine the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.
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SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

SUAMRSTM is the total response time of medium transactions completed. Medium transactions are those that have
a Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of "M." Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative
longevity exit IDMRLRT. When TRANTYPE is set to "M", SUAMRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the
difference between the Start Time (PMHSTIME) and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-
IDMS Performance Monitor record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUAMRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to "M" (medium transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMRSTM contains the sum of all values of SUAMRSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

SUAMTRAN is the number of medium transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of medium transactions.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUAMTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT
and copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type
data element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "M," indicating that a transaction is medium, a count of one is
added to SUAMTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUAMTRAN is set to the sum of all SUAMTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

SUAMXCRO is the largest value of SUACRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

Element Derivation:

SUAMXCRO is set to the maximum value of SUACRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXCRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXCRO contains the largest value of SUACRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

SUAMXCTM is the maximum response time out of all "conversational" transaction response times. Conversational
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet your definition of a conversational
transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXCTM is set to the value of SUACRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is C (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

SUAMXCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXCTM is set to the largest value of SUACRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

SUAMXDBC is the largest value of SUADBCLS found at the current summarization level.

Type:
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Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

Element Derivation:

SUAMXDBC is set to the maximum value of SUADBCLS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXDBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXDBC contains the largest value of SUADBCLS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods for your
online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXDBL - Maximum Levels Performing DB Work

SUAMXDBL is the largest value of SUADBLVL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

Element Derivation:

SUAMXDBL is set to the maximum value of SUADBLVL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXDBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXDBL contains the largest value of SUADBLVL that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

SUAMXDBS is the largest value of SUADBSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

             SUAMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUAMXDBS is set to the maximum value of SUADBSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMXDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUAMXDBS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUADBSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMXDBS with its minimum counterpart (SUAMNDBS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

SUAMXDCS is the largest value of SUADCSRV found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

             SUAMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUAMXDCS is set to the maximum value of SUADCSRV by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMXDCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXDCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUADCSRV in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMXDCS with its minimum counterpart (SUAMNDCS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type of
task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

SUAMXDPE is the high-water mark of Dead-Lock Protection Elements (DPEs) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAMXDPE contains the value input from the SSWMXDPE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SUAMXDPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUAMXDPE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUAMXDPE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2,
that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

SUAMXETM is the maximum response time out of all "excessive transaction" response times. Excessive transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of an excessive transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXETM is set to the value of SUAERSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "X" (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXETM is set to the largest SUAERSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

SUAMXFST is the largest value of SUAFRAG found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fragments stored.

  See also:  SUAFRAG  - Fragments Stored

             SUAMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

Element Derivation:

SUAMXFST is set to the maximum value of SUAFRAG by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXFST contains the largest value of SUAFRAG that was included at the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

SUAMXLTM is the maximum response time out of all "long transaction" response times. Long transactions are defined by
coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a long transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

             SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXLTM is set to the value of SUALRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "L" (long transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXLTM is set to the largest SUALRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

SUAMXMTM is the maximum response time out of all "medium transaction" response times. Medium transactions are
defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a medium transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXMTM is set to the value of SUAMRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "M" (medium transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXMTM is set to the largest SUAMRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

SUAMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

SUAMXPIO is the largest value of the sum of the data elements SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT found at the current
summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of I/O requests.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SUAMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

SUAMXPIO is set to the maximum value of the sum of SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT by using the SAS MAXIMUM
function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXPIO contains the largest value of the sum of SUAPREAD and SUAPWRIT that was included at the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

SUAMXPLS is the largest value of SUAPLVS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAPLVS - Levels In Application Structure

Element Derivation:

SUAMXPLS is set to the maximum value of SUAPLVS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXPLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXPLS contains the largest value of SUAPLVS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

SUAMXPPU is the largest value of SUAPGMIU found at the current summarization level.
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Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC. Measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SUAPGMIU - Program Pool in Use at Task Termination

Element Derivation:

SUAMXPPU is set to the maximum value of SUAPGMIU by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXPPU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUAPGMIU in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMXPPU with its minimum counterpart (SUAMNPPU), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan. The source field for this element is part of the
standard header portion introduced by IDMS/R PM 10.2 but is also found in the variable data that is related to each type
of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS/R PM 10.2.

SUAMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

SUAMXPRQ is the largest value of SUAPREQ found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

             SUAMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAMXPRQ is set to the maximum value of SUAPREQ by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXPRQ contains the largest value of SUAPREQ that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

SUAMXRCE is the high-water mark of Resource Control Elements (RCEs) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SUAMXRCE contains the value input from the SSWMXRCE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SUAMXRCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXRCE contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUAMXRCE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2 that
is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

SUAMXRLE is the high-water mark of Resource Lock Elements (RLEs) used by the task.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAMXRLE contains the value input from the SSWMXRLE element of the CA MICS IDMS System Work File (SSW). The
IDMS Analyzer Guide contains a cross-reference of IDMS PM field names to SSW data element names.

Range of Value:

SUAMXRLE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXRLE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of SUAMXRLE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. The source field for this element is part of the standard data portion, introduced by IDMS PM 10.2,
that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

SUAMXRRQ is the largest value of SUARECR found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SUARECR - Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAMXRRQ is set to the maximum value of SUARECR by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:
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This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXRRQ contains the largest value of SUARECR that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

SUAMXSKP is the largest value of SUAKPTS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer value corresponding to bytes.

  See also:  SUAKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SUAMXSKP is set to the maximum value of SUAKPTS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXSKP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXSKP contains the largest value of SUAKPTS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

SUAMXSRS is the largest value of SUASTGRL found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

             SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

Element Derivation:

SUAMXSRS is set to the maximum value of SUASTGRL by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Value:

SUAMXSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXSRS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of SUASTGRL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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Using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the high utilization periods that occur for
your online system. In addition, when using SUAMXSRS with its minimum counterpart (SUAMNSRS), you can determine
the operating range of your system for a summarization level and timespan.

The source field for this element is part of the standard header portion introduced by IDMS PM 10.2, but is also found in
the variable data that is related to each type of task record. This element contains zeros for data prior to IDMS PM 10.2.

SUAMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

SUAMXSTK is the largest value of SUASTKW found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of stacked words.

  See also:  SUASTKW - Stack Words Used

Element Derivation:

SUAMXSTK is set to the maximum value of SUASTKW by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXSTK contains the largest value of SUASTKW that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

SUAMXSTM is the maximum response time out of all "short transaction" response times. Short transactions are defined
by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a short transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

             SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXSTM is set to the value of SUASRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "S" (short transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXSTM is set to the largest SUASRSTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks For Run Unit

SUAMXTLK is the largest value of SUATLKS found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of lock requests.

  See also:  SUATLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SUAMXTLK is set to the maximum value of SUATLKS by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXTLK contains the largest value of SUATLKS that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

SUAMXTTM is the largest value of DURATION found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  DURATION - Elapsed Time for Any Given Transaction

Element Derivation:

SUAMXTTM is set to the maximum value of DURATION by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

This value may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXTTM contains the largest value of DURATION that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUAMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

SUAMXUTM is the maximum response time out of all "user- defined" transaction response times. User-defined
transactions are defined by coding the relative longevity exit IDMRLRT to meet a user's definition of a user-defined
transaction.

Type:

Maximum/Minimum/Average data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

             SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUAMXUTM is set to the value of SUAURSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received when the value of
TRANTYPE is "U" (user-defined transactions).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that could possibly equal the total time the IDMS system
was active.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXUTM is set to the largest SUAMXUTM value encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

SUAMXVRO is the largest value of SUAVRECO found at the current summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

Element Derivation:

SUAMXVRO is set to the maximum value of SUAVRECO by using the SAS MAXIMUM function.

Range of Values:

SUAMXVRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAMXVRO contains the largest value of SUAVRECO that was included at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When using this value in conjunction with other maximum values, you can determine the "peak" utilization periods that
occur for your online system and define the current upper bounds at which your system can operate.

SUANODST - Number of Distribution Limits

SUANODST is the number of response time limits (i.e., number of SUARVALx values) that are defined by a user for
determining IDMS transaction response time distributions. A user may specify up to seven response time limits during the
installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer.

SUARVALx values are used in conjunction with distribution counters maintained in the IDMS System Activity, IDMS
User Activity, and IDMS Application Unit Activity Files for total, short, medium, long, user-defined, excessive, and
conversational transaction response distributions. Eight distribution accumulators are provided, and the highest one is
reserved for response events that complete in more time than the highest response time specified.

Type:

Common identification data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of response time limits.

  See also:  SUATDSTx - Total Response Distribution x

             SUACDSTx - Conversational Response Distribution x
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             SUAEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution x

             SUALDSTx - Long Response Distribution x

             SUAMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution x

             SUASDSTx - Short Response Distribution x

             SUAUDSTx - User Response Distribution x

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit x

Element Derivation:

The response-event time limits (SUARVALx) are set in the IDMOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, and the
number of limits is stored in the #IDMMSTR member of the CA MICS user source library by the IDMS Analyzer parameter
generation process.

Range of Value:

SUANODST is assigned a value of 7.

Summarization Process:

SUANODST is set to the last SUANODST value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAOPRID - CICS Operator ID

SUAOPRID represents the CICS operator ID.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAOPRID is derived from the TASCTEOI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

SUAOPRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAOPRID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAPCALL - Programs Called

SUAPCALL is the number of programs called for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SUAPLOAD - Programs Loaded

Element Derivation:

SUAPCALL is derived from the TASPGMCL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

SUAPCALL may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCALL contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPCALL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUAPLOAD (Number of Programs Loaded), SUAPCALL can be used to determine
the program loading overhead that is associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and
concurrent copy of the program does not exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-
concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or
(4) a new copy of the program is requested.

The effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

     SUAPLOAD / ( SUAPLOAD + SUAPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead. As the ratio value gets closer to 1.0, you
observe an increase in the CPU Time Spent (SUASYSTM) and the Number of Pages Read (SUAPREAD) in order to bring
in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of
the load modules. The greater the disparity of load module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SUAPCCRx - Conv Response Percentage

Values SUAPCCR1 through SUAPCCR7 represent the cumulative percent of conversational response events, for all
users.

SUAPCCR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCCR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer.
They are defined by the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user can select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IDMS
Analyzer to record response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator, according to transaction detail data for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

SUAPCCR1 through SUAPCCR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result
is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUACDSTx - Conv Response Distribution

             SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

             SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.
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Thus, given the values for SUACDST1 through SUACDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUACTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1
through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUACDST1-8        SUAPCCR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUACTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCCR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. In addition, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCCRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCCR1 through SUAPCCR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database. This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have
set the element TRANTYPE to C in the IDMS Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SUAPCERx - Excessive Response Percentage

Values SUAPCER1 through SUAPCER7 represent the cumulative percent of excessive response events, for all IDMS
users.

SUAPCER1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCER2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The
user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CA
MICS IDMS Analyzer to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than 5 seconds).

SUAPCER1 through SUAPCER7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be
recorded as a percentage.
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Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

             SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SUAEDSTx - Excessive Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SUAEDST1 through SUAEDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUAETRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1
through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUAEDST1-8        SUAPCER1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUAETRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCER8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCERx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCER1 through SUAPCER7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Values, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to X in the IDMS
Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT). Also, note that this is the default if either you have not provided an exit or you
have coded an invalid TRANTYPE.
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SUAPCLRx - Long Response Percentage

Values SUAPCLR1 through SUAPCLR7 represent the cumulative percent of long response events, for all IDMS users.

SUAPCLR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCLR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The
user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CA
MICS IDMS Analyzer to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than 5 seconds).

SUAPCLR1 through SUAPCLR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response distribution values less than or equal
to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be
recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

             SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SUALDSTx - Long Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to get the percent. T

hus, given the values for SUALDST1 through SUALDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUALTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1 through
SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUALDST1-8        SUAPCLR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUALTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCLR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCLRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:
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SUAPCLR1 through SUAPCLR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number Of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to L in the IDMS
Relative Longevity routine (IDMRLRT).

SUAPCMRx - Medium Response Percentage

Values SUAPCMR1 through SUAPCMR7 represent the cumulative percent of medium response events, for all IDMS
users.

SUAPCMR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCMR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The
user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CA
MICS IDMS Analyzer to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than 5 seconds). SUAPCMR1 through SUAPCMR7 can then be calculated as the sum of all response
distribution values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing.
The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SUAMDSTx - Medium Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SUAMDST1 through SUAMDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUAMTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1
through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUAMDST1-8        SUAPCMR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70
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        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUAMTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCMR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCMRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCMR1 through SUAPCMR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to M in the IDMS
Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SUAPCSRx - Short Response Percentage

Values SUAPCSR1 through SUAPCSR7 represent the cumulative percent of short response events, for all IDMS users.

SUAPCSR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCSR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The
user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CA
MICS IDMS Analyzer to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2
seconds and less than 5 seconds). SUAPCSR1 through SUAPCSR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response
distribution values less than or equal to the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing.
The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

             SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SUASDSTx - Short Response Distribution

Element Derivation:
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This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SUASDST1 through SUASDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUASTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1
through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUASDST1-8        SUAPCSR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUASTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCSR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCSRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCSR1 through SUAPCSR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to S in the IDMS
Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT).

SUAPCTRx - Total Response Percentage

Values SUAPCTR1 through SUAPCTR7 represent the cumulative percent of total response events (short, medium, long,
user, and conversational) for all IDMS users.

SUAPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; SUAPCTR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer.
They are defined by the RESP statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user can select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IDMS
Analyzer to record response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution
accumulator, according to transaction detail data for response time.
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Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added
to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds). SUAPCTR1 through
SUAPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is multiplied by
100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUATDSTx - Total Response Distribution

             SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             SUATRSTM - Total Task Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent.

Thus, given the values for SUATDST1 through SUATDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-
specified time, the value of SUATTRAN, the total number of response events, and the information that SUARVAL1
through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUATDST1-8        SUAPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUATTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Values:

SUAPCTRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCTR1 through SUAPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.
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This particular element provides an overall percentage of the combined total of the other six response distribution
categories.

SUAPCURx - User Response Percentage

Values SUAPCUR1 through SUAPCUR7 represent the cumulative percent of user response events, for all IDMS users.

SUAPCUR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period, SUAPCUR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods, and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent. Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The
user defines the distribution limits with the RESP statement in CA MICS prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IDMOPS.

The user must select seven response distribution times, such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the CA
MICS IDMS Analyzer to store response distributions within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the above example distribution values are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would
be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). SUAPCUR1 through
SUAPCUR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to the category
desired, divided by the total number of response events completing. The result is multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a
percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element - Numeric, measurement unit is percent.

  See also:  SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

             SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

             SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

             SUAUDSTx - User Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events.

The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for SUAUDST1 through SUAUDST8,
the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of SUAUTRAN, the total number of
response events, and the information that SUARVAL1 through SUARVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and greater than 60
seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation:

     SUARVAL1-8      SUAUDST1-8        SUAPCUR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1               100

                     ------

                        10 total responses (SUAUTRAN = 10)

Note that since SUAPCUR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, note that each of the
response distribution percentages is cumulative.
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Range of Values:

SUAPCURx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

SUAPCUR1 through SUAPCUR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

IDMS distribution counts are saved by a method based on the number of distribution times defined by the user. If 4
distribution times were defined, only the first 5 distribution counts would be meaningful (one for each time defined and one
for all responses that exceeded the highest value).

Variable SUANODST, Number of Distribution Limits, is the number of distribution values defined by the user. Percentages
for undefined distribution times are set to either 100 percent or 0 percent (if there are no response events, all distribution
percentages are set to 0) in the CA MICS database.

This particular element will only have values and meaning if you have set the element TRANTYPE to U in the IDMS
Relative Longevity Routine (IDMRLRT). Also, note that this is the default if either you have not provided an exit or you
have coded an invalid TRANTYPE.

SUAPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

SUAPDIND contains the name of the CA IDMS/DC node in which the dictionary used by the executing program can be
found.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

Element Derivation:

SUAPDIND is derived from the TASPGNOD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPDIND can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAPDIND contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPDIND in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains the name of the dictionary node in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SUAPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

SUAPDINM contains the name of the CA IDMS/DC dictionary in which the executing program was found.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

Element Derivation:

SUAPDINM is derived from the TASPGDBN field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

SUAPDINM can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAPDINM contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPDINM in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains the name of the dictionary file in use for a particular task. This element can be useful in tracking
task abnormal conditions recorded in the CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Incident File (IDMSIN).

SUAPGM - BATCH/CIC/DC Program Name

SUAPGM is the name of the program that is executed for a task under CA IDMS/DC, CA IDMS UCF, or Batch job. For
external run units that execute through the Central Version, SUAPGM is the name of the "binding" program.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

 See also:  SUAPVER  - Program Version Number

            SUAJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

            JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

Element Derivation:

SUAPGM is derived from the TASCPGNM field for CICS or IDMS/DC transactions, or TASBPGNM field for Batch
transactions in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

SUAPGM contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPGM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUAPGM is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back to
the program name for further analysis.

SUAPGMID - Identifying Program Name

SUAPGMID is the name of the program that is executed for a task under CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF. For external run
units that execute through the Central Version, SUAPGMID is the name of the binding program.

Type:

Retained data element -- Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

             SUAADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

             SUAPVER  - Program Version Number

Element Derivation:

SUAPGMID is derived from the TASPGMID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:
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This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAPGMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPGMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

SUAPGMID is either the entry or the exit program executed for a task. All resources and messages can be related back
to the program name for further analysis. If the CA IDMS/DC task is part of an ADS/O application, the element contains
the ADS/O dialog name. This element can also be found in the variable data section of the CA IDMS Performance Monitor
task record and is processed as SUAADSOA for CA IDMS/DC tasks.

SUAPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

SUAPGMIU is the number of bytes of storage in use from all program pools at task termination (reentrant, program, XA
reentrant, and XA program pools).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool in Use

             SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool in Use

             SUAUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

Element Derivation:

SUAPGMIU is derived from the TASPGMUS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPGMIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPGMIU contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPGMIU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be useful in determining storage requirements for the various CA IDMS program pools. From this
information it may be possible to identify trends in the amount of program working-set for the CA IDMS systems. Normally,
if programs are in use at task termination, they have been used regularly throughout the life of the transaction.

SUAPLOAD - Programs Loaded

SUAPLOAD is the number of programs loaded for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of programs.

  See also:  SUAPCALL  - Programs Called

             SUASYSTM  - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAPREAD  - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUAPLOAD is derived from the TASPGMLD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:
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SUAPLOAD may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of the field SUAPCALL for
a task.

Summarization Process:

SUAPLOAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPLOAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUAPCALL, SUAPLOAD can be used to determine the program loading overhead that is
associated with a task. A program needs to be loaded when (1) a shareable and concurrent copy of the program does not
exist in one of the program pools, (2) the program is non-shareable, non-concurrent, (3) the AMODE/RMODE restrictions
do not allow accessibility to the pool in which the program resides, or (4) a new copy of the program is requested. The
effectiveness of program utilization can be determined by using the following algorithm:

SUAPLOAD / ( SUAPLOAD + SUAPCALL ) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the higher the overhead; there will be an increase in CPU Time
(SUASYSTM) and the Number of Pages Read (SUAPREAD) to read in a copy of the program. When this occurs, analyze
the sizes of your program and reentrant pools, as well as the sizes of the load modules. The greater the disparity of load
module sizes, the greater the possibility of fragmentation.

SUAPLVL - Program Level Number

SUAPLVL represents the program level number.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 2.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAPLVL is derived from the TASMXLVL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPLVL may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPLVL contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPLVL in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAPLVS - Levels In Application Structure

SUAPLVS is the current level of depth in an ADS/Online application thread.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, length 2, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

             SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SUAPLVS is derived from the TAS#DBLV field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.
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Range of Value:

SUAPLVS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the number of application levels allowed by the
ADS/Online Statement subparameter "MAXIMUM LINKS IS n" specified in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:

SUAPLVS contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPLVS in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value is used to determine the depth of the application structure. The value of SUAPLVS should not exceed 3. Once
3 is exceeded, both CPU time (SUASYSTM) and storage (SUAUSDS and SUAKPTS) increase.

SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

SUAPMVER represents the version of CA IDMS Performance Monitor being executed.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAPMVER is derived from the SMFHVER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPMVER can contain any combination of four numeric characters that identify the CA IDMS release.

Summarization Process:

SUAPMVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPMVER in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

For supported release of CA IDMS, refer to section 6.7 (Data Sources Supported) in the CA MICS System Administrator
Guide.

SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

SUAPREAD is the number of database pages physically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SUAPREQ - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAPREAD is derived from the TASPAGRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPREAD may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the value of SUAPREQ.

Summarization Process:

SUAPREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This value can be used in conjunction with SUAPREQ (Number of Database Pages Requested) to evaluate the
effectiveness of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SUAPREQ / SUAPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value
less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the
CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the
overflow considerations for each area.

SUAPREQ - Database Pages Requested

SUAPREQ is the number of database pages logically read from DASD by the DBMS on behalf of a task. Note that a page
request by the DBMS does not necessarily result in a physical I/O to retrieve it when the page already resides in the buffer
pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUAPREQ is derived from the TASPAGRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPREQ may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPREQ contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPREQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with SUAPREAD (Number of Database Pages Read) to evaluate the effectiveness
of buffer utilization. In the following algorithm,

SUAPREQ / SUAPREAD = buffer utilization ratio

the resulting ratio value is a measure of the effectiveness of the buffer configuration, such as the number of pages in
buffer, and the assignment of areas to a buffer. These factors are important in determining the relationship of the buffer
utilization ratio to processing, such as the type of database manipulation being done and the volatility of an area (or areas)
assigned to the buffer. A ratio value in excess of 5 indicates an acceptable level of performance in the buffer. A ratio value
less than 5 requires an analysis of the type of processing (random processing yields a lower ratio due to the nature of the
CALC distribution, whereas set processing tends to yield a higher ratio), the usage of areas within the buffer pool, and the
overflow considerations for each area.

SUAPRFET - No. of Pages Found in Prefetch

SUAPRFET contains the number of pages read by CA IDMS after it anticipated the need to read ahead due to a large
volume of sequential processing, which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement performing a large
tablespace scan. Cache is turned off when prefetch is in use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SUACACHE - No. of Pages Found in Cache

Element Derivation:

SUAPRFET is derived from the TASPRFET field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPRFET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPRFET contains the sum of all values of SUAPRFET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

SUAPTERM is the identification of the physical terminal from which a task is executed.

Type:

Retained data element - Alphanumeric, length 8.

  See also:  SUATERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

             SUATRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

Element Derivation:

SUAPTERM is derived from the TASPTEID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPTERM can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAPTERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPTERM in the records processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Note that the physical terminal is used primarily for communications related processing of an external nature (for example,
read and write operations for VTAM terminals). The logical terminal (SUATERM) is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or
CA IDMS UCF system for resource anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
logical and physical terminals. SUAPTERM can also be used to determine the line associated with a device.

SUAPTYP - Program Type

SUAPTYP represents the program type.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 9.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAPTYP is derived from the TASPTYPE field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:
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This data element can take the following values: COBOL, ASSEMBLER, PL/I, ADS/O, SUBSCHEMA, MAP, TABLE,
UNDEFINED.

Summarization Process:

SUAPTYP contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPTYP in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAPVER - Program Version Number

SUAPVER is the version number of the program executed for a task. For external run units that execute through the
Central Version, SUAPVER is either 0 or 1, which are the default CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF version numbers.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 3. Measurement unit is an integer value corresponding to a program level.

  See also:  SUAPGM - Program Name

Element Derivation:

SUAPVER is derived from the TASPGVER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPVER may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

SUAPVER contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAPVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SUAPVER indicates whether a version other than the Central Version has been executed. When SUAPVER does not
have a value of 0 or 1, the actual library from which a program was loaded has a ddname of CDMSLnnn, where nnn is
the version number, or from the load area with the specified version number. "Versioning" is an effective means of testing
specific module changes within an application structure. When a user is in test mode (DCUF SET TEST nnn, where nnn
is the desired version number) and a program is requested, the system performs a search by trying to locate the following
information in this order:

• module name and test version specified in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLnnn"
• module name and default version number in the load area
• module name in the load library (or libraries) associated with the ddname "CDMSLIB"

When a module is found, the search ends. By using this multiple-scan approach, only the load modules that changed
need to have a version other than the default version associated with them. However, "versioning" requires overhead
when the system must locate a module and should therefore not be used in a production environment.

SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

SUAPWRIT is the number of database pages written to a DASD on behalf of a task. Database pages must be written
when they have been modified. Note that a page may be updated several times for each time that it is actually written to
the database.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of pages.

  See also:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

SUAPWRIT is derived from the TASPAGWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAPWRIT may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAPWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAPWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAQDEL - Queue Deletes

SUAQDEL is the number of explicit DML requests to delete records from a named CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF queue
for a task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SUAQGET - Queue Gets

             SUAQPUT - Queue Puts

Element Derivation:

SUAQDEL is derived from the TASQUEDL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAQDEL may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAQDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAQDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAQGET - Queue Gets

SUAQGET is the number of explicit DML requests to retrieve records from a named CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF
queue for a task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SUAQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SUAQPUT - Queue Puts

Element Derivation:

SUAQGET is derived from the TASQUEGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAQGET may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SUAQGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAQGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAQPUT - Queue Puts

SUAQPUT is the number of explicit DML requests to store records in a named CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF queue for a
task. The queue is either defined by the system at startup or an area built by a user during task processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of requests.

  See also:  SUAQDEL - Queue Deletes

             SUAQGET - Queue Gets

Element Derivation:

SUAQPUT is derived from the TASQUEPT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAQPUT may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAQPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAQPUT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUARBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

SUARBFB is the number of Record Buffer Blocks (RBBs) required by the ADS/Online structure. A record buffer block is a
fixed amount of storage (typically 4084 bytes) that holds occurrences of map, work, global, and database records required
by the application.

Initially, you receive a primary allocation. A secondary allocation is added as the primary allocation is used up. You receive
as many secondary allocations as are necessary to satisfy your processing requirements. The sizes of the primary and
secondary allocations are determined by the subparameters "PRIMARY POOL" and "SECONDARY POOL" of the ADS/
ONLINE STATEMENT of the sysgen.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUARBFB is derived from the TASMXRBB field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUARBFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUARBFB contains the sum of all occurrences of SUARBFB that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This value can be used to find anomalies in usage, which should be investigated by an application developer. By altering
the record lists sequence, you may be able to reduce the total number of RBBs for a given application structure.

SUARECR - Records Requested

SUARECR is the number of database records requested by the DBMS in order to satisfy the requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SUARECU - Records Current of Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SUARECR is derived from the TASRECRQ field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUARECR may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUARECR contains the sum of all occurrences of SUARECR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SUARECU (Number of Records Current of Run Unit) in the following
algorithm, you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

SUARECR / SUARECU = dbms work load

When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SUARECU - Records Current of Run Unit

SUARECU is the number of database record occurrences that were made current of run-unit during the processing of
database requests for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SUARECR - Records Requested

Element Derivation:

SUARECU is derived from the TASRECCU field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUARECU may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUARECU contains the sum of all occurrences of SUARECU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By using this value in conjunction with the value of SUARECR (Number of Records Requested) in the following algorithm,
you can determine the amount of work required by the DBMS to satisfy your requests:

SUARECR / SUARECU = dbms work load
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When the value of the ratio is 3.0 or less, the DBMS is doing minimal work to satisfy your requests. When the ratio is
greater than 3.0, you need to analyze the type of processing required versus the database structures in place (and
volumes) to determine validity, or to take appropriate measures to correct the situation.

SUARELOC - Records Relocated

SUARELOC is the number of database records that have been relocated to their home page after they were are "forced"
off their home page due to space considerations. Records are relocated only during a restructuring of the database or
when migrating from one release of CA IDMS to another.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of records.

  See also:  SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SUARELOC is derived from the TASRELO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUARELOC may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUARELOC contains the sum of all occurrences of SUARELOC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

It is necessary to monitor the value of SUARELOC, because overhead is booked to a task, but overhead is not directly
related to your processing. Recovery to home page only occurs when you have readied the areas in an update mode and
you have accessed the record, either explicitly or implicitly, and space is available on the home page.

When SUARELOC has a high value, or the cumulative total for tasks processing against the areas over a given period
of time is high, an unload/reload may be necessary. You may observe that as the value of SUARELOC increases, the
Numbers of Database Pages Read (SUAPREAD), Database Pages Requested (SUAPREQ), and Database Pages
Written (SUAPWRIT) also increase.

SUARVALx - Response Distribution Limit

SUARVALx is the value of the x response-event distribution limit, where x equals l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7. SUARVALx values
are time limits that are specified by the System Administrator in the RESP statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)
during the installation of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer. The seven limits (SUARVALx) are used to create response time
categories, as shown in the table below:

  Response Time Category     Limits of Response Time Categories

           1                      0 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL1

           2               SUARVAL1 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL2

           3               SUARVAL2 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL3

           4               SUARVAL3 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL4

           5               SUARVAL4 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL5

           6               SUARVAL5 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL6

           7               SUARVAL6 (= Response Time ( SUARVAL7

           8               SUARVAL7 (= Response Time
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After a response event completes, l is added to an accumulator (for example, SUACDSTx) depending on the response
time category into which its duration falls. The CA MICS IDMS Analyzer uses accumulators for different types of response
events (short, medium, long, conversational, excessive, and user-defined). For example, if the response-event time (or
distribution) limits were l, 2, 5, l0, l5, 30, and 60 seconds and a conversational response event occurred in 3.5 seconds,
then 1 would be added to the conversational response event accumulator for category 3 (SUACDST3).

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUARVALx is obtained from the _RVALx macro generated by the IDMPGEN process, and it is found in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(#IDMMSTR).

Range of Value:

SUARVALx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is determined by a user.

Summarization Process:

SUARVALx contains the value of the last occurrence of SUARVALx in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASDSTx - Short Response Distribution

Each count, SUASDST1 through SUASDST8, contains the number of short response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUASDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SUARVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer to record distributions within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUASDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SUASDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUASDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUASDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUASDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of S to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUASDSTx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SUASDSTx contains the sum of all SUASDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASERVU - Service Units

SUASERVU is reserved for a CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes SUASERVU to zero. SUASERVU permits a user
to calculate service units for each user. The exit _USRSSUA permits a user to calculate SUASERVU according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is integer value.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is computed by summing user- calculated values of SUASERVU.

Range of Value:

This value is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

SUASERVU is set to the sum of all SUASERVU values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASETTM - Settime Requests

SUASETTM is the number of times a CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF #SETIME macro request was issued. This macro
causes a task either to wait, post, initiate a task, or cancel.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. The measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUASETTM is derived from the TASSETIM field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASETTM may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASFREE - Storage Frees

SUASFREE is the number of explicit and implicit #FREESTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #FREESTG command releases storage from the storage pool.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SUASGET  - Storage Gets

             SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUASFREE is derived from the TASSTGFR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASFREE may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASFREE contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASFREE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
will be useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. A second use will be the ability to identify
abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SUASGET - Storage Gets

SUASGET is the number of explicit and implicit #GETSTG CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF macro requests issued by a
task. The #GETSTG command acquires storage from the storage pool.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of macro requests.

  See also:  SUASFREE - Storage Frees

             SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

Element Derivation:

SUASGET is derived from the TASSTGGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASGET may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

By monitoring the values for this element over a period of time, trends should develop in your application. This information
will be useful in tracking and projecting the overhead of the CA IDMS system. A second use will be the ability to identify
abnormal peaks or lows in usage that can indicate potential problems and bottlenecks in the system.

SUASLKS - Select Locks for Run Unit

SUASLKS is the number of database select locks held for a task. A select lock is placed on any record that is touched
while the area in which it resides is opened in a mode that requires record-level locking.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of select locks.

  See also:  SUAULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit
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             SUATLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SUASLKS is derived from the TASSLOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASLKS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASLKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

SUASMICT contains the number of minimum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, CA IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SUASMICT represents the minimum number of rows that were sorted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUASMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

Element Derivation:

SUASMICT is derived from the TAS#SMI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASMICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASMICT contains the sum of all values of SUASMICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASMXCT - No. of Maximum Rows Sorted

SUASMXCT contains the number of maximum rows sorted. During an SQL command execution, CA IDMS may perform
multiple sorts on multiple tables. SUASMXCT represents the maximum number of rows that were sorted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUASMICT - No. of Minimum Rows Sorted

Element Derivation:

SUASMXCT is derived from the TAS#SMX field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASMXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASMXCT contains the sum of all values of SUASMXCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

SUASPNTM contains the amount of CPU time that executed on zIIP processor engines for the transaction.

The value of SUASPNTM is normalized to the cycle speed of general purpose CP engines. This data element is only
populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SUAPMVER) equals 1800 or
greater). Normalized and un-normalized zIIP CPU times are equal for full entitlement z/series CPC models because the
general purpose CP processor engines execute at the same cycle speed as the specialty (zIIP) processor.

For sub-capacity z/series CPC models (also referred to as knee-capped), however, the CP processor cycle speed is
slower than the specialty processor cycle speed. Normalizing zIIP processor CPU time values involves multiplying the
actual zIIP processor CPU time by a normalization factor (e.g., 1.5) to reflect the amount of CPU time that would have
been required on the slower CP processors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SUASPNTM is derived from the TASZPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASPNTM contains the sum of all values of SUASPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUASPNTM should be used for IDMS request related zIIP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting.

For IDMS activity on sub-capacity z/Series CPC models, you can calculate the un-normalized (actual zIIP CPU time) by
dividing SUASPNTM by the appropriate normalization factor. CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF records do not provide
this factor, but it can be determined by examining data element zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor (PGMSUPNF) in any
of the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF Component) step level files (e.g., BATPGM, BAT_ST, etc.).

If you require a data element that contains the actual, rather than the normalized zIIP processor CPU time, you can
populate a user defined data element, for example, Actual zIIP CPU Time (SUASUPTM) using the _USRSSUA user
exit as shown below. Note that you will need to add this user-defined data element to the IDMSUA file definition in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). In addition, you will need to determine the normalization factors for all z/OS
LPARs executing on your installed CPCs.

To determine normalization factors for your z/OS LPARS, you can execute the following SAS code against all CA MICS
units that contain the CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) component:

PROC FREQ DATA=&BATX..BATPGM01 ;

TABLES PGMSUPNF*SYSID / NOROW NOCOL NOPERCENT NOCUM ;
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TITLE1 'Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs' ;

The SASLIST output will look something like this:

         Normalization Factors for z/OS LPARs

  PGMSUPNF                  SYSID

  Frequency  |CA31    |XAD1    |XAL1    |XAT1    |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  1.52734375 |  74151 |  13529 |      0 |      0 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

   4.2109375 |      0 |      0 |   6176 |  13972 |

  -----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ ... etc.

  Total         74151    13529     6176    13972

From this report, you can see that systems CA31 and XAD1 have a normalization factor of 1.52734375, and systems
XAL1 and XAT1 have normalization factors of 4.2109375. To convert normalized zIIP CPU time into actual zIIP CPU time,
you must divide SUASPNTM by the appropriate factor for each SYSID. Using the _USRSSUA exit, you could accomplish
this for the SYSID values in the above example as follows:

     MACRO _USRSSUA ;

       IF SYSID IN ('CA31','XAD1') THEN

          NORMFACT=1.52734375 ; /* CPC model 615 */

       ELSE IF SYSID IN ('XAL1','XAT1') THEN

          NORMFACT=4.516422804; /* CPC model 407 */

       ELSE NORMFACT=1 ;         /* CPC models 7xx */

       SUASUPTM=SUASPNTM/NORMFACT; /* actual zIIP CPU time */

     %

Refer to section 1.1.2.2 - Tailoring the Database in the CA MICS System Modification Guide for information about adding
user-defined data elements to a MICS file.

SUASRRCT - No. of Rows Sorted

SUASRRCT contains the total number of rows sorted while performing an SQL command that required sorting of rows
before display or update.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUASRRCT is derived from the TAS#SRR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASRRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASRRCT contains the sum of all values of SUASRRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

SUASRSTM is the total response time of short transactions completed. Short transactions are those that have a
Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of "S." Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative longevity
exit IDMRLRT. When TRANTYPE is set to "S", SUASRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the difference
between the Start Time (PMHSTIME) and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-IDMS
Performance Monitor record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUASRSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to "S" (short transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASRSTM contains the sum of all values of SUASRSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASRTCT - No. of Sorts Performed

SUASRTCT contains the number of sorts performed to complete a task.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUASRTCT is derived from the TAS#SRT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASRTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASRTCT contains the sum of all values of SUASRTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

SUASTGRL is the number of bytes of storage in use from all storage pools that have been relocated to the scratch queue
at task termination.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  SUAKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

             SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relocated to Scratch

             SUAUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SUASTGRL is derived from the TASSTGRL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASTGRL contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASTGRL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element contains only the amount of relocatable storage kept for pseudo-conversational tasks at task termination.
The amount of non-relocatable storage may be computed by subtracting this element from the amount of storage kept,
SUAKPTS. The element SUASTGRL can be useful in estimating the size requirements for the scratch queue. By knowing
the amount of storage relocated and the size of each scratch-queue record, you may calculate the amount of space
required to hold the data.

SUASTKW - Stack Words Used

SUASTKW is the number of fullwords used from the stack area of a Task Control Element (TCE) by programs executing
on behalf of a task.

The stack area is used by CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF programs as a register save area when transferring control,
with expected return, from one program to another. The stack is also used as a work area when the program explicitly
requests it (#GETSTK macro of CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF). The stack size is established by the STACKSIZE
subparameter of the SYSTEM statement within the system generation. All tasks have the same number of fullwords
available to them in the TCE.

Storage from the stack is allocated in frames. The minimum frame size is four fullwords (registers 14, 11, 12, and 13
are always saved). When additional storage is required, the frame size increases. As the programs link in a downward
fashion, the number of active frames for a task increases. As programs return up the chain, frames are "released," and the
space occupied by them is available again.

If the amount of storage established for the stack is insufficient for the processing requirements, a task will end with a
D009 abend code. An "overflow" system stack area, ABENDSTG, will be used for the abend of a task.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of fullwords.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUASTKW is derived from the TASHISTK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASTKW may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the STACKSIZE subparameter of the
SYSTEM statement in the sysgen.

Summarization Process:
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SUASTKW contains the value of the last occurrence of SUASTKW in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value can be monitored to find abnormalities or to determine when the value set in the sysgen needs to be adjusted
based on need.

SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

SUASTRAN is the number of short transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of short transactions.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUASTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, conversational, user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and copying it
into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data element
TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "S," indicating that a transaction is short, a count of one is added to
SUASTRAN.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUASTRAN is set to the sum of all SUASTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SUASUCTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS Release 18.0 and later (when data element
IDMS/R PM Version (SUAPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SUASUCTM is derived from the TASCPTI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUASUCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUASUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASUCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUASUCTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SUACPUTM). It is the portion of SUACPUTM that executed on a general
purpose CP processor, but was eligible to execute on a zIIP processor. SUASUCTM should be used for IDMS transaction
related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that executed on general
purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP processors.

Excessive values for SUASUCTM CPU time may mean that your zIIP processor pool could be expanded to prevent
excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work. If your chargeback system uses a different rate for
CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than that used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you
do not want to charge zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP processor the CP processor rate, you can use this data
element for charging at the specialty engine rate because the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was
available.

SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

SUASYSTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by a task while system related processes (e.g., database
accessing, storage acquisition) have control. Note that for IDMS r17.0 only, (SUAPMVER=1700), SUASYSTM also
contains any zIIP processor CPU time consumed by the task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

             SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SUASYSTM is derived from the TASTIMSY field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASSYTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section. Beginning with CA
IDMS Release 17.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was included in these two raw data fields, and beginning with
CA IDMS Release 18.0, normalized zIIP processor CPU time was added to the SMF record as a separate data field.

As a result, for data processed from IDMS Release 18.0 and later, CA MICS subtracts zIIP processor CPU time from
SUASYSTM during raw data read-up to return SUASYSTM to a measure of CP general processor CPU time only:

     SUASYSTM = SUASYSTM - SUASPNTM ;

 

Range of Value:

SUASYSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUASYSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUASYSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUASYSTM, and Total Task CPU User Time (SUAUSRTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.
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SUATCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

SUATCDID contains the identifying DC task code.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATCDID is derived from the TASTCDID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATCDID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUATCDID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUATCDID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains the CA IDMS/DC task code for a regular DC task, the ADS/O application name when the DC task
is running control of ADS/O, the CICS transaction code if the record pertains to the CICS External Run Unit (ERU), or the
job name if the record pertains to a batch ERU.

SUATDSTx - Total Response Distribution

Each count, SUATDST1 through SUATDST8, contains the total number of response events (short, medium, long, user,
and conversational) that completed within the user-defined limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUATDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value of SUARVAL1. As
part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer to record distributions within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUATDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SUATDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUATDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUASDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             SUAMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             SUALDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             SUACDSTX - Conv Response Distribution

             SUAUDSTX - User Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element of the SUATDSTx group is the sum of the associated SUASDSTx, SUAMDSTx, SUALDSTx, SUAUDSTx
and SUACDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUATDSTx fields are incremented during detail
transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of S, M, L, C or U.
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Range of Values:

SUATDSTx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATDSTx contains the sum of all SUATDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

SUATERM is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

Type:

Retained data element -- Alphanumeric, Length 8.

  See also:  SUAPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

Element Derivation:

SUATERM is derived from the TASLTEID field or the TASCTETI field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

This value may be any standard alphanumeric character.

Summarization Process:

SUATERM contains the value of the last occurrence of SUATERM in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value is primarily used for identifying "application threads" for systems by the chronological execution of tasks from
a single logical terminal. This information can be used to determine work loads, which is useful for capacity planning
exercises.

This element is only present for CA IDMS/DC and CICS related tasks. Note that the Physical Terminal (SUAPTERM)
is used primarily for communications-related processing of an external nature (i.e., read and write operations for VTAM
terminals). The Logical Terminal (SUATERM) is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system for resource
anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between logical and physical terminals.

SUATERRS - Terminal Errors

SUATERRS is the number of terminal read and write errors associated with a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of errors.

  See also:  SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

             SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

Element Derivation:

SUATERRS is derived from the TASTRMER field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATERRS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SUATERRS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATERRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

SUATLKS is the total number of database locks requested for a task, including both the select and update locks for all
user and system run units executed during a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of locks.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATLKS is derived from the TASTLOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATLKS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATLKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATLKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be compared to the value of RULOCKS (Run Unit Lock Table initial allocation) in the SYSTEM statement
of the system generation. When SUATLKS exceeds RULOCKS, further analysis needs to be done.

Look into journal reports to determine the frequency of commit checkpoints, which free up locks held. When the frequency
of commit checkpoints is non-existent (i.e., when commit checkpoints do not occur) or the frequency is low, the possibility
of using excessive amounts of storage from the storage pool exists, because when the initial allocation of the Run Unit
Lock Table (RLT) is exceeded, the system automatically gives you a subsequent allocation of twice the allocated value.
(The same process occurs when you subsequently run out of the current allocation.) After the analysis, either increase the
RULOCKS parameter for each task or issue checkpoints more frequently.

SUATPRTY - Task Priority

SUATPRTY contains the execution priority for the current CA IDMS task.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATPRTY is derived from the TASTPRTY field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATPRTY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

SUATPRTY contains the value of the last occurrence of SUATPRTY in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None.

SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

SUATREAD is the number of terminal read requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal read requests.

  See also:  SUATERRS - Terminal Errors

             SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

Element Derivation:

SUATREAD is derived from the TASTRMRD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATREAD may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATREAD contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATREAD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATRLEN - Terminal Read Length

SUATRLEN is the number of bytes read from a terminal on a read operation.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATRLEN is derived from the TASDCTRL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATRLEN may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATRLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATRLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

( SUATRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:

( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds
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By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SUATRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

SUATRMID is the identification of the logical terminal from which a task is executed.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

Element Derivation:

SUATRMID is derived from the TASTRMID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATRMID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUATRMID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUATRMID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This value is used primarily for identifying system application threads by executing tasks chronologically from a single
logical terminal. This information can be used to determine workloads for capacity planning exercises. This element is only
present for CA IDMS/DC-related and CICS-related tasks.

The Physical Terminal Name (SUAPTERM) is used primarily for communications-related processing of an external nature
(that is, read and write operations for VTAM terminals). SUATRMID is used primarily by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS
UCF system for resource anchoring and next activity indication. There is a one-to-one correspondence between logical
and physical terminals.

SUATRSTM - Total Task Response Time

SUATRSTM is the sum of the response times of five types of IDMS transactions (conversational, long, medium, short, and
user-defined transactions) based on a specified level of summarization. SUATRSTM does not include the amount of time
reported for excessive transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

             SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

             SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

             SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

             SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

SUATRSTM is derived by summing the response times of five IDMS transaction types (it does not include response times
of excessive transactions).

Range of Value:

SUATRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUATRSTM is set to the sum of the SUACRSTM, SUALRSTM, SUAMRSTM, SUASRSTM, and SUAURSTM values
encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATSKID - Task ID Number

SUATSKID represents the task ID number.

Type:

Retained data element -- Numeric, Length 4.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATSKID is derived from the TASTSKID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATSKID may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATSKID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUATSKID in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

SUATTRAN is the number of executed transactions found during the processing of data from the IDMS/R Performance
Monitor. SUATTRAN includes transactions in five categories (i.e., long, medium, short, user-defined, and conversational
transactions). It does not include "excessive" transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of transactions.

  See also:  SUACTRAN - Conversational Transactions

             SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

             SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

             SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

             SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is sum of five transaction categories, which are described above. The five categories are
defined by a user by coding the IDMS Relativity Longevity exit IDMRLRT:

      SUATTRAN = SUM(SUACTRAN, SUALTRAN, SUAMTRAN, SUASTRAN,

                 SUAUTRAN)

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SUATTRAN is set to the sum of five transaction category values (i.e., sum of SUACTRAN, SUALTRAN, SUAMTRAN,
SUASTRAN, SUAUTRAN) encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUATWLEN - Terminal Write Length

SUATWLEN is the number of bytes written to a terminal for a write operation.

Type:

Accumulated Data Element - Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUATWLEN is derived from the TASDCTWL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATWLEN may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUATWLEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATWLEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in determining the line time for transmission of a data stream, specifically in a remote terminal
environment. By using the following algorithm, you can estimate the amount of time it takes to send a data stream up a
line:

( SUATRLEN * 9 ) / baud rate of line = time

For example, when the data stream is 1200 bytes long, and the baud rate is 9600, the amount of time required to send the
data stream of the line is:

( 10,800 ) / 9600 = 1.125 seconds

By monitoring the amount of data read and analyzing the content of a data stream, you can reduce the data stream size,
and thereby decrease the amount of time required to transmit it.

SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

SUATWRIT is the number of terminal write requests issued by a task. This value includes both success and fail I/O status
requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of terminal write requests.

  See also:  SUATERRS - Terminal Errors

             SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

Element Derivation:

SUATWRIT is derived from the TASTRMWR field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUATWRIT may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SUATWRIT contains the sum of all occurrences of SUATWRIT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAUDSTx - User Response Distribution

Each count, SUAUDST1 through SUAUDST8, contains the number of user response events that completed within the
user-defined limit (SUARVALx).

For example, SUAUDST1 contains all responses that occurred between 0 seconds and the value specified in SUARVAL1.
As part of the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution time limits in the RESP
statement of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This permits the CA MICS IDMS Analyzer to record distributions within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution time limits requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response
occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and
less than 5 seconds). SUAUDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined
time. Likewise, SUAUDST2 is the number of response events that completed between the first and second user-defined
distribution times. SUAUDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUATDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             SUARVALX - Response Distribution Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the SUAUDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IDMS user. SUAUDSTx fields are
incremented if the user relative longevity code routine IDMRLRT assigns a value of U to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

SUAUDSTx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUDSTx contains the sum of all SUAUDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAUFLD1 - User Field 1

SUAUFLD1 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAUFLD2 - User Field 2

             SUAUFLD3 - User Field 3

Element Derivation:
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SUAUFLD1 is derived from the TASUFLD1 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUFLD1 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAUFLD1 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAUFLD1 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.

SUAUFLD2 - User Field 2

SUAUFLD2 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SUAUFLD3 - User Field 3

Element Derivation:

SUAUFLD2 is derived from the TASUFLD2 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUFLD2 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SUAUFLD2 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAUFLD2 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.

SUAUFLD3 - User Field 3

SUAUFLD3 is available for user entry of information. Information can be entered by coding user exits to populate this data
element in the PMAM task statistics record.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  SUAUFLD1 - User Field 1

             SUAUFLD2 - User Field 2

Element Derivation:

SUAUFLD3 is derived from the TASUFLD3 field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUFLD3 can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

SUAUFLD3 contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAUFLD3 in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains information only if the user exits for CA IDMS Performance Monitor are coded to populate the field
in the PMAM task statistics record.

SUAULKS - Update Locks for Run Unit

SUAULKS is the number of database update locks held for a task. An update lock is placed on a record that has been
modified, either implicitly or explicitly, for an area that has been readied in a mode that requires record-level locking.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of database update locks.

  See also:  SUASLKS - Select Locks for Run Unit

             SUATLKS - Total Locks for Run Unit

Element Derivation:

SUAULKS is derived from the TASULOCK field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAULKS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAULKS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAULKS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAUPCNT - No. of records Updated

SUAUPCNT contains the total number of pages. This counter is incremented by the number of pages that are modified
for inserting, deleting, or modifying rows in tables. For instance, an insert may cause modification to multiple pages to
complete adding a row to the table.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAUPCNT is derived from the TASUPCNT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUPCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUPCNT contains the sum of all values of SUAUPCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SUAUPDCT - No. of Rows Updated

SUAUPDCT contains the number of rows updated as a result of executing an SQL command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAUPDCT is derived from the TAS#UPD field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUPDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUPDCT contains the sum of all values of SUAUPDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

SUAURSTM is the total response time of user-defined transactions completed. User-defined transactions are those that
have a Transaction Type (TRANTYPE) of "U." Specification of TRANTYPE is defined in user-written code in the relative
longevity exit IDMRLRT. When TRANTYPE is set to "U", SUAURSTM is assigned the value of DURATION, which is the
difference between the Start Time (PMHSTIME) and End Time (PMHETIME) fields from the header section of the CA-
IDMS Performance Monitor record.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  SUATRSTM - Total Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The value of SUAURSTM is assigned the value of DURATION when the user-written code in the relative longevity
IDMRLRT exit sets TRANTYPE to "U" (user-defined transaction).

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAURSTM contains the sum of all values of SUAURSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

SUAUSDP is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all program pools (i.e., reentrant, XA reentrant,
program, and XA program pools).

Type:
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Accumulated Data Element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAUSDP is derived from the TASPGMHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUSDP may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUSDP contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAUSDP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is important in determining the overall resource requirements of various tasks and application threads. By using
this value in addition to information on the amounts of other resources used, work loads can be established. Then the
work loads can be used as baseline models for making capacity projections.

SUAUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

SUAUSDS is the high-water mark of the number of bytes used from all storage pools for a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is bytes.

  See also:  SUAKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

Element Derivation:

SUAUSDS is derived from the TASSTGHW field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUSDS may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUSDS contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAUSDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value can be used in conjunction with the other resource amount values to determine the requirements of tasks
within the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

SUAUSRID - Identifying User ID

SUAUSRID is the identifying CA IDMS/DC user ID.

Type:

Retained data element - Character, length 8.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SUAUSRID is derived from the TASUSRID field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAUSRID can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

SUAUSRID contains the value of the last occurrence of SUAUSRID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

This element contains the first eight bytes of the CA IDMS/DC User ID (which is 32 bytes long) or the CICS Operator ID
(originally from TCTTEOI field of CICS region).

SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

SUAUSRTM is the CP general processor CPU time consumed by a task while a user's program or a CA IDMS component
(such as the ADS/Online run-time system) has control. For external run units, this value will be zero because all DBMS
work is done in system mode.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

Element Derivation:

SUAUSRTM is derived from the TASTIMUS field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record, or for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later, from the higher precision TASUSTI field in the Extended DC Statistics section.

Range of Value:

SUAUSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAUSRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAUSRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUAUSRTM, and Total Task CPU System Time (SUASYSTM) are the two components of Total Task CPU Time, the CPU
time consumed on general purpose CP processor engines.

SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

SUAUTRAN is the number of user-defined transactions executed.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is number of user-defined transactions.

  See also:  SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

The source of SUAUTRAN is the IDMS Component exit IDMRLRT. The system administrator defines six categories of
transactions (i.e., long, medium, short, excessive, conversational, and user-defined transactions) by coding IDMRLRT and
copying it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. For each transaction processed, IDMRLRT sets the value of the transaction type data
element TRANTYPE. When the value of TRANTYPE is "U," indicating that a transaction is user- defined, a count of one is
added to SUAUTRAN.
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Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is bounded by SUATTRAN.

Summarization Process:

SUAUTRAN is set to the sum of all SUACTRAN values encountered at the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAVREC - Via Recs With No Overflow

SUAVREC is the number of VIA or DIRECT records stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target page directly
corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the DIRECT-
DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

            SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUAVREC is derived from the TASVIANO field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAVREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAVREC contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAVREC that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUAVRECO, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SUAVREC / (SUAVREC + SUAVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SUAPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page. The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after
interrogating the Space Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page
needed to actually store the record must be retrieved, and the record is stored. (To complete this process, three I/Os are
necessary to store.) In subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

SUAVRECO is the number of VIA or DIRECT records that are not stored on a target page. For VIA records, the target
page directly corresponds to that of its owner record. For DIRECT records, the target page is specified at store time in the
DIRECT-DBKEY field of the Subschema Communications Block (SSC).

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  SUAVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

             SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

Element Derivation:

SUAVRECO is derived from the TASVIAOF field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAVRECO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAVRECO contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAVRECO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When used in conjunction with SUAVREC, this value can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering VIA records
around their owner records in the database by using the following algorithm:

SUAVREC / (SUAVREC + SUAVRECO) = effectiveness ratio

The closer the value of the effectiveness ratio is to 1.0, the greater the effectiveness of clustering. When the value of the
ratio falls below 0.80, steps need to be taken with the database to improve space utilization (for example, increase the
number of pages in an area for better distribution of the owner records, increase the page size, reassign records to areas).

When the effectiveness ratio falls below 1.0, the Database Pages Read (SUAPREAD) increases, because a record must
be stored on another page. The actual page that will contain the "overflow" record is determined by the DBMS after
interrogating the Space Management Page (SMP) governing the particular interval. Once the SMP is retrieved, the page
needed to actually store the record must be retrieved, and the record will be stored. (To complete this process, three I/Os
are necessary to store.) In subsequent processing of the set, overhead will be incurred due to the overflow.

SUAWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

SUAWTTM is the amount of time that a user task waited for resources to become available (storage, program pools,
database keys, physical I/O, etc.) or for the task to become dispatched by the CA IDMS/DC or CA IDMS UCF system.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit is seconds.

  See also:  SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SUAWTTM is derived from the TASTIMWT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Values:

SUAWTTM may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAWTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAWTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is derived by first computing the difference between the task initiation and termination times. Then values of
SUASYSTM and SUAUSRTM are subtracted from the computed value to determine the total wait time. SUAWTTM is the
accumulation of all the time spent waiting either for a task to be dispatched or for resources to become available (storage,
program pools, database keys, physical I/O, etc.).
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If the value of SUAWTTM divided by the total number of I/Os is equivalent to the service time for the DASD device, then
the Total Wait Time (SUAWTTM) can be attributed to the I/O operations. If not, other factors contributed to the wait time,
and an analysis must be done to determine the contention.

SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

SUAXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP) processor. This data element is only populated for CA IDMS
Release 18.0 and later (when data element IDMS/R PM Version (SUAPMVER) equals 1800 or greater).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

             SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

             SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

             SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

             SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

             SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

Element Derivation:

SUAXCSTM is calculated using the following formula:

     SUAXCSTM = SUACPUTM - SUASUCTM

Range of Value:

SUAXCSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. Negative values may
be acceptable.

Summarization Process:

SUAXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SUAXCSTM is a subset Total Task CPU Time (SUACPUTM). It is the portion of SUACPUTM that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor. SUAXCSTM should be used for IDMS transaction related CP processor usage analysis,
capacity planning, and cost accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than that used
for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge zIIP eligible work that executed on a CP
processor the CP processor rate, you can use this data element for charging the CP processor rate.

SUAXDEL - Scratch Deletes

SUAXDEL is the number of explicit scratch deletes issued by a task.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  SUAXGET - Scratch Gets

             SUAXPUT - Scratch Puts

Element Derivation:

SUAXDEL is derived from the TASSCRDL field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:
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SUAXDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAXDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAXDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAXGET - Scratch Gets

SUAXGET is the number of explicit scratch gets issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database logical and physical reads, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch gets.

  See also:  SUAXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SUAXPUT  - Scratch Puts

             SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

             SUAPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

Element Derivation:

SUAXGET is derived from the TASSCRGT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAXGET may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAXGET contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAXGET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SUAXPUT - Scratch Puts

SUAXPUT is the number of explicit scratch puts issued by a task. Note that one scratch request may result in any number
of database physical writes, because a scratch record can exceed the size of a database page.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- Numeric. Measurement unit number of explicit scratch puts.

  See also:  SUAXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

             SUAXGET  - Scratch Gets

             SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

Element Derivation:

SUAXPUT is derived from the TASSCRPT field in the CA IDMS Performance Monitor SMF record.

Range of Value:

SUAXPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SUAXPUT contains the sum of all occurrences of SUAXPUT that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None
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IMS Data Dictionary
The IMS Information Area, CA MICS IMS Analyzer, data dictionary and files.

Discussions of Various Measurement Topics (IMS)
This section discusses measurement topics related to more than one of the data elements in the IMS Information Area.

$IMSACCT - IMS User Accounting Field Definitions
What do the IMS User Accounting Fields indicate?

The CA MICS IMS Analyzer can save IMS resource use and accounting data in several ways. Three files in which such
data is saved are the IMS User Activity Files (IMSISU/_IS) and the IMS User Application Count File (IMSIAC).

These files have an identification of the user of the IMS facility within in the file content. This identifier is part of the key to
the records in the file, so it is very convenient to display records from the file by IMS user identification.

The user accounting fields are completely defined by the user during the installation of the IMS Analyzer. As such, the
definition of the fields depends only on the CA MICS user's need for IMS accountability.

Do these fields "match" the batch accounting fields?

These fields are defined and constructed during data formatting in a manner very similar to the CA MICS batch user
accounting fields. The IMS fields are not, however, bound to be the same number of fields, or of compatible lengths to the
batch fields used for processing SMF batch user data.

How are the IMS User Accounting Fields defined?

The user describes each field to CA MICS by one statement (card image) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSACCT). Each
statement contains the sequential number of the field (1 to 9), the length of the field, and the title of the field.

A sample definition would be:

      1 2  'PROJECT'

      2 10 'DEPARTMENT'

This definition would cause two user account code fields to be stored in the CA MICS IMS user-related databases: one
two bytes long and one ten bytes long.

How are the fields filled in?

You must code a small SAS routine to fill in the contents of the user account code fields. The reason you must do this
is that accounting conventions vary from site to site. There is no way CA MICS can anticipate all possible accounting
conventions.

Fortunately, the routine is easy to create. Just code a SAS routine that stores whatever character data you want into the
fields defined, and save the routine in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSACRT).

The real work involved is deciding the following issues:

• How are users identified at my site?
• Where will the data to construct the identifiers come from?

Neither this nor any other document can answer the above questions for all CA MICS users. However, it can be valuable
to examine the following example definitions for ideas on how to define and construct the user account-code fields.
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Example:

  Company:     Insurance

 

  Department   The company is divided into regions, such as

  Structure:   Eastern, Central, and Western.  Further, each

               region has service groups, such as Renewals,

               Endorsements, and Policyholder Service.

 

  Method of    The IMS terminal users occupy a dedicated slot

  Identifying  in terminal processing, because all the terminal

  The User:    processing in IMS is done by terminals that are

               local or on fixed remote lines (no dialup).  The

               IMS logical terminal ID is used to encode a

               terminal location into a data element that can

               be accessed by IMS reporting programs.

 

               Thus, the first three characters of the logical

               terminal ID can be decoded into region and

               service group.

 

               Each LTERM has this three-byte prefix.  These

               bytes are used as follows:

 

               Byte Contents

               ----  -----------------------------------

                1 Region identifier:

 

                     'E' for Eastern Region

                     'C' for Central Region

                     'W' for Western Region

 

                2 Service Group identifier:

 

                     'E' for endorsements

                     'R' for renewals

                     'P' for policyholder service

 

                3 Service Group Supervisor identifier.

 

                Sample codes might be:

 

                 'EES' for Joe Smith's group within Eastern

                        Region Endorsements, or

                 'WPA' for Mary Ames' group within Western

                        Region Policyholder Service.

 

                The account fields in this case might be coded:

 

                1 7 'REGION'

                2 20 'SERVICE GROUP'

                3 20 'SUPERVISOR'
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                The account exit in this case might be coded:

 

                IF LTERM = :'E' THEN IMSACT1 = 'EASTERN';

                ELSE IF LTERM = :'C' THEN IMSACT1 = 'CENTRAL';

                ELSE IF LTERM = :'W' THEN IMSACT1 = 'WESTERN';

                ELSE IMSACT1 = 'bad region code';

 

                IF SUBSTR(LTERM,2,1) = 'E'

                     THEN IMSACT2 = 'ENDORSEMENTS';

                ELSE IF SUBSTR(LTERM,2,1) = 'R'

                     THEN IMSACT2 = 'RENEWALS';

                ELSE IF SUBSTR(LTERM,2,1) = 'P'

                     THEN IMSACT2 = 'POLICYHOLDER SERVICE';

                ELSE IMSACT2 = 'bad group code';

 

                IF LTERM = 'EES'

                     THEN IMSACT3 = 'JOE SMITH';

                ELSE IF LTERM = 'WPA'

                     THEN IMSACT3 = 'MARY AMES';

                ELSE .

                     .

                     .

$IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation
Some data elements carried in the CA MICS IMS database on the IMSISY file originate from detail transaction data.
These data elements are intended to provide user-oriented data for analysis with the remainder of the file that contains
system performance data. This is necessary because neither response time distribution nor system stress data are
included in the system records produced by any supported monitor.

The data elements involved are

• ISYCDSTX -- Count Conv. Responses Within Limit
• ISYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• ISYLDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit
• ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• ISYMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit
• ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time
• ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time
• ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time
• ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time
• ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions
• ISYSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit
• ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• ISYTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit
• ISYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• ISYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions

for both CIMS and NOCIMS. Data elements marked with an asterisk (*) are not available on the detail IMSISY file.
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As transaction input is processed, a set of data elements related to the elements of the IMSISY file listed above is
constructed for the IMSISU file. These IMSISU data elements are constructed in the appropriate monitor-unique
subroutine of DYIMSFMT.

The DAYS timespan of the IMSISU file is extracted after its construction in the order of the DAYS.IMSISY file. The data
elements of the IMSISU file that are to be summarized to the IMSISY file are kept on a temporary SAS file, and that file
is summarized by DAYS.IMSISY sequence. The sorted, summarized file is MERGEd with the DAYS.IMSISY file before
aging, so the elements are effectively added to the IMSISY file.

Example:

This process is much easier to understand by example. Here is the case of the data element ISYTRANS:

ISYTRANS comes from the associated count on the transaction detail data, and is not directly translated from IMS system
monitor interval records. The data element ISUTRANS is built by DYIMSFMT and is contained on the IMSISU file. A
temporary SAS file is built after the DAYS.IMSISU file is built:

      DATA temp (KEEP= time-stamp sysid-keys ISUTRANS ...);

      SET DAYS.IMSISU00;

      .

      .

      .

The temporary file is then MERGED with the IMSISY file and sorted as:

      PROC SORT DATA=temp;

      BY imsisy-file-DAYS-sequence;

      RUN;

      DATA DAYS.IMSISY00 (KEEP=...);

      SET temp (IN=IN1)

      DAYS.IMSISY00 (IN=IN2);

      .

      .

      IF IN1 THEN DO;

        .

        .

        SSYTRANS + ISUTRANS;

        .

        .

      END;

      IF IN2 THEN DO;

        .

        .

        ISYTRANS = SSYTRANS; SSYTRANS = 0;

        .

        .

      END;

      .

      .

Note: Where SSYTRANS is a retained data element, and is initialized to zero.

This method provides no contents for these data elements in the DETAIL timespan of the IMSISY file. This omission
is necessary for reasons of volume transaction processing efficiency and duplicate data elimination. DATA ELEMENT
NAMES:
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The following table shows the intermediate and source data element names for each IMSISY data element that is derived
from the IMSISU file:

IMSISY Intermediate Source

  Data        Data Element Data

  Element     Name         Element

  --------    --------     --------

 

  ISYCDSTx    SSYCDSTx     ISUCDSTx

  ISYCRSTM    SSYCRSTM     ISUCRSTM

  ISYCRESC    SSYCTRN      ISUCTRN

  ISYLDSTx    SSYLDSTx     ISULDSTx

  ISYLRSTM    SSYLRSTM     ISULRSTM

  ISYLRESC    SSYLTRN      ISULTRN

  ISYMDSTx    SSYMDSTx     ISUMDSTx

  ISYMRSTM    SSYMRSTM     ISUMRSTM

  ISYMRESC    SSYMTRN      ISUMTRN

  ISYMXCTM    SSYMXCTM     ISUTRSTM

  ISYMXLTM    SSYMXLTM     ISUTRSTM

  ISYMXMTM    SSYMXMTM     ISUTRSTM

  ISYMXSTM    SSYMXSTM     ISUTRSTM

  ISYMXTTM    SSYMXTTM     ISUTRSTM

  ISYNOLOG    SSYNOLOG     ISUNOLOG

  ISYSDSTx    SSYSDSTx     ISUSDSTx

  ISYSRSTM    SSYSRSTM     ISUSRSTM

  ISYSRESC    SSYSTRN      ISUSTRN

  ISYTDSTx    SSYTDSTx     ISUTDSTx

  ISYTRANS    SSYTRANS     ISUTRANS

  ISYTRSTM    SSYTRSTM     ISUTRSTM

$IMSCIMS - MAINVIEW for IMS Online Processing
The CA MICS IMS Analyzer can accept BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction resource utilization records from any
IMS system when the CIMS parameter is specified in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library.

BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online has replaced the IMF product formerly from Boole and Babbage. In the CA MICS
documentation, the terms BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and IMF should be considered synonymous.

BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online is packaged in three (or more) separate pieces. Among these is a BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS Online data collection subsystem, which, together with an offline reporting and file maintenance subsystem,
forms the original product called BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. The data used by the IMS Analyzer is the transaction
measurement data produced by the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data collection subsystem and then written to the
IMS log.

BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online is divided into a number of pieces, including the Event Collector, the Workload Analyzer,
and the Systems Manager. IMS Analyzer only processes BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data generated by the Event
Collector.

IMS Analyzer uses the type 'FA'X and 'F9'X records that BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online writes to the IMS log. IMS
Analyzer does not use any subordinate files created by or maintained by BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online reporting
subsystems.

One type 'FA'X log record has one transaction data section and zero or more database trailers (displacements are relative
to the trailer segment).
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$IMSCPU - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements
You can process data through the IMS Analyzer in two ways: with or without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. For
more information about BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, see the $IMSCIMS section in this guide. The features of BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online that relate to CPU time measurement are discussed here.

Contents

For IMS regions running IMS before IMS Version 12.1, and BMC MAINVIEW for IMS before Version 4.6 or BMC running
Version 4.6 or later with the ZTIME=N parameter setting, CPU time is not broken out by CPC core type (CP, zIIP, zAAP).

Beginning with IMS Version 12.1, and BMC Mainview for IMS Version 4.6 (with the ZTIME=Y parameter setting), CPU
time used by transactions is broken out by core type. The relationship of CPU times, by CORE type is shown below for the
IMSISU - IMS User Activity File. The same data elements are available, where the only change is the file identifier (fff), for
the IMSIAU - IMS Application Unit Activity and region level IMSISY - IMS System Activity files.

CP CORE CPU Time

• ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
The amount of general-purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.

ISUCPUTM = ISUTMDCP + ISUDBOTM

• ISUCPUTM components
– ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing TimeThe amount of general-purpose CP processor CPU time

consumed by each IMS transaction.
– ISUDBOTM - DL/I, BUFFER, OPEN/CLOSE CPU Time

IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable to the application executed.

• ISUCPUTM breakout for specialty CORE eligible activity
– ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

The amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute on a zAAP
processor (but ran on CP core).

– ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP
The amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute on a zIIP
processor (but ran on CP core).

– ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
The amount of general processor CP engine that was not eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP)
processor. (ISUCPUTM-ISUZACTM-ISUSUCTM).

Specialty CORE CPU Time

• ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time
CPU time that executed on specialty (zAAP/zIIP) cores used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an
application.

CPU Time Apportionment for IMS Transactions

Without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, the IMS log tape is analyzed to construct a single detailed transaction record
from multiple IMS log record types. The IMS Analyzer Log Data Reduction (LDR) processing routine completes this
analysis. For detailed information about the log data reduction algorithm, see the $IMSNOCI section of this guide.

Pieces of the transaction's event trail on the IMS log are brought together by LDR processing. This processing creates a
single transaction record image of the transaction's execution from events such as the receipt of an input message, the
retrieval of the message by an application for processing, and the end of processing of the message (which is inferred
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by the beginning of processing of the next message or the end of the application's schedule). Unfortunately, certain
application resource-use data is only presented on the log at the end of the schedule.

A schedule can subtend processing for one or more transaction executions. The chain of events looks much like the
following example:

 Control     Dependent   Event

 Region      Region      Description

 Process     Process

 ---------   ---------   -------------------------------------

 C1+-+-+                 input message is received, and the

     |                   transaction code recognized

     |

 C2+-+-----------+-+D1   the application is scheduled

     |           |

     |         +-+-+D2   the first input message is retrieved

     |           |

 C3+-+-+         |       the second input message is received

                 |

               +-+-+D3   processing of the first message is

                 |       complete and the second message is

                 |       retrieved

                 |

 C4+-+-----------+-+D4   processing of the second message is

     |                   complete and the application

     |                   terminates

     |

    ...

Note: The example shows events C2 and D1 as happening simultaneously, so are C4 and D4. This behavior is not
exactly true, but the LDR processing module has only one timestamp available to deduce both events. Therefore, the two
events are approximated as occurring simultaneously.

The measure of CPU time used for the apportionment in IMS versions before IMS Version 10.1 is from the IMS log type
07 record. Beginning with IMS Version 10.1, and the introduction of the Transaction Level Statistics (TLS) log record,
CPU time can be captured at the transaction level. If TLS record generation is active, then the following section regarding
resource apportionment is no longer relevant.

If TLS record generation is not active, then the CPU time value approximates the CPU time used in the dependent region
between the events D1 and D4 on the diagram. While the interpretation of exactly how IMS derives this value is slightly
clouded and disputable, the consensus is that this number:

• Does not include SRB time.
• Does not include part of the TCB time for the dependent region DL/I facility.
• Does not include part of the TCB time for the dependent region control facility.
• Does not include a probabilistic small part of the TCB time for the application program, depending on how complicated

the application program is.
• Does not include any control region CPU time at all.
• Does include CPU time spent by the application executing DB2 code except for the OPEN/CLOSE time for DB2

objects and the logging of DB2 event records on the IMS log.

In any case, the problem remains: there is only one number available to represent CPU time for both transaction
executions, so how should the time be split?
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There could be rationalizations for performing the split in several different ways. The method implemented in LDR
processing seems to have the least number of compromises for the largest number of users. The apportionment is done
according to the ratio of the processing region residency times for the transactions executed in the schedule to one
another.

For example, assume the interval between events D2 and D3 (the "residency" time for the first transaction) is 1 second,
and between D3 and D4 is 1 second. Each transaction would get half the CPU time from the 07 record. This example
would be fair if both transactions did the same amount of work.

However, what if the second transaction did twice as much processing as the first, and the first only took so long
to complete because of some external interruption? This interruption could be caused by such diverse things as
momentary paging rate spikes, dispatching priority imbalances, or the computer operator stopping the CPU for equipment
reconfiguration.

The question of apportionment disappears in the case of one transaction execution being processed per schedule. In fact,
there is no apportionment, but the resource use data from the type 07 record is attached directly to the constructed record
for the transaction. So, if the average number of executions per schedule at a site is very close to one, this behavior is not
an issue, except in chargeback justifications for absolute repeatability guarantees.

The following summary describes the compromises of the non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online CPU time measurement:

• The original measure of CPU use by the IMS log type 07 record is not comprehensive or even accurate.
• The apportionment algorithm for assigning CPU time to an individual transaction's execution affects the accuracy and

repeatability of the data when presented by user.

With BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, not as many compromises occur. BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online has several
"hooks" into IMS, effectively in the control region and the dependent region. It uses these to provide a deterministic
measure of CPU time attributable to a transaction's execution in the entire IMS system.

In fact, BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online presents the IMS Analyzer with six disjointed parts of CPU time measurement for
each IMS transaction execution, with no apportionment problems. The following list describes these measures:

• Dependent Region Processing Time: the measure of CPU time used by the application program in the dependent
region. If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 Extension is not installed, the CPU time spent executing DB2 code
under the dependent region TCB is added to Dependent Region Processing Time.

• Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time: the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer facility.
• Dependent Region DL/I Time: the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I facility.
• Control Region Buffer Handler Time: the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer facility.
• Control Region DL/I Time: the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I facility.
• Database Open and Close Time: the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I processor in opening and

closing databases.

If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 Extension is installed, the DB2 CPU time that accumulated under the
dependent region TCB is also provided.

This accumulation leaves several parts of control region TCB time and probably dependent and control region SRB time
unaccounted for, but, on the whole, is a much less compromising measure.

These control-region processes are among those not attributable to any single transaction's execution, but rather serve
systemwide overhead functions:

• Scheduling facility
• Communications facility
• Checkpoint and restart facilities (with system initialization)
• Fastpath expedited message handling facilities
• Some parts of the common service and control facilities
• Multi-systems coupling facility
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$IMSCTL - IMS Component Input Control Variables
A number of control fields are set and made available to the user code at execution time. These help define the status of
data being processed. These fields are for interrogation only; they are not to be modified in any way.

     Variable   Sample Value    Description

     --------   -------------   ------------------------------

     CTLCPU     'NEW'           Controls Old/New CPU Time Usage

     CTLDDN     'INPTIMSA'      DDNAME of input data

     CTLDSN     'IMS.LOGFILE'   Data set name of input data

     CTLFILE    1               Order of file definition

     CTLIMS     'IMSA'          IMS region ID

     CTLIVL     HMS(0,15,0)     Default system sample interval

     CTLMON     'CIMS'          Control/IMS indicator

                                  (CIMS or NOCIMS)

     CTLORG     'IMSA'          Original IMS region ID

     CTLPIP     '01'            LDR Program Interface Version

     CTLPLX     'PRODPLEX'      IMSplex Identification Name

     CTLSRC     'IMSLOG'        Processing origin of input data

     CTLSYS     'SYSA'          Original SYSID

     CTLVER     '12.1'          IMS version

     RECLEN     numeric         Input record total length

     ROFFSET    1               Relative position of 1st input

                                data byte in SAS input record

$IMSDB - IMS Database Activity Accounting
The measures of DL/I database activity treated by the IMS Analyzer are relatively simple. These measures mainly treat
logical database activity. Highly detailed and accurate hardware utilization tools that are specifically designed to provide
specialized IMS system-tuning data are available. Most such software tools are too costly in overhead and inaccurate in
detail to run on a regular basis.

The data elements that relate to DL/I database activity on the IMS database are:

• fffDBGU - Database Get Uniques
• fffDBGN - Database Get Nexts
• fffDBIST - Database Inserts
• fffDBDLT - Database Deletes
• fffDBREP - Database Replaces
• fffMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques
• fffMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts
• fffMXDIS - Max Database Inserts
• fffMXDDT - Max Database Deletes
• fffMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

where fff is the identifier of the IMS file: ISU for the User Activity File, or IAU for the Application Unit Activity File.

In addition, BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online presents several other detailed measures of IMS DL/I database activity that
relate more to hardware operation. These data elements, available only on BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems, are:

fffDBOTH - Other Database Calls (System Services) fffDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed fffKEYRD - ISAM/
KSDS Key Reads Issued fffKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued fffNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued
fffNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued fffNIOA - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O fffNONIO - Data Found in
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Buffer w/o I/O fffMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (System Services) fffMXDB - Max Number of Databases Accessed
fffMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued fffMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued fffMXNKR - Max OSAM/
ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued fffMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued fffMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in
Buffer w/o I/O fffMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

where fff is the identifier of the IMS file: ISU for the User Activity File, or IAU for the Application Unit Activity File.

There are two ways of processing data through the IMS Analyzer: With or without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online. For
more information about BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online, see $IMSCIMS. The features of BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
that relate to database accounting are discussed here. Without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, the IMS log tape is
analyzed to construct a single detailed transaction record from multiple IMS log record types. This is done by the IMS
Analyzer Log Data Reduction (LDR) processing routine. For detailed information on the log data reduction algorithm, see
$IMSNOCI.

Pieces of the transaction's event trail on the IMS log are brought together by LDR processing. This processing creates a
single transaction record image of the transaction's execution from events such as the receipt of an input message, the
retrieval of the message by an application for processing, and the end of processing of the message (which is inferred
by the beginning of processing of the next message or the end of the application's schedule). Unfortunately, certain
application resource-use data is only presented on the log at the end of the schedule.

A schedule may subtend processing for one or more transaction executions. The chain of events looks much like this:

  Control     Dependent   Event

  Region      Region      Description

  Process     Process

  ---------   ---------   -------------------------------------

  C1+-+-+                 input message is received, and the

      |                   transaction code recognized

      |

  C2+-+-----------+-+D1   the application is scheduled

      |           |

      |         +-+-+D2   the first input message is retrieved

      |           |

  C3+-+-+         |       the second input message is received

                  |

                +-+-+D3   processing of the first message is

                  |       complete, and the second message is

                  |       retrieved

                  |

  C4+-+-----------+-+D4   processing of the second message is

      |                   complete, and the application

      |                   terminates

      |

     ...

Note:

that events C2 and D1 are shown as happening at the same time. So are C4 and D4. This is not exactly true, but the LDR
processing module has only one timestamp available to deduce both events. Therefore, the two events are approximated
as occurring simultaneously.

The measures of database activity used for the apportionment are from the IMS log type 07 record. These values consist
of counts of logical database activity (DL/I calls) between the events D1 and D4 on the diagram.

The counters in the type 07 record represent the nine kinds of standard database calls:
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  Code   Function

  ----   ---------------------------------

  GU     Get Unique

  GN     Get Next

  GHU    Get Hold Unique

  GHN    Get Hold Next

  GNP    Get Next Within Parent

  GHNP   Get Hold Next Within Parent

  ISRT   Insert

  REPL   Replace

  DLET   Delete

The various kinds of gets are grouped together into two categories for storage in the database:

Get Uniques (which includes GU and GHU), and Get Nexts (including GN, GHN, GNP, and GHNP). This grouping is done
for usability and space considerations as well as for compatibility with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online data.

In any case, the problem remains: there is only one set of numbers available to represent database activity for both
transaction executions, so how should the data be split? You can split the data in several different ways.

There could be rationalizations for performing the split in several different ways. The method implemented in LDR
processing seems to have the least number of compromises for the largest number of users. The apportionment is done
according to the ratio of the processing region residency times for the transactions executed in the schedule to one
another.

For example, assume the interval between events D2 and D3 (the "residency" time for the first transaction) is 1 second,
and between D3 and D4 is 1 second. Each transaction would get half the DL/I counts from the 07 record. This example
would be fair if both transactions did the same amount of work.

However, what if the second transaction did twice as much processing as the first, and the first only took so long to
complete because of some external interruption? This could be caused by such diverse things as momentary paging
rate spikes, dispatching priority imbalances, or the computer operator stopping the CPU for equipment reconfiguration.
Besides, it is impossible to divide one delete operation over two transaction executions if the counters are carried with the
transaction record, through processing, as integers.

No rounding is done during apportionment. If DL/I counts are unapplied at the last transaction in the apportionment, the
last transaction executed gets the count. One delete over two transactions would be zero deletes for the first and one
delete for the second. Similarly, nine counts for five transactions would be one count for the first four transactions, and five
counts for the last.

The question of apportionment disappears in the case of one transaction execution being processed per schedule. In fact,
there is no apportionment, but the resource use data from the type 7 record is attached directly to the constructed record
for the transaction. So, if the average number of executions per schedule at a site is very close to one, this is not an issue
(except in chargeback justifications for absolute repeatability guarantees).

In summary, the compromise of the non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online database activity measurement is apportionment.

With BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online, the compromise disappears. It counts database operations in the abbreviated way
(grouping Get Uniques and Get Nexts together generically), but the numbers are presented by transaction execution. This
is true even if one schedule subtended many separate transaction executions.

In fact, BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online presents the IMS Analyzer with disjoint DL/I statistics for database activity by
database. This is usually too much data for the normal IMS Analyzer to handle on a regular basis. However, the data is
available to be processed by user exit routines for extraordinary analysis requirements and special purpose reporting if
such work is necessary.

BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online also presents some interesting data that refers to the tuning of the databases themselves.
These data elements are available in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online record by database also, but are aggregated for
the CA MICS database. These data elements are on the list in the front of this section, and represent these quantities:
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Other Database Calls
Number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by application for this user.

Databases Accessed

Number of databases accessed per transaction, during DETAIL transaction processing.
This number is accumulated during summarization to provide the number of database accesses during all
transactions. Carrying the number in this form is necessary for determining the average DL/I function
calls per database per transaction.

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued
Total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued
Total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

OSAM/ESDS Non-key Reads Issued

Total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

OSAM/ESDS Non-key Writes Issued
Total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases by all transaction executions for this user.

Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O

Total number of writes to a database that did not cause an output hardware operation. That is, the record to be modified
was already in the database buffer and the database buffer had already been modified by one or more record alterations.

Data Found In Buffer Without I/O

Total number of reads from a database that did not cause an input hardware operation. That is, the record to be read was
already in the database buffer.

$IMSHOUR - System Interval/Hour Synchronization
IMS system performance data is produced by the CA MICS IMS Analyzer from IMS log checkpoint records. These
systemwide data elements represent IMS activity over an interval of time that the IMS System Administrator can partly
control when the IMS monitor is generated. This interval is usually about 15 minutes.

The frequency of checkpoint intervals is specified in the IMS generation process through the CPLOG= parameter of the
IMSCTF macro. This parameter tells IMS the number of IMS log operations between IMS automatic checkpoints. The
number must be between 500 and 16,777,215, but the default is 1000. That means a checkpoint will be taken at startup,
and after each 1000 records written through normal log mechanisms, another checkpoint will be written.

The rate of checkpointing in terms of elapsed time is problematic. That is, checkpoint frequency by time will vary
according to system load, such as averaging one checkpoint every 10 minutes during peak system load and one
checkpoint every 30 minutes for periods of minimum system activity.

This causes a misapplication of system data for IMS through the CA MICS/SAS conventions used in hourly accounting.
CA MICS applies records to an hour (and zone) of the day based on the end time stamp (ENDTS) of the record in all
cases.

Specifically, IMS system data produced on a 15-minute interval is misapplied by up to 15 minutes. An example will make
this clear:

Let us assume that IMS log activity is proceeding at such a rate that causes checkpoints to be taken at exactly every 15
minutes.
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Data for the period 08:30:00.20 to 08:45:00:20 is used by the IMS Analyzer to construct a record whose hour identification
is hour '8'. Data for the period 08:45:00.20 to 09:00:00:20 is used by the IMS Analyzer to construct a record whose hour
identification is hour '9', even though the data mostly describes events that occurred in the 8th hour of the day.

This misapplication cannot be significantly improved at all, due to the design of the IMS checkpoint frequency driver
mechanism. In fact, the misapplication can become much more obvious in slack time periods. The period of elapsed time
between checkpoints may reach not only levels at which more misapplication is due (such as a 30-minute interval with its
associated maximum misapplication of 30 minutes per hour), but may also reach levels that are not evenly divisible into
an hour at all.

For example, an off-peak IMS system may take checkpoints at record intervals that correspond to 40 minutes of elapsed
time. This means CA MICS will apportion system measurement intervals and uptime calculated by the checkpoint time
stamp, which is off an hourly break. So if one checkpoint happens at 03:20:00.00, the next would be at 04.00.00.00,
and the next at 04:40:00.00. Thus, hour 3 would have 40 minutes of up time (the entire interval measured by the 03:20
checkpoint), and hour 4 would have 80 minutes of uptime attributed (40 minutes from the 04:00 and 40 minutes from the
04:40 checkpoints).

This is a design constraint of CA MICS, because CA MICS makes no attempt to apportion system measurement in any
product over uneven hourly boundaries.

$IMSINPT - IMS Log Record Input
The log records that are required as input for CA MICS daily processing are:

             Source:

 

             IMS log,

             IMF, or

      Type   both     Description

      -----  -------  -----------

      '01'X  IMS      Input Message

      '02'X  IMS IMF  System Reconfiguration

      '03'X  IMS      Output Message

      '06'X  IMS IMF  Log Open/Close

      '07'X  IMS IMF  Application Accounting

      '08'X  IMS      Application Schedule

    '0A07'X  IMS      CPI-C Driven End

    '0A08'X  IMS      CPI-C Driven Start

      '10'X  IMS IMF  Security Violation

      '14'X  IMS IMF  Dial Up Disconnected

      '15'X  IMS IMF  Dial Up Connected

      '16'X  IMS IMF  Sign On/Off

      '20'X  IMS IMF  Data Base Opened

      '21'X  IMS IMF  Data Base Closed

      '24'X  IMS IMF  Data Base I/O Error

      '31'X  IMS      DLI Communication's GU

      '32'X  IMS      Reject of Message

      '33'X  IMS      Free of Message

      '34'X  IMS      Cancel of Message

      '35'X  IMS      Enqueue of Message

      '36'X  IMS      Dequeue Save or Delete Message

      '38'X  IMS      Release Input Message

      '39'X  IMS      Release Output Message

      '4C'X  IMS IMF  Data Base Started/Stopped
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      '40'X  IMS IMF  Checkpoint Record

      '41'X  IMS IMF  Application Checkpoint

      '42'X  IMS IMF  Begin New Log Tape

      '45'X  IMS IMF  Checkpoint Pool Statistics

      '47'X  IMS      Summary of Active Regions

    '56FA'X  IMS      Transaction Level Statistics

    '5901'X  IMS      Fast Path input message

    '5903'X  IMS      Fast Path output message

    '5911'X  IMS      Fast Path insert input message on EMHQ

    '5916'X  IMS      Fast Path insert output message on EMHQ

    '5921'X  IMS IMF  Fast Path DEDB ADS Open

    '5922'X  IMS IMF  Fast Path DEDB ADS Close

    '5923'X  IMS IMF  Fast Path DEDB ADS Status

    '5936'X  IMS      Fast Path output message deque

    '5937'X  IMS      Fast Path synch point complete

    '5938'X  IMS      Fast Path synch point failure

    '5950'X  IMS      Fast Path synch point by online

    '5953'X  IMS      Fast Path synch point by FP utilities

    '5955'X  IMS      Fast Path synch point seq buf obtained

      '69'X  IMS IMF  Unauthorized Dial Up

      '70'X  IMS      Online Change

    '7201'X  IMS      User Create

    '7202'X  IMS      User Delete

    '7203'X  IMS      User Modify

    '7204'X  IMS      LTERM Addition

    '7205'X  IMS      SMB Create

    '7206'X  IMS      LNB Create

    '7207'X  IMS      SMB Changed (Sharef Queues)

      'F9'X      IMF  IMF Program Log Record

      'FA'X  IMS IMF  Transaction Log Record

      'FE'X  IMS      Shared Queues Event Record

$IMSLOSS - IMS Monitor Data Loss Condition
How does the CA MICS IMS Analyzer calculate uptime?

The IMS Analyzer calculates the DURATION of an IMS system record's coverage from the end time stamp of the IMS log
checkpoint record type 40, subtype 98. The time stamp of the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the time stamp of
the current checkpoint 40-98 record, giving an interval of elapsed time.

The frequency of checkpoint intervals is specified in the IMS generation process through the CPLOG= parameter of the
IMSCTF macro. This parameter tells IMS the number of IMS log operations between IMS automatic checkpoints. The
number must be between 500 and 16,777,215, but the default is 1000. That means a checkpoint will be taken at startup,
and after each 1000 records written through normal log mechanisms, another checkpoint will be written.

The rate of checkpointing in terms of elapsed time is problematic. That is, checkpoint frequency by time will vary
according to system load, such as averaging one checkpoint every 10 minutes during peak system load and one
checkpoint every 30 minutes for periods of minimum system activity.

This calculation applies only to IMS system data. No uptime/downtime is calculated from user or application activity data.

DURATION is the data element that represents the amount of time the IMS monitor was measuring the IMS system. How
does the Analyzer detect a IMS outage?

There is no event recorded by IMS that indicates beginning IMS processing after a temporary outage. Log sequence
numbers are not a reliable means of determining IMS warm/cold start because CA MICS does not assume log tapes
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are input in order. Therefore, the IMS Analyzer uses the absence of uptime to infer the presence of downtime. Actual
detection of the down condition is difficult.

One CA MICS IMS Management Objective Report shows IMS outage time. The outage shown on the report is downtime
(absence of uptime) in any hour for which data was found. Gaps of no data in the histogram show periods in which no
downtime was found. Unfortunately, the gaps can therefore represent periods of IMS downtime AND periods of no data.

It is a relatively simple matter, however, to graph IMS uptime accurately with SAS. How is a monitor data loss detected?

The IMS log tape for any time period in the day may be lost or otherwise become unreadable (for such reasons as
catastrophic physical damage to the medium). This condition looks exactly like a IMS system outage to the IMS Analyzer,
because there is no data to represent some period of IMS activity.

Do not confuse this situation with that of an idle IMS. IMS will take no checkpoints, and therefore produce no system data
for CA MICS to input if no other logging is happening.

The point is that both a "IMS down" and an "input data lost" condition look exactly alike to the IMS Analyzer. Therefore,
it would be appropriate to consider specifying an IMS log checkpoint interval that is long enough not to cause noticeable
output overhead, but is short enough to limit a data loss liability. This specification varies greatly according to the IMS
system load.

$IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats
The IMS log record formats for all log record types can be produced from the IMS.SDFSMAC library of the IMS system.
Code this assembler macro:

     ILOGREC RECID=ALL

$IMSMAX - Summarizing Maximum Data Elements
Some data elements in the CA MICS IMS database are maximums of the previous timespan's average values. That
is, data element fffMXxxx may be the maximum value of all the previous values of data element fffAVxxx. Therefore,
maximums at the weekly level would be maximums of hourly averages from the daily level.

This convention has been adopted and will be carried through succeeding versions of CA MICS. The user should be
aware, however, that using the _fffSUM macros to summarize data within a single timespan may cause the maximum data
element to equal the associated average data element.

For example, a user sorts the CA MICS IMS system data file IMSISY01 in the days timespan into a temporary file in a
sequence appropriate for summarization by a subset of hour group of the day (such as 0900 to 1200 and 1400 to 1700
being two prime time groups of interest). The user codes the _ISYSUM macro to perform the summarization, yielding
prime time window resource use for 'yesterday'. This will result in the recalculation of ISYAVTTM and ISYMXTTM, where
ISYMXTTM will not be the maximum response time for any system interval found in the detail data. Rather, ISYMXTTM
will be the maximum average response time of the hourly DAYS timespan data examined in the summary process (that is,
the maximum of all values of ISYAVTTM in the summarized interval).

Data elements with this behavior are the following:

  ISYMXTTM   ISYMXSTM   ISYMXMTM   ISYMXLTM   ISYMXCTM

They are the maximums of these data elements, respectively:

  ISYAVTTM   ISYAVSTM   ISYAVMTM   ISYAVLTM   ISYAVCTM
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$IMSMSG - IMS Message Accounting
There are several measures of message activity treated by the CA MICS IMS Analyzer by user and by application. These
measures treat logical message queue activity and message length statistics. Additional information about the operation
of the IMS queue manager is available from IMS system data provided by the IMS log statistics checkpoint records.

The data elements that relate to message queue activity on the CA MICS IMS database are:

• fffMSGGU - Message Get Unique Count
• fffMSGGN - Message Get Next Count
• fffMSGIS - Message Insert Count
• fffMSGPG - Message Purge Count
• fffIMSGS - Transaction Input Messages
• fffOMSGS - Transaction Output Messages
• fffINCH - Terminal Input Character Count
• fffILENG - Message Input Length as Queued
• fffOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count
• fffOLENG - Message Output Length as Queued
• fffMXMGU - Max Message Get Uniques
• fffMXMGN - Max Message Get Nexts
• fffMXMIS - Max Message Inserts
• fffMXMPG - Max Message Purges
• fffMXILN - Max Input Length as Queued
• fffMXOLN - Max Output Length as Queued

where fff is the identifier of the CA MICS IMS file: ISU for the User Activity File, or IAU for the Application Unit Activity File.

In addition, BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online presents CA MICS with several more detailed measures of IMS message
queue activity that measure more categories of message queue operation. These data elements, available only on BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, are:

• fffMSGOT - Other Message Queue Calls (System Services)
• fffINSPA - Input SPA Length
• fffOTSPA - Output SPA Length
• fffALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length
• fffSWITH - Output Message Switch Length
• fffMXMOT - Max Other Message Queue Calls (System Services)
• fffMXISP - Max Input SPA Length
• fffMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length
• fffMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length
• fffMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

where fff is the identifier of the CA MICS IMS file: ISU for the User Activity File, or IAU for the Application Unit Activity File.

There are two ways of processing individual transaction data (from which user and application databases are constructed)
through the IMS Analyzer: with or without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. For more information about BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS Online, see $IMSCIMS. The features of BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online that relate to message queue accounting
are discussed here.

Without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, the IMS log tape is analyzed to construct a single detailed transaction record
from multiple IMS log record types. This is done by the IMS Analyzer Log Data Reduction (LDR) processing routine. For
detailed information about the log data reduction algorithm, see $IMSNOCI.
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Pieces of the transaction's event trail on the IMS log are brought together by LDR processing. This processing creates a
single transaction record image of the transaction's execution from events such as the receipt of an input message, the
retrieval of the message by an application for processing, and the end of processing of the message (which is inferred
by the beginning of processing of the next message or the end of the application's schedule). Unfortunately, certain
application resource-use data is only presented on the log at the end of the schedule.

A schedule might subtend processing for one or more transaction executions. The chain of events looks much like this:

  Control     Dependent   Event

  Region      Region      Description

  Process     Process

  ---------   ---------   -------------------------------------

  C1+-+-+                 input message is received, and the

      |                   transaction code recognized

      |

  C2+-+-----------+-+D1   the application is scheduled

      |           |

      |         +-+-+D2   the first input message is retrieved

      |           |

  C3+-+-+         |       the second input message is received

                  |

  C4+-+-----------+-+D3   the first execution writes a terminal

                  |       output message

                  |

                +-+-+D4   processing of the first message is

                  |       complete, and the second message is

                  |       retrieved

                  |

  C5+-+-----------+-+D5   the second execution writes a

                  |       terminal output message

                  |

  C6+-+-----------+-+D6   processing of the second message is

      |                   complete, and the application

      |                   terminates

      |

     ...

Events C2 and D1 are shown as happening at the same time. So are C4 and D4. This is not exactly true, but the LDR
processing module has only one timestamp available to deduce both events. Therefore, the two events are approximated
as occurring simultaneously.

The measures of message character counts are made by analysis of the IMS log records that contain the message
images: type 01 for input messages and type 03 for output messages. Message character counts are found by subtracting
the message log record's prefix length plus 4 from the total length of the log record. What is left is the entire length of the
text segments of the message log record, including text segment headers.

Under circumstances such as these two listed below, message character counts cannot be obtained in this way (CA MICS
will record zero counts):

1. Query only, non-recoverable transactions have abbreviated message logging, and practically no information about
the input or output message is available. No segments exist for header, text, RACF, MSC, or LU6 information, so CA
MICS can record no input message time stamp (no input queue time), and cannot calculate text segment length.

2. Log tapes modified for audit security frequently have the contents of message records zeroed or destroyed. This
is done so later log tape analysis can provide limited IMS performance data without any security exposure.
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The measures of message queue logical activity used for the apportionment is from the IMS log type 07 record. These
values consist of counts of logical message queue activity (DL/I calls) between the events D1 and D6 on the diagram.

The counters in the type 7 record represent the four kinds of standard message queue calls:

  Field *    Function

  --------   ---------------------------------

  DLRGUMES   Get Unique

  DLRGNMES   Get Next

  DLRISMES   Insert

  DLRPUMES   Purge

* The field name from the type 7 log record.

There is only one set of numbers available to represent message queue activity for both transaction executions (the
events D3 and D5 on the diagram), so how should the data be split?

There could be rationalizations for performing the split in several different ways. The method implemented in LDR
processing seems to have the least number of compromises for the largest number of users. The apportionment is done
according to the ratio of the processing region residency times for the transactions executed in the schedule to one
another.

For example, assume the interval between events D2 and D4 (the "residency" time for the first transaction) is 1 second,
and between D4 and D6 is 1 second. Each transaction would get half the message queue counts from the 07 record. This
example would be fair if both transactions did the same amount of work.

What if the second transaction did twice as much processing as the first, and the first only took so long to complete
because of some external interruption? This could be caused by such diverse things as momentary paging rate spikes,
dispatching priority imbalances, or the computer operator stopping the CPU for equipment reconfiguration. Besides, it is
impossible to divide one purge operation over two transaction executions if the counters are carried with the transaction
record and through CA MICS processing as integers.

No rounding is done during apportionment. If message queue counts are unapplied at the last transaction in the
apportionment, the last transaction executed gets the count. One purge over two transactions would be zero purges for
the first and one purge for the second. Moreover, nine counts for five transactions would be one count for the first four
transactions, and five counts for the last.

The question of apportionment disappears in the case of one transaction execution being processed per schedule. In fact,
there is no apportionment, but the resource use data from the type 7 record is attached directly to the constructed record
for the transaction. So, if the average number of executions per schedule at a site is very close to one, this is not an issue
(except in chargeback justifications for absolute repeatability guarantees).

In summary, the compromises of the non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online message queue activity measurement are
apportionment, and possible missed character counts.

With BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, the compromises disappear. BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online presents numbers
in a record unique to each transaction execution. This is true even if one schedule subtended many separate transaction
executions.

In fact, BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online presents the IMS Analyzer with disjoint message queue character counts
statistics for each of the categories of normal input, output to the prime terminal, output to an alternate terminal, input and
output through SPAs, and message switch output.

BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online also presents CA MICS with a count of message queue calls for system services. These
data elements are on the list in the front of this section, and represent these quantities:

1. Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is
directly attributable to applications executed.
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2. Input SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area message segments as they appear on the message queue.
3. Output SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area message segments retrieved from the message queue.
4. Alternate Terminal Output Length is the number of characters written to an alternate terminal PCB through the

message queue.
5. Output Msg Switch Length is the total length of all message switch message segments output to the message queue.

$IMSNOCI - Transaction Processing without Mainview IMS Online
The parameter NOCIMS defined on the OPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS) specifies an IMS Analyzer
configuration that does not process BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data, but rather uses the IMS log tape as input. In
this situation, the data is processed as described below.

The IMS Analyzer uses Log Data Reduction (LDR) processing to reduce multiple IMS log records into a single transaction
image record for input to the main SAS processing code. LDR is logically positioned between SAS and the input IMS log
tape. It is invoked after SAS has opened the file at the beginning of the main data statement of the IMS format routine
DYIMSFMT. Processing communications is performed using the SAS Infile User Exit to present IMS log records to the
LDR processing module.

Log records from BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and the CA MICS IMS Log Data Extractor are processed directly by
SAS logic because there is no record match processing required. Whether the record images are passed directly from the
log or are constructed by LDR processing logic is transparent to SAS.

Dummy file processing presents a problem to Log Data Reduction processing, due to the nature of its interface with SAS.
If the entire data set is dummied out, such as:

//INIMS1 DD DUMMY,...

SAS sets the infile's associated end-of-file indicator at file open time. The LDR interface call, in code constructed by the
IMSPGEN process, senses this and the initialization call to the LDR processing module is never made.

JCL constructions of the form

  //INIMS1 DD DSN=xxx,DISP=...

  //       DD DSN=yyy,DISP=...

  //       DD DUMMY,...

are not allowed. SAS has extended "hooks" into the access method's read process. These hooks provide SAS with the
ability to recognize dummy data set concatenations in a manner consistent with SAS's goal of turning off all input at the
occurrence of a dummy. In normal SAS infile operation, with the construction:

  //INIMS1 DD DSN=aaa,...

  //       DD DSN=bbb,...

  //       DD DUMMY,...

  //       DD DSN=ddd,...

the data set denoted by DSN=ddd is never processed by a SAS INFILE statement for ddname INIMS1, because the
dummy file in the concatenation "turns off" all subsequent input operations for that ddname. The hook mechanism that
allows SAS to operate this way is very hard to bypass, and the IMS Analyzer LDR program makes no attempt to do so.

$IMSOSAM - IMS ISAM/OSAM Analysis
Trying to analyze the many ISAM/OSAM statistics maintained in the CA MICS IMS database requires detailed knowledge
of the internal workings of this component within IMS. See the IBM redbook, IMS Performance and Tuning, for more
information.
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Although readily available for VSAM, sub-pool statistics for OSAM cannot be extracted easily, even though performance
analysis of these sub-pools can yield valuable tuning information.

$IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation
This section address response time-related issues in IMS.

Contents

How Do the IMS Monitors Calculate Response Time?

IMS measures of response time vary slightly according to whether or not BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online is used. While
the detail of the calculation varies, the target design does not. The intent is to provide a measure of how long the IMS
terminal user has to wait for a response to an entered request.

The ideal measure of response time for the interactive environment is the amount of time between two points in time:

• The time at which the terminal user signals the computer that terminal input is ready to process (typically, hitting the
enter key on a 327x terminal).

• The time at which the computer has presented the results of the processed data at the terminal in a form that can be
assimilated by the terminal user (typically, having the screen display complete and having the keyboard unlocked at a
327x terminal).

There is no method for measuring IMS that will accurately present this quantity. To calculate this ideal measure would
require the tracking and processing of events that could only be recognized at many different points in the communication
network.

Some IMS methods approximate response time by providing the sum of input queue time and processing region
residency time, possibly with some measure of output queue time. Other methods represent response time by choosing
time stamps that approximate, as closely as possible, the times explained above. What Is Processing Region Residency
Time, and How Is It Useful?

Processing region residency time is the elapsed time interval during which a transaction was active in a BMP or MPP. The
interval begins when transaction processing begins (STARTTS, start time stamp) and ends when the processing region
begins processing the next transaction OR when the processing region terminates (ENDTS, end time stamp).

The measures of processing region residency time used by CA MICS are the only approximations available, given
the current state of the art of IMS monitoring. However, there are certain compromises in the validity of residency time
measurements:

• Time spent in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online region is not accounted for at all.
• The elapsed time spent in the dependent region between scheduling the application program and starting to process

the first transaction is not added to the residency time for any transaction.
• Time spent in the application program preparing for subsequent transaction processing is applied to incident

transaction processing, and thus not applied to the correct transaction. o Time spent in the dependent region preparing
for descheduling, terminating the application, and gathering statistics is applied to the last transaction processed in the
schedule.

These compromises stem from the fact that both accounting methods supported by CA MICS take the message queue
get unique event as the beginning of a transaction.

Consider the following schematic diagrams of transaction processing in IMS:

IMS Control Flow for One Transaction

  Comment      Terminal       IMS        Dep. Regn.   User

                 User       Control       Control    Program
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  ----------  ----------   ----------    ----------  ----------

               hit ENTER

  wait for        |

  network         +------------+

                               |

                           put input

  log rec 01      -        msg on queue

                  |            |

                  |            |

  log rec 35s     |         enqueue

                  |          on SMB (Scheduler Message Block)

                input          |

                queue      schedule

                time       application

                  |            |

  log rec 08      -            +-------------+

                  |                          |

                  |                      initiate

                  |                      msg proc'g

                  |                          |

                  |                          +-----------+

               message                                   |

               region                                initialize

              residency                                  |

  log rec 31d   time                                  get msg

                  |                                      |

                  |                                   process

                  |                                      |

  log rec 03      |                                   output

                  |                                      |

                  |                                      |

                  |                          +-----------+

                  |                          |

  log rec 07      -                      terminate

                                          process

                                             |

                               +-------------+

                           ( final )

                           (terminal)

  wait for                 ( output )

  network                      |

                               |

  log rec 35c               enqueue

                             on CNT (Communications Name Table)

                               |

                             /---\

                            |  A  |

                             \---/

 

                             /---\

                            |  A  |

                             \---/

                               |
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                               |

  log rec 31c              get output

                            message

                           for display

                               |

                            output

                             shown

                               |

                  +------------+

                  |

                paging

               command---------+

  more log     interactions

  rec 31c         |

  may occur      ...

  here            |

 

                  +------------+

                               |

                               |

                            output

  log rec 36                purged

                               |

                               |

A processing region may process two or more transactions per schedule. A typical multi-transaction schedule could be
represented by:

  Comment                     IMS        Dep. Regn.   User

                            Control       Control    Program

  ----------------------   ----------    ----------  ----------

                  ...         ...

                           schedule

                           application

                               |

  log rec 08      -            +-------------+

                  |                          |

                  |                      initiate

                  |                      msg proc'g

                  |                          |

                  |                          +-----------+

              processing                                 |

                region                               initialize

              residency                                  |

  log rec 31d    time                                 get msg

                  |                                      |

                  |                                   process

                  |                                      |

  log rec 03      |                                   output

                  |                                      |

                  |                                      |

  log rec 31d     -                                   get msg

                  |                                      |
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                  |                                   process

                  |                                      |

  log rec 03  residency                               output

                 time                                    |

                  |                                      |

                  |                          +-----------+

                  |                          |

  log rec 07      -                      terminate

                                          process

                                             |

                               +-------------+

                              ...

The measure of processing region residency time in CA MICS can be useful, regardless of the compromises in data
validity. This data element can be compared to input queue time to help decide where to concentrate tuning efforts. It is
also useful in performing application unit class analyses. What Is Input Queue Time?

Input queue time is the interval between message arrival at the input queue and the start of the transaction. In the
previous diagram, input queue time is shown as the interval between the log record type '01'X and the '31'X record (or the
type '08'X record for the first transaction of a schedule).

The calculation of input queue time can be complicated in various ways:

• The time stamp on the type 01 log record might not be useable as the time of the event of beginning the input queue
time. If this is the case, CA MICS uses the time stamp from the type 35 record that represents the enqueue of the input
message on the SMB. Reasons that the type 01 record time stamp might be unusable include:
– Multisegment input messages do not have a time stamp on the first segment of input. Thus, the

time stamp associated with message arrival must be artificially constructed. The usual choices for the artificial
time stamp are the last valid time stamp seen (as used by the NOCIMS configuration of MICS), the time stamp of
the first subsequent message segment, or an interpolation of these two time stamps. The BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
Online algorithm is not available.

– Multisegment messages are not eligible for scheduling until all segments of the message are received. This
constitutes an indefinite delay in scheduling that can easily be interpreted as excessive input queue time due to
other reasons (such as buffer tuning).

– Messages might enter the IMS system that executes the transactions from another IMS system through IMS Multi-
System Coupling (MSC). The type 01 log record for these messages contains the time and date that the input
message arrived at the originating system, not the executing system.

• There is no indication of the reason for excessive input queue times available at the transaction level. That is, there
are reasons why transactions may not process messages that have nothing to do with how many messages are
waiting to process. Consider this <b:>Example:</b:> There are several hundred messages waiting to be processed by
transaction "x", but transaction "x" has been stopped by the IMS system administrator. No processing will occur for "x",
and aggregate input queue time over the whole system will increase.

• Checkpoint processing affects input queue time validity. Inappropriate checkpoint frequencies, especially in IMS
systems with high volumes of BMP activity, cause checkpoint processing to take more than the normal two to three
seconds -- sometimes reaching 30 seconds and more per checkpoint. The problem is not the CPU time that the
checkpoint process uses, but that checkpoint processing latches the log, and no activity can take place to or from the
log until the latch is released. Incoming input messages will be queued in buffers waiting for the availability of the log
and message queue, and this time is apparently not reflected in the time stamp of the type 01 log record.

What Is Output Queue Time?

The concept of output queue time suffers from too many definitions. In the previous diagram, a transaction execution
can cause one or more output messages to be written. Eventually, the system is through with the output message, and
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the message is dropped from the message queue. These events are marked on the log by type 03 and 36 records,
respectively.

Several problems arise when trying to correlate the end of response time, as ideal response time is defined at the
beginning of this section, with the events associated with output message segments on the log.

• Message format service allows several configurations of paging to terminals. Some of these cause message segments
to stay on the message queue for very long periods. Therefore, output message purge time cannot be a reliable source
for the event ending response time.

• utput messages can be of multiple segments. Enqueue of the first segment of a multisegment message (or any
segment of a multisegment message) can't really be construed as the end of response time, because there is no
definition of how much data the user needs to see to constitute fulfillment of the original request.

• Output from any transaction does not have to return to the terminal where the request originated. If the output is to an
alternate terminal or secondary process, no response to the originating terminal occurs.

• Transaction processing under IMS does not necessarily agree with a transaction in the sense of a business
application. In fact, to complete a natural business unit of work, the IMS message might be operated upon by several
different transaction types in a mechanism IMS calls a "message switch," and each individual piece of processing
looks like one transaction's occurrence to MICS. In this case, the response time presented by CA MICS for each
IMS transaction execution represents only a small part of the total response time for the request from the business
perspective.
The user might elect to adjust the response time CA MICS calculates by any pertinent installation-unique algorithm.
This adjustment can be done in the relative longevity code determination exit IMSRLRT by changing the value of the
data element ISUTRSTM at the DETAIL transaction level. The adjustments made will be carried forward on all CA
MICS IMS files that carry any measures of response times.

What Data Elements Relate to Response Time in MICS?

A set of CA MICS IMS data elements describe the pieces of response time that are relevant to MICS. These are listed
in the table below, where fff is the three-character CA MICS IMS file identifier: ISU for the User Activity File and Fastpath
User Activity File, IAU for the Application Unit Activity File and Fastpath Application Unit Activity File, and ISY for the
System Activity File.

ARRIVTS
Input message arrival time stamp (BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online only) (Temporary data element available to user exits)

TRANINTS
Time stamp of the type 01 record (non-BMC only) (Temporary data element available to user exits)

TRAN35TS
Time stamp of the type 35s record (non-BMC only) for the enqueue of the input message on the SMB (Temporary data
element available to user exits)

TRANC31
Time stamp of the type 31c record (non-BMC only) for the get unique of the output message (Temporary data element
available to user exits)

TRANOQTS
Time stamp of the type 35c record (non-BMC only) for the enqueue of the output message on the CNT (Temporary data
element available to user exits)

TRANOPTS
Time stamp of the type 36 record (non-BMC only) for the purge of an output message (Temporary data element available
to user exits)

TRANMASK
Record population mask (non-BMC only), indicates which full function transaction log records were used by CA MICS to
build the transaction record. TRANMASK is a character field, length 8, where:
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byte 1 contains '00'X or 'I' if 01  record found

byte 2 contains '00'X or 'Q' if 35s record found

byte 3 contains '00'X or 'S' if 08  record found

byte 4 contains '00'X or 'G' if 31d record found

byte 5 contains '00'X or 'O' if 03  record found

byte 6 contains '00'X or 'E' if 35c record found

byte 7 contains '00'X or 'D' if 36  record found

byte 8 contains '00'X or 'A' if 07  record found

(Temporary data element available to user exits)

STARTTS
Transaction start tim

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:
Read from the type FA transaction record

For non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:
Time stamp of the type 31d (DLI) record

ENDTS
Transaction end time

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:
Read from the type FA transaction record

For non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:
Time stamp of the type 31d (DLI) record that begins the next transaction in the schedule, or the time stamp of the type 07
record that signifies the end of the schedule

fffTMQIN
Input Queue Time

All fffTMQIN data elements are populated from the appropriate summarization of ISUTMQIN.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:

     fffTMQIN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS

For non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:

     IF TRANMASK NE :'I' THEN ISUTMQIN = .;  

     ELSE IF TRANINTS AND TRANINTS LT STARTTS

      AND TRANXMSC NE 'Y'                    

      THEN ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRANINTS;    

     ELSE IF TRAN35TS AND TRAN35TS LT STARTTS

      THEN ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRAN35TS;    

     ELSE ISUTMQIN = ZERO;

fffRESTM
Processing Region Residency Time All fffRESTM data elements are populated from the appropriate summarization of
ISURESTM.
This time is calculated to be the difference

ISURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;
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fffTRSTM
Total Response Time
All fffTRSTM data elements are populated from the appropriate summarization of ISUTRSTM. ISUTRSTM is calculated
if the transaction had an input and output message, and the output message destination is the originating input terminal.
Otherwise, ISUTRSTM is set to a SAS missing value.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:

     DURATION = ENDTS - STARTTS     

     ISUTRSTM = DURATION + ISUTMQIN;

For non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems:

Fastpath transactions:

          ISUTRSTM = SUM(ISUFPBQW, ISURESTM)

Full function transactions:

          IF TRANC31 THEN                          

           ISUTRSTM = TRANC31 - STARTTS + ISUTMQIN;

          ELSE IF TRANOQTS THEN                    

           ISUTRSTM = TRANOQTS - STARTTS + ISUTMQIN

          ELSE ISUTRSTM = ISURESTM + ISUTMQIN;    

fffSRSTM
Short Response Time

fffMRSTM
Medium Response Time

fffLRSTM
Long Response Time

fffCRSTM
Conversational Response Time

The Short, Medium, Long, Conversational, Excessive arrays of buckets are added  based upon the value of TRANTYPE,
as set by the user routine IMSRLRT, which is used to categorize transaction response times at the detail level.

As each detail transaction record is processed, the IMSRLRT routine is called to classify the transaction into a short,
medium, long, or conversational transaction category. The value of TRANTYPE for each detail transaction determines
which response distribution accumulator set will be used to record the transaction's response time. All transaction
responses, except those designated as excessive, are accumulated into the total response distribution accumulator set
(fffTDSTx).

fffAVTTM
Average Total Transaction Response Time

fffAVSTM
Average Short Transaction Response Time

fffAVMTM
Average Medium Transaction Response Time

fffAVLTM
Average Long Transaction Response Time
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fffAVCTM
Average Conversational Transaction Response Time

fffMXTTM
Maximum Total Transaction Response Time

fffMXSTM
Maximum Short Transaction Response Time

fffMXMTM
Maximum Medium Transaction Response Time

fffMXLTM
Maximum Long Transaction Response Time

fffMXCTM
Maximum Conversational Transaction Response Time

fffUOWCT
Total units of work processed All fffUOWCT data elements are populated from the appropriate summarization of
ISUUOWCT. ISUUOWCT is set to 1 for each transaction.

fffTRANS
Total Transaction Executions

All fffTRANS data elements are populated from the appropriate summarization of ISUTRANS. ISUTRANS is set to 1 if
the transaction had an input and output message, and the output message destination is the originating input terminal.
Otherwise, ISUTRANS is set to zero.

ISUSTRN
Short Transaction Executions

ISUMTRN
Medium Transaction Executions

ISULTRN
Long Transaction Executions

ISUCTRN
Conversational Transaction Executions

IAUSTRN
Short Transaction Executions

IAUMTRN
Medium Transaction Executions

IAULTRN
Long Transaction Executions

IAUCTRN
Conversational Transaction Executions

ISYSRESC
Short Transaction Executions

ISYMRESC
Medium Transaction Executions

ISYLRESC
Long Transaction Executions

ISYCRESC
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Conversational Transaction Executions

fffTDSTX
Count Total Responses Within Limit

fffSDSTX
Count Short Responses Within Limit

fffMDSTX
Count Medium Responses Within Limit

fffLDSTX
Count Long Responses Within Limit

fffCDSTX
Count Conversational Responses Within Limit

fffPCTRX
Percent Total Responses Within Limit

ISYPCSRX
Percent Short Responses Within Limit

ISYPCMRX
Percent Medium Responses Within Limit

ISYPCLRX
Percent Long Responses Within Limit

ISYPCCRX
Percent Conversational Responses Within Limit

$IMSSQL - IMS SQL Call Counting
IMS/VS application programs can communicate with DB2 subsystems via the Structured Query Language or SQL. If the
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 Extension feature is installed, SQL call statistics are available on the CA MICS
database.

The measures of SQL activity treated by the CA MICS IMS Analyzer are relatively simple. These measures reflect the
number of SQL calls issued by an application program according to certain categories defined below.

Category 1 SQL calls are termed Data Definition Language calls. This category includes the CREATE, DROP, ALTER,
COMMENT, and LABEL SQL calls. These calls operate on DB2 storage groups, databases, tablespaces, tables, indexes,
views, and synonyms. CREATE and DROP calls operate on all seven types of DB2 objects, while ALTER applies to
indexes, storage groups, tables, and tablespaces.

The CA MICS database elements that relate to SQL Data Definition Language call activity are:

• fffSQDDL - SQL Data Definition Language
• fffMXQDD - Max SQL Data Definition Language

Category 2 SQL calls include the calls that act on the data in the DB2 tables and comprise the Data Manipulation
Language or DML. This category includes the SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE SQL calls. These calls perform
familiar functions on table rows.

The CA MICS database elements that relate to SQL Data Manipulation Language call activity are:
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• fffSQOPN - SQL Open
• fffSQSLF - SQL Select/Fetch
• fffSQINS - SQL Insert
• fffSQUPD - SQL Update
• fffSQDEL - SQL Delete
• fffMXQOP - Max SQL Open
• fffMXQSF - Max SQL Select/Fetch
• fffMXQIN - Max SQL Insert
• fffMXQUP - Max SQL Update
• fffMXQDL - Max SQL Delete

Category 3 SQL calls are called Dynamic calls and include PREPARE, DESCRIBE, and EXECUTE. These calls provide
support for programming languages such as COBOL and PL/I to provide record at a time processing.

The CA MICS database elements that relate to SQL Dynamic call activity are:

• fffSQDYN - SQL Dynamic
• fffMXQDY - Max SQL Dynamic

Category 4 SQL calls are the Control calls, such as GRANT and REVOKE. Through these calls, creation of and access to
DB2 objects is regulated.

The CA MICS database elements that relate to SQL Control call activity are:

• fffSQCTL - SQL Control
• fffMXQCT - Max SQL Control

Category 5 consists of calls that do not fall into one of the previous four categories. Calls such as EXPLAIN, ROLLBACK,
COMMIT, LOCK, LABEL, and CLOSE are in this category.

The CA MICS database elements that relate to SQL Other call activity are:

• fffSQOTH - SQL Other
• fffMXQOT - Max SQL Other

$IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions
It is often difficult to distinguish between certain concepts in IMS and the words this and other documents use to describe
those concepts. Transaction and message are two such concepts.

A transaction is a unit of work in a teleprocessing control system. This definition covers the execution of some piece of
work by IMS, on data the user has provided in some way, giving a result back to the user in some manner. The result may
be displayed at the video terminal, printed, or saved on auxiliary storage.

A transaction is also the type of application IMS executes. The transaction name is the data the user gives to IMS so that
IMS can look up which program to execute.

A message is a package of data IMS manipulates during the processing of a unit of work for a user involving one or more
IMS applications. An input message is that which is given to IMS for processing by the user. An output message is that
which is given back to the user or passed to another application by IMS as the result of processing an application.

A message is also the physical entity used by IMS to store these packages of data while they are being manipulated.
These entities are saved by IMS on auxiliary storage when necessary. The mechanism IMS uses to perform these
manipulations is called the Message Queue. Applications may retrieve packages of data from the message queue or
create packages of data on the message queue through the IMS data manipulation language DL/I. This application activity
is measured by CA MICS in counts of access to the message queue by DL/I call type (such as Get Unique, which is used
to locate the first piece of a message on the message queue).
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Messages may be segmented on the message queue. The reason for segmentation may be that the package of data was
too large to fit into one of the message queue's package frames, or the message is intended to be used in pieces. Each
piece of the message is called a message segment.

A message may be queued for processing by an IMS application. This message may be an input message whose source
is a user, or an output message whose source is the previous application in a set of applications (passing work from one
part of a multiple-application process to the next). Typical IMS application processing involves scheduling the application
that will process the message, and giving control to the application. The application will have IMS give it the queued
message when the application is ready (i.e., initialized). When the application has gotten all the pieces (segments) of
the message, it will process the request, output more messages if necessary, and end processing for that message.
Processing is ended either by telling IMS to terminate the application, or by asking IMS for the next queued message, if
any, to process. This concept is frequently called "executing a transaction" or "processing a message." These terms yield
the IMS productivity measure "transactions executed," and the equivalent measure "messages processed."

IMS Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for the measurement descriptive quality that they possess. These data elements may
be carried in one or more CA MICS files. There are a few common data elements that exist only in one file or in no files,
but they were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names rather than following the CA MICS
naming convention of using the file prefix as the first three characters of the data element name.

Most of these data elements are interesting because they exist at the detail level of each IMS file, whether carried in the
database or not, and are available for use by the CA MICS IMS user routine for determining the account code.

Definitions for the IMS common data elements follow in alphabetical order.

CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask (IMS)
CKPTMASK contains a character string used to keep track of the checkpoint record types encountered in an IMS log.
Knowing which checkpoint record types were encountered can be useful in determining the appropriateness and/or
validity of other fields in the database.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CKPTMASK is derived internally using code which marks a character in CKPTMASK if the associated IMS log record type
and subtype is found, according to the table in the RANGE OF VALUES section, below.

Range of Value:

The values in CKPTMASK depend on the type of checkpoint record read, the subtype, and the version of IMS.

     IMS                           Checkpoint

  Record Type   Subtype   Offset   Mask Value

  -----------   -------   ------   ----------

           40     01        1          1

           40     02        2          2

           40     03        3          3

           40     98        4          4

           45     16        5          M

           45     02        6          B
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           45     03        7          C

           45     04        8          D

           45     05        9          E

           45     06       10          F

           45     09       11          G

           45     0A       12          H

           45     07       13          I

           45     08       14          J

           45     0B       15          K

           45     0F       15          K

           45     0E       16          L

Summarization Process:

CKPTMASK contains the last CKPTMASK value processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

To check the validity of the data in an element, for example ISYSIDBI, the following sample code could be used.

IF SUBSTR(CKPTMASK,10,1) = 'F' THEN

TOTFAIL = TOTFAIL + ISYSIDBI;

DATABASE - Database Name (IMS)
Database Name is the name of the DMB associated with a database-oriented process or incident. For incident recording,
DATABASE is read directly from the log record that caused the incident to be noted. For transaction data, DATABASE is
input during the processing of individual database statistics appendages to the IMF transaction records during aggregate
database statistics accumulation.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

             IDBCOUNT - Count of Transaction Accesses

Element Derivation:

DATABASE is read by the IMF database processing loop for IMF processing. It becomes a key sequence data element in
the IMSIDB file if that file is active.

For database incidents, DATABASE is read from:

  INCCODE  Exception  Source Log Record and Field

  -------  --------   ---------------------------

    20       06102    Type '20'X, DOCLOGMM field.

    21       06103    Type '21'X, DOCLOGMM field.

    24       06107    Type '24'X, ERLGDBDN field.

    4C        n/a     Type  '4C'X,  STLNAME  field  if  STLFLG1

                      has '80'X or '40'X bit on.

Range of Value:

DATABASE can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters with the restriction that the result is a valid name structure.

Summarization Process:
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DATABASE contains the last DATABASE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSACTx - IMS Account Level Identifier
The IMSACTx data elements are user-defined fields defining the accounting or cost center structure of an installation.
There may be up to nine account codes, each representing a level of accountability for the installation. The most
significant (highest) account code is IMSACT1, and second highest IMSACT2, and so on.

The number of fields is set by the user in the IMSACCT member of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The method of defining
each field's contents is set by the user in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSACRT).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length to 30.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSAPU - Application Unit Identifier

Element Derivation:

The values of the account code fields are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSACRT). The content of the
IMSACTx data elements is installation-dependent. Contact your organization's CA MICS System Administrator for further
information.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 30 letters, numbers, blanks, or national characters per field, according to user definition.

Summarization Process:

IMSACTx is not summarized. IMSACTx is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSAPU - Application Unit Name
Application Unit Name is a user-defined variable available for identifying suitable units of application activity for application
analysis.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS does not initialize IMSAPU. It is provided to permit user
calculation of such data for the application unit in question. An exit, IMSAURT, is provided to permit the user to calculate
the variable according to installation algorithms. This exit is %INCLUDEd in the IMS daily format routine code from the
contents of the IMSAURT member of the CA MICS parms library.

Type:

Common control data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 12.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCTL - IMS Component Input Control Variables

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IMSAPU is a summarization control element. During the summarization process, a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Most CA MICS users use TRANSACT (the IMS transaction code) or PSBNAME, sometimes combined with TRANTYPE,
to construct IMSAPU. This is valuable for analyzing IMS activity by transaction code (or whatever is used) from the CA
MICS Database. However, there are economies of scale--the more unique values of IMSAPU, the bigger will be the DASD
requirements for which this element is the key.

Some ways to limit the number of unique values of IMSAPU have been identified. Imagine the transaction code set:

    AP001

    AP002    -- transaction codes from accounts payable system

    ...

    AP014

 

    AR001

    AR002    -- transaction codes from accounts receivable

    ...

    AR014

 

    PKG010

    PKG020   -- transaction codes from a licensed application

    ...

    PKG090

If all the transactions in the IMS system have structured names, the codes can be grouped. In the example above, the AR
group is accounts receivable, the AP group payables, and the transaction codes that begin with PKG belong to a vendor
supplied application package.

Now the PKG transactions are licensed, and modification by users might not be supported by the vendor. In that case,
it may be possible to group all those transaction codes together, calling them the PACKAGE application unit, by setting
IMSAPU to a value of 'PACKAGE' in IMSAURT. Keeping data in the CA MICS database keyed by individual PKG
transaction ID serves no purpose, because there is nothing the user can do to tune the transactions through CA MICS
data, because modifications are not allowed, and billing (if any) is done from another file.

Also, it may be that several of the accounts receivable transactions are short inquiry applications. This is typical for
many AR systems. In this case, the "quick hitters" could be grouped together, and called 'AR INQUIRY', while the other
transaction codes (representing update or other longer AR applications) could generate IMSAPU values equal to their
actual transaction code.

The number of application units is the number of unique values of IMSAPU, and will vary from site to site. This number of
application units is specified by the CA MICS user in the database modeling process, and directly affects the size of the
database. And directly because of the variable nature of the content of IMSAPU, there is no "average" or typical number
of unique values for IMSAPU.

If you use the transaction code to construct the value of IMSAPU, use the number of unique IMS transaction codes
defined in your IMS system for modeling application units. Many IMS shops have 300 or fewer unique transaction codes,
but some shops have thousands.
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IMSCHKNO - IMS Checkpoint Number
IMS Checkpoint Number is the sequential number assigned to an IMS checkpoint by IMS. The number starts at 1 after
IMS is started, and increments by 1 for each checkpoint taken.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSCHKTP - Checkpoint Type

             IMSRESTP - Restart Type

Element Derivation:

IMSCHKNO is read from the type '40'X IMS log records, subtype '01'X and '98'X. The value from the subtype '98'X is
carried on the database. The value is read in PIB2. format from the CHKNO field of the record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IMSCHKNO contains the last IMSCHKNO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSCHKTP - Checkpoint Type
Checkpoint Type is the type of IMS checkpoint request, from the SCDCKCTL field of the checkpoint call.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSCHKNO - IMS Checkpoint Number

Element Derivation:

IMSCHKTP is read from the type '40'X subtype '01'X IMS log record, field CHKSTATS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IMSCHKTP contains the last IMSCHKTP value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSID - IMS System Identification
IMS System Identification: This element is the 1-to 4-character identifier of an IMS system. IMSID is specified by the user
during the IMS component generation. The combination of IMSID and SYSID must be unique over all the IMS systems
defined to CA MICS.
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This data element is an artificial construction. The user may specify any four-character identifier. This identifier may or
may not relate to any existing IMS system identifier. There are no restrictions on the agreement of this identifier with any
other identifier specified for IMS or CA MICS.

Type:

Common control data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID - System Identification

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is user generated, and comes from the OPTIONS statement of the CA MICS PARMS
library member IMSOPS.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 4 letters, numbers, blanks or national characters.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. CA MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values,
and this variable is part of the key of all CA MICS IMS files.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions
This element is the number of distribution values that have been defined by the user for IMS response distribution
determination. A user may specify seven distribution counters (e.g., counter is to represent all responses with a response
time of less than or equal to 1 second) during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. The IMSOPS member of the
CA MICS parms library is used to specify these values. They are used in conjunction with the four groups of distribution
counters maintained in the IMS System Activity, IMS User Activity, and IMS Application Unit Activity files, including total,
short, medium, long and conversational response distributions.

The IMS Analyzer records response distribution within the user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate
distribution accumulator. Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1,2,5,10,15,30, and 60 seconds and
a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than
2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). Eight distribution accumulators are provided, but the highest is reserved for any
response events that complete in greater than the highest time.

Type:

Common identification data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             ISYCDSTX - Conv.  Response Distribution

             ISYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             ISYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             ISYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:
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The response distribution limits are set in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library. The number of response
distribution limits is stored in the #IMSMSTR member of the CA MICS user source library by the IMS component
generation process.

Range of Value:

For the initial version of the IMS component, this data element always has the value of seven (7).

Summarization Process:

IMSNODST is set to the last IMSNODST value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSPLEX - IMSplex Identification Name
IMSPLEX is a 1-to-8 character identifier. This element can be used to apply logical grouping to IMS data in the CA MICS
database. While this element will typically be used to establish a group of all IMS regions that are participating in an
IMSplex, there is no limitation to the defined groupings that may be implemented.

Type:

Retained, - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is user generated, and comes from the OPTIONS statement of the CA MICS PARMS
library member IMSOPS.

Range of Value:

Any combination of 1 to 8 letters, numbers, blanks or national characters.

Summarization Process:

IMSPLEX is set to the last IMSPLEX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname
Region Identifier is the job name field from either the type 07, the type 56FA IMS log records, or the Mainview for IMS type
FA log records representing the job name of the region (address space) where the transaction was processed.

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:

Element Derivation:

This data element contains the value of the DLRNJOB field from the type 07 IMS log record, the TPJOBN field from the
type 56FA IMS log record, or the TRNJOBNM field from the type FA Mainview for IMS Transaction Accounting log record.
Otherwise this data element contains blanks.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is blanks.

Summarization Process:

IMSREGIN contains the last IMSREGIN value that is encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSRESTP - Restart Type
Restart Type is the IMS restart type, from the SCDRSCTL field of the IMS checkpoint call at restart.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSCHKNO - IMS Checkpoint Number

Element Derivation:

IMSRESTP is read from the type '40'X, subtype '01'X, IMS log record, field CHKRSTYP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IMSRESTP contains the last IMSRESTP value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSRVALX - Response Distribution Limit
These are the distribution values IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL7 that have been defined by the user for IMS response
distribution determination. A user may specify up to seven distribution limits (e.g., the limit is to represent all responses
with a response time of less than or equal to 1 second) during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer.

The RESP statement of the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library is used to specify these values. They are
used in conjunction with the five groups of distribution counters maintained in the IMS System Activity, IMS User Activity,
and IMS Application Unit Activity files, including total, short, medium, long and conversational response distributions. The
eighth value, IMSRVAL8, is for responses that occur within a greater number of seconds than the seventh value.

IMS Analyzer adds one to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event is recognized. Thus, if the
distribution times requested by the user were 1,2,5,10,15,30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a
count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds). Eight
distribution accumulators are provided, the highest for any response events that complete in greater than the highest time.

Type:

Common Identification data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             IAULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit
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             IAUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             ISUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             ISULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             ISUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             ISYCDSTX - Conv. Response Distribution

             ISYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             ISYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             ISYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage

             ISYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage

             ISYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage

             ISYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage

             ISYPCTRX - Total Response Percentage

             ISYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

The user specifies the response distribution limits in the RESP statement of the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms
library. This statement is used by the IMS component generation process, which stores these values as elements of a
SAS array in the _IMSRESP SAS macro in the #IMSMSTR member of the user's CA MICS user source library.

Range of Value:

Values range from 0 to the highest response time in seconds the user wants to specify.

Summarization Process:

IMSRVALx contains the value of the last IMSRVALx encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

IMSVER - IMS Version
IMSVER identifies the version of the IMS system that provided the data used to construct this observation.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from the specification of the IMS version ID in the OPTIONS statement of the IMSOPS member of the
prefix.MICS.PARMS library.

Range of Value:

This value must be This value must be 6.1, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1, 10.1, 11.1, 12.1, 13.1, 14.1 15.1. or 15.2
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Summarization Process:

IMSVER is set to the last IMSVER value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LINE - Terminal Line Identification (IMS)
The IMS LINE macro provides IMS with a list of terminals in groups. Each group contains TERMINAL macros for all
terminals on the same line. IMS assigns numbers to the line groups sequentially, starting with one. The data element LINE
contains the sequential line number of the terminal that caused the activity covered by the current record.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

             PTERM    - Physical Terminal Number

Element Derivation:

LINE is read from the LINE field of the associated record. For terminal-oriented incidents, LINE is read from:

  INCCODE  Exception  Source Log Record and Field

  -------  --------   ---------------------------

    10       06100    Type '10'X, SCLINE field

    69        n/a     Type '69'X, JMLINENO field

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

LINE contains the last LINE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears on the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents on that file for
transaction-oriented incidents. However, the data element is available for the user to examine during any of the standard
CA MICS exits, such as the account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application unit determination exit IMSAURT,
or the relative longevity code determination exit IMSRLRT.

LTERM - Logical Terminal Identification (IMS)
Logical Terminal is the eight character logical name of a terminal. This name comes from the LTERM field of the
Communications Name Table (CNT).

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

Element Derivation:
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LTERM is read by the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online database processing loop from the LTERM field of the transaction
record. For non-BMC processing, the IMSLOGUT program constructs a table of logical terminal names from the type
'40'X, subtype '03'X, CNT configuration checkpoint records. IMSLOGUT uses the input destination CNT offset from the
type '01'X input message record to find the offset of the correct LTERM in the table it constructed. The LTERM is moved
into the intermediate record. For database incidents, LTERM is read from:

  INCCODE  Exception  Source Log Record and Field

  -------  --------   ---------------------------

    69        n/a     Type '69'X, JMTERMID field (4 bytes).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

LTERM contains the last LTERM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears on the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents on that file for
transaction-oriented incidents.

However, the data element is available for the user to examine during any of the standard CA MICS exits, such as the
account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application unit determination exit IMSAURT, or the relative longevity code
determination exit IMSRLRT.

ORGIMSID - Original IMS Identification (IMS)
ORGIMSID is the region identifier of the IMS region from which data was originated.

If the AutoDetect facility is not active, this element will contain the same value as the IMSID element. If AutoDetect has
been activated for an IMS region, this element will contain the actual IMS region identifier extracted from the IMS log data.

Type:

Retained, - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSID - IMS System Identification

Element Derivation:

When processing BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online log data, this value is extracted from the transaction log records if
AutoDetect processing has been specified. Otherwise the value is obtained from specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS
member IMSOPS.

Range of Value:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ORGIMSID contains the value of the last ORGIMSID encountered.

Usage Notes:

CA MICS provides a mapping of input ORGIMSID to logical IMSID to support the concept of "successor" systems.
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PTERM - Physical Terminal Identification (IMS)
The IMS LINE macro provides IMS with a list of terminals in groups. Each group contains TERMINAL macros for all
terminals on the same line. IMS assigns numbers to the line groups sequentially, starting with one. The data element
PTERM contains the sequential number within the line of the terminal that caused the activity covered by the current
record.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

             LINE     - Line

Element Derivation:

PTERM is read from the PTERM field. For transaction-oriented incidents, PTERM is read from:

  INCCODE  Exception  Source Log Record and Field

  -------  --------   ---------------------------

    10       06100    Type '10'X, SCTERM field.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

PTERM contains the last PTERM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears on the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents on that file for
transaction-oriented incidents. However, the data element is available for the user to examine during any of the standard
CA MICS exits, such as the account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application unit determination exit IMSAURT,
or the relative longevity code determination exit IMSRLRT.

TRANSACT - Transaction Code (IMS)
Transaction Name is the eight-byte identifier of an IMS transaction. This field comes from either an IMS input message
text segment, a type 7 log record, or a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction accounting record (type 'FA'X).

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

    SEE ALSO:  INCCODE - Incident Identifier

              PSBNAME - PSB Name

 

Element Derivation:

The data reduction method controls the element's derivation.

   With BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online

 

This data element is read from the contents of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction identifier TRNCODE.

   Without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
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This data element is read from the TRANSACT field of the IMSLOGUT intermediate record. IMSLOGUT gets this field's
contents from either the DLRTRNCD field of the type '07'X log record or from the first 8 bytes of the text in the text
segment of the first message segment for a transaction, log record type '01'X.

If the input message is multisegment, the transaction code is in the first message segment. If the transaction is
conversational, the transaction (text) is offset by two additional bytes of conversation information. Note that query-only,
nonrecoverable transactions have no meaningful information in the type '01'X records so the code from the '07'X record is
used.

When the transaction originates from a non-message BMP, TRANSACT is populated from the LINTSY2 field of the
'08'X log application start accounting log record. The LINTSY2 field might contain the IMS database name instead of the
expected transaction code.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

TRANSACT contains the last TRANSACT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears on the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents on that file for
transaction-oriented incidents (such as an application abend incident). However, the data element is available for the user
to examine during any standard CA MICS exits, such as the account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application
unit determination exit IMSAURT, and the relative longevity code determination exit IMSRLRT.

If the application log record originated from a non-message driven BMP, then the transaction code is unavailable and
metric LINTSY2 contains the database name by default instead of the expected transaction code. If you do not want data
element TRANSACT to contain a database name, you can use the IMS Account Routine, sp.MICS.PARMS(IMSACRT). To
blank-out or modify the TRANSACT data element value for certain criteria, such as a specific PSBNAME value.

You might also want to consider modifying your IMS environment to provide better information in the LINTSY2 metric
for non-message BMP transactions. Type 1 log records for data created by the IMS FORMAT command report the
message destination rather than the transaction identifier. In coding parameter exits, consider testing for format
records (IF TRANXORG=F) and handling them by setting the transaction name to the transmission identifier (THEN
TRANSACT=TRANSMID).

VTAMNODE - VTAM Terminal Identification (IMS)
VTAMNODE is the eight-character logical name of a terminal when the terminal is attached to the system through VTAM.
This name comes from the VTAMNODE field of the IMS input message record.

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

Element Derivation:

VTAMNODE is read by the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online database processing loop from the VTAMNODE field of the
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. For non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online processing, the IMSLOGV6
program extracts the VTAMNODE from the type 01 IMS log record.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

VTAMNODE contains the last VTAMNODE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element normally appears on the IMS incident file, IMSINC, and only has valid contents on that file for
transaction-oriented incidents.

However, the data element is available for the user to examine during any of the standard CA MICS exits, such as the
account code determination exit IMSACRT, the application unit determination exit IMSAURT, or the relative longevity code
determination exit IMSRLRT.

IMS Information Area Files
The IMS Information Area is supported by the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. The following sections describe the files supported
in this information area:

User Application Count File (IMSIAC)
The IMS User Application Count File contains data quantifying the IMS user's frequency of use of a specific application
unit.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   IMSAPU    YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   IMSAPU    YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   IMSAPU    YEAR     |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT1  - DIVISION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT2  - REGION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT3  - USER

  .D.MY.E  IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

  .D.MY.E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname

  .D.MY.E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.   IACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  .D.MY.E  IACCOST  - Processing Charges

  .D.MY.E  IACIMSGS - Number Of Input Messages

  .D.MY.   IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

  .D.MY.E  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled
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  .D.MY.E  IACTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .D.MY.E  IACTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

  .D.MY.E  IACTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .D.MY.E  IACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences

  .D.MY.E  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

IACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurences

Abnormal Termination Occurrences is the total number of transactions that terminated abnormally in this application unit
for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Element Derivation:

IACABEND is set from the value of ISUABEND at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IACABEND is the sum of all the IACABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IACCOST - Processing Charges

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of processing costs for each user. An exit, _USRSIAC, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to
installation algorithms. If the IMSIAC file is designated as part of CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback implementation,
this field will be updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCOST  - Processing Charge

             ISUCOST  - Processing Charge

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for IACCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

IACCOST is set to the sum of all IACCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IACIMSGS - Number of Input Messages

Number Of Input Messages is the number of message queue get unique operations that were issued during execution of
transactions for this application unit by this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

Element Derivation:

IACIMSGS is set from the value of ISUIMSGS at the detail level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IACIMSGS is the sum of all the IACIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IACNOLOG - Number of Recognized Sign-ons

Number Of Recognized Sign-Ons is the number of times the IMS user successfully signed on to IMS in the IMS
measurement interval. The measurement interval may include sign-ons or not, depending on the definition of the sign-on
transaction identifier and its use.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of IMS session counts. An exit, _USRSIAC, is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISYNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IACNOLOG is set to the sum of all IACNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

IACSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes no IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences

             IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction executed by a scheduled IMS facility causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACSCHCT contains the sum of all IACSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IACTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

IACTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IACTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             IACTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTAPPC data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACTAPPC contains the sum of all IACTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IACTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

IACTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

             IACTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IACTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTHR data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACTOTHR contains the sum of all IACTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IACTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

IACTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             IACTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IACTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTMA data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACTOTMA contains the sum of all IACTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IACTRANS - Number of Transaction Occurrences

IACTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L ) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed. For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS
log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type
'07'X records for which no associated message queue get unique was found, plus the number of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

IACTRANS is set from the value of ISUTRANS at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACTRANS contains the sum of all IACTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

IACUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions
executed if such transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction processed by the IMS Analyzer causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IACUOWCT contains the sum of all IACUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

Application Unit Activity File (IMSIAU)
The IMS Application Unit Activity File contains data quantifying an IMS application unit's resource usage and service. The
placement of observations is dependent only on the source data used and the scheduling mechanism involved.

This file is derived from IMS Log Data records, IMF, or Mainview for IMS Online data.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     IMSAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     IMSAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.
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Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

  .D.M..E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .D.M..E  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

  ......E  IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  .D.M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

  .D.M..E  IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

  .D.M..   IAUFPSRC - FP Sync Point Return Code

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

  .D.M..E  IAUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.M..E  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5
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  .D.M..E  IAUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..   IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCOST  - Processing Charge

  .D.M..E  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

  .D.M..   IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.M..E  IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUDBDLT - Data Base Deletes

  .D.M..E  IAUDBDNO - Number of Data Bases Accessed

  .D.M..E  IAUDBGN  - Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.M..E  IAUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.M..E  IAUDBIST - Data Base Inserts

  .D.M..E  IAUDBOTH - Other Data Base Calls (System Service)

  .D.M..E  IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUDBREP - Data Base Replaces

  .D.M..E  IAUDBTOT - Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

  .D.M..E  IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..   IAUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

  .D.M..   IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

  .D.M..   IAUFPCIC - FP CI Contentions

  .D.M..   IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

  .D.M..   IAUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

  .D.M..   IAUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

  .D.M..   IAUFPWFB - FP Buffer Waits

  .D.M..E  IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input Messages Count

  .D.M..E  IAUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

  .D.M..E  IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3
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  .D.M..E  IAULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSTOT - Total Number of Message Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..   IAUNOLOG - User Logons

  .D.M..E  IAUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output Messages Count

  .D.M..E  IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

  .D.M..   IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

  .D.M..E  IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAUSQCTL - DB2 Control Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQOTH - DB2 Other Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls
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  .D.M..E  IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..   IAUSRU   - System Resource Units

  .D.M..E  IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

  .D.M..E  IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDOC - Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

  .D.M..E  IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

  .D.M..E  IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.M..E  IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDB  - Max Data Bases Accessed

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg. Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDDT - Max Data Base Deletes

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDGN - Max Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDGU - Max Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDIS - Max Data Base Inserts
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  .D.M..E  IAUMXDOC - Max Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDOT - Max Other Data Base Calls (sysm Serv)

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDRP - Max Data Base Replaces

  .D.M..E  IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQOP - Max DB2 Open Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQSF - Max DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQTT - Max Total DB2 SQL Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.M..E  IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMX2TM - Max DB2 CPU Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time
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  .D.M..E  IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR1 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR2 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR3 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR4 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR5 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR6 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR7 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 7

IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

IAUABEND is the total number of transactions that terminated abnormally in this application unit for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Element Derivation:

IAUABEND is set from the value of ISUABEND at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUABEND is the sum of all the IAUABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Note:

Alternate Terminal Output Length is the number of characters written to an alternate terminal PCB by transactions
executed by this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description
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  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNALCHR      The contents of the halfword value at

                         position 169 of the CIMS transaction

                         log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUALT is the sum of all the IAUALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

Avg Conversational Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUCRSTM and IAUCTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

Avg Excessive Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:
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Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUERSTM and IAUETRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVETM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Avg Locks Held is the average number of locks held during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Average data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived by dividing the total number of locks held (IAUTOLKH) by the number of
checkpoints/syncpoints (IAUCPCNT) for the IMS transaction.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVLKH is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

Avg Long Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAULRSTM and IAULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

Avg Medium Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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IAUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUMRSTM and IAUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

Avg Short Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUSRSTM and IAUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

IAUAVTRT contains the average of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution over all
executions for this application unit. The average is taken of the total available general purpose CP processor CPU time for
each transaction.

The IAUAVTRT data element contains the average of Total CPU Time for IMS regions before Version 12.1, or BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later
running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:
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Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUAVTRT is calculated from the derived data elements IAUCPUTM and IAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

The Response Time All Functions is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this
application unit for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

IAUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUTRSTM and IAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Buffer Compactions documentation is not available at this time.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

             ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

This field is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction activity record, log type 'FA'X, field TRNBUFCP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUBUFCP is the sum of all the IAUBUFCP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCDSTX - Count Conc. Responses Within Limit

Count Conv. Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUCDST1 through IAUCDST8, contains the number of conversational
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUCDSTx fields
are incremented if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "C" to TRANTYPE.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCDSTx contains the sum of all IAUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

A user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to an application unit.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of connect time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCONTM is set to the sum of all IAUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCOST - Processing Charge

Processing Charge is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user
calculation of processing costs for each application unit. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACCOST  - Processing Charges

             ISUCOST  - Processing Charge

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for IAUCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUCOST is set to the sum of all IAUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints is the number of checkpoints and syncpoints that occured during the execution of an IMS
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANNCKP      The fullword counter at position 457

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 217 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUCPCNT      The fullword counter at position 761

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCPCNT is the sum of all the IAUCPCNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Instructions Executed is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting
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             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Element Derivation:

IAUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at CA MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed (IAUCPUTM) by the IMS user.

Range of Value:

This value has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCPUNI contains the sum of all IAUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in the MICS.PARMS library member, SYSID.

IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

IAUCPUTM contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.

The IAUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions before Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions before Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter, setting this total time includes (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For Non-BMC systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for
more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

             IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUCPUTM is set to ISUCPUTM at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IAUCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUCPUTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

If you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online with the DB2 Extensions, the DB2 time is included in IAUDB2TM.
Otherwise, DB2 CPU time is included in IAUCPUTM.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUCRSTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time

Conversational Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for conversational
response events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

Conversational Transaction Count is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time
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             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'C', the value of IAUCTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'C',
indicating conversational, one count is added into IAUCTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUCTRN is set to the sum of all IAUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Database Deletes is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTDLET       The sum of the halfword delete

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DDL      An apportionment of the DLRDLET field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBDLT is the sum of all the IAUDBDLT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

IAUDBDNO is the number of databases accessed per transaction, during DETAIL transaction processing. This number
is accumulated during summarization to provide the number of database accesses during all transactions. Carrying the
number in this form is necessary for production of average DL/I function calls per database per transaction.

This data element is only present with Control/IMS systems.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXDB  - Max Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNDBTLR      The 2-byte counter of the number of

                         database segments in the Control/IMS

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Data element is missing from the

                         database.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBDNO is the sum of all the IAUDBDNO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBGN - Database Get Nexts

Database Get Nexts is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from all databases by
applications for this application unit. This number represents the generic get next function, and includes the sum of all GN
(get next), GHN (get hold next), GNP (get next within parent), and GHNP (get hold next within parent) DL/I functions.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGN         The sum of the halfword get next

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGN      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGN, DLRGNP, DLRGHN and DLRGHNP

                         fields of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBGN is the sum of all the IAUDBGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBGU - Database Get Uniques

Database Get Uniques is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by applications for this application unit. This number represents the generic get unique function, and includes
the sum of all GU (get unique) and GHU (get hold unique) DL/I functions.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGU         The sum of the halfword get unique

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGU      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGU1 and DLRGHU fields of the type

                         7 log record, carried as PIB4 on the

                         intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBGU is the sum of all the IAUDBGU values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

Database Inserts is the number of insert DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTISRT       The sum of the halfword insert

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DIS      An apportionment of the DLRISRT field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBIST is the sum of all the IAUDBIST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (System Service)

Other Database Calls is the number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by applications for this
application unit. This data element applies only to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and is not present on the CA MICS
IMS database if NOCIMS is specified on IMSGENIN's OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (sysm Serv)

Element Derivation:

IAUDBOTH is set based on raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTOTHER      The sum of the halfword "other"

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

IAUDBOTH's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBOTH is the sum of all the IAUDBOTH values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

IAUDBOTM contains the sum of the IAUTMCBF, IAUTMCDL, IAUTMDBF, IAUTMDDL and IAUTMDOC data elements.
These elements contain the IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable
to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same calculation, but most of the data
elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for more
information.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter, setting this total time will be included in the IAUCPUTM data element since
IAUCPUTM in that situation represents total CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

IAUDBOTM is set equal to the value of ISUDBOTM.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBOTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUDBOTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

Database Replaces is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTREPL       The sum of the halfword replace

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DRP      An apportionment of the DLRREPL field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBREP is the sum of all the IAUDBREP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBTOT - Total Number of Database Calls

Total Number Of Database Calls is the sum of all individual types of database activity (logical DL/I calls) for all executions
of transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

             IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

             IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

             IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

             IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

             IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:
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• For CIMS:

IAUDBTOT=IAUDBGU+IAUDBGN+IAUDBIST+IAUDBDLT+IAUDBREP+IAUDBOTH;

• For NOCIMS:

IAUDBTOT=IAUDBGU+IAUDBGN+IAUDBIST+IAUDBDLT+IAUDBREP;

Note: IAUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBTOT is the sum of all the IAUDBTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

IAUDB2TM is the total amount of CPU time attributed to DB2 accumulated under the dependent region TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             IAUMX2TM - Max Total DB2 CPU Time

MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction record at Release 2.5 or higher. The value of this field in the transaction record is in
Time of Day (TOD) clock format of CPU time accumulation; that is, bit 51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data
element will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release
is not 2.5 or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUDB2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUDB2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUDB2TM is the amount of CPU time spent in cross-memory mode executing DB2 code. It does not include some of the
CPU time that may be required by DB2 functions that cannot execute in cross-memory mode. It also does not include any
CPU time spent by DB2 for logging functions that cannot occur under the dependent region TCB.

IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

IAUEAPPL is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
IAUE1STD, Sched-to-1st DL/I call time.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEAPPL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 464 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEAPPL contains the sum of all IAUEAPPL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDB2 - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDB2 is the amount of DB2 call elapsed time for the transaction. DB2 activity that results from DL/I TM calls (such as
phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time
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             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDB2       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 476 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEDB2 contains the sum of all IAUEDB2 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDLDB is the amount of DL/I DB call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLDB      the contents of the fillword value at
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                         decimal position 472 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEDLDB contains the sum of all IAUEDLDB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDLTM is the amount of DL/I TM call elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
TRNESYNC. any ESS commit time that occurring as a result of a DL/I TM call is also included in this field, and not in the
IAUEDB2, IAUEMQS and IAUEOESS time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLTM      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 468 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEDLTM contains the sum of all IAUEDLTM values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

IAUELDLI is the elapsed time of the transaction's last DL/I call.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNELDLI      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 500 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUELDLI contains the sum of all IAUELDLI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEMQS - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

IAUEMQS is the amount of IBM MQSeries® call elapsed time for the transaction. MQSeries activity that results from DL/I
TM calls (such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEMQS       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 480 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEMQS contains the sum of all IAUEMQS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

IAUEOESS is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. Other ESS activity that results from DL/I TM calls
(such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time
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             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOESS      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 484 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEOESS contains the sum of all IAUEOESS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

IAUEOPCL is the amount of database open/close elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in the elapsed
time recorded in IAUEDLDB.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CIMS     TRNEOPCL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 488 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEOPCL contains the sum of all IAUEOPCL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

Excessive Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for excessive response
events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'X' (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUERSTM is set to the sum of all IAUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

IAUESYNC is the amount of sync point elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in IAUEDLTM field and the
IAUEDB2, IAUEMQS and IAUEOESS elapsed time fields. Some ESS sync point time may not be included in the ESS
time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNESYNC      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 492 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUESYNC contains the sum of all IAUESYNC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUETRN - Excessive Transaction Count

Excessive Transaction Count is the number of excessive transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For IMF, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'X', the value of IAUETRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-coded relative longevity code exit (IMSRLRT) sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X', indicating excess, IAUTRANS is added into IAUETRN before IAUTRANS is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUETRN is set to the sum of all IAUETRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

IAUE1STD is the amount of schedule-to-first DL/I call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNE1STD      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 496 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUE1STD contains the sum of all IAUE1STD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUFPBQC - Fast Path Balancing Queue Count

IAUFPBQC is the number of transactions queued on the same balancing group when the application went through sync
point processing.

Load balancing groups are used by Fast Path to ensure that transactions get equitable service and that they wait a
minimum amount of time between entry and execution.

Fast Path load balancing applies only to Fast Path Exclusive transactions using the Expedited Message Handler.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

In the non-IMF environment, the IAUFPBQC element is extracted from the 5901 IMS Fast Path record from field
FLIMBQCT. In the IMF environment, IAUFPBQC is found in the IMF FA transaction record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBQC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBQC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPBQW - Fast Path Balancing Queue Wait Time

IAUFPBQW is the amount of time Fast Path spent balancing applications which execute in multiple regions sharing a
common balancing group.

With Fast Path Exclusive transactions, the expedited message handler schedules transactions to specified regions based
upon several criteria, which are specified at IMS Systems definition time and as parms in the dependent region JCL.
These criteria include balancing group, and a parm specifying which programs can be processed by which Fast Path
region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

Element Derivation:

IAUFPBQW is obtained from the Fast Path 590 record from field FLIMIQTM. IAUFPBQW is set to zero for IM users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBQW contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBQW that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

IAUFPBQW allows the user to assess whether balancing group assumptions were correct, based upon whether
applications were having to wait an excessive amount of time before executing.

IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

IAUFPBUF represents the number of buffers required to execute Fast Path transactions for a user. The value represents
the number of normal buffers used and the number of overflow buffers used for an FP transaction.

The number of overflow buffers used can be derived by subtracting the normal buffer allocation value specified at
execution time by the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter. A positive value indicates that overflow buffers were
used. A negative value indicates the number of unused buffers from the normal allocation. A value equal to NBA indicates
that all buffers were in use and no overflow buffers were required. This might be considered "ideal," but introduces a
condition that would require constant monitoring.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element are fields FLSYNBA and FLSYOVFN in the 5937 log record for non-IMF data and the
FPBUF field for IMF data.

Range of Value:

This element can range from 0 to a maximum that is the sum of the NBA and OBA parameters specified at execution time.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBUF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBUF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Since Fast Path has historically been a heavy user of CSA, scrupulous use of storage was very important. Tracking usage
of Fast Path Buffer usage is important for all users, but especially for users running memory constrained.

IAUFPCIC - Fast Path Control Interval Contentions

IAUFPCIC represents the number of control interval contentions encountered by an application during the execution of a
Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

IAUFPCIC is read from field FLSYUOWC found in the 5937 IMS log record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUFPCIC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPCIC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Minimizing control interval contention is important with any VSAM application; but with Fast Path processing upwards
to hundreds of transactions per second, keeping VSAM contention to minimum levels is imperative. A large value in
IAUFPCIC indicates that there are potentially too many users needing concurrent access to a specific CI. This may
indicate a problem with the balancing group algorithms or too much concurrent work.

IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

IAUFPDEC is the count of calls made to Fast Path DEDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access data entry and main storage databases. These databases are designed
to allow very fast retrieval of data. Since Fast Path was intended to allow its users very fast access to data and provide
facilities through which large numbers of transactions could be processed per day, Fast Path applications tend to be fairly
simple. In fact, this was dictated by IBM until IMS 1.3, which relaxed many of the former restrictions dealing with numbers
of segment types and total number of dependent segments per database. These rules were further relaxed with IMS 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

             IAUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

             IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB call count

Element Derivation:

The 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record is the source of this data. The data is read from log record field FLSYDECL.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDEC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDEC/IAUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB calls performed for this level of summarization.

It is important that users needing high transaction volumes and high throughput levels monitor their DEDB call count rates
in order to detect applications that have the potential for causing performance bottlenecks.

IAUFPDEP - Fast Path DEDB Put Count

IAUFPDEP represents the count of DEDB record updates for an application during sync point processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count
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             IAUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is a count of the 5950 log records processed. One of these records is generated by Fast
Path every time a data base update occurs.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDEP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDEP/IAUTRANS equals the average number of database updates that occurred at this level of summarization.

To assure consistent responsiveness of the Fast Path system, database accesses, especially database updates, should
be minimized.

IAUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

IAUFPDER is the count of reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by an application during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the 5937 log record field FLSYDERD.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDER contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDER/IAUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB reads done for a transaction at this level of summarization.

A consistently high DEDB read count may potentially degrade performance of a high volume system.

IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

IAUFPMSC is the count of reads made to Fast Path MSDB database records by an application during the execution of a
Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access two types of databases: main storage databases (MSDB) and data entry
databases (DEDB). The MSDB is entirely virtual memory resident and provides very quick access to data.

The MSDB is most appropriate for read-only access and is most frequently used for tables that require very frequent
queries. While MSDBs may be updated online, they work best in read-only mode.
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While there are some very large MSDBs being used, they are usually small in size. Large MSDBs, requiring many pages
of virtual memory, may have a negative impact upon performance due to increased demand paging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

Element Derivation:

This variable is read from the 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record field FLSYMSCL.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPMSC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPMSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPNBA - Fast Path Number of Buffers Allocated

IAUFPNBA represents the value of the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter found on the execute card for a Fast
Path Message Processing Region.

For an IMS application program to access Fast Path database resources (Data Entry Database (DEDB) or Main Storage
Database (MSDB)), buffers from the Fast Path buffer pool must be allocated to the region. This is done in the region
JCL by supplying NBA size. NBA is the Normal Buffer Allocation for the region and should be set to a value which will
satisfy the region's buffer requirements most of the time. These buffers are used by the DEDB to access VSAM control
intervals, and by the MSDBs and DEDBs to hold information for updating between the DL/1 call and synchronization point.
IAUFPNBA is obtained only from IMF data and is not available for non-IMF users. It represents the value specified for the
NBA parameter in the Fast Path region JCL in which user work was processed.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPSDB - FP Seq dep buffer gets

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the IMF F9 (Program Statistics) log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified on the NBA parameter of Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPNBA contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPNBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUFPOBA - Fast Path Overflow of Buffers Allocated

IAUFPOBA is the overflow buffer allocation for the region and is used to handle situations where the number of buffers
allocated by the Normal Buffer Allocation (NBA) parameter is not sufficient to handle the demand. Ideally, this condition
will occur infrequently.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one region must wait for the other to
reach sync point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is
issued by the application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the
duration of the latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

IAUFPOBA will be provided in IMF data only. It represents the value specified for the OBA parameter in the Fast Path
region JCL. The variable is obtained from the IMF F9 Program Statistics Record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified in the OBA parameter of the Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPOBA contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPOBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

IAUFPOBL - Fast Path Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

IAUFPOBL is the number of buffer latch waits taken by an application during the execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one must wait for the other to reach sync
point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is issued by the
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application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the duration of the
latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI --- IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBUF --- FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPOBA --- FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPOBL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPOBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPOBL/IAUTRANS equals the average number of waits for overflow buffer latches for this level of summarization. For
good performance, this number should be very near zero.

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path Region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

IAUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

IAUFPSDB is the number of sequential dependent buffers obtained by an application during sync-point processing of a
Fast Path transaction.

Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are intended for use by applications that need very fast insert, but that
have a very low probability of needing to retrieve the data. These segments are designed more to function as a "strip
file," updated online but processed in a batch update at night or off shift. Many sites use SDEPs to keep audit trails of
transactions.

Sequential dependent buffers are allocated separately from normal buffers and are managed in a slightly different way
from other database buffers. They are designed for very fast insert, at the expense of slower retrieval, if that is necessary.

Typical uses for SDEPs are banking applications that keep track of all withdrawals and deposits from a user's account.
The master files are then posted after normal working hours.

When a Database Descriptor (DBD) is defined for a DEDB, the user must specify whether a segment type is to be a
sequential dependent segment.

IMS generates a 5955 log record every time a sequential dependent buffer is obtained during Fast Path sync processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

IAUFPSDB is derived by counting the number of 5955 log records generated by IMS.
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Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPSDB contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPSDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPSRC - Fast Path Sync Point Return Code

IAUFPSRC is the result of sync point processing of a transaction which accessed Fast Path data. A nonblank character
indicates sync point failure has occurred during Fast Path processing.

Sync point processing occurs when a transaction ends or when an application issues a synchronization call. The intent of
sync point processing is to ensure integrity of the databases and to guarantee the ability to restart the IMS system should
failure occur.

Sync point processing issues a return call, indicating the status of the application at that point in time.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is available from the 5938 log record field FLSYFAIL for users not running IMF and from the F9
(Program Statistics) log record for users with IMF installed.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any one of the following alphameric characters:

SYNC POINT FAILURE REASON CODES CHARACTERS

 

          Blank Successful Sync Point Processing

      A   MSDB verify failure

      B   MSDB arithmetic overflow

      C   DEDB sequential dependent area full

      D   DEDB sequential dependent insert caused buffer

          overflow

      E   DEDB sequential dependent buffer overflow three

          times

      F   DEDB area not available for use

      G   Dynamic MSDB area full

      H   MSDB required segment not found

      L   ROLB call

      O   Out of resources

      R   Resource deadlock

      S   Out of space in data sets

      U   Application program abend

Summarization Process:
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IAUFPSRC contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPSRC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Since sync point failures indicate problems with the system, and since some of the problems may be very serious in
nature, it is important that this variable be monitored closely.

IAUFPSRC is a RETAINED SAS data element, which means that the variable has significance only for the last transaction
executed for the level of summarization of the observation. Users needing access to the Fast Path Sync Point Return
Code should place this variable in one of the account fields (IMSACT1-9) in the IAU file of the IMS Information Area.

IAUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

IAUFPUIO is the count of Fast Path Utility Input/Output operations performed on Fast Path DEDB Databases.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is an accumulated count of the 5953 log records processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPUIO contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPUIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPWFB - Fast Path Buffer Waits

IAUFPWFB is the number of waits for database buffers by an application during the execution of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPWFB contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPWFB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Fast Path buffer handling is asynchronous to transaction processing, but waits for buffers represent part of total
transaction response time. Keeping the number of times a transaction must wait to a minimum will improve overall
response time. Fast Path applications should be designed so that they do as few calls as possible, in order to minimize
times when they (or other applications waiting for buffers) must wait.

IAUGHN - Database GHN Count

IAUGHN contains the number of "get hold next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by
a transaction.

IAUGHN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database Gn Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGHN contains an apportionment of the DLRGHN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGHNP - Database GHNP Count

IAUGHNP contains the number of "get hold next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from
a database by a transaction.

IAUGHNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database Gn Count

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts
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Element Derivation:

IAUGHNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGHNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record
type '07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGHU - Database GHU Count

IAUGHU contains the number of get hold unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

Note: IAUGHU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGU and contains valid data only
when the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGU    - Database GU Count

             IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUGHU contains an apportionment of the DLRGHU field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGN - Database GN Count

IAUGN contains the number of "get next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by a
transaction.

Note: IAUGN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when
the input source is the IMS log.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGN contains an apportionment of the DLRGN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGNP - Database GNP Count

Note:

IAUGNP contains the number of "get next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a
database by a transaction.

IAUGNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database GN Count

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUGU - Database GU Count

IAUGU contains the number of "get unique" DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

IAUGU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGU and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGHU   - Database GHU Count

             IAUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUGU contains an apportionment of the DLRGU1 field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Msg Input Length As Queued is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes the message after it has been processed by MFS, with the communications access method overhead
removed.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

             IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CIMS     IAUINCH       IAUILENG = IAUINCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANINCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 1 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.  This does not include

                         messages for read-only nonrecoverable

                         transactions.  This also includes

                         message switch output records.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUILENG is the sum of all the IAUILENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the IAUINCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note: There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH
data elements.

IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input Messages Count

The count of the number of message segments input by transaction executions for this user. The number of input
messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output MessagesCount

             ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

Element Derivation:
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This data element is assigned from the value of ISUIMSGS at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUIMSGS is set to the sum of all IAUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUINCH - TERMINAL INPUT CHARACTER COUNT

Terminal Input Character Count is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUINCH at the detail level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUINCH is the sum of all the IAUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUILENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note:
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There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH data
elements.

IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Input SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments retrieved by transactions executed for this
application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNISPAC      The halfword message input length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 161).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUINSPA is the sum of all the IAUINSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYR       The sum of the halfword keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUKEYRD is the sum of all the IAUKEYRD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYW       The sum of the halfword keyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUKEYWT is the sum of all the IAUKEYWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Count Long Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAULDST1 through IAULDST8, contains the number of long response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAULDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAULDSTx fields
are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "L" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAULDSTx contains the sum of all IAULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

Long Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for long response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAULRSTM is set to the sum of all IAULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAULTRN - Long Transaction Count

Long Transaction Count is the number of long transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'L', the value of IAULTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'L',
indicating long, IAUTRANS is added into IAULTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAULTRN is set to the sum of all IAULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Count Medium Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUMDST1 through IAUMDST8, contains the number of medium
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUMDSTx fields
are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "M" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMDSTx contains the sum of all IAUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

Medium Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for medium response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
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Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'M' (medium
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Msg Get Next Count is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve secondary input message segments from
the message queue by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGN        The halfword counter at position 151

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGN      An apportionment of the DLRGNMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGGN is the sum of all the IAUMSGGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Msg Get Unique Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve input messages from the message
queue by applications for this application unit.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGU        The halfword counter at position 149

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGU      An apportionment of the DLRGUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGGU is the sum of all the IAUMSGGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Msg Insert Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to insert output message segments to the message
queue by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMISRT      The halfword counter at position 153

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MIS      An apportionment of the DLRISMES
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                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGIS is the sum of all the IAUMSGIS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (SYS SERV, CHKP, STAT)

Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is directly
attributable to applications executed by this application unit. This includes miscellaneous system services, checkpoint and
statistics operations. This data element only applies to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, but the data element will
be on the CA MICS IMS database regardless of the data reduction method.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMOTHR      The halfword contents of position 157

                         in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGOT is the sum of all the IAUMSGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Msg Purge Count is the number of DL/I purge operations issued to purge messages from the message queue by
applications for this application unit.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMPURG      The halfword counter at position 155

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MPG      An apportionment of the DLRPUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGPG is the sum of all the IAUMSGPG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Total Number Of Message Calls is the sum of all individual types of message queue activity (logical DL/I calls) for all
executions of transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

             IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

             IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

             IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

             IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:

IAUMSTOT=IAUMSGGU+IAUMSGGN+IAUMSGIS+IAUMSGPG+IAUMSGOT;

Note: IAUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSTOT is the sum of all the IAUMSTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

Medium Transaction Count is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'M', the value of IAUMTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, IAUTRANS is added into IAUMTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUMTRN is set to the sum of all IAUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

Max Alternate Terminal Output Length is the maximum number of characters output to an alternate terminal over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXALT is set from the value of IAUALT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXALT contains the largest value of IAUMXALT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Max Buffer Compactions is the maximum number of buffer compactions over all transaction executions for the application
unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

IAUMXBFC is set from the value of IAUBUFCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXBFC contains the largest value of IAUMXBFC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of control region buffer handler CPU time spent in any
transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:
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Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCBF is set from the value of IAUTMCBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCBF contains the largest value of IAUMXCBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Max Control Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent in any transaction
over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCDL is set from the value of IAUTMCDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCDL contains the largest value of IAUMXCDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

IAUMXCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CP time spent in an application program per transaction over all
transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time
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             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCP is set from the value of IAUTMCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time Max

Conversational Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of
conversational transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCTM is set to the largest IAUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDB - Max Databases Accessed

Max Databases Accessed is the maximum number of databases accessed in any transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDB is set from the value of IAUDBDNO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDB contains the largest value of IAUMXDB in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of dependent region buffer handler CPU time spent
in any transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBF is set from the value of IAUTMDBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDBF contains the largest value of IAUMXDBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

IAUMXDBO contains the maximum amount of the sum of the IAUTMCBF, IAUTMCDL, IAUTMDBF, IAUTMDDL and
IAUTMDOC data elements. These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time
which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same calculation,
but most of the data elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBO is set from the value of IAUDBOTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDBO contains the largest value of IAUDBOTM in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Max Total Number Of Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBT is set from the value of IAUDBTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDBT contains the largest value of IAUMXDBT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

IAUMXDCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CPU time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDCP is set from the value of IAUTMDCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXDCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Max Dependent Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of dependent region DL/I processor CPU time spent per
transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDDL is set from the value of IAUTMDDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDDL contains the largest value of IAUMXDDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Max Database Deletes is the maximum number of logical database delete calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDDT is set from the value of IAUDBDLT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDDT contains the largest value of IAUMXDDT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Max Database Get Nexts is the maximum number of logical database get next calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDGN is set from the value of IAUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDGN contains the largest value of IAUMXDGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Max Database Get Uniques is the maximum number of logical database get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDGU is set from the value of IAUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDGU contains the largest value of IAUMXDGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Max Database Inserts is the maximum number of logical database insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDIS is set from the value of IAUDBIST for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDIS contains the largest value of IAUMXDIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDOC - Max Database Open And Close Time

Max Database Open And Close Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent opening
and closing databases for per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:
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IAUMXDOC is set from the value of IAUTMDOC for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDOC contains the largest value of IAUMXDOC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (SYSM SERV)

Max Other Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. Though it appears on the database regardless of the data
reduction method, its value will always be zero for NOCIMS systems.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDOT is set from the value of IAUDBOTH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDOT contains the largest value of IAUMXDOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Max Database Replaces is the maximum number of logical database replace calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDRP is set from the value of IAUDBREP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXDRP contains the largest value of IAUMXDRP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXETM - Excessive Transaction Response Time Max

Excessive Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of excess
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXETM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXETM is set to the largest IAUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length as Queued

Max Msg Input Length As Queued is the maximum number of input message characters retrieved from the message
queue per transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXILN is set from the value of IAUILENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXILN contains the largest value of IAUMXILN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXIQ - Max Msg Input Queue Time

Max Msg Input Queue Time is the maximum amount of time an input message waited on the message queue before
being processed by an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXIQ is set from the value of IAUTMQIN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXIQ contains the largest value of IAUMXIQ in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Max Input SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area accessed in any transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXISP is set from the value of IAUINSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXISP contains the largest value of IAUMXISP in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS reads issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXKRD is set from the value of IAUKEYRD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXKRD contains the largest value of IAUMXKRD in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS writes issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXKWT is set from the value of IAUKEYWT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXKWT contains the largest value of IAUMXKWT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held is the maximum number of locks held between any two checkpoints/syncpoints
during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANMLKH      The fullword counter at position 461

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 221 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUMXLKH      The fullword counter at position 765

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXLKH contains the largest value of IAUMXLKH in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Maximum

Long Transaction Response Time Maximum is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions
for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
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             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXLTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of TRANTYPE
is 'L'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXLTM is set to the largest IAUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Max Msg Get Next Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get next calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMGN is set from the value of IAUMSGGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMGN contains the largest value of IAUMXMGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Max Msg Get Unique Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMGU is set from the value of IAUMSGGU for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMGU contains the largest value of IAUMXMGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Max Msg Insert Count is the maximum number of logical message queue insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMIS is set from the value of IAUMSGIS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMIS contains the largest value of IAUMXMIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other CNT (SYS SERV/CHKP/STAT)

Max Msg Other CNT is the maximum number of logical message queue calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. While the data element is on the database for all systems,
NOCIMS systems will always have zero in this data element.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMOT is set from the value of IAUMSGOT for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMOT contains the largest value of IAUMXMOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Max Msg Purge Count is the maximum number of logical message queue purge calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMPG is set from the value of IAUMSGPG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMPG contains the largest value of IAUMXMPG in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Max Total Number Of Message Calls is the maximum number of logical message queue calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMST is set from the value of IAUMSTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMST contains the largest value of IAUMXMST in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

Medium Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions
for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMTM is set to the largest IAUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNIA - Max Alters To Data In Buffer W/O I/O

Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database output operations that were satisfied in an
altered buffer, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNIOA - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNIA is set from the value of IAUNIOA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNIA contains the largest value of IAUMXNIA in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found In Buffer W/O I/O

Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database input operations that were satisfied from a
buffer rather than I/O, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNIO is set from the value of IAUNONIO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNIO contains the largest value of IAUMXNIO in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS reads issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNKR is set from the value of IAUNKEYR for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNKR contains the largest value of IAUMXNKR in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS writes issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNKW is set from the value of IAUNKEYW for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNKW contains the largest value of IAUMXNKW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

Max Msg Output Length As Queued is the maximum number of output message characters written to the message queue
per transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOLN is set from the value of IAUOLENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXOLN contains the largest value of IAUMXOLN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Note:

Max Output SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area saved by any transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOSP is set from the value of IAUOTSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXOSP contains the largest value of IAUMXOSP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOSW - Max Output Msg Switch Length

Max Output Msg Switch Length is the maximum number of characters of message switch segments written by any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOSW is set from the value of IAUSWITH for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXOSW contains the largest value of IAUMXOSW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control Calls

IAUMXQCT is the maximum number of SQL Control calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQCTL - DB2 Control calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQCT is set from the value of IAUSQCTL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQCT contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQCT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

IAUMXQDD is the maximum number of SQL Data Definition Language calls made per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQDD is set from the value of IAUSQDDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQDD contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQDD in the observations processed for the
summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls

IAUMXQDL is the maximum number of SQL Delete calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQDL is set from the value of IAUSQDEL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQDL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQDL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic Calls

IAUMXQDY is the maximum number of SQL Dynamic calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQDY is set from the value of IAUSQDYN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQDY contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQDY in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

IAUMXQIN is the maximum number of SQL INSERT calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.
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Type:

Max data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQIN is set from the value of IAUSQINS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQIN contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQIN in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQOP - Max SQL Open

IAUMXQOP is the maximum number of Open calls per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQOP is set from the value of IAUSQOPN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQOP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQOP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other Calls

IAUMXQOT is the maximum number of SQL other calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQOTH - DB2 Other calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQOT is set from the value of IAUSQOTH for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQOT contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQOT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQSF - Max SQL Select/Fetch

IAUMXQSF is the maximum number of Select/Fetch calls per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQSF is set from the value of IAUSQSLF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQSF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQSF in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXQTT - Max Total DB2 SQL Calls

IAUMXQTT is the maximum number of DB2 SQL calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQTT is set from the value of IAUSQTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of IAUMXQTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQTT contains the maximum value of IAUMXQTT processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

IAUMXQUP is the maximum number of SQL Update calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXQUP is set from the value of IAUSQUPD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXQUP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXQUP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXSTM - SHORT TRANSACTION RESPONSE TIME MAX

Short Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for
this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXSTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXSTM is set to the largest IAUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUMXSUC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zIIP processor that was spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions, for this application
unit.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
IAUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXSUC contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1, this element contains
missing values.
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IAUMXSUC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor CPU time usage analysis, capacity planning, and
cost accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for IAUMXSUC CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

IAUMXTRT contains the maximum amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution
over all executions for this application unit.

The IAUMXTRT data element contains the maximum amount of Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXTRT is set from the value of IAUCPUTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXTRT contains the largest value of IAUMXTRT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

The maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this application unit for all response
events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:
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IAUMXTTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXTTM is set to the largest IAUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

IAUMXXCS contains the maximum general purpose processor (CP) CPU time taken over all the values of the CP Time
Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible (IAUXCSTM) element over all transaction executions for an application unit.

The IAUMXXCS data element contains the same value as the Max CPU Time (IAUMXTRT) data element for IMS regions
prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS
Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. IAUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the IAUSUCTM and
IAUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUMXXCS = MAX(IAUXCSTM)

• All other releases:
IAUMXXCS = IAUMXTRT (Max CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXXCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUXCSTM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

IAUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP). It is the portion of IAUTMCP that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor.

IAUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time is in the IAUMXXCS data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUMXZAC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zAAP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUMXZAC = Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP
All other releases:
IAUMXZAC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXZAC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of IAUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

IAUMXZAC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for IAUMXZAC CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

IAUMXZAP - MAX DEPENDENT REGION zAAP TIME

IAUMXZAP is the maximum amount of dependent region zAAP time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXZAP is set from the value of IAUTMZAP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXZAP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXZAP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
zeros.

IAUMX2TM - Max DB2 CPU Time

IAUMX2TM is the maximum amount of CPU time accumulated by DB2 under the dependent region's TCB per transaction
over all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDB2TM - DB2 Total DB2 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMX2TM is set from the value of IAUDB2TM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMX2TM contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMX2TM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNIOA - Alters To Data In Buffer W/O I/O

Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of writes to a database that did not cause an output hardware
operation. That is, the record to be modified was already in the database buffer AND the database buffer had already
been modified by one or more record alterations.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOO        The sum of the halfword altered buffer

                         alteration counters in all the

                         database segments of a BMC MAINVIEW

                         for IMS Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNIOA is the sum of all the IAUNIOA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
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CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYR      The sum of the halfword non-keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNKEYR is the sum of all the IAUNKEYR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYW      The sum of the halfword nonkeyed write
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                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNKEYW is the sum of all the IAUNKEYW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNOLOG - User Logons

The number of times the IMS user successfully signed on to IMS in the IMS measurement interval. The measurement
interval may include sign-ons or not, depending on the definition of the sign-on transaction identifier and its use.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of IMS session counts. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

             ISUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISYNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNOLOG is set to the sum of all IAUNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer W/O I/O

Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of reads from a database that did not cause an input hardware
operation. That is, the record to be read was already in the database buffer.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOI        The sum of the halfword in-buffer

                         request counters in all the database

                         segments of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNONIO is the sum of all the IAUNONIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Msg Output Length As Queued is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length is from the output message image before MFS processing and contains no communications access method
overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     IAUOUTCH      IAUOLENG = IAUOUTCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANOTCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 3 log records
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                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOLENG is the sum of all the IAUOLENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUOUTCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note:

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH data
elements.

IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output Messages Count

The count of the number of message segments output by transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input MessagesCount

             ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISUOMSGS at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUOMSGS is set to the sum of all IAUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Output SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments inserted by transactions executed for this
application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOSPAC      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record (pos. 165).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOTSPA is the sum of all the IAUOTSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Terminal Output Character Count is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message
queue. This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting
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             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

             IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

             ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISUOUTCH at the detail level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOUTCH is the sum of all the IAUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUOLENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note:

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH data
elements.

IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

Total Pct Resp Within Limit: Values IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short,
medium, long, and conversational response events, for this user, which completed within each response distribution
category defined by the application unit. IAUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; IAUPCTR2
is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are
maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the PARMS library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).
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IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for IAUTDST1 through
IAUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of IAUTRANS, the total
number of response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      IAUTDST1-8        IAUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Note:

Range of Values:

Since IAUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUPETTM - Pseudo-Elapsed Time

Pseudo-Elapsed Time is a user-defined variable available for recording dispatchable time data for an application unit.
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This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to an approximate value. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is set by the user.

Range of Value:

The range of value is user-defined.

Summarization Process:

IAUPETTM is the sum of all the IAUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

IAURESTM is the time the transactions executed in this application unit were resident within IMS message processing
regions (MPP or BMP).

See $IMSRESP for more information on transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISURESTM at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAURESTM is set to the sum of all IAURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

IAUSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes no IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction executed by a scheduled IMS facility causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSCHCT contains the sum of all IAUSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

Count Short Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUSDST1 through IAUSDST8, contains the number of short response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the PARMS library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
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Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUSDSTx fields
are incremented during DETAIL transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "S" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSDSTx contains the sum of all IAUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSQCTL - DB2 Control Calls

IAUSQCTL is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as Control. This category
includes GRANT and REVOKE calls.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQCTL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQCTL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQCTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These are security calls that allow privileges to users. There are five classes of privileges based on the object to which
access is granted: Database, Plan, System, Table, and Use. Each privilege class has a set of privileges that may be
granted.

IAUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

IAUSQDDL is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as belonging to the Data
Definition Language. This category includes the CREATE, DROP, ALTER, COMMENT, and LABEL calls.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQDDL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQDDL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CREATE and DROP statements can affect DB2 storage groups, databases, tablespaces, tables, indexes, views, and
synonyms. CREATE builds these objects, while DROP deletes them. Any object dependent on a deleted object is also
deleted, and any application plans that reference the object are invalidated.

The ALTER statement changes the catalog's description of an object. ALTER statements apply to indexes, storage
groups, tables, and tablespaces.

The COMMENT statement can add or replace comments in the catalog description of an object.

The LABEL statement adds or replaces labels in the catalog descriptions for tables, views, columns, or sets of columns.

IAUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

IAUSQDEL is the number of SQL Delete calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQDEL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUSQDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DELETE statement deletes rows from a table or view. If rows are deleted from a view, the rows are deleted from the
table upon which the view is based. DELETE may not be issued against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.

IAUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic Calls

IAUSQDYN is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as Dynamic. This category
includes PREPARE, DESCRIBE, and EXECUTE calls.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQDYN is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQDYN contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQDYN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The dynamic SQL calls are special calls that can only be contained within an application program. PREPARE causes
the creation of an executable SQL statement from a character string called a statement string. The EXECUTE statement
executes a prepared statement. DESCRIBE obtains the information about a prepared statement. The EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE statement creates the prepared SQL statement, executes it, and immediately destroys the executable form.
This is all done in one statement execution.

In Dynamic SQL, the SQL source is contained in host language variables, rather than being coded into the application
program. The SQL statement might change several times during the program's execution.

IAUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

IAUSQINS is the number of SQL Insert calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting
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             IAUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQINS is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQINS contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The INSERT call is used to place new rows into a table or a view. If a row is inserted into a view, the row is inserted into
the table the view is based upon. INSERT may not be used against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.

IAUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

IAUSQOPN is the number of SQL Open calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQOP - Max DB2 Open Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQOPN is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cursor is a named control structure used by an application program to point to a row of interest. The OPEN statement is
used to open a cursor to fetch rows from a result table. A successful FETCH can only be done when the cursor is open.
All cursors in a program are initially closed and must be explicitly opened. A cursor may also be explicitly closed or may
be closed when an error is detected that makes the cursor's position unpredictable.
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IAUSQOTH - DB2 Other Calls

IAUSQOTH is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction from the category that includes EXPLAIN,
ROLLBACK, COMMIT, LOCK, LABEL, and CLOSE.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQOTH is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by IMF release 2.5 or
greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'. This data
element is available for IMF systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no IMF systems are defined in the IMSOPS member
of the parms library, this data element will not be in the IMS database. If an IMF system is defined, but the release of IMF
is not 2.5 or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The EXPLAIN statement collects information about the methods the DB2 Optimizer will select to access the data needed
by an SQL statement.

The ROLLBACK statement is valid only for TSO and CICS environments and should not appear in an IMS application.

The COMMIT statement is valid only for TSO and CICS environments and should not appear in an IMS application.

The LOCK and UNLOCK statements manipulate DB2 data integrity locks.

The CLOSE statement closes a cursor.

The LABEL statement adds or replaces labels in the catalog descriptions of tables, views, columns, or sets of columns.

IAUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

IAUSQSLF the number of SQL Select/Fetch calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction. This number is the sum of the
number of Select calls plus the number of Fetch calls made to DB2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQSF - Max DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQSLF is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.
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This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQSLF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQSLF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A SELECT statement specifies a table as a result of the execution of a Query. A FETCH statement positions a cursor on
the next row of a result table and assigns values from that row to variables. BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online does not
provide separate counts for SELECT and FETCH operations.

IAUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

Note:

IAUSQTOT contains the sum of all individual types of SQL calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSQSLF - SQL Select/Fetch

             IAUSQOPN - SQL Open

             IAUSQINS - SQL Inserts

             IAUSQDEL - SQL Deletes

             IAUSQUPD - SQL Updates

             IAUSQDDL - SQL Data Definition Language

             IAUSQDYN - SQL Dynamic

             IAUSQCTL - SQL Control

             IAUSQOTH - SQL Other

Element Derivation:

IAUSQTOT is calculated as:

    IAUSQTOT = SUM(IAUSQSLF, IAUSQOPN, IAUSQINS, IAUSQDEL,

                   IAUSQUPD, IAUSQDDL, IAUSQDYN, IAUSQCTL,

                   IAUSQOTH);

Range of Value:

IAUSQTOT takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IAUSQTOT contains the sum of all values of IAUSQTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

IAUSQUPD is the number of SQL Update calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             IAUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUSQUPD is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSQUPD contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSQUPD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The UPDATE statement updates the values of specified columns in the rows of a table or view. If an error occurs during
the execution of the UPDATE statement that makes the position of the cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed. UPDATE
cannot be issued against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.

IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

Short Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for short response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max
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             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSRU - System Resource Units

System Resource Units is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for
an application unit.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of such data for the user in question. This data element is derived from ISUSRU.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSRU - System Resource Units

Element Derivation:

This value is derived from ISUSRU.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSRU is set to the sum of all IAUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

Short Transaction Count is the number of short transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'S', the value of IAUSTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, IAUTRANS is added into IAUSTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUSTRN is set to the sum of all IAUSTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUSUCTM contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
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IAUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP
• All other releases:

IAUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

IAUSUCTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for IAUSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data
elements containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP
eligible will be properly populated.

IAUSWITH - Output Msg Switch Length

Output Msg Switch Length is the total length of all message switch message segments output to the message queue by
transactions executed by this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNATCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 169).

  NOCIMS   n/a
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSWITH is the sum of all the IAUSWITH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

IAUTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTAPPC data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTAPPC contains the sum of all IAUTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Count Total Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUTDST1 through IAUTDST8, contains the total number of response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the PARMS library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUTDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             IAULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             IAUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element of the IAUTDSTx group is the sum of the associated IAUSDSTx, IAUMDSTx, IAULDSTx, and IAUCDSTx
elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction
processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of S, M, L, or C.

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTDSTx contains the sum of all IAUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

IAUTMCBF is the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer handler in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMCBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCBF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCBF that were included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

IAUTMDCL is the number of CPU seconds used by the control region DL/I processor in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMCDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCDL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

IAUTMCP is the measure of CP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application. This
measure of CP time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment
of the CP processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this time includes the CP time spent in
the dependent region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2
extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under the dependent region's TCB.

The IAUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time will include (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUTMCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value
is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time

IAUTMCRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the control region since the last program record.

IAUTMCRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter.

Control Region Overhead is a field for which there may be no data collected, depending upon IMF data collection options.
Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member IMFECP00
of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event Control
Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time
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             IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMCRO is read from the IMF program

                         record.  The value in the record is

                         the TOD clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCRO is the sum of all the IAUTMCRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

IAUTMDBF is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer handler in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg.  Buffer Handler Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMDBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUTMDBF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

IAUTMDCP contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.
This measure of CPU time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW
systems, this time includes the TCB CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see
$IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU
time accumulated under the TCB of the dependent region.

The IAUTMDCP data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUTMDCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDCP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

IAUTMDDL is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMDDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

IAUTMDOC is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in opening and closing databases
for transactions executed by an application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDOC - Max Database Open and Close Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from ISUTMDOC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDOC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDOC that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time

IAUTMDRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the dependent region since the last program record.

IAUTMDRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in
their IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon
parameters placed in member IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control
Region CPU times. In the event Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMDRO is read from the IMF program

                         statistics record.  The value in

                         the record is the TOD clock format of

                         the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit

                         51 of the doubleword value is 1

                         microsecond.  The value is read as

                         PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield

                         seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDRO is the sum of all the IAUTMDRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Msg Input Queue Time is the time input messages for this application unit waited on the message queue before being
processed. This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of arrival of the message on the input queue from the
time the transaction started to process.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     IAUTMQIN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and

           TRNSTRTT

 

  NOCIMS                 IAUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present; otherwise zero.

                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMQIN is the sum of all the IAUTMQIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMSCH - Dependent Region Schedule/Termination

IAUTMSCH represents the amount of CPU time used by the Control Region performing the scheduling and termination
process of applications in dependent regions.

IAUTMSCH is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Users who process both IMF and non-IMF data within a single update run will find this
field to contain valid data for the IMF-controlled IMSID and to contain zeros for the IMS system for which NOCIMS was
specified. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS
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             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMSCH is read from position 136 of

                         the IMF program statistics record.

                         The value in the record is the TOD

                         clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMSCH is the sum of all the IAUTMSCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

IAUTMZAP is the measure of zAAP/zIIP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application.
In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment of the zAAP processing time from the type 7 log
record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW, this time includes the zAAP/zIIP time spent in the dependent region
executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).  Note: The IAUTMZAP data element contains missing values for IMS
regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW
for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

          $IMSCPU - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

          $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

          ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

          IAUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

          IAUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

          IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

          IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

          IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

          IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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          IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

          IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

          IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUTMZAP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the zAAP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

For BMC MAINVIEW, IAUTMZAP is calculated as Dependent Region Processing Time (IAUTMDCP) minus Dependent
Region CP Time (IAUTMCP).

IAUTMZAP = IAUTMDCP - IAUTMCP

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMZAP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMZAP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Tot Locks Held is the total number of locks held for all checkpoints/syncpoints that occured during
the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANTLKH      The fullword counter at position 465

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 225 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUTOLKH      The fullword counter at position 769

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOLKH is the sum of all the IAUTOLKH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

IAUTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

             IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTHR data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOTHR contains the sum of all IAUTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

IAUTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTMA data element.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOTMA contains the sum of all IAUTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

IAUTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L ) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found, plus the number of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction did not switch to another transaction.
This data element may be forced to a value of 1 or 0 by the IMSRLRT exit to accommodate site dependent requirements.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTRANS contains the sum of all IAUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

IAUTRSTM is the total response time for the IMS application unit for all transactions completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

See $IMSRESP for a detailed description of the derivation of this data element.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

IAUUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions
executed if such transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction processed by the IMS Analyzer causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUUOWCT contains the sum of all IAUUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

IAUXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP) processor.

Note: The IAUXCSTM data element contains the same value as the Total CPU Time (IAUCPUTM) data element for
IMS regions before Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before Version 4.6, or regions with BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 See also:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

            $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

            IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

            IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

            IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

            IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

            IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

            IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

            IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

            IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

            IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

            IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. IAUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the IAUSUCTM and
IAUZACTM values from the value in Total CPU Time (IAUCPUTM). The values in the record are the Time of Day (TOD)
clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is
read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)

IAUXCSTM = IAUCPUTM (Total CPU Time) -

           IAUSUCTM (Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP) -

           IAUZACTM (Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP)

• All other releases:

IAUXCSTM = IAUCPUTM (Total CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUXCSTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

IAUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP). It is the portion of IAUTMCP that had to execute on a
general-purpose CP processor.
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IAUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis and, capacity planning for IMS work
that was required to execute on general-purpose CP processors.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUZACTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute
on a zAAP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUZACTM = Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
IAUZACTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.
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IAUZACTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for IAUZACTM CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

Incident File (IMSINC)
The IMS Incident File contains data identifying problems in the operation, performance, or integrity of the IMS system.

All IMS incidents recorded on this file are reported as standard-format CA MICS exceptions. Therefore, this file is only
maintained in the DETAIL timespan.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     IMSID     INCCODE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  X.....E  INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DATABASE - Data Base Name

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  X.....E  LINE     - Terminal Line Identification

  X.....E  LTERM    - Logical Terminal Identification

  X.....E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  X.....E  PTERM    - Physical Terminal Identification

  X.....E  TRANSACT - Transaction Code

  X.....E  VTAMNODE - VTAM Node Name

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  INCABEND - Abnormal Termination Code, If Present

  X.....   INCREGIN - Region Identifier

  X.....E  INCTEXT  - Incident Descriptive Text

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....   INCCOUNT - Number Of Incident Occurrences
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INCABEND - Abnormal Termination Code, If Present

Abnormal Termination Code, if present, is the abnormal termination code from the IMS log accounting (type 07) record.
For log open/close records (type 06), INCABEND contains the log reason code.

Each application abend is recorded on the incident file.

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

  SEE ALSO:  INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

             INCREGIN - Region Identifier

Element Derivation:

The value of INCABEND is derived from the type 07 IMS log record, field DLRCOMP. The field is examined for a system
or user abend code. If the field is not '00000000'X, then an abend is assumed. If the low-order 3 bytes of the code are
greater than '000FFF'X, a system code is constructed from the hex code in the low 3 hexadecimal digits; if not, the code is
translated as a user abend through a PIB4 format.

For type 06 records, the ACIDENT field is converted from a 1 byte hex value to a 2 byte character representation of the
hex value.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

INCABEND contains the last value of INCABEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

INCCODE - Incident Identifier

INCCODE contains the internal code used by the CA MICS Analyzer for IMS to identify the type of incident. The
DYIMSFMT routine analyzes detail transaction data for exception processing as it is passed for standard processing. If an
exception condition is found, a record is written to the incident file (IMSINC).

INCCODE is the code assigned by the DYIMSFMT routine to the incident. It is used by the DYIMSEXC routine to translate
into an IMS exception code (as used on the ADMEXC file) for those incidents that are of interest to a majority of users.
Other incidents are available for the user to process by modifying the IMS exception processor DYIMSEXC, or by any
other means.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1, display format is HEX2.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

             EXCCODE  - Exception Code

             INCABEND - Abnormal Termination Code, If Present

             INCCOUNT - Number Of Incident Occurrences

             INCREGIN - Region Identifier

             LINE     - Line

             LTERM    - Logical Terminal

             PSBNAME  - Program Name

             PTERM    - Physical Terminal Number
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             TRANSACT - Transaction Name

Element Derivation:

The CA MICS Analyzer for IMS identifies incidents worthy of note, and has preassigned values for this code to identify the
incident type. The assignment of values was arbitrary.

Range of Value:

The valid codes are:

  INCCODE         Resultant

  Value (hex)     IMS Exception

  -------         --------------------------------------------

    02            none  - System Communication (Log 02 Record)

    06            none  - IMS/VS Accounting Record (Type 06)

    10            06100 - Security Violation

    14            none  - Dial Up Line Disconnected

    15            none  - Dial Up Line Connected

    16            none  - Sign On/Off

    20            06102 - IMS Database Open

    21            06103 - IMS Database Close

    24            06107 - Database I/O Error

    41            none  - Application Checkpoint Call

    42            none  - New Log Tape Being Used

    4C            none  - Program/Database Started or Stopped

    60            06110 - IMS Started

    61            06108 - IMS Stopped

    62            none  - IMS Log Tape Switched

    63            06109 - Probable IMS Abend

    64            06114 - IMS Stopped for RSR Planned Takeover

    67            06111 - STAE Routine Closed IMS Log-IMS Abend

    69            none  - Dial Up From Unauthorized Terminal

    71            06101 - MPP Application Program Abend

    72            06101 - BMP Application Program Abend

    77            06101 - JMP Application Program Abend

    78            06101 - JBP Application Program Abend

    79            06101 - Other Application Program Abend

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. CA MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values,
and this variable is part of the key of its file.

Usage Notes:

None

INCCOUNT - Number of Incident Occurences

Number Of Incident Occurrences is the number of occurrences of this incident type as identified uniquely by the incident
code.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  EXCCOUNT - Count of Exception Occurrences

             INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

Element Derivation:

Each detail record on the IMSINC file is constructed with a value of 1 in INCCOUNT. This represents one occurrence of
the associated incident.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is 1.

Summarization Process:

INCCOUNT is set to the sum of all INCCOUNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

INCREGIN - Region Identifier

Region Identifier is the job name field from the type 07 IMS log record from which a transaction abnormal termination was
recognized.

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

  SEE ALSO:  INCABEND - Abnormal Termination Code, If Present

             INCCODE  - Incident Identifier

Element Derivation:

This data element contains the value of the DLRNJOB field from the type 07 IMS log record, for incident codes '71'X and
'72'X. Otherwise this data element contains blanks.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

INCREGIN contains the last INCREGIN value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

INCTEXT - Incident Descriptive Text

Incident Descriptive Text is a textual description of the incident represented by this record.

Type:

Retained data element--CHARACTER, LENGTH 60.

  SEE ALSO:  EXCDESC1 - Exception Description Text

Element Derivation:

A text description is assigned by the DYIMSFMT routine at incident recognition time. This text is later assigned to
EXCDESC1 by routine DYIMSEXC.
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Range of Value:

Any displayable Incident Descriptive Text.

Summarization Process:

INCTEXT is set to the last INCTEXT value encountered in the summarization level. Though INCTEXT is merely a retained
data element, the content of INCTEXT is unique for any given value of INCCODE.

Usage Notes:

None

User Activity File (IMSISU)
The IMS User Activity File quantifies a user's IMS service (response), load, and usage.

The placement of observations is dependent only on the data source used and the scheduling mechanism involved.

Contents

The following table  identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT1  - DIVISION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT2  - REGION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT3  - USER

  .D.MY.E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  ......E  LTERM    - Logical Terminal Identification

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  TRANSACT - Transaction Code

  ......E  TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

  .D.MY.E  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

  ......E  IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  ......E  LINE     - Terminal Line Identification

  ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name
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  ......E  PTERM    - Physical Terminal Identification

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  VTAMNODE - VTAM Node Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  ......   ISUCICUW - CICS Logical Unit of Work ID

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

  .D.MY.   ISUFPSRC - FP Sync Point Return Code

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCOST  - Processing Charge

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBDLT - Data Base Deletes

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBDNO - Number of Data Bases Accessed

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBGN  - Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBIST - Data Base Inserts

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBOTH - Other Data Base Calls (System Service)

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBREP - Data Base Replaces

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBTOT - Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

  .D.MY.E  ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEREST - Excessive Transaction Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUETMQN - Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time
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  .D.MY.E  ISUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.   ISUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

  .D.MY.   ISUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

  .D.MY.   ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

  .D.MY.   ISUFPCIC - FP CI Contentions

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

  .D.MY.   ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

  .D.MY.   ISUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

  .D.MY.   ISUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

  .D.MY.   ISUFPWFB - FP Buffer Waits

  .D.MY.E  ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUITYPE - Initial Transaction Type

  .D.MY.E  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSTOT - Total Number of Message Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUNOLOG - User Logons

  .D.MY.E  ISUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued
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  .D.MY.E  ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQCTL - DB2 Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQOTH - DB2 Other Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUSRU   - System Resource Units

  .D.MY.E  ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDOC - Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTODBM - Total ODBM Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions
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  .D.MY.E  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

  .D.MY.E  ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDB  - Max Data Bases Accessed

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg. Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDDT - Max Data Base Deletes

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDGN - Max Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDGU - Max Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDIS - Max Data Base Inserts

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDOC - Max Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDOT - Max Other Data Base Calls (sysm Serv)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDRP - Max Data Base Replaces

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls
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  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQOP - Max DB2 Open Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQSF - Max DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQTT - Max Total DB2 SQL Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMX2TM - Max DB2 CPU Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR1 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR2 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR3 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR4 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR5 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR6 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR7 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 7 

ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Abnormal Termination Count is the total number of transactions that terminated abnormally.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

             IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Element Derivation:

For non-IMF systems with fast path transactions, ISUABEND is set to 1 during the processing of detail transaction data if
an abnormal termination code for the transaction is present, as defined by the element ISUFPSRC (Fast Path Synch Point
Return Code).

For non-IMF systems with full function transactions, ISUABEND is set to 1 if the type 07 log record's DLRCOMP field
contains a completion code other than zero.
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For IMF systems, ISUABEND is set to the intermediate record element TRANABND when TRANABND contains a value
other than '00000000'X.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, ISUABEND's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUABEND is the sum of all the ISUABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUABEND in the IMSISU file reflects full function transactions. ISUABEND in the IMS_IS file reflects fast path
transactions.

ISUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Note:

Alternate Terminal Output Length is the number of characters written to an alternate terminal PCB by transactions
executed by this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

             ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNALCHR      the contents of the halfword value at

                         position 169 of the CIMS transaction

                         log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUALT is the sum of all the ISUALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

Avg Conversational Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUCRSTM and ISUCTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

Avg Excess Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
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             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUERSTM and ISUETRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVETM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Avg Locks Held is the average number of locks held during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Average data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived by dividing the total number of locks held (ISUTOLKH) by the number of
checkpoints/syncpoints (ISUCPCNT) for the IMS transaction.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVLKH is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVLTM - Avg Ling Response Time

Avg Long Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time
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             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISULRSTM and ISULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

Avg Medium Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUMRSTM and ISUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

Avg Short Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUSRSTM and ISUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Note:

ISUAVTRT contains the average of general-purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution over all
executions for this user. The average is taken of the total available general-purpose CP processor CPU time for each
transaction.

The ISUAVTRT data element contains the average of Total CPU Time for IMS regions before Version 12.1, or BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later
running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions
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             ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUAVTRT is calculated from the derived data elements ISUCPUTM and ISUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Avg Response Time All Functions is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this
user, for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

ISUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUTRSTM and ISUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Note:

Buffer Compactions documentation is not available at this time.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
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CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

             ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

This field is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction activity record, log type 'FA'X, field TRNBUFCP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUBUFCP is the sum of all the ISUBUFCP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

Count Conv. Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUCDST1 through ISUCDST8, contains the number of conversational
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS component installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUCDSTx fields are incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "C" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISUCDSTx contains the sum of all ISUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCICUW - CICS Logical Unit of Work ID

ISUCICUW contains the CICS Logical Unit of Work ID. This element will only be populated for DBCTL transactions.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISUCICUW contains the value input from the CICS Unit of Work ID field of the IMF 2.8 log record, type FA.

Range of Value:

ISUCICUW can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ISUCICUW contains the last value of ISUCICUW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

You can use ISUCICUW to correlate IMS DB accesses with the CICS transaction recorded in SMF type 101 records for
CICS transactions that use IMS resources.

ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

A user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of connect time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCONTM is set to the sum of all ISUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUCOST - Processing Charge

Processing Charge is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user
calculation of processing costs for each user. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing,
then the element is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACCOST  - Processing Charges

             IAUCOST  - Processing Charge

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for ISUCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCOST is set to the sum of all ISUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints is the number of checkpoints and syncpoints that occured during the execution of an IMS
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANNCKP      The fullword counter at position 457

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 217 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISUCPCNT      The fullword counter at position 761

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPCNT is the sum of all the ISUCPCNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Instructions Executed is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of
transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

ISUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at CA MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed (ISUCPUTM) by the IMS user.

This value has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPUNI contains the sum of all ISUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in the MICS.PARMS library member, SYSID.

ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Note:

Note:

ISUCPUTM contains the amount of general-purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions before to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non-zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data as follows:

     ISUCPUTM = ISUTMDCP + ISUDBOTM;

regardless of the data reduction method. If the monitored system does not use BMC MAINVIEW, all data elements except
ISUTMDCP are zero.

For more information on the derivation of CPU time, see $IMSCPU.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUCPUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online with the DB2 Extensions, the DB2 time is included in ISUDB2TM.
Otherwise, DB2 CPU time is included in ISUCPUTM.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP/zAAP
eligible work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate
because the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.
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ISUCRSTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time

Conversational Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for conversational response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

Conversational Transaction Count is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'C', the value of ISUCTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.
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The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'C',
indicating conversational, one count is added into ISUCTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUCTRN is set to the sum of all ISUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Database Deletes is the number of delete DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTDLET       The sum of the halfword delete

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DDL      An apportionment of the DLRDLET field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBDLT is the sum of all the ISUDBDLT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

ISUDBDNO is the number of databases accessed per transaction, during DETAIL transaction processing. This number
is accumulated during summarization to provide the number of database accesses during all transactions. Carrying the
number in this form is necessary for production of average DL/I function calls per database per transaction.

This data element is only present with Control/IMS systems.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXDB  - Max Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNDBTLR      The 2-byte counter of the number of

                         database segments in the Control/IMS

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Data element is missing from the

                         database.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBDNO is the sum of all the ISUDBDNO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBGN - Database Get Nexts

Database Get Nexts is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from all databases by
applications for this user. This number represents the generic get next function, and includes the sum of all GN (get next),
GHN (get hold next), GNP (get next within parent), and GHNP (get hold next within parent) DL/I functions.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGN         The sum of the halfword get next

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGN      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGN, DLRGNP, DLRGHN and DLRGHNP

                         fields of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate
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                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBGN is the sum of all the ISUDBGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBGU - Database Get Uniques

Database Get Uniques is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by applications for this user. This number represents the generic get unique function, and includes the GU (get
unique) and GHU (get hold unique) DL/I function sum.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGU         The sum of the halfword get unique

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGU      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGU1 and DLRGHU fields of the type

                         7 log record, carried as PIB4 on the

                         intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBGU is the sum of all the ISUDBGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

Database Inserts is the number of insert DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTISRT       The sum of the halfword insert

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DIS      An apportionment of the DLRISRT field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBIST is the sum of all the ISUDBIST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBOTH - Other Database Calls

Other Database Calls is the number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by applications for this user.
This data element applies only to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems and is not present on the CA MICS database if
NOCIMS is specified on the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IMSGENIN).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (sysm Serv)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTOTHER      The sum of the halfword "other"

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online

                         transaction record.
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  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

ISUDBOTH's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBOTH is the sum of all the ISUDBOTH values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, OPEN/CLOSE CPU Time

ISUDBOTM contains the sum of the ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL and ISUTMDOC data elements.
These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable to the
application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the sam calculation, but most of the data elements
are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for more information.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time will be included in the ISUCPUTM data element since
ISUCPUTM in that situation represents total CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUDBOTM is equal to the sum of: ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL and ISUTMDOC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBOTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUDBOTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

Database Replaces is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTREPL       The sum of the halfword replace

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DRP      An apportionment of the DLRREPL field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBREP is the sum of all the ISUDBREP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Total Number Of Database Calls is the sum of all individual types of database activity (logical DL/I calls) for all executions
of transactions for this user.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

             ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

             ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

             ISUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

             ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

             ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:

• For CIMS:

ISUDBTOT=ISUDBGU+ISUDBGN+ISUDBIST+ISUDBDLT+ISUDBREP+ISUDBOTH;

• For NOCIMS:

ISUDBTOT=ISUDBGU+ISUDBGN+ISUDBIST+ISUDBDLT+ISUDBREP;

Note: ISUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBTOT is the sum of all the ISUDBTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

ISUDB2TM is the total amount of CPU time attributed to DB2 accumulated under the dependent region TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             ISUMX2TM - Max Total DB2 CPU Time

MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction record at Release 2.5 or higher. The value of this field in the transaction record is in
Time of Day (TOD) clock format of CPU time accumulation; that is, bit 51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data
element will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release
is not 2.5 or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUDB2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUDB2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUDB2TM is the amount of CPU time spent in cross-memory mode executing DB2 code. It does not include some of the
CPU time that may be required by DB2 functions that cannot execute in cross-memory mode. It also does not include any
CPU time spent by DB2 for logging functions that cannot occur under the dependent region TCB.

ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

ISUEAPPL is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
ISUE1STD, Sched-to-1st DL/I call time.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time
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             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEAPPL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 464 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEAPPL contains the sum of all ISUEAPPL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEDB2 - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDB2 is the amount of DB2 call elapsed time for the transaction. DB2 activity that results from DL/I TM calls (such as
phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDB2       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 476 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEDB2 contains the sum of all ISUEDB2 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDLDB is the amount of DL/I DB call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLDB      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 472 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISUEDLDB contains the sum of all ISUEDLDB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDLTM is the amount of DL/I TM call elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
TRNESYNC. any ESS commit time that occurring as a result of a DL/I TM call is also included in this field, and not in the
ISUEDB2, ISUEMQS and ISUEOESS time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLTM      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 468 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEDLTM contains the sum of all ISUEDLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

ISUELDLI is the elapsed time of the transaction's last DL/I call.
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This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNELDLI      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 500 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUELDLI contains the sum of all ISUELDLI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEMQS - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

ISUEMQS is the amount of IBM MQSeries® call elapsed time for the transaction. MQSeries activity that results from DL/I
TM calls (such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time
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             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEMQS       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 480 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEMQS contains the sum of all ISUEMQS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

ISUEOESS is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. Other ESS activity that results from DL/I TM calls
(such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOESS      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 484 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEOESS contains the sum of all ISUEOESS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

ISUEOPCL is the amount of database open/close elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in the elapsed
time recorded in ISUEDLDB.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOPCL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 488 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISUEOPCL contains the sum of all ISUEOPCL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEREST - Excessive Transaction Residency Time

Excessive Transaction Residency Time is the time during which all the excessive transactions (TRANTYPE=X) executed
by this user were resident within IMS message processing regions (MPP or BMP).

See $IMSRESP for more information about transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the start and end time stamps of the transaction:

ISUEREST = ENDTS - STARTTS;

Range of Value:

ISUEREST is a SAS time value whose minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUEREST contains the sum of all ISUEREST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

BMPs that are not message-driven do not have residency time calculated. ISUEREST is set to zero for these message
processing regions.

ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

Excessive Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for excessive response
events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'X' (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUERSTM is set to the sum of all ISUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

ISUESYNC is the amount of sync point elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in ISUEDLTM field and the
ISUEDB2, ISUEMQS and ISUEOESS elapsed time fields. Some ESS sync point time may not be included in the ESS
time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNESYNC      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 492 of the CIMS x'FA'
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                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUESYNC contains the sum of all ISUESYNC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUETMQN - Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time

Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time is the time transactions for this user waited on the input queue before being
processed. This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of the arrival of the message on the input queue from
the time when the transaction started to process the message. It is computed for excessive transactions (TRANTYPE=X)
only.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTMQIN - MSG Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

           IMSLOGUT

  Method    Label        Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     ISUETMQN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and

           TRNSTRTT

 

  NOCIMS                 ISUETMQN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present;  otherwise zero.
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                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

ISUETMQN is a SAS time value whose minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUETMQN contains the sum of all ISUETMQN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUETRN - Excessive Transaction Count

Excessive Transaction Count is the number of excessive transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For IMF, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'X', the value of ISUETRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-coded relative longevity code exit (IMSRLRT) sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X', indicating excess, ISUTRANS is added into ISUETRN before ISUTRANS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUETRN is set to the sum of all ISUETRN values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

ISUE1STD is the amount of schedule-to-first DL/I call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNE1STD      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 496 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUE1STD contains the sum of all ISUE1STD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPBQC - Fast Path Balancing Queue Count

ISUFPBQC is the number of transactions queued on the same balancing group when the user went through sync point
processing.

Load balancing groups are used by Fast Path to ensure that transactions get equitable service and that they wait a
minimum amount of time between entry and execution.

Fast Path load balancing applies only to Fast Path Exclusive transactions using the Expedited Message Handler.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

In the non-IMF environment, the ISUFPBQC element is extracted from the 5901 IMS Fast Path record from field
FLIMBQCT. In the IMF environment, ISUFPBQC is found in the IMF FA transaction record.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBQC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBQC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPBQW - Fast Path Balancing Queue Wait Time

ISUFPBQW is the amount of time Fast Path spent balancing users who execute in multiple regions sharing a common
balancing group.

With Fast Path Exclusive transactions, the expedited message handler schedules transactions to specified regions
based upon several criteria, which are specified at IMS Systems definition time and as parms in the dependent region
JCL. These criteria include balancing group, and a parm specifying which programs can be processed by which Fast Path
region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

Element Derivation:

ISUFPBQW is obtained from the Fast Path 5901 record from field FLIMIQTM. ISUFPBQW is set to zero for IMS users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBQW contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBQW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPBQW allows the user to assess whether balancing group assumptions were correct, based upon whether
applications were having to wait an excessive amount of time before executing.

ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

ISUFPBUF represents the number of buffers required to execute Fast Path transactions for a user. The value represents
the number of normal buffers used and the number of overflow buffers used for an FP transaction.

The number of overflow buffers used can be derived by subtracting the normal buffer allocation value specified at
execution time by the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter. A positive value indicates that overflow buffers were
used. A negative value indicates the number of unused buffers from the normal allocation. A value equal to NBA indicates
that all buffers were in use and no overflow buffers were required. This might be considered "ideal," but introduces a
condition that would require constant monitoring.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS
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             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is the fields FLSYNBA and FLSYOVFN in the 5937 log record for non-IMF data and the
FPBUF field for IMF data.

Range of Value:

This element can range from 0 to a maximum that is the sum of the NBA and OBA parameters specified at execution time.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBUF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBUF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Since Fast Path has historically been a heavy user of CSA, scrupulous use of storage was very important. Tracking usage
of Fast Path Buffer usage is important for all users, but especially for users running memory constrained.

ISUFPCIC - Fast Control Interval Contentions

ISUFPCIC represents the number of control interval contentions encountered by a user during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

ISUFPCIC is read from field FLSYUOWC found in the 5937 IMS log record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPCIC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPCIC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Minimizing control interval contention is important with any VSAM application; but with Fast Path processing upwards
to hundreds of transactions per second, keeping VSAM contention to minimum levels is imperative. A large value in
ISUFPCIC indicates that there are potentially too many users needing concurrent access to a specific CI. This might
indicate a problem with the balancing group algorithms or too much concurrent work.

ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

ISUFPDEC is the count of calls made to Fast Path DEDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access data entry and main storage databases. These databases are designed
to allow very fast retrieval of data. Since Fast Path was intended to allow its users very fast access to data and provide
facilities through which large numbers of transactions could be processed per day, Fast Path applications tend to be fairly
simple. In fact, this was dictated by IBM until IMS 1.3, which relaxed many of the former restrictions dealing with numbers
of segment types and total number of dependent segments per database. These rules were further relaxed with IMS 2.1.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

             ISUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

             ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB call count

Element Derivation:

The 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record is the source of this data. The data is read from log record field FLSYDECL.
This element will be missing if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPDEC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPDEC/ISUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB calls performed for this level of summarization.

It is important that users needing high transaction volumes and high throughput levels monitor their DEDB call count rates
to detect applications that have the potential for causing performance bottlenecks.

ISUFPDEP - Fast Path DEDB Put Count

ISUFPDEP represents the count of DEDB record updates for a user during sync point processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             ISUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is a count of the 5950 log records processed. One of these records is generated by Fast
Path every time a database update occurs. This element will contain missing values if the IMF data monitor source is
used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPDEP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPDEP/ISUTRANS equals the average number of database updates that occurred at this level of summarization.

To assure consistent responsiveness of the Fast Path system, database accesses, especially database updates, should
be minimized.
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ISUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

ISUFPDER is the count of reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the 5937 log record field FLSYDERD.

This element will contain missing values if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPDER contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPDER/ISUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB reads done for a transaction at this level of summarization.

A consistently high DEDB read count might potentially degrade performance of a high volume system.

ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

ISUFPMSC is the count of reads made to Fast Path MSDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access two types of databases: main storage databases (MSDB) and data entry
databases (DEDB). The MSDB is entirely virtual memory resident and provides very quick access to data.

The MSDB is most appropriate for read-only access and is most frequently used for tables that require very frequent
queries. While MSDBs can be updated online, they work best in read-only mode. While there are some very large MSDBs
being used, they are usually small in size. Large MSDBs, requiring many pages of virtual memory, can have a negative
impact upon performance due to increased demand paging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

Element Derivation:

This variable is read from the 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record field FLSYMSCL. This element will contain missing
values if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISUFPMSC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPMSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPNBA - Fast Path Number of Buffers Allocated

ISUFPNBA represents the value of the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter found on the execute card for a Fast
Path Message Processing Region.

For an IMS user program to access Fast Path database resources (Data Entry Database (DEDB) or Main Storage
Database (MSDB)), buffers from the Fast Path buffer pool must be allocated to the region. This is done in the region
JCL by supplying NBA size. NBA is the Normal Buffer Allocation for the region and should be set to a value which
will satisfy the region's buffer requirements most of the time. These buffers are used by the DEDB to access VSAM control
intervals, and by the MSDBs and DEDBs to hold information for updating between the DL/1 call and synchronization point.
ISUFPNBA is obtained only from IMF data and is not available for non-IMF users. It represents the value specified for the
NBA parameter in the Fast Path region JCL in which user work was processed.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPSDB - FP Seq dep buffer gets

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the IMF FA log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified on the NBA parameter of Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPNBA contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPNBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPOBA - Fast Path Overflow of Buffers Allocated

ISUFPOBA is the overflow buffer allocation for the region and is used to handle situations where the number of
buffers allocated by the Normal Buffer Allocation (NBA) parameter is not sufficient to handle the demand. Ideally, this
condition will occur infrequently.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application can take more resources than typically required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one region must wait for the other to
reach sync point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is
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issued by the application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the
duration of the latch might be extensive and the waiting user might have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

ISUFPOBA will be provided in IMF data only. It represents the value specified for the OBA parameter in the Fast Path
region JCL. The variable is obtained from the IMF FA log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified in OBA parameter of the Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPOBA contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPOBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

ISUFPOBL - Fast Path Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

ISUFPOBL is the number of buffer latch waits taken by a user during the execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application can take more resources than typically required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one must wait for the other to reach sync
point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is issued by the
application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the duration of the
latch might be extensive and the waiting user might have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISUFPOBL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPOBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPOBL/ISUTRANS equals the average number of waits for overflow buffer latches for this level of summarization. For
good performance, this number should be very near zero.

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path Region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

ISUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

ISUFPSDB is the number of sequential dependent buffers obtained by a user during sync-point processing of a Fast Path
transaction.

Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are intended for use by applications that need very fast insert, but that
have a very low probability of needing to retrieve the data. These segments are designed more to function as a "strip
file," updated online but processed in a batch update at night or off-shift. Many sites use SDEPs to keep audit trails of
transactions.

Sequential dependent buffers are allocated separately from normal buffers and are managed in a slightly different way
from other database buffers. They are designed for very fast insert, at the expense of slower retrieval, if that is necessary.

Typical uses for SDEPs are banking applications that keep track of all withdrawals and deposits from a user's account.
The master files are then posted after normal working hours.

When a Database Descriptor (DBD) is defined for a DEDB, the user must specify whether a segment type is to be a
sequential dependent segment.

IMS generates a 5955 log record every time a sequential dependent buffer is obtained during Fast Path sync processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

ISUFPSDB is derived by counting the number of 5955 log records generated by IMS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPSDB contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPSDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPSRC - Fast Path Sync Point Return Code

ISUFPSRC is the result of sync point processing of a transaction which accessed Fast Path data. A nonblank character
indicates sync point failure has occurred during Fast Path processing.
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Sync point processing occurs when a transaction ends or when an application issues a synchronization call. The intent of
sync point processing is to ensure integrity of the databases and to guarantee the ability to restart the IMS system should
failure occur.

Sync point processing issues a return call, indicating the status of the application at that point in time.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is available from the 5938 log record field FLSYFAIL for users not running IMF and from the F9
(Program Statistics) log record for users with IMF installed.

Range of Value:

This element can contain any one of the following alphanumeric characters:

SYNC POINT FAILURE REASON CODES CHARACTERS

          Blank Successful Sync Point Processing

      A   MSDB verify failure

      B   MSDB arithmetic overflow

      C   DEDB sequential dependent area full

      D   DEDB sequential dependent insert caused buffer

          overflow

      E   DEDB sequential dependent buffer overflow three

          times

      F   DEDB area not available for use

      G   Dynamic MSDB area full

      H   MSDB required segment not found

      L   ROLB call

      O   Out of resources

      R   Resource deadlock

      S   Out of space in data sets

      U   Application program abend

Summarization Process:

ISUFPSRC contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPSRC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Since sync point failures indicate problems with the system, and since some of the problems might be very serious in
nature, it is important that this variable be monitored closely.

ISUFPSRC is a RETAINED SAS data element, which means that the variable has significance only for the last transaction
executed for the level of summarization of the observation. Users needing access to the Fast Path Sync Point Return
Code should place this variable in one of the account fields (IMSACT1-9) in the ISU file of the IMS Information Area.

ISUFPUIO - Fast Path Utility INPUT/OUTPUT Count

ISUFPUIO is the count of Fast Path Utility Input/Output operations performed on Fast Path DEDB Databases.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is an accumulated count of the 5953 log records processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPUIO contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPUIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPWFB - Fast Path Buffer Waits

ISUFPWFB is the number of waits for database buffers by a user during the execution of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPWFB contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPWFB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Fast Path buffer handling is asynchronous to transaction processing, but waits for buffers represent part of total
transaction response time. Keeping the number of times a transaction must wait to a minimum will improve overall
response time. Fast Path applications should be designed so that they do as few calls as possible, to minimize times
when they (or other applications waiting for buffers) must wait.

ISUGHN - Database GHN Count

Note:

ISUGHN contains the number of "get hold next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by
a transaction.

ISUGHN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database Gn Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGHN contains an apportionment of the DLRGHN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGHN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGHNP - Database GHNP Count

Note:

ISUGHNP contains the number of "get hold next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from
a database by a transaction.

ISUGHNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database Gn Count

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGHNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGHNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record
type '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGHNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUGHU - Database GHU Count

ISUGHU contains the number of get hold unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

Note: ISUGHU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGU and contains valid data only
when the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGU    - Database GU Count

             ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUGHU contains an apportionment of the DLRGHU field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGHU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGN - Database GN Count

ISUGN contains the number of "get next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by a
transaction.

Note: ISUGN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when
the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGN contains an apportionment of the DLRGN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.
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Range of Value:

ISUGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGNP - Database GNP Count

Note:

ISUGNP contains the number of "get next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a
database by a transaction.

ISUGNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database GN Count

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGU - Database GU Count

Note:

ISUGU contains the number of "get unique" DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

ISUGU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGU and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGHU   - Database GHU Count

             ISUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUGU contains an apportionment of the DLRGU1 field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Msg Input Length As Queued is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes the message after it has been processed by MFS, with the communications access method overhead
removed.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

             ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     ISUINCH       ISUILENG = ISUINCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANINCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 1 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.  This does not include

                         messages for read-only, nonrecoverable

                         transactions.  This also includes

                         message switch output records.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUILENG is the sum of all the ISUILENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUINCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user can modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths can vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and ISUOUTCH data
elements.

ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message input service (including get unique and get next service) for all transaction
executions for this user. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of input message segments
read.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IACIMSGS - Number Of Input Messages

             IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input MessagesCount

             ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is calculated from the message queue operation counts:

ISUIMSGS = ISUMSGGU + ISUMSGGN;

at the DETAIL level. Summarization to further levels is done by summarizing this field rather than recalculating.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISUIMSGS is set to the sum of all ISUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUINCH - Terminal Input Character Count

Terminal Input Character Count is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNIMCHR      The halfword message input length

                         field of the Control/IMS record

                         (pos. 159).

  NOCIMS   ISUILENG      ISUINCH = ISUILENG;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUINCH is the sum of all the ISUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUILENG, as constructed by MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user can modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths can vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters
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There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and ISUOUTCH data
elements.

ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Input SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments retrieved by transactions executed for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNISPAC      The halfword message input length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 161).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUINSPA is the sum of all the ISUINSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUITYPE - Initial Transaction Type

ISUITYPE is an internally defined variable that designates what type of program generated this observation.

While not stored in any of the CA MICS databases, it is available to a number of user exits.

The reason ISUITYPE exists is that TRANTYPE is automatically set to X if, upon exit from the IMSRLRT, it contains
anything but S, M, L, or C.

Before entry to the IMSRLRT, TRANTYPE and ISUITYPE are set equal.

Element Derivation: 

This value is set before entry to IMSRLRT to:
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• M for MPP transactions
• B for BMP transactions
• C for conversational transactions
• D for DBCTL transactions
• E for explicit (CPI-C driven) APPC transactions
• F for Fastpath message driven transactions
• N for Fastpath non-message driven transactions
• U for Fastpath utilities
• X for DB management utilities
• or a blank when the execution method cannot be determined.

Range of Value:

ISUITYPE will contain either M, B, C, D, E, F, N, U, X, or a blank.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

The value of TRANTYPE, as set by the user routine cccRLRT, is used to categorize transaction response times at the
detail level. It is also available for use by other user routines to, for example, calculate the Application Unit identification
(see IMSAPU).

Since the sequence of user exit routines is

               1 IMSRLRT

                 2 IMSACRT

                   3 IMSAURT

ISUITYPE enables you to update TRANTYPE and still have its initial value, designating what type of program is used,
kept. You can then use ISUITYPE in the IMSACRT routine to do such things as set a part of your account code to
ISUITYPE, thereby distinguishing MPP versus BMP costs.

ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYR       The  sum  of  the  halfword keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUKEYRD is the sum of all the ISUKEYRD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Note:

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYW       The sum of the halfword keyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUKEYWT is the sum of all the ISUKEYWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Count Long Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISULDST1 through ISULDST8, contains the number of long response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISULDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

Range of Values:

ISULDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "L" to TRANTYPE.

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISULDSTx contains the sum of all ISULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

Long Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for long response events completed during
the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time
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             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISULRSTM is set to the sum of all ISULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISULTRN - Long Transaction Count

Long Transaction Count is the number of long transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'L', the value of ISULTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'L',
indicating long, ISUTRANS is added into ISULTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISULTRN is set to the sum of all ISULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Count Medium Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUMDST1 through ISUMDST8, contains the number of medium
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).
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As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUMDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "M" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMDSTx contains the sum of all ISUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

Medium Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for medium response events completed
during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'M' (medium
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Msg Get Next Count is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve secondary input message segments from
the message queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGN        The halfword counter at position 151

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGN      An apportionment of the DLRGNMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGGN is the sum of all the ISUMSGGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For transactions executed from 3270-type terminals, this field typically will contain zero, except where conversational
transactions are included in the summary level. Also, if this field is non-zero, a probabilistic number of status 'QD' get
next return codes have been included in the value (i.e., the source field is incremented when the get next runs out of
segments).
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ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Msg Get Unique Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve input messages from the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGU        The halfword counter at position 149

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGU      An apportionment of the DLRGUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGGU is the sum of all the ISUMSGGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Msg Insert Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to insert output message segments to the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description
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  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMISRT      The halfword counter at position 153

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MIS      An apportionment of the DLRISMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGIS is the sum of all the ISUMSGIS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count

Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is directly
attributable to applications executed by this user. This includes miscellaneous system services, checkpoint and statistics
operations. This data element only applies to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, but the data element will be on
the CA MICS IMS database regardless of the data reduction method.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMOTHR      The halfword contents of position 157

                         in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGOT is the sum of all the ISUMSGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Msg Purge Count is the number of DL/I PURG calls to delineate an output message. This count includes PURG calls that
have an I/O area specified, if any, which result in inserting the first segment of the next message in the same call. The
purge/insert structure does not increment the insert counter (see ISYMSGIS).

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMPURG      The halfword counter at position 155

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MPG      An apportionment of the DLRPUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGPG is the sum of all the ISUMSGPG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Total Number Of Message Calls is the sum of all individual types of message queue activity (logical DL/I calls) for all
executions of transactions for this user.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

             ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

             ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

             ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

             ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:
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For fast path transactions, ISUMSTOT is set as follows:

      ISUMSTOT=ISUMSGGU+ISUMSGIS

For full function transactions, ISUMSTOT is set as follows:

      ISUMSTOT=ISUMSGGU+ISUMSGGN+ISUMSGIS+ISUMSGPG+ISUMSGOT

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSTOT is the sum of all the ISUMSTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

Medium Transaction Count is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'M', the value of ISUMTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, ISUTRANS is added into ISUMTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUMTRN is set to the sum of all ISUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

Max Alternate Terminal Output Length is the maximum number of characters output to an alternate terminal over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXALT is set from the value of ISUALT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXALT contains the largest value of ISUMXALT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Max Buffer Compactions is the maximum number of buffer compactions over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

ISUMXBFC is set from the value of ISUBUFCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXBFC contains the largest value of ISUMXBFC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of control region buffer handler CPU time spent in any
transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCBF is set from the value of ISUTMCBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXCBF contains the largest value of ISUMXCBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Max Control Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent in any transaction
over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCDL is set from the value of ISUTMCDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXCDL contains the largest value of ISUMXCDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

ISUMXCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CP time spent in an application program per transaction over all
transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCP is set from the value of ISUTMCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time Max

Conversational Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of
conversational transactions for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISUMXCTM is set to the largest ISUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDB - Max Databases Accessed

Note:

Max Databases Accessed is the maximum number of databases accessed in any transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDB is set from the value of ISUDBDNO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDB contains the largest value of ISUMXDB in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of dependent region buffer handler CPU time spent
in any transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBF is set from the value of ISUTMDBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBF contains the largest value of ISUMXDBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, OPEN/CLOSE CPU Time

ISUMXDBO contains the maximum amount of the sum of the ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL, and
ISUTMDOC data elements. These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU
time, which are attributable to the application that executes. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved
and $IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBO is set from the highest value of ISUDBOTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBO contains the largest value of ISUDBOTM in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Max Total Number Of Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBT is set from the value of ISUDBTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBT contains the largest value of ISUMXDBT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

ISUMXDCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CPU time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDCP is set from the value of ISUTMDCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXDCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Max Dependent Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of dependent region DL/I processor CPU time spent per
transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDDL is set from the value of ISUTMDDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDDL contains the largest value of ISUMXDDL in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Max Database Deletes is the maximum number of logical database delete calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDDT is set from the value of ISUDBDLT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDDT contains the largest value of ISUMXDDT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDGN - Max DataBase Get Nexts

Max DataBase Get Nexts is the maximum number of logical database get next calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDGN is set from the value of ISUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDGN contains the largest value of ISUMXDGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Max Database Get Uniques is the maximum number of logical database get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDGU is set from the value of ISUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDGU contains the largest value of ISUMXDGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Max Database Inserts is the maximum number of logical database insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDIS is set from the value of ISUDBIST for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDIS contains the largest value of ISUMXDIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDOC - Max Database Open and Close Time

Max Database Open and Close Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent opening
and closing databases for per transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

 Max data element--TIME,  measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDOC is set from the value of ISUTMDOC for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: ISUMXDOC contains the largest value of ISUMXDOC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls

Max Other Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. Though it appears on the database regardless of the data
reduction method, its value will always be zero for NOCIMS systems.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBOTH - Other DataBase Calls (system Service)

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDOT is set from the value of ISUDBOTH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDOT contains the largest value of ISUMXDOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Max Database Replaces is the maximum number of logical database replace calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDRP is set from the value of ISUDBREP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDRP contains the largest value of ISUMXDRP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXETM - Excessive Transaction Response Time Max

Excessive Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXETM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXETM is set to the largest ISUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Max Msg Input Length As Queued is the maximum number of input message characters retrieved from the message
queue per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:
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ISUMXILN is set from the value of ISUILENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXILN contains the largest value of ISUMXILN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXIQ - Max Msg Input Queue Time

Max Msg Input Queue Time is the maximum amount of time an input message waited on the message queue before
being processed by an application program per transaction over all non-excessive transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXIQ is set from the value of ISUTMQIN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXIQ contains the largest value of ISUMXIQ in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Note:

Max Input SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area accessed in any transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXISP is set from the value of ISUINSPA for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXISP contains the largest value of ISUMXISP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS reads issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXKRD is set from the value of ISUKEYRD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXKRD contains the largest value of ISUMXKRD in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS writes issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:
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ISUMXKWT is set from the value of ISUKEYWT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXKWT contains the largest value of ISUMXKWT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held is the maximum number of locks held between any two checkpoints/syncpoints
during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANMLKH      The fullword counter at position 461

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 221 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISUMXLKH      The fullword counter at position 765

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXLKH contains the largest value of ISUMXLKH in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Maximum

Long Transaction Response Time Maximum is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions
for this user.
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Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXLTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of TRANTYPE
is 'L'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXLTM is set to the largest ISUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Max Msg Get Next Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get next calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMGN is set from the value of ISUMSGGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMGN contains the largest value of ISUMXMGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Max Msg Get Unique Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMGU is set from the value of ISUMSGGU for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMGU contains the largest value of ISUMXMGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Max Msg Insert Count is the maximum number of logical message queue insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMIS is set from the value of ISUMSGIS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMIS contains the largest value of ISUMXMIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other CNT (SYS SERV/CHKP/STAT)

Max Msg Other CNT is the maximum number of logical message queue calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. While the data element is on the database for all systems,
NOCIMS systems will always have zero in this data element.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMOT is set from the value of ISUMSGOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMOT contains the largest value of ISUMXMOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Max Msg Purge Count is the maximum number of logical message queue purge calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMPG is set from the value of ISUMSGPG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMPG contains the largest value of ISUMXMPG in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Max Total Number Of Message Calls is the maximum number of logical message queue calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMST is set from the value of ISUMSTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMST contains the largest value of ISUMXMST in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

Medium Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions
for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMTM is set to the largest ISUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNIA - Max Alters To Data In Buffer W/O I/O

Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database output operations that were satisfied in an
altered buffer, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNIA is set from the value of ISUNIOA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNIA contains the largest value of ISUMXNIA in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found In Buffer W/O I/O

Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database input operations that were satisfied from a
buffer rather than I/O, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNIO is set from the value of ISUNONIO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNIO contains the largest value of ISUMXNIO in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of nonkeyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS reads issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNKR is set from the value of ISUNKEYR for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNKR contains the largest value of ISUMXNKR in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS writes issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNKW is set from the value of ISUNKEYW for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNKW contains the largest value of ISUMXNKW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length as Queued

Max Msg Output Length As Queued is the maximum number of output message characters written to the message queue
per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOLN is set from the value of ISUOLENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOLN contains the largest value of ISUMXOLN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Max Output SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area saved by any transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOSP is set from the value of ISUOTSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOSP contains the largest value of ISUMXOSP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOSW - Max Output Msg Switch Length

Max Output Msg Switch Length is the maximum number of characters of message switch segments written by any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOSW is set from the value of ISUSWITH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOSW contains the largest value of ISUMXOSW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control Calls

ISUMXQCT is the maximum number of SQL Control calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQCTL - DB2 Control calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQCT is set from the value of ISUSQCTL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQCT contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQCT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

ISUMXQDD is the maximum number of SQL Data Definition Language calls made per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQDD is set from the value of ISUSQDDL for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQDD contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQDD in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls

ISUMXQDL is the maximum number of SQL Delete calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQDL is set from the value of ISUSQDEL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQDL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQDL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic Calls

ISUMXQDY is the maximum number of SQL Dynamic calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

 Max data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQDY is set from the value of ISUSQDYN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQDY contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQDY in the observations processed for the
summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

ISUMXQIN is the maximum number of SQL Insert calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQIN is set from the value of ISUSQINS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQIN contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQIN in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQOP - Max DB2 Open Calls

ISUMXQOP is the maximum number of Open calls per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQOP is set from the value of ISUSQOPN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQOP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQOP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other Calls

ISUMXQOT is the maximum number of SQL Other calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:
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Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQOTH - DB2 Other calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQOT is set from the value of ISUSQOTH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQOT contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQOT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQSF - Max DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

ISUMXQSF is the maximum number of Select/Fetch calls per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element   --  NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQSF is set from the value of ISUSQSLF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQSF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQSF in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQTT - Max Total DB2 SQL Calls

ISUMXQTT is the maximum number of DB2 SQL calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQTT is set from the value of ISUSQTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQTT contains the maximum value of ISUMXQTT processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

ISUMXQUP is the maximum number of SQL Update calls made per transaction over all transaction executions for the
user.

Type:

Max data element    -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXQUP is set from the value of ISUSQUPD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXQUP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXQUP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

Short Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for
this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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ISUMXSTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXSTM is set to the largest ISUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUMXSUC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zIIP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUMXSUC = Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUMXSUC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXSUC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of ISUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions before to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUMXSUC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general-purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for ISUMXSUC CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

ISUMXTRT contains the maximum amount of general-purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution
over all executions for this user.

The ISUMXTRT data element contains the maximum amount of Total CPU Time for IMS regions before to Version 12.1, or
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXTRT is set from the value of ISUCPUTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXTRT contains the largest value of ISUMXTRT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

The maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this user, for all response events
(short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max
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             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

ISUMXTTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXTTM is set to the largest ISUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

ISUMXXCS contains the maximum general-purpose processor (CP) CPU time taken over all the values of the CP Time
Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible (ISUXCSTM) element for all transaction executions.

The ISUMXXCS data element contains the same value as the Max CPU Time (ISUMXTRT) data element for IMS regions
before to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for
IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. ISUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the ISUSUCTM and
ISUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUMXXCS = MAX(ISUXCSTM)

• All other releases:
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ISUMXXCS = ISUMXTRT (Max CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXXCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUXCSTM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP). It is the portion of ISUTMCP that had to execute on a
general-purpose CP processor.

ISUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general-purpose CP processors. You can use this data
element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation:

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUMXXCS is set equal to Max CPU Time (ISUMXTRT) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUMXXCS, ISUMXSUC, and ISUMXZAC that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUMXXCS data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUMXZAC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zAAP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time
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             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUMXZAC = Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUMXZAC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXZAC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of ISUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions before to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUMXZAC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general-purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for ISUMXZAC CPU time can mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that is
used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zAAP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zAAP processor if one was available.

ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

ISUMXZAP is the maximum amount of dependent region zAAP time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXZAP is set from the value of ISUTMZAP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISUMXZAP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXZAP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions before to 12.1 this element will contain
zeros.

ISUMX2TM - Max DB2 CPU Time

ISUMX2TM is the maximum amount of CPU time accumulated by DB2 under the dependent region's TCB per transaction
over all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDB2TM - DB2 Total DB2 CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMX2TM is set from the value of ISUDB2TM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMX2TM contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMX2TM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNIOA - Alters To Data In Buffer W/O I/O

Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of writes to a database that did not cause an output hardware
operation. That is, the record to be modified was already in the database buffer AND the database buffer had already
been modified by one or more record alterations.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------
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  CIMS     DBTNOO        The sum of the halfword altered buffer

                         alteration counters in all the

                         database segments of a BMC MAINVIEW

                         for IMS Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNIOA is the sum of all the ISUNIOA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYR      The  sum of the halfword nonkeyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNKEYR is the sum of all the ISUNKEYR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYW      The sum of the halfword nonkeyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNKEYW is the sum of all the ISUNKEYW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNOLOG - User Logons

The number of times the IMS user successfully signed on to IMS in the IMS measurement interval. The measurement
interval might include signons or not, depending on the definition of the signon transaction identifier and its use.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of IMS session counts. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

             IAUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISYNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:
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This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNOLOG is set to the sum of all ISUNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNONIO - Data Found In Buffer W/O I/O

Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of reads from a database that did not cause an input hardware
operation. That is, the record to be read was already in the database buffer.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOI        The sum of the halfword in buffer

                         request counters in all the database

                         segments of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNONIO is the sum of all the ISUNONIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Msg Output Length As Queued is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length is from the output message image before MFS processing and contains no communications access method
overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

             ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

             ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     ISUOUTCH      ISUOLENG = ISUOUTCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANOTCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 3 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOLENG is the sum of all the ISUOLENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUOUTCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user can modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths can vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents
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  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and ISUOUTCH data
elements.

ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message output services (including type other message calls) for all transaction
executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output MessagesCount

             ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is calculated from the message queue operation counts:

ISUOMSGS = ISUMSGIS + ISUMSGPG + ISUMSGOT;

at the DETAIL level. Summarization to further levels is done by summarizing this field rather than recalculating.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOMSGS is set to the sum of all ISUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Output SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments inserted by transactions executed for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOSPAC      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 165).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOTSPA is the sum of all the ISUOTSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Terminal Output Character Count is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message
queue. The length is found from the output message segment images before MFS processing and includes no access
method overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

             ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOMCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record (pos. 163)

  NOCIMS   ISUOLENG      ISUOUTCH = ISUOLENG;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISUOUTCH is the sum of all the ISUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUOLENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user can modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through
a general algorithm. The method of finding actual transmission lengths can vary from site to site, according to such
environmental factors as the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and ISUOUTCH data
elements.

ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

Total Pct Resp Within Limit: Values ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short,
medium, long and conversational response events, for this user, which completed within each response distribution
category defined by the user. ISUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISUPCTR2 is the
percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are
maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user can select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISUTDST1 through
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ISUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISUTRANS, the total
number of response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater
than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISUTDST1-8        ISUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Range of Values:

Because ISUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that each
of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUPETTM - Pseudo-Elapsed Time

Pseudo-Elapsed Time is a user-defined variable available for recording dispatchable time data for a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to an approximate value. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is set by the user.

Range of Value:

User-defined.

Summarization Process:

ISUPETTM is the sum of all the ISUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

The time all the non-eXcessive transactions executed by this user were resident within IMS message processing regions
(MPP or BMP). BMPs that are not message-driven do not have residency time calculated under the current method, and
this data element will contain zero.

See $IMSRESP for more information about transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the start and end time stamps of the transaction:

ISURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISURESTM is set to the sum of all ISURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

ISUSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this user. This is the number
of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions
were counted for response analysis, and includes no IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

Element Derivation:
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Each detailed transaction executed by a scheduled IMS facility causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSCHCT contains the sum of all ISUSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

Count Short Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUSDST1 through ISUSDST8, contains the number of short response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUSDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "S" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSDSTx contains the sum of all ISUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSQCTL - DB2 Control Calls

ISUSQCTL is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as Control. This category
includes GRANT and REVOKE calls.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQCT - Max DB2 Control calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQCTL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQCTL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQCTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Control calls are security calls that allow privileges to users. There are five classes of privileges based on the object to
which access is granted: Database, Plan, System, Table, and Use. Each privilege class has a set of privileges that can be
granted.

ISUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language Calls

ISUSQDDL is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as belonging to the Data
Definition Language. This category includes the CREATE, DROP, ALTER, COMMENT, and LABEL calls.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQDD - Max DB2 Data Definition Language calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQDDL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISUSQDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQDDL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CREATE and DROP statements can affect DB2 storage groups, databases, tablespaces, tables, indexes, views, and
synonyms. CREATE builds these objects, while DROP deletes them. Any object dependent on a deleted object is also
deleted, and any application plans that reference the object are invalidated.

The ALTER statement changes the catalog's description of an object. ALTER statements apply to indexes, storage
groups, tables, and tablespaces.

The COMMENT statement can add or replace comments in the catalog description of an object.

The LABEL statement adds or replaces labels in the catalog descriptions for tables, views, columns, or sets of columns.

ISUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

ISUSQDEL is the number of SQL Delete calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQDL - Max DB2 Delete Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQDEL is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS online release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name DBTDBTYP)
equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQDEL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQDEL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DELETE statement deletes rows from a table or view. If rows are deleted from a view, the rows are deleted from the
table upon which the view is based. DELETE can not be issued against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.

ISUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic Calls

ISUSQDYN is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction that can be categorized as Dynamic. This category
includes PREPARE, DESCRIBE, and EXECUTE calls.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQDY - Max DB2 Dynamic calls
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Element Derivation:

ISUSQDYN is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQDYN contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQDYN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Dynamic SQL calls are special calls that can only be contained within an application program. PREPARE causes
the creation of an executable SQL statement from a character string called a statement string. The EXECUTE statement
executes a prepared statement. DESCRIBE obtains the information about a prepared statement. The EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE statement creates the prepared SQL statement, executes it, and immediately destroys the executable form.
This is all done in one statement execution.

In Dynamic SQL, the SQL source is contained in host language variables rather than being coded into the application
program. The SQL statement might change several times during the program's execution.

ISUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

ISUSQINS is the number of SQL Insert calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQIN - Max DB2 Insert Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQINS is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'. This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level
2.5 or higher. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms
library, this data element will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined,
but the release is not 2.5 or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQINS contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQINS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The INSERT call is used to place new rows into a table or a view. If a row is inserted into a view, the row is inserted into
the table the view is based upon. INSERT may not be used against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.
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ISUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

ISUSQOPN is the number of SQL Open calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQOP - Max DB2 Open Call

Element Derivation:

ISUSQOPN is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQOPN contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQOPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cursor is a named control structure used by an application program to point to a row of interest. The OPEN statement is
used to open a cursor to fetch rows from a result table. A successful FETCH can only be done when the cursor is open.
All cursors in a program are initially closed and must be explicitly opened. A cursor can also be explicitly closed or can be
closed when an error is detected that makes the cursor's position unpredictable.

ISUSQOTH - DB2 Other Calls

ISUSQOTH is the number of calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction from the category that includes EXPLAIN,
ROLLBACK, COMMIT, LOCK, LABEL, and CLOSE.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQOT - Max DB2 Other calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQOTH is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQOTH contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQOTH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The EXPLAIN statement collects information about the methods the DB2 Optimizer will select to access the data needed
by an SQL statement.

The ROLLBACK statement is valid only for TSO and CICS environments, and should not appear in an IMS application.

The COMMIT statement is valid only for TSO and CICS environments, and should not appear in an IMS application.

The LOCK and UNLOCK statements manipulate DB2 data integrity locks.

The CLOSE statement closes a cursor.

The LABEL statement adds or replaces label in the catalog descriptions of tables, views, columns, or sets of columns.

ISUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

ISUSQSLF is the number of SQL Select/Fetch calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction. This number is the sum of the
number of Select calls plus the number of Fetch calls made to DB2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQSF - Max DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQSLF is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQSLF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQSLF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A SELECT statement specifies a table as a result of the execution of a Query. A FETCH statement positions a cursor on
the next row of a result table and assigns values from that row to variables. BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online does not
provide separate counts for SELECT and FETCH operations.

ISUSQTOT - Total DB2 SQL Calls

ISUSQTOT contains the total number of DB2 SQL calls for a transaction. This element is only valid for IMF systems.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSQSLF - DB2 Select/Fetch Calls

             ISUSQOPN - DB2 Open Calls

             ISUSQINS - DB2 Insert Calls

             ISUSQDEL - DB2 Delete Calls

             ISUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

             ISUSQDDL - DB2 Data Definition Language calls

             ISUSQDYN - DB2 Dynamic calls

             ISUSQCTL - DB2 Control calls

             ISUSQOTH - DB2 Other calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQTOT is set to the sum of ISUSQSLF, ISUSQOPN, ISUSQINS, ISUSQDEL, ISUSQUPD, ISUSQDDL, ISUSQDYN,
ISUSQCTL, and ISYSQOTH.

Range of Value:

ISUSQTOT ranges in value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQTOT contains the sum of all values of ISUSQTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSQUPD - DB2 Update Calls

ISUSQUPD is the number of SQL Update calls made to DB2 by an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSSQL  -  IMS SQL Call Accounting

             ISUMXQUP - Max DB2 Update Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUSQUPD is derived from the DB2 segment appendage of the 'FA' transaction record provided by BMC MAINVIEW
for IMS online release release 2.5 or greater. The DB2 segment is identified by ORGANIZATION TYPE (label name
DBTDBTYP) equal to X'80'.

This data element is available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems at release level 2.5 or higher. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element
will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release is not 2.5
or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSQUPD contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSQUPD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The UPDATE statement updates the values of specified columns in the rows of a table or view. If an error occurs during
the execution of the UPDATE statement that makes the position of the cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed. UPDATE
cannot be issued against a catalog table or a view of a catalog table.

ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

Short Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for short response events completed during
the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSRU - System Resource Units

System Resource Units is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for
a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of such data for the user in question. This data element can be calculated in the IMSRLRT exit according to user
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSRU - System Resource Units
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Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSRU is set to the sum of all ISUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

Short Transaction Count is the number of short transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'S', the value of ISUSTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, ISUTRANS is added into ISUSTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUSTRN is set to the sum of all ISUSTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUSUCTM contains the amount of general-purpose processor (CP) CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions before to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUSUCTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general-purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for ISUSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.
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For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUSWITH - Output Msg Switch Length

Output Msg Switch Length is the total length of all message switch message segments output to the message queue by
transactions executed by this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNATCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 169).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSWITH is the sum of all the ISUSWITH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

ISUTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction
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                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as an APPC transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTAPPC contains the sum of all ISUTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Count Total Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUTDST1 through ISUTDST8, contains the total number of response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes. Thus, if the
distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds,
a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds).
ISUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise, ISUTDST2
is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution times.
ISUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             ISULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             ISUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element of the ISUTDSTx group is the sum of the associated ISUSDSTx, ISUMDSTx, ISULDSTx and ISUCDSTx
elements that are accumulated for the IMS user. ISUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if
the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of S, M, L, or C.

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTDSTx contains the sum of all ISUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

ISUTMCBF is the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer handler in processing transactions for a user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library,
this data element is not in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data
element contains zeros for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMCBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the
doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

ISUTMCDL is the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I processor in processing transactions for a user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library,
this data element is not in the CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data
element contains zeros for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMCDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the
doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCDL values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

ISUTMCP is the measure of CP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for a user.
This measure of CP time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this
time includes the CP time spent in the dependent region executing the user program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under
the dependent region's TCB.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions before to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for
more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUTMCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value
is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.
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The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time

ISUTMCRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the control region since the last program record.

ISUTMCRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter.

Control Region Overhead is a field for which there might be no data collected, depending upon IMF data collection
options. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMCRO is read from the IMF program

                         record.  The value in the record is

                         the TOD clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCRO is the sum of all the ISUTMCRO values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

ISUTMDBF is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer handler in processing transactions for a
user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library,
this data element is not in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data
element contains zeros for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg.  Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMDBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

ISUTMDCP contains the amount of general-purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.
This measure of CPU time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this time
includes the TCB CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under
the dependent region's TCB.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions before to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS
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             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:

ISUTMDCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

ISUTMDDL is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in processing transactions for a
user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library,
this data element is not in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data
element contains zeros for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMDDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

ISUTMDOC is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in opening and closing databases
for transactions executed by a user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library,
this data element is not in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data
element contains zeros for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDOC - Max Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUTMDOC is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is
read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDOC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDOC that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time

ISUTMDRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the dependent region since the last program record.

ISUTMDRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon
parameters placed in member IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control
Region CPU times. In the event Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMDRO is read from the IMF program

                         statistics record.  The value in

                         the record is the TOD clock format of

                         the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit

                         51 of the doubleword value is 1

                         microsecond.  The value is read as

                         PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield

                         seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDRO is the sum of all the ISUTMDRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Msg Input Queue Time is the time input messages for this user waited on the message queue before being processed.
This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of arrival of the message on the input queue from the time the
transaction started to process. It is computed for non-excessive transactions only.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and

           TRNSTRTT

 

     NOTE:  ARRIVTS is supplied with a resolution of .1 seconds

            up through release 3.3, while STARTTS has a

            resolution of .01 seconds. Since the hundredths are

            truncated in ARRIVTS, the ISUTMQIN time will on

            average exceed the actual queue time due to the

            lower resolution of ARRIVTS.

 

  NOCIMS                 ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present;  otherwise zero.

                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMQIN is the sum of all the ISUTMQIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMSCH - Dependent Region Schedule/Termination

ISUTMSCH represents the amount of CPU time used by the Control Region performing the scheduling and termination
process of applications in dependent regions.

ISUTMSCH is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Users who process both IMF and non-IMF data within a single update run will find this
field to contain valid data for the IMF-controlled IMSID and to contain zeros for the IMS system for which NOCIMS was
specified. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMSCH is read from position 136 of

                         the IMF program statistics record.

                         The value in the record is the TOD

                         clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMSCH is the sum of all the ISUTMSCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

ISUTMZAP is the measure of zAAP/zIIP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application.
In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment of the zAAP processing time from the type
7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW, this time includes the zAAP/zIIP time spent in the dependent region
executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).  Note: The ISUTMZAP data element contains missing values for
IMS regions before to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before to Version 4.6, or regions with
MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

          $IMSCPU - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

          $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

          ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

          ISUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

          ISUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

          ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

          ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

          ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:
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ISUTMZAP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the zAAP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

For BMC MAINVIEW, ISUTMZAP is calculated as Dependent Region Processing Time (ISUTMDCP) minus Dependent
Region CP Time (ISUTMCP).

ISUTMZAP = ISUTMDCP - ISUTMCP

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMZAP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMZAP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTODBM - Total ODBM Transactions

ISUTODBM is the total number of transaction executions in an ODBM thread. This data element is only available from the
BMC Mainview (CIMS) data source.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

For Mainview (CIMS) data, ISUTODBM is set to one if the raw data field TRNFLAG0 contains the character "O" in the
transaction log FA record. Otherwise ISUTODBM is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of ISUTODBM is 0 or 1 for observations created from BMC Mainview (CIMS) data. For
observations created from IMS log data, ISUTODBM is set to a SAS missing value (.). At higher levels of summarization,
for observations created from IMS log data, the value of ISUTODBM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTODBM contains the sum of all values of ISUTODBM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Tot Locks Held is the total number of locks held for all checkpoints/syncpoints that occured during
the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANTLKH      The fullword counter at position 465

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 225 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISUTOLKH      The fullword counter at position 769

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOLKH is the sum of all the ISUTOLKH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

ISUTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as other than an APPC or
OTMA transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOTHR contains the sum of all ISUTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

ISUTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as an OTMA transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOTMA contains the sum of all ISUTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

ISUTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found, plus the number of fast path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
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Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction did not switch to another transaction.
This data element may be forced to a value of 1 or 0 by the IMSRLRT exit to accommodate site dependent requirements.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTRANS contains the sum of all ISUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

ISUTRSTM is the total response time for the IMS user for all non-excessive transactions completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information about
response.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

See $IMSRESP for a detailed description of the derivation of this data element.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

No measure of output queue time is included in the standard CA MICS definition of this data element. You can adjust
response time by any pertinent installation-unique algorithm. This adjustment can be done in the relative longevity code
determination exit IMSRLRT. Adjustments made will be carried forward on all CA MICS IMS files that carry any measures
of response times.
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ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

ISUUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this user. This is the number
of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions
were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions executed if such
transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction processed by the IMS Analyzer causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUUOWCT contains the sum of all ISUUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

ISUXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP) processor.

Note: The ISUXCSTM data element contains the same value as the Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) data element for IMS
regions before Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for
IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 See also:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

            $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

            ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

            ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

            ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

            ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

            ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

            ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

            ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

            ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

            ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

            ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. ISUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the ISUSUCTM and
ISUZACTM values from the value in Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM). The values in the record are the Time of Day (TOD)
clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is
read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)

ISUXCSTM = ISUCPUTM (Total CPU Time) -

           ISUSUCTM (Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP) -

           ISUZACTM (Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP)

• All other releases:
ISUXCSTM = ISUCPUTM (Total CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUXCSTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP). It is the portion of ISUTMCP that had to execute on a
general-purpose CP processor.

ISUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general-purpose CP processors.

You can use this data element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation:

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP/zAAP
eligible work that executed on a CP processor.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUZACTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute
on a zAAP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUZACTM = Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUZACTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions before to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUZACTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general-purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for ISUZACTM CPU time can mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general-purpose CP processors than the rate that is
used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zAAP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zAAP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.
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For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

System Activity File (IMSISY)
The IMS System Activity File contains data quantifying the IMS system's service (response), load, and usage in the
DETAIL time-span, and total usage in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS and YEARS time-spans.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     IMSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IMSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IMSID     YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWMY.E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  IMSCHKNO - IMS Checkpoint Number

  X.....E  IMSCHKTP - Checkpoint Type

  XDWMY.E  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

  X.....E  IMSRESTP - Restart Type

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  XDWMY.E  IMSRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limit 8

  XDWMY.E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  ORGIMSID - Original IMS Identification

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  ISYCIPSZ - Size Of CIO Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYCIPUS - Current Amount Used From CIO Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYDMBSZ - Size Of DMB Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYDMBUS - Current Amount Used from DMB Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYDPSSZ - Size of DPSB Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYDPSUS - Current Amount Used from DPSB

  XDWMY.   ISYDWPSZ - Size of DBWP Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYDWPUS - Current Amount Used from DBWP

  XDWMY.   ISYKDSAN - Number of Dynamic SAPs

  XDWMY.   ISYKDSWC - Dyn. SAP Current Non-privileged Wtrs

  XDWMY.   ISYKDVEN - Dyn. SAP No. of Dynamic + Privileged

  XDWMY.   ISYKPSWC - Dyn. SAP Current Privileged Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYKSCUR - Dyn. SAP Current Assigned

  XDWMY.   ISYK1GAC - I/O POOL Current Storage of Buffers

  XDWMY.   ISYK1GCC - I/O POOL Current GETMAINs for Buf Area

  XDWMY.   ISYK1SIZ - I/O POOL Total Size of Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYK1USE - I/O POOL Current Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK1WSC - I/O POOL Current Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.   ISYK2GAC - CWAP STAT Current Storage of Buffers

  XDWMY.   ISYK2GCC - CWAP STAT Cur. GETMAINs for Buf Areas

  XDWMY.   ISYK2SIZ - CWAP STAT Total Size of Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYK2USE - CWAP STAT Current Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK2WSC - CWAP STAT Current Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.   ISYK3GAC - HIOP STAT Current Storage of Buffers

  XDWMY.   ISYK3GCC - HIOP STAT Cur. GETMAINs for Buf Areas

  XDWMY.   ISYK3SIZ - HIOP STAT Total Size of Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYK3USE - HIOP STAT Current Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK3WSC - HIOP STAT Current Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

  XDWMY.E  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

  XDWMY.E  ISYMCMBC - Common Buffers Counted

  XDWMY.E  ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

  XDWMY.E  ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

  XDWMY.E  ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

  XDWMY.E  ISYMECBB - Total ECSA Buffer Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMECDB - Total ECSA DMHR Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMECDO - ECSA Storage With DMHR Used On

  XDWMY.E  ISYMECOB - Total ECSA Ctl Block Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMECUB - Total ECSA Storage Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMEX64 - 64 Bit Extents SP Storage Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYMNSCB - Non-SP/EXT Ctl Blks Storage

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSP64 - 64 Bit Base SP Storage Bytes

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available
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  XDWMY.E  ISYMSYBC - System Buffers Counted

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

  XDWMY.E  ISYMTBQU - Total Buffers Being Quiesced

  XDWMY.E  ISYM64DO - 64 Bit Storage With DMHR Used On

  XDWMY.E  ISYM64UB - Total 64 Bit Storage Bytes Used

  XDWMY.   ISYNOWFI - WFI Transaction Counter

  XDWMY.   ISYPIINC - Getmain Increment For Pgm Isoln Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSBSZ - Size Of PSB Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSBUS - Current Amount Used from PSB Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYWPSSZ - Size of PSBW Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYWPSUS - Current Amount Used from PSBW

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST1 - Conv. Response Distribution 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST2 - Conv. Response Distribution 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST3 - Conv. Response Distribution 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST4 - Conv. Response Distribution 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST5 - Conv. Response Distribution 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST6 - Conv. Response Distribution 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST7 - Conv. Response Distribution 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYCDST8 - Conv. Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.E  ISYCNTDQ - Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

  XDWMY.   ISYCNTDS - Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

  XDWMY.E  ISYCNTQ  - Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

  XDWMY.   ISYCNTQS - Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

  .DWMY.E  ISYCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

  .DWMY.E  ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYCRESC - Conv. Responses Counted

  .DWMY.E  ISYCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  ISYCTLTM - Control Region CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYERESC - Excessive Responses Counted

  .DWMY.E  ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  XDWMY.   ISYFMCMP - Times MFS Compress Would Be Ok

  XDWMY.E  ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

  XDWMY.   ISYFMFBN - MFS F/B Requests Ignored

  XDWMY.   ISYFMFBR - MFS Free Block Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYFMFIQ - MFS F/B Blocks on I/F Queue

  XDWMY.E  ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

  XDWMY.   ISYFMIFP - MFS I/F And Block on P/F Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYFMIFQ - MFS I/F Blocks on F/B Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

  XDWMY.   ISYFMIFW - MFS I/F Wait for P/F Load

  XDWMY.   ISYFMIIQ - MFS I/F Blocks on I/F Queue

  XDWMY.E  ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

  XDWMY.   ISYFMPFN - MFS Prefetch Requests Ignored

  XDWMY.   ISYFMPFQ - MFS P/F Blocks on F/B Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYFMPIQ - MFS P/F Blocks on I/F Queue
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  XDWMY.   ISYFMPPQ - MFS P/F Blocks on P/F Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYFMWFR - MFS Blocks Purged for FRE

  XDWMY.   ISYKDSWT - Dyn SAP Total Non-privileged Waits

  XDWMY.   ISYKPSWT - Dyn SAP Total Privileged Waits

  XDWMY.   ISYKSPET - Dynamic SAP Total Assigned

  XDWMY.   ISYK1GTC - I/O POOL Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

  XDWMY.   ISYK1WAC - I/O POOL Total of Current Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYK2GTC - CWAP STAT Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

  XDWMY.   ISYK2WAC - CWAP STAT Total of Current Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYK3GTC - HIOP STAT Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

  XDWMY.   ISYK3WAC - HIOP STAT Total of Current Waiters

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCDLG - Dynamic Log Latch Conflicts

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCDMB - DMB And ISAM/OSAM Latch Conflicts

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCLOG - Logical Log Latch Conflicts

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCMON - DC Monitor Latch Conflicts

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCSMG - Storage Management Latch Conflict

  XDWMY.E  ISYLCXCN - Exclusive Control Latch Conflicts

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYLDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   ISYLLAWT - L-LOGGER Number of AWEs on Write

  XDWMY.   ISYLLBWA - L-LOGGER Wait for Buffers Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYLLCWT - L-LOGGER Check Write Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYLLORD - L-LOGGER Number of OLDS Reads

  XDWMY.   ISYLLOWT - L-LOGGER Number of OLDS Writes

  XDWMY.   ISYLLWEX - L-LOGGER Number of WADS EXCPVRs

  XDWMY.   ISYLLWWT - L-LOGGER Write Wait Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYLLW2K - L-LOGGER Number of 2K Writes to WADS

  .DWMY.E  ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

  .DWMY.E  ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDO  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDSO - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS1 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS2 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS3 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS4 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS5 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS6 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS7 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS8 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBDS9 - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD1  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD2  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD3  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD4  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD5  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD6  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD7  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 7
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  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD8  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBD9  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQO  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQSO - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS1 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS2 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS3 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS4 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS5 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS6 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS7 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS8 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.   ISYMBQS9 - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ1  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ2  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ3  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ4  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ5  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ6  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ7  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ8  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.E  ISYMBQ9  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 9

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

  .DWMY.E  ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

  .DWMY.E  ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  ISYNOLOG - User Logons

  XDWMY.   ISYOSALT - OSAM Alter Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYOSBKC - OSAM New Blocks Created

  XDWMY.   ISYOSBKW - OSAM Blocks Written

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSBMG - Calls To OSAM Buffer Manager

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

  XDWMY.   ISYOSGNC - ISAM/OSAM Get Next (PSTGETNX) Calls

  XDWMY.   ISYOSKEY - ISAM/OSAM ISAM Retrieve By Key

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYOSPRG - OSAM Purge User Calls

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU or QISAM SETL

  XDWMY.   ISYOSRLS - ISAM/OSAM Explicit Release Calls

  XDWMY.   ISYOSRQP - Requests Satisfied in OSAM Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYOSWER - ISAM/OSAM Permanent Write Error

  XDWMY.   ISYOSWET - ISAM/OSAM Locked Buffers Due to Error

  XDWMY.E  ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

  XDWMY.   ISYPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYPIFQC - Number of FINDQCB Pgm Isoln Pool Ent

  XDWMY.E  ISYPITSY - Total Pgm Isoln Pool Synonyms Searched
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  XDWMY.E  ISYQMALT - Locate and Alter Queue Manager

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMBFR - Queue Manager Waits for No Buffer

  XDWMY.   ISYQMBLK - Queue Manager Buffers Locked

  XDWMY.   ISYQMCAN - Queue Manager Calls to Cancel a Msg

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMCON - Queue Manager Wait for ENQ/DEQ Conflict

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls to DEQ a Mesg(s)

  XDWMY.   ISYQMDRN - Addr to DRRN Tran Req Queue Manager

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMENQ - Queue Manager Calls to ENQ a Mesg

  XDWMY.   ISYQMFRE - Queue Manager Buffers Unlocked

  XDWMY.   ISYQMIOE - Queue Mgr Temp I/O Error not Retried

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMLCT - Locate Calls from Queue Manager

  XDWMY.   ISYQMMID - RRN of Last Dummy Rcd Assigned

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMOUT - Queue Manager Wait for Other Decb Write

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMPRG - Req to Purge Msg Queue Pool

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMPRW - Queue Manager Waits for Purg Complete

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMREL - Release Calls from Queue Manager

  XDWMY.   ISYQMREP - Queue Mgr Calls to Repos at Lost Buffer

  XDWMY.   ISYQMREQ - Calls To Queue Manager

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes for Purg

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMSYC - Req to Wait from Queue Manager

  XDWMY.   ISYQMUSR - Queue Manager Buffers Unchained Pcbs

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMWIN - Queue Manager Wait for Other Decb Read

  XDWMY.E  ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

  XDWMY.   ISYQWILG - Queue Manager Number of Waits for Log

  .DWMY.E  ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYSDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   ISYSERVU - Service Units

  XDWMY.   ISYSIBMP - Number of BMPs Active

  XDWMY.E  ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

  XDWMY.E  ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

  XDWMY.   ISYSIMPP - Number of MPPs Active

  XDWMY.E  ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

  XDWMY.E  ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

  XDWMY.E  ISYSISCD - SMBs Examined For Scheduling

  .DWMY.E  ISYSRESC - Short Responses Counted

  XDWMY.   ISYSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

  .DWMY.E  ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  .DWMY.E  ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .DWMY.E  ISYTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5
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  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYTDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMDOC - Data Base Open and Close Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP/zIIP Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .DWMY.E  ISYTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

  .DWMY.E  ISYTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .DWMY.E  ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

  .DWMY.E  ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

  XDWMY.E  ISYUPTM  - IMS System Up Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .DWMY.E  ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   ISYK1PLL - I/O POOL Lower Limit - Pool Normal

  XDWMY.   ISYK2PLL - CWAP STAT Lower Limit - Pool Normal

  XDWMY.   ISYK3PLL - HIOP STAT Lower Limit - Pool Normal

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  ISYCIPHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from CIOP

  XDWMY.E  ISYDMBHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DMB

  XDWMY.   ISYDPSHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DPSB

  XDWMY.   ISYDWPHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DBW

  XDWMY.   ISYKDSWH - Dynamic SAP High Non-privileged Wtrs

  XDWMY.   ISYKPSWH - Dynamic SAP High Privileged Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYKSHIG - Dynamic SAP High Assigned

  XDWMY.   ISYK1GAH - I/O POOL Largest Storage of Buffers

  XDWMY.   ISYK1GAL - I/O POOL Largest Single Storage Buf

  XDWMY.   ISYK1HWM - I/O POOL Maximum Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK1PUL - I/O POOL Upper Limit - Pool Critical

  XDWMY.   ISYK1WAH - I/O POOL Highest Total of Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYK1WRH - I/O POOL Largest Single Request

  XDWMY.   ISYK1WSH - I/O POOL High Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.   ISYK2GAH - CWAP STAT Largest Storage of Buffers

  XDWMY.   ISYK2GAL - CWAP STAT Largest Single Storage Buf

  XDWMY.   ISYK2HWM - CWAP STAT Maximum Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK2PUL - CWAP STAT Upper Limit - Pool Critical

  XDWMY.   ISYK2WAH - CWAP STAT Highest Total of Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYK2WRH - CWAP STAT Largest Single Request

  XDWMY.   ISYK2WSH - CWAP STAT High Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.   ISYK3GAH - HIOP STAT Largest Storage of Buffers
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  XDWMY.   ISYK3GAL - HIOP STAT Largest Single Storage Buf

  XDWMY.   ISYK3HWM - HIOP STAT Maximum Storage Used

  XDWMY.   ISYK3PUL - HIOP STAT Upper Limit - Pool Critical

  XDWMY.   ISYK3WAH - HIOP STAT Highest Total of Waiters

  XDWMY.   ISYK3WRH - HIOP STAT Largest Single Request

  XDWMY.   ISYK3WSH - HIOP STAT High Number of WAITS

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCDQ - Max Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCDS - Max Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCFL - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCOT - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Caus

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCQ  - Max Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCQR - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

  XDWMY.   ISYMXCQS - Max Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDBI - Max Pct Sched Conflict, DB Intent Confl

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDO  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDSO - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS1 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS2 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS3 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS4 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS5 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS6 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS7 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS8 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDS9 - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDYB - Max Dynamic Log Buffer Contention

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDYI - Max Dynamic Log I/O Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXDYR - Max Dynamic Log Service Requests Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD1  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD2  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD3  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD4  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD5  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD6  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD7  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD8  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.   ISYMXD9  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class 9

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  XDWMY.   ISYMXGOT - Max Msgs Queued To Output

  XDWMY.   ISYMXGPR - Max Msgs Queued To Process

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIFB - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Free Blk Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIFI - Max MFS Immed Fetch I/O-Pct Of All I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIIF - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, I/F Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIMF - Max MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXINI - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat Without I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIOM - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIOR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIOW - Max Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIPL - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIPQ - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, P/F Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXISI - Max ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXISO - Max ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate
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  XDWMY.   ISYMXISP - Max ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYMXISR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Rds

  XDWMY.   ISYMXIWT - Max Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLDL - Max Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLEC - Max Exclusive Control Latch Confl Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLGN - Max Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLLL - Max Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLMN - Max DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXLSM - Max Storage Manage Latch Conflict Rate

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMFB - Max Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMFD - Max MFS Directory I/O as Pct of All I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQC - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Writ

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQD - Max Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQE - Max Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQF - Max Pct Msg Queue Bfr I/O Forcd Write

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQI - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMQP - Max Pct MQB Intl Req Satisfied In Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYMXMSG - Max Msg Processing Rate

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  XDWMY.   ISYMXOCW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Wr

  XDWMY.   ISYMXOFW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Wrt

  XDWMY.   ISYMXOSR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Reads

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPCF - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Program Confl

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPFB - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPFI - Max MFS Pre Fetch I/O as Pct of All I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPFR - Max Msg Format Bfr Pre Fetch Rqst Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPIF - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, I/F Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPIR - Max Program Isoln Serv Requests Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYMXPIS - Max Length Of PI Search Per Request

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPNI - Max Pre Fetch Requests Satis w/o I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPPF - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYMXPRC - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Priority Cutoff

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQO  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQSO - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs Other

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS1 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS2 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS3 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS4 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS5 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS6 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS7 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS8 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 8

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQS9 - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ1  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 1

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ2  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 2

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ3  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 3

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ4  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 4

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ5  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 5

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ6  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 6

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ7  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 7

  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ8  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 8
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  XDWMY.   ISYMXQ9  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class 9

  XDWMY.   ISYMXSCD - Max Scheduling Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYMXSQR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Intrnl Rate Rqstd

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.E  ISYPIMAX - Maximum Size Of Program Isolation Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYPIMSY - Max Pgm Isoln Pool Synonyms Searched

  XDWMY.E  ISYPIUSE - Current And Max Pgm Isolation Pool Used

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSBHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from PSB

  XDWMY.   ISYWPSHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from WPSB

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  XDWMY.E  ISYAVPIS - Avg Length Of PI Search Per Request

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .DWMY.E  ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.E  ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

  XDWMY.E  ISYMQIOR - Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

  XDWMY.E  ISYMQIOW - Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

  XDWMY.E  ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSGOT - Msgs Queued To Output

  XDWMY.E  ISYMSGPR - Msgs Queued To Process

  XDWMY.E  ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

  XDWMY.   ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR1 - Conversational Response Percentage 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR2 - Conversational Response Percentage 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR3 - Conversational Response Percentage 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR4 - Conversational Response Percentage 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR5 - Conversational Response Percentage 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR6 - Conversational Response Percentage 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCCR7 - Conversational Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.   ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

  XDWMY.   ISYPCIFB - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYPCIIF - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Immed Fetch Queu

  XDWMY.   ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYPCIPL - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

  XDWMY.   ISYPCIPQ - Pct Imd Ftch Req Sat - Pre Ftch Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYPCISO - Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.   ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O
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  XDWMY.   ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

  XDWMY.E  ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

  XDWMY.E  ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

  XDWMY.   ISYPCMQR - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.   ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

  XDWMY.E  ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

  XDWMY.   ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPFB - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPIF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Imd Fetch Queue

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

  XDWMY.   ISYPCPPF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Pre Fetch Queue

  XDWMY.E  ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

  .DWMY.E  ISYPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.   ISYPSIMF - MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSISO - ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLDL - Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLEC - Exclusive Control Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLGN - Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLLL - Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLMN - DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSLSM - Storage Management Latch Conflict Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMQD - Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMQE - Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMQI - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

  XDWMY.   ISYPSPFR - Msg Format Buffer Pre Fetch Request Rat

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSPIR - Program Isolation Service Requests Rate

  XDWMY.E  ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate
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  .DWMY.E  ISYTRESC - Total Responses Counted

  .DWMY.E  ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

Avg Conversational Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for all users.

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYCRESC - Conv.  Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Element Derivation:

ISYAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYCRSTM and ISYCRESC:

      ISYAVCTM = ISYCRSTM / ISYCRESC;

Summarization Process:

ISYAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

ISYAVETM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of excessive transactions for all
users.

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYERSTM and ISYERESC:
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       ISYAVETM = ISYERSTM / ISYERESC;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVETM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Avg Locks Held is the average number of locks held during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Average data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISYMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISYTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived by dividing the total number of locks held (ISYTOLKH) by the number of
checkpoints/syncpoints (ISYCPCNT) for the IMS transaction.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVLKH is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

ISYAVLTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long transactions for all users.

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:
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ISYAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYLRSTM and ISYLRESC:

      ISYAVLTM = ISYLRSTM / ISYLRESC;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

ISYAVMTM is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium transactions for all
users.

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYMRSTM and ISYMRESC:

      ISYAVMTM = ISYMRSTM / ISYMRESC;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVPIS - Avg Length of PI Search Per Request

ISYAVPIS is the total number of program isolation pool synonyms searched divided by the number of find QCB program
isolation requests. This gives the number of synonyms searched per request.

Type:
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Average data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER of synonyms searched per request.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXPIS - Max Length Of PI Search Per Request

             ISYPIFQC - Number Of FINDQCB Pgm Isoln Pool Ent

             ISYPITSY - Total Pgm Isoln Pool Synonyms Searched

Element Derivation:

ISYAVPIS is set to zero if the number of find QCB requests is not a positive number. Else, during detail system record
processing:

      ISYAVPIS = ISYPITSY / ISYPIFQC ;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVPIS is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

Avg Short Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for all users.

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYSRESC - Short Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYSRSTM and ISYSRESC:

      ISYAVSTM = ISYSRSTM / ISYSRESC;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Avg Response Time All Functions is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for all
users, for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Average data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

ISYAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISYTRSTM and ISYTRANS:

      ISYAVTTM = ISYTRSTM / ISYTRANS;

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCDSTX - Conv. Response Distribution

Count Conv. Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISYCDST1 through ISYCDST8, contains the number of conversational
response events completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISYCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than
1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred
in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than
5 seconds). ISYCDST1 is the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISYCDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISYCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for all IMS users.

ISUCDSTx fields are incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "C" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCDSTx contains the sum of all ISYCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCIPHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from CIOP

ISYCIPHW contains the maximum number of bytes used within the communication I/O pool since IMS restart. The
communication I/O pool is used by IMS to build input messages and by the IMS message format service build output
messages.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYCIPHW depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYCIPHW contains the value input from field STSIHIGH in the fifth statistics group of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '05'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYCIPHW contains the value input from field STK1MPS of the CIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYCIPHW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYCIPHW contains the largest ISYCIPHW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCIPSZ - Size Of CIO Pool

ISYCIPSZ contains the size of the communication I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken. The communication I/O pool
is used by IMS to build input messages and by MFS to build output messages.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYCIPSZ contains the value input from field STSISIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYCIPSZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYCIPSZ contains the last ISYCIPSZ value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCIPUS - Current Amount Used From CIO Pool

ISYCIPUS contains the amount of storage in use for the communications I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken. The
communication I/O pool is used by IMS to build input messages and by MFS to build output messages.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYCIPUS depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYCIPUS contains the value input from field STSIRES in the fifth statistics group of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '05'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYCIPUS contains the value inputfrom field STK1CPS of the CIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYCIPUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYCIPUS contains the last ISYCIPUS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYCNTDQ - Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs represents the total number of messages dequeued for started CNTs since the last
checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number
of messages dequeued for started CNTs that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous
checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages
dequeued for started CNTs which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXCDQ - Max Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '03'X, field
name CNTDQCT in the CNT image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '.2..........' in position 2.

The CNTDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by CNTFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the CNT entry is marked started, identified by CNT field CNTFLAG1 having the '20'X bit zero.

All CNT entries in the checkpoint are examined by processing all type 40 subtype 03 records and looping through all the
CNT images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCNTDQ is the sum of all the ISYCNTDQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCNTDS - Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs represents the total number of messages dequeued for stopped CNTs since the last
checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number
of messages dequeued for stopped CNTs that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous
checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages
dequeued for stopped CNTs which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXCDS - Max Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

Element Derivation:
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This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '03'X, field
name CNTDQCT in the CNT image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '.2..........' in position 2.

The CNTDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by CNTFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the CNT entry is marked stopped, identified by CNT field CNTFLAG1 having the '20'X bit one.

All CNT entries in the checkpoint are examined by processing all type 40 subtype 03 records and looping through all the
CNT images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCNTDS is the sum of all the ISYCNTDS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCNTQ - Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

Msgs Queued For Started CNTs represents the total number of messages queued for started CNTs since the last
checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number
of messages queued for started CNTs that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous
checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages
queued for started CNTs which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXCQ  - Max Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '03'X, field
name CNTNQCT in the CNT image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '.2..........' in position 2.

The CNTNQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by CNTFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the CNT entry is marked started, identified by CNT field CNTFLAG1 having the '20'X bit zero.

All CNT entries in the checkpoint are examined by processing all type 40 subtype 03 records and looping through all the
CNT images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCNTQ is the sum of all the ISYCNTQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYCNTQS - Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs represents the total number of messages queued for stopped CNTs since the last
checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number
of messages queued for stopped CNTs that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous
checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages
queued for stopped CNTs which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXCQS - Max Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '03'X, field
name CNTNQCT in the CNT image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '.2..........' in position 2.

The CNTNQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by CNTFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the CNT entry is marked stopped, identified by CNT field CNTFLAG1 having the '20'X bit one.

All CNT entries in the checkpoint are examined by processing all type 40 subtype 03 records and looping through all the
CNT images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCNTQS is the sum of all the ISYCNTQS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints is the number of checkpoints and syncpoints that occured during the execution of an IMS
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISYTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISYAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANNCKP      The fullword counter at position 457
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                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 217 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISYCPCNT      The fullword counter at position 761

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCPCNT is the sum of all the ISYCPCNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Total CPU Time contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by all IMS transactions
during the measurement interval.

The ISYCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non-zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISYCPUTM is set to the sum of all ISUCPUTM values over all users during the summarization to DAYS time-span.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCPUTM is set to the sum of all ISYCPUTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYCRESC - Conv. Responses Counted

Conversational Transaction Count is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

             ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

             ISYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage

             ISYSRESC - Short Responses Counted

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYCRESC is the sum of the ISUCTRN data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISYCRESC is set to the sum of all ISYCRESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

Conversational Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for conversational response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYCRSTM is the sum of the ISUCRSTM data elements over all users.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYCRSTM is set to the sum of all ISYCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYCTLTM - Control Region CPU Time

ISYCTLTM is the amount of CPU time consumed by the IMS control region over the IMS system checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS Time value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISYCTLTM is read from the CHKTIMEU field of the type 40 subtype 1 IMS checkpoint log record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYCTLTM is set to the sum of all ISYCTLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, OPEN/CLOSE CPU Time

ISYDBOTM contains the sum of the ISYTMCBF, ISYTMCDL, ISYTMDBF, ISYTMDDL and ISYTMDOC data elements.
These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable to the
application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same calculation, but most of the data elements
are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for more information.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time is included in the ISYCPUTM data element since
ISYCPUTM in that situation represents total CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             ISYTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISYTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISYTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISYTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISYTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISYDBOTM is set equal to the value of ISUDBOTM.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYDBOTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYDBOTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDB2TM - DB2 CPU Time

ISYDB2TM is the total amount of CPU time attributed to DB2 accumulated under the dependent region TCB.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU - IMS CPU Time Accounting

MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction record at Release 2.5 or higher. The value of this field in the transaction record is in
Time of Day (TOD) clock format of CPU time accumulation; that is, bit 51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data
element will not be in the CA MICS IMS database. If a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online system is defined, but the release
is not 2.5 or higher, this element is set to missing.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYDB2TM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYDB2TM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISYDB2TM is the amount of CPU time spent in cross-memory mode executing DB2 code. It does not include some of the
CPU time that may be required by DB2 functions that cannot execute in cross-memory mode.   It also does not include
any CPU time spent by DB2 for logging functions that cannot occur under the dependent region TCB.

ISYDMBHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DMB

ISYDMBHW contains the maximum number of bytes used within the DMB pool since IMS restart.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDMBHW contains the value input from field STSDHIGH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:
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ISYDMBHW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDMBHW contains the largest ISYDMBHW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDMBSZ - Size Of DMB Pool

Size Of DMB Pool is the size of the DMB pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '05'X, the first
statistics group, field name STSDSIZE. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has a value
of 'E' in position 9.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYDMBSZ contains the last ISYDMBSZ value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDMBUS - Current Amount Used from DMB Pool

ISYDMBUS contains the amount of storage in use for the DMB pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDMBUS contains the value input from field STSDRES of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDMBUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.
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Summarization Process:

ISYDMBUS contains the last ISYDMBUS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDPSHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DPSB

ISYDPSHW contains the maximum number of bytes used in the DL/I address space PSB pool since IMS restart.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDPSHW contains the value input from field STSDPHG of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDPSHW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDPSHW contains the maximum value of ISYDPSHW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDPSSZ - Size of DPSB Pool

ISYDPSSZ contains the size of the DL/I address space PSB pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDPSSZ contains the value input from field STSDPSZ of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDPSSZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDPSSZ contains the last value of ISYDPSSZ processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYDPSUS - Current Amount Used from DPSB

ISYDPSUS contains the amount of storage in use in the DL/I address space PSB pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDPSUS contains the value input from field STSDPRS of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDPSUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDPSUS contains the last value of ISYDPSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDWPHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from DBW

ISYDWPHW contains the maximum number of bytes used in the database work pool since IMS restart.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDWPHW contains the value input from field STSBHIGH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDWPHW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDWPHW contains the maximum value of ISYDWPHW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYDWPSZ - Size of DBWP Pool

ISYDWPSZ contains the size of the database work pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDWPSZ contains the value input from field STSBSIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDWPSZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDWPSZ contains the last value of ISYDWPSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYDWPUS - Current Amount Used from DBWP

ISYDWPUS contains the amount of storage in use in the database work pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYDWPUS contains the value input from field STSBRES of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYDWPUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYDWPUS contains the last value of ISYDWPUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYERESC - Excessive Responses Counted

Excess Transaction Count is the number of excess transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.
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For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYERESC is the sum of the ISUMTRN data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISYERESC is set to the sum of all ISYERESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

Excess Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for excess response events completed
during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYERSTM is the sum of the ISUERSTM data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYERSTM is set to the sum of all ISYERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYFMCMP - Times MFS Compress Would Be OK

Times MFS Compress Would Be OK is the number of special MFS buffer recovery situations. The MFS buffer pool is
subject to fragmentation of memory space, through selective use and freeing of block storage in memory via a most/least
recently used chain. If an FRE is available to satisfy a request but not enough contiguous storage is in the block area
for the block, DFSFPMM0 will increment this data element if a compression of the block area would have produced the
required contiguous storage. Note that DFSFPMM0 does not do such a compress, it only notes the fact that it could have
helped. What the MFS storage pool manager actually does is release one or more free blocks to get the space.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events that occurred since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPCOMPC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMCMP is the sum of all the ISYFMCMP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

MFS Directory I/O Operations is the number of I/O operations to retrieve directory information from the MFS libraries in
the system measurement interval. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To
compute the number of MFS Directory I/O Operations that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the
previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of
MFS Directory I/O Operations which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

Element Derivation:
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This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPDIOC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMDIO is the sum of all the ISYFMDIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The number of directory I/O operations is controlled by the in-memory directory list $$IMSDIR. This list obviates the need
for directory operations for the most frequently used modules on the library. Each entry in the list takes 14 bytes and is
found with a binary search. For optimum response times, directory I/O should be reduced to near zero. There may be up
to 2339 entries (32K in memory), and the entries are placed in the message format pool. See IBM manual GG22-9013,
Managing IMS Performance, for more information.

ISYFMFBN - MFS F/B Requests Ignored

MFS F/B Requests Ignored is the number of free block requests that were ignored due to an IMS internal problem in
the system measurement interval. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To
compute the number of MFS F/B Requests Ignored that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the
previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of
MFS F/B Requests Ignored which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPFBIGC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMFBN is the sum of all the ISYFMFBN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value should always be zero.

ISYFMFBR - MFS Free Block Requests

MFS Free Block Requests is the number of times MFS was told that a block in memory was no longer being referenced
in the system measurement interval. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To
compute the number of MFS Free Block Requests that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the
previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of
MFS Free Block Requests which occurred between the two checkpoints.

This count is not the number of block slots freed, because the memory slot will only be freed to satisfy an immediate fetch
request for a block not in memory if all the FRE entries are in use or if the MFS buffer space is full (see ISYFMWFR).
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYFMWFR - MFS Blocks Purged For FRE

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPFBRC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMFBR is the sum of all the ISYFMFBR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMFIQ - MFS F/B Blocks On I/F Queue

MFS F/B Blocks On I/F Queue is the number of free block requests for which the designated blocks were found on the
immediate fetch queue in the system measurement interval. Such a free block request results merely in dropping the FRE
associated with one use of the block, rather than marking as unused the FRE for the block itself unused.

This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of MFS F/
B Blocks On I/F Queue that occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is
subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of MFS F/B Blocks On I/F
Queue which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPFBIFC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMFIQ is the sum of all the ISYFMFIQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os is the number of I/Os to the MFS library that were performed as the result of immediate fetch
requests (not including directory I/O) in the system measurement interval. This value is computed using a cumulative
count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os that occurred since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPIFIOC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIFI is the sum of all the ISYFMIFI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value should be small in relation to the amount of prefetch I/O, or else the prefetch mechanism is doing little good
and should be turned off. This value should also be small in comparison to the total number of immediate fetch requests,
or else there is a shortage of buffers in the MFS pool.

ISYFMIFP - MFS I/F and Block On P/F Queue

ISYFMIFP contains the number of times immediate fetch requests were found already on the prefetch queue during the
checkpoint interval. That is, an immediate fetch was satisfied because a block previously retrieved through the prefetch
mechanism was resident at the time the immediate fetch was processed. When found, the request is removed from the
prefetch queue and a normal immediate fetch for the block is performed.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

             ISYPCIPQ - Pct Imd Ftch Req Sat - Pre Ftch Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYFMIFP contains the value input from field FBPIFPFC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '03'X.
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Range of Value:

ISYFMIFP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIFP is the sum of all the ISYFMIFP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element, when compared to the number of prefetch requests, gives a measure of the success of prefetch
activity in the IMS system.

ISYFMIFQ - MFS I/F Blocks On F/B Queue

MFS I/F Blocks On F/B Queue is the number of times immediate fetch requests were satisfied from blocks already in
memory on the free block queue (and thus required no I/O). Free block requests had already been issued to release all
other users of the block, but the block had not yet been washed out of the buffer area and happened to be resident.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIFB - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

             ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPIFFBC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIFQ is the sum of all the ISYFMIFQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Requests

MFS Immediate Fetch Requests is the total number of immediate fetch requests issued to MFS to look for a format. This
data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed using
a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIFB - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

             ISYPCIIF - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Immed Fetch Queu

             ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

             ISYPCIPL - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

             ISYPCIPQ - Pct Imd Ftch Req Sat - Pre Ftch Queue

             ISYPSIMF - MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPIFRC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIFR is the sum of all the ISYFMIFR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMIFW - MFS I/F Wait For P/F Load

ISYFMIFW contains the number of immediate fetch requests for blocks that were found already in the process of being
loaded by the prefetch mechanism during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIPL - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

Element Derivation:

ISYFMIFW contains the value input from field FBPIPFNC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '03'X.

Range of Value:

ISYFMIFW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIFW is the sum of all the ISYFMIFW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Prefetch activity is usually benign to the IMS system because it is conducted by a task that has a very low priority in the
control region. However, when immediate fetch requests are satisfied by a load that is in progress through the prefetch
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mechanism, message processing is suspended to wait for the prefetch to complete. This puts the lowest priority task in
the control region in the critical path of user message response time. This condition should happen very infrequently, or
never.

ISYFMIIQ - MFS I/F Blocks On I/F Queue

MFS I/F Blocks On I/F Queue is the number of immediate fetch requests that were found to be on the immediate fetch
queue already. This situation is common when applications share formats. One immediate fetch was satisfied by a block
that was already in memory due to a previous immediate fetch, but had not yet been fully released through a block free
request.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIIF - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Immed Fetch Queu

             ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPIFIFC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMIIQ is the sum of all the ISYFMIIQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

ISYFMPFI contains the number of non-directory I/O operations that were caused by prefetch request activity during the
checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

             ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate
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Element Derivation:

ISYFMPFI contains the value input from field FBPPFIOC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '03'X.

Range of Value:

ISYFMPFI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMPFI is the sum of all the ISYFMPFI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPFN - MFS Prefetch Requests Ignored

MFS Prefetch Requests Ignored is the number of prefetch requests that were ignored because the block was not in the
free block queue and there were no available FRE entries at prefetch load time.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPPFIGC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMPFN is the sum of all the ISYFMPFN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPFQ - MFS P/F Blocks On F/B Queue

MFS P/F Blocks On F/B Queue is the number of prefetch requests that were found to be on the free block queue, already
in memory, and thus required no I/O to complete. The prefetch request was satisfied by finding the block in the MFS
pool through an FRE that pointed to the block. The free block request to release the last reference had already been
processed, but the block had not been washed from the pool.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
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the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCPFB - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue

             ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPPFFBC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMPFQ is the sum of all the ISYFMPFQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

MFS Prefetch Requests is the total number of block prefetch operations.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCPFB - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue

             ISYPCPIF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Imd Fetch Queue

             ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

             ISYPCPPF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Pre Fetch Queue

             ISYPSPFR - Msg Format Buffer Pre Fetch Request Rat

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPPFRC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYFMPFR is the sum of all the ISYFMPFR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPIQ - MFS P/F Blocks On I/F Queue

MFS P/F Blocks On I/F Queue is the number of prefetch requests that were found to be on the immediate fetch queue
already. Prefetch load activity is redundant and abandoned, and the prefetch reference is recorded in a new FRE.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCPIF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Imd Fetch Queue

             ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPPFIFC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMPIQ is the sum of all the ISYFMPIQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMPPQ - MFS P/F Blocks On P/F Queue

ISYFMPPQ contains the number of prefetch requests which were found to have a prefetch request already satisfied
during the checkpoint interval. The second load is redundant and is abandoned, and the second prefetch reference is
recorded in a new fetch request element.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

             ISYPCPPF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Pre Fetch Queue

Element Derivation:
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ISYFMPPQ contains the value input from field FBPPFPFC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '03'X.

Range of Value:

ISYFMPPQ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMPPQ is the sum of all the ISYFMPPQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYFMWFR - MFS Blocks Purged For FRE

MFS Blocks Purged For FRE is the number of times an immediate fetch request caused a turnover in the free block
queue. That is, an immediate fetch requested block was not in memory and either all the FREs (Fetch Request Elements)
were in use or the MFS pool was full. In this case, the oldest FRE (which subtends the least frequently used block in
memory) is freed, its block storage freed, and the immediate fetch is satisfied using that FRE/storage.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYFMFBR - MFS Free Block Requests

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '03'X, field name
FBPFREWC. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '......C.....' in position 7.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYFMWFR is the sum of all the ISYFMWFR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The number of FREs, as determined by the FRE= parameter on the execution procedure statement or the FRE=
parameter of the BUFPOOLS IMS generation macro, controls MFS storage use. The number specified is from 10 to
65535. Fetch Request Elements are stored in the format pool, and one FRE is used for each active request and each
block in main memory. See IBM publications G3320-6004, IMS Performance and Tuning Guide, and GG22-9013,
Managing IMS Performance, for more information.

ISYKDSAN - Number of Dynamic SAPs

ISYKDSAN contains the total number of non-privileged dynamic SAPs for all IMS TCBs.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKDSAN depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKDSAN contains the value input from field STKDSAN of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKDSAN contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_#SAPS of the statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKDSAN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYKDSAN contains the last value of ISYKDSAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKDSWC - Dyn. SAP Current Non-privileged Wtrs

ISYKDSWC contains the number of events waiting in the IMS control region for non-privileged dynamic SAPs at the time
a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYKDSWC contains the value input from field STKDSWC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKDSWC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKDSWC contains the last value of ISYKDSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYKDSWH - Dynamic SAP High Non-privileged Wtrs

ISYKDSWH contains the maximum number of waits for non-privileged dynamic SAPs by all IMS TCBs during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKDSWH depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKDSWH contains the value input from field STKDSWH of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKDSWH contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_HI_NPWAITS of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKDSWH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKDSWH contains the maximum value of ISYKDSWH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKDSWT - Dyn SAP Total Non-privileged Waits

ISYKDSWT contains the total number of waits for non-privileged dynamic SAPs by all IMS TCBs during the checkpoint
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKDSWT depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKDSWT contains the value input from field STKPSWT of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKDSWT contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_#NPWAITS of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKDSWT takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISYKDSWT contains the sum of all values of ISYKDSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKDVEN - Dyn. SAP No. of Dynamic + Privileged

ISYKDVEN contains the total number of dynamic SAPs for all IMS TCBs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKDSAN depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKDVEN contains the value input from field STSAVEN of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKDVEN contains the sum of the values input from fields ST450F_#SAPS and
ST450F_#PSAPS of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKDVEN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYKDVEN contains the last value of

    ISYKDVEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKPSWC - Dyn. SAP Current Privileged Waiters

ISYKPSWC contains contains the number of events in the IMS control region that are waiting for privileged dynamic SAPs
at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYKPSWC contains the value input from field STKPSWC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.
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Range of Value:

ISYKPSWC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKPSWC contains the last value of ISYKPSWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKPSWH - Dynamic SAP High Privileged Waiters

ISYKPSWH contains the maximum number of waits for privileged SAPs by all IMS TCBs during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKPSWH depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKPSWH contains the value input from field STKPSWH of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKPSWH contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_HI_PWAITS of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKPSWH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKPSWH contains the maximum value of ISYKPSWH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKPSWT - Dyn SAP Total Privileged Waits

ISYKPSWT contains the total number of waits for privileged SAPs by all IMS TCBs during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKPSWT depends on the IMS system level:
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• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKPSWT contains the value input from field STKPSWT of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKPSWT contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_#PWAITS of the statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKPSWT takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKPSWT contains the sum of all values of ISYKPSWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKSCUR - Dyn. SAP Current Assigned

ISYKSCUR contains the number of dynamic SAPs in use by the IMS control region at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYKSCUR contains the value input from field STKSSCUR of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKSCUR takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYKSCUR contains the last value of ISYKSCUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKSHIG - Dynamic SAP High Assigned

ISYKSHIG contains the maximum number of dynamic SAPs used by all IMS TCBs during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYKSHIG depends on the IMS system level:
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• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYKSHIG contains the value input from field STKSSHIG of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYKSHIG contains the sum of the values input from field ST450F_CKHSAP of the statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0F'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKSHIG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYKSHIG contains the maximum value of ISYKSHIG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYKSPET - Dynamic SAP Total Assigned

ISYKSPET contains the total number of dynamic SAPS used by the IMS control region while IMS selective dispatching
was turned on during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYKSPET contains the value input from field STKSPET of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYKSPET takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYKSPET contains the sum of all values of ISYKSPET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1GAC - I/O POOL Current Storage of Buffers

ISYK1GAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, of the overflow/oversize buffers in the communication I/O pool
at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask
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Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK1GAC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK1GAC contains the value input from field STK1GMAC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK1GAC contains the value input from field STK1OSZE of the CIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1GAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1GAC contains the last value of ISYK1GAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1GAH - I/O POOL Largest Storage of Buffers

ISYK1GAH contains the maximum amount of storage used for getmained overflow buffers in the communication I/O pool
during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1GAH contains the value input from field STK1GMAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1GAH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1GAH contains the maximum value of ISYK1GAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1GAL - I/O POOL Largest Single Storage Buf

Note:

ISYK1GAL contains the largest single getmained overflow buffer area in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint
interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1GAL contains the value input from field STK1GMAL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1GAL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1GAL contains the maximum value of ISYK1GAL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1GCC - I/O POOL Current GETMAINs for Buf Area

ISYK1GCC contains the buffer use count for the communication I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK1GCC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK1GCC contains the value input from field STK1GMCC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK1GCC contains the sum of the values input from field STK1CBUF of the CIOP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1GCC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1GCC contains the last value of ISYK1GCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1GTC - I/O POOL Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

ISYK1GTC contains the total number of requests for a buffer in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK1GTC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK1GTC contains the value input from field STK1GMTC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK1GTC contains the sum of the values input from field STK1CREQ of the CIOP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1GTC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1GTC contains the sum of all values of ISYK1GTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1HWM - I/O POOL Maximum Storage Used

ISYK1HWM contains the maximum amount of storage used in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK1HWM depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK1HWM contains the value input from field STK1HWMK of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK1HWM contains the value input from field STK1MPS of the CIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1HWM takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1HWM contains the maximum value of ISYK1HWM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYK1PLL - I/O POOL Lower Limit - Pool Normal

When IMS has turned on selective dispatching due to a shortage of space in the communication I/O pool, it will remain on
until sufficient storage is available in the pool. IMS turns selective dispatching off when the storage used is less than or
equal to 85% of the total pool size. ISYK1PLL contains the value calculated by IMS to be 85% of the total pool size.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK1PUL - I/O POOL Upper Limit - Pool Critical

Element Derivation:

ISYK1PLL contains the value input from field STK1PLL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1PLL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to the maximum that is specified in your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1PLL contains the minimum value of ISYK1PLL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1PUL - I/O POOL Upper Limit - Pool Critical

ISYK1PUL contains the maximum amount of storage that can be used in the communication I/O pool before IMS will turn
on selective dispatching.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK1PLL - I/O POOL Lower Limit - Pool Normal

Element Derivation:

ISYK1PUL contains the value input from field STK1PUL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1PUL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:
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ISYK1PUL contains the maximum value of ISYK1PUL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1SIZ - I/O POOL Total Size of Pool

ISYK1SIZ contains the total size of the communication I/O pool.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1SIZ contains the value input from field STK1SIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1SIZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1SIZ contains the last value of ISYK1SIZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1USE - I/O POOL Current Storage Used

ISYK1USE contains the amount of storage used in the communication I/O pool, in bytes, at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK1USE depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK1USE contains the value input from field STK1USED of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1: ISYK1USE contains the value input from field STK1CPS of the CIOP statistics checkpoint record of the
IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1USE takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.
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Summarization Process:

ISYK1USE contains the last value of ISYK1USE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1WAC - I/O POOL Total of Current Waiters

ISYK1WAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for storage in
the communication I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1WAC contains the value input from field STK1WSAC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1WAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1WAC contains the sum of all values of ISYK1WAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1WAH - I/O POOL Highest Total of Waiters

ISYK1WAH contains the maximum amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for
storage in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1WAH contains the value input from field STK1WSAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1WAH takes any numeric value in the following range:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1WAH contains the maximum value of ISYK1WAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1WRH - I/O POOL Largest Single Request

ISYK1WRH contains the largest single request for storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of a task waiting for
storage in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1WRH contains the value input from field STK1WSRH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1WRH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1WRH contains the maximum value of ISYK1WRH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1WSC - I/O POOL Current Number of WAITS

ISYK1WSC contains the number of waits for storage in the communication I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1WSC contains the value input from field STK1WTSC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:
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ISYK1WSC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1WSC contains the last value of ISYK1WSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK1WSH - I/O POOL High Number of WAITS

ISYK1WSH contains the maximum number of waits for storage in the communication I/O pool during the checkpoint
interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK1WSH contains the value input from field STK1WTSH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK1WSH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK1WSH contains the maximum value of ISYK1WSH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2GAC - CWAP STAT Current Storage of Buffers

ISYK2GAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, of the overflow/oversize buffers in the communication work area
pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

For IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above, the communication work area pool (CWAP) is called the scratch pad storage pool
(SPAP).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK2GAC depends on the IMS system level:
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• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK2GAC contains the value input from field STK2GMAC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK2GAC contains the value inputfrom field STK1OSZE of the CWAP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2GAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2GAC contains the last value of ISYK2GAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2GAH - CWAP STAT Largest Storage of Buffers

ISYK2GAH contains the maximum amount of storage used for getmained overflow buffers in the communication work
area pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2GAH contains the value input from field STK2GMAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2GAH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2GAH contains the maximum value of ISYK2GAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2GAL - CWAP STAT Largest Single Storage Buf

ISYK2GAL contains the largest single getmained overflow buffer area in the communication work area pool during the
checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2GAL contains the value input from field STK2GMAL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2GAL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2GAL contains the maximum value of ISYK2GAL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2GCC - CWAP STAT Cur. GETMAINs for Buf Areas

ISYK2GCC contains the buffer use count for the communication work area pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

For IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above, the communication work area pool (CWAP) is called the scratch pad storage pool
(SPAP).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK2GCC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK2GCC contains the value input from field STK2GMCC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK2GCC contains the sum of the values input from field STK1CBUF of the CWAP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2GCC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2GCC contains the last value of ISYK2GCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2GTC - CWAP STAT Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

ISYK2GTC contains the total number of requests for a buffer in the communication work area pool during the checkpoint
interval.
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For IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above, the communication work area pool (CWAP) is called the scratch pad storage pool
(SPAP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK2GTC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK2GTC contains the value input from field STK2GMTC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK2GTC contains the sum of thevalues input from field STK1CREQ of the CWAP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2GTC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2GTC contains the sum of all values of ISYK2GTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2HWM - CWAP STAT Maximum Storage Allocated

ISYK2HWM contains the maximum amount of storage used in the communication work area pool during the checkpoint
interval.

For IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above, the communication work area pool (CWAP) is called the scratch pad storage pool
(SPAP).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK2HWM depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK2HWM contains the value input from field STK2HWMK of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK2HWM contains the value input from field STK1MPS of the CWPAP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2HWM takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.
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Summarization Process:

ISYK2HWM contains the maximum value of ISYK2HWM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2PLL - CWAP STAT Lower Limit - Pool Normal

When IMS has turned on selective dispatching due to a shortage of space in the communication work area pool, it will
remain on until sufficient storage is available in the pool. IMS turns selective dispatching off when the storage used is less
than or equal to 85% of the total pool size. ISYK2PLL contains the value calculated by IMS to be 85% of the total pool
size.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK2PUL - CWAP STAT Upper Limit - Pool Critical

Element Derivation:

ISYK2PLL contains the value input from field STK2PLL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2PLL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to the maximum that is specified in your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2PLL contains the minimum value of ISYK2PLL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2PUL - CWAP STAT Upper Limit - Pool Critical

ISYK2PUL contains the maximum amount of storage that can be used in the communication work area pool before IMS
will turn on selective dispatching.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK2PLL - CWAP STAT Lower Limit - Pool Normal

Element Derivation:
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ISYK2PUL contains the value input from field STK2PUL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2PUL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2PUL contains the maximum value of ISYK2PUL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2SIZ - CWAP STAT Total Size of Pool

ISYK2SIZ contains the total size of the communication work area pool.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2SIZ contains the value input from field STK2SIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2SIZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2SIZ contains the last value of ISYK2SIZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2USE - CWAP STAT Current Storage Used

ISYK2USE contains the amount of storage used in the communication work area pool, in bytes, at the time a checkpoint is
taken.

For IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above, the communication work area pool (CWAP) is called the scratch pad storage pool
(SPAP).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask
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Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK2USE depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK2USE contains the value input from field STK2USED of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1: ISYK2USE contains the value input from field STK1CPS of the CWAP statistics checkpoint record of the
IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2USE takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2USE contains the last value of ISYK2USE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2WAC - CWAP STAT Total of Current Waiters

ISYK2WAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for storage in
the communication work area pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2WAC contains the value input from field STK2WSAC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2WAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2WAC contains the sum of all values of ISYK2WAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2WAH - CWAP STAT Highest Total of Waiters

ISYK2WAH contains the maximum amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for
storage in the communication work area pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2WAH contains the value input from field STK2WSAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2WAH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2WAH contains the maximum value of ISYK2WAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2WRH - CWAP STAT Largest Single Request

ISYK2WRH contains the largest single request for storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of a task waiting for
storage in the communication work area pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2WRH contains the value input from field STK2WSRH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2WRH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2WRH contains the maximum value of ISYK2WRH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2WSC - CWAP STAT Current Number of WAITS

ISYK2WSC contains the number of waits for storage in the communication work area pool at the time a checkpoint is
taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2WSC contains the value input from field STK2WTSC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2WSC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2WSC contains the last value of ISYK2WSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK2WSH - CWAP STAT High Number of WAITS

ISYK2WSH contains the maximum number of waits for storage in the communication work area pool during the
checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK2WSH contains the value input from field STK2WTSH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK2WSH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK2WSH contains the maximum value of ISYK2WSH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3GAC - HIOP STAT Current Storage of Buffers

ISYK3GAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, of the overflow/oversize buffers in the high I/O pool at the time a
checkpoint is taken.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK3GAC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK3GAC contains the value input from field STK3GMAC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK3GAC contains the value input from field STK1OSZE of the HIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3GAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3GAC contains the last value of ISYK3GAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3GAH - HIOP STAT Largest Storage of Buffers

ISYK3GAH contains the maximum amount of storage used for getmained overflow buffers in the high I/O pool during the
checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3GAH contains the value input from field STK3GMAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3GAH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3GAH contains the maximum value of ISYK3GAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYK3GAL - HIOP STAT Largest Single Storage Buf

ISYK3GAL contains the largest single getmained overflow buffer area in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3GAL contains the value input from field STK3GMAL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3GAL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3GAL contains the maximum value of ISYK3GAL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3GCC - HIOP STAT Cur. GETMAINs for Buf Areas

ISYK3GCC contains the buffer use count for the high I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK3GCC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK3GCC contains the value input from field STK3GMCC of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYK3GCC contains the sum of the values input from field STK1CBUF of the HIOP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3GCC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3GCC contains the last value of ISYK3GCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYK3GTC - HIOP STAT Total GETMAINs for Buf Areas

ISYK3GTC contains the total number of requests for a buffer in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK3GTC depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYK3GTC contains the sum of the values input from field STK1CREQ of the HIOP statistics
checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3GTC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3GTC contains the sum of all values of ISYK3GTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3HWM - HIOP STAT Maximum Storage Used

ISYK3HWM contains the maximum amount of storage used in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK3HWM depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS S 3.1 and below: ISYK3HWM contains the value input from field STK3HWMK of the statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS S 4.1 and above: ISYK3HWM contains the value input from field STK1MPS of the HIOP statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3HWM takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3HWM contains the maximum value of ISYK3HWM processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3PLL - HIOP STAT Lower Limit - Pool Normal

When IMS has turned on selective dispatching due to a shortage of space in the high I/O pool, it will remain on until
sufficient storage is available in the pool. IMS turns selective dispatching off when the storage used is less than or equal
to 85% of the total pool size. ISYK3PLL contains the value calculated by IMS to be 85% of the total pool size.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK3PUL - I/O POOL Upper Limit - Pool Critical

Element Derivation:

ISYK3PLL contains the value input from field STK3PLL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3PLL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to the maximum that is specified in your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3PLL contains the minimum value of ISYK3PLL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3PUL - HIOP STAT Upper Limit - Pool Critical

ISYK3PUL contains the maximum amount of storage that can be used in the high I/O pool before IMS will turn on
selective dispatching.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYK3PLL - I/O POOL Lower Limit - Pool Normal

Element Derivation:

ISYK3PUL contains the value input from field STK3PUL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3PUL takes any numeric value in the following range:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3PUL contains the maximum value of ISYK3PUL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3SIZ - HIOP STAT Total Size of Pool

ISYK3SIZ contains the total size of the high I/O pool.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3SIZ contains the value input from field STK3SIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3SIZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3SIZ contains the last value of ISYK3SIZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3USE - HIOP STAT Current Storage Used

ISYK3USE contains the amount of storage used in the high I/O pool, in bytes, at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYK3USE depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS S 3.1 and below: ISYK3USE contains the value input from field STK3USED of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0B'X.

• For IMS 4.1: ISYK3USE contains the value input from field STK1CPS of the HIOP statistics checkpoint record of the
IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0E'X.

Range of Value:
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ISYK3USE takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3USE contains the last value of ISYK3USE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3WAC - HIOP STAT Total of Current Waiters

ISYK3WAC contains the total amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for storage in
the high I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3WAC contains the value input from field STK3WSAC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3WAC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3WAC contains the sum of all values of ISYK3WAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3WAH - HIOP STAT Highest Total of Waiters

ISYK3WAH contains the maximum amount of storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of all tasks waiting for
storage in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3WAH contains the value input from field STK3WSAH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.
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Range of Value:

ISYK3WAH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3WAH contains the maximum value of ISYK3WAH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3WRH - HIOP STAT Largest Single Request

ISYK3WRH contains the largest single request for storage, in bytes, required to continue execution of a task waiting for
storage in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3WRH contains the value input from field STK3WSRH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3WRH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3WRH contains the maximum value of ISYK3WRH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3WSC - HIOP STAT Current Number of WAITS

ISYK3WSC contains the number of waits for storage in the high I/O pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:
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ISYK3WSC contains the value input from field STK3WTSC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3WSC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3WSC contains the last value of ISYK3WSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYK3WSH - HIOP STAT High Number of WAITS

ISYK3WSH contains the maximum number of waits for storage in the high I/O pool during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYK3WSH contains the value input from field STK3WTSH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0B'X.

Range of Value:

ISYK3WSH takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYK3WSH contains the maximum value of ISYK3WSH processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCDLG - Dynamic Log Latch Conflicts

ISYLCDLG contains the total number of latch conflicts for access to the dynamic log requested from the dynamic log
manager during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 1.3 and above.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYDLLOW - Lowest Nbr Free Dynamic Log Buffers
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             ISYDLTOT - Dynamic Log Buffers

             ISYPSLDL - Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYLCDLG contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the dynamic log section of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCDLG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCDLG is the sum of all the ISYLCDLG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCDMB - DMB And ISAM/OSAM Latch Conflicts

ISYLCDMB contains the total number of conflicts for enqueue of DMB and ISAM/OSAM resources during the checkpoint
interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSLGN - Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYLCDMB contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the DMB/ISAM/OSAM section of the statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCDMB takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCDMB is the sum of all the ISYLCDMB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCLOG - Logical Log Latch Conflicts

ISYLCLOG contains the total number of conflicts in logical log latches requested through the logical log manager
(DFSFLLG0) during the checkpoint interval. The logical log latch is used by the logical log manager to serialize access to
the log buffers and control blocks.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSLLL - Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYLCLOG depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYLCLOG contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the logical log section of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYLCLOG contains the sum of the values input from fields SLXLIWEX, SLXLIWSH,
SLXLOWEX, and SLXLOWSH in the logical log section of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCLOG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCLOG is the sum of all the ISYLCLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCMON - DC Monitor Latch Conflicts

ISYLCMON contains the total number of latch conflicts in the DC monitor during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSLMN - DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYLCMON depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYLCMON contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the DC monitor section of the
statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYLCMON contains the sum of the values input from fields SLXLIWEX, SLXLIWSH,
SLXLOWEX, and SLXLOWSH in the DC monitor section of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCMON takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCMON is the sum of all the ISYLCMON values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCSMG - Storage Management Latch Conflict

ISYLCSMG contains the total number of latch conflicts for storage services requested from the storage manager during
the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSLSM - Storage Management Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYLCSMG depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYLCSMG contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the storage management section
of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYLCSMG contains the sum of the values input from fields SLXLIWEX, SLXLIWSH,
SLXLOWEX, and SLXLOWSH in the storage management section of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log,
record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCSMG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCSMG is the sum of all the ISYLCSMG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLCXCN - Exclusive Control Latch Conflicts

ISYLCXCN contains the total number of latch conflicts for program isolation exclusive control requested from the program
isolation manager during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSLEC - Exclusive Control Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYLCXCN depends on the IMS system level:
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• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYLCXCN contains the value input from field STLTULWW in the exclusive control section of
the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYLCXCN contains the sum of the values input from fields SLXLIWEX, SLXLIWSH,
SLXLOWEX, and SLXLOWSH in the exclusive control section of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record
type '45'X, subtype '0A'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLCXCN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLCXCN is the sum of all the ISYLCXCN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution

Count Long Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISYLDST1 through ISYLDST8, contains the number of long response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISYLDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISYLDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISYLDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISYLDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISULDSTx elements that are accumulated for all IMS users.

ISULDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "L" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYLDSTx contains the sum of all ISYLDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYLLAWT - L-LOGGER Number of AWEs on Write

ISYLLAWT contains the number of AWEs submitted on logical logger write requests during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLAWT contains the value input from field STLOGAWT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLAWT takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLAWT contains the sum of all values of ISYLLAWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLBWA - L-LOGGER Wait for Buffers Requests

ISYLLBWA contains the number of logical logger waits for log buffers during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLBWA contains the sum of the values input from fields STLOGBW1 and STLOGBW2 of the statistics checkpoint
record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLBWA takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLBWA contains the sum of all values of ISYLLBWA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYLLCWT - L-LOGGER Check Write Requests

ISYLLCWT contains the number of logical logger check write requests during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLCWT contains the value input from field STLOGCWT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLCWT takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLCWT contains the sum of all values of ISYLLCWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLORD - L-LOGGER Number of OLDS Reads

ISYLLORD contains the number of OLDS reads initiated during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLORD contains the value input from field STLOGORD of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLORD takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLORD contains the sum of all values of ISYLLORD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLOWT - L-LOGGER Number of OLDS Writes

ISYLLOWT contains the number of OLDS writes initiated during the checkpoint interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLOWT contains the value input from field STLOGOWT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLOWT takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLOWT contains the sum of all values of ISYLLOWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLWEX - L-LOGGER Number of WADS EXCPVRs

ISYLLWEX contains the number of EXCPs to the WADS during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLWEX contains the value input from field STLOGWEX of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLWEX takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLWEX contains the sum of all values of ISYLLWEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLWWT - L-LOGGER Write Wait Requests

ISYLLWWT contains the number of logical logger wait write requests during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLWWT contains the value input from field STLOGWWT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLWWT takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLWWT contains the sum of all values of ISYLLWWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLLW2K - L-LOGGER Number of 2K Writes to WADS

ISYLLW2K contains the number of 2K segments written to the WADS during the checkpoint interval.

At IMS version 12.1 and above, ISYLLW2K contains the number of 4k segments written to the WADS during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYLLW2K contains the value input from field STLOGW2K of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISYLLW2K takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYLLW2K contains the sum of all values of ISYLLW2K processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

Long Transaction Count is the number of long transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYCRESC - Conv.  Responses Counted

             ISYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYLRESC is the sum of the ISULTRN data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISYLRESC is set to the sum of all ISYLRESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

Long Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for long response events completed during
the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYLRSTM is the sum of the ISULRSTM data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYLRSTM is set to the sum of all ISYLRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMBDO - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other

Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other represents the total number of messages dequeued for started SMBs
of classes other than 1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the
detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of messages dequeued for started SMBs of classes other than 1
through 9 which occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from
the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages dequeued for started SMBs of
classes other than 1 through 9 which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBDX  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

             ISYMXDO  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs Other

             ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBDQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked started, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit zero.
SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBDQCT if the class
of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is other than 1 through 9 in value.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBDO is the sum of all the ISYMBDO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBDSO - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other represents the total number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs
of classes other than 1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the
detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs of classes other than 1
through 9 which occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from
the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs of
classes other than 1 through 9 which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats
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             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBDSX - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X

             ISYMXDSO - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs Other

             ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBDQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked stopped, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit
one. SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBDQCT if the
class of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is other than 1 through 9 in value.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBDSO is the sum of all the ISYMBDSO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBDSX - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X represents the total number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs of
classes 1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. These values are computed using a cumulative count in the detailed
checkpoint data. To compute the number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which occurred
since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the
current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which
occurred between the two checkpoints.

The class of the SMB determines which data element of the group is used: class 1 is ISYMBDS1, class 2 is ISYMBDS2,
and so on through class 9, which is ISYMBDS9. Classes other than 1 through 9 are accumulated in ISYMBDSO.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBDSO - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

             ISYMXDSX - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs,Class X

             ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBDQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.
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The SMBDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked stopped, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit
one. SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBDQCT if the
class of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is 1 through 9 in value. The class determines which accumulator is used: class
1 is accumulated in ISYMBDS1, class 2 in ISYMBDS2, and so on through class 9 in ISYMBDS9. Classes other than 1
through 9 are accumulated in ISYMBDSO.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBDSX is the sum of all the ISYMBDSX values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBDX - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X represents the total number of messages dequeued for started SMBs of classes
1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. These values are computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint
data. To compute the number of messages dequeued for started SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which occurred since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages dequeued for started SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which occurred
between the two checkpoints.

The class of the SMB determines which data element of the group is used: class 1 is ISYMBD1, class 2 is ISYMBD2, and
so on through class 9, which is ISYMBD9. Classes other than 1 through 9 are accumulated in ISYMBDO.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBDO  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other

             ISYMXDX  - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

             ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBDQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBDQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked started, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit one.
SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBDQCT if the class
of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is 1 through 9 in value. The class determines which accumulator is used: class 1 is
accumulated in ISYMBD1, class 2 in ISYMBD2, and so on through class 9 in ISYMBD9. Classes other than 1 through 9
are accumulated in ISYMBDO.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBDX is the sum of all the ISYMBDX values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

ISYMBFAV contains the total Fast Path 64-bit buffers that were available at the end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMBFAV contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_avail on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMBFAV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBFAV contains the last value of ISYMBFAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

ISYMBFCT contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit buffer that were counted at the end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available
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             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

Element Derivation:

ISYMBFCT contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_count on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMBFCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBFCT contains the last value of ISYMBFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

ISYMBFIU contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit buffers that were in use at the end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMBFIU contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_used on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMBFIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBFIU contains the last value of ISYMBFIU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

ISYMBFTR contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit buffers that were not in an available or used used state at the
end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMBFTR contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_unk on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMBFTR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBFTR contains the last value of ISYMBFTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBQO - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class Other

Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class Other represents the total number of messages queued for started SMBs of classes
other than 1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed
checkpoint data. To compute the number of messages queued for started SMBs of classes other than 1 through 9 which
occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative
count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages queued for started SMBs of classes other than
1 through 9 which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBQX  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class X

             ISYMXQO  - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs Other

Element Derivation:
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This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBNQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBNQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked started, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit zero.
SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBNQCT if the class
of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is other than 1 through 9 in value.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBQO is the sum of all the ISYMBQO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBQSO - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class Other represents the total number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of
classes other than 1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed
checkpoint data. To compute the number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of classes other than 1 through 9 which
occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative
count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of classes other
than 1 through 9 which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBQSX - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X

             ISYMXQSO - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs Other

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBNQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBNQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked stopped, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit
one. SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBNQCT if the
class of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is other than 1 through 9 in value.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYMBQSO is the sum of all the ISYMBQSO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMBQSX - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X represents the total number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of classes
1 through 9 since the last checkpoint. These values are computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint
data. To compute the number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which occurred since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of messages queued for stopped SMBs of classes 1 through 9 which occurred
between the two checkpoints.

The class of the SMB determines which data element of the group is used: class 1 is ISYMBQS1, class 2 is ISYMBQS2,
and so on through class 9, which is ISYMBQS9. Classes other than 1 through 9 are accumulated in ISYMBQSO.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMBQSO - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

             ISYMXQSX - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics configuration record of the IMS log, record type '40'X, CNT subtype '04'X, field
name SMBNQCT in the SMB image section. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has
mask '..3.........' in position 3.

The SMBNQCT field is only used for permanent destinations, identified by SMBFLG2 having the '80'X bit set, and are
accumulated differentially if the SMB entry is marked stopped, identified by SMB field SMBFLAG1 having the '20'X bit
zero. SMB enqueue and dequeue statistics are kept by class. This data element is only incremented by SMBNQCT if the
class of the SMB, SMB field SMBCLASS, is 1 through 9 in value. The class determines which accumulator is used: class
1 is accumulated in ISYMBQS1, class 2 in ISYMBQS2, and so on through class 9 in ISYMBQS9. Classes other than 1
through 9 are accumulated in ISYMBQSO.

All SMB entries in the checkpoint are examined, by processing all type 40 subtype 04 records, and looping through all the
SMB images in each record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMBQSX is the sum of all the ISYMBQSX values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

ISYMCMBA contains the current number of Fast Path 64-bit common buffers available during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMCMBA contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_avail_com on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMCMBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMCMBA contains the last value of ISYMCMBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMCMBC - Common Buffers Counted

ISYMCMBC contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit common buffers counted during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMSYBC - System Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMCMBC contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_com on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMCMBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMCMBC contains the last value of ISYMCMBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

ISYMCMBO contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit buffers that were not in an available or used used state at the end of
the checkpoint interval.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMCMBO contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_unk_com on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMCMBO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMCMBO contains the last value of ISYMCMBO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

ISYMCMBT contains the total number of common Fast Path 64-bit buffers counted during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMCMBT contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_count_com on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:
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ISYMCMBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMCMBT contains the last value of ISYMCMBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

ISYMCMBU contains number of common Fast Path 64-bit buffers in use at the end of the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMCMBU contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_used_com on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMCMBU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMCMBU contains the last value of ISYMCMBU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

Count Medium Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISYMDST1 through ISYMDST8, contains the number of medium
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISYMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISYMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
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ISYMDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISYMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for all IMS users. ISUMDSTx fields are
incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "M" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMDSTx contains the sum of all ISYMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMECBB - Total ECSA Buffer Bytes Used

ISYMECBB contains total number of Fast Path 64-bit ECSA buffer bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMECDB - Total ECSA DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMECOB - Total ECSA Ctl Block Bytes Used

             ISYMECUB - Total ECSA Storage Bytes Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMECBB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA_buf on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMECBB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMECBB contains the last value of ISYMECBB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMECDB - Total ECSA DMHR Bytes Used

ISYMECDB contains the total Fast Path 64-bit ECSA DMHR bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMECBB - Total ECSA Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMECOB - Total ECSA Ctl Block Bytes Used

             ISYMECUB - Total ECSA Storage Bytes Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMECDB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA_dmhr on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMECDB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMECDB contains the last value of ISYMECDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMECDO - ECSA Storage With DMHR Used On

ISYMECDO contains the total Fast Path 64-bit ECSA storage with DMHR used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYM64DO - 64 Bit Storage With DMHR Used On

Element Derivation:

ISYMECDO contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA_used on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMECDO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMECDO contains the last value of ISYMECDO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMECOB - Total ECSA Ctl Block Bytes Used

ISYMECOB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit ECSA control block bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMECBB - Total ECSA Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMECDB - Total ECSA DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMECUB - Total ECSA Storage Bytes Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMECOB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA_other on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMECOB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMECOB contains the last value of ISYMECOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMECUB - Total ECSA Storage Bytes Used

ISYMECUB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit ECSA storage bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMECBB - Total ECSA Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMECDB - Total ECSA DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMECOB - Total ECSA Ctl Block Bytes Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMECUB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMECUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMECUB contains the last value of ISYMECUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

ISYMEPBB contains the total Fast Path 64-bit EPVT buffer bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used
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             ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

             ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

Element Derivation:

ISYMEPBB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_EPVT_buf on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEPBB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEPBB contains the last value of ISYMEPBB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

ISYMEPDB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit EPVT DMHR bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used

             ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

             ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

Element Derivation:

ISYMEPDB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_EPVT_dmhr on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEPDB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEPDB contains the last value of ISYMEPDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

ISYMEPNB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit EPVT non-SP control block bytes at the end of the checkpoint
interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used

             ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMEPNB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_epvt_main on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEPNB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEPNB contains the last value of ISYMEPNB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used

ISYMEPOB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit EPVT control block bytes used at the end of the checkpoint.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

             ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

Element Derivation:

ISYMEPOB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_EPVT_other on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEPOB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEPOB contains the last value of ISYMEPOB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEPUB - Total EPVT Storage Bytes Used

ISYMEPUB contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit EPVT storage bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEPBB - Total EPVT Buffer Bytes Used

             ISYMEPDB - Total EPVT DMHR Bytes Used

             ISYMEPOB - Total EPVT Ctl Block Bytes Used

             ISYMEPNB - Total EPVT Non-SP Ctl Blk Bytes

Element Derivation:

ISYMEPUB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_EPVT on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEPUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEPUB contains the last value of ISYMEPUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMEX64 - 64 Bit Extents SP Storage Used

ISYMEX64 contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit storage used by SP Extents during the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMSP64 - 64 Bit Base SP Storage Bytes

Element Derivation:

ISYMEX64 contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_64bit_EXT on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMEX64 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMEX64 contains the last value of ISYMEX64 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMNSCB - Non-SP/EXT Ctl Blks Storage

ISYMNSCB contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit non-SP/EXT control blocks in storage during the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

ISYMNSCB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_ECSA_main on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMNSCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMNSCB contains the last value of ISYMNSCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg is the rate of I/O operations per message dequeued from the message queue. The
number of messages dequeued may be greater than the number of transactions processed, because a transaction may
send output to more than one destination or may do purge operations on a single destination.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER I/O operations per message.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXIOM - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

             ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To DEQ A Mesg(s)

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

ISYMQIOM is computed as:

    IF ISYQMDEQ GT 0

    THEN ISYMQIOM = (ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT) / ISYQMDEQ;

    ELSE ISYMQIOM = 0;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMQIOM is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMQIOR - Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg is the rate of input operations per message dequeued from the message queue. The
number of messages dequeued may be greater than the number of transactions processed, because a transaction may
send output to more than one destination or may do purge operations on a single destination.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER input operations per message.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXIOR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

             ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To DEQ A Mesg(s)

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

Element Derivation:

ISYMQIOR is computed as:

    IF ISYQMDEQ GT 0

    THEN ISYMQIOR = ISYQMRED / ISYQMDEQ;

    ELSE ISYMQIOR = 0;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMQIOR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMQIOW - Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg is the rate of output operations per message dequeued from the message queue. The
number of messages dequeued may be greater than the number of transactions processed, because a transaction may
send output to more than one destination or may do purge operations on a single destination.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER output operations per message.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXIOW - Max Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

             ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To DEQ A Mesg(s)

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

ISYMQIOR is computed as:

    IF ISYQMDEQ GT 0

    THEN ISYMQIOW = ISYQMWRT / ISYQMDEQ;

    ELSE ISYMQIOW = 0;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMQIOW is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer IWAITs Per Msg

Msg Queue Buffer IWAITs Per Msg is the rate of message queue IWAIT activity per message dequeued from the
message queue. The number of messages dequeued may be greater than the number of transactions processed,
because a transaction may send output to more than one destination or may do purge operations on a single destination.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER IWAITs per message.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXIWT - Max Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

             ISYQMBFR - Queue Manager Waits For No Buffer

             ISYQMCON - Queue Manager Wait For ENQ/DEQ Conflict

             ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To DEQ A Mesg(s)

             ISYQMOUT - Queue Manager Wait For Other Decb Write

             ISYQMPRW - Queue Manager Waits For Purg Complete

             ISYQMWIN - Queue Manager Wait For Other Decb Read

Element Derivation:

ISYMQIWT is computed as:

    IF ISYQMDEQ GT 0 THEN

    ISYMQIWT=(ISYQMPRW +ISYQMBFR +ISYQMWIN +ISYQMOUT +ISYQMCON)

             / ISYQMDEQ;

    ELSE ISYMQIWT = 0;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMQIWT is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

There should not be any IWAIT activity detected by this data element. If there is, a breakdown and analysis of IWAIT
activity by type is recommended. See IBM publication GG22-9013, Managing IMS Performance, for more information.

ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

Medium Transaction Count is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYCRESC - Conv.  Responses Counted

             ISYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMRESC is the sum of the ISUMTRN data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISYMRESC is set to the sum of all ISYMRESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

Medium Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for medium response events completed
during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMRSTM is the sum of the ISUMRSTM data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMRSTM is set to the sum of all ISYMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSGOT - Msgs Queued To Output

Msgs Queued To Output is a measure of aggregate output message activity for the message queue. It is calculated
by subtracting the number of messages dequeued from the number of messages queued. The result is the loading (or
unloading) of the message queue.

This number can take negative values. For example, in a system measurement interval, if 100 messages are queued to
CNTs and none are dequeued, the value of this data element is 100. In the next interval 50 more messages are queued,
but they are all dequeued, and the 100 messages from the previous interval are dequeued, also. This data element would
take the value -100 (negative 100, or 50 - 50 - 100).
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Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXGOT - Max Msgs Queued To Output

Element Derivation:

ISYMSGOT = ISYCNTQ - ISYCNTDQ;

Range of Value:

Maximum positive and minimum negative values for this data element are bounded only by the output message handling
capacity of the system and the frequency of the IMS checkpoint process.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSGOT is the sum of all the ISYMSGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSGPR - Msgs Queued To Process

Msgs Queued To Process is a measure of aggregate message switch and input message activity for the message queue.
It is calculated by subtracting the number of messages dequeued from the number of messages queued for all permanent
SMBs encountered. The result is the loading (or unloading) of the message queue.

This number can take negative values. For example, in a system measurement interval, if 100 messages are queued to
SMBs and none are dequeued, the value of this data element is 100. In the next interval 50 more messages are queued,
but they are all dequeued, and the 100 messages from the previous interval are dequeued, also. This data element would
take the value -100 (negative 100, or 50 - 50 - 100).

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXGPR - Max Msgs Queued To Process

Element Derivation:

ISYMSGPR is calculated at the end of CA MICS checkpoint processing, at the time the type 40 subtype 98 log record is
recognized, as:

    ISYMSGPR = ISYMBQO - ISYMBDO;

    DO OVER ISYMBQ;              /* ISYMBQ1-9 and ISYMBD1-9 */

      ISYMSGPR + ISYMBQ - ISYMBD;

      ...

    END;

This data element is the sum of the differences between queues and dequeues for SMB classes 1 through 9 and other.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSGPR is the sum of all the ISYMSGPR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSP64 - 64 Bit Base SP Storage Bytes

ISYMSP64 contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit base SP storage bytes used at the end of the checkpoint interval.

ISYMSP64 is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMEX64 - 64 Bit Extents SP Storage Used

Element Derivation:

ISYMSP64 contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_64bit_SP on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSP64 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSP64 contains the last value of ISYMSP64 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

ISYMSYBA contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit system buffe available during the measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:
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ISYMSYBA contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_avail_sys on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSYBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSYBA contains the last value of ISYMSYBA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSYBC - System Buffers Counted

ISYMSYBC contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit system buffers counted during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBC - Common Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMSYBC contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_sys on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSYBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSYBC contains the last value of ISYMSYBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

ISYMSYBO contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit system buffers that were not in an available or used state at the end
of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted
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Element Derivation:

ISYMSYBO contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_unk_sys on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSYBO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSYBO contains the last value of ISYMSYBO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

ISYMSYBT contains the total Fast Path 64-bit system buffers counted at the end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMSYBT contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_count_sys on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSYBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSYBT contains the last value of ISYMSYBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMSYBU - System Buffers In Use

ISYMSYBU contains the number of Fast Path 64-bit system buffers that were in use at the end of the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMCMBA - Common Buffers Available

             ISYMCMBU - Common Buffers In Use

             ISYMCMBO - Common Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMCMBT - Common Buffers Total

             ISYMSYBA - System Buffers Available

             ISYMSYBO - System Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMSYBT - System Buffers Total

             ISYMBFAV - Total Buffers Available

             ISYMBFIU - Total Buffers In Use

             ISYMBFTR - Total Buffers Transitioning

             ISYMBFCT - Total Buffers Counted

Element Derivation:

ISYMSYBU contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_used_sys on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMSYBU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMSYBU contains the last value of ISYMSYBU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMTBQU - Total Buffers Being Quiesced

ISYMTBQU contains the total number of Fast Path 64-bit buffers being quiesced at the end of the checkpoint interval.

ISYMNSCB is not available in IMS v11.1.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISYMTBQU contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_buff_qui on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYMTBQU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMTBQU contains the last value of ISYMTBQU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCDQ - Max Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

Max Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs is the maximum number of messages dequeued for started CNTs in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCNTDQ - Msgs Dequeued For Started CNTs

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCDQ is set at the detail level from the value of ISYCNTDQ.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCDQ contains the largest ISYMXCDQ value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCDS - Max Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

Max Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs is the maximum number of messages dequeued for stopped CNTs in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCNTDS - Msgs Dequeued For Stopped CNTs

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCDS is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYCNTDS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCDS contains the largest ISYMXCDS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCFL - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict

Max Pct Scheduling Conflict is the maximum percent of conflicts to SMBs examined for scheduling in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCFL is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCCFL.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCFL contains the largest ISYMXCFL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCOT - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Causes

Max Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Causes is the maximum percentage of scheduling conflicts due to miscellaneous
causes in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCOT is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCCOT.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCOT contains the largest ISYMXCOT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCQ - Max Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

Max Msgs Queued For Started CNTs is the maximum number of messages enqueued for started CNTs in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCNTQ  - Msgs Queued For Started CNTs

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCQ is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYCNTQ.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCQ contains the largest ISYMXCQ value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYMXCQR - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads is the maximum percentage of reads to total message queue I/O activity in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCMQR - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCQR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCMQR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCQR contains the largest ISYMXCQR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCQS - Max Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

Max Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs is the maximum number of messages enqueued for stopped CNTs in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCNTQS - Msgs Queued For Stopped CNTs

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCQS is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYCNTQS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCQS contains the largest ISYMXCQS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

Conversational Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of
conversational transactions for all users.

Type:
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Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMXCTM is set to the maximum value of ISUMXCTM over all users during the summarization to DAYS time span.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXCTM is set to the largest ISYMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDBI - Max Pct Sched Conflict, DB Intent

Max Pct Sched Conflict, DB Intent Conflict is the maximum percentage of scheduling conflicts due to database intent in
any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDBI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCDBI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDBI contains the largest ISYMXDBI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDO - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs Other

Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs Other is the maximum number of messages dequeued for started SMBs for
classes other than 1 to 9 in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBDO  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDO is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBDO.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDO contains the largest ISYMXDO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDSO - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs Other

Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs Other is the maximum number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs with
classes other than 1 to 9 in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBDSO - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDSO is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBDSO.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDSO contains the largest ISYMXDSO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDSX - Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Max Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X is the maximum number of messages dequeued for stopped SMBs by
class, for classes 1 to 9, in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

The class number is determined by the suffix of the actual data element name. That is, ISYMXDS1 contains the value for
class 1 SMBs, ISYMXDS2 contains the value for class 2 SMBs, etc.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBDSX - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Element Derivation:
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ISYMXDSX is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBDSX, by class. That is, ISYMXDS1 takes its value from
ISYMBDS1, ISYMXDS2 takes its value from ISYMBDS2, and so on.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDSX contains the largest ISYMXDSX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDX - Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

Max Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X is the maximum number of messages dequeued for started SMBs by
class, for classes 1 to 9, in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

The class number is determined by the suffix of the actual data element name. That is, ISYMXD1 contains the value for
class 1 SMBs, ISYMXD2 contains the value for class 2 SMBs, etc.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBDX  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDX is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBDX, by class. That is, ISYMXD1 takes its value from
ISYMBD1, ISYMXD2 takes its value from ISYMBD2, and so on.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDX contains the largest ISYMXDX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDYB - Max Dynamic Log Buffer Contention

At the summarized timespans ISYMXDYB contains the maximum percentage of dynamic log requests that had to wait for
any reason in any one checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDYB is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCDYB.
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Range of Value:

ISYMXDYB takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDYB contains the largest ISYMXDYB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDYI - Max Dynamic Log I/O Rate

Note:

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXDYI contains the maximum rate of dynamic log write operations per second in any
one checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSDYI - Dynamic Log I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDYI is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPSDYI.

Range of Value:

ISYMXDYI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDYI contains the largest ISYMXDYI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXDYR - Max Dynamic Log Service Requests Rate

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXDYR contains the maximum rate of dynamic log entries per second in any one
checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISYMXDYR is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPSDYR.
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Range of Value:

ISYMXDYR takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXDYR contains the largest ISYMXDYR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXETM - Excessive Transaction Response Time Max

Excessive Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of excessive
transactions for all users.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMXETM is set to the maximum value of ISUMXETM over all users during the summarization to DAYS time-span.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXETM is set to the largest ISYMXETM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXGOT - Max Msgs Queued To Output

Max Msgs Queued To Output is the maximum number of output messages aggregated to the message queue (growth
is positive, shrinkage is negative) in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all
system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMSGOT - Msgs Queued To Output

Element Derivation:

ISYMXGOT is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMSGOT.

Range of Value:

May be positive or negative.
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Summarization Process:

ISYMXGOT contains the largest ISYMXGOT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXGPR - Max Msgs Queued To Process

Max Msgs Queued To Process is the maximum number of input messages aggregated to the message queue (growth
is positive, shrinkage is negative) in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all
system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMSGPR - Msgs Queued To Process

Element Derivation:

ISYMXGPR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMSGPR.

Range of Value:

May be positive or negative.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXGPR contains the largest ISYMXGPR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIFB - Max Imd Fetch Req Satis, Free Blk Que

Max Imd Fetch Req Satis, Free Blk Que is the maximum percent of MFS immediate fetch requests satisfied on the
MFS free block queue in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCIFB - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIFB is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCIFB.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIFB contains the largest ISYMXIFB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMXIFI - Max MFS Immed Fetch I/O - Pct Of All I/O

Max MFS Immed Fetch I/O - Pct Of All I/O is the maximum percentage of MFS I/O for immediate fetch service
compared to all MFS I/O in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIFI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCIFI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIFI contains the largest ISYMXIFI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIIF - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Imed Fetch Queue

Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Imed Fetch Queue is the maximum percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were
satisfied by blocks already on the immediate fetch queue in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between
checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCIIF - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Immed Fetch Queu

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIIF is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCIIF.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIIF contains the largest ISYMXIIF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIMF - Max MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

Max MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate is the maximum rate of MFS immediate fetch request processing in requests
per second in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSIMF --- MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIMF is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSIMF.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIMF contains the largest ISYMXIMF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXINI - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat Without I/O

Max Immed Fetch Req Sat Without I/O is the maximum percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied
with no actual I/O in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

Element Derivation:

ISYMXINI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCINI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXINI contains the largest ISYMXINI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIOM - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg is the maximum rate of actual I/O activity per message accessed in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIOM is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMQIOM.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIOM contains the largest ISYMXIOM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIOR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

Max Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg is the maximum rate of message queue read activity per message accessed in
any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMQIOR - Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIOR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMQIOR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIOR contains the largest ISYMXIOR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIOW - Max Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

Max Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg is the maximum rate of write activity per message dequeued in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMQIOW - Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIOW is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMQIOW.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIOW contains the largest ISYMXIOW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYMXIPL - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXIPL contains the maximum percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were
satisfied by blocks in the process of being loaded by prefetch in any one checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCIPL - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIPL is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPCIPL.

Range of Value:

ISYMXIPL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIPL contains the largest ISYMXIPL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIPQ - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, P/F Queue

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXIPQ contains the maximum percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were
satisfied by successful prefetch activity in any checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCIPQ - Pct Imd Ftch Req Sat - Pre Ftch Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIPQ is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPCIPQ.

Range of Value:

ISYMXIPQ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIPQ contains the largest ISYMXIPQ value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMXISI - Max ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Max ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate is the maximum rate of all ISAM/OSAM physical I/O operations per second in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXISI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSISI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXISI contains the largest ISYMXISI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXISO - Max ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

Max ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate is the maximum rate of ISAM/OSAM buffer pool requests per second in any
one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSISO - ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXISO is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSISO.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXISO contains the largest ISYMXISO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXISP - Max ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

Max ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool is the maximum number of ISAM/OSAM requests satisfied without physical I/
O in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYOSRQP - Requests Satisfied In OSAM Pool

Element Derivation:

ISYMXISP is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYOSRQP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXISP contains the largest ISYMXISP value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXISR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Rds

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXISR contains the maximum percentage of ISAM/OSAM read key unique operations
to total OSAM physical I/O activity in any one checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

Element Derivation:

ISYMXISR is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPCISR.

Range of Value:

ISYMXISR takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXISR contains the largest ISYMXISR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXIWT - Max Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Max Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg is the maximum rate of message queue iwaits per message dequeued in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Element Derivation:

ISYMXIWT is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMQIWT.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXIWT contains the largest ISYMXIWT value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

none

ISYMXLDL - Max Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXLDL contains the maximum rate of dynamic log latch conflicts per second in any
one checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLDL - Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLDL is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPSLDL.

Range of Value:

ISYMXLDL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLDL contains the largest ISYMXLDL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLEC - Max Exclusive Control Latch Confl Rate

Max Exclusive Control Latch Confl Rate is the maximum rate of exclusive control latch conflicts per second in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLEC - Exclusive Control Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLEC is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSLEC.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYMXLEC contains the largest ISYMXLEC value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLGN - Max Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXLGN contains the maximum rate of DMB latch conflicts per second in any
checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLGN - Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLGN is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPSLGN.

Range of Value:

ISYMXLGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLGN contains the largest ISYMXLGN value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held is the maximum number of locks held between any two checkpoints/syncpoints
during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISYTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISYAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANMLKH      The fullword counter at position 461

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 221 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path
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                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISYMXLKH      The fullword counter at position 765

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLKH contains the largest value of ISYMXLKH in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLLL - Max Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

Max Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate is the maximum rate of logical log latch conflicts per second in any one detail system
measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLLL - Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLLL is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSLLL.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLLL contains the largest ISYMXLLL value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLMN - Max DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

Max DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate is the maximum rate of DC Monitor latch conflicts per second in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLMN - DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLMN is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSLMN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISYMXLMN contains the largest ISYMXLMN value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLSM - Max Storage Manager Latch Conflict Rate

Max Storage Manager Latch Conflict Rate is the maximum rate of storage manager latch conflicts per second in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSLSM - Storage Management Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLSM is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSLSM.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLSM contains the largest ISYMXLSM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

Long Transaction Response Time Maximum is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions
for all users.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMXLTM is set to the maximum value of ISUMXLTM over all users during the summarization to DAYS time-span.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXLTM is set to the largest ISYMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMFB - Max Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

Max Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate is the maximum rate of MFS buffer pool I/O activity in I/O operations per second in
any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMFB is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMFB.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMFB contains the largest ISYMXMFB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMFD - Max MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Max MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O is the maximum percentage of MFS I/O attributable to directory I/O in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMFD is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCMFD.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMFD contains the largest ISYMXMFD value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMQC - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write is the maximum percentage of message queue I/O activity attributable to
message queue purge output in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all
system measurement intervals.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQC is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCMQC.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQC contains the largest ISYMXMQC value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMQD - Max Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

Max Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate is the maximum rate of messages dequeued per second in any one detail system
measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMQD - Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQD is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMQD.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQD contains the largest ISYMXMQD value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMQE - Max Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

Max Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate is the maximum rate of input or output messages received per second in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMQE - Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQE is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMQE.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQE contains the largest ISYMXMQE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMQF - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write is the maximum percentage of message queue physical I/O activity due to
forced writes in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQF is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCMQF.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQF contains the largest ISYMXMQF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMQI - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate is the maximum rate of message queue buffer I/O operations per second in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMQI - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMQI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQI contains the largest ISYMXMQI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYMXMQP - Max Pct MQB Intl Req Satisfied In Pool

Max Pct MQB Intl Req Satisfied In Pool is the maximum percentage of message queue buffer internal requests that
were satisfied without I/O in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMQP is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCMQP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMQP contains the largest ISYMXMQP value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMSG - Max Msg Processing Rate

Max Msg Processing Rate is the maximum rate of message dequeues for all SMBs per second in any one detail system
measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMSG is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMSG.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMSG contains the largest ISYMXMSG value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

Medium Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions
for all users.

Type:
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Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMXMTM is set to the maximum value of ISUMXMTM over all users during the summarization to DAYS time-span.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXMTM is set to the largest ISYMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXOCW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd

Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd is the maximum percentage of ISAM/OSAM I/O activity that was due to
OSAM chained writes in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

Element Derivation:

ISYMXOCW is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCOCW.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXOCW contains the largest ISYMXOCW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXOFW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Forced Write

Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Forced Write is the maximum percentage of total ISAM/OSAM I/O that was due
to OSAM forced writes in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

Element Derivation:

ISYMXOFW is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCOFW.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXOFW contains the largest ISYMXOFW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXOSR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Reads

Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Reads is the maximum percentage of total ISAM/OSAM I/O that was due to OSAM
reads in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

Element Derivation:

ISYMXOSR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCOSR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXOSR contains the largest ISYMXOSR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPCF - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Program Conflict

Max Pct Sched Conflict, Program Conflict is the maximum percentage of scheduling conflicts due to program conflicts in
any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

Element Derivation:
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ISYMXPCF is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPCF.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPCF contains the largest ISYMXPCF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPFB - Max Pre Fetch Req Satis, Free Block Que

Max Pre Fetch Req Satis, Free Block Que is the maximum percentage of prefetch requests that were satisfied from
the free block queue in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPFB - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPFB is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPFB.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPFB contains the largest ISYMXPFB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPFI - Max MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Max MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O is the maximum percentage of MFS I/O activity that was due to prefetch
requests in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPFI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPFI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:
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ISYMXPFI contains the largest ISYMXPFI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

none

ISYMXPFR - Max Msg Format Buff Pre Fetch Rqst Rate

Max Msg Format Buff Pre Fetch Rqst Rate is the maximum rate of MFS prefetch requests per second in any one detail
system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSPFR - Msg Format Buffer Pre Fetch Request Rat

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPFR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSPFR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPFR contains the largest ISYMXPFR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPIF - Max Pre Fetch Req Satis, Immed Fetch Queue

Max Pre Fetch Req Satis, Immed Fetch Queue is the maximum percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied
from the immediate fetch queue in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all
system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPIF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Imd Fetch Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPIF is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPIF.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPIF contains the largest ISYMXPIF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMXPIR - Max Program Isolation Serv Requests Rate

Max Program Isolation Serv Requests Rate is the maximum rate of program isolation services requests per second in any
one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSPIR - Program Isolation Service Requests Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPIR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSPIR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPIR contains the largest ISYMXPIR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPIS - Max Length Of PI Search Per Request

Max Length Of PI Search Per Request is the maximum value over all IMS checkpoints examined of the value of
ISYAVPIS. ISYAVPIS is the program isolation entries searched per request, the total number of program isolation pool
synonyms searched divided by the number of find QCB program isolation requests.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER of synonyms searched per request.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYAVPIS - Avg Length Of PI Search Per Request

             ISYPIFQC - Number Of FINDQCB Pgm Isoln Pool Ent

             ISYPITSY - Total Pgm Isoln Pool Synonyms Searched

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPIS is set from the value of ISYAVPIS during detail system record processing:

ISYMXPIS = ISYAVPIS;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPIS is set to the largest value of ISUMXPIS observed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYMXPNI - Max Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied W/O I/O

Max Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied W/O I/O is the maximum percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied
without physical I/O in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPNI is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPNI.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPNI contains the largest ISYMXPNI value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPPF - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Queue

At the summarized time-spans, ISYMXPPF contains the maximum percent of MFS prefetch activity that was satisfied from
the prefetch queue in any checkpoint interval over all checkpoint intervals.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Max data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPPF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Pre Fetch Queue

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPPF is set at the DETAIL level to the value of ISYPCPPF.

Range of Value:

ISYMXPPF takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPPF contains the largest ISYMXPPF value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXPRC - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Priority Cutoff

Max Pct Sched Conflict, Priority Cutoff is the maximum percentage of scheduling conflicts due to priority cutoff in any one
detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.
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Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

Element Derivation:

ISYMXPRC is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPCPRC.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXPRC contains the largest ISYMXPRC value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXQO - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs Other

Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs Other is the maximum number of messages enqueued for started SMBs for classes
other than 1 to 9 in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBQO  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class Other

Element Derivation:

ISYMXQO is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBQO.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXQO contains the largest ISYMXQO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXQSO - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs Other

Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs Other is the maximum number of messages enqueued for stopped SMBs for
classes other than 1 to 9 in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBQSO - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class Other
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Element Derivation:

ISYMXQSO is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBQSO.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXQSO contains the largest ISYMXQSO value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXQSX - Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Max Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X is the maximum number of messages enqueued for stopped SMBs by
class, for classes 1 to 9, in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

The class number is determined by the suffix of the actual data element name. That is, ISYMXQS1 contains the value for
class 1 SMBs, ISYMXQS2 contains the value for class 2 SMBs, and so on.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBQSX - Msgs Queued Stopped SMBs, Class X

Element Derivation:

ISYMXQSX is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBQSX, by class. That is, ISYMXQS1 takes its value from
ISYMBQS1, ISYMXQS2 takes its value from ISYMBQS2, and so on.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXQSX contains the largest ISYMXQSX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXQX - Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class X

Max Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class X is the maximum number of messages enqueued for started SMBs by
class, for classes 1 to 9, in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system
measurement intervals.

The class number is determined by the suffix of the actual data element name. That is, ISYMXQ1 contains the value for
class 1 SMBs, ISYMXQ2 contains the value for class 2 SMBs, and so on.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMBQX  - Msgs Queued Started SMBs, Class X
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Element Derivation:

ISYMXQX is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYMBQX, by class. That is, ISYMXQ1 takes its value from
ISYMBQ1, ISYMXQ2 takes its value from ISYMBQ2, and so on.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXQX contains the largest ISYMXQX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXSCD - Max Scheduling Rate

Max Scheduling Rate is the maximum rate of scheduling in transactions per second in any one detail system
measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYMXSCD is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSSCD.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXSCD contains the largest ISYMXSCD value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXSQR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Intrnl Rate Rqst

Max Msg Queue Buffer Intrnl Rate Rqst is the maximum rate of message queue buffer internal requests in requests per
second in any one detail system measurement interval (interval between checkpoints) over all system measurement
intervals.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

Element Derivation:

ISYMXSQR is set at the DETAIL level from the value of ISYPSMQR.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISYMXSQR contains the largest ISYMXSQR value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

Short Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for
all users.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYMXSTM is set to the maximum value of ISUMXSTM over all users during the summarization to DAYS time span.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXSTM is set to the largest ISYMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

The maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for all users, for all response events
(short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:
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ISYMXTTM is set to the value of ISYTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYMXTTM is set to the largest ISUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYM64DO - 64 Bit Storage With DMHR Used On

ISYM64DO contains the total amount of 64-bit storage used with DMHR active during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISYM64DO contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_64b_used on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint
record.

Range of Value:

ISYM64DO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYM64DO contains the last value of ISYM64DO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYM64UB - Total 64 Bit Storage Bytes Used

ISYM64UB contains the total Fast Path 64-bit storage bytes used during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ISYM64UB contains the value input from field BPNO2_tot_64bit on the IMSLOG type 45 subtype 16 checkpoint record.

Range of Value:

ISYM64UB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYM64UB contains the last value of ISYM64UB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYNOLOG - User Logons

User Logons represents the total number of logon operations for all users in the measurement interval. This is a system-
wide accumulation of the ISUNOLOG field, which is reserved for the CA MICS user. If no user routine installs a value in
the ISUNOLOG field, zeros will be carried in both data elements on the CA MICS Database. See ISUNOLOG for more
information.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

             IAUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISUNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:

ISYNOLOG is set to the sum of all ISUNOLOG values over all users during the summarization to DAYS timespan.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYNOLOG is set to the sum of all ISYNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYNOWFI - WFI Transaction Counter

ISYNOWFI contains the number of transactions that were bypassed because the CA MICS IMS Analyzer's hypervolume
feature was activated.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYNOWFI contains the value input from field CIMSWFIC of the checkpoint record built by IMSLOGUT, record type '40'X,
subtype 'FF'X.

Range of Value:

ISYNOWFI takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYNOWFI contains the last value of ISYNOWFI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYOSALT - OSAM Alter Requests

ISYOSALT contains the number of times the ISAM/OSAM buffer handler marked a buffer as altered during the checkpoint
interval. This indicates that information in the buffer has been updated, and the buffer eventually must be written to
auxiliary storage. This includes both updated and newly created buffers. Reasons for buffer alteration include adding or
replacing records (or parts of records) and database record pointer maintenance.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSALT depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSALT contains the value input from field BFPLALTR of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSALT contains the sum of the values input from field STDBALTR of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSALT takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSALT is the sum of all the ISYOSALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSBKC - OSAM New Blocks Created

ISYOSBKC contains the number of blocks manufactured by OSAM in the pool area as a result of Format Logical Cylinder
requests during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSBKW - OSAM Blocks Written

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

Element Derivation:
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ISYOSBKC contains the value input from field BFPLCHBK of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSBKC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSBKC is the sum of all the ISYOSBKC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSBKW - OSAM Blocks Written

ISYOSBKW contains the total number of ISAM/OSAM blocks written to auxiliary storage during the checkpoint interval. It
includes OSAM new blocks created (ISYOSBKC), OSAM writes issued (ISYOSWIO), and blocks written by queued writes
during purge.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSBKC - OSAM New Blocks Created

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

ISYOSBKW contains the value input from field BFPLBKWT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSBKW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSBKW is the sum of all the ISYOSBKW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSBMG - Calls To OSAM Buffer Manager

ISYOSBMG contains the total number of times the OSAM buffer manager was called to locate a block during the
checkpoint interval. This includes locating a block within a range, locating a block, locating a specific area within a block
(byte locate), checking for duplicate ISAM blocks, locating a block containing an ISAM key, and freeing an ISAM buffer.
The counter is also incremented by IMS if OSAM is called with an invalid PST function code.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

             ISYPCISO - Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

             ISYPSISO - ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSBMG depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSBMG contains the value input from field BFPLRQCT of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSBMG contains the sum of the values input from field STDBLCTR of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSBMG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSBMG is the sum of all the ISYOSBMG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISYOSBMG is not incremented by IMS for requests to create new blocks. To get total OSAM calls, add ISYOSBMG to
ISYOSNBK.

ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

ISYOSFMT contains the number of times a request was issued to format a logical cylinder during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSBKC - OSAM New Blocks Created

             ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

             ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

             ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

             ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

             ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYOSFMT contains the value input from field BFPLTLCP of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSFMT takes any numeric value in the following range:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSFMT is the sum of all the ISYOSFMT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Rather than creating new OSAM blocks one by one in an online environment, a "logical cylinder" is created for an insert
which requires a new block. Enough blocks to fill an entire physical cylinder on the auxiliary storage device on which the
file resides are formatted in the buffer pool. The first block is used for the insert, and the rest of the blocks are marked
as unassigned. Further inserts which put segments into these blocks are treated as updates. ISYOSBKC contains the
number of new blocks created in this manner during the checkpoint interval.

ISYOSGNC - ISAM/OSAM Get Next (PSTGETNX) Calls

ISYOSGNC contains the number of times ISAM/OSAM was requested to retrieve the next sequential root in an ISAM/
OSAM database during the checkpoint interval. Previous get unique operations had been performed using BISAM or
QISAM. For get next calls, OSAM calculates the ISAM relative record number and accesses the file sequentially.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYOSGNC contains the value input from field BFPLIGET of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSGNC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSGNC is the sum of all the ISYOSGNC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSKEY - ISAM/OSAM ISAM Retrieve By Key

ISYOSKEY contains the number of times OSAM called ISAM to retrieve a specific block from the database by key during
the checkpoint interval. Subsequent write and get next processing is done by OSAM directly.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask
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Element Derivation:

ISYOSKEY contains the value input from field BFPLISTL of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSKEY takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSKEY is the sum of all the ISYOSKEY values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

ISYOSNBK contains the number of times OSAM was invoked to create a new block during the checkpoint interval. This
can result in a Format Logical Cylinder operation (ISYOSFMT) if no unassigned blocks are available. This field is updated
by IMS when OSAM is called.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSBMG - Calls To OSAM Buffer Manager

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYPCISO - Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

             ISYPSISO - ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSNBK depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSNBK contains the value input from field BFPLNWBK of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSNBK contains the sum of the values input from field STDBNBLK of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSNBK takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSNBK is the sum of all the ISYOSNBK values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

To get total calls to OSAM, add ISYOSNBK to ISYOSBMG.
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ISYOSPRG - OSAM Purge User Calls

ISYOSPRG contains the number of times the OSAM buffer pool manager was called to purge (write to auxiliary storage)
altered buffers in one or more subpools during the checkpoint interval. There are three reasons for purge calls: user
checkpoint/synchronization point requests, ESTAE routine processing, or an internal IMS request to mark one or more
buffers empty.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSPRG depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSPRG contains the value input from field BFPLBCMB of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSPRG contains the sum of the values input from field STDBPRGR of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSPRG takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSPRG is the sum of all the ISYOSPRG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

ISYOSQWT contains the total number of times a subpool containing altered data was purged during the checkpoint
interval. A write queued request is used to purge altered blocks from an OSAM subpool during synchronization point
processing. If a user has altered blocks in three subpools and has reached a synchronization point, then a value of 3 will
be added to this field, one for each subpool.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSBKC - OSAM New Blocks Created

             ISYOSBKW - OSAM Blocks Written

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

             ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

             ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

             ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

             ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:
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The derivation of ISYOSQWT depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSQWT contains the value input from field BFPLCHWT of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSQWT contains the sum of the values input from field STDBPRGW of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSQWT takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSQWT is the sum of all the ISYOSQWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The actual number of blocks written due to queued writes is not reported directly by IMS. It can be derived by subtracting
OSAM new blocks created (ISYOSBKC) and OSAM forced writes issued (ISYOSWIO) from OSAM blocks written
(ISYOSBKW).

ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

ISYOSRIO contains the number of I/Os issued by the buffer steal routine (DFSDBH20) to read blocks into a subpool once
the space has been freed during the checkpoint interval. The buffer steal routine is entered for all locate requests, and
the entry may result in reading in data without overlaying or forcing out existing blocks if space was free in the subpool.
ISYOSRIO does NOT include BISAM RKU requests.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU or QISAM SETL

             ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

             ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

             ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

             ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSRIO depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSRIO contains the value input from field BFPLRDCT of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSRIO contains the sum of the values input from field STDBRREQ of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSRIO takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSRIO is the sum of all the ISYOSRIO values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

ISYOSRKU contains the count of keyed input operations OSAM passed to ISAM for processing during the checkpoint
interval. Subsequent write and get next operations are performed by OSAM directly. This is the count of calls for ISAM
RKU/SETL service, where each call results in one or more physical I/O operations.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

             ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

             ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

             ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

ISYOSRKU contains the value input from field BFPLGTBF of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSRKU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSRKU is the sum of all the ISYOSRKU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSRLS - ISAM/OSAM Explicit Release Calls

ISYOSRLS contains the number of times OSAM was called to release ownership of a buffer during the checkpoint
interval. The release ownership routine is also called internally within OSAM, but this field is not incremented for internally
generated releases.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:
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ISYOSRLS contains the value input from field BFPLBMVD of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '04'X.

Range of Value:

ISYOSRLS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSRLS is the sum of all the ISYOSRLS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSRQP - Requests Satisfied In OSAM Pool

ISYOSRQP contains the number of retrieval requests made to OSAM that referenced data set blocks found already in the
OSAM buffer pool during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMXISP - Max ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

             ISYPCISO - Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Sat In Pool

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSRQP depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSRQP contains the value input from field BFPLINPL of the statistics checkpoint record of
the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSRQP contains the sum of the values input from field STDBFIPL of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSRQP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSRQP is the sum of all the ISYOSRQP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The large majority of OSAM requests should be satisfied without doing I/O.

ISYOSWER - ISAM/OSAM Permanent Write Error

ISYOSWER contains the number of buffers in the buffer pool that were locked due to I/O errors during the checkpoint
interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSWET - ISAM/OSAM Locked Buffers Due To Error

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSWER depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSWER contains the value input from field BFPLWERR of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSWER contains the sum of the values input from field STDBERRT of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSWER takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSWER is the sum of all the ISYOSWER values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYOSWET - ISAM/OSAM Locked Buffers Due To Error

ISYOSWET contains the largest number of buffers with I/O errors locked in the buffer pool at any one time during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSWER - ISAM/OSAM Permanent Write Error

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSWET depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSWET contains the value input from field BFPLWERT of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSWET contains the sum of the values input from field STDBERRL of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSWET takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSWET is set to the largest ISYOSWET value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

ISYOSWIO contains the number of write operations initiated by the buffer steal routine. during the checkpoint interval. If
space is required to read a block into a subpool and no room is available, the buffer steal routine (DFSDBH20) is invoked.
This routine uses a modified least-recently-used algorithm to decide which block to overlay to make room for a new block.
If the block selected has been altered (see ISYOSALT), that block must be written to auxiliary storage, and this counter is
incremented.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYOSALT - OSAM Alter Requests

             ISYOSBKW - OSAM Blocks Written

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

             ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

             ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

             ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

The derivation of ISYOSWIO depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below: ISYOSWIO contains the value input from field BFPLOSWT of the statistics checkpoint record
of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X.

• For IMS 4.1 and above: ISYOSWIO contains the sum of the values input from field STDBBSTW of the statistics
checkpoint records of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '04'X, for all OSAM subpools.

Range of Value:

ISYOSWIO takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYOSWIO is the sum of all the ISYOSWIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This value should be small compared to ISYOSQWT, the number of writes caused by purge (synchronization point)
processing. If it is too high, an insufficient number of buffers has been allocated for one or more subpools.

ISYPCCFL - PCT Scheduling Conflict

Pct Scheduling Conflict is the percentage of scheduling operations that were waited due to a conflict (for any reason) in
the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXCFL - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent
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             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

             ISYSISCD - SMBs Examined For Scheduling

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCCFL=100 * (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI + ISYSIOTH)  / ISYSISCD;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCCFL is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

The content of the IMS field that is the source of the ISYSIOTH field is not particularly relevant to the calculation of
scheduling conflict percentages. See the ISYSIOTH data element usage note. An alternative measure of calculating
scheduling conflict percentage might be:

    xxxxxxxx=100 * (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI)

             / (ISYSISCD-ISYSIOTH-ISYSIPGM-ISYSIDBI-ISYSICUT);

where the bottom is the number of SMBs successfully scheduled and the top is the number of interesting scheduling
conflicts.

ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause is the percentage of scheduling conflicts that were due to miscellaneous causes in
the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXCOT - Max Pct Scheduling Conflict-Misc Cause

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as: ISYPCCOT=100 * ISYSIOTH / (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI + ISYSIOTH);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCCOT is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.
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Usage Notes:

See note for ISYSIOTH. Typically the value of this data element is overwhelmingly larger than the sum of ISYSICUT,
ISYSIDBI and ISYSIPGM combined.

ISYPCCRX - Conv. Response Percentage

Conversational Response Percentage: Values ISYPCCR1 through ISYPCCR7 represent the percent of response time
for conversational response events for all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by
the user. ISYPCCR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISYPCCR2 is the percentage completing
within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth
is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISYPCCR1 through ISYPCCR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYCRESC - Conv.  Responses Counted

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISYTDST1 through
ISYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISYCRESC, the total
number of conversational response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30,
60 and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISYCDST1-8        ISYPCCR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Range of Values:
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Since ISYPCCR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCCR1 through ISYPCCR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict is the percentage of scheduling conflicts that were due to database intent in the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXDBI - Max Pct Sched Conflict, DB Intent Confl

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCDBI=100 * ISYSIDBI / (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI + ISYSIOTH);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCDBI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

See usage notes for ISYSIDBI and ISYSIOTH.

ISYPCIFB - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue is the percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied from the
free block queue in the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMIFQ - MFS I/F Blocks On F/B Queue

             ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYMXIFB - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Free Blk Queue
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Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCIFB=100 * ISYFMIFQ / ISYFMIFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCIFB is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCIFI - Pct MFS Imd Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

ISYPCIFI contains the percentage of MFS physical I/O activity that was due to satisfying immediate fetch requests during
the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element -   Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

             ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

             ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

             ISYMXIFI - Max MFS Immed Fetch I/O-Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCIFI depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCIFI is calculated as:

ISYPCIFI=100 * ISYFMIFI / (ISYFMPFI+ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO);

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCIFI is calculated as:

ISYPCIFI=100 * ISYFMIFI / (ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO);

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCIFI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCIFI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYPCIIF - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satis, Immed Fetch Queue

Pct Imd Fetch Req Satis, Immed Fetch Queue is the percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied from
the immediate fetch queue in the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYFMIIQ - MFS I/F Blocks On I/F Queue

             ISYMXIIF - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, I/F Queue

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCIIF=100 * ISYFMIIQ / ISYFMIFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCIIF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCINI - Pct Imd Fetch Req Satisfied Without I/O

ISYPCINI contains the percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied without physical I/O activity during
the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMIFP - MFS I/F And Block On P/F Queue

             ISYFMIFQ - MFS I/F Blocks On F/B Queue

             ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYFMIIQ - MFS I/F Blocks On I/F Queue

             ISYMXINI - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat Without I/O

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCINI depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCINI is calculated as:

ISYPCINI=100 * (ISYFMIFP+ISYFMIIQ+ISYFMIFQ) / ISYFMIFR;

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCINI is calculated as:
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ISYPCINI=100 * (ISYFMIIQ+ISYFMIFQ) / ISYFMIFR;

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCINI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCINI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCIPL - Pct Imd Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

ISYPCIPL contains the percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied from the prefetch load queue
(and thus waited for prefetch to complete) during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Computed data element -   Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYFMIFW - MFS I/F Wait For P/F Load

             ISYMXIPL - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Load

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCIPL=100 * ISYFMIFW / ISYFMIFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCIPL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCIPL is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCIPQ - Pct Imd Ftch Req Sat - Pre Ftch Queue

ISYPCIPQ contains the percentage of MFS immediate fetch requests that were satisfied from the prefetch queue during
the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:
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Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMIFP - MFS I/F And Block On P/F Queue

             ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYMXIPQ - Max Immed Fetch Req Sat, P/F Queue

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCIPQ=100 * ISYFMIFP / ISYFMIFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCIPQ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCIPQ is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCISO - Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Satis In Pool

Pct ISAM/OSAM Buff Pool Req Satis In Pool is the percentage of ISAM/OSAM locate requests that were satisfied by
blocks that were in memory at request time in the system measurement interval. This is not the percentage of database
segments that were found in memory, but only refers to the number of locate calls to the buffer handler that resulted in the
requested block being found in memory (no I/O).

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYOSBMG - Calls To OSAM Buffer Manager

             ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

             ISYOSRQP - Requests Satisfied In OSAM Pool

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCISO=100 * ISYOSRQP / (ISYOSBMG + ISYOSNBK);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCISO is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYPCISR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Reads

ISYPCISR contains the percentage of OSAM physical I/O operations that were due to ISAM reads during the checkpoint
interval.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Computed data element -   Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXISR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O ISAM Rds

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCISR=100 * ISYOSRKU / (ISYOSRIO + ISYOSFMT + ISYOSWIO + ISYOSQWT + ISYOSRKU);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCISR takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCISR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage

Long Response Percentage: Values ISYPCLR1 through ISYPCLR7 represent the percent of response time for long
response events for all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. ISYPCLR1
is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISYPCLR2 is the percentage completing within the first and
second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100
percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).
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ISYPCLR1 through ISYPCLR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISYTDST1 through
ISYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISYLRESC, the total
number of long response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISYLDST1-8        ISYPCLR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Note:

Since ISYPCLR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCLR1 through ISYPCLR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCMFD - Pct MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

ISYPCMFD contains the percentage of MFS physical I/O activity that was due to satisfying directory requests during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:
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Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

             ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

             ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

             ISYMXMFD - Max MFS Directory I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCMFD depends on the IMS system level:

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCMFD is calculated as:

ISYPCMFD=100 * ISYFMDIO / (ISYFMPFI+ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO);

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCMFD is calculated as:

ISYPCMFD=100 * ISYFMDIO / (ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO);

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCMFD takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCMFD is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write is the percentage of message queue I/O activity caused by checkpoint write in the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXMQC - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Writ

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes For Purg

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCMQC=100 * ISYQMRPG / (ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.
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Summarization Process:

ISYPCMQC is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write is the percentage of message queue I/O activity caused by forced writes in the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXMQF - Max Pct Msg Queue Bfr I/O Forcd Write

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes For Purg

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

    ISYPCMQF=100 * (ISYQMWRT - ISYQMRPG) /

             (ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCMQF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

This value should be low compared to ISYPCMQC. Higher values may indicate a shortage of message queue buffers.

ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool is the percentage of message queue buffer requests that were satisfied from
blocks in memory in the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXMQP - Max Pct MQB Intl Req Satisfied In Pool

             ISYQMALT - Locate And Alter Queue Manager

             ISYQMLCT - Locate Calls From Queue Manager

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes For Purg

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:
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This field is calculated as:

ISYPCMQP=100 * ( 1 -((ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT - ISYQMRPG) / (ISYQMLCT + ISYQMALT)));

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCMQP is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCMQR - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads is the percentage of message queue I/O activity caused by reads in the system
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXCQR - Max Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCMQR=100 * ISYQMRED / (ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCMQR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None.

ISYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage

Medium Response Percentage: Values ISYPCMR1 through ISYPCMR7 represent the percent of response time for
medium response events for all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user.
ISYPCMR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISYPCMR2 is the percentage completing within the
first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always
100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
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such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISYPCMR1 through ISYPCMR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISYTDST1 through
ISYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISYMRESC, the total
number of medium response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60
and greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISYMDST1-8        ISYPCMR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Range of Values:

Since ISYPCMR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCMR1 through ISYPCMR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYPCOCW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Writes

ISYPCOCW contains the percentage of OSAM physical I/O operations that were due to OSAM chained writes during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXOCW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Chnd Wr

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCOCW depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCOCW is calculated as:

ISYPCOCW=100 * ISYOSQWT /

    (ISYOSRIO + ISYOSFMT + ISYOSWIO + ISYOSQWT + ISYOSRKU);

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCOSR is calculated as:

ISYPCOCW=100 * ISYOSQWT / (ISYOSRIO+ISYOSWIO+ISYOSQWT);

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCOCW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCOCW is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCOFW - Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Writes

ISYPCOFW contains the percentage of OSAM physical I/O operations that were due to OSAM forced writes during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXOFW - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Fcd Wrt

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued
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Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCOFW depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCOFW is calculated as:

ISYPCOFW=100 * ISYOSWIO /

   (ISYOSRIO + ISYOSFMT + ISYOSWIO + ISYOSQWT + ISYOSRKU);

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCOFW is calculated as:

ISYPCOFW=100 * ISYOSWIO / (ISYOSRIO+ISYOSWIO+ISYOSQWT);

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCOFW takes any numeric value in the following range: A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCOFW is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCOSR - Pct ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O OSAM Reads

ISYPCOSR contains the percentage of OSAM physical I/O operations that were due to OSAM reads (not counting ISAM
RKU/SETL I/O) during the checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXOSR - Max Pct ISAM/OSAM Phys I/O OSAM Reads

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCOSR depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCOSR is calculated as:

ISYPCOSR=100 * ISYOSRIO /

   (ISYOSRIO + ISYOSFMT + ISYOSWIO + ISYOSQWT + ISYOSRKU);

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCOSR is calculated as:

ISYPCOSR=100 * ISYOSRIO / (ISYOSRIO+ISYOSWIO+ISYOSQWT);

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCOSR takes any numeric value in the following range:  A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

ISYPCOSR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict is the percentage of scheduling conflicts that were due to program conflict in the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXPCF - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Program Confl

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPCPCF=100 * ISYSIPGM /  (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI + ISYSIOTH);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPCF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPFB - Pct Pre Fetch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue

Pct Pre Fetch Req Sat - Free Blk Queue is the percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied by blocks found in
the free block queue in the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMPFQ - MFS P/F Blocks On F/B Queue

             ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

             ISYMXPFB - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, Free Block Queue

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:
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             ISYPCPFB=100 * ISYFMPFQ / ISYFMPFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPFB is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPFI - Pct MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

ISYPCPFI contains the percentage of MFS physical I/O activity that was due to satisfying prefetch requests during the
checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

             ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

             ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

             ISYMXPFI - Max MFS Pre Fetch I/O As Pct Of All I/O

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

    ISYPCPFI=100 * ISYFMPFI / (ISYFMPFI+ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCPFI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPFI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPIF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Satis - Imd Fetch Queue

Pct Pre Ftch Req Satis - Imd Fetch Queue is the percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied by blocks found
in the immediate fetch queue in the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

             ISYFMPIQ - MFS P/F Blocks On I/F Queue

             ISYMXPIF - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, I/F Queue

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCPIF=100 * ISYFMPIQ / ISYFMPFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero, maximum is 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPIF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPNI - Pre Fetch Requests Satisfied w/o I/O

ISYPCPNI contains the percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied by blocks found in memory during the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMPFQ - MFS P/F Blocks On F/B Queue

             ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

             ISYFMPIQ - MFS P/F Blocks On I/F Queue

             ISYFMPPQ - MFS P/F Blocks On P/F Queue

             ISYMXPNI - Max Pre Fetch Requests Satis w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPCPNI depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPCPNI is calculated as:

ISYPCPNI=100 * (ISYFMPPQ+ISYFMPIQ+ISYFMPFQ) / ISYFMPFR;

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPCPNI is calculated as:

ISYPCPNI=100 * (ISYFMPIQ+ISYFMPFQ) / ISYFMPFR;

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCPNI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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ISYPCPNI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPPF - Pct Pre Ftch Req Sat - Pre Fetch Queue

ISYPCPPF contains the percentage of MFS prefetch requests that were satisfied by blocks found in the prefetch queue
during the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain zero or SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Computed data element -   Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

             ISYFMPPQ - MFS P/F Blocks On P/F Queue

             ISYMXPPF - Max Pre Fetch Req Sat, Pre Fetch Queue

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

             ISYPCPPF=100 * ISYFMPPQ / ISYFMPFR;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPCPPF takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPPF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff is the percentage of scheduling conflicts that were due to priority cutoff in the system
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYMXPRC - Max Pct Sched Conflict, Priority Cutoff

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:
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             ISYPCPRC=100 * ISYSICUT /

                   (ISYSIPGM + ISYSICUT + ISYSIDBI + ISYSIOTH);

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCPRC is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage

Short Response Percentage: Values ISYPCSR1 through ISYPCSR7 represent the percent of response time for short
response events for all users, which completed within each response distribution category defined by the user. ISYPCSR1
is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISYPCSR2 is the percentage completing within the first and
second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are maintained because the eighth is always 100
percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISYPCSR1 through ISYPCSR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYSRESC - Short Responses Counted

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISYTDST1 through
ISYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISYSRESC, the total
number of short response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISYSDST1-8        ISYPCSR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------
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         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Note:

Since ISYPCSR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCSR1 through ISYPCSR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPCTRX - Total Response Percentage

Total Response Percentage: Values ISYPCTR1 through ISYPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short,
medium, long, and conversational response events, for all users, which completed within each response distribution
category defined by the user. ISYPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISYPCTR2 is the
percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are
maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISYPCTR1 through ISYPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
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of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISYTDST1 through
ISYTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISYTRANS, the total
number of response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      ISYTDST1-8        ISYPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       )60               1

Note that since ISYPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that
each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

Range of Value:

The value ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISYPCTR1 through ISYPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

Pseudo Elapsed Time is a user-defined variable available for recording dispatchable time data for a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to an approximate value. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSISY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is set by the user.

Range of Value:

The range of value is user-defined.

Summarization Process:

ISYPETTM is the sum of all the ISYPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYPIFQC - Number Of Find QCB Pgm Isolation Pool Operations

Number Of Find QCB Pgm Isolation Pool Operations represents the total number of find QCB operations requested from
the program isolation manager since the last checkpoint. This value is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed
checkpoint data. To compute the number of Find QCBs which occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in
the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of
Find QCBs which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYAVPIS - Avg Length Of PI Search Per Request

             ISYMXPIS - Max Length Of PI Search Per Request

             ISYPSPIR - Program Isolation Service Requests Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPISRCH. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPIFQC contains the sum of all the ISYPIFQC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPIINC - Getmain Increment for Pgm Isoln Pool

Getmain Increment for Pgm Isoln Pool represents the increment that was specified for use as the maximum memory
amount in a conditional getmain when expanding the program isolation enqueue pool. This increment is specified in the
CORE parameter of the IMSCTF IMS generation macro as the number of 1K (1024 byte) blocks, where the minimum
value for the getmain is 256 bytes.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER bytes of storage.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPIINCR. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISYPIINC contains the last ISYPIINC value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPIMAX - Maximum Size Of Program Isolation Pool

Maximum Size Of Program Isolation Pool represents the maximum number of bytes used within the program isolation
pool. This value is specified in the CORE= parameter of the IMSCTF IMS generation macro for maximum subpool size, in
units of 1k (1024 byte) blocks.

Type:

Maximum element   --  NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER bytes of storage.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPIUSE - Current And Max Pgm Isolation Pool Used

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPIMAX. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPIMAX contains the largest ISYPIMAX value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPIMSY - Max Pgm Isolation Pool Synonyms Searched

Max Pgm Isolation Pool Synonyms Searched represents the maximum number of PI synonyms searched for any single
find QCB request. This value in the DETAIL time-span is the maximum used since IMS start, and in the DAYS and above
time-spans is the maximum observed in the summarization level.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPISYNM. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYPIMSY contains the largest ISYPIMSY value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPITSY - Total Program Isolation Pool Synonyms Searched

Total Program Isolation Pool Synonyms Searched represents the total number of PI pool synonyms searched during
Find QCB operations requested from the program isolation manager since the last checkpoint. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of synonyms searched since the
last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of synonyms searched between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYAVPIS - Avg Length Of PI Search Per Request

             ISYMXPIS - Max Length Of PI Search Per Request

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPISYNA. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPITSY is the sum of all the ISYPITSY values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPIUSE - Current And Max Pgm Isolation Pool Use

Current And Max Pgm Isolation Pool Use is the amount of storage in use for the program isolation enqueue pool at the
time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Maximum data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER bytes of storage.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPIMAX - Maximum Size Of Program Isolation Pool

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '09'X, field name
STPIUSED. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has mask '..........G.' in position 11.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISYPIUSE contains the largest ISYPIUSE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that if IMS runs out of storage in this pool, it will ABEND with a user 775 ABEND. Such pool saturation is more likely
to occur as the value of this data element approaches the value of ISYPIMAX.

ISYPSBHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from PSB

ISYPSBHW contains the maximum number of bytes used within the program specification block pool since IMS restart.

Type:

Maximum data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYPSBHW contains the value input from field STSPHIGH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYPSBHW takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSBHW contains the largest ISYPSBHW value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSBSZ - Size Of PSB Pool

Size Of PSB Pool is the size of the program specification block pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '05'X, the second
statistics group, field name STSPSIZE. The contents of this field are appropriate only if the CKPTMASK field has a value
of 'E' in position 9.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSBSZ contains the last ISYPSBSZ value encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSBUS - Current Amount Used from PSB Pool

ISYPSBUS contains the amount of storage in use for the program specification block pool at the time a checkpoint is
taken.

Type:

Retained data element -   Numeric, measurement unit isinteger.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYPSBUS contains the value input from field STSPRES of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYPSBUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSBUS contains the last ISYPSBUS value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSIMF - MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate is the rate of MFS immediate fetch requests in units of requests per second over
the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYFMIFR - MFS Immediate Fetch Request

             ISYMXIMF - Max MFS Buffer Immed Fetch Request Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSIMF = ISYFMIFR / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYPSIMF is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSISI - ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

ISYPSISI contains the rate of ISAM/OSAM physical I/O activity in units of I/O operations per second over the checkpoint
interval.

Type:

Calculated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXISI - Max ISAM/OSAM Physical I/O Rate

             ISYOSFMT - OSAM Format Logical Cylinders

             ISYOSQWT - OSAM Queued Writes

             ISYOSRIO - OSAM Read I/Os

             ISYOSRKU - ISAM/OSAM BISAM RKU Or QISAM SETL

             ISYOSWIO - OSAM Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPSISI depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPSISI is calculated as:

ISYPSISI=(ISYOSRIO+ISYOSFMT+ISYOSWIO+ISYOSQWT+ISYOSRKU)

         / DURATION;

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPSISI is calculated as:

ISYPSISI=(ISYOSRIO+ISYOSWIO+ISYOSQWT) / DURATION;

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPSISI takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSISI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSISO - ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate is the rate of ISAM/OSAM buffer pool requests in units of requests per second
over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
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  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXISO - Max ISAM/OSAM Buffer Pool Request Rate

             ISYOSBMG - Calls To OSAM Buffer Manager

             ISYOSNBK - OSAM New Block Requests

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSISO = (ISYOSBMG + ISYOSNBK) / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSISO is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSLDL - Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

ISYPSLDL contains the rate of dynamic log latch conflicts in units of conflicts per second over the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Calculated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCDLG - Dynamic Log Latch Conflicts

             ISYMXLDL - Max Dynamic Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLDL = ISYLCDLG / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPSLDL takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSLDL is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

This rate should be very close to zero.
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ISYPSLEC - Exclusive Control Latch Conflict Rate

Exclusive Control Latch Conflict Rate is the rate of exclusive control latch conflicts in units of conflicts per second over the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCXCN - Exclusive Control Latch Conflicts

             ISYMXLEC - Max Exclusive Control Latch Confl Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLEC = ISYLCXCN / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSLEC is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

This rate should be very close to zero.

ISYPSLGN - Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

ISYPSLGN contains the rate of DMB latch conflicts in units of conflicts per second over the checkpoint interval.

This data element will contain SAS missing values for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Calculated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCDMB - DMB And ISAM/OSAM Latch Conflicts

             ISYMXLGN - Max Generic (all DMB) Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLGN = ISYLCDMB / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPSLGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISYPSLGN is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

This rate should be very close to zero.

ISYPSLLL - Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate is the rate of logical log latch conflicts in units of conflicts per second over the system
measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCLOG - Logical Log Latch Conflicts

             ISYMXLLL - Max Logical Log Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLLL = ISYLCLOG / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSLLL is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSLMN - DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate is the rate of DC monitor latch conflicts in units of conflict per second over the system
measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCMON - DC Monitor Latch Conflicts

             ISYMXLMN - Max DC Monitor Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLMN = ISYLCMON / DURATION;
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The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSLMN is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSLSM - Storage Management Latch Conflict Rate

Storage Management Latch Conflict Rate is the rate of storage management latch conflicts in units of conflict per second
over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYLCSMG - Storage Management Latch Conflict

             ISYMXLSM - Max Storage Manage Latch Conflict Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSLSM = ISYLCSMG / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSLSM is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSMFB - Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate

ISYPSMFB contains the rate of MFS buffer pool physical I/O activity in units of I/O operations per second over the
checkpoint interval.

Type:

Calculated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYFMDIO - MFS Directory I/O Operations

             ISYFMIFI - MFS Immediate Fetch I/Os

             ISYFMPFI - MFS Prefetch I/Os

             ISYMXMFB - Max Msg Format Buffer Pool I/O Rate
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Element Derivation:

The calculation of ISYPSMFB depends on the IMS system level.

• For IMS 3.1 and below, ISYPSMFB is calculated as:

ISYPSMFB=(ISYFMPFI+ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO) / DURATION;

• For IMS 4.1 and above, ISYPSMFB is calculated as:

ISYPSMFB=(ISYFMIFI+ISYFMDIO) / DURATION;

• For any IMS system, the value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPSMFB takes any numeric value in the  following range: 

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSMFB is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSMQD - Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate is the rate of queue manager calls to dequeue a message in units of messages
dequeued per second over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXMQD - Max Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

             ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To DEQ A Mesg(s)

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSMQD = ISYQMDEQ / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSMQD is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYPSMQE - Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate is the rate of message enqueue activity in units of calls to enqueue a message per
second over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXMQE - Max Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

             ISYQMENQ - Queue Manager Calls To ENQ A Mesg

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSMQE = ISYQMENQ / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSMQE is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSMQI - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate is the rate of message queue physical I/O activity in units of I/O operations per second over
the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXMQI - Max Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

             ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSMQI = (ISYQMRED + ISYQMWRT) / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYPSMQI is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Requests

Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Requests is the rate of message queue internal requests in units of requests per second
over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXSQR - Max Msg Queue Buffer Intrnl Rate Rqstd

             ISYQMALT - Locate And Alter Queue Manager

             ISYQMLCT - Locate Calls From Queue Manager

             ISYQMPRG - Req To Purge Msg Queue Pool

             ISYQMREL - Release Calls From Queue Manager

             ISYQMSYC - Req To Wait From Queue Manager

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSMQR = (ISYQMLCT+ISYQMREL+ISYQMALT+ISYQMPRG+ISYQMSYC)

              / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSMQR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSMSG - Msg Processing Rate

Msg Processing Rate is the rate of SMB message dequeue activity. It is measured in units of messages dequeued per
second over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMBDO  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class Other

             ISYMBDSO - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class Other

             ISYMBDSX - Msgs Dequeued Stopped SMBs, Class X

             ISYMBDX  - Msgs Dequeued Started SMBs, Class X

             ISYMXMSG - Max Msg Processing Rate
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Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as the sum of all the ISYMBDx and ISYMBDSx data elements plus ISYMBDO plus ISYMBDSO,
divided by DURATION. The sum is the total of all messages dequeued during the measurement interval, and then divided
by the number of seconds in the interval, to give a measure of the number of messages dequeued per second.

If DURATION is zero, ISYPSMSG is set to zero.

Range of Value:

ISYPSMSG's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSMSG contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSPFR - Msg Format Buffer Pre Fetch Request Rate

Msg Format Buffer Pre Fetch Request Rate is the rate of MFS prefetch requests in units of requests per second over the
system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYFMPFR - MFS Prefetch Requests

             ISYMXPFR - Max Msg Format Bfr Pre Fetch Rqst Rate

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSPFR = ISYFMPFR / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSPFR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSPIR - Program Isolation Service Requests Rate

Program Isolation Service Requests Rate is the rate of program isolation activity in units of program isolation requests per
second over the system measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.
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  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXPIR - Max Program Isoln Serv Requests Rate

             ISYPIFQC - Number Of FINDQCB Pgm Isoln Pool Ent

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

      ISYPSPIR = ISYPIFQC / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSPIR is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Scheduling Rate is the rate of scheduling activity in units of successful schedule operations per second over the system
measurement interval.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             ISYMXSCD - Max Scheduling Rate

             ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

             ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

             ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

             ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

             ISYSISCD - SMBs Examined For Scheduling

Element Derivation:

This field is calculated as:

ISYPSSCD = (ISYSISCD -(ISYSIPGM+ISYSICUT+ISYSIDBI+ISYSIOTH)) / DURATION;

The value is set to zero if the divisor is zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYPSSCD is recomputed from the summarized values of the variables included in the formula from which it is derived.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYQMALT - Locate And Alter Queue Manager Calls

Locate And Alter Queue Manager Calls is the number of times the message queue manager (DFSQMGR0) called the
message queue buffer manager (DFSQBFM0) with a request to locate a buffer and mark it altered. An altered block will
be written to auxiliary storage if the buffer is stolen to be used for another request, or due to a buffer purge at an IMS
checkpoint.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

             ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

             ISYQMLCT - Locate Calls From Queue Manager

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCLALT. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMALT is the sum of all the ISYQMALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMBFR - Queue Manager Waits For No Buffer

Queue Manager Waits For No Buffer is the number of times the queue manager could not satisfy a message enqueue
request (input, to SMB, or output, to CNT) because there was not enough storage in the message queue pool to get the
queue block to fulfill the request.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Element Derivation:
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This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTBFR. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMBFR is the sum of all the ISYQMBFR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Non-zero values indicate a critical shortage of message queue buffer size. Respecify through the MSGQUEUE macro.

ISYQMBLK - Queue Manager Buffers Locked

Queue Manager Buffers Locked is the number of times the message queue buffer manager (DFSQBFM0) locked a buffer
during buffer update processing. The lock is done by marking the buffer as being updated by a dummy ID so that the
buffer will not be subject to reuse.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYQMFRE - Queue Manager Buffers Unlocked

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCBLOCK. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMBLK is the sum of all the ISYQMBLK values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMCAN - Queue Manager Calls To Cancel A Message

Queue Manager Calls To Cancel A Message is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 was called
with a request to cancel a message. A message can be cancelled as a result of requests by a user exit routine, a null
message segment (zero length), a /CANCEL command, an invalid IMS command, a TP hardware error, or a security
violation. This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value
is computed using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which
occurred since the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative
count in the current checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCCANC. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMCAN is the sum of all the ISYQMCAN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMCON - Queue Manager Wait For Enq/Deq Conflict

Queue Manager Wait For Enq/Deq Conflict is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 called
the message queue buffer manager DFSQBFM0 with a request to locate a buffer and mark it altered after waiting for
synchronization. This field should contain the same value as ISYQMSYC.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

             ISYQMSYC - Req To Wait From Queue Manager

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTQ. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMCON is the sum of all the ISYQMCON values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYQMDEQ - Queue Manager Calls To Deq A Msg(s)

Queue Manager Calls To Deq A Msg(s) is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 was called to
dequeue a message at end-of-message processing, or save a response mode message after a line failure, or delete a
message from the backup message queue(s).

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

             ISYMQIOR - Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

             ISYMQIOW - Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

             ISYPSMQD - Msg Queue Buffer Dequeue Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCDEQ. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMDEQ is the sum of all the ISYQMDEQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMDRN - Addr to DRRN Trnsl Req Queue Manager

Addr to DRRN Trnsl Req Queue Manager is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 called the
message queue buffer manager DFSQBFFM0 with a request to translate an address to a DRRN. A DRRN is a relative
record number within a message queue data set.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:
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This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTDRRN. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMDRN is the sum of all the ISYQMDRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMENQ - Queue Manager Calls to Enq a Msg

Queue Manager Calls to Enq a Msg is the number of times the message queue manager enqueued or re-enqueued
an OUTPUT message on an SMB or CNT. This could be for a temporary or a final destination queue. Re-enqueueing a
message is the process of moving a backup copy of a message to queue 5, usually for conversational processing.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSMQE - Msg Queue Buffer Enqueue Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCENQ. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMENQ is the sum of all the ISYQMENQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMFRE - Queue Manager Buffers Unlocked

Queue Manager Buffers Unlocked is the number of times a locked buffer was unlocked. On an aggregate basis, this value
should equal the number of buffers locked, or there is an IMS internal logic error that will eventually cause a critical queue
manager buffer area storage problem. See ISYQMBLK.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYQMBLK - Queue Manager Buffers Locked

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCBFREE. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMFRE is the sum of all the ISYQMFRE values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMIOE - Queue Manager Temp I/O Error Not Retried

Queue Manager Temp I/O Error Not Retried is the number of times the message queue buffer manager got an I/O error
reading from or writing to message queue data sets. This is not necessarily the number of bad blocks. The I/O is retried
three times and the count is incremented for each retry. If a block is read successfully on the third attempt, this field will
still have been incremented by two.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCIOER. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMIOE is the sum of all the ISYQMIOE values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYQMLCT - Locate Calls From Queue Manager

Locate Calls From Queue Manager is the total number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 called the
message queue buffer manager DFSQBFM0 with a request to locate a buffer. This does not include requests to locate a
buffer and mark it altered (see ISYQMALT).

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

             ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

             ISYQMALT - Locate And Alter Queue Manager

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCLCT. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMLCT is the sum of all the ISYQMLCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMMID - RRN Of Last Dummy Rcd Assigned

RRN Of Last Dummy Rcd Assigned: If the queue manager is called to assign (but not locate a free) DRRN and none is
available, and the caller will accept dummy RRNs, one is assigned. This number is the count of times such a situation has
happened. The DCB indicator is set to '88'X to indicate the dummy assignment.

Type:

Retained data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPLDMID. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISYQMMID is the sum of all the ISYQMMID values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMOUT - Queue Manager Wait for Other DECB Write

Queue Manager Wait for Other DECB Write is the count of times the queue manager filled a locate request with a block
that was in memory but was in the process of being written to auxiliary storage. The locate request had to wait for the
write to complete.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTOUT. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMOUT is the sum of all the ISYQMOUT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMPRG - Req To Purge Msg Queue Pool

Req To Purge Msg Queue Pool is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 called the message
queue buffer manager DFSQBFM0 with a request to purge the message queue pool. This process writes all altered
buffers to the message queue data sets. It is done at IMS checkpoint time.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request
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Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCPRG. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMPRG is the sum of all the ISYQMPRG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMPRW - Queue Manager Waits for Purg Complete

Queue Manager Waits for Purg Complete is the number of times a buffer was available for use but could not immediately
be chained to the active buffers because a purge was in progress. This explanation is according to comments in
DFSQBFM0. Module DFSQMGR0 updates this same field every time a request is received which requires serialization
with a dumpq/purge, re-enqueue LIFO, re-enqueue FIFO, release or transfer.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTPRG. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMPRW is the sum of all the ISYQMPRW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMRED - Queue Manager Read Requests

Queue Manager Read Requests is the number of read I/O operations done by the message queue buffer manager to the
message queue data sets.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
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the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

             ISYMQIOR - Msg Queue Buffer Reads Per Msg

             ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

             ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

             ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

             ISYPCMQR - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

             ISYPSMQI - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCREAD. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMRED is the sum of all the ISYQMRED values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The number of message queue I/Os is recorded by DCMONITOR. A very large number indicates a shortage of message
queue buffers. A very small number indicates overallocated buffers.

ISYQMREL - Relse Calls From Queue Manager

Relse Calls From Queue Manager is the number of times the message queue manager DFSQMGR0 called the message
queue buffer manager DFSQBFM0 to release a buffer. This is really a call to locate a buffer and mark it not altered.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCREL. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMREL is the sum of all the ISYQMREL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMREP - Queue Mgr Calls To Reposition At Lost Buffer

Queue Mgr Calls To Reposition At Lost Buffer is the number of times the queue manager was called to reposition on
a message that was "washed out" of the buffer. "Washed out" means the message was removed from the chain of
messages being processed. The possible causes for such removal are TP hardware errors, having a line quiesced, queue
5 conversational output message delete, and other errors.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCREPOS. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMREP is the sum of all the ISYQMREP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMREQ - Calls To Queue Manager

Calls To Queue Manager is the number of times the queue manager DFSQMGR0 was called. The queue manager is
called from various points within IMS to perform many functions relating to the processing of IMS message queues, mostly
DFSICIO0. A code in field DECTYPE of the DECB contains the exact function to be performed. Macro INTFQMGR is
expanded in the assembly of DFSQMGR0, documenting each function and the calling routines.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCBREQ. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMREQ is the sum of all the ISYQMREQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes For Purge

Queue Manager Writes For Purge is the number of writes to the message queue data sets due to a purge of the buffers.
This purge is done at IMS checkpoint time.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

             ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

             ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPBFRPG. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMRPG is the sum of all the ISYQMRPG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISYQMSYC - Req To Wait From Queue Manager

ISYQMSYC contains the number of times during the checkpoint interval the message queue manager (DFSQMGR0)
called the message queue buffer manager (DFSQBFM0) with a request to locate a buffer and to wait for current buffer
processing to complete before synchronizing the locate and mark operations. An altered block will be written to auxiliary
storage if the buffer is stolen to be used for another request, or due to a buffer purge at an IMS checkpoint.

This data element will contain zero for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated data element - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPSMQR - Msg Queue Buffer Internal Rate Request

             ISYQMCON - Queue Manager Wait For ENQ/DEQ Conflict

Element Derivation:

ISYQMSYC contains the value input from field STQSYNC of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '02'X.

Range of Value:

ISYQMSYC takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMSYC is the sum of all the ISYQMSYC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMUSR - Queue Manager Buffers Unchained PCBs

Queue Manager Buffers Unchained PCBs is the total number of QTPPCBs unchained from a buffer when the buffer is
freed from one user and then used by another user, or when a new buffer is read into memory or written out.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCUSER. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISYQMUSR is the sum of all the ISYQMUSR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMWIN - Queue Manager Wait For Other DECB Read

Queue Manager Wait For Other DECB Read is the count of times the queue manager filled a locate request with a block
that was in memory but was in the process of being written to auxiliary storage. The locate request had to wait for the
write to complete.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYMQIWT - Msg Queue Buffer Iwaits Per Msg

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPWTBFR. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMWIN is the sum of all the ISYQMWIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Queue Manager Write Requests is the total number of write requests done by the message queue buffer manager. This
includes both writes done for purge and writes done for buffer steals. Writes done for steals alone is not stored, but may
be derived by subtracting the number of purge writes (ISYQMRPG) from total writes (ISYQMWRT).

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask
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             ISYMQIOM - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Per Msg

             ISYMQIOW - Msg Queue Buffer Writes Per Msg

             ISYPCMQC - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Chkpt Write

             ISYPCMQF - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Forced Write

             ISYPCMQP - Pct MQB Int Requests Satisfied In Pool

             ISYPCMQR - Pct Msg Queue Buffer I/O Reads

             ISYPSMQI - Msg Queue Buffer I/O Rate

             ISYQMRPG - Queue Manager Writes For Purg

             ISYQMWRT - Queue Manager Write Requests

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '02'X, field name
QPCWRIT. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.....B......' in position 6.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYQMWRT is the sum of all the ISYQMWRT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYQWILG - Queue Manager Number of Waits for Log

ISYQWILG contains the number of times the IMS queue manager waited for logging to complete during the checkpoint
interval.

This data element will contain zero for IMS systems at IMS 4.1 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYQWILG contains the value input from field STQWTILG of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '02'X.

Range of Value:

ISYQWILG takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYQWILG contains the sum of all values of ISYQWILG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYRESTM - Message Region Residency Time

The time the transactions executed by all users were resident within IMS message processing regions (MPP or BMP).
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See $IMSRESP for more information on transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the start and end time stamps of the transaction:

ISURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;

The data element ISYRESTM is derived from the hourly summarization of the data element ISURESTM at the days level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYRESTM is set to the sum of all ISYRESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

ISYSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processing region. This is the number of
transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions were
counted for response analysis, and does not include any IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYSCHCT is the sum of the ISUSCHCT data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISYSCHCT contains the sum of all ISYSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

Count Short Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISYSDST1 through ISYSDST8, contains the number of short response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISYSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISYSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISYSDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISYSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUSDSTx  elements that are accumulated for ALL IMS users.

ISUSDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "S" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSDSTx contains the sum of all ISYSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSERVU - Service Units

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of service units for all users over the system measurement interval.

An exit, _USRSISY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable - ****  SEE VERIFY LISTINGS ***

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values for ISYSERVU together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSERVU is set to the sum of all ISYSERVU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSIBMP - Number of BMPs Active

ISYSIBMP contains the number of BMPs active at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYSIBMP contains the value input from the first two bytes of field STMPACT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS
log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X.

Range of Value:

ISYSIBMP takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYSIBMP contains the sum of all values of ISYSIBMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSICUT - SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff

SMBs Not Scheduled Priority Cutoff is the number of times an SMB is unschedulable because scheduling option 1 or 2
was specified in the TRANSACT macro for a transaction in the same class that was previously denied scheduling (and
currently unschedulable) due to intent failure.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

             ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

             ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

             ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

             ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

             ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X, field name
SCDNSCUT. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.........F..' in position 10.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSICUT is the sum of all the ISYSICUT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSIDBI - SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent

SMBs Not Scheduled DB Intent is the number of times SMBs were marked unschedulable due to database intent.
Database intent failure can be caused by a pool space failure in the DMB, PSB, or PSBW pool, but more commonly
occurs because a database needed for a transaction's processing is held for the exclusive use of another transaction,
through the use of the value "E" in some combination of the PROCOPT= parameter in the transaction's PCB for that
database. See the IBM IMS Utilities Reference Manual for further information.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

             ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

             ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

             ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

             ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

             ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X, field name
SCDNSDB. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.........F..' in position 10.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSIDBI is the sum of all the ISYSIDBI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Use of the PROCOPT=xE parameter in the PCB or SENSEG macros for the PCB is an attempt to circumvent Program
Isolation. Noticeable numbers in this data element indicate that an appreciable amount of scheduling overhead is being
wasted by scheduling the transaction to the database intent level, getting an intent failure, and backing out the schedule.
Investigate eliminating PROCOPT=xE with program isolation for possible throughput improvement.

ISYSIMPP - Number of MPPs Active

ISYSIMPP contains the number of MPPs active at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYSIMPP contains the value input from the last two bytes of field STMPACT of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS
log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X.

Range of Value:

ISYSIMPP takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYSIMPP contains the sum of all values of ISYSIMPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSIOTH - SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons

SMBs Not Scheduled Other Reasons is the number of times a transaction was selected to be scheduled in a message
region based on class and priority, but could not. See USAGE NOTES for a list of reasons.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict
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             ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

             ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

             ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

             ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

             ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X, field name
SCDNMISC. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.........F..' in position 10.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSIOTH is the sum of all the ISYSIOTH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This field will be incremented if the transaction is selected for scheduling in a message region but can not be scheduled
because:

• The transaction code is STOPPED or LOCKED.
• The PSB is STOPPED or LOCKED.
• A required database is STOPPED.
• The transaction code is for a BMP.

BMP transaction codes should be a unique class which is not used in any Message Processing Regions
• The PSB was not found.
• There was an I/O error reading the PSB.
• The transaction is "LOAD BALANCED" (PARLIM not 0 on the IMS generation macro TRANSACT), but the PSB is not

defined for parallel scheduling (SCHDTYP is SERIAL on the IMS generation macro APPLCTN). This is possible if a /
ASSIGN PARLIM command was issued.

• The transaction code is not "LOAD BALANCED" (PARLIM is 0), but the PSB is defined for parallel scheduling
(SCHDTYP is PARALLEL), and the transaction is already being processed in another Message Region.

• The transaction code is "LOAD BALANCED" (PARLIM not 0), and does not have enough messages on the queue to
be scheduled into another Message Region, and is in the process of having its control blocks loaded into a previously
selected region.

A program (PSB) is scheduled into a Message Region for only one transaction code at a time. Consider the case where
program APGM processes transaction codes ATRAN1 and ATRAN2. There are 3 messages for each transaction code on
the queue. APGM will be scheduled into a message region for one of these transaction codes, based on class and priority.
We will assume ATRAN2 is selected. The first GU to the I/O PCB will retrieve the first occurrence of ATRAN2; the second
GU will retrieve the second occurrence; the third GU will retrieve the third occurrence; and the fourth GU will get a "QC"
return code (no more messages), even though there are 3 messages for ATRAN1.

Parallel scheduling allows a program (PSB) to be scheduled in more than one Message Region at a time. There are two
types of parallel scheduling. Application load balancing allows a PSB to be scheduled in more than one message region
at a time, but each region is processing a different transaction code. In the case above APGM could be scheduled in one
message region for transaction ATRAN1 and in another message region for transaction ATRAN2. This is defined to IMS
by coding SCHDTYP=PARALLEL on the APPLCTN macro for APGM, and coding PARLIM=0 on the TRANSACT macro
for ATRAN1 and ATRAN2.

Transaction load balancing allows a program to be scheduled in more than one message region at the same time, with
each copy of the program processing the same transaction code. This is defined to IMS by coding SCHDTYP=PARALLEL
on the APPLCTN macro, and coding PARLIM=n on the TRANSACT macro. Whenever the queue for a transaction
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exceeds another multiple of n, IMS will try to schedule that transaction in another message region as processing regions
with compatible transaction class become available.

If n=5, IMS will attempt to schedule a second copy of the PSB for this transaction when its queue reaches 6. If the
transaction is already being processed in two message regions and the queue reaches 11, IMS will attempt to schedule
a third message region, and so forth. The value of PARLIM can be altered by the /ASSIGN command to dynamically alter
load balancing requirements.

ISYSIPGM - SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict

SMBs Not Scheduled Program Conflict is the number of SMBs that were not scheduled because the program that
processes this SMB is currently executing, AND parallel processing is not allowed for this application. Parallel processing
is specified by the SCHDTYP parameter of the APPLCTN macro as PARALLEL. The default for this parameter is a value
of SERIAL, causing program isolation.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

             ISYPCCOT - Pct Scheduling Conflict - Misc Cause

             ISYPCDBI - Pct Sched Conflict - DB Intent Conflict

             ISYPCPCF - Pct Sched Conflict - Program Conflict

             ISYPCPRC - Pct Sched Conflict - Priority Cutoff

             ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X, field name
SCDNSPGM. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.........F..' in position 10.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSIPGM is the sum of all the ISYSIPGM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSISCD - SMBs Examined For Scheduling

SMBs Examined For Scheduling is the total number of SMBs that were examined for scheduling.

This data element represents the number of such events in the system measurement interval. This value is computed
using a cumulative count in the detailed checkpoint data. To compute the number of such events which occurred since
the last checkpoint, the cumulative count in the previous checkpoint is subtracted from the cumulative count in the current
checkpoint. The difference is the number of such events which occurred between the two checkpoints.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

             ISYPCCFL - Pct Scheduling Conflict

             ISYPSSCD - Scheduling Rate

Element Derivation:

This data element comes from the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type '45'X, subtype '06'X, field name
SCDNSCHD. The contents of this field are appropriate if the CKPTMASK field has mask '.........F..' in position 10.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSISCD is the sum of all the ISYSISCD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When a dependent region becomes available for scheduling, the IMS Transaction Class Table is accessed. SMBs chained
to the first class specified for the region in the TCT are examined until a schedulable SMB is found. If no schedulable SMB
is found on the chain for the first specified transaction class, the chain for the second class of the region is run. This data
element is the number of SMBs examined altogether, including failures (unschedulable SMBs) and successes (SMBs that
were found schedulable and thus scheduled).

ISYSRESC - Short Transaction Counted

Short Transaction Count is the number of short transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYCRESC - Conv. Responses Counted

             ISYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYSRESC is the sum of the ISUSTRN data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISYTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISYSRESC is set to the sum of all ISYSRESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYSRMTR - SRM Ended Transactions

A user-defined variable available for recording number of SRM ended transactions attributable to all users for a system
measurement interval.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of SRM count. An exit, _USRSISY, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation
algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable - ****  SEE VERIFY LISTINGS ***

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSRMTR is set to the sum of all ISYSRMTR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

Short Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for short response events completed during
the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYSRSTM is the sum of the ISUSRSTM data elements over all users.
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Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYSRSTM is set to the sum of all ISYSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISYSUCTM contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISYTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISYSUCTM is set to the sum of all ISUSUCTM values over all users during the summarization to DAYS time-span.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISYSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISYSUCTM = Zero

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element contains
missing values.

ISYSUCTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis and capacity planning for work
that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP processors. Excessive values
for ISYSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded to prevent excessive use of
expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.
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ISYTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

ISYTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             ISYTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYTAPPC is the sum of the ISUTAPPC data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTAPPC contains the sum of all ISYTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTDSTX - Total Response Distribution

Count Total Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISYTDST1 through ISYTDST8, contains the total number of response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISYTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISYTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISYTDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISYTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISYCDSTX - Conv. Response Distribution

             ISYLDSTX - Long Response Distribution

             ISYMDSTX - Medium Response Distribution

             ISYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage

             ISYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage

             ISYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage

             ISYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage
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             ISYSDSTX - Short Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element of the ISYTDSTx group is the sum of the associated value of the ISUTDSTx data element group.
ISUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of S, M, L, or C.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYTDSTx contains the sum of all ISYTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

ISYTMCBF is the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer handler in processing transactions for the
system.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMCBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMCBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMCBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

ISYTMCDL is the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I processor in processing transactions for the
system.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMCDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMCDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMCDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

ISYTMCP is the measure of CP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for this system. This
measure of CP time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online configurations, this is an
apportionment of the CP processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW systems, this
time includes only the CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).

The ISYCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMCP is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CP time accumulation; for
example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield
seconds.

The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time

ISYTMCRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the control region since the last program record.

ISYTMCRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for systems that specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter.

Control Region Overhead is a field for which there may be no data collected, depending upon IMF data collection options.
Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member IMFECP00
of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event Control
Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISYTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISYTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISYTMCRO is read from the IMF program

                         record.  The value in the record is

                         the TOD clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMCRO is the sum of all the ISYTMCRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

ISYTMDBF is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer handler in processing transactions for the
system.

Note: This data element is only available for IMF systems and is not available for non-IMF (NOCIMS) systems.
If no IMF systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not
  on the prefix.MICS.PARMS library database. If an IMF system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-IMF data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMDBF is read from the IMF transaction record. The
value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the doubleword
value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMDBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMDBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

ISYTMDCP contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.
This measure of CPU time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW
systems, this time includes the TCB CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see
$IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU
time accumulated under the dependent region's TCB.

The ISYCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMDCP is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for
example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield
seconds.

The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMDCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMDCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

ISYTMDDL is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in processing transactions for the
system.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMDDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMDDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISYTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

ISYTMDOC is the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I processor in opening and closing databases for
transactions executed by this system.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMDOC is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMDOC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMDOC that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time

ISYTMDRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the dependent region since the last program record.

ISYTMDRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for systems that specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon
parameters placed in member IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control
Region CPU times. In the event Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISYTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISYTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISYTMDRO is read from the IMF program

                         statistics record.  The value in

                         the record is the TOD clock format of

                         the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit

                         51 of the doubleword value is 1

                         microsecond.  The value is read as

                         PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield

                         seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMDRO is the sum of all the ISYTMDRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMSCH - Dependent Region Schedule/Termination

ISYTMSCH represents the amount of CPU time used by the Control Region performing the scheduling and termination
process of applications in dependent regions.

ISYTMSCH is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for systems that specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Users who process both IMF and non-IMF data within a single update run will find this
field to contain valid data for the IMF-controlled IMSID and to contain zeros for the IMS system for which NOCIMS was
specified. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISYTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISYTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISYTMSCH is read from position 136 of

                         the IMF program statistics record.

                         The value in the record is the TOD
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                         clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMSCH is the sum of all the ISYTMSCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

ISYTMZAP is the measure of zAAP/zIIP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application.
In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment of the zAAP processing time from the type 7 log
record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time includes the zAAP/zIIP time spent in the dependent
region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).

Note: The ISYTMZAP data element contains missing values for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

See also: $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

          $IMSCPU - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

          $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

          ISYTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

          ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

          ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISYTMZAP is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the zAAP time accumulation; for
example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield
seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

For BMC MAINVIEW, ISYTMZAP is calculated as Dependent Region Processing Time (ISYTMDCP) minus Dependent
Region CP Time (ISYTMCP).

ISYTMZAP = ISYTMDCP - ISYTMCP

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTMZAP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYTMZAP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Tot Locks Held is the total number of locks held for all checkpoints/syncpoints that occured during
the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISYMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISYAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANTLKH      The fullword counter at position 465

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 225 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISYTOLKH      The fullword counter at position 769

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYTOLKH is the sum of all the ISYTOLKH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

ISYTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISYTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISYTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYTOTHR is the sum of the ISUTOTHR data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTOTHR contains the sum of all ISYTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

ISYTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISYTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYTOTMA is the sum of the ISUTOTMA data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTOTMA contains the sum of all ISYTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

ISYTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L ) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found, plus the number of fast path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYCRESC - Conv. Responses Counted

             ISYERESC - Excessive Responses Counted

             ISYLRESC - Long Responses Counted

             ISYMRESC - Medium Responses Counted

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             ISYPCTRX - Total Response Percentage

             ISYSRESC - Short Responses Counted

             ISYTRESC - Total Responses Counted

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISYTRANS is the sum of the ISUTRANS data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYTRANS contains the sum of all ISYTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYTRESC - Total Responses Counted

Total Responses Counted is the number of transactions processed for all users.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYTRESC is set from, and is identical to the value of ISYTRANS in the DAYS time span.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYTRESC is the sum of all the ISYTRESC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This field is used to recalculate average total response time (over short, medium, long and conversational) transactions,
and to calculate total response distribution percentages, in the IMSISY file summary process.

ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for all transactions completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.
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Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSACUM - IMS System File User Data Accumulation

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

             ISYPCTRX - Total Response Percentage

             ISYPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

Element Derivation:

ISYTRSTM is the sum of the ISUTRSTM data elements over all users.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISYTRSTM is set to the sum of all ISYTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

ISYUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor. This is the number of
transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions
were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions executed if such
transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

ISYUOWCT is the sum of the ISUUOWCT data elements for all users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISYUOWCT contains the sum of all ISYUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYUPTM - IMS System Up Time

The time IMS is available for use by IMS users.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLOSS - IMS Monitor Data Loss Condition

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The length of the monitor measurement interval, DURATION, is accumulated as ISYUPTM, unless the system interval
time specification (from the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, on the OPTIONS statement) has been
exceeded by 50 percent and checkpoint numbers are not monotonically increasing. If this has happened, DURATION and
ISYUPTM are set to the interval specification.

For example, assume the specified system interval is 15 minutes. If the initial calculation of DURATION was 17 minutes,
DURATION and ISYUPTM would take the value of the calculation, 17 minutes. If the initial calculation was 22.6 minutes
(greater than 1.5 times 15 minutes, or 22.5 minutes), the previous checkpoint number was 204, and the new checkpoint
number is 1, DURATION and ISYUPTM would be set to 15 minutes. This situation could happen in such situations as
having IMS restarted due to catastrophic system failure.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value for a particular system is DURATION.

Summarization Process:

ISYUPTM contains the sum of all ISYUPTM values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYWPSHW - Maximum Amount Ever Used from WPSB

ISYWPSHW contains the maximum number of bytes in use in the PSB work pool since IMS restart.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYWPSHW contains the value input from field STSWHIGH of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYWPSHW takes any numeric value in the following range:
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A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYWPSHW contains the maximum value of ISYWPSHW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYWPSSZ - Size of PSBW Pool

ISYWPSSZ contains the size of the PSB work pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYWPSSZ contains the value input from field STSWSIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYWPSSZ takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by your IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:

ISYWPSSZ contains the last value of ISYWPSSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYWPSUS - Current Amount Used from PSBW

ISYWPSUS contains the amount of storage used in the PSB work pool at the time a checkpoint is taken.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSLREC - IMS Log Record Formats

             CKPTMASK - Checkpoint Record Component Mask

Element Derivation:

ISYWPSUS contains the value input from field STSWSIZE of the statistics checkpoint record of the IMS log, record type
'45'X, subtype '05'X.

Range of Value:

ISYWPSUS takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is controlled by the IMS system definition.

Summarization Process:
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ISYWPSUS contains the last value of ISYWPSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

ISYXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP) processor.

Note: The ISYXCSTM data element contains the same value as the Total CPU Time (ISYCPUTM) data element for IMS
regions before Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions before  Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW
for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 See also:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

            $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

            ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

            ISYTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

            ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

            ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

            ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISYSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISYZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. ISYXCSTM is derived by subtracting the ISYSUCTM and
ISYZACTM values from the value in Total CPU Time (ISYCPUTM). The values in the record are the Time of Day (TOD)
clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value is
read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)

ISYXCSTM = ISYCPUTM (Total CPU Time) -

           ISYSUCTM (Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP) -

           ISYZACTM (Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP)

• All other releases:
ISYXCSTM = ISYCPUTM (Total CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYXCSTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISYXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (ISYTMCP). It is the portion of ISYTMCP that had to execute on a
general-purpose CP processor.

ISYXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general-purpose CP processors.
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For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISYXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible
will be properly populated.

ISYZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISYZACTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute
on a zAAP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISYTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISYTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISYSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISYXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISYZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISYZACTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISYZACTM = Zero

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISYZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISYZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12.1. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISYZACTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis and capacity planning for work
that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP processors. Excessive values
for ISYZACTM CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to prevent excessive use of
expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.
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Application Unit Activity File - EMH Non-IMF (IMS_IA)
The placement of observations is dependent only on the data source used and the scheduling mechanism involved.

N ote: If the NOFP option is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS) or in the LDEPARM data set, then transactions
scheduled by the EMH will not be collected in the IMS_IA file.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     IMSAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     IMSAPU    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

  .D.M..E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .D.M..E  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

  ......E  IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IMSRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  .D.M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .D.M..   IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

  .D.M..   IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

  .D.M..   IAUFPSRC - FP Sync Point Return Code

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

  .D.M..E  IAUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.M..E  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8
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  .D.M..   IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCOST  - Processing Charge

  .D.M..E  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

  .D.M..   IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.M..E  IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUDBDLT - Data Base Deletes

  .D.M..E  IAUDBDNO - Number of Data Bases Accessed

  .D.M..E  IAUDBGN  - Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.M..E  IAUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.M..E  IAUDBIST - Data Base Inserts

  .D.M..E  IAUDBOTH - Other Data Base Calls (System Service)

  .D.M..E  IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUDBREP - Data Base Replaces

  .D.M..E  IAUDBTOT - Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

  .D.M..E  IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

  .D.M..   IAUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

  .D.M..E  IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

  .D.M..   IAUFPCIC - FP CI Contentions

  .D.M..E  IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

  .D.M..   IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

  .D.M..   IAUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

  .D.M..   IAUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

  .D.M..   IAUFPWFB - FP Buffer Waits

  .D.M..E  IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input Messages Count

  .D.M..E  IAUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

  .D.M..E  IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7
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  .D.M..E  IAULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

  .D.M..E  IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMSTOT - Total Number of Message Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..   IAUNOLOG - User Logons

  .D.M..E  IAUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output Messages Count

  .D.M..E  IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

  .D.M..   IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

  .D.M..E  IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

  .D.M..E  IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.M..E  IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..   IAUSRU   - System Resource Units

  .D.M..E  IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

  .D.M..E  IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

  .D.M..E  IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.M..E  IAUTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8
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  .D.M..E  IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMDOC - Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.M..   IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP/zIIP Time

  .D.M..E  IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .D.M..E  IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

  .D.M..E  IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

  .D.M..E  IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.M..E  IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDB  - Max Data Bases Accessed

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg. Buffer Handler Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDDT - Max Data Base Deletes

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDGN - Max Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDGU - Max Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDIS - Max Data Base Inserts

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDOC - Max Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDOT - Max Other Data Base Calls (sysm Serv)

  .D.M..E  IAUMXDRP - Max Data Base Replaces

  .D.M..E  IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count
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  .D.M..E  IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

  .D.M..E  IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

  .D.M..E  IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.M..E  IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.M..E  IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.M..E  IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .D.M..E  IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.M..E  IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

  .D.M..E  IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR1 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR2 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR3 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR4 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR5 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR6 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.M..   IAUPCTR7 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 7

IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

IAUABEND is the total number of transactions that terminated abnormally in this application unit for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Element Derivation:

IAUABEND is set from the value of ISUABEND at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUABEND is the sum of all the IAUABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Note:

Alternate Terminal Output Length is the number of characters written to an alternate terminal PCB by transactions
executed by this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNALCHR      The contents of the halfword value at

                         position 169 of the CIMS transaction

                         log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUALT is the sum of all the IAUALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

Avg Conversational Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time
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             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUCRSTM and IAUCTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

Avg Excessive Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUERSTM and IAUETRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVETM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Avg Locks Held is the average number of locks held during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Average data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived by dividing the total number of locks held (IAUTOLKH) by the number of
checkpoints/syncpoints (IAUCPCNT) for the IMS transaction.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVLKH is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

Avg Long Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAULRSTM and IAULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

Avg Medium Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUMRSTM and IAUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVSTM - AVG SHORT RESPONSE TIME

Avg Short Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time
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             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUSRSTM and IAUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

IAUAVTRT contains the average of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution over all
executions for this application unit. The average is taken of the total available general purpose CP processor CPU time for
each transaction.

The IAUAVTRT data element contains the average of Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later
running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUAVTRT is calculated from the derived data elements IAUCPUTM and IAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

The Response Time All Functions is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this
application unit for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:
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Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

IAUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements IAUTRSTM and IAUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Buffer Compactions documentation is not available at this time.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

             ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

This field is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction activity record, log type 'FA'X, field TRNBUFCP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUBUFCP is the sum of all the IAUBUFCP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

Count Conv. Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUCDST1 through IAUCDST8, contains the number of conversational
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUCDSTx fields
are incremented if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "C" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCDSTx contains the sum of all IAUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

A user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to an application unit.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of connect time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUCONTM is set to the sum of all IAUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCOST - Processing Charge

Processing Charge is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user
calculation of processing costs for each application unit. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACCOST  - Processing Charges

             ISUCOST  - Processing Charge

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for IAUCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCOST is set to the sum of all IAUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints is the number of checkpoints and syncpoints that occured during the execution of an IMS
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANNCKP      The fullword counter at position 457

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 217 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path
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                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUCPCNT      The fullword counter at position 761

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCPCNT is the sum of all the IAUCPCNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Instructions Executed is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Element Derivation:

IAUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at CA MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed (IAUCPUTM) by the IMS user.

Range of Value:

This value has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCPUNI contains the sum of all IAUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in the MICS.PARMS library member, SYSID.

IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Note:

Note:

IAUCPUTM contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.

The IAUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter, setting this total time includes (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
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control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For Non-BMC systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for
more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

             IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUCPUTM is set to ISUCPUTM at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUCPUTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

If you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online with the DB2 Extensions, the DB2 time is included in IAUDB2TM.
Otherwise, DB2 CPU time is included in IAUCPUTM.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUCRSTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time

Conversational Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for conversational
response events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time
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             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUCRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

Conversational Transaction Count is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'C', the value of IAUCTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'C',
indicating conversational, one count is added into IAUCTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUCTRN is set to the sum of all IAUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Database Deletes is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this application unit.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTDLET       The sum of the halfword delete

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DDL      An apportionment of the DLRDLET field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBDLT is the sum of all the IAUDBDLT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

IAUDBDNO is the number of databases accessed per transaction, during DETAIL transaction processing. This number
is accumulated during summarization to provide the number of database accesses during all transactions. Carrying the
number in this form is necessary for production of average DL/I function calls per database per transaction.

This data element is only present with Control/IMS systems.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMXDB  - Max Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNDBTLR      The 2-byte counter of the number of

                         database segments in the Control/IMS

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Data element is missing from the
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                         database.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBDNO is the sum of all the IAUDBDNO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBGN - Database Get Nexts

Database Get Nexts is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from all databases by
applications for this application unit. This number represents the generic get next function, and includes the sum of all GN
(get next), GHN (get hold next), GNP (get next within parent), and GHNP (get hold next within parent) DL/I functions.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGN         The sum of the halfword get next

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGN      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGN, DLRGNP, DLRGHN and DLRGHNP

                         fields of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBGN is the sum of all the IAUDBGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBGU - Database Get Uniques

Database Get Uniques is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by applications for this application unit. This number represents the generic get unique function, and includes
the sum of all GU (get unique) and GHU (get hold unique) DL/I functions.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGU         The sum of the halfword get unique

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGU      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGU1 and DLRGHU fields of the type

                         7 log record, carried as PIB4 on the

                         intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBGU is the sum of all the IAUDBGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

Database Inserts is the number of insert DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTISRT       The sum of the halfword insert

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DIS      An apportionment of the DLRISRT field
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                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBIST is the sum of all the IAUDBIST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (System Service)

Other Database Calls is the number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by applications for this
application unit. This data element applies only to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and is not present on the CA MICS
IMS database if NOCIMS is specified on IMSGENIN's OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (sysm Serv)

Element Derivation:

IAUDBOTH is set based on raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTOTHER      The sum of the halfword "other"

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

IAUDBOTH's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBOTH is the sum of all the IAUDBOTH values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

IAUDBOTM contains the sum of the IAUTMCBF, IAUTMCDL, IAUTMDBF, IAUTMDDL and IAUTMDOC data elements.
These elements contain the IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable
to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same calculation, but most of the data
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elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for more
information.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter, setting this total time will be included in the IAUCPUTM data element
since IAUCPUTM in that situation represents total CPU time. Otherwise, IAUDBOTM is not included in IAUCPUTM since
IAUCPUTM represents general purpose CP processor CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

IAUDBOTM is set equal to the value of ISUDBOTM.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBOTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUDBOTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

Database Replaces is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             IAUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTREPL       The sum of the halfword replace

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DRP      An apportionment of the DLRREPL field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as
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                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBREP is the sum of all the IAUDBREP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Total Number Of Database Calls is the sum of all individual types of database activity (logical DL/I calls) for all executions
of transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

             IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

             IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

             IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

             IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

             IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:

• For CIMS:

IAUDBTOT=IAUDBGU+IAUDBGN+IAUDBIST+IAUDBDLT+IAUDBREP+IAUDBOTH;

• For NOCIMS:

IAUDBTOT=IAUDBGU+IAUDBGN+IAUDBIST+IAUDBDLT+IAUDBREP;

Note: IAUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUDBTOT is the sum of all the IAUDBTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

IAUEAPPL is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
IAUE1STD, Sched-to-1st DL/I call time.
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This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEAPPL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 464 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEAPPL contains the sum of all IAUEAPPL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDB2 - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDB2 is the amount of DB2 call elapsed time for the transaction. DB2 activity that results from DL/I TM calls (such as
phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time
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             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDB2       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 476 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEDB2 contains the sum of all IAUEDB2 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDLDB is the amount of DL/I DB call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLDB      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 472 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEDLDB contains the sum of all IAUEDLDB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

IAUEDLTM is the amount of DL/I TM call elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
TRNESYNC. any ESS commit time that occurring as a result of a DL/I TM call is also included in this field, and not in the
IAUEDB2, IAUEMQS and IAUEOESS time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLTM      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 468 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUEDLTM contains the sum of all IAUEDLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

IAUELDLI is the elapsed time of the transaction's last DL/I call.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNELDLI      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 500 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUELDLI contains the sum of all IAUELDLI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEMQS - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

IAUEMQS is the amount of IBM MQSeries® call elapsed time for the transaction. MQSeries activity that results from DL/I
TM calls (such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)
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This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEMQS       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 480 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEMQS contains the sum of all IAUEMQS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

IAUEOESS is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. Other ESS activity that results from DL/I TM calls
(such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see IAUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time
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             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOESS      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 484 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEOESS contains the sum of all IAUEOESS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

IAUEOPCL is the amount of database open/close elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in the elapsed
time recorded in IAUEDLDB.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOPCL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 488 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUEOPCL contains the sum of all IAUEOPCL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

Excessive Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for excessive response
events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'X' (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUERSTM is set to the sum of all IAUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

IAUESYNC is the amount of sync point elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in IAUEDLTM field and the
IAUEDB2, IAUEMQS and IAUEOESS elapsed time fields. Some ESS sync point time may not be included in the ESS
time fields.
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This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNESYNC      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 492 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUESYNC contains the sum of all IAUESYNC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUETRN - EXCESSIVE TRANSACTION COUNT

Excessive Transaction Count is the number of excessive transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For IMF, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
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Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'X', the value of IAUETRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-coded relative longevity code exit (IMSRLRT) sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X', indicating excess, IAUTRANS is added into IAUETRN before IAUTRANS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUETRN is set to the sum of all IAUETRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

IAUE1STD is the amount of schedule-to-first DL/I call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             IAUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             IAUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             IAUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNE1STD      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 496 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUE1STD contains the sum of all IAUE1STD values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPBQC - Fast Path Balancing Queue Count

IAUFPBQC is the number of transactions queued on the same balancing group when the application went through sync
point processing.

Load balancing groups are used by Fast Path to ensure that transactions get equitable service and that they wait a
minimum amount of time between entry and execution.

Fast Path load balancing applies only to Fast Path Exclusive transactions using the Expedited Message Handler.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

In the non-IMF environment, the IAUFPBQC element is extracted from the 5901 IMS Fast Path record from field
FLIMBQCT. In the IMF environment, IAUFPBQC is found in the IMF FA transaction record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBQC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBQC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPBQW - Fast Path Balancing Queue Wait Time

IAUFPBQW is the amount of time Fast Path spent balancing applications which execute in multiple regions sharing a
common balancing group.

With Fast Path Exclusive transactions, the expedited message handler schedules transactions to specified regions based
upon several criteria, which are specified at IMS Systems definition time and as parms in the dependent region JCL.
These criteria include balancing group, and a parm specifying which programs can be processed by which Fast Path
region.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

Element Derivation:

IAUFPBQW is obtained from the Fast Path 590 record from field FLIMIQTM. IAUFPBQW is set to zero for IM users.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBQW contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBQW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPBQW allows the user to assess whether balancing group assumptions were correct, based upon whether
applications were having to wait an excessive amount of time before executing.

IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

IAUFPBUF represents the number of buffers required to execute Fast Path transactions for a user. The value represents
the number of normal buffers used and the number of overflow buffers used for an FP transaction.

The number of overflow buffers used can be derived by subtracting the normal buffer allocation value specified at
execution time by the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter. A positive value indicates that overflow buffers were
used. A negative value indicates the number of unused buffers from the normal allocation. A value equal to NBA indicates
that all buffers were in use and no overflow buffers were required. This might be considered "ideal," but introduces a
condition that would require constant monitoring.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element are fields FLSYNBA and FLSYOVFN in the 5937 log record for non-IMF data and the
FPBUF field for IMF data.

Range of Value:

This element can range from 0 to a maximum that is the sum of the NBA and OBA parameters specified at execution time.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPBUF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPBUF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Since Fast Path has historically been a heavy user of CSA, scrupulous use of storage was very important. Tracking usage
of Fast Path Buffer usage is important for all users, but especially for users running memory constrained.

IAUFPCIC - Fast Path Control Interval Contentions

IAUFPCIC represents the number of control interval contentions encountered by an application during the execution of a
Fast Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:
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IAUFPCIC is read from field FLSYUOWC found in the 5937 IMS log record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPCIC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPCIC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Minimizing control interval contention is important with any VSAM application; but with Fast Path processing upwards
to hundreds of transactions per second, keeping VSAM contention to minimum levels is imperative. A large value in
IAUFPCIC indicates that there are potentially too many users needing concurrent access to a specific CI. This may
indicate a problem with the balancing group algorithms or too much concurrent work.

IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

IAUFPDEC is the count of calls made to Fast Path DEDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access data entry and main storage databases. These databases are designed
to allow very fast retrieval of data. Since Fast Path was intended to allow its users very fast access to data and provide
facilities through which large numbers of transactions could be processed per day, Fast Path applications tend to be fairly
simple. In fact, this was dictated by IBM until IMS 1.3, which relaxed many of the former restrictions dealing with numbers
of segment types and total number of dependent segments per database. These rules were further relaxed with IMS 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

             IAUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

             IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB call count

Element Derivation:

The 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record is the source of this data. The data is read from log record field FLSYDECL.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDEC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDEC/IAUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB calls performed for this level of summarization.

It is important that users needing high transaction volumes and high throughput levels monitor their DEDB call count rates
in order to detect applications that have the potential for causing performance bottlenecks.

IAUFPDEP - Fast Path DEDB Put Count

IAUFPDEP represents the count of DEDB record updates for an application during sync point processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             IAUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is a count of the 5950 log records processed. One of these records is generated by Fast
Path every time a data base update occurs.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDEP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDEP/IAUTRANS equals the average number of database updates that occurred at this level of summarization.

To assure consistent responsiveness of the Fast Path system, database accesses, especially database updates, should
be minimized.

IAUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

IAUFPDER is the count of reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by an application during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             IAUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the 5937 log record field FLSYDERD.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPDER contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPDER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPDER/IAUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB reads done for a transaction at this level of summarization.

A consistently high DEDB read count may potentially degrade performance of a high volume system.

IAUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

IAUFPMSC is the count of reads made to Fast Path MSDB database records by an application during the execution of a
Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access two types of databases: main storage databases (MSDB) and data entry
databases (DEDB). The MSDB is entirely virtual memory resident and provides very quick access to data.
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The MSDB is most appropriate for read-only access and is most frequently used for tables that require very frequent
queries. While MSDBs may be updated online, they work best in read-only mode.

While there are some very large MSDBs being used, they are usually small in size. Large MSDBs, requiring many pages
of virtual memory, may have a negative impact upon performance due to increased demand paging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

Element Derivation:

This variable is read from the 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record field FLSYMSCL.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPMSC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPMSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPNBA - Fast Path Number of Buffers Allocated

IAUFPNBA represents the value of the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter found on the execute card for a Fast
Path Message Processing Region.

For an IMS application program to access Fast Path database resources (Data Entry Database (DEDB) or Main Storage
Database (MSDB)), buffers from the Fast Path buffer pool must be allocated to the region. This is done in the region
JCL by supplying NBA size. NBA is the Normal Buffer Allocation for the region and should be set to a value which will
satisfy the region's buffer requirements most of the time. These buffers are used by the DEDB to access VSAM control
intervals, and by the MSDBs and DEDBs to hold information for updating between the DL/1 call and synchronization point.
IAUFPNBA is obtained only from IMF data and is not available for non-IMF users. It represents the value specified for the
NBA parameter in the Fast Path region JCL in which user work was processed.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPSDB - FP Seq dep buffer gets

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the IMF F9 (Program Statistics) log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified on the NBA parameter of Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:
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IAUFPNBA contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPNBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPOBA - Fast Path Overfloww of Buffers Allocated

IAUFPOBA is the overflow buffer allocation for the region and is used to handle situations where the number of buffers
allocated by the Normal Buffer Allocation (NBA) parameter is not sufficient to handle the demand. Ideally, this condition
will occur infrequently.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one region must wait for the other to
reach sync point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is
issued by the application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the
duration of the latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             IAUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

IAUFPOBA will be provided in IMF data only. It represents the value specified for the OBA parameter in the Fast Path
region JCL. The variable is obtained from the IMF F9 Program Statistics Record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified in the OBA parameter of the Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPOBA contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPOBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

IAUFPOBL - Fast Path Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

IAUFPOBL is the number of buffer latch waits taken by an application during the execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.
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The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one must wait for the other to reach sync
point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is issued by the
application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the duration of the
latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI --- IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPBUF --- FP Buffers Used

             IAUFPOBA --- FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPOBL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPOBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IAUFPOBL/IAUTRANS equals the average number of waits for overflow buffer latches for this level of summarization. For
good performance, this number should be very near zero.

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path Region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

IAUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

IAUFPSDB is the number of sequential dependent buffers obtained by an application during sync-point processing of a
Fast Path transaction.

Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are intended for use by applications that need very fast insert, but that
have a very low probability of needing to retrieve the data. These segments are designed more to function as a "strip
file," updated online but processed in a batch update at night or off shift. Many sites use SDEPs to keep audit trails of
transactions.

Sequential dependent buffers are allocated separately from normal buffers and are managed in a slightly different way
from other database buffers. They are designed for very fast insert, at the expense of slower retrieval, if that is necessary.

Typical uses for SDEPs are banking applications that keep track of all withdrawals and deposits from a user's account.
The master files are then posted after normal working hours.

When a Database Descriptor (DBD) is defined for a DEDB, the user must specify whether a segment type is to be a
sequential dependent segment.

IMS generates a 5955 log record every time a sequential dependent buffer is obtained during Fast Path sync processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated
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Element Derivation:

IAUFPSDB is derived by counting the number of 5955 log records generated by IMS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPSDB contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPSDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPSRC - Fast Path Sync Point Return Code

IAUFPSRC is the result of sync point processing of a transaction which accessed Fast Path data. A nonblank character
indicates sync point failure has occurred during Fast Path processing.

Sync point processing occurs when a transaction ends or when an application issues a synchronization call. The intent of
sync point processing is to ensure integrity of the databases and to guarantee the ability to restart the IMS system should
failure occur.

Sync point processing issues a return call, indicating the status of the application at that point in time.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is available from the 5938 log record field FLSYFAIL for users not running IMF and from the F9
(Program Statistics) log record for users with IMF installed.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any one of the following alphameric characters:

SYNC POINT FAILURE REASON CODES CHARACTERS

 

          Blank Successful Sync Point Processing

      A   MSDB verify failure

      B   MSDB arithmetic overflow

      C   DEDB sequential dependent area full

      D   DEDB sequential dependent insert caused buffer

          overflow

      E   DEDB sequential dependent buffer overflow three

          times

      F   DEDB area not available for use

      G   Dynamic MSDB area full

      H   MSDB required segment not found

      L   ROLB call

      O   Out of resources

      R   Resource deadlock
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      S   Out of space in data sets

      U   Application program abend

Summarization Process:

IAUFPSRC contains the value of the last occurrence of IAUFPSRC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Since sync point failures indicate problems with the system, and since some of the problems may be very serious in
nature, it is important that this variable be monitored closely.

IAUFPSRC is a RETAINED SAS data element, which means that the variable has significance only for the last transaction
executed for the level of summarization of the observation. Users needing access to the Fast Path Sync Point Return
Code should place this variable in one of the account fields (IMSACT1-9) in the IAU file of the IMS Information Area.

IAUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

IAUFPUIO is the count of Fast Path Utility Input/Output operations performed on Fast Path DEDB Databases.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is an accumulated count of the 5953 log records processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUFPUIO contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPUIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUFPWFB - Fast Path Buffer Waits

IAUFPWFB is the number of waits for database buffers by an application during the execution of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IAUFPWFB contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUFPWFB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Fast Path buffer handling is asynchronous to transaction processing, but waits for buffers represent part of total
transaction response time. Keeping the number of times a transaction must wait to a minimum will improve overall
response time. Fast Path applications should be designed so that they do as few calls as possible, in order to minimize
times when they (or other applications waiting for buffers) must wait.

IAUGHN - Database GHN Count

Note:

IAUGHN contains the number of "get hold next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by
a transaction.

IAUGHN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database Gn Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGHN contains an apportionment of the DLRGHN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGHNP - Database GHNP Count

Note:

IAUGHNP contains the number of "get hold next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from
a database by a transaction.

IAUGHNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database Gn Count

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGHNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGHNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record
type '07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGHU - Database GHU Count

IAUGHU contains the number of get hold unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

Note: IAUGHU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGU and contains valid data only
when the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGU    - Database GU Count

             IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUGHU contains an apportionment of the DLRGHU field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGHU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUGN - Database GN Count

IAUGN contains the number of "get next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by a
transaction.

Note: IAUGN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when
the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGN contains an apportionment of the DLRGN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGNP - Database GNP Count

IAUGNP contains the number of "get next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a
database by a transaction.

IAUGNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGN    - Database GN Count

             IAUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             IAUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUGNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:
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IAUGNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUGU - Database GU Count

Note:

IAUGU contains the number of "get unique" DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

IAUGU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element IAUDBGU and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             IAUGHU   - Database GHU Count

             IAUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUGU contains an apportionment of the DLRGU1 field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

IAUGU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Msg Input Length As Queued is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes the message after it has been processed by MFS, with the communications access method overhead
removed.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count
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             IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     IAUINCH       IAUILENG = IAUINCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANINCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 1 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.  This does not include

                         messages for read-only nonrecoverable

                         transactions.  This also includes

                         message switch output records.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUILENG is the sum of all the IAUILENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the IAUINCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note:

There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH data
elements.

IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input Messages Count

The count of the number of message segments input by transaction executions for this user. The number of input
messages is an approximation of the number of interactions with the computer.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output MessagesCount

             ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUIMSGS at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUIMSGS is set to the sum of all IAUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUINCH - Terminal Input Character Count

Terminal Input Character Count is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUINCH at the detail level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUINCH is the sum of all the IAUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUILENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.
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If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note: There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH
data elements.

IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Input SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments retrieved by transactions executed for this
application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNISPAC      The halfword message input length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 161).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUINSPA is the sum of all the IAUINSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYR       The sum of the halfword keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUKEYRD is the sum of all the IAUKEYRD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYW       The sum of the halfword keyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUKEYWT is the sum of all the IAUKEYWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Count Long Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAULDST1 through IAULDST8, contains the number of long response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAULDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAULDSTx fields
are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "L" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAULDSTx contains the sum of all IAULDSTx values included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

Long Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for long response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAULRSTM is set to the sum of all IAULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAULTRN - Long Transaction Count

Long Transaction Count is the number of long transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'L', the value of IAULTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.
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The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'L',
indicating long, IAUTRANS is added into IAULTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAULTRN is set to the sum of all IAULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Count Medium Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUMDST1 through IAUMDST8, contains the number of medium
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUMDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUMDSTx fields
are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "M" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMDSTx contains the sum of all IAUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

Medium Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for medium response events
completed during the interval.
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Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'M' (medium
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Msg Get Next Count is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve secondary input message segments from
the message queue by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGN        The halfword counter at position 151

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGN      An apportionment of the DLRGNMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:
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Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGGN is the sum of all the IAUMSGGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Msg Get Unique Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve input messages from the message
queue by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGU        The halfword counter at position 149

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGU      An apportionment of the DLRGUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGGU is the sum of all the IAUMSGGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Msg Insert Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to insert output message segments to the message
queue by applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting
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             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMISRT      The halfword counter at position 153

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MIS      An apportionment of the DLRISMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGIS is the sum of all the IAUMSGIS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (SYS SERV, CHKP, STAT)

Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is directly
attributable to applications executed by this application unit. This includes miscellaneous system services, checkpoint and
statistics operations. This data element only applies to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, but the data element will
be on the CA MICS IMS database regardless of the data reduction method.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMOTHR      The halfword contents of position 157

                         in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMSGOT is the sum of all the IAUMSGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Msg Purge Count is the number of DL/I purge operations issued to purge messages from the message queue by
applications for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMPURG      The halfword counter at position 155

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MPG      An apportionment of the DLRPUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSGPG is the sum of all the IAUMSGPG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Total Number Of Message Calls is the sum of all individual types of message queue activity (logical DL/I calls) for all
executions of transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

             IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

             IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count
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             IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

             IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:

IAUMSTOT=IAUMSGGU+IAUMSGGN+IAUMSGIS+IAUMSGPG+IAUMSGOT;

Note: IAUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMSTOT is the sum of all the IAUMSTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

Medium Transaction Count is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'M', the value of IAUMTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, IAUTRANS is added into IAUMTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUMTRN is set to the sum of all IAUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

Max Alternate Terminal Output Length is the maximum number of characters output to an alternate terminal over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXALT is set from the value of IAUALT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXALT contains the largest value of IAUMXALT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Max Buffer Compactions is the maximum number of buffer compactions over all transaction executions for the application
unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

IAUMXBFC is set from the value of IAUBUFCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXBFC contains the largest value of IAUMXBFC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of control region buffer handler CPU time spent in any
transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCBF is set from the value of IAUTMCBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCBF contains the largest value of IAUMXCBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Max Control Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent in any transaction
over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCDL is set from the value of IAUTMCDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCDL contains the largest value of IAUMXCDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

IAUMXCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CP time spent in an application program per transaction over all
transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCP is set from the value of IAUTMCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

Conversational Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of
conversational transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXCTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXCTM is set to the largest IAUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDB - Max Databases Accessed

Max Databases Accessed is the maximum number of databases accessed in any transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDB is set from the value of IAUDBDNO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDB contains the largest value of IAUMXDB in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of dependent region buffer handler CPU time spent
in any transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBF is set from the value of IAUTMDBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXDBF contains the largest value of IAUMXDBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

IAUMXDBO contains the maximum amount of the sum of the IAUTMCBF, IAUTMCDL, IAUTMDBF, IAUTMDDL and
IAUTMDOC data elements. These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time
which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same calculation,
but most of the data elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBO is set from the value of IAUDBOTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDBO contains the largest value of IAUDBOTM in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Max Total Number Of Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDBT is set from the value of IAUDBTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXDBT contains the largest value of IAUMXDBT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

IAUMXDCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CPU time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDCP is set from the value of IAUTMDCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXDCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Max Dependent Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of dependent region DL/I processor CPU time spent per
transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDDL is set from the value of IAUTMDDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDDL contains the largest value of IAUMXDDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Max Database Deletes is the maximum number of logical database delete calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDDT is set from the value of IAUDBDLT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDDT contains the largest value of IAUMXDDT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Max Database Get Nexts is the maximum number of logical database get next calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDGN is set from the value of IAUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDGN contains the largest value of IAUMXDGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Max Database Get Uniques is the maximum number of logical database get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDGU is set from the value of IAUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDGU contains the largest value of IAUMXDGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Max Database Inserts is the maximum number of logical database insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBIST - Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDIS is set from the value of IAUDBIST for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDIS contains the largest value of IAUMXDIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDOC - Max Database Open And Close Time

Max Database Open And Close Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent opening
and closing databases for per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time
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Element Derivation:

IAUMXDOC is set from the value of IAUTMDOC for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDOC contains the largest value of IAUMXDOC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (SYSM SERV)

Max Other Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. Though it appears on the database regardless of the data
reduction method, its value will always be zero for NOCIMS systems.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDOT is set from the value of IAUDBOTH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXDOT contains the largest value of IAUMXDOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Max Database Replaces is the maximum number of logical database replace calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUDBREP - Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

IAUMXDRP is set from the value of IAUDBREP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXDRP contains the largest value of IAUMXDRP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXETM - Excessive Transaction Response Time Max

Excessive Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of excess
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXETM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXETM is set to the largest IAUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Max Msg Input Length As Queued is the maximum number of input message characters retrieved from the message
queue per transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXILN is set from the value of IAUILENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXILN contains the largest value of IAUMXILN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXIQ - Max Msg Input Queue Time

Max Msg Input Queue Time is the maximum amount of time an input message waited on the message queue before
being processed by an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXIQ is set from the value of IAUTMQIN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXIQ contains the largest value of IAUMXIQ in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Max Input SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area accessed in any transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXISP is set from the value of IAUINSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAUMXISP contains the largest value of IAUMXISP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS reads issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXKRD is set from the value of IAUKEYRD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXKRD contains the largest value of IAUMXKRD in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS writes issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXKWT is set from the value of IAUKEYWT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXKWT contains the largest value of IAUMXKWT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held is the maximum number of locks held between any two checkpoints/syncpoints
during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANMLKH      The fullword counter at position 461

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 221 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUMXLKH      The fullword counter at position 765

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXLKH contains the largest value of IAUMXLKH in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

Long Transaction Response Time Maximum is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions
for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation
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             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXLTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of TRANTYPE
is 'L'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXLTM is set to the largest IAUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Max Msg Get Next Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get next calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMGN is set from the value of IAUMSGGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMGN contains the largest value of IAUMXMGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Max Msg Get Unique Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMGU is set from the value of IAUMSGGU for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMGU contains the largest value of IAUMXMGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Max Msg Insert Count is the maximum number of logical message queue insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMIS is set from the value of IAUMSGIS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMIS contains the largest value of IAUMXMIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMOT - Max Msg Other CNT (SYS SERV/CHKP/STAT)

Max Msg Other CNT is the maximum number of logical message queue calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. While the data element is on the database for all systems,
NOCIMS systems will always have zero in this data element.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMOT is set from the value of IAUMSGOT for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMOT contains the largest value of IAUMXMOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Max Msg Purge Count is the maximum number of logical message queue purge calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMPG is set from the value of IAUMSGPG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMPG contains the largest value of IAUMXMPG in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Max Total Number Of Message Calls is the maximum number of logical message queue calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMST is set from the value of IAUMSTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMST contains the largest value of IAUMXMST in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

Medium Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions
for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXMTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXMTM is set to the largest IAUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNIA - Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O

Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database output operations that were satisfied in an
altered buffer, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNIOA - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNIA is set from the value of IAUNIOA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNIA contains the largest value of IAUMXNIA in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O

Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database input operations that were satisfied from a
buffer rather than I/O, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNIO is set from the value of IAUNONIO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNIO contains the largest value of IAUMXNIO in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS reads issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNKR is set from the value of IAUNKEYR for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNKR contains the largest value of IAUMXNKR in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS writes issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXNKW is set from the value of IAUNKEYW for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXNKW contains the largest value of IAUMXNKW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

Max Msg Output Length As Queued is the maximum number of output message characters written to the message queue
per transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOLN is set from the value of IAUOLENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

IAUMXOLN contains the largest value of IAUMXOLN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Max Output SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area saved by any transaction over all
transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOSP is set from the value of IAUOTSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXOSP contains the largest value of IAUMXOSP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXOSW - Max Output Msg Switch Length

Max Output Msg Switch Length is the maximum number of characters of message switch segments written by any
transaction over all transaction executions for the application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

IAUMXOSW is set from the value of IAUSWITH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXOSW contains the largest value of IAUMXOSW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

Short Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for
this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

IAUMXSTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXSTM is set to the largest IAUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUMXSUC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zIIP processor that was spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions, for this application
unit.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• VIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUMXSUC = Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• other releases:
IAUMXSUC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXSUC contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1, this element contains
missing values.

IAUMXSUC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor CPU time usage analysis, capacity planning, and
cost accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for IAUMXSUC CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

IAUMXTRT contains the maximum amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution
over all executions for this application unit.

The IAUMXTRT data element contains the maximum amount of Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
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             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXTRT is set from the value of IAUCPUTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXTRT contains the largest value of IAUMXTRT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

The maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this application unit for all response
events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

IAUMXTTM is set to the value of IAUTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXTTM is set to the largest IAUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

IAUMXXCS contains the maximum general purpose processor (CP) CPU time taken over all the values of the CP Time
Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible (IAUXCSTM) element over all transaction executions for an application unit.

The IAUMXXCS data element contains the same value as the Max CPU Time (IAUMXTRT) data element for IMS regions
prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS
Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.
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Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. IAUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the IAUSUCTM and
IAUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUMXXCS = MAX(IAUXCSTM)

• All other releases:
IAUMXXCS = IAUMXTRT (Max CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXXCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUXCSTM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

IAUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP). It is the portion of IAUTMCP that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor.

IAUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time is in the IAUMXXCS data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUMXZAC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zAAP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.
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This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUMXZAC = Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
IAUMXZAC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXZAC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of IAUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

IAUMXZAC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for IAUMXZAC CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

IAUMXZAP is the maximum amount of dependent region zAAP time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  SEE ALSO:  IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

Element Derivation:

IAUMXZAP is set from the value of IAUTMZAP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUMXZAP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of IAUMXZAP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
zeros.

IAUNIOA - Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O

Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of writes to a database that did not cause an output hardware
operation. That is, the record to be modified was already in the database buffer AND the database buffer had already
been modified by one or more record alterations.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOO        The sum of the halfword altered buffer

                         alteration counters in all the

                         database segments of a BMC MAINVIEW

                         for IMS Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNIOA is the sum of all the IAUNIOA values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYR      The sum of the halfword non-keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNKEYR is the sum of all the IAUNKEYR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYW      The sum of the halfword nonkeyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNKEYW is the sum of all the IAUNKEYW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUNOLOG - User Logons

The number of times the IMS user successfully signed on to IMS in the IMS measurement interval. The measurement
interval may include sign-ons or not, depending on the definition of the sign-on transaction identifier and its use.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of IMS session counts. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

             ISUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISYNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNOLOG is set to the sum of all IAUNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUNONIO - Data Found In Buffer W/O I/O

Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of reads from a database that did not cause an input hardware
operation. That is, the record to be read was already in the database buffer.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             IAUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOI        The sum of the halfword in-buffer

                         request counters in all the database

                         segments of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUNONIO is the sum of all the IAUNONIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Msg Output Length As Queued is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length is from the output message image before MFS processing and contains no communications access method
overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count
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Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     IAUOUTCH      IAUOLENG = IAUOUTCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANOTCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 3 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOLENG is the sum of all the IAUOLENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUOUTCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note: There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH
data elements.

IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output Messages Count

The count of the number of message segments output by transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input MessagesCount
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             ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISUOMSGS at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOMSGS is set to the sum of all IAUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Output SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments inserted by transactions executed for this
application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOSPAC      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record (pos. 165).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOTSPA is the sum of all the IAUOTSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Terminal Output Character Count is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message
queue. This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

             IAUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

             ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISUOUTCH at the detail level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUOUTCH is the sum of all the IAUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to IAUOLENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  IAUILENG/IAUMXILN     IAUINCH             Input characters

  IAUOLENG/IAUMXOLN     IAUOUTCH            Output characters

Note: There are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the IAUINCH and IAUOUTCH
data elements.

IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

Total Pct Resp Within Limit: Values IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short,
medium, long, and conversational response events, for this user, which completed within each response distribution
category defined by the application unit. IAUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; IAUPCTR2
is the percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are
maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.
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Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the PARMS library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number
of response events. The result is multiplied by 100 to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for IAUTDST1 through
IAUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of IAUTRANS, the total
number of response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and
greater than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates the calculation of these percents:

     IMSRVAL1-8      IAUTDST1-8        IAUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       >60               1

Range of Values:

Since IAUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. Also, as stated above, note that each of
the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IAUPCTR1 through IAUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUPETTM - Pseudo-Elapsed Time

Pseudo-Elapsed Time is a user-defined variable available for recording dispatchable time data for an application unit.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to an approximate value. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSIAU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is set by the user.

Range of Value:

The range of value is user-defined.

Summarization Process:

IAUPETTM is the sum of all the IAUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAURESTM - Message Region Residencye Time

IAURESTM is the time the transactions executed in this application unit were resident within IMS message processing
regions (MPP or BMP).

See $IMSRESP for more information on transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from the value of ISURESTM at the DETAIL level.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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IAURESTM is set to the sum of all IAURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

IAUSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes no IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction executed by a scheduled IMS facility causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSCHCT contains the sum of all IAUSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

Count Short Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUSDST1 through IAUSDST8, contains the number of short response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the PARMS library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit
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             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the IAUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUSDSTx fields
are incremented during DETAIL transaction processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "S" to
TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSDSTx contains the sum of all IAUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

Short Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for short response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of IAUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUSRU - System Resource Units

System Resource Units is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for
an application unit.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of such data for the user in question. This data element is derived from ISUSRU.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSRU - System Resource Units

Element Derivation:

This value is derived from ISUSRU.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSRU is set to the sum of all IAUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

Short Transaction Count is the number of short transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'S', the value of IAUSTRN is assigned from IAUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, IAUTRANS is added into IAUSTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by IAUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

IAUSTRN is set to the sum of all IAUSTRN values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUSUCTM contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
IAUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

IAUSUCTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for IAUSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.
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For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data
elements containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP
eligible will be properly populated.

IAUSWITH - Output Msg Switch Length

Output Msg Switch Length is the total length of all message switch message segments output to the message queue by
transactions executed by this application unit.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNATCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 169).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUSWITH is the sum of all the IAUSWITH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

IAUTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions
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             IAUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTAPPC data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTAPPC contains the sum of all IAUTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Count Total Responses Within Limit: Each count, IAUTDST1 through IAUTDST8, contains the total number of response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., IAUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the PARMS library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). IAUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
IAUTDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. IAUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             IAULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             IAUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element of the IAUTDSTx group is the sum of the associated IAUSDSTx, IAUMDSTx, IAULDSTx, and IAUCDSTx
elements that are accumulated for the IMS application unit. IAUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction
processing if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of S, M, L, or C.

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTDSTx contains the sum of all IAUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

IAUTMCBF is the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer handler in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMCBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCBF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

IAUTMDCL is the number of CPU seconds used by the control region DL/I processor in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time
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             IAUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMCDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCDL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

IAUTMCP is the measure of CP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application. This
measure of CP time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment
of the CP processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this time includes the CP time spent in
the dependent region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2
extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under the dependent region's TCB.

The IAUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time will include (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:
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IAUTMCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value
is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time

IAUTMCRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the control region since the last program record.

IAUTMCRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter.

Control Region Overhead is a field for which there may be no data collected, depending upon IMF data collection options.
Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member IMFECP00
of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event Control
Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

             IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMCRO is read from the IMF program

                         record.  The value in the record is

                         the TOD clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMCRO is the sum of all the IAUTMCRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDBF - Dependent Tegion Buffer Handler Time

IAUTMDBF is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer handler in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg.  Buffer Handler Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMDBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDBF contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

IAUTMDCP contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.
This measure of CPU time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW
systems, this time includes the TCB CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see
$IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU
time accumulated under the TCB of the dependent region.

The IAUTMDCP data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

IAUTMDCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDCP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

IAUTMDDL is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in processing transactions for an
application.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. IAUTMDDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IAUTMDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

IAUTMDOC is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in opening and closing databases
for transactions executed by an application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUMXDOC - Max Database Open and Close Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is set from ISUTMDOC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDOC contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMDOC that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time

IAUTMDRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the dependent region since the last program record.

IAUTMDRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in
their IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon
parameters placed in member IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control
Region CPU times. In the event Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             IAUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMDRO is read from the IMF program

                         statistics record.  The value in

                         the record is the TOD clock format of

                         the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit

                         51 of the doubleword value is 1

                         microsecond.  The value is read as

                         PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield

                         seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMDRO is the sum of all the IAUTMDRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Msg Input Queue Time is the time input messages for this application unit waited on the message queue before being
processed. This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of arrival of the message on the input queue from the
time the transaction started to process.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     IAUTMQIN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and

           TRNSTRTT
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  NOCIMS                 IAUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present; otherwise zero.

                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMQIN is the sum of all the IAUTMQIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMSCH - Dependent Region Schedule/Termination

IAUTMSCH represents the amount of CPU time used by the Control Region performing the scheduling and termination
process of applications in dependent regions.

IAUTMSCH is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for applications which specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Users who process both IMF and non-IMF data within a single update run will find this
field to contain valid data for the IMF-controlled IMSID and to contain zeros for the IMS system for which NOCIMS was
specified. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             IAUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   IAUTMSCH is read from position 136 of

                         the IMF program statistics record.

                         The value in the record is the TOD

                         clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMSCH is the sum of all the IAUTMSCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

IAUTMZAP is the measure of zAAP/zIIP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application.
In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment of the zAAP processing time from the type 7 log
record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW, this time includes the zAAP/zIIP time spent in the dependent region
executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).

The IAUTMZAP data element contains missing values for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUTMZAP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the zAAP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTMZAP contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUTMZAP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Tot Locks Held is the total number of locks held for all checkpoints/syncpoints that occured during
the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             IAUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             IAUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANTLKH      The fullword counter at position 465

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 225 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     IAUTOLKH      The fullword counter at position 769

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOLKH is the sum of all the IAUTOLKH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

IAUTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

             IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTHR data element.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOTHR contains the sum of all IAUTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

IAUTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             IAUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             IAUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of the ISUTOTMA data element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTOTMA contains the sum of all IAUTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

IAUTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L ) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found, plus the number of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             IAUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

             IAULTRN  - Long Transaction Count
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             IAUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction did not switch to another transaction.
This data element may be forced to a value of 1 or 0 by the IMSRLRT exit to accommodate site dependent requirements.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUTRANS contains the sum of all IAUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

IAUTRSTM is the total response time for the IMS application unit for all transactions completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             IAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             IAUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             IAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             IAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             IAUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             IAUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             IAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             IAUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

See $IMSRESP for a detailed description of the derivation of this data element.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

IAUTRSTM is set to the sum of all IAUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

IAUUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this application. This is
the number of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction
executions were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions
executed if such transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction processed by the IMS Analyzer causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUUOWCT contains the sum of all IAUUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

IAUXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP) processor.

The IAUXCSTM data element contains the same value as the Total CPU Time (IAUCPUTM) data element for IMS regions
prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (IAUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. IAUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the IAUSUCTM and
IAUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)

IAUXCSTM = IAUCPUTM (Total CPU Time) -

           IAUSUCTM (Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP) -

           IAUZACTM (Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP)

• All other releases:
IAUXCSTM = IAUCPUTM (Total CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUXCSTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

IAUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (IAUTMCP). It is the portion of IAUTMCP that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor.

IAUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis and, capacity planning for IMS work
that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IAUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

IAUZACTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute
on a zAAP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             IAUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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             IAUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             IAUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             IAUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             IAUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

IAUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
IAUZACTM = Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
IAUZACTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IAUZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IAUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

IAUZACTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for IAUZACTM CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the IAUXCSTM data element.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

User Activity File - EMH Non-IMF (IMS_IS)
The IMS User Activity File - Fast Path quantifies a user's IMS service (response), load, and usage.

The placement of observations is dependent only on the data source used and the scheduling mechanism involved.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     IMSID     IMSACT1   YEAR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT1  - DIVISION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT2  - REGION

  .D.MY.E  IMSACT3  - USER

  .D.MY.E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  ......E  LTERM    - Logical Terminal Identification

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  TRANSACT - Transaction Code

  ......E  TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code
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  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IMSAPU   - Application Unit Name

  .D.MY.E  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

  ......E  IMSREGIN - IMS Dependent Region Jobname

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  IMSRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  ......E  LINE     - Terminal Line Identification

  ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  ......E  PTERM    - Physical Terminal Identification

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  VTAMNODE - VTAM Node Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.   ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

  .D.MY.   ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

  .D.MY.   ISUFPSRC - FP Sync Point Return Code

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCOST  - Processing Charge

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.MY.E  ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBDLT - Data Base Deletes
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  .D.MY.E  ISUDBDNO - Number of Data Bases Accessed

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBGN  - Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBIST - Data Base Inserts

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBOTH - Other Data Base Calls (System Service)

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBREP - Data Base Replaces

  .D.MY.E  ISUDBTOT - Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

  .D.MY.E  ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUEREST - Excessive Transaction Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUETMQN - Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.   ISUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

  .D.MY.   ISUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

  .D.MY.   ISUFPCIC - FP CI Contentions

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

  .D.MY.   ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

  .D.MY.   ISUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

  .D.MY.   ISUFPUIO - FP Utility I/O Counts

  .D.MY.   ISUFPWFB - FP Buffer Waits

  .D.MY.E  ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3
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  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMSTOT - Total Number of Message Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUNOLOG - User Logons

  .D.MY.E  ISUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUSRU   - System Resource Units

  .D.MY.E  ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  ISUTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time
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  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDOC - Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP/zIIP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

  .D.MY.E  ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

  .D.MY.E  ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDB  - Max Data Bases Accessed

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg. Buffer Handler Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number of Data Base Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDDT - Max Data Base Deletes

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDGN - Max Data Base Get Nexts

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDGU - Max Data Base Get Uniques

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDIS - Max Data Base Inserts

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDOC - Max Data Base Open and Close Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDOT - Max Other Data Base Calls (sysm Serv)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXDRP - Max Data Base Replaces

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O
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  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

  .D.MY.E  ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR1 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR2 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR3 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR4 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR5 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR6 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  ISUPCTR7 - Total Pct Resp Within Limit 7

ISUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Abnormal Termination Count is the total number of transactions that terminated abnormally.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

             IAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Count

Element Derivation:

For non-IMF systems with fast path transactions, ISUABEND is set to 1 during the processing of detail transaction data if
an abnormal termination code for the transaction is present, as defined by the element ISUFPSRC (Fast Path Synch Point
Return Code).

For non-IMF systems with full function transactions, ISUABEND is set to 1 if the type 07 log record's DLRCOMP field
contains a completion code other than zero.

For IMF systems, ISUABEND is set to the intermediate record element TRANABND when TRANABND contains a value
other than '00000000'X.

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL time-span, ISUABEND's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUABEND is the sum of all the ISUABEND values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUABEND in the IMSISU file reflects full function transactions. ISUABEND in the IMS_IS file reflects fast path
transactions.

ISUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Alternate Terminal Output Length is the number of characters written to an alternate terminal PCB by transactions
executed by this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

             ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNALCHR      the contents of the halfword value at

                         position 169 of the CIMS transaction

                         log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUALT is the sum of all the ISUALT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

Avg Conversational Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISYAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVCTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUCRSTM and ISUCTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVCTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVETM - Avg Excess Response Time

Avg Excess Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVETM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUERSTM and ISUETRN.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVETM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Avg Locks Held is the average number of locks held during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Average data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived by dividing the total number of locks held (ISUTOLKH) by the number of
checkpoints/syncpoints (ISUCPCNT) for the IMS transaction.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVLKH is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

Avg Long Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of long
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
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Element Derivation:

ISUAVLTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISULRSTM and ISULTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVLTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

Avg Medium Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of medium
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             IAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVMTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUMRSTM and ISUMTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVMTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

Avg Short Response Time is the average response time used per transaction execution over executions of short
transactions for this user.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUAVSTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUSRSTM and ISUSTRN.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

ISUAVTRT contains the average of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution over all
executions for this user. The average is taken of the total available general purpose CP processor CPU time for each
transaction.

The ISUAVTRT data element contains the average of Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later
running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             IAUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUAVTRT is calculated from the derived data elements ISUCPUTM and ISUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:
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ISUAVTRT is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Avg Response Time All Functions is the average response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this
user, for all response events (short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Avg data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

ISUAVTTM is calculated from the derived data elements ISUTRSTM and ISUTRANS.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUAVTTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Buffer Compactions documentation is not available at this time.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

             ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:
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This field is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction activity record, log type 'FA'X, field TRNBUFCP.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUBUFCP is the sum of all the ISUBUFCP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

Count Conv. Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUCDST1 through ISUCDST8, contains the number of conversational
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUCDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS component installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUCDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUCDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUCDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUCDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUCDSTx fields are incremented if the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of "C" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCDSTx contains the sum of all ISUCDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

A user-defined variable available for recording terminal connect time attributable to a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of connect time for the user in question. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUCONTM - Terminal Connect Time

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCONTM is set to the sum of all ISUCONTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCOST - Processing Charge

Processing Charge is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user
calculation of processing costs for each user. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable
according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing,
then the element is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACCOST  - Processing Charges

             IAUCOST  - Processing Charge

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for ISUCOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCOST is set to the sum of all ISUCOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints is the number of checkpoints and syncpoints that occured during the execution of an IMS
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held
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             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANNCKP      The fullword counter at position 457

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 217 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISUCPCNT      The fullword counter at position 761

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPCNT is the sum of all the ISUCPCNT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

Instructions Executed is a derived value approximating the number of instructions executed during the processing of
transactions for this user.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE and represents millions of instructions.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             IAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

ISUCPUNI is calculated by multiplying the MIPS rate specified by the user at CA MICS installation time by the CPU time
consumed (ISUCPUTM) by the IMS user.

This value has a minimum value of zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPUNI contains the sum of all ISUCPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This number attempts to provide a machine- independent measure of CPU resource consumption. It is only as good as
the MIPS rate specification in the MICS.PARMS library member, SYSID.
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ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

ISUCPUTM contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non-zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time
is the same calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and
$IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

             ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

             ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is derived data as follows:

     ISUCPUTM = ISUTMDCP + ISUDBOTM;

regardless of the data reduction method. If the monitored system does not use BMC MAINVIEW, all data elements except
ISUTMDCP are zero.

For more information on the derivation of CPU time, see $IMSCPU.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUCPUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online with the DB2 Extensions, the DB2 time is included in ISUDB2TM.
Otherwise, DB2 CPU time is included in ISUCPUTM.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP/zAAP
eligible work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate
because the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.
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To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUCRSTM - Conversational Transaction Response Time

Conversational Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for conversational response events
completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'C' (conversational transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUCRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUCRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUCTRN - Conversational Transaction Count

Conversational Transaction Count is the number of conversational transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time
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             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'C', the value of ISUCTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'C',
indicating conversational, one count is added into ISUCTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUCTRN is set to the sum of all ISUCTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Database Deletes is the number of delete DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTDLET       The sum of the halfword delete

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DDL      An apportionment of the DLRDLET field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBDLT is the sum of all the ISUDBDLT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

ISUDBDNO is the number of databases accessed per transaction, during DETAIL transaction processing. This number
is accumulated during summarization to provide the number of database accesses during all transactions. Carrying the
number in this form is necessary for production of average DL/I function calls per database per transaction.

This data element is only present with Control/IMS systems.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMXDB  - Max Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNDBTLR      The 2-byte counter of the number of

                         database segments in the Control/IMS

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Data element is missing from the

                         database.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBDNO is the sum of all the ISUDBDNO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBGN - Database Get Nexts

Database Get Nexts is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from all databases by
applications for this user. This number represents the generic get next function, and includes the sum of all GN (get next),
GHN (get hold next), GNP (get next within parent), and GHNP (get hold next within parent) DL/I functions.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDGN - Max Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGN         The sum of the halfword get next

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGN      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGN, DLRGNP, DLRGHN and DLRGHNP

                         fields of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBGN is the sum of all the ISUDBGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBGU - Database Get Uniques

Database Get Uniques is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by applications for this user. This number represents the generic get unique function, and includes the GU (get
unique) and GHU (get hold unique) DL/I function sum.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTGU         The sum of the halfword get unique

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DGU      An apportionment of the sum of the

                         DLRGU1 and DLRGHU fields of the type

                         7 log record, carried as PIB4 on the

                         intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBGU is the sum of all the ISUDBGU values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

Database Inserts is the number of insert DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases by
applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTISRT       The sum of the halfword insert

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DIS      An apportionment of the DLRISRT field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBIST is the sum of all the ISUDBIST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBOTH - Other Database Calls

Other Database Calls is the number of non-standard DL/I operations issued for all databases by applications for this user.
This data element applies only to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online systems and is not present on the CA MICS database if
NOCIMS is specified on the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IMSGENIN).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls (sysm Serv)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTOTHER      The sum of the halfword "other"

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online

                         transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

ISUDBOTH's value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBOTH is the sum of all the ISUDBOTH values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

ISUDBOTM contains the sum of the ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL and ISUTMDOC data elements.
These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU time which are attributable to the
application executed. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the sam calculation, but most of the data elements
are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for more information.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time will be included in the ISUCPUTM data element
since ISUCPUTM in that situation represents total CPU time, otherwise, ISUDBOTM is not included in ISUCPUTM since
ISUCPUTM represents general purpose CP processor CPU time.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

             ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

             ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUDBOTM is equal to the sum of: ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL and ISUTMDOC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBOTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUDBOTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

Database Replaces is the number of replace DL/I operations issued to output specific database segments to all databases
by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

             ISUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTREPL       The sum of the halfword replace

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a Control/IMS transaction record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7DRP      An apportionment of the DLRREPL field

                         of the type 7 log record, carried as

                         PIB4 on the intermediate record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBREP is the sum of all the ISUDBREP values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Total Number Of Database Calls is the sum of all individual types of database activity (logical DL/I calls) for all executions
of transactions for this user.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

             ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

             ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

             ISUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (system Service)

             ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

             ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

CA MICS calculates this value as:
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• For CIMS:

ISUDBTOT=ISUDBGU+ISUDBGN+ISUDBIST+ISUDBDLT+ISUDBREP+ISUDBOTH;

• For NOCIMS:

ISUDBTOT=ISUDBGU+ISUDBGN+ISUDBIST+ISUDBDLT+ISUDBREP;

Note: ISUDBOTH is always zero for NOCIMS.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUDBTOT is the sum of all the ISUDBTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

ISUEAPPL is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
ISUE1STD, Sched-to-1st DL/I call time.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEAPPL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 464 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEAPPL contains the sum of all ISUEAPPL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEDB2 - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDB2 is the amount of DB2 call elapsed time for the transaction. DB2 activity that results from DL/I TM calls (such as
phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDB2       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 476 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEDB2 contains the sum of all ISUEDB2 values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDLDB is the amount of DL/I DB call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLDB      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 472 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEDLDB contains the sum of all ISUEDLDB values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

ISUEDLTM is the amount of DL/I TM call elapsed time for the transaction. The time includes the elapsed time recorded in
TRNESYNC. any ESS commit time that occurring as a result of a DL/I TM call is also included in this field, and not in the
ISUEDB2, ISUEMQS and ISUEOESS time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEDLTM      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 468 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEDLTM contains the sum of all ISUEDLTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

ISUELDLI is the elapsed time of the transaction's last DL/I call.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time
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             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNELDLI      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 500 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUELDLI contains the sum of all ISUELDLI values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEMQS - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

ISUEMQS is the amount of IBM MQSeries® call elapsed time for the transaction. MQSeries activity that results from DL/I
TM calls (such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEMQS       the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 480 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.
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  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEMQS contains the sum of all ISUEMQS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

ISUEOESS is the amount of application elapsed time for the transaction. Other ESS activity that results from DL/I TM calls
(such as phase 1 and phase 2 commits) is not included in this field (see ISUEDLTM.)

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOESS      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 484 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEOESS contains the sum of all ISUEOESS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

ISUEOPCL is the amount of database open/close elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in the elapsed
time recorded in ISUEDLDB.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNEOPCL      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 488 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUEOPCL contains the sum of all ISUEOPCL values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUEREST - Excessive Transaction Residency Time

Excessive Transaction Residency Time is the time during which all the excessive transactions (TRANTYPE=X) executed
by this user were resident within IMS message processing regions (MPP or BMP).

See $IMSRESP for more information on transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation
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             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the start and end time stamps of the transaction:

ISUEREST = ENDTS - STARTTS;

Range of Value:

ISUEREST is a SAS time value whose minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUEREST contains the sum of all ISUEREST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

BMPs that are not message-driven do not have residency time calculated. ISUEREST is set to zero for these message
processing regions.

ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

Excessive Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS application unit for excessive response
events completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to
'X' (excessive transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUERSTM is set to the sum of all ISUERSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

ISUESYNC is the amount of sync point elapsed time for the transaction. This time is included in ISUEDLTM field and the
ISUEDB2, ISUEMQS and ISUEOESS elapsed time fields. Some ESS sync point time may not be included in the ESS
time fields.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNESYNC      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 492 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUESYNC contains the sum of all ISUESYNC values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUETMQN - Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time

Excessive Transaction Input Queue Time is the time transactions for this user waited on the input queue before being
processed. This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of the arrival of the message on the input queue from
the time when the transaction started to process the message. It is computed for excessive transactions (TRANTYPE=X)
only.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTMQIN - MSG Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

           IMSLOGUT

  Method    Label        Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     ISUETMQN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and

           TRNSTRTT

 

  NOCIMS                 ISUETMQN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present;  otherwise zero.

                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

ISUETMQN is a SAS time value whose minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUETMQN contains the sum of all ISUETMQN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUETRN - Excessive Transaction Count

Excessive Transaction Count is the number of excessive transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.
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For IMF, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'X', the value of ISUETRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-coded relative longevity code exit (IMSRLRT) sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X', indicating excess, ISUTRANS is added into ISUETRN before ISUTRANS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUETRN is set to the sum of all ISUETRN values processed in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUE1STD - Sched-to-1st DL/I Call Elapsed Time

ISUE1STD is the amount of schedule-to-first DL/I call elapsed time for the transaction.

This data element is only populated for CIMS defined IMS regions. This element is part of the BMC Mainview for IMS®

Event Collector and elapsed times are collected under control of the ETIMEELP data collection parameter. When
ETIMEELP=Y is specified, this element will contain valid data otherwise, the element will contain a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER. The value in the data element is expressed as
microseconds.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUEAPPL - Application Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLTM - DL/I TM Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDLDB - DL/I DB Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEDB2  - DB2 Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEMQS  - MQSeries Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOESS - Other ESS Call Elapsed Time

             ISUEOPCL - Data Base Open/Close Elapsed Time

             ISUESYNC - Sunc Point Elapsed Time

             ISUELDLI - Duration of Last DL/I Call

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description
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  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNE1STD      the contents of the fillword value at

                         decimal position 496 of the CIMS x'FA'

                         transaction log record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUE1STD contains the sum of all ISUE1STD values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPBQC - Fast Path Balancing Queue Count

ISUFPBQC is the number of transactions queued on the same balancing group when the user went through sync point
processing.

Load balancing groups are used by Fast Path to ensure that transactions get equitable service and that they wait a
minimum amount of time between entry and execution.

Fast Path load balancing applies only to Fast Path Exclusive transactions using the Expedited Message Handler.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBQW - FP Balancing Queue Wait Time

Element Derivation:

In the non-IMF environment, the ISUFPBQC element is extracted from the 5901 IMS Fast Path record from field
FLIMBQCT. In the IMF environment, ISUFPBQC is found in the IMF FA transaction record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBQC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBQC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPBQW - Fast Path Balancing Queue Wait Time

ISUFPBQW is the amount of time Fast Path spent balancing users who execute in multiple regions sharing a common
balancing group.

With Fast Path Exclusive transactions, the expedited message handler schedules transactions to specified regions based
upon several criteria, which are specified at IMS Systems definition time and as parms in the dependent region JCL.
These criteria include balancing group, and a parm specifying which programs can be processed by which Fast Path
region.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBQC - FP Balancing Queue Count

Element Derivation:

ISUFPBQW is obtained from the Fast Path 5901 record from field FLIMIQTM. ISUFPBQW is set to zero for IMS users.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBQW contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBQW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPBQW allows the user to assess whether balancing group assumptions were correct, based upon whether
applications were having to wait an excessive amount of time before executing.

ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

ISUFPBUF represents the number of buffers required to execute Fast Path transactions for a user. The value represents
the number of normal buffers used and the number of overflow buffers used for an FP transaction.

The number of overflow buffers used can be derived by subtracting the normal buffer allocation value specified at
execution time by the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter. A positive value indicates that overflow buffers were
used. A negative value indicates the number of unused buffers from the normal allocation. A value equal to NBA indicates
that all buffers were in use and no overflow buffers were required. This might be considered "ideal," but introduces a
condition that would require constant monitoring.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element are fields FLSYNBA and FLSYOVFN in the 5937 log record for non-IMF data and the
FPBUF field for IMF data.

Range of Value:

This element can range from 0 to a maximum that is the sum of the NBA and OBA parameters specified at execution time.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPBUF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPBUF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Since Fast Path has historically been a heavy user of CSA, scrupulous use of storage was very important. Tracking usage
of Fast Path Buffer usage is important for all users, but especially for users running memory constrained.
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ISUFPCIC - Fast Path Control Interval Contentions

ISUFPCIC represents the number of control interval contentions encountered by a user during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

ISUFPCIC is read from field FLSYUOWC found in the 5937 IMS log record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPCIC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPCIC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Minimizing control interval contention is important with any VSAM application; but with Fast Path processing upwards
to hundreds of transactions per second, keeping VSAM contention to minimum levels is imperative. A large value in
ISUFPCIC indicates that there are potentially too many users needing concurrent access to a specific CI. This may
indicate a problem with the balancing group algorithms or too much concurrent work.

ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB Call Count

ISUFPDEC is the count of calls made to Fast Path DEDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access data entry and main storage databases. These databases are designed
to allow very fast retrieval of data. Since Fast Path was intended to allow its users very fast access to data and provide
facilities through which large numbers of transactions could be processed per day, Fast Path applications tend to be fairly
simple. In fact, this was dictated by IBM until IMS 1.3, which relaxed many of the former restrictions dealing with numbers
of segment types and total number of dependent segments per database. These rules were further relaxed with IMS 2.1.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

             ISUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

             ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB call count

Element Derivation:

The 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record is the source of this data. The data is read from log record field FLSYDECL.
This element will be missing if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPDEC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDEC that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

ISUFPDEC/ISUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB calls performed for this level of summarization.

It is important that users needing high transaction volumes and high throughput levels monitor their DEDB call count rates
in order to detect applications that have the potential for causing performance bottlenecks.

ISUFPDEP - Fast Path DEDB Put Count

ISUFPDEP represents the count of DEDB record updates for a user during sync point processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             ISUFPDER - FP DEDB read count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is a count of the 5950 log records processed. One of these records is generated by Fast
Path every time a database update occurs. This element will contain missing values if the IMF data monitor source is
used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPDEP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDEP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPDEP/ISUTRANS equals the average number of database updates that occurred at this level of summarization.

To assure consistent responsiveness of the Fast Path system, database accesses, especially database updates, should
be minimized.

ISUFPDER - FP DEDB Read Count

ISUFPDER is the count of reads made to a Fast Path DEDB database by a user during the execution of a Fast Path
transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

             ISUFPDEP - FP DEDB Put Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is read from the 5937 log record field FLSYDERD.

This element will contain missing values if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ISUFPDER contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPDER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPDER/ISUTRANS equals the average number of DEDB reads done for a transaction at this level of summarization.

A consistently high DEDB read count may potentially degrade performance of a high volume system.

ISUFPMSC - FP MSDB Call Count

ISUFPMSC is the count of reads made to Fast Path MSDB database records by a user during the execution of a Fast
Path transaction.

Fast Path exclusive transactions primarily access two types of databases: main storage databases (MSDB) and data entry
databases (DEDB). The MSDB is entirely virtual memory resident and provides very quick access to data.

The MSDB is most appropriate for read-only access and is most frequently used for tables that require very frequent
queries. While MSDBs may be updated online, they work best in read-only mode.

While there are some very large MSDBs being used, they are usually small in size. Large MSDBs, requiring many pages
of virtual memory, may have a negative impact upon performance due to increased demand paging.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPDEC - FP DEDB call count

Element Derivation:

This variable is read from the 5937 (Fast Path Statistics) log record field FLSYMSCL. This element will contain missing
values if the IMF data monitor source is used.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPMSC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPMSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPNBA - Fast Path Number of Buffers Allocated

ISUFPNBA represents the value of the NBA (Normal Buffer Allocation) parameter found on the execute card for a Fast
Path Message Processing Region.

For an IMS user program to access Fast Path database resources (Data Entry Database (DEDB) or Main Storage
Database (MSDB)), buffers from the Fast Path buffer pool must be allocated to the region. This is done in the region
JCL by supplying NBA size. NBA is the Normal Buffer Allocation for the region and should be set to a value which will
satisfy the region's buffer requirements most of the time. These buffer are used by the DEDB to access VSAM control
intervals, and by the MSDBs and DEDBs to hold information for updating between the DL/1 call and synchronization point.
ISUFPNBA is obtained only from IMF data and is not available for non-IMF users. It represents the value specified for the
NBA parameter in the Fast Path region JCL in which user work was processed.

Type:
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Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPSDB - FP Seq dep buffer gets

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the IMF FA log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified on the NBA parameter of Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPNBA contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPNBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPOBA - Fast Path Overflow of Buffers Allocated

ISUFPOBA is the overflow buffer allocation for the region and is used to handle situations where the number of buffers
allocated by the Normal Buffer Allocation (NBA) parameter is not sufficient to handle the demand. Ideally, this condition
will occur infrequently.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one region must wait for the other to
reach sync point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is
issued by the application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the
duration of the latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

             ISUFPOBL - FP Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

Element Derivation:

ISUFPOBA will be provided in IMF data only. It represents the value specified for the OBA parameter in the Fast Path
region JCL. The variable is obtained from the IMF FA log record.

Range of Value:

This element will contain the value specified in OBA parameter of the Fast Path region JCL.

Summarization Process:
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ISUFPOBA contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPOBA in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

ISUFPOBL - Fast Path Overflow Buffer Latch Waits

ISUFPOBL is the number of buffer latch waits taken by a user during the execution of a Fast Path transaction.

Fast Path uses two primary types of buffers -- "normal," controlled by the NBA parameter contained in the JCL, and
"overflow," allocated by IMS when the NBA has been exceeded. The overflow buffer allocation (OBA) is used by IMS
to cover those instances when an application may take more resources than normally required to handle some special
processing condition.

The use of OBA buffers is serialized within the system. When any region must use more than its NBA allocation, it must
first obtain an OBA latch. If more than one region requires OBA buffers at a time, one must wait for the other to reach sync
point and release the latch. Sync point is reached at either application termination or when a sync call is issued by the
application. In the event the application holding the OBA latch is a BMP (NMD for IMS 1.2 and below), the duration of the
latch may be extensive and the waiting user may have an extended delay before obtaining a response.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPBUF - FP Buffers Used

             ISUFPOBA - FP Overflow Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPOBL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPOBL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

ISUFPOBL/ISUTRANS equals the average number of waits for overflow buffer latches for this level of summarization. For
good performance, this number should be very near zero.

Frequent use of overflow buffers by a Fast Path Region probably indicates a need for increasing the NBA parameter for
that region or reassessing the application.

ISUFPSDB - FP Seq Dep Buffer Gets

ISUFPSDB is the number of sequential dependent buffers obtained by a user during sync-point processing of a Fast Path
transaction.

Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are intended for use by applications that need very fast insert, but that
have a very low probability of needing to retrieve the data. These segments are designed more to function as a "strip
file," updated online but processed in a batch update at night or off-shift. Many sites use SDEPs to keep audit trails of
transactions.
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Sequential dependent buffers are allocated separately from normal buffers and are managed in a slightly different way
from other database buffers. They are designed for very fast insert, at the expense of slower retrieval, if that is necessary.

Typical uses for SDEPs are banking applications that keep track of all withdrawals and deposits from a user's account.
The master files are then posted after normal working hours.

When a Database Descriptor (DBD) is defined for a DEDB, the user must specify whether a segment type is to be a
sequential dependent segment.

IMS generates a 5955 log record every time a sequential dependent buffer is obtained during Fast Path sync processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUFPNBA - FP Number of Buffers Allocated

Element Derivation:

ISUFPSDB is derived by counting the number of 5955 log records generated by IMS.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPSDB contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPSDB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUFPSRC - Fast Path Sync Point Return Code

ISUFPSRC is the result of sync point processing of a transaction which accessed Fast Path data. A nonblank character
indicates sync point failure has occurred during Fast Path processing.

Sync point processing occurs when a transaction ends or when an application issues a synchronization call. The intent of
sync point processing is to ensure integrity of the databases and to guarantee the ability to restart the IMS system should
failure occur.

Sync point processing issues a return call, indicating the status of the application at that point in time.

Type:

Retained data element -- CHARACTER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is available from the 5938 log record field FLSYFAIL for users not running IMF and from the F9
(Program Statistics) log record for users with IMF installed.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any one of the following alphameric characters:

SYNC POINT FAILURE REASON CODES CHARACTERS
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          Blank Successful Sync Point Processing

      A   MSDB verify failure

      B   MSDB arithmetic overflow

      C   DEDB sequential dependent area full

      D   DEDB sequential dependent insert caused buffer

          overflow

      E   DEDB sequential dependent buffer overflow three

          times

      F   DEDB area not available for use

      G   Dynamic MSDB area full

      H   MSDB required segment not found

      L   ROLB call

      O   Out of resources

      R   Resource deadlock

      S   Out of space in data sets

      U   Application program abend

Summarization Process:

ISUFPSRC contains the value of the last occurrence of ISUFPSRC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

Since sync point failures indicate problems with the system, and since some of the problems may be very serious in
nature, it is important that this variable be monitored closely.

ISUFPSRC is a RETAINED SAS data element, which means that the variable has significance only for the last transaction
executed for the level of summarization of the observation. Users needing access to the Fast Path Sync Point Return
Code should place this variable in one of the account fields (IMSACT1-9) in the ISU file of the IMS Information Area.

ISUFPUIO - Fast Path Utility Input/Output Count

ISUFPUIO is the count of Fast Path Utility Input/Output operations performed on Fast Path DEDB Databases.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is an accumulated count of the 5953 log records processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPUIO contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPUIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUFPWFB - Fast Path Buffer Waits

ISUFPWFB is the number of waits for database buffers by a user during the execution of Fast Path transactions.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

Element Derivation:

This data element is obtained from the 5937 log record field FLSYBFWT.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUFPWFB contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUFPWFB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Fast Path buffer handling is asynchronous to transaction processing, but waits for buffers represent part of total
transaction response time. Keeping the number of times a transaction must wait to a minimum will improve overall
response time. Fast Path applications should be designed so that they do as few calls as possible, in order to minimize
times when they (or other applications waiting for buffers) must wait.

ISUGHN - Database GHN Count

ISUGHN contains the number of "get hold next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by
a transaction.

ISUGHN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database Gn Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGHN contains an apportionment of the DLRGHN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGHN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUGHNP - Database GHNP Count

Note:

ISUGHNP contains the number of "get hold next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from
a database by a transaction.

ISUGHNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database Gn Count

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGHNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGHNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record
type '07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGHNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGHU - Database GHU Count

ISUGHU contains the number of get hold unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

Note: ISUGHU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGU and contains valid data only
when the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGU    - Database GU Count

             ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUGHU contains an apportionment of the DLRGHU field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.
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Range of Value:

ISUGHU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGN - Database GN Count

ISUGN contains the number of "get next" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a database by a
transaction.

Note: ISUGN is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when
the input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGNP   - Database GNP Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGN contains an apportionment of the DLRGN field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGN takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGNP - Database GNP Count

ISUGNP contains the number of "get next within parent" DL/I operations issued to retrieve database segments from a
database by a transaction.

ISUGNP is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGN and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGN    - Database GN Count

             ISUGHN   - Database GHN Count

             ISUGHNP  - Database GHNP Count

             ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUGNP contains an apportionment of the DLRGNP field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGNP takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUGU - Database GU Count

ISUGU contains the number of "get unique" DL/I operations issued to retrieve specific database segments from a
database by a transaction.

ISUGU is a temporary data element that is used to derive the element ISUDBGU and contains valid data only when the
input source is the IMS log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSDB   - IMS Database Accounting

             ISUGHU   - Database GHU Count

             ISUDBGU  - Data Base Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUGU contains an apportionment of the DLRGU1 field of the application accounting record of the IMS log, record type
'07'X.

Range of Value:

ISUGU takes any numeric value in the following range:

A minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

Not applicable.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Msg Input Length As Queued is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes the message after it has been processed by MFS, with the communications access method overhead
removed.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUINCH  - Terminal Input Character Count

             ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     ISUINCH       ISUILENG = ISUINCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANINCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 1 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.  This does not include

                         messages for read-only, nonrecoverable

                         transactions.  This also includes

                         message switch output records.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUILENG is the sum of all the ISUILENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUINCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents
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  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

Note that there are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and
ISUOUTCH data elements.

ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message input service (including get unique and get next service) for all transaction
executions for this user. The number of input messages is an approximation of the number of input message segments
read.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IACIMSGS - Number Of Input Messages

             IAUIMSGS - Terminal Input MessagesCount

             ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is calculated from the message queue operation counts:

ISUIMSGS = ISUMSGGU + ISUMSGGN;

at the DETAIL level. Summarization to further levels is done by summarizing this field rather than recalculating.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUIMSGS is set to the sum of all ISUIMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUINCH - Terminal Input Character Count

Terminal Input Character Count is the total length of all input message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length includes IMS MFS overhead, but not communications access method overhead.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:
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  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNIMCHR      The halfword message input length

                         field of the Control/IMS record

                         (pos. 159).

  NOCIMS   ISUILENG      ISUINCH = ISUILENG;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUINCH is the sum of all the ISUINCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUILENG, as constructed by MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

Note that there are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and
ISUOUTCH data elements.

ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Input SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments retrieved by transactions executed for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:
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The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNISPAC      The halfword message input length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 161).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUINSPA is the sum of all the ISUINSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYR       The  sum  of  the  halfword keyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUKEYRD is the sum of all the ISUKEYRD values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes by key to all ISAM or VSAM/KSDS databases by all
transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTKEYW       The sum of the halfword keyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUKEYWT is the sum of all the ISUKEYWT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

Count Long Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISULDST1 through ISULDST8, contains the number of long response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISULDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISULDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
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ISULDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISULDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISULDSTx  elements that are accumulated for the IMS user. 

ISULDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "L" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISULDSTx contains the sum of all ISULDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

Long Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for long response events completed during
the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'L' (long
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISULRSTM is set to the sum of all ISULRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISULTRN - Long Transaction Count

Long Transaction Count is the number of long transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'L', the value of ISULTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'L',
indicating long, ISUTRANS is added into ISULTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISULTRN is set to the sum of all ISULTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

Count Medium Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUMDST1 through ISUMDST8, contains the number of medium
response events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUMDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less
than 1 second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUMDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUMDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUMDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution
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             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUMDSTx  elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUMDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "M" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Values:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMDSTx contains the sum of all ISUMDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

Medium Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for medium response events completed
during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'M' (medium
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUMRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Msg Get Next Count is the number of get next DL/I operations issued to retrieve secondary input message segments from
the message queue by applications for this user.
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Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGN        The halfword counter at position 151

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGN      An apportionment of the DLRGNMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGGN is the sum of all the ISUMSGGN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

For transactions executed from 3270-type terminals, this field typically will contain zero, except where conversational
transactions are included in the summary level. Also, if this field is non-zero, a probabilistic number of status 'QD' get
next return codes have been included in the value (i.e., the source field is incremented when the get next runs out of
segments).

ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Msg Get Unique Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to retrieve input messages from the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMGU        The halfword counter at position 149
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                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MGU      An apportionment of the DLRGUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGGU is the sum of all the ISUMSGGU values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Msg Insert Count is the number of get unique DL/I operations issued to insert output message segments to the message
queue by applications for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMISRT      The halfword counter at position 153

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MIS      An apportionment of the DLRISMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGIS is the sum of all the ISUMSGIS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count

Msg Other Count is the count of message queue activity other than get unique, get next, insert or purge, which is directly
attributable to applications executed by this user. This includes miscellaneous system services, checkpoint and statistics
operations. This data element only applies to BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, but the data element will be on
the CA MICS IMS database regardless of the data reduction method.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other Cnt (sys Serv/chkp/stats)

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMOTHR      The halfword contents of position 157

                         in the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         record.

  NOCIMS   n/a           Contents always zero.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGOT is the sum of all the ISUMSGOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Msg Purge Count is the number of DL/I PURG calls to delineate an output message. This count includes PURG calls that
have an I/O area specified, if any, which result in inserting the first segment of the next message in the same call. Note
that the purge/insert structure does not increment the insert counter (see ISYMSGIS).

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

             ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

             ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description
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  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNMPURG      The halfword counter at position 155

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

  NOCIMS   TRAN7MPG      An apportionment of the DLRPUMES

                         field of the type 7 log record,

                         carried as PIB4 on the intermediate

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSGPG is the sum of all the ISUMSGPG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Total Number Of Message Calls is the sum of all individual types of message queue activity (logical DL/I calls) for all
executions of transactions for this user.

Type:

Calculated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

             ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

             ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

             ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

             ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

             ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

For fast path transactions, ISUMSTOT is set as follows:

      ISUMSTOT=ISUMSGGU+ISUMSGIS

For full function transactions, ISUMSTOT is set as follows:

      ISUMSTOT=ISUMSGGU+ISUMSGGN+ISUMSGIS+ISUMSGPG+ISUMSGOT

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMSTOT is the sum of all the ISUMSTOT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMTRN - Medium Transaction Count

Medium Transaction Count is the number of medium transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'M', the value of ISUMTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'M',
indicating medium, ISUTRANS is added into ISUMTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUMTRN is set to the sum of all ISUMTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXALT - Max Alternate Terminal Output Length

Max Alternate Terminal Output Length is the maximum number of characters output to an alternate terminal over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUALT - Alternate Terminal Output Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXALT is set from the value of ISUALT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISUMXALT contains the largest value of ISUMXALT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXBFC - Max Buffer Compactions

Max Buffer Compactions is the maximum number of buffer compactions over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUBUFCP - Buffer Compactions

Element Derivation:

ISUMXBFC is set from the value of ISUBUFCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXBFC contains the largest value of ISUMXBFC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of control region buffer handler CPU time spent in any
transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCBF is set from the value of ISUTMCBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISUMXCBF contains the largest value of ISUMXCBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Max Control Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent in any transaction
over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCDL is set from the value of ISUTMCDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXCDL contains the largest value of ISUMXCDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCP - Max Dependent Region CP Time

ISUMXCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CP time spent in an application program per transaction over all
transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCP is set from the value of ISUTMCP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ISUMXCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

Conversational Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of
conversational transactions for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXCTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'C'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXCTM is set to the largest ISUMXCTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDB - Max Databases Accessed

Max Databases Accessed is the maximum number of databases accessed in any transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDNO - Number of Databases Accessed

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDB is set from the value of ISUDBDNO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDB contains the largest value of ISUMXDB in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Max Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time is the maximum amount of dependent region buffer handler CPU time spent
in any transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBF is set from the value of ISUTMDBF for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBF contains the largest value of ISUMXDBF in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBO - Max DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

ISUMXDBO contains the maximum amount of the sum of the ISUTMCBF, ISUTMCDL, ISUTMDBF, ISUTMDDL, and
ISUTMDOC data elements. These elements contain IMS Control Region and Dependent Region processing CPU
time, which are attributable to the application that executes. For non-BMC MAINVIEW systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zeroes or missing values. See the individual data elements involved
and $IMSCPU for more information.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUDBOTM - DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBO is set from the highest value of ISUDBOTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBO contains the largest value of ISUDBOTM in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDBT - Max Total Number Of Database Calls

Max Total Number Of Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBTOT - Total Number Of Database Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDBT is set from the value of ISUDBTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDBT contains the largest value of ISUMXDBT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

ISUMXDCP is the maximum amount of dependent region CPU time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDCP is set from the value of ISUTMDCP for any transaction detail record processed.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDCP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXDCP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Max Dependent Region DL/I Time is the maximum amount of dependent region DL/I processor CPU time spent per
transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDDL is set from the value of ISUTMDDL for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDDL contains the largest value of ISUMXDDL in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDDT - Max Database Deletes

Max Database Deletes is the maximum number of logical database delete calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDDT is set from the value of ISUDBDLT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISUMXDDT contains the largest value of ISUMXDDT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDGN - Max DataBase Get Nexts

Max DataBase Get Nexts is the maximum number of logical database get next calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBGN  - Database Get Nexts

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDGN is set from the value of ISUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDGN contains the largest value of ISUMXDGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDGU - Max Database Get Uniques

Max Database Get Uniques is the maximum number of logical database get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBGU  - Database Get Uniques

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDGU is set from the value of ISUDBGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDGU contains the largest value of ISUMXDGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXDIS - Max Database Inserts

Max Database Inserts is the maximum number of logical database insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBIST - Database Inserts

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDIS is set from the value of ISUDBIST for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDIS contains the largest value of ISUMXDIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDOC - Max Database Open And Close Time

Max Database Open And Close Time is the maximum amount of control region DL/I processor CPU time spent opening
and closing databases for per transaction over all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--TIME,   measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDOC is set from the value of ISUTMDOC for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: ISUMXDOC contains the largest value of ISUMXDOC in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDOT - Max Other Database Calls

Max Other Database Calls is the maximum number of logical database calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.
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This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. Though it appears on the database regardless of the data
reduction method, its value will always be zero for NOCIMS systems.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBOTH - Other DataBase Calls (system Service)

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDOT is set from the value of ISUDBOTH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDOT contains the largest value of ISUMXDOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXDRP - Max Database Replaces

Max Database Replaces is the maximum number of logical database replace calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUDBREP - Database Replaces

Element Derivation:

ISUMXDRP is set from the value of ISUDBREP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXDRP contains the largest value of ISUMXDRP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXETM - Excessive Transaction Response Time Max

Excessive Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of excessive
transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation
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             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXETM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'X'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXETM is set to the largest ISUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXILN - Max Msg Input Length As Queued

Max Msg Input Length As Queued is the maximum number of input message characters retrieved from the message
queue per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUILENG - Msg Input Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXILN is set from the value of ISUILENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXILN contains the largest value of ISUMXILN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXIQ - Max Msg Input Queue Time

Max Msg Input Queue Time is the maximum amount of time an input message waited on the message queue before
being processed by an application program per transaction over all non-excessive transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.
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  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXIQ is set from the value of ISUTMQIN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXIQ contains the largest value of ISUMXIQ in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXISP - Max Input SPA Length

Max Input SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area accessed in any transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUINSPA - Input SPA Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXISP is set from the value of ISUINSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXISP contains the largest value of ISUMXISP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXKRD - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS reads issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXKRD is set from the value of ISUKEYRD for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXKRD contains the largest value of ISUMXKRD in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXKWT - Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Max ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of keyed ISAM or VSAM/KSDS writes issued in any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXKWT is set from the value of ISUKEYWT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXKWT contains the largest value of ISUMXKWT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXLKH - Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Max Locks Held is the maximum number of locks held between any two checkpoints/syncpoints
during the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Maximum data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints
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             ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANMLKH      The fullword counter at position 461

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 221 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

 

  CIMS     ISUMXLKH      The fullword counter at position 765

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXLKH contains the largest value of ISUMXLKH in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Maximum

Long Transaction Response Time Maximum is the maximum response time used over all executions of long transactions
for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXLTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of TRANTYPE
is 'L'.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXLTM is set to the largest ISUMXLTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMGN - Max Msg Get Next Count

Max Msg Get Next Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get next calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGN - Msg Get Next Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMGN is set from the value of ISUMSGGN for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMGN contains the largest value of ISUMXMGN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMGU - Max Msg Get Unique Count

Max Msg Get Unique Count is the maximum number of logical message queue get unique calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGGU - Msg Get Unique Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMGU is set from the value of ISUMSGGU for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMGU contains the largest value of ISUMXMGU in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXMIS - Max Msg Insert Count

Max Msg Insert Count is the maximum number of logical message queue insert calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGIS - Msg Insert Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMIS is set from the value of ISUMSGIS for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMIS contains the largest value of ISUMXMIS in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMOT - Max Msg Other CNT (SYS SERV/CHKP/STAT)

Max Msg Other CNT is the maximum number of logical message queue calls for system services per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

This data element applies only to Control/IMS systems. While the data element is on the database for all systems,
NOCIMS systems will always have zero in this data element.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGOT - Msg Other Count (sys Serv, Chkp, Stats)

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMOT is set from the value of ISUMSGOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMOT contains the largest value of ISUMXMOT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMPG - Max Msg Purge Count

Max Msg Purge Count is the maximum number of logical message queue purge calls per transaction over all transaction
executions for the user.

Type:
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Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSGPG - Msg Purge Count

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMPG is set from the value of ISUMSGPG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMPG contains the largest value of ISUMXMPG in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMST - Max Total Number Of Message Calls

Max Total Number Of Message Calls is the maximum number of logical message queue calls per transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUMSTOT - Total Number Of Message Calls

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMST is set from the value of ISUMSTOT for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMST contains the largest value of ISUMXMST in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

Medium Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of medium transactions
for this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             IAUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count
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             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXMTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'M'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXMTM is set to the largest ISUMXMTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNIA - Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O

Max Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database output operations that were satisfied in an
altered buffer, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNIOA  - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNIA is set from the value of ISUNIOA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNIA contains the largest value of ISUMXNIA in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O

Max Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the maximum number of database input operations that were satisfied from a
buffer rather than I/O, issued in any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNIO is set from the value of ISUNONIO for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNIO contains the largest value of ISUMXNIO in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the maximum number of nonkeyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS reads issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNKR is set from the value of ISUNKEYR for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNKR contains the largest value of ISUMXNKR in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the maximum number of non-keyed OSAM or VSAM/ESDS writes issued in
any transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXNKW is set from the value of ISUNKEYW for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXNKW contains the largest value of ISUMXNKW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

Max Msg Output Length As Queued is the maximum number of output message characters written to the message queue
per transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOLN is set from the value of ISUOLENG for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOLN contains the largest value of ISUMXOLN in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Max Output SPA Length is the maximum number of characters of scratch pad area saved by any transaction over all
transaction executions for the user.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOSP is set from the value of ISUOTSPA for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOSP contains the largest value of ISUMXOSP in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXOSW - Max Output Msg Switch Length

Max Output Msg Switch Length is the maximum number of characters of message switch segments written by any
transaction over all transaction executions for the user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Max data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUSWITH - Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

ISUMXOSW is set from the value of ISUSWITH for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXOSW contains the largest value of ISUMXOSW in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

Short Transaction Response Time Max is the maximum response time used over all executions of short transactions for
this user.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

ISUMXSTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for each detail transaction monitor record received if the value of
TRANTYPE is 'S'.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXSTM is set to the largest ISUMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUMXSUC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zIIP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions for this application unit.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible
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             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXSUC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of ISUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUMXSUC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for ISUMXSUC CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

ISUMXTRT - Max CPU Time

ISUMXTRT contains the maximum amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time used per transaction execution
over all executions for this user.

The ISUMXTRT data element contains the maximum amount of Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and
later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXTRT is set from the value of ISUCPUTM for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:
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The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXTRT contains the largest value of ISUMXTRT in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

The maximum response time used per transaction execution over all executions for this user, for all response events
(short, medium, long, and conversational).

Type:

Max data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXCTM - Conv Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

             ISUMXLTM - Long Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXMTM - Medium Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

Element Derivation:

ISUMXTTM is set to the value of ISUTRSTM for every detail transaction monitor input record.

Range of Value:

The minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXTTM is set to the largest ISUMXTTM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

ISUMXXCS contains the maximum general purpose processor (CP) CPU time taken over all the values of the CP Time
Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible (ISUXCSTM) element for all transaction executions.

The ISUMXXCS data element contains the same value as the Max CPU Time (ISUMXTRT) data element for IMS regions
prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS
Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements
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             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. ISUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the ISUSUCTM and
ISUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUMXXCS = MAX(ISUXCSTM)

• All other releases:
ISUMXXCS = ISUMXTRT (Max CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXXCS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUXCSTM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP). It is the portion of ISUTMCP that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor.

ISUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors. You can use this data
element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation:

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUMXXCS is set equal to Max CPU Time (ISUMXTRT) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUMXXCS, ISUMXSUC, and ISUMXZAC that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUMXXCS data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.
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ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUMXZAC contains the maximum amount of general processor CP engine CPU time that was eligible to execute on a
zAAP processor spent in an application program per transaction over all transaction executions.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUMXZAC = Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUMXZAC = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXZAC contains the maximum value of all occurrences of ISUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUMXZAC should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
processors. Excessive values for ISUMXZAC CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that is
used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zAAP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zAAP processor if one was available.
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ISUMXZAP - Max DeAX Dependent Region zAAP Time

ISUMXZAP is the maximum amount of dependent region zAAP time spent in an application program per transaction over
all transaction executions for this user.

Type:

Max data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zAAP Processing Time

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

Element Derivation:

ISUMXZAP is set from the value of ISUTMZAP for any transaction detail record processed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUMXZAP contains the maximum value for all occurrences of ISUMXZAP in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
zeros.

ISUNIOA - Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O

Alters To Data In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of writes to a database that did not cause an output hardware
operation. That is, the record to be modified was already in the database buffer AND the database buffer had already
been modified by one or more record alterations.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNIA - Max Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOO        The sum of the halfword altered buffer

                         alteration counters in all the

                         database segments of a BMC MAINVIEW

                         for IMS Online transaction record.
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  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNIOA is the sum of all the ISUNIOA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued is the total number of reads without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNKR - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYR      The  sum of the halfword nonkeyed read

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNKEYR is the sum of all the ISUNKEYR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued is the total number of writes without a key to all OSAM or VSAM/ESDS databases
by all transaction executions for this user.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNKW - Max OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNKEYW      The sum of the halfword nonkeyed write

                         counters in all the database segments

                         of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online

                         transaction record.

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNKEYW is the sum of all the ISUNKEYW values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNOLOG - User Logons

The number of times the IMS user successfully signed on to IMS in the IMS measurement interval. The measurement
interval may include signons or not, depending on the definition of the signon transaction identifier and its use.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of IMS session counts. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element according to
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IACNOLOG - Number Of Recognized Signons

             IAUNOLOG - User Logons

             ISYNOLOG - User Logons

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.
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Summarization Process:

ISUNOLOG is set to the sum of all ISUNOLOG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUNONIO - Data Found In Buffer Without I/O

Data Found In Buffer Without I/O is the total number of reads from a database that did not cause an input hardware
operation. That is, the record to be read was already in the database buffer.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             ISUMXNIO - Max Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     DBTNOI        The sum of the halfword in buffer

                         request counters in all the database

                         segments of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online transaction record.

 

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUNONIO is the sum of all the ISUNONIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Msg Output Length As Queued is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message queue.
This length is from the output message image before MFS processing and contains no communications access method
overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:
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Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

             ISUMXOLN - Max Msg Output Length As Queued

             ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     ISUOUTCH      ISUOLENG = ISUOUTCH;

  NOCIMS   TRANOTCH      Intermediate record field contains the

                         sum of the lengths of all text

                         segments of type 3 log records

                         attributable to the detail transaction

                         execution.  This number includes all

                         text segments of all input message

                         segments, and includes text segment

                         headers.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOLENG is the sum of all the ISUOLENG values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUOUTCH, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

Note that there are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and
ISUOUTCH data elements.
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ISUOMSGS - Terminal Output Message Count

The count of the number of calls for message output services (including type other message calls) for all transaction
executions for this user.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             IAUOMSGS - Terminal Output MessagesCount

             ISUIMSGS - Terminal Input Message Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is calculated from the message queue operation counts:

ISUOMSGS = ISUMSGIS + ISUMSGPG + ISUMSGOT;

at the DETAIL level. Summarization to further levels is done by summarizing this field rather than recalculating.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOMSGS is set to the sum of all ISUOMSGS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUOTSPA - Output SPA Length

Output SPA Length is the total length of all scratch pad area segments inserted by transactions executed for this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXOSP - Max Output SPA Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOSPAC      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
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                         Online record.

                         (pos. 165).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOTSPA is the sum of all the ISUOTSPA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUOUTCH - Terminal Output Character Count

Terminal Output Character Count is the total length of all output message segments as they appear on the message
queue. The length is found from the output message segment images before MFS processing and includes no access
method overhead.

For BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems, this value includes only output messages sent to the originating terminal.
Also, message switch message lengths are not counted as output.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUALT   - Alternate Terminal Output Length

             ISUOLENG - Msg Output Length As Queued

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNOMCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of a BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record (pos. 163)

  NOCIMS   ISUOLENG      ISUOUTCH = ISUOLENG;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUOUTCH is the sum of all the ISUOUTCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is identical in value to the ISUOLENG, as constructed by CA MICS. Two character count data elements
are provided so that the user may modify one as needed. One possible reason for modifying a field is to calculate an
approximation of the number of characters actually transmitted through the terminal access method to or from the actual
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terminal device. This character count, representing actual communication line traffic, cannot be calculated through a
general algorithm.

The method of finding actual transmission lengths may vary from site to site, according to such environmental factors as
the access method itself, and whether any local message compression is performed.

If you elect to make such an adjustment at your installation, two sets of data elements are available to hold character
counts:

  Message Length        Characters          Represents

  As Queued Set         Transmitted Set

  -----------------     -----------------   -------------------

  ISUILENG/ISUMXILN     ISUINCH             Input characters

  ISUOLENG/ISUMXOLN     ISUOUTCH            Output characters

Note that there are no standard maximum data elements that are specifically associated with the ISUINCH and
ISUOUTCH data elements.

ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

Total Pct Resp Within Limit: Values ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 represent the percent of response time for short,
medium, long and conversational response events, for this user, which completed within each response distribution
category defined by the user. ISUPCTR1 is the percentage completing within the first time period; ISUPCTR2 is the
percentage completing within the first and second time periods; and so on. Only seven response percentages are
maintained because the eighth is always 100 percent.

Response distribution categories are user-defined during the installation of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer. They are defined
by the RESP statement in the parms library member IMSOPS. The user may select seven response distribution times,
such as 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds. This permits the IMS Analyzer to record response distribution within the
user-defined limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator, according to transaction detail data
for response time. Thus, if the distribution values shown are used and a response occurred in 3.5 seconds, a count of 1
would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than or equal to 5 seconds).

ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 can then be calculated as the total of all response distribution values less than or equal to
the category desired, divided by the total number of response events completing during command execution. The result is
multiplied by 100 to be recorded as a percentage.

Type:

Percentage data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

This value is the percentage of response events that completed within the response distribution category. It is calculated
by dividing the sum of all response events in categories less than or equal to the specified category by the total number of
response events. The result is multiplied by one hundred to obtain percent. Thus, given the values for ISUTDST1 through
ISUTDST8, the number of response events completing at each user-specified time, the value of ISUTRANS, the total
number of response events, and the information that IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 are 1,2,5,10,15,30,60 and greater
than 60 seconds, the following table illustrates calculation of these percents:
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     IMSRVAL1-8      ISUTDST1-8        ISUPCTR1-7

     ----------      ----------        ----------

 

         1               2                20 percent

         2               3                50

         5               1                60

        10               1                70

        15               0                70

        30               1                80

        60               1                90

       >60               1

Range of Values:

Note that since ISUPCTR8 would always be 100 percent, it is not carried in the database. And, as stated above, note that
each of the response distribution percentages is cumulative.

The values range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

ISUPCTR1 through ISUPCTR7 are recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in the formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUPETTM - Pseudo-Elapsed Time

Pseudo-Elapsed Time is a user-defined variable available for recording dispatchable time data for a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to an approximate value. It is provided to permit
user calculation of such data for the user in question. An exit, _USRSISU, is provided to permit the user to calculate the
variable according to installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

Element Derivation:

The value of this data element is set by the user.

Range of Value:

User-defined.

Summarization Process:

ISUPETTM is the sum of all the ISUPETTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

The time all the non-eXcessive transactions executed by this user were resident within IMS message processing regions
(MPP or BMP). Note that BMPs that are not message-driven do not have residency time calculated under the current
method, and this data element will contain zero.

See $IMSRESP for more information on transaction response time and related subjects.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             IAURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYRESTM - Message Reg Residency Time

Element Derivation:

This data element is derived from the start and end time stamps of the transaction:

ISURESTM = ENDTS - STARTTS;

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISURESTM is set to the sum of all ISURESTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

ISUSCHCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this user. This is the number
of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions
were counted for response analysis, and includes no IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             IAUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

Element Derivation:
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Each detailed transaction executed by a scheduled IMS facility causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSCHCT contains the sum of all ISUSCHCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

Count Short Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUSDST1 through ISUSDST8, contains the number of short response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUSDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUSDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUSDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUSDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Each element is the sum of the ISUSDSTx elements that are accumulated for the IMS user.

ISUSDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if the user-relative longevity code routine assigns a
value of "S" to TRANTYPE.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSDSTx contains the sum of all ISUSDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

Short Transaction Response Time is the total response time for the IMS user for short response events completed during
the interval.
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Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

             ISUAVETM - Avg Excessive Response Time

             ISUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

             ISUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

             ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

This data element is assigned from the value of ISUTRSTM if the relative longevity code TRANTYPE is set to 'S' (short
transaction).

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUSRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSRU - System Resource Units

System Resource Units is a user-defined variable available for recording charging or resource utilization analysis data for
a user.

This data element is reserved for the CA MICS user. CA MICS initializes it to zero. It is provided to permit user calculation
of such data for the user in question. This data element may be calculated in the IMSRLRT exit according to user
installation algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IAUSRU - System Resource Units

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSRU is set to the sum of all ISUSRU values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUSTRN - Short Transaction Count

Short Transaction Count is the number of short transaction executions as defined by TRANTYPE.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUMXSTM - Short Transaction Response Time Max

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

If TRANTYPE is 'S', the value of ISUSTRN is assigned from ISUTRANS.

The user-relative longevity code routine sets the value of the data element TRANTYPE. If the value of TRANTYPE is 'S',
indicating short, ISUTRANS is added into ISUSTRN.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero. Maximum value is bounded by ISUTRANS.

Summarization Process:

ISUSTRN is set to the sum of all ISUSTRN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUSUCTM contains the amount of general purpose processor (CP) CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to
execute on a zIIP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP
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             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUSUCTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUSUCTM = Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP 

• All other releases:
ISUSUCTM = Missing Value

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUSUCTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUSUCTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zIIP
processors. Excessive values for ISUSUCTM CPU time might mean that your zIIP processor pool needs to be expanded
to prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zIIP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zIIP processor if one was available.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUSWITH - Output Msg Switch Length

Output Msg Switch Length is the total length of all message switch message segments output to the message queue by
transactions executed by this user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. It is not available for NOCIMS systems.
If no CIMS systems are defined in the IMSOPS member of the CA MICS parms library, this data element will not be in the
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CA MICS IMS database. If a CIMS system is defined, this data element will contain zeros for systems processed from
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSMSG  - IMS Message Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUMXOSW - Max Output Message Switch Length

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNATCHR      The halfword message output length

                         field of the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS

                         Online record.

                         (pos. 169).

  NOCIMS   n/a

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUSWITH is the sum of all the ISUSWITH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transactions

ISUTAPPC is the total number of APPC transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as an APPC transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTAPPC contains the sum of all ISUTAPPC values encountered in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUTDSTX - Count Total Responses Within Limit

Count Total Responses Within Limit: Each count, ISUTDST1 through ISUTDST8, contains the total number of response
events that completed within the user-defined limit (e.g., ISUTDST1 contains all responses that occurred in less than 1
second).

As part of the CA MICS IMS Analyzer installation, the user defines seven response distribution times in the RESP
statement of the parms library member IMSOPS. This permits CA MICS to record distributions within the user-defined
limits by adding a count to the appropriate distribution accumulator when a response event completes.

Thus, if the distribution times requested by the user were 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 seconds and a response occurred in
3.5 seconds, a count of 1 would be added to the third distribution accumulator (greater than 2 seconds and less than 5
seconds). ISUTDST1 is thus the number of response events that completed within the first user-defined time. Likewise,
ISUTDST2 is the number of response events that completed in between the first and second user-defined distribution
times. ISUTDST8 contains the number of events that took longer than the highest user-defined time.

Type:

Computed data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  IMSNODST - Number of Response Distributions

             IMSRVALX - Response Distribution

             ISUCDSTX - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

             ISULDSTX - Count Long Responses Within Limit

             ISUMDSTX - Count Medium Responses Within Limit

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUSDSTX - Count Short Responses Within Limit

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

Each element of the ISUTDSTx group is the sum of the associated ISUSDSTx, ISUMDSTx, ISULDSTx and ISUCDSTx
elements that are accumulated for the IMS user. ISUTDSTx fields are incremented during detail transaction processing if
the user relative longevity code routine assigns a value of S, M, L, or C.

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTDSTx contains the sum of all ISUTDSTx values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer Handler Time

ISUTMCBF is the measure of CPU time used by the control region buffer handler in processing transactions for a user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXCBF - Max Control Region Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMCBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the
doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time

ISUTMCDL is the measure of CPU time used by the control region DL/I processor in processing transactions for a user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXCDL - Max Control Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMCDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the
doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCDL values that were included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMCP - Dependent Region CP Time

ISUTMCP is the measure of CP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for a user. This measure
of CP time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this is an apportionment of the CP
(elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this time includes the CP time spent
in the dependent region executing the user program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2
extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under the dependent region's TCB.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

If BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6
and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting this total time includes (non- zero) values for certain parts of IMS
control region CPU time which are attributable to the application executed. For non-BMC systems, this time is the same
calculation, but most of the data elements are always zero. See the individual data elements involved and $IMSCPU for
more information.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUTMCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The value
is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the intermediate record.
The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ISUTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time

ISUTMCRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the control region since the last program record.

ISUTMCRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter.

Control Region Overhead is a field for which there may be no data collected, depending upon IMF data collection options.
Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member IMFECP00
of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event Control
Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMCRO is read from the IMF program

                         record.  The value in the record is

                         the TOD clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMCRO is the sum of all the ISUTMCRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Handler Time

ISUTMDBF is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region buffer handler in processing transactions for a
user.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDBF - Max Dependent Reg.  Buffer Handler Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMDBF is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDBF contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDBF that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing Time

ISUTMDCP contains the amount of general purpose CP processor CPU time consumed by each IMS transaction.
This measure of CPU time does not include any SRB time. In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an
apportionment of the CP (elapsed) processing time from the type 7 log record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC, this time
includes the TCB CP time spent in the dependent region executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS). If the BMC
MAINVIEW for IMS Online DB2 extensions are not installed, this value includes any DB2 CPU time accumulated under
the dependent region's TCB.

The ISUCPUTM data element contains the Total CPU Time for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for
IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDCP - Max Dependent Region Processing Time

Element Derivation:
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ISUTMDCP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDCP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDCP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time

ISUTMDDL is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in processing transactions for a
user.

This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDDL - Max Dependent Region DL/I Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data. ISUTMDDL is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online
transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit
51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDDL contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDDL that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDOC - Database Open and CLose Time

ISUTMDOC is the measure of CPU time used by the dependent region DL/I processor in opening and closing databases
for transactions executed by a user.
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This data element is only available for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online systems. If no BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online
systems (NOCIMS) are defined in the IMSOPS member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library, this data element is not in the
CA MICS IMS database. If an BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains zeros for
systems processed from non-BMC data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             IAUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUMXDOC - Max Database Open and Close Time

Element Derivation:

ISUTMDOC is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the doubleword value is 1 microsecond. The value is
read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDOC contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMDOC that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time

ISUTMDRO represents the measure of CPU overhead time in the dependent region since the last program record.

ISUTMDRO is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon
parameters placed in member IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control
Region CPU times. In the event Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMSCH - Dependent Reg Sched/Term CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMDRO is read from the IMF program
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                         statistics record.  The value in

                         the record is the TOD clock format of

                         the CPU time accumulation; i.e., bit

                         51 of the doubleword value is 1

                         microsecond.  The value is read as

                         PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield

                         seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMDRO is the sum of all the ISUTMDRO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time

Msg Input Queue Time is the time input messages for this user waited on the message queue before being processed.
This time interval is found by subtracting the time stamp of arrival of the message on the input queue from the time the
transaction started to process. It is computed for non-excessive transactions only.

Type:

Accumulated data element--TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXIQ  - Max Msg Input Queue Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

             ISYCRSTM - Conv.  Response Time Total

             ISYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

             ISYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

             ISYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

             ISYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

             ISYTRSTM - Response Time Total All Functions

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  CIMS     TRNARIVD,     ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - ARRIVTS, if there

           TRNARIVT,     is an ARRIVTS; otherwise zero.

           TRNSTRTD and
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           TRNSTRTT

 

     NOTE:  ARRIVTS is supplied with a resolution of .1 seconds

            up through release 3.3, while STARTTS has a

            resolution of .01 seconds. Since the hundredths are

            truncated in ARRIVTS, the ISUTMQIN time will on

            average exceed the actual queue time due to the

            lower resolution of ARRIVTS.

 

  NOCIMS                 ISUTMQIN = STARTTS - TRANINTS, if both

                         values are present;  otherwise zero.

                         TRANINTS is the time stamp from the

                         first type 1 log record for the

                         transaction.  STARTTS is the time

                         stamp from the type 31 log record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMQIN is the sum of all the ISUTMQIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMSCH - Dependent Region Schedule/Termination

ISUTMSCH represents the amount of CPU time used by the Control Region performing the scheduling and termination
process of applications in dependent regions.

ISUTMSCH is unique to Control/IMS and IMF systems and is not available for users who specify NOCIMS in their
IMSOPS OPTIONS parameter. Users who process both IMF and non-IMF data within a single update run will find this
field to contain valid data for the IMF-controlled IMSID and to contain zeros for the IMS system for which NOCIMS was
specified. Control over whether statistics are collected for IMF systems is dependent upon parameters placed in member
IMFECP00 of IMF's parameter library. Coding CPU=DEP will negate collecting Control Region CPU times. In the event
Control Region CPU times are not collected, the variable will contain zeros.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS CPU Time Accounting

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUTMCRO - Control Reg Overhead CPU Time

             ISUTMDRO - Dependent Reg Overhead CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is raw IMS transaction data, as follows:

  Method                 Description

  ------                 -------------------------------------

  CIMS                   ISUTMSCH is read from position 136 of
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                         the IMF program statistics record.

                         The value in the record is the TOD

                         clock format of the CPU time

                         accumulation; i.e., bit 51 of the

                         doubleword value is 1 microsecond.

                         The value is read as PIB8.6 and

                         divided by 4096 to yield seconds.

 

  NOCIMS                 Not applicable

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMSCH is the sum of all the ISUTMSCH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

ISUTMZAP is the measure of zAAP/zIIP time used by the dependent region in processing transactions for an application.
In non-BMC MAINVIEW configurations, this time is an apportionment of the zAAP processing time from the type 7 log
record (see $IMSNOCI). For BMC MAINVIEW, this time includes the zAAP/zIIP time spent in the dependent region
executing the application program (see $IMSCIMS).

The ISUTMZAP data element contains missing values for IMS regions prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS Online Version 4.6 and later running with the
ZTIME=N parameter setting.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             $IMSNOCI - IMS Log Tape Analysis With No CIMS

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUTMZAP is derived from raw IMS transaction data. The value of this field in the transaction record is the Time of Day
(TOD) clock format of the zAAP time accumulation, for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond. The
value is read as PIB8.6 and divided by 4096 to yield seconds.
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The non-BMC MAINVIEW method apportions the DLRTIME field from the type 7 log record, in timer units in the
intermediate record. The value is read by PIB4.2 and divided by 384 to convert from timer units to seconds.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTMZAP contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUTMZAP that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTOLKH - Tot Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Checkpoints/Syncpoints Tot Locks Held is the total number of locks held for all checkpoints/syncpoints that occured during
the execution of an IMS transaction.

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER VALUE.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUCPCNT - Cnt Checkpoints/Syncpoints

             ISUMXLKH - Max Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

             ISUAVLKH - Avg Checkpoints/Syncpoints Locks Held

Element Derivation:

The source of this data element is either raw IMS transaction data, or the Control/IMS data as follows:

  Method   Data Element  Description

  ------   ------------  -------------------------------------

  NOCIMS   TRANTLKH      The fullword counter at position 465

                         of the IMS transaction for Full

                         Function records and position 225 of

                         the IMS transaction for Fast Path

                         records.

  CIMS     ISUTOLKH      The fullword counter at position 769

                         of the Control/IMS transaction

                         record.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOLKH is the sum of all the ISUTOLKH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTOTHR - Total Other Transactions

ISUTOTHR is the total number of non-APPC/OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and
NOCIMS data sources.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transaction Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as other than an APPC or
OTMA transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOTHR contains the sum of all ISUTOTHR values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTOTMA - Total OTMA Transactions

ISUTOTMA is the total number of OTMA transaction executions. This element is valid for the CIMS and NOCIMS data
sources.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  ISUTAPPC - Total APPC Transaction Executions

             ISUTOTHR - Total non-APPC/OTMA Transaction

                        Executions

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction is identified as an OTMA transaction.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTOTMA contains the sum of all ISUTOTMA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

ISUTRANS is the total number of non-excessive (TRANTYPE = C,S,M,L ) transaction executions and represents
transactions whose responses are to be analyzed.

For CIMS, this is the number of type 'FA'X records found on the IMS log. For NOCIMS, this is the number of type '31'X
records for get uniques to the message queue plus the number of type '07'X records for which no associated message
queue get unique was found, plus the number of fast path transactions.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSTRAN - IMS Transaction/Message Definitions

             IACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences

             ISUAVTRT - Average CPU Time

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCTRN  - Conversational Transaction Count

             ISUETRN  - Excessive Transaction Count

             ISULTRN  - Long Transaction Count

             ISUMTRN  - Medium Transaction Count

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUSTRN  - Short Transaction Count

             ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISYTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             TRANTYPE - Transaction Type

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this data element is set to a value of 1 if the input transaction did not switch to another transaction.
This data element may be forced to a value of 1 or 0 by the IMSRLRT exit to accommodate site dependent requirements.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUTRANS contains the sum of all ISUTRANS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time

ISUTRSTM is the total response time for the IMS user for all non-excessive transactions completed during the interval.

Response events cover the internal response of the IMS transaction. See $IMSRESP for more information on response.

Type:

Computed data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSRESP - IMS Response Time Derivation

             ISUAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions

             ISUCRSTM - Conv.  Transaction Response Time

             ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time

             ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time

             ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time

             ISUMXTTM - Max Transaction Response Time

             ISUPCTRX - Total Pct Resp Within Limit

             ISUPETTM - Pseudo Elapsed Time

             ISURESTM - Message Region Residency Time

             ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time

             ISUTMQIN - Msg Input Queue Time
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Element Derivation:

See $IMSRESP for a detailed description of the derivation of this data element.

Range of Value:

Minimum value is zero.

Summarization Process:

ISUTRSTM is set to the sum of all ISUTRSTM values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that no measure of output queue time is included in the standard CA MICS definition of this data element. You may
elect to adjust response time by any pertinent installation-unique algorithm. This adjustment can be done in the relative
longevity code determination exit IMSRLRT. Adjustments made will be carried forward on all CA MICS IMS files that carry
any measures of response times.

ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

ISUUOWCT is the total number of transactions executed by an IMS transaction processor for this user. This is the number
of transactions processed by an IMS MPP, BMP, or fast path facility, regardless of whether the transaction executions
were counted for response analysis, and includes the number of IMS FORMAT (/F name) transactions executed if such
transactions are selected for processing by the FORMAT statement in the IMSOPS parameter member.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IACUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             IAUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

             ISUSCHCT - Total Units of Work Scheduled

             ISUTRANS - Total Transaction Executions

             ISYUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Element Derivation:

Each detailed transaction processed by the IMS Analyzer causes a value of 1 to be added to the value of this data
element.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUUOWCT contains the sum of all ISUUOWCT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

ISUXCSTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction, minus the CP processor
CPU time that was eligible to execute on a specialty (zIIP or zAAP) processor.

The ISUXCSTM data element contains the same value as the Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) data element for IMS regions
prior to Version 12.1, or BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online regions prior to Version 4.6, or regions with MAINVIEW for IMS
Online Version 4.6 and later running with the ZTIME=N parameter setting.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUSUCTM) and Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP (ISUZACTM) are read
from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. ISUXCSTM is derived by subtracting the ISUSUCTM and
ISUZACTM values from the value in Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP.) The values in the record are the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)

ISUXCSTM = ISUCPUTM (Total CPU Time) -

                      ISUSUCTM (Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP) -

                      ISUZACTM (Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP)

• All other releases:
ISUXCSTM = ISUCPUTM (Total CPU Time)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUXCSTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

ISUXCSTM is a subset of Dependent Region CP Time (ISUTMCP). It is the portion of ISUTMCP that had to execute on a
general purpose CP processor.

ISUXCSTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that was required to execute on general purpose CP processors. You can use this data
element for charging the CP processor rate in the following situation:

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that
is used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zIIP/zAAP
eligible work that executed on a CP processor.

To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and
12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.
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For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

ISUZACTM - Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

ISUZACTM contains the amount of general processor CP engine CPU time for the transaction that was eligible to execute
on a zAAP processor.

This data element is only available when processing transaction accounting records for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online. If
at least one IMS region with BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online system is defined, this data element contains missing values
for systems processed from non-BMC MAINVIEW data.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  $IMSCIMS - Transaction Processing with CIMS

             $IMSCPU  - IMS Monitor CPU Time Measurements

             ISUCPUTM - Total CPU Time

             ISUTMCP  - Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUTMZAP - Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

             ISUSUCTM - Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

             ISUMXCP  - Max Dependent Region CP Time

             ISUMXZAP - Max Dependent Region zAAP Time

             ISUMXSUC - Max Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXZAC - Max Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

             ISUMXXCS - Max CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Element Derivation:

ISUZACTM is read from the BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction record. The value in the record is the Time of
Day (TOD) clock format of the CPU time accumulation; for example, bit 51 of the double-word value is 1 microsecond.
The value is read as MSEC8.

• MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 and later (with ZTIME=Y)
ISUZACTM = Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP

• All other releases:
ISUZACTM = Missing Value 

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ISUZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of ISUZACTM that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The data in this element was first introduced with IMS Version 12. In IMS versions prior to 12.1 this element will contain
missing values.

ISUZACTM should be used for IMS transaction-related CP processor usage analysis, capacity planning, and cost
accounting related to work that executed on general purpose CP processors, but was eligible to execute on zAAP
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processors. Excessive values for ISUZACTM CPU time may mean that your zAAP processor pool could be expanded to
prevent excessive use of expensive CP engines to handle zAAP eligible work.

If your chargeback system uses a different rate for CPU time used on general purpose CP processors than the rate that is
used for CPU time used on specialty processors, and you do not want to charge the CP processor rate for zAAP eligible
work that executed on a CP processor, you can use this data element for charging at the specialty engine rate because
the work could have executed on a zAAP processor if one was available. To simplify accounting chargeback algorithms
for customers running a mixture of IMS releases (for example, IMS 11.1 and 12.1), ISUXCSTM is set equal to Total CPU
Time (ISUCPUTM) for data processed from releases earlier than 12.1.

This setting allows customers who want to charge differently for the CP processor zIIP/zAAP eligible CPU time to set rates
for ISUXCSTM, ISUSUCTM, and ISUZACTM that work for data generated from all releases.

For regions at a release earlier than 12.1, all of the CPU time will be in the ISUXCSTM data element and charged at the
CP processor rate.

For regions at release 12.1 and later, or with MAINVIEW for IMS Online 4.6 with the ZTIME=Y parameter, data elements
containing the zIIP/zAAP actual time, zIIP/zAAP eligible time on a CP, and CP processor time minus zIIP/zAAP eligible will
be properly populated and charged at the appropriate rates.

IMF Database Activity File (IMSIDB)
The IMF Data Base Activity file contains data identifying a data base used by an IMS transaction monitored by the IMF
Event Collector and statistics on both which data base was used by the IMS transaction monitored by the IMF Event
Collector and how much activity happened on the data base.

This file contains a large volume of data and is usually inactive in production environments, only being run for special
studies.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  ......E  DATABASE - Data Base Name

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  IMSID    - IMS System Identification

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  TRANSACT - Transaction Code

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  IMSVER   - IMS Version

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  ......E  IDBDBORG - Data Base Organization

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  ......E  IDBCOUNT - Count of Transaction Accesses

  ......E  IDBDLET  - Data Base Deletes

  ......E  IDBGN    - Data Base Get Nexts
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  ......E  IDBGU    - Data Base Get Uniques

  ......E  IDBISRT  - Data Base Inserts

  ......E  IDBKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

  ......E  IDBKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

  ......E  IDBNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

  ......E  IDBNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

  ......E  IDBNOIOA - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

  ......E  IDBNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

  ......E  IDBOTHER - Other Data Base Calls (System Service)

  ......E  IDBREPL  - Data Base Replaces

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  ......E  IDBDMBSZ - Maximum DMB Buffer Pool Size

IDBCOUNT - Count of Transaction Accesses

IDBCOUNT contains a count of the number of times the database represented by this IMSIDB file observation appeared
in a database segment of an IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBCOUNT is set to a value of 1 for each database segment of an IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL time-span, IDBCOUNT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBCOUNT contains the sum of all values of IDBCOUNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBDBORG - Database Organization

IDBDBORG contains a value that defines organization of the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF
transaction record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1. Display format is $HEX2.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBDBORG is read from the "organization type" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:
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The value of IDBDBORG is predefined by IMF to reflect the organization of the database represented by the DBD
segment of the transaction record. See BMC Software IMF product documentation for a list of valid values.

Summarization Process:

IDBDBORG contains the last value of IDBDBORG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBDLET - Database Deletes

IDBDLET contains the number of database delete operations performed on the database represented by the DBD
segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBDLET is read from the "delete count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBDLET takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBDLET contains the sum of all values of IDBDLET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBDMBSZ - Maximum DMB Buffer Pool Size

IDBDMBSZ contains the number of bytes of DMB buffer pool space required by the database represented by the DBD
segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBDMBSZ is read from the "DMB pool size requirement" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBDMBSZ takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBDMBSZ contains the maximum value of IDBDMBSZ processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IDBGN - Database Get Nexts

IDBGN contains the number of database get next operations (the sum of DLI GN, GHN, GNP and GHNP calls,
presummarized by IMF) performed on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBGN is read from the "get next count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBGN takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBGN contains the sum of all values of IDBGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBGU - Database Get Uniques

IDBGU contains the number of database get unique operations (DLI GU calls plus GHU calls) performed on the database
represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBGU is read from the "get unique count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBGU takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBGU contains the sum of all values of IDBGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBISRT - Database Inserts

IDBISRT contains the number of database insert operations performed on the database represented by the DBD segment
of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBISRT is read from the "insert count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBISRT takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBISRT contains the sum of all values of IDBISRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBKEYRD - ISAM/KSDS Key Reads Issued

IDBKEYRD contains the number of reads issued to the ISAM or key sequence area in satisfying DLI requests performed
on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBKEYRD is read from the "key reads" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBKEYRD takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBKEYRD contains the sum of all values of IDBKEYRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBKEYWT - ISAM/KSDS Key Writes Issued

IDBKEYWT contains the number of writes issued to the ISAM or key sequence area in satisfying DLI requests performed
on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBKEYWT is read from the "key writes" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBKEYWT takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

IDBKEYWT contains the sum of all values of IDBKEYWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBNKEYR - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Reads Issued

IDBNKEYR contains the number of reads issued to the OSAM or entry sequence area in satisfying DLI requests
performed on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBNKEYR is read from the "nonkey reads" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBNKEYR takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBNKEYR contains the sum of all values of IDBNKEYR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBNKEYW - OSAM/ESDS Non-Key Writes Issued

IDBNKEYW contains the number of writes issued to the OSAM or entry sequence area in satisfying DLI requests
performed on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBNKEYW is read from the "nonkey writes" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBNKEYW takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBNKEYW contains the sum of all values of IDBNKEYW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IDBNOIOA - Alters to Data in Buffer w/o I/O

IDBNOIOA contains the number of alters to an already altered buffer satisfying DLI requests performed on the database
represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBNOIOA is read from the "no IO alters" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBNOIOA takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBNOIOA contains the sum of all values of IDBNOIOA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBNONIO - Data Found in Buffer w/o I/O

IDBNONIO contains the number of times the requested data was found in the I/O buffer satisfying DLI requests performed
on the database represented by the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBNONIO is read from the "no io" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBNONIO takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBNONIO contains the sum of all values of IDBNONIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBOTHER - Other Database Calls (System Service)

IDBOTHER contains the number of system service calls issued against the database represented by the DBD segment of
the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBOTHER is read from the "other count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBOTHER takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IDBOTHER contains the sum of all values of IDBOTHER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IDBREPL - Database Replaces

IDBREPL contains the number of database replace operations performed on the database represented by the DBD
segment of the IMF transaction record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.   

  SEE ALSO:  DATABASE - Database Name

Element Derivation:

IDBREPL is read from the "replace count" field of the DBD segment of the IMF transaction record.

Range of Value:

IDBREPL takes any numeric value from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.                                            

Summarization Process:

IDBREPL contains the sum of all values of IDBREPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MQSeries Data Dictionary

The MQSeries Analyzer's Performance and Accounting Areas are supported by the MQSeries component of CA MICS.
The files and data elements supported in these areas are detailed here.

MQS Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for the measurement descriptive quality that they possess. These data elements
can be carried as data elements on one or more of the MQSeries Analyzer's files. There are also some common data
elements that exist in one file, but were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names (rather than
following the CA MICS convention of the first three characters as the file prefix).

Most of these data elements are particularly interesting because they exist at the detail level of each file and are available
for use by the MQSeries Analyzer's user routines for account code and application name derivations.

Definitions of the MQSeries Analyzer's common data elements follow, in alphabetical order.

MQBACCTO - Accounting Origin
MQBACCTO contains the accounting origin, which can optionally be set to provide identification for data that is collected
for particular message flows, execution groups, or brokers.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MQBACCTO contains the value input from field IMFLACCT from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBACCTO can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQBACCTO contains the last value of MQBACCTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The accounting origin provides the ability to analyze selected data over a period of time.

MQBBKID - Broker UUID
MQBBKID contains an ID that uniquely identifies an instance of the broker. The universal unique identifier (UUID) is used
to prevent mismatches from occurring in cases where a broker is deleted and recreated with the same name.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 36.

  SEE ALSO:  MQBBKNM  - Broker Name
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Element Derivation:

MQBBKID contains the value input from field IMFLBKID from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBBKID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQBBKID contains the last value of MQBBKID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQBBKNM - Broker Name
MQBBKNM contains the name of the broker. The broker is a started process that controls processes that run message
flows. Messages are sent by applications to the broker using MQ WebSphere queues. The broker routes each message
using the rules in the message flows and transforms the data into the structure required by the application receiving the
message.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  MQBBKID  - Broker UUID

Element Derivation:

MQBBKNM contains the value input from field IMFLBKNM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBBKNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQBBKNM contains the last value of MQBBKNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQBEXID - Execution Group UUID
MQBEXID contains an ID that uniquely identifies an instance of the execution group.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 36.

  SEE ALSO:  MQBEXNM  - Execution Group Name

Element Derivation:

MQBEXID contains the value input from field IMFLEXID from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.
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Range of Value:

MQBEXID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQBEXID contains the last value of MQBEXID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQBEXNM - Execution Group Name
MQBEXNM contains the name of the execution group. An execution group is a started process that provides an isolated
runtime environment for a set of message flows. When a broker is created, a single execution group is set up by default.
Additional execution groups can be set up to isolate message flows according to specific needs. Within an execution
group, the message flows run in different thread pools.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  MQBEXID  - Execution Group UUID

Element Derivation:

MQBEXNM contains the value input from field IMFLEXNM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBEXNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQBEXNM contains the last value of MQBEXNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name
MQBMSGNM contains the name of the message flow. A message flow is a program that provides the logic that the broker
uses to process messages. The series of steps in the message flow execute in the broker when an input messages is
received.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  MFNNODNM - Node Name

Element Derivation:

MQBMSGNM contains the value input from field IMFLMFNM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBMSGNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

MQBMSGNM contains the last value of MQBMSGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQBRCODE - Record Code
MQBRCODE contains the reason the SMF record was written to output.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MQBRCODE contains the value input from field SM117SRC in the Message Broker SMF header section of the SMF type
117 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQBRCODE can range between 0 and 6, with the following meanings:

0 = None

1 = Major Interval

2 = Snapshot

3 = Shutdown

4 = Redeploy (broker configuration is redeployed)

5 = Stats Settings Modified (data collection parameters are modified)

6 = Stop

Summarization Process:

MQBRCODE contains the last value of MQBRCODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
MQMSSI contains the name of the Queue Manager.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

If MQMSSI is set to the SMF record 115, then the element MQMSSI is set to SM115SSI. If MQMSSI is set to the SMF
record 116, then the element MQMSSI is set to SM116SSI.

Range of Value:
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This element consists of four bytes of character data.

Summarization Process:

MQMSSI contains the value of MQMSSI in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

NONE

MQSACTx - MQS Account Level Identifier
The MQSACTx data elements are user-defined fields to define the accounting or cost center structure of an installation.
The first element with this alias is MQSACT1.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1 to 30.

See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The derivation of the account code fields is the responsibility of the user and is defined in the member MQSACRT in the
CA MICS parms library. The content of the MQSACTx data elements is site-dependent. Contact your system administrator
for further information.

Range of Value:

MQSACTx can contain any combination of 1 to 30 alphanumeric characters, with no restrictions.

Summarization Process:

MQSACTx is not summarized. MQSACTx is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSATYP - Type Of Connection
MQSATYP contains the connection type of the task.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSCV   -  Thread Cross Reference

Element Derivation:

MQSATYP contains the value input from fields QWHCATYP in the Common SMF header segment and WTIDATYP in the
Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSATYP has a value which ranges between 1 and 8, with these integers having the following meanings:

    1 = CICS                   6 = Channel Initiator

    2 = Batch or TSO           7 = Resource Recovery
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    3 = IMS Control Region         Services (RRS) Batch

    4 = IMS, MPP, OR BMP       8 = Intra-Group Queuing (IGQ)

    5 = Command Server             Agent

Summarization Process:

MQSATYP contains the last value of MQSATYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSCONNM - Connection Name
MQSCONNM contains the connection name associated with the connecting system.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSATYP  - Type of Connecting System

Element Derivation:

MQSCONNM contains the value input from fields QWHCCN in the Common MQSeries SMF header segment and
WTIDCCN in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSCONNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSCONNM contains the last value of MQSCONNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSCORR - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records
MQSCORR contains a unique sixteen byte value that can be used to associate Queue Activity (MQAQAA) file records
with the associated Task Accounting (MQATAA) file record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MQSCORR contains the value input from fields CORREL in the Queue segment and WTASCORR in the Task Accounting
segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSCORR can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSCORR contains the last value of MQSCORR processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

MQSeries SMF type 116 subtype 1 Task Accounting records can contain multiple queue segments. The resource statistics
of the individual queue segments are summarized into fields kept in the resulting MQATAA record. Each queue segment
is output to the MQAQAA file. The MQSCORR field value is unique to a specific Task Accounting record and serves as an
identifier that allows you to associate MQAQAA file queue records with a specific task (MQATAA) record.

MQSCV - Thread Cross Reference
MQSCV contains thread cross-reference information for tasks initiated by CICS and IMS.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

             TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

             MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

             MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table ID

             PSBNAME  - PSB Name

Element Derivation:

In the Message Manager Accounting (MQAMAA) file, MQSCV contains the value input from field QWHCCV in the
Common MQSeries SMF header segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record.

In the Task Accounting (MQATAA) and Queue Activity (MQAQAA) files, MQSCV contains the value input from field
WTIDCORI in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSCV contains twelve bytes of data and is interpreted differently and broken down into the above elements depending
on the connecting system (that is, IMS or CICS) and connection type.

Summarization Process:

MQSCV is the value of the last occurrence of MQSCV in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

If MQSATYP is equal to 3 (IMS Control Region), then MQSPST and PSBNAME are set to missing. Element MQSCV
will contain the word "CONTROL." Any analysis of MQSPST and PSBNAME should have a check to exclude any
observations where MQSCV is equal to "CONTROL."

MQSCV is not meaningful by itself, except in the case where it has the value "CONTROL." When the originating
transaction is CICS or IMS, certain byte strings of the MQSCV value are interpreted and stored in separate data elements.
See the data elements descriptions for the elements listed in the SEE ALSO section above for the explicit descriptions of
how MQSCV is interpreted for CICS and IMS transactions using MQSeries.

MQSNETID - Network ID
MQSNETID contains the first eight characters of the network identifier for Resource Recovery Service (RRS) connections.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  MQSNETR - Network ID Unit of Recovery

Element Derivation:

MQSNETID contains the value input from field QWHCNID in the Common SMF header segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 0, 1, and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSNETID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSNETID contains the last value of MQSNETID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MQSNETID in conjunction with MQSNETR can be used to correlate MQSeries records with CICS transactions.

MQSNETR - Network ID Unit of Recovery
MQSNETR contains the last eight bytes of the network identifier for Resource Recovery Service (RRS) connections.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSNETID - Network ID

Element Derivation:

MQSNETR contains the value input from field QWHCNID in the Common SMF header segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 0, 1, and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSNETR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MQSNETR contains the last value of MQSNETR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MQSNETR in conjunction with MQSNETID can be used to correlate MQSeries records with CICS transactions.

MQSOPID - Transaction User ID
MQSOPID contains the user identifier associated with the transaction.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the Message Manager Accounting (MQAMAA) file, MQSOPID contains the value input from field QWHCOPID in the
Common MQSeries SMF header segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record.
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In the Task Accounting (MQATAA) and Queue Activity (MQAQAA) files, MQSOPID contains the value input from field
WTIDOPID in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSOPID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSOPID contains the last value of MQSOPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSPST - IMS Partition Specification Table Id
MQSPST contains the IMS partition specification table (PST) region identifier associated with the IMS transaction that
used MQSeries resources.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  PSBNAME - PSB Name

             MQSCV   - Thread Cross Reference

             MQSATYP - Type of Connection

Element Derivation:

MQSPST is the value of the first four characters of Thread Cross Reference (MQSCV) for SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and
2 records when Type of Connection (MQSATYP) is equal to 4 (IMS).

Range of Value:

MQSPST can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSPST contains the last value of MQSPST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If MQSATYP is equal to 3 (IMS Control Region), then MQSPST and PSBNAME will be set to missing. Element MQSCV
will contain the word "CONTROL." Any analysis of MQSPST and PSBNAME should have a check to exclude any
observations where MQSCV is equal to "CONTROL."

MQSQSGN - Queue-Sharing Group Name
MQSQSGN contains the name of the queue sharing group if the CHINIT is defined to one.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO:  JOB      - Job Name

Element Derivation:

MQSQSGN contains the value input from field QCCTQSGN in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

Range of Value:
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MQSQSGN can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSQSGN contains the last value of MQSQSGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSREL - WebSphere MQ Version
MQSREL contains the WebSphere MQ for z/OS version number.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MQSREL contains the value input from the header section field SM115REL of the SMF record type 115 and field
SM116REL of the SMF record type 116 record.

Range of Value:

MQSREL can contain any combination of 1 to 3 characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSREL contains the last value of MQSREL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSTASK - CICS Task Number
MQSTASK contains the CICS task number associated with the CICS transaction that used MQSeries resources.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

             TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

             MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

             MQSATYP  - Type of Connection

Element Derivation:

MQSTASK is the value of the last four characters of Thread Cross Reference (MQSCV), interpreted as a packed decimal
value, for SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records when Type of Connection (MQSATYP) is equal to 1 (CICS).

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MQSTASK contains the last value of MQSTASK processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

MQSTNO - CICS Thread Number
MQSTNO contains the CICS thread number associated with the CICS transaction that used MQSeries resources.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

             MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

             MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

             MQSATYP  - Type of Connection

Element Derivation:

MQSTNO is the value of the first four characters of Thread Cross Reference (MQSCV), interpreted as a positive integer
binary value, for SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records when Type of Connection (MQSATYP) is equal to 1 (CICS).

Range of Value:

MQSTNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MQSTNO contains the last value of MQSTNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQSTOKN - Accounting Token
MQSTOKN contains the accounting information provided by the task or channel.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 22.

  SEE ALSO:  MQSNETID - Network ID

             MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

Element Derivation:

In the Message Manager Accounting (MQAMAA) file, MQSTOKN contains the value input from field QWHCTOKN in the
Common SMF header segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record.

In the Task Accounting (MQATAA) and Queue Activity (MQAQAA) files, MQSTOKN contains the value input from field
WTIDACCT in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSTOKN can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSTOKN contains the last value of MQSTOKN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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MQSTOKN cannot be used to correlate MQSeries records to CICS transactions. See MQSNETID and MQSNETR for
correlating to CICS transactions.

MQSUSID - Job User ID
MQSUSID contains the user identifier associated with the job.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

Element Derivation:

In the Message Manager Accounting (MQAMAA) file, MQSUSID contains the value input from field QWHCAID in the
Common MQSeries SMF header segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record.

In the Task Accounting (MQATAA) and Queue Activity (MQAQAA) files, MQSUSID contains the value input from field
WTIDTRAN in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MQSUSID can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MQSUSID contains the last value of MQSUSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQS Performance Information Area
The Performance Information Area is supported by the CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer. The following sections describe the
files supported in this information area:

Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS)
The Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS) is the component of WebSphere MQ that handles the movement of data
between DASD and virtual storage. This file contains the data to efficiently monitor and improve the performance of the
buffer pools, in turn improving the all-encompassing performance of WebSphere MQ.

The Buffer Manager Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2 or 215).

 Contents 

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  BMSCBS   - Available Buffers

  XDWM..E  BMSDMC   - Sync. Proc. Starts (Write Threshold)

  XDWM..E  BMSDWT   - Async. Write Processor Was Started

  XDWM..E  BMSGETN  - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page

  XDWM..E  BMSGETP  - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

  XDWM..E  BMSGETPB - Page Get Calls Found In Buffer

  XDWM..E  BMSIMW   - Sync. Page Write Operations

  XDWM..E  BMSNBUF  - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

  XDWM..E  BMSRIO   - Page Read DASD Operations

  XDWM..E  BMSSOS   - No. Of Times No Available Buf. Found

  XDWM..E  BMSSTL   - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer

  XDWM..E  BMSSTLA  - No. Of Times Hash Chain Changed

  XDWM..E  BMSSTW   - Page Updates

  XDWM..E  BMSTNGET - Page Get Calls Current and New/Empty

  XDWM..E  BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

  XDWM..E  BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

  XDWM..E  BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  BMSTPW   - Pages Written To DASD
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  XDWM..E  BMSWIO   - Page Write Operations

  XDWM..E  BMSWUO   - Page Write + Update Operations

 Minimum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  BMSMNAVB - Minimum Number Of Available Buffers

  XDWM..E  BMSMNBUF - Minimum Buffers In Buffer Pool

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  BMSMXAVB - Maximum Number Of Available Buffers

  XDWM..E  BMSMXBUF - Maximum Buffers In Buffer Pool

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  BMSAVAVB - Avg Number Of Available Buffers

  XDWM..E  BMSAVBUF - Avg Buffers In Buffer Pool

  XDWM..E  BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCNP  - Percent New or Empty Page Calls

  XDWM..E  BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCRIO - DASD Read Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCSTL - Page Call Not In Buffer Percent

  XDWM..E  BMSPCSTW - Page Update Percent

BMSAVAVB - Avg Number Of Available Buffers

BMSAVAVB contains the average number of available buffers.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             BMSCBS   - Available Buffers

 Element Derivation: 

BMSAVAVB is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSAVAVB=BMSCBS/INTERVLS

 Range of Value: 

BMSAVAVB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSAVAVB contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSAVBUF - Avg Buffers In Buffer Pool

BMSAVBUF contains the average buffers in the buffer pool.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             BMSNBUF  - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

 Element Derivation: 

BMSAVBUF is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSAVBUF=BMSNBUF/INTERVLS

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSAVBUF contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSCBS - Available Buffers

BMSCBS contains the number of available buffers.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMSNBUF  - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

             BMSMNAVB - Minimum Number Of Available Buffers

 Element Derivation: 

BMSCBS contains the value input from field QPSTCBS in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

The value of BMSCBS is adjusted as:

If BMSNBUF=BMSMNAVB and BMSCBS=0, then BMSCBS=BMSNBUF.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:    

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSCBS contains the sum of all values of BMSCBS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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DERIVATION corrects data fluke noted in IBM's "MQSeries for MVS/ESA System Management Guide, Buffer Manager
Statistics."

BMSDMC - Sync. Proc. Starts (Write Thresholds)

BMSDMC contains the number of times synchronous page processor was started because the synchronous write
threshold was reached.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSDMC contains the value input from field QPSTDMC in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSDMC contains the sum of all values of BMSDMC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSDWT - No. Of Async. Write Processor Started

BMSDWT contains the number of times the asynchronous write processor was started.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSDWT contains the value input from field QPSTDWT in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)
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 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSDWT contains the sum of all values of BMSDWT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSFLAG - QPST Flag

BMSFLAG contains a hex value for QPST flag.

BMSFLAG is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.
Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1, display format is $HEX2.

 See also:  BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

 Element Derivation: 

BMSFLAG contains the value input from field QPSTFLAG in the SMF type 115, subtypes 2 and 215 records.
Range of Value: 

BMSFLAG can contain any value ranging from x'00' to x'FF'.
Summarization Process: 

BMSFLAG contains the last value of BMSFLAG processed in the level of summarization.
Usage Notes: 

None

BMSGETN - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page

BMSGETN contains the number of get calls for a new or empty page. That is, no read operation is necessary.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSGETN contains the value input from field QPSTGETN in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)
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 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSGETN contains the sum of all values of BMSGETN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSGETP - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

BMSGETP contains the number of page get calls where the current page contents are required. This may involve a read
DASD operation if the page is not currently in the buffer pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSGETP contains the value input from field QPSTGETP in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSGETP contains the sum of all values of BMSGETP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSGETPB - Page Get Calls Found In Buffer

BMSGETPB contains the number of page get calls where the current page contents are required and is currently in the
buffer pool. A read DASD operation is not required.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSGETP - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

             BMSSTL  - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer

 Element Derivation: 

BMSGETPB is computed using the following algorithm:
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BMSGETPB = BMSGETP - BMSSTL

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSGETPB contains the sum of all values of BMSGETPB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSIMW - Sync. Page Write Operations

BMSIMW contains the number of synchronous page write operations which are processed by the buffer manager.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSIMW contains the value input from field QPSTIMW in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSIMW contains the sum of all values of BMSIMW processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSMNAVB - Minimum Number Of Available Buffers

BMSMNAVB contains the minimum number of available buffers.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMSCBS - Available Buffers

 Element Derivation: 

BMSMNAVB contains the value input from field QPSTCBSL in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.
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SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSMNAVB contains the minimum value of BMSMNAVB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSMNBUF - Minimum Buffers In Buffer Pool

BMSMNBUF contains the minimum buffers in the buffer pool.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMSNBUF - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, BMSMNBUF contains the value input from field QPSTNBUF in the Buffer Manager statistics segment
of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSMNBUF contains the minimum value of BMSMNBUF processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSMXAVB - Maximum Number Of Available Buffers

BMSMXAVB contains the maximum number of available buffers.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  BMSCBS - Available Buffers

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, BMSMXAVB is assigned to the value of BMSCBS.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSMXAVB contains the maximum value of BMSMXAVB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSMXBUF - Maximum Buffers In Buffer Pool

BMSMXBUF contains the maximum number of buffers in the buffer pool.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  BMSNBUF - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, BMSMXBUF is assigned to the value of BMSNBUF.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSMXBUF contains the maximum value of BMSMXBUF processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSNBUF - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

BMSNBUF contains the number of buffers in this buffer pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSNBUF contains the value input from field QPSTNBUF in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:
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• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSNBUF contains the sum of all values of BMSNBUF processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSPCAB - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

BMSPCAB contains the percentage of intervals where the buffer pool is located above the 2GB bar.

BMSPCAB is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

 See also:  BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCAB is computed using the following algorithm:

   %PERCENT(BMSPCAB,BMSTOAB,INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCAB ranges from 0 to 100 percent. A SAS missing value means that there is no data in the raw record
available to compute BMSPCAB.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCAB contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

BMSPCBB - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

BMSPCBB contains the percentage of intervals where the buffer pool is located below the 2GB bar.

BMSPCBB is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
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See also:   BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCBB is computed using the following algorithm: 

   %PERCENT(BMSPCBB,BMSTOBB,INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCBB ranges from 0 to 100 percent. A SAS missing value means that there is no data in the raw record
available to compute BMSPCBB.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCBB contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

BMSPCF4K contains the percentage of intervals where the buffer pool is backed by fixed 4K pages.

BMSPCF4K is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

See also:   BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCF4K is computed using the following algorithm: 

   %PERCENT(BMSPCF4K,BMSTOF4K,INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCF4K ranges from 0 to 100 percent. A SAS missing value means that there is no data in the raw
record available to compute BMSPCF4K.

 Summarization Process: 
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BMSPCF4K contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

BMSPCNP - Percent New or Empty Page Calls

BMSPCNP contains the percent of new or empty page calls.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSGETN  - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page

             BMSTNGET - Page Get Calls Current and New/Empty

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCNP is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSPCNP=(BMSGETN*100)/BMSTNGET

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCNP ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCNP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element indicates the number of times an empty page, as opposed to a non-empty page, has been called.

BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

BMSPCPAG contains the percentage of intervals where the buffer pool is backed by pageable 4K pages.

BMSPCPAG is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

See also:   BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCPAG is computed using the following algorithm:

   %PERCENT(BMSPCPAG,BMSTOPAG,INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 
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The value of BMSPCPAG ranges from 0 to 100 percent. A SAS missing value means that there is no data in the raw
record available to compute BMSPCPAG.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCPAG contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

BMSPCRIO - DASD Read Percent

BMSPCRIO contains the percentage of page read DASD operations.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSRIO  - Page Read DASD Operation

             BMSGETP - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCRIO is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSPCRIO=(BMSRIO*100)/BMSGETP

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCRIO ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCRIO contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSPCRIO shows the efficiency of page retrieval within the buffer pool.

BMSPCSTL - Page Call Not In Buffer Percent

BMSPCSTL contains the page call not in the buffer pool percentage.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSSTL   - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer

             BMSTNGET - Page Get Calls Current and New/Empty

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCSTL is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSPCSTL=(BMSSTL*100)/BMSTNGET

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCSTL ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 
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BMSPCSTL contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSPCSTL shows the efficiency of page retrieval within the buffer pool.

BMSPCSTW - Page Update Percent

BMSPCSTW contains the page update percent.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSSTW - Page Updates

             BMSWUO - Page Write + Update Operations

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPCSTW is computed using the following algorithm:

BMSPCSTW=(BMSSTW*100)/BMSWUO

 Range of Value: 

The value of BMSPCSTW ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPCSTW contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSPCSTW shows the efficiency of an asynchronous write processor.

BMSPOOL - Buffer Pool ID

BMSPOOL contains the buffer pool identifier.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSPOOL contains the value input from field QPSTPOOL in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

Buffer Manager statistics are populated in the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record when:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at or above V8R0 with setting OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

Buffer Manager statistics are populated in the SMF type 115 subtype 215 record when:

• WebSphere MQ is running at or above V8R0 with OPMODE set OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

BMSPOOL can contain any value from 0 to 99:
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  Version/Release      Range of Value                        

  ----------------     --------------                        

  V8R0 and above       0 to 99                               

  V5R3 to V7R10        0 to 15                               

  V5R2 and Earlier     0 to 3       

 Summarization Process: 

BMSPOOL is not summarized. BMSPOOL is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so that other elements in the file can be summarized.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSRIO - Page Read DASD Operations

BMSRIO contains the number of page read DASD operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSRIO contains the value input from field QPSTRIO in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSRIO contains the sum of all values of BMSRIO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSSOS - No. Of Times No Available Buf. Found

BMSSOS contains the number of times that no available buffers were found.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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BMSSOS contains the value input from field QPSTSOS in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.                    

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSSOS contains the sum of all values of BMSSOS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSSTL - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer

BMSSTL contains the number of times a page get call did not find the page already in the buffer pool.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSSTL contains the value input from field QPSTSTL in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSSTL contains the sum of all values of BMSSTL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSSTLA - No. Of Times Hash Chain Changed

BMSSTLA contains the number of times hash chain has been changed during a buffer steal.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSSTLA contains the value input from field QPSTSTLA in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSSTLA contains the sum of all values of BMSSTLA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSSTW - Page Updates

BMSSTW contains the number of page updates.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSSTW contains the value input from field QPSTSTW in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:   

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSSTW contains the sum of all values of BMSSTW processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSTNGET - Page Get Calls Current and New/Empty

BMSTNGET contains the number of page get calls for a current page plus the number of page get calls for a new or
empty page.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSGETN  - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page

             BMSGETP  - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTNGET = BMSGETN + BMSGETP

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSTNGET contains the sum of all values of BMSTNGET processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element is used in the derivation of BMSPCSTL and BMSPCNP.

BMSTOAB - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

BMSTOAB contains the number of intervals that the buffer pool, identified by data element BMSPOOL, was located above
the 2GB bar.

BMSTOAB is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

            BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTOAB is set to value of bit 0 of field QPSTFLAG in the SMF type 115, subtypes 2 and 215 records. When the value of
bit 0 is 1 (one), the buffer pool was located above the bar.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

BMSTOAB contains the sum of all values of BMSTOAB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSTOAB is used to compute data element BMSPCAB - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent.

BMSTOBB - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

BMSTOBB contains the number of intervals that the buffer pool, identified by data element BMSPOOL, was located below
the 2GB bar.

BMSTOBB is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

            BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTOBB is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF BMSTOAB = 0 THEN BMSTOBB = 1;

  ELSE BMSTOBB = 0;

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSTOBB contains the sum of all values of BMSTOBB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSTOBB is used to compute data element BMSPCBB - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent.

BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

BMSTOF4K contains the number of intervals that the buffer pool, identified by data element BMSPOOL, was backed by
fixed 4K pages.

BMSTOF4K is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

            BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent
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            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTOF4K is set to value of bit 1 of field QPSTFLAG in the SMF type 115, subtypes 2 and 215 records. When the value
of bit 1 is 1 (one), the buffer pool was backed by fixed 4K pages.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSTOF4K contains the sum of all values of BMSTOF4K processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

BMSTOF4K is used to compute data element BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent.

BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

BMSTOPAG contains the number of buffer pools backed by pageable 4K pages.

BMSTOPAG is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

            BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

            BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

            BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

            BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

            BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

            BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTOPAG is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF BMSTOF4K = 0 THEN BMSTOPAG = 1;

  ELSE BMSTOPAG = 0;

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSTOPAG contains the sum of all values of BMSTOPAG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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BMSTOPAG is used to compute data element BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent.

BMSTPW - Pages Written To DASD

BMSTPW contains the number of pages written to DASD.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSTPW contains the value input from field QPSTTPW in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSTPW contains the sum of all values of BMSTPW processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSWIO - Page Write Operations

BMSWIO contains the number of page write operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

BMSWIO contains the value input from field QPSTWIO in the Buffer Manager statistics segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 or 215 record.

SMF type 115 subtype 2 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSPhere MQ is running at pre V8R0
or

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)

SMF type 115 subtype 215 contains buffer pool statistics if:

• WebSphere MQ is running at V8R0 with OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)

 Range of Value: 
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This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSWIO contains the sum of all values of BMSWIO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

BMSWUO - Page Write + Update Operations

BMSWUO contains the number of page writes plus the update operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  See also:  BMSWIO - Page Write Operations

             BMSSTW - Page Updates

 Element Derivation: 

BMSWUO = BMSWIO + BMSSTW

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

BMSWUO contains the sum of all values of BMSWUO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Used in the calculation of BMSPCSTW.

Channel Initiator Accounting File (MQSCIA)
The MQSCIA file provides detailed information about the individual channels, offering a good view of each channel and its
use to MQ administrators and capacity planners. The channel accounting information can be used to track channel use
over time, help with problem determination, and resolve (or prevent) performance problems.

The Channel Initiator Accounting file (MQSCIA) is derived from the SMF type 116 record subtype 10.

  

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  CIACHNM  - Channel Name

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  CIACBDL  - Channel Batch Data Limit

  X.....E  CIACBSZ  - Channel Batch Size

  X.....E  CIACHDP  - Channel Disposition

  X.....E  CIACHST  - Channel State

  X.....E  CIACHTY  - Channel Type

  X.....E  CIACLTM  - Channel Status Collected Time

  X.....E  CIACNNM  - Connection Name

  X.....E  CIADISP  - Channel Disposition

  X.....E  CIADSPN  - Dispatcher Number

  X.....E  CIAETDT  - Exit Time Max Time

  X.....E  CIALMST  - Last Message Time

  X.....E  CIALUDT  - Channel Stop Time

  X.....E  CIANTDT  - Net Time Max Time

  X.....E  CIARQMN  - Remote QMGR/APP Name

  X.....E  CIASLCN  - Common Name from SSLCERTI

  X.....E  CIASLCS  - SSL Used (Hex code)

  X.....E  CIASLSN  - SERIALNUMBER from SSLPEER

  X.....E  CIASSLCI - SSL Cipher Name
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  X.....E  CIASTAT  - Channel Status

  X.....E  CIASTCHL - Channel STATCHL Setting

  X.....E  CIASTCL  - Setting of STATCHL

  X.....E  CIASTRT  - Channel Start Time

  X.....E  CIATYPE  - Channel Type

 Accumulated Data Elements

  X.....E  CIAACTTM - Channel Active Time

  X.....E  CIAAVETS - Sum of Avg Exit Time

  X.....E  CIAAVNTS - Sum of Avg Net Time

  X.....E  CIABATC  - Number of Batches

  X.....E  CIABFRC  - Transmission Buffers Received

  X.....E  CIABFST  - Transmission Buffers Sent

  X.....E  CIABYRC  - Bytes Received Count

  X.....E  CIABYST  - Bytes Sent Count

  X.....E  CIACBIT  - Channel Batch Interval

  X.....E  CIACSCV  - Current Shared Conversation Count

  X.....E  CIADNRT  - DNS Resolution Time

  X.....E  CIAFUBA  - Number of Full Batches

  X.....E  CIANBYT  - Bytes Count

  X.....E  CIANMSG  - Message Count or MQI Calls (SVRCONN)

  X.....E  CIANPBY  - Persistent Byte Count

  X.....E  CIANPMG  - Persistent Message Count

  X.....E  CIAPTRC  - Put Retry Count

  X.....E  CIAQETC  - XMIT Queue Empty Count

 Minimum Data Elements

  X.....E  CIAMNET  - Min Exit Time

  X.....E  CIAMNNT  - Min Net Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  X.....E  CIAMXET  - Max Exit Time

  X.....E  CIAMXNT  - Max Net Time

 Derived Data Elements

  X.....E  CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

  X.....E  CIAAVNT  - Avg Net Time

CIAACTTM - Channel Active Time

CIAACTTM contains the amount of time the channel was active during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: CIASTRT - Channel Start Time

          CIALUDT - Channel Stop Time

 Element Derivation: 
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CIAACTTM is derived by subtracting the channel start time from channel stop time as follows:

CIAACTTM=CIALUDT-CIASTRT;

 Range of Value: 

CIAACTTM is a SAS time value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAACTTM contains the sum of all values of CIAACTTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAAVETS - Sum of Avg Exit Time

CIAAVETS contains the sum of the values from raw field, average exit time. The represents the average time spent in a
user exit during the recording interval.
In the detail time-span, this value is the true average asreported from the raw data. At DAYS and higher timespans,this
value is used to recalculate the average and report it in data element CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAAVETS contains the value input from field QCSTETAV in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAAVETS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAAVETS contains the sum of all values of CIAAVETS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

CIAAVEXT contains the average time spent in users exits during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAAVEXT is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(CIAAVEXT, CIAAVETS, INTERVLS)
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 Range of Value: 

CIAAVEXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAAVEXT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

CIAAVNT contains the average recorded channel round trip time in seconds that is measured during he recording interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAAVNT is computed using the following algorithm:

 %AVERAGE(CIAAVNT, CIAAVNTS, INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 

CIAAVNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAAVNT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAAVNTS - Sum of Avg Net Time

CIAAVNTS contains the sum of the values from raw field, average net time. The represents the average recorded round
trip time in seconds that is measured during the recording interval.
In the detail timespan, this value is the true average as reported from the raw data. At DAYS and higher timespans, this
value is used to recalculate the average and report itin data element CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAAVNTS contains the value input from field QCSTNTAV in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 
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CIAAVNTS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAAVNTS contains the sum of all values of CIAAVNTS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIABATC - Number of Batches

CIABATC contains number message batches that were started on the channel.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIACBSZ - Channel Batch Size

          CIAFUBA - Number of Full Batches

          CIAPRBA - Number of Partial Batches

          CIACBDL - Channel Batch Data Limit (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CIABATC contains the value input from field QCSTBATC in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record. 116 subtype 1 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIABATC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIABATC contains the sum of all values of CIABATC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIABFRC - Transmission Buffers Received

CIABFRC contains the number of transmission buffers received.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIABFST - Transmission Buffers Sent

 Element Derivation: 

CIABFRC contains the value input from field QCSTBFRC in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIABFRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIABFRC contains the sum of all values of CIABFRC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CIABFST - Transmission Buffers Sent

CIABFST contains the number of transmission buffers sent.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CIABFRC  - Transmission Buffers Received

 Element Derivation: 

CIABFST contains the value input from field QCSTBFST in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIABFST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIABFST contains the sum of all values of CIABFST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIABYRC - Bytes Received Count

CIABYRC contains the number of bytes received for both message data and control information.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIABYST - Bytes Sent Count

          CIANBYT - Message Byte Count

 Element Derivation: 

CIABYRC contains the value input from field QCSTBYRC in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIABYRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIABYRC contains the sum of all values of CIABYRC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIABYST - Bytes Sent Count

CIABYST contains the number of bytes sent for both message data and control information.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIABYRC - Bytes Received Count

          CIANBYT - Message Byte Count

 Element Derivation: 

CIABYST contains the value input from field QCSTBYST in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.
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 Range of Value: 

CIABYST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIABYST contains the sum of all values of CIABYST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACBDL -  Channel Batch Data Limit (KB)

CIACBDL contains the value of the BATCHLIM parameter. This is the limit in kilobytes of the amount of data that can be
sent through a channel before taking a sync point.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIACBSZ - Channel Batch Size

          CIAFUBA - Number of Full Batches

          CIAPRBA - Number of Partial Batches

          CIABATC - Number of Batches

 Element Derivation: 

CIACBDL contains the value input from field QCSTCBDL in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACBDL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 999999.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACBDL contains the last value of CIACBDL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACBIT - Channel Batch Interval

CIACBIT contains the value of the BATCHINT parameter. This is a period during which the channel keeps a batch open
even if there are no messages on the transmission queue. If this parameter is not specified, the default is zero.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIACBIT contains the value input from field QCSTCBIT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACBIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 999 999 999. The default interval is zero.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACBIT contains the sum of all values of CIACBIT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CIACBSZ  - Channel Batch Size

CIACBSZ contains the value of the BATCHSZ parameter. This is the number of messages to be sent in a batch before a
sync point is taken.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIAFUBA - Number of Full Batches

          CIAPRBA - Number of Partial Batches

          CIACBDL - Channel Batch Data Limit (KB)

          CIABATC - Number of Batches

 Element Derivation: 

CIACBSZ contains the value input from field QCSTCBSZ in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACBSZ ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of 9999.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACBSZ contains the last value of CIACBSZ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACHDP - Channel Disposition

CIACHDP contains the disposition of the channel. This value is translated into data element CIADISP.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

 Element Derivation: 

CIACHDP contains the value input from field QCSTCHDP in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACHDP ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

1 = 'Default'

 2 = 'Shared'

 3 = 'Private'

 4 = 'Fixshared'

 Summarization Process 

CIACHDP contains the last value of CIACHDP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CIACHNM - Channel Name

CIACHNM contains the name of the channel.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 20. 

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

 Element Derivation: 

CIACHNM contains the value input from field QCSTCHNM in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACHNM can contain any combination of 1 to 20 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACHNM is not summarized. CIACHNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACHST - Channel State

CIACHST contains the state the channel is in at the end of the reporting interval. This value is translated in data element
CIASTAT.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

 Element Derivation: 

CIACHST contains the value input from field QCSTCHST in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

Range of Value:

CIACHST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

0 = 'Inactive'

 1 = 'Binding'

 2 = 'Starting'

 3 = 'Running'

 4 = 'Stopping'

 5 = 'Retrying'

 6 = 'Stopped'

 7 = 'Requesting'

 8 = 'Paused'

 9 = 'Disconnected'

 13 = 'Initializing'

 14 = 'Switching'
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 Summarization Process: 

CIACHST contains the last value of CIACHST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None 

CIACHTY - Channel Type

CIACHTY contains the type of channel. The value is translated in data element CIATYPE.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

 Element Derivation: 

CIACHTY contains the value input from field QCSTCHTY in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACHTY ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

1 = 'Sender'

 2 = 'Server'

 3 = 'Receiver'

 4 = 'Requester'

 5 = 'All'

 6 = 'ClntConn'

 7 = 'Svrconn'

 8 = 'Clusrcvr'

 9 = 'Clussdr'

 10 = 'MQTT'

 Summarization Process: 

CIACHTY contains the last value of CIACHTY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACLTM - Channel Status Collected Time

CIACLTM contains the time the status was collected. This time will be at the end of the interval. This value has been
converted from GMT to local time.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: CIASTRT - Channel Start Time

          CIALUDT - Channel Stop Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIACLTM contains the value input from field QCSTCLTM in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.
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 Range of Value: 

CIACLTM is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACLTM contains the last value of CIACLTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACNNM - Connection Name

CIACNNM contains the name of the channel connection.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 48.  

SEE ALSO: CIACHNM - Channel Name

          CIARQMN - Remote QMGR/APP Name

          CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

 Element Derivation: 

CIACNNM contains the value input from field QCSTCNNM in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACNNM can contain any combination of 1 to 48 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACNNM contains the last value of CIACNNM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIACSCV - Current Shared Conversation Count

CIACSCV contains the number of shared connections at the end of the interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIACSCV contains the value input from field QCSTCSCV in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIACSCV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIACSCV contains the sum of all values of CIACSCV processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CIADISP - Channel Disposition

CIADISP contains the disposition of the channel.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIACHNM - Channel Name

 Elemenent Derivation: 

CIADISP is derived by putting the raw Channel Disposition (CIACHDP) into the MQSHLD format as follows:

CIADISP= PUT(CIACHDP,MQSHLD.);

 Range of Value: 

CIADISP can contain any combination of 1 to 12 characters. Values can be any of the following:

1 = 'Default'

 2 = 'Shared'

 3 = 'Private'

 4 = 'Fixshared'

 Summarization Process: 

CIADISP contains the last value of CIADISP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIADNRT - DNS Resolution Time

CIADNRT contains time in seconds for the DNS resolution of the target queue.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIACHNM - Channel Name

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIARQMN - Remote QMGR/APP Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIADNRT contains the value input from field QCSTDNRT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIADNRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIADNRT contains the sum of all values of CIADNRT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CIADSPN - Dispatcher Task Number

CIADSPN contains the identifying number of the dispatcher task for which this channel is connected.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIADSPN contains the value input from field QCSTDSPN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIADSPN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIADSPN contains the last value of CIADSPN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

CIAETDT contains the date and time of the longest time that is spent running a user exit in the recording interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAETDT contains the value input from field QCSTETDT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAETDT is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAETDT contains the last value of CIAETDT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAFUBA - Number of Full Batches

CIAFUBA contains the number of full message batches that were started on the channel during the reporting interval. A
batch is considered fill when either the channel batch size (CIACBSZ) or Channel Batch Data Limit (CIACBDL) is reached.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIACBSZ - Channel Batch Size

          CIACBDL - Channel Batch Data Limit (KB)

          CIABATC - Number of Batches

          CIAPRBA - Number of Partial Batches

 Element Derivation: 

CIAFUBA contains the value input from field QCSTFUBA in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAFUBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAFUBA contains the sum of all values of CIAFUBA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIALMST - Last Message Time

CIALMST contains the date and time of the last message before the interval ended.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIALMST contains the value input from field QCSTLMST in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIALMST is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIALMST contains the last value of CIALMST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIALUDT - Channel Stop Time

CIALUDT contains time that the channel stopped during the interval. This value has been converted from GMT to local
time.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:  CIASTRT  - Channel Start Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIALUDT contains the value input from field QCSTLUDT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 
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CIALUDT is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIALUDT contains the last value of CIALUDT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

CIAMNET contains the minimum time in seconds spent in a user exit during the interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

          CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAMNET contains the value input from field QCSTETMN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAMNET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAMNET contains the minimum value of CIAMNET processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

CIAMNNT contains the shortest recorded channel round trip time in seconds that is measured in the recording interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

          CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAMNNT contains the value input from field QCSTNTMN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.
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 Range of Value: 

CIAMNNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAMNNT contains the minimum value of CIAMNNT processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

CIAMXET contains the maximum time in seconds spent in a user exit during the interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIAMXET contains the value input from field QCSTETMX in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAMXET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAMXET contains the maximum value of CIAMXET processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

CIAMXNT contains the longest recorded channel round trip time in seconds that is measured in the recording interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

          CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time

          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 
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CIAMXNT contains the value input from field QCSTNTMX in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAMXNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAMXNT contains the maximum value of CIAMXNT processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIANBYT - Message Byte Count

CIANBYT contains the number of bytes for message data.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIABYST - Bytes Sent Count

          CIABYRC - Bytes Received Count

 Element Derivation: 

CIANBYT contains the value input from field QCSTNBYT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIANBYT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIANBYT contains the sum of all values of CIANBYT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIANMSG - Message Count or MQI Calls (SVRCONN)

CIANMSG contains the total number of messages that are sent or received.

 Type: 

 Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CIANPMG  - Persistent Message Count

 Element Derivation: 

CIANMSG contains the value input from field QCSTNMSG in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIANMSG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIANMSG contains the sum of all values of CIANMSG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CIANPBY -  Persistent Byte Count

CIANPBY contains byte count for persistent messages.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CIANPMG  - Persistent Message Count

 Element Derivation: 

CIANPBY contains the value input from field QCSTNPBY in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIANPBY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIANPBY contains the sum of all values of CIANPBY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIANPMG  - Persistent Message Count

CIANPMG contains count of persistent messages during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CIANMSG  - Message Count or MQI Calls (SVRCONN)

 Element Derivation: 

CIANPMG contains the value input from field QCSTNPMG in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIANPMG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIANPMG contains the sum of all values of CIANPMG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIANTDT - Net Time Max Time

CIANTDT contains the date and time when the longest recorded channel round trip time in seconds is measured during
the recording interval.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: CIALMST - Last Message Time

          CIAETDT - Exit Time Max Time

          CIAMXET - Max Exit Time

          CIAMXNT - Max Net Time

          CIAMNET - Min Exit Time
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          CIAMNNT - Min Net Time

          CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

          CIAAVNT - Avg Net Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIANTDT contains the value input from field QCSTNTDT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIANTDT is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIANTDT contains the last value of CIANTDT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAPRBA - Number of Partial Batches

CIAPRBA contains the number of partial message batches that were started on the channel during the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CIACBSZ - Channel Batch Size

          CIACBDL - Channel Batch Data Limit (KB)

          CIABATC - Number of Batches

 Element Derivation: 

CIAPRBA is computed using the following algorithm:

CIAPRBA =CIABATC-CIAFUBA;

 Range of Value: 

CIAPRBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAPRBA contains the sum of all values of CIAPRBA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAPTRC - Put Retry Count

CIAPTRC contains the number of times a message failed to be put and enter a retry loop during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIAPTRC contains the value input from field QCSTPTRC in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 
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CIAPTRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAPTRC contains the sum of all values of CIAPTRC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIAQETC - XMIT Queue Empty Count

CIAQETC contains the number of times the XMIT Queue was measured as empty during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CIAQETC contains the value input from field QCSTQETC in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIAQETC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIAQETC contains the sum of all values of CIAQETC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIARQMN  -  Remote QMGR/APP Name

CIARQMN contains the name of the remote or the target queue manager.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 48.

SEE ALSO: CIACHNM - Channel Name

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIARQMN contains the value input from field QCSTRQMN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIARQMN can contain any combination of 1 to 48 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CIARQMN contains the last value of CIARQMN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASLCN -  Common Name from SSLCERTI

CIASLCN contains the issuer distinguished name for the SSL security certificate.
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 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: CIACHNM - Channel Name

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIARQMN - Remote QMGR/APP Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIASLCN contains the value input from field QCSTSLCN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIASLCN can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASLCN contains the last value of CIASLCN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASLCS - SSL Used (Hex code)

CIASLCS contains the hex value for the SSL cipher encryption specifications. If byte 4 in this hex code is non-zero, the
transmission was encrypted.

The last 4 bytes is the cipher code. See SSL Cipher Name (CIASSLCI) used for the translation.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO: CIASSLCI - SSL Cipher Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIASLCS contains the value input from field QCSTSLCS in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIASLCS can contain a hex value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASLCS contains the last value of CIASLCS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASLSN - SERIALNUMBER from SSLPEER

CIASLSN contains the SSLPEER value used for authenticating request for channel. If the Distinguished Name (DN)
received from the peer does not match the SSLPEER value, the channel does not start.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8. Display format is $HEX16.

SEE ALSO: CIASLCN - Common Name from SSLCERTI

          CIASSLCI - SSL Cipher Name

 Element Derivation: 
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CIASLSN contains the value input from field QCSTSLSN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIASLSN contains the value input from field QCSTSLSN in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASLSN contains the last value of CIASLSN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASSLCI - SSL Cipher Name

CIASSLCI contains the translated cipher name used for SSL encryption of the MQ transmissions.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 48.

SEE ALSO:  CIASLCS  - SSL Used (Hex code)

 Element Derivation: 

CIASSLCI is derived from the last 2 bytes of CIASLCS and translated using the $SSLCIPR format using the following
statement:

CIASSLCI=PUT(SUBSTR(CIASLCS,3,2),$SSLCIPR.);

 Range of Value: 

CIASSLCI can contain any combination of 1 to 48 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASSLCI contains the last value of CIASSLCI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASTAT - Channel Status

CIASTAT contains status of the channel.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIACHNM - Channel Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIASTAT is derived by putting the raw Channel State (CIACHST) into the MQCHS format as follows:

 CIASTAT= PUT(CIACHST,MQCHS.);

 Range of Value: 

CIASTAT can contain any combination of 1 to 12 characters. Values can be any of the following:
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0 = 'Inactive'

 1 = 'Binding'

 2 = 'Starting'

 3 = 'Running'

 4 = 'Stopping'

 5 = 'Retrying'

 6 = 'Stopped'

 7 = 'Requesting'

 8 = 'Paused'

 9 = 'Disconnected'

 13 = 'Initializing'

 14 = 'Switching'

 Summarization Process: 

CIASTAT contains the last value of CIASTAT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASTCHL - Channel STATCHL Setting

CIASTCHL contains the value of the STATCHL parameter that controls the collection of statistics data for channels.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO: CIATYPE - Channel Type

          CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIACHNM - Channel Name

 Element Derivation: 

CIASTCHL is derived by putting the raw data element Setting of STATCHL (CIASTCL) into the MQCHS format as follows:

CIASTCHL=PUT(CIASTCL,MQMON.);

 Range of Value: 

CIASTCHL can contain any combination of 1 to 12 characters. Values can be any of the following:

0 = 'Off'

 1 = 'On'

 17 = 'Low'

 33 = 'Medium'

 65 = 'High'

 Summarization Process: 

CIASTCHL contains the last value of CIASTCHL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes:  

None
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CIASTCL -  Setting of STATCHL

CIASTCL contains the value for the STATCHL parameter that is used for controlling the level of statistics data for
channels.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CIASTCHL - Channel STATCHL Setting

 Element Derivation: 

CIASTCL contains the value input from field QCSTSTCL in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIASTCL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASTCL contains the last value of CIASTCL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIASTRT  - Channel Start Time

CIASTRT contains the time the channel started during the interval. This value has been converted from GMT to local time.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

 SEE ALSO:  CIALUDT  - Channel Stop Time

 Element Derivation: 

CIASTRT contains the value input from field QCSTSTRT in the SMF type 116 subtype 10 record.

 Range of Value: 

CIASTRT is a SAS datetime value.

 Summarization Process: 

CIASTRT contains the last value of CIASTRT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CIATYPE  - Channel Type

CIATYPE contains the channel type.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO: CIADISP - Channel Disposition

          CIASTAT - Channel Status

          CIACNNM - Connection Name

          CIACHNM - Channel Name
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 Element Derivation: 

CIATYPE is derived by putting the raw Channel Type (CIACHTY) into the MQCHS format as follows:

  CIATYPE= PUT(CIACHTY,MQCHT.);

 Range of Value: 

CIATYPE can contain any combination of 1 to 12 characters. Values can be any of the following:

1 = 'Sender'

 2 = 'Server'

 3 = 'Receiver'

 4 = 'Requester'

 5 = 'All'

 6 = 'ClntConn'

 7 = 'Svrconn'

 8 = 'Clusrcvr'

 9 = 'Clussdr'

 10 = 'MQTT'

 Summarization Process: 

CIATYPE contains the last value of CIATYPE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

Channel Initiator Global Stats File (MQSCHI)
The Channel Initiator Global Stats file (MQSCHI) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 231 (QCCT section).
The MQSCHI file provides details on the CHINIT Control information, configuration, and usage.

  

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element
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   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  JOB      - Job Identification

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  MQSQSGN  - Queue-Sharing Group Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

  X.....E  CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

  X.....E  CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

  X.....E  CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CHISTUS  - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CHIMXAC  - Maximum Active Channels

  XDWM..E  CHIMXCC  - Maximum Configured Channels

  XDWM..E  CHIMXLU  - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

  XDWM..E  CHIMXTP  - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

  XDWM..E  CHINOAC  - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

  XDWM..E  CHINOCC  - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CHIAVSTU - Avg Storage Usage for Cinit (MB)
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CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

CHIADPCT contains the number of Adapter tasks defined.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

          CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

          CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

 Element Derivation: 

CHIADPCT contains the value input from field QWSX0R3N in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIADPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIADPCT contains the last value of CHIADPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIAVSTU - Avg Storage Usage for Cinit (MB)

CHIAVSTU contains the average time spent in users exits during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHIAVSTU is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(CHIAVSTU, CHISTUS, INTERVLS)

 Range of Value: 

CHIAVSTU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIAVSTU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CHICHLN -  Number Active Channels

CHICHLN contains the number of active channels running on dispatcher tasks during the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHIREQN - Task Request Count

          CHICPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CHIELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CHIWTTM - Channel Not-Busy Elapsed Time

 Element Derivation: 

CHICHLN contains a roll-up of the values from each of the adapter sections stored in CISCHLN which contains the value
from field QCTCHLN of the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHICHLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHICHLN contains the sum of all values of CHICHLN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

CHIDNSCT contains the number of defined Domain Name Server (DNS) tasks.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

          CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

          CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

 Element Derivation: 

CHIDNSCT contains the value input from field QWSX0R5N in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIDNSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIDNSCT contains the last value of CHIDNSCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

CHIDSPCT contains the number of defined Dispatcher tasks.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

          CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

          CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

 Element Derivation: 

CHIDSPCT contains the value input from field QWSX0R2N in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIDSPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIDSPCT contains the last value of CHIDSPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

CHIMXAC contains the maximum allowed active channels. Use this value to compare against the Highwater Mark of
Active Channels (CHINOAC). If CHINOAC is approaching the maximum, you might need to increase the Maximum Active
Channels.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHIMXAC contains the value input from field QCCTMXAC in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIMXAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIMXAC contains the maximum value of CHIMXAC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIMXCC -  Maximum Configured Channels

CHIMXCC contains the value of the Websphere MQ Queue manager parameter, MAXCHL. This is the maximum number
of channels that can be current (including server-connection channels
with connected clients).

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels
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          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHIMXCC contains the value input from field QCCTMXCC in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIMXCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIMXCC contains the maximum value of CHIMXCC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

CHIMXLU contains the value of the Websphere MQ Queue manager parameter, LU62CHL. This is the maximum number
of channels that can be current, or clients that can be connected, that
use the LU 6.2 transmission protocol.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHIMXLU contains the value input from field QCCTMXLU in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIMXLU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIMXLU contains the maximum value of CHIMXLU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

CHIMXTP contains the value of the Websphere MQ Queue manager parameter, TCPCHL. This is the maximum number
of channels that can be current or clients that can be connected, that
use the TCP/IP transmission protocol.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHIMXTP contains the value input from field QCCTMXTP in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHIMXTP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHIMXTP contains the maximum value of CHIMXTP processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

CHINOAC contains the peak number of active channels used during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHINOAC contains the value input from field QCCTNOAC in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHINOAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHINOAC contains the maximum value of CHINOAC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

CHINOCC contains the peak number of currently configured channels.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels
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          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

 Element Derivation: 

CHINOCC contains the value input from field QCCTNOCC in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHINOCC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHINOCC contains the maximum value of CHINOCC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

CHISSLCT contains the number of defined SSL tasks.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

          CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

          CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

 Element Derivation: 

CHISSLCT contains the value input from field QWSX0R4N in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHISSLCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHISSLCT contains the last value of CHISSLCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CHISTUS - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

CHISTUS contains the storage used by CHINIT in megabytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CHINOCC - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

          CHIMXCC - Maximum Configured Channels

          CHINOAC - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

          CHIMXAC - Maximum Active Channels

          CHIMXTP - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

          CHIMXLU - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

          CHIAVSTU - Avg Storage Usage for Cinit (MB)
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 Element Derivation: 

CHISTUS contains the value input from field QCCTSTUS in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CHISTUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CHISTUS contains the sum of all values of CHISTUS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

Channel Initiator Statistics File (MQSCIS)
The information in the MQSCIS file can be used to see how busy the tasks are and determine whether more tasks are
needed to support the workload.

The Channel Initiator Statistics file (MQSCIS) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 231.

  

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CISTASK  - Task Segment

  XDWM..E  CISTYPE  - CHINIT Task Type

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  JOB      - Job Identification
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  MQSQSGN  - Queue-Sharing Group Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  CISLSDU  - Duration of Max SSL/DSN request

  X.....E  CISLSTM  - TOD of Max SSL/DNS Request

  XDWM..E  CISTSKN  - Task Number

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CISCHLN  - Number Active Channels

  XDWM..E  CISCPTM  - Channel Busy CPU Time

  XDWM..E  CISELTM  - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  CISREQN  - Task Request Count

  XDWM..E  CISWTTM  - Channel Not-Busy Elapsed Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CISMXCHL - Max Active Channels

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

  XDWM..E  CISAVET  - Avg Elapsed Time per Request

  XDWM..E  CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

  XDWM..E  CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

CISAVCPU contains the average amount of CPU time used in seconds for the CHINIT task during the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time
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          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

 Element Derivation: 

CISAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(CISAVCPU, CISCPTM, CISREQN)

 Range of Value: 

CISAVCPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CISAVCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISAVET - Avg Elapsed Time per Request

CISAVET contains the average elapsed time in seconds for each CHINIT task that was active in the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISAVET is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(CISAVET, CISELTM, CISREQN)

 Range of Value: 

CISAVET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISAVET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISCHLN - Number Active Channels

CISCHLN contains the number of active channels during the reporting interval. This value is only reported on the
Dispatcher (DSP) type tasks. For all other task types, this is a SAS missing value.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CISMXCHL - Max Active Channels

 Element Derivation: 

CISCHLN contains the value input from field QCTCHLN in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISCHLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISCHLN contains the sum of all values of CISCHLN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

CISCPTM contains the amount of CPU time used in seconds for the CHINIT task during the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISCPTM contains the value input from field QCTCPTM in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISCPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISCPTM contains the sum of all values of CISCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISELTM -  Channel Busy Elapsed Time

CISELTM contains the total elapsed time in seconds each adapter task was active in the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy
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          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISELTM contains the value input from field QCTELTM in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISELTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISELTM contains the sum of all values of CISELTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISLSDU - Duration of Max SSL/DSN Request

CISLSDU contains the longest time in seconds for a SSL or DSN request to return. This data element is only populated
for SSL or DSN tasks. For DSP and ADP tasks this will be a SAS missing value.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISLSTM - TOD of Max SSL/DNS Request

          CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

 Element Derivation: 

CISLSDU contains the value input from field QCTLGDU in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISLSDU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISLSDU contains the last value of CISLSDU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISLSTM - TOD of Max SSL/DNS Request

CISLSTM contains the date and time when the longest SSL or DSN request returned during the interval. This data
element is only populated for SSL or DSN tasks. For DSP and ADP tasks this will be a SAS missing value.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: CISLSDU - Duration of Max SSL/DSN Request

          CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

 Element Derivation: 

CISLSTM contains the value input from field QCTLGTM in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISLSTM is a SAS datetime value.
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 Summarization Process: 

CISLSTM contains the last value of CISLSTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISMXCHL - Max Active Channels

CISMXCHL contains the maximum number of active channels during the reporting interval. This value is only reported on
the Dispatcher (DSP) type tasks. For all other task types, this is a SAS missing value.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CISCHLN  - Number Active Channels

 Element Derivation: 

CISMXCHL is set to the the value of data element Number Active Channels (CISCHLN).

 Range of Value: 

CISMXCHL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISMXCHL contains the maximum value of CISMXCHL processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

CISPCBSY contains the percentage of the interval time the task was busy on a channel.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISPCBSY is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(CISPCCPU, CISCPTM, DURATION)

 Range of Value: 

The value of CISPCBSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CISPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

CISPCCPU -  Pct CPU Busy

CISPCCPU contains the percentage of CPU this task used over the interval duration.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISPCCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(CISPCCPU, CISCPTM, DURATION)

 Range of Value: 

The value of CISPCCPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CISPCCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISREQN  -  Task Request Count

CISREQN contains the total number of adapter task requests during the recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CIAREQN contains the value input from field QCTREQN in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISREQN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISREQN contains the sum of all values of CISREQN processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

CISTASK - Task Segment Number

CISTASK contains relative segment number in the raw data record for the channel adapter. MQ issues request for an
adapter which starts with adapter 0. If adapter 0 is busy, the request will go to adapter 1, and so on. Generally, resource
metrics for adapter task 0 will show higher usage than adapter task 1, and so on to the end of the defined adapter tasks.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISTSKN - Task Number

 Element Derivation: 

CISTASK is defined by assigning an assending number starting with zero for each adapter task segment in the input.

 Range of Value: 

CISTASK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISTASK is not summarized. CISTASK is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISTSKN -  Task Number

CISTSKN contains a unique 4 byte number assigned to the adapter task by MQ.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 4. Display format is $HEX8.

SEE ALSO: CISTASK - Task Segment Number

          CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

 Element Derivation: 

CISTSKN contains the value input from field QCTTSKN in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISTSKN can contain any combination of 1 to 8 hex alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CISTSKN contains the last value of CISTSKN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

CISTYPE contains the type of CHINIT task. There can be multiple CHINIT tasks per type defined based on workload
requirements. Multiple tasks within the same type are differentiated by the task number and segment number.
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 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 3.

SEE ALSO: CISTASK - Task Segment Number

          CISTSKN - Task Number

          JOB - Job Name

 Element Derivation: 

CISTYPE is assigned when processing the adapter sections in the raw data.

 Range of Value: 

CISTYPE can contain any of the following values:

DSP - Dispatcher Tasks

 ADP - Adapter Tasks

 SSL - SSL Tasks

 DNS - Domain Name Server Tasks

 Summarization Process: 

CISTYPE is not summarized. CISTYPE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CISWTTM - Channel Not-Busy Elapsed Time

CISWTTM contains the amount of time the task was not busy during the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CISTYPE - CHINIT Task Type

          CISREQN - Task Request Count

          CISELTM - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

          CISCPTM - Channel Busy CPU Time

          CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

          CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

          CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

 Element Derivation: 

CISWTTM contains the value input from field QCTWTTM in the SMF type 115 subtype 231 record.

 Range of Value: 

CISWTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CISWTTM contains the sum of all values of CISWTTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Be aware that each task will report a full interval time duration. If for example, there are seven dispatcher tasks and the
measurement interval is fifteen minutes, each of the seven tasks will contain a total of fifteen minutes between Channel
Busy Elapsed Time (CISELTM) and Channel Not-Busy Elapsed Time (CISWTTM). If these times were added together for
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all the related tasks in a reporting interval, it would result in a value that far exceeds the interval duration and may be of
little value.

Coupling Facility Statistics File (MQSCMS)
The Coupling Facility Statistics File (MQSCMS) contains performance statistics data related to the WebSphere MQ
Coupling Facility component. The Coupling Facility component manages the interface with the Coupling Facility. The
Coupling Facility Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CMSSTRNM - Structure Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CMSSTRNO - Structure Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSCMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSCSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSRMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSRSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSSTFUL - Structure Full Count

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CMSMXELE - Maximum Elements in Use

  XDWM..E  CMSMXENT - Maximum Entries in Use

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMC  - Avg Multiple Calls (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMR  - Avg Multiple Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMTM - Avg Multiple Call Time (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSC  - Avg Single Calls (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSR  - Avg Single Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSTM - Avg Single Call Time (IXLLSTE)

CMSAVMC - Avg Multiple Calls (IXLLSTM)

CMSAVMC contains the average number of IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls
perform the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             CMSAVMTM - Avg Multiple Call Time (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVMC is computed using the following algorithm:

     IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                    

       WHEN (CMSCMEC>0) CMSAVMC=CMSCMEC/INTERVLS;

       WHEN (CMSCMEC=0) CMSAVMC=0;               

       OTHERWISE        CMSAVMC=.;               

     END;                                        

     ELSE CMSAVMC=.;                            

Range of Value:
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CMSAVMC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSAVMR - Avg Multiple Redrives (IXLLSTM)

CMSAVMR contains the average number of IXLLSTM requests that were reissued to the Coupling Facility structure.
IXLLSTM calls perform the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSRMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             CMSAVMC  - Avg Multiple Calls (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVMR is computed using the following algorithm:

     IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                    

       WHEN (CMSRMEC>0) CMSAVMR=CMSRMEC/INTERVLS;

       WHEN (CMSRMEC=0) CMSAVMR=0;               

       OTHERWISE        CMSAVMR=.;               

     END;                                        

     ELSE CMSAVMR=.;                            

Range of Value:

CMSAVMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSAVMTM - Avg Multiple Call Time (IXLLSTM)

CMSAVMTM contains the average time of IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls perform
the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CMSCMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

             CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             CMSAVMC  - Avg Multiple Calls (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVMTM is computed using the following algorithm:

     IF CMSCMEC THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CMSCMTM)0) CMSAVMTM=CMSCMTM/CMSCMEC;

      WHEN (CMSCMTM=0) CMSAVMTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        CMSAVMTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CMSAVMTM=.;

Range of Value:

CMSAVMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVMTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSAVSC - Avg Single Calls (IXLLSTE)

CMSAVSC contains the average number of IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform
the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             CMSAVSTM - Avg Single Call Time (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVSC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CMSCSEC)0) CMSAVSC=CMSCSEC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CMSCSEC=0) CMSAVSC=0;

     OTHERWISE        CMSAVSC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CMSAVSC=.;

 

Range of Value:
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CMSAVSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVSC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSAVSR - Avg Single Redrives (IXLLSTE)

CMSAVSR contains the average number of IXLLSTE requests that were reissued to the Coupling Facility structure.
IXLLSTE calls perform the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSRSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             CMSAVSC  - Avg Single Calls (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CMSRSEC)0) CMSAVSR=CMSRSEC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CMSRSEC=0) CMSAVSR=0;

     OTHERWISE        CMSAVSR=.;

    END;

    ELSE CMSAVSR=.;

Range of Value:

CMSAVSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSAVSTM - Avg Single Call Time (IXLLSTE)

CMSAVSTM contains the average time of IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform
the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CMSCSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

             CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

             CMSAVSC  - Avg Single Calls (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CMSCSEC THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CMSCSTM)0) CMSAVSTM=CMSCSTM/CMSCSEC;

     WHEN (CMSCSTM=0) CMSAVSTM=0;

     OTHERWISE CMSAVSTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CMSAVSTM=.;

Range of Value:

CMSAVSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSAVSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSCMEC - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

CMSCMEC contains the total number of IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls perform
the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSRMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

             CMSCMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSCMEC contains the value input from field QESTCMEC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSCMEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSCMEC contains the sum of all values of CMSCMEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CMSCMTM - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

CMSCMTM contains the time spent on IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls perform the
requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             CMSRMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSCMTM contains the value input from field QESTMSTC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSCMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSCMTM contains the sum of all values of CMSCMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSCSEC - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

CMSCSEC contains the total number of IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform the
requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSRSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

             CMSCSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSCSEC contains the value input from field QESTCSEC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSCSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSCSEC contains the sum of all values of CMSCSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CMSCSTM - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

CMSCSTM contains the total time spent on IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform
the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSRSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

             CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSCSTM contains the value input from field QESTSSTC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSCSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSCSTM contains the sum of all values of CMSCSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSMXELE - Maximum Elements in Use

CMSMXELE contains the maximum number of elements in use for the Coupling Facility structure.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CMSMXELE contains the value input from field QESTMLUS in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSMXELE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSMXELE contains the maximum value of CMSMXELE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSMXENT - Maximum Entries in Use

CMSMXENT contains the maximum number of entries in use for the Coupling Facility structure.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CMSMXENT contains the value input from field QESTMNUS in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSMXENT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSMXENT contains the maximum value of CMSMXENT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSRMEC - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

CMSRMEC contains the number of times a IXLLSTM request was reissued to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM
calls perform the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             CMSCMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

CMSRMEC contains the value input from field QESTRMEC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSRMEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSRMEC contains the sum of all values of CMSRMEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSRSEC - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

CMSRSEC contains the number of times a IXLLSTE request was reissued to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE
calls perform the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

             CMSCSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

CMSRSEC contains the value input from field QESTRSEC in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSRSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSRSEC contains the sum of all values of CMSRSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSSTFUL - Structure Full Count

CMSSTFUL contains the number of times the Coupling Facility structure was full.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CMSSTFUL contains the value input from field QESTSFUL in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSSTFUL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CMSSTFUL contains the sum of all values of CMSSTFUL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSSTRNM - Structure Name

CMSSTRNM contains the name of the Coupling Facility structure.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CMSSTRNM contains the value input from field QESTSTR in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115 subtype
2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSSTRNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CMSSTRNM contains the last value of CMSSTRNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CMSSTRNO - Structure Number

CMSSTRNO contains the number of the Coupling Facility structure.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CMSSTRNO contains the value input from field QESTSTRN in the Coupling Facility segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

CMSSTRNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 63.

Summarization Process:

CMSSTRNO contains the last value of CMSSTRNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Data Manager Statistics File (MQSDMS)
The Data Manager Statistics File (MQSDMS) is the component of WebSphere MQ that handles the links between
messages and queues. This file possesses the capacity to monitor the way in which various WebSphere MQ subsystems
manipulate objects. In addition, the file contains counts of different object calls. The Data Manager Statistics File is
derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DMSALST  - Stgclass Change Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDCRE  - Object_Create Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDDEL  - Object_Delete Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDGET  - Object_Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDLOC  - Object_Locate Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDPUT  - Object_Put Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSMGET  - Message Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSMPUT  - Message Put Calls

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBC - Average Number of Object_Create Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBD - Average Number of Object_Delete Calls
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  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBG - Average Number of Object_Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBL - Average Number of Object_Locate Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBP - Average Number of Object_Put Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBS - Average Number Stgclass Change Calls

DMSALST - Stgclass Change Calls

DMSALST contains the number of Stgclass change calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSALST is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTALST.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSALST contains the sum of all values of DMSALST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSAVOBC - Average Number of Object_Create Calls

DMSAVOBC contains the average number of Object_Create calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSDCRE  - Object_Create Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBC is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBC=DMSDCRE/INTERVLS.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DMSAVOBD - Average Number of Object_Delete Calls

DMSAVOBD contains the average number of Object_Delete calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSDDEL  - Object_Delete Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBD is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBD=DMSDDEL/INTERVLS.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSAVOBG - Average Number of Object_Get Calls

DMSAVOBG contains the average number of Object_Get calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSDGET  - Object_Get Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBG is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBG=DMSDGET/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBG contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DMSAVOBL - Average Number of Object_Locate Calls

DMSAVOBL contains the average number of Object_Locate calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSDLOC  - Object_Locate Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBL is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBL=DMSDLOC/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSAVOBP - Average Number of Object_Put Calls

DMSAVOBP contains the average number of Object_Put calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSDPUT  - Object_Put Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBP is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBP=DMSDPUT/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DMSAVOBS - Average Number Stgclass Change Calls

DMSAVOBS contains the average number of Stgclass change calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             DMSALST  - Stgclass Change Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSAVOBS is computed using the following algorithm:

DMSAVOBS=DMSALST/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSAVOBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSDCRE - Object_Create Calls

DMSDCRE contains the number of Object_Create calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSDCRE is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTDCRE.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSDCRE contains the sum of all values of DMSDCRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSDDEL - Object_Delete Calls

DMSDDEL contains the number of Object_Delete calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSDDEL is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTDDEL.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSDDEL contains the sum of all values of DMSDDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSDGET - Object_Get Calls

DMSDGET contains the number of Object_Get calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSDGET is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTDGET.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSDGET contains the sum of all values of DMSDGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSDLOC - Object_Locate Calls

DMSDLOC contains the number of Object_Locate calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSDLOC is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTDLOC.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DMSDLOC contains the sum of all values of DMSDLOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSDPUT - Object_Put Calls

DMSDPUT contains the number of Object_Put calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DMSDPUT is set to the SMF record 115 element QISTDPUT.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSDPUT contains the sum of all values of DMSDPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSMGET - Message Get Calls

DMSMGET contains the number of message get calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DMSMPUT  - Message Put Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSMGET contains the value input from field QISTMGET in the Data Manager segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DMSMGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSMGET contains the sum of all values of DMSMGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DMSMPUT - Message Put Calls

DMSMPUT contains the number of message put calls processed by the Data Manager.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DMSMGET  - Message Get Calls

Element Derivation:

DMSMPUT contains the value input from field QISTMPUT in the Data Manager segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DMSMPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DMSMPUT contains the sum of all values of DMSMPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DB2 Manager Statistics File (MQSDBS)
The DB2 Manager Statistics File (MQSDBS) contains measurements related to the WebSphere MQ DB2 Manager
component. The DB2 manager manages the interface with the DB2 database in support of shared queues, object
definitions, and other information. The DB2 Manager Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DBSABEND - Total DB2SRV Task Abends

  XDWM..E  DBSATASK - Total Active Server Tasks

  XDWM..E  DBSBDEL  - Total BLOB Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBDTM  - Total BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBINS  - Total BLOB Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBLIST - Total BLOB List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBLTM  - Total BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBREAD - Total BLOB Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBRTM  - Total BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBUPD  - Total BLOB Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBUTM  - Total BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBWTM  - Total BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCBUF  - SCST Buffer Too Small Count

  XDWM..E  DBSCDEL  - Total SCST Deletes

  XDWM..E  DBSCDTM  - Total SCST Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCINS  - Total SCST Inserts

  XDWM..E  DBSCITM  - Total SCST Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCONN  - Total Connect Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSEL  - Total SCST Selects

  XDWM..E  DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSTM  - Total SCST Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time
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  XDWM..E  DBSCUPD  - Total SCST Updates

  XDWM..E  DBSCUTM  - Total SCST Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSDCONN - Total Disconnect Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSDEAD  - Total Deadlock Timeouts

  XDWM..E  DBSDEL   - Total Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSDTM   - Total Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKDEL  - Total SSKT Deletes

  XDWM..E  DBSKDTM  - Total SSKT Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKINS  - Total SSKT Inserts

  XDWM..E  DBSKITM  - Total SSKT Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSEL  - Total SSKT Selects

  XDWM..E  DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSTM  - Total SSKT Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSLIST  - Total List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSLTM   - Total List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSREAD  - Total Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSREQUE - Total Requests Requeued

  XDWM..E  DBSRTM   - Total Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTASK  - Total Server Tasks

  XDWM..E  DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSUPD   - Total Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSUTM   - Total Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSWTM   - Total Write Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCR  - Maximum SCST Rows on Query

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time
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  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXRQD - Maximum Request Queue Depth

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSLT - Maximum SQL List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSRT - Maximum SQL Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTLT - Maximum Thread List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTRT - Maximum Thread Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBD  - Avg BLOB Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBDT - Avg BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBI  - Avg BLOB Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBL  - Avg BLOB List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBLT - Avg BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBR  - Avg BLOB Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBRT - Avg BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBU  - Avg BLOB Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBUT - Avg BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCD  - Avg SCST Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCDT - Avg SCST Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCI  - Avg SCST Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCIT - Avg SCST Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCS  - Avg SCST Select Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCST - Avg SCST Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCU  - Avg SCST Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCUT - Avg SCST Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVD   - Avg Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVDTM - Avg Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKD  - Avg SSKT Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKDT - Avg SSKT Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKI  - Avg SSKT Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKIT - Avg SSKT Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKS  - Avg SSKT Select Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKST - Avg SSKT Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVL   - Avg List Requests
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  XDWM..E  DBSAVLTM - Avg List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVR   - Avg Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVRTM - Avg Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVU   - Avg Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVUTM - Avg Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVW   - Avg Write Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWDT - Avg Wait Time - Delete

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWLT - Avg Wait Time - List

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWRT - Avg Wait Time - Read

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWTM - Avg Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWUT - Avg Wait Time - Update

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWWT - Avg Wait Time - Write

DBSABEND - Total DB2SRV Task ABENDs

DBSABEND contains the total number of DB2SRV task ABENDs.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTASK  - Total Server Tasks

             DBSATASK - Total Active Server Tasks

Element Derivation:

DBSABEND contains the value input from field ABNDCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSABEND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSABEND contains the sum of all values of DBSABEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSATASK - Total Active Server Tasks

DBSATASK contains the total number of DB2 active server tasks.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTASK  - Total Server Tasks

             DBSABEND - Total DB2SRV Task Abends

Element Derivation:

DBSATASK contains the value input from field ACTTASK in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.
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Range of Value:

DBSATASK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSATASK contains the sum of all values of DBSATASK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBD - Avg BLOB Delete Requests

DBSAVBD contains the average number of DB2 BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBDEL  - Total BLOB Delete Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBDEL)0) DBSAVBD=DBSBDEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSBDEL=0) DBSAVBD=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBD=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBD=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBDT - Avg BLOB Delete Time

DBSAVBDT contains the average time of the DB2 BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBDEL  - Total BLOB Delete Requests

             DBSBDTM  - Total BLOB Delete Time
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Element Derivation:

DBSAVBDT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSBDEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBDTM)0) DBSAVBDT=DBSBDTM/DBSBDEL ;

      WHEN (DBSBDTM=0) DBSAVBDT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBDT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBDT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBI - Avg BLOB Insert Requests

DBSAVBI contains the average number of DB2 BLOB insert requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBINS  - Total BLOB Insert Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBINS)0) DBSAVBI=DBSBINS/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSBINS=0) DBSAVBI=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBI=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBI=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSAVBL - Avg BLOB List Requests

DBSAVBL contains the average number of DB2 BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBLIST - Total BLOB List Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBLIST)0) DBSAVBL=DBSBLIST/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSBLIST=0) DBSAVBL=0 ;

      OTHERWISE         DBSAVBL=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBL=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBLT - Avg BLOB List Time

DBSAVBLT contains the average time of the DB2 BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBLIST - Total BLOB List Requests

             DBSBLTM  - Total BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBLT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSBLIST THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBLTM)0) DBSAVBLT=DBSBLTM/DBSBLIST ;

      WHEN (DBSBLTM=0) DBSAVBLT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBLT=. ;

    END;
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    ELSE DBSAVBLT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBLT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBR - Avg BLOB Read Requests

DBSAVBR contains the average number of DB2 BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBREAD - Total BLOB Read Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBREAD)0) DBSAVBR=DBSBREAD/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSBREAD=0) DBSAVBR=0 ;

      OTHERWISE         DBSAVBR=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBR=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBRT - Avg BLOB Read Time

DBSAVBRT contains the average time of the DB2 BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSBREAD - Total BLOB Read Requests

             DBSBRTM  - Total BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSBREAD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBRTM)0) DBSAVBRT=DBSBRTM/DBSBREAD ;

      WHEN (DBSBRTM=0) DBSAVBRT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBRT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBRT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBU - Avg BLOB Update Requests

DBSAVBU contains the average number of DB2 BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBUPD  - Total BLOB Update Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBUPD)0) DBSAVBU=DBSBUPD/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSBUPD=0) DBSAVBU=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBU=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBU=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSAVBU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVBUT - Avg BLOB Update Time

DBSAVBUT contains the average time of the DB2 BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBUPD  - Total BLOB Update Requests

             DBSBUTM  - Total BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVBUT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSBUPD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSBUTM)0) DBSAVBUT=DBSBUTM/DBSBUPD ;

      WHEN (DBSBUTM=0) DBSAVBUT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVBUT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVBUT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVBUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVBUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCD - Avg SCST Delete Requests

DBSAVCD contains the average number of DB2 delete requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCDEL  - Total SCST Deletes

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCD is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCDEL)0) DBSAVCD=DBSCDEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSCDEL=0) DBSAVCD=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCD=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCD=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCDT - Avg SCST Delete Time

DBSAVCDT contains the average time of the DB2 delete requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCDTM  - Total SCST Delete Time

             DBSCDEL  - Total SCST Deletes

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCDT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSCDEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCDTM)0) DBSAVCDT=DBSCDTM/DBSCDEL ;

      WHEN (DBSCDTM=0) DBSAVCDT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCDT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCDT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSAVCI - Avg SCST Insert Requests

DBSAVCI contains the average number of DB2 insert requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCINS  - Total SCST Inserts

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCINS)0) DBSAVCI=DBSCINS/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSCINS=0) DBSAVCI=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCI=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCI=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCIT - Avg SCST Insert Time

DBSAVCIT contains the average time of the DB2 insert requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCITM  - Total SCST Insert Time

             DBSCINS  - Total SCST Inserts

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCIT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSCINS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCITM)0) DBSAVCIT=DBSCITM/DBSCINS ;

      WHEN (DBSCITM=0) DBSAVCIT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCIT=. ;

    END;
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    ELSE DBSAVCIT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCIT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCS - Avg SCST Select Requests

DBSAVCS contains the average number of DB2 select requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSEL  - Total SCST Selects

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCSEL)0) DBSAVCS=DBSCSEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSCSEL=0) DBSAVCS=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCS=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCS=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCST - Avg SCST Select Time

DBSAVCST contains the average time of the DB2 select requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSTM  - Total SCST Select Time

             DBSCSEL  - Total SCST Selects

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCST is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSCSEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCSTM)0) DBSAVCST=DBSCSTM/DBSCSEL ;

      WHEN (DBSCSTM=0) DBSAVCST=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCST=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCST=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCU - Avg SCST Update Requests

DBSAVCU contains the average number of DB2 update requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCUPD  - Total SCST Updates

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCUPD)0) DBSAVCU=DBSCUPD/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSCUPD=0) DBSAVCU=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCU=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCU=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSAVCU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVCUT - Avg SCST Update Time

DBSAVCUT contains the average time of the DB2 update requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCUTM  - Total SCST Update Time

             DBSCUPD  - Total SCST Updates

Element Derivation:

DBSAVCUT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSCUPD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSCUTM)0) DBSAVCUT=DBSCUTM/DBSCUPD ;

      WHEN (DBSCUTM=0) DBSAVCUT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVCUT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVCUT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVCUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVCUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVD - Avg Delete Requests

DBSAVD contains the average number of DB2 delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSDEL   - Total Delete Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVD is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSDEL)0) DBSAVD=DBSDEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSDEL=0) DBSAVD=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVD=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVD=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVDTM - Avg Delete Time

DBSAVDTM contains the average time of the DB2 delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSDTM   - Total Delete Time

             DBSDEL   - Total Delete Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSAVDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSDEL THEN SELECT ;

       WHEN (DBSDTM)0) DBSAVDTM=DBSDTM/DBSDEL ;

       WHEN (DBSDTM=0) DBSAVDTM=0 ;

       OTHERWISE       DBSAVDTM=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVDTM=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSAVKD - Avg SSKT Delete Requests

DBSAVKD contains the average number of DB2 delete requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKDEL  - Total SSKT Deletes

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKDEL)0) DBSAVKD=DBSKDEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSKDEL=0) DBSAVKD=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKD=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVKD=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVKD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVKDT - Avg SSKT Delete Time

DBSAVKDT contains the average time of the DB2 delete requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKDTM  - Total SSKT Delete Time

             DBSKDEL  - Total SSKT Deletes

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKDT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSKDEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKDTM)0) DBSAVKDT=DBSKDTM/DBSKDEL ;

      WHEN (DBSKDTM=0) DBSAVKDT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKDT=. ;

    END;
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    ELSE DBSAVKDT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVKDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVKI - Avg SSKT Insert Requests

DBSAVKI contains the average number of DB2 insert requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKINS  - Total SSKT Inserts

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKINS)0) DBSAVKI=DBSKINS/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSKINS=0) DBSAVKI=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKI=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVKI=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVKI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVKIT - Avg SSKT Insert Time

DBSAVKIT contains the average time of the DB2 insert requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSKITM  - Total SSKT Insert Time

             DBSKINS  - Total SSKT Inserts

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKIT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSKINS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKITM)0) DBSAVKIT=DBSKITM/DBSKINS ;

      WHEN (DBSKITM=0) DBSAVKIT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKIT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVKIT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKIT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVKIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVKS - Avg SSKT Select Requests

DBSAVKS contains the average number of DB2 select requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKSEL  - Total SSKT Selects

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKSEL)0) DBSAVKS=DBSKSEL/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSKSEL=0) DBSAVKS=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKS=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVKS=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSAVKS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVKST - Avg SSKT Select Time

DBSAVKST contains the average time of the DB2 select requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKSTM  - Total SSKT Select Time

             DBSKSEL  - Total SSKT Selects

Element Derivation:

DBSAVKST is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSKSEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSKSTM)0) DBSAVKST=DBSKSTM/DBSKSEL ;

      WHEN (DBSKSTM=0) DBSAVKST=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVKST=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVKST=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVKST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVKST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVL - Avg List Requests

DBSAVL contains the average number of DB2 list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSLIST  - Total List Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVL is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSLIST)0) DBSAVL=DBSLIST/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSLIST=0) DBSAVL=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVL=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVL=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVLTM - Avg List Time

DBSAVLTM contains the average time of the DB2 list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSLTM   - Total List Time

             DBSLIST  - Total List Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSAVLTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSLIST THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSLTM)0) DBSAVLTM=DBSLTM/DBSLIST ;

      WHEN (DBSLTM=0) DBSAVLTM=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVLTM=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVLTM=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVLTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSAVR - Avg Read Requests

DBSAVR contains the average number of DB2 read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSREAD  - Total Read Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSREAD)0) DBSAVR=DBSREAD/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSREAD=0) DBSAVR=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVR=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVR=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVRTM - Avg Read Time

DBSAVRTM contains the average time of the DB2 read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSRTM   - Total Read Time

             DBSREAD  - Total Read Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSAVRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSREAD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSRTM)0) DBSAVRTM=DBSRTM/DBSREAD ;

      WHEN (DBSRTM=0) DBSAVRTM=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVRTM=. ;

    END;
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    ELSE DBSAVRTM=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVU - Avg Update Requests

DBSAVU contains the average number of DB2 update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSUPD   - Total Update Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSUPD)0) DBSAVU=DBSUPD/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSUPD=0) DBSAVU=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVU=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVU=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVUTM - Avg Update Time

DBSAVUTM contains the average time of the DB2 update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSUTM   - Total Update Time

             DBSUPD   - Total Update Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSAVUTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSUPD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSUTM)0) DBSAVUTM=DBSUTM/DBSUPD ;

      WHEN (DBSUTM=0) DBSAVUTM=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVUTM=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVUTM=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVUTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVW - Avg Write Requests

DBSAVW contains the average number of DB2 write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

DBSAVW is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSWRITE)0) DBSAVW=DBSWRITE/INTERVLS ;

      WHEN (DBSWRITE=0) DBSAVW=0 ;

      OTHERWISE         DBSAVW=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVW=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSAVW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWDT - Avg Wait Time - Delete

DBSAVWDT contains the average difference between the time the thread had to wait and the time on the server for the
delete request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSDEL   - Total Delete Requests

             DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

             DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWDT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSDEL THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSTDTM ) DBSSDTM) WRK_DEL=DBSTDTM-DBSSDTM ;

      WHEN (DBSTDTM ( DBSSDTM) WRK_DEL=. ;

      WHEN (WRK_DEL)0) DBSAVWDT=WRK_DEL/DBSDEL ;

      WHEN (WRK_DEL=0) DBSAVWDT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVWDT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWDT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVWDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWLT - Avg Wait Time - List

DBSAVWLT contains the average difference between the time the thread had to wait and the time on the server for the list
request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSLIST  - Total List Requests

             DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

             DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWLT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSLIST THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSTLTM ) DBSSLTM) WRK_LIST=DBSTLTM-DBSSLTM ;

      WHEN (DBSTLTM ( DBSSLTM) WRK_LIST=. ;

      WHEN (WRK_LIST)0) DBSAVWLT=WRK_LIST/DBSLIST ;

      WHEN (WRK_LIST=0) DBSAVWLT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE         DBSAVWLT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWLT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVWLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWLT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWRT - Avg Wait Time - Read

DBSAVWRT contains the average difference between the time the thread had to wait and the time on the server for the
read request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSREAD  - Total Read Requests

             DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

             DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSREAD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSTRTM ) DBSSRTM) WRK_READ=DBSTRTM-DBSSRTM ;

      WHEN (DBSTRTM ( DBSSRTM) WRK_READ=. ;

      WHEN (WRK_READ)0) DBSAVWRT=WRK_READ/DBSREAD ;

      WHEN (WRK_READ=0) DBSAVWRT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE         DBSAVWRT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWRT=. ;
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Range of Value:

DBSAVWRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWTM - Avg Write Time

DBSAVWTM contains the average time of the DB2 write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSWTM   - Total Write Time

             DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSWRITE THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSWTM)0) DBSAVWTM=DBSWTM/DBSWRITE ;

      WHEN (DBSWTM=0) DBSAVWTM=0 ;

      OTHERWISE       DBSAVWTM=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWTM=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWUT - Avg Wait Time - Update

DBSAVWUT contains the average difference between the time the thread had to wait and the time on the server for the
update request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSUPD  - Total Update Requests

             DBSTUTM - Thread Update Time

             DBSSUTM - SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWUT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSUPD THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSTUTM ) DBSSUTM) WRK_UPD=DBSTUTM-DBSSUTM ;

      WHEN (DBSTUTM ( DBSSUTM) WRK_UPD=. ;

      WHEN (WRK_UPD)0) DBSAVWUT=WRK_UPD/DBSUPD ;

      WHEN (WRK_UPD=0) DBSAVWUT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE        DBSAVWUT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWUT=. ;

Range of Value:

DBSAVWUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSAVWWT - Avg Wait Time - Write

DBSAVWWT contains the average difference between the time the thread had to wait and the time on the server for the
write request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

             DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

             DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSAVWWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DBSWRITE THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (DBSTWTM ) DBSSWTM) WRK_UPD=DBSTWTM-DBSSWTM ;

      WHEN (DBSTWTM ( DBSSWTM) WRK_WRITE=. ;

      WHEN (WRK_WRITE)0) DBSAVWWT=WRK_WRITE/DBSWRITE ;

      WHEN (WRK_WRITE=0) DBSAVWWT=0 ;

      OTHERWISE          DBSAVWWT=. ;

    END;

    ELSE DBSAVWWT=. ;
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Range of Value:

DBSAVWWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSAVWWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBDEL - Total BLOB Delete Requests

DBSBDEL contains the number of DB2 BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSBDEL contains the value input from field LMSDEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBDEL contains the sum of all values of DBSBDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBDTM - Total BLOB Delete Time

DBSBDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

             DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBDTM is the sum of DBSBTDTM (field LMSDTCUW) and DBSBSDTM (field LMSDSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSBDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DBSBDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBINS - Total BLOB Insert Requests

DBSBINS contains the number of DB2 BLOB insert requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSBINS contains the value input from field LMSINS in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSBINS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBINS contains the sum of all values of DBSBINS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBLIST - Total BLOB List Requests

DBSBLIST contains the number of DB2 BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSBLIST contains the value input from field LMSLIS in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBLIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBLIST contains the sum of all values of DBSBLIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSBLTM - Total BLOB List Time

DBSBLTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

             DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBLTM is the sum of DBSBTLTM (field LMSLTCUW) and DBSBSLTM (field LMSLSCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSBLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBREAD - Total BLOB Read Requests

DBSBREAD contains the number of DB2 BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSBREAD contains the value input from field LMSSEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBREAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBREAD contains the sum of all values of DBSBREAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBRTM - Total BLOB Read Time

DBSBRTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

             DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBRTM is the sum of DBSBTRTM (field LMSSTCUW) and DBSBSRTM (field LMSSSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSBRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

DBSBSDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

             DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

             DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBSDTM contains the value input from field LMSDSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBSDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

DBSBSLTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

             DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

             DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBSLTM contains the value input from field LMSLSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBSLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBSLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBSLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

DBSBSRTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

             DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

             DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBSRTM contains the value input from field LMSSSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBSRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

DBSBSUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

             DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

             DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBSUTM contains the value input from field LMSUSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBSUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

DBSBSWTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL BLOB write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time

             DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

             DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBSWTM contains the value input from field LMSISCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBSWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBSWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

DBSBTDTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

             DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

             DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBTDTM contains the value input from field LMSDTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBTDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBTDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBTDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

DBSBTLTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

             DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

             DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBTLTM contains the value input from field LMSLTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBTLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBTLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBTLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

DBSBTRTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time
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             DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

             DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBTRTM contains the value input from field LMSSTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBTRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBTRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBTRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

DBSBTUTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

             DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

             DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBTUTM contains the value input from field LMSUTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBTUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBTUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBTUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

DBSBTWTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread BLOB write requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

             DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

             DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time
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Element Derivation:

DBSBTWTM contains the value input from field LMSITCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBTWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBTWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBTWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBUPD - Total BLOB Update Requests

DBSBUPD contains the number of DB2 BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSBUPD contains the value input from field LMSUPD in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSBUPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBUPD contains the sum of all values of DBSBUPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBUTM - Total BLOB Update Time

DBSBUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

             DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBUTM is the sum of DBSBTUTM (field LMSUTCUW) and DBSBSUTM (field LMSUSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.
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Range of Value:

DBSBUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSBWTM - Total BLOB Write Time

DBSBWTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread BLOB write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

             DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSBWTM is the sum of DBSBTWTM (field LMSITCUW) and DBSBSWTM (field LMSISCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSBWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSBWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSBWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCBUF - SCST Buffer Too Small Count

DBSCBUF contains the number of times the buffer was too small for the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSCBUF contains the value input from field SCSBFTS in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCBUF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSCBUF contains the sum of all values of DBSCBUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCDEL - Total SCST Deletes

DBSCDEL contains the total number of DB2 deletes from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCDEL contains the value input from field SCSDEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCDEL contains the sum of all values of DBSCDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCDTM - Total SCST Delete Time

DBSCDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread delete requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCDTM is the sum of DBSCTDTM (field SCSDTCUW) and DBSCSDTM (field SCSDSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSCDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCDTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DBSCINS - Total SCST Inserts

DBSCINS contains the total number of DB2 inserts from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTITM -  SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSCSITM -  SCST SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXCTI -  Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXCSI -  Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCINS contains the value input from field SCSINS in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSCINS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCINS contains the sum of all values of DBSCINS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCITM - Total SCSt Insert Time

DBSCITM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread insert requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCITM is the sum of DBSCTITM (field SCSITCUW) and DBSCSITM (field SCSISCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSCITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCITM contains the sum of all values of DBSCITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DBSCONN - Total Connect Requests

DBSCONN contains the total number of DB2 connect requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSDCONN - Total Disconnect Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSCONN contains the value input from field CONNCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCONN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCONN contains the sum of all values of DBSCONN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

DBSCSDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL delete request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

             DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSDTM contains the value input from field SCSDSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCSEL - Total SCST Selects

DBSCSEL contains the total number of DB2 selects from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTSTM -  SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSCSSTM -  SCST SQL Select Time

             DBSMXCTS -  Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSMXCSS -  Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSEL contains the value input from field SCSSEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSEL contains the sum of all values of DBSCSEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

DBSCSITM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL insert request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

             DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSITM contains the value input from field SCSISCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSITM contains the sum of all values of DBSCSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

DBSCSSTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL select request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

             DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSSTM contains the value input from field SCSSSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCSTM - Total SCST Select Time

DBSCSTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread select requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSTM is the sum of DBSCTSTM (field SCSSTCUW) and DBSCSSTM (field SCSSSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

DBSCSUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL update request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

             DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCSUTM contains the value input from field SCSUSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCSUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

DBSCTDTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread delete request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCTDTM contains the value input from field SCSDTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCTDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCTDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCTDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

DBSCTITM contains the total time of the DB2 thread insert request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCTITM contains the value input from field SCSITCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCTITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCTITM contains the sum of all values of DBSCTITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

DBSCTSTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread select request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

             DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCTSTM contains the value input from field SCSSTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCTSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCTSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCTSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

DBSCTUTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread update request from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

             DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCTUTM contains the value input from field SCSUTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCTUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCTUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCTUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSCUPD - Total SCST Updates

DBSCUPD contains the total number of DB2 updates from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

             DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCUPD contains the value input from field SCSUPD in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSCUPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCUPD contains the sum of all values of DBSCUPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSCUTM - Total SCST Update Time

DBSCUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread update requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSCUTM is the sum of DBSCTUTM (field SCSUTCUW) and DBSCSUTM (field SCSUSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSCUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSCUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSCUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSDCONN - Total Disconnect Requests

DBSDCONN contains the total number of DB2 disconnect requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCONN  - Total Connect Requests

Element Derivation:

DBSDCONN contains the value input from field DISCCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSDCONN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSDCONN contains the sum of all values of DBSDCONN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSDEAD - Total Deadlock Timeouts

DBSDEAD contains the total number of DB2 deadlock timeouts.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSDEAD contains the value input from field DEADCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSDEAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSDEAD contains the sum of all values of DBSDEAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSDEL - Total Delete Requests

DBSDEL contains the total number of DB2 delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSDEL contains the value input from field DELECNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSDEL contains the sum of all values of DBSDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSDTM - Total Delete Time

DBSDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time
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             DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSDTM is the sum of DBSTDTM (field DELETCUW) and DBSSDTM (field DELESCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKDEL - Total SSKT Deletes

DBSKDEL contains the total number of DB2 deletes from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKDEL contains the value input from field SSKDEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKDEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKDEL contains the sum of all values of DBSKDEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKDTM - Total SSKT Delete Time

DBSKDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread delete requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time
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Element Derivation:

DBSKDTM is the sum of DBSKTDTM (field SSKDTCUW) and DBSKSDTM (field SSKDSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSKDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKINS - Total SSKT Inserts

DBSKINS contains the total number of DB2 inserts from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKINS contains the value input from field SSKINS in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSKINS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKINS contains the sum of all values of DBSKINS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKITM - Total SSKT Insert Time

DBSKITM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread insert requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSKITM is the sum of DBSKTITM (field SSKITCUW) and DBSKSITM (field SSKISCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSKITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKITM contains the sum of all values of DBSKITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

DBSKSDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL delete request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

             DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKSDTM contains the value input from field SSKDSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKSDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKSEL - Total SSKT Selects

DBSKSEL contains the total number of DB2 selects from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

             DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSKSEL contains the value input from field SSKSEL in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKSEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKSEL contains the sum of all values of DBSKSEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

DBSKSITM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL insert request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

             DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKSITM contains the value input from field SSKISCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKSITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKSITM contains the sum of all values of DBSKSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

DBSKSSTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL select request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

             DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSKSSTM contains the value input from field SSKSSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKSSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKSSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKSTM - Total SSKT Select Time

DBSKSTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and Thread select requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKSTM is the sum of DBSKTSTM (field SSKSTCUW) and DBSKSSTM (field SSKSSCUW) read from the DB2
statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSKSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

DBSKTDTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread delete request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKTDTM contains the value input from field SSKDTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.
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Range of Value:

DBSKTDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKTDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKTDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

DBSKTITM contains the total time of the DB2 thread insert request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKTITM contains the value input from field SSKITCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSKTITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKTITM contains the sum of all values of DBSKTITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

DBSKTSTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread select request from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

             DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSKTSTM contains the value input from field SSKSTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:
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DBSKTSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSKTSTM contains the sum of all values of DBSKTSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSLIST - Total List Requests

DBSLIST contains the total number of DB2 list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSLIST contains the value input from field LISTCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSLIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSLIST contains the sum of all values of DBSLIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSLTM - Total List Time

DBSLTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

             DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSLTM is the sum of DBSTLTM (field LISTTCUW) and DBSSLTM (field LISTSCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSLTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

DBSMXBSD contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

             DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

             DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBSD contains the value input from field LMSDSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBSD contains the maximum value of DBSMXBSD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

DBSMXBSL contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

             DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

             DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBSL contains the value input from field LMSLSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBSL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBSL contains the maximum value of DBSMXBSL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

DBSMXBSR contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

             DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

             DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBSR contains the value input from field LMSSSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBSR contains the maximum value of DBSMXBSR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

DBSMXBSU contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

             DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

             DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBSU contains the value input from field LMSUSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBSU contains the maximum value of DBSMXBSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time

DBSMXBSW contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL BLOB write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

             DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

             DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBSW contains the value input from field LMSISMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBSW contains the maximum value of DBSMXBSW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

DBSMXBTD contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread BLOB delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

             DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

             DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBTD contains the value input from field LMSDTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBTD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBTD contains the maximum value of DBSMXBTD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

DBSMXBTL contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread BLOB list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

             DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

             DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBTL contains the value input from field LMSLTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBTL contains the maximum value of DBSMXBTL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time

DBSMXBTR contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread BLOB read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

             DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

             DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBTR contains the value input from field LMSSTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBTR contains the maximum value of DBSMXBTR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

DBSMXBTU contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread BLOB update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

             DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

             DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBTU contains the value input from field LMSUTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBTU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBTU contains the maximum value of DBSMXBTU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

DBSMXBTW contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread BLOB write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

             DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

             DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXBTW contains the value input from field LMSITMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXBTW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXBTW contains the maximum value of DBSMXBTW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSMXCR - Maximum SCST Rows on Query

DBSMXCR contains the maximum rows returned on a query from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCR contains the value input from field SCSMAXR in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCR contains the maximum value of DBSMXCR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

DBSMXCSD contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL delete requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

             DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCSD contains the value input from field SCSDSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCSD contains the maximum value of DBSMXCSD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

DBSMXCSI contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL insert requests from the shared-channel-status table.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

             DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCSI contains the value input from field SCSISMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCSI contains the maximum value of DBSMXCSI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

DBSMXCSS contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL select requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

             DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCSS contains the value input from field SCSSSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCSS contains the maximum value of DBSMXCSS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

DBSMXCSU contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL update requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

             DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCSU contains the value input from field SCSUSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCSU contains the maximum value of DBSMXCSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

DBSMXCTD contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread delete requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

             DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCTD contains the value input from field SCSDTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCTD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCTD contains the maximum value of DBSMXCTD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

DBSMXCTI contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread insert requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

             DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCTI contains the value input from field SCSITMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCTI contains the maximum value of DBSMXCTI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

DBSMXCTS contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread select requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

             DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

             DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCTS contains the value input from field SCSSTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCTS contains the maximum value of DBSMXCTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

DBSMXCTU contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread update requests from the shared-channel-status table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

             DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

             DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXCTU contains the value input from field SCSUTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXCTU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXCTU contains the maximum value of DBSMXCTU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

DBSMXKSD contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL delete requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

             DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKSD contains the value input from field SSKDSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKSD contains the maximum value of DBSMXKSD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

DBSMXKSI contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL insert requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

             DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKSI contains the value input from field SSKISMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKSI contains the maximum value of DBSMXKSI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

DBSMXKSS contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL select requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

             DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKSS contains the value input from field SSKSSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKSS contains the maximum value of DBSMXKSS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

DBSMXKTD contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread delete requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time
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             DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKTD contains the value input from field SSKDTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKTD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKTD contains the maximum value of DBSMXKTD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

DBSMXKTI contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread insert requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

             DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time

             DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKTI contains the value input from field SSKITMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKTI contains the maximum value of DBSMXKTI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time

DBSMXKTS contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread select requests from the shared-sync-key table.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

             DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time
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             DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXKTS contains the value input from field SSKSTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXKTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXKTS contains the maximum value of DBSMXKTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXRQD - Maximum Request Queue Depth

DBSMXRQD contains the maximum number of DB2 requests queued waiting for a server.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSMXRQD contains the value input from field DHIGMAX in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXRQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXRQD contains the maximum value of DBSMXRQD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the value of DBSMXRQD is greater than ten it may be an indication that more servers are needed.

DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

DBSMXSDT contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

             DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSMXSDT contains the value input from field DELESMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXSDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXSDT contains the maximum value of DBSMXSDT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXSLT - Maximum SQL List Time

DBSMXSLT contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

             DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

             DBSMXTLT - Maximum Thread List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXSLT contains the value input from field LISTSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXSLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXSLT contains the maximum value of DBSMXSLT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXSRT - Maximum SQL Read Time

DBSMXSRT contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

             DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

             DBSMXTRT - Maximum Thread Read Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSMXSRT contains the value input from field READSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXSRT contains the maximum value of DBSMXSRT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

DBSMXSUT contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

             DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

             DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXSUT contains the value input from field UPDTSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXSUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXSUT contains the maximum value of DBSMXSUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

DBSMXSWT contains the maximum time of the DB2 SQL write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

             DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

             DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSMXSWT contains the value input from field WRITSMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXSWT contains the maximum value of DBSMXSWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

DBSMXTDT contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread delete requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

             DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXTDT contains the value input from field DELETMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXTDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXTDT contains the maximum value of DBSMXTDT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXTLT - Maximum Thread List Time

DBSMXTLT contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread list requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

             DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

             DBSMXSLT - Maximum SQL List Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSMXTLT contains the value input from field LISTTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXTLT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXTLT contains the maximum value of DBSMXTLT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXTRT - Maximum Thread Read Time

DBSMXTRT contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

             DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

             DBSMXSRT - Maximum SQL Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXTRT contains the value input from field READTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXTRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXTRT contains the maximum value of DBSMXTRT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

DBSMXTUT contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

             DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

             DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:
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DBSMXTUT contains the value input from field UPDTTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXTUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXTUT contains the maximum value of DBSMXTUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

DBSMXTWT contains the maximum time of the DB2 thread write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

             DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

             DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSMXTWT contains the value input from field WRITTMXW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSMXTWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSMXTWT contains the maximum value of DBSMXTWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSREAD - Total Read Requests

DBSREAD contains the total number of DB2 read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSREAD contains the value input from field READCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.
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Range of Value:

DBSREAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSREAD contains the sum of all values of DBSREAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSREQUE - Total Requests Requeued

DBSREQUE contains the number of DB2 requests requeued.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSREQUE contains the value input from field REQUCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSREQUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSREQUE contains the sum of all values of DBSREQUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSRTM - Total Read Time

DBSRTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread read requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

             DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSRTM is the sum of DBSTRTM (field READTCUW) and DBSSRTM (field READSCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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DBSRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSSDTM - SQL Delete Time

DBSSDTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL delete request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

             DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

             DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSSDTM contains the value input from field DELESCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSSDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSSLTM - SQL List Time

DBSSLTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL list request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXSLT - Maximum SQL List Time

             DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

             DBSMXTLT - Maximum Thread List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSSLTM contains the value input from field LISTSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSSLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSSLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSSLTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DBSSRTM - SQL Read Time

DBSSRTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL read request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXSRT - Maximum SQL Read Time

             DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

             DBSMXTRT - Maximum Thread Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSSRTM contains the value input from field READSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSSRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSSRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSSUTM - SQL Update Time

DBSSUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL update request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

             DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

             DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSSUTM contains the value input from field UPDTSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSSUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

DBSSWTM - SQL Write Time

DBSSWTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL write request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

             DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

             DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSSWTM contains the value input from field WRITSCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSSWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSSWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSTASK - Total Server Tasks

DBSTASK contains the total number of DB2 server tasks.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSABEND - Total DB2SRV Task Abends

             DBSATASK - Total Active Server Tasks

Element Derivation:

DBSTASK contains the value input from field NUMTASK in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTASK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTASK contains the sum of all values of DBSTASK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSTDTM - Thread Delete Time

DBSTDTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread delete request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

             DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

             DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

Element Derivation:

DBSTDTM contains the value input from field DELETCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTDTM contains the sum of all values of DBSTDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSTLTM - Thread List Time

DBSTLTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread list request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXTLT -  Maximum Thread List Time

             DBSSLTM  -  SQL List Time

             DBSMXSLT -  Maximum SQL List Time

Element Derivation:

DBSTLTM contains the value input from field LISTTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTLTM contains the sum of all values of DBSTLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSTRTM - Thread Read Time

DBSTRTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread read request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXTRT -  Maximum Thread Read Time

             DBSSRTM  -  SQL Read Time

             DBSMXSRT -  Maximum SQL Read Time

Element Derivation:

DBSTRTM contains the value input from field READTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTRTM contains the sum of all values of DBSTRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSTUTM - Thread Update Time

DBSTUTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread update request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

             DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

             DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSTUTM contains the value input from field UPDTTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSTUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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DBSTWTM - Thread Write Time

DBSTWTM contains the total time of the DB2 thread write request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

             DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

             DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSTWTM contains the value input from field WRITTCUW in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSTWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSTWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSTWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSUPD - Total Update Requests

DBSUPD contains the total number of DB2 update requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSUPD contains the value input from field UPDTCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSUPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSUPD contains the sum of all values of DBSUPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSUTM - Total Update Time

DBSUTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread update requests.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

             DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

Element Derivation:

DBSUTM is the sum of DBSTUTM (field UPDTTCUW) and DBSSUTM (field UPDTSCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSUTM contains the sum of all values of DBSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

DBSWRITE contains the total number of DB2 write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DBSWRITE contains the value input from field WRITCNT in the DB2 statistics segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

DBSWRITE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSWRITE contains the sum of all values of DBSWRITE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DBSWTM - Total Write Time

DBSWTM contains the total time of the DB2 SQL and thread write requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

             DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

Element Derivation:

DBSWTM is the sum of DBSTWTM (field WRITTCUW) and DBSSWTM (field WRITSCUW) read from the DB2 statistics
segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

DBSWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DBSWTM contains the sum of all values of DBSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Log Manager Statistics File (MQSLMS)
The Log Manager Statistics File (MQSLMS) is the component of WebSphere MQ that manages the writing of log records.
This file contains the data to efficiently monitor and improve the performance of the buffer pools, in turn improving the all-
encompassing performance of WebSphere MQ. The Log Manager Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record
(subtype 1).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  LMSIN1MS - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.

  X.....E  LMSIN1MT - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O In.

  X.....E  LMSIN11S - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O Sus. In.

  X.....E  LMSIN11T - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O In.

  X.....E  LMSIN2MS - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.

  X.....E  LMSIN2MT - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O In.

  X.....E  LMSIN21S - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O Sus. In.

  X.....E  LMSIN21T - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O In.

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LMSALR   - Read Call Archive Log Data Set

  XDWM..E  LMSALW   - Write Call Archive Log Data Set

  XDWM..E  LMSBFFL  - Active Log Cntl. Intervals Created

  XDWM..E  LMSBFWR  - Calls Writing to Active Log Buf.

  XDWM..E  LMSBPAG  - Log-Write Buffer Page-In Count

  XDWM..E  LMSBSDS  - BSDS Access Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSCIOF  - CIs Off-Loaded to Archive

  XDWM..E  LMSCIWR  - Log Control Intervals (CIs) Written

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPF  - Compression Failures

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPR  - Compression Requests

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

  XDWM..E  LMSDECCB - Decompression Compressed Bytes

  XDWM..E  LMSDECF  - Decompression Failures

  XDWM..E  LMSDECR  - Decompression Requests

  XDWM..E  LMSDECUB - Decompression Uncompressed Bytes

  XDWM..E  LMSLAMA  - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mount Attempts

  XDWM..E  LMSLAMS  - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mounts

  XDWM..E  LMSLLCP  - Checkpoint Invoked Count

  XDWM..E  LMSLOGW  - Log Write I/O Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSLSUS  - Log Call Suspend Count

  XDWM..E  LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

  XDWM..E  LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

  XDWM..E  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

  XDWM..E  LMSSERW  - Dual Logging CI Serial Re-Write Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSSLPTM - Log Write Task Sleep Time

  XDWM..E  LMSSQITM - Sum of Squares I/O Time
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  XDWM..E  LMSTHRW  - Scheduled Log Write Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

  XDWM..E  LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMSTOLCI - Total Log I/O Control Intervals

  XDWM..E  LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  LMSTO1MC - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O CIs

  XDWM..E  LMSTO1MW - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSTO11C - Total Log 1 Page I/O CIs

  XDWM..E  LMSTO11W - Total Log 1 Page I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSTO2MC - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O CIs

  XDWM..E  LMSTO2MW - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSTO21C - Total Log 2 Page I/O CIs

  XDWM..E  LMSTO21W - Total Log 2 Page I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

  XDWM..E  LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

  XDWM..E  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

  XDWM..E  LMSWTB   - Wait Count For Unavailable Buffers

  XDWM..E  LMSWTL   - Read Log Call Delayed

  XDWM..E  LMSWUR   - Read Delayed Unavailable Resource

  XDWM..E  LMS1MITM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMS1MSTM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time

  XDWM..E  LMS11ITM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMS11STM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Susp. Time

  XDWM..E  LMS2MITM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMS2MSTM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time

  XDWM..E  LMS21ITM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMS21STM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Susp. Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LMSMX1MS - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX1MT - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX11S - Max Log 1 Page I/O Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX11T - Max Log 1 Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX2MS - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX2MT - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX21S - Max Log 2 Page I/O Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  LMSMX21T - Max Log 2 Page I/O Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

  XDWM..E  LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPFR - Log Compression Success Ratio

  XDWM..E  LMSCMPUC - Log Compression Quantity Ratio

  XDWM..E  LMSPCLRR - Log Read Percentage

  XDWM..E  LMSPCLWR - Log Write Percentage

  XDWM..E  LMSPCRAC - Percent Read Log Calls - Active Log

  XDWM..E  LMSPCRAR - Percent Read Log Calls - Archive Log

  XDWM..E  LMSPCRBU - Percent Read Log Calls - In-Storage
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  XDWM..E  LMSPCWRF - Percent Write Calls - Force

  XDWM..E  LMSPCWRN - Percent Write Calls - No Wait

  XDWM..E  LMSPCWRW - Percent Write Calls - Wait

  XDWM..E  LMSPCWTL - Percent Read Log Calls Delayed

  XDWM..E  LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

LMSALR - Read Call Archive Log Data Set

LMSALR contains the number of times an archive log data set was allocated for a read call.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSALR is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTALR.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSALR contains the sum of all values of LMSALR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSALW - Write Call Archive Log Data Set

LMSALW contains the number of times an archive log data set was allocated for a write call.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSALW is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTALW.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSALW contains the sum of all values of LMSALW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

LMSAVITM contains the average time used for I/O operations during process of writing pages into the log data sets.

LMSAVITM is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

            LMSINXXT - Time Max Log n Page I/O In.

            LMSMXXXT - Max Log n Page I/O Time

            LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

            LMSTOXXW - Total Log n Page I/O Writes

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSAVITM is computed using the following algorithm:

      %AVERAGE(LMSAVITM,LMSTOITM,LMSTOLWR)

Range of Value:

LMSAVITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available to compute LMSAVITM.

Summarization Process:

LMSAVITM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

LMSAVLWR contains the average number of I/O operations during process of writing pages into the log data sets.

LMSAVLWR is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

            LMSTOXXW - Total Log n Page I/O Writes

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

LMSAVLWR is computed using the following algorithm:

      %AVERAGE(LMSAVLWR,LMSTOLWR,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

LMSAVLWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available to compute LMSAVLWR.

Summarization Process:
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LMSAVLWR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSBFFL - Active Log Cntl. Intervals Created

LMSBFFL contains the number of active log control intervals (CIs) created (log pages used).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSBFFL is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTBFFL.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSBFFL contains the sum of all values of LMSBFFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSBFWR - Calls Writing to Active Log Buf.

LMSBFWR contains the number of calls made that wrote to active log buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSBFWR is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTBFWR.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSBFWR contains the sum of all values of LMSBFWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSBPAG - Log-Write Buffer Page-In Count

LMSBPAG contains the number of times a log-write buffer had to be paged-in before it could be used.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSBPAG is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTBPAG.

Range of Value:

LMSBPAG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSBPAG contains the sum of all values of LMSBPAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSBSDS - BSDS Access Calls

LMSBSDS contains the total number of bootstrap data set (BSDS) access calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSBSDS is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTBSDS.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSBSDS contains the sum of all values of LMSBSDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSCIOF - CIs Off-Loaded to Archive

LMSCIOF contains the count of CIs off-loaded to the archive data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSCIOF is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTCIOF.

Range of Value:

This element may range form a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LMSCIOF contains the sum of all values of LMSCIOF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSCIWR - Log Control Intervals (CIs) Written

LMSCIWR contains the total number of log Control Intervals (CIs) written to active log data sets.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSSERW -  Dual Logging CI Serial Re-Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSCIWR is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTCIWR.

Range of Value:

LMSCIWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCIWR contains the sum of all values of LMSCIWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

LMSCMPCB contains the count of the number of bytes after compression when writing to the log. The log data can be
compressed before it is written to disk to provide savings in disk space.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

Element Derivation:

LMSCMPCB contains the value input from field QJSTCmpComp of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSCMPCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPCB contains the sum of all values of LMSCMPCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When compression is enabled it causes increase in CPU utilization. You should only consider using compression if
throughput of your queue manager is constrained by the I/O bandwidth writing to log data set or you are facing shortage of
disk space.
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LMSCMPF - Compression Failures

LMSCMPF contains the number of times queue manager was unable to achieve any compression.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPR  - Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

LMSCMPF contains the value input from field QJSTCmpFail SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSCMPF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPF contains the sum of all values of LMSCMPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The compression failure count should be compared against the compression requests made to determine if this is
significant.

LMSCMPFR - Log Compression Success Ratio

LMSCMPFR contains the value that represent the ratio of how successful log compression was for compression requests.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPUC - Log Compression Quantity Ratio

Element Derivation:

LMSCMPFR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF LMSCMPR THEN LMSCMPFR = LMSCMPF/LMSCMPR;

    ELSE LMSCMPFR =0;

Range of Value:

LMSCMPFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPFR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A ratio close to 1 indicates compression is not very effective.

LMSCMPR - Compression Requests

LMSCMPR contains the count for number of requests made for data compression before writing to disk.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPF  - Compression Failures

Element Derivation:

LMSCMPR contains the value input from field QJSTCmpReq of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSCMPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPR contains the sum of all values of LMSCMPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

LMSCMPUB contains the number of uncompressed bytes. The log data is uncompressed before it is read from the disk.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

Element Derivation:

LMSCMPUB contains the value input from field QJSTCmpUcmp of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01 that is converted
into kilobytes.

Range of Value:

LMSCMPUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPUB contains the sum of all values of LMSCMPUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When compression is enabled it causes increase in CPU utilization. You should only consider using compression if
throughput of your queue manager is constrained by the I/O bandwidth writing to log data set or you are facing shortage of
disk space.

LMSCMPUC - Log Compression Quantity Ratio

LMSCMPUC contains the value that represent the ratio of how successful log compression was for the quantity of data
compressed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPFR - Log Compression Success Ratio

Element Derivation:
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LMSCMPUC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF LMSCMPCB THEN LMSCMPUC = LMSCMPUB/LMSCMPCB;

    ELSE LMSCMPUC =0;

Range of Value:

LMSCMPUC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSCMPUC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Usage Notes:

A ratio close to 1 indicates compression is not very effective.

LMSDECCB - Decompression Compressed Bytes

LMSDECCB contains the number of bytes before decompression when reading from the log file.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

             LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

             LMSDECUB - Decompression Uncompressed Bytes

Element Derivation:

LMSDECCB contains the value input from field QJSTDecComp of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSDECCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSDECCB contains the sum of all values of LMSDECCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSDECF - Decompression Failures

LMSDECF contains the number of times queue manager was unable to achieve any decompression.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSDECR   - Decompression Requests

Element Derivation:
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LMSDECF contains the value input from field QJSTDecFail SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSDECF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSDECF contains the sum of all values of LMSDECF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The decompression failure count should be compared against the decompression requests made to determine if this is
significant.

LMSDECR - Decompression Requests

LMSDECR contains the count for number of requests for data decompression when reading from the log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSDCMPF - Decompression Failures

Element Derivation:

LMSDECR contains the value input from field QJSTDecReq of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSDECR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSDECR contains the sum of all values of LMSDECR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSDECUB - Decompression Uncompressed Bytes

LMSDECUB contains the number of bytes after decompression when reading from the log.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

             LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

             LMSDECCB - Decompression Compressed Bytes

Element Derivation:

LMSDECUB contains the value input from field QJSTDecUncmp of the SMF record type 115 subtype 01.

Range of Value:

LMSDECUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSDECUB contains the sum of all values of LMSDECUB processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

LMSINxxS - Time Max Log n Page I/O Sus. In.

This is a general description for data elements LMSIN11S, LMSIN1MS, LMSIN21S, and LMSIN2MS.

Each of the above elements contains time of day when the event of the longest time for which the logging task was
suspended for occurred during process of writing one or more pages per I/O into the specific log data set.

• LMSIN11S - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O Sus. In.
• LMSIN1MS - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.
• LMSIN21S - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O Sus. In.
• LMSIN2MS - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.

LMSINxxS data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

 See also:  LMSMXXXS - Max Log n Page I/O Suspend Time

            LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

            LMSXXSTM - Total Log n Page I/O Susp. Time

Element Derivation:

LMSINxxS is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOMAXSUST, as follows:

• LMSIN11S contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUST in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSIN1MS contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUST in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMSIN21S contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUST in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSIN2MS contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUST in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSINxxS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available for LMSINxxS.

Summarization Process:

LMSINxxS contains the sum of all values of LMSINxxS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSINxxT - Time Max Log n Page I/O In.

This is a general description for data elements LMSIN11T, LMSIN1MT, LMSIN21T, and LMSIN2MT.

Each of the above elements contains time of day when the event of the longest I/O operation occurred during writing one
or more pages per I/O into the specific log data set.
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• LMSIN11T - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O In.
• LMSIN1MT - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O In.
• LMSIN21T - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O In.
• LMSIN2MT - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O In.

LMSINxxT data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSMXXXT - Max Log n Page I/O Time

            LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSINxxT is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOMAXIOT, as follows:

• LMSIN11T contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIOT in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSIN1MT contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIOT in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMSIN21T contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIOT in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSIN2MT contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIOT in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSINxxT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available for LMSINxxT.

Summarization Process:

LMSINxxT contains the sum of all values of LMSINxxT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSLAMA - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mount Attempts

LMSLAMA contains the number of look-ahead tape volume mounts attempted. LMSLAMA minus LMSLAMS equals the
number of times look-ahead tape mounts failed. When using archive logs, this value applies during restart or rollback.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSLAMS - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mounts

Element Derivation:

LMSLAMA is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTLAMA.

Range of Value:

LMSLAMA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LMSLAMA contains the sum of all values of LMSLAMA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSLAMS - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mounts

LMSLAMS contains the number of look-ahead tape volume mounts performed. LMSLAMA minus LMSLAMS equals the
number of times look-ahead tape mounts failed. When using archive logs, this value applies during restart or rollback.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSLAMA - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mount Attempts

Element Derivation:

LMSLAMS is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTLAMS.

Range of Value:

LMSLAMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSLAMS contains the sum of all values of LMSLAMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSLLCP - Checkpoint Invoked Count

LMSLLCP contains the number of times checkpoint was invoked because the number of write requests to the log buffers
was the LOGLOAD value specified in the CSQ6SYSP macro.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSLLCP contains the value input from field QJSTLLCP in the Log Manager segment of the SMF type 115 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

LMSLLCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSLLCP contains the sum of all values of LMSLLCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LMSLOGW - Log Write I/O Calls

LMSLOGW contains the total number of write calls to active log data sets.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSTHRW - Scheduled Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSLOGW is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTLOGW.

Range of Value:

LMSLOGW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSLOGW contains the sum of all values of LMSLOGW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSLSUS - Log Call Suspend Count

LMSLSUS contains the number of times a write data to buffers call was suspended. A call can be suspended because it
has to wait until a log buffer has been written to the log data sets or if there are insufficient log buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWTB - Wait Count For Unavailable Buffers

Element Derivation:

LMSLSUS is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTLSUS.

Range of Value:

LMSLSUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSLSUS contains the sum of all values of LMSLSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSMXxxS - Max Log n Page I/O Suspend Time

This is a general description for data elements LMSMX11S, LMSMX1MS, LMSMX21S, and LMSMX2MS.

Each of the above elements contains the maximum amount of time for which the logging task was suspended for during
an I/O operation when writing one or more pages per I/O into the specific log data set.
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• LMSMX11S - Max Log 1 Page I/O Suspend Time
• LMSMX1MS - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time
• LMSMX21S - Max Log 2 Page I/O Suspend Time
• LMSMX2MS - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time

LMSMXxxS data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSINXXS - Time Max Log n Page I/O Sus. In.

            LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

            LMSXXSTM - Total Log n Page I/O Susp. Time

Element Derivation:

LMSMXxxS is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOMAXSUS, as follows:

• LMSMX11S contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUS in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSMX1MS contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUS in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMSMX21S contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUS in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSMX2MS contains value of element QJSTIOMAXSUS in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSMXxxS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSMXxxS contains the sum of all values of LMSMXxxS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSMXxxT - Max Log n Page I/O Time

This is a general description for data elements LMSMX11T, LMSMX1MT, LMSMX21T, and LMSMX2MT.

Each of the above elements contains the maximum amount of time spent during an I/O operation when writing one or
more pages per I/O into the specific log data set.

• LMSMX11T - Max Log 1 Page I/O Time
• LMSMX1MT - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time
• LMSMX21T - Max Log 2 Page I/O Time
• LMSMX2MT - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

LMSMXxxT data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time
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            LMSINXXT - Time Max Log n Page I/O In.

            LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSMXxxT is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOMAXIO, as follows:

• LMSMX11T contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIO in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSMX1MT contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIO in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMSMX21T contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIO in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSMX2MT contains value of element QJSTIOMAXIO in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSMXxxT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSMXxxT contains the sum of all values of LMSMXxxT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCLRR - Log Read Percentage

LMSPCLRR contains the number of log reads divided by the total number of log reads and log writes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCLRR is computed using the following algorithm: LMSPCLRR=(LMSTNLRR*100)/LMSTNLRW.

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCLRR ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCLRR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

none

LMSPCLWR - Log Write Percentage

LMSPCLWR contains the total log writes divided by the total number of log reads and log writes.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCLWR is computed using the following algorithm: LMSPCLWR=(LMSTNLWR*100)/LMSTNLRW.

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCLWR ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCLWR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

none

LMSPCRAC - Percent Read Log Calls - Active Log

LMSPCRAC contains the percentage of read log calls satisfied from the active log data set.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCRAC is computed using the following algorithm: LMSPCRAC=(LMSRACT*100)/LMSTNLRR.

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCRAC ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCRAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCRAR - Percent Read Log Calls - Archive Log

LMSPCRAR contains the percentage of read log calls satisfied from an archive log data set.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:
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LMSPCRAR is computed using the following algorithm: LMSPCRAR=(LMSRARH*100)/LMSTNLRR.

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCRAR ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCRAR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Any derivation from the normal range is an indication that most log read calls are not coming from the output buffer of the
active log. This degrades performance because extra work has to be done to recover the log records.

LMSPCRBU - Percent Read Log Calls - In-Storage

LMSPCRBU contains the percentage of read log calls satisfied from in-storage buffers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCRBU is computed using the following algorithm: LMSPCRBU=(LMSRBUF*100)/LMSTNLRR.

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCRBU ranges form 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCRBU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCWRF - Percent Write Calls - Force

LMSPCWRF contains the percentage of the count of force tasks that are suspended until all the log records for this unit of
recovery are written to the active log data set.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Call

Element Derivation:

LMSPCWRF is computed using the following algorithm:

LMSPCWRF=(LMSWRF*100)/LMSTNLWR
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Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCWRF ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCWRF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCWRN - Percent Write Calls - No Wait

LMSPCWRN contains the percentage of a count of asynchronous writes to the active log. Tasks are not suspended.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCWRN is computed using the following algorithm:

LMSPCWRN=(LMSWRNW*100)/LMSTNLWR

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCWRN ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCWRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCWRW - Percent Write Calls - Wait

LMSPCWRW contains the percentage of wait tasks that are suspended until the write to active log is complete.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCWRW is computed using the following algorithm:

LMSPCWRW=(LMSWRW*100)/LMSTNLWR

Range of Value:
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The value of LMSPCWRW ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCWRW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSPCWTL - Percent Read Log Calls Delayed

LMSPCWTL contains the percentage of read log calls delayed because the MAXRTU parameter (V5R2 and later) or the
MAXALLC parameter (V2R1) in CSQ6LOGP limited the number of archive log data sets that could be used.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWTL   - Read Log Call Delayed

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSPCWTL is computed using the following algorithm:

LMSPCWTL=(LMSWTL*100)/LMSTNLRR

Range of Value:

The value of LMSPCWTL ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

LMSPCWTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When this ratio is greater than one percent, this indicates that log reads were initiated that had to read from an archived
log.

LMSRACT - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

LMSRACT contains the number of read log calls satisfied from the active log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

             LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSRACT is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTRACT.

Range of Value:
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This element may range form a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSRACT contains the sum of all values of LMSRACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSRBUF and LMSRARH to create the Total Number Of Log Read Calls (LMSTNLRR).
This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSRARH - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

LMSRARH contains the number of read log calls satisfied from an archive log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

             LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSRARH is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTRARH.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSRARH contains the sum of all values of LMSRARH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSRBUF and LMSRACT to create the Total Number Of Log Read Calls (LMSTNLRR).
This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSRBUF - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

LMSRBUF contains the number of read log calls satisfied from in-storage buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

             LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSRBUF is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTRBUF.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSRBUF contains the sum of all values of LMSRBUF processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSRACT and LMSRARH to create the Total Number Of Log Read Calls (LMSTNLRR).
This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSSERW - Dual Logging CI Serial Re-Write Calls

LMSSERW contains for dual logging the number of calls to rewrite a Control Interval (CI) when the I/O was done to each
log in series as opposed to in parallel. For single logging it contains the number of calls to rewrite a CI.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSCIWR - Log Control Intervals (CIs) Written

Element Derivation:

LMSSERW is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTSERW.

Range of Value:

LMSSERW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSSERW contains the sum of all values of LMSSERW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSSLPTM - Log Write Task Sleep Time

LMSSLPTM contains the total amount of time for which the log write task was idle.

LMSSLPTM is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

            LMSXXSTM - Total Log n Page I/O Susp. Time

Element Derivation:

LMSSLPTM is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTSLPTU.

Range of Value:

LMSSLPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSSLPTM contains the sum of all values of LMSSLPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LMSSQITM - Sum of Squares I/O Time

LMSSQITM contains the sum of the squared values of the total I/O time, in seconds, for this logger task.

LMSSQITM is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSSQITM is the 16-byte field set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOSQU. In MICS, the value is read in
from the raw record as two 8-byte numeric values using the following algorithm:

 LMSSQITM = WRK_SSQ2 + (WRK_SSQ1 * 18446744073709551616);

The high-order 8 bytes are multiplied by 16**16, then added to the low-order 8 bytes and stored in the database to use in
calculating the standard deviation of the I/O time.

Range of Value:

LMSSQITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSSQITM contains the sum of all values of LMSSQITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the CA MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or
standard deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

LMSSTDIO contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of time used for I/O operations when writing into log data sets. The
sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

LMSSTDIO is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  LMSSQITM - Sum of Squares I/O Time

            LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

            LMSTOXXW - Total Log n Page I/O Writes

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

Element Derivation:

IBM MQ provides the data necessary for computing the standard deviation. CA MICS computes this as follows: 

  IF (LMSTOLWR GT 1) AND (LMSSQITM NE .)

   THEN DO ;

    WRKSTDIO=((LMSTOLWR*LMSSQITM)-(LMSTOITM**2))/
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                (LMSTOLWR*(LMSTOLWR-1));

    IF WRKSTDIO GT 0 THEN LMSSTDIO=SQRT(WRKSTDIO);

   ELSE LMSSTDIO=0 ;

 END;

 ELSE LMSSTDIO=0 ;

Range of Value:

LMSSTDIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSSTDIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSTHRW - Scheduled Log Write Calls

LMSTHRW contains the number of times a log write calls was scheduled because the log write threshold was reached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSLOGW - Log Write I/O Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSTHRW is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTTHRW.

Range of Value:

LMSTHRW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTHRW contains the sum of all values of LMSTHRW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSTNLRR - Total Number Of Log Read Calls

LMSTNLRR contains the total number of log read calls which are a summation of: the read log calls satisfied from in-
storage buffers, active log data set, and archive log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

             LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

             LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

             LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:
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LMSTNLRR = LMSRBUF + LMSRACT + LMSRARH

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTNLRR contains the sum of all values of LMSTNLRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

LMSTNLRW contains the total number of log read and log write calls. Log write calls are a summation of wait and force
tasks which are suspended until the write to active log is complete and the count of asynchronous writes to the active log
(where tasks are not suspended). Log read calls are a summation of read calls satisfied from in-storage buffers, active log
data set, and archive log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

             LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

             LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

             LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

             LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

             LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

Element Derivation:

LMSTNLRW = LMSTNLWR + LMSTNLRR

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTNLRW contains the sum of all values of LMSTNLRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

LMSTNLWR contains the total number of log write calls which are a summation of: wait and force tasks which are
suspended until the write to active log is complete and the count of asynchronous writes to the active log, where tasks are
not suspended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

             LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

             LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

             LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

             LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSTNLWR = LMSWRW + LMSWRNW + LMSWRF;

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTNLWR contains the sum of all values of LMSTNLWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

LMSTOITM contains the total amount of time used for I/O operations during process of writing pages into the log data
sets.

LMSTOITM is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSINXXT - Time Max Log n Page I/O In.

            LMSMXXXT - Max Log n Page I/O Time

            LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

            LMSXXITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSTOITM is computed using the following algorithm:

  LMSTOITM = SUM(LMS11ITM,LMS1MITM,LMS21ITM,LMS2MITM);

Range of Value:

LMSTOITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTOITM contains the sum of all values of LMSTOITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LMSTOLCI - Total Log I/O Control Intervals

LMSTOLCI contains the total number of log Control Intervals (CIs) during process of writing pages into the log data sets.

LMSTOLCI is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LMSTOXXC - Total Log n Page I/O CIs

Element Derivation:

LMSTOITM is computed using the following algorithm:

   LMSTOLCI = SUM(LMSTO11C,LMSTO1MC,LMSTO21C,LMSTO2MC);

Range of Value:

LMSTOLCI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTOLCI contains the sum of all values of LMSTOLCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

LMSTOLWR contains the total number of I/O writes during process of writing pages into the log data sets.

LMSTOLWR is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

            LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

            LMSTOXXW - Total Log n Page I/O Writes

Element Derivation:

LMSTOITM is computed using the following algorithm:

   LMSTOLWR = SUM(LMSTO11W,LMSTO1MW,LMSTO21W,LMSTO2MW);

Range of Value:

LMSTOLWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTOLWR contains the sum of all values of LMSTOLWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

LMSTOSTM contains the total amount of time for which the logging task was suspended for during process of writing
pages into the log data sets.

LMSTOSTM is available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSINXXS - Time Max Log n Page I/O Sus. In.

            LMSMXXXS - Max Log n Page I/O Suspend Time

            LMSXXSTM - Total Log n Page I/O Susp. Time

Element Derivation:

LMSTOSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   LMSTOSTM = SUM(LMS11STM,LMS1MSTM,LMS21STM,LMS2MSTM);

Range of Value:

LMSTOSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTOSTM contains the sum of all values of LMSTOSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSTOxxC - Total Log n Page I/O CIs

This is a general description for data elements LMSTO11C, LMSTO1MC, LMSTO21C, and LMSTO2MC.

Each of the above elements contains the total number of log Control Intervals (CIs) written to the specific log data set
during writing one or more pages per I/O.

• LMSTO11C - Total Log 1 Page I/O CIs
• LMSTO1MC - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O CIs
• LMSTO21C - Total Log 2 Page I/O CIs
• LMSTO2MC - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O CIs

LMSTOxxC data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LMSTOLCI - Total Log I/O Control Intervals

Element Derivation:

LMSTOxxC is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOCI, as follows:
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• LMSTO11C contains value of element QJSTIOCI in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one page per
I/O.

• LMSTO1MC contains value of element QJSTIOCI in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing multiple
pages per I/O.

• LMSTO21C contains value of element QJSTIOCI in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one page per
I/O.

• LMSTO2MC contains value of element QJSTIOCI in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing multiple
pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSTOxxC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSTOxxC contains the sum of all values of LMSTOxxC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSTOxxW - Total Log n Page I/O Writes

This is a general description for data elements LMSTO11W, LMSTO1MW, LMSTO21W, and LMSTO2MW. Each of the
above elements contains the total number of I/O writes during writing one or more pages per I/O to the specific log data
set.

• LMSTO11W - Total Log 1 Page I/O Writes
• LMSTO1MW - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Writes
• LMSTO21W - Total Log 2 Page I/O Writes
• LMSTO2MW - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Writes

LMSTOxxW data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

            LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

            LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

Element Derivation:

LMSTOxxW is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOCOUNT, as follows:

• LMSTO11W contains value of element QJSTIOCOUNT in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSTO1MW contains value of element QJSTIOCOUNT in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMSTO21W contains value of element QJSTIOCOUNT in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMSTO2MW contains value of element QJSTIOCOUNT in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSTOxxW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LMSTOxxW contains the sum of all values of LMSTOxxW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSWRF - Write Call Count - Force

LMSWRF contains a count of force write calls. Data is written to log buffers, these buffers are then written to active log
data sets, and the requesting task is suspended until all log records are written to the active log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

             LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

LMSWRF is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTWRF.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWRF contains the sum of all values of LMSWRF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSWRN and LMSWRNW to create the Total Number Of Log Write Calls (LMSTNLWR).
This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSWRNW - Write Call Count - No Wait

LMSWRNW contains a count of no wait write calls to the active log. Data is written to log buffers, these buffers are not
explicitly written to the active log data sets, and the requesting task is not suspended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

             LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

LMSWRNW is set to the SMF record element QJSTWRNW.

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWRNW contains the sum of all values of LMSWRNW processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSWRF and LMSWRW to create the Total Number Of Log Write Calls (LMSTNLWR). This
total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSWRW - Write Call Count - Wait

LMSWRW contains the count of wait tasks which are suspended until the write to active log is complete. This call is
converted to a write_force call, therefore, this value is always zero.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

             LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

             LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

Element Derivation:

Range of Values:

LMSWRW is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTWRW.

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWRW contains the sum of all values of LMSWRW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element can be added to LMSWRF and LMSWRNW to create the Total Number Of Log Write Calls (LMSTNLWR).
This total can later be used in performance analysis.

LMSWTB - Wait Count For Unavailable Buffers

LMSWTB contains the wait count for unavailable buffers. It records the number of times a task was suspended because
all the buffers were waiting to be written to the active log data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSWTB is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTWTB.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWTB contains the sum of all values of LMSWTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When this value becomes non zero, this is an indication that tasks are being suspended while the in-storage buffer is
being written to the active log.
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LMSWTL - Read Log Call Delayed

LMSWTL contains the number of read log calls delayed because the MAXRTU parameter (V5R2 and later) or the
MAXALLC parameter (V2R1) in CSQ6LOGP limited the number of archive log data sets that could be used.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LMSPCWTL - Percent Read Log Calls Delayed

Element Derivation:

LMSWTL is set to the SMF record 115 element QJSTTVC (V5R2 and later) or element QJSTWTL (V2R1).

Range of Value:

This element may range form a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWTL contains the sum of all values of LMSWTL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the LMSWTL value is non-zero, investigate why so many archive logs are needed, and consider increasing the value of
MAXRTU (V5R2) or MAXALLC (VR21) to allow more devices to be used.

LMSWUR - Read Delayed Unavailable Resource

LMSWUR contains the number of read accesses delayed due to unavailable resource. This occurs during restart or
rollback when using archive logs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LMSWUR is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTWUR.

Range of Value:

LMSWUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSWUR contains the sum of all values of LMSWUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSxxITM - Total Log n Page I/O Time

This is a general description for data elements LMS11ITM, LMS1MITM, LMS21ITM, and LMS2MITM.

Each of the above elements contains the total amount of time used for I/O operations during writing one or more pages
per I/O into the specific log data set.
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• LMS11ITM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Time
• LMS1MITM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time
• LMS21ITM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Time
• LMS2MITM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

LMSxxITM data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

            LMSINXXT - Time Max Log n Page I/O In.

            LMSMXXXT - Max Log n Page I/O Time

            LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

Element Derivation:

LMSxxITM is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOTOTIO, as follows:

• LMS11ITM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTIO in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one page
per I/O.

• LMS1MITM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTIO in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMS21ITM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTIO in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one page
per I/O.

• LMS2MITM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTIO in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSxxITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSxxITM contains the sum of all values of LMSxxITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LMSxxSTM - Total Log n Page I/O Susp. Time

This is a general description for data elements LMS11STM, LMS1MSTM, LMS21STM, and LMS2MSTM.

Each of the above elements contains the total amount of time for which the logging task was suspended for during
process of writing one or more pages per I/O into the specific log data set.

• LMS11STM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Susp. Time
• LMS1MSTM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time
• LMS21STM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Susp. Time
• LMS2MSTM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time

LMSxxSTM data elements are available at WebSphere MQ version 7.0.1B and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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 See also:  LMSINXXS - Time Max Log n Page I/O Sus. In.

            LMSMXXXS - Max Log n Page I/O Suspend Time

            LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

LMSxxSTM is set to the SMF record 115, subtype 1, element QJSTIOTOTSUS, as follows:

• LMS11STM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTSUS in the first 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMS1MSTM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTSUS in the second 72 bytes of log 1 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

• LMS21STM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTSUS in the first 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing one
page per I/O.

• LMS2MSTM contains value of element QJSTIOTOTSUS in the second 72 bytes of log 2 statistics data when writing
multiple pages per I/O.

Range of Value:

LMSxxSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LMSxxSTM contains the sum of all values of LMSxxSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Message Manager Statistics File (MQSMMS)
The Message Manager Statistics File (MQSMMS) is the component of WebSphere MQ that contains counts for the
different MQI calls related to the file. The MQI calls are MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ,
MQSET, and MQCALH. The Message Manager Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  MMSCALH  - 'Close Handle' Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSCLOS  - MQCLOSE Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSGET   - MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSINQ   - MQINQ Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSNBP   - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

  XDWM..E  MMSOPEN  - MQOPEN Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSPBP   - Persistent Bytes Put

  XDWM..E  MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSPUT   - MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSPUT1  - MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSSET   - MQSET Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSSNP   - Successful Non-Persistent Puts

  XDWM..E  MMSSPP   - Successful Persistent Puts

  XDWM..E  MMSSTRQ  - MQSTAT Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

 Minimum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  MMSMNGET - Minimum MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSMNPUT - Minimum MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSMNPU1 - Minimum MQPUT1 Calls

 Maximum Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  MMSMXGET - Maximum MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSMXPUT - Maximum MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSMXPU1 - Maximum MQPUT1 Calls

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  MMSAVCLH - Average Number 'Close Handle' Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVCLO - Average Number of MQCLOSE Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVGET - Average Number of MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVINQ - Average Number of MQINQ Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVOPN - Average Number of MQOPEN Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVPUT - Average Number of MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVPU1 - Average Number of MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  MMSAVSET - Average Number of MQSET Calls

MMSAVCLH - Average Number 'Close Handle' Calls

MMSAVCLH contains the average number of 'close handle' calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSCALH  - 'Close Handle' Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVCLH is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVCLH=MMSCALH/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVCLH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVCLO - Average Number of MQCLOSE Calls

MMSAVCLO contains the average number of MQCLOSE calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSCLOS  - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVCLO is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVCLO=MMSCLOS/INTERVLS
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Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVCLO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVGET - Average Number of MQGET Calls

MMSAVGET contains the average number of MQGET calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSGET   - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVGET is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVGET=MMSGET/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVGET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVINQ - Average Number of MQINQ Calls

MMSAVINQ contains the average number of MQINQ calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSINQ   - MQINQ Calls

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

MMSAVINQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (MMSINQ)0) MMSAVINQ=MMSINQ/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (MMSINQ=0) MMSAVINQ=0;

      OTHERWISE       MMSAVINQ=.;

    END;

    ELSE MMSAVINQ=.;
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Range of Value:

MMSAVINQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVINQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVOPN - Average Number of MQOPEN Calls

MMSAVOPN contains the average number of MQOPEN calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSOPEN  - MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVOPN is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVOPN=MMSOPEN/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVOPN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVPUT - Average Number of MQPUT Calls

MMSAVPUT contains the average number of MQPUT calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSPUT   - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVPUT is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVPUT=MMSPUT/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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MMSAVPUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVPU1 - Average Number of MQPUT1 Calls

MMSAVPU1 contains the average number of MQPUT1 calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSPUT1  - MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVPU1 is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVPU1=MMSPUT1/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVPU1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSAVSET - Average Number of MQSET Calls

MMSAVSET contains the average number of MQSET calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             MMSSET   - MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSAVSET is computed using the following algorithm:

MMSAVSET=MMSSET/INTERVLS

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSAVSET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MMSCALH - 'Close Handle' Calls

MMSCALH contains the number of 'close handle' calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSCALH is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTCALH.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSCALH contains the sum of all values of MMSCALH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSCB - MQCB Calls

MMSCB contains the number of MQCB calls.

MQCB call registers a callback for the specified object handle and controls activation and changes to callback.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

             MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

             MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSCB contains the value input from field QMSTCB of the SMF record type 115 subtype 02.

Range of Value:

MMSCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSCB contains the sum of all values of MMSCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSCLOS - MQCLOSE Calls

MMSCLOS contains the number of MQCLOSE calls processed by the Message Manager. MQCLOSE is a call to close a
queue channel.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSCLOS is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTCLOS.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSCLOS contains the sum of all values of MMSCLOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSCTL - MQCTL Calls

MMSCTL contains the number MQCTL calls.

The MQCTL call performs controlling actions on the object handles opened for connections.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

             MMSSUBRQ - MQSUBRQ Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSCTL contains the value input from field QMSTCTL of the SMF record type 115 subtype 02.

Range of Value:

MMSCTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSCTL contains the sum of all values of MMSCTL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSGET - MQGET Calls

MMSGET contains the number of MQGET calls processed by the Message manager. MQGET is a call to get a message
off a queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSGET is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTGET.
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Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSGET contains the sum of all values of MMSGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSINQ - MQINQ Calls

MMSINQ contains the number of MQINQ calls processed by the Message Manager. The MQINQ call returns an array of
integers and a set of character strings containing the attributes of an object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSINQ is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTINQ.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSINQ contains the sum of all values of MMSINQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSMNGET - Minimum MQGET Calls

MMSMNGET contains the minimum number of MQGET calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSGET - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

at the DETAIL level, MMSMNGET is assigned to MMSGET.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMNGET contains the minimum value of MMSMNGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MMSMNPUT - Minimum MQPUT Calls

MMSMNPUT contains the minimum number of MQPUT calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSPUT - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MMSMNPUT is assigned to MMSPUT.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMNPUT contains the minimum value of MMSMNPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSMNPU1 - Minimum MQPUT1 Calls

MMSMNPU1 contains the minimum number of MQPUT1 calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSPUT1 - MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MMSMNPU1 is assigned to MMSPUT1.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMNPU1 contains the minimum value of MMSMNPU1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSMXGET - Maximum MQGET Calls

MMSMXGET contains the maximum number of MQGET calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSGET - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MMSMXGET is assigned to MMSGET.

Range of Value:
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This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMXGET contains the maximum value of MMSMXGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSMXPUT - Maximum MQPUT Calls

MMSMXPUT contains the maximum number of MQPUT calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSPUT - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MMSMXPUT is assigned to MMSPUT.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMXPUT contains the maximum value of MMSMXPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSMXPU1 - Maximum MQPUT1 Calls

MMSMXPU1 contains the maximum number of MQPUT1 calls processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSPUT1 -  MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MMSMXPU1 is assigned to MMSPUT1.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSMXPU1 contains the maximum value of MMSMXPU1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSNBP - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

MMSNBP contains the number of non-persistent bytes put processed by the Message Manager.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: MMSSPP - Successful Persistent Puts

          MMSSNP - Successful Non-Persistent Puts

          MMSPBP - Persistent Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

MMSNBP contains the value input from field QMSTNBP in the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MMSNBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSNBP contains the sum of all values of MMSNBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSOPEN - MQOPEN Calls

MMSOPEN contains the number of MQOPEN calls processed by the Message Manager. MQOPEN is a call to open a
queue channel.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSOPEN is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTOPEN.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSOPEN contains the sum of all values of MMSOPEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSPBP - Persistent Bytes Put

MMSPBP contains the number of persistent bytes put processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: MMSSPP - Successful Persistent Puts

           MMSSNP - Successful Non-Persistent Puts

           MMSNBP - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

MMSPBP contains the value input from field QMSTPBP in the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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MMSPBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSPBP contains the sum of all values of MMSPBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSNP -  Successful Non-Persistent Puts

MMSSNP contains the number of non-persistent puts processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: MMSSPP - Successful Persistent Puts

          MMSPBP - Persistent Bytes Put

          MMSNBP - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

MMSSNP contains the value input from field QMSTSNP in the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MMSSNP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSSNP contains the sum of all values of MMSSNP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSPP - Successful Persistent Puts

MMSSPP contains the number of persistent puts processed by the Message Manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: MMSSNP - Successful Non-Persistent Puts

          MMSPBP - Persistent Bytes Put

          MMSNBP - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

MMSSPP contains the value input from field QMSTSPP in the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MMSSPP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSSPP contains the sum of all values of MMSSPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MMSPUBS - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

MMSPUBS contains the number of publish calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

             MMSSUBRQ - MQSUBRQ Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSPUBS contains the value input from field QMSTPUBS of the SMF type 115 subtype 02 record.

Range of Value:

MMSPUBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSPUBS contains the sum of all values of MMSPUBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSPUT - MQPUT Calls

MMSPUT contains the number of MQPUT calls processed by the Message Manager. MQPUT is a call to put a message
on a queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSPUT is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTPUT.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSPUT contains the sum of all values of MMSPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSPUT1 - MQPUT1 Calls

MMSPUT1 contains the number of MQPUT1 calls processed by the Message Manager. MQPUT1 is a multi-purpose
command to open, put, and close a call.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSPUT1 is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTPUT1.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSPUT1 contains the sum of all values of MMSPUT1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSET - MQSET Calls

MMSSET contains the number of MQSET calls processed by the Message Manager. MQSET is a call that is used to
change the attributes of an object represented by a handle. The object must be a queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MMSSET is set to the SMF record 115 element QMSTSET.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSSET contains the sum of all values of MMSSET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSTRQ - MQSTAT Calls

MMSSTRQ contains the number of MQSTAT calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

             MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSSTRQ contains the value input from field QMSTSTUS of the SMF type 115 subtype 02 record.

Range of Value:
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MMSSTRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSSTRQ contains the sum of all values of MMSSTRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSUB - MQSUB Calls

MMSSUB contains the number of MQSUB calls. The MQSUB call registers the applications subscription to a particular
topic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

             MMSSUBR  - MQSUBRQ Calls

             MMSSTRQ  - MQSTAT Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSSUB contains the value input from field QMSTSUB of the SMF type 115 subtype 02 record.

Range of Value:

MMSSUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMSSUB contains the sum of all values of MMSSUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMSSUBR - MQSUBRQ Calls

MMSSUBR contains the number of MQSUBRQ calls. The MQSUBRQ call is made to request a subscription. The
subscriber must have already registered for the subscription using MQSO_PUBLICATIONS_ON_REQUEST.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  MMSCTL   - MQCTL Calls

             MMSCB    - MQCB Calls

             MMSSUB   - MQSUB Calls

             MMSPUBS  - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

             MMSSTRQ  - MQSTAT Calls

Element Derivation:

MMSSUBR contains the value input from field QMSTSUBR of the SMF record type 115 subtype 02.

Range of Value:

MMSSUBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

MMSSUBR contains the sum of all values of MMSSUBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Page Set Statistics File (MQSPGS)
The MQSPGS file provides detailed information about the page set usage by the queue managers. This information
provides the size of the page sets and how many pages are used and unused.

The Page Set Statistics file (MQSPGS) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 201, which is new with IBM
Websphere MQ v9.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  PGSBPNO  - Buffer Pool Number

  XDWM..E  PGSPSNO  - Page Set ID

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week
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  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PGSEXPM  - Expansion Method Code

  X.....E  PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

  XDWM..E  PGSSTAT  - Page Set Status Code

  X.....E  PGSSTATU - Page Set Status

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PGSCKPP  - Pages Written in Checkpoint

  XDWM..E  PGSDWPN  - Write Page I/Os

  XDWM..E  PGSDWPP  - Pages Written

  XDWM..E  PGSDWPT  - Total Write I/O Time

  XDWM..E  PGSEXPN  - Number of Extends

  XDWM..E  PGSFULL  - Times Page Set Full

  XDWM..E  PGSGETN  - Read Page I/Os

  XDWM..E  PGSGETP  - Pages Read

  XDWM..E  PGSGETT  - Total Read I/O Time

  XDWM..E  PGSIMWN  - IMW Page I/Os

  XDWM..E  PGSIMWP  - IMW Pages

  XDWM..E  PGSIMWT  - Total IMW I/O Time

  XDWM..E  PGSNCKPP - Pages Not Written in Checkpoint

  XDWM..E  PGSNPPG  - Non-Persistent Used Pages

  XDWM..E  PGSPPG   - Persistent Used Pages

  X.....E  PGSSIZE  - Page Set Size (MB)

  XDWM..E  PGSSTRN  - Number of Stripes

  XDWM..E  PGSTOPG  - Total Pages

  XDWM..E  PGSTOTIO - Total Page Set I/O Requests

  XDWM..E  PGSUNPG  - Current Unused Pages

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PGSAVIOT - Avg I/O Per Second

  XDWM..E  PGSAVIWI - Avg Immediate Write Pages per I/O

  XDWM..E  PGSAVPIO - Avg Pages per I/O

  XDWM..E  PGSAVRIO - Avg Read Pages per I/O

  XDWM..E  PGSAVWIO - Avg Write Pages per I/O

  XDWM..E  PGSPCBR  - Pct Read Busy

  XDWM..E  PGSPCBW  - Pct Write Busy

  XDWM..E  PGSPCBWI - Pct IMW Busy

  XDWM..E  PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

  XDWM..E  PGSPCPGN - Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

  XDWM..E  PGSPCPGP - Pct Pages With Persistent Data

  XDWM..E  PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

  XDWM..E  PGSPSIMW - IMW MB per Second

  XDWM..E  PGSPSRMB - Read MB per Second

  XDWM..E  PGSPSWMB - Write MB per Second
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PGSAVIOT - Avg I/O Per Second

PGSAVIOT contains the average I/Os per seconds to the page set during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

          PGSTOTIO - Total Page Set I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

PGSAVIOT is computed using the following algorithm:

T_IO=SUM(PGSDWPT, PGSIMWT, PGSGETT);

 %AVERAGE(PGSAVIOT, T_IO, PGSTOTIO)

Range of Value:

PGSAVIOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSAVIOT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSAVIWI - Avg Immediate Write Pages per I/O

PGSAVIWI contains the average number of immediate write pages to the page set per I/O during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

          PGSAVWIO - Avg Write Pages per I/O

          PGSAVRIO - Avg Read Pages per I/O

Element Derivation:

PGSAVIWI is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(PGSAVIWI, PGSIMWP, PGSIMWN)

Range of Value:

PGSAVIWI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PGSAVIWI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSAVPIO - Avg Pages per I/O

PGSAVPIO contains the average number of pages per I/O for this page set during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPP - Pages Written

          PGSIMWP - IMW Pages

          PGSGETP - Pages Read

          PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

          PGSAVIOT - Avg I/O Per Second

Element Derivation:

PGSAVPIO is computed using the following algorithm:

P_IO=SUM(PGSDWPP, PGSIMWP, PGSGETP);

 N_IO=SUM(PGSDWPN, PGSIMWN, PGSGETN);

 %AVERAGE(PGSAVPIO, p_IO, N_IO)

Range of Value:

PGSAVPIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSAVPIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSAVRIO -  Avg Read Pages per I/O

PGSAVRIO contains the average number of read pages from the page set per I/O during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

          PGSAVWIO - Avg Write Pages per I/O

          PGSAVIWI - Avg Immediate Write Pages per I/O
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Element Derivation:

PGSAVRIO is computed using the following algorithm:

 %AVERAGE(PGSAVRIO, PGSGETP, PGSGETN)

Range of Value:

PGSAVRIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSAVRIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSAVUNU - Avg Unused Pages

PGSAVUNU contains the average number of unused pages in the page set at the end of the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSTOPG - Total Pages

          PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

          PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

          PGSNPPG - Non-Persistent Used Pages

          PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSAVUNU is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PGSAVUNU, PGSUNPG, INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

PGSAVUNU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSAVUNU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSAVWIO - Avg Write Pages per I/O

PGSAVWIO contains the average number of write pages to the page set per I/O during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os
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          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

          PGSAVIWI - Avg Immediate Write Pages per I/O

          PGSAVRIO - Avg Read Pages per I/O

Element Derivation:

PGSAVWIO is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PGSAVWIO, PGSDWPP, PGSDWPN)

Range of Value:

PGSAVWIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSAVWIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSBPNO - Buffer Pool Number

PGSBPNO contains the identifying buffer pool number used by this page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGSPSNO  - Page Set ID

Element Derivation:

PGSBPNO contains the value input from field QIS1BPNO in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSBPNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSBPNO is not summarized. PGSBPNO is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSCKPP-  Pages Written in Checkpoint

PGSCKPP contains a count of the number of pages written to the page set due to checkpoint activity.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSNCKPP - Pages Not Written in Checkpoint

          PGSDWPP - Pages Written
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          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

Element Derivation:

PGSCKPP contains the value input from field QIS1CKPP in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSCKPP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSCKPP contains the sum of all values of PGSCKPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

PGSDWPN contains the number of write I/O requests for DWP.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

Element Derivation:

PGSDWPN contains the value input from field QIS1DWPN in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSDWPN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSDWPN contains the sum of all values of PGSDWPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSDWPP - Pages Written

PGSDWPP contains the total number of pages written for DWP.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSIMWP - IMW Pages

          PGSGETP - Pages Read

Element Derivation:

PGSDWPP contains the value input from field QIS1DWPP in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSDWPP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PGSDWPP contains the sum of all values of PGSDWPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

PGSDWPT contains total time spent doing write I/O.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

PGSDWPT contains the value input from field QIS1DWPT in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSDWPT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

PGSDWPT contains the sum of all values of PGSDWPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSEXPM - Expansion Method Code

PGSEXPM contains the numerical code for the method the queue manager should use to expand a page set when it
becomes nearly full and further pages are required to it.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

Element Derivation:

PGSEXPM contains the value input from field QIS1EXPM in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSEXPM ranges from 1 to 3.

1 = USER

 2 = SYSTEM

 3 = NONE

Summarization Process:

PGSEXPM contains the last value of PGSEXPM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PGSEXPN - Number of Extends

PGSEXPN contains the number of times the page set has expanded since the queue manager started.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

Element Derivation:

PGSEXPN contains the value input from field QIS1EXPN in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSEXPN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSEXPN contains the sum of all values of PGSEXPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSFULL - Times Page Set Full

PGSFULL contains the number of times the page set filled up. If this number is greater than zero, investigation should be
done to determine why this page set is filling up.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSEXPN - Number of Extends

          PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

Element Derivation:

PGSFULL contains the value input from field QIS1FULL in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSFULL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSFULL contains the sum of all values of PGSFULL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note

PGSGETN  -  Read Page I/Os

PGSGETN contains the total number of read requests.
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This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

Element Derivation:

PGSGETN contains the value input from field QIS1GETN in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSGETN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSGETN contains the sum of all values of PGSGETN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSGETP - Pages Read

PGSGETP contains the total number of pages got for read requests.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPP - Pages Written

          PGSIMWP - IMW Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSGETP contains the value input from field QIS1GETP in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSGETP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSGETP contains the sum of all values of PGSGETP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

PGSGETT contains the total time spent doing read I/O.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time
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Element Derivation:

PGSGETT contains the value input from field QIS1GETT in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSGETT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

PGSGETT contains the sum of all values of PGSGETT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

PGSIMWN contains the number of immediate write requests.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

Element Derivation:

PGSIMWN contains the value input from field QIS1IMWN in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSIMWN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSIMWN contains the sum of all values of PGSIMWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSIMWP - IMW Pages

PGSIMWP contains the number of immediate write pages.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSCKPP - Pages Written in Checkpoint

          PGSNCKPP - Pages Not Written in Checkpoint

          PGSDWPP - Pages Written

Element Derivation:

PGSIMWP contains the value input from field QIS1IMWP in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSIMWP contains the value input from field QIS1IMWP in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.
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Summarization Process:

PGSIMWP contains the sum of all values of PGSIMWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

PGSIMWT contains the total time spend doing immediate page writes.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

PGSIMWT contains the value input from field QIS1IMWT in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSIMWT is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

PGSIMWT contains the sum of all values of PGSIMWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

PGSMETHD contains the method the queue manager should use to expand a page set when it becomes nearly full and
further pages are required for it.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 11.

SEE ALSO: PGSEXPM - Expansion Method Code

          PGSEXPN - Number of Extends

Element Derivation:

PGSMETHD is set based on the value of PGSEXPM.                     

Range of Value:

PGSMETHD contains the following values based on the value of PGSEXPM:

1 = USER

 2 = SYSTEM

 3 = NONE

Summarization Process:

PGSMETHD contains the last value of PGSMETHD processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PGSNCKPP - Pages Not Written in Checkpoint

PGSNCKPP contains a count of the number of pages written to the page set not due to checkpoint activity.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSCKPP - Pages Written in Checkpoint

          PGSDWPP - Pages Written

          PGSIMWP - IMW Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSNCKPP is derived using the following formula.

 PGSNCKPP=SUM(PGSDWPP, PGSIMWP) - PGSCKPP;

Range of Value:

PGSNCKPP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSNCKPP contains the sum of all values of PGSNCKPP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSNPPG - Non-Persistent Used Pages

PGSNPPG contains the number of pages used for non-persistent messages.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSTOPG - Total Pages

          PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

          PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSNPPG contains the value input from field QIS1NPPG in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSNPPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSNPPG contains the sum of all values of PGSNPPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PGSPCBR - Pct Read Busy

PGSPCBR contains the percentage of time performing read operations during the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCBWI - Pct IMW Busy

          PGSPCBW - Pct Write Busy

          PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

PGSPCBR is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PGSPCBR, PGSGETT, DURATION)

Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCBW - Pct Write Busy

PGSPCBW contains the percentage of time during the reporting interval that the queue manager spent doing write I/Os to
page sets.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCBWI - Pct IMW Busy

          PGSPCBR - Pct Read Busy

          PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

PGSPCBW is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PGSPCBW, PGSDWPT, DURATION)

Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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PGSPCBW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCBWI -  Pct IMW Busy

PGSPCBWI contains the percentage of time during the reporting interval that the queue manager spent doing immediate
write I/Os to page sets.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCBR - Pct Read Busy

          PGSPCBW - Pct Write Busy

          PGSDWPT - Total Write I/O Time

          PGSIMWT - Total IMW I/O Time

          PGSGETT - Total Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

PGSPCBWI is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(PGSPCBWI, PGSIMWT, DURATION)

Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCBWI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCBWI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

PGSPCFRE contains the percentage of free pages in the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSTOPG - Total Pages

          PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

          PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

          PGSNPPG - Non-Persistent Used Pages

          PGSFULL - Times Page Set Full

Element Derivation:

PGSPCFRE is computed using the following algorithm:

 %PERCENT(PGSPCFRE, PGSUNPG, PGSTOPG)
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Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCFRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCFRE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCPGN -  Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

PGSPCPGN contains the percent of non-persistent pages in the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

          PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

          PGSPCPGP - Pct Pages With Persistent Data

Element Derivation:

PGSPCPGN is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PGSPCPGN, PGSNPPG, PGSTOPG)

Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCPGN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCPGN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCPGP -  Pct Pages With Persistent Data

PGSPCPGP contains the percent of pages with persistent data in the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

          PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

          PGSPCPGN - Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

Element Derivation:

PGSPCPGP is computed using the following algorithm:

 %PERCENT(PGSPCPGP, PGSPPG, PGSTOPG)
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Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCPGP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCPGP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

PGSPCUSE contains the percent of pages used in the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

          PGSPCPGP - Pct Pages With Persistent Data

          PGSPCPGN - Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

Element Derivation:

PGSPCUSE is computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PGSPCUSE, PGSPPG, PGSTOPG)

Range of Value:

The value of PGSPCUSE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PGSPCUSE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

PGSPPG contains the number of pages in the page set that contain persistent data.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSTOPG - Total Pages

          PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

          PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

          PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

          PGSPCPGP - Pct Pages With Persistent Data

          PGSPCPGN - Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

Element Derivation:
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PGSPPG contains the value input from field QIS1PPG in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSPPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSPPG contains the sum of all values of PGSPPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPSIMW - IMW MB per Second

PGSPSIMW contains rate of megabytes per second for immediate writes to the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPSWMB - Write MB per Second

          PGSPSRMB - Read MB per Second

Element Derivation:

PGSPSIMW is computed using the following algorithm:

N_IO=(PGSIMWN*4096)/(1024*1024);

 %AVERAGE(PGSPSIMW, N_IO, PGSIMWT)

Range of Value:

PGSPSIMW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSPSIMW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPSNO - Page Set ID

PGSPSNO contains the number identification (PSID) of the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGSBPNO  - Buffer Pool Number

Element Derivation:

PGSPSNO contains the value input from field QIS1PSNO in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSPSNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PGSPSNO is not summarized. PGSPSNO is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPSRMB - Read MB per Second

PGSPSRMB contains the rate of megabytes per second for reads from the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPSWMB - Write MB per Second

          PGSPSIMW - IMW MB per Second

Element Derivation:

PGSPSRMB is computed using the following algorithm:

N_IO=(PGSGETN*4096)/(1024*1024);

 %AVERAGE(PGSPSRMB, N_IO, PGSGETT)

Range of Value:

PGSPSRMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSPSRMB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSPSWMB - Write MB per Second

PGSPSWMB contains the rate of megabytes per second for writes to the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPSIMW - IMW MB per Second

          PGSPSRMB - Read MB per Second

Element Derivation:

PGSPSWMB is computed using the following algorithm:

N_IO=(PGSIMWN*4096)/(1024*1024);

 %AVERAGE(PGSPSIMW, N_IO, PGSIMWT)

Range of Value:

PGSPSWMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PGSPSWMB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSSIZE -  Page Set Size (MB)

PGSSIZE contains the size of the page set in megabytes.
This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGSTOPG  - Total Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSSIZE is computed using the following formula:

   PGSSIZE =(PGSTOPG*4096) / (1024*1024);

Range of Value:

PGSSIZE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSSIZE contains the sum of all values of PGSSIZE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSSTAT - Page Set Status Code

PGSSTAT contains the numeric raw value for the page set status at the end of the recording interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGSSTATU - Page Set Status

Element Derivation:

PGSSTAT contains the value input from field QIS1STAT in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSSTAT ranges from a 0 to 4.

0 = Available

 1 = Defined

 2 = Offline

 3 = Not Defined

 4 = Suspended

Summarization Process:
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PGSSTAT contains the last value of PGSSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSSTATU - Page Set Status

PGSSTATU contains the status of the page set at the end of the recording interval.
This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 11.

 SEE ALSO:  PGSSTAT  - Page Set Status Code

Element Derivation:

PGSSTATU is set based on the value of PGSSTAT.

Range of Value:

PGSSTATU can contain any following values:

0 = Available

 1 = Defined

 2 = Offline

 3 = Not Defined

 4 = Suspended

Summarization Process:

PGSSTATU contains the last value of PGSSTATU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSSTRN -  Number of Stripes

PGSSTRN contains the number of stripes the page set has. If you have a lot of disk I/O, you may get performance
benefits from striping the page set. When the buffer pool fills up, the deferred write processor (DWP) task writes pages out
to the buffer pool. In MQ v8 and higher DWP you can write up to 32 pages in an I/O request. Striping the page set could
reduce the I/O time, so pages are freed up faster.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PGSSTRN contains the value input from field QIS1STRN in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSSTRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSSTRN contains the sum of all values of PGSSTRN processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PGSTOPG - Total Pages

PGSTOPG contains the total number of pages in the page set.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSPSNO - Page Set ID

          PGSBPNO - Buffer Pool Number

          PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

          PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

          PGSNPPG - Non-Persistent Used Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSTOPG contains the value input from field QIS1TOPG in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSTOPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSTOPG contains the sum of all values of PGSTOPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PGSTOTIO - Total Page Set I/O Requests

PGSTOTIO contains the total of immediate Write (IMW), write, and read I/Os.
This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSIMWN - IMW Page I/Os

          PGSDWPN - Write Page I/Os

          PGSGETN - Read Page I/Os

Element Derivation:

PGSTOTIO is set to using the following formula:

  PGSTOTIO=SUM(PGSDWPN, PGSIMWN, PGSGETN);

Range of Value:

PGSTOTIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSTOTIO contains the sum of all values of PGSTOTIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PGSUNPG - Current Unused Pages

PGSUNPG contains the number of the unused pages in the page set at the end of the reporting interval.

This data element is available at Websphere MQ v9 and above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PGSTOPG - Total Pages

          PGSPPG - Persistent Used Pages

          PGSNPPG - Non-Persistent Used Pages

          PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

Element Derivation:

PGSUNPG contains the value input from field QIS1UNPG in the SMF type 115 subtype 201 record.

Range of Value:

PGSUNPG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PGSUNPG contains the sum of all values of PGSUNPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Shared Message Data Set Statistics File (MQSSMD)
The Shared Message Data Set Statistics File (MQSSMD) contains Shared Message Data Sets that are used by a queue
manager to store offloaded message data for shared messages that are stored in a coupling facility structure. The Shared
Message Data Sets Statistics File is derived from the SMF type 115 record (subtype 2).

Contents

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your
installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK     |
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 |         |HOUR      ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Sep 26, 2014

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option
controls whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Oct 9, 2014

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SMDSTRNM - Structure Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XD....E  SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size

  XD....E  SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size

  XDWM..E  SMDSTRNO - Structure Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFDB - No. Marked Buffers Deleted

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFB - No. Freed Buffer with Valid Data

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRD - No. Read Requests from Disk

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFSZ - Sum of Buffer Size in KBytes

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORR - Read Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time
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  XDWM..E  SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMAP - Allocated 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMAR - Allocated Space for Messages

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMC - Sum of Messages in SMDS

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFMF - Min Free Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMF - Min Free Blocks

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFMB - Max GET Req Queued Wait Specific Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFMP - Max Get Request Queued Wait Any Buffer

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFMU - Max Used Buffers

  XD....E  SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval

  XD....E  SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMM - Max Message Count

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMU - Max Used Blocks

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

  XDWM..E  SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVFP  - Avg Format 4K Pages Written

  XDWM..E  SMDAVFT  - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVFW  - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

  XDWM..E  SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

  XDWM..E  SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

  XDWM..E  SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

  XDWM..E  SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use
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  XDWM..E  SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

  XDWM..E  SMDAVOIO - Avg Other QM SMDS I/O Read Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVOWT - Avg Other QM SMDS Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVRP  - Avg Read 4K Pages per Request

  XDWM..E  SMDAVRT  - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVRW  - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVWP  - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request

  XDWM..E  SMDAVWT  - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

  XDWM..E  SMDAVWW  - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SMDPCBGL - Pct GET Request Buffers Stolen

  XDWM..E  SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

  XDWM..E  SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

  XDWM..E  SMDPCWB  - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

  XDWM..E  SMDPCWP  - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

SMDAVBFE contains the average number of free empty and available buffers in the buffer pool for the Shared Message
Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBFE is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVBFE,SMDSBFFE,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBFE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBFE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

SMDAVBFS contains the average number of free saved buffers in the buffer pool for the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBFS is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVBFS,SMDSBFFS,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBFS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBFS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

SMDAVBSZ contains the average size of the buffers, in kilobytes, specified in the DSBLOCK parameter.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFSZ - Sum of Buffer Size in KBytes

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBSZ is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVBSZ,SMDSBFSZ,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBSZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

SMDAVBTO contains the average number of buffers in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool that is
managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBTO is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(SMDAVBTO,SMDSBFTO,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBTO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

SMDAVBUP contains the average number of used private buffers in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool
that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBUP is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVBUP,SMDSBFUP,INTERVLS)
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Range of Value:

SMDAVBUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBUP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

SMDAVBUS contains the average number of shared buffers in use in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool
that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBUS is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVBUS,SMDSBFUS,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

SMDAVBWT contains the average amount of time that GET requests waited for specific buffers that were busy.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDPCWB - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

          SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer
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          SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDAVBWT is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(SMDAVBWT,SMDSBFBT,SMDSBFBW)

Range of Value:

SMDAVBWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVBWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVFP - Avg Format 4K Pages Written

SMDAVFP contains the average number of write requests to format new extents in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVRP - Avg Read 4K Pages per Request

          SMDAVWP - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

Element Derivation:

SMDAVFP is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVFP,SMDSIOFR,SMDSIOFP)

Range of Value:

SMDAVFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVFP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

SMDAVFT contains the average I/O time that is expended formatting new extents in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS).

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

          SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDAVFT is computed using the following algorithm:

  Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

Range of Value:

SMDAVFT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVFT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

SMDAVFW contains the average wait time for requests to format new extents in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVFW is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVFW,SMDSIOFW,SMDSIOFR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVFW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVFW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

SMDAVMBD contains average number of available logical blocks for message data in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDAVMBD is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMBD,SMDSSMBD,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVMBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

SMDAVMBF contains average number of free data blocks in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

Element Derivation:
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SMDAVMBF is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMBF,SMDSSMBF,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMBF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVMBF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

SMDAVMBS contains average number of logical blocks for the space map in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

Element Derivation:

SMDAVMBS is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMBS,SMDSSMBS,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVMBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

SMDAVMBT contains average number of logical blocks defined in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

Element Derivation:

SMDAVMBT is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMBT,SMDSSMBT,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVMBT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

SMDAVMBU contains the average number of data blocks in use in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDAVMBU is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMBU,SMDSSMBU,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMBU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SMDAVMBU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

SMDAVMMC contains the average number of messages in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDSSMMC - Sum of Messages in SMDS

Element Derivation:

SMDAVMMC is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVMMC,SMDSSMMC,INTERVLS)

Range of Value:

SMDAVMMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVMMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVOIO - Avg Other QM SMDS I/O Read Time

SMDAVOIO contains the average number of seconds expended for I/O reads of data from Shared Message Data Sets
(SMDS) that is managed by other queue managers.  Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVOWT - Avg Other QM SMDS Wait Time

          SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

          SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVOIO is computed using the following algorithm:
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  %AVERAGE(SMDAVOIO,SMDSIOOT,SMDSIOOR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVOIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVOIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVOWT - Avg Other QM SMDS Wait Time

SMDAVOWT contains the average amount of time that requests spent waiting to read data from Shared Message Data
Sets (SMDS) that is managed by other queue managers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVOIO - Avg Other QM SMDS I/O Read Time

          SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

          SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVOWT is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVOWT,SMDSIOOW,SMDSIOOR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVOWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVOWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

SMDAVPWT contains the average amount of time that GET  requests waited for any free buffer in the pool.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

          SMDPCWP - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer
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Element Derivation:

SMDAVPWT is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(SMDAVPWT,SMDSBFPT,SMDSBFWP)

Range of Value:

SMDAVPWT is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99

Summarization Process:

SMDAVPWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVRP -  Avg Read 4K Pages per Request

SMDAVRP contains the average number of 4K pages read, for each read request, from the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVFP - Avg Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDAVWP - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDAVRP is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVRP,SMDSIORR,SMDSIORP)

Range of Value:

SMDAVRP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVRP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

SMDAVRT contains the average amount of time, per read request, spent reading data from the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

          SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

          SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVRT,SMDSIORT,SMDSIORR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

SMDAVRW contains the average amount of time that requests waited to read data from the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

          SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

          SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVRW is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(SMDAVRW,SMDSIORW,SMDSIORR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVRW is a SAS time value in the following range(s):

00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99
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Summarization Process:

SMDAVRW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVWP - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request

SMDAVWP contains the average number of 4K pages written, for each write request, to the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVFP - Avg Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDAVRP - Avg Read 4K Pages per Request

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDAVWP is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVWP,SMDSIOWR,SMDSIOWP)

Range of Value:

SMDAVWP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVWP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

SMDAVWT contains the average amount of time, per write  request, spent writing data to the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

          SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

          SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time
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Element Derivation:

SMDAVWT is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVWT,SMDSIOWT,SMDSIOWR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

SMDAVWW contains the average amount of time, per write  request, that requests waited to write data to the
Shared  Message Data Set (SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

          SMDAVFW - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time

          SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDAVWW is computed using the following algorithm:

  %AVERAGE(SMDAVWW,SMDSIOWW,SMDSIOWR)

Range of Value:

SMDAVWW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDAVWW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDPCBGL - Pct GET Request Buffers Stolen

SMDPCBGL contains the percentage of GET requests where there were no free buffers, so an existing buffer was stolen
using a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDPCWB - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

          SMDPCWP - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

Element Derivation:

SMDPCBGL is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(SMDPCBGL,SMDSBFGL,SMDSBFGB)

Range of Value:

The value of SMDPCBGL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

 

Summarization Process:

SMDPCBGL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

SMDPCMBF contains percent of free data blocks in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

Element Derivation:

SMDPCMBF is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(SMDPCMBF,SMDSSMBF,SMDSSMBT)

Range of Value:

The value of SMDPCMBF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SMDPCMBF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

SMDPCMBU contains the percent of data blocks that were in use in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDPCMBU is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(SMDPCMBU,SMDSSMBU,SMDSSMBT)

Range of Value:

The value of SMDPCMBU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SMDPCMBU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDPCWB - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

SMDPCWB contains the percentage of GET requests for a specific buffer that had to wait because the buffer was busy.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

          SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDPCWP - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDPCWB is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(SMDPCWB,SMDSBFWB,SMDSBFGB)

Range of Value:

The value of SMDPCWB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SMDPCWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SMDPCWP - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

SMDPCWP contains the percentage of GET requests for a free buffer that had to wait because no free buffers were
available.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

          SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDPCWB - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDPCWP is computed using the following algorithm:

  %PERCENT(SMDPCWP,SMDSBFWP,SMDSBFGB)

Range of Value:

The value of SMDPCWP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SMDPCWP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

SMDSBFBT contains the amount of time that GET requests waited because the buffer containing the data was busy and
not  available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFBT contains the value input from QESDBFBT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SMDSBFBT contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

SMDSBFBW contains the number of times an attempt to read the contents of a specific buffer waited because the buffer
was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFBW contains the value input from QESDBFBW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFBW contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFDB - No. Marked Buffers Deleted

SMDSBFDB contains the number of times the queue manager processed buffers marked for deletion.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFFB - No. Freed Buffer with Valid Data

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFDB contains the value input from QESDBFDB in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFDB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFDB contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFDB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDSBFFB - No. Freed Buffer with Valid Data

SMDSBFFB contains the number of times a buffer was freed that contained valid data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFDB - No. Marked Buffers Deleted

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFFB contains the value input from QESDBFFB in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFFB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFFB contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFFB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

SMDSBFFE contains the number of free empty and available buffers in the pool that is managed by this queue manager.

This element is used to compute average free empty buffers in the pool over the reporting measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

          SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFFE contains the value input from QESDBFFE in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFFE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFFE contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFFE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

SMDSBFFS contains the number of free saved buffers in the buffer pool for the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) that is
managed by this queue manager.

This element is used to compute average free empty buffers in the pool over the reporting measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

          SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFFS contains the value input from QESDBFFS in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFFS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFFS contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFFS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

SMDSBFGB contains the number of GET requests that acquired a buffer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

          SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

          SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFGB contains the value input from QESDBFGB in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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SMDSBFGB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGB contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

SMDSBFGF contains the number of GETs where a free empty buffer was acquired. This typically occurs after queue
manager initiation, when all buffers are empty.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

          SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

          SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFGF contains the value input from QESDBFGF in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFGF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGF contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

SMDSBFGL contains the number of times a GET was issued for a buffer but there were no free buffers, resulting in the
stealing of an existing buffer that is based on a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDPCBGL - Pct GET Request Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

          SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

          SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

          SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

Element Derivation:
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SMDSBFGL contains the value input from QESDBFGL in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFGL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGL contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

SMDSBFGM contains the number of GET requests that obtained a matching buffer that was empty.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

          SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFGM contains the value input from QESDBFGM in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFGM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGM contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

SMDSBFGN contains the number of GET requests that were unable to obtain a buffer because all buffers were in use.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

          SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

Element Derivation:
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SMDSBFGN contains the value input from QESDBFGN in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFGN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGN contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the value of SMDSBFGN is consistently non- zero, consider adding more buffers.

SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data

SMDSBFGV contains the number of GET requests where the buffer was obtained and contained valid data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer

          SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen

          SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer

          SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFGV contains the value input from QESDBFGV in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFGV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFGV contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High values for SMDSBFGV are desirable. When GET requests are satisfied with data obtained from buffers, I/O's are
avoided. There is no need to obtain the data from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

SMDSBFMB - Max GET Req Queued Wait Specific Buffer

SMDSBFMB contains the maximum number of GET requests that were queued while waiting for a specific buffer.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFMP - Max Get Request Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

Element Derivation:
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SMDSBFMB contains the value input from QESDBFMB in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFMB contains the maximum value of SMDSBFMB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFMF - Min Free Buffers

SMDSBFMF contains the minimum number of free buffers.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFMU - Max Used Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFMF contains the value input from QESDBFMF in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFMF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFMF contains the minimum value of SMDSBFMF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFMP - Max Get Request Queued Wait Any Buffer

SMDSBFMP contains the maximum number of GET requests that were queued while waiting for any buffer to become
available.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFMB - Max GET Req Queued Wait Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFMP contains the value input from QESDBFMP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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SMDSBFMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFMP contains the maximum value of SMDSBFMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFMU - Max Used Buffers

SMDSBFMU contains the maximum number of buffers in use.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFMF - Min Free Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFMU contains the value input from QESDBFMU in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFMU contains the maximum value of SMDSBFMU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

SMDSBFPT contains the total amount of time that GET requests waited for any free buffer in the pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFPT contains the value input from QESDBFPT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFPT contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

SMDSBFPW contains the number of GET requests that were queued waiting for any buffer to become free.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFPW contains the value input from QESDBFPW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFPW contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFRD - No. Read Requests from Disk

SMDSBFRD contains the number of times that read requests did not find the data in buffers and had to read the data from
the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

          SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

          SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFRD is set using the following statement:

    SMDSBFRR-SMDSBFRS-SMDSBFRP;

Range of Value:

SMDSBFRD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFRD contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFRD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

SMDSBFRP contains the number of requests to read data from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS), where only some
of the data in buffers was valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

          SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

          SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFRP contains the value input from QESDBFRP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFRP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFRP contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

SMDSBFRR contains the total number of requests to read messages from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

          SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

          SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFRR contains the value input from QESDBFRR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFRR contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

SMDSBFRS contains the number of requests to read messages from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) where valid
data was found in the buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFRD - No. Read Requests from Disk

          SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

          SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

          SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFRS contains the value input from QESDBFRS in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFRS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFRS contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFSZ - Sum of Buffer Size in KBytes

SMDSBFSZ contains the size of the buffers, in kilobytes, specified in the DSBLOCK parameter.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes (SMDAVBSZ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFSZ contains the value input from QESDBFSZ in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFSZ contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFSZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

SMDSBFTO contains the total number of buffers in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool that is managed by
this queue manager.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Buffers in Pool (SMDAVBTO).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

          SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

          SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

          SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFTO contains the value input from QESDBFTO in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFTO contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFTO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

SMDSBFUP contains the number of used private buffers in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool that is
managed by this queue manager.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Used Private Buffers (SMDAVBUP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

          SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFUP contains the value input from QESDBFUP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SMDSBFUP contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers

SMDSBFUS contains the number of shared buffers in use in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffer pool that is
managed by this queue manager.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Used Shared Buffers (SMDAVBUS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers

          SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer

          SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers

          SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers

          SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer

          SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool

          SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFUS contains the value input from QESDBFUS in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFUS contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

SMDSBFWB contains the number of GET requests for a specific buffer that waited because buffers were busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDPCWB - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait

          SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFWB contains the value input from QESDBFWB in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.
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Range of Value:

SMDSBFWB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFWB contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer

SMDSBFWP contains the number of GET requests for a free buffer that waited because none were available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDPCWP - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait

          SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time

          SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers

          SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time

          SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFWP contains the value input from QESDBFWP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSBFWP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFWP contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests

SMDSBFWR contains the total number of write requests to the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) buffers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSBFRD - No. Read Requests from Disk

          SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data

          SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests

          SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data

Element Derivation:

SMDSBFWR contains the value input from QESDBFWR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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SMDSBFWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSBFWR contains the sum of all values of SMDSBFWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size

SMDSIOCA contains the control area size. This value is specified with the DSBLOCK parameter in the Alter or Define
CFSTRUCT command when the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) is defined or altered.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size

          SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval

          SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOCA contains the value input from QESDIOCA in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOCA contains the value of the last occurrence of SMDSIOCA in the records that are processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size

SMDSIOCI contains Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) control interval size.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size

          SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval

          SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOCI contains the value input from QESDIOCI in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOCI, in the initial implementation of SMDS, contains 4096.
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Summarization Process:

SMDSIOCI contains the value of the last occurrence of SMDSIOCI in the records that are processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In the initial implementation of SMDS, the control interval size is fixed at 4096 bytes.

SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

SMDSIOFP contains the number of 4K pages written to format a new extent in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOFP contains the value input from QESDIOFP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOFP contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

SMDSIOFR contains the number of write requests to format new extents in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVFT - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time

          SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOFR contains the value input from QESDIOFR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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SMDSIOFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOFR contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

SMDSIOFT contains the total I/O time spent formatting new extents in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOFT contains the value input from QESDIOFT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOFT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOFT contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOFT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

SMDSIOFW contains the total amount of time that requests waited to format the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOFW contains the value input from QESDIOFW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:
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SMDSIOFW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOFW contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval

SMDSIOHA contains the highest record that is allocated in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size

          SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size

          SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOHA contains the value input from QESDIOHA in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOHA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOHA contains the maximum value of SMDSIOHA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval

SMDSIOHU contains the highest used control interval in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size

          SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size

          SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOHU contains the value input from QESDIOHU in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOHU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOHU contains the maximum value of SMDSIOHU processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages

SMDSIOOP contains the number of 4K pages read from Shared Message Data Sets (SMDS) that is managed by other
queue managers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

          SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOOP contains the value input from QESDIOOP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOOP contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

SMDSIOOR contains the total number of requests to read data from Shared Message Data Sets (SMDS) that is managed
by other queue managers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages

          SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOOR contains the value input from QESDIOOR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOOR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOOR contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOOR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

SMDSIOOT contains the total amount of time that is expended for I/O reads of data from Shared Message Data Sets
(SMDS) that is managed by other queue managers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages

          SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

          SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOOT contains the value input from QESDIOOT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOOT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOOT contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time

SMDSIOOW contains the total amount of time that requests waited to read data from Shared Message Data Sets (SMDS)
that is managed by other queue managers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages

          SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests

          SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOOW contains the value input from QESDIOOW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOOW contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

SMDSIORP contains the total number of 4K pages read from Shared Message Data Sets (SMDS) that is managed by
other queue managers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSIORP contains the value input from QESDIORP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIORP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIORP contains the sum of all values of SMDSIORP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIORR - Read Requests

SMDSIORR contains the total number of read requests for the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) that is managed by this
queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSIORR contains the value input from QESDIORR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIORR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIORR contains the sum of all values of SMDSIORR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

SMDSIORT contains the total amount of time that elasped while reading data from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS)
that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVRT - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time

          SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

          SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIORT contains the value input from QESDIORT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIORT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIORT contains the sum of all values of SMDSIORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

SMDSIORW contains the total amount of time that read requests waited to read data from the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVRW - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

          SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIORW contains the value input from QESDIORW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIORW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

SMDSIORW contains the sum of all values of SMDSIORW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

SMDSIOWP contains the total number of 4K pages written to the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) that is managed by
this queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOWP contains the value input from QESDIOWP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOWP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOWP contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOWR - Write Requests

SMDSIOWR contains the total number of write requests to the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) that is managed by this
queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVWP - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request

          SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written

          SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests

          SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages

          SMDSIORR - Read Requests

          SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOWR contains the value input from QESDIOWR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.
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Range of Value:

SMDSIOWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOWR contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time

SMDSIORT contains the total amount of time that elapsed while writing data to the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS)
that is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVWT - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time

          SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

          SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

Element Derivation:

SMDSIOWT contains the value input from QESDIOWT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOWT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOWT contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time

SMDSIOWW contains the total amount of time that write requests waited for the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) that
is managed by this queue manager.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: SMDAVWW - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time

          SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time

          SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time

          SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time

          SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time

          SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time
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Element Derivation:

SMDSIOWW contains the value input from QESDIOWW in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSIOWW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSIOWW contains the sum of all values of SMDSIOWW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMAP - Allocated 4K Pages

SMDSSMAP contains the number of requests that allocated 4K pages in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMAR - Allocated Space for Messages

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMAP contains the value input from QESDSMAP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMAP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMAP contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMAP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMAR - Allocated Space for Messages

SMDSSMAR contains the amount of message space allocated in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMAP - Allocated 4K Pages

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMAR contains the value input from QESDSMAR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SMDSSMAR contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

SMDSSMBD contains total logical blocks for message data available in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data (SMDAVMBD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

          SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMBD contains the value input from QESDSMBD in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMBD contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMBD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

SMDSSMBF contains the number of data blocks free in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) at the end of the SMF
measurement interval. SMDSSMBF is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free (SMDAVMBF).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

          SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMBF contains the value input from QESDSMBF in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.
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Range of Value:

SMDSSMBF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMBF contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMBF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

SMDSSMBS contains the number of logical blocks for space map in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map (SMDAVMBS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map

          SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMBS contains the value input from QESDSMBS in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMBS contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

SMDSSMBT contains the total number of logical blocks defined in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS (SMDAVMBT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

          SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

          SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

          SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

Element Derivation:
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SMDSSMBT contains the value input from QESDSMBT in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMBT contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use

SMDSSMBU contains the total number of data blocks in use in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) at the end of the
SMF measurement interval. SMDSSMBU is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

This data element is used to compute data element Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use (SMDAVMBU).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data

          SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free

          SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map

          SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMBU contains the value input from QESDSMBU in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMBU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMBU contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMBU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

SMDSSMCP contains the number of times the queue manager processed a clean-up activity to delete
data no longer needed in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS). The ranges of free pages are returned to the SMDS
space map.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full
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          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMCP contains the value input from QESDSMCP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMCP contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

SMDSSMCR contains the number of times the queue manager processed a clean-up activity to free space in the Shared
Message Data Set (SMDS) during a normal close.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMCR contains the value input from QESDSMCR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMCR contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

SMDSSMFL contains the number of times the queue manager could not allocate pages in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS) because it was full.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMFL contains the value input from QESDSMFL in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMFL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMFL contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SMDSSMFL should typically be zero. If SMDSSMFL contains values greater than zero, the SMDS size and overall
performance of the SMDS should be analyzed.

SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

SMDSSMFP contains the number of times the queue manager released pages in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMFP contains the value input from QESDSMFP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMFP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMFP contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

SMDSSMFR contains the number of times the queue manager released space in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMFR contains the value input from QESDSMFR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMFR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMFR contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMMC - Sum of Messages in SMDS

SMDSSMMC contains the total number of messages in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

This data element is used to compute data element Avg Messages in SMDS (SMDAVMMC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

          SMDSSMMM - Max Message Count

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMMC contains the value input from QESDSMMC in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMMC contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMMF - Min Free Blocks

SMDSSMMF contains the minimum number of free blocks in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) during the SMF
measurement interval.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMMU - Max Used Blocks

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMMF contains the value input from QESDSMMF in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMMF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMMF contains the minimum value of SMDSSMMF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMMM - Max Message Count

SMDSSMMM contains the maximum message count in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) over the SMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMMM contains the value input from QESDSMMM in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMMM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMMM contains the maximum value of SMDSSMMM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMMU - Max Used Blocks

SMDSSMMU contains the maximum number of used blocks in the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) over the SMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free

          SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use

          SMDSSMMF - Min Free Blocks

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMMU contains the value input from QESDSMMU in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMMU contains the maximum value of SMDSSMMU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

SMDSSMRP contains the number of times the queue manager reallocated pages in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS). This typically happens when a queue manager is restarted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMRP contains the value input from QESDSMRP in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMRP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMRP contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMRP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space

SMDSSMRR contains the number of times the queue manager reallocated space in the Shared Message Data Set
(SMDS). This typically happens when the queue manager is restarted.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released

          SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close

          SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full

          SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages

          SMDSSMFR - Freed Space

          SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages

Element Derivation:

SMDSSMRR contains the value input from QESDSMRR in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSSMRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSSMRR contains the sum of all values of SMDSSMRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSTRNM - Structure Name

SMDSTRNM contains the Coupling Facility (CF) structure name for the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) defined in the
CFSTRUCT command.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12. Display format is alphanumeric.

See also: SMDSTRNO - Structure Number

Element Derivation:

SMDSTRNM contains the value input from QESDSTRM in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSTRNM can contain any combination of 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

SMDSTRNM is not summarized. SMDSTRNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SMDSTRNO - Structure Number

SMDSTRNO contains the Coupling Facility (CF) structure number for the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: SMDSTRNM - Structure Name

Element Derivation:

SMDSTRNO contains the value input from QESDSTRN in the Shared Message data set segment of the SMF type 115
subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

SMDSTRNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SMDSTRNO contains the value of the last occurrence of SMDSTRNO in the records that are processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

MQS Accounting Information Area
The Accounting Information Area is supported by the CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer. The following section describe the file
supported in this information area:

Message Manager Accounting File (MQAMMA)
The Message Manager Accounting File (MQAMMA) is the component of WebSphere MQ that contains counts of the
number of MQPUT and MQGET calls for messages of various sizes and the CPU time spent processing them. The
Message Manager Accounting File is derived from the SMF type 116 record (subtype 0).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month
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  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

  XDWM..E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

  X.....E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

  X.....E  MQSNETID - Network ID

  X.....E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

  X.....E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

  X.....E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  X.....E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

  X.....E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

  X.....E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

  X.....E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

  X.....E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  X.....E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  MMACOST  - Processing Charges

  XDWM..E  MMACPUNI - Job Instructions Executed

  XDWM..E  MMACPUTM - CPU Time Used

  XDWM..E  MMAGETA  - MQGET Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAGETB  - MQGET Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAGETC  - MQGET Calls For Messages 1000-9999

  XDWM..E  MMAGETD  - MQGET Calls For Messages >= 10000

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTA  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTB  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTC  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 1000-9999

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTD  - MQPUT Calls For Messages >= 10000

  XDWM..E  MMATMGET - Total Number of MQGET Messages

  XDWM..E  MMATMPUT - Total Number of MQPUT Messages

MMACOST - Processing Charges

MMACOST contains the total charge for a Message Manager Accounting (MQAMMA) file record. The exit, USRAMMA,
is provided to permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and
Chargeback is used and this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by CA MICS processing.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for MMACOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

MMACOST is set to the sum of all MMACOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

MMACPUNI - Job Instructions Executed

MMACPUNI contains the number of job instructions executed from a derived value approximating the number of
instructions executed during the processing of transactions for this application unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMACPUTM -  CPU Time Used

Element Derivation:

MMACPUNI is computed using the following algorithm:

             MMACPUNI=MMACPUTM*MIPS;

where MMACPUTM is the total time for that interval and MIPS is the MIP rate of that processor.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMACPUNI contains the sum of all MMACPUNI values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

MMACPUNI is dependent on te MIPS parameter set in prefix. PARMS(SYSID) for the system.

MMACPUTM - CPU Time Used

MMACPUTM contains the amount of CPU time used to processed the message.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

MMACPUTM is derived from field QWACCPUT in the SMF type 116 subtype 0 accounting record.

Range of Value:

This element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMACPUTM contains the sum of all values of MMACPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using MMACPUTM for chargeback purposes. Some connecting regions (batch, TSO, and IMS) include
the TCB time used by WebSphere MQ in their own transaction or log records. SMF records CICS MQ CPU time in the
CICS region address space (type 30) record, not in the individual transaction records. The CPU time recorded for CHIN
channel activity (MQSATYP=6) is also captured in the channel initiator address space (type 30) record.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
MMACPUTM data element.

WebSphere MQ occasionally generates SMF type 116 subtype 0 records that contain zeros in the QWACCPUT CPU time
field. These records are generated when long running TCBs connected to MQSeries terminate, or when MQ accounting
trace is stopped. These records, identified by QWACCPUT fields containing zeros, contain no useful information and are
dropped by CA MICS during raw data processing.

MMAGETX - MQGET Calls For Messages of Diff Lengths

MMAGETX contains the number of MQGET calls for messages of different lengths.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMATMGET - Total Number of MQGET Messages

             MMAGETA  - MQGET Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

             MMAGETB  - MQGET Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

             MMAGETC  - MQGET Calls For Messages 1000-9999

             MMAGETD  - MQGET Calls For Messages >= 10000

Element Derivation:

MMAGETX is set to the SMF record 116 element QMACGETX.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMAGETx contains the sum of all values of MMAGETx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMAPUTX - MQPUT Calls For Messages of Diff Lengths

MMAPUTX contains the number of MQPUT calls for messages of different lengths.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMATMPUT - Total Number of MQPUT Message

             MMAPUTA  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

             MMAPUTB  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

             MMAPUTC  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 1000-9999

             MMAPUTD  - MQGET Calls For Messages >= 10000

Element Derivation:

MMAPUTX is set to the SMF record 116 element QMACPUT.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMAPUTx contains the sum of all values of MMAPUTx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMATMGET - Total Number Of MQGET Messages

MMATMGET contains the total number of MQGET messages of any length.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.

  SEE ALSO:  MMAGETA  - MQGET Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

             MMAGETB  - MQGET Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

             MMAGETC  - MQGET Calls For Messages 1000-9999

             MMAGETD  - MQGET Calls For Messages >= 10000

Element Derivation:

MMATMGET is the summation of MMAGETA, MMAGETB, MMAGETC, and MMAGETD.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMATMGET contains the sum of all values of MMATMGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MMATMPUT - Total Number Of MQPUT Messages

MMATMPUT contains the total number of MQPUT messages of any length.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer/real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  MMAPUTA  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

             MMAPUTB  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

             MMAPUTC  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 1000-9999

             MMAPUTD  - MQPUT Calls For Messages >= 10000

Element Derivation:

MMATMPUT is the summation of MMAPUTA, MMAPUTB, MMAPUTC, and MMAPUTD.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MMATMPUT contains the sum of all values of MMATMPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Task Accounting File (MQATAA)
The Task Accounting File (MQATAA) is the component of WebSphere MQ that contains task identification and task
statistics on commit, backout, journal and logging, page sets, and Coupling Facility manager calls and DB2 manager
requests. The Task Accounting File is derived from the SMF type 116 record (subtype 1).

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  .DWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  .DWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  .DWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  .DWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection
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  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

  ......E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records

  ......E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

  ......E  MQSNETID - Network ID

  ......E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

  ......E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

  ......E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

  .DWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  ......E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

  ......E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

  ......E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

  ......E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

  ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  TAACHNL  - Channel Name

  .DWM..E  TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

  ......E  TAACTXT  - Current RRS Context Token

  ......E  TAAFLAG  - WTAS Flag

  ......E  TAAIETS  - Post Processing Interval End

  ......E  TAAISTS  - Post Processing Interval Start

  ......E  TAAPUBHW - Publish HighWater Mark

  .DWM..E  TAAQCNT  - Queue Count

  ......E  TAAUOWI  - Logical Unit of Work Identifier

  .DWM..E  TAAVER   - Version Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAABAN   - Backout Calls

  .DWM..E  TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

  .DWM..E  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

  .DWM..E  TAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

  .DWM..E  TAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

  .DWM..E  TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

  .DWM..E  TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE
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  .DWM..E  TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

  .DWM..E  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAACMN   - Commit Calls

  .DWM..E  TAACMTM  - Mult Update Calls Time (IXLLSTM)

  .DWM..E  TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

  .DWM..E  TAACOST  - Processing Charges

  .DWM..E  TAACOUNT - Task Count

  .DWM..E  TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

  .DWM..E  TAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

  .DWM..E  TAACST   - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time

  .DWM..E  TAACSTM  - Single Update Calls Time (IXLLSTE)

  .DWM..E  TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

  .DWM..E  TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

  .DWM..E  TAADBCT  - DB2 Calls

  .DWM..E  TAADBGN  - Bytes Read from DB2

  .DWM..E  TAADBPN  - Bytes Written to DB2

  .DWM..E  TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time

  .DWM..E  TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

  .DWM..E  TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

  .DWM..E  TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs

  .DWM..E  TAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

  .DWM..E  TAAGETB  - Bytes Got

  .DWM..E  TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

  .DWM..E  TAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGPN   - Get Pages New Count

  .DWM..E  TAAGPO   - Get Pages Old Count

  .DWM..E  TAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

  .DWM..E  TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

  .DWM..E  TAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

  .DWM..E  TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

  .DWM..E  TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

  .DWM..E  TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

  .DWM..E  TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

  .DWM..E  TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

  .DWM..E  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time
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  .DWM..E  TAAJWN   - Log Writes

  .DWM..E  TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAANGEN  - Messages Generated

  .DWM..E  TAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

  .DWM..E  TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

  .DWM..E  TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

  .DWM..E  TAAOSTM  - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

  .DWM..E  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAOTN   - Other MQI Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

  .DWM..E  TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

  .DWM..E  TAAPSN0  - Logging Calls Page Set 0

  .DWM..E  TAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

  .DWM..E  TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

  .DWM..E  TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

  .DWM..E  TAAPUBN  - Published Messages

  .DWM..E  TAAPUBTT - Publish Total Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

  .DWM..E  TAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  .DWM..E  TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  TAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

  .DWM..E  TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  TAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  .DWM..E  TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAARECCT - Task Records Count

  .DWM..E  TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  .DWM..E  TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  .DWM..E  TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  .DWM..E  TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET
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  .DWM..E  TAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  .DWM..E  TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

  .DWM..E  TAASN    - MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

  .DWM..E  TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

  .DWM..E  TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

  .DWM..E  TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

  .DWM..E  TAASUSN  - Task Suspended Count

  .DWM..E  TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

  .DWM..E  TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

  .DWM..E  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAATOPNO - Topic Count

  .DWM..E  TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

  .DWM..E  TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

  .DWM..E  TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

  .DWM..E  TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

  .DWM..E  TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

  .DWM..E  TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

  .DWM..E  TAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

  .DWM..E  TAAWQCT  - Total Queue Count

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

  .DWM..E  TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

  .DWM..E  TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

  .DWM..E  TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

  .DWM..E  TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  TAAMXNET - Maximum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

  .DWM..E  TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time
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  .DWM..E  TAAMXSSL - Maximum MQSUB Selector Length

  .DWM..E  TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Server Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapse Time

  .DWM..E  TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

  .DWM..E  TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

  .DWM..E  TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapse Time

  .DWM..E  TAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapse Time

  .DWM..E  TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues

  .DWM..E  TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues

MQATAA Data Dictionary Elements: TAAAxxxx to TAAMxxxx
This article lists Task Accounting File (MQATAA) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from TAAAVCCT through
TAAMXTTM. 

Contents

TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVCCT contains the average CPU time of MQCLOSE calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time

             TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVCCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF TAACN THEN SELECT;
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       WHEN (TAACCTM)0) TAAAVCCT = TAACCTM/TAACN ;

       WHEN (TAACCTM=0) TAAAVCCT=0;

       OTHERWISE        TAAAVCCT=.;

    END;

    ELSE TAAAVCCT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVCCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues

TAAAVCTM contains the average time of MQCLOSE calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time

             TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF TAACN THEN SELECT;

       WHEN (TAACETM)0) TAAAVCTM = TAACETM/TAACN ;

       WHEN (TAACETM=0) TAAAVCTM=0;

       OTHERWISE        TAAAVCTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE TAAAVCTM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVGCT contains the average CPU time of MQGET calls for all queues.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time

             TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVGCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF TAAGN THEN SELECT;

       WHEN (TAAGCTM)0) TAAAVGCT = TAAGCTM/TAAGN ;

       WHEN (TAAGCTM=0) TAAAVGCT=0;

       OTHERWISE        TAAAVGCT=.;

    END;

    ELSE TAAAVGCT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVGCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues

TAAAVGTM contains the average time of MQGET calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time

             TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVGTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAGETM)0) TAAAVGTM = TAAGETM/TAAGN ;

      WHEN (TAAGETM=0) TAAAVGTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVGTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVGTM=.;
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Range of Value:

TAAAVGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVGTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVICT contains the average CPU time of MQINQ calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

             TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

             TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

Element Derivation:

TAAAVICT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAIN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAICTM)0) TAAAVICT = TAAICTM/TAAIN ;

      WHEN (TAAICTM=0) TAAAVICT=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVICT=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVICT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVICT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues

TAAAVITM contains the average time of MQINQ calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time

             TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

             TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVITM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAIN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAIETM)0) TAAAVITM = TAAIETM/TAAIN ;

      WHEN (TAAIETM=0) TAAAVITM=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVITM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVITM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVITM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapse Time

TAAAVNET contains the average of the total elapsed time spent on activity other than message calls for the task or
channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapsed Time

             TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

TAAAVNET is computed using the following algorithm:

    TAAAVNET = TAATONET/TAACOUNT

 

    where:

      TAATONET = SUM(TAACMETM,TAABAETM,TAAOTETM)

Range of Value:

TAAAVNET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAAVNET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVOCT contains the average CPU time of MQOPEN calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time

             TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

             TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVOCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAON THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAOCTM)0) TAAAVOCT = TAAOCTM/TAAON ;

      WHEN (TAAOCTM=0) TAAAVOCT=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVOCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVOCT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVOCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues

TAAAVOTM contains the average time of MQOPEN calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time

             TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

             TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

Element Derivation:
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TAAAVOTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAON THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAOETM)0) TAAAVOTM = TAAOETM/TAAON ;

      WHEN (TAAOETM=0) TAAAVOTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVOTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVOTM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVOTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

TAAAVPCP contains the average CPU time used while processing prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAAVPCP is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

            TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

            TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

            TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

            TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAAVPCP is computed using the following algorithm:

      %AVERAGE(TAAAVPCP,TAAPRCTM,TAAPREP)

Range of Value:

TAAAVPCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available to compute TAAAVPCP.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVPCP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVPCT contains the average CPU time of MQPUT calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time

             TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

             TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVPCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAPN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAPCTM)0) TAAAVPCT = TAAPCTM/TAAPN ;

      WHEN (TAAPCTM=0) TAAAVPCT=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVPCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVPCT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVPCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapse Time

TAAAVPET contains the average of the total elapsed time spent while processing prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAAVPET is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

            TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

            TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

            TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

            TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAAVPET is computed using the following algorithm:

      %AVERAGE(TAAAVPET,TAAPRETM,TAAPREP)
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Range of Value:

TAAAVPET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available to compute TAAAVPET.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVPET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

TAAAVPRE contains the average number of prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAAVPRE is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

            TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

            TAACOUNT - Task Count

            TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

            TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

            TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAAVPRE is computed using the following algorithm:

      %AVERAGE(TAAAVPRE,TAAPREP,TAACOUNT)

Range of Value:

TAAAVPRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. A SAS missing value
means that there is no data in the raw record available to compute TAAAVPRE.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVPRE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues

TAAAVPTM contains the average time of MQPUT calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time

             TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

             TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVPTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAPN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAPETM)0) TAAAVPTM = TAAPETM/TAAPN ;

      WHEN (TAAPETM=0) TAAAVPTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVPTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVPTM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapse Time

TAAAVQET contains the average of the total elapsed time spent processing all message calls for the task or channel,
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapsed Time

             TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

TAAAVQET is computed using the following algorithm:

    TAAAVQET = TAATOQET/TAACOUNT

 

    where

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM, TAAP1ETM,TAASETM)

Range of Value:

TAAAVQET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAAVQET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queues

TAAAVQTM contains the average time messages stay on the queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

             TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

             TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

Element Derivation:

TAAAVQTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF TAAVGET THEN SELECT;

       WHEN (TAATOMTM)0) TAAAVQTM = TAATOMTM/TAAVGET ;

       WHEN (TAATOMTM=0) TAAAVQTM=0;

       OTHERWISE         TAAAVQTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE TAAAVQTM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues

TAAAVSCT contains the average CPU time of MQSET calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time

             TAASN    - MQSET Calls

             TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls
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Element Derivation:

TAAAVSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAASN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAASCTM)0) TAAAVSCT = TAASCTM/TAASN ;

      WHEN (TAASCTM=0) TAAAVSCT=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVSCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVSCT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues

TAAAVSTM contains the average time of MQSET calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time

             TAASN    - MQSET Calls

             TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAASN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAASETM)0) TAAAVSTM = TAASETM/TAASN ;

      WHEN (TAASETM=0) TAAAVSTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        TAAAVSTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAVSTM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAVSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapse Time

TAAAVTET contains the average of the total elapsed time spent both on processing all message calls and on activity
other than message calls for the task or channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting
record.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

TAAAVTET is computed using the following algorithm:

    TAAAVTET = TAATOETM/TAACOUNT

 

    where

      TAATOETM = TAATOQET + TAATONET

 

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM)

 

      TAATONET = SUM(TAACMETM,TAABAETM,TAAOTETM)

Range of Value:

TAAAVTET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAVTET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues

TAAAV1CT contains the average CPU time of MQPUT1 calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time
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             TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAV1CT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAP1N THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAP1CTM)0) TAAAV1CT = TAAP1CTM/TAAP1N ;

      WHEN (TAAP1CTM=0) TAAAV1CT=0;

      OTHERWISE         TAAAV1CT=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAV1CT=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAV1CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAAV1CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues

TAAAV1TM contains the average time of MQPUT1 calls for all queues.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time

             TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAAV1TM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF TAAP1N THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TAAP1ETM)0) TAAAV1TM = TAAP1ETM/TAAP1N ;

      WHEN (TAAP1ETM=0) TAAAV1TM=0;

      OTHERWISE         TAAAV1TM=.;

   END;

   ELSE TAAAV1TM=.;

Range of Value:

TAAAV1TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAAV1TM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

TAABACTM contains the total CPU time spent processing backout requests. When a backout request is processed, all
actions within that unit of work are undone so that each message returns to the queue where a get was performed in that
unit of work, or a message never arrives on the queue where a put was performed within that unit of work.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

             TAABAN   - Backout Calls

Element Derivation:

TAABACTM contains the value input from field WTASBACT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAABACTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAABACTM contains the sum of all values of TAABACTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

TAABAETM contains the total elapsed time spent processing backout requests. When a backout request is processed, all
actions within that unit of work are undone so that each message returns to the queue where a get was performed in that
unit of work, or a message never arrives on the queue where a put was performed within that unit of work.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

             TAABAN   - Backout Calls

Element Derivation:

TAABAETM contains the value input from field WTASBAET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAABAETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAABAETM contains the sum of all values of TAABAETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAABAN - Backout Calls

TAABAN contains the total number of backout calls. The backout call count is incremented when an application gets a
message within a unit of work and then backs out that unit of work, or fails while processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

             TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAABAN contains the value input from field WTASBAN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAABAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAABAN contains the sum of all values of TAABAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A backout threshold can be specified on a queue to set the number of times to attempt to process a particular message.

TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

TAACBCTM contains the total CPU time used for MQCB processing for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

TAACBCTM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQCB (QAACBCTM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAACBCTM is read from field CBCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAACBCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACBCTM contains the sum of all values of TAACBCTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

TAACBETM contains the total elapsed time for MQCB processing for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

TAACBETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQCB (QAACBETM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAACBETM is read from field CBET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAACBETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACBETM contains the sum of all values of TAACBETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

TAACBREQ contains the number of MQCB calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

             TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

             QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

             QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

TAACBREQ is the accumulation of the number of MQCB Calls (QAACBREQ) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAACBREQ is read from field CBN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAACBREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACBREQ contains the sum of all values of TAACBREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAACCF0 - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

TAACCF0 contains the number of Shared queue close requests which did not require coupling facility accesses for the
task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

             QAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

             TAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

Element Derivation:

TAACCF0 is the accumulation of the number of MQCLOSE Calls no CF (QAACCF0) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAACCF0 is read from field CLOSECF0 in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACCF0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACCF0 contains the sum of all values of TAACCF0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

TAACCTM contains the total CPU time used for MQCLOSE processing for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

TAACCTM is the accumulation of the Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE (QAACCTM) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAACCTM is read from field CLOSECT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACCTM contains the sum of all values of TAACCTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TAACETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

TAACETM contains the total elapsed time for MQCLOSE processing for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

TAACETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE (QAACETM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAACETM is read from field CLOSEET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACETM contains the sum of all values of TAACETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACHNL - Channel Name

TAACHNL contains the name of the channel. This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  See also:  TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

Element Derivation:

TAACHNL contains the value input from field WTIDCHL in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACHNL can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TAACHNL contains the last value of TAACHNL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

TAACHNLC contains the name of the channel connection.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 48.

  See also:  TAACHNL  - Channel Name

Element Derivation:

TAACHNLC contains the value input from field WTIDCHLC in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACHNLC can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TAACHNLC contains the last value of TAACHNLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM defines the length of this data element as 48 characters, but populates only the first 20 characters.

TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

TAACMCTM contains the total CPU time spent processing commit requests. A unit of work is committed when all actions
within that unit of work are completed.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

             TAACMN   - Commit Calls

Element Derivation:

TAACMCTM contains the value input from field WTASCMCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

TAACMCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACMCTM contains the sum of all values of TAACMCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAACMEC - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

TAACMEC contains the total number of IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls perform the
requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

             TAACMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

TAACMEC contains the value input from field WTASCMEC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAACMEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACMEC contains the sum of all values of TAACMEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

TAACMETM contains the total elapsed time spent processing commit requests. A unit of work is committed when all
actions within that unit of work are completed.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

             TAACMN   - Commit Calls

Element Derivation:

TAACMETM contains the value input from field WTASCMET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAACMETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACMETM contains the sum of all values of TAACMETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAACMN - Commit Calls

TAACMN contains the total number of commit calls. A unit of work is committed when all actions within that unit of work
are completed.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

             TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAACMN contains the value input from field WTASCMN in Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAACMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACMN contains the sum of all values of TAACMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACMTM - Mult Update Calls Time (IXLLSTM)

TAACMTM contains the time spent on IXLLSTM calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM calls perform the
requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

TAACMTM contains the value input from field WTASMSTC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAACMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACMTM contains the sum of all values of TAACMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAACN - MQCLOSE Calls

TAACN contains the total number of MQCLOSE calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

             TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

Element Derivation:

TAACN is the accumulation of MQCLOSE calls (QAACN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity record.
QAACN is read from field CLOSEN in the queue segments of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACN contains the sum of all values of TAACN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACOST - Processing Charges

TAACOST contains the total charge for a Task Accounting (MQATAA) file record. The exit, USRATAA, is provided to
permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is
used and this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user calculated values for TAACOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

TAACOST is set to the sum of all TAACOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACOUNT - Task Count

TAACOUNT contains a count of the number of tasks completed.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAARECCT - Task Records Count

Element Derivation:

During raw SMF data processing, the third bit (bit-label WTASAEOT) of field WTASFLAG in the Task Accounting segment
of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record is examined. If the bit value is 0, meaning that this is not the last interval record
for the task (when SMF interval recording is active), TAACOUNT is set to 0. If the bit value is 1, meaning this is the last
record for the task, TAACOUNT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of TAACOUNT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, the value ranges
from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACOUNT contains the sum of all occurrences of TAACOUNT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When computing averages or rates from summarized MQATAA file data, TAACOUNT should be used to compute
averages or rates representing task or transaction level values.

TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

TAACPUTM contains the total CPU time for the task. It is the sum of Total TCB CPU Time (TAATCBTM) and Total SRB
CPU time (TAASRBTM).

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

          TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

          TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

          TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

          TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

          TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

          TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

          QAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

          QAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

          QAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

          QAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

          QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

          QAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ

          QAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAACPUTM is the sum of the Total TCB CPU Time (TAATCBTM) and Total SRB CPU Time (TAASRBTM).

Range of Value:

TAACPUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAACPUTM contains the sum of all values of TAACPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using TAACPUTM for chargeback purposes. Some connecting regions (batch, TSO, and IMS) include
the TCB time that is used by WebSphere MQ in their own transaction or log records. SMF records CICS MQ CPU time in
the CICS region address space (type 30) record, not in the individual transaction records. The CPU time that is recorded
for CHIN channel activity (MQSATYP=6) is also captured in the channel initiator address space (type 30) record.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records and from the
TAACPUTM data element.

TAACSEC - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

TAACSEC contains the total number of IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform the
requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

             TAACSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

TAACSEC contains the value input from field WTASCSEC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAACSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACSEC contains the sum of all values of TAACSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACSNO - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

TAACSNO contains the number of times MQCLOSE calls were suspended for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

             QAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

             TAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

Element Derivation:
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TAACSNO is the accumulation of the number of MQCLOSE Calls (QAACSNO) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAACSNO is read from field CLOSESUN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACSNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACSNO contains the sum of all values of TAACSNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACST - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time

TAACST contains the total CPU time spent waiting to perform MQCLOSE calls for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAOSTM  - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

TAACST is the accumulation of the MQCLOSE suspend time (QAACST) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAACST is read from field CLOSESUET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

TAACST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACST contains the sum of all values of TAACST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACSTM - Single Update Calls Time (IXLLSTE)

TAACSTM contains the time spend on IXLLSTE calls made to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls perform the
requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

             TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:
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TAACSTM contains the value input from field WTASSSTC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAACSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACSTM contains the sum of all values of TAACSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

TAACTLCT contains the total CPU time processing MQCTL calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

             TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

             TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

             TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAACTLCT contains the value input from field WTASCTCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 record.

Range of Value:

TAACTLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACTLCT contains the sum of all values of TAACTLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

TAACTLET contains the total elapsed time processing the MQCTL calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

             TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

             TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

             TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAACTLET contains the value input from field WTASCTET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.
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Range of Value:

TAACTLET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACTLET contains the sum of all values of TAACTLET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

TAACTLNO contains the number of MQCTL calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

             TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

             TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

             TAATOPNO - Topic Count

Element Derivation:

TAACTLNO contains the value input from field WTASCTN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAACTLNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACTLNO contains the sum of all values of TAACTLNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

TAACTSRB contains the total CPU time spent under SRB. This element was introduced with MQSeries V7R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

          TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

          TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

          TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

          TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

          TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

          TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:
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TAACTSRB contains the value input from field WTASCTSR in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAACTSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAACTSRB contains the sum of all values of TAACTSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAACTXT - Current RRS Context Token

TAACTXT contains the current RRS context token. Represents an RRS unit of work.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAACTXT contains the value input from field WTIDCTXT in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAACTXT can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TAACTXT contains the last value of TAACTXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAADBCT - DB2 Calls

TAADBCT contains the number of calls made to the DB2 resource manager.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAADBCT contains the value input from field WTASDBCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAADBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAADBCT contains the sum of all values of TAADBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAADBGN - Bytes Read from DB2

TAADBGN contains the number of bytes read from DB2.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAADBPN  - Bytes Written to DB2

Element Derivation:

TAADBGN contains the value input from field WTASDBGT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAADBGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAADBGN contains the sum of all values of TAADBGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAADBPN - Bytes Written to DB2

TAADBPN contains the number of bytes written to DB2.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAADBGN  - Bytes Read from DB2

Element Derivation:

TAADBPN contains the value input from field WTASDBPT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAADBPN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAADBPN contains the sum of all values of TAADBPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

TAADBSTM contains the elapsed time spent by the DB2SRVxx task executing the DB2 request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Elapsed Time Server

             TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAADBSTM contains the value input from field WTASDBES in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAADBSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAADBSTM contains the sum of all values of TAADBSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TAADBSTM subtracted from TAADBTTM equals the thread TCB only time.

TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

TAADBTTM contains the elapsed time spent in DB2 resource manager under threads TCB. Includes time spent switched
to server TCB.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

             TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAADBTTM contains the value input from field WTASDBET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAADBTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAADBTTM contains the sum of all values of TAADBTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TAADBSTM subtracted from TAADBTTM equals the thread TCB only time.
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TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time

TAAEXCTM is the total elapsed time for a task execution from MQSeries perspective.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  None

Element Derivation:

TAAEXCTM is difference between WTASINTE and WTASINTS fields in the MQSeries SMF type 116 subtype 1 Task
Accounting record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAEXCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of TAAEXCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAFLAG - WTAS Flag

TAAFLAG contains a hex value for WTAS flag.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1, display format is $HEX2.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAFLAG contains the value input from field WTASFLAG in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 record.

Range of Value:

TAAFLAG can contain any value ranging from x'00' to x'FF'.

Summarization Process:

TAAFLAG contains the last value of TAAFLAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

TAAGBRWA contains the number of MQGET browse any requests for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

             TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

Element Derivation:

TAAGBRWA is the accumulation of the MQGET Browses Any (QAAGBRWA) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAGBRWA is read from field GETBRWA in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGBRWA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGBRWA contains the sum of all values of TAAGBRWA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

TAAGBRWS contains the number of MQGET browse specific requests for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

             TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

Element Derivation:

TAAGBRWS is the accumulation of the MQGET Browses Specific (QAAGBRWS) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. GETBRWS is read from field GETBRWS in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGBRWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGBRWS contains the sum of all values of TAAGBRWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

TAAGCTM contains the CPU time used processing MQGET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAGCTM is the accumulation of CPU Time Used MQGET calls (QAAGCTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAGCTM is read from field GETCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGCTM contains the sum of all values of TAAGCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGERR - Unaccountable MQGETs

TAAGERR contains the number of unaccountable MQGETs for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGERR - Unaccountable MQGETs

Element Derivation:

TAAGERR is the accumulation of the Unaccountable MQGETs (QAAGERR) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAGERR is read from field GETERR in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGERR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGERR contains the sum of all values of TAAGERR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGETA - MQGET Calls Any

TAAGETA contains the number of MQGET any calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

             TAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

Element Derivation:

TAAGETA is the accumulation of the number of MQGET Calls Any (QAAGETA) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAGETA is read from field GETA in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGETA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGETA contains the sum of all values of TAAGETA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGETB - Bytes Got

TAAGETB contains the total number of bytes got successfully for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETB  - Bytes Got

             TAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

TAAGETB is the accumulation of the Bytes Got (QAAGETB) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity
record. QAAGETB is read from field GETBYTES in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGETB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGETB contains the last value of TAAGETB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGETM - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

TAAGETM contains the elapsed time processing MQGET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAGETM is the accumulation of the Elapsed Time MQGET Calls (QAAGETM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAGETM is read from field GETET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGETM contains the sum of all values of TAAGETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGETS - MQGET Calls Specific

TAAGETS contains the number of MQGET specific calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

             TAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

Element Derivation:

TAAGETS is the accumulation of the number of MQGET Calls Specific (QAAGETS) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAGETS is read from field GETS in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGETS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGETS contains the sum of all values of TAAGETS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

TAAGETSD contains the number of successful destructive MQGET calls for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAGETSD is the accumulation of the Successful Destructive MQGET Calls (QAAGETSD) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. TAAGETSD is read from field GETDVAL in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGETSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGETSD contains the sum of all values of TAAGETSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

TAAGFJWN contains the number of forced journal write calls during MQGET for the task or channel, summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

             TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGFJWN is the accumulation of the Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET (QAAGFJWN) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAGFJWN is read from field GETJCN in the queue segments of SMF type
116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGFJWN contains the sum of all values of TAAGFJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

TAAGFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQGET for the task or
channel summarized across all queues reported in the task accounting record.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

             TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGFWTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Force Journal (Log) Write MQGET (QAAGFWTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAGFWTM is read from field GETJCET in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGFWTM contains the sum of all values of TAAGFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

TAAGJWN contains the number of journal write calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

             TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGJWN is the accumulation of the Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET (QAAGJWN) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAGJWN is read from field GETJWN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGJWN contains the sum of all values of TAAGJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

TAAGJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write to complete for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

             TAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGJWTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET (QAAGJWTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAGJWTM is read from field GETJWET in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGJWTM contains the sum of all values of TAAGJWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGN - MQGET Calls

TAAGN contains the number of MQGET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAGN is the accumulation of the number of MQGET Calls (QAAGN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAAGN is read from field GETN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGN contains the sum of all values of TAAGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

TAAGPAGE contains the number of empty pages skipped over when processing an MQGET for the task or channel
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGPAGE  -  Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGPAGE is the accumulation of the number of Empty Pages Skipped MQGET (QAAGPAGE) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAGPAGE is read from field GETEPAGE in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGPAGE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGPAGE contains the sum of all values of TAAGPAGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGPN - Get Pages New Count

TAAGPN contains the number of new page gets.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAGPO   - Get Pages Old Count

Element Derivation:

TAAGPN contains the value input from field WTASGPN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAGPN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGPN contains the sum of all values of TAAGPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGPO - Get Pages Old Count

TAAGPO contains the number of old page gets.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAGPN   - Get Pages New Count

Element Derivation:

TAAGPO contains the value input from field WTASGPO in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAGPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGPO contains the sum of all values of TAAGPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGPSN - Page Set Reads

TAAGPSN contains the number of reads from a page set for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

             TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

Element Derivation:

TAAGPSN is the accumulation of the number of Page Set Reads (QAAGPSN) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAGPSN is read from field GETPSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAGPSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGPSN contains the sum of all values of TAAGPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

TAAGPSTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a read from a page set for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

             TAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

Element Derivation:

TAAGPSTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time for Page Set Read (QAAGPSTM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAGPSTM is read from field GETPSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGPSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGPSTM contains the sum of all values of TAAGPSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

TAAGSMSG contains the number of messages that were skipped when processing an MQGET for the task or channel
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGSMSG  - Messages Skipped MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGSMSG is the accumulation of the number of Messages Skipped MQGET (QAAGSMSG) from all the queue
segments in the task or channel activity record. QAAGSMSG is read from field GETSMSG in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGSMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGSMSG contains the sum of all values of TAAGSMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGSUS - Times Suspended MQGET

TAAGSUS contains the number of times a MQGET request was suspended for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

             TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAGSUS is the accumulation of the number of Times Suspended MQGET (QAAGSUS) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAGSUS is read from field GETSUSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGSUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGSUS contains the sum of all values of TAAGSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

TAAGSUTM contains the total suspend time for MQGET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

             TAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

Element Derivation:

TAAGSUTM is the accumulation of the Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls (QAAGSUTM) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. QAAGSUTM is read from field GETSUSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGSUTM contains the sum of all values of TAAGSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

TAAGXMSG contains the number of expired messages processed during MQGETs for the task or channel summarized
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record. This creates an increase in time because event messages
are produced.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGXMSG  - Expired Messages

Element Derivation:

TAAGXMSG is the accumulation of the number of Expired Messages (QAAGXMSG) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAGXMSG is read from field GETEXMSG in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAGXMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAGXMSG contains the sum of all values of TAAGXMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ

TAAICTM contains the CPU time used during MQINQ processing for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQINQ calls request information about the queue manager or one of its
objects, for the task or channel across all queues

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

             TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             TAAIQN   - MQINQ Requests

Element Derivation:

TAAICTM is the accumulation of the CPU Time Used MQINQ (QAAICTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAICTM is read from field INQCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAICTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAICTM contains the sum of all values of TAAICTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAIETM - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

TAAIETM contains the total elapsed time for the MQINQ calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQINQ calls request information about the queue manager or one of its
objects.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

             TAAIQN   - MQINQ Requests

Element Derivation:

TAAIETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls (QAAIETM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAIETM is read from field INQET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAIETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAIETM contains the sum of all values of TAAIETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAIETS - Post Processing Interval End

TAAIETS contains the time of the interval end for post processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  TAAISTS  - Post Processing Interval Start

Element Derivation:

TAAIETS contains the value input from field WTASINTE in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAIETS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAIETS contains the last value of TAAIETS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAIN - MQINQ Calls

TAAIN contains the number of MQINQ calls made for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record. MQINQ calls request information about the queue manager or one of its objects.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

             QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

Element Derivation:

TAAIN is the accumulation of the number of MQINQ Calls (QAAIN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAAIN is read from field INQN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAIN contains the sum of all values of TAAIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAISTS - Post Processing Interval Start

TAAISTS contains the time of the interval start for post processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  TAAIETS  - Post Processing Interval End

Element Derivation:

TAAISTS contains the value input from field WTASINTS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAISTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAISTS contains the last value of TAAISTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

TAAJCETM contains the elapsed time waiting for log data to be forced to DASD.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

             TAAJWN   - Log Writes

             TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

             TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

Element Derivation:

TAAJCETM contains the value input from field WTASJCET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAJCETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAJCETM contains the sum of all values of TAAJCETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAJCN - Log Forced Count

TAAJCN contains the total number of times the log was forced to DASD.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

             TAAJWN   - Log Writes

             TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

             TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

Element Derivation:

TAAJCN contains the value input from field WTASJCN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAJCN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAJCN contains the sum of all values of TAAJCN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAJWB - Bytes Written to Log

TAAJWB contains the total number of bytes written to the log.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

             TAAJWN   - Log Writes

             TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

             TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

Element Derivation:

TAAJWB contains the value input from field WTASJWB in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAJWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAJWB contains the sum of all values of TAAJWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

TAAJWETM contains the elapsed time waiting for a log write to complete.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAJWN   - Log Writes

             TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

             TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

             TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

Element Derivation:

TAAJWETM contains the value input from field WTASJWET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAJWETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAJWETM contains the sum of all values of TAAJWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAJWN - Log Writes

TAAJWN contains the total number of writes to the log.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

             TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

             TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

             TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

Element Derivation:

TAAJWN contains the value input from field WTASJWN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAJWN contains the sum of all values of TAAJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

TAAMNETM contains the minimum of the total task elapsed time spent both on processing all queue commands and
on activity other than queue command for the task or channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMNETM is set to Total Task Elapsed Time (TAATOETM). TAATOETM contains the sum of
elapsed time for all queue and non-queue work as below:

    TAATOETM = TAATOQET + TAATONET;

 

    where

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM)
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      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMNETM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNETM contains the minimum value of TAAMNETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

TAAMNGET contains the smallest value of the minimum get message size for the task or channel across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

             TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

Element Derivation:

TAAMNGET is set to the minimum value of Minimum Get Message Size (QAAMNGET) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAMNGET is read from field GETMINMS in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMNGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNGET contains the minimum value of TAAMNGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

TAAMNMTM contains the smallest value of the minimum time the message stayed on the queue for the task or channel
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

             TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue
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             TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

TAAMNMTM is set to the minimum value of Minimum Time Message on Queue (QAAMNMTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAMNMTM is read from field MINLATNT in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMNMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNMTM contains the minimum value of TAAMNMTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

TAAMNNET contains the minimum of the total task elapsed time spent on activity other than queue commands for the
task or channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMNNET is set to Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time (TAATONET). TAATONET contains
the sum of elapsed time spent on activity other than message calls as below:

      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMNNET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNNET contains the minimum value of TAAMNNET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

TAAMNPUT contains the smallest value of the minimum put message size for the task or channel across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

             TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

Element Derivation:

TAAMNPUT is set to the minimum value of Minimum Put Message Size (QAAMNPUT) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAMNPUT is read from field PUTMINMS in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMNPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNPUT contains the minimum value of TAAMNPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

TAAMNQET contains the minimum of the total task elapsed time spent processing all queue commands for the task or
channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAACOUNT - Task Count

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMNQET is set to Total Task Queue Elapsed Time (TAATOQET). TAATOQET contains the
sum of elapsed time for all message calls as below:

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMNQET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMNQET contains the minimum value of TAAMNQET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

TAAMXETM contains the maximum of the total elapsed time spent both on processing all queue commands and on
activity other than processing queue commands for the task or channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMXNET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task non-Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMXETM is set to Total Task Elapsed Time (TAATOETM). TAATOETM contains the sum of
elapsed time for all queue and non-queue work as below:

    TAATOETM = TAATOQET + TAATONET

 

    where

 

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAAOTETM)

 

      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMXETM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXETM contains the minimum value of TAAMXETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

TAAMXGET contains the largest value of the maximum get message size for the task or channel across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXGET -  Maximum Get Message Size

             TAAMNGET -  Minimum Get Message Size
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Element Derivation:

TAAMXGET is set to the maximum value of Maximum Get Message Size (QAAMXGET) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAMXGET is read from field GETMAXMS in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMXGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXGET contains the maximum value of TAAMXGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

TAAMXLTM contains the maximum elapse time waiting on a latch class.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

Element Derivation:

TAAMXLTM contains the value input from field WTASMLW in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAMXLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXLTM contains the sum of all values of TAAMXLTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

TAAMXLWN contains the latch class for which the longest waiting elapse time occurred.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

Element Derivation:

TAAMXLWN contains the value input from field WTASMLWN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 record.
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Range of Value:

TAAMXLWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXLWN contains the maximum value of TAAMXLWN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

TAAMXMTM contains the largest value of the maximum time the message stayed on the queue for the task or channel
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

             TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

TAAMXMTM is set to the maximum value of Maximum Time Message on Queue (QAAMXMTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAMXMTM is read from field MAXLATNT in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMXMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXMTM contains the maximum value of TAAMXMTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXNET - Maximum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

TAAMXNET contains the maximum of the total elapsed time spent on activity other than queue commands for the task or
channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMXNET is set to Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time (TAATONET). TAATONET contains
the sum of elapsed time spent on activity other than message calls as below:

      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMXNET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXNET contains the minimum value of TAAMXNET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

TAAMXPUT contains the largest value of the maximum put message size for the task or channel across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

             TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

Element Derivation:

TAAMXPUT is set to the maximum value of Maximum Put Message Size (QAAMXPUT) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAMXPUT is read from field PUTMAXMS in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAMXPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXPUT contains the maximum value of TAAMXPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time

TAAMXQET contains the maximum of the total elapsed time processing all queue commands for the task or channel,
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time
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             TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMXNET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TAAMXQET is set to Total Task Queue Elapsed Time (TAATOQET). TAATOQET contains the
sum of elapsed time for all message calls as below:

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM)

Range of Value:

TAAMXQET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXQET contains the minimum value of TAAMXQET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXSSL - Max MQSUB Selector Length

TAAMXSSL contains the value of maximum length of selection string specified on MQSUB requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

Element Derivation:

TAAMXSSL contains the value input from field WTASSUSL in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAMXSSL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXSSL contains the sum of all values of TAAMXSSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Server Elapsed Time

TAAMXSTM contains the maximum elapsed time spent by the DB2SRVxx task executing the DB2 request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:
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Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAMXSTM contains the value input from field WTASDBMS in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAMXSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXSTM contains the maximum value of TAAMXSTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

TAAMXTTM contains the maximum elapsed time spent in DB2 resource manager under threads TCB. Includes time spent
switched to server TCB.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAMXTTM contains the value input from field WTASDBMT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAMXTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAMXTTM contains the maximum value of TAAMXTTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQATAA Data Dictionary Elements: TAANxxxx to TAAZxxxx
This article lists Task Accounting File (MQATAA) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from TAANCPTM through
TAAWQCT.

Contents

TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

TAANCPTM contains the total CPU time of backout, commit, and other MQI calls for the task or channel.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

             TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

             TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

             TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

             TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAANCPTM is the sum of Backout CPU Time (TAABACTM), Commit CPU Time (TAACMCTM), and Other MQI Calls CPU
Time (TAAOTCTM) for the task or channel.

Range of Value:

TAANCPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAANCPTM contains the sum of all values of TAANCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Tasks and channels interface with MQSeries via MQI calls. Most task activity is involved in GETTING or PUTTING
messages from/to message queues, but some MQI calls from the task do not involve message queues. TAANCPTM is the
sum of all CPU time captured from the task activity record for non-message queue specific related activity. Total Queue
CPU Time (TAAQCPTM) is the sum of all CPU time captured from the individual queue segments for the task or channel.
Total CPU time (TAACPUTM) is the sum of TAAQCPTM and TAANCPTM (queue and non-queue CPU time) for the task
or channel.

TAANGEN - Messages Generated

TAANGEN contains the number of messages generated for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record. This includes Confirm on Arrival (COA), Confirm on Delivery (COD), event, and expiry
messages.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAANGEN  - Messages Generated

Element Derivation:

TAANGEN is the accumulation of the number of Messages Generated (QAANGEN) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAANGEN is read from field NGEN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAANGEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAANGEN contains the sum of all values of TAANGEN processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TAAOCF0 - MQOPEN Calls no CF

TAAOCF0 contains the number of Shared queue open requests which did not require coupling facility accesses for the
task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

             QAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

             TAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

Element Derivation:

TAAOCF0 is the accumulation of the number of MQopen Calls no CF (QAAOCF0) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAOCF0 is read from field OPENCF0 in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAOCF0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOCF0 contains the sum of all values of TAAOCF0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

TAAOCTM contains the total CPU time used processing MQOPEN calls for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

             TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAOCTM is the accumulation of the Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls (QAAOCTM) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAOCTM is read from field OPENCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAOCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAOCTM contains the sum of all values of TAAOCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOETM - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

TAAOETM contains the total elapsed time for MQOPEN processing for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

             TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAOETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN (QAAOETM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAOETM is read from field OPENET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAOETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOETM contains the sum of all values of TAAOETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAON - MQOPEN Calls

TAAON contains the number of MQOPEN calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

             TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAON is the accumulation of the number of MQOPEN Calls (QAAON) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAAON is read from field OPENN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAON ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAAON contains the sum of all values of TAAON processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOSNO - MQOPEN Suspend Count

TAAOSNO contains the number of times MQOPEN calls were suspended for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

             QAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

             TAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

Element Derivation:

TAAOSNO is the accumulation of the number of MQOPEN Calls (QAAOSNO) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAOSNO is read from field OPENSUN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAOSNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOSNO contains the sum of all values of TAACSNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOSTM - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

TAAOSTM contains the total CPU time spent waiting to perform MQOPEN calls for the task or channel summarized
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAACST   - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

TAAOSTM is the accumulation of the MQOPEN suspend time (QAAOSTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAOSTM is read from field OPENSUET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 record.

Range of Value:

TAAOSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAOSTM contains the sum of all values of TAAOSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

TAAOTCTM contains the CPU time of other Message Queue Interface calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

             TAAOTN   - Number of Other Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAOTCTM contains the value input from field WTASOTCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAOTCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOTCTM contains the sum of all values of TAAOTCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

TAAOTETM contains the elapsed time of other Message Queue Interface calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

             TAAOTN   - Number of Other Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAOTETM contains the value input from field WTASOTET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAOTETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOTETM contains the sum of all values of TAAOTETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAAOTN - Other MQI Calls

TAAOTN contains the number of other Message Queue Interface calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

             TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAOTN contains the value input from field WTASOTN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAOTN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAOTN contains the sum of all values of TAAOTN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

TAAPCTM contains the CPU time used processing MQPUT calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

             TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAPCTM is the accumulation of the CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls (QAAPCTM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAPCTM is read from field PUTCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAPCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPCTM contains the sum of all values of TAAPCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAAPETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

TAAPETM contains the total elapsed time for MQPUT calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

             TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAPETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls (QAAPETM) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAPETM is read from field PUTET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPETM contains the sum of all values of TAAPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

TAAPFJWN contains the number of forced journal write calls during MQPUT for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

             TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

Element Derivation:

TAAPFJWN is the accumulation of the Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT (QAAPFJWN) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAPFJWN is read from field PUTJCN in the queue segments of SMF type
116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPFJWN contains the sum of all values of TAAPFJWN processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

TAAPFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQPUT for the task or
channel summarized across all queues reported in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

             TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

Element Derivation:

TAAPFWTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Force Journal (Log) Write MQPUT (QAAPFWTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAPFWTM is read from field PUTJCET in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPFWTM contains the sum of all values of TAAPFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

TAAPJWN contains the number of journal write calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

             TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

Element Derivation:

TAAPJWN is the accumulation of the number of Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT (QAAPJWN) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAPJWN is read from field PUTJWN in the queue segments of SMF type
116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAPJWN contains the sum of all values of TAAPJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

TAAPJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write call for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

             TAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

Element Derivation:

TAAPJWTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT (QAAPJWTM) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. QAAPJWTM is read from field PUTJWET in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPJWTM contains the sum of all values of TAAPJWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPN - MQPUT Calls

TAAPN contains the number of MQPUT calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

             TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAPN is the accumulation of the number of MQPUT Calls (QAAPN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAAPN is read from field PUTN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAAPN contains the sum of all values of TAAPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPPSN - Page Set Put Calls

TAAPPSN contains the number of page set put calls summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting
record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

             TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

Element Derivation:

TAAPPSN is the accumulation of the Page Set Put Calls (QAAPPSN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel
activity record. QAAPPSN is read from field PUTPSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPPSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPPSN contains the sum of all values of TAAPPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

TAAPRCTM contains the total CPU time used while processing prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAPRCTM is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

            TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

            TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

            TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

            TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAPRCTM contains the value input from field WTASPRCT in the Thread Level Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:
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TAAPRCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPRCTM contains the sum of all values of TAAPRCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TAAPRCTM is used to compute data element TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time.

TAAPREP - Total Prepares

TAAPREP contains the total number of prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAPREP is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

            TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

            TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

            TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

            TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAAPREP contains the value input from field WTASPRN in the Thread Level Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPREP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPREP contains the sum of all values of TAAPREP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TAAPREP is used to compute data element TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares.

TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

TAAPRETM contains total elapsed time spent while processing prepare calls for the task or channel.

TAAPRETM is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 See also:  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

            TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

            TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

            TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

            TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

Element Derivation:
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TAAPRETM contains the value input from field WTASPRET in the Thread Level Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPRETM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPRETM contains the sum of all values of TAAPRETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TAAPRETM is used to compute data element TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time.

TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

TAAPSETM contains the time taken to read from a page set for MQPUT for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

             TAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAPSETM is the accumulation of the Time Read MQPUT Page Set (QAAPSETM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAPSETM is read from field PUTPSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPSETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPSETM contains the sum of all values of TAAPSETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPSN0 - Logging Calls Page Set 0

TAAPSN0 contains the number of page set 0 logging calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

Element Derivation:

TAAPSN0 contains the value input from field WTASPSN0 in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.
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Range of Value:

TAAPSN0 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPSN0 contains the sum of all values of TAAPSN0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPSUS - Times Suspended MQPUT

TAAPSUS contains the number of times the task was suspended summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

             TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

Element Derivation:

TAAPSUS is the accumulation of the Times Suspended MQPUT (QAAPSUS) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAPSUS is read from field PUTSUSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAAPSUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPSUS contains the sum of all values of TAAPSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

TAAPSUTM contains the elapsed time the task was suspended summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

             TAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

Element Derivation:
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TAAPSUTM is the accumulation of the Elapsed Time Task Suspended (QAAPSUTM) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAPSUTM is read from field PUTSUSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPSUTM contains the sum of all values of TAAPSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

TAAPTDLY contains the total number of MQPUTs writing data where there was a delivery delay for the task or channel,
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record. This metric also represents a number of
messages sent to the delivery delay staging queue.

TAAPTDLY is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  QAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

Element Derivation:

TAAPTDLY is the accumulation of the MQPUTs With Delivery Delay (QAAPTDLY) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAPTDLY is read from field PUTDDLY in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPTDLY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPTDLY contains the sum of all values of TAAPTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

TAAPS0TM contains the elapsed time spent logging page set 0.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAPSN0  - Logging Calls Page Set 0

Element Derivation:
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TAAPS0TM contains the value input from field WTASPSE0 in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAPS0TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPS0TM contains the sum of all values of TAAPS0TM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPUBHW - Publish HighWater Mark

TAAPUBHW contains the value for the maximum number of subscribers receiving single publication from this application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAPUBHW contains the value input from field WTASPBHW in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116
subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAPUBHW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPUBHW contains the sum of all values of TAAPUBHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPUBTT - Publish Total Elapsed Time

TAAPUBTT contains the total elapsed time for publish calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAPUBTT contains the value input from field WTASPBTT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAAPUBTT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPUBTT contains the sum of all values of TAAPUBTT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

TAAPUTB - Bytes Put

TAAPUTB contains the total number of bytes put successfully summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

             TAAGETB  - Bytes Got

Element Derivation:

TAAPUTB is the accumulation of the Bytes Put (QAAPUTB) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity
record. QAAPUTB is read from field PUTBYTES in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPUTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPUTB contains the last value of TAAPUTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAPWG - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

TAAPWG contains the number of MQPUT calls that were passed directly to a waiting getter for the task or channel
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

Element Derivation:

TAAPWG is the accumulation of the MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter (QAAPWG) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAPWG is read from field PUTPWG in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAPWG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAPWG contains the sum of all values of TAAPWG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

TAAP1CTM contains the CPU time used during MQPUT1 processing summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Requests

Element Derivation:

TAAP1CTM is the accumulation of the CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls (QAAP1CTM) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAP1CTM is read from field PUT1CT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1CTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1CTM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

TAAP1ETM contains the total elapsed time for MQPUT1 calls summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1N     MQPUT1 Requests

Element Derivation:

TAAP1ETM is the accumulation of the Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls (QAAP1ETM) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAP1ETM is read from field PUT1ET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1ETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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TAAP1ETM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1ETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

TAAP1FTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQPUT1 for the task or
channel summarized across all queues reported in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

             TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

TAAP1FTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Force Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1 (QAAP1FTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAP1FTM is read from field PUT1JCET in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1FTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1FTM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1FTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

TAAP1FWN contains the number of forced journal write calls during MQPUT1 for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

             TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

TAAP1FWN is the accumulation of the Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1 (QAAP1FWN) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAAP1FWN is read from field PUT1JCN in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1FWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAAP1FWN contains the sum of all values of TAAP1FWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

TAAP1JTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write call summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record. PUT1JWET calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

             TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

TAAP1JTM is the accumulation of Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1 (QAAP1JTM) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAP1JTM is read from field PUT1JWET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1JTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1JTM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1JTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

TAAP1JWN contains the number of journal write calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately
afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

             TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

TAAP1JWN is the accumulation of the Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1 (QAAP1JWN) from all the queue segments in a
task or channel activity record. QAAP1JWN is read from field PUT1JWN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:
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TAAP1JWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1JWN contains the sum of all values of TAAP1JWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1N - MQPUT1 Calls

TAAP1N contains the number of MQPUT1 calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the
task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAP1N is the accumulation of MQPUT1 Calls (QAAP1N) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity
record. QAAP1N is read from field PUT1N in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1N ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1N contains the sum of all values of TAAP1N processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

TAAP1PSN contains the number of page set MQPUT1 calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue
immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

             TAAP1PTM - Time Taken to Read MQPUT1 Page Set

Element Derivation:

TAAP1PSN is the accumulation of Page Set MQPUT1 Calls (QAAP1PSN) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAP1PSN is read from field PUT1PSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.
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Range of Value:

TAAP1PSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1PSN contains the sum of all values of TAAP1PSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

TAAP1PTM contains the time taken to read from a page set for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue
immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

             TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

TAAP1PTM is the accumulation of Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set (QAAP1PTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAP1PTM is read from field PUT1PSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1PTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1PTM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1PTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

TAAP1STM contains the elapsed time the task was suspended summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

             TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

Element Derivation:
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TAAP1STM is the accumulation of Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1 (QAAP1STM) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. QAAP1STM is read from field PUT1SUSET in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1STM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1STM contains the sum of all values of TAAP1STM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

TAAP1SUS contains the number of times the MQPUT1 task was suspended for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the
queue immediately afterwards.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

             TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

TAAP1SUS is the accumulation of Times Suspended MQPUT1 (QAAP1SUS) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAP1SUS is read from field PUT1SUSN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1SUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1SUS contains the sum of all values of TAAP1SUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAP1WG - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

TAAP1WG contains the number of MQPUT1 calls that were passed directly to a waiting getter for the task or channel
summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

Element Derivation:
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TAAP1WG is the accumulation of the MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter (QAAP1WG) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. QAAP1WG is read from field PUT1PWG in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAP1WG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAP1WG contains the sum of all values of TAAP1WG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAQCNT - Queue Count

TAAQCNT contains the number of queue segments encountered in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAQCNT is set to the number of queues segments encountered in the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAQCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 48.

Summarization Process:

TAAQCNT contains the last value of TAAQCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

TAAQCPTM contains the total CPU time of MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ, MQSET, and
MQCB calls, for the task or channel, across all queues reported on in the task accounting record. This element was
introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

             TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

             TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

             TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

             TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

             TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls
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             TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

             TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

             TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

TAAQCPTM is the accumulation of the Total Queue CPU Time (QAAQCPTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAQCPTM is the sum of QAAOCTM (field OPENCT), QAACCTM (field CLOSECT), QAAGCTM
(field GETCT), QAAPCTM (field PUTCT), QAAP1CTM (field PUT1CT), QAAICTM (field INQCT), QAASCTM (field
SETCT), and QAACBCTM (field CBCT) read from the queue segments of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAQCPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAQCPTM contains the sum of all values of TAAQCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Tasks and channels interface with MQSeries via MQI calls. Most task activity is involved in GETTING or PUTTING
messages from/to message queues, but some MQI calls from the task do not involve message queues. TAAQCPTM is
the sum of all CPU time captured from the individual queue segments for the task or channel. Total non-Queue CPU Time
(TAANCPTM) is the sum of all CPU time captured from the task activity record for non-message queue specific related
activity. Total CPU time (TAACPUTM) is the sum of TAAQCPTM and TAANCPTM (queue and non-queue CPU time) for
the task or channel.

TAARECCT - Task Records Count

TAARECCT contains the total number of TAA file task records represented in the summarized record. At the DETAIL
timespan, TAARECCT is always equal to 1 (one). This data element provides a convenient means to compute averages
and rates at a summarized record level.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAACOUNT - Task Count

CA MICS DERIVATION: Data element TAARECCT is assigned a value of 1 in each record written to the Task Accounting
(MQATAA) file at the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAARECCT contains the sum of all occurrences of TAARECCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When using TAARECCT for computing averages or rates from summarized MQATAA file data, you must take into account
the types of transactions analyzed. For example, where the task type is CICS or IMS, the transaction generally completes
in less than one second, and a single SMF type 116 subtype 1 record is generated by MQ for each task. If your data
contains only these types of tasks, the averages or rates represent transaction level values.

Some MQ transactions, however, are long-running. When a task executes longer than the SMF interval time specified
for MQ, two or more SMF type 116 subtype 1 records are generated for the task. TAARECCT is set to a value of 1 in the
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MQATAA file record generated for each type 116 record encountered. For these long-running tasks, the computation of
rates or averages from summarized data produces results based on values at the interval, rather than the task level.

If your summarized data represents a mix of long-running tasks (with multiple interval records per task) and short tasks
(where each record represents the entire task), using TAARECCT to compute averages or rates will produce understated
"per task" values. This is because each long- running task will have contributed TAARECCT values of 2 or more due to
the multiple MQATAA records representing the task.

TAARMEC - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

TAARMEC contains the number of times a IXLLSTM request was reissued to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTM
calls perform the requests to update multiple elements.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

             TAACMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

Element Derivation:

TAARMEC contains the value input from field WTASRMEC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAARMEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAARMEC contains the sum of all values of TAARMEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAARSEC - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

TAARSEC contains the number of times a IXLLSTE request was reissued to the Coupling Facility structure. IXLLSTE calls
perform the requests to update a single element.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

             TAACSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

Element Derivation:

TAARSEC contains the value input from field WTASRSEC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAARSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAARSEC contains the sum of all values of TAARSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

TAASCTM contains the CPU time used during MQSET processing for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

             TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             TAASN    - MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAASCTM is the accumulation of CPU Time Used MQSET Calls (QAASCTM) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAASCTM is read from field SETCT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAASCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASCTM contains the sum of all values of TAASCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASETM - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

TAASETM contains the total elapsed time for MQSET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported
on in the task accounting record. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

             TAASN    - MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAASETM is the accumulation of Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls (QAASETM) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAASETM is read from field SETET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.
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Range of Value:

TAASETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASETM contains the sum of all values of TAASETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

TAASFJWN contains the number of forced journal write calls during MQSET for the task or channel summarized across
all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

             TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

Element Derivation:

TAASFJWN is the accumulation of the Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET (QAASFJWN) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAASFJWN is read from field SETJCN in the queue segments of SMF type
116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAASFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASFJWN contains the sum of all values of TAASFJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

TAASFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQSET for the task or
channel summarized across all queues reported in the task accounting record. This element was introduced with
MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

             TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

Element Derivation:

TAASFWTM is the accumulation of the Wait Time Force Journal (Log) Write MQSET (QAASFWTM) from all the queue
segments in a task or channel activity record. QAASFWTM is read from field SETJCET in the queue segments of SMF
type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.
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Range of Value:

TAASFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASFWTM contains the sum of all values of TAASFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

TAASJWN contains the number of journal write calls for MQSET for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

             TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

Element Derivation:

TAASJWN is the accumulation of Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET (QAASJWN) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAASJWN is read from field SETJWN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

TAASJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASJWN contains the sum of all values of TAASJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

TAASJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for journal write calls for MQSET for the task or channel summarized
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

             TAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

Element Derivation:
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TAASJWTM is the accumulation of Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET (QAASJWTM) from all the queue segments
in a task or channel activity record. QAASJWTM is read from field SETJWET in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAASJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASJWTM contains the sum of all values of TAASJWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASN - MQSET Calls

TAASN contains the number of MQSET calls for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASN    - MQSET Calls

             TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAASN is the accumulation of MQSET Calls (QAASN) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity record.
QAASN is read from field SETN in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype

Range of Value:

TAASN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASN contains the sum of all values of TAASN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

TAASRBTM contains the total SRB CPU time for Topic MQOPEN, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQCLOSE, and other.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

          TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

          TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

          TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

          TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

          QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task
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          QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

          QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

          QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

          TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

          TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAASRBTM is the sum of TAATOSRB, TAATPSRB, TAAT1SRB, TAATCSRB, and TAACTSRB read from the queue
segments of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAASRBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASRBTM contains the sum of all values of TAASRBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

TAASTACT contains the total CPU time processing MQSTAT calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

             TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

             TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

             TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAASTACT contains the value input from field WTASSTCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASTACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASTACT contains the sum of all values of TAASTACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

TAASTAET contains the total elapsed time processing MQSTAT calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time
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             TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

             TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

             TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAASTAET contains the value input from field WTASSTET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASTAET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASTAET contains the sum of all values of TAASTAET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

TAASTANO contains the number of MQSTAT calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAATOPNO - Topic Count

             TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

             TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

             TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

Element Derivation:

TAASTANO contains the value input from field WTASSTN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAASTANO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASTANO contains the sum of all values of TAASTANO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

TAASUBCT contains the total CPU time processing MQSUB calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

             TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

             TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time
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             TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAASUBCT contains the value input from field WTASSUCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASUBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUBCT contains the sum of all values of TAASUBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

TAASUBET contains the total elapsed time processing MQSUB calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

             TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

             TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

             TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAASUBET contains the value input from field WTASSUET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASUBET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUBET contains the sum of all values of TAASUBET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

TAASUBNO contains the number of MQSUB requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

             TAATOPNO - Topic Count

             TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

             TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count
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Element Derivation:

TAASUBNO contains the value input from field WTASSUN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAASUBNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUBNO contains the sum of all values of TAASUBNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

TAASUBSN contains the number of MQSUB requests specifying a selection string.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAMXSSL - Maximum MQSUB Selector Length

Element Derivation:

TAASUBSN contains the value input from field WTASSUSC in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASUBSN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUBSN contains the sum of all values of TAASUBSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

TAASURCT contains the CPU time used by MQSUBRQ call made made on a subscription.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

             TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

             TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

             TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAASURCT contains the value input from field WTASSQCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:
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TAASURCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASURCT contains the sum of all values of TAASURCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

TAASURET contains the total elapsed time processing MQSUBRQ calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

             TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

             TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

             TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAASURET contains the value input from field WTASSQET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASURET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASURET contains the sum of all values of TAASURET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

TAASURNO contains the number of MQSUBRQ calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

             TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

             TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

             TAATOPNO - Topic Count

Element Derivation:

TAASURNO contains the value input from field WTASSQN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASURNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

TAASURNO contains the sum of all values of TAASURNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUSN - Task Suspended Count

TAASUSN contains the number of times the task was suspended.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

TAASUSN contains the value input from field WTASSUSN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAASUSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUSN contains the sum of all values of TAASUSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

TAASUSTM contains the total time the task was suspended.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAASUSN  - Task Suspended Count

Element Derivation:

TAASUSTM contains the value input from field WTASSUSE in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAASUSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAASUSTM contains the sum of all values of TAASUSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

TAATCBTM contains the total of both the queue and the non-queue CPU times for the task. Queue related CPU times
include the CPU time that is used for MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ, and MQSET calls.
Non-queue CPU times include the CPU time used for backout, commit, and other MQI calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

See also: TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

          TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

          TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

          TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

          TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

          TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

          TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

          QAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

          QAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

          QAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

          QAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

          QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

          QAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ

          QAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

TAATCBTM is the sum of the Total non-Queue CPU Time (TAANCPTM) and the Total Queue CPU Time (TAAQCPTM).

TAANCPTM is the sum of TAAOTCTM (field WTASOTCT), TAACMCTM (field WTASCMCT), and TAABACTM (field
WTASBACT) read from the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record.

TAAQCPTM is the sum of QAAOCTM (field OPENCT), QAACCTM (field CLOSECT), QAAGCTM (field GETCT),
QAAPCTM (field PUTCT), QAAP1CTM (field PUT1CT), QAAICTM (field INQCT), and QAASCTM (field SETCT) read from
the queue segments of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATCBTM contains the sum of all values of TAATCBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using TAATCBTM for chargeback purposes. Some connecting regions (batch, TSO, and IMS) include the
TCB time used by WebSphere MQ in their own transaction or log records. SMF records CICS MQ CPU time in the CICS
region address space (type 30) record, not in the individual transaction records. The CPU time that is recorded for CHIN
channel activity (MQSATYP=6) is also captured in the channel initiator address space (type 30) record.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records and from the
TAATCBTM data element.
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TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

TAATCSRB contains the CPU used during MQCLOSE of a topic for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

             TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

             TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

             TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

Element Derivation:

TAATCSRB is the accumulation of the Total Topic MQCLOSE on SRB Task (QAATCSRB) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAATCSRB is read from field TOPICCloseSRB in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATCSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATCSRB contains the sum of all values of TAATCSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

TAATOETM contains total task elapsed time spent both on processing all queue commands and on activity other than
queue commands for the task or channel, summarized across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNETM - Minimum Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAATOETM is computed using the following algorithm:

    TAATOETM = TAATOQET + TAATONET;

 

    where

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,

                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM,TAACBETM)

 

      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:
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TAATOETM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOETM contains the sum of all values of TAATOETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

TAATOMTM contains the total time the message stayed on the queue for the task or channel summarized across all
queues reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

             TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

TAATOMTM is the accumulation of the Total Time Message on Queue (QAATOMTM) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAATOMTM is read from field TOTLATNT in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATOMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOMTM contains the sum of all values of TAATOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

TAATONET contains elapsed time spent on activity other than queue commands for the task or channel, summarized
across all queues reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAATONET is computed using the following algorithm:
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      TAATONET = SUM(TAABAETM,TAAOTETM,TAACMETM)

Range of Value:

TAATONET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATONET contains the sum of all values of TAATONET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

TAATOPCT contains the total CPU time spent doing MQPUT/MQPUT1 calls to topic objects.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

             TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

             TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

             TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

Element Derivation:

TAATOPCT contains the value input from field WTASTPCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.

Range of Value:

TAATOPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOPCT contains the sum of all values of TAATOPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

TAATOPET contains the total elapse time spent doing MQPUT/MQPUT1 calls to topic objects.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

             TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

             TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

             TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAATOPET contains the value input from field WTASTPET in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 record.
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Range of Value:

TAATOPET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOPET contains the sum of all values of TAATOPET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOPNO - Topic Count

TAATOPNO contains the number of Topics.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

             TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

             TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

             TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

Element Derivation:

TAATOPNO contains the value input from field WTASTPN in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAATOPNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOPNO contains the sum of all values of TAATOPNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

TAATOQET contains elapsed time processing all queue commands for the task or channel, summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

             TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

             TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

             TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

TAATOQET is computed using the following algorithm:

      TAATOQET = SUM(TAACETM,TAAGETM,TAAIETM,TAAOETM,TAAPETM,
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                     TAAP1ETM,TAASETM,TAACBETM)

Range of Value:

TAATOQET ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOQET contains the sum of all values of TAATOQET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

TAATOSRB contains the CPU used during MQOPEN of a topic for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

             TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

             TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

Element Derivation:

TAATOSRB is the accumulation of the Total Topic MQOPEN on SRB Task (QAATOSRB) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAATOSRB is read from field TOPICOpenSRB in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATOSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOSRB contains the sum of all values of TAATOSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

TAATOUSE contains the total number of calls using the queue for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

             TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

Element Derivation:
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TAATOUSE is the accumulation of the Total Calls Using Queue (QAATOUSE) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAATOUSE is read from field TOTAL_USE in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATOUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATOUSE contains the sum of all values of TAATOUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

TAATPSRB contains the CPU used during MQPUT of a topic for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

             TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

             TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

Element Derivation:

TAATPSRB is the accumulation of the Total Topic MQPUT on SRB Task (QAATPSRB) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAATPSRB is read from field TOPICPutSRB in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAATPSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAATPSRB contains the sum of all values of TAATPSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

TAAT1SRB contains the CPU used during MQPUT1 of a topic for the task or channel summarized across all queues
reported on in the task accounting record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

             TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

             TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

Element Derivation:
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TAAT1SRB is the accumulation of the Total Topic MQPUT1 on SRB Task (QAAT1SRB) from all the queue segments in
a task or channel activity record. QAAT1SRB is read from field TOPICPut1SRB in the queue segments of SMF type 116
subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAT1SRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAT1SRB contains the sum of all values of TAAT1SRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAUOWI - Logical Unit of Work Identifier

TAAUOWI contains the logical unit of work identifier, which is used by the recovery manager. TAAUOWI consists of
Network Identifier (or blanks), Logical Unit name (or blanks), a unique six-byte value, and commit count.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 24.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAUOWI contains the value input from field WTIDUOWI in the Task Identification segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAUOWI can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TAAUOWI contains the last value of TAAUOWI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAUSE - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

TAAUSE contains the queue use count for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in the task
accounting record. Plus 1 for MQOPEN and minus 1 for MQCLOSE.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

             TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

Element Derivation:
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TAAUSE is the accumulation of the queue Use Count (QAAUSE) from all the queue segments in a task or channel activity
record. QAAUSE is read from field USE_COUNT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAUSE contains the sum of all values of TAAUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAVER - Version Number

TAAVER contains the version number of the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

TAAVER contains the value input from field WTASVER in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

TAAVER values are equal to 1.

Summarization Process:

TAAVER contains the last value of TAAVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAVGET - MQGETs With Data

TAAVGET contains the number of MQGETs with data for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on in
the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

             TAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

Element Derivation:

TAAVGET is the accumulation of the number of MQGETs With Data (QAAVGET) from all the queue segments in a task or
channel activity record. QAAVGET is read from field VALIDGET in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.
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Range of Value:

TAAVGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAVGET contains the sum of all values of TAAVGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAVPUT - MQPUTs Writing Data

TAAVPUT contains the number of MQPUTs writing data for the task or channel summarized across all queues reported on
in the task accounting record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

             TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

Element Derivation:

TAAVPUT is the accumulation of the number of MQPUTs Writing Data (QAAVPUT) from all the queue segments in a task
or channel activity record. QAAVPUT is read from field VALIDPUT in the queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and
2 records.

Range of Value:

TAAVPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAVPUT contains the sum of all values of TAAVPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TAAWQCT - Total Queue Count

TAAWQCT contains the total number of queue segments that were written out for a task.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  TAAQCNT  - Queue Count

Element Derivation:

TAAWQCT contains the value input from field WTASWQCT in the Task Accounting segment of the SMF type 116 subtype
1 records.

Range of Value:
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TAAWQCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TAAWQCT contains the last value of TAAWQCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Queue Activity File (MQAQAA)
The Queue Activity File (MQAQAA) is the component of WebSphere MQ that contains queue statistics on MQOPEN,
MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQGET, MQINQ, and MQSET calls. The Queue Activity File is derived from the SMF
type 116 record (subtype 1 and 2).

Contents

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  .DWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  .DWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  .DWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  .DWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

  .DWM..E  QAABASNM - Base Queue Name

  .DWM..E  QAAOBJNM - Object Name as Opened

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

  ......E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records

  ......E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

  ......E  MQSNETID - Network ID

  ......E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

  ......E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

  ......E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

  .DWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  ......E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

  ......E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

  ......E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

  ......E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

  ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  QAABUFFP - Buffer Pool Number

  .DWM..E  QAACFSTR - Name of Coupling Facility Structure

  ......E  QAACLOTS - Time Queue Was Closed

  .DWM..E  QAAINDX  - Index Type of Queue

  .DWM..E  QAANPS   - Page Set Number

  ......E  QAAOPETS - Time Queue Was Opened

  .DWM..E  QAAQSG   - Queue Sharing Group

  .DWM..E  QAAQTYPE - Queue Type

  .DWM..E  QAAVER   - Version Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

  .DWM..E  QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

  .DWM..E  QAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

  .DWM..E  QAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

  .DWM..E  QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

  .DWM..E  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

  .DWM..E  QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

  .DWM..E  QAACOST  - Processing Charges

  .DWM..E  QAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

  .DWM..E  QAACST   - MQCLOSE Suspend Time

  .DWM..E  QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

  .DWM..E  QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

  .DWM..E  QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs

  .DWM..E  QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

  .DWM..E  QAAGETB  - Bytes Got

  .DWM..E  QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls
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  .DWM..E  QAAGETP  - MQGET Persistent Messages

  .DWM..E  QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

  .DWM..E  QAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

  .DWM..E  QAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

  .DWM..E  QAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

  .DWM..E  QAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

  .DWM..E  QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

  .DWM..E  QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

  .DWM..E  QAANGEN  - Messages Generated

  .DWM..E  QAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

  .DWM..E  QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

  .DWM..E  QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

  .DWM..E  QAAOSTM  - MQOPEN Suspend Time

  .DWM..E  QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

  .DWM..E  QAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

  .DWM..E  QAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

  .DWM..E  QAAPUBN  - Published Messages

  .DWM..E  QAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

  .DWM..E  QAAPUTP  - MQPUT Persistent Messages

  .DWM..E  QAAPUT1P - MQPUT1 Persistent Messages

  .DWM..E  QAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  .DWM..E  QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  QAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

  .DWM..E  QAAP1PTM - Time Taken to Read MQPUT1 Page Set

  .DWM..E  QAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

  .DWM..E  QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1
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  .DWM..E  QAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  .DWM..E  QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAASEG   - Queue Segment Count

  .DWM..E  QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  .DWM..E  QAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

  .DWM..E  QAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  .DWM..E  QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

  .DWM..E  QAASLRNO - Selection Requests Count

  .DWM..E  QAASN    - MQSET Calls

  .DWM..E  QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

  .DWM..E  QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  QAATOQET - Total Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

  .DWM..E  QAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

  .DWM..E  QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

  .DWM..E  QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

  .DWM..E  QAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

  .DWM..E  QAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

  .DWM..E  QAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  QAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

  .DWM..E  QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  QAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

  .DWM..E  QAAMNQET - Minimum Queue Elapsed Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  QAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

  .DWM..E  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  QAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

  .DWM..E  QAAMXQD  - Maximum Queue Depth During Put/Get

  .DWM..E  QAAMXQET - Maximum Queue Elapsed Time

  .DWM..E  QAAMXSLN - Maximum Selector Length

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  QAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queue

  .DWM..E  QAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time
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  .DWM..E  QAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time

  .DWM..E  QAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time

QAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time

QAAAVCCT contains the average CPU time of MQCLOSE calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time

             QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVCCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF QAACN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (QAACCTM)0) QAAAVCCT = QAACCTM/QAACN;

      WHEN (QAACCTM=0) QAAAVCCT=0;

      OTHERWISE        QAAAVCCT=.;

    END;

    ELSE QAAAVCCT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVCCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time

QAAAVCTM contains the average time of MQCLOSE calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time

             QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF QAACN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (QAACETM)0) QAAAVCTM = QAACETM/QAACN;

      WHEN (QAACETM=0) QAAAVCTM=0;

      OTHERWISE        QAAAVCTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE QAAAVCTM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time

QAAAVGCT contains the average CPU time of MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time

             QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVGCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF QAAGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (QAAGCTM)0) QAAAVGCT = QAAGCTM/QAAGN ;

      WHEN (QAAGCTM=0) QAAAVGCT=0;

      OTHERWISE        QAAAVGCT=.;

    END;

    ELSE QAAAVGCT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVGCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time

QAAAVGTM contains the average time of MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time

             QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVGTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF QAAGN THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (QAAGETM)0) QAAAVGTM = QAAGETM/QAAGN ;

    WHEN (QAAGETM=0) QAAAVGTM=0;

    OTHERWISE QAAAVGTM=.;

  END;

  ELSE QAAAVGTM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVGTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVGTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time

QAAAVICT contains the average CPU time of MQINQ calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

             QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

             QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

Element Derivation:

QAAAVICT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAIN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAICTM)0) QAAAVICT = QAAICTM/QAAIN ;

     WHEN (QAAICTM=0) QAAAVICT=0;
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     OTHERWISE QAAAVICT=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVICT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVICT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

QAAAVITM contains the average time of MQINQ calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time

             QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

             QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVITM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAIN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAIETM)0) QAAAVITM = QAAIETM/QAAIN ;

     WHEN (QAAIETM=0) QAAAVITM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVITM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVITM=.;

 

Range of Value:

QAAAVITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVITM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time

QAAAVOCT contains the average CPU time of MQOPEN calls.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time

             QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

             QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVOCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAON THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAOCTM)0) QAAAVOCT = QAAOCTM/QAAON ;

     WHEN (QAAOCTM=0) QAAAVOCT=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVOCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVOCT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVOCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time

QAAAVOTM contains the average time of MQOPEN calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time

             QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

             QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

Element Derivation:

QAAAVOTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAON THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAOETM)0) QAAAVOTM = QAAOETM/QAAON ;

     WHEN (QAAOETM=0) QAAAVOTM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVOTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVOTM=.;
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Range of Value:

QAAAVOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVOTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time

QAAAVPCT contains the average CPU time of MQPUT calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time

             QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

             QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVPCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAPN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAPCTM)0) QAAAVPCT = QAAPCTM/QAAPN ;

     WHEN (QAAPCTM=0) QAAAVPCT=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVPCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVPCT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVPCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time

QAAAVPTM contains the average time of MQPUT calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time

             QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

             QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVPTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAPN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAPETM)0) QAAAVPTM = QAAPETM/QAAPN ;

     WHEN (QAAPETM=0) QAAAVPTM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVPTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVPTM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queue

QAAAVQTM contains the average time messages stay on the queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

             QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

             QAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

Element Derivation:

QAAAVQTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAVGET THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAATOMTM)0) QAAAVQTM = QAATOMTM/QAAVGET ;

     WHEN (QAATOMTM=0) QAAAVQTM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVQTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVQTM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAAVQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time

QAAAVSCT contains the average CPU time of MQSET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time

             QAASN    - MQSET Calls

             QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAVSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAASN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAASCTM)0) QAAAVSCT = QAASCTM/QAASN ;

     WHEN (QAASCTM=0) QAAAVSCT=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVSCT=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVSCT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time

QAAAVSTM contains the average time of MQSET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time

             QAASN    - MQSET Calls

             QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:
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QAAAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAASN THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAASETM)0) QAAAVSTM = QAASETM/QAASN ;

     WHEN (QAASETM=0) QAAAVSTM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAVSTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAVSTM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAVSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAVSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time

QAAAV1CT contains the average CPU time of MQPUT1 calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time

             QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAV1CT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAP1N THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAP1CTM)0) QAAAV1CT = QAAP1CTM/QAAP1N ;

     WHEN (QAAP1CTM=0) QAAAV1CT=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAV1CT=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAV1CT=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAV1CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAV1CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time

QAAAV1TM contains the average time of MQPUT1 calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time

             QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAAV1TM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF QAAP1N THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (QAAP1ETM)0) QAAAV1TM = QAAP1ETM/QAAP1N ;

     WHEN (QAAP1ETM=0) QAAAV1TM=0;

     OTHERWISE QAAAV1TM=.;

   END;

   ELSE QAAAV1TM=.;

Range of Value:

QAAAV1TM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAAV1TM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAABASNM - Base Queue Name

QAABASNM contains the queue name used by the application. When queue alias, queue remote, or dynamic queues are
used, the name when the queue is opened differs from the actual queue used. QAABASNM displays the actual queue
used by the application.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 48.

  See also:  QAAOBJNM - Object Name as Opened

Element Derivation:

QAABASNM contains the value input from field BASENAME in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAABASNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

QAABASNM contains the last value of QAABASNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAABUFFP - Buffer Pool Number

QAABUFFP contains the buffer pool number.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAABUFFP contains the value input from field NBUFFPOOL in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAABUFFP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAABUFFP contains the last value of QAABUFFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

QAACBCTM contains the total CPU time spent performing MQCB calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

             QAACST   - MQCLOSE Suspend Time

             QAAOSTM  - MQOPEN Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

QAACBCTM contains the value input from field CBCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 record.

Range of Value:

QAACBCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACBCTM contains the sum of all values of QAACBCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

QAACBETM contains the total elapsed time spent performing MQCB call.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO   QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

             QAACST   - MQCLOSE Suspend Time

             QAAOSTM  - MQOPEN Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

QAACBETM contains the value input from field CBET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 record.

Range of Value:

QAACBETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACBETM contains the sum of all values of QAACBETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

QAACBREQ contains the number of MQCB calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

             QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

QAACBREQ contains the value input from field CBN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 record.

Range of Value:

QAACBREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACBREQ contains the sum of all values of QAACBREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACCF0 - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

QAACCF0 contains the number of Shared queue close requests which did not require coupling facility accesses.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

Element Derivation:

QAACCF0 contains the value input from field CLOSECF0 in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

QAACCF0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACCF0 contains the sum of all values of QAACCF0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None Number of Shared queue open requests which did not require and coupling facility accesses

QAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

QAACCTM contains the total CPU time used for MQCLOSE processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:

QAACCTM contains the value input from field CLOSECT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAACCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACCTM contains the sum of all values of QAACCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

QAACETM contains the total elapsed time for MQCLOSE processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

Element Derivation:
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QAACETM contains the value input from field CLOSEET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAACETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACETM contains the sum of all values of QAACETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACFSTR - Name of Coupling Facility Structure

QAACFSTR contains the name of the Coupling Facility structure if the queue is shared.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAACFSTR contains the value input from field CFSTRUCNAME in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAACFSTR can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

QAACFSTR contains the last value of QAACFSTR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACLOTS - Time Queue Was Closed

QAACLOTS contains the time the queue was closed. This is the last time if data is accumulated.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  QAAOPETS - Time Queue Was Opened

Element Derivation:

QAACLOTS contains the value input from field CLOSTIME in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAACLOTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

QAACLOTS contains the last value of QAACLOTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACN - MQCLOSE Calls

QAACN contains the number of MQCLOSE calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

Element Derivation:

QAACN contains the value input from field CLOSEN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAACN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACN contains the sum of all values of QAACN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAACOST - Processing Charges

QAACOST contains the total charge for a Queue Activity (MQAQAA) file record. The exit, USRAQAA, is provided to
permit the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is
used and this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user- calculated values for QAACOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

QAACOST is set to the sum of all QAACOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAACSNO - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

QAACSNO contains the number of times MQCLOSE calls were suspended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

Element Derivation:

QAACSNO contains the value input from field CLOSESUN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

QAACSNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAACSNO contains the sum of all values of QAACSNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

QAAGBRWA contains the number of MQGET browse any requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

             QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

             QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

Element Derivation:

QAAGBRWA contains the value input from field GETBRWA in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGBRWA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGBRWA contains the sum of all values of QAAGBRWA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

QAAGBRWS contains the number of MQGET browse specific requests.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

             QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

             QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

Element Derivation:

QAAGBRWS contains the value input from field GETBRWS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGBRWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGBRWS contains the sum of all values of QAAGBRWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

QAAGCTM contains the CPU time used processing MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAGCTM contains the value input from field GETCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGCTM contains the sum of all values of QAAGCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGERR - Unaccountable MQGETs

QAAGERR contains the number of unaccountable MQGET requests.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAGERR contains the value input from field GETERR in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGERR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGERR contains the sum of all values of QAAGERR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETA - MQGET Calls Any

QAAGETA contains the number of MQGET destructive any calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

             QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

             QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

Element Derivation:

QAAGETA contains the value input from field GETA in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETA contains the sum of all values of QAAGETA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETB - Bytes Got

QAAGETB contains the total number of bytes got successfully.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

Element Derivation:

QAAGETB contains the value input from field GETBYTES in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETB contains the sum of all values of QAAGETB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETM - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

QAAGETM contains the elapsed time processing MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAGETM contains the value input from field GETET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETM contains the sum of all values of QAAGETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETP - MQGET Persistent Messages

QAAGETP contains the number of MQGET requests with persistent messages. Persistent messages have a delivery
assurance, which means they are not discarded during system failures, delivery failures, or planned restarts of the queue
manager.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPUTP  - MQPUT Persistent Messages
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             QAAPUT1P - MQPUT1 Persistent Messages

Element Derivation:

QAAGETP contains the value input from field GETPMSG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETP contains the sum of all values of QAAGETP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETS - MQGET Calls Specific

QAAGETS contains the number of MQGET destructive specific calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

             QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

             QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

             QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

Element Derivation:

QAAGETS contains the value input from field GETS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETS contains the sum of all values of QAAGETS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

QAAGETSD contains the number of successful destructive MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:
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QAAGETSD contains the value input from field GETDVAL in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGETSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGETSD contains the sum of all values of QAAGETSD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

QAAGETSD should be used with data element QAATOMTM (Total Time Message on Queue).

QAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

QAAGFJWN contains the number of forced journal writes during MQGET.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

Element Derivation:

QAAGFJWN contains the value input from field GETJCN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGFJWN contains the sum of all values of QAAGFJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

QAAGFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQGET.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

             QAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

Element Derivation:

QAAGFWTM contains the value input from field GETJCET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:
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QAAGFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGFWTM contains the sum of all values of QAAGFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

QAAGJWN contains the number of journal write calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

Element Derivation:

QAAGJWN contains the value input from field GETJWN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGJWN contains the sum of all values of QAAGJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

QAAGJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write to complete.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

Element Derivation:

QAAGJWTM contains the value input from field GETJWET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGJWTM contains the sum of all values of QAAGJWTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

QAAGN - MQGET Calls

QAAGN contains the number of MQGET calls. It is the sum of the number of MQGET browses any (QAAGBRWA), the
number of MQGET browses specific (QAAGBRWS), the number of MQGET calls any (QAAGETA), and the number of
MQGET calls specific (QAAGETS).

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

             QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

             QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

             QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

Element Derivation:

QAAGN contains the value input from field GETN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGN contains the sum of all values of QAAGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

QAAGPAGE contains the number of empty pages skipped over when processing an MQGET request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAGPAGE contains the value input from field GETEPAGE in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGPAGE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAGPAGE contains the sum of all values of QAAGPAGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGPSN - Page Set Reads

QAAGPSN contains the number of reads from a page set.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

Element Derivation:

QAAGPSN contains the value input from field GETPSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGPSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGPSN contains the sum of all values of QAAGPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

QAAGPSTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a read from a page set.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

Element Derivation:

QAAGPSTM contains the value input from field GETPSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGPSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGPSTM contains the sum of all values of QAAGPSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

QAAGSMSG contains the number of messages that were skipped when processing an MQGET request.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAGSMSG contains the value input from field GETSMSG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGSMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGSMSG contains the sum of all values of QAAGSMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGSUS - Times Suspended MQGET

QAAGSUS contains the number of times a MQGET request was suspended.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAGSUS contains the value input from field GETSUSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGSUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGSUS contains the sum of all values of QAAGSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

QAAGSUTM contains the total suspend time for MQGET calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

Element Derivation:

QAAGSUTM contains the value input from field GETSUSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGSUTM contains the sum of all values of QAAGSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

QAAGXMSG contains the number of expired messages processed during MQGETs. This creates an increase in time
because event messages are produced.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAGXMSG contains the value input from field GETEXMSG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAGXMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAGXMSG contains the sum of all values of QAAGXMSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ

QAAICTM contains the CPU time used during MQINQ processing. MQINQ calls request information about the queue
manager or one of its objects.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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  See also:  QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAICTM contains the value input from field INQCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAICTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAICTM contains the sum of all values of QAAICTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAIETM - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

QAAIETM contains the total elapsed time for MQINQ calls. MQINQ calls request information about the queue manager or
one of its objects.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

             QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAIETM contains the value input from field INQET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAIETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAIETM contains the sum of all values of QAAIETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAIN - MQINQ Calls

QAAIN contains the number of MQINQ calls made. MQINQ calls request information about the queue manager or one of
its objects.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ
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Element Derivation:

QAAIN contains the value input from field INQN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAIN contains the sum of all values of QAAIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAINDX - Index Type of Queue

QAAINDX contains the queue index type.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAINDX contains the value input from field INDXTYPE in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAINDX has a value of 0, 1, 2, or 4, with these integers having the following meanings:

    0 = none       4 = msg_token

    1 = msg_id     2 = correl_id

Summarization Process:

QAAINDX contains the last value of QAAINDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

QAAMNGET contains the minimum get message size.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

Element Derivation:
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QAAMNGET contains the value input from field GETMINMS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records. A comparison is performed between the QAAMNGET and QAAMXGET elements and if the QAAMNGET value is
greater than the QAAMXGET value then both elements are set to zero.

Range of Value:

QAAMNGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMNGET contains the minimum value of QAAMNGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

QAAMNMTM contains the minimum elapsed time a message stayed on the queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

QAAMNMTM contains the value input from field MINLATNT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAMNMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMNMTM contains the minimum value of QAAMNMTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

QAAMNPUT contains the minimum put message size.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

Element Derivation:

QAAMNPUT contains the value input from field PUTMINMS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records. A comparison is performed between the QAAMNPUT and QAAMXPUT elements and if the QAAMNPUT value is
greater than the QAAMXPUT value then both elements are set to zero.
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Range of Value:

QAAMNPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMNPUT contains the minimum value of QAAMNPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMNQET - Minimum Queue Elapsed Time

QAAMNQET contains the minimum of the total elapsed time spent in the queue by a message. This elapsed time is the
sum of elapsed time recorded for various queue commands: MQGET, MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, and so on.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAMXQET - Maximum Queue Elapsed Time

             QAATOQET - Total Queue Elapsed Time

             QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, QAAMNQET is set to Total Queue Elapsed Time (QAATOQET). QAATOQET contains the sum of
elapsed time for all queue commands as below:

QAATOQET = SUM(QAACETM,QAAGETM,QAAIETM,QAAOETM,QAAPETM,QAAP1ETM,QAASETM)

Range of Value:

QAAMNQET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMNQET contains the minimum value of QAAMNQET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

QAAMXGET contains the maximum get message size.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAMNGET -  Minimum Get Message Size

Element Derivation:

QAAMXGET contains the value input from field GETMAXMS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records. A comparison is performed between the QAAMNGET and QAAMXGET elements and if the QAAMNGET value is
greater than the QAAMXGET value then both elements are set to zero.

Range of Value:

QAAMXGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXGET contains the maximum value of QAAMXGET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

QAAMXMTM contains the maximum elapsed time a message stayed on the queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

             QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

QAAMXMTM contains the value input from field MAXLATNT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAMXMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXMTM contains the maximum value of QAAMXMTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

QAAMXPUT contains the maximum put message size.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

Element Derivation:
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QAAMXPUT contains the value input from field PUTMAXMS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records. A comparison is performed between the QAAMNPUT and QAAMXPUT elements and if the QAAMNPUT value is
greater than the QAAMXPUT value then both elements are set to zero.

Range of Value:

QAAMXPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXPUT contains the maximum value of QAAMXPUT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXQD - Maximum Queue Depth During Put/Get

QAAMXQD contains the maximum encountered queue depth during put/get.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAMXQD contains the value input from field MAXQDPTH In the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAMXQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXQD contains the maximum value of QAAMXQD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXQET - Maximum Queue Elapsed Time

QAAMXQET contains the maximum of the total elapsed time spent in the queue by a message. This elapsed time is the
sum of elapsed time recorded for various queue commands: MQGET, MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, and so on.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAMNQET - Minimum Queue Elapsed Time

             QAATOQET - Total Queue Elapsed Time

             QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls
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             QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, QAAMXQET is set to Total Queue Elapsed Time (QAATOQET). QAATOQET contains the sum of
elapsed time for all queue commands as below:

QAATOQET = SUM(QAACETM,QAAGETM,QAAIETM,QAAOETM,QAAPETM,QAAP1ETM,QAASETM)

Range of Value:

QAAMXQET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXQET contains the maximum value of QAAMXQET processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAMXSLN - Maximum Selector Length

QAAMXSLN contains maximum length of selection string on API call.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASLRNO - Selection Requests Count

Element Derivation:

QAAMXSLN contains the value input from field SELMAXLN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAMXSLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAMXSLN contains the maximum value of QAAMXSLN processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAANGEN - Messages Generated

QAANGEN contains the number of messages generated. This includes Confirm on Arrival (COA), Confirm on Delivery
(COD), event, and expiry messages.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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QAANGEN contains the value input from field NGEN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAANGEN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAANGEN contains the sum of all values of QAANGEN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAANPS - Page Set Number

QAANPS contains the page set number if the queue is local.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAANPS contains the value input from field NPS in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAANPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAANPS contains the last value of QAANPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOBJNM - Object Name as Opened

QAAOBJNM contains the object name as opened. Objects are queue managers, queue-sharing groups, queues,
namelists (MQSeries Version 5 only), process definitions, channels, and storages classes.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 48.

  See also:  QAABASNM - Base Queue Name

Element Derivation:

QAAOBJNM contains the value input from field OBJNAME in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAOBJNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.
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Summarization Process:

QAAOBJNM contains the last value of QAAOBJNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOCF0 - MQOPEN Calls no CF

QAAOCF0 contains the number of Shared queue open requests which did not require coupling facility accesses.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

Element Derivation:

QAACCF0 contains the value input from field OPENCF0 in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

QAAOCF0 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOCF0 contains the sum of all values of QAAOCF0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

QAAOCTM contains the total CPU time used processing MQOPEN calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAOCTM contains the value input from field OPENCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAOCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOCTM contains the sum of all values of QAAOCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAOETM - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

QAAOETM contains the total elapsed time for MQOPEN processing.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

             QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAOETM contains the value input from field OPENET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAOETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOETM contains the sum of all values of QAAOETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAON - MQOPEN Calls

QAAON contains the number of MQOPEN calls. A call to MQOPEN must be performed for each object that an application
needs to access.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAON contains the value input from field OPENN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAON ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAON contains the sum of all values of QAAON processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOPETS - Time Queue Was Opened

QAAOPETS contains the time the queue was opened. This is the first time if data is accumulated.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  See also:  QAACLOTS - Time Queue Was Closed

Element Derivation:

QAAOPETS contains the value input from field OPENTIME in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAOPETS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOPETS contains the last value of QAAOPETS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOSNO - MQOPEN Suspend Count

QAAOSNO contains the number of times MQOPEN calls were suspended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

Element Derivation:

QAAOSNO contains the value input from field OPENSUN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

QAAOSNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOSNO contains the sum of all values of QAAOSNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAOSTM - MQOPEN Suspend Time

QAAOSTM contains the total CPU time spent waiting to perform MQOPEN calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

             QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB
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             QAACST   - MQCLOSE Suspend Time

             QAAOSTM  - MQOPEN Suspend Time

Element Derivation:

QAAOSTM contains the value input from field OPENSUET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
record.

Range of Value:

QAAOSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAOSTM contains the sum of all values of QAAOSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

QAAPCTM contains the CPU time used processing MQPUT calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAPCTM contains the value input from field PUTCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPCTM contains the sum of all values of QAAPCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

QAAPETM contains the total elapsed time for MQPUT calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

             QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls
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Element Derivation:

QAAPETM contains the value input from field PUTET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPETM contains the sum of all values of QAAPETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

QAAPFJWN contains the number of forced journal writes during MQPUT.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPFJWN contains the value input from field PUTJCN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPFJWN contains the sum of all values of QAAPFJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

QAAPFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQPUT.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

             QAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPFWTM contains the value input from field PUTJCET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.
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Range of Value:

QAAPFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPFWTM contains the sum of all values of QAAPFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

QAAPJWN contains the number of journal write calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPJWN contains the value input from field PUTJWN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPJWN contains the sum of all values of QAAPJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

QAAPJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write call.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPJWTM contains the value input from field PUTJWET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAPJWTM contains the sum of all values of QAAPJWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPN - MQPUT Calls

QAAPN contains the number of MQPUT calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAPN contains the value input from field PUTN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAPN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPN contains the sum of all values of QAAPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPPSN - Page Set Put Calls

QAAPPSN contains the number of page set put calls.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

Element Derivation:

QAAPPSN contains the value input from field PUTPSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPPSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPPSN contains the sum of all values of QAAPPSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

QAAPSETM contains the time taken to read from a page set for MQPUT.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Requests

Element Derivation:

QAAPSETM contains the value input from field PUTPSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPSETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPSETM contains the sum of all values of QAAPSETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPSUS - Times Suspended MQPUT

QAAPSUS contains the number of times the task was suspended.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPSUS contains the value input from field PUTSUSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPSUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPSUS contains the sum of all values of QAAPSUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

QAAPSUTM contains the elapsed time the task was suspended.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.
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Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

Element Derivation:

QAAPSUTM contains the value input from field PUTSUSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPSUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPSUTM contains the sum of all values of QAAPSUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

QAAPTDLY contains the total number of MQPUTs writing data where there was a delivery delay. This metric also
represents a number of messages sent to the delivery delay staging queue.

QAAPTDLY is available at IBM MQ version 8.0 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

Element Derivation:

QAAPTDLY contains the value input from field PUTDDLY in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPTDLY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPTDLY contains the sum of all values of QAAPTDLY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None.

QAAPUTB - Bytes Put

QAAPUTB contains the total number of bytes put successfully.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAGETB  - Bytes Got

Element Derivation:

QAAPUTB contains the value input from field PUTBYTES in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPUTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPUTB contains the sum of all values of QAAPUTB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPUTP - MQPUT Persistent Messages

QAAPUTP contains the number of MQPUT requests with persistent messages. Persistent messages have a delivery
assurance, which means they are not discarded during system failures, delivery failures, or planned restarts of the queue
manager.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAGETP  - MQGET Persistent Messages

             QAAPUT1P - MQPUT1 Persistent Messages

Element Derivation:

QAAPUTP contains the value input from field PUTPMSG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPUTP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPUTP contains the sum of all values of QAAPUTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPUT1P - MQPUT1 Persistent Messages

QAAPUT1P contains the number of MQPUT1 requests with persistent messages. MQSPUT1 requests consist of
MQOPEN, MQPUT, and MQCLOSE calls. Persistent messages have a delivery assurance, which means they are not
discarded during system failures, delivery failures, or planned restarts of the queue manager.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAGETP  - MQGET Persistent Messages

             QAAPUTP  - MQPUT Persistent Messages

Element Derivation:

QAAPUT1P contains the value input from field PUT1PMSG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPUT1P ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPUT1P contains the sum of all values of QAAPUT1P processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAPWG - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

QAAPWG contains the number of MQPUT calls that were passed directly to a waiting getter.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAPWG contains the value input from field PUTPWG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAPWG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAPWG contains the sum of all values of QAAPWG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

QAAP1CTM contains the CPU time used during MQPUT1 processing. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue
and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls
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Element Derivation:

QAAP1CTM contains the value input from field PUT1CT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1CTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1CTM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1CTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

QAAP1ETM contains the total elapsed time for MQPUT1 calls. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close
the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAP1N     MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAP1ETM contains the value input from field PUT1ET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1ETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1ETM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1ETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

QAAP1FTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a forced journal write to complete during MQPUT1.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

             QAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

Element Derivation:
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QAAP1FTM contains the value input from field PUT1JCET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1FTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1FTM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1FTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

QAAP1FWN contains the number of forced journal writes during MQPUT1.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

QAAP1FWN contains the value input from field PUT1JCN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1FWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1FWN contains the sum of all values of QAAP1FWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

QAAP1JTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write call. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and
close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

QAAP1JTM contains the value input from field PUT1JWET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:
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QAAP1JTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1JTM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1JTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

QAAP1JWN contains the number of journal write calls. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close the
queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

QAAP1JWN contains the value input from field PUT1JWN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1JWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1JWN contains the sum of all values of QAAP1JWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1N - MQPUT1 Calls

QAAP1N contains the number of MQPUT1 calls. MQPUT1 opens the queue, puts a single message on the queue, and
closes the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAP1N contains the value input from field PUT1N in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1N ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAP1N contains the sum of all values of QAAP1N processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

QAAP1PSN contains the number of page set MQPUT1 calls. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and close
the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1PTM - Time Taken to Read MQPUT1 Page Set

Element Derivation:

QAAP1PSN contains the value input from field PUT1PSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1PSN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1PSN contains the sum of all values of QAAP1PSN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1PTM - Time Taken to Read MQPUT1 Page Set

QAAP1PTM contains the time taken to read from a page set for MQPUT1. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a
queue and close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

Element Derivation:

QAAP1PTM contains the value input from field PUT1PSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1PTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1PTM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1PTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

QAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

QAAP1STM contains the elapsed time the task was suspended. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and
close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

QAAP1STM contains the value input from field PUT1SUSET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1STM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1STM contains the sum of all values of QAAP1STM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

QAAP1SUS contains the number of times the task was suspended. MQPUT1 calls put a single message on a queue and
close the queue immediately afterwards.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

Element Derivation:

QAAP1SUS contains the value input from field PUT1SUSN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1SUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1SUS contains the sum of all values of QAAP1SUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAAP1WG - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

QAAP1WG contains the number of MQPUT1 calls that were passed directly to a waiting getter.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAP1WG contains the value input from field PUT1PWG in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAP1WG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAP1WG contains the sum of all values of QAAP1WG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

QAAQCPTM contains the total CPU time of MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ, MQSET, and
MQCB calls for the queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

             QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

             QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

             QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

             QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

             QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

             QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

             QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

             QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

Element Derivation:

QAAQCPTM is the sum of QAAOCTM (field OPENCT), QAACCTM (field CLOSECT), QAAGCTM (field GETCT),
QAAPCTM (field PUTCT), QAAP1CTM (field PUT1CT), QAAICTM (field INQCT), QAASCTM (field SETCT), and
QAACBCTM (field CBCT) read from the queue segments of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAAQCPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAQCPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be careful when using QAAQCPTM for chargeback purposes. Some connecting regions (batch, TSO, and IMS) include
the TCB time used by WebSphere MQ in their own transaction or log records. SMF records CICS MQ CPU time in the
CICS region address space (type 30) record, not in the individual transaction records. The CPU time recorded for CHIN
channel activity (MQSATYP=6) is also captured in the channel initiator address space (type 30) record.

Duplicate billing can occur if you charge for CPU time from the connecting applications log records as well as from the
QAAQCPTM data element.

QAAQSG - Queue Sharing Group

QAAQSG contains the queue-sharing group disposition. Queue managers can access the same set of shared queues
from a queue-sharing group. Each queue manager within a queue-sharing group must have access to DB2.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAQSG contains the value input from field QSGDISP in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAQSG has a value that ranges between 0 and 2. These integers have the following meanings:

    0 = q_mgr

    1 = copy

    2 = shared

Summarization Process:

QAAQSG contains the last value of QAAQSG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAQTYPE - Queue Type

QAAQTYPE contains the type of queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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QAAQTYPE contains the value input from field QTYPE in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAQTYPE has a value of 1, 2, 3, 6 or 7, with these integers having the following meanings:

    1 = local      6 = remote

    2 = model      7 = cluster

    3 = alias

Summarization Process:

QAAQTYPE contains the last value of QAAQTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

QAASCTM contains the CPU time used during MQSET processing. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             QAASN    - MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAASCTM contains the value input from field SETCT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASCTM contains the sum of all values of QAASCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASEG - Queue Segment Count

QAASEG contains the queue segment count.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAASEG is set to 1.
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Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, QAASEG's value is always 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASEG contains the sum of all values of QAASEG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASETM - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

QAASETM contains the total elapsed time for MQSET calls. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

             QAASN    - MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAASETM contains the value input from field SETET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASETM contains the sum of all values of QAASETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

QAASFJWN contains the number of forced journal writes during MQSET.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

Element Derivation:

QAASFJWN contains the value input from field SETJCN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASFJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

QAASFJWN contains the sum of all values of QAASFJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

QAASFWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for a journal write to complete during MQSET.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V6R0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

             QAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

Element Derivation:

QAASFWTM contains the value input from field SETJCET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASFWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASFWTM contains the sum of all values of QAASFWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

QAASJWN contains the number of journal write calls for MQSET. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

Element Derivation:

QAASJWN contains the value input from field SETJWN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASJWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASJWN contains the sum of all values of QAASJWN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

QAASJWTM contains the elapsed time waiting for journal write calls for MQSET. MQSET calls change the attributes of an
object.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

  See also:  QAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

Element Derivation:

QAASJWTM contains the value input from field SETJWET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASJWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASJWTM contains the sum of all values of QAASJWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASLRNO - Selection Requests Count

QAASLRNO contains the number of API calls that specified a selection string.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAMXSLN - Maximum Selector Length

Element Derivation:

QAASLRNO contains the value input from field SELCOUNT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAASLRNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASLRNO contains the sum of all values of QAASLRNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAASN - MQSET Calls

QAASN contains the number of MQSET calls. MQSET calls change the attributes of an object.
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This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

Element Derivation:

QAASN contains the value input from field SETN in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

QAASN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAASN contains the sum of all values of QAASN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

QAATCSRB contains the CPU time used during MQCLOSE of a topic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

             QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

             QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

Element Derivation:

QAATCSRB contains the value input from field TopicCloseSRB in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

QAATCSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATCSRB contains the sum of all values of QAATCSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

QAATOMTM contains the total time spent on the queue of all the messages retrieved.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

             QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

Element Derivation:

QAATOMTM contains the value input from field TOTLATNT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAATOMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATOMTM contains the sum of all values of QAATOMTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAATOQET - Total Queue Elapsed Time

QAATOQET contains the sum of elapsed times recorded for various queue commands: MQGET, MQOPEN, MQCLOSE,
and so on.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

             QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

             QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

             QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

             QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

             QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

             QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

             QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

             QAAMNQET - Minimum Queue Elapsed Time

             QAAMXQET - Maximum Queue Elapsed Time

Element Derivation:

QAATOQET is computed using the following algorithm:

QAATOQET = SUM(QAACETM,QAAGETM,QAAIETM,QAAOETM,QAAPETM,QAAP1ETM,QAASETM,QAACBETM);

Range of Value:

QAATOQET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATOQET contains the sum of all values of QAATOQET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

QAATOSRB contains the CPU time used during MQOPEN of a topic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

             QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

             QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

             QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

Element Derivation:

QAATOSRB contains the value input from field TopicOpenSRB in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

QAATOSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATOSRB contains the sum of all values of QAATOSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

QAATOUSE contains the total number of calls using the queue.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

Element Derivation:

QAATOUSE contains the value input from field TOTAL_USE in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAATOUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATOUSE contains the sum of all values of QAATOUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One would expect QAATOUSE to equal the sum of the following related data elements:

    MQOPEN  - MQOPEN Calls

    MQCLOSE - MQCLOSE Calls

    MQGET   - MQGET Calls
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    MQPUT   - MQPUT Calls

    MQPUT1  - MQPUT1 Calls

    MQINQ   - MQINQ Calls

    MQSET   - MQSET Calls

However, this is not always the case. You may find that QAATOUSE is greater than the sum by a factor up to about 10%.
There are two possible reasons for this:

• The most likely cause is that, although QAATOUSE gets incremented when one of the seven queue access fields
gets updated, there is an exception: Only QAATOUSE is incremented whenever QRPL_CLOSE_HANDLES or
QRPL_END_THREAD is issued for a task that is ending when a disconnect or a failure requires IMPLICIT queue
closure.

• Another reason is that individual count values in the WQ records (OPENN, CLOSEN, GETN, PUTN, PUT1N, INQN,
and SETN) are all reset to zero each time an SMF type 116, subtype 1 record is cut and therefore represent totals
for that record only. The QAATOUSE field, however, is not reset when a record is cut and therefore represents a
running total of calls for a queue used by a particular task. A long running task may be accounted for over several
SMF type 116 subtype 1 records, in which case QAATOUSE may include calls accumulated in earlier accounting
periods.

QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

QAATPSRB contains the CPU time used during MQPUT to a topic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

             QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

             QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

Element Derivation:

QAATPSRB contains the value input from field TopicPutSRB in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record.

Range of Value:

QAATPSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAATPSRB contains the sum of all values of QAATPSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB task

QAAT1SRB contains the CPU time used during MQPUT1 to a topic.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

             QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

             QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task
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Element Derivation:

QAAT1SRB contains the value input from field TopicPut1SRB in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1
record.

Range of Value:

QAAT1SRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAT1SRB contains the sum of all values of QAAT1SRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAUSE - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

QAAUSE contains the queue use count. Plus 1 for MQOPEN and minus 1 for MQCLOSE.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

             TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

             TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

Element Derivation:

QAAUSE contains the value input from field USE_COUNT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAUSE contains the sum of all values of QAAUSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAVER - Version Number

QAAVER contains the version number of the queue activity record.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

QAAVER contains the value input from field WQVER in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 records.
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Range of Value:

QAAVER values range from 1 to 4.

Summarization Process:

QAAVER contains the last value of QAAVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAVGET - MQGETs With Data

QAAVGET contains the number of MQGETs with data.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

Element Derivation:

QAAVGET contains the value input from field VALIDGET in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAVGET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

QAAVGET contains the sum of all values of QAAVGET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

QAAVPUT - MQPUTs Writing Data

QAAVPUT contains the number of MQPUTs writing data.

This element was introduced with MQSeries V5R2.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  QAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

Element Derivation:

QAAVPUT contains the value input from field VALIDPUT in the Queue segment of the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2
records.

Range of Value:

QAAVPUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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QAAVPUT contains the sum of all values of QAAVPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MQS Channel Activity File (MQA_CH)
The Channel Activity File (MQA_CH) quantifies the resource consumption and use of WebSphere MQ task.

Use this file to report on the performance, usage, and availability of WebSphere MQ task.

The source is SMF type 116 subtypes 1 and 2 for WebSphere MQ tasks.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   TAACHNLC |

  |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   TAACHNLC |

  |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   TAACHNLC |

  |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   TAACHNLC |

  |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The MQA_CH file is a parallel file of the Task Accounting File (MQATAA) and shares its data dictionary elements.

For detailed descriptions of individual elements, see Task Accounting File (MQATAA).

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  XDWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  TAACHNL  - Channel Name

  XDWM..E  TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

  X.....E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records

  X.....E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

  X.....E  MQSNETID - Network ID

  X.....E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

  X.....E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

  X.....E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

  X.....E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp
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  X.....E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  X.....E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TAACTXT  - Current RRS Context Token

  X.....E  TAAFLAG  - WTAS Flag

  X.....E  TAAIETS  - Post Processing Interval End

  X.....E  TAAISTS  - Post Processing Interval Start

  X.....E  TAAPUBHW - Publish HighWater Mark

  XDWM..E  TAAQCNT  - Queue Count

  X.....E  TAAUOWI  - Logical Unit of Work Identifier

  XDWM..E  TAAVER   - Version Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAABAN   - Backout Calls

  XDWM..E  TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

  XDWM..E  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

  XDWM..E  TAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

  XDWM..E  TAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

  XDWM..E  TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

  XDWM..E  TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

  XDWM..E  TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAACMN   - Commit Calls

  XDWM..E  TAACMTM  - Mult Update Calls Time (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

  XDWM..E  TAACOST  - Processing Charges

  XDWM..E  TAACOUNT - Task Count

  XDWM..E  TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  TAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

  XDWM..E  TAACST   - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  TAACSTM  - Single Update Calls Time (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

  XDWM..E  TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

  XDWM..E  TAADBCT  - DB2 Calls

  XDWM..E  TAADBGN  - Bytes Read from DB2

  XDWM..E  TAADBPN  - Bytes Written to DB2

  XDWM..E  TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time

  XDWM..E  TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

  XDWM..E  TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

  XDWM..E  TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs
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  XDWM..E  TAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

  XDWM..E  TAAGETB  - Bytes Got

  XDWM..E  TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

  XDWM..E  TAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGPN   - Get Pages New Count

  XDWM..E  TAAGPO   - Get Pages Old Count

  XDWM..E  TAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

  XDWM..E  TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

  XDWM..E  TAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

  XDWM..E  TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

  XDWM..E  TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

  XDWM..E  TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

  XDWM..E  TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

  XDWM..E  TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

  XDWM..E  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAJWN   - Log Writes

  XDWM..E  TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAANGEN  - Messages Generated

  XDWM..E  TAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

  XDWM..E  TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

  XDWM..E  TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

  XDWM..E  TAAOSTM  - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAOTN   - Other MQI Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  XDWM..E  TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

  XDWM..E  TAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

  XDWM..E  TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

  XDWM..E  TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

  XDWM..E  TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

  XDWM..E  TAAPSN0  - Logging Calls Page Set 0

  XDWM..E  TAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

  XDWM..E  TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT
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  XDWM..E  TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

  XDWM..E  TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

  XDWM..E  TAAPUBN  - Published Messages

  XDWM..E  TAAPUBTT - Publish Total Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

  XDWM..E  TAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  XDWM..E  TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

  XDWM..E  TAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

  XDWM..E  TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

  XDWM..E  TAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

  XDWM..E  TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAARECCT - Task Records Count

  XDWM..E  TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  XDWM..E  TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

  XDWM..E  TAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

  XDWM..E  TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

  XDWM..E  TAASN    - MQSET Calls

  XDWM..E  TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

  XDWM..E  TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

  XDWM..E  TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

  XDWM..E  TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

  XDWM..E  TAASUSN  - Task Suspended Count

  XDWM..E  TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

  XDWM..E  TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

  XDWM..E  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

  XDWM..E  TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAATOPNO - Topic Count

  XDWM..E  TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

  XDWM..E  TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue
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  XDWM..E  TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

  XDWM..E  TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

  XDWM..E  TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

  XDWM..E  TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

  XDWM..E  TAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

  XDWM..E  TAAWQCT  - Total Queue Count

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

  XDWM..E  TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

  XDWM..E  TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

  XDWM..E  TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

  XDWM..E  TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

  XDWM..E  TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

  XDWM..E  TAAMXNET - Maximum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

  XDWM..E  TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMXSSL - Maximum MQSUB Selector Length

  XDWM..E  TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Server Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapse Time

  XDWM..E  TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

  XDWM..E  TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

  XDWM..E  TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapse Time

  XDWM..E  TAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapse Time

  XDWM..E  TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues

  XDWM..E  TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues
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MQS Message Broker Information Area
The Message Broker Information Area is supported by the CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer. The following sections describe
the files supported in this information area:

Message Flow Accounting File (MQBMFA)
The Message Flow Accounting File (MQBMFA) contains WebSphere Message Broker statistics on the activity of message
flows.

The MQBMFA file is derived from the SMF type 117 record (subtype 1 and 2). It provides Message Broker statistics on
message flow execution, including information on the elapsed and CPU times spent processing message flows, the
number and size of messages, and statistics on message errors. Message Broker writes an SMF type 117 message flow
record for each message flow based on a specified recording interval.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

|         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

|         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

|         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

|         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time-   Data        Data Element

 Span *  Element     Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  MQBBKNM  - Broker Name

 XDWM..E  MQBEXNM  - Execution Group Name

 XDWM..E  MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name

 XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

 XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

 XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWM..E  MQBACCTO - Accounting Origin

 XDWM..E  MQBBKID  - Broker UUID

 XDWM..E  MQBEXID  - Execution Group UUID

 X.....E  MQBRCODE - Record Code

 XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements
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 XDWM..E  MFABKOUT - Transaction Backouts

 XDWM..E  MFACMIT  - Transaction Commits

 XDWM..E  MFACOST  - Processing Charges

 XDWM..E  MFACTM   - Total CPU Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAERRS  - Total Errors Processing Message

 XDWM..E  MFAETM   - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAMQERR - MQGET or Web Services Errors

 XDWM..E  MFAMSGER - Messages Containing Errors

 XDWM..E  MFAMSGN  - Total Messages Processed

 XDWM..E  MFAMSGS  - Total Size of Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFATHDN  - Threads in Pool

 XDWM..E  MFATHDXN - Times Maximum Threads Reached

 XDWM..E  MFATMOUT - Timeouts Processing Message

 XDWM..E  MFAWCTM  - Total CPU Time Wait Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAWETM  - Total Elapsed Time Wait Input Messages

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFAMNCTM - Minimum CPU Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAMNETM - Minimum Elapsed Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAMNMSG - Minimum Input Message Size

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFAMXCTM - Maximum CPU Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAMXETM - Maximum Elapsed Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAMXMSG - Maximum Input Message Size

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFAAVCTM - Avg CPU Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAAVETM - Avg Elapsed Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAAVMSG - Avg Size of Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFAAVWTM - Avg CPU Time Wait Input Messages

MFAAVCTM - Avg CPU Time Input Messages

MFAAVCTM contains the average CPU time spent processing input messages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFACTM  - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAETM  - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFAMSGN - Total Messages Processed

Element Derivation:

MFAAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF MFAMSGN THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (MFACTM)0) MFAAVCTM = MFACTM/MFAMSGN;

    WHEN (MFACTM=0) MFAAVCTM=0;
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    OTHERWISE       MFAAVCTM=.;

  END; ELSE MFAAVCTM=.;

Range of Value:

MFAAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAAVETM - Avg Elapsed Time Input Messages

MFAAVETM contains the average elapsed time spent processing input messages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFACTM  - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAETM  - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFAMSGN - Total Messages Processed

Element Derivation:

MFAAVETM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF MFAMSGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (MFAETM)0) MFAAVETM = MFAETM/MFAMSGN;

      WHEN (MFAETM=0) MFAAVETM=0;

      OTHERWISE       MFAAVETM=.;

    END;

    ELSE MFAAVETM=.;

Range of Value:

MFAAVETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAAVETM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAAVMSG - Avg Size of Input Messages

MFAAVMSG contains the average size of input messages in bytes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  MFAMSGS - Total Size of Input Messages

             MFAMSGN - Total Messages Processed

Element Derivation:

MFAAVMSG is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF MFAMSGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (MFAMSGS)0) MFAAVMSG=MFAMSGS/MFAMSGN;

      WHEN (MFAMSGS=0) MFAAVMSG=0;

      OTHERWISE        MFAAVMSG=.;

    END; 

    ELSE MFAAVMSG=.;

Range of Value:

MFAAVMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAAVMSG contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAAVWTM - Avg CPU Time Wait Input Messages

MFAAVWTM contains the average CPU time spent waiting for input messages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFACTM  - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAMSGN - Total Messages Processed

Element Derivation:

MFAAVWTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF MFAMSGN THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (MFAWCTM)0) MFAAVWTM=MFAWCTM/MFAMSGN;

    WHEN (MFAWCTM=0) MFAAVWTM=0;

    OTHERWISE        MFAAVWTM=.;

  END; ELSE MFAAVWTM=.;

Range of Value:

MFAAVWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAAVWTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MFABKOUT - Transaction Backouts

MFABKOUT contains the number of transaction backouts.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFACMIT  - Transaction Commits

Element Derivation:

MFABKOUT contains the value input from field IMFLBKOU from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFABKOUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFABKOUT contains the sum of all values of MFABKOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFACMIT - Transaction Commits

MFACMIT contains the number of transaction commits.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFABKOUT - Transaction Backouts

Element Derivation:

MFACMIT contains the value input from field IMFLCMIT from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFACMIT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFACMIT contains the sum of all values of MFACMIT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFACOST - Processing Charges

MFACOST contains the total charge for a Message Flow (MQBMFA) file record. The exit, USRAMFA, is provided to permit
the user to calculate the variable according to installation algorithms. If CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback is used and
this file is selected for billing, the element is updated by CA MICS processing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value is computed by adding the user-calculated values for MFACOST together.

Range of Value:

The element is initialized to zero.

Summarization Process:

MFACOST is set to the sum of all MFACOST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

MFACTM - Total CPU Time Input Messages

MFACTM contains the total CPU time spent processing input messages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFAMNCTM - Minimum CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAMXCTM - Maximum CPU Time Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFACTM contains the value input from field IMFLTPCP from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFACTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFACTM contains the sum of all values of MFACTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element contains CPU time spent on both CP and zAAP processors.

• When the Message Broker (WMB) activity/processing takes place on a CP, this CPU time is added to MFACTM.
• When the Message Broker (WMB) activity/processing takes place on a zAAP processor (JAVA compute node), this

CPU time is added to MFACTM.

It is not possible to distinguish the zAAP CPU time from the CP CPU time.

The CA MICS Analyzer Option for CICS data elements CSUCPUTM, CSUCPRTM, CSUTCBTM, CAUCPUTM , and
CAUTCBTM also report CPU time (via the type 110 field USRCPUT) that is reported in MFACTM. This fact must be
considered when accounting for CPU consumption using data from both the CICS and MQS CA MICS components. In the
CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, the comp code 2740 has MFACTM as its charging element.

MFAERRS - Total Errors Processing Message

MFAERRS contains the number of errors that occurred when processing a message.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMQERR - MQGET or Web Services Errors

             MFAMSGER - Messages Containing Errors

Element Derivation:

MFAERRS contains the value input from field IMFLERPR from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAERRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAERRS contains the sum of all values of MFAERRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAETM - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

MFAETM contains the total elapsed time spent processing input messages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFACTM   - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAWCTM  - Total CPU Time Wait Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAETM contains the value input from field IMFLTPTM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAETM contains the sum of all values of MFAETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMNCTM - Minimum CPU Time Input Messages

MFAMNCTM contains the minimum CPU time spent processing an input message.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFACTM   - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAMXCTM - Maximum CPU Time Input Messages

Element Derivation:
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MFAMNCTM contains the value input from field IMFLMNCP from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMNCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMNCTM contains the minimum value of MFAMNCTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMNETM - Minimum Elapsed Time Input Messages

MFAMNETM contains the minimum elapsed time spent processing an input message.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFAMXETM - Maximum Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFAETM   - Total Elapsed Time Input Message

Element Derivation:

MFAMNETM contains the value input from field IMFLMNTM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMNETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMNETM contains the minimum value of MFAMNETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMNMSG - Minimum Input Message Size

MFAMNMSG contains the minimum input message size in bytes.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMSGN  - Total Messages Processed

             MFAMSGS  - Total Size of Input Messages

             MFAMXMSG - Maximum Input Message Size

Element Derivation:

MFAMNMSG contains the value input from field IMFLMNMG from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMNMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

MFAMNMSG contains the minimum value of MFAMNMSG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMQERR - MQGET or Web Services Errors

MFAMQERR contains the number of MQGET errors (MQInput node) or Web Services Errors (HTTPInput node) that
occurred.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMSGER - Messages Containing Errors

             MFAERRS  - Total Errors Processing Message

Element Derivation:

MFAMQERR contains the value input from field IMFLERMQ from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMQERR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMQERR contains the sum of all values of MFAMQERR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMSGER - Messages Containing Errors

MFAMSGER contains the number of messages with errors. The number includes exceptions that were thrown
downstream of the input node and errors that were detected by the input node after it successfully retrieved the message
from the queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMQERR - MQGET or Web Services Errors

             MFAERRS  - Total Errors Processing Message

Element Derivation:

MFAMSGER contains the value input from field IMFLERMG from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMSGER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMSGER contains the sum of all values of MFAMSGER processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

MFAMSGN - Total Messages Processed

MFAMSGN contains the total number of messages processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMSGS  - Total Size of Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAMSGN contains the value input from field IMFLTPMG from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMSGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMSGN contains the sum of all values of MFAMSGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMSGS - Total Size of Input Messages

MFAMSGS contains the total size of input messages in bytes.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMSGN  - Total Messages Processed

             MFAMXMSG - Maximum Input Message Size

             MFAMNMSG - Minimum Input Message Size

Element Derivation:

MFAMSGS contains the value input from field IMFLTSMG from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMSGS contains the sum of all values of MFAMSGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMXCTM - Maximum CPU Time Input Messages

MFAMXCTM contains the maximum CPU time spent processing an input message.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFACTM   - Total CPU Time Input Messages

             MFAMNCTM - Minimum CPU Time Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAMXCTM contains the value input from field IMFLMXCP from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMXCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMXCTM contains the maximum value of MFAMXCTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMXETM - Maximum Elapsed Time Input Messages

MFAMXETM contains the maximum elapsed time spent processing an input message.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFAMNETM - Minimum Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFAETM   - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAMXETM contains the value input from field IMFLMXTM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMXETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMXETM contains the maximum value of MFAMXETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAMXMSG - Maximum Input Message Size

MFAMXMSG contains the maximum input message size in bytes.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFAMSGN  - Total Messages Processed

             MFAMSGS  - Total Size of Input Messages
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             MFAMNMSG - Minimum Input Message Size

Element Derivation:

MFAMXMSG contains the value input from field IMFLMXMG from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAMXMSG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAMXMSG contains the maximum value of MFAMXMSG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFATHDN - Threads in Pool

MFATHDN contains the number of threads in the pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFATHDXN - Times Maximum Threads Reached

Element Derivation:

MFATHDN contains the value input from field IMFLTHDP from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFATHDN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFATHDN contains the sum of all values of MFATHDN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFATHDXN - Times Maximum Threads Reached

MFATHDXN contains the number of times that the maximum number of threads was reached.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFATHDN  - Threads in Pool

Element Derivation:

MFATHDXN contains the value input from field IMFLTHDM from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFATHDXN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

MFATHDXN contains the sum of all values of MFATHDXN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFATMOUT - Timeouts Processing Message

MFATMOUT contains the number of timeouts that occurred when processing a message (AggregateReply node only).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MFATMOUT contains the value input from field IMFLTMOU from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype
1 and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFATMOUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFATMOUT contains the sum of all values of MFATMOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFAWCTM - Total CPU Time Wait Input Messages

MFAWCTM contains the total CPU time spent waiting for input messages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFAWETM  - Total Elapsed Time Wait Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAWCTM contains the value input from field IMFLWTCP from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAWCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAWCTM contains the sum of all values of MFAWCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MFAWETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait Input Messages

MFAWETM contains the total elapsed time spent waiting for input messages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFAWCTM  - Total CPU Time Wait Input Messages

Element Derivation:

MFAWETM contains the value input from field IMFLWTIN from the Message Flow section of the SMF type 117 subtype 1
and 2 records.

Range of Value:

MFAWETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFAWETM contains the sum of all values of MFAWETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Message Flow Node File (MQBMFN)
The Message Flow Node File (MQBMFN) contains WebSphere Message Broker metrics on the processing steps within
message flows.

The MQBMFN file is derived from the SMF type 117 record (subtype 2). It provides Message Broker statistics on the steps
within a message flow, including provides information on the type of node, the elapsed and CPU times spent processing
message flows at the node level, and the number of messages processed by a node. Message Broker writes an SMF type
117 node record for each node in a message flow based on a specified recording interval.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when CA MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the CA MICS system at your installation.

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

|         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |
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|  MONTHS |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFNNODNM - Node Name

 XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  MQBBKNM  - Broker Name

 XDWM..E  MQBEXNM  - Execution Group Name

 XDWM..E  MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  DAY      - Day of Month
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 XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWM..E  MQBBKID  - Broker UUID

 XDWM..E  MQBEXID  - Execution Group UUID

 X.....E  MQBRCODE - Record Code

 XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Retained Data Elements

 

XDWM..E  MFNNTYPE - Type of Node

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFNCTM   - Node CPU Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFNETM   - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

 XDWM..E  MFNITRMN - Input Terminals

 XDWM..E  MFNMSGN  - Total Messages Processed by Node

 XDWM..E  MFNOTRMN - Output Terminals

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFNMNCTM - Node Minimum CPU Time Input Msgs

 XDWM..E  MFNMNETM - Node Minimum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  MFNAVCTM - Node Avg CPU Time Input Msgs

 XDWM..E  MFNAVETM - Node Avg Elapsed Time Input Msgs

MFNAVCTM - Node Avg CPU Time Input Msgs

MFNAVCTM contains the average node CPU time of input messages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFNCTM  - Node CPU Time Input Messages

             MFNETM  - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFNMSGN - Total Messages Processed by Node

Element Derivation:

MFNAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF MFNMSGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (MFNCTM)0) MFNAVCTM = MFNCTM/MFNMSGN;

      WHEN (MFNCTM=0) MFNAVCTM=0;

      OTHERWISE       MFNAVCTM=.;

    END;
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    ELSE MFNAVCTM=.;

Range of Value:

MFNAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNAVETM - Node Avg Elapsed Time Input Msgs

MFNAVETM contains the average node elapsed time of input messages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFNCTM  - Node CPU Time Input Messages

             MFNETM  - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFNMSGN - Total Messages Processed by Node

Element Derivation:

MFNAVETM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF MFNMSGN THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (MFNETM)0) MFNAVETM = MFNETM/MFNMSGN;

      WHEN (MFNETM=0) MFNAVETM=0;

      OTHERWISE       MFNAVETM=.;

    END;

    ELSE MFNAVETM=.;

Range of Value:

MFNAVETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNAVETM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNCTM - Node CPU Time Input Messages

MFNCTM contains the total CPU time spent processing input messages at the node level.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNMXCTM - Node Maximum CPU Time Input Msgs
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             MFNMNCTM - Node Minimum CPU Time Input Msgs

Element Derivation:

MFNCTM contains the value input from field INODTPCP from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNCTM contains the sum of all values of MFNCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNETM - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

MFNETM contains the total elapsed time spent processing input messages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNMXETM - Node Maximum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

             MFNMNETM - Node Minimum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

Element Derivation:

MFNETM contains the value input from field INODTPTM from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNETM contains the sum of all values of MFNETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNITRMN - Input Terminals

MFNITRMN contains the number of input terminals. A terminal is the point where a node in a message flow is connected
to another node. Connections can be made between the terminals to define the route that a message takes through a
message flow.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFNOTRMN - Output Terminals

Element Derivation:

MFNITRMN contains the value input from field INODNITL from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNITRMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

MFNITRMN contains the sum of all values of MFNITRMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNMNCTM - Node Minimum CPU Time Input Msgs

MFNMNCTM contains the minimum CPU time spent processing input messages at the node level.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNCTM   - Node CPU Time Input Message

             MFNMXCTM - Node Maximum CPU Time Input Msgs

Element Derivation:

MFNMNCTM contains the value input from field INODMNCP from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

MFNMNCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNMNCTM contains the minimum value of MFNMNCTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNMNETM - Node Minimum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

MFNMNETM contains the minimum elapsed time spent processing input messages at the node level.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNETM   - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFNMXETM - Node Maximum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

Element Derivation:

MFNMNETM contains the value input from field INODMNTM from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

MFNMNETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNMNETM contains the minimum value of MFNMNETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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MFNMSGN - Total Messages Processed by Node

MFNMSGN contains the total number of messages processed by the node.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MFNMSGN contains the value input from field INODTPMG from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNMSGN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNMSGN contains the sum of all values of MFNMSGN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNMXCTM - Node Maximum CPU Time Input Msgs

MFNMXCTM contains the maximum CPU time spent processing input messages at the node level.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNCTM   - Node CPU Time Input Messages

             MFNMNCTM - Node Minimum CPU Time Input Msgs

Element Derivation:

MFNMXCTM contains the value input from field INODMXCP from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNMXCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNMXCTM contains the maximum value of MFNMXCTM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNMXETM - Node Maximum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

MFNMXETM contains the maximum elapsed time spent processing input messages at the node level.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  See also:  MFNETM   - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

             MFNMNETM - Node Minimum Elapsed Time Input Msgs
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Element Derivation:

MFNMXETM contains the value input from field INODMXTM from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNMXETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNMXETM contains the maximum value of MFNMXETM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNNODNM - Node Name

MFNNODNM contains the name of the node. A node is a processing step in a message flow. The node receives a
message, performs a set of actions against the message, and optionally passes the message on to the next node in a
message flow.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.

  See also:  MFNNTYPE - Type of Node

Element Derivation:

MFNNODNM contains the value input from field INODNDNM from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2
record.

Range of Value:

MFNNODNM can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MFNNODNM is not summarized. MFNNODNM is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNNTYPE - Type of Node

MFNNTYPE contains the type of node. The types of nodes fall into three categories: built-in nodes, user-defined nodes,
and sublows. A built-in node is a message flow node that is supplied by the Message Broker. The built-in nodes provide
input and output, manipulation and transformation, decision making, collating requests, and error handling and reporting
functions. A user-defined node is an extension to the broker that provides a new message flow node in addition to those
supplied with the product. A subflow is a directed graph that is composed of message flow nodes and connectors, and is
designed to be embedded in a message flow or in another subflow.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.

  See also:  MFNNODNM - Node Name

Element Derivation:
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MFNNTYPE contains the value input from field INODTYPE from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNNTYPE can contain any alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

MFNNTYPE contains the last value of MFNNTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

MFNOTRMN - Output Terminals

MFNOTRMN contains the number of output terminals. A terminal is the point where a node in a message flow is
connected to another node. Connections can be made between the terminals to define the route that a message takes
through a message flow.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  MFNITRMN - Input Terminals

Element Derivation:

MFNOTRMN contains the value input from field INODNOTL from the Node section of the SMF type 117 subtype 2 record.

Range of Value:

MFNOTRMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

MFNOTRMN contains the sum of all values of MFNOTRMN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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RMF Data Dictionary

The files and data elements that comprise the Hardware and SCP Analyzer information areas are described here.

$NAME - MICS Virtual Storage Data Element Naming Conventions
(RMF)
The naming convention for the virtual storage measurement files use the column positions of the data element name to
allow hundreds of data elements to have a consistent naming pattern. COLUMNS 1-3

The first three positions, as is customary throughout MICS data bases, refer to the file which contains the data element:

    SCPVSM - Virtual Storage System Usage File

    SCPVSU - Virtual Storage Private Usage File

COLUMN 4

The fourth position is used to indicate the data element

Type:

    A - Average

    N - Minimum

    M - Maximum

    P - Subpool Identifier

    R - Bit Flags

    S - Starting Address of Area

    T - Total, Total Size, or Address, depending on context

    Y - Timestamp of Minimum

    Z - Timestamp of Maximum

COLUMNS 5-7

The fifth through the seventh positions are used to describe the type of measurement and the area of virtual storage for
which the measurement was obtained. This portion of the element name can refer to an entire area of virtual storage, for
example, CSA, or only to that portion having a particular storage protect key or belonging to a particular storage subpool,
according to the following convention:

For the SCPVSM file, the following non-numeric codes are used in positions five through seven to refer to a starting
address or a total size, depending upon whether the fourth character position is "S" (starting address of an area) or
"T" (total, total size, or address).

    PVT - Private Area

    CSA - Common System Area

    MLP - Modified Link Pack Area

    FLP - Fixed Link Pack Area

    LPA - Pageable Link Pack Area

    SQA - System Queue Area

    NUC - Nucleus

Other codes in positions five through seven in the SCPVSM file have the indicated meaning:
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    DUP - PLPA Space Redundant with MLPA/FLPA

    PAK - Intermodule Space in PLPA

    USR - Maximum Possible User Region Size

    UCS - CSA Allocated Pages

    FCS - CSA Free Pages

    BCS - CSA Largest Free Block

    TCS - CSA Allocated Area

    USQ - SQA Allocated Pages

    FSQ - SQA Free Pages

    BSQ - SQA Largest Free Block

    TSQ - SQA Allocated Area

    #CS - CSA Allocated, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    #$$ - CSA Allocated, Subpool 2$$, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    #27 - CSA Allocated, Subpool 227, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    #28 - CSA Allocated, Subpool 228, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    #31 - CSA Allocated, Subpool 231, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    #41 - CSA Allocated, Subpool 241, Key # (# = 0 to 8)

    226 - SQA Allocated, Subpool 226

    239 - SQA Allocated, Subpool 239

    245 - SQA Allocated, Subpool 245

The use of "$$$", "$$", and "#" in these codes for the VSM file is a convention used in the element definitions in the data
dictionary in order to permit one generic definition for several subpools or protect keys. Their meaning is as follows:

    $$$ - Full Three-character Subpool Number

    $$  - Last Two Characters Of Subpool Number

    #   - Storage Protect Key

For the VSU file, the following codes in positions five through seven have the indicated meaning:

    REG - Region Size Requested

    RGA - Region Size Assigned

    URA - Region Starting Address

    GML - Maximum Address for User Region GETMAIN

    ALS - LSQA Allocated Pages

    FLS - LSQA Free Pages

    BLS - LSQA Largest Free Block

    SLS - LSQA Allocated Area

    AUS - User Region Allocated Pages

    FUS - User Region Free Pages

    BUS - User Region Largest Free Block

    SUS - User Region Allocated Area

    $$$ - User Region Allocated, Subpool $$$

    000 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 000

    229 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 229

    230 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 230

    236 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 236

    237 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 237

    251 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 251

    252 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 252

    255 - User Region Allocated, Subpool 255
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    OTH - User Region Allocated, Other Subpools

    P$$ - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool A *

    P01 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool A *

    P02 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool B *

    P03 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool C *

    P04 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool D *

    P05 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool E *

    P06 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool F *

    P07 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool G *

    P08 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool H *

    P09 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool I *

    P10 - User Region Allocated, Other Subpool J *

    * These are subpools other than 000, 229, 230, 236, 237,

    251, 252, and 255, which happen to occur in the user

    region.  The identity of the subpool to which the data

    refers can be found in the corresponding data element which

    has "P" in the fourth position.

The use of "$$$" in these codes for the VSU file is a convention used in the element definitions in the data dictionary in
order to permit one generic definition for several subpools or protect keys. The meaning of "$$$" is "Full Three-character
Subpool Number".

COLUMN 8

The eighth position is used to indicate whether the measurement refers to virtual storage below or above the 16MB
boundary line:

    @ - Generic code in element definitions in data dictionary

    L - Low memory (Below the line)

    H - High Memory (Above the line)

Here are several examples of data elements from the VSM file which adhere to these conventions:

    VSMTSQA  - Size of SQA

    VSMA231L - Avg K Alloc Subpool 231

    VSMA641L - Avg K Alloc Key 6 Subpool 241

    VSMM6CSL - Max K Alloc CSA Key 6

Here are several examples of data elements from the VSU file which adhere to these conventions:

    VSMTURAL - Size of User Region

    VSUNFLSL - Minimum K Free LSQA

    VSUM236L - Maximum K Alloc Subpool 236

Several data element names do not follow these conventions:

    VSURFLGS - Private Area Flags

    VSURACTV - Job Active At Start Of Interval

    VSURGMLX - GETMAIN Limit Changed During Interval

    VSURINVD - RMF ABENDed, Data Are Invalid

    VSUTREGR - Region Size Requested
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$RMFDCDT - Discussion of Device Type Derivation (RMF)
I/O activity information is accumulated, grouped and reported on according to the values defined for DEVCLASS and
DEVTYPE. These values indicate the type of I/O device.

Device characteristics are defined for IOS and the Job Scheduler in the Unit Control Block (UCB). UCBTYP is a 4-
bytes wide bitstring in the UCB which describes a specific I/O device type. This information is established during the I/O
configuration definition process.

MICS MVS based components interpret UCBTBYT1, UCBTBYT2, UCBTBYT3, and UCBTBYT4 (1-byte wide bitstrings
within UCBTYP) from the unit control blocks of devices about which statistics are to be reported. These fields are obtained
from the Device Activity (type 74) and Page/Swap Data Set Activity (type 75) SMF records. MICS interprets UCBTBYT3
and the UCBRVDEV bit of UCBTBYT2 to determine Device Class (DEVCLASS). UCBTBYT4 is used to determine Device
Type (DEVTYPE) based on the Device Class.

Some devices are represented by identical codes in UCBTBYT3-4 (that is, 3480 and 3490 tape systems, 4248 and 6262
printers, and the AFP1 printers: 3825/01 3827/01 and 3835/01). All 3820 printers are designated with the code used for
the 3791 cluster controller.

Certain devices can run in an emulation mode (for example, 3390 DASD in 3380 emulation mode). Typically, when this
occurs, the UCBTBYT3 and UCBTBYT4 values are those of the device being emulated.

In the HARDVA and HARDTA files, DEVCLASS and DEVTYPE are summarization control variables. During the
summarization process, a new record is created for each unique record key combination, and this field is part of the key of
its record.

The HARDTA file is developed from the HARDVA file.

For the SCPPSD file, MICS sets DEVCLASS to 'DASD' because MVS only supports DASD devices for page and swap
data sets. For the HARDVA file, MICS obtains field SMF74TYP from the RMF Device Activity record (type 74) and
translates the third byte to DEVCLASS.

RMF does not measure the activity of CTC devices. Experience with monitors which do measure CTC activity has shown
that its performance impact is negligible in current IBM environments (for example, JES3).

The MVS System Generation Manual describes in greater detail the devices that may be attached to an MVS system.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS Device Class

             DEVTYPE Device Type

$VSTOR - Virtual Storage Concepts and Terminology (RMF)
Virtual Storage Overview

One of the goals of a virtual system is to relieve application programs of memory management concerns. In a virtual
memory system, a program is given a large amount of virtual memory to use. The operating system then allocates real
storage to jobs as required. The following figure shows a simplified view of virtual storage arrangement in an MVS/370
(pre-MVS/XA) system running several programs. To each program, it appears as if entire the virtual storage of 16
megabytes is available to it (minus areas used by the system control program).

VIRTUAL ADDRESS MAP - PRE-MVS/XA

   16MB +--------+

        |Common  |

        |Area    |

        |        |

        |        |
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        |        |

        +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        |Private | |Private |   |Private |

        |Area    | |Area    |   |Area    |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |PROGRAM1| |PROGRAM2|. .|PROGRAMn|

        +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        |Nucleus |

        |        |

        |        |

      0 +--------+

The constraint of the MVS/370 24-bit addressing scheme is that the size of a user application program is limited to 16
megabytes minus the size of the areas used by the control program. As user application programs grew larger and larger,
it became evident that an addressing scheme that allowed only 16 megabytes (16MB) of virtual storage addressability
was inadequate.

To provide the necessary virtual storage constraint relief, allowing users to write applications that are substantially larger
than those possible in MVS/370 systems, MVS/XA (extended architecture) was developed. By expanding the size of
the address to 31 bits, jobs can now address up to 2 billion bytes (2 gigabytes or 2GB) of virtual storage. To maintain
compatibility with MVS/370 and yet provide expanded addressability, MVS/XA provides areas of virtual storage that are
defined below the 16 megabyte boundary line and "extended" portions of most of these same areas that are defined
above the 16MB boundary line.

The following figure shows conceptually how this is done. MVS/XA treats both the portion below the 16MB line and the
"extended" portion above 16MB line as one logical area. In the figure, each job, started task, or TSO user running in
an MVS/XA system would have its own copy of the Private Area and the Extended Private Area. SUMMARY VIRTUAL
ADDRESS MAP - MVS/XA

    2GB +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        |Extended| |Extended|   |Extended|

        |Private | |Private |   |Private |

        |Area    | |Area    |   |Area    |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |PROGRAM1| |PROGRAM2|. .|PROGRAMn|

        +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        |Extended|

        |Common  |

        |Area    |

   16MB +========+ 16MB Boundary Line

        |Common  |

        |Area    |

        +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        |Private | |Private |   |Private |

        |Area    | |Area    |   |Area    |

        |        | |        |   |        |

        |PROGRAM1| |PROGRAM2|. .|PROGRAMn|

     4K +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

        | Common |

        | Area   |

      0 +--------+
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A user may determine whether any particular program will use 24 bit or 31 bit addressing. The AMODE attribute which is
specified to the assembler or linkage editor specifies 31 bit addressing. The default if AMODE attribute is not specified is
24 bit addressing.

A user may also determine whether modules are to be loaded into the User Region (below the 16MB line) or the Extended
User Region (above 16MB line) via the RMODE attribute for the assembler or linkage editor. The default if the RMODE
attribute is not specified is to load the module into the User Region below the 16MB line. This allows programs written for
MVS/370 to run in MVS/XA with generally no modification.

A more detailed map of the different areas within the 2GB address range of virtual storage follows. This map shows
further detail within each of the four major areas of MVS/XA virtual storage: Extended Private Area, Extended Common
Area, Common Area, and Private Area. MVS/XA manages this virtual storage via the Virtual Storage Manager, VSM.

DETAILED VIRTUAL ADDRESS MAP - MVS/XA

  +----------------------------------------+ 2GB

  | Extended Private Area                  |

  |            **Free Space**              |

  |   VSM and RSM Work Areas               |

  |   Private Area Page Tables             |

  +     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    + 2GB minus

  |   ELSQA - Extended LSQA                | approximately 9 MB

  |   Extended Authorized Region Subpools  |

  |     ESWA - Extended SWA                |

  |     EAUK - Extended AUK (229/230)      |

  |     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

  |            **Free Space**              |

  |            **Free Space**              |

  |     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

  |   Extended User Region Subpools        |

  +----------------------------------------+

  | Extended Common Area                   |

  |   ECSA - Extended CSA                  |

  |   EMPLA - Extended MLPA                |

  |   EFLPA - Extended FLPA                |

  |   EPLPA - Extended PLPA                |

  |   ESQA - Extended SQA                  |

  |   ENUC - Extended Nucleus              |

+========================================+ 16MB Boundary Line

  | Common Area                            |

  |   NUC - Nucleus                        |

  |   SQA - System Queue Area              |

  |   PLPA - Pageable Link Pack Area       |

  |   FLPA - Fixed Link Pack Area          |

  |   MLPA - Modified Link Pack Area       |

  |   CSA - Common System Area             |

  +----------------------------------------+

  | Private Area                           |

  |   LSQA - Local System Queue Area       |

  |   Authorized Region Subpools           |

  |     SWA - Scheduler Work Area          |

  |     AUK - Authorized User Key(229/230) |

  |     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |
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  |            **Free Space**              |

  |            **Free Space**              |

  |     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

  |   User Region Subpools                 |

  |     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    | 20K

  |   System Region                        |

  +----------------------------------------+ 4K

  | Common Area                            |

  |   PSA - Prefixed Storage Area          |

  +----------------------------------------+ 0

Note that the PSA and the System Region do not have counterparts above the 16MB boundary line. Similarly, the VSM
and RSM Work Areas and the Private Area Page Tables have no counterparts below the 16MB boundary line. Virtual
Storage Subpools

Virtual storage is subdivided into different areas which are shown on the preceeding map. Within these areas, virtual
storage is further subdivided into categories called subpools. The areas whose subpools are monitored by RMF are
summarized as follows:

  +------------+----------------------------------------+

  | Area       |                Subpools                |

  +============+========================================+

  | SQA/ESQA   | 226, 239, 245                          |

  +------------+----------------------------------------+

  | CSA/ECSA   | 227,  228, 231, 241                    |

  +------------+----------------------------------------+

  | LSQA/ELSQA | 255                                    |

  +------------+----------------------------------------+

  | PVT/EPVT   | 0, 1-127, 229, 230, 236, 237, 251, 252 |

  +------------+----------------------------------------+

GETMAIN/FREEMAIN processing of the VSM will accept requests for the subpool numbers shown in the following table.
The VSM maps these requests into its own somewhat smaller group of subpool numbers and allocates sufficient virtual
address space, in increments of 4KB pages, to satisfy any particular GETMAIN request. The VSM will allocate virtual
memory within an area either from the bottom upward, or from the top downward, depending upon the subpool involved.
Storage allocated in these subpools may be page fixed or pageable, and fetch protected or not fetch protected. All these
characteristics are summarized for the various subpools in the following table:

    +------------------------------+-----------------------+

    |Requested|VSM    |Page |Fetch    |Type of Storage and |

    |Subpool  |Subpool|Fixed|Protected|Allocation Direction|

    +=========+=======+=====+=========+====================+

    | 000-127 |000-127|  N  |    Y    | PVT/EPVT/Upward    |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   226   |  226  |  Y  |    N    | SQA/Downward       |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   227   |  227  |  Y  |    Y    | CSA/ECSA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   228   |  228  |  Y  |    N    | CSA/ECSA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   229   |  229  |  N  |    Y    | PVT/EPVT/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+
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    |   230   |  230  |  N  |    N    | PVT/EPVT/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   231   |  231  |  N  |    Y    | CSA/ECSA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   233   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   234   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   235   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   236   |  236  |  N  |    N    | PVT/SWA/Downward   |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   237   |  237  |  N  |    N    | PVT/SWA/Downward   |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   239   |  239  |  Y  |    Y    | SQA/ESQA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   240   |  000  |  N  |    Y    | PVT/EPVT/Upward    |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   241   |  241  |  N  |    N    | CSA/ECSA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   245   |  245  |  Y  |    N    | SQA/ESQA/Downward  |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   250   |  000  |  N  |    Y    | PVT/EPVT/Upward    |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   251   |  251  |  N  |    Y    | PVT/EPVT/Upward    |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   252   |  252  |  N  |    N    | PVT/EPVT/Upward    |

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   253   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   254   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

    |   255   |  255  |  Y  |    N    | LSQA/ELSQA/Downward|

    +---------+-------+-----+---------+--------------------+

RMF does not actually monitor the virtual storage for which GETMAINS have been issued. Instead, it monitors, via the
VSMLIST macro, the allocated areas and free areas of virtual storage. Thus, all RMF measurements of virtual storage will
be in 4KB increments. Therefore, RMF monitors virtual storage at the same level of detail that the VSM manages it during
its allocate/free processing. Storage Protect Keys

Allocated virtual storage is also assigned a storage protect key. The storage protect keys normally used are shown in the
following table:

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |Storage| Storage                       |

    |Protect| Protect Key                   |

    |Key    | Normally  Used by             |

    +=======+===============================+

    |   0   | MVS/XA System Control Program |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |   1   | Job Scheduler/JES2/JES3       |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |   2   | VSPC                          |
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    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |  3-4  | Reserved                      |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |   5   | Data Management               |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |   6   | TCAM/VTAM                     |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |   7   | IMS                           |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

    |  8-F  | Problem Program               |

    +-------+-------------------------------+

RMF monitors virtual storage in CSA and SQA at the level of protect keys and storage pools.

Allocation Measurements

For portions of virtual storage like CSA, SQA, and the User Region, a series of different measurements are available in
the SCPVSM or SCPVSU files:

Size of xxx
The size limit in K (1024) bytes for xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion
of virtual storage for which MVS sets a size limit. This measurement represents the maximum size specified for this
particular named portion of virtual storage.
Allocated Pages
The number of K (1024) bytes of storage allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs within xxx, where xxx
represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage.
These allocations occur in 4K byte increments. One or more GETMAINs may be satisfied by a single allocated block of
virtual storage.
For a GETMAIN to succeed, there must be a contiguous block of virtual storage large enough to satisfy the GETMAIN.
If there is currently no such block allocated, the Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) will attempt to find a free block of virtual
storage that is large enough and will allocate this block of storage.
If VSM is unable to find an allocated block with sufficient space which has not yet been GETMAINed, or a free block of
sufficient size, the function which depends upon this GETMAIN may fail. If the portion of virtual storage required is in
a user address space, the user's job step may abnormally terminate. If the portion of virtual storage required is from a
critical system area like CSA or SQA, then MVS may invoke emergency swapping until this shortage is relieved.
Free Pages
The number of K (1024) bytes of storage not currently allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs within
xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage. These unallocated
portions of virtual storage occur in 4 K byte increments.
Allocated Area
The number of K (1024) bytes between the lowest allocated address of virtual storage and the highest address allocated
within xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage. This measure
will include all free pages that lie between allocated pages.
This measurement will always be at least as large as the measure Allocated Pages, since it includes all allocated pages,
plus any free pages scattered among those which are allocated. The degree to which the measure Allocated Area
exceeds the measure Allocated Pages is an indication of fragmentation of virtual storage.
Largest Free Block
The number of K (1024) bytes of virtual storage contained in the largest continuous block of storage not currently
allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs within xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or
some other named portion of virtual storage.
Since any GETMAIN requires a contiguous virtual address range, this measure represents the size of the largest
GETMAIN that could succeed within xxx.

An example of these measurements is depicted in the following figure, which shows the following measurements:
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    Size Of CSA                52 K bytes

    Allocated Pages of CSA     28 K bytes

    Free Pages of CSA          24 K bytes

    Allocated Area of CSA      44 K bytes

    Largest Free Block of CSA  12 K bytes

ALLOCATION MEASUREMENTS

  +-----------------------------+ ===     (--- 52K BYTES

  |////////// Free //// 4K /////|  |

  +-----------------------------+  |  === (--- 44K BYTES

  |        Allocated            |  |   |

  |        Allocated    8K      |  |   A

  +-----------------------------+  |   L  ===

  |////////// Free /////////////|  S   L   |

  |////////// Free /// 12K /////|  I   O LARGEST FREE BLOCK

  |////////// Free /////////////|  Z   C   |  (12K BYTES)

  +-----------------------------+  E   A  ===

  |        Allocated            |      T

  |        Allocated   12K      |  O   E   ALLOCATED    FREE

  |        Allocated            |  F   D     PAGES      PAGES

  +-----------------------------+          (K BYTES)  (K BYTES)

  |////////// Free //// 4K /////|  C   A        8          4

  +-----------------------------+  S   R       12         12

  |        Allocated    4K      |  A   E        4          4

  +-----------------------------+  |   A        4          4

  |        Allocated    4K      |  |   |      ----       ----

  +-----------------------------+  |  ===      28K        24K

  |////////// Free //// 4K /////|  |

  +-----------------------------+ ===

Miscellaneous Measurement Considerations

Most of these measurements are obtained via RMF interval driven sampling as minimums, maximums, and totals.
Where minimums and maximums are maintained, there are corresponding timestamps to indicated when the minimum
or maximum occurred. Since these timestamps are treated as retained elements in the MICS database, they lose their
meaning for any timespan other than DETAIL. For this reason the timestamps are drop during MICS summarization.

Totals are used in MICS, in conjunction with a data element containing the number of samples, to calculate averages for
the measurement period. For those data elements which RMF provides as a single snapshot at the end of the recording
interval, MICS processing multiplies these snapshot values by the number of samples prior to writing the element to the
MICS DETAIL file. This allows the generation of the related average data elements at each summarization level within
MICS.

The VSU file can have missing data for a particular job or program, or for subpool data, if the job or program was either
not executing during the recording interval, or was swapped out for the interval. Such a condition will be properly reflected
by the SAMPLE data element, which will contain a zero value for this particular job or program.

If a job is swapped out for only for some of the sampling intervals during any particular recording interval, its SAMPLE
count will properly reflect the lower number of sampling periods for which data actually exists.

There is one other concern relating to sampling intervals. Many of the values accumulated during the RMF sampling
process for virtual storage monitoring are accumulated as single precision floating point numbers. The nature of
floating point numbers dictates that, if a relatively small number is added to a very large number, because of scale
differences between the two numbers, some or all of the significance of the smaller number may be lost. This could lead
to understating various sampled values if the RMF virtual storage sampling interval is set to too low a value.
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Setting the sample interval to too low a value would cause the accumulated totals to become larger, as more frequent
samples are added to them, eventually leading to a substantial difference in magnitude between the total being
accumulated and any given sample value being added to it. It is partly for this reason that the default RMF virtual storage
sampling interval is set to be ten times as long as the RMF sampling interval for other measurements. Of course, reducing
the RMF virtual storage sampling interval will also increase the processor overhead due to sampling.

Bibliography
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RMF Common Data Elements
Common data elements are named for the measurement descriptive quality that they possess. These data elements may
be carried on one or more MICS files. There are a few common data elements that only exist in one file or in no files but
which were made common elements so that they could be given familiar names rather than following the MICS naming
convention of the first three characters of the data element name being the same as the file prefix.

Most of these data elements are particularly interesting because they exist at the DETAIL level of each RMF file, whether
carried in the database or not, and are available for use by the MICS RMF user routine for determining the account code.

Definitions for the Batch and Operations common data elements follow, in alphabetical order.

CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration
CACHEDUR is the amount of elapsed time associated with the measurement data in the MICS database record. Because
of device reserve activity, the cache subsystem's reporting of I/O and cache activity may be significantly delayed beyond
the RMF interval end time. Where DURATION is the elapsed time for the RMF interval, CACHEDUR is the elapsed time
associated with cache subsystem reporting.

Type:

Common,accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CACHEDUR depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• For the Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU), Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA), and RAID Rank Activity (HARRRA)
files, CACHEDUR contains the value input from field R745CINT in the Cache Control section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

• For the ESS Link Statistics (HARELS), ESS Rank Statistics (HARERS), and ESS Extent Pool Statistics (HARXPS)
files, CACHEDUR contains the value input from field R748CINT in the Control Data section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CACHEDUR is set to the sum of all CACHEDUR values included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

CACHEDUR represents the total time duration for the MICS observation. When device reserve activity causes a delay
in the reporting of cache subsystem statistics to a requesting system, the result is a CACHEDUR greater than the RMF
interval (for example, 15 min RMF DURATION, 17 min CACHEDUR). If there is no delay when the next RMF interval
ends, the result is a CACHEDUR less than the RMF interval (for example, 15 min RMF DURATION, 13 min CACHEDUR).
Thus, when dealing with summarized data in higher timespans, the effects of delays are only seen if delays occur at RMF
intervals ending near HOUR or ZONE boundaries.

CACHEDUR is used as the denominator in the computation of per-second rates for total I/O data elements.

In the Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU) and Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA) files, Caching Active Time
(CVAACTTM, CCUACTTM) and Caching Inactive Time (CVAIACTM, CCUIACTM) are used to determine per-second I/O
rates for periods when caching was active or inactive, respectively.

CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp
CACHEETS contains the end date and time boundary for the measurements contained in the MICS observation.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS Datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Time

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CACHEETS depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• For the Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU), Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA), and RAID Rank Activity (HARRRA)
files, CACHEETS contains the value input from fields SMF74TME and SMF74DTE in the Header section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

• For the ESS Link Statistics (HARELS), ESS Rank Statistics (HARERS), and ESS Extent Pool Statistics (HARXPS)
files, CACHEETS contains the value input from fields R748CFTM and R748CFDT in the Control Data section of the
SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

CACHEETS contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CACHEETS contains the maximum value of CACHEETS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CACHEETS contains the maximum date and time when the cache subsystem reported statistics. ENDTS contains the
maximum RMF interval end date and time when the request for subsystem statistics occurred.

CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp
CACHESTS contains the start date and time boundary for the measurements contained in the MICS observation.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS Datetime value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Time

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CACHESTS is derived by subtracting CACHEDUR (Cache Gatherer Interval Time) from CACHEETS (Cache Gatherer
End Time Stamp).

Range of Value:

CACHESTS contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

CACHEETS contains the minimum value of CACHESTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CACHESTS contains the minimum date and time when the cache subsystem reported statistics. STARTTS contains the
minimum RMF interval start date and time when the caching subsystem began collecting statistics.

CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address
CCUDEVAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the device ID or string number of the device in the
caching subsystem. In the HARCCU file, this is the string number of the control unit device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

Element Derivation:

CCUDEVAD is a hexadecimal character representation of Cache Subsystem Device ID Number (CCUDEVID).
CCUDEVID contains the value input from field R745SDID of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUDEVAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to '00FF'.

Summarization Process:

CCUDEVAD contains the last value of CCUDEVAD encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number
CCUDEVID contains the Device ID or string number of the device in the caching subsystem. In the HARCCU file, this is
the string number of the control unit device.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address
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Element Derivation:

CCUDEVID contains the value input from field R745SDID of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUDEVID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

CCUDEVID contains the last value of CCUDEVID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, CCUDEVID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address
CCUSUBAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the Cache Subsystem ID number. It uniquely identifies
the caching subsystem and is consistent across all systems sharing the subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

             CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

             CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID

             CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

             CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

Element Derivation:

CCUSUBAD is a hexadecimal character representation of Cache Subsystem ID (CCUSUBID). CCUSUBID contains the
value input from field R745SSID in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section, or field R745DSID in the Cache Device
Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUSUBAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

CCUSUBAD contains the last value of CCUSUBAD encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

CCUSUBAD is a character representation of CCUSUBID. As cache subsystems are more readily known by their
hexadecimal value (e.g., 007C), CCUSUBAD is a convenient way to select records for a particular subsystem without
having to convert the hexadecimal value to decimal, as would be required if selecting on CCUSUBID. For example, the
following IF statements would yield equivalent results:

      IF CCUSUBAD= '007C' THEN DO ;

   or IF CCUSUBID= 124    THEN DO ;

This is because CCUSUBID contains the decimal value of the cache subsystem ID.
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CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number
CCUSUBID contains the Cache Subsystem ID number as a decimal integer. It uniquely identifies the caching subsystem
and is consistent across all systems sharing the subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

             CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

             CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

             CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

             CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

Element Derivation:

CCUSUBID contains the value input from field R745SSID in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section, or field
R745DSID in the Cache Device Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUSUBID takes any numeric value in the range 0 to 65635 decimal (0000 to FFFF hexadecimal).

SUMMARIZATION PROCESS: CCUSUBID is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a
file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, CCUSUBID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

CFYCFNM - CF Name
CFYCFNM contains the name of the coupling facility.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

Element Derivation:

CFYCFNM contains the value input from field R744FNAM of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity)record.

Range of Value:

CFYCFNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CFYCFNM contains the last value of CFYCFNM processed in the level of summarization.

CFYLPID - CF Logical Partition ID
CFYLPID contains the logical partition identifier of the recording coupling facility.

Type:
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Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. Display format is hexadecimal.

  SEE ALSO:  CFYCFNM - CF Name

Element Derivation:

CFYLPID contains the value input from field R744FLPN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFYLPID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFYLPID contains the last value of CFYLPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name
CFYRCFNM contains the name of the remotely connected coupling facility, or 'N/A' if the CF's node descriptor does
not match any coupling facility that is both defined in the CFRM policy and also accessible to the system on which the
measurements were gathered.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDRMSYS - System Name for Remote CF

Element Derivation:

CFYRCFNM contains the value input from field R744RNAM of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
Record.

Range of Value:

CFYRCFNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, or 'N/A', meaning that the coupling facility name is not
available.

Summarization Process:

CFYRCFNM contains the last value of CFYRCFNM processed in the level of summarization.

CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name
CFYSTRNM contains the name of the structure allocated in this coupling facility.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CFYSTRNM contains the value input from field R744QSTR of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.
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Range of Value:

CFYSTRNM can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters.

Summarization Process:

CFYSTRNM contains the last value of CFYSTRNM processed in the level of summarization.

CFYSTYPE---CF-Structure-Type
CFYSTYPE contains the type of coupling facility (CF) structure.

CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

CFYSTYPE contains the type of coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CFYSTYPE is populated based on the value input from field R744STYP of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity) record. The following assignments are made:

      R744STYP        CFYSTYPE

   --------        ----------

      1            "UNSERIAL"

      2            "SERIAL  "

      3            "LOCK    "

      4            "CACHE   "

    other          "Unk:000n"  where n is the value of field

                               R744STYP

      

Range of Value:

CFYSTYPE can contain any of the character strings listed in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

CFYSTYPE contains the last value of CFYSTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF
CFYSYSNM contains the name of the system using the coupling facility.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

Element Derivation:

CFYSYSNM contains the value input from field R744FSYS of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

Range of Value:

CFYSYSNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CFYSYSNM contains the last value of CFYSYSNM processed in the level of summarization.

CHANDSCR - Channel Path Description
CHANDSCR describes the characteristics of the channel path identified by the data element CHANNEL.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 40.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

Element Derivation:

CHANDSCR is set to one of several character strings depending on the value of field SMF73CPD of the SMF type 73
Channel Path Activity record.

Field Value

   hex / dec     Description

  -----------    ------------------------------------

    01 / 01      Parallel block MPX

    02 / 02      Parallel byte MPX

    03 / 03      ESCON point to point

    04 / 04      ESCON switched or point to point

    05 / 05      ESCON switched point to point

    06 / 06      ESCON path to a block converter

    07 / 07      Native Interface

    08 / 08      CTC point to point

    09 / 09      CTC switched point to point

    0A / 10      CTC switched or point to point

    0B / 11      Coupling facility sender

    0C / 12      Coupling facility receiver

    0F / 15      ESCON path to a byte converter

    10 / 16      OSA express

    11 / 17      OSA direct express

    12 / 18      Open systems adapter

    13 / 19      Internal system device

    14 / 20      OSA Console

    15 / 21      OSA NCP

    16 / 22      Cluster bus sender

    17 / 23      Cluster bus receiver

    18 / 24      Internal Coupling Sender

    19 / 25      Internal Coupling Receiver
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    1A / 26      FICON point to point

    1B / 27      FICON Switched

    1C / 28      FICON to ESCON bridge

    1D / 29      FICON Incomplete

    1E / 30      Direct system device

    1F / 31      Emulated I/O

    21 / 33      Integrated Cluster Bus Peer

    22 / 34      Coupling Facility Peer

    23 / 35      Internal Coupling Peer

    24 / 36      Internal Queued Direct Communications

    25 / 37      Fiber Channel Protocol

    26 / 38      Coupling over Infiniband

     other       Channel path description unknown

Range of Value:

CHANDSCR can contain any of the values described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Summarization Process:

CHANDSCR contains the last value of CHANDSCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CHANTYPE - Channel Type
CHANTYPE contains the type of I/O channel.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  ONLINE  - Online-Offline Status Indicator

Element Derivation:

CHANTYPE is determined by testing three channel flag fields in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity Record, using the
following bit-level tests, unless field SMF73CMG is equal to 2 or 3, when, in these cases, CHANTYPE is set respectively
to 'FICON', or 'HIPERSOCKET'.

        test SMF73FG2     CHANTYPE set to

          ..1.....        'BLOCK MPX   '

          ...1....        'BYTE MPX    '

          .....1..        'INVALID     '

        test SMF73FG3     CHANTYPE set to

          100.....        'ESCON       '

          110.....        'ESCON DIRECT'

          101.....        'ESCON CONVRT'

          111.....        'ESCON CV/CD '

        test SMF73FG4     CHANTYPE set to
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          .1......        'CTC ADAPTER '

        test SMF73FG3 and SMF73FG4

                          CHANTYPE set to

      FG3 .1...... and

      FG4 .1......        'CTC ADAPT/CD'

          any other       'UNKNOWN     '

Range of Value:

As above.

Summarization Process:

CHANTYPE contains the value of the last CHANTYPE encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason
CPCCHGRS contains the reason for the capacity change of the central processor complex on which the system is
executing.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 9.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

             CPUMACCT - Intvls with CPC in Cycle-Steering Mode

             CPUPWRCT - Intvls with CPC in Power-Save Mode

Element Derivation:

If field SMF70CAI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record is positive, the value of CPCCHGRS is interpreted
from field SMF70CCR as follows:

     SMF70CCR Value  CPCCHGRS Value

     -------------- --------------  

        0         NONE

        1         POWERSAVE

      other       MACHINE

Otherwise the value of CPCCHGRS is set to N/A.

Range of Value:

CPCCHGRS contains one of the following values:
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  CPCCHGRS    Description

  --------    -------------------------------------------------

  MACHINE     The CPC is running in cycle-steering mode.  The

              capacity reduction was initiated by the machine

              for one of the following reasons:

 

              -  Machine exception condition (e.g. cooling

                 problem).

              -  Machine non-exception condition (e.g. firmware

                 update).

              -  Exception condition external to the machine

                 (e.g. excessive ambient temperature).

 

  N/A         No capacity change reason was reported by the

              hardware.

 

  NONE        No capacity change occured.  The CPC is running

              at normal capacity (100% effective capacity).

 

  POWERSAVE   The CPC is running in power-save mode.  The

              capacity was reduced due to a manual control

              setting initiated by the customer.

Summarization Process:

CPCCHGRS contains the last value of CPCCHGRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier
CPCHWMID contains the physical (hardware) model of the central processor complex on which the system is executing.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

Element Derivation:

CPCHWMID contains the value input from field SMF70HWM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCHWMID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters, or N/A if the information is not available in the input data.

Summarization Process:

CPCHWMID contains the last value of CPCHWMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
CPCMODID contains the model of the central processor complex on which the system is executing. If the Store System
Information (STSI) instruction is available, CPCMODID will contain the current model after a processor upgrade is
performed using the "Capacity Upgrade on Demand" function.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

             CPUVER   - CPU Version Number

Element Derivation:

CPCMODID contains the value input from field SMF70MDL of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMODID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters, or N/A if the information is not available in the input data.

Summarization Process:

CPCMODID contains the last value of CPCMODID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPCMODID has been introduced with MICS support for the Capacity Upgrade on Demand function, which enables data
centers to add non-disruptively general and special purpose processors.

CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating
CPCMODNR contains the nominal capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the model identified by the CPC Model
Identifier (CPCMODID) data element.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMODNR contains the value input from field SMF70NCR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CPCMODNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CPCMODNR will be set
to a missing value if the nominal rating is not reported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPCMODNR contains the last value of CPCMODNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating
CPCMODRT contains the effective capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the model identified by the CPC Model
Identifier (CPCMODID) data element.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMODRT contains the value input from field SMF70MCR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMODRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPCMODRT contains the last value of CPCMODRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier
CPCMPCID contains the model identifier indicating the permanent capacity of the central processor complex, without the
temporarily increased capacity and the temporarily available replacement capacity.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier
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Element Derivation:

CPCMPCID contains the value input from field SMF70MPC of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMPCID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters, or N/A if not supported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPCMPCID contains the last value of CPCMPCID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating
CPCMPCNR contains the nominal capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the permanent model identified by the CPC
Permanent Model Capacity Identifier (CPCMPCID) data element.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMPCNR contains the value input from field SMF70NPR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMPCNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CPCMPCNR will be set
to a missing value if the nominal rating is not reported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPCMPCNR contains the last value of CPCMPCNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating
CPCMPCRT contains the effective capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the permanent model identified by the CPC
Permanent Model Capacity Identifier (CPCMPCID) data element.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMPCRT contains the value input from field SMF70MPR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMPCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 (if not supported by the hardware) to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPCMPCRT contains the last value of CPCMPCRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier
CPCMTCID contains the model identifier indicating the temporary capacity of the central processor complex, which is the
total of permanent capacity and temporarily increased capacity, without the temporarily available replacement capacity.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMTCID contains the value input from field SMF70MTC of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMTCID can contain any combination of 1 to 16 characters, or N/A if not supported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPCMTCID contains the last value of CPCMTCID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating
CPCMTCNR contains the nominal capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the temporary model identified by the CPC
Temporary Model Capacity Identifier (CPCMTCID) data element.
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Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMTCNR contains the value input from field SMF70NTR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMTCNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CPCMTCNR will be set
to a missing value if the nominal rating is not reported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPCMTCNR contains the last value of CPCMTCNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating
CPCMTCRT contains the effective capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the temporary model identified by the CPC
Temporary Model Capacity Identifier (CPCMTCID) data element.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

             CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPCMTCRT contains the value input from field SMF70MTR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCMTCRT ranges from a minimum of 0 (if not supported by the hardware) to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CPCMTCRT contains the last value of CPCMTCRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant
CPCPLANT contains the manufacturer plant number extracted from the central processing complex system information
returned by the STSI instruction.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R8.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

             CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

Element Derivation:

CPCPLANT contains the value input from field SMF70POM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPCPLANT can contain any combination of 4 decimal digits. The plant number is left-justified with trailing blank
characters if necessary.

Summarization Process:

CPCPLANT contains the last value of CPCPLANT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number
CPCSEQNB contains the sequence number extracted from the central processing complex system information returned
by the STSI instruction.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R8.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

             CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

Element Derivation:

CPCSEQNB contains the value input from field SMF70CSC of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CPCSEQNB can contain any combination of 16 decimal digits.

Summarization Process:

CPCSEQNB contains the last value of CPCSEQNB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPCUID - CPC Unique Identifier
CPCUID contains a unique Central Processing Complex (CPC) identifier, made up by combining the CPC processor
family with the specific CPC model and the string '-Serial: ' followed by the CPC sequence serial number.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 22.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFMOD   - Processor Model Family

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPCUID is populated by concatenating other data element values as shown below:

     CPCUID=TRIM(IPUMOD)||'-'||TRIM(CPCMODID)||

          '-Serial: '|| SUBSTR(CPCSEQNB,12,5) ;

Summarization Process:

CPCUID contains the last value of CPCUID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUABMSU - Intvls with LPAR Absolute MSU Capping

CPUABMSU - Intvls with LPAR Absolute MSU Capping

CPUABMSU contains the number of measurement intervals when absolute MSU capping for the z/OS logical partition
(LPAR) was in effect. Absolute MSU capping is enabled or disabled using the ABSMSUCAPPING parameter in the active
IEAOPTxx parmlib member for the LPAR. ABSMSUCAPPING=YES activates absolute MSU capping. The default is NO.
CPUABMSU is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO   CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

           CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled 

           CPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CPUABMSU is set to 1 if bit 5 of field SMF70HHF in the CPU Control section of the RMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity Record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if
the LPAR management time reporting is not in effect, then the value of CPUABMSU is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUABMSU's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUABMSU contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUABMSU in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With defined capacity (LPAR and GROUP), also known as "soft capping", LPAR capping only occurs when the 4-hour
rolling average of MSU use exceeds the defined MSU limits. This allows for spikes in MSU utilization above the defined
MSU limits as long as the 4-hour rolling average remains below the limit.

When ABSMSUCAPPING=YES is specified, the defined capacity for an LPAR is always enforced, ignoring the 4-hour
rolling average. This provides a means to strictly enforce MSU utilization for an LPAR to a specific MSU limit at all times.
Similarly, for LPARS participating in a defined capacity group, all LPARs in the group that have ABSMSUCAPPING=YES
specified will enforce the capping at the specified group capacity limit, and ignore the 4-hour rolling group average MSU
consumption.

CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAA contains the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting attribute CategoryA
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by
the measurement interval. Workloads or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to
CPUAVLAA. This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)                   

          CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                      

          CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                          

          CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAA is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTOLAA>0) CPUAVLAA=CPUTOLAA/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTOLAA=0) CPUAVLAA=0;

     OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAA=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVLAA=.;
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Range of Value:

CPUAVLAA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryA.
CPUAVLAA, the four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to CategoryA transactions, is a subset of data element
CPUAVLAC, the four-hour rolling average MSUs consumed by all workloads. For sites that use these new WLM
classification rules to identify CategoryA work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs used for workloads that might be
eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUAVLAB Four Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAB contains the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting attribute CategoryB
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by
the measurement interval. Workloads or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to
CPUAVLAB. This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

          CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                      

          CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                          

          CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAB is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTOLAB>0) CPUAVLAB=CPUTOLAB/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTOLAB=0) CPUAVLAB=0;

     OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAB=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVLAB=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryB.
CPUAVLAB, the four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to CategoryB transactions, is a subset of data element
CPUAVLAC, the four-hour rolling average MSUs consumed by all workloads. For sites that use these new WLM
classification rules to identify CategoryB work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs used for workloads that might be
eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

CPUAVLAC contains the average service units consumed (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the
partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
When this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than
its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the
defined capacity limit.

Refer to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUAVLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or if it is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

           CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

           CPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

           CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs    

           CPUMNMSU - Min Number of Consumed MSUs    

           CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs    

           CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

           CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

           CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

           CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs   

           INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAC>0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAC=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing the capacity limits of your LPARs (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges
by tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as
the WLM capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and
CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, consider decreasing the LPAR's capacity until WLM begins
capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and unacceptable
performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), consider
increasing the LPAR's capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), consider time-shifting the
workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAD contains the average service units consumed by DFSMS data set encryption (expressed in millions of service
units per hour, MSUs) by the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAD represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

          CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                          

          CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD>0) CPUAVLAD=CPUTOLAD/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD=0) CPUAVLAD=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAD=.;

END;
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ELSE CPUAVLAD=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUAVLAD, the four-hour rolling average of MSUs consumed by DFSMS data set encryption, is a subset of data element
CPUAVLAC, the four-hour rolling average MSUs consumed by all workloads.

CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAM contains the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting attribute MOBILE
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by
the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAM represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

          CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                      

          CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAM>0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as originating from
mobile devices.

CPUAVLAM, the four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions originating from mobile devices, is a subset
of data element CPUAVLAC, the four-hour rolling average MSUs consumed by all workloads.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify work originating from mobile devices, it becomes easier to
determine MSUs used for workloads that might be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAT contains the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs)
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) workloads running on the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling
periods covered by the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAT represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                       

          CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)                   

          CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                      

          CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                          

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAT>0) CPUAVLAT=CPUTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAT=0) CPUAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAT=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CPUAVPCO - Avg Physical Cores in Complex

CPUAVPCO - Avg Physical Cores in Complex

CPUAVPCO contains the average number of physical cores which are physically available in the CPC.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54914, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUMNPCO - Min Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUMXPCO - Max Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUTOPCO - Total Physical Cores in Complex

           INTERVLS - Number of Measurement Intervals

           PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores   

           PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

           PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

           PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

           PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

           PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

           PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

           PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

           PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

CPUAVPCO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOPCO GT 0) CPUAVPCO=CPUTOPCO/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOPCO EQ 0) CPUAVPCO=0;

 OTHERWISE            CPUAVPCO=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVPCO=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVPCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVPCO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUAVPCO contains the average number of physical cores in the Central Processing Complex, including spares and
cores not used by PR/SM.
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CPUAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

CPUAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

CPUAVTMC contains the average amount of memory used by transactions that belong to all Tenant Resource Groups
(TRGs) running on the z/OS LPAR.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           CPUTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

           CPUTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use        

           TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTMC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS AND CPUTMSMP THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOTMC GT 0) CPUAVTMC=CPUTOTMC/(CPUTMSMP*INTERVLS);

 WHEN (CPUTOTMC EQ 0) CPUAVTMC=0;

 OTHERWISE            CPUAVTMC=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVTMC=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVTMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs) are defined, a maximum amount of memory that can be used by workloads
belonging to the TRG can be specified. In the HARTGC file, you can see the average amount of memory used by each
TRG. CPUAVTMC is the average amount memory used by all TRGs on the z/OS LPAR.

CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

CPUCGJTS is the date and time when the logical partition has joined its capacity group (last change of group name).

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed 

          CPUCGJTM - Time Capacity Not Managed by Group Limit

          PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit 

          PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:
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CPUCGJTS contains the value input from field SMF70GJT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the
logical partition is not a member of a capacity group, CPUCGJTS is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

CPUCGJTS contains any valid SAS datetime value, or a SAS missing value if the logical partition is not a member of a
capacity group.

Summarization Process:

CPUCGJTS contains the last value of CPUCGJTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If a logical partition started to be a member of its capacity group less than four hours ago, the capacity of this partition is
still managed according to its 4-hour rolling average limitations. It is not yet managed according to the limit of its capacity
group.

CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

CPUDEFLM contains the capacity limit defined for the logical partition, expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs). A defined capacity limit only impacts the dispatch of the CP cores for an LPAR. The dispatch of specialty cores
(e.g., zIIP) are not impacted by the use of a defined capacity limit.

When an LPAR has a defined capacity, the Workload Manager (WLM) compares this limit to the average MSUs consumed
during a four-hour rolling interval. As long as the four-hour rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also
called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike. As soon as this average rises above the defined capacity
limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains
capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the defined capacity limit.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)                  

           CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                        

           CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct                              

           CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

CPUDEFLM contains the value input from field SMF70MSU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record created by
this logical partition.

Range of Value:

CPUDEFLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUDEFLM contains the last value of CPUDEFLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs' capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM
begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).
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Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

CPUIPLTS - Last IPL Timestamp

CPUIPLTS - Last IPL Timestamp

CPUIPLTS contains the date and time when the z/OS LPAR was last IPLed.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CPUIPLTS contains the value input from field SMF70_IPL_TIME in the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. After input, the value is converted to local time adding the GMT offset, found in field SMF70LGO in
the RMF Product section.

Range of Value:

CPUIPLTS contains any valid SAS datetime value, or a SAS missing value if the metric is not present in the SMF type 70
record.

Summarization Process:

CPUIPLTS contains the last value of CPUIPLTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

CPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

CPULACDC contains the number of intervals where the logical partition took advantage of the following subcapacity
pricing enhancements, introduced with z/OS V1R7:

• For z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), the four-hour rolling average number
of service units (expressed in MSUs) is now supported.

• For z/OS systems configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, the
four-hour rolling average number of service units (expressed in MSUs) does not include the wait time anymore. It is
now calculated using the busy time rather than the total dispatch time. Note that this does not affect the way the total
dispatch time is computed. Therefore the four-hour rolling average number of MSUs consumed might be lower than
the total MSUs consumed calculated out of the total dispatch time
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPULACDC is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPULACDC is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges
from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPULACDC contains the sum of all values of CPULACDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Starting with z/OS V1R7, z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), as well as z/
OS logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, can
take advantage of a WLM and RMF Subcapacity Pricing support enhancement, resulting in lower software bills for
subcapacity-eligible products.

Until z/OS V1R6, z/OS guests had no support for the four-hour rolling average. Product MSUs for a subcapacity product
were based on the maximum capacity of the LPAR in which the z/OS guest ran. With z/OS V1R7, WLM and RMF provide
the actual four-hour rolling averages for z/OS guests. Therefore subcapacity customers will now pay based on the actual
peak rolling four-hour average value rather than on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR. However, in order to
obtain the benefits of the z/OS guest support, all z/OS guest systems on a given machine must be running z/OS V1R7
or later, at all times during the reporting period. In this case the value of CPULACDC should be equal to the Number of
Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) data element for the reporting period. If CPULACDC is lower than INTERVLS, then
at least one z/OS guest ran a pre-z/OS-V1R7 level during the reporting period, and the product MSUs for the products
running in all guests (including the z/OS V1R7 ones) will be based on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR.

Pre-z/OS-V1R7 releases compute the four-hour rolling average using the total dispatch time of all logical processors of
the running LPAR, including, for logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES, the total wait time. With z/OS V1R7, the four-hour rolling average is provided without the wait time,
regardless of the LPAR configuration. Note that this modification is transparent to SCRT users as this tool has already
provided this support into its own code. System code changed just to properly place processing in WLM and RMF.

However, some considerations exist for customers who control LPAR capping with a defined capacity. Although defined
capacity controls are still not available for dedicated processors, installations that have configurations involving shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES should consider making adjustments to their defined capacity used since it is
now based on busy time and is no longer based on dispatch time.

CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAA contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute CategoryA (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval. Workloads
or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUMNLAA.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:
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Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAA is set equal to CPUAVLAA. CPUAVLAA is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAA>0) CPUAVLAA=CPUTOLAA/INTERVLS;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAA=0) CPUAVLAA=0;

  OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAA=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUAVLAA=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAA contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes. In
addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryA.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify CategoryA work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs
used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAB contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute CategoryB (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval. Workloads
or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUMNLAB.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   
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          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAB is set equal to CPUAVLAB. CPUAVLAB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAB>0) CPUAVLAB=CPUTOLAB/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAB=0) CPUAVLAB=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAB=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAB=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAB contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes. In
addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryB.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify CategoryB work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs
used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Refer to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUMNLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs    

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAC is set equal to CPUAVLAC. CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAC>0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

  OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUAVLAC=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAD contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by DFSMS data set encryption (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs   

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAD is set equal to CPUAVLAD. CPUAVLAD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD GT 0) CPUAVLAD=CPUTOLAD/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD EQ 0) CPUAVLAD=0;

 OTHERWISE            CPUAVLAD=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAD=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAD contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAM contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute MOBILE (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAM is set equal to CPUAVLAM. CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAM>0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAM contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAT contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to Tenant Resource
Groups (TRGs). Processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       
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          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAT is set equal to CPUAVLAT. CPUAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAT>0) CPUAVLAT=CPUTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAT=0) CPUAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAT=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAT contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNPCO - Min Physical Cores in Complex

CPUMNPCO - Min Physical Cores in Complex

CPUMNPCO contains the minimum number of physical cores that are physically available in the CPC.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54914, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPCO - Avg Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUMXPCO - Max Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUTOPCO - Total Physical Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

CPUMNPCO is set to the value of CPUTOPCO for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNPCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNPCO contains the minimum value of CPUMNPCO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CPUMNPCO contains the minimum number of physical cores in the Central Processing Complex, including spares and
cores not used by PR/SM.

CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAA contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute CategoryA (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval. Workloads
or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUMXLAA.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAA is set equal to CPUAVLAA. CPUAVLAA is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAA>0) CPUAVLAA=CPUTOLAA/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAA=0) CPUAVLAA=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAA=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAA=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAA contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes. In
addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryA.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify CategoryA work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs
used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.
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CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAB contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute CategoryB (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval. Workloads
or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUMXLAB.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAB is set equal to CPUAVLAB. CPUAVLAB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAB>0) CPUAVLAB=CPUTOLAB/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAB=0) CPUAVLAB=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAB=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAB=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAB contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes. In
addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as CategoryB.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify CategoryB work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs
used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed
in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.
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Refer to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUMXLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAC is set equal to CPUAVLAC. CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAC>0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

 OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAC=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs' capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM begins
capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and unacceptable
performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), consider
increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), consider time-shifting the
workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.
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CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAD contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by DFSMS data set encryption (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs   

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAD is set equal to CPUAVLAD. CPUAVLAD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD GT 0) CPUAVLAD=CPUTOLAD/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (CPUTOLAD EQ 0) CPUAVLAD=0;

 OTHERWISE            CPUAVLAD=.;

END;

ELSE CPUAVLAD=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAD contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAM contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute MOBILE (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   
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          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAM is set equal to CPUAVLAM. CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAM>0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

  OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUAVLAM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAM contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as originating from
mobile devices.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify work originating from mobile devices, it becomes easier to
determine MSUs used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAT contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to Tenant
Resource Groups (TRGs). Processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAT is set equal to CPUAVLAT. CPUAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAT>0) CPUAVLAT=CPUTOLAT/INTERVLS;

  WHEN (CPUTOLAT=0) CPUAVLAT=0;

  OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAT=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUAVLAT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAT contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXPCO - Max Physical Cores in Complex

CPUMXPCO - Max Physical Cores in Complex

CPUMXPCO contains the maximum number of physical cores that are physically available in the CPC.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54914, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPCO - Avg Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUMNPCO - Min Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUTOPCO - Total Physical Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPCO is set to the value of CPUTOPCO for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXPCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXPCO contains the maximum value of CPUMXPCO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUMXPCO contains the maximum number of physical cores in the Central Processing Complex, including spares and
cores not used by PR/SM.

CPUOSPRT - OSPROTECT Mitigation Status

CPUOSPRT - OSPROTECT Mitigation Status

CPUOSPRT indicates the OSPROTECT Mitigation status of the z/OS LPAR.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA56011, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 5 of field SMF70HFF in the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record is checked:

• If the value is one (1) then field SMF70OS_PRTCT, also in the CPU Control section is valid. If valid, field
SMF70OS_PRTCT is examined.

• If the value is zero (0), then CPUOSPRT is set to 'SYSTEM'.
• If the value is one (1) then CPUOSPRT is set to 'MODE 1'. If not valid, CPUOSPRT is set to blanks.

Range of Value:

CPUOSPRT can contain blanks, or a value of 'SYSTEM', 'MODE 1'.

Summarization Process:

CPUOSPRT contains the last value of CPUOSPRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The z/OS OSPROTECT IEASYSxx parameter defaults to SYSTEM, which provides the default mitigation mode intended
to help prevent unauthorized users and programs from accessing restricted data using conventional methods.

When OSPROTECT 1 is specified, mitigation mode 1 is activated which helps to prevent unauthorized users and
programs from accessing restricted data using indirect methods.

CPUTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

CPUTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

CPUTMSMP contains the total number of Tenant Resource Group (TRG) memory consumption samples collected during
the measurement period.

CPUTMSMP is maintained to calculate data element element Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes) (CPUAVTMC).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           CPUAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

           CPUTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use         

           TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUTMSMP contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_M_CNT of CPU control data section of the RMF type field
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTMSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the
period during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:
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CPUTMSMP contains the sum of all CPUTMSMP values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAA contains the four-hour rolling average of processor service units that are consumed by transactions classified
with reporting attribute CategoryA. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).
Workloads or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUTOLAA.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAA represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAA is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg CategoryA CPU (MSUs)
(CPUAVLAA).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAA - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAA - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAA - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAA contains the value input from field SMF70LACA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAA contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOLAA, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions type CategoryA, is a subset
of data element CPUTOLAC, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of all MSUs. For sites that use these new WLM
classification rules to identify CategoryA work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs used for workloads that might be
eligible for discounted software costs.
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CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAB contains the four-hour rolling average of processor service units that are consumed by transactions classified
with reporting attribute CategoryB. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).
Workloads or enclaves that are part of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG) do not contribute to CPUTOLAB.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAB represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAB is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg CategoryB CPU (MSUs)
(CPUAVLAB).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAB - Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

           CPUMNLAB - Min Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

           CPUMXLAB - Max Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs

           CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

           CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

           CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

           CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

           CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

           INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAB contains the value input from field SMF70LACA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAB contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOLAB, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions type CategoryB, is a subset of
data element CPUTOLAC, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of all MSUs.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify CategoryB work, it becomes easier to determine MSUs
used for workloads that might be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAC contains the accumulated values of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
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When this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than
its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the
defined capacity limit.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAC is maintained to calculate CPUAVLAC.

Refer to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUTOLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs) 

          CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs     

          CPUMXLAC - Max Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs     

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAC contains the value input from field SMF70LAC of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAC contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAD contains the four-hour rolling average of CP processor service units that are consumed for the purpose of
DFSMS data set encryption. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAD represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAD is maintained to calculate data element CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt
CPU MSUs.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54404.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAD - Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs   

          CPUMNLAD - Min Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAD - Max Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs
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          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAD contains the value input from field SMF70LACCR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAD contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOLAD, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of MSUs consumed by DFSMS data set encryption, is a subset of
data element CPUTOLAC, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of all MSUs.

CPUTOLAD is valid only for IBM z14 and later CPCs.

CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAM contains the four-hour hour average of CP processor service units that are consumed by transactions
classified with reporting attribute MOBILE. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs). Workloads or enclaves that are part of a tenant resource group do not contribute to CPUTOLAM.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAM represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAM is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg MOBILE CPU (MSUs)
(CPUAVLAM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48466 and enhanced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAM - Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAM - Min Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUMXLAM - Max Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs    

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAM contains the value input from field SMF70LACM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CPUTOLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAM contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOLAM, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions originating from mobile
devices, is a subset of data element CPUTOLAC, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of all MSUs. If an address
space or enclave is part of a tenant resource group, it will not contribute to CPUTOLAM.

CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAT contains the four-hour rolling average of processor service units that are consumed by transactions that
belong to Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs). Processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs).

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAT represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAT is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg CategoryA CPU (MSUs)
(CPUAVLAA).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

          CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

          CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs

          CPUTOLAA - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryA CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAB - Sum Four-Hour Avg of CategoryB CPU MSUs                   

          CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          CPUTOLAD - Sum Four-Hour Avg DFSMS Encrypt CPU MSUs                  

          CPUTOLAM - Sum Four-Hour Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs                      

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAT contains the sum of TGCTOLAT from all tenant resource groups (TRGs) active on the SYSID. TGCTOLAT, for
each TRG, contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_LAC in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAT contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUTOPCO - Total Physical Cores in Complex

CPUTOPCO - Total Physical Cores in Complex

CPUTOPCO contains the total number of physical cores that are physically available in the CPC.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOPCO represents the total number of physical cores in the CPC. In higher timespans,
CPUTOPCO is maintained to calculate data element Avg Physical Cores in Complex (CPUAVPCO).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54914, and generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.4.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPCO - Avg Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUMNPCO - Min Physical Cores in Complex

           CPUMXPCO - Max Physical Cores in Complex

           INTERVLS - Number of Measurement Intervals

           PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores   

           PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

           PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

           PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

           PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

           PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

           PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

           PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

           PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

CPUTOPCO contains the value input from field SMF70MaxPU in the CPU Control section of the SMF type field 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the value is zero, then the field is not defined for the CPC model, and CPUTOPCO is set
to 0.

Range of Value:

CPUTOPCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOPCO contains the value of the last CPUTOPCO encountered.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOPCO contains the total number of physical cores in the Central Processing Complex, including spares and cores
not used by PR/SM.

CPUTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

CPUTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

CPUTOTCP contains the total number of service units consumed on general purpose CP cores by transactions that
belong to Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally
available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO: CPUTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          CPUTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUTOTCP contains the sum of TGCTOTCP from all tenant resource groups (TRGs) active on the SYSID. TGCTOTCP,
for each TRG, contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUCP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOTCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOTCP contains the sum of all values of CPUTOTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

CPUTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

CPUTOTMC contains the sum of the total number of bytes used by transactions that belong to all Tenant Resource
Groups (TRGs) running on the z/OS LPAR, summed over multiple samples during the RMF interval. CPUTOTMC is
maintained to calculate data element element Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes) (CPUAVTMC). This data element was
introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           CPUAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

           CPUTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

           TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

Element Derivation:

CPUTOTMC contains the sum of TGCTOTMC from all tenant resource groups (TRGs) active on the SYSID. During raw
data processing, MICS inputs field SMF70_TRG_MEM in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the SMF type 70
CPU Activity record. This field contains the sum of multiple samples of TRG memory use, stored in units of 4K frames.
After input, the value is multiplied by 4096 to convert the units of 4K page frames to bytes, and stored in data element
TGCTOTMC.

Range of Value:

CPUTOTMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOTMC contains the sum of all values of CPUTOTMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOTMC is maintained only to compute the average memory use of all Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs). Even in the
DETAIL timespan, CPUTOTMC is not useful for analysis or reporting, because it is the sum of all TRGs memory use over
a number of RMF sampling occurrences.
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CPUTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

CPUTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

CPUTOTSU contains the total number of service units consumed on Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores by
transactions that belong to Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694,
and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores  

          CPUTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUTOTSU contains the sum of TGCTOTSU from all tenant resource groups (TRGs) active on the SYSID. TGCTOTSU,
for each TRG, contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUSUP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOTSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOTSU contains the sum of all values of CPUTOTSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

CPUTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

CPUTOTZA contains the total number of service units consumed on Application Assist (zAAP) cores by transactions that
belong to Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally
available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores  

          CPUTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUTOTZA contains the sum of TGCTOTZA from all tenant resource groups (TRGs) active on the SYSID. TGCTOTZA,
for each TRG, contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUIFA in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOTZA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUTOTZA contains the sum of all values of CPUTOTZA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTYPE - Physical Processor Type
CPUTYPE contains the physical type of engine on which the logical processor is dispatched.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO: LPCSEPPU - Separate Specialized Processor Mgmt Flag

            PRSMPRTP - Logical Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CPUTYPE depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer file:

• For the Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) file, CPUTYPE is derived from the value input of field SMF70TYP of
the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the value is 0, CPUTYPE is set to CP, meaning the logical
processor is dispatched on a standard CP processor. When the value is 1, CPUTYPE is set to IFA, meaning the logical
processor is dispatched on a zAAP (also known as IFA). When the value is 2, CPUTYPE is set to IIP, meaning the
logical processor is dispatched on a zIIP (also known as IIP).

• For the PR/SM Logical Proc. Activity (HARVPA) file:

System z9 and later: CPUTYPE is set equal to the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP).
Other systems:

If the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP) is CP, CPUTYPE is set to CP.

• If the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP) is ICF and the logical partition type (PRSMLPTP) is CP, CPUTYPE is set to
IFA.

• If the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP) is ICF, the logical partition type (PRSMLPTP) is ICF, and the system name
(as input from field SMF70STN) is not blank, CPUTYPE is set to IFL.

• If the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP) is ICF, the logical partition type (PRSMLPTP) is ICF, and the system name
(as input from field SMF70STN) is blank, CPUTYPE is set to ICF.

• If the logical partition type (PRSMLPTP) is PHY, CPUTYPE is set equal to the logical processor type (PRSMPRTP).

 

Range of Value:

CPUTYPE can contain any of the following values:

CPUTYPE   Description

-------- -------------------------------------------  

  CP        General Purpose (Standard) Processor
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  ICF       Internal Coupling Facility

  IFA       Application Assist Processor (zAAP)

  IFL       Integrated Facility for Linux

  IIP       Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)

Summarization Process:

CPUTYPE contains the last value of CPUTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTYPE is always equal to PRSMPRTP for System z9 and later models but, for earlier systems, CPUTYPE further
describes the actual physical engine type within the special purpose (ICF) processor pool identified by the PRSMPRTP
data element.

CSSID - Channel Subsystem Identifier
CSSID contains the identifier of the logical channel subsystem (LCSS) to which the channel path is attached.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

             IOCMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

Element Derivation:

CSSID contains the value input from field SMF73CSS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, of from field
R783CSS of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

CSSID ranges from 0 to 3 for processors supporting multiple logical channel subsystems, or it contains a blank value for
processors not supporting multiple logical channel subsystems.

Summarization Process:

CSSID contains the last value of CSSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code
CTLUMANU contains the manufacturer code extracted from the hardware description that characterizes the storage
subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

             CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

             CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

Element Derivation:
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CTLUMANU contains the value input from characters 10 to 12 of field R745CCMT of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record, or of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CTLUMANU can contain any combination of 3 characters.

Summarization Process:

CTLUMANU contains the last value of CTLUMANU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name
CTLUNAME is the hardware-dependent control unit type and model to which the I/O device is attached.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CTLUNAME depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• he Device Activity (HARDVA) file, CTLUNAME contains the value input from field SMF74CU of the SMF type 74
subtype 1 Device Activity record.

• he Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU), Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA), and RAID Rank Activity (HARRRA) files,
CTLUNAME is extracted from field R745CCMT of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

• he ESS Link Statistics (HARELS), ESS Rank Statistics (HARERS), and ESS Extent Pool Statistics (HARXPS) files,
CTLUNAME is derived from fields R748CTYP and R748CMDL of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System
Statistics record.

• he Page/Swap Data Set Activity (SCPPSD) file, CTLUNAME contains the value input from field SMF75CU of the SMF
type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

CTLUNAME can contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters. If RMF is unable to determine the
control unit name, this field is blank.

Summarization Process:

CTLUNAME contains the last value of CTLUNAME encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant
CTLUPLNT contains the manufacturer plant number extracted from the hardware description that characterizes the
storage subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.
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  SEE ALSO:  CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

             CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

             CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

Element Derivation:

CTLUPLNT contains the value input from characters 13 and 14 of field R745CCMT of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record, or of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CTLUPLNT can contain any combination of 2 decimal digits.

Summarization Process:

CTLUPLNT contains the last value of CTLUPLNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number
CTLUSERN contains the serial number extracted from the hardware description that characterizes the storage
subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

             CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

             CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

Element Derivation:

CTLUSERN contains the value input from characters 15 to 26 of field R745CCMT of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record, or of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CTLUSERN can contain any combination of 12 decimal digits.

Summarization Process:

CTLUSERN contains the last value of CTLUSERN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CUADDR - Control Unit Address/Number
CUADDR contains the logical address of an I/O control unit. This field is derived from the addresses of I/O units accessed
through these control units. These unit addresses come from the UCBNAME field of the Unit Control Block associated
with each I/O device.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.
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  SEE ALSO:  DEVADDR - Device Address/Number

             CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

Element Derivation:

CUADDR is set by the macro CONVDEV, which uses DEVADDR.

Range of Value:

CUADDR can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

CUADDR contains the last value of CUADDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When analyzing DASD I/O subsystems, CUADDR should be used only for pre-3380 devices. Internal pathing in 3380 and
later storage devices do not reflect earlier architectures limiting the number of devices per control unit to eight.

Like block multiplexor channels, control units can support many concurrent I/O commands, but only one of them may
involve transferring data to or from a channel at once. Thus in certain kinds of I/O configuration studies, it is necessary to
consider the control unit configuration as well as the device and channel configuration.

Note that because MICS derives control unit address from the base addresses of I/O units, devices accessed through
more than one control unit will have all their I/O statistics tied to their primary control unit. IOS always tries the primary
control unit first, and only if it finds it busy will it attempt to start an I/O operation through an alternate control unit.
Therefore, the majority of I/O operations are done over a unit's primary control unit.

CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address
CUDEVAAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the Device Adapter ID in the caching subsystem. Device
adapters are subunits of a control unit that provide the ability to attach to one or more interfaces used to communicate
with the storage devices.

This element is valid only for Enterprise Storage Servers.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID

Element Derivation:

CUDEVAAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID (CUDEVAID).
CUDEVAID contains the value input from field R7451AID of the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CUDEVAAD can have a value of any two hexadecimal digits, from '00' to 'FF'.

Summarization Process:

CUDEVAAD contains the last value of CUDEVAAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID
CUDEVAID contains the Device Adapter ID in the caching subsystem. Device adapters are subunits of a control unit that
provide the ability to attach to one or more interfaces used to communicate with the storage devices.

This element is valid only for 2105 Enterprise Storage Servers.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address

Element Derivation:

CUDEVAID contains the value input from field R7451AID of the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CUDEVAID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

CUDEVAID contains the last value of CUDEVAID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, CUDEVAID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number
CUDEVNUM contains the logical address of the caching subsystem control unit.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CUADDR - Control Unit Address/Number

Element Derivation:

CCUDEVID contains the value input from field R745SDEV of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CUDEVNUM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

CUDEVNUM contains the last value of CUDEVNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address
CURANKAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the RAID Rank ID in the caching subsystem. A RAID
rank, or array, is a group of physical disks (disk drive modules) used to define logical volumes or devices.

This element is valid only for 2105 Enterprise Storage Servers, since later models, such as the TotalStorage DS Family
servers, use a different architecture to create logical volumes.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

             ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

Element Derivation:

CURANKAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID (CURANKID).
CURANKID contains the value input from field R7451RID of the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CURANKAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

CURANKAD contains the last value of CURANKAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID
CURANKID contains the RAID Rank ID in the caching subsystem. A RAID rank, or array, is a group of physical disks (disk
drive modules) used to define logical volumes or devices.

This element is valid only for 2105 Enterprise Storage Servers, since later models, such as the TotalStorage DS Family
servers, use a different architecture to create logical volumes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

             CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

Element Derivation:

CURANKID contains the value input from field R7451RID of the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CURANKID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

CURANKID contains the last value of CURANKID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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If printed without a SAS FORMAT, CURANKID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type
CURANKTP contains the RAID rank type in the cache subsystem. A RAID rank, or array, is a group of physical disks (disk
drive modules) used to define logical volumes or devices. Each array can be configured in two ways: RAID or non-RAID.

A RAID rank is a collection of 8 DDMs. The first rank has 6 data disks, 1 parity disk, and 1 spare disk. All subsequent
ranks have 7 data disks and 1 parity disk. Each rank is formatted as a set of logical volumes and the volumes are stripped
across all the data and parity disks in the rank.

A non-RAID rank, also called JBOD (Just a Bunch Of Disks), has 8 data disks (no parity). Each disk in the rank is
considered as a rank in itself, so there are 8 ranks in a JBOD group. Each disk can be defined as one or more logical
volumes.

This element is valid only for 2105 Enterprise Storage Servers, since later models, such as the TotalStorage DS Family
servers, use a different architecture to create logical volumes.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

Element Derivation:

CURANKTP contains the value input from field R7451RTY in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, where:

• 0 is RAID-5
• 1 is JBOD
• 2 is RAID-10

Range of Value:

CURANKTP can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CURANKTP contains the last value of CURANKTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CUVOLSER - Cache Control Unit Volser
CUVOLSER contains the VOLSER reported in the Cache Control Unit Status section of the RMF type 74 Subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 6. Display format is character.

  SEE ALSO:  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

Element Derivation:

CUVOLSER contains the value input from field R754SVOL of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF type
74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CUVOLSER can contain any combination of 1 to 6 characters,

Summarization Process:

CUVOLSER contains the last value of CUVOLSER processed in the level of summarization.

CYCLETM - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval
The time between measurement samples.

RMF allows the user to specify a sampling rate between .05 (50 milliseconds) and 9.999 seconds via its CYCLE(nnnn)
parameter.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  fffRSMP    Number of RMF Samples

             DURATION   Recording interval Time

Element Derivation:

For HAR and SCP information area file-specific data elements, RMF records its sampling rate in field SMFxxCYC where
xx is the SMF record number (70-76).

For WLM information area files, RMF records its sampling rate in field R723MTVL of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF
Workload Activity and Storage Data) record.

Range of Value:

CYCLETM ranges from a minimum of .05 to a maximum of 9.999.

Summarization Process:

CYCLETM contains the value of the last CYCLETM encountered. Care must be taken that no changes have been made
when this variable is used above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

The accuracy of sampled measurements is related to the number of samples available. RMF takes all of its sampled
measurements at the same time, once each CYCLETM seconds, and these measurements are written out at the end
of every "interval". For the length of the interval, see the data element DURATION. Thus each interval will have data
gathered over DURATION/CYCLETM samples. How many samples is "enough" depends on your application. In general,
RMF is run at a much faster cycle than is needed, and so this is not a problem.

MICS is very careful to compute its statistics in a manner that is unaffected by changes in sampling rates.

The way CYCLETM is summarized exposes you to data problems if you happen to change your RMF CYCLE parameter
during a MICS reporting interval. MICS provides no warning of any such change.

DEVCNAME - Device Name
DEVCNAME is the hardware-dependent I/O device model and type.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE - Device Type

Element Derivation:
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DEVCNAME is set to the value from field SMF74DEV of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record or from field
SMF75DEV of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

DEVCNAME may contain any combination of one to eight characters. If RMF is unable to determine the device name, this
field is blank.

Summarization Process:

DEVCNAME contains the last value of DEVCNAME encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DEVCNAME may provide more information about the device type than DEVTYPE. For example, while DEVTYPE may
indicate a 3390, DEVCNAME may indicate 33909.

DEVPDMOD - Physical Device Model
DEVPDMOD contains the physical hardware model extracted from the hardware description for the physical device.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

             CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

             CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

             DEVPDTYP - Physical Device Type

Element Derivation:

DEVPDMOD contains the value input from characters 7 to 9 of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device
Activity record.

Range of Value:

DEVPDMOD can contain any combination of one to three alphanumeric characters. If RMF is unable to determine the
physical device model, this field is blank.

Summarization Process:

DEVPDMOD contains the last value of DEVPDMOD encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DEVPDTYP - Physical Device Type
DEVPDTYP contains the physical hardware device type extracted from the hardware description for the physical device.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

             CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

             CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

             DEVPDMOD - Physical Device Model
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Element Derivation:

DEVPDTYP contains the value input from characters 1 to 6 of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device
Activity record.

Range of Value:

DEVPDTYP can contain any combination of one to six alphanumeric characters. If RMF is unable to determine the
physical device type, this field is blank.

Summarization Process:

DEVPDTYP contains the last value of DEVPDTYP encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQRHEX - Hex Minor Name Expanded
ENQRHEX contains the minor name (RNAME) of the resource being enqueued upon, in expanded (readable)
hexadecimal format. This name is extracted by RMF from the minor QCB (Queue Control Block) for this resource.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 24.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQRNM - Minor Name of Resource

Element Derivation:

MICS checks the RNAME associated with the logical resource at the time it builds the ENQRNM field. If it contains any
characters which MICS considers "unprintable", it is expanded to readable hex format and placed in this variable (the
value is truncated if it is longer than 22 bytes). The ENQRNM field is then set as described in the documentation for that
data element.

Range of Value:

ENQRHEX can be any string of up to 24 hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

ENQRHEX is only kept at the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

Many system ENQs use unprintable RNAMEs to represent internal system resources which are being serialized. For
example, an I/O device may be represented by the memory address of its unit control block.

ENQRNM - Minor Name of Resource
ENQRNM contains the minor or "resource" name (RNAME) of the resource being enqueued upon. RMF extracts this
name from the minor QCB (Queue Control Block) associated with the request.

The term RNAME comes from the ENQ macro instruction's parameter of the same name (ENQ is the supervisor service
macro instruction used to request control of a logical resource). To understand what RNAMEs (and QNAMEs also -see
the ENQQNM data element) are, one need to only consider the example of a data set ENQ. At the beginning of a job,
the operating system will issue an ENQ macro instruction for all the data sets used by that job. For each data set, the
QNAME used on the ENQ macro instruction will be SYSDSN, and the RNAME will specify the data set name. Thus, if
SYS1.MACLIB is referenced by the job, one might see the equivalent of:
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ENQ QNAME==C'SYSDSN',RNAME==C'SYS1.MACLIB'

Note that for certain RNAMEs, MICS performs a translation process to make what would otherwise be an unintelligible
string of unprintable characters meaningful (see the explanation below).

Also note that while the ENQ macro instruction supports RNAMEs of up to 255 bytes in length, RMF only logs out the first
44 bytes (it is no coincidence that this is the maximum length of an OS data set name). The ENQRLN variable contains
the full length of the QNAME.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 44.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM  - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRLN  - Minor Name Length

             ENQRHEX - Hex Minor Name Expanded

Element Derivation:

ENQRNM is obtained from field SMF77RNM of the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity Record. MICS checks this field for
unprintable (other than alphabetic, numeric, blank, period, minus sign, and national ($#@) characters) characters. If any
are found then the following translations are attempted based on the resource major (QNAME):

    -QNAME-   ENQRLN  -----------RNAME SET TO--------------

             (LENGTH)

              SET TO

 

    MSIGLOBL      0   ' '

    SYSZIGGI      9   'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZTIOT      9   'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSSJWTP      9   'ASID=3rd and 4th bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSIKJBC     10   'RBA=first 3 bytes expanded to hex'

    IEZIGGV3     14   'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZCAXW     14   'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZRPLW     14   'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZUSRL     16   'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZVMV      16   'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

If the QNAME associated with the RNAME is not one of the above, the RNAME is set to the first "n" characters of the true
RNAME where "n" is the position of the first unprintable in the string. If the first character is unprintable, then ENQRNM is
set to blank and ENQRLN is set to zero.

Note that in all cases where unprintables are found in the RNAME, an expanded hexidecimal representation of the first 24
bytes of the RNAME is available in ENQRHEX.

Range of Value:

Any string of 44 or less "printable" (as defined above) characters. RNAMEs of less than 44 characters will be right-padded
with blanks.

Summarization Process:

ENQRNM is a summarization control variable. During the summarization process a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:
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None

ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number
ESSCUSER contains the serial number of the primary control unit. This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 10.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

Element Derivation:

ESSCUSER contains the value input from field R748CSER in the Control Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics.

Range of Value:

ESSCUSER can contain any combination of 10 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

ESSCUSER contains the last value of ESSCUSER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

EXTSTOR - Expanded Storage Flag
EXTSTOR indicates whether or not the processor has extended storage installed.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, EXTSTOR is derived from the SMFttPRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type tt record (tt
ranging from 70 to 79). All RMF records will have the same value for this field since RMF reads it from a common internal
control block.

Range of Value:

This element can take on the value Y, meaning that the extended storage is installed during the interval; or N, meaning
otherwise.

Summarization Process:

EXTSTOR is set to the last value of EXTSTOR encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id
FCDCONID contains the hexadecimal identifier of the unit connected to this FICON director port. Depending on the port
type, these units (also referred to as connectors) can be switches, channel path ids, or control units.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

             FDCPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from the following SMF record fields, and sets FCDCONID in the corresponding
files:

• CU in the FCD Port Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDP file
• CU in the FCD Connector Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the

HARFDC file

Range of Value:

FCDCONID takes any hexadecimal value in the following ranges:

• 0000 to 00FF
when the connector is a channel path id

• 0000 to FFFF
when the connector is a single control unit

FCDCONID is set to a missing value when connected unit is not unique, or if it is a switch.

Summarization Process:

FCDCONID contains the last value of FCDCONID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number
FCDLSNUM contains the hexadecimal identifier of the FICON director associated with this switch device.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

Element Derivation:

FCDLSNUM contains the value input from field R747SLSN in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

Range of Value:

FCDLSNUM may contain any combination of two hexadecimal numbers that may be specified as a logical switch
identifier.

Summarization Process:
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FCDLSNUM contains the last value of FCDLSNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FCDPADR - FICON Director Port Address
FCDPADR contains the hexadecimal address of the FICON director port.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from the following SMF record fields, and sets FCDPADR in the corresponding
files:

• ADR in the FCD Port Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDP file
• ADR in the FCD Connector Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the

HARFDC file

Range of Value:

FCDPADR may contain any combination of two hexadecimal numbers which may be specified as a port address, up to
the total number of ports installed on the FICON director.

Summarization Process:

FCDPADR contains the last value of FCDPADR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FCDPNUM - FICON Director Port Number
FCDPNUM contains the hexadecimal number of the FICON director port.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDPADR  - FICON Director Port Address

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from the following SMF record fields, and sets FCDPNUM in the corresponding
files:

• NUM in the FCD Port Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDP
file

• NUM in the FCD Connector Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the
HARFDC file

Range of Value:

FCDPNUM ranges from a minimum of x'00' to a maximum equal to the number of ports installed on the FICON director.
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Summarization Process:

FCDPNUM contains the last value of FCDPNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type
FCDPTYPE contains the type of unit that is connected to this port of the FICON director.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

Element Derivation:

FCDPTYPE is determined by testing two port flag fields in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record, using the following bit-level tests:

        test R747PTFL     FCDPTYPE set to

          1.......        'CU    '

          .1......        'CU    '

          ..1.....        'CHP   '

          ...1....        'SWITCH'

        test R747PSFL     FCDPTYPE set to

          1.......        '------' (overrides above settings)

          ..1.....        'CHP-H '

Range of Value:

FCDPTYPE can contain any combination of 1 to 6 characters, with the following restrictions:

    'CHP   ' - Port type is channel path id

    'CHP-H ' - Port type is channel path id on caller's system

    'CU    ' - Port type is control unit

    'SWITCH' - Port type is switch

    '------' - Port type is not unique

Summarization Process:

FCDPTYPE contains the last value of FCDPTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number
FCDSDNUM contains the hexadecimal number of the switch device of the FICON director.
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Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number

Element Derivation:

FCDSDNUM contains the value input from field R747SDEV in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

Range of Value:

FCDSDNUM may contain any combination of four hexadecimal numbers that may be specified as a device number.

Summarization Process:

FCDSDNUM contains the last value of FCDSDNUM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

GRSMODE - GRS Mode
GRSMODE indicates the method used to serialize global resources. Global resource serialization (GRS) is a fundamental
way for programs to get the control they need and ensure the integrity of resources in a multisystem environment, by
providing serialized access to data on a single or multiple systems.

A global resource serialization complex is one or more z/OS systems that use GRS to serialize access to shared
resources (such as data sets on shared DASD volumes).

Two methods can be chosen to set up a global resource serialization complex - ring or star.

The ring consists of one or more systems connected to each other by communication links. The links are used to pass
information about requests for global resources from one system to another in the complex. Requests are made by
passing a message or token between systems in a round-robin or ring fashion.

The star method is built around a coupling facility in which the global resource serialization lock structure resides. When
an enqueue, dequeue, or reserve macro is issued for a global resource, the operating system uses information in the lock
structure to coordinate resource allocation across all systems in the sysplex. In a star complex, GRS requires the use
of the coupling facility, that makes data sharing possible by allowing data to be accessed throughout the sysplex while
ensuring the data remain consistent among each system.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

GRSMODE is derived from the value input of field R725SGMO of the SMF type 72 subtype 5 Serialization Delay record:

   R725SGMO  GRSMODE

  -------- -------

     0       NONE

     1       RING
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     2       STAR

   other    UNKNOWN

Range of Value:

GRSMODE can contain any of the values described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Summarization Process:

GRSMODE contains the last value of GRSMODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp
HISCSTTS is the date and time that the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) began collecting CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) data. CPU MF data collection is managed by a Unix System Services (USS) address
space.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

             STARTTS  - Start Timestamp

Element Derivation:

HISCSTTS contains the value of field SMF113_2_CTS in the Header/Self-defining section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2
Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record. After input, HISCSTTS is adjusted to reflect local time by adding the
GMT offset value, RMFGMTOF.

Range of Value:

HISCSTTS contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

HISCSTTS contains the value of the last occurrence of HISCSTTS in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Range of Value:

HISCSTTS contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

HISCSTTS contains the sum of all values of HISCSTTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The raw data generated by the CPU Measurement Facility consist of three types of interval records, from the perspective
of when they were generated during the data collection run: FIRST, INTERMEDIATE, and LAST. When a raw data
record is the first record of a data collection run, HISCSSTS is used as the Start Timestamp (STARTTS) value in the
corresponding MICS file observation. For intermediate and last records, STARTTS is set equal to the value of the End
Time Stamp (ENDTS) of the previous interval record.
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HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver
HISCVER1 contains the version of the basic and problem program counter fields contained in the SMF type 113 subtype 2
Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

             HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

Element Derivation:

HISCVER1 contains the value input from field SMF113_2_CTRVN1 in the in the Header/self defining section of the SMF
type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

Range of Value:

HISCVER1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

HISCVER1 contains the last value of HISCVER1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver
HISCVER2 contains the version of the cryptographic and extended counter fields contained in the SMF type 113 subtype
2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record. The extended counter field content must be interpreted differently
based on the HISCVER2 value. Extended counters reflect the cache and memory structure of the Central Processing
Complex (CPC), and this structure changes from model to model (e.g., z/10 versus z/196).

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver
                 HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number
      
 

Element Derivation:

HISCVER2 contains the value input from field SMF113_2_CTRVN2 in the Header/self-defining section of the SMF type
113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

Range of Value:

HISCVER2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

HISCVER2 contains the last value of HISCVER2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The MICS CPU Measurement Facility files contain many data elements that apply to all Central Processing Complexes
(CPCs). A specific set of data elements, however, such as those derived from the HIS extended counters are only
populated for specific CPCs. These special data elements have a numeric value as the 4th character of the data element
name:

 

   fff1xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=1 
   fff2xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=2 
   fff3xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=3 
   fff4xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=4 
   fff5xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=5 
   fff6xxxx - data elements populated when HISCVER2=6

 
 

where fff is CME, CMT, or CML

The value of HISCVER2 and the value of the 4th character of these data elements identify the CPC type that generated
the HIS data:

 

    HISCVER2=1 - data from IBM z10 CPCs                      
    HISCVER2=2 - data from IBM z114 and z196 CPCs            
    HISCVER2=3 - data from IBM zBC12 and zEC12 CPCs          
    HISCVER2=4 - data from IBM z13 CPCs                      
    HISCVER2=5 - data from IBM z14 CPCs                      
    HISCVER2=6 - data from IBM z15 CPCs                 

     
 

In any HARCME, HARCMT, or HARCML file observation, only one set of these data elements will be populated,
depending on the CPC type that generated the data. For example, in a HARCME file observation created from zEC12
data, only the CME3xxxx data elements will be populated. The CME1xxxx, CME2xxxx, CME4xxxx and other non-zEC12
CPC specific data element sets will contain missing values. 

Note that the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(RMFGENIN) OPTION statement parameter keyword "HIS" can be used to
globally turn on/off these CPC specific data elements. Refer to RMF component documentation for more information
about the HIS keyword.

HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type
HISINTYP contains the type of interval record processed, from the perspective of when the record was generated during
the record collection run: FIRST, INTER (intermediate), or LAST.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 5.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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HISINTYP is populated based on the bit settings of field SMF113_2_CF in the Header/Self-defining section of the SMF
type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record. HISINTYP is populated based on bits equal to one
in field SMF113_2_CF as shown:

     BIT 0  -  HISINTYP='FIRST' ;

     BIT 1  -  HISINTYP='INTER' ;

     BIT 2  -  HISINTYP='LAST ' ;

Range of Value:

HISINTYP can contain blanks, or the value 'FIRST', 'INTER', or 'LAST'.

Summarization Process:

HISINTYP contains the last value of HISINTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

HISINTYP is used to control how MICS processes SMF type 113 interval records. When a 'FIRST' record is encountered,
no counter value delta processing is performed. Counter value delta processing is performed on 'INTER' and 'LAST'
records. And only 'FIRST' and 'INTER' records qualify for saving in the HARCMX suspend file.

HISRVER - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number
HISRVER contains the SMF type 113 record version number, expressed as a two digit character value (e.g., '01').

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

             HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

Element Derivation:

HISRVER contains the value of field SMF113RVN, in the Subsystem section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware
capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

Range of Value:

HISRVER can contain any combination of 2 numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

HISRVER contains the last value of HISRVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed
IODFCCCT contains the number of intervals in which an I/O configuration definition was activated. An I/O configuration
definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the ACTIVATE operator
command.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 0 of one of the following SMF record fields, and if the bit is on, IODFCCCT is set to 1 in the corresponding
files:

• CFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• CFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• CFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• FL in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFCCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IODFCCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IODFCCCT that were processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power-On Reset
IODFCPCT contains the number of intervals in which an I/O configuration definition was activated since the last power- on
reset (POR). An I/O configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog
or through the ACTIVATE operator command.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 1 of one of the following SMF record fields, and if the bit is on, IODFCPCT is set to 1 in the corresponding
files:

• SMF73CFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74CFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GCFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• R783CFL in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:
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IODFCPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IODFCPCT contains the sum of all values of IODFCPCT that were processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp
IODFCRTS contains the date the current production I/O Definition File (IODF) was created.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS Datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from the following SMF record fields, and sets IODFCRTS in the corresponding
files:

• SMF73TDT and SMF73TTM in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74TDT and SMF74TTM in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GICD and R747GICT the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and

HARFDP files
• R783TDT and R783TTM in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFCRTS contains any valid SAS date value.

Summarization Process:

IODFCRTS contains the last value of IODFCRTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFNAME - IODF Name
IODFNAME contains the I/O Definition File (IODF) Name for the current production IODF.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 44.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset
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             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from the following SMF record fields, and sets IODFNAME in the corresponding
files:

• SMF73TNM in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74TNM in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GINM in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• R783TNM in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFNAME is a 44-character data set name of the form hlq.IODFxx, where hlq is any high-level qualifier and the xx
characters may range from 0 to 9 or A to F.

Summarization Process:

IODFNAME contains the last value of IODFNAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As shipped, IODFNAME is turned off in all timespans.

IODFPICT - Power-On Reset Using IODF
IODFPICT contains the number of intervals where the last power-on reset (POR) used an I/O Definition File (IODF) that
supported dynamic I/O configuration. An IODF that supports dynamic I/O configuration contains an I/O token.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

             IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 2 of one of the following SMF record fields, and if the bit is on, IODFPICT is set to 1 in the corresponding
files:

• SMF73CFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74CFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GCFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• R783CFL in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFPICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.
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Summarization Process:

IODFPICT contains the sum of all occurrences of IODFPICT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name
IODFSUFX contains the suffix of the I/O Definition File (IODF) Name for the current production IODF.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFTICT - I/O Config.  Token is Invalid

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains the value for this element from one of the following SMF record fields and sets IODFSUFX in the
corresponding files:

• SMF73TSF in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74TSF in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GISF in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• R783TSF in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFSUFX can contain any combination of 1 to 2 alphanumeric characters, with the restriction that each character may
range from 0 to 9 or from A to F.

Summarization Process:

IODFSUFX contains the last value of IODFSUFX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid
IODFTICT contains the number of intervals in which the I/O configuration token is invalid. With the introduction of dynamic
I/O configuration, there is a need to ensure that the hardware definition of the I/O configuration is in synchronization with
the software definition. z/OS creates a processor configuration token whenever a new hardware definition is created. z/
OS creates an I/O configuration token at IPL time and this represents the software configuration. The IODFTICT element
indicates whether these two tokens are unequal.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

             IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

             IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

             IODFNAME - IODF Name

             IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

             IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

             IODFTOK  - Partial Token Information

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 3 of one of the following SMF record fields, and if the bit is on, IODFTICT is set to 1 in the corresponding
files:

• SMF73CFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record, for the HARPCA file
• SMF74CFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record, for the HARDVA file
• R747GCFL in the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record, for the HARFDC and HARFDP files
• R783CFL in the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record, for the SCPLCA file

Range of Value:

IODFTICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IODFTICT contains the sum of all occurrences of IODFTICT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPID - I/O Processor ID
IOPID is the two-digit hexadecimal identifier of the I/O processor (IOP).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests

             IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

             IOPAVQUE - Avg IOP Initiative Queue Length

             IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, IOPID is taken from the R783IQID field of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record..

Range of Value:

The valid range for each character is 0-9, A-F.

Summarization Process:

IOPID is a summarization control variable. MICS builds a separate record for each unique combination of key values, and
this variable is part of the key of its file.
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IPUADDR - Processor Core Address
IPUADDR is the processor core address (also known as the CPU address and the CP number) of an individual processor
core. A CPU address uniquely identifies one CPU core within a  configuration. The CPU address is assigned during
system  installation and is not changed as a result of   reconfiguration changes.

If the Processor Resource/Systems Manager (PR/SM) feature is in use, the value of IPUADDR is determined by the PR/
SM logical-processor core address.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUTID  - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

IPUADDR contains the value input from field SMF70CID of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUADDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUADDR is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so
other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z13 Central Processing Complex (CPC), IBM introduced Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

With SMT, up to two units of work, described as threads, can execute simultaneously on a single processor core. Before
SMT, a processor described the physical chip identified by the IPUADDR address value. With SMT, however, a processor
is analogous to a thread, and a core refers to the chip identified by the IPUADDR value. Processor Thread ID (IPUTID)
uniquely identifies different threads executing on a core.

IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

IPUAVLAC contains the average service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) consumed by the
partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, IPUAVLAC
represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the current RMF interval. This value is
used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour rolling average stays below the
defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike. As soon as this average rises
above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than its defined capacity limit,
and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the defined capacity limit. Refer
to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the scope of
IPUAVLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with
WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)                   

          IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs 

          IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                     
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          IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                     

          IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (IPUTOLAC>0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

 OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

END;

Range of Value:

IPUAVLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUAVLAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing the capacity limits of your LPARs (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges
by tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the
WLM capping percentage. If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the
LPAR's capacity until WLM begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done
optimally at the lowest cost). Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response
times and generally unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR's capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting the workload. Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without
exceeding it, while your WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

IPULACDC contains the number of intervals where the logical partition took advantage of the following subcapacity pricing
enhancements, introduced with z/OS V1R7:

• For z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), the four-hour rolling average number
of service units (expressed in MSUs) is now supported.

• For z/OS systems configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, the
four-hour rolling average number of service units (expressed in MSUs) does not include the wait time anymore. It is
now calculated using the MVS busy time rather than the total dispatch time. Note that this does not affect the way the
total dispatch time is computed. Therefore the four-hour rolling average number of MSUs consumed might be lower
than the total MSUs consumed calculated out of the total dispatch time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs                    
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          IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs)                   

          IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                     

          IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                     

          IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPULACDC is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of IPULACDC is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPULACDC contains the sum of all values of IPULACDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Starting with z/OS V1R7, z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), as well as z/
OS logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, can
take advantage of a WLM and RMF Subcapacity Pricing support enhancement, resulting in lower software bills for
subcapacity-eligible products.

Until z/OS V1R6, z/OS guests had no support for the four-hour rolling average. Product MSUs for a subcapacity product
were based on the maximum capacity of the LPAR in which the z/OS guest ran. With z/OS V1R7, WLM and RMF provide
the actual four-hour rolling averages for z/OS guests. Therefore subcapacity customers will now pay based on the actual
peak rolling four-hour average value rather than on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR. However, in order to
obtain the benefits of the z/OS guest support, all z/OS guest systems on a given machine must be running z/OS V1R7
or later, at all times during the reporting period. In this case the value of IPULACDC should be equal to the Number of
Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) data element for the reporting period. If IPULACDC is lower than INTERVLS, then at
least one z/OS guest ran a pre-z/OS-V1R7 level during the reporting period, and the product MSUs for the products
running in all guests (including the z/OS V1R7 ones) will be based on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR.

Pre-z/OS-V1R7 releases compute the four-hour rolling average using the total dispatch time of all logical processors of
the running LPAR, including, for logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES, the total wait time. With z/OS V1R7, the four-hour rolling average is provided without the wait time,
regardless of the LPAR configuration. Note that this modification is transparent to SCRT users as this tool has already
provided this support into its own code. System code changed just to properly place processing in WLM and RMF.

However, some considerations exist for customers who control LPAR capping with a defined capacity. Although defined
capacity controls are still not available for dedicated processors, installations that have configurations involving shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES should consider making adjustments to their defined capacity used since it is
now based on MVS busy time and is no longer based on dispatch time.

IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed
in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval. Refer to the definition
for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (IPULACDC) data element to determine the scope of IPUMNLAC
if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs       

          IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs) 

          IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs 

          IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs 

          IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs    

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMNLAC is set equal to IPUAVLAC. IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (IPUTOLAC>0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

  WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

  OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

IPUMNLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of IPUMNLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed
in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval. Refer to the definition
for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (IPULACDC) data element to determine the scope of IPUMXLAC
if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUMNLAC - Min Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs       

          IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs) 

          IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs 

          IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs 

          IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs    

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMXLAC is set equal to IPUAVLAC. IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (IPUTOLAC>0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;
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 WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

 OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

END;

Range of Value:

IPUMXLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of IPUMXLAC processed for the level of summarization

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR
capacity until WLM begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at
the lowest cost). Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and
generally unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range. If the
peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-shifting the
workload. Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it,
while your WLM capping percentage should always be near to zero.

IPUTID - Processor Thread ID
IPUTID contains the Thread ID (TID) for the thread associated with the processor core identified by data element
Processor ID (IPUADDR).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

IPUTID is derived by assigning a value, beginning with zero and incrementing by one, to each thread segment found in
the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, belonging to a specific processor core.

Range of Value:

IPUTID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the maximum number or threads per core.  

Summarization Process:

IPUTID is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so other
elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z13 Central Processing Complex (CPC), IBM introduced Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

With SMT, up to two units of work, described as threads, can execute simultaneously on a single processor core. Before
SMT, a processor described the physical chip identified by the IPUADDR address value. With SMT, however, a processor
now refers to a thread, and a core refers to the chip identified by the IPUADDR value. Processor Thread ID (IPUTID)
uniquely identifies different threads executing on a core.
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IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs

IPUTOLAC contains the accumulated values of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUTOLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding
the current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-
hour rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to
spike. As soon as this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU
resource than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops
below the defined capacity limit. In higher timespans, IPUTOLAC is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating
IPUAVLAC. Refer to the definition for the Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (IPULACDC) data element to
determine the scope of IPUTOLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or
shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUTOLAC - Sum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs                         

          IPUAVLAC - Four-Hour Average of CPU Service (MSUs) 

          IPULACDC - Four-Hour MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs 

          IPUMNLAC - Minimum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs 

          IPUMXLAC - Maximum Four-Hour Average of CPU MSUs 

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

IPUTOLAC contains the value input from field SMF70LAC of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

IPUTOLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTOLAC contains the sum of all values of IPUTOLAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUID - Logical Control Unit ID
RMF sets this value to the number from the I/O Control Data Set (IOCDS). The LCUID is a four-digit hexadecimal number
that identifies the logical control unit (LCU). Each physical control unit can belong to only one LCU, and cannot be shared
between LCUs. The LCU is a logical representation of a physical control unit or group of physical control units with one or
more devices in common. Any I/O request for any device attached to any physical control unit in the group is queued at
the logical control unit.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

Element Derivation:
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MICS gets this value from various sources depending on the database file in which it is found and the input source:

• In the HARDVA file, LCUID is read from field SMF74LCU of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.
• In the SCPIOC file, LCUID is read from field R783ID1 of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.
• In the SCPLCA file, LCUID is read from field R783ID2 of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.
• In the SCPLCU file, it is derived from the value found in the HARDVA file used as input during the creation of the LCU

summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUID ranges from 0000 to FFFF.

Summarization Process:

LCUID contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUID encountered. If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured by
reinitializing the system with a different I/O Control Data Set (IOCDS) during the period included in summarization, the
value of LCUID does not reflect the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

LPCBPS contains the partition weight for standard CP cores specified when defining or modifying PR/SM logical
partitions. PR/SM uses the CP core weights to manage the dispatching of the physical CP cores between LPARs.
Different partition weights may be defined for each core type assigned to the partition. With event driven dispatching
(Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR dispatcher unless there is
contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch time for a particular logical
partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition core weight is not exceeded. The use of time slice dispatching
(Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

           LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight      

           LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight      

           LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight     

           LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight     

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

LPCBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the logical
partition's standard CP cores.

Range of Value:
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The value of LPCBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the
value is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCBPS contains the last value of LPCBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources. Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important.
What is important is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These
ratios, across the LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR. IBM allows data centers
to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCCAP - Partition Capping Status

LPCCAP - Partition Capping Status

LPCCAP informs you of the capping status of the logical partition identified by the Logical Partition Name (PRSMLPNM)
data element. LPCCAP is ten bytes in length, with each of the first five bytes signifying whether or not a particular type of
capping is active for the LPAR. The additional five bytes (currently blank) are available for future IBM capping initiatives.
LPCCAP is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

+------------------------ Initial Capping  - 'I' or '.'
|   +-------------------- Defined Capacity - 'D' or '.'
|   |   +---------- Defined Group Capacity - 'G' or '.'
|   |   |   +------------ Absolute Capping - 'A' or '.'
|   |   |   |   +-- Absolute Group Capping - 'G' or '.'
|   |   |   |   |
V   V   V   V   V
+---+---+---+---+---+
| . | D | G | . | . |   <=== Example LPCCAP Contents
+---+---+---+---+---+

Type:

Retained - Character, length 10.

SEE ALSO:   LPCICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled

            LPCCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

            LPCCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

            LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit

            LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled
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            LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

            LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

            LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

            LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

            LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

            LPCISECT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Enabled

            LPCSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

            LPCSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

            LPCIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

            LPCZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

            PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

            PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

Element Derivation:

LPCCAP is populated as follows:

   CHAR  Meaning and Algorithm

   ----  -----------------------

    1    Initial Capping       

         -----------------------

         IF SUM(LPCICECT,LPCISECT,LPCIZECT,LPCINECT,

                LPCIIECT) GT 0 THEN SUBSTR(LPCCAP,1,1) = 'I'

         ELSE SUBSTR(LPCCAP,1,1) = '.'

 

    2    Defined Capacity 

         ----------------------

         IF LPCCAPDF GT 0 THEN SUBSTR(LPCCAP,2,1) = 'D'

         ELSE SUBSTR(LPCCAP,2,1) = '.'

 

    3    Defined Group Capacity 

         -----------------------

         IF PRSMCGLI GT 0 THEN SUBSTR(LPCCAP,3,1) = 'G'

         ELSE SUBSTR(LPCCAP,3,1) = '.'

 

    4    Absolute Capacity

         -----------------------

         IF SUM(LPCCAACT,LPCSAACT,LPCZAACT,LPCNAACT,

                LPCIAACT) GT 0 THEN SUBSTR(LPCCAP,4,1) = 'A'

         ELSE SUBSTR(LPCCAP,4,1) = '.'

 

    5    Absolute Group Capacity

         -----------------------

         IF SUM(LPCCAGCT,LPCIAGCT,LPCNAGCT,

                LPCSAGCT) GT 0 THEN SUBSTR(LPCCAP,5,1) = 'G'

         ELSE SUBSTR(LPCCAP,5,1) = '.'

Range of Value:

LPCCAP is set to '.....' if the logical processor is dedicated, or if LPAR management time reporting is not in effect, or if the
LPAR name is "PHYSICAL". Otherwise, LPCCAP can contain any of the following values:

Char 1:  'I' or '.'     Initial Capping

Char 2:  'D' or '.'     Defined Capacity

Char 3:  'G' or '.'     Defined Group Capacity
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Char 4:  'A' or '.'     Absolute Capacity

Char 5:  'G' or '.'     Absolute Group Capacity

Summarization Process:

LPCCAP is not summarized. LPCCAP is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

IBM provides a variety of means to limit the processor utilization of LPARs:

• Initial Capping: Also known as "hard" capping. Applicable to all core types. Prevents usage beyond processor share
based on weight assignment.

• Defined Capacity: Also known as "soft" capping. Only impacts use of CP cores. MSU value specified, and WLM
coordinates with PR/SM to prevent the 4-hour rolling average of LPAR MSU use from exceeding the MSU limit.

• Defined Capacity: Same as Defined Capacity, however two or Group more LPARs in a group are managed against
against a group MSU limit. WLM coordinates with PR/SM to prevent the combined 4-hour rolling average of MSU use,
for the LPARs in the group, from exceeding the the group MSU limit.

• Absolute Capacity: Applicable to all core types. Capacity limit defined to PR/SM in terms of a fractional number of
processors. Introduced with the zEC12 CPC.

• Absolute Capacity: Same as Absolute Capacity, however two or Group more LPARs in a 'hardware group' are
managed against against the capacity limit, by core type. Introduced with the z13 CPC. zAAP cores not supported
because zAAP cores were obsoleted with the z13.

Several of these capacity limiting techniques can be active simultaneously for an LPAR. When multiple techniques are in
effect, the LPAR is managed against the most restrictive capacity limit. You can check the data elements listed in the "SEE
ALSO" section to determine which core types are capped for an LPAR for capping techniques that can be specified for
different processor types. For example, while LPCCAP might have an 'I' in byte one, signifying that 'Initial Capping' was in
effect, it does not mean that all core types used by the LPAR are restricted with an 'Initial Cap'. The LPAR could have an
initial cap set for zIIP cores (LPCISECT GT 0), but not for CP cores (LPCICECT EQ 0).

LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

LPCIAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for
Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABSCT had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCIAACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCIAACT contains the sum of all LPCIAACT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that
no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously.

To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors
assigned to the LPAR.

LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

LPCIABGL is the absolute capacity limit for use of Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores for all LPARs in the hardware
group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit
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           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIABGL is equal to the value of the VPAABGLM for any ICF cores that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are
assigned to the LPAR, LPCIABGL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCIABGL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no ICF cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCIABGL contains the last value of LPCIABGL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

LPCIABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores. The capacity limit value
is expressed as a number of CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit 

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg 

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit 

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg 

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit 

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use 

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg 

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit 

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use 

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit 

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use 

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier
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Element Derivation:

LPCIABSL is equal to the value of the VPAABSLM for any ICF cores that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are
assigned to the LPAR, LPCIABSL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCIABSL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no ICF cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCIABSL contains the last value of LPCIABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean
that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the
absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCIACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change has occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABCCT had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCIACCT is set to missing.
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Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCIACCT contains the sum of all LPCIACCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean
that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the
absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

LPCIAGCC contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred, to either the hardware group
capacity limit for Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores, or to the hardware group name, for the hardware group
identified by the PRSMHGNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIAGCC is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABGCC had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCIAGCC is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIAGCC is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.
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Summarization Process:

LPCIAGCC contains the sum of all values of LPCIAGCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group.

PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to
remain under the specified limit.

LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

LPCIAGCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute hardware group capacity limit was specified
for Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores, applicable to all LPARs participating the hardware group identified by the
PRSMHGNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIAGCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABGCT had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no ICF cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCIAGCT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIAGCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCIAGCT contains the sum of all LPCIAGCT values that were included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group.

PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to
remain under the specified limit.

LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

LPCICBPS contains the weight of the partition's Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores, as specified in the WEIGHT field
of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight       

           LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

           LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight      

           LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight     

           LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight     

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight 

Element Derivation:

LPCICBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's ICF cores.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCICBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the
value is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCICBPS contains the last value of LPCICBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources. Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important.
What is important is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These
ratios, across the LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as: - Standard CPs - Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) - Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL) - Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP) - Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)
Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

LPCIFBPS contains the weight of the partition's Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores, as specified in the WEIGHT
field of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight       

            LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

            LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

            LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight      

            LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight     

            LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

            LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight     

            PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight 

            PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight 

            PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight     

            PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

            PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

LPCIFBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's IFL cores.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCIFBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the
value is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCIFBPS contains the last value of LPCIFBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources. Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important.
What is important is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type.

These ratios, across the LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR. IBM allows data
centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)
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Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCIICCT - Intvls with Init ICF Cap Status Change

LPCIICCT - Intvls with Init ICF Cap Status Change

LPCIICCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the status of initial (hard) capping changed from enabled
to disabled, or disabled to enabled, for the logical ICF cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical Partition Name
(PRSMLPNM). Initial capping, also known as "hard capping", limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical
partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from other logical partitions. LPCIICCT is valid only for
systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

           LPCICCCT - Intvls with Init CP Status Change

           LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled

           LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled

           LPCINCCT - Intvls with Init IFL Cap Status Change

           LPCISCCT - Intvls with Init zIIP Cap Status Change

           LPCIZCCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Cap Status Change

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           VPACPCCT - Intvls with Initial Capping Status Chg

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCIICCT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPCCT has a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIICCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCIICCT contains the sum of all values of LPCIICCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCICCCT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the initial capping status of the LPAR's ICF cores changed, compared to the total number of intervals
that contributed to the observation. A change in the initial capping status can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR
system performance for the core type impacted. Because of this, individual measurement intervals with a initial capping
status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with initial capping status changes should not be
viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance for that core type. Other capping techniques besides initial
capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft capping) and absolute capping.
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LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled

LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled

LPCIIDCT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was not enabled for the logical ICF
cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical Partition Name (PRSMLPNM). Initial capping, also know as "hard
capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR and the capping is controlled by PR/SM.
When disabled, PR/SM will dispatch the LPAR logical cores beyond the amount guaranteed by the weights defined for the
core type at times of low contention.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

           LPCIICCT - Intvls with Init ICF Cap Status Change

           LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled

           LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPDCT - Intvls with Initial Capping Disabled

           RMFICDCT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Disabled

           RMFISDCT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Disabled

           RMFIZDCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Disabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCIIDCT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPDCT has a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIIDCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCIIDCT contains the sum of all values of LPCIIDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCIIDCT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical ICF cores were not subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals
that contributed to the observation. When initial capping, also known as "hard" capping, is not in effect, the LPAR
dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time available to the virtual cores of any particular LPAR
partition unless there is contention for that core type other LPARs. With contention, dispatch time is allocated to the
partitions based on the processor relative share for each core type.

Refer to data element LPCICBPS for additional information about the LPAR's ICF core weight and how it is used to
determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared ICF core pool that is guaranteed for use by the LPAR.
Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.
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LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled

LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled

LPCIIECT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was in effect for the logical ICF
cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical Partition Name (PRSMLPNM). Initial capping, also know as "hard
capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR. The capping is controlled by PR/SM.
When enabled, PR/SM prevents the dispatch of the LPAR logical cores beyond the amount guaranteed by the LPAR
weights defined for the core type, even during times when spare CPC capacity is available.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

           LPCIICCT - Intvls with Init ICF Cap Status Change

           LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled

           LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPECT - Intvls with Initial Capping Enabled   

           RMFICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled

           RMFISECT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Enabled

           RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCIIECT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPECT has a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIIECT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCIIECT contains the sum of all values of LPCIIECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCIIECT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical ICF cores were subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals that
contributed to the observation. With initial capping enabled for one or more core types assigned to an LPAR, the dispatch
time allowed for those core types is limited to the LPAR relative share for each core type, regardless of the availability of
the CPC physical cores.

Refer to data element LPCICBPS for additional information about the LPAR's ICF core weight and how it is used to
determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared ICF core pool that is guaranteed for use by the LPAR.
Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

LPCINCCT - Intvls with Init IFL Cap Status Change
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LPCINCCT - Intvls with Init IFL Cap Status Change

LPCINCCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the status of initial (hard) capping changed from
enabled to disabled, or disabled to enabled, for the logical IFL cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical
Partition Name (PRSMLPNM).

Initial capping, also known as "hard capping", limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there
is no contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.

LPCINCCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

           LPCICCCT - Intvls with Init CP Status Change

           LPCIICCT - Intvls with Init ICF Cap Status Change

           LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled

           LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

           LPCISCCT - Intvls with Init zIIP Cap Status Change

           LPCIZCCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Cap Status Change

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           VPACPCCT - Intvls with Initial Capping Status Chg

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCINCCT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPCCT has a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCINCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCINCCT contains the sum of all values of LPCINCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCICCCT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the initial capping status of the LPAR's IFL cores changed, compared to the total number of intervals that
contributed to the observation.

A change in the initial capping status can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance for the core type
impacted. Because of this, individual measurement intervals with a initial capping status changes and summarized periods
with large numbers of intervals with initial capping status changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR
system performance for that core type.

Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled

LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled

LPCINDCT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was not enabled for the logical IFL
cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical Partition Name (PRSMLPNM). Initial capping, also know as "hard
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capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR and the capping is controlled by PR/SM.
When disabled, PR/SM will dispatch the LPAR logical cores beyond the amount guaranteed by the weights defined for the
core type at times of low contention.

Type:

TYPE: Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

           LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled

           LPCINCCT - Intvls with Init IFL Cap Status Change

           LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPDCT - Intvls with Initial Capping Disabled

           RMFICDCT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Disabled

           RMFISDCT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Disabled

           RMFIZDCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Disabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCINDCT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPDCT has a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCINDCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCINDCT contains the sum of all values of LPCINDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCINDCT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical IFL cores were not subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals
that contributed to the observation. When initial capping, also known as "hard" capping, is not in effect, the LPAR
dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time available to the virtual cores of any particular LPAR
partition unless there is contention for that core type other LPARs. With contention, dispatch time is allocated to the
partitions based on the processor relative share for each core type.

Refer to data element LPCIFBPS for additional information about the LPAR's IFL core weight and how it is used to
determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared IFL core pool that is guaranteed for use by the LPAR.
Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled

LPCINECT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was in effect for the logical IFL
cores of the LPAR identified by data element Logical Partition Name (PRSMLPNM). Initial capping, also know as "hard
capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR. The capping is controlled by PR/SM.
When enabled, PR/SM prevents the dispatch of the LPAR logical cores beyond the amount guaranteed by the LPAR
weights defined for the core type, even during times when spare CPC capacity is available.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

           LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled

           LPCINCCT - Intvls with Init IFL Cap Status Change

           LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPECT - Intvls with Initial Capping Enabled

           RMFICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled

           RMFISECT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Enabled

           RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCINECT is set to one (1) if data element VPACPECT has a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCINECT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCINECT contains the sum of all values of LPCINECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare LPCINECT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical IFL cores were subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals that
contributed to the observation. With initial capping enabled for one or more core types assigned to an LPAR, the dispatch
time allowed for those core types is limited to the LPAR relative share for each core type, regardless of the availability of
the CPC physical cores.

Refer to data element LPCIFBPS for additional information about the LPAR's IFL core weight and how it is used to
determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared IFL core pool that is guaranteed for use by the LPAR.
Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

LPCNAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for
Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name
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           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABSCT had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no IFL cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCNAACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNAACT contains the sum of all LPCNAACT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean
that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the
absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

LPCNABGL is the absolute capacity limit for use of Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores for all LPARs in the hardware
group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change
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           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNABGL is equal to the value of the VPAABGLM for any IFL cores that are assigned to the LPAR. If no IFL cores are
assigned to the LPAR, LPCNABGL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCNABGL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no ICF cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCNABGL contains the last value of LPCNABGL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCNACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change has occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use
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           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABCCT had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no IFL cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCNAACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its
value ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNACCT contains the sum of all LPCNACCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean
that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the
absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

LPCNAGCC contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred, to either the hardware group
capacity limit for Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores, or to the hardware group name, for the hardware group identified
by the PRSMHGNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit
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           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNAGCC is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABGCC had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no IFL cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCNAGCC is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNAGCC is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its
value ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNAGCC contains the sum of all values of LPCNAGCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

LPCNAGCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute hardware group capacity limit was
specified for Integrated Coupling Facility for Linux (IFL) cores, applicable to all LPARs participating the hardware group
identified by the PRSMHGNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:
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LPCNAGCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABGCT had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR. If no IFL cores are assigned to the LPAR, LPCNAGCT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNAGCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its
value ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNAGCT contains the sum of all values of LPCNAGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

LPCSUBPS contains the weight of the partition's Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores as specified in the
WEIGHT field of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight       

           LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

           LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight      

           LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight      

           LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight     

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

LPCSUBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCSUBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the value is
missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCSUBPS contains the last value of LPCSUBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources. Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important.
What is important is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These
ratios, across the LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR. IBM allows data centers
to configure CPC cores as:

- Standard CPs

- Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)                       

- Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)

- Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)

- Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCWST - Wait Completion Status

LPCWST - Wait Completion Status

LPCWST contains the Wait Completion status of the PR/SM LPAR logical partition. When Wait Completion is disabled,
logical processor dispatching is event-driven. When Wait Completion is enabled and an explicit global time slice duration
has been specified, dispatching is time-sliced. The default dispatching mode is event-driven. The term "wait assist" is
sometimes used to refer to wait completion. The meaning of the two terms is the same. LPCWST is valid only for systems
executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

SEE ALSO:  LPCWSCCT - Intvls with Wait Compl Status Change

           LPCWSDCT - Intvls with Wait Completion Disabled

           LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Completion Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCWST is set based on the values of LPCWSECT, LPCWSDCT and LPCWSCCT:

• If wait completion was disabled, and the status did not change, (LPCWSDCT AND NOT LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST
is set to DISABLED.

• If wait completion was enabled and and the status did not change, (LPCWSECT AND NOT LPCWSCCT) then
LPCWST is set to ENABLED.

• If wait completion was disabled and the status changed, (LPCWSDCT AND LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is set to
CHANGED TO ENABLED.

• If wait completion was enabled and the status changed, (LPCWSECT AND LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is set to
CHANGED TO DISABLED.

Range of Value:

LPCWST is set to blanks if the logical partition is not active or has dedicated processor(s). Otherwise, LPCWST can
contain any of the following values:

ENABLED             (all timespans)

DISABLED            (all timespans)

CHANGED TO ENABLED  (DETAIL timespan only)

CHANGED TO DISABLED (DETAIL timespan only)
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CHANGED             (other timespans)

Summarization Process:

LPCWST is set based on the values of LPCWSECT, LPCWSDCT and INTERVLS:

• If capping was disabled for all measurement intervals, (LPCWSDCT = INTERVLS) then LPCWST is set to DISABLED.
• If capping was enabled for all measurement intervals, (LPCWSECT = INTERVLS) then LPCWST is set to ENABLED.

Otherwise, LPCWST is set to CHANGED.

Usage Notes:

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the time slice even when they are in the wait state. The idle physical processor is not
available even if another logical processor is ready with work. When performing capacity and performance analyses of
PR/SM LPAR systems with wait-completion-enabled partitions, it is important to remember these considerations:

• Dispatch time is not the same as CPU busy time. A processor is dispatched whether it is idle or not.
• CPU wait time is not reported by the PR/SM LPAR feature. Wait time is available only from the measurements from

within the logical partition. In the MICS database, the data elements CPUTOVWT, CPUZPVWT, and CPUSUVWT, in
the HARCPU file provide wait time values.

LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

LPCZPBPS contains the weight of the partition's Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores, as specified in the WEIGHT
field of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight       

           LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

           LPCICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight      

           LPCIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight      

           LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight     

           LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight 

Element Derivation:

LPCZPBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCZPBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores,
the value is missing.
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Summarization Process:

LPCZPBPS contains the last value of LPCZPBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources. Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important.
What is important is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These
ratios, across the LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR. IBM allows data centers
to configure CPC cores as:

- Standard CPs

- Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)                       

- Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)

- Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)

- Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

MVSLEVEL - MVS Release / Level Number
MVSLEVEL is the version.release.modification level (VRM) of the operating system executing at the time the SMF record
was written.

• For RMF, MVSLEVEL is applicable only to RMF versions of 3.2.1 or higher.
• For SMF, MVSLEVEL is applicable to SMF data produced from

MVSLEVEL SP4.2.0 or higher, or older versions of MVS with the appropriate IBM PTF applied.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

Element Derivation:

MVSLEVEL contains the value input from the SMF record created by the operating system.

• For RMF, MVSLEVEL is input from field SMF7xMVS of the SMF types 70 through 79 records.
• For SMF, MVSLEVEL is input from field SMF30OSL of the SMF type 30 records.

Range of Value:

MVSLEVEL can contain any alphanumeric characters, within the following restrictions:

• For MVS levels up to MVS Version 5.2.2, MVSLEVEL contains SPv.r.m, where v is the version, r is the release, and
m is the modification level MVS that produced the SMF records used to produce the MICS observation (for example,
"SP2.1.2" or "SP4.2.0").

• For the 10 releases of OS/390, MVSLEVEL content is as follows:
– For RMF, MVSLEVEL contains VEvvrrmm where vv is the version, rr is the release, and mm is the modification

level of OS/390 that produced the SMF records used to produce the MICS observation (e.g., VE021000 for OS/390
Version 2 Release 10). Note, For OS/390 IBM has not made use of the modification level, that is, mm has the value
of 00 in all OS/390 RMF records.

– For SMF type 30 data, the value of MVSLEVEL ranges from
SP.6.0.1 (OS/390 V1R1) to SP.6.0.9 (OS/390 V2R9) and SP.6.1.0 for OS/390 V2R10.

• For z/OS, MVSLEVEL content is as follows:
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– For RMF, MVSLEVEL contains ZVvvrrmm where vv is the version, rr is the release, and mm is the modification level
of z/OS that produced the SMF records used to produce the MICS observation (e.g., ZV010100 for z/OS Version 1
Release 1).

– For SMF type 30 data, MVSLEVEL contains SP7.0.r, where r is the z/OS release value (for example, "SP7.0.1" for
z/OS V1R1, and "SP7.0.2" for z/OS V1R2).

Summarization Process:

MVSLEVEL contains the last value of MVSLEVEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The system level is obtained from the CVTPRODN, which in turn is derived from a SYSGEN datum supplied in the IBM
code.

Knowing the value of MVSLEVEL for SMF records produced at your site can be of tremendous help to the Broadcom
Support staff when they work with you to resolve problems.

ONLINE - Online-Offline Status Indicator
ONLINE indicates whether a channel path or I/O device was online or offline during the measurement interval. Note that
this data element is only useful in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

• For the HARPCA file, field SMF73FG2 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record is examined with a bit-level
test:

      '.......1'    ONLINE=Y

      '.......0'    ONLINE=N

• For the HARDVA file, field SMF74CNF of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record is examined with a bit-level
test:

      '.......1'    ONLINE=Y

      '.......0'    ONLINE=N

Devices that had VARY activity during the reporting interval (SMF74CNF has bit 6 on) are skipped and not
reported upon.

• For the SCPIOC file, field R783CPST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record is examined with a bit-
level test:

      '.1......'    ONLINE=Y

      '.0......'    ONLINE=N

Range of Value:

The value of ONLINE is either Y or N.

Summarization Process:

ONLINE is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:
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None

PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores
PRSMACDP contains the average number of physical dedicated standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

• Common, computed using specific EXPression statements
• Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores          

            PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMACDP is computed using the following algorithm: 

  IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTCDP);

    WHEN (0) PRSMACDP=0;

    WHEN (.) PRSMACDP=.;

    OTHERWISE IF PRSMTCDP THEN PRSMACDP=PRSMTCDP/INTERVLS;

  END;

Range of Value:

PRSMACDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMACDP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMACP - Avg CP Cores in Complex
PRSMACP contains the average number of physical standard CP cores in the CPC complex assigned for use by the PR/
SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated CP cores.

Type:

• Common, computed using specific EXPression statements
• Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores  

            PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

Element Derivation:

PRSMACP is computed using the following algorithm: 

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTCP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMACP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMACP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTCP THEN PRSMACP=PRSMTCP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMACP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMACP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores
PRSMACP contains the average number of physical standard CP cores in the CPC complex assigned for use by the PR/
SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated CP cores.

Type:

• Common, computed using specific EXPression statements
• Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores  

            PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

Element Derivation:

PRSMACP is computed using the following algorithm: 

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTCP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMACP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMACP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTCP THEN PRSMACP=PRSMTCP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:
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PRSMACP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMACP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMACVP contains the average number of shared logical standard CP cores assigned to all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR
complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the shared CP core pool.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores      

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMACVP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTCVP);
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     WHEN (0) PRSMACVP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMACVP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTCVP THEN PRSMACVP=PRSMTCVP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMACVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical CP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMACVP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores
PRSMADP contains the average number of physical dedicated cores of all types in the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

          PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

          PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMDP - Max Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNDP - Min Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTDP - Total Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

PRSMADP is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTDP);

   WHEN (0) PRSMADP=0;

   WHEN (.) PRSMADP=.;

   OTHERWISE IF PRSMTDP THEN PRSMADP=PRSMTDP/INTERVLS;

 END;

Range of Value:

PRSMADP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMADP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores
PRSMAIDP contains the average number of physical dedicated Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex. 

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAIP - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

          PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAPP - Avg Cores in Complex

          PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores
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          PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

PRSMAIDP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTIDP);

   WHEN (0) PRSMAIDP=0;

   WHEN (.) PRSMAIDP=.;

   OTHERWISE IF PRSMTIDP THEN PRSMAIDP=PRSMTIDP/INTERVLS;

 END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAIDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAIDP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAIP - Avg ICF Cores in Complex
PRSMAIP contains the average number of physical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores in the CPC complex assigned
for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This number includes both shared and dedicated ICF cores.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores          
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            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

Element Derivation:

PRSMAIP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTIP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAIP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAIP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTIP THEN PRSMAIP=PRSMTIP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAIP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores
PRSMAISP contains the average number of physical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores that can be shared across the
logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex over the measurement interval.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

            PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMAISP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTISP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAISP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAISP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTISP THEN PRSMAISP=PRSMTISP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAISP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAISP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores
PRSMAIVP contains the average number of shared logical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores assigned to all LPARs
in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the shared ICF
core pool.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMAIVP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTIVP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAIVP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAIVP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTIVP THEN PRSMAIVP=PRSMTIVP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAIVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical ICF cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAIVP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions
PRSMALPA contains the average number of logical partitions active in the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

PRSMALPA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTLPA);

    WHEN (ZERO) PRSMALPA=ZERO;

    WHEN (.)   PRSMALPA=.;

    OTHERWISE IF PRSMTLPA THEN PRSMALPA=PRSMTLPA/INTERVLS;

  END;

Range of Value:

PRSMALPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the maximum number of logical partitions allowed by the
PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:

PRSMALPA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A change in the number of active logical partitions may help explain changes in the performance of the PR/SM LPAR
complex as inter-partition contention for resources increases or decreases.

PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions
PRSMALPS contains the average number of logical partitions defined in the PR/SM LPAR complex, whether active or not.

PRSMALPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions
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             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

PRSMALPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTLPS);

      WHEN (ZERO) PRSMALPS=ZERO;

      WHEN (.)    PRSMALPS=.;

      OTHERWISE IF PRSMTLPS THEN PRSMALPS=PRSMTLPS/INTERVLS;

    END;

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMALPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal the maximum number of logical partitions
allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:

PRSMALPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The maximum number of logical partition definitions allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature may change.

PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores
PRSMANDP contains the average number of physical dedicated Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores          

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMANDP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTNDP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMANDP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMANDP=.;
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     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTNDP THEN PRSMANDP=PRSMTNDP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMANDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMANDP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as: 

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMANP - Avg IFL Cores in Complex
PRSMANP contains the average number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the CPC complex
assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated IFL cores.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores          

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     
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Element Derivation:

PRSMANP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTNP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMANP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMANP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTNP THEN PRSMANP=PRSMTNP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMANP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMANP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores
PRSMANSP contains the average number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that can be shared across
the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex over the measurement interval.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

            PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores
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            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMANSP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTNSP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMANSP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMANSP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTNSP THEN PRSMANSP=PRSMTNSP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMANSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMANSP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores
PRSMANVP contains the average number of shared logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the
shared IFL core pool.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     
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            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMANVP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTNVP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMANVP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMANVP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTNVP THEN PRSMANVP=PRSMTNVP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMANVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical IFL cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMANVP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAPP - Avg Cores in Complex
PRSMAPP contains the average number of physical cores of all core types assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature.
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Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: PRSMACP - Avg CP Cores in Complex

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAIP - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMANP - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

          PRSMASP - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMAZP - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

          PRSMTPP - Total Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

PRSMAPP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTPP);

   WHEN (0) PRSMAPP=0;

   WHEN (.) PRSMAPP=.;

   OTHERWISE IF PRSMTPP THEN PRSMAPP=PRSMTPP/INTERVLS;

 END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAPP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAPP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores
PRSMASDP contains the average number of physical dedicated Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the PR/
SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores          

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMASDP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTSDP); 

     WHEN (0) PRSMASDP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMASDP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTSDP THEN PRSMASDP=PRSMTSDP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMASDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMASDP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMASP - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex
PRSMASP contains the average number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the CPC complex
assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated zIIP cores.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number. 

See also: PRSMACP - Avg CP Cores in Complex

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAIP - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMANP - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

          PRSMAPP - Avg Cores in Complex

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

          PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMAZP - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

          PRSMMSP - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

          PRSMNSP - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

          PRSMTSP - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

PRSMASP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTSP);

   WHEN (0) PRSMASP=0;

   WHEN (.) PRSMASP=.;

   OTHERWISE IF PRSMTSP THEN PRSMASP=PRSMTSP/INTERVLS;

 END;

Range of Value:

PRSMASP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMASP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
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for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores
PRSMASSP contains the average number of physical Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex over the measurement interval.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores 

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores    

Element Derivation:

PRSMASSP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTSSP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMASSP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMASSP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTSSP THEN PRSMASSP=PRSMTSSP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMASSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:
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PRSMASSP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMASVP contains the average number of shared logical Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) cores assigned to
all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the
shared zIIP core pool.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMASVP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTSVP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMASVP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMASVP=.;
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     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTSVP THEN PRSMASVP=PRSMTSVP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMASVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zIIP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMASVP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores
PRSMAVP contains the average number of shared logical cores of all core types assigned to all LPARS in the PR/SM
LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: PRSMTVP - Total Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMMVP - Max Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMNVP - Min Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

PRSMAVP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTVP);

   WHEN (0) PRSMAVP=0;

   WHEN (.) PRSMAVP=.;

   OTHERWISE IF PRSMTVP THEN PRSMAVP=PRSMTVP/INTERVLS;

 END;
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Range of Value:

PRSMAVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of cores in the CPC complex,
the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAVP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores
PRSMAZDP contains the average number of physical dedicated Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/
SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores          

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:
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PRSMAZDP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTZDP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAZDP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAZDP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTZDP THEN PRSMAZDP=PRSMTZDP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAZDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAZDP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAZP - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex
PRSMAZP contains the average number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the CPC complex
assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated zAAP cores.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     
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            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores         

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

Element Derivation:

PRSMAZP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTZP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAZP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAZP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTZP THEN PRSMAZP=PRSMTZP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAZP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores
PRSMAZSP contains the average number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex over the measurement interval.

Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores
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            PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores 

            PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMAPPAvg Cores in Complex

            PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMAVPAvg Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

            PRSMAZPAvg zAAP Cores in Complex

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores    

Element Derivation:

PRSMAZSP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTZSP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAZSP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAZSP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTZSP THEN PRSMAZSP=PRSMTZSP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAZSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAZSP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMAZVP contains the average number of shared logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores assigned to
all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the
shared zAAP core pool.
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Type:

Common, computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMAZVP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT (PRSMTZVP);

     WHEN (0) PRSMAZVP=0;

     WHEN (.) PRSMAZVP=.;

     OTHERWISE IF PRSMTZVP THEN PRSMAZVP=PRSMTZVP/INTERVLS;

   END;

Range of Value:

PRSMAZVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zAAP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMAZVP contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMCEC - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex
PRSMCEC is an element that combines the number of processors in the complex with the number of dedicated
processors and the significant digits of the serial number.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

             IPUSER   - IPU Serial Number

             PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Processors

             PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Processors

Element Derivation:

The first two characters are hexadecimal digits ('0'..'F') representing the number of physical processors (PRSMNOPP)
plus the number of dedicated logical processors (PRSMTDP). This is followed by the third through the sixth characters of
the processor serial number (IPUSER).

Range of Value:

PRSMCEC can contain any combination of 1 to 6 hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

PRSMCEC contains the value of the last occurrence of PRSMCEC in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

By combining the number of processors assigned for use by PR/SM, the number of dedicated processors, and the CPU
serial number, PRSMCEC is meant to represent a unique configuration of the hardware at a certain point in time.

PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit
PRSMCGLI contains the maximum number of processor licensing units for the group of logical partitions identified by
having the same group name, of which this partition is a member. The capacity group limit is expressed in millions of
service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R8.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

PRSMCGLI contains the value input from field SMF70GMU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMCGLI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the logical partition is not
a member of a capacity group, PRSMCGLI is set to a SAS missing value.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMCGLI contains the last value of PRSMCGLI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name
PRSMCGNM contains the name of the capacity group this logical partition belongs to.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R8.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp

             PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

Element Derivation:

PRSMCGNM contains the value input from field SMF70GNM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMCGNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. If the logical partition is not a member of a
capacity group, PRSMCGNM is set to a blank value.

Summarization Process:

PRSMCGNM contains the last value of PRSMCGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights
PRSMCGUI informs how the Workload Manager (WLM) projects the future CPU use of the LPARs in a Capacity Group. If
WLM uses the initial LPAR weights to project Capacity Group usage, PRSMGCUI contains a Y. If WLM uses the current
LPAR weights, PRSMCGUI contains an N. PRSMCGUI contains a blank value for LPARS not belonging to a Capacity
Group.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

If the LPAR is a member of a Capacity Group, PRSMCGUI is set based on the value of bit 3 of field SMF70PSF in the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, PRSMCGUI is set to Y. Otherwise PRSMCGUI is set to N.
If the LPAR is not a member of a Capacity Group, PRSMCGUI is set to a blank.

Range of Value:

PRSMCGLI can contain a blank, Y, or N.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMCGLI contains the last value of PRSMCGLI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMENV - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID
PRSMENV combines the address of an individual processor core with the maximum number of configured processor
cores and the significant digits of the serial number.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

See also: CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Cores

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUSER - IPU Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The first two characters are the hexadecimal ('00'..'FF') address of the individual processor core (IPUADDR). The next two
characters are the maximum number of configured processor cores in hexadecimal (CPUNOCPU). This is followed by the
third through the sixth characters of the processor serial number (IPUSER).

Range of Value:

An eight character string of '0'..'9' and 'A'..'F' characters.

Summarization Process:

PRSMENV contains the value of the last occurrence of PRSMENV in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

PRSMHGNM contains the name of the hardware capacity group this logical partition belongs to.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     
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           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

PRSMHGNM contains the value input from field SMF70GNM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMHGNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. If the logical partition is not a member of a
hardware capacity group, PRSMHGNM is set to a blank value.

Summarization Process:

PRSMHGNM contains the last value of PRSMHGNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A hardware capacity group is a group of LPARs where absolute group capacity utilization limits are specified, at the core
type level, using the Hardware Management Console (HMC). PR/SM manages the dispatch of all logical cores, for all
LPARs belonging to the hardware capacity group, to the group capacity limit specified for each core type. Unlike WLM
managed "defined capacity" groups, which are managed using 4-hour rolling averages of MSU usage, and capacity can at
times exceed the group capacity limit (based on the 4-hour rolling average), logical core usage for LPARs participating in
a hardware capacity group can never exceed the defined limits.

PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active
PRSMHIPA contains the number of measurement intervals within which the Hiperdispatch mode was active.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Chgd

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PRSMHIPA from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record depends on the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer file:

• For the CPU Activity (HARCPU) and Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) files, PRSMHIPA is set to 1 in the DETAIL
timespan if bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70HHF from the CPU Control Section are on, or if bit 2 of field SMF70PFL from the
Partition Data Section that matches the recording system is on. Otherwise PRSMHIPA is set to 0.

• For the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) and PR/SM Logical Proc Activity (HARVPA) files, PRSMHIPA is set to
1 in the DETAIL timespan if bit 2 of field SMF70PFL from the Partition Data Section is on. Otherwise PRSMHIPA is set
to 0.

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL timespan, the value PRSMHIPA is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

PRSMHIPA contains the sum of all occurrences of PRSMHIPA in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Changed
PRSMHIPC contains the number of measurement intervals within which the status of the Hiperdispatch mode changed.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMHIPC is set to 1 if bits 0 and 2 of field SMF70HHF from the CPU Control Section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record are on. If bit 0 is on but bit 2 is off, PRSMHIPC is set to 0. If bit 0 is off,
PRSMHIPC is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value PRSMHIPC is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
either ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMHIPC contains the sum of all occurrences of PRSMHIPC in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator
PRSMHIPD indicates whether or not the Hiperdispatch mode is active on the system at the end of the measurement
interval.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Chgd

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PRSMHIPD from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record depends on the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer file:
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• For the CPU Activity (HARCPU) and Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) files, PRSMHIPD is set to Y in the DETAIL
timespan if bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70HHF from the CPU Control Section are on, or if bit 2 of field SMF70PFL from the
Partition Data Section that matches the recording system is on. Otherwise PRSMHIPD is set to N.

• For the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) and PR/SM Logical Proc Activity (HARVPA) files, PRSMHIPD is set to
Y in the DETAIL timespan if bit 2 of field SMF70PFL from the Partition Data Section is on. Otherwise PRSMHIPD is set
to N.

Range of Value:

PRSMHIPD can take on the value Y, meaning that the Hiperdispatch mode is active on the system at the end of the
measurement interval, or N, meaning otherwise.

Summarization Process:

PRSMHIPD contains the last value of PRSMHIPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight
PRSMIWGT contains the sum of the LPAR ICF core weights for all logical partitions (LPARs) configured with shared
logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores. This total value is used to calculate the share entitlement percentage that
each individual LPAR has for use of the physical ICF cores in the shared CPC ICF core pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: LPRICBPS - Partition ICF Cores Weight

           LPRPCCSI - Pct LPAR Weight ICF Core Share

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight      

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight 

Element Derivation:

PRSMIWGT is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, PRSMIWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for all logical partitions with shared ICF cores.

For the VMC component, PRSMIWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the
Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, for all logical partitions with shared ICF cores.

Range of Value:

PRSMIWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to 999 multiplied by the number of active partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMIWGT contains the last value of PRSMIWGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.
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Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting
PRSMLMCT contains the number of measurement intervals when LPAR management time reporting was in effect.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

             PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

Element Derivation:

If the CPC is executing in PR/SM LPAR mode, then in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMLMCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field
SMF70INB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity Record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the CPC is not executing
in PR/SM LPAR mode, then the value of PRSMLMCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMLMCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMLMCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PRSMLMCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMLMCT can be used to determine the validity of other MICS data elements that have meaning only if LPAR
management time reporting is in effect. This is especially useful when creating inquiries from the MICS database
that may report on a number of different operating environments that may or may not include PR/SM or systems with
LPAR management time reporting available. For example, if PRSMLMCT is 1 or larger, then effective dispatch time
measurements such as PRSMTEDT are available, but if PRSMLMCT is zero, only those measurements available without
LPAR management time reporting are present, such as PRSMTDTM.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.
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LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID
PRSMLPID contains the logical partition identifier of the recording system. Partition IDs are assigned by the user when
defining the characteristics of logical partitions.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. Display format is hexadecimal.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUSER - IPU Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PRSMLPID depends on the MICS product and data source.

• In the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, PRSMLPID is derived after analyzing the first digit of the SMF70SER field
in the first CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity Record. If it is equal to zero, PRSMLPID
contains the value input from the second digit of the SMF70SER field; otherwise it contains the value input from the
first and second digits.

• In the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, PRSMLPID is derived after analyzing the second digit of the SMF89LPI
field in the System ID Section of the SMF type 89 Usage Data Record. If it is equal to one, PRSMLPID contains the
two digit LPAR ID contained in field SMF89LP3; otherwise it contains the value of the fourth digit in SMF89LPI.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from 00 to 3F in hexadecimal (0 to 63 decimal).

Summarization Process:

PRSMLPID contains the last value of PRSMLPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type
PRSMLPTP identifies the type of the logical partition, based on its logical processors (standard CP, or special purpose, or
both) configuration. PR/SM logical cores can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF),
Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/
zIIP).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

 See also:  PRSMPRTP - Logical Processor Type

Element Derivation:

PRSMLPTP is derived and populated differently for the MICS RMF and VMC components as follows: RMF Component:
PRSMLPTP is set to the value input from field SMF70CIN of the CPU Identification Name section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record, according to the following rules:
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• If the LPAR uses special purpose processors only, PRSMLPTP is set to ICF.
• If the LPAR uses a mix of dedicated special purpose processors and shared standard CP processors, PRSMLPTP is

set to ICF.
• If the LPAR name is PHYSICAL and bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1

CPU Activity record is on (representing a z/VM partition), PRSMLPTP is set to VMSystem.
• If the LPAR name is PHYSICAL and bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1

CPU Activity record is off (representing the PR/SM overhead), PRSMLPTP is set to PHY.
• In all other configurations, PRSMLPTP is set to CP.

VMC Component: PRSMLPTP is set to one of the following values based on the logical core types assigned to the logical
partition:

• If the LPAR has CP cores exclusively, PRSMLPTP is set to "CP".
• If the LPAR has at least one CP core plus one or more additional cores of other types (zIIP/zAAP/IFL), PRSMLPTP is

set to "CP+".
• If the LPAR is configured exclusively with IFL cores, PRSMLPTP is set to "IFL".
• If the LPAR is configured exclusively with ICF cores, PRSMLPTP is set to "ICF".

Range of Value:

PRSMLPTP values are different for the RMF and VMC component: RMF Component: PRSMLPTP is set to blanks if there
is no CPU Identification Name section available or if the LPAR is inactive. Otherwise the following table lists the possible
PRSMLPTP values, based on the LPAR configuration:

 +--------------+--------+-----------------------+----------+

 !  LPAR Mode   !standard!    special purpose    !          !

 !      of      !   CP   !-----------------------! PRSMLPTP !

 !  Operation   ! proc.  ! ICF ! IFL ! IFA ! IIP !  Value   !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !ESA/390       !   X    !     !     !     !     !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !ESA/390       !   X    !     !     !  X  !     !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !ESA/390       !   X    !     !     !     !  X  !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !ESA/390       !   X    !     !     !  X  !  X  !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !Linux Only    !   X    !     !     !     !     !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !Linux Only    !        !     !  X  !     !     !   ICF    !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !Coupl. Facil. !   X    !     !     !     !     !   CP     !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !Coupl. Facil. !        !  X  !     !     !     !   ICF    !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !Coupl. Facil. !   X    !  X  !     !     !     !   ICF    !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !PR/SM Overhead!        !     !     !     !     !   PHY    !

 !--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

 !z/VM Partition!        !     !     !     !     ! VMSystem !

 +--------------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------+        

VMC Component:  PRSMLPTP is populated based on the core types assigned to the logical partition as follows:
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 +--------+-----------------------+----------+               

 !standard!    special purpose    !          !               

 !   CP   !-----------------------! PRSMLPTP !               

 ! proc.  ! ICF ! IFL ! IFA ! IIP !  Value   !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!               

 !   X    !     !     !     !     !   CP     !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!               

 !   X    !  X  !  X  !  X  !  X  !   CP+    !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!               

 !        !     !  X  !     !     !   IFL    !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!               

 !        !  X  !     !     !     !   ICF    !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!               

 !        !     !     !     !     !   UNK    !               

 +--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+----------!

Notes:

• For defined but inactive logical partitions, where no core information is found in the Domain 0 Record 16 VM Monitor
record, PRSMLPTP is set to "UNK".

• IFA is the internal name for zAAP (Application Assist Processor), and IIP is the internal name for zIIP (Integrated
Information Processor).

Summarization Process:

PRSMLPTP contains the last value of PRSMLPTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores
PRSMMCDP contains the maximum number of physical dedicated standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any
measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMCDP is set equal to PRSMTCDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMCDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMCDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMCDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMCP - Max CP Cores in Complex
PRSMMCP contains the maximum number of physical standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any
measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMCP is set equal to PRSMTCP.
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Range of Value:

PRSMMCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMCP contains the maximum value of PRSMMCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores
PRSMMCSP contains the maximum number of physical standard CP cores that can be shared across the logical
partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMCSP is set equal to PRSMTCSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMCSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMCSP contains the maximum value of PRSMMCSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMCVP contains the maximum number of shared logical standard CP cores assigned to all LPARs in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in
the shared CP core pool.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMCVP is set equal to PRSMTCVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMCVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical CP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMCVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMCVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMDP - Max Dedicated Cores
PRSMMDP contains the maximum number of dedicated cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNDP - Min Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTDP - Total Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTVP - Total Shared Logical Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMDP is set equal to PRSMTDP.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMMDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores
PRSMMIDP contains the maximum number of physical dedicated Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMIDP is set equal to PRSMTIDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMIDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMIDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMIDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMIP - Max ICF Cores in Complex
PRSMMIP contains the maximum number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex
in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMIP is set equal to PRSMTIP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMIP contains the maximum value of PRSMMIP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores
PRSMMISP contains the maximum number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that can be shared across
the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMISP is set equal to PRSMTISP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMISP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMISP contains the maximum value of PRSMMISP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMIVP contains the maximum number of shared logical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores assigned to all LPARs
in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the
physical cores in the shared ICF core pool.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMIVP is set equal to PRSMTIVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMIVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical ICF cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMIVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMIVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions
PRSMMLPA contains the maximum number of logical partitions active in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement
interval.

PRSMMLPA is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, PRSMMLPA is set equal to PRSMTLPA.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMMLPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal the maximum number of logical partitions
allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMLPA contains the maximum value of PRSMMLPA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A change in the number of active logical partitions may help explain changes in the performance of the PR/SM LPAR
complex as inter-partition contention for resources increases or decreases.

PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions
PRSMMLPS contains the maximum number of logical partitions defined in the PR/SM LPAR complex, whether active or
not, in any measurement interval.

PRSMMLPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time-span, PRSMMLPS is set equal to PRSMTLPS.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMMLPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal the maximum number of logical partitions
allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:
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PRSMMLPS contains the maximum value of PRSMMLPS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The maximum number of logical partition definitions allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature may change.

PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores
PRSMMNDP contains the maximum number of physical dedicated Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMNDP is set equal to PRSMTNDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMNDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMNDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMNDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMNP - Max IFL Cores in Complex
PRSMMNP contains the maximum number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMNP is set equal to PRSMTNP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMNP contains the maximum value of PRSMMNP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores
PRSMMNSP contains the maximum number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMNSP is set equal to PRSMTNSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMNSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMNSP contains the maximum value of PRSMMNSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMNVP contains the maximum number of shared logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across
the physical cores in the shared IFL core pool.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMNVP is set equal to PRSMTNVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMNVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical IFL cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMNVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMNVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMPP - Max Processors in Complex
PRSMMPP contains the maximum number of physical cores of all core types assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR
feature in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: PRSMAPP - Avg Cores in Complex

          PRSMMCP - Max CP Cores in Complex

          PRSMMIP - Max ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMMNP - Max IFL Cores in Complex

          PRSMMSP - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

          PRSMMZP - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

          PRSMNPP - Min Cores in Complex

          PRSMTPP - Total Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMPP is set equal to PRSMTPP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMPP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMPP contains the maximum value of PRSMMVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores
PRSMMSDP contains the maximum number of physical dedicated Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the
PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     
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            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMSDP is set equal to PRSMTSDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMSDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMSDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMSDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAP are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMSP - Max zIIP Cores in Complex
PRSMMSP contains the maximum number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     
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            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMSP is set equal to PRSMTSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMSP contains the maximum value of PRSMMSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores
PRSMMSSP contains the maximum number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMSSP is set equal to PRSMTSSP.
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Range of Value:

PRSMMSSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMSSP contains the maximum value of PRSMMSSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMSVP contains the maximum number of shared logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores assigned
to all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM
across the physical cores in the shared zIIP core pool.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMSVP is set equal to PRSMTSVP.

Range of Value:
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PRSMMSVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zIIP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMSVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMSVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure
PRSMMTSF contains the number of intervals where the Hardware Instrumentation Simultaneous Multithreading (HISMT)
services failed to provide valid values for multithreading related information in the Core Data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU activity record, or multithreading maximum Capacity Factors (mCF) in the Workload Management Control
section of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: RMFCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMMTSF is set to a value of 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70HHF is on (1) in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record, or if bit 3 of field R723MFLG is on (1) in the Workload Management Control section of the
SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMMTSF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMTSF contains the sum of all values of PRSMMTSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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With Simultaneous Multithreading, a number of multithreading related data metrics are provided by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services, such as maximum and actual capacity factors, thread density, and SMT core busy time.

When a HISMT failure is detected, MICS sets data elements corresponding to these multithreading related metrics to
missing values.

PRSMMVP - Max Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMVP contains the maximum number of shared logical cores of all core types in the PR/SM LPAR complex. This is
not the number of cores associated with a single LPAR. PRSMMVP is the maximum number of all shared logical cores
defined to all LPARS.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMNVP - Min Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMTVP - Total Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMVP is set equal to PRSMTVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of active logical partitions times
the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores
PRSMMZDP contains the maximum number of physical dedicated Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/
SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMZDP is set equal to PRSMTZDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMZDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMZDP contains the maximum value of PRSMMZDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMMZP - Max zAAP Cores in Complex
PRSMMZP contains the maximum number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMZP is set equal to PRSMTZP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMZP contains the maximum value of PRSMMZP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores
PRSMMZSP contains the maximum number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMZSP is set equal to PRSMTZSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMZSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMZSP contains the maximum value of PRSMMZSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMMZVP contains the maximum number of shared logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across
the physical cores in the shared zAAP core pool.

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMMZVP is set equal to PRSMTZVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMZVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zAAP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMMZVP contains the maximum value of PRSMMZVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores
PRSMNCDP contains the minimum number of physical dedicated standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any
measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNCDP is set equal to PRSMTCDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNCDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNCDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNCDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNCP - Min CP Cores in Complex
PRSMNCP contains the minimum number of physical standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any
measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex     
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            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNCP is set equal to PRSMTCP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNCP contains the minimum value of PRSMNCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores
PRSMNCSP contains the minimum number of physical standard CP cores that can be shared across the logical partitions
of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores
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            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNCSP is set equal to PRSMTCSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNCSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNCSP contains the minimum value of PRSMNCSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNCVP contains the minimum number of shared logical standard CP cores assigned to all LPARs in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in
the shared CP core pool.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     
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            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNCVP is set equal to PRSMTCVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNCVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical CP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNCVP contains the minimum value of PRSMNCVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNDP - Min Dedicated Cores
PRSMNDP contains the minimum number of dedicated cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMMDP - Max Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTDP - Total Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNDP is set equal to PRSMTDP.
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Range of Value:

PRSMNDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores
PRSMNIDP contains the minimum number of physical dedicated Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNIDP is set equal to PRSMTIDP.

Range of Value:
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PRSMNIDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNIDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNIDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNIP - Min ICF Cores in Complex
PRSMNIP contains the minimum number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex
in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNIP is set equal to PRSMTIP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMNIP contains the minimum value of PRSMNIP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores
PRSMNISP contains the minimum number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that can be shared across
the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNISP is set equal to PRSMTISP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNISP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of ICF cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNISP contains the minimum value of PRSMNISP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
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for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNIVP contains the minimum number of shared logical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores assigned to all LPARs
in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the
physical cores in the shared ICF core pool.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNIVP is set equal to PRSMTIVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNIVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical ICF cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNIVP contains the minimum value of PRSMNIVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
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for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions
PRSMNLPA contains the minimum number of logical partitions active in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement
interval.

PRSMNLPA is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

             PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNLPA is set equal to PRSMTLPA.

Range of Value:

PRSMNLPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the maximum number of logical partitions allowed by the
PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNLPA contains the minimum value of PRSMNLPA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A change in the number of active logical partitions may help explain changes in the performance of the PR/SM LPAR
complex as inter-partition contention for resource increases or decreases.

PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions
PRSMNLPS contains the minimum number of logical partitions defined in the PR/SM LPAR complex, whether active or
not, in any measurement interval.

PRSMNLPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:
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Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNLPS is set equal to PRSMTLPS.

Range of Value:

PRSMNLPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the maximum number of logical partitions allowed by the
PR/SM LPAR feature.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNLPS contains the minimum value of PRSMNLPS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The maximum number of logical partition definitions allowed by the PR/SM LPAR feature may change.

PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores
PRSMNNDP contains the minimum number of physical dedicated Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNNDP is set equal to PRSMTNDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNNDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNNDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNNDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNNP - Min IFL Cores in Complex
PRSMNNP contains the minimum number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNNP is set equal to PRSMTNP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNNP contains the minimum value of PRSMNNP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
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for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores
PRSMNNSP contains the minimum number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNNSP is set equal to PRSMTNSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNNSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of IFL cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNNSP contains the minimum value of PRSMNNSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNNVP contains the minimum number of shared logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across
the physical cores in the shared IFL core pool.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNNVP is set equal to PRSMTNVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNNVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical IFL cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNNVP contains the minimum value of PRSMNNVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNPP - Min Cores in Complex
PRSMNPP contains the minimum number of physical cores of all core types assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature
in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMAPP - Avg Cores in Complex

          PRSMMPP - Max Cores in Complex

          PRSMNCP - Min CP Cores in Complex

          PRSMNIP - Min ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMNNP - Min IFL Cores in Complex

          PRSMNSP - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

          PRSMNZP - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

          PRSMTPP - Total Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNPP is set equal to PRSMTPP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNPP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNPP contains the minimum value of PRSMMVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores
PRSMNSDP contains the minimum number of physical dedicated Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the
PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNSDP is set equal to PRSMTSDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNSDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNSDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNSDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMNSP - Min zIIP Cores in Complex
PRSMNSP contains the minimum number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNSP is set equal to PRSMTSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMMNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNSP contains the minimum value of PRSMNSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores
PRSMNSSP contains the minimum number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNSSP is set equal to PRSMTSSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNSSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNSSP contains the minimum value of PRSMNSSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNSVP contains the minimum number of shared logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores assigned
to all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM
across the physical cores in the shared zIIP core pool.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNSVP is set equal to PRSMTSVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNSVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zIIP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNSVP contains the minimum value of PRSMNSVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNVP - Min Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNVP contains the maximum number of shared logical cores of all core types in the PR/SM LPAR complex. This is
not the number of cores associated with a single LPAR. PRSMNVP is the maximum number of all shared logical cores
defined to all LPARS.

PRSMNVP is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:
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Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMMVP - Max Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMTVP - Total Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNVP is set equal to PRSMTVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of active logical partitions
multiplied by the number of physical cores in the complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNVP contains the minimum value of PRSMMVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight
PRSMNWGT contains the sum of the LPAR IFL core weights for all logical partitions (LPARs) configured with shared
logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores. This total value is used to calculate the share entitlement percentage that
each individual LPAR has for use of the physical IFL cores in the shared CPC IFL core pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: LPRIFBPS - Partition IFL Cores Weight

           LPRPCCSN - Pct LPAR Weight IFL Core Share

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight    

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight   

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight    
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Element Derivation:

PRSMNWGT is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, PRSMNWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for all logical partitions with shared IFL cores.

For the VMC component, PRSMNWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the
Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, for all logical partitions with shared IFL cores.

Range of Value:

PRSMNWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to 999 multiplied by the number of active partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNWGT contains the last value of PRSMNWGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores
PRSMNZDP contains the minimum number of physical dedicated Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/
SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     
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            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNZDP is set equal to PRSMTZDP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNZDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNZDP contains the minimum value of PRSMNZDP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNZP - Min zAAP Cores in Complex
PRSMNZP contains the minimum number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex in any measurement interval. 

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     
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            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNZP is set equal to PRSMTZP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

PRSMNZP contains the minimum value of PRSMNZP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores
PRSMNZSP contains the minimum number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNZSP is set equal to PRSMTZSP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNZSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMNZSP contains the minimum value of PRSMNZSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMNZVP contains the minimum number of shared logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex in any measurement interval. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across
the physical cores in the shared zAAP core pool.

Type:

Common, minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMNZVP is set equal to PRSMTZVP.

Range of Value:

PRSMNZVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of physical zAAP cores in the
CPC complex multiplied by the number of active logical partitions.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMNZVP contains the minimum value of PRSMNZVP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type
PRSMPRTP identifies the pool of physical cores to which the logical core belongs.

PR/SM logical cores can be configured as standard CP cores, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores, Integrated Facilities
for Linux (IFL) cores, Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP) cores, or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
cores.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

Element Derivation:

To determine whether this information is available or not, MICS tests field SMF70CIX of the PR/SM Logical Processor
Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If this index exists, PRSMPRTP contains the value input
from field SMF70CIN of the CPU Identification Name section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMPRTP is set to blanks if there is no CPU Identification Name section or the LPAR is inactive. Otherwise PRSMPRTP
can contain any of the following values:

   PRSMPRTP

   Value      Description

   --------   ----------------------------

   CP         - General purpose (standard) core     

 

   ICF        - Internal Coupling Facility core
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   IFL        - Integrated Facility for Linux core

 

   IFA        - Application Assist Processor (zAAP) core

 

   IIP        - Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) core

Summarization Process:

PRSMPRTP contains the last value of PRSMPRTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight
PRSMSWGT contains the sum of the LPAR zIIP core weights for all logical partitions (LPARs) configured with shared
logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores. This total value is used to calculate the share entitlement
percentage that each individual LPAR has for use of the physical zIIP cores in the shared CPC zIIP core pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

           LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

           LPRPCCSS - Pct LPAR Weight zIIP Core Share

           LPRSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight   

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight  

Element Derivation:

PRSMSWGT is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, PRSMSWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for all logical partitions with shared zIIP cores.

For the VMC component, PRSMSWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the
Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, for all logical partitions with shared zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

PRSMSWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to 999 multiplied by the number of active partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMSWGT contains the last value of PRSMSWGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.
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Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTAMT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of all logical processors active in the PR/SM LPAR
complex. It does not include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

             PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

PRSMTAMT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable LPAR management time from the total LPAR management
time.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTAMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTAMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTAMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

There are two components of LPAR management time. That part that is attributable to the management of a specific
partition is recorded as part of that partition's logical processor measurements. When LPAR management time reporting is
in effect, an additional partition with the name "PHYSICAL" is presented in the CPU Activity record. The total dispatch time
for this partition, which is not included in the count of active partitions, represents the amount of time that a physical CPU
was used for LPAR management, but could not be attributed to a particular partition.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
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Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights
PRSMTBPS contains the partition core weight factors (also known as core relative share) for up to a maximum of fifteen
active logical partitions with shared cores. These weights are used by PR/SM to manage the allocation of core resources
between logical partitions.

PRSMTBPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode with up to 15 active logical partitions.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 60.

See also: PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

          PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

          PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

          PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

          PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

PRSMTBPS contains a character string with the values input from field SMF70BPS of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity
Record for up to fifteen active logical partitions with shared cores. Active logical partitions are identified by a non-zero
count of logical cores. MICS detects dedicated cores by examining field SMF70BPS. This field contains a hexadecimal
value 'FFFF' instead of the partition core weight when cores are dedicated.

Range of Value:

PRSMTBPS can contain from 1 to 15 substrings of 4 characters each, for a total of 60 numeric characters or blanks if
the total number of active logical partitions is greater than 15. Each substring contains a blank followed by three decimal
digits.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTBPS contains the last value of PRSMTBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTCAT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of all logical standard CP processors active in the PR/
SM LPAR complex. It does not include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

             PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattr

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCAT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable CP LPAR management time from the total CP LPAR
management time.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCAT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores
PRSMTCDP contains the total number of physical dedicated standard CP cores in the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores     
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            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores      

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCDP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCDP is incremented by one for each logical CP core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCDP is incremented by one for each logical CP core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, contains the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTCDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of CP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time
PRSMTCDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active logical standard CP processors, both shared and
dedicated. This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to
the logical partition.

Type:
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Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
standard CP processors.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTCDT is the overall logical standard CP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even when in the wait state. This is because they are never
available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such
a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent,
values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a small amount of unattributable LPAR management
activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, as well as when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTCET contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active logical standard CP processors in all logical
partitions, minus the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a
logical partition.

Type:
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Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCET contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
standard CP processors.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCET contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTCET is the effective logical standard CP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include
LPAR management time attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTCMT is the total amount of standard CP processor time used for LPAR management functions. This includes the
time used in support of individual logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time
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             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattr

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record for standard CP processors.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTCP - Total CP Cores in Complex
PRSMTCP contains the total number of physical standard CP cores in the CPC complex assigned for use by the PR/SM
LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated CP cores.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCP is derived differently for different components: For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCP is
incremented by one for each physical CP core found for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCP is incremented by one for each physical CP core found for
the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 17.

Range of Value:
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PRSMTCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of CP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores
PRSMTCSP contains the total number of physical standard CP cores that can be shared across the logical partitions of
the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCSP is obtained by subtracting the Total CP Dedicated Cores (PRSMTCDP) from the
Total CP Cores in Complex (PRSMTCP).

Range of Value:

PRSMTCSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of CP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:
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PRSMTCSP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTCST contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active shared logical standard CP processors. This
includes time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.
PRSMTCST does not include the dispatch times of dedicated standard CP processors.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCST contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
logical partitions with shared standard CP processors. MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS.
This field contains a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCST contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCST processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

PRSMTCST is the overall utilization of the shared standard CP processors from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR
resource management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable
PRSMTCUT contains the LPAR management time of all active standard CP processors that is not attributable to a
particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCUT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
the CP processors of the PHYSICAL LPAR.

Range of Value:

The value of PRSMTCUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCUT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.
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LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTCVP contains the total number of shared logical standard CP cores assigned to all LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR
complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the shared CP core pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTCVP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCVP is incremented by one for each logical CP core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record does not contain the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTCVP is incremented by one for each logical CP core when field
SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, does not contain the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTCVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of CP cores in the CPC
complex, the number of active logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTCVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTCVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTDP - Total Dedicated Cores
PRSMTDP contains the total number of physical dedicated cores of all types in the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

          PRSMMDP - Max Dedicated Cores

          PRSMNDP - Min Dedicated Cores

          PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTDP is incremented by one, each time field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of cores in the CPC complex
multiplied by the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active shared logical processors. This includes time
that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition. PRSMTDTM
does not include the dispatch times of dedicated processors.

PRSMTDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
logical partitions with shared processors. MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS. This field
contains a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

PRSMTDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of shared processors and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTDTM contains the sum of all values of PRSMTDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTDTM is the overall logical processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR management time
attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
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Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active logical processors in all logical partitions, minus
time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a logical partition.

PRSMTEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMTEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of processors and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTEDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTEDT is the effective logical processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.

Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even
when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTIAT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of either all active internal coupling facilities (for System
z9 and later) or all active special purpose processors (for previous systems) in the PR/SM LPAR complex. It does not
include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.
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PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

            PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

            PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIAT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable ICF LPAR management time from the total ICF LPAR
management time.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIAT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores
PRSMTIDP contains the total number of physical dedicated Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     
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            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIDP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIDP is incremented by one for each logical ICF core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIDP is incremented by one for each logical ICF core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, contains the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTIDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ICF cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time
PRSMTIDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of either all active internal coupling facilities (for System z9
and later) or all active special purpose processors (for previous systems), both shared and dedicated. This includes the
time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).
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Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF processors.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTIDT is the overall ICF processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even when in the wait state. This is because they are never
available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such
a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent,
values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a small amount of unattributable LPAR management
activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.
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Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even
when they are in the wait state. In this case, as well as when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTIET contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of either all active internal coupling facilities (for System
z9 and later) or all active special purpose processors (for previous systems), minus the time these processors were
dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a logical partition.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIET contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF processors.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIET contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTIET is the effective ICF processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.
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Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even
when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTIMT is the total amount of either internal coupling facility (for System z9 and later) or special purpose processor
(for previous systems) time used for LPAR management functions. This includes the time used in support of individual
logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately.

For previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

            PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

            PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record for ICF processors.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.
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LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTIP - Total ICF Cores in Complex
PRSMTIP contains the total number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores in the CPC complex assigned for
use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated ICF cores.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIP is derived differently for different components: For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIP is
incremented by one for each physical ICF core found for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIP is incremented by one for each physical ICF core found for
the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 17.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ICF cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.
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Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores
PRSMTISP contains the total number of physical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that can be shared across the
logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTISP is obtained by subtracting the Total ICF Dedicated Cores (PRSMTIDP) from the Total
ICF Cores in Complex (PRSMTIP).

Range of Value:

PRSMTISP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ICF cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTISP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTISP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTIST contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of either all active shared internal coupling facilities (for
System z9 and later) or all active shared special purpose processors (for previous systems). This includes the time that
processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition. PRSMTIST does
not include the dispatch times of dedicated ICF processors.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately.

For previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIST contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
logical partitions with shared ICF processors. MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS. This
field contains a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIST contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTIST is the overall utilization of the shared ICF processors from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.
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LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable
PRSMTIUT contains the LPAR management time of either all active internal coupling facilities (for System z9 and later) or
all active special purpose processors (for previous systems) that is not attributable to a particular partition.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIUT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
the ICF processors of the PHYSICAL LPAR.

Range of Value:

PRSMTIUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIUT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.
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PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTIVP contains the total number of shared logical Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores assigned to all LPARs in the
PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the shared ICF core
pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIVP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIVP is incremented by one for each logical ICF core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record does not contain the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTIVP is incremented by one for each logical ICF core when field
SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, does not contain the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTIVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ICF cores in the CPC
complex, the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTIVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTIVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTLMT is the total amount of processor time used for LPAR management functions. This includes the time used in
support of individual logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

             PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTLMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMTLMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTLMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTLMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

There are two components of LPAR management time. The part that is attributable to the management of a specific
partition is recorded as part of that partition's logical processor measurements. When LPAR management time reporting is
in effect, an additional partition with the name "PHYSICAL" is presented in the CPU Activity record. The total dispatch time
for this partition, which is not included in the count of active partitions, represents the amount of time that a physical CPU
was used for LPAR management, but could not be attributed to a particular partition.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions
PRSMTLPA contains the total number of logical partitions active in the PR/SM LPAR complex.
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Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

             PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

Element Derivation:

When processing the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, PRSMTLPA is incremented by one each time field
SMF70BDN contains a non-zero value. This field contains the number of active logical processors associated with the
partition. An active partition must have at least one logical processor.

Range of Value:

PRSMTLPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the maximum number of logical partitions
allowed and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTLPA contains the sum of all values of PRSMTLPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTLPA is maintained in the MICS database to recalculate the average number of active logical partitions.

PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTNAT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of all active integrated facilities for Linux in the PR/SM
LPAR complex. It does not include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

            PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

            PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTNAT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable IFL LPAR management time from the total IFL LPAR
management time.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNAT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNAT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).
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Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores
PRSMTNDP contains the total number of physical dedicated Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTNDP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNDP is incremented by one for each logical IFL core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNDP is incremented by one for each logical IFL core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, contains the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTNDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of IFL cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.
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Summarization Process:

PRSMTNDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time
PRSMTNDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active integrated facilities for Linux, both shared and
dedicated. This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to
the logical partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTNDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL processors.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNDT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:
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PRSMTNDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTNDT is the overall IFL processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable. Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even
when in the wait state. This is because they are never available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one
to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration
of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent, values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a
small amount of unattributable LPAR management activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, as well as when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTNET contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active integrated facilities for Linux, minus the time
these processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a logical partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective
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Element Derivation:

PRSMTNET contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL processors.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNET is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNET contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTNET is the effective IFL processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTNMT is the total amount of integrated facility for Linux time used for LPAR management functions. This includes
the time used in support of individual logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

            PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

            PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable
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Element Derivation:

PRSMTNMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record for IFL processors.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNMT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately.

For previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTNP - Total IFL Cores in Complex
PRSMTNP contains the total number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores in the CPC complex assigned
for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated IFL cores.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:
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PRSMTNP is derived differently for different components: For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNP is
incremented by one for each physical IFL core found for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNP is incremented by one for each physical IFL core found for
the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 17.

Range of Value:

PRSMTNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of IFL cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores
PRSMTNSP contains the total number of physical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that can be shared across the
logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNSP is obtained by subtracting the Total IFL Dedicated Cores (PRSMTNDP) from the
Total IFL Cores in Complex (PRSMTNP).

Range of Value:

PRSMTNSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of IFL cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNSP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTNST contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active shared integrated facilities for Linux. This
includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical
partition. PRSMTNST does not include the dispatch times of dedicated IFL processors.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:
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PRSMTNST contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record
for logical partitions with shared IFL processors. MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS. This
field contains a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNST is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNST contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately.

For previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTNST is the overall utilization of the shared IFL processors from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable
PRSMTNUT contains the LPAR management time of all active integrated facilities for Linux that is not attributable to a
particular partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time
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Element Derivation:

PRSMTNUT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
the IFL processors of the PHYSICAL LPAR.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTNUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTNUT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNUT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTNVP contains the total number of shared logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores assigned to all LPARs in
the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the shared IFL core
pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     
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            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores      

Element Derivation:

PRSMTNVP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNVP is incremented by one for each logical IFL core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record does not contain the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTNVP is incremented by one for each logical IFL core when field
SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, does not contain the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTNVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of IFL cores in the CPC
complex, the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTNVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTNVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTSAT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of all active Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) in
the PR/SM LPAR complex. It does not include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

             PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable
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Element Derivation:

PRSMTSAT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable zIIP LPAR management time from the total zIIP LPAR
management time.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSAT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSAT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores
PRSMTSDP contains the total number of physical dedicated Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the PR/SM
LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSDP is derived differently for different components.
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For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSDP is incremented by one for each logical zIIP core when
field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSDP is incremented by one for each logical zIIP core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, contains the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTSDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time
PRSMTSDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs), both
shared and dedicated. This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time
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Element Derivation:

PRSMTSDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSDT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTSDT is the overall zIIP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even when in the wait state. This is because they are never
available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such
a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent,
values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a small amount of unattributable LPAR management
activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, as well as when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTSET contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs), minus
the time these processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a logical partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time
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             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSET contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSET is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSET contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTSET is the effective zIIP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTSMT is the total amount of Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) time used for LPAR management functions.
This includes the time used in support of individual logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record for zIIPs.

Range of Value:
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For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSMT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTSP - Total zIIP Cores in Complex
PRSMTSP contains the total number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores in the CPC complex
assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated zIIP cores.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex 

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSP is derived differently for different components: For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSP is
incremented by one for each physical zIIP core found for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSP is incremented by one for each physical zIIP core found for
the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 17.

Range of Value:

PRSMTSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores
PRSMTSSP contains the total number of physical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores that can be shared
across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSSP is obtained by subtracting the Total zIIP Dedicated Cores (PRSMTSDP) from the
Total zIIP Cores in Complex (PRSMTSP).

Range of Value:

PRSMTSSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSSP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.
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Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTSST contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active shared Integrated Information Processors
(zIIPs). This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the
logical partition. PRSMTSST does not include the dispatch times of dedicated zIIPs.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSST contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
logical partitions with shared zIIPs MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS. This field contains
a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSST is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSST contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTSST is the overall utilization of the shared zIIPs from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR management time
attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
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operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable
PRSMTSUT contains the LPAR management time of all active Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) that is not
attributable to a particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSUT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
the zIIPs of the PHYSICAL LPAR.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTSUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTSUT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSUT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.
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PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTSVP contains the total number of shared logical Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the
shared zIIP core pool.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores      

Element Derivation:

PRSMTSVP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSVP is incremented by one for each logical zIIP core when field
SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record does not contain the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTSVP is incremented by one for each logical zIIP core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, does not contain the hexadecimal
value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTSVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex, the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTSVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTSVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:
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• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time
PRSMTTDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active logical processors, both shared and dedicated.
This includes time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical
partition.

PRSMTTDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTTDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMTTDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of processors and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTTDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTTDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMTTDT is the overall logical processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even when in the wait state. This is because they are never
available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such
a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent,
values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a small amount of unattributable LPAR management
activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical processor dispatching may be event driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
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operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, and when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable
PRSMTUMT contains the LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTUMT contains the sum of the values of the field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record
when the logical partition name in field SMF70LPM is PHYSICAL.

Range of Value:

PRSMTUMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTUMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTUMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

There are two components of LPAR management time. The part that is attributable to the management of a specific
partition is recorded as part of that partition's logical processor measurements. When LPAR management time reporting
is in effect, an additional partition with the name "PHYSICAL" is presented in the CPU Activity record. The total dispatch
time for this partition, which is not included in the count of active partitions, represents the amount of time that a physical
processor was used for LPAR management, but could not be attributed to a particular partition.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTVP - Total Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTVP contains the number of shared logical cores of all core types in the PR/SM LPAR complex. This is not the
number of cores associated with a single LPAR. PRSMTVP is the total of all shared logical cores defined to all LPARS.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMAVP - Avg Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMMVP - Max Shared Logical Cores
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          PRSMNVP - Min Shared Logical Cores

          PRSMADP - Avg Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTVP is incremented by one, each time field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record does not contain the value 'FFFF' in hexadecimal.

Range of Value:

PRSMTVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of cores in the CPC complex,
the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight
PRSMTWGT contains the sum of the LPAR CP core weights for all logical partitions (LPARs) configured with shared
logical standard CP cores. This total value is used to calculate the share entitlement percentage that each individual LPAR
has for use of the physical CP cores in the shared CPC CP core pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: CPUBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight 

           LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight 

           LPRBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

           LPRPCCSC - Pct LPAR Weight CP Core Share

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight   

Element Derivation:
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PRSMTWGT is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, PRSMTWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for all logical partitions with shared CP cores.

For the VMC component, PRSMTWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the
Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, for all logical partitions with shared CP cores.

Range of Value:

PRSMTWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to 999 multiplied by the number of active partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTWGT contains the last value of PRSMTWGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
PRSMTZAT is the accumulation of the LPAR management times of all active Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) in the
PR/SM LPAR complex. It does not include LPAR management time that is not attributable to a particular partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

            PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

            PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time -Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZAT is calculated by subtracting the unattributable zAAP LPAR management time from the total zAAP LPAR
management time.

Range of Value:
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For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZAT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZAT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).
Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately.

For previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of
specific LPARs. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores
PRSMTZDP contains the number of physical dedicated Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the PR/SM LPAR
complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZDP is derived differently for different components.
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For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZDP is incremented by one for each logical zAAP core when
field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record contains the hexadecimal value 'FFFF' (65,535
decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZDP is incremented by one for each logical zAAP core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, contains the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTZDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZDP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time
PRSMTZDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active Application Assist Processors (zAAPs), both
shared and dedicated. This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

             PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

             PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective
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             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAPs.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZDT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZDT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTZDT is the overall zAAP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes LPAR management time attributable as well as processor wait time, if applicable.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

Dedicated processors are considered dispatched at all times, even when in the wait state. This is because they are never
available to dispatch a ready logical processor other than the one to which they are dedicated. The dispatch time for such
a processor is typically very close to being equal to the duration of the measurement interval (expressed as a percent,
values of 99.8% and higher are normal). The difference is due to a small amount of unattributable LPAR management
activity handled by the physical processor.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, as well as when processors are dedicated, dispatch time includes wait time.

PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective
PRSMTZET contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active Application Assist Processors (zAAPs), minus
the time these processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to a logical partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZET contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAPs.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZET is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZET contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTZET is the effective zAAP processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.
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PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time
PRSMTZMT is the total amount of Application Assist Processor (zAAP) time used for LPAR management functions. This
includes the time used in support of individual logical partitions as well as unattributable processor time.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO: PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

            PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

            PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

            PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time -Unattributable

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZMT contains the sum of the differences between fields SMF70PDT and SMF70EDT the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record for zAAPs.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZMT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZMT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTZP - Total zAAP Cores in Complex
PRSMTZP contains the total number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores in the CPC complex
assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature. This includes both shared and dedicated zAAP cores.

Type:
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Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores     

            PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

            PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

            PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

            PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

PRSMTIP is derived differently for different components: For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZP is
incremented by one for each physical zAAP core found for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZP is incremented by one for each physical zAAP core found
for the artificial logical partition named "PHYSICAL" in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 17.

Range of Value:

PRSMTZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores
PRSMTZSP contains the total number of physical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that can be shared across
the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores     

            PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

            PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

            PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZSP is obtained by subtracting the Total zAAP Dedicated Cores (PRSMTZDP) from the
Total zAAP Cores in Complex (PRSMTZP).

Range of Value:

PRSMTZSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZSP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared
PRSMTZST contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active shared Application Assist Processors (zAAPs).
This includes the time that processors were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical
partition. PRSMTZST does not include the dispatch times of dedicated zAAPs.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

             PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZST contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record
for logical partitions with shared zAAPs MICS detects dedicated processors by examining field SMF70BPS. This field
contains a hexadecimal value 'FFFF' when processors are dedicated.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZST is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZST contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

PRSMTZST is the overall utilization of the shared zAAPs from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR management time
attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.
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PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time -Unattributable
PRSMTZUT contains the LPAR management time of all active Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) that is not
attributable to a particular partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

             PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

             PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

             PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZUT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
the zAAPs of the PHYSICAL LPAR.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, PRSMTZUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, PRSMTZUT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZUT contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed separately. For
previous systems, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions in a special purpose
processor's pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP
processor's pool.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating processor
dispatch, and preparing dispatch to other logical processors.

There are two components of LPAR management time. One component is the time attributable to the management of a
specific LPAR. This time is recorded as part of each LPAR's logical-processor measurements. The other component is
LPAR management time that cannot be attributed to specific LPARs. When LPAR management time reporting is in effect,
this unattributable time is reported under a partition named PHYSICAL in the CPU activity record.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report LPAR management time separately from effective dispatch time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores
PRSMTZVP contains the total number of shared logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores assigned to all
LPARs in the PR/SM LPAR complex. These logical cores are dispatched by PR/SM across the physical cores in the
shared zAAP core pool.
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Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores     

            PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores     

            PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex     

            PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:

PRSMTZVP is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZVP is incremented by one for each logical zAAP core
when field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record does not contain the hexadecimal value
'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

For the VMC component, in the DETAIL timespan, PRSMTZVP is incremented by one for each logical zAAP core when
field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, does not contain the hexadecimal
value 'FFFF' (65,535 decimal).

Range of Value:

PRSMTZVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex, the number of logical partitions, and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

PRSMTZVP contains the sum of all values of PRSMTZVP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Typically, logical partitions in a PR/SM LPAR system share the core resources under the control of the LPAR dispatcher.
Any physical core from a specific core-type pool may be used to dispatch a logical core of the same type, thus allowing
for maximum utilization of the cores. It is possible, however, to define LPARs with dedicated cores that are not shared with
other LPARs.

Except for a small amount of time used for LPAR management functions, dedicated cores are constantly dispatched.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature
PRSMUSCT contains the number of measurement intervals when the CPC was executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMUSCT is set to 1 if bit 7 of field SMF7xFLG of any RMF record (SMF record types 70
through 79) is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, PRSMUSCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PRSMUSCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PRSMUSCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PRSMUSCT can be used to determine if other MICS data elements that have meaning only in PR/SM LPAR
environments are valid. This is especially useful when creating inquiries from the MICS database that may report on a
number of different operating environments that may or may not include PR/SM LPAR.

PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification
PRSMXTHD contains a value of one (1) if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter for the logical partition
is set to PROCVIEW CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading
(SMT). Otherwise PRSMXTHD contains a value of zero (0).

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

PRSMXTHD contains the value input from field SMF70MTID of the PR/SM Partition Data section in the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

PRSMXTHD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum ov one.

Summarization Process:

PRSMXTHD contains the maximum value of PRSMXTHD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight
PRSMZWGT contains the sum of the LPAR zAAP core weights for all logical partitions (LPARs) configured with shared
logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores. This total value is used to calculate the share entitlement percentage
that each individual LPAR has for use of the physical zAAP cores in the shared CPC zAAP core pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           LPRPCCSZ - Pct LPAR Weight zAAP Core Share

           LPRZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight     

           PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight 

           PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight    

Element Derivation:

PRSMZWGT is derived differently for different components.

For the RMF component, PRSMZWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for all logical partitions with shared zAAP cores.

For the VMC component, PRSMZWGT is computed by summing the values input from field SYTCUP_LCUCWGHT in the
Monitor Sample Record, Domain 0, Record 16, for all logical partitions with shared zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

PRSMZWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to 999 multiplied by the number of active partitions.

Summarization Process:

PRSMZWGT contains the last value of PRSMZWGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

fffABGCC contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred, to either the hardware group capacity
limit or to the hardware group name, for the the hardware group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element, applicable
to the the core type that is represented by the observation. RMFABGCC is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffABGCC data elements in the following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABGCC is the number of intervals where the change
occurred for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, for the core type that is identified by the IPUTYPE data
element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABGCC is the number of intervals where the change
occurred for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, for the core type that is identified by the
PRSMPRTP data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABGCC is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if bit 7 of field SMF70VPF is on in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section
of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. Otherwise fffABCCT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABCCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffABGCC contains the sum of all values of fffABGCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
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specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

fffABGCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute hardware group capacity limit was specified
for the hardware group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element, applicable to the the core type that is represented by
the observation. RMFABGCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABGCT data
elements in the following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABGCT is number of intervals where an absolute group
capacity limit was specified for the LPARs participating the hardware capacity group, applicable to the z/OS LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element and the core type identified by the IPUTYPE data element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABGCT is number of intervals where an absolute group
capacity limit was specified for the LPARs participating the hardware capacity group, applicable to the LPAR identified
by the PRSMLPNM data element and the core type identified by the PRSMPRTP data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABGCT is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if field SMF70HWGr_Cap_Limit in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section
of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record is non-zero. Otherwise fffABGCT is set to zero

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABGCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffABGCT contains the sum of all values of fffABGCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits
of the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group. The limits are
specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type
specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware group by
limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2
RMFDATA2 contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the enhanced Dynamic Address Translation
(DAT) 2 architecture was available on the system. The enhanced DAT architecture supports a page size of 1M and 2GB.
Unlike traditional 4K pages, large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore backed in real storage instead of
being paged out to auxiliary storage.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, RMFDATA2 is derived from field SMF71PRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type
71 subtype 1 record. When bit 7 of field SMF71PRF has a value of one (1), RMFDATA2 is set to a value of 1. Otherwise
RMFDATA2 is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

RMFDATA2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

Summarization Process:

RMFDATA2 contains the sum of all values of RMFDATA2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture
RMFDATAV contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the enhanced Dynamic Address Translation
(DAT) architecture was available on the system.

The enhanced DAT architecture supports a page size of 1MB. Unlike traditional 4K pages, large pages are treated as
fixed pages and are therefore backed in real storage instead of being paged out to auxiliary storage.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, RMFDATAV is derived from field SMF71PRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type
71 subtype 1 record. When bit 6 of field SMF71PRF has a value of one (1), RMFDATAV is set to a value of 1. Otherwise
RMFDATAV is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

RMFDATAV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

Summarization Process:

RMFDATAV contains the sum of all values of RMFDATAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator
RMFESAME indicates whether or not the system is running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, RMFESAME is derived from the SMFttPRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type tt record
(where tt ranges from 70 to 79). All RMF records will have the same value for this field since RMF reads it from a common
internal control block.

Range of Value:

RMFESAME can take on the value Y, meaning that the system is in z/Architecture mode during the interval; or N, meaning
otherwise.

Summarization Process:

RMFESAME contains the last value of RMFESAME processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config
RMFESCDR contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where there was an Enterprise System Connection
Director (ESCD) in the configuration.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMFxxPRF (where xx ranges from 70 to 79) of the SMF records written by RMF. When the bit is
on, there is an ESCON director in the configuration and the value of RMFESCDR is set to 1.
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Range of Value:

RMFESCDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

RMFESCDR contains the sum of all RMFESCDR values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON
RMFESCON contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the processor was enabled for Enterprise
System Connection (ESCON) architecture.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMFxxPRF (where xx ranges from 70 to 79) of the SMF records written by RMF. When the bit is
on, the processor is enabled for ESCON architecture and the value of RMFESCON is set to 1.

Range of Value:

RMFESCON ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

RMFESCON contains the sum of all RMFESCON values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset
RMFGMTOF represents the time difference between the local time and the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Subtracting this
value from the local time yields the equivalent GMT time.

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MUGDTOFF - GMT to Local Time Offset

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, RMFGMTOF is derived from the SMFttLGO field in the RMF Product section of the RMF Type tt record,
where "tt" ranges from 70 to 79. All RMF records for a given system will have the same value for this field since RMF
reads it from a common internal control block.

Range of Value:

RMFGMTOF is a SAS time value in the following range:
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    -12:00:00 to 12:00:00

Summarization Process:

RMFGMTOF contains the last value of RMFGMTOF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMFGMTOF can help in relating activities of systems located in geographically dispersed areas, where different time
zones are used.

RMFICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled

RMFICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled

fffICECT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was in effect for the logical CP cores
of the LPAR that is represented by the observation.

Initial capping, also know as "hard capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR.
The capping is controlled by PR/SM. When enabled, PR/SM prevents the dispatch of the LPAR logical cores beyond
the amount guaranteed by the LPAR weights defined for the core type, even during times when spare CPC capacity is
available.

RMFICECT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffICECT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUICECT is number of intervals where initial capping was in effect for the logical
general purpose CP cores of the z/OS LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCICECT is number of intervals where initial capping was in effect
for the logical general purpose CP cores of the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight 

           LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

           LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled  

           LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled  

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPECT - Intvls with Initial Capping Enabled   

           RMFICCCT - Intvls with Init CP Cap Status Change

           RMFICDCT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Disabled

           RMFISECT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Enabled  

           RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffICECT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUICECT is set to to one (1) if data element IPUCPECT has a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCICECT is set to to one (1) if data element VPACPECT has a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffICECT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

fffICECT contains the sum of all values of fffICECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare fffICECT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical CP cores were subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals that
contributed to the observation.

With initial capping enabled for one or more core types assigned to an LPAR, the dispatch time allowed for those core
types is limited to the LPAR relative share for each core type, regardless of the availability of the CPC physical cores.

Refer to data elements CPUBPS and LPCBPS for additional information about the LPAR's CP core weight and how it is
used to determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared CP core pool that is guaranteed for use by the
LPAR.

Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

RMFIML - I/O Measurement Level
RMFIML contains the I/O measurement level that indicates the type of processor complex on which the RMF data was
collected.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMFIML contains the value from field SMF7xIML (where x ranges from 0 to 9) from the RMF Product Section of SMF
record types 70 through 79.

Range of Value:

RMFIML can contain the following value:

    03 - 9672 or zSeries

Summarization Process:

RMFIML contains the last value of RMFIML encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFIZDCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Disabled

RMFIZDCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Disabled

fffIZDCT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping not enabled for the logical zAAP
cores of the LPAR that is represented by the observation.
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Initial capping, also know as "hard capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR and
the capping is controlled by PR/SM. When disabled, PR/SM will dispatch the LPAR logical cores beyond the amount
guaranteed by the weights defined for the core type at times of low contention.

RMFIZDCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffIZDCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUIZDCT is number of intervals where initial capping was not enabled for the
logical zAAP cores of the z/OS LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCIZDCT is number of intervals where initial capping was not
enabled for the logical zAAP cores of the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           LPCIIDCT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Disabled 

           LPCINDCT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Disabled 

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFCPDCT - Intvls with Initial Capping Disabled  

           RMFICDCT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Disabled   

           RMFISDCT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Disabled 

           RMFIZCCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Cap Status Change

           RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffIZDCT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUIZDCT is set to to one (1) if data element IPUCPDCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCIZDCT is set to to one (1) if data element VPACPDCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffIZDCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

fffIZDCT contains the sum of all values of fffIZDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare fffIZDCT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical zAAP cores were not subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals
that contributed to the observation.

When initial capping, also known as "hard" capping, is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the
amount of dispatch time available to the virtual cores of any particular LPAR partition unless there is contention for that
core type other LPARs. With contention, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on the processor relative share
for each core type.

Refer to data elements CPUZPBPS and LPCZPBPS for additional information about the LPAR's zAAP core weight and
how it is used to determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared zAAP core pool that is guaranteed for use
by the LPAR.
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Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

RMFIZECT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Enabled

fffIZECT contains the number of measurement intervals where initial (hard) capping was in effect for the logical zAAP
cores of the LPAR that is represented by the observation.

Initial capping, also know as "hard capping" can be enabled (or not) for each virtual core type assigned to an LPAR.
The capping is controlled by PR/SM. When enabled, PR/SM prevents the dispatch of the LPAR logical cores beyond
the amount guaranteed by the LPAR weights defined for the core type, even during times when spare CPC capacity is
available.

RMFIZECT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffIZECT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUIZECT is number of intervals where initial capping was in effect for the logical zAAP cores of the z/
OS LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCIZECT is number of intervals where initial capping was in effect
for the logical zAAP cores of the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           LPCIIECT - Intvls with Init ICF Capping Enabled  

           LPCINECT - Intvls with Init IFL Capping Enabled  

           LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           RMFCPECT - Intvls with Initial Capping Enabled   

           RMFICECT - Intvls with Init CP Capping Enabled    

           RMFISECT - Intvls with Init zIIP Capping Enabled  

           RMFIZCCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Cap Status Change

           RMFIZDCT - Intvls with Init zAAP Capping Disabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffIZECT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUIZECT is set to to one (1) if data element
IPUCPECT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCIZECT is set to to one (1) if data element
VPACPECT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffIZECT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

fffIZECT contains the sum of all values of fffIZECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Compare fffIZECT to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) to see the number of RMF recording
intervals where the LPAR's logical zAAP cores were subject to hard capping, compared to the total number of intervals
that contributed to the observation.

With initial capping enabled for one or more core types assigned to an LPAR, the dispatch time allowed for those core
types is limited to the LPAR relative share for each core type, regardless of the availability of the CPC physical cores.

Refer to data elements CPUZPBPS and LPCZPBPS for additional information about the LPAR's zAAP core weight and
how it is used to determine the percent of the CPC physical cores in the shared zAAP core pool that is guaranteed for use
by the LPAR.

Other capping techniques besides initial capping are available to control LPAR dispatching, such as defined capacity (soft
capping) and absolute capping.

RMFM2ID - RMF Monitor II Session ID
The session identifier used by the RMF Monitor II background session that gathered this data.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF79SES in the RMF/SMF Type 79 Monitor II Activity Records.

Range of Value:

For example, "AB", if this Monitor II session had been started with the console operator command

                MODIFY RMF.RMF,START AB,MEMBER(YZ)

Summarization Process:

RMFM2ID contains the last value of RMFM2ID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The session ID can be used to distinguish among data reported by background sessions that use different sets of
collection specifications.

RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name
The name of the measurement subsystem that generated the data in this record.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF79RID in the RMF/SMF Type 79 Monitor II Activity Records.

Range of Value:

For example, "ARD", "SRCS", or "DDMN".
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Summarization Process:

RMFM2RID contains the last value of RMFM2RID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The values match the names of the panels displayed during a Monitor II foreground session.

RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time
RMFM2SST is the RMF Monitor II snap shot start time.

Caution should be exercised when using this data element for reasons explained under ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

             RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

Element Derivation:

The RMF/SMF Monitor II Activity record type 79 data sources from which this data element is derived are at some levels
of RMF either incorrect or somewhat problematical. When possible, MICS attempts to circumvent the RMF inaccuracies
by deriving the data from other fields.

Range of Value:

The value of RMFM2SST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RMFM2SST contains the value of the last occurrence of RMFM2SST in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator
RMFPVCOR indicates the status of the PROCVIEW parameter status in the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) member. If the
PROCVIEW parameter value is CORE or CORE,CPU_OK, then RMFPVCOR contains a value of one (1). Otherwise,
RMFPVCOR contains a zero (0).

Type:

Common, maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: Not applicable

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, RMFPVCOR is set to a value of one (1) if the Logical Core Data section is present in the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

RMFPVCOR contains a value of zero or one.

Summarization Process:

RMFPVCOR contains the maximum value of RMFPVCOR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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RMFPVCOR is used by the MICS CPU Activity Report inquiry to determine how to format the report. If RMFPVCOR is 1,
the report is generated with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) information. If RMFPVCOR is 0, the report is generated
without SMT information.

RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

fffSAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zIIP
cores.

RMFSAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSAACT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUSAACT is set to one (1) if data element IPUABSCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSAACT is set to one (1) if data element VPAABSCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that are
assigned to the LPAR.

If no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSAACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:
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In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffSAACT contains the sum of all values of fffSAACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of
the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM
reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the LPAR.

RMFSABGL - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

RMFSABGL - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

fffSABGL is the absolute hardware group capacity limit for use of zIIP cores, for the hardware group identified by the
PRSMHGNM data element. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of cores.

RMFSABGL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSABGL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSABGL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used by the LPARs
participating in the hardware group, applicable to the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSABGL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used
by the LPARs participating in the hardware group, applicable to the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSABGL is populated as follows:
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• HARCPU file: CPUSABGL is set equal to the value of data element IPUABGLM for the zIIP cores that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSABGL is set equal to the value of data element VPAABGLM for the zIIP cores that are assigned to
the LPAR.

IF no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSABSL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

fffSABSL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

fffSABGL contains the last value of fffSABGL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits of
the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the
core type specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware
group by limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

fffSABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zIIP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.

RMFSABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used
by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit
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           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSABSL is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUSABSL is set equal to the value of data element IPUABSLM for any zIIP cores that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSABSL is set equal to the value of data element VPAABSLM for any zIIP cores that are assigned to
the LPAR.

IF no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSABSL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

fffSABSL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

fffSABSL contains the last value of fffSABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of
the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM
reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the LPAR.

RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffSACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity limit
specified for zIIP cores.

RMFSACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSACCT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUSACCT is set to one (1) if data element IPUABCCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSACCT is set to one (1) if data element VPAABCCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that are
assigned to the LPAR.

If no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSACCT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffSACCT contains the sum of all values of fffSACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of
the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM
reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the LPAR.

RMFSAGCC - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Group Chg

RMFSAGCC - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Group Chg

fffSAGCC contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred, to either the hardware group capacity
limit for zIIP cores, or to the hardware group name, for the hardware group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element.

RMFSAGCC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSAGCC data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSAGCC is number of intervals where the change occurred for the LPARs
participating the hardware capacity group, applicable to the z/OS LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSAGCC is number of intervals where the change occurred
for the LPARs participating the hardware capacity group, applicable to the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data
element.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSAGCC is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUSAGCC is set to one (1) if data element IPUABGCC has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSAGCC is set to one (1) if data element VPAABGCC has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

IF no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSAGCC is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSAGCC is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffSAGCC contains the sum of all values of fffSAGCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits of
the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the
core type specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware
group by limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

RMFSAGCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

fffSAGCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute hardware group capacity limit was specified
for zIIP cores, applicable to all LPARs participating in the hardware group identified by the PRSMHGNM data element.
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RMFSAGCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSAGCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSAGCT is the number of intervals where an absolute group capacity limit was specified for the zIIP cores assigned to the LPARs participating the
hardware capacity group, applicable to the z/OS LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSAGCT
is the number of intervals where an absolute group capacity limit was specified for the zIIP cores assigned to the
LPARs participating the hardware capacity group, applicable to the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIABGL - Absolute Group Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIAGCC - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCIAGCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           LPCNABGL - Absolute Group Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNAGCC - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Group Chg

           LPCNAGCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           PRSMHGNM - Hardware Capacity Group Name

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABGCC - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Change

           RMFABGCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Group Limit

           RMFABGLM - Absolute Group Limit for Core Use

           RMFCABGL - Absolute Group Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCAGCC - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Group Chg

           RMFCAGCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Grp Limit  

           RMFSABGL - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Grp Limit

           RMFSAGCC - Absolute Group Limit for zIIP Core Use

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSAGCT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUSAGCT is set to one (1) if data element IPUABGCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCSAGCT is set to one (1) if data element
VPAABGCT has a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

If no zIIP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffSAGCT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSAGCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffSAGCT contains the sum of all values of fffSAGCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the z13 CPC, IBM supports the assignment of LPARs to hardware groups, and the specification of limits of
the use of each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, IFL, etc.) by the LPARs participating in the hardware group.
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The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of cores, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of the
core type specified, can be used simultaneously by the LPARs in the group. PR/SM manages the LPARs in a hardware
group by limiting the dispatch time slices allowed for the logical cores to remain under the specified limit.

RMFSBST - Intvls with Speed Boost Active

RMFSBST - Intvls with Speed Boost Active

fffSBST contains a value of one (1) or zero (0) in the DETAIL timespan. A value of one indicates that a speed boost
occurred during an IPL or a system shutdown.

RMFSBST is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSBST data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSBST is the number of intervals where a speed boost occurred, during an IPL
or shutdown, for the sub-capacity logical CP cores belonging to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) file, IPUSBST is the number of intervals where a speed boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the sub-capacity logical CP processor with address IPUADDR, belonging to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSBST is the number of intervals where a speed boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the sub-capacity logical CP cores belonging to the LPAR identified by PRSMLPNM.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity (HARVPA) file, VPASBST is the number of intervals where a speed boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the sub-capacity logical CP core with address VPAADDR, belonging to the LPAR
identified by PRSMLPNM.

• In the Service Definition (WLMSDE) file, SDESBST is the number of intervals where a speed boost occurred, during an
IPL or shutdown, for the sub-capacity logical CP cores, for the service definition identified by WLMSDFNM, on the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFBCIPL - Intvls with Boost During IPL

           RMFBCSD  - Intvls with Boost During Shutdown

           RMFZBST  - Intvls with zIIP Boost Active

           SYSID    - System Identifier

           WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

Element Derivation:

fffSBST is populated from different raw data fields based on the MICS database file:

• HARCPU and WLMSDE files: CPUSBST and SDESBST are populated based on the contents of field SMF70FLA in
the RMF Product Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, and type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity
record. When bit 10 contains a one (1) CPUSBST and SDESBST are set to a value of one (1). Otherwise they are set
to zero (0).

• HARVPA and HARIPU files: VPASBST and IPUSBST are populated based on the contents of field SMF70_BoostInfo
in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for the logical CP
cores assigned to the LPAR. When bit one (1) contains a one (1), VPASBST and IPUSBST are set to a value of one
(1). Otherwise they are set to zero (0).

• HARLPC file: LPCSBST is set to a value of one (1) if VPASBST contains a value of one for any logical CP core
belonging to the LPAR. Otherwise LPCSBST is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:
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fffSBST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSBST contains the sum of all values of fffSBST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffSBST shows the number of intervals where a speed boost was in effect during an IPL or system shutdown. Beginning
with the IBM z15 CPC, certain core types can be temporarily "boosted" during an IPL or system shutdown to speed up the
process. Two types of boosts are available:

• A speed boost is available for LPARs with logical CP cores, running on a sub-capacity CPC model, where the CP
cores operate at a throttled cycle speed. For the duration of the speed boost, CP cores operate at the maximum cycle
speed.

• A zIIP boost is available for LPARs with logical zIIP cores. For the duration of the zIIP boost, zIIP cores can execute
instructions normally executed on CP cores.

RMFSRL - SMF Record Level Change Number
RMFSRL contains the SMF record level change number, which allows conditional processing of RMF records that may
have been modified within a single release of the RMF program product that created them. The exact meaning of the field
varies with the version and release number.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

RMFSRL contains the value from field SMF7xSRL (where x ranges from 0 to 9) of SMF record types 70 through 79, or all
records written by RMF.

Range of Value:

RMFSRL can contain any integer.

Summarization Process:

RMFSRL is not summarized because the RMFSRL element is only present in the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

MICS makes use of RMFSRL during the processing of the raw RMF records in order to determine if RMF maintenance
level dependent measurements are present or not.

RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available
RMFSUPAV contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where zIIP processors were available on the system.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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At the detail level, RMFSUPAV is derived from the SMFttPRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type tt record
(where tt ranges from 70 to 79). All RMF records will have the same value for this field since RMF reads it from a common
internal control block.

Range of Value:

RMFSUPAV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

Summarization Process:

RMFSUPAV contains the sum of all values of RMFSUPAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF
RMFSYNCH contains the number of measurement intervals where the writing of RMF records was synchronized with
SMF interval accounting.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS examines bit 3 of field SMF7xFLA (where x may be any value from 0 to 9). In the DETAIL timespan, RMFSYNCH is
set to 1 if the bit is on or to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, RMFSYNCH's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, RMFSYNCH ranges
from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

RMFSYNCH contains the sum of all values of RMFSYNCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Synchronizing RMF recording with SMF interval accounting simplifies and improves the ability to correlate the resource
utilization measurements made by RMF with resource consumption measurements in the SMF type 30 records processed
by the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

RMFVER - RMF Version Number
RMFVER contains the version and release levels of the Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) that collected the
measurement.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

             RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

Element Derivation:
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RMFVER contains the value input from field SMF7nMFV of all RMF records, types 70 through 79, and all subtypes.

Range of Value:

RMFVER can contain any combination of 3 alphanumeric characters, with the following restrictions:

  RMFVER     z/OS Version

  ------     -------------

    794          2.3

    792          2.2

    790          2.1

    780          1.13

    770          1.12

    760          1.11

    750          1.10

    719          1.9

    718          1.8

    717          1.7

    715          1.6

                 1.5

Summarization Process:

RMFVER contains the last value of RMFVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The RMF software level is important because the precise meaning of a measurement or the interpretation of its value
might vary with the collecting tool. The RMFVER value should, in almost all cases, match the z/OS version listed for it in
RANGE OF VALUE. An incorrect RMF version will usually not execute successfully in a given system.

RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

fffZAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zAAP
cores.

RMFZAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffZAACT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUZAACT is set to one (1) if data element IPUABSCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCZAACT is set to one (1) if data element VPAABSCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

If no zAAP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffZAACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffZAACT contains the sum of all values of fffZAACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of
the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM
reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the LPAR.

RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

fffZABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zAAP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.

RMFZABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be
used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffZABSL is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUZABSL is set equal to the value of data element IPUABSLM for any zAAP cores that are assigned
to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCZABSL is set equal to the value of data element VPAABSLM for any zAAP cores that are assigned
to the LPAR.

IF no zAAP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffZABSL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

fffZABSL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255, or contains a missing value if the LPAR has no zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

fffZABSL contains the last value of fffZABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR.

The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean that no more than 2.75 cores, of
the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the absolute capacity limit, PR/SM
reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the LPAR.
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RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffZACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity limit
specified for zAAP cores. RMFZACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fffZACCT data elements in the following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type     

           LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

           LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

           LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

           LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type     

           RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg     

           RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit     

           RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

           RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

           RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

           RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

           RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

           RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

           SYSID    - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffZACCT is populated as follows:

• HARCPU file: CPUZACCT is set to one (1) if data element IPUABCCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR.

• HARLPC file: LPCZACCT is set to one (1) if data element VPAABCCT has a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

If no zAAP cores are assigned to the LPAR, fffZACCT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffZACCT contains the last value of fffZACCT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Beginning with the zEC12 CPC, IBM supports the specification of absolute capping limits for each core type (e.g., CP,
zIIP, IFL, etc.) defined to an LPAR. The limits are specified in units of 1/100th of a core, for example 2.75 would mean
that no more than 2.75 cores, of the core type specified, can be dispatched for the LPAR simultaneously. To enforce the
absolute capacity limit, PR/SM reduces the number of time slices available for the logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available
RMFZAPAV contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where zAAP processors were available on the system.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, RMFZAPAV is derived from the SMFttPRF field in the RMF Product section of the SMF type tt record
(where tt ranges from 70 to 79). All RMF records will have the same value for this field since RMF reads it from a common
internal control block.

Range of Value:

RMFZAPAV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

Summarization Process:

RMFZAPAV contains the sum of all values of RMFZAPAV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RMFZBST - Intvls with zIIP Boost Active

RMFZBST - Intvls with zIIP Boost Active

fffZBST contains a value of one (1) or zero (0) in the DETAIL timespan. A value of one indicates that a zIIP boost occurred
during an IPL or system shutdown.

RMFZBST is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZBST data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZBST is the number of intervals where a zIIP boost occurred, during an IPL or
shutdown, for the zIIP cores belonging to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) file, IPUZBST is the number of intervals where a zIIP boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the logical zIIP processor with address IPUADDR, belonging to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZBST is the number of intervals where a zIIP boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the logical zIIP cores belonging to the LPAR identified by PRSMLPNM.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity (HARVPA) file, VPAZBST is the number of intervals where a zIIP boost occurred,
during an IPL or shutdown, for the logical zIIP core with address VPAADDR, belonging to the LPAR identified by
PRSMLPNM.

• In the Service Definition (WLMSDE) file, SDEZBST is the number of intervals where a zIIP boost occurred, during
an IPL or shutdown, for logical zIIP cores, for the service definition identified by WLMSDFNM, on the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

           RMFBCIPL - Intvls with Boost During IPL

           RMFBCSD  - Intvls with Boost During Shutdown

           RMFSBST  - Intvls with Speed Boost Active

           SYSID    - System Identifier

           WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

Element Derivation:

fffZBST is populated from different raw data fields based on the MICS database file:

• HARCPU and WLMSDE files: CPUZBST and SDEZBST are populated based on the contents of field SMF70FLA in
the RMF Product Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, and type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity
record. When bit 9 contains a one (1) CPUZBST and SDEZBST are set to a value of one (1). Otherwise they are set to
zero (0).

• HARVPA and HARIPU files: VPAZBST and IPUZBST are populated based on the contents of field SMF70_BoostInfo
in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for the logical zIIP
cores assigned to the LPAR. When bit zero (0) contains a one (1), VPAZBST and IPUZBST are set to a value of one
(1). Otherwise they are set to zero (0).

• HARLPC file: LPCZBST is set to a value of one (1) if VPAZBST contains a value of one for any logical zIIP core
belonging to the LPAR. Otherwise LPCZBST is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

fffZBST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffZBST contains the sum of all values of fffZBST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffZBST shows the number of intervals where a zIIP boost was in effect during an IPL or system shutdown. Beginning with
the IBM z15 CPC, certain core types can be temporarily "boosted" during an IPL or system shutdown to speed up the
process. Two types of boosts are available:

A speed boost is available for LPARs with logical CP cores, running on a sub-capacity CPC model, where the CP cores
operate at a throttled cycle speed. For the duration of the speed boost, CP cores operate at the maximum cycle speed.

A zIIP boost is available for LPARs with logical zIIP cores. For the duration of the zIIP boost, zIIP cores can execute
instructions normally executed on CP cores.
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SAMPLES - Number of Samples
RMF monitors the status of many system facilities by means of sampling. On a regular basis, typically one or more times
a second, RMF checks for particular conditions, such as whether an I/O device is allocated or not. If the condition is true,
RMF increments a counter for that condition. At the end of the RMF recording interval, the total number of times RMF
took samples and the values of the sampled status counters are included in the RMF records written to the SMF file.
SAMPLES contains the total number of times that RMF took samples. It is necessary to know this value to be able to
calculate averages and percentages based on the sampled states.

Every MICS RMF database file that contains sample count statistics has a data element named fffRSMP, where "fff" is
the file identifier, such as "DVA" for the Device Activity File. It is absolutely necessary to use the fffRSMP data elements
whenever files are combined by means of the MERGE with BY facility in SAS and calculations are then made based
on sample counts. DO NOT USE the data element SAMPLES. Due to skipped samples, the value of the common data
element SAMPLES in different files may vary in records covering the same period of time. Since the value of any SAS
variable whose name is found in more than one input file is determined by its value in the last input file found in the
MERGE statement, the ability to recompute sampled statistics for data elements in other than this last file is lost. With
the use of the fffRSMP data elements, whose identity and value are not lost during the MERGE, these computations are
possible. Be sure to use the correct one: the file prefix of both the measurement and the sample count data elements
must match.

See the description for the fffRSMP data element for more information.

Under VM, SAMPLES contains the number of high-frequency samples performed during the measurement interval. You
can specify the high-frequency sample rate via the INTERVAL operand of the MONITOR command.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CYCLETM  - Sampling Time Cycle Length

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             fffRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples (for file "fff")

Element Derivation:

In the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, the derivation

depends on the record type and subtype:

• record types 70, 71, 74, 75, 76, and 78 subtypes 1 and 3, SAMPLES is read directly from field SMFnnSAM in the RMF
Product Section of SMF record types 70, 71, 74, 75, 76, and 78, where "nn" is the record type.

• type 73 Channel Path Activity records, it is read directly from field SMF73SMP in the channel path control section. This
is the number of times that the system resource manager (SRM) issued the STCPS command (Store Channel Path
Status) to determine whether a channel path was busy.

• type 76 RMF Trace records, whose information is stored in the SCPTRC file, if the entire sample set is recorded (true if
TRCTYPE is "S"), the value of SAMPLES is the number of samples in the set, usually 60. If only the interval values are
stored (true if TRCTYPE is "I"), the value of samples is derived in the same manner as the other RMF records.

• type 78 subtype 2 Virtual Storage records, the value of SAMPLES that is stored in the System file (SCPVSM) is read
from field SMF78SAM in the RMF Product section. The value of SAMPLES that is stored in the Virtual Storage Private
Usage (SCPVSU) file is read directly from field R782SAMP in the Private Area data section. This value reflects the fact
that RMF does not scan private areas of jobs that are swapped out, and does not sample individual jobs at the same
rate as it samples other conditions. This reduces the overhead associated with virtual storage monitoring.

Six SNT files contain SAMPLES elements. In the SNTNAC file, SAMPLES represents the number of times that thresholds
for either Network Session Accounting or Network Gateway Accounting were met in the NPALU (NCP) and sent to either
NetSpy or NPM. In the SNTNSV, NVSLSY, SNTNLL, NVSRTM, and NVSNSA files, SAMPLES represents the number
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of times the session monitor accounting and availability measurement function of NetView wrote an accounting and
availability data collection record to the external log.

Range of Value:

SAMPLES ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds. During processing of the raw RMF
records during the MICS DAILY update job, if the value of SAMPLES found in the record is zero for files where a valid
SAMPLES value is expected, the record is not processed.

Summarization Process:

SAMPLES contains the sum of all SAMPLES values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The number of RMF samples taken during a measurement interval is determined by the sampling rate and the interval
length. For RMF, the sampling rate is specified by means of the CYCLE parameter, and the interval length is specified by
means of the INTERVAL parameter. However, in the summarized files such as HARDTA and SCPLCU, SAMPLES is set
to the value of all SAMPLES occurrences in all the records which are being summarized at the DETAIL level and above.
For example, SAMPLES in a single HARDTA record is the sum of SAMPLES for each of the HARDVA records for that
time interval and devices of that type. For this reason, SAMPLES may be much larger than the DURATION and the RMF
CYCLE parameter predict.

The confidence, in the statistical sense of that term, which you may have in a measurement is related to the number of
samples from which it is derived. There is a short discussion of this matter in the section "INTERVAL and CYCLE Options"
in the RMF Reference and User's Guide.

In z/OS, the value of the SAMPLES field can and should be used to recover the raw counts which were processed into the
percentage or average values in these MICS files. If you must combine percentage or average values, you should use the
recovered raw sums or counts and the value of SAMPLES as part of the calculation to avoid the "average of averages"
problem when the averages did not cover exactly the same time frames.

SCMID - Storage Class Memory ID

SCMID - Storage Class Memory ID

SCMID identifies the Storage Class Memory (SCM) resource.

For IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, where SCM was implemented using PCIe Flash Express features, SCMID is the
concatenation of the SCM Resource ID (4 hex characters) and SCM Part ID (four hex characters).

For IBM z14 and later CPCs, SCM is implemented using Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) and SCMID contains "VFM".

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:   SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

            SCMPID   - Storage Class Memory Part ID      

            SCMRID   - Storage Class Memory Resource ID

Element Derivation:

For data generated on IBM z13 and earlier CPCs, SCMID is populated by concatenating the four character hexadecimal
values from fields R7410CRID and R7410CPID in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement section
of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics record.

For IBM z14 and later CPCs, where bit 0 of field R7410FLG in the same section and record contains a value of one (1),
indicating that the SCM resource type is Virtual Flash Memory, SCMID is populated with "VFM".

Range of Value:
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SCMID contains "VFM" or eight hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

SCMID contains the last value of SCMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCSID - Device Subchannel Set ID
SCSID contains the identifier of the subchannel set to which the channel path for the device is attached.

This RMF component common data element appears in a number of RMF component files.  Review the ELEMENT
DERIVATION section for the file list and various SMF record sources.          

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVNUM   - Device Number                                                 

Element Derivation:

SCSID contains the value input from a variety of fields, depending on the MICS file:

NOTE

: Beginning with z/OS 2.1, IBM provided the Device Subchannel Set ID in the SMF 74-1 Device Activity record,
used to populate the HARDVA file. With z/OS 2.3, IBM added this metric to other SMF record types. In most
cases, the Subchannel Set ID is zero (0). Therefore, for files other than HARDVA, when data is processed from
z/OS releases prior to z/OS 2.3, SCSID is assigned a default value of zero instead of a missing value. Be aware
that for z/OS releases prior to z/OS 2.3, if your site uses multiple subchannel sets, the SCSID value might be
inaccurate (e.g., shows a value of 0 instead of 1) for some devices in files other than the HARDVA file.

• HARCVA - Cache Volume Activity File
                  74-5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record
                  Cache Device Data Section, field R745DFL4 bits 2-3

• HARDVA - Device Activity File
                  74-1 Device Activity record
                  Device Data Section, field SMF74SCS

• HARELS - ESS Link Statistics File
• HARERS - ESS Rank Statistics File
• HARXPS - ESS Extent Pool Statistics File

                  74-8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record
                  Control Data Section, field R748CSCS 

• HARRRA - RAID Rank Activity File
                  74-5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record
                  RAID Rank/Extent Pool Data Section, field R7451SCS

• HARRSV - Hardware Reserve Activity File
                  79-6 Reserve Data record
                  SENQR Data Section, field R796SCS

• SCPPSD - Page Data Set Activity File
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                  75-1 RMF Page Data Set Activity
                  Page Data Set Data Section, field SMF75SCS

Range of Value:

SCSID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. In files other than the
HARDVA Device Activity file, SCSID contains a value of zero for z/OS LPARs running z/OS 2.2 or earlier.     

Summarization Process:

For the HARCVA and HARDVA files, SCSID is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within
a file based on the timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized. For other files where SCSID is not a
summarization key, SCSID contains the last value of SCSID processed in the level of summarization. 

Usage Notes:

To support the increasing need for alias Parallel Access Volume (PAV) device definitions, IBM provides up to 4
SubChannel Set IDs (0-3), each supporting the definition of approximately 64K device addresses. 

You are permitted to use the same device number in different subchannel sets to represent different devices. Therefore, it
is necessary to examine both SCSID and DEVNUM (Device Number) to uniquely describe a device.         

In both MICS and IBM RMF Post Processor reports where individual device numbers were historically printed as
four character HEX values (e.g., 3DF2), beginning with z/OS 2.3, device numbers are displayed as five character HEX
values (e.g., 03DF2), where the first character is the Device SubChannel Set ID.              

SWAPNAME - Swap Reason
SWAPNAME contains the reason for an address space swap.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWAPNAME is set to a missing value.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 27.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEES - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGEXS - Exchange Swaps

             PAGIRS - In-Real Swaps

             PAGISP - Improve System Paging Rate

             PAGISU - Improve Central Stg. Usage

             PAGLWS - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGNRS - Request Swaps

             PAGRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User

             PAGRSS - Real Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTIS - Termwait Input Log Swapout Candidates

             PAGTOS - Termwait Output Log Swapout Candidates

             PAGTXS - Transition Swaps

             PAGULS - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS sets the swap reason name based on the relative offset of the Swapping Activity Data section in the SMF type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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SWAPNAME contains a missing value, or any of the following:

    APPC WAIT STORAGE SHORTAGE

    AUXILIARY STORAGE SHORTAGE

    DETECTED WAIT

    ENQUEUE EXCHANGE

    EXCHANGE ON RECOMMENDATION

    IMPROVE CENTRAL STG. USAGE

    IMPROVE SYSTEM PAGING RATE

    IN-REAL SWAP

    LONG WAIT

    OMVS INPUT WAIT

    OMVS OUTPUT WAIT

    REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE

    REQUESTED

    ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED USER

    TERMINAL INPUT WAIT

    TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT

    TRANSITION TO NON-SWAPPABLE

    UNILATERAL

Summarization Process:

SWAPNAME contains the last value of SWAPNAME encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Further explanation of each swap reason can be found in the corresponding data dictionary entry for the Paging Activity
(SCPPAG) file's fields referenced above.

TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCAVLAT contains the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group
(TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are expressed in
millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;
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 WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE         TGCAVLAT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

TGCAVLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCAVLAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

TGCAVTMC contains the average amount of memory used by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group
(TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

           TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use        

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCAVTMC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS AND TGCTMSMP THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOTMC GT 0) TGCAVTMC=TGCTOTMC/(TGCTMSMP*INTERVLS);

 WHEN (TGCTOTMC EQ 0) TGCAVTMC=0;

 OTHERWISE            TGCAVTMC=.;

END;

ELSE TGCAVTMC=.;

Range of Value:

TGCAVTMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCAVTMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs) are defined, a maximum amount of memory that can be used by workloads
belonging to the TRG can be specified. You can compare TGCAVTMC to the specified memory limit for a TRG to see if
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the actual use is at or near the specified limit. If so, you should monitor TRG workloads to see if performance is being
impacted by memory use restrictions.

TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMNLAT contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant
Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are
expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TGCMNLAT is set equal to TGCAVLAT. TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE         TGCAVLAT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

TGCMNLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCMNLAT contains the minimum value of TGCMNLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMXLAT contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant
Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are
expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO: CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TGCMXLAT is set equal to TGCAVLAT. TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE         TGCAVLAT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

TGCMXLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCMXLAT contains the maximum value of TGCMXLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCTOLAT contains the four-hour rolling average of processor service units consumed by transactions that belong to the
Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units
are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

In the DETAIL timespan, TGCTOLAT represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, TGCTOLAT is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs
(TGCAVLAT).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

Element Derivation:
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TGCTOLAT contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_LAC in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOLAT contains the sum of all values of TGCTOLAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

TGCTOTCP contains the total number of service units consumed on general purpose CP cores by transactions that
belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTCP contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUCP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTCP contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

TGCTOTSU contains the total number of service units consumed on Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group
(TRGGROUP).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

          TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTSU contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUSUP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTSU contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

TGCTOTZA contains the total number of service units consumed on Application Assist (zAAP) cores by transactions that
belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

          TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTZA contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUIFA in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTZA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTZA contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTZA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

TRGGROUP contains the name of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG). TRG's allow for the metering and optional capping
of workloads associated with IBM's tailored fit pricing solutions. A TRG is similar to a WLM Resource Group, but while
Resource Groups are associated with WLM Service Classes, TRG's are associated with Tenant Report Classes and a 64
byte solution ID provided by IBM.

Like Resource Groups, TRGs are defined with minimum and/or maximum capacity entitlements for both CPU utilization,
and optionally, a restriction on memory use.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

           TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

           TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

           TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

           WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

           WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

           WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

TRGGROUP contains the value input from different record type fields, depending on the MICS file:

• HARTGC - Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity File 70-1 CPU Activity record, Tenant Resource Group section, field
SMF70_TRG_NAME.

• WLMTGP - Tenant Resource Group File 72-3 Workload Activity file, Resource Group Section, field R723GGNM.

Range of Value:

TRGGROUP can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

TRGGROUP contains the value of the last TRGGROUP encountered.

Usage Notes:

Up to 32 Tenant Resource Groups can be defined to a WLM Service Definition.

WLMCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type

WLMCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type

fffCAPTP describes the CPU entitlement type and scope of the resource group or tenant resource group. The entitlement
can be expressed in terms of CPU service units, MSUs/hour, percentage of standard CP processor units, or as a
percentage of the LPAR share. In addition, the entitlement can be system-wide or sysplex wide

WLMCAPTP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCAPTP data elements in the
following database files as follows:
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• In the Resource Group (WLMRGP) file, RGPCAPTP describes the capacity entitlement type for the resource group
identified by the Resource Group Name (WLMGROUP) data element.

• In the Tenant Resource Group (WLMTGP) file, TGPCAPTP describes the capacity entitlement type for the tenant
resource group identified by the Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) data element.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO:  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

           WLMMEMLI - Group Memory Limit (GB)                                  

           WLMMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity                                   

           WLMMXCAP - Maximum Group Capacity                                   

           WLMSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

Element Derivation:

fffCAPTP is determined by testing the R723GGLT resource group flags field in the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload
Activity record, using the following bit-level tests, unless bits 0 and 1 of R723GGLT are off, when, in this case, fffCAPTP is
set to a blank value:

test R723GGLT     fffCAPTP set to

 

..00....        "SERVICE UNITS   "

..1.....        "% OF LPAR SHARE "

...1....        "NUMBER OF CPs   "

.....1..        "MSU/Hour        "

Range of Value:

fffCAPTP can contain one of the following values, or a blank value if no limit has been defined for the resource group:

• SERVICE UNITS: The minimum and maximum capacity values of the resource group are expressed in unweighted
CPU service units per second. The scope of the resource group is sysplex-wide.

• % OF LPAR SHARE: The minimum and maximum capacity values of the resource group are expressed as a
percentage of the logical partition share. The scope of the resource group is system-wide.

• NUMBER OF CPs: The minimum and maximum capacity values of the resource group are expressed as a number of
standard CP processors. The scope of the resource group is system-wide.

• MSU/Hour: The minimum and maximum capacity values of the resource group are expressed in MSUs per hour. The
scope of the resource group is sysplex-wide.

Summarization Process:

fffCAPTP contains the last value of fffCAPTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The algorithms WLM uses to analyze CPU processor consumption can include specialty cores (e.g., zIIP) use. Check
data element Intvls Capping Includes Specialty (fffSPCAP), where fff is RGP or TGP, to see if capping algorithms are
restricted to monitoring general purpose CP core use or if they also monitor specialty cores.

WLMCLASS - Service Class Name
WLMCLASS identifies the service class to which the unit of work belongs. Service classes are one component of a
service definition that is used by the Workload Manager (WLM) to manage a system running in goal mode.
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A service class enables you to group work with the same service goals, performance objectives, resource requirements,
or availability requirements. Each service class has a service goal associated with it. A service class may belong to only
one workload and, optionally, may be assigned to a resource group.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

             WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

For the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, WLMCLASS is extracted from field SMF30SCN of the SMF type 30
Common Address Space Work record subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

For the files in the WLM Information Area of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMCLASS is extracted from field
R723MCNM of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

For the Serialization Delay Details (SCPSRD) file, WLMCLASS contains the values input from the following fields of the
SMF type 72 subtype 5 Serialization Delay record:

  Field      Section(s)

  --------   -------------------------------------

  R725CMSN   CMS lock data section

             CMS enqueue/dequeue lock data section

             CMS latch lock data section

             CMS SMF lock data section

  R725LOSN   Local lock data section

  R725COSN   CML lock owner data section

  R725CRSN   CML lock requestor data section

  R725LASN   GRS latch set creator data section

             GRS latch requestor data section

  R725ENSN   GRS enqueue step data section

             GRS enqueue system data section

Range of Value:

WLMCLASS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMCLASS contains the value of the last WLMCLASS encountered.

Usage Notes:

None
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WLMCLSDE - Service Class Description
WLMCLSDE contains the description specified by the user when the service class was defined or modified by means of
the Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

Element Derivation:

WLMCLSDE contains the value input from field R723MCDE of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMCLSDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMCLSDE contains the last value of WLMCLSDE processed in the level of summarization.

WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period
WLMCLSPD identifies the service/report class period to which the measurements from this MICS record belong.

Service class periods are defined within service classes.

Report class periods are derived directly from the last contributing service class.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

          WLMCLSDE - Service Class Description

          WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

          WLMRPTDE - Report Class Description

Element Derivation:

For the files in the WLM Information Area of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMCLSPD is the current ordinal
number of the Service/Report Class Period data section being processed. It contains the value input from field R723CPER
in Service/Report Class Period Data Section of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

For the Serialization Delay Details (SCPSRD) file, WLMCLSPD contains the values input from the following fields of the
SMF type 72 subtype 5 Serialization Delay record:

 Field      Section(s)

 --------   -------------------------------------

 R725CMSP   CMS lock data section

            CMS enqueue/dequeue lock data section

            CMS latch lock data section

            CMS SMF lock data section

 

 R725LOSP   Local lock data section
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 R725COSP   CML lock owner data section

 

 R725CRSP   CML lock requestor data section

 

 R725LASP   GRS latch set creator data section

            GRS latch requestor data section

 

 R725ENSP   GRS enqueue step data section

            GRS enqueue system data section

Range of Value:

WLMCLSPD ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 8.

Summarization Process:

WLMCLSPD contains the last value of WLMCLSPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMCLTYP - Class Type
WLMCLTYP tells whether the information is for a service class or for a report class.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

Element Derivation:

WLMCLTYP is derived from field R723MSCF of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage) record.
If bit 0 of field R723MSCF is set, WLMCLTYP contains "REPORT." Otherwise, WLMCLTYP contains "SERVICE."

Range of Value:

WLMPOLCY can contain either "SERVICE" or "REPORT."

Summarization Process:

WLMCLTYP contains the last value of WLMCLTYP processed in the level of summarization.

WLMCSUCP - CPC SU CPU-second Conversion Factor
WLMCSUCP contains the service units to CPU seconds conversion factor of the CPC, expressed in service units per
second.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

             WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:
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WLMCSUCP is the result of dividing 16,000,000 by the value input from field R723CECA of the SMF type 72 subtype 3
Workload Activity record, as follows:

WLMCSUCP=16000000/R723CECA

Range of Value:

WLMCSUCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMCSUCP contains the last value of WLMCSUCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

WLMCSUCP provides the SRM constant of the entire CPC, whereas both the Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
(WLMSUCPU) and Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor (WLMNSUCP) data elements are based on the number
of logical processors assigned to the partition.

Workload measurements for standard CP processors include only service units and do not include CPU and SRB time.
To determine CPU and SRB times from service units, MICS reverses the calculation used by the SRM using WLMSUCPU
and the CPU and SRB service coefficients.

WLMDATID - Dynamic PAV Alias Tuning Indicator
WLMDATID informs whether the Workload Manager dynamic alias management for Parallel Access Volumes (PAV) was
globally enabled or not for the service definition during the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 1.

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMDATID is determined by examining the field R723MSCF in the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload
Activity record. This field is found in the Workload Manager Control section. The R723MSCF field is interpreted as follows:

    R723MSCF     Corresponding WLMDATID Value

    --------     ---------------------------------------

    ......0.     'N' - WLM dynamic alias tuning enabled

    ......1.     'Y' - WLM dynamic alias tuning disabled

Range of Value:

WLMDATID can contain a 'Y' or a 'N'

Summarization Process:

WLMDATID contains the last value of WLMDATID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMERF - Resource Factor Coefficient - ERV
WLMERF contains the enqueue residency CPU service factor.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

WLMERF contains the value input from field R723MERF of SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage)
record.

Range of Value:

WLMERF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMERF contains the last value of WLMERF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When there is contention for an enqueued resource or reserved device, the system resources manager swapping out
the holder of the resource would lengthen the enqueue contention event and keep otherwise ready work from executing.
In such cases, the SRM will allow an address space that holds such a resource to continue executing even if in other
circumstances it would be swapped out. The duration of the extra time granted is specified in TCB CPU service units in
the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. The default value is 500 service units.

WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile
WLMGOLPC contains the goal percentile value assigned to the service/report class period. The goal percentile value is
the percentage of work that should be completed within the specified response time (WLMGOLRT).

A goal percentile value is only present if a response time with percentile goal type has been assigned to the service/report
class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

             WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

Element Derivation:

WLMGOLPC contains the value input from field R723CPCT of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage Data) record.

Range of Value:

WLMGOLPC is a value from 1 to 99.

Summarization Process:

WLMGOLPC contains the last value of WLMGOLPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLPC contains the goal percentile value assigned to the service class
period that last contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLPC is unreliable
and is therefore set to a missing value.

WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance
WLMGOLRI contains the relative importance assigned to the service/report class performance goal.
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Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

Element Derivation:

WLMGOLRI contains the value input from field R723CIMP of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage Data) record.

Range of Value:

WLMGOLRI is a value from 0 to 5.

Summarization Process:

WLMGOLRI contains the last value of WLMGOLRI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The relative importance indicates the order in which work should receive resources when work is not achieving its goal.
Relative importance has five levels: 1 to 5, 1 being the highest. For a discretionary or system goal, the value is 0.

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLRI contains the relative importance assigned to the service class period
that last contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLRI is unreliable and is
therefore set to a missing value.

WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time
WLMGOLRT contains the response time goal that has been set for the service/report class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

             WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMGOLRT depends on the values of two SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage
Data) record fields: R723CVAL (Response time goal) and R723CRTF (Response time flags).

For an average response time goal (WLMGOLTP="RESP TIME AVG"), or a response time with percentile goal
(WLMGOLTP="RESP TIME PCTILE"), WLMGOLRT is calculated as follows:

    WLMGOLRT=R723CVAL*.001 (if bit 0 of R723CRTF is on)

    WLMGOLRT=R723CVAL*1    (if bit 1 of R723CRTF is on)

    WLMGOLRT=R723CVAL*60   (if bit 2 of R723CRTF is on)

    WLMGOLRT=R723CVAL*3600 (if bit 3 of R723CRTF is on)

For any other type of goal, WLMGOLRT is undefined.

Range of Value:

WLMGOLRT is a SAS time value in the following range:

    00:00:00.015 to 24:00:00.00
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Summarization Process:

WLMGOLRT contains the last value of WLMGOLRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLRT contains the response time goal assigned to the service class period
that last contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLRT is unreliable and is
therefore set to a missing value.

WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type
WLMGOLTP specifies the performance goal type defined for the service/report class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

             WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

             WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

Element Derivation:

The value of WLMGOLTP depends on which response time goal flag is set in field R723CRGF of SMF type 72 subtype 3
(RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data) record, as follows:

     If bit 0 is set, WLMGOLTP contains "RESP TIME PCTILE"

     If bit 1 is set, WLMGOLTP contains "RESP TIME AVG   "

     If bit 2 is set, WLMGOLTP contains "EXEC VELOCITY   "

     If bit 3 is set, WLMGOLTP contains "DISCRETIONARY   "

     If bit 4 is set, WLMGOLTP contains "SYSTEM SPECIFIED"

Range of Value:

WLMGOLTP contains one of the following values:

     RESP TIME PCTILE - Response time with percentile goal

     RESP TIME AVG    - Average response time goal

     EXEC VELOCITY    - Execution velocity goal

     DISCRETIONARY    - Discretionary goal

     SYSTEM SPECIFIED - System specified goal

     UNKNOWN          - undetermined

     UNAVAILABLE      - unavailable

Summarization Process:

WLMGOLTP contains the last value of WLMGOLTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLTP contains the goal type defined for the service class period that last
contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLTP is unreliable and is therefore
set to a missing value.
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WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity
WLMGOLVE contains the execution velocity goal set for the service/report class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

             SEDEXVEL - Execution Velocity

Element Derivation:

For classes with execution velocity goals (WLMGOLTP="EXEC VELOCITY"), WLMGOLVE contains the value input from
field R723CVAL of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data) record.

For any other type of goal, WLMGOLVE is undefined.

Range of Value:

WLMGOLVE is a percentage from 1 to 99.

Summarization Process:

WLMGOLVE contains the last value of WLMGOLVE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Velocity is a measure of how fast work should run when ready, without being delayed for processor, auxiliary storage
operations, or multiprogramming level delays imposed by the system resources manager (SRM).

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLVE contains the execution velocity goal set for the service class period
that last contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMGOLVE is unreliable and is
therefore set to a missing value.

WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name
WLMGROUP identifies the resource group to which the unit of work belongs. Resource groups are one component of a
service definition that is used by the Workload Manager (WLM) to manage a system running in goal mode.

A resource group is defined as some minimum and/or maximum amount, expressed as a quantity of service units
per second, of the processing capacity across the sysplex. If no resource groups are specified, the default is a single
resource group consisting of 100% of the available processing capacity of the sysplex. Only systems running in goal mode
contribute to the available capacity.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:   SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

            TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

            WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

            WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

            WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

WLMGROUP contains the value input from different record type fields, depending on the MICS file:

Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) Component files:
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     BATJOB, BATPGM, BAT_OE, BAT_SA, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_TS,

     BATOEP, and BATWDA files:

 

     WLMGROUP is extracted from field SMF30GRN of the SMF type

     30 Common Address Space Work record subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

 

   Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) Component

 

     WLMRGP - Resource Group File

 

     WLMGROUP is extracted from field R723GGNM of the SMF type

     72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

 

     SCPARD - Address Space Activity File

 

     WLMGROUP is extracted from field R792RGRP of the SMF type

     72 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record, providing that

     bit 2 of R792FLG3 flag equals zero, otherwise WLMGROUP is

     blank.

Range of Value:

WLMGROUP can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMGROUP contains the value of the last WLMGROUP encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMGRPDE - Resource Group Description
WLMGRPDE contains the description specified by the user when the resource group was defined or modified by means of
the Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

Element Derivation:

WLMGRPDE contains the value input from field R723GGDE of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMGRPDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMGRPDE contains the last value of WLMGRPDE processed in the level of summarization.
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WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indic.
WLMHETRO indicates the heterogeneous or homogeneous status of the report class period. When WLMHETRO='Y',
(meaning 'heterogeneous'), the observation represents a report class period where workloads from more than one service
class contributed to the resource utilization metrics. When WLMHETRO='N', (meaning 'homogeneous'), the observation
represents a report class period where workloads from only one service class contributed to the resource utilization
metrics.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

             WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, WLMHETRO is set to 'Y' when bit 0 of field R723CRS1 of the SMF Type 72 subtype 3 Workload
Activity record is 1. Otherwise WLMHETRO is set to 'N'.

At the DAYS timespan, and higher levels of summarization, WLMHETRO is set to 'N' only if both of the following
conditions are true:

• All observations contributing to the summarization were homogeneous (WLMHETRO='N')
and

• The value of Last Contributing Service Class (WLMLCSCL) is identical across all contributing observations.

Otherwise WLMHETRO is set to 'Y'.

Range of Value:

WLMHETRO can take on the value Y, meaning that the report class period is heterogeneous, or N, meaning it is
homogeneous.

Summarization Process:

WLMHETRO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The primary use of WLMHETRO is to determine whether the report class period goal related data elements such as the
goal type, performance index, response time distribution buckets, etc., are meaningful. These data elements are only
meaningful when WLMHETRO='N'.

Unlike service classes, periods are not explicitly defined for report classes. RMF creates separate resource utilization
segments in the RMF Type 72 subtype 3 report class record for each period where workloads from a service class meet
the report class definition criteria during the RMF reporting interval.

In addition to resource utilization metrics, these report class period segments contain the service class name, goal type,
and other goal related information from the last service class period that contributed during the RMF reporting interval.

Report classes can be defined so that workloads from multiple, or from a single service class can meet the definition
criteria. While metrics such as "CPU service units consumed" are valid in either case, the last contributing service
class name and related goal type information is only useful when the last contributing service class was also the only
contributing service class.

At the end of the RMF reporting interval, RMF indicates the status of each report class segment as homogeneous or
heterogeneous based on the contributing service class workload activity over the interval.
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WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class
For homogeneous report class periods, WLMLCSCL contains the name of the service class whose workloads were the
last to contribute resource utilization metrics to the report class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

             WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Ind.

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, WLMLCSCL is populated as follows:

When bit 0 of field R723CRS1 is 1 (meaning heterogeneous), in the Service/Report Class Period Data Section of the SMF
type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record, WLMLCSCL is set to '>>MIX<<'.

When bit 0 of field R723CRS1 is 0 (meaning homogeneous), WLMLCSCL contains the value input from field R723PLSC
in the same Service/Report Class Period Data Section. If this period level field (R723PLSC) contains blanks, and there is
only one period level segment in the 72-3 record, and field R723CLSC in the Workload Manager Control Section is non-
blank, WLMLCSCL is populated with the contents of R723CLSC.

At the DAYS timespan, and higher levels of summarization, WLMLCSCL contains the name of the last contributing service
class only if both of the following conditions are true:

• All observations contributing to the summarization were homogeneous (WLMHETRO='N') and
• The value of Last Contributing Service Class (WLMLCSCL) is identical across all contributing observations.

Otherwise WLMLCSCL is set to '>>MIX<<'.

Range of Value:

WLMLCSCL can take any of the following values:

• A valid service class name.
• '>>MIX<<' indicating a heterogeneous report class period, or a summarized observation representing heterogeneous

report class period activity.
• '       ' indicating that no activity occurred for the report class period during the reporting or measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

WLMLCSCL is populated during summarization as described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Usage Notes:

WLMLCSCL is useful when report classes are defined to report activity from one or more workloads that run under a
single service class. Observations that meet this criteria represent homogeneous report class periods, indicated when the
value of data element Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indic. (WLMHETRO) is 'N'.

Unlike service classes, periods are not explicitly defined for report classes. RMF creates separate period level resource
utilization segments in the SMF type 72 subtype 3 report class record for each period where workloads from a service
class meet the report class definition criteria during the RMF reporting interval.

In addition to resource utilization metrics, these report class period segments contain the service class name, goal type,
and other goal-related information from the last service class period that contributed during the RMF reporting interval.
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Report classes can be defined so that workloads from multiple, or from a single service class can meet the definition
criteria. While metrics such as "CPU service units consumed" are valid in either case, the last contributing service
class name and related goal type information is only useful when the last contributing service class was also the only
contributing service class.

At the end of the RMF reporting interval, RMF indicates the status of each report class segment as homogeneous or
heterogeneous based on the contributing service class workload activity over the interval.

WLMMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity

WLMMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity

fffMNCAP contains the minimum capacity entitlement assigned to the Resource Group (RG) or Tenant Resource Group
(TRG). Depending on the WLM definition reflected in the Capacity Entitlement Type (fffCAPTP) data element, the
resource usage units and scope of fffMNCAP can be any of the following:

• If fffCAPTP contains "SERVICE UNITS", fffMNCAP represents the minimum sysplex-wide capacity the RG or TRG
should seek to obtain, expressed in unweighted CPU service units (TCB and SRB) per second.

• If fffCAPTP contains "% OF LPAR SHARE", fffMNCAP represents the minimum percentage of the logical partition's
share assigned to the RG or TRG. The scope of the minimum capacity specification is then system-wide, that is WLM
ensures that the limits are met on each system within the sysplex.

• If fffCAPTP contains "NUMBER OF CPs", fffMNCAP represents the minimum number of standard CP processors
assigned to the RG or TRG. The scope of the capacity specification is then system-wide, that is WLM ensures that the
limits are met on each system within the sysplex.

• If fffCAPTP contains "MSU/Hour ", fffMNCAP represents the minimum sysplex-wide capacity the RG or TRG should
seek to obtain, expressed in MSUs per hour.

WLMMNCAP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffMNCAP data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Resource Group (WLMRGP) file, RGPMNCAP describes the minimum capacity entitlement type for the resource
group identified by the Resource Group Name (WLMGROUP) data element.

• In the Tenant Resource Group (WLMTGP) file, TGPMNCAP describes the minimum capacity entitlement type for the
tenant resource group identified by the Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) data element.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           WLMCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type                          

           WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

           WLMMEMLI - Group Memory Limit (GB)                                  

           WLMMXCAP - Maximum Group Capacity                                   

           WLMSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

Element Derivation:

fffMNCAP contains the value input from field R723GGMN of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record. If
bit 3 of field R723GGLT is on, meaning the resource group minimum entitlement represents a number of standard CP
processors, the value read from R723GGMN is divided by 100.

Range of Value:

fffMNCAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffMNCAP contains the minimum value of fffMNCAP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The algorithms WLM uses to analyze CPU processor consumption can include specialty cores (e.g., zIIP) use. Check
data element Intvls Capping Includes Specialty (fffSPCAP), where fff is RGP or TGP, to see if capping algorithms are
restricted to monitoring general purpose CP core use or if they also monitor specialty cores.

WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU CPU-second Conversion Factor
WLMNSUCP contains the nominal conversion factor used to convert CPU service units into CPU seconds.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

WLMNSUCP is the result of dividing 16,000,000 by the value input from field R723NADJ of the SMF type 72 subtype 3
Workload Activity record, as follows:

WLMNSUCP=16000000/R723NADJ

Range of Value:

WLMNSUCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMNSUCP contains the last value of WLMNSUCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the CPC is running at its full nominal capacity, WLMNSUCP equals WLMSUCPU. If the CPC is working in power-save
mode or cycle-steering mode, the effective conversion factor, WLMSUCPU, is lower than WLMNSUCP. WLMSUCPU is
used by the system resources manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and SRB service
units.

Workload measurements for standard CP processors include only service units and do not include CPU and SRB time.
To determine CPU and SRB times from service units, MICS reverses the calculation used by the SRM using WLMSUCPU
and the CPU and SRB service coefficients.

WLMOPT - IEAOPTxx Suffix
WLMOPT contains the suffix of the IEAOPTxx (OPT) member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMERF - Resource Factor Coefficient - ERV

Element Derivation:

WLMOPT contains the value input from field R723MOPT of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.
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Range of Value:

WLMOPT can contain any combination of 1 to 2 characters,

Summarization Process:

WLMOPT contains the last value of WLMOPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB contains the specification of many values that control the system resources
manager (SRM) and that consequently have an effect on workload management. This includes the enqueue residency
CPU service factor stored in WLMERF.

WLMPDDUR - Service/Report Class Period Duration
WLMPDDUR contains the number of weighted service units assigned to this service/report class period.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

WLMPDDUR contains the value input from field R723CDUR of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMPDDUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMPDDUR contains the last value of WLMPDDUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The duration of the last service/report class period is 0.

For homogeneous report class periods, WLMPDDUR contains the duration set for the service class period that last
contributed to this report class period. For heterogeneous report class periods, WLMPDDUR is unreliable and, therefore is
set to a missing value.

WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name
WLMPOLCY contains the name assigned to the service policy.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

Element Derivation:

For the Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMPOLCY contains the value input from field R723MNSP of the SMF type 72
subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage) record.

For the MICS Analyzer for TSO, WLMPOLCY contains the value input from field TSMPONME of the TSO/MON PM type
200 (System) record.

Range of Value:
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WLMPOLCY can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMPOLCY contains the last value of WLMPOLCY processed in the level of summarization.

WLMPOLDE - Service Policy Description
WLMPOLDE contains the description specified by the user when the service policy was defined or modified by means of
the Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

Element Derivation:

WLMPOLDE contains the value input from field R723MDSP of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMPOLDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMPOLDE contains the last value of WLMPOLDE processed in the level of summarization.

WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Timestamp
WLMPOLTS is the date and time that the service policy was activated. A service policy is one component of a service
definition that is used by the Workload Manager (WLM) to manage a system when running in goal mode.

Service policies contain the performance goals associated with service classes. An installation may define several service
policies that describe service expectations that differ, for example, from prime shift versus an off-hour shift.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

             WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation

                        Timestamp

             WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

For the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, WLMPOLTS is extracted from field SMF90TPA of the SMF type 90 subtype
24 WLM Service Policy Activation record.

For the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMPOLTS is extracted from field R723MTPA of the SMF type 72 subtype 3
Workload Activity record.

Range of Value:

WLMPOLTS contains any valid SAS datetime value.
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Summarization Process:

WLMPOLTS contains the value of the last WLMPOLTS encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name
WLMRPTCL identifies the report class to which the unit of work belongs. Report classes are an optional component of a
service definition that is used by the Workload Manager (WLM) to manage a system running in goal mode.

Report classes enhance reporting capabilities beyond those satisfied by service class definitions. Using the optional report
class specifications, you can track and report on work activity across workloads or service classes.

Special work (a particular transaction, activity associated with a particular USERID, and so on) can be associated with a
unique report class and can be reported on separately from other work in the same service class or workload. Both the
service class and report class determination are made for a given unit of work when the originating subsystem (CICS,
IMS, JES, TSO/E, and so on) presents the work to the WLM for processing.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

             WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

For the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, WLMRPTCL is extracted from field SMF30RCN of the SMF type 30
Common Address Space Work record subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

For the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMRPTCL is extracted from field R723MCNM of the SMF type 72 subtype
3 Workload Activity record.

Range of Value:

WLMRPTCL can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMRPTCL contains the value of the last WLMRPTCL encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMRPTDE - Report Class Description
WLMRPTDE contains the description specified by the user when the report class was defined or modified by means of the
Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

Element Derivation:
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WLMRPTDE contains the value input from field R723MCDE of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMRPTDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMRPTDE contains the last value of WLMRPTDE processed in the level of summarization.

WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU
WLMSCCPU contains the CPU service coefficient in effect at the time the measurements were taken. This is the number
by which accumulated CPU service units are multiplied (weighted) in the calculation of service rates.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - IOC

             WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - MSO

             WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMSCCPU depends on the file:

• RMF Files
Contains the value input from field R723MCPU of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage)
record.

• SMF Files
Contains the value input from field SMF30CPC of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

WLMSCCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.9.

Summarization Process:

WLMSCCPU contains the last value of WLMSCCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If a CPU service coefficient has not been defined, the default value is 10.0.

WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O
WLMSCIOC contains the I/O service coefficient in effect at the time the measurements were taken. This is the number by
which accumulated IOC service units are multiplied (weighted) in the calculation of service rates.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

             WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - MSO

             WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

Element Derivation:
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The derivation of WLMSCCPU depends on the file:

• RMF Files
Contains the value input from field R723MIOC of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage)
record.

• SMF Files
Contains the value input from field SMF30LOC of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

WLMSCIOC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.9.

Summarization Process:

WLMSCIOC contains the last value of WLMSCIOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If an I/O service coefficient has not been defined, the default value is 5.0.

WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage
WLMSCMSO contains the MSO service coefficient in effect at the time the measurements were taken. This is the number
by which accumulated MSO service units are multiplied (weighted) in the calculation of service rates.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

             WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - IOC

             WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMSCCPU depends on the file:

• RMF Files
Contains the value input from field R723MMSO of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage)
record.

• SMF Files
Contains the value input from field SMF30MSC of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

WLMSCMSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.9999.

Summarization Process:

WLMSCMSO contains the last value of WLMSCMSO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If a storage service coefficient has not been defined, the default value is 1.0.

WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB
WLMSCSRB contains the Service Request Block (SRB) service coefficient in effect at the time the measurements were
taken. This is the number by which accumulated SRB service units are multiplied (weighted) in the calculation of service
rates.
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Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

             WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - IOC

             WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - MSO

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMSCCPU depends on the file:

• RMF Files
Contains the value input from field R723MSRB of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage)
record.

• SMF Files
Contains the value input from field SMF30SRC of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

WLMSCSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.9.

Summarization Process:

WLMSCSRB contains the last value of WLMSCSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If an SRB service coefficient has not been defined, the default value is 1.

WLMSDFDE - Service Definition Description
WLMSDFDE contains the description specified by the user when the service definition was defined or modified by means
of the Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

             WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Install Time-stamp

Element Derivation:

WLMSDFDE contains the value input from field R723MIDD of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMSDFDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMSDFDE contains the last value of WLMSDFDE processed in the level of summarization.

WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name
WLMSDFNM contains the name assigned to the service definition.

Type:
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Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

WLMSDFNM contains the value input from field R723MIDN of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMSDFNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMSDFNM contains the last value of WLMSDFNM processed in the level of summarization.

WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation
WLMSDFTS is the date and time that the service definition was installed. A service definition contains information used by
the Workload Manager (WLM) to manage systems and workloads when operating in goal mode.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

             WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Timestamp

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

             WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

For the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, WLMSDFTS is extracted from field SMF90IDT of the SMF type 90 subtype
23 WLM Service Definition Install record.

For the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMSDFTS is extracted from field R723MSDI of the SMF type 72 subtype 3
Workload Activity record.

Range of Value:

WLMSDFTS contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

WLMSDFTS contains the value of the last WLMSDFTS encountered.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMSDUSR - Service Definition Installer
WLMSDUSR contains the userid that installed the service definition.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

WLMSDUSR contains the value input from field R723MIDU of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMSDUSR can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMSDUSR contains the last value of WLMSDUSR processed in the level of summarization.

WLMSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

WLMSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

fffSPCAP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where specialty processor CPU consumption (e.g., zIIP
cores) is included into the WLM CPU utilization capping algorithms for the workloads associated with a resource group or
tenant resource group.

WLMSPCAP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSPCAP data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Resource Group (WLMRGP) file, RGPSPCAP is the number of intervals where specialty processor utilization
was included in the WLM CPU utilization capping algorithms for the resource group identified by the Resource Group
Name (WLMGROUP) data element.

• In the Tenant Resource Group (WLMTGP) file, TGPSPCAP is the number of intervals where specialty processor
utilization was included in the WLM CPU utilization capping algorithms for the tenant resource group identified by the
Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) data element.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer. integer.

SEE ALSO:  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           WLMCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type                          

           WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

           WLMMEMLI - Group Memory Limit (GB)                                  

           WLMMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity                                   

           WLMMXCAP - Maximum Group Capacity

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, fffSPCAP is set to a value of one (1) if bit 6 of field R723GGLT is on (value of 1) in the Resource
Group data section section of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record. Otherwise, fffSPCAP is set to a value
of zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSPCAP is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPCAP contains the sum of all values of fffSPCAP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When defining CPU capacity limits for a resource group or a tenant resource group, you can decide to only limit general
purpose CP core utilization or to consider all core types. When non-zero, fffSPCAP informs you that the utilization of all
core types contributes to the usage monitored against the CPU capacity limit.

WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU CPU-second Conversion Factor
WLMSUCPU contains the effective conversion factor used to convert CPU service units into CPU seconds.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SECCPUTM - CPU Time on CP

             SECSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

             WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

             WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

             WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

Element Derivation:

WLMSUCPU is the result of dividing 16,000,000 by the value input from field R723MADJ of the SMF type 72 subtype 3
Workload Activity record, as follows:

WLMSUCPU=16000000/R723MADJ

Range of Value:

WLMSUCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMSUCPU contains the last value of WLMSUCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The service unit to CPU second conversion factor is set during nucleus initialization (NIP) and depends on the processor
model and on whether the processor is physically partitioned or single image. This factor is used by the system resources
manager (SRM) and workload manager in the calculation of both CPU and SRB service units.

Workload measurements for standard CP processors include only service units and do not include CPU and SRB time.
To determine CPU and SRB times from service units, MICS reverses the calculation used by the SRM using WLMSUCPU
and the CPU and SRB service coefficients.

This value does not correlate to the adjustment factor from the SMF type 70 CPU Activity record: the value in the type
72 record is based on the number of logical processors assigned to the partition. In the type 70 record, it is based on the
number of physical processors in the CPC and is constant from LPAR to LPAR.

WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor
WLMSUPNF contains the normalization factor used to convert real CPU time on a zIIP processor into the equivalent time
on a standard CP processor. Normalization is required for models where zIIP and standard CP processors execute at
different speeds.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)
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             SECSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMSUPNF depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• For the Service Definition (WLMSDE), Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC), and Report Class Resource
Consumption (WLM_EC) files, WLMSUPNF contains the value input from field R723NFFS of the SMF type 72 subtype
3 Workload Activity record divided by 256.

• For the Address Space Activity (SCPARD) file, WLMSUPNF contains the value input from field R792NFFS of the SMF
type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record divided by 256.

Range of Value:

WLMSUPNF ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMSUPNF contains the last value of WLMSUPNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

WLMSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

WLMSUSEC represents the number of service units associated with one general purpose CP processor CPU second.
This physical CPU adjustment factor is used in the calculation that converts processor CPU time to service units.
WLMSUSEC is a Central Processor Complex (CPC) level value determined by IBM and is based on the number of
physical general purpose CP cores in the CPC. This data element was introduced for the WLM Information Area files with
IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

           WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

WLMSUSEC is computed during raw data processing using the following formula:

                16000000 * CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor

    WLMSUSEC = ----------------------------------------

                        CPU_adjustment_factor

 

    where:

 

    CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor is the value input from

        field R723CPA_scaling_factor in the Workload Manager

        Control section of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload

        Activity record.

 

    CPU_adjustement_factor is the value input from field

        R723CPA_actual in the Workload Manager Control section

        of the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.
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Range of Value:

WLMSUSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMSUSEC contains the last value of WLMSUSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

WLMSUSEC is different from the Effective SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor (WLMSUCPU) data element.

WLMSUCPU, the effective SU:CPU conversion factor, is impacted by the number of logical general purpose CP
processors assigned to a z/OS LPAR, and can vary LPAR to LPAR. WLMSUSEC, the physical SU:CPU conversion factor,
however, is consistent for all z/OS LPARs on a CPC. It is based solely on the number of physical general purpose CP
processors in the CPC.

WLMTNTRC - Tenant Report Class (Y/N)
WLMTNTRC identifies if the observation for a Report Class in the Report Class Resource Consumption (WLM_EC) file
represents a normal WLM Report Class or a Tenant Report Class. WLMTNTRC is set to 'Y' for observations representing
Tenant Report Classes.

Type:

Common,retained - Character, length 1.

SEE ALSO:  TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

           TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

           WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

           WLMRPTDE - Report Class Description

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMTNTRC is determined by examining field R723MFLG in the Workload Manager Control Section of
the SMF type 72 subtype 3 Workload Activity record.

R723MFLG     Corresponding WLMTNTRC Value

   --------     --------------------------------

   .....0..     'N' - Normal report class      

   .....1..     'Y' - Tenant report class    

Range of Value:

WLMTNTRC can contain a 'Y' or a 'N'

Summarization Process:

WLMTNTRC contains the last value of WLMTNTRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following files contain various metrics for WLM report classes:

WLM_EA - Report Class                                     

WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption                

WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time                       

WLM_ED - Report Class General Exec Delay                  

WLM_EW - Report Class Subsystem Delay States 
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Observations for both normal and Tenant Report Classes are found in these files. You can use WLMTNTRC to
determine the Report Class type. When WLMTNTRC='Y', the observation represents a Tenant Report Class. When
WLMTNTRC='N', the observation represents a normal Report Class.

WLMWKLDE - Workload Description
WLMWKLDE contains the description specified by the user when the workload was defined or modified by means of the
Workload Manager ISPF dialog.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

Element Derivation:

WLMWKLDE contains the value input from field R723MWDE of SMF type 72 subtype 3 (RMF Workload Activity and
Storage) record.

Range of Value:

WLMWKLDE can contain any combination of 1 to 32 characters.

Summarization Process:

WLMWKLDE contains the last value of WLMWKLDE processed in the level of summarization.

WLMWRKLD - Workload Name
WLMWRKLD identifies the workload to which the unit of work belongs (a workload is a collection of work to be tracked
and reported as a unit). Workloads are one component of a service definition that is used by the Workload Manager
(WLM) to manage a system when running in goal mode.

All work must be assigned to one or more workloads, and these workload names are stored in the installation's
service definition. Workloads can be organized by subsystem (TSO, CICS, IMS), major application areas (production
development, batch, payroll), or along business units (division, department, building). Conceptually, an individual workload
is a group of work that is meaningful to an organization, something that makes sense to track and monitor.

 Type: 

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

             WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

             WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

 Element Derivation: 

For the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, WLMWRKLD is extracted from field SMF30WLM of the SMF type 30
Common Address Space Work record subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

For the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, WLMWRKLD is extracted from field R723MWNM of the SMF type 72 subtype
3 Workload Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

WLMWRKLD contains any combination of 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 
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WLMWRKLD contains the value of the last WLMWRKLD encountered.

 Usage Notes: 

None

WLMXVCID - Exec Velocity Component Indicator
WLMXVCID identifies the component states used in the derivation of execution velocity, a performance goal type available
for workload management. Operating system performance administrators can define the component states to be used in
the calculation of execution velocity for a workload. The following choices are available for use in determining execution
velocity:

    WLMXVCID    WORKLOAD STATES

     VALUE      COMPRISING "USEFUL WORK"

    --------    -------------------------------

      '1'       Using CPU

      '2'       Using CPU and DASD I/O Activity

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  SECEXVEL - Execution Velocity

             SEDEXVEL - Execution Velocity

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMXVCID is determined by examining the field R723MSCF in the SMF type 72 subtype 2 Workload
Activity record. This field is is found in the Workload Manager Control section. The R723MSCF field is interpreted as
follows:

    R723MSCF     Corresponding WLMXVCID Value

    --------     ----------------------------------------

    ...0....     '1' - DASD I/O usings and delays ignored

    ...1....     '2' - DASD I/O usings and delays used

Range of Value:

WLMXVCID can contain a blank, '1', or '2'.

Summarization Process:

WLMXVCID contains the last value of WLMXVCID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor
WLMZAPNF contains the normalization factor used to convert real CPU time on a zAAP processor into the equivalent
time on a standard CP processor. Normalization is required for models where zAAP and standard CP processors execute
at different speeds.

Type:
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Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)

             SECZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time

Element Derivation:

The derivation of WLMZAPNF depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• For the Service Definition (WLMSDE), Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC), and Report Class Resource
Consumption (WLM_EC) files, WLMZAPNF contains the value input from field R723NFFI of the SMF type 72 subtype
3 Workload Activity record divided by 256.

• For the Address Space Activity (SCPARD) file, WLMZAPNF contains the value input from field R792NFFI of the SMF
type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record divided by 256.

Range of Value:

WLMZAPNF ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

WLMZAPNF contains the last value of WLMZAPNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XCFMTDIR - XCF Message Traffic Direction
XCFMTDIR contains the direction of message traffic.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  XCFSYSNM - XCF System Name

Element Derivation:

XCFMTDIR contains the value input from field R742SDIR (XCF System Data section) or R742PDIR (XCF Path Data
section) in the RMF Type 74 subtype 2 (RMF Device and XCF Activity) record.

Range of Value:

XCFMTDIR can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, with the following restrictions:

       R742SDIR      XCFMTDIR        R742PDIR      XCFMTDIR

     -------------|-----------     -------------|-----------

     '..1.....'B     LOCAL         '1.......'B     INBOUND

     '.1......'B     OUTBOUND      '.1......'B     OUTBOUND

     '1.......'B     INBOUND

Summarization Process:

XCFMTDIR contains the last value of XCFMTDIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Message traffic characterized as
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• local means that the message traffic is within the local system.
• outbound means that this system receives messages from the local system.
• inbound means that this system sent messages to the local system.

XCFSYSNM - XCF System Name
XCFSYSNM contains the system name.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

XCFSYSNM contains the value input from the following fields of the RMF Type 74 subtype 2 (XCF Activity) record:

         CA MICS File                  Input Field

    ----------------------   ----------------------------------

    SCPXCY XCF System Act.   R742SNME (XCF System Data section)

    SCPXCA XCF Path Act.     R742PNME (XCF Path Data section)

    SCPXCM XCF Member Act.   SMF74SNM (RMF Product section)

Range of Value:

XCFSYSNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

XCFSYSNM contains the last value of XCFSYSNM processed in the level of summarization.

XCFTCLNM - XCF Transport Class
XCFTCLNM contains the name of the transport class. For an outbound path, XCFTCLNM is the name of the class to
which the path is assigned. For an inbound path, XCFTCLNM is the name of the class to which the outbound side of the
path is assigned. If the class name for an inbound path is unknown, XCFTCLNM contains blanks.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  XCFMTDIR - XCF Message Traffic Direction

Element Derivation:

XCFTCLNM contains the value input from field R742STCN in System Data section, or field R742PTCN in the Path Data
section, of the SMF Type 74 subtype 2 XCF Activity record.

Range of Value:

XCFTCLNM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, or blanks for an inbound entry if the class is not known.

Summarization Process:

XCFTCLNM contains the last value of XCFTCLNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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XPAD - Extent Pool Address
XPAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the extent pool ID in the storage subsystem. An extent pool
is a logical construct, first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems' virtualization concepts, used to aggregate the
extents from a set of ranks to form a domain for extent allocation to a logical volume.

Extent pools are not supported on 2105 and earlier cache subsystems.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

Element Derivation:

XPAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the Extent Pool ID (XPID). The derivation of XPID depends upon the
MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

• For the Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA) file, XPID contains the value input from field R7452XID of the Extent Pool
Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

• For the ESS Rank Statistics (HARERS) file, XPID contains the value input from field R748RPNM in the Rank Statistics
section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

• For the ESS Extent Pool Statistics (HARXPS) file, XPID contains the value input from field R748XPID in the Extent
Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

XPAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

XPAD contains the last value of XPAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPID - Extent Pool ID
XPID contains the extent pool ID in the storage subsystem. An extent pool is a logical construct, first introduced with the
1750 and 2107 subsystems' virtualization concepts, used to aggregate the extents from a set of ranks to form a domain
for extent allocation to a logical volume.

Extent pools are not supported on 2105 and earlier cache subsystems.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

Element Derivation:

The derivation of XPID depends upon the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:
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• For the Cache Volume Activity (HARCVA) file, XPID contains the value input from field R7452XID of the Extent Pool
Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

• For the ESS Rank Statistics (HARERS) file, XPID contains the value input from field R748RPNM in the Rank Statistics
section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

• For the ESS Extent Pool Statistics (HARXPS) file, XPID contains the value input from field R748XPID in the Extent
Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

XPID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535

Summarization Process:

XPID contains the last value of XPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, XPID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this data
element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

HAR Information Area
The HAR Information Area is supported by the MICS MVS Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The following sections describe
the files supported in this information area:

Cache Control Unit Activity File (HARCCU)
The Cache Control Unit Activity file quantifies caching activity at the subsystem level. The caching activity for all volumes
attached to the control unit is summarized in this file. It also contains device independent information concerning the
overall caching subsystem.

The information in the HARCCU file is obtained from the cache subsystem device activity section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 record written by RMF Monitor III.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

  XDWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

  XDWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number
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  XDWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  XDWM..E  CUVOLSER - Cache Control Unit Volser

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

  XDWM..E  CCUIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

  XDWM..E  CCUIOSRC - IOS Return Code

  XDWM..E  CCUMODEL - Control Unit Model ID

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBTP - Cache Subsystem Type

  XDWM..E  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  CCUABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

  XDWM..E  CCUARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

  XDWM..E  CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

  XDWM..E  CCUCFWB  - CFW Bypass Count

  XDWM..E  CCUCKDWH - CKD Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWBF - Intvls DFW Inhibited Battery Fail

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count
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  XDWM..E  CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDHOST - Intvls with Host or Support Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

  XDWM..E  CCUGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

  XDWM..E  CCUGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

  XDWM..E  CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

  XDWM..E  CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUIFAIL - Intvls with Internal Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUMAINT - Intvls with Disabled for Maintenance

  XDWM..E  CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  CCUPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  CCUPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

  XDWM..E  CCUPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

  XDWM..E  CCUPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCURCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

  XDWM..E  CCURCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

  XDWM..E  CCURMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTH  - Total Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits
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  XDWM..E  CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUXCFW  - Intvls with CFW Deactivated

  XDWM..E  CCUXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

  XDWM..E  CCUXIML  - Intvls with IML Device not Available

  XDWM..E  CCUXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUXXFW  - Intvls with DFW/CFW Suspended

  XDWM..E  CCUZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

  XDWM..E  CCUABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

  XDWM..E  CCUAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

  XDWM..E  CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

  XDWM..E  CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

  XDWM..E  CCUPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPCCKD - Pct Successful CKD Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTW  - Pct Hits Total Write

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate
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  XDWM..E  CCUPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

CCUABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

CCUABR is the subsystem summation of CVAABR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the number of bytes transferred during all read I/O requests for all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

             CCUPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

             CVAABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

CCUABR contains the sum of Host Adapter Bytes Read (CVAABR) over all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVAABR contains the value input from field R7451CT1 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CCUABR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CCUABR contains the sum of all values of CCUABR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

CCUABRRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per read I/O request for all caching active logical volumes
attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

Element Derivation:

CCUABRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUABRRT = CCUABR / SUM(CCURNR,CCURNRR,CCURSR)

where:

CCUABR
Count of host adapter bytes read

CCURNR
Count of normal read requests

CCURNRR
Count of non-retentive read requests

CCURSR
Count of sequential read requests

If the number of host adapter bytes read is less than zero or the sum of all read requests is zero, CCUABRRT is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes read is zero, CCUABRRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUABRRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUABRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCUABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

CCUABW is the subsystem summation of CVAABW for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the number of bytes transferred during all write I/O requests for all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

             CCUPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

             CVAABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

CCUABW contains the sum of Host Adapter Bytes Written (CVAABW) over all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAABW contains the value input from field R7451CT2 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CCUABW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUABW contains the sum of all values of CCUABW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

CCUABWRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per write I/O request for all caching active logical volumes
attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

Element Derivation:

CCUABWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUABWRT = CCUABW / SUM(CCUWNR,CCUWNRR,CCUWSR)

where

CCUABW
Count of host adapter bytes written
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CCUWNR
Count of normal write requests

CCUWNRR
Count of non-retentive write requests

CCUWSR
Count of sequential write requests

If the number of host adapter bytes written is less than zero or the sum of all write requests is zero, CCUABWRT is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes written is zero, CCUABWRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUABWRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUABWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

CCUACDXF is the subsystem summation of CVAACDXF for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
It contains the count of unscheduled, asynchronous transfers of tracks from cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) to
free space in cache or NVS, over the RMF measurement interval. For duplex pairs, this is the count of transfers to the
secondary device from cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

             CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CCUACDXF contains the sum of Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks) (CVAACDXF) over all caching active devices
attached to the control unit. CVAACDXF contains the value input from field R745DCTD in the Cache Device Data Section
of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUACDXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUACDXF contains the sum of all values of CCUACDXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High values in CCUACDXF can be an indication of over-committed cache or NVS.
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CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

CCUACTIO is the subsystem summation of CVAACTIO for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
It contains the total I/O request count directed to caching active devices over all intervals represented by the MICS
observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

             CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

             CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

             CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUACTIO contains the sum of Total Cache Active I/O (CVAACTIO) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. For these devices, CVAACTIO is set equal to CVATOTIO (Total I/O). CVATOTIO is computed according to the
following algorithm:

CVATOTIO = SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where

CVATOTWR
Count of Total Write Requests

CVATOTRR
Count of Total Read Requests

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

Range of Value:

CCUACTIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUACTIO contains the sum of all values of CCUACTIO processed in the level of summarization.

CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

CCUACTTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was active for at least one device attached to the caching subsystem
over the measurement interval represented by the MICS database record. CCUACTTM is always less than or equal to
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUACTTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if at least one device attached to the caching
subsystem was actively caching during the entire RMF measurement interval. Otherwise CCUACTTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUACTTM contains the sum of all values of CCUACTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CCUACTTM represents the total time duration that at least one device attached to the caching subsystem was actively
caching. It is used in the computation of per-second rates for cache active related data elements. Caching Inactive Time
(CCUIACTM) is used to determine per-second I/O rates for caching inactive related data elements.

CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

CCUAPEND contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was pending active for the subsystem.

CCUDPEND is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Active

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CCUAPEND is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section
of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "001"B,
CCUAPEND is set to one. Otherwise, CCUAPEND is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUAPEND is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUAPEND's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUAPEND is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CCUAPEND contains the sum of all values of CCUAPEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCUARTM - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

CCUARTM is the subsystem summation of CVAARTM for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all read I/O requests for all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

             CVAARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

CCUARTM contains the sum of Host Adapter Read Response Time (CVAARTM) over all caching active devices attached
to the control unit. CVAARTM contains the value input from field R7451CT3 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CCUARTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUARTM contains the sum of all values of CCUARTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

CCUAVART contains the average response time, in seconds, of a read I/O request for all caching active logical volumes
attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

CCUAVART is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUAVART = CCUARTM / SUM(CCURNR,CCURNRR,CCURSR)

where:

CCUARTM
Total host adapter read response time

CCURNR
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Count of normal read requests

CCURNRR
Count of non-retentive read requests

CCURSR
Count of sequential read requests

If the total host adapter read response time is less than zero or the sum of all read requests is zero, CCUAVART is set to
missing. If the total host adapter read response time is zero, CCUAVART is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUAVART is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUAVART contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

CCUAVAWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a write I/O request for all caching active logical volumes
attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

CCUAVAWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUAVAWT = CCUAWTM / SUM(CCUWNR,CCUWNRR,CCUWSR)

where:

CCUAWTM
Total host adapter write response time

CCUWNR
Count of normal write requests

CCUWNRR
Count of non-retentive write requests

CCUWSR
Count of sequential write requests
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If the total host adapter write response time is less than zero or the sum of all write requests is zero, CCUAVAWT is set to
missing. If the total host adapter write response time is zero, CCUAVAWT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUAVAWT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUAVAWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

CCUAVPRT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a physical storage read operation (data transfer from
hard disks to cache) for all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF
measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

             CCUPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

             CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

Element Derivation:

CCUAVPRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUAVPRT = CCUPRTM / CCUPRO

where:

CCUPRTM
Total physical storage read response time

CCUPRO
Number of physical storage read operations

If the total physical storage read response time is less than zero or the number of physical storage read operations is
zero, CCUAVPRT is set to missing. If the total physical storage read response time is zero, CCUAVPRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUAVPRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUAVPRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

CCUAVPWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a physical storage write operation (data transfer from
cache to hard disks) for all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF
measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

             CCUPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

             CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

Element Derivation:

CCUAVPWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUAVPWT = CCUPWTM / CCUPWO

where:

CCUPWTM
Total physical storage write response time

CCUPWO
Number of physical storage write operations

If the total physical storage write response time is less than zero or the number of physical storage write operations is
zero, CCUAVPWT is set to missing. If the total physical storage write response time is zero, CCUAVPWT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUAVPWT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUAVPWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUAWTM - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

CCUAWTM is the subsystem summation of CVAAWTM for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all write I/O requests for all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

             CVAAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time
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Element Derivation:

CCUAWTM contains the sum of Host Adapter Write Response Time (CVAAWTM) over all caching active devices attached
to the control unit. CVAAWTM contains the value input from field R7451CT4 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CCUAWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUAWTM contains the sum of all values of CCUAWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUBCR - Bypass Cache Requests

CCUBCR is the subsystem summation of CVABCR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read I/O requests that explicitly bypassed cache, over the RMF measurement interval. The data was read
directly from DASD even if residing in the cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUBCR contains the sum of all Bypass Cache Requests (CVABCR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVABCR contains the value input from field R745DBCR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUBCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUBCR contains the sum of all values of CCUBCR processed in the level of summarization.

CCUCACT - Intvls with Caching Activated

CCUCACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was active for the subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:
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CCUCACT is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "000"B, CCUCACT is
set to one. Otherwise, CCUCACT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUCACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUCACT contains the sum of all values of CCUCACT processed in the level of summarization.

CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

CCUCDACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was deactivated for the subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

             CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CCUCDACT is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section
of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "101"B,
CCUCDACT is set to one. Otherwise, CCUCDACT is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUCDACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUCDACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUCDACT is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CCUCDACT contains the sum of all values of CCUCDACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUCFWB - CFW Bypass Count

CCUCFWB is the subsystem summation of CVACFWB for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests that could not be satisfied because cache was full, over
the RMF measurement interval. Rather than destaging data from cache to DASD to make cache space available, then
satisfying the CFW I/O request, the CFW write occurs directly to DASD.

CCUCFWB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count
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             CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CCUCFWB contains the sum of Cache Fast Write Bypass Counts (CVACFWB) for all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVACFWB contains the value input from field R745DFWR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACFWB is set to missing.

Range of Value:

CCUCFWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher,
CCUCFWB is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

CCUCFWB contains the sum of all values of CCUCFWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High values in CCUCFWB can indicate that cache storage is over-committed.

CCUCKDWH - CKD Write Hits

CCUCKDWH is the subsystem summation of CVACKDWH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
It contains the count of Count-Key-Data (CKD) I/O requests that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF measurement
interval.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUCKDWH contains the sum of Cache Key Data Write Hits (CVACKDWH) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVACKDWH contains the value input from field R745DKDH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CCUCKDWH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUCKDWH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUCKDWH contains the sum of all values of CCUCKDWH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Requests

CCUCKDWR is the subsystem summation of CVACKDWR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of Count-Key-Data (CKD) write I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.
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This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUCKDWR contains the sum of CKD Write Hits (CVACKDWR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVACKDWR contains the value input from field R745DKDW in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUCKDWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUCKDWR contains the sum of all values of CVACKDWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

CCUDEVID contains the Device ID or string number of the device in the caching subsystem. In the HARCCU file, this is
the string number of the control unit device.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

Element Derivation:

CCUDEVID contains the value input from field R745SDID of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUDEVID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

CCUDEVID contains the last value of CCUDEVID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, CCUDEVID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

CCUDFAIL contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching deactivation failed for the subsystem.

CCUDFAIL is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

             CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Active

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CCUDFAIL is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "111"B, CCUDFAIL is
set to one. Otherwise, CCUDFAIL is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDFAIL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUDFAIL's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDFAIL is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CCUDFAIL contains the sum of all values of CCUDFAIL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUDFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

CCUDFWB is the subsystem summation of CVADFWB for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests that could not be satisfied over the RMF measurement
interval, because Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) was overutilized. When NVS is overutilized, the write I/O request is sent
directly to DASD.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

CCUDFWB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCFWB  - CFW Bypass Count

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CCUDFWB contains the sum of DASD Fast Write Bypass Counts (CVADFWB) for all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVADFWB contains the value input from field R745DFWB in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACFWB is set to missing.

If the device has caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CCUDFWB is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUDFWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher,
CCUDFWB contains a missing value.
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Summarization Process:

CCUDFWB contains the sum of all values of CCUDFWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DFW writes to both regular cache and Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) simultaneously. This provides the same data integrity
as writing directly to DASD, but at channel speed. High values in CCUDFWB can indicate that NVS is over-committed.

CCUDFWBF - Intvls DFW Inhibited Battery Fail

CCUDFWBF contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where subsystem DASD Fast Write (DFW) was
inhibited due to a battery failure for the non-volatile storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUXXFW  - Intvls with DFW/CFW Suspended

Element Derivation:

CCUDFWBF is set according to the value of bit 3 of field R745SG2 in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 3 is "1"B, CCUDFWBF is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUDFWBF is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUDFWBF's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUDFWBF contains the sum of all values of CCUDFWBF processed in the level of summarization.

CCUDFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

CCUDFWIH is the subsystem summation of CVADFWIH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval, where use of cache was
inhibited; for example, DFW is not allowed for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CVADFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

Element Derivation:

CCUDFWIH contain the sum of DASD Fast Write Inhibit Counts (CVADFWIH) for all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVADFWIH is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVADFWIH = SUM(CVATOTWR,(-CVATOTFW))

where:

CVATOTWR
Total write request count
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CVATOTFW
Total fast write request count

If CVATOTFW is greater than CVATOTWR, then CVADFWIH is set to missing.

Range of Value:

CCUDFWIH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUDFWIH contains the sum of all values of CCUDFWIH processed in the level of summarization.

CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

CCUDFWNR is the subsystem summation of CVADFWNR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUDFWNR contains the sum of DASD Fast Write Normal Requests (CVADFWNR) for all caching active devices
attached to the control unit. CVADFWNR contains the value input from field R745DFWC in the Cache Device Data
Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUDFWNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUDFWNR contains the sum of all values of CCUDFWNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) is the name of a cache writing method were the write is made to both regular cache and Non-
Volatile Storage (NVS). This redundant write, where one copy is made to NVS, offers data integrity equivalent to writing
directly to DASD, but at channel speed.

Write normal is differentiated from write sequential in the method used to destage data from cache to DASD. With write
normal, a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is used to choose data tracks for destaging. With write sequential, tracks
just updated are chosen for destaging.

CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

CCUDFWSR is the subsystem summation of CVADFWSR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests
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             CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVAPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUDFWSR contains the sum of DASD FAST Write Seq Requests (CVADFWSR) for all caching active devices attached
to the control unit. CVADFWSR contains the value input from field R745DFWS in the Cache Device Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUDFWSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUDFWSR contains the sum of all values of CCUDFWSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) is the name of a cache writing method were the write is made to both regular cache and Non-
Volatile Storage (NVS). This redundant write, where one copy is made to NVS, offers data integrity equivalent to writing
directly to DASD, but at channel speed.

Write normal is differentiated from write sequential in the method used to destage data from cache to DASD. With write
normal, a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is used to choose data tracks for destaging. With write sequential, tracks
just updated are chosen for destaging.

CCUDHOST - Intvls with Host or Support Failure

CCUDHOST contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where subsystem caching was deactivated by request
from the host system or support facility.

CCUDHOST is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUIFAIL - Intvls with Internal Failure

             CCUMAINT - Intvls with Disabled for Maintenance

Element Derivation:

CCUDHOST is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of
the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 is "100"B, CCUDHOST
is set to one. Otherwise, CCUDHOST is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDHOST is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUDHOST's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDHOST is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CCUDHOST contains the sum of all values of CCUDHOST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

CCUDPEND contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was pending deactivation for the
subsystem.

CCUDPEND is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

             CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Active

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

Element Derivation:

CCUDPEND is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section
of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "110"B,
CCUDPEND is set to one. Otherwise, CCUDPEND is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDPEND is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUDPEND's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUDPEND is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CCUDPEND contains the sum of all values of CCUDPEND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

CCUGMCSI is the subsystem level summation of CVAGMCSI for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
It contains the number of times a track was moved to the sidefile due to a global mirror collision. This element is only
populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

This data element is valid for IBM System Storage DS8000 Series devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

             CVAGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

Element Derivation:

CCUGMCSI contains the sum of Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count (CVAGMCSI) for all caching active devices that
are attached to the control unit. CVAGMCSI contains the value input from field R7451GSF of the Extent Pool Data Section
of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CCUGMCSI is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CCUGMCSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUGMCSI contains the sum of all values of CCUGMCSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Global mirror collisions occur when, during the sending of data in the secondary to create a consistency group, a new
host initiated data update is attempted before the modified track has been transmitted to the secondary volume. When a
collision occurs, the modified track is moved to the sidefile before allowing the new host write.

CCUGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

CCUGMCSY is the subsystem level summation of CVAGMCSY for all caching active devices that are attached to the
control unit. CVAGMCSY contains the number of times a modified track, belonging to the current consistency group, was
sent to the remote control unit before allowing a new host initiated write to the data. The modified track can come from the
sidefile or from cache.

This data element is valid for IBM System Storage DS8000 Series devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

             CVAGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Sync Count

Element Derivation:

CCUGMCSY contains the sum of Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count (CVAGMCSY) for all caching active devices
that are attached to the control unit. CVAGMCSY contains the value input from field R7451GSS of the Extent Pool Data
Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CCUGMCSY is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUGMCSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUGMCSY contains the sum of all values of CCUGMCSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Global mirror collisions occur when, during the sending of data in the secondary to create a consistency group, a new host
initiated data update is attempted before the modified track has been transmitted to the secondary volume.

CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

CCUIACTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was inactive for at least one device attached to the caching subsystem
over the measurement period represented by the MICS database record. CCUIACTM is always less than or equal to
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration
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             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUIACTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if at least one device attached to the caching subsystem
was not caching, or was in a caching deactivation pending state during the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise
CCUIACTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUIACTM contains the sum of all values of CCUIACTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CCUIACTM represents the total time duration for that at least one device attached to the caching subsystem was in a
caching deactivated or pending deactivation state. It is used in the computation of per-second rates for cache offline
related data elements. Caching Active Time (CCUACTTM) is used to determine per-second I/O rates for cache active
related data elements.

CCUICLR - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CCUICLR is the subsystem summation of CVAICLR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval, where the record was not found in cache, and the
subsystem was inhibited from loading the record to cache.

Read I/O requests with an inhibit "load-to-cache" attribute, where the requested record is found in cache, do not contribute
to this metric. When the requested data is already in cache, the I/O is counted as a read hit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUICLR contains the sum of Inhibit Cache Load Requests (CVAICLR) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAICLR contains the value input from field R745DICL in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type
74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUICLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUICLR contains the sum of all values of CCUICLR processed in the level of summarization.

CCUIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

CCUIDCRC contains the subsystem IDCSS01 return code for the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUIOSRC - IOS Return Code

Element Derivation:

CCUIDCRC contains the value input from field R745CRTN in the Cache Control Section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUIDCRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

CCUIDCRC contains the last value of CCUIDCRC processed in the level of summarization.

CCUIFAIL - Intvls with Internal Failure

CCUIFAIL contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where subsystem caching was deactivated due to an
internal failure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUDHOST - Intvls with Host or Support Failure

             CCUMAINT - Intvls with Disabled for Maintenance

Element Derivation:

CCUIFAIL is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 is "010"B, CCUIFAIL is set
to one. Otherwise, CCUIFAIL is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUIFAIL's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUIFAIL contains the sum of all values of CCUIFAIL processed in the level of summarization.

CCUIOSRC - IOS Return Code

CCUIOSRC contains the subsystem IOS return code for the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

Element Derivation:

CCUIOSRC contains the value input from field R745CIOC in the Cache Control Section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUIOSRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.
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Summarization Process:

CCUIOSRC contains the last value of CCUIOSRC processed in the level of summarization.

CCUMAINT - Intvls with Disabled for Maintenance

CCUMAINT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where subsystem caching was disabled for
maintenance.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

             CCUDHOST - Intvls with Host or Support Failure

             CCUIFAIL - Intvls with Internal Failure

Element Derivation:

CCUMAINT is set according to the value of bit 3 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 3 is "1"B, CCUMAINT is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUMAINT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUMAINT's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUMAINT contains the sum of all values of CCUMAINT processed in the level of summarization.

CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

CCUMNCAD contains the minimum number of caching active devices attached to the subsystem in any one interval
over all RMF measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with caching inactive, or pending
deactivation do not contribute to CCUMNCAD. In the DETAIL timespan, CCUMNCAD is equal to data element Number of
Caching Active Devices (CCUNOCAD).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

             CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

             CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

             CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUMNDEV is initially set equal to Number of Caching Active Devices (CCUNOCAD). CCUNOCAD is computed during
the processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity
record. Each device with caching active contributes a count of one (1) to the CCUNOCAD.

Range of Value:

CCUMNCAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CCUMNCAD contains the minimum value of CCUMNCAD processed for the level of summarization.

CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

CCUMNDEV contains the minimum number of devices attached to the subsystem in any one interval over all RMF
measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. All devices are counted regardless of their caching
active or deactivated status. In the DETAIL timespan, this is equal to data element Number of Devices on Control Unit
(CCUNODEV).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

             CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

             CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

             CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

Element Derivation:

CCUMNDEV is initially set equal to Number of Devices on Control Unit (CCUNODEV). CCUNODEV contains the value
input from field SMF745DN of the RMF type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This field contains
the number of individual subsystem device segments present in the RMF interval record.

Range of Value:

CCUMNDEV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUMNDEV contains the minimum value of CCUMNDEV processed for the level of summarization.

CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

CCUMNNCD contains the minimum number of devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation, attached to the
subsystem in any one interval over all RMF measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with
caching active do not contribute to CCUMNNCD. In the DETAIL timespan, CCUMNNCD is equal to data element Number
of Non-Caching Devices (CCUNONCD).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

             CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

             CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

             CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUMNNCD is initially set equal to Number of Non-Caching Devices (CCUNONCD). CCUNONCD is computed during
the processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity
record. Each device with caching inactive, or pending deactivation contributes a count of one (1) to the CCUNONCD.

Range of Value:

CCUMNNCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CCUMNNCD contains the minimum value of CCUMNNCD processed for the level of summarization.

CCUMODEL - Control Unit Model ID

CCUMODEL contains the caching subsystem model number.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CCUMODEL contains the value input from field R745CMDL of the Cache Control Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUMODEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

CCUMODEL contains the last value of CCUMODEL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

CCUMXCAD contains the maximum number of caching active devices attached to the subsystem in any one interval
over all RMF measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with caching inactive, or pending
deactivation do not contribute to CCUMXCAD. In the DETAIL timespan, CCUMXCAD is equal to data element Number of
Caching Active Devices (CCUNOCAD).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

             CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

             CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

             CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUMXDEV is initially set equal to Number of Caching Active Devices (CCUNOCAD). CCUNOCAD is computed during
the processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity
record. Each device with caching active contributes a count of one (1) to the CCUNOCAD.

Range of Value:

CCUMXCAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUMXCAD contains the maximum value of CCUMXCAD processed for the level of summarization.
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CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

CCUMXDEV contains the maximum number of devices attached to the subsystem in any one interval over all RMF
measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. All devices are counted regardless of their caching
active or deactivated status. In the DETAIL timespan, this is equal to data element Number of Devices on Control Unit
(CCUNODEV).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

             CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

             CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

             CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

Element Derivation:

CCUMXDEV is initially set equal to Number of Devices on Control Unit (CCUNODEV). CCUNODEV contains the value
input from field SMF745DN of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This field contains
the number of individual subsystem device segments present in the RMF interval record.

Range of Value:

CCUMXDEV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUMXDEV contains the maximum value of CCUMXDEV processed for the level of summarization.

CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

CCUMXNCD contains the maximum number of devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation, attached to the
subsystem in any one interval over all RMF measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with
caching active do not contribute to CCUMXNCD. In the DETAIL timespan, CCUMXNCD is equal to data element Number
of Non-Caching Devices (CCUNONCD).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

             CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

             CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

             CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUMXNCD is initially set equal to Number of Non-Caching Devices (CCUNONCD). CCUNONCD is computed during the
processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.
Each device with caching inactive, or pending deactivation contributes a count of one (1) to the CCUNONCD.

Range of Value:

CCUMXNCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUMXNCD contains the maximum value of CCUMXNCD processed for the level of summarization.
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CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

CCUNDCXF is the subsystem summation of CVANDCXF for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of tracks, over the RMF measurement interval, moved from a DASD device to cache to satisfy normal
(as contrasted with sequential) I/O requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CCUNDCXF contains the sum of Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (CVANDCXF) for all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVANDCXF contains the value input from field R745DNTD in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUNDCXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNDCXF contains the sum of all values of CCUNDCXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache misses occur when the requested record is not found in cache. CCUNDCXF is the number of tracks moved to
cache as a result of cache misses for read and write normal I/O requests.

CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

CCUNOCAD contains the sum of the subsystem's caching active device count over all RMF measurement intervals
contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation do not contribute to
CCUNOCAD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

             CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

             CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

             CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUNOCAD is computed during the processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache
Subsystem Device Activity record. Each device with caching active contributes a count of one (1) to the CCUNOCAD.
Devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation contribute a count of one (1) to Number of Non-Caching Devices
(CCUNONCD).

Range of Value:

CCUNOCAD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CCUNOCAD contains the sum of all values of CCUNOCAD processed in the level of summarization.

CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

CCUNODEV contains the sum of the total subsystem device count over all RMF measurement intervals contributing to the
MICS observation. All devices are counted regardless of their caching active or deactivated status.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

             CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

             CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

             CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

Element Derivation:

CCUNODEV contains the value input from field SMF745DN of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device
Activity record. This field contains the number of individual subsystem device segments present in the RMF interval
record.

Range of Value:

CCUNODEV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNODEV contains the sum of all values of CCUNODEV processed for the level of summarization.

CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

CCUNONCD contains the sum of the subsystem's caching inactive or pending deactivation device count over all
RMF measurement intervals contributing to the MICS observation. Devices with caching active do not contribute to
CCUNONCD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

             CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

             CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

             CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

Element Derivation:

CCUNONCD is computed during the processing of the individual device segments in the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache
Subsystem Device Activity record. Each device with caching inactive, or pending deactivation contributes a count of one
(1) to the CCUNONCD. Devices with caching active contribute a count of one (1) to Number of Caching Active Devices
(CCUNOCAD).

Range of Value:

CCUNONCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNONCD contains the sum of all values of CCUNONCD processed in the level of summarization.
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CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

CCUNVSDM contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the caching subsystem's Non-Volatile Storage
(NVS) was disabled for maintenance.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

             CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

             CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

Element Derivation:

CCUNVSDM is set according to the value of bit 3 of field R745SVSS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 3 is "1"B, CCUNVSDM is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUNVSDM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUNVSDM's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNVSDM contains the sum of all values of CCUNVSDM processed in the level of summarization.

CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

CCUNVSHT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the caching subsystem's Non-Volatile Storage
(NVS) was disabled by request from the host system or support facility.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

             CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

             CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

Element Derivation:

CCUNVSHT is set according to the value of bit 0 of field R745SVSS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 0 is "1"B, CCUNVSHT is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUNVSHT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUNVSHT's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNVSHT contains the sum of all values of CCUNVSHT processed in the level of summarization.
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CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

CCUNVSPP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where a request was received to deactivate the
subsystem's Non-Volatile Storage (NVS), but deactivation was pending due to a problem in the destaging of NVS held
data to DASD.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

             CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

             CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

Element Derivation:

CCUNVSPP is set according to the value of bit 4 of field R745SVSS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 4 is "1"B, CCUNVSPP is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUNVSPP is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUNVSPP's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNVSPP contains the sum of all values of CCUNVSPP processed in the level of summarization.

CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

CCUNVSPT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the subsystem's Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) was
deactivated due to an internal failure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

             CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

             CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

Element Derivation:

CCUNVSPT is set according to the value of bit 1 of field R745SVSS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 1 is "1"B, CCUNVSPT is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUNVSPT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUNVSPT's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNVSPT contains the sum of all values of CCUNVSPT processed in the level of summarization.
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CCUNVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

CCUNVSSP is the subsystem summation of CVANVSSP for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the amount of non-volatile storage, expressed in megabytes, used for write caching operations over the RMF
measurement interval.

Non-volatile storage is used to maintain a second copy (the first one is in cache) of the data until it is physically written
to disk. This process ensures data integrity and availability if the cache copy is lost due to a power or cluster failure.
However, the normal access to the data is performed from the copy which is in cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CVANVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

Element Derivation:

CCUNVSSP contains the sum of NVS Space Allocations (CVANVSSP) over all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVANVSSP contains the value input from field R7451NVS in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUNVSSP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUNVSSP contains the sum of all values of CCUNVSSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

CCUOFFIO is the subsystem summation of CVAOFFIO for all caching inactive devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the total I/O request count directed to subsystem devices with caching inactive or pending deactivation over the
intervals represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

             CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

             CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUOFFIO contains the sum of Total Cache Offline I/O (CVAOFFIO) for all devices with caching inactive, or pending
deactivation, attached to the control unit. For these devices, CVAOFFIO is set equal to CVATOTIO (Total I/O). CVATOTIO
is computed according to the following algorithm:
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CVATOTIO = SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVATOTWR
Total Write I/O Request Count

CVATOTRR
Total Read I/O Request Count

CVAICLR
Inhibit Cache Load I/O Request Count

CVABCR
Bypass Cache I/O Request Count

Range of Value:

CCUOFFIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUOFFIO contains the sum of all values of CCUOFFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Total I/O (CCUTOTIO) always contains the total subsystem I/O count, regardless of device caching status. For subsystem
devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF measurement interval, the I/O request count
is stored in data element CCUOFFIO. For subsystem devices with caching active at the end of the RMF interval, the I/O
request count is stored in data element Total I/O Cache Active, (CVAACTIO).

CCUOFFO - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

CCUOFFO is the subsystem summation of CVAOFFO for all caching inactive, or pending deactivation devices attached
to the control unit. It is the count of non-caching I/O requests directed to caching inactive devices over all intervals
represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CCUOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUOFFO contains the sum of Total Cache Offline Other I/O (CVAOFFO) for all devices attached to the control unit with
caching inactive or pending deactivation. For devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF
measurement interval, CVAOFFO is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVAOFFO = SUM(CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
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Count of Bypass Cache Requests

Range of Value:

CCUOFFO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUOFFO contains the sum of all values of CCUOFFO processed in the level of summarization.

CCUOFFR - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

CCUOFFR is the subsystem summation of CVAOFFR for all caching inactive, or pending deactivation devices attached to
the control unit. It is the count of all read I/O requests directed to caching inactive devices over all intervals represented by
the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

             CCUOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUOFFR contains the sum of Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR) for all devices attached to the control unit with
caching inactive or pending deactivation. For devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF
measurement interval, CVAOFFR is set equal CVATOTRR (Total Read Requests). CVATOTRR is computed according to
the following algorithm:

CVATOTRR = SUM(CVARNR,CVARSR,CVARNRR)

where:

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CCUOFFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUOFFR contains the sum of all values of CCUOFFR processed in the level of summarization.

CCUOFFW - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

CCUOFFW is the subsystem summation of CVAOFFW for all caching inactive, or pending deactivation devices attached
to the control unit. It is the count of all write I/O requests directed to caching inactive devices over all intervals represented
by the MICS observation.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

             CCUOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUOFFW contains the sum of Total Cache Offline Write I/O (CVAOFFW) for all devices attached to the control unit with
caching inactive or pending deactivation. For devices with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF
measurement interval, CVAOFFW is set equal CVATOTWR (Total Write Requests). CVATOTWR is computed according to
the following algorithm:

CVATOTWR = SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVAWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests

CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CCUOFFW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUOFFW contains the sum of all values of CCUOFFW processed in the level of summarization.

CCUPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

CCUPBR is the subsystem summation of CVAPBR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the number of bytes transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for all the extents of all the logical volumes
over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

             CCUPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

             CVAPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

CCUPBR contains the sum of Physical Storage Bytes Read (CVAPBR) over all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAPBR contains the value input from field R7452PBR of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:
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CCUPBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPBR contains the sum of all values of CCUPBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

CCUPBRRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per physical storage read operation (data transfer from
hard disks to cache) for all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF
measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

             CCUPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

             CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

Element Derivation:

CCUPBRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPBRRT = CCUPBR / CCUPRO

where:

CCUPBR
Count of physical storage bytes read

CCUPRO
Number of physical storage read operations

If the number of physical storage bytes read is less than zero or the number of physical storage read operations is zero,
CCUPBRRT is set to missing. If the number of physical storage bytes read is zero, CCUPBRRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPBRRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPBRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CCUPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

CCUPBW is the subsystem summation of CVAPBW for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the number of bytes transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for all the extents of all the logical volumes
over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

             CCUPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

             CVAPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

CCUPBW contains the sum of Physical Storage Bytes Written (CVAPBW) over all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAPBW contains the value input from field R7452PBW of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CCUPBW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPBW contains the sum of all values of CCUPBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

CCUPBWRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per physical storage write operation (data transfer from
cache to hard disks) for all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF
measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

             CCUPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

             CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

Element Derivation:

CCUPBWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPBWRT = CCUPBW / CCUPWO

where:

CCUPBW
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Count of physical storage bytes written

CCUPWO
Number of physical storage write operations

If the number of physical storage bytes written is less than zero or the number of physical storage write operations is zero,
CCUPBWRT is set to missing. If the number of physical storage bytes written is zero, CCUPBWRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPBWRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPBWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

CCUPCCIO contains the percentage of all cache eligible I/O (read and write) requests for all caching active devices
attached to the subsystem that were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval. Total hits include the sum
of read/write normal, read/write sequential, and read/write non-retentive hits. Total I/O requests include the sum of the
same types of read and write requests. I/O requests that explicitly bypass cache, such as bypass cache requests, are not
counted in CCUPCCIO.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

             CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

             CCUTOTH  - Total Hits

             CVAPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUPCCIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCCIO = 100 * (CCUTOTH/CCUTOCIO)

where:

CCUTOTH
Total count of cache hits

CCUTOCIO
Total count of I/O requests eligible to access cache

If the number of I/O requests is zero, CCUPCCIO is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between subsystems that
experienced I/O requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCCIO) and subsystems that experienced no I/O
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCCIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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CCUPCCIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCCIO contains the cache hit percentage of all cache eligible I/O from all intervals where at least one device was
actively utilizing the cache. CCUPCTIO (Pct Hits Total I/O), contains the cache hit percentage for all device I/O, even I/O
requests that explicitly avoid the cache, such as Bypass Cache I/O requests. CCUPCTIO also includes I/O requests from
devices where caching was inactive, or pending deactivation, and from intervals where no devices were actively using the
cache.

CCUPCCKD - Pct Successful CKD Write Hits

CCUPCCKD contains the percentage of Count Key-Data (CKD) write I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all
caching active devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCKDWH - CKD Write Hits

             CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Requests

             CVAPCCKD - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCCKD is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCCKD = 100 * (CCUCKDWR/CCUCKDWR)

where:

CCUCKDWR
Count of CKD Write Hits

CCUCKDWR
Count of CKD Write Requests

If the number of CKD Write Requests is zero, CCUPCCKD is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCCKD) and subsystems that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCCKD is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCCKD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.
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Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CCUPCRN - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

CCUPCRN contains the percentage of read normal I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active devices
attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCRN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCRN = 100 * (CCURNH/CCURNR)

where:

CCURNH
Count of Read Normal Hits

CCURNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

If the number of Read Normal Requests is zero, CCUPCRN is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCRN) and subsystems that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCRN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CCUPCRNR contains the percentage of read non-retentive I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits
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             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCRNR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCRNR = 100 * (CCURNRH/CCURNRR)

where:

CCURNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits

CCURNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

If the number of Read Non-Retentive Requests is zero, CCUPCRNR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate
between subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCRNR) and subsystems
that experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCRNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCRNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCRS - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

CCUPCRS contains the percentage of read sequential I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCRS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCRS = 100 * (CCURSH/CCURSR)

where:

CCURSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits
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CCURSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

If the number of Read Sequential Requests is zero, CCUPCRS is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCRS) and subsystems that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

CCUPCTIO contains the percentage of all I/O (read and write) requests for all devices attached to the subsystem that
were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval. Total hits include the sum of read/write normal, read/write
sequential, and read/write non-retentive hits. Total I/O requests include the sum of the same types of read and write
requests and additionally include Inhibit Cache Load requests (CCUICLR) and Bypass Cache Requests (CCUBCR).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

             CCUTOTH  - Total Hits

             CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

             CVAPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUPCTIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCTIO = 100 * (CCUTOTH/CCUTOTIO)

where:

CCUTOTH
Total count of cache hits

CCUTOTIO
Total count of I/O requests

If the number of I/O requests is zero, CCUPCTIO is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between subsystems that
experienced I/O requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCTIO) and subsystems that experienced no I/O
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCTIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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CCUPCTIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCTIO contains the cache hit percentage of all subsystem I/O, even I/O requests that explicitly avoided the cache,
such as Bypass Cache I/O requests. CCUPCTIO also includes I/O requests from subsystem devices where caching was
inactive, or pending deactivation. CCUPCCIO (Pct Hits Cache I/O) contains the subsystem cache hit percentage only for
cache eligible I/O requests, and devices where caching was active.

CCUPCTR - Pct Hits Total Read

CCUPCRN contains the percentage of all read I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active devices
attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval. The sum of read normal, read sequential, and read non-
retentive requests and hits are used in the computation of CCUPCTR.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CVAPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

Element Derivation:

CCUPCTR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCTR = 100 * (CCUTOTRH/CCUTOTRR)

where:

CCUTOTRH
Total count of read hits

CCUTOTRR
Total count of read requests

If the number of read requests is zero, CCUPCTR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between subsystems that
experienced read requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCTR) and subsystems that experienced no
read requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCTR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.
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CCUPCTW - Pct Hits Total Write

CCUPCTW contains the percentage of all write I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active devices
attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval. The sum of write normal, write sequential, and write non-
retentive requests and hits are used in the computation of CCUPCTW.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAPCTW  - Pct Hits Total Write

Element Derivation:

CCUPCTW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCTW = 100 * (CCUTOTWH/CCUTOTWR)

where:

CCUTOTWH
Total count of write hits

CCUTOTWR
Total count of write requests

If the number of write requests is zero, CCUPCTW is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between subsystems that
experienced write requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCTW) and subsystems that experienced no
write requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCTW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCWN - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

CCUPCWN contains the percentage of write normal I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits
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Element Derivation:

CCUPCWN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCWN = 100 * (CCUWNH/CCUWNR)

where:

CCUWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CCUWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests

If the number of Write Normal Requests is zero, CCUPCWN is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCWN) and subsystems that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCWN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCWN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CCUPCWNR contains the percentage of write non-retentive I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCWNR is computed using the following algorithm:

     CCUPCWNR = 100 * (CCUWNRH/CCUWNRR)

where:

CCUWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

CCUWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests
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If the number of Write Non-Retentive Requests is zero, CCUPCWNR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate
between subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCWNR) and subsystems
that experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCWNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCWNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPCWS - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

CCUPCWS contains the percentage of write sequential I/O requests that were satisfied in cache for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUPCWS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPCWS = 100 * (CCUWSH/CCUWSR)

where:

CCUWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CCUWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

If the number of Write Sequential Requests is zero, CCUPCWS is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
subsystems that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CCUPCWS) and subsystems that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CCUPCWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CCUPCWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CCUPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume (Trks) XFR

CCUPPRXF is the subsystem summation of CVAPPRXF for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the number of tracks transferred to secondary (or remote) volumes for all Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
updates over the RMF measurement interval.

The aim of PPRC is to help in disaster recovery by providing mirroring and remote copy solutions. It is set up on a logical
unit or volume basis. Two or more ESSs are connected by links. Updates to a primary (or local) PPRC volume go first into
cache and non-volatile storage in the primary control unit. They are then sent over the link to the secondary (or remote)
control unit. Once they are written to cache and non-volatile storage, the secondary control unit acknowledges the receipt
of the data to the primary control unit which will signal the completion of the I/O to the application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CCUPPRXF contains the sum of Secondary PPRC Volume XFRs (Trks) (CVAPPRXF) over all caching active devices
attached to the control unit. CVAPPRXF contains the value input from field R7451TSP in the RAID Rank Data Section of
the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUPPRXF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPPRXF contains the sum of all values of CCUPPRXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Several elements can affect your ESS performance in a PPRC environment. Some deal with workload (data block size,
transfer size), while others are in the area of configuration (distance, number of PPRC links, subsystem size). In addition,
the performance achieved is largely dependent on the amount of write activity on the primary control unit.

Keeping in mind that the main objective is to protect critical workloads with a minimum impact on applications response
times, it is important to remember that making a synchronous copy of each update adds a response time element to each
write I/O and that the processing of PPRC writes is an additional workload for the control unit.

CCUPRO - Physical Storage - Read Operations

CCUPRO is the subsystem summation of CVAPRO for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of operations where data was transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for all the extents of all the
logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

             CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

             CVAPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

Element Derivation:

CCUPRO contains the sum of Physical Storage Read Operations (CVAPRO) over all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVAPRO contains the value input from field R7452PRO of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUPRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPRO contains the sum of all values of CCUPRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPRTM - Physical Storage - Read Response time

CCUPRTM is the subsystem summation of CVAPRTM for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all physical storage read operations (data transfer from hard disks to cache) for
all the extents of all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

             CVAPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

CCUPRTM contains the sum of Physical Storage Read Response Time (CVAPRTM) over all caching active devices
attached to the control unit. CVAPRTM contains the value input from field R7452PRT of the Extent Pool Data Section of
the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CCUPRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPRTM contains the sum of all values of CCUPRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

CCUPSABR contains the average number of bytes per second transferred for all read I/O requests for all caching active
logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

             CVAPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

Element Derivation:

CCUPSABR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPSABR = CCUABR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUABR
Count of host adapter bytes read

CCUACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of host adapter bytes read is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSABR is set to missing.
If the number of host adapter bytes read is zero, CCUPSABR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSABR is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSABR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CCUACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache
subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached to the
subsystem.

CCUPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

CCUPSABW contains the average number of bytes per second transferred for all write I/O requests for all caching active
logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

             CVAPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

Element Derivation:

CCUPSABW is computed using the following algorithm:
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    CCUPSABW = CCUABW / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUABW
Count of host adapter bytes written

CCUACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of host adapter bytes written is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSABW is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes written is zero, CCUPSABW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSABW is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSABW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CCUACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache
subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached to the
subsystem.

CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

CCUPSACD contains the count of unscheduled, asynchronous track transfers from cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS)
to DASD per second, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device
was actively caching. The purpose of the transfers is to free space in cache or NVS. For duplex pairs, this is the count of
transfers to the secondary device from cache.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CCUPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSACD is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSACD = CCUACDXF / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUACDXF
Count of Async Cache to DASD XFRs

CCUACTTM
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Caching Active Time

If the number of async cache to DASD XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSACD is set to
missing. If the number of async cache to DASD XFRs is zero, CCUPSACD is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSACD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

CCUPSACT contains the count of total I/O requests per second, directed to the subsystem's caching active devices over
all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSACT is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSACT = CCUACTIO / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUACTIO
Count of Total Cache Active I/O

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of cache active I/O is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSACT is set to missing. If the
count of cache active I/O is zero, CCUPSACT is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSACT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.
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CCUPSBC - Total Bypass Cache Rate

CCUPSBC contains the count of read I/O requests per second, that explicitly bypassed cache, for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVAPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSBC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSBC = CCUBCR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUBCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of bypass cache requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSBC is set to missing.
If the number of bypass cache requests is zero, CCUPSBC is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSBC is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSBC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

CCUPSCFB contains the count of Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests per second that could not be satisfied because
cache was full, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was
actively caching. Rather than destaging data from cache to DASD to make cache space available, then satisfying the
CFW I/O request, the CFW write occured directly to DASD.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests
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             CCUCFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CVAPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSCFB is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSCFB = CCUCFWB / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUCFWB
CFW Bypass Count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the Cache Fast Write (CFW) bypass count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSCFB is set to
missing. If the CFW bypass count is zero, CCUPSCFB is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSCFB is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSCFB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

CCUPSDFI contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibited I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices
attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUDFWIH - DASD Fast Write (CFW) Inhibit Count

             CVAPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSDFI is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSDFI = CCUDFWIH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUDFWIH
DFW Inhibit Count
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CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the DASD Fast Write (DFW) inhibit count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSDFI is set to
missing. If the DFW inhibit count is zero, CCUPSDFI is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSDFI is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSDFI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

CCUPSDFN contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal (as contrasted with sequential) I/O requests per
second that explicitly bypassed cache, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at
least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Requests

             CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSDFN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSDFN = CCUDFWNR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUDFWNR
DFW Normal Request Count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSDFN
is set to missing. If the DFW normal request count is zero, CCUPSDFN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSDFN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CCUPSDFN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

CCUPSDFS contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential (as contrasted with normal) I/O requests per
second that explicitly bypassed cache, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at
least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSDFS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSDFS = CCUDFWSR / CCUACTTM

where

CCUDFWSR
DFW Sequential Request Count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero,
CCUPSDFS is set to missing. If the DFW sequential request count is zero, CCUPSDFS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSDFS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSDFS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.
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CCUPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

CCUPSFWB contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests per second that could not be satisfied because
Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) was overutilized, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals
where at least one device was actively caching. The I/O is written directly to DASD rather than destaging data from NVS
to make room for the DFW write I/O request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

             CVAPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSFWB is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSFWB = CCUDFWB / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUDFWB
DFW Bypass Count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the DASD Fast Write (DFW) bypass count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSFWB is set to
missing. If the DFW bypass count is zero, CCUPSFWB is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSFWB is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSFWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

CCUPSICL contains the count of read I/O requests per second, where the record was not found in cache and the
subsystem was inhibited from loading the record to cache, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem, over
all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CVAPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSICL is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSICL = CCUICLR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUICLR
Cache Load Requests count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of inhibit cache load requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSICL is set to
missing. If the number of inhibit cache load requests is zero, CCUPSICL is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSICL is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSICL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

CCUPSNDC contains the count of tracks moved from DASD to cache per second, to satisfy normal (as contrasted with
sequential) I/O requests, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one
device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

             CCUPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSNDC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSNDC = CCUNDCXF / CCUACTTM
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where:

CCUNDCXF
Count of Normal DASD to Cache XFRs

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of normal DASD to cache XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSNDC is set to
missing. If the number of normal DASD to cache XFRs is zero, CCUPSNDC is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSNDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

CCUPSOFF contains the count of total I/O requests per second, directed to the subsystem's caching inactive, or pending
deactivation devices, over all intervals where at least one device was not actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

             CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSOFF is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSOFF = CCUOFFIO / CCUIACTM

where:

CCUOFFIO
Count of Total Cache Offline I/O

CCUIACTM
Caching Inactive Time

If the count of cache offline I/O is less than zero, or the caching inactive time is zero, CCUPSOFF is set to missing. If the
count of cache offline I/O is zero, CCUPSOFF is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSOFF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Caching Inactive Time, (CCUIACTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity for all intervals
where at least one subsystem device was not actively caching. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR),
represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all
devices attached to the subsystem.

CCUPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

CCUPSPBR contains the average number of bytes per second transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for
all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

             CVAPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

Element Derivation:

CCUPSPBR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPSPBR = CCUPBR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUPBR
Count of physical storage bytes read

CCUACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of physical storage bytes read is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSPBR is set to
missing. If the number of physical storage bytes read is zero, CCUPSPBR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSPBR is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSPBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CCUACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache
subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached to the
subsystem.

CCUPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

CCUPSPBW contains the average number of bytes per second transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for
all the extents of all caching active logical volumes attached to the control unit over the RMF measurement interval.
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Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

             CVAPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

Element Derivation:

CCUPSPBW is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPSPBW = CCUPBW / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUPBW
Count of physical storage bytes written

CCUACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of physical storage bytes written is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSPBW is set to
missing. If the number of physical storage bytes written is zero, CCUPSPBW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSPBW is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSPBW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CCUACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache
subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached to the
subsystem.

CCUPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

CCUPSPPR contains the number of tracks transferred to secondary (remote) Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy volumes per
second, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively
caching.

The aim of PPRC is to help in disaster recovery by providing mirroring and remote copy solutions. It is set up on a logical
unit or volume basis. Two or more ESSs are connected by links. Updates to a primary (or local) PPRC volume go first into
cache and non-volatile storage in the primary control unit. They are then sent over the link to the secondary (or remote)
control unit. Once they are written to cache and non-volatile storage, the secondary control unit acknowledges the receipt
of the data to the primary control unit which will signal the completion of the I/O to the application.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

             CVAPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSPPR is computed using the following algorithm:

CCUPSPPR = CCUPPRXF / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUPPRXF
Count of Secondary PPRC Volume XFR

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of secondary PPRC volume XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSPPR is set to
missing. If the number of secondary PPRC volume XFRs is zero, CCUPSPPR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSPPR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSPPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

CCUPSRMR contains the count of record mode read I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to
the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCURMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

             CVAPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRMR is computed using the following algorithm:

CCUPSRMR = CCURMRR / CCUACTTM

where:
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CCURMRR
Count of Record Mode Read Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of record mode read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRMR is set to
missing. If the number of record mode read requests is zero, CCUPSRMR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRMR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRN - Read Normal Request Rate

CCUPSRN contains the count of read normal I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVAPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSRN = CCURNR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRN is set to missing. If
the number of read normal requests is zero, CCUPSRN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CCUPSRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

CCUPSRNH contains the count of read normal I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVAPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRNH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSRNH = CCURNH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURNH
Count of Read Normal Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read normal cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRNH is set to missing.
If the number of read normal cache hits is zero, CCUPSRNH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRNH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRNH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
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cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

CCUPSRNR contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to
the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRNR is computed using the following algorithm:

     CCUPSRNR = CCURNRR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read non-retentive requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRNR is set to
missing. If the number of read Non-Retentive requests is zero, CCUPSRNR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRS - Read Sequential Request Rate

CCUPSRS contains the count of read sequential I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSRS = CCURSR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRS is set to missing.
If the number of read sequential requests is zero, CCUPSRS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

CCUPSRSH contains the count of read sequential I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching
active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRSH is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CCUPSRSH = CCURSH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURSH
Count of Read Sequential Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read sequential cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRSH is set to
missing. If the number of read sequential cache hits is zero, CCUPSRSH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRSH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

CCUPSRTH contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching
active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSRTH is computed using the following algorithm:

CCUPSRTH = CCURNRH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCURNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time
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If the number of read non-retentive cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSRTH is set to
missing. If the number of read non-retentive cache hits is zero, CCUPSRTH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSRTH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSRTH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

CCUPSSDC contains the count of tracks moved from DASD to cache per second, to satisfy sequential (as contrasted with
normal) I/O requests for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device
was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

            CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

            CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

            CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

            CVAPSSDC - Sequential DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSSDC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSSDC = CCUSDCXF / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUSDCXF
Count of Seq DASD to Cache XFRs

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of sequential DASD to cache XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSSDC is set
to missing. If the number of sequential DASD to cache XFRs is zero, CCUPSSDC is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSSDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

CCUPSTFW contains the count of Fast Write I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching. This includes both DASD Fast Write (DFW)
and Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUTOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

             CVAPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTFW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTFW = CCUTOTFW / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUTOTFW
Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the fast write request count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSTFW is set to missing. If the fast
write request count is zero, CCUPSTFW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSTFW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTFW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

CCUPSTIO contains the total I/O requests count directed to all subsystem devices, per second, over all intervals
represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

             CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

             CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

             CVAPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTIO= CCUTOTIO / CACHEDUR

where:

CCUTOTIO
Total I/O Count

CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

If the total I/O count is less than zero, or the cache gatherer interval duration is zero, CCUPSTIO is set to missing. If the
total I/O count, CCUPSTIO is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time.

CCUPSTR - Total Read Request Rate

CCUPSTR contains the count of all read I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching. Read normal, read sequential, and read non-
retentive I/O requests are all included in the computation of CCUPSTR.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CVAPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTR = CCUTOTRR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUTOTRR
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Total Read Request count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSTR is set to missing. If the
number of read requests is zero, CCUPSTR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSTR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

CCUPSTRH contains the count of all read I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching. Read normal, read
sequential, and read non-retentive I/O hits are all included in the computation of CCUPSTRH.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CVAPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTRH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTRH = CCUTOTRH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUTOTRH
Total Read Hits count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSTRH is set to missing. If the number
of read hits is zero, CCUPSTRH is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CCUPSTRH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTRH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSTW - Total Write Request Rate

CCUPSTW contains the count of all write I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching. Write normal, write sequential, and write
non-retentive I/O requests are all included in the computation of CCUPSTW.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTW = CCUTOTWR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUTOTWR
Total Write Request count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSTW is set to missing. If the
number of write requests is zero, CCUPSTW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSTW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

CCUPSTWH contains the count of all write I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem, over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching. Write normal, write
sequential, and write non-retentive I/O hits are all included in the computation of CCUPSTWH.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVAPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSTWH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSTWH = CCUTOTWH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUTOTWH
Total Write Hits count

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSTWH is set to missing. If the number
of write hits is zero, CCUPSTWH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSTWH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSTWH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.
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CCUPSWN - Write Normal Request Rate

CCUPSWN contains the count of write normal I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSWN = CCUWNR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWN is set to missing. If
the number of write normal requests is zero, CCUPSWN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSWN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

CCUPSWNH contains the count of write normal I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching active
devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits
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             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWNH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSWNH = CCUWNH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUWNH
Count of Write Normal Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write normal cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWNH is set to
missing. If the number of write normal cache hits is zero, CCUPSWNH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSWNH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWNH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

CCUPSWNR contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to
the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWNR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CCUPSWNR = CCUWNRR / CCUACTTM
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where:

CCUWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write non-retentive requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWNR is set to
missing. If the number of write Non-Retentive requests is zero, CCUPSWNR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSWNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSWS - Write Sequential Request Rate

CCUPSWS contains the count of write sequential I/O requests per second for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSWS = CCUWSR / CCUACTTM)

where:

CCUWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWS is set to
missing. If the number of write sequential requests is zero, CCUPSWS is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CCUPSWS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

CCUPSWSH contains the count of write sequential I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching
active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWSH is computed using the following algorithm:

     CCUPSWSH = CCUWSH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUWSH
Count of Write Sequential Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write sequential cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWSH is set to
missing. If the number of write sequential cache hits is zero, CCUPSWSH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSWSH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
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cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

CCUPSWTH contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, for all caching
active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSWTH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CCUPSWTH = CCUWNRH / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write non-retentive cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSWTH is set to
missing. If the number of write non-retentive cache hits is zero, CCUPSWTH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSWTH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSWTH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

CCUPSXCW contains the number of Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or Concurrent Copy (CC) contaminated writes per
second for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively
caching.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

             CVAPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSXCW is computed using the following algorithm:

CCUPSXCW = CCUXCWR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUXCWR
Count of XRC/CC Contaminated Writes

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of contaminated writes is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSXCW is set to missing. If
the number of contaminated writes is zero, CCUPSXCW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSXCW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSXCW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Contaminated writes are write operations taking place after freezing a database, when, for disaster recovery purpose, a
decision is made to copy a database to a secondary site, using XRC. In case of disaster on the primary site, those writes
are lost, they are not copied to the secondary site.

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

CCUPSXSR contains the number of read requests per second to the cache side file during Extended Remote Copy (XRC)
or Concurrent Copy functions, for all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over all intervals where at least
one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

             CVAPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:
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CCUPSXSR is computed using the following algorithm:

CCUPSXSR = CCUXSRR / CCUACTTM

where:

CCUXSRR
Count of XRC/CC Sidefile Read Reqs

CCUACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of sidefile read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CCUPSXSR is set to missing. If
the number of sidefile read requests is zero, CCUPSXSR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUPSXSR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSXSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are
only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total
cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices attached
to the subsystem.

CCUPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

CCUPSZHR contains the count of zHPF read I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

             CVAPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSZHR is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CCUACTTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CCUZHR GT 0) CCUPSZHR=CCUZHR/CCUACTTM ;

    WHEN (CCUZHR EQ 0) CCUPSZHR=0 ;

    OTHERWISE          CCUPSZHR=.;

  END;

  ELSE CCUPSZHR=.;

Range of Value:

CCUPSZHR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CCUPSZHR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals in which caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents the
total cache subsystem interval time, including the time when caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices
attached to the subsystem.

CCUPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

CCUPSZHW contains the count of zHPF write I/O requests per second, for all caching active devices attached to the
subsystem over all intervals where at least one device was actively caching.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CCUZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

             CVAPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

Element Derivation:

CCUPSZHW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CCUACTTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CCUZHW GT 0) CCUPSZHW=CCUZHW/CCUACTTM ;

    WHEN (CCUZHW EQ 0) CCUPSZHW=0 ;

    OTHERWISE          CCUPSZHW=.;

  END;

  ELSE CCUPSZHW=.;

Range of Value:

CCUPSZHW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPSZHW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CCUACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. It represents all
intervals where at least one subsystem device was actively caching. The metrics associated with caching activity are only
populated for intervals in which caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents the
total cache subsystem interval time, including the time when caching was inactive or pending deactivation for all devices
attached to the subsystem.
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CCUPWO - Physical Storage - Write Operations

CCUPWO is the subsystem summation of CVAPWO for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of operations where data was transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for all the extents of all the
logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

             CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

             CVAPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

Element Derivation:

CCUPWO contains the sum of Physical Storage Write Operations (CVAPWO) over all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVAPWO contains the value input from field R7452PWO of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUPWO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUPWO contains the sum of all values of CCUPWO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUPWTM - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

CCUPWTM is the subsystem summation of CVAPWTM for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all physical storage write operations (data transfer from cache to hard disks) for
all the extents of all logical volumes over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

             CVAPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

CCUPWTM contains the sum of Physical Storage Write Response Time (CVAPWTM) over all caching active devices
attached to the control unit. CVAPWTM contains the value input from field R7452PWT of the Extent Pool Data Section of
the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CCUPWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CCUPWTM contains the sum of all values of CCUPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCURCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

CCURCDWP is the subsystem summation of CVARCDWP for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVARCDWP contains the count of record caching write I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval, where the
record was not found in cache and access to DASD was required.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

             CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

             CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

Element Derivation:

CCURCDWP contains the sum of RCD Cache Write Promotions (CVARCDWP) for all caching active devices attached
to the control unit. CVARCDWP contains the value input from field R745DCWP in the Cache Device Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURCDWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURCDWP contains the sum of all values of CCURCDWP processed in the level of summarization.

CCURCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

CCURCRMS is the subsystem summation of CVARCRMS for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of record caching read I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval, where the record was not
found in cache and access to DASD was required.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

             CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

Element Derivation:

CCURCRMS contains the sum of Record Cache Read Misses (CVARCRMS) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVARCRMS contains the value input from field R745DCRM in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURCRMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURCRMS contains the sum of all values of CCURCRMS processed in the level of summarization.
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CCURMRR - Record Mode Read Requests

CCURMRR is the subsystem summation of CVARMRR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of record mode read I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

             CVARMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CCURMRR contains the sum of Record Mode Read Requests (CVARMRR) over all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVARMRR contains the value input from field R7451RMR in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURMRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURMRR contains the sum of all values of CCURMRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A record mode read occurs when the ESS stages, for data that does not have the locality of reference, only the requested
records instead of staging the rest of the data in the same track. This process saves cache resource by avoiding the
retrieval of unneeded data.

CCURNH - Read Normal Hits

CCURNH is the subsystem summation of CVARNH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read normal I/O requests that were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CCUPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

Element Derivation:

CCURNH contains the sum of Read Normal Hits (CVARNH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVARNH contains the value input from field R745DCRH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURNH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURNH contains the sum of all values of CCURNH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCURNR - Read Normal Requests

CCURNR is the subsystem summation of CVARNR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read normal I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CCUPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

             CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CCURNR contains the sum of Read Normal Requests (CVARNR) over all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVARNR contains the value input from field R745DRCR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURNR contains the sum of all values of CCURNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential", additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CCURNRH - Read Non-Retentive Hits

CCURNRH is the subsystem summation of CVARNRH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCUPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

Element Derivation:

CCURNRH contains the sum of Read Non-Retentive Hits (CVARNRH) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVARNRH contains the value input from field R745DNRH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type
74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CCURNRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURNRH contains the sum of all values of CCURNRH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Read Non-Retentive refers to read I/O requests that only search the volatile cache storage for data.

CCURNRR - Read Non-Retentive Requests

CCURNRR is the subsystem summation of CVARNRR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CCURNRR contains the sum of Read Non-Retentive Requests (CVARNRR) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVARNRR contains the value input from field R745DRNR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type
74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURNRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURNRR contains the sum of all values of CCURNRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Read Non-Retentive refers to read I/O requests that only search the volatile cache storage for data.

CCURSH - Read Sequential Hits

CCURSH is the subsystem summation of CVARSH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read sequential I/O requests that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAPSRN  - Read Sequential Request Rate

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:
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CCURSH contains the sum of Read Sequential Hits (CVARSH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVARSH contains the value input from field R745DRSH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURSH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURSH contains the sum of all values of CCURSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCURSR - Read Sequential Requests

CCURSR is the subsystem summation of CVARSR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of read sequential I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CCUPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CCURSR contains the sum of Read Sequential Requests (CVARSR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVARSR contains the value input from field R745DRSR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCURSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCURSR contains the sum of all values of CCURSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential," additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

CCUSDCXF is the subsystem summation of CVASDCXF for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
It contains the count of tracks, over the RMF measurement interval, moved from a DASD device to cache to satisfy
sequential (as contrasted with normal) I/O requests.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CCUSDCXF contains the sum of Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (CVASDCXF) for all caching active devices attached
to the control Unit. CVASDCXF contains the value input from field R745DTC in the Cache Device Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUSDCXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUSDCXF contains the sum of all values of CCUSDCXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache misses occur when the requested record is not found in cache. CCUSDCXF is the number of tracks moved to
cache as a result of cache misses for read and write sequential I/O requests.

CCUSUBTP - Cache Subsystem Type

CCUSUBTP contains the configured storage subsystem type.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 9.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

Element Derivation:

CCUSUBTP is determined by testing field R745CMDL in the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record:

        R745CMDL value    CCUSUBTP set to

 

            1             '2107-01  ' if R745DCID = '1F'x

                          '2105-01  ' otherwise

            2             'EMUL 3990'

            3             '3990-03  '

            6             '3990-06  '

        any other         'UNKNOWN  '

Range of Value:

CCUSUBTP can contain any of the values described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Summarization Process:

CCUSUBTP contains the last value of CCUSUBTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

CCUTOASS contains the amount of storage (kilobytes) available to the caching subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

Element Derivation:

CCUTOASS contains the value input from field R745SAVL of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
data base to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOASS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOASS contains the last value of CCUTOASS processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

CCUTOCIO is the subsystem summation of CVATOCIO for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of all cache eligible I/O requests directed to all caching active devices attached to the subsystem over
the RMF measurement interval. I/O requests that explicitly bypass cache are not counted in CCUTOCIO.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

             CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUTOCIO contains the sum of Total Cache I/O (CVATOCIO) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVATOCIO is computed for each device according to the following algorithm:

CVATOCIO = SUM(CVATOTIO,(-SUM(CVAICLR,CVABCR)))

where:

CVATOTIO
Count of Total I/O

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests
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CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

CVATOCIO is set to zero for devices with caching deactivated or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

CCUTOCIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOCIO contains the sum of all values of CCUTOCIO processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

CCUTOCNV contains the amount of non-volatile storage (kilobytes) configured for the caching subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

Element Derivation:

CCUTOCNV contains the value input from field R745SCNV of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
database to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOCNV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOCNV contains the last value of CCUTOCNV processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

CCUTOCSS contains the amount of storage (kilobytes) configured for the caching subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

Element Derivation:
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CCUTOCSS contains the value input from field R745SCNF of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
database to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOCSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOCSS contains the last value of CCUTOCSS processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

CCUTOOSS contains the amount of storage (kilobytes) offline to the caching subsystem.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

Element Derivation:

CCUTOOSS contains the value input from field R745SOFF of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
database to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOOSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOOSS contains the last value of CCUTOOSS processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

CCUTOPNV contains the amount of pinned non-volatile storage (kilobytes) for the caching subsystem. Pinned storage
is unavailable for normal caching activities until the records in the pinned storage area are destaged to the appropriate
DASD volume.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

Element Derivation:
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CCUTOPSS contains the value input from field R745SPND of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
database to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOPNV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOPNV contains the last value of CCUTOPNV processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

CCUTOPSS contains the amount of pinned storage (kilobytes) for the caching subsystem. Pinned storage is unavailable
for normal caching activities until the records in the pinned storage area are destaged to the appropriate DASD volume.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

             CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

             CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

Element Derivation:

CCUTOPSS contains the value input from field R745SPIN of the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. This metric is divided by 1024 prior to saving in the MICS
database to convert the value from bytes to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

CCUTOPSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOPSS contains the last value of CCUTOPSS processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

CCUTOTFW is the subsystem summation of CVATOTFW for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the total count of fast write I/O requests. This includes both DASD Fast Write (DFW) and Cache Fast Write
(CFW) I/O requests. Devices with caching inactive or pending deactivation do not contribute to CCUTOTFW.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CCUPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVATOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

Element Derivation:
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CCUTOTFW contains the sum of Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests (CVATOTFW) for all caching active devices attached
to the control unit. CVATOTFW is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTFW = SUM(CVADFWNR,CVADFWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVADFWNR
Count of DFW Normal Requests

CVADFWSR
Count of DFW Seq Requests

CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

Range of Value:

CCUTOTFW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTFW contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) refers to write I/O requests that write to both volatile (Non-Retentive) and Non-Volatile cache
(cache with a battery backup). Cache Fast Write (CFW) refers to write I/O requests that write to volatile storage only. CFW
is typically used for temporary data or data that is easily reconstructed in the event of a device failure.

CCUTOTH - Total Hits

CCUTOTH is the subsystem summation of CVATOTH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of all read and write cache hits over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVATOTH  - Total Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUTOTH contains the sum of Total Hits (CVATOTH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. CVATOTH
is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTH = SUM(CVARNH,CVARSH,CVARNRH,CVAWNH,CVAWSH,CVAWNRH)

where:

CVARNH
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Count of Read Normal Hits

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits

CVAWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CVAWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CVAWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

Range of Value:

CCUTOTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTH contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

CCUTOTIO is the subsystem summation of CVATOTIO for all devices attached to the control unit. It contains the count of
all I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval. All read and write I/O requests are summed in this element, including
I/O from devices with caching deactivated or pending deactivation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CCUPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

             CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

             CVATOTIO - Total I/O

Element Derivation:

CCUTOTIO contains the sum of Total I/O (CVATOTIO) for all devices attached to the control unit. CVATOTIO is computed
according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTIO = SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVATOTWR
Count of Total Write Requests

CVATOTRR
Count of Total Read Requests

CVAICLR
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Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

CVATOTIO is always populated regardless of the caching status of the device.

Range of Value:

CCUTOTIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTIO contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTIO processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

CCUTOTRH is the subsystem summation of CVATOTRH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of all read cache hits over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CCUTOTH  - Total Hits

             CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUTOTRH contains the sum of Total Read Hits (CVATOTRH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVATOTRH is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTRH = SUM(CVARNH,CVARSH,CVARNRH)

where:

CVARNH
Count of Read Normal Hits

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits

Range of Value:

CCUTOTRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTRH contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTRH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.
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CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

CCUTOTRR is the subsystem summation of CVATOTRR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of all read normal, read sequential, and read non-retentive I/O requests over the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CCUPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

             CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUTOTRR contains the sum of Total Read Requests (CVATOTRR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVATOTRR is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTRR = SUM(CVARNR,CVARSR,CVARNRR)

where:

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CCUTOTRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTRR contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTRR processed in the level of summarization.

CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

CCUTOTWH is the subsystem summation of CVATOTWH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of all write cache hits over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits
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Element Derivation:

CCUTOTWH contains the sum of Total Write Hits (CVATOTWH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVATOTWH is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTWH = SUM(CVAWNH,CVAWSH,CVAWNRH)

where:

CVAWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CVAWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CVAWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

Range of Value:

CCUTOTWH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTWH contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTWH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

CCUTOTWR is the subsystem summation of CVATOTWR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of all write normal, write sequential, and write non-retentive I/O requests over the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CCUPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUTOTWR contains the sum of Total Write Requests (CVATOTWR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVATOTWR is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTWR = SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVAWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests
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CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CCUTOTWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUTOTWR contains the sum of all values of CCUTOTWR processed in the level of summarization.

CCUWNH - Write Normal Hits

CCUWNH is the subsystem summation of CVAWNH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of write normal I/O requests that were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CCUPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

             CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUWNH contains the sum of Write Normal Hits (CVAWNH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVAWNH contains the value input from field R745DWCH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWNH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWNH contains the sum of all values of CCUWNH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCUWNR - Write Normal Requests

CCUWNR is the subsystem summation of CVAWNR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of write normal I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CCUPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

             CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

Element Derivation:
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CCUWNR contains the sum of Write Normal Requests (CVAWNR) over all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVAWNR contains the value input from field R745DWRC in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWNR contains the sum of all values of CCUWNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential", additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CCUWNRH - Write Non-Retentive Hits

CCUWNRH is the subsystem summation of CVAWNRH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests that were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CCUPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUWNRH contains the sum of Write Non-Retentive Hits (CVAWNRH) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAWNRH contains the value input from field R745DWNH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWNRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWNRH contains the sum of all values of CCUWNRH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCUWNRR - Write Non-Retentive Requests

CCUWNRR is the subsystem summation of CVAWNRR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUWNRR contains the sum of Write Non-Retentive Requests (CVAWNRR) for all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVAWNRR contains the value input from field R745DWNR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWNRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWNRR contains the sum of all values of CCUWNRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Write Non-Retentive refers to write I/O requests that write data only to cache subsystem's volatile cache storage.

CCUWSH - Write Sequential Hits

CCUWSH is the subsystem summation of CVAWSH for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of write sequential I/O requests that were satisfied in cache over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CCUPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

             CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUWSH contains the sum of Write Sequential Hits (CVAWSH) for all caching active devices attached to the control unit.
CVAWSH contains the value input from field R745DWSH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWSH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWSH contains the sum of all values of CCUWSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CCUWSR - Write Sequential Requests

CCUWSR is the subsystem summation of CVAWSR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of write sequential I/O requests over the RMF measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CCUPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

             CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUWSR contains the sum of Write Sequential Requests (CVAWSR) for all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVAWSR contains the value input from field R745DWSR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUWSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUWSR contains the sum of all values of CCUWSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential," additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CCUXCFW - Intvls with CFW Deactivated

CCUXCFW contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where Cache Fast Write (CFW) was deactivated for the
subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUXXFW  - Intvls with DFW/CFW Suspended

Element Derivation:

CCUXCFW is set according to the value of bit 7 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 7 is "1"B, CCUXCFW is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUXCFW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUXCFW's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUXCFW contains the sum of all values of CCUXCFW processed in the level of summarization.
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CCUXCWR - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

CCUXCWR is the subsystem summation of CVAXCWR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the the number of Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or Concurrent Copy (CC) contaminated writes over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

             CVAXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

Element Derivation:

CCUXCWR contains the sum of XRC/CC Contaminated Writes (CVAXCWR) over all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVAXCWR contains the value input from field R7451XCW in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUXCWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUXCWR contains the sum of all values of CCUXCWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Contaminated writes are write operations taking place after freezing a database, when, for disaster recovery purpose, a
decision is made to copy a database to a secondary site, using XRC. In case of disaster on the primary site, those writes
are lost, they are not copied to the secondary site.

CCUXIML - Intvls with IML Device not Available

CCUXIML contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where an Initial Microcode Load (IML) device was not
available to the subsystem.

CCUXIML is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CCUXIML is set according to the value of bit 6 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 6 is "1"B, CCUXIML is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUXIML is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUXIML is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUXIML's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CCUXIML is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

CCUXIML contains the sum of all values of CCUXIML processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CCUXSRR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

CCUXSRR is the subsystem summation of CVAXSRR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It
contains the number of read requests to the cache side file during Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or Concurrent Copy
functions over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

             CVAXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUXSRR contains the sum of XRC/CC Sidefile Read Requests (CVAXSRR) over all caching active devices attached to
the control unit. CVAXSRR contains the value input from field R7451XSF in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CCUXSRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUXSRR contains the sum of all values of CCUXSRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUXXFW - Intvls with DFW/CFW Suspended

CCUXXFW contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where both DASD Fast Write (DFW) and Cache Fast
Write (CFW) were deactivated for the subsystem.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUXCFW  - Intvls with CFW Deactivated

Element Derivation:

CCUXXFW is set according to the value of bit 0 of field R745SGL in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 0 is "1"B, CCUXXFW is set to
one. Otherwise, CCUXXFW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CCUXXFW's value is either 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization the value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUXXFW contains the sum of all values of CCUXXFW processed in the level of summarization.
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CCUZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

CCUZHPFH is the subsystem level summation of CVAZHPFH for all caching active devices that are attached to the
control unit. It contains the number of High Performance Ficon for System z (zHPF) command chains, where the
Transport Mode operation specified a non-zero Imbedded Locate Record Count and the chain was completed without
requiring access to any Disk Drive Module (DDM).

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

             CVAZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

Element Derivation:

CCUZHPFH contains the sum of zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits (CVAZHPFH) for all caching active devices attached to the
control unit. CVAZHPFH contains the value input from field R7451ZHH in the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF Type
74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CCUZHPFH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CCUZHPFH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUZHPFH contains the sum of all values of CCUZHPFH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

CCUZHPFR is the subsystem level summation of CVAZHPFR for all caching active devices that are attached to the
control unit. It contains the number of High Performance Ficon for System z (zHPF) command chains, where the
Transport Mode operation specified a non-zero Imbedded Locate Record Count.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

             CVAZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUZHPFR contains the sum of zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests (CVAZHPFR) for all caching active devices that are
attached to the control unit. CVAZHPFR contains the value input from field R7451ZHL in the Extent Pool Data Section of
the SMF Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CCUZHPFR is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CCUZHPFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUZHPFR contains the sum of all values of CCUZHPFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests

CCUZHR is the subsystem summation of CVAZHR for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of zHPF read I/O requests over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

             CVAZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUZHR contains the sum of zHPF Read I/O Requests (CVAZHR) over all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVAZHR contains the value input from field R7451CT5 of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CCUZHR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CCUZHR contains the sum of all values of CCUZHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CCUZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests

CCUZHW is the subsystem summation of CVAZHW for all caching active devices attached to the control unit. It contains
the count of zHPF write I/O requests over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

             CVAZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CCUZHW contains the sum of zHPF Write I/O Requests (CVAZHW) over all caching active devices attached to the control
unit. CVAZHW contains the value input from field R7451CT6 of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CCUZHW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CCUZHW contains the sum of all values of CCUZHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CF Channel Path File (HARCFA)
The CF Channel Path file stores the characteristics of the channel paths of type CIB or CFP associated to local or remote
coupling facilities on a zEC12. It also contains limited identification information (channel path id, channel path type) for
channel paths other than CIB or CFP.

This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL                      |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

    

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019
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 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

  XDWM..E  CFADEGRA - Degraded Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  CFAEDIST - Channel Path Estimated Distance

  XDWM..E  CFAHCAID - Adapter Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFAHCAPN - Adapter Port Number

  XDWM..E  CFALATTM - Channel Path Latency Time

  XDWM..E  CFAOPMOD - Channel Path Operation Mode

  XDWM..E  CFAPCHID - Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

  XDWM..E  CFASAP1  - 1st I/O Processor Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFASAP2  - 2nd I/O Processor Identifier
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  XDWM..E  CFASAP3  - 3rd I/O Processor Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFASAP4  - 4th I/O Processor Identifier

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFACPSCT - Intvls Sender Channel Path

  XDWM..E  CFADEGCT - Intvls with Channel Path Degraded

  

CFAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

CFAACRNM contains a five-character abbreviated description of the channel path type associated with the coupling
facility.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 5.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

 Element Derivation: 

CFAACRNM contains the value input from field R744HTAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFAACRNM can take one of the following values:

'CBP' : coupling facility peer for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

'CBS' : coupling facility sender for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

'CFP' : coupling facility peer for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

'CFS' : coupling facility sender for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

'CIB' : coupling over InfiniBand channels

'ICP' : coupling facility peer for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

'ICS' : coupling facility sender for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

 Summarization Process: 

CFAACRNM contains the last value of CFAACRNM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFACPSCT -Intvls Sender Channel Path 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFACPSCT contains a value of one (1) if the channel path represented by this observation is
defined as a sender channel. 

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRCPSCT contains the number of intervals where this channel path was defined as
a sender channel over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFA file observation. 

Type:

 Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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    SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

    

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 1 is tested in field R744HCHF in the Channel Path Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFACPSCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFACPSCT is set to
zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFACPSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFACPSCT contains the sum of all values of CFACPSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If CFACPSCT has a value of zero (0) in the DETAIL timespan, then the channel is defined as either a receiver or peer
channel.

CFADEGCT - Intvls with Channel Path Degraded

CFADEGCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path was operating at reduced
capacity (degraded) or was not operating at all at the end of the interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFADEGRA - Degraded Mode Indicator

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFADEGCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R744HCHF of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

At the DETAIL timespan, CFADEGCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

 Summarization Process: 

CFADEGCT contains the sum of all values of CFADEGCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFADEGRA - Degraded Mode Indicator

CFADEGRA indicates if the channel path was operating at reduced capacity (degraded) or not operating at all during the
measurement interval. Note that this data element is only useful in the DETAIL timespan.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CFADEGCT - Intvls with Channel Path Degraded
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 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFADEGRA is set to Y if bit 0 of field R744HCHF of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record is on, or set to N if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFADEGRA is Y, N, or blank.

 Summarization Process: 

CFADEGRA contains the last value of CFADEGRA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFAEDIST - Channel Path Estimated Distance

CFAEDIST contains the estimated distance, in kilometers, of the channel path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFALATTM - Channel Path Latency Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFAEDIST is calculated as follows:

   Channel path latency time (CFALATTM) in microseconds

------------------------------------------------------

           10 microseconds per kilometer

 Range of Value: 

CFAEDIST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFAEDIST contains the last value of CFAEDIST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFAHCAID - Adapter Identifier

CFAHCAID contains the hexadecimal identifier of the host channel adapter or PCIe adapter that is used for the channel
path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826 and enhanced by IBM APAR OA44502.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CFAHCAPN - Adapter Port Number

 Element Derivation: 

CFAHCAID contains the value input from field R744HAID of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.
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 Range of Value: 

CFAHCAID can contain any valid combination of hexadecimal digits, depending on the hardware configuration.

 Summarization Process: 

CFAHCAID contains the last value of CFAHCAID processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFAHCAPN - Adapter Port Number

CFAHCAPN contains the hexadecimal host channel adapter port number or PCIe adapter port number that is used for the
channel path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826 and enhanced by IBM APAR OA44502.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: CFAHCAID - Adapter Identifier

 Element Derivation: 

CFAHCAPN contains the value input from field R744HAPN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFAHCAPN can contain any hexadecimal digit, from '0' to 'F'.

 Summarization Process: 

CFAHCAPN contains the last value of CFAHCAPN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFALATTM - Channel Path Latency Time

CFALATTM contains the channel path latency time. This is the average round-trip path time in seconds, and it is used to
compute the estimated distance of the channel path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CFAEDIST - Channel Path Estimated Distance

 Element Derivation: 

CFALATTM contains the value input from field R744HLAT of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record,
adjusted from microseconds to seconds.

 Range of Value: 

CFALATTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFALATTM contains the last value of CFALATTM processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

CFAOPMOD - Channel Path Operation Mode

CFAOPMOD describes the data rate, bandwidth, protocol, and adapter type of the channel path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826, in support of channel path types CIB or CFP on the IBM
zEC12 CPC.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 18.

SEE ALSO: Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

The value of CFAOPMOD is determined by examining field R744HOPM of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record with a bit-level test:

   R744HOPM   CFAOPMOD

 ---------  --------------------

 00000001   '1GBIT'

 00000010   '2GBIT'

 00010000   '1X  IFB  HCA2-O LR'

 00010001   '12X IFB  HCA2-O'

 00100000   '1X  IFB  HCA3-O LR'

 00100001   '12X IFB  HCA3-O'

 00110000   '12X IFB3 HCA3-O'

 01000000   '8X PCIe-O'

 01010000   '10GBIT CEE RoCE'

  other     'UNKNOWN'

  

 Range of Value: 

CFAOPMOD can contain any combination of 1 to 18 characters, with the following restrictions:

• 1GBIT: CFP path supporting a 1.0625 Gbit/s data rate
• 2GBIT: CFP path supporting a 2.125 Gbit/s data rate
• 1X IFB HCA2-O LR: CIB path operating at 1x bandwidth using the IFB protocol, adapter type HCA2-O LR
• 12X IFB HCA2-O: CIB path operating at 12x bandwidth using the IFB protocol, adapter type HCA2-O
• 1X IFB HCA3-O LR: CIB path operating at 1x bandwidth using the IFB protocol, adapter type HCA3-O LR
• 12X IFB HCA3-O: CIB path operating at 12x bandwidth using the IFB protocol, adapter type HCA3-O
• 12X IFB3 HCA3-O: CIB path operating at 12x bandwidth using the IFB3 protocol, adapter type HCA3-O
• 8X PCIe-O: CS5 path operating at 8x bandwidth using the PCIe third-generation protocol, adapter type PCIe-O
• 10GBIT CEE RoCE: CL5 path supporting a 10 Gbit/s data rate using the Converged Enhanced Ethernet protocol,

adapter type RoCE

 Summarization Process: 

CFAOPMOD contains the last value of CFAOPMOD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFAPCHID - Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

CFAPCHID contains the physical channel identifier associated with the channel path.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37826.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFAPCHID contains the value input from field R744HPCP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFAPCHID might contain any valid combination of hexadecimal digits, depending on the hardware configuration.

 Summarization Process: 

CFAPCHID contains the last value of CFAPCHID processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFASAP1 - 1st I/O Processor Identifier

CFASAP1 contains the first I/O processor (System Assist Processor) to which this channel path is accessible.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFASAP1 contains the value input from the first field R744HSAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFASAP1 might contain any 2 hexadecimal digits, from '00' to 'FF'.

 Summarization Process: 

CFASAP1 contains the last value of CFASAP1 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFASAP2 - 2nd I/O Processor Identifier

CFASAP2 contains the second I/O processor (System Assist Processor) to which this channel path is accessible.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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CFASAP2 contains the value input from the second field R744HSAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFASAP2 might contain any 2 hexadecimal digits, from '00' to 'FF'.

 Summarization Process: 

CFASAP2 contains the last value of CFASAP2 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFASAP3 - 3rd I/O Processor Identifier

CFASAP3 contains the third I/O processor (System Assist Processor) to which this channel path is accessible.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFASAP3 contains the value input from the third field R744HSAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFASAP3 might contain any 2 hexadecimal digits, from '00' to 'FF'.

 Summarization Process: 

CFASAP3 contains the last value of CFASAP3 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFASAP4 - 4th I/O Processor Identifier

CFASAP4 contains the fourth I/O processor (System Assist Processor) to which this channel path is accessible.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFASAP4 contains the value input from the fourth field R744HSAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFASAP4 might contain any 2 hexadecimal digits, from '00' to 'FF'.

 Summarization Process: 

CFASAP4 contains the last value of CFASAP4 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CF Connectivity File (HARCFC)
The CF Connectivity File is used to store the names of the other systems in the sysplex that are also connected to the
coupling facility. You can use this information to determine the topography of the parallel sysplex.

The information in the HARCFC file is obtained from the connectivity data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record
written by RMF Monitor III.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                      |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM                                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFCRMSYS - Remote System Name
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CFCRMSYS - Remote System Name

CFCRMSYS contains the name of the remote system that also reports on this coupling facility.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

             CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

Element Derivation:

CFCRMSYS contains the value input from field R744XSYS of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

Range of Value:

CFCRMSYS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

Summarization Process:

CFCRMSYS contains the last value of CFCRMSYS processed in the level of summarization.

CF Duplexing Activity File (HARCFD)
The CF Duplexing Activity File is used to store configuration information about the remote coupling facilities (CF)
connected to a local CF, including name, hardware characteristics, and information describing the CF links used to
transfer the requests through the remote coupling facilities. It also provides performance information about duplexing
requests processed by each of the connected remote coupling facilities. You can use this information to analyze high-level
duplexing coupling facility activity for performance analysis and capacity planning.

The information in the HARCFD file is obtained from the Remote Facility Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype
4 record written by RMF Monitor III. The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and
summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is
sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM           |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

  XDWM..E  CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types

  XDWM..   CFDCPCID - Central Processor Complex Identifier

  XDWM..   CFDPNBR  - Remote CF Partition Number

  XDWM..   CFDPSIDE - Remote CF Partition Side

  XDWM..   CFDRMNDE - Remote CF Hardware Node Descriptor

  XDWM..E  CFDRMSYS - System Name for Remote CF

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

  XDWM..E  CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTODSQ - Signal Delay Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFDTODTM - Total Signal Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTONSC - Total Async Message No SubChan Count

  XDWM..E  CFDTOPBC - Total Async Message Path Busy Count

  XDWM..E  CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

  XDWM..E  CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSRS - Total Redriven Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSSC - Total Remote Sender Subchannels

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSSQ - Signal Service Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSTM - Total Signal Service Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDAVSTM - Avg Signal Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDPCRDL - Pct of Requests Delayed

  XDWM..E  CFDPSREQ - Reqs per Second to this Remote CF

  XDWM..E  CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDSDDTM - Std Dev of Signal Delay Time
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  XDWM..E  CFDSDSTM - Std Dev of Signal Service Time

 CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

 CFDAVAMT contains the average asynchronous message service time, in seconds, for all types of asynchronous
requests which have been sent from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement
interval.

Type

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

            CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

            CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

            CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

         

Element Derivation

 CFDAVAMT is computed using the following algorithm:

 

         

 IF CFDTOAMS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CFDTOAMT GT 0) CFDAVAMT=CFDTOAMT/CFDTOAMS;

   WHEN (CFDTOAMT EQ 0) CFDAVAMT=0;

   OTHERWISE            CFDAVAMT=.;

 END;

 ELSE CFDAVAMT=0;

         

Range of Value

 CFDAVAMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFDAVAMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes

None

CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

CFDAVDTM contains the average delay time, in seconds, over all delayed requests, during the measurement interval.
Delayed requests are the signals of all types which have experienced a delay in being sent from the subject coupling
facility to this remotely connected CF.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

             CFDTODTM - Total Signal Delay Time

 Element Derivation: 
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CFDAVDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFDTODLY THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFDTODTM GT 0) CFDAVDTM=CFDTODTM/CFDTODLY;

    WHEN (CFDTODTM EQ 0) CFDAVDTM=0;

    OTHERWISE            CFDAVDTM=.;

  END; ELSE CFDAVDTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFDAVDTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDAVDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

 CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

 CFDAVPGS contains the average number of active paths over which signals may be sent from the subject coupling
facility to this remote CF, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

        

 SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size   

            CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

            CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

       

 Element Derivation: 

CFDAVPGS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CFDTOPGS GT 0) CFDAVPGS=CFDTOPGS/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (CFDTOPGS EQ 0) CFDAVPGS=0;

   OTHERWISE            CFDAVPGS=.;

 END;

 ELSE CFDAVPGS=0;

        

 Range of Value: 

CFDAVPGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDAVPGS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size 

CFDAVSGS contains the average number of active paths over which signals may be sent from this remote coupling
facility (CF) to the subject CF, during the measurement interval.

Type

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:   CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size 

            CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types  

            CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size  

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

         

Element Detivation

 CFDAVSGS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CFDTOSGS GT 0) CFDAVSGS=CFDTOSGS/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (CFDTOSGS EQ 0) CFDAVSGS=0;

   OTHERWISE            CFDAVSGS=.;

 END;

 ELSE CFDAVSGS=0;

         

Range of Value

CFDAVSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFDAVSGS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFDAVSTM - Avg Signal Service Time

CFDAVSTM contains the average service time, in seconds, for all types of requests which have been sent from the
subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. It includes the service time
associated with any redrives of those signals, but it excludes any delay time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

             CFDTOSTM - Total Signal Service Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFDTOREQ THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (CFDTOSTM GT 0) CFDAVSTM=CFDTOSTM/CFDTOREQ;

    WHEN (CFDTOSTM EQ 0) CFDAVSTM=0;

    OTHERWISE            CFDAVSTM=.;

  END; ELSE CFDAVSTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFDAVSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDAVSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

 CFDCHPTP is a string of characters representing the different receiver/peer channel path types defined for the remotely
connected coupling facility.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 40.

 

         SEE ALSO:  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

                    CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFDCHPTP contains the value input from the channel path type acronym array, field R744RTAP, of the SMF type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDCHPTP is comprised of a concatenation of eight strings of five characters. Each of these eight strings can take the
following values: 

 'CBP'
coupling facility peer for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

 'CBS'
coupling facility sender for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

 'CFP'
coupling facility peer for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CFS'
coupling facility sender for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CIB'
coupling over InfiniBand channels

 'ICP'
coupling facility peer for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

 'ICS'
coupling facility sender for Internal Coupling (IC) channels
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 Summarization Process: 

CFDCHPTP contains the last value of CFDCHPTP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types

 CFDCHSTP is a string of characters representing the different sender/peer channel path types defined for the remotely
connected coupling facility. Sender channel paths return signals from this remote CF to the subject CF.

Type

Retained - Character, length 40.

       SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size

                  CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

 

       

Element Derivation

CFDCHSTP contains the value input from field R744RSAP in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value

CFDCHSTP is comprised of a concatenation of eight strings of five characters. Each of these eight strings can take the
following values:

'CBP'

coupling facility peer for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

 'CBS'

coupling facility sender for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

'CFP' 

coupling facility peer for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CFS'

coupling facility sender for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CIB'

coupling over InfiniBand channels

 'ICP'

coupling facility peer for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

 'ICS'

coupling facility sender for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

Summarization Process

CFDCHSTP contains the last value of CFDCHSTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes
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None

CFDCPCID - Central Processor Complex Identifier

CFDCPCID contains the central processor complex (CPC) identifier of the remotely connected coupling facility.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDPNBR  - Remote CF Partition Number

             CFDPSIDE - Remote CF Partition Side

 Element Derivation: 

CFDCPCID contains the value input from the last byte of field R744RNDE of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDCPCID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDCPCID contains the last value of CFDCPCID processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

 CFDMNPGS contains the minimum number of active paths over which signals may be sent from the subject coupling
facility to this remote CF, during this measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       

 SEE ALSO:  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size   

            CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

            CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size

            CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

        

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFDMNPGS is set to CFDTOPGS.

 Range of Value: 

CFDMNPGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDMNPGS contains the minimum value of CFDMNPGS processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

 CFDMNSGS contains the minimum number of active paths over which signals may be sent from this remote coupling
facility (CF) to the subject CF, during this measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

    SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size     

               CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

               CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

               CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size  

   

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFDMNSGS is set to CFDTOSGS.

Range of Value:

CFDMNSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFDMNSGS contains the minimum value of CFDMNSGS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size

CFDMXPGS contains the maximum number of active paths over which signals may be sent from the subject coupling
facilit to this remote CF, during this measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

         SEE ALSO:  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

                    CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

                    CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

                    CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

        

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFDMXPGS is set to CFDTOPGS.

 Range of Value: 

CFDMXPGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDMXPGS contains the maximum value of CFDMXPGS processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

CFDMXSGS contains the maximum number of active paths over which signals may be sent from this remote coupling
facility (CF) to the subject CF, during this measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

    SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size     

               CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

               CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size

               CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size  

   

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFDMXSGS is set to CFDTOSGS.

Range of Value:

CFDMXSGS ranges from a maximum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

 CFDMXSGS contains the maximum value of CFDMXSGS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDPCRDL - Pct of Requests Delayed

CFDPCRDL contains the percentage of signals of all types which have experienced a delay in being sent from the subject
coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, over all signals during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

             CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

 Element Derivation: 

CFDPCRDL is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TORQ=SUM(CFDTOREQ,CFDTODLY); IF WRK_TORQ THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFDTODLY GT 0) CFDPCRDL=(CFDTODLY*100)/WRK_TORQ;

    WHEN (CFDTODLY EQ 0) CFDPCRDL=0;

    OTHERWISE            CFDPCRDL=.;

  END; ELSE CFDPCRDL=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFDPCRDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDPCRDL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CFDPNBR - Remote CF Partition Number

CFDPNBR contains the logical partition number of the remotely connected coupling facility.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDCPCID - Central Processor Complex Identifier

             CFDPSIDE - Remote CF Partition Side

 Element Derivation: 

CFDPNBR contains the value input from the third byte of field R744RNDE of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDPNBR ranges from zero to the maximum number of partitions definable on the central processor complex.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDPNBR contains the last value of CFDPNBR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDPSIDE - Remote CF Partition Side

CFDPSIDE contains the logical partition side number if the remote coupling facility is in a partitionable Central Processor
Complex (CPC), or a blank value if the CPC is not partitionable (single image).

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDCPCID - Central Processor Complex Identifier

             CFDPNBR  - Remote CF Partition Number

 Element Derivation: 

CFDPSIDE is obtained by examining the contents of the first byte of field R744RNDE of the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record:

  R744RNDE byte 1 value   CFDPSIDE value

  ---------------------   --------------

       '0000.1..'B            '0'

       '0001.1..'B            '1'

          other               ' '

 Range of Value: 

CFDPSIDE can contain the values of 0 or 1, for partitionable CPCs, or a blank value, for single image CPCs.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDPSIDE contains the last value of CFDPSIDE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFDPSREQ - Reqs per Second to this Remote CF

CFDPSREQ contains the average number of requests of all types which have been sent, per second, from the subject
coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDPSREQ is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFDTOREQ GT 0) CFDPSREQ=CFDTOREQ/DURATION;

    WHEN (CFDTOREQ EQ 0) CFDPSREQ=0;

    OTHERWISE            CFDPSREQ=.;

  END; ELSE CFDPSREQ=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFDPSREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDPSREQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDRMNDE - Remote CF Hardware Node Descriptor

CFDRMNDE contains the hardware descriptor of the remote coupling facility node.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 30.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFDRMNDE contains the value input from bytes 4 to 29 of field R744RNDE of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling
Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDRMNDE can contain any combination of 1 to 30 characters, in the following format:

    'type.mod.mfg.pl.seqnb'

where:

  type
Node type (e.g. 002094)

 mod
Node model number (e.g. 730)

 mfg
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Node manufacturer ID (e.g. IBM)

 pl
Node manufacturer plant ID (e.g. 02)

 seqnb
Node sequence number (e.g. 000000045757)

 Summarization Process: 

CFDRMNDE contains the last value of CFDRMNDE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDRMSYS - System Name for Remote CF

CFDRMSYS contains the system identification value for the remotely connected coupling facility.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name

 Element Derivation: 

CFDRMSYS contains the value input from field R744RSYS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDRMSYS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDRMSYS contains the last value of CFDRMSYS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

CFDSDAMT contains the standard deviation, in seconds, of the asynchronous message service time. The standard
deviation is a descriptive statistic used to analyze average asynchronous message service time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

            SEE ALSO:  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

                       CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

                       CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

                       CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

            

 Element Derivation:

CFDSDAMT is computed using the following algorithm:

 

 IF (CFDTOAMS GT 1) AND (CFDTOMSQ NE . AND CFDTOAMT NE .)
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  THEN WRKSDAMT=((CFDTOAMS*CFDTOMSQ)-(CFDTOAMT**2))/

                 (CFDTOAMS*(CFDTOAMS-1));

 IF WRKSDAMT GT 0 THEN CFDSDAMT=SQRT(WRKSDAMT);

 ELSE                  CFDSDAMT=.;

  

Range of Value:

CFDSDAMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFDSDAMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFDSDDTM - Std Dev of Signal Delay Time

CFDSDDTM contains the standard deviation, in seconds, of the signal delay time. The standard deviation is a descriptive
statistic used to analyze average delay time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

             CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

             CFDTODSQ - Signal Delay Time Sum Squares

             CFDTODTM - Total Signal Delay Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDSDDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFDTODLY GT 1) AND (CFDTODSQ NE . AND CFDTODTM NE .) THEN WRKSDDTM=((CFDTODLY*CFDTODSQ)-(CFDTODTM**2))/

               

      (CFDTODLY*(CFDTODLY-1));

   IF WRKSDDTM GT 0 THEN CFDSDDTM=SQRT(WRKSDDTM);

   ELSE                  CFDSDDTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFDSDDTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDSDDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDSDSTM - Std Dev of Signal Service Time

CFDSDSTM contains the standard deviation, in seconds, of the signal service time. The standard deviation is a
descriptive statistic used to analyze average service time.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSTM - Avg Signal Service Time

             CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

             CFDTOSSQ - Signal Service Time Sum Squares

             CFDTOSTM - Total Signal Service Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDSDSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF (CFDTOREQ GT 1) AND (CFDTOSSQ NE . AND CFDTOSTM NE .) THEN WRKSDSTM=((CFDTOREQ*CFDTOSSQ)-

(CFDTOSTM**2))/

         (CFDTOREQ*(CFDTOREQ-1));

      IF WRKSDSTM GT 0 THEN CFDSDSTM=SQRT(WRKSDSTM);

      ELSE                  CFDSDSTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFDSDSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDSDSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

 CFDTOAMS contains the total number of asynchronous messages that were sent from the subject coupling facility to this
remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. This count includes the number of asynchronous commands
that were sent, but excludes path management commands and redrives of asynchronous commands.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time  

                  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

                  CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

 

      

Element Derivation:

CFDTOAMS contains the value input from field R744RAMC in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFDTOAMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFDTOAMS contains the sum of all values of CFDTOAMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

 CFDTOAMT contains the sum of service times, in seconds, for all asynchronous messages that were sent from the
subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number. 

 

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

             CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

             CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

             CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

  

Element Derivation:

CFDTOAMT contains the value input from field R744RAMST in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

 CFDTOAMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process:

CFDTOAMT contains the sum of all values of CFDTOAMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

CFDTODLY contains the number of signals of all types which have experienced a delay in being sent from the subject
coupling facility to this remotely connected CF.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

             CFDPCRDL - Pct of Requests Delayed

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTODLY contains the value input from field R744RDSC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTODLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTODLY contains the sum of all values of CFDTODLY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

CFDTODLY is a contention indicator for the peer-to-peer communication between both coupling facilities.
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CFDTODSQ - Signal Delay Time Sum Squares

CFDTODSQ contains the sum of squares of signal delay times, in square seconds. It includes squared delay times for
all types of requests which have been sent from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDSDDTM - Std Dev of Signal Delay Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTODSQ contains the value input from field R744RSSD of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTODSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTODSQ contains the sum of all values of CFDTODSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFDTODTM - Total Signal Delay Time

CFDTODTM contains the sum of delay times, in seconds, for all types of requests which have been sent from the subject
coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

             CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTODTM contains the value input from field R744RSDT of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTODTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTODTM contains the sum of all values of CFDTODTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

CFDTOHES contains the number of times a duplexed request executing in this CF signalled its peer request (executing in
the remotely connected coupling facility) to halt execution as part of a duplexing protocol exchange.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO: CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

            CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

            CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

            CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

            CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOHES contains the value input from field R744RHES of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOHES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOHES contains the sum of all values of CFDTOHES processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

 CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

 CFDTOMSQ contains the sum of the squared service time for each asynchronous message, in squared seconds, for
all asynchronous messages that were sent from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  

 SEE ALSO:  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

            CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

            CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

            CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

              

Element Derivation:

CFDTOMSQ contains the value input from field R744RAMSQ in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744RAMSQ are converted
from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFDTOMSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Process:

CFDTOMSQ contains the sum of all values of CFDTOMSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFDTOMSQ is only maintained in the HARCFD file to support the derivation of data element CFDSDAMT - Std Dev
Async Message Sent Service Time.

CFDTONSC - Total Async Message No SubChan Count

CFDTONSC contains the total number of asynchronous messages that were delayed, because there was no subchannel
available to send from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. 
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

               SEE ALSO:  CFDTOPBC - Total Async Message Path Busy Count

              

Element Derivation:

CFDTONSC contains the value input from field R744RAMNS in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFDTONSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Proces:

CFDTONSC contains the sum of all values of CFDTONSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDTOPBC - Total Async Message Path Busy Count

CFDTOPBC contains the total number of asynchronous messages that were delayed, because there the channel path
was busy,when sending from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  

              SEE ALSO:  CFDTONSC - Total Async Message No SubChan Count

              

Element Derivation:

CFDTOPBC contains the value input from field R744RAMPB in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFDTOPBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

 CFDTOPBC contains the sum of all values of CFDTOPBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

 CFDTOPGS contains the number of active paths over which signals may be sent from the subject coupling facility to this
remote CF.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

            CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

            CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

            CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size

            CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOPGS contains the value input from field R744RPGS in the Remote Facility Data section of the SMF type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOPGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOPGS contains the sum of all values of CFDTOPGS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

CFDTORCS contains the number of times a duplexed request executing in this CF signalled its peer request (executing in
the remotely connected coupling facility) to complete execution as part of a duplexing protocol exchange.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

            CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

            CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

            CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

            CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTORCS contains the value input from field R744RRCS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTORCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTORCS contains the sum of all values of CFDTORCS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

CFDTOREQ contains the total number of signals which have been sent from the subject coupling facility to this remotely
connected CF, during the measurement interval. This number is comprised of the sum of the following requests types:
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• Ready to execute signals
• Ready to complete signals
• Halt execution signals
• Request for suppression signals
• Request for suppression accepted signals

CFDTOREQ includes any redrives associated with the above signals. However, it does not include delayed requests,
which are recorded separately.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

             CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

             CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

             CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

             CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Sign.

             CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

             CFDTOSRS - Total Redriven Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOREQ contains the sum of the values input from fields R744RRES, R744RRCS, R744RHES, R744RRSS, and
R744RRSA of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOREQ contains the sum of all values of CFDTOREQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

CFDTORES contains the number of times a duplexed request executing in this CF signalled its peer request (executing in
the remotely connected coupling facility) to commence execution as part of a duplexing protocol exchange.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

            CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

            CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

            CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

            CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTORES contains the value input from field R744RRES of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTORES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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CFDTORES contains the sum of all values of CFDTORES processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

CFDTORSA contains the number of times a duplexed request executing in this CF signalled its peer request (executing
in the remotely connected coupling facility) that a prior request-for-suppression signal was acknowledged as part of a
duplexing protocol exchange.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

             CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

             CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

             CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

             CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTORSA contains the value input from field R744RRSA of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTORSA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTORSA contains the sum of all values of CFDTORSA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

CFDTORSS contains the number of times a duplexed request executing in this CF signalled its peer request (executing in
the remotely connected coupling facility) to suppress its execution as part of a duplexing protocol exchange.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

            CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

            CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

            CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

            CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTORSS contains the value input from field R744RRSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTORSS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTORSS contains the sum of all values of CFDTORSS processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size

CFDTOSGS contains the number of active paths over which signals may be sent from the remote coupling facility (CF) to
the subject CF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

  SEE ALSO: CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size

            CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types

            CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

            CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size 

            CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

  

Element Derivation:

CFDTOSGS contains the value input from field R744RSGS in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

 CFDTOSGS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Process:

 CFDTOSGS contains the sum of all values of CFDTOSGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDTOSRS - Total Redriven Signals

CFDTOSRS contains the number of redrives of signals of all types which have been sent from the subject coupling facility
to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOSRS contains the value input from field R744RSRS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOSRS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOSRS contains the sum of all values of CFDTOSRS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFDTOSSC - Total Remote Sender Subchannels

CFDTOSSC contains the total number of subchannels associated with the sender/peer channels for the remotely
connected coupling facility. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CFDTONSC - Total Async Message No SubChan Count

Element Derivation:

 CFDTOSSC contains the value input from field R744RSC in the Remote Facility Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFDTOSSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Process:

CFDTOSSC contains the sum of all values of CFDTOSSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFDTOSSQ - Signal Service Time Sum Squares

CFDTOSSQ contains the sum of squares of signal service times, in square seconds. It includes squared service times
for all types of requests which have been sent from the subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the
measurement interval. It also includes the service time associated with any redrives of those signals, but it excludes any
delay time.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDSDSTM - Std Dev of Signal Service Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOSSQ contains the value input from field R744RSSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOSSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOSSQ contains the sum of all values of CFDTOSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFDTOSTM - Total Signal Service Time

CFDTOSTM contains the sum of service times, in seconds, for all types of requests which have been sent from the
subject coupling facility to this remotely connected CF, during the measurement interval. It includes the service time
associated with any redrives of those signals, but it excludes any delay time.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFDAVSTM - Avg Signal Service Time

             CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

 Element Derivation: 

CFDTOSTM contains the value input from field R744RSST of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFDTOSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFDTOSTM contains the sum of all values of CFDTOSTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CF Cache Structure Activity File (HARCFH)
The CF Cache Structure File stores performance information about CF cache structures. The information is well suited for
analysis directed towards tuning cache structures. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide
a complete picture of each CF cache structure. There is one HARCFH file observation for each CF cache structure per
RMF recording interval.

The information in the HARCFH file is obtained from the request data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record written
by RMF Monitor III.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset
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  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFHAPPS  - Cache Structure Application Count

  XDWM..E  CFHTOCOC - Castout Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHTODER - Directory Entry Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODTA - Data Area Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODTR - Data Entry Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOPRL - Part Completed Refer List Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOR   - Total Reads

  XDWM..E  CFHTORH  - Read Hit Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORLC - Completed Reference List Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

  XDWM..E  CFHTORSM - Reference Signal Miss Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOTCC - Total Changed Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOTCF - Target Storage Class Full Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOW   - Total Writes

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHMXDEC - Max Directory Entries

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFHAVDEC - Avg Directory Entries
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  XDWM..E  CFHPCRH  - Pct Read Hits

  XDWM..E  CFHPCWHC - Pct Write Hits Changed

  XDWM..E  CFHPCWHU - Pct Write Hits Unchanged

CFHAPPS - Cache Structure Application Count

CFHAPPS contains the number of applications using the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure over all RMF recording
intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CFHAPPS is the count of the number of Cache Data Sections associated with a particular Coupling Facility Cache
structure in the RMF Type 74, subtype 4, Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHAPPS ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHAPPS contains the sum of all values of CFHAPPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMF gathers cache structure activity metrics for each application using the structure during the measurement interval.
The HARCFH observation for the interval combines these measurements into a single record. CFHAPPS is provided to let
you know how many applications were concurrently associated with the HARCFH file metrics.

CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

CFHAVDAC contains the average number of data elements that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at
the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries

             CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

             CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

Element Derivation:

CFHAVDAC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFHAVDAC = CFHTODAC / INTERVLS;

where:

CFHTODAC
Total count of data elements

INTERVLS
Count of RMF intervals
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At the DETAIL timespan CFHAVDAC is equal to CFHTODAC because the value of INTERVLS is one.

Range of Value:

CFHAVDAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHAVDAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFHAVDEC - Avg Directory Entries

CFHAVDEC contains the average number of directory entries that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at
the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries

             CFHMXDEC - Max Directory Entries

             CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

Element Derivation:

CFHTODEC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFHAVDEC = CFHTODEC / INTERVLS;

where:

CFHTODEC
Total count directory entries

INTERVLS
Count of RMF intervals

At the DETAIL timespan CFHAVDEC is equal to CFHTODEC because the value of INTERVLS is one.

Range of Value:

CFHAVDEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHAVDEC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries

CFHMNDAC contains the minimum number of data elements that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at
the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

             CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries
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             CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CFHMNDAC is set equal to CFHTODAC. CFHTODAC contains the value input from field
R744CDAC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4, Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHMNDAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHMNDAC contains the minimum value of CFHMNDAC processed for the level of summarization.

CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries

CFHMNDEC contains the minimum number of directory entries that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure
at the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

             CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

             CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFHMNDEC is set equal to CFHTODEC. CFHTODEC contains the value input from field
R744CDEC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4, Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHMNDEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHMNDEC contains the minimum value of CFHMNDEC processed for the level of summarization.

CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

CFHMXDAC contains the maximum number of data elements that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at
the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

             CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries

             CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFHMXDAC is set equal to CFHTODAC. CFHTODAC contains the value input from field
R744CDAC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4, Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHMXDAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CFHMXDAC contains the maximum value of CFHMXDAC processed for the level of summarization.

CFHMXDEC - Max Directory Entries

CFHMXDEC contains the maximum number of directory entries that resided in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure
at the end of all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDEC - Avg Directory Entries

             CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries

             CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFHMXDEC is set equal to CFHTODEC. CFHTODEC contains the value input from field
R744CDEC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4, Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHMXDEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHMXDEC contains the maximum value of CFHMXDEC processed for the level of summarization.

CFHPCRH - Pct Read Hits

CFHPCRH contains the percentage of all Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure read requests that were satisfied in
cache, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization. Total reads is a composite field containing
the sum of read hits plus various categories of read misses.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOR   - Total Reads

             CFHTORH  - Read Hit Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHPCRH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFHPCRH= (CFHTORH*100) / CFHTOR;

where:

CFHTORHTotal count of read hits

CFHTOR
Total count or read requests

Range of Value:

The value of CFHPCRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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CFHPCRH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CFHPCWHC - Pct Write Hits Changed

CFHPCWHC contains the percentage of all Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure write requests for changed data that
were satisfied in cache. Total writes is a composite field containing the sum of write hits (changed and unchanged) plus
various categories of write misses.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHPCWHU - Pct Write Hits Unchanged

             CFHTOW   - Total Writes

             CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

             CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

Element Derivation:

CFHPCWHC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFHPCWHC= (CFHTOWHC*100) / CFHTOW;

where:

CFHTOWHC
Total count of changed data write hits

CFHTOW
Total count of write requests

Range of Value:

The value of CFHPCWHC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CFHPCWHC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFHPCWHU - Pct Write Hits Unchanged

CFHPCWHU contains the percentage of all Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure write requests for unchanged data that
were satisfied in cache over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization. Total writes is a composite
field containing the sum of write hits (changed and unchanged) plus various categories of write misses.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHPCWHC - Pct Write Hits Changed

             CFHTOW   - Total Writes

             CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

             CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

Element Derivation:

CFHPCWHU is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CFHPCWHU = (CFHTOWHU*100) / CFHTOW;

where:

CFHTOWHUTotal unchanged data write hits

CFHTOW
Total count write requests

Range of Value:

The value of CFHPCWHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CFHPCWHU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFHTOCOC - Castout Counter

CFHTOCOC contains the total count of changed data items written to permanent storage for the Coupling Facility (CF)
cache structure, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOTCC - Total Changed Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOCOC contains the value input from field R744CCOC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOCOC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOCOC contains the sum of all values of CFHTOCOC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure data item is changed, permanent storage must eventually be updated with
the changed copy. In CF cache structure speak, the data is "hardened" by "casting out" the data to permanent storage.
This is analogous to the destaging of changed data residing in the cache of a caching DASD subsystem.

CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

CFHTODAC contains the total count of data elements residing in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at the end of
the RMF recording interval. At the DETAIL level this is a snapshot value. In summarized observations CFHTODAC is the
sum of the snapshot values over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

             CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries
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             CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

Element Derivation:

CFHTODAC contains the value input from field R744CDAC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTODAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTODAC contains the sum of all values of CFHTODAC processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

CFHTODEC contains the total count of directory entries for the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure at the end of each
RMF recording interval included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHAVDEC - Avg Directory Entries

             CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries

             CFHMXDEC - Max Directory Entries

Element Derivation:

CFHTODEC contains the value input from field R744CDEC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTODEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTODEC contains the sum of all values of CFHTODEC processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTODER - Directory Entry Reclaim Counter

CFHTODER contains the total count of directory entry reclaims for the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure, over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CFHTODER contains the value input from field R744CDER in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTODER ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CFHTODER contains the sum of all values of CFHTODER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The cache structure directory contains an entry for each unique data item in use in the structure. When the number of
data items exceeds the maximum directory size, the system reclaims directory entries for unchanged data items (items
where the permanent storage item is identical to cached copies of the data item) to reclaim storage.

The system then notifies each user of the reclaimed data item directory entries that their copy of the data item can no
longer be considered valid. If the user requires use of the data items associated with the reclaimed directory entries, they
must re-read the data from permanent storage and re-register the data item to the coupling facility.

Directory entry reclaims can be avoided by increasing the size of the cache structure directory.

CFHTODTA - Data Area Counter

CFHTODTA contains the total count of allocated data areas for named data elements Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CFHTODTA contains the value input from field R744CDTA in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity Record.

Range of Value:

CFHTODTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTODTA contains the sum of all values of CFHTODTA processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTODTR - Data Entry Reclaim Counter

CFHTODTR contains the total count of data entry reclaims for the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure over all RMF
recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CFHTODTR contains the value input from field R744CDTR in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTODTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTODTR contains the sum of all values of CFHTODTR processed in the level of summarization.
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CFHTOPRL - Part Completed Refer List Counter

CFHTOPRL contains the total count of PROCESS_REFLIST list requests that did not complete processing for the
Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure because CF time out criteria were exceeded, over all RMF measurement intervals
included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORLC - Completed Reference List Counter

             CFHTORSM - Reference Signal Miss Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOPRL contains the value input from field R744CPRL in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOPRL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOPRL contains the sum of all values of CFHTOPRL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CF cache structures employ a "Least Recently Used" algorithm to manage structure space. When the structure is full,
data items least recently referenced are removed from the structure. The IXLCACHE REQUEST= PROCESS_REFLIST
request allows a user to specify a list of data items to be marked as "recently used", thus reducing the chance that the
items will be removed from the cache structure.

CFHTOR - Total Reads

CFHTOR contains the total count of read requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure over all RMF recording
intervals included in the level of summarization. Both read hits and various categories of read misses are summed in
CFHTOR.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORH  - Read Hit Counter

             CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

             CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

             CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

             CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

Element Derivation:

CFHTOR is set to the sum of the following data elements read from the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
4, Coupling Facility Activity record:

   CFHTOR = CFHTORH   (Read Hit Counter)

          + CFHTORMA  (Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter)

          + CFHTORMD  (Read Miss Directory Hit Counter)

          + CFHTORMN  (Read Miss Name Assigned Counter)

          + CFHTORMT  (Read Miss Target Storage Class Full)
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Range of Value:

CFHTOR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOR contains the sum of all values of CFHTOR processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTORH - Read Hit Counter

CFHTORH contains the total count of cache structure data items successfully read from cache without having to access
permanent storage, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHPCRH  - Pct Read Hits

             CFHTOR   - Total Reads

Element Derivation:

CFHTORH contains the value input from field R744CRHC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORH contains the sum of all values of CFHTORH processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTORLC - Completed Reference List Counter

CFHTORLC contains the total count of PROCESS_REFLIST list requests that completed processing for the Coupling
Facility (CF) cache structure, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOPRL - Part Completed Refer List Counter

             CFHTORSM - Reference Signal Miss Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTORLC contains the value input from field R744CRLC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORLC contains the sum of all values of CFHTORLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CF cache structures employ a "Least Recently Used" algorithm to manage structure space. When the structure is full,
data items least recently referenced are removed from the structure. The IXLCACHE REQUEST= PROCESS_REFLIST
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request allows a user to specify a list of data items to be marked as "recently used", thus reducing the chance that the
items will be removed from the cache structure.

CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

CFHTORMA contains the total count of times that a named data item not known to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure was found, but directory entry allocation was intentionally suppressed because ASSIGN=NO was included in the
READ_DATA request, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

             CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

             CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

Element Derivation:

CFHTORMA contains the value input from field R744CRMA in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORMA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORMA contains the sum of all values of CFHTORMA processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

CFHTORMD contains the total count of times the named data item was found in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure
directory but not in cache, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

             CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

             CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

Element Derivation:

CFHTORMD contains the value input from field R744CRMD in the Cache Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORMD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORMD contains the sum of all values of CFHTORMD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

CFHTORMN contains the total count of times that a named data item not known to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure was found and directory entry allocation was successful because ASSIGN=YES was included in the
READ_DATA request, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

             CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

             CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

Element Derivation:

CFHTORMN contains the value input from field R744CRMN of the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity Record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORMN contains the sum of all values of CFHTORMN processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

CFHTORMT contains the total count of times that a named data item not known to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure was found, but directory entry allocation failed because no storage resources were available, over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

             CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

             CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTORMT contains the value input from field R744CRMT in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORMT contains the sum of all values of CFHTORMT processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTORSM - Reference Signal Miss Counter

CFHTORSM contains the total count of PROCESS_REFLIST list requests that did not complete processing for
the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure because the data item could not be found in the structure, over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOPRL - Part Completed Refer List Counter

             CFHTORLC - Completed Reference List Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTORSM contains the value input from field R744CRSM in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTORSM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTORSM contains the sum of all values of CFHTORSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CF cache structures employ a "Least Recently Used" algorithm to manage structure space. When the structure is full,
data items least recently referenced are removed from the structure. The IXLCACHE REQUEST= PROCESS_REFLIST
request allows a user to specify a list of data items to be marked as "recently used," thereby reducing the chance that the
items will be removed from the cache structure.

CFHTOTCC - Total Changed Counter

CFHTOTCC contains total count of cached data items in the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure that have changed, or
been locked for cast-out, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOCOC - Castout Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOTCC contains the value input from field R744CTCC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOTCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOTCC contains the sum of all values of CFHTOTCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure data item is changed, permanent storage must eventually be updated with
the changed copy. In CF cache structure speak, the data is "hardened" by "casting out" the data to permanent storage.
This is analogous to the destaging of changed data residing in the cache of a caching DASD subsystem.

CFHTOTCF - Target Storage Class Full Counter

CFHTOTCF contains total count of times that directory or data entry allocation failed for the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure because storage space was unavailable and all named data items of the specified storage class had changed
cached data, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CFHTOTCF contains the value input from field R744CTSF in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOTCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOTCF contains the sum of all values of CFHTOTCF processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOW - Total Writes

CFHTOW contains the total count of write requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure over all RMF recording
intervals included in the level of summarization. Both write hits (changed and unchanged) and various categories of write
misses are summed in CFHTOW.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

             CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

             CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

             CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

             CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOW is set to the sum of the following data elements read from the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
4, Coupling Facility Activity record:

    CFHTOW = CFHTOWHC  (Write Hits Changed Data)

           + CFHTOWHU  (Write Hits Unchanged Data)

           + CFHTOWMI  (Write Miss Invalid State Counter)

           + CFHTOWMN  (Write Miss Not Registered Counter)

           + CFHTOWMS  (Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter)

Range of Value:

CFHTOW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOW contains the sum of all values of CFHTOW processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

CFHTOWHC contains the total count of changed data write requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure that
were satisfied in cache, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOW   - Total Writes

             CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

Element Derivation:

CFHTOWHC contains the value input from field R744CWH1 in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOWHC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOWHC contains the sum of all values of CFHTOWHC processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

CFHTOWHU contains the total number of times unchanged data were written to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHPCWHU - Pct Write Hits Unchanged

             CFHTOW   - Total Writes

             CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

Element Derivation:

CFHTOWHU contains the value input from field R744CWH0 in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOWHU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOWHU contains the sum of all values of CFHTOWHU processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

CFHTOWMI contains the total count of write requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure that failed because
the named data item already had cached changed data, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of
summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

             CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

Element Derivation:
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CFHTOWMI contains the value input from field R744CWMI in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOWMI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOWMI contains the sum of all values of CFHTOWMI processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

CFHTOWMN contains the total count of write requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure that failed because
the required connection interest was not previously registered for the data item, over all RMF recording intervals included
in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

             CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOWMN contains the value input from field R744CWMN in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOWMN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOWMN contains the sum of all values of CFHTOWMN processed in the level of summarization.

CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

CFHTOWMS contains the total count of write requests to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure that failed because
either the named data item was unidentified to the structure and directory entry resources were unavailable, or data entry
resources were unavailable, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

             CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOWMS contains the value input from field R744CWMT in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOWMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOWMS contains the sum of all values of CFHTOWMS processed in the level of summarization.
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CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

CFHTOXCI contains the total count of times users requested Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing for Coupling Facility (CF)
cache structure data items, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

             CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

             CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOXCI contains the value input from field R744CXCI in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOXCI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOXCI contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

CFHTOXDR contains the total count of times Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing for Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure
data items occurred as a result of directory entry reclaims, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of
summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTODER - Directory Entry Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

             CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

             CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOXDR contains the value input from field R744CXDR in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOXDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CFHTOXDR contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

CFHTOXLC contains the total count of times a request to replace a local cache vector index for a data item associated
with the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure, resulted in Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing, over all RMF measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

             CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOXLC contains the value input from field R744CXRL in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOXLC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOXLC contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXLC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

CFHTOXCI contains the total count of times the deletion of a named data item from the Coupling Facility (CF) cache
structure resulted in Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of
summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

             CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOXNI contains the value input from field R744XCNI in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CFHTOXNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOXNI contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXNI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

CFHTOXWC contains the total count of times a request to write data to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure resulted
in Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

             CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

Element Derivation:

CFHTOXWC contains the value input from field R744CXWC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOXWC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOXWC contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXWC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

CFHTOXWU contains the total count of times Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing for Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure
data items occurred as a result of WRITE_DATA requests that specified CHANGED=NO and CROSSINVAL=YES, over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

             CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

             CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

             CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter
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Element Derivation:

CFHTOXWU contains the value input from field R744CWUC in the Cache Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFHTOXWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFHTOXWU contains the sum of all values of CFHTOXWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cross-Invalidate (XI) processing is used to notify users of CF cache structure data items that locally buffered copies of the
data item cannot be considered valid.

CF Structure SCM Activity File (HARCFM)
The CF Structure SCM Activity File provides comprehensive information about the use of coupling facility (CF) storage-
class memory (SCM) for structures enabled to use SCM (also referred to as "flash" memory).

The CF Structure SCM Activity File provides comprehensive information about the use of coupling facility (CF) storage-
class memory (SCM) for structures enabled to use SCM (also referred to as "flash" memory).

The information provided in this file includes the maximum SCM storage available to the structure, SCM utilization levels,
storage, response times for requests that access SCM, and other statistics that help you to monitor and validate the SCM
related parameters specified for the structure. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a
complete picture of each CF structure that is enabled to use SCM.

The information in the HARCFM file is obtained from the Storage Class Memory Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

 |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                         Generation Date:  Fri, Jun 28, 2019

      

      

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

        

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name
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 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMALGTP - SCM Algorithm Type

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

  XDWM..E  CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMTOAEC - Tot SCM Aux Enabled Command Count

  XDWM..E  CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOLE  - Total List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMTOLM  - Total List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

  XDWM..E  CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

  XDWM..E  CFMTORKH - Tot SCM Refs to Resolve Entry Key Hash

  XDWM..E  CFMTORLL - Tot SCM Refs to Locate List Objects

  XDWM..E  CFMTORNO - Tot SCM Refs to Migrate For New Objects

  XDWM..E  CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOSRK - SCM Refs to Migrate for Key-Range Init

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMMNLAA - Min List Entries after Allocate

  XDWM..E  CFMMNMAA - Min List Elements after Allocate

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

  XDWM..E  CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

  XDWM..E  CFMMXSCM - Max SCM Allowed (4KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVLE  - Avg List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMAVLM  - Avg List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

  XDWM..E  CFMAVSMU - Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write
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  XDWM..E  CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLEU - Pct Utilization List Entry Capacity

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLMU - Pct Utilization List Element Capacity

  XDWM..E  CFMPCSIU - Pct SCM In-Use

  XDWM..E  CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

  XDWM..E  CFMSDWST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

CFMALGTP - SCM Algorithm Type

CFMALGTP contains a three-character mnemonic that identifies the algorithm type used to control the movement of
coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list entries and elements) between the structure real storage and storage-class
memory (SCM).

When enabling a CF structure to use SCM in the Coupling Facility Resource Management (CFRM) policy, the algorithm
type is specified using the SCMALGORITHM parameter.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

      SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

CFMALGTP is populated based on the value input from field R744MALG in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the
RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 R744MALG   CFMALGTP   SCMALGORITHM Value

  --------   --------   -----------------

         1        KP1        KeyPriority1

     other        UNK                 N/A

      

      

Range of Value:

CFMALGTP can contain any of the values listed in the ELEMENT DERIVATION section.

Summarization Process:

CFMALGTP contains the last value of CFMALGTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A primary goal of the storage-class memory (SCM) algorithm is to minimize performance penalties associated with the
use of SCM. For example, moving objects to SCM that are least likely to be requested in the near future.

CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

CFMAVFAS contains the average amount of fixed augmented space, in units of 4K blocks, used by this coupling facility
(CF) structure. A small amount of fixed augmented space is permanently allocated for each CF structure that is enabled to
use storage-class memory (SCM).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

      

Element Derivation:

CFMAVFAS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOFAS GT 0) CFMAVFAS=CFMTOFAS/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFMTOFAS EQ 0) CFMAVFAS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVFAS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVFAS=.;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVFAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVFAS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMAVFAS contains the average amount of fixed augmented space allocated for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, a small amount
of additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool, not using real storage
allocated to the structure.

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool, and captured in data element
CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB).

When SCM is no longer needed for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional (non-fixed) augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

CFMAVFAU contains the average amount of non-fixed augmented space, in units of 4K blocks, that was in use by this
coupling facility (CF) structure over all intervals summarized in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

      

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use
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            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CFMAVFAU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOFAU GT 0) CFMAVFAU=CFMTOFAU/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFMTOFAU EQ 0) CFMAVFAU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVFAU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVFAU=.;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVFAU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVFAU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMAVFAU contains the average amount of temporary augmented space, allocated and used by the coupling facility (CF)
structure when making use of storage-class memory (SCM).

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, a small amount of
additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool. The amount of fixed space
is captured in data element CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB).

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool.

When SCM is no longer required for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional, temporary augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMAVLE - Avg List Entries in SCM

CFMAVLE contains the average number of list entries for the coupling facility (CF) structure residing in storage-class
memory (SCM) over all intervals summarized in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

    

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVLM  - Avg List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

            CFMMNLAA - Min List Entries after Allocate

            CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

            CFMTOLE  - Total List Entries in SCM

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:
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CFMAVLE is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOLE GT 0) CFMAVLE=CFMTOLE/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFMTOLE EQ 0) CFMAVLE=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVLE=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVLE=0;

Range of Value:

CFMAVLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMAVLM - Avg List Elements in SCM

CFMAVLM contains the average number of list entries for the coupling facility (CF) structure residing in storage-class
memory (SCM) over all intervals summarized in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

      

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVLE  - Avg List Entries in SCM

            CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

            CFMMNMAA - Min List Elements after Allocate

            CFMTOLM  - Total List Elements in SCM

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

      

Element Derivation:

CFMAVLM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOLM GT 0) CFMAVLM=CFMTOLM/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFMTOLM EQ 0) CFMAVLM=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVLM=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVLM=0;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVLM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CFMAVLM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

CFMAVRST contains the average amount of service time, in seconds, expended for each coupling facility (CF) read
operation from storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

      

Element Derivation:

CFMAVRST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFMTORIR AND CFMTOPIR) THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTORST GT 0) CFMAVRST=CFMTORST/(CFMTORIR+CFMTOPIR);

     WHEN (CFMTORST EQ 0) CFMAVRST=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVRST=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVRST=0;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVRST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVRST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMAVRST is the average amount of service time expended by all read operations performed against storage-class
memory (SCM).

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to (SCM) to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling facility (CF) real
storage allocated to the structure.
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A read operation for an object residing in SCM results in the object being removed from SCM and moved back into the
structure real storage, and can occur for the following two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. Data element, CFMTOPIR, Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads, is the count of pre-fetch initiated read
operations.

CFMAVSMU -Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

CFMAVSMU contains the average amount of storage class memory (SCM), in units of 4K blocks, that was in use by this
coupling facility (CF) structure over all RMF intervals included in the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)

      

Element Derivation:

CFMAVSMU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOSMU GT 0) CFMAVSMU=CFMTOSMU/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFMTOSMU EQ 0) CFMAVSMU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVSMU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVSMU=0;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVSMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVSMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMAVSMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility (CF) structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM
enabled structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of
objects in the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold, storage-class memory is allocated for the
structure, from space available in the CF SCM free storage pool.
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This additional SCM storage allows the structure to continue operating, but with some performance degradation if a CF
request requires an object residing in SCM. Objects residing in SCM must be moved into the structure real storage space
before they can be operated on to satisfy requests. The coupling facility attempts to preemptively migrate structure objects
that are likely to be accessed soon into real storage (pre-fetching), and out to SCM if not expected to be used soon (pre-
staging) to avoid the performance hit.

As the number of structure objects decreases, storage-class memory is freed and returned to the CF SCM free pool.

CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write

CFMAVWST contains the average amount of service time, in seconds, expended for each coupling facility (CF) write
operation to storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMSDWST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

            CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

            CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

      

Element Derivation:

CFMAVWST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFMTOWOS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMTOWST GT 0) CFMAVWST=CFMTOWST/CFMTOWOS;

     WHEN (CFMTOWST EQ 0) CFMAVWST=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMAVWST=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMAVWST=0;

      

Range of Value:

CFMAVWST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMAVWST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMAVWST is the average amount of service time expended for each write operation to storage-class memory (SCM) for
the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM (pre-staging) to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling
facility real storage allocated to the structure.

CFMMNLAA - Min List Entries after Allocate

CFMMNLAA contains the minimum number of list entries that must be available for assignment, for the coupling facility
(CF) structure, after the specified allocation process completes.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  CFMMNMAA - Min List Elements after Allocate

      

Element Derivation:

CFMMNLAA contains the value input from field R744MNEC in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMNLAA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMMNLAA contains the minimum value of CFMMNLAA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMMNMAA - Min List Elements after Allocate

CFMMNMAA contains the minimum number of list elements that must be available for assignment, for the coupling facility
(CF) structure, after the specified allocation process completes.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  CFMMNLAA - Min List Entries after Allocate

      

Element Derivation:

CFMMNMAA contains the value input from field R744MNEL in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMNMAA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:>

CFMMNMAA contains the minimum value of CFMMNMAA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

CFMMXEAS contains an estimation of the maximum amount of non-fixed augmented storage, in units of 4KB blocks,
required to manage the number of structure objects and controls that could fit in the maximum amount of storage-class
memory (SCM) available for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

 

Element Derivation:

CFMMXEAS contains the value input from field R744MEMA in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMXEAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMMXEAS contains the maximum value of CFMMXEAS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMMXEAS provides an estimate of the maximum amount of temporary, non-fixed augmented storage allocated from
the coupling facility real storage free pool, that would be required to manage structure objects residing in the maximum
amount of storage-class memory (SCM) available to the coupling facility (CF) structure.

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory also referred to as flash memory, a small amount of
additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool, not using real storage
allocated to the structure. The amount of fixed augmented space is captured in data element CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM
Fixed Aug Space (4KB).

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool. The actual amount of
temporary augmented space allocated to a structure is contained in data element CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-
Use (4KB).

When SCM is no longer required for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional, temporary augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

CFMMXELE contains an estimate of the maximum number of list entries for the coupling facility (CF) structure that can
be stored in storage-class memory (SCM).This estimate is based on the average size of list entries, and the maximum
amount of SCM that can be used by the structure.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     

 SEE ALSO:  CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

            CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

Element Derivation:

CFMMXELE contains the value input from field R744MEML in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CFMMXELE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMMXELE contains the maximum value of CFMMXELE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility structures can store data objects referred to as list entries. List entries consist of multiple list elements.

CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

CFMMXELM contains an estimate of the maximum number of list elements for the coupling facility (CF) structure that
can be stored in storage-class memory (SCM). This estimate is based on the average size of list elements, the average
number of list elements per list entry, and the maximum amount of SCM that can be used by the structure.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

            CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

            CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

      

Element Derivation:

CFMMXELM contains the value input from field R744MEME in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMXELM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFMMXELM contains the maximum value of CFMMXELM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility structures can store data objects referred to as list entries. List entries consist of multiple list elements.

CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

CFMMXLEB contains the maximum number of list entries that can be contained in a storage-class memory (SCM) buffer
for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      

 SEE ALSO:  CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

            CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

      

Element Derivation:
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CFMMXLEB contains the value input from field R744MMBL in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value

CFMMXLEB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFMMXLEB contains the maximum value of CFMMXLEB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

CFMMXLMB contains the maximum number of list elements that can be contained in a storage-class memory (SCM)
buffer for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

            CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

    

Element Derivation:

CFMMXLMB contains the value input from field R744MMBE in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMXLMB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFMMXLMB contains the maximum value of CFMMXLMB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMMXSCM - Max SCM Allowed (4KB)

CFMMXSCM contains the maximum amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in units of 4K blocks, that can be allocated
by the structure. CFMMXSCM contains a value of 0 for Structures not enabled to use SCM.

Type

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVSMU - Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMPCSIU - Pct SCM In-Use

            CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)
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Element Derivation:

CFMMXSCM contains the value input from field R744MSMA in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMMXSCM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMMXSCM contains the maximum value of CFMMXSCM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

When defining a coupling facility to the Coupling Facility Resource Management (CFRM) policy, the SCMMAXSIZE
parameter is used to specify the maximum amount of storage-class memory that is assignable to the structure.
CFMMXSCM contains this maximum value.

Storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for
certain types of coupling facility (CF) structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each
SCM enabled structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of
objects in the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold, storage-class memory is allocated for the
structure, from space available in the CF SCM free storage pool.

This additional SCM storage allows the structure to continue operating, but with some performance degradation if a CF
request requires an object residing in SCM. Objects residing in SCM must be moved into the structure real storage space
before they can be operated on to satisfy requests. The coupling facility attempts to preemptively migrate structure objects
that are likely to be accessed soon into real storage (pre-fetching), and out to SCM if not expected to be used soon (pre-
staging) to avoid the performance hit.

As the number of structure objects decreases, storage-class memory is freed and returned to the CF SCM free pool.

Because SCM is not allocated for a structure until needed, it is possible to overcommit the total amount of storage-class
memory assigned to the coupling facility. The sum of SCMMAXSIZE values for all structures enabled to use SCM can be
greater than the total coupling facility SCM storage because it is very unlikely that all SCM enabled structures will need
maximum SCM storage resources simultaneously.

CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

CFMPCAIU contains the utilization percentage of the maximum estimated amount of non-fixed augmented storage in-use
for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCAIU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFMMXEAS THEN SELECT;
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     WHEN (CFMAVFAU GT 0) CFMPCAIU=CFMAVFAU*100/CFMMXEAS;

     WHEN (CFMAVFAU EQ 0) CFMPCAIU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMPCAIU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMPCAIU=0;

 

Range of Value

The value of CFMPCAIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process:

CFMPCAIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes

CFMPCAIU contains the utilization percentage of the estimated maximum amount of temporary augmented space that
can be allocated and used by the coupling facility (CF) structure when making use of storage-class memory (SCM).

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, a small amount
of additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool, not using real storage
allocated to the structure. The amount of fixed augmented space is captured in data element CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM
Fixed Aug Space (4KB).

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool, and is captured in data
element CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB).

When SCM is no longer required for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional, temporary augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMPCLEU - Pct Utilization List Entry Capacity

CFMPCLEU contains the utilization percentage of the estimated maximum number of list entries that can be stored in
storage-class memory (SCM) for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVLE  - Avg List Entries in SCM

            CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

            CFMPCLMU - Pct Utilization List Element Capacity

            CFMTOLE  - Total List Entries in SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCLEU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFMMXELE THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMAVLE GT 0) CFMPCLEU=CFMAVLE*100/CFMMXELE;

     WHEN (CFMAVLE EQ 0) CFMPCLEU=0;

     OTHERWISE           CFMPCLEU=.;

   END;
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   ELSE CFMPCLEU=0;

      

Range of Value:

The value of CFMPCLEU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process:

CFMPCLEU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMPCLEU contains the percent utilization of the coupling facility (CF) structure storage-class memory(SCM) from a list
entry perspective, based on the current number of list entries that reside in SCM, and the maximum number of list entries
that can be held in the structure SCM.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM (pre-staging) to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling
facility real storage allocated to the structure.

CFMPCLMU - Pct Utilization List Element Capacity

CFMPCLMU contains the utilization percentage of the estimated maximum number of list elements that can be stored in
storage-class memory (SCM) for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVLM  - Avg List Elements in SCM

            CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

            CFMPCLEU - Pct Utilization List Entry Capacity

            CFMTOLM  - Total List Elements in SCM

 

 

Element Derivation:

CFMPCLMU is computed using the following algorithm:

      

  IF CFMMXELM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMAVLM GT 0) CFMPCLMU=CFMAVLM*100/CFMMXELM;

     WHEN (CFMAVLM EQ 0) CFMPCLMU=0;

     OTHERWISE           CFMPCLMU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMPCLMU=0;

      

Range of Value:

The value of CFMPCLMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process:

CFMPCLMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes
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CFMPCLMU contains the percent utilization of the coupling facility (CF) structure storage-class memory (SCM) from a list
element perspective, based on the current number of list elements that reside in SCM, and the maximum number of list
elements that can be held in the structure SCM.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM (pre-staging) to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling
facility real storage allocated to the structure.

CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

CFMPCLTS contains the percent utilization of the real storage for a coupling facility (CF) structure that when reached,
stops the migration of coupling facility structure objects from storage-class memory (SCM) to real storage.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCLTS contains the value input from field R744MSLR in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMPCLTS ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process:

CFMPCLTS contains the last value of CFMPCLTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element CFMPCLTS contains the real storage percent utilization level that when reached, stops the migration of
objects (list entries and elements) from storage-class memory (SCM) to the coupling facility (CF)structure real storage.

In an idealized application environment, consumers of structure data remove objects from real storage (reads/gets)as fast
or faster than objects are placed in real storage (puts/writes). If writes occur faster than reads, however, the structure real
storage can fill up.

Structure full conditions can result in application failures. Storage-class memory provides an overflow capability, where
additional structure objects (list entries and elements) can be stored to prevent real storage structure full conditions. Some
performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost is minimal when compared to the problems that result
from structure full conditions.

IBM uses four threshold values, all representing a percent utilization level of structure real storage, to manage the
migration of objects from real storage to SCM (to prevent full conditions) and from SCM back to real storage (when
sufficient real storage space is available):

• CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM
• CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM
• CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF
• CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

   Example:  CFMPCUTT - 90%

             CFMPCUTS - 86%
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             CFMPCLTT - 70%

             CFMPCLTS - 74%

      

The following steps explain how these threshold values are used to initiate and end the use of SCM by a coupling facility
structure:

1. When the real storage for a coupling facility structure reaches 90% utilization (CFMPCUTT), migration of objects from
real storage to SCM begins.

2. Migration from real storage to SCM continues until the structure real storage utilization is lowered to 86%
(CFMPCUTS). What happens next depends on the applications using the structure. Real storage will start filling up
again (write rate exceeds read rate), or real storage utilization will drop (read rate exceeds write rate).

3. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90% (CFMPCUTT), steps 1 and 2
are repeated.

4. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, however, and real storage utilization drops to 70% (CFMPCLTT), the coupling
facility begins migrating objects from SCM back into the structure real storage.

5. Migration from SCM to real storage continues until the structure real storage utilization increases to 74%
(CFMPCLTS). What happens next is driven by the applications using the structure. Real storage utilization will
continue dropping (read rate exceeds write rate), or will increase (write rate exceeds read rate).

6. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, and the real storage utilization again drops to 70%, (CFMPCLTT), steps 4 and 5
are repeated, with the goal of eventually removing all objects from SCM.

7. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, however, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90%, (CFMPCUTT),
steps 1 and 2 are repeated.

The threshold percentage values used to control structure object migration to and from SCM are determined by IBM.

CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

CFMPCLTT contains the percent utilization of the real storage for a coupling facility (CF) structure that when reached,
triggers the migration of coupling facility structure objects from storage-class memory (SCM) to real storage.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCLTT contains the value input from field R744MSLT in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMPCLTT ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process

CFMPCLTT contains the last value of CFMPCLTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

Data element CFMPCLTT contains the real storage percent utilization level that if reached, triggers a migration of objects
(list entries and elements) from storage-class memory (SCM) to the coupling facility (CF) structure real storage.
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In an idealized application environment, consumers of structure data remove objects from real storage (reads/gets) as fast
or faster than objects are placed in real storage (puts/writes). If writes occur faster than reads, however, the structure real
storage can fill up.

Structure full conditions can result in application failures. Storage-class memory provides an overflow capability, where
additional structure objects (list entries and elements) can be stored to prevent real storage structure full conditions. Some
performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost is minimal when compared to the problems that result
from structure full conditions.

IBM uses four threshold values, all representing a percent utilization level of structure real storage, to manage the
migration of objects from real storage to SCM (to prevent full conditions) and from SCM back to real storage (when
sufficient real storage space is available):

•  CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM
• CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM
• CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF
• CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

   Example:  CFMPCUTT - 90%

             CFMPCUTS - 86%

             CFMPCLTT - 70%

             CFMPCLTS - 74%

      

The following steps explain how these threshold values are used to initiate and end the use of SCM by a coupling facility
structure:

1. When the real storage for a coupling facility structure reaches 90% utilization (CFMPCUTT), migration of objects from
real storage to SCM begins.

2. Migration from real storage to SCM continues until the structure real storage utilization is lowered to 86%
(CFMPCUTS). What happens next depends on the applications using the structure. Real storage will start filling up
again (write rate exceeds read rate), or real storage utilization will drop (read rate exceeds write rate).

3. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90% (CFMPCUTT), steps 1 and 2
are repeated.

4. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, however, and real storage utilization drops to 70% (CFMPCLTT), the coupling
facility begins migrating objects from SCM back into the structure real storage.

5. Migration from SCM to real storage continues until the structure real storage utilization increases to 74%
(CFMPCLTS). What happens next is driven by the applications using the structure. Real storage utilization will
continue dropping (read rate exceeds write rate), or will increase (write rate exceeds read rate).

6. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, and the real storage utilization again drops to 70%, (CFMPCLTT), steps 4 and 5
are repeated, with the goal of eventually removing all objects from SCM.

7. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, however, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90%, (CFMPCUTT),
steps 1 and 2 are repeated.

The threshold percentage values used to control structure object migration to and from SCM are determined by IBM.

CFMPCSIU - Pct SCM In-Use

CFMPCSIU contains the utilization percentage of the maximum estimated amount of storage-class memory (SCM) in-use
for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVSMU - Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXSCM - Max SCM Allowed (4KB)

            CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

            CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCSIU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFMMXSCM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFMAVSMU GT 0) CFMPCSIU=CFMAVSMU*100/CFMMXSCM;

     WHEN (CFMAVSMU EQ 0) CFMPCSIU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFMPCSIU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFMPCSIU=0;

      

Range of Value:

The value of CFMPCSIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process

CFMPCSIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes

CFMPCSIU contains the utilization percentage of the estimated maximum amount of storage-class memory (SCM) that
can be allocated and used by the coupling facility (CF) structure.

CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

CFMPCUTS contains the percent utilization of the real storage for a coupling facility (CF) structure that when reached,
stops the migration of coupling facility structure objects from real storage to storage-class memory (SCM).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCUTS contains the value input from field R744MSUR in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMPCUTS ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process

CFMPCUTS contains the last value of CFMPCUTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Data element CFMPCUTS contains the real storage percent utilization level that when reached, stops the migration of
objects (list entries and elements) from the coupling facility (CF) structure real storage to storage-class memory (SCM).

In an idealized application environment, consumers of structure data remove objects from real storage (reads/gets) as fast
or faster than objects are placed in real storage (puts/writes). If writes occur faster than reads, however, the structure real
storage can fill up.

Structure full conditions can result in application failures. Storage-class memory provides an overflow capability, where
additional structure objects (list entries and elements) can be stored to prevent real storage structure full conditions. Some
performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost is minimal when compared to the problems that result
from structure full conditions.

IBM uses four threshold values, all representing a percent utilization level of structure real storage, to manage the
migration of objects from real storage to SCM (to prevent full conditions) and from SCM back to real storage (when
sufficient real storage space is available):

• CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM
• CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM
• CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF
• CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

   Example:  CFMPCUTT - 90%

             CFMPCUTS - 86%

             CFMPCLTT - 70%

             CFMPCLTS - 74%

      

The following steps explain how these threshold values are used to initiate and end the use of SCM by a coupling facility
structure:

1. When the real storage for a coupling facility structure reaches 90% utilization (CFMPCUTT), migration of objects from
real storage to SCM begins.

2. Migration from real storage to SCM continues until the structure real storage utilization is lowered to 86%
(CFMPCUTS). What happens next depends on the applications using the structure. Real storage will start filling up
again (write rate exceeds read rate), or real storage utilization will drop (read rate exceeds write rate).

3. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90% (CFMPCUTT), steps 1 and 2
are repeated.

4. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, however, and real storage utilization drops to 70% (CFMPCLTT), the coupling
facility begins migrating objects from SCM back into the structure real storage.

5. Migration from SCM to real storage continues until the structure real storage utilization increases to 74%
(CFMPCLTS). What happens next is driven by the applications using the structure. Real storage utilization will
continue dropping (read rate exceeds write rate), or will increase (write rate exceeds read rate).

6. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, and the real storage utilization again drops to 70%, (CFMPCLTT), steps 4 and 5
are repeated, with the goal of eventually removing all objects from SCM.

7. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, however, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90%, (CFMPCUTT),
steps 1 and 2 are repeated.

The threshold percentage values used to control structure object migration to and from SCM are determined by IBM.

CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

CFMPCUTT contains the percent utilization of the real storage for a coupling facility (CF) structure that when
reached,triggers the migration of coupling facility structure objects from real storage to storage-class memory (SCM).

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMPCUTT contains the value input from field R744MSUT in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value

CFMPCUTT ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process:

CFMPCUTT contains the last value of CFMPCUTT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element CFMPCUTT contains the real storage percent utilization level that when reached, triggers a migration of
objects (list entries and elements) from the coupling facility (CF) structure real storage to storage-class memory (SCM).

In an idealized application environment, consumers of structure data remove objects from real storage (reads/gets) as fast
or faster than objects are placed in real storage (puts/writes). If writes occur faster than reads, however, the structure real
storage can fill up.

Structure full conditions can result in application failures. Storage-class memory provides an overflow capability, where
additional structure objects (list entries and elements) can be stored to prevent real storage structure full conditions. Some
performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost is minimal when compared to the problems that result
from structure full conditions.

IBM uses four threshold values, all representing a percent utilization level of structure real storage, to manage the
migration of objects from real storage to SCM (to prevent full conditions) and from SCM back to real storage (when
sufficient real storage space is available):

• CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM
• CFMPCUTS -  Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM
• CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF
• CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

    

   Example:  CFMPCUTT - 90%  (upper trigger)

             CFMPCUTS - 86%  (upper stop   )

             CFMPCLTT - 70%  (lower trigger)

             CFMPCLTS - 74%  (lower stop   )

    

The following steps explain how these threshold values are used to initiate and end the use of SCM by a coupling facility
structure:

1. When the real storage for a coupling facility structure reaches 90% utilization (CFMPCUTT), migration of objects from
real storage to SCM begins (pre-staging).

2. Migration from real storage to SCM continues until the structure real storage utilization is lowered to 86%
(CFMPCUTS). What happens next depends on the applications using the structure. Real storage will start filling up
again (write rate exceeds read rate), or real storage utilization will drop (read rate exceeds write rate).
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3. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90% (CFMPCUTT), steps 1 and 2
are repeated.

4. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, however, and real storage utilization drops to 70% (CFMPCLTT), the coupling
facility begins migrating objects from SCM back into the structure real storage (pre-fetching).

5. Migration from SCM to real storage continues until the structure real storage utilization increases to 74%
(CFMPCLTS). What happens next is driven by the applications using the structure. Real storage utilization will
continue dropping (read rate exceeds write rate) or will increase (write rate exceeds read rate).

6. If the read rate exceeds the write rate, and the real storage utilization again drops to 70%, (CFMPCLTT), steps 4 and 5
are repeated, with the goal of eventually removing all objects from SCM.

7. If the write rate exceeds the read rate, however, and the real storage utilization again reaches 90%, (CFMPCUTT),
steps 1 and 2 are repeated.

The threshold percentage values used to control structure object migration to and from SCM are determined by IBM.

CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

CFMSDRST contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average service time, in seconds, expended for each
coupling facility (CF) read operation from storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure. The sigma is a measure of the
variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

      

Element Derivation:

CFMSDRST is computed using the following algorithm:

   CFMTORC=CFMTORIR+CFMTOPIR;

   IF (CFMTORC GT 1) AND (CFMTORST NE . AND CFMTORSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDSCMR=((CFMTORC*CFMTORSQ)-(CFMTORST**2))/

                 (CFMTORC*(CFMTORC-1));

       IF WRKSDSCMR GT 0 THEN CFMSDRST=SQRT(WRKSDSCMR);

       ELSE CFMSDRST=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFMSDRST=0 ;

      

Range of Value:

CFMSDRST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMSDRST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Data element CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read is the average amount of service time expended by each
read operation performed against storage-class memory (SCM) for the coupling facility (CF) structure. CFMSDRST
provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFMAVRST measurement.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling facility real
storage allocated to the structure.

A read operation for an object residing in SCM results in the object being removed from SCM and moved back into the
structure real storage, and can occur for the following two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. Data element, CFMTOPIR, Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads, is the count of pre-fetch initiated read
operations.

CFMSDWST -Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

CFMSDWST contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average service time, in seconds, expended for each
coupling facility (CF) write operation to storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure. The sigma is a measure of the
variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

            CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

            CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

      

Element Derivation:

CFMSDWST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFMTOWOS GT 1) AND (CFMTOWST NE . AND CFMTOWSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDSCMW=((CFMTOWOS*CFMTOWSQ)-(CFMTOWST**2))/

                 (CFMTOWOS*(CFMTOWOS-1));

       IF WRKSDSCMW GT 0 THEN CFMSDWST=SQRT(WRKSDSCMW);

       ELSE CFMSDWST=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFMSDWST=0 ;

      

Range of Value:

CFMSDWST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CFMSDWST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write is the average amount of service time expended by each
write operation to storage-class memory (SCM) for the coupling facility (CF) structure. CFMSDWST provides a statistical
measurement of the variability of the CFMAVWST measurement.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling facility real
storage allocated to the structure.

CFMTOAEC -Tot SCM Aux Enabled Command Count

CFMTOAEC contains the total number of coupling facility (CF) commands that required the use of CF auxiliary frames for
the structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

            

      

Element Derivation:

Data element CFMTOAEC contains the contents of field R744MAEC in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the
SMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOAEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFMTOAEC contains the sum of all values of CFMTOAEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

CFMTOFAS contains the total amount of fixed augmented space, in units of 4K blocks, used by this coupling facility
(CF) structure. A small amount of fixed augmented space is permanently allocated for each CF structure enabled to use
storage-class memory (SCM).

CFMTOFAS is only useful in the DETAIL timespan. For the DAYS and higher time spans, refer to data element
CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

            CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)
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Element Derivation:

CFMTOFAS contains the value input from field R744MIUS in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOFAS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFMTOFAS contains the sum of all values of CFMTOFAS processedWhen SCM is no longer required for the structure,
the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the additional (non-fixed) augmented space is freed and
returned to the CF free pool. in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOFAS contains the total amount of fixed augmented space allocated for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, a small amount
of additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool, not using real storage
allocated to the structure.

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool, and captured in data element
CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB).

When SCM is no longer required for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional (non-fixed) augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

CFMTOFAU contains the total amount of non-fixed augmented space, in units of 4K blocks, that is in use by this coupling
facility structure at the end of the RMF interval.

CFMTOFAU is only useful inSEE ALSO: CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB) CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM
Aug Space In-Use (4KB) CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB) CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use
CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB) the DETAIL timespan. For the DAYS and higher time spans, refer to
data element CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

Element Derivation:

CFMTOFAU contains the value input from field R744MIUA in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOFAU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CFMTOFAU contains the sum of all values of CFMTOFAU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOFAU contains the total amount of temporary augmented space, allocated and used by the coupling facility (CF)
structure when making use of storage-class memory (SCM).

When a CF structure is defined to use storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, a small amount
of additional space (fixed augmented space) is permanently allocated in the CF real storage pool, not using real storage
allocated to the structure. The amount of fixed augmented space is captured in data element CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM
Fixed Aug Space (4KB).

In the event the structure actually needs to allocate SCM because of an impending structure storage full condition,
additional augmented space is temporarily allocated to keep track of the location of any data and control information
written to SCM. This additional augmented space is allocated from the CF free storage pool.

When SCM is no longer required for the structure, the SCM space is freed and returned to the SCM free pool, and the
additional, temporary augmented space is freed and returned to the CF free pool.

CFMTOLE - Total List Entries in SCM

CFMTOLE contains the total number of list entries for the coupling facility structure residing in storage-class memory
(SCM) at the end of the RMF interval.

CFMTOLE is only useful in the DETAIL timespan. For the DAYS and higher time spans, refer to data element CFMAVLE -
Avg List Entries in SCM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOLE contains the value input from field R744MENL in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOLE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOLE contains the sum of all values of CFMTOLE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMTOLM - Total List Elements in SCM

CFMTOLM contains the number of list elements, for the coupling facility structure, that reside in storage-class memory
(SCM) at the end of the RMF interval.

CFMTOLM is only useful in the DETAIL timespan. For the DAYS and higher time spans, refer to data element CFMAVLM -
Avg List Elements in SCM.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOLM contains the value input from field R744MENE in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOLM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOLM contains the sum of all values of CFMTOLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

CFMTOPIR contains the total number of reads for coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list entries and elements)
residing in storage-class memory (SCM), that were initiated by pre-fetch operations.Pre-fetching is a coupling facility
activity where objects are moved from SCM back into the structure real storage because the real storage utilization has
dropped to a specific level.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

            CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

Element Derivation:

CFMTOPIR contains the value input from field R744MRPC in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOPIR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOPIR contains the sum of all values of CFMTOPIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOPIR is the count of object (list entries and elements) reads from storage-class memory (SCM) for a coupling
facility (CF) structure, where the reads were initiated because the structure real storage utilization dropped to a specific
level (pre-fetching). The value of CFMTOPIR should track closely with value of CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to
SCM, because the movement of objects from SCM to real storage is simply the unwinding of the SCM storage use after
the structure real storage constraints are relieved.
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Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM enabled
structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of objects in
the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold (see data element CFMPCUTT - Pct Full Threshold
Trigger CF to SCM), storage-class memory is allocated for the structure from space available in the CF SCM free storage
pool.

The coupling facility migration of objects to SCM is referred to as pre-staging. Objects migrated to SCM are those that are
not expected to be accessed in the near future.

The migration of objects from SCM back into the real storage occurs for two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. This data element, CFMTOPIR is the count of pre-fetch initiated read operations.

CFMTORBT- Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

CFMTORBT contains the total amount of space, in units of 4K blocks, for objects (list entries and elements), that were
moved from storage-class memory (SCM) back into real storage for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

This includes objects that were retrieved from SCM for both pre-fetch and reference-initiated reads.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORBT contains the value input from field R744MRBT in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTORBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORBT contains the sum of all values of CFMTORBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility (CF) structure objects written to storage-class memory (SCM) will eventually be moved back into the
structure real storage. CFMTORBT contains the number of 4K blocks of data associated with the transfer from SCM into
real storage, either because the object was referenced, or the real storage constraint was relieved.

Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM enabled
structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of objects in
the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold (see data element CFMPCUTT - Pct Full Threshold
Trigger CF to SCM), storage-class memory is allocated for the structure from space available in the CF SCM free storage
pool.
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The coupling facility migration of objects to SCM is referred to as pre-staging. Objects migrated to SCM are those that are
not expected to be accessed in the near future.

The migration of objects from SCM back into the real storage occurs for two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. This data element, CFMTOPIR is the count of pre-fetch initiated read operations.

CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

CFMTORIR contains the total number of reads for coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list entries and elements)
residing in storage-class memory (SCM), that were initiated by a reference to the object.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORIR contains the value input from field R744MRFC in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTORIR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORIR contains the sum of all values of CFMTORIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTORIR is the count of object (list entries and elements) reads from storage-class memory (SCM) for a coupling
facility (CF) structure, where the reads were initiated by a reference to the object. High values for CFMTORIR should be
investigated because of the additional overhead incurred in moving objects from SCM to real storage to satisfy a request.

Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM enabled
structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of objects in
the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold (see data element CFMPCUTT - Pct Full Threshold
Trigger CF to SCM), storage-class memory is allocated for the structure from space available in the CF SCM free storage
pool.

The coupling facility migration of objects to SCM is referred to as pre-staging. The objects written to SCM are those that
are not expected to be accessed in the near future.
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The migration of objects from SCM back into the real storage occurs for two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. This data element, CFMTORIR, is the
count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. Data element CFMTOPIR, Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads, is the count of pre-fetch initiated read
operations.

CFMTORKH - Tot SCM Refs to Resolve Entry Key Hash

CFMTORKH contains the number of references against storage-class memory (SCM) to resolve list entry key hashing for
the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  CFMTORLL - Tot SCM Refs to Locate List Objects

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORKH contains the value input from field R744MSRR in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTORKH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORKH contains the sum of all values of CFMTORKH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for
certain types of coupling facility (CF)structures. Some performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost
is minimal when compared to the problems that result from structure full conditions.

CFMTORKH provides some insight into additional resource utilization associated when SCM is used for a CF structure.

CFMTORLL - Tot SCM Refs to Locate List Objects

CFMTORLL contains the number of references against storage-class memory (SCM) to locate list objects for the coupling
facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  CFMTORKH - Tot SCM Refs to Resolve Entry Key Hash

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORLL contains the value input from field R744MSRL in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CFMTORLL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORLL contains the sum of all values of CFMTORLL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage-class memory (SCM), also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for
certain types of coupling facility (CF) structures. Some performance degradation is incurred when using SCM, but this cost
is minimal when compared to the problems that result from structure full conditions.

CFMTORLL provides some insight into additional resource utilization associated when SCM is used for a CF structure.

CFMTORNO - Tot SCM Refs to Migrate For New Objects

CFMTORNO contains the number of references against storage-class memory (SCM) for the coupling facility (CF)
structure for the purpose of migrating object (list entries and elements) structure objects from real storage to SCM to allow
the creation of new objects in real storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORNO contains the value input from field R744MSRM in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTORNO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORNO contains the sum of all values of CFMTORNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage-class memory (SCM) provides an overflow capability, where additional coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list
entries and elements) can be stored to prevent real storage structure full conditions.

CFMTORNO provides insight into how frequently the structure real storage percent utilization reaches the threshold
that triggers migration of structure objects from real storage to SCM. High values for CFMTORNO are associated with
scenarios where application entities that add objects to the structure, do so faster than entities that retrieve objects from
the structure, for extended periods of time.

IBM uses four threshold values, all representing a percent utilization level of structure real storage, to manage the
migration of objects from real storage to SCM (to prevent full conditions) and from SCM back to real storage (when
sufficient real storage space is available):

The real storage percent utilization value used to trigger movement from real storage to SCM is contained in data element
CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM.
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CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

CFMTORSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the individual service times expended for each coupling facility
(CF) read operation from storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure. CFMTORSQ is used to compute data element
Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read (CFMSDRST).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTORSQ contains the value input from field R744MRSQ in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744MRSQ are converted
from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFMTORSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORSQ contains the sum of all values of CFMTORSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTORSQ is only maintained in the HARCFM file to support the derivation of data element CFMSDRST - Std Dev
Service Time per SCM Read.

CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

CFMTORST contains the total amount of service time, in seconds, expended during coupling facility (CF) read operations
from storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

            CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

      

Element Derivation:
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CFMTORST contains the value input from field R744MRST in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744MRST are converted
from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:

CFMTORST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTORST contains the sum of all values of CFMTORST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTORST is the total amount of service time expended for read operations against storage-class memory (SCM).

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling facility (CF) real
storage allocated to the structure.

A read operation for an object residing in SCM results in the object being removed from SCM and moved back into the
structure real storage, and can occur for the following two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.

2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. Data element, CFMTOPIR, Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads, is the count of pre-fetch initiated read
operations.

CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)

CFMTOSMU contains the total amount of storage class memory, in units of 4K blocks, that was in use by this coupling
facility structure at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

            CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

            CFMAVSMU - Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

            CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOSMU contains the value input from field R744MIUS in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOSMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOSMU contains the sum of all values of CFMTOSMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOSMU contains the total amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in-use by a coupling facility (CF) structure at the
end of the RMF interval.
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Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility (CF) structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM
enabled structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of
objects in the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold, storage-class memory is allocated for the
structure, from space available in the CF SCM free storage pool.

This additional SCM storage allows the structure to continue operating, but with some performance degradation if a CF
request requires an object residing in SCM. Objects residing in SCM must be moved into the structure real storage space
before they can be operated on to satisfy requests. The coupling facility attempts to preemptively migrate structure objects
that are likely to be accessed soon into real storage (pre-fetching), and out to SCM if not expected to be used soon (pre-
staging) to avoid the performance hit.

As the number of structure objects decreases, storage-class memory is freed and returned to the CF SCM free pool.

CFMTOSRK - SCM Refs to Migrate for Key-Range Init

CFMTOSRK contains the number of references against storage-class memory (SCM) for the purpose of migrating
coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list entries and elements) from SCM to real storage to allow for key-range
initialization to complete.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOSRK contains the value input from field R744MSRK in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOSRK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOSRK contains the sum of all values of CFMTOSRK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFMTOSSA- Succ. Requests with SCM Access Required

CFMTOSSA contains the number of successful operations to the coupling facility (CF) that encountered a storage class
memory (SCM) Access Required condition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMTOARC - Reqs - Async

            CFMTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

            CFRPCDFC - Pct Delayed Fault Count

Element Derivation:
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CFMTOSSA contains the value input from field R744SOSA in the Request Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOSSA can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOSSA contains the sum of all values of CFMTOSSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of CFMTOSSA is identical to the value of data element CFRTOSSA found in the Coupling Facility Request
(HSRCFR) file. CFMTOSSA is kept in the CF Structure SCM Activity (HSRCFM) file to support the calculation of certain
SCM related values in RMFXES report, such as SCMDFR - SCM delayed faults to total request ratio.

CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

CFMTOWBT contains the total amount of space, in units of 4K blocks, for objects (list entries and elements), that were
moved to storage-class memory (SCM) from real storage for the coupling facility (CF) structure (pre-staging).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOWBT contains the value input from field R744MWBT in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOWBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOWBT contains the sum of all values of CFMTOWBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility (CF) structure objects are moved to storage-class memory (SCM) to avoid real storage full conditions.
CFMTOWBT contains the number of 4K blocks of data associated with the transfer from real storage into SCM.

Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM enabled
structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of objects in
the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold (see data element CFMPCUTT - Pct Full Threshold
Trigger CF to SCM), storage-class memory is allocated for the structure from space available in the CF SCM free storage
pool.

The coupling facility migration of objects to SCM is referred to as pre-staging. Objects migrated to SCM are those that are
not expected to be accessed in the near future.

The migration of objects from SCM back into the real storage occurs for two reasons:

1. A referenced object resides in SCM. Objects can only be operated on while residing in real storage. If in SCM, they
must first be moved back to real storage before the request can be satisfied. Data element CFMTORIR, Total SCM
Reference Initiated Reads, is the count of reference-initiated read operations.
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2. The structure real storage utilization has dropped to a specific level (see data element CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower
Threshold Trigger SCM to CF), and the CF begins moving objects from SCM back to real storage. This is referred to
as pre-fetching. This data element, CFMTOPIR is the count of pre-fetch initiated read operations.

CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

CFMTOWOS contains the total count of writes of coupling facility (CF) structure objects (list entries and elements)to
storage-class memory (SCM). Structure objects are migrated (pre-staged) from real storage to SCM to prevent structure
full conditions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

            CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

            CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

            CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

            CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

            CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOWOS contains the value input from field R744MSWC in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFMTOWOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOWOS contains the sum of all values of CFMTOWOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOWOS is the count of object (list entries and elements) writes to storage-class memory (SCM) for a coupling facility
(CF) structure.

Storage-class memory, also referred to as flash memory, provides a means to avoid storage full situations for certain
types of coupling facility structures. The CF determines real storage utilization threshold levels for each SCM enabled
structure, based on structure object parameters specified when defining the structure. When the number of objects in
the real storage for a SCM enabled structure reaches the threshold (see data element CFMPCUTT - Pct Full Threshold
Trigger CF to SCM), storage-class memory is allocated for the structure from space available in the CF SCM free storage
pool.

The coupling facility migration of objects to SCM is called pre-staging. The objects written to SCM are those that are not
expected to be accessed in the near future.

CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

CFMTOWSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the individual service times expended for each coupling facility
(CF) write operation to storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure. CFMTOWSQ is used to compute data element Std
Dev Service Time per SCM Write (CFMSDWST).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMSDWST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

            CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

            CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

      

Element Derivation:

CFMTOWSQ contains the value input from field R744MWSQ in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744MWSQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFMTOWSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOWSQ contains the sum of all values of CFMTOWSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFMTOWSQ is only maintained in the HARCFM file to support the derivation of data element CFMSDWST - Std Dev
Service Time per SCM Write.

CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

CFMTOWST contains the total amount of service time, in seconds, for coupling facility (CF) write operations to storage-
class memory (SCM) for the structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMSDWST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

            CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

            CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

            CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM

            CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

 

Element Derivation:

CFMTOWST contains the value input from field R744MWST in the Storage Class Memory Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744MWST are converted
from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:

CFMTOWST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFMTOWST contains the sum of all values of CFMTOWST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CFMTOWST is the total amount of service time expended for write operations to storage-class memory (SCM) for the
coupling facility (CF) structure.

Objects (list entries and elements), are written to SCM to (pre-staging) to prevent structure full conditions in the coupling
facility real storage allocated to the structure.

CF Async Duplexing Activity File (HARCFN)
The CF Async Duplexing Activity File stores information about asynchronously duplexed coupling facility (CF) lock
structures. The statistics provided include response and delay time statistics and operation counts from both the primary
and secondary CF perspectives. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a complete
picture of each asynchronously duplexed structure in the coupling facility

The information in the HARCFN file is obtained from the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data Section of the RMF type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

 |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

    

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

        

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Aug 8, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number
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  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNAROLE - Async Duplex Structure Role (P or S)

  X.....E  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

  X.....E  CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

  X.....E  CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

  X.....E  CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

  X.....E  CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

  X.....E  CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

  XDWM..E  CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

  XDWM..E  CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time
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  XDWM..E  CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

        

CFNAROLE - Async Duplex Structure Role (P or S)

CFNAROLE contains a one-character mnemonic that identifies the role of a coupling facility (CF) asynchronously
duplexed structure instance. CFNAROLE contains a value of "P" for observations representing the primary structure
instance and a value of "S" for observations representing the secondary structure instance.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary 

    

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bits 4 and 5 are tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If bit 4 is on (meaning primary), CFRADPCT is set to one (1). If bit 5 is on
(meaning secondary), CFRADSCT is set to one (1). After CFRADPCT and CFRADSCT are populated, CFNAROLE is set
to a value of "P" if data element CFRADPCT is set to 1, or to a value of "S" if CFRADSCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

CFNAROLE contains a value of "P" or "S", as described in the derivation section. If neither CFRADPCT nor CFRADSCT
contain a value of 1, CFNAROLE is assigned a value of "?".

Summarization Process:

CFNAROLE contains the last value of CFYSTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

CFNAVEDT contains the average amount of primary recognizes response delay time, in seconds, for each asynchronous
duplex operation over the measurement interval. The primary recognizes response delay time is the elapsed time
between the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF) sends an operation complete response to the primary CF, and
the time that the primary CF recognizes the response.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both
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Element Derivation:

CFNAVEDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFNTOOCB THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOEDT GT 0) CFNAVEDT=CFNTOEDT/CFNTOOCB;

     WHEN (CFNTOEDT EQ 0) CFNAVEDT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVEDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVEDT=0;     

               

Range of Value:

CFNAVEDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVEDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are a number of events that are monitored by RMF during the execution of asynchronous duplexing operations. The
durations between events are recorded and can be used to analyze asynchronous duplexing performance. Durations are
measured between the following events:

1. Primary CF assigns the operation to the queue buffer
2. Primary makes the first attempt to send operation to the secondary CF
3. Secondary CF receives operation and places in queue
4. Secondary CF completes the operation
5. Secondary reports completion to Primary CF
6. Primary recognizes Secondary completion

CFNAVEDT is the average time between the fifth and sixth event, the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF) sends
an operation complete response to the primary CF, and the time that the primary CF recognizes the response.

CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

CFNAVMDT contains the average amount of message delay time, in seconds, for each asynchronous duplex operation
over the measurement interval. The message delay time is the elapsed time between the time of the first attempt by
the primary coupling facility (CF) to send an asynchronous duplex operation to the secondary CF, and the time that the
secondary CF assigns the operation to a secondary queue entry.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

            CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVMDT is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF CFNTOORS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOMDT GT 0) CFNAVMDT=CFNTOMDT/CFNTOORS;

     WHEN (CFNTOMDT EQ 0) CFNAVMDT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVMDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVMDT=0; 

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVMDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVMDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are a number of events that are monitored by RMF during the execution of asynchronous duplexing operations. The
durations between events are recorded, and can be used to analyze asynchronous duplexing performance. Durations are
measured between the following events:

1. Primary CF assigns the operation to the queue buffer
2. Primary makes the first attempt to send operation to the secondary CF
3. Secondary CF receives operation and places in queue
4. Secondary CF completes the operation
5. Secondary reports completion to Primary CF
6. Primary recognizes Secondary completion

CFNAVMDT is the average time between the second and third event, the time that the primary coupling facility (CF)
makes the first attempt send the operation to the secondary CF, and the time that secondary CF assigns the operation to
a secondary queue entry.

CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

CFNAVPDT contains the average amount of queue delay time, in seconds, for each asynchronous duplex operation
in the primary coupling facility (CF) over the measurement interval. The primary queue delay time is the elapsed time
between the assignment of the operation to the primary CF queue buffer and the first attempt to send the operation to the
secondary CF.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time    

            CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

            CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVPDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFNTOOEP THEN SELECT;
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     WHEN (CFNTOPDT GT 0) CFNAVPDT=CFNTOPDT/CFNTOOEP;

     WHEN (CFNTOPDT EQ 0) CFNAVPDT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVPDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVPDT=0;

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVPDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVPDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are a number of events that are monitored by RMF during the execution of asynchronous duplexing operations. The
durations between events are recorded, and can be used to analyze asynchronous duplexing performance. Durations are
measured between the following events:

1. Primary CF assigns the operation to the queue buffer
2. Primary makes the first attempt to send operation to the secondary CF
3. Secondary CF receives operation and places in queue
4. Secondary CF completes the operation
5. Secondary reports completion to Primary CF
6. Primary recognizes Secondary completion

CFNAVPDT is the average time between the first two events, the time that the asynchronous operation is placed in the
queue buffer in the primary coupling facility (CF), and the time that the primary CF makes the first attempt to send the
operation to the secondary CF.

CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

CFNAVRDT contains the average amount of secondary reported completion delay time, in seconds, for each
asynchronous duplex operation over the measurement interval. The secondary reported completion delay time is the
elapsed time between the completion of the asynchronous operation in the secondary coupling facility (CF), and the time
that the secondary CF reports the completion to the primary CF.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO: CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp   

           CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time 

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVRDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFNTOPSC THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTORDT GT 0) CFNAVRDT=CFNTORDT/CFNTOPSC;

     WHEN (CFNTORDT EQ 0) CFNAVRDT=0;
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     OTHERWISE            CFNAVRDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVRDT=0;

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVRDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVRDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are a number of events that are monitored by RMF during the execution of asynchronous duplexing operations. The
durations between events are recorded, and can be used to analyze asynchronous duplexing performance. Durations are
measured between the following events:

1. Primary CF assigns the operation to the queue buffer
2. Primary makes the first attempt to send operation to the secondary CF
3. Secondary CF receives operation and places in queue
4. Secondary CF completes the operation
5. Secondary reports completion to Primary CF
6. Primary recognizes Secondary completion

CFNAVRDT is the average time between the fourth and fifth event, the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF)
completes the operation, and the time that the secondary CF reports the completion to the primary CF.

CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

CFNAVSDT contains the average amount of secondary queue delay time, in seconds, for each asynchronous duplex
operation over the measurement interval. The secondary queue delay time is the elapsed time between the time that the
secondary coupling facility (CF) assigns the asynchronous duplex operation to a secondary queue entry, and the time that
the operation is completed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

            CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVSDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFNTOOCS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOSDT GT 0) CFNAVSDT=CFNTOSDT/CFNTOOCS;

     WHEN (CFNTOSDT EQ 0) CFNAVSDT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVSDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVSDT=0;
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Range of Value:

CFNAVSDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVSDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

There are a number of events that are monitored by RMF during the execution of asynchronous duplexing operations. The
durations between events are recorded, and can be used to analyze asynchronous duplexing performance. Durations are
measured between the following events:

1. Primary CF assigns the operation to the queue buffer
2. Primary makes the first attempt to send operation to the secondary CF
3. Secondary CF receives operation and places in queue
4. Secondary CF completes the operation
5. Secondary reports completion to Primary CF
6. Primary recognizes Secondary completion

CFNAVSDT is the average time between the third and fourth event, the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF)
assigns the asynchronous duplex operation to a secondary queue entry, and the time that the operation is completed.

CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

CFNAVSST contains the average amount of secondary coupling facility (CF) queue stall time, in seconds, for each
asynchronous duplex operation over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time 

            CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVSST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFNTOQSC THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOSST GT 0) CFNAVSST=CFNTOSST/CFNTOQSC;

     WHEN (CFNTOSST EQ 0) CFNAVSST=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVSST=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVSST=0;

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVSST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CFNAVSST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

CFNAVTTM contains the average amount of operation transmission time, in seconds, for each asynchronous duplex
operation sent from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary CF over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

            CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

            CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVTTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFNTOPS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOTTM GT 0) CFNAVTTM=CFNTOTTM/CFNTOPS;

     WHEN (CFNTOTTM EQ 0) CFNAVTTM=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVTTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVTTM=0;

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVTTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

CFNAVVTM contains the average amount of service time, in seconds, expended to transfer each asynchronous duplex
operation from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary (CF), and to complete the operation in the secondary
CF, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

            CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

            CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNAVVTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFNTOOCS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFNTOVTM GT 0) CFNAVVTM=CFNTOVTM/CFNTOOCS;

     WHEN (CFNTOVTM EQ 0) CFNAVVTM=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFNAVVTM=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFNAVVTM=0; 

    

Range of Value:

CFNAVVTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNAVVTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

CFNSDEDT contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average primary recognizes response delay time, in
seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. The primary recognizes response delay
time is the elapsed time between the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF) sends an operation complete response
to the primary CF, and the time that the primary CF recognizes the response.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDEDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (CFNTOOCB GT 1) AND (CFNTOEDT NE . AND CFNTOESQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOOCB*CFNTOESQ)-(CFNTOEDT**2))/

                 (CFNTOOCB*(CFNTOOCB-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDEDT=SQRT(WRKSDAST);
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       ELSE CFNSDEDT=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDEDT=0 ;  

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDEDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFNSDEDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDEDT provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVEDT measurement.

CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

CFNSDMDT contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average message delay time, in seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. The message delay time is the elapsed time between the
time of the first attempt by the primary coupling facility (CF) to send an asynchronous duplex operation to the secondary
CF, and the time that the secondary CF assigns the operation to a secondary queue entry.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

            CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDMDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFNTOORS GT 1) AND (CFNTOMDT NE . AND CFNTOMSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOORS*CFNTOMSQ)-(CFNTOMDT**2))/

                 (CFNTOORS*(CFNTOORS-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDMDT=SQRT(WRKSDAST);

       ELSE CFNSDMDT=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDMDT=0 ;

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDMDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDMDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CFNSDMDT provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVMDT measurement.

CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time

CFNSDPDT contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average queue delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous
duplex operations in the primary coupling facility (CF) over the measurement interval. The primary queue delay time is the
elapsed time between the assignment of the operation to the primary CF queue buffer and the first attempt to send the
operation to the secondary CF.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

            CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

            CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDPDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (CFNTOOEP GT 1) AND (CFNTOPDT NE . AND CFNTOPSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOOEP*CFNTOPSQ)-(CFNTOPDT**2))/

                 (CFNTOOEP*(CFNTOOEP-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDPDT=SQRT(WRKSDAST);

       ELSE CFNSDPDT=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDPDT=0 ;   

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDPDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDPDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDPDT provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVPDT measurement.

CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time

CFNSDRDT contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average secondary reported completion delay time, in
seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. The secondary reported completion
delay time is the elapsed time between the completion of the asynchronous operation in the secondary coupling facility
(CF), and the time that the secondary CF reports the completion to the primary CF.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO: CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

           CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp   

           CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time 

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDRDT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF (CFNTOPSC GT 1) AND (CFNTORDT NE . AND CFNTORSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOPSC*CFNTORSQ)-(CFNTORDT**2))/

                 (CFNTOPSC*(CFNTOPSC-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDRDT=SQRT(WRKSDAST);

       ELSE CFNSDRDT=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDRDT=0 ;

 

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDRDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDRDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDRDT provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVRDT measurement.

CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

CFNSDSDT contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average secondary queue delay time, in seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. The secondary queue delay time is the elapsed time
between the time that the secondary coupling facility (CF) assigns the asynchronous duplex operation to a secondary
queue entry, and the time that the operation is completed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDSDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFNTOOCS GT 1) AND (CFNTOSDT NE . AND CFNTODSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;
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       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOOCS*CFNTODSQ)-(CFNTOSDT**2))/

                 (CFNTOOCS*(CFNTOOCS-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDSDT=SQRT(WRKSDAST);

       ELSE CFNSDSDT=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDSDT=0 ;

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDSDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDSDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDSDT provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVSDT measurement.

CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time

CFNSDSST contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average secondary coupling facility (CF) stall time for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDSST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFNTOQSC GT 1) AND (CFNTOSST NE . AND CFNTOSSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDTTM=((CFNTOQSC*CFNTOSSQ)-(CFNTOSST**2))/

                 (CFNTOQSC*(CFNTOQSC-1));

       IF WRKSDTTM GT 0 THEN CFNSDSST=SQRT(WRKSDTTM);

       ELSE CFNSDSST=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDSST=0 ;

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDSST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDSST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

CFNSDSST provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVSST measurement.

CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

CFNSDTTM contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average operation transmission time, in seconds, for
asynchronous duplex operations sent from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary CF over the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

            CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDTTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFNTOPS GT 1) AND (CFNTOTTM NE . AND CFNTOTSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDTTM=((CFNTOPS*CFNTOTSQ)-(CFNTOTTM**2))/

                 (CFNTOPS*(CFNTOPS-1));

       IF WRKSDTTM GT 0 THEN CFNSDTTM=SQRT(WRKSDTTM);

       ELSE CFNSDTTM=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDTTM=0 ;

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDTTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDTTM provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVTTM measurement.

CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

CFNSDVTM contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average amount of service time, in seconds, expended to
transfer asynchronous duplex operations from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary (CF), and to complete
the operations in the secondary CF over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 
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            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

            CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

            CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSDVTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (CFNTOOCS GT 1) AND (CFNTOVTM NE . AND CFNTOVSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDAST=((CFNTOOCS*CFNTOVSQ)-(CFNTOVTM**2))/

                 (CFNTOOCS*(CFNTOOCS-1));

       IF WRKSDAST GT 0 THEN CFNSDVTM=SQRT(WRKSDAST);

       ELSE CFNSDVTM=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFNSDVTM=0 ; 

    

Range of Value:

CFNSDVTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSDVTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSDVTM provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFNAVVTM measurement.

CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

CFNSQAOH contains the highest sequence number of the asynchronous operation that has been executed in the primary
coupling facility (CF) structure at the end of the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

            CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

            CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

            CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

            CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSQAOH contains the value input from field R744ALAOH in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 4 in field R744SFLG in the Request Data
section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not primary instance of an asynchronously duplexed
structure, CFNSQAOH is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNSQAOH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNSQAOH can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.
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Summarization Process:

CFNSQAOH contains the sum of all values of CFNSQAOH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQAOH is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.

These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.

CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

CFNSQCOH contains the highest sequence number of the asynchronous operation that has been executed in the
secondary coupling facility (CF) structure at the end of the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

            CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

            CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

            CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

            CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSQCOH contains the value input from field R744ALCOH in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the
RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in the Request
Data section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an asynchronously
duplexed structure, CFNSQCOH is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNSQCOH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNSQCOH can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNSQCOH contains the sum of all values of CFNSQCOH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQCOH is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.

These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.
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CFNSQFO - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

CFNSQFO contains the sequence number of the last failed asynchronous operation that has been executed in the
coupling facility (CF) structure at the end of the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

            CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

            CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

            CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

            CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSQFO contains the value input from field R744AFO in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNSQFO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSQFO contains the sum of all values of CFNSQFO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQFO is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.

These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.

CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

CFNSQHEO contains the highest sequence number of the asynchronous operation that can be executed and completed
in the secondary coupling facility (CF) structure at the end of the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

            CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

            CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

            CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

            CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

    

Element Derivation:
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CFNSQHEO contains the value input from field R744AHEO in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNSQHEO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSQHEO contains the sum of all values of CFNSQHEO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQHEO is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.

These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.

CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

CFNSQOPH contains the highest sequence number of the asynchronous operation that completed in the secondary
coupling facility (CF) structure, and has been recognized as complete by the primary CF structure, at the end of the RMF
recording interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

            CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

            CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

            CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

            CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSQOPH contains the value input from field R744ALCOPH in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the
RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNSQOPH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSQOPH contains the sum of all values of CFNSQOPH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQOPH is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.
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These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.

CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

CFNSQOSH contains the highest sequence number of the asynchronous operation that has completed in the primary
coupling facility (CF) structure, and been recognized by the secondary CF structure, at the end of the RMF recording
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

            CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

            CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

            CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

            CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

    

Element Derivation:

CFNSQOSH contains the value input from field R744ALAOSH in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the
RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNSQOSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNSQOSH contains the sum of all values of CFNSQOSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNSQOSH is only applicable in the DETAIL timespan, and useful only in the investigation of certain asynchronous
duplexing related problems or failures.

With asynchronous duplexing, the primary coupling facility assigns monotonically-increasing sequence numbers to every
operation that updates the structure.

These sequence numbers are monitored by z/OS, and used to ensure structure integrity in primary structure fail-over
situations. Additionally, applications exploiting asynchronous duplexing must track the sequence numbers associated with
requests, and correlate them with in-flight transactions.

CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

CFNTODSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the secondary queue delay times, in squared seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTODSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev
Secondary Queue Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time
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            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTODSQ contains the value input from field R744AQDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AQDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTODSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTODSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTODSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTODSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async
Second Queue Delay Time

CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

CFNTOEDT contains the total amount of primary recognizes response delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous duplex
operations over the measurement interval. The primary recognizes response delay time is the elapsed time between the
time that the secondary coupling facility (CF) sends an operation complete response to the primary CF, and the time that
the primary CF recognizes the response.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOEDT contains the value input from field R744ARDT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ARDT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOEDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOEDT contains the sum of all values of CFNTOEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOEDT is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary
Recognize Resp Delay Time and CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time.
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CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

CFNTOESQ contains the sum of the squared values of the primary recognizes response delay times for all asynchronous
duplex operations, in squared seconds, over the measurement interval. CFNTOESQ is used to compute data element Std
Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOESQ contains the value input from field R744ARDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ARDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOESQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOESQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOESQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOESQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim
Recognize Resp Delay Time.

CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

CFNTOMDT contains the total amount of message delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations
over the measurement interval. The message delay time is the elapsed time between the time of the first attempt by
the primary coupling facility (CF) to send an asynchronous duplex operation to the secondary CF, and the time that the
secondary CF assigns the operation to a secondary queue entry.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

            CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

            CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOMDT contains the value input from field R744AMDT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AMDT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:
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CFNTOMDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOMDT contains the sum of all values of CFNTOMDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOMDT is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVMDT - Avg Async
Message Delay Time and CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Message Delay Time.

CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

CFNTOMSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the message delay times, in squared seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTOMSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev
Async Message Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

            CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOMSQ contains the value input from field R744AMDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AMDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOMSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOMSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOMSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOMSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDMDT - Std Dev
Message Delay Time.

CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

CFNTOMSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the message delay times, in squared seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTOMSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev
Async Message Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

            CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second
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Element Derivation:

CFNTOMSQ contains the value input from field R744AMDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AMDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOMSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOMSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOMSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOMSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDMDT - Std Dev
Message Delay Time

CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

CFNTOOCB contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations that have been completed, both in the primary
coupling facility (CF) and in the secondary CF, that have been recognized as complete by the primary structure over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

            CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOOCB contains the value input from field R744ALCOP in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNTOOCB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOOCB contains the sum of all values of CFNTOOCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

CFNTOOCS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations transmitted from the primary coupling facility
(CF) to the secondary CF, that completed in the secondary CF, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

            CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

            CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

            CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

            CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOOCS contains the value input from field R744ALCO in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in the Request
Data section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an asynchronously
duplexed structure, CFNTOOCS is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNTOOCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOOCS can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOOCS contains the sum of all values of CFNTOOCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

CFNTOOEP contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations that have been executed in the primary
coupling facility (CF) structure over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

            CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time    

            CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOOEP contains the value input from field R744ALAO in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 4 in field R744SFLG in the Request Data
section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not primary instance of an asynchronously duplexed
structure, CFNTOOEP is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNTOOEP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOOEP can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:
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CFNTOOEP contains the sum of all values of CFNTOOEP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

CFNTOORS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations that have executed in the primary coupling
facility (CF) and have been recognized in the secondary coupling facility structure.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

            CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

            CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOORS contains the value input from field R744ALAOS in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNTOORS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOORS contains the sum of all values of CFNTOORS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

CFNTOPDT contains the total amount of queue delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations in
the primary coupling facility (CF) over the measurement interval. The primary queue delay time is the elapsed time
between the assignment of the operation to the primary CF queue buffer and the first attempt to send the operation to the
secondary CF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

            CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time    

            CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

            CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOPDT contains the value input from field R744APDT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744APDT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.
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Range of Value:

CFNTOPDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOPDT contains the sum of all values of CFNTOPDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOPDT is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVPDT - Avg Async
Primary Delay Time and CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time.

CFNTOPS - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

CFNTOPS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations transmitted from the primary coupling facility
(CF) to the secondary CF over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

            CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOPS contains the value input from field R744ATPOC in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNTOPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOPS contains the sum of all values of CFNTOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp

CFNTOPSC contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations transmitted from the primary coupling
facility (CF) to the secondary coupling facility structure and recognized as complete in the primary structure over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

           CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time 
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Element Derivation:

CFNTOPSC contains the value input from field R744ARCPO in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNTOPSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOPSC contains the sum of all values of CFNTOPSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time

CFNTOPSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the primary queue delay times, in squared seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTOPSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev
Async Primary Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

    

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

            CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time    

            CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

            CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOPSQ contains the value input from field R744APDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744APDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOPSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOPSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOPSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOPSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async
Primary Delay Time.

CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

CFNTOQSC contains the total number of secondary coupling facility (CF) queue stalls that occurred while processing
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time 

            CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOQSC contains the value input from field R744ACQSC in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFNTOQSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOQSC contains the sum of all values of CFNTOQSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOQSC is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVSST - Avg Async
Secondary Queue Stall Time and CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time.

CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

CFNTORDT contains the total amount of secondary reported completion delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous
duplex operations over the measurement interval. The secondary reported completion delay time is the elapsed time
between the completion of the asynchronous operation in the secondary coupling facility (CF), and the time that the
secondary CF reports the completion to the primary CF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO: CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

           CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp   

           CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time 

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTORDT contains the value input from field R744ACDT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ACDT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTORDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTORDT contains the sum of all values of CFNTORDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTORDT is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVRDT - Avg Async
Secondary Report Delay Time and CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Second Report Delay Time.
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CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time

CFNTORSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the secondary reported completion delay times, in squared
seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTORSQ is used to compute data
element Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO: CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

           CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time 

           CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp   

           CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time 

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTORSQ contains the value input from field R744ACDQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ACDQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTORSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTORSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTORSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTORSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async
Sec Report Comp Delay Time.

CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

CFNTOSDT contains the total amount of secondary queue delay time, in seconds, for all asynchronous duplex operations
over the measurement interval. The secondary queue delay time is the elapsed time between the time that the secondary
coupling facility (CF) assigns the asynchronous duplex operation to a secondary queue entry, and the time that the
operation is completed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

            CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOSDT contains the value input from field R744AQDT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AQDT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:
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CFNTOSDT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOSDT contains the sum of all values of CFNTOSDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOSDT is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVSDT - Avg Async
Secondary Queue Delay Time and CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time.

CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

CFNTOSSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the secondary coupling facility (CF) queue stall time, in seconds,
for asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTOSSQ is used to compute data element Std
Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time 

            CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

            CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOSSQ contains the value input from field R744AQSQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AQSQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOSSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOSSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOSSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async
Second Queue Stall Time.

CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

CFNTOSST contains the total amount of secondary coupling facility (CF) queue stall time, in seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time 

            CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

            CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls
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Element Derivation:

CFNTOSST contains the value input from field R744AQST in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AQST are
converted from microsecond units to seconds.

Range of Value:

CFNTOSST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOSST contains the sum of all values of CFNTOSST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOSST is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVSST - Avg Async
Secondary Queue Stall Time and CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time.

CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

CFNTOTSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the operation transmission times, in squared seconds, for all
asynchronous duplex operations over the measurement interval. CFNTOTSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev
Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

            CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

            CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOTSQ contains the value input from field R744AOTQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AOTQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in
the Request Data section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an
asynchronously duplexed structure, CFNTOTSQ is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNTOTSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOTSQ can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOTSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOTSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOTSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async
P-to-S Ops Trans Time.

CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

CFNTOTTM contains the total amount of operation transmission time, in seconds, for asynchronous duplex operations
sent from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary CF over the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

            CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

            CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

            CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOTTM contains the value input from field R744AOTT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744AOTT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in the Request Data
section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an asynchronously
duplexed structure, CFNTOTTM is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNTOTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOTTM can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOTTM contains the sum of all values of CFNTOTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOTTM is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-
to-S Ops Transmission Time and CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time.

CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

CFNTOVSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the service time, in squared seconds, required to transfer
all asynchronous duplex operations from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary CF, and to complete the
operations in the secondary CF, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 

            CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

            CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOVSQ contains the value input from field R744ASTQ in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ASTQ are
converted from squared microsecond units to squared seconds. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in
the Request Data section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an
asynchronously duplexed structure, CFNTOVSQ is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:
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CFNTOVSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOVSQ can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOVSQ contains the sum of all values of CFNTOVSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOVSQ is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data element CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async
Ops P-to-S Service Time.

CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

CFNTOVTM contains the total amount of service time, in seconds, expended to transfer asynchronous duplex operations
from the primary coupling facility (CF) to the secondary CF, and to complete the operations in the secondary CF, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 

            CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time 

            CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

            CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

    

Element Derivation:

CFNTOVTM contains the value input from field R744ASTT in the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the RMF
Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744ASTT are
converted from microsecond units to seconds. After input, the status of bit 5 in field R744SFLG in the Request Data
section is checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure is not secondary instance of an asynchronously
duplexed structure, CFNTOVTM is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFNTOVTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFNTOVTM can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFNTOVTM contains the sum of all values of CFNTOVTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFNTOVTM is only maintained in the HARCFN file to support the derivation of data elements CFNAVVTM - Avg Async
Ops P-to-S Service Time and CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time.

CF Configuration and Activity File (HARCFP)
 outputclass="bc-hideshortdesc">The CF Configuration and Activity File is used to store information about the coupling
facility (CF), including name, the amount of storage installed and used, and the number and utilization of processors. The
file also contains information describing the hardware paths to and from the CF and the system that recorded the data and
the Cross-System Extended Services (XES) request activity through the CF. You can use this information to analyze high-
level coupling facility activity for performance analysis and capacity planning.

 deliveryTarget="pdf html5" outputclass="bc-spacekey">micsrm140
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The CF Configuration and Activity File is used to store information about the coupling facility (CF), including name, the
amount of storage installed and used, and the number and utilization of processors. The file also contains information
describing the hardware paths to and from the CF and the system that recorded the data and the Cross-System Extended
Services (XES) request activity through the CF. You can use this information to analyze high-level coupling facility activity
for performance analysis and capacity planning.

The information in the HARCFP file is obtained from the local CF, storage, and processor data sections of the SMF type
74 subtype 4 record written by RMF Monitor III.

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                      |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM                                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+  

        

  Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

 Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option
controls whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jul 1, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

  XDWM..E  CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

  XDWM..E  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

  XDWM..E  CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

  XDWM..E  CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

  XDWM..E  CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

  XDWM..   CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CFPSCG   - Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

  XDWM..E  CFPSCU   - Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..   CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPACSCL - Accum Subchannel Limit

  XDWM..E  CFPACTCT - Intvls with CF Activation

  XDWM..E  CFPCONCT - Intvls with CF Connected

  XDWM..E  CFPDYDCT - Intvls with Dynamic CF Dispatching
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  XDWM..E  CFPERRCT - Intvls with Perm Cycle Gatherer Error

  XDWM..E  CFPRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  CFPTHNCT - Intvls with Coupling Thin Interrupts

  XDWM..E  CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSD - Tot Control Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Tm Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCTM - Total Subchannel Contention Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOISC - Total SCM Increment (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOPBC - Tot Requests Failed: Path Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

  XDWM..E  CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTOWGT - Total Shared Processors Weight

  XDWM..E  CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPMNCSF - Min Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNDSF - Min Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPCB - Min Defined Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPCW - Min Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPEB - Min Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPEW - Min Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPTH - Min Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPMNSCU - Min Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNTSF - Min Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPMXDSA - Max Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXDSR - Max Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPBC - Max Requests Failed: Path Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPCB - Max Defined Processors Utilization
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  XDWM..E  CFPMXPCW - Max Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPEB - Max Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPEW - Max Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPTH - Max Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPMXREQ - Max Requests from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPMXSCC - Max All Subchannels Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPMXSCU - Max Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXURQ - Max Unsuccessful Requests

  XDWM..E  CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPD - Avg Dedicated Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPS - Avg Shared Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPU - Avg Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCSD - Avg Control Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCSF - Avg Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCTM - Avg Subchannel Contention Time

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSA - Avg Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSF - Avg Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSR - Avg Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVISC - Avg SCM Increment (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVPTH - Avg Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCG - Avg Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCL - Avg Subchannel Limit

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCU - Avg Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSD - Avg Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSF - Avg Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVUTM - Avg Unsuccessful Req Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFPAVWGT - Avg Shared Processors Weight

  XDWM..E  CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

  XDWM..E  CFPPCBSY - Defined Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPPCCON - Pct CF Connected

  XDWM..E  CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPPCEWT - Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPPCWAT - Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPPSREQ - Reqs per Second from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Tm

  XDWM..E  CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm

  XDWM..E  CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)

CFPACSCL - Accum Subchannel Limit

CFPACSCL contains the number of subchannels that can be used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN
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             CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

 Element Derivation: 

CFPACSCL contains the value input from field R744FSCL of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPACSCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPACSCL contains the sum of all values of CFPACSCL processed in the level of summarization.

CFPACTCT - Intvls with CF Activation

CFPACTCT contains the number of intervals during which the coupling facility became active.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCONCT - Intvls with CF Connected

 Element Derivation: 

CFPACTCT is incremented by one each time field R744FFLG has the value '.1......'B in the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF
Device and XCF Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPACTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPACTCT contains the sum of all values of CFPACTCT processed in the level of summarization.

CFPAVCPD - Avg Dedicated Processors Defined

CFPAVCPD contains the average number of dedicated processors defined for the coupling facility, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCPD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPD GT 0) CFPAVCPD=CFPTOCPD/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPD EQ 0) CFPAVCPD=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPAVCPD=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCPD=0;

 Range of Value: 
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CFPAVCPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling Facility
Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15, CFPAVCPD is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPAVCPS - Avg Shared Processors Defined

CFPAVCPS contains the average number of shared processors defined for the coupling facility, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVWGT - Avg Shared Processors Weight

             CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPS GT 0) CFPAVCPS=CFPTOCPS/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPS EQ 0) CFPAVCPS=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPAVCPS=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCPS=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVCPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling Facility
Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15, CFPAVCPS is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPAVCPU - Avg Processors Defined

CFPAVCPU contains the average number of logical processors defined for the coupling facility, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

             CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined
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             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPU)0) CFPAVCPU=CFPTOCPU/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOCPU=0) CFPAVCPU=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVCPU=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCPU=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCPU contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPAVCSD - Avg Control Storage Defined (KB)

CFPAVCSD contains the average number of kilobytes of control storage defined during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCSD - Tot Control Storage Defined (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCSD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCSD)0) CFPAVCSD=CFPTOCSD/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOCSD=0) CFPAVCSD=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVCSD=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCSD=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVCSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCSD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVCSF - Avg Control Storage Free (KB)

CFPAVCSF contains the average number of kilobytes of control storage free during the measurement interval.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCSF is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCSF)0) CFPAVCSF=CFPTOCSF/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOCSF=0) CFPAVCSF=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVCSF=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCSF=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCSF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVCTM - Avg Subchannel Contention Time

CFPAVCTM contains the average contention time, in seconds, spent waiting for subchannels to become free for
synchronous immediate operations.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOCTM - Tot Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Tm Sum Squares

             CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFPTOSCC THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOCTM)0) CFPAVCTM=CFPTOCTM/CFPTOSCC;

      WHEN (CFPTOCTM=0) CFPAVCTM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVCTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVCTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVDSA - Avg Dump Space Allocated (KB)

CFPAVDSA contains the average number of kilobytes of dump space allocated during the measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVDSA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

       WHEN (CFPTODSA)0) CFPAVDSA=CFPTODSA/INTERVLS;

       WHEN (CFPTODSA=0) CFPAVDSA=0;

       OTHERWISE         CFPAVDSA=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVDSA=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVDSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVDSF - Avg Dump Space Free (KB)

CFPAVDSF contains the average number of kilobytes of dump space free during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVDSF is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTODSF)0) CFPAVDSF=CFPTODSF/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTODSF=0) CFPAVDSF=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVDSF=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVDSF=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVDSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVDSF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVDSR - Avg Dump Space Requested (KB)

CFPAVDSR contains the average number of kilobytes of dump space requested during the measurement interval.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVDSR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTODSR)0) CFPAVDSR=CFPTODSR/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTODSR=0) CFPAVDSR=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVDSR=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVDSR=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVDSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVDSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

CFPAVFSC contains the average amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was available for use by
coupling facility (CF) structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

        

Element Derivation:

 CFPAVFSC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFPTOFSC GT 0) CFPAVFSC=CFPTOFSC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFPTOFSC EQ 0) CFPAVFSC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFPAVFSC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFPAVFSC=0;

        

Range of Value:

 CFPAVFSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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 CFPAVFSC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPAVISC - Avg SCM Increment (KB)

CFPAVISC contains the average number of KB unit increments, assigned to a single storage class memory segment.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CFPTOISC - Total SCM Increment (KB)

        

Element Derivation:

CFPAVISC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFPTOISC GT 0) CFPAVISC=CFPTOISC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFPTOISC EQ 0) CFPAVISC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFPAVISC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFPAVISC=0;

   

Range of Value:

CFPAVISC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPAVISC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a structure makes use of storage-class memory (SCM), storage is allocated to the structure at memory segment
granularity. CFPAVISC, multiplied by 1K, shows you the amount of storage associated with each SCM segment allocation.

CFPAVPTH - Avg Paths Available

CFPAVPTH contains the average number of paths available during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVPTH is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOPTH)0) CFPAVPTH=CFPTOPTH/INTERVLS;
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      WHEN (CFPTOPTH=0) CFPAVPTH=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVPTH=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVPTH=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVPTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVPTH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVSCG - Avg Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

CFPAVSCG contains the average number of subchannels defined during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVSCG is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOSCG)0) CFPAVSCG=CFPTOSCG/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOSCG=0) CFPAVSCG=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVSCG=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVSCG=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVSCG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVSCG contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVSCL - Avg Subchannel Limit

CFPAVSCL contains the average number of subchannels used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPACSCL - Accum Subchannel Limit

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVSCL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPACSCL)0) CFPAVSCL=CFPACSCL/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPACSCL=0) CFPAVSCL=0;
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      OTHERWISE         CFPAVSCL=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVSCL=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVSCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVSCL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CFPAVSCU - Avg Subchannels Currently in Use

CFPAVSCU contains the average number of subchannels used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVSCU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOSCU)0) CFPAVSCU=CFPTOSCU/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOSCU=0) CFPAVSCU=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVSCU=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVSCU=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVSCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVSCU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

 CFPAVTSC contains the average amount of coupling facility (CF) storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was
defined for use by CF structures over the measurement interval.

Type:

 Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB) 

 

Element Derivation:
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 CFPAVTSC is computed using the following algorithm:

          

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFPTOTSC GT 0) CFPAVTSC=CFPTOTSC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFPTOTSC EQ 0) CFPAVTSC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFPAVTSC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFPAVTSC=0;

          

Range of Value:

CFPAVTSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPAVTSC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPAVTSD - Avg Storage Defined (KB)

CFPAVTSD contains the average number of kilobytes of storage defined during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVTSD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOTSD)0) CFPAVTSD=CFPTOTSD/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOTSD=0) CFPAVTSD=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVTSD=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVTSD=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVTSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVTSD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVTSF - Avg Storage Free (KB)

CFPAVTSF contains the average number of kilobytes of storage free during the measurement interval.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVTSF is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOTSF)0) CFPAVTSF=CFPTOTSF/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPTOTSF=0) CFPAVTSF=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVTSF=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVTSF=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVTSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVTSF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

CFPAVUSC contains the average amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was in use by coupling facility
(CF) structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB) 

        

Element Derivation:

 CFPAVUSC is computed using the following algorithm:

           

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFPTOUSC GT 0) CFPAVUSC=CFPTOUSC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CFPTOUSC EQ 0) CFPAVUSC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFPAVUSC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFPAVUSC=0;

          

Range of Value:

CFPAVUSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

 CFPAVUSC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPAVUTM - Avg Unsuccessful Req Service Time

CFPAVUTM contains the average number of seconds spent servicing unsuccessful requests during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Time

             CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Time Sum Squares

             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

             CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVUTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFPTOURQ THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOUTM)0) CFPAVUTM=CFPTOUTM/CFPTOURQ;

      WHEN (CFPTOUTM=0) CFPAVUTM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPAVUTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVUTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVUTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPAVWGT - Avg Shared Processors Weight

CFPAVWGT contains the average weight of the shared processors defined for the coupling facility, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

             CFPTOWGT - Total Shared Processors Weight

 Element Derivation: 

CFPAVWGT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFPTOCPS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOWGT GT 0) CFPAVWGT=CFPTOWGT/CFPTOCPS;
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      WHEN (CFPTOWGT EQ 0) CFPAVWGT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPAVWGT=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPAVWGT=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFPAVWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling
Facility Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15 or if the coupling facility only contains dedicated processors,
CFPAVWGT is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPAVWGT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

CFPCFLVL contains the level (CFLEVEL) of the coupling facility control code (CFCC) loaded into the coupling facility
logical partition. It is used to determine what functions are available for exploiting applications.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

             CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

 Element Derivation: 

CFPCFLVL contains the value input from field R744FLVL of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPCFLVL ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 18.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPCFLVL contains the last value of CFPCFLVL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPCHPOF - Intvls with CHPIDs Set Offline 

CFPCHPOF contains the number of intervals that the coupling facility (CF) CHPIDs were set offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          

Element Derivation:
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 During raw data processing, bit 1 is tested in field R744FFLC in the Local Coupling Facility Data section of the SMF Type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFPCHPOF is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFPCHPOF is set
to zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CFPCHPOF is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges
from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CFPCHPOF contains the sum of all values of CFPCHPOF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPCONCT - Intvls with CF Connected

CFPCONCT contains the number of intervals during which the coupling facility was connected to the system at the end of
the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPACTCT - Intvls with CF Activation

 Element Derivation: 

CFPCONCT is incremented by one each time field R744FFLG has the value '1.......'B in the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF
Device and XCF Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPCONCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPCONCT contains the sum of all values of CFPCONCT processed in the level of summarization.

CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

CFPCPMSK is an eight characters mask, identifying the channel paths physical connectivity as well as whether or not
XCF recognizes the coupling facility as logically online.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

             CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

             CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

 Element Derivation: 

CFPCPMSK is a character translation of the field R744FPCM, of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPCPMSK can contain any combination of eight 'Y' or 'N' characters.

 Summarization Process: 
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CFPCPMSK contains the last value of CFPCPMSK processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPDYDCT - Intvls with Dynamic CF Dispatching

CFPDYDCT contains the number of intervals during which dynamic CF dispatching was active.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

          CFPTHNCT - Intvls with Coupling Thin Interrupts

 Element Derivation: 

CFPDYDCT is incremented by one each time field R744FFLG has the value '...1....'B in the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CFPDYDCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges
from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. If the Coupling Facility Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than
15, CFPDYDCT is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPDYDCT contains the sum of all values of CFPDYDCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

CFPEFCPU contains the number of effective logical processors available to the coupling facility, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCPU - Avg Processors Defined

             CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

CFPEFCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WRK_TM=SUM(CFPTOBTM,CFPTOWTM);

      WHEN (WRK_TM GT 0) CFPEFCPU=WRK_TM/DURATION;

      WHEN (WRK_TM EQ 0) CFPEFCPU=0;

      OTHERWISE          CFPEFCPU=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPEFCPU=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPEFCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

CFPEFCPU contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element is computed as the ratio between the CF logical partition dispatch time (Coupling Facility Control Code
execute and wait time), and the RMF interval duration.

For example, if a CEC has 4 logical processors and the measured coupling facility LPAR has only 2 logical processors,
the number of effective processors will be 0.50.

CFPERRCT - Intvls with Perm Cycle Gatherer Error

CFPERRCT contains the number of measurement intervals when a permanent error occurred in the coupling facility cycle
gatherer.

CFPERRCT is applicable only to parallel sysplex systems.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPERRCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R744FFLG of the RMF Monitor III XES/CF (Cross-System
Extended Services/ Coupling Facility) record (SMF record type 74 subtype 4) is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

CFPERRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of measurement intervals.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPERRCT contains the sum of all values of CFPERRCT processed in the level of summarization.

CFPIXVER- IXLYAMDA Version 

CFPIXVER contains the IXLYAMDA version number. IXLYAMDA is an IBM programming interface that maps coupling
facility, structure, and subchannel accounting and measurement data returned by the LFSS Measurement Gatherer
Service (IXLMG).

Type:

 Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

           SEE ALSO:  Not applicable   

          

Element Derivation:

CFPIXVER contains the value input from field R744FAMV in the Local Coupling Facility Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value:

CFPIXVER takes any numeric value in the following ranges

         00 to FF (hexadecimal)    00 to 255 (decimal) 
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Summarization Process:

CFPIXVER contains the last value of CFPIXVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPMNCSF - Min Control Storage Free (KB)

CFPMNCSF contains the minumum amount of control storage free.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNCSF is set to CFPTOCSF.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNCSF contains the minimum value of CFPMNCSF processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMNDSF - Min Dump Space Free (KB)

CFPMNDSF contains the minumum amount of dump space free.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNDSF is set to CFPTODSF.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNDSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNDSF contains the minimum value of CFPMNDSF processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

CFPMNFSC contains the minimum amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was available for use by
coupling facility (CF) structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)
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            CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

       

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNFSC is set equal to CFPTOFSC. CFPTOFSC contains the value input from field
R744GFSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data
processing, the contents of field R744GFSC are converted from 4 KB units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPMNFSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

CFPMNFSC contains the minimum value of CFPMNFSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPMNPCB - Min Defined Processors Utilization

CFPMNPCB contains the minimum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
defined processors overall capacity used by the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCBSY - Defined Processors Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNPCB is set to CFPPCBSY.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNPCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNPCB contains the minimum value of CFPMNPCB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMNPCW - Min Defined Processors Pct Wait

CFPMNPCW contains the minimum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
defined processors overall capacity that the coupling facility did not use.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCWAT - Defined Processors Pct Wait

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNPCW is set to CFPPCWAT.
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 Range of Value: 

CFPMNPCW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNPCW contains the minimum value of CFPMNPCW processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMNPEB - Min Effective Processors Utilization

CFPMNPEB contains the minimum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
effective logical processors utilization within the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNPEB is set to CFPPCEBS.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNPEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNPEB contains the minimum value of CFPMNPEB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMNPEW - Min Effective Processors Pct Wait

CFPMNPEW contains the minimum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the wait percentage of
the effective logical processors within the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCEWT - Effective Processors Pct Wait

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNPEW is set to CFPPCEWT.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNPEW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNPEW contains the minimum value of CFPMNPEW processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFPMNPTH - Min Paths Available

CFPMNPTH contains minimum number of paths available to the coupling facility during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

             CFPMXPTH - Max Paths Available

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNPTH is set to CFPTOPTH.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNPTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNPTH contains the minimum value of CFPMNPTH processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMNSCU - Min Subchannels Currently in Use

CFPMNSCU contains the minimum number of subchannels being used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMXSCU - Max Subchannels Currently in Use

             CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNSCU is set to CFPTOSCU.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNSCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNSCU contains the minimum value of CFPMNSCU processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

CFPMNTSC contains the minimum amount of coupling facility (CF) storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was
defined for use by CF structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

          

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)
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Element Derivation:

 In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNTSC is set equal to CFPTOTSC. CFPTOTSC contains the value input from field
R744GTSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data
processing, the contents of field R744GTSC are converted from 4 KB units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPMNTSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPMNTSC contains the minimum value of CFPMNTSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFPMNTSF - Min Storage Free (KB)

CFPMNTSF contains the minimum amount of storage free.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNTSF is set to CFPTOTSF.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMNTSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMNTSF contains the minimum value of CFPMNTSF processed for the level of summarization.

 CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

CFPMNUSC contains the minimum amount of coupling facility (CF) storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was in
use by CF structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

 Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)         

            

Element Derivation:

 In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMNUSC is set equal to CFPTOUSC. CFPTOUSC is computed using the following
algorithm:

   IF CFPTOTSC GT CFPTOFSC THEN CFPTOUSC = CFPTOTSC-CFPTOFSC;
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   ELSE CFPTOTSC=.;    

    

Range of Value:

CFPMNUSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPMNUSC contains the minimum value of CFPMNUSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPMOD - Coupling Facility Model Family

CFPMOD contains the coupling facility processor model (e.g. 2084).

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

             CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

             CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

 Element Derivation: 

CFPMOD contains the value input from field R744FMOD of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may be any processor model family supporting coupling facility logical partitions.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMOD contains the last value of CFPMOD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

CFPMODID contains the specific model of the processor family on which the coupling facility is running (e.g. 'B16')

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

             CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

             CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

 Element Derivation: 

CFPMODID contains the value input from field R744FVER of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMODID can contain any combination of 1 to 3 characters,

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMODID contains the last value of CFPMODID processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMXDSA - Max Dump Space Allocated (KB)

CFPMXDSA contains the maximum amount of dump space allocated.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXDSA is set to CFPTODSA.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXDSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXDSA contains the maximum value of CFPMXDSA processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXDSR - Max Dump Space Requested (KB)

CFPMXDSR contains the maximum amount of dump space requested.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXDSR is set to CFPTODSR.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXDSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXDSR contains the maximum value of CFPMXDSR processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

CFPMXFSC contains the maximum amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was available for use by
coupling facility (CF) structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)            
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Element Derivation:

 In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXFSC is set equal to CFPTOFSC. CFPTOFSC contains the value input from field
R744GFSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data
processing, the contents of field R744GFSC are converted from 4 KB units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPMXFSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

 CFPMXFSC contains the maximum value of CFPMXFSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPMXPBC - Max Requests Failed Path Busy

CFPMXPBC contains the maximum number of requests that failed because the path was busy.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOPBC - Tot Requests Failed:  Path Busy

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPBC is set to CFPTOPBC.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPBC contains the maximum value of CFPMXPBC processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXPCB - Max Defined Processors Utilization

CFPMXPCB contains the maximum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
defined processors overall capacity used by the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCBSY - Defined Processors Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPCB is set to CFPPCBSY.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPCB contains the maximum value of CFPMXPCB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFPMXPCW - Max Defined Processors Pct Wait

CFPMXPCW contains the maximum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
defined processors overall capacity that the coupling facility did not use.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCWAT - Defined Processors Pct Wait

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPCW is set to CFPPCWAT.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPCW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPCW contains the maximum value of CFPMXPCW processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMXPEB - Max Effective Processors Utilization

CFPMXPEB contains the maximum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the percentage of the
effective logical processors utilization within the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPEB is set to CFPPCEBS.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPEB contains the maximum value of CFPMXPEB processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMXPEW - Max Effective Processors Pct Wait

CFPMXPEW contains the maximum value, over the period covered by the measurement interval, of the wait percentage
of the effective logical processors within the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPPCEWT - Effective Processors Pct Wait

 Element Derivation: 
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In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPEW is set to CFPPCEWT.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPEW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPEW contains the maximum value of CFPMXPEW processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPMXPTH - Max Paths Available

CFPMXPTH contains the maximum number of paths available to the coupling facility during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMNPTH - Min Paths Available

             CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXPTH is set to CFPTOPTH.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXPTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXPTH contains the maximum value of CFPMXPTH processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXREQ - Max Requests from this System

CFPMXREQ contains the maximum number of requests from this system to the coupling facility during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXREQ is set to CFPTOREQ.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXREQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXREQ contains the maximum value of CFPMXREQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXSCC - Max All Subchannels Busy

CFPMXSCC contains the maximum number of times all subchannels were busy during the measurement interval.

 Type: 
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXSCC is set to CFPTOSCC.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXSCC contains the maximum value of CFPMXSCC processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXSCU - Max Subchannels Currently in Use

CFPMXSCU contains the maximum number of subchannels being used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMNSCU - Min Subchannels Currently in Use

             CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXSCU is set to CFPTOSCU.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXSCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXSCU contains the maximum value of CFPMXSCU processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

CFPMXTSC contains the maximum amount of coupling facility (CF) storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was
defined for use by CF structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)                 

               

Element Derivation:

 In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXTSC is set equal to CFPTOTSC. CFPTOTSC contains the value input from field
R744GTSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data
processing, the contents of field R744GTSC are converted from 4 KB units to KB.

Range of Value:
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 CFPMXTSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPMXTSC contains the maximum value of CFPMXTSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFPMXURQ - Max Unsuccessful Requests

CFPMXURQ contains the maximum number of unsuccessful requests to the coupling facility during this measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXURQ is set to CFPTOURQ.

 Range of Value: 

CFPMXURQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPMXURQ contains the maximum value of CFPMXURQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

CFPMXUSC contains the maximum amount of coupling facility (CF) storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was in
use by CF structures over the measurement interval. 

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)

                  

Element Derivation:

 In the DETAIL timespan, CFPMXUSC is set equal to CFPTOUSC. CFPTOUSC is computed using the following
algorithm:

 IF CFPTOTSC GT CFPTOFSC THEN CFPTOUSC = CFPTOTSC-CFPTOFSC;

 ELSE CFPTOTSC=.;             

               

Range of Value:

 CFPMXUSC ranges from a maximum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

 CFPMXUSC contains the maximum value of CFPMXUSC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Compare CFPMXUSC to data element CFPAVTSC -Total CF SCM Defined (KB). If the maximum amount of storage-class
memory (SCM) in use (CFPMXUSC) approaches the amount defined (CFPAVTSC), you might want to allocate additional
SCM to the coupling facility.

CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

CFPPACRN is a string of characters representing the different channel path types defined for the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 40.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

             CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

             CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPACRN contains the value input from the CHPID array, field R744FTAP, of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling
Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPPACRN is made of a concatenation of eight strings of five characters. Each of these eight strings can take the
following values:

 'CBP'

coupling facility peer for Integrated Cluster Bus (ICB) channels

 'CBS'
coupling facility sender for Integrated Cluster Bus  (ICB) channels

 'CFP'
coupling facility peer for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CFS'
coupling facility sender for Intersystem Coupling (ISC) channels

 'CIB'
coupling over InfiniBand channels

 'ICP'
coupling facility peer for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

 'ICS'
coupling facility sender for Internal Coupling (IC) channels

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPACRN contains the last value of CFPPACRN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Coupling facility sender channel paths are defined to a logical partition running an operating system, while coupling
facility receiver channel paths are defined to a logical partition running a coupling facility. Coupling facility peer channels
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are defined on both sides of a coupling facility connection because this type of channel path contains both sender and
receiver functions.

CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

CFPPAMSK is an eight characters mask, indicating which channel paths have been configured online for this coupling
facility.

For example, a value of 'YYYYNNNN' means that only 4 channel paths are available, and that their channel path type
acronyms can be found in MICS data element CFPPACRN.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

             CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

             CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPAMSK is a character translation of the field R744FPAS, of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPPAMSK can contain any combination of eight 'Y' or 'N' characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPAMSK contains the last value of CFPPAMSK processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPPCBSY - Defined Processors Utilization

CFPPCBSY contains the average percentage of the defined processors overall capacity used by the coupling facility
during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

             CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPCBSY is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION AND CFPTOCPU THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOBTM GT 0)

       CFPPCBSY=(CFPTOBTM*INTERVLS)/(DURATION*CFPTOCPU)*100;

      WHEN (CFPTOBTM EQ 0) CFPPCBSY=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPPCBSY=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPPCBSY=0;
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 Range of Value: 

The value of CFPPCBSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPPCCON - Pct CF Connected

CFPPCCON contains the percentage of intervals during which the coupling facility was connected to the system at the
end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCONCT - Intvls with CF Connected

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPCCON is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPCONCT)0) CFPPCCON=(CFPCONCT*100)/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFPCONCT=0) CFPPCCON=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPPCCON=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPPCCON=.;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFPPCCON ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPCCON contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

CFPPCEBS contains the average percentage of the effective logical processors utilization within the coupling facility
during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

             CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

             CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPCEBS is computed using the following algorithm:

    WRK_TM=SUM(CFPTOBTM,CFPTOWTM);
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    IF WRK_TM THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOBTM GT 0) CFPPCEBS=(CFPTOBTM*100)/WRK_TM;

      WHEN (CFPTOBTM EQ 0) CFPPCEBS=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPPCEBS=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPPCEBS=0;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFPPCEBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPCEBS contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In a PR/SM environment, where the logical processors may be shared with other partitions, CFPPCEBS represents the
logical utilization of the logical processors (that is, only the utilization of the effective processors, by the coupling facility).
On the other hand, CFPPCBSY is the physical utilization over all the logical processors defined to the coupling facility.

CFPPCEWT - Effective Processors Pct Wait

CFPPCEWT contains the average wait percentage of the effective logical processors within the coupling facility during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

             CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

             CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

             CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPCEWT is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_TM=SUM(CFPTOBTM,CFPTOWTM);

IF WRK_TM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFPTOWTM GT 0) CFPPCEWT=(CFPTOWTM*100)/WRK_TM;

    WHEN (CFPTOWTM EQ 0) CFPPCEWT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CFPPCEWT=.;

END;

ELSE CFPPCEWT=0;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFPPCEWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPCEWT contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFPPCWAT - Defined Processors Pct Wait

CFPPCWAT contains the average percentage of the defined processors overall capacity that the coupling facility did not
use during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

             CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPCWAT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION AND CFPTOCPU THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOWTM GT 0)

       CFPPCWAT=(CFPTOWTM*INTERVLS)/(DURATION*CFPTOCPU)*100;

      WHEN (CFPTOWTM EQ 0) CFPPCWAT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFPPCWAT=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPPCWAT=0;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFPPCWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPCWAT contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None.

CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

CFPPIMSK is an eight characters mask, indicating which channel paths are installed in the coupling facility. For z/OS to
use a path, it must be installed and available.

For example, a value of 'YYYYNNNN' means that only 4 channel paths are installed, and that their channel path type
acronyms can be found in MICS data element CFPPACRN.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

             CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

             CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPIMSK is a character translation of the field R744FPIS, of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPPIMSK can contain any combination of eight 'Y' or 'N' characters.
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 Summarization Process: 

CFPPIMSK contains the last value of CFPPIMSK processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

CFPPLANT contains the manufacturer plant code of the coupling facility. This data element was introduced with z/OS
V1R8.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

             CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

             CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPLANT contains the value input from field R744FMPC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPPLANT can contain any combination of 2 decimal digits.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPPLANT contains the last value of CFPPLANT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPPSREQ - Reqs per Second from this System

CFPPSREQ contains the number of requests per second from this system to the coupling facility during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPPSREQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFPTOREQ)0) CFPPSREQ=CFPTOREQ/DURATION;

      WHEN (CFPTOREQ=0) CFPPSREQ=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFPPSREQ=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFPPSREQ=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFPPSREQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

CFPPSREQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

CFPRSMP contains the number of RMF samples.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

 Element Derivation: 

CFPRSMP is set to the value of SAMPLES.

 Range of Value: 

CFPRSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPRSMP contains the sum of all values of CFPRSMP processed in the level of summarization.

CFPSCG - Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

CFPSCG contains the number of subchannels defined for the coupling facility during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPSCU   - Subchannels Currently in Use

             CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFPSCG is set equal to CFPTOSCG.

 Range of Value: 

CFPSCG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPSCG contains the value of the last occurrence of CFPSCG in the observations processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

CFPSCG is used mainly for reports that need the retained value for the number of subchannels defined in an IOGEN.

CFPSCU - Subchannels Currently in Use

CFPSCU contains the number of subchannels in use during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPSCG   - Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

             CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

 Element Derivation: 
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In the DETAIL timespan, CFPSCU is set equal to CFPTOSCU.

 Range of Value: 

CFPSCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPSCU contains the value of the last occurrence of CFPSCU in the observations processed for the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

CFPSCU is used mainly for reports that need the retained value for the number of subchannels currently in use.

CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Tm

CFPSDCTM contains the standard deviation,in seconds, of the subchannel contention time. The standard deviation is a
descriptive statistic used to analyze average contention time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCTM - Avg Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Tm Sum Squares

             CFPTOCTM - Tot Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

 Element Derivation: 

CFPSDCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (CFPTOSCC)1) & (CFPTOCSQ^=. & CFPTOCTM^=.)

     THEN WRKSDCTM=((CFPTOSCC*CFPTOCSQ)-(CFPTOCTM**2))/

                    (CFPTOSCC*(CFPTOSCC-1));

    IF WRKSDCTM)0 THEN CFPSDCTM=SQRT(WRKSDCTM);

    ELSE               CFPSDCTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFPSDCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPSDCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm

CFPSDUTM contains the standard deviation of the unsuccessful request service time. The standard deviation is a
descriptive statistic used to analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUTM - Unsuccessful Req Service Time

             CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm Sum Squares

             CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

 Element Derivation: 
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CFPSDUTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (CFPTOURQ)1) & (CFPTOSSQ^=. & CFPTOUTM^=.)

     THEN WRKSDUTM=((CFPTOURQ*CFPTOSSQ)-(CFPTOUTM**2))/

                    (CFPTOURQ*(CFPTOURQ-1));

    IF WRKSDUTM)0 THEN CFPSDUTM=SQRT(WRKSDUTM);

    ELSE               CFPSDUTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFPSDUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPSDUTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

CFPSEQNB contains the sequence number of the coupling facility. This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R8.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

             CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

             CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

 Element Derivation: 

CFPSEQNB contains the value input from field R744FSEQ of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPSEQNB can contain any combination of 12 decimal digits.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPSEQNB contains the last value of CFPSEQNB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPTHNCT - Intvls with Coupling Thin Interrupts

CFPTHNCT contains the number of intervals that thin interrupts were enabled for the Coupling Facility (CF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

          CFPDYDCT - Intvls with Dynamic CF Dispatching

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTHNCT is incremented by one each time field R744FFLG has the value '....1...'B in the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 
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In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CFPTHNCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges
from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. If the Coupling Facility Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than
19, CFPTHNCT is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTHNCT contains the sum of all values of CFPTHNCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

CFPTOBTM contains the number of seconds during which the logical processors were busy, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOBTM contains the sum of values input from field R744PBSY of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOBTM contains the sum of all values of CFPTOBTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

CFPTOCPD contains the accumulated number of dedicated processors defined for the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCPD - Avg Dedicated Processors Defined

             CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

             CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCPD contains the value input from field R744FPDN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling Facility
Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15, CFPTOCPD is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCPD contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCPD processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CFPAVCPD, the average number of dedicated processors
defined.

CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

CFPTOCPS contains the accumulated number of shared processors defined for the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCPS - Avg Shared Processors Defined

             CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

             CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

             CFPTOWGT - Total Shared Processors Weight

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCPS contains the value input from field R744FPSN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling Facility
Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15, CFPTOCPS is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCPS contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCPS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CFPAVCPS, the average number of shared processors
defined, and CFPAVWGT, the average weight of the shared processors.

CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

CFPTOCPU contains the accumulated number of processors defined for the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCPU - Avg Processors Defined

             CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

             CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCPU contains the value input from field SMF744PN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCPU ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCPU contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCPU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CFPAVCPU, the average number of defined processors.
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CFPTOCSD - Tot Control Storage Defined (KB)

CFPTOCSD contains the amount of control storage defined, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

             CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCSD contains the sum of values input from field R744GCSD of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCSD contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCSD processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

CFPTOCSF contains the amount of control storage free, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOCSD - Tot Control Storage Defined (KB)

             CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCSF contains the sum of values input from field R744GCSF of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCSF contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCSF processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Time Sum Squares

CFPTOCSQ contains the sum of squares of contention time in square seconds, spent waiting for subchannels to become
free for synchronous immediate operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCTM - Total of All Subchannels Busy

             CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOCTM - Total Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOSCC - Total of All Subchannels Busy

 Element Derivation: 
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CFPTOCSQ contains the value input from field R744FCSQ of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCSQ contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFPTOCTM - Total Subchannel Contention Time

CFPTOCTM contains the total contention time, in seconds, spent waiting for subchannels to become free for synchronous
immediate operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVCTM - Total of All Subchannels Busy

             CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Time

             CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Time Sum Squares

             CFPTOSCC - Total of All Subchannels Busy

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOCTM contains the sum of values input from field R744FCTM of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOCTM contains the sum of all values of CFPTOCTM processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

CFPTODSA contains the amount of dump space allocated, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

             CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTODSA contains the value input from field R744GDSA of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTODSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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CFPTODSA contains the sum of all values of CFPTODSA processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

CFPTODSF contains the amount of dump space free, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

             CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTODSF contains the value input from field R744GDSF of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTODSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTODSF contains the sum of all values of CFPTODSF processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

CFPTODSR contains the amount of dump space requested, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

             CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTODSR contains the value input from field R744GDSR of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTODSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTODSR contains the sum of all values of CFPTODSR processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

CFPTOFSC contains the total amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was available for use by coupling
facility (CF) structures at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

 Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)
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            CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)      

                  

Element Derivation:

CFPTOFSC contains the value input from field R744GFSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744GFSC are converted from 4 KB
units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPTOFSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPTOFSC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOFSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFPTOFSC is only maintained in the HARCFP file to support the derivation of data element CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM
Free (KB).

CFPTOISC - Total SCM Increment (KB)

CFPTOISC contains the total number of KB unit increments, assigned to a single storage class memory segment. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVISC - Avg SCM Increment (KB)

                  

Element Derivation:

CFPTOISC contains the value input from field R744GISC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744GISC are converted from 4 KB
units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPTOISC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPTOISC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOISC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFPTOISC is only maintained in the HARCFP file to support the derivation of data element CFPAVISC - Avg CF SCM
Increment (KB). 

CFPTOPBC - Tot Requests Failed Path Busy

CFPTOPBC contains the number of coupling facility requests that failed because the path was busy.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests
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 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOPBC contains the value input from field R744FPBC of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOPBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOPBC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOPBC processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

CFPTOPTH contains the number of paths available to the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOPTH contains the value input from field R744FPAM of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOPTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOPTH contains the sum of all values of CFPTOPTH processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

CFPTOREQ contains the number of requests from this system to the coupling facility during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOREQ contains the value input from field R744FTOR of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOREQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOREQ contains the sum of all values of CFPTOREQ processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

CFPTOSCC contains the number of times all subchannels were busy during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

             CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOSCC contains the value input from field R744FSCC of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOSCC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOSCC processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

CFPTOSCG contains the number of subchannels defined for the coupling facility during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOSCG contains the value input from field R744FSCG of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOSCG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOSCG contains the sum of all values of CFPTOSCG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

CFPTOSCG is used in calculating values for the Average Subchannels Defined in an IOGEN (CFPAVSCG) element.

CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

CFPTOSCU contains the number of subchannels being used during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOSCU contains the value input from field R744FSCU of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOSCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOSCU contains the sum of all values of CFPTOSCU processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

CFPTOSCU is used in calculating values for the Average Subchannels Currently in Use (CFPAVSCU) element.

CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm Sum Squares

CFPTOSSQ contains the sum of squares of service time, in square seconds, for unsuccessful requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUTM - Avg Unsuccessful Req Service Time

             CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Time

             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

             CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOSSQ contains the value input from field R744FSQU of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOSSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOSSQ contains the sum of all values of CFPTOSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)

CFPTOTSC contains the total amount of coupling facility (CF)storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was defined
for use by CF structures at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

            CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)   

                  

Element Derivation:

CFPTOTSC contains the value input from field R744GTSC in the Storage Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744GTSC are converted from 4 KB
units to KB.

Range of Value:

CFPTOTSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CFPTOTSC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOTSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFPTOTSC is only maintained in the HARCFP file to support the derivation of data element CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM
Defined (KB). 

CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

CFPTOTSD contains the amount of storage defined, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOTSD contains the value input from field R744GTSD of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOTSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOTSD contains the sum of all values of CFPTOTSD processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

CFPTOTSF contains the amount of storage free, in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOTSF contains the value input from field R744GTSF of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, multiplied by 4 to keep the data in kilobytes rather than 4K blocks.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOTSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOTSF contains the sum of all values of CFPTOTSF processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

CFPTOURQ contains the total number of unsuccessful requests from this system to the coupling facility during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

 Element Derivation: 
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CFPTOURQ contains the value input from field R744FAIL of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOURQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOURQ contains the sum of all values of CFPTOURQ processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)

CFPTOUSC contains the total amount of storage-class memory (SCM), in KB units, that was in use by coupling facility
(CF)structures at the end of the RMF interval. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

            CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

            CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)       

 

              

Element Derivation

CFPTOUSC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFPTOTSC GT CFPTOFSC THEN CFPTOUSC = CFPTOTSC-CFPTOFSC;

   ELSE CFPTOTSC=.;

                  

Range of Value:

CFPTOUSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFPTOUSC contains the sum of all values of CFPTOUSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFPTOUSC is only maintained in the HARCFP file to support the derivation of data element CFPAVUSC Avg CF SCM In-
Use (KB). 

CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

CFPTOUTM contains the number of seconds spent servicing unsuccessful requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVUTM - Avg Unsuccessful Req Service Time

             CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Time

             CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm Sum Squares
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             CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOUTM contains the value input from field R744FTIM of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOUTM contains the sum of all values of CFPTOUTM processed in the level of summarization.

CFPTOWGT - Total Shared Processors Weight

CFPTOWGT contains the accumulated weights of all the shared processors defined for the coupling facility.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPAVWGT - Avg Shared Processors Weight

             CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOWGT contains the sum of the values input from field R744PWGT of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record, for shared processors.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOWGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling
Facility Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15 or if the coupling facility only contains dedicated processors,
CFPTOWGT is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOWGT contains the sum of all values of CFPTOWGT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CFPAVWGT, the average weight of the shared processors.

CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

CFPTOWTM contains the number of seconds during which the logical processors were in wait (not busy) status.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFPTOWTM contains the sum of values input from field R744PWAI of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFPTOWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

CFPTOWTM contains the sum of all values of CFPTOWTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CF Request File (HARCFR)
The CF Request File is used to store information about all CF/XES structures connected to the system that recorded the
data. This information includes the name, type, and status of each structure, as well as detailed information about the
number, type, and service times of all requests to and from each connected structure. You can use this information for
detailed analyses of CF/XES performance and for capacity planning studies.

The information in the HARCFR file is obtained from the request data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record written
by RMF Monitor III.

 

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

 Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

 Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option
controls whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRLSVTS - Logical Structure Version Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CFRVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFRACLEL - Accum Limit on List Entries

  XDWM..   CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRACLTL - Accum Limit on Lock Entries
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  XDWM..   CFRACLTM - Accum Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRACLTW - Accum Lock Table Entries Width

  XDWM..E  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

  XDWM..E  CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

  XDWM..E  CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

  XDWM..E  CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRADSEC - Intvls with Async Duplex Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

  XDWM..E  CFRCASEC - Intvls with Cache Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

  XDWM..E  CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

  XDWM..E  CFRRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  CFRSMSEC - Intvls with SCM Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAAR - Total Structure Adjunct Area Reads

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAAW - Total Structure Adjunct Area Writes

  XDWM..E  CFRTOADP - Async Reqs Delayed by Primary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOADS - Async Ops Delayed by Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAPS - Async Reqs Requesting Primary Sync-Up

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAQE - Async Queue Entries

  XDWM..E  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

  XDWM..E  CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCSQ - Peer Completion Wait Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCTM - Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

  XDWM..E  CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

  XDWM..E  CFRTODIR - Directory Entries - Cache Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

  XDWM..E  CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRTOELM - Data Elements - Cache Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTOETM - Total Structure Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOFCN - Reqs Encountering False Contention

  XDWM..E  CFRTOHPQ - Tot Queued Requests - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRTOINU - Elements in Use - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTOLPQ - Tot Queued Requests - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRTONLH - List Headers - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPES - Execution Suppressed Conditions

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPLN - Peer Link Not Available Conditions

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPSQ - Peer Subchannel Wait Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPTM - Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued
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  XDWM..E  CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRTORDR - Total Structure Read Data Requests

  XDWM..E  CFRTORQC - Requests Completed - Total

  XDWM..E  CFRTORSQ - Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time Sum Squ.

  XDWM..E  CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

  XDWM..E  CFRTORTM - Peer Subchannel Wait with Reserve Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSCN - Reqs Encountering Lock Contention

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSA - Succ. Requests with SCM Access Required

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSR - Count SCM Access Requiring Req Rstrt

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOWDR - Total Structure Write Data Requests

  XDWM..E  CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRMNHPQ - Min Queue Length - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMNLPQ - Min Queue Length - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRMNSMP - Min Number of RMF Samples

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRMXELM - Max Element Count - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRMXHPQ - Max Queue Length - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMXLPQ - Max Queue Length - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMXMXU - Max List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..E  CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRMXSMP - Max Number of RMF Samples

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

  XDWM..E  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..   CFRAVLEL - Avg Limit on List Entries

  XDWM..   CFRAVLEM - Avg List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTL - Avg Limit on Lock Entries

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTM - Avg Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTW - Avg Lock Table Entry Width

  XDWM..E  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments
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  XDWM..E  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRPCCON - Pct Structure Connected

  XDWM..E  CFRPCDFC - Pct Delayed Fault Count

  XDWM..E  CFRPCRRC - Pct SCM Accesses Requiring Req Restart

  XDWM..E  CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Request Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRPSRQC - Reqs per Second Completed

  XDWM..E  CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

  XDWM..E  CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRSDRTM - Std Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Tm

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

CFRACLEL - Accum Limit on List Entries

For list structures, CFRACLEL contains the limit on the number of list entries that can be held in the list structure.The
estimated maximum number of list entries that may reside in storage-class memory (SCM) is not included.

For lock structures, CFRACLEL contains the limit on the number of data elements that may be held in the lock structure.

Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

            CFRAVLEL - Avg Limit on List Entries

            CFRAVLEM - Avg List Entries Used at End of Intvl

        

Element Derivation: 

CFRACLEL contains the value input from field R744SLEL in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. 

Range of Value: 

CFRACLEL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRACLEL contains the sum of all values of CFRACLEL processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes: 

None

CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

 For list structures, CFRACLEM contains the current number of list entries in-use by this list structure at the end of the
measurement interval. List entries residing in storage-class memory (SCM) are not included. 

 For lock structures, CFRACLEM contains the current number of data elements in-use by this lock structure at the end of
the measurement interval. 

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACLEL - Accum Limit on List Entries

            CFRAVLEL - Avg Limit on List Entries

            CFRAVLEM - Avg List Entries Used at End of Intvl 

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRACLEM contains the value input from field R744SLEM in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRACLEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRACLEM contains the sum of all values of CFRACLEM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRACLTL - Accum Limit on Lock Entries

CFRACLTL contains the limit on the number of lock table entries for each lock structure.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLTM - Accum Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

 Element Derivation: 

CFRACLTL contains the value input from field R744SLTL of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRACLTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRACLTL contains the sum of all values of CFRACLTL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFRACLTM - Accum Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

CFRACLTM contains the current number of lock table entries used by the lock structure at the end of the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVLTM - Avg Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

 Element Derivation: 

CFRACLTM contains the value input from field R744SLTM of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRACLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRACLTM contains the sum of all values of CFRACLTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRACLTW - Accum Lock Table Entries Width

CFRACLTW contains the width, expressed in bytes, of the table entries for each lock structure, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVLTW - Avg Lock Table Entry Width

 Element Derivation: 

CFRACLTW is computed from field R744SLEC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record, using the
following formula:

CFRACLTW = 2 ** R744SLEC

where R744SLEC is the lock table entry characteristic.

 Range of Value: 

CFRACLTW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRACLTW contains the sum of all values of CFRACLTW processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The width of the lock table entry is a function of the number of connectors that are allowed to connect to the lock table.
The share bit string in the lock table entry must be "wide" enough to accommodate all potential connectors to the lock
structure.

CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRACTCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure became active during the RMF
measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRACTCT contains a value of zero (0).
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In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRACTCT contains the number of intervals where the structure became active over
all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

        

 Element Derivation: 

During raw data processing, bit 1 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRACTCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRACTCT is set to zero (0).

 Range of Value: 

CFRACTCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRACTCT contains the sum of all values of CFRACTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRADACT- Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRADACT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was in a duplexing active state at the end
of the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRADACT contains a value of zero (0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRADACT contains the number of intervals where the structure was in a duplexing
active state over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

         

Element Derivation

During raw data processing, bit 3 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRADACT is set to one (1). Otherwise CFRADACT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFRADACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CFRADACT contains the sum of all values of CFRADACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFRADPCT -Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRADPCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was the primary instance of an
asynchronously duplexed structure at the end of the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRADPCT contains a value
of zero (0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRADPCT contains the number of intervals where the structure was the primary
instance of an asynchronously duplexed structure over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

         

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 4 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRADPCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRADPCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value

CFRADPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRADPCT contains the sum of all values of CFRADPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRADSCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was the secondary instance of an
asynchronously duplexed structure at the end of the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRADSCT contains a value
of zero (0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRADSCT contains the number of intervals where the structure was the secondary
instance of an asynchronously duplexed structure over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active
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            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

         

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 5 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRADSCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRADSCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFRADSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRADSCT contains the sum of all values of CFRADSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRADSEC - Intvls with Async Duplex Section Present

CFRADSEC contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the Coupling Facility (CF) structure had one or
more Asynchronous CF Duplexing data sections in the RMF record. This data element allows identification of DETAIL
timespan CF Request (HARCFR) file observations that have corresponding CF Async Duplexing Activity (HARCFN) file
observations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRCASEC - Intvls with Cache Section Present

            CFRSMSEC - Intvls with SCM Section Present

         

Element Derivation:

CFRADSEC is set to either one (1) or zero (0) during processing of the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If the CF Request Data section fields R744SIAD (offset of Async Duplex section for the
structure) and R744SADN (number of Asynch Duplex sections) are both non-zero, CFRADSEC is set to one. Otherwise,
CFRADSEC is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CFRADSEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRADSEC contains the sum of all values of CFRADSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not all coupling facility (CF) structures participate in asynchronous duplexing. If you want to analyze asynchronous
duplexing utilization by participating structures, you can select asynchronous duplexing structure observations from the
HARCFR file using this CFRADSEC data element. Only HARCFR observations where the value of CFRADSEC is GE 1
will have corresponding HARCFN file observations that contain the asynchronous duplexing utilization metrics for the CF
structure.
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 Because the HARCFR and HARCFN files have the same key structure, you can merge the subset of HARCFR file
cycle(s) observations where CFRADSEC is non-zero, with the corresponding HARCFN file cycle(s) to create temporary
work file observations that contain all structure request file (HARCFR) and Async Duplex file (HARCFN) data elements for
reporting and analysis.

CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

CFRALSIZ contains the allocated size of the Coupling Facility (CF) structure in kilobytes. It is accumulated over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization in order to allow the calculation of the average structure size
at higher timespans.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

             CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

             CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFRALSIZ contains the value input from field R744SSIZ, multiplied by 4 to convert the value from 4K blocks to kilobytes,
in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRALSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRALSIZ contains the sum of all values of CFRALSIZ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the current allocated size, and therefore differs from the value reported in the HARCFS file,
which is the value as specified in the CFRM active policy.

CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

CFRAVAST contains the average amount of time, in seconds, when the requests were suspended while waiting for
asynchronous operations to complete in the secondary coupling facility (CF) structure of the current duplexing instance.

Type

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

         

Element Derivation:

CFRAVAST is computed using the following algorithm:

  

   IF CFRTOAWS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFRTOAST GT 0) CFRAVAST=CFRTOAST/CFRTOAWS;

     WHEN (CFRTOAST EQ 0) CFRAVAST=0;
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     OTHERWISE            CFRAVAST=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFRAVAST=0;

         

Range of Value:

CFRAVAST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRAVAST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

CFRAVATM contains the average number of seconds used to service asynchronous requests during the measurement
interval.

Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

            CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

            CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

            CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

            CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

            CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVATM is computed using the following algorithm:

  

   IF CFRTOARC THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFRTOATM>0) CFRAVATM=CFRTOATM/CFRTOARC;

     WHEN (CFRTOATM=0) CFRAVATM=0;

     OTHERWISE         CFRAVATM=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFRAVATM=0;

        

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVATM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRAVATM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

CFRAVCTM contains the average time, in seconds, a duplexed request was delayed because of a waiting-for-peer-
completion contention. Such contention occurs when one of the two duplexed operations has completed, but the
completed subchannel remains unavailable for use until the peer operation completes.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

             CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

             CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

             CFRTOCTM - Peer Completion Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFRTOCTC THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTOCTM)0) CFRAVCTM=CFRTOCTM/CFRTOCTC;

    WHEN (CFRTOCTM=0) CFRAVCTM=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRAVCTM=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRAVCTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

CFRAVDTM contains the average dump delay time, in seconds, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFRTODRC THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRTODTM)0) CFRAVDTM=CFRTODTM/CFRTODRC;

      WHEN (CFRTODTM=0) CFRAVDTM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVDTM=.;

    END;
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    ELSE CFRAVDTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRAVLEL - Avg Limit on List Entries

CFRAVLEL contains the average limit on the number of list entries for the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLEL - Accum Limit on List Entries

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVLEL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRACLEL)0) CFRAVLEL=CFRACLEL/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFRACLEL=0) CFRAVLEL=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVLEL=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVLEL=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVLEL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVLEL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CFRAVLEM - Avg List Entries Used at End of Intvl

CFRAVLEM contains the average number of list entries used by list structures at the end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVLEM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRACLEM)0) CFRAVLEM=CFRACLEM/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFRACLEM=0) CFRAVLEM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVLEM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVLEM=0;
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 Range of Value: 

CFRAVLEM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVLEM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVLTL - Avg Limit on Lock Entries

CFRAVLTL contains the average limit on lock table entries for lock structures during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLTL - Accum Limit on Lock Entries

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVLTL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRACLTL)0) CFRAVLTL=CFRACLTL/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFRACLTL=0) CFRAVLTL=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVLTL=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVLTL=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVLTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVLTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CFRAVLTM - Avg Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

CFRAVLTM contains the average number of lock table entries used by lock structures at the end of the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLTM - Accum Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVLTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRACLTM)0) CFRAVLTM=CFRACLTM/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFRACLTM=0) CFRAVLTM=0;
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      OTHERWISE         CFRAVLTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVLTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVLTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVLTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVLTW - Avg Lock Table Entry Width

CFRAVLTW contains the average width of a table entry for the lock structure during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLTW - Accum Lock Table Entries Width

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVLTW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRACLTW)0) CFRAVLTW=CFRACLTW/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (CFRACLTW=0) CFRAVLTW=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRAVLTW=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRAVLTW=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVLTW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVLTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

CFRAVPTM contains the average time, in seconds, a duplexed request was delayed because of a peer subchannel wait
contention. Such contention occurs when a subchannel for the operation targeted to the peer structure was not available.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

             CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

             CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits
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             CFRTOPTM - Peer Subchannel Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVPTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFRTOPTC THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTOPTM)0) CFRAVPTM=CFRTOPTM/CFRTOPTC;

    WHEN (CFRTOPTM=0) CFRAVPTM=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRAVPTM=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRAVPTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

CFRAVQTM contains the average time spent servicing queued requests during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOQRC - Reqs-Queued

             CFRTOQTM - Req Time-Queued

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVQTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFRTOQRC THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRTOQTM)0) CFRAVQTM=CFRTOQTM/CFRTOQRC;

      WHEN (CFRTOQTM=0) CFRAVQTM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVQTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVQTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

CFRAVRTM contains the average time, in seconds, a duplexed request was delayed because of a peer subchannel wait
with reserve contention. Such contention occurs when a request holds a subchannel in reserve while waiting for a peer
subchannel to become available to start a duplexed request.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRSDRTM - Sd Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Tm

             CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

             CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

             CFRTORTM - Peer Subchannel Wait with Reserve Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CFRTORTC THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTORTM)0) CFRAVRTM=CFRTORTM/CFRTORTC;

    WHEN (CFRTORTM=0) CFRAVRTM=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRAVRTM=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRAVRTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments 

CFRAVSDR contains the average number of 256 byte increments for entry data with data elements, for each data entry
read operation from the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc

            CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

            CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

         

Element Derivation:

 CFRAVSDR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFRTODER THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFRTODER GT 0) CFRAVSDR=CFRTOSDR/CFRTODER;

     WHEN (CFRTODER EQ 0) CFRAVSDR=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFRAVSDR=.;

   END;
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   ELSE CFRAVSDR=0;

         

Range of Value:

CFRAVSDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRAVSDR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

CFRAVSDW contains the average number of 256 byte increments for entry data with data elements, for each data entry
write operation to the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments

            CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

            CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

            CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

 

         

Element Derivation:

CFRAVSDW is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CFRTODEW THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFRTODEW GT 0) CFRAVSDW=CFRTOSDW/CFRTODEW;

     WHEN (CFRTODEW EQ 0) CFRAVSDW=0;

     OTHERWISE            CFRAVSDW=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFRAVSDW=0;

       

Range of Value:

CFRAVSDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Process:

CFRAVSDW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

CFRAVSIZ contains the average allocated size of the Coupling Facility (CF) structure in kilobytes over all measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

             CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

             CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVSIZ is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFRAVSIZ = CFRALSIZ / INTERVLS

where:

  CFRALSIZ
Accumulated structure size

 INTERVLS
Count of RMF intervals

At the DETAIL timespan CFRAVSIZ is equal to CFRALSIZ because the value of INTERVLS is one.

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRAVSIZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. the value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the current allocated size, and therefore differs from the value reported in the HARCFS file,
which is the value as specified in the CFRM active policy.

CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

CFRAVSTM contains the average number of seconds used to service synchronous requests during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

             CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

             CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

             CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

             CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Asynch

             CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

 Element Derivation: 

CFRAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CFRTOSRC THEN SELECT;
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      WHEN (CFRTOSTM)0) CFRAVSTM=CFRTOSTM/CFRTOSRC;

      WHEN (CFRTOSTM=0) CFRAVSTM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRAVSTM=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRAVSTM=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRAVSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRAVSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRCAPCT- Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRCAPCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was capable of participating in
asynchronous duplexing at the end of the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRCAPCT contains a value of zero
(0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRCAPCT contains the number of intervals where the structure was capable of
participating in asynchronous duplexing over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type:

 Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 

         

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 2 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRCAPCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRCAPCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFRCAPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRCAPCT contains the sum of all values of CFRCAPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRCASEC - Intvls with Cache Section Present

CFRCASEC contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure had one
or more cache data sections in the RMF record. This data element allows identification of DETAIL timespan CF Request
(HARCFR) file observations that have corresponding CF Cache Structure Activity (HARCFH) file observations.
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Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: CFRADSEC - Intvls with Async Duplex Section Present

           CFRSMSEC - Intvls with SCM Section Present

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRCASEC is set to either one (1) or zero (0) during processing of the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If the CF Request Data section fields R744CDSI and R744CDNE are both non-zero,
CFRCASEC is set to one. Otherwise, CFRCASEC is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

CFRCASEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRCASEC contains the sum of all values of CFRCASEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not all coupling facility (CF) structures are are cache structures. If you want to analyze cache utilization statistics for cache
structures, you can select cache structure observations from the HARCFR file using this CFRCASEC data element. Only
HARCFR observations where the value of CFRCASEC is GE 1 will have corresponding HARCFH file observations that
contain the cache utilization metrics for the CF structure.

Because the HARCFR and HARCFH files have the same key structure, you can merge the subset of HARCFR file
cycle(s) observations where CFRCASEC is non-zero, with the corresponding HARCFH file cycle(s) to create temporary
work file observations that contain all structure request file (HARCFR) and Cache file (HARCFH) data elements for
reporting and analysis.

CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRCONCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was connected to the system at the end
of the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRCONCT contains a value of zero (0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRCONCT contains the number of intervals where the structure was connected to
the system over all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

        

Element Derivation: 

During raw data processing, bit 0 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRCONCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRCONCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value: 
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CFRCONCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRCONCT contains the sum of all values of CFRCONCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRENCCT contains a value of one (1) if the structure was encrypted at the end of the RMF
measurement interval. Otherwise, CFRENCCT contains a value of zero (0).

In the DAYS and higher timespans, CFRENCCT contains the number of intervals where the structure was encrypted over
all intervals included in the summarized HARCFR file observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

            CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

            CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

            CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

            CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

            CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

         

Element Derivation:

 During raw data processing, bit 6 is tested in field R744SFLG in the Request Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. If the bit is on, CFRENCCT is set to one (1). Otherwise, CFRENCCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFRENCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRENCCT contains the sum of all values of CFRENCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data residing in coupling facility (CF) list and cache structures can optionally be encrypted while being transferred to and
from the CF, and while the data resides in the CF structure.

 The encryption choice is made using the ENCRYPT(YES/NO) parameter when defining the structure in the Coupling
Facility Resource Management (CFRM) policy.

CFRLSVTS - Logical Structure Version Time Stamp

CFRLSVTS contains the logical structure version number.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

 Element Derivation: 

CFRLSVTS contains the value input from field R744SLSV of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.
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 Range of Value: 

CFRLSVTS can contain any valid SAS time stamp value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRLSVTS contains the last value of CFRLSVTS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element can be used in conjunction with CFRVERTS, the physical version number, to identify an instance of the
structure. Its value is set to the physical version number when the structure is initially allocated. It changes when a user-
managed process allocates a new instance of the structure (e.g., rebuild), but not when the process is system-managed.

CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

CFRMNDUQ contains the minimum number of requests delayed because dump serialization was in process during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMNDUQ contains the value input from field R744SDMN of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMNDUQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMNDUQ contains the minimum value of CFRMNDUQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMNHPQ - Min Queue Length - High Priority

CFRMNHPQ contains the minimum number of requests waiting in the high priority queue during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMNLPQ - Min Queue Length-Low Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMNHPQ contains the value input from field R744SHMN of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMNHPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMNHPQ contains the minimum value of CFRMNHPQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMNLPQ - Min Queue Length - Low Priority

CFRMNLPQ contains the minimum number of requests waiting in the low priority queue during the measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMNHPQ - Min Queue Length-High Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMNLPQ contains the value input from field R744SLMN of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMNLPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMNLPQ contains the minimum value of CFRMNLPQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

CFRMNSIZ contains the minimum allocated size of the Coupling Facility (CF) structure in kilobytes over all measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

             CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

             CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMNSIZ contains the value input from field R744SMIS, multiplied by 4 to convert the value from 4K blocks to kilobytes,
in the Request Data Section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMNSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMNSIZ contains the minimum value of CFRMNSIZ processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the current allocated size, and therefore differs from the value reported in the HARCFS file,
which is the value as specified in the CFRM active policy.

CFRMNSMP - Minimum Number of RMF Samples

CFRMNSMP contains the minimum number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             CFRMXSMP - Maximum Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRMNSMP is set equal to CFRRSMP.
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 Range of Value: 

CFRMNSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMNSMP contains the minimum value of CFRMNSMP processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

CFRMXDUQ contains the maximum number of requests delayed because dump serialization was in process during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMXDUQ contains the value input from field R744SDMX of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMXDUQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXDUQ contains the maximum value of CFRMXDUQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMXELM - Max Element Count - List Structure

CFRMXELM contains the maximum number of data elements defined to the Coupling Facility (CF) list structure overall
RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization. The estimated maximum number of list elements that may
reside in storage-class memory is not included.

Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

        SEE ALSO:  CFRTOINU - Elements in Use - List Structure

        

Element Derivation: 

CFRMXELM contains the value input from field R744SMAE in the Request Data section of the RMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value: 

CFRMXELM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRMXELM contains the maximum value of CFRMXELM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CFRMXHPQ - Max Queue Length - High Priority

CFRMXHPQ contains the maximum number of requests waiting in the high priority queue during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMXLPQ - Max Queue Length-Low Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMXHPQ contains the value input from field R744SHMX of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF
Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMXHPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXHPQ contains the maximum value of CFRMXHPQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMXLPQ - Max Queue Length - Low Priority

CFRMXLPQ contains the maximum number of requests waiting in the low priority queue during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMXHPQ - Max Queue Length-High Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMXLPQ contains the value input from field R744SLMX of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMXLPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXLPQ contains the maximum value of CFRMXLPQ processed for the level of summarization.

CFRMXMXU - Max List Entries Used at End of Intvl

CFRMXMXU contains the maximum number of list entries used by any list structure at the end of the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, CFRMXMXU is set to the value of CFRACLEM.

 Range of Value: 
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CFRMXMXU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXMXU contains the maximum value of CFRMXMXU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

CFRMXSIZ contains the maximum allocated size of the Coupling Facility (CF) structure in kilobytes over all measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

             CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

             CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

CFRMXSIZ contains the value input from field R744SMAS, multiplied by 4 to convert the value from 4K blocks to
kilobytes, in the Request Data Section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMXSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXSIZ contains the maximum value of CFRMXSIZ processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the current allocated size, and therefore differs from the value reported in the HARCFS file,
which is the value as specified in the CFRM active policy.

CFRMXSMP - Maximum Number of RMF Samples

CFRMXSMP contains the maximum number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             CFRMNSMP - Minimum Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFRMXSMP is set equal to CFRRSMP.

 Range of Value: 

CFRMXSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRMXSMP contains the maximum value of CFRMXSMP processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

CFRPCCON - Pct Structure Connected

CFRPCCON contains the percentage of intervals during which the structure was connected to the system at the end of
the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPCCON is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRCONCT)0) CFRPCCON=(CFRCONCT*100)/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFRCONCT=0) CFRPCCON=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRPCCON=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPCCON=.;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFRPCCON ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPCCON contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPCDFC - Pct Delayed Fault Count

CFRPCDFC contains the percentage of total requests that were delayed due to an SCM access required condition during
the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CFRTOARC - Reqs - Asynch

          CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

          CFRTOSSA - Succ. Requests with SCM Access Required

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPCDFC is computed using the following algorithm:

 EXP 01 IF SUM(CFRTOARC,CFRTOSRC) THEN SELECT;

 EXP 02 WHEN (CFRTOSSA GT 0) CFRPCDFC=(CFRTOSSA*100)/

 EXP 03                               SUM(CFRTOARC,CFRTOSRC);

 EXP 04   WHEN (CFRTOSSA EQ 0) CFRPCDFC=0;

 EXP 05   OTHERWISE            CFRPCDFC=.;

 EXP 06 END;

 EXP 07 ELSE CFRPCDFC=.;

 Range of Value: 

The value of CFRPCDFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process: 

CFRPCDFC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPCRRC - Pct SCM Accesses Requiring Req Restart

CFRPCRRC contains the percentage of total requests for the coupling facility (CF) structure that were required to be
restarted, based on storage-class memory (SCM) access required conditions, during the measurement interval.

Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Asynch

            CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

            CFRTOSSR - Count SCM Access Requiring Req Rstrt

        

        

Element Derivation: 

CFRPCRRC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF SUM(CFRTOARC,CFRTOSRC) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTOSSR GT 0) CFRPCRRC=(CFRTOSSR*100)/

                                  SUM(CFRTOARC,CFRTOSRC);

      WHEN (CFRTOSSR EQ 0) CFRPCRRC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CFRPCRRC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPCRRC=.;

        

        

Range of Value: 

The value of CFRPCRRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of one hundred.

Summarization Process: 

CFRPCRRC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

CFRPSARC contains the number of asynchronous requests per second during the measurement interval.

Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

         SEE ALSO:  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

                    DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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Element Derivation: 

CFRPSARC is computed using the following algorithm:

 

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CFRTOARC>0) CFRPSARC=CFRTOARC/DURATION;

     WHEN (CFRTOARC=0) CFRPSARC=0;

     OTHERWISE         CFRPSARC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CFRPSARC=0;

        

Range of Value: 

CFRPSARC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRPSARC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

CFRPSCTC contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) duplexed requests, per second, that were delayed
because of waiting-for-peer-completion contentions, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of
summarization. Such contentions occur when one of the two duplexed operations has completed, but the completed
subchannel remains unavailable for use until the peer operation completes.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSCTC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTOCTC)0) CFRPSCTC=CFRTOCTC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CFRTOCTC=0) CFRPSCTC=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRPSCTC=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRPSCTC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSCTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSCTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

CFRPSDRC contains the number of requests delayed per second due to dump serialization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTODRC - Reqs-Dump Ser

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSDRC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRTODRC)0) CFRPSDRC=CFRTODRC/DURATION;

      WHEN (CFRTODRC=0) CFRPSDRC=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRPSDRC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPSDRC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSDRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSDRC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

CFRPSDUQ contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) requests, per second, that were delayed because
dump serialization was in process, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

             CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Request Delay Rate

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSDUQ is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFRPSDUQ = CFRTODUQ / DURATION

where:

  CFRTODUQ
Total count of requests delayed due to dump serialization

 DURATION
Elapsed time

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSDUQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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CFRPSDUQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

CFRPSHPQ contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) high priority requests that were queued, per second,
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Request Delay Rate

             CFRTOHPQ - Tot Queued Requests - High Priority

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSHPQ is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFRPSHPQ = CFRTOHPQ / DURATION

where:

  CFRTOHPQ
Total count of queued high priority requests

 DURATION
Elapsed time

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSHPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSHPQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Request Delay Rate

CFRPSLPQ contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) low priority requests that were queued, per second,
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

             CFRTOLPQ - Tot Queued Requests - Low Priority

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSLPQ is computed using the following algorithm:

      CFRPSLPQ = CFRTOLPQ / DURATION

      where CFRTOLPQ is the total count of queued low priority

                        requests
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            DURATION is the elapsed time

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSLPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSLPQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

CFRPSPTC contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) duplexed requests, per second, that were delayed
because of peer subchannel wait contentions, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.
Such contentions occur when a subchannel for the operation targeted to the peer structure was not available.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSPTC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTOPTC)0) CFRPSPTC=CFRTOPTC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CFRTOPTC=0) CFRPSPTC=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRPSPTC=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRPSPTC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSPTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

CFRPSQRC contains the number of queued requests per second during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOQRC - Reqs-Queued

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSQRC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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      WHEN (CFRTOQRC)0) CFRPSQRC=CFRTOQRC/DURATION;

      WHEN (CFRTOQRC=0) CFRPSQRC=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRPSQRC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPSQRC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSQRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSQRC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSRQC - Reqs per Second Completed

CFRPSRQC contains the number of requests completed per second during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTORQC - Requests Completed-Total

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSRQC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRTORQC)0) CFRPSRQC=CFRTORQC/DURATION;

      WHEN (CFRTORQC=0) CFRPSRQC=0;

      OTHERWISE CFRPSRQC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPSRQC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSRQC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSRQC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

CFRPSRTC contains the average number of Coupling Facility (CF) duplexed requests, per second, that were delayed
because of peer subchannel wait with reserve contentions, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of
summarization. Such contentions occur when a request holds a subchannel in reserve while waiting for a peer subchannel
to become available to start a duplexed request.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 
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CFRPSRTC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CFRTORTC)0) CFRPSRTC=CFRTORTC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CFRTORTC=0) CFRPSRTC=0;

    OTHERWISE         CFRPSRTC=.;

  END;

  ELSE CFRPSRTC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSRTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSRTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

CFRPSSRC contains the number of synchronous requests per second during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOSRC - Reqs-Synch

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRPSSRC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFRTOSRC)0) CFRPSSRC=CFRTOSRC/DURATION;

      WHEN (CFRTOSRC=0) CFRPSSRC=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFRPSSRC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFRPSSRC=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFRPSSRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRPSSRC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

CFRRSMP contains the number of RMF samples.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Counts
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 Element Derivation: 

CFRRSMP is set to the value of SAMPLES.

 Range of Value: 

CFRRSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRRSMP contains the sum of all values of CFRRSMP processed in the level of summarization.

CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

CFRSDAST contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average amount of time, in seconds, when the requests
were suspended while waiting for asynchronous operations to complete in the secondary coupling facility (CF) structure of
the current duplexing instance.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

         

Element Derivation:

CFRSDAST is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFRTOAWS GT 1) AND (CFRTOAST NE . AND CFRTASSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDSUOP=((CFRTOAWS*CFRTASSQ)-(CFRTOAST**2))/

                 (CFRTOAWS*(CFRTOAWS-1));

       IF WRKSDSUOP GT 0 THEN CFRSDAST=SQRT(WRKSDSUOP);

       ELSE CFRSDAST=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFRSDAST=0 ;

         

Range of Value:

CFRSDAST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRSDAST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

CFRSDATM contains the standard deviation of asynchronous service time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is descriptive statistic used to
analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

            CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

            CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

            CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDATM is computed using the following algorithm:

  

  IF (CFRTOARC GT 1) &(CFRTOASQ NE . &CFRTOATM NE .)

    THEN WRKSDATM=((CFRTOARC*CFRTOASQ)-(CFRTOATM**2))/

                   (CFRTOARC*(CFRTOARC-1));

   IF WRKSDATM NE 0 THEN CFRSDATM=SQRT(WRKSDATM);

        

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDATM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDATM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes: 

None

CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

CFRSDCTM contains the standard deviation of peer completion wait time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a descriptive statistic used
to analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

             CFRTOCSQ - Peer Completion Wait Time Sum Squares

             CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

             CFRTOCTM - Peer Completion Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDCTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (CFRTOCTC)1) & (CFRTOCSQ^=. & CFRTOCTM^=.) THEN WRKSDCTM=((CFRTOCTC*CFRTOCSQ)-(CFRTOCTM**2))/         
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       (CFRTOCTC*(CFRTOCTC-1));

    IF WRKSDCTM)0 THEN CFRSDCTM=SQRT(WRKSDCTM);

        ELSE               CFRSDCTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDCTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

CFRSDDTM contains the standard deviation of dump serialization service time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a descriptive
statistic used to analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (CFRTODUQ)1) & (CFRTODSQ^=. & CFRTODTM^=.)

     THEN WRKSDDTM=((CFRTODUQ*CFRTODSQ)-(CFRTODTM**2))/

                    (CFRTODUQ*(CFRTODUQ-1));

    IF WRKSDDTM)0 THEN CFRSDDTM=SQRT(WRKSDDTM);

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

CFRSDPTM contains the standard deviation of peer subchannel wait time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a descriptive statistic used
to analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time
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             CFRTOPSQ - Peer Subchannel Wait Time Sum Squares

             CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

             CFRTOPTM - Peer Subchannel Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDPTM is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF (CFRTOPTC)1) & (CFRTOPSQ^=. & CFRTOPTM^=.) THEN WRKSDPTM=((CFRTOPTC*CFRTOPSQ)-(CFRTOPTM**2))/            

    

     (CFRTOPTC*(CFRTOPTC-1));

  IF WRKSDPTM)0 THEN CFRSDPTM=SQRT(WRKSDPTM);

     ELSE               CFRSDPTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

CFRSDQTM contains the standard deviation of queued service time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a descriptive statistic used to
analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

             CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

             CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued

             CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDQTM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (CFRTOQRC)1) & (CFRTOQSQ^=. & CFRTOQTM^=.)

     THEN WRKSDQTM=((CFRTOQRC*CFRTOQSQ)-(CFRTOQTM**2))/

                    (CFRTOQRC*(CFRTOQRC-1));

    IF WRKSDQTM)0 THEN CFRSDQTM=SQRT(WRKSDQTM);

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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CFRSDRTM - Std Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Tm

CFRSDRTM contains the standard deviation of peer subchannel wait with reserve time for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a
descriptive statistic used to analyze service time.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

             CFRTORSQ - Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Tm Sum Squ.

             CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

             CFRTORTM - Peer Subchannel Wait with Reserve Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDRTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFRTORTC)1) & (CFRTORSQ^=. & CFRTORTM^=.) THEN WRKSDRTM=((CFRTORTC*CFRTORSQ)-(CFRTORTM**2))/    

      (CFRTORTC*(CFRTORTC-1));

   IF WRKSDRTM)0 THEN CFRSDRTM=SQRT(WRKSDRTM);

       ELSE               CFRSDRTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDRTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc

CFRSDSDR contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of 256 byte increments for entry data with
data elements, for each data entry read operation from the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments

            CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

            CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

            CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

           

Element Derivation:

CFRSDSDR is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF (CFRTODER GT 1) AND (CFRTOSDR NE . AND CFRTRRSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDSUOP=((CFRTODER*CFRTRRSQ)-(CFRTOSDR**2))/

                 (CFRTODER*(CFRTODER-1));

       IF WRKSDSUOP GT 0 THEN CFRSDSDR=SQRT(WRKSDSUOP);

       ELSE CFRSDSDR=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFRSDSDR=0 ;

         

Range of Value:

CFRSDSDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRSDSDR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments is the average number of 256 byte increments for
entry data with data elements, for each data entry read operation from the coupling facility (CF) structure. CFRSDSDR
provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFRAVSDR measurement.

CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

CFRSDSDW contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of 256 byte increments for entry data
with data elements, for each data entry write operation to the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc

            CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

            CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

   

Element Derivation:

CFRSDSDW is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CFRTODEW GT 1) AND (CFRTOSDW NE . AND CFRTWWSQ NE .)

     THEN DO ;

       WRKSDSUOP=((CFRTODEW*CFRTWWSQ)-(CFRTOSDW**2))/

                 (CFRTODEW*(CFRTODEW-1));

       IF WRKSDSUOP GT 0 THEN CFRSDSDW=SQRT(WRKSDSUOP);

       ELSE CFRSDSDW=0 ;

     END;

   ELSE CFRSDSDW=0 ; 
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Range of Value:

CFRSDSDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRSDSDW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Data element CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments is the average number of 256 byte increments for
entry data with data elements, for each data entry write operation to the coupling facility (CF) structure. CFRSDSDW
provides a statistical measurement of the variability of the CFRAVSDW measurement.

CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

CFRSDSTM contains the standard deviation of synchronous service time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure overall
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. The standard deviation is a descriptive statistic used
to analyze service time.

Type: 

Computed data element. Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

             CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

             CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

             CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSDSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

     IF (CFRTOSRC GT 1) AND (CFRTOSSQ NE . AND CFRTOSTM NE .) THEN WRKSDSTM=((CFRTOSRC*CFRTOSSQ)-

(CFRTOSTM**2))/

        (CFRTOSRC*(CFRTOSRC-1));

     IF WRKSDSTM GT 0 THEN CFRSDSTM=SQRT(WRKSDSTM);

        ELSE                  CFRSDSTM=.;

 Range of Value: 

CFRSDSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSDSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRSMSEC - Intvls with SCM Section Present 

CFRSMSEC contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the Coupling Facility (CF) structure had one or
more Storage-Class Memory (SCM) data sections in the RMF record. This data element allows identification of DETAIL
timespan CF Request (HARCFR) file observations that have corresponding CF Structure SCM Activity (HARCFM) file
observations.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: CFRADSEC - Intvls with Async Duplex Section Present

           CFRCASEC - Intvls with Cache Section Present 

           INTERVLS -  Number of Recording Intervals

         

Element Derivation:

CFRSMSEC is set to either one (1) or zero (0) during processing of the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record. If the CF Request Data section fields R744SISC and R744SNSC are both non-
zero, CFRSMSEC is set to one. Otherwise, CFRSMSEC is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CFRSMSEC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CFRSMSEC contains the sum of all values of CFRSMSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not all coupling facility (CF) structures are enabled to use SCM. If you want to analyze SCM utilization by SCM enabled
structures, you can select SCM enabled structure observations from the HARCFR file using this CFRSMSEC data
element. Only HARCFR file observations where the value of CFRSMSEC is GE 1 will have corresponding HARCFM file
observations that contain the SCM utilization metrics for the CF structure.

Because the HARCFR and HARCFM files have the same key structure, you can merge the subset of HARCFR file
cycle(s) observations where CFRSMSEC is non-zero, with the corresponding HARCFM file cycle(s) to create temporary
work file observations that contain all structure request file (HARCFR) and SCM file (HARCFM) data elements for
reporting and analysis.

CFRSTYPE - Structure Type

CFRSTYPE contains the type of structure.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFRSTYPE contains the value input from field R744STYP of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record, where

    1 is UNSERIAL

    2 is SERIAL

    3 is LOCK

    4 is CACHE

 Range of Value: 

CFRSTYPE can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRSTYPE contains the last value of CFRSTYPE processed in the level of summarization.
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CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

CFRTASSQ contains the sum of the squared value of the suspend time (in squared seconds) for each request that was
suspended while waiting for asynchronous operations to complete in the secondary coupling facility (CF) structure of the
current duplexing instance. CFRTASSQ is used to compute data element Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second
(CFRSDAST).

Type:

 Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

            CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

         

         

Element Derivation:

CFRTASSQ contains the value input from field R744SXSQ in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744SXSQ are converted from squared
microsecond units to squared seconds. After input, the status of bit 1 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is
checked. If the bit value is 0, meaning that data for secondary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid,
CFRTASSQ is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTASSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTASSQ can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details. 

Summarization Process:

CFRTASSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTASSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTASSQ is only maintained in the HARCFR file to support the derivation of data element CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async
Suspend Time Wait Second

CFRTOAAR- Total Structure Adjunct Area Reads

CFRTOAAR contains the total number of adjunct areas read from the coupling facility (CF) list structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOAAW - Total Structure Adjunct Area Writes

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

        

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAAR contains the value input from field R744SRAC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTOAAR is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:
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CFRTOAAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOAAR can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOAAR contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility (CF) list structures contain list entries, where each list entry consists of some number of data elements.
List entries can optionally contain an adjunct data area that can contain up to 64 bytes of data.

CFRTOAAW - Total Structure Adjunct Area Writes

CFRTOAAW contains the total number of adjunct areas written to the coupling facility (CF) list structure over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOAAR - Total Structure Adjunct Area Reads

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

        

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAAW contains the value input from field R744SWAC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input,the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTOAAW is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOAAW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOAAW can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOAAW contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAAW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Coupling facility (CF) list structures contain list entries, where each list entry consists of some number of data elements.
List entries can optionally contain an adjunct data area that can contain up to 64 bytes of data.

CFRTOADP - Async Reqs Delayed by Primary

CFRTOADP contains the total number of asynchronous duplex requests that experienced a delayed operation because
the primary CF was unable to accept new requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

         SEE ALSO:  CFRTOADS - Async Ops Delayed by Secondary

                    CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

      

Element Derivation:
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CFRTOADP contains the value input from field R744SADR in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 0 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that data for primary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid, CFRTOADP is
set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOADP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOADP can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details. 

Summarization Process:

CFRTOADP contains the sum of all values of CFRTOADP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFRTOADS - Async Ops Delayed by Secondary

CFRTOADS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex requests that experienced a delayed operation because
the primary coupling facility (CF) was unable to accept new requests due to one of the following reasons:

• The primary CF was unable to forward requests to the secondary CF.
• The secondary CF was unable to process incoming requests. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOADP - Async Reqs Delayed by Primary

            CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

        

Element Derivation:

 CFRTOADS contains the value input from field R744SADO in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 0 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that data for primary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid, CFRTOADS is
set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOADS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOADS can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOADS contains the sum of all values of CFRTOADS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

 CFRTOAPS - Async Reqs Requesting Primary Sync-Up

CFRTOAPS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex operations that requested a sync-up with the primary
coupling facility (CF).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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        SEE ALSO:  CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

        

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAPS contains the value input from field R744SIXC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 1 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that data for secondary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid, CFRTOAPS
is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOAPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOAPS can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOAPS contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

CFRTOAPV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where data provided for the primary instance of the
asynchronous duplexed structure is valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAPV contains the value input from field R744SXFL in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. 

Range of Value:

CFRTOAPV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

 CFRTOAPV contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAPV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes

None

 CFRTOAQE - Async Queue Entries

CFRTOAQE contains the number of asynchronous duplex operation queue entries for the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

           

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, the number of asynchronous duplex operation queue entries is determined by multiplying
4096 by 2, raised to the power of the contents of field R744SQCH, in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.For example, if R744SQCH contains 0, CFRTOAQE is computed to be 1 (4096
* 2**0). If R74SQCH contains 2, CFRTOAQE is computed to be 16,384 (4096 * 2**2).

Range of Value:

CFRTOAQE ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

 CFRTOAQE contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAQE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

CFRTOARC contains the number of asynchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

            CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

            CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

            CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

            CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

            CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOARC contains the value input from field R744SARC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOARC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRTOARC contains the sum of all values of CFRTOARC processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

CFRTOASQ contains the sum of squares of service time for asynchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

            CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

            CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

            CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

            CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

            CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOASQ contains the value input from field R744SASQ in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOASQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRTOASQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOASQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

CFRTOAST contains the total amount of time, in seconds, when the requests were suspended while waiting for
asynchronous operations to complete in the secondary coupling facility (CF) structure of the current duplexing instance.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

            CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

            

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAST contains the value input from field R744SXST in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record. During raw data processing, the contents of field R744SXST are converted from
microsecond units to seconds. After input, the status of bit 1 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that data for secondary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid, CFRTOAST is
set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

 CFRTOAST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOAST can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOAST contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

 CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

 CFRTOASV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where data provided for the secondary instance of the
asynchronous duplexed structure is valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 

Element Derivation:

 CFRTOASV contains the value input from field R744SXFL in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. 

Range of Value:

CFRTOASV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. 

Summarization Process:

 CFRTOASV contains the sum of all values of CFRTOASV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

CFRTOATM contains the number of seconds it took to service asynchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  

         

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

            CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

            CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

            CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

            CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

        

Element Derivation: 

CFRTOATM contains the value input from field R744SATM in the Request Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

Range of Value: 

CFRTOATM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRTOATM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOATM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

CFRTOAWS contains the total number of asynchronous duplex requests that were suspended while waiting for operations
to complete in the secondary structure of the current duplexing instance over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

            CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

            CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

            

Element Derivation:

CFRTOAWS contains the value input from field R744SXSC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 1 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that data for secondary instance of asynchronous duplexed structure is invalid, CFRTOAWS
is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOAWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOAWS can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

 CFRTOAWS contains the sum of all values of CFRTOAWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CFRTOCSQ - Peer Completion Wait Time Sum Squares

CFRTOCSQ contains the sum of squares of wait for peer completion time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

             CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

             CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOCSQ contains the value input from field R744SCSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOCSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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CFRTOCSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOCSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

CFRTOCTC contains the number of requests delayed for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure, because of a waiting-for-
peer-completion contention. Such contention occurs when one of the two duplexed operations has completed, but the
completed subchannel remains unavailable for use until the peer operation completes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

             CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

             CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOCTC contains the value input from field R744SCTC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOCTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOCTC contains the sum of all values of CFRTOCTC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOCTM - Peer Completion Wait Time

CFRTOCTM contains the total waiting-for-peer-completion time, in seconds, for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over
all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

             CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOCTM contains the value input from field R744SCST of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOCTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOCTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

CFRTODER contains the total number of data entries with data elements that have been read from the coupling facility
(CF) structure over the RMF measurement interval. It includes both single and multi-entry read requests.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

              CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

              

Element Derivation:

 CFRTODER contains the value input from field R744SREC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input,the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTODER is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTODER ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTODER can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTODER contains the sum of all values of CFRTODER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTODER provides insight into the amount of data being read from the coupling facility structure.

CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

CFRTODEW contains the total number of data entries with data elements that have been written to the coupling facility
(CF) structure over the RMF measurement interval. It includes both single and multi-entry write requests.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

              

Element Derivation:

 CFRTODEW contains the value input from field R744SWEC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input,the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTODEW is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTODEW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTODEW can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTODEW contains the sum of all values of CFRTODEW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CFRTODEW provides insight into the amount of data being written to the coupling facility structure.

CFRTODIR - Directory Entries - Cache Structure

CFRTODIR contains the total count of directory entries defined to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure in the RMF
recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODIR contains the value input from field R744SDEC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODIR contains the sum of all values of CFRTODIR processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

CFRTODMP contains the number of times dump serialization was found for the Coupling Facility (CF) cache or list
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODMP contains the value input from field R744SDMP in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODMP contains the sum of all values of CFRTODMP processed in the level of summarization.
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CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

CFRTODRC contains the number of times a request was delayed due to dump serialization for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODRC contains the value input from field R744SDRC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODRC contains the sum of all values of CFRTODRC processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

CFRTODSQ contains the sum of squares of service time for dump delays for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

             CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODSQ contains the value input from field R744SDSQ in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTODSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

CFRTODTM contains the total dump delay time, in seconds, for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

             CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

             CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODTM contains the value input from field R744SDTM in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTODTM processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

CFRTODUQ contains the number of requests delayed for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure, because dump serialization
was in process, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

             CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

             CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

             CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

             CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

             CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

             CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser
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             CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTODUQ contains the value input from field R744SDTO in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTODUQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTODUQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTODUQ processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOELM - Data Elements - Cache Structure

CFRTOELM contains the total count of data elements defined to the Coupling Facility (CF) cache structure in the RMF
recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOELM contains the value input from field R744SDEL in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOELM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOELM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOELM processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOETM - Total Structure Execution Time

CFRTOETM contains the number of seconds during which the logical processors were busy performing work on behalf of
this structure, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

             CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOETM contains the value input from field R744SETM of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the Coupling Facility
Level (CFPCFLVL) data element is lower than 15, CFRTOETM is set to a SAS missing value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOETM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOETM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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To compute the percentage of the coupling facility used by a structure, apply the following formula:

    % CF Util = (CFRTOETM/CFPTOBTM)*100

CFRTOFCN - Reqs Encountering False Contention

CFRTOFCN contains the number of requests for the Coupling Facility (CF) lock structure that encountered false lock
contention, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOSCN - Reqs Encountering Lock Contention

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOFCN contains the value input from field R744SFCN in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOFCN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOFCN contains the sum of all values of CFRTOFCN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

False lock contention, recorded only for CF lock structures, occurs when two different resource names collide at the lock
table entry level. This can occur when the resource names generate identical hash values, or when a resource name
generates a hash value greater than the number of lock table entries causing a wrap-around collision. Regardless of the
reason, lock contention should be monitored as application performance can be severely impacted as the number of
contentions increases.

CFRTOHPQ - Tot Queued Requests - High Priority

CFRTOHPQ contains the number of requests that waited in the high priority queue for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure,
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

             CFRTOLPQ - Tot Queued Requests - Low Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOHPQ contains the value input from field R744SHTO in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOHPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOHPQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOHPQ processed in the level of summarization.
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CFRTOINU - Elements in Use - List Structure

CFRTOINU contains the total count of data elements in use in the Coupling Facility (CF) list structure at the end of the
RMF recording interval. At the DETAIL level this is a snapshot value. In summarized observations CFRTOINU is the sum
of the snapshot values over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization. List elements residing in
storage-class memory is not included. 

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMXELM - Max Element Count - List Structure

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOINU contains the value input from field R744SCUE in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 7 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOINU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOINU contains the sum of all values of CFRTOINU processed in the level of summarization. 

Usage Notes:

None

CFRTOLPQ - Tot Queued Requests - Low Priority

CFRTOLPQ contains the number of requests that waited in the low priority queue for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure,
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Queue Request Rate

             CFRTOHPQ - Tot Queued Requests - High Priority

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOLPQ contains the value input from field R744SLTO in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOLPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOLPQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOLPQ processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTONLH - List Headers - List Structure

CFRTONLH contains the number of list headers defined for the Coupling Facility (CF) list structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRMXELM - Max Element Count - List Structure
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             CFRTOINU - Elements in Use - List Structure

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTONLH contains the value input from field R744SNLH in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTONLH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTONLH contains the sum of all values of CFRTONLH processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

CF list structures consist of a set of lists and optionally a lock table used to serialize list structure resources. Each list in
the structure is pointed to by a list header.

CFRTOPES - Execution Suppressed Conditions

CFRTOPES contains the number of requests for suppression signals that were sent to a remote CF, during the
measurement interval. These signals can cause duplexed operations to fail for that reason ("execution suppressed"),
when the duplex request completes with a return code indicating that two pairs of duplex requests were deadlocked on a
coupling facility resource. When this condition occurs, one duplexed request wins and is allowed to complete, the other
duplexed request is suppressed and must be redriven by recovery. The end user of duplexing will not notice any ill effect,
since duplexing is not "broken" as a result of these conditions.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOPLN - Peer Link Not Available Conditions

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOPES contains the value input from field R744SPES of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOPES ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOPES contains the sum of all values of CFRTOPES processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOPLN - Peer Link Not Available Conditions

CFRTOPLN contains the number of CF to CF signals that were delayed, not because there was no link available as such,
but because all of the available links were busy with other signals at that moment. It does not reflect the failure of any
duplexed operation because, when this condition occurs, recovery will redrive the request so that the signal is eventually
sent and the duplexed operation can proceed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOPES - Execution Suppressed Conditions
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 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOPLN contains the value input from field R744SPLN of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOPLN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOPLN contains the sum of all values of CFRTOPLN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOPSQ - Peer Subchannel Wait Time Sum Squares

CFRTOPSQ contains the sum of squares of peer subchannel wait time for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

             CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

             CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOPSQ contains the value input from field R744SPSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOPSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOPSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOPSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

CFRTOPTC contains the number of requests delayed for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure, because of a peer
subchannel wait contention. Such contention occurs when a subchannel for the operation targeted to the peer structure is
not available.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

             CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

             CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOPTC contains the value input from field R744SPTC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 
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CFRTOPTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOPTC contains the sum of all values of CFRTOPTC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOPTM - Peer Subchannel Wait Time

CFRTOPTM contains the total peer subchannel wait time, in seconds, for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

             CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOPTM contains the value input from field R744SPST of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOPTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOPTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

CFRTOQRC contains the count of queued requests for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure, over all RMF measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

             CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

             CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

             CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued

             CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOQRC contains the value input from field R744SQRC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOQRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOQRC contains the sum of all values of CFRTOQRC processed in the level of summarization.
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CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued

CFRTOQSQ contains the service time sum of squares for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure's queued requests, over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

             CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

             CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

             CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

             CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOQSQ contains the value input from field R744SQSC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOQSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOQSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOQSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

CFRTOQTM contains the total number of seconds used to service queued requests for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

             CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

             CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

             CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

             CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOQTM contains the value input from field R744SQTM in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOQTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOQTM processed in the level of summarization.
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CFRTORDR - Total Structure Read Data Requests

CFRTORDR contains the total number of requests to read data from the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOWDR - Total Structure Write Data Requests

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

              

Element Derivation:

CFRTORDR contains the value input from field R744SRDR in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input,the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTORDR is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTORDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTORDR can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTORDR contains the sum of all values of CFRTORDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

 CFRTORDR provides insight into the amount of data being read from the coupling facility structure.

CFRTORQC - Requests Completed - Total

CFRTORQC contains the total number of requests completed for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Asynch

             CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTORQC contains the value input from field R744STRC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTORQC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTORQC contains the sum of all values of CFRTORQC processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTORSQ - Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time Sum Squ.

CFRTORSQ contains the sum of squares of peer subchannel wait with reserve time for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

             CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

             CFRSDRTM - Std Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Res. Tm

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTORSQ contains the value input from field R744SRSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTORSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTORSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTORSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

CFRTORTC contains the number of requests delayed for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure, because of a peer
subchannel wait with reserve contention. Such contention occurs when a request holds a subchannel in reserve while
waiting for a peer subchannel to become available to start a duplexed request.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

             CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

             CFRSDRTM - Std Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Res. Tm

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTORTC contains the value input from field R744SRTC of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTORTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTORTC contains the sum of all values of CFRTORTC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTORTM - Peer Subchannel Wait with Reserve Time

CFRTORTM contains the total peer subchannel wait with reserve time in seconds, for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

             CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve
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 Element Derivation: 

CFRTORTM contains the value input from field R744SRST of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTORTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTORTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTORTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOSCN - Reqs Encountering Lock Contention

CFRTOSCN contains the number of requests that encountered lock contention for the Coupling Facility (CF) lock
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRTOFCN - Reqs Encountering False Contention

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSCN contains the value input from field R744SSCN in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSCN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSCN contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSCN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Lock contention should be monitored as application performance can be severely impacted as the number of contentions
increases.

CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

CFRTOSDR contains the total number of 256 byte increments accumulated for entry data with data elements read from
the coupling facility (CF) structure.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

                

Element Derivation:

CFRTOSDR contains the value input from field R744SRED in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input,the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked. If
the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTOSDR is set to a missing value.
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Range of Value:

CFRTOSDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOSDR can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOSDR contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTOSDR provides insight into the amount of data being read from the coupling facility structure.

CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

CFRTOSDW contains the total number of 256 byte increments accumulated for entry data with data elements written to
the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF measurement interval. 

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

            CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

            CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

                

Element Derivation:

 CFRTOSDW contains the value input from field R744SWED in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTOSDW is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOSDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOSDW can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOSDW contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSDW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTOSDW provides insight into the amount of data being written to the coupling facility structure.

CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

CFRTOSRC contains the number of synchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

             CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

             CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

             CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch
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             CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSRC contains the value input from field R744SSRC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSRC contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSRC processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOSSA - Succ. Requests with SCM Access Required

CFRTOSSA contains the number of successful operations to the coupling facility that required access to SCM to
complete.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Asynch

            CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

            CFRPCDFC - Pct Delayed Fault Count

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSSA contains the value input from field R744SOSA of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSSA can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

 CFRTOSSA contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSSA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

CFRTOSSQ contains the sum of squares of service time for synchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF) structure
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

             CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

             CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

             CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

             CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

 Element Derivation: 
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CFRTOSSQ contains the value input from field R744SSSQ in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

CFRTOSSR - Count SCM Access Requiring Req Rstrt

CFRTOSSR contains the total number of coupling facility (CF) structure requests, that were required to be restarted due
to storage-class memory (SCM) access required conditions, over the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Asynch

            CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

            CFRPCRRC - Pct SCM Accesses Requiring Req Restart

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSSR contains the value input from field R744SSAC in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSSR can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSSR contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSSR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

CFRTOSTA contains the number of requests changed from synchronous to asynchronous for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization. CFRTOSTA only applies to list and
cache structures and is always zero for lock structures.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

            CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

            CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

            CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async
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            CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

            CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

        

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSTA contains the value input from field R744SSTA in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSTA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSTA contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSTA processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

CFRTOSTM contains the total number of seconds it took to service synchronous requests for the Coupling Facility (CF)
structure over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

             CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

             CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

             CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

             CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

 Element Derivation: 

CFRTOSTM contains the value input from field R744SSTM in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 4,
Coupling Facility Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRTOSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRTOSTM contains the sum of all values of CFRTOSTM processed in the level of summarization.

CFRTOWDR - Total Structure Write Data Requests

CFRTOWDR contains the total number of requests to write data to the coupling facility (CF) structure over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOAAW - Total Structure Adjunct Area Writes

            CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

            CFRTORDR - Total Structure Read Data Requests

            CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments
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Element Derivation:

 CFRTOWDR contains the value input from field R744SWDR in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTOWDR is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTOWDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTOWDR can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details.

Summarization Process:

CFRTOWDR contains the sum of all values of CFRTOWDR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

 CFRTOWDR provides insight into the amount of data being written to the coupling facility structure.

CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

CFRTOWRV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the data for read and write request measurement
fields is valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

            CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

                

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 2 of field R744SCFL in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 Coupling
Facility Activity record is tested. If the bit is on, CFRTOWRV is set to one (1), meaning that the read/write request
measurements for this interval are valid. Otherwise, CFRTOWRV is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

CFRTOWRV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

 CFRTOWRV contains the sum of all values of CFRTOWRV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

 CFRTOWRV can be compared to data element Number of Recording Intervals (INTERVLS). If CFRTOWRV is less
than INTERVLS, then certain read/write request measurements for coupling facility structures were invalid in some RMF
intervals.

CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

 CFRTRRSQ contains the sum of the squared number of 256 byte increments, for entry data with data elements, for each
data entry read operation from the coupling facility (CF) structure, during the measurement interval. CFRTRRSQ is used
to compute data element Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc (CFRSDSDR). 

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments 

            CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc 

            CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads 

            CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments 

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

                

Element Derivation:

CFRTRRSQ contains the value input from field R744SRES in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTRRSQ is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTRRSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTRRSQ can also
contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details. 

Summarization Process:

CFRTRRSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTRRSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTRRSQ is only maintained in the HARCFR file to support the derivation of data element CFRSDSDR - Std Dev Data
Entry Read Increments.

CFRVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

CFRVERTS contains the Time of Day (TOD) time stamp when the coupling facility structure was last allocated, rebuilt, or
modified.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFRVERTS contains the value input from field R744SVER of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFRVERTS can contain any valid SAS time stamp value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFRVERTS contains the last value of CFRVERTS processed in the level of summarization.

 CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

CFRTWWSQ contains the sum of the squared number of 256 byte increments, for entry data with data elements, for each
data entry write operation to the coupling facility (CF)structure, during the measurement interval. CFRTWWSQ is used to
compute data element Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc (CFRSDSDW).

Type:

Accumulated - measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

            CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

            CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

            CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

            CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

                

Element Derivation:

 CFRTWWSQ contains the value input from field R744SWES in the Request Data section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4
Coupling Facility Activity record. After input, the status of bit 2 in field R744SXFL in the Request Data section is checked.
If the bit value is 0, meaning that CF structure read/write data is invalid, CFRTWWSQ is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

CFRTWWSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CFRTWWSQ can
also contain a missing value. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION section for details. 

Summarization Process

CFRTWWSQ contains the sum of all values of CFRTWWSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CFRTWWSQ is only maintained in the HARCFR file to support the derivation of data element CFRSDSDW - Std Dev
Data Entry Write Increments.

CF Structure File (HARCFS)
The CF Structure File is used to store the name and storage resources of all structures allocated in the CF. You can use
the storage utilization data to set and/or verify structure storage allocation policies specified in the function couple data
set.

The information in the HARCFS file is obtained from the structure data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record
written by RMF Monitor III.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

  |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

     

 GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jul 1, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number
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  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CFSSTAT  - Structure Status

  XDWM..E  CFSVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFSMNSIZ - Min Structure Size (KB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFSMXSIZ - Max Structure Size (KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFSAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)

CFSACSIZ contains the allocated size of the structure in kilobytes.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 Element Derivation: 

CFSACSIZ contains the value input from field R744QSIZ, multiplied by 4 to convert the value from 4K blocks to kilobytes,
of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity) record.

 Range of Value: 

CFSACSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFSACSIZ contains the sum of all values of CFSACSIZ processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the value specified in the CFRM active policy and therefore differs from the value reported in
the HARCFR file which represents the current allocated size.

CFSAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

CFSAVSIZ contains average size of the structure, in kilobytes, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

CFSAVSIZ is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CFSACSIZ)0) CFSAVSIZ=CFSACSIZ/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CFSACSIZ=0) CFSAVSIZ=0;

      OTHERWISE         CFSAVSIZ=.;

    END;

    ELSE CFSAVSIZ=0;

 Range of Value: 

CFSAVSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFSAVSIZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the value specified in the CFRM active policy and therefore differs from the value reported in
the HARCFR file which represents the current allocated size.

CFSMNSIZ - Min Structure Size (KB)

CFSMNSIZ contains the minimum structure size.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFSMNSIZ is set to CFSACSIZ.

 Range of Value: 

CFSMNSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFSMNSIZ contains the minimum value of CFSMNSIZ processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the value specified in the CFRM active policy and therefore differs from the value reported in
the HARCFR file which represents the current allocated size.

CFSMXSIZ - Max Structure Size (KB)

CFSMXSIZ contains the maximum structure size.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)
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 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, CFSMXSIZ is set to CFSACSIZ.

 Range of Value: 

CFSMXSIZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

CFSMXSIZ contains the maximum value of CFSMXSIZ processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element reflects the value specified in the CFRM active policy and therefore differs from the value reported in
the HARCFR file which represents the current allocated size.

CFSSTAT - Structure Status

CFSSTAT is an indicator of the status of the structure at the end of the RMF interval. It is only meaningful at the DETAIL
timespan and is, therefore, inactive in higher summarization levels.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

The value of CFSSTAT is determined by performing the following bit tests on the field R744QFLG of the SMF type 74
subtype 4 Device and XCF Activity record:

    R744QFLG Bits         CFSSTAT Value

    -------------         -------------

       1.......           ACTIVE

       .1.....0           REBUILD NEW

       ..1....0           REBUILD OLD

       ...1....           TRANSITION

       ....1...           HOLD

       .....1..           DUMP

       ..1...11           ACTIVE PRIM

       .1....11           ACTIVE SEC

 Range of Value: 

CFSSTAT can take the following values:

 ACTIVE
Normal case for a simplex allocated structure

 REBUILD NEW
Rebuild new instance of a simplex structure (the structure is considered to be active)

 REBUILD OLD
Rebuild old instance of a simplex structure (the structure is considered to be active)

 TRANSITION
Instance is just being added or deleted (the structure is considered to be inactive)

 HOLD
Instance on hold, for which deletion could not be finished (the structure is considered to be inactive)
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 DUMP
Structure for which a dump has been initiated (the structure is considered to be inactive)

 ACTIVE PRIM
Rebuilt-old (primary) structure in a duplexing rebuild process (the structure is considered to be active)

 ACTIVE SEC
Rebuilt-new (secondary) structure in a duplexing rebuild process (the structure is considered to be active)

 Summarization Process: 

CFSSTAT is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

CFSVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

CFSVERTS contains the Time of Day (TOD) time stamp when the coupling facility structure was last allocated, rebuilt, or
modified.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

CFSVERTS contains the value input from field R744QVER of the RMF Type 74 subtype 4 (RMF Device and XCF Activity)
record.

 Range of Value: 

CFSVERTS can contain any valid SAS time stamp value.

 Summarization Process: 

CFSVERTS contains the last value of CFSVERTS processed in the level of summarization.

CPU Measurement Facility Files - HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT
CPU Measurement Facility files provide file-specific statistics for logical processors that are assigned to z/OS LPARs.

With a few exceptions, data elements are identical for the three CPU Measurement Facility files and use the HIS prefix.
Descriptions of all common data elements contain information specific to individual files. To study the elements shared by
all CPU measurment facility files, go to the Common HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT Elements section.

CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME)

The CPU Measurement Facility Engine file provides IPU level statistics for each active logical processor (engine)
assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter information collected by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).

Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.
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CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML)

The CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file provides LPAR level statistics for all active logical processors (engines)
assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter information collected by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).

Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.

CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT)

The CPU Measurement Facility EngType file provides statistics for each type (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) of active logical
processors (engines) assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter information collected by the IBM
Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).

Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.

Data Dictionary Elements Tables

The information in the HARCME, HARCML, and HARCMT files is obtained from the Counters section of the SMF type 113
subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record. The following table identifies data elements by which the file
is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL
level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HARCME Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR  |

 |         |IPUTADDR  IPUTID                                 |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR |

 |         |IPUTID                                           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR |

 |         |IPUTID                                           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

HARCML Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

HARCMT Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                      |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                      |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                                |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |CPUTYPE                                          |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:

X - DETAIL
D - DAYS
W - WEEKS
M - MONTHS
Y - YEARS
T - TABLES AREA
. - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

DATA ELEMENT
The data element name.

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
The data element's long name.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 12, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year
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  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWMY.E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWMY.E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  CPCUID   - CPC Unique Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp

  X.....E  HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type

  X.....E  HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CMLMASK  - HIS Counter Types Mask

  XDWMY.E  CMLMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWMY.E  CMLNAME  - CPC Processor Model Name

  XDWMY.E  CMLSUBTP - SMF Type 113 Record Subtype

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLB0    - B0-Total Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB1    - B1-Total Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles
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  XDWMY.E  CMLC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

  XDWMY.E  CMLM448  - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLM449  - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLP34   - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMLS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLS34   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLTSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DUE  - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML1ICI  - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk
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  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DUE  - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML2L2T  - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)
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  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DUE  - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CML3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)
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  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL2  - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DUE  - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL2  - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTA  - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL2  - V4 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp
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  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DUE  - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)
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  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)
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  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DUE  - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CML62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVIPU - Average Processor Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMLCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

  XDWMY.E  CMLMIPS  - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCBSY - Percent Busy

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCPST - Pct Problem State

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CML1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp
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  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC2  - V4 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD2  - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI2  - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4RNI  - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer
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  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

File-specific Elements (HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT)
The following elements are specific for the respective CPU Measurement Facility Files.

CMEIPUD - IPU File Match Description

CMEIPUD contains a description of the results of the attempt to match an interval level HARCME file observation with a
corresponding HARIPU file observation.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 30.

  SEE ALSO:  CMEIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

Element Derivation:

CMEIPUD is populated during raw data processing when the logical processor records in the interval level HARIPU
file are searched to find records corresponding to each record in the interval level HARCME file. When the search is
successful, the related data element, CMEIPUR is set to one (1), and CMEIPUD is populated with 'Success'. If the search
is unsuccessful, CMEIPUR is set to zero (0), and CMEIPUD is populated with the reason as shown below:

      CMEIPUR    CMEIPUD

      -------    ------------------------------

         1       Success

         0       IPU file empty

         0       No SYSID match in IPU file

Range of Value:

CMEIPUD can contain any combination of 1 to 30 characters

Summarization Process:

CMEIPUD contains the last value of CMEIPUD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

During raw data processing, an attempt is made to match logical processor records from specific intervals, from two raw
data sources--SMF type 113 and type 70 records. This is done to enhance and expand upon the sparse logical processor
and CPC identification information found in the SMF type 113 records. CMEIPUD provides a textual description explaining
the success of failure of the match attempt.
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Common HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT Elements
The common elements HARCME, HARCML, AND HARCMT are defined in this section.

This table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 12, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWMY.E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWMY.E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  CPCUID   - CPC Unique Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp

  X.....E  HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type

  X.....E  HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CMLMASK  - HIS Counter Types Mask

  XDWMY.E  CMLMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWMY.E  CMLNAME  - CPC Processor Model Name

  XDWMY.E  CMLSUBTP - SMF Type 113 Record Subtype

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLB0    - B0-Total Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB1    - B1-Total Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

  XDWMY.E  CMLM448  - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLM449  - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLP34   - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)
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  XDWMY.E  CMLS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLS34   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLTSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DUE  - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML1ICI  - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DUE  - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)
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  XDWMY.E  CML2L2T  - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DUE  - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)
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  XDWMY.E  CML3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL2  - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DUE  - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL2  - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp
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  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTA  - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL2  - V4 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)
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  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DUE  - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CML52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DUE  - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)
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  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVIPU - Average Processor Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMLCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

  XDWMY.E  CMLMIPS  - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCBSY - Percent Busy

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions
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  XDWMY.E  CMLPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCPST - Pct Problem State

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk
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  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI
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  XDWMY.E  CML4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC2  - V4 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD2  - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI2  - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4RNI  - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU
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  XDWMY.E  CML5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer
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  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

fffAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) function because the cryptographic co-processor was
busy.

HISAVCBA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBA data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBA is the average number of penalty
cycles incurred by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBA is the average number of penalty
cycles incurred by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffAVCBA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC78 THEN          fffAVCBA=fffC79/fffC78 ;

      ELSE IF fffC78=0 THEN fffAVCBA=0 ;

      ELSE                  fffAVCBA=. 

where

• fffC79
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto AES functions

• fffC78
Total number of blocked crypto AES functions

• fff
CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

fffAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing a Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) function because the cryptographic co-processor was busy.

HISAVCBD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBD is the average number of penalty
cycles incurred by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBD is the average number of penalty
cycles incurred by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

             HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation: fffAVCBD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC74 THEN          fffAVCBD=fffC75/fffC74 ;

      ELSE IF fffC74=0 THEN fffAVCBD=0 ;

      ELSE                  fffAVCBD=. ;

where

• fffC75
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto DEA functions

• fffC74
Total number of blocked crypto DEA functions

• fff
CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

fffAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing a Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) function because the cryptographic co-processor
was busy.

HISAVCBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES
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             HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffAVCBP is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC66 THEN          fffAVCBP=fffC67/fffC66 ;

      ELSE IF fffC66=0 THEN fffAVCBP=0 ;

      ELSE                  fffAVCBP=. ;

where

• fffC67
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto PRNG functions

• fffC66
Total number of blocked crypto PRNG functions

• fff
CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

fffAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) function because the cryptographic co-processor was busy.

HISAVCBS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES
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             HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffAVCBS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC70 THEN          fffAVCBS=fffC71/fffC70 ;

      ELSE IF fffC70=0 THEN fffAVCBS=0 ;

      ELSE                  fffAVCBS=. ;

where

fffC71

Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto PRNG functions

fffC70

Total number of blocked crypto PRNG functions

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVIPU - Average Processor Count

fffAVIPU is the average number of active logical processors during the measurement interval.

HISAVIPU is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVIPU data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVIPU is always one, representing the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVIPU is the average number of active logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVIPU is the average number of active logical processors
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISIPUCT - Processor Engine Count
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             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

fffAVIPU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN          fffAVIPU=fffIPUCT/INTERVLS ;

      ELSE IF INTERVLS=0 THEN fffAVIPU=0 ;

      ELSE fffAVIPU=. ;

where

INTERVLS

Total number of interval records summarized in the observation

fffIPUCT

Total number of processors over all interval records

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVIPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVIPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

fffAVSPD is the average processor speed in gigahertz over the measurement interval.

HISAVSPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVSPD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVSPD is the average processor speed of the logical
processor with address SPDADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVSPD is the average processor speed of the logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVSPD is the average processor speed of all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

             HISSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

Element Derivation:

fffAVSPD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffIPUCT THEN          fffAVSPD=fffSPEED/fffIPUCT ;

      ELSE IF fffIPUCT=0 THEN fffAVSPD=0 ;
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      ELSE                    fffAVSPD=. ;

where

fffIPUCT

Total logical processor count over all interval records summarized in the observation

fffSPEED

Sum of all logical processor speeds over all interval records summarized in the observation

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVSPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVSPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB0 - B0-Total Cycles

fffB0 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched,
and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. CPC machine cycles while the
operating system was in a wait state are not counted.

HISB0 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB0 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

             HISS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB0 contains the value of counter 0 in the BASIC counter set, from the counter field array field
SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB0 and CMLB0 represent the sum of the CMEB0 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:
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fffB0 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB0 contains the sum of all values of fffB0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB1 - B1-Total Instructions

fffB1 is the total number of instructions executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched,
and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states.

HISB1 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB1 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEB1 is the number of instructions executed for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTB1 is the number of instructions executed for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLB1 is the number of instructions executed for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

             HISS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB1 contains the value of counter 1 in the BASIC counter set, from the counter field array field
SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB1 and CMLB1 represent the sum of the CMEB1 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffB1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB1 contains the sum of all values of fffB1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

fffB2 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor
states.

HISB2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB2 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache writes for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB2 is the number of CPC level 1 instruction cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB2 is the number of CPC level 1 instruction cache writes
for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP34  - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

             HISS34  - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB2 contains the value of counter 2 in the BASIC counter field set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB2 and CMLB2 represent the sum of the CMEB2 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffB2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB2 contains the sum of all values of fffB2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB3 - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffB3 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. Penalty cycles
are wasted cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.

HISB3 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB3 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CMEB3 contains the value of counter 3 in the BASIC counter set, from the counter field array field
SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB3 and CMLB3 represent the sum of the CMEB3 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffB3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB3 contains the sum of all values of fffB3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

fffB4 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states.

HISB4 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB4 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB4 is the number of level 1 data cache writes for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB4 is the number of CPC level 1 data cache writes for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB4 is the number of CPC level 1 data cache writes for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

             HISS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB4 contains the value of counter 4 in the BASIC counter set, from the counter field array field
SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB4 and CMLB4 represent the sum of the CMEB4 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffB4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB4 contains the sum of all values of fffB4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISB5 - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffB5 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. Penalty cycles are
wasted cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.

HISB5 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB5 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles for
all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB5 contains the value of counter 5 in the BASIC counter set, from the counter field array field
SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTB5 and CMLB5 represent the sum of the CMEB5 values for the processors of a
specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffB5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB5 contains the sum of all values of fffB5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISCPI - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

fffCPI is the average number of processor chip cycles used for each instruction executed over the measurement interval.

HISCPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCPI data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMECPI is the average number of cycles per instruction for
the processor with address SPDADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTCPI is the average number of cycles per instruction for
the processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLCPI is the average number of cycles per instruction for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  CMEB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             CMEB1    - B1-Total Instructions

Element Derivation:

fffCPI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CMEB1 THEN          CMECPI=CMEB0/CMEB1 ;

      ELSE IF CMEB1=0 THEN CMECPI=0 ;

      ELSE                 CMECPI=. ;

where

CMEB1

Total number of instructions executed over all interval records summarized in the observation

CMEB0

Total number of CPC cycles used over all interval records summarized in the observation

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffCPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffCPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC64 - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

fffC64 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions executed by the cryptographic co-
processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC64 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC64 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles
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             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC64 contains the value of counter 64 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC64 and CMLC64 represent the sum of the CMEC64 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC64 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC64 contains the sum of all values of fffC64 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC65 - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

fffC65 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Pseudo-Random
Number Generator (PRNG) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched.

fffC65 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC65 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC65 contains the value of counter 65 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
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record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC65 and CMLC65 represent the sum of the CMEC65 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC65 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC65 contains the sum of all values of fffC65 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC66 - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

fffC66 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions that were blocked over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC66 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC66 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC66 contains the value of counter 66 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC66 and CMLC66 represent the sum of the CMEC66 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC66 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffC66 contains the sum of all values of fffC66 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC67 - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

fffC67 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC67 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC67 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC67 contains the value of counter 67 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC67 and CMLC67 represent the sum of the CMEC67 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC67 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC67 contains the sum of all values of fffC67 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.
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HISC68 - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

fffC68 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC68 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC68 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC68 contains the value of counter 68 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC68 and CMLC68 represent the sum of the CMEC68 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC68 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC68 contains the sum of all values of fffC68 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC69 - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

fffC69 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC69 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC69 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC69 contains the value of counter 69 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC69 and CMLC69 represent the sum of the CMEC69 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC69 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC69 contains the sum of all values of fffC69 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC70 - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

fffC70 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC70 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC70 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC70 contains the value of counter 70 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC70 and CMLC70 represent the sum of the CMEC70 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC70 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC70 contains the sum of all values of fffC70 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC71 - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

fffC71 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC71 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC71 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles
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             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC71 contains the value of counter 71 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC71 and CMLC71 represent the sum of the CMEC71 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC71 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC71 contains the sum of all values of fffC71 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC72 - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

fffC72 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC72 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC72 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC72 contains the value of counter 72 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.
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In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC72 and CMLC72 represent the sum of the CMEC72 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC72 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC72 contains the sum of all values of fffC72 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC73 - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

fffC73 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Data Encryption
Algorithm (DEA) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC73 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC73 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC73 contains the value of counter 73 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC73 and CMLC73 represent the sum of the CMEC73 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC73 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC73 contains the sum of all values of fffC73 processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

HISC74 - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

fffC74 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC74 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC74 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC74 contains the value of counter 74 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC74 and CMLC74 represent the sum of the CMEC74 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC74 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC74 contains the sum of all values of fffC74 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC75 - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

fffC75 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC75 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC75 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC75 contains the value of counter 75 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC75 and CMLC75 represent the sum of the CMEC75 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC75 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC75 contains the sum of all values of fffC75 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC76 - C76-Crypto AES Functions

fffC76 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor
over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC76 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC76 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC76 is the number of AES functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC76 is the number of AES functions executed for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC76 is the number of AES functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

             HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC76 contains the value of counter 76 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC76 and CMLC76 represent the sum of the CMEC76 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC76 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC76 contains the sum of all values of fffC76 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC77 - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

fffC77 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC77 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC77 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

             HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

             HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

             HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions
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             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC77 contains the value of counter 77 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC77 and CMLC77 represent the sum of the CMEC77 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC77 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC77 contains the sum of all values of fffC77 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC78 - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

fffC78 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions that were blocked over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC78 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC78 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC78 contains the value of counter 78 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.
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In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC78 and CMLC78 represent the sum of the CMEC78 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC78 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC78 contains the sum of all values of fffC78 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC79 - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

fffC79 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC79 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC79 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

             HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

             HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

             HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

             HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC79 contains the value of counter 79 in the CRYPTO counter set, from the counter field array
field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the MICS
database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTC79 and CMLC79 represent the sum of the CMEC79 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffC79 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC79 contains the sum of all values of fffC79 processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

fffIPUCT is the total number of active logical processors that contributed to the observation. This data element is used to
compute data element Average Processor Count (HISAVIPU).

HISIPUCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffIPUCT data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEIPUCT is the number of instances of the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, that
contributed to the observation.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTIPUCT is the number of instances of all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, that contributed to the observation.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLIPUCT is the number of instances of all logical processors
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, that contributed to the observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVIPU - Average Processor Count

Element Derivation:

fffIPUCT is set to one (1) for each DETAIL timespan HARCME file observation.

In the DETAIL timespan HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTIPUCT and CMLIPUCT represent the sum of the CMEIPUCT
values for the processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR
(HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffIPUCT ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

HISIPUCT contains the sum of all values of HISIPUCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISIPUR - IPU File Match Result

fffIPUR indicates the success, or failure of the attempt to match an interval level HARCME file observation with a
corresponding HARIPU file observation. At the DETAIL timespan level, a value of 1 indicates success, and a value of 0
indicates failure.

HISIPUR is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffIPUR data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEIPUR is the match result (1 or 0) for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTIPUR is the sum of the match results for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLIPUR is the sum of the match results for all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CMEIPUD  - IPU File Match Description

Element Derivation:

CMEIPUR is populated during raw data processing when the logical processor records in the interval level HARIPU
file are searched to find records corresponding to similar records in the interval level HARCME file. If a match is found,
CMEIPUR is set to one (1), otherwise CMEIPUR is set to zero.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTIPUR and CMLIPUR represent the sum of the CMEIPUR values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffIPUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffIPUR contains the sum of all values of fffIPUR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

During raw data processing, an attempt is made to match logical processor records from specific intervals, from two raw
data sources--SMF type 113 and type 70 records. This is done to enhance and expand upon the sparse logical processor
and CPC identification information found in the SMF type 113 records. fffIPUR provides a count of the number of times the
match was successful.

HISM448 - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

For LPARs with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled,fffM448 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the
measurement interval where one thread was active in the logical core identified by data element Processor Core Address
(IPUADDR). fffM448 is one of the counters in the MultiThreading (MT) Diagnostic counter set.

HISM448 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffM448 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEM448 is the number of CPC machine cycles where
one thread was active for the logical core with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTM448 is the number of CPC machine cycles where
one thread was active for all logical cores of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLM448 is the number of CPC machine cycles where one
thread was active for all logical cores assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISM449 - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles            

          HISPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles            

          HISPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles             
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          HISTSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count 

          IPUADDR  - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEM448 contains the value of counter 448 in the MT-Diagnostics counter set, from either field
SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte) counter fields, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

Range of Value:

HISM448 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

HISM448 contains the sum of all values of HISM448 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISM449 - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

For LPARs with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, fffM449 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over
the measurement interval where two threads were active in the core identified by data element Processor Core Address
(IPUADDR). fffM448 is one of the counters in the MultiThreading (MT) Diagnostic counter set.

HISM449 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffM449 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEM449 is the number of CPC machine cycles where two
threads were active for the logical core with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTM449 is the number of CPC machine cycles where
two threads were active for all logical cores of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLM449 is the number of CPC machine cycles where two
threads were active for all logical cores assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISM448 - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

          HISTSMT - Total SMT Cycle Count

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEM449 contains the value of counter 449 in the MT-Diagnostics counter set, from either field
SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte) counter fields, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTM449 and CMLM449 represent the sum of the CMEM449 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

HISM449 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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HISM449 contains the sum of all values of HISM449 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISMIPS - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

fffMIPS is the actual Millions of Instructions per Second (MIPS) usage rate, over the interval duration.

HISMIPS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffMIPS data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEMIPS is the MIPS usage rate for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTMIPS is the MIPS usage rate for all logical processors
of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMEMIPS is the MIPS usage rate for all logical processors
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Interval Duration

             HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISPCBSY - Percent Busy

Element Derivation:

fffMIPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffB1 GT 0) fffMIPS =fffB1/(DURATION*1000000) ;

      WHEN (fffB1 EQ 0) fffMIPS =0 ;

      OTHERWISE         fffMIPS =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fffMIPS=. ;

where

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed expended while logical processors were dispatched and executing in the problem or
supervisor states

DURATION

Duration of the time interval for the observation

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffMIPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffMIPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Each CPC configuration has an estimated MIPS rating based on the number of instructions, for a designated workload,
that can be executed based on the machine cycle speed and operating characteristics. fffMIPS is the actual MIPS rate
experienced by a particular logical processor (in the HARCME file), or set of processors for an LPAR (in the HARCMT and
HARCML files) over the measurement interval.

HISPCBSY - Percent Busy

fffPCBSY is the percentage of total CPC machine cycles available, based on the CPC processor cycle speed and interval
duration, that were expended while the logical processor was dispatched, and executing in the problem or supervisor
states over the measurement interval.

HISPCBSY is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCBSY data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCBSY is the percentage of total available CPC cycles
expended while in problem or supervisor state for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCBSY is the percentage of total available CPC
cycles expended while in problem or supervisor state for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCBSY is the percentage of total available CPC cycles
expended while in problem or supervisor state for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Interval Duration

             HISAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

             HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HISMIPS  - Actual MICS Usage Rate

Element Derivation:

fffPCBSY is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION AND fffAVSPD THEN DO ;

      WRK_POS = fffAVSPD*1000000000*DURATION ;

      IF WRK_POS GT 0 THEN   fffPCBSY=(fffB0/WRK_POS)*100 ;

      ELSE IF WRK_POS=0 THEN fffPCBSY=0 ;

      ELSE                   fffPCBSY=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fffPCBSY=. ;

where

fffB0

Total number of CPC machine cycles expended while logical processors were dispatched and executing in the problem or
supervisor states

fffAVSPD

Average CPC processor cycle speed in GigaHertz

DURATION
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Duration of the time interval for the observation

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCBSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The CPC physical processor chip machine cycles, in a shared LPAR environment, are used by a variety of logical
processors, as PR/SM manages their dispatch over time. fffPCBSY provides a measurement of what percentage of the
CPC cycles available over a measurement interval were used by a particular logical processor (HARCME file), a group of
logical processors of a particular type (HARCMT file), and all logical processors for the LPAR identified by SYSID.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, HISPCBSY can be greater than 100% because the busy percentage of all processors
contributes to the value.

HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

fffPCCBA is the percentage of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions that were blocked from executing because
the cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBA data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

             HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC76 THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffC78 GT 0) fffPCCBS =(fffC78*100)/fffC76 ;

      WHEN (fffC78 EQ 0) fffPCCBS =0 ;

      OTHERWISE          fffPCCBS =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE                 fffPCCBS=. ;
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where

fffC76

Total number of AES functions issued

fffC78

Total number of AES functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

fffPCCBD is the percentage of Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions that were blocked from executing because the
cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

             HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC72 THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffC74 GT 0) fffPCCBS =(fffC74*100)/fffC72 ;

      WHEN (fffC74 EQ 0) fffPCCBS =0 ;

      OTHERWISE          fffPCCBS =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE                 fffPCCBS=. ;
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where

fffC72

Total number of DEA functions issued

fffC74

Total number of DEA functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

fffPCCBP is the percentage of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions that were blocked from executing
because the cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

             HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBP is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC64 THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffC66 GT 0) fffPCCBP =(fffC66*100)/fffC64 ;

      WHEN (fffC66 EQ 0) fffPCCBP =0 ;

      OTHERWISE          fffPCCBP =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE                 fffPCCBP=. ;
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where

fffC64

Total number of PRNG functions issued

fffC66

Total number of PRNG functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

fffPCCBS is the percentage of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions that were blocked from executing because the
cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

             HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

             HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

             HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffC68 THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffC70 GT 0) fffPCCBS =(fffC70*100)/fffC68 ;

      WHEN (fffC70 EQ 0) fffPCCBS =0 ;

      OTHERWISE          fffPCCBS =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE                 fffPCCBS=. ;
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where

fffC68

Total number of SHA functions issued

fffC70

Total number of SHA functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

fffPCL1M contains the percentage of level 1 cache misses per 100 instructions.

HISPCL1M is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCL1M data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCL1M is the percentage of level 1 cache misses for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCL1M is the percentage of level 1 cache misses for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCL1M is the percentage of level 1 cache misses for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

fffPCL1M is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffB1 THEN SELECT ;

      WHEN (fffTL1W GT 0) fffPCL1M =(fffTL1W*100)/fffB1 ;

      WHEN (fffTL1W EQ 0) fffPCL1M =0 ;

      OTHERWISE          fffPCL1M =. ;

    END ;

    ELSE                 fffPCL1M=. ;

where

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed
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fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCL1M ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCL1M contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. CPC design attempts to maximize level 1 cache hits because
retrieval from the level 1 cache generally occurs in one machine cycle, while misses can result in hundreds of wasted
cycles spent finding and retrieving the item from the CPC cache and memory hierarchy. The wasted machine cycles
expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HISPCPST - Pct Problem State

fffPCPST is the percentage of logical processor instruction execution that were issued while in problem state.

HISPCPST is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCPST data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCPST is the percentage of problem state instructions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCPST is the percentage of problem state instructions for
the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCPST is the percentage of problem state instructions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

             HISP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

Element Derivation:

fffPCPST is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffB1 THEN        fffPCPST=(fffP33*100)/fffB1 ;

    ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fffPCPST=0 ;

    ELSE                 fffPCPST=. ;

where

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed

fffP33
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Total number of instructions executed in the problem state

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCPST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCPST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

For LPARs with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, fffPCSM1 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles over the
measurement interval where one thread was active in the logical core identified by data element Processor Core Address
(IPUADDR).

HISPCSM1 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCSM1 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEPCSM1 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles
where one thread was active for the logical core with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTPCSM1 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles
where one thread was active for all logical cores of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLPCSM1 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles where
one thread was active for all logical cores assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISM448 - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISM449 - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

          HISPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

          HISTSMT - Total SMT Cycle Count

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

fffPCSM1 is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF fffTSMT THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffM448 GT 0) fffPCSM1 =(fffM448*100)/fffTSMT ;

     WHEN (fffM448 EQ 0) fffPCSM1 =0 ;

     OTHERWISE           fffPCSM1 =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                  fffPCSM1=. ;

where

fffTSMT

Total number of CPC cycles where one or more threads were active.
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fffM448

Total number of CPC cycles where one thread was active.

fff

CME, CMT, or CML.

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCSM1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Usage Notes:

For LPARs where SMT is enabled, higher productivity is indicated as the value of fffPCSM1 approaches zero, meaning
that two threads were active for the majority of the CPC cycles.

HISPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

For LPARs with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, fffPCSM2 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles over
the measurement interval where two threads were active in the logical core identified by data element Processor Core
Address (IPUADDR).

HISPCSM2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCSM2 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEPCSM2 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles
where two threads were active for the logical core with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTPCSM2 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles
where two threads were active for all logical cores of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLPCSM2 is the percentage of CPC machine cycles where
two threads were active for all logical cores assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISM448 - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISM449 - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

          HISPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISTSMT - Total SMT Cycle Count

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

fffPCSM2 is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF fffTSMT THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffM449 GT 0) fffPCSM2 =(fffM449*100)/fffTSMT ;

     WHEN (fffM449 EQ 0) fffPCSM2 =0 ;

     OTHERWISE           fffPCSM2 =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                  fffPCSM2=. ;

where:

fffTSMT

Total number of CPC cycles where one or more threads were active.

fffM449
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Total number of CPC cycles where two threads were active.

fff

CME, CMT, or CML.

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCSM2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Usage Notes:

For LPARs where SMT is enabled, higher productivity is indicated as the value of fffPCSM2 approaches 100 percent,
meaning that two threads were active for the majority of the CPC cycles.

HISPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

fffPCSST is the percentage of logical processor instruction execution that were issued while in supervisor state.

HISPCSST is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCSST data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCSST is the percentage of supervisor state
instructions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCSST is the percentage of supervisor state
instructions for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCSST is the percentage of supervisor state instructions
for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISPCPST - Pct Problem State

             HISS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

Element Derivation:

fffPCSST is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF fffB1 THEN        fffPCSST=(fffS33*100)/fffB1 ;

    ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fffPCSST=0 ;

    ELSE                 fffPCSST=. ;

where

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed

fffS33

Total number of instructions executed in the supervisor state

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCSST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

fffPCSST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP32 - P32-ProbSt Cycles

fffP32 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state. CPC machine cycles while the operating
system was in supervisor or wait state are not counted.

HISP32 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP32 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state, accumulated by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HISS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP32 contains the value of counter 32 in the PROBLEM STATE counter set, from the counter
field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and
statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the
MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval
value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP32 and CMLP32 represent the sum of the CMEP32 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffP32 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP32 contains the sum of all values of fffP32 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP33 - P33-ProbSt Instructions

fffP33 is the total number of instructions executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state.
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HISP33 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP33 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEP33 is the number of problem state instructions
executed for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTP33 is the number of problem state instructions
executed for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLP33 is the number of problem state instructions executed
for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP33 contains the value of counter 33 in the PROBLEM STATE counter set, from the counter
field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and
statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the
MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval
value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP33 and CMLP33 represent the sum of the CMEP33 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffP33 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP33 contains the sum of all values of fffP33 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP34 - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

fffP34 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state.

HISP34 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP34 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP34 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP34 is the number of CPC problem state level 1
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP34 is the number of CPC problem state level 1
instruction cache writes for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HISB2   - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HISS34  - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP34 contains the value of counter 34 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP34 and CMLP34 represent the sum of the CMEP34 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffP34 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP34 contains the sum of all values of fffP34 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP35 - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffP35 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state. Penalty cycles are wasted
cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.

HISP35 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP35 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP35 contains the value of counter 35 in the PROBLEM STATE counter set, from the counter
field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and
statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the
MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval
value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP35 and CMLP35 represent the sum of the CMEP35 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).
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Range of Value:

fffP35 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP35 contains the sum of all values of fffP35 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP36 - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

fffP36 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state.

HISP36 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP36 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP36 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP36 is the number of CPC problem state level 1 data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP36 is the number of CPC problem state level 1 data
cache writes for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HISS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP36 contains the value of counter 36 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP36 and CMLP36 represent the sum of the CMEP36 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffP36 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP36 contains the sum of all values of fffP36 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISP37 - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffP37 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state. Penalty cycles are wasted cycles
that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.

HISP37 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP37 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP37 contains the value of counter 37 in the PROBLEM STATE counter set, from the counter
field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and
statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before storing in the
MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval
value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTP37 and CMLP37 represent the sum of the CMEP37 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffP37 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP37 contains the sum of all values of fffP37 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

fffSPEED is the sum of the processor speeds, in gigahertz, of all of the logical processors included in the observation.
This data element is used to calculate data element Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz), HISSPEED.

HISSPEED is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSPEED data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMESPEED is the processor speed of the logical processor
with address SPDADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTSPEED is the sum of the processor speeds of the
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLSPEED is the sum of the processor speeds of all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMESPEED contains the value of field SMF113_2_CPSP in the CPU Identification Section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record. During input, the field value is divided by
1000 to convert the value from MegaHertz to GigaHertz.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTSPEED and CMLSPEED represent the sum of the CMESPEED values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffSPEED ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffSPEED contains the sum of all values of fffSPEED processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS32 - SuperV-State Cycles

fffS32 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. CPC machine cycles while the operating
system was in problem or wait state are not counted.

HISS32 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS32 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMES32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTS32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLS32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state, accumulated by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HISP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS32, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS32 = fffB0 - fffP32 ;

where:

fffB0

Total number of cycles while executing in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP32
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Total number of cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS32 and CMLS32 represent the sum of the CMES32 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS32 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS32 contains the sum of all values of fffS32 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS33 - SuperV-State Instructions

fffS33 is the total number of instructions executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the supervisor state.

HISS33 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS33 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMES33 is the number of supervisor state instructions
executed for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTS33 is the number of supervisor state instructions
executed for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLS33 is the number of supervisor state instructions
executed for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

Element Derivation:

fffS33, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS33 = fffB1 - fffP33 ;

where

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP33

Total number of cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS33 and CMLS33 represent the sum of the CMES33 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS33 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffS33 contains the sum of all values of fffS33 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS34 - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

fffS34 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state.

HISS34 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS34 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES34 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS34 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS34 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
instruction cache writes for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2   - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HISP34  - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

fffS34, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS34 = fffB2 - fffP34 ;

where

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP34

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS34 and CMLS34 represent the sum of the CMES34 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS34 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS34 contains the sum of all values of fffS34 processed in the level of summarization.

HISS35 - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffS35 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. Penalty cycles are wasted
cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.
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HISS35 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS35 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES35 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS35 is the number of supervisor state level 1
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS35 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS35, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS35 = fffB3 - fffP35 ;

where

fffB3

Total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP35

Total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS35 and CMLS35 represent the sum of the CMES35 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS35 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS35 contains the sum of all values of fffS35 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS36 - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

fffS36 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state.

HISS36 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS36 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES36 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS36 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS36 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1 data
cache writes for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HISP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

fffS36, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS36 = fffB4 - fffP36 ;

where

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP36

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS36 and CMLS36 represent the sum of the CMES36 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS36 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS36 contains the sum of all values of fffS36 processed in the level of summarization.

HISS37 - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffS37 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that
occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache.

HISS37 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS37 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS37, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS37 = fffB5 - fffP37 ;

where

fffB5

Total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP37

Total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTS37 and CMLS37 represent the sum of the CMES37 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffS37 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS37 contains the sum of all values of fffS37 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISTL1P - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

fffTL1P is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache penalty cycles incurred over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and
supervisor states. Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be
loaded into level 1 cache.

HISTL1P is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffTL1P data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMETL1P is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTTL1P is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLTL1P is the number of level 1 data and instruction cache
penalty cycles for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CMETL1P is set to the sum of counters 3 and 5 in the BASIC counter
set, from the counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware
capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTTL1P and CMLTL1P represent the sum of the CMETL1P values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffTL1P ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTL1P contains the sum of all values of fffTL1P processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

fffTL1W is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data and instruction caches over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and
supervisor states.

HISTL1W is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffTL1W data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMETL1W is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTTL1W is the number of CPC level 1 data and
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLTL1W is the number of CPC level 1 data and instruction
cache writes for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CMETL1W is set to the sum of counters 2 and 4 in the BASIC counter
set, from the counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware
capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTTL1W and CMLTL1W represent the sum of the CMETL1W values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fffTL1W ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTL1W contains the sum of all values of fffTL1W processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISTSMT - Total SMT Cycle Count

For LPARs with Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, fffTSMT is the total number of CPC machine cycles over
the measurement interval where one or more threads were active in the core identified by data element Processor Core
Address (IPUADDR). fffTSMT is one of the counters in the MultiThreading (MT) Diagnostic counter set.

HISTSMT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffTSMT data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMETSMT is the number of CPC machine cycles where one
or more threads were active for the logical core with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTTSMT is the number of CPC machine cycles where
one or more threads were active for all logical cores of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLTSMT is the number of CPC machine cycles where one or
more threads were active for all logical cores assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISM448 - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISM449 - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

          HISPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

          HISPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMETSMT is populated during raw data processing by summing the two data elements CMEM448
and CMEM449.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMTTSMT and CMLTSMT represent the sum of the CMETSMT values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

HISTSMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

HISTSMT contains the sum of all values of HISTSMT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff1AVPD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 data cache miss. CPC machine cycles
expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required datum, are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1AVPD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff1AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

    WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff1DL15,fff1DL2A,fff1DL2B,fff1DL3A,fff1DL3B);

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0 THEN    fff1AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

      ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff1AVPD=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff1AVPD=. ;

    END ;

where

fff1DL15

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 1.5 cache

fff1DL2A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-book cache

fff1DL2B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 off-book cache

fff1DL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff1DL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB5

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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The value of fff1AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required datum. fff1AVPD is the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while finding
the datum.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff1AVPI is the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC machine cycles
expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction, are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1AVPI is the average number of instruction cache
penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1AVPI and CMT2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1AVPI and CML2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff1AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

    WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff1IL15,fff1IL2A,fff1IL2B,fff1IL3A,fff1IL3B);

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0 THEN    fff1AVPD=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;
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      ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff1AVPD=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff1AVPD=. ;

    END ;

where

fff1IL15

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 1.5 cache

fff1IL2A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-book cache

fff1IL2B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 off-book cache

fff1IL3A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff1IL3B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB3

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required item. fff1AVPI is the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while finding
the instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff1AVPM is the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss. CPC machine
cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.
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HIS1AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HIS1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

    WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff1TL15,fff1TL2A,fff1TL2B,fff1TL3A,fff1TL3B);

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff1AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff1AVPM=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff1AVPM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff1AVPM=. ;                /* not version 1 */

where

fff1TL15

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 1.5 cache

fff1TL2A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-book cache

fff1TL2B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 off-book cache

fff1TL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff1TL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff
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CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1AVPD is the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles
expended while finding the item.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff1AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1AVPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1AVPT data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

             HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff1AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      IF fff11TBE GT 0 THEN fff1AVPT=fff11TBP/fff11TBE*0.31 ;

      ELSE IF fff11TBE EQ 0 THEN fff1AVPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff1AVPT=. ;
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    END ;

    ELSE fff1AVPT =. ;               /* not version 1    */

where

fff11TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fff11TBE

Total number of level 1 data and instruction TLB misses

0.31

Scaling factor determined by IBM

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff1AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

fff1DL15 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DL15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DL15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1DL15 contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DL15 and CML1DL15 represent the sum of the CME1DL15 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DL15 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DL15 contains the sum of all values of fff1DL15 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff1DL15 is the number of times the datum was found in the level 1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

fff1DL2A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DL2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DL2A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)
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             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1DL2A contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DL2A and CML1DL2A represent the sum of the CME1DL2A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DL2A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DL2A contains the sum of all values of fff1DL2A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff1DL2A is the number of times the datum was found in the level 2 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

fff1DL2B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DL2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DL2B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)
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             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1DL2B contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DL2B and CML1DL2B represent the sum of the CME1DL2B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DL2B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DL2B contains the sum of all values of fff1DL2B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff1DL2B is the number of times the datum was found in the level 2 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

fff1DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DL3A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DL3A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DL3A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1DL3A contains the value of counter 134 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DL3A and CML1DL3A represent the sum of the CME1DL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff1DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff1DL3A is the number of times the datum was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

fff1DL3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes that occurred for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes that occurred for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME1DL3B is computed by subtracting level 1 data cache sourcing from
all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes:

    CME1DL3B=CMEB4-(CME1DL15+CME1DL2A+CME1DL2B+CME1DL3A);

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DL3B and CML1DL3B represent the sum of the CME1DL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff1DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff1DL3B contains the number of times the data was found in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1DUE - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

fff1DUE is the total number of times a cache line was updated to exclusive in the level 1 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1DUE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1DUE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1DUE is the number level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1DUE is the number level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1DUE is the number level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1DUE contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1DUE and CML1DUE represent the sum of the CME1DUE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1DUE contains the sum of all values of fff1DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

fff1ECPI is a scaled estimate of the number of penalty cycles per instruction (CPI) for the logical processor over the
measurement interval. The scaling factor of 0.84, used in the derivation equation, is intended to eliminate the overlap of
penalty cycles from the different cache levels.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1ECPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1ECPI CME1ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions
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             HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HIS1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff1ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      IF fffB1 GT 0 THEN   fff1ECPI=(fffTL1P/fffB1)*0.84 ;

      ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff1ECPI=0 ;

      ELSE                 fff1ECPI=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1ECPI=. ;                /* not version 1    */

where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed

0.84

Scaling factor

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1ECPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff1ECPI is an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles incurred
per executed instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff1EICC is an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the level 1
data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1EICC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1EICC data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction

             HIS1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff1EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      fff1EICC=SUM(fffCPI,-fff1ECPI) ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1EICC=. ;                /* not version 1    */

where

fffCPI

Total number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff1ECPI

Estimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1EICC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff1EICC is an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be required
if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real memory to
search.
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HIS1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff1ESCM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache miss, scaled to eliminate
sourcing from the level 1.5 cache.

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for
the required data or instruction.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1ESCM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1ESCM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level
1 cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1
cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1 cache
miss for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff1ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN   fff1ESCM=(fffTL1P/fffTL1W)*0.84 ;

      ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff1ESCM=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff1ESCM=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1ESCM=. ;                /* not version 1    */

where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

0.84

Scaling factor intended to eliminate penalty cycles incurred from sourcing satisfied from the level 1.5 cache

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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The value of fff1ESCM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff1ESCM is an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a term
describing the higher-level shared caches and memory.

For CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters, the nest comprises the level 2 and higher cache and memory
levels:

     level 1

     level 1.5

 

     Level 2 On-Book   ----+

     Level 2 Off-Book      | Nest

     Local Memory          |

     Remote Memory     ----+

HIS1ICI - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

fff1ICI is the total number of times a cache line was invalidated in the level 1 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1ICI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1ICI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1ICI is the number of level 1 instruction cache
invalidations for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1ICI is the number of level 1 instruction cache
invalidations for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1ICI is the number of level 1 instruction cache
invalidations for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1ICI contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1ICI and CML1ICI represent the sum of the CME1ICI values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).
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Range of Value:

fff1ICI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1ICI contains the sum of all values of fff1ICI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

fff1IL15 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1IL15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1IL15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1IL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced instruction cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1IL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced instruction cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1IL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced instruction cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1IL15 contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1IL15 and CML1IL15 represent the sum of the CME1IL15 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1IL15 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1IL15 contains the sum of all values of fff1IL15 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff1IL15 is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

fff1IL2A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1IL2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1IL2A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1IL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1IL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1IL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1IL2A contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1IL2A and CML1IL2A represent the sum of the CME1IL2A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1IL2A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff1IL2A contains the sum of all values of fff1IL2A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff1IL2A is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 2 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

fff1IL2B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1IL2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1IL2B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1IL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1IL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1IL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1IL2B contains the value of counter 132 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1IL2B and CML1IL2B represent the sum of the CME1IL2B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:
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fff1IL2B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1IL2B contains the sum of all values of fff1IL2B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff1IL2B is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 2 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

fff1IL3A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1IL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1IL3A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1IL3A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1IL3A is the number of local memory sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1IL3A contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.
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In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1IL3A and CML1IL3A represent the sum of the CME1IL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff1IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff1IL3A is the number of times the instruction was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

fff1IL3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1IL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1IL3B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1IL3B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1IL3B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME1IL3B is computed by subtracting level 1 instruction cache sourcing
from all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes:
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    CME1IL3B=CMEB2-(CME1IL15+CME1IL2A+CME1IL2B+CME1IL3A);

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1IL3B and CML1IL3B represent the sum of the CME1IL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff1IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff1IL3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in remote memory. CPCs
aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles     Level 2 On-Book                      |     Level 2

 Off-Book                     |     Local Memory                         V     Remote Memory              

 Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

fff1L15T is the total number of level 1.5 cache stores over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1L15T is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1L15T data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1L15T is the number of level 1.5 cache stores for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1L15T is the number of level 1.5 cache stores for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1L15T is the number of level 1.5 cache stores for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME1L15T contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1L15T and CML1L15T represent the sum of the CME1L15T values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1L15T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff1L15T contains the sum of all values of fff1L15T processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff1PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles incurred while logical processors were dispatched,
expended in resolving level 1 data and instruction Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses during the measurement
interval.

CPC machine cycles expended while resolving TLB misses are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PCMT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PCMT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

             HIS11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

             HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff1PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      IF fffB0 GT 0 THEN fff1PCMT=fff11TBP/fffB0*100*0.31 ;

      ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 THEN fff1PCMT=0 ;

      ELSE                    fff1PCMT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1PCMT=. ;                /* not version 1    */

where

fff11TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fffB0

Total number of CPC machine cycles

0.31
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Scaling factor determined by IBM

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff1PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

fff1PCPT is the percentage of the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that were not
satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PCPT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

             HIS12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140

Element Derivation:

fff1PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;       /* z10  */

      IF fff11TBE GT 0      THEN fff1PCPT=fff12BPE/fff11TBE ;

      ELSE IF fff11TBE EQ 0 THEN fff1PCPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff1PCPT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1PCPT =. ;               /* not version 1    */

where

fff11BPE

Total number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff11TBE
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Total number of entries written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff1PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

fff1PC15 is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PC15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PC15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PC15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PC15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PC15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

Element Derivation:

fff1PC15 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff1PC15=(fff1TL15*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff1PC15=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PC15=. ;

  END ; 

   ELSE fff1PC15=. ;            /* not version 1       */
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where

fff1TL15

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PC15 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PC15 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1PC15 is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 2 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

fff1PC2A is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PC2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PC2A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PC2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PC2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PC2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5
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             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PC2A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff1PC2A=(fff1TL2A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff1PC2A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PC2A=. ;

  END ;

 

     ELSE fff1PC2A=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1TL15

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PC2A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PC2A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1PC2A is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 2 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

fff1PC2B is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PC2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PC2B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PC2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PC2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PC2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PC2B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff1PC2B=(fff1TL2B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff1PC2B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PC2B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PC2B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1TL2B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PC2B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PC2B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1PC2B is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 2 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

fff1PC3A is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PC3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PC3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PC3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PC3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PC3A is the percentage of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff1PC3A=(fff1TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff1PC3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PC3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PC3A=. ;            /* not version 1       */
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where

fff1TL3A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1PC3A is the percentage when the required item was found in
local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

fff1PC3B is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PC3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PC3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PC3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PC3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PC3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5
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             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff1PC3B=(fff1TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff1PC3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PC3B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PC3B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1TL3B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1PC3B is the percentage when the required item was found in
remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

fff1PD15 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PD15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PD15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PD15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PD15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PD15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

Element Derivation:

fff1PD15 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff1PD15=(fff1DL15*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PD15=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PD15=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PD15=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1DL15

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PD15 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PD15 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff1PD15 is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

fff1PD2A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PD2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PD2A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PD2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PD2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PD2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PD2A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff1PD2A=(fff1DL2A*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PD2A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PD2A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PD2A=. ;            /* not version 1       */
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where

fff1DL2A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PD2A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PD2A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff1PD2A is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 2 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

fff1PD2B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PD2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PD2B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PD2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PD2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PD2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk
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             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PD2B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff1PD2B=(fff1DL2B*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PD2B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PD2B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PD2B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1DL2B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PD2B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PD2B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff1PD2B is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 2 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

fff1PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.
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HIS1PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PD3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PD3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PD3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PD3A is the percentage of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff1PD3A=(fff1DL3A*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PD3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PD3A=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff1PD3A=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1DL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff1PD3A is the percentage when the required item was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

fff1PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PD3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PD3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PD3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PD3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PD3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff1PD3B=(fff1DL3B*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PD3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PD3B=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff1PD3B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where
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fff1DL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff1PD3B is the percentage when the required item was found in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

fff1PI15 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PI15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PI15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PI15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PI15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PI15 is the percentage of level 1.5 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

             HIS1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk
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             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

Element Derivation:

fff1PI15 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff1PI15=(fff1IL15*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PI15=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PI15=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff1PI15=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1IL15

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PI15 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PI15 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff1PI15 is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level
1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

fff1PI2A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.
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HIS1PI2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PI2A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PI2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PI2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PI2A is the percentage of level 2 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PI2A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff1PI2A=(fff1IL2A*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PI2A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PI2A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PI2A=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1IL2A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PI2A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PI2A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff1PI2A is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 2
on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

fff1PI2B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PI2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PI2B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PI2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PI2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PI2B is the percentage of level 2 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff1PI2B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff1PI2B=(fff1IL2B*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PI2B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PI2B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PI2B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where
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fff1IL2B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PI2B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PI2B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff1PI2B is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 2
off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

fff1PI3A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1PI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PI3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PI3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PI3A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory
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             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PI3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff1PI3A=(fff1IL3A*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PI3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PI3A=. ;

   END ;

    ELSE fff1PI3A=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1IL3A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PI3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PI3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff1PI3A is the percentage when the required instruction was found in local
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

fff1PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.
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HIS1PI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1PI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1PI3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1PI3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1PI3B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

             HIS1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 1 THEN DO ;    /* z10                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff1PI3B=(fff1IL3B*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff1PI3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff1PI3B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1PI3B=. ;            /* not version 1       */

where

fff1IL3B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff1PI3B is the percentage when the required instruction was found in remote
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1RNI - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

fff1RNI contains a calculated value used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest
is a term that describes the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity
indicate greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the LPAR level (HARCML
file), helps to quantify an LPAR workload mix, and to determine an appropriate CPC engine configuration during CPC
upgrades.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1RNI is the data dictionary member name for this data element; it applies to the fff1RNI data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff1RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;      /* z10  */

      fff1RNI=((1.0*fff1PC2A)+(2.4*fff1PC2B)+

               (7.5*(fff1PC3A+fff1PC3B))) / 100;

    END ;

    ELSE fff1RNI=. ;                /* not version 1    */

where
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fff1PC2A

Percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-book cache

fff1PC2B

Percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 off-book cache

fff1PC3A

Percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff1PC3B

Percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

1.0, 2.4, and 7.5

Scaling factors determined by IBM that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels of the nest in the RNI
calculation

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1RNI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of less than 100.

Summarization Process:

fff1RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared caches
and memory (nest). fff1RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used to categorize LPAR workloads in IBM's Large
Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters, the nest comprises the level 2 and higher cache and memory
levels:

     level 1

     level 1.5

 

     Level 2 On-Book   ----+

     Level 2 Off-Book      | Nest

     Local Memory          |

     Remote Memory     ----+

HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

fff1TL15 is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 1.5 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1TL15 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1TL15 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1TL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data and
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1TL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data and
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1TL15 is the number of level 1.5 sourced data and
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

             HIS1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

             HIS1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME1TL15 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 1.5 cache (CME1DL15+CME1IL15).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1TL15 and CML1TL15 represent the sum of the CME1TL15 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1TL15 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1TL15 contains the sum of all values of fff1TL15 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1TL15 is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 1.5 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

fff1TL2A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1TL2A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1TL2A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1TL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1TL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1TL2A is the number of level 2 on-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

             HIS1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

             HIS1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME1TL2A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-book cache (CME1DL2A+CME1IL2A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1TL2A and CML1TL2A represent the sum of the CME1TL2A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1TL2A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1TL2A contains the sum of all values of fff1TL2A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1TL2A is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 2 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

fff1TL2B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1TL2B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1TL2B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1TL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1TL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1TL2B is the number of level 2 off-book sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

             HIS1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

             HIS1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME1TL2B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 off-book cache (CME1DL2B+CME1IL2B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1TL2B and CML1TL2B represent the sum of the CME1TL2B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1TL2B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1TL2B contains the sum of all values of fff1TL2B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1TL2B is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 2 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

fff1TL3A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1TL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1TL3A is the number of local memory sourced data
and instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1TL3A is the number of local memory sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1TL3A is the number of local memory sourced data and
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

             HIS1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME1TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from local memory (CME1DL3A+CME1IL3A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1TL3A and CML1TL3A represent the sum of the CME1TL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff1TL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1TL3A is the number of times the required item was found in local
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

fff1TL3B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS1TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1TL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
and instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1TL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1TL3B is the number of remote memory sourced data
and instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

             HIS1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

             HIS1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

             HIS1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME1TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from remote memory (CME1DL3B+CME1IL3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT1TL3B and CML1TL3B represent the sum of the CME1TL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff1TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff1TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff1TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff1TL3B is the number of times the required item was found in
remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 1 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 1.5                  Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 2 On-Book                      |

     Level 2 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

fff1WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

• 1 (LOW)
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Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less expensive
(fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

• 2 (AVG)
Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in somewhat
more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

• 3 (HIGH)
High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the most
expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values.

It is important to note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on
all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload hint value at a variety of levels as described below.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z10.

HIS1WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff1WKLD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME1WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT1WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML1WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

             HIS1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff1WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;      /* z10  */

    IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

      IF fff1RNI GE .75 THEN fff1WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff1WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

      IF fff1RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff1WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff1RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff1WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff1WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

      IF fff1RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff1WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE fff1WKLD=2 ;

    END ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff1WKLD=. ;               /* not version 1    */

where
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fffPCL1M

Percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff1RNI

Relative nest intensity

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff1WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff1WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

fff11IBE is the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB), due to a
TLB miss, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11DBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11DBE is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11DBE is the number of level 1 data TLB entries
written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11DBE is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

             HIS11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

             HIS11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME11DBE contains the value of counter 139 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
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storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11DBE and CML11DBE represent the sum of the CME11DBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff11DBE contains the sum of all values of fff11DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

fff11DBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses
over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11DBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11DBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due
to data TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

             HIS11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

             HIS11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

             HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME11DBP contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11DBP and CML11DBP represent the sum of the CME11DBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff11DBP contains the sum of all values of fff11DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

fff11IBE is the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB), due
to a TLB miss, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11IBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11IBE is the number of level 1 instruction TLB entries
written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11IBE is the number of level 1 instruction TLB entries
written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11IBE is the number of level 1 instruction TLB entries
written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

             HIS11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

             HIS11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME11IBE contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11IBE and CML11IBE represent the sum of the CME11IBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff11IBE contains the sum of all values of fff11IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

fff11IBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB)
misses over the measurement interval.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11IBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11IBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

             HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

             HIS11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

             HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME11IBP contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11IBP and CML11IBP represent the sum of the CME11IBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff11IBP contains the sum of all values of fff11IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

fff11TBE is the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffers
(TLB), due to TLB misses, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11TBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

             HIS1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

             HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

             HIS11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

             HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME11TBE is computed by summing the number translation entries written for
4 KB pages to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs (CME11DBE+CME11IBE).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11TBE and CML11TBE represent the sum of the CME11TBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff11TBE contains the sum of all values of fff11TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff11TBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffers
(TLBs) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS11TBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff11TBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME11TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT11TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML11TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred, due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

             HIS1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

             HIS11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

             HIS11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

             HIS11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME11TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
level 1 data and instruction TLB misses (CME11DBP+CME11IBP).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT11TBP and CML11TBP represent the sum of the CME11TBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff11TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff11TBP contains the sum of all values of fff11TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

fff12BCE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table (CRSTE) arrays over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS12BCE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff12BCE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME12BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT12BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML12BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

             HIS12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME12BCE contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT12BCE and CML12BCE represent the sum of the CME12BCE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff12BCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff12BCE contains the sum of all values of fff12BCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

fff12BCL is the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays, for large (one MegaByte) pages, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS12BCL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff12BCL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME12BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT12BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML12BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array entries
for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

             HIS12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME12BCL contains the value of counter 142 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT12BCL and CML12BCL represent the sum of the CME12BCL values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff12BCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff12BCL contains the sum of all values of fff12BCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

fff12BPE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table Entry
(PTE) array over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS12BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff12BPE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME12BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT12BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML12BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

             HIS12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME12BPE contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 1 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT12BPE and CML12BPE represent the sum of the CME12BPE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff12BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff12BPE contains the sum of all values of fff12BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff2AVPD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 datum cache miss. CPC machine cycles
expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required datum item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2AVPD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff2AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;   /* z196 and z114       */

    WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff2DL2,fff2DL3A,fff2DL3B,fff2DL3C,fff2DL4A,

                 fff2DL4B,fff2DL5A,fff2DL5B);

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0 THEN     fff2AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

      ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff2AVPD=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff2AVPD=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                      fff2AVPD=. ;  /* not Ver 2   */

where

fff2DL2

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff2DL3A

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip, on-book cache

fff2DL3B

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-chip, on-book cache

fff2DL3C

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache
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fff2DL4A

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff2DL4B

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff2DL5A

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff2DL5B

total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB5

total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required datum. fff2AVPD is the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while finding
the datum.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff2AVPI is the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC machine cycles
expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction, are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2AVPI is the average number of instruction cache
penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2AVPI and CMT2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2AVPI and CML2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff2AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;   /* z196 and z114       */

    WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff2IL2,fff2IL3A,fff2IL3B,fff2IL3C,fff2IL4A,

                 fff2IL4B,fff2IL5A,fff2IL5B);

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0 THEN     fff2AVPI=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;

      ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff2AVPI=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff2AVPI=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                      fff2AVPI=. ;  /* not Ver 2   */

where

fff2IL2

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff2IL3A

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip, on-book cache

fff2IL3B

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-chip, on-book cache

fff2IL3C

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff2IL4A

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff2IL4B

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache
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fff2IL5A

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff2IL5B

total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB3

total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required item. fff2AVPI is the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while finding
the instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff2AVPM contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss. CPC
machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred to as
penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HIS2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;   /* z196 and z114       */

     WRKHIS1 =SUM(fff2TL2,fff2TL3A,fff2TL3B,fff2TL3C,fff2TL4A,

                   fff2TL4B,fff2TL5A,fff2TL5B);

     IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff2AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

     ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff2AVPM=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff2AVPM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff2AVPM=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL2

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff2TL3A

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book on-chip cache

fff2TL3B

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book off-chip cache

fff2TL3C

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff2TL4A

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff2TL4B

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff2TL5A

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff2TL5B

total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1P
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total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine
cycles expended while finding the item.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff2AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure. HIS1AVPT is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fff2AVPT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries
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             HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff2AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      IF fff21TBE GT 0 THEN fff2AVPT=fff21TBP/fff21TBE*0.61 ;

      ELSE IF fff21TBE EQ 0 THEN fff2AVPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff2AVPT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2AVPT =. ;          /* not version 2    */

where

fff21TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fff21TBE

Total number of level 1 data and instruction TLB misses

0.61

Scaling factor determined by IBM

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff2AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS2DL2 - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

fff2DL2 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL2 is the number of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL2 is the number of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL2 is the number of level 2 sourced data cache writes
for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL2 contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL2 and CML2DL2 represent the sum of the CME2DL2 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL2 contains the sum of all values of fff2DL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required datum. fff2DL2 is the number of times the required datum was found in the level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

fff2DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure. HIS2DL3A is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL3A contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL3A and CML2DL3A represent the sum of the CME2DL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff2DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL3A is the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

fff2DL3B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL3B contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL3B and CML2DL3B represent the sum of the CME2DL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff2DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL3B is the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |
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     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

fff2DL3C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL3C contains the value of counter 134 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL3C and CML2DL3C represent the sum of the CME2DL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL3C contains the sum of all values of fff2DL3C processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL3C is the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

fff2DL4A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL4A contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.
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In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL4A and CML2DL4A represent the sum of the CME2DL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL4A contains the sum of all values of fff2DL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL4A is the number of times the datum was found in the level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

fff2DL4B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk
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             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL4B contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL4B and CML2DL4B represent the sum of the CME2DL4B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL4B contains the sum of all values of fff2DL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL4B is the number of times the datum was found in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

fff2DL5A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DL5A contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL5A and CML2DL5A represent the sum of the CME2DL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL5A contains the sum of all values of fff2DL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the datum. fff2DL5A is the number of times the datum was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

fff2DL5B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME2DL5B is computed by subtracting level 1 data cache sourcing from
all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes:

    CME2DL5B=CMEB4-(CME2DL2+CME2DL3A+CME2DL3B+CME2DL3C+

                    CME2DL4A+CME2DL4B+CME2DL5A);

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DL5B and CML2DL5B represent the sum of the CME2DL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DL5B contains the sum of all values of fff2DL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff2DL5B contains the number of times the data was found in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2DUE - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

fff2DUE contains the total number of times a cache line was updated to "exclusive" in the level 1 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2DUE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2DUE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2DUE contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval before
they are stored in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from
the current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2DUE and CML2DUE represent the sum of the CME2DUE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2DUE contains the sum of all values of fff2DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

fff2ECPI contains a scaled estimate of the number of penalty cycles per instruction (CPI) for the logical processor during
the measurement interval. The scaling factor of 0.63, used in the derivation equation, is intended to eliminate the overlap
of penalty cycles from the different cache levels.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element; it applies to the fff2ECPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CME2ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

             HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff2ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;   /* z196 and z114       */

      IF fffB1 THEN

         fff2ECPI=(fffTL1P/fffB1)*(0.59+(0.1*fff2RNI));

      ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff2ECPI=0 ;

      ELSE                 fff2ECPI=. ;

    ELSE fff2ECPI=. ;    /* not Version 2        */

where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffB1

Total number of instructions executed

0.59 and 0.1

Scaling factors determined by IBM

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2ECPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item are referred to as penalty cycles. fff2ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles
incurred per executed instruction.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff2EICC contains an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the
level 1 data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2EICC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2EICC data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2EICC is the estimated CPI with infinite cache for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction

             HIS2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff2EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      fff2EICC=fffCPI-fff2ECPI;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2EICC=. ;           /* not version 2    */

where

fffCPI

Total number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff2ECPI

Estimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fff

CME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fff2EICC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff2EICC contains an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be
required if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real
memory to search.

HIS2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff2ESCM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache miss, scaled to eliminate
sourcing from the level 2 cache.

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for
the required data or instruction.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2ESCM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2ESCM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level
1 cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1
cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1 cache
miss for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity

Element Derivation:

fff2ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN   fff2ESCM=(fffTL1P/fffTL1W)*0.63;

      ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff2ESCM=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff2ESCM=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2ESCM=. ;                /* not version 2    */
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where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

0.63

Scaling factor intended to eliminate penalty cycles incurred from sourcing satisfied from the level 2 cache

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2ESCM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff2ESCM is an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a term
describing the higher level shared caches and memory.

For CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

     level 1

     level 2

 

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip   ----+

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip      |

     Level 3 Off-Book              |

     Level 4 On-Book               | Nest

     Level 4 Off-Book              |

     Local Memory                  |

     Remote Memory             ----+

HIS2IL2 - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

fff2IL2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL2 is the number of level 2 sourced instruction cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL2 is the number of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL2 is the number of level 2 sourced instruction cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL2 contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL2 and CML2IL2 represent the sum of the CME2IL2 values for the processors
of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL2 contains the sum of all values of fff2IL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL2 is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

fff2IL3A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL3A contains the value of counter 153 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL3A and CML2IL3A represent the sum of the CME2IL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff2IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL3A is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book,
on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles
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     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

fff2IL3B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL3B contains the value of counter 155 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL3B and CML2IL3B represent the sum of the CME2IL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff2IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff2IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL3B is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book,
off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

fff2IL3C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL3C contains the value of counter 143 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
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storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL3C and CML2IL3C represent the sum of the CME2IL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL3C contains the sum of all values of fff2IL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL3C is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book,
off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

fff2IL4A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)
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             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL4A contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL4A and CML2IL4A represent the sum of the CME2IL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL4A contains the sum of all values of fff2IL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL4A is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 on-book
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

fff2IL4B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL4B contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value. In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL4B and CML2IL4B represent the sum of the CME2IL4B
values for the processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR
(HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL4B contains the sum of all values of fff2IL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL4B is the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 off-book
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

fff2IL5A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.
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HIS2IL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL5A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL5A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL5A is the number of local memory sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2IL5A contains the value of counter 142 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL5A and CML2IL5A represent the sum of the CME2IL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL5A contains the sum of all values of fff2IL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL5A is the number of times the instruction was found in local memory. CPCs
aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles
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The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

fff2IL5B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2IL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2IL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME2IL5B is computed by subtracting level 1 instruction cache sourcing
from all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes:

    CME2IL5B=CMEB2-(CME2IL2+CME2IL3A+CME2IL3B+CME2IL3C+

                    CME2IL4A+CME2IL4B+CME2IL5A);

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2IL5B and CML2IL5B represent the sum of the CME2IL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2IL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2IL5B contains the sum of all values of fff2IL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and
finally real memory for the required instruction. fff2IL5B contains the number of times the instruction was found in remote
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2L2T - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

fff2L2T is the total number level 2 cache stores over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2L2T is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2L2T data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2L2T is the number of level 2 cache stores for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2L2T is the number of level 2 cache stores for all
logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2L2T is the number of level 2 cache stores for all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME2L2T contains the value of counter 133 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2L2T and CML2L2T represent the sum of the CME2L2T values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2L2T ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2L2T contains the sum of all values of fff2L2T processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HIS2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff2PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles incurred while logical processors were dispatched,
expended to resolving level 1 data and instruction Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement
interval.

CPC machine cycles expended while resolving TLB misses are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PCMT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PCMT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

             HIS21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

             HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff2PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      IF fffB0 GT 0 THEN fff2PCMT=fff21TBP/fffB0*100*0.61 ;

      ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 THEN fff2PCMT=0 ;

      ELSE                    fff2PCMT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2PCMT=. ;           /* not version 2    */

where

fff21TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fffB0

Total number of CPC machine cycles

0.61

Scaling factor determined by IBM

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff2PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff2PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

fff2PCPT is the percentage of the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that were not
satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 1 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PCPT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

             HIS22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

Element Derivation:

fff2PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      IF fff21TBE GT 0      THEN fff2PCPT=fff22BPE/fff21TBE ;

      ELSE IF fff21TBE EQ 0 THEN fff2PCPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff2PCPT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2PCPT =. ;          /* not version 2    */

where

fff22BPE

Total number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff21TBE

Total number of entries written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff2PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff2PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS2PC2 - V2 Pct L1 from L2

fff2PC2 is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff2PC2 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC2=(fff2TL2*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC2=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC2=. ;

  END ;

 

   ELSE fff2PC2=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL2

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache
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fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required datum or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC2 is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff2PC3A is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on the same
book and chip as the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp
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             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC3A=(fff2TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC3A=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL3A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC3A is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff2PC3B is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on the same
book, but different chip as the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC3B=(fff2TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC3B=. ;

   END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC3B=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL3B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC3B is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

fff2PC3C contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on a
different book.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC3C is the percentage of level 3 level 3 off-book
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk
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             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PC3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC3C=(fff2TL3C*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC3C=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC3C=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC3C=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL3C

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC3C contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 off book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

fff2PC4A is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 cache on the same
book as the processor.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PC4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC4A=(fff2TL4A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC4A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC4A=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL4A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff2PC4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC4A is the percentage when the required item was found in the
level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

fff2PC4B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 cache on a
different book from the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure. HIS2PC4B is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PC4B is computed using the following algorithm:
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  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC4B=(fff2TL4B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC4B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC4B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC4B=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL4B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC4B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

fff2PC5A is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2PC5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC5A=(fff2TL5A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC5A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PC5A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC5A=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL5A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC5A is the percentage when the required item was found in
local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

fff2PC5B is the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PC5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PC5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2PC5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff2PC5B=(fff2TL5B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff2PC5B=0 ;
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    ELSE                      fff2PC5B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PC5B=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2TL5B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PC5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PC5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2PC5B is the percentage when the required item was found in
remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD2 - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

fff2PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff2PD2 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD2=(fff2DL2*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD2=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD2=. ;

  END ;

 

 ELSE fff2PD2=. ;             /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL2

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD2 is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff2PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD3A=(fff2DL3A*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD3A=0 ;
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    ELSE                      fff2PD3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PD3A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD3A is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 3 on-book, on-
chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff2PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD3B=(fff2DL3B*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD3B=. ;

END ;

 

  ELSE fff2PD3B=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD3B is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 3 on-book, off-
chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

fff2PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PD3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD3C=(fff2DL3C*100)/fffB4 ;
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    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD3C=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD3C=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PD3C=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL3C

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD3C is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

fff2PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PD4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD4A=(fff2DL4A*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD4A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PD4A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL4ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD4A is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

fff2PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD4B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PD4B is computed using the following algorithm:

IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */     

  IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD4B=(fff2DL4B*100)/fffB4 ;

  ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD4B=0 ;                   

  ELSE                      fff2PD4B=. ;                   

END ;                                                      

ELSE fff2PD4B=. ;            /* not version 2       */    

where
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fff2DL4BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD4B is the percentage when the required item was found in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

fff2PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp
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             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2PD5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD5A=(fff2DL5A*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD5A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD5A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PD5A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL5ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD5A is the percentage when the required item was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

fff2PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PD5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PD5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2PD5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN        fff2PD5B=(fff2DL5B*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PD5B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PD5B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PD5B=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2DL5BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PD5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PD5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required item. fff2PD5B is the percentage when the required item was found in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI2 - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

fff2PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff2PI2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI2=(fff2IL2*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI2=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI2=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff2PI2=. ;             /* not version 2       */
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where

fff2IL2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI2 is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 2
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff2PI3A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp
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             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PI3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI3A=(fff2IL3A*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI3A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL3ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI3A is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 3
on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff2PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff2PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI3B=(fff2IL3B*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI3B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI3B=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL3BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI3B is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 3
on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

fff2PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PI3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI3C=(fff2IL3C*100)/fffB2 ;
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    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI3C=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI3C=. ;

   END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI3C=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL3cTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI3C is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 3
off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

fff2PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PI4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI4A=(fff2IL4A*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI4A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI4A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL4ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI4A is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 4
on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles
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The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

fff2PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff2PI4B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI4B=(fff2IL4B*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI4B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI4B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI4B=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL4BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

fff2PI4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI4B is the percentage when the required instruction was found in the level 4
off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

fff2PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory
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Element Derivation:

fff2PI5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER EQ 2 THEN DO ;    /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN        fff2PI5A=(fff2IL5A*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN   fff2PI5A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff2PI5A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI5A=. ;            /* not version 2       */

where

fff2IL5ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI5A is the percentage when the required instruction was found in local
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

fff2PI5B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2PI5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2PI5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

             HIS2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2PI5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;   /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff2PI5B=(fff2IL5B*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff2PI5B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff2PI5B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff2PI5B=. ;            /* not version 2    */

where

fff2IL5BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2PI5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2PI5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff2PI5B contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2RNI - V2 Relative Nest Intensity

fff2RNI contains a calculated value used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest is
a term describing the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity indicate
greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the LPAR level (HARCML file), is
helpful in quantifying an LPAR workload mix, and in determining an appropriate CPC engine configuration during CPC
upgrades.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2RNI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2RNI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff2RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

      fff2RNI=1.67*((0.4*fff2PC3A)+

                    (1.0*(fff2PC3B+fff2PC4A))+

                    (2.4*(fff2PC3C+fff2PC4B))+

                    (7.5*(fff2PC5A+fff2PC5B))) / 100;

    END ;

    ELSE fff2RNI=. ;            /* not version 2    */

where
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fff2PC3APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fff2PC3BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fff2PC3CPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff2PC4APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff2PC4BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff2PC5APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff2PC5BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

1.67, 0.4, 1.0, 2.4, and 7.5 Scaling factors determined by IBM, that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels of
the nest in the RNI calculation

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2RNI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of less than 100.

Summarization Process:

fff2RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared caches
and memory (nest). fff2RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used to categorize LPAR workloads in IBM's Large
Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

     level 1

     level 2

 

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip   ----+

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip      |

     Level 3 Off-Book              |

     Level 4 On-Book               | Nest

     Level 4 Off-Book              |

     Local Memory                  |

     Remote Memory             ----+

HIS2TL2 - V2 Total L1 from L2

fff2TL2 is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

             HIS2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

             HIS2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL2 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache (CME2DL2+CME2IL2).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL2 and CML2TL2 represent the sum of the CME2TL2 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL2 contains the sum of all values of fff2TL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL2 is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff2TL3A is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

             HIS2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

             HIS2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache (CME2DL3A+CME2IL3A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL3A and CML2TL3A represent the sum of the CME2TL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff2TL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL3A is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |
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     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff2TL3B is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

             HIS2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

             HIS2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache (CME2DL3B+CME2IL3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL3B and CML2TL3B represent the sum of the CME2TL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff2TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL3B is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

fff2TL3C is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

             HIS2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

             HIS2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL3C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache (CME2DL3C+CME2IL3C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL3C and CML2TL3C represent the sum of the CME2TL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:
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fff2TL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL3C contains the sum of all values of fff2TL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL3C is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

fff2TL4A is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

             HIS2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

             HIS2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:
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During raw data processing, data element CME2TL4A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache (CME2DL4A+CME2IL4A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL4A and CML2TL4A represent the sum of the CME2TL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL4A contains the sum of all values of fff2TL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL4A is the number of times the required item was found in
the level 4 on-book cache. CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory
structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

fff2TL4B is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

             HIS2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

             HIS2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp
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             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL4B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache (CME2DL4B+CME2IL4B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL4B and CML2TL4B represent the sum of the CME2TL4B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL4B contains the sum of all values of fff2TL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL4B is the number of times the required item was found in the
level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

fff2TL5A is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

             HIS2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

             HIS2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL5A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from local memory (CME2DL5A+CME2IL5A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL5A and CML2TL5A represent the sum of the CME2TL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL5A contains the sum of all values of fff2TL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL5A is the number of times the required item was found in the
local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

fff2TL5B is the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS2TL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2TL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME2TL5B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from remote memory (CME2DL5B+CME2IL5B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL5B and CML2TL5B represent the sum of the CME2TL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff2TL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff2TL5B contains the sum of all values of fff2TL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a required data item or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff2TL5B is the number of times the required item was found in the
remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 2 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

fff2WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

1 (LOW)Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less
expensive (fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

2 (AVG)Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in somewhat
more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

3 (HIGH)High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the most
expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values.

It is important to note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on
all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload hint value at a variety of levels as described below.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z114 and z196.

HIS2WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2WKLD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME2WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT2WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML2WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

    SEE ALSO:  HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

               HIS2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff2WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 2 THEN DO ;  /* z196 and z114       */

    IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

      IF fff2RNI GE .75 THEN fff2WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff2WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

      IF fff2RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff2WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff2RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff2WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff2WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

      IF fff2RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff2WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE fff2WKLD=2 ;

    END ;

  END ;
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     ELSE fff2WKLD=. ;               /* not version 2    */

where

fffPCL1MPercentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff2RNIRelative nest intensity

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff2WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff2WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

fff21DBE is the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer
(TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21DBE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

            HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

            HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME21DBE contains the value of counter 144 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
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reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21DBE and CML21DBE represent the sum of the CME21DBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21DBE contains the sum of all values of fff21DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

fff21DBL is the total number of entries written to the level 1 data Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) for large (one
MegaByte) pages, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21DBL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21DBL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries
written for large pages, for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

             HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

             HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

             HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME21DBL contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21DBL and CML21DBL represent the sum of the CME21DBL values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21DBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff21DBL contains the sum of all values of fff21DBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

fff21DBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses
over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21DBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21DBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due
to data TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

            HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

            HIS21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

            HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME21DBP contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF213_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 213 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 213 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21DBP and CML21DBP represent the sum of the CME21DBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21DBP contains the sum of all values of fff21DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.
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HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

fff21IBE is the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffer (TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21IBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

            HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

            HIS21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

            HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME21IBE contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21IBE and CML21IBE represent the sum of the CME21IBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21IBE contains the sum of all values of fff21IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

fff21IBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB)
misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21IBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21IBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

             HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

             HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

             HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME21IBP contains the value of counter 131 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF213_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 213 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 213 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21IBP and CML21IBP represent the sum of the CME21IBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21IBP contains the sum of all values of fff21IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

fff21TBE is the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffers
(TLB), due to TLB misses, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21TBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

            HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

            HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

            HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

            HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME21TBE is computed by summing the number translation entries written for
4 KB pages to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs (CME21DBE+CME21IBE).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21TBE and CML21TBE represent the sum of the CME21TBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21TBE contains the sum of all values of fff21TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff21TBP is the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffers
(TLBs) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS21TBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff21TBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME21TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT21TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML21TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred, due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

            HIS21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

            HIS21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

            HIS21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)
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            HIS21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME21TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
level 1 data and instruction TLB misses (CME21DBP+CME21IBP).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT21TBP and CML21TBP represent the sum of the CME21TBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff21TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff21TBP contains the sum of all values of fff21TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

fff22BCE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS22BCE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff22BCE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME22BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT22BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML22BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

             HIS22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME22BCE contains the value of counter 148 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT22BCE and CML22BCE represent the sum of the CME22BCE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff22BCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff22BCE contains the sum of all values of fff22BCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

fff22BCL is the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays, for a one-megabyte large page translation, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS22BCL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff22BCL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME22BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
page array entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT22BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
page array entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML22BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large page
array entries for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

             HIS22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME22BCL contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT22BCL and CML22BCL represent the sum of the CME22BCL values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff22BCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff22BCL contains the sum of all values of fff22BCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

fff22BPE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table Entry
(PTE) array over the measurement interval.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 2 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure.

HIS22BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff22BPE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME22BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT22BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML22BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

             HIS22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME22BPE contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 2 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT22BPE and CML22BPE represent the sum of the CME22BPE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff22BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff22BPE contains the sum of all values of fff22BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff3AVPD contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 datum cache miss. CPC machine cycles
expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required datum item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3AVPD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3AVPD is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

   SEE ALSO: HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff3AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

     WRKHIS1 = fff3DL2D+fff3DL2I+fff3DL3A+fff3DL3B+fff3DL3C+,

               fff3DL4A+fff3DL4B+fff3DL5A+fff3DL5B ;

     IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff3AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

     ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff3AVPD=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff3AVPD=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3AVPD=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL2D

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fff3DL2I

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fff3DL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip, on-book cache

fff3DL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-chip, on-book cache

fff3DL3C

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff3DL4A
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Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff3DL4B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff3DL5A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff3DL5B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB5

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while
finding the datum.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff3AVPI contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC machine
cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction, are referred to as penalty
cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3AVPI is the average number of instruction cache
penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3AVPI and CMT2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3AVPI and CML2AVPI are the average number of
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

   SEE ALSO: HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

             HIS3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

Element Derivation:

fff3AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

     WRKHIS1 = fff3IL2I+fff3IL3A+fff3IL3B+fff3IL3C+       4A,

               fff3IL4A+fff3IL4B+fff3IL5A+fff3IL5B ;

     IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff3AVPI=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;

     ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff3AVPI=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff3AVPI=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3AVPI=. ;            /* not version 3    */    */

where

fff3IL2I

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fff3IL3A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip, on-book cache

fff3IL3B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-chip, on-book cache

fff3IL3C

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff3IL4A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff3IL4B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache
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fff3IL5A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff3IL5B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB3

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required item. fff3AVPI contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while
finding the instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff3AVPM contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss. CPC
machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred to as
penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3AVPM is the average number of data cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HIS3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

             HIS3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

     WRKHIS1 = fff3TL2+fff3TL3A+fff3TL3B+fff3TL3C+

               fff3TL4A+fff3TL4B+fff3TL5A+fff3TL5B ;

     IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff3AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

     ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff3AVPM=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff3AVPM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3AVPM=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL2

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff3TL3A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book on-chip cache

fff3TL3B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book off-chip cache

fff3TL3C

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff3TL4A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff3TL4B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff3TL5A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff3TL5B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1P
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Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine
cycles expended while finding the item.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff3AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3AVPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3AVPT data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses
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             HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

             HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff3AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

      IF fff31TBE GT 0      THEN fff3AVPT=fff31TBP/fff31TBE ;

      ELSE IF fff31TBE EQ 0 THEN fff3AVPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff3AVPT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff3AVPT =. ;          /* not version 3    */

where

fff31TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fff31TBE

Total number of level 1 data and instruction TLB misses

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff3AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

fff3CTAN contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where the
CPU was not using any special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was
introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3CTAN is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3CTAN data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3CTAN is the number of constrained transaction
aborts without special logic that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

             HIS3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

             HIS3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

             HIS3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3CTAN contains the value of counter 178 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3CTAN and CML3CTAN represent the sum of the CME3CTAN values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3CTAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3CTAN contains the sum of all values of fff3CTAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, nonconstrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff3CTAN contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution where there was no special
logic used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

fff3CTAS contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where the
CPU attempted to use special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was
introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3CTAS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3CTAS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

             HIS3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

             HIS3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

             HIS3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3CTAS contains the value of counter 179 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3CTAS and CML3CTAS represent the sum of the CME3CTAS values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3CTAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3CTAS contains the sum of all values of fff3CTAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, nonconstrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff3CTAS contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution even though special logic was
used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

fff3CTND contains the number of constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in in Transactional-
Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3CTND is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3CTND data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

             HIS3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)
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             HIS3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

             HIS3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3CTND contains the value of counter 158 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3CTND and CML3CTND represent the sum of the CME3CTND values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3CTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3CTND contains the sum of all values of fff3CTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, constrained and nonconstrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff3CTND contains the count of constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

fff3DI3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache with
intervention. fff3DI3A is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (fff3DL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DI3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DI3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DI3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
data cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)
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             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DI3A contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DI3A and CML3DI3A represent the sum of the CME3DI3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DI3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DI3A contains the sum of all values of fff3DI3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DI3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

fff3DI3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache with
intervention. fff3DI3B is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (fff3DL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DI3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DI3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DI3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
data cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)
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             HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DI3B contains the value of counter 151 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DI3B and CML3DI3B represent the sum of the CME3DI3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DI3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DI3B contains the sum of all values of fff3DI3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DI3B contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache
with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

fff3DI3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache with
intervention. fff3DI3C is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (fff3DL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12. HIS3DI3C is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DI3C data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DI3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DI3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DI3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DI3C contains the value of counter 152 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DI3C and CML3DI3C represent the sum of the CME3DI3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DI3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DI3C contains the sum of all values of fff3DI3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DI3C contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 off-book cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

fff3DL2D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL2D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL2D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL2D is the number of level 2 data cache sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL2D is the number of level 2 data cache sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL2D is the number of level 2 data cache sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DL2D contains the value of counter 132 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL2D and CML3DL2D represent the sum of the CME3DL2D values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL2D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL2D contains the sum of all values of fff3DL2D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL2D contains the number of times the required datum was found in the level 2 data
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

fff3DL2I contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL2I is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL2I data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DL2I contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL2I and CML3DL2I represent the sum of the CME3DL2I values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL2I ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL2I contains the sum of all values of fff3DL2I processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL2I contains the number of times the required datum was found in the level 2
instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles
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The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3DL3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3DL3A is set to the sum of CME3DI3A and CME3DN3A, which
contain the number of on-book, on-chip level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME3DI3A) and without intervention
(CME3DN3A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL3A and CML3DL3A represent the sum of the CME3DL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff3DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DL3A contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3DL3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3DL3B is set to the sum of CME3DI3B and CME3DN3B, which
contain the number of on-book, off-chip level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME3DI3B) and without intervention
(CME3DN3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL3B and CML3DL3B represent the sum of the CME3DL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).
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Range of Value:

fff3DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff3DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DL3B contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

fff3DL3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk
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             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3DL3C is set to the sum of CME3DI3C and CME3DN3C,
which contain the number of off-book level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME3DI3C) and without intervention
(CME3DN3C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL3C and CML3DL3C represent the sum of the CME3DL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL3C contains the sum of all values of fff3DL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DL3C contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

fff3DL4A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)
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             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DL4A contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL4A and CML3DL4A represent the sum of the CME3DL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL4A contains the sum of all values of fff3DL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL4A contains the number of times the required datum was found in the level 4 on-book
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

fff3DL4B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DL4B contains the value of counter 148 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL4B and CML3DL4B represent the sum of the CME3DL4B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL4B contains the sum of all values of fff3DL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL4B contains the number of times the required datum was found in the level 4 off-book
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles
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The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

fff3DL5A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL5A is the number of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DL5A contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL5A and CML3DL5A represent the sum of the CME3DL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL5A contains the sum of all values of fff3DL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL5A contains the number of times the required datum was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

fff3DL5B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DL5B is the number of remote memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3DL5B is computed by subtracting level 1 data cache sourcing from
all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes:

    CME3DL5B=CMEB4-(CME3DL2I+CME3DL2D+CME3DL3A+CME3DL3B+

                    CME3DL3C+CME3DL4A+CME3DL4B+CME3DL5A) ;

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DL5B and CML3DL5B represent the sum of the CME3DL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:
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fff3DL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DL5B contains the sum of all values of fff3DL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3DL5B contains the number of times the required datum was found in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

fff3DN3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
without intervention. fff3DN3A is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (fff3DL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DN3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME3DN3A contains the value of counter 144 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DN3A and CML3DN3A represent the sum of the CME3DN3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DN3A contains the sum of all values of fff3DN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DN3A contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

fff3DN3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
without intervention. fff3DN3B is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (fff3DL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DN3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DN3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
data cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)
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             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DN3B contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DN3B and CML3DN3B represent the sum of the CME3DN3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DN3B contains the sum of all values of fff3DN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DN3B contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

fff3DN3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
without intervention. fff3DN3C is a subset of V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (fff3DL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DN3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DN3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)
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             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3DN3C contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DN3C and CML3DN3C represent the sum of the CME3DN3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DN3C contains the sum of all values of fff3DN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff3DN3C contains the number of times the datum was found in the level 3 off-book cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3DUE - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

fff3DUE contains the total number of times a cache line was updated to exclusive in the level 1 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3DUE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3DUE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME3DUE contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3DUE and CML3DUE represent the sum of the CME3DUE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3DUE contains the sum of all values of fff3DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

fff3ECPI contains a scaled estimate of the number of penalty cycles per instruction (CPI) for the logical processor over the
measurement interval. The scaling factor of 0.54, used in the derivation equation, is intended to eliminate the overlap of
penalty cycles from the different cache levels.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3ECPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3ECPI is the estimated penalty CPI for all logical
processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB1 - B1-Total Instructions

          HISTL1P - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

          HIS3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS3RNI - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff3ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

     IF fffB1 THEN

       fff3ECPI=(fffTL1P/fffB1) * (0.54+(0.04*fff3RNI));

     ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff3ECPI=0 ;

     ELSE                 fff3ECPI=. ;

   END ;
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   ELSE fff3ECPI=. ;           /* not version 3    */

where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffB1

Total number of executed instructions

fff3RNI

Relative nest intensity

0.54 and 0.04

IBM determined scaling factors

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3ECPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff3ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles
that are incurred per executed instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

    Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 Off-Book                     |

    Level 4 On-Book                      |

    Level 4 Off-Book                     |

    Local Memory                         V

    Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

HIS3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff3EICC contains an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the
level 1 data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3EICC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3EICC data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for all
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISCPI - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

          HIS3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS3RNI - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff3EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

     fff3EICC=fffCPI-fff3ECPI;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3EICC=. ;           /* not version 3    */

where

fffCPI

Total number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff3ECPI

Estimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3EICC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff3EICC contains an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be
required if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real
memory to search.

HIS3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff3ESCM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache miss, scaled to
eliminate sourcing from the level 2 cache.
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Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for
the required data or instruction.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3ESCM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3ESCM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level
1 cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1
cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3ESCM is the estimated penalty cycles per level 1 cache
miss for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

             HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

             HIS3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

             HIS3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

             HIS3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff3ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

      IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN

        fff3ESCM=(fffTL1P/fffTL1W)*(0.54+(0.04*fff3RNI)) ;

      ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff3ESCM=0 ;

      ELSE                   fff3ESCM=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE  fff3ESCM=.;           /* not Version 3        */

where

fffTL1P

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff3RNI

Relative nest intensity

0.54 and 0.04

Scaling factors determined by IBM intended to eliminate penalty cycles incurred from sourcing satisfied from the level 2
cache

fff

CME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fff3ESCM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff3ESCM contains an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a
term describing the higher level shared caches and memory.

For CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

     level 1

     level 2

 

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip   ----+

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip      |

     Level 3 Off-Book              |

     Level 4 On-Book               | Nest

     Level 4 Off-Book              |

     Local Memory                  |

     Remote Memory             ----+

HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

fff3II3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
with intervention. fff3II3A is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (fff3IL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12. HIS3II3A is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3II3A data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3II3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3II3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3II3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp
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             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3II3A contains the value of counter 159 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3II3A and CML3II3A represent the sum of the CME3II3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3II3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3II3A contains the sum of all values of fff3II3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3II3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book, on-
chip cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

fff3II3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache
with intervention. fff3II3B is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (fff3IL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3II3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3II3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3II3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3II3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3II3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)
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             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3II3B contains the value of counter 160 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3II3B and CML3II3B represent the sum of the CME3II3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3II3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3II3B contains the sum of all values of fff3II3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3II3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book, off-
chip cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

fff3II3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache with
intervention. fff3II3C is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (fff3IL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3II3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3II3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3II3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3II3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3II3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)
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             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3II3C contains the value of counter 161 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3II3C and CML3II3C represent the sum of the CME3II3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3II3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3II3C contains the sum of all values of fff3II3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3II3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-book
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

fff3IL2I contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL2I is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL2I data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL2I is the number of level 2 instruction cache sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IL2I contains the value of counter 131 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL2I and CML3IL2I represent the sum of the CME3IL2I values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL2I ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL2I contains the sum of all values of fff3IL2I processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL2I contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the
level 2 instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3IL3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3IL3A is set to the sum of CME3II3A and CME3IN3A, which
contain the number of on-book, on-chip level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME3II3A) and without
intervention (CME3IN3A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL3A and CML3IL3A represent the sum of the CME3IL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff3IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL3A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the
level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3IL3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3IL3B is set to the sum of CME3II3B and CME3IN3B, which
contain the number of on-book, off-chip level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME3II3B) and without
intervention (CME3IN3B). In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL3B and CML3IL3B represent the sum of the
CME3IL3B values for the processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS
LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff3IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL3B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the
level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |
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     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

fff3IL3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3IL3C is set to the sum of CME3II3C and CME3IN3C, which
contain the number of off-book level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME3II3C) and without intervention
(CME3IN3C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL3C and CML3IL3C represent the sum of the CME3IL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL3C contains the sum of all values of fff3IL3C processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL3C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the
level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

fff3IL4A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IL4A contains the value of counter 156 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
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to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL4A and CML3IL4A represent the sum of the CME3IL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL4A contains the sum of all values of fff3IL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL4A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 on-
book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

fff3IL4B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)
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             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IL4B contains the value of counter 157 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL4B and CML3IL4B represent the sum of the CME3IL4B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL4B contains the sum of all values of fff3IL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL4B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 off-
book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

fff3IL5A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL5A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL5A is the number of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL5A is the number of local memory sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IL5A contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL5A and CML3IL5A represent the sum of the CME3IL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL5A contains the sum of all values of fff3IL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL5A contains the number of times the instruction was found in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

fff3IL5B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME3IL5B is computed by subtracting level 1 instruction cache sourcing
from all cache levels and local memory, from the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes:

    CME3IL5B=CMEB2-(CME3IL2I+CME3IL3A+CME3IL3B+CME3IL3C+

                    CME3IL4A+CME3IL4B+CME3IL5A) ;

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IL5B and CML3IL5B represent the sum of the CME3IL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IL5B contains the sum of all values of fff3IL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and
finally real memory for the required instruction. fff3IL5B contains the number of times the instruction was found in remote
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

fff3IN3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip
cache without intervention. fff3IN3A is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (fff3IL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IN3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IN3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IN3A contains the value of counter 153 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IN3A and CML3IN3A represent the sum of the CME3IN3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IN3A contains the sum of all values of fff3IN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3IN3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book, on-
chip cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.
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Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

fff3IN3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip
cache without intervention. fff3IN3B is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (fff3IL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IN3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IN3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IN3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IN3B contains the value of counter 154 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IN3B and CML3IN3B represent the sum of the CME3IN3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IN3B contains the sum of all values of fff3IN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3IN3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-book, off-
chip cache without intervention.
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Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

fff3IN3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache without
intervention. fff3IN3C is a subset of V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (fff3IL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3IN3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3IN3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3IN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3IN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3IN3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3IN3C contains the value of counter 155 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3IN3C and CML3IN3C represent the sum of the CME3IN3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3IN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3IN3C contains the sum of all values of fff3IN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff3IN3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-book
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS3NTA - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

fff3NTA contains the number of nonconstrained transaction aborts that occurred while executing in transactional-execution
mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3NTA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3NTA data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3NTA is the number nonconstrained transaction aborts
that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3NTA is the number nonconstrained transaction
aborts that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3NTA is the number nonconstrained transaction aborts
that occurred for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

             HIS3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

             HIS3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

             HIS3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3NTA contains the value of counter 177 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3NTA and CML3NTA represent the sum of the CME3NTA values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3NTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3NTA contains the sum of all values of fff3NTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, nonconstrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff3NTA contains the number of nonconstrained transactions that failed to complete execution.

HIS3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

fff3NTND contains the number of nonconstrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in
Transactional-Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise
EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3NTND is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3NTND data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3NTND is the number of successfully completed
nonconstrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3NTND is the number of successfully completed
nonconstrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3NTND is the number of successfully completed
nonconstrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

             HIS3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

             HIS3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

             HIS3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME3NTND contains the value of counter 149 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3NTND and CML3NTND represent the sum of the CME3NTND values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3NTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3NTND contains the sum of all values of fff3NTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.
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Transactions are of two types, constrained and nonconstrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff3NTND contains the count of nonconstrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff3PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles incurred while logical processors were dispatched,
expended to resolving level 1 data and instruction Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement
interval.

CPC machine cycles expended while resolving TLB misses are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PCMT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PCMT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

             HIS31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

             HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff3PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

      IF fffB0 GT 0      THEN fff3PCMT=fff31TBP/fffB0*100 ;

      ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 THEN fff3PCMT=0 ;

      ELSE                    fff3PCMT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff3PCMT=. ;           /* not version 3    */

where

fff31TBP

Total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fffB0

Total number of CPC machine cycles

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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fff3PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

fff3PCPT contains the percentage of the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that were
not satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PCPT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

             HIS32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

Element Derivation:

fff3PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

      IF fff31TBE GT 0      THEN fff3PCPT=fff32BPE/fff31TBE ;

      ELSE IF fff31TBE EQ 0 THEN fff3PCPT=0 ;

      ELSE                       fff3PCPT=. ;

    END ;

    ELSE fff3PCPT =. ;          /* not version 3    */

where

fff32BPE

Total number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff31TBE

The total number of entries written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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fff3PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS3PC2 - V3 Pct L1 from L2

fff3PC2 contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff3PC2 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC2=(fff3TL2*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC2=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC2=. ;

  END ;

 

   ELSE fff3PC2=. ;             /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL2
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Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC2 contains the percentage found when the required item was
located in the level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3PC3A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on the
same book and chip as the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes
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             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC3A=(fff3TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC3A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC3A=. ;

   END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PC3A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL3A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC3A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V
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     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3PC3B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on the
same book, but not on the same chip as the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC3B=(fff3TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC3B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC3B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PC3B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL3B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes
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fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC3B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

fff3PC3C contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 cache on a
different book.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC3C is the percentage of level 3 level 3 off-book
sourced cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk
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             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PC3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC3C=(fff3TL3C*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC3C=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC3C=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PC3C=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL3C

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC3C contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

fff3PC4A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 cache on the
same book as the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PC4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC4A=(fff3TL4A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC4A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PC4A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff2TL4A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC4A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

fff3PC4B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 cache on a
different book from the processor.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC4B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk
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             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PC4B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF CMETL1W GT 0 THEN      CME3PC4B=(CME3TL4B*100)/CMETL1W ;

    ELSE IF CMETL1W EQ 0 THEN CME3PC4B=0 ;

    ELSE                      CME3PC4B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE CME3PC4B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL4B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC4B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

fff3PC5A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.
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HIS3PC5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC5A is the percentage of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PC5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC5A=(fff3TL5A*100)/fffTL1W ;

    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC5A=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC5A=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff3PC5A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL5A

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC5A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

fff3PC5B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PC5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PC5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PC5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PC5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff3PC5B=(fff3TL5B*100)/fffTL1W ;
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    ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff3PC5B=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PC5B=. ;

   END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PC5B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3TL5B

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PC5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PC5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3PC5B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD2 - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

fff3PD2 contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff3PD2 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    SUMD2 = fff3DL2D+fff3DL2I ;                           ;

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN fff3PD2=(SUMD2*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD2=0 ;

    ELSE                      fff3PD2=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff3PD2=. ;             /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL2D

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fff3DL2I

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

fff3PD2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD2 contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 2
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3PD3A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp
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             HIS2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD3A=(fff3DL3A*100)/fffB4 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD3A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD3A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL3A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD3A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3PD3B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.
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HIS3PD3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS2PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS2TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD3B=(fff3DL3B*100)/fffB4 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD3B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD3B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD3B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL3B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff3PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD3B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

fff3PD3C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk
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Element Derivation:

fff3PD3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD3C=(fff3DL3C*100)/fffB4 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD3C=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD3C=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD3C=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL3C

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD3C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

fff3PD4A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PD4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD4A=(fff3DL4A*100)/fffB4 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD4A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD4A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL4A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD4A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 4
on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

fff3PD4B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD4B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PD4B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD4B=(fff3DL4B*100)/fffB4 ; ;
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    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD4B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD4B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD4B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL4B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD4B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 4
off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

fff3PD5A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD5A is the percentage of local memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PD5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD5A=(fff3DL5A*100)/fffB4 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD5A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PD5A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PD5A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL5A

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD5A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in local
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

fff3PD5B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PD5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PD5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PD5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

             HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PD5B is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

     IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff3PD5B=(fff3DL5B*100)/fffB4 ;
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     ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff3PD5B=0 ;

     ELSE                    fff3PD5B=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3PD5B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3DL5B

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB4

Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PD5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PD5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff3PD5B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in remote
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI2 - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

fff3PI2 contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff3PI2 is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI2=(fff3IL2I*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI2=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI2=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PI2=. ;             /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL2I

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI2 contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 2 instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3PI3A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PI3A is computed using the following algorithm:
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  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI3A=(fff3IL3A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI3A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI3A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PI3A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL3A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI3A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3PI3B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

             HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff3PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI3B=(fff3IL3B*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI3B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI3B=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff3PI3B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL3B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI3B contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

fff3PI3C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI3C is the percentage of level 3 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:
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fff3PI3C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI3C=(fff3IL3C*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI3C=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI3C=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PI3C=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL3C

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI3C contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

fff3PI4A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PI4A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI4A=(fff3IL4A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI4A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI4A=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PI4A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL4A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI4A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

fff3PI4B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI4B is the percentage of level 4 off-book sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

Element Derivation:

fff3PI4B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI4B=(fff3IL4B*100)/fffB2 ; ;
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    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI4B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI4B=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff3PI4B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL4B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book cache

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI4B contains is the percentage found when the required instruction was
located in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

fff3PI5A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI5A is the percentage of local memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PI5A is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI5A=(fff3IL5A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI5A=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI5A=. ;

  END ;

 

  ELSE fff3PI5A=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL5A

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI5A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

fff3PI5B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3PI5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3PI5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3PI5B is the percentage of remote memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

             HIS3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

             HIS3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3PI5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;   /* zEC12               */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff3PI5B=(fff3IL5B*100)/fffB2 ; ;
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    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff3PI5B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff3PI5B=. ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3PI5B=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3IL5B

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

fffB2

Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3PI5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff3PI5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff3PI5B contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3RNI - V3 Relative Nest Intensity

fff3RNI contains a calculated value that is used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest
is a term describing the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity indicate
greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the LPAR level (HARCML file), is
helpful in quantifying an LPAR workload mix, and in determining an appropriate CPC engine configuration during CPC
upgrades.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3RNI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3RNI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HIS3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

          HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

          HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

          HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

          HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

          HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

          HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

fff3RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

     fff3RNI=2.3*((0.4*fff3PC3A)+

                  (1.2*(fff3PC3B+fff3PC4A))+

                  (2.7*(fff3PC3C+fff3PC4B))+

                  (8.2*(fff3PC5A+fff3PC5B))) / 100 ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff3RNI=. ;            /* not version 3    */

where

fff3PC3APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache

fff3PC3BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache

fff3PC3CPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache

fff3PC4APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache

fff3PC4BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache

fff3PC5APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from local memory

fff3PC5BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from remote memory

2.2, 0.4, 1.2, 2.7, and 8.2 Scaling factors determined by IBM, that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels of
the nest in the RNI calculation

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3RNI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of less than 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff3RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find
the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared
caches and memory (nest). The value found in fff3RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used to categorize LPAR
workloads in IBM's Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Book On-Chip   ----+

    Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip      |

    Level 3 Off-Book              |

    Level 4 On-Book               | Nest

    Level 4 Off-Book              |

    Local Memory                  |

    Remote Memory             ----+

HIS3TL2 - V3 Total L1 from L2

fff3TL2 contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

             HIS3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

             HIS3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

             HIS3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL2 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data and instruction caches (CME3DL2D+CME3DL2I+CME3IL2I).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT2TL2 and CML2TL2 represent the sum of the CME2TL2 values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL2 contains the sum of all values of fff3TL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL2 contains the number of times the required item was found in
the level 2 caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

fff3TL3A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, on-
chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL3A is the number of level 3 on-book, on-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

             HIS3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)
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             HIS3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

             HIS3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

             HIS3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache (CME3IL3A+CME3DL3A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL3A and CML3TL3A represent the sum of the CME3TL3A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff3TL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL3A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-book, on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |     Level 3

 On-Book Off-Chip             |     Level 3 Off-Book                     |     Level 4 On-Book             

         |     Level 4 Off-Book                     |     Local Memory                         V     Remote

 Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

fff3TL3B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-book, off-
chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL3B is the number of level 3 on-book, off-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)             HIS3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-

B Off-Cp No-I (E145)             HIS3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp             HIS3II3B - V3 L1-I

 from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)             HIS3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)            

 HIS3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp             HIS3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp            

 HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp             HIS3TL3C -

 V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total

 L1 from L4 Off-Bk             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1

 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache (CME3IL3B+CME3DL3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL3B and CML3TL3B represent the sum of the CME3TL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff3TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL3B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-book, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

fff3TL3C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-book
cache.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL3C is the number of level 3 off-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

             HIS3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

             HIS3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

             HIS3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

             HIS3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL3C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-book cache (CME3IL3C+CME3DL3C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL3C and CML3TL3C represent the sum of the CME3TL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL3C contains the sum of all values of fff3TL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL3C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |
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     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

fff3TL4A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-book
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL4A is the number of level 4 on-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

             HIS3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

             HIS3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL4A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-book cache (CME3IL4A+CME3DL4A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL4A and CML3TL4A represent the sum of the CME3TL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL4A contains the sum of all values of fff3TL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL4A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 on-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

fff3TL4B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-book
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12. HIS3TL4B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL4B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL4B is the number of level 4 off-book sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

             HIS3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

             HIS3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL4B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-book cache (CME3IL4B+CME3DL4B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL4B and CML3TL4B represent the sum of the CME3TL4B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).
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Range of Value:

fff3TL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL4B contains the sum of all values of fff3TL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL4B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 off-book cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

fff3TL5A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from local memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL5A is the number of local memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

             HIS3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

             HIS3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL5A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from local memory (CME3IL5A+CME3DL5A).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL5A and CML3TL5A represent the sum of the CME3TL5A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL5A contains the sum of all values of fff3TL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL5A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the local memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

fff3TL5B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from remote memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3TL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff3TL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3TL5B is the number of remote memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

             HIS3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

             HIS3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2
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             HIS3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

             HIS3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

             HIS3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

             HIS3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

             HIS3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME3TL5B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from remote memory (CME3IL5B+CME3DL5B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT3TL5B and CML3TL5B represent the sum of the CME3TL5B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff3TL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff3TL5B contains the sum of all values of fff3TL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff3TL5B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the remote memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 3 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

     Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

     Level 3 On-Book On-Chip              |

     Level 3 On-Book Off-Chip             |

     Level 3 Off-Book                     |

     Level 4 On-Book                      |

     Level 4 Off-Book                     |

     Local Memory                         V

     Remote Memory               Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

fff3WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

1 (LOW)Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less
expensive (fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

2 (AVG)Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in somewhat
more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

3 (HIGH)High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the most
expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values.
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It is important to note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on
all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload hint value at a variety of levels as described below.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS3WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2WKLD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME3WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT3WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML3WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors assigned
to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  SEE ALSO:  HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

             HIS3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff3WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 3 THEN DO ;  /* zEC12               */

    IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

      IF fff3RNI GE .75 THEN fff3WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff3WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

      IF fff3RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff3WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff3RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff3WKLD=2 ;

      ELSE fff3WKLD=1 ;

    END ;

    ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

      IF fff3RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff3WKLD=3 ;

      ELSE fff3WKLD=2 ;

    END ;

  END ;

 

    ELSE fff3WKLD=. ;               /* not version 3    */

where

fffPCL1MPercentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff3RNIRelative nest intensity

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff3WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff3WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

fff31DBE contains the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 data Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31DBE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

            HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

            HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

            HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME31DBE contains the value of counter 133 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31DBE and CML31DBE represent the sum of the CME31DBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31DBE contains the sum of all values of fff31DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

fff31DBL contains the total number of entries written to the level 1 data Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) for large (one
MegaByte) pages, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31DBL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31DBL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries
written for large pages, for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

             HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

             HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

             HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME31DBL contains the value of counter 139 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31DBL and CML31DBL represent the sum of the CME31DBL values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31DBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31DBL contains the sum of all values of fff31DBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

fff31DBP contains the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB)
misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31DBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31DBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due
to data TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

            HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

            HIS31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

            HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME31DBP contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF213_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 213 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 213 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31DBP and CML31DBP represent the sum of the CME31DBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31DBP contains the sum of all values of fff31DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

fff31IBE contains the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 instruction Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31IBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

            HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

            HIS31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

            HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME31IBE contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31IBE and CML31IBE represent the sum of the CME31IBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31IBE contains the sum of all values of fff31IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

fff31IBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31IBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31IBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31IBP is the number of penalty cycles that are incurred
due to instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31IBP is the number of penalty cycles that are
incurred due to instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31IBP is the number of penalty cycles that are incurred
due to instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

          HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

          HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

          HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME31IBP contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF213_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 213 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 213 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31IBP and CML31IBP represent the sum of the CME31IBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31IBP contains the sum of all values of fff31IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

fff31TBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffers (TLB), due to TLB misses, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31TBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

            HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

            HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

            HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

            HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME31TBE is computed by summing the number translation entries written for
4 KB pages to the level 1 instruction and data TLBs (CME31IBE+CME31DBE).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31TBE and CML31TBE represent the sum of the CME31TBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).
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Range of Value:

fff31TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31TBE contains the sum of all values of fff31TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff31TBP contains the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS31TBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff31TBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME31TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT31TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML31TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred, due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: HIS3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

            HIS31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

            HIS31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

            HIS31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

            HIS31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

            HIS31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME31TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
level 1 data and instruction TLB misses (CME31DBP+CME31IBP).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT31TBP and CML31TBP represent the sum of the CME31TBP values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff31TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff31TBP contains the sum of all values of fff31TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

fff32BCE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS32BCE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff32BCE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME32BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT32BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML32BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

             HIS32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME32BCE contains the value of counter 143 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT32BCE and CML32BCE represent the sum of the CME32BCE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff32BCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff32BCE contains the sum of all values of fff32BCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

fff32BCL contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays, for a one-megabyte large page translation, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.
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HIS32BCL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff32BCL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME32BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
page array entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT32BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
page array entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML32BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large page
array entries for all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

             HIS32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

             HIS32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME32BCL contains the value of counter 142 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT32BCL and CML32BCL represent the sum of the CME32BCL values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff32BCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff32BCL contains the sum of all values of fff32BCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

fff32BPE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table Entry
(PTE) array over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central
Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS32BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff32BPE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME32BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT32BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML32BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  HIS3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

             HIS32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

             HIS32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME32BPE contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 3 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, prior
to storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT32BPE and CML32BPE represent the sum of the CME32BPE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff32BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff32BPE contains the sum of all values of fff32BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff4AVPD contains the average number of penalty cycles that are incurred for each level 1 data cache miss. CPC machine
cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required data item, are referred to as penalty
cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4AVPD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that
are incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that are
incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that are
incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB5 - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

          HIS4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

          HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)
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          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

Element Derivation:

fff4AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff4DL2,fff4DL3A,fff4DL3B,fff4DL3C,fff4DL3D,

                  fff4DL4A,fff4DL4B,fff4DL4C,

                  fff4DL5A,fff4DL5B,fff4DL5C,fff4DL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff4AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff4AVPD=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff4AVPD=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4AVPD=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL2Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fff4DL3ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff4DL3BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache

fff4DL3CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4DL3DTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff4DL4ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache

fff4DL4BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4DL4CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff4DL5ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff4DL5BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fff4DL5CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fff4DL5DTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB5Total number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended while
finding the data.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff4AVPI contains the average number of penalty cycles that are incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC
machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction item, are referred
to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that are
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that
are incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that are
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB3 - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

          HIS4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

          HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)
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          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

Element Derivation:

fff4AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff4IL2,fff4IL3A,fff4IL3B,fff4IL3C,fff4IL3D,

                  fff4IL4A,fff4IL4B,fff4IL4C,

                  fff4IL5A,fff4IL5B,fff4IL5C,fff4IL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff4AVPI=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff4AVPI=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff4AVPI=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4AVPI=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fff4IL3ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff4IL3BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache

fff4IL3CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4IL3DTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff4IL4ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache

fff4IL4BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4IL4CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff4IL5ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff4IL5BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fff4IL5CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fff4IL5DTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB3Total number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4AVPI contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended
while finding the instruction.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff4AVPM contains the average number of penalty cycles that are incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache
miss. CPC machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred
to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that
are incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that
are incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that are
incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1P - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

          HIS4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

          HIS4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory
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          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff4TL2,fff4TL3A,fff4TL3B,fff4TL3C,fff4TL3D,

                  fff4TL4A,fff4TL4B,fff4TL4C,

                  fff4TL5A,fff4TL5B,fff4TL5C,fff4TL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff4AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff4AVPM=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff4AVPM=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4AVPM=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL2Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff4TL3ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff4TL3BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-node, off-chip
cache

fff4TL3CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on drawer, off-node
cache

fff4TL3DTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff4TL4ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache

fff4TL4BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node
cache

fff4TL4CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff4TL5ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff4TL5BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fff4TL5CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fff4TL5DTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1PTotal number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4AVPM contains the average number of wasted CPC machine
cycles expended while finding the item.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff4AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation
Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4AVPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4AVPT data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
are incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
are incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that are
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

          HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

          HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

          HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff4AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     IF fff41TBE GT 0      THEN fff4AVPT=fff41TBP/fff41TBE ;

     ELSE IF fff41TBE EQ 0 THEN fff4AVPT=0 ;

     ELSE                       fff4AVPT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE CME4AVPT =. ;          /* not version 4    */

where
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fff41TBPTotal number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fff41TBETotal number of level 1 data and instruction TLB misses

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

fff4CTAN contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where the
CPU was not using any special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was
introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4CTAN is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4CTAN data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4CTAN is the number of constrained transaction
aborts without special logic that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

          HIS4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

          HIS4NTA - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

          HIS4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4CTAN contains the value of counter 219 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.
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When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4CTAN contains the sum of CME4CTAN over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4CTAN contains the sum of CME4CTAN over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4CTAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4CTAN contains the sum of all values of fff4CTAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff4CTAN contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution where there was no special
logic used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

fff4CTAS contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where the
CPU attempted to use special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was
introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4CTAS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4CTAS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• o In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• o In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• o In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

          HIS4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

          HIS4NTA - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

          HIS4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME4CTAS contains the value of counter 220 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4CTAS contains the sum of CME4CTAS over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4CTAS contains the sum of CME4CTAS over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4CTAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4CTAS contains the sum of all values of fff4CTAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff4CTAS contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution even though special logic was
used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

fff4CTND contains the number of constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in Transactional-
Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4CTND is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4CTND data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

See also: HIS4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

          HIS4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

          HIS4NTA - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)
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          HIS4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4CTND contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4CTND contains the sum of CME4CTND over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4CTND contains the sum of CME4CTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4CTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4CTND contains the sum of all values of fff4CTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff4CTND contains the count of constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

fff4CTPC contains the total number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to level 1 cache and level 1 Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4CTPC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4CTPC data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that are
incurred due to level 1 cache and TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that are
incurred due to level 1 cache and TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that are incurred
due to level 1 cache and TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4RNI - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

          HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4CTPC contains the value of counter 143 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4CTPC contains the sum of CME4CTPC over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4CTPC contains the sum of CME4CTPC over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4CTPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4CTPC contains the sum of all values of fff4CTPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required item is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, or the level 1 TLB, the CPC searches the
other caches, memory, and TLBs for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff4CTPC contains the number of penalty cycles that are incurred due to
both level 1 cache misses and level 1 TLB misses.

HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

fff4D13D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, same-column
cache without intervention. fff4D13D is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4DL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D13D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D13D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D13D contains the value of counter 154 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4D13D contains the sum of CME4D13D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D13D contains the sum of CME4D13D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D13D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D13D contains the sum of all values of fff4D13D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D13D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer, same-column
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.
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Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

fff4D14C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer, same-column
cache with intervention. fff4D14C is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer (fff4DL4C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D14C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D14C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-column
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

          HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

          HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D14C contains the value of counter 152 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4D14C contains the sum of CME4D14C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D14C contains the sum of CME4D14C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D14C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D14C contains the sum of all values of fff4D14C processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D14C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 4 off-drawer, same-column
cache.

HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

fff4D23D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, same-column
cache with intervention. fff4D23D is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4DL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D23D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D23D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced data cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D23D contains the value of counter 153 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4D23D contains the sum of CME4D23D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D23D contains the sum of CME4D23D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D23D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D23D contains the sum of all values of fff4D23D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D23D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer, same-column
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

fff4D24C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer, far-column
cache with intervention. fff4D24C is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer (fff4DL4C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D24C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D24C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

          HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

          HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D24C contains the value of counter 155 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4D24C contains the sum of CME4D24C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D24C contains the sum of CME4D24C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D24C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D24C contains the sum of all values of fff4D24C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D24C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 4 off-drawer, far-column
cache.

HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

fff4D33D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache without intervention. fff4D33D is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4DL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D33D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D33D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)
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          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D33D contains the value of counter 157 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4D33D contains the sum of CME4D33D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D33D contains the sum of CME4D33D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D33D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D33D contains the sum of all values of fff4D33D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D33D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

fff4D43D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache with intervention. fff4D43D is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4DL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4D43D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4D43D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4D43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4D43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4D43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4D43D contains the value of counter 156 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4D43D contains the sum of CME4D43D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4D43D contains the sum of CME4D43D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4D43D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4D43D contains the sum of all values of fff4D43D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4D43D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.
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Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

fff4DI3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention. fff4DI3A is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp (fff4DL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DI3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DI3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DI3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

          HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

          HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DI3A contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DI3A contains the sum of CME4DI3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DI3A contains the sum of CME4DI3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DI3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DI3A contains the sum of all values of fff4DI3A processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DI3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

fff4DI3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache with
intervention. fff4DI3B is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp (fff4DL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DI3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced date cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DI3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced date cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DI3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
date cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

          HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

          HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DI3B contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4DI3B contains the sum of CME4DI3B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DI3B contains the sum of CME4DI3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DI3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DI3B contains the sum of all values of fff4DI3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DI3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-node, off-chp cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

fff4DI3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache
with intervention. fff4DI3C is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd (fff4DL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DI3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DI3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DI3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DI3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DI3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

          HIS4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

          HIS4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DI3C contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DI3C contains the sum of CME4DI3C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DI3C contains the sum of CME4DI3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DI3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DI3C contains the sum of all values of fff4DI3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DI3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache
with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

fff4DL2 contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL2 is the number of level 2 data cache sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL2 is the number of level 2 data cache sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL2 is the number of level 2 data cache sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)
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          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL2 contains the value of counter 133 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL2 contains the sum of CME4DL2 over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL2 contains the sum of CME4DL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL2 contains the sum of all values of fff4DL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL2 contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 2 data cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

fff4DL3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache. This includes
fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4DL3A is set to the sum of CME4DI3A and CME4DN3A,
which contain the number of on-chip level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME4DI3A) and without intervention
(CME4DN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL3A contains the sum of CME4DL3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL3A contains the sum of CME4DL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff4DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4DL3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp
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          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4DL3B is set to the sum of CME4DI3B and CME4DN3B, which
contain the number of on-node, off-chip level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME4DI3B) and without intervention
(CME4DN3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4DL3B and CML4DL3B represent the sum of the CME4DL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff4DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4DL3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4DL3C is set to the sum of CME4DI3C and CME4DN3C,
which contain the number of on-drawer, off-node level 3 data cache fetches with intervention (CME4DI3C) and without
intervention (CME4DN3C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4DL3C and CML4DL3C represent the sum of the CME4DL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4DL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL3C contains the sum of all values of fff4DL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4DL3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches from both the same and far columns, with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL3D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4DL3D is set to the sum of CME4D13D, CME4D23D,
CME4D33D, and CME4D43D, which contain the number of off-drawer level 3 data cache fetches for the same-column
without intervention (CME4D13D), same-column with intervention (CME4D23D), far-column without intervention
(CME4D33D), and far-column with intervention (CME4D43D).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4DL3D and CML4DL3D represent the sum of the CME4DL3D values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4DL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL3D contains the sum of all values of fff4DL3D processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

fff4DL4A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd
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          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL4A contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set, from the
counter field array field SMF113_2_CR, in the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record. Because SMF type 113 record counter values accumulate from interval to interval, before
storing in the MICS database, the true interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the
current interval value.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4DL4A and CML4DL4A represent the sum of the CME4DL4A values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL4A contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL4A contains the sum of CME4DL4A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL4A contains the sum of CME4DL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL4A contains the sum of all values of fff4DL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL4A contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 4 on-node
cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

fff4DL4B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL4B contains the value of counter 149 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL4B contains the sum of CME4DL4B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL4B contains the sum of CME4DL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff4DL4B contains the sum of all values of fff4DL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL4B contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 4 on-drawer,
off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4DL4C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches from both the same and far columns.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL4C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)
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          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

          HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4DL4C is set to the sum of CME4D14C and CME4D24C,
which contain the number of off-drawer level 4 data cache fetches for the same-column (CME4D14C) and far-column
(CME4D24C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4DL4C and CML4DL4C represent the sum of the CME4DL4C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4DL4C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL4C contains the sum of all values of fff4DL4C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DL4C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

fff4DL5A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL5A contains the value of counter 161 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL5A contains the sum of CME4DL5A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL5A contains the sum of CME4DL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL5A contains the sum of all values of fff4DL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL5A contains the number of times the required data was found in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

fff4DL5B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL5B contains the value of counter 158 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL5B contains the sum of CME4DL5B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL5B contains the sum of CME4DL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL5B contains the sum of all values of fff4DL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL5B contains the number of times the required data was found in on-node memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

fff4DL5C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL5C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL5C contains the value of counter 159 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL5C contains the sum of CME4DL5C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL5C contains the sum of CME4DL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL5C contains the sum of all values of fff4DL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL5C contains the number of times the required data was found in on-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

fff4DL5D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DL5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DL5D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DL5D contains the value of counter 160 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DL5D contains the sum of CME4DL5D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DL5D contains the sum of CME4DL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DL5D contains the sum of all values of fff4DL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4DL5D contains the number of times the required data was found in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

fff4DN3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention. fff4DN3A is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp (fff4DL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DN3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes without intervention for all processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

          HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DN3A contains the value of counter 144 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DN3A contains the sum of CME4DN3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DN3A contains the sum of CME4DN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DN3A contains the sum of all values of fff4DN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff4DN3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

fff4DN3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache
without intervention. fff4DN3B is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp (fff4DL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DN3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DN3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced date cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced date cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced date cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

          HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DN3B contains the value of counter 148 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4DN3B contains the sum of CME4DN3B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DN3B contains the sum of CME4DN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DN3B contains the sum of all values of fff4DN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DN3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-node, off-chp cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

fff4DN3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache
without intervention. fff4DN3C is a subset of V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd (fff4DL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DN3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DN3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

          HIS4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DN3C contains the value of counter 151 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4DN3C contains the sum of CME4DN3C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DN3C contains the sum of CME4DN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DN3C contains the sum of all values of fff4DN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the data. fff4DN3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4DUE - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

fff4DUE contains the total number of times a cache line was updated to exclusive in the level 1 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4DUE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4DUE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4DUE contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4DUE contains the sum of CME4DUE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4DUE contains the sum of CME4DUE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4DUE contains the sum of all values of fff4DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

fff4ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) incurred while waiting for
resolution of level 1 cache and level 1 Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses for the logical processor(s) over the
measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4ECPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4ECPI is the estimated level 1 cache and TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4ECPI is the estimated level 1 cache and TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4ECPI is the estimated level 1 cache and TLB penalty
CPI for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB1 - B1-Total Instructions

          HIS4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

          HIS2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS2RNI - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff4ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     IF fffB1 THEN

       fff4ECPI=(fff4CTPC/fffB1) ;

     ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff4ECPI=0 ;

     ELSE                 fff4ECPI=. ;

   END ;                                 

   ELSE CME4ECPI=. ;  /* not Version 4        */

where

fff4CTPCTotal number of penalty cycles incurred while resolving level 1 cache and level 1 TLB misses
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fffB1Total number of instructions executed

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4ECPI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff4ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles
that are incurred per executed instruction due to both level 1 cache misses and level 1 TLB misses.

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff4EICC contains an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the
level 1 data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4EICC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4EICC data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for all
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISCPI - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

          HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4RNI - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)
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Element Derivation:

fff4EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     fff4EICC=fffCPI-fff4ECPI;

   END ;

   ELSE fff4EICC=. ;           /* not version 4    */

where

fffCPITotal number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff4ECPIEstimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4EICC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff4EICC contains an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be
required if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real
memory to search.

HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff4ESCM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache misses, including
penalty cycles that are incurred resolving Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses.

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for
the required data or instruction.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4ESCM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4ESCM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles
per level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per
level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per level
1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes
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          HIS4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

          HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS4RNI - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff4ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN

       fff4ESCM=(fff4CTPC/fffTL1W) ;

     ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff4ESCM=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff4ESCM=. ;

   END ;       /* end IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 */

   ELSE fff4ESCM=.;            /* not Version 4        */

 

where

fff4CTPCTotal number of penalty cycles incurred while resolving level 1 cache and level 1 TLB misses

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4ESCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff4ESCM contains an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a
term describing the higher level shared caches and memory.

For CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip           ----+

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip      |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer            |

    Level 4 On-Node               |     

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off Node    | Nest

    Level 4 Off Drawer            |

    On-Chip Memory                |

    On-Node Memory                |

    On-Drawer Memory              |

    Off-Drawer Memory         ----+
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HIS4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

fff4ETTM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles that were incurred to resolve Translation Look-Aside Buffer
(TLB) misses.

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that are expended while resolving cache misses.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4ETTM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4ETTM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty
cycles that were incurred while resolving TLB misses for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving TLB misses for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

           HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

           HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff4ETTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

   IF fff41TBE AND fffTL1P THEN

      fff4ETTM = (fff41TBP/fff41TBE) * (fff4CTPC/fffTL1P) ;

   ELSE IF fff41TBE=0 OR fffTL1P=0 THEN fff4ETTM=0 ;

   ELSE                                 fff4ETTM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff4ETTM=. ;           /* not version 4    */

where:

fff41TBPthe total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses

fff41TBE the total number of translation entries that were written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB
misses

fff4CTPCthe total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to all level 1 cache and level 1 TLB misses

fffTL1Pthe total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses
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fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4ETTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4ETTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fff4ETTM is computed using an IBM supplied equation.

HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

fff4I13D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, same-
column cache without intervention. fff4I13D is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4IL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4I13D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I13D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I13D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I13D contains the value of counter 172 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4I13D contains the sum of CME4I13D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I13D contains the sum of CME4I13D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I13D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I13D contains the sum of all values of fff4I13D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I13D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer,
same-column cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

fff4I14C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer, same-
column cache with intervention. fff4I14C is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer (fff4IL4C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4I14C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I14C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-
column sourced instruction cache writes for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I14C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

          HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer
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          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I14C contains the value of counter 170 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4I14C contains the sum of CME4I14C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I14C contains the sum of CME4I14C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I14C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I14C contains the sum of all values of fff4I14C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I14C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 off-drawer,
same-column cache.

HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

fff4I23D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, same-
column cache with intervention. fff4I23D is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4IL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4I23D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I23D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-
column sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• n the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I23D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, same-column
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)
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          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I23D contains the value of counter 171 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4I23D contains the sum of CME4I23D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I23D contains the sum of CME4I23D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I23D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I23D contains the sum of all values of fff4I23D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I23D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer,
same-column cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

fff4I24C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer, far-column
cache with intervention. fff4I24C is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer (fff4IL4C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4I24C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I24C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I24C is the number of level 4 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

          HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I24C contains the value of counter 173 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4I24C contains the sum of CME4I24C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I24C contains the sum of CME4I24C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I24C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I24C contains the sum of all values of fff4I24C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I24C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 4 off-drawer,
far-column cache.

HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

fff4I33D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache without intervention. fff4I33D is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4IL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.
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HIS4I33D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I33D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I33D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I33D contains the value of counter 175 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4I33D contains the sum of CME4I33D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I33D contains the sum of CME4I33D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I33D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I33D contains the sum of all values of fff4I33D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I33D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer,
far-column cache without intervention.
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Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

fff4I43D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer, far-column
cache with intervention. fff4I43D is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff4IL3D).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4I43D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4I43D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4I43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4I43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4I43D is the number of level 3 off-drawer, far-column
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4I43D contains the value of counter 174 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4I43D contains the sum of CME4I43D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4I43D contains the sum of CME4I43D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4I43D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4I43D contains the sum of all values of fff4I43D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4I43D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer,
far-column cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

fff4II3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, with
intervention. fff4II3A is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp (fff4IL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4II3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4II3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4II3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4II3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4II3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced instruction
cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

          HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4II3A contains the value of counter 163 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4II3A contains the sum of CME4II3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4II3A contains the sum of CME4II3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4II3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4II3A contains the sum of all values of fff4II3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4II3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

fff4II3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache
with intervention. fff4II3B is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp (fff4IL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4II3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4II3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4II3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4II3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4II3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

          HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp
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          HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4II3B contains the value of counter 165 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4II3B contains the sum of CME4II3B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4II3B contains the sum of CME4II3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4II3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4II3B contains the sum of all values of fff4II3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4II3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-node, off-
chip cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

fff4II3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node
cache with intervention. fff4II3C is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd (fff4IL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4II3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4II3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4II3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4II3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4II3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

          HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4II3C contains the value of counter 168 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4II3C contains the sum of CME4II3C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4II3C contains the sum of CME4II3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4II3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4II3C contains the sum of all values of fff4II3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4II3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-node cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques designed to improve performance by minimizing the
number of machine and/or bus cycles required to satisfy a processor request for data or instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

fff4IL2 contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL2 is the number of level 2 instruction cache sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL2 is the number of level 2 instruction cache
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL2 is the number of level 2 instruction cache sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL2 contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL2 contains the sum of CME4IL2 over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL2 contains the sum of CME4IL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff4IL2 contains the sum of all values of fff4IL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL2 contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 2
instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

fff4IL3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)
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          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4IL3A is set to the sum of CME4II3A and CME4IN3A, which
contain the number of on-chip level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME4II3A) and without intervention
(CME4IN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL3A contains the sum of CME4IL3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL3A contains the sum of CME4IL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff4IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL3A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4IL3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4IL3B is set to the sum of CME4II3B and CME4IN3B, which
contain the number of on-node, off-chip level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME4II3B) and without
intervention (CME4IN3B).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4IL3B and CML4IL3B represent the sum of the CME4IL3B values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff4IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4IL3B contains the number of times the required data was found in

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL3B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles
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    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4IL3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4IL3C is set to the sum of CME4II3C and CME4IN3C, which
contain the number of on-drawer, off-node level 3 instruction cache fetches with intervention (CME4II3C) and without
intervention (CME4IN3C).
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In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4IL3C and CML4IL3C represent the sum of the CME4IL3C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4IL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL3C contains the sum of all values of fff4IL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL3C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4IL3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches from both the same and far columns, with and without intervention.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL3D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp
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          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4IL3D is set to the sum of CME4I13D, CME4I23D, CME4I33D,
and CME4I43D, which contain the number of off-drawer level 3 instruction cache fetches for the same-column without
intervention (CME4I13D), same-column with intervention (CME4I23D), far-column without intervention (CME4I33D), and
far-column with intervention (CME4I43D).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4IL3D and CML4IL3D represent the sum of the CME4IL3D values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4IL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL3D contains the sum of all values of fff4IL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL3D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

fff4IL4A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL4A contains the value of counter 164 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL4A contains the sum of CME4IL4A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL4A contains the sum of CME4IL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff4IL4A contains the sum of all values of fff4IL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL4A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 on-
node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

fff4IL4B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)
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          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL4B contains the value of counter 167 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL4B contains the sum of CME4IL4B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL4B contains the sum of CME4IL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL4B contains the sum of all values of fff4IL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL4B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 on-
drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4IL4C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches from both the same and far columns.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL4C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

          HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME4IL4C is set to the sum of CME4I14C and CME4I24C, which
contain the number of off-drawer level 4 instruction cache fetches for the same-column (CME4I14C) and far-column
(CME4I24C).

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT4IL4C and CML4IL4C represent the sum of the CME4IL4C values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff4IL4C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL4C contains the sum of all values of fff4IL4C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL4C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

fff4IL5A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL5A contains the value of counter 179 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL5A contains the sum of CME4IL5A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL5A contains the sum of CME4IL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL5A contains the sum of all values of fff4IL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and
finally real memory for the instruction. fff4IL5A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-chip
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

fff4IL5B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL5B contains the value of counter 176 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL5B contains the sum of CME4IL5B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL5B contains the sum of CME4IL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL5B contains the sum of all values of fff4IL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL5B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-node
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

fff4IL5C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL5C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL5C contains the value of counter 177 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL5C contains the sum of CME4IL5C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL5C contains the sum of CME4IL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL5C contains the sum of all values of fff4IL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL5C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

fff4IL5D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IL5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IL5D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IL5D contains the value of counter 178 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IL5D contains the sum of CME4IL5D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IL5D contains the sum of CME4IL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IL5D contains the sum of all values of fff4IL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IL5D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

fff4IN3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention. fff4IN3A is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp (fff4IL3A).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IN3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IN3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

          HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

          HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IN3A contains the value of counter 162 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IN3A contains the sum of CME4IN3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IN3A contains the sum of CME4IN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IN3A contains the sum of all values of fff4IN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IN3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

fff4IN3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip
cache without intervention. fff4IN3B is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp (fff4IL3B).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IN3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IN3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IN3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

          HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)
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          HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IN3B contains the value of counter 166 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IN3B contains the sum of CME4IN3B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IN3B contains the sum of CME4IN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IN3B contains the sum of all values of fff4IN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IN3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-node, off-
chip cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

fff4IN3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node
cache without intervention. fff4IN3C is a subset of V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd (fff4IL3C).

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4IN3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4IN3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4IN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4IN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4IN3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

          HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

          HIS4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4IN3C contains the value of counter 169 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4IN3C contains the sum of CME4IN3C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4IN3C contains the sum of CME4IN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4IN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4IN3C contains the sum of all values of fff4IN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the instruction. fff4IN3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-node cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS4NTA - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

fff4NTA contains the number of non-constrained transaction aborts that occurred while executing in transactional-
execution mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4NTA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4NTA data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4NTA is the number non-constrained transaction aborts
that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4NTA is the number non-constrained transaction
aborts that occurred for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4NTA is the number non-constrained transaction aborts
that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

          HIS4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

          HIS4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

          HIS4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4NTA contains the value of counter 218 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input field
that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4NTA contains the sum of CME4NTA over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4NTA contains the sum of CME4NTA over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4NTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4NTA contains the sum of all values of fff4NTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.
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fff4NTA contains the number of non-constrained transactions that failed to complete execution.

HIS4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

fff4NTND contains the number of non-constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in
Transactional-Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise
EC12.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4NTND is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4NTND data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

See also: HIS4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

          HIS4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

          HIS4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

          HIS4NTA - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME4NTND contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT4NTND contains the sum of CME4NTND over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4NTND contains the sum of CME4NTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4NTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4NTND contains the sum of all values of fff4NTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.
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Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff4NTND contains the count of non-constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

fff4PC2 contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff4PC2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC2=(fff4TL2*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC2=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC2=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC2=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL2Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes
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fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC2 contains the percentage found when the required item was
located in the level 2 cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

fff4PC3A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp
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          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC3A=(fff4TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC3A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC3A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC3A=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL3ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff4PC3A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V
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    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4PC3B contains the percentage of data and instruction level level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node,
off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC3B=(fff4TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC3B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC3B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC3B=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL3BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from from level 3 on-node, off-chip
cache
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fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC3B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PC3C contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-
node sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2
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          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PC3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC3C=(fff4TL3C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC3C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC3C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC3C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL3CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node
cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC3C contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4PC3D contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC3D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PC3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC3D=(fff4TL3D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC3D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC3D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC3D=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where
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fff4TL3DTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC3D contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

fff4PC4A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS4PC4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PC4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC4A=(fff4TL4A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC4A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC4A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC4A=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff2TL4ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC4A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 on-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |
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    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PC4B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer,
off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC4B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-
node sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PC4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC4B=(fff4TL4B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC4B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC4B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC4B=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where
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fff4TL4BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node
cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC4B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4PC4C contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC4C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PC4C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC4C=(fff4TL4C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC4C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC4C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC4C=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL4CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC4C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC4C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC4C contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    level 4 On-Chip                      |

    level 4 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |
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    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff4PC5A contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PC5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC5A=(fff4TL5A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC5A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC5A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC5A=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where
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fff4TL5ATotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4PC5A contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC5B -V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

fff4PC5B contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC5B is the percentage of on-node memory
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes
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          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory          

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PC5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC5B=(fff4TL5B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC5B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC5B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC5B=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL5BTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff4PC5B contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in on-node memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 on-node                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-node Memory                       |
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    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff4PC5C contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC5C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory          

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PC5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC5C=(fff4TL5C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC5C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC5C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC5C=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL5CTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory
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fffTL1WTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff4PC5C contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in on-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 on-drawer                    |

    Level 3 on-drawer Off-Chip           |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 on-drawer                    |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-drawer Memory                     |

    On-drawer Memory                     |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff4PC5D contains the percentage of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PC5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PC5D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PC5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PC5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PC5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISTL1W - Total L1 Cache Writes

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp
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          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory          

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory          

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PC5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff4PC5D=(fff4TL5D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff4PC5D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff4PC5D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PC5D=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4TL5DTotal number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1W

Total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PC5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PC5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff4PC5D contains the percentage found when the required item
was located in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 off-drawer                   |

    Level 3 off-drawer Off-Chip          |

    Level 3 off-drawer Off-Node          |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 off-drawer                   |

    Level 4 off-drawer Off-Node          |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    off-drawer Memory                    |
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    off-drawer Memory                    |

    off-drawer Memory                    V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff4PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles incurred while logical processors were dispatched, spent
resolving level 1 data and instruction Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

CPC machine cycles expended while resolving TLB or level 1 cache misses are referred to as penalty cycles.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PCMT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PCMT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving TLB misses for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB0 - B0-Total Cycles

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

          HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff4PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     IF fffB0 GT 0      THEN fff4PCMT=fff41TBP/fffB0*100 ;

     ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 THEN fff4PCMT=0 ;

     ELSE                    fff4PCMT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff4PCMT=. ;           /* not version 4    */

where

fff41TBPTotal number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction TLB misses.

fffB0Total number of CPC machine cycles

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff4PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

fff4PCPT contains the percentage of the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that were
not satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PCPT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

          HIS42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

Element Derivation:

fff4PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */  

   IF fff41TBE GT 0      THEN fff4PCPT=fff42BPE/fff41TBE*100 ;

   ELSE IF fff41TBE EQ 0 THEN fff4PCPT=0 ;  

   ELSE                       fff4PCPT=. ;  

 END ;  

 ELSE fff4PCPT =. ;          /* not version 4    */  

where

fff42BPETotal number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff41TBETotal number of entries written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

fff4PD2 contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 data cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced data cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff4PD2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN fff4PD2=(fff4DL2*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD2=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD2=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD2=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL2Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD2 contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 2
data cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

fff4PD3A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD3A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

          HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2
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          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 1 THEN DO ;   /* z10 CPC */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff1PD3A=(fff1DL3A*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff1PD3A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff1PD3A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff1PD3A=. ;            /* not version 1    */

where

fff4DL3ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
Memorm for the required data. fff4PD3A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V
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    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4PD3B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD3B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

          HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD3B=(fff4DL3B*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD3B=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD3B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD3B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where
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fff4DL3BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD3B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
on-node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PD3C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-
node sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes
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          HIS4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

          HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PD3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD3C=(fff4DL3C*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD3C=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD3C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD3C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL3CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD3C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4PD3D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD3D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

          HIS4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

          HIS4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

          HIS4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PD3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */
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   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD3D=(fff4DL3D*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD3D=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD3D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD3D=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL3DTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD3D contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 3
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

fff4PD4A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD4A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PD4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD4A=(fff4DL4A*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD4A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD4A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD4A=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL4ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD4A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 4
on-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PD4B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD4B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-
node sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory
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          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PD4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD4B=(fff4DL4B*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD4B=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD4B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD4B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL4BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD4B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 4
on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4PD4C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.
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HIS4PD4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD4C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

          HIS4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PD4C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD4C=(fff4DL4C*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD4C=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD4C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD4C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL4CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD4C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff4PD4C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD4C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in the level 4
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

fff4PD5A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD5A data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PD5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD5A=(fff4DL5A*100)/fffB4 ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD5A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PD5A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PD5A=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL5ATotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD5A contains the percentage found when the required item was located in on-chip
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

fff4PD5B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD5B data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced data
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PD5B is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD5B=(fff4DL5B*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD5B=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff4PD5B=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4PD5B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL5BTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff4PD5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD5B contains the percentage found when the required item was located in on-node
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

fff4PD5C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer Memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD5C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PD5C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD5C=(fff4DL5C*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD5C=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff4PD5C=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4PD5C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL5CTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PD5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD5C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in on-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

fff4PD5D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PD5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PD5D data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PD5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory
sourced data cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PD5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory
sourced data cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PD5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory sourced
data cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

          HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PD5D is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff4PD5D=(fff4DL5D*100)/fffB4 ;

    ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff4PD5D=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff4PD5D=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4PD5D=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4DL5DTotal number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB4Total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PD5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff4PD5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff4PD5D contains the percentage found when the required item was located in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

fff4PI2 contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI2 is the percentage of level 2 sourced instruction
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4PD2 - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff4PI2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI2=(fff4IL2*100)/fffB2 ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI2=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI2=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI2=. ;             /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI2 contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 2 instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

fff4PI3A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache.
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This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI3A is the percentage of level 3 on-chip sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

          HIS4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PI3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI3A=(fff4IL3A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI3A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI3A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI3A=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL3ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

fff4PI3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI3A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4PI3B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI3B is the percentage of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd
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          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

Element Derivation:

fff4PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI3B=(fff4IL3B*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI3B=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI3B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI3B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL3BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-chip cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI3B contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PI3C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-
node sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI3C is the percentage of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PI3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI3C=(fff4IL3C*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI3C=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI3C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI3C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL3CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes
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fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI3C contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4PI3D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI3D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI3D is the percentage of level 3 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

          HIS4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)
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          HIS4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

          HIS4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PI3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI3D=(fff4IL3D*100)/fffB2 ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI3D=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI3D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI3D=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL3DTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI3D contains the percentage found when the required item was located in
the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

fff4PI4A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI4A is the percentage of level 4 on-node sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PI4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI4A=(fff4IL4A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI4A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI4A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI4A=. ;            /* not version 4    */
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where

fff4IL4ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI4A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in the level 4 on-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4PI4B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-
node sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI4B is the percentage of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

Element Derivation:

fff4PI4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI4B=(fff4IL4B*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI4B=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI4B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI4B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL4BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI4B contains is the percentage found when the required instruction was
located in the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4PI4C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI4C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI4C is the percentage of level 4 off-drawer sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

          HIS4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff4PI4C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI4C=(fff4IL4C*100)/fffB2 ;
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   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI4C=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI4C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI4C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL4CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI4C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI4C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI4C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in
the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

fff4PI5A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI5A is the percentage of on-chip memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PI5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI5A=(fff4IL5A*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI5A=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI5A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI5A=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL5ATotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI5A contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

fff4PI5B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI5B is the percentage of on-node memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memor

          HIS4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memor

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memor

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memor
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          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memor

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PI5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI5B=(fff4IL5B*100)/fffB2 ; ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI5B=0 ;

   ELSE                    fff4PI5B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4PI5B=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL5BTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI5B contains the percentage found when the required instruction was located
in on-node memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

fff4PI5C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.
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HIS4PI5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI5C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI5C is the percentage of on-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memor

          HIS4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memor

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memor

          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memor

          HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memor

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PI5C is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI5C=(fff4IL5C*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI5C=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff4PI5C=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4PI5C=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL5CTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI5C contains the percentage found when the required item was located in
on-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

fff4PI5D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4PI5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4PI5D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4PI5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4PI5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory
sourced instruction cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4PI5D is the percentage of off-drawer memory sourced
instruction cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memor

          HIS4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memor

          HIS4PI2 - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

          HIS4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memor
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          HIS4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memor

          HIS4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memor

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4PI5D is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;   /* z13                 */

    IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff4PI5D=(fff4IL5D*100)/fffB2 ;

    ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff4PI5D=0 ;

    ELSE                    fff4PI5D=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff4PI5D=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4IL5DTotal number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB2Total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4PI5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff4PI5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff4PI5D contains the percentage found when the required item was located in
off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4RNI - V4 Relative Nest Intensity

fff4RNI contains a calculated value that is used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest
is a term describing the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity indicate
greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the LPAR level (HARCML file), is
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helpful in quantifying an LPAR workload mix, and in determining an appropriate CPC engine configuration during CPC
upgrades.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4RNI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4RNI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

          HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

          HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memor

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memor

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memor

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff4RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     fff4RNI=2.6*((0.4*fff4PC3A)+

                  (1.6*(fff4PC3B+fff4PC4A))+

                  (3.5*(fff4PC3C+fff4PC3D+  

                        fff4PC4B+fff4PC4C))+        

                  (7.5*(fff4PC5A+fff4PC5B+

                        fff4PC5C+fff4PC5D))) / 100 ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff4RNI=. ;            /* not version 4    */

where

fff4PC3APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff4PC3BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache

fff4PC3CPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4PC3DPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drive

fff4PC4APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache
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fff4PC4BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache

fff4PC4CPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff4PC5APercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff4PC5BPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory

fff4PC5CPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory

fff4PC5DPercentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

2.6, 0.4, 1.6, 3.5, and 7.5Scaling factors determined by IBM, that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels of
the nest in the RNI calculation

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff4RNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared caches
and memory (nest). The value found in fff4RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used in the calculation that
categorizes LPAR workloads in IBM's Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip           ----+

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip      |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer            |

    Level 4 On-Node               |     

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off Node    | Nest

    Level 4 Off Drawer            |

    On-Chip Memory                |

    On-Node Memory                |

    On-Drawer Memory              |

    Off-Drawer Memory         ----+

HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

fff4TL2 contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL2 is the number of level 2 sourced cache writes for all
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4IL2 - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

          HIS4DL2 - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

          HIS4PC2 - V4 Pct L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL2 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data and instruction caches (CME4DL2+CME4IL2).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL2 contains the sum of CME4TL2 over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL2 contains the sum of CME4TL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL2 contains the sum of all values of fff4TL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL2 contains the number of times the required item was found in
the level 2 caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

fff4TL3A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL3A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL3A is the number of level 3 on-chip sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache (CME4IL3A+CME4DL3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL3A contains the sum of CME4TL3A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL3A contains the sum of CME4TL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff4TL3A processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL3A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

fff4TL3B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-node, off-
chip cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL3B is the number of level 3 on-node, off-chip sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory
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          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache (CME4IL3B+CME4DL3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL3B contains the sum of CME4TL3B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL3B contains the sum of CME4TL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff4TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL3B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-node, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4TL3C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL3C is the number of level 3 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL3C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache (CME4IL3C+CME4DL3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL3C contains the sum of CME4TL3C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL3C contains the sum of CME4TL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL3C contains the sum of all values of fff4TL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL3C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff4TL3D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL3D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL3D is the number of level 3 off-drawer sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL3D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache (CME4IL3D+CME4DL3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL3D contains the sum of CME4TL3D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL3D contains the sum of CME4TL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL3D contains the sum of all values of fff4TL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL3D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

fff4TL4A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-node
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL4A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL4A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL4A is the number of level 4 on-node sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

          HIS4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

          HIS4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL4A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-node cache (CME4IL4A+CME4DL4A).
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In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL4A contains the sum of CME4TL4A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL4A contains the sum of CME4TL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL4A contains the sum of all values of fff4TL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL4A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 on-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

fff4TL4B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer,
off-node cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL4B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL4B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL4B is the number of level 4 on-drawer, off-node
sourced cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

          HIS4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

          HIS4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL4B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache (CME4IL4B+CME4DL4B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL4B contains the sum of CME4TL4B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL4B contains the sum of CME4TL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL4B contains the sum of all values of fff4TL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL4B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 on-drawer, off-node cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff4TL4C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.
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HIS4TL4C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL4C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL4C is the number of level 4 off-drawer sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL4C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache (CME4IL4C+CME4DL4C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL4C contains the sum of CME4TL4C over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL4C contains the sum of CME4TL4C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL4C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL4C contains the sum of all values of fff4TL4C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL4C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff4TL5A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL5A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL5A data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL5A is the number of on-chip memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

          HIS4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

          HIS4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL5A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory (CME4IL5A+CME4DL5A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL5A contains the sum of CMT4TL5A over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CMT4TL5A contains the sum of CMT4TL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff4TL5A contains the sum of all values of fff4TL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL5A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

fff4TL5B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL5B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL5B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL5B is the number of on-node memory sourced cache
writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

          HIS4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

          HIS4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer
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          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL5B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-node memory (CME4IL5B+CME4DL5B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL5B contains the sum of CME4TL5B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL5B contains the sum of CME4TL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL5B contains the sum of all values of fff4TL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL5B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-node memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff4TL5C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL5C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL5C is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

          HIS4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

          HIS4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL5C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer memory (CME4IL5C+CME4DL5C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL5C contains the sum of CME4TL5B over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL5B contains the sum of CME4TL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL5C contains the sum of all values of fff4TL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL5C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff4TL5D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TL5D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TL5D data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TL5D is the number of off-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TL5D is the number of on-drawer memory sourced
cache writes for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

          HIS4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

          HIS4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

          HIS4TL2 - V4 Total L1 from L2

          HIS4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

          HIS4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

          HIS4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

          HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

          HIS4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

          HIS4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

          HIS4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

          HIS4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME4TL5D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory (CME4IL5D+CME4DL5D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT4TL5D contains the sum of CME4TL5D over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML4TL5D contains the sum of CME4TL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff4TL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TL5D contains the sum of all values of fff4TL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff4TL5D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 4 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Node Off-Chip             |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Node                      |

    Level 4 On-Drawer Off-Node           |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Node Memory                       |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

fff4TMRT contains the number of level 1 Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses that were incurred, per second, for
the logical processor(s) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS4TMRT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff4TMRT data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4TMRT is the number of level 1 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4TMRT is the number of level 1 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4TMRT is the number of level 1 TLB misses, per second,
for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements.

 See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

           HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

           HIS4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

           HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff4TMRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

     IF DURATION THEN          fff4TMRT=fff41TBE / DURATION ;

     ELSE IF fff41TBE = 0 THEN fff4TMRT=0 ;

     ELSE                      fff4TMRT=. ;
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   END ;

   ELSE fff4TMRT=. ;           /* not version 4    */

where:

fff41TBEthe total number of translation entries that were written to the level 1 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB
misses

DURATIONthe number of seconds bounded by the measurement interval: ENDTS - STARTTS

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff41TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff4TMRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

fff4WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

1 (LOW) Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less
expensive (fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

2 (AVG)Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in somewhat
more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

3 (HIGH)High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the most
expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values. Note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate
CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload hint
value at a variety of levels as described below.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 3 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM zEC12.

HIS4WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff2WKLD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME4WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT4WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML4WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

See also: HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss
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          HIS4RNI - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff4WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 4 THEN DO ;  /* z13                 */

   IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

     IF fff4RNI GE .75 THEN fff4WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff4WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

     IF fff4RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff4WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff4RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff4WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff4WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

     IF fff4RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff4WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE fff4WKLD=2 ;

   END ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff4WKLD=. ;               /* not version 4    */

where

fffPCL1MPercentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff4RNIRelative nest intensity

fffCME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff4WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff4WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

fff41DBE contains the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 data Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41DBE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41DBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 data TLB
entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41DBE contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41DBE contains the sum of CME41DBE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41DBE contains the sum of CME41DBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41DBE contains the sum of all values of fff41DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

fff41DBG contains the total number of entries written to the level 1 data Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) for large (two
GigaByte) pages, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41DBG is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41DBG data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41DBG is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for 2GB pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41DBG is the number of level 1 data TLB entries
written for 2GB pages, for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41DBG is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for 2GB pages, for all logical processors that are assigned to thez/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41DBG contains the value of counter 132 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41DBG contains the sum of CME41DBG over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41DBG contains the sum of CME41DBG over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41DBG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41DBG contains the sum of all values of fff41DBG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

fff41DBL contains the total number of entries written to the level 1 data Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) for large (one
MegaByte) pages, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41DBL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41DBL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries
written for large pages, for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41DBL is the number of level 1 data TLB entries written
for large pages, for all logical processors that are assigned to thez/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41DBL contains the value of counter 131 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41DBL contains the sum of CME41DBL over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41DBL contains the sum of CME41DBL over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41DBL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41DBL contains the sum of all values of fff41DBL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

fff41DBP contains the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB)
misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41DBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41DBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41DBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

          HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

          HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41DBP contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte)counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41DBP contains the sum of CME41DBP over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41DBP contains the sum of CME41DBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41DBP contains the sum of all values of fff41DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

fff41IBE contains the total number of translation entries, for 4 KB pages, written to the level 1 instruction Translation Look-
Aside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41IBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE,for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41IBE is the number of 4 KB page level 1 instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

          HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41IBE contains the value of counter 134 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41IBE contains the sum of CME41IBE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41IBE contains the sum of CME41IBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41IBE contains the sum of all values of fff41IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

fff41IBP contains the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 instruction Translation Look-Aside Buffer (TLB)
misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41IBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41IBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due
to instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OSLPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41IBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME41IBP contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT41IBP contains the sum of CME41IBP over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41IBP contains the sum of CME41IBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41IBP contains the sum of all values of fff41IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

fff41TBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffers (TLB), due to TLB misses, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41TBE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction
TLB entries written for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41TBE is the number of level 1 data and instruction TLB
entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

          HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

          HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

          HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME41TBE is computed by summing the number translation entries written for
4 KB pages to the level 1 instruction and data TLBs (CME41IBE+CME41DBE).

In the HARCMT file, CMT41TBE contains the sum of CME41TBE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41TBE contains the sum of CME41TBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

In the HARCMT and HARCML files, CMT41TBE and CML41TBE represent the sum of the CME41TBE values for the
processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS LPAR (HARCMT) or all processors for a z/OS LPAR (HARCML).

Range of Value:

fff41TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41TBE contains the sum of all values of fff41TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff41TBP contains the total number of penalty cycles incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation Look-Aside
Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS41TBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff41TBP data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME41TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred due to
data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
thez/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT41TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred,
due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML41TBP is the number of penalty cycles incurred, due
to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

          HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

          HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

          HIS41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

          HIS41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

          HIS41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

          HIS41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

          HIS41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

          HIS41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME41TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
level 1 data and instruction TLB misses (CME41DBP+CME41IBP).

In the HARCMT file, CMT41TBP contains the sum of CME41TBP over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML41TBP contains the sum of CME41TBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff41TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff41TBP contains the sum of all values of fff41TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

fff42BCE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS42BCE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff42BCE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME42BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT42BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array
entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OSLPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML42BCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE array entries
for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

          HIS42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

          HIS42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME42BCE contains the value of counter 139 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT42BCE contains the sum of CME42BCE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML42BCE contains the sum of CME42BCE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff42BCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff42BCE contains the sum of all values of fff42BCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

fff42BCL contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Common Region
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) arrays, for a one-megabyte large page translation, over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS42BCL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff42BCL data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME42BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
pagearray entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT42BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large
page array entries for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML42BCL is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE large page
array entries for all logical processors that are assigned to thez/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

          HIS42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

          HIS42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME42BCL contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT42BCL contains the sum of CME42BCL over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML42BCL contains the sum of CME42BCL over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff42BCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff42BCL contains the sum of all values of fff42BCL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

fff42BPE contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table Entry
(PTE) array over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 4 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z13.

HIS42BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff42BPE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CME42BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMT42BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML),CML42BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: HIS4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

          HIS42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

          HIS42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME42BPE contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 4 EXTENDED counter set. The input
field that contains the counter depends on the z/OS operating system level and SMF type 113 record subtype.

• z/OS 2.1 or higher: Field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields, in the counters section of the SMF type 113subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics
record.

• z/OS 1.13 or earlier: Field SMF113_2_CR in the counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity,
reporting, and statistics record.

When read from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 record, where counter values accumulate from interval to interval, the true
interval value is determined by subtracting the previous interval value from the current interval value before it is stored in
the MICS database.

In the HARCMT file, CMT42BPE contains the sum of CME42BPE over all processors of a specific engine type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML42BPE contains the sum of CME42BPE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff42BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff42BPE contains the sum of all values of fff42BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB0 - B0-Total Cycles

fffB0 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched,
and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. CPC machine cycles while the
operating system was in a wait state are not counted. HISB0 is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fffB0 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for all logical
processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLB0 is the number of CPC machine cycles for all active
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  HISP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

             HISS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB0 contains the value of counter 0 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB0 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB0 contains the sum of CMEB0 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB0 contains the sum of CMEB0 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffB0 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB0 contains the sum of all values of fffB0 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB1 - B1-Total Instructions

fffB1 is the total number of instructions that are executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. HISB1 is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB1 data elements in several MICS database files as
follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEB1 is the number of instructions that are executed for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTB1 is the number of instructions that are executed for
all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLB1 is the number of instructions that are executed for all
active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

            HISS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB1 contains the value of counter 1 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB1 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB1 contains the sum of CMEB1 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB1 contains the sum of CMEB1 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:
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fffB1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB1 contains the sum of all values of fffB1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB2 - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

fffB2 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor
states. HISB2 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB2 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache writes for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB2 is the number of CPC level 1 instruction cache
writes for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB2 is the number of CPC level 1 instruction cache writes
for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISP34  - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

            HISS34  - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB2 contains the value of counter 2 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB2 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB2 contains the sum of CMEB2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB2 contains the sum of CMEB2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffB2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB2 contains the sum of all values of fffB2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB3 - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffB3 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. Penalty cycles
are wasted cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. HISB3 is
the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB3 data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB3 is the number of level 1 instruction cache penalty
cycles for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB3 contains the value of counter 3 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB3 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB3 contains the sum of CMEB3 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB3 contains the sum of CMEB3 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffB3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB3 contains the sum of all values of fffB3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB4 - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

fffB4 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states.
HISB4 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB4 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB4 is the number of level 1 data cache writes for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB4 is the number of CPC level 1 data cache writes for
all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB4 is the number of CPC level 1 data cache writes for all
active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

            HISS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CMEB4 contains the value of counter 4 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB4 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB4 contains the sum of CMEB4 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB4 contains the sum of CMEB4 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffB4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB4 contains the sum of all values of fffB4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISB5 - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffB5 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in both the problem and supervisor states. Penalty cycles are
wasted cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. HISB5 is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffB5 data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLB5 is the number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEB5 contains the value of counter 5 in the BASIC counter field set, in the counters section of the
SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEB5 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8 byte)
counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTB5 contains the sum of CMEB5 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLB5 contains the sum of CMEB5 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffB5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffB5 contains the sum of all values of fffB5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

HISC64 - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

fffC64 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions executed by the cryptographic co-
processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC64 is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fffC64 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC64 is the number of PRNG functions that are executed
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC64 is the number of PRNG functions that are
executed for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC64 is the number of PRNG functions that are executed
for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC64 contains the value of counter 64 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC64 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC64 contains the sum of CMEC64 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC64 contains the sum of CMEC64 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC64 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC64 contains the sum of all values of fffC64 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC65 - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

fffC65 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles that are expended while executing Pseudo-
Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched. fffC65 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fffC65 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC65 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing PRNG functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC65 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing PRNG functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC65 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended while
executing PRNG functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC65 contains the value of counter 65 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC65 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC65 contains the sum of CMEC65 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC65 contains the sum of CMEC65 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC65 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC65 contains the sum of all values of fffC65 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC66 - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

fffC66 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions that were blocked over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC66 is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffC66 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC66 contains the value of counter 66 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC66 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC66 contains the sum of CMEC66 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC66 contains the sum of CMEC66 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC66 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC66 contains the sum of all values of fffC66 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC67 - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

fffC67 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC67 is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffC67 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC67 contains the value of counter 67 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC67 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC67 contains the sum of CMEC67 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC67 contains the sum of CMEC67 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC67 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC67 contains the sum of all values of fffC67 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC68 - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

fffC68 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC68 is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffC68 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC68 is the number of SHA functions that are executed
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC68 is the number of SHA functions that are executed
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC68 is the number of SHA functions that are executed for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC68 contains the value of counter 68 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC68 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC68 contains the sum of CMEC68 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC68 contains the sum of CMEC68 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:
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fffC68 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC68 contains the sum of all values of fffC68 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC69 - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

fffC69 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles that are expended while executing Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched. fffC69 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC69 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC69 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing SHA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC69 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing SHA functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC69 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended while
executing SHA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC69 contains the value of counter 69 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC69 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC69 contains the sum of CMEC69 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC69 contains the sum of CMEC69 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC69 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC69 contains the sum of all values of fffC69 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISC70 - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

fffC70 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched. fffC70 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to
the fffC70 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all active
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC70 contains the value of counter 70 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC70 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC70 contains the sum of CMEC70 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC70 contains the sum of CMEC70 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC70 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC70 contains the sum of all values of fffC70 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC71 - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

fffC71 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC71 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and
applies to the fffC71 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC71 contains the value of counter 71 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC71 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC71 contains the sum of CMEC71 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC71 contains the sum of CMEC71 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC71 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC71 contains the sum of all values of fffC71 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC72 - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

fffC72 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC72 is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffC72 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC72 is the number of DEA functions that are executed
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC72 is the number of DEA functions that are executed
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC72 is the number of DEA functions that are executed for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC72 contains the value of counter 72 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC72 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC72 contains the sum of CMEC72 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC72 contains the sum of CMEC72 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC72 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC72 contains the sum of all values of fffC72 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC73 - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

fffC73 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles that are expended while executing Data Encryption
Algorithm (DEA) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched. fffC73 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC73 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC73 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing DEA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC73 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing DEA functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC73 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended while
executing DEA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles
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            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC73 contains the value of counter 73 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC73 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC73 contains the sum of CMEC73 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC73 contains the sum of CMEC73 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC73 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC73 contains the sum of all values of fffC73 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC74 - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

fffC74 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched. fffC74 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to
the fffC74 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all active
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC74 contains the value of counter 74 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC74 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC74 contains the sum of CMEC74 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC74 contains the sum of CMEC74 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fffC74 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC74 contains the sum of all values of fffC74 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC75 - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

fffC75 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC75 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and
applies to the fffC75 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC75 contains the value of counter 75 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC75 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC75 contains the sum of CMEC75 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC75 contains the sum of CMEC75 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC75 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC75 contains the sum of all values of fffC75 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.
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HISC76 - C76-Crypto AES Functions

fffC76 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor
over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC76 is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fffC76 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC76 is the number of AES functions that are executed
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC76 is the number of AES functions that are executed
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC76 is the number of AES functions that are executed for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC76 contains the value of counter 76 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC76 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC76 contains the sum of CMEC76 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC76 contains the sum of CMEC76 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC76 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC76 contains the sum of all values of fffC76 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC77 - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

fffC77 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles that are expended while executing Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched. fffC77 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC77
data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC77 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing AES functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC77 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended
while executing AES functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC77 is the number of CPC cycles that are expended while
executing AES functions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC77 contains the value of counter 77 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC77 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC77 contains the sum of CMEC77 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC77 contains the sum of CMEC77 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC77 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC77 contains the sum of all values of fffC77 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC78 - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

fffC78 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions that were blocked over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC78 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and
applies to the fffC78 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all active
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC78 contains the value of counter 78 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC78 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC78 contains the sum of CMEC78 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC78 contains the sum of CMEC78 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC78 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC78 contains the sum of all values of fffC78 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC79 - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

fffC79 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched. fffC79 is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fffC79 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC79 contains the value of counter 79 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC79 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC79 contains the sum of CMEC79 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC79 contains the sum of CMEC79 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC79 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC79 contains the sum of all values of fffC79 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISP32 - P32-ProbSt Cycles

fffP32 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state. CPC machine cycles while the operating
system was in supervisor or wait state are not counted. HISP32 is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fffP32 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLP32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
problem state, accumulated by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  See also:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

             HISS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP32 contains the value of counter 32 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP32 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP32 contains the sum of CMEP32 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP32 contains the sum of CMEP32 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP32 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffP32 contains the sum of all values of fffP32 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP33 - P33-ProbSt Instructions

fffP33 is the total number of instructions that are executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state. HISP33 is the data dictionary member name
for this data element, and applies to the fffP33 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMEP33 is the number of problem state instructions that are
executed for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTP33 is the number of problem state instructions that
are executed for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLP33 is the number of problem state instructions that are
executed for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

            HISS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP33 contains the value of counter 33 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP33 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP33 contains the sum of CMEP33 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP33 contains the sum of CMEP33 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP33 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP33 contains the sum of all values of fffP33 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP34 - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

fffP34 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state. For the IBM z14
CPC, this data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect
this metric. HISP34 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP34 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP34 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP34 is the number of CPC problem state level 1
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP34 is the number of CPC problem state level 1
instruction cache writes for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB2   - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HISS34  - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP34 contains the value of counter 34 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP34 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP34 contains the sum of CMEP34 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP34 contains the sum of CMEP34 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP34 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP34 contains the sum of all values of fffP34 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP35 - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffP35 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in problem state. Penalty cycles are wasted
cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. For the IBM z14
CPC, this data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect
this metric. HISP35 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP35 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP35 is the number of problem state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP35 contains the value of counter 35 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP35 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP35 contains the sum of CMEP35 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP35 contains the sum of CMEP35 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP35 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP35 contains the sum of all values of fffP35 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP36 - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

fffP36 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state. For the IBM z14 CPC,
this data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect this
metric. HISP36 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP36 data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP36 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP36 is the number of CPC problem state level 1 data
cache writes for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP36 is the number of CPC problem state level 1 data
cache writes for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HISS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP36 contains the value of counter 36 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP36 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP36 contains the sum of CMEP36 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP36 contains the sum of CMEP36 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP36 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fffP36 contains the sum of all values of fffP36 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISP37 - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffP37 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the problem state. Penalty cycles are wasted cycles
that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. For the IBM z14 CPC, this
data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect this metric.
HISP37 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffP37 data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLP37 is the number of problem state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEP37 contains the value of counter 37 in the PROBLEM STATE counter field set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEP37 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTP37 contains the sum of CMEP37 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLP37 contains the sum of CMEP37 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffP37 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffP37 contains the sum of all values of fffP37 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS32 - SuperV-State Cycles

fffS32 is the total number of CPC machine cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. CPC machine cycles while the operating
system was in problem or wait state are not counted. HISS32 is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fffS32 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMES32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTS32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLS32 is the number of CPC machine cycles while in
supervisor state, accumulated by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

            HISP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS32, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS32 = fffB0 - fffP32 ;

where:

fffB0 is the total number of cycles while executing in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP32 is the total number of cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS32 contains the sum of CMES32 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS32 contains the sum of CMES32 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffS32 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS32 contains the sum of all values of fffS32 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS33 - SuperV-State Instructions

fffS33 is the total number of instructions that are executed over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in the supervisor state. HISS33 is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fffS33 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine file (HARCME), CMES33 is the number of supervisor state instructions
that are executed for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType file (HARCMT), CMTS33 is the number of supervisor state instructions that
are executed for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file (HARCML), CMLS33 is the number of supervisor state instructions that are
executed for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions

            HISP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions
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Element Derivation:

fffS33, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS33 = fffB1 - fffP33 ;

where:

fffB1 is the total number of instructions that are executed in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP33 is the total number of cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS33 contains the sum of CMES33 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS33 contains the sum of CMES33 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffS33 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS33 contains the sum of all values of fffS33 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISS34 - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

fffS34 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 instruction cache over the measurement interval while
logical processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. For the IBM z14
CPC, this data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect
the related problem state metric, so it is not possible to compute the supervisor state value. HISS34 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS34 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES34 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS34 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
instruction cache writes for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS34 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
instruction cache writes for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB2   - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HISP34  - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

fffS34, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS34 = fffB2 - fffP34 ;

where:

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP34 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS34 contains the sum of CMES34 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS34 contains the sum of CMES34 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fffS34 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS34 contains the sum of all values of fffS34 processed in the level of summarization.

HISS35 - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffS35 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. Penalty cycles are wasted
cycles that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. For the IBM z14
CPC, this data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect
the related problem state metric, so it is not possible to compute the supervisor state value. HISS35 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fffS35 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES35 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS35 is the number of supervisor state level 1
instruction cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS35 is the number of supervisor state level 1 instruction
cache penalty cycles for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS35, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS35 = fffB3 - fffP35 ;

where:

fffB3 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP35 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache penalty cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS35 contains the sum of CMES35 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS35 contains the sum of CMES35 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffS35 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS35 contains the sum of all values of fffS35 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISS36 - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

fffS36 is the total number of directory writes to the CPC level 1 data cache over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. For the IBM z14 CPC, this
data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect the related
problem state metric, so it is not possible to compute the supervisor state value. HISS36 is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fffS36 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES36 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache writes for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS36 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1
data cache writes for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS36 is the number of CPC supervisor state level 1 data
cache writes for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HISP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

Element Derivation:

fffS36, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS36 = fffB4 - fffP36 ;

where:

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP36 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS36 contains the sum of CMES36 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS36 contains the sum of CMES36 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffS36 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS36 contains the sum of all values of fffS36 processed in the level of summarization.

HISS37 - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

fffS37 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched, and the z/OS operating system was executing in supervisor state. Penalty cycles are wasted cycles
that occur while the CPC is waiting for the data or instruction to be loaded into level 1 cache. For the IBM z14 CPC, this
data element contains a missing value because the IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services does not collect the related
problem state metric, so it is not possible to compute the supervisor state value. HISS37 is the data dictionary member
name for this data element, and applies to the fffS37 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMES37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTS37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data
cache penalty cycles for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLS37 is the number of supervisor state level 1 data cache
penalty cycles for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

            HISP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fffS37, where fff is CME, CMT, or CML, is derived using the following equation:

fffS37 = fffB5 - fffP37 ;

where:

fffB5 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles while in both the problem and supervisor states

fffP37 is the total number of level 1 data cache penalty cycles while in problem state

In the HARCMT file, CMTS37 contains the sum of CMES37 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR. In
the HARCML file, CMLS37 contains the sum of CMES37 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffS37 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffS37 contains the sum of all values of fffS37 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

fff5DI3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention. fff5DI3A is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff5DL3A). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff5DI3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

           HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DI3A contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DI3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DI3A contains the sum of CME5DI3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DI3A contains the sum of CME5DI3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DI3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DI3A contains the sum of all values of fff5DI3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DI3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5DI3B - V5 L1 D - from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

fff5DI3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
with intervention. fff5DI3B is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff5DL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DI3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5DI3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

           HIS5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DI3B contains the value of counter 149 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DI3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DI3B contains the sum of CME5DI3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DI3B contains the sum of CME5DI3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DI3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DI3B contains the sum of all values of fff5DI3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DI3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

fff5DI3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache with intervention. fff5DI3C is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff5DL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
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Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DI3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5DI3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

           HIS5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DI3C contains the value of counter 152 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DI3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DI3C contains the sum of CME5DI3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DI3C contains the sum of CME5DI3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DI3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DI3C contains the sum of all values of fff5DI3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DI3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

fff5DI3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention. fff5DI3D is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff5DL3D). This data element is only populated
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for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DI3D is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff5DI3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DI3D contains the value of counter 155 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DI3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DI3D contains the sum of CME5DI3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DI3D contains the sum of CME5DI3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DI3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DI3D contains the sum of all values of fff5DI3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DI3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5DL2 - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

fff5DL2 contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory writes
sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL2 contains the value of counter 133 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL2 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL2 contains the sum of CME5DL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL2 contains the sum of CME5DL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL2 contains the sum of all values of fff5DL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL2 contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 2 data cache.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

fff5DL3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache (both with
and without intervention), but does not include writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from
the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158). This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL3A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip
cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate
was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done
to remove other copies of the cache line.

• Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)
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           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5DL3A is set to the sum of CME5DI3A and CME5DN3A, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention
(CME5DI3A) and without intervention (CME5DN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL3A contains the sum of CME5DL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL3A contains the sum of CME5DL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for
cases where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

fff5DL3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5DL3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5DL3B is set to the sum of CME5DI3B and CME5DN3B,
which contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with
intervention (CME5DI3B) and without intervention (CME5DN3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL3B contains the sum of CME5DL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL3B contains the sum of CME5DL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

fff5DL3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5DL3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5DL3C is set to the sum of CME5DI3C and CME5DN3C, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with
intervention (CME5DI3C) and without intervention (CME5DN3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL3C contains the sum of CME5DL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL3C contains the sum of CME5DL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fff5DL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL3C contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5DL3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5DL3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)
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           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5DL3D is set to the sum of CME5DI3D and CME5DN3D, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention
(CME5DI3D) and without intervention (CME5DN3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL3D contains the sum of CME5DL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL3D contains the sum of CME5DL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL3D contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

fff5DL3V contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Other level 1 data cache directory writes sourced
from the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL3V is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL3V data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
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cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical cores that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL3V contains the value of counter 158 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL3V is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL3V contains the sum of CME5DL3V over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL3V contains the sum of CME5DL3V over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL3V ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL3V contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3V processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL3V contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache,
where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

fff5DL4A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL4A contains the value of counter 156 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL4A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL4A contains the sum of CME5DL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL4A contains the sum of CME5DL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff5DL4A contains the sum of all values of fff5DL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL4A contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

fff5DL4B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)
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           HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL4B contains the value of counter 157 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL4B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL4B contains the sum of CME5DL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL4B contains the sum of CME5DL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL4B contains the sum of all values of fff5DL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL4B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycle

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

fff5DL5A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL5A contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL5A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL5A contains the sum of CME5DL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL5A contains the sum of CME5DL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL5A contains the sum of all values of fff5DL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL5A contains the number of times the required data was found in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

fff5DL5B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL5B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL5B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL5B contains the value of counter 148 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL5B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL5B contains the sum of CME5DL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL5B contains the sum of CME5DL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL5B contains the sum of all values of fff5DL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL5B contains the number of times the required data was found in on-cluster, off-chip memory.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

fff5DL5C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL5C is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL5C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL5C contains the value of counter 151 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME5DL5C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL5C contains the sum of CME5DL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL5C contains the sum of CME5DL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL5C contains the sum of all values of fff5DL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL5C contains the number of times the required data was found in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

fff5DL5D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DL5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DL5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer
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           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DL5D contains the value of counter 154 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DL5D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DL5D contains the sum of CME5DL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DL5D contains the sum of CME5DL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DL5D contains the sum of all values of fff5DL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DL5D contains the number of times the required data was found in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

fff5DN3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention. fff5DN3A is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff5DL3A). This data element is only populated for
z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff5DN3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

           HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DN3A contains the value of counter 144 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DN3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DN3A contains the sum of CME5DN3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DN3A contains the sum of CME5DN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DN3A contains the sum of all values of fff5DN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DN3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

fff5DN3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
without intervention. fff5DN3B is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff5DL3B). This data element is only
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populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DN3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5DN3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: HIS5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DN3B contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DN3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DN3B contains the sum of CME5DN3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DN3B contains the sum of CME5DN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DN3B contains the sum of all values of fff5DN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DN3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

fff5DN3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
without intervention. fff5DN3C is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff5DL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DN3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5DN3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: HIS5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DN3C contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DN3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DN3C contains the sum of CME5DN3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DN3C contains the sum of CME5DN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DN3C contains the sum of all values of fff5DN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DN3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

fff5DN3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache without
intervention. fff5DN3D is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff5DL3D). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DN3D is the data dictionary member name for this
data element, and applies to the fff5DN3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: HIS5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DN3D contains the value of counter 153 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DN3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DN3D contains the sum of CME5DN3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DN3D contains the sum of CME5DN3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DN3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5DN3D contains the sum of all values of fff5DN3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff5DN3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

fff5II3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, with
intervention. fff5II3A is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff5IL3A). This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5II3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff5II3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5II3A contains the value of counter 164 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5II3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5II3A contains the sum of CME5II3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML5II3A contains the sum of CME5II3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5II3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5II3A contains the sum of all values of fff5II3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5II3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

fff5II3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache with intervention. fff5II3B is a subset of V5 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff5IL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5II3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5II3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for the logical processorwith
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)   

           HIS5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)   

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)   

           HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5II3B contains the value of counter 167 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5II3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5II3B contains the sum of CME5II3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML5II3B contains the sum of CME5II3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5II3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5II3B contains the sum of all values of fff5II3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5II3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

fff5II3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache with intervention. fff5II3C is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff5IL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5II3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5II3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)   

           HIS5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)   

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)   

           HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer    

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5II3C contains the value of counter 170 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5II3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5II3C contains the sum of CME5II3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5II3C contains the sum of CME5II3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5II3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5II3C contains the sum of all values of fff5II3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5II3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

fff5II3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention. fff5II3D is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff5IL3D). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5II3D is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff5II3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5II3D contains the value of counter 173 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5II3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5II3D contains the sum of CME5II3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5II3D contains the sum of CME5II3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5II3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5II3D contains the sum of all values of fff5II3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5II3D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS5IL2 - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

fff5IL2 contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL2 is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL2 data elements in several MICS database files as
follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL2 contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL2 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL2 contains the sum of CME5IL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML5IL2 contains the sum of CME5IL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL2 contains the sum of all values of fff5IL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL2 contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 2
instruction cache.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

fff5IL3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5IL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:
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For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5IL3A is set to the sum of CME5II3A and CME5IN3A, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention
(CME5II3A) and without intervention (CME5IN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL3A contains the sum of CME5IL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL3A contains the sum of CME5IL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff5IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL3A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

fff5IL3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5IL3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with addressIPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster
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           HIS5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5IL3B is set to the sum of CME5II3B and CME5IN3B, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with
intervention (CME5II3B) and without intervention (CME5IN3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL3B contains the sum of CME5IL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL3B contains the sum of CME5IL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff5IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL3B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

fff5IL3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
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memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5IL3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5IL3C is set to the sum of CME5II3C and CME5IN3C, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with
intervention (CME5II3C) and without intervention (CME5IN3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL3C contains the sum of CME5IL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL3C contains the sum of CME5IL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL3C contains the sum of all values of fff5IL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL3C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |
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    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5IL3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5IL3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME5IL3D is set to the sum of CME5II3D and CME5IN3D, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention
(CME5II3D) and without intervention (CME5IN3D).
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In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL3D contains the sum of CME5IL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL3D contains the sum of CME5IL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL3D contains the sum of all values of fff5IL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL3D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

fff5IL4A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL4A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL4A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster
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           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL4A contains the value of counter 174 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL4A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL4A contains the sum of CME5IL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL4A contains the sum of CME5IL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL4A contains the sum of all values of fff5IL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL4A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 on-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

fff5IL4B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL4B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL4B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL4B contains the value of counter 175 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL4B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL4B contains the sum of CME5IL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL4B contains the sum of CME5IL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL4B contains the sum of all values of fff5IL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL4B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

fff5IL5A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL5A contains the value of counter 163 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL5A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL5A contains the sum of CME5IL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL5A contains the sum of CME5IL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff5IL5A contains the sum of all values of fff5IL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and
finally, real memory for the instruction. fff5IL5A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-chip
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

fff5IL5B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)
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           HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL5B contains the value of counter 166 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL5B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL5B contains the sum of CME5IL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL5B contains the sum of CME5IL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL5B contains the sum of all values of fff5IL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL5B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-cluster, off-
chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

fff5IL5C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL5C contains the value of counter 169 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL5C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL5C contains the sum of CME5IL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL5C contains the sum of CME5IL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IL5C contains the sum of all values of fff5IL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL5C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-drawer, off-
cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

fff5IL5D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IL5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5IL5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IL5D contains the value of counter 172 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IL5D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IL5D contains the sum of CME5IL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL5D contains the sum of CME5IL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff5IL5D contains the sum of all values of fff5IL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IL5D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

fff5IN3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, without
intervention. fff5IN3A is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff5IL3A). This data element is only populated for z/
OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff5IN3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME5IN3A contains the value of counter 162 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IN3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IN3A contains the sum of CME5IN3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IN3A contains the sum of CME5IN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IN3A contains the sum of all values of fff5IN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IN3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

fff5IN3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache without intervention. fff5IN3B is a subset of V5 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff5IL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IN3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5IN3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)   

           HIS5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)   

           HIS5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)   

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster    
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IN3B contains the value of counter 165 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IN3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IN3B contains the sum of CME5IN3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IN3B contains the sum of CME5IN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IN3B contains the sum of all values of fff5IN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IN3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

fff5IN3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache without intervention. fff5IN3C is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff5IL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IN3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5IN3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for all logical processors of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)   

           HIS5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)   

           HIS5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)   

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   
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           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer     

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IN3C contains the value of counter 168 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IN3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IN3C contains the sum of CME5IN3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IN3C contains the sum of CME5IN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IN3C contains the sum of all values of fff5IN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IN3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

fff5IN3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache
without intervention. fff5IN3D is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff5IL3D). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5IN3D is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5IN3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5IN3D contains the value of counter 171 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5IN3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5IN3D contains the sum of CME5IN3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IN3D contains the sum of CME5IN3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5IN3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5IN3D contains the sum of all values of fff5IN3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff5IN3D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS5PC2 - V5 Pct L1 from L2

fff5PC2 contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   
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            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory     

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

            HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff5PC2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC2=(fff5TL2*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC2=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC2=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC2=. ;             /* not version 5    */

where

fff5TL2 is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC2 contains the the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 2 data and instruction caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

fff5PC3A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache, except for level 1 data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done
to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level
3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC3A is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5PC3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-
chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID,
except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove
other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

Element Derivation:

fff5PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC3A=(fff5TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC3A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC3A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC3A=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where
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fff5TL3A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache,
except for level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was
done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC3A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was located in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for the times when a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

fff5PC3B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with
the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC3B
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC3B data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with
addressIPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core
typeCPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

Element Derivation:

fff5PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC3B=(fff5TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC3B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC3B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC3B=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where

fff5TL3B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from from level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC3B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

fff5PC3C contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14.
HIS5PC3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core
typeCPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned
to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer     

Element Derivation:

fff5PC3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC3C=(fff5TL3C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC3C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC3C=. ;

 END ;
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 ELSE fff5PC3C=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5TL3C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-
cluster cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC3C contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles     

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5PC3D contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC3D is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC3D data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PC3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC3D=(fff5TL3D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC3D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC3D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC3D=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL3D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CM

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC3D contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff5PC3V contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where
a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of all other level 1 data and
instruction cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache is captured in data element fff5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3
On-Chip. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC3V is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC3V data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip        

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

Element Derivation:

fff5PC3V is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC3V=(fff5TL3V*100)/fffTL1W ;
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   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC3V=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC3V=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC3V=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5TL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC3V ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC3V contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PC3V contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

fff5PC4A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC4A is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC4A data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer   

Element Derivation:

fff5PC4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC4A=(fff5TL4A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC4A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC4A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC4A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL4A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC4A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff5PC4B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC4B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC4B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory 

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer
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            HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PC4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC4B=(fff5TL4B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC4B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC4B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC4B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff4TL4B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC4B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff5PC5A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC5A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC5A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PC5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC5A=(fff5TL5A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC5A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC5A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC5A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL5A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC5A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

fff5PC5B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC5B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC5B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory 

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory
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            HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PC5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC5B=(fff5TL5B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC5B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC5B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC5B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL5B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC5B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff5PC5C contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC5C is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC5C data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PC5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC5C=(fff5TL5C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC5C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC5C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC5C=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL5C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC5C contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff5PC5D contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PC5D is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC5D data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory
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            HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PC5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff5PC5D=(fff5TL5D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff5PC5D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff5PC5D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PC5D=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5TL5D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PC5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PC5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5PC5D contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL2 - V5 Total L1 from L2

fff5TL2 contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL2 is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL2 is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL2 CML5TL2 is the number of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip        

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL2 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data and instruction caches (CME5DL2+CME5IL2).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL2 contains the sum of CME5TL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML5TL2 contains the sum of CME5TL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL2 contains the sum of all values of fff5TL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL2 contains the number of times the required item was found in
the level 2 caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

fff5TL3A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only invalidate was done to
remove other copies of the cache line. Read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache
are captured in data element fff5TL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID. This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff5TL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip
data cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache (CME5IL3A+CME5DL3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL3A contains the sum of CME5TL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3A contains the sum of CME5TL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fff5TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff5TL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL3A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

fff5TL3B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14.
HIS5TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID
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           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster cache (CME5IL3B+CME5DL3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL3B contains the sum of CME5TL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3B contains the sum of CME5TL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff5TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL3B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

fff5TL3C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14.
HIS5TL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned
to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL3C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache (CME5IL3C+CME5DL3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL3C contains the sum of CME5TL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3C contains the sum of CME5TL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL3C contains the sum of all values of fff5TL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL3C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5TL3D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL3D is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL3D data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL3D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache (CME5IL3D+CME5DL3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL3D contains the sum of CME5TL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3D contains the sum of CME5TL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff5TL3D contains the sum of all values of fff5TL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL3D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles     

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff5TL3V contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Other directory writes sourced from the level
3 on-chip data and instruction caches are captured in data element fff5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL3V is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL3V data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip      

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 
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           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL3V is set equal to data element V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID
(E158) (CME5DL3V).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL3V contains the sum of CME5TL3V over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3V contains the sum of CME5TL3V over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL3V ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL3V contains the sum of all values of fff5TL3V processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5TL3V contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 3 on-chip
data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

fff5TL4A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL4A is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL4A data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)         

           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)         

           HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL4A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache (CME5IL4A+CME5DL4A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL4A contains the sum of CME5TL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL4A contains the sum of CME5TL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL4A contains the sum of all values of fff5TL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL4A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff5TL4B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL4B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL4B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL4B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache (CME5IL4B+CME5DL4B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL4B contains the sum of CME5TL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL4B contains the sum of CME5TL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff5TL4B contains the sum of all values of fff5TL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL4B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff5TL5A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL5A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL5A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer
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           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL5A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory (CME5IL5A+CME5DL5A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL5A contains the sum of CME5TL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CMT5TL5A contains the sum of CME5TL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL5A contains the sum of all values of fff5TL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL5A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

fff5TL5B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL5B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL5B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)   

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)   

           HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL5B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory (CME5IL5B+CME5DL5B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL5B contains the sum of CME5TL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL5B contains the sum of CME5TL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL5B contains the sum of all values of fff5TL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL5B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff5TL5C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-
cluster memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14.
HIS5TL5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL5C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL5C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory (CME5IL5C+CME5DL5C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL5C contains the sum of CME5TL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL5C contains the sum of CME5TL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL5C contains the sum of all values of fff5TL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL5C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff5TL5D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TL5D is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5TL5D data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME5TL5D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory (CME5IL5D+CME5DL5D).
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In the HARCMT file, CMT5TL5D contains the sum of CME5TL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL5D contains the sum of CME5TL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5TL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TL5D contains the sum of all values of fff5TL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff5TL5D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff5AVPD contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss. CPC
machine cycles that are expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required data item, are
referred to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such
as the IBM z14. HIS5AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5AVPD data
elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

           HIS5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

           HIS5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss
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           HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

Element Derivation:

fff5AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff5DL2,fff5DL3A,fff5DL3V,fff5DL3B,fff5DL3C,

                  fff5DL3D,fff5DL4A,fff5DL4B,

                  fff5DL5A,fff5DL5B,fff5DL5C,fff5DL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff5AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff5AVPD=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff5AVPD=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff5AVPD=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5DL2 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fff5DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, except for
writes where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff5DL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff5DL3B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff5DL3C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fff5DL3D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff5DL4A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff5DL4B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff5DL5A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff5DL5B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff5DL5C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff5DL5D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB5 is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff5AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff5AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles that are expended
while finding the data.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff5AVPI contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC
machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction, are referred
to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes
(CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14.
HIS5AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

           HIS5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

           HIS5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)  

           HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)       

           HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)   

           HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)    

           HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172) 

Element Derivation:

fff5AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff5IL2,fff5IL3A,fff5IL3B,fff5IL3C,fff5IL3D,

                  fff5IL4A,fff5IL4B,         

                  fff5IL5A,fff5IL5B,fff5IL5C,fff5IL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff5AVPI=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff5AVPI=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff5AVPI=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff5AVPI=. ;            /* not version 5    */         

where

fff5IL2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fff5IL3A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff5IL3B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff5IL3C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache

fff5IL3D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff5IL4A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff5IL4B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff5IL5A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff5IL5B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster off-chip memory

fff5IL5C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff5IL5D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB3 is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff5AVPI contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended
while finding the instruction.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff5AVPM contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache
miss. CPC machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred
to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes
(CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM
z14. HIS5AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

            HIS5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

            HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

            HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:
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fff5AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff5TL2,fff5TL3A,fff5TL3V,fff5TL3B,fff5TL3C,

                  fff5TL3D,fff5TL4A,fff5TL4B,

                  fff5TL5A,fff5TL5B,fff5TL5C,fff5TL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff5AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff5AVPM=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff5AVPM=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff5AVPM=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5TL2 is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff5TL3A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache,
except for data cache writes where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff5TL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff5TL3B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache

fff5TL3C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on drawer, off-
cluster cache

fff5TL3D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer
cache

fff5TL4A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer
cache

fff5TL4B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer
cache

fff5TL5A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff5TL5B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff5TL5C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory

fff5TL5D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff5AVPM contains the average number of wasted CPC machine
cycles expended while finding the item.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff5AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation
Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5AVPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5AVPT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
were incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
were incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that were
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     IF fff52TBE GT 0      THEN fff5AVPT=fff52TBP/fff52TBE ;

     ELSE IF fff52TBE EQ 0 THEN fff5AVPT=0 ;

     ELSE                       fff5AVPT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff5AVPT =. ;          /* not version 5    */
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where

fff52TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data and instruction TLB misses

fff52TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

fff5CTAN contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where
the CPU was not using any special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility
was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5CTAN is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5CTAN data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5CTAN is the number of constrained transaction
aborts without special logic that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5CTAN contains the value of counter 244 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5CTAN is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT5CTAN contains the sum of CME5CTAN over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTAN contains the sum of CME5CTAN over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5CTAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5CTAN contains the sum of all values of fff5CTAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5CTAN contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution where there was no special
logic used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

fff5CTAS contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where
the CPU attempted to use special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility
was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5CTAS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5CTAS data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5CTAS contains the value of counter 245 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME5CTAS is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5CTAS contains the sum of CME5CTAS over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTAS contains the sum of CME5CTAS over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5CTAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5CTAS contains the sum of all values of fff5CTAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5CTAS contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution even though special logic was
used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

fff5CTND contains the number of constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in Transactional-
Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version
5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5CTND is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5CTND data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME5CTND contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5CTND is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5CTND contains the sum of CME5CTND over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTND contains the sum of CME5CTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5CTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5CTND contains the sum of all values of fff5CTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5CTND contains the count of constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

fff5CTPC contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache
and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5CTPC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and
applies to the fff5CTPC data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes 

           HIS5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss 

           HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI 

           HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI 

           HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss 

           HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) 

           HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5CTPC contains the value of counter 143 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5CTPC is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5CTPC contains the sum of CME5CTPC over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTPC contains the sum of CME5CTPC over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5CTPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5CTPC contains the sum of all values of fff5CTPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required item is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, or the level 2 TLB, the CPC searches the
other caches and memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required
item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff5CTPC contains the number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to both
level 1 cache misses and level 2 TLB misses.

HIS5DUE - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

fff5DUE contains the total number of times a cache line was updated to exclusive in the level 1 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5DUE is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5DUE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5DUE contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5DUE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5DUE contains the sum of CME5DUE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5DUE contains the sum of CME5DUE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff5DUE contains the sum of all values of fff5DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

fff5ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) that were incurred while
waiting for resolution of level 1 data and instruction cache, and level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses, for
the logical processor(s) over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5ECPI data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions 

           HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                  */

     IF fffB1 THEN        fff5ECPI=(fff5CTPC/fffB1) ;

     ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff5ECPI=0 ;

     ELSE                 fff5ECPI=. ;

   END ;       /* end not Version 5    */

   ELSE fff5ECPI=.;            /* not Version 5        */ 

where

fff5CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving L1 cache and L2 TLB misses

fffB1 is the total number of executed instructions
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fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5ECPI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff5ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles
that were incurred per executed instruction due to both level 1 cache misses and level 2 TLB misses.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff5EICC contains an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the
level 1 data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5EICC is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5EICC data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for all
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

            HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:
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fff5EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     fff5EICC=fffCPI-fff5ECPI;

   END ;

   ELSE fff5EICC=. ;           /* not version 5    */ 

where

fffCPI is the total number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff5ECPI is the estimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5EICC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff5EICC contains an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be
required if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real
memory to search.

HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff5ESCM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache miss, including
penalty cycles that were incurred resolving level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses. Penalty cycles are wasted
CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for the required data or
instruction. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with
the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ESCM
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5ESCM data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles
per level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per
level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per level
1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes 

           HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI
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           HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                  */

     IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN   fff5ESCM=(fff5CTPC/fffTL1W) ;

     ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff5ESCM=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff5ESCM=. ;

   END ;       /* end IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 */

   ELSE fff5ESCM=.;            /* not Version 5        */

where

fff5CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5ESCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff5ESCM contains an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a
term describing the higher level shared caches and memory where considerable numbers of cycles are expended while
resolving the miss.

For CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip             ----+

    Level 3 On-Cluster, Off-Chip    |

    Level 3 On-Drawer, Off-Cluster  |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer              |

    Level 4 On-Drawer               |   

    Level 4 Off-Drawer              | Nest

    On-Chip Memory                  |

    On-Cluster, Off-Chip Memory     |
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    On-Drawer, Off-Cluster Memory   |

    Off-Drawer Memory           ----+

HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

fff5ETTM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles that were incurred to resolve level 2 Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) misses. Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that are expended while resolving cache misses.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ETTM is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5ETTM data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also: HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles           

           HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

           HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

           HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5ETTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     IF fff52TBE AND fffTL1P THEN

        fff5ETTM = (fff52TBP/fff52TBE)*(fff5CTPC/fffTL1P); 

     ELSE IF fff52TBE=0 OR fffTL1P=0 THEN fff5ETTM=0 ;

     ELSE                                 fff5ETTM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff5ETTM=. ;           /* not version 5    */

where

fff52TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 TLB misses
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fff52TBE is the total number of entries that are written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses.

fff5CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to all level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

Range of Value:

fff5ETTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5ETTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fff5ETTM is computed using an IBM supplied equation.

HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

fff5ICDI contains the number of a specific set of dispatched decimal instructions. The instructions included in the set
are CVB, CVD, AP, CP, DP, ED, EDMK, MP, SRP, SP, and ZAP. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ICDI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5ICDI data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ICDI is the number of decimal instructions dispatched
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ICDI is the number of decimal instructions
dispatched for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ICDI is the number of decimal instructions dispatched
for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5ICDI contains the value of counter 226 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5ICDI is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5ICDI contains the sum of CME5ICDI over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5ICDI contains the sum of CME5ICDI over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5ICDI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff5ICDI contains the sum of all values of fff5ICDI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5ICF - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

fff5ICF contains the number of execution slots used for a specific set of completed instructions. The instructions included
in the set are used to convert zoned decimal values to floating-point, and floating-point values to zoned decimal. The
instructions included in the set are CDZT, CXZT, CZDT, and CZXT. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ICF is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5ICF data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ICF is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ICF is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ICF is the number of execution slots used for the listed
instructions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5ICF contains the value of counter 224 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5ICF is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5ICF contains the sum of CME5ICF over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML5ICF contains the sum of CME5ICF over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5ICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5ICF contains the sum of all values of fff5ICF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

fff5ICSV contains the number of execution slots used for a specific set of completed instructions that is used for vector
arithmetic with Binary Coded Decimal operands. The instructions included in the set are VAP, VSP, VMP, VMSP, VDP,
VSDP, VRP, VLIP, VSRP, VPSOP, VCP, VTP, VPKZ, VUPKZ, VCVB, VCVBG, VCVD, and VCVDG. This data element
is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5ICSV is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5ICSV data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5ICSV contains the value of counter 225 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5ICSV is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5ICSV contains the sum of CME5ICSV over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5ICSV contains the sum of CME5ICSV over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5ICSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5ICSV contains the sum of all values of fff5ICSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

fff5LHTD contains the number of Last Host Translations completed. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5LHTD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5LHTD data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for all
active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

 See also:  HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5LHTD contains the value of counter 232 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5LHTD is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5LHTD contains the sum of CME5LHTD over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5LHTD contains the sum of CME5LHTD over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5LHTD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5LHTD contains the sum of all values of fff5LHTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A Last Host Translation is the final step of the process involved when a level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) gets
a Guest 1 Absolute address from a Guest 2 Real address on a level 2 TLB miss. In this process, the Page Table Entry
(PTE) is not written into the level 2 TLB.

HIS5NTA - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

fff5NTA contains the number of non-constrained transaction aborts that occurred while executing in transactional-
execution mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5NTA is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5NTA data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5NTA is the number non-constrained transaction
aborts that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5NTA is the number non-constrained transaction
aborts that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5NTA is the number non-constrained transaction aborts
that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5NTA contains the value of counter 243 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5NTA is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5NTA contains the sum of CME5NTA over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5NTA contains the sum of CME5NTA over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5NTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5NTA contains the sum of all values of fff5NTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5NTA contains the number of non-constrained transactions that failed to complete execution.

HIS5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

fff5NTND contains the number of non-constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in
Transactional-Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise
EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5NTND is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5NTND data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5NTND contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME5NTND is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5NTND contains the sum of CME5NTND over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5NTND contains the sum of CME5NTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff5NTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5NTND contains the sum of all values of fff5NTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5NTND contains the count of non-constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff5PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles that were incurred while logical processors were
dispatched, spent resolving level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. CPC
machine cycles expended while resolving TLB or level 1 cache misses are referred to as penalty cycles. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PCMT is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PCMT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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 See also:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

            HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

            HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     IF fffB0 AND fffTL1P THEN                            

        fff5PCMT=(fff52TBP/fffB0)*(fff5CTPC/fffTL1P)*100 ;

     ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 OR fffTL1P EQ 0 THEN fff5PCMT=0 ;

     ELSE                                    fff5PCMT=. ;

   END ;                                             

   ELSE fff5PCMT=. ;           /* not version 5    */

where

fff52TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data and instruction TLB misses

fff5CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving L1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffB0 is the total number of CPC machine cycles

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fff5PCMT is computed using an IBM supplied equation.

HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

fff5PCPT contains the percentage of the level 2 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that
were not satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff5PCPT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

            HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff5PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */  

   IF fff52TBE GT 0      THEN fff5PCPT=(fff52BPE+fff52CPE) / ;

      fff52TBE*100;                         

   ELSE IF fff52TBE EQ 0 THEN fff5PCPT=0 ;  

   ELSE                       fff5PCPT=. ;

 END ;                                               

 ELSE fff5PCPT =. ;          /* not version 5    */

where

fff52BPE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff52CPE is the total number of entries written to the Combined Region and Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) and Page
Table Entry (PTE) arrays in the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)

fff52TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HIS5PD2 - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

fff5PD2 contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2  

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

            HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff5PD2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD2=(fff5DL2*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD2=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD2=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD2=. ;             /* not version 5    */

where

fff5DL2 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 data cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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The value of fff5PD2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD2 contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 2
data cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

fff5PD3A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, except for
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache
line. The percentage of read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data
element fff5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID.This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5PD3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache
where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was
done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove
other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip
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            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip  

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

fff5PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD3A=(fff5DL3A*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD3A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD3A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD3A=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, except for writes
sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD3A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, except for the times when a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

fff5PD3B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD3B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD3B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster     

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster     

Element Derivation:

fff5PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD3B=(fff5DL3B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD3B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD3B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD3B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where
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fff5DL3B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD3B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

fff5PD3C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD3C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD3C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes
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            HIS5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer     

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer      

Element Derivation:

fff5PD3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD3C=(fff5DL3C*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD3C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD3C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD3C=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5DL3C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD3C contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5PD3D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD3D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer  

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PD3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD3D=(fff5DL3D*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD3D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD3D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD3D=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where
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fff5DL3D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD3D contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff5PD3V contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of all other level 1 data cache
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache is captured in data element fff5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD3V is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD3V data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
of the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip      

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

Element Derivation:

fff5PD3V is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD3V=(fff5DL3V*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD3V=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD3V=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD3V=. ;            /* not version 5    */

where

fff5DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD3V ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD3V contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD3V contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |
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    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

fff5PD4A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer    

Element Derivation:

fff5PD4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD4A=(fff5DL4A*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD4A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD4A=. ;  

 END ;
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 ELSE fff5PD4A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5DL4A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD4A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 4
on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

fff5PD4B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache.This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PD4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD4B=(fff5DL4B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD4B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD4B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD4B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5DL4B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD4B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 4
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |
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    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

fff5PD5A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data element
is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory  

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PD5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD5A=(fff5DL5A*100)/fffB4 ;   ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD5A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD5A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD5A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where
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fff5DL5A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD5A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-chip
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

fff5PD5B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version
5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes
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            HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PD5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD5B=(fff5DL5B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD5B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD5B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD5B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5DL5B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD5B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-cluster,
off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

fff5PD5C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PD5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD5C=(fff5DL5C*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD5C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD5C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD5C=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where
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fff5DL5C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD5C contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-drawer,
off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

fff5PD5D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PD5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)
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            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PD5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff5PD5D=(fff5DL5D*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff5PD5D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PD5D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PD5D=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5DL5D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PD5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PD5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff5PD5D contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |
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    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI2 - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

fff5PI2 contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

            HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2  

            HIS5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

Element Derivation:

fff5PI2 is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI2=(fff5IL2*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI2=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI2=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI2=. ;             /* not version 5    */

where

fff5IL2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes
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fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI2 contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found in
the level 2 instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

fff5PI3A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI3A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI3A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI3A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI3A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip       

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        
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            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

fff5PI3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI3A=(fff5IL3A*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI3A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI3A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI3A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL3A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI3A contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 on-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

fff5PI3B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI3B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI3B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster    

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

fff5PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI3B=(fff5IL3B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI3B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI3B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI3B=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL3B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:
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The value of fff5PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI3B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

fff5PI3C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI3C is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI3C data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer     

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 
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            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

Element Derivation:

fff5PI3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI3C=(fff5IL3C*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI3C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI3C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI3C=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL3C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI3B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles
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HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

fff5PI3D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI3D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer    

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PI3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI3D=(fff5IL3D*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI3D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI3D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI3D=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL3D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

fff5PI3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI3D contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

fff5PI4A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)    

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer
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            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PI4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI4A=(fff5IL4A*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI4A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI4A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI4A=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL4A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI4A contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

fff5PI4B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5
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CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

Element Derivation:

fff5PI4B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI4B=(fff5IL4B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI4B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI4B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI4B=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where

fff5IL4B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI4B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

fff5PI5A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)  

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory
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            HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PI5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI5A=(fff5IL5A*100)/fffB2 ;   ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI5A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI5A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI5A=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where

fff5IL5A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI5A contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

fff5PI5B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PI5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI5B=(fff5IL5B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI5B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI5B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI5B=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where

fff5IL5B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI5B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

fff5PI5C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory
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            HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PI5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI5C=(fff5IL5C*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI5C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI5C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI5C=. ;            /* not version 5    */  

where

fff5IL5C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI5C contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

fff5PI5D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5PI5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PI5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

fff5PI5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;   /* z14                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff5PI5D=(fff5IL5D*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff5PI5D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff5PI5D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff5PI5D=. ;            /* not version 5    */ 

where

fff5IL5D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5PI5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff5PI5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff5PI5D contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS5RNI - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

fff5RNI contains a calculated value that is used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest
is a term describing the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity indicate
greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the core type level (HARCMT file),
is helpful in quantifying an LPAR virtual core mix, and in determining the appropriate CPC engine configuration during
CPC upgrades. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5RNI
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5RNI data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HIS5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip      

            HIS5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint
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Element Derivation:

fff5RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     fff5RNI=2.4*((0.4*fff5PC3A)+

                  (1.5*(fff5PC3B+fff5PC3C+fff5PC3V+fff5PC4A))+

                  (3.2*(fff5PC3D+fff5PC4A))+

                  (7.0*(fff5PC5A+fff5PC5B+          

                        fff5PC5C+fff5PC5D))) / 100 ;

   END ;                                             

   ELSE fff5RNI=. ;            /* not version 5    */       

where

fff5PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, except for data
cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line

fff5PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff5PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fff5PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 where a read-only invalidate
was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff5PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff5PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff5PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff5PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff5PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff5PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff5PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

2.4, 0.4, 1.5, 3.2, and 7.0 are scaling factors determined by IBM, that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels
of the nest in the RNI calculation

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5RNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared caches
and memory (nest). The value found in fff5RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used in the calculation that
categorizes LPAR workloads in IBM's Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 5 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:
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    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip           ----+

    Level 3 On-Cluster Off-Chip   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Cluster |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer            |

    Level 4 On-Drawer             | Nest

    Level 4 Off Drawer            |

    On-Chip Memory                |

    On-Cluster, Off-Chip Memory   |

    On-Drawer, Off-Cluster Memory |

    Off-Drawer Memory             

HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

fff5TMRT contains the number of level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses that were incurred, per second, for
the logical processor(s) over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5TMRT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5TMRT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TMRT is the number of level 2 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5TMRT is the number of level 2 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5TMRT is the number of level 1 TLB misses, per second,
for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time          

            HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

            HIS5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

Element Derivation:

fff5TMRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */

     IF DURATION THEN          fff5TMRT=fff52TBE / DURATION ;

     ELSE IF fff52TBE = 0 THEN fff5TMRT=0 ;

     ELSE                      fff5TMRT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff5TMRT=. ;           /* not version 5    */
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where

fff52TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

DURATION is the number of seconds bounded by the measurement interval: ENDTS - STARTTS

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff5TMRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff5TMRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

fff5WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

• 1 (LOW) - Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less
expensive (fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

• 2 (AVG) - Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in
somewhat more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

• 3 (HIGH) - High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the
most expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values. Note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate
CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload
hint value at a variety of levels as described below. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS5WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff5WKLD data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT5WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML5WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

            HIS5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

Element Derivation:

fff5WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 5 THEN DO ;  /* z14                 */
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   IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

     IF fff5RNI GE .75 THEN fff5WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff5WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

     IF fff5RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff5WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff5RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff5WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff5WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

     IF fff5RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff5WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE fff5WKLD=2 ;

   END ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff5WKLD=. ;               /* not version 5    */ 

where

fffPCL1M is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff5RNI is the relative nest intensity

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff5WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff5WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

fff52BPE contains the total number of entries written into the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table
Entry (PTE) array over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff52BPE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52BPE contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52BPE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52BPE contains the sum of CME52BPE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52BPE contains the sum of CME52BPE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52BPE contains the sum of all values of fff52BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

fff52CLM contains the count of the following two items, summed together: - The number of entries written into the level 2
TranslationLookaside Buffer (TLB) Combined Region and Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) array for one-megabyte pages. -
The number of Last Host Translations. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such
as the IBM z14. HIS52CLM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff52CLM data
elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52CLM is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries and Last Host Translations for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52CLM is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries and Last Host Translations for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52CLM is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries and Last Host Translations for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

            HIS52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52CLM contains the value of counter 131 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME52CLM is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52CLM contains the sum of CME52CLM over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52CLM contains the sum of CME52CLM over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52CLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52CLM contains the sum of all values of fff52CLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A Last Host Translation is the final step of the process involved when a level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) gets
a Guest 1 Absolute address from a Guest 2 Real address on a level 2 TLB miss. In this process, the Page Table Entry
(PTE) is not written into the level 2 TLB.

HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

fff52CPE contains the total number of entries that were written to both the Combined Region and Segment Table Entry
(CRSTE), and Page Table Entry (PTE) arrays in the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement
interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52CPE is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff52CPE data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and
PTE array entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and PTE
array entries for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and PTE
array entries for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52CPE contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52CPE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52CPE contains the sum of CME52CPE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52CPE contains the sum of CME52CPE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52CPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff52CPE contains the sum of all values of fff52CPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

fff52DBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), where
the request was made by the data cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff52DBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52DBE is the number of data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52DBE is the number of data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52DBE is the number of 2 data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

            HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52DBE contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52DBE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52DBE contains the sum of CME52DBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52DBE contains the sum of CME52DBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52DBE contains the sum of all values of fff52DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HIS52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

fff52DBG contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) for two-gigabyte
pages, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as
the IBM z14. HIS52DBG is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff52DBG data
elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written for
2GB pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written
for 2GB pages, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written for
2GB pages, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52DBG contains the value of counter 232 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52DBG is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52DBG contains the sum of CME52DBG over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52DBG contains the sum of CME52DBG over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52DBG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52DBG contains the sum of all values of fff52DBG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

fff52DBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside Buffer
(TLB) misses, where the request was from the data cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52DBP is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff52DBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52DBP contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52DBP is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52DBP contains the sum of CME52DBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52DBP contains the sum of CME52DBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52DBP contains the sum of all values of fff52DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the L2 TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

fff52IBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), where
the request was made by the instruction cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for
z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff52IBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52DBE is the number of instruction cache requested
level 2 TLB entries entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52DBE is the number of instruction cache level
2 requested TLB entries written for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52DBE is the number of instruction cache level 2
requested TLB entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

            HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52IBE contains the value of counter 134 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52IBE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52IBE contains the sum of CME52IBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52IBE contains the sum of CME52IBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52IBE contains the sum of all values of fff52IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

fff52IBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside Buffer
(TLB) misses, where the request was from the instruction cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52IBP is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff52IBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were incurred
due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52IBP contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52IBP is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52IBP contains the sum of CME52IBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52IBP contains the sum of CME52IBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52IBP contains the sum of all values of fff52IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the L2 TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

fff52TBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), for
requests from both the data and instruction caches, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff52TBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2
TLB for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2
TLB for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2 TLB
for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME52TBE is computed by summing the number of translation entries written
to the level 2 TLB for requests from the data and instruction caches (CME52DBE+CME52IBE).

In the HARCMT file, CMT52TBE contains the sum of CME52TBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52TBE contains the sum of CME52TBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52TBE contains the sum of all values of fff52TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff52TBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) misses, for requests from both the data and instruction caches, over the measurement interval. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52TBP is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff52TBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all logical processors of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were incurred
due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all active logical processors that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME52TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
Level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches (CME52DBP+CME52IBP).

In the HARCMT file, CMT52TBP contains the sum of CME52TBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52TBP contains the sum of CME52TBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52TBP contains the sum of all values of fff52TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

fff52TEB contains the total number of cycles that level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) translation engines were
busy. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS52TEB is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff52TEB data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME52TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT52TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML52TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  HIS5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME52TEB contains the value of counter 139 in the Version 5 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME52TEB is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT52TEB contains the sum of CME52TEB over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML52TEB contains the sum of CME52TEB over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff52TEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff52TEB contains the sum of all values of fff52TEB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

fff6AVPD contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss. CPC
machine cycles that are expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required data item, are
referred to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 5 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such
as the IBM z15. HIS6AVPD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5AVPD data
elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6AVPD is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      

       SEE ALSO: HISB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

           HIS6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

           HIS6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster
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           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

 

      

Element Derivation:

fff6AVPD is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff6DL2,fff6DL3A,fff6DL3V,fff6DL3B,fff6DL3C,

                  fff6DL3D,fff6DL4A,fff6DL4B,

                  fff6DL5A,fff6DL5B,fff6DL5C,fff6DL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff6AVPD=fffB5 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff6AVPD=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff6AVPD=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff6AVPD=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6DL2 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache

fff6DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, except for
writes where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff6DL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff6DL3B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff6DL3C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fff6DL3D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff6DL4A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff6DL4B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff6DL5A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff6DL5B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff6DL5C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff6DL5D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB5 is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6AVPD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff6AVPD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally real
memory for the required data. fff6AVPD contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles that are expended
while finding the data.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

fff6AVPI contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss. CPC
machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required instruction, are referred
to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes
(CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.
HIS5AVPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6AVPI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6AVPI is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO: HISB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

           HIS6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

           HIS6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   
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           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)  

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)       

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)   

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)    

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172) 

      

Element Derivation:

fff6AVPI is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff6IL2,fff6IL3A,fff6IL3B,fff6IL3C,fff6IL3D,

                  fff6IL4A,fff6IL4B,         

                  fff6IL5A,fff6IL5B,fff6IL5C,fff6IL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff6AVPI=fffB3 / WRKHIS1 ;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff6AVPI=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff6AVPI=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff6AVPI=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6IL2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache

fff6IL3A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache

fff6IL3B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff6IL3C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache

fff6IL3D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff6IL4A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff6IL4B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff6IL5A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff6IL5B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster off-chip memory

fff6IL5C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff6IL5D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB3 is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 instruction cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6AVPI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6AVPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally
real memory for the required instruction. fff6AVPI contains the average number of wasted CPC machine cycles expended
while finding the instruction.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

fff6AVPM contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache
miss. CPC machine cycles expended, while searching the cache and memory hierarchy for the required item, are referred
to as penalty cycles. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes
(CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM
z15. HIS5AVPM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6AVPM data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that
were incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6AVPM is the average number penalty cycles that were
incurred for each level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

            HIS6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

            HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

            HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory
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            HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

      

Element Derivation:

fff6AVPM is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

    WRKHIS1 = SUM(fff6TL2,fff6TL3A,fff6TL3V,fff6TL3B,fff6TL3C,

                  fff6TL3D,fff6TL4A,fff6TL4B,

                  fff6TL5A,fff6TL5B,fff6TL5C,fff6TL5D) ;

    IF WRKHIS1 GT 0   THEN fff6AVPM=fffTL1P / WRKHIS1;

    ELSE IF WRKHIS1=0 THEN fff6AVPM=0 ;

    ELSE                   fff6AVPM=. ;

  END ;

  ELSE fff6AVPM=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6TL2 is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache

fff6TL3A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache,
except for data cache writes where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff6TL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff6TL3B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache

fff6TL3C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on drawer, off-
cluster cache

fff6TL3D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer
cache

fff6TL4A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer
cache

fff6TL4B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer
cache

fff6TL5A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff6TL5B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff6TL5C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory

fff6TL5D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6AVPM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff6AVPM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. fff6AVPM contains the average number of wasted CPC machine
cycles expended while finding the item.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

fff6AVPT contains the average number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction Translation
Look-Aside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5AVPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6AVPT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
were incurred due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that
were incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6AVPT is the average number of penalty cycles that were
incurred, due to data and instruction TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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Element Derivation:

fff6AVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

   

        IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     IF fff62TBE GT 0      THEN fff6AVPT=fff62TBP/fff62TBE ;

     ELSE IF fff62TBE EQ 0 THEN fff6AVPT=0 ;

     ELSE                       fff6AVPT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff6AVPT =. ;          /* not Version 6    */

 

      

      

where

fff62TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data and instruction TLB misses

fff62TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6AVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6AVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

fff6CTAN contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where
the CPU was not using any special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility
was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5CTAN is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6CTAN data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6CTAN is the number of constrained transaction
aborts without special logic that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6CTAN is the number of constrained transaction aborts
without special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6CTAN contains the value of counter 244 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6CTAN is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6CTAN contains the sum of CME6CTAN over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTAN contains the sum of CME6CTAN over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6CTAN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6CTAN contains the sum of all values of fff6CTAN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff6CTAN contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution where there was no special
logic used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

fff6CTAS contains the number of constrained transaction aborts that occurred in transactional-execution mode where
the CPU attempted to use special logic to allow the transaction to complete. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility
was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6CTAS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6CTAS data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6CTAS is the number of constrained transaction
aborts with special logic that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6CTAS is the number of constrained transaction aborts
with special logic that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6CTAS contains the value of counter 245 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6CTAS is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6CTAS contains the sum of CME6CTAS over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6CTAS contains the sum of CME6CTAS over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6CTAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6CTAS contains the sum of all values of fff6CTAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff6CTAS contains the number of constrained transactions that failed to complete execution even though special logic was
used to attempt to successfully complete the transaction.

HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

fff6CTND contains the number of constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in Transactional-
Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version
6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5CTND is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6CTND data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6CTND is the number of successfully completed
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6CTND contains the value of counter 140 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6CTND is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6CTND contains the sum of CME6CTND over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6CTND contains the sum of CME6CTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6CTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6CTND contains the sum of all values of fff6CTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff6CTND contains the count of constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

fff6CTPC contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache
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and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5CTPC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and
applies to the fff6CTPC data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6CTPC is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes 

           HIS6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss 

           HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI 

           HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI 

           HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss 

           HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6CTPC contains the value of counter 143 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6CTPC is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT5CTPC contains the sum of CME6CTPC over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5CTPC contains the sum of CME5CTPC over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6CTPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6CTPC contains the sum of all values of fff5CTPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required item is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, or the level 2 TLB, the CPC searches the
other caches and memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the required
item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff6CTPC contains the number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to both
level 1 cache misses and level 2 TLB misses.

HIS6DAC - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

fff6DAC contains the total number of cycles expended while obtaining access to a deflate unit, in order to perform data
compression or decompression operations.
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HIS6DAC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DAC data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DAC is the number of cycles expended while
obtaining deflate unit access for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DAC is the number of cycles expended while
obtaining deflate unit access for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DAC is the number of cycles expended while obtaining
deflate unit access for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: HIS6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)              

           HIS6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)              

           HIS6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DAC contains the value of counter 247 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DAC is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DAC contains the sum of CME6DAC over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DAC contains the sum of CME6DAC over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DAC contains the sum of all values of fff6DAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the z15 CPC, data compression and decompression, formerly handled by extra cost zEDC PCIe function cards in the
I/O cage of z14 and earlier CPCs, is handled by z15 chips.

HIS6DAC contains the number of machine cycles expended while obtaining access to z15 compression unit in order to
handle data compression or decompression related requests.

Programs running on the IBM z15 and later CPCs are to execute a specialized-function-assist instruction, DEFLATE
CONVERSION CALL, which supports a number of functions related to on-chip data compression and decompression.
Refer to the IBM z/Architecture Principles of Operation manual (SA22-7832-12 or later) for more information about these
functions.

HIS6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

fff6DCCC contains the total number of DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL instructions executed, that ended with condition
codes 0, 1, or 2.

HIS6DCCC is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DCCC data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DCCC is the number DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL
instructions executed, that ended with condition codes 0, 1, or 2, by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DCCC is the number of DEFLATE CONVERSION
CALL instructions executed, that ended with condition codes 0, 1, or 2, by all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DCCC is the number of DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL
instructions executed, that ended with condition codes 0, 1, or 2, by all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: HIS6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)              

           HIS6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)              

           HIS6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DCCC contains the value of counter 265 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DCCC is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DCCC contains the sum of CME6DCCC over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DCCC contains the sum of CME6DCCC over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DCCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DCCC contains the sum of all values of fff6DCCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the z15 CPC, data compression and decompression, formerly handled by extra cost zEDC PCIe function cards in the
I/O cage of z14 and earlier CPCs, is handled by z15 chips.

HIS6DCCC is a subset of data element HIS6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264).

HIS6DCCC contains the number DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL instructions executed, that ended with condition codes
0, 1, or 2 while executing data compression or decompression related requests.

Programs running on the IBM z15 and later CPCs are to execute a specialized-function-assist instruction, DEFLATE
CONVERSION CALL, which supports a number of functions related to on-chip data compression and decompression.
Refer to the IBM z/Architecture Principles of Operation manual (SA22-7832-12 or later) for more information about these
functions.

HIS6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

fff6DCCI contains the total number of DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL instructions executed.

HIS6DCCI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DCCI data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DCCI is the number DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL
instructions executed by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DCCI is the number of DEFLATE CONVERSION
CALL instructions executed by all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DCCI is the number of DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL
instructions executed by all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: HIS6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)              

           HIS6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)              

           HIS6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DCCI contains the value of counter 264 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DCCI is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DCCI contains the sum of CME6DCCI over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DCCI contains the sum of CME6DCCI over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DCCI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DCCI contains the sum of all values of fff6DCCI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the z15 CPC, data compression and decompression, formerly handled by extra cost zEDC PCIe function cards in the
I/O cage of z14 and earlier CPCs, is handled by z15 chips.

HIS6DCCI contains the number DEFLATE CONVERSION CALL instructions executed in order to perform data
compression or decompression related requests.

Programs running on the IBM z15 and later CPCs are to execute a specialized-function-assist instruction, DEFLATE
CONVERSION CALL, which supports a number of functions related to on-chip data compression and decompression.
Refer to the IBM z/Architecture Principles of Operation manual (SA22-7832-12 or later) for more information about these
functions, including the meaning of various condition codes returned by the function calls.

HIS6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

fff6DCPU contains the total number of cycles expended while using a deflate unit, in order to perform data compression or
decompression functions

HIS6DCPU is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DCPU data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DCPU is the number of cycles expended while using
a deflate unit access for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DCPU is the number of cycles expended while using
a deflate unit access for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DCPU is the number of cycles expended while using a
deflate unit access for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: HIS6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)              

           HIS6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)              

           HIS6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DCPU contains the value of counter 252 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DCPU is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DCPU contains the sum of CME6DCPU over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DCPU contains the sum of CME6DCPU over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DCPU contains the sum of all values of fff6DCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the z15 CPC, data compression and decompression, formerly handled by extra cost zEDC PCIe function cards in the
I/O cage of z14 and earlier CPCs, is handled by z15 chips.

HIS6DCPU contains the number of machine cycles expended while using a z15 compression unit in response to a data
compression or decompression related request.

Programs running on the IBM z15 and later CPCs are to execute a specialized-function-assist instruction, DEFLATE
CONVERSION CALL, which supports a number of functions related to on-chip data compression and decompression.
Refer to the IBM z/Architecture Principles of Operation manual (SA22-7832-12 or later) for more information about these
functions.

HIS6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

fff6DI3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention. fff6DI3A is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff6DL3A). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5DI3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff6DI3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DI3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

           HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DI3A contains the value of counter 146 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DI3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DI3A contains the sum of CME6DI3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DI3A contains the sum of CME6DI3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DI3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DI3A contains the sum of all values of fff6DI3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DI3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.
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HIS6DI3B - V6 L1 D - from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

fff6DI3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
with intervention. fff6DI3B is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff5DL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DI3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6DI3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DI3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

           HIS6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

 

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DI3B contains the value of counter 149 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DI3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DI3B contains the sum of CME6DI3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DI3B contains the sum of CME6DI3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DI3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DI3B contains the sum of all values of fff6DI3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DI3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
with intervention.
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Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

fff6DI3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache with intervention. fff6DI3C is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff5DL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DI3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6DI3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DI3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

           HIS6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DI3C contains the value of counter 152 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DI3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DI3C contains the sum of CME6DI3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DI3C contains the sum of CME6DI3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DI3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DI3C contains the sum of all values of fff6DI3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DI3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

fff6DI3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention. fff6DI3D is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff6DL3D). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DI3D is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff6DI3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DI3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

     SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer  

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DI3D contains the value of counter 155 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DI3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DI3D contains the sum of CME6DI3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DI3D contains the sum of CME5DI3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DI3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff6DI3D contains the sum of all values of fff6DI3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DI3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DL2 - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

fff6DL2 contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL2 is the number of level 1 data cache directory writes
sourced from the level 2 on-chip data cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

     SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL2 contains the value of counter 133 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6DL2 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL2 contains the sum of CME6DL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL2 contains the sum of CME6DL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL2 contains the sum of all values of fff5DL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL2 contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 2 data cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

fff6DL3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache (both with
and without intervention), but does not include writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from
the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158). This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5DL3A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip
cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate
was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done
to remove other copies of the cache line.

• Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6DL3A is set to the sum of CME6DI3A and CME6DN3A, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention
(CME6DI3A) and without intervention (CME6DN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL3A contains the sum of CME6DL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL3A contains the sum of CME6DL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL3A contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for
cases where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles
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The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

fff6DL3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6DL3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6DL3B is set to the sum of CME6DI3B and CME6DN3B,
which contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with
intervention (CME6DI3B) and without intervention (CME6DN3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL3B contains the sum of CME6DL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL3B contains the sum of CME6DL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff6DL3B contains the sum of all values of fff5DL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

fff6DL3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6DL3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)
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           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6DL3C is set to the sum of CME6DI3C and CME6DN3C, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with
intervention (CME6DI3C) and without intervention (CME6DN3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL3C contains the sum of CME6DL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL3C contains the sum of CME6DL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL3C contains the sum of all values of fff6DL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6DL3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6DL3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6DL3D is set to the sum of CME6DI3D and CME6DN3D, which
contain the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention
(CME6DI3D) and without intervention (CME6DN3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL3D contains the sum of CME6DL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL3D contains the sum of CME6DL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL3D contains the sum of all values of fff6DL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |
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    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL3V - V 6L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

fff6DL3V contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Other level 1 data cache directory writes sourced
from the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL3V is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL3V data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical cores that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

     SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID 

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL3V contains the value of counter 158 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6DL3V is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL3V contains the sum of CME6DL3V over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL3V contains the sum of CME6DL3V over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL3V ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL3V contains the sum of all values of fff6DL3V processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL3V contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache,
where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

fff6DL4A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS6DL4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL4A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip
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           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL4A contains the value of counter 156 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DL4A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL4A contains the sum of CME6DL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL4A contains the sum of CME6DL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL4A contains the sum of all values of fff6DL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL4A contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

fff6DL4B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
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Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL4B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL4B contains the value of counter 157 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DL4B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL4B contains the sum of CME6DL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL4B contains the sum of CME6DL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL4B contains the sum of all values of fff6DL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL4B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycle

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

fff6DL5A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS6DL5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL5A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL5A contains the value of counter 145 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6DL5A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL5A contains the sum of CME6DL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL5A contains the sum of CME6DL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL5A contains the sum of all values of fff6DL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL5A contains the number of times the required data was found in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

fff6DL5B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL5B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL5B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL5B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster
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           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL5B contains the value of counter 148 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DL5B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL5B contains the sum of CME6DL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL5B contains the sum of CME6DL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL5B contains the sum of all values of fff6DL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL5B contains the number of times the required data was found in on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

fff6DL5C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL5C is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL5C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL5C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL5C contains the value of counter 151 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DL5C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL5C contains the sum of CME6DL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL5C contains the sum of CME6DL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL5C contains the sum of all values of fff6DL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL5C contains the number of times the required data was found in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |
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    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

fff6DL5D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DL5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DL5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DL5D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DL5D contains the value of counter 154 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DL5D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT6DL5D contains the sum of CME6DL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DL5D contains the sum of CME6DL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DL5D contains the sum of all values of fff6DL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DL5D contains the number of times the required data was found in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

fff6DN3A contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention. fff6DN3A is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff5DL3A). This data element is only populated for
z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff6DN3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DN3A is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)
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           HIS6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

           HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DN3A contains the value of counter 144 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DN3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DN3A contains the sum of CME6DN3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DN3A contains the sum of CME6DN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DN3A contains the sum of all values of fff6DN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DN3A contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-chip cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

fff6DN3B contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
without intervention. fff6DN3B is a subset of V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff6DL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DN3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6DN3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DN3B is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

           HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DN3B contains the value of counter 147 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DN3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DN3B contains the sum of CME6DN3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DN3B contains the sum of CME6DN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DN3B contains the sum of all values of fff6DN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DN3B contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

fff6DN3C contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
without intervention. fff6DN3C is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff6DL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DN3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6DN3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DN3C is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

           HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DN3C contains the value of counter 150 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DN3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DN3C contains the sum of CME6DN3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DN3C contains the sum of CME6DN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DN3C contains the sum of all values of fff6DN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DN3C contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

fff6DN3D contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache without
intervention. fff6DN3D is a subset of V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff6DL3D). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DN3D is the data dictionary member name for this
data element, and applies to the fff6DN3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DN3D is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DN3D contains the value of counter 153 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DN3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DN3D contains the sum of CME6DN3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DN3D contains the sum of CME6DN3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DN3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DN3D contains the sum of all values of fff6DN3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the data. fff6DN3D contains the number of times the data was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache without
intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6DUE - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

fff6DUE contains the total number of times a cache line was updated to exclusive in the level 1 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
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Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6DUE is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6DUE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line
exclusive updates for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6DUE is the number of level 1 data cache line exclusive
updates for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 See also:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6DUE contains the value of counter 128 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6DUE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6DUE contains the sum of CME6DUE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6DUE contains the sum of CME6DUE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6DUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6DUE contains the sum of all values of fff6DUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

fff6ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) that were incurred while
waiting for resolution of level 1 data and instruction cache, and level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses, for
the logical processor(s) over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6ECPI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6ECPI data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ECPI is the estimated L1 cache and L2 TLB penalty
CPI for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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      SEE ALSO: HISB1    - B1-Total Instructions 

           HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

fff6ECPI is computed using the following algorithm:

  

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                  */

     IF fffB1 THEN        fff6ECPI=(fff6CTPC/fffB1) ;

     ELSE IF fffB1=0 THEN fff6ECPI=0 ;

     ELSE                 fff6ECPI=. ;

   END ;       /* end not Version 6    */

   ELSE fff6ECPI=.;            /* not Version 6        */

 

 where fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that    

                were incurred while resolving L1 cache and L2

                TLB misses            

 

       fffB1    is the total number of executed instructions

 

       fff      is CME, CMT, or CML

      

where

fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving L1 cache and L2 TLB misses

fffB1 is the total number of executed instructions

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6ECPI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ECPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
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required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff6ECPI contains an estimate of the average number of penalty cycles
that were incurred per executed instruction due to both level 1 cache misses and level 2 TLB misses.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

fff6EICC contains an estimate of the number of CPC machine cycles per instruction (CPI) that would be required if the
level 1 data and instruction caches were of infinite size, for the logical processor over the measurement interval. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6EICC is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6EICC data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for
all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6EICC is the estimated CPI with an infinite cache for all
logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

            HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

      

Element Derivation:

fff6EICC is computed using the following algorithm:

  

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     fff6EICC=fffCPI-fff6ECPI;

   END ;

   ELSE fff6EICC=. ;           /* not Version 6    */

 

 where fffCPI   is the total number CPC machine cycles per

                instruction
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       fff6ECPI is the estimated number of penalty cycles per

                instruction

 

       fff      is CME, CMT, or CML

      

where

fffCPI is the total number CPC machine cycles per instruction

fff6ECPI is the estimated number of penalty cycles per instruction

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6EICC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6EICC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff6EICC contains an estimate of the cycles per instruction that would be
required if the level 1 data and instruction caches were infinite in size, and there were no additional cache levels or real
memory to search.

HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

fff6ESCM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles per level 1 data and instruction cache miss, including
penalty cycles that were incurred resolving level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses. Penalty cycles are wasted
CPC machine cycles expended while searching the higher cache levels and real memory for the required data or
instruction. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with
the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5ESCM
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6ESCM data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles
per level 1 data and instruction cache miss for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per
level 1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ESCM is the scaled estimate of penalty cycles per level
1 data and instruction cache miss for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO: HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes 

           HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

           HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)
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           HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

           HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

           HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

fff5ESCM is computed using the following algorithm:

  

         IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                  */

     IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN   fff6ESCM=(fff6CTPC/fffTL1W) ;

     ELSE IF fffTL1W=0 THEN fff6ESCM=0 ;

     ELSE                   fff6ESCM=. ;

   END ;       /* end IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 */

   ELSE fff6ESCM=.;            /* not Version 6        */

 

 where fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that    

                were incurred while resolving level 1 cache  

                and level 2 TLB misses

 

       fffTL1W  is the total number of level 1 data and

                instruction cache directory writes

 

       fff      is CME, CMT, or CML

      

      

where

fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6ESCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ESCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. fff6ESCM contains an estimate of the penalty cycles from the "nest", a
term describing the higher level shared caches and memory where considerable numbers of cycles are expended while
resolving the miss.
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For CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

   

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip             ----+

    Level 3 On-Cluster, Off-Chip    |

    Level 3 On-Drawer, Off-Cluster  |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer              |

    Level 4 On-Drawer               |   

    Level 4 Off-Drawer              | Nest

    On-Chip Memory                  |

    On-Cluster, Off-Chip Memory     |

    On-Drawer, Off-Cluster Memory   |

    Off-Drawer Memory           ----+

      

HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

fff6ETTM contains an estimate of the number of penalty cycles that were incurred to resolve level 2 Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) misses. Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that are expended while resolving cache misses.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6ETTM is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff56TTM data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ETTM is an estimate of the number of penalty cycles
that were incurred while resolving L2 TLB misses for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO: HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles           

           HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

           HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

           HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

           HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

           HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

           HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

           HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

           HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

           HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

           HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

           HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)
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           HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

           HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

 

Element Derivation:

fff6ETTM is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     IF fff62TBE AND fffTL1P THEN

        fff6ETTM = (fff62TBP/fff62TBE)*(fff6CTPC/fffTL1P); 

     ELSE IF fff62TBE=0 OR fffTL1P=0 THEN fff6ETTM=0 ;

     ELSE                                 fff6ETTM=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff6ETTM=. ;           /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff62TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 TLB misses

fff62TBE is the total number of entries that are written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses.

fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to all level 1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

Range of Value:

fff6ETTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ETTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fff6ETTM is computed using an IBM supplied equation.

HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

fff6ICDI contains the number of a specific set of dispatched decimal instructions. The instructions included in the set
are CVB, CVD, AP, CP, DP, ED, EDMK, MP, SRP, SP, and ZAP. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5ICDI is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6ICDI data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ICDI is the number of decimal instructions dispatched
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ICDI is the number of decimal instructions
dispatched for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ICDI is the number of decimal instructions dispatched
for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME5ICDI contains the value of counter 226 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6ICDI is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6ICDI contains the sum of CME6ICDI over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6ICDI contains the sum of CME6ICDI over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6ICDI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ICDI contains the sum of all values of fff5ICDI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6ICF - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

fff6ICF contains the number of execution slots used for a specific set of completed instructions. The instructions included
in the set are used to convert zoned decimal values to floating-point, and floating-point values to zoned decimal. The
instructions included in the set are CDZT, CXZT, CZDT, and CZXT. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6ICF is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6ICF data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ICF is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ICF is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ICF is the number of execution slots used for the listed
instructions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)
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            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6ICF contains the value of counter 224 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6ICF is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6ICF contains the sum of CME6ICF over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML6ICF contains the sum of CME6ICF over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6ICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ICF contains the sum of all values of fff6ICF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

fff6ICSV contains the number of execution slots used for a specific set of completed instructions that is used for vector
arithmetic with Binary Coded Decimal operands. The instructions included in the set are VAP, VSP, VMP, VMSP, VDP,
VSDP, VRP, VLIP, VSRP, VPSOP, VCP, VTP, VPKZ, VUPKZ, VCVB, VCVBG, VCVD, and VCVDG. This data element
is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6ICSV is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6ICSV data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6ICSV is the number of execution slots used for the
listed instructions for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6ICSV contains the value of counter 225 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6ICSV is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6ICSV contains the sum of CME6ICSV over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6ICSV contains the sum of CME6ICSV over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6ICSV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6ICSV contains the sum of all values of fff6ICSV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

fff6II3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, with
intervention. fff6II3A is a subset of V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff6IL3A). This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z14. HIS6II3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff6II3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6II3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6II3A contains the value of counter 164 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6II3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6II3A contains the sum of CME6II3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML6II3A contains the sum of CME6II3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fff6II3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6II3A contains the sum of all values of fff6II3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6II3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

fff6II3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache with intervention. fff6II3B is a subset of V5 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff6IL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6II3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6II3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for the logical processorwith
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6II3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)   

           HIS6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)   

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)   

           HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6II3B contains the value of counter 167 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6II3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT6II3B contains the sum of CME6II3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML6II3B contains the sum of CME6II3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6II3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6II3B contains the sum of all values of fff5II3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6II3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

fff6II3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache with intervention. fff6II3C is a subset of V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff6IL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6II3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6II3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6II3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)   

           HIS6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)   

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)   

           HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6II3C contains the value of counter 170 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6II3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6II3C contains the sum of CME6II3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6II3C contains the sum of CME6II3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6II3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6II3C contains the sum of all values of fff6II3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6II3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

fff6II3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache with
intervention. fff6II3D is a subset of V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff6IL3D). This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6II3D is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff6II3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6II3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

 

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME6II3D contains the value of counter 173 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6II3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6II3D contains the sum of CME6II3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6II3D contains the sum of CME6II3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6II3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6II3D contains the sum of all values of fff6II3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6II3D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer
cache with intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6IL2 - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

fff6IL2 contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL2 is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL2 data elements in several MICS database files as
follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL2 is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip instruction cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)
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           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL2 contains the value of counter 136 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the counters
section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL2 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL2 contains the sum of CME6IL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML6IL2 contains the sum of CME6IL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL2 contains the sum of all values of fff5IL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL2 contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 2
instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

fff6IL3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache. This
includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6IL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

           HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6IL3A is set to the sum of CME6II3A and CME6IN3A, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache with intervention
(CME6II3A) and without intervention (CME6IN3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL3A contains the sum of CME6IL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL3A contains the sum of CME6IL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL3A contains the sum of all values of fff6IL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL3A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |
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    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

fff6IL3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6IL3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with addressIPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

           HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

      

Element Derivation:
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For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6IL3B is set to the sum of CME6II3B and CME6IN3B, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache with
intervention (CME6II3B) and without intervention (CME6IN3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL3B contains the sum of CME6IL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL3B contains the sum of CME6IL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL3B contains the sum of all values of fff6IL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL3B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

fff6IL3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache. This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6IL3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

           HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6IL3C is set to the sum of CME6II3C and CME6IN3C, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache with
intervention (CME6II3C) and without intervention (CME6IN3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL3C contains the sum of CME6IL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5IL3C contains the sum of CME6IL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL3C contains the sum of all values of fff6IL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL3C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 on-
drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6IL3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache.
This includes fetches both with and without intervention. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL3D is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6IL3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

           HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

For the HARCME file, during raw data processing, CME6IL3D is set to the sum of CME6II3D and CME6IN3D, which
contain the number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache with intervention
(CME6II3D) and without intervention (CME6IN3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL3D contains the sum of CME6IL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL3D contains the sum of CME6IL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL3D contains the sum of all values of fff6IL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL3D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 3 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

fff6IL4A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS5IL4A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL4A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL4A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL4A contains the value of counter 174 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL4A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL4A contains the sum of CME6IL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL4A contains the sum of CME6IL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL4A contains the sum of all values of fff6IL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL4A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 on-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

fff6IL4B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL4B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL4B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL4B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer 

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL4B contains the value of counter 175 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL4B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL4B contains the sum of CME6IL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL4B contains the sum of CME6IL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL4B contains the sum of all values of fff6IL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL4B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in the level 4 off-
drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

fff6IL5A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL5A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL5A contains the value of counter 163 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL5A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL5A contains the sum of CME6IL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL5A contains the sum of CME6IL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL5A contains the sum of all values of fff6IL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and
finally, real memory for the instruction. fff6IL5A contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-chip
memory.
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CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

fff6IL5B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL5B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

 

      

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME6IL5B contains the value of counter 166 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL5B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL5B contains the sum of CME6IL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL5B contains the sum of CME6IL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL5B contains the sum of all values of fff6IL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL5B contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-cluster, off-
chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

fff6IL5C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL5C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL5C contains the value of counter 169 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL5C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL5C contains the sum of CME6IL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL5C contains the sum of CME6IL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL5C contains the sum of all values of fff6IL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL5C contains the number of times the required instruction was found in on-drawer, off-
cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

fff6IL5D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IL5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6IL5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IL5D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IL5D contains the value of counter 172 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IL5D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IL5D contains the sum of CME6IL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IL5D contains the sum of CME6IL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IL5D contains the sum of all values of fff6IL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IL5D contains the number of times the required instruction was found in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

fff6IN3A contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, without
intervention. fff6IN3A is a subset of V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip (fff6IL3A). This data element is only populated for z/
OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IN3A is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff6IN3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IN3A is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

           HIS6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

           HIS6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IN3A contains the value of counter 162 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME5IN3A is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IN3A contains the sum of CME6IN3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IN3A contains the sum of CME6IN3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IN3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IN3A contains the sum of all values of fff6IN3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IN3A contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-chip
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

fff6IN3B contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache without intervention. fff6IN3B is a subset of V5 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster (fff6IL3B). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IN3B is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6IN3B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IN3B is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache without intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)   

           HIS6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)   

           HIS6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)   

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

      

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME6IN3B contains the value of counter 165 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IN3B is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IN3B contains the sum of CME6IN3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IN3B contains the sum of CME6IN3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IN3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IN3B contains the sum of all values of fff6IN3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IN3B contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

fff6IN3C contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache without intervention. fff6IN3C is a subset of V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer (fff6IL3C). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IN3C is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff5IN3C data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for the logical processor with
address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for all logical processors of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IN3C is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache without intervention for all logical processors that are
assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)   

           HIS6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)   

           HIS6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)   

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IN3C contains the value of counter 168 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IN3C is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IN3C contains the sum of CME6IN3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IN3C contains the sum of CME6IN3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IN3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IN3C contains the sum of all values of fff5IN3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IN3C contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

fff6IN3D contains the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache
without intervention. fff6IN3D is a subset of V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer (fff6IL3D). This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6IN3D is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6IN3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6IN3D is the number of level 1 instruction cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache without intervention for all logical processors that are assigned to the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

           HIS6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

           HIS6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6IN3D contains the value of counter 171 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6IN3D is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6IN3D contains the sum of CME6IN3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6IN3D contains the sum of CME6IN3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6IN3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6IN3D contains the sum of all values of fff6IN3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the instruction. fff6IN3D contains the number of times the instruction was found in the level 3 off-drawer
cache without intervention.

Cache intervention describes certain cache management techniques that are designed to improve performance
by minimizing the number of machine and/or bus cycles that are required to satisfy a processor request for data or
instructions.

Refer to IBM Patent - US 6,763,433 B1, High Performance Cache Intervention for Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, for
more information about cache intervention.

HIS6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

fff6LHTD contains the number of Last Host Translations completed. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6LHTD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6LHTD data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6LHTD is the number of Last Host Translations for all
active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS62CLM - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6LHTD contains the value of counter 232 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6LHTD is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6LHTD contains the sum of CME6LHTD over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6LHTD contains the sum of CME6LHTD over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6LHTD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6LHTD contains the sum of all values of fff6LHTD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A Last Host Translation is the final step of the process involved when a level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) gets
a Guest 1 Absolute address from a Guest 2 Real address on a level 2 TLB miss. In this process, the Page Table Entry
(PTE) is not written into the level 2 TLB.

HIS6NTA - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

fff6NTA contains the number of non-constrained transaction aborts that occurred while executing in transactional-
execution mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise EC12. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6NTA is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6NTA data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6NTA is the number non-constrained transaction
aborts that occurred for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6NTA is the number non-constrained transaction
aborts that occurred for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6NTA is the number non-constrained transaction aborts
that occurred for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME6NTA contains the value of counter 243 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CME6NTA is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6NTA contains the sum of CME6NTA over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6NTA contains the sum of CME6NTA over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6NTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6NTA contains the sum of all values of fff6NTA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff6NTA contains the number of non-constrained transactions that failed to complete execution.

HIS6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

fff6NTND contains the number of non-constrained transactions that successfully completed while executing in
Transactional-Execution (TX) mode. The Transactional Execution (TX) facility was introduced by IBM with the zEnterprise
EC12. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6NTND is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6NTND data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6NTND is the number of successfully completed non-
constrained transactions running in transactional-execution mode for all active logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

            HIS6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

            HIS6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

            HIS6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

            HIS6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

            HIS6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

            HIS6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

Element Derivation:
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In the HARCME file, CME6NTND contains the value of counter 141 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME6NTND is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT6NTND contains the sum of CME6NTND over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6NTND contains the sum of CME6NTND over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6NTND ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6NTND contains the sum of all values of fff6NTND processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IBM Transactional Execution (TX) facility, a hardware facility introduced with the IBM zEnterprise EC12, provides the
ability to treat a group of instructions atomically, that is, as a single entity. Either all of the instruction results are committed,
or none are--treating the entire set of instructions as a single transaction.

Transactions are of two types, non-constrained and constrained. Constrained transactions have some restrictions, but are
more likely to complete successfully.

fff5NTND contains the count of non-constrained transactions that completed successfully.

HIS6PC2 - V6 Pct L1 from L2

fff6PC2 contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC2 is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory     
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            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

            HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC2 is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC2=(fff6TL2*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC2=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC2=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC2=. ;             /* not Version 6    */

 

where

fff6TL2 is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC2 contains the the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 2 data and instruction caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

fff6PC3A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache, except for level 1 data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done
to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level
3 on-chip cache are captured in data element fff6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC3A is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff6PC3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-
chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID,
except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove
other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID, except for data cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

       SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC3A is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC3A=(fff6TL3A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC3A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC3A=. ;
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 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC3A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6TL3A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache,
except for level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was
done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC3A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was located in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for the times when a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

fff6PC3B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with
the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC3B
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC3B data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core
typeCPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC3B=(fff6TL3B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC3B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC3B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC3B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff6TL3B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from from level 3 on-cluster, off-
chip cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PC3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC3B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

fff6PC3C contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.
HIS6PC3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC3C data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core
typeCPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned
to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory
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            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

    

Element Derivation:

fff6PC3C is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC3C=(fff6TL3C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC3C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC3C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC3C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6TL3C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-
cluster cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC3C contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles     

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6PC3D contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC3D is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC3D data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

     SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer 

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC3D=(fff6TL3D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC3D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC3D=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC3D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

 

      

where

fff6TL3D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache
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fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CM

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC3D contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff6PC3V contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where
a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of all other level 1 data and
instruction cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache is captured in data element fff6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3
On-Chip. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC3V is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC3V data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other
copies of the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip        

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  

Element Derivation:

fff6PC3V is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC3V=(fff6TL3V*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC3V=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC3V=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC3V=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6TL3V is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC3V ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC3V contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PC3V contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |
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    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

fff6PC4A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC4A is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC4A data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer  

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC4A is computed using the following algorithm:
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       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC4A=(fff6TL4A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC4A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC4A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC4A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6TL4A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC4A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff6PC4B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC4B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC4B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory 

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff5PC4B is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC4B=(fff6TL4B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC4B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC4B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC4B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff4TL4B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PC4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC4B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff6PC5A contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC5A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PC5A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer  
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            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PC5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC5A=(fff6TL5A*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC5A=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC5A=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC5A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6TL5A is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC5A contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

fff6PC5B contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC5B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC5B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer  

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory 

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC5B=(fff6TL5B*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC5B=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC5B=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC5B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6TL5B is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes
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fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC5B contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff6PC5C contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC5C is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC5C data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

     SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip
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            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PC5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 

     IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC5C=(fff6TL5C*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC5C=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC5C=. ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PC5C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff6TL5C is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster
memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC5C contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff6PC5D contains the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PC5D is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PC5D data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and
instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

SEE ALSO:  HISTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PC5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffTL1W GT 0 THEN      fff6PC5D=(fff6TL5D*100)/fffTL1W ;

   ELSE IF fffTL1W EQ 0 THEN fff6PC5D=0 ;

   ELSE                      fff6PC5D=. ;

 END ;
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 ELSE fff6PC5D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6TL5D is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffTL1W is the total number of level 1 data and instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PC5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PC5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6PC5D contains the percentage of times that the required item
was found in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles  

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

fff6PCMT contains the percentage of total CPC machine cycles that were incurred while logical processors were
dispatched, spent resolving level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses over the measurement interval. CPC
machine cycles expended while resolving TLB or level 1 cache misses are referred to as penalty cycles. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PCMT is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PCMT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PCMT is the percentage of CPC cycles expended
resolving level 2 TLB misses for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISB0    - B0-Total Cycles

            HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

            HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

Element Derivation:

fff6PCMT is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     IF fffB0 AND fffTL1P THEN                            

        fff6PCMT=(fff62TBP/fffB0)*(fff6CTPC/fffTL1P)*100 ;

     ELSE IF fffB0 EQ 0 OR fffTL1P EQ 0 THEN fff6PCMT=0 ;

     ELSE                                    fff6PCMT=. ;

   END ;                                             

   ELSE fff6PCMT=. ;           /* not Version 6    */  

      

where

fff62TBP is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data and instruction TLB misses

fff6CTPC is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred while resolving L1 cache and level 2 TLB misses

fffTL1P is the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fffB0 is the total number of CPC machine cycles

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6PCMT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6PCMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fff6PCMT is computed using an IBM supplied equation.

HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

fff6PCPT contains the percentage of the level 2 data and instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) entries that
were not satisfied in the level 2 TLB Page Table Entry (PTE) array. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs
defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and
memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PCPT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies
to the fff6PCPT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses
for the logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PCPT is the percentage of level 2 TLB PTE misses for
all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

            HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

            HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PCPT is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */  

   IF fff62TBE GT 0      THEN fff6PCPT=(fff62BPE+fff62CPE) / ;

      fff62TBE*100;                         

   ELSE IF fff62TBE EQ 0 THEN fff6PCPT=0 ;  

   ELSE                       fff6PCPT=. ;

 END ;                                               

 ELSE fff6PCPT =. ;          /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff62BPE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 TLB PTE array

fff62CPE is the total number of entries written to the Combined Region and Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) and Page
Table Entry (PTE) arrays in the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)

fff62TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6PCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PCPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6PD2 - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

fff6PD2 contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 data cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD2 is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 2 data cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2  

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

            HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PD2 is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD2=(fff6DL2*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD2=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD2=. ;  

 END ;
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 ELSE fff6PD2=. ;             /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6DL2 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 2 data cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD2 contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 2
data cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

fff6PD3A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, except for
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache
line. The percentage of read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache are captured in data
element fff6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID.This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6PD3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache
where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
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LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was
done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID, except for writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove
other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip  

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD3A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD3A=(fff6DL3A*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD3A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD3A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD3A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6DL3A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, except for writes
sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD3A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PD3A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD3A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, except for the times when a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

fff6PD3B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD3B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD3B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster     

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 
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            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster   

            HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD3B=(fff6DL3B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD3B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD3B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD3B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff6DL3B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD3B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

fff6PD3C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD3C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD3C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer     

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer   

            HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer    

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD3C is computed using the following algorithm:

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD3C=(fff6DL3C*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD3C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD3C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD3C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6DL3C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache
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fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD3C contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6PD3D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD3D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer  
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            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

    IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD3D=(fff6DL3D*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD3D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD3D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD3D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff6DL3D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD3D contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |
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    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff6PD3V contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. The percentage of all other level 1 data cache
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache is captured in data element fff6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD3V is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5PD3V data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
of the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID  

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip      

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD3V is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD3V=(fff6DL3V*100)/fffB4 ;    
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   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD3V=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD3V=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD3V=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6DL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache, where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD3V ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD3V contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD3V contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 3
on-chip cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

fff6PD4A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

     IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD4A=(fff6DL4A*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD4A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD4A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD4A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

    

where

fff6DL4A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PD4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD4A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 4
on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

fff6PD4B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache.This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 
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            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD4B is computed using the following algorithm:

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD4B=(fff6DL4B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD4B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD4B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD4B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

 

where

fff6DL4B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD4B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in the level 4
off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

fff6PD5A contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data element
is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory  

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD5A=(fff6DL5A*100)/fffB4 ;   ;

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD5A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD5A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD5A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6DL5A is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes
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fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD5A contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-chip
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

fff6PD5B contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version
6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory
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            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD5B is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD5B=(fff6DL5B*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD5B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD5B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD5B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6DL5B is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD5B contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-cluster,
off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |
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    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

fff6PD5C contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PD5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory   

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PD5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD5C=(fff6DL5C*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD5C=0 ;  
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   ELSE                    fff6PD5C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD5C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6DL5C is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD5C contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in on-drawer,
off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

fff6PD5D contains the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z16. HIS6PD5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PD5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PD5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

     SEE ALSO:  HISB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

            HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory  

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PD5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB4 GT 0 THEN      fff6PD5D=(fff6DL5D*100)/fffB4 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB4 EQ 0 THEN fff6PD5D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PD5D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PD5D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6DL5D is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB4 is the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PD5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PD5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6PD5D contains the percentage of times that the required data was found in off-drawer
memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:
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    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI2 - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

fff6PI2 contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI2 is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 instruction cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

            HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2  

            HIS6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PI2 is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI2=(fff6IL2*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI2=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI2=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI2=. ;             /* not Version 6    */  

      

where

fff6IL2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 2 instruction cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI2 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI2 contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found in
the level 2 instruction cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

fff6PI3B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI3B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI3B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI3B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster    

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

 

Element Derivation:

fff6PI3B is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI3B=(fff6IL3B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI3B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI3B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI3B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

where

fff6IL3B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI3B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PI3B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI3B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

fff6PI3C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI3C is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI3C data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI3C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

     SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer     

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 
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            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster 

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI3C is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI3C=(fff6IL3C*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI3C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI3C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI3C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fff6IL3C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI3C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI3C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI3B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles
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HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6PI3D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI3D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI3D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI3D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer    

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI3D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI3D=(fff6IL3D*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI3D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI3D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI3D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6IL3D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes
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fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI3D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI3D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI3D contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

fff6PI4A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI4A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI4A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI4A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)    

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer 
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            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI4A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI4A=(fff6IL4A*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI4A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI4A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI4A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6IL4A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI4A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI4A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI4A contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |
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    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

fff6PI4B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI4B is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI4B data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI4B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI4B is computed using the following algorithm:

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI4B=(fff6IL4B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI4B=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI4B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI4B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 
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where

fff6IL4B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer cache

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI4B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI4B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI4B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

fff6PI5A contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI5A is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI5A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI5A is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
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      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)  

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

Element Derivation:

fff6PI5A is computed using the following algorithm:

 

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI5A=(fff6IL5A*100)/fffB2 ;   ;

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI5A=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI5A=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI5A=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6IL5A is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI5A ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI5A contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI5A contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

fff6PI5B contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI5B is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI5B data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI5B is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI5B is computed using the following algorithm:

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI5B=(fff6IL5B*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI5B=0 ;  
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   ELSE                    fff6PI5B=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI5B=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

 

where

fff6IL5B is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI5B contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

fff6PI5C contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI5C is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI5C data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI5C is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI5C is computed using the following algorithm:

 

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI5C=(fff6IL5C*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI5C=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI5C=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI5C=. ;            /* not Version 6    */ 

      

where

fff6IL5C is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fff6PI5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI5C contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

fff6PI5D contains the percentage of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6PI5D is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6PI5D data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6PI5D is the percentage of level 1 instruction cache
directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HISB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

            HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2        

            HIS6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

            HIS6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster 

            HIS6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer 
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            HIS6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory   

            HIS6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

fff6PI5D is computed using the following algorithm:

 

     IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;   /* z15                 */

   IF fffB2 GT 0 THEN      fff6PI5D=(fff6IL5D*100)/fffB2 ;    

   ELSE IF fffB2 EQ 0 THEN fff6PI5D=0 ;  

   ELSE                    fff6PI5D=. ;  

 END ;

 ELSE fff6PI5D=. ;            /* not Version 6    */  

      

where

fff6IL5D is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

fffB2 is the total number of level 1 instruction cache directory writes

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6PI5D ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fff6PI5D contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required instruction is not found in the level 1 instruction cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally,
real memory for the required instruction. fff6PI5D contains the percentage of times that the required instruction was found
in off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.
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HIS6RNI - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

fff6RNI contains a calculated value that is used to measure the intensity of level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. The nest
is a term describing the higher level shared CPC caches and memory. High values for the relative nest intensity indicate
greater level 1 cache sourcing from the nest. This value, especially when examined at the core type level (HARCMT file),
is helpful in quantifying an LPAR virtual core mix, and in determining the appropriate CPC engine configuration during
CPC upgrades. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6RNI
is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff5RNI data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6RNI is the relative nest intensity for the logical
processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6RNI is the relative nest intensity for all logical
processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

            HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip      

            HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

            HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

            HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

            HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

            HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

            HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

            HIS6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

            HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

            HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

            HIS6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

      

Element Derivation:

fff6RNI is computed using the following algorithm:

  

       IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     fff6RNI=2.4*((0.4*fff6PC3A)+

                  (1.5*(fff6PC3B+fff6PC3C+fff6PC3V+fff6PC4A))+

                  (3.2*(fff6PC3D+fff6PC4A))+

                  (7.0*(fff6PC5A+fff6PC5B+          

                        fff6PC5C+fff6PC5D))) / 100 ;

   END ;                                             

   ELSE fff6RNI=. ;            /* not Version 6    */

      

where
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fff6PC3A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache, except for data
cache writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the
cache line

fff6PC3B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache

fff6PC3C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache

fff6PC3V is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 where a read-only invalidate
was done to remove other copies of the cache line

fff6PC3D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache

fff6PC4A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache

fff6PC4B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache

fff6PC5A is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory

fff6PC5B is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory

fff6PC5C is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory

fff6PC5D is the percentage of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory

2.4, 0.4, 1.5, 3.2, and 7.0 are scaling factors determined by IBM, that more heavily weight sourcing from the deeper levels
of the nest in the RNI calculation

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6RNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6RNI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally real memory for the required item. The CPC machine cycles expended while attempting to find the
required item, are referred to as penalty cycles. Penalty cycles are greater when sourcing comes from the shared caches
and memory (nest). The value found in fff6RNI quantifies the level of nest activity, and is used in the calculation that
categorizes LPAR workloads in IBM's Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR).

For CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters, the nest is comprised of the level 3 and higher cache and memory
levels:

   

    level 1

    level 2

 

    Level 3 On-Chip           ----+

    Level 3 On-Cluster Off-Chip   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer Off-Cluster |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer            |

    Level 4 On-Drawer             | Nest

    Level 4 Off Drawer            |

    On-Chip Memory                |

    On-Cluster, Off-Chip Memory   |

    On-Drawer, Off-Cluster Memory |
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    Off-Drawer Memory             

HIS6TL2 - V6 Total L1 from L2

fff6TL2 contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 2 cache. This
data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6
CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL2 is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL2 data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL2 is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL2 is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL2 is the number of level 1 data and instruction cache
directory writes sourced from the level 2 cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

           HIS6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

           HIS6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip        

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL2 is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 2 data and instruction caches (CME6DL2+CME6IL2).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL2 contains the sum of CME6TL2 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CML6TL2 contains the sum of CME6TL2 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL2 contains the sum of all values of fff6TL2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction caches, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL2 contains the number of times the required item was found in
the level 2 caches.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

fff6TL3A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip
cache except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only invalidate was done to
remove other copies of the cache line. Read-only invalidated directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache
are captured in data element fff6TL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID. This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL3A is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff6TL3A data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip
data cache where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-
only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL3A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL3A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip cache (CME6IL3A+CME6DL3A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL3A contains the sum of CME6TL3A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL3A contains the sum of CME6TL3A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL3A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL3A contains the sum of all values of fff6TL3A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL3A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-chip cache, except for writes that are sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache where a read-only
invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

fff6TL3B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-cluster,
off-chip cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.
HIS6TL3B is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL3B data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL3B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache for all logical processors that are assigned to
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster   

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL3B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-cluster cache (CME6IL3B+CME6DL3B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL3B contains the sum of CME6TL3B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL3B contains the sum of CME6TL3B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL3B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL3B contains the sum of all values of fff6TL3B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL3B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-cluster, off-chip cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

fff6TL3C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-drawer,
off-cluster cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.
HIS6TL3C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL3C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for the logical processor with address
IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL3C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache for all logical processors that are assigned
to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL3C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache (CME6IL3C+CME6DL3C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL3C contains the sum of CME6TL3C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML5TL3C contains the sum of CME6TL3C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fff6TL3C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL3C contains the sum of all values of fff6TL3C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL3C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 on-drawer, off-cluster cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

fff6TL3D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 3 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL3D is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL3D data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL3D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID
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           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL3D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache (CME6IL3D+CME6DL3D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL3D contains the sum of CME6TL3D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL3D contains the sum of CME6TL3D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL3D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL3D contains the sum of all values of fff6TL3D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL3D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 3 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles     

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

fff6TL3V contains the total number of level 1 data cache directory writes sourced from level 3 on-chip cache where a
read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line. Other directory writes sourced from the level
3 on-chip data and instruction caches are captured in data element fff6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL3V is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL3V data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME5TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies
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of the cache line, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL3V is the number of level 1 data cache directory
writes sourced from the level 3 on-chip data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of
the cache line, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

           HIS6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip      

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer  

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CMET6L3V is set equal to data element V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID
(E158) (CME6DL3V).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL3V contains the sum of CME6TL3V over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL3V contains the sum of CME6TL3V over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL3V ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL3V contains the sum of all values of fff6TL3V processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data is not found in the level 1 data cache, the CPC searches the other caches, and finally, real
memory for the required data. fff6TL3V contains the number of times the required data was found in the level 3 on-chip
data cache, where a read-only invalidate was done to remove other copies of the cache line.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |
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    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

fff6TL4A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 on-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL4A is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL4A data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL4A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 on-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)         

           HIS6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)         

           HIS6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer 

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL4A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 on-drawer cache (CME6IL4A+CME6DL4A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL4A contains the sum of CME6TL4A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL4A contains the sum of CME6TL4A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL4A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff6TL4A contains the sum of all values of fff6TL4A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL4A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 on-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles 

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

fff6TL4B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from level 4 off-drawer
cache. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL4B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL4B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL4B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 3 off-drawer cache for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO: HIS6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

           HIS6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

           HIS6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory   

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL4B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from the level 4 off-drawer cache (CME6IL4B+CME6DL4B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL4B contains the sum of CME6TL4B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL4B contains the sum of CME6TL4B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL4B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL4B contains the sum of all values of fff6TL4B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL4B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the level 4 off-drawer cache.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

fff6TL5A contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL5A is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL5A data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type
CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL5A is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

           HIS6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

           HIS6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL5A is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-chip memory (CME6IL5A+CME6DL5A).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL5A contains the sum of CME6TL5A over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CMT6TL5A contains the sum of CME6TL5A over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL5A ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL5A contains the sum of all values of fff6TL5A processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL5A contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

fff6TL5B contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip
memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL5B is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL5B data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified bySYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL5B is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: HIS5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)   

           HIS5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)   

           HIS5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

           HIS5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster  

           HIS5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer 

           HIS5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer   

           HIS5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL5B is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-cluster, off-chip memory (CME6IL5B+CME6DL5B).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL5B contains the sum of CME6TL5B over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL5B contains the sum of CME6TL5B over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL5B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff6TL5B contains the sum of all values of fff6TL5B processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL5B contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-cluster, off-chip memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

fff6TL5C contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-
cluster memory. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs)
with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.
HIS6TL5C is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL5C data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR,
and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL5C is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

           HIS6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

           HIS6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer
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           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL5C is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from on-drawer, off-cluster memory (CME6IL5C+CME6DL5C).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL5C contains the sum of CME6TL5C over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL5C contains the sum of CME6TL5C over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL5C ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL5C contains the sum of all values of fff6TL5C processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL5C contains the number of times the required item was found
in the on-drawer, off-cluster memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

fff6TL5D contains the total number of data and instruction level 1 cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory.
This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TL5D is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff6TL5D data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TL5D is the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO: HIS6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

           HIS6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

           HIS6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

           HIS6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

           HIS6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

           HIS6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

           HIS6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

           HIS6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

           HIS6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

           HIS6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

           HIS6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

           HIS6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME6TL5D is computed by summing the number of level 1 data and instruction
cache directory writes sourced from off-drawer memory (CME6IL5D+CME6DL5D).

In the HARCMT file, CMT6TL5D contains the sum of CME6TL5D over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML6TL5D contains the sum of CME6TL5D over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff6TL5D ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TL5D contains the sum of all values of fff6TL5D processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the required data or instruction is not found in the level 1 data or instruction cache, the CPC searches the other
caches, and finally, real memory for the required item. fff6TL5D contains the number of times the required item was found
in the off-drawer memory.

CPCs aligned with the Version 6 CPU MF counters have the following cache and memory structure:

    Level 2                    Fewest penalty cycles

    Level 3 On-Chip                      |

    Level 3 On-Cluster                   |

    Level 3 On-Drawer                    |
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    Level 3 Off-Drawer                   |

    Level 4 On-Drawer                    |

    Level 4 Off-Drawer                   |

    On-Chip Memory                       |

    On-Cluster Memory                    |

    On-Drawer Memory                     V

    Off-Drawer Memory           Most penalty cycles

The wasted machine cycles that are expended while attempting to find the required item, are referred to as penalty cycles.

HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

fff6TMRT contains the number of level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses that were incurred, per second, for
the logical processor(s) over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6TMRT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6TMRT data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6TMRT is the number of level 2 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6TMRT is the number of level 2 TLB misses, per
second, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6TMRT is the number of level 1 TLB misses, per second,
for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

      SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time          

            HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

            HIS6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

            HIS6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

 

Element Derivation:

fff6TMRT is computed using the following algorithm:

      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

     IF DURATION THEN          fff6TMRT=fff62TBE / DURATION ;

     ELSE IF fff62TBE = 0 THEN fff6TMRT=0 ;

     ELSE                      fff6TMRT=. ;

   END ;

   ELSE fff6TMRT=. ;           /* not Version 6    */
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where

fff62TBE is the total number of entries written to the level 2 data and instruction TLBs due to TLB misses

DURATION is the number of seconds bounded by the measurement interval: ENDTS - STARTTS

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fff6TMRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff6TMRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

fff6WKLD contains the workload hint value. The workload hint is a metric used by IBM to characterize how efficiently the
workloads on z10 and later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) utilize the multi-level cache hierarchy. The
workload hint value can be 1, 2, or 3, and is interpreted as follows:

• 1 (LOW) - Low percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the less
expensive (fewer penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (low relative nest intensity value).

• 2 (AVG) - Average percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in
somewhat more expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (average relative nest intensity value).

• 3 (HIGH) - High percentage of level 1 cache misses and/or tendency to find the missing datum or instruction in the
most expensive (more penalty cycles) secondary cache levels (high relative nest intensity value).

The IBM Large Systems Performance Reference (LSPR) provides capacity tables showing the relative capacity of one
CPC model to another for each of these workload hint values. Note that while the LSPR tables apply to the aggregate
CPC workload mix for all workloads executing on all LPARs (e.g., z/OS, z/VM, etc.), MICS files provide the workload
hint value at a variety of levels as described below. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS6WKLD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff6WKLD data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME6WKLD is the workload hint for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT6WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors
of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML6WKLD is the workload hint for all logical processors that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

            HIS6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

      

Element Derivation:

fff6WKLD is computed using the following algorithm:
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      IF HISCVER2 EQ 6 THEN DO ;  /* z15                 */

   IF fffPCL1M LT 3 THEN DO ;

     IF fff6RNI GE .75 THEN fff6WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff6WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF (3 LE fffPCL1M LE 6) THEN DO ;

     IF fff6RNI GT 1.0 THEN fff6WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE IF (0.6 LE fff6RNI LE 1.0) THEN fff6WKLD=2 ;

     ELSE fff6WKLD=1 ;

   END ;

   ELSE IF fffPCL1M GT 6 THEN DO ;

     IF fff6RNI GE 0.75 THEN fff6WKLD=3 ;

     ELSE fff6WKLD=2 ;

   END ;

 END ;

 ELSE fff6WKLD=. ;               /* not Version 6    */

      

where

fffPCL1M is the percentage of level 1 data and instruction cache misses

fff6RNI is the relative nest intensity

fff is CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fff6WKLD can have a value of 1, 2, or 3.

Summarization Process:

fff6WKLD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When adding additional capacity to an existing CPC, or when upgrading to a new CPC, it is critical to understand how
much additional capacity will be provided by additional processors for an existing CPC, or by a particular model of a new
CPC.

IBM created the workload hint metric to more accurately determine how much capacity will be provided for the unique
workload mix running at your installation. The workload hint is derived by analyzing how efficiently your workloads utilize
your CPC's multi-level cache hierarchy.

HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

fff62BPE contains the total number of entries written into the level 2 Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) Page Table
Entry (PTE) array over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to
Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory
structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62BPE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the
fff62BPE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes
for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62BPE is the number of level 2 TLB PTE array writes for
all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

            HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62BPE contains the value of counter 137 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62BPE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62BPE contains the sum of CME62BPE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62BPE contains the sum of CME62BPE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62BPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62BPE contains the sum of all values of fff62BPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

fff62CPE contains the total number of entries that were written to both the Combined Region and Segment Table Entry
(CRSTE), and Page Table Entry (PTE) arrays in the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) over the measurement
interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the
IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62CPE is the
data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff62CPE data elements in several MICS database
files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and
PTE array entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and PTE
array entries for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62CPE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE and PTE
array entries for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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      SEE ALSO:  HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS62CLM - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62CPE contains the value of counter 138 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62CPE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62CPE contains the sum of CME62CPE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62CPE contains the sum of CME62CPE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62CPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62CPE contains the sum of all values of fff62CPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

fff62DBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), where
the request was made by the data cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS
LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF)
cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z16. HIS62DBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element,
and applies to the fff62DBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62DBE is the number of data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62DBE is the number of data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62DBE is the number of 2 data cache requested level 2
TLB entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS62CLM - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

            HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries
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            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62DBE contains the value of counter 129 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62DBE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62DBE contains the sum of CME62DBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62DBE contains the sum of CME62DBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62DBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62DBE contains the sum of all values of fff62DBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

fff62DBG contains the total number of entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) for two-gigabyte
pages, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as
the IBM z15. HIS62DBG is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff62DBG data
elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written for
2GB pages, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written
for 2GB pages, for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62DBG is the number of level 2 TLB entries written for
2GB pages, for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

       SEE ALSO:  HIS62CLM - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62DBG contains the value of counter 232 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62DBG is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.
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In the HARCMT file, CMT62DBG contains the sum of CME62DBG over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62DBG contains the sum of CME62DBG over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62DBG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62DBG contains the sum of all values of fff62DBG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

fff62DBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside Buffer
(TLB) misses, where the request was from the data cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62DBP is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff62DBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core
type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62DBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to data cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62DBP contains the value of counter 130 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62DBP is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62DBP contains the sum of CME62DBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62DBP contains the sum of CME62DBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62DBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

fff62DBP contains the sum of all values of fff62DBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the L2 TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

fff62IBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), where
the request was made by the instruction cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated for
z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU
MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62IBE is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff62IBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62DBE is the number of instruction cache requested
level 2 TLB entries written for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62DBE is the number of instruction cache level
2 requested TLB entries written for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62DBE is the number of instruction cache level 2
requested TLB entries written for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

       SEE ALSO:  HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS62CLM - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

            HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

            HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62IBE contains the value of counter 134 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62IBE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62IBE contains the sum of CME62IBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62IBE contains the sum of CME62IBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62IBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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fff62IBE contains the sum of all values of fff52IBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

fff62IBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside Buffer
(TLB) misses, where the request was from the instruction cache, over the measurement interval. This data element is only
populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement
Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62IBP is the data dictionary member name for
this data element, and applies to the fff62IBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for the logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the
z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62IBP is the number of penalty cycles that were incurred
due to instruction cache initiated level 2 TLB misses, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

      

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62IBP contains the value of counter 135 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62IBP is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62IBP contains the sum of CME62IBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62IBP contains the sum of CME62IBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62IBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62IBP contains the sum of all values of fff62IBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the L2 TLB miss is being resolved.
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HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

fff62TBE contains the total number of translation entries written to the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), for
requests from both the data and instruction caches, over the measurement interval. This data element is only populated
for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility
(CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62TBE is the data dictionary member name for this data
element, and applies to the fff62TBE data elements in several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2
TLB for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2
TLB for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62TBE is the number of entries written to the level 2 TLB
for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all active logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

            HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

            HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME62TBE is computed by summing the number of translation entries written
to the level 2 TLB for requests from the data and instruction caches (CME62DBE+CME62IBE).

In the HARCMT file, CMT62TBE contains the sum of CME62TBE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62TBE contains the sum of CME62TBE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62TBE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62TBE contains the sum of all values of fff62TBE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

fff62TBP contains the total number of penalty cycles that were incurred due to level 2 data Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) misses, for requests from both the data and instruction caches, over the measurement interval. This data
element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM Version 6 CPU
Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62TBP is the data dictionary
member name for this data element, and applies to the fff62TBP data elements in several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for the logical processor
with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were
incurred due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all logical processors of
core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62TBP is the number of penalty cycles that were incurred
due to level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches, for all active logical processors that
are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

            HIS6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

            HIS6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

            HIS62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

            HIS62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

      

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, data element CME62TBP is computed by summing the number of penalty cycles incurred for
Level 2 TLB misses for requests from both the data and instruction caches (CME62DBP+CME62IBP).

In the HARCMT file, CMT62TBP contains the sum of CME62TBP over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62TBP contains the sum of CME62TBP over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62TBP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62TBP contains the sum of all values of fff62TBP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted CPC machine cycles that occur while the TLB miss is being resolved.

HIS62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

fff62TCE contains the number of entries written into the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) Combined Region and
Segment Table Entry (CRSTE) array for one-megabyte pages.

This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15.

HIS62TCE is the data dictionary member name for this data element and applies to the fff62TCE data elements in several
MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62TCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries for the logical processor with address IPUADDR and of core type CPUTYPE for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62TCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62TCE is the number of level 2 TLB CRSTE one-
megabyte page array entries for all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

      SEE ALSO:  HIS62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

            HIS6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

            HIS62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62TCE contains the value of counter 131 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62TCE is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62TCE contains the sum of CME62TCE over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62TCE contains the sum of CME62TCE over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62TCE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62TCE contains the sum of all values of fff62TCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The extended counters generated for the z15 CPC are identical to the extended counters generated for the z14 CPC with
the exception of extended counter 131. For the z14, extended counter 131 contained the sum of two different monitored
activities:

1. The count of entries written into the level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) Combined Region and Segment Table
Entry (CRSTE) array for one-megabyte pages.

2. The count of Last Host Translations. 

For the z14 CPC, MICS stores the value of extended counter 131 in data element fff52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or
Last Host (E131).

For the z15 CPC, IBM only stores the count of item #1 in extended counter 131. MICS uses data element fff62TCE to
store the contents of extended counter 131 from the z15 CPC.

Item #2, the count of Last Host Translations is available as a separate metric in extended counter 232 and stored in MICS
data elements:

• z14: fff5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)
• z15: fff5LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

For the z14 CPC, IBM recommends subtracting extended counter E232 from extended counter E131 to determine the
number of entries written into the level 2 TLB CRSTE array for one-megabyte pages (fff52CLM - fff5LHTD = Level 2 TLB
CRSTE for 1MB pages).
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For the z15 CPC, no subtraction is necessary to determine the number of entries written into the level 2 TLB CRSTE
array for one-megabyte pages. For the z15 CPC, data element fff62TCE contains the value of item #1 and data element
fff6LHTD contains the value of item #2.

HIS62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

fff62TEB contains the total number of cycles that level 2 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) translation engines were
busy. This data element is only populated for z/OS LPARs defined to Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) with the IBM
Version 6 CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) cache and memory structure, such as the IBM z15. HIS62TEB is the data
dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fff62TEB data elements in several MICS database files
as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CME62TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/
OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMT62TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CML62TEB is the number of cycles that level 2 TLB
translation engines were busy for the all logical processors that are assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

      SEE ALSO:  HIS6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

            HIS62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

            HIS62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

            HIS62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

            HIS62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

 

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CME62TEB contains the value of counter 139 in the Version 6 EXTENDED counter set, in the
counters section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CME62TEB is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMT62TEB contains the sum of CME62TEB over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS
LPAR. In the HARCML file, CML62TEB contains the sum of CME62TEB over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fff62TEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fff62TEB contains the sum of all values of fff62TEB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

fffAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) function because the cryptographic co-processor was
busy.

HISAVCBA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBA data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked AES functions by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked AES functions by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBA is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
for blocked AES functions by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  

    SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

fffAVCBA is computed using the following algorithm:

    

           IF fffC78 THEN          fffAVCBA=fffC79/fffC78 ;

     ELSE IF fffC78=0 THEN fffAVCBA=0 ;

     ELSE                  fffAVCBA=. ;

 

 where fffC79 is the total number of penalty cycles incurred

              for blocked crypto AES functions

 

       fffC78 is the total number of blocked crypto AES

              functions

 

       fff     is CME, CMT, or CML

          

where

• fffC79
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto AES functions

• fffC78
Total number of blocked crypto AES functions

• fff
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CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

fffAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing an Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) function because the cryptographic co-processor was busy.

HISAVCBD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked DEA functions by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/O LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked DEA functions by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBD is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
for blocked DEA functions by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
  

          SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC 

            HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

 

Element Derivation: fffAVCBD is computed using the following algorithm:

   

           IF fffC74 THEN          fffAVCBD=fffC75/fffC74 ;

     ELSE IF fffC74=0 THEN fffAVCBD=0 ;

     ELSE                  fffAVCBD=. ;

 

          

where

• fffC75
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Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto DEA functions
• fffC74

Total number of blocked crypto DEA functions
• fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

fffAVCBE is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing an Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) function because the cryptographic co-processor was busy.

HISAVCBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBE is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked ECC functions by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBE is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked ECC functions by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBE is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
for blocked ECC functions by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements
  

      SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

 

Element Derivation:  fffAVCBE is computed using the following algorithm:

   

          IF fffC82 THEN          fffAVCBE=fffC83/fffC82 ;

     ELSE IF fffC82=0 THEN fffAVCBE=0 ;

     ELSE                  fffAVCBE=. ;
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where

• fffC75
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto ECC functions

• fffC74
Total number of blocked crypto ECC functions

• fff
CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

  fffAVCBE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

  Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor
to accept the function request.

HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

fffAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logical processors were
blocked from executing a Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) function because the cryptographic co-processor
was busy.

HISAVCBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked PRNG functions by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE,
for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked PRNG functions by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBP is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
for blocked PRNG functions by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

       SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions   
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Element Derivation:

fffAVCBP is computed using the following algorithm:

   

           IF fffC66 THEN          fffAVCBP=fffC67/fffC66 ;

     ELSE IF fffC66=0 THEN fffAVCBP=0 ;

     ELSE                  fffAVCBP=. ;

          

where

• fffC67
Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto PRNG functions

• fffC66
Total number of blocked crypto PRNG functions

• fff
CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

fffAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles incurred, over the measurement interval, while logica processors were
blocked from executing a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) function because the cryptographic co-processor was busy.

HISAVCBS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffAVCBS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine (HARCME) file, CMEAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked SHA functions by the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for
the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType (HARCMT) file, CMTAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles
incurred for blocked SHA functions by all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR (HARCML) file, CMLAVCBS is the average number of penalty cycles incurred
for blocked SHA functions by all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions
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            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

fffAVCBS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF fffC70 THEN          fffAVCBS=fffC71/fffC70 ;

     ELSE IF fffC70=0 THEN fffAVCBS=0 ;

     ELSE                  fffAVCBS=. ;

where

fffC71

Total number of penalty cycles incurred for blocked crypto PRNG functions

fffC70

Total number of blocked crypto PRNG functions

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

fffAVCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffAVCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC64 - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

fffC64 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions executed by the cryptographic co-
processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC64 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC64 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC64 is the number of PRNG functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG
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            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC64 contains the value of counter 64 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC64 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC64 contains the sum of CMEC64 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC64 contains the sum of CMEC64 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC64 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC64 contains the sum of all values of fffC64 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC65 - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

fffC65 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Pseudo-Random
Number Generator (PRNG) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical
processors were dispatched.

fffC65 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC65 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME) CMEC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for the logical processor with addres IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC65 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing PRNG functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles
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            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

 

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC65 contains the value of counter 65 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC65 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC65 contains the sum of CMEC65 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC65 contains the sum of CMEC65 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC65 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC65 contains the sum of all values of fffC65 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC66 - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

fffC66 is the total number of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions that were blocked over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC66 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC66 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC66 is the number of blocked PRNG functions for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions
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Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC66 contains the value of counter 66 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC66 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC66 contains the sum of CMEC66 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC66 contains the sum of CMEC66 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC66 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC66 contains the sum of all values of fffC66 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC67 - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

fffC67 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC67 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC67 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked
PRNG functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC67 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked PRNG
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC67 contains the value of counter 67 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CMEC67 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC67 contains the sum of CMEC67 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC67 contains the sum of CMEC67 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC67 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC67 contains the sum of all values of fffC67 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC68 - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

fffC68 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC68 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC68 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

•   In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC68 is the number of SHA functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC68 contains the value of counter 68 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC68 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC68 contains the sum of CMEC68 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC68 contains the sum of CMEC68 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.
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Range of Value:

fffC68 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

  fffC68 contains the sum of all values of fffC68 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC69 - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

fffC69 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC)cycles expended while executing Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA)functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC69 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC69 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC69 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing SHA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

  In the HARCME file, CMEC69 contains the value of counter 69 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section
of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC69 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC69 contains the sum of CMEC69 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC69 contains the sum of CMEC69 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC69 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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  fffC69 contains the sum of all values of fffC69 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC70 - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

fffC70 is the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC70 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC70 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC70 is the number of blocked SHA functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC70 contains the value of counter 70 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC70 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC70 contains the sum of CMEC70 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC70 contains the sum of CMEC70 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC70 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC70 contains the sum of all values of fffC70 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.
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HISC71 - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

fffC71 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC71 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC71 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC71 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked SHA
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC71 contains the value of counter 71 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC71 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC71 contains the sum of CMEC71 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC71 contains the sum of CMEC71 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC71 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC71 contains the sum of all values of fffC71 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC72 - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

fffC72 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.
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fffC72 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC72 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC72 is the number of DEA functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC72 contains the value of counter 72 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC72 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC72 contains the sum of CMEC72 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC72 contains the sum of CMEC72 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC72 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC72 contains the sum of all values of fffC72 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC73 - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

fffC73 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Data Encryption
Algorithm (DEA) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC73 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC73 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC73 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing DEA functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC73 contains the value of counter 73 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC73 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC73 contains the sum of CMEC73 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC73 contains the sum of CMEC73 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC73 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC73 contains the sum of all values of fffC73 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC74 - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

fffC74 is the total number of Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA)functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC74 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC74 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CMEC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC74 is the number of blocked DEA functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC74 contains the value of counter 74 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC74 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC74 contains the sum of CMEC74 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC74 contains the sum of CMEC74 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC74 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC74 contains the sum of all values of fffC74 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC75 - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

fffC75 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC75 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC75 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMTC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC75 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked DEA
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC75 contains the value of counter 75 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC75 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC75 contains the sum of CMEC75 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC75 contains the sum of CMEC75 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC75 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC75 contains the sum of all values of fffC75 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC76 - C76-Crypto AES Functions

fffC76 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor
over the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC76 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC76 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC76 is the number of AES functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC76 is the number of AES functions executed for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC76 is the number of AES functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions
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            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC76 contains the value of counter 76 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC76 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC76 contains the sum of CMEC76 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC76 contains the sum of CMEC76 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC76 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC76 contains the sum of all values of fffC76 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC77 - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

fffC77 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC) cycles expended while executing Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors were
dispatched.

fffC77 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC77 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CMEC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMTC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC77 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing AES functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles
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            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC77 contains the value of counter 77 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC77 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC77 contains the sum of CMEC77 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.In
the HARCML file, CMLC77 contains the sum of CMEC77 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC77 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC77 contains the sum of all values of fffC77 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISC78 - Crypto AES Blocked Functions

fffC78 is the total number of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions that were blocked over the measurement
interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC78 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC78 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC78 is the number of blocked AES functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC78 contains the value of counter 78 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.
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CMEC78 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC78 contains the sum of CMEC78 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC78 contains the sum of CMEC78 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC78 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC78 contains the sum of all values of fffC78 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC79 - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

fffC79 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

fffC79 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC79 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC79 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked AES
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC79 contains the value of counter 79 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC79 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte)counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC79 contains the sum of CMEC79 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC79 contains the sum of CMEC79 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:
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fffC79 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC79 contains the sum of all values of fffC79 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISC80 - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

fffC80 is the total number of Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) functions executed by the cryptographic co-processor over
the measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.

Elliptic-Curve Cryptography was introduced with the IBM z15 CPC. ECC related data elements are populated with zero (0)
in MICS database files when processing data from earlier CPC models.

fffC80 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC80 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CMEC80 is the number of ECC functions executed for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC80 is the number of ECC functions executed for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC80 is the number of ECC functions executed for all
active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC80 contains the value of counter 80 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC80 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC80 contains the sum of CMEC80 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC80 contains the sum of CMEC80 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC80 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC80 contains the sum of all values of fffC80 processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

HISC81 - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

fffC81 is the total number of Central Processor Complex (CPC)cycles expended while executing Elliptic-Curve
Cryptography (ECC) functions on the cryptographic co-processor over the measurement interval while logical processors
were dispatched.

Elliptic-Curve Cryptography was introduced with the IBM z15 CPC. ECC related data elements are populated with zero (0)
in MICS database files when processing data from earlier CPC models.

fffC81 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC81 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC81 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing ECC functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS
LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC81 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing ECC functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC81 is the number of CPC cycles expended while
executing ECC functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

            HISC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

            HISC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

            HISC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles   

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC81 contains the value of counter 81 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC81 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC81 contains the sum of CMEC81 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC81 contains the sum of CMEC81 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC81 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC81 contains the sum of all values of fffC81 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISC82 - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

fffC82 is the total number of Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) functions that were blocked over the measurement interval
while logical processors were dispatched.

Elliptic-Curve Cryptography was introduced with the IBM z15 CPC. ECC related data elements are populated with zero
(0)in MICS database files when processing data from earlier CPC models.

fffC82 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC82 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME),CMEC82 is the number of blocked ECC functions for the
logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT),CMTC82 is the number of blocked ECC functions for all
logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC82 is the number of blocked ECC functions for all active
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

 SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC82 contains the value of counter 82 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC82 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC82 contains the sum of CMEC82 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC82 contains the sum of CMEC82 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC82 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC82 contains the sum of all values of fffC82 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Blocked cryptographic functions are the result of a busy cryptographic co-processor chip.

HISC83 - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

fffC83 is the total number of penalty cycles for blocked Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) functions over the
measurement interval while logical processors were dispatched.
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Elliptic-Curve Cryptography was introduced with the IBM z15 CPC. ECC related data elements are populated with zero (0)
in MICS database files when processing data from earlier CPC models.

fffC83 is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffC83 data elements in several MICS
database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEC83 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked ECC
functions for the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified
by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTC83 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked ECC
functions for all logical processors of core type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLC83 is the number of penalty cycles for blocked ECC
functions for all active logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO:  HISAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

            HISC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

            HISC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

            HISC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

            HISC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

            HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

Element Derivation:

In the HARCME file, CMEC83 contains the value of counter 83 in the CRYPTO counter field set, in the counters section of
the SMF type 113 subtype 1 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

CMEC83 is populated from field SMF113_1_SCR for short (4 byte) counter fields, or field SMF113_1_LCR for long (8
byte) counter fields.

In the HARCMT file, CMTC83 contains the sum of CMEC83 over all processors of a specific core type for a z/OS LPAR.
In the HARCML file, CMLC83 contains the sum of CMEC83 over all processors for a z/OS LPAR.

Range of Value:

fffC83 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffC83 contains the sum of all values of fffC83 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Penalty cycles are wasted cycles that occur while the logical processor is waiting for a busy cryptographic co-processor to
accept the function request.

HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

fffPCCBA is the percentage of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) functions that were blocked from executing because
the cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBA is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBA data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:
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• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBA is the percentage blocked AES functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  

         SEE ALSO:  HISC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

            HISC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBA is computed using the following algorithm:

    

   IF fffC76 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffC78 GT 0) fffPCCBA =(fffC78*100)/fffC76 ;

     WHEN (fffC78 EQ 0) fffPCCBA =0 ;

     OTHERWISE          fffPCCBA =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                 fffPCCBA=. ;

        

where

fffC76

Total number of AES functions issued

fffC78

Total number of AES functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

fffPCCBD is the percentage of Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) functions that were blocked from executing because the
cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBD is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBD data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBD is the percentage blocked DEA functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

   SEE ALSO:  HISC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

            HISC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

 

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBD is computed using the following algorithm:

    

         IF fffC72 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffC74 GT 0) fffPCCBD =(fffC74*100)/fffC72 ;

     WHEN (fffC74 EQ 0) fffPCCBD =0 ;

     OTHERWISE          fffPCCBD =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                 fffPCCBD=. ;

 

        

where

fffC72

Total number of DEA functions issued

fffC74

Total number of DEA functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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fffPCCBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

fffPCCBE is the percentage of Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) functions that were blocked from executing because the
cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBE is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBE data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBE is the percentage blocked ECC functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBE is the percentage blocked ECC functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBE is the percentage blocked ECC functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

   SEE ALSO:  HISC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

            HISC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

 

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBE is computed using the following algorithm:

    

        IF fffC80 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffC82 GT 0) fffPCCBE =(fffC82*100)/fffC80 ;

     WHEN (fffC82 EQ 0) fffPCCBE =0 ;

     OTHERWISE          fffPCCBE =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                 fffPCCBE=. ;

 

        

where

fffC80

Total number of ECC functions issued

fffC82

Total number of ECC functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML
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Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

fffPCCBP is the percentage of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) functions that were blocked from executing
because the cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBP is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBP data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions
for all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBP is the percentage blocked PRNG functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

  

         SEE ALSO:  HISC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

            HISC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBP is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffC64 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffC66 GT 0) fffPCCBP =(fffC66*100)/fffC64 ;

     WHEN (fffC66 EQ 0) fffPCCBP =0 ;

     OTHERWISE          fffPCCBP =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                 fffPCCBP=. ;

 

where

fffC64

Total number of PRNG functions issued

fffC66
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Total number of PRNG functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization

Usage Notes:

None

HISPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

fffPCCBS is the percentage of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)functions that were blocked from executing because the
cyrptographic co-processor was busy.

HISPCCBS is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffPCCBS data elements in
several MICS database files as follows:

• In the CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME), CMEPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for
the logical processor with address IPUADDR, and of engine type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT), CMTPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for
all logical processors of type CPUTYPE, for the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

• In the CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCML), CMLPCCBS is the percentage blocked SHA functions for all
logical processors assigned to the z/OS LPAR identified by SYSID.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements

 

        SEE ALSO:  HISC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

            HISC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

            HISPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

            HISPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

        

Element Derivation:

fffPCCBS is computed using the following algorithm:

  

   IF fffC68 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (fffC70 GT 0) fffPCCBS =(fffC70*100)/fffC68 ;

     WHEN (fffC70 EQ 0) fffPCCBS =0 ;

     OTHERWISE          fffPCCBS =. ;

   END ;

   ELSE                 fffPCCBS=. ;

        

where
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fffC68

Total number of SHA functions issued

fffC70

Total number of SHA functions blocked from execution because the cryptographic co-processor was busy

fff

CME, CMT, or CML

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCCBS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCCBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPU Activity File (HARCPU)
The CPU Activity File quantifies core and processor (thread) utilization for the logical cores assigned to z/OS LPARs.
Information is provided for all core types (CP, zIIP, and zAAP). Additionally, address space (ASID) usage is identified and
quantified (that is, number of in users, out users, users in wait, etc.). This file is typically used when reporting on CPU
usage and address space activity.

The information in the HARCPU file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating
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  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Changed

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

  XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex
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  XDWM..   PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
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  XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable
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  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPUACS   - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

  X.....   CPUAPMP  - Multiple Processors in Complex

  XDWM..E  CPUBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

  XDWM..E  CPUBWP   - Pct CPU Resources Reserved for Promotion

  XDWM..E  CPUBWT   - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

  XDWM..E  CPUCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

  XDWM..E  CPUCGAVL - Available Capacity for the Group

  XDWM..E  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

  XDWM..E  CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

  XDWM..E  CPUGTS   - LPAR Global Time Slice for CEC

  XDWM..   CPUHYPOF - Hypervisor Date/Time Offset

  XDWM..E  CPUMAS   - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  CPUMIS   - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWM..E  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

  XDWM..E  CPUSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

  XDWM..E  CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

  XDWM..E  CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

  XDWM..E  CPUSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUVER   - Processor Version

  XDWM..E  CPUZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

  XDWM..E  CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight
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 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

  X.....E  CPUATDC  - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

  X.....E  CPUATDS  - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

  X.....E  CPUATDZ  - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUATT   - Total Logical Out Wait Users

  XDWM..   CPUA00   - Count Logical Out Wait Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUA01   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUA02   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUA03   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUA04   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUA05   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUA06   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUA07   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUA08   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUA09   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUA10   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUA11   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUBSYTM - Total Time All Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUBTT   - Total Batch Users

  XDWM..E  CPUBWPCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Pct Changed

  XDWM..E  CPUBWTCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Threshold Chg

  XDWM..   CPUB00   - Count Batch Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUB01   - Count Batch Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUB02   - Count Batch Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUB03   - Count Batch Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUB04   - Count Batch Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUB05   - Count Batch Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUB06   - Count Batch Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUB07   - Count Batch Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUB08   - Count Batch Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUB09   - Count Batch Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUB10   - Count Batch Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUB11   - Count Batch Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  CPUCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  CPUCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

  X.....E  CPUCFAC  - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

  X.....E  CPUCFAS  - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  X.....E  CPUCFAZ  - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

  X.....E  CPUCFMC  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

  X.....E  CPUCFMS  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  X.....E  CPUCFMZ  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores
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  XDWM..E  CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUCGCCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Capped

  XDWM..E  CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

  XDWM..   CPUCGJTM - Time Capacity Not Managed by Group Limit

  XDWM..E  CPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

  XDWM..E  CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

  XDWM..E  CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

  XDWM..E  CPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUDIAGF - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Failure

  XDWM..E  CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

  XDWM..E  CPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

  XDWM..E  CPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

  XDWM..E  CPUETT   - Total USS Users

  XDWM..   CPUE00   - Count USS Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUE01   - Count USS Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUE02   - Count USS Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUE03   - Count USS Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUE04   - Count USS Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUE05   - Count USS Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUE06   - Count USS Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUE07   - Count USS Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUE08   - Count USS Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUE09   - Count USS Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUE10   - Count USS Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUE11   - Count USS Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

  XDWM..E  CPUITT   - Total In Users

  XDWM..   CPUI00   - Count In Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUI01   - Count In Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUI02   - Count In Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUI03   - Count In Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUI04   - Count In Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUI05   - Count In Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUI06   - Count In Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUI07   - Count In Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUI08   - Count In Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUI09   - Count In Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUI10   - Count In Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUI11   - Count In Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

  XDWM..E  CPULTT   - Total Logical Out Ready Users

  XDWM..   CPUL00   - Count Logical Out Ready Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUL01   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUL02   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUL03   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUL04   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUL05   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUL06   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUL07   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUL08   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUL09   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUL10   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUL11   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 36 or More
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  XDWM..E  CPUMACCT - Intvls with CPC in Cycle-Steering Mode

  XDWM..E  CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  CPUNOPCH - Intvls with Log Proc Count Change

  XDWM..E  CPUOTT   - Total Out/Ready Users

  XDWM..   CPUO00   - Count Out/Ready Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUO01   - Count Out/Ready Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUO02   - Count Out/Ready Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUO03   - Count Out/Ready Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUO04   - Count Out/Ready Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUO05   - Count Out/Ready Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUO06   - Count Out/Ready Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUO07   - Count Out/Ready Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUO08   - Count Out/Ready Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUO09   - Count Out/Ready Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUO10   - Count Out/Ready Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUO11   - Count Out/Ready Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUPTT   - Total APPC Users

  XDWM..E  CPUPWRCT - Intvls with CPC in Power-Save Mode

  XDWM..   CPUP00   - Count APPC Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUP01   - Count APPC Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUP02   - Count APPC Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUP03   - Count APPC Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUP04   - Count APPC Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUP05   - Count APPC Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUP06   - Count APPC Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUP07   - Count APPC Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUP08   - Count APPC Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUP09   - Count APPC Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUP10   - Count APPC Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUP11   - Count APPC Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUQ00   - Count In/Ready was <= N

  XDWM..E  CPUQ01   - Count In/Ready was N+1

  XDWM..E  CPUQ02   - Count In/Ready was N+2

  XDWM..E  CPUQ03   - Count In/Ready was N+3

  XDWM..E  CPUQ04   - Count In/Ready was N+4 or N+5

  XDWM..E  CPUQ05   - Count In/Ready was N+6 to N+10

  XDWM..E  CPUQ06   - Count In/Ready was N+11 to N+15

  XDWM..E  CPUQ07   - Count In/Ready was N+16 to N+20

  XDWM..E  CPUQ08   - Count In/Ready was N+21 to N+30

  XDWM..E  CPUQ09   - Count In/Ready was N+31 to N+40

  XDWM..E  CPUQ10   - Count In/Ready was N+41 to N+60

  XDWM..E  CPUQ11   - Count In/Ready was N+61 to N+80

  XDWM..E  CPUQ12   - Count In/Ready was > N+80

  XDWM..E  CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

  XDWM..E  CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

  XDWM..E  CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

  XDWM..E  CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  CPURTT   - Total In/Ready Count

  XDWM..E  CPUR00   - Count In/Ready was 0

  XDWM..E  CPUR01   - Count In/Ready was 1

  XDWM..E  CPUR02   - Count In/Ready was 2
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  XDWM..E  CPUR03   - Count In/Ready was 3

  XDWM..E  CPUR04   - Count In/Ready was 4

  XDWM..E  CPUR05   - Count In/Ready was 5

  XDWM..E  CPUR06   - Count In/Ready was 6

  XDWM..E  CPUR07   - Count In/Ready was 7

  XDWM..E  CPUR08   - Count In/Ready was 8

  XDWM..E  CPUR09   - Count In/Ready was 9

  XDWM..E  CPUR10   - Count In/Ready was 10

  XDWM..E  CPUR11   - Count In/Ready was 11

  XDWM..E  CPUR12   - Count In/Ready was 12

  XDWM..E  CPUR13   - Count In/Ready was 13

  XDWM..E  CPUR14   - Count In/Ready was 14

  XDWM..E  CPUR15   - Count In/Ready was 15 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  CPUSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  CPUSLIH  - Total # of Entries to the I/O SLIH

  XDWM..E  CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUSMPSW - Weighted SMT zIIP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSPOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSPUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSSMP  - Number of SRM Samples

  XDWM..E  CPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

  XDWM..E  CPUSTT   - Total Started Users

  XDWM..E  CPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd

  XDWM..E  CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

  XDWM..   CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUSUNIO - Total zIIP Processors I/O Connections

  XDWM..E  CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUSIG - Total zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions

  XDWM..   CPUSUSRB - Total zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches

  XDWM..   CPUSUTCB - Total zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches

  XDWM..E  CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUSUWU  - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors
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  XDWM..E  CPUSUYTM - Total zIIP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

  XDWM..   CPUS00   - Count Started Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUS01   - Count Started Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUS02   - Count Started Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUS03   - Count Started Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUS04   - Count Started Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUS05   - Count Started Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUS06   - Count Started Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUS07   - Count Started Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUS08   - Count Started Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUS09   - Count Started Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUS10   - Count Started Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUS11   - Count Started Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

  XDWM..   CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

  XDWM..   CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOMNR - Accum. Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..   CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOMRT - Accum. Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

  XDWM..   CPUTONIO - Total CP Processors I/O Connections

  XDWM..E  CPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  CPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  CPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

  XDWM..E  CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUTOPMI - Blocked Wklds/Sec that may get Promoted

  XDWM..E  CPUTOPMU - Blocked Work Units Promoted

  XDWM..E  CPUTOPMW - Blocked Work Units Waiting for Promotion

  XDWM..E  CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOSIG - Total CP Processors SIGP Instructions

  XDWM..   CPUTOSRB - Total CP Processors SRB Dispatches

  XDWM..   CPUTOTCB - Total CP Processors TCB Dispatches

  XDWM..E  CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors MVS Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors MVS Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUTOWU  - Total Work Units for CP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUTOYTM - Total CP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

  XDWM..E  CPUTPI   - Total # of TPI I/O Events

  XDWM..E  CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors
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  XDWM..E  CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUTTT   - Total TSO Users

  XDWM..   CPUT00   - Count TSO Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUT01   - Count TSO Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUT02   - Count TSO Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUT03   - Count TSO Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUT04   - Count TSO Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUT05   - Count TSO Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUT06   - Count TSO Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUT07   - Count TSO Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUT08   - Count TSO Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUT09   - Count TSO Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUT10   - Count TSO Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUT11   - Count TSO Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUU00   - Count Work Units was <= N

  XDWM..E  CPUU01   - Count Work Units was N+1

  XDWM..E  CPUU02   - Count Work Units was N+2

  XDWM..E  CPUU03   - Count Work Units was N+3

  XDWM..E  CPUU04   - Count Work Units was N+4 or N+5

  XDWM..E  CPUU05   - Count Work Units was N+6 to N+10

  XDWM..E  CPUU06   - Count Work Units was N+11 to N+15

  XDWM..E  CPUU07   - Count Work Units was N+16 to N+20

  XDWM..E  CPUU08   - Count Work Units was N+21 to N+30

  XDWM..E  CPUU09   - Count Work Units was N+31 to N+40

  XDWM..E  CPUU10   - Count Work Units was N+41 to N+60

  XDWM..E  CPUU11   - Count Work Units was N+61 to N+80

  XDWM..E  CPUU12   - Count Work Units was N+81 to N+100

  XDWM..E  CPUU13   - Count Work Units was N+101 to N+120

  XDWM..E  CPUU14   - Count Work Units was N+121 to N+150

  XDWM..E  CPUU15   - Count Work Units was > N+150

  XDWM..E  CPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Change

  XDWM..E  CPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

  XDWM..E  CPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

  XDWM..   CPUWTT   - Total Out/Wait Users

  XDWM..   CPUW00   - Count Out/Wait Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUW01   - Count Out/Wait Users was 1 or 2

  XDWM..   CPUW02   - Count Out/Wait Users was 3 or 4

  XDWM..   CPUW03   - Count Out/Wait Users was 5 or 6

  XDWM..   CPUW04   - Count Out/Wait Users was 7 or 8

  XDWM..   CPUW05   - Count Out/Wait Users was 9 or 10

  XDWM..   CPUW06   - Count Out/Wait Users was 11 - 15

  XDWM..   CPUW07   - Count Out/Wait Users was 16 - 20

  XDWM..   CPUW08   - Count Out/Wait Users was 21 - 25

  XDWM..   CPUW09   - Count Out/Wait Users was 26 - 30

  XDWM..   CPUW10   - Count Out/Wait Users was 31 - 35

  XDWM..   CPUW11   - Count Out/Wait Users was 36 or More

  XDWM..E  CPUZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  CPUZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

  XDWM..   CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores
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  XDWM..   CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUZPNIO - Total zAAP Processors I/O Connections

  XDWM..E  CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPSIG - Total zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions

  XDWM..   CPUZPSRB - Total zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches

  XDWM..   CPUZPTCB - Total zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches

  XDWM..E  CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUZPWU  - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUZPYTM - Total zAAP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   CPUMNA   - Min Logical Wait Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNB   - Min Batch Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMNCPU - Min Number of Assigned CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNE   - Min USS Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNI   - Min In Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNL   - Min Logical Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..   CPUMNO   - Min Out/Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNP   - Min APPC Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUMNR   - Min In/Ready

  XDWM..   CPUMNS   - Min Started Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

  XDWM..   CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUMNT   - Min TSO Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUMNW   - Min Out/Wait Users

  XDWM..   CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores
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  XDWM..   CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUNPBS  - Min Pct CP Processors Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUNPWT  - Min Pct CP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUNSBS  - Min Pct zIIP Processors Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUNSWT  - Min Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUNZBS  - Min Pct zAAP Processors Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUNZWT  - Min Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   CPUMXA   - Max Logical Wait Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXB   - Max Batch Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXCPU - Max Number of Assigned CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXE   - Max USS Users

  XDWM..   CPUMXI   - Max In Users

  XDWM..   CPUMXL   - Max Logical Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..   CPUMXO   - Max Out/Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXP   - Max APPC Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXPBS - Max Pct CP Processors Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

  XDWM..E  CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUMXPWT - Max Pct CP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..   CPUMXR   - Max In/Ready

  XDWM..   CPUMXS   - Max Started Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXSBS - Max Pct zIIP Processors Busy

  XDWM..   CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

  XDWM..E  CPUMXSWT - Max Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..   CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUMXT   - Max TSO Users

  XDWM..   CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUMXW   - Max Out/Wait Users

  XDWM..E  CPUMXZBS - Max Pct zAAP Processors Busy

  XDWM..   CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUMXZWT - Max Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..   CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Cores

 

 Derived Data Elements
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  XDWM..   CPUAVA   - Avg Logical Wait Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVB   - Avg Batch Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVE   - Avg USS Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  CPUAVI   - Avg In Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVL   - Avg Logical Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

  XDWM..E  CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..E  CPUAVO   - Avg Out/Ready Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVP   - Avg APPC Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVPMU - Avg Blocked Work Units Promoted

  XDWM..E  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

  XDWM..E  CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUAVR   - Avg In/Ready

  XDWM..E  CPUAVS   - Avg Started Users

  XDWM..   CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

  XDWM..E  CPUAVT   - Avg TSO Users

  XDWM..E  CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

  XDWM..E  CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

  XDWM..E  CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

  XDWM..   CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUAVW   - Avg Out/Wait Users

  XDWM..   CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

  XDWM..   CPUIOSRT - zIIP Processors I/O Connections Rate

  XDWM..   CPUIOTRT - CP Processors I/O Connections Rate

  XDWM..   CPUIOZRT - zAAP Processors I/O Connections Rate
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  XDWM..E  CPUMWSTM - zIIP Processors Mean Time to Wait

  XDWM..E  CPUMWTTM - CP Processors Mean Time to Wait

  XDWM..E  CPUMWZTM - zAAP Processors Mean Time to Wait

  XDWM..   CPUPCA00 - Cumm Pct Logical Wait Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCA01 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA02 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA03 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA04 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA05 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA06 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA07 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA08 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA09 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCA10 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

  XDWM..   CPUPCB00 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCB01 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB02 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB03 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB04 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB05 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB06 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB07 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB08 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB09 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCB10 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

  XDWM..E  CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

  XDWM..E  CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

  XDWM..E  CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

  XDWM..   CPUPCE00 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCE01 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE02 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE03 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE04 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE05 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE06 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE07 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE08 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE09 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCE10 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI00 - Cumm Pct In Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCI01 - Cumm Pct In Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI02 - Cumm Pct In Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI03 - Cumm Pct In Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI04 - Cumm Pct In Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI05 - Cumm Pct In Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI06 - Cumm Pct In Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI07 - Cumm Pct In Users was 20 or Less
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  XDWM..   CPUPCI08 - Cumm Pct In Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI09 - Cumm Pct In Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCI10 - Cumm Pct In Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL00 - Cumm Pct Logical Ready Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCL01 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL02 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL03 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL04 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL05 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL06 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL07 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL08 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL09 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCL10 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCMUC - Pct SMT CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  CPUPCMUS - Pct SMT zIIP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  CPUPCMUZ - Pct SMT zAAP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

  XDWM..   CPUPCO00 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCO01 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO02 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO03 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO04 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO05 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO06 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO07 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO08 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO09 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCO10 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP00 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCP01 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP02 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP03 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP04 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP05 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP06 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP07 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP08 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP09 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCP10 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ00 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ01 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+1 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ02 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ03 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+3 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ04 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+5 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ05 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ06 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ07 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ08 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ09 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+40 or Less
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  XDWM..   CPUPCQ10 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+60 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCQ11 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+80 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

  XDWM..E  CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

  XDWM..   CPUPCR00 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCR01 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 1 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR02 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR03 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 3 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR04 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR05 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 5 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR06 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR07 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 7 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR08 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR09 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 9 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR10 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR11 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 11 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR12 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 12 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR13 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 13 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCR14 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 14 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..   CPUPCS00 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCS01 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS02 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS03 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS04 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS05 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS06 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS07 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS08 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS09 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCS10 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

  XDWM..E  CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

  XDWM..E  CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

  XDWM..   CPUPCTPI - Total Pct TPI I/O Events

  XDWM..   CPUPCT00 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCT01 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT02 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT03 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT04 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT05 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT06 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT07 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT08 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT09 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCT10 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCUP  - Pct Cores Up Time

  XDWM..   CPUPCU00 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU01 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+1 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU02 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU03 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+3 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU04 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+5 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU05 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+10 or Less
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  XDWM..   CPUPCU06 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU07 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU08 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU09 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+40 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU10 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+60 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU11 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+80 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU12 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+100 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU13 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+120 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCU14 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+150 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors MVS Busy Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors MVS Wait Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

  XDWM..E  CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..E  CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

  XDWM..   CPUPCW00 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 0

  XDWM..   CPUPCW01 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 2 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW02 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 4 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW03 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 6 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW04 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 8 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW05 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 10 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW06 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 15 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW07 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 20 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW08 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 25 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW09 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 30 or Less

  XDWM..   CPUPCW10 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 35 or Less

  XDWM..E  CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  CPUPWTSS - Pct zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUPWTST - Pct CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPUPWTSZ - Pct zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  CPURTDPR - Defined Promote Rate

  XDWM..E  CPUSISRT - zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

  XDWM..E  CPUSITRT - CP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

  XDWM..E  CPUSIZRT - zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

  XDWM..   CPUSRSRT - zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

  XDWM..   CPUSRTRT - CP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

  XDWM..   CPUSRZRT - zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

  XDWM..   CPUTCSRT - zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

  XDWM..   CPUTCTRT - CP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

  XDWM..   CPUTCZRT - zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

CPUACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

CPUACS contains the logical partition's actual weight for the shared CP core resources, as dynamically assigned by the
WLM LPAR weight management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

A value of zero in this field indicates that the partition is not under WLM control and that its weight has been statically
defined (CPUBPS data element).

CPUACS is only valid for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          CPUMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

CPUACS contains the value input from field SMF70ACS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUACS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

CPUACS contains the last value of CPUACS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload, based on workload priority and utilization history.

CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

CPUADJCH contains the number of measurement intervals where the physical CPU adjustment factor value changed.
This factor is used in the calculation that converts processor CPU time to service units.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUADJCH is set to 1 if bit 1 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

CPUADJCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUADJCH contains the sum of all values of CPUADJCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAPMP - Multiple Processors in Complex

This field is 'Y' if the system measured was a multiprocessor (either MP, AP, or DYADIC) and 'N' if it was a uniprocessor.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

The value of CPUAPMP is determined by the number of CPU Data Sections in the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record, as indicated by field SMF70CPU. If this value is 1, a uniprocessor is indicated and CPUAPMP is set to 'N.'
Otherwise the field is set to 'Y,' indicating a multiple-CPU configuration.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUAPMP is either Y or N.

Summarization Process:

CPUAPMP is set to the value of the last CPUAPMP encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDC contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical standard
CP cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.

If Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is enabled for a core type, the average thread density ranges from a minimum of 1
to maximum of 2. For non-SMT enabled core types, the thread density is always 1. In the initial implementation with the
IBM z13 CPC, SMT is not allowed for standard CP cores.

Thread density was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUATDC contains the value input from field SMF70ATD in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUATDC ranges from a minimum
of one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUATDC contains the sum of all values of CPUATDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUATDC is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores
(CPUATDCW) is maintained in all timespans to accurately compute data element CPUAVTDC, the average thread density
for logical standard CP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.
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This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

CPUATDCW contains the weighted average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical standard CP cores
for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval for the observation. The
weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical standard CP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density (CPUAVTDC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

Element Derivation:

CPUATDCW is the accumulation of IPUATDW for all logical standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUATDCW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUATDCW contains the sum of all values of CPUATDCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The average thread density over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average
thread density in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDS contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical
Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the
RMF measurement interval.

If Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is enabled for a core type, the average thread density ranges from a minimum of 1
to maximum of 2. For non-SMT enabled core types, the thread density is always 1. In the initial SMT implementation with
the IBM z13 CPC, SMT is allowed for zIIP cores.

Thread density was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUATDS contains the value input from field SMF70ATDS in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. If field SMF70ATDS contains a zero (0), it means that no zIIP cores are installed, and CPUATDS is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUATDS ranges from a minimum
of one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUATDS contains the sum of all values of CPUATDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUATDS is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP
Cores (CPUATDSW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately compute data element CPUAVTDS, the average thread
density of logical zIIP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDSW contains the weighted average number of processors (threads) executing in all
logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time,
over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density (CPUAVTDS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores
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          CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

Element Derivation:

CPUATDSW is the accumulation of IPUATDW for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUATDSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUATDSW contains the sum of all values of CPUATDSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The average thread density over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time   to calculate a more accurate average
thread density in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDZ contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical
Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the
RMF measurement interval.

If Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is enabled for a core type, the average thread density ranges from a minimum of 1
to maximum of 2. SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC.

IBM is eliminating zAAP cores as a core configuration option, and zAAP cores are not available on the IBM z13 CPC and
later models. Because of this, SMT will never be available for zAAP cores, and zAAP core thread density will always be
one (1) for pre-z13 CPC models.

Thread density was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores
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          CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUATDZ contains the value input from field SMF70ATDI in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. If field SMF70ATDI contains a zero (0), it means that no zAAP cores are installed, and CPUATDZ is set to
a missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDZ will always have a value of one (1).

Summarization Process:

CPUATDZ contains the sum of all values of CPUATDZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUATDZ is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan, and will always contain a value of one (1). Data element Weighted
SMT Thread Density zIIP (CPUATDZW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVTDZ,
the average thread density of logical zAAP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUATDZW contains the weighted average number of processors (threads) executing in all
logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over
the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density (CPUAVTDZ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

Element Derivation:

CPUATDZW is the accumulation of IPUATDW for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUATDZW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUATDZW contains the sum of all values of CPUATDZW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The average thread density over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average
thread density in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUATT - Total Logical Out Wait Users

The sum of address spaces which were in logical wait status for the RMF sampling periods during the measurement
interval. In logical wait status, the user is physically in real storage but logically swapped out and not ready to run.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLSS   - Starting Logical Swap-Outs Observed

             PAGLSE   - Ending Logical Swap-Outs Observed

             CPUAVA   - Average Logical Wait Users

             $SRMNOTE - SRM Notes

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70ATT of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 (assuming there were no logical wait users during the interval) to a theoretical maximum
equal to the product of the number of samples in the interval, and the maximum number of address spaces in the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUATT contains the sum of all the CPUATT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

On a system with expanded storage, any address space eligible for a swap to expanded storage is eligible for logical
swapping.

CPUAVA - Avg Logical Wait Users

The average number of memories which were logically swapped out and not ready to execute during the RMF
measurement interval.

Logical Swap is a mechanism which attempts to trade real memory for the CPU and I/O resources needed to do physical
swaps when address spaces go into wait . The expectation is that they may come ready "soon", so SRM should leave
them in real storage as long there is no shortage of it.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLSS  - Starting Logical Swap-Outs Observed

             CPUATT  - Total Logical Wait users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of logical wait users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPUATT)
and the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 (indicating no logical wait users during the RMF interval) to the maximum number of address
spaces.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVA is recalculated using the summarized CPUATT and SAMPLES values.

CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users

The average number of batch users per sample during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUBTT  - Total Batch Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of batch users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPUBTT) and the
number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of batch initiators your installation ever has its JES start.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVB is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUBTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

For good system performance, it is very important that you run at an appropriate batch job initiation level. Note that
memories which are not really batch jobs, but are run under batch initiators (e.g. CICS) will be counted. Idle initiators are
counted as system tasks.

CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Cores

CPUAVCPU contains the number of standard CP cores actually assigned to the partition, on average, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time
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          DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

CPUAVCPU = CPUTOOTM / DURATION

where:

CPUTOOTM represents the total amount of time the standard CP cores were assigned to the partition.

DURATION is the length of the recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUAVCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the
available standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The online time is the actual amount of time that a logical
processor was assigned to the LPAR, and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this processor
offline during the interval. Although the term may be misleading, the "online time" has nothing to do with the availability
measurements, as opposed to the "up time," which is only an estimation based on the length of the RMF interval and the
processor status at the end of this interval.

CPUAVE - Avg USS Users

CPUAVE contains the average number of users using Unix System Services during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMNE  - Min USS Users

             CPUMXE  - Max USS Users

             CPUETT  - Total USS Users

             CPURSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAVE is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (RMFVER)="430") & (CPURSMP) THEN SELECT;    

    WHEN (CPUETT)0) CPUAVE=CPUETT/CPURSMP;

    WHEN (CPUETT=0) CPUAVE=0;

    OTHERWISE       CPUAVE=.;

  END; ELSE CPUAVE=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUAVE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

CPUAVFAC contains the average actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical standard CP cores for the LPAR, while
dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the CF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the CF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

In the initial implementation of SMT with the z13 CPC, standard CP cores were not eligible for multithreading.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFAC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF (CPUCFACW AND CPUSMTCT) THEN SELECT ;

   WHEN (CPUCFACW GT 0) CPUAVFAC=CPUCFACW / CPUSMTCT;

   WHEN (CPUCFACW EQ 0) CPUAVFAC=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVFAC=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUAVFAC=.;

 CPUCFACW CPUSMTCT

where:

CPUCFACW is the weighted actual capacity factor for standard CP cores weighted by CP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTCT is the SMT busy time for standard CP cores.

Range of Value:
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For standard CP cores running singlethreaded, CPUAVFAC has a value of one. For standard CP cores running
multithreaded, CPUAVFAC ranges from a minimum of less than one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of CF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is calculated for each workload and represents the maximum multithreading
productivity that could be achieved.

The actual Capacity Factor (CF), CPUAVFAC, represents the actual multithreading productivity achieved. The ratio of CF
to mCF represents the SMT productivity achieved by the workload. As the CF value approaches the mCF value, SMT
productivity approaches 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

CPUAVFAS contains the average actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the CF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the CF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFAS is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF (CPUCFASW AND CPUSMTST) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUCFASW GT 0) CPUAVFAS=CPUCFASW / CPUSMTST;

     WHEN (CPUCFASW EQ 0) CPUAVFAS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVFAS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVFAS=.;

where:

CPUCFASW is the weighted actual capacity factor for zIIP cores weighted by zIIP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTST is the SMT busy time for zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

For zIIP cores running singlethreaded, CPUAVFAS has a value of one. For zIIP cores running multithreaded, CPUAVFAS
ranges from a minimum of less than one to a maximum of two. For standard

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFAS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of CF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is calculated for each workload and represents the maximum multithreading
productivity that could be achieved.

The actual Capacity Factor (CF), CPUAVFAS, represents the actual multithreading productivity achieved. The ratio of CF
to mCF represents the SMT productivity achieved by the workload. As the CF value approaches the mCF value, SMT
productivity approaches 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

CPUAVFAZ contains the average actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores
for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the CF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the CF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

zAAP cores are no longer supported beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, so zAAP cores will never be eligible for
multithreading.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFAZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUCFAZW AND CPUSMTZT) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUCFAZW GT 0) CPUAVFAZ=CPUCFAZW / CPUSMTZT;

     WHEN (CPUCFAZW EQ 0) CPUAVFAZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVFAZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVFAZ=.;

where:

CPUCFAZW is the weighted actual capacity factor for zAAP cores weighted by zAAP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTZT is the SMT busy time for zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

zIIP cores can only execute singlethreaded, therefore, CPUAVFAZ will always have a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFAZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of CF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

Beginning with the z13 CPC, zAAP cores are not available as a configuration option. Therefore, zAAP cores will never
execute multithreaded, and the CF value, available from pre-z13 CPC models, will always be one (1).

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

CPUAVFMC contains the average maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical standard CP cores for the LPAR, while
dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.
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mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the mCF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the mCF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFMC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUCFMCW AND CPUSMTCT) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUCFMCW GT 0) CPUAVFMC=CPUCFMCW / CPUSMTCT;

     WHEN (CPUCFMCW EQ 0) CPUAVFMC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVFMC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVFMC=.;

where:

CPUCFMCW is the weighted maximum capacity factor for standard CP cores weighted by CP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTCT is the SMT busy time for standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUAVFMC ranges from a
minimum of less than one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The mCF value varies by workload, and represents the maximum multithreading productivity that could be achieved.

CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

CPUAVFMS contains the average maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP)
cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the mCF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the mCF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFMS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUCFMSW AND CPUSMTST) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUCFMSW GT 0) CPUAVFMS=CPUCFMSW / CPUSMTST;

     WHEN (CPUCFMSW EQ 0) CPUAVFMS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVFMS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVFMS=.;

where:

CPUCFMSW is the weighted maximum capacity factor for zIIP cores weighted by zIIP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTST is the SMT busy time for zIIP cores.
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Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUAVFMS ranges from a
minimum of less than one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFMS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The mCF value varies by workload, and represents the maximum multithreading productivity that could be achieved.

CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

CPUAVFMZ contains the average maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP)
cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

When executing singlethreaded, the mCF value is always one (1). For cores executing multithreaded, the mCF value can
reach a maximum value of two (2), meaning that in SMT-2 (multithreading) mode, the cores could potentially complete
twice the amount of work as could be completed running in SMT-1 (singlethreading) mode.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUAVFMZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUCFMZW AND CPUSMTZT) THEN SELECT ;
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     WHEN (CPUCFMZW GT 0) CPUAVFMZ=CPUCFMZW / CPUSMTZT;

     WHEN (CPUCFMZW EQ 0) CPUAVFMZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVFMZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVFMZ=.;

where:

CPUCFMZW is the weighted maximum capacity factor for zAAP cores weighted by zAAP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTZT is the SMT busy time for zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUAVFMZ should always contain a value of one because zAAP cores are discontinued, and not available on the SMT
enabled z13 CPC.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVFMZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The mCF value varies by workload, and represents the maximum multithreading productivity that could be achieved.

CPUAVI - Avg In Users

The average number of users per sample period of the RMF measurement interval that are in real storage and allowed to
execute (logically swapped users do not count). Non-swappable users are always IN.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUITT  - Total In Users

             CPUAVR  - Avg Ready

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of IN users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPUITT) and the
number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

0 to the number of MVS memories allowed in the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVI is re-calculated using the summarized values of CPUITT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

A memory which is IN is not necessarily able to execute. It may be waiting for any number of things, for example the
resolution of a page fault. Nevertheless, a memory which is not IN cannot do anything.
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CPUAVL - Avg Logical Ready Users

The average number of memories per sample period of the RMF measurement interval which were both logically
swapped and ready-to-run.

This condition can occur for TSO memories entering input (IWAIT) or output (OWAIT) terminal wait are eligible for logical
swap. If a TSO memory comes out of I/OWAIT and SRM cannot let it begin executing at once, it enters this state. Note,
however, that with the RTO (response time objective) TSO transaction delay mechanism, TSO memories in RTO wait are
not counted towards this figure, even though they are OUT READY. This condition can also occur for batch jobs coming
out of long or detected wait while being logically swapped. RTO does not apply to batch jobs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPULTT  - Total Logical Ready Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of logical ready users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPULTT)
and the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVL is recalculated using the summarized values of CPULTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

See the notes given with the CPUAVO data element.

CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

CPUAVLAC contains the average service units consumed (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the
partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
When this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than
its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the
defined capacity limit.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUAVLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or if it is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

            CPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

            CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs
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            CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

            CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

            CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

            CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAC)0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

    OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing the capacity limits of your LPARs (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges
by tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as
the WLM capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and
CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, consider decreasing the LPAR's capacity until WLM begins
capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and unacceptable
performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), consider
increasing the LPAR's capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), consider time-shifting the
workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUAVLAM contains the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting attribute MOBILE
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the z/OS LPAR, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by
the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUAVLAM represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSU

            CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSU

            CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAM)0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

    OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUAVLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVLAM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as originating from
mobile devices.

CPUAVLAM, the four -hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions originating from mobile devices, is a subset
of data element CPUAVLAC, the four -hour rolling average MSUs consumed by all workloads.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify work originating from mobile devices, it becomes easier to
determine MSUs used for workloads that might be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

CPUAVMPC is the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity, achieved by all logical standard CP cores for
the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

SMT core productivity is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core. Core productivity is
largely influenced by processor thread density.

In summarized observations, the SMT core productivity is weighted by the SMT core busy time of each observation
included in the summarization.

For core types executing in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode, the SMT productivity is always 1.0, because in every instance
of core busy time, the expected single thread is executing.

For core types executing in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, the SMT core productivity varies, based on the amount of core
busy time when both processor threads were executing. If the core productivity in SMT-2 mode equals 1.0, it means that
at every instance the dispatched workloads could execute, both processors (threads) were executing instructions and fully
utilizing the cores capacity.
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In the initial SMT implementation, standard CP cores were not eligible for SMT-2 (multithreading) execution mode.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVMPC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUSMTCT AND CPUSMPCW) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUSMPCW GT 0) CPUAVMPC=CPUSMPCW/CPUSMTCT;      

     WHEN (CPUSMPCW EQ 0) CPUAVMPC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVMPC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVMPC=.;

where:

CPUSMPCW is the weighted SMT core productivity for standard CP cores.

CPUSMTCT is the SMT core busy for standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUAVMPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVMPC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SMT core productivity is a key metric in understanding how well workloads utilize core resources in a multithreaded
execution mode.

During execution in multithreaded (SMT-2) mode, both processor threads are not always ready and able to execute
instructions. Over the course of an RMF interval, a maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is determined that quantifies the
maximum amount of work that the executing workloads could have completed in SMT-2 mode.

A similar metric, actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also determined that quantifies the amount of work actually achieved by
the executing processor threads.

The CF value is proportional to the average thread density achieved over the RMF interval. As the average thread density
approaches two threads, the CF value approaches the mCF value.

Core productivity expresses how well suited the workloads are for a multithreaded execution mode. If the SMT core
productivity is near a value of 1.0, it means that the workloads are well suited for multithreaded execution. If the SMT core
productivity value is closer to 0.0, it means that the workloads are not well suited for multithreaded execution.
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CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

CPUAVMPS is the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity, achieved by all logical Integrated Information
Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

SMT core productivity is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core. Core productivity is
largely influenced by processor thread density.

In summarized observations, the SMT core productivity is weighted by the SMT core busy time of each observation
included in the summarization.

For core types executing singlethreaded, the SMT productivity is always 1.0, because in every instance of core busy time,
the expected single thread is executing.

For core types executing multithreaded, the SMT core productivity varies, based on the amount of core busy time both
processor threads were executing. If the SMT core productivity equals 1.0, it means that at every instance the dispatched
workloads could execute, both processors (threads) were executing instruction and fully utilizing the cores capacity.

SMT core productivity was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPSW - Weighted SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVMPS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUSMTST AND CPUSMPSW) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUSMPSW GT 0) CPUAVMPS=CPUSMPSW / CPUSMTST;    

     WHEN (CPUSMPSW EQ 0) CPUAVMPS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVMPS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVMPS=.;

where:

CPUSMPSW is the weighted SMT core productivity for zIIP cores.

CPUSMTST is the SMT core busy for zIIP cores.
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Range of Value:

The value of CPUAVMPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVMPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SMT core productivity is a key metric in understanding how well workloads utilize core resources in a multithreaded
execution mode.

During execution in multithreaded (SMT-2) mode, both processor threads are not always ready and able to execute
instructions. Over the course of an RMF interval, a maximum Capacity Factor (cFM) is determined that quantifies the
maximum amount of work that the executing workloads could have completed in SMT-2 mode.

A similar metric, actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also determined that quantifies the amount of work actually achieved by
the executing processor threads.

The CF value is proportional to the average thread density achieved over the RMF interval. As the average thread density
approaches two threads, the CF value approaches the mCF value.

The core productivity percentage expresses how well suited the workloads are for a multithreaded execution mode. As the
SMT core productivity approaches 1.0, it means that the workloads are ideally suited for multithreaded execution.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

CPUAVMPZ is the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity, achieved by all logical standard CP cores for
the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

SMT core productivity is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core. Core productivity is
largely influenced by processor thread density.

In summarized observations, the SMT core productivity is weighted by the SMT core busy time of each observation
included in the summarization.

For core types executing singlethreaded, the SMT productivity is always 1.0, because in every instance of core busy time,
the expected single thread is executing.

zAAP cores are no longer supported beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, so zAAP cores will never be eligible for
multithreading. For that reason, CPUAVMPZ will always be 1.0, as expected for a core type executing singlethreaded.

SMT core productivity was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPSW - Weighted SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor
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          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVMPZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUSMTZT AND CPUSMPZW) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUSMPZW GT 0) CPUAVMPZ=CPUSMPZW / CPUSMTZT;    

     WHEN (CPUSMPZW EQ 0) CPUAVMPZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVMPZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVMPZ=.;

where:

CPUSMPZW is the weighted SMT core productivity for zAAP cores.

CPUSMTZT is the SMT core busy for zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUAVMPZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVMPZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization. Usage Notes:

SMT core productivity is a key metric in understanding how well workloads utilize core resources in a multithreaded
execution mode.

IBM does not support zAAP cores on the IBM z13 CPC, so zAAP cores will never support multithreaded execution.
For that reason, data element CPUAVMPZ will always contain a value of 1.0, expressing the expected value for cores
executing in singlethreaded mode.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

CPUAVMSU contains the average number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVMSU is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;   

    WHEN (CPUTOMSU GT 0) CPUAVMSU=CPUTOMSU/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (CPUTOMSU EQ 0) CPUAVMSU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUAVMSU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUAVMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVMSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVO - Avg Out/Ready Users

CPUAVO contains the average number of ready-to-run memories that were found to be physically swapped out during the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL   - Avg Logical Out Users

             CPUOTT   - Total Out/Ready Users

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAVO is the quotient of the total number of physically swapped out users during the RMF measurement interval
(CPUOTT) and the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

CPUAVO ranges from 0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces in the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVO is recalculated using the summarized values of CPUOTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

CPUAVONL is the average number of logical standard CP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores
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          CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVONL is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTOONL GT 0) CPUAVONL=CPUTOONL/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTOONL EQ 0) CPUAVONL=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVONL=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVONL=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVONL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVONL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, if standard CP cores are executing in SMT-2
(multithreading) mode, data element Avg Number of Online CP Processors (CPUAVPNL) will contain twice the value
found in CPUAVONL, representing two processors (threads) per core. If standard CP cores are executing in SMT-1
(singlethreaded) mode, CPUAVONL and CPUAVPNL contain the same value.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, standard CP cores were not eligible for SMT-2 multithreading
execution mode.

CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

CPUAVOSU is the average number of logical zIIP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVOSU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;
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     WHEN (CPUTOOSU GT 0) CPUAVOSU=CPUTOOSU/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTOOSU EQ 0) CPUAVOSU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVOSU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVOSU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVOSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, if zIIP cores are executing in SMT-2 (multithreading)
mode, data element Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors (CPUAVPSU) will contain twice the value found in
CPUAVONL, representing two processors (threads) per core. If zIIP cores are executing in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode,
CPUAVOSU and CPUAVPSU contain the same value.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP cores are eligible for SMT-2 multithreading execution mode.

CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

CPUAVOZP is the average number of logical zAAP cores that were online to the logical partition over the measurement
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVOZP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTOOZP GT 0) CPUAVOZP=CPUTOOZP/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTOOZP EQ 0) CPUAVOZP=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVOZP=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVOZP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVOZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVOZP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

For both CP and zIIP cores, data elements containing the total, minimum, maximum, and average number of CP and zIIP
processors are also provided. Two processors (threads) can execute on a single core in a Simultaneous Multithreading
(SMT) environment.

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC. With the z13 CPC, zAAP cores are discontinued. Only standard CP and zIIP
cores can be configured for z/OS logical partitions on the z13 CPC.

Therefore, the IBM zEC12 CPC is the last CPC to support zAAP cores, and they will never execute multithreaded.
Therefore MICS does not provide online zAAP processor (thread) count data elements.

CPUAVP - Avg APPC Users

CPUAVP contains the average number of APPC users per sample during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPTT  - Total APPC Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAVP is the quotient of the total number of APPC users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPUPTT) and the
number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

CPUAVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVP is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUPTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVPMU - Avg Blocked Work Units Promoted

CPUAVPMU contains the average number of blocked dispatchable units promoted during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOPMU - Blocked Work Units Promoted

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVPMU is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMU GT 0) CPUAVPMU=CPUTOPMU/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMU EQ 0) CPUAVPMU=0;

      OTHERWISE            CPUAVPMU=.;

    END;
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    ELSE CPUAVPMU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVPMU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVPMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

CPUAVPMW contains the average number of workloads (address spaces and enclaves) found blocked during the
measurement interval, according to the IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUBWT   - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

             CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

             CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             CPUTOPMW - Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

Element Derivation:

CPUAVPMW is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CPURSMP THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMW GT 0) CPUAVPMW=CPUTOPMW/CPURSMP;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMW EQ 0) CPUAVPMW=0;

      OTHERWISE            CPUAVPMW=.;

    END;

    ELSE CPUAVPMW=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVPMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVPMW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As long as workloads are waiting for promotion, the system has blocked work. This can be resolved by increasing the
CPU capacity reserved for blocked workloads (IEAOPTxx BLWTRPCT parameter), but then it may be necessary to
decrease the threshold time interval (IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter) if these low priority blocked workloads hold
resources for too long although nothing is waiting.

CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

CPUAVPNL is the average number of logical standard CP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition
over the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

CPUAVPNL is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTPONL GT 0) CPUAVPNL=CPUTPONL/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTPONL EQ 0) CPUAVPNL=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVPNL=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVPNL=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVPNL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to twice the number of standard CP cores in the CPC
complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVPNL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, if standard CP cores are executing in SMT-2
(multithreading) execution mode, data element Avg Number of Online CP Cores (CPUAVONL) will contain half of the
value found in CPUAVPNL, representing one core for every two processors (threads). If standard CP cores are executing
in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode, CPUAVPNL and CPUAVONL contain the same value.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, standard CP cores were not eligible for SMT-2 execution mode.

CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

CPUAVPSU is the average number of logical zIIP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:
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CPUAVPSU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUTPOSU GT 0) CPUAVPSU=CPUTPOSU/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUTPOSU EQ 0) CPUAVPSU=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVPSU=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVPSU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVPSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to twice the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVPSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, if zIIP cores are executing in SMT-2 (multithreading)
execution mode, data element Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores (CPUAVOSU) will contain half of the value found
in CPUAVPSU, representing one core for every two processors (threads). If zIIP cores are executing in SMT-1
(singlethreaded) mode, CPUAVPSU and CPUAVOSU contain the same value.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP cores are eligible for SMT-2 execution mode.

CPUAVR - Avg In/Ready

CPUAVR contains the average number of users per sample period of the RMF measurement interval that were swapped
in and ready to execute on a CPU. Ready memories in logical swap status do not count (even though they occupy main
memory).

Note that memories in this category are also included in the figure given by CPUAVI (Average In Users).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI  - Avg In User

             CPURTT  - Total In/Ready Count

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAVR is the quotient of the total number of IN READY users throughout the RMF measurement interval (CPURTT) and
the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

CPUAVR ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVR is recalculated using the summarized values of CPURTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

If you subtract the number of CPUs in the system from this number, you will get the average queue for the CPU resource.
To run a system at a high utilization, you must have quite a long queue, but it is important that you arrange your
dispatching priorities so your response-oriented work will not be too greatly elongated.
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CPUAVS - Avg Started Users

CPUAVS contains the average number of address spaces belonging to started (also known as "system") tasks or MOUNT
commands during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSTT  - Total Started Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAVS is the quotient of the total number of started tasks (and mounts) that RMF counted during the measurement
interval (CPUSTT) and the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

CPUAVS ranges from a minimum equal to the number of address spaces created during the system initialization to the
maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVS is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUSTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

There are a large number of started tasks just "hanging around" in the average system doing very little. Idle initiators and
RMF itself are examples.

CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUAVSHP is the average number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSHP is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUSUHPO GT 0) CPUAVSHP=CPUSUHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUSUHPO EQ 0) CPUAVSHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVSHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVSHP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUAVSLP is the average number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUSULPO GT 0) CPUAVSLP=CPUSULPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUSULPO EQ 0) CPUAVSLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVSLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVSLP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.
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Summarization Process:

CPUAVSLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

CPUAVSMC contains the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) execution mode for all logical standard CP
cores assigned to the LPAR. The SMT execution mode value is one (1) for intervals where the LPAR CP cores were
singlethreading, and two (2) for intervals where the LPAR CP cores were multithreading.

CPUAVSMC contains the average SMT execution mode for all intervals included in the level of summarization.

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, and in the initial implementation, CP cores were not eligible for
multithreading.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSMC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;           

     WHEN (CPUSMTMC GT 0) CPUAVSMC=CPUSMTMC/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUSMTMC EQ 0) CPUAVSMC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVSMC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVSMC=.;

where:

INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included in the HARCPU observation.

CPUSMTMC is the sum of the SMT mode values for standard CP cores over all RMF intervals.

Range of Value:

CPUAVSMC ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two for SMT enabled LPARs.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CPUAVSMC shows the average execution mode of standard CP cores over the measurement interval represented by the
HARCPU file observation.

Examining the CPUAVSMC value in the DAYS and higher timespan observations provides insight into the average mode
of execution. A CPUAVSMC value closer to one (1) means that the cores executed primarily in singlethreaded mode,
while a value closer to two (2) means that the cores executed primarily in multithreaded mode.

Note that standard CP processors were not eligible for multithreading in the initial SMT implementation with the IBM z13
CPC.

CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUAVSMP is the average number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share
for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSMP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUSUMPO GT 0) CPUAVSMP=CPUSUMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUSUMPO EQ 0) CPUAVSMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVSMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVSMP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

CPUAVSMS contains the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) execution mode for all logical Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores assigned to the LPAR. The SMT execution mode value is one (1) for intervals where
the LPAR zIIP cores were singlethreading, and two (2) for intervals where the LPAR zIIP cores were multithreading.

CPUAVSMS contains the average SMT execution mode for all intervals included in the level of summarization.

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, and in the initial implementation, zIIP cores were eligible for multithreading.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSMS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;           

     WHEN (CPUSMTMS GT 0) CPUAVSMS=CPUSMTMS/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUSMTMS EQ 0) CPUAVSMS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVSMS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVSMS=.;

where:

INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included in the HARCPU observation.

CPUSMTMS is the sum of the SMT mode values for zIIP cores over all RMF intervals.

Range of Value:

CPUAVSMS ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two for SMT enabled LPARs.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSMS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUAVSMS shows the average execution mode of zIIP cores over the measurement interval represented by the
HARCPU file observation.

Examining the CPUAVSMS value in the DAYS and higher timespan observations provides insight into the average mode
of execution. A CPUAVSMS value closer to one (1) means that the cores executed primarily in singlethreaded mode,
while a value closer to two (2) means that the cores executed primarily in multithreaded mode.
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CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

CPUAVSMZ contains the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) execution mode for all logical Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores assigned to the LPAR. The SMT execution mode value is one (1) for intervals where the LPAR
zAAP cores were singlethreading, and two (2) for intervals where the LPAR zAAP cores were multithreading.

CPUAVSMZ contains the average SMT execution mode for all intervals included in the level of summarization.

Note that SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, and that zAAP cores are not supported in the z13 and later model
CPCs. For that reason, CPUAVSMZ will never have a value greater than one (1) because zAAP cores cannot execute in
multithreaded mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSMZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;           

     WHEN (CPUSMTMZ GT 0) CPUAVSMZ=CPUSMTMZ/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (CPUSMTMZ EQ 0) CPUAVSMZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUAVSMZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVSMZ=.;

where:

INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included in the HARCPU observation.

CPUSMTMZ is the sum of the SMT mode values for zAAP cores over all RMF intervals.

Range of Value:

CPUAVSMZ contains a value of one (1) or a missing value.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSMZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because zAAP cores are not available for the IBM z13 CPC and later CPC models, CPUAVSMZ will always contain a
value of one (1) for pre-z13 CPCs, indicating that the zAAP cores always executed in singlethreaded mode.

CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

CPUAVSWU contains the average number of running and in/ready work units for all zIIP processors in the system, during
the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSSMP - Number of SRM Samples

             CPUSUWU - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUAVSWU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUSSMP THEN SELECT;   

    WHEN (CPUSUWU GT 0) CPUAVSWU=CPUSUWU/CPUSSMP;

    WHEN (CPUSUWU EQ 0) CPUAVSWU=0;

    OTHERWISE           CPUAVSWU=.;

 END; ELSE CPUAVSWU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVSWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVSWU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users

The average number of TSO users logged on during the RMF measurement period.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTTT  - Total TSO Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of TSO users logged on during the RMF measurement interval (CPUTTT)
and the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of TSO memories (MAXUSERS) allowed in the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVT is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUTTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

This number can be used as a rough gauge of the load on the system from TSO.
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CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

CPUAVTDC contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical CP cores for the LPAR, while
dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval of the observation.

Average thread density is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

For core types where SMT is not enabled, the average thread density will always have a value of one (1).

For core types where SMT is enabled, maximum effectiveness is achieved as the average thread density approaches two
(2), meaning that for the majority of core busy time, two threads were simultaneously executing in the core.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTDC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUATDCW AND CPUSMTCT) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUATDCW GT 0) CPUAVTDC=CPUATDCW / CPUSMTCT;

     WHEN (CPUATDCW EQ 0) CPUAVTDC=0;

     OTHERWISE           CPUAVTDC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVTDC=.;

where:

CPUATDCW is the average thread density of standard CP cores weighted by CP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTCT is the SMT busy time for standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

If standard CP cores are SMT eligible, CPUAVTDC ranges from a minimum of one (1) to a maximum of two (2). Otherwise
CPUAVTDC is one (1).

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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In the initial SMT implementation with the IBM z13 CPC, CP cores are not eligible for multithreading, therefore average
CP core thread density will always be one (1).

Average interval thread density is derived from RMF interval-based values weighted by SMT core busy time. Using a
weighted thread density enables the calculation of a more accurate average thread density in the summarized DAYS and
higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

CPUAVTDS contains the average number of (processors) threads executing in all logical Integrated Information
Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval
of the observation.

Average thread density is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

For core types where SMT is not enabled, the average thread density will always have a value of one (1).

For core types where SMT is enabled, maximum effectiveness is achieved as the average thread density approaches two
(2), meaning that for the majority of core busy time, two threads were simultaneously executing in the core.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTDS is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF (CPUATDSW AND CPUSMTST) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUATDSW GT 0) CPUAVTDS=CPUATDSW / CPUSMTST;

     WHEN (CPUATDSW EQ 0) CPUAVTDS=0;

     OTHERWISE           CPUAVTDS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVTDS=.;

where:

CPUATDSW is the average thread density of zIIP cores weighted by zIIP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTST is the SMT busy time for zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

If SMT is enabled for zIIP cores, CPUAVTDS ranges from a minimum of one (1) to a maximum of two (2). Otherwise
CPUAVTDS is one (1).

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTDS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the initial SMT implementation with the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP cores are eligible for multithreading. For z/OS LPARs where
multithreading is enabled for zIIP cores, CPUAVTDS will range from a value of one (1) to two (2). If multithreading is not
enabled for zIIP cores, CPUAVTDS will contain a value of one (1).

Average interval thread density is derived from RMF interval-based values weighted by SMT core busy time. Using a
weighted thread density enables the calculation of a more accurate average thread density in the summarized DAYS and
higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

CPUAVTDZ contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical Application Assist Processors
(zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval of the
observation.

Average thread density is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

For core types where SMT is not enabled, the average thread density will always have a value of one (1).

For core types where SMT is enabled, maximum effectiveness is achieved as the average thread density approaches two
(2), meaning that for the majority of core busy time, two threads were simultaneously executing in the core.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTDZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUATDZW AND CPUSMTST) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (CPUATDZW GT 0) CPUAVTDZ=CPUATDZW / CPUSMTST;

     WHEN (CPUATDZW EQ 0) CPUAVTDZ=0;

     OTHERWISE           CPUAVTDZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUAVTDZ=.;

where:

CPUATDZW is the average thread density of zAAP cores weighted by zAAP core SMT busy time.

CPUSMTST is the SMT busy time for zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

Because zAAP cores are not available for the IBM z13 and later CPC models, CPUAVTDZ will always have a value of one
(1).

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTDZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, but IBM has also discontinued zAAP cores as a configurable core type in the
z13 and future CPC models. Therefore, multithreading will never be available for zAAP cores, and CPUAVTDZ will always
have a value of one (1) for pre-z13 CPC models with zAAP cores.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

CPUAVTHP is the average number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTHP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUTOHPO GT 0) CPUAVTHP=CPUTOHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUTOHPO EQ 0) CPUAVTHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVTHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVTHP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

CPUAVTLP is the average number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUTOLPO GT 0) CPUAVTLP=CPUTOLPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUTOLPO EQ 0) CPUAVTLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVTLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVTLP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

CPUAVTMP is the average number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores
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Element Derivation:

CPUAVTMP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUTOMPO GT 0) CPUAVTMP=CPUTOMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUTOMPO EQ 0) CPUAVTMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVTMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVTMP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

CPUAVTWU contains the average number of running and in/ready work units for all standard CP processors in the
system, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSSMP - Number of SRM Samples

             CPUTOWU - Total Work Units for CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUAVTWU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUSSMP THEN SELECT;  

    WHEN (CPUTOWU GT 0) CPUAVTWU=CPUTOWU/CPUSSMP;

    WHEN (CPUTOWU EQ 0) CPUAVTWU=0;

    OTHERWISE           CPUAVTWU=.;

  END; ELSE CPUAVTWU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVTWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVTWU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUAVW - Avg Out/Wait Users

The average number of users during the RMF measurement interval that were physically swapped out and not ready to
execute.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUWTT  - Total Wait Users

             PAGDWS  - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGLWS  - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGTIS  - Terminal Input Wait Swaps

             PAGTOS  - Terminal Output Wait Swaps

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

This value is the quotient of the total number of physically swapped out not-ready users during the RMF measurement
interval (CPUWTT) and the number of samples taken during that interval (SAMPLES).

Range of Value:

This number may vary from 0 to the number of swappable memories which existed during the interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVW is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUWTT and SAMPLES.

Usage Notes:

Memories which are OUT NOT READY are not necessarily "uninteresting" from a performance point of view. There are a
number of reasons why a memory which is trying to do something might be found in this state. For example, in systems
with JES3, TSO memories spend a good deal of their time waiting for a response to a service call they made to JES3.
While they are waiting they could be swapped out for DETECTED WAIT and end up OUT NOT READY even though they
"want" to execute. ENQ contention may sometimes be the cause of swapping which increases the number of out/wait
users.

CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUAVZHP is the average number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight
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          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVZHP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUZPHPO GT 0) CPUAVZHP=CPUZPHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUZPHPO EQ 0) CPUAVZHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVZHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVZHP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVZHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUAVZLP is the average number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVZLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       
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   WHEN (CPUZPLPO GT 0) CPUAVZLP=CPUZPLPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUZPLPO EQ 0) CPUAVZLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVZLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVZLP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVZLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUAVZMP is the average number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUAVZMP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (CPUZPMPO GT 0) CPUAVZMP=CPUZPMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (CPUZPMPO EQ 0) CPUAVZMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            CPUAVZMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE CPUAVZMP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.
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Summarization Process:

CPUAVZMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

CPUAVZWU contains the average number of running and in/ready work units for all zAAP processors in the system,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSSMP - Number of SRM Samples

             CPUZPWU - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUAVZWU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUSSMP THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (CPUZPWU GT 0) CPUAVZWU=CPUZPWU/CPUSSMP;

    WHEN (CPUZPWU EQ 0) CPUAVZWU=0;

    OTHERWISE           CPUAVZWU=.;

END; ELSE CPUAVZWU=.;

Range of Value:

CPUAVZWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUAVZWU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUAxx - Count Logical Out Wait Users was m - n

CPUAxx is an alias for the CPUA00 through CPUA11 data elements.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of logical wait users fit within the definition of that data element. For example, CPUA05 is the number of samples
in which there were either 9 or 10 logical wait users, CPUA07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16
and 20 logical wait users, and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket."

A "logical wait" user is an address space that has been "logically" swapped out by SRM. Such address spaces are
physically in main memory but are not ready to run. When a "logical wait" user does become ready to run, it must first be
logically swapped back in by SRM before it can execute.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVA  - Avg Logical Wait Users

             CPUATT  - Total Logical Wait Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUAxx contains the value input from field SMF70Ann (where xx is 0 through 11) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUAxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

SUMMARIZATION PROCESSING: CPUAxx is set to the sum of all CPUAxx values encountered in the summarization
process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of logically-swapped ready memories than is available
from an overall count or average.

CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

CPUBPS contains the CP core weight for the partition specified when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions. PR/
SM uses the CP core weights to manage the dispatching of the physical CP cores between LPARs.

Different weights may be defined for standard CP, Integrated Information Processors (zIIP), and Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR
dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch
time for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition core weight is not exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

          CPUMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          CPUMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

CPUBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the logical
partition's standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the
value is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUBPS contains the last value of CPUBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

CPUBSYTM - Total Time All Cores Busy

CPUBSYTM contains the total core busy time in seconds for all cores of all types in the logical partition. Busy time is
calculated in various ways, depending on the processor environment. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION notes for details.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUBSYTM is the sum of IPUBTM for all cores of all types (CP, zIIP, zAAP) over the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is
computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment.

For Central Processing Complexes (CPC) executing in basic mode, IPUBTM is calculated as follows:

IPUBTM = Online Time - MVS Wait Time

For LPARs executing in LPAR mode, there are four different ways of calculating IPUBTM:

• Dedicated Cores Single Threaded Mode

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Dedicated Cores Multithreaded Mode

IPUBTM = SMT Core Busy Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time
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• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Not Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUSMTTM
SMT Core Busy Time

IPUVWTM
MVS Wait Time

IPUDTM
Core Dispatch Time

Note that for a dedicated processor running single threaded, dispatch time should be equivalent to the online time so
that there is virtually no difference in the determination of processor busy time between basic mode and LPAR dedicated
mode.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it might be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

When a logical core is manually varied online or offline during the interval, it is impossible to derive an accurate up time
from RMF measurement data. To prevent an error, IPUBTM is set to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

CPUBSYTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUBSYTM contains the sum of all values of CPUBSYTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUBSYTM can be used to evaluate the impact of moving the overall workload of a logical partition to a different machine
because it accounts for both standard CP and special processor usage.

CPUBTT - Total Batch Users

The total number of batch users that existed in the system during the RMF measurement interval, summed across all
samples of the RMF interval.

ERBMFECP, the RMF CPU statistics sampling module, runs the OUCB IN, OUT, and WAIT queues gathering a number of
statistics. Each time RMF encounters the OUCB for a batch job (ASCBJBNI^=0), it adds one to this value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVB - Average Batch Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70BTT of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:
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This value may range from 0 (assuming there were no batch users during the interval) to the product of the maximum
number of initiators run by your JES and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval (SAMPLES).

Summarization Process:

CPUBTT contains the sum of all CPUBTT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

See CPUAVB.

CPUBWP - Pct CPU Resources Reserved for Promotion

CPUBWP contains the percentage of CPU capacity that is to be used to promote blocked workloads.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

             CPUBWPCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Pct Changed

             CPUBWT   - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

             CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

Element Derivation:

CPUBWP contains the value input from field SMF70PMT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, divided by
10.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUBWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 20.

Summarization Process:

CPUBWP contains the last value of CPUBWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUBWP reflects the value of the IEAOPTxx BLWTRPCT parameter.

CPUBWPCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Pct Changed

CPUBWPCH is the number of intervals in which the IEAOPTxx BLWTRPCT parameter was changed. This parameter
determines the percentage of CPU capacity that is to be used to promote blocked workloads.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUBWP - Pct CPU Resources Reserved for Promotion

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUBWPCH is set to 1 if bit 5 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

CPUBWPCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUBWPCH contains the sum of all values of CPUBWPCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUBWT - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

CPUBWT contains the threshold time interval, in seconds, for which a blocked workload must wait before being
considered for promotion.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

             CPUBWP   - Pct CPU Resources Reserved for Prom.

             CPUBWTCH - Blocked Work Units Prom. Threshold Chg

             CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

Element Derivation:

CPUBWT contains the value input from field SMF70PML of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUBWT ranges from a minimum of 5 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

CPUBWT contains the last value of CPUBWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUBWP reflects the value of the IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter.

CPUBWTCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Threshold Chg

CPUBWTCH is the number of intervals in which the IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter was changed. This parameter
determines the threshold time interval for which a blocked workload must wait before being considered for promotion.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUBWT - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUBWTCH is set to 1 if bit 6 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

CPUBWTCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUBWTCH contains the sum of all values of CPUBWTCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUBxx - Count Batch Users was m - n

This is a general description for data elements CPUB00-CPUB11.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of batch jobs fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUB05 is the number of samples there
were either 9 or 10 batch users, CPUB07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16 and 20 batch users,
etc. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVB  - Avg Batch Users

             CPUBTT  - Total Batch Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These fields are extracted from the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. The base element name is SMF70Bnn,
where 'nn' corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

The value in each field may range from 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUBxx is set to the sum of all CPUBxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of batch jobs running during the RMF interval than is
available from a single number such as an overall count or an average.

CPUCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

fffCAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for general-
purpose CP cores.

RMFCAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffCAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffCAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

fffCABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of general-purpose CP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed
as a number of cores.

RMFCABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCABSL is the limit of the number of general-purpose CP cores that can be
used by the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCABSL is the limit of the number of general-purpose CP cores
that can be used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit
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          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffCABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any CP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffCABSL contains the last value of fffCABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffCACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for general-purpose CP cores.

RMFCACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data
element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use
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          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffCACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffCACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

fffCBTIV is the number of intervals where the SMT core busy time was invalid in the Logical Core Data Section of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record.

RMFCBTIV is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCBTIV data elements in
severalMICS database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file,  IPUCBTIV is the number RMF intervals where the core,
identified by Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), had an   invalid SMT core busy time.

• In the CPU Activity File (HARCPU) file, CPUCBTIV is the  number RMF intervals where at least one core assigned to 
the LPAR had an invalid SMT core busy time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure 

Element Derivation:

• In the HARIPU file, IPUCBTIV is set to a value of 1 if bit 0 of field SMF70_CORE_FLG is off (0) in the Logical Core
Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

• In the HARCPU file, CPUCBTIV is assigned a value of 1 if  IPUCBTIV contains a value of 1 for any core assigned to
the LPAR.

Range of Value:

RMFCBTIV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RMFCBTIV contains the sum of all values of RMFCBTIV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Simultaneous Multithreading, a number of multithreading related data metrics are provided by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services, such as maximum and actual capacity factors, and thread density.

In MICS, all of these SMT related data elements are weighted by SMT core busy time to determine accurate averages
in summarized observations. When the SMT core busy time is invalid, MICS sets the SMT core busy time and the
corresponding multithreading related metrics to missing values.
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CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFAC contains the actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical standard CP cores assigned to
the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, CF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, CF can range from a value less than
one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

CF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFAC contains the value input from field SMF70CF in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUCFAC ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. Otherwise CPUCFMS has a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFAC contains the sum of all values of CPUCFAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFAC is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores
(CPUCFACW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFAC, the average CF for
standard CP cores type in the DAYS and higher timespans.

The maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is calculated for each workload and represents the maximum multithreading
productivity that could be achieved.

The actual Capacity Factor (CF), CPUAVFAS, represents the actual multithreading productivity achieved. The ratio of CF
to mCF represents the SMT productivity achieved by the workload. As the CF value approaches the mCF value, SMT
productivity approaches 1.0.
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This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFACW contains the weighted actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical standard CP cores
for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting
factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical CP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor (CPUAVFAC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFACW is the accumulation of IPUCFAW for all logical CP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFACW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFACW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFACW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The CF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average CF in the summarized
DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the CF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval, the
CF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg actual Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average CF is more accurately computed, showing that for the majority of
time, the CF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg actual Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFAS contains the actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Integrated Information
Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, CF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, CF can range from a value less than
one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFAS contains the value input from field SMF70CFS in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. If field SMF70CFS contains a zero (0), it means that no zIIP cores are installed, and CPUCFAS is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUCFAS ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFAS contains the sum of all values of CPUCFAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFAS is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores
(CPUCFASW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFMS, the average capacity
factor for zIIP cores type in the DAYS and higher timespans.

The ratio of the actual capacity factor (CF) compared to the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) determines the productivity
of the cures. As the CF approaches the mCF, the productivity approaches 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFASW contains the weighted actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF
measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor (CPUAVFAS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFASW is the accumulation of IPUCFAW for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFASW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFASW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFASW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The CF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average CF in the summarized
DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the CF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval, the
CF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg actual Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average CF is more accurately computed, showing that for the majority of
time, the CF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg actual Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFAZ contains the actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Application Assist Processors
(zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.
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CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, CF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, CF can range from a value less than
one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

zAAP cores are no longer supported beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, so zAAP cores will never be eligible for
multithreading.

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFAZ contains the value input from field SMF70CFI in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. If field SMF70CFI contains a zero (0), it means that no zAAP cores are installed, and CPUCFAZ is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

zAAP cores can only execute singlethreaded, therefore, CPUCFAZ will always have a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFAZ contains the sum of all values of CPUCFAZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFAZ is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores
(CPUCFAZW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFMZ, the average capacity
factor for zAAP cores type in the DAYS and higher timespans.

Beginning with the z13 CPC, zAAP cores are not available as a configuration option. Therefore, zAAP cores will never
execute multithreaded, and the CF value, available from pre-z13 CPC models, will always be one (1).

The ratio of the actual capacity factor (CF) compared to the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) determines the productivity
of the cures. For zAAP cores, both the CF and mCF will contain a value of one (1), so the productivity, in singlethreaded
mode, will always be 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFAZW contains the weighted actual Capacity Factor (CF) for all logical Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF
measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor (CPUAVFAZ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFAZW is the accumulation of IPUCFAW for all logical zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFAZW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFAZW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFAZW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The CF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average CF in the summarized
DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the CF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval, the
CF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg actual Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average CF is more accurately computed, showing that for the majority of
time, the CF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg actual Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMC contains the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical standard CP
cores assigned to the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.
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mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, mCF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, mCF can range from a value less
than one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

mCF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMC contains the value input from field SMF70MCF in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUCFMC ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. Otherwise CPUCFMC has a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMC contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFMC is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP
Cores (CPUCFMCW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFMC, the average mCF
for standard CP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the workload that would
have been completed if running singlethreaded.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMCW contains the weighted maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical standard
CP cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval. The
weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical standard CP cores.
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This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor (CPUAVFMC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMCW is the accumulation of IPUCFMW for all logical standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFMCW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMCW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The mCF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average mCF in the
summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the mCF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval,
the mCF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted mCF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg Max Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average mCF is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the mCF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg Max Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMS contains the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Integrated Information
Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.
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mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, mCF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, mCF can range from a value less
than one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

mCF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMS contains the value input from field SMF70MCFS in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If field SMF70MCFS contains a zero (0), it means that no zIIP cores are installed, and CPUCFMS is
set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUCFMS ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. Otherwise CPUCFMS has a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMS contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFMS is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP
Cores (CPUCFMSW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFMS, the average mCF
for zIIP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the workload that would
have been completed if running singlethreaded.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMSW contains the weighted maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF
measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor (CPUAVFMS).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMSW is the accumulation of IPUCFMW for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFMSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMSW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The mCF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average mCF in the
summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the mCF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval,
the mCF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted mCF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg Max Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average mCF is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the mCF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg Max Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMZ contains the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.
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mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, mCF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, mCF can range from a value less
than one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

mCF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMZ contains the value input from field SMF70MCFI in the CPU Control Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. If field SMF70MCFI contains a zero (0), it means that no zAAP cores are installed, and CPUCFMZ is set to
a missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, CPUCFMZ ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. Otherwise CPUCFMZ has a value of one.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMZ contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUCFMZ is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP
Cores (CPUCFMZW) is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element CPUAVFMZ, the average mCF
for zAAP cores in the DAYS and higher timespans.

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, but IBM has also discontinued zAAP cores as a configurable core type in the
z13 and future CPC models. Therefore, multithreading will never be available for zAAP cores, and CPUCFMZ will always
have a value of one (1) for pre-z13 CPC models with zAAP cores.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCFMZW contains the weighted maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical Application
Assist Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF
measurement interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zAAP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor (CPUAVFMZ).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

CPUCFMZW is the accumulation of IPUCFMW for all logical zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUCFMZW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUCFMZW contains the sum of all values of CPUCFMZW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The mCF for zAAP cores will always be one (1) because IBM discontinued zAAP cores beginning with the z13 CPC, so
zAAP cores will never execute multithreaded.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

CPUCGAVL - Available Capacity for the Group

CPUCGAVL contains the long-term average of processor service units that are allowed by the limit of the capacity group
but are not used by the LPARs in the group. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per
hour (MSUs). A negative CPUCGAVL value means that this capacity group is capped.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGCCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Capped

             PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

CPUCGAVL contains the value input from field SMF70GAU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

Values of CPUCGAVL can be positive or negative depending on whether the capacity group is not capped or capped. Its
values are limited only by practical bounds. If the logical partition is not a member of a capacity group or is not executing
at z/OS 1.11 or later, CPUCGAVL is set to a SAS missing value.
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Summarization Process:

CPUCGAVL contains the last value of CPUCGAVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCGCCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Capped

CPUCGCCT contains the number of times the capacity group, to which this logical partition belongs, was capped.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGAVL - Available Capacity for the Group

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCGCCT is set to 1 if the Available Capacity for the Group (CPUCGAVL) data element is
negative. Otherwise CPUCGCCT is set to 0. If the logical partition is not a member of a capacity group or is not executing
at z/OS 1.11 or later, CPUCGCCT is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPUCGCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUCGCCT contains the sum of all values of CPUCGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

CPUCGJCT contains the number of times the capacity group this logical partition belongs to has changed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCGJCT is set to 1 if the Capacity Group Join Timestamp (CPUCGJTS) data element is
greater than the Start Timestamp (STARTTS). Otherwise CPUCGJCT is set to 0. If the logical partition is not a member of
a capacity group, CPUCGJCT is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPUCGJCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:
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CPUCGJCT contains the sum of all values of CPUCGJCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCGJTM - Time Capacity Not Managed by Group Limit

CPUCGJTM contains the total elapsed time during which the capacity of the logical partition was not yet managed
according to the limit of its capacity group. If the logical partition started to be a member of a capacity group less than four
hours ago, its capacity will still be managed according to its 4-hour rolling average limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

             CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

             PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCGJTM is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CPUCGJCT EQ 1 THEN CPUCGJTM=ENDTS-CPUCGJTS; ELSE DO;

    IF (STARTTS-CPUCGJTS) LT 14400 THEN CPUCGJTM=DURATION;

    ELSE DO;

      IF (STARTTS-CPUCGJTS-14400) LT DURATION THEN

       CPUCGJTM=STARTTS-CPUCGJTS-14400;

      ELSE CPUCGJTM=0;

    END;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUCGJTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the logical
partition is not a member of a capacity group, CPUCGJTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

CPUCGJTM contains the sum of all values of CPUCGJTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

CPUCGJTS is the date and time when the logical partition has joined its capacity group (last change of group name).

Type:

Common,retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

             CPUCGJTM - Time Cap. Not Managed by Group Limit

             PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

             PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name
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Element Derivation:

CPUCGJTS contains the value input from field SMF70GJT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the
logical partition is not a member of a capacity group, CPUCGJTS is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

CPUCGJTS contains any valid SAS datetime value, or a SAS missing value if the logical partition is not a member of a
capacity group.

Summarization Process:

CPUCGJTS contains the last value of CPUCGJTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If a logical partition started to be a member of its capacity group less than four hours ago, the capacity of this partition is
still managed according to its 4-hour rolling average limitations. It is not yet managed according to the limit of its capacity
group.

CPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

CPUCPCCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which logical partition capping status changed.
Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for
processor resources from other logical partitions.

CPUCPCCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             CPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of CPUCPCCT is missing.

Range of Value:

At the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPCCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUCPCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUCPCCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.
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Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes, and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes, should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.

CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

CPUCPDCT contains the number of measurement intervals when logical partition capping was not in effect. Partition
capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor
resources from other logical partitions.

CPUCPDCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             CPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPDCT is set to 0 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 1 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of CPUCPDCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPDCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUCPDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUCPDCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

CPUCPECT contains the number of measurement intervals when logical partition capping was in effect. Partition capping
limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from
other logical partitions.

CPUCPECT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             CPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share
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             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPECT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of CPUCPECT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUCPECT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUCPECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUCPECT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

CPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processors

CPUDEDCT is the number of intervals when the CPC was operating in PR/SM mode with an LPAR that had dedicated
processors. These are processors defined to be used only by one LPAR.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether a processor is dedicated, MICS tests the SMF70BPS of the Logical Processor data section of the
RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the SMF70BPS value of any LPAR logical processor is X'FFFF', CPUDEDCT is
set to 1.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUDEDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUDEDCT that were included in the level of summarization.

CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

CPUDEFLM contains the capacity limit defined for the logical partition, expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs).

When an LPAR has a defined capacity, the Workload Manager (WLM) compares this limit to the average MSUs consumed
during a four-hour rolling interval. As long as the four-hour rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also
called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike. As soon as this average rises above the defined capacity
limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains
capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the defined capacity limit.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

             CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

             CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

CPUDEFLM contains the value input from field SMF70MSU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record created by
this logical partition.

Range of Value:

CPUDEFLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUDEFLM contains the last value of CPUDEFLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs' capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM
begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest
cost). Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

CPUDIAGF - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Failure

CPUDIAGF is the number of intervals where the Diagnose X'204' function failed. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by
the SRM to retrieve information concerning the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type
70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Diagnose X'204' function for the PR/SM environment, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70INB
of the CPU control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUDIAGF is incremented by 1,
indicating that the Diagnose X'204' function had failed during the interval.

Range of Value:
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This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUDIAGF contains the sum of all CPUDIAGF values that were included in the summarization level.

CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

CPUDIAGS contains the total number of samples where extended data returned from the Diagnose x'204' were available,
during the measurement interval. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning
the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

Element Derivation:

CPUDIAGS contains the value input from field SMF70DSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUDIAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUDIAGS contains the sum of all values of CPUDIAGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

fffDIAGV contains the number of intervals where simplified Diagnose X'204' data for this system running as a z/VM guest
was available. When this data is available, the CPU time consumed by z/VM itself is provided in the observations for the
PHYSICAL partition.

RMFDIAGV is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffDIAGV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDIAGV is included in the
following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUDIAGV

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUDIAGV

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCDIAGV

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPADIAGV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type
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Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the simplified Diagnose X'204' data availability, MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, fffDIAGV is incremented by 1,
indicating that the simplified Diagnose X'204' data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffDIAGV is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffDIAGV contains the sum of all values of fffDIAGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

CPUDIAGX contains the number of intervals where the Diagnose X'204' extended data was available. The Diagnose
X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning the PR/SM operational environment. This function is
recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Diagnose X'204' extended data availability, MICS tests bit 4 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUDIAGX is incremented by 1,
indicating that the Diagnose X'204' extended data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUDIAGX's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUDIAGX contains the sum of all values of CPUDIAGX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUETT - Total USS Users

CPUETT is the total number of Unix System Services users that were active in the system during the RMF measurement
interval, summed across all samples of the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUExx   - Count USS Users was xx

Element Derivation:
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CPUETT contains the value input from field SMF70XTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUETT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUETT contains the sum of all values of CPUETT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUEXX - Count USS Users was m - n

CPUExx is an alias for the CPUE00 through CPUE11 data elements.

CPUExx contains the number of Unix System Services users that fall into the xx category during the measurement
interval. The categories range from 0 (CPUE00) to 36 or more (CPUE11).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUETT - Total USS Users

Element Derivation:

CPUExx contains the value input from field SMF70Exx (where xx is 0 through 11) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity) record.

Range of Value:

CPUExx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUExx contains the sum of all values of CPUExx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUGTS - LPAR Global Time Slice for CEC

The Global Time Slice value is used to determine the amount of time each processor may be dispatched for PR/SM use.
This value is specified on the Logical Partition Controls (LPCTL) frame, and can be specified as 'DYNAMIC', which allows
the value to be adjusted depending on loading. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to
PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70GTS of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:
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The range of this value will vary depending on the Global Time Slice option. If the Global Time Slice option is allowed to
default to 'DYNAMIC', then the reported CPUGTS value will be zero. The actual Global Time Slice value used by the PR/
SM feature will be computed according to an internal algorithm, and will vary between 12.5 and 300 milli- seconds. If the
Global Time Slice is actually specified by the operator, then the value will be fixed within a range of of 1 and 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUGTS contains the sum of all CPUGTS values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The more typical specification of the Global Time Slice specification is to default to 'DYNAMIC'. However, if the PR/SM
Wait State Assist feature is enabled, then the Global Time Slice must be specified as a fixed value.

CPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

CPUGTSCH is the number of intervals in which the explicit Global Time Slice value was changed by operator. The Global
Time Slice is used to determine the amount of time each processor may be dispatched for PR/SM use. A change to this
value might affect the throughput of the PR/SM complex. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is
applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Global Time Slice value, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF70INB of the CPU control section of
the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUGTSCH is incremented by 1, indicating that the Global Time
Slice value has been changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUGTSCH contains the sum of all CPUGTSCH values that were included in the summarization level.

CPUHYPOF - Hypervisor Date/Time Offset

CPUHYPOF contains the value of the hypervisor date/time offset, so that the calculation of a machine's time of day (TOD)
can be performed by the IBM's Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool (SCRT) when z/OS systems have date/time values based on
the sysplex timer offset.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  MUGHYPOF - Hypervisor Date/Time Offset

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, CPUHYPOF is derived from field SMF70HOF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUHYPOF is a SAS time value in the following range:
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-12:00:00 to 12:00:00

Summarization Process:

CPUHYPOF contains the last value of CPUHYPOF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUIOSRT - zIIP Processors I/O Connections Rate

CPUIOSRT is the average number of I/O connections (start subchannel) per second for the zIIP processors of the system,
over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUIOTRT - CP Processors I/O Connections Rate

             CPUIOZRT - zAAP Processors I/O Connections Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUIOSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;    

     WHEN (CPUSUNIO GT 0) CPUIOSRT=CPUSUNIO/DURATION;

     WHEN (CPUSUNIO EQ 0) CPUIOSRT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUIOSRT=.;

  END;

  ELSE CPUIOSRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUIOSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUIOSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUIOTRT - CP Processors I/O Connections Rate

CPUIOTRT is the average number of I/O connections (start subchannel) per second for the standard CP processors of
the system, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUIOSRT - zIIP Processors I/O Connections Rate

             CPUIOZRT - zAAP Processors I/O Connections Rate

Element Derivation:
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CPUIOTRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTONIO GT 0) CPUIOTRT=CPUTONIO/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUTONIO EQ 0) CPUIOTRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUIOTRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUIOTRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUIOTRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUIOTRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUIOZRT - zAAP Processors I/O Connections Rate

CPUIOZRT is the average number of I/O connections (start subchannel) per second for the zAAP processors of the
system, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUIOSRT - zIIP Processors I/O Connections Rate

             CPUIOTRT - CP Processors I/O Connections Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUIOZRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPNIO GT 0) CPUIOZRT=CPUZPNIO/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUZPNIO EQ 0) CPUIOZRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUIOZRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUIOZRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUIOZRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUIOZRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUITT - Total In Users

CPUITT contains the total number of swapped-in address spaces during the RMF measurement interval, summed across
all sample periods of the RMF interval. A logically-swapped address space is not counted even though it occupies real
storage.

RMF (ERBMFECP) runs the SRM's IN queue and counts one for each OUCB (control block representing an address
space to SRM) it finds there. Note that all z/OS address spaces, even ever-present ones such as *MASTER* and JES,
have OUCBs. The OUCBs for all non-swappable address spaces will always be on the SRM IN queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI - Avg In Users

             CPURTT - Total Ready Count

Element Derivation:

Range of Value:

CPUITT contains the value input from field SMF70ITT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

CPUITT ranges from a minimum of 1 (*MASTER* is always around) to the product of the maximum number of address
spaces allowed in the system, and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval (SAMPLES). Note that other
address spaces are present: ALLOCAS, CONSOLE, GRS, and PCAUTH. DUMPSRV is present, but is always out unless
a dump is being taken.

Summarization Process:

CPUITT contains the sum of all the CPUITT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

You may find the average of this value more useful than this total value.

CPUIxx - Count In Users was m - n

CPUIxx is an alias for the CPUI00 through CPUI11 data elements.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of IN users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUI05 is the number of samples in which
there were either 9 or 10 IN users, CPUI07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16 and 20 IN users,
and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket."

An "IN" user is an address space that is physically in main memory; some of these may also be IN READY.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI  - Avg In Users

             CPUAVR  - Avg In/Ready

             CPUITT  - Total In Users

             CPURxx  - Count In/Ready Was xx

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUIxx contains the value input from field SMF70Inn (where xx is 0 through 11) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CPUIxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum value for SAMPLES, the number of samples in the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUIxx is set to the sum of all CPUIxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of "IN" address spaces than is available from a single
number such as an overall count or an average.

CPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

CPULACDC contains the number of intervals where the logical partition took advantage of the following subcapacity
pricing enhancements, introduced with z/OS V1R7:

• For z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), the four-hour rolling average number
of service units (expressed in MSUs) is now supported.

• For z/OS systems configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, the
four-hour rolling average number of service units (expressed in MSUs) does not include the wait time anymore. It is
now calculated using the busy time rather than the total dispatch time. Note that this does not affect the way the total
dispatch time is computed. Therefore the four-hour rolling average number of MSUs consumed might be lower than
the total MSUs consumed calculated out of the total dispatch time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPULACDC is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPULACDC is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges
from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPULACDC contains the sum of all values of CPULACDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Starting with z/OS V1R7, z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), as well as z/
OS logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, can
take advantage of a WLM and RMF Subcapacity Pricing support enhancement, resulting in lower software bills for
subcapacity-eligible products.

Until z/OS V1R6, z/OS guests had no support for the four-hour rolling average. Product MSUs for a subcapacity product
were based on the maximum capacity of the LPAR in which the z/OS guest ran. With z/OS V1R7, WLM and RMF provide
the actual four-hour rolling averages for z/OS guests. Therefore subcapacity customers will now pay based on the actual
peak rolling four-hour average value rather than on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR. However, in order to
obtain the benefits of the z/OS guest support, all z/OS guest systems on a given machine must be running z/OS V1R7
or later, at all times during the reporting period. In this case the value of CPULACDC should be equal to the Number of
Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) data element for the reporting period. If CPULACDC is lower than INTERVLS, then
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at least one z/OS guest ran a pre-z/OS-V1R7 level during the reporting period, and the product MSUs for the products
running in all guests (including the z/OS V1R7 ones) will be based on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR.

Pre-z/OS-V1R7 releases compute the four-hour rolling average using the total dispatch time of all logical processors of
the running LPAR, including, for logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES, the total wait time. With z/OS V1R7, the four-hour rolling average is provided without the wait time,
regardless of the LPAR configuration. Note that this modification is transparent to SCRT users as this tool has already
provided this support into its own code. System code changed just to properly place processing in WLM and RMF.

However, some considerations exist for customers who control LPAR capping with a defined capacity. Although defined
capacity controls are still not available for dedicated processors, installations that have configurations involving shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES should consider making adjustments to their defined capacity used since it is
now based on busy time and is no longer based on dispatch time.

CPULTT - Total Logical Out Ready Users

The total number of logical ready users that existed during the RMF measurement interval, summed across each sample
period of the RMF interval. A user in logical ready status is one which is physically in real storage but logically swapped
out, and is ready to execute.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL - Avg Logical Ready Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70LTT of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 (assuming there were no logical ready users during the interval) to the product of the
maximum number of address spaces allowed in the system, and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval
(SAMPLES).

Summarization Process:

CPULTT is the sum of all CPULTT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

For the purposes of analysis, the average and distribution values corresponding to this variable will likely be more useful.

CPULxx - Count Log Out Ready Users was m - n

This is a general description for data elements CPUL00-CPUL11.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which
the number of "logical ready" users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUL05 is the number of
samples in which there were either 9 or 10 logical ready users, CPUL07 is the number of samples in which there were
between 16 and 20 logical ready users, etc. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each 'bucket'.

A "logical ready" user is an address space which is ready to run, but has been logically swapped out by SRM and has
not yet been logically swapped back in. A memory which is logically swapped is physically in main memory but is not
permitted to execute.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL  - Avg Logical Out Ready Users

             CPULTT  - Total Logical Out Ready Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These fields are extracted from the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. The base element name is SMF70Lnn,
where 'nn' corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

The value of each element may range from 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
interval.

Summarization Process:

CPULxx is set to the sum of all CPULxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of logical ready users existing during the RMF interval
than is available from a single number such as an overall count or an average.

CPUMACCT - Intvls with CPC in Cycle-Steering Mode

CPUMACCT contains the number of RMF intervals during which the CPC was operating in cycle-steering mode. In cycle-
steering mode, the CPC capacity reduction is initiated by the machine for one of the following reasons:

• Machine exception condition (e.g. cooling problem).
• Machine non-exception condition (e.g. firmware update).
• Exception condition external to the machine (e.g. excessive ambient temperature).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

             CPUPWRCT - Intvls with CPC in Power-Save Mode

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMACCT is set to 1 if the Capacity Change Reason (CPCCHGRS) data element is equal to
"MACHINE". Otherwise CPUMACCT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPUMACCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUMACCT contains the sum of all values of CPUMACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

CPUMAS contains the maximum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

CPUMAS contains the value input from field SMF70MAS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

CPUMAS contains the last value of CPUMAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload, based on workload priority and utilization history.

CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

CPUMCITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical standard CP cores that were
online for the logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle (CPUPCCIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

CPUMCITM is the accumulation of IPUMTITM for all logical standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR that have a Thread
ID (IPUTID) value of zero. This avoids double counting the multithreading idle time when two processors (threads) are
executing on a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled core.

Range of Value:
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CPUMCITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMCITM contains the sum of all values of CPUMCITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

CPUMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

CPUMIS contains the minimum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

CPUMIS contains the value input from field SMF70MIS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMIS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

CPUMIS contains the last value of CPUMIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload, based on workload priority and utilization history.

CPUMNA - Min Logical Wait Users

The minimum number of users in "logical wait" status during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

A "logical wait" user is an address space that has been "logically" swapped out by SRM. Such memories are physically
in main memory but are not ready to run. When a "logical wait" user does become ready to run, it must first be logically
swapped back in by SRM before it can execute.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVA - Avg Logical Wait Users

             CPUATT - Total Logical Out Wait Users

             CPUMXA - Max Logical Wait Users

Element Derivation:
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This value is obtained from field SMF70AMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNA is set to the smallest CPUMNA value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

As with most minimum measures, this one will be zero a great deal of the time.

CPUMNB - Min Batch Users

The minimum number of batch jobs that existed during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users

             CPUBTT - Total Batch Users

             CPUMXB - Max Batch Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70BMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of batch initiators ever run by your JES.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNB is set to the smallest value of CPUMNB encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of batch jobs running is available from the CPUBxx variables.

CPUMNCPU - Min Number of Assigned CP Cores

CPUMNCPU contains the minimum number of standard CP cores actually assigned to the partition, on average, during
the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Cores

          CPUMXCPU - Max Number of Assigned CP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNCPU is set equal to CPUAVCPU. CPUAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

CPUAVCPU = CPUTOOTM / DURATION

where:
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CPUTOOTM represents the total amount of time the standard CP processors were assigned to the partition.

DURATION is the length of the recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUMNCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNCPU contains the minimum value of CPUMNCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNE - Min USS Users

CPUMNE contains the minimum number of Unix System Services users during the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMXE - Max USS Users

             CPUAVE - Avg USS Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMNE contains the value input from field SMF70XMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNE contains the minimum value of CPUMNE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNI - Min In Users

CPUMNI contains the minimum number of IN (swapped-in) users during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

An "IN" user is an address space that is physically in main memory; some of these may also be IN READY.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI - Avg In Users

             CPUITT - Total In Users

             CPUMXI - Max In Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMNI contains the value input from field SMF70IMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNI ranges from a minimum of 1 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.
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Summarization Process:

CPUMNI is set to the smallest CPUMNI value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of swapped-in address spaces is available from the CPUIxx variables.

CPUMNL - Min Logical Ready Users

The minimum number of "logical ready" address spaces during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

A "logical ready" user is an address space which is ready to run, but has been logically swapped out by SRM and has
not yet been logically swapped back in. A memory which is logically swapped is physically in main memory but is not
permitted to execute.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL - Avg Logical Ready Users

             CPULTT - Total Logical Ready Users

             CPUMXL - Max Logical Ready Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70LMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNL is set to the smallest CPUMNL value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of logical ready users is available from the CPULxx variables.

CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUMNLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAC is set equal to CPUAVLAC. CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAC)0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

      OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMNLAM contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute MOBILE (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSU

            CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNLAM is set equal to CPUAVLAM. CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAM)0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CPUMNLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNLAM contains the minimum value of CPUMNLAM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

CPUMNMSU contains the minimum number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition during the MICS reporting interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the number of
consumed MSUs during the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

             CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNMSU is set equal to CPUTOMSU. CPUTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             CPUTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

CPUTOMSU = --------------------------

 

                DURATION * 1000000

where:

CPUTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
Physical CPU adjustment factor used to  convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUMNMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNMSU contains the minimum value of CPUMNMSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNO - Min Out/Ready Users

CPUMNO contains the minimum number of ready-to-run address spaces that were found to be physically swapped out
during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVO - Avg Out/Ready Users

             CPUMXO - Max Out/Ready Users

             CPUOTT - Total Out/Ready Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMNO contains the value input from field SMF70OMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CPUMNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces running during the interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNO is set to the smallest value of CPUMNO encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of physically swapped OUT READY address spaces is available from the CPUOxx
variables.

CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

CPUMNONL is the minimum number of logical standard CP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of
any RMF measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of
logical standard CP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNONL is set to the value of CPUTOONL for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNONL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNONL contains the minimum value of CPUMNONL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

CPUMNOSU is the minimum number of logical zIIP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of all RMF
measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of logical
zIIP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores
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          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNOSU is set to the value of CPUTOOSU for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNOSU contains the minimum value of CPUMNOSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

CPUMNOZP is the minimum number of logical zAAP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of all RMF
measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of logical
zAAP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNOZP is set to the value of CPUTOOZP for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNOZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNOZP contains the minimum value of CPUMNOZP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNP - Min APPC Users

CPUMNP contains the minimum number of APPC users that existed during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVP - Avg APPC Users

             CPUMXP - Max APPC Users

             CPUPTT - Total APPC Users
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Element Derivation:

CPUMNP contains the value input from field SMF70PMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNP contains the minimum value of CPUMNP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

CPUMNPNL is the minimum number of logical standard CP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition
at any time over the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of standard CP
processors (threads) that were online over the RMF interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMNPNL is set to the value of CPUTPONL for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNPNL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the twice the number of standard CP cores in the CPC
complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNPNL contains the minimum value of CPUMNPNL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, core types eligible for SMT-2 (multithreading) execution
mode, can support two processors (threads) on each core.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, standard CP cores were not eligible for SMT-2 multithreading
execution mode.

CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

CPUMNPSU is the minimum number of logical zIIP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition at any
time over the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of zIIP processors (threads)
that were online over the RMF interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMNPSU is set to the value of CPUTPOSU for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNPSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the twice the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNPSU contains the minimum value of CPUMNPSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, core types eligible for SMT-2 (multithreading) execution
mode, can support two processors (threads) on each core.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP cores were eligible for SMT-2 multithreading execution
mode.

CPUMNR - Min In/Ready

The minimum number of "in/ready" users during any sample period of the RMF measurement interval.

These are memories that were swapped in and ready to execute on a CPU. Ready address spaces in logical swap status
do not count (even though they occupy main memory).

Note that memories in this category are also in the figure given by CPUMNI (Min In Users).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVR - Avg In/Ready

             CPURTT - Total In/Ready Count

             CPUMXR - Max In/Ready

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70RMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNR is set to the smallest value of CPUMNR encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of IN READY users is available from the CPURxx variables.
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CPUMNS - Min Started Users

CPUMNS contains the minimum number of address spaces belonging to started (also known as "system") tasks or
MOUNT commands found during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVS - Avg Started Users

             CPUSTT - Total Started Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMNS contains the value input from field SMF70SMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNS ranges from a minimum equal to the number of address spaces created during the system initialization to the
maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNS is set to the smallest value of CPUMNS encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of started tasks that existed during the interval is available from the CPUSxx
variables.

CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMNSHP is the minimum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share
for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNSHP is set to the value of CPUSUHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:
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CPUMNSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNSHP contains the minimum value of CPUMNSHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMNSLP is the minimum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNSLP is set to the value of CPUSULPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNSLP contains the minimum value of CPUMNSLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMNSMP is the minimum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch
share for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores
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          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNSMP is set to the value of CPUSUMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNSMP contains the minimum value of CPUMNSMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

CPUMNSUA contains the minimum CPU capacity (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) that was
available to the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMNSUA is set equal to CPUSUAVL.

Range of Value:

CPUMNSUA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNSUA contains the minimum value of CPUMNSUA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

CPUMNSWU is the minimum number of running and in/ready work units for all zIIP processors in the system, over the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMNSWU contains the value input from field SMF70EMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNSWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNSWU contains the minimum value of CPUMNSWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNT - Min TSO Users

The minimum number of TSO users that were logged on during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users

             CPUTTT - Total TSO Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70TMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of TSO users (MAXUSERS) allowed on the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNT is set to the smallest value of CPUMNT encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of TSO users logged on during the interval is available from the CPUTxx variables.

CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

CPUMNTHP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNTHP is set to the value of CPUTOHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNTHP contains the minimum value of CPUMNTHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

CPUMNTLP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNTLP is set to the value of CPUTOLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:
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CPUMNTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNTLP contains the minimum value of CPUMNTLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

CPUMNTMP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition, during
the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNTMP is set to the value of CPUTOMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNTMP contains the minimum value of CPUMNTMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

CPUMNTWU is the minimum number of running and in/ready work units for all standard CP processors in the system,
over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors
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             CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMNTWU contains the value input from field SMF70CMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNTWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNTWU contains the minimum value of CPUMNTWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNW - Min Out/Wait Users

The minimum number of users that were physically swapped out and not ready to execute during any sample in the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVW - Avg Out/Wait Users

             CPUWTT - Total Out/Wait Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70WMN of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces existing during the interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNW is set to the value of the smallest CPUMNW value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of OUT/WAIT memories is available from the CPUWxx variables.

CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMNZHP is the minimum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNZHP is set to the value of CPUZPHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNZHP contains the minimum value of CPUMNZHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMNZLP is the minimum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNZLP is set to the value of CPUZPLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:
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CPUMNZLP contains the minimum value of CPUMNZLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMNZMP is the minimum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share
for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMNZMP is set to the value of CPUZPMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMNZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNZMP contains the minimum value of CPUMNZMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

CPUMNZWU is the minimum number of running and in/ready work units for all zAAP processors in the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors
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Element Derivation:

CPUMNZWU contains the value input from field SMF70DMN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMNZWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMNZWU contains the minimum value of CPUMNZWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMOD - Processor Model Family

fffMOD contains the family of processors on which this logical partition is executing, for example, 2084, 2094, etc.

RMFMOD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffMOD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMOD is included in the following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUMOD

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUMOD

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCMOD

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAMOD

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffMOD contains the value input from field SMF70MOD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffMOD can be any CPU Model Family obtained by RMF from the Store CPU instruction, or, when available, from the
Store System Information (STSI) instruction.

Summarization Process:

fffMOD contains the last value of fffMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

CPUMSITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical zIIP cores that were online to the
logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle (CPUPCSIT).
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This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

CPUMSITM is the accumulation of IPUMTITM for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR that have a Thread ID
(IPUTID) value of zero. This avoids double counting the multithreading idle time when two processors (threads) are
executing on a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled core.

Range of Value:

CPUMSITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMSITM contains the sum of all values of CPUMSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

CPUMWSTM - zIIP Processors Mean Time to Wait

CPUMWSTM contains the the mean time to wait, in seconds, for all zIIP processors in the logical partition, during the
measurement interval. The mean time to wait is the result of the division of the effective dispatch time by the wait dispatch
count, and can be used to analyze latent processor demand.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Proc. Effective Dispatch Tm

             CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:

CPUMWSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUSUWTD THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUSUEDT GT 0) CPUMWSTM=CPUSUEDT/CPUSUWTD;

    WHEN (CPUSUEDT EQ 0) CPUMWSTM=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUMWSTM=.;

  END; ELSE CPUMWSTM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMWSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CPUMWSTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMWTTM - CP Processors Mean Time to Wait

CPUMWTTM contains the mean time to wait, in seconds, for all standard CP processors in the logical partition, during the
measurement interval. The mean time to wait is the result of the division of the effective dispatch time by the wait dispatch
count, and can be used to analyze latent processor demand.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOEDT - Total CP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time

             CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:

CPUMWTTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUTOWTD THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOEDT GT 0) CPUMWTTM=CPUTOEDT/CPUTOWTD;

    WHEN (CPUTOEDT EQ 0) CPUMWTTM=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUMWTTM=.;

  END; ELSE CPUMWTTM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMWTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMWTTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMWZTM - zAAP Processors Mean Time to Wait

CPUMWZTM contains the mean time to wait, in seconds, for all zAAP processors in the logical partition, during the
measurement interval. The mean time to wait is the result of the division of the effective dispatch time by the wait dispatch
count, and can be used to analyze latent processor demand.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Proc. Effective Dispatch Tm

             CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:
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CPUMWZTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUZPWTD THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPEDT GT 0) CPUMWZTM=CPUZPEDT/CPUZPWTD;

    WHEN (CPUZPEDT EQ 0) CPUMWZTM=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUMWZTM=.;

  END; ELSE CPUMWZTM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUMWZTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMWZTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXA - Max Logical Wait Users

The maximum number of users in "logical wait" status during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

A "logical wait" user is an address space which has been "logically" swapped out by SRM. Such memories are physically
in main memory but are not ready to run. When a "logical wait" user does become ready to run, it must first be logically
swapped back in by SRM before it can execute.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVA - Avg Logical Wait Users

             CPUATT - Total Logical Out Wait Users

             CPUMNA - Min Logical Wait Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70AMM of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXA is set to the largest CPUMXA value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More detail about the behavior of the number of logical wait users can be obtained from the CPUAxx variables.

CPUMXB - Max Batch Users

CPUMXB contains the maximum number of batch jobs in execution during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users

             CPUBTT - Total Batch Users

             CPUMNB - Min Batch Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXB contains the value input from field SMF70BMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXB ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXB is set to the largest value of CPUMXB encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of batch jobs running is available from the CPUBxx variables.

CPUMXCPU - Max Number of Assigned CP Cores

CPUMXCPU contains the maximum number of standard CP cores actually assigned to the partition, on average, during
the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Cores

          CPUMNCPU - Min Number of Assigned CP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXCPU is set equal to CPUAVCPU. CPUAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

CPUAVCPU = CPUTOOTM / DURATION

where:

CPUTOOTM represents the total amount of time the standard CP processors were assigned to the partition.

DURATION is the length of the recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUMXCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXCPU contains the maximum value of CPUMXCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXE - Max USS Users

CPUMXE contains the maximum number of Unix System Services users during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUMNE - Min USS Users

             CPUAVE - Avg USS Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXE contains the value input from field SMF70XMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXE contains the maximum value of CPUMXE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXI - Max In Users

CPUMXI contains the maximum number of IN users during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

An "IN" user is an address space that is physically in main memory; some of these may also be IN READY.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI - Avg In Users

             CPUITT - Total In Users

             CPUMNI - Min In Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXI contains the value input from field SMF70IMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXI ranges from a minimum of 1 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXI is set to the largest value of CPUMXI encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of swapped-in address spaces is available from the CPUIxx variables.

CPUMXL - Max Logical Ready Users

The maximum number of users in a logical ready status during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

A "logical ready" user is an address space which is ready to run, but has been logically swapped out by SRM and has
not yet been logically swapped back in. A memory which is logically swapped is physically in main memory but is not
permitted to execute.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL - Avg Logical Ready Users
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             CPULTT - Total Logical Ready Users

             CPUMNL - Min Logical Ready Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70LMM of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces allowed by the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXL is set to the largest value of CPUMXL encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of logical ready users is available from the CPULxx variables.

CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed
in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUMXLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

            CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

            CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

            CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

            CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

            CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAC is set equal to CPUAVLAC. CPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAC)0) CPUAVLAC=CPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (CPUTOLAC=0) CPUAVLAC=0;

    OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAC=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs' capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and CPUPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM begins
capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and unacceptable
performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), consider
increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), consider time-shifting the
workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUMXLAM contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions classified with reporting
attribute MOBILE (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSU

            CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXLAM is set equal to CPUAVLAM. CPUAVLAM is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAM)0) CPUAVLAM=CPUTOLAM/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (CPUTOLAM=0) CPUAVLAM=0;

      OTHERWISE         CPUAVLAM=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CPUMXLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXLAM contains the maximum value of CPUMXLAM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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With z/OS 2.2, IBM provides metrics quantifying service units consumed by transactions for service and report classes.
In addition, new WLM classification rules were provided allowing specific transactions to be classified as originating from
mobile devices.

For sites that use these new WLM classification rules to identify work originating from mobile devices, it becomes easier to
determine MSUs used for workloads that may be eligible for discounted software costs.

CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

CPUMXMSU contains the maximum number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition during the MICS reporting interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the number of
consumed MSUs during the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

             CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXMSU is set equal to CPUTOMSU. CPUTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             CPUTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

CPUTOMSU = --------------------------

 

                 DURATION * 1000000

where:

CPUTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
Physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUMXMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXMSU contains the maximum value of CPUMXMSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXO - Max Out/Ready Users

CPUMXO contains the maximum number of ready-to-run address spaces that were found to be physically swapped out
during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVO - Avg Out/Ready Users

             CPUMNO - Min Out/Ready Users

             CPUOTT - Total Out/Ready Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXO contains the value input from field SMF70OMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXO ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces existing during the interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXO is set to the largest value of CPUMXO encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of physically swapped OUT READY address spaces is available from the CPUOxx
variables.

CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

CPUMXONL is the maximum number of logical standard CP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of
any RMF measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of
logical standard CP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXONL is set to the value of CPUTOONL for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXONL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXONL contains the minimum value of CPUMXONL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

CPUMXOSU is the maximum number of logical zIIP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of all RMF
measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of logical
zIIP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXOSU is set to the value of CPUTOOSU for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXOSU contains the maximum value of CPUMXOSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

CPUMXOZP is the maximum number of logical zAAP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of all RMF
measurement intervals included in the observation. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of logical
zAAP cores that were online at the end of the RMF interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXOZP is set to the value of CPUTOOZP for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXOZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXOZP contains the maximum value of CPUMXOZP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXP - Max APPC Users

CPUMXP is the maximum number of APPC/MVS users active during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVP  - Avg APPC Users

             CPUMNP  - Min APPC Users

             CPUPTT  - Total APPC Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXP contains the value input from field SMF70PMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXP contains the maximum value of CPUMXP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXPBS - Max Pct CP Processors Busy

CPUMXPBS is the maximum percent busy for the standard CP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMXSBS - Max Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUMXZBS - Max Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPBS is the maximum of all standard CP processors' percent-busy calculations made while processing the RMF
data for the particular reporting period.

The standard CP processors' busy calculation is based on CPUTOBTM, which is the total of the individual standard CP
processor's IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is computed differently, depending on the environment. For
processors executing in basic mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the IPUWTM value and the processor
online time. For processors executing in PR/SM LPAR mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the PR/SM
Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) value and the IPUWTM value. For those environments where the PR/SM Wait Assist feature is
enabled, the IPUWTM value is zero.

Range of Value:

CPUMXPBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXPBS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of CPUMXPBS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR, and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

CPUMXPMW contains the maximum number of workloads (address spaces and enclaves) found blocked during the
measurement interval, according to the IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

             CPUBWT   - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPMW contains the value input from field SMF70PMP of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXPMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXPMW contains the maximum value of CPUMXPMW processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As long as workloads are waiting for promotion, the system has blocked work. This can be resolved by increasing the
CPU capacity reserved for blocked workloads (IEAOPTxx BLWTRPCT parameter), but then it may be necessary to
decrease the threshold time interval (IEAOPTxx BLWINTHD parameter) if these low priority blocked workloads hold
resources for too long although nothing is waiting.

CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

CPUMXPNL is the maximum number of logical standard CP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition
at any time over the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of standard CP
processors (threads) that were online over the RMF interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPNL is set to the value of CPUTPONL for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXPNL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the twice the number of standard CP cores in the CPC
complex.
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Summarization Process:

CPUMXPNL contains the maximum value of CPUMXPNL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, core types eligible for SMT-2 (multithreading) execution
mode, can support two processors (threads) on each core.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, standard CP cores were not eligible for SMT-2 multithreading
execution mode.

CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

CPUMXPSU is the maximum number of logical zIIP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition at any
time over the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this data element is the number of zIIP processors (threads)
that were online over the RMF interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPSU is set to the value of CPUTPOSU for each detail HARCPU file observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXPSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the twice the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXPSU contains the minimum value of CPUMXPSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled CPC complex, core types eligible for SMT-2 (multithreading) execution
mode, can support two processors (threads) on each core.

In the initial SMT implementation, with the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP cores were eligible for SMT-2 multithreading execution
mode.

CPUMXPWT - Max Pct CP Cores Not Busy

CPUMXPWT is the maximum percent not busy for the standard CP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval.
In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMXSWT - Max Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUMXZWT - Max Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy
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          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUMXPWT is the maximum of all standard CP cores percent not busy calculations made while processing the RMF data
for the particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXPWT contains the maximum value for all occurrences of CPUMXPWT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXR - Max In/Ready

The maximum number of ready users during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

These are memories that were swapped in and ready to execute on a CPU. Ready address spaces in logical swap status
do not count (even though they occupy main memory).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVR - Avg In/Ready

             CPURTT - Total In/Ready Count

             CPUMNR - Min In/Ready

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70RMM of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXR is set to the largest value of CPUMXR encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of IN READY users is available from the CPURxx variables.

CPUMXS - Max Started Users

CPUMXS contains the maximum number of address spaces belonging to started (also known as "system") tasks or
MOUNT commands found during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVS - Avg Started Users

             CPUMNS - Min Started Users
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             CPUSTT - Total Started Users

Element Derivation:

CPUMXS contains the value input from field SMF70SMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXS ranges from a minimum equal to the number of address spaces created during the system initialization to the
maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXS is set to the largest value of CPUMXS encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of started tasks that existed during the interval is available from the CPUSxx
variables.

CPUMXSBS - Max Pct zIIP Processors Busy

CPUMXSBS is the maximum percent busy for the zIIP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMXPBS - Max Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUMXZBS - Max Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUMXSBS is the maximum of all zIIP processor percent busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

The zIIP processors busy calculation is based on CPUSUBTM, which is the total of the individual zIIP processor's
IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is the difference between the dispatch time (IPUDTM) value and the
wait time (IPUWTM) value.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUMXSBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSBS contains the maximum value of CPUMXSBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMXSHP is the maximum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share
for the partition, during the interval.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXSHP is set to the value of CPUSUHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSHP contains the maximum value of CPUMXSHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMXSLP is the maximum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores
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Element Derivation:

CPUMXSLP is set to the value of CPUSULPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSLP contains the maximum value of CPUMXSLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUMXSMP is the maximum number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch
share for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXSMP is set to the value of CPUSUMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSMP contains the maximum value of CPUMXSMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

CPUMXSUA contains the maximum CPU capacity (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) that was
available to the partition during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUMXSUA is set equal to CPUSUAVL.

Range of Value:

CPUMXSUA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSUA contains the maximum value of CPUMXSUA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSWT - Max Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

CPUMXSWT is the maximum percent not busy for the zIIP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMXPWT - Max Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUMXZWT - Max Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUMXSWT is the maximum of all zIIP cores percent-not-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUMXSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSWT contains the maximum value of CPUMXSWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

CPUMXSWU is the maximum number of running and in/ready work units for all zIIP processors in the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMXSWU contains the value input from field SMF70EMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXSWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXSWU contains the maximum value of CPUMXSWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXT - Max TSO Users

The maximum number of TSO users that were logged on during any sample in the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users

             CPUTTT - Total TSO Users

             CPUMNT - Min TSO Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70TMM of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXT is set to the largest value of CPUMXT encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of TSO users logged on during the interval is available from the CPUTxx variables.

CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

CPUMXTWU is the maximum number of running and in/ready work units for all standard CP processors in the system,
over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors
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Element Derivation:

CPUMXTWU contains the value input from field SMF70CMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXTWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXTWU contains the maximum value of CPUMXTWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXW - Max Out/Wait Users

The maximum number of users that were physically swapped out and not ready to execute during any sample in the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVW  - Avg Out/Wait Users

             CPUWTT  - Total Out/Wait Users

             CPUMNW  - Min Out/Wait Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70WMM of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to the maximum number of swappable address spaces existing during the interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXW is set to the value of the largest CPUMXW encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

More information about the number of OUT/WAIT memories is available from the CPUWxx variables.

CPUMXZBS - Max Pct zAAP Processors Busy

CPUMXZBS is the maximum percent busy for the zAAP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMXPBS - Max Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUMXSBS - Max Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:
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CPUMXZBS is the maximum of all zAAP processor percent busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for
the particular reporting period.

The zAAP processors busy calculation is based on CPUZPBTM, which is the total of the individual zAAP processor's
IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is the difference between the dispatch time (IPUDTM) value and the
wait time (IPUWTM) value.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUMXZBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZBS contains the maximum value of CPUMXZBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

CPUMXTHP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXTHP is set to the value of CPUTOHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXTHP contains the maximum value of CPUMXTHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

CPUMXTLP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXTLP is set to the value of CPUTOLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXTLP contains the maximum value of CPUMXTLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

CPUMXTMP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition, during
the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXTMP is set to the value of CPUTOMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXTMP contains the maximum value of CPUMXTMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMXZHP is the maximum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXZHP is set to the value of CPUZPHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZHP contains the maximum value of CPUMXZHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMXZLP is the maximum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXZLP is set to the value of CPUZPLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZLP contains the maximum value of CPUMXZLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUMXZMP is the maximum number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share
for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores
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          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

CPUMXZMP is set to the value of CPUZPMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

CPUMXZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZMP contains the maximum value of CPUMXZMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXZWT - Max Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

CPUMXZWT is the maximum percent not busy for the zAAP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMXPWT - Max Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUMXSWT - Max Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUMXZWT is the maximum of all zAAP cores percent-not-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for
the particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUMXZWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZWT contains the maximum value of CPUMXZWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors

CPUMXZWU is the maximum number of running and in/ready work units for all zAAP processors in the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUMXZWU contains the value input from field SMF70DMM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUMXZWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMXZWU contains the maximum value of CPUMXZWU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

CPUMZITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical zAAP cores that were online to
the logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle (CPUPCZIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

CPUMZITM is the accumulation of IPUMTITM for all logical zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR that have a Thread ID
(IPUTID) value of zero. This avoids double counting the multithreading idle time when two processors (threads) are
executing on a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled core.

Range of Value:

CPUMZITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUMZITM contains the sum of all values of CPUMZITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.
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CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Cores

CPUNOCPU contains the maximum number of logical cores that were configured in the logical partition (online or offline)
at the end of the measurement interval. This data element includes all core types (CP, zIIP, and zAAP).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: None

Element Derivation:

If the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record contains a Logical Core Data section, CPUNOCPU is obtained from field
SMF70CON in that section. Otherwise, CPUNOCPU is obtained from field SMF70CPN in the CPU Data section.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 1 to the maximum number of cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUNOCPU contains the maximum value for all occurrences of CPUNOCPU encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUNOPCH - Intvls with Log Proc Count Change

CPUNOPCH is the number of intervals where the Physical Processor Count for the PR/SM environment changed. The
Physical Processor Count is used to define how many physical processors are available for PR/SM usage, and will limit
the amount of CPU cycles available to the PR/SM LPARs. A change in the Physical Processor Count indicates a change
in the capacity of the LPARs to do work. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Physical Processor Count for the PR/SM environment, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70INB
of the CPU control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUNOPCH is incremented by 1,
indicating that the Physical Processor Count has changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUNOPCH contains the sum of all CPUNOPCH values that were included in the summarization level.

CPUNPBS - Min Pct CP Processors Busy

CPUNPBS is the minimum percent busy for the standard CP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:
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Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUNSBS  - Min Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUNZBS  - Min Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUDTM   - Dispatch Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUNPBS is the minimum of all standard CP processors' percent-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data
for the particular reporting period. The standard CP processors' busy calculation is based on CPUTOBTM, which is the
total of the individual standard CP processor's IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is computed differently,
depending on the environment. For processors executing in basic mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the
IPUWTM value and the processor online time. For processors executing in PR/SM LPAR mode, the IPUBTM value is the
difference between the PR/SM Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) value and the IPUWTM value. For those environments where the
PR/SM Wait Assist feature is enabled, the IPUWTM value is zero.

Range of Value:

CPUNPBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUNPBS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of CPUNPBS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR; it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

CPUNPWT - Min Pct CP Cores Not Busy

CPUNPWT is the minimum percent not busy for the standard CP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUNSWT - Min Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUNZWT - Min Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUNPWT is the minimum of all standard CP cores percent-not-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data
for the particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

CPUNPWT contains the minimum value for all occurrences of CPUNPWT in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUNSBS - Min Pct zIIP Processors Busy

CPUNSBS is the minimum percent busy for the zIIP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUNPBS  - Min Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUNZBS  - Min Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUDTM   - Dispatch Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUNSBS is the minimum of all zIIP processors percent-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

The zIIP processors busy calculation is based on CPUSUBTM, which is the total of the individual zIIP processor's
IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is the difference between the dispatch time (IPUDTM) value and the
wait time (IPUWTM) value.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUNSBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUNSBS contains the minimum value of CPUNSBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUNSWT - Min Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

CPUNSWT is the minimum percent not busy for the zIIP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUNPWT - Min Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUNZWT - Min Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy
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Element Derivation:

CPUNSWT is the minimum of all zIIP cores percent-not-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUNSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUNSWT contains the minimum value of CPUNSWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUNZBS - Min Pct zAAP Processors Busy

CPUNZBS is the minimum percent busy for the zAAP processors at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUNPBS  - Min Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUNSBS  - Min Pct zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy

             IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUDTM   - Dispatch Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUNZBS is the minimum of all zAAP processors percent-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

The zAAP processors busy calculation is based on CPUZPBTM, which is the total of the individual zAAP processor's
IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is the difference between the dispatch time (IPUDTM) value and the
wait time (IPUWTM) value.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUNZBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUNZBS contains the minimum value of CPUNZBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUNZWT - Min Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

CPUNZWT is the minimum percent not busy for the zAAP cores at any time during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent not busy over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: CPUNPWT - Min Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUNSWT - Min Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUNZWT is the minimum of all zAAP cores percent-not-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUNZWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUNZWT contains the minimum value of CPUNZWT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUOTT - Total Out/Ready Users

CPUOTT contains the sum of all the address spaces found to be physically swapped out but ready to execute, for all
samples in the measurement interval. This number includes only users who are physically swapped out and ready to
execute. (CPULTT gives the count of address spaces that are logically swapped out and ready.)

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL   - Avg Logical Ready Users

             CPUAVO   - Avg Out/Ready Users

             $SRMNOTE - SRM Notes

Element Derivation:

CPUOTT contains the value input from field SMF70OTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUOTT ranges from a minimum of 0 (there were no OUT users during the interval) to the product of the maximum
number of swappable address spaces defined to the system, by the number of samples taken during the RMF interval
(SAMPLES).

Summarization Process:

CPUOTT contains the sum of all CPUOTT values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

During each cycle, RMF (ERBMFECP) samples the System Resources Manager (SRM) OUT queue to gather statistics
from the OUCBs (control blocks representing an address space to SRM). RMF counts "one" whenever it finds an address
space that does not have the OUCBLSW bit on (indicating logical swap status).

CPUOXX - Count Out/Ready Users was m - n

This is a general description for data elements CPUO00-CPUO11.
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Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of physically swapped OUT READY users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUO05 is
the number of samples in which there were either 9 or 10 such users, CPUO07 is the number of samples in which there
were between 16 and 20 of them, etc. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVO  - Avg Out/Ready Users

             CPUOTT  - Total Out/Ready Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These fields are extracted from the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. The base element name is SMF70Onn,
where 'nn' corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

Each of the above elements may range from 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUOxx is set to the sum of all the CPUOxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of physically swapped READY memories than is
available from an overall count or average.

CPUPCAxx - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCA00 through CPUPCA10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of users in a logical wait status fit within the limits given in the name of the data element. For example,
CPUPCA05 is the percentage of samples that showed 10 or fewer users in a logical wait, and CPUPCA08 is the
percentage of samples that showed fewer than 26 users in a logical wait.

There is no CPUPCA11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUA11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVA  - Avg Logical Wait Users

             CPUAXX  - Count Log Wait Users was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUAxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCAnn = ((CPUA00+CPUA01+...+CPUAnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Here are two examples:

CPUPCA00 = (CPUA00*100)/SAMPLES
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CPUPCA04 = ((CPUA00+CPUA01+CPUA02+CPUA03+CPUA04)*100)/ SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCAxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUAxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

CPUPCBSU is the average percentage of time that the zIIP cores were busy during the MICS measurement interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over a single RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

          CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCBSU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUSUOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUSUBTM GT 0) CPUPCBSU=(CPUSUBTM*100)/CPUSUOTM;

   WHEN (CPUSUBTM EQ 0) CPUPCBSU=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCBSU=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUPCBSU=0;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCBSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCBSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

CPUPCBSY is the average percentage of time that the standard CP cores were busy during the MICS measurement
interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over a single RMF interval. Busy time is
calculated in a variety of ways, depending on the processing environment. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION notes for
details.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCBSY is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUTOOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUTOBTM>0) CPUPCBSY=(CPUTOBTM*100)/CPUTOOTM;

   WHEN (CPUTOBTM=0) CPUPCBSY=0;

   OTHERWISE         CPUPCBSY=.;

 END;

The standard CP cores busy calculation is based on CPUTOBTM, which is the total of the individual standard CP cores
IPUBTMs for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is computed differently, depending on the environment. For cores
executing in basic mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the IPUWTM value and the core online time. For
cores executing in PR/SM LPAR mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the PR/SM Dispatch Time (IPUDTM)
value and the IPUWTM value. For those environments where the PR/SM Wait Assist feature is enabled, the IPUWTM
value is zero. If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement data
is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS uses zero for that cores busy time in DETAIL timespan.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

Range of Value:

CPUPCBSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCBxx - Cumm Pct Batch Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCB00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of batch jobs running fit within the limits given in the name of the data element. For example, CPUPCB05
is the percentage of samples that showed 10 or fewer batch users, CPUPCB08 is the percentage of samples that showed
fewer than 26 batch users, etc.
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There is no CPUPCB11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUB11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVB  - Avg Batch Users

             CPUBXX  - Count Batch Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUBxx data elements as follows:

       CPUPCBnn = ((CPUB00+CPUB01+...+CPUBnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,       

       CPUPCB00 = (CPUB00*100)/SAMPLES

while

 

       CPUPCB04 = ((CPUB00+CPUB01+CPUB02+CPUB03+CPUB04)*100)/

                   SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCBxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUBxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

CPUPCBZP is the average percentage of time that the zAAP cores were busy during the MICS measurement interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over a single RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

          CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCBZP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUZPOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUZPBTM>0) CPUPCBZP=(CPUZPBTM*100)/CPUZPOTM;

   WHEN (CPUZPBTM=0) CPUPCBZP=0;
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   OTHERWISE         CPUPCBZP=.;

 END;

The zAAP cores busy calculation is based on CPUZPBTM, which is the total of the individual zAAP cores IPUBTMs
for the RMF interval. The IPUBTM value is the difference between the dispatch time (IPUDTM) value and the wait time
(IPUWTM) value. If a zAAP has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement
data is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS uses zero for that cores busy time in DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCBZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCBZP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

CPUPCCAP contains the percentage of the nominal capacity effectively available for the entire CPC during the
measurement interval. A value lower than 100 indicates that some capacity change occured due to power-save or cycle-
steering modes activation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOMNR - Accum. Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPUTOMRT - Accum. Effec. Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPUPCCAP is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUTOMNR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOMRT GT 0) CPUPCCAP=(CPUTOMRT*100)/CPUTOMNR;

    WHEN (CPUTOMRT EQ 0) CPUPCCAP=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPCCAP=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPCCAP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCCAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. CPUPCCAP will be set to a missing value if the nominal
rating is not reported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCCAP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

CPUPCCIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical standard CP cores that were assigned to the
LPAR, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

CPUPCCIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUTOEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUMCITM GT 0) CPUPCCIT=(CPUMCITM*100)/CPUTOEDT;

     WHEN (CPUMCITM EQ 0) CPUPCCIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCCIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCCIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCCIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCCIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

CPUPCCIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

CPUPCDPR contains the utilization percentage of the defined promote rate.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPURTDPR - Defined Promote Rate

             CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             CPUTOPMI - Blocked Wklds/Sec that may get Promoted

             CPUTOPMU - Blocked Work Units Promoted

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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Element Derivation:

CPUPCDPR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CPUTOPMI AND CPURSMP AND DURATION  THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMU GT 0) CPUPCDPR=(CPUTOPMU*100)/

                           ((CPUTOPMI/CPURSMP)*DURATION);

      WHEN (CPUTOPMU EQ 0) CPUPCDPR=0;

      OTHERWISE            CPUPCDPR=.;

    END;

    ELSE CPUPCDPR=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCDPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCDPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

CPUPCDTM contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical standard CP cores in the
logical partition were dispatched. This includes any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

CPUPCDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

Element Derivation:

CPUPCDTM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUTOOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUTOOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUTOUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUTODTM GT 0) CPUPCDTM=(CPUTODTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUTODTM EQ 0) CPUPCDTM=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCDTM=.;

   END;
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   ELSE CPUPCDTM=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCDTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCDTM is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical standard CP cores that were assigned to the logical
partition from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical CP pool in the Central Processing
Complex (CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time that was
attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

CPUPCDTS contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical zIIP cores in the logical
partition were dispatched. This includes any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

CPUPCDTS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

Element Derivation:

CPUPCDTS is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF CPUSUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUSUOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUSUUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUSUDTM GT 0) CPUPCDTS=(CPUSUDTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUSUDTM EQ 0) CPUPCDTS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCDTS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCDTS=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCDTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCDTS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCDTS is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical zIIP cores that were assigned to the logical partition from
the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical zIIP pool in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time that was attributable
to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

CPUPCDTZ contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical zAAP cores in the logical
partition were dispatched. This includes any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

CPUPCDTZ is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time
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          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

Element Derivation:

CPUPCDTZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUZPOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUZPOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUZPUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUZPDTM GT 0) CPUPCDTZ=(CPUZPDTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUZPDTM EQ 0) CPUPCDTZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCDTZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCDTZ=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCDTZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCDTZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCDTZ is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical zAAP cores that were assigned to the logical partition from
the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical zAAP pool in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time that was attributable
to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCExx - Cumm Pct USS Users was nn or Less

CPUPCExx is an alias for the CPUPCE00 through CPUPCE10 data elements.

CPUPCExx contains the percentage of intervals during which the number of USS users fell into the xx category. The
categories (xx) range from 00 (no USS users) to 10 (35 or fewer).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPURSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             CPUExx  - Count USS Users was xx

Element Derivation:

CPUPCExx is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPURSMP THEN DO;

    WRK_CU=CPUE00;        CPUPCE00=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE01; CPUPCE01=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE02; CPUPCE02=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE03; CPUPCE03=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE04; CPUPCE04=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE05; CPUPCE05=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE06; CPUPCE06=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE07; CPUPCE07=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE08; CPUPCE08=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE09; CPUPCE09=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

    WRK_CU=WRK_CU+CPUE10; CPUPCE10=((WRK_CU*100)/CPURSMP);

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUPCExx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCExx contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCIxx - Cumm Pct In Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCI00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of IN users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCI05 is the percentage of samples
that showed 10 or fewer IN users, CPUPCI08 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than 26 IN users, etc.

There is no CPUPCI11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUI11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVI  - Avg In Users

             CPUIXX  - Count In Users Was m-n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUIxx data elements as follows:
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       CPUPCInn = ((CPUI00+CPUI01+...+CPUInn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

       CPUPCI00 = (CPUI00*100)/SAMPLES

 

while

       CPUPCI04 = ((CPUI00+CPUI01+CPUI02+CPUI03+CPUI04)*100)/

                   SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCIxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUIxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCLxx - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCL00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of "logical ready" users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCL05 is the percentage
of samples that showed 10 or fewer logical ready users, CPUPCL08 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than
26 logical ready users, etc.

There is no CPUPCL11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUL11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVL  - Avg Logical Ready Users

             CPULxx  - Count Log Out Ready Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPULxx data elements as follows:

       CPUPCLnn = ((CPUL00+CPUL01+...+CPULnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

 

       CPUPCL00 = (CPUL00*100)/SAMPLES

while

       CPUPCL04 = ((CPUL00+CPUL01+CPUL02+CPUL03+CPUL04)*100)/

                   SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCLxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPULxx and SAMPLES.
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CPUPCMUC - Pct SMT CP Core Utilization

CPUPCMUC is the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) percent core utilization achieved by all logical standard CP cores
for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement interval.

The SMT percent core utilization provides insight into how well workloads utilize core resources while executing in
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode. Introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two
workloads to a single processing core.

CPUPCMUC is the percentage of time the CP core was busy (dispatched) multiplied by the SMT CP core productivity
factor.

When standard CP cores are executing in singlethreaded mode, CPUPCMUC will always equal Pct CP Cores Busy
(CPUPCBSY) because SMT core productivity is always 1.0 when executing singlethreaded.

Standard CP cores were not eligible for multithreading in the initial IBM z13 SMT implementation.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

          CPUPCMUS - Pct SMT zIIP Core Utilization

          CPUPCMUZ - Pct SMT zAAP Core Utilization

Element Derivation:

CPUPCMUC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUAVMPC GE 0 AND CPUPCBSY GE 0) THEN

          CPUPCMUC=CPUAVMPC*CPUPCBSY ;

   ELSE CPUPCMUC=.;

where:

CPUAVMPC is the average SMT CP core productivity for the standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR

CPUPCBSY is the busy percentage for standard CP cores

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCMUC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCMUC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCMUC can be compared to CPUPCBSY to help determine how suitable standard CP workloads are for
multithreading.

During each RMF interval, a maximum SMT Capacity Factor (mCF) is computed for each core type. This mCF value
represents the SMT workload potential for the cores. Values of 1.1 to 1.4 are expected, representing the potential
workload throughput gains achievable by multithreading.
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In addition to the mCF, an actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also computed. The CF value represents the amount of workload
throughput that was actually achieved. This CF value can reach, but never exceed the mCF value.

SMT core productivity is derived as the ratio of CF over mCF, and expresses how well the executing workloads utilized
core resources while executing multithreading.

At best, the CF value can equal the MCF value. IF so, the SMT core productivity is 1.0, and the computed CPUPCMUC
value will equal the CPUPCBSY value (CPUPCBSY*1.0=CPUPCBSY).

In most cases, workloads cannot achieve the maximum SMT utilization expressed by the MCF value, resulting in SMT CP
core productivity less than 1.0, and values for CPUPCMUS lower than CPUPCBSU.

CPUPCMUS - Pct SMT zIIP Core Utilization

CPUPCMUS is the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) percent core utilization achieved by all logical Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the
measurement interval.

The SMT percent core utilization provides insight into how well workloads utilize core resources while executing in
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode. Introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two
workloads to a single processing core.

CPUPCMUS is the percentage of time the zIIP core was busy (dispatched) multiplied by the SMT zIIP core productivity
factor.

When zIIP cores are executing in singlethreaded mode, CPUPCMUS will always equal Pct zIIP Cores Busy (CPUPCBSU)
because SMT core productivity is always 1.0 when executing singlethreaded.

When executing multithreaded, however, the Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity (CPUAVMPS) is usually less than 1.0. For
this reason, the percent SMT zIIP core utilization is generally less than CPUPCBSU when multithreading.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUPCMUC - Pct SMT CP Core Utilization

          CPUPCMUZ - Pct SMT zAAP Core Utilization

Element Derivation:

CPUPCMUS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (CPUAVMPS GE 0 AND CPUPCBSU GE 0) THEN

          CPUPCMUS=CPUAVMPS*CPUPCBSU/100 ;

   ELSE CPUPCMUS=.;

where:

CPUAVMPS is the average SMT zIIP core productivity for the zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

CPUPCBSU is the busy percentage for zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCMUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

CPUPCMUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCMUS can be compared to CPUPCBSU to help determine how suitable zIIP workloads are for multithreading.

During each RMF interval, a maximum SMT Capacity Factor (mCF) is computed for each core type. This mCF value
represents the SMT workload potential for the cores. Values of 1.1 to 1.4 are expected, representing the potential
workload throughput gains achievable by multithreading.

In addition to the mCF, an actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also computed. The CF value represents the amount of workload
throughput that was actually achieved. This CF value can reach, but never exceed the mCF value.

SMT core productivity is derived as the ratio of CF over mCF, and expresses how well the executing workloads utilized
core resources while executing multithreading.

At best, the CF value can equal the MCF value. IF so, the SMT core productivity is 1.0, and the computed CPUPCMUS
value will equal the CPUPCBSU value (CPUPCBSU*1.0=CPUPCBSU).

In most cases, workloads cannot achieve the maximum SMT utilization expressed by the MCF value, resulting in SMT
zIIP core productivity less than 1.0, and values for CPUPCMUS lower than CPUPCBSU.

CPUPCMUZ - Pct SMT zAAP Core Utilization

CPUPCMUZ is the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) percent core utilization achieved by all logical Applications Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement
interval.

The SMT percent core utilization provides insight into how well workloads utilize core resources while executing in
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode. Introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two
workloads to a single processing core.

CPUPCMUZ is the percentage of time the zAAP core was busy (dispatched) multiplied by the SMT zAAP core productivity
factor.

When zAAP cores are executing in singlethreaded mode, CPUPCMUZ will always equal Pct zAAP Cores Busy
(CPUPCBZP) because SMT core productivity is always 1.0 when executing singlethreaded.

zAAP cores are not available for the IBM z13 CPC and later models. As a result, zAAP cores will never execute in
multithreaded mode, and the zAAP core productivity factor will always equal 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUPCMUC - Pct SMT CP Core Utilization

          CPUPCMUS - Pct SMT zIIP Core Utilization

Element Derivation:

CPUPCMUZ is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF (CPUAVMPZ GE 0 AND CPUPCBZP GE 0) THEN

          CPUPCMUZ=CPUAVMPZ*CPUPCBZP ;

   ELSE CPUPCMUZ=.;

where:

CPUAVMPZ is the average SMT zAAP core productivity for the zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR.

CPUPCBZP is the busy percentage for zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCMUZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCMUZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

fffPCNCA contains the percentage of the time when WLM capping actually limited the usage of processor resources for
the partition.

RMFPCNCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNCA

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNCA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONCA GT 0) fffPCNCA=(fffTONCA*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONCA EQ 0) fffPCNCA=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNCA=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNCA=.;

Range of Value:
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The value of fffPCNCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNCA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

CPUPCNSA contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum
weight, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             CPUMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

             CPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

Element Derivation:

CPUPCNSA is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTONSA)0) CPUPCNSA=(CPUTONSA*100)/CPUDIAGS;

    WHEN (CPUTONSA=0) CPUPCNSA=0;

    OTHERWISE         CPUPCNSA=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CPUPCNSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCNSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

CPUPCNSI contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum
weight, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             CPUMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting
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             CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

             CPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

CPUPCNSI is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTONSI)0) CPUPCNSI=(CPUTONSI*100)/CPUDIAGS;

    WHEN (CPUTONSI=0) CPUPCNSI=0;

    OTHERWISE         CPUPCNSI=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CPUPCNSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCNSI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

fffPCNSW contains the percentage of the time when WLM considered limiting the usage of processor resources for the
partition. fffPCNSW only tells to what extent an LPAR is subject to capping but not whether the LPAR was really capped.

RMFPCNSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNSW

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNSW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONSW GT 0) fffPCNSW=(fffTONSW*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONSW EQ 0) fffPCNSW=0;
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    OTHERWISE            fffPCNSW=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNSW=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffPCNSW is always 100% when a phantom weight is used to cap an LPAR.

CPUPCOxx - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCO00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of physically swapped out ready users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCO05 is
the percentage of samples that showed 10 or fewer physically swapped out ready users, CPUPCO08 is the percentage of
samples that showed fewer than 26 physically swapped out ready users, etc.

There is no CPUPCO11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUO11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVO  - Avg Out/Ready Users

             CPUOxx  - Count Out/Ready Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUOxx data elements as follows:

       CPUPCOnn = ((CPUO00+CPUO01+...+CPUOnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

 

       CPUPCO00 = (CPUO00*100)/SAMPLES

while

       CPUPCO04 = ((CPUO00+CPUO01+CPUO02+CPUO03+CPUO04)*100)/

                   SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCOxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUOxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCPxx - Cumm Pct APPC Users Was nn or Less

CPUPCPxx data elements are the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval
in which the count of APPC users executing fit within the limits given in the element label or long name. For example,
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CPUPCP05 (whose long name is "Cumm Pct APPC Users Was 10 or Less") is the percentage of samples that showed
10 or fewer APPC users. CPUPCP07 (whose long name is "Cumm Pct APPC Users Was 20 or Less") is the percentage
of samples that showed 20 or fewer APPC users. There is no CPUPCP11 element corresponding to the CPUP11 counter
because it would, by definition, always have the value 100.

The first element with this alias is CPUPCP00; the last is CPUPCP10.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVP  - Avg APPC Users

             CPUPxx  - Count APPC Users was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUPCPxx elements are computed from their corresponding CPUPxx data elements using the following algorithm:

CPUPCPnn = ((CPUP00+CPUP01+...+CPUPnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Here are two examples:

CPUPCP00 = (CPUP00*100)/SAMPLES

CPUPCP02 = ((CPUP00+CPUP01+CPUP02)*100)/SAMPLES

Range of Value:

CPUPCPxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCPxx contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCQxx - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+nn or Less

CPUPCQxx is a general description for data elements CPUPCQ00-11, where N represents the number of processors that
were online when the sample was taken.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of in/ready users fit within the above described limits. For example, if there were 16 online processors, on
average, during the measurement interval, CPUPCQ05 is the percentage of samples that showed 26 (N+10) or fewer in/
ready users, CPUPCQ07 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than 37 in/ready users, and so on.

There is no CPUPCQ12 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUQ12 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

These data elements were introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUQxx   - Count In/Ready was N+mm to N+nn
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             CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUQxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCQxx = ((CPUQ00+CPUQ01+...+CPUQxx)*100)/CPURSMP

Thus, for example,

CPUPCQ00 = (CPUQ00*100)/CPURSMP

while

CPUPCQ04 = ((CPUQ00+CPUQ01+CPUQ02+CPUQ03+CPUQ04)*100)/CPURSMP

Range of Value:

CPUPCQxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCQxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUQxx and CPURSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCRA - CP Resource Allocation Percent

CPUPCRA contains the percentage of standard processor CPU time that is entitled to be run on zIIP engines for CP
resource allocation. A value of zero (0) means that CP resource allocation is not active for the LPAR.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

             CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

             CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

             CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

             CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCRA contains the value input from field SMF70ZEP of the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCRA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCRA contains the last value of CPUPCRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCRA must be divided by 100 if used in percent calculations.
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CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

CPUPCRAE is the amount of standard processor (CP) CPU time, expressed as a percentage of a processor engine, that
was entitled to execute on ZIIP engines due to CP resource allocation, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

             CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

             CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCRAE is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_RAE=CPURAETM-CPURARTM ; IF (DURATION AND (WRK_RAE GE 0)) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (WRK_RAE GT 0)

      CPUPCRAE=(WRK_RAE*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (WRK_RAE EQ 0) CPUPCRAE=0;

    OTHERWISE           CPUPCRAE=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPCRAE=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCRAE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCRAE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Resource allocation earned time is based on the CP Resource Allocation Percent (CPUPCRA), and the amount of CPU
time used on standard CPs over the measurement interval. Earned time that is not used on zIIP engines is redeposited,
so actual earned time is CPUPCRAE-CPURARTM (earned-redeposited). The calculation of CPUPCRAE follows IBM's
recommendation of subtracting redeposited time from earned time, times 100, then dividing by duration to express the
earned time as a percentage of a processor.

CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

CPUPCRAU is the amount of standard processor (CP) CPU time, expressed as a percentage of a processor engine, that
was actually consumed on zIIP engines due to CP resource allocation, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

             CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

             CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCRAU is computed using the following algorithm:
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  WRK_RAU=CPURAUTM-CPURARTM ; IF (DURATION AND (WRK_RAU GE 0)) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (WRK_RAU GT 0)

      CPUPCRAU=(WRK_RAU*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (WRK_RAU EQ 0) CPUPCRAU=0;

    OTHERWISE           CPUPCRAU=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPCRAU=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCRAU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCRAU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The resource allocation CPU time used on zIIP engines should be less than or equal to the amount of CPU time earned
(CPUPCRAE). The calculation of CPUPCRAU follows IBM's recommendation of subtracting redeposited time from earned
time, times 100, then dividing by duration to express the earned time as a percentage of a processor.

CPUPCRxx - Cumm Pct In/Ready was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCR00-14.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval
in which the count of ready users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCR05 is the percentage of
samples that showed 5 or fewer ready users, CPUPCR08 is the percentage of samples that showed 8 or fewer ready
users, etc.

There is no CPUPCR15 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUR15 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVR  - Avg In/Ready Users

             CPURxx  - Count In/Ready Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPURxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCRnn = ((CPUR00+CPUR01+...+CPURnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

CPUPCR00 = (CPUR00*100)/SAMPLES

while

CPUPCR04 = ((CPUR00+CPUR01+CPUR02+CPUR03+CPUR04)*100)/

                  SAMPLES
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Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCRxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPURxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

CPUPCSIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical zIIP cores that were assigned to the LPAR, that no
processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

CPUPCSIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUSUEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUMSITM GT 0) CPUPCSIT=(CPUMSITM*100)/CPUSUEDT;

     WHEN (CPUMSITM EQ 0) CPUPCSIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCSIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCSIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCSIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCSIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

CPUPCSIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

CPUPCSxx - Cumm Pct Started Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCS00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval
in which the count of started users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCS05 is the percentage of
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samples that showed 10 or fewer started users, CPUPCS08 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than 26
started users, etc.

There is no CPUPCS11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUS11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVS  - Avg Started Users

             CPUSxx  - Count Started Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUSxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCSnn = ((CPUS00+CPUS01+...+CPUSnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

CPUPCS00 = (CPUS00*100)/SAMPLES

while

CPUPCS04 = ((CPUS00+CPUS01+CPUS02+CPUS03+CPUS04)*100)/

            SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCSxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUSxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

CPUPCTDS contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical zIIP cores in the logical
partition were dispatched, minus any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions attributable to
the logical partition.

CPUPCTDS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective
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Element Derivation:

CPUPCTDS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUSUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUSUOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUSUUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUSUEDT GT 0) CPUPCTDS=(CPUSUEDT*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUSUEDT EQ 0) CPUPCTDS=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCTDS=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCTDS=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCTDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCTDS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCTDS is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical zIIP cores that were assigned to the logical partition from
the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical zIIP pool in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that
was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

CPUPCTDT contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical standard CP cores in
the logical partition were dispatched, minus any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

CPUPCTDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched
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          CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

Element Derivation:

CPUPCTDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUTOOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUTOOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUTOUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUTOEDT GT 0) CPUPCTDT=(CPUTOEDT*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUTOEDT EQ 0) CPUPCTDT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCTDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCTDT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCTDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCTDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCTDT is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical standard CP cores that were assigned to the logical
partition from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical CP pool in the Central Processing
Complex (CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management
time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

CPUPCTDZ contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical zAAP cores in the logical
partition were dispatched, minus any time when the cores were performing LPAR management functions attributable to
the logical partition.
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CPUPCTDZ is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

Element Derivation:

CPUPCTDZ is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUZPOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=CPUZPOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUZPUTM;                               

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;        

     WHEN (CPUZPEDT GT 0) CPUPCTDZ=(CPUZPEDT*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (CPUZPEDT EQ 0) CPUPCTDZ=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCTDZ=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCTDZ=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCTDZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCTDZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUPCTDZ is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical zAAP cores that were assigned to the logical partition from
the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management of the shared physical zAAP pool in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that
was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
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Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUPCTPI - Total Pct TPI I/O Events

The percentage of all I/O interrupts that did not require a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level Interrupt Handler (SLIH), but
were handled by TPI (Test Pending Interrupt).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCxTP - Pct of I/Os Handled by TPI for CPU x

             CPUSLIH  - Total Number of Entries to the SLIH

             CPUTPI   - Total Number of TPI I/O Events

             CPUxSLIH - No of Entries to the I/O SLIH for CPU x

             CPUxTPI  - Number of TPI I/O Events for CPU x

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this value as:

             100 * CPUTPI / (CPUSLIH + CPUTPI)

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCTPI is recalculated at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An interrupt serviced by TPI avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O interrupts to a subset of the available
processors (selective enablement), System Resources Manager (SRM) attempts to maintain the TPI percentage within
a target range. The default range, 10 to 30 percent, is a compromise between minimizing time in IOS and minimizing I/O
wait time.

CPUPCTxx - Cumm Pct TSO Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCT00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of TSO users fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCT05 is the percentage of samples
that showed 10 or fewer TSO users, CPUPCT08 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than 26 TSO users, etc.

There is no CPUPCT11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUT11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVT  - Avg TSO Users

             CPUTxx  - Count TSO Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:
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These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUTxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCTnn = ((CPUT00+CPUT01+...+CPUTnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

CPUPCT00 = (CPUT00*100)/SAMPLES

while

CPUPCT04 = ((CPUT00+CPUT01+CPUT02+CPUT03+CPUT04)*100)/

           SAMPLES

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCTxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUTxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCUP - Pct Cores Up Time

CPUPCUP is the average percentage of time that all of the cores, of all core types (CP, zIIP, zAAP), that were assigned
to the LPAR were up and available during the MICS measurement interval. If a core has been manually varied online or
offline during the measurement interval, the core measurement data is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS
uses zero for the cores in calculating CPUTOUTM, CPUZPUTM, and CPUSUUTM in the DETAIL timespan, unless the
partition is managed by WLM. In this case, as any offline standard CP core can potentially be made available to the LPAR,
all defined standard CP cores contribute to the total up time, whether they were online or not during the RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Cores

          CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

          CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

          CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

          DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCUP is computed using the following algorithm:

   WRK_UTM=SUM(CPUTOUTM,CPUZPUTM,CPUSUUTM);

   IF (DURATION AND CPUNOCPU) THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (WRK_UTM GT 0)

       CPUPCUP=(WRK_UTM*100)/(DURATION*CPUNOCPU);

     WHEN (WRK_UTM EQ 0) CPUPCUP=0;

     OTHERWISE           CPUPCUP=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCUP=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPCUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

CPUPCUP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCUxx - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCU00-14, where N represents the number of processors that were
online (or online and not parked, when HiperDispatch is active) when the sample was taken.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of SRM samples taken during the RMF measurement
interval in which the count of in/ready work units fit within the above described limits. For example, if there were 16 online
(or online and not parked) processors, on average, during the measurement interval, CPUPCU05 is the percentage of
SRM samples that showed 26 (N+10) or fewer in/ready work units, CPUPCU07 is the percentage of SRM samples that
showed fewer than 37 in/ready work units, and so on.

There is no CPUPCU15 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUU15 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUUxx   - Count Work Units was N+mm to N+nn

             CPUSSMP  - Number of SRM Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUUxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCUxx = ((CPUU00+CPUU01+...+CPUUxx)*100)/CPUSSMP

Thus, for example,

CPUPCU00 = (CPUU00*100)/CPUSSMP

while

CPUPCU04 = ((CPUU00+CPUU01+CPUU02+CPUU03+CPUU04)*100)/CPUSSMP

Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCUxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUUxx and CPUSSMP.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors MVS Busy Pct

CPUPCVBD is the average percentage of time that the zIIP processors were in MVS busy during the MICS measurement
interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent of MVS busy time over a single RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

          CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

          CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVBD is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUSUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=SUM(CPUSUOTM,-CPUSUPTM);

 ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUSUUTM;

 IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUSUVBT GT 0) CPUPCVBD=(CPUSUVBT*100)/WRK_OTM;

   WHEN (CPUSUVBT EQ 0) CPUPCVBD=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCVBD=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUPCVBD=.;

This calculation is based on CPUSUVBT, which is the total of the individual zIIP processors' IPUVBTM values for the RMF
interval. The IPUVBTM value for each processor is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUPTM
Parked Time

IPUVWTM
MVS Wait Time

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCVBD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

CPUPCVBS is the average percentage of time that the standard CP processors were in MVS busy during the MICS
measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent of MVS busy time over a single
RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time

             CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

             CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVBS is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUTOOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=SUM(CPUTOOTM,-CPUTOPTM); ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUTOUTM; IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOVBT GT 0) CPUPCVBS=(CPUTOVBT*100)/WRK_OTM;

    WHEN (CPUTOVBT EQ 0) CPUPCVBS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPCVBS=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPCVBS=.;

This calculation is based on CPUTOVBT, which is the total of the individual standard CP processors' IPUVBTM values for
the RMF interval. The IPUVBTM value for each processor is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where IPUOTM = Online Time

        IPUPTM  = Parked Time

        IPUVWTM = MVS Wait Time

Range of Value:

CPUPCVBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR. It may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

CPUPCVBZ is the average percentage of time that the zAAP processors were in MVS busy during the MICS
measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent of MVS busy time over a single
RMF interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time

             CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

             CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM MVS Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVBZ is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUZPOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=SUM(CPUZPOTM,-CPUZPPTM); ELSE WRK_OTM=CPUZPUTM; IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPVBT GT 0) CPUPCVBZ=(CPUZPVBT*100)/WRK_OTM;

    WHEN (CPUZPVBT EQ 0) CPUPCVBZ=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPCVBZ=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPCVBZ=.;

This calculation is based on CPUZPVBT, which is the total of the individual zAAP processors' IPUVBTM values for the
RMF interval. The IPUVBTM value for each processor is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

IPUOTM
Online Time

IPUPTM
Parked Time

IPUVWTM
MVS Wait Time

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCVBZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVBZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors MVS Wait Pct

CPUPCVWS is the percent of time that the zIIP processors were in the MVS wait state during the MICS measurement
interval. CPUPCVWS is that time when a zIIP processor is dispatched to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors MVS Busy Pct
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          CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

          CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVWS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUSUOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUSUVWT GT 0) CPUPCVWS=(CPUSUVWT*100)/CPUSUOTM;

   WHEN (CPUSUVWT EQ 0) CPUPCVWS=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCVWS=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUPCVWS=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCVWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

CPUPCVWT is the percent of time that the standard CP processors were in the MVS wait state during the MICS
measurement interval. In a PR/SM environment, CPUPCVWT is that time when a standard CP processor is dispatched
to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing. Pct CP Processors Not Busy (CPUPCWAT) is equal to CPUPCVWT in a
non-LPAR environment (basic mode). In an LPAR, however, CPUPCWAT gives the PR/SM LPAR view of wait time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy

             CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Processors Dispatched

             CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

             CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

             CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Processors Not Busy

             CPUTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time

             CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVWT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUTOOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOVWT GT 0) CPUPCVWT=(CPUTOVWT*100)/CPUTOOTM;

    WHEN (CPUTOVWT EQ 0) CPUPCVWT=0;
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    OTHERWISE            CPUPCVWT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CPUPCVWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

CPUPCVWZ is the percent of time that the zAAP processors were in the MVS wait state during the MICS measurement
interval. CPUPCVWZ is that time when a zAAP processor is dispatched to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Processors Dispatched

             CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

             CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

             CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

             CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Processors Not Busy

             CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time

             CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUPCVWZ is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CPUZPOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPVWT GT 0) CPUPCVWZ=(CPUZPVWT*100)/CPUZPOTM;

    WHEN (CPUZPVWT EQ 0) CPUPCVWZ=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPCVWZ=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCVWZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCVWZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

CPUPCWAS is the average percentage of time that the zIIP cores are in the wait state during the MICS measurement
interval. CPUPCWAS gives the PR/SM LPAR view of wait time. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average
percent wait over a single RMF interval. If a zIIP core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement
interval, its measurement data is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS uses zero for that core's wait time in
DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

          CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

          CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUPCWAS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUSUOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUSUWTM GT 0) CPUPCWAS=(CPUSUWTM*100)/CPUSUOTM;

   WHEN (CPUSUWTM EQ 0) CPUPCWAS=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCWAS=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUPCWAS=100;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCWAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCWAS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

CPUPCWAT is the average percentage of time that the standard CP cores are in the wait state during the MICS
measurement interval. In non-PR/SM LPAR (basic) mode, CPUPCWAT is the same as CP cores PR/SM MVS Wait Pct
(CPUPCVWT), and is the average MVS wait time. In PR/SM LPAR mode, however, CPUPCWAT gives the PR/SM LPAR
view of wait time. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent wait over a single RMF interval. If a
standard CP core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement data is
invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS uses zero for that core's wait time in DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

          CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

          CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:

CPUPCWAT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUTOOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUTOWTM GT 0) CPUPCWAT=(CPUTOWTM*100)/CPUTOOTM;

   WHEN (CPUTOWTM EQ 0) CPUPCWAT=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCWAT=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

CPUPCWAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCWAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

CPUPCWAZ is the average percentage of time that the zAAP cores are in the wait state during the MICS measurement
interval. CPUPCWAZ gives the PR/SM LPAR view of wait time. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the
average percent wait over a single RMF interval. If a zAAP core has been manually varied online or offline during the
measurement interval, its measurement data is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS uses zero for that
core's wait time in DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

          CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

          CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

Element Derivation:
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CPUPCWAZ is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF CPUZPOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (CPUZPWTM GT 0) CPUPCWAZ=(CPUZPWTM*100)/CPUZPOTM;

   WHEN (CPUZPWTM EQ 0) CPUPCWAZ=0;

   OTHERWISE            CPUPCWAZ=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUPCWAZ=100;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCWAZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCWAZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPCWxx - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was nn or Less

This is a general description for data elements CPUPCW00-10.

Each of the above elements is the percentage of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the count of users in wait status fit within the above described limits. For example, CPUPCW05 is the percentage of
samples that showed 10 or fewer users in wait status, CPUPCW08 is the percentage of samples that showed fewer than
26 users in wait status, etc.

There is no CPUPCW11 "bucket" corresponding to the CPUW11 "bucket" because it would, by definition, always have the
value 100.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVW  - Avg Out/Wait Users

             CPUWxx  - Count Out/Wait Users Was m - n

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These cumulative percentage data elements are calculated from their corresponding CPUWxx data elements as follows:

CPUPCWnn = ((CPUW00+CPUW01+...+CPUWnn)*100)/SAMPLES

Thus, for example,

CPUPCW00 = (CPUW00*100)/SAMPLES

while

CPUPCW04 = ((CPUW00+CPUW01+CPUW02+CPUW03+CPUW04)*100)/

             SAMPLES
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Range of Value:

Each element may range in value from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCWxx is recalculated from the summarized values of CPUWxx and SAMPLES.

CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

CPUPCZIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical zAAP cores that were assigned to the LPAR, that
no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

CPUPCZIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF CPUZPEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CPUMZITM GT 0) CPUPCZIT=(CPUMZITM*100)/CPUZPEDT;

     WHEN (CPUMZITM EQ 0) CPUPCZIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            CPUPCZIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE CPUPCZIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of CPUPCZIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CPUPCZIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

CPUPCZIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

CPUPTT - Total APPC Users

CPUPTT is the total number of APPC users that were active in the system during the RMF measurement interval,
summed across all samples of the RMF interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVP - Average APPC Users

Element Derivation:

CPUPTT contains the value input from field SMF70PTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUPTT ranges from a minimum of 0 (assuming there were no APPC users during the interval) to the product of the
maximum number of APPC initiators run and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval (SAMPLES).

Summarization Process:

CPUPTT contains the sum of all CPUPTT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPWRCT - Intvls with CPC in Power-Save Mode

CPUPWRCT contains the number of RMF intervals during which the CPC was operating in power-save mode. In power-
save mode, the CPC capacity reduction is due to a manual control setting initiated by the customer.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPUMACCT - Intvls with CPC in Cycle-Steering Mode

             CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUPWRCT is set to 1 if the Capacity Change Reason (CPCCHGRS) data element is equal to
"POWERSAVE". Otherwise CPUPWRCT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CPUPWRCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUPWRCT contains the sum of all values of CPUPWRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPWTSS - Pct zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUPWTSS is the percentage of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to a zIIP processor in this system and
z/OS was able to return it to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

Element Derivation:

CPUPWTSS is computed using the following formula:

  IF SUM(CPUSUWTS,CPUSUWTU) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUSUWTS GT 0) CPUPWTSS=(CPUSUWTS*100)/

                                  SUM(CPUSUWTS,CPUSUWTU);

    WHEN (CPUSUWTS EQ 0) CPUPWTSS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPWTSS=.;

END; ELSE CPUPWTSS=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPWTSS might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUPWTSS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPWTST - Pct CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUPWTST is the percentage of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to a standard CP processor in this
system and z/OS was able to return it to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

Element Derivation:

CPUPWTST is computed using the following formula:

  IF SUM(CPUTOWTS,CPUTOWTU) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOWTS GT 0) CPUPWTST=(CPUTOWTS*100)/

                                  SUM(CPUTOWTS,CPUTOWTU);

    WHEN (CPUTOWTS EQ 0) CPUPWTST=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPWTST=.;

  END; ELSE CPUPWTST=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPWTST might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUPWTST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPWTSZ - Pct zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUPWTSZ is the percentage of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to a zAAP processor in this system and
z/OS was able to return it to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

Element Derivation:

CPUPWTSZ is computed using the following formula:

  IF SUM(CPUZPWTS,CPUZPWTU) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPWTS GT 0) CPUPWTSZ=(CPUZPWTS*100)/

                                  SUM(CPUZPWTS,CPUZPWTU);

    WHEN (CPUZPWTS EQ 0) CPUPWTSZ=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUPWTSZ=.;

 END; ELSE CPUPWTSZ=.;

Range of Value:

CPUPWTSZ might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUPWTSZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUPxx - Count APPC Users was m - n

CPUPxx contains a general description for data elements CPUP00-CPUP11. Each of these elements is a count of
the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the number of APPC users fit within the
definition of each data element. For example, CPUP05 is the number of samples in which there were either 9 or 10 APPC
users, CPUP07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16 and 20 APPC users, and so on. Thus, this is
the raw count of samples in each "bucket."

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVP  - Avg APPC Users

             CPUPTT  - Total APPC Users
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             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUPxx contains the value input from field SMF70Pxx of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The 'xx'
matches the MICS element name to the field name.

Range of Value:

CPUPxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUPxx contains the sum of all values of CPUPxx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of APPC jobs running during the RMF interval than is
available from a single number such as an overall count or an average.

CPUQxx - Count In/Ready was N+mm to N+nn

CPUQxx is a general description for data elements CPUQ00-12, where N represents the number of processors that were
online when the sample was taken.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of in/ready users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, if there were 16 online processors, on
average, during the measurement interval, CPUQ04 is the number of samples in which there were either 20 (N+4) or 21
(N+5) in/ready users, CPUQ07 is the number of samples in which there were between 32 (N+16) and 36 (N+20) in/ready
users, and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket."

An in/ready user is an address space that is physically in real storage and that is ready to use a CPU.

These data elements were introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCQxx - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+nn or Less

             CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

These data elements are extracted from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The base field name is
SMF70Qnn, where nn corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

CPUQxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of CPURSMP, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUQxx is set to the sum of all CPUQxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

CPURAETM contains the amount of standard processor (CP) CPU time that was entitled to execute on zIIP engines, due
to CP resource allocation, over the measurement interval. The value is based on the amount of captured CP processor
time over the measurement interval and a fixed percentage, data element CP Resource Allocation Percent (CPUPCRA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

             CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

             CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

Element Derivation:

CPURAETM contains the value input from field SMF70ZEE of the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPURAETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPURAETM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPURAETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Earned CPU time has a limited shelf life (at one time approximately 20 seconds). If workloads do not consume the earned
CPU time prior to expiration, the unused portion is redeposited to the earned time account. To determine actual earned
time for a measurement interval, subtract Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time (CPURARTM) from earned time.

The computed data element, Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned (CPUPCRAE), is calculated by performing this subtraction,
and then adjusting the value to express the earned time as a percentage of CP processing engines.

CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

CPURARTM contains the amount of standard processor (CP) CPU time that was entitled to execute on a zIIP engine, due
to CP resource allocation, but was unused over the measurement interval. This unused portion of the earned CPU time is
added back into the earned CPU time metric, Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time (CPURAETM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

             CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

             CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

             CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

             CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

Element Derivation:

CPURARTM contains the value input from field SMF70ZER of the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPURARTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CPURARTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPURARTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPURARTM is included in the two other data elements related to CP resource allocation time, Total CP Resource Alloc
Earned Time (CPURAETM) and Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time (CPURAUTM).

CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

CPURAUTM contains the amount of standard processor (CP) CPU time that was shifted for execution on zIIP processors
due to CP resource allocation over the measurement interval. This data element includes the CPU time that was actually
used on zIIP processors plus any time that was redeposited because of lack of workloads to consume it.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

             CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

             CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

Element Derivation:

CPURAUTM contains the value input from field SMF70ZEC of the CPU Control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPURAUTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPURAUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPURAUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because CPURAUTM includes redeposited CPU time (Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time (CPURARTM)), you must
subtract CPURARTM from CPURAUTM to obtain the actual amount of shifted CPU time used.

CPURSMP - Number of RMF Samples

CPURSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CPURSMP contains the value from field SMF70SAM in the RMF Product section of SMF record Type 70, CPU Activity.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:
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CPURSMP contains the sum of all CPURSMP values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

CPURTDPR - Defined Promote Rate

CPURTDPR contains the number of blocked dispatchable work units that may get promoted per second.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

             CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             CPUTOPMI - Blocked Wklds/Sec that may get Promoted

Element Derivation:

CPURTDPR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CPURSMP THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMI GT 0) CPURTDPR=CPUTOPMI/CPURSMP;

      WHEN (CPUTOPMI EQ 0) CPURTDPR=0;

      OTHERWISE            CPURTDPR=.;

    END;

    ELSE CPURTDPR=.;

Range of Value:

CPURTDPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPURTDPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPURTT - Total In/Ready Count

CPURTT contains the total number of address spaces both swapped in and ready to use a CPU observed by RMF during
all the cycles in the measurement interval. Address spaces that are logically swapped and ready to execute do not count
even though they are in main memory. During each sample, RMF runs the SRM's IN queue and gathers statistics about
each OUCB (the control block that represents an address space to the SRM) it finds. RMF counts all these address
spaces as being IN (see CPUITT), but it does not also count them as being IN READY unless its examination of their
ASCBs (Address Space Control Blocks) shows that the address space is dispatchable.

An address space may be IN but not IN READY for a number of reasons including waiting for the completion of an I/O
operation. In fact, there will be many more IN address spaces than IN READY address spaces in the average (I/O bound)
installation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVR - Avg Ready

             CPUITT - Total In Users

Element Derivation:

CPURTT contains the value input from field SMF70RTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPURTT ranges from a minimum of 0 (assuming there were no ready users during the interval) to the product of the
maximum number of address spaces defined to the system, and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval
(SAMPLES). The latter value would imply that all possible address spaces were READY throughout the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPURTT is set to the sum of all CPURTT values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

For the purposes of analysis, the average and distribution versions of this number will be more useful.

CPURxx - Count In/Ready was xx

CPURxx is a general description for data elements CPUR00-15.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which
the number of in/ready users was xx. For example, CPUR05 is the number of samples in which there were 5 ready users,
CPUR07 is the number of samples in which there were 7 ready users, and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in
each "bucket." RMF updates the appropriate "bucket" each time a sample is taken.

CPUR15 is the count of the number of times the In/Ready users was 15 or more. Note that this is different from fields
CPUIxx, CPUOxx, and so on, where the count in each bucket represents a range of users, not xx users.

An "in/ready" user is an address space that is physically in main memory and that is ready to use a CPU. All these
address spaces are also counted in the variable CPUIxx.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVR  - Avg In/Ready

             CPURTT  - Total In/Ready Count

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPURxx contains the value input from field SMF70Rnn (where nn is 0 through 15) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPURxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPURxx is set to the sum of all CPURxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of "in" address spaces than is available from a single
number such as an overall count or an average.
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CPUSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

fffSAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zIIP
cores.

RMFSAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

fffSABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zIIP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.
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RMFSABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used
by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any zIIP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffSABSL contains the last value of fffSABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffSACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for zIIP cores.

RMFSACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSISRT - zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

CPUSISRT is the average number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed per second for the zIIP processors of
a system, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSITRT - CP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

             CPUSIZRT - zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSISRT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (CPUSUSIG GT 0) CPUSISRT=CPUSUSIG/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUSUSIG EQ 0) CPUSISRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUSISRT=.;

 END;

 ELSE CPUSISRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSISRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSISRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUSISRT may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUSITRT - CP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

CPUSITRT is the average number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed per second for the standard CP
processors of a system, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSISRT - zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

             CPUSIZRT - zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSITRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOSIG GT 0) CPUSITRT=CPUTOSIG/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUTOSIG EQ 0) CPUSITRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUSITRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUSITRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSITRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSITRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUSITRT may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUSIZRT - zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

CPUSIZRT is the average number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed per second for the zAAP processors
of a system, over the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSISRT - zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

             CPUSITRT - CP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSIZRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPSIG GT 0) CPUSIZRT=CPUZPSIG/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUZPSIG EQ 0) CPUSIZRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUSIZRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUSIZRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSIZRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSIZRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUSIZRT may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUSLIH - Total of Entries to the I/O SLIH

The total number of I/O interrupts that required a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level Interrupt Handler (SLIH).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer count (full, not sampled).

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCTPI - Total PCT of TPI I/O Events

             CPUPCxTP - PCT of I/Os Handled by TPI for CPU x

             CPUTPI   - Total No of TPI I/O Events

             CPUxSLIH - No of Entries to the I/O SLIH for CPU x

             CPUxTPI  - Number of TPI I/O Events for CPU x

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70SLH of the RMF/SMF Type 70 record, summed over all processors in the system.

Range of Value:

CPUSLIH may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is dependent upon the speed of the processor and the
intensity of the I/O workload.

Summarization Process:

CPUSLIH contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSLIH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The sum of CPUSLIH and CPUTPI represents the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by that system. An interrupt
serviced by Test Pending Interrupt (TPI) avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O interrupts to a subset of
the available processors (i.e., selective enablement), SRM attempts to maintain the TPI percentage within a target range.
The default range (10 to 30 percent) is a compromise between minimizing time in IOS and minimizing I/O wait time.

CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMPCW contains the weighted SMT core productivity for all logical standard CP cores for
the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is
the accumulated core busy time of all logical CP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate data element Avg SMT CP Core Productivity (CPUAVMPC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSMPCW is the accumulation of IPUSMTPW for all logical CP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUSMPCW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMPCW contains the sum of all values of CPUSMPCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMT core productivity over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average SMT
core productivity in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.8 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another
RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.4, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the
two intervals would be:

0.8 + 0.2 / 2 intervals = 0.5 average core productivity

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the core productivity is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the productivity was closer to 0.8:

(0.8*10) + (0.2*2) / 12 seconds = 0.7 avg core productivity

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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CPUSMPSW - Weighted SMT zIIP Core Productivity

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMPSW contains the weighted SMT core productivity for all logical Integrated Information
Processors (zIIP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zIIP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate data element Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity (CPUAVMPS).

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSMPSW is the accumulation of IPUSMTPW for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUSMPSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMPSW contains the sum of all values of CPUSMPSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMT core productivity over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average SMT
core productivity in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.8 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another
RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.4, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the
two intervals would be:

0.8 + 0.2 / 2 intervals = 0.5 average core productivity

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the core productivity is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the productivity was closer to 0.8:

(0.8*10) + (0.2*2) / 12 seconds = 0.7 avg core productivity
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CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMPZW contains the weighted SMT core productivity for all logical Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores for the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval. The weighting factor is the accumulated core busy time of all logical zAAP cores.

This data element is kept to calculate data element Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity (CPUAVMPZ).

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSMPZW is the accumulation of IPUSMTPW for all logical zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

CPUSMPZW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMPZW contains the sum of all values of CPUSMPSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMT core productivity over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average SMT
core productivity in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.8 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another
RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.4, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the
two intervals would be:

0.8 + 0.2 / 2 intervals = 0.5 average core productivity

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the core productivity is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the productivity was closer to 0.8:

(0.8*10) + (0.2*2) / 12 seconds = 0.7 avg core productivity

CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

CPUSMTCT contains the accumulation of the SMT core busy times of all active logical standard CP cores in the LPAR
over the measurement interval.

Core busy time is the amount of time, while logical cores are dispatched to physical cores, that at least one processor
thread is executing.

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus additional IBM APARs in support of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

See also: CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

          IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

CPUSMTCT contains the accumulation of data element IPUSMTTM for all active standard CP cores in the logical partition
with a Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) value of 0.

Range of Value:

CPUSMTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTCT contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMC contains a value of one (1) if the standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR were
executing in singlethreaded mode, or a value of two (2) if the CP cores were executing in multithreading mode.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Mode CP Cores (CPUAVSMC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUSMTMC is set equal to the value of IPUMODE for any standard CP core assigned to the
LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMC ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTMC contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMS contains a value of one (1) if the logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP)
cores assigned to the LPAR were executing in singlethreaded mode, or a value of two (2) if the zIIP cores were executing
in multithreading mode.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores (CPUAVSMS).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUSMTMS is set equal to the value of IPUMODE for any zIIP core assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMS ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTMS contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTMS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMZ contains a value of one (1) if the Application Assist Processors (zAAP)
cores assigned to the LPAR were executing in singlethreaded mode, or a value of two (2) if the zAAP cores were
executing in multithreading mode.

CPUSMTMZ is always set to a value of one because zAAP cores are not supported in the IBM z13 CPC, the first CPC to
enable Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores (CPUAVSMZ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUSMTMS is set equal to the value of IPUMODE for any zAAP core assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSMTMZ contains a value of one (1).

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTMZ contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTMZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

CPUSMTST contains the accumulation of the SMT core busy times of all active logical Integrated Information Processors
(zIIP) cores in the LPAR over the measurement interval.

Core busy time is the amount of time, while logical cores are dispatched to physical cores, that at least one processor
thread is executing.

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus additional IBM APARs in support of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

See also: CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

          IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

CPUSMTST contains the accumulation of data element IPUSMTTM for all active zIIP cores in the logical partition with a
Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) value of 0.

Range of Value:

CPUSMTST ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTST contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

CPUSMTZT contains the accumulation of the SMT core busy times of all active logical Application Assist Processors
(zAAP) cores in the LPAR over the measurement interval.

Core busy time is the amount of time, while logical cores are dispatched to physical cores, that at least one processor
thread is executing.

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus additional IBM APARs in support of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

See also: CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

          IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

CPUSMTZT contains the accumulation of data element IPUSMTTM for all active zAAP cores in the logical partition with a
Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) value of 0.

Range of Value:

CPUSMTZT ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSMTZT contains the sum of all values of CPUSMTZT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSPOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

CPUSPOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of all active zIIP processors (threads) in the logical partition.

With Simultaneous Multithreading enabled, up to two zIIP processors can execute simultaneously on a zIIP core. With
SMT enabled, CPUSPOTM will contain twice the value of data element Total zIIP Cores Online Time (CPUSUOTM).

This data element was introduced with MICS support for SMT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSPOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
all active zIIP processors (threads) in the logical partition.

Range of Value:

CPUSPOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the twice the number of zIIP cores in the
CPC complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUSPOTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSPOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUSPUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time

CPUSUUTM is an estimate of the time, in seconds, that the zIIP cores assigned to the logical partition were available for
processing during the measurement interval.

With Simultaneous Multithreading enabled, up to two zIIP processors can execute simultaneously on a zIIP core. With
SMT enabled, CPUSPUTM will be twice the value data element of Total zIIP Cores Up Time (CPUSUUTM).

This data element was introduced with MICS support for SMT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

          DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSPUTM contains the sum of the RMF measurement interval duration (data element DURATION) for all zIIP
processors assigned to the LPAR that met the following conditions:

• The core where the processor executed was online at the end of the RMF measurement interval.
• The core where the processor executed did not experience any VARY activity over the RMF measurement interval.

Note that with SMT enabled, up to two cores can execute simultaneously on a single core. With SMT, the RMF interval
duration of each processor is added to CPUSPUTM.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUUTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUUTM processed in the level of summarization. level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSRSRT - zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

CPUSRSRT is the average number of SRB dispatches per second for the zIIP processors of the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSRTRT - CP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

             CPUSRZRT - zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSRSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUSUSRB GT 0) CPUSRSRT=CPUSUSRB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUSUSRB EQ 0) CPUSRSRT=0;
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    OTHERWISE            CPUSRSRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUSRSRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSRSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSRSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSRTRT - CP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

CPUSRTRT is the average number of SRB dispatches per second for the standard CP processors of the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSRSRT - zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

             CPUSRZRT - zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSRTRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOSRB GT 0) CPUSRTRT=CPUTOSRB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUTOSRB EQ 0) CPUSRTRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUSRTRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUSRTRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSRTRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSRTRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSRZRT - zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

CPUSRZRT is the average number of SRB dispatches per second for the zAAP processors of the system, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUSRSRT - zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

             CPUSRTRT - CP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUSRZRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;  

    WHEN (CPUZPSRB GT 0) CPUSRZRT=CPUZPSRB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUZPSRB EQ 0) CPUSRZRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUSRZRT=.;

  END; ELSE CPUSRZRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUSRZRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSRZRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSSMP - Number of SRM Samples

CPUSSMP is the total number of SRM samples collected during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUPCUxx - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+nn or Less

Element Derivation:

CPUSSMP contains the value from field SMF70SRM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSSMP contains the sum of all CPUSSMP values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

CPUSSMP is used in the work units' averages and percentages derivations referenced in the above SEE ALSO section.

CPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

CPUSTSIA contains the number of intervals where the Store System Information (STSI) facility was available. The STSI
instruction is used by the system to retrieve information concerning additional processors added using the Capacity
Upgrade on Demand (CUoD) function. Without the STSI function, the only available information, until the next Power On
Reset, is the original configuration, as seen by the Store CPU ID (STIDP) instruction.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPUMOD   - CPU Model Family

             CPUVER   - Processor Version

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Store System Information (STSI) function, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70STF of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUSTSIA is incremented by 1, indicating that the STSI
function is available during the interval.

Range of Value:

CPUSTSIA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSTSIA contains the sum of all values of CPUSTSIA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the "Capacity Upgrade on Demand" function, the hexadecimal version number (CPUVER) cannot be used anymore
because it does not reflect the updated configuration after a processor upgrade. However, the STSI instruction will update
the CPC Model Identifier as soon as an upgrade is performed, and the MICS CPCMODID data element will contain the
updated CPC model.

CPUSTT - Total Started Users

CPUSTT contains the total number of address spaces belonging to started (also called "system") tasks that RMF counted
on all the cycles during the RMF measurement interval.

RMF examines the SRM IN, OUT, and WAIT queues to gather statistics about the address spaces for the OUCBs it finds
(an OUCB is the control block representing an address space to SRM). Each time it finds a started task (ASCBJBNI=0
and OUCBSTT or OUCBMNT on) it increments this counter.

Outstanding MOUNT commands have address spaces associated with them and are counted here along with those
created in response to START operator commands.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVS - Avg Started Users

Element Derivation:

CPUSTT contains the value input from field SMF70STT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSTT value may range from 7 * SAMPLES (*MASTER*, ALLOCAS, CONSOLE, DUMPSRV, GRS, PCAUTH, and
RMF will always be present) to the product of the maximum number of address spaces defined to the system, and the
number of samples taken during the RMF interval (SAMPLES). The latter value would indicate that all possible address
spaces were started tasks throughout the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUSTT is set to the sum of all CPUSTT values encountered during the summarization process.
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Usage Notes:

For the purposes of analysis, the average and distribution values of this quantity will be found to be more useful.

CPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chg

CPUSUACH contains the number of intervals where the capacity (in millions of service units, MSUs) that is available to
the partition has been modified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSUACH is set to 1 if bit 2 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUSUACH's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUACH contains the sum of all values of CPUSUACH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

CPUSUAVL contains the number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) available to the
partition, that is, the LPAR CPU capacity.

If a LPAR has no defined capacity limit, CPUSUAVL is based on the number of logical processors defined for the partition,
if the LPAR is uncapped, or on the LPAR's weight, if it is capped via the Hardware Management Console.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             CPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

CPUSUAVL contains the value input from field SMF70WLA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSUAVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUAVL contains the last value of CPUSUAVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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CPUSUAVL should not be confused with LPCDEFLM (Partition Defined Capacity Limit), although they are both used by
IBM software charging. Depending on how you control your resources at the LPAR level, either of them will be used to
manage the products you are running:

• If you use a defined capacity for an LPAR, LPCDEFLM will be used as the image capacity, and spikes in your workload
will be allowed as long as the overall four-hour rolling average consumption does not exceed the defined limit. If the
limit is exceeded, WLM will begin to cap the partition until the four-hour average drops below the defined limit.

• If you use a hard cap for an LPAR, CPUSUAVL (which takes the LPAR capping state into consideration in its
calculation) will be used, and no workload peak will be allowed, meaning that your product will not run in normal mode
(it may not run or run in exception mode depending on the terms and conditions).

• If you defined an uncapped LPAR, again, CPUSUAVL (which takes the number of logical processors into consideration
in its calculation), will be considered as the image capacity and, if the MSU value for a product certificate is lower than
the overall LPAR capacity, your product will not run in normal mode.

CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

CPUSUBPS contains the Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) core weight for the partition specified when defining
or modifying PR/SM logical partitions. PR/SM uses the zIIP core weights to manage the dispatching of the physical zIIP
cores between LPARs.

Different weights may be defined for standard CP, Integrated Information Processors (zIIP), and Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR
dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch
time for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition core weight is not exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

CPUSUBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUSUBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the value is
missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUBPS contains the last value of CPUSUBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.
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IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

CPUSUBTM contains the total core busy time in seconds for all zIIP cores assigned to the logical partition. Busy time is
calculated in a variety of ways, depending on the processing environment. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION notes for
details.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUBTM is the sum of Core Busy Time (IPUBTM) for the first processor (thread) for each logical zIIP core in the RMF
interval. IPUBTM is computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment:

For Central Processing Complexes (CPC) executing in basic mode, IPUBTM is calculated as follows:

IPUBTM = Online Time - MVS Wait Time

For LPARs executing in LPAR mode, there are four different ways of calculating IPUBTM:

• Dedicated Cores Single Threaded Mode

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Dedicated Cores Multithreaded Mode

IPUBTM = SMT Core Busy Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Not Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time

where:
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IPUOTM
Core Online Time.

IPUSMTTM
SMT Core Busy Time.

IPUVWTM
MVS Wait Time.

IPUDTMCore Dispatch Time.

Note that for a dedicated core running single threaded, dispatch time should be equivalent to the online time so that there
is virtually no difference in the determination of core busy time between basic mode and LPAR dedicated mode.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

When a logical core is manually varied online or offline during the interval, it is impossible to derive an accurate up time
from RMF measurement data. To prevent an error, IPUBTM is set to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUBTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, it is required that Wait Completion=NO is in effect. With Wait
Completion=NO, IPUBTM is set to the core level dispatch time. This makes the technique of using IPUBTM only from the
first thread for the aggregation of CPUSUBTM accurate.

CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

CPUSUCNF contains the number of intervals when any zIIP processor was varied either online or offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy

             CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time

             CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Not Busy

             CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

             CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

             CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

             IPUCNFCT - Intervals with IPU Reconfiguration

Element Derivation:

MICS accumulates the number of reconfigured processors in CPUSUCNF by counting IPUCNFCT for each zIIP processor
at the detail level. IPUCNFCT is a flag set when VARY activity occurs for a processor. MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF70CNF
in the first CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the bit is on, IPUCNFCT is incremented
by 1, indicating that either a VARY online or a VARY offline (or even many VARYs) occurred during this interval.

Range of Value:
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CPUSUCNF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUCNF contains the sum of all values of CPUSUCNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When there is any VARY activity for a zIIP processor, the data for the processor collected during the interval is invalid, and
MICS will set all processor time-related variables to zero at the DETAIL level. CPUSUCNF by itself is a unitless indicator,
but is a count of the number of intervals in which VARY activity occurred, which can affect the accuracy of the data. If
VARY activity is occurring near the end of the interval, then setting the time-related variables to zero is losing some data.
(Note that we are not really losing data; RMF could not collect it properly due to the VARY activity.) A percentage of
CPUSUCNF to CPUTOOSU provides an indication of how many intervals were set to zero as a percentage of intervals
where the zIIP processors were online.

CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

CPUSUDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical zIIP cores in the logical partition. This includes
any time during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

Data element CPUSUDTM is kept to calculate data element Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched (CPUPCDTS).

CPUSUDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUDTM contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) for all active zIIP cores in the
logical partition. The core level IPUDTM value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero, ensuring
that the dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUSUDTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CPUSUDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUDTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUSUDTM is the total amount of time, that all of the zIIP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical zIIP cores in the shared zIIP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time
under the circumstances described below and  LPAR management time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
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system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

CPUSUEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical zIIP cores in the logical partition, minus any time
during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

CPUSUEDT is kept to calculate data element Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective (CPUPCTDS).

CPUSUEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

CPUSUEDT contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time - Effective (IPUEDT) for all all active zIIP
cores in the logical partition. The core level IPUEDT value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is
zero, ensuring that the effective dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUSUEDT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CPUSUEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUEDT contains the sum of all values of CPUSUEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUSUEDT is the total amount of time, that all of the zIIP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical zIIP cores in the shared zIIP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time
under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that was attributable to the
partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
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system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUSUHPO is the total number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. CPUSUHPO is the total of the individual high polarity zIIP
cores.

Range of Value:

CPUSUHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUHPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUSULPO is the total number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. CPUSULPO is the total of the individual low polarity
zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUSULPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUSULPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSULPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

CPUSUMPO is the total number of Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for
the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores
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          CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. CPUSUMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUSUMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUNIO - Total zIIP Processors I/O Connections

CPUSUNIO is the total number of I/O connections (start subchannel) for the zIIP processors of the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTONIO - Total CP Processors I/O Connections

             CPUZPNIO - Total zAAP Processors I/O Connections

Element Derivation:

Individual processor I/O connections are obtained from field SMF70NIO of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUSUNIO is the total of the individual zIIP processors' I/O connections.

Range of Value:

CPUSUNIO may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUNIO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUNIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

CPUSUOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of all active zIIP cores in the partition.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSPOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record
for all active zIIP cores in the logical partition. To prevent double counting if Simultaneous Multithreading is active for zIIP
cores, only the online time from the first processor (thread) from each core is added to CPUSUOTM.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUSUOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in
the CPC complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUOTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) up to two processors (threads) can be dispatched on a single core. To avoid
double counting core online time, only the online time for the first thread on a core is counted when determining total zIIP
core online time.

CPUSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

CPUSUPNF contains the normalization factor used to convert real CPU time on a zIIP processor into the equivalent time
on a standard CP processor. Normalization is required for models where zIIP and standard CP processors execute at
different speeds.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

CPUSUPNF contains the value input from field SMF70NRM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record divided by
256.

Range of Value:

CPUSUPNF ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUPNF contains the last value of CPUSUPNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

CPUSUPTM is the total parked time in seconds for all zIIP processors in the logical partition, during the MICS
measurement interval. Parked time only applies to logical partitions running in Hiperdispatch mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM MVS Busy Time

             CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

             CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

             IPUPTM   - Parked Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUPTM is the total of the individual zIIP processors' IPUPTM values for the RMF interval. IPUPTM is obtained from
field SMF70PAT of the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUSUPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

CPUSUSEC represents the number of service units associated with one general purpose CP processor CPU second.
This physical CPU adjustment factor is used in the calculation that converts processor CPU time to service units.
CPUSUSEC is a Central Processor Complex (CPC) level value determined by IBM and is based on the number of
physical CP processors in the CPC.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

             WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CPUSUSEC depends on the operating system level:

• For systems executing at z/OS Version 2 Release 1 or later, CPUSUSEC is computed during raw data processing
using the following formula:

                16000000 * CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor

     CPUSUSEC = ----------------------------------------

                         CPU_adjustment_factor

where:
CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor
Value input from field SMF70CPA_scaling_factor of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
CPU_adjustement_factor
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Value input from field SMF70CPA_actual of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

• For systems executing at z/OS Version 2 Release 1 or later, CPUSUSEC is computed during raw data processing by
dividing 16000000 by the value input from field SMF70CPA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSUSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUSEC contains the last value of CPUSUSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUSUSEC is different from the Effective SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor (WLMSUCPU) data element found in the
Workload Management information area WLMSEC, WLM_EC, and WLMSDE files.

The value found in the WLMSUCPU Service Unit to CPU second conversion factor, derived from SMF type 72 subtype
Workload Activity records, is impacted by the number of logical general purpose CP processors assigned to a z/OS LPAR.

The value found in the CPUSUSEC data element, however, derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record,
is based solely on the number of physical, general purpose CP processors in the CPC and is constant across all z/OS
LPARs in the CPC.

CPUSUSIG - Total zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions

CPUSUSIG is the total number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed on the zIIP processors of a system
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOSIG - Total CP Processors SIGP Instructions

             CPUZPSIG - Total zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SIGP instructions are obtained from field SMF70SIG of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUSUSIG is the total of the individual zIIP processors' SIGP instructions.

Range of Value:

CPUSUSIG may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUSIG contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUSIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUSUSIG may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUSUSRB - Total zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches

CPUSUSRB is the total number of SRB dispatches for the zIIP processors of the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOSRB - Total CP Processors SRB Dispatches

             CPUZPSRB - Total zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SRB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70SRB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUSUSRB is the total of the individual zIIP processors' SRB dispatches.

Range of Value:

CPUSUSRB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUSRB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUSRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUTCB - Total zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches

CPUSUTCB is the total number of unlocked TCB dispatches for the zIIP processors of the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOTCB - Total CP Processors TCB Dispatches

             CPUZPTCB - Total zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor TCB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70TCB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUSUTCB is the total of the individual zIIP processors' TCB dispatches.

Range of Value:

CPUSUTCB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUTCB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUTCB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

CPUSUUTM is an estimate of the time, in seconds, that the zIIP cores assigned to the logical partition were available for
processing during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSPUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time

          DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:
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CPUSUUTM contains the sum of the RMF measurement interval duration (data element DURATION) for all zIIP
cores assigned to the LPAR that met the following conditions:

• The core was online at the end of the RMF measurement interval.
• The core did not experience any VARY activity over the RMF measurement interval.

DURATION is not added to CPUSUUTM for cores that did not meet these conditions.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUUTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

CPUSUVBT is the total PR/SM MVS busy time in seconds for all zIIP processors in the logical partition, during the MICS
measurement interval. MVS busy time is calculated for each zIIP processor as the difference between the online time and
the MVS wait time plus the parked time.

When Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is active, there will be two zIIP processors for each online zIIP core.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors MVS Busy Time

          CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPTM - Processor Parked Time

          IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUVBT is the total of the individual IPUVBTM values for all zIIP processors assigned to the partition for the RMF
interval. The IPUVBTM value is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUPTM
Processor Parked Time

IPUVWTM
Processor Wait Time

Range of Value:

The value of CPUSUVBT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUSUVBT contains the sum of all values of CPUSUVBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

CPUSUVWT is the time in seconds that the zIIP processors in the partition were actually waiting during the MICS
measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the MVS wait time over a single RMF interval. The PR/
SM MVS wait time is that time when a logical processor is dispatched to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing,
either because it was voluntarily placed in the PR/SM logical processor inactive queue by the operating system, or
because it was waiting for available physical cores in the PR/SM ready queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

          CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors MVS Wait Time

          CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait time is obtained from field SMF70WAT of the CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. CPUSUVWT is the total of the wait times for all zIIP processors assigned to the LPAR. When a
processor has VARY activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUSUVWT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUVWT contains the sum of all values of CPUSUVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which might significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUSUWST) from the MVS Wait Time (CPUSUVWT).

CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

CPUSUWST is the time in seconds that the zIIP processors in the partition spent in the PR/SM logical processor inactive
queue during the MICS measurement interval, waiting for an MVS wait state condition to be removed. The PR/SM
detected wait time is one of the components of the PR/SM MVS wait time (CPUSUVWT), along with the PR/SM ready
queue wait time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM MVS Wait Time

             CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

             CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm
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Element Derivation:

Individual processor PR/SM detected wait time is obtained from field SMF70WST of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. CPUSUWST is the total of the individual zIIP processors' PR/SM detected wait time. When a processor
has VARY activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUSUWST.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWST contains the sum of all values of CPUSUWST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which may significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUSUWST) from the PR/SM MVS Wait Time (CPUSUVWT).

CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

CPUSUWTD is the total number of wait state dispatches when PR/SM dispatched a zIIP processor during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMWSTM - zIIP Processors Mean Time to Wait

             CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

             CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait dispatch counts are obtained from field SMF70WTD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUSUWTD is the total of the individual zIIP processors' wait dispatch counts.

Range of Value:

CPUSUWTD may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWTD contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUWTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUSUWTD is used in the derivation of the zIIP Processors Mean Time to Wait (CPUMWSTM) data element that can be
used to analyze latent processor demand.

CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

CPUSUWTM is the total time in seconds that the zIIP cores of a logical partition were not busy during the measurement
interval.

If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the interval, the individual core's measurements are invalid.
That core's contribution to CPUSUWTM will be zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Cores

          CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Tm

          CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Tm

          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUWTM is the total of the individual zIIP core's IPUWTM for the RMF interval. The IPUWTM value is computed as
follows:

IPUWTM=IPUOTM-IPUBTM

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time.

IPUBTM
Core Busy Time.

IPUBTM is computed differently depending on the LPAR configuration. It reflects the LPAR, not the MVS perspective of
CPU busy. See the data dictionary entry for IPUBTM for details.

If VARY activity occurred during the interval on a zIIP core, no wait time is accumulated for it, so this value is distorted.
Consequently, when accumulating the wait time for a zIIP core to compute CPUSUWTM, MICS uses zero for cores with
manual VARY activity.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWTM contains the sum of all values of CPUSUWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUSUWTS is the total number of successful warning-track interruptions for the zIIP processors of this system, during the
measurement interval. A successful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is able to return a logical processor to PR/SM
within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

             CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.
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Element Derivation:

Individual processor successful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTS of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUSUWTS is the total of the individual zIIP processors' successful warning-track
interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUSUWTS might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUWTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

CPUSUWTU is the total number of unsuccessful warning-track interruptions for the zIIP processors of this system, during
the measurement interval. An unsuccessful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is unable to return a logical processor
to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

Element Derivation:

Individual processor unsuccessful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTU of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUSUWTU is the total of the individual zIIP processors' unsuccessful warning-track
interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUSUWTU might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWTU contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUWTU that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUSUWU - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors

CPUSUWU is the total number of running and in/ready work units for all zIIP processors in the system, summed across all
SRM samples of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUTOWU  - Total Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUZPWU  - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUSUWU contains the value input from field SMF70ETT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSUWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUWU contains the sum of all values of CPUSUWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUSUWU is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating CPUAVSWU.

CPUSUYTM - Total zIIP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

CPUSUYTM is the total amount of time that the zIIP processors of this system were yielded to PR/SM due to warning-
track processing, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTOYTM - Total CP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time
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             CPUZPYTM - Total zAAP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

Element Derivation:

CPUSUYTM contains the sum of the values input from field SMF70WTI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record, for all zIIP processors, adjusted from milliseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

CPUSUYTM might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUSUYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUSUYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUSxx - Count Started Users was m - n

CPUSxx is a general description for data elements CPUS00 through CPUS11.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which the
number of started users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUS05 is the number of samples in
which there were either 9 or 10 started users. CPUS07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16 and 20
started users. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket." RMF updates the appropriate "bucket" each time a
sample is taken.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVS  - Avg Started Users

             CPUSTT  - Total Started Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUSxx contains the value input from field SMF70Snn (where nn is 0 through 11) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUSxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUSxx is set to the sum of all CPUSxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of started address spaces than is available from a single
number such as an overall count or an average.

CPUTCSRT - zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

CPUTCSRT is the average number of unlocked TCB dispatches per second for the zIIP processors of the system, over
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUTCTRT - CP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

             CPUTCZRT - zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUTCSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUSUTCB GT 0) CPUTCSRT=CPUSUTCB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUSUTCB EQ 0) CPUTCSRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUTCSRT=.;

  END;

  ELSE CPUTCSRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUTCSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTCSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTCTRT - CP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

CPUTCTRT is the average number of unlocked TCB dispatches per second for the standard CP processors of the
system, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTCSRT - zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

             CPUTCZRT - zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUTCTRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUTOTCB GT 0) CPUTCTRT=CPUTOTCB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUTOTCB EQ 0) CPUTCTRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUTCTRT=.;

  END;

  ELSE CPUTCTRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUTCTRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTCTRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CPUTCZRT - zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

CPUTCZRT is the average number of unlocked TCB dispatches per second for the zAAP processors of the system, over
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTCSRT - zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

             CPUTCTRT - CP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUTCZRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CPUZPTCB GT 0) CPUTCZRT=CPUZPTCB/DURATION;

    WHEN (CPUZPTCB EQ 0) CPUTCZRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CPUTCZRT=.;

  END;

  ELSE CPUTCZRT=.;

Range of Value:

CPUTCZRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTCZRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

CPUTOBTM contains the total core busy time in seconds for all standard CP cores assigned to the logical partition. Busy
time is calculated in a variety of ways, depending on the processing environment. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION notes
for details.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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CPUTOBTM is the sum of Core Busy Time (IPUBTM) for the first processor (thread) for each logical standard CP core in
the RMF interval. IPUBTM is computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment:

For Central Processing Complexes (CPC) executing in basic mode, IPUBTM is calculated as follows:

IPUBTM = Online Time - MVS Wait Time

For LPARs executing in LPAR mode, there are four different ways of calculating IPUBTM:

• Dedicated Cores Single Threaded Mode

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Dedicated Cores Multithreaded Mode

IPUBTM = SMT Core Busy Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Not Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time.

IPUSMTTM
SMT Core Busy Time.

IPUVWTMMVS Wait Time.

IPUDTM
Core Dispatch Time.

Note that for a dedicated core running single threaded, dispatch time should be equivalent to the online time so that there
is virtually no difference in the determination of core busy time between basic mode and LPAR dedicated mode.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

When a logical core is manually varied online or offline during the interval, it is impossible to derive an accurate up time
from RMF measurement data. To prevent an error, IPUBTM is set to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

CPUTOBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enabled, it is required that Wait Completion=NO is in effect. With Wait
Completion=NO, IPUBTM is set to the core level dispatch time. This makes the technique of using IPUBTM only from the
first thread for the aggregation of CPUTOBTM accurate.
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CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

CPUTOCNF contains the number of intervals when any standard CP processor was varied either online or offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

             CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy

             CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Processors

             CPUTOUTM - Total CP Processors Up Time

             CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Processors Not Busy

             CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

             IPUCNFCT - Intervals with IPU Reconfiguration

Element Derivation:

MICS accumulates the number of reconfigured processors in CPUTOCNF by counting IPUCNFCT for each standard CP
processor at the detail level. IPUCNFCT is a flag set when VARY activity occurs for a processor. MICS tests bit 6 of field
SMF70CNF in the first CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the bit is on, IPUCNFCT
is incremented by 1, indicating that either a VARY online or a VARY offline (or even many VARYs) occurred during this
interval.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOCNF contains the sum of all CPUTOCNF values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In a partition which is not using the Vary CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), when
there is any VARY activity for a processor, the data for the processor collected during the interval is invalid, and MICS
will set all processor time-related variables to zero at the DETAIL level. CPUTOCNF by itself is a unitless indicator, but
is a count of the number of intervals in which VARY activity occurred that can affect the accuracy of the data. If VARY
activity is occurring near the end of the interval, then setting the time-related variables to zero is losing some data. (Of
course we are not really losing data because RMF could not collect it properly due to the VARY activity!) A percentage of
CPUTOCNF to CPUTOONL provides an indication of how many intervals were set to zero as a percentage of intervals
where the standard CP processors were online.

On the other hand, as soon as the Vary CPU management function is used, WLM can dynamically vary unneeded
standard CP processors offline during a single RMF interval, contributing to the incrementing of CPUTOCNF. However,
the data for these processors is valid and collected by MICS. In this case, CPUTOCNF and CPUTOONL are not
representative of any lack of data.

CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

CPUTODTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active standard CP cores in the logical partition. This
includes any time during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical
partition.

CPUTODTM is kept to calculate data element Pct CP Cores Dispatched (CPUPCDTM).

CPUTODTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTODTM contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) for all active standard CP cores
in the logical partition. The core level IPUDTM value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero,
ensuring that the dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUTODTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CPUTODTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUTODTM contains the sum of all values of CPUTODTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTODTM is the total amount of time, that all of the standard CP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical CP cores in the shared CP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time
under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

CPUTOEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical standard CP cores in the logical partition, minus
any time during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

CPUTOEDT is kept to calculate data element Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective (CPUPCTDT).

CPUTOEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

CPUTOEDT contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time - Effective (IPUEDT) for all all active standard
CP cores in the logical partition. The core level IPUEDT value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is
zero, ensuring that the effective dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUTOEDT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CPUTOEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOEDT contains the sum of all values of CPUTOEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOEDT is the total amount of time, that all of the standard CP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical CP cores in the shared CP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time
under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that was attributable to the
partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

CPUTOHPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. CPUTOHPO is the total of the individual high polarity standard
CP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUTOHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOHPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAC contains the accumulated values of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
When this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than
its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the
defined capacity limit.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAC is maintained to calculate CPUAVLAC.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of CPUTOLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

            CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

            CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs
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Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAC contains the value input from field SMF70LAC of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAC contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

CPUTOLAM contains the long-term average of processor service units that are consumed by transactions classified with
reporting attribute MOBILE. The processor service units are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs).

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOLAM represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval.

In higher timespans, CPUTOLAM is maintained to calculate data element Long-Term Avg MOBILE CPU (MSUs)
(CPUAVLAM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  See also: CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

            CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:

CPUTOLAM contains the value input from field SMF70LACM of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLAM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLAM contains the sum of all values of CPUTOLAM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOLAM, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of MSUs attributed to transactions originating from mobile
devices, is a subset of data element CPUTOLAC, the accumulated four-hour rolling average of all MSUs.

CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

CPUTOLPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores
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          CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. CPUTOLPO is the total of the individual low polarity
standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUTOLPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOLPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOLPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOMNR - Accum. Nominal Model Capacity Rating

CPUTOMNR contains the accumulated nominal capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the model identified by the CPC
Model Identifier (CPCMODID) data element, over the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOMNR contains the same value as the Nominal Model Capacity Rating (CPCMODNR)
data element. In higher timespans, CPUTOMNR is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating the CPC Effective
Capacity Pct (CPUPCCAP) data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

             CPUTOMRT - Accum. Effec. Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPUTOMNR contains the value input from field SMF70NCR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CPUTOMNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. CPUTOMNR will be set
to a missing value if the nominal rating is not reported by the hardware.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOMNR contains the sum of all values of CPUTOMNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOMNR is kept in the MICS database for the purpose of computing the CPUPCCAP data element.

CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

CPUTOMPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition, during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. CPUTOMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUTOMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOMRT - Accum. Effec. Model Capacity Rating

CPUTOMRT contains the accumulated effective capacity rating, in MSUs, associated with the model identified by the CPC
Model Identifier (CPCMODID) data element, over the measurement interval.
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In the DETAIL timespan, CPUTOMRT contains the same value as the Effec. Model Capacity Rating (CPCMODRT) data
element. In higher timespans, CPUTOMRT is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating the CPC Effective
Capacity Pct (CPUPCCAP) data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

             CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

             CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

             CPUTOMNR - Accum. Nominal Model Capacity Rating

Element Derivation:

CPUTOMRT contains the value input from field SMF70MCR of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOMRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOMRT contains the sum of all values of CPUTOMRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOMRT is kept in the MICS database for the purpose of computing the CPUPCCAP data element.

CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

CPUTOMSU contains the total number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) consumed
by the partition, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

             CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

             CPUTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             CPUTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

CPUTOMSU = --------------------------

 

             DURATION * 1000000

where:

CPUTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
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Physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

CPUTOMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOMSU contains the sum of all values of CPUTOMSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

fffTONCA contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM capping actually limited the
usage of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTONCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONCA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONCA contains the value input from field SMF70NCA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONCA contains the sum of all values of fffTONCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTONIO - Total CP Processors I/O Connections

CPUTONIO is the total number of I/O connections (start subchannel) for the standard CP processors of the system during
the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUNIO - Total zIIP Processors I/O Connections

             CPUZPNIO - Total zAAP Processors I/O Connections

Element Derivation:

Individual processor I/O connections are obtained from field SMF70NIO of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUTONIO is the total of the individual standard CP processors' I/O connections.

Range of Value:

CPUTONIO may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTONIO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTONIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

CPUTONSA contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

CPUTONSA contains the value input from field SMF70NSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTONSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTONSA contains the sum of all values of CPUTONSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

CPUTONSI contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting
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             CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

CPUTONSI contains the value input from field SMF70NSI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTONSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTONSI contains the sum of all values of CPUTONSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

fffTONSW contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM considered limiting the usage
of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTONSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONSW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONSW contains the value input from field SMF70NSW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONSW contains the sum of all values of fffTONSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

CPUTOONL is the total number of logical standard CP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

          CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

          CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

          CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUTOONL is incremented by one for the first processor (thread) of each standard CP
core found in the CPU Data sections of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record unless bit 7 of field SMF70CNF
indicates the processor was offline at the end of the interval.

CPUTOONL is only incremented for the sections where the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero, ensuring that each core is
only counted once.

Range of Value:

CPUTOONL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of intervals multiplied by the number of
standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOONL contains the sum of all values of CPUTOOSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CPUAVONL, the average number of online logical standard
CP cores.

CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

CPUTOOSU is the total number of logical zIIP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

          CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

          CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

          CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUTOOSU is incremented by one for the first processor (thread) of each zIIP core found
in the CPU Data sections of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record unless bit 7 of field SMF70CNF indicates the
processor was offline at the end of the interval.
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CPUTOOSU is only incremented for the sections where the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero, ensuring that each core is
only counted once.

Range of Value:

CPUTOOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of intervals multiplied by the number of zIIP
cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOOSU contains the sum of all values of CPUTOOSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CPUAVOSU, the average number of online logical zIIP
cores.

CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

CPUTOOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of all active standard CP cores of the partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
all active standard CP cores in the logical partition.

Range of Value:

CPUTOOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOOTM contains the sum of all values of CPUTOOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the number
of online standard CP cores for shared logical partitions. During an RMF interval, WLM may vary standard CP cores
online or offline as workload demands fluctuate.

CPUTOOTM is the sum of the online time for each standard CP core available to the logical partition, and it may be less
than the number of standard CP cores multiplied by the RMF interval if any of them were varied online or offline during the
interval.

Although the term may be misleading, "online time" has nothing to do with the core availability measurements, such as
"core up time," which is an estimate based on RMF interval length and the individual physical core status at the end of the
interval.

CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

CPUTOOZP is the total number of logical zAAP cores that were online to the logical partition at the end of the
measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

          CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUTOOZP is incremented by one for the first processor (thread) of each zAAP core found
in the CPU Data sections of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record unless bit 7 of field SMF70CNF indicates the
processor was offline at the end of the interval.

CPUTOOZP is only incremented for the sections where the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero, ensuring that each core is
only counted once.

Range of Value:

CPUTOOZP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of intervals multiplied by the number of
zAAP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOOZP contains the sum of all values of CPUTOOZP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CPUAVOZP, the average number of online logical zAAP
cores.

CPUTOPMI - Blocked Wklds/Sec that may get Promoted

CPUTOPMI contains the accumulated number of blocked dispatchable units per second that may get promoted in their
dispatch priority, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

             CPURTDPR - Defined Promote Rate

Element Derivation:

CPUTOPMI contains the value input from field SMF70PMI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOPMI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOPMI contains the sum of all values of CPUTOPMI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUTOPMU - Blocked Work Units Promoted

CPUTOPMU contains the total number of blocked able for dispatching units promoted during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPMU - Avg Blocked Work Units Promoted

             CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

Element Derivation:

CPUTOPMU contains the value input from field SMF70PMU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOPMU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOPMU contains the sum of all values of CPUTOPMU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOPMW - Blocked Work Units Waiting for Promotion

CPUTOPMW contains the accumulated number of address spaces and enclaves blocked during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Pr.

Element Derivation:

CPUTOPMW contains the value input from field SMF70PMW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOPMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOPMW contains the sum of all values of CPUTOPMW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

CPUTOPTM is the total parked time in seconds for all standard CP processors in the logical partition, during the MICS
measurement interval. Parked time only applies to logical partitions running in Hiperdispatch mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

             CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Time

             CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

             IPUPTM   - Parked Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOPTM is the total of the individual standard CP processors' IPUPTM values for the RMF interval. IPUPTM is
obtained from field SMF70PAT of the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUTOPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOSIG - Total CP Processors SIGP Instructions

CPUTOSIG is the total number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed on the standard CP processors of a
system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSIG - Total zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions

             CPUZPSIG - Total zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SIGP instructions are obtained from field SMF70SIG of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUTOSIG is the total of the individual standard CP processors' SIGP instructions.

Range of Value:

CPUTOSIG may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOSIG contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOSIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUTOSIG may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUTOSRB - Total CP Processors SRB Dispatches

CPUTOSRB is the total number of SRB dispatches for the standard CP processors of the system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSRB - Total zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches
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             CPUZPSRB - Total zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SRB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70SRB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUTOSRB is the total of the individual standard CP processors' SRB dispatches.

Range of Value:

CPUTOSRB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOSRB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOSRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOTCB - Total CP Processors TCB Dispatches

CPUTOTCB is the total number of unlocked TCB dispatches for the standard CP processors of the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUTCB - Total zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches

             CPUZPTCB - Total zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor TCB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70TCB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUTOTCB is the total of the individual standard CP processors' TCB dispatches.

Range of Value:

CPUTOTCB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOTCB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOTCB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

CPUTOUTM is an estimate of the time, in seconds, that the standard CP cores were available for processing during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

If an individual core was online at the close of the RMF measurement interval and there was no VARY activity, the core is
considered online and available for the entire length of the RMF interval, and the length of the RMF DURATION for that
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core is added to CPUTOUTM. Otherwise, the core is considered unavailable for the entire interval and no time is added to
CPUTOUTM. This rule does not apply to standard CP cores assigned to logical partitions managed by WLM. Those cores
might be varied offline during an interval, and, thus, be offline at the end of the interval. In this case, the IPU is considered
available for the whole duration of the RMF interval.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors MVS Busy Time

CPUTOVBT is the total PR/SM MVS busy time in seconds for all standard CP processors in the logical partition, during
the MICS measurement interval. MVS busy time is calculated for each standard CP processor as the difference between
the online time and the MVS wait time plus the parked time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

          CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPTM - Processor Parked Time

          IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOVBT is the total of the individual IPUVBTM values for each standard CP processor assigned to the partition for the
RMF interval. The IPUVBTM value is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUPTM
Processor Parked Time

IPUVWTM
Processor Wait Time

Range of Value:

CPUTOVBT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOVBT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOVBT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that a logical
processor was assigned to the LPAR and it might be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this processor
offline during the interval.

CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors MVS Wait Time

CPUTOVWT is the time in seconds that the standard CP processors in the partition were actually waiting during the MICS
measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the MVS wait time over a single RMF interval. The PR/
SM MVS wait time is that time when a logical processor is dispatched to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing,
either because it was voluntarily placed in the PR/SM logical processor inactive queue by the operating system, or
because it was waiting for available physical cores in the PR/SM ready queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait time is obtained from field SMF70WAT of the CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. CPUTOVWT is the total of the wait times for all standard CP processors assigned to the LPAR. When
a processor has VARY activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUTOVWT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOVWT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOVWT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which might significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUTOWST) from the MVS Wait Time (CPUTOVWT).

CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

CPUTOWST is the time in seconds that the standard CP processors in the partition spent in the PR/SM logical processor
inactive queue during the MICS measurement interval, waiting for an MVS wait state condition to be removed. The PR/
SM detected wait time is one of the components of the PR/SM MVS wait time (CPUTOVWT), along with the PR/SM ready
queue wait time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

             CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Time

             CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm
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Element Derivation:

Individual processor PR/SM detected wait time is obtained from field SMF70WST of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. CPUTOWST is the total of the individual standard CP processors' PR/SM detected wait time. When a
processor has VARY activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUTOWST.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWST contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOWST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which may significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUTOWST) from the PR/SM MVS Wait Time (CPUTOVWT).

CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

CPUTOWTD is the total number of wait state dispatches when PR/SM dispatched a standard CP processor during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMWTTM - CP Processors Mean Time to Wait

             CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

             CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait dispatch counts are obtained from field SMF70WTD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUTOWTD is the total of the individual standard CP processors' wait dispatch counts.

Range of Value:

CPUTOWTD may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWTD contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOWTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOWTD is used in the derivation of the CP Processors Mean Time to Wait (CPUMWTTM) data element that can be
used to analyze latent processor demand.

CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

CPUTOWTM is the total time in seconds that the standard CP cores of a logical partition were not busy during the
measurement interval. This value is equivalent to Total CP cores PR/SM MVS Wait Time (CPUTOVWT) in a non-LPAR
environment, but can differ from CPUTOVWT in a PR/SM LPAR environment. See the derivation notes below for details.

If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the interval, the individual core's measurements are invalid.
That core's contribution to CPUTOWTM will be zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

          CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Time

          CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Time

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOWTM is the total of the individual standard CP core's IPUWTM for the RMF interval. The IPUWTM value is
computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment. When running in basic mode,
IPUWTM is obtained from field SMF70WAT of the CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

In a PR/SM LPAR environment, IPUWTM is computed as follows:

IPUWTM=IPUOTM-IPUBTM

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time.

IPUBTM
Core Busy Time.

IPUBTM is computed differently depending on the LPAR configuration. It reflects the LPAR, not the MVS perspective of
CPU busy. See the data dictionary entry for IPUBTM for details.

If VARY activity occurred during the interval on a core that does not belong to a WLM-managed partition, no wait time
is accumulated for it, so this value is distorted. Consequently, when accumulating the wait time for a core to compute
CPUTOWTM, MICS uses zero for cores with manual VARY activity.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

Range of Value:

CPUTOWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOWTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUTOWTS is the total number of successful warning-track interruptions for the standard CP processors of this system,
during the measurement interval. A successful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is able to return a logical processor
to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

Element Derivation:

Individual processor successful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTS of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUTOWTS is the total of the individual standard CP processors' successful warning-track
interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUTOWTS might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOWTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

CPUTOWTU is the total number of unsuccessful warning-track interruptions for the standard CP processors of this
system, during the measurement interval. An unsuccessful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is unable to return a
logical processor to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

             CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

Element Derivation:
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Individual processor unsuccessful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTU of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUTOWTU is the total of the individual standard CP processors' unsuccessful warning-
track interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUTOWTU might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWTU contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOWTU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUTOWU - Total Work Units for CP Processors

CPUTOWU is the total number of running and in/ready work units for all standard CP processors in the system, summed
across all SRM samples of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

             CPUSUWU  - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUZPWU  - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUTOWU contains the value input from field SMF70CTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTOWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOWU contains the sum of all values of CPUTOWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUTOWU is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating CPUAVTWU.
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CPUTOYTM - Total CP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

CPUTOYTM is the total amount of time that the standard CP processors of this system were yielded to PR/SM due to
warning-track processing, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUYTM - Total zIIP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

             CPUZPYTM - Total zAAP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

Element Derivation:

CPUTOYTM contains the sum of the values input from field SMF70WTI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record, for all standard CP processors, adjusted from milliseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

CPUTOYTM might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUTOYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTOYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUTPI - Total of TPI I/O Events

The total number of I/O interrupts that did not require a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level Interrupt Handler (SLIH) but
were handled by TPI (Test Pending Interrupt).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric value. Measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUxTPI  - Number of TPI I/O Events for CPU x

             CPUxSLI  - No of Entries to the I/O SLIH for CPU x

             CPUSLIH  - Total No of Entries to the I/O SLIH

             CPUPCxTP - PCT of I/Os Handled by TPI for CPU x

             CPUPCTPI - Total PCT of TPI I/O Events

             CPUNOCPU - Number of Processors

Element Derivation:

This value is the sum of all CPUxTPI (x=0 to CPUNOCPU) values for all processors within the CPC during the measured
interval.

Range of Value:

CPUTPI may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is dependent upon the speed of the processor and the
intensity of the I/O workload.

Summarization Process:

CPUTPI contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUTPI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The sum of CPUSLIH and CPUTPI represents the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by that system. An interrupt
serviced by TPI avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O interrupts to a subset of the available processors
(selective enablement), System Resources Manager (SRM) attempts to maintain the TPI percentage within a target
range. The default range, 10 to 30 percent, is a compromise between minimizing time in IOS and minimizing I/O wait time.

CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

CPUTPONL is the total number of logical standard CP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition over
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

          CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

          CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

          CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUTPONL is incremented by one for each processor (thread) of each standard CP core
found in the CPU Data sections of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record unless bit 6 of field SMF70CNF
indicates the processor was reconfigured during the interval, or bit 7 of the same field indicates that the processor was
offline at the end of the interval.

Range of Value:

CPUTPONL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of intervals multiplied by twice the number of
standard CP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUTPONL contains the sum of all values of CPUTPONL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CPUAVPNL, the average number of online logical standard
CP processors (threads).

CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

CPUTPOSU is the total number of logical zIIP processors (threads) that were online to the logical partition over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

          CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

          CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

          CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, CPUTPOSU is incremented by one for each processor (thread) of each zIIP core found
in the CPU Data sections of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU activity record unless bit 6 of field SMF70CNF
indicates the processor was reconfigured during the interval, or bit 7 of the same field indicates that the processor was
offline at the end of the interval.

Range of Value:

CPUTPOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of intervals multiplied by twice the number of
zIIP cores in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

CPUTPOSU contains the sum of all values of CPUTPOSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is kept solely for the purpose of calculating CPUAVPSU, the average number of online logical zIIP
processors (threads).

CPUTTT - Total TSO Users

The total number of TSO memories counted by RMF during the RMF measurement interval.

ERBMFECP, the RMF CPU statistics sampling module, runs the OUCB IN, OUT, and WAIT queues gathering a number
of statistics. Each time RMF encounters the OUCB for a TSO user (a memory which is not a batch job, a started task, or a
MOUNT task and has OUCBLOG on), it adds one to this value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70TTT of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 (assuming there were no TSO users logged on during the interval) to the product of the
maximum allowed number of TSO users (MAXUSERS) and the number of samples taken during the RMF interval
(SAMPLES). The latter value would indicate that all possible TSO users were logged on throughout the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUTTT is set to the sum of all CPUTTT values encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

See CPUAVT.

CPUTxx - Count TSO Users was m - n

CPUTxx is a general description for data elements CPUT00-11.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which
the number of TSO users fit within the definition of each data element. For example, CPUT05 is the number of samples
in which there were either 9 or 10 TSO users, CPUT07 is the number of samples in which there were between 16 and
20 TSO users, and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket." RMF updates the appropriate "bucket"
each time a sample is taken.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVT  - Avg TSO Users

             CPUTTT  - Total TSO Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

CPUTxx contains the value input from field SMF70Tnn (where nn is 0 through 11) of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUTxx ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUTxx is set to the sum of all CPUTxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of TSO address spaces than is available from a single
number such as an overall count or an average.

CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

CPUTYPE contains the type of physical core on which the logical core is dispatched.

PR/SM logical cores can be configured as any of the following core types:

• Standard CP cores
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP) cores
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP) cores.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAP cores are no longer supported.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

Element Derivation:

The derivation of CPUTYPE depends on the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer file:

• For the Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) file, CPUTYPE is derived from the value input of field SMF70TYP of
the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the value is 0, CPUTYPE is set to CP, meaning the logical
core is dispatched on a standard CP core. When the value is 1, CPUTYPE is set to IFA, meaning the logical core is
dispatched on a zAAP (also known as IFA). When the value is 2, CPUTYPE is set to IIP, meaning the logical core is
dispatched on a zIIP (also known as IIP).

• For the PR/SM Logical Proc. Activity (HARVPA) file, CPUTYPE is set equal to the logical core type (PRSMPRTP).

Range of Value:

CPUTYPE can contain any of the following values:
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 CPUTYPE   Description

 --------  -------------------------------------------

 CP        General Purpose Core                

 ICF       Internal Coupling Facility

 IFA       Application Assist Processor (zAAP)

 IFL       Integrated Facility for Linux

 IIP       Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)

Summarization Process:

CPUTYPE contains the last value of CPUTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUUxx - Count Work Units was N+mm to N+nn

This is a general description for data elements CPUU00-15, where N represents the number of processors that were
online (or online and not parked, when HiperDispatch is active) when the sample was taken.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of SRM samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in
which the number of in/ready work units fit within the definition of each data element. For example, if there were 16 online
(or online and not parked) processors, on average, during the measurement interval, CPUU04 is the number of SRM
samples in which there were either 20 (N+4) or 21 (N+5) in/ready work units, CPUU07 is the number of SRM samples in
which there were between 32 (N+16) and 36 (N+20) in/ready work units, and so on. Thus, this is the raw count of SRM
samples in each "bucket."

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUPCUxx - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+nn or Less

             CPUSSMP  - Number of SRM Samples

Element Derivation:

These fields are extracted from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The base element name is SMF70Unn,
where nn corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

The value of each element may range from 0 to the value of CPUSSMP, the number of SRM samples taken during the
RMF interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUUxx is set to the sum of all CPUUxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

The chart below provides a single view of all CPUUxx data elements names, input fields they are derived from, and
descriptions:

  +---------+----------+-------------------------------------+

  ! Data    ! SMF      ! Data                                !

  ! Element ! Input    ! Element                             !

  ! Name    ! Field    ! Label                               !
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  +---------+----------+-------------------------------------+

  ! CPUU00  ! SMF70U00 ! Count Work Units was (= N           !

  ! CPUU01  ! SMF70U01 ! Count Work Units was N+1            !

  ! CPUU02  ! SMF70U02 ! Count Work Units was N+2            !

  ! CPUU03  ! SMF70U03 ! Count Work Units was N+3            !

  ! CPUU04  ! SMF70U04 ! Count Work Units was N+4 or N+5     !

  ! CPUU05  ! SMF70U05 ! Count Work Units was N+6 to N+10    !

  ! CPUU06  ! SMF70U06 ! Count Work Units was N+11 to N+15   !

  ! CPUU07  ! SMF70U07 ! Count Work Units was N+16 to N+20   !

  ! CPUU08  ! SMF70U08 ! Count Work Units was N+21 to N+30   !

  ! CPUU09  ! SMF70U09 ! Count Work Units was N+31 to N+40   !

  ! CPUU10  ! SMF70U10 ! Count Work Units was N+41 to N+60   !

  ! CPUU11  ! SMF70U11 ! Count Work Units was N+61 to N+80   !

  ! CPUU12 ! SMF70U12 ! Count Work Units was N+81 to N+100   !

  ! CPUU13 ! SMF70U13 ! Count Work Units was N+101 to N+120  !

  ! CPUU14 ! SMF70U14 ! Count Work Units was N+121 to N+150  !

  ! CPUU15  ! SMF70U15 ! Count Work Units was ) N+150        !

  +---------+----------+-------------------------------------+

CPUVER - Processor Version

CPUVER contains the CPU version number.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

             CPCMODID - CPC Model Identification

             CPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

Element Derivation:

CPUVER contains the value input from field SMF70VER of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

Refer to the latest version of SRM module IRARMCPU for your system to determine the model and version codes
allowed.

Summarization Process:

CPUVER contains the last value of CPUVER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If the version code contains a value of 255 (x'FF'), it indicates that z/OS was executing as a virtual machine under control
of the z/VM operating system.

With the Capacity Upgrade on Demand function, this data element cannot be used anymore because, although it may
contain a value (except for all IBM zSeries and later models, where the value is equal to zero), it does not reflect the
updated configuration after a processor upgrade. However, the STSI instruction will update the CPC Model Identifier
as soon as an upgrade is performed, and the MICS CPCMODID data element should be used instead of CPUVER to
determine the current processor model.
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CPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Change

CPUWSCCT contains the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. The LPAR
Wait State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When
the Wait State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the
processor may be waiting, and hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available
for any other LPARs that may be ready to execute. If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is
assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the Wait state, and is hence immediately available to process other
work that is available in other LPARs. A change to this value could affect the performance of this or other LPARs that
share processors.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value has been changed, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70VPF
of the Logical Processor control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUWSCCT is
incremented by 1, indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. When the LPAR has dedicated
Logical Processor(s), the value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. In the detail time-span when the LPAR has
dedicated Logical Processor(s), the value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

CPUWSCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUWSCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

CPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

CPUWSDCT contains the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. If the Wait
State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the Wait
state, and is hence immediately available to process other work that is available in other LPARs. When the Wait State
Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor may
be waiting, and hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any other
LPARs that may be ready to execute.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is off, CPUWSDCT is set to 1, indicating
that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUWSDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUWSDCT that were included in the level of summarization.

CPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

CPUWSECT contains the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait
State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor
may be waiting, and hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any
other LPARs that may be ready to execute. If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to
another LPAR immediately upon entering the Wait state, and is hence immediately available to process other work that is
available in other LPARs.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, CPUWSECT is incremented by 1,
indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. When the LPAR has dedicated Logical Processor(s) the
value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUWSECT contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUWSECT that were included in the level of summarization.

CPUWTT - Total Out/Wait Users

The total number of users that were physically swapped out and not ready to execute which RMF counted during each
sample period of the RMF interval.

RMF (ERBMFECP) runs the SRM's WAIT queue and counts one for each OUCB (SRM user control block) it finds there
which is not in logical swap (OUCBLSW on).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVW - Avg Wait Users

             CPUAVL - Avg Logical Wait Users

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70WTT of the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:
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This value may range from 0 (assuming there were no waiting memories which were physically swapped out during the
interval) to the product of the maximum number of swappable address spaces in the system, and the number of samples
taken during the RMF interval (SAMPLES).

Summarization Process:

CPUWTT is set to the sum of all CPUWTT values in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

See CPUAVW

CPUWxx - Count Out/Wait Users was m - n

This is a general description for data elements CPUW00-CPUW11.

Each of the above elements is a count of the number of samples taken during the RMF measurement interval in which
the number of physically swapped out NOT READY users fit within the definition of each data element. For example,
CPUW05 is the number of samples in which there were either 9 or 10 such users, CPUW07 is the number of samples in
which there were between 16 and 20 of them, etc. Thus, this is the raw count of samples in each "bucket".

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVW  - Avg Out/Wait Users

             CPUWTT  - Total Out/Wait Users

             SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

These fields are extracted from the RMF/SMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. The base element name is SMF70Wnn,
where 'nn' corresponds to the final two digits of the MICS element name.

Range of Value:

Each of the above elements may range from 0 to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
interval.

Summarization Process:

CPUWxx is set to the sum of all the CPUWxx values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

These data elements provide more information about the number of physically swapped NOT READY memories than is
available from an overall count or average.

CPUZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

fffZAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zAAP
cores.

RMFZAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

fffZABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zAAP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.

RMFZABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be
used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any zAAP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffZABSL contains the last value of fffZABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffZACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for zAAP cores.

RMFZACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use
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          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

CPUZPBPS contains the Application Assist Processors (zAAP) core weight for the partition specified when defining or
modifying PR/SM logical partitions. PR/SM uses the zAAP core weights to manage the dispatching of the physical zAAP
cores between LPARs.

Different weights may be defined for standard CP, Integrated Information Processors (zIIP), and Application Assist
Processors (zAAP) cores.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR
dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch
time for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition core weight is not exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

CPUZPBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zAAP cores.

Range of Value:
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The value of CPUZPBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores,
the value is missing.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPBPS contains the last value of CPUZPBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

CPUZPBTM contains the total core busy time in seconds zAAP cores assigned to the logical partition. Busy time is
calculated in a variety of ways, depending on the processing environment. See the ELEMENT DERIVATION notes for
details.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUZPBTM is the sum of Core Busy Time (IPUBTM) for the first processor (thread) for each logical zAAP core in the
RMF interval. IPUBTM is computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment:

For Central Processing Complexes (CPC) executing in basic mode, IPUBTM is calculated as follows:

IPUBTM = Online Time - MVS Wait Time

For LPARs executing in LPAR mode, there are four different ways of calculating IPUBTM:

• Dedicated Cores Single Threaded Mode
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IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Dedicated Cores Multithreaded Mode

IPUBTM = SMT Core Busy Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Not Enabled

IPUBTM = Dispatch Time

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time.

IPUSMTTM
SMT Core Busy Time.

IPUVWTM MVS Wait Time.

IPUDTM
Core Dispatch Time.

Note that for a dedicated core running single threaded, dispatch time should be equivalent to the online time so that there
is virtually no difference in the determination of core busy time between basic mode and LPAR dedicated mode.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

When a logical core is manually varied online or offline during the interval, it is impossible to derive an accurate up time
from RMF measurement data. To prevent an error, IPUBTM is set to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPBTM contains the sum of all values of CPUZPBTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

zAAP cores are no longer supported beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, so this makes the technique of using IPUBTM only
from the first thread for the aggregation of CPUZPBTM accurate.

CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

CPUZPCNF contains the number of intervals when any zAAP processor was varied either online or offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

             CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors
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             CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Processors

             CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy

             CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Processors Up Time

             CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Not Busy

             IPUCNFCT - Intervals with IPU Reconfiguration

Element Derivation:

MICS accumulates the number of reconfigured processors in CPUZPCNF by counting IPUCNFCT for each zAAP
processor at the detail level. IPUCNFCT is a flag set when VARY activity occurs for a processor. MICS tests bit 6 of field
SMF70CNF in the first CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the bit is on, IPUCNFCT
is incremented by 1, indicating that either a VARY online or a VARY offline (or even many VARYs) occurred during this
interval.

Range of Value:

CPUZPCNF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPCNF contains the sum of all values of CPUZPCNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When there is any VARY activity for a zAAP processor, the data for the processor collected during the interval is invalid,
and MICS will set all processor time-related variables to zero at the DETAIL level. CPUZPCNF by itself is a unitless
indicator, but is a count of the number of intervals in which VARY activity occurred, which can affect the accuracy of
the data. If VARY activity is occurring near the end of the interval, then setting the time-related variables to zero is
losing some data. (Note that we are not really losing data; RMF could not collect it properly due to the VARY activity.) A
percentage of CPUZPCNF to CPUTOOZP provides an indication of how many intervals were set to zero as a percentage
of intervals where the zAAP processors were online.

CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

CPUZPDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical zAAP cores in the logical partition. This includes
any time during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

Data element CPUZPDTM is kept to calculate data element Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched (CPUPCDTZ).

CPUZPDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

CPUZPDTM contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) for all active zAAP cores in the
logical partition. The core level IPUDTM value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is zero, ensuring
that the dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUZPDTM is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

CPUZPDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPDTM contains the sum of all values of CPUZPDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUZPDTM is the total amount of time, that all of the zAAP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical zAAP cores in the shared zAAP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait
time under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

CPUZPEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical zAAP cores in the logical partition, minus any
time during the dispatch when they were performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

CPUZPEDT is kept to calculate data element Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective (CPUPCTDZ).

CPUZPEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

          CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

          CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

CPUZPEDT contains the accumulation of data element Core Dispatch Time - Effective (IPUEDT) for all all active zAAP
cores in the logical partition. The core level IPUEDT value is only accumulated when the Thread ID (IPUTID) value is
zero, ensuring that the effective dispatch time of core is only counted once.

When the CPC is not executing in LPAR mode, CPUZPEDT is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CPUZPEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPEDT contains the sum of all values of CPUZPEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUZPEDT is the total amount of time, that all of the zAAP cores that were assigned to the logical partition, were
dispatched to physical zAAP cores in the shared zAAP pool of the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait
time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that was attributable to the
partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUZPHPO is the total number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

Element Derivation:
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Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. CPUZPHPO is the total of the individual high polarity zAAP
cores.

Range of Value:

CPUZPHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPHPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUZPLPO is the total number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. CPUZPLPO is the total of the individual low polarity
zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUZPLPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPLPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPLPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

CPUZPMPO is the total number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the
partition, during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

          CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

          CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual core polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. CPUZPMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

CPUZPMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPNIO - Total zAAP Processors I/O Connections

CPUZPNIO is the total number of I/O connections (start subchannel) for the zAAP processors of the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUNIO - Total zIIP Processors I/O Connections

             CPUTONIO - Total CP Processors I/O Connections

Element Derivation:
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Individual processor I/O connections are obtained from field SMF70NIO of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUZPNIO is the total of the individual zAAP processors' I/O connections.

Range of Value:

CPUZPNIO may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPNIO contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPNIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

CPUZPOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of all active zAAP cores in the partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

Element Derivation:

CPUZPOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
all active zAAP cores in the logical partition.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUZPOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAP cores
and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPOTM contains the sum of all values of CPUZPOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

CPUZPPTM is the total parked time in seconds for all zAAP processors in the logical partition, during the MICS
measurement interval. Parked time only applies to logical partitions running in Hiperdispatch mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

             CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

             CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM MVS Busy Time

             IPUPTM   - Parked Time

Element Derivation:
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CPUZPPTM is the total of the individual zAAP processors' IPUPTM values for the RMF interval. IPUPTM is obtained from
field SMF70PAT of the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of CPUZPPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPSIG - Total zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions

CPUZPSIG is the total number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed on the zAAP processors of a system
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSIG - Total zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions

             CPUTOSIG - Total CP Processors SIGP Instructions

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SIGP instructions are obtained from field SMF70SIG of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUZPSIG is the total of the individual zAAP processors' SIGP instructions.

Range of Value:

CPUZPSIG may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPSIG contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPSIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, CPUZPSIG may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

CPUZPSRB - Total zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches

CPUZPSRB is the total number of SRB dispatches for the zAAP processors of the system during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSRB - Total zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches

             CPUTOSRB - Total CP Processors SRB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor SRB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70SRB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUZPSRB is the total of the individual zAAP processors' SRB dispatches.
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Range of Value:

CPUZPSRB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPSRB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPSRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPTCB - Total zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches

CPUZPTCB is the total number of unlocked TCB dispatches for the zAAP processors of the system during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUTCB - Total zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches

             CPUTOTCB - Total CP Processors TCB Dispatches

Element Derivation:

Individual processor TCB dispatches are obtained from field SMF70TCB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUZPTCB is the total of the individual zAAP processors' TCB dispatches.

Range of Value:

CPUZPTCB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPTCB contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPTCB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

CPUZPUTM is an estimate of the time, in seconds, that the zAAP cores were available for processing during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

If an individual core was online at the close of the RMF measurement interval and there was no VARY activity, the core is
considered online and available for the entire length of the RMF interval, and the length of the RMF DURATION is added
to CPUZPUTM. Otherwise, the core is considered unavailable for the entire interval and no time is added to CPUZPUTM.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUZPUTM contains the sum of all values of CPUZPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

CPUZPVBT is the total PR/SM MVS busy time in seconds for all zAAP processors in the logical partition, during the MICS
measurement interval. MVS busy time is calculated for each zAAP processor as the difference between the online time
and the MVS wait time plus the parked time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

          CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors MVS Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPTM - Processor Parked Time

          IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

CPUZPVBT is the total of the individual IPUVBTM values for each zAAP processor assigned to the partition for the RMF
interval. The IPUVBTM value is calculated as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where:

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUPTM
Processor Parked Time

IPUVWTM
Processor Wait Time

Range of Value:

The value of CPUZPVBT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPVBT contains the sum of all values of CPUZPVBT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

CPUZPVWT is the time in seconds that the zAAP processors in the partition were actually waiting during the MICS
measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the MVS wait time over a single RMF interval. The PR/
SM MVS wait time is that time when a logical processor is dispatched to a PR/SM LPAR, but is not actually executing,
either because it was voluntarily placed in the PR/SM logical processor inactive queue by the operating system, or
because it was waiting for available physical cores in the PR/SM ready queue.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

          CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors MVS Wait Time

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

          CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait time is obtained from field SMF70WAT of the CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1
CPU Activity record. CPUZPVWT is the total of the individual zAAP processors' wait time. When a processor has VARY
activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUZPVWT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPVWT contains the sum of all values of CPUZPVWT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which might significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUZPWST) from the MVS Wait Time (CPUZPVWT).

CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

CPUZPWST is the time in seconds that the zAAP processors in the partition spent in the PR/SM logical processor
inactive queue during the MICS measurement interval, waiting for an MVS wait state condition to be removed. The PR/
SM detected wait time is one of the components of the PR/SM MVS wait time (CPUZPVWT), along with the PR/SM ready
queue wait time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

             CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

             CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM MVS Wait Time

Element Derivation:

Individual processor PR/SM detected wait time is obtained from field SMF70WST of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record. CPUZPWST is the total of the individual zAAP processors' PR/SM detected wait time. When a processor
has VARY activity, it will contribute zero as its wait time to the calculation of CPUZPWST.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWST contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPWST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which may significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (CPUZPWST) from the PR/SM MVS Wait Time (CPUZPVWT).

CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

CPUZPWTD is the total number of wait state dispatches when PR/SM dispatched a zAAP processor during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUMWZTM - zAAP Processors Mean Time to Wait

             CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

             CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

Element Derivation:

Individual processor wait dispatch counts are obtained from field SMF70WTD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. CPUZPWTD is the total of the individual zAAP processors' wait dispatch counts.

Range of Value:

CPUZPWTD may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWTD contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPWTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUZPWTD is used in the derivation of the zAAP Processors Mean Time to Wait (CPUMWZTM) data element that can
be used to analyze latent processor demand.

CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

CPUZPWTM is the total time in seconds that the zAAP cores of a logical partition were not busy during the measurement
interval.

If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the interval, the individual core's measurements are invalid.
That core's contribution to CPUZPWTM will be zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

          CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

          CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

          CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

          CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

          IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:
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CPUZPWTM is the total of the individual zAAP core's IPUWTM for the RMF interval. The IPUWTM value is computed as
follows:

IPUWTM = IPUOTM - IPUBTM

where

IPUOTM
Core Online Time

IPUBTM
Core Busy Time

IPUBTM is computed differently depending on the LPAR configuration. It reflects the LPAR, not the MVS perspective of
CPU busy. See the data dictionary entry for IPUBTM for details.

If VARY activity occurred during the interval on a zAAP core, no wait time is accumulated for it, so this value is distorted.
Consequently, when accumulating the wait time for a zAAP core to compute CPUZPWTM, MICS uses zero for cores with
manual VARY activity.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWTM contains the sum of all values of CPUZPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

CPUZPWTS is the total number of successful warning-track interruptions for the zAAP processors of this system, during
the measurement interval. A successful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is able to return a logical processor to PR/
SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

Element Derivation:

Individual processor successful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTS of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUZPWTS is the total of the individual zAAP processors' successful warning-track
interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUZPWTS might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWTS contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPWTS that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

CPUZPWTU is the total number of unsuccessful warning-track interruptions for the zAAP processors of this system,
during the measurement interval. An unsuccessful warning-track interruption is when z/OS is unable to return a logical
processor to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int

             CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

             CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

Element Derivation:

Individual processor unsuccessful warning-track interruptions are obtained from field SMF70WTU of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. CPUZPWTU is the total of the individual zAAP processors' unsuccessful warning-track
interruptions.

Range of Value:

CPUZPWTU might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWTU contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPWTU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached
a good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction. The condition code set by this instruction
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determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing something else, it might not have seen
the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put its work away, so ended up saying
that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor was taken away and the logical
processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following this, z/OS would immediately
resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is resumed, and it might even be on
the same physical processor.

CPUZPWU - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

CPUZPWU is the total number of running and in/ready work units for all zAAP processors in the system, summed across
all SRM samples of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

             CPUSUWU  - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors

             CPUTOWU  - Total Work Units for CP Processors

Element Derivation:

CPUZPWU contains the value input from field SMF70DTT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

CPUZPWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CPUZPWU contains the sum of all values of CPUZPWU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CPUZPWU is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating CPUAVZWU.

CPUZPYTM - Total zAAP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

CPUZPYTM is the total amount of time that the zAAP processors of this system were yielded to PR/SM due to warning-
track processing, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUYTM - Total zIIP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

             CPUTOYTM - Total CP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

Element Derivation:

CPUZPYTM contains the sum of the values input from field SMF70WTI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record,
for all zAAP processors, adjusted from milliseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

CPUZPYTM might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CPUZPYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of CPUZPYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA)
The Crypto Accelerator Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in Modulus-
Exponent (ME) and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats. Measurements include operations counts, execution
times, and per-second rates, as well as accelerator utilization percentages.

The information in the HARCRA file is obtained from the cryptographic accelerator data section of the RMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

  XDWM..E  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRATOXET - Total Execution time

  XDWM..E  CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRAAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations on this cryptographic accelerator, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRAAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRATOXET GT 0) CRAAVXET=CRATOXET/CRATOOPS;

      WHEN (CRATOXET EQ 0) CRAAVXET=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAVXET=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS EQ 0)   CRAAVXET=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAVXET=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV1CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV1CT is computed using the following algorithm:

 SELECT;   

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA1CRTM GT 0) CRAAV1CT=CRA1CRTM/CRA1CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA1CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV1CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV1CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV1CT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV1CT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV1CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRAAV1CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV1MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV1MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA1METM GT 0) CRAAV1MT=CRA1METM/CRA1MECT;

      WHEN (CRA1METM EQ 0) CRAAV1MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV1MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV1MT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV1MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV1MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV1MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV2CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV2CT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;
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    WHEN (CRA2CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA2CRTM GT 0) CRAAV2CT=CRA2CRTM/CRA2CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA2CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV2CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV2CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV2CT=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRAAV2CT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV2CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV2CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV2MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV2MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA2METM GT 0) CRAAV2MT=CRA2METM/CRA2MECT;

      WHEN (CRA2METM EQ 0) CRAAV2MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV2MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV2MT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV2MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV2MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV2MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV3CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV3CT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA3CRTM GT 0) CRAAV3CT=CRA3CRTM/CRA3CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA3CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV3CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV3CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV3CT=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRAAV3CT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV3CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV3CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV3MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV3MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA3METM GT 0) CRAAV3MT=CRA3METM/CRA3MECT;

      WHEN (CRA3METM EQ 0) CRAAV3MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV3MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV3MT=0;
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    OTHERWISE              CRAAV3MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV3MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV3MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

CRACAIDX contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic accelerator.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

             CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:

CRACAIDX contains the value input from field R7024AX of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRACAIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRACAIDX contains the last value of CRACAIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

CRACPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic accelerator.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

             CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRACPTYP is interpreted from field R7024CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

 

  R7024CT Value  CRACPTYP Value

  -------------  --------------

        4            PCICA
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        6            CEX2A

        8            CEX3A

        10           CEX4A

        11           CEX5A

        12           CEX6A

        13           CEX7A

      other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                     representation of the one byte R7024CT

                     field value.

Range of Value:

CRACPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRACPTYP    Description

   --------    -----------------------------

   PCICA       PCI Cryptographic Accelerator

   CEX2A       Crypto Express2 Accelerator

   CEX3A       Crypto Express3 Accelerator

   CEX4A       Crypto Express4S Accelerator

   CEX5A       Crypto Express5S Accelerator

   CEX6A       Crypto Express6S Accelerator

   CEX7A       Crypto Express7S Accelerator

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the

               cryptographic accelerator type associated with

               the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRACPTYP contains the last value of CRACPTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRANBENG - Number of Engines

CRANBENG contains the number of engines on this cryptographic accelerator card.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CRANBENG contains the value input from field R7024EN of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRANBENG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRANBENG contains the last value of CRANBENG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

CRAPCUTL contains the average utilization percentage of this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOXET GT 0) CRAPCUTL=(CRATOXET*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRATOXET EQ 0) CRAPCUTL=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPCUTL=.;

END; ELSE CRAPCUTL=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPCUTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC1CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 1024-bit
keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC1CU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1CRTM GT 0) CRAPC1CU=(CRA1CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA1CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC1CU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC1CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC1CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC1CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

CRAPC1CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC1MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 1024-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC1MU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1METM GT 0) CRAPC1MU=(CRA1METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA1METM EQ 0) CRAPC1MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC1MU=.;

  END; ELSE CRAPC1MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC1MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC1MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC2CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 2048-bit
keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC2CU is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2CRTM GT 0) CRAPC2CU=(CRA2CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA2CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC2CU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC2CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC2CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC2CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC2CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC2MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 2048-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC2MU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2METM GT 0) CRAPC2MU=(CRA2METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA2METM EQ 0) CRAPC2MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC2MU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC2MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC2MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC2MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC3CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 4096-bit
keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC3CU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRTM GT 0) CRAPC3CU=(CRA3CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA3CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC3CU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC3CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC3CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC3CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC3CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC3MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 4096-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC3MU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3METM GT 0) CRAPC3MU=(CRA3METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA3METM EQ 0) CRAPC3MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC3MU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC3MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC3MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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CRAPC3MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRAPSOPS contains the average number of operations per second executed on this cryptographic accelerator, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS GT 0) CRAPSOPS=CRATOOPS/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS EQ 0) CRAPSOPS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPSOPS=.;

END; ELSE CRAPSOPS=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS1CO contains the average number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format
executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS1CO is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT GT 0) CRAPS1CO=CRA1CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS1CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS1CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS1CO=.;
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Range of Value:

CRAPS1CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS1CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS1MO contains the average number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS1MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT GT 0) CRAPS1MO=CRA1MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT EQ 0) CRAPS1MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS1MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS1MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS1MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS1MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS2CO contains the average number of operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) format executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS2CO is computed using the following algorithm:
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IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT GT 0) CRAPS2CO=CRA2CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS2CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS2CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS2CO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS2CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS2CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS2MO - 2048-Bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS2MO contains the average number of operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS2MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT GT 0) CRAPS2MO=CRA2MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT EQ 0) CRAPS2MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS2MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS2MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS2MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS2MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS3CO contains the average number of operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) format executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS3CO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT GT 0) CRAPS3CO=CRA3CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS3CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS3CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS3CO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS3CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS3CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS3MO contains the average number of operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS3MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT GT 0) CRAPS3MO=CRA3MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT EQ 0) CRAPS3MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS3MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS3MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS3MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS3MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRATOOPS - Total Operations

CRATOOPS contains the total number of operations executed on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRATOOPS is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. It contains the sum of the
values from fields R7021MEC, R7022MEC, R7023MEC, R7021CRC, R7022CRC, and R7023CRC, for all valid engines
identified by the field R7024EN, where:

R7021MEC
Number of operations in 1024-bit-ME format

R7022MEC
Number of operations in 2048-bit-ME format

R7023MEC
Number of operations in 4096-bit-ME format

R7021CRC
Number of operations in 1024-bit-CRT format

R7022CRC
Number of operations in 2048-bit-CRT format

R7023CRC
Number of operations in 4096-bit-CRT format

Range of Value:

CRATOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRATOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRATOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRATOXET - Total Execution time

CRATOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations on this cryptographic accelerator, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:
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CRATOXET is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. It contains the sum of
the values from fields R7021MET, R7022MET, R7023MET, R7021CRT, R7022CRT, and R7023CRT, for all valid engines
identified by the field R7024EN, where:

R7021MET
1024-bit-ME format operations exec. time

R7022MET
2048-bit-ME format operations exec. time

R7023MET
4096-bit-ME format operations exec. time

R7021CRT
1024-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

R7022CRT
2048-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

R7023CRT
4096-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

Range of Value:

CRATOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRATOXET contains the sum of all values of CRATOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA1CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA1CCCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA1CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA1CRCT contains the total number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format,
executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA1CRCT contains the sum of the values from field R7021CRC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA1CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA1CRTM contains the sum of the values from field R7021CRT for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA1CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.
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CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

CRA1MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA1MCCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA1MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA1MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA1MECT contains the total number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA1MECT contains the sum of the values from field R7021MEC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA1MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.
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CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA1METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA1METM contains the sum of the values from field R7021MET for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1METM contains the sum of all values of CRA1METM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1METM is included in the Total Execution Time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA2CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 2048-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA2CCCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA2CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA2CRCT contains the total number of operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
format, executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA2CRCT contains the sum of the values from field R7022CRC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA2CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA2CRTM contains the sum of the values from field R7022CRT for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA2CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.
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CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

CRA2MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA2MCCT is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA2MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA2MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA2MECT contains the total number of operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA2MECT contains the sum of the values from field R7022MEC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA2MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.
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CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA2METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA2METM contains the sum of the values from field R7022MET for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2METM contains the sum of all values of CRA2METM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2METM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA3CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 4096-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA3CCCT is set to 1 if bit 5 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA3CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA3CRCT contains the total number of operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
format, executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA3CRCT contains the value input from field R7023CRC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA3CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA3CRTM contains the value input from field R7023CRT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA3CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.
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CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

CRA3MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA3MCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA3MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA3MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA3MECT contains the total number of operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA3MECT contains the value input from field R7023MEC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA3MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.
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CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA3METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA3METM contains the value input from field R7023MET of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3METM contains the sum of all values of CRA3METM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3METM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File (HAR_RA)
The Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in
Modulus-Exponent (ME) and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats. Measurements include operations counts,
execution times, and per-second rates, as well as accelerator utilization percentages.

The information in the HAR_RA file is obtained from the cryptographic accelerator data section of the RMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RA file is a parallel file to the HARCRA (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RA file represents LPAR
level activity.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

  XDWM..E  CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID

  XDWM..E  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRATOXET - Total Execution time

  XDWM..E  CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time
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  XDWM..E  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRAAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations on this cryptographic accelerator, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRAAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRATOXET GT 0) CRAAVXET=CRATOXET/CRATOOPS;

      WHEN (CRATOXET EQ 0) CRAAVXET=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAVXET=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS EQ 0)   CRAAVXET=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAVXET=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV1CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV1CT is computed using the following algorithm:

 SELECT;   

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA1CRTM GT 0) CRAAV1CT=CRA1CRTM/CRA1CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA1CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV1CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV1CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV1CT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV1CT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV1CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV1CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV1MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV1MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA1METM GT 0) CRAAV1MT=CRA1METM/CRA1MECT;

      WHEN (CRA1METM EQ 0) CRAAV1MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV1MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV1MT=0;
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    OTHERWISE              CRAAV1MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV1MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV1MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV2CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV2CT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA2CRTM GT 0) CRAAV2CT=CRA2CRTM/CRA2CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA2CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV2CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV2CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV2CT=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRAAV2CT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV2CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV2CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV2MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV2MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA2METM GT 0) CRAAV2MT=CRA2METM/CRA2MECT;

      WHEN (CRA2METM EQ 0) CRAAV2MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV2MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV2MT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV2MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV2MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV2MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

CRAAV3CT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV3CT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA3CRTM GT 0) CRAAV3CT=CRA3CRTM/CRA3CRCT;

      WHEN (CRA3CRTM EQ 0) CRAAV3CT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV3CT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT EQ 0)   CRAAV3CT=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRAAV3CT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV3CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRAAV3CT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

CRAAV3MT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRAAV3MT is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRA3METM GT 0) CRAAV3MT=CRA3METM/CRA3MECT;

      WHEN (CRA3METM EQ 0) CRAAV3MT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRAAV3MT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT EQ 0)   CRAAV3MT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRAAV3MT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRAAV3MT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAAV3MT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

CRACAIDX contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic accelerator.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

             CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:

CRACAIDX contains the value input from field R7024AX of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:
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CRACAIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRACAIDX contains the last value of CRACAIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

CRACPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic accelerator.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

             CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRACPTYP is interpreted from field R7024CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

 

  R7024CT Value  CRACPTYP Value

  -------------  --------------

        4            PCICA

        6            CEX2A

        8            CEX3A

        10           CEX4A

        11           CEX5A

        12           CEX6A

        13           CEX7A

      other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                     representation of the one byte R7024CT

                     field value.

Range of Value:

CRACPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRACPTYP    Description

   --------    -----------------------------

   PCICA       PCI Cryptographic Accelerator

   CEX2A       Crypto Express2 Accelerator

   CEX3A       Crypto Express3 Accelerator

   CEX4A       Crypto Express4S Accelerator

   CEX5A       Crypto Express5S Accelerator

   CEX6A       Crypto Express6S Accelerator

   CEX7A       Crypto Express7S Accelerator

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the

               cryptographic accelerator type associated with

               the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRACPTYP contains the last value of CRACPTYP processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID

CRADOMID contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic accelerator domain allocated to LPAR.

CRADOMID is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID 

            CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

Element Derivation:

CRADOMID contains the value input from field R7024DID, in the Cryptographic Accelerator Data section, of the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRADOMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRADOMID contains the last value of CRADOMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRANBENG - Number of Engines

CRANBENG contains the number of engines on this cryptographic accelerator card.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CRANBENG contains the value input from field R7024EN of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRANBENG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRANBENG contains the last value of CRANBENG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

CRAPCUTL contains the average utilization percentage of this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOXET GT 0) CRAPCUTL=(CRATOXET*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRATOXET EQ 0) CRAPCUTL=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPCUTL=.;

END; ELSE CRAPCUTL=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPCUTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC1CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 1024-bit
keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC1CU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1CRTM GT 0) CRAPC1CU=(CRA1CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA1CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC1CU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC1CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC1CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC1CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC1CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC1MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 1024-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC1MU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1METM GT 0) CRAPC1MU=(CRA1METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA1METM EQ 0) CRAPC1MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC1MU=.;

  END; ELSE CRAPC1MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC1MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC1MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC2CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 2048-bit
keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC2CU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2CRTM GT 0) CRAPC2CU=(CRA2CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA2CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC2CU=0;
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    OTHERWISE            CRAPC2CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC2CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC2CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC2CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC2MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 2048-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC2MU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2METM GT 0) CRAPC2MU=(CRA2METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA2METM EQ 0) CRAPC2MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC2MU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC2MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC2MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC2MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC3CU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 4096-bit
keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines
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             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC3CU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRTM GT 0) CRAPC3CU=(CRA3CRTM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA3CRTM EQ 0) CRAPC3CU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC3CU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC3CU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC3CU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC3CU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

CRAPC3MU contains the average percentage of this cryptographic accelerator used to perform operations on 4096-bit
keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPC3MU is computed using the following algorithm:

IF (DURATION AND CRANBENG) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3METM GT 0) CRAPC3MU=(CRA3METM*100)/

                                  (DURATION*CRANBENG);

    WHEN (CRA3METM EQ 0) CRAPC3MU=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPC3MU=.;

END; ELSE CRAPC3MU=0;

Range of Value:

CRAPC3MU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRAPC3MU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRAPSOPS contains the average number of operations per second executed on this cryptographic accelerator, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS GT 0) CRAPSOPS=CRATOOPS/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRATOOPS EQ 0) CRAPSOPS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPSOPS=.;

END; ELSE CRAPSOPS=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS1CO contains the average number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format
executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS1CO is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT GT 0) CRAPS1CO=CRA1CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA1CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS1CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS1CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS1CO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS1CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRAPS1CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS1MO contains the average number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS1MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT GT 0) CRAPS1MO=CRA1MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA1MECT EQ 0) CRAPS1MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS1MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS1MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS1MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS1MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS2CO contains the average number of operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) format executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS2CO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT GT 0) CRAPS2CO=CRA2CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA2CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS2CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS2CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS2CO=.;
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Range of Value:

CRAPS2CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS2CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS2MO - 2048-Bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS2MO contains the average number of operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS2MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT GT 0) CRAPS2MO=CRA2MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA2MECT EQ 0) CRAPS2MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS2MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS2MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS2MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS2MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

CRAPS3CO contains the average number of operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) format executed per second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS3CO is computed using the following algorithm:
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IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT GT 0) CRAPS3CO=CRA3CRCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA3CRCT EQ 0) CRAPS3CO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS3CO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS3CO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS3CO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS3CO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

CRAPS3MO contains the average number of operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format executed per
second on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRAPS3MO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT GT 0) CRAPS3MO=CRA3MECT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRA3MECT EQ 0) CRAPS3MO=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRAPS3MO=.;

END; ELSE CRAPS3MO=.;

Range of Value:

CRAPS3MO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRAPS3MO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRATOOPS - Total Operations

CRATOOPS contains the total number of operations executed on this cryptographic accelerator, during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRATOOPS is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. It contains the sum of the
values from fields R7021MEC, R7022MEC, R7023MEC, R7021CRC, R7022CRC, and R7023CRC, for all valid engines
identified by the field R7024EN, where:

R7021MEC
Number of operations in 1024-bit-ME format

R7022MEC
Number of operations in 2048-bit-ME format

R7023MEC
Number of operations in 4096-bit-ME format

R7021CRC
Number of operations in 1024-bit-CRT format

R7022CRC
Number of operations in 2048-bit-CRT format

R7023CRC
Number of operations in 4096-bit-CRT format

Range of Value:

CRATOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRATOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRATOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRATOXET - Total Execution time

CRATOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations on this cryptographic accelerator, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRATOXET is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. It contains the sum of
the values from fields R7021MET, R7022MET, R7023MET, R7021CRT, R7022CRT, and R7023CRT, for all valid engines
identified by the field R7024EN, where:

R7021MET
1024-bit-ME format operations exec. time
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R7022MET
2048-bit-ME format operations exec. time

R7023MET
4096-bit-ME format operations exec. time

R7021CRT
1024-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

R7022CRT
2048-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

R7023CRT
4096-bit-CRT format operations exec. time

Range of Value:

CRATOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRATOXET contains the sum of all values of CRATOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA1CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA1CCCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA1CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA1CRCT contains the total number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format,
executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA1CRCT contains the sum of the values from field R7021CRC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA1CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA1CRTM contains the sum of the values from field R7021CRT for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA1CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

CRA1MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations
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             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA1MCCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA1MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA1MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA1MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA1MECT contains the total number of operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA1MECT contains the sum of the values from field R7021MEC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA1MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA1METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 1024-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time
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             CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA1METM contains the sum of the values from field R7021MET for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA1METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA1METM contains the sum of all values of CRA1METM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA1METM is included in the Total Execution Time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA2CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 2048-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA2CCCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA2CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA2CRCT contains the total number of operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
format, executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time
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Element Derivation:

CRA2CRCT contains the sum of the values from field R7022CRC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA2CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA2CRTM contains the sum of the values from field R7022CRT for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA2CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

CRA2MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA2MCCT is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.
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Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA2MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA2MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA2MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA2MECT contains the total number of operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA2MECT contains the sum of the values from field R7022MEC for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRA2MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA2MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA2METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 2048-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA2METM contains the sum of the values from field R7022MET for all valid engines identified by field R7024EN, in the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CRA2METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA2METM contains the sum of all values of CRA2METM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA2METM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

CRA3CCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 4096-bit keys in Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA3CCCT is set to 1 if bit 5 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA3CCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3CCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

CRA3CRCT contains the total number of operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
format, executed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA3CRCT contains the value input from field R7023CRC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:
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CRA3CRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CRCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3CRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3CRCT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

CRA3CRTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in optimized Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA3CRTM contains the value input from field R7023CRT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3CRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3CRTM contains the sum of all values of CRA3CRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3CRTM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

CRA3MCCT contains the number of intervals during which the execution time and number of operations on a
cryptographic accelerator for 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format were valid.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL timespan, CRA3MCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R7024MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRA3MCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:
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CRA3MCCT contains the sum of all values of CRA3MCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

CRA3MECT contains the total number of operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME) format, executed on this
cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

             CRATOOPS - Total Operations

             CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRA3MECT contains the value input from field R7023MEC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3MECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3MECT contains the sum of all values of CRA3MECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRA3MECT is included in the Total Operations (CRATOOPS) data element.

CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

CRA3METM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for operations on 4096-bit keys in Modulus-Exponent (ME)
format, performed on this cryptographic accelerator during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

             CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

             CRATOXET - Total Execution time

             CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

Element Derivation:

CRA3METM contains the value input from field R7023MET of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRA3METM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRA3METM contains the sum of all values of CRA3METM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

CRA3METM is included in the Total Execution time (CRATOXET) data element.

ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF)
The ICSF Services Activity file contains measurements on selected Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF)
activities executed on either the Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF) or on the PCI XCryptographic Coprocessor
(PCIXCC) hardware. Measurements include statistics about services calls, hardware instructions executed, and amount of
data processed.

The information in the HARCRF file is obtained from the ICSF services data section of the RMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and
summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is
sequenced but not summarized.

Contents

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Aug 20, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Aug 20, 2015

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level
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 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

  XDWM..E  CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required

  XDWM..E  CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

  XDWM..E  CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

  XDWM..E  CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

  XDWM..E  CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

  XDWM..E  CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

  XDWM..E  CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

  XDWM..E  CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

  XDWM..E  CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

  XDWM..E  CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

  XDWM..E  CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

  XDWM..E  CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

  XDWM..E  CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

  XDWM..E  CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

  XDWM..E  CRFHABCT - SHA-1: Bytes of Data Hashed

  XDWM..E  CRFHACCT - SHA-1: Calls to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFHAICT - SHA-1: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFH2BCT - SHA-256: Bytes of Data Hashed

  XDWM..E  CRFH2CCT - SHA-256: Calls to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFH2ICT - SHA-256: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFH5BCT - SHA-512: Bytes of Data Hashed

  XDWM..E  CRFH5CCT - SHA-512: Calls to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFH5ICT - SHA-512: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

  XDWM..E  CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

  XDWM..E  CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

  XDWM..E  CRFMGICT - PCMF Instructions to Generate the MAC

  XDWM..E  CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

  XDWM..E  CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

  XDWM..E  CRFMVICT - PCMF Instructions to Verify the MAC

  XDWM..E  CRFPTCCT - Calls to Translate the PIN

  XDWM..E  CRFPVCCT - Calls to Verify the PIN

  XDWM..E  CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

  XDWM..E  CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

  XDWM..E  CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFSDICT - Single DES - Instructions to Decipher

  XDWM..E  CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFSEICT - Single DES - Instructions to Encipher

  XDWM..E  CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data
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  XDWM..E  CRFTDICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Decipher

  XDWM..E  CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

  XDWM..E  CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

  XDWM..E  CRFTEICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Encipher

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CRFAVADB - Avg AES Decryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decryption

  XDWM..E  CRFAVAEB - Avg AES Encryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encryption

  XDWM..E  CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVHAB - SHA-1: Avg Hashing Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVH2B - SHA-256: Avg Hashing Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVH5B - SHA-512: Avg Hashing Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVSDB - Avg Single DES Decryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVSEB - Avg Single DES Encryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVTDB - Avg Triple DES Decryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFAVTEB - Avg Triple DES Encryption Size

  XDWM..E  CRFPSADC - AES Decryption Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSAEC - AES Encryption Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSHAC - SHA-1: Hashing Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSH2C - SHA-256: Hashing Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSH5C - SHA-512: Hashing Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSPTC - PIN Translation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSPVC - PIN Verify Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSSDC - Single DES Decryption Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSSEC - Single DES Encryption Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSTDC - Triple DES Decryption Rate

  XDWM..E  CRFPSTEC - Triple DES Encryption Rate

CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

CRFADBCT contains the total number of bytes processed by the AES decipher services handled by a coprocessor, during
the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVADB - Avg AES Decryption Size

             CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

Element Derivation:

CRFADBCT contains the value input from field R702ASDB of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFADBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFADBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFADBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFADBCT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

CRFADCCT contains the total number of AES decipher calls sent to a coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decrypt.

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

             CRFPSADC - AES Decryption Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFADCCT contains the value input from field R702ASDC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFADCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFADCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFADCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFADCCT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required

CRFADICT contains the total number of operations required to complete the AES decipher service calls to a coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

             CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decrypt.

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

Element Derivation:

CRFADICT contains the value input from field R702ASDI of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFADICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFADICT contains the sum of all values of CRFADICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFADICT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

CRFAEBCT contains the total number of bytes processed by the AES encipher services handled by a coprocessor, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVAEB - Avg AES Encryption Size

             CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

Element Derivation:

CRFAEBCT contains the value input from field R702AESB of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFAEBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAEBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAEBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAEBCT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

CRFAECCT contains the total number of AES encipher calls sent to a coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encrypt.

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

             CRFPSAEC - AES Encryption Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAECCT contains the value input from field R702AESC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFAECCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAECCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAECCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAECCT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

CRFAEICT contains the total number of operations required to complete the AES encipher service calls to a coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required

             CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encrypt.

             CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

Element Derivation:

CRFAEICT contains the value input from field R702AESI of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFAEICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAEICT contains the sum of all values of CRFAEICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAEICT is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

CRFAGBCT contains the total number of bytes of data for which Message Authentication Codes (MACs), that used clear
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, were generated during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMGBCT - Bytes of Data for MAC Generated

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAGBCT contains the value input from field R702AMGB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFAGBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAGBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAGBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

CRFAGCCT contains the total number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate callable service invocations,
using clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate
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Element Derivation:

CRFAGCCT contains the value input from field R702AMGC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFAGCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

CRFAGICT contains the total number of instructions executed to generate Message Authentication Codes (MACs), using
clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMGICT - PCMF Instructions to Generate the MAC

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAGICT contains the value input from field R702AMGI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFAGICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAGICT contains the sum of all values of CRFAGICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVADB - Avg AES Decryption Size

CRFAVADB contains the average number of bytes per service call that have been deciphered with AES, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

Element Derivation:

CRFAVADB is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFADCCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFADBCT GT 0) CRFAVADB=CRFADBCT/CRFADCCT;

      WHEN (CRFADBCT EQ 0) CRFAVADB=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVADB=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFADCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVADB=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVADB=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVADB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVADB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAVADB is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decryption

CRFAVADI contains the average number of times the coprocessor was called to complete an AES decipher service call,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required
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Element Derivation:

CRFAVADI is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFADCCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFADICT GT 0) CRFAVADI=CRFADICT/CRFADCCT;

      WHEN (CRFADICT EQ 0) CRFAVADI=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVADI=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFADCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVADI=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVADI=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVADI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVADI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAVADI is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAVAEB - Avg AES Encryption Size

CRFAVAEB contains the average number of bytes per service call that have been enciphered with AES, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

Element Derivation:

CRFAVAEB is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFAECCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFAEBCT GT 0) CRFAVAEB=CRFAEBCT/CRFAECCT;

      WHEN (CRFAEBCT EQ 0) CRFAVAEB=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVAEB=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFAECCT EQ 0)   CRFAVAEB=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVAEB=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVAEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRFAVAEB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAVAEB is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encryption

CRFAVAEI contains the average number of times the coprocessor was called to complete an AES encipher service call,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

Element Derivation:

CRFAVAEI is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFAECCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFAEICT GT 0) CRFAVAEI=CRFAEICT/CRFAECCT;

      WHEN (CRFAEICT EQ 0) CRFAVAEI=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVAEI=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFAECCT EQ 0)   CRFAVAEI=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVAEI=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVAEI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVAEI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFAVAEI is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

CRFAVAGB contains the average number of bytes per call for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC), using clear
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, was generated during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated
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          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVAGB is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFAGCCT GT 0) SELECT;

       WHEN (CRFAGBCT GT 0) CRFAVAGB=CRFAGBCT/CRFAGCCT;

       WHEN (CRFAGBCT EQ 0) CRFAVAGB=0;

       OTHERWISE            CRFAVAGB=.;

     END;

     WHEN (CRFAGCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVAGB=0;

     OTHERWISE              CRFAVAGB=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVAGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVAGB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

CRFAVAVB contains the average number of bytes per request for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC), using
clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, was verified during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs
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          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVAVB is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFAVCCT GT 0) SELECT;

       WHEN (CRFAVBCT GT 0) CRFAVAVB=CRFAVBCT/CRFAVCCT;

       WHEN (CRFAVBCT EQ 0) CRFAVAVB=0;

       OTHERWISE            CRFAVAVB=.;

     END;

     WHEN (CRFAVCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVAVB=0;

     OTHERWISE              CRFAVAVB=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVAVB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVAVB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

CRFAVBCT contains the total number of bytes of data for which Message Authentication Codes (MACs), that used a clear
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) key, were verified during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated
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          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMVBCT - Bytes of Data for MAC Verified

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVBCT contains the value input from field R702AMVB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFAVBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAVBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

CRFAVCCT contains the total number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate callable service invocations,
using clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVCCT contains the value input from field R702AMVC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CRFAVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFAVCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

CRFAVFDB contains the average number of bytes that were deciphered per call using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVFDB is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFDCCT GT 0) SELECT;

       WHEN (CRFFDBCT GT 0) CRFAVFDB=CRFFDBCT/CRFFDCCT;

       WHEN (CRFFDBCT EQ 0) CRFAVFDB=0;

       OTHERWISE            CRFAVFDB=.;

     END;

     WHEN (CRFFDCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVFDB=0;

     OTHERWISE              CRFAVFDB=.;

   END;
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Range of Value:

CRFAVFDB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVFDB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

CRFAVFEB contains the average number of bytes that were enciphered per call using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVFEB is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFECCT GT 0) SELECT;

       WHEN (CRFFEBCT GT 0) CRFAVFEB=CRFFEBCT/CRFFECCT;

       WHEN (CRFFEBCT EQ 0) CRFAVFEB=0;

       OTHERWISE            CRFAVFEB=.;

     END;

     WHEN (CRFFECCT EQ 0)   CRFAVFEB=0;
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     OTHERWISE              CRFAVFEB=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVFEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVFEB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

CRFAVFTB contains the average number of bytes that were translated, per call, using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVFTB is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFTCCT GT 0) SELECT;

       WHEN (CRFFTBCT GT 0) CRFAVFTB=CRFFTBCT/CRFFTCCT;

       WHEN (CRFFTBCT EQ 0) CRFAVFTB=0;

       OTHERWISE            CRFAVFTB=.;
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     END;

     WHEN (CRFFTCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVFTB=0;

     OTHERWISE              CRFAVFTB=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVFTB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVFTB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVHAB - SHA-1 Avg Hashing Size

CRFAVHAB contains the average number of bytes to be hashed per request, using the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1),
during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm)
on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFHABCT - SHA-1: Bytes of Data Hashed

             CRFHACCT - SHA-1: Calls to Hash the Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVHAB is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFHACCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFHABCT GT 0) CRFAVHAB=CRFHABCT/CRFHACCT;

      WHEN (CRFHABCT EQ 0) CRFAVHAB=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVHAB=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFHACCT EQ 0)   CRFAVHAB=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVHAB=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVHAB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVHAB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CRFAVH2B - SHA-256 Avg Hashing Size

CRFAVH2B contains the average number of bytes to be hashed per request, using the Secure Hash Algorithm-256
(SHA-256), during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function
(hashing algorithm) on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable
authentication value (checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFAVH2B covers both SHA-224 and SHA-256 algorithms.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH2BCT - SHA-256: Bytes of Data Hashed

             CRFH2CCT - SHA-256: Calls to Hash the Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVH2B is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFH2CCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFH2BCT GT 0) CRFAVH2B=CRFH2BCT/CRFH2CCT;

      WHEN (CRFH2BCT EQ 0) CRFAVH2B=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVH2B=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFH2CCT EQ 0)   CRFAVH2B=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVH2B=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVH2B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVH2B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) is a variant of the standard SHA-1 hash function. It is computed with 32-bit
words and produces a 256-bit digest, instead of 160-bit for SHA-1. It uses different shift amounts and additive constants,
but its structure is otherwise virtually identical to the SHA-1, differing only in the number of rounds. SHA-224 is also
derived from the SHA-1 algorithm but it was created to produce specific 224-bit digests that correspond to four 56 bits
DES keys.

CRFAVH5B - SHA-512 Avg Hashing Size

CRFAVH5B contains the average number of bytes to be hashed per request, using the Secure Hash Algorithm-512
(SHA-512), during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function
(hashing algorithm) on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable
authentication value (checksum) for the hashed data.
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Note that CRFAVH5B covers both SHA-384 and SHA-512 algorithms.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH5BCT - SHA-512: Bytes of Data Hashed

             CRFH5CCT - SHA-512: Calls to Hash the Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVH5B is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;  

      WHEN (CRFH5CCT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFH5BCT GT 0) CRFAVH5B=CRFH5BCT/CRFH5CCT;

      WHEN (CRFH5BCT EQ 0) CRFAVH5B=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFAVH5B=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRFH5CCT EQ 0)   CRFAVH5B=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRFAVH5B=.;

END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVH5B ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVH5B contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) is a hashing function that produces a 512-bit digest, whereas the SHA-384
creates a 384-bit digest.

CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

CRFAVICT contains the total number of instructions executed to verify Message Authentication Codes (MACs), using
clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVIGT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFMVICT - PCMF Instructions to Verify MAC
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          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFAVICT contains the value input from field R702AMVI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFAVICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVICT contains the sum of all values of CRFAVICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

CRFAVMGB contains the average number of bytes per request for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC) was
generated, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

             CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

             CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFAVMGB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFMGCCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFMGBCT GT 0) CRFAVMGB=CRFMGBCT/CRFMGCCT;

        WHEN (CRFMGBCT EQ 0) CRFAVMGB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVMGB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRFMGCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVMGB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVMGB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVMGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVMGB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message, and finally sent with the
message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service, which compares
the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key. If the two MACs
are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

CRFAVMVB contains the average number of bytes per request for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC) was
verified, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

             CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

             CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFAVMVB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFMVCCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFMVBCT GT 0) CRFAVMVB=CRFMVBCT/CRFMVCCT;

        WHEN (CRFMVBCT EQ 0) CRFAVMVB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVMVB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRFMVCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVMVB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVMVB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVMVB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVMVB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message, and finally sent with the
message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service, which compares
the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key. If the two MACs
are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFAVSDB - Avg Single DES Decryption Size

CRFAVSDB contains the average number of bytes per Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocation that were
deciphered using single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVSDB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFSDCCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFSDBCT GT 0) CRFAVSDB=CRFSDBCT/CRFSDCCT;

        WHEN (CRFSDBCT EQ 0) CRFAVSDB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVSDB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRFSDCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVSDB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVSDB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVSDB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVSDB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFAVSEB - Avg Single DES Encryption Size

CRFAVSEB contains the average number of bytes per Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocation that were
enciphered using single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVSEB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFSECCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFSEBCT GT 0) CRFAVSEB=CRFSEBCT/CRFSECCT;

        WHEN (CRFSEBCT EQ 0) CRFAVSEB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVSEB=.;
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      END;

      WHEN (CRFSECCT EQ 0)   CRFAVSEB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVSEB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVSEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVSEB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFAVTDB - Avg Triple DES Decryption Size

CRFAVTDB contains the average number of bytes per Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocation, that were
deciphered using double-, or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVTDB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFTDCCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFTDBCT GT 0) CRFAVTDB=CRFTDBCT/CRFTDCCT;

        WHEN (CRFTDBCT EQ 0) CRFAVTDB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVTDB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRFTDCCT EQ 0)   CRFAVTDB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVTDB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVTDB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVTDB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
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vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFAVTEB - Avg Triple DES Encryption Size

CRFAVTEB contains the average number of bytes per Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocation, that were
enciphered using double- or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFAVTEB is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFTECCT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRFTEBCT GT 0) CRFAVTEB=CRFTEBCT/CRFTECCT;

        WHEN (CRFTEBCT EQ 0) CRFAVTEB=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRFAVTEB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRFTECCT EQ 0)   CRFAVTEB=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRFAVTEB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRFAVTEB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFAVTEB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

CRFEGCCT contains the number of calls to generate digital signatures for messages using Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) encryption, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign
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          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

Element Derivation:

CRFEGCCT contains the value input from field R702DEGC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFEGCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFEGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFEGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer
to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

CRFEVCCT contains the number of invocations of callable services to verify digital signatures for messages using Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) encryption, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

Element Derivation:

CRFEVCCT contains the value input from field R702DEVC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFEVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFEVCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFEVCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer
to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

CRFFDBCT contains the total number of bytes that were deciphered with the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE)
algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFDBCT contains the value input from field R702FPDB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFFDBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFDBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.
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CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

CRFFDCCT contains the total number of calls to decipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) algorithm
during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFDCCT contains the value input from field R702FPDC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFFDCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFDCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFDCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

CRFFDICT contains the total number of instructions executed to decipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFDICT contains the value input from field R702FPDI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFDICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFDICT contains the sum of all values of CRFFDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

CRFFEBCT contains the total number of bytes of data enciphered using the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE)
algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data
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          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFEBCT contains the value input from field R702FPEB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFEBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFEBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFEBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

CRFFECCT contains the total number of calls to encipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) algorithm
during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate
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          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFECCT contains the value input from field R702FPEC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFFECCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFECCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFECCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

CRFFEICT contains the total number of instructions executed to encipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFEICT contains the value input from field R702FPEI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFEICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CRFFEICT contains the sum of all values of CRFFEICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

CRFFTBCT contains the total number of bytes of data translated using the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) algorithm
during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFTBCT contains the value input from field R702FPTB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFTBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFTBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFTBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.
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Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

CRFFTCCT contains the total number of calls to translate data using the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) algorithm
during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFTCCT contains the value input from field R702FPTC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFTCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFTCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFFTCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

CRFFTICT contains the total number of instructions executed to translate data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm during the measurement interval.
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This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFFTICT contains the value input from field R702FPTI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFFTICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFFTICT contains the sum of all values of CRFFTICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFHABCT - SHA-1 Bytes of Data Hashed

CRFHABCT contains the total number of bytes hashed, using the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), during the
measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFHACCT - SHA-1: Calls to Hash the Data

             CRFHAICT - SHA-1: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data
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Element Derivation:

CRFHABCT contains the value input from field R702NHAB of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFHABCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFHABCT contains the sum of all values of CRFHABCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRFHACCT - SHA-1 Calls to Hash the Data

CRFHACCT contains the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) data hashing operations executed during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVHAB - SHA-1: Avg Hashing Size

             CRFPSHAC - SHA-1: Hashing Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFHACCT contains the value input from field R702NHAC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFHACCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFHACCT contains the sum of all values of CRFHACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRFHAICT - SHA-1 PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

CRFHAICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used in Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) hashing
operations during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function
(hashing algorithm) on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable
authentication value (checksum) for the hashed data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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CRFHAICT contains the value input from field R702NHAI of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFHAICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFHAICT contains the sum of all values of CRFHAICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PCMF is the acronym for "perform crypto MAC functions." PCMF instructions are the hardware cryptographic chip
instructions used to perform MAC functions. Although no true MAC functions are performed to hash data, the SHA-1
hashing instruction is designated as a PCMF one.

CRFH2BCT - SHA-256 Bytes of Data Hashed

CRFH2BCT contains the total number of bytes hashed, using the Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256), during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH2BCT covers both SHA-224 and SHA-256 algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH2CCT - SHA-256: Calls to Hash the Data

             CRFH2ICT - SHA-256: PCMF Instr. to Hash the Data

Element Derivation:

CRFH2BCT contains the value input from field R702NH2B of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH2BCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH2BCT contains the sum of all values of CRFH2BCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) is a variant of the standard SHA-1 hash function. It is computed with 32-bit
words and produces a 256-bit digest, instead of 160-bit for SHA-1. It uses different shift amounts and additive constants,
but its structure is otherwise virtually identical to the SHA-1, differing only in the number of rounds. SHA-224 is also
derived from the SHA-1 algorithm but it was created to produce specific 224-bit digests that correspond to four 56 bits
DES keys.

CRFH2CCT - SHA-256 Calls to Hash the Data

CRFH2CCT contains the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) data hashing operations executed during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH2CCT covers both SHA-224 and SHA-256 algorithms.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVH2B - SHA-256: Avg Hashing Size

             CRFPSH2C - SHA-256: Hashing Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFH2CCT contains the value input from field R702NH2C of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH2CCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH2CCT contains the sum of all values of CRFH2CCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) is a variant of the standard SHA-1 hash function. It is computed with 32-bit
words and produces a 256-bit digest, instead of 160-bit for SHA-1. It uses different shift amounts and additive constants,
but its structure is otherwise virtually identical to the SHA-1, differing only in the number of rounds. SHA-224 is also
derived from the SHA-1 algorithm but it was created to produce specific 224-bit digests that correspond to four 56 bits
DES keys.

CRFH2ICT - SHA-256 PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

CRFH2ICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used in Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) hashing
operations during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function
(hashing algorithm) on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable
authentication value (checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH2ICT covers both SHA-224 and SHA-256 algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CRFH2ICT contains the value input from field R702NH2I of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH2ICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH2ICT contains the sum of all values of CRFH2ICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) is a variant of the standard SHA-1 hash function. It is computed with 32-bit
words and produces a 256-bit digest, instead of 160-bit for SHA-1. It uses different shift amounts and additive constants,
but its structure is otherwise virtually identical to the SHA-1, differing only in the number of rounds. SHA-224 is also
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derived from the SHA-1 algorithm but it was created to produce specific 224-bit digests that correspond to four 56 bits
DES keys.

PCMF is the acronym for "perform crypto MAC functions." PCMF instructions are the hardware cryptographic chip
instructions used to perform MAC functions. Although no true MAC functions are performed to hash data, the SHA-256
hashing instruction is designated as a PCMF one.

CRFH5BCT - SHA-512 Bytes of Data Hashed

CRFH5BCT contains the total number of bytes hashed, using the Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512), during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH5BCT covers both SHA-384 and SHA-512 algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH5CCT - SHA-512: Calls to Hash the Data

             CRFH5ICT - SHA-512: PCMF Instr. to Hash the Data

Element Derivation:

CRFH5BCT contains the value input from field R702NH5B of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH5BCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH5BCT contains the sum of all values of CRFH5BCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) is a hashing function that produces a 512-bit digest, whereas the SHA-384
creates a 384-bit digest.

CRFH5CCT - SHA-512 Calls to Hash the Data

CRFH5CCT contains the total number of Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) data hashing operations executed during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH5CCT covers both SHA-384 and SHA-512 algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVH5B - SHA-512: Avg Hashing Size

             CRFPSH5C - SHA-512: Hashing Rate

Element Derivation:
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CRFH5CCT contains the value input from field R702NH5C of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH5CCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH5CCT contains the sum of all values of CRFH5CCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) is a hashing function that produces a 512-bit digest, whereas the SHA-384
creates a 384-bit digest.

CRFH5ICT - SHA-512 PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

CRFH5ICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used in Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) hashing
operations during the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function
(hashing algorithm) on data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable
authentication value (checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFH5ICT covers both SHA-384 and SHA-512 algorithms.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CRFH5ICT contains the value input from field R702NH5I of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFH5ICT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFH5ICT contains the sum of all values of CRFH5ICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) is a hashing function that produces a 512-bit digest, whereas the SHA-384
creates a 384-bit digest.

PCMF is the acronym for "perform crypto MAC functions." PCMF instructions are the hardware cryptographic chip
instructions used to perform MAC functions. Although no true MAC functions are performed to hash data, the SHA-512
hashing instruction is designated as a PCMF one.

CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

CRFICDLV contains the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) maintenance level. The data elements listed in
the SEE ALSO section are only valid if CRFICDLV is greater than 11, which means that ICSF WD#9 is installed.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required

             CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

             CRFAVADB - Avg AES Decryption Size

             CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decrypt.

             CRFAVAEB - Avg AES Encryption Size

             CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encrypt.

             CRFPSADC - AES Decryption Rate

             CRFPSAEC - AES Encryption Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFICDLV contains the value input from field R702CDLV of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFICDLV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFICDLV contains the last value of CRFICDLV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

CRFMGBCT contains the total number of bytes for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate callable
service was invoked, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

             CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

             CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

             CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFMGBCT contains the value input from field R702NMGB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFMGBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMGBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFMGBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
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sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

CRFMGCCT contains the total number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate callable service invocations,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

             CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

             CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

             CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

             CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFMGCCT contains the value input from field R702NMGC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFMGCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFMGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFMGICT - PCMF Instructions to Generate the MAC

CRFMGICT contains the total number of PCMF instructions used by the Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate
callable service, during the measurement interval.

PCMF is the acronym for "perform crypto MAC functions." PCMF instructions are the hardware cryptographic chip
instructions used to perform MAC functions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFMVICT - PCMF Instructions to Verify the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFMGICT contains the value input from field R702NMGI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:
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CRFMGICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMGICT contains the sum of all values of CRFMGICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

CRFMVBCT contains the total number of bytes for which a Message Authentication Code (MAC) verify callable service
was invoked, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

             CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

             CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

             CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFMVBCT contains the value input from field R702NMVB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFMVBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMVBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFMVBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

CRFMVCCT contains the total number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) verify callable service invocations, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

             CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated
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             CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

             CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

             CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFMVCCT contains the value input from field R702NMVC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFMVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMVCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFMVCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFMVICT - PCMF Instructions to Verify the MAC

CRFMVICT contains the total number of PCMF instructions used by the Message Authentication Code (MAC) verify
callable service, during the measurement interval.

PCMF is the acronym for "perform crypto MAC functions". PCMF instructions are the hardware cryptographic chip
instructions used to perform MAC functions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFMGICT - PCMF Instructions to Generate the MAC

Element Derivation:

CRFMVICT contains the value input from field R702NMVI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFMVICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFMVICT contains the sum of all values of CRFMVICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.
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CRFPSADC - AES Decryption Rate

CRFPSADC contains the average number of service calls per second, where data was deciphered with AES, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSADC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFADCCT GT 0) CRFPSADC=CRFADCCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRFADCCT EQ 0) CRFPSADC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRFPSADC=.;

END; ELSE CRFPSADC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSADC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSADC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFPSADC is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFPSAEC - AES Encryption Rate

CRFPSAEC contains the average number of service calls per second, where data was enciphered with AES, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSADC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFAECCT GT 0) CRFPSAEC=CRFAECCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRFAECCT EQ 0) CRFPSAEC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRFPSAEC=.;

END; ELSE CRFPSAEC=.;

Range of Value:
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CRFPSAEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSAEC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CRFPSAEC is only valid if the ICSF Data Level (CRFICDLV) is greater than 11.

CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

CRFPSAGC contains the average number of calls per second, to generate Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using
clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

          CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSAGC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFAGCCT GT 0) CRFPSAGC=CRFAGCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFAGCCT EQ 0) CRFPSAGC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSAGC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSAGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSAGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

CRFPSAVC contains the average number of calls per second, to verify Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using
clear Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) keys, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 17.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

          CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

          CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

          CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

          CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

          CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

          CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

          CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSAVC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFAVCCT GT 0) CRFPSAVC=CRFAVCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFAVCCT EQ 0) CRFPSAVC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSAVC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSAVC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSAVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSAVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.
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AES MAC refers to the generation and verification of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) using clear Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) keys. Refer to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

CRFPSEGC contains the average number of calls per second, to generate digital signatures using Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC), during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

          CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSEGC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFEGCCT GT 0) CRFPSEGC=CRFEGCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFEGCCT EQ 0) CRFPSEGC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSEGC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSEGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSEGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSEGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer
to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

CRFPSEVC contains the average number of calls per second, to verify digital signatures using Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC), during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

          CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSEVC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFEVCCT GT 0) CRFPSEVC=CRFEVCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFEVCCT EQ 0) CRFPSEVC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSEVC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSEVC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSEVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSEVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer
to IBM documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

CRFPSFDC contains the average number of calls per second, to decipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data
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          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSFDC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFDCCT GT 0) CRFPSFDC=CRFFDCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFFDCCT EQ 0) CRFPSFDC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSFDC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSFDC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSFDC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSFDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

CRFPSFEC contains the average number of calls per second, to encipher data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data
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          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSFEC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFECCT GT 0) CRFPSFEC=CRFFECCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFFECCT EQ 0) CRFPSFEC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSFEC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSFEC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSFEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSFEC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

CRFPSFTC contains the average number of calls per second, to translate data using the Format Preserving Encryption
(FPE) algorithm, during the measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 19.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

          CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

          CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

          CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

          CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

          CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

          CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

          CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

          CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

          CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated
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          CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

          CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

          CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFPSFTC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFFTCCT GT 0) CRFPSFTC=CRFFTCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFFTCCT EQ 0) CRFPSFTC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSFTC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSFTC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSFTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSFTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

Format-Preserving Encryption is (FPE) one method that is used to encipher, decipher, and translate data. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSHAC - SHA-1 Hashing Rate

CRFPSHAC contains the average number of Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) hashing requests per second during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFHACCT - SHA-1: Calls to Hash the Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSHAC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFHACCT GT 0) CRFPSHAC=CRFHACCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRFHACCT EQ 0) CRFPSHAC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRFPSHAC=.;
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END; ELSE CRFPSHAC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSHAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSHAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRFPSH2C - SHA-256 Hashing Rate

CRFPSH2C contains the average number of Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) hashing requests per second during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFPSH2C covers both SHA-224 and SHA-256 algorithms.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH2CCT - SHA-256: Calls to Hash the Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSH2C is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFH2CCT GT 0) CRFPSH2C=CRFH2CCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRFH2CCT EQ 0) CRFPSH2C=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRFPSH2C=.;

END; ELSE CRFPSH2C=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSH2C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSH2C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256) is a variant of the standard SHA-1 hash function. It is computed with 32-bit
words and produces a 256-bit digest, instead of 160-bit for SHA-1. It uses different shift amounts and additive constants,
but its structure is otherwise virtually identical to the SHA-1, differing only in the number of rounds. SHA-224 is also
derived from the SHA-1 algorithm but it was created to produce specific 224-bit digests that correspond to four 56 bits
DES keys.
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CRFPSH5C - SHA-512 Hashing Rate

CRFPSH5C contains the average number of Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) hashing requests per second during
the measurement interval. Hashing is a cryptographic operation that uses a one-way function (hashing algorithm) on
data, generally to condense a long message into a compact bit string and to provide a verifiable authentication value
(checksum) for the hashed data.

Note that CRFPSH5C covers both SHA-384 and SHA-512 algorithms.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFH5CCT - SHA-512: Calls to Hash the Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSH5C is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRFH5CCT GT 0) CRFPSH5C=CRFH5CCT/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRFH5CCT EQ 0) CRFPSH5C=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRFPSH5C=.;

END; ELSE CRFPSH5C=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSH5C ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSH5C contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Secure Hash Algorithm-512 (SHA-512) is a hashing function that produces a 512-bit digest, whereas the SHA-384
creates a 384-bit digest.

CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

CRFPSMGC contains the average number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) generate callable service invocations
per second, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

             CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSMGC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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      WHEN (CRFMGCCT GT 0) CRFPSMGC=CRFMGCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFMGCCT EQ 0) CRFPSMGC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSMGC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSMGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSMGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSMGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

CRFPSMVC contains the average number of Message Authentication Code (MAC) verify callable service invocations per
second, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

             CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSMVC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFMVCCT GT 0) CRFPSMVC=CRFMVCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFMVCCT EQ 0) CRFPSMVC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSMVC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSMVC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSMVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSMVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Before sending a message, a program can generate an authentication code for this message, using the MAC generate
callable service. The MAC is computed by using a generation key to process the message. The generation key is then
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sent with the message text. When the receiver gets the message, a program invokes the MAC verify callable service,
which compares the MAC it generates internally with the MAC that was sent with the message, using the verification key.
If the two MACs are the same, the message received is identical to the original message sent.

CRFPSPTC - PIN Translation Rate

CRFPSPTC contains the average number of Personal Identification Number (PIN) translate callable service invocations
per second, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPTCCT - Calls to Translate the PIN

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSPTC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFPTCCT GT 0) CRFPSPTC=CRFPTCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFPTCCT EQ 0) CRFPSPTC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSPTC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSPTC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSPTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSPTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PIN is used to identify a customer across financial industry networks. It is a number that a bank customer enters
into an automatic teller machine (ATM) to validate and identify a request for an ATM service. As more and more data is
being transmitted across networks where the keys used on one network cannot be used on another network, encrypted
PINs must be translated securely from encryption under one key to encryption under another key. For example, a traveler
visiting a foreign country may wish to access an account at home using an ATM. The PIN entered might need to be
encrypted at the ATM and sent over several networks to the traveler's home bank. At the home bank, the PIN must be
verified before access is allowed. On intermediate systems, between networks, the PIN translate callable service can
be used to re-encrypt the PIN from one key to another, thus ensuring that it never appears in the clear and that the PIN-
encrypting keys are isolated on their own networks.

CRFPSPVC - PIN Verify Rate

CRFPSPVC contains the average number of Personal Identification Number (PIN) verification callable service invocations
per second, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRFPVCCT - Calls to Verify the PIN

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSPVC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFPVCCT GT 0) CRFPSPVC=CRFPVCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFPVCCT EQ 0) CRFPSPVC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSPVC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSPVC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSPVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSPVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PIN is used to identify a customer across financial industry networks. It is a number that a bank customer enters
into an automatic teller machine (ATM) to validate and identify a request for an ATM service. In order to authenticate
the requester, the PIN must be verified using an Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) callable service, which
generates an internal verification PIN that is then compared to the supplied PIN.

CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

CPUPSRGC contains the average number of calls per second, to generate digital signatures using RSA encryption,
during the measurement interval. RSA is an encryption algorithm that is named after Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard
Adleman.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

          CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

Element Derivation:

CRFPSRGC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFRGCCT GT 0) CRFPSRGC=CRFRGCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFRGCCT EQ 0) CRFPSRGC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSRGC=.;

   END;
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   ELSE CRFPSRGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSRGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSRGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

RSA encryption is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

CRFPSRVC contains the average number of calls per second, to verify digital signatures using RSA encryption, during
the measurement interval. RSA is an encryption algorithm named after Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

          CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

Element Derivation:

CRFPSRVC is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (CRFRVCCT GT 0) CRFPSRVC=CRFRVCCT/DURATION;

     WHEN (CRFRVCCT EQ 0) CRFPSRVC=0;

     OTHERWISE            CRFPSRVC=.;

   END;

   ELSE CRFPSRVC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSRVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSRVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

RSA encryption is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFPSSDC - Single DES Decryption Rate

CRFPSSDC contains the average number of Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocations per second, where
data was deciphered using single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSSDC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFSDCCT GT 0) CRFPSSDC=CRFSDCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFSDCCT EQ 0) CRFPSSDC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSSDC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSSDC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSSDC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSSDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFPSSEC - Single DES Encryption Rate

CRFPSSEC contains the average number of Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocations per second, where
data was enciphered using single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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Element Derivation:

CRFPSSEC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFSECCT GT 0) CRFPSSEC=CRFSECCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFSECCT EQ 0) CRFPSSEC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSSEC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSSEC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSSEC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFPSTDC - Triple DES Decryption Rate

CRFPSTDC contains the average number of Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocations per second, where
data was deciphered using double- or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSTDC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFTDCCT GT 0) CRFPSTDC=CRFTDCCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFTDCCT EQ 0) CRFPSTDC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSTDC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSTDC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSTDC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSTDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFPSTEC - Triple DES Encryption Rate

CRFPSTEC contains the average number of Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm invocations per second, where
data was enciphered using double- or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRFPSTEC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRFTECCT GT 0) CRFPSTEC=CRFTECCT/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRFTECCT EQ 0) CRFPSTEC=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRFPSTEC=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRFPSTEC=.;

Range of Value:

CRFPSTEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPSTEC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFPTCCT - Calls to Translate the PIN

CRFPTCCT contains the total number of Personal Identification Number (PIN) translate callable service invocations,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSPTC - PIN Translation Rate

             CRFPVCCT - Calls to Verify the PIN
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Element Derivation:

CRFPTCCT contains the value input from field R702NPTC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFPTCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPTCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFPTCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PIN is used to identify a customer across financial industry networks. It is a number that a bank customer enters
into an automatic teller machine (ATM) to validate and identify a request for an ATM service. As more and more data is
being transmitted across networks where the keys used on one network cannot be used on another network, encrypted
PINs must be translated securely from encryption under one key to encryption under another key. For example, a traveler
visiting a foreign country may wish to access an account at home using an ATM. The PIN entered might need to be
encrypted at the ATM and sent over several networks to the traveler's home bank. At the home bank, the PIN must be
verified before access is allowed. On intermediate systems, between networks, the PIN translate callable service can
be used to re-encrypt the PIN from one key to another, thus ensuring that it never appears in the clear and that the PIN-
encrypting keys are isolated on their own networks.

CRFPVCCT - Calls to Verify the PIN

CRFPVCCT contains the total number of Personal Identification Number (PIN) verification callable service invocations,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSPVC - PIN Verify Rate

             CRFPTCCT - Calls to Translate the PIN

Element Derivation:

CRFPVCCT contains the value input from field R702NPVC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFPVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFPVCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFPVCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PIN is used to identify a customer across financial industry networks. It is a number that a bank customer enters
into an automatic teller machine (ATM) to validate and identify a request for an ATM service. In order to authenticate
the requester, the PIN must be verified using an Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) callable service, which
generates an internal verification PIN that is then compared to the supplied PIN.

CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

CRFRGCCT contains the number of calls to generate digital signatures for messages using RSA encryption, during the
measurement interval. RSA is an encryption algorithm that is named after Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman.
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This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

          CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

Element Derivation:

CRFRGCCT contains the value input from field R702DRGC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFRGCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFRGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFRGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

RSA encryption is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

CRFRVCCT contains the number of calls to verify digital signatures for messages using RSA encryption, during the
measurement interval. RSA is an encryption algorithm named after Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman.

This data element is only valid when the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ISCF) level, data element ICSF Data
Level (CRFICDLV), contains a value greater than 13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

          CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

          CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

          CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

          CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

Element Derivation:

CRFRVCCT contains the value input from field R702DRVC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFRVCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CRFRVCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFRVCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) provides application programming interfaces that can be used by
applications using callable services. These services can be used to generate, maintain, and manage keys that are used in
cryptographic functions.

RSA encryption is one method that is used in the generation and verification of digital signatures. Refer to IBM
documentation for more information about ICSF services.

CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

CRFSDBCT contains the total number of bytes deciphered with the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm using
single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVSDB - Avg Single DES Decryption Size

             CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

             CRFSDICT - Single DES - Instructions to Decipher

Element Derivation:

CRFSDBCT contains the value input from field R702SNDB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFSDBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSDBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFSDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

CRFSDCCT contains the total number of invocations of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to decipher data
encrypted with single-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSSDC - Single DES Decryption Rate

             CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFSDICT - Single DES - Instructions to Decipher

Element Derivation:
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CRFSDCCT contains the value input from field R702SNDC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFSDCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSDCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFSDCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFSDICT - Single DES - Instructions to Decipher

CRFSDICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used by the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to
decipher data encrypted with single-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFSDICT contains the value input from field R702SNDI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFSDICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSDICT contains the sum of all values of CRFSDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

CRFSEBCT contains the total number of bytes enciphered with the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm using
single-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVSEB - Avg Single DES Encryption Size

             CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data
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             CRFSEICT - Single DES - Instructions to Encipher

Element Derivation:

CRFSEBCT contains the value input from field R702SNEB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFSEBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSEBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFSEBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

CRFSECCT contains the total number of invocations of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to encipher data
with single-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSSEC - Single DES Encryption Rate

             CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFSEICT - Single DES - Instructions to Encipher

Element Derivation:

CRFSECCT contains the value input from field R702SNEC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFSECCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSECCT contains the sum of all values of CRFSECCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFSEICT - Single DES - Instructions to Encipher

CRFSEICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used by the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to
encipher data with single-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFSEICT contains the value input from field R702SNEI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFSEICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFSEICT contains the sum of all values of CRFSEICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

CRFTDBCT contains the total number of bytes deciphered with the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm using
double- or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVTDB - Avg Triple DES Decryption Size

             CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

             CRFTDICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Decipher

Element Derivation:

CRFTDBCT contains the value input from field R702TNDB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFTDBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTDBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFTDBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

CRFTDCCT contains the total number of invocations of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to decipher data
encrypted with double- or triple-length keys, during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSTDC - Triple DES Decryption Rate

             CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFTDICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Decipher

Element Derivation:

CRFTDCCT contains the value input from field R702TNDC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFTDCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTDCCT contains the sum of all values of CRFTDCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFTDICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Decipher

CRFTDICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used by the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to
decipher data encrypted with double-, or triple-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

             CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFTDICT contains the value input from field R702TNDI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFTDICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTDICT contains the sum of all values of CRFTDICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.
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CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

CRFTEBCT contains the total number of bytes enciphered with the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm using
double- or triple-length data-encrypting keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFAVTEB - Avg Triple DES Encryption Size

             CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

             CRFTEICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Encipher

Element Derivation:

CRFTEBCT contains the value input from field R702TNEB of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFTEBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTEBCT contains the sum of all values of CRFTEBCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

CRFTECCT contains the total number of invocations of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to encipher data
with double-, or triple-length keys, during the measurement interval.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFPSTEC - Triple DES Encryption Rate

             CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFTEICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Encipher

Element Derivation:

CRFTECCT contains the value input from field R702TNEC of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRFTECCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTECCT contains the sum of all values of CRFTECCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.
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CRFTEICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Encipher

CRFTEICT contains the total number of hardware instructions used by the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to
encipher data with double- or triple-length keys, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

             CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

Element Derivation:

CRFTEICT contains the value input from field R702TNEI of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRFTEICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRFTEICT contains the sum of all values of CRFTEICT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The DES is the basis for many other processes for concealing data (password protection, PINs, etc.). Because it has been
proven to be efficient and strong, the DES is widely known, and therefore a secret key has to be used by the algorithm to
vary the way the data is processed. DES data-encrypting keys can be single-, double-, or triple-length, the last giving the
strongest encryption.

Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRK)
The Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on Cryptographic Express4S
cards configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, per second
rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic
functions.

The information in the HARCRK file is obtained from the cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

  XDWM..E  CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate
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  XDWM..E  CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

CRKAGCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid operations were executed by the asymmetric-key
generation function on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKAGCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKAGCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKAGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKAGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

CRKAVAGT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by asymmetric-key generation
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

Element Derivation:

CRKAVAGT is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOAGT GT 0) CRKAVAGT=CRKTOAGT/CRKTOAGC;

      WHEN (CRKTOAGT EQ 0) CRKAVAGT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVAGT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC EQ 0)   CRKAVAGT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVAGT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:
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CRKAVAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVAGT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSAT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions
on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVFAT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOFAT GT 0) CRKAVFAT=CRKTOFAT/CRKTOFAC;

      WHEN (CRKTOFAT EQ 0) CRKAVFAT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVFAT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC EQ 0)   CRKAVFAT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVFAT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVFAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSAT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by slow asymmetric-key
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT; 

      WHEN (CRKTOSAC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSAT GT 0) CRKAVSAT=CRKTOSAT/CRKTOSAC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSAT EQ 0) CRKAVSAT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSAT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAC EQ 0)   CRKAVSAT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSAT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVSAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

CRKAVSCT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned a complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCT GT 0) CRKAVSCT=CRKTOSCT/CRKTOSCC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCT EQ 0) CRKAVSCT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSCT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC EQ 0)   CRKAVSCT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSCT=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CRKAVSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSPT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned partial or incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVSPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPT GT 0) CRKAVSPT=CRKTOSPT/CRKTOSPC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPT EQ 0) CRKAVSPT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSPT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC EQ 0)   CRKAVSPT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSPT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVSPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRKAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time
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Element Derivation:

CRKAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOXET GT 0) CRKAVXET=CRKTOXET/CRKTOOPS;

      WHEN (CRKTOXET EQ 0) CRKAVXET=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVXET=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS EQ 0)   CRKAVXET=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVXET=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

CRKCCIDX contains the PKCS11 cryptographic coprocessor index value. This value is used to identify specific PKCS11
coprocessors.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

             CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:

CRKCCIDX contains the value input from field R7025AX of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKCCIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKCCIDX contains the last value of CRKCCIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

CRKCPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

          CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRKCPTYP is interpreted from field R7025CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

   R7025CT Value  CRKCPTYP Value

   -------------  --------------

         10           CEX4P

         11           CEX5P

         12           CEX6P

         13           CEX7P

       other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                      representation of the one byte R7025CT

                      field value.

 

Range of Value:

CRKCPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRKCPTYP    Description

   --------    -------------------------------------------

   CEX4P       Crypto Express4S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX5P       Crypto Express5S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX6P       Crypto Express6S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX7P       Crypto Express7S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the

               cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor associated

               with the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRKCPTYP contains the last value of CRKCPTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

CRKFACCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by fast
asymmetric-key functions on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor. This data element was introduced with IBM APAR
OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CRKFACCT is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKFACCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKFACCT contains the sum of all values of CRKFACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

CRKPCAGT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed
by asymmetric-key generation functions, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCAGT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGT GT 0) CRKPCAGT=(CRKTOAGT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGT EQ 0) CRKPCAGT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCAGT=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCAGT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCAGT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCFAT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
fast asymmetric-key functions, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAT GT 0) CRKPCFAT=(CRKTOFAT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAT EQ 0) CRKPCFAT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCFAT=.;

 END; 

 ELSE CRKPCFAT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCFAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSAT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
slow asymmetric-key functions, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAT GT 0) CRKPCSAT=(CRKTOSAT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAT EQ 0) CRKPCSAT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSAT=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCSAT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCSAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSCT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
symmetric-key functions that returned a complete or final result, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCT GT 0) CRKPCSCT=(CRKTOSCT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCT EQ 0) CRKPCSCT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSCT=.;

END; 

ELSE CRKPCSCT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSPT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
symmetric-key functions that returned partial or incremental results, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSPT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPT GT 0) CRKPCSPT=(CRKTOSPT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPT EQ 0) CRKPCSPT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSPT=.;

 END; 
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 ELSE CRKPCSPT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCSPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

CRKPCXET contains the average percent utilization of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCXET is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOXET GT 0) CRKPCXET=(CRKTOXET*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOXET EQ 0) CRKPCXET=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCXET=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCXET=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

CRKPSAGC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by asymmetric-key generation functions on
this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSAGC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;  

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC GT 0) CRKPSAGC=CRKTOAGC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC EQ 0) CRKPSAGC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSAGC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSAGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSAGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSFAC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by fast asymmetric-key functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSFAC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC GT 0) CRKPSFAC=CRKTOFAC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC EQ 0) CRKPSFAC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSFAC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSFAC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSFAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSFAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRKPSOPS contains the average number of operations executed per second, on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS GT 0) CRKPSOPS=CRKTOOPS/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS EQ 0) CRKPSOPS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSOPS=.;

   END; 

   ELSE CRKPSOPS=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSAC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by slow asymmetric-key functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSAC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAC GT 0) CRKPSSAC=CRKTOSAC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAC EQ 0) CRKPSSAC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSAC=.;

  END; 
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  ELSE CRKPSSAC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSCC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by symmetric-key functions that returned a
complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSCC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC GT 0) CRKPSSCC=CRKTOSCC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC EQ 0) CRKPSSCC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSCC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSSCC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSCC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSPC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by symmetric-key functions that returned
partial or incremental results on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSPC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC GT 0) CRKPSSPC=CRKTOSPC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC EQ 0) CRKPSSPC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSPC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSSPC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSPC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

CRKSACCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by slow
asymmetric-key functions on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSACCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSACCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSACCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

CRKSCCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by symmetric-
key functions that returned complete or final results on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.
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This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSCCCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSCCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSCCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSCCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

CRKSPCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by symmetric-
key functions that returned partial or incremental results on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSPCCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSPCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSPCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSPCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

CRKTOAGC contains the total number of operations executed by asymmetric-key generation functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

             CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOAGC contains the value input from field R7025AGC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOAGC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOAGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

CRKTOAGT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by asymmetric-key generation
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

             CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOAGT contains the product of the values from fields R7025AGT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOAGT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of asymmetric-key generation functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOFAC contains the total number of operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions on this cryptographic
PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOFAC contains the value input from field R7025FAC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOFAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOFAC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOFAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOFAT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions on
this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOFAT contains the product of the values from fields R7025FAT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOFAT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOFAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of fast asymmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

CRKTOOPS contains the total number of operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

             CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOOPS contains the sum of the values from fields R7025SAC, R7025FAC, R7025SPC, R7025SCC, and
R7025AGC, of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record, where:

R7025SAC is the number of slow asymmetric-key operations R7025FAC is the number of fast asymmetric-key operations
R7025SPC is the number of partial symmetric-key operations R7025SCC is the number of complete symmetric-key
operations R7025AGC is the number of asymm-key generation operations

Range of Value:

CRKTOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRKTOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSAC contains the total number of operations executed by slow asymmetric-key functions on this cryptographic
PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSAC contains the value input from field R7025SAC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSAC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSAT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by slow asymmetric-key functions
on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSAT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SAT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSAT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of slow asymmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSCC contains the total number of operations executed by symmetric-key functions that returned a complete or
final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

             CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSCC contains the value input from field R7025SCC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSCC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSCT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned a complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

             CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSCT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SCT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSCT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of complete symmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSPC contains the total number of operations executed by symmetric-key functions that returned partial or
incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Tm

             CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSPC contains the value input from field R7025SPC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSPC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSPT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned partial or incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Tm

             CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSPT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SPT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSPT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of partial symmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

CRKTOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOXET contains the sum of the values from fields R7025SAT, R7025FAT, R7025SPT, R7025SCT, and R7025AGT, of
the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record, where:

R7025SAT is the slow asymmetric-key operations execution time R7025FAT is the fast asymmetric-key operations
execution time R7025SPT is the partial symmetric-key operations exec. time R7025SCT is the complete symmetric-key
operations exec. time R7025AGT is the asymm-key generation operations exec. time

The above fields are multiplied by a scaling factor, R7025SF, before adding them to CRKTOXET, to achieve a value in
seconds.

Range of Value:

CRKTOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOXET contains the sum of all values of CRKTOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RK)
The Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on Cryptographic cards
configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, per second
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rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic
functions.

The information in the HAR_RK file is obtained from the cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RK file is a parallel file to the HARCRK (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RK file represents LPAR
level activity.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.
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Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic PKCS11 Coprocessor Type

  XDWM..E  CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

  XDWM..E  CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations
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  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

CRKAGCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid operations were executed by the asymmetric-key
generation function on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKAGCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKAGCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.
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Summarization Process:

CRKAGCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKAGCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

CRKAVAGT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by asymmetric-key generation
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

Element Derivation:

CRKAVAGT is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOAGT GT 0) CRKAVAGT=CRKTOAGT/CRKTOAGC;

      WHEN (CRKTOAGT EQ 0) CRKAVAGT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVAGT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC EQ 0)   CRKAVAGT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVAGT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVAGT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSAT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions
on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time
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Element Derivation:

CRKAVFAT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOFAT GT 0) CRKAVFAT=CRKTOFAT/CRKTOFAC;

      WHEN (CRKTOFAT EQ 0) CRKAVFAT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVFAT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC EQ 0)   CRKAVFAT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVFAT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVFAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSAT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by slow asymmetric-key
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT; 

      WHEN (CRKTOSAC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSAT GT 0) CRKAVSAT=CRKTOSAT/CRKTOSAC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSAT EQ 0) CRKAVSAT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSAT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAC EQ 0)   CRKAVSAT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSAT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRKAVSAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

CRKAVSCT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned a complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCT GT 0) CRKAVSCT=CRKTOSCT/CRKTOSCC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSCT EQ 0) CRKAVSCT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSCT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC EQ 0)   CRKAVSCT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSCT=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKAVSPT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned partial or incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time
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Element Derivation:

CRKAVSPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPT GT 0) CRKAVSPT=CRKTOSPT/CRKTOSPC;

      WHEN (CRKTOSPT EQ 0) CRKAVSPT=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVSPT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC EQ 0)   CRKAVSPT=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVSPT=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKAVSPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRKAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (CRKTOXET GT 0) CRKAVXET=CRKTOXET/CRKTOOPS;

      WHEN (CRKTOXET EQ 0) CRKAVXET=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRKAVXET=.;

    END;

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS EQ 0)   CRKAVXET=0;

    OTHERWISE              CRKAVXET=.;

   END;

Range of Value:

CRKAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRKAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

CRKCCIDX contains the PKCS11 cryptographic coprocessor index value. This value is used to identify specific PKCS11
coprocessors.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

             CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:

CRKCCIDX contains the value input from field R7025AX of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKCCIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKCCIDX contains the last value of CRKCCIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic PKCS11 Processor Type

CRKCPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:   CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

            CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRKCPTYP is interpreted from field R7025CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

   R7025CT Value  CRKCPTYP Value

   -------------  --------------

         10           CEX4P

         11           CEX5P

         12           CEX6P

         13           CEX7P

       other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                      representation of the one byte R7025CT
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                      field value.

Range of Value:

CRKCPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRKCPTYP    Description

   --------    -------------------------------------------

   CEX4P       Crypto Express4S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX5P       Crypto Express5S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX6P       Crypto Express6S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   CEX7P       Crypto Express7S in PKCS11 Coprocessor Mode

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the

               cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor associated

               with the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRKCPTYP contains the last value of CRKCPTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID

CRKDOMID contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor domain allocated to LPAR.

CRKDOMID is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID 

            CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

Element Derivation:

CRKDOMID contains the value input from field R7025DID, in the Cryptographic PKCS11 Coprocessor Data section, of the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKDOMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKDOMID contains the last value of CRKDOMID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

CRKFACCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by fast
asymmetric-key functions on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor. This data element was introduced with IBM APAR
OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKFACCT is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKFACCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKFACCT contains the sum of all values of CRKFACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

CRKPCAGT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed
by asymmetric-key generation functions, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Tm

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCAGT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGT GT 0) CRKPCAGT=(CRKTOAGT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGT EQ 0) CRKPCAGT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCAGT=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCAGT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCAGT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCFAT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
fast asymmetric-key functions, during the measurement interval.
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This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAT GT 0) CRKPCFAT=(CRKTOFAT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAT EQ 0) CRKPCFAT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCFAT=.;

 END; 

 ELSE CRKPCFAT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCFAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSAT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
slow asymmetric-key functions, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSAT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAT GT 0) CRKPCSAT=(CRKTOSAT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAT EQ 0) CRKPCSAT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSAT=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCSAT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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CRKPCSAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSCT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
symmetric-key functions that returned a complete or final result, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSCT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCT GT 0) CRKPCSCT=(CRKTOSCT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCT EQ 0) CRKPCSCT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSCT=.;

END; 

ELSE CRKPCSCT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCSCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

CRKPCSPT contains the average percentage of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor used, by operations executed by
symmetric-key functions that returned partial or incremental results, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCSPT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (CRKTOSPT GT 0) CRKPCSPT=(CRKTOSPT*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPT EQ 0) CRKPCSPT=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCSPT=.;

 END; 

 ELSE CRKPCSPT=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCSPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

CRKPCXET contains the average percent utilization of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPCXET is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOXET GT 0) CRKPCXET=(CRKTOXET*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOXET EQ 0) CRKPCXET=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPCXET=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPCXET=0;

Range of Value:

CRKPCXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRKPCXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

CRKPSAGC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by asymmetric-key generation functions on
this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSAGC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;  

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC GT 0) CRKPSAGC=CRKTOAGC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOAGC EQ 0) CRKPSAGC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSAGC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSAGC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSAGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSFAC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by fast asymmetric-key functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSFAC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC GT 0) CRKPSFAC=CRKTOFAC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOFAC EQ 0) CRKPSFAC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSFAC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSFAC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSFAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRKPSFAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRKPSOPS contains the average number of operations executed per second, on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF DURATION THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS GT 0) CRKPSOPS=CRKTOOPS/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOOPS EQ 0) CRKPSOPS=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSOPS=.;

   END; 

   ELSE CRKPSOPS=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSAC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by slow asymmetric-key functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSAC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (CRKTOSAC GT 0) CRKPSSAC=CRKTOSAC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSAC EQ 0) CRKPSSAC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSAC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSSAC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSCC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by symmetric-key functions that returned a
complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSCC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC GT 0) CRKPSSCC=CRKTOSCC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSCC EQ 0) CRKPSSCC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSCC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSSCC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSCC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

CRKPSSPC contains the average number of operations executed per second, by symmetric-key functions that returned
partial or incremental results on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRKPSSPC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC GT 0) CRKPSSPC=CRKTOSPC/DURATION;

    WHEN (CRKTOSPC EQ 0) CRKPSSPC=0;

    OTHERWISE            CRKPSSPC=.;

  END; 

  ELSE CRKPSSPC=.;

Range of Value:

CRKPSSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKPSSPC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

CRKSACCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by slow
asymmetric-key functions on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSACCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSACCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSACCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSACCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

CRKSCCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by symmetric-
key functions that returned complete or final results on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSCCCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSCCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSCCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSCCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

CRKSPCCT contains the number of intervals during which valid data was collected for operations executed by symmetric-
key functions that returned partial or incremental results on a cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

             CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CRKSPCCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R7025MSK of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic
Hardware Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of CRKSPCCT is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of 0 (or a SAS missing value) to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

CRKSPCCT contains the sum of all values of CRKSPCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

CRKTOAGC contains the total number of operations executed by asymmetric-key generation functions on this
cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

             CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOAGC contains the value input from field R7025AGC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOAGC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOAGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

CRKTOAGT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by asymmetric-key generation
functions on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

             CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOAGT contains the product of the values from fields R7025AGT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOAGT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of asymmetric-key generation functions is included in CRKTOXET.
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CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOFAC contains the total number of operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions on this cryptographic
PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOFAC contains the value input from field R7025FAC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOFAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOFAC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOFAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOFAT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by fast asymmetric-key functions on
this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOFAT contains the product of the values from fields R7025FAT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOFAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOFAT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOFAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of fast asymmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.
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CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

CRKTOOPS contains the total number of operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

             CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOOPS contains the sum of the values from fields R7025SAC, R7025FAC, R7025SPC, R7025SCC, and
R7025AGC, of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record, where:

R7025SAC is the number of slow asymmetric-key operations R7025FAC is the number of fast asymmetric-key operations
R7025SPC is the number of partial symmetric-key operations R7025SCC is the number of complete symmetric-key
operations R7025AGC is the number of asymm-key generation operations

Range of Value:

CRKTOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRKTOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSAC contains the total number of operations executed by slow asymmetric-key functions on this cryptographic
PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSAC contains the value input from field R7025SAC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSAC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSAC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSAT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by slow asymmetric-key functions
on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

             CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSAT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SAT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSAT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSAT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of slow asymmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSCC contains the total number of operations executed by symmetric-key functions that returned a complete or
final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

             CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSCC contains the value input from field R7025SCC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSCC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSCC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSCC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSCT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned a complete or final result, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

             CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSCT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SCT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSCT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of complete symmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

CRKTOSPC contains the total number of operations executed by symmetric-key functions that returned partial or
incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Tm

             CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSPC contains the value input from field R7025SPC of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSPC contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

CRKTOSPT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed by symmetric-key functions that
returned partial or incremental results, on this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Tm

             CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

             CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

Element Derivation:

CRKTOSPT contains the product of the values from fields R7025SPT and R7025SF of the SMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKTOSPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKTOSPT contains the sum of all values of CRKTOSPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of partial symmetric-key functions is included in CRKTOXET.

CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

CRKTOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all operations executed on this cryptographic PKCS11
coprocessor during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39562.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

             CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRKTOXET contains the sum of the values from fields R7025SAT, R7025FAT, R7025SPT, R7025SCT, and R7025AGT, of
the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record, where:

R7025SAT is the slow asymmetric-key operations execution time R7025FAT is the fast asymmetric-key operations
execution time R7025SPT is the partial symmetric-key operations exec. time R7025SCT is the complete symmetric-key
operations exec. time R7025AGT is the asymm-key generation operations exec. time

The above fields are multiplied by a scaling factor, R7025SF, before adding them to CRKTOXET, to achieve a value in
seconds.

Range of Value:

CRKTOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CRKTOXET contains the sum of all values of CRKTOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP)
The Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA coprocessors.
Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization percentages.

The information in the HARCRP file is obtained from the cryptographic CCA coprocessor data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations
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  XDWM..E  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRPAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all cryptographic operations on this PCI coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

             CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRPAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRPTOXET GT 0) CRPAVXET=CRPTOXET/CRPTOOPS;

        WHEN (CRPTOXET EQ 0) CRPAVXET=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRPAVXET=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS EQ 0)   CRPAVXET=0;

      OTHERWISE              CRPAVXET=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRPAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of RSA key-generation operations is included in CRPAVXET.

CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

CRPCCIDX contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic CCA coprocessor.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

             CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:
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CRPCCIDX contains the value input from field R7023AX of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPCCIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPCCIDX contains the last value of CRPCCIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

CRPCPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA) coprocessor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

           CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRPCPTYP is interpreted from field R7023CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

   R7023CT Value  CRPCPTYP Value

 -------------  --------------

       3            PCICC

       5            PCIXCC

       7            CEX2C

       9            CEX3C

       10           CEX4C

       11           CEX5C

       12           CEX6C

       13           CEX7C

       other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                      representation of the one byte R7023CT

                      field value.

Range of Value:

CRPCPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRPCPTYP    Description

   --------    -------------------------------------------

   PCICC       PCI Cryptographic Coprocessor

   PCIXCC      PCI XCryptographic Coprocessor

   CEX2C       Crypto Express2 Coprocessor

   CEX3C       Crypto Express3 Coprocessor

   CEX4C       Crypto Express4S Coprocessor

   CEX5C       Crypto Express5S Coprocessor

   CEX6C       Crypto Express6S Coprocessor

   CEX7C       Crypto Express7S Coprocessor

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the
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               cryptographic CCA coprocessor associated with

               the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRPCPTYP contains the last value of CRPCPTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

CRPPCUTL contains the average utilization percentage of this PCI coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTOXET GT 0) CRPPCUTL=(CRPTOXET*100)/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTOXET EQ 0) CRPPCUTL=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPCUTL=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPCUTL=0;

Range of Value:

The value of CRPPCUTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRPPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRPPSOPS contains the average number of cryptographic operations per second executed on this PCI coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;
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      WHEN (CRPTOOPS GT 0) CRPPSOPS=CRPTOOPS/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS EQ 0) CRPPSOPS=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPSOPS=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPSOPS=.;

Range of Value:

CRPPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because they require a high amount of cryptographic processing capacity, special attention should be given to RSA key-
generation operations. This is the reason why they are reported in a separate RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate
(CRPPSRSA) data element. Note however that CRPPSOPS includes RSA key-generation operations in its calculation.

CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

CRPPSRSA contains the average number of RSA key-generation operations per second executed on this PCI
coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPSRSA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTORSA GT 0) CRPPSRSA=CRPTORSA/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTORSA EQ 0) CRPPSRSA=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPSRSA=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPSRSA=.;

Range of Value:

CRPPSRSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPPSRSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) is a very popular public key cryptographic algorithm. Examples of its utilization
include communications encoding or digital signatures. Because it is based on the mathematical fact that a very high
number (with more than 1000 digits) can hardly be factored in prime numbers, RSA key generation requires a high
amount of cryptographic processing capacity. This is the reason these operations are reported separately from the Total
Operations Rate (CRPPSOPS). Note however that CRPPSOPS includes RSA key-generation operations in its calculation.
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CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

CRPTOOPS contains the total number of cryptographic operations executed on this PCI coprocessor, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTOOPS contains the value input from field R7023C0 of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPTOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRPTOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because they require a high amount of cryptographic processing capacity, special attention should be given to RSA
key-generation operations. This is the reason why they are reported in a separate RSA Key-Generation Operations
(CRPTORSA) data element. Note that CRPTORSA is included in CRPTOOPS.

CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

CRPTORSA contains the total number of RSA key generation operations executed on this PCI coprocessor, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTORSA contains the value input from field R7023C1 of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPTORSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTORSA contains the sum of all values of CRPTORSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) is a very popular public key cryptographic algorithm. Examples of its utilization
include communications encoding or digital signatures. Because it is based on the mathematical fact that a very high
number (with more than 1000 digits) can hardly be factored in prime numbers, RSA key generation requires a high
amount of cryptographic processing capacity. This is the reason these operations are reported separately from the Total
Operations (CRPTOOPS). Note however that CRPTORSA is included in CRPTOOPS.
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CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

CRPTOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all cryptographic operations on this PCI coprocessor, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTOXET contains the product of the values from fields R7023T0 and R7023SF of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRPTOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTOXET contains the sum of all values of CRPTOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of RSA key-generation operations is included in CRPTOXET.

Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RP)
The Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA
coprocessors. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization
percentages.

The information in the HAR_RP file is obtained from the cryptographic CCA coprocessor data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RP file is a parallel file to the HARCRP (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RP file represents LPAR
level activity.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |
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 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

  XDWM..E  CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

CRPAVXET contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all cryptographic operations on this PCI coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

             CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

Element Derivation:

CRPAVXET is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (CRPTOXET GT 0) CRPAVXET=CRPTOXET/CRPTOOPS;

        WHEN (CRPTOXET EQ 0) CRPAVXET=0;

        OTHERWISE            CRPAVXET=.;

      END;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS EQ 0)   CRPAVXET=0;
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      OTHERWISE              CRPAVXET=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

CRPAVXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPAVXET contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of RSA key-generation operations is included in CRPAVXET.

CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

CRPCCIDX contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic CCA coprocessor.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

             CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

Element Derivation:

CRPCCIDX contains the value input from field R7023AX of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPCCIDX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPCCIDX contains the last value of CRPCCIDX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

CRPCPTYP describes the type of this cryptographic Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA) coprocessor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO:  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

           CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

Element Derivation:

The value of CRPCPTYP is interpreted from field R7023CT of the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record as follows:

   R7023CT Value  CRPCPTYP Value

 -------------  --------------

       3            PCICC

       5            PCIXCC
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       7            CEX2C

       9            CEX3C

       10           CEX4C

       11           CEX5C

       12           CEX6C

       13           CEX7C

       other          U: X'xx' where 'xx' is the hexadecimal

                      representation of the one byte R7023CT

                      field value.

Range of Value:

CRPCPTYP contains one of the following values:

   CRPCPTYP    Description

   --------    -------------------------------------------

   PCICC       PCI Cryptographic Coprocessor

   PCIXCC      PCI XCryptographic Coprocessor

   CEX2C       Crypto Express2 Coprocessor

   CEX3C       Crypto Express3 Coprocessor

   CEX4C       Crypto Express4S Coprocessor

   CEX5C       Crypto Express5S Coprocessor

   CEX6C       Crypto Express6S Coprocessor

   CEX7C       Crypto Express7S Coprocessor

   U: X'xx'    MICS requires an update to identify the

               cryptographic CCA coprocessor associated with

               the value 'xx'.

Summarization Process:

CRPCPTYP contains the last value of CRPCPTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID

CRKDOMID contains the identifier (or index) of this cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor domain allocated to LPAR.

CRKDOMID is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID 

            CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

Element Derivation:

CRKDOMID contains the value input from field R7025DID, in the Cryptographic PKCS11 Coprocessor Data section, of the
SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRKDOMID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRKDOMID contains the last value of CRKDOMID processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

CRPPCUTL contains the average utilization percentage of this PCI coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTOXET GT 0) CRPPCUTL=(CRPTOXET*100)/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTOXET EQ 0) CRPPCUTL=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPCUTL=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPCUTL=0;

Range of Value:

The value of CRPPCUTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CRPPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

CRPPSOPS contains the average number of cryptographic operations per second executed on this PCI coprocessor,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPSOPS is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS GT 0) CRPPSOPS=CRPTOOPS/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTOOPS EQ 0) CRPPSOPS=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPSOPS=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPSOPS=.;
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Range of Value:

CRPPSOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPPSOPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because they require a high amount of cryptographic processing capacity, special attention should be given to RSA key-
generation operations. This is the reason why they are reported in a separate RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate
(CRPPSRSA) data element. Note however that CRPPSOPS includes RSA key-generation operations in its calculation.

CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

CRPPSRSA contains the average number of RSA key-generation operations per second executed on this PCI
coprocessor, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

CRPPSRSA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (CRPTORSA GT 0) CRPPSRSA=CRPTORSA/DURATION;

      WHEN (CRPTORSA EQ 0) CRPPSRSA=0;

      OTHERWISE            CRPPSRSA=.;

    END;

    ELSE CRPPSRSA=.;

Range of Value:

CRPPSRSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPPSRSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) is a very popular public key cryptographic algorithm. Examples of its utilization
include communications encoding or digital signatures. Because it is based on the mathematical fact that a very high
number (with more than 1000 digits) can hardly be factored in prime numbers, RSA key generation requires a high
amount of cryptographic processing capacity. This is the reason these operations are reported separately from the Total
Operations Rate (CRPPSOPS). Note however that CRPPSOPS includes RSA key-generation operations in its calculation.

CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

CRPTOOPS contains the total number of cryptographic operations executed on this PCI coprocessor, during the
measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

             CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTOOPS contains the value input from field R7023C0 of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPTOOPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTOOPS contains the sum of all values of CRPTOOPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because they require a high amount of cryptographic processing capacity, special attention should be given to RSA
key-generation operations. This is the reason why they are reported in a separate RSA Key-Generation Operations
(CRPTORSA) data element. Note that CRPTORSA is included in CRPTOOPS.

CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

CRPTORSA contains the total number of RSA key generation operations executed on this PCI coprocessor, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTORSA contains the value input from field R7023C1 of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record.

Range of Value:

CRPTORSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTORSA contains the sum of all values of CRPTORSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) is a very popular public key cryptographic algorithm. Examples of its utilization
include communications encoding or digital signatures. Because it is based on the mathematical fact that a very high
number (with more than 1000 digits) can hardly be factored in prime numbers, RSA key generation requires a high
amount of cryptographic processing capacity. This is the reason these operations are reported separately from the Total
Operations (CRPTOOPS). Note however that CRPTORSA is included in CRPTOOPS.

CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

CRPTOXET contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all cryptographic operations on this PCI coprocessor, during
the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

             CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

             CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

Element Derivation:

CRPTOXET contains the product of the values from fields R7023T0 and R7023SF of the SMF Type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

Range of Value:

CRPTOXET ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CRPTOXET contains the sum of all values of CRPTOXET processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution time of RSA key-generation operations is included in CRPTOXET.

Cache Volume Activity File (HARCVA)
The Cache Volume Activity file quantifies caching activity at the device (volume) level. It also contains information
pertaining to the caching options pertaining to the individual volume.

The information in the HARCVA file is obtained from the cache subsystem device activity section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5 record written by RMF Monitor III.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

  .DWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

  .DWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWM..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  .DWM..E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  .DWM..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  .DWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

  .DWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address
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  .DWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  .DWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  .DWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  .DWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

  .DWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  .DWM..E  CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address

  .DWM..E  CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID

  .DWM..E  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

  .DWM..E  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

  .DWM..E  CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

  .DWM..E  CUVOLSER - Cache Control Unit Volser

  .DWM..E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

  .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  .DWM..E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  .DWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

  .DWM..E  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CVAODEV  - Other Device of Duplex Pair

  .DWM..E  CVAXTTP  - Extent Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CVAABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

  .DWM..E  CVAABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

  .DWM..E  CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

  .DWM..E  CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

  .DWM..E  CVAARCW  - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Wrts

  .DWM..E  CVAARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVAAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

  .DWM..E  CVABSVOL - Intvls Device Was Broken Spare Volume

  .DWM..E  CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

  .DWM..E  CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

  .DWM..E  CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count
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  .DWM..E  CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

  .DWM..E  CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

  .DWM..E  CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

  .DWM..E  CVADBDP  - Intvls with Defect Bat Destage Pending

  .DWM..E  CVADFNVS - Intvls with Data in Failed NVS

  .DWM..E  CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

  .DWM..E  CVADFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

  .DWM..E  CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

  .DWM..E  CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

  .DWM..E  CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

  .DWM..E  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

  .DWM..E  CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

  .DWM..E  CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

  .DWM..E  CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

  .DWM..E  CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

  .DWM..E  CVAFARC  - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

  .DWM..E  CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

  .DWM..E  CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

  .DWM..E  CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

  .DWM..E  CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

  .DWM..E  CVAGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

  .DWM..E  CVAGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

  .DWM..E  CVAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

  .DWM..E  CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

  .DWM..E  CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  .DWM..E  CVANPDFW - Intvls with no Pinned Data and DFW

  .DWM..E  CVANVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

  .DWM..E  CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

  .DWM..E  CVAPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

  .DWM..E  CVAPDFWA - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Active

  .DWM..E  CVAPDFWS - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Suspended

  .DWM..E  CVAPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

  .DWM..E  CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

  .DWM..E  CVAPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

  .DWM..E  CVAPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVAPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

  .DWM..E  CVAPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVARCDE  - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

  .DWM..E  CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

  .DWM..E  CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

  .DWM..E  CVARMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

  .DWM..E  CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

  .DWM..E  CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

  .DWM..E  CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

  .DWM..E  CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

  .DWM..E  CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

  .DWM..E  CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

  .DWM..E  CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  .DWM..E  CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair
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  .DWM..E  CVASVOL  - Intvls Device Was Spare Volume

  .DWM..E  CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O

  .DWM..E  CVATOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

  .DWM..E  CVATOTH  - Total Hits

  .DWM..E  CVATOTIO - Total I/O

  .DWM..E  CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

  .DWM..E  CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

  .DWM..E  CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

  .DWM..E  CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

  .DWM..E  CVATRKM  - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

  .DWM..E  CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

  .DWM..E  CVAXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

  .DWM..E  CVAZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CVAABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

  .DWM..E  CVAABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

  .DWM..E  CVAAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVAAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

  .DWM..E  CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

  .DWM..E  CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

  .DWM..E  CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

  .DWM..E  CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

  .DWM..E  CVAPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAPCCKD - Pct CKD Write Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

  .DWM..E  CVAPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

  .DWM..E  CVAPCTW  - Pct Hits Total Write

  .DWM..E  CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

  .DWM..E  CVAPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

  .DWM..E  CVAPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

  .DWM..E  CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate
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  .DWM..E  CVAPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

  .DWM..E  CVAPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

  .DWM..E  CVAPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

  .DWM..E  CVAPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

CVAABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

CVAABR contains the number of bytes transferred during all read I/O requests for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

             CVAABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

             CVAPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

Element Derivation:

CVAABR contains the value input from field R7451CT1 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CVAABR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVAABR contains the sum of all values of CVAABR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

CVAABRRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per read I/O request for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

             CVAABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAABRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAABRRT = CVAABR / SUM(CVARNR,CVARNRR,CVARSR)

where:

CVAABRCount of host adapter bytes read

CVARNRCount of normal read requests

CVARNRRCount of non-retentive read requests

CVARSRCount of sequential read requests

If the number of host adapter bytes read is less than zero or the sum of all read requests is zero, CVAABRRT is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes read is zero, CVAABRRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAABRRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAABRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

CVAABW contains the number of bytes transferred during all write I/O requests for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.
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This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

             CVAABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

             CVAPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

Element Derivation:

CVAABW contains the value input from field R7451CT2 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CVAABW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAABW contains the sum of all values of CVAABW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

CVAABWRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per write I/O request for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

             CVAABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAABWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAABWRT = CVAABW / SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWNRR,CVAWSR)

where:

CVAABW
Count of host adapter bytes written

CVAWNR
Count of normal write requests

CVAWNRR
Count of non-retentive write requests
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CVAWSR
Count of sequential write requests

If the number of host adapter bytes written is less than zero or the sum of all write requests is zero, CVAABWRT is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes written is zero, CVAABWRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAABWRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAABWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

CVAACDXF contains the count, over the RMF measurement interval, of unscheduled, asynchronous track transfers from
cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) to this DASD device to free space in cache or NVS. For a duplex pair, this is the
count of transfers to the secondary device from cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CVAACDXF contains the value input from field R745DCTD in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74
subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAACDXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAACDXF contains the sum of all values of CVAACDXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High values in CVAACDXF can be an indication of over-committed cache or NVS.

CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

CVAACTIO contains the count of all I/O requests for the device during intervals where caching was active for the device.
This element is not populated for intervals where caching was inactive, or pending deactivation for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests
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             CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

             CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

             CVATOTIO - Total I/O

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

If the device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAACTIO
is set to zero. If caching is active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAACTIO is set equal to
CVATOTIO (Total I/O). CVATOTIO is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTIO=SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVATOTWR
Count of Total Write Requests

CVATOTRR
Count of Total Read Requests

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

When caching is not active at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFIO (Total Cache Offline I/O) is set equal
to CVATOTIO.

Range of Value:

CVAACTIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAACTIO contains the sum of all values of CVAACTIO processed in the level of summarization.

CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

CVAACTTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was active for the device over the measurement period represented by
the MICS database record. CVAACTTM is always less than or equal to Cache Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             CVAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, CVAACTTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if the device was actively caching during the entire RMF
measurement interval. Otherwise CVAACTTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAACTTM contains the sum of all values of CVAACTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CVAACTTM represents the total time duration that the device had caching activated. It is used in the computation of per-
second rates for cache active related data elements. Caching Inactive Time (CVAIACTM) is used to determine per-second
I/O rates for caching inactive related data elements.

CVAARCW - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Writes

CVAARCW contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where adapter record caching was active for I/O write
requests to the device.

CVAARCW is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAFARC  - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

             CVARCDE  - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

             CVATRKM  - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

Element Derivation:

CVAARCW is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "01"B, CVAARCW is set
to one. Otherwise, CVAARCW is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAARCW is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAARCW's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAARCW is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVAARCW contains the sum of all values of CVAARCW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAARTM - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

CVAARTM contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all read I/O requests for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

             CVAAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

CVAARTM contains the value input from field R7451CT3 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CVAARTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAARTM contains the sum of all values of CVAARTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

CVAAVART contains the average response time, in seconds, of a read I/O request for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

             CVAARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAAVART is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAAVART = CVAARTM / SUM(CVARNR,CVARNRR,CVARSR)

where:

CVAARTM
Total host adapter read response time

CVARNR
Count of normal read requests

CVARNRR
Count of non-retentive read requests

CVARSR
Count of sequential read requests

If the total host adapter read response time is less than zero or the sum of all read requests is zero, CVAAVART is set to
missing. If the total host adapter read response time is zero, CVAAVART is set to zero.

Range of Value:
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CVAAVART is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAAVART contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

CVAAVAWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a write I/O request for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

             CVAAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAAVAWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAAVAWT = CVAAWTM / SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWNRR,CVAWSR)

where:

CVAAWTM
Total host adapter write response time

CVAWNR
Count of normal write requests

CVAWNRR
Count of non-retentive write requests

CVAWSR
Count of sequential write requests

If the total host adapter write response time is less than zero or the sum of all write requests is zero, CVAAVAWT is set to
missing. If the total host adapter write response time is zero, CVAAVAWT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAAVAWT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAAVAWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

CVAAVPRT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a physical storage read operation (data transfer from hard
disks to cache) for all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

             CVAPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

             CVAPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

CVAAVPRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAAVPRT = CVAPRTM / CVAPRO

where:

CVAPRTM
Total physical storage read response time

CVAPRO
Number of physical storage read operations

If the total physical storage read response time is less than zero or the number of physical storage read operations is
zero, CVAAVPRT is set to missing. If the total physical storage read response time is zero, CVAAVPRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAAVPRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAAVPRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

CVAAVPWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of a physical storage write operation (data transfer from
cache to hard disks) for all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

             CVAPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

             CVAPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

CVAAVPWT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAAVPWT = CVAPWTM / CVAPWO

where:

CVAPWTM
Total physical storage write response time

CVAPWO
Number of physical storage write operations

If the total physical storage write response time is less than zero or the number of physical storage write operations is
zero, CVAAVPWT is set to missing. If the total physical storage write response time is zero, CVAAVPWT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAAVPWT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAAVPWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAAWTM - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

CVAAWTM contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all write I/O requests for the logical volume over the RMF
measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

             CVAAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

CVAAWTM contains the value input from field R7451CT4 of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CVAAWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAAWTM contains the sum of all values of CVAAWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CVABCR - Bypass Cache Requests

CVABCR contains the count of read I/O requests for a device that explicitly bypassed cache, over the RMF measurement
interval. The data was read directly from DASD even if residing in the cache.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVABCR contains the value input from field R745DBCR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVABCR is set to zero and
any value in R745DBCR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Other I/O (CVAOFFO).

Range of Value:

CVABCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVABCR contains the sum of all values of CVABCR processed in the level of summarization.

CVABSVOL - Intvls Device Was Broken Spare Volume

CVABSVOL contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was a broken spare volume.

CVABSVOL is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVASVOL  - Intvls Device was Spare Volume

Element Derivation:

CVABSVOL is set according to the value of bits 4 and 5 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 4 and 5 are "11"B, CVABSVOL is set
to one. Otherwise, CVABSVOL is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVABSVOL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVABSVOL's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVABSVOL is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVABSVOL contains the sum of all values of CVABSVOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CVACACT - Intvls with Caching Activated

CVACACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CVACACT is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "00"B, CVACACT is set
to one. Otherwise, CVACACT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVACACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVACACT contains the sum of all values of CVACACT processed in the level of summarization.

CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

CVACDACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was deactivated for the device.

CVACDACT is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CVACDACT is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "11"B, CVACDACT is
set to one. Otherwise, CVACDACT is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACDACT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVACDACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACDACT is a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVACDACT contains the sum of all values of CVACDACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CVACFWB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

CVACFWB contains the count of Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests that could not be satisfied for a device because
cache was full, over the RMF measurement interval. Rather than destaging data from cache to DASD to make cache
space available, then satisfying the CFW I/O request, the CFW write occurs directly to DASD.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

CVACFWB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

             CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVACFWB contains the value input from field R745DFWR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation
pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVACFWB is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACFWB is set
to missing.

Range of Value:

CVACFWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher,
CVACFWB contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVACFWB contains the sum of all values of CVACFWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

High values in CVACFWB can indicate that cache storage is over-committed.

CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

CVACKDWH contains the count of Count-Key-Data (CKD) I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the
RMF measurement interval.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCKDWH - CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CVACKDWH contains the value input from field R745DKDH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVACKDWH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVACKDWH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVACKDWH contains the sum of all values of CVACKDWH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

CVACKDWR contains the count of Count-Key-Data (CKD) write I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement
interval.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Requests

             CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

Element Derivation:

CVACKDWR contains the value input from field R745DKDW in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVACKDWR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVACKDWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVACKDWR contains the sum of all values of CVACKDWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

CVADATAP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where pinned data existed for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

Prior to z/OS 2.4, CVADATAP is set according to the value of bit 1 of field R745DVS2 in the Cache Device Data Section of
the RMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 1 is one (1), CVADATAP is set
to one. Otherwise, CVADATAP is set to zero.

Beginning with z/OS 2.4, CVADATAP is populated based on the contents of field R745SFT in the Cache Control Unit
Status Data section, which indicates the format of data provided for the device.
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When bits 4-7 of field R745SFT contain "0000"B, meaning that 40 bytes of sense data was returned, CVADATAP is set
to a value of one (1) if bits 0-1 of field R745SDS2 in the Cache Control Unit Status Data section contain "01"B. Otherwise
CVADATAP is set to a value of zero (0).

When bits 4-7 of field R745SFT contain "0001"B or "0010"B, meaning that 44 or 96 bytes of sense data was returned,
CVADATAP is set to a value of one (1) if bits 6-7 of field R745SG2 in the Cache Control Unit Status Data section contain
"01"B. Otherwise CVADATAP is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADATAP's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADATAP contains the sum of all values of CVADATAP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a DASD failure prevents the destaging of data from cache to the DASD, the data is said to be "pinned" in cache.
The cache storage holding the pinned data is not available for normal caching purposes until the data is either written
(destaged) to DASD, or explicitly discarded.

CVADBDP - Intvls with Defect Bat Destage Pending

CVADBDP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where a defective battery in Non-Volatile Storage (NVS)
prevented the destaging of pinned data for the device.

CVADBDP is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CVADBDP is set according to the value of bit 3 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 1 is "1"B, CVADBDP is set to one. Otherwise,
CVADBDP is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADBDP is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADBDP's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADBDP contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVADBDP contains the sum of all values of CVADBDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a component failure prevents the destaging (writing) of data from cache to the DASD, the data is said to be
"pinned" in cache. The cache storage holding the pinned data is not available for normal caching purposes until the data is
either written to DASD, or explicitly discarded.

CVADFNVS - Intvls with Data in Failed NVS

CVADFNVS contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where a failed Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) contained
data for the device.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

CVADFNVS is set according to the value of bit 2 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type
74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 2 is "1"B, CVADFNVS is set to one.
Otherwise, CVADFNVS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADFNVS's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADFNVS contains the sum of all values of CVADFNVS processed in the level of summarization.

CVADFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

CVADFWB contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests that could not be satisfied for a device, over the
RMF measurement interval, because Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) was overutilized. A DFW bypass occurs when the I/O is
written directly to DASD.

This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

CVADFWB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVADFWB contains the value input from field R745DFWB in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVADFWB is set to zero. At
z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADFWB is set to missing.

Range of Value:

CVADFWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher,
CVADFWB contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVADFWB contains the sum of all values of CVADFWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DFW writes to both regular cache and Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) simultaneously. This provides the same data integrity
as writing directly to DASD, but at channel speed. High values in CVADFWB can indicate that NVS is over-committed.
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CVADFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

CVADFWIH contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval,
where use of cache was inhibited; for example, DFW is not allowed for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVADFWIH is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVADFWIH=SUM(CVATOTWR,(-CVATOTFW))

where:

CVATOTWR
Total write request count

CVATOTFW
Total fast write request count

If CVATOTFW is greater that CVATOTWR, then CVADFWIH is set to missing.

Range of Value:

CVADFWIH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADFWIH contains the sum of all values of CVADFWIH processed in the level of summarization.

CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

CVADFWNR contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CVADFWNR contains the value input from field R745DFWC in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVADFWNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADFWNR contains the sum of all values of CVADFWNR processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) is the name of a cache writing method were the write is made to both regular cache and Non-
Volatile Storage (NVS). This redundant write, where one copy is made to NVS, offers data integrity equivalent to writing
directly to DASD, but at channel speed.

Write normal is differentiated from write sequential in the method used to destage data from cache to DASD. With write
normal, a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is used to choose data tracks for destaging. With write sequential, tracks
just updated are chosen for destaging.

CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

CVADFWSR contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential I/O requests for a device over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CVAPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CVADFWSR contains the value input from field R745DFWS in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVADFWSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADFWSR contains the sum of all values of CVADFWSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) is the name of a cache writing method were the write is made to both regular cache and Non-
Volatile Storage (NVS). This redundant write, where one copy is made to NVS, offers data integrity equivalent to writing
directly to DASD, but at channel speed.

Write normal is differentiated from write sequential in the method used to destage data from cache to DASD. With write
normal, a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is used to choose data tracks for destaging. With write sequential, tracks
just updated are chosen for destaging.

CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

CVADPEND contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was pending deactivation for the device.

CVADPEND is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

Element Derivation:
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CVADPEND is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "10"B, CVADPEND is
set to one. Otherwise, CVADPEND is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPEND is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPEND's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPEND contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVADPEND contains the sum of all values of CVADPEND processed in the level of summarization.

CVADPXA - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

CVADPXA contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was a member of an available duplex
pair.

CVADPXA is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVADPXA is set only if the device is a member of a duplex pair. If either bit 4 or 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device
Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record is "1"B, the device is a member of
a duplex pair. If so, bits 6 and 7 of the same field are examined. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "00"B, CVADPXA is
set to one. Otherwise, CVADPXA is set to zero. If the device is not a member of a duplex pair, CVADPXA is set to missing.
At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPXA is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPXA's value is either missing, 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization its value is either
missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADPXA contains the sum of all values of CVADPXA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

CVADPXFD contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was the failed primary device of a
duplex pair.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVADPXFD is set only if the device is a member of a duplex pair. If either bit 4 or 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache
Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record is "1"B, the device
is a member of a duplex pair. If so, bits 6 and 7 of the same field are examined. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are
"10"B, CVADPXFD is set to one. Otherwise, CVADPXFD is set to zero. If the device is not a member of a duplex pair,
CVADPXFD is set to missing. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPXFD is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPXFD's value is either missing, 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization its value is either
missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADPXFD contains the sum of all values of CVADPXFD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

CVADPXP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was a member of a duplex pair pending
availability.

CVADPXP is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVADPXP is set only if the device is a member of a duplex pair. If either bit 4 or 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device
Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record is "1"B, the device is a member of
a duplex pair. If so, bits 6 and 7 of the same field are examined. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "01"B, CVADPXP is
set to one. Otherwise, CVADPXP is set to zero. If the device is not a member of a duplex pair, CVADPXP is set to missing.
At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPXP is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPXP's value is either missing, 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization its value is either
missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVADPXP contains the sum of all values of CVADPXP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

CVADPXFS contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was the failed secondary device of a
duplex pair.

CVADPXFS is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVADPXFS is set only if the device is a member of a duplex pair. If either bit 4 or 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache
Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record is "1"B, the device
is a member of a duplex pair. If so, bits 6 and 7 of the same field are examined. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are
"11"B, CVADPXFS is set to one. Otherwise, CVADPXFS is set to zero. If the device is not a member of a duplex pair,
CVADPXFS is set to missing. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPXFS is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPXFS's value is either missing, 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization its value is either
missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADPXFS contains the sum of all values of CVADPXFS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVADPXP - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

CVADPXP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was a member of a duplex pair pending
availability.

CVADPXP is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary
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             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVADPXP is set only if the device is a member of a duplex pair. If either bit 4 or 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device
Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record is "1"B, the device is a member of
a duplex pair. If so, bits 6 and 7 of the same field are examined. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "01"B, CVADPXP is
set to one. Otherwise, CVADPXP is set to zero. If the device is not a member of a duplex pair, CVADPXP is set to missing.
At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVADPXP is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVADPXP's value is either missing, 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization its value is either
missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVADPXP contains the sum of all values of CVADPXP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAFARC - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

CVAFARC contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where full adapter record caching was active for all I/O
requests to the device.

CVAFARC is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAARCW  - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Wrts

             CVARCDE  - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

             CVATRKM  - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

Element Derivation:

CVAFARC is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "00"B, CVAFARC is set
to one. Otherwise, CVAFARC is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFARC is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAFARC's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFARC contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVAFARC contains the sum of all values of CVAFARC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

CVAFWACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was allowed for the
device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

             CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

             CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

Element Derivation:

CVAFWACT is set according to the value of bits 2 and 3 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 2 and 2 are "00"B, CVAFWACT is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAFWACT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAFWACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAFWACT contains the sum of all values of CVAFWACT processed in the level of summarization.

CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

CVAFWDAC contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was deactivated for the
device.

CVAFWDAC is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

             CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

             CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

Element Derivation:

CVAFWDAC is set according to the value of bits 2 and 3 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 2 and 2 are "11"B, CVAFWDAC is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAFWDAC is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFWDAC is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAFWDAC's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFWDAC contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVAFWDAC contains the sum of all values of CVAFWDAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

CVAFWDPN contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was in pending
deactivation status for the device.

CVAFWDPN is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

             CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

             CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

Element Derivation:

CVAFWDPN is set according to the value of bits 2 and 3 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 2 and 2 are "10"B, CVAFWDPN is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAFWDPN is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVACFWB is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAFWDPN's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFWDPN contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVAFWDPN contains the sum of all values of CVAFWDPN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

CVAFWDPN contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was not used for the
device.

CVAFWNOT is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

             CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

             CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

Element Derivation:

CVAFWNOT is set according to the value of bits 2 and 3 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 2 and 2 are "01"B, CVAFWNOT is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAFWNOT is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFWNOT is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAFWNOT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAFWNOT contains a
missing value.
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Summarization Process:

CVAFWNOT contains the sum of all values of CVAFWNOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

CVAGMCSI contains the number of times a track was moved to the sidefile due to a global mirror collision. This element is
only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

This data element is valid for IBM System Storage DS8000 Series devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

Element Derivation:

CVAGMCSI contains the value input from field R7451GSF of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAGMCSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAGMCSI contains the sum of all values of CVAGMCSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Global mirror collisions occur when, during the sending of data in the secondary to create a consistency group, a new
host initiated data update is attempted before the modified track has been transmitted to the secondary volume. When a
collision occurs, the modified track is moved to the sidefile before allowing the new host write.

CVAGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

CVAGMCSY contains the number of times a modified track, belonging to the current consistency group, was sent to the
remote control unit before allowing a new host initiated write to the data. The modified track can come from the sidefile or
from cache.

This data element is valid for IBM System Storage DS8000 Series devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

CVAGMCSY contains the value input from field R7451GSS of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.
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Range of Value:

CVAGMCSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAGMCSY contains the sum of all values of CVAGMCSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Global mirror collisions occur when, during the sending of data in the secondary to create a consistency group, a new host
initiated data update is attempted before the modified track has been transmitted to the secondary volume.

CVAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

CVAIACTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was inactive or pending deactivation for the device over the
measurement period represented by the MICS database record. CVAIACTM is always less than or equal to Cache
Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAIACTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if caching was inactive, or pending deactivation for
device during the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise CVAIACTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAIACTM contains the sum of all values of CVAIACTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

CVAIACTM represents the total time duration that caching for the device was inactive, or pending deactivation. It is used
in the computation of per-second rates for caching inactive related data elements. Caching Active Time (CVAACTTM) is
used to determine per-second I/O rates for caching active related data elements.

CVAICLR - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVAICLR contains the count of read I/O requests for a device, over the RMF measurement interval, where the record was
not found in cache, and the subsystem was inhibited from loading the record to cache.

Read I/O requests with an inhibit "load-to-cache" attribute, where the requested record is found in cache, do not contribute
to this metric. When the requested data is already in cache, the I/O is counted as a read hit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests
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Element Derivation:

CVAICLR contains the value input from field R745DICL in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAICLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAICLR contains the sum of all values of CVAICLR processed in the level of summarization.

CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

CVANDCXF contains the count of tracks, over the RMF measurement interval, moved from this DASD device to cache to
satisfy normal (as contrasted with sequential) I/O requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CVANDCXF contains the value input from field R745DNTD in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVANDCXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVANDCXF contains the sum of all values of CVANDCXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache misses occur when the requested record is not found in cache. CVANDCXF is the number of tracks moved to
cache as a result of cache misses for read and write normal I/O requests.

CVANPDFW - Intvls with no Pinned Data and DFW

CVANPDFW contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was active and cache
contained no pinned data for the device.

CVANPDFW is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

             CVAPDFWA - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Active

             CVAPDFWS - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Suspended

Element Derivation:
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CVANPDFW is set according to the value of bits 6 and 7 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "00"B, CVANPDFW is
set to one. Otherwise, CVANPDFW is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVANPDFW is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVANPDFW's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVANPDFW contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVANPDFW contains the sum of all values of CVANPDFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a DASD failure prevents the destaging of data from cache to the DASD, the data is said to be "pinned" in cache.
The cache storage holding the pinned data is not available for normal caching purposes until the data is either destaged
(written) to DASD or explicitly discarded.

CVANVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

CVANVSSP contains the amount of non-volatile storage, expressed in megabytes, used for write caching operations to
this device, over the RMF measurement interval.

Non-volatile storage is used to maintain a second copy (the first one is in cache) of the data until it is physically written
to disk. This process ensures data integrity and availability if the cache copy is lost due to a power or cluster failure.
However, the normal access to the data is performed from the copy which is in cache.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUNVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

Element Derivation:

CVANVSSP contains the value input from field R7451NVS in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVANVSSP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVANVSSP contains the sum of all values of CVANVSSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAODEV - Other Device of Duplex Pair

CVAODEV contains the string address of the other device in the duplex pair. If this device is not a member of a duplex
pair, CVAODEV contains a missing value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

If the device is not part of a duplex pair, CVAODEV is set to missing. For duplex pairs, CVAODEV is extracted from the
Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. In case of a 3990
model 06, the CVAODEV is read from field R745DVS2. In case of a 3990 model 03, CVAODEV is built from the high-order
two bits of fields R745DVID and R745DSOD.

Range of Value:

CVAODEV either contains a missing value (.) or ranges from a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

CVAODEV contains the last value of CVAODEV processed in the level of summarization.

CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

CVAOFFIO contains the count of all I/O requests for the device during intervals where caching was inactive or pending
deactivation for the device. This element is not populated for intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

             CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

             CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

             CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAOFFIO is set equal to Total I/O (CVATOTIO) when caching was not active for the device at the end of the RMF
measurement interval. CVATOTIO is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTIO=SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVATOTWR
Total Write I/O Request Count

CVATOTRR
Total Read I/O Request Count

CVAICLR
Inhibit Cache Load I/O Request Count

CVABCR
Bypass Cache I/O Request Count

If caching was active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFIO is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

CVAOFFIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAOFFIO contains the sum of all values of CVAOFFIO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Total I/O (CVATOTIO) always contains the total I/O count, regardless of the device status. When caching is inactive at the
end of the RMF measurement interval, the total I/O count is stored in data element CVAOFFIO. When caching was active
at the end of the RMF measurement interval, Total I/O Cache Active, (CVAACTIO), is set equal to the total I/O count, and
CVAOFFIO is set to zero.

CVAOFFO - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

CVAOFFO contains the count of all non-cache directed I/O requests for a device with caching inactive, or pending
deactivation at the end of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

             CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

If caching is active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFO is set to zero. If the device
has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFO is computed
according to the following algorithm:

CVAOFFO=SUM(CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

Range of Value:

CVAOFFO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAOFFO contains the sum of all values of CVAOFFO processed in the level of summarization.

CVAOFFR - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

CVAOFFR contains the count of all read I/O requests for a device with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the end
of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CVAOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

             CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

Element Derivation:

If caching is active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFR is set to zero. If the device
has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFR is set equal
to CVATOTRR (Total Read Requests), and CVATOTRR is then set to zero. CVATOTRR is computed according to the
following algorithm:

CVATOTRR=SUM(CVARNR,CVARSR,CVARNRR)

where:

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CVAOFFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAOFFR contains the sum of all values of CVAOFFR processed in the level of summarization.

CVAOFFW - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

CVAOFFW contains the count of all write I/O requests for a device with caching inactive, or pending deactivation at the
end of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CVAOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

If caching is active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFW is set to zero. If the device
has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVAOFFW is set equal
to CVATOTWR (Total Write Requests), and CVATOTWR is then set to zero. CVATOTWR is computed according to the
following algorithm:

CVATOTWR=SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVAWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests
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CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

Range of Value:

CVAOFFW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAOFFW contains the sum of all values of CVAOFFW processed in the level of summarization.

CVAPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

CVAPBR contains the number of bytes transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for all the extents
composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

             CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

             CVAPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

Element Derivation:

CVAPBR contains the value input from field R7452PBR of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CVAPBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPBR contains the sum of all values of CVAPBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

CVAPBRRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per physical storage read operation (data transfer from
hard disks to cache) for all the extents composing the logical volume over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

             CVAPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read
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             CVAPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

Element Derivation:

CVAPBRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPBRRT = CVAPBR / CVAPRO

where:

CVAPBR
Count of physical storage bytes read

CVAPRO
Number of physical storage read operations

If the number of physical storage bytes read is less than zero or the number of physical storage read operations is zero,
CVAPBRRT is set to missing. If the number of physical storage bytes read is zero, CVAPBRRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPBRRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPBRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

CVAPBW contains the number of bytes transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for all the extents
composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

             CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

             CVAPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

Element Derivation:

CVAPBW contains the value input from field R7452PBW of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

CVAPBW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPBW contains the sum of all values of CVAPBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

CVAPBWRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per physical storage write operation (data transfer from
cache to hard disks) for all the extents composing the logical volume over the RMF measurement interval.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

             CVAPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

             CVAPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

Element Derivation:

CVAPBWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPBWRT = CVAPBW / CVAPWO

where:

CVAPBW
Count of physical storage bytes written

CVAPWO
Number of physical storage write operations

If the number of physical storage bytes written is less than zero or the number of physical storage write operations is zero,
CVAPBWRT is set to missing. If the number of physical storage bytes written is zero, CVAPBWRT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPBWRT is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPBWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

CVAPCCIO contains the percentage of all cache eligible I/O (read and write) requests for the device that were satisfied
in cache over the RMF measurement interval. Total hits include the sum of read/write normal, read/write sequential, and
read/write non-retentive hits. Total I/O requests include the sum of the same types of read and write requests. I/O requests
that explicitly bypass cache, such as bypass cache requests, are not counted in CVAPCCIO.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O
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             CVAPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

             CVATOTH  - Total Hits

             CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O

Element Derivation:

CVAPCCIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCCIO = 100 * (CVATOTH/CVATOCIO)

where:

CVATOTH
Total count of cache hits

CVATOCIO
Total count of I/O requests eligible to access cache

If the number of I/O requests is zero, CVAPCCIO is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between devices that
experienced I/O requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCCIO) and devices that experienced no I/O
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCCIO is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCCIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCCIO contains the cache hit percentage of all device I/O eligible to utilize cache over intervals where caching
was active for the device. CVAPCTIO (Pct Hits Total I/O), contains the cache hit percentage for all device I/O, even I/O
requests that explicitly avoid the cache, such as Bypass Cache I/O requests. CVAPCTIO also includes I/O requests from
intervals where the caching was inactive, or pending deactivation for the device.

CVAPCCKD - Pct CKD Write Hits

CVAPCCKD contains the percentage of Count Key-Data (CKD) write I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in
cache over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCCKD - Pct CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

             CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCCKD is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CVAPCCKD = 100 * (CVACKDWR/CVACKDWR

where:

CVACKDWR
Count of CKD Write Hits

CVACKDWR
Count of CKD Write Requests

If the number of CKD Write Requests is zero, CVAPCCKD is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between devices
that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCCKD) and devices that experienced no
requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCCKD is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCCKD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

Count-Key-Data (CKD) refers to a DASD data recording format where the contents of the record contain both data and
self defining fields.

CVAPCRN - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

CVAPCRN contains the percentage of read normal I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCRN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCRN = 100 * (CVARNH/CVARNR)

where:

CVARNH
Count of Read Normal Hits

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests
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If the number of Read Normal Requests is zero, CVAPCRN is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCRN) and devices that experienced no
requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCRN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CVAPCRNR contains the percentage of read non-retentive I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over
the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCRNR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCRNR = 100 * (CVARNRH/CVARNRR)

where:

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

If the number of Read Non-Retentive Requests is zero, CVAPCRNR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate
between devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCRNR) and devices that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCRNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCRNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCRS - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

CVAPCRS contains the percentage of read sequential I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCRS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCRS = 100 * (CVARSH/CVARSR)

where:

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

If the number of Read Sequential Requests is zero, CVAPCRS is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCRS) and devices that experienced no
requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCRS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

CVAPCTIO contains the percentage of all I/O (read and write) requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over
the RMF measurement interval. Total hits include the sum of read/write normal, read/write sequential, and read/write non-
retentive hits. Total I/O requests include the sum of the same types of read and write requests and additionally include
Inhibit Cache Load requests (CVAICLR) and Bypass Cache Requests (CVABCR).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

             CVAPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

             CVATOTH  - Total Hits

             CVATOTIO - Total I/O

Element Derivation:

CVAPCTIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCTIO = 100 * (CVATOTH/CVATOTIO)

where:

CVATOTH
Total count of cache hits

CVATOTIO
Total count of I/O requests

If the number of I/O requests is zero, CVAPCTIO is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between devices that
experienced I/O requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCTIO) and devices that experienced no I/O
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCTIO is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCTIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCTIO contains the cache hit percentage of all device I/O, even I/O requests that explicitly avoided the cache, such
as Bypass Cache I/O requests. At summarized time-spans, CVAPCTIO also includes I/O requests from intervals where
caching was inactive, or pending deactivation for the device. CVAPCCIO (Pct Hits Cache I/O) contains the cache hit
percentage only for cache eligible I/O requests, and intervals where caching was active for the device.

CVAPCTR - Pct Hits Total Read

CVAPCTR contains the percentage of all read I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the RMF
measurement interval. The sum of read normal, read sequential, and read non-retentive requests and hits are used in the
computation of CVAPCTR.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

Element Derivation:
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CVAPCTR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCTR = 100 * (CVATOTRH/CVATOTRR)

where:

CVATOTRH
Total count of read hits

CVATOTRR
Total count of read requests

If the number of read requests is zero, CVAPCTR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between devices that
experienced read requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCTR) and devices that experienced no read
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCTR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCTW - Pct Hits Total Write

CVAPCTW contains the percentage of all write I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the RMF
measurement interval. The sum of write normal, write sequential, and write non-retentive requests and hits are used in the
computation of CVAPCTW.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Write

             CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCTW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCTW = 100 * (CVATOTWH/CVATOTWR)

where:

CVATOTWH
Total count of write hits

CVATOTWR
Total count of write requests
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If the number of write requests is zero, CVAPCTW is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between devices that
experienced write requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCTW) and devices that experienced no write
requests.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCTW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCWN - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

CVAPCWN contains the percentage of write normal I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCWN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCWN= 100 * (CVAWNH/CVAWNR)

where:

CVAWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CVAWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests

If the number of Write Normal Requests is zero, CVAPCWN is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCWN) and devices that experienced
no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCWN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCWN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CVAPCWNR contains the percentage of write non-retentive I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over
the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCWNR is computed using the following algorithm:

     CVAPCWNR = 100 * (CVAWNRH/CVAWNRR)

where:

CVAWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

If the number of Write Non-Retentive Requests is zero, CVAPCWNR is set to missing. This is done to differentiate
between devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCWNR) and devices that
experienced no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCWNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCWNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPCWS - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

CVAPCWS contains the percentage of write sequential I/O requests for the device that were satisfied in cache over the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPCWS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPCWS = 100 * (CVAWSH/CVAWSR)

where:

CVAWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CVAWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

If the number of Write Sequential Requests is zero, CVAPCWS is set to missing. This is done to differentiate between
devices that experienced requests but no hits (resulting in a value of zero for CVAPCWS) and devices that experienced
no requests of this type.

Range of Value:

The value of CVAPCWS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

CVAPCWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The goal in cache subsystem management is for the percentage of I/O requests satisfied in cache to approach 100
percent. I/O requests satisfied in cache complete at channel speeds, while cache misses take much longer to complete
due to the mechanical delays associated with device data transfer.

CVAPDFWA - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Active

CVAPDFWA contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was active, and either
cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) held pinned data for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

             CVANPDFW - Intvls with no Pinned Data, and DFW

             CVAPDFWS - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Suspended

Element Derivation:

CVAPDFWA is set according to the value of bits 6 and 7 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "11"B, CVAPDFWA is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAPDFWA is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAPDFWA's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVAPDFWA contains the sum of all values of CVAPDFWA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a DASD failure prevents the destaging of data from cache to the DASD, the data is said to be "pinned" in cache.
The cache storage holding the pinned data is not available for normal caching purposes until the data is either written
(destaged) to DASD or explicitly discarded.

CVAPDFWS - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Suspended

CVAPDFWS contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where DASD Fast Write (DFW) was suspended and
either cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) held pinned data for the device.

CVAPDFWS is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

             CVANPDFW - Intvls with no Pinned Data, and DFW

             CVAPDFWA - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Active

Element Derivation:

CVAPDFWS is set according to the value of bits 6 and 7 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 6 and 7 are "01"B, CVAPDFWS is
set to one. Otherwise, CVAPDFWS is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPDFWS is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAPDFWS's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPDFWS contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVAPDFWS contains the sum of all values of CVAPDFWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a DASD failure prevents the destaging of data from cache to the DASD, the data is said to be "pinned" in cache.
The cache storage holding the pinned data is not available for normal caching purposes until the data is either written
(destaged) to DASD or explicitly discarded.

CVAPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

CVAPPRXF contains the number of tracks transferred from this device to a secondary (or remote) volume during Peer-to-
Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) updates over the RMF measurement interval.

The aim of PPRC is to help in disaster recovery by providing mirroring and remote copy solutions. It is set up on a logical
unit or volume basis. Two or more ESSs are connected by links. Updates to a primary (or local) PPRC volume go first into
cache and non-volatile storage in the primary control unit. They are then sent over the link to the secondary (or remote)
control unit. Once they are written to cache and non-volatile storage, the secondary control unit acknowledges the receipt
of the data to the primary control unit which will signal the completion of the I/O to the application.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

             CVAPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CVAPPRXF contains the value input from field R7451TSP in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAPPRXF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPPRXF contains the sum of all values of CVAPPRXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Several elements can affect your ESS performance in a PPRC environment. Some deal with workload (data block size,
transfer size), while others are in the area of configuration (distance, number of PPRC links, subsystem size). In addition,
the performance achieved is largely dependent on the amount of write activity on the primary control unit.

Keeping in mind that the main objective is to protect critical workloads with a minimum impact on applications response
times, it is important to remember that making a synchronous copy of each update adds a response time element to each
write I/O and that the processing of PPRC writes is an additional workload for the control unit.

CVAPRIM - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

CVAPRIM contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where this device was the primary of a duplex pair.

CVAPRIM is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVAPRIM is set according to the value of bit 4 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 4 is "1"B, CVAPRIM is set to one. Otherwise,
CVAPRIM is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPRIM is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVAPRIM's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPRIM contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVAPRIM contains the sum of all values of CVAPRIM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

CVAPRO - Physical Storage - Read Operations

CVAPRO contains the number of operations where data was transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for all
the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

             CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

             CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

Element Derivation:

CVAPRO contains the value input from field R7452PRO of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAPRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPRO contains the sum of all values of CVAPRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAPRTM - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

CVAPRTM contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all physical storage read operations (data transfer from hard disks to
cache) for all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

             CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

Element Derivation:

CVAPRTM contains the value input from field R7452PRT of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CVAPRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPRTM contains the sum of all values of CVAPRTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

CVAPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

CVAPSABR contains the average number of bytes per second transferred for all read I/O requests for the logical volume
over the RMF measurement interval. This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware
limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

CVAPSABR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSABR = CVAABR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAABR
Count of host adapter bytes read

CVAACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of host adapter bytes read is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSABR is set to missing.
If the number of host adapter bytes read is zero, CVAPSABR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSABR is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSABR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CVAACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

CVAPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

CVAPSABW contains the average number of bytes per second transferred for all write I/O requests for the logical volume
over the RMF measurement interval.

This element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers, due to hardware limitations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

CVAPSABW is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSABW = CVAABW / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAABW
Count of host adapter bytes written

CVAACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of host adapter bytes written is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSABW is set to
missing. If the number of host adapter bytes written is zero, CVAPSABW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSABW is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSABW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CVAACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

CVAPSACD contains the count of unscheduled, asynchronous track transfers from cache or Non-Volatile Storage (NVS)
to this DASD device per second, during intervals where caching was active for the device. The purpose of the transfers is
to free space in cache or NVS. For duplex pairs, this is the count of transfers to the secondary device from cache.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CVAPSACD is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSACD = CVAACDXF / CVAACTTM
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where:

CVAACDXF
Count of Async Cache to DASD XFRs

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of async cache to DASD XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSACD is set to
missing. If the number of async cache to DASD XFRs is zero, CVAPSACD is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSACD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

CVAPSACT contains the count of total I/O requests directed to the device per second, during intervals where caching was
active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

             CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

Element Derivation:

CVAPSACT is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSACT = CVAACTIO / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAACTIO
Count of Total Cache Active I/O
CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of cache active I/O is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSACT is set to missing. If the
count of cache active I/O is zero, CVAPSACT is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSACT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
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Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSBC - Total Bypass Cache Rate

CVAPSBC contains the count of read I/O requests per second directed to this device that explicitly bypassed cache during
intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSBC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSBC = CVABCR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of bypass cache requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSBC is set to missing. If
the number of bypass cache requests is zero, CVAPSBC is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSBC is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSBC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

CVAPSCFB contains the count of Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests per second directed to this device, during
intervals where caching was active for the device, that could not be satisfied for the device because cache was full. Rather
than destaging data from cache to DASD to make cache space available, then satisfying the CFW I/O request, the CFW
write occurs directly to DASD.

CVAPSCFB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVAPSCFB is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSCFB = CVACFWB / CVAACTTM

where:

CVACFWB
CFW Bypass Count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the Cache Fast Write (CFW) bypass count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSCFB is set to
missing. If the CFW bypass count is zero, CVAPSCFB is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPSCFB is set to missing

Range of Value:

CVAPSCFB is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSCFB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

CVAPSDFI contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibited I/O requests per second, directed to this device,
during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVADFWIH - DASD Fast Write (CFW) Inhibit Count

Element Derivation:

CVAPSDFI is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSDFI = CVADFWIH / CVAACTTM
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where:

CVADFWIH
DFW Inhibit Count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the DASD Fast Write (DFW) inhibit count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSDFI is set to
missing. If the DFW inhibit count is zero, CVAPSDFI is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSDFI is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSDFI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

CVAPSDFN contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal (as contrasted with sequential) I/O requests per
second, directed to this device, during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSDFN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSDFN = CVADFWNR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVADFWNR
DFW Normal Request Count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSDFN
is set to missing. If the DFW normal request count is zero, CVAPSDFN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSDFN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CVAPSDFN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

CVAPSDFS contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential (as contrasted with normal) I/O requests per
second, directed to this device, during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSDFS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSDFS = CVADFWSR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVADFWSR
DFW Sequential Request Count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero,
CVAPSDFS is set to missing. If the DFW sequential request count is zero, CVAPSDFS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSDFS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSDFS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.
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CVAPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

CVAPSFWB contains the count of DASD Fast Write (DFW) I/O requests per second directed to this device, during
intervals where caching was active for the device, that could not be satisfied in cache for the device because Non-Volatile
Storage (NVS) was overutilized. Instead, the I/O is written directly to DASD.

CVAPSFWB is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

Element Derivation:

CVAPSFWB is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSFWB = CVADFWB / CVAACTTM

where:

CVADFWB
DFW Bypass Count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the DASD Fast Write (DFW) bypass count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSFWB is set
to missing. If the DFW bypass count is zero, CVAPSFWB is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVAPSFWB is set to
missing.

Range of Value:

CVAPSFWB is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSFWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

CVAPSICL contains the count of read I/O requests per second directed to this device where the record was not found in
cache and the subsystem was inhibited from loading the record to cache, for intervals where caching was active for the
device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSICL is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSICL = CVAICLR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAICLR
Inhibit Cache Load Requests count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of inhibit cache load requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSICL is set to
missing. If the number of inhibit cache load requests is zero, CVAPSICL is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSICL is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSICL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

CVAPSNDC contains the count of tracks moved from this DASD device to cache per second, to satisfy normal (as
contrasted with sequential) I/O requests during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CVAPSNDC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSNDC = CVANDCXF / CVAACTTM
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where:

CVANDCXF
Count of Normal DASD to Cache XFRs

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of normal DASD to cache XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSNDC is set to
missing. If the number of normal DASD to cache XFRs is zero, CVAPSNDC is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSNDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

CVAPSOFF contains the count of total I/O requests directed to the device per second, during intervals where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

             CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CVAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

Element Derivation:

CVAPSOFF is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSOFF = CVAOFFIO / CVAIACTM

where:

CVAOFFIO
Count of Total Cache Offline I/O

CVAIACTM
Caching Inactive Time

If the count of cache offline I/O is less than zero, or the caching inactive time is zero, CVAPSOFF is set to missing. If the
count of cache offline I/O is zero, CVAPSOFF is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSOFF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Caching Inactive Time, (CVAIACTM), is used to compute per second I/O rates for subsystem device activity during
intervals where caching was inactive or pending deactivation. Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR),
represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

CVAPSPBR contains the average number of bytes per second transferred from physical storage (hard disks) to cache for
all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

CVAPSPBR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSPBR = CVAPBR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAPBR
Count of physical storage bytes read

CVAACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of physical storage bytes read is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSPBR is set to
missing. If the number of physical storage bytes read is zero, CVAPSPBR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSPBR is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSPBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CVAACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

CVAPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

CVAPSPBW contains the average number of bytes per second transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for
all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

CVAPSPBW is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSPBW = CVAPBW / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAPBW
Count of physical storage bytes written

CVAACTTM
Caching active time

If the number of physical storage bytes written is less than zero or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSPBW is set to
missing. If the number of physical storage bytes written is zero, CVAPSPBW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSPBW is either missing or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSPBW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time (CVAACTTM) is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration (CACHEDUR) represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

CVAPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

CVAPSPPR contains the number of tracks transferred from this device to a secondary (remote) Peer-to-Peer Remote
Copy volume per second, during intervals where caching was active for this device.

The aim of PPRC is to help in disaster recovery by providing mirroring and remote copy solutions. It is set up on a logical
unit or volume basis. Two or more ESSs are connected by links. Updates to a primary (or local) PPRC volume go first into
cache and non-volatile storage in the primary control unit. They are then sent over the link to the secondary (or remote)
control unit. Once they are written to cache and non-volatile storage, the secondary control unit acknowledges the receipt
of the data to the primary control unit which will signal the completion of the I/O to the application.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)
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Element Derivation:

CVAPSPPR is computed using the following algorithm:

CVAPSPPR = CVAPPRXF / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAPPRXF
Count of Secondary PPRC Volume XFR

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of secondary PPRC volume XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSPPR is set to
missing. If the number of secondary PPRC volume XFRs is zero, CVAPSPPR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSPPR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSPPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

CVAPSRMR contains the count of record mode read I/O requests per second for a device during intervals where caching
was active for this device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVARMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRMR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSRMR = CVARMRR / CVAACTTM   

where:

CVARMRRCount of Record Mode Read Requests

CVAACTTMCaching Active Time

If the number of record mode read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRMR is set to
missing. If the number of record mode read requests is zero, CVAPSRMR is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

CVAPSRMR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRN - Read Normal Request Rate

CVAPSRN contains the count of read normal I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where
caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRN is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSRN = CVARNR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRN is set to missing. If
the number of read normal requests is zero, CVAPSRN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSRN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
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Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

CVAPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

CVAPSRNH contains the count of read normal I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this device
during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRNH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSRNH = CVARNH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARNH
Count of Read Normal Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read normal cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRNH is set to missing.
If the number of read normal cache hits is zero, CVAPSRNH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSRNH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRNH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

CVAPSRNR contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals
where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRNR is computed using the following algorithm:

     CVAPSRNR = CVARNRR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read non-retentive requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRNR is set to
missing. If the number of read non-retentive requests is zero, CVAPSRNR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSRNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRS - Read Sequential Request Rate

CVAPSRS contains the count of read sequential I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where
caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRS is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CVAPSRS = CVARSR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRS is set to missing.
If the number of read sequential requests is zero, CVAPSRS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSRS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

CVAPSRSH contains the count of read sequential I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this
device during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRSH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSRSH = CVARSH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read sequential cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRSH is set to
missing. If the number of read sequential cache hits is zero, CVAPSRSH is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

CVAPSRSH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

CVAPSRTH contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this
device during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSRTH is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSRTH = CVARNRH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read non-retentive cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSRTH is set to
missing. If the number of read non-retentive cache hits is zero, CVAPSRTH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSRTH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSRTH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
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Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

CVAPSSDC contains the count of tracks moved from this DASD device to cache per second, to satisfy sequential (as
contrasted with normal) I/O requests during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: CCUPSSDC - Sequential DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

            CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

            CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

            CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

            CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

Element Derivation:

CVAPSSDC is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSSDC = CVASDCXF / CVAACTTM

where:

CVASDCXF
Count of Seq DASD to Cache XFRs

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of sequential DASD to cache XFRs is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSSDC is set
to missing. If the number of sequential DASD to cache XFRs is zero, CVAPSSDC is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSSDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

CVAPSTFW contains the count of Fast Write I/O requests per second directed to this device, during intervals where
caching was active for the device. This includes both DASD Fast Write (DFW) and Cache Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time
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             CVATOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTFW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTFW = CVATOTFW / CVAACTTM

where:

CVATOTFW
Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the fast write request count is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSTFW is set to missing. If the fast
write request count is zero, CVAPSTFW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSTFW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTFW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

CVAPSTIO contains the total I/O requests count directed to this device, per second, over all intervals represented by the
MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CCUPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

             CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

             CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

             CVATOTIO - Total I/O

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTIO is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTIO = CVATOTIO / CACHEDUR

where:

CVATOTIO
Total I/O Count
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CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

If the total I/O count is less than zero, or the cache gatherer interval duration is zero, CVAPSTIO is set to missing. If the
total I/O count, CVAPSTIO is set to zero.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache Gatherer Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where
caching was inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSTR - Total Read Request Rate

CVAPSTR contains the count of all read I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where caching
was active for the device. Read normal, read sequential, and read non-retentive I/O requests are all included in the
computation of CVAPSTR.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTR is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTR = CVATOTRR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVATOTRR
Total Read Request count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSTR is set to missing. If the
number of read requests is zero, CVAPSTR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSTR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

CVAPSTRH contains the count of all read I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this device
during intervals where caching was active for the device. Read normal, read sequential, and read non-retentive I/O hits
are all included in the computation of CVAPSTRH.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTRH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTRH = CVATOTRH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVATOTRH
Total Read Hits count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSTRH is set to missing. If the number
of read hits is zero, CVAPSTRH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSTRH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTRH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.
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CVAPSTW - Total Write Request Rate

CVAPSTW contains the count of all write I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where caching
was active for the device. Write normal, write sequential, and write non-retentive I/O requests are all included in the
computation of CVAPSTW.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTW is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTW = CVATOTWR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVATOTWR
Total Write Request count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSTW is set to missing. If the
number of write requests is zero, CVAPSTW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSTW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

CVAPSTWH contains the count of all write I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this device
during intervals where caching was active for the device. Write normal, write sequential, and write non-retentive I/O hits
are all included in the computation of CVAPSTWH.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

Element Derivation:

CVAPSTWH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSTWH = CVATOTWH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVATOTWH
Total Write Hits count

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSTWH is set to missing. If the number
of write hits is zero, CVAPSTWH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSTWH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSTWH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWN - Write Normal Request Rate

CVAPSWN contains the count of write normal I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where
caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWN is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CVAPSWN = CVAWNR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWNR
Write Normal Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write normal requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWN is set to missing. If
the number of write normal requests is zero, CVAPSWN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSWN is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

CVAPSWNH contains the count of write normal I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this device
during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWNH is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSWNH = CVAWNH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWNH
Write Normal Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write normal cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWNH is set to
missing. If the number of write normal cache hits is zero, CVAPSWNH is set to zero.
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Range of Value:

CVAPSWNH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWNH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

CVAPSWNR contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals
where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWNR is computed using the following algorithm:

    CVAPSWNR = CVAWNRR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWNRR
Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write non-retentive requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWNR is set to
missing. If the number of write non-retentive requests is zero, CVAPSWNR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSWNR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWNR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
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Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWS - Write Sequential Request Rate

CVAPSWS contains the count of write sequential I/O requests per second directed to this device during intervals where
caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWS is computed using the following algorithm:

      CVAPSWS = CVAWSR / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWSR
Write Sequential Requests

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write sequential requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWS is set to
missing. If the number of write sequential requests is zero, CVAPSWS is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSWS is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

CVAPSWSH contains the count of write sequential I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this
device during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWSH is computed using the following algorithm:

     CVAPSWSH = CVAWSH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWSH
Write Sequential Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write sequential cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWSH is set to
missing. If the number of write sequential cache hits is zero, CVAPSWSH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSWSH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

CVAPSWTH contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests per second that resulted in cache hits, directed to this
device during intervals where caching was active for the device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSWTH is computed using the following algorithm:
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      CVAPSWTH = CVAWNRH / CVAACTTM

where:

CVAWNRH
Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write non-retentive cache hits is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSWTH is set to
missing. If the number of write non-retentive cache hits is zero, CVAPSWTH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSWTH is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSWTH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

CVAPSXCW contains the number of Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or Concurrent Copy (CC) contaminated writes per
second for a device during intervals where caching was active for this device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

Element Derivation:

CVAPSXCW is computed using the following algorithm:

CVAPSXCW = CVAXCWR / CVAACTTM   

where:

CVAXCWR
Count of XRC/CC Contaminated Writes

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of contaminated writes is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSXCW is set to missing. If
the number of contaminated writes is zero, CVAPSXCW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSXCW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVAPSXCW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Contaminated writes are write operations taking place after freezing a database, when, for disaster recovery purpose, a
decision is made to copy a database to a secondary site, using XRC. In case of disaster on the primary site, those writes
are lost, they are not copied to the secondary site.

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

CVAPSXSR contains the number of read requests per second to the cache side file during Extended Remote Copy (XRC)
or Concurrent Copy functions for a device during intervals where caching was active for this device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSXSR is computed using the following algorithm:

  CVAPSXSR = CVAXSRR / CVAACTTM 

where:

CVAXSRR
Count of XRC/CC Sidefile Read Reqs

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of sidefile read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, CVAPSXSR is set to missing. If
the number of sidefile read requests is zero, CVAPSXSR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAPSXSR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSXSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.
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CVAPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

CVAPSZHR contains the count of zHPF read I/O requests per second for a device during intervals where caching was
active for this device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSZHR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CVAACTTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CVAZHR GT 0) CVAPSZHR=CVAZHR/CVAACTTM ;

    WHEN (CVAZHR EQ 0) CVAPSZHR=0 ;

    OTHERWISE          CVAPSZHR=.;

    END; ELSE CVAPSZHR=.;

Range of Value:

CVAPSZHR is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSZHR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including the time when caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

CVAPSZHW contains the count of zHPF write I/O requests per second for a device during intervals where caching was
active for this device.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

             CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             CVAZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAPSZHW is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF CVAACTTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (CVAZHW GT 0) CVAPSZHW=CVAZHW/CVAACTTM ;
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    WHEN (CVAZHW EQ 0) CVAPSZHW=0 ;

    OTHERWISE          CVAPSZHW=.;

    END; ELSE CVAPSZHW=.; 

Range of Value:

CVAPSZHW is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPSZHW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (CVAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem device activity. The
metrics associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer
Interval Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including the time when caching was
inactive or pending deactivation.

CVAPWO - Physical Storage - Write Operations

CVAPWO contains the number of operations where data was transferred from cache to physical storage (hard disks) for
all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

             CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

             CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

Element Derivation:

CVAPWO contains the value input from field R7452PWO of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAPWO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPWO contains the sum of all values of CVAPWO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAPWTM - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

CVAPWTM contains the elapsed time, in seconds, of all physical storage write operations (data transfer from cache to
hard disks) for all the extents composing the logical volume.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

             CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

Element Derivation:

CVAPWTM contains the value input from field R7452PWT of the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

CVAPWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAPWTM contains the sum of all values of CVAPWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVARCDE - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

CVARCDE contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where adapter record caching was active for default
extents on the device.

CVARCDE is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAARCW  - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Wrts

             CVAFARC  - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

             CVATRKM  - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

Element Derivation:

CVARCDE is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "10"B, CVARCDE is set
to one. Otherwise, CVARCDE is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVARCDE is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVARCDE's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVARCDE contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVARCDE contains the sum of all values of CVARCDE processed in the level of summarization.

CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

CVARCDWP contains the count of record caching write I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval,
where the record was not found in cache and access to DASD was required.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  CCURCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

             CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

Element Derivation:

CVARCDWP contains the value input from field R745DCWP in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVARCDWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARCDWP contains the sum of all values of CVARCDWP processed in the level of summarization.

CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

CVARCRMS contains the count of record caching read I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval,
where the record was not found in cache and access to DASD was required.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

             CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

Element Derivation:

CVARCRMS contains the value input from field R745DCRM in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVARCRMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARCRMS contains the sum of all values of CVARCRMS processed in the level of summarization.

CVARMRR - Record Mode Read Requests

CVARMRR contains the count of record mode read I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

             CVAPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:

CVARMRR contains the value input from field R7451RMR in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVARMRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

CVARMRR contains the sum of all values of CVARMRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A record mode read occurs when the ESS stages, for data that does not have the locality of reference, only the requested
records instead of staging the rest of the data in the same track. This process saves cache resource by avoiding the
retrieval of unneeded data.

CVARNH - Read Normal Hits

CVARNH contains the count of read normal I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CVAPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVARNH contains the value input from field R745DCRH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, Subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARNH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVARNH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARNH contains the sum of all values of CVARNH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CVARNR - Read Normal Requests

CVARNR contains the count of read normal I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This element is
only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

             CVAPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

             CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

Element Derivation:
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CVARNR contains the value input from field R745DRCR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARNR is set to zero. Any value in R745DRCR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR).

Range of Value:

CVARNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARNR contains the sum of all values of CVARNR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential", additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CVARNRH - Read Non-Retentive Hits

CVARNRH contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVARNRH contains the value input from field R745DNRH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARNRH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVARNRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARNRH contains the sum of all values of CVARNRH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Read Non-Retentive refers to read I/O requests that only search the volatile cache storage for data.

CVARNRR - Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVARNRR contains the count of read non-retentive I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURNRR   Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPCRNR  Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSRNR  Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVARNRH   Read Non-Retentive Hits

Element Derivation:

CVARNRR contains the value input from field R745DRNR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARNRR is set to zero. Any value in R745DRNR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR).

Range of Value:

CVARNRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARNRR contains the sum of all values of CVARNRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Read Non-Retentive refers to read I/O requests that only search the volatile cache storage for data.

CVARSH - Read Sequential Hits

CVARSH contains the count of read sequential I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAPSRN  - Read Sequential Request Rate

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVARSH contains the value input from field R745DRSH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARSH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVARSH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARSH contains the sum of all values of CVARSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.
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CVARSR - Read Sequential Requests

CVARSR contains the count of read sequential I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:

CVARSR contains the value input from field R745DRSR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVARSR is set to zero. Any value in R745DRSR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR).

Range of Value:

CVARSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVARSR contains the sum of all values of CVARSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an I/O request to a cached device cannot be satisfied in cache, the record is located in DASD, and unless
instructed not to, is also moved to cache. Additional records from the same track (and in the case of read or write
"sequential", additional tracks following the target track) are also moved into cache in anticipation of a near term need.

As cache space is limited, old data must continuously be discarded from cache as new data is moved in. With normal I/O,
a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm is employed to determine what data to discard to make room for new data. This is
contrasted with sequential I/O, where just processed tracks are discarded to make room for new tracks in the cache.

CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

CVASDCXF contains the count of tracks, over the RMF measurement interval, moved from a DASD device to cache to
satisfy sequential (as contrasted with normal) I/O requests.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

             CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

             CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

Element Derivation:

CVASDCXF contains the value input from field R745DTC in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:
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CVASDCXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVASDCXF contains the sum of all values of CVASDCXF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Cache misses occur when the requested record is not found in cache. CVASDCXF is the number of tracks moved to
cache as a result of cache misses for read and write sequential I/O requests.

CVASECN - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

CVASECN contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where this device was the secondary of a duplex pair.

CVASECN is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

             CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

             CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

             CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

             CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

             CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

Element Derivation:

CVASECN is set according to the value of bit 5 of field R745DVS1 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bit 5 is "1"B, CVASECN is set to one. Otherwise,
CVASECN is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVASECN is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVASECN's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVASECN contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVASECN contains the sum of all values of CVASECN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVASVOL - Intvls Device Was Spare Volume

CVASVOL contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the device was a spare volume.

CVASVOL is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVABSVOL - Intvls Device Was Broken Spare Volume

Element Derivation:
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CVASVOL is set according to the value of bits 4 and 5 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 4 and 5 are "10"B, CVASVOL is set
to one. Otherwise, CVASVOL is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVASVOL is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVASVOL's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVASVOL contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

CVASVOL contains the sum of all values of CVASVOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O

CVATOCIO contains the count of all cache eligible I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. I/O
requests that explicitly bypass cache are not counted in CVATOCIO. This element is only populated when caching was
active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

             CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

             CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

             CVATOTIO - Total I/O

Element Derivation:

CVATOCIO is computed according to the following algorithm:

      CVATOCIO=SUM(CVATOTIO,(-SUM(CVAICLR,CVABCR)))   

where:

CVATOTIO
Count of Total I/O

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVATOCIO
is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVATOCIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOCIO contains the sum of all values of CVATOCIO processed in the level of summarization.
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CVATOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

CVATOTFW contains the total count of Fast Write I/O requests. This includes both DASD Fast Write (DFW) and Cache
Fast Write (CFW) I/O requests. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

             CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

             CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

             CVAPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVATOTFW is computed according to the following algorithm:

 CVATOTFW=SUM(CVADFWNR,CVADFWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVADFWNR
Count of DFW Normal Requests

CVADFWSR
Count of DFW Seq Requests

CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVATOTFW is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVATOTFW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTFW contains the sum of all values of CVATOTFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Fast Write (DFW) refers to write I/O requests that write to both volatile (Non-Retentive) and Non-Volatile cache
(cache with a battery backup). Cache Fast Write (CFW) refers to write I/O requests that write to volatile storage only. CFW
is typically used for temporary data or data that is easily reconstructed in the event of a device failure.

CVATOTH - Total Hits

CVATOTH contains the count of all read and write cache hits for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits
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             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

             CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:

CVATOTH is computed according to the following algorithm:

 CVATOTH=SUM(CVARNH,CVARSH,CVARNRH,CVAWNH,CVAWSH,CVAWNRH)

where:

CVARNH
Count of Read Normal Hits

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits

CVAWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CVAWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CVAWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVATOTH
is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVATOTH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTH contains the sum of all values of CVATOTH processed in the level of summarization.

CVATOTIO - Total I/O

CVATOTIO contains the count of all I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. All read and write
I/O requests are summed in this element, including I/O requests from intervals where caching is inactive, or pending
deactivation for the device.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

             CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

             CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

             CVAPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

             CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O
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Element Derivation:

CVATOTIO is computed according to the following algorithm:

 CVATOTIO=SUM(CVATOTWR,CVATOTRR,CVAICLR,CVABCR)

where:

CVATOTWR
Count of Total Write Requests

CVATOTRR
Count of Total Read Requests

CVAICLR
Count of Inhibit Cache Load Requests

CVABCR
Count of Bypass Cache Requests

CVATOTIO is always populated regardless of the caching status of the device.

Range of Value:

CVATOTIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTIO contains the sum of all values of CVATOTIO processed in the level of summarization.

CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

CVATOTRH contains the count of all read cache hits for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This element is
only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

             CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

             CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

Element Derivation:

CVATOTRH is computed according to the following algorithm:

 CVATOTRH=SUM(CVARNH,CVARSH,CVARNRH)

where:

CVARNH
Count of Read Normal Hits

CVARSH
Count of Read Sequential Hits

CVARNRH
Count of Read Non-Retentive Hits
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When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVATOTRH
is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVATOTRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTRH contains the sum of all values of CVATOTRH processed in the level of summarization.

CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

CVATOTRR contains the count of all read normal, read sequential, and read non-retentive I/O requests for a device over
the RMF measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

             CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

             CVAPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

             CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

             CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

             CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

             CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

Element Derivation:

CVATOTRR is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTRR=SUM(CVARNR,CVARSR,CVARNRR)

where:

CVARNR
Count of Read Normal Requests

CVARNRR
Count of Read Non-Retentive Requests

CVARSR
Count of Read Sequential Requests

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval, CVATOTRR
is set to zero and all read I/O activity is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR).

Range of Value:

CVATOTRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTRR contains the sum of all values of CVATOTRR processed in the level of summarization.
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CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

CVATOTWH contains the count of all write cache hits for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This element is
only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:

CVATOTWH is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTWH=SUM(CVAWNH,CVAWSH,CVAWNRH)

where:

CVAWNH
Count of Write Normal Hits

CVAWSH
Count of Write Sequential Hits

CVAWNRH
Count of Write Non-Retentive Hits

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVATOTWH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVATOTWH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTWH contains the sum of all values of CVATOTWH processed in the level of summarization.

CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

CVATOTWR contains the count of all write normal, write sequential, and write non-retentive I/O requests for a device over
the RMF measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

             CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CVAPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits
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Element Derivation:

CVATOTWR is computed according to the following algorithm:

CVATOTWR=SUM(CVAWNR,CVAWSR,CVAWNRR)

where:

CVAWNR
Count of Write Normal Requests

CVAWNRR
Count of Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAWSR
Count of Write Sequential Requests

When a device has caching deactivated or deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVATOTWR is set to zero and all write I/O activity is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Write I/O (CVAOFFW).

Range of Value:

CVATOTWR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVATOTWR contains the sum of all values of CVATOTWR processed in the level of summarization.

CVATRKM - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

CVATRKM contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where track mode caching was active for the device.

CVATRKM is not available at z/OS 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAARCW  - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Wrts

             CVAFARC  - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

             CVARCDE  - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

Element Derivation:

CVATRKM is set according to the value of bits 0 and 1 of field R745DSG2 in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record. When the value of bits 0 and 1 are "11"B, CVATRKM is set
to one. Otherwise, CVATRKM is set to zero. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVATRKM is set to missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, CVATRKM's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. At z/OS 2.4 and higher, CVATRKM contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

CVATRKM contains the sum of all values of CVATRKM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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CVAWNH - Write Normal Hits

CVAWNH contains the count of write normal I/O requests for a device that were written to cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

             CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

             CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CVAPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

             CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAWNH contains the value input from field R745DWCH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, Subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWNH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAWNH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAWNH contains the sum of all values of CVAWNH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CVAWNR - Write Normal Requests

CVAWNR contains the count of write normal I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This element
is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

             CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

             CVAPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

             CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

Element Derivation:

CVAWNR contains the value input from field R745DWRC in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWNR is set to zero. Any value in R745DWRC is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Write I/O (CVAOFFW).

Range of Value:

CVAWNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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CVAWNR contains the sum of all values of CVAWNR processed in the level of summarization.

CVAWNRH - Write Non-Retentive Hits

CVAWNRH contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAWNRH contains the value input from field R745DWNH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWNRH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAWNRH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAWNRH contains the sum of all values of CVAWNRH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Write Non-Retentive refers to write I/O requests that will only be written to volatile cache storage, rather than both volatile
and non-volatile cache storage.

CVAWNRR - Write Non-Retentive Requests

CVAWNRR contains the count of write non-retentive I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

             CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

             CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

             CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

Element Derivation:

CVAWNRR contains the value input from field R745DWNR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74,
subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWNRR is set to zero. Any value in R745DWNR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Read I/O (CVAOFFR).

Range of Value:
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CVAWNRR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAWNRR contains the sum of all values of CVAWNRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Write Non-Retentive refers to write I/O requests that will only be written to volatile cache storage, rather than both volatile
and non-volatile cache storage.

CVAWSH - Write Sequential Hits

CVAWSH contains the count of write sequential I/O requests for a device that were satisfied in cache, over the RMF
measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

             CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAPSWN  - Write Sequential Request Rate

             CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAWSH contains the value input from field R745DWSH in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWSH is set to zero.

Range of Value:

CVAWSH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAWSH contains the sum of all values of CVAWSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A cache hit occurs when any I/O request (read or write) is satisfied in cache, rather than having to access the DASD.

CVAWSR - Write Sequential Requests

CVAWSR contains the count of write sequential I/O requests for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This
element is only populated when caching was active for the device at the end of the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

             CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

             CVAPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

             CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

Element Derivation:
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CVAWSR contains the value input from field R745DWSR in the Cache Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

If the device has caching deactivated or caching deactivation pending at the end of the RMF measurement interval,
CVAWSR is set to zero. Any value in R745DWSR is summed in data element Total Cache Offline Write I/O (CVAOFFW).

Range of Value:

CVAWSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAWSR contains the sum of all values of CVAWSR processed in the level of summarization.

CVAXCWR - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

CVAXCWR contains the number of Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or Concurrent Copy (CC) contaminated writes for a
device during the RMF measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching was active for the device at
the end of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

             CVAPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

Element Derivation:

CVAXCWR contains the value input from field R7451XCW in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAXCWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAXCWR contains the sum of all values of CVAXCWR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Contaminated writes are write operations taking place after freezing a database, when, for disaster recovery purpose, a
decision is made to copy a database to a secondary site, using XRC. In case of disaster on the primary site, those writes
are lost, they are not copied to the secondary site.

CVAXSRR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

CVAXSRR contains the number of read requests to the cache side file during Extended Remote Copy (XRC) or
Concurrent Copy functions for a device over the RMF measurement interval. This element is only populated when caching
was active for the device at the end of the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

             CVAPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:
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CVAXSRR contains the value input from field R7451XSF in the RAID Rank Data Section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAXSRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAXSRR contains the sum of all values of CVAXSRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAXTTP - Extent Type

CVAXTTP contains the type of extents (either fixed block or count key data) allocated to the logical volume. Fixed block
(FB) extents are used to create open systems' logical unit numbers (LUNs), and count key data (CKD) extents are used to
create zSeries 3390 volumes.

Extents are one of the abstraction layers for disk virtualization first introduced with the 1750 and 2107 subsystems so this
element is not applicable to 2105 and earlier cache controllers.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

Element Derivation:

CVAXTTP is determined by testing field R7452XTY in the Extent Pool Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record using the following bit-level test:

        test R7452XTY     CVAXTTP set to

 

          00000100        'FB 1GB  '

          10000100        'CKD 1GB '

          any other       '        '

Range of Value:

CVAXTTP can contain any of the values described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Summarization Process:

CVAXTTP contains the last value of CVAXTTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

CVAZHPFH contains the number of High Performance Ficon for System z (zHPF) command chains, where the Transport
Mode operation specified a non-zero Imbedded Locate Record Count and the chain was completed without requiring
access to any Disk Drive Module (DDM).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

CVAZHPFH contains the value input from field R7451ZHH in the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAZHPFH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAZHPFH contains the sum of all values of CVAZHPFH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

CVAZHPFR contains the number of High Performance Ficon for System z (zHPF) command chains, where the Transport
Mode operation specified a non-zero Imbedded Locate Record Count.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CVAZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

Element Derivation:

CVAZHPFR contains the value input from field R7451ZHL in the Extent Pool Data Section of the SMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAZHPFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAZHPFR contains the sum of all values of CVAZHPFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests

CVAZHR contains the total number of zHPF read I/O requests for the device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

             CVAPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

Element Derivation:
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CVAZHR contains the value input from field R7451CT5 of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAZHR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAZHR contains the sum of all values of CVAZHR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CVAZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests

CVAZHW contains the total number of zHPF write I/O requests for the device during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CCUZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

             CVAPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate

Element Derivation:

CVAZHW contains the value input from field R7451CT6 of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

CVAZHW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

CVAZHW contains the sum of all values of CVAZHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Device Type Activity File (HARDTA)
The Device Type Activity File quantifies the utilization of device types, such as 3390, 3490, and so on, in terms of I/O and
average performance factors for all devices in the type category. There is one record for each device type. This file is
typically used when reporting detailed activity for each device type.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity File.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWM..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  .DWM..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..   DTAALC   - Device Allocated

  .DWM..E  DTAATV   - Device Active Time

  .DWM..E  DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

  .DWM..   DTACMRTM - Command Response Time

  .DWM..   DTACNN   - Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   DTACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

  .DWM..E  DTACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

  .DWM..E  DTADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

  .DWM..   DTADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..   DTADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..   DTAICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

  .DWM..   DTAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..E  DTAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  .DWM..E  DTAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

  .DWM..E  DTAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

  .DWM..E  DTAMTC   - Number of Mounts

  .DWM..E  DTAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

  .DWM..   DTANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

  .DWM..   DTANRD   - Device Not Ready

  .DWM..   DTANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

  .DWM..   DTANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  .DWM..   DTAPEN   - Device Pending Time

  .DWM..E  DTAQUE   - Requests Queued

  .DWM..E  DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  .DWM..   DTARSV   - Device Reserved

  .DWM..E  DTASSC   - Start Subchannel Count
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  .DWM..   DTAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..   DTAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

  .DWM..   DTAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

  .DWM..   DTAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

  .DWM..E  DTANODEV - Number of Devices in Device Type

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWM..   DTAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

  .DWM..   DTAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

  .DWM..E  DTAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

  .DWM..   DTAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

  .DWM..E  DTAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

  .DWM..   DTAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

  .DWM..   DTAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

  .DWM..   DTAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

  .DWM..   DTAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

  .DWM..   DTAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

  .DWM..   DTAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

  .DWM..   DTAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

  .DWM..   DTAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

DTAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

DTAACTRT is the number of successfully started I/O operations (Start Subchannel (SSCH) and Resume Subchannel
(RSCH) instructions) per device per second on all devices of this type during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTANODEV - Number of Devices

             DTASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

DTAACTRT is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of this device type included in the
interval covered by this observation. To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements
used in the derivation for special conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero, this element is set to missing.
If the start subchannel count is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the start subchannel count is negative, it is invalid
and the element is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as
follows:
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      DTAACTRT = (DTASSC/DURATION) / DTANODEV;

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAACTRT is recomputed from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

DTAACTRT is more useful for further calculations and as a rough trend indicator than as a sensitive measure of I/O
activity. Individual I/O operations range from the simple, such as a direct READ of a specific block, to the complex, such
as a keyed search through a PDS directory or the "seldom-ending channel program" used by the Auxiliary Storage
Manager (ASM) for paging. The performance or capacity analyst will probably derive more benefit from the study of
DTAPCUTL.

DTAALC - Device Allocated

DTAALC contains the sum of the sampled values of device busy taken during the measurement interval. At each RMF
sample, and for each device of this device type, the value will be 1 if RMF determines that the device is allocated to one or
more users of this system, or if the device was permanently resident on this system. Otherwise the value is 0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE   - Device Type

             DTAPCALC  - Pct Device Allocated

Element Derivation:

DTAALC contains the sum of DVAALC values for the relevant devices during this time period.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES (which in the HARDTA file is
equal to DTANODEV times the value of SAMPLES from the HARDVA file for this time period).

Summarization Process:

DTAALC contains the sum of all DTAALC values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers a "device allocated" condition when it detects UCBALOC=1 or UCBPRES=1. This variable represents the
number of samples showing that one or more users has declared an intention to use the device in question. It does not
carry any information about whether or not the device was actually in use during the measurement interval. DTAALC is
used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

DTAATV - Device Active Time

DTAATV contains the accumulated device active time for all I/O requests to devices of this type during this measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTACNN  - Device Connect Time
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             DTADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DTAPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

DTAATV is the sum of all DVAATV values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included in
the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTAATV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAATV contains the sum of all occurrences of DTAATV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Device active time represents the total amount of time that an I/O request initiated by a SSCH (Start Subchannel) or
RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instruction was under control of the channel subsystem and is computed by RMF as the
sum of the associated device pending, connect, and disconnect times for the I/O operation.

DTAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

DTAAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to this type of device, during the
measurement interval.

For an I/O request, the command response (CMR) time represents the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTACMRTM - Command Response Time

             DTAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

Element Derivation:

DTAAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:

• If DTAMEC and DTACMRTM are both positive, the following formula is used:

DTAAVCMR = DTACMRTM / DTAMEC

• If either DTAMEC or DTACMRTM is missing, DTAAVCMR is set to missing. Otherwise, DTAAVCMR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

DTAAVCMR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
work load spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.
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DTAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same type during the measurement interval were
connected to the channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DTAAVRTM - Avg Device Response Time

             DTAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             DTAPEN   - Device Pending Time

             DTASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

DTAAVCNN is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same type described by this
record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

    DTAAVCNN = DTACNN / DTAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same type during the measurement interval were
disconnected from the channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays for
path reconnection.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAACTRT  - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DTAAVRTM  - Avg Device Response Time

             DTADIS    - Device Disconnect Time

             DTAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

             DTASSC    - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:
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DTAAVDIS is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same type described by this
record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

DTAAVDIS = DTADIS / DTAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVDIS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

DTAAVDVB is the average amount of time that an I/O operation to this class of devices was delayed in the channel
subsystem due to device busy delay.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - unit Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTADVBTM  - Device Busy Delay Time

             DTAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

This data element is computed as follows:

    DTAAVDVB = DTADVBTM / DTAMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVDVB is recalculated from the summarized values of DTADVBTM and DTAMEC.

DTAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

DTAAVIDT is the average interrupt delay time, in seconds, for an I/O request to this type of device, during the
measurement interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.
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Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             DTAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

DTAAVIDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (DTAMEC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (DTAIDTTM GT 0) DTAAVIDT=DTAIDTTM/DTAMEC;

      WHEN (DTAIDTTM EQ 0) DTAAVIDT=0;

      OTHERWISE            DTAAVIDT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (DTAMEC EQ 0)     DTAAVIDT=0;

    OTHERWISE              DTAAVIDT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

DTAAVIDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVIDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DTAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same type during the measurement interval were held
enqueued within IOS before a SSCH instruction could be issued.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAACTRT  - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DTAAVRTM  - Avg Device Response Time

             DTANODEV  - Number of Devices

             DTASSC    - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

DTAAVIOS is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same type described by this
record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

     DTAAVIOS=(DTAQUE/DTARSMP)/((DTASSC/DURATION)/DTANODEV)

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DTAAVIOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IOSQ delay occurs when a new I/O request to a device is received by IOS and a prior operation is still in progress.

DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

DTAAVLCT is the number of RMF measurement intervals for every device of the class and type during which the device
was not reconfigured and at the end of which the device was online.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DTADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

MICS sets the value of DTAAVLCT from the data element DVAAVLCT during creation of the HARDTA File from the
HARDVA File.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DTAAVLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

DTAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

DTAAVMTM contains the mean time to satisfy volume mount requests for all magnetic tape devices of this device type,
over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

             DTAMTC   - Number of Mounts

             DTAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

Element Derivation:

DTAAVMTM is computed using the following algorithm:

      DTAAVMTM  =DTAMPTM / DTAMTC

However, if either DTAMPTM or DTAMTC is negative then DTAAVMTM is set to missing.

Range of Value:
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DTAAVMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVMTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DTAAVMTM and the related data element DVAMTC are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

DTAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

DTAAVNDA contains the average number of allocations per device, of this device type, during the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  $ESA     - MVS/ESA Environmental Concepts

             DTANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

             DTANODEV - Number of Devices for Device Type

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

DTAAVNDA is computed using the following formula:

             DTAAVNDA = DTANDA / DTARSMP

DTARSMP contains the number of devices of this device type (DTANODEV) times the value of DVARSMP in the HARDVA
File for this time interval.

Range of Value:

DTAAVNDA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVNDA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. DTAAVNDA represents the
average sampled value per device for the device type and measurement interval in question.

DTAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same type during the measurement interval were held
enqueued by the channel subsystem following the acceptance of a SSCH (Start Subchannel) instruction.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAACTRT  - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DTAAVRTM  - Avg Device Response Time
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             DTAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

             DTAPEN    - Device Pending Time

             DTASSC    - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

DTAAVPEN is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same type described by this
record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

    DTAAVPEN = DTAPEN / DTAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVPEN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

The average number per device of I/O requests queued for devices of this type during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE   - Device Type

             DTANODEV  - Number of Devices

             DTAQUE    - Requests Queued

             DTARSMP   - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAAVQUE  - Avg Requests Queued

Element Derivation:

This value is computed as follows:

    DTAAVQUE = DTAQUE / DTARSMP

Range of Values:

This variable may range from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVQUE is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.
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DTAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

The average time (including both queueing and service time) required for each I/O request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE   - Device Type

             DTAATV    - Device Active Time

             DTAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

             DTANODEV  - Number of Devices

             DTAQUE    - Requests Queued

             DTARSMP   - Number of RMF Samples

             DTASSC    - Start Subchannel Count

             DURATION  - Recording Interval Time

Element Derivation:

This value is computed from the accumulated values at this level of summarization (all devices of this type for this RMF
interval). The formula used is:

    DTAAVRES = (DTAATV/DTAMEC) +

               ((DTAQUE/DTARSMP)/((DTASSC/DURATION)/DTANODEV)

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of DURATION.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVRES is recomputed from its summarized components at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The derivation of DTAAVRES is computed in two parts. The first part (to the left of the "+" sign above) represents the
average time that an I/O operation is active (not queued in IOS) to a device of this type. This number includes pending
time (time queued in the I/O hardware), disconnect time, and connect time. The second part of the calculation (to the right
of the "+" sign above), is an application of Little's Law to compute the average IOS queueing time for an I/O operation to
a device on this control unit. The sum of the two pieces therefore represents the average duration of an I/O operation to a
device of this type from the initiation of the STARTIO macro until the I/O interrupt indicating the end of the operation.

DTAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

DTAAVSER is the average time per device type required to service an I/O request. The value excludes the time that was
spent in the queue waiting to be started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS - Device class

             DTAATV   - Device Class Active Time

             DTAAVRES - Device-type Average Response Time

             DTAMEC   - Device Class Measurement Event Count

             DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             DVAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time
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Element Derivation:

This value is computed from the accumulated values at this level of summarization (all devices of this class for this RMF
interval). To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero, this element is set to missing. If the device class active time
is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the device class active time is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

    DTAAVSER = DTAATV / DTAMEC;

Range of Value:

The value of DTAAVSER ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is equal to DURATION.

Summarization Process:

DTAAVSER is recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

See the DVAAVSER usage notes for a discussion of the measured components of an I/O operation. Device-type average
response time (DTAAVRES) is considered to be the sum of all four averaged time elements (IOS queue, pending,
disconnect, and connect), while device-type average service time (DTAAVSER) is considered to be the sum of the last
three elements alone.

DTACMRTM - Command Response Time

DTACMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to this type of device, during the
measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

Element Derivation:

DTACMRTM contains the sum of all of the DVACMRTM values, for all of the individual devices of the type described by
this record, that are included in the timespan covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTACMRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTACMRTM contains the sum of all DTACMRTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
work load spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

DTACNN - Device Connect Time

The accumulated device connect time for all I/O requests to devices of this type during this measurement interval. This
is the total amount of time that I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval were connected to the
channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAATV  - Device Active Time

             DTADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DTAPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

DTACNN is the sum of all DVACNN values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included
in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTACNN contains the sum of all occurrences of DTACNN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

The total number of completed SSCH (Start Subchannel) operations that showed a device connect or disconnect time
totaling more than the maximum recording time for this processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer count (full, not sampled).

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS  - Device Class

             DTAMEC    - Control Unit Measurement Event Count

             DVACNNOV  - Connect Time Overflow Count

Element Derivation:

This value is the sum of the DVACNNOV values for all devices on this device type.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to DTAMEC at the same level of summarization.

Summarization Process:

DTACNNOV contains the sum of all occurrences of DTACNNOV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The device pending, disconnect, and connect times are collected and reported for each SSCH by the subchannel that
completed the I/O operation. The maximum value for any measurement is limited by the size of the registers used by the
subchannel. If an overflow is detected in either the disconnect time or the connect time register, all three are reset to zero
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and the overflow indicator is set on. Any summarization that includes this device and this moment will thus be incomplete.
Overflow in the pending time register is neither sensed nor signaled.

DTACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

DTACUQTM is the total number of seconds that I/O operations for all devices, of the type that is identified by the Device
Type (DEVTYPE) data element, were queued in the control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

Element Derivation:

DTACUQTM is the sum of all DVACUQTM values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTACUQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 through a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTACUQTM includes the sum of all of the occurrences of DTACUQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DTADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

DTAAVLCT is the sum of the number of RMF measurement intervals for all of the devices whose statistics are included in
the record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

MICS sets the value of DTADINTV from the data element DVADINTV during creation of the HARDTA File from the
HARDVA File.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTADINTV contains the sum of all occurrences of DTADINTV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DTADINTV differs from the common data element INTERVLS in that DTADINTV is the sum of all of the RMF
measurement intervals for all devices in the record, while INTERVLS is independent of the number of devices. For
example, assume that RMF is recording detailed information at 15-minute intervals about a group of 16 3490 tape drives.
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In one observation at the DAYS level, summarized over one hour, the value of INTERVLS will be 4 (four 15-minute
intervals in one hour), and the value of DTADINTV will be 64 (16 devices with four intervals each).

DTADIS - Device Disconnect Time

The accumulated device disconnect time for all I/O requests to devices of this type during this measurement interval. This
is the total amount of time that I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval were disconnected from the
channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays for path reconnection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAATV  - Device Active Time

             DTACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DTAPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

DTADIS is the sum of all DVADIS values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included in
the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTADIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DTADIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

DTADVBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations through this class of devices spent being queued due to
device busy delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVADVBTM  - Device Busy Delay Time

Element Derivation:

DTADVBTM is the sum of all of the DVADVBTM values for all of the individual devices on the control unit described by this
record that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTADVBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

DTADVBTM includes the sum of all the occurrences of DTADVBTM that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DTAICT - Number of Invalid Samples

DTAICT is the count of invalid samples for each device within the device type that were recorded during the measured
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAICT   - Invalid Samples

Element Derivation:

DTAICT is the sum of all of the DVAICT values for all of the individual devices of the device type described by this record
that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAICT contains the sum of all of the DTAICT values included in the summarization level.

DTAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

DTAIDTTM is the total interrupt delay time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to this type of device, during the measurement
interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

             DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

Element Derivation:

DTAIDTTM contains the sum of all of the DVAIDTTM values, for all of the individual devices of the type described by this
record, that are included in the timespan covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTAIDTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAIDTTM contains the sum of all DTAIDTTM values included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

DTAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

DTAISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

             INTERVLS - RMF Intervals Measurement

Element Derivation:

DTAISSCT is derived from the data element DVAISSCT during creation of the DTA summarized file.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of data element INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

DTAISSCT contains the sum of all DTAISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

DTAMEC - Measurement Event Count

The measurement event counts for all I/O requests to devices of this type during this measurement interval. This is the
number of I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval for which the channel subsystem was able to
provide values for device connect, pending, and disconnect times.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAATV  - Device Active Time

             DTACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DTADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DTAPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

DTAMEC is the sum of all DVAMEC values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included
in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAMEC contains the sum of all occurrences of DTAMEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, this value is the same as the number of successful SSCH instructions (DTASSC) but may on occasion be less if
an internal time accumulator overflows.

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:
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(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAMPTM - Total Mount Pending Time

DTAMPTM contains total mount pending time for all magnetic tape devices of the device type, over all RMF measurement
intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

             DTAMTC   - Number of Mounts

             DTAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

             DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS time-span, DTAMPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMPTM for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

DTAMPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAMPTM contains the sum of all values of DTAMPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DTAMPTM and the related data elements DTAMTC and DTAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives
for tape operations.

DTAMTC - Number of Mounts

DTAMTC contains the number of volume mount requests issued for all magnetic tape devices of the device type during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS time-span, DTAMTC contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMTC for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

DTAMTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAMTC contains the sum of all values of DTAMTC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DTAMTC and the related data element DTAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

DTAMTP - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

DTAMTP contains the count of samples where a mount pending condition existed, for all devices of this device type, over
all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DVAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

             DTANODEV - Number of Devices

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

DTAMTP is the sum of all DVAMTP values for all individual devices of this type, included in the time period covered by this
record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES (which in the HARDTA file is
equal to DTANODEV times the value of SAMPLES from the HARDVA file for this time period).

Summarization Process:

DTAMTP contains the sum of all DTAMTP values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Mount Pending" for any device such that:

• the device is allocated (UCBALOC=1), and
• the device is in the "Not Ready" state (UCBNRY=1), and
• the device is waiting for a MOUNT to complete  (UCBMOUNT=1).

DTAMTP is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

DTAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

DTAMXNDA contains the maximum average number of allocations per device of this device type during the RMF
recording interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

             DTANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS timespan, DTAMXNDA is set to the value of DTAAVNDA.

Range of Value:
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DTAMXNDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAMXNDA contains the maximum of all occurrences of DTAMXNDA in the observation processed for the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. DTAMXNDA represents the
maximum sampled value per device for the device type and measurement interval in question.

DTAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

The maximum average number per device of I/O requests queued for devices of this type during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTANODEV - Number of Devices

             DVAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

DTAMXQUE is set to the largest DVAMXQUE value encountered while building the DAYS.HARDTA file from the
DAYS.HARDVA file.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to 255.

Summarization Process:

DTAMXQUE is set to the highest DTAMXQUE value encountered in the summarization level.

DTAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

DTAMXTAL contains maximum number of concurrently allocated magnetic tape devices during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

DTAMXTAL is set to the largest DVAMXTAL value encountered while summarizing the HARDVA file to create the
DAYS.HARDTA file.

Range of Value:

DTAMXTAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the total number of online magnetic tape devices.

Summarization Process:

DTAMXTAL contains the maximum value of DTAMXTAL processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

DTAMXTAL is useful in determining the proper number of magnetic tape devices needed for the system.

DTANDA - Number of Device Allocations

DTANDA contains the sum of the sampled values of the number of allocations of all devices for this device type during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS time-span, DTANDA contains the sum of all occurrences of DVANDA for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTANDA contains the sum of all values of DTANDA included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA.

DTANODEV - Number of Devices in Device Type

DTANODEV contains the number of different I/O devices whose statistics are included in this record. All these devices are
of the same device class and type (have the same UCBTBYT3 (DEVCLASS) and UCBTBYT4 (DEVTYPE) values).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS - Device Class

             DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DTADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

MICS creates the DAYS.HARDTA File from the DAYS.HARDVA01 File. For each new device address found in the device
type, DTANODEV is incremented by the quotient of the number of intervals during which the device was online and
had not been reconfigured (DTAAVLCT, which is derived from DVAAVLCT) divided by the total number of intervals for
which device statistics were available (DTADINTV, derived from DVADINTV). This provides the best approximation of the
number of available devices for the hour.

Range of Value:

From one to the highest number of devices of a single type attached to the processor complex.

Summarization Process:
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DTANODEV contains the highest value of DTANODEV encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Fractional values for this data element are possible since it is not unusual for a device to be online and not reconfigured
for only part of an hour (for fewer than the total number of RMF measurement intervals included in the hour).

DTANRD - Device Not Ready

DTANRD contains the sum of the sampled values of device not ready condition taken for each device of this device type.
At each sample, and for each device of this type, the count is zero unless RMF determines that the device was marked
"not ready", in which case the count is 1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DVANRD   - Device Not Ready

             DTANODEV - Number of Devices

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

DTANRD is the sum of all DVANRD values for all individual devices on the control unit described by this record, included
in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES (which in the HARDTA file is
equal to DTANODEV times the value of SAMPLES from the HARDVA file for this time period).

Summarization Process:

DTANRD contains the sum of all DTANRD values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Device Not Ready" for any device for which UCBNRY=1. The "not ready" condition may be normal (device is
awaiting a mount of a new volume) or abnormal (device dropped the READY tag because of a malfunction). DTANRD is
used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

DTANSS - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

DTANSS contains the number of samples that RMF skipped, for each device within the device type, due to invalid cycle
data. When calculating the cycle deltas for device measurements, RMF Monitor I device data gathering performs some
validity checking to avoid negative values in the start subchannel and measurement event counts, as well as in the device
connect, pending, and active times. If the data is recognized as invalid, the cycle is skipped.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA36831.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANSS - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

Element Derivation:
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DTANSS is the sum of all of the DVANSS values for all of the individual devices of the device type described by this
record that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

DTANSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTANSS contains the sum of all values of DTANSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DTANUX - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

DTANUX contains the accumulated number of aliases for all Parallel Access Volume (PAV) devices that are being
summarized, during the measurement interval.

For HyperPAV devices, DTANUX has an alternate definition: it contains the accumulated number of aliases that were
used, on average, by all HyperPAVs being summarized, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAPCCNN - Percent Device Connected

             DTAPCUTL - Percent Device Utilized

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

Element Derivation:

DTANUX is the sum of all DVANUX values for all individual devices of a particular device type over the time period being
reported.

Range of Value:

DTANUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTANUX contains the sum of all occurrences of DTANUX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The implementation of Parallel Access Volumes (PAVs) introduced two new unit address types: "base" and "alias." This
allows a single volume to have multiple unit addresses. However, the association between base and alias addresses is
not fixed. Alias addresses can be assigned to other base addresses by the operating system as needed.

DTAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

DTAPADUR contains the total parallel access duration over all devices of a particular device type. It is calculated by
multiplying the actual duration by the ratio of the parallel access exposures to the number of RMF measurement intervals
during which the devices were available.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             DTANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases
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             DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was a PAV

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

Element Derivation:

DTAPADUR is computed using the following formula:

    DTAPADUR = DURATION * (DTANUX/DTAAVLCT)

However, if either of the values for DTANUX or DTAAVLCT is zero or missing, then DTAPADUR is set to the value of
DURATION.

Range of Value:

DTAPADUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAPADUR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The implementation of Parallel Access Volume (PAV), a feature of IBM's Enterprise Storage Subsystem (ESS), introduced
two new unit address types, "base" and "alias." This allows a single volume to have multiple unit addresses available.
However the association between base and alias addresses is not fixed. Alias addresses can be assigned to other base
addresses by the operating system as needed. Up to 255 aliases can be defined per base address.

DTAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

The percentage of the samples for which the average device of this type is allocated to one or more users of this system,
or else was permanently resident on this system.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTAALC   - Device Allocated

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

This data element is computed as follows:

    DTAPCALC = 100 * DTAALC / DTARSMP

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DTAPCALC is recomputed from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers a "device allocated" condition when it detects UCBALOC=1 or UCBPRES=1. This variable represents the
fraction of samples showing that one or more users has declared an intention to use the device in question. It does not
carry any information about whether or not the device was actually in use during the measurement interval.
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DTAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

DTAPCCNN is the percentage of time during the measurement interval that I/O requests from all exposures for devices of
this type were connected to the channel path for search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVCNN - Average Device Connect Time

             DTANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DTAPCUTL - Percent Device Utilized

Element Derivation:

DTAPCCNN is computed from the values accumulated from all exposures of the individual devices of the same type
described by this record and included in the time period covered by this record. To ensure that the element is derived
correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special conditions. If there were no devices of this
device type, then this element is set to missing. If the measurement device connect time is zero, then the element is set
to zero. If the measurement device connect time is negative, then the element is set to missing. If the data values do not
meet these special conditions, DTAPCCNN is computed using the following algorithm:

      DTAPCCNN = (DTACNN*100) /

                 (DURATION*(DTANUX/DTAAVLCT)*DTANODEV)

Range of Value:

The value of DTAPCCNN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DTAPCCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

The percentage of samples during which the average device of this device type had a volume mount pending condition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTAMTP   - Mount Pending Condition

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

Element Derivation:
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This data element is computed as follows:

    DTAPCMTP = 100 * DTAMTP / DTARSMP

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DTAPCMTP is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Mount Pending" for any device such that:

• the device is allocated (UCBALOC=1), and
• the device is in the "Not Ready" state (UCBNRY=1), and
• the device is waiting for a MOUNT to complete (UCBMOUNT=1).

DTAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

The percentage of samples during which the average device of this device type had an indication of a 'not ready' status.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DTANRD   - Device Not Ready

             DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

Element Derivation:

This data element is computed as follows:

    DTAPCNRD = 100 * DTANRD / DTARSMP

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

DTAPCNRD is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Device Not Ready" for any device for which UCBNRY=1. The "not ready" condition may be normal (device is
awaiting a mount of a new volume) or abnormal (device dropped the READY tag because of a malfunction).

DTAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

The percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval which indicated that the devices of this type were
reserved by this system. This RESERVE condition might delay other processors, but does not cause any delay to users of
this device from this system.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  DTARSV    - Device Reserved

             DTARSMP   - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAPCRSV  - Pct Device Reserved

Element Derivation:

This data element is computed as follows:

    DTAPCRSV = (DTARSV * 100) / DTARSMP

Range of Value:

DTAPCRSV will have a value from 0 to 100.

Summarization Process:

DTAPCRSV is recalculated from the summarized values of DTARSV and DTARSMP.

DTAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

DTAPCUTL is the percentage of the samples for which the average device of this device type was actively in use for I/O
operations by this system, or was reserved by this system even though no I/O was active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTACNN   - Device Connect Time

             DTADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             DTANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DTAPCCNN - Percent Device Connected

             DTAPCIDL - Percent Device Reserved But Idle

             DTAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             DTAUTL   - Reserved/Idle time

             DURATION - Measurement Interval

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples and no devices of this type, then this element is set to missing. If there is no
connect or disconnect time and no reserved/idle time, then the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these
special conditions, DTAPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

      DTAPCUTL=(((DTACNN+DTADIS)/

                (DURATION*(DTANUX/DTAAVLCT)*DTANODEV)) +

                                   DTAUTL/DTARSMP)*100

Note that DTARSMP contains DTANODEV multiplied by the HARDVA value of SAMPLES for this time interval.

Range of Value:

The value of DTAPCUTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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DTAPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is the sum of three separate fractions of the I/O cycle: the time when the device is actively transferring data,
the time when the device is engaged in activities (for example, SEEK) on behalf of an I/O request, and the time when
the device is otherwise idle but is subject to a RESERVE from this system. Therefore, the element is the percentage of
elapsed time that these devices are "reserved" against use by another system. Note that DTAUTL includes one count for
each RMF interval and each device in the reserved-and-idle condition; it is possible that multiple devices may have been
in that condition simultaneously, thereby artificially inflating the DTAPCUTL statistic. A large value of DTAPCUTL should
be investigated by looking at DVAPCUTL for each of the covered devices during the study period.

DTAPEN - Device Pending Time

The accumulated device pending time for all I/O requests to devices of this type during this measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAATV  - Device Active Time

             DTACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DTADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

Element Derivation:

DTAPEN is the sum of all DVAPEN values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included in
the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of DTAPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAQUE - Requests Queued

DTAQUE contains the total number of queued I/O requests for all devices of this device type.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             DVAQUE   - Requests Queued
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Element Derivation:

DTAQUE contains the sum of DVAQUE over all devices on this control unit.

Range of Value:

DTAQUE may range from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAQUE contains the sum of all DTAQUE values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

DTAQUE is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at higher summarization levels.

DTARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

DTARSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

Element Derivation:

DTARSMP contains the sum of all values of DVARSMP encountered during summarization. For this reason, DTARSMP
will likely be much larger than the DURATION and the RMF CYCLE parameter would predict.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate, the length of the period
during which samples were taken, and the number of DVA records used to create the summarized DTA record.

Summarization Process:

DTARSMP contains the sum of all DTARSMP values that were included in the level of summarization.

DTARSV - Device Reserved

The number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which RMF observed that devices of this type were
(hardware) reserved by this system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVARSV - Device Reserved

Element Derivation:

This count is the sum of all DVARSV values for all individual devices of this type.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES (which in the HARDTA file is
equal to DTANODEV times the value of SAMPLES from the HARDVA file for this time period).

Summarization Process:

DTARSV contains the sum of all DTARSV values included in the summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

While this machine has a disk reserved, it cannot be accessed by any other system, even though the other system may
be interested in a different data set on that drive.

DTASSC - Start Subchannel Count

The number of I/O requests to all devices of this type during this measurement interval; this a count of the number of
SSCH (Start Subchannel) and RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instructions issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAATV  - Device Active Time

             DTACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DTADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DTAMEC  - Measurement Event Count

             DTAPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

DTASSC is the sum of all DVASSC values for all individual devices of the device type described by this record, included in
the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTASSC contains the sum of all occurrences of DTASSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DTAUTL - Device Reserved and Idle

The number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which RMF observed that devices of this type were
(hardware) reserved by this system and no I/O from this system to these devices was in progress. This represents 'idle -
tied up' time in which no other system could access these devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

DTAUTL is the sum of all DVAUTL values for all individual devices of this type.
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Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

DTAUTL contains the sum of all occurrences of DTAUTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total percentage of elapsed time that a device is 'reserved' against use by another system is given in element
DVAPCUTL.

Device Activity File (HARDVA)
The Device Activity File quantifies the utilization of individual device addresses in terms of I/O, percent busy, average
queue length to the device, etc. There is one record for each unique device address on each CPU. This file is typically
used when reporting detailed activity for each device.

This file is derived from the RMF Device Activity record, type 74.

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   DEVNUM    YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

        

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, Jun 11, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  XDW...E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  XDW...E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDW...E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

  XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDW...   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  XDW...E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDW...   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  XDW...   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDW...E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

  XDW...E  DEVCNAME - Device Name

  XDW...E  DEVPDMOD - Physical Device Model

  XDW...E  DEVPDTYP - Physical Device Type

  XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDW...E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDW...E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDW...E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDW...E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDW...E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDW...E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDW...E  LCUAGC   - AMG Num Defined by Phys Controller

  XDW...E  LCUAGS   - AMG Num Assigned by z/OS System

  XDW...E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

  XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

  XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDW...E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDW...E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

  XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   DVABDCMB - Bad CMB Data Indicator

  X.....   DVABDQL  - Bad IOS Queue Length Indicator

  X.....E  DVACNF   - Device Reconfiguration Indicator

  XDW...   DVAHPC   - HyperPAV Aliases Configured for LSS

  X.....   DVAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

  X.....   DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

  XDW...   DVANDTAG - Node-Element Descriptor Tag

  X.....   DVANOLCU - No LCU Data Indicator

  XDW...   DVANSDDV - Non Self-Describing Device Number

  X.....   DVAPARTL - Partial Statistics Available Indicator

  X.....   DVASMSRC - SMS Interface Call: Return Code

  X.....   DVASMSRS - SMS Interface Call: Reason Code

  X.....   DVASMS15 - SMS Interface Call: Reg 15 Contents

  XDW...E  DVAVOCAP - DASD Volume Capacity

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAALC   - Device Allocated

  XDW...E  DVAATV   - Device Active Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals
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  XDW...   DVABDCCT - Intvls with Bad CMB Data

  XDW...   DVABDQCT - Intvls with Bad IOS Queue Length

  XDW...E  DVACHGCT - Intvls Device was Dynamically Changed

  XDW...   DVACMRCT - Intvls with Valid Command Response Time

  XDW...   DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

  XDW...E  DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

  XDW...E  DVACNN   - Device Connect Time

  XDW...   DVACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

  XDW...E  DVACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

  XDW...E  DVADELCT - Intvls with Device Deleted

  XDW...E  DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

  XDW...E  DVADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

  XDW...   DVADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAFICCT - Intvls Device Connected to FICON

  XDW...   DVAGNXCT - Intvls with Storage Group Name Change

  XDW...   DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

  XDW...E  DVAHWRCT - Intvls zHyperWrite Requested

  XDW...   DVAICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

  XDW...   DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  XDW...E  DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

  XDW...E  DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAMTC   - Number of Mounts

  XDW...E  DVAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

  XDW...   DVANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...   DVANOLCT - Intvls with No LCU Data

  XDW...E  DVANRD   - Device Not Ready

  XDW...   DVANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

  XDW...E  DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  XDW...   DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online at End

  XDW...   DVAPARCT - Intvls with Partial Statistics Available

  XDW...   DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

  XDW...   DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

  XDW...   DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was PAV

  XDW...   DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

  XDW...E  DVAPEN   - Device Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAQUE   - Requests Queued

  XDW...E  DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDW...E  DVARSV   - Device Reserved

  XDW...E  DVASHRCT - Intvls where Device was Shared

  XDW...E  DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

  XDW...E  DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy

  XDW...E  DVASIQTM - IOS Queue Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRBT - Synch I/O Read Bytes Transferred

  XDW...E  DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

  XDW...   DVASIRCT - Intvls Synch I/O Read Capable

  XDW...E  DVASIRFT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Failed Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRPT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Process Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

  XDW...E  DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

  XDW...E  DVASISRR - Successful Synch I/O Read Reqs

  XDW...E  DVASISWR - Successful Synch I/O Write Reqs

  XDW...E  DVASIWBT - Synch I/O Write Bytes Transferred
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  XDW...   DVASIWCT - Intvls Synch I/O Write Capable

  XDW...E  DVASIWFT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Failed Time

  XDW...E  DVASIWPT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Process Time

  XDW...E  DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

  XDW...E  DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

  XDW...E  DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts

  XDW...   DVASMCCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Return Non-0

  XDW...   DVASMICT - Intvls with SMS Interface Error

  XDW...   DVASMNCT - Intvls with SMS Not Available

  XDW...   DVASMRCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reason Non-0

  XDW...   DVASM5CT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reg 15 Non-0

  XDW...   DVASPACT - Intvls SuperPAV Mode

  XDW...E  DVASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

  XDW...E  DVATHDLY - PAV Alias Throttling Delays

  XDW...   DVATOALL - Total Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVATODCL - Total Recorded Devices in This Class

  XDW...E  DVAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

  X.....   DVA74NUX - Accum. Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAMNALL - Min Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVAMNDCL - Min Recorded Devices in This Class

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAMXALL - Max Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVAMXDCL - Max Recorded Devices in This Class

  XDW...   DVAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...   DVAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

  XDW...   DVAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDW...E  DVAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

  XDW...   DVAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

  XDW...   DVAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

  XDW...   DVAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

  XDW...   DVAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...E  DVAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

  XDW...E  DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

  XDW...   DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

  XDW...   DVAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

  XDW...E  DVAPCAVL - Pct Device Available

  XDW...   DVAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

  XDW...E  DVAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

  XDW...E  DVAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready
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  XDW...E  DVAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

  XDW...   DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

 

DVAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

The average rate of I/O operations to this device during the measurement interval that is expressed as the number of
SSCH (Start Subchannel) and RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instructions started successfully per second.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVASSC - Start Subchannel Count

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAACTRT = DVASSC / DURATION

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAACTRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

DVAALC - Device Allocated

The number of samples that are taken during the RMF recording interval in which the device was allocated (to a TSO
user, job, or system task) OR in which the device had a DASD volume in the "permanently resident" status mounted upon
it.

The UCBALOC bit in the UCB indicates whether the device is allocated or not. The UCBPRES bit indicates permanently
resident status.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SAMPLES - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

This count is obtained from field SMF74ALC of the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (the device was neither allocated nor mounted as permanently resident at
any sample taken during the RMF interval) to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken
during the RMF interval (indicating that the device was either allocated or mounted as permanently resident at each
sample of the RMF interval).

 Summarization Process: 

DVAALC contains the sum of all DVAALC values included in the summarization level.

DVAATV - Device Active Time

The accumulated seconds of device active time for all I/O requests to this device during this measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, Measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DVADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DVAPEN  - Device Pending Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74ATV in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAATV contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAATV that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Device active time represents the total amount of time that an I/O request initiated by a SSCH (Start Subchannel) or
RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instruction was under control of the channel subsystem and is computed by RMF as the
sum of the associated device pending, connect, and disconnect times for the I/O operation.

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

DVAAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to the device, during the
measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

 Type: 

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

             DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

 Element Derivation: 

DVAAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:

•  If DVAMEC and DVACMRTM are both positive, the formula is:
DVAAVCMR = DVACMRTM / DVAMEC

• If either DVAMEC or DVACMRTM is missing, DVAAVCMR is set to missing. Otherwise, DVAAVCMR is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

DVAAVCMR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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DVAAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
work load spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

DVAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were connected to the
channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             DVAPEN   - Device Pending Time

             DVASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAAVCNN = DVACNN / DVAMEC

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were disconnected from the
channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays for path reconnection.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAACTRT  - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DVADIS    - Device Disconnect Time

             DVAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

             DVASSC    - Start Subchannel Count
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 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAAVDIS = DVADIS / DVAMEC

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVDIS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

DVAAVDVB is the average amount of time that an I/O operation to this device was delayed in the channel subsystem due
to device busy delay.

When device select fails down a channel path with device busy reported, the I/O processor begins to accumulate device
busy delay time for the device. The LCU for the device with the delayed request is not placed on the IOP initiative queue,
however. The request is deferred until a device end notification is received indicating that the previous operation on the
device has been completed. The delay time is accumulated until the device is successfully selected or a different delay
reason is encountered.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVADVBTM  - Device Busy Delay Time

             DVAMEC    - Measurement Event Count

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAAVDVB = DVADVBTM / DVAMEC

 Range of Value: 

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVDVB is recalculated from the summarized values of DVADVBTM and DVAMEC.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAAVDVB is that part of pending time that is directly due to device busy interference. This incorporates delays due
to devices being accessed from other systems; however, other configuration-dependent delays are also reported as
device busy delays, including head of string, internal data path, and double density device delays. Another distinct part of
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pending time is DVAAVCUB - control unit busy pending time. Another part of pending time, which is not reported by RMF,
is channel delay. These fields can be useful in determining the causes of excessive device pending time.

The successful initiation of an I/O operation requires a complete path, including channel, control unit, head of string and
device. RMF does not provide any direct measurement data on the utilization of head of string switching units. In a shared
DASD environment, each of the systems to which DASD is attached will contribute to the overall head of string and device
utilization. DVAAVDVB can be used to measure the impact of shared device contention on I/O initiation delays.

DVAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

DVAAVIDT is the average interrupt delay time, in seconds, for an I/O request to the device, during the measurement
interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

 Type: 

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

 Element Derivation: 

DVAAVIDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (DVAMEC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (DVAIDTTM GT 0) DVAAVIDT=DVAIDTTM/DVAMEC;

      WHEN (DVAIDTTM EQ 0) DVAAVIDT=0;

      OTHERWISE            DVAAVIDT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (DVAMEC EQ 0)     DVAAVIDT=0;

    OTHERWISE              DVAAVIDT=.;

  END;

 Range of Value: 

DVAAVIDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVIDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were held enqueued within
IOS before a SSCH instruction could be issued.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  DVAACTRT  - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DVASSC    - Start Subchannel Count

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAAVIOS= (DVAQUE/DVARSMP) / (DVASSC/DURATION)

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVIOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

IOSQ delay occurs when a new I/O request to a device is received by IOS and a prior operation is still in progress.

DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

DVAAVLCT is the number of RMF measurement intervals during which the device was not reconfigured and at the end of
which the device was online.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online

             DVAPCAVL - Pct Device Available

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 and 8 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If bit
7 is on, DVAONLCT is set to 1, indicating that reconfiguration occurred during this interval. If bit 8 is on, DVAONLCT is
set to 1, indicating that the device was online at the end of the interval. If DVAONLCT is 1 and DVACNFCT is 0, then
DVAAVLCT is set to 1, otherwise it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS in the record.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAAVLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

DVAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

DVAAVMTM contains the mean time to satisfy volume mount requests for the magnetic tape device, over all RMF
measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

             DVAMTC   - Number of Mounts
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             DVAMTP   - Mount Pending Condition

 Element Derivation: 

DVAAVMTM is computed using the following algorithm:

      DVAAVMTM = DVAMPTM / DVAMTC

However, if either DVAMPTM or DVAMTC is negative then DVAAVMTM is set to missing.

 Range of Value: 

DVAAVMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVMTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAAVMTM and the related data element DVAMTC are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

DVAAVNDA - Average Number of Device Allocations

DVAAVNDA is the average number of allocations of this device during the RMF recording interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that DVAAVNDA is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero, or if there are no RMF samples, DVAAVNDA is set to missing. If
the allocation count is zero, then DVAAVNDA is set to zero. If the allocation count is negative, it is invalid and DVAAVNDA
is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      DVAAVNDA = DVANDA / DVARSMP;

 Range of Value: 

DVAAVNDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVNDA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. DVAAVNDA represents the
average sampled value of this device for the measurement interval in question.

DVAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were held enqueued by the
channel subsystem following the acceptance of a SSCH (Start Subchannel) instruction.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             DVAPEN   - Device Pending Time

             DVASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAAVPEN = DVAPEN / DVAMEC

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVPEN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

The average number of I/O requests (from UCBCNT) for this device which RMF found queued for the UCB associated
with this device.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAQUE  - Requests Queued

 Element Derivation: 

DVAAVQUE is the quotient of DVAQUE and DVARSMP, where DVAQUE is the number of queued requests during the
recording interval and DVARSMP is the number of samples taken during the interval.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from 0 (there were never any queued I/O requests for this device at any RMF sample cycle) to 255
(UCBCNT is a 1-byte field).

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVQUE is recomputed from the summarized values of DVAQUE and DVARSMP.
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DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

The average time (including both queueing and service time) required by the device for each I/O request.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             DVAATV   - Device Active Time

             DVAMEC   - Device Measurement Event Count

             DVAQUE   - Device Requests Queued

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             DVASSC   - Device Start Subchannel Count

 Element Derivation: 

This value is computed from the accumulation variables for this device and this RMF interval. The formula used is:

      DVAAVRES = (DVAATV / DVAMEC) +

                 ((DVAQUE / SAMPLES) / (DVASSC / DURATION))

 Range of Value: 

This element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is equal to DURATION.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVRES is recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The value of DVAAVRES is derived in two parts. The first part (to the left of the "+" sign above) represents the average
time that an I/O operation is active (not queued in IOS) to this device. This number includes pending time (time queued
in the I/O hardware), disconnect time, and connect time. The second part of the calculation (to the right of the "+" sign
above), is an application of Little's Law(*) to compute the average IOS queueing time for an I/O operation to the device.
The sum of the two pieces therefore represents the average duration of an I/O operation to the device from the initiation of
the STARTIO macro until the presentation of the I/O interrupt indicating the end of the operation.

(*) Note: One formulation of Little's Law states that:

      Average number of queued requests =

           (Average waiting time in the queue) * (Arrival rate)

This is a very general formula that applies to any queueing system, with the only assumption being that the system is
"steady state" (i.e. the number of arrivals equals the number of departures).

DVAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

DVAAVSER is the average time (exclusive of time spent on the queue waiting to be started) required by this device to
service an I/O request.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV   - Device Active Time

             DVAMEC   - Device Measurement Event Count

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this element is set to missing. If the device active time is zero, then
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the element is set to zero. If the device active time is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to missing. If the data
values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      DVAAVSER = DVAATV / DVAMEC;

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from zero to the value of DURATION.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAAVSER is recomputed from its summarized components at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The amount of time spent by an I/O operation to a device can be split into four mutually exclusive categories:

 IOS Queueing Time
Time spent queued waiting for access to this device. This wait may have occurred because the device or the logical
channel was known by IOS to be busy servicing another I/O operation from this system, or else because a started
operation returned a non-zero condition code (indicating the device or its paths were reserved or busy to another system).
Pending Time
Time spent waiting between a successful SSCH (Start SubChannel) command and completion of the path to the device.
Pending time can accumulate because the device was in use by another system, or was reserved from this system, or the
head-of-string was busy (switched to another control unit), or all control units on paths to the device were busy.
Connect Time
Time that the device was actually connected to the processor and either receiving channel instructions (e.g., SEEK and
SET SECTOR), or exchanging data with the host.
Disconnect Time
Time that the device was disconnected from the host processor, but was nevertheless processing instructions on behalf of
the I/O operation (e.g., positioning the read/write heads for data transfer).

Device response time (DVAAVRES) is considered to be the sum of all four time categories, while device service time
(DVAAVSER) is considered to be the sum of categories 2, 3, and 4.

DVABDCCT - Intvls with Bad CMB Data

DVABDCCT is the count of intervals with bad channel measurement block data for the device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVABDCCT is set to 1, indicating that CMB data for this device is bad.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVABDCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVABDCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that bad CMB data was
presented for the device, divide DVABDCCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that
this occurs, divide DVABDCCT by DURATION.
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DVABDCMB - Bad CMB Data Indicator

Flags any detail level observation in which RMF has transmitted a subchannel signal that the Channel Measurement
Block (CMB) may contain invalid data. Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

MICS DERIVATION: This value is obtained from bit SMF74CMB of field SMF74CNF in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device
Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value is either 'Y' or 'N', depending on the outcome of the bit test described above.

 Summarization Process: 

DVABDCMB is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

If DVABDCMB="Y", RMF has set to zero the timing fields from which DVAPEN, DVADIS, and DVACNN would have been
determined for this device and recording interval.

DVABDQCT - Intvls with Bad IOS Queue Length

DVABDQCT counts the number of intervals in which the device had an invalid IOS Queue Length.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVABDQCT is set to 1, indicating that, for this interval, the IOS queue length is invalid.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVABDQCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVABDQCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the IOS queue
length was bad, divide DVABDQCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this
occurs, divide DVABDQCT by DURATION.

DVABDQL - Bad IOS Queue Length Indicator

Flags any detail level observation in which RMF has transmitted an IOS signal that the reported queue length may contain
invalid data. Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.
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  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from bit SMF74QUL of field SMF74CNF in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value is either 'Y' or 'N', depending on the outcome of the bit test described above.

 Summarization Process: 

DVABDQL is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

If DVABDQL="Y", IOS queue lengths and waiting times calculated with this observation may be incorrect. This can affect
the value of DVAAVRES, for example.

DVACHGCT - Intvls Device was Dynamically Changed

DVACHGCT is the number of RMF reporting intervals where the device was dynamically changed, or replaced by a new
device with the same device number.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74CNX in the Device Data Section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record: if
the bit is on, DVACHGCT is set to 1, otherwise it is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

DVACHGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACHGCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVACHGCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVACMRCT - Intvls with Valid Command Response Time

DVACMRCT is the number of RMF reporting intervals where the command response (CMR) time was valid for the device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF74ENF in the Device Control Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity
record: if the bit is on, DVACMRCT is set to 1, otherwise it is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

DVACMRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

DVACMRCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVACMRCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

DVACMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to the device, during the measurement
interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

DVACMRTM contains the value from the field SMF74CMR of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVACMRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACMRTM contains the sum of all DVACMRTM values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
work load spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

DVACNF - Device Reconfiguration Indicator

DVACNF is a flag for the device being reconfigured. 'Y' indicates that the device was reconfigured, 'N' indicates it was not.
Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

 Element Derivation: 

When DVACNFCT is 1, DVACNF is set to 'Y', otherwise DVACNF is set to 'N'.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element is either 'Y' or 'N'.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACNF is invalid above the DETAIL level.
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DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

DVACNFCT counts the number of intervals in which the device was varied either online or offline. (The device could also
be varied multiple times within an interval.)

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online at End

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity Record. If the bit is on,
DVACNFCT is set to 1, indicating that the device was reconfigured during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACNFCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVACNFCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of intervals during which the
device was reconfigured, divide DVACNFCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that
this occurs, divide DVACNFCT by DURATION.

When there is any VARY activity for a device, the data for the device collected during the interval is invalid, and MICS sets
all device time-related variables to zero at the DETAIL level.

DVACNN - Device Connect Time

The accumulated number of seconds I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were connected to the
channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV   - Device Active Time

             DVACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow SSCH Count

             DVADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             DVAPEN   - Device Pending Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74CNN in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACNN contains the sum of all occurrences of DVACNN that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
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(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

The total number of SSCH (Start Subchannel) operations which completed, but for which the device connect or
disconnect time totaled more than the maximum possible recording time for this processor.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric. Measurement unit is integer count (full, not sampled).

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMEC   - Device Measurement Event Count

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74COF in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 up to a maximum equal to DVAMEC at the same level of summarization.

 Summarization Process: 

DVACNNOV contains the sum of all occurrences of DVACNNOV that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The device pending, disconnect, and connect times are collected and reported for each SSCH by the subchannel that
completed the I/O operation. The maximum value for any measurement is limited by the size of the registers used by
the subchannel. If an overflow is detected in either the disconnect-time or the connect-time register, all three are reset
to zero and the overflow indicator is set on. Any summarization that includes devices with overflow conditions during the
measured interval will thus be incomplete.

Overflow in the pending-time register is neither sensed nor signaled, even though the same restrictions on maximum
storable value apply. This can cause the RMF reporting of pend times to be inaccurate in certain shared DASD
environments. For I/O requests with extremely long delays, the Missing Interrupt Handler (MIH) will halt the request
and reschedule it. In these cases, the MIH will add the value of the MIH interval to the pend time that RMF reports.
Consequently, pend time is lost only for requests that take more than what the registers can support, and less than 1.5
times the value of the MIH interval. It is possible to alter the MIH interval value through an IECIOSxx parameter keyword.
By decreasing the value of the MIH interval, RMF reporting of pend time can be made more accurate, but the cost of
doing so in performance degradation may be unacceptable.

DVACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

DVACUQTM is the total number of seconds that I/O operations through this device were queued in the control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVACUQTM contains the value input from field SMF74CUQ of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVACUQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

DVACUQTM includes the sum of all of the occurrences of DVACUQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVADELCT - Intvls with Device Deleted

DVADELCT contains the number of intervals in which a device was deleted via dynamic reconfiguration of the I/
O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/O
configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 3 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVADELCT is set to 1.

 Range of Value: 

DVADELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVADELCT contains the sum of all values of DVADELCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

DVADINTV is the sum of the number of RMF measurement intervals for all of the devices whose statistics are included in
the record.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             LCUAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, MICS sets the value of DVADINTV to 1.

 Range of Value: 

DVADINTV ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVADINTV contains the sum of all occurrences of DVADINTV that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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DVADINTV is identical to the common element INTERVLS, and is included only for compatibility with the HARDTA,
HARSGA, and SCPLCU files, which are derived from the HARDVA file.

DVADIS - Device Disconnect Time

The accumulated seconds of device disconnect time for all I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval.
This is the total amount of time that I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval were disconnected from
the channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays for path reconnection.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV  - Device Active Time

             DVACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DVAPEN  - Device Pending Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74DIS in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVADIS contains the sum of all occurrences of DVADIS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

DVADVBTM is the total number of seconds that all I/O operations through this device were delayed in the channel
subsystem due to device busy delay.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVADVBTM contains the value input from field SMF74DVB of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVADVBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVADVBTM includes the sum of all of the occurrences of DVADVBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

DVAFICCT - Intvls Device Connected to FICON

DVAFICCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was connected to FICON.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF74CNX in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVAFICCT is set to 1 indicating that this device is connected to FICON.

 Range of Value: 

DVAFICCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAFICCT contains the sum of all values of DVAFICCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

To compute the percentage of intervals that this device was connected to FICON, divide DVAFICCT by INTERVLS.

DVAGNXCT - Intvls with Storage Group Name Change

DVAGNXCT counts the number of intervals in which the Storage Group Name for the device has changed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF74RCF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVAGNXCT is set to 1, indicating that the Storage Group Name changed during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

DVAGNXCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAGNXCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAGNXCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the Storage Group
Name for the device has changed, divide DVAGNXCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or
month that this occurs, divide DVAGNXCT by DURATION.

DVAHPC - HyperPAV Aliases Configured for LSS

DVAHPC contains the number of HyperPAV aliases configured for the logical subsystem to which this device belongs.

 Type: 
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

 Element Derivation: 

DVAHPC contains the value input from field SMF74HPC of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAHPC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAHPC contains the last value of DVAHPC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

DVAHPVCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was an HyperPAV.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF74CNX in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVAHPVCT is set to 1, indicating that this device is configured as an HyperPAV.

 Range of Value: 

DVAHPVCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAHPVCT contains the sum of all values of DVAHPVCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

To compute the percentage of intervals that this device was defined as an HyperPAV, divide DVAHPVCT by INTERVLS.

DVAHWRCT - Intvls zHyperWrite Requested

DVAHWRCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where zHyperWrite was requested for the device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74CN2 in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVAHWRCT is set to one (1) indicating zHyperWrite was requested for the device. Otherwise DVAHWRCT is set
to zero (0).
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 Range of Value: 

The value of DVAHWRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAHWRCT contains the sum of all values of DVAHWRCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

zHyperWrite can decrease the latency time of writes where mirroring is required by simultaneously performing both the
primary and mirrored writes, instead of performing the primary write and then waiting for the mirroring system to perform
the secondary write.

To compute the percentage of intervals that zHyperwrite was requested for the device, divide DVAHWRCT by INTERVLS.

DVAICT - Number of Invalid Samples

DVAICT is the count of invalid samples for the device that were recorded during the measured interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVAICT is derived from the SMF74ICT field of the RMF 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAICT contains the sum of all of the DVAICT values included in the summarization level.

DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

DVAIDTTM is the total interrupt delay time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to the device, during the measurement interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

 Element Derivation: 

DVAIDTTM contains the value from the field SMF74IDT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAIDTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAIDTTM contains the sum of all DVAIDTTM values included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

DVAISS - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

DVAISS indicates whether RMF failed to take a sample during any cycle during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Flag

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level DVAISS is derived from the SMF74ISS flag bit in field SMF74FLA of the SMF Type 74 Device Activity
Record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. DVAISS is set to Y if the field matches the mask
'.1......'B, or N if it does not.

 Range of Value: 

DVAISS has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that there were no samples skipped.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAISS is invalid above the DETAIL level.

DVAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

DVAISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator Flag

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, DVAISSCT is derived from field SMF74FLA, of the SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record. This field
is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of DVAISSCT is set depending on the value of bit 1 by
using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

 Range of Value: 

At the DETAIL time-span, the value of DVAISSCT is either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or 1,
meaning that samples were skipped.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAISSCT contains the sum of all DVAISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

DVAMEC - Measurement Event Count

The number of I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval for which the channel subsystem was able to
provide values for device connect, pending, and disconnect times.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV - Device Active Time

             DVACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DVADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             DVAPEN  - Device Pending Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74MEC in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMEC contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMEC that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Normally, this value is the same as the number of successful SSCH instructions (DVASSC) but may on occasion be less if
an internal time accumulator overflows.

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAMNALL - Min Generated Devices in All Classes

DVAMNALL counts the minimum number of devices generated in all classes at any time during the MICS reporting
interval. In the DETAIL time frame, this variable gives the total number of devices generated for all classes over the single
RMF interval to which it applies.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVATOALL - Total Generated Devices in All Classes

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMNALL is the minimum of all values of the total number of devices generated (DVATOALL) input while processing the
RMF data for the particular reporting period.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMNALL contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DVAMNALL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

DVAMNDCL - Min Recorded Devices in This Class

DVAMNDCL contains the minimum number of devices recorded for this class at any time during the MICS reporting
interval. In the DETAIL time frame, this variable gives the number of devices recorded for this class over the single RMF
interval to which it applies.
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 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMNDCL is the minimum of all values of the total devices recorded in this class (DVATODCL) input while processing
the RMF data for the particular reporting period.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMNDCL contains the minimum value for all occurrences of DVAMNDCL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

DVAMPTM - Total Mount Pending Time

DVAMPTM contains total mount pending time for the magnetic tape device over all RMF measurement intervals included
in the level of summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

             DVAMTC   - Number of Mounts

             DVAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMPTM contains the product of CYCLETM and DVAMTP. It is computed during the initial processing of the RMF type
74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAMPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMPTM contains the sum of all values of DVAMPTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAMPTM and the related data elements DVAMTC and DVAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives
for tape operations.

DVAMTC - Number of Mounts

DVAMTC contains the number of volume mount requests issued during the measurement interval for a magnetic tape
device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

 Element Derivation: 
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DVAMTC contains the value input from field SMF74MTC in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. This value
is incremented by one if bit 3 of field SMF74CLF is on, indicating a mount pending condition detected at the beginning of
the RMF interval.

 Range of Value: 

DVAMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMTC contains the sum of all values of DVAMTC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAMTC and the related data element DVAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

DVAMTP - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

DVAMTP contains the count of samples where a mount pending condition existed for this device (UCBMOUNT,
UCBALOC, and UCBNRDY flags all on in the UCB for the device), over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of
summarization.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANRD   - Device Not Ready

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

This count is obtained from field SMF74MTP of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (there were no samples during the RMF interval in which this device was in a
"mount pending" condition) to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
measurement interval (indicating that a "mount pending" condition existed at each sample taken during the RMF interval).

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMTP contains the sum of all DVAMTP values included in the summarization level.

DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

DVAMULEX is a flag that indicates that this device was the base exposure of a Parallel Access Volume (PAV) or
HyperPAV.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAVCT - Intervals Device was PAV

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMULEX is computed using the following algorithm:
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IF DVAHPVCT OR DVAPAVCT THEN DVAMULEX="Y"; ELSE DVAMULEX="N";

 Range of Value: 

The value of DVAMULEX is either 'Y' or 'N', depending on the outcome of the test described above.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMULEX is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVAMXALL - Max Generated Devices in All Classes

DVAMXALL contains the maximum number of devices generated in all classes at any time during the MICS reporting
interval. In the DETAIL time frame, this variable gives the total number of devices generated for all classes over the single
RMF interval to which it applies.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVATOALL - Total Generated Devices in All Classes

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMXALL is the maximum of all values of the total number of devices generated (DVATOALL) input while processing
the RMF data for the particular reporting period.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMXALL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DVAMXALL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

DVAMXDCL - Max Recorded Devices in This Class

DVAMXDCL contains the maximum number of devices recorded for this class at any time during the MICS reporting
interval. In the DETAIL time frame, this variable gives the number of devices recorded for this class over the single RMF
interval to which it applies.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMXDCL is the maximum of all values of the total devices recorded in this class (DVATODCL) input while processing
the RMF data for the particular reporting period.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMXDCL contains the maximum value for all occurrences of DVAMXDCL in the observations processed for the
summarization level.
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DVAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

DVAMXNDA is the maximum average number of allocations for this device during the RMF recording interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

             DVANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

DVAMXNDA is set to the value of DVAAVNDA at the DETAIL timespan.

 Range of Value: 

DVAMXNDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMXNDA contains the maximum of all occurrences of DVAMXNDA in the observations processed for the level of
summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. DVAMXNDA represents the
maximum sampled value for this device and measurement interval in question.

DVAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

The largest value for DVAAVQUE encountered for any RMF reporting interval included in this MICS reporting interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVQUE - Avg Request Queued

 Element Derivation: 

The average number of queued requests for the device is calculated for each RMF measurement interval (see
DVAAVQUE). At the DETAIL level, DVAMXQUE is equal to DVAAVQUE. At higher summarization levels, DVAMXQUE
gets its value as stated below.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (there were no queued requests detected by RMF throughout the entire MICS
reporting interval) to a maximum which is the same as that imposed upon DVAAVQUE, namely 255.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMXQUE is set to the largest DVAMXQUE VALUE found during the summarization process.

DVAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

DVAMXTAL contains maximum number of concurrently allocated magnetic tape devices during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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 Element Derivation: 

DVAMXTAL contains the value input from field SMF74MCT in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAMXTAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to total number of online magnetic tape devices.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAMXTAL contains the maximum value of DVAMXTAL processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAMXTAL is useful in determining the proper number of magnetic tape devices needed for the system.

DVANDA - Number of Device Allocations

DVANDA contains the number of allocations of this device in this storage group during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

             DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

DVANDA contains the value input from field SMF74NDA in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVANDA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVANDA contains the sum of all DVANDA values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA.

DVANDTAG - Node-Element Descriptor Tag

DVANDTAG contains the values of last two bytes of the NED (Node-Element Descriptor) of the device. The contents of
these bytes, referred to as the tag, is highly dependent on the controller manufacturer.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVANDTAG contains the value input from characters 27 and 28 of field SMF74DCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVANDTAG can take any numeric value in the following ranges:

  0000 to FFFF (hexadecimal)  

  0000 to 65536 (decimal)
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 Summarization Process: 

DVANDTAG contains the last value of DVANDTAG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVANOLCT - Intvls with No LCU Data

DVANOLCT counts the number of intervals in which the device has no Logical Control Unit information.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVANOLCT is set to 1, indicating that no LCU data is available during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVANOLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVANOLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the device has no
Logical Control Unit information, divide DVANOLCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or
month that this occurs, divide DVANOLCT by DURATION.

DVANOLCU - No LCU Data Indicator

Flags any detail level observation in which RMF has detected that the I/O Control Data Set (IOCDS) is invalid or illegible.
Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUID  - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from bit SMF74LCD of field SMF74CNF in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element is either 'Y' or 'N'.

 Summarization Process: 

DVANOLCU is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

In order to determine the LCU number for the device being reported, RMF must read the IOCDS. If the IOCDS is
unreadable, or has been changed during the reporting interval, RMF will indicate this situation by turning on a bit in the
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SMF74LCD field. In this case, the LCUID cannot be reported, and data from each of the alternate paths to a device will be
recorded separately, probably incorrectly.

DVANRD - Device Not Ready

The number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval during which the device was in a "not ready" status. RMF
considers a device as being not ready when bit UCBNRDY of its Unit Control Block is on.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMTP   - Mount Pending Condition

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

This count is obtained from field SMF74NRD of the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (there were no samples taken during the RMF interval in which the device
was in a 'not ready' status) to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
measurement interval (indicating that this device was 'not ready' at each sample taken by RMF during the interval).

 Summarization Process: 

DVANRD contains the sum of all DVANRD values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Note that all of DVAMTP is also counted here.

DVANSDDV - Non Self-Describing Device Number

DVANSDDV contains the device number for a non self-describing I/O device.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF74DTS in the Device Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record: if the
bit is on, DVANSDDV is extracted from the first four bytes of field SMF74DCT; otherwise it is set to a missing value.

 Range of Value: 

For self-describing devices, DVANSDDV is set to a SAS missing value. For non self-describing devices, DVANSDDV can
take any numeric value in the following ranges:

  0000 to FFFF (hexadecimal)  

  0000 to 65536 (decimal)

 Summarization Process: 

DVANSDDV contains the last value of DVANSDDV processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVANSDDV may be used to correlate statistics for shared devices when the same physical device does not have the
same device number (DEVNUM) on all systems that have access to it.
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DVANSS - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

DVANSS contains the number of samples that RMF skipped, for this device, due to invalid cycle data. When calculating
the cycle deltas for device measurements, RMF Monitor I device data gathering performs some validity checking to avoid
negative values in the start subchannel and measurement event counts, as well as in the device connect, pending, and
active times. If the data is recognized as invalid, the cycle is skipped.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA36831.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVANSS contains the value input from field SMF74NSS of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVANSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVANSS contains the sum of all values of DVANSS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVANUX - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

DVANUX contains the number of Unit Control Blocks (UCBs) for a Parallel Access Volume (PAV), including the base UCB
plus all the alias UCBs used for access during the RMF recording interval.

For HyperPAV devices, DVANUX has an alternate definition: it contains the number of aliases that were used, on average,
by an HyperPAV during the RMF recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was a PAV

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

 Element Derivation: 

For Parallel Access Volume (PAV) devices, DVANUX contains the value input from field SMF74NUX in the SMF type 74
subtype 1 Device Activity record. For HyperPAV devices, DVANUX is obtained by dividing field SMF74NUX by the number
of successful PAV/HyperPAV samples, SMF74PSM.

 Range of Value: 

DVANUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVANUX contains the sum of all occurrences of DVANUX that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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The implementation of Parallel Access Volumes (PAVs) introduced two new unit address types: "base" and "alias." This
allows a single volume to have multiple unit addresses. However, the association between base and alias addresses is
not fixed. Alias addresses can be assigned to other base addresses by the operating system as needed.

DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online at End

DVAONLCT is the number of intervals with the device online at the end.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVAONLCT is set to 1, indicating that the device was online at the end of this interval.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAONLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAONLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

This is the total time taken over all exposures for a Parallel Access Volume (PAV). It is calculated by multiplying the actual
duration by the ratio of the parallel access exposures to the number of RMF measurement intervals during which the
device was available.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was a PAV

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

 Element Derivation: 

DVAPADUR is computed using the following formula:

    DVAPADUR = DURATION * (DVANUX/DVAAVLCT)

However, if either of the values for DVANUX or DVAAVLCT is zero or missing, then DVAPADUR is set to the value of
DURATION.

 Range of Value: 

DVAPADUR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPADUR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The implementation of Parallel Access Volume (PAV), a feature of IBM's Enterprise Storage Subsystem (ESS), introduced
two new unit address types, "base" and "alias." This allows a single volume to have multiple units addresses available.
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However, the association between base and alias addresses is not fixed. Alias addresses can be assigned to other base
addresses by the operating system as needed. Up to 255 aliases can be defined per base address.

DVAPARCT - Intvls with Partial Stats Available

DVAPARCT counts the number of intervals in which only partial statistics are available for the device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 4 of field SMF74CNF in the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device Activity record. If the bit is on,
DVAPARCT is set to 1, indicating that only partial statistics are available during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPARCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAPARCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that there are intervals
in which only partial statistics are available, divide DVAPARCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day,
week, or month that this occurs, divide DVAPARCT by DURATION.

DVAPARTL - Partial Statistics Available Indicator

Flags any detail level observation in which RMF has detected that the Channel Measurement Block (CMB) may contain
invalid data. Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from bit SMF74PAR of field SMF74CNF in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value is either 'Y' or 'N', depending on the outcome of the bit test described above.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPARTL is invalid above the DETAIL level.

 Usage Notes: 

If DVAPARTL="Y", RMF has set to zero one or more of the timing fields from which DVAPEN, DVADIS, and DVACNN
would have been determined for this device and RMF recording interval.

DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

DVAPASCT contains the count of samples where RMF was able to record Parallel Access Volume (PAV) or HyperPAV
statistics for a specific device.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was PAV

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

DVAPASCT contains the value input from field SMF74PSM of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAPASCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken
during the RMF measurement interval.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPASCT contains the sum of all values of DVAPASCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

DVAPAUCT contains the count of samples where RMF was unable to record Parallel Access Volume (PAV) or HyperPAV
statistics for a specific device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVAPAVCT - Intervals Device was PAV

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

 Element Derivation: 

DVAPAUCT contains the value input from field SMF74PCT of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAPAUCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken
during the RMF measurement interval.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPAUCT contains the sum of all values of DVAPAUCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

To determine the percent of samples when RMF was unable to gather PAV or HyperPAV statistics for the device, divide
DVAPAUCT by Number of Samples (SAMPLES).

DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was PAV

DVAPAVCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was a Parallel Access Volume (PAV) or
HyperPAV (see USAGE NOTES).

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF74CNX in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVAPAVCT is set to 1, indicating that this device is configured as a Parallel Access Volume.

 Range of Value: 

DVAPAVCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPAVCT contains the sum of all values of DVAPAVCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Because HyperPAVs are primarily considered as PAVs, traditional PAVs are identified by a positive value for DVAPAVCT
and a zero value for the Intvls Device was HyperPAV (DVAHPVCT) data element.

DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

DVAPAXCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the number of aliases for a Parallel Access Volume
(PAV) changed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPAVCT - Intervals Device was PAV

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 3 of field SMF74CNX in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVAPAXCT is set to 1, indicating that the number of aliases for this device changed during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

DVAPAXCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPAXCT contains the sum of all values of DVAPAXCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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DVAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

The percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval that indicated the device was allocated. Or, for
DASD devices only, the percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which a "permanently resident"
volume was mounted on this device.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAALC  - Device Allocated

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAPCALC = (DVAALC * 100) / DVARSMP

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from 0 to 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCALC is recomputed from the summarized values of DVAALC and DVARSMP.

DVAPCAVL - Pct Device Available

DVAPCAVL is the percent of measurement intervals in which the device was not reconfigured, and at the end of which the
device was online.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online

 Element Derivation: 

DVAPCAVL is computed using the following formula:

    DVAPCAVL = (DVAAVLCT/DVADINTV) * 100

If either DVAAVLCT or DVADINTV is missing, then DVAPCAVL is set to missing.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCAVL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

DVAPCAVL represents the minimum availability of the device. A device is considered unavailable for an interval during
which either of the following conditions is true:

• The device was offline at the end of the interval
• The device was reconfigured during the interval.
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Measurements for reconfigured devices are unpredictable, and in order to avoid misrepresenting device activity, such
measurements are assumed to be zero, even if the device was in fact active for a substantial portion of the interval.

DVAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

DVAPCCNN is the percentage of time during the measurement interval that I/O requests to this device were connected to
the channel path for search and data transfer operations.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

 Element Derivation: 

DVAPCCNN is derived using the following algorithm:

    DVAPCCNN = (DVACNN*100) / (DURATION*(DVANUX/DVAAVLCT))

 Range of Value: 

DVAPCCNN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

The percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval indicating that the device was awaiting a volume
mount.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMTP  - Mount Pending Condition

             DVARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAPCMTP = (DVAMTP * 100) / DVARSMP

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from 0 to 100.
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 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCMTP is recalculated from the summarized values of DVAMTP and DVARSMP.

DVAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

The percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval that indicated the device was in a 'not ready' status.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANRD  - Device Not Ready

             DVARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAPCNRD = (DVANRD * 100) / DVARSMP.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from 0 to 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCNRD is recalculated from the summarized values of DVANRD and DVARSMP.

DVAPCRSV - PCT Device Reserved

The percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval which indicated that the device was reserved by this
system. This RESERVE condition might delay other processors, but does not cause any delay to users of this device from
this system.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             DVARSV   - Device Reserved

 Element Derivation: 

This data element is computed as follows:

    DVAPCRSV = (DVARSV * 100) / DVARSMP

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from 0 to 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCRSV is recalculated from the summarized values of DVARSV and DVARSMP.

DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

DVACPCUTL is the percentage of time during the measurement interval that this device was:

(a) actively in use for I/O operations by this system, plus
(b) reserved by this system even though no I/O was active.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNN    - Device Connect Time

             DVADIS    - Device Disconnect Time

             DVANUX    - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPADUR  - Total Parallel Access Duration

             DVAPCCNN  - Pct Device Connected

             DVAPCIDL  - Pct Device Reserved But Idle

             DVARSMP   - Number of RMF Samples

             DVAUTL    - Reserved/Idle time

 Element Derivation: 

DVACPCUTL is derived using the following algorithm:

    DVAPCUTL=(((DVACNN+DVADIS)/(DURATION*(DVANUX/DVAAVLCT)))+

                             (DVAUTL/DVARSMP))*100

 Range of Value: 

DVAPCUTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This value is the sum of three separate fractions of the I/O cycle: the time when the device is actively transferring data,
the time when the device is engaged in activities (for example, SEEK) on behalf of an I/O request, and the time when
the device is otherwise idle but is subject to a RESERVE from this system. Therefore, the element is the percentage of
elapsed time that these devices are "reserved" against use by another system.

DVAPEN - Device Pending Time

The accumulated seconds of device pending time for all I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV  - Device Active Time

             DVACNN  - Device Connect Time

             DVADIS  - Device Disconnect Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74PEN in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
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(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVAQUE - Requests Queued

A cumulative count of the number of I/O requests that have been found queued for this device throughout the RMF
recording interval. On each cycle, RMF adds in the value of the UCBCNT field.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This count is obtained from field SMF74QUE of the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

0 to (255 * SAMPLES). (UCBCNT is a 1-byte field).

 Summarization Process: 

DVAQUE contains the sum of all DVAQUE values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

Requests may be queued for a wide variety of reasons. The unit may be busy, the path to it (channel, control unit, etc.)
may be busy, the unit may be reserved to another CPU, or even in the "not ready" (intervention required) state.

In a multiprocessing system, I/O requests made on one CPU which can only be started on the other (either because the
path on this side is busy or there is no path) will show up in this count while they are waiting for the other CPU to get to
them.

In the case of Mass Storage, requests may be queued because they "cylinder faulted". At this time, RMF does not
account for this situation with any kind of breakdown. Thus you could see a device with a queue yet no unit or path
elongation.

DVARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

DVARSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

             DVAISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

 Element Derivation: 

DVARSMP contains the value from field SMF74SAM in the RMF Product Section of SMF Type 74, Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

 Summarization Process: 

DVARSMP contains the sum of all DVARSMP values that were included in the level of summarization.
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DVARSV - Device Reserved

The number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which RMF observed that this device was (hardware)
reserved by this system.

RMF makes this determination by checking the UCBRESVH bit in the Unit Control Block, which IOS turns on after a
successful hardware reserve I/O request. IOS does not issue a hardware reserve request at the time a RESERVE macro
is issued. Rather, it waits until the first I/O request is made after that macro is issued. IOS does, however, immediately
release a device when its last RESERVE macro is canceled (via a DEQ macro).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This count is obtained from field SMF74RSV of the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (the device was not detected in a 'RESERVE' condition at any sample taken
during the RMF interval) to a maximum equal to the value of SAMPLES, the number of samples taken during the RMF
measurement interval (indicating that the device was 'RESERVED' at each sample taken during the interval).

 Summarization Process: 

DVARSV contains the sum of all DVARSV values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

While this machine has a disk reserved, it cannot be accessed by any other system, even though the other system may
be interested in a different data set on that drive.

DVASHRCT - Intvls where Device was Shared

DVASHRCT is the number of RMF reporting intervals where the device could be shared or assigned to multiple systems
in a sysplex.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bits 3 and 4 of field SMF74DTS in the Device Data Section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity
record: if the bits are on, DVASHRCT is set to 1; otherwise it is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

DVASHRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASHRCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASHRCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

DVASILBR contains the number of link busy conditions encountered while performing synchronous I/O reads for the
device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.                                            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy

          DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

          DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

          DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASILBR contains the value input from field SMF74SLBR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASILBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASILBR contains the sum of all values of DVASILBR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy

DVASILBW contains the number of link busy conditions encountered while performing synchronous I/O writes for the
device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

          DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

          DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts

          DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASILBW contains the value input from field SMF74SLBW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASILBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASILBW contains the sum of all values of DVASILBW processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

DVASIQTM - IOS Queue Time

DVASIQTM contains the amount of z/OS I/O Supervisor (IOS) queue time for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  None

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIQTM contains the value input from field SMF74IOS of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASIQTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIQTM contains the sum of all DVASIQTM values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRBT - Synch I/O Read Bytes Transferred

DVASIRBT contains the total number of bytes transferred while performing synchronous I/O reads for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASIWBT - Synch I/O Write Bytes Transferred

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRBT contains the value input from field SMF74SBR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRBT contains the sum of all values of DVASIRBT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

DVASIRCM contains the number of cache misses that occurred while performing synchronous I/O reads for the device. 
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The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

           DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

           DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

           DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRCM contains the value input from field SMF74SCMR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record. 

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRCM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRCM contains the sum of all values of DVASIRCM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRCT - Intvls Synch I/O Read Capable

DVASIRCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was capable of performing synchronous I/O
read requests.  

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASIWCT - Intvls Synch I/O Write Capable   

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74CN2 in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVASIRCT is set to one (1) indicating zHyperWrite was requested for the device. Otherwise DVASIRCT is set to
zero (0).

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRCT contains the sum of all values of DVASIRCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRFT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Failed Time

DVASIRFT contains the total elapsed time consumed by unsuccessful synchronous I/O read requests for the device.
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The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIWFT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Failed Time

           DVASIRPT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Process Time

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRFT contains the value input from field SMF74SFTR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.  

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRFT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRFT contains the sum of all DVASIRFT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRPT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Process Time

DVASIRPT contains the total processing time consumed by synchronous I/O read requests for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIWPT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Process Time

           DVASIRFT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Failed Time

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRPT contains the value input from field SMF74SPR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRPT contains the sum of all DVASIRPT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

DVASIRRM contains the total number of synchronous I/O read requests for the device that were rejected for reasons
other than read cache misses, a busy link, or a timeout.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

           DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

           DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

           DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRRM contains the value input from field SMF74SOR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRRM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRRM contains the sum of all values of DVASIRRM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

DVASIRTO contains the total number of times that a synchronous I/O read request for the device that failed due to a
timeout condition.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer

SEE ALSO:  DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts

           DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

           DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

           DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRTO contains the value input from field SMF74STOR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.  

 Range of Value: 

DVASIRTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIRTO contains the sum of all values of DVASIRTO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASISRR - Successful Synch I/O Read Reqs

DVASISRR contains the number of successfully completed synchronous I/O read requests for the device.
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The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASISWR - Successful Synch I/O Write Reqs

 Element Derivation: 

DVASISRR contains the value input from field SMF74SQR of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record. 

 Range of Value: 

DVASISRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASISRR contains the sum of all values of DVASISRR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASISWR - Successful Synch I/O Write Reqs

DVASISWR contains the number of successfully completed synchronous I/O write requests for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASISRR - Successful Synch I/O Read Reqs

 Element Derivation: 

DVASISWR contains the value input from field SMF74SQW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASISWR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASISWR contains the sum of all values of DVASISWR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWBT - Synch I/O Write Bytes Transferred

DVASIWBT contains the total number of bytes transferred while performing synchronous I/O writes for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:  DVASIRBT - Synch I/O Read Bytes Transferred

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIWBT contains the value input from field SMF74SBW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record. 

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWBT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWBT contains the sum of all values of DVASIWBT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWCT - Intvls Synch I/O Write Capable

DVASIWCT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was capable of performing synchronous I/O
write requests.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIRCT - Intvls Synch I/O Read Capable   

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74CN2 in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVASIWCT is set to one (1) indicating zHyperWrite was requested for the device. Otherwise DVASIWCT is set to
zero (0).

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWCT contains the sum of all values of DVASIWCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWFT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Failed Time

DVASIWFT contains the total elapsed time consumed by unsuccessful synchronous I/O write requests for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: DVASIRFT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Failed Time

          DVASIWPT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Process Time
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 Element Derivation: 

DVASIRRM contains the value input from field SMF74SFTW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.  

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWFT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWFT contains the sum of all DVASIWFT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWPT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Process Time

DVASIWPT contains the total processing time consumed by synchronous I/O write requests for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  DVASIRPT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Process Time

           DVASIWFT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Failed Time

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIWPT contains the value input from field SMF74SPW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.   

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWPT contains the sum of all DVASIWPT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

DVASIWRM contains the total number of synchronous I/O write requests for the device that were rejected for reasons
other than a deferred write, a busy link, or a timeout.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

            DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy

            DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

            DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts
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 Element Derivation: 

DVASIWRM contains the value input from field SMF74SOW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWRM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWRM contains the sum of all values of DVASIWRM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

DVASIWSD contains the number of synchronous I/O write requests for the device where there was a delay in storing the
write data.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

            DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy

            DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts    

            DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIWSD contains the value input from field SMF74SNIS of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record. 

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWSD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWSD contains the sum of all values of DVASIWSD processed in the level of summarization.    

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts

DVASIWTO contains the total number of times that a synchronous I/O write request for the device failed due to a timeout
condition.  

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.            

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

            DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy
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            DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

            DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

 Element Derivation: 

DVASIWTO contains the value input from field SMF74STOW of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.     

 Range of Value: 

DVASIWTO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASIWTO contains the sum of all values of DVASIWTO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASMCCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Return Non-0

DVASMCCT is the number of intervals during which the SMS Interface Call Return Code is non-zero. A Return Code
value of 0 would indicate a normal return; DVASMCCT is a counter of abnormal returns.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             DVASMSRC - SMS Interface Call:  Return Code

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL time-span, when DVASMSRC is non-zero, DVASMCCT is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASMCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the SMS Interface
Return is non-zero, divide DVASMCCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this
occurs, divide DVASMCCT by DURATION.

DVASMICT - Intvls with SMS Interface Error

DVASMICT is the number of intervals during which the SMS Interface had an error condition.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 
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MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF74DMS in the Device Control Data Section of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity Record. If the
bit is on, DVASMICT is set to 1, indicating the SMS interface error occurred during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMICT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASMICT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the interface error
occurs, divide DVASMICT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this occurs, divide
DVASMICT by DURATION.

DVASMNCT - Intvls with SMS Not Available

DVASMNCT is the number of intervals during which SMS was not available.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF74DMS in the Device Control Data Section of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVASMNCT is set to 1, indicating that SMS was not available during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMNCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMNCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASMNCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that SMS is unavailable,
divide DVASMNCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this occurs, divide
DVASMNCT by DURATION.

DVASMRCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reason Non-0

DVASMRCT is the number of intervals in which the SMS Interface Call Reason Code was non-zero. A Reason Code
value of 0 would indicate a normal return; DVASMRCT is a counter of abnormal returns.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVASMSRS - SMS Interface Call:  Reason Code

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL time-span, when DVASMSRS is non-zero, DVASMRCT is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 
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DVASMRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMRCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASMRCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that the SMS Interface
Reason Code is non-zero, divide DVASMRCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month
that this occurs, divide DVASMRCT by DURATION.

DVASMSRC - SMS Interface Call Return Code

DVASMSRC is the SMS Interface Call Return Code. A value of 0 indicates a normal return.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVASMSRC contains the value input from field SMF74SRC of the Device Control Data Section of the RMF type 74
Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMSRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to the highest SMS return code.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMSRC is defined only at the DETAIL time-span and is never summarized.

DVASMSRS - SMS Interface Call Reason Code

DVASMSRS is the SMS Interface Call Reason Code. A value of 0 indicates a normal return.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVASMSRS contains the value input from field SMF74SRS of the Device Control Data Section of the RMF Type 74
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMSRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to the highest SMS reason code.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMSRS is defined only at the DETAIL time-span and is never summarized.

DVASMS15 - SMS Interface Call Reg 15 Contents

DVASMS15 is the contents of Register 15 after the SMS Interface Call. A value of 0 indicates a normal return.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVASMS15 contains the value input from field SMF74S15 of the Device Control Data Section of the RMF Type 74 Device
Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVASMS15 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASMS15 is defined only at the DETAIL time-span and is never summarized.

DVASM5CT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reg 15 Non-0

DVASM5CT is the number of intervals in which the contents of Register 15 after the SMS Interface Call are non-zero. A
Register Contents value of 0 would indicate a normal return; DVASM5CT is a counter of abnormal returns.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             DVASMS15 - SMS Interface Call:  Reg 15 Contents

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL time-span, when DVASMS15 is non-zero, DVASM5CT is set to 1;, otherwise, it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

DVASM5CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASM5CT contains the sum of all DVASM5CT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that this occurs, divide
DVASM5CT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this occurs, divide DVASM5CT
by DURATION.

DVASPACT -  Intvls SuperPAV Mode

DVASPACT contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the device was in SuperPAV mode.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  DVAHWRCT - Intvls zHyperWrite Requested

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF74CN2 in the Device Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record. If the
bit is on, DVASPACT is set to one (1) indicating the device was in SuperPAV mode. Otherwise DVASPACT is set to zero
(0).
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 Range of Value: 

DVASPACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASPACT contains the sum of all values of DVASPACT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVASSC - Start Subchannel Count

The number of I/O requests to this device during the measurement interval; this a count of the number of SSCH (Start
Subchannel) and RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instructions issued.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV - Device Active Time

             DVACNN - Device Connect Time

             DVADIS - Device Disconnect Time

             DVAMEC - Measurement Event Count

             DVAPEN - Device Pending Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74SSC in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVASSC contains the sum of all occurrences of DVASSC that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

• the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.

• the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).

• the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

DVATHDLY - PAV Alias Throttling Delays

DVATHDLY contains the number of I/Os requests that were delayed due to PAV alias throttling for the device.

The metric for this data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  None

 Element Derivation: 
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DVATHDLY contains the value input from field SMF74ATD of the Device Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype 1
Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

DVATHDLY ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVATHDLY contains the sum of all values of DVATHDLY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVATMDCT - Intvls with Excessive Devices for Class

DVATMDCT is the number of intervals during which there were too many devices for RMF to capture information for all
devices associated with the device class identified by data element Device Class (DEVCLASS).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  DEVCLASS - Device Class           

            DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF74DMS in the Device Control Data Section of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity Record. If the
bit is on, DVATMDCT is set to one (1), indicating there were too many devices specified for the device class. Otherwise
DVATMDCT is set to zero (0).

 Range of Value: 

The value of DVATMDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

DVATMDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of DVATMDCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record supports a maximum of 65,535 device data sections. If more than
65,535 devices are defined for a device class, only 65,535 will be reported on in the SMF record. See the z/OS RMF
User's Guide for information about how to use the Device Data Gatherer NMBR option to identify specific devices to
include in the SMF record.

To compute the percentage of intervals where too many devices were defined for the device class, divide DVATMDCT by
INTERVLS.

DVATOALL - Total Generated Devices in All Classes

DVATOALL is the total number of devices specified for all device classes at system generation.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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DVATOALL contains the value input from field SMF74GEN of the Device Control Data Section of the RMF type 74 Device
Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVATOALL contains the sum of all occurrences of DVATOALL that were included in the level of summarization.

DVATODCL - Total Recorded Devices in This Class

DVATODCL is the total number of Device Data sections in all physical SMF records, including continuation records, for
devices belonging to this device class for the RMF recording interval.

Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS - Device Class                      

            DVAMNDCL - Min Recorded Devices in This Class

            DVAMXDCL - Max Recorded Devices in This Class

Element Derivation: 

DVATODCL contains the value input from field SMF74TOT of the Device Control Data Section of the RMF type 74
Subtype 1 Device Activity record.

Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process: 

DVATODCL contains the sum of all occurrences of DVATODCL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

DVAUTL - Device Reserved and Idle

The number of samples taken during the measurement interval in which RMF observed that this device was (hardware)
reserved by this system and no I/O from this system to the device was in progress. This represents 'idle - tied up' time in
which no other system could access the device.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

             DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field SMF74UTL in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAUTL contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAUTL that were included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

The total percentage of elapsed time that this device is 'reserved' against use by another system is given in element
DVAPCUTL.

DVAVOCAP - DASD Volume Capacity

DVAVOCAP contains the volume capacity for a direct access storage device, which is specified by the number of
available cylinders.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

DVAVOCAP contains the value input from field SMF74CAP of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVAVOCAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVAVOCAP contains the last value of DVAVOCAP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

DVA74NUX - Accum. Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

For Parallel Access Volume (PAV) devices, at the DETAIL timespan, DVA74NUX contains the number of Unit Control
Blocks (UCBs) active at the end of the RMF recording interval. This value includes the base UCB plus all the alias UCBs
used for access.

For HyperPAV devices, at the DETAIL timespan, DVA74NUX contains the sum of the aliases over all successful PAV/
HyperPAV samples.

DVA74NUX is primarily kept in the database for reference. The most commonly used Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases
(DVANUX) data element should be used for data analysis.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

             DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

             INTERVLS - Number of RMF Intervals

 Element Derivation: 

DVA74NUX contains the value input from field SMF74NUX in the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

DVA74NUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

DVA74NUX contains the sum of all occurrences of DVA74NUX that were included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

For PAV devices, DVA74NUX must be divided by the number of RMF intervals to determine the average number of UCBs
for the device.

For HyperPAV devices, DVA74NUX must be divided by both the number of RMF intervals and the number of successful
PAV/HyperPAV samples to determine the average number of aliases for the device. Data element DVAHPVCT can be
used to determine if the device is a HyperPAV device. If the value of DVAHPVCT is positive then the device is HyperPAV.

EADM Activity File (HAREAD)
The EADM Activity File (HAREAD) provides statistics on Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) activity, including
the zEDC compression and decompression operations handled on-chip by IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Subchannel request rates and response time statistics including pending, IOP queue, and initial command response times
are provided. For z15 and later CPCs, additional data elements are populated for zEDC compression and decompression
request rates, data throughput and compression/decompression ratios.

The information in the HAREAD file is obtained from the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) Information section of the of the RMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HAREAD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Tue, Jul 6, 2021

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Tue, Jul 6, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  EADAVAIL - Intvls EADM zEDC Compress Facility Avail

  XDWM..E  EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression

  XDWM..E  EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression
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  XDWM..E  EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  XDWM..E  EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  XDWM..E  EADTOCMP - Total EADM zEDC Compression Ops

  XDWM..E  EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  EADTODMP - Total EADM zEDC Decompression Ops

  XDWM..E  EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

  XDWM..E  EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

  XDWM..E  EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

  XDWM..E  EADTOTUP - Total Updates to Time Fields

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

  XDWM..E  EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time

  XDWM..E  EADCMPR  - EADM zEDC Compression Ratio

  XDWM..E  EADDCMPR - EADM zEDC Decompression Ratio

  XDWM..E  EADPSCRR - EADM zEDC Compression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  EADPSDCR - EADM zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  EADPSDDR - EADM zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  EADPSDRR - EADM zEDC Decompression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  EADPSSCH - SSCH Instructions Rate all Devices

EADAVAIL - Intvls EADM zEDC Compress Facility Avail

EADAVAIL contains the number of RMF intervals where the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) on-chip zEDC
compression facility was available. The on-chip zEDC compression facility was introduced with the IBM z15 CPC.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, EADAVAIL is derived from field R7410DFLG, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM) Device (subchannel) Information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM) Statistics record. EADAVAIL is set by examining bit 0 of field R7410DFLG. When bit 0 contains a one (1),
EADAVAIL is set to one (1). Otherwise EADAVAIL is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

EADAVAIL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADAVAIL contains the sum of all values of EADAVAIL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For IBM z14 and earlier generation CPC types, EADAVAIL contains a value of zero (0).

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express was an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.
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EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

EADAVCRT contains the average amount of initial command response time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory
(SCM) requests over the RMF measurement interval. Initial command response time constitutes the time elapsed
between the first command not immediately executing and the successful start of execution in the SCM resource.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

            EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time

            EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

            EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

Element Derivation:

EADAVCRT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where EADTOCRT is divided by EADTOSCH:

%AVERAGE(EADAVCRT,EADTOCRT,EADTOSCH) ;

 

   where EADTOCRT is the total amount of initial command

         response time

 

         EADTOSCH is the number of Start SubChannel requests

         to all devices

Range of Value:

EADAVCRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADAVCRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), which supports Storage Class Memory (SCM), functionally replaces the PCIe Flash Express
feature, available with IBM zEC12, and z13 CPCs. VFM is available beginning with the IBM z14 CPC.

Both PCIe Flash Express and VFM are optional features that facilitate several performance improvement capabilities such
as improving paging performance during workload spikes, supporting middleware use of 1MB pages, and Storage Class
Memory (SCM).

VFM emulates the original PCIe Flash Express feature using a portion of the CPC main memory, freeing up I/O cage slots
for other PCIe features.

EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

EADAVFPT contains the average amount of time, in seconds, between when Start SubCHannel (SSCH) requests were
issued, and when the the first command in the channel programs were accepted, for requests to all devices.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

            EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time

            EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

            EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices
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Element Derivation:

EADAVFPT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where EADTOFPT is divided by EADTOSCH:

%AVERAGE(EADAVFPT,EADTOFPT,EADTOSCH) ;

 

   where EADTOFPT is the total amount of function pending

         time

 

         EADTOSCH is the number of Start SubChannel requests

         to all devices

Range of Value:

EADAVFPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADAVFPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time

EADAVIQT contains the average amount of I/O Processor (IOP) queue time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory
(SCM) requests over the RMF measurement interval. SCM requests are queued to prevent the SCM resource from
exceeding its maximum capacity.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

            EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

            EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

            EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

Element Derivation:

EADAVIQT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where EADTOIQT is divided by EADTOSCH:

%AVERAGE(EADAVIQT,EADTOIQT,EADTOSCH) ;

 

   where EADTOIQT is the total amount of IOP queue time for

         the LPAR

 

         EADTOSCH is the total number of SCM requests issued

         by the LPAR

Range of Value:

EADAVIQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADAVIQT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), which supports Storage Class Memory (SCM), functionally replaces the PCIe Flash Express
feature, available with IBM zEC12, and z13 CPCs. VFM is available beginning with the IBM z14 CPC.

Both PCIe Flash Express and VFM are optional features that facilitate several performance improvement capabilities such
as improving paging performance during workload spikes, supporting middleware use of 1MB pages, and Storage Class
Memory (SCM).

VFM emulates the original PCIe Flash Express feature using a portion of the CPC main memory, freeing up I/O cage slots
for other PCIe features.

EADCMPR - EADM zEDC Compression Ratio

EADCMPR contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data, compressed by Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM) on-chip zEDC compression.

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADDCMPR - EADM zEDC Decompression Ratio

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

            EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression

Element Derivation:

EADCMPR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF EADTOBAC GE 0 AND EADTOBBC GE 0 THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (EADTOBAC GT 0) EADCMPR=EADTOBBC/EADTOBAC;

     WHEN (EADTOBAC EQ 0) EADCMPR=0;

     OTHERWISE            EADCMPR=.;

   END;

   ELSE EADCMPR=.;

 

   where  EADTOBBC is number of input bytes before on-chip

                   compression

 

          EADTOBAC is number of output bytes after on-chip

                   compression

Range of Value:

EADCMPR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADCMPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For IBM z14 and earlier generation CPC types, EADCMPR contains a missing value.

On-chip zEDC compression and decompression functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression
feature that is available with IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs. zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature
implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression is a superior, on-chip replacement, and is implemented on
IBM z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.
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EADDCMPR - EADM zEDC Decompression Ratio

EADDCMPR contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data, decompressed by Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM) on-chip zEDC decompression.

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADCMPR  - EADM zEDC Compression Ratio

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

            EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

Element Derivation:

EADDCMPR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF EADTOBBD GE 0 AND EADTOBAD GE 0 THEN SELECT;     

     WHEN (EADTOBBD GT 0) EADDCMPR=EADTOBAD/EADTOBBD;  

     WHEN (EADTOBBD EQ 0) EADDCMPR=0;                  

     OTHERWISE            EADDCMPR=.;                  

   END;                                                

   ELSE EADDCMPR=.;                                     

 

   where  EADTOBAD is the number of output bytes after

                   on-chip decompression

 

          EADTOBBD is the number of input bytes before

                   on-chip decompression

Range of Value:

EADDCMPR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADDCMPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For IBM z14 and earlier generation CPC types, EADDCMPR contains a missing value.

On-chip zEDC compression and decompression functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression
feature that is available with IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs. zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature
implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression is a superior, on-chip replacement, and is implemented on
IBM z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADPSCRR - EADM zEDC Compression Request Rate

EADPSCRR contains the number of data compression requests to the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
for on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) compression, per second, during the RMF
measurement interval.

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            EADPSDRR - EADM zEDC Decompression Request Rate

            EADTOCMP - Total EADM zEDC Compression Ops

Element Derivation:

EADPSCRR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (EADTOCMP GT 0) EADPSCRR=EADTOCMP/DURATION;

     WHEN (EADTOCMP EQ 0) EADPSCRR=0;

     OTHERWISE            EADPSCRR=.;

   END;

   ELSE EADPSCRR=.;

 

   where  EADTOCMP is the total number of EADM on-chip zEDC

                   compression requests

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HAREAD observation

Range of Value:

EADPSCRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADPSCRR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z15 CPC, the Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) replaced the
zEDC PCIe Express adapter (available as an extra-cost feature with the IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs) with on-chip
data compression and decompression.

EADPSCRR is the number of requests, per second, for compression of data enabled for on-chip zEDC compression.

EADPSDCR - EADM zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

EADPSDCR contains the number of megabytes of uncompressed input data compressed per second, by on-chip,
Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC), facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM).

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            EADPSDDR - EADM zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

Element Derivation:

EADPSDCR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (EADTOBBC GT 0) EADPSDCR=EADTOBBC/DURATION/1048576 ;

     WHEN (EADTOBBC EQ 0) EADPSDCR=0;
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     OTHERWISE            EADPSDCR=.;

   END;

   ELSE EADPSDCR=.;

 

   where  EADTOBBC is the number of uncompressed input bytes

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HAREAD observation

 

          1048576  is the number of bytes per megabyte (MB)

Range of Value:

EADPSDCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADPSDCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z15 CPC, the Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) replaced the
zEDC PCIe Express adapter (available as an extra-cost feature with the IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs) with on-chip
data compression and decompression.

EADPSDCR is the average number of megabytes of uncompressed data that is compressed each second using on-chip
zEDC compression.

EADPSDDR - EADM zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

EADPSDDR contains the number of megabytes of compressed input data decompressed per second, by on-chip,
Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC), facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM).

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            EADPSDCR - EADM zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

EADPSDDR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (EADTOBBD GT 0) EADPSDDR=EADTOBBD/DURATION/1048576 ;

     WHEN (EADTOBBD EQ 0) EADPSDDR=0;

     OTHERWISE            EADPSDDR=.;

   END;

   ELSE EADPSDDR=.;

 

   where  EADTOBBD is the number of compressed input bytes

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HAREAD observation
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          1048576  is the number of bytes per megabyte (MB)

Range of Value:

EADPSDDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADPSDDR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z15 CPC, the Integrated Accelerator for zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) replaced the
zEDC PCIe Express adapter (available as an extra-cost feature with the IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs) with on-chip
data compression and decompression.

EADPSDCR is the average number of megabytes of compressed data that is decompressed each second using on-chip
zEDC decompression.

EADPSSCH - SSCH Instructions Rate all Devices

EADPSSCH contains the number of Start SubCHannel (SSCH) requests to to all Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM) devices, per second, during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

Element Derivation:

EADPSSCH is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (EADTOSCH GT 0) EADPSSCH=EADTOSCH/DURATION;

     WHEN (EADTOSCH EQ 0) EADPSSCH=0;

     OTHERWISE            EADPSSCH=.;

   END;

   ELSE EADPSSCH=.;

 

   where  EADTOSCH is the total number of SSCH commands to

                   to all EADM devices

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HAREAD observation

Range of Value:

EADPSSCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADPSSCH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression

EADTOBAC contains the total number of compressed bytes output from on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC
compression, using the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), during the RMF measurement interval.

EADTOBAC is available for IBM z15 and later generation CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

EADTOBAC contains the value input from field R7410DOSC, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record. After input, the value is multiplied by 1048576 to convert megabytes to bytes.

Range of Value:

EADTOBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTOBAC is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

EADTOBAC contains the sum of all values of EADTOBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

EADTOBAD contains the total number of decompressed bytes output by on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC
decompression, using the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), during the RMF measurement interval.

EADTOBAD is available for IBM z15 and later generation CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression  

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

EADTOBAD contains the value input from field R7410DOSD, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record. After input, the value is multiplied by 1048576 to convert megabytes to bytes.

Range of Value:

EADTOBAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTOBAD is a missing value.
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Summarization Process:

EADTOBAD contains the sum of all values of EADTOBAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

EADTOBBC contains the total number of uncompressed bytes input for on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC
compression, using the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), during the RMF measurement interval.

EADTOBBC is available for IBM z15 and later generation CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression  

            EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

EADTOBBC contains the value input from field R7410DISC, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record. After input, the value is multiplied by 1048576 to convert megabytes to bytes.

Range of Value:

EADTOBBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTOBBC is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

EADTOBBC contains the sum of all values of EADTOBBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

EADTOBBD contains the total number of compressed bytes input for on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC
decompression, using the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), during the RMF measurement interval.

EADTOBBD is available for IBM z15 and later generation CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression  
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            EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

Element Derivation:

EADTOBBD contains the value input from field R7410DISD, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record. After input, the value is multiplied by 1048576 to convert megabytes to bytes.

Range of Value:

EADTOBBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTOBBD is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

EADTOBBD contains the sum of all values of EADTOBBD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOCMP - Total EADM zEDC Compression Ops

EADTOCMP contains the total number of on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression operations performed,
facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), over the RMF measurement interval for the z/OS LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADCMPR  - EADM zEDC Compression Ratio

            EADPSCRR - EADM zEDC Compression Request Rate

            EADPSDCR - EADM zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

            EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression

            EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

            EADTODMP - Total EADM zEDC Decompression Ops

Element Derivation:

EADTOCMP contains the value input from field R7410DOCC, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record.

Range of Value:

EADTOCMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTOCMP is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

EADTOCMP contains the sum of all values of EADTOCMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

EADTOCRT contains the total amount of initial command response times, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory
(SCM) requests over the RMF measurement interval. Initial command response time constitutes the time elapsed
between the first command not immediately executing and the successful start of execution in the SCM resource.

EADTOCRT is maintained in the database in order to calculate data element EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response
Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

            EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

            EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

Element Derivation:

EADTOCRT contains the value input from field R7410DCRT, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Device (subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
statistics record. During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128
microseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

EADTOCRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADTOCRT contains the sum of all values of EADTOCRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), which supports Storage Class Memory (SCM), functionally replaces the PCIe Flash Express
feature, available with IBM zEC12, and z13 CPCs. VFM is available beginning with the IBM z14 CPC.

Both PCIe Flash Express and VFM are optional features that facilitate several performance improvement capabilities such
as improving paging performance during workload spikes, supporting middleware use of 1MB pages, and Storage Class
Memory (SCM).

VFM emulates the original PCIe Flash Express feature using a portion of the CPC main memory, freeing up I/O cage slots
for other PCIe features.

EADTODMP - Total EADM zEDC Decompression Ops

EADTODMP contains the total number of on-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC decompression operations performed,
facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM), over the RMF measurement interval for the z/OS LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

EADM on-chip zEDC compression and decompression is available with IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:   EADDCMPR - EADM zEDC Decompression Ratio

            EADPSDDR - EADM zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

            EADPSDRR - EADM zEDC Decompression Request Rate

            EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

            EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

            EADTOCMP - Total EADM zEDC Compression Ops

Element Derivation:

EADTODMP contains the value input from field R7410DOCD, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record.

Range of Value:

EADTODMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For IBM CPC models
earlier than the z15, EADTODMP is a missing value.

Summarization Process:

EADTODMP contains the sum of all values of EADTODMP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

On-chip Integrated Accelerator for zEDC compression and decompression, facilitated by the Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM), functionally replaces the zEDC PCIe Express hardware compression feature that is available with
IBM zEC12, z13, and z14 CPCs.

zEDC PCIe Express is an optional, extra cost feature implemented in the CPC I/O cage. EADM zEDC compression and
decompression is a superior, on-chip replacement implemented on z15 and later generation CPCs at no extra cost.

EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

EADTOFPT contains the sum of times between when Start SubCHannel (SSCH) requests were issued, and when the first
command in the channel programs were accepted, for all device requests.

EADTOFPT is maintained in the database in order to calculate data element EADAVFPT - Avg EADM Function Pending
Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

            EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

            EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

            EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

Element Derivation:

EADTOFPT contains the value input from field R7410DFPT, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Device (subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Statistics record. During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128
microseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

EADTOFPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADTOFPT contains the sum of all values of EADTOFPT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

EADTOIQT contains the total amount of I/O Processor (IOP) queue time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM)
requests over the RMF measurement interval. SCM requests are queued to prevent the SCM resource from exceeding its
maximum capacity.

EADTOIQT is maintained in the database in order to calculate data element EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time     

            EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time     

            EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

Element Derivation:

EADTOIQT contains the value input from field R7410DIQT, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Device (subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
statistics record. During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128
microseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

EADTOIQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADTOIQT contains the sum of all values of EADTOIQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), which supports Storage Class Memory (SCM), functionally replaces the PCIe Flash Express
feature, available with IBM zEC12, and z13 CPCs. VFM is available beginning with the IBM z14 CPC.

Both PCIe Flash Express and VFM are optional features that facilitate several performance improvement capabilities such
as improving paging performance during workload spikes, supporting middleware use of 1MB pages, and Storage Class
Memory (SCM).

VFM emulates the original PCIe Flash Express feature using a portion of the CPC main memory, freeing up I/O cage slots
for other PCIe features.

EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

EADTOSCH contains the total number of Start SubCHannel (SSCH) instructions to all Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) devices over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  EADPSSCH - SSCH Instructions Rate all Devices

Element Derivation:

EADTOSCH contains the value input from field R7410DSCT, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record.
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Range of Value:

EADTOSCH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADTOSCH contains the sum of all values of EADTOSCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

EADTOTUP - Total Updates to Time Fields

EADTOTUP contains the total number of updates to SMF time accumulation fields for Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover activities.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time     

            EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time     

            EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time     

            EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time     

            EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time     

            EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

Element Derivation:

EADTOTUP contains the value input from field R7410DNUM, in the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) information section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics
record.

Range of Value:

EADTOTUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

EADTOTUP contains the sum of all values of EADTOTUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ESS Link Statistics File (HARELS)
The ESS Link Statistics file provides I/O performance and throughput information for system adapters (links) of an
Enterprise Disk System. There is one record per system adapter.

The information in the HARELS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  ELSSAID  - System Adapter Identifier

  XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ELSATYPE - ESS Adapter Type

  XDWM..   ELSDEVAD - Measured Device Address/Number

  XDWM..E  ELSIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

  XDWM..E  ELSSAAD  - System Adapter Address

  XDWM..   ELSVOLSR - Measured Device Volume Serial

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

  XDWM..E  ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSFBCCT - Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

  XDWM..E  ELSFCRCT - Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFDFCT - Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFIFCT - Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFIOCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Relative Offset Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSFITCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Transmission Word Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFLFCT - Fibre Ch. Link Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSFLSCT - Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSFLYCT - Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSFOACT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFODCT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors
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  XDWM..E  ELSFPQCT - Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSFR1CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

  XDWM..E  ELSFR2CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

  XDWM..E  ELSFTCCT - Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

  XDWM..E  ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

  XDWM..E  ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

  XDWM..E  ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

  XDWM..E  ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

  XDWM..E  ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

  XDWM..E  ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

  XDWM..E  ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ELSAVERT - ECKD Activity - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSAVEWT - ECKD Activity - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFBC - Avg Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFCR - Avg Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFDF - Avg Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFIF - Avg Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFIO - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Rel. Offset Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFIT - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Transm. Word Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFLF - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFLS - Avg Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFLY - Avg Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFOA - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFOD - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFPQ - Avg Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFR1 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFR2 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

  XDWM..E  ELSAVFTC - Avg Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

  XDWM..E  ELSAVPRT - PPRC Activity - Avg Receive Response Tm

  XDWM..E  ELSAVPST - PPRC Activity - Avg Send Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSAVSRT - SCSI Activity - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSAVSWT - SCSI Activity - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  ELSERBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

  XDWM..E  ELSEWBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

  XDWM..E  ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity
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  XDWM..E  ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

  XDWM..E  ELSPRBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Operation

  XDWM..E  ELSPSBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Operation

  XDWM..E  ELSPSERB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSERO - ECKD Activity - Read Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSEWB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSEWO - ECKD Activity - Write Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSPRB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSPRO - PPRC Activity - Receive Operations/Sec.

  XDWM..E  ELSPSPSB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSPSO - PPRC Activity - Send Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSSRB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSSRO - SCSI Activity - Read Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSSWB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSPSSWO - SCSI Activity - Write Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ELSSRBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

  XDWM..E  ELSSWBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

ELSATYPE - ESS Adapter Type

ELSATYPE describes the type of the system adapter identifier (SAID). SAIDs are internal identifications assigned to each
external port on the storage subsystem and are used for communication between the adapters and the subsystem's
processor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSSAAD - System Adapter Address

             ELSSAID - System Adapter Identifier

Element Derivation:

The value of ELSATYPE is interpreted from field R748LTYP in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record as follows:

  R748LTYP Value  ELSATYPE Value

  -------------- --------------  

      X'01'       ESCON

      X'02'       Fibre 1Gb

      X'03'       Fibre 2Gb

      X'04'       Fibre 4Gb

      X'05'       Fibre 8Gb

      X'06'       Fibre 16Gb

      X'0A'       Ether 10Gb

      other       UNK: X'xx'

                  where 'xx' is the hexadecimal representation

                  of the one byte R748LTYP field value.

Range of Value:

ELSATYPE contains one of the following values:

  ELSATYPE    Description
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  --------    -------------------------------------------

  ESCON       ESCON port

  Fibre 1Gb   1 Gigabit per second fibre channel port

  Fibre 2Gb   2 Gigabits per second fibre channel port

  Fibre 4Gb   4 Gigabits per second fibre channel port

  Fibre 8Gb   8 Gigabits per second fibre channel port

  Fibre 16Gb 16 Gigabits per second fibre channel port 

  Ether 10Gb 10 Gigabits per second Ethernet channel port

  UNK: X'xx'  When 'xx' is non-zero, MICS requires an update to

             identify some new adapter link type.  When 'xx'  

             is '00', RMF did not populate field R748LTYP with

             a valid value, and the adapter link type is 

             unknown.

Summarization Process:

ELSATYPE contains the last value of ELSATYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVERT - ECKD Activity - Avg Read Response Time

ELSAVERT contains the average response time, in seconds, of extended count key data (ECKD) read operations during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

             ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSAVERT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF ELSEROCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSERTM GT 0) ELSAVERT=ELSERTM/ELSEROCT;

    WHEN (ELSERTM EQ 0) ELSAVERT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVERT=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVERT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVERT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVERT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSAVEWT - ECKD Activity - Avg Write Response Time

ELSAVEWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of extended count key data (ECKD) write operations during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSAVEWT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSEWOCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSEWTM GT 0) ELSAVEWT=ELSEWTM/ELSEWOCT;

    WHEN (ELSEWTM EQ 0) ELSAVEWT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVEWT=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVEWT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVEWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVEWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFBC - Avg Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

ELSAVFBC contains the average number of bit errors (invalid transmission word) bursts. The bit error rate is provided and
maintained by the hardware. RMF collects the bit error rate as it is and no additional calculation is done. Therefore, for a
typical 15 minutes RMF interval, the bit error rate only reflects the last 5 minutes' bit error counting window. ELSAVFBC
should be used with caution as it only provides a gross estimation of this type of errors.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFBCCT - Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFBC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFBCCT GT 0) ELSAVFBC=ELSFBCCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFBCCT EQ 0) ELSAVFBC=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFBC=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFBC=.;
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Range of Value:

ELSAVFBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFBC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFCR - Avg Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

ELSAVFCR contains the average number of times a received frame's cyclic redundancy check (CRC) was in error
during the measurement interval. A CRC consists of a four byte field computed as a function of the data to be protected,
and appended to the data. When the frame is received, the function is recomputed, and frame integrity is validated by
comparing the result with that appended to the data.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFCRCT - Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFCR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFCRCT GT 0) ELSAVFCR=ELSFCRCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFCRCT EQ 0) ELSAVFCR=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFCR=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFCR=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFDF - Avg Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

ELSAVFDF contains the average number of times a received frame has been detected as previously processed, during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFDFCT - Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors
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             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFDF is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFDFCT GT 0) ELSAVFDF=ELSFDFCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFDFCT EQ 0) ELSAVFDF=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFDF=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFDF=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFDF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFIF - Avg Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

ELSAVFIF contains the average number of frames that violated Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) during the measurement
interval. One example is an invalid frame header because the first frame of a data sequence is missing and a subsequent
data frame is detected as illegal.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFIFCT - Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFIF is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFIFCT GT 0) ELSAVFIF=ELSFIFCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFIFCT EQ 0) ELSAVFIF=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFIF=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFIF=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFIF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFIF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSAVFIO - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Rel. Offset Failures

ELSAVFIO contains the average number of times that a frame was received with a bad relative offset in the frame header
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFIOCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Relative Offset Failures

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFIO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFIOCT GT 0) ELSAVFIO=ELSFIOCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFIOCT EQ 0) ELSAVFIO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFIO=.;

 

END; ELSE ELSAVFIO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFIO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFIT - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Transm. Word Errors

ELSAVFIT contains the average number of times a bit error was detected during the measurement interval. Bit errors
are not detected directly, however they usually result in the recognition of invalid transmission words, primitive sequence
protocol errors, CRC errors, or other events. Only recognition of invalid transmission words are counted toward the bit
error rate threshold.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFITCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Transm. Word Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFIT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ELSFITCT GT 0) ELSAVFIT=ELSFITCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFITCT EQ 0) ELSAVFIT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFIT=.;
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END; ELSE ELSAVFIT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFIT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFLF - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Failures

ELSAVFLF contains the average number of miscellaneous fibre channel link errors, such as unexpected not operational
primitive sequences (NOS) received or link state machine failures detected, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFLFCT - Fibre Ch. Link Failures

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFLF is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;   

    WHEN (ELSFLFCT GT 0) ELSAVFLF=ELSFLFCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFLFCT EQ 0) ELSAVFLF=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFLF=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFLF=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFLF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFLF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFLS - Avg Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

ELSAVFLS contains the average number of times that a loss of signal was detected on the fibre channel link when a
signal was previously detected, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFLSCT - Fibre Ch. Signal Failures
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             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFLS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFLSCT GT 0) ELSAVFLS=ELSFLSCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFLSCT EQ 0) ELSAVFLS=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFLS=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFLS=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFLS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFLY - Avg Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

ELSAVFLY contains the average number of loss of synchronization errors that occured on the fibre channel link during the
measurement interval, where a synchronization loss was confirmed and persistent.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFLYCT - Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFLY is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFLYCT GT 0) ELSAVFLY=ELSFLYCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFLYCT EQ 0) ELSAVFLY=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFLY=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFLY=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFLY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFLY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSAVFOA - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

ELSAVFOA contains the average number of times that an out of order acknowledgement (ACK) frame was detected
during the measurement interval. The frame was either missing from a data sequence or it was received beyond the port's
sequence reassembly threshold.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFOACT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFOA is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFOACT GT 0) ELSAVFOA=ELSFOACT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFOACT EQ 0) ELSAVFOA=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFOA=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFOA=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFOA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFOA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFOD - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

ELSAVFOD contains the average number of times that an out of order frame was detected during the measurement
interval. The frame was either missing from a data sequence or it was received beyond the port's sequence reassembly
threshold.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFODCT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFOD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFODCT GT 0) ELSAVFOD=ELSFODCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFODCT EQ 0) ELSAVFOD=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFOD=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFOD=.;
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Range of Value:

ELSAVFOD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFOD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFPQ - Avg Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

ELSAVFPQ contains the average number of primitive sequence protocol errors where an unexpected primitive sequence
was received during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFPQCT - Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFPQ is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFPQCT GT 0) ELSAVFPQ=ELSFPQCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFPQCT EQ 0) ELSAVFPQ=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFPQ=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFPQ=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFPQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFPQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFR1 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

ELSAVFR1 contains the average number of times the port has transitioned from an active (AC) state to a link recovery
(LR1) state during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFR1CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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Element Derivation:

ELSAVFR1 is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFR1CT GT 0) ELSAVFR1=ELSFR1CT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFR1CT EQ 0) ELSAVFR1=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFR1=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFR1=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFR1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFR1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVFR2 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

ELSAVFR2 contains the average number of times the port has transitioned from an active (AC) state to a link recovery
(LR2) state during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFR2CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFR2 is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSFR2CT GT 0) ELSAVFR2=ELSFR2CT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFR2CT EQ 0) ELSAVFR2=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFR2=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFR2=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFR2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFR2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSAVFTC - Avg Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

ELSAVFTC contains the average number of times the port has detected a timeout condition on receiving sequence
initiative for a fibre channel exchange during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSFTCCT - Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ELSAVFTC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ELSFTCCT GT 0) ELSAVFTC=ELSFTCCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ELSFTCCT EQ 0) ELSAVFTC=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSAVFTC=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVFTC=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVFTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVFTC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVPRT - PPRC Activity - Avg Receive Response Tm

ELSAVPRT contains the average response time, in seconds, of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands
received by the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSAVPRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSPROCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSPRTM GT 0) ELSAVPRT=ELSPRTM/ELSPROCT;

    WHEN (ELSPRTM EQ 0) ELSAVPRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVPRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVPRT=.;

Range of Value:
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ELSAVPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVPRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVPST - PPRC Activity - Avg Send Response Time

ELSAVPST contains the average response time, in seconds, of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands sent
by the primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSAVPST is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSPSOCT THEN SELECT;    

    WHEN (ELSPSTM GT 0) ELSAVPST=ELSPSTM/ELSPSOCT;

    WHEN (ELSPSTM EQ 0) ELSAVPST=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVPST=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVPST=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVPST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVPST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVSRT - SCSI Activity - Avg Read Response Time

ELSAVSRT contains the average response time, in seconds, of small computer system interface (SCSI) read operations
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:
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ELSAVSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSSROCT THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ELSSRTM GT 0) ELSAVSRT=ELSSRTM/ELSSROCT;

    WHEN (ELSSRTM EQ 0) ELSAVSRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVSRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVSRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSAVSWT - SCSI Activity - Avg Write Response Time

ELSAVSWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of small computer system interface (SCSI) write operations
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSAVSWT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSSWOCT THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ELSSWTM GT 0) ELSAVSWT=ELSSWTM/ELSSWOCT;

    WHEN (ELSSWTM EQ 0) ELSAVSWT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSAVSWT=.;

END; ELSE ELSAVSWT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSAVSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSAVSWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

ELSBTRIN contains the number of intervals where RMF could not determine the unit of bytes for link traffic statistics.
When this condition occurs, MICS sets the value of the data elements listed in the SEE ALSO section below to a SAS
missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

             ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

             ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

             ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

             ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

             ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ELSBTRIN is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R748LBYT of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk
System Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of ELSBTRIN is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

ELSBTRIN contains the sum of all values of ELSBTRIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSDEVAD - Measured Device Address/Number

ELSDEVAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the device number from which statistics were gathered.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSVOLSR - Measured Device Volume Serial

Element Derivation:

ELSDEVAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the value input from field R748CDEV in the Control Data section
of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSDEVAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

ELSDEVAD contains the last value of ELSDEVAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSERBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

ELSERBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all extended count key data (ECKD) read
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

             ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSERBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSEROCT THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ELSTOERB GT 0) ELSERBRT=ELSTOERB/ELSEROCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOERB EQ 0) ELSERBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSERBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSERBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSERBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSERBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

ELSEROCT contains the total number of extended count key data (ECKD) read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVERT - ECKD Activity - Avg Read Response Time

             ELSERBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

             ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

             ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

             ELSPSERO - ECKD Activity - Read Operations/Second

             ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSEROCT contains the value input from field R748LERO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSEROCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ELSEROCT contains the sum of all values of ELSEROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSERTM - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

ELSERTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all extended count key data (ECKD) read
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVERT - ECKD Activity - Avg Read Response Time

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

             ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSERTM contains the value input
from field R748LERT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSERTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSERTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSERTM ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSERTM contains the sum of all values of ELSERTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSEWBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

ELSEWBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all extended count key data (ECKD) write
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

             ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSEWBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSEWOCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOEWB GT 0) ELSEWBRT=ELSTOEWB/ELSEWOCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOEWB EQ 0) ELSEWBRT=0;
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    OTHERWISE            ELSEWBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSEWBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSEWBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSEWBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

ELSEWOCT contains the total number of extended count key data (ECKD) write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVEWT - ECKD Activity - Avg Write Response Time

             ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

             ELSEWBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

             ELSPSEWO - ECKD Activity - Write Operations/Second

             ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSEWOCT contains the value input from field R748LEWO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSEWOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSEWOCT contains the sum of all values of ELSEWOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSEWTM - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

ELSEWTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all extended count key data (ECKD) write
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVEWT - ECKD Activity - Avg Write Response Time

             ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

             ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity
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             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSEWTM contains the value input
from field R748LEWT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSEWTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSEWTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSEWTM ranges from a minimum
of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSEWTM contains the sum of all values of ELSEWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFBCCT - Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

ELSFBCCT contains the total number of bit errors (invalid transmission word) bursts. The bit error rate is provided and
maintained by the hardware. RMF collects the bit error rate as it is and no additional calculation is done. Therefore, for a
typical 15 minutes RMF interval, the bit error rate only reflects the last 5 minutes' bit error counting window. ELSFBCCT
should be used with caution as it only provides a gross estimation of this type of errors.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFBC - Avg Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

Element Derivation:

ELSFBCCT contains the value input from field R748LFBC in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFBCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFBCCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFBCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFCRCT - Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

ELSFCRCT contains the total number of times a received frame's cyclic redundancy check (CRC) was in error during
the measurement interval. A CRC consists of a four byte field computed as a function of the data to be protected, and
appended to the data. When the frame is received, the function is recomputed, and frame integrity is validated by
comparing the result with that appended to the data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFCR - Avg Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFCRCT contains the value input from field R748LFCR in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFCRCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFCRCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFCRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFDFCT - Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

ELSFDFCT contains the total number of times a received frame has been detected as previously processed, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFDF - Avg Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFDFCT contains the value input from field R748LFDF in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFDFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFDFCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFDFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFIFCT - Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

ELSFIFCT contains the total number of frames that violated Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) during the measurement
interval. One example is an invalid frame header because the first frame of a data sequence is missing and a subsequent
data frame is detected as illegal.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFIF - Avg Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFIFCT contains the value input from field R748LFIF in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.
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Range of Value:

ELSFIFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFIFCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFIFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFIOCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Relative Offset Failures

ELSFIOCT contains the total number of times that a frame was received with a bad relative offset in the frame header
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFIO - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Rel. Offset Failures

Element Derivation:

ELSFIOCT contains the value input from field R748LFIO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFIOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFIOCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFIOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFITCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Transmission Word Errors

ELSFITCT contains the total number of times a bit error was detected during the measurement interval. Bit errors are not
detected directly, however they usually result in the recognition of invalid transmission words, primitive sequence protocol
errors, CRC errors, or other events. Only recognition of invalid transmission words are counted toward the bit error rate
threshold.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFIT - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Transm. Word Errors

             ELSFBCCT - Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

Element Derivation:

ELSFITCT contains the value input from field R748LFIT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFITCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ELSFITCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFITCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFLFCT - Fibre Ch. Link Failures

ELSFLFCT contains the total number of miscellaneous fibre channel link errors, such as unexpected not operational
primitive sequences (NOS) received or link state machine failures detected, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFLF - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Failures

Element Derivation:

ELSFLFCT contains the value input from field R748LFLF in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFLFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFLFCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFLFCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFLSCT - Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

ELSFLSCT contains the total number of times that a loss of signal was detected on the fibre channel link when a signal
was previously detected, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFLS - Avg Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

Element Derivation:

ELSFLSCT contains the value input from field R748LFLS in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFLSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFLSCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFLSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSFLYCT - Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

ELSFLYCT contains the total number of loss of synchronization errors that occured on the fibre channel link during the
measurement interval, where a synchronization loss was confirmed and persistent.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFLY - Avg Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

Element Derivation:

ELSFLYCT contains the value input from field R748LFLY in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFLYCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFLYCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFLYCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFOACT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

ELSFOACT contains the total number of times that an out of order acknowledgement (ACK) frame was detected during
the measurement interval. The frame was either missing from a data sequence or it was received beyond the port's
sequence reassembly threshold.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFOA - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFOACT contains the value input from field R748LFOA in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFOACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFOACT contains the sum of all values of ELSFOACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFODCT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

ELSFODCT contains the total number of times that an out of order frame was detected during the measurement interval.
The frame was either missing from a data sequence or it was received beyond the port's sequence reassembly threshold.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFOD - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFODCT contains the value input from field R748LFOD in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFODCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFODCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFODCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFPQCT - Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

ELSFPQCT contains the total number of primitive sequence protocol errors where an unexpected primitive sequence was
received during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFPQ - Avg Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFPQCT contains the value input from field R748LFPQ in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFPQCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFPQCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFPQCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFR1CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

ELSFR1CT contains the total number of times the port has transitioned from an active (AC) state to a link recovery (LR1)
state during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFR1 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

Element Derivation:
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ELSFR1CT contains the value input from field R748LFR1 in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFR1CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFR1CT contains the sum of all values of ELSFR1CT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFR2CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

ELSFR2CT contains the total number of times the port has transitioned from an active (AC) state to a link recovery (LR2)
state during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFR2 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

Element Derivation:

ELSFR2CT contains the value input from field R748LFR2 in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFR2CT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSFR2CT contains the sum of all values of ELSFR2CT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSFTCCT - Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

ELSFTCCT contains the total number of times the port has detected a timeout condition on receiving sequence initiative
for a fibre channel exchange during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVFTC - Avg Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

Element Derivation:

ELSFTCCT contains the value input from field R748LFTC in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSFTCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ELSFTCCT contains the sum of all values of ELSFTCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

ELSIDCRC contains the subsystem IDCSS01 return code for the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ELSIDCRC contains the value input from field R748CRTN in the Control Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSIDCRC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

ELSIDCRC contains the last value of ELSIDCRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

ELSIOERT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which an extended count key data (ECKD) link was busy
performing read operations.

ELSIOERT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

             ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity

Element Derivation:

ELSIOERT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (ELSERTM GT 0) ELSIOERT=(ELSERTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (ELSERTM EQ 0) ELSIOERT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOERT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOERT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOERT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOERT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

ELSIOETT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a system adapter was busy performing extended
count key data (ECKD) read and write operations.

ELSIOETT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for an adapter indicates that it was busy all
the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

             ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity

Element Derivation:

ELSIOETT is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_ETT=SUM(ELSERTM,ELSEWTM); IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (WRK_ETT GT 0) ELSIOETT=(WRK_ETT/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (WRK_ETT EQ 0) ELSIOETT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOETT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOETT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOETT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOETT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity

ELSIOEWT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which an extended count key data (ECKD) link was
busy performing write operations.

ELSIOEWT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

             ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

Element Derivation:

ELSIOEWT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSEWTM GT 0) ELSIOEWT=(ELSEWTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (ELSEWTM EQ 0) ELSIOEWT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOEWT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOEWT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOEWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOEWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

ELSIOPRT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) link on the
secondary subsystem (remote site) was busy receiving data from the primary subsystem (local site).

ELSIOPRT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

             ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSIOPRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSPRTM GT 0) ELSIOPRT=(ELSPRTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (ELSPRTM EQ 0) ELSIOPRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOPRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOPRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOPRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOPRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

ELSIOPST represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) link on the
primary subsystem (local site) was busy sending data to the secondary subsystem (remote site).

ELSIOPST is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

             ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSIOPST is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSPSTM GT 0) ELSIOPST=(ELSPSTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;
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    WHEN (ELSPSTM EQ 0) ELSIOPST=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOPST=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOPST=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOPST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOPST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

ELSIOPTT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) link on the
was busy sending and receiving data.

ELSIOPTT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for an adapter indicates that it was busy all
the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

             ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSIOPTT is computed using the following algorithm:

 WRK_PTT=SUM(ELSPSTM,ELSPRTM); IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (WRK_PTT GT 0) ELSIOPTT=(WRK_PTT/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (WRK_PTT EQ 0) ELSIOPTT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOPTT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOPTT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOPTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOPTT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

ELSIOSRT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a small computer system interface (SCSI) link was
busy performing read operations.

ELSIOSRT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

             ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

Element Derivation:

ELSIOSRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSSRTM GT 0) ELSIOSRT=(ELSSRTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (ELSSRTM EQ 0) ELSIOSRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOSRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOSRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOSRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOSRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

ELSIOSTT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a system adapter was busy performing small
computer system interface (SCSI) read and write operations.

ELSIOSTT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for an adapter indicates that it was busy all
the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSIOSTT is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_STT=SUM(ELSSRTM,ELSSWTM); IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (WRK_STT GT 0) ELSIOSTT=(WRK_STT/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (WRK_STT EQ 0) ELSIOSTT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOSTT=.;

END; ELSE ELSIOSTT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOSTT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOSTT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

ELSIOSWT represents the portion of the reporting interval during which a small computer system interface (SCSI) link
was busy performing write operations.

ELSIOSWT is expressed in milliseconds per second. That is, a value of 1000 for a link type indicates that this link was
busy all the time during the reporting interval.

On a fibre channel, multiple data blocks can be sent concurrently without waiting for the notices of receipt. Therefore, an
I/O intensity greater than 1000 milliseconds per second for an adapter may occur if such concurrent operations had been
active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

ELSIOSWT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSSWTM GT 0) ELSIOSWT=(ELSSWTM/CACHEDUR)*1000;

    WHEN (ELSSWTM EQ 0) ELSIOSWT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ELSIOSWT=.;
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END; ELSE ELSIOSWT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSIOSWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSIOSWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPRBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Operation

ELSPRBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands received by the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

             ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPRBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSPROCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPRB GT 0) ELSPRBRT=ELSTOPRB/ELSPROCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPRB EQ 0) ELSPRBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPRBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSPRBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPRBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPRBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

ELSPROCT contains the total number of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands received by the secondary
subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVPRT - PPRC Activity - Avg Receive Response Tm
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             ELSPRBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Oper.

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

             ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

             ELSPSPRO - PPRC Activity - Receive Operations/Sec.

             ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPROCT contains the value input from field R748LPRO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSPROCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPROCT contains the sum of all values of ELSPROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPRTM - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

ELSPRTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands received by the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVPRT - PPRC Activity - Avg Receive Response Tm

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

             ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

             ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSPRTM contains the value input
from field R748LPRT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSPRTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSPRTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSPRTM ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPRTM contains the sum of all values of ELSPRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Operation

ELSPSBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands sent by the primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

             ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSPSOCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPSB GT 0) ELSPSBRT=ELSTOPSB/ELSPSOCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPSB EQ 0) ELSPSBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSERB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Second

ELSPSERB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all extended count key data (ECKD) read
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSERB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOERB GT 0) ELSPSERB=ELSTOERB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOERB EQ 0) ELSPSERB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSERB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSERB=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSERB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ELSPSERB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSERO - ECKD Activity - Read Operations/Second

ELSPSERO contains the average number of extended count key data (ECKD) read operations per second during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSERO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSEROCT GT 0) ELSPSERO=ELSEROCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSEROCT EQ 0) ELSPSERO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSERO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSERO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSERO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSERO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSEWB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Second

ELSPSEWB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all extended count key data (ECKD) write
operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSEWB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (ELSTOEWB GT 0) ELSPSEWB=ELSTOEWB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOEWB EQ 0) ELSPSEWB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSEWB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSEWB=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSEWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSEWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSEWO - ECKD Activity - Write Operations/Second

ELSPSEWO contains the average number of extended count key data (ECKD) write operations per second during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSEWO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSEWOCT GT 0) ELSPSEWO=ELSEWOCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSEWOCT EQ 0) ELSPSEWO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSEWO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSEWO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSEWO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSEWO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

ELSPSOCT contains the total number of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands sent by the primary
subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVPST - PPRC Activity - Avg Send Response Time

             ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

             ELSPSBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Operation

             ELSPSPSO - PPRC Activity - Send Operations/Sec.

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

             ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSOCT contains the value input from field R748LPSO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSPSOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSOCT contains the sum of all values of ELSPSOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSPRB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Second

ELSPSPRB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands received by the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSPRB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPRB GT 0) ELSPSPRB=ELSTOPRB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOPRB EQ 0) ELSPSPRB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSPRB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSPRB=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSPRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSPRB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSPSPRO - PPRC Activity - Receive Operations/Sec.

ELSPSPRO contains the average number of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands received per second by
the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSPRO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSPROCT GT 0) ELSPSPRO=ELSPROCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSPROCT EQ 0) ELSPSPRO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSPRO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSPRO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSPRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSPRO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSPSB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Second

ELSPSPSB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands sent by the primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSPSB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOPSB GT 0) ELSPSPSB=ELSTOPSB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOPSB EQ 0) ELSPSPSB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSPSB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSPSB=.;

Range of Value:
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ELSPSPSB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSPSB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSPSO - PPRC Activity - Send Operations/Second

ELSPSPSO contains the average number of peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands sent per second by the
primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSPSO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSPSOCT GT 0) ELSPSPSO=ELSPSOCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSPSOCT EQ 0) ELSPSPSO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSPSO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSPSO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSPSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSPSO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSSRB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Second

ELSPSSRB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all small computer system interface (SCSI)
read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:
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ELSPSSRB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOSRB GT 0) ELSPSSRB=ELSTOSRB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOSRB EQ 0) ELSPSSRB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSSRB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSSRB=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSSRB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSSRB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSSRO - SCSI Activity - Read Operations/Second

ELSPSSRO contains the average number of small computer system interface (SCSI) read operations per second during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSSRO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSSROCT GT 0) ELSPSSRO=ELSSROCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSSROCT EQ 0) ELSPSSRO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSSRO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSSRO=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSSRO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSSRO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSPSSWB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Second

ELSPSSWB contains the average number of bytes transferred per second for all small computer system interface (SCSI)
write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSPSSWB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOSWB GT 0) ELSPSSWB=ELSTOSWB/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSTOSWB EQ 0) ELSPSSWB=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSSWB=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSSWB=.;

Range of Value:

ELSPSSWB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSSWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSSWO - SCSI Activity - Write Operations/Second

ELSPSSWO contains the average number of small computer system interface (SCSI) write operations per second during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

Element Derivation:

ELSPSSWO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSSWOCT GT 0) ELSPSSWO=ELSSWOCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ELSSWOCT EQ 0) ELSPSSWO=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSPSSWO=.;

END; ELSE ELSPSSWO=.;

Range of Value:
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ELSPSSWO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSSWO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSPSTM - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

ELSPSTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write
commands sent by the primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVPST - PPRC Activity - Avg Send Response Time

             ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

             ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSPSTM contains the value input
from field R748LPST in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSPSTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSPSTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSPSTM ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSPSTM contains the sum of all values of ELSPSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

ELSRTMIN contains the number of intervals where RMF could not determine the unit of time for link active time statistics.
When this condition occurs, MICS sets the value of the data elements listed in the SEE ALSO section below to a SAS
missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

             ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

             ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

             ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time
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             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ELSRTMIN is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R748LBYT of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk
System Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of ELSRTMIN is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

ELSRTMIN contains the sum of all values of ELSRTMIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSAAD - System Adapter Address

ELSSAAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the system adapter identifier (SAID). SAIDs are internal
identifications assigned to each external port on the storage subsystem and are used for communication between the
adapters and the subsystem's processor.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSATYPE - ESS Adapter Type

             ELSSAID  - System Adapter Identifier

Element Derivation:

ELSSAAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the System Adapter Identifier (ELSSAID). ELSSAID contains
the value input from field R748LAID in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System
Statistics.

Range of Value:

ELSSAAD can contain any combination of four hexadecimal characters, with the following restrictions:

• For 2105-800 Enterprise Storage Servers, the first two characters are 00, and the last two characters are any
hexadecimal values that correspond to the port interface of the storage subsystem.

• For TotalStorage DS Family devices, the first two characters represent the I/O enclosure (00 to 07), the third character
represents the host adapter within the enclosure (0, 1, 3, or 4), and the last character represents the port identifier
within that host adapter (0, 1, 2, or 3)

Summarization Process:

ELSSAAD contains the last value of ELSSAAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSAID - System Adapter Identifier

ELSSAID contains the system adapter identifier (SAID). SAIDs are internal identifications assigned to each external port
on the storage subsystem and are used for communication between the adapters and the subsystem's processor.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSATYPE - ESS Adapter Type

             ELSSAAD  - System Adapter Address

Element Derivation:

ELSSAID contains the value input from field R748LAID in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics.

Range of Value:

ELSSAID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1859.

Summarization Process:

ELSSAID is not summarized. ELSSAID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, ELSSAID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this data
element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

ELSSRBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

ELSSRBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all small computer system interface
(SCSI) read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

             ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSSRBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSSROCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ELSTOSRB GT 0) ELSSRBRT=ELSTOSRB/ELSSROCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOSRB EQ 0) ELSSRBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSSRBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSSRBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSSRBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSSRBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

ELSSROCT contains the total number of small computer system interface (SCSI) read operations during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVSRT - SCSI Activity - Avg Read Response Time

             ELSPSSRO - SCSI Activity - Read Operations/Second

             ELSSRBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

             ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

             ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSSROCT contains the value input from field R748LSRO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSSROCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSSROCT contains the sum of all values of ELSSROCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSRTM - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

ELSSRTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all small computer system interface (SCSI)
read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVSRT - SCSI Activity - Avg Read Response Time

             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

             ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

             ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSSRTM contains the value input
from field R748LSRT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSSRTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSSRTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSSRTM ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ELSSRTM contains the sum of all values of ELSSRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSWBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

ELSSWBRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per operation for all small computer system interface
(SCSI) write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

             ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

ELSSWBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ELSSWOCT THEN SELECT;  

    WHEN (ELSTOSWB GT 0) ELSSWBRT=ELSTOSWB/ELSSWOCT;

    WHEN (ELSTOSWB EQ 0) ELSSWBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ELSSWBRT=.;

END; ELSE ELSSWBRT=.;

Range of Value:

ELSSWBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSSWBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

ELSSWOCT contains the total number of small computer system interface (SCSI) write operations during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVSWT - SCSI Activity - Avg Write Response Time

             ELSPSSWO - SCSI Activity - Write Operations/Second

             ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

             ELSSWBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

             ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

             ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:
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ELSSWOCT contains the value input from field R748LSWO in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSSWOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSSWOCT contains the sum of all values of ELSSWOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSSWTM - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

ELSSWTM contains the accumulated active processing time, in seconds, for all small computer system interface (SCSI)
write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSAVSWT - SCSI Activity - Avg Write Response Time

             ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

             ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

             ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times

             ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

Element Derivation:

If bit 1 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that response time statistics are valid), ELSSWTM contains the value input
from field R748LSWT in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
divided by 1000. Otherwise ELSSWTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSSWTM is set to a missing value if response time statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSSWTM ranges from a minimum
of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSSWTM contains the sum of all values of ELSSWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

ELSTOERB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all extended count key data (ECKD) read operations during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSERBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

             ELSPSERB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Second
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             ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOERB contains the value input from
field R748LERB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOERB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOERB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOERB ranges from a minimum of 0
to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOERB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOERB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

ELSTOEWB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all extended count key data (ECKD) write operations during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSEWBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

             ELSPSEWB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Second

             ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOEWB contains the value input from
field R748LEWB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOEWB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOEWB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOEWB ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOEWB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOEWB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

ELSTOPRB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands
received by the secondary subsystem (remote site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSPRBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Oper.

             ELSPSPRB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Second

             ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOPRB contains the value input from
field R748LPRB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOPRB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOPRB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOPRB ranges from a minimum of 0
to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOPRB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOPRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

ELSTOPSB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) write commands sent
by the primary subsystem (local site) during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSPSBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Operation

             ELSPSPSB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Second

             ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOPSB contains the value input from
field R748LPSB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOPSB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOPSB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOPSB ranges from a minimum of 0
to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOPSB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOPSB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

ELSTOSRB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all small computer system interface (SCSI) read operations
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSPSSRB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Second

             ELSSRBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

             ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOSRB contains the value input from
field R748LSRB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOSRB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOSRB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOSRB ranges from a minimum of 0
to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOSRB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOSRB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

ELSTOSWB contains the total number of bytes transferred for all small computer system interface (SCSI) write operations
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

             ELSPSSWB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Second

             ELSSWBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

             ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

Element Derivation:

If bit 0 of field R748LBYT is off (indicating that link traffic statistics are valid), ELSTOSWB contains the value input from
field R748LSWB in the Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record,
multiplied by 131072 (128 KB). Otherwise ELSTOSWB is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

ELSTOSWB is set to a missing value if link traffic statistics are invalid. Otherwise ELSTOSWB ranges from a minimum of
0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ELSTOSWB contains the sum of all values of ELSTOSWB processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

ELSVOLSR - Measured Device Volume Serial

ELSVOLSR contains the volume serial of the device from which statistics were gathered.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  ELSDEVAD - Measured Device Address/Number

Element Derivation:

ELSVOLSR contains the value input from field R748CVOL in the Control Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ELSVOLSR can contain any combination of 1 to 6 characters.

Summarization Process:

ELSVOLSR contains the last value of ELSVOLSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ESS Rank Statistics File (HARERS)
The ESS Rank Statistics file quantifies read and write activity in each rank of an extent pool within an Enterprise Disk
System. It also stores disk space capacity and configuration information for each array defined in a rank. There is one
record per rank.

The information in the HARERS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  ERSRNKID - Rank Identifier

  XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name
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  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ERSCLASS - Array Device Class

  XDWM..E  ERSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Rank

  XDWM..E  ERSRAPID - Rank Adapter Pair ID

  XDWM..E  ERSRAPIV - Rank Adapter Pair ID Valid

  XDWM..E  ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

  XDWM..E  ERSRNKTP - Rank Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ERSADTCT - Total DDM Throttling Arrays

  XDWM..E  ERSARDCT - Total RAID Degraded Arrays

  XDWM..E  ERSARECT - Total RPM Exception Arrays

  XDWM..E  ERSARRCT - Accumulated Number of Arrays in Rank

  XDWM..E  ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

  XDWM..E  ERSRRTM  - Total Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  ERSRWTM  - Total Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  ERSTOBYR - Total Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  ERSTOBYW - Total Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  ERSTORCP - Accumulated Rank Capacity

  XDWM..E  ERSTORWD - Accumulated Rank Arrays Width

  XDWM..E  ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ERSMNRSP - Minimum Array Speed

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ERSMXRSP - Maximum Array Speed

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank
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  XDWM..E  ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

  XDWM..E  ERSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

  XDWM..E  ERSAVRWT - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  ERSBYRRT - Bytes Read/Operation

  XDWM..E  ERSBYWRT - Bytes Written/Operation

  XDWM..E  ERSPSBYR - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  ERSPSBYW - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  ERSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  ERSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

ERSADTCT - Total DDM Throttling Arrays

ERSADTCT contains the accumulated number of RMF intervals, over the measurement period, during which a Near-line
DDM in the array was throttling performance due to temperature or workload.

ERSADTCT was introduced with z/OS V1R12.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSARDCT - Total RAID Degraded Arrays

             ERSARECT - Total RPM Exception Arrays

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ERSADTCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R748AAST in the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk
System Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

ERSADTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSADTCT contains the sum of all values of ERSADTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSARDCT - Total RAID Degraded Arrays

ERSARDCT contains the accumulated number of RMF intervals, over the measurement period, during which an array
was operating in degraded mode (one or more array members needed rebuilding).

ERSARDCT was introduced with z/OS V1R12.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSADTCT - Total DDM Throttling Arrays

             ERSARECT - Total RPM Exception Arrays

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ERSARDCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R748AAST in the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk
System Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.
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Range of Value:

ERSARDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSARDCT contains the sum of all values of ERSARDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSARECT - Total RPM Exception Arrays

ERSARECT contains the accumulated number of RMF intervals, over the measurement period, during which a DDM with
a slower RPM than the normal array DDMs was a member of the array as a result of a sparing action.

ERSARECT was introduced with z/OS V1R12.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSADTCT - Total DDM Throttling Arrays

             ERSARDCT - Total RAID Degraded Arrays

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ERSARECT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R748AAST in the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk
System Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

ERSARECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSARECT contains the sum of all values of ERSARECT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSARRCT - Accumulated Number of Arrays in Rank

ERSARRCT contains the accumulated number of arrays on the rank.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank

Element Derivation:

ERSARRCT contains the value input from field R748RCNT in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ERSARRCT ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ERSARRCT contains the sum of all values of ERSARRCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank

ERSAVARR contains the average number of arrays on the rank during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSARRCT - Accumulated Number of Arrays in Rank

             ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

             ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

             ERSMNRSP - Minimum Array Speed

             ERSMXRSP - Maximum Array Speed

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ERSAVARR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (ERSARRCT GT 0) ERSAVARR=ERSARRCT/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ERSARRCT EQ 0) ERSAVARR=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSAVARR=.;

END; ELSE ERSAVARR=.;

Range of Value:

ERSAVARR ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSAVARR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

ERSAVRCP contains the average capacity, in bytes, of the rank during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank

             ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

             ERSTORCP - Accumulated Rank Capacity

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:
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ERSAVRCP is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTORCP GT 0) ERSAVRCP=ERSTORCP/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ERSTORCP EQ 0) ERSAVRCP=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSAVRCP=.;

END; ELSE ERSAVRCP=.;

Range of Value:

ERSAVRCP ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSAVRCP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

ERSAVRRT contains the average response time, in seconds, of read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

             ERSRRTM  - Total Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

ERSAVRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ERSROPCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSRRTM GT 0) ERSAVRRT=ERSRRTM/ERSROPCT;

    WHEN (ERSRRTM EQ 0) ERSAVRRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ERSAVRRT=.;

END; ELSE ERSAVRRT=.;

Range of Value:

ERSAVRRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSAVRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

ERSAVRWD contains the average number of disk drive modules of the rank, excluding spares, during the reporting
interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank

             ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

             ERSTORWD - Accumulated Rank Arrays Width

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

ERSAVRWD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTORWD GT 0) ERSAVRWD=ERSTORWD/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (ERSTORWD EQ 0) ERSAVRWD=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSAVRWD=.;

END; ELSE ERSAVRWD=.;

Range of Value:

ERSAVRWD ranges from a minimum of 6 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSAVRWD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSAVRWT - Avg Write Response Time

ERSAVRWT contains the average response time, in seconds, of write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSRWTM  - Total Write Response Time

             ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

Element Derivation:

ERSAVRWT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ERSWOPCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSRWTM GT 0) ERSAVRWT=ERSRWTM/ERSWOPCT;

    WHEN (ERSRWTM EQ 0) ERSAVRWT=0;

    OTHERWISE           ERSAVRWT=.;

END; ELSE ERSAVRWT=.;

Range of Value:

ERSAVRWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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ERSAVRWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSBYRRT - Bytes Read/Operation

ERSBYRRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per read operation during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

             ERSTOBYR - Total Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

ERSBYRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ERSROPCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYR GT 0) ERSBYRRT=ERSTOBYR/ERSROPCT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYR EQ 0) ERSBYRRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSBYRRT=.;

END; ELSE ERSBYRRT=.;

Range of Value:

ERSBYRRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSBYRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSBYWRT - Bytes Written/Operation

ERSBYWRT contains the average number of bytes transferred per write operation during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSTOBYW - Total Bytes Written

             ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

Element Derivation:

ERSBYWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF ERSWOPCT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYW GT 0) ERSBYWRT=ERSTOBYW/ERSWOPCT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYW EQ 0) ERSBYWRT=0;
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    OTHERWISE            ERSBYWRT=.;

END; ELSE ERSBYWRT=.;

Range of Value:

ERSBYWRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSBYWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Rank

ERSCRYPT indicates whether or not the data on the physical media of the rank is encrypted. This data element was
introduced with z/OS V1R12.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ERSCRYPT is set to Y in the DETAIL timespan if bit 0 of field R748RTQ in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record is on, or set to N if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

ERSCRYPT can take on the value Y, meaning that the rank data is encrypted, or N, meaning otherwise.

Summarization Process:

ERSCRYPT contains the last value of ERSCRYPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSCLASS - Array Device Class

ERSCLASS contains the device class for the rank array. The 4 broad device classes are Enterprise, Near-line, SATA,
and Solid State Drive. Enterprise disks are suited for medium to large data centers with multi-workload mission critical
environments because they have high performances, reliability, and scalability. Near-line disks offer lower reliability than
Enterprise class devices, and they are rather for smaller organizations. SATA disks offer a cost-effective option for lower
priority data, while Solid state drives (SSD) offer opportunities for ultra high performance applications with I/O intensive
workloads.

ERSCLASS was introduced with z/OS V1R12.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 17.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:
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The value of ERSCLASS is interpreted from field R748AAST of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System
Statistics record using the following bit-level tests:

 R748AAST       ERSCLASS

  Test          Value

--------  -----------------

00......  ENTERPRISE

01......  NEAR-LINE

10......  SATA

11......  SOLID STATE DRIVE

If the system is not executing at z/OS V1R12 or later level, then the value of ERSCLASS is set to N/A.

Range of Value:

ERSCLASS contains one of the following values:

  ERSCLASS           Description

----------------- -----------------------------------

 

  ENTERPRISE         Enterprise class array

  NEAR-LINE          Near-line class array

  SATA               SATA disks array

  SOLID STATE DRIVE  Solid state drive (SSD) disks array

  N/A                Information not available

Summarization Process:

ERSCLASS contains the last value of ERSCLASS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSMNRSP - Minimum Array Speed

ERSMNRSP contains the speed of the slowest drive of the rank, expressed in rounds per minute (RPM), during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSMXRSP - Maximum Array Speed

Element Derivation:

ERSMNRSP contains the lowest value found for field R748AASP in all Rank Array Data sections of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record belonging to the rank.

Range of Value:

ERSMNRSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSMNRSP contains the minimum value of ERSMNRSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ERSMXRSP - Maximum Array Speed

ERSMXRSP contains the speed of the fastest drive of the rank, expressed in rounds per minute (RPM), during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSMNRSP - Minimum Array Speed

Element Derivation:

ERSMXRSP contains the highest value found for field R748AASP in all Rank Array Data sections of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record belonging to the rank.

Range of Value:

ERSMXRSP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSMXRSP contains the maximum value of ERSMXRSP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSPSBYR - Bytes Read/Second

ERSPSBYR contains the average bandwidth of a read operation during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ERSTOBYR - Total Bytes Read

Element Derivation:

ERSPSBYR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYR GT 0) ERSPSBYR=ERSTOBYR/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYR EQ 0) ERSPSBYR=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSPSBYR=.;

END; ELSE ERSPSBYR=.;

Range of Value:

ERSPSBYR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSPSBYR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

ERSPSBYW - Bytes Written/Second

ERSPSBYW contains the average bandwidth of a write operation during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ERSTOBYW - Total Bytes Written

Element Derivation:

ERSPSBYW is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYW GT 0) ERSPSBYW=ERSTOBYW/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ERSTOBYW EQ 0) ERSPSBYW=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSPSBYW=.;

END; ELSE ERSPSBYW=.;

Range of Value:

ERSPSBYW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSPSBYW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

ERSPSROP contains the number of read operations per second during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

Element Derivation:

ERSPSROP is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSROPCT GT 0) ERSPSROP=ERSROPCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ERSROPCT EQ 0) ERSPSROP=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSPSROP=.;

END; ELSE ERSPSROP=.;

Range of Value:
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ERSPSROP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSPSROP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

ERSPSWOP contains the number of write operations per second during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

Element Derivation:

ERSPSWOP is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (ERSWOPCT GT 0) ERSPSWOP=ERSWOPCT/CACHEDUR;

    WHEN (ERSWOPCT EQ 0) ERSPSWOP=0;

    OTHERWISE            ERSPSWOP=.;

END; ELSE ERSPSWOP=.;

Range of Value:

ERSPSWOP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSPSWOP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRAPID - Rank Adapter Pair ID

ERSRAPID contains the identification value for the RAID rank adaptor pair.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

 See also:  ERSRAPIV - Rank Adapter Pair ID Valid

            ERSRNKID - Rank Identifier           

Element Derivation:
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ERSRAPID contains the value input from field R748RAI in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. If the Rank Adapter Pair ID is invalid, (data element Rank Adapter Pair ID Valid
(ERSRAPIV) contains a value of 'N'), ERSRAPID is set to a value of '??'.

Range of Value:

ERSRAPIV can contain any two valid alphanumeric characters, '??', or blanks for data generated from systems older than
z/OS 2.1.

Summarization Process:

ERSRAPIV contains the last value of ERSRAPIV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRAPIV - Rank Adapter Pair ID Valid

ERSRAPIV indicates whether the adapter pair ID of the RAID rank is valid.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

 See also:  ERSRAPID - Rank Adapter Pair ID

Element Derivation:

ERSRAPIV is set to Y in the DETAIL timespan if bit 7 of field R748RTQ in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record is on, or set to N if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

ERSRAPIV can take on the value Y, meaning that the rank adapter pair ID is valid, or N, meaning that the ID is invalid.

Summarization Process:

ERSRAPIV contains the last value of ERSRAPIV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

ERSRNKAD contains a hexadecimal character representation of the rank identifier in the extent pool. A rank is a set of
arrays formatted for either open systems or System z data whose total capacity is subdivided into equal sized partitions,
called extents. These extents are then logically grouped together to form a domain (extent pool) for space allocation to a
logical volume.

This element only applies to DS Family and later storage servers, since earlier models, such as the 2105 Enterprise
Storage Servers, use a different architecture to create logical volumes.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

             ERSRNKID - Rank Identifier

             ERSRNKTP - Rank Type
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Element Derivation:

ERSRNKAD is a hexadecimal character representation of the Rank Identifier (ERSRNKID). ERSRNKID contains the
value input from field R748RRID in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System
Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ERSRNKAD can have a value of any four hexadecimal digits, from '0000' to 'FFFF'.

Summarization Process:

ERSRNKAD contains the last value of ERSRNKAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRNKID - Rank Identifier

ERSRNKID contains the rank identifier in the extent pool. A rank is a set of arrays formatted for either open systems
or System z data whose total capacity is subdivided into equal sized partitions, called extents. These extents are then
logically grouped together to form a domain (extent pool) for space allocation to a logical volume.

This element only applies to DS Family and later storage servers, since earlier models, such as the 2105 Enterprise
Storage Servers, use a different architecture to create logical volumes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

             ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

             ERSRNKTP - Rank Type

Element Derivation:

ERSRNKID contains the value input from field R748RRID in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ERSRNKID ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

ERSRNKID is not summarized. ERSRNKID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

If printed without a SAS FORMAT, ERSRNKID is printed as a decimal integer. The SAS FORMAT associated with this
data element, however, causes it to print as the hexadecimal representation of the decimal value.

ERSRNKTP - Rank Type

ERSRNKTP contains the RAID type found for the rank during the reporting interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.
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  SEE ALSO:  ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

Element Derivation:

ERSRNKTP contains the value input from field R748AEBC in the Rank Array Data sections of the SMF type 74 subtype
8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record belonging to the rank, or the value MIXED if the rank is made of different array
types.

Range of Value:

ERSRNKTP contains one of the following values:

  ERSRNKTP    Description

  --------    ---------------------------------------------

  RAID 5      All arrays in the rank are RAID-5

  RAID 6      All arrays in the rank are RAID-6

  RAID 10     All arrays in the rank are RAID-10

  MIXED       The rank contains a mix of arrays

Summarization Process:

ERSRNKTP contains the last value of ERSRNKTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

ERSROPCT contains the total number of read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

             ERSBYRRT - Bytes Read/Operation

             ERSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

Element Derivation:

ERSROPCT contains the value input from field R748RROP in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ERSROPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSROPCT contains the sum of all values of ERSROPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRRTM - Total Read Response Time

ERSRRTM contains the accumulated response time, in seconds, for all read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

ERSRRTM contains the value input from field R748RKRT in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

ERSRRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSRRTM contains the sum of all values of ERSRRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSRWTM - Total Write Response Time

ERSRWTM contains the accumulated response time, in seconds, for all write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRWT - Avg Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

ERSRWTM contains the value input from field R748RKWT in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 0.016 (16 milliseconds).

Range of Value:

ERSRWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSRWTM contains the sum of all values of ERSRWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSTOBYR - Total Bytes Read

ERSTOBYR contains the total number of bytes transferred for read operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSBYRRT - Bytes Read/Operation

             ERSPSBYR - Bytes Read/Second

Element Derivation:
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ERSTOBYR contains the value input from field R748RBYR in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

ERSTOBYR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSTOBYR contains the sum of all values of ERSTOBYR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSTOBYW - Total Bytes Written

ERSTOBYW contains the total number of bytes transferred for write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSBYWRT - Bytes Written/Operation

             ERSPSBYW - Bytes Written/Second

Element Derivation:

ERSTOBYW contains the value input from field R748RBYW in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

ERSTOBYW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSTOBYW contains the sum of all values of ERSTOBYW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSTORCP - Accumulated Rank Capacity

ERSTORCP contains the accumulated capacity, in bytes, of the rank.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

             ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

Element Derivation:

ERSTORCP contains the sum of the products from fields R748AACP and R748AAWD for all Rank Array Data sections of
the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record belonging to the rank, multiplied by 1073741824 (1
GB = 2**30 bytes).

Range of Value:

ERSTORCP ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

ERSTORCP contains the sum of all values of ERSTORCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSTORWD - Accumulated Rank Arrays Width

ERSTORWD contains the accumulated number of disk drive modules of the rank, excluding spares.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

             ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

Element Derivation:

ERSTORWD contains the sum of the value found for field R748AAWD in all Rank Array Data sections of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record belonging to the rank.

Range of Value:

ERSTORWD ranges from a minimum of 6 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSTORWD contains the sum of all values of ERSTORWD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

ERSWOPCT contains the total number of write operations during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ERSAVRWT - Avg Write Response Time

             ERSBYWRT - Bytes Written/Operation

             ERSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

Element Derivation:

ERSWOPCT contains the value input from field R748RWOP in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

ERSWOPCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ERSWOPCT contains the sum of all values of ERSWOPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

FICON Director Connector File (HARFDC)
The FICON Director Connector file stores configuration data for additional control units connected to multiple-CU type
FICON director ports. There is one record for each connected control unit.

The information in the HARFDC file is obtained from the RMF FICON Director Statistics type 74, subtype 7 record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

  XDWM..E  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

  XDWM..E  FDCCUIDX - Connected Control Unit Index

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

  XDWM..E  FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number

  XDWM..E  FCDPADR  - FICON Director Port Address

  XDWM..E  FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number
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  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   FDCNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

  XDWM..E  FDCNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

  X.....   FDCNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  FDCCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

FDCCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

FDCCPOCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the port status changed for this connected control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, FDCCPOCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R747CSFL in the FCD Connector Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, FDCCPOCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

FDCCPOCT contains the sum of all values of FDCCPOCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FDCCUIDX - Connected Control Unit Index

FDCCUIDX contains the index of this connected control unit, for a FICON director multiple-CU port type. For example, a
value of 18 indicates that this is the 18th additional control unit connected to the port.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

             FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

             FDCNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

             FDCPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, FDCCUIDX is incremented by one each time a match is found between fields R747PNUM and
R747CNUM of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

Range of Value:

FDCCUIDX ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

FDCCUIDX is not summarized. FDCCUIDX is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

FDCNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

FDCNACTI indicates if the FICON director port has been activated during the measurement interval. Note that this data
element is only useful at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  FDCCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

             FDCNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, FDCNACTI is set to "Y" if bits 4 and 6 of field R747CSFL in the FCD Connector Data section of
the SMF Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record are on, or set to blank otherwise.

Range of Value:

FDCNACTI can contain either a "Y" or a blank.

Summarization Process:

FDCNACTI contains the last value of FDCNACTI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FDCNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

FDCNBCCU contains, for a FICON director multiple-CU port type, the number of control units connected to this port.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDCCUIDX - Connected Control Unit Index

Element Derivation:

FDCNBCCU contains the value input from field R747CCUN in the FCD Connector Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

Range of Value:

FDCNBCCU ranges from a minimum of 2 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

FDCNBCCU contains the last value of FDCNBCCU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FDCNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

FDCNRMVD indicates if the FICON director port has been removed during the measurement interval. Note that this data
element is only useful at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  FDCCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

             FDCNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, FDCNRMVD is set to "Y" if bits 4 and 5 of field R747CSFL in the FCD Connector Data section of
the SMF Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record are on, or set to blank otherwise.

Range of Value:

FDCNRMVD can contain either a "Y" or a blank.

Summarization Process:

FDCNRMVD contains the last value of FDCNRMVD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

FICON Director Port Activity File (HARFDP)
The FICON Director Port Activity file provides statistics about I/O workload, throughput, and contention for FICON director
ports. It also stores configuration data about IODF and FICON directors (switches). There is one record per FICON
director port.

The information in the HARFDP file is obtained from the RMF FICON Director Statistics type 74, subtype 7 record.

 Contents 

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  DAYS   |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

  XDWM..E  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval
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  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

  XDWM..E  FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number

  XDWM..E  FCDPADR  - FICON Director Port Address

  XDWM..E  FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  FDPCASCS - Cascaded Switch

  XDWM..   FDPCUNDE - Attached Control Unit Node Descriptor

  XDWM..   FDPIFCDS - Number of Installed FCD Switches

  X.....   FDPNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

  XDWM..E  FDPNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

  XDWM..E  FDPNBIPO - Number of Installed Ports

  XDWM..E  FDPNBSPO - Number of Supported Ports

  X.....   FDPNONLI - Switch Brought Online During Interval

  X.....   FDPNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

  XDWM..   FDPSDNDE - Switch Device Node Descriptor

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  FDPCNPCT - Intvls with Number of Ports Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPCSTCT - Intvls with Switch Status Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPOFPCT - Intvls where Port was Offline

  XDWM..E  FDPOFSCT - Intvls where Switch was Offline

  XDWM..E  FDPTOERR - Total Number of Errors

  XDWM..E  FDPTOFPT - Total Frame Pacing Time

  XDWM..E  FDPTONBR - Total Bytes Received

  XDWM..E  FDPTONBS - Total Bytes Sent

  XDWM..E  FDPTONFR - Total Number of Frames Received

  XDWM..E  FDPTONFS - Total Number of Frames Sent

 Maximum Data Elements
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  XDWM..   FDPMXCCU - Max Number of Connecting Control Units

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  FDPAVFPT - Avg Frame Pacing Time

  XDWM..E  FDPAVSFR - Avg Frame Size Read

  XDWM..E  FDPAVSFS - Avg Frame Size Write

  XDWM..E  FDPPSBYR - Port Bandwidth Read (MB/Sec)

  XDWM..E  FDPPSBYS - Port Bandwidth Write (MB/Sec)

FDPAVFPT - Avg Frame Pacing Time

FDPAVFPT contains the average time, in seconds, a frame had to wait before it could be transmitted through the FICON
director port, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPTOFPT - Total Frame Pacing Time

             FDPTONFS - Total Number of Frames Sent

 Element Derivation: 

FDPAVFPT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (FDPTONFS GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (FDPTOFPT GT 0) FDPAVFPT=FDPTOFPT/FDPTONFS;

        WHEN (FDPTOFPT EQ 0) FDPAVFPT=0;

        OTHERWISE            FDPAVFPT=.;

      END;

      WHEN (FDPTONFS EQ 0)   FDPAVFPT=0;

      OTHERWISE              FDPAVFPT=.;

    END;

 Range of Value: 

FDPAVFPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPAVFPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPAVSFR - Avg Frame Size Read

FDPAVSFR contains the average frame size, in bytes, used to receive data through the FICON director port, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPTONBR - Total Bytes Received
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             FDPTONFR - Total Number of Frames Received

 Element Derivation: 

FDPAVSFR is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (FDPTONFR GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (FDPTONBR GT 0) FDPAVSFR=FDPTONBR/FDPTONFR;

        WHEN (FDPTONBR EQ 0) FDPAVSFR=0;

        OTHERWISE            FDPAVSFR=.;

      END;

      WHEN (FDPTONFR EQ 0)   FDPAVSFR=0;

      OTHERWISE              FDPAVSFR=.;

    END;

 Range of Value: 

FDPAVSFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPAVSFR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPAVSFS - Avg Frame Size Write

FDPAVSFS contains the average frame size, in bytes, used to transmit data through the FICON director port, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPTONBS - Total Bytes Sent

             FDPTONFS - Total Number of Frames Sent

 Element Derivation: 

FDPAVSFS is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (FDPTONFS GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (FDPTONBS GT 0) FDPAVSFS=FDPTONBS/FDPTONFS;

        WHEN (FDPTONBS EQ 0) FDPAVSFS=0;

        OTHERWISE            FDPAVSFS=.;

      END;

      WHEN (FDPTONFS EQ 0)   FDPAVSFS=0;

      OTHERWISE              FDPAVSFS=.;

    END;

 Range of Value: 

FDPAVSFS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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FDPAVSFS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPCASCS - Cascaded Switch

FDPCASCS indicates if the FICON director switch is a cascaded switch. Cascaded switches are interconnected to build
large fabrics.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCASCS is set to Y if bit 4 of field R747SPFL in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF type
74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to blank otherwise.

 Range of Value: 

FDPCASCS can contain either a Y or a blank.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPCASCS contains the last value of FDPCASCS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPCNPCT - Intvls with Number of Ports Changed

FDPCNPCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the number of ports changed for this switch.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCNPCT is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R747SPFL in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCNPCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPCNPCT contains the sum of all values of FDPCNPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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FDPCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

FDPCPOCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the FICON director port status changed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCPOCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R747PSFL in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type
74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCPOCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPCPOCT contains the sum of all values of FDPCPOCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPCSTCT - Intvls with Switch Status Changed

FDPCSTCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the status of this switch changed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCSTCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R747SPFL in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPCSTCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPCSTCT contains the sum of all values of FDPCSTCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPCUNDE - Attached Control Unit Node Descriptor

FDPCUNDE contains the hardware descriptor of the unit attached to the port.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 30.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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 Element Derivation: 

FDPCUNDE contains the value input from bytes 4 to 29 of field R747PAND in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF type
74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPCUNDE can contain any combination of 1 to 30 characters, in the following format:

    'type.mod.mfg.pl.seqnb'

where:

  type
Node type (e.g. 002107)

 mod
Node model number (e.g. 932)

 mfg
Node manufacturer ID (e.g. IBM)

 pl
Node manufacturer plant ID (e.g. 02)

 seqnb
Node sequence number (e.g. 000083120317)

 Summarization Process: 

FDPCUNDE contains the last value of FDPCUNDE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPIFCDS - Number of Installed FCD Switches

FDPIFCDS contains the number of FICON director switches installed in the current I/O configuration.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

 Element Derivation: 

FDPIFCDS contains the value input from field R747GNFD in the FCD Global Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPIFCDS ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPIFCDS contains the last value of FDPIFCDS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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FDPMXCCU - Max Number of Connecting Control Units

FDPMXCCU contains the maximum number of control units that were ever connected to this FICON director port, during
the period covered by the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPMXCCU is set equal to FDPNBCCU.

 Range of Value: 

FDPMXCCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPMXCCU contains the maximum value of FDPMXCCU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

FDPNACTI indicates if the FICON director port has been activated during the measurement interval. Note that this data
element is only useful at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

             FDPNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPNACTI is set to "Y" if bits 4 and 6 of field R747PSFL in the FCD Port Data section of the
SMF Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record are on, or set to blank otherwise.

 Range of Value: 

FDPNACTI can contain either a "Y" or a blank.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNACTI contains the last value of FDPNACTI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

FDPNBCCU contains the number of control units connected to this FICON director port.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

             FDCCUIDX - Connected Control Unit Index
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 Element Derivation: 

FDPNBCCU contains the value input from field R747PCUN in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPNBCCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNBCCU contains the last value of FDPNBCCU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNBIPO - Number of Installed Ports

FDPNBIPO contains the number of ports installed for this FICON director switch.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPNBSPO - Number of Supported Ports

 Element Derivation: 

FDPNBIPO contains the value input from field R747SNIP in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPNBIPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNBIPO contains the last value of FDPNBIPO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNBSPO - Number of Supported Ports

FDPNBSPO contains the number of ports that can be installed for this FICON director switch.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPNBIPO - Number of Installed Ports

 Element Derivation: 

FDPNBSPO contains the value input from field R747SNSP in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPNBSPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNBSPO contains the last value of FDPNBSPO processed in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNONLI - Switch Brought Online During Interval

FDCNONLI indicates if the FICON director switch has been varied online during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only useful at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPNONLI is set to "Y" if bit 3 of field R747SPFL in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to blank otherwise.

 Range of Value: 

FDCNONLI can contain either a "Y" or a blank.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNONLI contains the last value of FDPNONLI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

FDPNRMVD indicates if the FICON director port has been removed during the measurement interval. Note that this data
element is only useful at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

             FDPNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPNRMVD is set to "Y" if bits 4 and 5 of field R747PSFL in the FCD Port Data section of the
SMF Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record are on, or set to blank otherwise.

 Range of Value: 

FDPNRMVD can contain either a "Y" or a blank.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPNRMVD contains the last value of FDPNRMVD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPOFPCT - Intvls where Port was Offline

FDPOFPCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the FICON director port was offline.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPOFPCT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R747PPFL in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type
74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPOFPCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPOFPCT contains the sum of all values of FDPOFPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPOFSCT - Intvls where Switch was Offline

FDPOFSCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the switch was offline.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPOFSCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R747SPFL in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, FDPOFSCT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPOFSCT contains the sum of all values of FDPOFSCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPPSBYR - Port Bandwidth Read (MB/Sec)

FDPPSBYR contains the rate, in megabytes per second, at which data was received through the FICON director port,
during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             FDPTONBR - Total Bytes Received

 Element Derivation: 
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FDPPSBYR is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

    WHEN (DURATION GT 0) SELECT;

     WHEN (FDPTONBR GT 0) FDPPSBYR=(FDPTONBR/1000000)/DURATION;

     WHEN (FDPTONBR EQ 0) FDPPSBYR=0;

     OTHERWISE            FDPPSBYR=.;

    END;

    WHEN (DURATION EQ 0)  FDPPSBYR=0;

    OTHERWISE             FDPPSBYR=.;

   END;

 Range of Value: 

FDPPSBYR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPPSBYR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPPSBYS - Port Bandwidth Write (MB/Sec)

FDPPSBYS contains the rate, in megabytes per second, at which data was transmitted through the FICON director port,
during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             FDPTONBS - Total Bytes Sent

 Element Derivation: 

FDPPSBYS is computed using the following algorithm:

   SELECT;

    WHEN (DURATION GT 0) SELECT;

     WHEN (FDPTONBS GT 0) FDPPSBYS=(FDPTONBS/1000000)/DURATION;

      WHEN (FDPTONBS EQ 0) FDPPSBYS=0;

      OTHERWISE            FDPPSBYS=.;

     END;

     WHEN (DURATION EQ 0)  FDPPSBYS=0;

     OTHERWISE             FDPPSBYS=.;

   END;

 Range of Value: 

FDPPSBYS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPPSBYS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPSDNDE - Switch Device Node Descriptor

FDPSDNDE contains the hardware descriptor of the FICON director switch.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 30.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

FDPSDNDE contains the value input from bytes 4 to 29 of field R747SND in the FCD Switch Data section of the SMF
Type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPSDNDE can contain any combination of 1 to 30 characters, in the following format:

    'type.mod.mfg.pl.seqnb'

where:

  type
Node type (e.g. 006064)

 mod
Node model number (e.g. 001)

 mfg
Node manufacturer ID (e.g. MCD)

 pl
Node manufacturer plant ID (e.g. 02)

 seqnb
Node sequence number (e.g. 000083120625)

 Summarization Process: 

FDPSDNDE contains the last value of FDPSDNDE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

FDPTOERR - Total Number of Errors

FDPTOERR contains the total number of errors that were encountered for this port, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTOERR contains the value input from field R747PNER in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 
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FDPTOERR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTOERR contains the sum of all values of FDPTOERR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPTOFPT - Total Frame Pacing Time

FDPTOFPT contains the total amount of time, in seconds, frames had to wait before they could be transmitted through the
FICON director port.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPAVFPT - Avg Frame Pacing Time

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTOFPT contains the value input from field R747PFPT in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record, multiplied by 2.5.

 Range of Value: 

FDPTOFPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTOFPT contains the sum of all values of FDPTOFPT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPTONBR - Total Bytes Received

FDPTONBR contains the total amount of data, in bytes, received through this FICON director port, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPPSBYR - Port Bandwidth Read (MB/Sec)

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTONBR contains the value input from field R747PNWR in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record, multiplied by 4.

 Range of Value: 

FDPTONBR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTONBR contains the sum of all values of FDPTONBR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPTONBS - Total Bytes Sent

FDPTONBS contains the total amount of data, in bytes, sent through this FICON director port, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPPSBYS - Port Bandwidth Write (MB/Sec)

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTONBS contains the value input from field R747PNWT in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record, multiplied by 4.

 Range of Value: 

FDPTONBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTONBS contains the sum of all values of FDPTONBS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPTONFR - Total Number of Frames Received

FDPTONFR contains the total number of frames received through this FICON director port, during the measurement
interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPAVSFR - Avg Frame Size Read

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTONFR contains the value input from field R747PNFR in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPTONFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTONFR contains the sum of all values of FDPTONFR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

FDPTONFS - Total Number of Frames Sent

FDPTONFS contains the total number of frames sent through this FICON director port, during the measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  FDPAVSFS - Avg Frame Size Write

 Element Derivation: 

FDPTONFS contains the value input from field R747PNFT in the FCD Port Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 7
FICON Director Statistics record.

 Range of Value: 

FDPTONFS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

FDPTONFS contains the sum of all values of FDPTONFS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This data element includes all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR requested the I/O, not
just the activity of the system that gathered the FICON director statistics.

Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU)
The Individual Processor Activity File describes the CPU utilization for each central processor or each PR/SM logical
processor, defined in the central processor complex. This file is typically used when reporting CPU and I/O activity.

The information in the HARIPU file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CPUTYPE  |

 |         |IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID                       |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 26, 2016

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  IPUADDR  - Processor Core Address

  XDWM..E  IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

  XDWM..E  IPUTID   - Processor Thread ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL
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  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Changed

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number
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  XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

  XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

  XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time
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  XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification
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  XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  IPUABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

  XDWM..E  IPUACS   - CP Cores Actual Weighting

  XDWM..E  IPUBPS   - Partition Cores Weight   

  XDWM..E  IPUGTS   - LPAR Global Time Slice

  XDWM..E  IPUMAS   - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  IPUMIS   - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  IPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWM..E  IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

  XDWM..E  IPUSER   - IPU Serial Number

  XDWM..E  IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

  XDWM..E  IPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  XDWM..E  IPUVER   - Processor Version Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  IPUABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  IPUABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  IPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

  X.....E  IPUATD   - SMT Core Thread Density

  XDWM..E  IPUATDW  - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

  XDWM..E  IPUBTM   - Core Busy Time

  XDWM..E  IPUCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

  X.....E  IPUCFA   - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

  XDWM..E  IPUCFAW  - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

  X.....E  IPUCFM   - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

  XDWM..E  IPUCFMW  - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

  XDWM..E  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

  XDWM..E  IPUCNFCT - Intvls with IPU Reconfiguration

  XDWM..E  IPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

  XDWM..E  IPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

  XDWM..E  IPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

  XDWM..E  IPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processor

  XDWM..E  IPUDIAGF - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Failure

  XDWM..E  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples
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  XDWM..E  IPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

  XDWM..E  IPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

  XDWM..E  IPUDTM   - Core Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  IPUEDT   - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  IPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

  XDWM..E  IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

  XDWM..E  IPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

  XDWM..E  IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

  XDWM..E  IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

  XDWM..E  IPUMODE  - Core SMT Mode

  XDWM..E  IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..   IPUNIO   - I/O Connections

  XDWM..E  IPUNOPCH - Intvls with Phy Processor Count Change

  XDWM..E  IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

  XDWM..E  IPUONLCT - Intvls with IPU Online

  XDWM..E  IPUOTM   - Core Online Time

  XDWM..E  IPUPTM   - Processor Parked Time

  XDWM..E  IPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  IPUSIG   - SIGP Instructions

  XDWM..E  IPUSLIH  - IPU I/O SLIH Entries

  X.....E  IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

  XDWM..   IPUSRB   - SRB Dispatches

  XDWM..E  IPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

  XDWM..E  IPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd

  XDWM..   IPUTCB   - TCB Dispatches

  XDWM..E  IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  IPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

  XDWM..E  IPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  IPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  IPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

  XDWM..E  IPUTOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

  XDWM..E  IPUTPI   - IPU TPI I/O Events

  XDWM..E  IPUTPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool     

  XDWM..E  IPUUTM   - Core Up Time

  XDWM..E  IPUVBTM  - Processor Busy Time

  XDWM..E  IPUVWTM  - Processor Wait Time

  XDWM..E  IPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Change

  XDWM..E  IPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

  XDWM..E  IPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

  XDWM..E  IPUWSTM  - Logical Core Wait State Time

  XDWM..E  IPUWTD   - Wait Dispatch Count

  XDWM..E  IPUWTM   - Core Not Busy Time

  XDWM..E  IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

  XDWM..E  IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Interruptions

  XDWM..E  IPUWTYTM - Warning-Track Yielded to PR/SM Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  IPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  IPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image
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 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  IPUMPBS  - Max Pct IPU Busy

  XDWM..E  IPUMPWT  - Max Pct IPU Not Busy

  XDWM..E  IPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  IPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  IPUAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool     

  XDWM..E  IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

  XDWM..E  IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

  XDWM..E  IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

  XDWM..E  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

  XDWM..E  IPUAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

  XDWM..E  IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

  XDWM..E  IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

  XDWM..E  IPUMWTM  - Mean time to Wait

  XDWM..E  IPUPCBS  - Pct Core Busy

  XDWM..E  IPUPCDT  - Pct Core Dispatched

  XDWM..E  IPUPCED  - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

  XDWM..E  IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  IPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  IPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  IPUPCONL - Pct IPU Online

  XDWM..E  IPUPCOTM - IPU Online Time Percentage

  XDWM..E  IPUPCPTM - Parked Time Percentage

  XDWM..E  IPUPCSMT - Pct SMT Core Busy Time

  XDWM..E  IPUPCSMU - Pct SMT Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

  XDWM..E  IPUPCTP  - IPU Pct I/O Handled by TPI

  XDWM..E  IPUPCUP  - Pct IPU Up Time

  XDWM..E  IPUPCVB  - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Busy

  XDWM..E  IPUPCVW  - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Wait

  XDWM..E  IPUPCWT  - Pct Core Not Busy

  XDWM..E  IPUSIGRT - SIGP Instructions Rate

IPUABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffABCCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change in the absolute LPAR capacity limit occurred for
the core type that is represented by the observation.

RMFABCCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABCCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABCCT is the number of intervals where a change in the
absolute capacity limit occurred for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, for the core type that is identified
by the IPUTYPE data element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABCCT is the number of intervals where a change in the
absolute capacity limit occurred for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, for the core type that is
identified by the PRSMPRTP data element.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABCCT is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if bit 6 of field SMF70VPF is on in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section
of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. Otherwise fffABCCT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABCCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUABSCT- Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

fffABSCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for the core
type that is represented by the observation.

RMFABSCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABSCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABSCT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity
limit was specified for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, for the core type that is identified by the
IPUTYPE data element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABSCT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity
limit was specified for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, for the core type that is identified by the
PRSMPRTP data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABSCT is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if field SMF70HW_Cap_Limit in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of
the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record is non-zero. Otherwise fffABSCT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABSCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

fffABSLM is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of the core type that is represented by the observation. The capacity
limit value is expressed as a number of CPUs.

RMFABSLM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABSLM data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABSLM is the limit of the number CPU cores that can
be used by the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, of the core type that is identified by the IPUTYPE data
element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABSLM is the limit of the number of CPU cores that can
be used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, of the core type that is identified by the PRSMPRTP
data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type
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          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABSLM contains the value input from field SMF70HW_Cap_Limit in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The binary field value is divided by 100 on input, yielding processor unit
values accurate to two decimal places.

Summarization Process:

fffABSLM contains the last value of fffABSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

IPUACS contains the logical partition actual weighting of the shared CP core resources, as dynamically assigned by the
WLM LPAR weight management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

A value of zero in this field indicates that the partition is not under WLM control and that its weight has been statically
defined (IPUBPS data element). Note that the LPAR CPU management function is only available when WLM is working in
goal mode.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUBPS - Partition Cores Weight

          IPUMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          IPUMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

IPUACS contains the value input from field SMF70ACS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
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Range of Value:

IPUACS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

IPUACS contains the last value of IPUACS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

IPUADDR is the processor core address (also known as the CPU address and the CP number) of an individual processor
core. A CPU address uniquely identifies one CPU core within a configuration. The CPU address is assigned during
system installation and is not changed as a result of reconfiguration changes.

If the Processor Resource/Systems Manager (PR/SM) feature is in use, the value of IPUADDR is determined by the PR/
SM logical-processor core address.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

          IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

IPUADDR contains the value input from field SMF70CID of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUADDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUADDR is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so
other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z13 Central Processing Complex (CPC), IBM introduced Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

With SMT, up to two units of work, described as processor threads, can execute simultaneously on a single core.
IPUADDR identifies the core, and data element Processor Thread Address (IPUTADDR) identifies the processor thread.

To help in identifying different processor threads on a core, data element Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) is provided.
IPUTID is set to zero (0) or one (1), identifying each processor thread as the first (0) or second (1) on a core.

When a core is running single threaded, IPUADDR and IPUTADDR contain the same value and IPUTID contains zero (0).

IPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

IPUADJCH contains the number of measurement intervals where the physical CPU adjustment factor value changed. This
factor is used in the calculation that converts processor CPU time to service units.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUADJCH is set to 1 if bit 1 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IPUADJCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUADJCH contains the sum of all values of IPUADJCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool

IPUAPRSH contains the average number of cores in the pool (CP, IFA/zAAP, IIP/zIIP) to which this logical core belongs,
that can be shared across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          IPUTPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

Element Derivation:

IPUAPRSH is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (IPUTPRSH GT 0) IPUAPRSH=IPUTPRSH/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (IPUTPRSH EQ 0) IPUAPRSH=0;

   OTHERWISE            IPUAPRSH=.;

 END;

 ELSE IPUAPRSH=.;

Range of Value:

IPUAPRSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUAPRSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUATD contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical cores for
the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, of the core type identified by data element Physical Core
Type (CPUTYPE), over the RMF measurement interval.
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If Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) is enabled for a core type, the average thread density ranges from a minimum of 1
to maximum of 2. For non-SMT enabled core types, the thread density is always 1.

Thread density was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDCW - Weight SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weight SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weight SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUATD is populated by first determining the core type (CP, zIIP, zAAP), and then setting
IPUATD equal to one of the following data elements based on the core type:

• CPUATDC - SMT Thread Density CP Cores
• CPUATDS - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores
• CPUATDZ - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, IPUATD ranges from a minimum of
one and a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

IPUATD contains the sum of all values of IPUATD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUATD is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Core Thread Density (IPUATDW) is
maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element IPUAVATD, the average thread density for the core type
in the DAYS and higher timespans.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

IPUATDW contains the thread density for the core identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR) and
core type identified by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), multiplied by data element SMT Core Busy Time
(IPUSMTTM).

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Core Thread Density (IPUAVATD).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDCW - Weight SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weight SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weight SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUATDW is computed by multiplying the SMT Core Thread Density (IPUATD) by the SMT
busy time for the core (IPUSMTTM).

Range of Value:

IPUATDW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUATDW contains the sum of all values of IPUATDW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The average thread density over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average
thread density in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.2 threads for 10 seconds of core busy
time, and in another RMF interval, the average number of active threads is 1.8 threads, but for only 2 seconds of core
busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 intervals = 1.5 Avg Thread Density

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the average thread density was closer to 1.2 threads:

(1.2*10) + (1.8*2) / 12 seconds = 1.3 Avg Thread Density

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

IPUAVATD contains the average number of processors (threads) executing in all logical cores, of the core type identified
by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), over the measurement interval.

Average thread density is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

For core types where SMT is not enabled, the average thread density will always have a value of one (1).
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For core types where SMT is enabled, maximum effectiveness is achieved as the average thread density approaches two
(2), meaning that for the majority of core busy time, two threads were simultaneously executing in the core.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUATDCW - Weight SMT Thread Density CP Cores

          CPUATDSW - Weight SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

          CPUATDZW - Weight SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

          CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

          CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUATD - SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUATDW - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

IPUAVATD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (IPUATDW AND IPUSMTTM) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (IPUATDW GT 0) IPUAVATD=IPUATDW / IPUSMTTM;

     WHEN (IPUATDW EQ 0) IPUAVATD=0;

   OTHERWISE           IPUAVATD=.;                    

   END;                                                 

   ELSE IPUAVATD=.;

Range of Value:

IPUAVATD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUATDW contains the sum of all values of IPUATDW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

During an RMF measurement interval, thread density is captured as a single value for all cores of each core
type assigned to the LPAR. In the DETAIL timespan, each HARIPU observation for a particular core type (CP, zIIP)
will contain the same value for IPUAVATD.

The average thread density for each RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average
thread density in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if one RMF interval has an average thread density of 1.2 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and another
RMF interval has an average density of 1.8 for 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted thread density average for the
two intervals would be:

1.2 + 1.8 / 2 = 1.5

Taking into account the core busy time, the average thread density is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the thread density was closer to 1.2:
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(1.2 * 10) + (1.8 * 2) / 12 = 1.3

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

IPUAVCFA contains the average actual Capacity Factor (CF) for the logical cores, of the core type identified by data
element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

IPUAVCFA is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (IPUCFAW AND IPUSMTTM) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (IPUCFAW GT 0) IPUAVCFA=IPUCFAW / IPUSMTTM;

     WHEN (IPUCFAW EQ 0) IPUAVCFA=0;

     OTHERWISE           IPUAVCFA=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUAVCFA=.;

where:

IPUCFAW is the weighted actual capacity factor for the core type identified by data element CPUTYPE.

IPUSMTTM is the SMT busy time for the core.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled cores running on SMT capable hardware, IPUAVCFA ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. For cores executing singlethreaded, IPUAVCFA contains a value of one.

Summarization Process:
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IPUAVCFA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of CF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is calculated for each workload and represents the maximum multithreading
productivity that could be achieved.

The actual Capacity Factor (CF), IPUAVCFA, represents the actual multithreading productivity achieved. The ratio of CF
to mCF represents the SMT productivity achieved by the workload. As the CF value approaches the mCF value, SMT
productivity approaches a value of 1.0.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

IPUAVCFM contains the average maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for the logical cores, of the core type identified by data
element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the amount of work the dispatched workloads could have
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

          CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

          CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

IPUAVCFM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (IPUCFMW AND IPUSMTTM) THEN SELECT ;
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     WHEN (IPUCFMW GT 0) IPUAVCFM=IPUCFMW / IPUSMTTM;

     WHEN (IPUCFMW EQ 0) IPUAVCFM=0;

     OTHERWISE           IPUAVCFM=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUAVCFM=.;

where:

IPUCFMW is the weighted maximum capacity factor for the core type identified by data element CPUTYPE.

IPUSMTTM is the SMT busy time for the core.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, IPUAVCFM ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. For cores executing singlethreaded, IPUAVCFM contains a value of one.

Summarization Process:

IPUAVCFM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the
workload that would have been completed if running in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode.

The mCF value varies by workload, and represents the maximum multithreading productivity that could be achieved.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

IPUAVLAC contains the average service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) consumed by the
partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered by the measurement interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUAVLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
As soon as this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource
than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below
the defined capacity limit.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine
the scope of IPUAVLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

             IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:
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  IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUTOLAC)0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

    OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IPUAVLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUAVLAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing the capacity limits of your LPARs (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges
by tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the
WLM capping percentage.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR's capacity until WLM
begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR's capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting the workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

IPUAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

IPUAVPOW contains the average weight for the logical processor when the logical partition was vertically polarized (that
is, Hiperdispatch mode was active), during the periods covered by the measurement interval.

In Hiperdispatch mode, logical processors have a high, medium, or low amount of physical processor share, whereas,
without Hiperdispatch mode, the processing weight for a logical partition is equally divided between the online logical
processors.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             IPUTOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

             PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

IPUAVPOW is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IPUDIAGS THEN SELECT; 
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    WHEN (IPUTOPOW GT 0) IPUAVPOW=IPUTOPOW/IPUDIAGS;

    WHEN (IPUTOPOW EQ 0) IPUAVPOW=0;

    OTHERWISE            IPUAVPOW=.;

   END; ELSE IPUAVPOW=.;

Range of Value:

IPUAVPOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUAVPOW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

IPUAVSMM contains the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode for the core over the measurement interval of
the HARIPU file observation. The value will range from a minimum of one (1) to a maximum of two (2), depending on the
mix of RMF intervals where the core was running singlethreaded and multithreaded.

SMT was introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, and supports the execution of up to two processor threads on a single core.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

IPUAVSMM is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IPUMODE GT 0) IPUAVSMM=IPUMODE/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (IPUMODE EQ 0) IPUAVSMM=0;

     OTHERWISE           IPUAVSMM=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUAVSMM=.;

where:

INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included in the HARIPU observation.

IPUMODE is the sum of the SMT mode values over all of the RMF intervals.

Range of Value:

IPUAVSMM ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two.
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Summarization Process:

IPUAVSMM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUAVSMM shows the average execution mode of the core over the measurement interval represented by the HARIPU
file observation.

Examining the IPUAVSMM value in the DAYS and higher timespan observations provides insight into the average mode
of execution. An IPUAVSMM value closer to one (1) means that the core executed primarily in singlethreaded mode, while
a value closer to two (2) means that the core executed primarily in multithreaded mode.

IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

IPUAVSMP is the average Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity achieved by the core identified by data
element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the measurement
interval of the HARIPU observation.

SMT core productivity is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced
with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core. Core productivity is
largely influenced by processor thread density.

In summarized observations, the SMT core productivity is weighted by the SMT core busy time of each observation
included in the summarization.

For core types executing in SMT-1 (singlethreaded) mode, the SMT productivity is always 1.0, because in every instance
of core busy time, the expected single thread is executing.

For core types executing in SMT-2 (multithreaded) mode, the SMT core productivity varies, based on the amount of core
busy time when both processor threads were executing. If the core productivity in SMT-2 mode equals 1.0, it means that
at every instance the dispatched workloads could execute, both processors (threads) were executing instructions and fully
utilizing the cores capacity.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

IPUAVSMP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (IPUSMTTM AND IPUSMTPW) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (IPUSMTPW GT 0) IPUAVSMP=IPUSMTPW / IPUSMTTM;    

     WHEN (IPUSMTPW EQ 0) IPUAVSMP=0;

     OTHERWISE            IPUAVSMP=.;

   END;
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   ELSE IPUAVSMP=.;

where:

IPUSMTPW is the weighted SMT core productivity for the core type identified by data element CPUTYPE.

IPUSMTTM is the SMT core busy time for the core.

Range of Value:

The value of IPUAVSMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 1.0.

Summarization Process:

IPUAVSMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SMT core productivity is a key metric in understanding how well workloads utilize core resources in a multithreaded
execution mode.

During execution in multithreaded (SMT-2) mode, both processor threads are not always ready and able to execute
instructions. Over the course of an RMF interval, a maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) is determined that quantifies the
maximum amount of work that the executing workloads could have completed in SMT-2 mode.

A similar metric, actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also determined that quantifies the amount of work actually achieved by
the executing processor threads.

The CF value is proportional to the average thread density achieved over the RMF interval. As the average thread density
approaches two threads, the CF value approaches the mCF value.

Core productivity expresses how well suited the workloads are for a multithreaded execution mode. If the SMT core
productivity is near a value of 1.0, it means that the workloads are well suited for multithreaded execution. If the SMT core
productivity value is closer to 0.0, it means that the workloads are not well suited for multithreaded execution.

IPUBPS - Partition Cores Weight

IPUBPS contains the partition weight for the core pool, identified by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), that
was specified when defining or modifying PR/SM LPAR logical partitions. The partition core weight is used to prioritize the
dispatching of physical core resources between logical partitions.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR
dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch
time of CP cores for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition CP core weight is not
exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

IPUBPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

Element Derivation:

IPUBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:
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The value of IPUBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated processors,
the value is missing.

Summarization Process:

IPUBPS contains the last value of IPUBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The partition core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not significant. For each core pool
(CP, zIIP, zAAP), the LPAR dispatcher uses the ratio of the weights of all active logical partitions and the number of logical
cores defined for each one to determine dispatching limits, if any.

For each core pool, the LPAR dispatcher divides the partition core weight by the number of logical cores active for the
logical partition before making dispatching decisions. This simplifies the allocation of resources between logical partitions
with different numbers of logical cores. In other words, a logical partition with a weight of 10 would get half the dispatch
time of another logical partition with a weight of 20, regardless of the number of logical cores defined for each one (the
weights could have been 30 and 60, or 175 and 350, respectively - remember that it is the ratio that is significant).

A logical partition cannot have more than its defined number of logical cores dispatched at any time. This means that a
logical partition with two logical cores running in a PR/SM LPAR system with four physical cores can never receive more
than 50% of the available core resources, regardless of the weights of other logical partitions.

IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

IPUBTM is the time in seconds that the core was busy during the MICS measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan,
IPUBTM is the busy time over a single RMF interval. Busy time is calculated in various ways, depending on the
processing environment. See the MICS DERIVATION notes for details.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUBSYTM - Total Time All Cores Busy              

          CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy             

          CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy               

          CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy             

          IPUDTM   - Core Dispatch Time                     

          IPUOTM   - Core Online Time                       

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time                     

          IPUVBTM  - Processor Busy Time                    

          IPUVWTM  - Processor Wait Time                  

          IPUWTM   - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

The IPUBTM value is computed differently, depending on the operating system and hardware environment.

For Central Processing Complexes (CPC) executing in basic mode, IPUBTM is calculated as follows:

IPUBTM = Core Online Time - Processor Wait Time 

For LPARs executing in LPAR mode, there are four different ways of calculating IPUBTM:

• Dedicated Cores Single Threaded Mode

IPUBTM = Core Dispatch Time - Processor Wait Time

• Dedicated Cores Multithreaded Mode
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IPUBTM = SMT Core Busy Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Enabled

IPUBTM = Core Dispatch Time - MVS Wait Time

• Shared Cores, Wait Complete Not Enabled

IPUBTM = Core Dispatch Time

where:
IPUOTM
Core Online Time
IPUSMTTM
SMT Core Busy Time
IPUVWTM
Processor Wait Time
IPUDTM
Core Dispatch Time

Note that for a dedicated processor running single threaded, dispatch time should be equivalent to the online time so
that there is virtually no difference in the determination of processor busy time between basic mode and LPAR dedicated
mode.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it might be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

When a logical core is manually varied online or offline during the interval, it is impossible to derive an accurate up time
from RMF measurement data. To prevent an error, IPUBTM is set to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

IPUBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 (core was totally idle) to the value of IPUOTM (core was 100 percent busy).

Summarization Process:

IPUBTM is set to the sum of all IPUBTM values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

If the LPAR has more than one core, you must also process all other IPU busy times (IPUBTM) to quantify total LPAR
busy time.

IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCFA contains the actual Capacity Factor (CF) for the core identified by identified by data
element Physical Core Type (IPUTYPE), while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement
interval.

CF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

CF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the CF value represents the actual amount of work the dispatched workloads
completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.
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For cores where SMT is not enabled, CF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, CF can range from a value less than
one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

CF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUCFA is populated by first determining the core type (CP, zIIP, zAAP), and then setting
IPUCFA equal to one of the following data elements based on the core type:

• CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores
• CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores
• CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled cores running on SMT capable hardware, IPUCFA ranges from a minimum of
less than one to a maximum of two. For cores executing singlethreaded, IPUCFA contains a value of one.

Summarization Process:

IPUCFA contains the sum of all values of IPUCFA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUCFA is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact (IPUCFAW)
is maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element IPUAVCFA, the average CF for the core
type represented by the HARIPU file in the DAYS and higher timespans.

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of CF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the workload that would
have been completed if running singlethreaded.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCFAW contains the weighted actual Capacity Factor (CF) for the logical cores assigned to
the LPAR, of the core type identified by data element Physical Core Type (IPUTYPE), that were dispatched and active
over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is the core busy time of the logical core.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Actual Core Capacity Factor (IPUAVCFA).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFAC - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFACW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFAS - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFASW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFAZ - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFAZW - Weight SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUCFAW is computed by multiplying the SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor (IPUCFA) by the
SMT busy time for the core (IPUSMTTM).

Range of Value:

IPUCFAW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUCFAW contains the sum of all values of IPUCFAW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The CF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average CF in the summarized
DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the CF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval, the
CF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg actual Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average CF is more accurately computed, showing that for the majority of
time, the CF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg actual Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCFM contains the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for the core identified by identified by
data element Physical Core Type (IPUTYPE), while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF
measurement interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with the IBM z13
CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.
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mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, mCF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, mCF can range from a value less
than one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2).

mCF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUCFM is populated by first determining the core type (CP, zIIP, zAAP), and then setting
IPUCFM equal to one of the following data elements based on the core type:

• CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores
• CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores
• CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, IPUCFM ranges from a minimum of
less than one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

IPUCFM contains the sum of all values of IPUCFM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUCFM is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact (IPUCFMW)
is maintained in all timespans to accurately compute data element IPUAVCFM, the average mCF for the core
type represented by the HARIPU file in the DAYS and higher timespans.

IBM documentation indicates that for core types where SMT is enabled, the expected value of mCF is in the range 1.1 to
1.4, meaning that the expectation is that in SMT mode, a core should complete 110% to 140% of the workload that would
have been completed if running singlethreaded.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCFMW contains the weighted maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for the logical
cores assigned to the LPAR, of the core type identified by data element Physical Core Type (IPUTYPE), that were
dispatched and active over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is the core busy time of the logical core.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Maximum Core Capacity Factor (IPUAVCFM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

          CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

          CPUCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMCW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

          CPUCFMS - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMSW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

          CPUCFMZ - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          CPUCFMZW - Weight SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

          IPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUCFMW is computed by multiplying the SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor (IPUCFM) by
the SMT busy time for the core (IPUSMTTM).

Range of Value:

IPUCFMW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUCFMW contains the sum of all values of IPUCFMW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The mCF over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average mCF in the
summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the mCF is 1.6 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another RMF interval,
the mCF is 1.0, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted mCF average for the two intervals would be:

1.6 + 1.0 / 2 intervals = 1.3 avg Max Capacity Factor

Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the average mCF is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the mCF was closer to 1.6:

(1.6*10) + (1.0*2) / 12 seconds = 1.5 avg Max Cap Factor

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.
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IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

IPUCHPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor's polarization changed.
When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states, which describe
its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCHPOL is set to 1 if bit 2 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
Record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IPUCHPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUCHPOL contains the sum of all values of IPUCHPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUCNFCT - Intervals with IPU Reconfiguration

IPUCNFCT is the number of intervals when the IPU was varied either online or offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBTM   - IPU Busy Time

             IPUONLCT - Intervals with IPU Online

             IPUPCONL - Pct IPU Online

             IPUUTM   - IPU Up Time

             IPUWTM   - IPU Not Busy

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF70CNF in the first CPU Data Section of the RMF/SMF type 70 CPU Activity record. If the
bit is on, IPUCNFCT is incremented by 1, indicating that either a VARY online or a VARY offline (or even many VARYs)
occurred during this interval.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUCNFCT contains the sum of all IPUCNFCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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In a partition that is not using the Vary CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), if there is
any VARY activity for a processor, the data for the processor collected during the interval is invalid; and MICS sets all
processor time-related variables to zero at the DETAIL level.

On the other hand, as soon as the Vary CPU management function is used, WLM can dynamically vary unneeded
processors offline during a single RMF interval, which causes IPUCNFCT to be incremented. However, the data for these
processors is valid and collected by MICS. In this case, IPUCNFCT is not representative of any lack of data.

If this IPU was offline for the entire RMF recording interval, all IPU time-related variables are set to zero at the DETAIL
level.

IPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

IPUCPCCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which logical partition capping status changed. Partition
capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor
resources from other logical partitions.

IPUCPCCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             IPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             IPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of IPUCPCCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPCCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

IPUCPCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUCPCCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.
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IPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

IPUCPDCT contains the number of measurement intervals where logical partition capping was not in effect. Partition
capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor
resources from other logical partitions.

IPUCPDCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             IPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPDCT is set to 0 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 1 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of IPUCPDCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPDCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

IPUCPDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUCPDCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

IPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

IPUCPECT contains the number of measurement intervals where logical partition capping was in effect. Partition capping
limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from
other logical partitions.

IPUCPECT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             IPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPECT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of IPUCPECT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUCPECT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

IPUCPECT contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUCPECT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

IPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processor

IPUDEDCT is the number of intervals where the IPU was operating as a Dedicated Processor in PR/SM mode. Dedicated
Processors are those that are defined to one PR/SM LPAR and are not shared with any other LPARs. This function is
recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether this IPU is operating in Dedicated Processor mode, MICS tests the SMF70BPS of the Logical
Processor data section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the SMF70BPS value is X'FFFF', IPUDEDCT is
incremented by 1, indicating that this IPU is operating in Dedicated Processor mode.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUDEDCT contains the sum of all IPUDEDCT values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUDIAGF - Intervals with Diagnose X'204' Failure

IPUDIAGF is the number of intervals where the Diagnose X'204' function failed. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by
the SRM to retrieve information concerning the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type
70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Diagnose X'204' function for the PR/SM environment, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70INB
of the CPU control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUDIAGF is incremented by 1,
indicating that the Diagnose X'204' function had failed during the interval.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUDIAGF contains the sum of all IPUDIAGF values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

IPUDIAGS contains the total number of samples where extended data returned from the Diagnose x'204' were available,
during the measurement interval. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning
the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

Element Derivation:

IPUDIAGS contains the value input from field SMF70DSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUDIAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUDIAGS contains the sum of all values of IPUDIAGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

fffDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

fffDIAGV contains the number of intervals where simplified Diagnose X'204' data for this system running as a z/VM guest
was available. When this data is available, the CPU time consumed by z/VM itself is provided in the observations for the
PHYSICAL partition.

RMFDIAGV is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffDIAGV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDIAGV is included in the
following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUDIAGV

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUDIAGV

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCDIAGV

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPADIAGV
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the simplified Diagnose X'204' data availability, MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, fffDIAGV is incremented by 1,
indicating that the simplified Diagnose X'204' data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffDIAGV is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffDIAGV contains the sum of all values of fffDIAGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

IPUDIAGX contains the number of intervals where the Diagnose X'204' extended data was available. The Diagnose
X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning the PR/SM operational environment. This function is
recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Diagnose X'204' extended data availability, MICS tests bit 4 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
Control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUDIAGX is incremented by 1, indicating that
the Diagnose X'204' extended data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUDIAGX's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS

Summarization Process:

IPUDIAGX contains the sum of all values of IPUDIAGX processed in the level of summarization.

IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

IPUDTM contains the dispatch time of the logical core identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR).
This includes any time during the dispatch when the core was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the
logical partition.

IPUDTM is kept to calculate data element Pct Core Dispatched (IPUPCDT).

IPUDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

Element Derivation:

IPUDTM contains the value input from field SMF70PDT in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IPUDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

IPUDTM contains the sum of all values of IPUDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUDTM is the total amount of time that the core was dispatched to physical cores in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below and  LPAR management time that was attributable
to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

IPUEDT contains the dispatch time of the logical core, identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR),
minus any time during the dispatch when the core was performing LPAR management functions that were attributable to
the logical partition.

IPUEDT is kept to calculate data element Pct Core Dispatched - Effective (IPUPCED).

IPUDTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

Element Derivation:

IPUEDT contains the value input from field SMF70EDT in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IPUEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

IPUEDT contains the sum of all values of IPUEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUEDT is the total amount of time that the core was dispatched to physical cores in the Central Processing Complex
(CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that
was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion = YES
with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the logical
partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch, and makes the physical core
available for use by another ready logical core.

Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they
are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

IPUGTS - LPAR Global Time Slice

IPUGTS is the Global Time Slice value that is used to determine the amount of time each processor may be dispatched
for PR/SM usage. This value is specified on the Logical Partition Controls (LPCTL) frame and can be specified as
'DYNAMIC', which allows the value to be adjusted depending on loading. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70
record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable
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Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70GTS of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The range of this value will vary depending on the Global Time Slice option. If the Global Time Slice option is allowed to
default to 'DYNAMIC', then the reported IPUGTS value will be zero. The actual Global Time Slice value used by the PR/
SM feature will be computed according to an internal algorithm, and will vary between 12.5 and 300 milli- seconds. If the
Global Time Slice is actually specified by the operator, then the value will be fixed within a range of 1 and 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUGTS contains the last value of IPUGTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The more typical specification of the Global Time Slice specification is to default to 'DYNAMIC'. However, if the PR/SM
Wait State Assist feature is enabled, then the Global Time Slice must be specified as a fixed value.

IPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

IPUGTSCH is the number of intervals in which the explicit Global Time Slice value was changed by operator. The Global
Time Slice is used to determine the amount of time each processor may be dispatched for PR/SM usage. A change to
this value might affect the throughput of the PR/SM complex. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is
applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Global Time Slice value, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF70INB of the CPU control section of
the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUGTSCH is incremented by 1, indicating that the Global Time
Slice value has been changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUGTSCH contains the sum of all IPUGTSCH values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

IPUHIPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a high
entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states,
which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization
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             IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are on,
IPUHIPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

IPUHIPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUHIPOL contains the sum of all values of IPUHIPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

IPULACDC contains the number of intervals where the logical partition took advantage of the following subcapacity pricing
enhancements, introduced with z/OS V1R7:

• OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), the four-hour rolling average number of
service units (expressed in MSUs) is now supported.

• OS systems configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, the four-
hour rolling average number of service units (expressed in MSUs) does not include the wait time anymore. It is now
calculated using the MVS busy time rather than the total dispatch time. Note that this does not affect the way the total
dispatch time is computed. Therefore the four-hour rolling average number of MSUs consumed might be lower than
the total MSUs consumed calculated out of the total dispatch time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPULACDC is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of IPULACDC is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPULACDC contains the sum of all values of IPULACDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Starting with z/OS V1R7, z/OS systems running as a z/OS guest (under a z/VM system, for example), as well as z/
OS logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES, can
take advantage of a WLM and RMF Subcapacity Pricing support enhancement, resulting in lower software bills for
subcapacity-eligible products.

Until z/OS V1R6, z/OS guests had no support for the four-hour rolling average. Product MSUs for a subcapacity product
were based on the maximum capacity of the LPAR in which the z/OS guest ran. With z/OS V1R7, WLM and RMF provide
the actual four-hour rolling averages for z/OS guests. Therefore subcapacity customers will now pay based on the actual
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peak rolling four-hour average value rather than on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR. However, in order to
obtain the benefits of the z/OS guest support, all z/OS guest systems on a given machine must be running z/OS V1R7
or later, at all times during the reporting period. In this case the value of IPULACDC should be equal to the Number of
Recording Intervals (INTERVLS) data element for the reporting period. If IPULACDC is lower than INTERVLS, then at
least one z/OS guest ran a pre-z/OS-V1R7 level during the reporting period, and the product MSUs for the products
running in all guests (including the z/OS V1R7 ones) will be based on the maximum capacity of the hosting LPAR.

Pre-z/OS-V1R7 releases compute the four-hour rolling average using the total dispatch time of all logical processors of
the running LPAR, including, for logical partitions configured with dedicated processors or shared processors with WAIT
COMPLETION=YES, the total wait time. With z/OS V1R7, the four-hour rolling average is provided without the wait time,
regardless of the LPAR configuration. Note that this modification is transparent to SCRT users as this tool has already
provided this support into its own code. System code changed just to properly place processing in WLM and RMF.

However, some considerations exist for customers who control LPAR capping with a defined capacity. Although defined
capacity controls are still not available for dedicated processors, installations that have configurations involving shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES should consider making adjustments to their defined capacity used since it is
now based on MVS busy time and is no longer based on dispatch time.

IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

IPULOPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a low
entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states,
which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on,
IPULOPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

IPULOPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPULOPOL contains the sum of all values of IPULOPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

IPUMAS contains the maximum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: IPUACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

          IPUBPS - Partition Cores Weight

          IPUMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

IPUMAS contains the value input from field SMF70MAS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. IPUMAS is set
to a missing value (.) if the core type is not a standard CP core.

Range of Value:

IPUMAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999 for observations representing standard CP cores. For other
core types (e.g., zIIP), IPUMAS contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

IPUMAS contains the last value of IPUMAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

IPUMDPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a
medium entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization
states, which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off,
IPUMDPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

IPUMDPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMDPOL contains the sum of all values of IPUMDPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPUMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

IPUMIS contains the minimum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource Director
(IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

          IPUBPS - Partition Cores Weight

          IPUMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

IPUMIS contains the value input from field SMF70MIS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. IPUMIS is set to
a missing value (.) if the core type is not a standard CP core.

Range of Value:

IPUMIS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999 for observations representing standard CP cores. For other
core types (e.g., zIIP), IPUMIS contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

IPUMIS contains the last value of IPUMIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

IPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of IPUMNLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

             IPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMNLAC is set equal to IPUAVLAC. IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (IPUTOLAC)0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;
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      WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

      OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

IPUMNLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMNLAC contains the minimum value of IPUMNLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

IPUMNSUA contains the minimum CPU capacity (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) that was
available to the partition during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMNSUA is set equal to IPUSUAVL.

Range of Value:

IPUMNSUA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMNSUA contains the minimum value of IPUMNSUA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMOD - Processor Model Family

fffMOD contains the family of processors on which this logical partition is executing, for example, 2084, 2094, etc.

RMFMOD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffMOD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMOD is included in the following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUMOD

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUMOD

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCMOD

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAMOD

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffMOD contains the value input from field SMF70MOD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffMOD can be any CPU Model Family obtained by RMF from the Store CPU instruction, or, when available, from the
Store System Information (STSI) instruction.

Summarization Process:

fffMOD contains the last value of fffMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMODE - Core SMT Mode

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMODE contains a value of one (1) if the core was executing in singlethreaded mode, or a
value of two (2) if the core was executing in multithreading mode.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg SMT Core Mode (IPUAVSMM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

          CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

          CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

          IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

          RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

Element Derivation:

IPUMODE is populated during raw data processing, with the contents of field SMF70_CPU_NUM in the Logical Core
Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The value is one (1) or two (2) meaning that one or
two processor threads were executing in the core. If the Logical Core Data Section is not present, IPUMODE is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMODE ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of two.

Summarization Process:

IPUMODE contains the sum of all values of IPUMODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPUMPBS - Max Pct IPU Busy

IPUMPBS is the maximum percent busy for the processor at any time during the MICS reporting interval associated with
the record in which IPUMPBS appears. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent busy over the
single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBTM  - IPU Busy Time

             IPUPCBS - Pct IPU Busy

Element Derivation:

IPUMPBS is the maximum of all processor percent-busy calculations made while processing the RMF data for the
particular reporting period.

The IPUBTM value used in calculating the IPUPCBS and IPUMPBS values is computed differently, depending on the
environment. For processors executing in basic mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the IPUWTM value
and the online time. For processors executing in PR/SM LPAR mode, the IPUBTM value is the difference between the PR/
SM Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) value and the IPUWTM value. For those environments where the PR/SM Wait Assist feature
is enabled, the IPUWTM value will be zero.

Range of Value:

IPUMPBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUMPBS is set to the largest IPUMPBS value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

IPUMPWT - Max Pct IPU Not Busy

IPUMPWT is the maximum percentage of time that the processor was in a wait state during the MICS reporting interval
associated with the record in which IPUMPWT appears. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent
waiting over the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUOTM  - IPU Online Time

             IPUPCWT - Pct IPU Not Busy

             IPUWTM  - IPU Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMPWT is set equal to IPUPCWT. IPUPCWT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUWTM)0) IPUPCWT=(IPUWTM*100)/IPUOTM;
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    WHEN (IPUWTM=0) IPUPCWT=0;

    OTHERWISE       IPUPCWT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IPUMPWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUMPWT is set to the largest IPUMPWT value encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

IPUMTITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for the logical core identified by data element
Logical Core Address (IPUADDR) of the core type identified by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE).

This data element is kept to calculate Pct Core Multithread Idle (IPUPCMIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

          CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

IPUMTITM contains the value input from field SMF70MTIT of the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUMTITM ranges from a minimum of zero to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMTITM contains the sum of all values of IPUMTITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.
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IPUMWTM - Mean time to Wait

IPUMWTM is the mean time to wait for the logical processor, in seconds, over the measurement interval. The mean time
to wait is the result of the division of the effective dispatch time by the wait dispatch count, and can be used to analyze
latent processor demand.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

             IPUWTD - Wait Dispatch Count

Element Derivation:

IPUMWTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUWTD THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUEDT GT 0) IPUMWTM=IPUEDT/IPUWTD;

    WHEN (IPUEDT EQ 0) IPUMWTM=0;

    OTHERWISE          IPUMWTM=.;

  END; ELSE IPUMWTM=.;

Range of Value:

IPUMWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMWTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

IPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in
millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine the
scope of IPUMXLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

             IPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMXLAC is set equal to IPUAVLAC. IPUAVLAC is computed using the following algorithm:
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    IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (IPUTOLAC)0) IPUAVLAC=IPUTOLAC/INTERVLS;

      WHEN (IPUTOLAC=0) IPUAVLAC=0;

      OTHERWISE         IPUAVLAC=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

IPUMXLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMXLAC contains the maximum value of IPUMXLAC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM
begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting the workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near to zero.

IPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

IPUMXSUA contains the maximum CPU capacity (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) that was
available to the partition during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUMXSUA is set equal to IPUSUAVL.

Range of Value:

IPUMXSUA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUMXSUA contains the maximum value of IPUMXSUA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPUNIO - I/O Connections

IPUNIO is the total number of I/O connections (start subchannel) for the logical processor during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPUNIO contains the value input from field SMF70NIO of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUNIO may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUNIO contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUNIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUNOPCH - Intvls with Phy Processor Count Change

IPUNOPCH is the number of intervals where the Physical Processor Count for the PR/SM environment changed. The
Physical Processor Count is used to define how many physical processors are available for PR/SM usage, and will limit
the amount of CPU cycles available to the PR/SM LPARs. A change in the Physical Processor Count indicates a change
in the capacity of the LPARs to do work. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Physical Processor Count for the PR/SM environment, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70INB
of the CPU control section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUNOPCH is incremented by 1,
indicating that the Physical Processor Count has changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUNOPCH contains the sum of all IPUNOPCH values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

IPUNOPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the polarization for the logical processor was not
indicated.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are off,
IPUNOPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

IPUNOPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUNOPOL contains the sum of all values of IPUNOPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUONLCT - Intervals with IPU Online

IPUONLCT is the number of intervals that the IPU was online.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCNFCT - Intervals with IPU Reconfiguration

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF70CNF of the CPU Data Section of the RMF/SMF type 70 CPU Activity record to determine
the status of the IPU. If the bit is on, IPUONLCT is incremented by 1, indicating the IPU was online at the close of the
interval.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUONLCT contains the sum of all IPUONLCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When MICS sees that an IPU was offline at the end of an interval, it sets all IPU-time related variables as if the IPU were
in the wait state for the entire interval. However, this rule does not apply to processors assigned to logical partitions
managed by WLM (Intelligent Resource Director's Vary CPU management function), which contain valid data even though
they may have been dynamically varied offline during an interval.

IPUOTM - Core Online Time

IPUOTM contains the time that the core was assigned to the partition during the measurement interval.

This value should not be confused with the up time, as described in the USAGE NOTES section below.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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See also: CPUSPOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

          CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

IPUOTM contains the value input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of DURATION (processor was 100 percent assigned to the partition).

Summarization Process:

IPUOTM contains the sum of all values of IPUOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the number
of online standard CP cores for shared logical partitions. During an RMF interval, WLM may vary standard CP cores
online or offline as workload demands fluctuate. Processor online time is the sum of the online time for each logical
processor available to the logical partition. The online time will be less than the number of logical processors multiplied by
the RMF interval if any of the standard CP processors were varied online or offline during the interval.

Although the term may be misleading, "online time" has nothing to do with the processor availability measurements, such
as "processor up time," which is an estimate based on RMF interval length and the individual physical processor status at
the end of the interval.

IPUPCBS - Pct Core Busy

IPUPCBS is the average percentage of time that the core was busy during the MICS measurement interval. In the DETAIL
timespan, this data element provides the average percent busy over a single RMF interval.

If the core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement data is invalid. To
avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUPCBS to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUUTM - Core Up Time

          IPUPCWT - Pct Core Not Busy

Element Derivation:

IPUPCBS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF IPUOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (IPUBTM>0) IPUPCBS=(IPUBTM*100)/IPUOTM;

   WHEN (IPUBTM=0) IPUPCBS=0;

   OTHERWISE       IPUPCBS=.;

 END;

Busy time is calculated in various ways, depending on the processing environment. See the data dictionary entry for
IPUBTM for details.
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Range of Value:

IPUPCBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

IPUPCDT contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical core, identified by data
element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), was dispatched. This includes any time when the core was performing
LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

IPUPCDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

          IPUUTM - Core Up Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCDT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IPUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=IPUOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=IPUUTM;

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IPUDTM GT 0) IPUPCDT=(IPUDTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (IPUDTM EQ 0) IPUPCDT=0;

     OTHERWISE          IPUPCDT=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUPCDT=.;

Range of Value:

IPUPCDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

IPUPCDT is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical core from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR
management of the shared physical CP pool in the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time under the
circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR management time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

IPUPCED - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

IPUPCED contains the percentage of time during the measurement interval that the logical core, identified by data
element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), was dispatched, minus any time when the core was performing LPAR
management functions attributable to the logical partition.

IPUPCED is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPCDT - Pct Core Dispatched

          IPUUTM - Core Up Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCED is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IPUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=IPUOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=IPUUTM;

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IPUEDT GT 0) IPUPCED=(IPUEDT*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (IPUEDT EQ 0) IPUPCED=0;

     OTHERWISE          IPUPCED=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUPCED=.;
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Range of Value:

IPUPCED ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCED contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUPCED is a measure of the overall utilization of the logical core from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR management
of the shared physical CP pool in the Central Processing Complex (CPC). It includes wait time under the circumstances
described below and LPAR management time that was attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating
system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch,
and makes the physical core available for use by another ready logical core. Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand,
remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch
time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment, such
as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating the dispatch of that
core, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical core.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

IPUPCMIT is the percentage of the core effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing for the logical
core identified by data element Logical Core Address (IPUADDR) and of the core type identified by data element Physical
Core Type (CPUTYPE).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUEDT - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

          IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

IPUPCMIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IPUEDT THEN SELECT;
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     WHEN (IPUMTITM GT 0) IPUPCMIT=(IPUMTITM*100)/IPUEDT;

     WHEN (IPUMTITM EQ 0) IPUPCMIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            IPUPCMIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUPCMIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of IPUPCMIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCMIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for a logical
core.

IPUPCMIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

IPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

fffPCNCA contains the percentage of the time when WLM capping actually limited the usage of processor resources for
the partition.

RMFPCNCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNCA

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNCA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONCA GT 0) fffPCNCA=(fffTONCA*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONCA EQ 0) fffPCNCA=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNCA=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNCA=.;

Range of Value:
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The value of fffPCNCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNCA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

IPUPCNSA contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum
weight, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             IPUMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

             IPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

Element Derivation:

IPUPCNSA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUDIAGS THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (IPUTONSA)0) IPUPCNSA=(IPUTONSA*100)/IPUDIAGS;

    WHEN (IPUTONSA=0) IPUPCNSA=0;

    OTHERWISE         IPUPCNSA=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IPUPCNSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCNSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

IPUPCNSI contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             IPUMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting
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             IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

             IPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

IPUPCNSI is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUTONSI)0) IPUPCNSI=(IPUTONSI*100)/IPUDIAGS;

    WHEN (IPUTONSI=0) IPUPCNSI=0;

    OTHERWISE         IPUPCNSI=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IPUPCNSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCNSI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

fffPCNSW contains the percentage of the time when WLM considered limiting the usage of processor resources for the
partition. fffPCNSW only tells to what extent an LPAR is subject to capping but not whether the LPAR was really capped.

RMFPCNSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNSW

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNSW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONSW GT 0) fffPCNSW=(fffTONSW*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONSW EQ 0) fffPCNSW=0;
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    OTHERWISE            fffPCNSW=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNSW=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffPCNSW is always 100% when a phantom weight is used to cap an LPAR.

IPUPCONL - Pct IPU Online

IPUPCONL is the average percentage of intervals taken during a MICS measurement interval in which the IPU is online.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Intervals

             IPUONLCT - Intervals with IPU Online

Element Derivation:

IPUPCONL is derived from the following algorithm:

             IPUPCONL = (IPUONLCT * 100)/INTERVLS.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCONL is recalculated from the summarized values of IPUONLCT and INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

This value is not a reliable availability indicator in an IRD environment using the Vary CPU management function: it is
based on the IPUONLCT data element, which is only the number of intervals where the IPU was found to be online at the
end of an RMF interval. When a processor is assigned to an LPAR managed by WLM, it can be dynamically varied offline
during an interval, and, hence, from RMF perspective, considered to be offline at the end of this interval. In this situation,
IPUONLCT is not incremented.

IPUPCOTM - IPU Online Time Percentage

IPUPCOTM contains the percentage of time that the processor was online, that is, actually assigned to the partition,
during the MICS measurement interval.

This value should not be confused with the up time percentage, as described in the USAGE NOTES section below.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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             IPUOTM   - IPU Online Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCOTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUOTM)0) IPUPCOTM=(IPUOTM*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (IPUOTM=0) IPUPCOTM=0;

    OTHERWISE       IPUPCOTM=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IPUPCOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCOTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval. Although the term may be misleading, the "online time" has nothing to do with the
processor availability measurements, as opposed to the "up time," which is only an estimate based on the length of the
RMF interval and the physical processor status at the end of this interval.

IPUPCPTM - Parked Time Percentage

IPUPCPTM is the average percentage of time that the processor was parked during the MICS measurement interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent of busy time over a single RMF interval.

When a logical partition is running in Hiperdispatch mode, processors with a low amount of physical processor share may
be parked. That is, they are not dispatched by z/OS and do not attempt to perform any work. Without Hiperdispatch mode,
processors are not parked.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IPUPTM   - Parked Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCPTM is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUPTM GT 0) IPUPCPTM=(IPUPTM*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (IPUPTM EQ 0) IPUPCPTM=0;

    OTHERWISE          IPUPCPTM=.;

  END; ELSE IPUPCPTM=.;

Range of Value:
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The value of IPUPCPTM ranges from zero to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCPTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCSMT - Pct SMT Core Busy Time

IPUPCSMT is the average percentage of time that the core had at least one processor thread executing during the MICS
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPCBS - Pct Core Busy

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

          IPUUTM - Core Up Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCSMT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IPUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=IPUOTM;

   ELSE WRK_OTM=IPUUTM;

   IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IPUSMTTM GT 0) IPUPCSMT=(IPUSMTTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

     WHEN (IPUSMTTM EQ 0) IPUPCSMT=0;

     OTHERWISE           IPUPCSMT=.;

   END;

   ELSE IPUPCSMT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of IPUPCSMT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCSMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCSMU - Pct SMT Core Utilization

IPUPCSMU is the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) percent core utilization for the core identified by data element
Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), while dispatched over the measurement interval of the HARIPU observation.
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The SMT percent core utilization provides insight into how well workloads utilize core resources while executing in
Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode. Introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two
workloads to a single processing core.

IPUPCSMU is the percentage of time the core was busy (dispatched) multiplied by the SMT core productivity factor.

For core types executing in singlethreaded mode, IPUPCSMU will always equal Pct Core Busy (IPUPCBS) because SMT
core productivity is always 1.0 when executing singlethreaded.

When executing multithreaded, however, the SMT core productivity (IPUAVSMP) is usually less than 1.0. For this reason,
the percent SMT core utilization is generally less than IPUPCBS.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          IPUPCBS - Pct Core Busy

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

Element Derivation:

IPUPCSMU is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (IPUAVSMP GE 0 AND IPUPCBS GE 0) THEN

          IPUPCSMU=IPUAVSMP*IPUPCBS ;    

   ELSE IPUPCSMU=.;

where:

IPUAVSMP
the average SMT core productivity for the core type identified by data element CPUTYPE.

IPUPCBS
the core busy percentage for the core.

Range of Value:

The value of IPUPCSMU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCSMU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUPCSMU can be compared to IPUPCBS to help determine how suitable workloads are for multithreading.

During each RMF interval, a maximum SMT Capacity Factor (mCF) is computed for each core type. This mCF value
represents the SMT workload potential for the cores. Values of 1.1 to 1.4 are expected, representing the potential
workload throughput gains achievable by multithreading.

In addition to the mCF, an actual Capacity Factor (CF) is also computed. The CF value represents the amount of workload
throughput that was actually achieved. This CF value can reach, but never exceed the mCF value.

SMT core productivity is derived as the ratio of CF over mCF, and expresses how well the executing workloads utilized
core resources while executing multithreading.
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At best, the CF value can equal the MCF value. IF so, the SMT core productivity is 1.0, and the computed IPUPCSMU
value will equal the IPUPCBS value (IPUPCBS*1.0=IPUPCBS).

In most cases, workloads cannot achieve the maximum SMT utilization expressed by the MCF value, resulting in SMT
core productivity less than 1.0, and values for IPUPCSMU lower than IPUPCBS.

IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

IPUPCSWT is the percentage of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to this logical processor and z/OS was
able to return it to PR/SM within the grace period, during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

             IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Int.

Element Derivation:

IPUPCSWT is computed using the following formula:

  IF SUM(IPUWTSUC,IPUWTUNS) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUWTSUC GT 0) IPUPCSWT=(IPUWTSUC*100)/

                                  SUM(IPUWTSUC,IPUWTUNS);

    WHEN (IPUWTSUC EQ 0) IPUPCSWT=0;

    OTHERWISE            IPUPCSWT=.;

  END; ELSE IPUPCSWT=.;

Range of Value:

IPUPCSWT might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCSWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPCTP - IPU Pct of I/O Handled by TPI

IPUPCTP is the percentage of I/O interrupts serviced by the IPU that did not require a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level
Interrupt Handler (SLIH) but were handled by TPI (Test Pending Interrupt).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUSLIH - IPU I/O SLIH Entries

             IPUTPI  - IPU TPI I/O Events

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this value as:
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             IPUTPI * 100 / (IPUSLIH + IPUTPI)

Range of Value:

This value ranges from 0 to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCTP is recalculated at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Within a multi-processor system, expect to see widely varying values of IPUPCTP between processors for a given
measurement interval. An interrupt serviced by TPI avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O interrupts to a
subset of the available processors (i.e., selective enablement), the SRM attempts to maintain the TPI percentage within
a target range. The default range (10 to 30 percent) is a compromise between minimizing time in IOS and minimizing I/O
wait time.

IPUPCUP - Pct IPU Up Time

IPUPCUP is the average percentage of time that the IPU was up and available during the MICS measurement interval. If
the processor has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, the IPU measurement data is
invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUPCUP to zero in the DETAIL time-span, unless the partition is
managed by WLM. In this case, since an offline processor can potentially be made available to the LPAR during the RMF
interval, this processor will be considered as up and available for the whole RMF interval duration, whether it was actually
online or not during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IPUUTM   - IPU Up Time

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

             IPUPCUP=(IPUUTM/DURATION) * 100

Range of Value:

This value may range from zero to 100 percent.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCUP is recalculated from the summarized values of IPUUTM and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

The IPUPCUP element is useful for tracking processor available. If this is a multi-processor system, you should consider
activity on other IPUs as well as this one.

IPUPCVB - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Busy

IPUPCVB is the average percentage of time that the processor was in MVS busy during the MICS measurement interval.
In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent of busy time over a single RMF interval.
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If the processor has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement data is
invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUPCVB to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUBTM  - IPU Busy Time

             IPUOTM  - IPU Online Time

             IPUPTM  - Parked Time

             IPUPCVW - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Wait

             IPUPCWT - Pct IPU Not Busy

             IPUVBTM - PR/SM MVS Busy Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCVB is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUOTM NE . THEN WRK_OTM=SUM(IPUOTM,-IPUPTM); ELSE WRK_OTM=IPUUTM; IF WRK_OTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUVBTM GT 0) IPUPCVB=(IPUVBTM*100)/WRK_OTM;

    WHEN (IPUVBTM EQ 0) IPUPCVB=0;

    OTHERWISE           IPUPCVB=.;

  END; ELSE IPUPCVB=.;

PR/SM MVS busy time is calculated as the difference between the online time and the PR/SM MVS wait time plus
the parked time. IPU Busy Time (IPUBTM) is calculated differently based on the processor environment. See the data
dictionary entries for IPUBTM and IPUVBTM for details.

Range of Value:

IPUPCVB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCVB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

IPUPCVW - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Wait

IPUPCVW is the average percentage of time that the processor was in MVS wait during the MICS measurement interval.
In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent dispatched over a single RMF interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUOTM  - IPU Online Time

             IPUPCBS - Pct IPU Busy

             IPUPCWT - Pct IPU Not Busy

             IPUVWTM - PR/SM MVS Wait Time
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Element Derivation:

IPUPCVW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IPUOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUVWTM)0) IPUPCVW=(IPUVWTM*100)/IPUOTM;

    WHEN (IPUVWTM=0) IPUPCVW=0;

    OTHERWISE        IPUPCVW=.;

  END; ELSE IPUPCVW=.;

Range of Value:

IPUPCVW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IPUPCVW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

IPUPCWT - Pct Core Not Busy

IPUPCWT is the average percentage of time that the core was in the wait state during the MICS measurement interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the average percent wait over a single RMF interval.

If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, its measurement data is invalid. To
avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUPCWT to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: IPUPCVW - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Wait

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

IPUPCWT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF IPUOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (IPUWTM>0) IPUPCWT=(IPUWTM*100)/IPUOTM;

   WHEN (IPUWTM=0) IPUPCWT=0;

   OTHERWISE       IPUPCWT=.;

 END;

 ELSE IPUPCWT=100;

Range of Value:

IPUPCWT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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IPUPCWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

IPUPOLRT contains the current polarization state of the logical processor. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can
take any of the three following vertical polarization states, which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

Element Derivation:

IPUPOLRT is determined by testing bits 0 and 1 of the SMF70POF field in the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
Record, using the following bit-level tests:

  test SMF70POF     IPUPOLRT set to

 

  00......          'NONE  '

  01......          'LOW   '

  10......          'MEDIUM'

  11......          'HIGH  '

Range of Value:

As above.

Summarization Process:

IPUPOLRT contains the last value of IPUPOLRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUPTM - Processor Parked Time

IPUPTM is the time that the processor (thread) was parked during the measurement interval. When a logical partition
is running in Hiperdispatch mode, cores with a low amount of physical core share may be parked. That is, no work is
dispatched to the processors (threads) on parked cores by z/OS. With Hiperdispatch mode disabled, cores are not
parked.

See also: IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time
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Element Derivation:

IPUPTM contains the value input from field SMF70PAT of the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU
Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IPUPTM ranges from zero to the value of IPUOTM.

Summarization Process:

IPUPTM is set to the sum of all IPUPTM values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

Prior to the advent of Simultaneous Multithreading, cores and processors were synonymous, so when z/OS decided to
park a processor, it was parking a core.

With SMT, z/OS parking decisions are still made at the core level. If the core is enabled for multithreading, both
processors (threads) are notified that the core is being parked, but the time required to achieve a parked status may be
slightly different for each thread. For this reason, the amount of parked time for two processors executing on the same
core might be slightly different.

IPURSMP - Number of RMF Samples

IPURSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

IPURSMP contains the value from field SMF70SAM in the RMF Product section of the SMF type 70 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:

IPURSMP contains the sum of all IPURSMP values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUSER - IPU Serial Number

IPUSER is the serial number of the IPU. RMF takes this value from field PCCACPID of the Physical CPU
Communications Area associated with the processor. This field is filled in by MVS with the results of the STORE CPU ID
instruction. This field has a different value for every processor IBM ships.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This field is obtained from field SMF70SER of the CPU Data Section of the RMF/SMF type 70 CPU Activity record.
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Range of Value:

Consult your hardware vendor.

Summarization Process:

IPUSER is set to the last IPUSER value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

While SMF system identifiers (what MICS calls ORGSYSIDs) may be shifted around, this field positively identifies the
machine in use.

The format of the IPUSER varies according to the environment that the complex is operating under:

• complex operating in basic (non-PR/SM) mode, the format of the IPUSER value is Annnnn, where A is the CPU
address.

• complex operating in LPAR (PR/SM) mode, the IPUSER value for the z990s and later models is PPnnnn, where PP is
the logical partition identifier, and, for earlier models, LPnnnn, where L is the logical CPU address and P is the logical
partition identifier.

The remainder of the IPUSER value is the serial number of the processor in both cases.

IPUSIG - SIGP Instructions

IPUSIG is the total number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions done on the processor during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUSIGRT - SIGP Instructions Rate

Element Derivation:

IPUSIG contains the value input from field SMF70SIG of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUSIG may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSIG contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUSIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, IPUSIG may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

IPUSIGRT - SIGP Instructions Rate

IPUSIGRT is the average number of Signal Processor (SIGP) instructions executed per second for the processor, over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUSIG - SIGP Instructions
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Element Derivation:

IPUSIGRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IPUSIG GT 0) IPUSIGRT=IPUSIG/DURATION;

    WHEN (IPUSIG EQ 0) IPUSIGRT=0;

    OTHERWISE          IPUSIGRT=.;

  END; ELSE IPUSIGRT=.;

Range of Value:

IPUSIGRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSIGRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Because SIGP instructions are one of the reasons for LPAR overhead, IPUSIGRT may be used to debug HiperDispatch
performance problems.

IPUSLIH - IPU I/O SLIH Entries

IPUSLIH is the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by the IPU that required a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level
Interrupt Handler (SLIH).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUPCTP  - IPU Pct of I/O Handled by TPI

             IPUTPI   - IPU TPI I/O Events

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70SLH of the RMF/SMF Type 70 record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is dependent upon the speed of the processor and the
intensity of the I/O workload.

Summarization Process:

IPUSLIH contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUSLIH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a given measurement interval in a multi- processor system, expect to see widely varying values of IPUSLIH and
IPUTPI between processors. The sum of these variables represents the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by
that IPU. An interrupt serviced by Test Pending Interrupt (TPI) avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O
interrupts to a subset of the available processors (selective enablement), the System Resources Manager (SRM) attempts
to maintain the TPI percentage within a target range. The default range, 10 to 30 percent, is a compromise between
minimizing time in IOS and minimizing I/O wait time.
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IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUSMTPD contains the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity achieved by the
core identified by identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), while dispatched and active during core
busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.

SMT productivity is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading. Introduced with
the IBM z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

SMT productivity is calculated for each of the logical cores, of each core type, assigned to an LPAR over the
measurement interval. When SMT is enabled for a core type, the SMT productivity value is the ratio of how much work
the dispatched workloads completed (actual Capacity Factor (CF)) over the maximum amount the workloads could have
completed (maximum Capacity Factor (mCF)).

For cores where SMT is not enabled, the SMT productivity value is one because both the CF and mCF values are one
when cores are running singlethreaded.

For SMT enabled cores, the productivity factor can approach a value of one as the actual capacity factor (CF) approaches
the maximum capacity factor (mCF).

SMT core productivity was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPCW - Weight SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPSW - Weight SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPZW - Weight SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

IPUSMTPD contains the value input from field SMF70_PROD in the Logical Core Data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUSMTPD contains a value of one for cores running singlethreaded. For cores running
multithreaded, IPUSMTPD can range from a minimum value of zero to a maximum of value of one.

Summarization Process:

IPUSMTPD contains the sum of all values of IPUSMTPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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IPUSMTPD is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Data element Weighted SMT Core Productivity (IPUSMTPW) is
maintained in all timespans  to accurately  compute data element Avg SMT Core Productivity (IPUAVSMP), the average
SMT productivity for the core represented by the HARIPU file in the DAYS and higher timespans.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUSMTPW contains the weighted SMT core productivity for the logical core identified
by identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR), while dispatched and active during core busy time,
over the RMF measurement interval. The weighting factor is the core busy time of the logical core.

This data element is kept to calculate data element Avg SMT Core Productivity (IPUAVSMP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPCW - Weight SMT CP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPSW - Weight SMT zIIP Core Productivity

          CPUSMPZW - Weight SMT zAAP Core Productivity

          IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFA - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

          IPUCFAW - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

          IPUCFM - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

          IPUCFMW - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

          IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

          IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, IPUSMTPW is computed by multiplying the SMT Core Productivity (IPUSMTPD) by the SMT
busy time for the core (IPUSMTTM).

Range of Value:

IPUSMTPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSMTPW contains the sum of all values of IPUSMTPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMT core productivity over an RMF interval is weighted by core busy time to calculate a more accurate average SMT
core productivity in the summarized DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, if during one RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.8 for 10 seconds of core busy time, and in another
RMF interval, the productivity factor is 0.4, but for only 2 seconds of core busy time, an unweighted CF average for the
two intervals would be:

0.8 + 0.2 / 2 intervals = 0.5 average core productivity
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Using core busy time as a weighting factor, the core productivity is more accurately computed, showing that for
the majority of time, the productivity was closer to 0.8:

(0.8*10) + (0.2*2) / 12 seconds = 0.7 avg core productivity

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

IPUSMTTM contains the amount of time any processor (thread) was executing on the logical core identified by data
element Processor Core ID (IPUADDR).

This metric was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus additional IBM APARs in support of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is seconds.

See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

IPUSMTTM contains the value input from field SMF70_LPAR_BUSY in the Logical Core Data Section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. After input, the field value is converted from milliseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

IPUSMTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSMTTM contains the sum of all values of IPUSMTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In an RMF interval, IPUSMTTM can contain a smaller value than Dispatch Time (IPUDTM) because it only includes the
subset of dispatch time when one or more processor threads is executing.

IPUSRB - SRB Dispatches

IPUSRB is the total number of SRB dispatches for the logical processor during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPUSRB contains the value input from field SMF70SRB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUSRB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSRB contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUSRB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

IPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

IPUSTSIA contains the number of intervals where the Store System Information (STSI) facility was available. The STSI
instruction is used by the system to retrieve information concerning additional processors added using the Capacity
Upgrade on Demand (CUoD) function. Without the STSI function, the only available information, until the next Power On
Reset, is the original configuration, as seen by the Store CPU ID (STIDP) instruction.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             IPUMOD   - CPU Model Family

             IPUVER   - Processor Version Number

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the Store System Information (STSI) function, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70STF of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUSTSIA is incremented by 1, indicating that the STSI
function is available during the interval.

Range of Value:

IPUSTSIA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSTSIA contains the sum of all values of IPUSTSIA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With the "Capacity Upgrade on Demand" function, the hexadecimal version number (IPUVER) cannot be used anymore
because it does not reflect the updated configuration after a processor upgrade. However, the STSI instruction will update
the CPC Model Identifier as soon as an upgrade is performed, and the MICS CPCMODID data element will contain the
updated CPC model.

IPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd

IPUSUACH contains the number of intervals where the capacity (in millions of service units, MSUs) available to the
partition has been modified.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUSUACH is set to 1 if bit 2 of field SMF70STF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUSUACH's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:
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IPUSUACH contains the sum of all values of IPUSUACH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

IPUSUAVL contains the number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) available to the
partition, that is the LPAR CPU capacity.

If a LPAR has no defined capacity limit, IPUSUAVL is based on the number of logical processors defined for the partition,
if the LPAR is uncapped, or on the LPAR's weight, if it is capped via the Hardware Management Console.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             IPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

             LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

IPUSUAVL contains the value input from field SMF70WLA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUSUAVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSUAVL contains the last value of IPUSUAVL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUSUAVL should not be confused with LPCDEFLM (Partition Defined Capacity Limit), although they are both used by
IBM software charging.

Depending on how you control your resources at the LPAR level, either of them will be used to manage the products you
are running:

• If you use a defined capacity for an LPAR, LPCDEFLM will be used as the image capacity, and spikes in your workload
will be allowed as long as the overall four-hour rolling average consumption does not exceed the defined limit. If the
limit is exceeded WLM will begin to cap the partition until the four-hour average drops below the defined limit.

• If you use a hard cap for an LPAR, IPUSUAVL (which takes the LPAR capping state into consideration in its
calculation) will be used, and no workload peak will be allowed, meaning that your product will not run in normal mode
(it may not run or run in exception mode depending on the terms and conditions).

• If you defined an uncapped LPAR, again, IPUSUAVL (which takes the number of logical processors into consideration
in its calculation), will be considered as the image capacity and, if the MSU value for a product certificate is lower than
the overall LPAR capacity, your product will not run in normal mode.

IPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

IPUSUSEC represents the number of service units associated with one general purpose CP processor CPU second. This
physical CPU adjustment factor is used in the calculation that converts processor CPU time to service units. IPUSUSEC
is a Central Processor Complex (CPC) level value determined by IBM and is based on the number of physical CP
processors in the CPC.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

             WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

Element Derivation:

The derivation of IPUSUSEC depends on the operating system level:

• For systems executing at z/OS Version 2 Release 1 or later, IPUSUSEC is computed during raw data processing using
the following formula:

                16000000 * CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor

     IPUSUSEC = ----------------------------------------

                         CPU_adjustment_factor

where:
CPU_adjustment_scaling_factor
Value input from field SMF70CPA_scaling_factor of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
CPU_adjustement_factor
Value input from field SMF70CPA_actual of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

• For systems executing at z/OS Version 2 Release 1 or later, IPUSUSEC is computed during raw data processing by
dividing 16000000 by the value input from field SMF70CPA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUSUSEC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUSUSEC contains the last value of IPUSUSEC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUSUSEC is different from the Effective SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor (WLMSUCPU) data element found in the
Workload Management information area WLMSEC, WLM_EC, and WLMSDE files.

The value found in the WLMSUCPU Service Unit to CPU second conversion factor, derived from SMF type 72 subtype
Workload Activity records, is impacted by the number of logical general purpose CP processors assigned to a z/OS LPAR.

The value found in the IPUSUSEC data element, however, derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record,
is based solely on the number of physical, general purpose CP processors in the CPC and is constant across all z/OS
LPARs in the CPC.

IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

IPUTADDR is the address of an individual processor thread executing on a processor core. The processor thread address
uniquely identifies each processor to which work can be dispatched by an operating system such as z/OS.

With Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT), introduced with the IBM z13 CPC, up to two processors can execute work on a
single core. Cores are uniquely identified by data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR).

When a core is single threading, only one processor can execute on a core. When singlethreading, IPUADDR and
IPUTADDR are assigned the same value.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

Element Derivation:

IPUTADDR is obtained from different sources for different database files.

In the HARIPU file, IPUTADDR contains the value input from field SMF70CID of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record.

In the HARCME and HARCMX files, IPUTADDR contains the value input from field SMF113_1_CpuId or
SMF113_2_CpuId in the Header/self defining section of the SMF type 113 subtype 1 or 2 Hardware capacity, reporting,
and statistics record.

Range of Value:

IPUTADDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTADDR is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so
other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z13 Central Processing Complex (CPC), IBM introduced Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

With SMT, up to two units of work, described as processor threads, can execute simultaneously on a single core. Data
element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR) identifies the core, and IPUTADDR identifies the processor thread.

To help in identifying different processor threads on a core, data element Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) is provided.
IPUTID is set to zero (0) or one (1), identifying each processor thread as the first (0) or second (1) on a core.

When a core is running single threaded, IPUADDR and IPUTADDR contain the same value and IPUTID contains (0).

IPUTCB - TCB Dispatches

IPUTCB is the total number of unlocked TCB dispatches for the logical processor during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IPUTCB contains the value input from field SMF70TCB of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUTCB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTCB contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUTCB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPUTID - Processor Thread ID

IPUTID identifies a processor thread as the first or second processor on a core. IPUTID can contain a zero (0), meaning
the first processor thread or a one (1), meaning the second processor thread.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

          IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

Element Derivation:

IPUTID is derived by assigning a value, beginning with zero and incrementing by one, to each thread segment found in
the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, belonging to a specific processor core.

Range of Value:

IPUTID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the maximum number or threads per core.

Summarization Process:

IPUTID is not summarized. It is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so other
elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

Beginning with the IBM z13 Central Processing Complex (CPC), IBM introduced Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

With SMT, up to two units of work, described as processor threads, can execute simultaneously on a single core.
Data element Processor Core Address (IPUADDR) identifies the core, and data element Processor Thread Address
(IPUTADDR) identifies the processor thread. To help in identifying different processor threads on a core, data element
Processor Thread ID (IPUTID) is provided. IPUTID is set to zero (0) or one (1), identifying each processor thread as the
first (0) or second (1) on a core.

When a core is running single threaded, IPUADDR and IPUTADDR contain the same value and IPUTID contains zero (0).

IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

IPUTOLAC contains the accumulated values of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

In the DETAIL timespan, IPUTOLAC represents the average MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the
current RMF interval. This value is used by WLM to decide if the LPAR should be capped or not: as long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike.
As soon as this average rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource
than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below
the defined capacity limit.

In higher timespans, IPUTOLAC is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating IPUAVLAC.

Refer to the definition for the Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs (CPULACDC) data element to determine
the scope of IPUTOLAC if the LPAR is running as a z/OS guest, or is configured with dedicated processors or shared
processors with WAIT COMPLETION=YES.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)
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             IPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             IPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

Element Derivation:

IPUTOLAC contains the value input from field SMF70LAC of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

IPUTOLAC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTOLAC contains the sum of all values of IPUTOLAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

fffTONCA contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM capping actually limited the
usage of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTONCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONCA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONCA contains the value input from field SMF70NCA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONCA contains the sum of all values of fffTONCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

IPUTONSA contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

IPUTONSA contains the value input from field SMF70NSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUTONSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTONSA contains the sum of all values of IPUTONSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

IPUTONSI contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting

             IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

IPUTONSI contains the value input from field SMF70NSI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUTONSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTONSI contains the sum of all values of IPUTONSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

fffTONSW contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM considered limiting the usage
of processor resources for the partition.
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RMFTONSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTONSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONSW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONSW contains the value input from field SMF70NSW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONSW contains the sum of all values of fffTONSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUTOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

IPUTOPOW contains the accumulated weight for the logical processor when the logical partition is vertically polarized.
That is, Hiperdispatch mode is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

             PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

IPUTOPOW contains the value input from field SMF70POW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, divided by
4096.

Range of Value:

IPUTOPOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTOPOW contains the sum of all values of IPUTOPOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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IPUTOPOW is kept in the MICS database solely for the purpose of computing the Avg Polarization Weight (IPUAVPOW)
data element. See IPUAVPOW for more detail about vertical polarization.

IPUTPI - IPU TPI I/O Events

IPUTPI is the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by the IPU that did not require a fresh entry to the I/O Second Level
Interrupt Handler (SLIH), but were handled by TPI (Test Pending Interrupt).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUPCTP - IPU Pct of I/O Handled by TPI

             IPUSLIH - IPU I/O SLIH Entries

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70TPI of the RMF/SMF type 70 record.

Range of Value:

IPUTPI may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is dependent upon the speed of the processor and the
intensity of the I/O workload.

Summarization Process:

IPUTPI contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUTPI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For a given measurement interval in a multi- processor system, expect to see widely varying values of IPUSLIH and
IPUTPI between processors. The sum of these variables represents the total number of I/O interrupts serviced by that
IPU. An interrupt serviced by TPI avoids the cost of dispatching the SLIH. By forcing I/O interrupts to a subset of the
available processors (i.e., selective enablement), the System Resources Manager (SRM) attempts to maintain the TPI
percentage within a target range. The default range (10 to 30 percent), is a compromise between minimizing time in IOS
and minimizing I/O wait time.

IPUTPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

IPUTPRSH contains the number of cores in the pool (CP, IFA/zAAP, IIP/zIIP) to which this logical core belongs that can be
shared across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: IPUAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool

          PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

          PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

          PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

Element Derivation:

For standard CP cores, IPUTPRSH contains the value of the Total CP Shareable Cores (PRSMTCSP) data element. For
System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs), IPUTPRSH contains the value of the Total zAAP Shareable Cores
(PRSMTZSP) data element. For System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs), IPUTPRSH contains the value of
the Total zIIP Shareable Cores (PRSMTSSP) data element.

Range of Value:
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IPUTPRSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUTPRSH contains the sum of all values of IPUTPRSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IPUUTM - Core Up Time

IPUUTM is an estimate of the time, in seconds, that the core was available for processing during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          IPUCNFCT - Intervals with Reconfiguration

          IPUONLCT - Intervals with IPU Online

Element Derivation:

If the core was online at the close of the RMF measurement interval and there was no vary activity, the core is considered
online and available for the entire length of the RMF interval, and IPUUTM is set equal to the length of the RMF
DURATION. Otherwise, the core is considered unavailable for the entire interval and IPUUTM is set to zero. This rule
does not apply to cores assigned to logical partitions managed by WLM. These cores may be varied offline during an
interval, and, thus, be offline at the end of the interval. In this case, the IPU is considered available for the whole duration
of the RMF interval.

Range of Value:

This variable may range from 0 to the value of DURATION.

Summarization Process:

IPUUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUUTM encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement interval, the RMF IPU measurement data is
invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUUTM to zero in the DETAIL timespan.

The quantity

IPUPCUTM = 100 * IPUUTM / DURATION

is thus a lower bound to the true percent availability.

IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time

IPUVBTM is the time that the processor (thread) was in MVS busy during the MICS measurement interval. IPUVBTM is
the difference between the online time and the MVS wait time plus the parked time. It provides a consistent view of CPU
busy regardless of the configuration environment (LPAR or basic mode). The other measure of CPU busy, IPU Busy Time
(IPUBTM), is calculated differently from IPUVBTM in an LPAR environment and provides an LPAR view of CPU busy. In a
non-LPAR environment, IPUBTM and IPUVBTM are always equal.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUPTM - Processor Parked Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

IPUVBTM is computed as follows:

IPUVBTM = IPUOTM - (IPUVWTM + IPUPTM)

where:

IPUOTM
Online Time

IPUOTM
Parked Time

IPUVWTM
Processor Wait Time

Range of Value:

IPUVBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 (processor was totally idle) to the value of IPUOTM (processor was 100 percent
busy).

Summarization Process:

IPUVBTM is set to the sum of all IPUVBTM values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

IPUVER - Processor Version Number

IPUVER is a value that qualifies the processor model generic type to designate a specific model.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

             IPUMOD   - Processor Model Number

             IPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

Element Derivation:

IPUVER contains the value input from field SMF70VER of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

See USAGE NOTES below.
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Summarization Process:

IPUVER contains the value of the last occurrence of IPUVER in the records processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Refer to the latest version of SRM module IRARMIPU for your system to determine the model and version codes allowed.

If the version code contains a value of 255 (x'FF'), it indicates that z/OS was executing as a virtual machine under control
of z/VM.

With the Capacity Upgrade on Demand function, this data element cannot be used anymore because, although it may
contain a value (except for all IBM zSeries and later models, where the value is equal to zero), it does not reflect the
updated configuration after a processor upgrade. However, the STSI instruction will update the CPC Model Identifier
as soon as an upgrade is performed, and the MICS CPCMODID data element should be used instead of IPUVER to
determine the current processor model.

IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

IPUVWTM is the time that the logical processor (thread) was actually waiting during the MICS measurement interval. In
the DETAIL timespan, IPUVWTM is the z/OS wait time over a single RMF interval. This wait time is the subset of the time
that the logical processor is dispatched by z/OS but is not actually executing. This is either because the processor was
voluntarily placed in the PR/SM logical processor inactive queue by z/OS, or because it was waiting for available physical
cores in the PR/SM ready queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUDTM - Core Dispatch Time

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUWSTM - Logical Core Wait State Time

          IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF70WAT in the CPU Data section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
When a processor has manual VARY activity, IPUVWTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This value may range from zero (processor was 100 percent busy) to the value of IPUOTM (processor was totally idle).

Summarization Process:

IPUVWTM is set to the sum of all IPUVWTM values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

The wait time on the PR/SM ready queue, which may significantly impact performance of an LPAR, can be obtained by
subtracting the PR/SM Detected Wait Time (IPUWSTM) from IPUVWTM.

IPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Changed

IPUWSCCT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait
State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor
may be waiting, and hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any
other LPARs that may be ready to execute.
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If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering
the Wait state, and is hence immediately available to process other work that is available in other LPARs. A change to this
value could affect the performance of this or other LPARs that share processors. This function is recorded in the RMF type
70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value has been changed, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70VPF
of the Logical Processor Data section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, IPUWSCCT is
incremented by 1, indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUWSCCT contains the sum of all IPUWSCCT values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

IPUWSDCT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled. The LPAR Wait State
Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. If the Wait State
Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the Wait state, and
is hence immediately available to process other work that is available in other LPARs. When the Wait State Assist feature
is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor may be waiting, and
hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any other LPARs that may be
ready to execute. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor Data section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is off, IPUWSDCT is incremented by 1,
indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUWSDCT contains the sum of all IPUWSDCT values that were included in the summarization level.
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IPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

IPUWSECT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. The LPAR Wait State
Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait
State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor
may be waiting, and hence performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any
other LPARs that may be ready to execute. If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to
another LPAR immediately upon entering the Wait state, and is hence immediately available to process other work that is
available in other LPARs. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM environments
only.

If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor Data section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, IPUWSECT is incremented by 1,
indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IPUWSECT contains the sum of all IPUWSECT values that were included in the summarization level.

IPUWSTM - Logical Core Wait State Time

IPUWSTM is documented as for internal IBM purposes only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

IPUWSTM is obtained from field SMF70WST in the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When a processor has
manual VARY activity, IPUWSTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

This value may range from zero to the value of IPUOTM.

Summarization Process:

IPUWSTM is set to the sum of all IPUWSTM values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

IBM does not document the meaning of this data metric.
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IPUWTD - Wait Dispatch Count

IPUWTD is the total number of work units that have been waiting to be dispatched on the processor during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUMWTM - Mean time to Wait

Element Derivation:

IPUWTD contains the value input from field SMF70WTD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUWTD may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUWTD contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUWTD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IPUWTD is used in the derivation of the Mean time to Wait (IPUMWTM) data element that can be used to analyze latent
processor demand.

IPUWTM - Core Not Busy Time

IPUWTM is the time in seconds that the core was not busy during the MICS measurement interval. In the DETAIL
timespan, this data element contains the wait time over a single RMF interval. This value is equivalent to PR/SM MVS
Wait Time (IPUVWTM) in a non-LPAR environment, but can differ from IPUVWTM in a PR/SM LPAR environment.
See the derivation notes below for details. If a core has been manually varied online or offline during the measurement
interval, its measurement data is invalid. To avoid invalid data in the database, MICS sets IPUWTM to zero in the DETAIL
timespan.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: IPUBTM - Core Busy Time

          IPUCNFCT - Intvls with IPU Reconfiguration

          IPUONLCT - Intvls with IPU Online

          IPUOTM - Core Online Time

          IPUVBTM - Processor Busy Time

          IPUVWTM - Processor Wait Time

Element Derivation:

IPUWTM is derived differently depending on the processing environment. When running in basic mode, IPUWTM is
obtained from field SMF70WAT of the CPU Data Section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

In a PR/SM LPAR environment, IPUWTM is computed as follows:

IPUWTM=IPUOTM-IPUBTM

where:

IPUOTM is the Core Online Time.
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IPUBTM is the Core Busy Time.

IPUBTM is computed differently depending on the LPAR configuration. It reflects the LPAR, not the MVS perspective of
CPU busy. See the data dictionary entry for IPUBTM for details.

If IPUCNFCT is different from zero, a VARY activity occurred during the interval and therefore the core must have
been offline some of the time. When a core is not running, no wait time is accumulated for it, so this value is distorted.
Consequently, MICS sets IPUWTM to zero to prevent contamination of the database with invalid data, unless the core
belongs to a WLM-managed partition, in which case, IPUWTM reflects the correct wait time.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline during the
interval.

Range of Value:

IPUWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to the value of IPUOTM.

Summarization Process:

IPUWTM is set to the sum of all IPUWTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If this is a multi-core system, you must consider wait time on other cores as well as this one. The value upon which
IPUWTM is based is maintained for RMF by the CPU dispatcher. Many sites have found this to be an excellent measure
for CPU wait time, giving the same results as a hardware monitor.

IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

IPUWTSUC is the total number of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to this logical processor during the
measurement interval, and z/OS was able to return the processor to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

             IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Int.

             IPUWTYTM - Warning-Track Yielded to PR/SM Time

Element Derivation:

IPUWTSUC contains the value input from field SMF70WTS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUWTSUC might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUWTSUC contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUWTSUC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
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period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached a
good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction.

The condition code set by this instruction determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing
something else, it might not have seen the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put
its work away, so ended up saying that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor
was taken away and the logical processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following
this, z/OS would immediately resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is
resumed, and it might even be on the same physical processor.

IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Interruptions

IPUWTUNS is the total number of times PR/SM issued a warning-track interruption to this logical processor during the
measurement interval, and z/OS was unable to return the processor to PR/SM within the grace period.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

             IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

             IPUWTYTM - Warning-Track Yielded to PR/SM Time

Element Derivation:

IPUWTUNS contains the value input from field SMF70WTU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

IPUWTUNS might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUWTUNS contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUWTUNS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The warning-track interruption feature eliminates a large amount of randomness as to when a logical processor might
temporarily lose access to a physical processor.

When a logical processor needs to be removed from a physical processor for whatever reason (time slice end, dispatching
priority, and so on), z/OS gets a warning-track interruption indicating that it is about to lose the processor. The grace
period is a model dependent length of time from the point the interrupt is made pending to when the logical processor
will be removed from the physical processor. When z/OS sees the interrupt, it puts the current unit of work (TCB) it was
running back on the work queue so that it does not potentially get stranded. It then informs the LPAR that it has reached a
good point to take the processor by the means of an internal instruction.

The condition code set by this instruction determines if it was within the grace period or not. If Z/OS was tied up doing
something else, it might not have seen the interruption or been able to process the interruption until it was too late to put
its work away, so ended up saying that it was done after the grace period was over (that is after the physical processor
was taken away and the logical processor was assigned to a physical processor to run again). In either case, following
this, z/OS would immediately resume taking work off its queue and running work. It might be the same work that is
resumed, and it might even be on the same physical processor.
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IPUWTYTM - Warning-Track Yielded to PR/SM Time

IPUWTYTM is the total amount of time that this logical processor was yielded to PR/SM due to warning-track processing
during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA37803.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

             IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

             IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Int.

Element Derivation:

IPUWTYTM contains the value input from field SMF70WTI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, adjusted
from milliseconds to seconds.

Range of Value:

IPUWTYTM might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IPUWTYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of IPUWTYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Logical Partition Activity File (HARLPC)
The Logical Partition Activity File describes the activity of the logical cores assigned to each defined PR/SM logical
partition in a Central Processing Complex (CPC). Data is also carried that tracks changes made to the logical partition
definition that might affect performance analysis of the complex.

The information in the HARLPC file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Contents

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |
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 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage. 

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed
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  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights
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  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores
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  XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores
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  XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LPCACS   - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

  XDWM..E  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

  XDWM..E  LPCCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

  XDWM..   LPCCAP   - Partition Capping Status

  XDWM..E  LPCCLUST - Cluster Name

  XDWM..E  LPCCSF   - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCESF   - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

  XDWM..E  LPCMAS   - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  LPCMIS   - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  LPCMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWM..E  LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

  XDWM..E  LPCSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

  XDWM..E  LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag
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  XDWM..E  LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

  XDWM..E  LPCSYSTM - z/OS System Name

  XDWM..E  LPCUPID  - User Partition Identifier

  XDWM..E  LPCWST   - Wait State Assist Status

  XDWM..E  LPCZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

  XDWM..E  LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCACTCT - Intvls with Changed LPAR Active Status

  XDWM..E  LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd

  XDWM..E  LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

  XDWM..E  LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

  XDWM..E  LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

  XDWM..E  LPCDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

  XDWM..E  LPCDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

  XDWM..E  LPCDPCCT - Intvls with Changed Ded Core Count

  XDWM..E  LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  LPCLPCCT - Intvls with Changed Log Core Count

  XDWM..E  LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  LPCNOCPU - Number of Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

  XDWM..E  LPCSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  LPCSIDTM - Total Shared ICF Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSIEDT - Total Shr ICF Cores Effec Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSNDTM - Total Shared IFL Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSNEDT - Total Shr IFL Cores Effec Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSPCCT - Intvls with Changed Shr Core Count

  XDWM..E  LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSSEDT - Total Shr zIIP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

  XDWM..   LPCSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCSZDTM - Total Shared zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCSZEDT - Total Shr zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

  XDWM..E  LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time
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  XDWM..E  LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

  XDWM..E  LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

  XDWM..   LPCTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..E  LPCTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

  XDWM..E  LPCTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  LPCTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  LPCTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

  XDWM..E  LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

  XDWM..E  LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

  XDWM..E  LPCWLMMG - Intvls with WLM LPAR Management Active

  XDWM..E  LPCWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

  XDWM..E  LPCWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

  XDWM..E  LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

  XDWM..E  LPCZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..   LPCZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMNCSF - Min Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCMNDCL - Minimum Defined Capacity Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCMNESF - Min Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..   LPCMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores
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 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMXCSF - Max Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCMXDCL - Maximum Defined Capacity Limit

  XDWM..E  LPCMXESF - Max Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

  XDWM..E  LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..   LPCMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

  XDWM..   LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..   LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  LPCPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  LPCPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization
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  XDWM..E  LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCVIU - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCVNU - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCVPU - Pct LPAR CP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCVSU - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCVZU - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Utilization

  XDWM..E  LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

 

LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

LPCACCPU contains the accumulated number of logical standard CP cores that were assigned to the partition, on
average, during the MICS measurement interval.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying them offline or online during an RMF interval. In this case, only a portion of these CP core
resources is assigned to that LPAR, and LPCACCPU might contain a fractional value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

The value of LPCACCPU is calculated by dividing the total CP cores' online time (LPCTOOTM) by the RMF recording
interval length (DURATION).

Range of Value:

LPCACCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCACCPU contains the sum of all values of LPCACCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

LPCACICF contains the accumulated number of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that were assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores
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          LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCACICF is equal to the total ICF cores' online time, LPCTIOTM, divided by the RMF recording interval length,
DURATION.

Range of Value:

LPCACICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCACICF contains the sum of all values of LPCACICF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

LPCACIFL contains the accumulated number of logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that were assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCACIFL is equal to the total IFL cores' online time, LPCTNOTM, divided by the RMF recording interval length,
DURATION.

Range of Value:

LPCACIFL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCACIFL contains the sum of all values of LPCACIFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

LPCACS contains the logical partition's actual weight of the shared standard CP core resources, as dynamically assigned
by the WLM LPAR weight management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

A value of zero in this field indicates that the partition is not under WLM control and that its weight has been statically
defined (LPCBPS data element). The LPAR CPU management function is only available when WLM is working in goal
mode.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          LPCMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          LPCMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

LPCACS contains the value input from field SMF70ACS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCACS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

LPCACS contains the last value of LPCACS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

LPCACSUP contains the accumulated number of logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores that were
assigned to the partition, on average, during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCACSUP is equal to the total zIIPs' online time, LPCTSOTM, divided by the RMF recording interval length, DURATION.

Range of Value:

LPCACSUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCACSUP contains the sum of all values of LPCACSUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCACTCT - Intvls with Changed LPAR Active Status

LPCACTCT is the number of intervals in which the LPAR was either activated or deactivated. When an LPAR is activated,
an SCP can be loaded into the partition. Deactivating an LPAR makes it unavailable for use by any SCP. LPARS are
activated and deactivated from the LPDEF frame by a system operator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the LPAR was activated or deactivated, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70PFG of the Partition Data
Section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCACTCT is set to 1, indicating that the activation
or deactivation has occurred.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCACTCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCACTCT that were included in the level of summarization.

LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

LPCACZAP contains the accumulated number of Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that were assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCACZAP is equal to the total zAAPs' online time, LPCTZOTM, divided by the RMF recording interval length,
DURATION.

Range of Value:

LPCACZAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCACZAP contains the sum of all values of LPCACZAP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

LPCAVCPU contains the average number of logical standard CP Cores actually assigned to the partition during the MICS
measurement interval.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP Cores by varying them offline or online during an RMF interval. In this case, only a portion of the standard
CP cores' resources are assigned to that LPAR, and LPCAVCPU might contain a fractional value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

Element Derivation:

LPCAVCPU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCACCPU>0) LPCAVCPU=LPCACCPU/LPCTOACT;

   WHEN (LPCACCPU=0) LPCAVCPU=0;

   OTHERWISE         LPCAVCPU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVCPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

LPCAVICF contains the average number of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores actually assigned to the
partition during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active
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Element Derivation:

LPCAVICF is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCACICF GT 0) LPCAVICF=LPCACICF/LPCTOACT;

   WHEN (LPCACICF EQ 0) LPCAVICF=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVICF=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVICF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

LPCAVIFL contains the average number of logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores actually assigned to the
partition during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

Element Derivation:

LPCAVIFL is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCACIFL GT 0) LPCAVIFL=LPCACIFL/LPCTOACT;

   WHEN (LPCACIFL EQ 0) LPCAVIFL=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVIFL=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVIFL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVIFL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCAVMSU contains the average number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition, during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

             LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Element Derivation:

LPCAVMSU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LPCTOMSU)0) LPCAVMSU=LPCTOMSU/LPCTOACT;

    WHEN (LPCTOMSU=0) LPCAVMSU=0;

    OTHERWISE         LPCAVMSU=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVMSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCAVSHP is the average number of zIIP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVSHP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCSUHPO GT 0) LPCAVSHP=LPCSUHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCSUHPO EQ 0) LPCAVSHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVSHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVSHP=.;
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Range of Value:

LPCAVSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVSHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCAVSLP is the average number of zIIP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVSLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCSULPO GT 0) LPCAVSLP=LPCSULPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCSULPO EQ 0) LPCAVSLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVSLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVSLP=.;

 

Range of Value:

LPCAVSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVSLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCAVSMP is the average number of zIIP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores
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Element Derivation:

LPCAVSMP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCSUMPO GT 0) LPCAVSMP=LPCSUMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCSUMPO EQ 0) LPCAVSMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVSMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVSMP=.; 

 

Range of Value:

LPCAVSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVSMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

LPCAVSUP contains the average number of logical Integrated Information Cores (zIIP) cores actually assigned to the
partition during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

Element Derivation:

LPCAVSUP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCACSUP GT 0) LPCAVSUP=LPCACSUP/LPCTOACT;

   WHEN (LPCACSUP EQ 0) LPCAVSUP=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVSUP=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVSUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVSUP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

LPCAVTHP is the average number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVTHP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCTOHPO GT 0) LPCAVTHP=LPCTOHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCTOHPO EQ 0) LPCAVTHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVTHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVTHP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVTHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

LPCAVTLP is the average number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVTLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCTOLPO GT 0) LPCAVTLP=LPCTOLPO/INTERVLS;                             
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   WHEN (LPCTOLPO EQ 0) LPCAVTLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVTLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVTLP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVTLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

LPCAVTMP is the average number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVTMP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCTOMPO GT 0) LPCAVTMP=LPCTOMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCTOMPO EQ 0) LPCAVTMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVTMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVTMP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVTMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

LPCAVZAP contains the average number of logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores actually assigned to the
partition during the MICS measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

Element Derivation:

LPCAVZAP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOACT THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCACZAP GT 0) LPCAVZAP=LPCACZAP/LPCTOACT;

   WHEN (LPCACZAP EQ 0) LPCAVZAP=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVZAP=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCAVZAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVZAP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCAVZHP is the average number of zAAP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVZHP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCZPHPO GT 0) LPCAVZHP=LPCZPHPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCZPHPO EQ 0) LPCAVZHP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVZHP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVZHP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.
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Summarization Process:

LPCAVZHP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCAVZLP is the average number of zAAP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVZLP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCZPLPO GT 0) LPCAVZLP=LPCZPLPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCZPLPO EQ 0) LPCAVZLP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVZLP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVZLP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVZLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCAVZMP is the average number of zAAP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCAVZMP is computed using the following algorithm:
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 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;                                                       

   WHEN (LPCZPMPO GT 0) LPCAVZMP=LPCZPMPO/INTERVLS;                             

   WHEN (LPCZPMPO EQ 0) LPCAVZMP=0;                                             

   OTHERWISE            LPCAVZMP=.;                                             

 END;                                                                           

 ELSE LPCAVZMP=.;

Range of Value:

LPCAVZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCAVZMP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

LPCBPS contains the partition weight for standard CP cores specified when defining or modifying PR/SM logical
partitions. PR/SM uses the CP core weights to manage the dispatching of the physical CP cores between LPARs.

Different partition weights can be defined for each core type assigned to the partition.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on the dispatch time that is imposed
by the LPAR dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical
core dispatch time for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition core weight is not
exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

          LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Partition Weight

          LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Assist Enabled

          LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

          PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

          PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

          PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

          PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

LPCBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the logical
partition's standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the
value is missing.

Summarization Process:
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LPCBPS contains the last value of LPCBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

fffCAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for general-
purpose CP cores.

RMFCAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit
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          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffCAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffCAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

fffCABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of general-purpose CP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed
as a number of cores.

RMFCABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCABSL is the limit of the number of general-purpose CP cores that can be
used by the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCABSL is the limit of the number of general-purpose CP cores
that can be used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use
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          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffCABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any CP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffCABSL contains the last value of fffCABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffCACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for general-purpose CP cores.

RMFCACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffCACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUCACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCCACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for general-purpose CP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data
element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:
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fffCACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the CP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffCACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCCAP - Partition Capping Status

LPCCAP indicates the capping status of the logical partition for the measurement interval. If any core type (e.g., CP, zIIP,
zAAP) for the logical partition has capping enabled, data element LPCCAP is set to ENABLED.

Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for
processor resources from other logical partitions.

LPCCAP is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

           LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           LPCBPS   - Processor Relative Share 

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

           VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status

           VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCAP is assigned one of the following values, based on information provided by various
status data elements:

  IF (LPCCPDCT AND NOT LPCCPCCT) LPCCAP="DISABLED"

  IF (LPCCPECT AND NOT LPCCPCCT) LPCCAP="ENABLED"

  IF (LPCCPDCT AND LPCCPCCT)     LPCCAP="CHANGED TO ENABLED"

  IF (LPCCPECT AND LPCCPCCT)     LPCCAP="CHANGED TO DISABLED"

  OTHERWISE                      LPCCAP="UNDEFINED"

LPCCAP is assigned the value of "ENABLED" if any logical processor assigned to the logical partition has capping
activated.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCAP is set to blanks if the logical processor is dedicated or if LPAR management time
reporting is not in effect. Otherwise, LPCCAP is set to one of the following values:

• ENABLED
• DISABLED
• CHANGED TO ENABLED
• CHANGED TO DISABLED
• UNDEFINED
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Summarization Process:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCAP takes any of the values shown above.

In the higher timespans, LPCCAP is set based on the values of data elements LPCCPECT, LPCCPDCT, and
INTERVLS:                                       

• If capping was disabled for all core types for all measurement intervals, (LPCCPDCT = INTERVLS) then LPCCAP is
set to 'DISABLED.'

• If capping was enabled for any core type for all measurement intervals, (LPCCPECT = INTERVLS) then LPCCAP is
set to 'ENABLED.'

• Otherwise, LPCCAP is set to 'CHANGED'.                    

Usage Notes:

Partition capping is optional for each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) assigned to the LPAR. To determine the capping
status for each core type, refer to data element intervals with Partition Capping Enabled (VPACPECT) for each core type
assigned to the LPAR in the Logical Processor Activity File (HARVPA).                            

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.

LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd

LPCCAPCH contains the number of intervals within which the logical partition's defined capacity limit has been changed.

The defined capacity limit represents the maximum amount of CPU resources that a WLM managed LPAR can use
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs). This limit can be dynamically increased or decreased (without
stopping the operating system) in the Hardware Management Console's LPAR control panel.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCAPCH is set to 1 if bit 6 of field SMF70PFG of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

LPCCAPCH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCCAPCH contains the sum of all values of LPCCAPCH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit

LPCCAPDF contains the number of intervals within which a capacity limit was defined for the logical partition.

The defined capacity limit represents the maximum amount of CPU resources that a WLM managed LPAR can use
(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

The derivation of LPCCAPDF depends on the operating system level:

• For systems executing at z/OS Version 1 Release 7 or later, LPCCAPDF is set to 1 if the partition defined capacity limit
(LPCDEFLM) is positive. Otherwise it is set to 0.

• For earlier systems, LPCCAPDF is set to 1 if bit 7 of field SMF70PFG of the Partition Data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

LPCCAPDF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCCAPDF contains the sum of all values of LPCCAPDF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCCLUST - Cluster Name

LPCCLUST contains the name of the LPAR cluster that this logical partition (LP) belongs to.

An LPAR cluster is the set of logical partitions running on the same CPC and belonging to the same parallel sysplex.

The Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) functions of Workload Manager (WLM) can dynamically adjust both the LPAR
weights of, and the number of logical processors online to the LPs in an LPAR cluster to help high importance service
class periods achieve their goals.

Element Derivation:

LPCCLUST contains the value input from field SMF70SPN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCCLUST can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, or blanks if the partition is not a cluster member.

Summarization Process:

LPCCLUST contains the last value of LPCCLUST processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

LPCCPCCT contains the number of measurement intervals where the status of logical partition capping was changed
from enabled to disabled, or from disabled to enabled. Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a
logical partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.

LPCCPCCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Processor Relative Share

             LPCCAP   - Partition Capping Status

             LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPCCT is set to the value of VPACPCCT for the last active logical processor defined for the
logical partition.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPCCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCCPCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCCPCCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.

LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

LPCCPDCT contains the number of measurement intervals where logical partition capping was not in effect. If all core
types (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) for the logical partition have capping disabled, then data element LPCCPDCT is set to one in
the DETAIL timespan.

Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for
processor resources from other logical partitions.

LPCCPDCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.                                                                   

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.              
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SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Processor Relative Share

           LPCCAP   - Partition Capping Status

           LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPDCT is set to one (1) if all logical cores assigned to the logical partition have capping
deactivated. Otherwise, LPCCPDCT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPDCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCCPDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCCPDCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

LPCCPECT contains the number of measurement intervals where logical partition capping was in effect. If any core type
(e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) for the logical partition has capping enabled, data element LPCCPECT is set to one in the DETAIL
timespan.

Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for
processor resources from other logical partitions.

LPCCPECT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS   - Processor Relative Share

           LPCCAP   - Partition Capping Status

           LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

           PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPECT is set to one (1) if any logical processor defined for the logical partition has capping
activated. Otherwise, LPCCPECT is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCCPECT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCCPECT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCCPECT in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

LPCCSF - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCCSF contains the number of megabytes of central storage assigned to the logical partition.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCESF   - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

LPCCSF contains the value input from field SMF70CSF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCCSF contains the last value of LPCCSF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

LPCDEDCT is the number of intervals where the CPC was operating in PR/SM mode with an LPAR that had dedicated
cores. These are cores defined to be used only by one LPAR.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether a core is dedicated, MICS tests the SMF70BPS of the Logical Processor Data Section of the RMF
Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the SMF70BPS value of any LPAR logical core is X'FFFF', LPCDEDCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCDEDCT contains the sum of all LPCDEDCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

LPCDEFLM contains the capacity limit defined for the logical partition, expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs).

When an LPAR has a defined capacity, the Workload Manager (WLM) compares this limit to the average MSUs consumed
during a four-hour rolling interval. As long as the four-hour rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit (also
called "soft cap") for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike. When this average rises above the defined capacity limit,
WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than its defined capacity limit, and the LPAR remains capped
(restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the defined capacity limit.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

             CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

             CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

             LPCAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

             LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd

             LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit

             LPCPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

             LPCPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

LPCDEFLM contains the value input from field SMF70MSU of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCDEFLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCDEFLM contains the last value of LPCDEFLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Correctly sizing your LPARs' capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by
tailoring your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM
capping percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and LPCPCNCA.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM begins
capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest cost).

Capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and
generally unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), consider
increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), consider time-shifting
workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near zero.

LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

LPCDIAGS contains the total number of samples where extended data returned from the Diagnose x'204' were available,
during the measurement interval. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning
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the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

LPCDIAGS contains the value input from field SMF70DSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCDIAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCDIAGS contains the sum of all values of LPCDIAGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

CPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

fffDIAGV contains the number of intervals where simplified Diagnose X'204' data for this system running as a z/VM guest
was available. When this data is available, the CPU time consumed by z/VM itself is provided in the observations for the
PHYSICAL partition.

RMFDIAGV is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffDIAGV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDIAGV is included in the
following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUDIAGV

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUDIAGV

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCDIAGV

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPADIAGV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the simplified Diagnose X'204' data availability, MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, fffDIAGV is incremented by 1,
indicating that the simplified Diagnose X'204' data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffDIAGV is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.
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Summarization Process:

fffDIAGV contains the sum of all values of fffDIAGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCDPCCT - Intvls with Changed Ded Core Count

LPCDPCCT is the count of intervals where the number of dedicated logical cores changed during the interval. The
number of dedicated logical cores can only be changed from the Hardware Management Console with deactivated
partitions as it involves changing the LPAR definition by adding or removing cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCLPCCT - Intvls with Changed Log Core Count

          LPCSPCCT - Intvls with Changed Shr Core Count

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the number of dedicated logical cores has changed, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF70PFG of the
Partition Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCDPCCT is set to 1, otherwise
LPCDPCCT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCDPCCT contains the sum of all values of LPCDPCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCESF - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCESF contains the number of megabytes of expanded storage assigned to the logical partition.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCCSF   - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

LPCESF contains the value input from field SMF70ESF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCESF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCESF contains the last value of LPCESF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

LPCIAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for
Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABSCT had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCIAACT contains the sum of all LPCIAACT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

LPCIABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores. The capacity limit value
is expressed as a number of CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIABSL is equal to the value of the VPAABSLM for any ICF cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

LPCIABSL contains the last value of LPCIABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCIACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change has occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit
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          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCIACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABCCT had a value of one (1) for the ICF cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCIACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCIACCT contains the sum of all LPCIACCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCLPCCT - Intvls with Changed Log Core Count

LPCLPCCT is the count of intervals where the number of logical cores changed during the interval. The number of logical
cores can only be changed from the Hardware Management Console with deactivated partitions as it involves changing
the LPAR definition by adding or removing cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCDPCCT - Intvls with Changed Ded Core Count

          LPCSPCCT - Intvls with Changed Shr Core Count

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the number of logical cores has changed, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70PFG of the Partition Data
Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCLPCCT is set to 1, otherwise LPCLPCCT is set
to 0.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCLPCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCLPCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

LPCMAS contains the maximum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) will assign as the partition's actual weight for the standard CP core pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

          LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          LPCMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

          LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

LPCMAS contains the value input from field SMF70MAS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCMAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

LPCMAS contains the last value of LPCMAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

LPCMCITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical standard CP cores that were
online to the logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle (LPCPCCIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

LPCMCITM is the accumulation of VPAMTITM for all logical standard CP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:
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LPCMCITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMCITM contains the sum of all values of LPCMCITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

LPCMIITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical ICF cores that were online to the
logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct ICF Cores Multithread Idle (LPCPCIIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

LPCMIITM is the accumulation of VPAMTITM for all logical ICF cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

LPCMIITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMIITM contains the sum of all values of LPCMIITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

LPCMIS - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

LPCMIS contains the minimum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource Director
(IRD) will assign as the partition's actual weight for the standard CP core pool.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCACS - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

          LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          LPCMAS - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting
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          LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

          LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

LPCMIS contains the value input from field SMF70MIS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCMIS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

LPCMIS contains the last value of LPCMIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

LPCMNCPU contains the minimum number of logical standard CP cores actually assigned to the partition, on average,
during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNCPU is set equal to LPCACCPU.

Range of Value:

LPCMNCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNCPU contains the minimum value of LPCMNCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNCSF - Min Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCMNCSF contains the minimum number of megabytes of central storage assigned to the logical partition during the
MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  LPCCSF   - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

             LPCMXCSF - Max Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNCSF is set equal to LPCCSF.

Range of Value:

LPCMNCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNCSF contains the minimum value of LPCMNCSF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNDCL - Minimum Defined Capacity Limit

LPCMNDCL contains the lowest value of the LPAR defined capacity limit, expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs), during the period covered by the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

             LPCMXDCL - Maximum Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNDCL is set equal to LPCDEFLM.

Range of Value:

LPCMNDCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNDCL contains the minimum value of LPCMNDCL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNESF - Min Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCMNESF contains the minimum number of megabytes of expanded storage assigned to the logical partition during the
MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCESF   - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

             LPCMXESF - Max Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNESF is set equal to LPCESF.
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Range of Value:

LPCMNESF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNESF contains the minimum value of LPCMNESF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

LPCMNICF contains the minimum number of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

          LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNICF is set equal to LPCACICF.

Range of Value:

LPCMNICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNICF contains the minimum value of LPCMNICF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

LPCMNIFL contains the minimum number of logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

          LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNIFL is set equal to LPCACIFL. Range of Value:

LPCMNIFL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNIFL contains the minimum value of LPCMNIFL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note

LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

LPCMNITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical IFL cores that were online to the
logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct IFL Cores Multithread Idle (LPCPCNIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

LPCMNITM is the accumulation of VPAMTITM for all logical IFL cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

LPCMNITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNITM contains the sum of all values of LPCMNITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

LPCMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCMNMSU contains the minimum number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition during the MICS reporting interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the number of
consumed MSUs during the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
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             LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNMSU is set equal to LPCTOMSU. LPCTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             LPCTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

LPCTOMSU = --------------------------

 

                 DURATION * 1000000

where:

LPCTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
Physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

LPCMNMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNMSU contains the minimum value of LPCMNMSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMNSHP is the minimum number of zIIP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNSHP is set to the value of LPCSUHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNSHP contains the minimum value of LPCMNSHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMNSLP is the minimum number of zIIP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNSLP is set to the value of LPCSULPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNSLP contains the minimum value of LPCMNSLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMNSMP is the minimum number of zIIP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNSMP is set to the value of LPCSUMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNSMP contains the minimum value of LPCMNSMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

LPCMNSUP contains the minimum number of logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores actually assigned to
the partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

          LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNSUP is set equal to LPCACSUP.

Range of Value:

LPCMNSUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNSUP contains the minimum value of LPCMNSUP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

LPCMNTHP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNTHP is set to the value of LPCTOHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNTHP contains the minimum value of LPCMNTHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

LPCMNTLP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores
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Element Derivation:

LPCMNTLP is set to the value of LPCTOLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNTLP contains the minimum value of LPCMNTLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

LPCMNTMP is the minimum number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNTMP is set to the value of LPCTOMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNTMP contains the minimum value of LPCMNTMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

LPCMNZAP contains the minimum number of logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

          LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMNZAP is set equal to LPCACZAP. Range of Value:

LPCMNZAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNZAP contains the minimum value of LPCMNZAP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMNZHP is the minimum number of zAAP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNZHP is set to the value of LPCZPHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNZHP contains the minimum value of LPCMNZHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMNZLP is the minimum number of zAAP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNZLP is set to the value of LPCZPLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNZLP contains the minimum value of LPCMNZLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMNZMP is the minimum number of zAAP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMNZMP is set to the value of LPCZPMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMNZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMNZMP contains the minimum value of LPCMNZMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMOD - Processor Model Family

fffMOD contains the family of processors on which this logical partition is executing, for example, 2084, 2094, etc.

RMFMOD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the element. The actual measurement, however, is found in several
MICS files as element fffMOD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMOD is included in the following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUMOD

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUMOD

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCMOD

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAMOD

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffMOD contains the value input from field SMF70MOD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffMOD can be any CPU Model Family obtained by RMF from the Store CPU instruction, or, when available, from the
Store System Information (STSI) instruction.
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Summarization Process:

fffMOD contains the last value of fffMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

LPCMSITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical zIIP cores that were online to the
logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle (LPCPCSIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

LPCMSITM is the accumulation of VPAMTITM for all logical zIIP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

LPCMSITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMSITM contains the sum of all values of LPCMSITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

LPCMXCPU contains the maximum number of logical standard CP cores actually assigned to the partition, on average,
during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

          LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores
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          LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXCPU is set equal to LPCACCPU.

Range of Value:

LPCMXCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXCPU contains the maximum value of LPCMXCPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXCSF - Max Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCMXCSF contains the maximum number of megabytes of central storage assigned to the logical partition during the
MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCCSF   - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

             LPCMNCSF - Min Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXCSF is set equal to LPCCSF.

Range of Value:

LPCMXCSF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXCSF contains the maximum value of LPCMXCSF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXDCL - Maximum Defined Capacity Limit

LPCMXDCL contains the highest value of the LPAR defined capacity limit, expressed in millions of service units per hour
(MSUs), during the period covered by the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

             LPCMNDCL - Minimum Defined Capacity Limit

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXDCL is set equal to LPCDEFLM.

Range of Value:
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LPCMXDCL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXDCL contains the minimum value of LPCMXDCL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXESF - Max Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCMXESF contains the maximum number of megabytes of expanded storage assigned to the logical partition during the
MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCESF   - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

             LPCMNESF - Min Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXESF is set equal to LPCESF.

Range of Value:

LPCMXESF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXESF contains the maximum value of LPCMXESF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

LPCMXICF contains the maximum number of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

          LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXICF is set equal to LPCACICF.

Range of Value:

LPCMXICF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LPCMXICF contains the maximum value of LPCMXICF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

LPCMXIFL contains the maximum number of logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

          LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXIFL is set equal to LPCACIFL. Range of Value:

LPCMXIFL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXIFL contains the maximum value of LPCMXIFL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCMXMSU contains the maximum number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs)
consumed by the partition during the MICS reporting interval. In the DETAIL timespan, this variable gives the number of
consumed MSUs during the single RMF interval to which it applies.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

             LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXMSU is set equal to LPCTOMSU. LPCTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             LPCTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

LPCTOMSU = --------------------------

 

                 DURATION * 1000000
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where:

LPCTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
Physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

LPCMXMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXMSU contains the maximum value of LPCMXMSU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMXSHP is the maximum number of zIIP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXSHP is set to the value of LPCSUHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXSHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXSHP contains the maximum value of LPCMXSHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMXSLP is the maximum number of zIIP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:
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LPCMXSLP is set to the value of LPCSULPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXSLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXSLP contains the maximum value of LPCMXSLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCMXSMP is the maximum number of zIIP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

          LPCSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXSMP is set to the value of LPCSUMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXSMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zIIP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXSMP contains the maximum value of LPCMXSMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

LPCMXSUP contains the maximum number of logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores actually assigned to
the partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

          LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

          LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXSUP is set equal to LPCACSUP.

Range of Value:
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LPCMXSUP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXSUP contains the maximum value of LPCMXSUP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

LPCMXTHP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXTHP is set to the value of LPCTOHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXTHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXTHP contains the maximum value of LPCMXTHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

LPCMXTLP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXTLP is set to the value of LPCTOLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXTLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXTLP contains the maximum value of LPCMXTLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

LPCMXTMP is the maximum number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

          LPCTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXTMP is set to the value of LPCTOMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXTMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of standard CP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXTMP contains the maximum value of LPCMXTMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

LPCMXZAP contains the maximum number of logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores actually assigned to the
partition, on average, during the MICS reporting interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

          LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

          LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

          LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

          LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCMXZAP is set equal to LPCACZAP. Range of Value:

LPCMXZAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXZAP contains the maximum value of LPCMXZAP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMXZHP is the maximum number of zAAP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXZHP is set to the value of LPCZPHPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXZHP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXZHP contains the maximum value of LPCMXZHP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMXZLP is the maximum number of zAAP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXZLP is set to the value of LPCZPLPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXZLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXZLP contains the maximum value of LPCMXZLP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCMXZMP is the maximum number of zAAP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

          LPCZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCMXZMP is set to the value of LPCZPMPO for every DETAIL observation.

Range of Value:

LPCMXZMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of zAAP cores.

Summarization Process:

LPCMXZMP contains the maximum value of LPCMXZMP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

LPCMZITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for all logical zAAP cores that were online to the
logical partition over the measurement interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle (LPCPCZIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

Element Derivation:

LPCMZITM is the accumulation of VPAMTITM for all logical zAAP cores assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

LPCMZITM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCMZITM contains the sum of all values of LPCMZITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.

LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

LPCNAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for
Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABSCT had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNAACT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNAACT contains the sum of all LPCNAACT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

LPCNABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores. The capacity limit value
is expressed as a number of CPUs.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNABSL is equal to the value of the VPAABSLM for any IFL cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

LPCNABSL contains the last value of LPCNABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

LPCNACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change has occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

LPCNACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element VPAABCCT had a value of one (1) for the IFL cores
that are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LPCNACCT is always missing (.), 0, or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its
value ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCNACCT contains the sum of all LPCNACCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCNOCPU - Number of Logical Cores

LPCNOCPU is the number of logical cores defined to this logical partition, from the LPDEF frame of the Hardware
Management Console.

For IBM zSeries and later models, LPCNOCPU has an alternate definition if the logical partition is not managed by WLM
(IRD): it contains the maximum defined logical cores as shown at the Hardware Management Console, including spare/
reserve cores.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

          LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

          LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

          LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

          LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

          LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCNOCPU contains the value of field SMF70BDN from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCNOCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is computed as the maximum number of physical
cores multiplied by the maximum number of LPARs multiplied by the number of intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCNOCPU contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCNOCPU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

LPCPCCIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical standard CP cores that were assigned to the
logical partition, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

LPCPCCIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF LPCTOEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (LPCMCITM GT 0) LPCPCCIT=(LPCMCITM*100)/LPCTOEDT;

     WHEN (LPCMCITM EQ 0) LPCPCCIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            LPCPCCIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE LPCPCCIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of LPCPCCIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCCIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

LPCPCCIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

LPCPCIIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical ICF cores that were assigned to the logical
partition, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

LPCPCIIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF LPCTIEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (LPCMIITM GT 0) LPCPCIIT=(LPCMIITM*100)/LPCTIEDT;

     WHEN (LPCMIITM EQ 0) LPCPCIIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            LPCPCIIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE LPCPCIIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of LPCPCIIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCIIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

LPCPCIIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

LPCPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

fffPCNCA contains the percentage of the time when WLM capping actually limited the usage of processor resources for
the partition.

RMFPCNCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in several MICS files as element fffPCNCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNCA is included in the following
files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNCA

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNCA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONCA GT 0) fffPCNCA=(fffTONCA*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONCA EQ 0) fffPCNCA=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNCA=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNCA=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNCA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

LPCPCNIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical IFL cores that were assigned to the logical
partition, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

LPCPCNIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF LPCTNEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (LPCMNITM GT 0) LPCPCNIT=(LPCMNITM*100)/LPCTNEDT;

     WHEN (LPCMNITM EQ 0) LPCPCNIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            LPCPCNIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE LPCPCNIT=.;
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Range of Value:

The value of LPCPCNIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCNIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

LPCPCNIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

LPCPCNSA contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum
weight, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             LPCMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

             LPCTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

Element Derivation:

LPCPCNSA is computed using the following algorithm:

IF LPCDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LPCTONSA)0) LPCPCNSA=(LPCTONSA*100)/LPCDIAGS;

    WHEN (LPCTONSA=0) LPCPCNSA=0;

    OTHERWISE         LPCPCNSA=.;

END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCNSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCNSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

LPCPCNSI contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum
weight, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             LPCMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting

             LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

             LPCTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

LPCPCNSI is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF LPCDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LPCTONSI)0) LPCPCNSI=(LPCTONSI*100)/LPCDIAGS;

    WHEN (LPCTONSI=0) LPCPCNSI=0;

    OTHERWISE         LPCPCNSI=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCNSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCNSI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

fffPCNSW contains the percentage of the time when WLM considered limiting the usage of processor resources for the
partition. fffPCNSW only tells to what extent an LPAR is subject to capping but not whether the LPAR was really capped.

RMFPCNSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in several MICS files as element fffPCNSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNSW is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNSW

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNSW is computed using the following algorithm:
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  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONSW GT 0) fffPCNSW=(fffTONSW*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONSW EQ 0) fffPCNSW=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNSW=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNSW=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffPCNSW is always 100% when a phantom weight is used to cap an LPAR.

LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

LPCPCSDU contains the percentage of the shared resources in the Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) core
pool used by the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTSP - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSDU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCSSDTM

 LPCPCSDU=100 X --------------------------

                       PRSMTSP-PRSMTSDP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If the logical partition uses any dedicated cores, LPCPCSDU is set to zero.
• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCSDU is set to missing.
• If any of the data elements LPCSSDTM, PRSMTSP, or PRSMTSDP is missing, LPCPCSDU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCSDU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

LPCPCSDU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

LPCPCSIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical zIIP cores that were assigned to the logical
partition, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF LPCTSEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (LPCMSITM GT 0) LPCPCSIT=(LPCMSITM*100)/LPCTSEDT;

     WHEN (LPCMSITM EQ 0) LPCPCSIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            LPCPCSIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE LPCPCSIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of LPCPCSIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCSIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

LPCPCSIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.
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LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

LPCPCSIU contains the percentage of the shared resources in the Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) core pool used by the
logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCSIDTM - Total Shared ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTIP - Total ICF Cores in Complex

          PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSIU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCSIDTM

 LPCPCSIU=100 X --------------------------

                       PRSMTIP-PRSMTIDP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If the logical partition uses any dedicated cores, LPCPCSIU is set to zero, unless it is executing in Coupling Facility
mode with a mix of dedicated and shared ICFs.

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCSIU is set to missing.
• If any of the data elements LPCSIDTM, PRSMTIP, or PRSMTIDP is missing, LPCPCSIU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCSIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCSIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is computed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

LPCPCSNU contains the percentage of the shared resources in the Integrated Facility for Linux Processors (IFL) core
pool used by the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCSNDTM - Total Shared IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTNP - Total IFL Cores in Complex

          PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSNU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCSNDTM

 LPCPCSNU=100 X --------------------------

                       PRSMTNP-PRSMTNDP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If the logical partition uses any dedicated cores, LPCPCSNU is set to zero.
• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCSNU is set to missing.
• If any of the data elements LPCSNDTM, PRSMTNP, or PRSMTNDP is missing, LPCPCSNU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCSNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCSNU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

LPCPCSSU contains the percentage of the shared resources in the standard CP cores pool used by the logical partition
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization
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          LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

          PRSMTCP - Total CP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSSU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCTODTM

 LPCPCSSU=100 X --------------------------

                       PRSMTCP-PRSMTCDP

            DURATION X ----------------

                         INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If the logical partition uses any dedicated cores, LPCPCSSU is set to zero, unless it is executing in Coupling Facility
mode with a mix of dedicated internal coupling facilities and standard CP Cores.

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCSSU is set to missing.
• If any of the data elements LPCTODTM, PRSMTCP, or PRSMTCDP is missing, LPCPCSSU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCSSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCSSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is computed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The number of dedicated standard CP cores in the complex, if any, is not included in the processor count used in the
calculation. The reason for this is that unless the measurements were made by the partition with the dedicated cores, it
is not possible to determine dedicated processor utilization. For dedicated cores, the PR/SM dispatch time is equal to the
measurement interval time regardless of actual processor utilization.

If all general-purpose LPARs in the processor complex exclusively use shared cores, LPCPCSSU can be used to
calculate the standard CP cores pool utilization by summing LPCPCSSU for all active logical partitions.

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

LPCPCSZU contains the percentage of the shared resources in the Application Assist Processors (zAAP) pool used by
the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization
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          LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

          LPCSZDTM - Total Shared zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTZP - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

          PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

Element Derivation:

LPCPCSZU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCSZDTM

 LPCPCSZU=100 X --------------------------

                       PRSMTZP-PRSMTZDP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If the logical partition uses any dedicated cores, LPCPCSZU is set to zero.
• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCSZU is set to missing.
• If any of the data elements LPCSZDTM, PRSMTZP, or PRSMTZDP is missing, LPCPCSZU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCSZU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCSZU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

LPCPCTDU contains the percentage of time that Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores were dispatched to the
PR/SM logical partition (LPAR).

For shared LPARs with Wait Assist disabled (Wait Completion=No), this element is equal to the percentage of shared zIIP
core resources used by this LPAR. In this case, LPCPCTDU is equal to LPCPCSDU. For shared LPARs with Wait Assist
enabled (Wait Completion=Yes) or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTDU includes both busy time and wait time.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time
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          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTSP - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCTDU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCTSDTM

 LPCPCTDU=100 X --------------------------

                          PRSMTSP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCTDU is set to missing.
• If either LPCTSDTM or PRSMTSP is missing, LPCPCTDU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCTDU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCTDU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

LPCPCTIU contains the percentage of time that Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores were dispatched to the PR/SM
logical partition (LPAR).

For shared LPARs with Wait Assist disabled (Wait Completion=No), this element is equal to the percentage of shared ICF
core resources used by this LPAR. In this case, LPCPCTIU is equal to LPCPCSIU. For shared LPARs with Wait Assist
enabled (Wait Completion=Yes) or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTIU includes both busy time and wait time.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTIP - Total ICF Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCTIU is computed using the following algorithm:
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                         LPCTIDTM

 LPCPCTIU=100 X --------------------------

                          PRSMTIP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCTIU is set to missing.
• If either LPCTIDTM or PRSMTIP is missing, LPCPCTIU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCTIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCTIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

LPCPCTNU contains the percentage of time that Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores were dispatched to the PR/SM
logical partition (LPAR).

For shared LPARs with Wait Assist disabled (Wait Completion=No), this element is equal to the percentage of shared IFL
core resources used by this LPAR. In this case, LPCPCTNU is equal to LPCPCSNU. For shared LPARs with Wait Assist
enabled (Wait Completion=Yes) or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTNU includes both busy time and wait time.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTNP - Total IFL Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCTNU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCTNDTM

 LPCPCTNU=100 X --------------------------

                          PRSMTNP

            DURATION X ----------------
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                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCTNU is set to missing.
• If either LPCTNDTM or PRSMTNP is missing, LPCPCTNU is set to missing.

Range of Value:

LPCPCTNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCTNU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

LPCPCTSU contains the percentage of time that standard CP cores were dispatched to the PR/SM logical partition
(LPAR).

For shared LPARs with Wait Assist disabled (Wait Completion=No), this element is equal to the percentage of shared
standard CP core resources used by this LPAR. In this case, LPCPCTSU is equal to LPCPCSSU. For shared LPARs with
Wait Assist enabled (Wait Completion=Yes) or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTSU includes both busy time and wait time.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTCP - Total CP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCTSU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCTODTM

 LPCPCTSU=100 X --------------------------

                         PRSMTCP

            DURATION X ----------------

                         INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCTSU is set to missing.
• If either LPCTODTM or PRSMTCP is missing, LPCPCTSU is set to missing.
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Range of Value:

LPCPCTSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCTSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If all general-purpose LPARs in the processor complex exclusively use shared cores and have Wait Assist disabled (Wait
Completion=No), LPCPCTSU can be used to calculate the standard CP cores pool utilization by summing LPCPCTSU for
all active logical partitions.

Since the HARLPC file might contain measurements from more than one source for each of the partitions, be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid overstating the measurement.

LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

LPCPCTZU contains the percentage of time that Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores were dispatched to the PR/
SM logical partition (LPAR).

For shared LPARs with Wait Assist disabled (Wait Completion=No), this element is equal to the percentage of shared
zAAP core resources used by this LPAR. In this case, LPCPCTZU is equal to LPCPCSZU. For shared LPARs with Wait
Assist enabled (Wait Completion=Yes) or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTZU includes both busy time and wait time.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: DURATION - Recording Interval Time

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

          PRSMTZP - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

Element Derivation:

LPCPCTZU is computed using the following algorithm:

                         LPCTZDTM

 LPCPCTZU=100 X --------------------------

                          PRSMTZP

            DURATION X ----------------

                          INTERVLS

Special cases:

• If either DURATION or INTERVLS is not positive, LPCPCTZU is set to missing.
• If either LPCTZDTM or PRSMTZP is missing, LPCPCTZU is set to missing.

Range of Value:
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LPCPCTZU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCTZU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCVIU - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Utilization

LPCPCVIU contains the percentage of time that Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) cores are in use for this logical partition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCPCVIU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTIOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCTIDTM GT 0) LPCPCVIU=(LPCTIDTM*100)/LPCTIOTM;

   WHEN (LPCTIDTM EQ 0) LPCPCVIU=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCPCVIU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCVIU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCVIU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCVNU - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Utilization

LPCPCVNU is the percentage of time that Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores are in use for this logical partition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:
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LPCPCVNU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTNOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCTNDTM GT 0) LPCPCVNU=(LPCTNDTM*100)/LPCTNOTM;

   WHEN (LPCTNDTM EQ 0) LPCPCVNU=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCPCVNU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCVNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCVNU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCVPU - Pct LPAR CP Cores Utilization

LPCPCVPU is the percentage of time that logical standard CP cores are in use for this LPAR. For LPARs with Wait Assist
disabled, this is the percent standard CP busy for the LPAR. For LPARs with Wait Assist enabled, this represents the
percent of time that standard CP cores are allocated to the LPAR.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCPCVPU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTOOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCTODTM>0) LPCPCVPU=(LPCTODTM*100)/LPCTOOTM;

   WHEN (LPCTODTM=0) LPCPCVPU=0;

   OTHERWISE         LPCPCVPU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCVPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCVPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.
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The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical core
was assigned to the LPAR and it can be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied cores offline during the
interval.

LPCPCVSU - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Utilization

LPCPCVSU is the percentage of time that Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores are in use for this logical
partition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCPCVSU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTSOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCTSDTM GT 0) LPCPCVSU=(LPCTSDTM*100)/LPCTSOTM;

   WHEN (LPCTSDTM EQ 0) LPCPCVSU=0;

   OTHERWISE            LPCPCVSU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCVSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCVSU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization. Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCVZU - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Utilization

LPCPCVZU is the percentage of time that Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores are in use for this logical partition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCPCVZU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF LPCTZOTM THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (LPCTZDTM GT 0) LPCPCVZU=(LPCTZDTM*100)/LPCTZOTM;

   WHEN (LPCTZDTM EQ 0) LPCPCVZU=0;
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   OTHERWISE            LPCPCVZU=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

LPCPCVZU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCVZU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The HARLPC file can contain measurements collected from multiple SYSIDs running in the LPAR complex. Be sure to
select the measurements from only one recording SYSID to avoid duplication of measurements.

LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

LPCPCZIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time of all logical zAAP cores that were assigned to the logical
partition, that no processors (threads) were executing over the measurement interval.

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

LPCPCZIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF LPCTZEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (LPCMZITM GT 0) LPCPCZIT=(LPCMZITM*100)/LPCTZEDT;

     WHEN (LPCMZITM EQ 0) LPCPCZIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            LPCPCZIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE LPCPCZIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of LPCPCZIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

LPCPCZIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for logical cores.

LPCPCZIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

LPCRSCCT is the number of intervals in which the Relative Processor Share for the LPAR was changed. The value can
be changed with the LPCTL frame by a system operator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCBPS - Processor Relative Share

Element Derivation:

When the LPAR has dedicated processors, LPCRSCCT is set to SAS missing value. Otherwise, to determine whether the
Relative Share value has been changed, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical Processor Data Section of the
RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCRSCCT is set to 1, indicating that the Relative Share value
has been changed.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. If the LPAR has dedicated processors, the value is
missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCRSCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCRSCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

LPCSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

fffSAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zIIP
cores.

RMFSAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

fffSABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zIIP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.

RMFSABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSABSL is the limit of the number of zIIP cores that can be used
by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use
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          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any zIIP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffSABSL contains the last value of fffSABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffSACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for zIIP cores.

RMFSACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffSACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCSACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zIIP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffSACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the zIIP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffSACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

LPCSEPPU indicates whether the logical partition is executing on a system that supports separate core management.

PR/SM logical cores can be configured as standard CP cores, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores, Integrated Facilities
for Linux (IFL) cores, Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP) cores, or Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
cores.

Starting with the IBM System z9 CPC, shared cores defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed in
separate pools. For previous CPC models, they are grouped together for allocation within and across the logical partitions
in a special purpose cores pool, under the generic name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the
standard CP cores pool.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 1.

See also: Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

At the detail level, LPCSEPPU is derived by analyzing the number of CPU Identification sections in the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If the record contains more than two sections, LPCSEPPU is set to Y; otherwise it is set to
N.

Range of Value:

LPCSEPPU can take on the value Y, meaning that the system on which the logical partition is executing supports
separate management for all cores; or N, meaning otherwise.

Summarization Process:

LPCSEPPU is set to the last value of LPCSEPPU encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPCSEPPU is helpful in analyzing the contents of the HARLPC data elements that are specific to non-standard CP cores.

When it is equal to Y, the data elements related to ICF cores (for example LPCAVICF, Avg Number of Active ICF
Processors) only describe the activity of internal coupling facilities; and additional sets of data elements, specific to IFLs,
zAAPs, and zIIPs are available (for example LPCAVIFL, Avg Number of Active IFL Cores, LPCAVZAP, Avg Number of
Active zAAP Cores, and LPCAVSUP, Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores).

On the other hand, when it is equal to N, the data elements related to ICF cores encompass the activity of all specialized
core types (Internal Coupling Facilities, IFLs, and zAAPs), and the additional sets of data elements for IFLs, zAAPs, and
zIIPs are not valid (they are set to a SAS missing value).
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LPCSIDTM - Total Shared ICF Cores Dispatch Time

LPCSIDTM contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Internal
Coupling Facility (ICF) cores during the measurement interval. This includes the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

  LPCSIDTM is included in the Total ICF Core Dispatch Time (LPCTIDTM) data element, but is provided as a separate
metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

          LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSIEDT - Total Shr ICF Cores Effec Dispatch Time

          LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCSIDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
shared ICF cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSIDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCSIDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCSIDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSIEDT - Total Shr ICF Cores Effec Dispatch Time

LPCSIEDT contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Internal
Coupling Facility (ICF) core pool during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to perform
LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSIEDT is included in the Total ICF Core Effective Dispatch Time (LPCTIEDT) data element, but is provided as a
separate metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSIDTM - Total Shared ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCSIEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSIEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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LPCSIEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCSIEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSNDTM - Total Shared IFL Cores Dispatch Time

LPCSNDTM contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Integrated
Facility for Linux (IFL) cores pool during the measurement interval. This includes the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSNDTM is included in the Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time (LPCTNDTM) data element, but is provided as a separate
metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

          LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSNEDT - Total Shr IFL Cores Effec Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCSNDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
shared IFL cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSNDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCSNDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCSNDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSNEDT - Total Shr IFL Cores Effec Dispatch Time

LPCSNEDT contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Integrated
Facility for Linux (IFL) cores pool during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to perform
LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSNEDT is included in the Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time (LPCTNEDT) data element, but is provided as a
separate metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSNDTM - Total Shared IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:
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LPCSNEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, LPCSNEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, LPCSNEDT is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCSNEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCSNEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSPCCT - Intvls with Changed Shr Core Count

LPCSPCCT is the count of intervals where the number of shared logical cores changed during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCDPCCT - Intvls with Changed Ded Core Count

          LPCLPCCT - Intvls with Changed Log Core Count

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the number of shared logical cores has changed, MICS tests bit 3 of field SMF70PFG of the
Partition Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCSPCCT is set to 1, otherwise
LPCSPCCT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCSPCCT contains the sum of all values of LPCSPCCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

LPCSSDTM contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores pool during the measurement interval. This includes the time these cores were
dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSSDTM is included in the Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time (LPCTSDTM) data element, but is provided as a separate
metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

          LPCSSEDT - Total Shr zIIP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time
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Element Derivation:

LPCSSDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
shared zIIPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCSSDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCSSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSSEDT - Total Shr zIIP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

LPCSSEDT contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Integrated
Information Processors (zIIP) cores pool during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSSEDT is included in the Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Time (LPCTSEDT) data element, but is provided as a
separate metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

Element Derivation:

LPCSSEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSSEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCSSEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCSSEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

LPCSUBPS contains the weight of the partition's Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores as specified in the
WEIGHT field of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

          PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight
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Element Derivation:

LPCSUBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCSUBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores, the value is
missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCSUBPS contains the last value of LPCSUBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.

LPCSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCSUHPO is the total number of zIIP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. LPCSUHPO is the total of the individual high polarity zIIP
cores.

Range of Value:

LPCSUHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCSUHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCSUHPO that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

LPCSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCSULPO is the total number of zIIP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. LPCSULPO is the total of the individual low polarity
zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCSULPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCSULPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCSULPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

LPCSUMPO is the total number of zIIP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. LPCSUMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity zIIP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCSUMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCSUMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCSUMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCSYSTM - z/OS System Name

LPCSYSTM contains the system name by which the logical partition is identified within an LPAR cluster.

An LPAR cluster is a set of logical partitions running on the same CPC and belonging to the same parallel sysplex.
Depending on business goals, WLM can dynamically adjust the weights and the number of logical processors assigned to
the partitions in an LPAR cluster.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCCLUST - Cluster Name

Element Derivation:

LPCSYSTM contains the value input from field SMF70STN of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCSYSTM can contain any combination of 1 to 8 characters, or blanks if the partition is not a z/OS system.

Summarization Process:

LPCSYSTM contains the last value of LPCSYSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCSZDTM - Total Shared zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

LPCSZDTM contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Application
Assist Processors (zAAP) cores pool during the measurement interval. This includes the time these cores were
dispatched to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSZDTM is included in the Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time (LPCTZDTM) data element, but is provided as a separate
metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

          LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSZEDT - Total Shr zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCSZDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
shared zAAPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

For System z9 and later servers, LPCSZDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds. For previous systems, LPCSZDTM is set to missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCSZDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCSZDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LPCSZEDT - Total Shr zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

LPCSZEDT contains the total time when the logical partition consumed shared resources belonging to the Application
Assist Processors (zAAP) cores pool during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

LPCSZEDT is included in the Total zAAP Cores Effective Dispatch Time (LPCTZEDT) data element, but is provided as a
separate metric to better assess shared resources utilization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCSZDTM - Total Shared zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCSZEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCSZEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCSZEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCSZEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

LPCTIDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that were
active in the logical partition during the measurement interval. This includes the time that cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the LPAR.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTIDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTIDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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LPCTIDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTIDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

LPCTIEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that were
active in the logical partition during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to perform
LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTIEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTIEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTIEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCTIEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Logical core dispatching can be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion = YES
with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the logical
partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch, and makes the physical core
available for use by another ready logical core.

Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they
are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating core dispatch,
and preparing dispatch to other logical cores.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

LPCTIOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of logical Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF) cores that were
active in the logical partition during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTIOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
ICF cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTIOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ICF cores and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

LPCTIOTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTIOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

LPCTNDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that were
active in the logical partition during the measurement interval. This includes the time that cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the LPAR.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTNDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTNDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTNDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTNDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

LPCTNEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the logical Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores
that were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTNEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTNEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTNEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCTNEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

LPCTNOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of the Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL) cores that were active
in the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTNOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
IFL cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTNOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of IFL cores and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:
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LPCTNOTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTNOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTOACT - Intvls When LPAR Was Active

LPCTOACT is the count of intervals where the LPAR was active. When an LPAR is activated, an SCP can be loaded into
the partition. Deactivating an LPAR makes it unavailable for use by any SCP. LPARs are activated and deactivated from
the LPDEF frame by a system operator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCACTCT - Intvls with Changed LPAR Active Status

Element Derivation:

When LPCNOCPU, which is the value of SMF70BDN from the Partition Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity
Record, is non-zero, LPCTOACT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOACT contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCTOACT that were included in the level of summarization.

LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

LPCTODTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all active logical standard CP Cores in the logical partition
over the measurement interval. This includes the time these cores were dispatched to perform LPAR management
functions attributable to the logical partition.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

          PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time

          PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

          VPADTM - Dispatch Time

          VPAEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

LPCTODTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
standard CP processors for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCTODTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP
processors and the measurement interval duration.
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Summarization Process:

LPCTODTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTODTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPCTODTM is the overall standard CP core utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes core wait time under the circumstances described below and LPAR management time attributable to
the partition.

Logical core dispatching can be event-driven (Wait Completion=NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion =YES
with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the logical
partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch, and makes the physical core
available for use by another ready logical core.

Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they
are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating core dispatch,
and preparing dispatch to other logical cores.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

LPCTOEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of all logical active standard CP cores in the logical partition
over the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to perform LPAR management functions
attributable to the logical partition.

LPCTOEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

          PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

LPCTOEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
standard CP cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCTOEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP
cores and the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCTOEDT processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

LPCTOEDT is the effective standard CP core utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes core wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include LPAR management
time attributable to the partition.

Logical core dispatching can be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion = YES
with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical cores are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the logical
partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical core dispatch, and makes the physical core
available for use by another ready logical core.

Time-sliced logical cores, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they
are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical core spends executing the tasks required to manage the LPAR
environment. Examples of such tasks include detecting logical cores entering the wait state, terminating core dispatch,
and preparing dispatch to other logical cores.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of cores entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

LPCTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

LPCTOHPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. LPCTOHPO is the total of the individual high polarity
standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCTOHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCTOHPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

LPCTOLPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. LPCTOLPO is the total of the individual low polarity
standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCTOLPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOLPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCTOLPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

LPCTOMPO is the total number of standard CP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. LPCTOMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity standard CP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCTOMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores in the
CPC complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCTOMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCTOMSU contains the total number of service units (expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) consumed
by the partition, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
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             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LPCAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

             LPCTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTOMSU is computed using the following formula:

             LPCTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

LPCTOMSU = --------------------------

 

             DURATION * 1000000

where:

LPCTODTM
Total dispatch time of all standard CP processors assigned to the partition.

CPUSUSEC
Physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to service units.

DURATION
Length of the RMF recording interval.

Range of Value:

LPCTOMSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOMSU contains the sum of all values of LPCTOMSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

fffTONCA contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM capping actually limited the
usage of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTONCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONCA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct
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Element Derivation:

fffTONCA contains the value input from field SMF70NCA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONCA contains the sum of all values of fffTONCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

LPCTONSA contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

LPCTONSA contains the value input from field SMF70NSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCTONSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTONSA contains the sum of all values of LPCTONSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

LPCTONSI contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting

             LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

LPCTONSI contains the value input from field SMF70NSI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

LPCTONSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LPCTONSI contains the sum of all values of LPCTONSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

fffTONSW contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM considered limiting the usage
of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTONSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONSW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONSW contains the value input from field SMF70NSW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONSW contains the sum of all values of fffTONSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

LPCTOOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of all logical active standard CP cores of the partition.

This value might differ, and should not be confused with the total up time, as described in the USAGE NOTES section
below.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time
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          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTOOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
standard CP cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTOOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of standard CP cores and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

LPCTOOTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTOOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP cores by varying unneeded ones offline. The core online time is the actual amount of time that a logical
core was assigned to the LPAR and it can be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this core offline
during the interval. Although the term might be misleading, the "online time" has nothing to do with the core availability
measurements, as opposed to the "up time," which is only an estimation based on the length of the RMF interval and the
physical core status at the end of this interval.

LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

LPCTSDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
that were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval. This includes the time that cores were dispatched
to perform LPAR management functions attributable to the LPAR.

See also: LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTSDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTSDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTSDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTSDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

LPCTSEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
that were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTSEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTSEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTSEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCTSEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

LPCTSOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of the logical Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
that were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

          VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTSOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zIIPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTSOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zIIP cores and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

LPCTSOTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTSOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

LPCTZDTM contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that
were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval. This includes the time that cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the LPAR.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

          LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTZDTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTZDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCTZDTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTZDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

LPCTZEDT contains the accumulation of the dispatch times of the logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores
that were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval, minus the time these cores were dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

This data element is valid only for System z9 and later servers (see USAGE NOTES).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

          LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

          LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTZEDT contains the sum of values input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAPs for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTZEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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LPCTZEDT contains the sum of all values of LPCTZEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

LPCTZOTM contains the accumulation of the online times of the logical Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores that
were active in the logical partition during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

          LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

          LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

          LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

          LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

          VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

LPCTZOTM contains the sum of values input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record for
zAAP cores for the logical partition.

Range of Value:

LPCTZOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of zAAPs and the
measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

LPCTZOTM contains the sum of all values of LPCTZOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCUPID - User Partition Identifier

LPCUPID is the partition number as specified by the user on the HMC Customize Image Profile panel.

LPCUPID is only valid for zSeries z890/z990 and later servers.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

Element Derivation:

To determine the validity of LPCUPID, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70PFL of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. When the bit is on, LPCUPID is read from field SMF70UPI. Otherwise it is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

The value LPCUPID element ranges from 0 to the maximum number of partitions definable on the complex.

Summarization Process:
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LPCUPID contains the value of the last occurrence of LPCUPID in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCWLMMG - Intvls with WLM LPAR Management Active

LPCWLMMG contains the number of intervals within which the logical partition was under the Workload Manager (WLM)
control.

The LPAR CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to dynamically adjust the
weight and number of logical processors of a partition within a set of LPARs in a single CPC belonging to the same
parallel sysplex, called an LPAR cluster, to distribute the resources to the partitions where the CPU demand is high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCWLMMG is set to 1 if bit 4 of field SMF70PFG of the Partition Data section of the SMF type
70 CPU Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

LPCWLMMG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LPCWLMMG contains the sum of all values of LPCWLMMG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

LPCWSCCT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait
State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor
might be waiting and, therefore, performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any
other LPARs that might be ready to execute.

If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the wait
state, and is immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs. A change to this value could affect the
performance of this or other LPARs that share processors. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must
also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:
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To determine whether the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value has been changed, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70VPF
of the Logical Processor Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCWSCCT is
incremented by 1, indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. When the LPAR has dedicated
Logical Processor(s), the value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. In the DETAIL timespan, when the LPAR has
dedicated Logical Processor(s), the value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

LPCWSCCT contains the sum of all LPCWSCCT values that were included in the summarization level.

LPCWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

LPCWSDCT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled. The LPAR Wait State
Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. If the Wait State
Assist feature is disabled, the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the wait state, and is,
therefore, available to process other work that is available in other LPARs.

When the Wait State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though
the processor might be waiting and performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for
any other LPARs that might be ready to execute. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify
an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is off, LPCWSDCT is set to 1, indicating
that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCWSDCT contains the sum of all LPCWSDCT values that were included in the summarization level.

LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

LPCWSECT is the number of intervals where the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. The LPAR Wait State
Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait State
Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor might
be waiting and, therefore, performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any other
LPARs that might be ready to execute.

If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the
wait state, and is immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State
Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  LPCWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the Logical
Processor Data Section of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record. When the bit is on, LPCWSECT is incremented by 1,
indicating that the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. When the LPAR has dedicated Logical Processor(s), the
value of this element is the SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LPCWSECT contains the sum of all LPCWSECT values that were included in the summarization level.

LPCWST - Wait Completion Status

LPCWST contains the Wait Completion status of the PR/SM LPAR logical partition. When Wait Completion is disabled,
logical processor dispatching is event-driven. When Wait Completion is enabled and an explicit global time slice duration
has been specified, dispatching is time-sliced. The default dispatching mode is event-driven.

The term "wait assist" is sometimes used to refer to wait completion. The meaning of the two terms is the same. LPCWST
is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCWSCCT - Intvls with Wait Compl Status Change

             LPCWSDCT - Intvls with Wait Completion Disabled

             LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait Completion Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, LPCWST is set based on the values of LPCWSECT, LPCWSDCT and LPCWSCCT:

• If capping was disabled and capping status did not change, (LPCWSDCT AND NOT LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is
set to DISABLED.

• If capping was enabled and capping status did not change, (LPCWSECT AND NOT LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is set
to ENABLED.

• If capping was disabled and capping status changed, (LPCWSDCT AND LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is set to
CHANGED TO ENABLED.

• If capping was enabled and capping status changed, (LPCWSECT AND LPCWSCCT) then LPCWST is set to
CHANGED TO DISABLED.

Range of Value:

LPCWST is set to blanks if the logical partition is not active or has dedicated processor(s). Otherwise, LPCWST can
contain any of the following values:

    ENABLED             (all timespans)

    DISABLED            (all timespans)

    CHANGED TO ENABLED  (DETAIL timespan only)

    CHANGED TO DISABLED (DETAIL timespan only)

    CHANGED             (other timespans)
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Summarization Process:

LPCWST is set based on the values of LPCWSECT, LPCWSDCT and INTERVLS:

• If capping was disabled for all measurement intervals, (LPCWSDCT = INTERVLS) then LPCWST is set to DISABLED.
• If capping was enabled for all measurement intervals, (LPCWSECT = INTERVLS) then LPCWST is set to ENABLED.
• otherwisse, LPCWST is set to CHANGED.

Usage Notes:

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.

Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the time slice even when they are in
the wait state. The idle physical processor is not available even if another logical processor is ready with work.

When performing capacity and performance analyses of PR/SM LPAR systems with wait-completion-enabled partitions, it
is important to remember these considerations:

• Dispatch time is not the same as CPU busy time. A processor is dispatched whether it is idle or not.
• CPU wait time is not reported by the PR/SM LPAR feature. Wait time is available only from the measurements from

within the logical partition. In the MICS database, the data elements CPUTOVWT, CPUZPVWT, and CPUSUVWT, in
the HARCPU file provide wait time values.

LPCZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

fffZAACT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for zAAP
cores.

RMFZAACT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZAACT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit was specified
for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZAACT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity limit
was specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZAACT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABSCT had a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZAACT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

fffZABSL is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of zAAP cores. The capacity limit value is expressed as a number of
cores.

RMFZABSL is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZABSL data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be used by the LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZABSL is the limit of the number of zAAP cores that can be
used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit
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          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZABSL is equal to the value of the fffABSLM for any zAAP cores that are assigned to the LPAR.

Summarization Process:

fffZABSL contains the last value of fffZABSL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffZACCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change occurred in the absolute LPAR capacity
limit specified for zAAP cores.

RMFZACCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffZACCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the CPU Activity (HARCPU) file, CPUZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the absolute
capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element.

• In the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file, LPCZACCT is number of intervals where a change occurred in the
absolute capacity limit that is specified for zAAP cores for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffZACCT is set to one (1) in the DETAIL timespan if data element fffABCCT had a value of one (1) for the zAAP cores that
are assigned to the LPAR.
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Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffZACCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

LPCZPBPS contains the weight of the partition's Application Assist Processors (zAAP) cores, as specified in the WEIGHT
field of the LPCTL frame when defining or modifying PR/SM logical partitions.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCBPS - Partition CP Cores Weight

          LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

          PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

Element Derivation:

LPCZPBPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, for the
logical partition's zAAPs.

Range of Value:

The value of LPCZPBPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated cores,
the value is missing.

Summarization Process:

LPCZPBPS contains the last value of LPCZPBPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The weights assigned to each core type during LPAR definition provide PR/SM with a means to decide the appropriate
dispatch of physical cores to LPAR logical cores when multiple LPARs are CPU constrained and competing for physical
core resources.

Individual LPAR core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not important. What is important
is the ratio of an individual LPAR core weight to the total of all core weights for each core type. These ratios, across the
LPARs defined, determine the percent entitlement of dispatches for each LPAR.

IBM allows data centers to configure CPC cores as:

• Standard CPs
• Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)
• Integrated Information Processors (IIP/zIIP)
• Application Assist Processors (IFA/zAAP)

Beginning with the IBM z9 CPC, all cores are grouped by type into separate pools, and managed separately by PR/SM.

Beginning with the IBM z13 CPC, zAAPs are no longer a configuration option. zIIP cores can execute both zIIP and zAAP
eligible workloads.
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LPCZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCZPHPO is the total number of zAAP cores with a high HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are on, the polarity is high. LPCZPHPO is the total of the individual high polarity zAAP
cores.

Range of Value:

LPCZPHPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ZAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCZPHPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCZPHPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCZPLPO is the total number of zAAP cores with a low HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

          IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on, the polarity is low. LPCZPLPO is the total of the individual low polarity
zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCZPLPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ZAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCZPLPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCZPLPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LPCZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

LPCZPMPO is the total number of zAAP cores with a medium HiperDispatch share for the partition during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

Element Derivation:

Individual processor polarization status is obtained by testing bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype
1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off, the polarity is medium. LPCZPMPO is the total of the individual medium
polarity zAAP cores.

Range of Value:

LPCZPMPO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the product of the number of ZAAP cores in the CPC
complex and the number of measurement intervals.

Summarization Process:

LPCZPMPO contains the sum of all occurrences of LPCZPMPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Physical Channel Activity File (HARPCA)
The Physical Channel Activity File (HARPCA) quantifies the utilization of a physical channel (that is, block multiplexor
channel B). There is a single record per physical channel on a CPU. This file is typically used when reporting on the
percent channel busy.

This file is derived from the RMF Channel Activity record, type 73.

 Contents 

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

  XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..   CHANDSCR - Channel Path Description

  XDWM..E  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset
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  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PCAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

  XDWM..E  PCACHSPD - Channel Path Speed Megabits per Second

  XDWM..E  PCADCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

  XDWM..E  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

  XDWM..E  PCAGEN   - Channel Path Type Generation

  XDWM..E  PCAMFCMG - CPMF Measurement Group

  XDWM..E  PCAMFCMI - CPMF Mode

  XDWM..E  PCAPDUS  - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size

  XDWM..E  PCATDUS  - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PCABSY   - Channel Busy

  XDWM..E  PCACCHCT - Intvls with Chan Characteristics Changed

  XDWM..E  PCACNCCT - Intvls with ESCON Channel

  XDWM..E  PCACTCCT - Intvls Chan Path Used as CTC Adapter

  XDWM..E  PCACVCCT - Intvls with ESCON Converter Attached

  XDWM..E  PCADCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

  XDWM..E  PCADCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

  XDWM..E  PCADELCT - Intvls with Channel Path Deleted

  XDWM..E  PCADOCCT - Intvls with ESCON Director Attached

  XDWM..E  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Supported

  XDWM..E  PCAECDEN - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Enabled

  XDWM..E  PCAINSCT - Intvls with Channel Path Inserted

  XDWM..E  PCAMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

  XDWM..E  PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

  XDWM..E  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

  XDWM..E  PCAMFRST - CPMF Restarts

  XDWM..E  PCAMFSMP - CPMF Samples
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  XDWM..E  PCAMODCT - Intvls with Channel Path Modified

  XDWM..E  PCAONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

  XDWM..E  PCAPBY   - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

  XDWM..E  PCAPUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  PCASHRCT - Intvls with Chan Path Shared

  XDWM..E  PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

  XDWM..E  PCATOFCD - Total FICON Operations Deferred

  XDWM..E  PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

  XDWM..E  PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPUC - Channel Work Unit Count - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPUS - HiperSockets Message Failures - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

  XDWM..E  PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

  XDWM..E  PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

  XDWM..E  PCATOZHD - Total zHPF Operations Deferred

  XDWM..E  PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations

  XDWM..E  PCATUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..   PCAMPBSY - Max Pct Channel Busy

  XDWM..   PCAMPBUS - Max Pct Bus Busy

  XDWM..E  PCAMXMBC - Max Bus Cycles per Second

  XDWM..E  PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

  XDWM..E  PCAMXMRU - Max Read Data Units per Second

  XDWM..E  PCAMXMWU - Max Write Data Units per Second

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

  XDWM..E  PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

  XDWM..E  PCAHPMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAHTMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

  XDWM..E  PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSFCD - Deferred FICON Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCAPSFCO - FICON Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPSPMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR
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  XDWM..E  PCAPSPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSPUS - HiperSockets Message Failed Rate - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

  XDWM..E  PCAPSTMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPSTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

  XDWM..E  PCAPSZHD - Deferred zHPF Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCAPSZHO - zHPF Operations Rate

PCAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

PCAACRNM contains a five-character abbreviated description of the channel type.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 5.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANDSCR - Channel Path Description

             CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

 Element Derivation: 

PCAACRNM contains the value input from field SMF73ACR of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAACRNM contains the last value of PCAACRNM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAACRNM is a convenient, abbreviated description of the channel path type. It is always accurate as it is input directly
from the raw data record. The more expansive description, CHANDSCR, is derived by MICS via the interpretation of a bit
setting and a table lookup. If PCAACRNM and CHANDSCR seem to conflict, it may be because IBM has recently updated
the meaning of the channel type bit settings and your MICS maintenance is not up-to-date.

PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

PCAAVFCO contains the average number of native FICON operations that are concurrently active on the channel, during
the reporting interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

             PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

 Element Derivation: 

PCAAVFCO is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCATOFCA THEN DO;

      PCAAVFCO = PCATOFCS / PCATOFCA ;

    END; ELSE PCAAVFCO = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAAVFCO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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PCAAVFCO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

PCAAVZHO contains the average number of zHPF operations that are concurrently active on the channel, during the
reporting interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

             PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations

 Element Derivation: 

PCAAVZHO is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCATOZHA THEN DO;

      PCAAVZHO = PCATOZHS / PCATOZHA ;

    END; ELSE PCAAVZHO = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAAVZHO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAAVZHO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCABSY - Channel Busy

PCABSY contains the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval when the channel path was busy.
Each cycle, RMF issues a store channel path status (STCP) instruction to determine the state of each channel path.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCABSY contains the value input from the field SMF73BSY in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

For processors that do not allow multiple logical channel subsystems, PCABSY ranges from a minimum of zero to a
maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period during which samples were taken. For other
processors, the value of PCABSY is always zero.

 Summarization Process: 
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PCABSY contains the sum of all values of PCAPBY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCABSY is maintained in the MICS database in order to properly calculate and summarize channel path utilization only
for pre-z990 processors.

PCACCHCT - Intvls with Chan Characteristics Changed

PCACCHCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path characteristics changed.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAMXMRU - Max Read Data Units per Second

             PCAMXMWU - Max Write Data Units per Second

             PCAPDUS  - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size

             PCATDUS  - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCACCHCT is set to 1 if bit 5 of field SMF73FG4 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCACCHCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCACCHCT contains the sum of all values of PCACCHCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When channel path characteristics are changed during an RMF interval, in such cases as a concurrent microcode level
(MCL) update, or a FICON director port change (for example from a 1 GB to a 2 GB throughput), the data elements listed
in the SEE ALSO section may be invalid and therefore are set to a missing value.

If PCACCCHT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the channel path was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.

PCACHSPD - Channel Path Speed Megabits per Second

PCACHSPD contains the channel path speed in units of millions of bits per second.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

 Element Derivation: 

PCACHSPD is computed during raw data processing based on the contents of fields SMF73SPD and SMF73MSC in the
SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

• If the four low order bits of SMF73MSC are zeros (0):
PCACHSPD = SMF73SPD / 100

• If the four low order bits of SMF73MSC are non-zero:
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PCACHSPD = SMF73SPD * (10**SMF73MSC)

 Range of Value: 

PCACHSPD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCACHSPD contains the last value of PCACHSPD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCACNCCT - Intvls with ESCON Channel

PCACNCCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path was defined as an Enterprise
System Connection (ESCON) channel.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             PCACVCCT - Intvls with ESCON Converter Attached

             PCADOCCT - Intvls with ESCON Director Attached

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. When the bit is on, the channel path
is defined as an ESCON channel and the value of PCACNCCT is set to 1.

 Range of Value: 

PCACNCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCACNCCT contains the sum of all PCACNCCT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When PCACNCCT is set to one, the value of the data element CHANTYPE is set to "ESCON."

If PCACNCCT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the I/O subsystem was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.

PCACTCCT - Intvls Chan Path Used as CTC Adapter

PCACTCCT contains the number of RMF intervals where the channel path was used as a channel-to-channel adapter.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF73FG4 in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, the channel path is
being used as a CTC adapter, and PCACTCCT is set to one. If the bit is off, PCACTCCT is set to zero.
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 Range of Value: 

PCACTCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCACTCCT contains the sum of all values of PCACTCCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

If PCACTCCT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the I/O subsystem was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.

PCACVCCT - Intvls with ESCON Converter Attached

PCACVCCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path was defined as an Enterprise
System Connection (ESCON) channel with an ES Connection Converter attached.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             PCACNCCT - Intvls with ESCON Channel

             PCADOCCT - Intvls with ESCON Director Attached

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. When the bit is on, the channel path
is defined as an ESCON conversion channel and the value of PCACVCCT is set to 1.

 Range of Value: 

PCACVCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCACVCCT contains the sum of all PCACVCCT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When PCACVCCT is set to one, the value of the data element CHANTYPE is set to "ESCON CONVRT."

If PCACVCCT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the I/O subsystem was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.

PCADCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

PCADCMCF contains the number of measurement intervals within which the configuration contained at least one channel
path managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

             PCADCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware
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 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCADCMCF is set to 1 if bit 1 of field SMF73SFL of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCADCMCF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCADCMCF contains the sum of all values of PCADCMCF processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCADCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

PCADCMCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path was managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

             PCADCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCADCMCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field SMF73FG4 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCADCMCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCADCMCT contains the sum of all values of PCADCMCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCADCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

PCADCMHW indicates whether or not the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent
Resource Director (IRD) is supported by the hardware configuration.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCADCMHW is set to "Y" if bit 0 of field SMF73SFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to "N" if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 
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PCADCMHW can take on the value Y, meaning that the hardware supports the Dynamic Channel Path Management, or
N, if it does not.

 Summarization Process: 

PCADCMHW contains the last value of PCADCMHW processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCADELCT - Intvls with Channel Path Deleted

PCADELCT contains the number of intervals in which a channel path was deleted via dynamic reconfiguration of the
I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/O
configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

             PCAINSCT - Intvls with Channel Path Inserted

             PCAMODCT - Intvls with Channel Path Modified

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 4 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, PCADELCT is set to
1.

 Range of Value: 

PCADELCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

PCADELCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PCADELCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCADOCCT - Intvls with ESCON Director Attached

PCADOCCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path was defined as an Enterprise
System Connection (ESCON) channel with an ES Connection Director (ESCD) attached.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             PCACNCCT - Intvls with ESCON Channel

             PCACVTCT - Intvls with ESCON Conversion Channel

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. When the bit is on, the channel path
is defined as an ESCON channel with an ESCD attached and the value of PCADOCCT is set to 1.

 Range of Value: 
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PCADOCCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCADOCCT contains the sum of all PCADOCCT values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

When PCADOCCT is set to one, the value of the data element CHANTYPE is set to "ESCON DIRECT."

If PCADOCCT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the I/O subsystem was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.

PCADUS - Data Unit Size

PCADUS contains the number of bytes contained in a single data unit, or packet, used in the transmission of data over a
FICON channel.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

             PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

             PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

 Element Derivation: 

PCADUS contains the value input from field SMF73US of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCADUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCADUS contains the last value of PCADUS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

FICON channels employ a PCI bus architecture to transmit data blocks over the physical channel. A block of data is
disassembled into packets for transmission and then reassembled into the original block at the receiving end. PCADUS
contains the number of bytes that make up a data unit. It is used in the equation that determines read and write data rates
(megabytes per second) over the channel.

PCAECDCT - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Supported

PCAECDCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which extended channel measurements were
supported for this FICON channel. Extended channel measurements provide enhanced command-mode (FICON) and
transport-mode (zHPF) operations' statistics on ECMF enabled systems.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDEN - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Enabled

 Element Derivation: 
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In the DETAIL timespan, PCAECDCT is set to 1 if bit 6 of field SMF73FG4 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCAECDCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAECDCT contains the sum of all values of PCAECDCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAECDEN - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Enabled

PCAECDEN contains the number of measurement intervals within which the enhanced channel measurement facility
(ECMF) was enabled for the CPC. ECMF provides enhanced command-mode (FICON) and transport-mode (zHPF)
operations' statistics for FICON channels that support this function.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCAECDEN is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF73SFL of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCAECDEN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAECDEN contains the sum of all values of PCAECDEN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAGEN - Channel Path Type Generation

PCAGEN contains, for DCM managed channels, the generation number. It is used to identify a channel having significant
differences with other channels of the same type.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

 Element Derivation: 

PCAGEN contains the value input from field SMF73GEN of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAGEN can contain any numeric value assigned by IBM. Refer to IBM documentation to determine the channel
characteristics associated with a specific PCAGEN value.

Examples of PCAGEN values and channel description:
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  Value    Description

  ------   -----------------------------------------

    1      FICON Express  channel operating at 1Gbps

    2      FICON Express  channel operating at 2Gbps

    3      FICON Express2 channel operating at 1Gbps

    4      FICON Express2 channel operating at 2Gbps

 Summarization Process: 

PCAGEN contains the last value of PCAGEN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

IBM documents channel generation value descriptions using their hexadecimal representation. The PCAGEN value,
however, is stored in the MICS database as a decimal integer. For example a PCAGEN value of 28 is hexadecimal 1C.
When referring to IBM documentation for the channel generation description, make sure you convert the PCAGEN value
to hexidecimal.

PCAHPMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - LPAR

PCAHPMSZ contains the average size, in bytes, of the messages sent over an IQD channel, by the LPAR identified by
the SYSID data element, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPDUS  - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size

             PCAHTMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - Total

             PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

             PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCAHPMSZ is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCAMFCMG = 3 AND PCATOPMS THEN DO;

       PCAHPMSZ = (PCATOPDS * PCAPDUS) / PCATOPMS);

    END; ELSE PCAHPMSZ = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAHPMSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAHPMSZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAHTMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - Total

PCAHTMSZ contains the average size, in bytes, of the messages sent over an IQD channel, by the all LPARs sharing the
channel, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  PCAHPMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - LPAR

             PCATDUS  - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

             PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total

             PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCAHTMSZ is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCAMFCMG = 3 AND PCATOTMS THEN DO;

       PCAHTMSZ = (PCATOTDS * PCATDUS) / PCATOTMS);

    END; ELSE PCAHTMSZ = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAHTMSZ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAHTMSZ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAINSCT - Intvls with Channel Path Inserted

PCAINSCT contains the number of intervals in which a channel path was inserted via dynamic reconfiguration of the
I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/O
configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

             PCADELCT - Intvls with Channel Path Deleted

             PCAMODCT - Intvls with Channel Path Modified

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, PCAINSCT is set to
1.

 Range of Value: 

PCAINSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAINSCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PCAINSCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

PCAMCSCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path was defined to a hardware
configuration supporting multiple logical channel subsystems.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCAMCSCT is set to 1 if bit 2 of field SMF73SFL of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMCSCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMCSCT contains the sum of all values of PCAMCSCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

PCAMFACT contains the number of RMF intervals where the Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) was available.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF73CFL in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, CPMF is available,
and PCAMFACT is set to one. If the bit is off, PCAMFACT is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFACT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFACT contains the sum of all values of PCAMFACT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

If PCAMFACT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then channel path activity
measurements may be missing. Analysis of the channel measurements under these conditions should be done with this
understanding.

PCAMFCMG - CPMF Measurement Group

PCAMFCMG contains the Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) Channel Measurement Group (CMG) identifier.
The value of PCAMFCMG indicates the type and quantity of channel path data available for the channel being reported on
in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFCMI - CPMF Mode
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 Element Derivation: 

PCAMFCMG contains the value input from field SMF73CMG of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFCMG takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

      1 - Channel Measurement Group 1

      2 - Channel Measurement Group 2

      3 - Channel Measurement Group 3

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFCMG contains the last value of PCAMFCMG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Group 1 contains LPAR and Total channel path busy times. Group 2, for FICON and FICON like channels, contains
numerous measurements useful for analyzing the performance of FICON channels, Group 3 contains HiperSockets traffic
measurements.

PCAMFCMI - CPMF Mode

PCAMFCMI contains the Channel Path Measurement Facility mode.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFCMG - CPMF Measurement Group

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMFCMI contains the value input from field SMF73CMI of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFCMI takes any numeric value in the following ranges:

      0 - CPMF is not active

      1 - CPMF compatibility mode

      2 - CPMF extended mode

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFCMI contains the last value of PCAMFCMI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The CPMF mode determines the extent of measurements available in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record for
the measured channels. Extended mode provides the most information, compatibility mode less, and "CPMF not active",
the least.

PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

PCAMFINT contains the duration of the channel path measurement interval. This value is used with the logical partition
channel path busy time (PCAPBY) to calculate relative channel path utilization in systems sharing channel paths by
means of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  PCAPBY   - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMFINT contains the value input from field SMF73PTI in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFINT is a SAS time value that ranges from zero to a theoretical maximum equal to the RMF measurement interval's
duration.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFINT contains the sum of all values of PCAMFINT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAMFINT is maintained in the MICS database in order to properly calculate and summarize LPAR channel path
utilization in EMIF-equipped systems.

PCAMFRST - CPMF Restarts

PCAMFRST contains the number of times that the Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) was restarted during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPCPBY - LPAR Chan Path Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMFRST contains the value input from field SMF73CRC in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFRST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFRST contains the sum of all values of PCAMFRST processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

CPMF restarts imply shorter-than-expected measurement intervals. Shorter intervals tend to highlight transient effects,
such as spikes in channel path resource utilization, that do not have the same implications as long-duration high
utilization. Analyses of channel path activity should be made with this in mind.

PCAMFSMP - CPMF Samples

PCAMFSMP contains number of samples taken by the Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) in order to measure
the utilization of channel paths shared among logical partitions by means of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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PCAMFSMP contains the value input from field SMF73CSC in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMFSMP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMFSMP contains the sum of all values of PCAMFSMP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAMODCT - Intvls with Channel Path Modified

PCAMODCT contains the number of intervals in which a channel path was modified via dynamic reconfiguration of
the I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/
O configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

             PCADELCT - Intvls with Channel Path Deleted

             PCAINSCT - Intvls with Channel Path Inserted

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 3 of field SMF73FG3 of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, PCAMODCT is set to
1.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMODCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMODCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PCAMODCT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAMPBSY - Max Pct Channel Busy

The highest percentage of channel busy observed for this channel path during any RMF recording interval included in this
MICS reporting interval.

This value will always be zero for CHANTYPE='BYTE MPX'

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

             PCABSY   - Channel In Burst Mode

             PCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, PCAMPBSY is set equal to PCAPCBSY.
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 Range of Value: 

This value may range from a minimum of 0 (either there was never any I/O activity detected on this channel, or the
channel is a byte multiplexor) to a maximum of 100. Of course, any non-zero value rules out the possibility of the channel
being a byte multiplexor.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMPBSY is set to the largest PCAMPBSY value included in the summarization level.

PCAMPBUS - Max Pct Bus Busy

PCAMPBUS contains the highest percentage of bus busy observed for this channel path during any RMF recording
interval included in this MICS reporting interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, PCAMPBUS is set equal to PCAPCBUS.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMPBUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMPBUS is set to the largest PCAMPBUS value included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAMXMBC - Max Bus Cycles per Second

PCAMXMBC contains the maximum number of PCI bus cycles (or data unit transfers) that theoretically can be transmitted
over a FICON channel in one second.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

             PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMXMBC contains the value input from field SMF73MBC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMXMBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMXMBC contains the maximum value of PCAMXMBC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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PCAMXMBC is used to determine the percent utilization of the PCI bus processor of a FICON channel. Bus utilization
is determined by taking the ratio of actual bus cycles used to transmit data during the RMF measurement interval
(PCATOTBC) and PCAMXMBC multiplied by the elapsed number of seconds in the RMF measurement interval.

PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

PCAMXMCU contains the number of channel work units (or I/O requests) that a FICON channel theoretically can process
in one second.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

             PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

             PCATOPUC - Channel Work Unit Count - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMXMCU contains the value input from field SMF73MCU of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMXMCU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMXMCU contains the maximum value of PCAMXMCU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAMXMCU is used to determine the percent channel path utilization of FICON channels. Channel utilization is
determined by taking the ratio of actual work units processed during the RMF measurement interval, and PCAMXMCU
multiplied by the elapsed number of seconds in the RMF measurement interval. For actuals, PCATOTUC provides total
channel path work units while PCATOPUC provides the work units associated with a particular LPAR.

PCAMXMRU - Max Read Data Units per Second

PCAMXMRU contains the number of data units (or packets) that theoretically can be transmitted from devices over a
FICON channel to satisfy read I/O requests in one second.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAMXMWU - Max Write Data Units per Second

             PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

             PCATOPRU - Read Data Byte Count - LPAR

             PCATOTRU - Read Data Byte Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMXMRU contains the value input from field SMF73MRU of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMXMRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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PCAMXMRU contains the maximum value of PCAMXMRU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

FICON channel architecture supports concurrent bi-direction I/O operations. Two separate fibers are used in a single
FICON channel, one for read I/Os and one for write I/Os. The number of data units that theoretically can be sent in one
second over the read fiber (PCAMXMRU), the actual number transmitted (PCATOPRU-LPAR, PCATOTRU-Total), and
data unit size (PCADUS) together are used to compute transmitted read megabytes per second (PCAPSPR-LPAR,
PCAPSTR-Total).

PCAMXMWU - Max Write Data Units per Second

PCAMXMWU contains the number of data units (or packets) that theoretically can be transmitted to devices to satisfy
write I/O requests, over a FICON channel in one second.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAMXMRU - Max Read Data Units per Second

             PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

             PCATOPWU - Write Data Byte Count - LPAR

             PCATOTWU - Write Data Byte Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCAMXMWU contains the value input from field SMF73MWU of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAMXMWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAMXMWU contains the maximum value of PCAMXMWU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

FICON channel architecture supports concurrent bi-direction I/O operations. Two separate fibers are used in a single
FICON channel, one for read I/Os and one for write I/Os. The number of data units that theoretically can be sent in one
second over the write fiber (PCAMXMWU), the actual number transmitted (PCATOPWU-LPAR, PCATOTWU-Total),
and data unit size (PCADUS) together are used to compute transmitted write megabytes per second (PCAPSPR-LPAR,
PCAPSTR-Total).

PCAONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

PCAONLCT contains the number of intervals in which the channel path was online.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF73FG2 in the Channel Path Data Section of the RMF Type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If
the bit is on, PCAONLCT is set to 1.

 Range of Value: 
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PCAONLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAONLCT contains the sum of all values of PCAONLCT processed in the level of summarization.

PCAPBY - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

PCAPBY contains the time the channel path was being used by the logical partition. The Channel Path Measurement
Facility (CPMF) monitors the utilization of channel paths shared among logical partitions by means of the ESCON Multiple
Image Facility (EMIF).

Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR (PCAPUTTM) is a more accurate measure of LPAR channel path busy time (units of 128
microseconds versus units of 1024 microseconds for PCAPBY).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

             PCAPUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR

             PCASHRCT - Intvls with Chan Path Shared

             PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPBY contains the value input from field SMF73PBY in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. The
SMF73PBY field is in units of 1024 microseconds and is converted to seconds before saving to the MICS database.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPBY is a SAS time that ranges from zero to a theoretical maximum equal to the measurement interval.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPBY contains the sum of all values of PCAPBY processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPBY is maintained in the MICS database in order to properly calculate and summarize the LPAR percent channel
path busy in EMIF-equipped systems.

PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

PCAPCBSY contains the channel path utilization. For systems sharing channel paths among logical partitions by means
of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF), PCAPCBSY reflects the I/O activity from all logical partitions sharing the
channel path. The amount of data available to determine channel busy is dependent upon the channel type (FICON or
non-FICON) and the release level of RMF.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCABSY  -  Channel Busy

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

             PCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

             PCATUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - Total

 Element Derivation: 
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PCAPCBSY is computed differently depending upon the channel type and data available.

• No Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) data available:
PCAPCBSY=(PCABSY*100)/PCARSMP

 where: 
 PCABSY
Channel Busy Samples
 PCARSMP
Number of RMF Samples

• If CPMF metrics are available, PCAPCBSY is calculated using one of the two following methods:
– CPMF non-FICON (compatibility mode)

PCAPCBSY=(PCATUTTM*100)/PCAMFINT;

where:
 PCATUTTM
Channel Path Busy Time - Total (in 128 microsecond units)
 PCAMFINT
LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

– CPMF FICON (extended mode)
PCAPCBSY=(PCATOTUC*100)/(PCAMXMCU*PCAMFINT)

where:
 PCATOTUC
Channel Work Units - Total
 PCAMXMCU
Max Channel Work Units per Second
 PCAMFINT
LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

 Range of Value: 

PCAPCBSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

MICS maintains both the total channel path utilization (PCAPCBSY) and the logical partition channel path utilization
(PCAPCPBY). The difference between the two represents the I/O activity from all other logical partitions sharing the
channel path.

For FICON channels, another component of channel busy is Pct Bus Busy (PCAPCBUS). FICON channels employ a
PCI bus architecture that breaks data blocks into data units (packets), transmits the packets across the channel, then
reassembles them into the original data blocks. PCAPCBUS shows the percent utilization of the PCI bus.

If data blocks are very large, the channel busy may be low (e.g., there are not many I/O requests), but the bus utilization
may be high because the large blocks must be broken into many, many data units for channel transmission.

PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

PCAPCBUS contains the actual FICON channel PCI bus utilization expressed as a percentage of the theoretical
maximum.

 Type: 
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAMXMBC - Max Bus Cycles per Second

             PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If either the maximum bus cycles per second or the channel path measurement interval value is less than or
equal to zero, PCAPCBUS is set to missing. Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPCBUS as follows:

      PCAPCBUS = (PCATOTBC*100) / (PCAMXMBC * PCAMFINT)

where PCATOTBC is the total bus cycle count, PCAMXMBC is the maximum bus cycles per second, and PCAMFINT is
the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

The value of PCAPCBUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPCBUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

FICON channel utilization can be examined from two perspectives. First, the I/O request load or channel busy is
computed in data elements PCAPCBSY (Total) and PCAPCPBY (LPAR).

Another component of FICON channels is the PCI bus. The bus breaks a block of data into uniformly sized data units
(packets), transmits the packets across the channel, then reassembles them back into the original data block. The PCI
bus operates at a speed limited by the cycle rate, PCAMXMBC. PCAPCBUS expresses the actual bus utilization as a
percentage of the theoretical maximum.

PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

PCAPCPBY contains the logical partition's channel path utilization. The Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF)
monitors the utilization of channel paths shared among logical partitions by means of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility
(EMIF).

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is a real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

             PCAPBY   - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

             PCASHRCT - Intvls with Chan Path Shared

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPCPBY is computed differently depending upon the channel type and data available.

• No Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) data available:
PCAPCPBY=(PCAPBY*100)/(PCAMFINT or DURATION)

where:
 PCAPBY
LPAR Channel Path Busy Time (in 1024 microsecond units)
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 PCAMFINT
LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval
Note: PCAMFINT is used as the divisor if it is available. Otherwise the RMF recording interval duration is used.
 DURATION
Recording Interval Time

• If CPMF metrics are available, PCAPCBSY is calculated using one of the two following methods:
– CPMF non-FICON (compatibility mode)

PCAPCPBY=(PCAPUTTM*100)/PCAMFINT;

where:
PCAPUTTM
Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR (in 128 microsecond units)
 PCAMFINT
LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

– CPMF FICON (extended mode)
PCAPCPBY=(PCATOPUC*100)/(PCAMXMCU*PCAMFINT)

where:
 PCATOPUC
Channel Work Units - LPAR
 PCAMXMCU
Max Channel Work Units per Second
 PCAMFINT
Chan Path Measurement Interval

 Range of Value: 

PCAPCPBY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPCPBY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

MICS maintains both the total channel path utilization (PCAPCBSY) and the logical partition channel path utilization
(PCAPCPBY). The difference between the two represents the I/O activity from all other logical partitions sharing the
channel path.

PCAPDUS - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size

PCAPDUS is the size, in bytes, of the buffer holding the data being sent over an IQD channel, for the LPAR identified by
the SYSID data element.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPDUS contains the value input from field SMF73PDU of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPDUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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PCAPDUS contains the last value of PCAPDUS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPDUS contains the number of bytes that make up a data unit. It is used in the equation that determines write data
rate (megabytes per second) over the IQD channel.

PCAPIINV -   Intvls PNET ID Ports Invalid

PCAPIINV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where raw data fields containing physical-network port
identifiers contain invalid data. The raw data fields affected are SMF73NT1 and SMF73NT2 in the SMF type 73 subtype 1
record.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49113 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCAPNET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1

          PCAPNET2 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF73FG4 in the Channel path data section of the SMF type 73 subtype 1 RMF Channel Path
Activity record. If the bit is off (value 0), PCAPIINV is set to one (1) indicating the PNET fields are invalid. Otherwise
PCAPIINV is set to zero (0).

 Range of Value: 

PCAPIINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPIINV contains the sum of all values of PCAPIINV processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPNET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1

PCAPNET1 contains the Physical Network Identifier (PNET ID) of an Ethernet network that is accessible from the first port
of the channel path.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49113 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

 Type: 

Retained  - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: CHANTYPE - Channel Type Identification

          PCAPIINV - Intervals PNET ID Ports Invalid

          PCAPNET2 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPNET1 contains the value input from field SMF73NT1 of the Channel path data section in the SMF Type 73 subtype
1 RMF Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 
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PCAPNET1 can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPNET1 contains the last value of PCAPNET1 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPNET1 is only valid for OSD and IQD channel path types.

PCAPNET2 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

PCAPNET2 contains the Physical Network Identifier (PNET ID) of an Ethernet network that is accessible from the second
port of the channel path.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49113 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

 Type: 

Retained  - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: CHANTYPE - Channel Type Identification

          PCAPIINV - Intervals PNET ID Ports Invalid

          PCAPNET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPNET2 contains the value input from field SMF73NT2 of the Channel path data section in the SMF Type 73 subtype
1 RMF Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPNET2 can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPNET2 contains the last value of PCAPNET2 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPNET2 is only valid for OSD channel path types.

PCAPSFCD - Deferred FICON Operations Rate

PCAPSFCD contains the number of deferred native FICON operations per second that could not be initiated by the
channel due to the lack of available resources.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOFCD - Total FICON Operations Deferred

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPSFCD is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PCAMFINT THEN DO;

    PCAPSFCD = PCATOFCD / PCAMFINT ;

 END; ELSE PCAPSFCD = .;

 Range of Value: 
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PCAPSFCD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSFCD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPSFCO - FICON Operations Rate

PCAPSFCO contains the number of native FICON operations per second.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPSFCO is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCAMFINT THEN DO; 

      PCAPSFCO = PCATOFCA / PCAMFINT ;

   END; ELSE PCAPSFCO = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSFCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSFCO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

PCAPSHPW contains the average of megabytes transmitted per second over an IQD channel to the control unit, for the
particular LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPDUS  - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size

             PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

             PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSHPW is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSHPW as follows:

PCAPSHPW = (PCATOPDS * PCAPDUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);
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where PCATOPDS is the number of data units transmitted over the IQD channel for the LPAR, PCAPDUS is the data unit
size in bytes for the LPAR, PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds, and 1000000
is the number of bytes in one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSHPW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSHPW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSHPW contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over an IQD channel for a particular LPAR. See
PCAPSHTW for the average megabytes transmitted per second for all LPARs sharing the IQD channel.

PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

PCAPSHTW contains the average of megabytes transmitted per second over an IQD channel to the control unit, for all
LPARs sharing the channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

             PCATDUS  - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

             PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSHTW is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSHTW as follows:

PCAPSHTW = (PCATOTDS * PCATDUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);

where PCATOTDS is the number of data units transmitted over the IQD channel for the entire system, PCATDUS is
the data unit size in bytes for the entire system, PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in
seconds, and 1000000 is the number of bytes in one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSHTW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSHTW contains the result of the computation described in MICS DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSHTW contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over an IQD channel for all LPARs sharing the
channel. See PCAPSHPW for the average megabytes transmitted per second for a particular LPAR.

PCAPSPMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - LPAR

PCAPSPMS contains the average number of messages sent per second over an IQD channel, for the particular LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPSTMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - Total

             PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSPMS is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSPMS as follows:

PCAPSPMS = PCATOPMS / PCAMFINT ;

where PCATOPMS is the number of messages sent over the IQD channel for the LPAR, and PCAMFINT is the duration of
the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSPMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSPMS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSPMS contains the average number of messages sent per second over an IQD channel for a particular LPAR. See
PCAPSTMS for the average number of messages sent per second for all LPARs sharing the IQD channel.

PCAPSPR - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

PCAPSPR contains the average of megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber of a FICON channel, for the
particular LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSPR is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSPR as follows:

      PCAPSPR = (PCATOPRU * PCADUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);

where PCATOPRU is the number of data units transmitted over the read fiber for the LPAR, PCADUS is the data unit size
in bytes, PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds, and 1000000 is the number of
bytes in one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSPR contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber of a FICON channel for a
particular LPAR. See PCAPSTR for the average megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber, for all LPARS
sharing the FICON channel.

PCAPSPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - LPAR

PCAPSPUB contains the average number of messages per second that could not be received by an IQD channel,
because there were no buffer available, for the particular LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPSTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - Tot

             PCATOPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSPUB is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSPUB as follows:

PCAPSPUB = PCATOPUB / PCAMFINT ;

where PCATOPUB is the number of receive failures experienced by the IQD channel for the LPAR, and PCAMFINT is the
duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSPUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSPUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

A high value could indicate that more receive buffers are required.

PCAPSPUS - HiperSockets Message Failed Rate - LPAR

PCAPSPUS contains the average number of messages per second that could not be sent by the particular LPAR
identified by the SYSID data element, over an IQD channel, but not caused by an unavailable buffer in the receiving
partition, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCATOPUS - HiperSockets Message Failures - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 
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To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSPUS is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSPUS as follows:

PCAPSPUS = PCATOPUS / PCAMFINT ;

where PCATOPUS is the number of messages that could not be sent over the IQD channel for the LPAR, and PCAMFINT
is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSPUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSPUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPSPW - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

PCAPSPW contains the average of megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber of a FICON channel, for the
particular LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSPW is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSPW as follows:

      PCAPSPW = (PCATOPWU * PCADUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);

where PCATOPWU is the number of data units transmitted over the write fiber for the LPAR, PCADUS is the data unit size
in bytes, PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds, and 1000000 is the number of
bytes in one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSPW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSPW contains the result of the computation described in MICS DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSPW contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber of a FICON channel for a
particular LPAR. See PCAPSTW for the average megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber, for all LPARs
sharing the FICON channel.
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PCAPSTMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - Total

PCAPSTMS contains the average number of messages sent per second over an IQD channel, for all LPARs sharing the
channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPSPMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - LPAR

             PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSTMS is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSTMS as follows:

PCAPSTMS = PCATOTMS / PCAMFINT ;

where PCATOTMS is the number of messages sent over the IQD channel for the entire system, and PCAMFINT is the
duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSTMS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSTMS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSTMS contains the average number of messages sent per second over an IQD channel for all LPARs sharing the
channel. See PCAPSPMS for the average number of messages sent per second for a particular LPAR.

PCAPSTR - Read MB/Sec - Total

PCAPSTR contains the average number of megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber of a FICON channel, for
all LPARs sharing the channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSTR is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSTR as follows:

      PCAPSTR = (PCATOTRU * PCADUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);

where PCATOTRU is the total number of data units transmitted over the read fiber, PCADUS is the data unit size in bytes,
PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds, and 1000000 is the number of bytes in
one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.
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 Range of Value: 

PCAPSTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSTR contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber of a FICON channel for all LPARs
sharing the channel. See PCAPSPR for the average megabytes transmitted per second over the read fiber for a particular
LPAR.

PCAPSTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - Total

PCAPSTUB contains the average number of messages per second that could not be received by an IQD channel,
because there were no buffer available, for all LPARs sharing the channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCAPSPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - LPAR

             PCATOTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - Total

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSTUB is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSTUB as follows:

PCAPSTUB = PCATOTUB / PCAMFINT ;

where PCATOTUB is the number of receive failures experienced by the IQD channel for the entire system, and
PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSTUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSTUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPSTW - Write MB/Sec - Total

PCAPSTW contains the average number of megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber of a FICON channel,
for all LPARs sharing the channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR
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             PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

             PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the channel path measurement interval value is less than or equal to zero, PCAPSTW is set to missing.
Otherwise, MICS derives PCAPSTW as follows:

      PCAPSTW = (PCATOTWU * PCADUS) / (PCAMFINT * 1000000);

where PCATOTWU is the total number of data units transmitted over the write fiber, PCADUS is the data unit size in
bytes, PCAMFINT is the duration of the channel path measurement interval in seconds, and 1000000 is the number of
bytes in one megabyte for metrics related to data transfer rates.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSTW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSTW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCAPSTW contains the average megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber of a FICON channel for all
LPARs sharing the channel. See PCAPSPW for the average megabytes transmitted per second over the write fiber for a
particular LPAR.

PCAPSZHD - Deferred zHPF Operations Rate

PCAPSZHD contains the number of deferred zHPF operations per second that could not be initiated by the channel due
to the lack of available resources.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOZHD - Total zHPF Operations Deferred

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPSZHD is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCAMFINT THEN DO;

       PCAPSZHD = PCATOZHD / PCAMFINT ;

    END; ELSE PCAPSZHD = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSZHD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSZHD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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PCAPSZHO - zHPF Operations Rate

PCAPSZHO contains the number of zHPF operations per second.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPSZHO is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF PCAMFINT THEN DO;

       PCAPSZHO = PCATOZHA / PCAMFINT ;

    END; ELSE PCAPSZHO = .;

 Range of Value: 

PCAPSZHO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPSZHO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCAPUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR

PCAPUTTM contains the time that the channel path was being used by the logical partition. The Channel Path
Measurement Facility (CPMF) monitors the utilization of channel paths shared among logical partitions by means of the
ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPBY   - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

             PCATUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCAPUTTM contains the value input from field SMF73PUT of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. The
SMF73PUT field is stored in units of 128 microseconds. Prior to saving PCAPUTTM in the MICS database, SMF73PUT is
converted to seconds by multiplying by 0.000128.

 Range of Value: 

PCAPUTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAPUTTM contains the sum of all values of PCAPUTTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The raw field value for the LPAR Chan Path Busy Time (PCAPBY) data element, SMF73PTI, is stored in units of
1024 microseconds. PCAPUTTM represents an eight-fold improvement in measurement granularity (units of 128
microseconds).
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Either PCAPUTTM or PCAPBY is used in the calculation of Pct Channel Busy - LPAR (PCAPCPBY). If present,
PCAPUTTM is used instead of PCAPBY because it is the more accurate of the two similar measurements of LPAR
channel busy time.

PCARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

PCARSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

 Element Derivation: 

PCARSMP contains the value from the field SMF73SMP of SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

For processors that do not allow multiple logical channel subsystems, PCARSMP ranges from a minimum of one to a
maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period during which samples were taken. For other
processors, the value of PCARSMP is always zero.

 Summarization Process: 

PCARSMP contains the sum of all occurrences of PCARSMP that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCASHRCT - Intvls with Chan Path Shared

PCASHRCT contains the number of RMF intervals where the channel path was shared among multiple logical partitions
by means of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPCPBY - LPAR Chan Path Utilization

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF73FG3 in the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. If the bit is on, the channel path is
being shared, and PCASHRCT is set to one. If the bit is off, PCASHRCT is set to zero.

 Range of Value: 

PCASHRCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (Number of Recording
Intervals).

 Summarization Process: 

PCASHRCT contains the sum of all values of PCASHRCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

If PCASHRCT and INTERVLS are not equal in a DAYS or higher timespan MICS file, then the I/O subsystem was
reconfigured at some time during the summarized intervals. Analysis of the channel measurements under these
conditions should be done with this understanding.
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PCATDUS - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

PCATDUS is the size, in bytes, of the buffer holding the data being sent over an IQD channel, for the entire system.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATDUS contains the value input from field SMF73TDU of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATDUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATDUS contains the last value of PCATDUS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATDUS contains the number of bytes that make up a data unit. It is used in the equation that determines write data rate
(megabytes per second) over the IQD channel.

PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

PCATOFCA contains the total number of FICON command-mode (native FICON) operations that have been attempted by
the channel.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCAPSFCD - Deferred FICON Operations Rate

             PCAPSFCO - FICON Operations Rate

             PCATOFCD - Total FICON Operations Deferred

             PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOFCA contains the value input from field SMF73EOC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOFCA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOFCA contains the sum of all values of PCATOFCA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOFCD - Total FICON Operations Deferred

PCATOFCD contains the total number of FICON command-mode (native FICON) operations that could not be initiated by
the channel due to a lack of available resources.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCAPSFCD - Deferred FICON Operations Rate

             PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

             PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOFCD contains the value input from field SMF73EOD of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOFCD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOFCD contains the sum of all values of PCATOFCD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

PCATOFCS contains the summation count of FICON command-mode (native FICON) operations. It is used in the
derivation of the average number of operations that are concurrently active on a channel (PCAAVFCO data element).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOFCS contains the value input from field SMF73EOS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOFCS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOFCS contains the sum of all values of PCATOFCS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

PCATOPDS contains the total number of data units sent over an IQD channel, for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data
element, during the RMF measurement interval. A data unit is the buffer holding the data being transmitted.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

             PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total
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 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPDS contains the value input from field SMF73PDS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPDS contains the sum of all values of PCATOPDS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOPDS, in association with HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size (PCAPDUS) is used to calculate the megabyte data
rate over the IQD channel for a particular LPAR.

PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

PCATOPMS contains the total number of messages sent by an IQD channel, for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data
element, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSPMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - LPAR

             PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPMS is the product of fields SMF73PMS (LPAR count of message sent units) and SMF73PUM (LPAR scaling
factor for messages sent) of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPMS contains the sum of all values of PCATOPMS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The two SMF fields used to obtain PCATOPMS were separated to prevent internal counters to wrap.

PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

PCATOPRU contains the total number of data units (packets) transmitted over the read fiber of a FICON channel, for the
LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

             PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPRU contains the value input from field SMF73PRU of the RMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 
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PCATOPRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPRU contains the sum of all values of PCATOPRU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOPRU, in association with Data Unit Size (PCADUS) is used to calculate the megabyte data rate over the read fiber
of a FICON channel for a particular LPAR sharing the channel.

PCATOPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - LPAR

PCATOPUB contains the total number of messages that could not be received by an IQD channel, because there were no
buffer available, for the particular LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - LPAR

             PCATOTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPUB contains the value input from field SMF73PUB of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPUB contains the sum of all values of PCATOPUB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOPUC - Channel Work Unit Count - LPAR

PCATOTUC contains the total number of channel work units (or I/O requests) processed for a FICON channel for the
LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

             PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

             PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPUC contains the value input from field SMF73PUC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPUC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPUC contains the sum of all values of PCATOPUC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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PCATOPUC is used to determine the percent channel path utilization of FICON channels for a particular LPAR sharing the
channel. LPAR channel utilization is determined by taking the ratio of actual work units processed for the LPAR during the
RMF measurement interval (PCATOPUC), and the theoretical maximum number of work units per second (PCAMXMCU)
multiplied by the elapsed number of seconds in the RMF measurement interval.

PCATOPUS - HiperSockets Message Failures - LPAR

PCATOPUS contains the total number of messages that could not be sent by the particular LPAR identified by the SYSID
data element, over an IQD channel, but not caused by an unavailable buffer in the receiving partition, over the RMF
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSPUS - HiperSockets Message Failed Rate - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPUS contains the value input from field SMF73PUS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPUS contains the sum of all values of PCATOPUS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

PCATOPWU contains the total number of data units (packets) transmitted over the write fiber of a FICON channel, for the
LPAR identified by SYSID data element, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

             PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

             PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPWU contains the value input from field SMF73PWU of the RMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOPWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOPWU contains the sum of all values of PCATOPWU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOPWU, in association with Data Unit Size (PCADUS), is used to calculate the MB data rate over the write fiber of a
FICON channel for a particular LPAR sharing the channel.
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PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

PCATOTBC contains the count of PCI bus cycles used to transmit data units (packets) over the FICON channel during the
RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMXMBC - Max Bus Cycles per Second

             PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTBC contains the value input from field SMF73TBC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTBC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTBC contains the sum of all values of PCATOTBC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOTBC is used to determine the percent utilization of the PCI bus processor of a FICON channel. Bus utilization is
determined by taking the ratio of actual bus cycles (PCATOTBC) used to transmit data during the RMF measurement
interval, and Max Bus Cycles per Second (PCAMXMBC) multiplied by the elapsed number of seconds in the RMF
measurement interval.

PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total

PCATOTDS contains the total number of data units sent over an IQD channel, for all LPARs sharing the channel, during
the RMF measurement interval. A data unit is the buffer holding the data being transmitted.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

             PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOPDS contains the value input from field SMF73TDS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTDS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTDS contains the sum of all values of PCATOTDS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOTDS, in association with HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size (PCATDUS) is used to calculate the megabyte data
rate over the IQD channel for the entire system.

PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

PCATOTMS contains the total number of messages sent by an IQD channel, for all LPARs sharing the channel, during the
RMF measurement interval.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSTMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - Total

             PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTMS is the product of fields SMF73TMS (total count of message sent units) and SMF73TUM (scaling factor for
total messages sent) of the SMF Type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTMS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTMS contains the sum of all values of PCATOTMS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The two SMF fields used to obtain PCATOTMS were separated to prevent internal counters to wrap.

PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total

PCATOTRU contains the total number of data units (packets) transmitted over the read fiber of a FICON channel, for all
LPARs sharing the channel, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

             PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

             PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTRU contains the value input from field SMF73TRU of the RMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTRU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTRU contains the sum of all values of PCATOTRU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOTRU, in association with Data Unit Size (PCADUS) is used to calculate the megabyte data rate over the read fiber
of a FICON channel.

PCATOTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - Total

PCATOTUB contains the total number of messages that could not be received by an IQD channel, because there were no
buffer available, for all LPAR sharing the channel, over the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAPSTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - Tot
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             PCATOPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTUB contains the value input from field SMF73TUB of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTUB contains the sum of all values of PCATOTUB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

PCATOTUC contains the total number of channel work units (or I/O requests) processed for a FICON channel during the
RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

             PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

             PCATOPUC - Channel Work Unit Count - LPAR

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTUC contains the value input from field SMF73TUC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTUC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTUC contains the sum of all values of PCATOTUC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOTUC is used to determine the percent channel path utilization of FICON channels. Channel utilization is
determined by taking the ratio of actual work units processed during the RMF measurement interval (PCATOTUC), and
the theoretical maximum number of work units per second (PCAMXMCU) multiplied by the elapsed number of seconds in
the RMF measurement interval.

PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

PCATOTWU contains the total number of data units (packets) transmitted over the write fiber of a FICON channel, for all
LPARS sharing the channel, during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

             PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

             PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

             PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total
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 Element Derivation: 

PCATOTWU contains the value input from field SMF73TWU of the RMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOTWU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOTWU contains the sum of all values of PCATOTWU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATOTWU, in association with Data Unit Size (PCADUS) is used to calculate the megabyte data rate over the write fiber
of a FICON channel.

PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

PCATOZHA contains the total number of FICON transport-mode (zHPF) operations that have been attempted by the
channel.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCAPSZHD - Deferred zHPF Operations Rate

             PCAPSZHO - zHPF Operations Rate

             PCATOZHD - Total zHPF Operations Deferred

             PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOZHA contains the value input from field SMF73ETC of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOZHA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOZHA contains the sum of all values of PCATOZHA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOZHD - Total zHPF Operations Deferred

PCATOZHD contains the total number of FICON transport-mode (zHPF) operations that could not be initiated by the
channel due to a lack of available resources.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext. Chan Data Supported

             PCAPSZHD - Deferred zHPF Operations Rate

             PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

             PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations
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 Element Derivation: 

PCATOZHD contains the value input from field SMF73ETD of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOZHD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOZHD contains the sum of all values of PCATOZHD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations

PCATOZHS contains the summation count of FICON transport-mode (zHPF) operations. It is used in the derivation of the
average number of operations that are concurrently active on a channel (PCAAVZHO data element).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

             PCAECDCT - Intvls with Ext.Chan Data Supported

             PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

 Element Derivation: 

PCATOZHS contains the value input from field SMF73ETS of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

PCATOZHS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATOZHS contains the sum of all values of PCATOZHS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

PCATUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - Total

PCATUTTM contains the total time that the channel path was being used by all systems sharing the channel. The
Channel Path Measurement Facility (CPMF) monitors the utilization of channel paths shared among logical partitions by
means of the ESCON Multiple Image Facility (EMIF).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PCABSY   - Channel Busy

             PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

             PCAPUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR

             PCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 
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PCATUTTM contains the value input from field SMF73TUT of the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record. The
SMF73TUT field is stored in units of 128 microseconds. Prior to saving PCATUTTM in the MICS database, SMF73TUT is
converted to seconds by multiplying by 0.000128.

 Range of Value: 

PCATUTTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

PCATUTTM contains the sum of all values of PCATUTTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

PCATUTTM is used in the calculation of Pct Channel Busy - Total (PCAPCBSY) for non-FICON channels. Prior to the
introduction of field SMF73TUT, the only means of calculating total channel busy was to find the ratio of RMF samples
where the channel was busy (PCABSY) and total RMF samples over the measurement interval (PCARSMP). The
calculation of PCAPCBSY always uses PCATUTTM when available because the resulting percent busy is more accurate
than that derived using the ratio of samples method.

PCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

PCAVARCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where data recorded for a channel is incorrect because
the channel path was reconfigured during one of these intervals.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             PCAONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCAVARCT is derived from field SMF73FG2 in the Channel Path Data Section of the SMF
type 73 Channel Path Activity record. SMF73FG2 is a one-byte status field containing other indicators. PCAVARCT
is set depending on the value of bit 6 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '......1.'B.
Otherwise, the value is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCAVARCT has the value 1, indicating that the channel path varied, or 0, indicating that it was
not varied.

 Summarization Process: 

PCAVARCT contains the sum of all PCAVARCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In the DETAIL timespan, PCAVARCT may be treated as a flag. If it is off (has a value of 0), the channel path was not
varied. If it is on (has a value of 1), the channel path was varied. At summarized levels, PCAVARCT represents the
number of intervals during which the channel path was varied, but can also be used as a flag, where any positive integer
represents an "on" value.

PCIe Activity file (HARPCI)
The PCIe Activity file provides statistics for all PCI Express functions allocated by address spaces. Measurements include
operations counts, execution times, per second rates, and utilization percentages.

Information in the HARPCI file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.
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Contents

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Mon, Dec 9, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Dec 9, 2015

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

  XDWM..E  PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

  XDWM..E  PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

  XDWM..E  PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

  XDWM..E  PCIATYPC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (Char)

  XDWM..E  PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

  XDWM..E  PCIDEVTC - PCIe Function Device Type (Char)

  X.....E  PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

  XDWM..E  PCILATM  - Last Time PCIe Function Allocated

  XDWM..E  PCIPCHIC - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) (Char)

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

  XDWM..E  PCISCNT  - PCIe Last Update Sequence Number

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PCIACLCT - Intvls with PCIe Accelerator Data

  XDWM..E  PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes

  XDWM..E  PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

  XDWM..E  PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

  XDWM..E  PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

  XDWM..E  PCIAQFUL - Total Times PCIe Adaptor Queue Full
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  XDWM..E  PCIAQSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Sum Sqrs

  XDWM..E  PCIAQTM  - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

  XDWM..E  PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

  XDWM..E  PCIAXSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Sum Sqrs

  XDWM..E  PCIAXTM  - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

  XDWM..E  PCICMPCT - Intvls with PCIe Compression Data

  XDWM..E  PCIDMAR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received from DMA

  XDWM..E  PCIDMAW  - Total PCIe Bytes Transfer to DMA

  XDWM..E  PCIEBYR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

  XDWM..E  PCIEBYT  - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

  XDWM..E  PCIEPKR  - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

  XDWM..E  PCIEPKT  - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

  XDWM..E  PCILOOP  - Total PCI Load Operations

  XDWM..E  PCINODTM - Total Time no Valid PCIe Data Reported

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

  XDWM..E  PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

  XDWM..E  PCIRFOP  - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

  XDWM..E  PCISBOP  - Total PCI Store Block Operations

  XDWM..E  PCISTOP  - Total PCI Store Operations

  XDWM..E  PCIWUP   - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

  XDWM..E  PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

  XDWM..E  PCIZCMEM - zEDC Buffer Pool Allocation MB

  XDWM..E  PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

  XDWM..E  PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBAC - Avg zEDC Bytes After Compression

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBAD - Avg zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBBC - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBBD - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBPR - Avg zEDC Buffer Pool Use per Req (MB)

  XDWM..E  PCIAVBYR - Avg PCIe Accel Bytes per Request

  XDWM..E  PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

  XDWM..E  PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

  XDWM..E  PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIPCABT - Pct PCIe Accelerator Busy
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  XDWM..E  PCIPCAUT - Pct PCIe Work Unit Utilization

  XDWM..E  PCIPCBPU - Pct Avg PCIe Accel Buffer Pool Util

  XDWM..E  PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSCRR - zEDC Compression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSDMR - PCIe MB Received from DMA Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSDMT - PCIe MB Transferred to DMA Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSDRR - zEDC Decompression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSDTR - PCIe Accel DMA Ops Transfer Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  PCIPSERR - PCIe MB Received on Ethernet Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSETR - PCIe MB Transmit on Ethernet Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSPRR - PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSPTR - PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSWUP - PCIe Work Units Processed Rate

  XDWM..E  PCIPSZCR - zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  PCIPSZDR - zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

  XDWM..E  PCIZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  XDWM..E  PCIZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

PCIACLCT - Intvls with PCIe Accelerator Data

PCIACLCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where hardware accelerator data was available for this
PCIe function.

Type:

Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCICMPCT - Intvls with PCIe Compression Data

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PCIACLCT is set to one (1) if the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity
contains a Hardware Accelerator Data Section for the PCIe device. Otherwise the value is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIACLCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIACLCT contains the sum of all values of PCIACLCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes

PCIADMAR contains the number of bytes that were transferred from all defined Direct Memory Access (DMA) address
spaces to the PCIe Hardware Accelerator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

          PCIPSDTR - PCIe Accel DMA Ops Transfer Rate (MB)

Element Derivation:

PCIADMAR contains the value input from field R749FDRD of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. After input, the value is converted from 256-byte units to bytes.

Range of Value:

PCIADMAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIADMAR contains the sum of all values of PCIADMAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

PCIADMAW contains the number of bytes that were transferred from the PCIe Hardware Accelerator to all defined Direct
Memory Access (DMA) address spaces.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes

          PCIPSDTR - PCIe Accel DMA Ops Transfer Rate (MB)

Element Derivation:

PCIADMAW contains the value input from field R749FDWD of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. After input, the value is converted from 256-byte units to bytes.

Range of Value:

PCIADMAW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIADMAW contains the sum of all values of PCIADMAW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

PCIADSC contains a description of the type of PCIe Hardware Accelerator.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.
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SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIADSC contains the value input from field R749FDSC of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIADSC can contain any combination of 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIADSC contains the last value of PCIADSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

PCIAEREQ contains the number of PCIe hardware accelerator requests that completed with an error over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAQFUL - Total Times PCIe Adaptor Queue Full

Element Derivation:

PCIAEREQ contains the value input from field R749FRQE of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIAEREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAEREQ contains the sum of all values of PCIAEREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

PCIALCTM contains the total time, in seconds, that the PCIe function was allocated or was in a De-Allocate-Pending
status.

Type:

Retained - Time, measurement unit is seconds.

SEE ALSO: PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time
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          PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

          PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

          PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCILATM - Last Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCINODTM - Total Time no Valid PCIe Data Reported

          PCIPCABT - Pct PCIe Accelerator Busy

Element Derivation:

PCIALCTM contains the value input from field R749ALLT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIALCTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the RMF measurement interval multiplied by the
number of intervals included in the observation.

Summarization Process:

PCIALCTM contains the sum of all values of PCIALCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAQFUL - Total Times PCIe Adaptor Queue Full

PCIAQFUL contains the number of times that the PCIe hardware accelerator adapter queue was full when a new request
was submitted over the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAQFUL contains the value input from field R749FQFL of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIAQFUL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAQFUL contains the sum of all values of PCIAQFUL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAQSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Sum Sqrs

PCIAQSSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the individual queue times for each request processed within the
PCIe Hardware Accelerator during the RMF interval. PCIAQSSQ is used to compute data element PCIe Accelerator
Queue Time Std Dev (PCIAQSTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO: PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

          PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

          PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

          PCIAXSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Sum Sqrs

Element Derivation:

PCIAQSSQ contains the value input from field R749FSQQ of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIAQSSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAQSSQ contains the sum of all values of PCIAQSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

PCIAQSTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average queue time for all successful PCIe Hardware
Accelerator requests. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAQSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Sum Sqrs

          PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

          PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

Element Derivation:

  IF (PCIASREQ GT 1) AND (PCIAQSSQ NE . AND PCIAQTM NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIASREQ*PCIAQSSQ)-((PCIAQTM)**2)) /

               (PCIASREQ*(PCIASREQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIAQSTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIAQSTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIAQSTD=. ;

where:

PCIASREQNumber of successful PCIe hardware accelerator requests.

PCIAQSSQ
Sum of the squares of the queue times for each successful request.
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PCIAQTM
Sum of the queue times of all successful requests.

Range of Value:

PCIAQSTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAQSTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

PCIAQTM contains the total amount of queue time, in seconds, for all requests to the PCIe hardware accelerator device.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg PCIe zEDC Request Queue Time (PCIAVQTM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

          PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

Element Derivation:

PCIAQTM contains the value input from field R749FTQT of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. During input, the value is converted from microsecond units to
seconds.

Range of Value:

PCIAQTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAQTM contains the sum of all values of PCIAQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

PCIASREQ contains the number of PCIe hardware accelerator requests that completed successfully.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

          PCIAQFUL - Total Times PCIe Adaptor Queue Full

Element Derivation:
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PCIASREQ contains the value input from field R749FRQC of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIASREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIASREQ contains the sum of all values of PCIASREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

PCIATYP contains a numeric value that identifies the PCIe hardware accelerator type. This value should be viewed and
printed in hexadecimal format.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYPC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (Char)

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIATYP contains the value input from field R749FYYP of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIATYP contains any valid number whose hexadecimal representation identifies a valid PCIe hardware accelerator
device. If there is no hardware accelerator device, PCIATYP contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PCIATYP contains the last value of PCIATYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (PCIATYP) is included as a sort and summarization key data
element in the PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more
convenient to use data element PCIATYPC, a character representation of PCIATYP expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIATYPC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (Char)

PCIATYPC contains the character representation of the PCIe hardware accelerator type value expressed in hexadecimal
format.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification
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          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIATYPC is a character data element derived during raw data processing by capturing the value of data element
PCIATYP expressed in hexadecimal format.

Range of Value:

PCIATYPC contains any eight valid hexadecimal characters. If there is no hardware accelerator device, PCIATYPC
contains blanks.

Summarization Process:

PCIATYPC contains the last value of PCIATYPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (PCIATYP) is included as a sort and summarization key data
element in the PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more
convenient to use data element PCIATYPC, a character representation of PCIATYP expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIAVBAC - Avg zEDC Bytes After Compression

PCIAVBAC contains the average number of compressed bytes after compression by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator, per compression request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBAC is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVBAC,PCIZCBAC,PCIZCREQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBAC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVBAD - Avg zEDC Bytes After Decompression

PCIAVBAD contains the average number of decompressed bytes after decompression by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator, per decompression request.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBAD is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVBAD,PCIZCBAD,PCIZCDRQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVBAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBAD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVBBC - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Compression

PCIAVBBC contains the average number of uncompressed bytes before compression by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator, per compression request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBBC is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVBBC,PCIZCBBC,PCIZCREQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVBBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBBC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVBBD - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

PCIAVBBD contains the average number of compressed bytes before decompression by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator, per decompression request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBBD is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVBBD,PCIZCBBD,PCIZCDRQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVBBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBBD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVBPR - Avg zEDC Buffer Pool Use per Req (MB)

PCIAVBPR contains the average amount of buffer pool space used, in MB, for each PCIe zEDC hardware accelerator
compression or decompression request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBPR is computed using the following algorithm:

WRKRQSUM=SUM(PCIZCREQ,PCIZCDRQ) ;

%AVERAGE(PCIAVBPR,PCIZCMSM,WRKRQSUM) ;

Range of Value:

PCIAVBPR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBPR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVBYR - Avg PCIe Accel Bytes per Request

PCIAVBYR contains average number of bytes, for each successful request, transferred to and from the PCIe Hardware
Accelerator.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes
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          PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCIAVBYR is computed using the following algorithm:

   WRKRQSUM=SUM(PCIADMAR,PCIADMAW) ;

   IF (WRKRQSUM GE 0) AND (PCIASREQ GT 0) THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (WRKRQSUM GT 0) PCIAVBYR=WRKRQSUM/PCIASREQ/1000 ;

     WHEN (WRKRQSUM EQ 0) PCIAVBYR=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIAVBYR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIAVBYR=.;

where:

PCIADMARNumber of bytes that were transferred from all defined DMA address spaces to the Hardware Accelerator.

PCIADMAWNumber of bytes that were transferred from the Hardware Accelerator to all defined DMA address spaces.

PCIASREQNumber of Hardware Accelerator requests that completed successfully.

Range of Value:

PCIAVBYR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVBYR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

PCIAVQTM contains the average amount of time each PCIe hardware accelerator request waited in the request queue.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCIAVQTM is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVQTM,PCIAQTM,PCIASREQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVQTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVQTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

PCIAVXTM contains the average amount of execution time, in seconds, required to complete each PCIe hardware
accelerator request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCIAVXTM is computed using the following algorithm:

%AVERAGE(PCIAVXTM,PCIAXTM,PCIASREQ)

Range of Value:

PCIAVXTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAVXTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAXSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Sum Sqrs

PCIAXSSQ contains the sum of the squared values of the individual execution time for each request processed within the
PCIe Hardware Accelerator during the RMF interval. PCIAXSSQ is used to compute data element PCIe Accelerator Exec
Time Std Dev (PCIAXSTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

          PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

          PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

          PCIAQSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Sum Sqrs

Element Derivation:

PCIAXSSQ contains the value input from field R749FSQE of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIAXSSQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAXSSQ contains the sum of all values of PCIAXSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

PCIAXSTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average execution time for all successful PCIe Hardware
Accelerator requests. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

          PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

          PCIAXSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Sum Sqrs

          PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

Element Derivation:

PCIAXSTD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (PCIASREQ GT 1) AND (PCIAXSSQ NE . AND PCIAXTM NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIASREQ*PCIAXSSQ)-((PCIAXTM)**2)) /

               (PCIASREQ*(PCIASREQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIAXSTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIAXSTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIAXSTD=. ;

where:

PCIASREQNumber of successful PCIe hardware accelerator requests.

PCIAXSSQ
Sum of the squares of the execution times for each successful request.

PCIAXTM
Sum of the execution times of all successful requests.

Range of Value:

PCIAXSTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAXSTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

PCIAXTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all PCIe Hardware Accelerator requests successfully
completed over the measurement interval.
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This data element is kept to calculate Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time (PCIAVXTM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

          PCIAQTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

Element Derivation:

PCIAXTM contains the value input from field R749FTET of the Hardware Accelerator Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. During input, the value is converted from microsecond units to
seconds.

Range of Value:

PCIAXTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIAXTM contains the sum of all values of PCIAXTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIBYT - Total PCIe Bytes Transmitted

PCIBYT contains the total number of bytes transmitted by the PCIe Internal Shared Memory (ISM) function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

Element Derivation:

PCIBYT contains the value input from field R749DBYX of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIBYT is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 3.

Range of Value:

PCIBYT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIBYT contains the sum of all values of PCIBYT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.
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Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCIBYT is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Write Transfer Rate metric in Internal Shared Memory Activity section.

Write Transfer Rate:

PCIBYT/(1000000*DURATION)

PCICMPCT - Intvls with PCIe Compression Data

PCICMPCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where hardware accelerator compression data was
available for this PCIe function.

Type:

Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIACLCT - Intvls with PCIe Accelerator Data

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PCICMPCT is set to one (1) if the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity
contains a Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section for the PCIe function. Otherwise the value is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCICMPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCICMPCT contains the sum of all values of PCICMPCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

PCIDEVNM contains the device name of the PCIe Function.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 32.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIDEVNM contains the value input from field R749DEVN of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.
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Range of Value:

PCIDEVNM can contain any combination of 1 to 24 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIDEVNM contains the last value of PCIDEVNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIDEVTC - PCIe Function Device Type (Char)

PCIDEVTC contains the character representation of the PCIe function device type value expressed in hexadecimal
format.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIDEVTC is a character data element derived during raw data processing by capturing the value of data element
PCIDEVTP expressed in hexadecimal format.

Range of Value:

PCIDEVTC contains any eight valid hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIDEVTC contains the last value of PCIDEVTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Function Device Type (PCIDEVTP) is included as a sort and summarization key data
element in the PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more
convenient to use data element PCIDEVTC, a character representation of PCIDEVTP expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

PCIDEVTP contains a numeric value that identifies the device type of the PCIe function. This value should be viewed and
printed in hexadecimal format.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name
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          PCIDEVTC - PCIe Function Device Type (Char)

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIDEVTP contains the value input from field R749DEVT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIDEVTP contains any valid number whose hexadecimal representation identifies a valid device type for the PCIe
function.

Summarization Process:

PCIDEVTP contains the last value of PCIDEVTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Function Device Type (PCIDEVTP) is included as a sort and summarization key data
element in the PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more
convenient to use data element PCIDEVTC, a character representation of PCIDEVTP expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIDMAR - Total PCIe Bytes Received from DMA

PCIDMAR contains the number of bytes that were received from all defined Direct Memory Access (DMA) address spaces
by the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIDMAW  - Total PCIe Bytes Transfer to DMA

           PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

           PCIPSDMR - PCIe MB Received from DMA Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIDMAR contains the value input from field R749DMAR of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIDMAR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 0.

Range of Value:

PCIDMAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIDMAR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.
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PCIDMAW - Total PCIe Bytes Transfer to DMA

PCIDMAW contains the number of bytes that were transferred from the PCIe function to all defined Direct Memory Access
(DMA) address spaces.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIDMAR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received from DMA

            PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

            PCIPSDMT - PCIe MB Transferred to DMA Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIDMAW contains the value input from field R749DMAW of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIDMAW is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 0.

Range of Value:

PCIDMAW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIDMAW contains the sum of all values of PCIDMAW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4.  The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCIEBYR - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

PCIEBYR contains the number of bytes received by the PCIe function on the external Ethernet interface.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIEBYT  - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

           PCIEPKR  - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

           PCIEPKT  - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

           PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

           PCIPSERR - PCIe MB Received on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIEBYR contains the value input from field R749DBYR of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIEBYR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 1.

Range of Value:

PCIEBYR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PCIEBYR contains the sum of all values of PCIEBYR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISBYR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Read Transfer Rate metric in the PCIe RoCE Activity section:

    Read Transfer Rate: PCIEBYR/(1000000*DURATION)

PCIEBYT - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

PCIEBYT contains the number of bytes transmitted by the PCIe function on the external Ethernet interface.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIEBYR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

            PCIEPKR  - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

            PCIEPKT  - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

            PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

            PCIPSETR - PCIe MB Transmit on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIEBYT contains the value input from field R749DBYT of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIEBYT is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 1.

Range of Value:

PCIEBYT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIEBYT contains the sum of all values of PCIEBYT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISBYT is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Write Transfer Rate metric in the PCIe RoCE Activity section.

  Write Transfer Rate: PCIEBYT/(1000000*DURATION)
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PCIEPKR - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

PCIEPKR contains the number of packets received by the PCIe function on the external Ethernet interface.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIEBYR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

            PCIEBYT  - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

            PCIEPKT  - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

            PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

            PCIPSPRR - PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIEPKR contains the value input from field R749DPKR of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIEPKR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 1.

Range of Value:

PCIEPKR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIEPKR contains the sum of all values of PCIEPKR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCIEPKR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Packets Received Rate metric in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity
section.

   Packets Received Rate:  PCIEPKR/DURATION

PCIEPKT - Total PCIe Packets Transmitted on Ethernet

PCIEPKT contains the number of packets transmitted by the PCIe function on the external Ethernet interface.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIEBYR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

           PCIEBYT  - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

           PCIEPKR  - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

           PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

           PCIPSPTR - PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:
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PCIEPKT contains the value input from field R749DPKT of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIEPKT is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 1.

Range of Value:

PCIEPKT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIEPKT contains the sum of all values of PCIEPKT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCIEPKT is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Packets Transmitted Rate metric in the Synchronous I/O Links
Activity section.

    Packets Transmitted Rate:  PCIEPKT/DURATION

PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

PCIFMTTP contains the format type of PCIe Function Data Type section in the SMF type 74 PCI Express Based Function
Activity record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

            PCIATYPC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (Char)

            PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

            PCIDEVTC - PCIe Function Device Type (Char)

            PCISIMOD - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Type-Model

            PCISISER - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Serial Number

Element Derivation:

PCIFMTTP contains the value input from field R749DFMT of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIFMTTP contains a numeric value from 0 to 4.

Summarization Process:

PCIFMTTP contains the last value of PCIFMTTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMF type 74 PCIE Function Type Data section is a 104 byte data block that is interpreted differently based on the
format number value, which is associated with the PCIe function type.  The data elements input from the data block
associated with the PCIFMTTP data element value are as follows:
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PCIFMTTP

 Value     Data Elements Input

 --------  -------------------------------------------------

    0      PCIDMAR  - Total Bytes Trans from DMA Addr Spaces

           PCIDMAW  - Total Bytes Trans to DMA Addr Spaces

    1      PCIEBYR  - Total Bytes Received on Ethernet

           PCIEBYT  - Total Bytes Transmitted on Ethernet

           PCIEPKR  - Total Packets Received on Ethernet

           PCIEPKT  - Total Packets Transmitted on Ethernet

    2      PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

           PCIWUP   - Total Work Units Processed

    3      PCIBYT   - Total PCIe Bytes Transmitted

    4      PCISBYR  - Synch I/O Function Bytes Read

           PCISBYW  - Synch I/O Function Bytes Written

           PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejs

           PCISCLPT - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Process Time

           PCISCLR  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Reads

           PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejs

           PCISCLW  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Writes

           PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

           PCISPTM  - Synch I/O Processing Time

           PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

           PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

           PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

PCIFTINV - Intervals PCIe Function Type Invalid           

PCIFTINV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where the raw data field containing the PCIe function type
value contains invalid data.  The raw data field containing the PCIe function type value is R749PFT in the SMF type
74 subtype 9 record.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIFTYPE - PCIe Function Type

Element Derivation:
MICS tests bit 1 of field R749FLAG in the Function Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based
Function Activity record. If the bit is off (value 0), PCIFTINV is set to one (1) indicating the PCIe function type field
R749PFT is invalid. Otherwise PCIFTINV is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIFTINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIFTINV contains the sum of all values of PCIFTINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PCIFTYPE -  PCIe Function Type

PCIFTYPE contains a numeric code representing the PCIe function type.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ASID     - Address Space Identification

            JOB      - Job Identification

            PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

            PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

            PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

            PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

            PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

            PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCIPORT  - PCIe Function Physical Port Number

            PCIPFIDC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

Element Derivation:

PCIFTYPE contains the value input from field R749PFT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIFTYPE contains a number from 0 to 255 that IBM associates with a specific PCIe function type.

Summarization Process:

PCIFTYPE contains the last value of PCIFTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIGPINV - Intvls Global Perf Rpt Disabled

PCIGPINV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where raw data fields populated by Global Performance
Reporting (GPR) are invalid because GPR was disabled.  The raw data fields affected are R749SRBC, R749SWBC,
R749SSRC, R749SLRC, R749SRRC, and R749STPC in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.     

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCINET1  - Adapter PNET ID Port 1      

            PCINET2  - Adapter PNET ID Port 2  

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 3 of field R749FLAG in the Function Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based
Function Activity record. If the bit is off (value 0), PCIGPINV is set to one (1) indicating that GPR is disabled. Otherwise
PCIGPINV is set to zero (0).
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Range of Value:

PCIGPINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIGPINV contains the sum of all values of PCIGPINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCILATM - Last Time PCIe Function Allocated

PCILATM contains the last point in time when the PCIe function was allocated.

Type:

Common, retained - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS datetime value.

SEE ALSO: PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCILATM contains the value input from field R749ATST of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCILATM contains any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

PCILATM contains the last value of PCILATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations

PCILOOP contains the total number of PCI Load operations for the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIRFOP - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

          PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

          PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

          PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCILOOP contains the value input from field R749LOOP of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCILOOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PCILOOP contains the sum of all values of PCILOOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

PCIMXWRT contains the maximum number of work units that the PCIe function is capable of processing per second.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

           PCIWUP  - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

Element Derivation:

PCIMXWRT contains the value input from field R749DWUM of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIMXWRT is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 2.

Range of Value:

PCIMXWRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIMXWRT contains the maximum value of PCIMXWRT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCINODTM - Total Time no Valid PCIe Data Reported

PCINODTM contains the total time, in seconds, that there was no data reported for the PCIe function.

Type:

Common, accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO: PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

Element Derivation:

PCINODTM contains the value input from field R749EERT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCINODTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCINODTM contains the last value of PCINODTM processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PCIPCABT - Pct PCIe Accelerator Busy

PCIPCABT contains the percentage of the total time that the PCIe hardware accelerator was allocated, that the
accelerator was busy executing requests.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

SEE ALSO: PCIAXTM - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

Element Derivation:

PCIPCABT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIAXTM NE . AND PCIALCTM NE . THEN DO;

     SELECT;

       WHEN (PCIALCTM GT 0) SELECT;

         WHEN (PCIAXTM GT 0) PCIPCABT=(PCIAXTM*100)/PCIALCTM;

         WHEN (PCIAXTM EQ 0) PCIPCABT=0;

         OTHERWISE           PCIPCABT=.;

       END;

       WHEN (PCIALCTM EQ 0)   PCIPCABT=0;

       OTHERWISE              PCIPCABT=.;

     END;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPCABT=.;

where:

PCIAXTMTotal amount of execution time for all PCIe hardware accelerator requests.

PCIALCTMTotal amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPCABT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value of 100.

Summarization Process:

PCIPCABT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPCAUT - Pct PCIe Work Unit Utilization

PCIPCAUT contains a value that represents the percent utilization of work unit processing for the PCIe function while
active over the measurement interval.

As PCIPCAUT approaches 100%, the PCIe function processing of work units is approaching the maximum capacity of the
device.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

SEE ALSO: PCIWUP - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

Element Derivation:

PCIPCAUT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM AND PCIMXWRT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIWUP GT 0) PCIPCAUT=(PCIWUP*100)/

                                 (PCIALCTM*PCIMXWRT);

     WHEN (PCIWUP EQ 0) PCIPCAUT=0;

     OTHERWISE          PCIPCAUT=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPCAUT=.;

where:

PCIWUPNumber of work units processed by the PCIe function.

PCIALCTMTotal amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

PCIMXWRTMaximum number of work units that the PCIe function is capable of processing in one second.

Range of Value:

PCIPCAUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPCAUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPCBPU - Pct Avg PCIe Accel Buffer Pool Util

PCIPCBPU contains the average percent utilization of the PCIe accelerator buffer pool.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is percentage.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

          PCIZCMEM - zEDC Buffer Pool Allocation MB

Element Derivation:

PCIPCBPU is computed using the following algorithm:

   WRKRQSUM=SUM(PCIZCREQ,PCIZCDRQ) ;

   IF WRKRQSUM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIZCMSM GT 0) PCIPCBPU=(PCIZCMSM*100)/

                                   (WRKRQSUM*PCIZCMEM);

     WHEN (PCIZCMSM EQ 0) PCIPCBPU=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIPCBPU=.;
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   END;

   ELSE PCIPCBPU=.;

Range of Value:

PCIPCBPU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPCBPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPCHIC - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) (Char)

PCIPCHIC contains the character representation of the PCIe function physical channel identifier value expressed in
hexadecimal format.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIPCHIC is a character data element derived during raw data processing by capturing the value of data element
PCIPCHID expressed in hexadecimal format.

Range of Value:

PCIPCHIC contains any four valid hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIPCHIC contains the last value of PCIPCHIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) (PCIPCHID) is included as a sort and summarization key
data element in the PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find
it more convenient to use data element PCIPCHIC, a character representation of PCIPCHID expressed in hexadecimal
format.

PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

PCIPCHID contains a numeric value that identifies the PCIe physical or virtual channel identifier. This value should be
viewed and printed in hexadecimal format.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.     

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHIC - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) (Char)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIPCHID contains the value input from field R749PCID of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIPCHID contains any valid number whose hexadecimal representation identifies a valid PCIe physical or virtual
channel.

Summarization Process:

PCIPCHID contains the last value of PCIPCHID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PCIPCHID, a numeric data element, is used as one of the sort/summarization key variables in the PCIe Function Activity
(HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more convenient to use data element
PCIPCHIC, a character  representation of PCIPCHID expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIPCRx - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

The PCIPCRx data elements contain the percentage of synchronous I/O read requests that completed between a set of
different microsecond response time values as measured by the PCIe function.

The metric for these data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.

The response time distributions that are associated with each PCIPCRx data element are:   

 Data                                     

 Element     Response Time Distribution Cutoffs

 --------    ----------------------------------------------

 PCIPCR1     Pct <   20 microseconds  

 PCIPCR2     Pct >=  20 microseconds and <  30 microseconds

 PCIPCR3     Pct >=  30 microseconds and <  40 microseconds

 PCIPCR4     Pct >=  40 microseconds and <  50 microseconds

 PCIPCR5     Pct >=  50 microseconds and <  60 microseconds

 PCIPCR6     Pct >=  60 microseconds and <  70 microseconds

 PCIPCR7     Pct >=  70 microseconds and <  80 microseconds

 PCIPCR8     Pct >=  80 microseconds and <  90 microseconds

 PCIPCR9     Pct >=  90 microseconds and < 100 microseconds

 PCIPCR10    Pct >= 100 microseconds  

The first element in the series, PCIPCR1, contains the percentage of synchronous I/O reads that completed in less than
20 microseconds.  The second element, PCIPCR2, contains the percentage of synchronous I/O reads that completed
in 20 microseconds or more, and in less than 30 microseconds, and so on. The last element, PCIPCR10, contains the
percentage of reads that completed in 100 microseconds or more.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.               

SEE ALSO:  PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name            

           PCIRCVx  - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIWCVx  - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIRTCx  - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCIWTCx  - Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIPCWx  - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts

           PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

Element Derivation:

The PCIPCRx elements are computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PCIPCRn,PCIRTCn,PCITOSIR) 

Range of Value:

PCIPCRx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. 

Summarization Process:

Each PCIPCRx element contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The values are
computed at each level of summarization. 

Usage Notes:

The PCICPRx data elements only apply to PCIe Synchronous I/O functions, for example, when PCIDEVNM="8GB
zHyperLink".

PCIPCWx - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

The PCIPCWx data elements contain the percentage of synchronous I/O write requests that completed between a set of
different microsecond response time values as measured by the PCIe function. 

The metric for these data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.

The response time distributions that are associated with each PCIPCWx data element are:

 Data                                     

 Element     Response Time Distribution Cutoffs

 --------    ----------------------------------------------

 PCIPCW1     Pct <   20 microseconds  

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  20 microseconds and <  30 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  30 microseconds and <  40 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  40 microseconds and <  50 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  50 microseconds and <  60 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  60 microseconds and <  70 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  70 microseconds and <  80 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  80 microseconds and <  90 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >=  90 microseconds and < 100 microseconds

 PCIPCW2     Pct >= 100 microseconds 

The first element in the series, PCIPCW1, contains the percentage of synchronous I/O writes that completed in less than
20 microseconds.  The second element, PCIPCW2, contains the percentage of synchronous I/O writes that completed
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in 20 microseconds or more, and in less than 30 microseconds, and so on.  The last element, PCIPCW10, contains the
percentage of writes that completed in 100 microseconds or more.

Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.   

SEE ALSO:  PCIRCVx  - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIWCVx  - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIRTCx  - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCIWTCx  - Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIPCRx  - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts

           PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

Element Derivation:

The PCIPCWx elements are computed using the following algorithm:

%PERCENT(PCIPCWn,PCIWTCn,PCITOSIW) 

Range of Value:

PCIPCWx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

Each PCIPCWx element contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The values are
computed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCICPWx data elements only apply to PCIe Synchronous I/O functions, for example, when
PCIDEVNM="8GB zHyperLink".

PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

PCIPFID contains the PCIe Function ID (PFID) for the PCIe function. This value should be viewed and printed in
hexadecimal format.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFIDC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

Element Derivation:

PCIPFID contains the value input from field R749PFID of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIPFID contains any number whose hexadecimal representation identifies a valid PCIe Function ID.

Summarization Process:
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PCIPFID contains the last value of PCIPFID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Function ID (PCIPFID) is included as a sort and summarization key data element in the
PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more convenient to
use data element PCIPFIDC, a character representation of PCIPFID expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

PCIPFIDA is the number of intervals in which the PCIe Function ID (PFID) was allocated during the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

          PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

          PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

          PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 0 is tested in field R749PFFL of the PCIe Function Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the bit is on, PCIPFIDA is set to one (1). Otherwise, PCIPFIDA is
set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPFIDA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDA contains the sum of all occurrences of PCIPFIDA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPFIDC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

PCIPFIDC contains the character representation of the PCIe Function ID (PFID) expressed in hexadecimal format.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification

          JOB - Job Identification

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

Element Derivation:

PCIPFIDC is a character data element derived during raw data processing by capturing the value of data element
PCIPFID expressed in hexadecimal format.
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Range of Value:

PCIPFIDC contains any four valid hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDC contains the last value of PCIPFIDC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The numeric data element PCIe Function ID (PCIPFID) is included as a sort and summarization key data element in the
PCIe Function Activity (HARPCI) file to ensure proper file sorting. For report printing, you might find it more convenient to
use data element PCIPFIDC, a character representation of PCIPFID expressed in hexadecimal format.

PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

PCIPFIDD is the number of intervals in which the PCIe Function ID (PFID) was in a de-allocated status at the end of the
RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

          PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

          PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

          PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 0 is tested in field R749PFF1 of the PCIe Function Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the bit is on, PCIPFIDD is set to one (1). Otherwise, PCIPFIDD
is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPFIDD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDD contains the sum of all occurrences of PCIPFIDD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

PCIPFIDE is the number of intervals in which the PCIe Function ID (PFID) was in error during the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

          PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

          PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

          PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

Element Derivation:
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During raw data processing bit 2 is tested in field R749PFFL of the PCIe Function Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the bit is on, PCIPFIDE is set to one (1). Otherwise, PCIPFIDE is
set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPFIDE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDE contains the sum of all occurrences of PCIPFIDE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

PCIPFIDP is the number of intervals in which the PCIe Function ID (PFID) was in a De-Allocate-Pending status during the
RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

          PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

          PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

          PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 1 is tested in field R749PFFL of the PCIe Function Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the bit is on, PCIPFIDP is set to one (1). Otherwise, PCIPFIDP is
set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPFIDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDP contains the sum of all occurrences of PCIPFIDP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

PCIPFIDR is the number of intervals in which the PCIe Function ID (PFID) was in a re-allocated status at the end of the
RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID -  PCIe Function ID

          PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

          PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

          PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

          PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending
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Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, bit 1 is tested in field R749PFF1 of the PCIe Function Data section of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the bit is on, PCIPFIDR is set to one (1). Otherwise, PCIPFIDR
is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPFIDR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPFIDR contains the sum of all occurrences of PCIPFIDR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPIINV - Intvls PNET ID Ports Invalid

PCIPIINV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where raw data fields containing physical-network port
identifiers contain invalid data. The raw data fields affected are R749NET1 and R749NET2 in the SMF type 74 subtype 9
record.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.     

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCINET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1  

          PCINET2 - Channnel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 0 of field R749FLAG in the Function Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based
Function Activity record. If the bit is off (value 0), PCIPIINV is set to one (1) indicating the PNET fields are invalid.
Otherwise PCIPIINV is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPIINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPIINV contains the sum of all values of PCIPIINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPNET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1

PCIPNET1 contains the Physical Network Identifier (PNET ID) that identifies the first port of the adapter of the PCIe
function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49113 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained  - Character, length 16.

 SEE ALSO:  ASID     - Address Space Identification
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            JOB      - Job Identification

            PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

            PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

            PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

            PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

            PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCIPNET2 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

Element Derivation:

PCIPNET1 contains the value input from field R749NET1 of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIPNET1 can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIPNET1 contains the last value of PCIPNET1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PCIPNET1 is only valid when the PCIE device type is defined as RoCE Express or ISM.

PCIPNET2 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 2

PCIPNET2 contains the Physical Network Identifier (PNET ID) that identifies the second port of the adapter of the PCIe
function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49113 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained  - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO:   ASID     - Address Space Identification

            JOB      - Job Identification

            PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

            PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

            PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

            PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

            PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCIPNET1 - Channel Adapter PNET ID Port 1

Element Derivation:

PCIPNET2 contains the value input from field R749NET2 of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIPNET2 can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PCIPNET2 contains the last value of PCIPNET2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PCIPNET2 is only valid when the PCIE device type is defined as RoCE Express.
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PCIPOINV - Intvls PCI Op Rates Invalid

PCIPOINV contains the number of RMF recording intervals where raw data fields containing PCI operation rates are
invalid. The raw data fields affected are R749LOOP, R749STOP,
R749SBOP, and R749RFOP in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.     

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations 

          PCIRFOP - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

          PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

          PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 2 of field R749FLAG in the Function Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based
Function Activity record. If the bit is on (value 1), PCIPOINV is set to one (1) indicating the PCI operation rate fields are
invalid. Otherwise PCIPOINV is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

PCIPOINV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPOINV contains the sum of all values of PCIPOINV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPORT - PCIe Function Physical Port Number

PCIPORT contains the physical port number used by the PCIe function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   ASID     - Address Space Identification

            JOB      - Job Identification

            PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

            PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

            PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

            PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

            PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

            PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCIPORTC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

Element Derivation:

PCIPORT contains the value input from field R749PORT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PCIPORT contains any value from 0 to 255.

Summarization Process:

PCIPORT contains the last value of PCIPORT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If zero (0), then either the port field is not applicable, or there is more than one port associated with the PCIE function.

PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

PCIPSBOR contains the number of store block operations, per second, for the PCIe function during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

          PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

          PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSBOR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCISBOP GT 0) PCIPSBOR=PCISBOP/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCISBOP EQ 0) PCIPSBOR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSBOR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSBOR=.;

where:

PCISBOPNumber of PCI Store Block operations for the PCIe function.

PCIALCTMTotal amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSBOR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSBOR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSCRR - zEDC Compression Request Rate

PCIPSCRR contains the number of Hardware Accelerator compression requests per second during the measured
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number
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SEE ALSO: PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSDRR - zEDC Decompression Request Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSCRR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIZCREQ GT 0) PCIPSCRR=PCIZCREQ/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCIZCREQ EQ 0) PCIPSCRR=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIPSCRR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSCRR=.;

where:

PCIZCREQTotal number of PCIe hardware accelerator compression requests.

PCIALCTMTotal amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSCRR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSCRR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSDMR - PCIe MB Received from DMA Rate

PCIPSDMR contains the number of megabytes that were received, per second, from all defined Direct Memory Access
(DMA) address spaces by the PCIe function while allocated during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is MB/second.

SEE ALSO: PCIDMAR - Total PCIe Bytes Received from DMA

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSDMT - PCIe MB Transferred to DMA Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSDMR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIDMAR GT 0) PCIPSDMR=PCIDMAR/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIDMAR EQ 0) PCIPSDMR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSDMR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSDMR=.;

where:

PCIDMARNumber of bytes received by the PCIe function from all defined DMA address spaces.

PCIALCTM
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Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated

Range of Value:

PCIPSDMR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSDMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSDMT - PCIe MB Transferred to DMA Rate

PCIPSDMT contains the number of megabytes that were transferred, per second, to all defined Direct Memory Access
(DMA) address spaces by the PCIe function while allocated during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is MB/second.

SEE ALSO: PCIDMAW - Total PCIe Bytes Transfer to DMA

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSDMR - PCIe MB Received from DMA Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSDMT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIDMAW GT 0) PCIPSDMT=PCIDMAW/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIDMAW EQ 0) PCIPSDMT=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSDMT=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSDMT=.;

where:

PCIDMAWNumber of bytes transferred from the PCIe function to DMA address spaces.

PCIALCTMTotal amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSDMT ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSDMT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSDRR - zEDC Decompression Request Rate

PCIPSDRR contains the number of PCIe Hardware Accelerator decompression requests per second during the measured
interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSCRR - zEDC Compression Request Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSDRR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIZCDRQ GT 0) PCIPSDRR=PCIZCDRQ/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCIZCDRQ EQ 0) PCIPSDRR=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIPSDRR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSDRR=.;

where:

PCIZCDRQTotal number of PCIe hardware accelerator decompression requests.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSDRR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSDRR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSDTR - PCIe Accel DMA Ops Transfer Rate (MB)

PCIPSDTR contains the number of megabytes that were transferred, per second, for all defined Direct Memory Access
(DMA) address space operations with the PCIe function while allocated during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is MB/second.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes

            PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

            PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

Element Derivation:

PCIPSDTR is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRKBSUM=SUM(PCIADMAR,PCIADMAW) ;

   IF PCIALCTM GT 0 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (WRKBSUM GT 0) PCIPSDTR=WRKBSUM/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (WRKBSUM EQ 0) PCIPSDTR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSDTR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSDTR=.;
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where:

PCIADMARNumber of bytes received by the PCIe function from all defined DMA address spaces.

PCIADMAW
Number of bytes transferred from the PCIe function to all defined DMA address spaces.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSDTR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSDTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSERR - PCIe MB Received on Ethernet Rate

PCIPSERR contains the number of megabytes that were received, per second, on the external Ethernet interface by the
PCIe function while allocated during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIEBYR - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSETR - PCIe MB Transmit on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSERR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIEBYR GT 0) PCIPSERR=PCIEBYR/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIEBYR EQ 0) PCIPSERR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSERR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSERR=.;

where:

PCIEBYR
Number of bytes received on the external Ethernet interface.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSERR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSERR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSETR - PCIe MB Transmit on Ethernet Rate

PCIPSETR contains the number of megabytes that were transmitted, per second, on the external Ethernet interface by
the PCIe function while allocated during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIEBYT - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSERR - PCIe MB Received on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSETR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIEBYT GT 0) PCIPSETR=PCIEBYT/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIEBYT EQ 0) PCIPSETR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSETR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSETR=.;

where:

PCIEBYT
Number of bytes transmitted on the external Ethernet interface.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSETR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSETR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

PCIPSLOR contains the number of PCI load operations, per second, for the PCIe function during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

          PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate
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          PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSLOR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCILOOP GT 0) PCIPSLOR=PCILOOP/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCILOOP EQ 0) PCIPSLOR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSLOR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSLOR=.;

where:

PCILOOP
Number of PCI Load operations for the PCIe function.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSLOR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSLOR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSPRR - PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet Rate

PCIPSPRR contains the number of packets received on the external Ethernet interface, per second, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIEPKR - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSPTR - PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSPRR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIEPKR GT 0) PCIPSPRR=PCIEPKR/PCIALCTM ;

     WHEN (PCIEPKR EQ 0) PCIPSPRR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSPRR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSPRR=.;

where:

PCIEPKR
Number of packets received on the external Ethernet interface.
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PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSPRR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSPRR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSPTR - PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet Rate

PCIPSPTR contains the number of packets transmitted on the external Ethernet interface, per second, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIEPKT - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSPRR - PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSPTR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIEPKT GT 0) PCIPSPTR=PCIEPKT/PCIALCTM ;

     WHEN (PCIEPKT EQ 0) PCIPSPTR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSPTR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSPTR=.;

where:

PCIEPKT
Number of packets transmitted on the external Ethernet interface.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSPTR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSPTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

PCIPSROR contains the number of PCI refresh translate operations, per second, for the PCIe function during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

          PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

          PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIPSROR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIRFOP GT 0) PCIPSROR=PCIRFOP/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCIRFOP EQ 0) PCIPSROR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSROR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSROR=.;

where:

PCIRFOPNumber of PCI Refresh Translation operations for the PCIe function.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSROR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSROR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

PCIPSSOR contains the number of PCI store operations, per second, for the PCIe function during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

          PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

          PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

Element Derivation:
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PCIPSSOR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCISTOP GT 0) PCIPSSOR=PCISTOP/PCIALCTM;

     WHEN (PCISTOP EQ 0) PCIPSSOR=0;

     OTHERWISE           PCIPSSOR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSSOR=.;

where:

PCISTOP
Number of PCI Store operations for the PCIe function.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSSOR ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSSOR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSWUP - PCIe Work Units Processed Rate

PCIPSWUP contains the number of work units processed, per second, by the PCIe function while allocated during the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIWUP - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

          PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

Element Derivation:

PCIPSWUP is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIWUP GT 0) PCIPSWUP=PCIWUP/PCIALCTM ;

     WHEN (PCIWUP EQ 0) PCIPSWUP=0;

     OTHERWISE          PCIPSWUP=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSWUP=.;

where:

PCIWUP
Number of work units processed by the PCIe function.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:
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PCIPSWUP ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSWUP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSZCR - zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

PCIPSZCR contains the number of megabytes of uncompressed input data compressed per second by the PCIe zEDC
Hardware Accelerator.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSZDR - zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

Element Derivation:

PCIPSZCR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM GT 0 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBC GT 0) PCIPSZCR=PCIZCBBC/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBC EQ 0) PCIPSZCR=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIPSZCR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSZCR=.;

where:

PCIZCBBC
Number of uncompressed input bytes.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSZCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSZCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIPSZDR - zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

PCIPSZDR contains the number of megabytes of compressed input data decompressed per second by the PCIe zEDC
Hardware Accelerator.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

          PCIPSZCR - zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

PCIPSZDR is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIALCTM GT 0 THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBD GT 0) PCIPSZDR=PCIZCBBD/PCIALCTM/1000000 ;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBD EQ 0) PCIPSZDR=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIPSZDR=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIPSZDR=.;

where:

PCIZCBBD
Number of compressed input bytes.

PCIALCTM
Total amount of time that the PCIe function was allocated.

Range of Value:

PCIPSZDR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIPSZDR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIRCVx - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x

The PCIRCVx data elements contain cutoff values, expressed in units of microseconds, used to quantify the distribution of
response times for read requests for the synchronous I/O function. 

The metric for these data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.

The cutoff values expressed in microsecond units are: 

Element   Element                                         

 Name      Label                                  Value 

 -------  -------------------------------------   -----      

 PCIRCV1  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 1    20 

 PCIRCV2  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 2    30 

 PCIRCV3  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 3    40 

 PCIRCV4  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 4    50 

 PCIRCV5  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 5    60 

 PCIRCV6  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 6    70 

 PCIRCV7  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 7    80 

 PCIRCV8  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 8    90 

 PCIRCV9  Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff 9   100 
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These cutoff values are used to populate the synchronous I/O read request response time distribution data elements
(PCIRTC1-PCIRTC10).

The first response time cutoff value, PCIRCV1 (20 microseconds), establishes the upper limit used to populate the
first read request response time counter, PCIRTC1. The count of synchronous read I/Os completing in less than 20
microseconds is stored in data element PCIRTC1.

The second counter, PCIRTC2 contains the number of synchronous read I/Os completing in greater than or equal to cutoff
value 1 (20 microseconds) but less than the second cutoff value PCIRCV2 (30 microseconds).

This pattern is continued until the final data element PCIRTC10.  PCIRTC10 contains the count of synchronous read I/O
requests that completed in more than the ninth cutoff value of 100 microseconds.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIRTCx  - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

            PCIRPCx  - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

            PCITOSIR - Synch I/O Completed Read Requests

            PCIWCVx  - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

Element Derivation:

The PCIRCVx elements contain the values input from field R749RTRV of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit zero of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTRV values apply to synchronous I/O reads.

Range of Value:

PCIRCVx ranges from a minimum of 20 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PCIRCVx contains the last value of PCIRCVx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The response time values documented here are the expected values. The RMF record that provides this information might
contain different values in some future release.                              

PCIRFOP - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

PCIRFOP contains the total number of PCI Refresh Translation operations for the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations

          PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

          PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

          PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCIRFOP contains the value input from field R749RFOP of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIRFOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PCIRFOP contains the sum of all values of PCIRFOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIRTCx - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

The PCIRTCx data elements contain the number of synchronous I/O read requests that completed between a set of
different microsecond response time values as measured by the PCIe function.

The metric for these data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.

The response time distributions that are associated with each PCIRTCx data element are:

 Data                                     

 Element     Response Time Distribution Cutoffs

 --------    ------------------------------------------

 PCIRTC1     <   20 microseconds      

 PCIRTC2     >=  20 microseconds and <  30 microseconds

 PCIRTC3     >=  30 microseconds and <  40 microseconds

 PCIRTC4     >=  40 microseconds and <  50 microseconds

 PCIRTC5     >=  50 microseconds and <  60 microseconds

 PCIRTC6     >=  60 microseconds and <  70 microseconds

 PCIRTC7     >=  70 microseconds and <  80 microseconds

 PCIRTC8     >=  80 microseconds and <  90 microseconds

 PCIRTC9     >=  90 microseconds and < 100 microseconds

 PCIRTC10    >= 100 microseconds    

The first element in the series, PCIRTC1, contains the count of synchronous I/O read transactions that completed in less
than 20 microseconds.  The second element, PCIRTC2, contains the count of synchronous I/O read transactions that
completed in 20 microseconds or more, and in less than 30 microseconds, and so on.  The last element, PCIRTC10,
contains the count of transactions that completed in 100 microseconds or more. 

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIRCVx  - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIWCVx  - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIWTCx  - Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIPCRx  - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIPCWx  - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts

           PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

Element Derivation:

The PCIRTCx elements contain the values input from field R749RTSC of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit zero of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTSC values apply to synchronous I/O reads.

Range of Value:

PCIRTCx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the total number of synchronous I/O read transactions
completed over the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:
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PCIRTCx contains the sum of all values of PCIRTCx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The microsecond cutoff values documented above are contained in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record.  At some
future release, the values might change.  Refer to your PCIRCVx data element values to verify that the cutoff values
documented above match with what are being used to populate the PCIRTCx data elements at your z/OS release.

PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

PCISBOP contains the total number of PCI Store Block operations for the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations

          PCIRFOP - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

          PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

          PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCISBOP contains the value input from field R749SBOP of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCISBOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISBOP contains the sum of all values of PCISBOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCISBYR - Synch I/O Function Bytes Read

PCISBYR contains the number of bytes read by this synchronous I/O function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCISBYW  - Synch I/O Function Bytes Written

            PCISCLR  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Reads

            PCISCLW  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Writes

Element Derivation:

PCISBYR contains the value input from field R749SRBF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.  Note that PCISBYR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISBYR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PCISBYR contains the sum of all values of PCISBYR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISBYR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Read Transfer Rate and Read Transfer Ratio metrics in the
Synchronous I/O Links Activity section. 

   Read Transfer Rate:   PCISBYR/(1000000*DURATION)

   Read Transfer Ratio:  PCISBYR/(1000000*PCISSREQ)

PCISBYW - Synch I/O Function Bytes Written

PCISBYW contains the number of bytes written by this synchronous I/O function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCISBYR  - Synch I/O Function Bytes Read

            PCISCLR  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Reads

            PCISCLW  - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Writes

Element Derivation:

PCISBYW contains the value input from field R749SWBF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.  Note that PCISBYW is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISBYW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISBYW contains the sum of all values of PCISBYW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.
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PCISBYW is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Write Transfer Rate and Write Transfer Ratio metrics in the
Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Write Transfer Rate: PCISBYW/(1000000*DURATION)

Write Transfer Ratio: PCISBYW/(1000000*PCISSREQ) 

PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejects

PCISCLLR contains the number of local rejected requests (requests rejected by the processor) from all synchronous I/O
functions that are using this synchronous I/O link on the Central Processing Complex (CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

            PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

            PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

            PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

            PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISCLLR contains the value input from field R749SLRC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.  Note that PCISCLLR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISCLLR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCLLR contains the sum of all values of PCISCLLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISCLLR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Total Request Rate (CPC) and Successful Request % (CPC)
metrics in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Total Request Rate (CPC):

     (PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)/DURATION

Successful Request % (CPC):

     (PCISSCLR*100)/(PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)
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PCISCLPT - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Process Time

PCISCLPT contains the total processing time of all synchronous I/O functions that are using the synchronous I/O link on
this Central Processor Complex (CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCISPTM  - Synch I/O Processing Time

Element Derivation:

PCISCLPT contains the value input from field R749STPC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.  Note that PCISCLPT is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISCLPT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCLPT contains the sum of all PCISCLPT values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value. PCISCLPT is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Time Busy % (CPC) metric in the Synchronous I/
O Links Activity section.

Time Busy % (CPC): (PCISCLPT*100)/DURATION 

PCISCLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Reads

PCISCLR contains the number of bytes read by all synchronous I/O functions that are using the synchronous I/O link on
this Central Processor Complex (CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCISBYR - Synch I/O Function Bytes Read

          PCISBYW - Synch I/O Function Bytes Written

          PCISCLW - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Writes

Element Derivation:
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PCISCLR contains the value input from field R749SRBC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISCLR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISCLR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCLR contains the sum of all values of PCISCLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISCLR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Read Transfer Rate (CPC) and Read Transfer Ratio (CPC) metrics
in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Read Transfer Rate (CPC): PCISCLR/(1000000*DURATION)
Read Transfer Ratio (CPC): PCISCLR/(1000000*PCISSCLR)

PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

PCISCLRR contains the number of remote rejected requests (requests rejected by the storage controller) of all
synchronous I/O functions that are using this synchronous I/O link on this Central Processing Complex (CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

          PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

          PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

          PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

          PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISCLRR contains the value input from field R749SRRC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISCLRR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISCLRR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCLRR contains the sum of all values of PCISCLRR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISCLRR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Total Request Rate (CPC) and Successful Request % (CPC)
metrics in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Total Request Rate (CPC):
(PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)/DURATION

Successful Request % (CPC):
(PCISSCLR*100)/(PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)

PCISCLW - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Writes

PCISCLW contains the number of bytes written by all synchronous I/O functions that are using the synchronous I/O link on
this Central Processor Complex (CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCISBYR - Synch I/O Function Bytes Read

          PCISBYW - Synch I/O Function Bytes Written

          PCISCLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Reads

Element Derivation:

PCISCLW contains the value input from field R749SWBC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISCLW is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISCLW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCLW contains the sum of all values of PCISCLW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.
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PCISCLW is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Write Transfer Rate (CPC) and Write Transfer Ratio
(CPC) metrics in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Write Transfer Rate (CPC): PCISCLW/(1000000*DURATION)
Write Transfer Ratio (CPC): PCISCLW/(1000000*PCISSCLR)

PCISCNT - PCIe Last Update Sequence Number

PCISCNT contains the sequence number for the last time the PCI operations counters or DMA read/write counters have
been updated by the firmware.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: None

Element Derivation:

PCISCNT contains the value input from field R749SCNT of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCISCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISCNT contains the last value of PCISCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCISIMOD - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Type-Model 

PCISIMOD contains the type and model of the storage controller that the synchronous I/O link is connected to, in the
format "tttttt-mmm", where tttttt is the type and mmm is the model.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained  - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO:  PCISISER - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Serial Number

Element Derivation:

PCISIMOD is extracted from field R749SND of the Synchronous I/O link data section in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI
Express Based Function Activity record.

The "tttttt" and "mmm" portions of "tttttt-mmm" are populated by extracting specific bytes from field R749SND.

"tttttt" contains bytes 1-6 of field R749SND
"mmm" contains bytes 7-9 of field R749SND

Range of Value:

PCISIMOD can contain any combination of 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters, followed by a dash ("-"), followed by 3
alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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PCISIMOD contains the last value of PCISIMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCISISER - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Serial Number

PCISISER is the serial number of the storage controller that the synchronous I/O link is connected to.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 12.

SEE ALSO:   PCISIMOD - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Type-Model

            PCISLKID - PCIe Stor Controller Synch I/O Link ID

Element Derivation:

PCISISER contains the value input from field R749SND, in the Synchronous I/O link data section, of the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. PCISISER is populated by extracting bytes 16-26 from field
R749SND.

Range of Value:

PCISISER can contain any combination of 1 to 11 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PCISISER contains the last value of PCISISER processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCISLKID - PCIe Stor Controller Synch I/O Link ID

PCISLKID contains the identifier of the synchronous I/O link that is configured in the storage controller.

PCISLKID is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCISISER - Synch I/O CPC Link Node Serial Number

Element Derivation:

PCISLKID contains the value input from field R749LKID, in the PCIE Function Data section, of the SMF Type 74 subtype
9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCISLKID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISLKID contains the last value of PCISLKID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

PCISLREJ contains the number of local rejected requests (requests rejected by the processor) for this synchronous I/O
function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

          PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejects

          PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

          PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

          PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

          PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISLREJ contains the value input from field R749SLRF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISLREJ is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISLREJ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISLREJ contains the sum of all values of PCISLREJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISLREJ is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Total Request Rate and Successful Request % metrics in the
Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Total Req Rate: (PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)/DURATION
Success Req %: (PCISSREQ*100)/(PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)

PCISPTM - Synch I/O Processing Time

PCISPTM contains the total processing time for this synchronous I/O function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID
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          PCISCLPT - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Process Time

Element Derivation:

PCISPTM contains the value input from field R749STPF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISPTM is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISPTM contains the sum of all PCISPTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISPTM is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Time Busy % metric in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity
section.

Time Busy %:  (PCISPTM*100)/DURATION

PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

PCISRREJ contains the number of remote rejected requests (requests rejected by the storage controller) for this
synchronous I/O function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID

          PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejects

          PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

          PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

          PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

          PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISRREJ contains the value input from field R749SRRF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISRREJ is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISRREJ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PCISRREJ contains the sum of all values of PCISRREJ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISRREJ is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Total Request Rate and Successful Request % metrics in the
Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Tot Req Rate: (PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)/DURATION
Success Req %: (PCISSREQ*100)/(PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)

PCISSCLR -  Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

PCISSCLR contains the number of requests successfully processed by all I/O link on this Central Processor Complex
(CPC).

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

          PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejects

          PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

          PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

          PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

          PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISSCLR contains the value input from field R749SSRC of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISSCLR is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISSCLR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISSCLR contains the sum of all values of PCISSCLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.
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Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISSCLR is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate the Total Request Rate (CPC), Read Transfer Ratio (CPC), Write
Transfer Ratio (CPC), and Successful Request % (CPC) metrics in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Tot Req Rate (CPC): (PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)/DURATION

Read Transfer Ratio  (CPC): PCISCLR/(1000000*PCISSCLR)
Write Transfer Ratio (CPC): PCISCLW/(1000000*PCISSCLR)

Success Req % (CPC):
(PCISSCLR*100)/(PCISSCLR+PCISCLLR+PCISCLRR)

PCISSREQ - Synch I/O Function Successful Reqs

PCISSREQ contains the number of successful requests for this synchronous I/O function.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

            PCISCLLR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Local Rejects

            PCISCLRR - Total Synch I/O CPC Link Remote Rejects

            PCISLREJ - Synch I/O Function Local Rejects

            PCISRREJ - Synch I/O Function Remote Rejects

            PCISSCLR - Total Synch I/O Success CPC Link Reqs

Element Derivation:

PCISSREQ contains the value input from field R749SSRF of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCISSREQ is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 4.

Range of Value:

PCISSREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISSREQ contains the sum of all values of PCISSREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCISSREQ is used in PCIe Activity Report to calculate Total Request Rate, Successful Request %, Read Transfer Ratio
and Write Transfer Ratio metrics in the Synchronous I/O Links Activity section.

Total Request Rate:
(PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)/DURATION
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Successful Request %:
(PCISSREQ*100)/(PCISSREQ+PCISLREJ+PCISRREJ)
Read Transfer Ratio:
PCISBYR/(1000000*PCISSREQ)
Write Transfer Ratio:

PCISTOP - Total PCI Store Operations

PCISTOP contains the total number of PCI Store operations for the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCILOOP - Total PCI Load Operations

          PCIRFOP - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

          PCISBOP - Total PCI Store Block Operations

          PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

Element Derivation:

PCISTOP contains the value input from field R749STOP of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74 subtype 9
PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCISTOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCISTOP contains the sum of all values of PCISTOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts

The PCITOSIR data element contains the total number of synchronous read I/O's found in the response time distribution
buckets. This data element is used to calculate the percentage of read I/O's that completed in each of the response time
distributions.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PCIPCRx  - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

            PCIRTCx  - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

            PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

Element Derivation:

The PCITOSIR element contains the sum of values input from field R749RTSC of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit zero of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTSC values apply to synchronous I/O reads.

Range of Value:

PCITOSIR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PCITOSIR contains the sum of all values of PCITOSIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

The PCITOSIW data element contains the total number of synchronous write I/O's found in the response time distribution
buckets. This data element is used to calculate the percentage of write I/O's that completed in each of the response time
distributions.

The metric for this data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PCIPCWx  - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIWTCx  - Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts  

Element Derivation:

The PCITOSIW element contains the sum of values input from field R749RTSC of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit one of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTSC values apply to synchronous I/O writes.

Range of Value:

PCITOSIW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCITOSIW contains the sum of all values of PCITOSIW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIWCVx - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

The PCIWCVx data elements contain cutoff values, expressed in units of microseconds, used to quantify the distribution
of response times for write requests for the synchronous I/O. 

The metric for these data elements were introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.

The cutoff values, expressed in microsecond units are:   

Element   Element                                         

 Name      Label                                   Value

 -------  --------------------------------------   -----     

 PCIWCV1  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 1    20

 PCIWCV2  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 2    30

 PCIWCV3  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 3    40

 PCIWCV4  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 4    50

 PCIWCV5  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 5    60

 PCIWCV6  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 6    70
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 PCIWCV7  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 7    80

 PCIWCV8  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 8    90

 PCIWCV9  Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff 9   100

These cutoff values are used to populate the synchronous I/O write request response time distribution data elements
(PCIWTC1-PCIWTC10).

The first response time cutoff value, PCIWCV1 (20 microseconds), establishes the upper limit used to populate the
first write request response time counter, PCIWTC1. The count of synchronous write I/Os completing in less than 20
microseconds is stored in data element PCIWTC1.

The second counter, PCIWTC2 contains the number of synchronous write I/Os completing in greater than or equal to
cutoff value 1 (20 microseconds) but less than the second cutoff value PCIWCV2 (30 microseconds). 

This pattern is continued until the final data element PCIWTC10.  PCIWTC10 contains the count of synchronous write I/O
requests that completed in more than the ninth cutoff value of 100 microseconds.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PCIWTCx  - Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCIWPCx  - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCITOSIW - Synch I/O Completed Write Requests 

           PCIRCVx  - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x  

Element Derivation:

The PCIWCVx elements contain the values input from field R749RTRV of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit one of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTRV values apply to synchronous I/O writes.

Range of Value:

PCIWCVx ranges from a minimum of 20 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PCIWCVx contains the last value of PCIWCVx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The response time values documented here are the expected values.  The RMF record that provides this information
might contain different values in some future release.     

PCIWTCx -  Synch I/O Write Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

Each PCIWTCx data elements contain the number of synchronous I/O write requests that completed between a set of
different microsecond response time values as measured by the PCIe function.

The metric for these data elements was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally
available  with z/OS Release 2.3.

The response time distributions associated with each PCIWTCx data element are:

 Data                                     

 Element     Response Time Distribution Cutoffs

 --------    ------------------------------------------

 PCIWTC1     <   20 microseconds      

 PCIWTC2     >=  20 microseconds and <  30 microseconds

 PCIWTC3     >=  30 microseconds and <  40 microseconds

 PCIWTC4     >=  40 microseconds and <  50 microseconds
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 PCIWTC5     >=  50 microseconds and <  60 microseconds

 PCIWTC6     >=  60 microseconds and <  70 microseconds

 PCIWTC7     >=  70 microseconds and <  80 microseconds

 PCIWTC8     >=  80 microseconds and <  90 microseconds

 PCIWTC9     >=  90 microseconds and < 100 microseconds

 PCIWTC10    >= 100 microseconds  

The first element in the series, PCIWTC1, contains the count of synchronous I/O write transactions that completed in less
than 20 microseconds.  The second element, PCIWTC2, contains the count of synchronous I/O write transactions that
completed in 20 microseconds or more, and in less than 30 microseconds, and so on.  The last element, PCIWTC10,
contains the count of transactions that completed in 100 microseconds or more.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PCIRCVx  - Synch I/O Read Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIWCVx  - Synch I/O Write Response Time Cutoff x

           PCIRTCx  - Synch I/O Read Trans >< Cutoffs n1 & n2 

           PCIPCRx  - Pct Synch I/O Reads >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCIPCWx  - Pct Synch I/O Writes >< Cutoffs n1 & n2

           PCITOSIR - Total Synch I/O Read Bucket Counts

           PCITOSIW - Total Synch I/O Write Bucket Counts

Element Derivation:

The PCIWTCx elements contain the values input from field R749RTSC of the Synchronous I/O Response Time
Distribution Data section in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record when bit one of field
R749RFLG is one (1), meaning that the R749RTSC values apply to synchronous I/O writes.

Range of Value:

PCIWTCx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the total number of synchronous I/O write transactions
completed over the measurement interval.

Summarization Process:

PCIWTCx contains the sum of all values of PCIWTCx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The microsecond cutoff values documented above are contained in the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record. At some
future release, the values might change. Refer to your PCIWCVx data element values to verify that the cutoff values
documented above match with what are being used to populate the PCIWTCx data elements at your z/OS release.

PCIWUP - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

PCIWUP contains the number of work units processed by the PCIe function.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

            PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

            PCIPSWUP - PCIe Work Units Processed Rate

Element Derivation:
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PCIWUP contains the value input from field R749DWUP of the PCIE Function Type Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. Note that PCIWUP is only populated when data element PCIe
Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains a value of 2.

Range of Value:

PCIWUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIWUP contains the sum of all values of PCIWUP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PCIe Function Type data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 9 record is interpreted differently based on the PCIe
function data format type. There are four different format values: x'00', x'01', x'02', x'03', and x'04'.

In each DETAIL timespan HARPCI file observation, data element PCIe Function Data Format Type (PCIFMTTP) contains
a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. The PCIFMTTP value determines which HARPCI file data elements are populated from the
PCIe Function Type data section.

Refer to the dictionary member for data element PCIFMTTP to see which data elements are populated based on the
format value.

PCIWWNN - Synch I/O Worldwide Node Name

PCIWWNN contains the Worldwide Node Name (WWNN) of the storage controller, where the synchronous I/O link is
connected to.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50755 for z/OS Release 2.2 and generally available
with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Retained - Retained - Character, length 16.

SEE ALSO: ASID - Address Space Identification 

          JOB - Job Identification    

          PCIADSC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description 

          PCIATYP - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type 

          PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name 

          PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type 

          PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) 

          PCIPFID - PCIe Function ID 

          PCIPORTC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

Element Derivation:

PCIWWNN contains the value input from field R749WWNN of the PCIE Function Data section in the SMF Type 74
subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record. If the SMF749WWNN value is binary zeros, PCIWWNN is set to
blank. Otherwise, PCIWWNN is converted to a sixteen byte, HEX character representation of the field value.

Range of Value:

PCIWWNN contains any number whose hexadecimal representation identifies a valid WWNN.

Summarization Process:

PCIWWNN contains the last value of PCIWWNN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

PCIZACTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of compressed output bytes for each zEDC
compression request. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

          PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

Element Derivation:

PCIZACTD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (PCIZCREQ GT 1) AND (PCIZCACQ NE . AND PCIZCBAC NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIZCREQ*PCIZCACQ)-((PCIZCBAC)**2))/

              (PCIZCREQ*(PCIZCREQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIZACTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIZACTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZACTD=. ;

where:

PCIZCREQ
Number of successful hardware accelerator compression requests.

PCIZCACQ
Sum of the squares of the individual deflate output bytes.

PCIZCBAC
Sum of the deflate output bytes.

Range of Value:

PCIZACTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZACTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

PCIZADTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of decompressed output bytes for each
zEDC decompression request. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

Element Derivation:

PCIZADTD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (PCIZCDRQ GT 1) AND (PCIZCADQ NE . AND PCIZCBAD NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIZCDRQ*PCIZCADQ)-((PCIZCBAD)**2))/

              (PCIZCDRQ*(PCIZCDRQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIZADTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIZADTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZADTD=. ;

where:

PCIZCDRQ
Number of successful hardware accelerator decompression requests.

PCIZCADQ
Sum of the squares of the individual inflate output bytes.

PCIZCBAD
Sum of the inflate output bytes

Range of Value:

PCIZADTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZADTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

PCIZBCTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of uncompressed input bytes for each zEDC
compression request. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

          PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev
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          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

Element Derivation:

PCIZBCTD is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF (PCIZCREQ GT 1) AND (PCIZCBCQ NE . AND PCIZCBBC NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIZCREQ*PCIZCBCQ)-((PCIZCBBC)**2))/

              (PCIZCREQ*(PCIZCREQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIZBCTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIZBCTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZBCTD=. ;

where:

PCIZCREQ
Number of successful hardware accelerator compression requests.

PCIZCBCQ
Sum of the squares of the individual deflate input bytes.

PCIZCBBC Sum of the deflate input bytes.

Range of Value:

PCIZBCTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZBCTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

PCIZBDTD contains the standard deviation, or sigma, of the average number of compressed input bytes for each zEDC
decompression request. The sigma is a measure of the variability of the measurements.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

          PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

Element Derivation:

PCIZBDTD is computed using the following algorithm:
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   IF (PCIZCDRQ GT 1) AND (PCIZCBDQ NE . AND PCIZCBBD NE .)

    THEN DO ;

     WRKSSDEV=((PCIZCDRQ*PCIZCBDQ)-((PCIZCBBD)**2))/

              (PCIZCDRQ*(PCIZCDRQ-1));

     IF WRKSSDEV GT 0 THEN PCIZBDTD=SQRT(WRKSSDEV);

     ELSE PCIZBDTD=0 ;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZBDTD=. ;

where:

PCIZCDRQ
Number of successful hardware accelerator decompression requests.

PCIZCBDQ
Sum of the squares of the individual inflate input bytes.

PCIZCBBD
Sum of the inflate input bytes.

Range of Value:

PCIZBDTD ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZBDTD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

PCIZCACQ contains the sum of the squared values of the number of compressed bytes after compression by the zEDC
Hardware Accelerator Compress Activity, for each compression request during the RMF interval. PCIZCACQ is used to
compute data element PCIe zEDC After Compress Bytes Std Dev (PCIZACTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:
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PCIZCACQ contains the value input from field R7491DOS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCACQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCACQ contains the sum of all values of PCIZCACQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

PCIZCADQ contains the sum of the squared values of the number of bytes after decompression by the zEDC Hardware
Accelerator Decompress Activity, for each decompression request during the RMF interval. PCIZCADQ is used to
compute data element PCIe zEDC After Decomp Bytes Std Dev (PCIZADTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIZCADQ contains the value input from field R7491IOS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCADQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCADQ contains the sum of all values of PCIZCADQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

PCIZCBAC contains the total number of compressed bytes output from the PCIe Hardware Accelerator Compression
feature during the RMF interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBAC contains the value input from field R7491DOB of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCBAC contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBAC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

PCIZCBAD contains the total number of decompressed bytes output from the PCIe Hardware Accelerator Compression
feature during the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBAD contains the value input from field R7491IOB of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCBAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCBAD contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

PCIZCBBC contains the total number of uncompressed bytes input to the PCIe Hardware Accelerator Compression
feature during the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression
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          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIPSZCR - zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBBC contains the value input from field R7491DIS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCBBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCBBC contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

PCIZCBBD contains total number of compressed bytes input to the PCIe Hardware Accelerator Compression feature
during the RMF interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIPSZDR - zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBBD contains the value input from field R7491IIB of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCBBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCBBD contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBBD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

PCIZCBCQ contains the sum of the squared values of the number of uncompressed bytes compressed by the zEDC
Hardware Accelerator Compress Activity, for each compression request during the RMF interval. PCIZCBCQ is used to
compute data element PCIe zEDC Before Compress Bytes Std Dev (PCIZBCTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev
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          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBCQ contains the value input from field R7491DIS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCBCQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCADQ contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBCQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

PCIZCBDQ contains the sum of the squared values of the number of compressed bytes decompressed by the zEDC
Hardware Accelerator Decompress Activity, for each decompression request during the RMF interval. PCIZCBCQ is used
to compute data element PCIe zEDC Before Decomp Bytes Std Dev (PCIZBDTD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

          PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

          PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

          PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

          PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

          PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIZCBDQ contains the value input from field R7491IIS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PCIZCBDQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCBDQ contains the sum of all values of PCIZCBDQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Sum of squares elements are maintained in the MICS database solely to enable the calculation of the sigma, or standard
deviation, of the measurements they characterize.

PCIZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

PCIZCCRT contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data compressed by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator feature over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          PCIZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

Element Derivation:

PCIZCCRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIZCBAC GE 0 AND PCIZCBBC GE 0 THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIZCBAC GT 0) PCIZCCRT=PCIZCBBC/PCIZCBAC;

     WHEN (PCIZCBAC EQ 0) PCIZCCRT=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIZCCRT=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZCCRT=.;

where:

PCIZCBBCNumber of input bytes before hardware accelerator compression.

PCIZCBACNumber of output bytes after hardware accelerator compression

Range of Value:

PCIZCCRT ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCCRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

PCIZCDRQ contains the number of PCIe zEDC Hardware accelerator decompression requests.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests
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Element Derivation:

PCIZCDRQ contains the value input from field R7491ICT of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCDRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCDRQ contains the last value of PCIZCDRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

PCIZCDRT contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data decompressed by the PCIe zEDC hardware
accelerator feature over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

SEE ALSO: PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          PCIZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

Element Derivation:

PCIZCDRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF PCIZCBAD GE 0 AND PCIZCBBD GE 0 THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBD GT 0) PCIZCDRT=PCIZCBAD/PCIZCBBD;

     WHEN (PCIZCBBD EQ 0) PCIZCDRT=0;

     OTHERWISE            PCIZCDRT=.;

   END;

   ELSE PCIZCDRT=.;

where:

PCIZCBAD
Number of output bytes after hardware accelerator decompression.

PCIZCBBDNumber of input bytes before hardware accelerator decompression.

Range of Value:

PCIZCDRT ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCDRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PCIZCDRT is useful to determine the data compression efficiency of the zEDC feature.
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PCIZCMEM - zEDC Buffer Pool Allocation MB

PCIZCMEM contains the total size of memory, in megabytes, allocated to the zEDC hardware accelerator compression
buffer pool.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

Element Derivation:

PCIZCMEM contains the value input from field R7491BPS of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCMEM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCMEM contains the sum of all values of PCIZCMEM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

PCIZCMSM contains the accumulation of the in-use buffer size, in megabytes, for each PCIe zEDC hardware accelerator
compression or decompression request over the RMF interval.

This data element is kept to calculate Avg zEDC Buffer Pool Use per Req (MB)(PCIAVBPR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PCIZCMEM - zEDC Buffer Pool Allocation MB

          PCIAVBPR - Avg zEDC Buffer Pool Use per Req (MB)

Element Derivation:

PCIZCMSM contains the value input from field R7491BPC of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCMSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCMSM contains the sum of all values of PCIZCMSM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

PCIZCREQ contains the number of PCIe zEDC hardware accelerator compression requests.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

Element Derivation:

PCIZCREQ contains the value input from field R7491DCT of the Hardware Accelerator Compression Data section in the
SMF Type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity record.

Range of Value:

PCIZCREQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PCIZCREQ contains the last value of PCIZCREQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Physical Hardware File (HARPHY)
The Physical Hardware file is used to store the physical hardware, both CPCs and devices, found. In addition, logical
device groups are stored, identified by SYSID, Device Class, and Device Type, when the physical device associated with
the logical device cannot be identified.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |PHYCKEY   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |PHYCKEY   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |PHYCKEY   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  PHYCKEY  - Composite Physical Hardware Key

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  PHYCLASS - Hardware Class (CPC, DEV, LDV)

  .DWM..E  PHYDVACT - Total Device Address Count

  .DWM..E  PHYDVNCT - Total Device Name Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC1 - Physical Processor Count 1

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC2 - Physical Processor Count 2

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC3 - Physical Processor Count 3

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC4 - Physical Processor Count 4

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC5 - Physical Processor Count 5

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN1 - Physical Processor Type 1

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN2 - Physical Processor Type 2

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN3 - Physical Processor Type 3

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN4 - Physical Processor Type 4

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN5 - Physical Processor Type 5

  .DWM..E  PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

  .DWM..E  PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

  .DWM..E  PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

  .DWM..E  PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID
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  .DWM..E  PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC1 - Logical Device Count 1

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC2 - Logical Device Count 2

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC3 - Logical Device Count 3

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC4 - Logical Device Count 4

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC5 - Logical Device Count 5

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN1 - Logical Device Name 1

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN2 - Logical Device Name 2

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN3 - Logical Device Name 3

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN4 - Logical Device Name 4

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN5 - Logical Device Name 5

  .DWM..E  PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

  .DWM..E  PHYNDTAG - Physical Device NED Tag

  .DWM..E  PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

  .DWM..E  PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

  .DWM..E  PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

  .DWM..E  PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDCT - Total SYSIDs Observed Count

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN1 - Observed SYSID 1

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN2 - Observed SYSID 2

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN3 - Observed SYSID 3

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN4 - Observed SYSID 4

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN5 - Observed SYSID 5

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

  .DWM..E  PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

PHYCKEY - Composite Physical Hardware Key

PHYCKEY is comprised of information to uniquely identify the physical hardware device, physical CPC, or logical device
group for devices that are not physically identifiable to provide a complete view of all mainframe hardware.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 32.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYCLASS - Hardware Class (CPC, DEV, LDV)

             PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

             PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

             PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

             PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYCKEY varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:
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• HYCLASS = CPC, PHYCKEY is the concatenation of PHYCLASS, PHYSERNB, PHYPLANT, and PHYMODEL.
• HYCLASS = DEV, PHYCKEY is the concatenation of PHYCLASS, PHYSERNB, PHYMANUF, PHYPLANT,

PHYPDTYP, and PHYMODEL.
• HYCLASS = LDV, PHYCKEY is the concatenation of PHYCLASS, PHYLDSID, PHYLDCLS, and PHYLDTYP.

Range of Value:

PHYCKEY can contain any combination of up to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYCKEY contains the last value of PHYCKEY encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYCLASS - Hardware Class (CPC, DEV, LDV)

PHYCLASS contains the assigned hardware class for the observation, either CPC for a physical CPC, DEV for a physical
device, or LDV for a logical device group.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

             PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

             PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

             PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

PHYCLASS contains a value assigned to the observation based on its hardware class:

• CPC for a physical CPC
• DEV for a physical device
• LDV for a logical device group

Range of Value:

PHYCLASS can contain either CPC, DEV, or PHY.

Summarization Process:

PHYCLASS contains the last value of PHYCLASS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYDVACT - Total Device Address Count

PHYDVACT contains the total number of device addresses that accessed the physical device or logical device group
represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYDVACT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS  = CPC, PHYDVACT is missing.
• When PHYCLASS  = DEV, PHYDVACT is the total number of device addresses that accessed the physical device.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYDVACT is the total number of device addresses that comprise the logical device group.

Range of Value:

PHYDVACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYDVACT contains the last value of PHYDVACT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYDVNCT - Total Device Name Count

PHYDVNCT contains the total number of device names that mapped to the physical device or were found in a logical
device group represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYDVNCT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYDVNCT is missing.
• When PHYCLASS  = DEV, PHYDVNCT is the total number of device names mapping to the physical device.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYDVNCT is the total number of device names found within the logical device group.

Range of Value:

PHYDVNCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYDVNCT contains the last value of PHYDVNCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

PHYIPTCT contains the number of different physical processor types found in the physical CPC represented by a
HARPHY observation.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

             PHYIPUNx - Physical Processor Type x

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYIPTCT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYIPTCT contains the number of different processor types found in the CPC.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYIPTCT is missing.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYIPTCT is missing.

Range of Value:

PHYIPTCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYIPTCT contains the last value of PHYIPTCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

PHYIPUCT contains the total number of physical processors found in the physical CPC represented by a HARPHY
observation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYIPUCT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYIPUCT contains the number of physical processors found in the CPC.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYIPUCT is missing.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYIPUCT is missing.

Range of Value:

PHYIPUCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYIPUCT contains the last value of PHYIPUCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYIPUCx - Physical Processor Count x

PHYIPUCx (where x = 0 through 5) represents the number of physical processors of type PHYIPUNx observed for a
physical CPC represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

             PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

             PHYIPUNx - Physical Processor Type x

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYIPUCx varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYIPUCx contains the number of physical processors of type PHYIPUNx observed.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYIPUCx is missing.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYIPUCx is missing.

Range of Value:

PHYIPUCx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYIPUCx contains the last value of PHYIPUCx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYIPUNx - Physical Processor Type x

PHYIPUNx (where x = 0 through 5) represents the first through fifth CPUTYPE value observed for a physical CPC
represented by a HARPHY observation. The corresponding PHYIPUCx data element contains the number of PHYIPUNx
type processors present in the CPC.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPUTYPE  - Physical Processor Type

             PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

             PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

             PHYIPUCx - Physical Processor Count x

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYIPUNx varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYIPUNx contains the value input from HARIPU data element CPUTYPE.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYIPUNx contains blanks.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYIPUNx contains blanks.

Range of Value:

PHYIPUNx can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYIPUNx contains the last value of PHYIPUNx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

PHYKWHRT is a user-defined variable available for setting the per hour kilowatt charge for electricity. It is designed to
be set via the RMFPHYDE facility and is used to calculate the Physical Hardware Power Cost (PHYPWCST) and Total
Kilowatt-Hours (kWh) (PHYPWKWH) data elements via the USRSPHY exit. Sample code using this data element is
provided as comments in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#RMFEXIT).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

             PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

             PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

             PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

PHYKWHRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYKWHRT contains the last value of PHYKWHRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

PHYKWHUS is a user-defined variable available for setting the rated per hour kilowatt consumption of the physical
hardware. It is designed to be set via the RMFPHYDE facility and is used to calculate the Physical Hardware Power Cost
(PHYPWCST) and Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh) (PHYPWKWH) data elements via the USRSPHY exit. Sample code using
this data element is provided as comments in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#RMFEXIT).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

             PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

             PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

             PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

PHYKWHUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYKWHUS contains the last value of PHYKWHUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

PHYLDCLS contains the Device Class value for observations with a PHYCLASS value of LDV. LDV observations are
summarized by PHYLDSID, PHYLDCLS, and PHYLDTYP and are created when the physical device for HARDVA logical
devices cannot be identified.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS - Device Class

             PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

             PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYLDCLS varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYLDCLS is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYLDCLS is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYLDCLS contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVCLASS.

Range of Value:

PHYLDCLS can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYLDCLS contains the last value of PHYLDCLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

PHYLDSID contains the SYSID value for observations with a PHYCLASS value of LDV. LDV observations are
summarized by PHYLDSID, PHYLDCLS, and PHYLDTYP and are created when the physical device for HARDVA logical
devices cannot be identified.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID    - System Identifier

             PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

             PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYLDSID varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYLDSID is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYLDSID is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYLDSID contains the value input from HARDVA data element SYSID.

Range of Value:
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PHYLDSID can contain any combination of 1 to 4 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYLDSID contains the last value of PHYLDSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

PHYLDTYP contains the Device Type value for observations with a PHYCLASS value of LDV. LDV observations are
summarized by PHYLDSID, PHYLDCLS, and PHYLDTYP and are created when the physical device for HARDVA logical
devices cannot be identified.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID    - System Identifier

             PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

             PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYLDTYP varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYLDTYP is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYLDTYP is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYLDTYP contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVTYPE.

Range of Value:

PHYLDTYP can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYLDTYP contains the last value of PHYLDTYP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYLDVCx - Logical Device Count x

PHYLDVCx (where x = 0 through 5) represents the number of logical devices of type PHYLDVNx observed for the
physical device logical device group represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYDVACT - Total Device Address Count

             PHYLDVNx - Logical Device Name x

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYLDVCx varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:
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• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYLDVCx is missing.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYLDVCx contains the number of logical devices of type PHYLDVNx for the physical

device.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYLDVCx contains the number of logical devices of type PHYLDVNx for the logical device

group.

Range of Value:

PHYLDVCx ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYLDVCx contains the last value of PHYLDVCx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYLDVNx - Logical Device Name x

PHYLDVNx (where x = 0 through 5) represents the first through fifth DEVCNAME values observed for a logical device that
mapped to the physical device represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID    - System Identifier

             PHYSIDCT - Total SYSIDs Observed Count

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYLDVNx varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYLDVNx contains blanks.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYLDVNx contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVCNAME.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYLDVNx contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVCNAME.

Range of Value:

PHYLDVNx can contain any combination of 1 to 8 alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYLDVNx contains the last value of PHYLDVNx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

PHYMANUF contains the manufacturer code extracted from the hardware description that characterizes the physical
hardware.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type
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             PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYMANUF varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYMANUF is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYMANUF contains the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUMANU.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYMANUF is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYMANUF can contain any combination of three characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYMANUF contains the last value of PHYMANUF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

PHYMODEL contains the physical hardware model for physical devices, or the physical model identifier for CPCs.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

             PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYMODEL varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYMODEL contains the value input from HARIPU data element CPCHWMID.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYMODEL contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVPDMOD.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYMODEL is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYMODEL can contain any combination of 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYMODEL contains the last value of PHYMODEL encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYNDTAG - Physical Device NED Tag

PHYNDTAG contains the value of the last two bytes of the NED (Node-Element Descriptor) of the device. The contents of
these bytes, referred to as the tag, is highly dependent on the specific physical device.
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Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANDTAG - Node-Element Descriptor Tag

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYNDTAG varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYNDTAG is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYNDTAG contains the value input from HARDVA data element DVANDTAG.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYNDTAG is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYNDTAG can take any numeric value in the following ranges:

  0000 to FFFF (hexadecimal) 

  0000 to 65536 (decimal)

Summarization Process:

PHYNDTAG contains the last value of PHYNDTAG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

PHYPDTYP contains the physical hardware device type extracted from the hardware description for the physical device.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYPDTYP varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYPDTYP is blank.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYPDTYP contains the value input from HARDVA data element DEVPDTYP.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYPDTYP is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYPDTYP can contain any combination of one to six alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYPDTYP contains the last value of PHYPDTYP encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PHYPLANT - Physical HW Manufacturer Plant

PHYPLANT contains the manufacturer plant number extracted from the hardware description that characterizes the
physical hardware.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

             CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

             PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

             PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYPLANT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYPLANT contains the value input from HARIPU data element CPCPLANT.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYPLANT contains the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUPLNT.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYPLANT is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYPLANT can contain any combination of two numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYPLANT contains the last value of PHYPLANT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

PHYPWCST is a user-defined variable available for calculating physical hardware power costs. This data element is
reserved for the MICS user. An exit, USRSPHY is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element's value
according to installation requirements.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

             PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

             PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

             PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user. Sample code is provided as comments in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#RMFEXIT)
to calculate PHYPWCST via the _USRSPHY macro as follows:

 PHYPWCST = (PHYKWHUS * 24) * PHYKWHRT;                     

 IF PHYPWOVH NE . THEN PHYPWCST = PHYPWCST * (PHYPWOVH +1);

Range of Value:
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PHYPWCST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYPWCST is set to the sum of all PHYPWCST values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

PHYPWKWH is a user-defined variable available for calculating physical hardware power use. This data element is
reserved for the MICS user. An exit, USRSPHY is provided to permit the user to calculate the data element's value
according to installation requirements.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

             PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

             PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

             PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user. Sample code is provided as comments in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#RMFEXIT)
to calculate PHYPWKWH via the _USRSPHY macro as follows:

PHYPWKWH = (PHYKWHUS * 24);

Range of Value:

PHYPWKWH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYPWKWH is set to the sum of all PHYPWKWH values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

PHYPWOVH is a user-defined variable available for assigning an overhead factor when calculating power consumption
use cost. It is designed to be set via the RMFPHYDE facility and is used to calculate the Physical Hardware Power Cost
(PHYPWCST) and Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh) (PHYPWKWH) data elements via the USRSPHY exit. Sample code using
this data element is provided as comments in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#RMFEXIT).

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

             PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

             PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

             PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)
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Element Derivation:

This value is calculated by the user.

Range of Value:

PHYPWOVH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYPWOVH contains the last value of PHYPWOVH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

PHYSERNB contains the physical serial number that identifies the physical CPC or device.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 16.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

             CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

             PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

             PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

             PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

             PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYSERNB varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYSERNB contains the value input from HARIPU data element CPCSEQNB.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYSERNB contains the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUSERN.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYSERNB is blank.

Range of Value:

PHYSERNB can contain any combination of 16 alphanumeric digits.

Summarization Process:

PHYSERNB contains the last value of PHYSERNB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYSIDCT - Total SYSIDs Observed Count

PHYSIDCT contains the total number of SYSIDs associated with a logical device that maps to the physical hardware
represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID - System Identifier
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Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYSIDCT varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYSIDCT contains the number of SYSIDs found in the HARIPU file that mapped to the
physical CPC.

• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYSIDCT contains the number of SYSIDs of logical devices found in the HARDVA file that
mapped to the physical device.

• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYSIDCT always contains 1.

Range of Value:

PHYSIDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PHYSIDCT contains the last value of PHYSIDCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PHYSIDNx - Logical Device SYSID x

PHYSIDNx (where x = 0 through 5) represents the first through fifth SYSID observed that accessed the physical CPC or
physical device represented by a HARPHY observation.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  SYSID    - System Identifier

             PHYSIDCT - Total SYSIDs Observed Count

Element Derivation:

The derivation of PHYSIDNx varies depending on the value of PHYCLASS as follows:

• When PHYCLASS = CPC, PHYSIDNx contains the value input from HARIPU data element SYSID.
• When PHYCLASS = DEV, PHYSIDNx contains the value input from HARDVA data element SYSID.
• When PHYCLASS = LDV, PHYSIDNx contains the value input from HARDVA data element SYSID.

Range of Value:

PHYSIDNx can contain any combination of one to four alphabetic and/or numeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PHYSIDNx contains the last value of PHYSIDNx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RAID Rank Activity File (HARRRA)
The RAID Rank Activity file quantifies caching activity at the RAID rank level within an Enterprise Storage Server. It also
contains information related to the hardware configuration of each rank.

The information in the HARRRA file is obtained from the RAID Rank Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record written by RMF Monitor III.
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Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

  XDWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

  XDWM..E  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

  XDWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

  XDWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  XDWM..E  CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address

  XDWM..E  CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID

  XDWM..E  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

  XDWM..E  CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

  XDWM..E  RRANHDD  - Number of Hard Disk Drives

 

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

  XDWM..E  RRACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

  XDWM..E  RRACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

  XDWM..E  RRAFBSR  - Number of FB Sectors Read

  XDWM..E  RRAFBSW  - Number of FB Sectors Written

  XDWM..E  RRAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

  XDWM..E  RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

  XDWM..E  RRARRTM  - RAID Rank Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests

  XDWM..E  RRAWRTM  - RAID Rank Write Response Time

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  RRAAVRRQ - Avg RAID Rank Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  RRAAVWRQ - Avg RAID Rank Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  RRAMBRRT - Megabytes Transferred per Read Request

  XDWM..E  RRAMBWRT - Megabytes Transferred per Write Request

  XDWM..E  RRAPSRRQ - RAID Rank Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  RRAPSWRQ - RAID Rank Write Request Rate

RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

RRAACTTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was active for the RAID rank over the measurement period
represented by the MICS database record. RRAACTTM is always less than or equal to Cache Gatherer Interval Duration
(CACHEDUR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             RRAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRAACTTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if the control unit was actively caching during the entire
RMF measurement interval. Otherwise RRAACTTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

RRAACTTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAACTTM contains the sum of all values of RRAACTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RRAACTTM represents the total time duration that the rank had caching activated. It is used in the computation of per-
second rates for cache active related data elements.

RRAAVRRQ - Avg RAID Rank Read Response Time

RRAAVRRQ contains the average response time of a read request for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem during the
RMF measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

             RRARRTM  - RAID Rank Read Response Time

Element Derivation:

RRAAVRRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    RRAAVRRQ = RRARRTM / RRARRQ

Range of Value:

RRAAVRRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAAVRRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

RRAAVWRQ - Avg RAID Rank Write Response Time

RRAAVWRQ contains the average response time of a write request for this RAID rank in the cache subsystem during the
RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests

             RRAWRTM  - RAID Rank Write Response Time

Element Derivation:

RRAAVWRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    RRAAVWRQ = RRAWRTM / RRAWRQ

Range of Value:

RRAAVWRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAAVWRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

RRACACT - Intvls with Caching Activated

RRACACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was active for the RAID rank.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRACACT is set to 1 if the control unit was actively caching (CCUCACT=1) during the entire
RMF measurement interval. Otherwise, RRACACT is set to zero. CCUCACT is set according to the value of bits 0-2 of
field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Activity
record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "000"B, CCUCACT is set to one. Otherwise, CCUCACT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRACACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRACACT contains the sum of all values of RRACACT processed in the level of summarization.

RRACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

RRACDACT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where caching was deactivated for the RAID rank.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRACDACT is set to 1 if the control unit was not actively caching (CCUCACT=0) during the
entire RMF measurement interval. Otherwise RRACDACT is set to zero. CCUCACT is set according to the value of bits
0-2 of field R745SCS in the Cache Control Unit Status Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem
Activity record. When the value of bits 0-2 are "000"B, CCUCACT is set to one. Otherwise, CCUCACT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRACDACT's value is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRACDACT contains the sum of all values of RRACDACT processed in the level of summarization.

RRAFBSR - Number of FB Sectors Read

RRAFBSR contains the number of fixed-byte sectors read for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem during the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

             RRAMBRRT - Megabytes Transferred per Read Request

Element Derivation:

RRAFBSR contains the value input from field R7451SR in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:
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RRAFBSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAFBSR contains the sum of all values of RRAFBSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Many fixed-block disk architectures use a fixed sector size of 512 bytes. This includes most UNIX systems, including AIX.
When used in an ESS storage controller, the format of a disk drive module has a fixed-byte sector of 524 bytes.

RRAFBSW - Number of FB Sectors Written

RRAFBSW contains the number of fixed-byte sectors written for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem during the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

             RRAMBWRT - Megabytes Transferred per Write Request

Element Derivation:

RRAFBSW contains the value input from field R7451SW in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRAFBSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAFBSW contains the sum of all values of RRAFBSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Many fixed-block disk architectures use a fixed sector size of 512 bytes. This includes most UNIX systems, including AIX.
When used in an ESS storage controller, the format of a disk drive module has a fixed-byte sector of 524 bytes.

RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

RRAHDDSZ contains the sector's size, in bytes, of the disk drive modules (DDMs) belonging to this RAID rank. Many
fixed-block disk architectures use a fixed sector size of 512 bytes. This includes most UNIX systems, including AIX. When
used in an ESS storage controller, the format of a disk drive module has a fixed-byte sector of 524 bytes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAFBSR  - Number of FB Sectors Read

             RRAFBSW  - Number of FB Sectors Written

Element Derivation:

RRAHDDSZ contains the value input from field R7451HSS in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype
5, Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRAHDDSZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

RRAHDDSZ contains the last value of RRAHDDSZ processed in the level of summarization.

RRAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

RRAIACTM is the amount of elapsed time caching was inactive or pending deactivation for the RAID rank over the
measurement period represented by the MICS database record. RRAIACTM is always less than or equal to Cache
Gatherer Interval Duration (CACHEDUR).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

             CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

             CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, RRAIACTM is set equal to CACHEDUR if caching was inactive, or pending deactivation for the
control unit during the RMF measurement interval. Otherwise RRAIACTM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

RRAIACTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAIACTM contains the sum of all values of RRAIACTM processed in the level of summarization.

RRAMBRRT - Megabytes Transferred per Read Request

RRAMBRRT contains the average amount of space, expressed in megabytes, transferred per read request for the RAID
rank during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAFBSR  - Number of FB Sectors Read

             RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

             RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

Element Derivation:

RRAMBRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    RRAMBRRT = (RRAFBSR*RRAHDDSZ) / (RRARRQ*1024*1024);

Range of Value:

RRAMBRRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAMBRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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RRAMBWRT - Megabytes Transferred per Write Request

RRAMBWRT contains the average amount of space, expressed in megabytes, transferred per write request for the RAID
rank during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAFBSW  - Number of FB Sectors Written

             RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

             RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests

Element Derivation:

RRAMBWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    RRAMBWRT = (RRAFBSW*RRAHDDSZ) / (RRAWRQ*1024*1024);

Range of Value:

RRAMBWRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAMBWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

RRANHDD - Number of Hard Disk Drives

RRANHDD contains the number of disk drive modules (DDMs) in the RAID rank.

The logical volumes configuration depends on the rank type:

A RAID rank is a collection of 8 DDMs. The first rank has 6 data disks, 1 parity disk and 1 spare disk. All subsequent
ranks have 7 data disks and 1 parity disk. Each rank is formatted as a set of logical volumes and the volumes are stripped
across all the data and parity disks in the rank.

A non-RAID rank, also called JBOD (Just a Bunch Of Disks), has 8 data disks (no parity). Each disk in the rank is
considered as a rank in itself, so there are 8 ranks in a JBOD group. Each disk can be defined as one or more logical
volumes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

Element Derivation:

RRANHDD contains the value input from field R7451HDD in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRANHDD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRANHDD contains the last value of RRANHDD processed in the level of summarization.
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RRAPSRRQ - RAID Rank Read Request Rate

RRAPSRRQ contains the count of read requests per second for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem during intervals
where caching was active for this rank.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

Element Derivation:

RRAPSRRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

    RRAPSRRQ = RRARRQ / RRAACTTM

where:

RRARRQ
Count of Read Requests

RRAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of read requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, RRAPSRRQ is set to missing. If the
number of read requests is zero, RRAPSRRQ is set to zero.

Range of Value:

RRAPSRRQ is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAPSRRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (RRAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

RRAPSWRQ - RAID Rank Write Request Rate

RRAPSWRQ contains the count of write requests per second for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem during intervals
where caching was active for this rank.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

             RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests

Element Derivation:

RRAPSWRQ is computed using the following algorithm:
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    RRAPSWRQ = RRAWRQ / RRAACTTM

where:

RRAWRQ
Count of Write Requests

RRAACTTM
Caching Active Time

If the number of write requests is less than zero, or the caching active time is zero, RRAPSWRQ is set to missing. If the
number of write requests is zero, RRAPSWRQ is set to zero.

Range of Value:

RRAPSWRQ is either missing, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAPSWRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Caching Active Time, (RRAACTTM), is used to compute per second rates for cache subsystem activity. The metrics
associated with caching activity are only populated for intervals where caching was active. Cache Gatherer Interval
Duration, (CACHEDUR), represents total cache subsystem interval time, including time where caching was inactive or
pending deactivation.

RRARRQ - RAID Rank Read Requests

RRARRQ contains the number of read requests for this RAID rank in the cache subsystem, during the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAAVRRQ - Avg RAID Rank Read Response Time

             RRAMBRRT - Megabytes Transferred per Read Request

             RRAPSRRQ - RAID Rank Read Request Rate

Element Derivation:

RRARRQ contains the value input from field R7451RRQ in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRARRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRARRQ contains the sum of all values of RRARRQ processed in the level of summarization.

RRARRTM - RAID Rank Read Response Time

RRARRTM contains the total response time, in seconds, of all read requests for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem
during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAAVRRQ - Avg RAID Rank Read Response Time

             RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

Element Derivation:

RRARRTM contains the value input from field R7451RRT divided by 1000, in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRARRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRARRTM contains the sum of all values of RRARRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating RRAAVRRQ, Avg RAID Rank Read Response
Time.

RRAWRQ - RAID Rank Write Requests

RRAWRQ contains the number of write requests for this RAID rank in the cache subsystem, during the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAAVWRQ - Avg RAID Rank Write Response Time

             RRAMBWRT - Megabytes Transferred per Write Request

             RRAPSWRQ - RAID Rank Write Request Rate

Element Derivation:

RRAWRQ contains the value input from field R7451WRQ in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF Type 74, subtype 5,
Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRAWRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAWRQ contains the sum of all values of RRAWRQ processed in the level of summarization.

RRAWRTM - RAID Rank Write Response Time

RRAWRTM contains the total response time, in seconds, of all write requests for the RAID rank in the cache subsystem
during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  RRAAVWRQ - Avg RAID Rank Write Response Time

             RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests
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Element Derivation:

RRAWRTM contains the value input from field R7451WRT divided by 1000, in the RAID Rank Data Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 5, Cache Subsystem Activity record.

Range of Value:

RRAWRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RRAWRTM contains the sum of all values of RRAWRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating RRAAVWRQ, Avg RAID Rank Write Response
Time.

Hardware Reserve Activity File (HARRSV)
The Hardware Reserve Activity File contains data that quantifies the reserve requests for resources made by the
supervisor services RESERVE macro. This file is typically used when reporting on RESERVE requests by job.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 6.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     VOLSER    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....   ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

  X.....E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFM2ID  - RMF Monitor II Session ID

  X.....   RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name
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  X.....   RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

  X.....   RSVRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

  X.....   RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

  X.....   RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

  X.....   RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

  X.....   RSVSTAT  - Reserve Request Status

  X.....   RSVSYSID - System ID of Reserving Job

  X.....   RSVTYPE  - Reserve Request Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....   RSVRPTTM - Report Time Of The Session

RSVQNM - Major Name of Resource

RSVQNM is the QNAME associated with the logical resource being reserved, as specified in the RESERVE macro.

RESERVE is the supervisor services macro instruction used to reserve a device for use by a particular system, and
must be issued by each task needing device reservation. This macro instruction protects the task which issues it from
interference from other tasks in the system, and locks out other systems.

The RESERVE macro requires a QNAME and an RNAME parameter for each resource to be reserved. QNAME refers to
a general class of resource, while RNAME refers to a specific resource. The QNAME and RNAME are referred to as the
major name and minor name, respectively.

To understand what QNAMEs and RNAMEs are, consider the example of a RESERVE request for a data set. At the
beginning of a job, the supervisor services issue a RESERVE macro instruction for all the resources to be reserved by
that job. For each data set, the QNAME specified on the RESERVE macro instruction will be SYSDSN, and the RNAME
will specify the data set name. Thus, if SYS1.MACLIB is to be reserved by the job, one might see the equivalent of the
following:

RESERVE QNAME=SYSDSN, RNAME=SYS1.MACLIB

RMF extracts the QNAME from the major Queue Control Block (QCB) associated with the request, and it extracts the
RNAME from the minor QCB associated with the request.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

             ENQRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Major Name Expanded
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             RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

Element Derivation:

RSVQNM is obtained from field R796MAJ of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

RSVQNM may contain any string of eight or fewer alphameric characters. The RESERVE system service does not require
it, but in practice, QNAMES never contain unprintable characters. QNAMEs of fewer than 8 characters are right padded
with blanks.

Summarization Process:

RSVQNM contains the last value of RSVQNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS thru CTCs.

RSVRHEX - Hex Minor Name Expanded

RSVRHEX is the RNAME associated with the resource being reserved, as specified in the RESERVE macro, expanded
into HEX format.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 44.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

             ENQRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

Element Derivation:

RSVRHEX is obtained from field R796MIN of the RMF/SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

MICS checks the RNAME associated with the logical resource at the time it builds the RSVRNM data element. If it
contains any characters which MICS considers unprintable, it is expanded to readable hex format and placed in this
variable (and truncated if it is longer than 22 bytes).

Range of Value:

RSVRHEX may contain any combination of 1 to 44 hexadecimal characters.

Summarization Process:

RSVRHEX contains the last value of RSVRHEX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Many system RESERVEs use unprintable RNAMEs to represent internal system resources which are being serialized.
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RSVRLN - Length of Minor Name

RSVRLN is the length of the RNAME associated with the resource being reserved, as specified in the RESERVE macro.

Note that for certain QNAME/RNAME combinations, MICS performs a translation process to render meaningful what
would otherwise be an unintelligible string of unprintable characters.

Also note that while the RESERVE macro instruction supports RNAMEs of up to 255 bytes in length, RMF logs out only
the first 44 bytes (it is no coincidence that this is the maximum length of an OS dataset name).

RSVRLN contains an integer which indicates either the original full length of RNAME, or the length of RSVRNM if it has
been constructed from the QNAME/RNAME combination (not including right padding with blanks in either case).

Refer to ELEMENT DERIVATION below.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             ENQRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Major Name Expanded

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

Element Derivation:

RSVRLN is set to the value of field R796MINL of the RMF/SMF Monitor II Activity record type 79, subtype 6, unless one of
the following conditions is met, in which case RSVRLN is set to the value specified below:

MICS checks field R796MIN of this same record for unprintable (other than alphabetic, numeric, blank, period, minus sign
and national ($#@)) characters. If any is found the following translations are attempted based on the QNAME:

    -QNAME-   RSVRLN   -------------RSVRNM SET TO--------------

             (LENGTH)

              SET TO

 

    MSIGLOBL      0    '  '

    SYSZIGGI      9    'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZTIOT      9    'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSSJWTP      9    'ASID=3rd and 4th bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSIKJBC     10    'RBA=first 3 bytes expanded to hex'

    IEZIGGV3     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZCAXW     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZRPLW     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZUSRL     16    'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

    SYSZVMV      16    'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

If the QNAME associated with the RNAME is not one of the above, RSVRNM is set to the first n characters of R796MIN,
where n is the position of the first unprintable character in the string, and RSVRLN is set to n. If the first character is
unprintable, then RSVRNM is set to blank and RSVRLN is set to zero.

Note that in all cases where unprintable characters are found in the RNAME, an expanded hexadecimal representation of
the first 24 bytes of the RNAME is available in RSVRHEX.

Range of Value:
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RSVRLN may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

RSVRLN contains the last value of RSVRLN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS thru CTCs.

RSVRNM - Minor Name of Resource

RSVRNM is the RNAME associated with the logical resource being reserved, as specified in the RESERVE macro.

RESERVE is the supervisor services macro instruction used to reserve a device for use by a particular system, and
must be issued by each task needing device reservation. This macro instruction protects the task which issues it from
interference from other tasks in the system, and locks out other systems.

The RESERVE macro requires a QNAME and an RNAME parameter for each resource to be reserved. QNAME refers to
a general class of resource, while RNAME refers to a specific resource. The QNAME and RNAME are referred to as the
major name and minor name, respectively.

To understand what QNAMEs and RNAMEs are, consider the example of a RESERVE request for a data set. At the
beginning of a job, the supervisor services issue a RESERVE macro instruction for all the resources to be reserved by
that job. For each data set, the QNAME specified on the RESERVE macro instruction will be SYSDSN, and the RNAME
will specify the data set name. Thus if SYS1.MACLIB is to be reserved by the job, one might see the equivalent of the
following:

RESERVE QNAME=SYSDSN

RNAME=SYS1.MACLIB

RMF extracts the QNAME from the major Queue Control Block (QCB) associated with the request, and it extracts the
RNAME from the minor QCB associated with the request.

Note that for certain QNAME/RNAME combinations, MICS performs a translation process to render meaningful what
would otherwise be an unintelligible string of unprintable characters (refer to ELEMENT DERIVATION below).

Also note that while the RESERVE macro instruction supports RNAMEs of up to 255 bytes in length, RMF logs out only
the first 44 bytes (it is no coincidence that this is the maximum length of an OS data set name).

RSVRLN contains an integer which indicates either the original full length of RNAME, or the length of RSVRNM if it has
been constructed from the QNAME/RNAME combination (not including right padding with blanks in either case).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 44.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

             ENQRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Major Name Expanded

             RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag
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Element Derivation:

RSVRNM is obtained from field R796MIN of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

MICS checks field R796MIN for unprintable (other than alphabetic, numeric, blank, period, minus sign, and national
($#@)) characters. If any is found, the following translations are attempted based on the QNAME:

  -QNAME-   RSVRLN   -------------RSVRNM SET TO--------------

           (LENGTH)

            SET TO

 

  MSIGLOBL      0    '  '

  SYSZIGGI      9    'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSZTIOT      9    'ASID=first 2 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSSJWTP      9    'ASID=3rd and 4th bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSIKJBC     10    'RBA=first 3 bytes expanded to hex'

  IEZIGGV3     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSZCAXW     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSZRPLW     14    'CAXWA=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSZUSRL     16    'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

  SYSZVMV      16    'UCBADDR=first 4 bytes expanded to hex'

If the QNAME associated with the RNAME is not one of the above, RSVRNM is set to the first n characters of R796MIN,
where n is the position of the first unprintable character in the string, and RSVRLN is set to n. If the first character is
unprintable, then RSVRNM is set to blank and RSVRLN is set to zero.

Note that in all cases where unprintable characters are found in the RNAME, an expanded hexadecimal representation of
the first 24 bytes of the RNAME is available in RSVRHEX.

Range of Value:

RSVRNM may contain any string of 44 or fewer printable (as defined above) characters. RSVRNMs of fewer than 44
characters are right padded with blanks.

Summarization Process:

RSVRNM contains the last value of RSVRNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS thru CTCs.

RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

RSVRNMTR is a flag which indicates whether or not the RNAME associated with the resource being reserved, as
specified in the RESERVE macro, is truncated in data element RSVRNM.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

             ENQRNM   - Minor Name of Resource
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             RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Major Name Expanded

             RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from bit 2 of field R796FLG, of the RMF/SMF Monitor II Activity record type 79, subtype 6.

Bit 2 of field R796FLG may be either on or off, and field RSVRNMTR is set to either the value Y or N, respectively.

Range of Value:

RSVRNMTR may contain either the value 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

RSVRNMTR contains the last value of RSVRNMTR processed in the level of summarization.

RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

RSVRPTTM is the length of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

             SRCRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

Element Derivation:

RSVRPTTM contains the value input from fields SMF79IST and SMF79DAT of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 RMF Monitor II
record. The interval length is calculated as the difference between the record timestamps of two successive records.

Range of Value:

RSVRPTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

RSVRPTTM contains the sum of all values of RSVRPTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

RSVSTAT - Reserve Request Status

RSVSTAT indicates the status of a request to reserve resources which was made by a RESERVE macro. The requestor
may either own the resource, or be waiting for the resource.

RESERVE is the supervisor services macro instruction used to reserve a device for use by a particular system, and
must be issued by each task needing device reservation. This macro instruction protects the task which issues it from
interference from other tasks in the system, and locks out other systems.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded
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             RSVRLN   - Minor Name Length

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

             RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

             RSVSYSID - System ID of Reserving Job

Element Derivation:

RSVSTAT is obtained from field R796REQ of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

R796REQ is a two character field, the second character of which may be either O or W, and RSVSTAT is set to either
OWNS or WAIT, respectively.

Range of Value:

RSVSTAT may contain either of two possible values, OWNS or WAIT.

Summarization Process:

RSVSTAT contains the last value of RSVSTAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS through CTCs.

RSVSYSID - System ID of Reserving Job

RSVSYSID is the identifier of the system on which the task which owns or has requested the resource is running.

RESERVE is the supervisor services macro instruction used to reserve a device for use by a particular system, and
must be issued by each task needing device reservation. This macro instruction protects the task which issues it from
interference from other tasks in the system, and locks out other systems.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

             RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

             RSVSTAT  - Reserve Request Status

             RSVTYPE  - Reserve Request Type

Element Derivation:

RSVSYSID is obtained from field R796SID of the RMF/SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

RSVSYSID may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

RSVSYSID contains the last value of RSVSYSID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS through CTCs.

RSVTYPE - Reserve Request Type

RSVTYPE indicates the type of request for logical resources that was made by a RESERVE macro. There are two types
of reserve requests, exclusive and shared.

RESERVE is the supervisor services macro instruction used to reserve a device for use by a particular system, and
must be issued by each task needing device reservation. This macro instruction protects the task which issues it from
interference from other tasks in the system, and locks out other systems.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

             RSVRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

             RSVRLN   - Minor Name Length

             RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

             RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

             RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

             RSVSYSID - System ID of Reserving Job

Element Derivation:

RSVTYPE is obtained from field R796REQ of the SMF type 79 subtype 6 Monitor II Activity record.

R796REQ is a two character field, the first character of which may be either E or S, and RSVTYPE is set to either EXC or
SHR, respectively.

Range of Value:

RSVTYPE may contain either of two possible values, EXC or SHR.

Summarization Process:

RSVTYPE contains the last value of RSVTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A RESERVE macro is associated with a QNAME/RNAME for two reasons:

• To allow serialization between local processes through ENQ/DEQ control blocks.
• To allow serialization between global processes through RESERVE CCW or GRS through CTCs.

Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity File (HARSCM)
The Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity (HARSCM) file provides statistics on the use of SCM at both the LPAR and
overall CPC levels. Counts of SCM data requests, request processing rates, data volume and processing rates, and
average response and queue times are included in the file.

For sites with IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, the HARSCM file contains separate observations for each PCIe Flash Express
feature installed in the CPC I/O cage. For z14 and later CPCs, PCIe Flash Express is replaced by Virtual Flash Memory
(VFM) and a single observation is generated per z/OS LPAR.

The information in the HARSCM file is obtained from the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement
section of the RMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARSCM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     SCMID                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |SCMID                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |SCMID                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      SCMID    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Tue, Jul 6, 2021

  

  

 NOTE:  This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL

        option in effect.  All data elements defined in

        the file are generated.

 NOTE:  This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault

        option in effect.  Whether data elements are

        kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not

        is controlled by the complex definition of the

        DERIVED option.

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Tue, Jul 6, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SCMID    - Storage Class Memory ID

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMPID   - Storage Class Memory Part ID

  XDWM..E  SCMRID   - Storage Class Memory Resource ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCQT - Total SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)
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  XDWM..E  SCMTOCUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTODUS - Total SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMAVCQT - Avg SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVLXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCRQ - SCM Request Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLRQ - SCM Request Rate (LPAR)

SCMAVCQT - Avg SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

SCMAVCQT contains the average I/O Processor (IOP) queue time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM)
requests issued from all LPARs on the Central Processing Complex (CPC). The IOP queue time does not include request
execution time or initial command response time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

            SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

            SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMAVCQT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where SCMTOCQT is divided by SCMTOCRQ:

%AVERAGE(SCMAVCQT,SCMTOCQT,SCMTOCRQ) ;

 

   where SCMTOCQT is the total IOP queue time for all SCM

         requests from all LPARs on the CPC

 

         SCMTOCRQ is the total number of SCM requests issued

         from all LPARs on the CPC

Range of Value:

SCMAVCQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMAVCQT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

SCMAVCXT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests issued from
all LPARs on the Central Processing Complex (CPC). The request execution time does not include IOP queue time or
initial command response time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

            SCMAVLXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

            SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

            SCMAVCQT - Avg SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMAVCXT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where SCMTOCXT is divided by SCMTOCRQ:

%AVERAGE(SCMAVCXT,SCMTOCXT,SCMTOCRQ) ;

 

   where SCMTOCXT is the total execution time for all SCM

         requests from all LPARs on the CPC

 

         SCMTOCRQ is the total number of SCM requests issued

         from all LPARs on the CPC

Range of Value:

SCMAVCXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMAVCXT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

SCMAVDUS contains the average number of bytes in each data unit transferred to and from Storage Class Memory
(SCM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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            SCMTODUS - Total SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

Element Derivation:

SCMAVDUS is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where SCMAVDUS is divided by INTERVLS:

%AVERAGE(SCMAVDUS,SCMTODUS,INTERVLS) ;

 

   where SCMTODUS is the number of bytes in each data

         unit

 

         INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included

         in the HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMAVDUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMAVDUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

SCMAVDUS contains the average number of bytes in each data unit transferred to and from Storage Class Memory
(SCM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            SCMTODUS - Total SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

Element Derivation:

SCMAVDUS is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where SCMAVDUS is divided by INTERVLS:

%AVERAGE(SCMAVDUS,SCMTODUS,INTERVLS) ;

 

   where SCMTODUS is the number of bytes in each data

         unit

 

         INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals included

         in the HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMAVDUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SCMAVDUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCMAVLXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

SCMAVLXT contains the average execution time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests issued
from the LPAR identified by data element SYSID. The request execution time does not include IOP queue time or initial
command response time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

            SCMTOLXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMAVLXT is computed using the %AVERAGE macro, where SCMTOLXT is divided by SCMTOLRQ:

%AVERAGE(SCMAVLXT,SCMTOLXT,SCMTOLRQ) ;

 

   where SCMTOLXT is the total execution time for all SCM

         requests from the LPAR

 

         SCMTOLRQ is the total number of SCM requests issued

         from the LPAR

Range of Value:

SCMAVLXT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMAVLXT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning the the z14 CPC.

SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

SCMFLASH contains the number of RMF intervals where Storage Class Memory (SCM) is emulated using Virtual Flash
Memory (VFM). VFM was introduced with the IBM z14 CPC.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: EADAVAIL - Intvls EADM zEDC Compress Facility Avail

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, SCMFLASH is derived from field R7410FLG, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.
SCMFLASH is set by examining bit 0 of field R7410FLG. When bit 0 contains a one (1), SCMFLASH is set to one (1).
Otherwise SCMFLASH is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

SCMFLASH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMFLASH contains the sum of all values of SCMFLASH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For IBM z13 and earlier generation CPC types, SCMFLASH contains a value of zero (0).

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) functionally replaces the PCIe Flash Express feature, available with IBM zEC12, and z13
CPCs. VFM is available beginning with the IBM z14 CPC.

Both PCIe Flash Express and VFM are optional features that facilitate several performance improvement capabilities such
as improving paging performance during workload spikes, supporting middleware use of 1MB pages, and Storage Class
Memory (SCM).

VFM emulates the original PCIe Flash Express feature using a portion of the CPC main memory, freeing up I/O cage slots
for other PCIe features.

SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

SCMPCCUT contains the average utilization of the I/O Processors for Storage Class Memory requests, at the Central
Processing Complex (CPC) level, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

            SCMTOCUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMPCCUT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (SCMTOCUT GT 0) SCMPCCUT=SCMTOCUT/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOCUT EQ 0) SCMPCCUT=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPCCUT=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPCCUT=0;

 

   where  SCMTOCUT is the product of the average, per second

                   CPC level utilization of IOP resources for

                   SCM requests, and the duration (in

                   seconds) of the HARSCM observation

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the
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                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

The value of SCMPCCUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SCMPCCUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

SCMPCLUT contains the average utilization of the I/O Processors for Storage Class Memory requests, for the z/OS LPAR
identified by data element SYSID, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

            SCMTOLUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMPCLUT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT ;

     WHEN (SCMTOLUT GT 0) SCMPCLUT=SCMTOLUT/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOLUT EQ 0) SCMPCLUT=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPCLUT=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPCLUT=0;

 

   where  SCMTOLUT is the product of the average, per second

                   LPAR level utilization of IOP resources for

                   SCM requests, and the duration (in

                   seconds) of the HARSCM observation

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

The value of SCMPCLUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SCMPCLUT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPID - Storage Class Memory Part ID

SCMPID contains a numeric value that identifies the Storage Class Memory (SCM) part. This value should be viewed and
printed in hexadecimal format.

For IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, where SCM was implemented using PCIe Flash Express features, SCMPID is valid and
should be used along with data element Storage Class Memory Resource ID (SCMRID) to uniquely identify a specific
SCM resource.

For IBM z14 and later CPCs, SCM is implemented using Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), and SCMPID contains a missing
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

            SCMID    - Storage Class Memory ID

            SCMRID   - Storage Class Memory Resource ID

Element Derivation:

SCMPID contains the value input from field R7410CPID, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement
section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record. If bit 0 of field
R7410FLG in the same section contains a one (1), meaning that the SCM resource type is Virtual Flash Memory, SCMPID
is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

SCMPID contains a number value in the range 0 and 65535. If the SMF type 74-10 record was generated on an IBM z14
or later generation CPC, SCMPID contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

SCMPID contains the last value of SCMPID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Each Flash Express card feature, available with IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, is identified with a resource ID Each Flash
Express card feature supports two I/O domains, identified with data element Storage Class Memory Part ID (SCMPID).

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), available with IBM z14 and later generation CPCs, functionally replaces PCIe Flash
Express.

SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

SCMPSCBR contains the number of bytes read, per second, from Storage Class Memory (SCM) by all LPARs on the
Central Processing Complex (CPC) over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

            SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)
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            SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMPSCBR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOCBR GT 0) SCMPSCBR=SCMTOCBR/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOCBR EQ 0) SCMPSCBR=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSCBR=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSCBR=.;

 

   where  SCMTOCBR is the number of bytes read from SCM by

                   all CPC LPARs

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSCBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMPSCBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)

SCMPSCBW contains the number of bytes written, per second, to Storage Class Memory (SCM) by all LPARs on the
Central Processing Complex (CPC) over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

            SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

            SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMPSCBW is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOCBW GT 0) SCMPSCBW=SCMTOCBW/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOCBW EQ 0) SCMPSCBW=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSCBW=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSCBW=.;
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   where  SCMTOCBW is the number of bytes written to SCM by

                   all CPC LPARS

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSCBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMPSCBW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPSCRQ - SCM Request Rate (CPC)

SCMPSCRQ contains the number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests, per second, from all LPARs on the Central
Processing Complex (CPC) over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSLRQ - SCM Request Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)

            SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

Element Derivation:

SCMPSCRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOCRQ GT 0) SCMPSCRQ=SCMTOCRQ/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOCRQ EQ 0) SCMPSCRQ=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSCRQ=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSCRQ=.;

 

   where  SCMTOCRQ is the number of SCM requests from all CPC

                   LPARs

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSCRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SCMPSCRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

SCMPSLBR contains the number of bytes read, per second, from Storage Class Memory (SCM) by the z/OS LPAR
identified by data element SYSID, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

            SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMPSLBR is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOLBR GT 0) SCMPSLBR=SCMTOLBR/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOLBR EQ 0) SCMPSLBR=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSLBR=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSLBR=.;

 

   where  SCMTOLBR is the number of bytes read from SCM by

                   the z/OS LPAR

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSLBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMPSLBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.
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SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

SCMPSLBW contains the number of bytes written, per second, to Storage Class Memory (SCM) by the z/OS LPAR
identified by data element SYSID, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)

            SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMPSLBW is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOLBW GT 0) SCMPSLBW=SCMTOLBW/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOLBW EQ 0) SCMPSLBW=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSLBW=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSLBW=.;

 

   where  SCMTOLBW is the number of bytes written to SCM by

                   the z/OS LPAR

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSLBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMPSLBW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMPSLRQ - SCM Request Rate (LPAR)

SCMPSLRQ contains the number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests, per second, from the z/OS LPAR identified
by data element SYSID, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            SCMPSCRQ - SCM Request Rate (CPC)

            SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)
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            SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMPSLRQ is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SCMTOLRQ GT 0) SCMPSLRQ=SCMTOLRQ/DURATION;

     WHEN (SCMTOLRQ EQ 0) SCMPSLRQ=0;

     OTHERWISE            SCMPSLRQ=.;

   END;

   ELSE SCMPSLRQ=.;

 

   where  SCMTOLRQ is the number of SCM requests from the

                   z/OS LPAR

 

          DURATION is the elapsed time represented by the

                   HARSCM observation

Range of Value:

SCMPSLRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMPSLRQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMRID - Storage Class Memory Resource ID

SCMRID contains a numeric value that identifies the Storage Class Memory (SCM) resource. This value should be viewed
and printed in hexadecimal format.

For IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, where SCM was implemented using PCIe Flash Express features, SCMRID is valid and
should be used along with data element Storage Class Memory Part ID (SCMPID) to uniquely identify a specific SCM
resource.

For IBM z14 and later CPCs, SCM is implemented using Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), and SCMRID contains a missing
value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

            SCMID    - Storage Class Memory ID

            SCMPID   - Storage Class Memory Part ID

Element Derivation:

SCMRID contains the value input from field R7410CRID, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement
section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record. If bit 0 of field
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R7410FLG in the same section contains a one (1), meaning that the SCM resource type is Virtual Flash Memory,
SCMRID is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

SCMRID contains a number value in the range 0 and 65535. If the SMF type 74-10 record was generated on an IBM z14
or later generation CPC, SCMRID contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

SCMRID contains the last value of SCMRID processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Each Flash Express card feature, available with IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, is identified with a resource ID. Each Flash
Express card feature supports two I/O domains, identified with data element Storage Class Memory Part ID (SCMPID).

Virtual Flash Memory (VFM), available with IBM z14 and later generation CPCs, functionally replaces PCIe Flash
Express.

SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

SCMTOCBR contains the number of bytes read from Storage Class Memory (SCM) by all LPARs on the Central
Processing Complex (CPC), over the RMF Measurement Interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

           SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

           SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCBR contains the value input from field R7410CDRC (number of data units read at CPC level), in the Storage
Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics record. After input, the value is converted to bytes read, by multiplying the contents of field
R7410CDUS, in the same section, which contains the number of bytes per data unit.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCBR contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

SCMTOCBW contains the number of bytes written to Storage Class Memory (SCM) by all LPARs on the Central
Processing Complex (CPC), over the RMF Measurement Interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:  SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)

           SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

           SCMTOLBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (LPAR)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCBW contains the value input from field R7410CDWC (number of data units written CPC level), in the Storage
Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics record. After input, the value is converted to bytes written, by multiplying the contents of field
R7410CDUS, in the same section, which contains the number of bytes per data unit.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCBW contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOCQT - Total SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

SCMTOCQT contains the total I/O Processor (IOP) queue time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM)
requests issued from all LPARs on the Central Processing Complex (CPC). The IOP queue time does not include request
execution time or initial command response time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

            SCMAVCQT - Avg SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

            SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCQT contains the value input from field R7410CIQC, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.
During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128 microseconds to
seconds.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCQT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCQT contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCQT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC
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SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)

SCMTOCRQ contains the total number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests from all LPARs on the Central
Processing Complex (CPC) over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPSCRQ - SCM Request Rate (CPC)

            SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCRQ contains the value input from field R7410CRQC, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCRQ contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOCUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

SCMTOCUT contains the sum of average utilization of the SCM resource, per second, at the Central Processing Complex
(CPC) level, multiplied by the interval duration.

SCMTOCUT is maintained in the database in order to calculate data element SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization
(CPC).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

            SCMTOLUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCUT contains the value input from field R7410CWUC in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCUT contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.
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Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

SCMTOCXT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests issued from all
LPARs on the Central Processing Complex (CPC). The request execution response time does not include IOP queue time
or initial command response time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

            SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

            SCMTOLXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

            SCMTOCQT - Total SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

Element Derivation:

SCMTOCXT contains the value input from field R7410CRTC, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.
During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128 microseconds to
seconds.

Range of Value:

SCMTOCXT ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOCXT contains the sum of all values of SCMTOCXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTODUS - Total SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

SCMTODUS contains the number of bytes in each data unit transferred to and from Storage Class Memory (SCM).

SCMTODUS is maintained in order to calculate data element SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

Element Derivation:

SCMTODUS contains the value input from field R7410CDUS, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SCMTODUS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SCMTODUS contains the sum of all values of SCMTODUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

SCMTOLBR contains the number of bytes read from Storage Class Memory (SCM) by the z/OS LPAR identified by data
element SYSID, over the RMF Measurement Interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

            SCMTOLBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMTOLBR contains the value input from field R7410CDR (number of data units read at LPAR level), in the Storage
Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics record. After input, the value is converted to bytes read, by multiplying the contents of field
R7410CDUS, in the same section, which contains the number of bytes per data unit.

Range of Value:

SCMTOLBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOLBR contains the sum of all values of SCMTOLBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOLBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (LPAR)

SCMTOLBW contains the number of bytes written to Storage Class Memory (SCM) by the z/OS LPAR identified by data
element SYSID, over the RMF Measurement Interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

            SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:
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SCMTOLBW contains the value input from field R7410CDW (number of data units written at LPAR level), in the Storage
Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics record. After input, the value is converted to bytes written, by multiplying the contents of field
R7410CDUS, in the same section, which contains the number of bytes per data unit.

Range of Value:

SCMTOLBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOLBW contains the sum of all values of SCMTOLBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

SCMTOLRQ contains the total number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests, from the LPAR identified by data
element SYSID, over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPSLRQ - SCM Request Rate (LPAR)

            SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMTOLRQ contains the value input from field R7410CRQ, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SCMTOLRQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOLRQ contains the sum of all values of SCMTOLRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOLUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

SCMTOLUT contains the sum of average utilization of the SCM resource, per second, for the z/OS LPAR identified by
data element SYSID, multiplied by the interval duration.

SCMTOLUT is maintained in the database in order to calculate data element SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization
(LPAR).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

            SCMTOCUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMTOLUT contains the value input from field R7410CWU in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SCMTOLUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOLUT contains the sum of all values of SCMTOLUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.

SCMTOLXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

SCMTOLXT contains the total execution time, in seconds, for all Storage Class Memory (SCM) requests issued from the
LPAR identified by data element SYSID. The request execution time does not include IOP queue time or initial command
response time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   SCMAVLXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

            SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

SCMTOLXT contains the value input from field R7410CRT, in the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration
Measurement section, of the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.
During and after input, the value is divided by 1,000,000 and multiplied by 128 to convert units of 128 microseconds to
seconds.

Range of Value:

SCMTOLXT ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SCMTOLXT contains the sum of all values of SCMTOLXT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced with the IBM zEC12 CPC and was designed to improve the handling of
paging workload spikes and to extend the capacity of certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures.

Initially implemented using PCIe Flash Express cards in zEC12 and z13 CPC I/O cages, SCM was functionally replaced
with Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) beginning with the z14 CPC.
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Storage Group Activity File (HARSGA)
The Storage Group Activity File quantifies the utilization of defined DFSMS storage groups in terms of I/O and average
performance factors for all devices in the group. There is one record for each storage group. This file is typically used
when reporting on the performance of System Managed Storage in the installation.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity File.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |STORNAME                                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |STORNAME                                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      STORNAME |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWM..   SGAALC   - Device Allocated Count

  .DWM..E  SGAATV   - Device Active Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

  .DWM..   SGACMRTM - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  SGACNN   - Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   SGACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

  .DWM..E  SGADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

  .DWM..E  SGADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..   SGADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time
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  .DWM..   SGAICT   - Invalid Sample Count

  .DWM..   SGAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..E  SGAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  .DWM..E  SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

  .DWM..   SGAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

  .DWM..   SGAMTC   - Number of Mounts

  .DWM..E  SGAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition Count

  .DWM..   SGANDA   - Allocation Count

  .DWM..E  SGANRD   - Device Not Ready Count

  .DWM..   SGANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

  .DWM..E  SGANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  .DWM..E  SGAPEN   - Device Pending Time

  .DWM..E  SGAQUE   - Requests Queued Count

  .DWM..E  SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  .DWM..E  SGARSV   - Device Reserved Count

  .DWM..E  SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

  .DWM..E  SGAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle Count

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  .DWM..   SGAMXNDA - Max Allocation Count

  .DWM..   SGAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued Count

  .DWM..   SGAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

  .DWM..E  SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWM..E  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

  .DWM..   SGAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..   SGAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

  .DWM..   SGAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

  .DWM..   SGAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

  .DWM..   SGAAVNDA - Avg Number of Allocations in Effect

  .DWM..E  SGAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

  .DWM..E  SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

  .DWM..E  SGAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

  .DWM..   SGAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

  .DWM..   SGAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

  .DWM..E  SGAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

  .DWM..E  SGAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

  .DWM..E  SGAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

  .DWM..E  SGAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

  .DWM..E  SGAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

SGAACTRT is the number of successfully started I/O operations (Start Subchannel (SSCH) and Resume Subchannel
(RSCH) instructions) per device per second on all devices of this type during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

SGAACTRT is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of this storage group included in the
interval covered by this observation. To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements
used in the derivation for special conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this element is set to missing. If
the start subchannel count is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the start subchannel count is negative, it is invalid
and the element is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as
follows:

      SGAACTRT = SGASSC / (DURATION*SGANOVOL)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAACTRT is recomputed from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

SGAACTRT is more useful for further calculations and as a rough trend indicator than as a sensitive measure of I/O
activity. Individual I/O operations range from the simple, like a direct READ of a specific block, to the complex, like a keyed
search through a PDS directory or the "seldom-ending channel program" used by the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM)
for paging. The performance or capacity analyst will probably derive more benefit from the study of SGAPCUTL.

SGAALC - Device Allocated Count

SGAALC contains the sum of the sampled values of device busy taken during the measurement interval. At each RMF
sample, and for each device of this storage group, the value will be 1 if RMF determines that the device is allocated to one
or more users of this system, or if the device was permanently resident on this system. Otherwise the value is 0.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

SGAALC contains the sum of DVAALC values for the relevant devices during this time period.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SGARSMP (which in the HARSGA File is
equal to the number of devices in this storage group (SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA File
for this time period).

Summarization Process:
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SGAALC contains the sum of all SGAALC values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers a "device allocated" condition when it detects UCBALOC=1 or UCBPRES=1. This variable represents the
number of samples showing that one or more users has declared an intention to use the device in question. It does not
carry any information about whether or not the device was actually in use during the measurement interval. SGAALC is
used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

SGAATV - Device Active Time

SGAATV is the accumulated device active time for all I/O requests to devices of this storage group during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGACNN - Device Connect Time

             SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

             SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

SGAATV is the sum of all DVAATV values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record, included
in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAATV contains the sum of all occurrences of SGAATV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Device active time represents the total amount of time that an I/O request initiated by a SSCH (Start Subchannel) or
RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instruction was under control of the channel subsystem and is computed by RMF as the
sum of the associated device pending, connect, and disconnect times for the I/O operation.

SGAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

SGAAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a device in this storage group,
during the measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

             SGACMRTM - Command Response Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:
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• If SGAMEC and SGACMRTM are both positive, use the following formula:

SGAAVCMR = SGACMRTM / SGAMEC

• If either SGAMEC or SGACMRTM is missing, SGAAVCMR is set to missing;

Otherwise, SGAAVCMR is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SGAAVCMR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

SGAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

SGAAVCNN is the average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same storage group during the
measurement interval were connected to the channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             SGAPEN   - Device Pending Time

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVCNN is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same storage group described by
this record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

             SGAAVCNN= SGACNN / SGAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
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(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

SGAAVDIS is the average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same storage group during the
measurement interval were disconnected from the channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector
operations and delays for path reconnection.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             SGADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVDIS is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same storage group described by
this record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

              SGAAVDIS= SGADIS / SGAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVDIS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

SGAAVDVB is the average amount of time that an I/O operation to devices in this storage group was delayed in the
channel subsystem due to device busy delay.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count
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Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

             SGAAVDVB = SGADVBTM / SGAMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVDVB is recalculated from the summarized values of SGADVBTM and SGAMEC.

SGAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

SGAAVIDT is the average interrupt delay time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a device in this storage group, during the
measurement interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVIDT is computed using the following algorithm:

    SELECT;

      WHEN (SGAMEC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (SGAIDTTM GT 0) SGAAVIDT=SGAIDTTM/SGAMEC;

      WHEN (SGAIDTTM EQ 0) SGAAVIDT=0;

      OTHERWISE            SGAAVIDT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (SGAMEC EQ 0)     SGAAVIDT=0;

    OTHERWISE              SGAAVIDT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

SGAAVIDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVIDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SGAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

SGAAVIOS is the average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same storage group during the
measurement interval were held enqueued within IOS before a SSCH instruction could be issued.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVIOS is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same storage group described
by this record, included in the time period covered by this record. To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS
checks the data elements used in the derivation for special conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this
element is set to missing. If the start subchannel count or the requests queued count is zero, then the element is set
to zero. If either start subchannel count or the requests queued count is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element by first computing the I/O time
for the storage group, which is then divided by the number of volumes in the storage group.

     SGAAVIOS=(SGAQUE/SGARSMP)/((SGASSC/DURATION)/SGANOVOL);

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVIOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IOSQ delay occurs when a new I/O request to a device is received by IOS and a prior operation is still in progress.

SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

SGAAVLCT is the number of RMF measurement intervals for every volume in the storage group during which the device
on which the volume was mounted was not reconfigured and at the end of which the volume was online.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             SGACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             SGADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

Element Derivation:
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MICS sets the value of SGAAVLCT from the data element DVAAVLCT during creation of the HARSGA File from the
HARDVA File.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of SGAAVLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

SGAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

SGAAVMTM contains the mean time to satisfy volume mount requests for all magnetic tape devices associated with the
storage group, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

             SGAMTC   - Number of Mounts

             SGAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

Element Derivation:

SGAAVMTM is computed using the following algorithm:

      SGAAVMTM = SGAMPTM / SGAMTC

However, if either SGAMPTM or SGAMTC is negative then SGAAVMTM is set to missing.

Range of Value:

SGAAVMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVMTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SGAAVMTM and the related data element DVAMTC are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

SGAAVNDA - Avg Number of Allocations in Effect

SGAAVNDA is the average number of allocations per device in this storage group during the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGANDA   - Allocation Count

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero or if there are no RMF samples this element is set to missing. If the
allocation count is zero then the element is set to zero. If the allocation count is negative, it is invalid and the element is
set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAAVNDA = SGANDA / SGARSMP

Note that SGARSMP contains the number of devices in this storage group (SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP in
the HARDVA file for this time interval.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVNDA is recomputed from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. SGAAVNDA represents the
average sampled value per device for the storage group and measurement interval in question.

SGAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

SGAAVPEN is the average amount of time that I/O requests of all devices of the same storage group during the
measurement interval were held enqueued by the channel subsystem following the acceptance of a SSCH (Start
Subchannel) instruction.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

             SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             SGAPEN   - Device Pending Time

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

SGAAVPEN is computed from the values accumulated from all individual devices of the same storage group described by
this record, included in the time period covered by this record. The formula used to compute the value is:

             SGAAVPEN = SGAPEN / SGAMEC

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVPEN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:
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(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGAAVQUE - Average Requests Queued

SGAAVQUE is the average number per device of I/O requests queued for devices of this storage group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this element is set to missing. If the number of requests queued is
zero, then the element is set to zero. If the number of requests queued is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

       SGAAVQUE = SGAQUE / SGARSMP

Note that the value of SGARSMP in this file will be equal to the number of samples RMF actually took multiplied by the
number of volumes in this storage group SGANOVOL.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVQUE is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

SGAAVRES is the average time (including both queueing and service time) required for each I/O request.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             SGAATV   - Device Active Time

             SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGAQUE   - Requests Queued

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

This value is computed from the accumulated values at this level of summarization (all devices of this storage group for
this RMF interval). To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation
for special conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this element is set to missing. If the active time or the
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number of requests queued or the start subchannel count is zero, then the element is set to zero. If active time or the
number of requests queued or the start subchannel count is missing or negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAAVRES=(SGAATV/SGAMEC)+((SGAQUE/SGARSMP)/

              ((SGASSC/DURATION)/SGANOVOL));

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited by the value of DURATION.

Summarization Process:

SGAAVRES is recomputed from its summarized components at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The derivation of SGAAVRES is computed in two parts. The first part (to the left of the "+" sign above) represents the
average time that an I/O operation is active (not queued in IOS) to a device of this storage group. This number includes
pending time (time queued in the I/O hardware), disconnect time, and connect time. The second part of the calculation (to
the right of the plus sign (+) above), is an application of Little's Law to compute the average IOS queueing time for an I/
O operation to a device on this control unit. The sum of the two pieces therefore represents the average duration of an I/
O operation to a device of this storage group from the initiation of the STARTIO macro until the I/O interrupt indicating the
end of the operation.

SGAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

SGAAVSER is the average time required to service an I/O request for a device in this storage group. The value excludes
the time that was spent in the queue waiting to be started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DEVCLASS - Device Class

             DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             DVAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

             SGAATV   - Device Class Active Time

             SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             SGAMEC   - Device Class Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

This value is computed from the accumulated values at this level of summarization (all devices of this storage group for
this RMF interval). This value is computed from the accumulated values at this level of summarization (all devices of this
storage group for this RMF interval). To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used
in the derivation for special conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero this element is set to missing. If the
storage group active time is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the storage group active time is negative, it is invalid
and the element is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as
follows:

      SGAAVSER = SGAATV / SGAMEC;

Range of Value:

The value of SGAAVSER ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is equal to DURATION.

Summarization Process:
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SGAAVSER is recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

See the DVAAVSER usage notes for a discussion of the measured components of an I/O operation. Response time per
device (SGAAVRES) is considered to be the sum of all four averaged time elements (IOS queue, pending, disconnect,
and connect), while device-type average service time (SGAAVSER) is considered to be the sum of the last three elements
alone.

SGACMRTM - Command Response Time

SGACMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests for this storage group, during the
measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

             SGAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

Element Derivation:

SGACMRTM contains the sum of all of the DVACMRTM values for all of the individual devices of the storage group
described by this record that are included in the timespan covered by this record.

Range of Value:

SGACMRTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGACMRTM includes the sum of all the occurrences of SGACMRTM included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

SGACNN - Device Connect Time

SGACNN is the accumulated device connect time for all I/O requests to devices of this storage group during this
measurement interval. This is the total amount of time that I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval
were connected to the channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAATV - Device Active Time

             SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

             SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:
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SGACNN is the sum of all DVACNN values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGACNN contains the sum of all occurrences of SGACNN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

SGACNNOV is the total number of completed SSCH (Start Subchannel) operations that showed a device connect or
disconnect time totalling more than the maximum recording time for this processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer count (full, not sampled).

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

             SGAMEC   - Control Unit Measurement Event Count

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

This value is the sum of the DVACNNOV values for all devices on this storage group.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to SGAMEC at the same level of summarization.

Summarization Process:

SGACNNOV contains the sum of all occurrences of SGACNNOV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The device pending, disconnect, and connect times are collected and reported for each SSCH by the subchannel that
completed the I/O operation. The maximum value for any measurement is limited by the size of the registers used by
the subchannel. If an overflow is detected in either the disconnect time or the connect time register, all three are reset
to zero and the overflow indicator is set on. Any summarization that includes this device and at this moment will thus be
incomplete. Overflow in the pending time register is neither sensed nor signaled.

SGADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

SGADINTV is the sum of the number of RMF measurement intervals for all of the volumes whose statistics are included in
the record.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

Element Derivation:

MICS sets the value of SGADINTV from the data element DVADINTV during creation of the HARSGA File from the
HARDVA File.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGADINTV contains the sum of all occurrences of SGADINTV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SGADINTV differs from the common data element INTERVLS in that SGADINTV is the sum of all of the RMF
measurement intervals for all devices in the record, while INTERVLS is independent of the number of devices. For
example, assume that RMF is recording detailed information at 15-minute intervals about a group of 16 3390 volumes. In
one observation at the DAYS level, summarized over one hour, the value of INTERVLS will be 4 (four 15-minute intervals
in one hour), and the value of SGADINTV will be 64 (16 volumes with four intervals each).

SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

SGADIS is the accumulated device disconnect time for all I/O requests to devices of this storage group during this
measurement interval. This is the total amount of time that I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval
were disconnected from the channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays
for path reconnection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAATV - Device Active Time

             SGACNN - Device Connect Time

             SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

SGADIS is the sum of all DVADIS values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record, included
in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGADIS contains the sum of all occurrences of SGADIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
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(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

SGADVBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations through devices of this storage group spent being queued
due to device-busy delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit iS real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

Element Derivation:

SGADVBTM is the sum of all of the DVADVBTM values for all of the individual devices on the storage group described by
this record that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

SGADVBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGADVBTM includes the sum of all the occurrences of SGADVBTM that are included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SGAICT - Invalid Sample Count

SGAICT is the count of invalid samples for each device within the storage group that were recorded during the measured
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAICT  - Number of Invalid Samples

Element Derivation:

SGAICT is the sum of all of the DVAICT values for all of the individual devices of the storage group described by this
record that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAICT contains the sum of all of the SGAICT values included in the summarization level.

SGAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

SGAIDTTM is the total interrupt delay time, in seconds, for all I/O requests for this storage group, during the measurement
interval.
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The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             SGAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

Element Derivation:

SGAIDTTM contains the sum of all of the DVAIDTTM values, for all of the individual devices of the storage group
described by this record, that are included in the timespan covered by this record.

Range of Value:

SGAIDTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAIDTTM contains the sum of all SGAIDTTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SGAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

SGAISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

SGAISSCT is derived from the data element DVAISSCT during creation of the SGA summarized file.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of data element INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

SGAISSCT contains the sum of all SGAISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

SGAMEC - Measurement Event Count

SGAMEC is the measurement event counts for all I/O requests to devices of this storage group during this measurement
interval. This is the number of I/O requests to these devices during the measurement interval for which the channel
subsystem was able to provide values for device connect, pending, and disconnect times.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAATV - Device Active Time

             SGACNN - Device Connect Time

             SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

             SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

SGAMEC is the sum of all DVAMEC values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAMEC contains the sum of all occurrences of SGAMEC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Normally, this value is the same as the number of successful SSCH instructions (SGASSC) but may on occasion be less if
an internal time accumulator overflows.

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGAMPTM - Total Mount Pending Time

SGAMPTM contains total mount pending time for all magnetic tape devices associated with the storage group, over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

             SGAMTC   - Number of Mounts

             SGAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

             DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS time-span, SGAMPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMPTM for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

SGAMPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAMPTM contains the sum of all values of SGAMPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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SGAMPTM and the related data elements SGAMTC and SGAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives
for tape operations.

SGAMTC - Number of Mounts

SGAMTC contains the number of volume mount requests issued for all magnetic tape devices associated with the storage
group during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS timespan, SGAMTC contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMTC for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

SGAMTC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAMTC contains the sum of all values of SGAMTC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SGAMTC and the related data element SGAAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

SGAMTP - Samples - Mount Pending Condition Count

SGAMTP contains the count of samples where a mount pending condition existed, for all devices of this storage group,
over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMTP   - Mount Pending Condition

             SGANODEV - Number of Devices in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

SGAMTP is the sum of all DVAMTP values for all individual devices of this storage group, included in the time period
covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SGARSMP (which in the HARSGA File is
equal to the number of devices in this storage group (SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA File
for this time period).

Summarization Process:

SGAMTP contains the sum of all SGAMTP values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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RMF infers "Mount Pending" for any device such that:

• the device is allocated (UCBALOC=1),
• the device is in the "Not Ready" state (UCBNRY=1), and
• the device is waiting for a MOUNT to complete (UCBMOUNT=1).

SGAMTP is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

SGAMXNDA - Max Allocation Count

SGAMXNDA is the maximum average number of allocations per device in this storage group during the RMF recording
interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAAVNDA - Avg Number of Allocations in Effect

             SGANDA   - Allocation Count

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DAYS level, SGAMXNDA is set to the value of SGAAVNDA.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAMXNDA contains the maximum for all occurrences of SGAMXNDA encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

IOS maintains the current number of device allocations in the field UCBUSER. RMF samples UCBUSER once each cycle
during the reporting interval. The total value from all of the samples is placed in SMF74NDA. SGAMXNDA represents the
maximum sampled value per device for the storage group and measurement interval in question.

SGAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued Count

SGAMXQUE is the maximum average number per device of I/O requests queued for devices of this storage group during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

             SGANOVOL - Number of Devices in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

SGAMXQUE is set to the largest DVAMXQUE value encountered while building the DAYS.HARSGA File from the
DAYS.HARDVA File.

Range of Value:

This value may range from 0 to 255.
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Summarization Process:

SGAMXQUE is set to the highest SGAMXQUE value encountered in the summarization level.

SGAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

SGAMXTAL contains maximum number of concurrently allocated magnetic tape devices during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SGAMXTAL is set to the largest DVAMXTAL value encountered while summarizing the HARDVA file to create the
DAYS.HARSGA file.

Range of Value:

SGAMXTAL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to total number of online magnetic tape devices.

Summarization Process:

SGAMXTAL contains the maximum value of SGAMXTAL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SGAMXTAL is useful in determining the proper number of magnetic tape devices needed for the system.

SGANDA - Allocation Count

SGANDA is the sum of the sampled values of the number of allocations of all devices in this storage group during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAAVNDA - Avg Number of Allocations in Effect

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the days level, SGANDA contains the sum of all occurrences of DVANDA for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

This element may have a range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGANDA contains the sum of all SGANDA values included in the summarization level.

SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

SGANOVOL is the number of storage volumes whose statistics are included in the record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             SGADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

MICS creates the DAYS.HARSGA File from the DAYS.HARDVA01 File. For each new volume encountered in the storage
group, SGANOVOL is incremented by the quotient of the number of intervals during which the volume was online and
had not been reconfigured (SGAAVLCT, which is derived from DVAAVLCT) divided by the total number of intervals for
which volume statistics were available (SGADINTV, derived from DVADINTV). This provides the best approximation of the
number of available devices for the hour.

Range of Value:

From 1 to the highest number of volumes defined in any one storage group.

Summarization Process:

SGANOVOL contains the highest value of SGANOVOL encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The value of SGANOVOL is not required for many subsequent calculations, since SGARSMP in this file is not equal to the
number of samples RMF actually took in this time frame, but rather the summation of the DVARSMP values from all the
HARDVA records which went into a given HARSGA record (and therefore averages may be computed by dividing through
by SGARSMP).

Fractional values for this data element are possible since it is not unusual for a volume to be online and not reconfigured
for only part of an hour (for fewer than the total number of RMF measurement intervals included in the hour).

SGANRD - Device Not Ready Count

SGANRD contains the sum of the sampled values of device not ready condition taken for each device of this storage
group. At each sample, and for each device in this storage group, the count is zero unless RMF determines that the
device was marked "not ready", in which case the count is 1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANRD   - Device Not Ready

             SGANOVOL - Number of Devices in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

SGANRD is the sum of all DVANRD values for all individual devices in the storage group described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SGARSMP (which in the HARSGA File is
equal to the number of devices in this storage group (SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA File
for this time period).
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Summarization Process:

SGANRD contains the sum of all SGANRD values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Device Not Ready" for any device for which UCBNRY=1. The "not ready" condition may be normal (device is
awaiting a mount of a new volume) or abnormal (device dropped the READY tag because of a malfunction). SGANRD is
used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

SGANSS - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

SGANSS contains the number of samples that RMF skipped, for all device within the storage group, due to invalid cycle
data. When calculating the cycle deltas for device measurements, RMF Monitor I device data gathering performs some
validity checking to avoid negative values in the start subchannel and measurement event counts, as well as in the device
connect, pending, and active times. If the data is recognized as invalid, the cycle is skipped.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA36831.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANSS - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

Element Derivation:

SGANSS is the sum of all of the DVANSS values for all of the individual devices if the storage group described by this
record that are included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

SGANSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGANSS contains the sum of all values of SGANSS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SGANUX - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

SGANUX contains the accumulated number of aliases for all Parallel Access Volume (PAV) devices that are being
summarized for this storage group, during the measurement interval.

For HyperPAV devices, SGANUX has an alternate definition: it contains the accumulated number of aliases that were
used, on average, by all HyperPAVs being summarized for this storage group, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             SGAPCCNN - Percent Device Connected

             SGAPCUTL - Percent Device Utilized

Element Derivation:
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SGANUX is the sum of all DVANUX values for all individual devices of the particular storage group over the time period
being reported.

Range of Value:

SGANUX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGANUX contains the sum of all occurrences of SGANUX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The implementation of Parallel Access Volumes (PAVs) introduced two new unit address types: "base" and "alias." This
allows a single volume to have multiple unit addresses. However, the association between base and alias addresses is
not fixed. Alias addresses can be assigned to other base addresses by the operating system as needed.

SGAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

SGAPADUR contains the total parallel access duration taken over all devices of a particular storage group. It is calculated
by multiplying the actual duration by the ratio of the parallel access exposures to the number of RMF measurement
intervals during which the devices were available.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             SGANUX   - # of Exposures for Multi-Exp. Devices

             DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was a PAV

             DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

Element Derivation:

SGAPADUR is computed using the following formula:

    SGAPADUR = DURATION * (SGANUX/SGAAVLCT)

However, if either of the values for SGANUX or SGAAVLCT is 0 or missing, then SGAPADUR is set to the value of
DURATION.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 up to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAPADUR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The implementation of Parallel Access Volume (PAV), a feature of IBM's Enterprise Storage Subsystem (ESS), introduced
two new unit address types, "base" and "alias." This allows a single volume to have multiple unit addresses (and hence
UCBs) available. However the association between base and alias addresses is not fixed. Alias addresses can be
assigned to other base addresses by the operating system as needed. Up to 255 aliases can be defined per base
address.
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SGAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

SGAPCALC is the percentage of the samples for which the average device of this storage group is allocated to one or
more users of this system, or else was permanently resident on this system.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAALC   - Device Allocated

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples, then this element is set to missing. If the number of devices allocated is
zero, then the element is set to zero. If the number of devices allocated is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAPCALC= (SGAALC*100) / SGARSMP

Note that the value of SGARSMP in the HARSGA file is equal to the number of volumes in this storage group
(SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA file for this time period.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SGAPCALC is recomputed from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers a "device allocated" condition when it detects UCBALOC=1 or UCBPRES=1. This element represents the
fraction of samples showing that one or more users has declared an intention to use the device in question. It does not
carry any information about whether or not the device was actually in use during the measurement interval.

SGAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

SGAPCCNN is the percentage of time during the measurement interval that I/O requests from all exposures for devices of
this type were connected to a channel path for search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAAVCNN - Average Device Connect Time

             SGANUX   - # of Exposures for Multi-Exp. Devices

             SGAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             SGAPCUTL - Percent Device Utilized

Element Derivation:

SGAPCCNN is computed from the values accumulated from all exposures of the individual devices of the same type
described by this record and included in the time period covered by this record. To ensure that the element is derived
correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special conditions. If there were no devices of this
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device type, then this element is set to missing. If the measurement device connect time is zero, then the element is set
to zero. If the measurement device connect time is negative, then the element is set to missing. If the data values do not
meet these special conditions, SGAPCCNN is computed using the following algorithm:

    SGAPCCNN = (SGACNN*100) /

               (DURATION*(SGANUX/SGAAVLCT)*SGANOVOL)

Range of Value:

The value of SGAPCCNN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SGAPCCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

SGAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

SGAPCMTP is the percentage of samples during which the average device of this storage group had a volume mount
pending condition.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

             SGAMTP   - Mount Pending Condition Count

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples, then this element is set to missing. If the mount pending condition count is
zero, then the element is set to zero. If the mount pending condition count is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAPCMTP= (SGAMTP*100) / SGARSMP

Note that the value of SGARSMP in the HARSGA file is equal to the number of volumes in this storage group
(SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA file for this time period.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from zero to 100.

Summarization Process:
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SGAPCMTP is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Mount Pending" for any device such that:

(a) the device is allocated (UCBALOC=1),

(b) the device is in the "Not Ready" state (UCBNRY=1), and

(c) the device is waiting for a MOUNT to complete (UCBMOUNT=1).

SGAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

SGAPCNRD is the percentage of samples during which the average device of this storage group had an indication of a
'not ready' status.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGANRD   - Device Not Ready Count

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples, then this element is set to missing. If the device not ready count is zero, then
the element is set to zero. If the device not ready count is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to missing. If the
data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAPCNRD= (SGANRD*100) / SGARSMP

Note that the value of SGARSMP in the HARSGA file is equal to the number of volumes in this storage group
(SGANOVOL) times the value of DVARSMP from the HARDVA file for this time period.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from zero to 100.

Summarization Process:

SGAPCNRD is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Device Not Ready" for any device for which UCBNRY=1. The "not ready" condition may be normal (device is
awaiting a mount of a new volume) or abnormal (device dropped the READY tag because of a malfunction).

SGAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

SGAPCRSV is the percentage of samples taken during the RMF recording interval that indicated that the devices in this
storage group were reserved by this system. This reserve condition might delay other processors, but does not cause any
delay to users of this device from this system.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  DVAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             SGARSV   - Device Reserved Count

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples, then this element is set to missing. If the device reserved count is zero, then
the element is set to zero. If the device reserved count is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to missing. If the
data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

      SGAPCRSV= (SGARSV*100) / SGARSMP

Note that the value of SGARSMP in the HARSGA file is equal to SGANOVOL times the value of DVARSMP from the
HARDVA file for this time period.

Range of Value:

The value of SGAPCRSV ranges from zero to 100.

Summarization Process:

SGAPCRSV is recalculated from the summarized values of SGARSV and SGARSMP.

SGAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

SGAPCUTL is the percentage of the samples during which the average device of a storage group was actively in use for I/
O operations by the system, or was reserved by the system even though no I/O was active.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Measurement Interval

             SGACNN   - Device Connect Time

             SGADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

             SGANUX   - # of Exposures for Multi-Exp. Devices

             SGAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

             SGAPCCNN - Percent Device Connected

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             SGAUTL   - Reserved/Idle time

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no RMF samples or volumes in the storage group, then this element is set to missing. If there is
no connect or disconnect time and no reserved/idle time, then the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet
these special conditions, SGAPCUTL is computed using the following algorithm:

SGAPCUTL=(((SGACNN+SGADIS)/

            (DURATION*(SGANUX/SGAAVLCT)*SGANOVOL)) +

                                  SGAUTL/SGARSMP)*100
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Note that SGARSMP contains the number of volumes in this storage group (SGANOVOL) multiplied by the HARDVA
value of SAMPLES for this interval.

Range of Value:

The value of SGAPCUTL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SGAPCUTL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is the sum of three separate fractions of the I/O cycle: the time when the device is actively transferring data,
the time when the device is engaged in activities (for example, SEEK) on behalf of an I/O request, and the time when
the device is otherwise idle but is subject to a RESERVE from this system. Therefore, the element is the percentage of
elapsed time that these devices are "reserved" against use by another system. Note that SGAUTL includes one count for
each RMF interval and each device in the reserved-and-idle condition; it is possible that multiple devices may have been
in that condition simultaneously, thereby artificially inflating the SGAPCUTL statistic. A large value of SGAPCUTL should
be investigated by looking at DVAPCUTL for each of the covered devices during the study period.

SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

SGAPEN is the accumulated device pending time for all I/O requests to devices of this storage group during this
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAATV - Device Active Time

             SGACNN - Device Connect Time

             SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

Element Derivation:

SGAPEN is the sum of all DVAPEN values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAPEN contains the sum of all occurrences of SGAPEN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).
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SGAQUE - Requests Queued Count

SGAQUE is the total number of queued I/O requests for all devices of this storage group.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAQUE   - Requests Queued

             STORNAME - Storage Group Name

Element Derivation:

SGAQUE contains the sum of DVAQUE over all devices on this storage group.

Range of Value:

This variable may range from 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAQUE contains the sum of all SGAQUE values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SGAQUE is a sum of sampled totals and should not be compared directly with a true count such as SGASSC. SGAQUE
is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at higher summarization levels.

SGARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

SGARSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SGARSMP contains the sum of all values of DVARSMP encountered during summarization. For this reason, SGARSMP
will likely be much larger than the DURATION and the RMF CYCLE parameter would predict.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate, the length of the period
during which samples were taken, and the number of DVA records used to create the summarized SGA record.

Summarization Process:

SGARSMP contains the sum of all SGARSMP values that were included in the level of summarization.

SGARSV - Device Reserved Count

SGARSV counts the number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which RMF observed that devices of
this storage group were (hardware) reserved by this system.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVARSV   - Device Reserved
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             SGANOVOL - Number of Devices in Storage Group

             SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

This count is the sum of all DVARSV values for all individual devices of this storage group. Note that the value of
SGARSMP in this file will be equal to the number of samples RMF actually took multiplied by SGANOVOL.

Range of Value:

This element may range in value from zero to the value in SGARSMP.

Summarization Process:

SGARSV contains the sum of all SGARSV values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

While this machine has a disk reserved, it cannot be accessed by any other system, even though the other system may
be interested in a different data set on that drive.

SGASSC - Start Subchannel Count

SGASSC is the number of I/O requests to all devices of this storage group during this measurement interval; is a count of
the number of SSCH (Start Subchannel) and RSCH (Resume Subchannel) instructions issued.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGAATV - Device Active Time

             SGACNN - Device Connect Time

             SGADIS - Device Disconnect Time

             SGAMEC - Measurement Event Count

             SGAPEN - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

SGASSC is the sum of all DVASSC values for all individual devices of the storage group described by this record,
included in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGASSC contains the sum of all occurrences of SGASSC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

(a) the device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information (connect
time). This also includes search time.
(b) the time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release (pending
time).
(c) the time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).
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SGAUTL - Device Reserved and Idle Count

SGAUTL is the number of samples taken during the RMF recording interval in which RMF observed that devices in this
storage group were (hardware) reserved by this system and no I/O from this system to these devices was in progress.
This represents 'idle - tied up' time in which no other system could access these devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SGARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

SGAUTL is the sum of all DVAUTL values for all individual devices of this storage group. Note that the value od
SGARSMP in this file will be equal to the number of samples RMF actually took multiplied by SGANOVOL.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SGAUTL contains the sum of all occurrences of SGAUTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The total percentage of elapsed time that a device is 'reserved' against use by another system is given in element
DVAPCUTL.

Synchronous IO link Statistics File ( HARSLS )
The Synchronous IO Link Statistics File file provides statistics for synchronous I/O operations on defined IBM
zHyperLinks. Measurements include read and write operations counts, execution times, per second rates, and successful
I/O operation percentages.

Information in the HARSLS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

For a detailed description of this file, see HARSLS - Synchronous IO link Statistics File.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HARSLS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |
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 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sat, Feb 6, 2021

    

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements that are contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

   Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID
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  XDWM..E  SLSTYP   - zLink I/O Type(port)

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSSPD   - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model

  XDWM..E  SLSWHD   - Synch I/O Link Width

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

  XDWM..E  SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

  XDWM..E  SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

  XDWM..E  SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

  XDWM..E  SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

  XDWM..E  SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used
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  XDWM..E  SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

  XDWM..E  SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSAVNRT - Avg NVS Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSAVNWB - Avg NVS Write Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVRBO - Avg Read Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSAVWBO - Avg Write Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVWRT - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPSNOP - NVS Write Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

  

    

SLSAVNRT - Avg NVS Write Response Time

SLSAVNRT contains the average nonvolatile storage (NVS) write response time per NVS write operation for this zLink
interface during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

            SLSNWO   - NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

            SLSAVNWB - Avg NVS Write Bytes per Operation

            SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVNRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF SLSNWO   THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SLSNWTM GT 0) SLSAVNRT=SLSNWTM/SLSNWO;

     WHEN (SLSNWTM EQ 0) SLSAVNRT=0;

     OTHERWISE           SLSAVNRT=.;

   END;

   ELSE SLSAVNRT=.;

    

Range of Value:

SLSAVNRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVNRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SLSAVNWB - Avg NVS Write Bytes per Operation

SLSAVNWB contains the average bytes written per successful nonvolatile storage (NVS) write operation for this zLink
interface during the reporting interval.                           

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSNWO   - NVS Write Operations

            SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

            SLSAVNRT - Avg NVS Write Response Time

            SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVNWB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSCWS   THEN SELECT;                              

  WHEN (SLSCWS   GT 0) SLSAVWBO=SLSCBW/SLSCWS  ;      

  WHEN (SLSCWS   EQ 0) SLSAVWBO=0;                    

  OTHERWISE            SLSAVWBO=.;                    

END;                                                  

ELSE SLSAVWBO=.;                                      

    

Range of Value:

SLSAVNWB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVNWB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSAVRBO - Avg Read Bytes per Operation

SLSAVRBO contains the average bytes read per successful read operation from synchronous I/O cache for this zLink
interface during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

            SLSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time
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            SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVRBO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSCRS   THEN SELECT;                               

  WHEN (SLSCRS   GT 0) SLSAVRBO=SLSCBR/SLSCRS  ;       

  WHEN (SLSCRS   EQ 0) SLSAVRBO=0;                     

  OTHERWISE            SLSAVRBO=.;                     

END;                                                   

ELSE SLSAVRBO=.;                                

    

Range of Value:

SLSAVRBO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVRBO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

SLSAVRRT contains the average response time for a synchronous I/O cache read operation for this zLink interface during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF SLSCRO   THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SLSCRTM GT 0) SLSAVRRT=SLSCRTM/SLSCRO;

     WHEN (SLSCRTM EQ 0) SLSAVRRT=0;

     OTHERWISE           SLSAVRRT=.;

   END;

   ELSE SLSAVRRT=.;
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Range of Value:

SLSAVRRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSAVWBO - Avg Write Bytes per Operation

SLSAVWBO contains the average bytes written per successful write operation to synchronous I/O cache for this zLink
interface during the reporting interval.                                                   

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

            SLSAVWRT - Avg Write Response Time

            SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful

 

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVWBO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSCWS   THEN SELECT;                               

  WHEN (SLSCWS   GT 0) SLSAVWBO=SLSCBW/SLSCWS  ;       

  WHEN (SLSCWS   EQ 0) SLSAVWBO=0;                     

  OTHERWISE            SLSAVWBO=.;                     

END;                                                   

ELSE SLSAVWBO=.;     

 

    

Range of Value:

SLSAVWBO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVWBO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SLSAVWRT - Avg Write Response Time

SLSAVWRT contains the average response time for a synchronous I/O cache write operation for this zLink interface
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Write

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

            SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSAVWRT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF SLSCWO   THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SLSCWTM GT 0) SLSAVWRT=SLSCWTM/SLSCWO;

     WHEN (SLSCWTM EQ 0) SLSAVWRT=0;

     OTHERWISE           SLSAVWRT=.;

   END;

   ELSE SLSAVWRT=.;  

    

Range of Value:

SLSAVWRT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSAVWRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCBR - Synch I/O Bytes Read

SLSCBR contains the total number of synchronous I/O cache bytes read for this zLink interface during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time
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Element Derivation:

SLSCBR contains the value input from field R748SCBR in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

SLSCBR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCBR contains the sum of all values of SLSCBR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCBW - Synch I/O Bytes Written

SLSCBW contains the total number of synchronous I/O cache bytes written for this zLink interface during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCBW contains the value input from field R748SCBW in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

SLSCBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCBW contains the sum of all values of SLSCBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCRO - Synch I/O Read Operations

SLSCRO contains the total number of synchronous I/O cache read operations for this zLink interface during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCRO contains the value input from field R748SCRO in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCRO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCRO contains the sum of all values of SLSCRO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCRS - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

SLSCRS contains the total number of successful synchronous I/O cache read operations for this zLink interface during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCRS contains the value input from field R748SCRS in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCRS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCRS contains the sum of all values of SLSCRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SLSCRTM - Synch I/O Read Time

SLSCRTM contains the total synchronous I/O cache read time for this zLink interface during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCRTM contains the value input from field R748SCRT in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCRTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

SLSCRTM contains the sum of all values of SLSCRTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCWO - Synch I/O Write Operations

SLSCWO contains the total number of synchronous I/O cache write operations for this zLink interface during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:
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SLSCWO contains the value input from field R748SCWO in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCWO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCWO contains the sum of all values of SLSCWO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCWS - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

SLSCWS contains the total number of successful synchronous I/O cache write operations for this zLink interface during
the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCWS contains the value input from field R748SCWS in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSCWS contains the sum of all values of SLSCWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSCWTM - Synch I/O Write Time

SLSCWTM contains the total synchronous I/O cache write time for this zLink interface during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read
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            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

           

    

Element Derivation:

SLSCWTM contains the value input from field R748SCWT in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSCWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

SLSCWTM contains the sum of all values of SLSCWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSIID - zLink Interface ID

SLSIID contains the synchronous I/O link (IBM zHyperLink) interface ID.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  

 SEE ALSO:  SLSTYP   - zLink I/O Type(port)

            SLSSPD   - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model

    

Element Derivation:

SLSIID contains the value input from field R748SIID in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSIID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSIID is not summarized. SLSIID is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan, so
other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSNBO - NVS Write Operations

SLSNBO contains the total number of nonvolatile storage (NVS) write operations for this zLink interface during the
reporting interval.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

            SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSNBO contains the value input from field R748SNBO in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSNBO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSNBO contains the sum of all values of SLSNBO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSNBW - NVS Bytes Written

SLSNBW contains the total number of nonvolatile storage (NVS) bytes written for this zLink interface during the reporting
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSNBW contains the value input from field R748SNBW in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 131072 (128 KB).

Range of Value:

SLSNBW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSNBW contains the sum of all values of SLSNBW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSNWS - Successful NVS Write Operations

SLSNWS contains the total number of successful nonvolatile storage (NVS) write operations for this zLink interface during
the reporting interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

            SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSNWS contains the value input from field R748SNWS in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSNWS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSNWS contains the sum of all values of SLSNWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSNWTM - NVS Write Time

SLSNWTM contains the total nonvolatile storage (NVS) write time for this zLink interface during the reporting interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSNWTM contains the value input from field R748SNWT in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section of the SMF type
74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSNWTM is a SAS time value.

Summarization Process:

SLSNWTM contains the sum of all values of SLSNWTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful

SLSPCNOS contains the percentage of nonvolatile storage (NVS) write operations that were successful for this zLink
during the reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

            SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

            SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

    

Element Derivation:

SLSPCNOS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSNBO   THEN SELECT;                                      

  WHEN (SLSNBO  GT 0) SLSPCNOS=(SLSNWS/SLSNBO)*100;           

  WHEN (SLSNBO  EQ 0) SLSPCNOS=0;                             

  OTHERWISE           SLSPCNOS=.;                             

END;                                                          

ELSE SLSPCNOS=.; 

    

Range of Value:

The value of SLSPCNOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SLSPCNOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

SLSPCROS contains the percentage of synchronous read operations that were successful for this zLink during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations
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            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

            SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

    

Element Derivation:

SLSPCROS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSCRO   THEN SELECT;                              

  WHEN (SLSCRO  GT 0) SLSPCROS=(SLSCRS/SLSCRO)*100;   

  WHEN (SLSCRO  EQ 0) SLSPCROS=0;                     

  OTHERWISE           SLSPCROS=.;                     

END;                                                  

ELSE SLSPCROS=.; 

    

Range of Value:

The value of SLSPCROS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SLSPCROS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful

SLSPCWOS contains the percentage of synchronous read operations that were successful for this zLink during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

            SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

    

Element Derivation:

SLSPCWOS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF SLSCWO   THEN SELECT;                                 

  WHEN (SLSCWO  GT 0) SLSPCWOS=(SLSCWS/SLSCWO)*100;      

  WHEN (SLSCWO  EQ 0) SLSPCWOS=0;                        

  OTHERWISE           SLSPCWOS=.;                        
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END;                                                     

ELSE SLSPCWOS=.;  

    

Range of Value:

The value of SLSPCWOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SLSPCWOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSPSNOP - NVS Write Operations/Second

SLSPSNOP contains the rate of nonvolatile storage (NVS) write operations per second for this zLink interface during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written                            

            SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations                         

            SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations              

            SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time                               

            SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful 

    

Element Derivation:

SLSPSNOP is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;                            

  WHEN (SLSNBO   GT 0) SLSPSNOP=SLSNBO/CACHEDUR;    

  WHEN (SLSNWO   EQ 0) SLSPSNOP=0;                  

  OTHERWISE            SLSPSNOP=.;                  

END;                                                

ELSE SLSPSNOP=.;  

    

Range of Value:

SLSPSNOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSPSNOP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

SLSPSROP contains the rate of synchronous I/O cache read operations per second for this zLink interface during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

            SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

            SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

            SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

    

Element Derivation:

SLSPSROP is computed using the following algorithm:

IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;                        

  WHEN (SLSCRO   GT 0) SLSPSROP=SLSCRO/CACHEDUR;

  WHEN (SLSCRO   EQ 0) SLSPSROP=0;              

  OTHERWISE            SLSPSROP=.;              

END;                                            

ELSE SLSPSROP=.;    

 

    

Range of Value:

SLSPSROP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSPSROP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

SLSPSWOP contains the rate of synchronous I/O cache write operations per second for this zLink interface during the
reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

            SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

            SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

            SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful
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Element Derivation:

SLSPSWOP is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF CACHEDUR THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (SLSCWO   GT 0) SLSPSWOP=SLSCWO/CACHEDUR;

     WHEN (SLSCWO   EQ 0) SLSPSWOP=0;

     OTHERWISE            SLSPSWOP=.;

   END;

   ELSE SLSPSWOP=.;

    

Range of Value:

SLSPSWOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSPSWOP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

SLSSIOIN contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the synchronous I/O link is handshake incomplete.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

            SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

            SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

            SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

    

Element Derivation:

SLSSIOIN is set according to the value of field R748SSTE in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 8, Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. When the value is two, SLSSIOIN is set to one. Otherwise,
SLSSIOIN is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SLSSIOIN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSSIOIN contains the sum of all values of SLSSIOIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

SLSSIONT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the synchronous I/O link is not trained.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

            SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

            SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

            SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

    

Element Derivation:

SLSSIONT is set according to the value of field R748SSTE in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 8, Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. When the value is one, SLSSIONT is set to one. Otherwise,
SLSSIONT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SLSSIONT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSSIONT contains the sum of all values of SLSSIONT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

SLSSIONU contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the synchronous I/O link is not used.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

            SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

            SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

            SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

    

Element Derivation:

SLSSIONU is set according to the value of field R748SSTE in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 8, Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. When the value is zero, SLSSIONU is set to one.
Otherwise, SLSSIONU is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SLSSIONU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSSIONU contains the sum of all values of SLSSIONU processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

SLSSIOOP contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the synchronous I/O link is handshake complete
and link operational.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

            SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

            SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

            SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

    

Element Derivation:

SLSSIOOP is set according to the value of field R748SSTE in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics Section of the
RMF Type 74, subtype 8, Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. When the value is three, SLSSIOOP is set to one.
Otherwise, SLSSIOOP is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SLSSIOOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSSIOOP contains the sum of all values of SLSSIOOP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

SLSSIOQU contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the synchronous I/O link is in service mode or
quiesced.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

            SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

            SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

            SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

            

    

Element Derivation:
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SLSSIOQU is set according to the value of field R748SSTE in the Synchronous I/O Link Statistics Section of the RMF
Type 74, subtype 8, Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. When the value is four, SLSSIOQU is set to one. Otherwise,
SLSSIOQU is set to zero.

Range of Value:

SLSSIOQU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSSIOQU contains the sum of all values of SLSSIOQU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSSPD - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model

SLSSPD contains the synchronous I/O link speed model for this link.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID - zLink Interface ID

            SLSTYP - zLink I/O Type(port)

          

    

Element Derivation:

SLSSPD contains the value input from field R748SSPD in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSSPD can contain the following values based on the value input from R748SSPD.

    

         R748SSPD    SLSSPD

         --------    -------------

            0        'NOT USED'

            1        'PCI GEN1'

            2        'PCI GEN2'

            3        'PCI GEN3'

            4        'PCI GEN4'

          OTHER      'UNKNOWN '

    

Summarization Process:

SLSSPD contains the last value of SLSSPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSTYP - zLink I/O Type(port)

SLSTYP contains the synchronous I/O link type.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSIID  - zLink Interface ID

            SLSSPD  - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model

    

Element Derivation:

SLSTYP contains the value input from field R748STYP in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSTYP can contain the following values based on the value input from R748STYP.

         R748SSPD    SLSTYP

         --------    -------------

            0        'NOT USED'

            1        'Optical '

          OTHER      'UNKNOWN '

    

Summarization Process:

SLSTYP is not summarized. SLSTYP is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the timespan,
so other elements in the file can be summarized.

Usage Notes:

None

SLSWHD - Synch I/O Link Width

SLSWHD contains the number of PCIe lanes for the synchronous I/O link.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  SLSTYP   - zLink I/O Type(port)                                    

            SLSSPD   - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model    

    

Element Derivation:

SLSWHD contains the value input from field R748SWHD in the Rank Statistics section of the SMF type 74 subtype 8
Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

SLSWHD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SLSWHD contains the last value of SLSSPD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity (HARTGC)
The Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity File stores information about the resource utilization of individual Tenant
Resource Groups (TRGs) that had workload activity on the z/OS LPAR. In addition to uniquely identifying the TRG, with
the Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) and Tenant ID (TRGTID) summarization keys, the file provides Service Unit
consumption metrics for each core type (CP, zIIP, and zAAP), the four-hour rolling average of MSU use, and the average
memory use of the tenant workloads.

Because multiple TRGs can be concurrently active, the HARTGC resource utilization metrics are summarized into
similarly named CPU***** data elements in the HARCPU file. This supports overall TRG usage reporting from the
HARCPU file and the breakdown analysis of individual TRG utilization from the HARTGC file.

The information in the HARTRG file is obtained from the Tenant Resource Group Data Section of the RMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     TRGGROUP  TRGTID                       |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |TRGGROUP  TRGTID                                 |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |TRGGROUP  TRGTID                                 |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      TRGGROUP |

 |         |TRGTID                                           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Wed, Aug 5, 2020

  

  

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Aug 5, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

  XDWM..E  TRGTID   - Tenant ID

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number
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  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

  XDWM..E  TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID

  XDWM..E  TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

  XDWM..E  TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)
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TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCAVLAT contains the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group
(TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are expressed in
millions of service units per hour (MSUs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally
available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                       

           INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

           TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

           TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

     WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

     OTHERWISE         TGCAVLAT=.;

   END;

 

Range of Value:

TGCAVLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

TGCAVLAT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

TGCAVTMC contains the average amount of memory used by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group
(TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). This data element was introduced with IBM
APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

           TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use        

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCAVTMC is computed using the following algorithm:
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IF INTERVLS AND TGCTMSMP THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOTMC GT 0) TGCAVTMC=TGCTOTMC/(TGCTMSMP*INTERVLS);

 WHEN (TGCTOTMC EQ 0) TGCAVTMC=0;

 OTHERWISE TGCAVTMC=.;

END;

ELSE TGCAVTMC=.;

Range of Value:

TGCAVTMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCAVTMC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs) are defined, a maximum amount of memory that can be used by workloads
belonging to the TRG can be specified. You can compare TGCAVTMC to the specified memory limit for a TRG to see if
the actual use is at or near the specified limit. If so, you should monitor TRG workloads to see if performance is being
impacted by memory use restrictions.

TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMNLAT contains the minimum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant
Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are
expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and
generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TGCMNLAT is set equal to TGCAVLAT. TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE TGCAVLAT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

TGCMNLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCMNLAT contains the minimum value of TGCMNLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCMXLAT contains the maximum of the average service units consumed by transactions that belong to the Tenant
Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units are
expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and
generally available with z/OS 2.4

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, TGCMXLAT is set equal to TGCAVLAT. TGCAVLAT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT>0) TGCAVLAT=TGCTOLAT/INTERVLS;

 WHEN (TGCTOLAT=0) TGCAVLAT=0;

 OTHERWISE TGCAVLAT=.;

END;

Range of Value:

TGCMXLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCMXLAT contains the maximum value of TGCMXLAT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

TGCTMSMP contains the total number of Tenant Resource Group (TRG) memory consumption samples collected during
the measurement period. TGCTMSMP is maintained to calculate data element element Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)
(TGCAVTMC). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

           TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use         

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:
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TGCTMSMP contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_M_CNT of CPU control data section of the RMF type field
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTMSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the
period during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:

TGCTMSMP contains the sum of all TGCTMSMP values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

TGCTOLAT contains the four-hour rolling average of processor service units consumed by transactions that belong to the
Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). Processor service units
are expressed in millions of service units per hour (MSUs). In the DETAIL timespan, TGCTOLAT represents the average
MSUs consumed during the four-hour period preceding the current RMF interval. In higher timespans, TGCTOLAT
is maintained to calculate data element Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs (TGCAVLAT). This data element was
introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: CPUTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant RG CPU MSUs                   

          INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                          

          TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs                      

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

Element Derivation:

TGCTOLAT contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_LAC in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOLAT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOLAT contains the sum of all values of TGCTOLAT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

TGCTOTCP contains the total number of service units consumed on general purpose CP cores by transactions that
belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). This data
element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTCP contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUCP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTCP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTCP contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

TGCTOTMC contains the sum of the total number of bytes used by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource
Group (TRG), summed over multiple samples during the RMF interval. The TRG is identified by data element Tenant
Resource Group (TRGGROUP), TGCTOTMC is maintained to calculate data element element Avg Tenant Memory Use
(Bytes) (TGCAVTMC). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA54916, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

           TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

           TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

           TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

           TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

During raw data processing, MICS inputs field SMF70_TRG_MEM in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the SMF
type 70 CPU Activity record. This field contains the sum of multiple samples of TRG memory use, stored in units of 4K
frames. After input, the value is multiplied by 4096 to convert the units of 4K page frames to bytes, and stored in data
element TGCTOTMC.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTMC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTMC contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TGCTOTMC is maintained only to compute the average memory use of a Tenant Resource Group (TRG). Even in the
DETAIL timespan, TGCTOTMC is not useful for analysis or reporting, because it is the sum of TRG memory use over a
number of RMF sampling occurrences.
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TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

TGCTOTSU contains the total number of service units consumed on Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) cores
by transactions that belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group
(TRGGROUP). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

          TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

      

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTSU contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUSUP in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTSU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTSU contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTSU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

TGCTOTZA contains the total number of service units consumed on Application Assist (zAAP) cores by transactions that
belong to the Tenant Resource Group (TRG) identified by data element Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP). This data
element was introduced with IBM APAR OA52694, and generally available with z/OS 2.4.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

          TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

          TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

          TRGTID   - Tenant ID

Element Derivation:

TGCTOTZA contains the value input from field SMF70_TRG_SUIFA in the Tenant Resource Group data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Range of Value:

TGCTOTZA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TGCTOTZA contains the sum of all values of TGCTOTZA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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Logical Processor Activity File (HARVPA)
The Logical Core Activity File describes the activity of each active logical core assigned to each PR/SM logical partition
(LPAR) in a Central Procecessing Complex (CPC). It also carries data that tracks changes made to logical core definitions
that might effect performance analysis of the complex. This file is typically used when reporting on logical core activity.       
                                 

The information in the HARVPA file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |CPUTYPE   VPAADDR                                |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      CPUTYPE  |

 |         |VPAADDR                                          |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR      CPUTYPE  |

 |         |VPAADDR                                          |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CPUTYPE   VPAADDR  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not..

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 26, 2016

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

  XDWM..E  PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VPAADDR  - Logical Core Address

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier
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  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

  XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

  XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex
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  XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex
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  XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

  XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count
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  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  VPAABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

  XDWM..E  VPAACS   - CP Cores Actual Weighting

  XDWM..E  VPABPS   - Partition Cores Weight   

  XDWM..   VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status

  XDWM..E  VPAMAS   - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  VPAMIS   - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  VPAMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWM..E  VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

  XDWM..E  VPAWST   - Wait State Assist Status

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  VPAABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

  XDWM..E  VPAABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

  XDWM..E  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

  XDWM..E  VPACPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

  XDWM..E  VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

  XDWM..E  VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

  XDWM..E  VPADEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

  XDWM..E  VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

  XDWM..E  VPADIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

  XDWM..E  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

  XDWM..E  VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

  XDWM..E  VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

  XDWM..E  VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

  XDWM..E  VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

  XDWM..E  VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

  XDWM..E  VPAOTM   - Online Time

  XDWM..E  VPARSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

  XDWM..E  VPATONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

  XDWM..E  VPATONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

  XDWM..E  VPATONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

  XDWM..E  VPATONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

  XDWM..E  VPATOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

  XDWM..E  VPATPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

  XDWM..E  VPAWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

  XDWM..E  VPAWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

  XDWM..E  VPAWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWM..   VPANPEDT - Minimum Utilization - Effective

  XDWM..E  VPANPVPU - Minimum Utilization

 

 Maximum Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  VPAMPEDT - Maximum Utilization - Effective

  XDWM..E  VPAMPVPU - Maximum Utilization

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  VPAAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool     

  XDWM..E  VPAAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

  XDWM..E  VPAPCEDT - Average Utilization - Effective

  XDWM..E  VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

  XDWM..E  VPAPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  VPAPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  VPAPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

  XDWM..E  VPAPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

  XDWM..E  VPAPCOTM - Average Online Time

  XDWM..E  VPAPCVPU - Average Utilization

VPAABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

fffABCCT contains the number of measurement intervals where a change in the absolute LPAR capacity limit occurred for
the core type that is represented by the observation.

RMFABCCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABCCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABCCT is the number of intervals where a change in the
absolute capacity limit occurred for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, for the core type that is identified
by the IPUTYPE data element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABCCT is the number of intervals where a change in the
absolute capacity limit occurred for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, for the core type that is
identified by the PRSMPRTP data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use
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          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffABCCT is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if bit 6 of field SMF70VPF is on in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section
of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. Otherwise fffABCCT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABCCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAABSCT- Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

fffABSCT contains the number of measurement intervals where an absolute LPAR capacity limit was specified for the core
type that is represented by the observation.

RMFABSCT is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABSCT data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABSCT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity
limit was specified for the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, for the core type that is identified by the
IPUTYPE data element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABSCT is number of intervals where an absolute capacity
limit was specified for the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, for the core type that is identified by the
PRSMPRTP data element.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier
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Element Derivation:

fffABSCT is set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan if field SMF70HW_Cap_Limit in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of
the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record is non-zero. Otherwise fffABSCT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffABSCT is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

fffABSLM is the absolute LPAR capacity limit for use of the core type that is represented by the observation. The capacity
limit value is expressed as a number of CPUs.

RMFABSLM is the data dictionary member name for this data element, and applies to the fffABSLM data elements in the
following database files as follows:

• In the Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU) file, IPUABSLM is the limit of the number CPU cores that can
be used by the LPAR identified by the SYSID data element, of the core type that is identified by the IPUTYPE data
element.

• In the PR/SM Logical Core Activity File (HARVPA) file, VPAABSLM is the limit of the number of CPU cores that can
be used by the LPAR identified by the PRSMLPNM data element, of the core type that is identified by the PRSMPRTP
data element.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

          LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

          LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

          LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

          PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

          RMFABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

          RMFCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          RMFZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

          RMFZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

          RMFZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

          SYSID - System Identifier

Element Derivation:
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fffABSLM contains the value input from field SMF70HW_Cap_Limit in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. The binary field value is divided by 100 on input, yielding processor unit
values accurate to two decimal places.

Summarization Process:

fffABSLM contains the last value of fffABSLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

VPAACS contains the logical partition actual weighting of the shared CP core resources, as dynamically assigned by the
WLM LPAR weight management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

A value of zero in this field indicates that the partition is not under WLM control and that its weight has been statically
defined (VPABPS data element). Note that the LPAR CPU management function is only available when WLM is working in
goal mode.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: VPABPS - Partition Cores Weight

          VPAMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

          VPAMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

VPAACS contains the value input from field SMF70ACS of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

VPAACS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999.

Summarization Process:

VPAACS contains the last value of VPAACS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

VPAADDR - Logical Core Address

VPAADDR is the PR/SM logical core address. When the Central Processing Complex (CPC) is operating in LPAR mode,
each logical partition appears as if it were running in a separate CPC. To support this concept, a unique core address
is generated for each logical core within the logical partition. This core address is a logical, rather than a physical, core
address.

The address of each core in a single logical partition is unique in LPAR mode. These addresses are the same as would
be found if the CPC complex was operating in basic (non-LPAR) mode. Therefore, the same subsystem initialization
parameters can be used with minimal modification in both LPAR and basic modes.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: IPUADDR - Processor Core Address

Element Derivation:

VPAADDR contains the value obtained from field SMF70VPA in the PR/SM Logical Processor Data Section of the SMF
type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from 0 to the maximum number of cores supported in the CPC complex.

Summarization Process:

VPAADDR contains the value of the last occurrence of VPAADDR in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool

VPAAPRSH contains the average number of cores in the pool (CP, ICF, IFL, IFA/zAAP, IIP/zIIP) to which this logical core
belongs, that can be shared across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

          VPATPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

Element Derivation:

VPAAPRSH is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (VPATPRSH GT 0) VPAAPRSH=VPATPRSH/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (VPATPRSH EQ 0) VPAAPRSH=0;

   OTHERWISE            VPAAPRSH=.;

 END;

 ELSE VPAAPRSH=.;

Range of Value:

VPAAPRSH ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPAAPRSH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

VPAAVPOW contains the average weight for the logical processor when the logical partition was vertically polarized (that
is, Hiperdispatch mode was active), during the periods covered by the measurement interval.
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In Hiperdispatch mode, logical processors have a high, medium, or low amount of physical processor share, whereas,
without Hiperdispatch mode, the processing weight for a logical partition is equally divided between the online logical
processors.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             VPATOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

             PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

VPAAVPOW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPADIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPATOPOW GT 0) VPAAVPOW=VPATOPOW/VPADIAGS;

    WHEN (VPATOPOW EQ 0) VPAAVPOW=0;

    OTHERWISE            VPAAVPOW=.;

  END; ELSE VPAAVPOW=.;

Range of Value:

VPAAVPOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPAAVPOW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPABPS - Partition Cores Weight

VPABPS contains the partition weight for the core pool, identified by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE), that
was specified when defining or modifying PR/SM LPAR logical partitions. The partition core weight is used to prioritize the
dispatching of physical core resources between logical partitions.

With event driven dispatching (Wait Completion = NO, the default), there is no limit on dispatch time imposed by the LPAR
dispatcher unless there is contention for core resources. With partition capping in effect, however, logical core dispatch
time of CP cores for a particular logical partition is limited so that the share implied by the partition CP core weight is not
exceeded.

The use of time slice dispatching (Wait Completion = YES with a fixed time slice) turns on partition capping.

VPABPS is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

          PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

          PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight
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          PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

          PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

          VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

          VPARSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

          VPAWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

Element Derivation:

VPABPS contains the value input from field SMF70BPS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of VPABPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999. For logical partitions with dedicated processors,
the value is missing.

Summarization Process:

VPABPS contains the last value of VPABPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The partition core weights are dimensionless numbers whose absolute magnitude is not significant. For each core pool
(CP, zIIP, zAAP, IFL, ICF), the LPAR dispatcher uses the ratio of the weights of all active logical partitions and the number
of logical cores defined for each one to determine dispatching limits, if any.

For each core pool, the LPAR dispatcher divides the partition core weight by the number of logical cores active for the
logical partition before making dispatching decisions. This simplifies the allocation of resources between logical partitions
with different numbers of logical cores. In other words, a logical partition with a weight of 10 would get half the dispatch
time of another logical partition with a weight of 20, regardless of the number of logical cores defined for each one (the
weights could have been 30 and 60, or 175 and 350, respectively - remember that it is the ratio that is significant).

A logical partition cannot have more than its defined number of logical cores dispatched at any time. This means that a
logical partition with two logical cores running in a PR/SM LPAR system with four physical cores can never receive more
than 50% of the available core resources, regardless of the weights of other logical partitions.

VPACAP - Partition Capping Status

VPACAP contains the status of logical partition capping for the measurement interval. Partition capping limits the amount
of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from other logical
partitions.

VPACAP is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

             VPABPS   - Processor Relative Share

             VPACPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

             VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACAP is set based on the values of VPACPECT, VPACPDCT and VPACPCCT:

If capping was disabled and capping status did not change, (VPACPDCT AND NOT VPACPCCT) then VPACAP is set
to 'DISABLED.'
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If capping was enabled and capping status did not change, (VPACPECT AND NOT VPACPCCT) then VPACAP is set
to 'ENABLED.'

If capping was disabled and capping status changed, (VPACPDCT AND VPACPCCT) then VPACAP is set to 'CHANGED
TO ENABLED.'

If capping was enabled and capping status changed, (VPACPECT AND VPACPCCT) then VPACAP is set to 'CHANGED
TO DISABLED.'

Range of Value:

VPACAP is set to blanks if the logical processor is dedicated or if LPAR management time reporting is not in effect.
Otherwise, VPACAP can contain any of the following values:

    ENABLED                 (all timespans)

    DISABLED                (all timespans)

    CHANGED TO ENABLED      (DETAIL timespan only)

    CHANGED TO DISABLED     (DETAIL timespan only)

    CHANGED                 (other timespans)

Summarization Process:

VPACAP is set based on the values of VPACPECT, VPACPDCT and INTERVLS:

If capping was disabled for all measurement intervals, (VPACPDCT = INTERVLS) then VPACAP is set to 'DISABLED.'

If capping was enabled for all measurement intervals, (VPACPECT = INTERVLS) then VPACAP is set to 'ENABLED.'

Otherwise, VPACAP is set to 'CHANGED.'

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.

VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

VPACHPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor's polarization changed.
When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states, which describe
its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACHPOL is set to 1 if bit 2 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
Record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

VPACHPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPACHPOL contains the sum of all values of VPACHPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPACPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

VPACPCCT contains the number of measurement intervals when the status of logical partition capping was changed from
enabled to disabled, or from disabled to enabled. Partition capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical
partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.

VPACPCCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPABPS   - Processor Relative Share

             VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status

             VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPCCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of VPACPCCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPCCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

VPACPCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of VPACPCCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.
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Partition capping status changes can have a significant effect on PR/SM LPAR system performance. Because of this,
individual measurement intervals with status changes and summarized periods with large numbers of intervals with status
changes should not be viewed as representative of PR/SM LPAR system performance.

VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

VPACPDCT contains the number of measurement intervals when logical partition capping was not in effect. Partition
capping limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor
resources from other logical partitions.

VPACPDCT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPABPS   - Processor Relative Share

             VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status

             VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPDCT is set to 0 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 1 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of VPACPDCT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPDCT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

VPACPDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of VPACPDCT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

VPACPECT contains the number of measurement intervals when logical partition capping was in effect. Partition capping
limits the amount of dispatch time allowed for a logical partition even if there is no contention for processor resources from
other logical partitions.

VPACPECT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPABPS   - Processor Relative Share

             VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status
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             VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

             PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPECT is set to 1 if bit 3 of field SMF70VPF of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity Record is on,
or set to 0 if the bit is off. If the system is not executing in PR/SM LPAR mode or if the LPAR management time reporting
is not in effect, then the value of VPACPECT is missing.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPACPECT's value is always 0, 1, or missing. At higher levels of summarization, its value either
ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS, or is missing.

Summarization Process:

VPACPECT contains the sum of all occurrences of VPACPECT in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When partition capping is not in effect, the LPAR dispatcher does not impose any limit on the amount of dispatch time
available to any particular logical partition unless there is contention for processor resources from other logical partitions.
When this happens, dispatch time is allocated to the partitions based on their processor relative shares and on recent use
of the processor resources.

With partition capping enabled, however, the dispatch time allowed for a particular partition is always limited based on
processor relative share, regardless of other activity in the complex.

VPADEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

VPADEDCT is the number of intervals where the logical core was dedicated to the LPAR. Dedicated cores are those that
are assigned to one PR/SM LPAR and are not shared with any other LPARs. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70
record and is applicable to PR/SM environments only.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the core is dedicated, MICS tests the value of field SMF70BPS of the Logical Processor data
section of the RMF type 70 CPU Activity record. When the value is X'FFFF', VPADEDCT is set to 1, indicating that the
logical core was dedicated to the LPAR.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

VPADEDCT contains the sum of all VPADEDCT values that were included in the summarization level.

VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

VPADIAGS contains the total number of samples where extended data returned from the Diagnose x'204' were available,
during the measurement interval. The Diagnose X'204' function is used by the SRM to retrieve information concerning
the PR/SM operational environment. This function is recorded in the RMF type 70 record and is applicable to PR/SM
environments only.

VPADIAGS is only valid for systems executing at release z/OS V1R1 and later.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

VPADIAGS contains the value input from field SMF70DSA of the RMF Type 70 CPU Activity Record.

Range of Value:

VPADIAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPADIAGS contains the sum of all values of VPADIAGS processed in the level of summarization.

fffDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

fffDIAGV contains the number of intervals where simplified Diagnose X'204' data for this system running as a z/VM guest
was available. When this data is available, the CPU time consumed by z/VM itself is provided in the observations for the
PHYSICAL partition.

RMFDIAGV is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffDIAGV, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffDIAGV is included in the
following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUDIAGV

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUDIAGV

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCDIAGV

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPADIAGV

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the simplified Diagnose X'204' data availability, MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF70INB of the CPU
control section of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, fffDIAGV is incremented by 1,
indicating that the simplified Diagnose X'204' data was available during the interval.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of fffDIAGV is always 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a
minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

fffDIAGV contains the sum of all values of fffDIAGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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VPADTM - Dispatch Time

VPADTM contains the dispatch time of the logical processor. This includes the time that the processor was dispatched to
perform LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPADTM is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Processors Dispatch Time

             LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Processors Dispatch Time

             LPCTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time

             LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Processors Dispatch Time

             LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Processors Dispatch Time

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

Element Derivation:

VPADTM contains the value input from field SMF70PDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of VPADTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

VPADTM contains the sum of all values of VPAEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPADTM is the overall logical processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR management time
attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval, even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

VPAEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

VPAEDT contains the dispatch time of the logical processor, minus the time that the processor was dispatched to perform
LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPAEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Proc. Effective Dispatch Time

             LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Proc. Effective Dispatch Time

             LPCTOEDT - Total CP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time

             LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Proc. Effective Dispatch Tm

             LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Proc. Effective Dispatch Tm

             PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPADTM   - Total Dispatch Time

Element Derivation:

VPAEDT contains the value input from field SMF70EDT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of VPAEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:

VPAEDT contains the sum of all values of VPAEDT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPAEDT is the effective logical processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.

Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even
when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

VPAHIPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a high
entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states,
which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization
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             VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are on,
VPAHIPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

VPAHIPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPAHIPOL contains the sum of all values of VPAHIPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

VPALOPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a low
entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization states,
describing its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is off and bit 1 is on,
VPALOPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

VPALOPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPALOPOL contains the sum of all values of VPALOPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

VPAMAS contains the maximum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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See also: VPAACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

          VPABPS - Partition Cores Weight

          VPAMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

VPAMAS contains the value input from field SMF70MAS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. VPAMAS is
set to a missing value (.) if the core type is not a standard CP core.

Range of Value:

VPAMAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999 for observations representing standard CP cores. For other
core types (e.g., zIIP), VPAMAS contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

VPAMAS contains the last value of VPAMAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

VPAMDPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the logical processor was polarized with a
medium entitlement. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can take any of the three following vertical polarization
states, which describe its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

             VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If bit 0 is on and bit 1 is off,
VPAMDPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

VPAMDPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPAMDPOL contains the sum of all values of VPAMDPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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VPAMIS - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

VPAMIS contains the minimum weight that the WLM LPAR CPU management function of the Intelligent Resource Director
(IRD) will assign as the partition's actual standard CP cores weight.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: VPAACS - CP Cores Actual Weighting

          VPABPS - Partition Cores Weight

          VPAMAS - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

Element Derivation:

VPAMIS contains the value input from field SMF70MIS of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. VPAMIS is set
to a missing value (.) if the core type is not a standard CP core.

Range of Value:

VPAMIS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 999 for observations representing standard CP cores. For other
core types (e.g., zIIP), VPAMIS contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

VPAMIS contains the last value of VPAMIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Dynamic weight management only affects environments where all LPARs under WLM control are running CPU-
constrained. Based on WLM policy, LPAR weights will be adjusted to move CPU resources to the most deserving
workload.

VPAMOD - Processor Model Family

fffMOD contains the family of processors on which this logical partition is executing, for example, 2084, 2094, etc.

RMFMOD is the MICS data dictionary entry name for the element. The actual measurement, however, is found in a
number of MICS files as element fffMOD, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffMOD is included in the following files:

    FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

    NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

    ------   ----------------------------------   -------

    HARCPU - CPU Activity File                    CPUMOD

    HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File   IPUMOD

    HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCMOD

    HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAMOD

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Element Derivation:

fffMOD contains the value input from field SMF70MOD of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:
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fffMOD can be any CPU Model Family obtained by RMF from the Store CPU instruction, or, when available, from the
Store System Information (STSI) instruction.

Summarization Process:

fffMOD contains the last value of fffMOD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAMPEDT - Maximum Utilization - Effective

VPAMPEDT contains the maximum logical-processor utilization observed during the measurement interval. Logical-
processor utilization is the percent of the time that the logical processor was dispatched. This includes the time the
processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPAMPEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM   - Online Time

             VPAPCEDT - Average Utilization - Effective

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPAMPEDT is set equal to VPAPCEDT. VPAPCEDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPAEDT)0) VPAPCEDT=(VPAEDT*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPAEDT=0) VPAPCEDT=0;

    OTHERWISE       VPAPCEDT=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCEDT=.;

Range of Value:

VPAMPEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. This value will be equal to zero for the PHYSICAL
partition because this LPAR does not have any effective dispatch time (VPAEDT).

Summarization Process:

VPAMPEDT contains the maximum value of VPAMPEDT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPAMPEDT is the maximum effective logical- processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include
LPAR management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready-logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval, even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.
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LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPAMPVPU - Maximum Utilization

VPAMPVPU contains the maximum logical-processor utilization observed during the measurement interval. Logical-
processor utilization is the percent of the time that the logical processor was dispatched. This includes the time the
processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPAMPVPU is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM   - Online Time

             VPAPCVPU - Average Utilization

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPAMPVPU is set equal to VPAPCVPU. VPAPCVPU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPADTM GT 0) VPAPCVPU=(VPADTM*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPADTM EQ 0) VPAPCVPU=0;

    OTHERWISE          VPAPCVPU=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCVPU=.;

Range of Value:

VPAMPVPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPAMPVPU contains the maximum value of VPAMPVPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPAMPVPU is the maximum overall logical- processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
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logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

VPAMTITM contains the total amount of multithread idle time, in seconds, for the logical core identified by data element
Logical Core Address (VPAADDR) and of the core type identified by data element Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE).

This data element is kept to calculate Pct Core Multithread Idle (VPAPCMIT).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type 

          IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

          VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

          VPAADDR  - Logical Core Address

Element Derivation:

VPAMTITM contains the value input from field SMF70MTIT of the PR/SM Logical Processor Data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

VPAMTITM ranges from a minimum of zero to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPAMTITM contains the sum of all values of VPAMTITM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Multithread idle time is the amount of time, while a logical core is dispatched to a physical core, that no processor threads
are executing.
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VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

VPANOPOL contains the number of measurement intervals within which the polarization for the logical processor was not
indicated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bits 0 and 1 of field SMF70POF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. If both bits are off,
VPANOPOL is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

VPANOPOL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPANOPOL contains the sum of all values of VPANOPOL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPANPEDT - Minimum Utilization - Effective

VPANPEDT contains the minimum logical-processor utilization observed during the measurement interval. Logical-
processor utilization is the percent of the time that the logical processor was dispatched. This includes the time the
processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPANPEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM   - Online Time

             VPAPCEDT - Average Utilization - Effective

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPANPEDT is set equal to VPAPCEDT. VPAPCEDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPAEDT)0) VPAPCEDT=(VPAEDT*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPAEDT=0) VPAPCEDT=0;

    OTHERWISE       VPAPCEDT=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCEDT=.;

Range of Value:

VPANPEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. This value will be equal to zero for the "PHYSICAL"
partition because this LPAR does not have any effective dispatch time (VPAEDT).
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Summarization Process:

VPANPEDT contains the minimum value of VPANPEDT processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPANPEDT is the minimum effective logical- processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below but does not include
LPAR management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval, even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPANPVPU - Minimum Utilization

VPANPVPU contains the minimum logical-processor utilization observed during the measurement interval. Logical-
processor utilization is the percent of the time that the logical processor was dispatched. This includes the time the
processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPANPVPU is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM   - Online Time

             VPAPCVPU - Average Utilization

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, VPANPVPU is set equal to VPAPCVPU. VPAPCVPU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPADTM)0) VPAPCVPU=(VPADTM*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPADTM=0) VPAPCVPU=0;

    OTHERWISE       VPAPCVPU=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCVPU=.;
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Range of Value:

VPANPVPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPANPVPU contains the minimum value of VPANPVPU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPANPVPU is the minimum overall logical- processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource
management routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below as well as LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default), or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval, even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPAOTM - Online Time

VPAOTM contains the time that the logical processor was assigned to the partition, during the measurement interval.

This value should not be confused with the up time, as described in the USAGE NOTES section below.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Processors Online Time

             LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Processors Online Time

             LPCTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time

             LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

             LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time

Element Derivation:

VPAOTM contains the value input from field SMF70ONT of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

VPAOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the measurement interval duration.

Summarization Process:
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VPAOTM contains the sum of all values of VPAOTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval. Although the term may be misleading, the "online time" has nothing to do with the
processor availability measurements, as opposed to the "up time," which is only an estimation based on the length of the
RMF interval and the physical processor status at the end of this interval.

VPAPCEDT - Average Utilization - Effective

VPAPCEDT contains the percent of time during the measurement interval that the logical processor was dispatched,
minus the percent of time the processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical partition.

VPAPCEDT is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:

VPAPCEDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPAEDT)0) VPAPCEDT=(VPAEDT*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPAEDT=0) VPAPCEDT=0;

    OTHERWISE       VPAPCEDT=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCEDT=.;

Range of Value:

VPAPCEDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. This value will be equal to zero for the PHYSICAL
partition because this LPAR does not have any effective dispatch time (VPAEDT).

Summarization Process:

VPAPCEDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPAPCEDT is the effective logical-processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below, but does not include LPAR
management time attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time sliced (Wait Completion =
YES with a fixed time slice).

Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the operating system executing in the
logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-processor dispatch, and makes the
physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor.
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Time-sliced logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even
when they are in the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

VPAPCMIT is the percentage of the core effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing for the
logical core identified by data element Logical Core Address (VPAADDR) of the core type identified by data element
Physical Core Type (CPUTYPE).

This data element is only populated if the SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW CORE
or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK, and the CPC model supports Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

See also: CPUTYPE - Physical Core Type

          LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

          LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

          VPAADDR - Logical Core Address

          VPAEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

          VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

          IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

Element Derivation:

VPAPCMIT is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF VPAEDT THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (VPAMTITM GT 0) VPAPCMIT=(VPAMTITM*100)/VPAEDT;

     WHEN (VPAMTITM EQ 0) VPAPCMIT=0;

     OTHERWISE            VPAPCMIT=.;

   END;

   ELSE VPAPCMIT=.;

Range of Value:

The value of VPAPCMIT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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VPAPCMIT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

At least one processor (thread) should be executing during the vast majority of the effective dispatch time for a logical
core.

VPAPCMIT is the percentage of the effective dispatch time that no processors (threads) were executing.

VPAPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

fffPCNCA contains the percentage of the time when WLM capping actually limited the usage of processor resources for
the partition.

RMFPCNCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNCA

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNCA is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONCA GT 0) fffPCNCA=(fffTONCA*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONCA EQ 0) fffPCNCA=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNCA=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNCA=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNCA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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VPAPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

VPAPCNSA contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum
weight, during the measurement interval.

VPAPCNSA is only valid for systems executing at release z/OS V1R1 and later.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             VPAMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             VPAPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

             VPATONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

Element Derivation:

VPAPCNSA is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF VPADIAGS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (VPATONSA)0) VPAPCNSA=(VPATONSA*100)/VPADIAGS;

      WHEN (VPATONSA=0) VPAPCNSA=0;

      OTHERWISE         VPAPCNSA=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

The value of VPAPCNSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPAPCNSA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

VPAPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

VPAPCNSI contains the percentage of the time when the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum
weight, during the measurement interval.

VPAPCNSI is only valid for systems executing at release z/OS V1R1 and later.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             VPAMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting

             VPAPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

             VPATONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

Element Derivation:

VPAPCNSI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF VPADIAGS THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (VPATONSI)0) VPAPCNSI=(VPATONSI*100)/VPADIAGS;

      WHEN (VPATONSI=0) VPAPCNSI=0;
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      OTHERWISE         VPAPCNSI=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

The value of VPAPCNSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPAPCNSI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

VPAPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

fffPCNSW contains the percentage of the time when WLM considered limiting the usage of processor resources for the
partition. fffPCNSW only tells to what extent an LPAR is subject to capping but not whether the LPAR was really capped.

RMFPCNSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffPCNSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffPCNSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUPCNSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUPCNSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCPCNSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPAPCNSW

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  fffDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

             fffTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

Element Derivation:

fffPCNSW is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF fffDIAGS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (fffTONSW GT 0) fffPCNSW=(fffTONSW*100)/fffDIAGS;

    WHEN (fffTONSW EQ 0) fffPCNSW=0;

    OTHERWISE            fffPCNSW=.;

  END; ELSE fffPCNSW=.;

Range of Value:

The value of fffPCNSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

fffPCNSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

fffPCNSW is always 100% when a phantom weight is used to cap an LPAR.
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VPAPCOTM - Average Online Time

VPAPCOTM contains the percentage of time that the logical processor was online, that is, actually assigned to the
partition, during the MICS measurement interval.

This value should not be confused with the up time percentage, as described in the USAGE NOTES section below.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             VPAOTM   - Online Time

Element Derivation:

VPAPCOTM is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT; 

    WHEN (VPAOTM GT 0) VPAPCOTM=(VPAOTM*100)/DURATION;

    WHEN (VPAOTM EQ 0) VPAPCOTM=0;

    OTHERWISE          VPAPCOTM=.;

 END;

Range of Value:

VPAPCOTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPAPCOTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval. Although the term may be misleading, the "online time" has nothing to do with the
processor availability measurements, as opposed to the "up time," which is only an estimation based on the length of the
RMF interval and the physical processor status at the end of this interval.

VPAPCVPU - Average Utilization

VPAPCVPU contains the percent of time during the measurement interval that the logical processor was dispatched.
This includes the percent of time the processor was performing LPAR management functions attributable to the logical
partition.

VPAPCVPU is valid only for systems executing in PR/SM LPAR mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPADTM - Dispatch Time

             VPAEDT - Dispatch Time - Effective

             VPAOTM - Online Time

Element Derivation:
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VPAPCVPU is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF VPAOTM THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (VPADTM GT 0) VPAPCVPU=(VPADTM*100)/VPAOTM;

    WHEN (VPADTM EQ 0) VPAPCVPU=0;

    OTHERWISE          VPAPCVPU=.;

  END; ELSE VPAPCVPU=.;

Range of Value:

VPAPCVPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

VPAPCVPU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPAPCVPU is the overall logical-processor utilization from the perspective of the PR/SM LPAR resource management
routines. It includes processor wait time under the circumstances described below, as well as LPAR management time
attributable to the partition.

Logical-processor dispatching may be event-driven (Wait Completion = NO, the default) or time-sliced (Wait Completion
= YES with a fixed time slice). Event-driven logical processors are not permitted to be placed in the wait state by the
operating system executing in the logical partition. The LPAR dispatcher detects the attempt, terminates the logical-
processor dispatch, and makes the physical processor available for use by another ready logical processor. Time-sliced
logical processors, on the other hand, remain dispatched until the end of the user-specified interval even when they are in
the wait state. In this case, dispatch time includes wait time.

LPAR management time is the time a physical processor spends executing instructions to manage the LPAR environment,
such as the housekeeping functions involved in detecting logical processors entering the wait state, terminating the
dispatch of that processor, and preparing for the dispatch of another logical processor.

LPAR management time is subject to low utilization effects. This means that LPAR management time tends to decrease
as system utilization increases. This is primarily due to a reduction in the frequency of processors entering the wait state.
Because of this inconsistency, the ability to report effective dispatch time separately from LPAR management time makes
capacity planning efforts more accurate and reliable.

The LPAR Vary CPU Management function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) allows WLM to manage the available
standard CP processors by varying unneeded ones offline. The processor online time is the actual amount of time that
a logical processor was assigned to the LPAR and it may be smaller than the RMF interval duration if WLM varied this
processor offline during the interval.

VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

VPAPOLRT contains the current polarization state of the logical processor. When HiperDispatch is active, a processor can
take any of the three following vertical polarization states, describing its processing entitlement: low, medium, or high.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

             VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

             VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

             VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

             VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization
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Element Derivation:

VPAPOLRT is determined by testing bits 0 and 1 of the SMF70POF field in the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
Record, using the following bit-level tests:

  test SMF70POF     VPAPOLRT set to

 

  00......          'NONE  '

  01......          'LOW   '

  10......          'MEDIUM'

  11......          'HIGH  '

Range of Value:

As above.

Summarization Process:

VPAPOLRT contains the last value of VPAPOLRT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPARSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

VPARSCCT is the number of intervals during which the Processor Relative Share for the LPAR was changed. The value
can be changed with the LPCTL frame by a system operator. If all partitions want the processors, the PR/SM dispatcher
schedules the logical processors so that the amount of processor time used by the partitions is proportional to the
processor relative share values. This is a unit-less number. All that is important is the ratio of the partition values.

If the Wait Assist Feature is enabled, regardless of how idle the processors are, an LPAR is not allowed to use more than
its "processor relative share" of the non-dedicated processors. The assigned "weights" are always enforced by the LPAR
dispatcher. Note that the "Processor Relative Share" is really a "Partition Relative Share."

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPABPS - Processor Relative Share

Element Derivation:

When the LPAR has dedicated processors, VPARSCCT is set to a missing value. Otherwise, to determine whether the
relative share value has been changed, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF70VPF of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity
record. When the bit is on, VPARSCCT is incremented by 1, indicating that the Relative Share value has been changed.

Range of Value:

VPARSCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. In the DETAIL timespan, when the LPAR's Logical
Processor (VPAADDR) is dedicated, VPARSCCT is set to a missing value.

Summarization Process:

VPARSCCT contains the sum of all occurrences of VPARSCCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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VPATONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

fffTONCA contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM capping actually limited the
usage of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONCA is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is found
in a number of MICS files as element fffTONCA, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONCA is included in the
following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONCA

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONCA

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONCA

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONCA

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONCA contains the value input from field SMF70NCA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

fffTONCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONCA contains the sum of all values of fffTONCA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPATONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

VPATONSA contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined maximum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAMAS   - Processor Maximum Weighting

             VPAPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

VPATONSA contains the value input from field SMF70NSA of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

VPATONSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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VPATONSA contains the sum of all values of VPATONSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPATONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

VPATONSI contains the number of samples where the partition's weight was within 10% of the defined minimum weight,
during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAMIS   - Processor Minimum Weighting

             VPAPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

Element Derivation:

VPATONSI contains the value input from field SMF70NSI of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

Range of Value:

VPATONSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPATONSI contains the sum of all values of VPATONSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPATONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

fffTONSW contains the number of samples, during the measurement interval, where WLM considered limiting the usage
of processor resources for the partition.

RMFTONSW is the MICS data dictionary member name for this data element. The actual measurement, however, is
found in a number of MICS files as element fffTONSW, where fff is the MICS file identifier value. fffTONSW is included in
the following files:

  FILE     FILE                                 ELEMENT

  NAME     DESCRIPTION                          NAME

  ------   ----------------------------------   -------

  HARCPU   CPU Activity File                    CPUTONSW

  HARIPU   Individual Processor Activity File   IPUTONSW

  HARLPC   PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File      LPCTONSW

  HARVPA   PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File     VPATONSW

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  fffPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

Element Derivation:

fffTONSW contains the value input from field SMF70NSW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.
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Range of Value:

fffTONSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

fffTONSW contains the sum of all values of fffTONSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPATOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

VPATOPOW contains the accumulated weight for the logical processor when the logical partition is vertically polarized.
That is, Hiperdispatch mode is active.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

             PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

             PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

Element Derivation:

VPATOPOW contains the value input from field SMF70POW of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record, divided by
4096.

Range of Value:

VPATOPOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPATOPOW contains the sum of all values of VPATOPOW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

VPATOPOW is kept in the MICS database solely for the purpose of computing the Avg Polarization Weight (VPAAVPOW)
data element. See VPAAVPOW for more detail about vertical polarization.

VPATPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

VPATPRSH contains the number of cores in the pool (CP, ICF, IFL, IFA/zAAP, IIP/zIIP) to which this logical core belongs,
that can be shared across the logical partitions of the PR/SM LPAR complex.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

          PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

          PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

          PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

          PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

          VPAAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool

Element Derivation:
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For standard CP cores, VPATPRSH contains the value of the Total CP Shareable Cores (PRSMTCSP) data element.
For internal coupling facilities (ICFs), VPATPRSH contains the value of the Total ICF Shareable Cores (PRSMTISP)
data element. For integrated facilities for Linux (IFLs), VPATPRSH contains the value of the Total IFL Shareable Cores
(PRSMTNSP) data element. For Application Assist Processors (zAAPs), VPATPRSH contains the value of the Total zAAP
Shareable Cores (PRSMTZSP) data element. For Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs), VPATPRSH contains the
value of the Total zIIP Shareable Cores (PRSMTSSP) data element.

Range of Value:

VPATPRSH ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

VPATPRSH contains the sum of all values of VPATPRSH processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

VPAWSCCT is the number of intervals during which the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. The LPAR
Wait State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When
the Wait State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the
processor may be waiting and, therefore, performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not
available for any other LPARs that may be ready to execute.

If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, then the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the
wait state, and is immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs. A change to this value could affect
the performance of this or other LPARs that share processors. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you
must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the LPAR Wait State Assist feature value has been changed, MICS tests bit 1 of field SMF70VPF of
the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, VPAWSCCT is incremented by 1, indicating that the
LPAR Wait State Assist feature value was changed. When the LPAR has dedicated logical processors, VPAWSCCT is set
to a missing value.

Range of Value:

VPAWSCCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS. In the DETAIL timespan, when the LPAR has
dedicated logical processors, this element is set to a missing value.

Summarization Process:

VPAWSCCT contains the sum of all VPAWSCCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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VPAWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

VPAWSDCT is the number of intervals during which the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. If the Wait
State Assist feature is disabled, the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the wait state and
is, therefore, immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs.

When the Wait State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though
the processor may be waiting and performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for
any other LPARs that may be ready to execute. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State Assist feature, you must also specify
an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is off, VPAWSDCT is incremented by 1, indicating that the LPAR Wait State
Assist feature was disabled.

Range of Value:

VPAWSDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

VPAWSDCT contains the sum of all VPAWSDCT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

VPAWSECT is the number of intervals during which the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled. The LPAR Wait
State Assist feature is used to determine when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait
State Assist feature is enabled, a processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor
may be waiting and, therefore, performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any
other LPARs that may be ready to execute.

If the Wait State Assist feature is disabled, the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the
Wait state, and is immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State
Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAWST - Wait State Assist Status

Element Derivation:

To determine the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature, MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF70VPF of the SMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record. When the bit is on, VPAWSECT is incremented by 1, indicating that the LPAR Wait State
Assist feature was enabled. When the LPAR has dedicated logical processors, this element is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:
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VPAWSECT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

VPAWSECT contains the sum of all VPAWSECT values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

VPAWST - Wait State Assist Status

VPAWST is the status of the LPAR Wait State Assist feature. The LPAR Wait State Assist feature is used to determine
when a processor is no longer available for use by a given LPAR. When the Wait State Assist feature is ENABLED, a
processor is considered dispatched for a particular LPAR, even though the processor may be waiting and, therefore,
performing no useful work. Under this circumstance, the processor is not available for any other LPARs that may be ready
to execute.

If the Wait State Assist feature is DISABLED, the processor is assigned to another LPAR immediately upon entering the
wait state and is immediately available to process other work that is in other LPARs. A change to this value could affect
the performance of this or other LPARs that share processors. This function is recorded in the SMF type 70 record. When
the LPAR has dedicated logical processors, the value of this element will be blanks. If you enable the PR/SM Wait State
Assist feature, you must also specify an explicit Global Time Slice value.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 20.

  SEE ALSO:  VPAWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

             VPAWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

             VPAWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

Element Derivation:

When the LPAR has dedicated processors, VPAWST is set to blanks. Otherwise the derivation follows:

• If WSDCT is positive, but VPAWSCCT is not, set VPAWST to DISABLED
• If VPAWSECT is positive, but VPAWSCCT is not, set VPAWST to ENABLED
• If both VPAWSDCT and VPAWSCCT are positive, set VPAWST to CHANGED TO ENABLED
• If both VPAWSECT and VPAWSCCT are positive, set VPAWST to CHANGED TO DISABLED

Otherwise, set it to UNDEFINED.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan the value of this element may contain any of the following values: DISABLED, ENABLED,
CHANGED TO ENABLED, CHANGED TO DISABLED, and UNDEFINED. In other timespans, the value of this element
may contain only the following values: DISABLED, ENABLED, and CHANGED.

Summarization Process:

When all the VPAWST values processed for the summarization level are ENABLED, the summarized value is also
ENABLED. When all the VPAWST values processed for the summarization level are DISABLED, the summarized value
is also DISABLED. When some VPAWST values are ENABLED and some are DISABLED, the value of VPAWST in
the summarization level will be CHANGED. MICS is not able to determine whether CHANGED should be CHANGED
TO ENABLED or CHANGED TO DISABLED or the number of changes that have occurred during the duration of the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

ESS Extent Pool Statistics File (HARXPS)
The ESS Extent Pool Statistics file provides capacity and performance information about allocated disk space in the
extent pools of an Enterprise Disk System. There is one record per extent pool.

The information in the HARXPS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address
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 Retained Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  XPSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Extent Pool

  XDWM..E  XPSXTTP  - Extent Pool Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  XPSRXTCP - Accum Real Extent Pool Capacity

  XDWM..E  XPSRXTCV - Real Extent Conversions

  XDWM..E  XPSRXTNA - Accum Number of Allocated Real Extents

  XDWM..E  XPSRXTNS - Accumulated Number of Real Extents

  XDWM..E  XPSVXTCP - Accum Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

  XDWM..E  XPSVXTCV - Virtual Extent Conversions

  XDWM..E  XPSVXTNS - Accumulated Number of Virtual Extents

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  XPSAVRXA - Avg Number of Allocated Real Extents

  XDWM..E  XPSAVRXC - Avg Real Extent Pool Capacity

  XDWM..E  XPSAVRXN - Avg Number of Real Extents

  XDWM..E  XPSAVVXC - Avg Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

  XDWM..E  XPSAVVXN - Avg Number of Virtual Extents

XPSAVRXA - Avg Number of Allocated Real Extents

XPSAVRXA contains the average number of real extents actually allocated to logical volumes in the extent pool during the
reporting interval. This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             XPSRXTNA - Accum Number of Allocated Real Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSAVRXA is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (XPSRXTNA GT 0) XPSAVRXA=XPSRXTNA/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (XPSRXTNA EQ 0) XPSAVRXA=0;

    OTHERWISE            XPSAVRXA=.;

END; ELSE XPSAVRXA=.;

Range of Value:

XPSAVRXA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSAVRXA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

XPSAVRXC - Avg Real Extent Pool Capacity

XPSAVRXC contains the average capacity of physical storage, in bytes, for real extents in the extent pool during the
reporting interval. This is the available capacity for the operating system. This data element was introduced with z/OS
V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             XPSRXTCP - Accum Real Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSAVRXC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (XPSRXTCP GT 0) XPSAVRXC=XPSRXTCP/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (XPSRXTCP EQ 0) XPSAVRXC=0;

    OTHERWISE            XPSAVRXC=.;

END; ELSE XPSAVRXC=.;

Range of Value:

XPSAVRXC ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSAVRXC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSAVRXN - Avg Number of Real Extents

XPSAVRXN contains the average number of real extents defined in the extent pool during the reporting interval. This data
element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             XPSRXTNS - Accumulated Number of Real Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSAVRXN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (XPSRXTNS GT 0) XPSAVRXN=XPSRXTNS/INTERVLS;

    WHEN (XPSRXTNS EQ 0) XPSAVRXN=0;

    OTHERWISE            XPSAVRXN=.;
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END; ELSE XPSAVRXN=.;

Range of Value:

XPSAVRXN ranges from a minimum of 192 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSAVRXN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSAVVXC - Avg Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

XPSAVVXC contains the average capacity of physical storage, in bytes, for virtual extents in the extent pool during the
reporting interval. This is the available capacity for the operating system. This data element was introduced with z/OS
V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            XPSVXTCP - Accum Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSAVVXC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (XPSVXTCP GT 0) XPSAVVXC=XPSVXTCP/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (XPSVXTCP EQ 0) XPSAVVXC=0;

   OTHERWISE            XPSAVVXC=.;

 END;

 ELSE XPSAVVXC=.;

Range of Value:

The value of XPSAVVXC ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSAVVXC contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSAVVXN - Avg Number of Virtual Extents

XPSAVVXN contains the average number of virtual extents defined in the extent pool during the reporting interval. This
data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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 See also:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

            XPSVXTNS - Accumulated Number of Virtual Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSAVVXN is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF INTERVLS THEN SELECT;

   WHEN (XPSVXTNS GT 0) XPSAVVXN=XPSVXTNS/INTERVLS;

   WHEN (XPSVXTNS EQ 0) XPSAVVXN=0;

   OTHERWISE            XPSAVVXN=.;

 END;

 ELSE XPSAVVXN=.;

Range of Value:

The value of XPSAVVXN ranges from a minimum of 192 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSAVVXN contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Extent Pool

XPSCRYPT indicates whether the data on the extent pool is encrypted.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

XPSCRYPT is set to Y in the DETAIL timespan if bit 0 of field R748XPTQ in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF
type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record is on, or set to N if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

XPSCRYPT can take on the value Y, meaning that the extent pool data is encrypted, or N, meaning otherwise.

Summarization Process:

XPSCRYPT contains the last value of XPSCRYPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSRXTCP - Accum Real Extent Pool Capacity

XPSRXTCP contains the accumulated capacity of physical storage, in bytes, for real extents in the extent pool. This data
element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  XPSAVRXC - Avg Real Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSRXTCP contains the value input from field R748XRCP in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 1073741824 (1 GB = 2**30 bytes). If bit 0 of field
R748CFLG in the Control Data section is zero (0), meaning that Extent Pool Statistics are invalid, XPSRXTCP is set to a
missing value (.).

Range of Value:

The value of XPSRXTCP ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the
raw data field R748CFLG indicates that extent pool statistics are invalid, XPSRXTCP is set to a missing value (.).

Summarization Process:

XPSRXTCP contains the sum of all values of XPSRXTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSRXTCV - Real Extent Conversions

XPSRXTCV contains the number of real extent conversions over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  XPSAVRXC - Avg Real Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSRXTCV contains the value input from field R748XRSC in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. If bit 0 of field R748CFLG in the Control Data section is zero (0),
meaning that Extent Pool Statistics are invalid, XPSRXTCV is set to a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

The value of XPSRXTCV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the raw
data field R748CFLG indicates that extent pool statistics are invalid, XPSRXTCV is set to a missing value (.).

Summarization Process:

XPSRXTCV contains the sum of all values of XPSRXTCV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSRXTNA - Accum Number of Allocated Real Extents

XPSRXTNA contains the accumulated number of real extents actually allocated to logical volumes in the extent pool. This
data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  XPSAVRXA - Avg Number of Allocated Real Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSRXTNA contains the value input from field R748XRNA in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

XPSRXTNA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSRXTNA contains the sum of all values of XPSRXTNA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSRXTNS - Accumulated Number of Real Extents

XPSRXTNS contains the accumulated number of real extents defined in the extent pool. This data element was
introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  XPSAVRXN - Avg Number of Real Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSRXTNS contains the value input from field R748XRNS in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:

XPSRXTNS ranges from a minimum of 192 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSRXTNS contains the sum of all values of XPSRXTNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSVXTCP - Accum Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

XPSVXTCP contains the accumulated capacity of physical storage, in bytes, for virtual extents in the extent pool. This
data element was introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  XPSAVVXC - Avg Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSVXTCP contains the value input from field R748XVCP in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record, multiplied by 1073741824 (1 GB = 2**30 bytes). If bit 0 of field
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R748CFLG in the Control Data section is zero (0), meaning that Extent Pool Statistics are invalid, XPSVXTCP is set to a
missing value (.).

Range of Value:

The value of XPSVXTCP ranges from a minimum of 190.3 GB to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the
raw data field R748CFLG indicates that extent pool statistics are invalid, XPSVXTCP is set to a missing value (.).

Summarization Process:

XPSVXTCP contains the sum of all values of XPSVXTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSVXTCV - Virtual Extent Conversions

XPSVXTCV contains the number of virtual extent conversions over the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  XPSAVVXC - Avg Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

Element Derivation:

XPSVXTCV contains the value input from field R748XVSC of the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record. If bit 0 of field R748CFLG in the Control Data section is zero (0),
meaning that Extent Pool Statistics are invalid, XPSVXTCV is set to a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

The value of XPSVXTCV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If the raw
data field R748CFLG indicates that extent pool statistics are invalid, XPSVXTCV is set to a missing value (.).

Summarization Process:

XPSVXTCV contains the sum of all values of XPSVXTCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSVXTNS - Accumulated Number of Virtual Extents

XPSVXTNS contains the accumulated number of virtual extents defined in the extent pool. This data element was
introduced with z/OS V1R7.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  XPSAVVXN - Avg Number of Virtual Extents

Element Derivation:

XPSVXTNS contains the value input from field R748XVNS in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

Range of Value:
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The value of XPSVXTNS ranges from a minimum of 192 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

XPSVXTNS contains the sum of all values of XPSVXTNS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

XPSXTTP - Extent Pool Type

XPSXTTP contains the type of the extent pool. An extent pool is a logical group of equal-sized partitions called extents,
which can be formatted for either open systems (FB) or mainframe (CKD) data. This data element was introduced with z/
OS V1R7.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

Element Derivation:

The value of XPSXTTP is interpreted from field R748XPLT in the Extent Pool Statistics section of the SMF type 74
subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record as follows:

  R748XPLT Value  XPSXTTP Value

  -------------- -------------       

        4         FB 1GB

      132         CKD 1 GB

      other       blank

Range of Value:

XPSXTTP contains one of the following values:

  XPSXTTP  Description

------- ------------------------------------------

 

  FB 1GB   fixed block architecture for open systems

  CKD 1GB count key data architecture for mainframes

  blank    unknown type

Summarization Process:

XPSXTTP contains the last value of XPSXTTP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCP Information Area
The SCP Information Area is supported by the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The following sections describe the
files supported in this information area:
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Paging Activity File (SCPPAG)
The Paging Activity File quantifies the demands of the system paging facilities and the utilization of real storage and
external page storage.

This file is derived from the RMF Paging Activity record, type 71.

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"
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        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

  XDWM..E  RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  PAGCF    - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGFIN   - Frames in Nucleus

  X.....   PAGISS   - Invalid Sample Flag

  XDWM..E  PAGLFASZ - Large Frame Area Size

  XDWM..E  PAGOLE   - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..   PAGOPT   - SRM OPT Member
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   PAGACF   - Available Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAEF   - Available Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAFC   - Unused Page Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAPC   - APPC Wait Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGAPF   - Address Space Page Faults

  XDWM..E  PAGAS    - Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGASGI  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Ins from Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGASGO  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Outs to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGASI   - Shared Page-Ins from Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGASO   - Shared Page-Outs to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGA6    - DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGB     - Unusable Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGBLK   - Number of Blocks Paged In

  XDWM..E  PAGBLP   - Blocked Pages Paged In

  XDWM..E  PAGBS    - Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGB6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGCFF   - HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

  X.....E  PAGCFMC  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

  XDWM..E  PAGCO    - Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGCP    - HV Common Pages In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGCR    - HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

  XDWM..E  PAGCS    - Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGCSE   - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGCUI   - Total Current System UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGC1    - Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGC2    - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGC3    - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGC4    - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGC6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

  XDWM..   PAGDSC   - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGESD   - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGESI   - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

  XDWM..E  PAGESO   - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

  XDWM..E  PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGEXSF  - Total Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGF     - Unused Page Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGFBN   - Pages Backed During GETMAIN Requests

  XDWM..E  PAGFFN   - Pages Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

  XDWM..E  PAGFNM   - ES Frames Freed Without Migration

  XDWM..E  PAGFRN   - Fix Requests Issued for Storage (<2GB)

  XDWM..E  PAGF6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGGA    - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGGF    - 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fixed Mem Objects

  XDWM..E  PAGGO    - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

  XDWM..E  PAGGR    - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGGRN   - GETMAIN Requests Issued
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  XDWM..E  PAGGU    - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj

  XDWM..   PAGHCF   - High Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGHEF   - High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGHIN   - Hiperspace Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGHIR   - Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGHME   - Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGHMG   - Hiperspace Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGHOT   - Hiperspace Page-Outs

  XDWM..E  PAGHPX   - Hiperspace Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGHRE   - Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGHRS   - Hiperspace Pages Read from Central Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGHWS   - Hiperspace Pages Written to Central Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGIRS   - In-Real Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGISC   - Invalid Samples Returned from Collector

  XDWM..E  PAGISP   - Improve System Paging Rate Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

  XDWM..E  PAGISU   - Improve Central Storage Usage Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGL     - # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

  XDWM..E  PAGLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGLBI   - LPA Block Page Page-Ins

  XDWM..   PAGLCF   - Low Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGLEF   - Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGLF    - LPA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

  XDWM..E  PAGLGS   - Logical Swapout Candidates

  XDWM..E  PAGLNI   - LPA Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGLO    - 1MB Memory Objects in System

  XDWM..E  PAGLP    - LPA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLPE   - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGLQE   - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGLQR   - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGLR    - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGLRI   - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLS    - LSQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLSI   - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGL1    - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGL10   - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGL3    - Used 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGL4    - Total 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGL5    - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGL6    - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGL7    - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGL8    - 1MB Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGL9    - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGM     - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMA    - Total High Migration Age

  XDWM..   PAGMCF   - Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMEF   - Medium Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

  XDWM..E  PAGNNF   - Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGNRN   - Non-First Reference Faults
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  XDWM..E  PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

  XDWM..   PAGNSC   - Local Page DS Slots Not Allocated

  XDWM..E  PAGOPI   - USS Input Wait Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGOPO   - USS Output Wait Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGP     - CSA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGPEA   - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGPES   - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGPFB   - Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

  XDWM..E  PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGPIS   - 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGPI1   - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGPL    - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGPLPCT - Intvls with Pageable Large Pages Enabled

  XDWM..   PAGPMTTM - Page Steal Movement Time

  XDWM..E  PAGPMV   - Total # of Pages Moved

  XDWM..E  PAGPOS   - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGPOUT  - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

  XDWM..E  PAGPO1   - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGPWS   - Primary Work Set Pages Migrated From ES

  XDWM..E  PAGQ     - SQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGRES   - Pages Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGRGS   - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGRLS   - Room for Long-Swapped User Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (minus samples skipped)

  XDWM..E  PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGS     - Private Space Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGSBI   - System Pageable Areas Block Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGSCMCT - Intvls with SCM Enabled

  XDWM..E  PAGSCM6  - SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..E  PAGSGB   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Fixed xyz 16MB

  XDWM..E  PAGSGC   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages in CS

  XDWM..E  PAGSGE   - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in ES

  XDWM..E  PAGSGF   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGSGS   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGSGX   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGSHC   - HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGSHS   - HV Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGSHX   - Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGSIN   - Pages Swapped In from Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

  XDWM..E  PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

  XDWM..E  PAGSNI   - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGSNO   - Common Page-Outs

  XDWM..E  PAGSO    - Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGSOT   - Pages Swapped Out to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGSPC   - System Page Count

  XDWM..E  PAGSPG   - Demand Page Count

  XDWM..E  PAGSPS   - System Page/Swap Page Count

  XDWM..E  PAGSQE   - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGSR    - HV Shr Stor 4KB Pages Backed Central
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  XDWM..E  PAGSSQ   - Address Space Swap Sequences

  XDWM..E  PAGS1    - Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGS2    - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGS3    - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGS4    - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGS5    - Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGS6    - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGS7    - Shared Pages Backed SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGT     - Total Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGTFC   - Page Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGTIS   - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

  XDWM..E  PAGTISP  - Aux or ES Terminal Input Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGTLS   - Total Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGTOS   - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

  XDWM..E  PAGTOSP  - Aux or ES Terminal Output Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGTPF   - Total Page Faults

  XDWM..E  PAGTS    - Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..   PAGTSC   - Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

  XDWM..   PAGTXS   - Transition Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGT6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGU     - Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGUIC   - Total System High UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

  XDWM..E  PAGUS    - Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..   PAGV     - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGVIN   - VIO Page-Ins

  XDWM..E  PAGVIR   - VIO Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGVME   - VIO Pages Written to Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGVMG   - VIO Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGVOT   - VIO Page-Outs

  XDWM..E  PAGVPX   - VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGVRE   - VIO Pages Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGVRS   - VIO Pages Read from Central Storage

  XDWM..   PAGVSC   - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGVWS   - VIO Pages Written to Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGX     - Total Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAG1L1   - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAG1L3   - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAG1L7   - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAG1RN   - First Reference Faults

  XDWM..E  PAG2GF   - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAG4K    - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   PAGMNA   - Min Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..   PAGMNACF - Min Available Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNAEF - Min Available Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNAS  - Min Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMNA6  - Min DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGMNB   - Min Unusable Local Page DS Slots
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  XDWM..E  PAGMNBS  - Min Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMNB6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCFF - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCO  - Min Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCP  - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCR  - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCS  - Min Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCSE - Min CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNCUI - Lowest Current System UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC1  - Min Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC2  - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC3  - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC4  - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNC6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNES  - Min Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNF   - Min Unused Page Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNF6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNGA  - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMNGF  - Min 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

  XDWM..E  PAGMNGO  - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

  XDWM..E  PAGMNGR  - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNGU  - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

  XDWM..   PAGMNHCF - Min High Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNHEF - Min High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNHIR - Min Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNHPX - Min Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

  XDWM..   PAGMNL   - Min # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

  XDWM..   PAGMNLCF - Min Low Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNLEF - Min Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLF  - Min LPA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLO  - Min 1MB Memory Objects in System

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLP  - Min LPA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLPE - Min LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLQE - Min LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLQR - Min LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLR  - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNLS  - Min LSQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL1  - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL10 - Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL3  - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL4  - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL5  - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL6  - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL7  - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL8  - Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNL9  - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..   PAGMNM   - Min Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..   PAGMNMA  - Min Migration Age

  XDWM..   PAGMNMCF - Min Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNMEF - Min Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNP   - Min CSA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNPFB - Min Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB
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  XDWM..E  PAGMNPL  - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNQ   - Min SQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNRGS - Min Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS   - Min Private Space Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSC6 - Min SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGB - Min Shared Pages Fixed xyz 16MB

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGC - Min Shared Pages in CS

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGE - Min Shared Page Groups in ES

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGF - Min Shared Pages Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSGX - Min Shared Pages Aux Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSO  - Min Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSQE - Min SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSQR - Min SQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNSR  - Min HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS1  - Min Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS2  - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS3  - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS4  - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS5  - Min Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS6  - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMNS7  - Min Shared Pages Backed SCM

  XDWM..   PAGMNT   - Min Total Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMNTFC - Min Page Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNTS  - Min Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMNT6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGMNU   - Min Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..   PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGMNUS  - Min Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..   PAGMNV   - Min Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMNVIR - Min VIO Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMNVPX - Min VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..   PAGMNX   - Min Total Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMN4K  - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  PAGHSBG  - Peak Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

  XDWM..E  PAGMSAPF - Max Application Page Faults per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSRES - Max Pages/Second Read from Exp Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMSSPC - Max System Paging per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSSPF - Max System Page Faults per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSSPG - Max Demand Paging per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSSPS - Max System Page/Swap Paging per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSSWP - Max Swaps per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults per Second

  XDWM..   PAGMXA   - Max Local Page DS Slots
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  XDWM..   PAGMXACF - Max Available Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXAEF - Max Available Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXAS  - Max Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMXA6  - Max DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGMXB   - Max Unusable Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMXBS  - Max Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMXB6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCFF - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCO  - Max Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCP  - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCR  - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCS  - Max Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCSE - Max CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXCUI - Highest Current System UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC1  - Max Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC2  - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC3  - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC4  - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXC6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXES  - Max Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXF   - Max Unused Page Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXF6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXGA  - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMXGF  - Max 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

  XDWM..E  PAGMXGO  - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

  XDWM..E  PAGMXGR  - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXGU  - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

  XDWM..   PAGMXHCF - Max High Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXHEF - Max High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXHIR - Max Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXHPX - Max Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

  XDWM..   PAGMXL   - Max # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

  XDWM..   PAGMXLCF - Max Low Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXLEF - Max Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLF  - Max LPA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLO  - Max 1MB Memory Objects in System

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLP  - Max LPA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLPE - Max LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLQE - Max LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLQR - Max LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLR  - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXLS  - Max LSQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL1  - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL3  - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL4  - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL5  - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL6  - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL7  - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL8  - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXL9  - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..   PAGMXM   - Max Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots
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  XDWM..   PAGMXMA  - Max Migration Age

  XDWM..   PAGMXMCF - Max Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXMEF - Max Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXP   - Max CSA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXPFB - Max Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

  XDWM..E  PAGMXPL  - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXQ   - Max SQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXRGS - Max Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS   - Max Private Space Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSC6 - Max SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGB - Max Shared Pages Fixed xyz 16MB

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGC - Max Shared Pages in CS

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGE - Max Shared Page Groups in ES

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGF - Max Shared Pages Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSGX - Max Shared Pages Aux Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSO  - Max Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSQE - Max SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSQR - Max SQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXSR  - Max HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS1  - Max Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS2  - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS3  - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS4  - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS5  - Max Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS6  - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMXS7  - Max Shared Pages Backed SCM

  XDWM..   PAGMXT   - Max Total Frames

  XDWM..   PAGMXTFC - Max Page Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXTS  - Max Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGMXT6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGMXU   - Max Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..   PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGMXUS  - Max Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..   PAGMXV   - Max Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGMXVIR - Max VIO Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXVPX - Max VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGMXX   - Max Total Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGMX1ML - Max Allowed Fixed 1MB pages in LFAREA

  XDWM..E  PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGMX4K  - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

  XDWM..E  PAGWM1MB - High Water Mark 1MB Frames Used 1MB Req

  XDWM..E  PAGWM2GB - High Water Mark for 2GB Frames

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   PAGAVA   - Avg Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..   PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames
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  XDWM..E  PAGAVAS  - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGAVA6  - Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps

  XDWM..   PAGAVB   - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGAVBS  - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGAVB6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCO  - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCP  - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCR  - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCS  - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC1  - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC2  - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC3  - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC4  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVC6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVF   - Avg Unused Page Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVF6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVGA  - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGAVGF  - Avg 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

  XDWM..E  PAGAVGO  - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

  XDWM..E  PAGAVGR  - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVGU  - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

  XDWM..   PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL   - Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

  XDWM..   PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLF  - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLO  - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLP  - Avg LPA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLPE - Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLQR - Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLR  - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLS  - Avg LSQA Fix Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL1  - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL3  - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL4  - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL5  - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL6  - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL7  - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL8  - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVL9  - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVM   - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots
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  XDWM..E  PAGAVMA  - Average Migration Age

  XDWM..   PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

  XDWM..   PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVNNF - Avg Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVP   - Avg CSA Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPES - Average Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPIS - Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPI1 - Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPL  - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPOS - Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPO1 - Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux

  XDWM..E  PAGAVQ   - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVR   - Average Private Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVRGS - Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS   - Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSC6 - Avg SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Page Grps

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Pages Fixed xyz 16MB

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Pages in CS

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Pages Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSHC - Avg HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSHS - Avg HV Shared Pages in System

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSHX - Avg Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSO  - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVSR  - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS1  - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS2  - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS3  - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS4  - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS5  - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS6  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAVS7  - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

  XDWM..E  PAGAVT   - Avg Total Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVTS  - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..E  PAGAVT6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

  XDWM..   PAGAVU   - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC

  XDWM..E  PAGAVUS  - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

  XDWM..   PAGAVV   - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

  XDWM..E  PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGAVX   - Avg Total Fixed Frames

  XDWM..E  PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use
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  XDWM..E  PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

  XDWM..E  PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

  XDWM..E  PAGAV4K  - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

  XDWM..E  PAGPASGI - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPASGO - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

  XDWM..   PAGPCAPC - APPC Wait Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCDWS - Detected Wait Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCEES - Enqueue Exchange Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCEXS - Exchange Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCIRS - In-Real Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCISP - Improve System Paging Rate Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCISU - Improve Central Storage Usage Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCLWS - Long Wait Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCNRS - Request Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCOPI - USS Input Wait Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCOPO - USS Output Wait Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swap Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCTIS - Term Wait Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCTOS - Out Buffer Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCTWS - Total Term Wait Physical Swap-Out Pct

  XDWM..   PAGPCULS - Unilateral Swap Pct

  XDWM..E  PAGPSAPF - Application Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSASI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSASO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSESI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from ES per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSESO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to ES per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSFBN - Pages/Sec Backed During GETMAIN Reqs

  XDWM..E  PAGPSFFN - Pages/Sec Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

  XDWM..E  PAGPSFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migr. per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGPSFRN - Fix Requests for Storage (<2GB) per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHME - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHMG - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHRE - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHRS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Central Stg

  XDWM..E  PAGPSHWS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Wrt to Central Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSLBI - LPA Block Page Pg-Ins per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSNRN - Non-First Reference Faults per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSPWS - Primary Work Set Pages/Sec Migr. From ES

  XDWM..E  PAGPSRES - Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSBI - Sys Pageable Areas Blk Pg-Ins per Sec

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSPF - System Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSPS - System Page/Swap Page Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

  XDWM..E  PAGPSTLS - Logical Swaps per Second
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  XDWM..E  PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

  XDWM..E  PAGPSVME - VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSVMG - VIO Pages/Second Migrated from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSVRE - VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

  XDWM..E  PAGPSVRS - VIO Pages/Sec Read from Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGPSVWS - VIO Pages/Sec Written to Central Storage

  XDWM..E  PAGPS1RN - First Reference Faults per Sec

 

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGACF to PAGAVLO
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGACF through
PAGAVLO.

Contents

PAGACF - Available Central Storage Frames

PAGACF contains the product of the average number of available central storage frames multiplied by the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGACF does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAFCTH IEAOPTxx parameter, which
manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGACF contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71CAA of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGACF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGACF contains the sum of all values of PAGACF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGACF is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVACF, Avg Available Central Storage Frames

PAGAEF - Available Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAEF contains the product of the average number of available expanded storage frames multiplied by the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAECTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAEF is set to a missing value.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAEF contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71EAA of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGAEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAEF contains the sum of all values of PAGAEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVAEF, Avg Available Expanded Storage
Frames

PAGAFC - Unused Page Frames

PAGAFC contains the total number of central storage frames not currently allocated to a virtual storage page or a virtual
I/O (VIO) block. This variable counts frames (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual
storage). For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGAFC is obtained from field SMF71AFC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGAFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAFC contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGAFC encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between PAGAFC and PAGAVF is that PAGAFC is a snapshot value taken at the end of an RMF recording
interval, whereas PAGAVF is the result of many samples per interval. PAGAVF will thus be a better statistic, in the sense
that it reflects a larger number of samples.

PAGAPC - APPC Wait Swaps

PAGAPC contains the number of APPC wait swaps in the measurement interval. During an APPC conversation, an
address space issuing an LU6.2 call to the APPC address space, can experience a wait condition. When this occurs, an
APPCREQ sysevent is sent to SRM. The APPC partner's LU location is also sent to SRM. SRM can then make a decision
whether to swap the calling address space out or not.
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAPC is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGAPC contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 15th swap placement section of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGAPC contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAPC contains the sum of all PAGAPC values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAPF - Address Space Page Faults

PAGAPF is the total number of address space page faults, including page-ins and VIO page-ins.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGSNI - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

             PAGTPF - Total Page Faults

             PAGVIN - VIO Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

MICS computes PAGAPF as follows:

PAGAPF = PAGTPF - PAGSNI

Range of Value:

PAGAPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAPF contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGAPF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAS - Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGAS contains the product of the average number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any
data and are available to the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), and the number of RMF samples taken during the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAS - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGAS is obtained from field SMF71ASV of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAS contains the sum of all values of PAGAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGAS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVAS, Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks.

PAGASGI - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Ins from Aux

PAGASGI contains the number of shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar that were
transferred from auxiliary storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

PAGASGI is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASGO  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Outs to Aux

             PAGPASGI - Shr Pg (>2GB) Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAGASGI contains the value input from field SMF71PIH of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGASGI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGASGI contains the sum of all values of PAGASGI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGASGO - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Outs to Aux

PAGASGO contains the number of shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar that were
transferred from central storage to auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

PAGASGO is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASGI  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Ins from Aux

             PAGPASGO - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAGASGO contains the value input from field SMF71POH of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGASGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGASGO contains the sum of all values of PAGASGO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGASI - Shared Page-Ins from Aux

PAGASI contains the number of shared pages transferred from auxiliary storage to central storage during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGASO - Shared Page-Outs to Aux

            PAGESI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

Element Derivation:

PAGASI contains the value read from field SMF71ASI, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGASI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGASI contains the sum of all values of PAGASI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.
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PAGASO - Shared Page-Outs to Aux

PAGASO contains the number of shared pages transferred from central storage to auxiliary storage during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGASI - Shared Page-Ins from Aux

            PAGESO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

Element Derivation:

PAGASO contains the value read from field SMF71ASO, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGASO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGASO contains the sum of all values of PAGASO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

The number of swap-outs that occurred during the RMF measurement interval because 70% of all local page slots had
been allocated. RMF obtains this value from field RMCAXSSC of SRM's Resource Manager Control Area (RMCA) block.
When a percentage of local slots gets allocated, SRM becomes alarmed and searches for the pageable batch user
acquiring slots at the fastest rate. This user is then swapped out to halt its execution.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGASS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71TOT in the 4th swap placement section in the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGASS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGASS is set to the sum of all PAGASS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In most shops, this count is almost always zero.
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PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

PAGAV4K contains the average number of 1MB fixed frames used on behalf of 4K page requests as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF714KA field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGAV4K when data

generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 SEE ALSO:  PAGMN4K  - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

            PAGMX4K  - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

            PAG4K    - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAV4K is computed using the following formula:

PAGAV4K = PAG4K / PAGRSMP                            

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the field used to populate PAG4K, SMF714KA, is marked reserved by IBM
and therefore, PAGAV4K is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV4K contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV4K contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVA - Avg Local Page DS Slots

The average number of local page data set slots during the measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of
auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             PAGMNA   - Min Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXA   - Max Local Page DS Slots

             PAGTSC   - Total Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGAVA is computed using the following formula:
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    PAGAVA = PAGTSC / INTERVLS

Range of Value:

PAGAVA may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVA is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVA represents the average number of local page data set slots, allocated and unallocated, good and bad. As such, it
will not change from moment to moment (except for a very rare PAGEADD operation) and RMF does not monitor or report
a true averaged sample value. Instead, RMF provides the value for the data element PAGTSC, the slot count at the end of
the measurement interval.

PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

PAGAVACF contains the number of available central storage frames, averaged over all samples in the measurement
interval.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAFCTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGACF   - Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNACF - Min Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXACF - Max Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVACF is computed using the following algorithm:

    PAGAVACF = PAGACF / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVACF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVACF contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAVAEF contains the number of available expanded storage frames, averaged over all samples in the measurement
interval.
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This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAECTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVAEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAEF   - Available Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNAEF - Min Available Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXAEF - Max Available Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVAEF is computed using the following algorithm:

    PAGAVAEF = PAGAEF / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVAEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVAEF contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVAS - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGAVAS contains the average number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
available to the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM). This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAS   - Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVAS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVAS = PAGAS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVAS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVA6 - Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps

PAGAVA6 contains the average number of auxiliary DASD slots used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGAVA6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGA6    - DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNA6  - Min DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXA6  - Max DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVA6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVA6=PAGA6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVA6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVA6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVB - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

The average number of local page data set slots that were found to be marked "unusable" when sampled during the RMF
measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the
unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGB     - Unusable Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMNB   - Min Unusable Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXB   - Max Unusable Local Page DS Slots

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVB is:

    PAGAVB = PAGB / PAGRSMP
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MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxB fields should be monitored to detect I/O failures in the local page data sets.

PAGAVBS - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGAVBS contains the average number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
unavailable for use by the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGBS   - Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVBS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVBS = PAGBS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVB6 - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

PAGAVB6 contains the average number of 24-bit frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGAVB6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGB6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

            PAGMNB6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

            PAGMXB6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples
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Element Derivation:

PAGAVB6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVB6=PAGB6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVB6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVB6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

PAGAVC is the average number of non-pageable, or fixed, central storage frames containing common virtual storage
pages (CSA), as determined by sampling over the measurement interval.

Common Storage Area (CSA) is used by z/OS and its subsystems for a variety of functions, such as the communication
of information between address spaces, or to provide a location for information that must be accessed by multiple address
spaces.

This data element does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLF  - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVC is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVC = PAGC / PAGRSMP2

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the virtual storage available for CSA, and the
real memory installed in the system.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and
maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains appears in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or
PAGxxQ counts. The analyst should monitor these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict
storage accounting.

Two fields are present in the SMF type 71 record that contain counts of samples skipped during examination of fixed
CSA frames as well as fixed private frames. Samples may be skipped due to negative calculation results, or some other
counting failure. This can occur when the status of storage frames changes while RMF is scanning queues for fixed
frames. The actual count of samples skipped are maintained in data elements PAGSKNEG and PAGSKCNT. The data
element PAGRSMP2, calculated using the following formula, reflects the proper sample count for use in recalculating data
elements describing private or CSA fixed frames.

PAGRSMP2=SUM(PAGRSMP,(-PAGSKNEG),(-PAGSKCNT));

PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

PAGAVCFF contains the average number of 4KB fixed pages from high virtual common storage that are backed in central
storage.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCFF  - HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVCFF is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVCFF = PAGCFF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVCFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCFF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVCO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

PAGAVCO contains the average number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual common storage of the system as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCO   - Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGAVCO is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVCO = PAGCO / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGAVCP - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use

PAGAVCP contains the average number of high virtual common pages that were in-use as determined by RMF sampling
over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGCP   - HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMNCP - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMXCP - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVCP is computed using the following formula:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGCP NE . THEN PAGAVCP=PAGCP/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVCR - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

PAGAVCR contains the average number of 4KB high virtual common storage pages that are backed in central storage.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCR   - HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed
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             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVCR is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVCR = PAGCR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVCS - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGAVCS contains the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual common pages backed on DASD
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCS   - Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVCS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVCS = PAGCS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVCSE is the average sampled number of CSA pages in expanded storage, averaged across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVCSE is set to a missing value.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCSE   - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGAVCSE = PAGCSE / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVCSE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVCSE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGCSE and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

PAGAVCUI contains the average time, in seconds, required for SRM to completely search through the Pageable Frame
Table (PFT) during page stealing cycles. When the Available Frame Queue (AFQ) value reaches the low threshold point,
SRM will begin search through the PFT to obtain a sufficient number of available frames to satisfy the AFQ requirements.
Once this has occurred, the search of the PFT will be suspended until another need for available frames (page stealing)
is detected. Each additional search through the PFT will start where the previous search ended. Once the entire PFT has
been searched, the next search will begin at the start of the PFT and the delta time required for the PFT search will be
stored.

PAGAVCUI was introduced with z/OS V1R8. For earlier releases, use the Average System High UIC (PAGAVUIC) data
element instead.

The current system UIC gets calculated every second and, for each sample, RMF observes its value. At the end of the
interval, it reports the average of those values.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCUI  - Total Current System UIC

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVCUI is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVCUI = PAGCUI / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVCUI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535. For systems executing at z/OS V1R7 or earlier,
PAGAVCUI is set to a SAS missing value.
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Summarization Process:

PAGAVCUI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC1 - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

PAGAVC1 contains the average total number of 4KB high virtual common memory pages. This represents the average
size of the high virtual common area.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGC1   - Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVC1 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVC1 = PAGC1 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVC1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC2 - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

PAGAVC2 contains the average number of high virtual common memory 1MB fixed pages. This represents the average
size of the high virtual common area.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGC2   - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

            PAGMNC2 - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

            PAGMXC2 - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVC2 is computed using the following formula:
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IF PAGRSMP AND PAGC2 NE . THEN PAGAVC2=PAGC2/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVC2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC3 - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGAVC3 contains the average number of high virtual common memory 1MB pages backed in central storage common
memory pages. This represents the average size of the high virtual common area.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGC3   - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

            PAGMNC3 - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMXC3 - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVC3 is computed using the following formula:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGC3 NE . THEN PAGAVC3=PAGC3/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVC3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC3 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC4 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGAVC4 contains the average number of high virtual common memory pages backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGC4   - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples
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Element Derivation:

PAGAVC4 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVC4 = PAGC4 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVC4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC4 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVC6 - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

PAGAVC6 contains the average number of frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGAVC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGC6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames 

            PAGMXC6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames 

            PAGMNC6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames 

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVC6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVC6=PAGC6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVC6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVES - Average Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAVES is the average number of unused expanded storage frames online and available for use for paging.

For each sample, RMF records the number of available expanded storage frames. At the end of an interval, RMF reports
the average of these values. This number represents the number of frames that are available for use by pages moved
to ES. Functionally, it is the expanded storage equivalent of the central storage available frame queue as a measure of
memory availability.
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVU  - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGESD  - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGLES  - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGMNES - Min Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXES - Max Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVES is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVES = PAGEXSF / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVES contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames

PAGAVF contains the sampled number of central storage frames not currently allocated, averaged over all samples in the
measurement interval. For systems with the expanded storage feature, the value of PAGAVF does not include expanded
storage frames. This data element contains frame counts (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with page counts
(the unit of virtual storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGF    - Total Unused Page Frames

             PAGMNF  - Min Unused Page Frames

             PAGMXF  - Max Unused Page Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVF is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVF = PAGF / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:
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PAGAVF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVF6 - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

PAGAVF6 contains the average number of fixed frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGAVF6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGF6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames 

            PAGMNF6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames 

            PAGMXF6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames 

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVF6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVF6=PAGF6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVF6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVF6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVGA - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

PAGAVGA contains the average number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in use, as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGGA    - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMNGA  - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMXGA  - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:
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PAGAVGA is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVGA = PAGGA / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVGA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVGA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGAVGF contains the average number of 2GB frames that were
configured for use by 2GB fixed pages, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.    

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71GFA, used in the calculation of PAGAVGF, was redefined by IBM
and a new data element, Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed (PAGAV2GF), is calculated from the contents of field
SMF71GFA.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed        

          PAGGF    - Total 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages  

          PAGMNGF  - Min 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages      

          PAGMXGF  - Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages      

          PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

          RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVGF is computed using the following formula:

 PAGAVGF = PAGGF / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71GFA (used to populate data element PAGGF) is
different, and PAGAVGF is set to a missing value.  Refer to data element PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB
Fixed to see the information provided in field SMF71GFA at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds.  For data

generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVGF contains a missing value. 

Summarization Process:

PAGAVGF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVGO - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

PAGAVGO contains the average number of fixed 2GB memory objects allocated in the system, as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGGO    - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMNGO  - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMXGO  - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGAVGO is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVGO = PAGGO / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVGO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVGR - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGAVGR contains the average number of 2GB pages fixed in central storage, as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGGR    - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMNGR  - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMXGR  - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGAVGR is computed using the following formula:
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PAGAVGR = PAGGR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVGR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB and 2GB. Unlike traditional
4K pages, large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to
auxiliary storage.

PAGAVGU - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

PAGAVGU contains the average number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are in use by fixed
memory objects, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGGU    - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj

            PAGMNGU  - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Ob

            PAGMXGU  - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Ob

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGAVGU is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVGU = PAGGU / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVGU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGAVHCF contains the number of high impact central storage frames, averaged over all samples in the measurement
interval.

This value accounts for available frames plus all pageable frames that do not support logical swap users or storage
isolated address spaces.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGHCF   - High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNHCF - Min High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXHCF - Max High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVHCF is:

    PAGAVHCF = PAGHCF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVHCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVHCF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.

Note that the low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify
for medium, but not low (e.g., 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always see the
following relationship in the bucket values:

 LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH

where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future, based upon
the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either via a new release, or an APAR process.

When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements mentioned in the
"SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric,
averaged by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value encountered over all
the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average High Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Medium Impact Frames" from
"Avg High Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to high
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impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in the
ratios, you should be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAVHEF contains the number of high impact expanded storage frames, averaged over all samples in the
measurement interval.

This value accounts for available frames plus all pageable frames that do not support logical swap users or storage
isolated address spaces.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVHEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGHEF   - High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNHEF - Min High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXHEF - Max High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVHEF is:

    PAGAVHEF = PAGHEF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVHEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVHEF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.

Note:

The low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify for
medium, but not low (e.g., 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always see the
following relationship in the bucket values:

                LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH
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where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 seconds and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future,
based on the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either through a new release, or an APAR process.

When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements that are mentioned
in the "SEE ALSO:" section, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric,
averaged by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value that is encountered
over all the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average High Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Medium Impact Frames" from
"Avg High Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to high
impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in the
ratios, be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

PAGAVHIR contains the average number of central storage frames containing hiperspace storage pages as determined
by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGAVHIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGHIR   - Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGAVHIR is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVHIR = PAGHIR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVHIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVHIR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these
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pages between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing
this decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the
page type (Hiperspace or VIO). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is
sent to auxiliary storage.

PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

PAGAVHPX is the average number of hiperspace pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVHPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGHPX  - Hiperspace Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

If PAGHPX is not missing and PAGRSMP is positive, then

PAGAVHPX = PAGHPX / PAGRSMP

otherwise the value of PAGAVHPX is missing.

Range of Value:

PAGAVHPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVHPX is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHPX and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL - Avg of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

PAGAVL contains the average sampled number of central storage frames addressed between 0 and 16 megabytes and
marked non-pageable, averaged over all samples in the measurement interval. For systems containing the expanded
storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. This variable counts frames (the unit of central
storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGL    - # of Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

             PAGMNL  - Min # of Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

             PAGMXL  - Max # of Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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The value of PAGAVL is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVL = PAGL / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGAVLCF contains the number of low impact central storage frames, averaged over all samples in the measurement
interval.

This value accounts for available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more that do not support
logical swap users or storage isolated address spaces.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLCF   - Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNLCF - Min Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXLCF - Max Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVLCF is:

    PAGAVLCF = PAGLCF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLCF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.
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Note that the low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify
for medium, but not low (e.g., 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always see the
following relationship in the bucket values:

 LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH

where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future, based upon
the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either via a new release, or an APAR process.

When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements mentioned in the
"SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric,
averaged by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value encountered over all
the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average Low Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Available Impact Frames" from
"Avg Low Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to high
impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in the
ratios, you should be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAVLEF contains the number of low impact expanded storage frames, averaged over all samples in the measurement
interval.

This value accounts for available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more that do not support
logical swap users or storage isolated address spaces.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVLEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLEF   - Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNLEF - Min Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXLEF - Max Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula that is used to calculate the value of PAGAVLEF is:

    PAGAVLEF = PAGLEF / PAGRSMP
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Range of Value:

PAGAVLEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLEF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.

Note that the low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify
for medium, but not low (for example, 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always
see the following relationship in the bucket values:

 LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH

where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future, based upon
the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either via a new release, or an APAR process.

When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements mentioned in the
"SEE ALSO:" section, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged
by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value encountered over all
the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average Low Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Available Impact Frames" from
"Avg Low Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to high
impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in the
ratios, you should be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVLF - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

PAGAVLF contains the average sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages and marked non-pageable. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include
expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC  - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGLF   - LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNLF - Min LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXLF - Max LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVLF is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVLF = PAGLF / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVLF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and
maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or
PAGxxQ counts. The analyst should monitor these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict
storage accounting.

PAGAVLO - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

PAGAVLO contains the average number of fixed memory objects that are allocated in the system that can be backed in
1MB frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLO    - 1MB Memory Objects in System

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGAVLO is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVLO = PAGLO / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGAVLP to PAGAVT
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGAVLP through
PAGAVT.

Contents

PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames

PAGAVLP contains the average sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLP   - LPA Frames

             PAGMNLP - Min LPA Frames

             PAGMXLP - Max LPA Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVLP is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVLP = PAGLP / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and
maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or
PAGxxQ counts. The analyst should monitor these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict
storage accounting.

PAGAVLPE - Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVLPE is the average sampled number of LPA pages in expanded storage, averaged across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVLPE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGLPE  - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGAVLPE = PAGLPE / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLPE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLPE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGLPE and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVLQE is the average sampled number of LSQA pages in expanded storage, averaged across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVLQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLQE   - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLQR   - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGAVLQE = PAGLQE / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLQE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGLQE and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAVLQR - Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGAVLQR is the average sampled number of LSQA pages in central storage, averaged across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
average LSQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGAVLQE.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLQR  - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVLQR is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVLQR = PAGLQR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLQR is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGLQR and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVLR - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGAVLR contains the average number of 1MB pages fixed in central storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGLR    - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage   

            PAGMNLR  - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMXLR  - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGAVLR is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVLR = PAGLR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVLR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB. Unlike traditional 4K pages,
large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to auxiliary
storage.

PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

PAGAVLRI contains the average number of request-initiated demotions from large page-frame groups to 4K page-frames.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGLSI - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames 

          PAGLRI - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVLRI is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVLRI=PAGLRI/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLRI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLRI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVLS contains the average sampled number of central storage frames containing pages belonging to Local System
Queue Area (LSQA) virtual storage. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include
expanded storage frames.

PAGAVLS includes swapped-in and logically swapped-out ASIDs.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVR  - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXLS - Max LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNLS - Min LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGLS   - Total LSQA Fixed Frames
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             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVLS is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVLS = PAGLS / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

LSQA virtual storage is defined for each address space in the system, and is swappable but non-pageable by definition.

PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

PAGAVLSI contains the average number of system-initiated demotions from large page-frame groups to 4K page-frames.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGLRI - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames 

          PAGLSI - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVLSI is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVLSI=PAGLSI/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVLSI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVLSI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGAVL1 contains the average total number of 1MB frames that can
be used by fixed memory objects.  For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGAVL1 is set to a missing value.  
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This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L1A, used in the calculation of PAGAVL1, was redefined by IBM
and a new data element, Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed (PAGAV1L1), is calculated from the contents of field
SMF71L1A.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed  

            PAGL1    - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

            PAGMNL1  - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

            PAGMXL1  - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL1 is computed using the following formula:  

PAGAVL1 = PAGL1 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L1A (used to populate data element PAGL1) is
different, and PAGAVL1 is set to a missing value.  Refer to data element PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB
Fixed to see the information provided in field SMF71L1A at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL1 contains a
missing value.  

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGAVL3 contains the average number of 1MB frames that are in-use
by fixed memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the

measurement interval.  For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGAVL3 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L3A used in the calculation of PAGAVL3, was redefined by IBM and
a new data element, Avg 1MB Frames In-Use (PAGAV1L3), is calculated from the contents of field SMF71L3A.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO:  PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use

           PAGL3    - Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMNL3  - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMXL3  - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

 For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL3 is computed using the following formula:  

PAGAVL3 = PAGL3 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L3A (used to populate data element PAGL3) is
different, and PAGAVL3 is set to a missing value.  Refer to data element PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use to see the
information provided in field SMF71L3A at z/OS V2R3 and later. 

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL3 contains a
missing value.  

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL3 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL4 - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGAVL4 contains the average total number of 1MB frames that can be used by pageable and Disabled Reference
(DREF) memory objects.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L4A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGAVL4 when data

generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGL4    - Total 1MB Pageable Frames    

           PAGMNL4  - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMXL4  - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL4 is computed using the following formula:
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 PAGAVL4 = PAGL4 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the field used to populate PAGL4, SMF71L4A, is marked reserved by IBM
and therefore PAGAVL4 is set to a missing value. 

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL4 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL4 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL5 - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGAVL5 contains the average number of 1MB frames that are not in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference (DREF)
memory objects.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L5A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGAVL5 when data

generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGL5    - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMNL5  - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMXL5  - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL5 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVL5 = PAGL5 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the field used to populate PAGL5, SMF71L5A, is marked reserved by IBM
and therefore PAGAVL5 is set to a missing value.  

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL5 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL5 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGAVL6 - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGAVL6 contains the average number of 1MB frames that are in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference (DREF)
memory objects.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L6A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGAVL6 when data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGL6    - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMNL6  - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames     

           PAGMXL6  - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames     

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL6 is computed using the following formula:

 PAGAVL6 = PAGL6 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the field used to populate PAGL6, SMF71L6A, is marked reserved by IBM
and  therefore PAGAVL6 is set to a missing value.         

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL6 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGAVL7 contains the average number of 1MB frames in the Large
Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in-use as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.  For data
generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGAVL7 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L7A, used in the calculation of PAGAVL7, was redefined by
IBM and a new data element, Avg 1MB Frames Avail 1MB Pages (PAGAV1L7), is calculated from the contents of field
SMF71L7A.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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SEE ALSO:  PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages   

           PAGL7    - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

           PAGMNL7  - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

           PAGMXL7  - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples  

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL7 is computed using the following formula:  

PAGAVL7 = PAGL7 / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L7A (used to populate data element PAGL7) is
different, and PAGAVL7 is set to a missing value.  Refer to data element PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB
Pages the information provided in field SMF71L7A at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAVL7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAVL7 contains a
missing value.                        

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL7 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL8 - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

PAGAVL8 contains the average number of 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGL8 - 1MB Frames in Central Storage 

          PAGMNL8 - Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGMXL8 - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL8 is computed using the following algorithm:

  PAGAVL8=PAGL8/PAGRSMP  

Range of Value:

PAGAVL8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVL8 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL9 - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage 

PAGAVL9 contains the average number of available 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGL9 - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL9 - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL9 - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL9 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVL9=PAGL9/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVL9 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL9 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

PAGAVL10 contains the average number of 1MB page frames in-use by memory objects.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGL10 - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL10 - Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVL10 is computed using the following algorithm:
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PAGAVL10=PAGL10/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVL10 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVL10 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

According to the IBM z/OS Programming: Extended Addressability Guide (SA23-1394-00), virtual memory above 2GB is
organized as memory objects that a program creates. A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that are
allocated by programs as a number of application pages which are 1MB multiples on a 1MB boundary. A memory object
can be as large as the memory limits set by your installation and as small as one megabyte.

PAGAVM - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

PAGAVM contains the average number of local page data set slots that were allocated to non-VIO (virtual I/O) private
area pages during the measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be
confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of central storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGM    - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGMNM  - Min Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGMXM  - Max Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVM is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVM = PAGM / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

The lowest value is quite large because at least *MASTER*, SMF, and RMF must be up. The highest value is the size of
the private area times the number of address spaces z/OS will allow to exist at once.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxM fields should be monitored to detect trends in the %-full level of the system's page data sets.

PAGAVMA - Average Migration Age

PAGAVMA is the average number of seconds that an inactive page frame resides in expanded storage before being
migrated. Pages are moved from central to expanded storage on page-out and swap-out operations, subject to availability
and the parameters established by the installation in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.
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For each sample, RMF records the migration age of the oldest page in expanded storage. At the end of an interval, RMF
reports the average of these values. This number is the expanded storage equivalent of the central storage unreferenced
interval count as a measure of memory utilization.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVMA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGAVUIC - Avg System High UIC

             PAGMNMA  - Min Migration Age

             PAGMXMA  - Max Migration Age

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVMA is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVMA = PAGMA / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVMA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVMA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGAVMCF contains the number of medium impact central storage frames, averaged over all samples in the
measurement interval.

This value accounts for available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more that do not support
logical swap users or storage isolated address spaces.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMCF   - Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNMCF - Min Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

             PAGMXMCF - Max Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVMCF is:
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    PAGAVMCF = PAGMCF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVMCF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.

Note that the low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify
for medium, but not low (e.g., 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always see the
following relationship in the bucket values:

 LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH

where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future, based upon
the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either via a new release, or an APAR process.

When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements mentioned in the
"SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric,
averaged by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value encountered over all
the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average Medium Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Low Impact Frames" from
"Avg Medium Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to
high impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in
the ratios, you should be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

PAGAVMEF contains the number of medium impact expanded storage frames, averaged over all samples in the
measurement interval.
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This value accounts for available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more that do not support
logical swap users or storage isolated address spaces.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVMEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMEF   - Medium Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNMEF - Min Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

             PAGMXMEF - Max Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVMEF is:

    PAGAVMEF = PAGMEF / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVMEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVMEF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

To provide a more granular view of UIC updated storage frames, each frame is assigned to one or more the three UIC
based system managed buckets, low, medium, or high impact:

• Low Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 150 seconds or more.
• Medium Impact Frames: Available frames plus pageable frames unreferenced in 20 seconds or more.
• High Impact Frames: Available frames plus all pageable frames.

Note:

The low impact frame counts are also counted in the medium and high impact frame counts. Frames that qualify for
medium, but not low (for example, 35 seconds), will also contribute to the high impact frame count. You should always see
the following relationship in the bucket values:

 LOW  <=  MEDIUM  <=  HIGH

where:

<=
Less than or equal to

These buckets account only for UIC updated frames. They do not include frames that support logical swap users or
storage isolated address spaces.

The values of 20 and 150 seconds are set internally by the operating system, and may change, in the future, based upon
the z/OS design enhancements requirements, either via a new release, or an APAR process.
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When comparing these average impact data elements to the minimum and maximum data elements mentioned in the
"SEE ALSO:" section, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged
by dividing the sum of the sampled values by the number of samples.

The minimum and maximum values, however, do represent the actual minimum and maximum value encountered over all
the samples taken by RMF during the interval.

You may be tempted to determine "Average Medium Impact Frames Only" by subtracting "Avg Low Impact Frames" from
"Avg Medium Impact Frames". The resulting difference would be of dubious value unless the ratio of low to medium to
high impact frames was consistent over the RMF interval. Since there is no way to determine if there is any consistency in
the ratios, you should be wary of performing this type of delta.

Instead, use the PAGAVxxx metrics to monitor trends. For example, a trend showing a decrease in the value of "Avg
Low Impact Central Storage Frames" over time implies that more storage frames are migrating into the medium and high
impact categories. This may indicate a need for more real storage.

PAGAVNNF - Avg Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

PAGAVNNF contains the average number of page frames, except for frames used by the nucleus, that comprise
permanent storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGNNF - Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVNNF is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVNNF=PAGNNF/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVNNF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVNNF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVP - Avg CSA Frames

PAGAVP contains the average sampled number of central storage frames containing common storage pages (CSA).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames
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             PAGMNP  - Min CSA Frames

             PAGMXP  - Max CSA Frames

             PAGP    - CSA Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVP is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVP = PAGP / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and
maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP,
PAGxxP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them
for strict storage accounting.

PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

PAGAVPEA is the average number of page frames that were migrated from expanded storage (ES) to auxiliary storage
(AUX) per second. Page frames cannot be moved directly from expanded storage to auxiliary storage I/O devices. Pages
to be migrated must first be brought into central storage.

Pages are originally moved from central to expanded storage on page-out and swap-out operations, subject to availability
and to the parameters established by the installation in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. If pages remain on
expanded storage for long intervals without being referenced, and are preempted by newer pages, they are subject to
migration.

For each sample, RMF records the migration rate for expanded storage. At the end of an interval, RMF reports the
average of these values.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVPEA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGAVMA  - Average Migration Age

             PAGAVPES - Average Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

             PAGPEA   - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

Element Derivation:

If pages were migrated from ES to AUX and DURATION is not zero, then MICS derives PAGAVPEA as follows:
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PAGAVPEA = PAGPEA / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGAVPEA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPEA is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGPEA and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

Like central storage, expanded storage has the risk of being populated by the wrong pages, requiring greater use of
auxiliary storage. The expanded storage average migration age, PAGAVMA, is the best single measurement available for
the degree of expanded storage memory utilization and memory contention. It is accessed by z/OS systems management
routines to establish thresholds for qualification for expanded storage use.

The expanded storage migration age and migration rate are inversely related. At high values of the migration age, most
page-out operations qualify to be directed to expanded storage. In addition, the page slots they acquire are being held
by very inactive pages. When contention for expanded storage increases, page migration increases as unreferenced
pages are moved to make room for new ones. As migration rates increase, the average migration age is reduced. Since
expanded storage qualification depends on the current migration age, contention for expanded storage will eventually
stabilize. At this point, you must evaluate your priority scheme for expanded storage qualification to verify that favored
workloads get appropriate access to ES.

PAGAVPES - Average Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

PAGAVPES is the average number of page frames per second that were moved from central to expanded storage.

Pages are originally moved from central to expanded storage on page-out and swap-out operations, subject to availability
and to the parameters established by the installation in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Pages are subject to
migration if they remain on expanded storage for long intervals without being referenced and are preempted by newer
pages.

Pages frames moved from central to expanded storage must first "qualify." Expanded storage qualification establishes
priorities among workloads that may be competing for scarce expanded storage frames. Different qualifying tests can be
established for TSO, batch, or system pages. A different qualifying test can also apply to the type of page-out operation:
VIO, page-out as result of a page steal, virtual fetch, terminal wait swap-out, and general swap-out.

For each sample, RMF records the rate at which pages were moved to expanded storage. At the end of an interval, RMF
reports the average of these values.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVPES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGAVMA  - Average Migration Age

             PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGPES   - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

If pages were moved to ES and DURATION is non-zero, then MICS derives PAGAVPES as follows:
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PAGAVPES = PAGPES / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGAVPES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPES is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGPES and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

The rate at which pages are moved to expanded storage is reported by RMF. Information about the number of page faults
that were resolved from ES is not available, however. During page fault processing, RSM will look at expanded storage
and if it finds the referenced page, will move it directly to central storage without further intervention. This operation
is performed synchronously, so it cannot be said that the program suffers an interruption due to the page fault in the
conventional sense. The program remains in executable status, and the processor is busy for the duration of the page
movement operation. However, execution time of a program that references pages in expanded storage versus central
storage accesses is obviously greater.

PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

PAGAVPFB contains the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames between the 16-megabyte and
the 2-gigabyte lines as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGAVPFB is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPFB   - Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPFB is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVPFB = PAGPFB / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVPFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPFB contains the result of the computation described in Element Derivation. The value is recomputed at each level
of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture introduced a new storage "line": the 2-gigabyte line. As z/OS images grow much larger than 2GB, the area
between 16MB and 2GB becomes a scarce resource and there will probably always be applications with a dependency on
central storage in this range. This is why these regions are managed as a separate resource when SRM detects pageable
frame shortages. The logic is driven by new SRM counts of frames between 16MB and 2GB.
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PAGAVPIS - Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

PAGAVPIS contains the average number of page-ins of 4KB pages from Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPOS - Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGPIS - 4KB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGPOS - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPIS is computed using the following algorithm:

   PAGAVPIS=PAGPIS/PAGRSMP    

Range of Value:

PAGAVPIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPIS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVPI1 -  Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

PAGAVPI1 contains the average number of page-ins of 1MB pages from Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPO1 - Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGPI1 - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGPO1 - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPI1 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVPI1=PAGPI1/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVPI1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVPI1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVPL - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

PAGAVPL contains the average number of 1 MB page frames that are in use by pageable 1 MB pages as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGPL   - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

           PAGMNPL - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

           PAGMXPL - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

           PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPL is computed using the following formula:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGPL NE . THEN PAGAVPL=PAGPL/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPL contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.  The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVPOS - Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

PAGAVPOS contains the average number of page-outs of 4KB pages to Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPIS - Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

          PAGPIS - 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

          PAGPOS - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPOS is computed using the following algorithm:
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  PAGAVPOS=PAGPOS/PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVPOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVPO1 -  Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM  

PAGAVPO1 contains the average number of page-outs of 1MB pages to Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPI1 - Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGPI1 - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGPO1 - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVPO1 is computed using the following algorithm:

  PAGAVPO1=PAGPO1/PAGRSMP 

Range of Value:

PAGAVPO1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPO1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux

PAGAVPSI is the average number of page frames involved per swap-in operation from auxiliary storage, occurring for
each sample during the RMF measurement interval. Swap-in operations from expanded storage are not included in the
average.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVPSI is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux

             PAGAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             PAGSIN   - Pages Swapped In

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

If there are address space swap sequences, then MICS derives PAGAVPSI as follows:

    PAGAVPSI =PAGSIN / SUM(PAGAXD,PAGLAX,PAGMIG)

Range of Value:

PAGAVPSI contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of pages in the virtual
size of the private area.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVPSI is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVPSI and PAGAVPSO are of use in determining the address space working set limits for storage fencing.

PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux

PAGAVPSO is the average number of page frames involved per swap-out operation to auxiliary storage occurring for each
sample during the RMF measurement interval. Swap-out operations to expanded storage are not included in the average.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVPSO is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux

             PAGAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             PAGSOT   - Pages Swapped Out

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

If there are address space swap sequences, then MICS derives PAGAVPSO as follows:

    PAGAVPSO = PAGSOT / SUM(PAGAXD,PAGLAX,PAGMIG);

Range of Value:

PAGAVPSO contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of the number of pages in the virtual
size of the private area.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVPSO is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVPSI and PAGAVPSO are of use in determining the address space working set limits for storage fencing.

PAGAVQ - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVQ contains the average sampled number of central storage frames containing pages belonging to the System
Queue Area (SQA), averaged over all samples in the measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMNQ  - Min SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXQ  - Max SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGQ    - SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVQ is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVQ = PAGQ / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVQ contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SQA pages are fixed by definition. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be inconsistent.
Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in one or more of
the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden changes, rather
than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGAVR - Average Private Fixed Frames

PAGAVR is the average number of non-pageable, or fixed, central storage frames assigned to private address space
virtual storage, as determined by sampling over the measurement interval.

Frames assigned to Local System Queue Area (LSQA) pages, which are always fixed, are not included in this number.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVT   - Avg Total Frames

             PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames
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             PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

             PAGTFC   - Page Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVR is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVR = PAGR / PAGRSMP2

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the size of the private area.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Large values of PAGAVR (compared to PAGTFC) are a signal that one or more address spaces is jeopardizing effective
sharing of central storage. The "offender" may be a database subsystem carrying out large numbers of simultaneous I/O
requests, or a test program in a loop issuing PAGEFIX system calls.

Two fields are present in the SMF type 71 Record that contain counts of samples skipped during examination of fixed
CSA frames as well as fixed private frames. Samples may be skipped due to negative calculation results, or some other
counting failure. This can occur when the status of storage frames changes while RMF is scanning queues for fixed
frames. The actual counts of samples skipped are maintained in data elements PAGSKNEG and PAGSKCNT. The data
element PAGRSMP2, calculated using the following formula, reflects the proper sample count for use in recalculating data
elements describing private or CSA fixed frames.

PAGRSMP2=SUM(PAGRSMP,(-PAGSKNEG),(-PAGSKCNT));

PAGAVRGS - Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

PAGAVRGS is the average sampled number of Region and SWA pages in expanded storage, averaged across all
samples in the MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVRGS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRGS   - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGAVRGS = PAGRGS / PAGRSMP
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Range of Value:

PAGAVRGS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVRGS is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGRGS and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS - Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

The average sampled number of private area pages in central storage that were eligible for paging, that is, not marked
bad or offline. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage
frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGAVT   - Avg Total Frames

            PAGMNS   - Min Private Space Pageable Frames

            PAGMXS   - Max Private Space Pageable Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS     - Private Space Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVS is:

PAGAVS = PAGS / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

This number might range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVS was defined to exclude page frames that can be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL.

PAGAVSC6 - Avg SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Page Grps

PAGAVSC6 contains the average number of SCM blocks used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGAVSC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGSCM6  - SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNSC6 - Min SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps
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            PAGMXSC6 - Max SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSC6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVSC6=PAGSCM6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSC6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

PAGAVSGB contains the average number of shared pages that resided below the 16-megabyte line during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSGB  - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGB is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSGB NE . THEN PAGAVSGB=PAGSGB/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Pages in CS

PAGAVSGC contains the average number of shared pages in central storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSGC  - Weighted Avg Shared Pages in CS
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Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSGC NE . THEN PAGAVSGC=PAGSGC/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

PAGAVSGE contains the average number of shared page group pages in expanded storage during the measurement
interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVSGE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSGE  - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in ES

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGE is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSGE NE . THEN PAGAVSGE=PAGSGE/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Pages Fixed

PAGAVSGF contains the average number of shared pages fixed frames occupied during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSGF  - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Fixed

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGF is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSGF NE . THEN PAGAVSGF=PAGSGF/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Pages in System

PAGAVSGS contains the average number of shared pages in the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Pages in System

            PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Pages in System

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSGS   - Weighted Avg Shared Pages in System

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVSGS = PAGSGS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.
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PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

PAGAVSGX contains the average number of shared pages in auxiliary slots during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSGX  - Weighted Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSGX is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSGX NE . THEN PAGAVSGX=PAGSGX/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSGX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGAVSHC - Avg HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

PAGAVSHC contains the average number of shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar,
including high virtual Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) addresses, that were backed in central storage, during the
measurement interval.

PAGAVSHC is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSHC  - HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSHC is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSHC NE . THEN PAGAVSHC=PAGSHC/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSHC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSHC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAVSHS - Avg HV Shared Pages in System

PAGAVSHS contains the average number of pages used by shared memory objects that were allocated in the entire
system, during the measurement interval.

PAGAVSHS is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGSHS  - HV Shared Pages in System

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSHS is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSHS NE . THEN PAGAVSHS=PAGSHS/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSHS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSHS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVSHS includes the number of pages allocated in order to make the size of shared memory objects having a global
scope be on a 2 GB boundary. If the requested memory object size is greater than 1 GB, and the CHANGEACCESS
parameter of the IARV64 macro invocation is set to "global," the storage actually allocated by the system will be rounded
up to the nearest 2 GB multiple. For example, if the requested size is 1.5 GB, the system will allocate 2 GB. If the
requested size is 2.5 GB, the system will allocate 4 GB. However, only the requested size is addressable storage that can
be used by the requester.

PAGAVSHX - Avg Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGAVSHX contains the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for shared pages with virtual storage addresses
above the 2 gigabytes bar, during the measurement interval.

PAGAVSHX is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSHX  - Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSHX is computed using the following algorithm:

IF PAGRSMP AND PAGSHX NE . THEN PAGAVSHX=PAGSHX/PAGRSMP;

Range of Value:

PAGAVSHX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGAVSHX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVSO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

PAGAVSO contains the average number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual shared storage of the system, as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGSO   - Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSO is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVSO = PAGSO / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVSQE is the average sampled number of SQA pages in expanded storage, averaged across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVSQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQE  - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGSQR  - SQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:
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PAGAVSQE = PAGSQE / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVSQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSQE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGSQE and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGAVSQR is the average sampled number of SQA pages in central storage, averaged across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
average SQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGAVSQE.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGQ    - SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVSQR is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVSQR = PAGSQR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSQR is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGSQR and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVSR - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

PAGAVSR contains the average number of 4KB pages from high virtual shared storage that are backed in central storage.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGSR   - HV Shr Stor 4KB Pages Backed Central

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGAVSR is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVSR = PAGSR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVSR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS1 - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

PAGAVS1 contains the average total number of 4KB high virtual shared memory pages. This data element represents the
average size of the high virtual shared area.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGS1   - Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS1 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS1 = PAGS1 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS2 - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

PAGAVS2 contains the average number of shared memory objects that can be backed in 1MB frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGMNS2 - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGMXS2 - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames
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            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS2   - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS2 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS2 = PAGS2 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS2 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS3 - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

PAGAVS3 contains the average number of frames in use for shared high virtual 4K pages.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGMNS3 - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGMXS3 - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS3   - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS3 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS3 = PAGS3 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS3 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS4 - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGAVS4 contains the average number of high virtual memory 1MB pages used for shared memory objects backed in
central storage.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGMNS4 - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMXS4 - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS4   - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS4 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS4 = PAGS4 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS4 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS5 - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGAVS5 contains the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
DASD.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGS5   - Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS5 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS5 = PAGS5 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS5 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAVS6 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGAVS6 contains the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGS6   - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS6 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS6 = PAGS6 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS6 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVS7 - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

PAGAVS7 contains the average number of shared pages Backed Storage Class Memory (SCM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGS7   - Shared Pages Backed SCM

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVS7 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVS7 = PAGS7 / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVS7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVS7 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAVT - Avg Total Frames

The average number of used central storage frames (not containing the nucleus). This classification of "frames" (the unit
of real storage) should not be confused with the fixed/pageable classification of "pages"(the unit of virtual storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGT    - Total Frames     

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVT is: 

PAGAVT = PAGT / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

The value of PAGAVT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

RMF supplies the total frame count in SMF71AVT as an average over the sampling cycles in the reporting interval. MICS
uses this rather round-about summarization technique in order to avoid averaging a set of averages. PAGAVT serves as
the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus was defined so as to exclude
page frames that can be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL.

PAGAVT6 - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGAVT6 contains the average number of 64-bit shared page groups in the system.

PAGAVT6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGT6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNT6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXT6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVT6 is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVT6=PAGT6/PAGRSMP ;

Range of Value:

PAGAVT6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGAVT6 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGAVTFC to PAGESI
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGAVTFC through
PAGESI.

Contents

PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

PAGAVTFC contains the average number of central storage frames eligible for paging, i.e., not marked bad or offline
and not containing the nucleus, in the system within this MICS recording interval. This variable counts frames (the unit of
central storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage).

The size of the nucleus is calculated to include any declared fixed Link Pack Area (LPA). The count does not include
Hardware System Area (HSA) nor PR/SM frames. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable
does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMNTFC - Min Page Frames in Central Storage

             PAGMXTFC - Max Page Frames in central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGTFC   - Page Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVTFC is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVTFC = PAGTFC / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVTFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVTFC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each summarization level.

Usage Notes:

PAGAVTFC can serve as the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus was
defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL.

PAGAVTS - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGAVTS contains the average total number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks available to the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM).
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This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTS   - Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVTS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVTS = PAGTS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVTS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVU - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

The total number of local page data set slots that were found to be neither marked "unusable" nor allocated to a page or
VIO (virtual I/O) block, averaged over all sample periods during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots
(the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real
storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMNU   - Min Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXU   - Max Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGU     - Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVU is:

    PAGAVU = PAGU / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVU may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

The PAGxxU fields should be monitored to detect storage shortage trends in the local page data sets.

PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC

PAGAVUIC is the average number of seconds an inactive page frame resides in central storage before being stolen.

PAGAVUIC is valid only for systems executing at z/OS V1R7 and earlier. For z/OS V1R8 and later, use the Average
Current System UIC (PAGAVCUI) data element instead.

A reference bit is associated with each central memory frame in hardware. A memory reference automatically sets the bit.
On an interval basis, the SRM examines each frame's reference bit. If it is on, then the bit is turned off. If it is off, then an
unreferenced interval count field associated with each frame and maintained by the system is incremented by the number
of seconds since the aging routine was last performed.

When a reference is made to a page that is not currently residing in main memory, a page fault occurs and memory
management routines must make room for the new page. Normally, a page is found from a store of available frames
called the available frame queue (AFQ). When the AFQ is itself low on pages, the pages with the highest UIC will be
stolen and added to the AFQ. Since these pages have not been referenced for a while, the likelihood is that they will not
be needed again soon.

For each sample, RMF observes the value of the system high UIC. At the end of the interval, it reports the average of
those values.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-out Address Spaces

             PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

             PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-swap Pages-ins

Element Derivation:

The value of PAGAVUIC is calculated using the following formula:

PAGAVUIC = PAGUIC / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVUIC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 2540. For systems executing at z/OS V1R8 or later, PAGAVUIC
is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVUIC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The memory management routines map a program's virtual address space to central storage frames. There are usually
more virtual pages of programs than there are central memory frames to accommodate them. This necessitates a policy
of sharing the available central memory in order to minimize contention. A least-recently-used algorithm, where pages
that go unreferenced for long intervals are identified and moved to auxiliary storage to make room for more active pages,
ensures that only the most active pages will reside in extended storage at any given time.
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The system UIC is the best single measurement available for the degree of memory utilization and memory contention.
However, pages that are subject to storage isolation are exempt from UIC updating and are excluded from the UIC
calculation entirely. In systems with significant use of storage isolation, the system UIC must be interpreted carefully.

The system UIC is accessed by systems management routines to establish thresholds for logical swapping, which in turn
can become a major user of memory resources. System think time thresholds for logical swap qualification are adjusted
dynamically according to whether or not memory is overcommitted, as measured by the system high UIC.

The system UIC and system paging are inversely related. At the maximum UIC value, system paging is normally quite
low. When contention for memory increases, page faults result. In order to make room for demand pages, page stealing
occurs, acquiring pages with the highest UIC. At very low values of the system high UIC, paging is likely to be substantial.
The precise relationship between UIC values and paging rates should be tracked closely at an installation since it tends to
be influenced both by the types of applications and the application mix.

PAGAVUS - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGAVUS contains the average number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks in-use by the Auxiliary Storage
Manager (ASM).

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGUS   - Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAVUS is computed using the following formula:

PAGAVUS = PAGUS / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVUS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVV - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

The total number of local page data set slots that were found to be allocated to virtual I/O (VIO) blocks, averaged over all
samples during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be
confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMNV   - Min Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

             PAGMXV   - Max Local Page DS VIO Private Slots
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             PAGRSMP  - Number of Samples

             PAGV     - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVV is:

    PAGAVV = PAGV / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

PAGAVV may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVV contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxV fields may be monitored to detect trends in the use of VIO.

PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

PAGAVVIR contains the average number of central storage frames containing VIO storage pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGAVVIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGVIR   - VIO Pages in Central Storage

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGAVVIR is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGAVVIR = PAGVIR / PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGAVVIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVVIR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, VIO and hiperspace pages are now in central storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these
pages between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing
this decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the
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page type (VIO or Hiperspace). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is
sent to auxiliary storage.

PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVVPX is the average number of VIO pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAVVPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGVPX  - VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

If PAGVPX is not missing and PAGRSMP is positive, then PAGAVVPX is calculated using the following formula;

PAGAVVPX = PAGVPX / PAGRSMP

otherwise the value of PAGAVVPX will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGAVVPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVVPX is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGVPX and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAVX - Avg Total Fixed Frames

The average sampled number of fixed central storage frames used that contained pages marked as non-pageable,
averaged over all samples in the measurement interval. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this
variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:    PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

              PAGMNX   - Min Total Fixed Frames

              PAGMXX   - Max Total Fixed Frames

              PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

              PAGX     - Total Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

The formula used to calculate the value of PAGAVX is:
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PAGAVX = PAGX / PAGRSMP

MICS uses this technique to avoid taking an average of averages.

Range of Value:

The value of PAGAVX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAVX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Fixed frames are a necessary evil, from the viewpoint of an address space wishing to share real storage. The PAGxxX
variables should be monitored for changes, indicating a shift in the way real storage is being used. The PAGxxQ,
PAGxxLF, PAGxxLS, and PAGxxR variables can then be analyzed to narrow the search for the cause of the change.

PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

PAGAV1L1 contains the average maximum number of 1MB page frames that can be used by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L1 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAV1L1 = PAG1L1 / PAGRSMP;

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L1A (used to populate data element PAG1L1) is
different, and PAGAV1L1 is set to a missing value. At z/OS V2R2 and earlier, data element Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames
(PAGAVL1) is populated from field SMF71L1A.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV1L1 contains
a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV1L1 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use

PAGAV1L3 contains the average number of 1MB page frames that are in use and are no longer available for fixed 1MB
pages as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L3 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAV1L3=PAG1L3/PAGRSMP;

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L3A (used to populate data element PAG1L3) is
different, and PAGAV1L3 is set to a missing value. At z/OS
V2R2 and earlier, data element Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames (PAGAVL3) is populated from field SMF71L3A.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV1L3 contains
a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV1L3 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

PAGAV1L7 contains the average number of 1MB page frames that are available for use by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB in LFAREA Not In-Use

          PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L7 is computed using the following formula:

PAGAV1L7=PAG1L7/PAGRSMP;

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L7A (used to populate data element PAG1L7) is
different, and PAGAV1L7 is set to a missing value. Refer to data element PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-
Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L7A at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV1L7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV1L7 contains
a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV1L7 contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed  

PAGAV2GF contains the average maximum number of 2GB page frames that can be used by fixed 2GB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

          PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

For SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV2GF is computed using the following formula:

  PAGAV2GF = PAG2GF / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71GFA (used to populate data element PAG2GF)
is different, and PAGAV2GF is set to a missing value. Refer to data element PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed
Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71GFA at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV2GF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV2GF
contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV2GF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

PAGAV4K contains the average number of 1MB fixed frames used on behalf of 4K page requests as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF714KA field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGAV4K when data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO: PAGMN4K - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGMX4K - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAG4K - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGAV4K is computed using the following formula:

PAGAV4K = PAG4K / PAGRSMP

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the field used to populate PAG4K, SMF714KA, is marked reserved by IBM
and therefore PAGAV4K is set to a missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGAV4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGAV4K contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGAV4K contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGAXD - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

PAGAXD is the total number of swaps that initially did not qualify for logical swapping and were swapped directly to
auxiliary storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGAXD is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is computed as the sum of all of the SMF71AXD fields for each swap reason encountered in the RMF Type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGAXD contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGAXD contains the sum of all of the values of PAGAXD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Terminal input logically swapped address spaces that exceed the system think time threshold, plus a grace period, are
directed to either extended storage or to auxiliary storage. Your installation's parameters should be set to balance the load
between real and extended memory, relegating only the most inactive users to auxiliary storage.

PAGA6 - DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGA6 contains the product of the average number of auxiliary DASD slots used to back 64-bit shared page groups and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGA6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PAGAVA6  - Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps

            PAGMNA6  - Min DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXA6  - Max DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGA6 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71A6A,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGA6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGA6 contains the sum of all values of PAGA6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGA6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVA6, Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps.

PAGB - Unusable Local Page DS Slots

PAGB contains the product of the average number of local page data set slots that were marked "unusable" and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PAGAVB   - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGB contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVB - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVB - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGB contains the sum of all values of PAGB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVB, Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots.

PAGBLK - Number of Blocks Paged In

PAGBLK contains the number of blocks paged in from auxiliary storage summed across all RMF samples during the
measurement interval. Paged in blocks only include pages for private address spaces; it excludes common (CSA), VIO,
hiperspace, or swap pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGBLP   - Blocked Pages Paged In

             PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

Element Derivation:

PAGBLK contains the value input from field SMF71BLK of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGBLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGBLK contains the sum of all PAGBLK values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGBLP - Blocked Pages Paged In

PAGBLP contains the number of blocked pages paged in from auxiliary storage, summed across all RMF samples during
the measurement interval. PAGBLP does not include the first page of each block paged in. Blocked pages only apply to
private address spaces. They do not include common (CSA), VIO, hiperspace, or swap pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGBLK   - Number of Blocks Paged In

Element Derivation:

PAGBLP contains the value input from field SMF71BLP of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGBLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGBLP contains the sum of all PAGBLP values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGBS - Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGBS contains the product of the average number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data
and are unavailable for use by the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), and the number of RMF samples taken during the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVBS - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGBS is obtained from field SMF71BSA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGBS contains the sum of all values of PAGBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGBS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVBS, Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks.

PAGB6 - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

PAGB6 contains the product of the average number of 24-bit frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGB6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVB6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

            PAGMNB6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames
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            PAGMXB6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGB6 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71A6B,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGB6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGB6 contains the sum of all values of PAGB6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGB6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVB6, Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames.

PAGC - CSA Fixed Frames

PAGC contains the product of the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames containing Common
Service Area (CSA) pages, including Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA) pages, and the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

The CSA is used by z/OS and its subsystems for a variety of functions, such as the communication of information
between address spaces or to provide a location for information that must be accessed by multiple address spaces.

This data element does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

            PAGLF    - LPA Fixed Frames

            PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

            PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

            PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

            PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

            PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

Element Derivation:

PAGC contains the product of the value input from field SMF71AVC, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71
Paging Activity record and the adjusted RMF sample count. The adjusted sample count is computed by subtracting the
values input from fields SMF71IS1 and SMF71IS2 from the value input from field SMF71SAM.

Range of Value:

PAGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the virtual storage available for CSA and the
central memory installed in the system.

Summarization Process:

PAGC contains the sum of all values of PAGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVC, Avg CSA Fixed Frames.
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Two fields are present in the SMF type 71 record that contain counts of samples skipped during examination of fixed CSA
frames as well as fixed private frames. Samples may be skipped due to negative calculation results or due to a counting
failure (for example, when the status of storage frames changes while RMF is scanning queues for fixed frames).

The actual counts of samples skipped are maintained in data elements PAGSKNEG and PAGSKCNT. PAGRSMP2
reflects the proper sample count to use in recalculating data elements describing CSA or private fixed frames.

PAGCF - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

PAGCF contains the total number of configured expanded storage frames for the processor in the measured interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGCF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGOLE   - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGCF contains the value input from field SMF71CF of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGCF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCF contains the last value of PAGCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCF is meaningful only for processors that are configured with expanded storage. The value represents the total
frames that are configured, and not necessarily the number of frames online and available (PAGOLE).

PAGCFF - HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

PAGCFF contains the product of the average number of 4KB fixed pages from high virtual common storage that are
backed in central storage and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCFF is obtained from field SMF71CFA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF
loads this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data
element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGCFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCFF contains the sum of all values of PAGCFF processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

PAGCFF is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVCFF, Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages.

PAGCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCFMC contains the maximum Capacity Factor (mCF) for all logical standard CP cores online
to the LPAR, while dispatched and active during core busy time, over the RMF measurement interval.

mCF is a metric that helps to understand the effectiveness of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT). Introduced with the IBM
z13 CPC, SMT enables z/OS to dispatch two workloads to a single processing core.

mCF is calculated for the entire set of logical cores of each core type assigned to an LPAR over the measurement interval.
When SMT is enabled for a core type, the mCF value represents the maximum amount of work the dispatched workloads
could have completed relative to the same workloads executing singlethreaded.

For cores where SMT is not enabled, mCF is always one (1). For SMT enabled cores, mCF can range from a value less
than one (1) up to a maximum value of two (2). mCF was introduced with z/OS 2.1 plus SMT enabling APARs.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  None                                      

Element Derivation:

PAGCFMS contains the value input from field SMF71MCF in the Paging Data Section of the SMF type 71 subtype 1
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMT enabled LPARs running on SMT capable hardware, PAGCFMC ranges from a minimum
of less than one to a maximum of two. Otherwise PAGCFMC has a value of one.

Summarization Process:

PAGCFMC contains the sum of all values of PAGCFMC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCFMC is only meaningful in the DETAIL timespan.

This data element is only available if the LPAR SYS1.PARMLIB(LOADxx) PROCVIEW parameter is set to PROCVIEW
CORE or PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK.

PAGCO - Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

PAGCO contains the product of the average number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual common storage of
the system and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCO is obtained from field SMF71COA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCO contains the sum of all values of PAGCO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCO is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVCO, Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage.

PAGCP - HV Common Pages In-Use

PAGCP contains the product of the average number of high virtual common pages that were in-use and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVCP - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMNCP - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMXCP - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCP is obtained from field SMF71CPA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCP contains the sum of all values of PAGCP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCP is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVCP, Avg HV Common Pages In-Use.

PAGCR - HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

PAGCR contains the product of the average number of 4KB high virtual common storage pages that are backed in central
storage and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCR - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCR is obtained from field SMF71CRA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCR contains the sum of all values of PAGCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCR is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVCR, Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed.

PAGCS - Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGCS contains the product of the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual common pages backed
on DASD and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCS - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGCS is obtained from field SMF71CSA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCS contains the sum of all values of PAGCS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVCS, Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages.

PAGCSE - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGCSE contains the product of the average sampled number of expanded storage frames containing CSA storage
pages and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGCSE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGP     - CSA Frames
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             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGCSE contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71CAE of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGCSE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGCSE contains the sum of all values of PAGCSE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGCSE is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVCSE, Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage.

PAGCUI - Total Current System UIC

PAGCUI is the product of the average current system unreferenced interval count (UIC) and the number of RMF samples
taken during the measurement interval.

PAGCUI was introduced with z/OS V1R8. For earlier releases, use the Total System High UIC (PAGUIC) data element
instead.

The current system UIC is the time required for SRM to completely search through the Pageable Frame Table (PFT)
during page stealing cycles. When the Available Frame Queue (AFQ) value reaches the low threshold point, SRM will
begin search through the PFT to obtain a sufficient number of available frames to satisfy the AFQ requirements. Once
this has occurred, the search of the PFT will be suspended until another need for available frames (page stealing) is
detected. Each additional search through the PFT will start where the previous search ended. Once the entire PFT has
been searched, the next search will begin at the start of the PFT and the delta time required for the PFT search will be
stored.

The current system UIC gets calculated every second and, for each sample, RMF observes its value. At the end of the
interval, it reports the average of those values. PAGCUI is the sum of these average UIC values over the measurement
interval multiplied by the number of samples to make it possible to calculate a true average when summarizing multiple
intervals.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

             PAGMNCUI - Lowest Current System UIC

             PAGMXCUI - Highest Current System UIC

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGCUI contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71UAC of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGCUI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For systems executing at z/
OS V1R7 or earlier, PAGCUI is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGCUI contains the sum of all values of PAGCUI processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

PAGCUI is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVCUI, Average Current System UIC.

PAGC1 - Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

PAGC1 contains the product of the average total number of 4KB high virtual common memory pages and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC1 - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGC1 is obtained from field SMF71C1A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGC1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGC1 contains the sum of all values of PAGC1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVC1, Avg Total HV Common Memory Pages.

PAGC2 - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

PAGC2 contains the product of the average number of high virtual common memory 1MB fixed pages and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVC2 - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages   

            PAGMNC2 - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages  

            PAGMXC2 - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages  

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGC2 is obtained from field SMF71C2A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGC2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGC2 contains the sum of all values of PAGC2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC2 is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVC2, Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

PAGC3 - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

PAGC3 contains the product of the average number of high virtual common memory 1MB pages backed in central storage
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVC3 - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMNC3 - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMXC3 - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGC3 is obtained from field SMF71C3A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGC3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGC3 contains the sum of all values of PAGC3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC3 is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVC3, Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central.

PAGC4 - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGC4 contains the product of the average number of high virtual common memory pages backed on Storage Class
Memory (SCM) and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC4 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGC4 is obtained from field SMF71C4A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGC4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGC4 contains the sum of all values of PAGC4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC4 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVC4, Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages.

PAGC6 - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

PAGC6 contains the product of the average number of frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

            PAGMNC6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

            PAGMXC6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGC6 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71A6C,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGC6 contains the sum of all values of PAGC6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGC6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVC6, Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames.

PAGDSC - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

The number of local page data set slots allocated to Virtual I/O (VIO) blocks at the end of the RMF measurement interval.
This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage)
or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVV - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

             PAGTSC - Total Local Page DS Slots

             PAGVSC - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71DSC of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold
the value observed for field ASMVSC of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at the end of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:
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This variable may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGDSC contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGDSC encountered during the summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between (PAGDSC / INTERVLS) and PAGAVV is that PAGDSC is sampled only once per RMF recording
interval whereas PAGAVV is obtained from multiple samples per interval. PAGAVV is the "better" statistic, in the sense
that it is derived from a larger number of samples.

PAGDWS - Detected Wait Swaps

PAGDWS contains the number of address spaces that were swapped out because SRM determined that they were
swapped in and had not consumed CPU resource for a period of time. The occurrence of this condition leads to what is
known as a detected wait swap.

The detected wait mechanism is used to cause idle initiators to be swapped out. When an initiator requests the "next"
job from the Job Entry Subsystem, it has no way of knowing if it has to wait a millisecond or an hour to receive it. Thus,
the initiator cannot knowledgeably issue a WAIT LONG=YES. The initiator simply WAITs, and if it does not get a new job
"soon", it swaps out on a detected wait.

RMF obtains this value from field RMCADWSC of the Resource Manager Control Area (RMCA).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGDWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGDWS is obtained from field SMF71TOT in the 6th swap placement section in the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGDWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGDWS is set to the sum of all PAGDWS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGEES - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

The number of swap-outs during the measurement interval that are done to swap in an address space that is enqueued
upon a resource for which there are other address spaces waiting. This swap-in is done in the hope that the address
space holding the contended resource will release it if allowed to dispatch. This element represents all swap candidates
(physical, logical, and expanded storage swaps).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGEES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

             PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

             PAGPCEES - Enqueue Exchange Swap Pct

             PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             PAGTXS   - Transition Swaps

             PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGEES is obtained from the SMF71TOT field of the 8th swap placement section of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGEES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGEES is set to the sum of all PAGEES values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGESD - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

PAGESD is the total number of swaps that were directed initially to expanded storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGESD is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPESD - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is computed as the sum of all of the SMF71ESD fields for each swap reason encountered in the RMF Type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGESD contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGESD contains the sum of all values of PAGESD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Initially, an address space will qualify for placement in expanded storage if it fails the installation's guidelines for logical
swap, yet falls within the guidelines for ES. The expanded storage qualification tests the age since last reference of pages
that are currently residing in ES against separate threshold values that are defined for terminal wait swaps and other swap
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reasons. Qualification for terminal wait programs also considers the user's likelihood of becoming active again soon, as
predicted by the user's previous think time.

PAGESI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

PAGESI contains the number of shared page group pages transferred from expanded storage to central storage during
the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGESI is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from Aux

             PAGESO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

Element Derivation:

PAGESI contains the value read from field SMF71ESI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGESI contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGESI contains the sum of all values of PAGESI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGESO to PAGLWS
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGESO through
PAGLWS.

Contents

PAGESO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

PAGESO contains the number of shared page group pages transferred from central storage to expanded storage during
the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGESO is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to Aux

             PAGESI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

Element Derivation:
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PAGESO contains the value read from field SMF71ESO of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGESO contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGESO contains the sum of all values of PAGESO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGEXS - Exchange Swaps

PAGEXS contains the number of swap-outs during the RMF measurement interval that occured because one user in a
domain must be swapped out to allow another user (with a higher workload level) in the same domain to be swapped in.

This value is obtained from field RMCAEXSC of the System Resource Manager Control Area (RMCA).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGEXS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGEXS is obtained from field SMF71TOT in the 9th swap placement section in the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGEXS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGEXS is set to the sum of all PAGEXS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGEXSF - Total Expanded Storage Frames

PAGEXSF is the accumulated sum of the number of unused expanded storage frames that were available for use by
paging/swapping during the measurement interval.

For each sample, RMF records the number of available expanded storage frames. PAGEXSF is the sum of the recorded
values of all of the samples during the interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGEXSF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES - Average Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGEXSF is derived from field SMF71ASA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record by the
calculation:

PAGEXSF = SMF71ASA * PAGRSMP

Range of Value:

PAGEXSF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGEXSF contains the sum of all of the PAGEXSF values encountered in the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGF - Unused Page Frames

PAGF contains the product of number of central storage frames not currently allocated and the number of RMF samples
taken during the measurement interval. PAGF does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVF  - Avg Unused Page Frames

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGF contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVF - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVF - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGF contains the sum of all values of PAGF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVF, Avg Unused Page Frames.

PAGFBN - Pages Backed During GETMAIN Requests

PAGFBN contains the total number of pages backed in real storage during GETMAIN requests that have been issued
within the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSFBN - Pages/Sec Backed During GETMAIN Reqs

Element Derivation:

PAGFBN contains the value input from field SMF71FBN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGFBN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGFBN contains the sum of all values of PAGFBN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGFFN - Pages Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

PAGFFN contains the total number of pages that were requested to be fixed for storage (address space only) below the 2
gigabyte bar, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSFFN - Pages/Sec Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

Element Derivation:

PAGFFN contains the value input from field SMF71FFN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGFFN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGFFN contains the sum of all values of PAGFFN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGFIN - Frames in Nucleus

PAGFIN contains the number of page frames occupied by the nucleus.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGT   - Total Frames

             PAGTFC - Page Frames In Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGFIN contains the value input from field SMF71FIN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGFIN ranges from a minimum of around 500K (125 frames) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGFIN contains the last value of PAGFIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migration

PAGFNM contains the total number of frames that were freed from expanded storage without migration.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGFNM is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPEA - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGPES - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

             PAGRES - Pages Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGFNM contains the value input from field SMF71FNM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGFNM contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGFNM contains the sum of all values of PAGFNM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGFRN - Fix Requests Issued for Storage (<2GB)

PAGFRN contains the total number of fix requests that have been issued for storage (address space only) below the 2
gigabytes' bar, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSFRN - Fix Requests for Storage (<2GB) per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAGFRN contains the value input from field SMF71FRN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGFRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGFRN contains the sum of all values of PAGFRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGF6 - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

PAGF6 contains the product of the average number of fixed frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGF6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVF6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

            PAGMNF6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

            PAGMXF6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGF6 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71A6F,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGF6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGF6 contains the sum of all values of PAGF6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGF6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVF6, Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames.

PAGGA - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

PAGGA contains the product of the average number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in-
use, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGA  - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMNGA  - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMXGA  - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGGA is obtained from field SMF71GAA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGGA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGGA contains the sum of all values of PAGGA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGGA is maintained to calculate PAGAVGA, Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use.

PAGGF - Total 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGGF contains the product of the average total number of 2GB
frames that were configured for use by 2GB fixed pages, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement
interval. 

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71GFA, used to populate PAGGF, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed (PAG2GF), is    populated with the contents of field SMF71GFA.        
      

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVGF  - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages      

          PAGMNGF  - Min 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages      

          PAGMXGF  - Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages      

          PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

          PAG2GF   - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

          RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGGF is obtained from
field SMF71GFA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this
data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71GFA is different, and PAGGF is set to a missing
value.  Refer to data element PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed to see the information provided in field
SMF71GFA at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds.  For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGGF contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGGF contains the sum of all values of PAGGF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGGF is maintained to calculate PAGAVGF, Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages.      

PAGGO - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

PAGGO contains the product of the average number of fixed 2GB memory objects allocated in the system, and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.
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This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGO  - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMNGO  - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMXGO  - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGGO is obtained from field SMF71GOA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGGO contains the sum of all values of PAGGO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGGO is maintained to calculate PAGAVGO, Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated.

PAGGR - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGGR contains the product of the average number of 2GB pages fixed in central storage, and the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGR  - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMNGR  - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMXGR  - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGGR is obtained from field SMF71GRA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGGR contains the sum of all values of PAGGR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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PAGGR is maintained to calculate PAGAVGR, Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage.

PAGGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued

PAGGRN contains the total number of GETMAIN requests that have been issued during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAGGRN contains the value input from field SMF71GRN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGGRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGGRN contains the sum of all values of PAGGRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGGU - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj

PAGGU contains the product of the average number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are in use by
fixed memory objects, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: PAGAVGU  - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

           PAGMNGU  - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

           PAGMXGU  - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

           PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples 

           RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGGU is obtained from field SMF71GUA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGGU contains the sum of all values of PAGGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGGU is maintained to calculate PAGAVGU, Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj.
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PAGHCF - High Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGHCF contains the product of the average number of high impact central storage frames multiplied by the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGHCF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71CHA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHCF contains the sum of all values of PAGHCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVHCF, Avg High Impact Central Storage
Frames.

PAGHEF - High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGHEF contains the product of the average number of high impact expanded storage frames multiplied by the number
of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGHEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGHEF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71EHA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHEF contains the sum of all values of PAGHEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVHEF, Avg High Impact Expanded Storage
Frames.
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PAGHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins

PAGHIN is the total number of hiperspace pages transferred by the auxiliary storage manager (ASM) from auxiliary
storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

PAGHIN does not include data transferred from expanded storage to central storage (ESA mode), or pages moved within
central storage (z/Architecture mode), during normal hiperspace data access. Such access does not involve auxiliary
storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins/Second

Element Derivation:

PAGHIN is obtained from field SMF71HIN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHIN contains the sum of all PAGHIN values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGHIR - Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

PAGHIR contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing hiperspace storage pages and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGHIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGHIR is obtained from field SMF71AHI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGHIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHIR contains the sum of all values of PAGHIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGHIR is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVHIR, Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage.
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PAGHME - Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor

PAGHME is the total number of hiperspace pages transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from central storage to
expanded storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGHME is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHME - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGHME contains the value input from field SMF71HME of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHME contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGHME contains the sum of all PAGHME values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGHMG - Hiperspace Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

PAGHMG is the total number of hiperspace pages migrated from expanded storage through central storage to auxiliary
storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGHMG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHMG - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGHMG contains the value input from field SMF71HMG of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHMG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGHMG contains the sum of all PAGHMG values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In general, migration from expanded storage to auxiliary storage is undesirable, particularly for hiperspace pages.
Because the explicit purpose of the hiperspace facility is to provide high performance, migration of these pages may
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indicate a significant performance problem. If migration persists, the use of expanded storage by other facilities should be
examined to see if contention for this resource exists and can be reduced.

PAGHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs

PAGHOT is the total number of hiperspace pages transferred by the auxiliary storage manager (ASM) from central
storage to auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHOT - Hiperspace Page-outs/Second

Element Derivation:

PAGHOT contains the value input from field SMF71HOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging capability of the auxiliary storage
subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGHOT contains the sum of all PAGHOT values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGHPX - Hiperspace Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGHPX is the weighted average number of expanded storage frames containing hiperspace storage pages.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGHPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGHPX is obtained from field SMF71AHE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF
loads this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data
element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGHPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online expanded
storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGHPX contains the sum of all PAGHPX values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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PAGHPX is kept in the MICS database solely for computing the data element PAGAVHPX.

PAGHRE - Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGHRE is the total number of hiperspace pages transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from expanded storage
to central storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGHRE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHRE - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGHRE contains the value input from field SMF71HRE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHRE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGHRE contains the sum of all PAGHRE values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGHRS - Hiperspace Pages Read from Central Stor

PAGHRS contains the total number of hiperspace pages read from central storage during the RMF measurement interval.

PAGHRS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHRS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Centr. Stg

Element Derivation:

PAGHRS contains the value input from field SMF71HRS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHRS contains the sum of all values of PAGHRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGHRS is
the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGHRE data element (Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor).
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PAGHSBG - Peak Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

PAGHSBG contains the highest amount of data, in kilobytes, that were ever allocated from shared storage above the 2
gigabytes bar, since the last IPL.

This data element is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGHSBG contains the value input from field SMF71BLG of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record, adjusted from bytes
to kilobytes.

Range of Value:

PAGHSBG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHSBG contains the maximum value of PAGHSBG processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGHWS - Hiperspace Pages Written to Central Stor

PAGHWS contains the total number of hiperspace pages written to central storage during the RMF measurement interval.

PAGHWS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSHWS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Wrt to Central Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGHWS contains the value input from field SMF71HWS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGHWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGHWS contains the sum of all values of PAGHWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGHWS is
the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGHME data element (Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor).
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PAGIRS - In-Real Swaps

PAGIRS contains the number of swap-outs due to recovery of central storage frames from a swappable address space.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGIRS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPCIRS - In-Real Swap Pct

Element Derivation:

PAGIRS contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 18th swap placement section in the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGIRS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGIRS contains the sum of all values of PAGOPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGISC - Invalid Samples Returned from Collector

PAGISC is the total number of invalid samples that were returned from the collector service.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

             PAGISSCT - Number of RMF Samples Skipped

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGISC contains the value input from field SMF71ISC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGISC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of data element PAGRSMP.

Summarization Process:

PAGISC contains the sum of all PAGISC values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about RMF sampling, see section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGISP - Improve System Paging Rate Swaps

PAGISP is the number of swaps performed in order to improve the system paging rate. The System Resource Manager
(SRM) monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels to within installation-
specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. If the SRM has been set up to manage the system
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paging rate, and that rate rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address spaces to be swapped
out in an attempt to lower the rate.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGISP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGISP contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 12th swap placement section of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGISP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of PAGTOSWP
(Total Swaps).

Summarization Process:

PAGISP contains the sum of all PAGISP values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGISS - Invalid Sample Flag

PAGISS indicates whether RMF failed to take a sample during any cycle during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PAGISS is derived from the SMF71ISS flag bit in field SMF71FLA of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity Record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. PAGISS is set to Y if the field matches
the mask '.1......'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

PAGISS has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that there were no samples skipped.

Summarization Process:

PAGISS is invalid above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:
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Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

PAGISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped due to Negative Calc

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PAGISSCT is derived from field SMF71FLA, of the RMF 71 Paging Activity Record. This field is a
one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of PAGISSCT is set depending on the value of bit 1 by using
a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

At the DETAIL level, the value of PAGISSCT is either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or 1,
meaning that samples were skipped.

Summarization Process:

PAGISSCT contains the sum of all PAGISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGISU - Improve Central Storage Usage Swaps

PAGISU is the number of swaps performed in order to improve central storage usage. The System Resource Manager
(SRM) monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels to within installation-
specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. If the SRM has been set up to manage central
storage, and demand for storage rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address spaces to be
swapped out in an attempt to lower the demand.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGISU is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGISU contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 13th swap placement section of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGISU contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of PAGTOSWP
(Total Swaps).

Summarization Process:

PAGISU contains the sum of all PAGISU values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGL - of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

PAGL contains the product of the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames below the 16-megabyte
line and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGL does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVL  - Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGL contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71AVL of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGL contains the sum of all values of PAGL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL, Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg.

PAGLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

PAGLAX contains the total number of swaps that initially qualified for logical swapping, but then exceeded the system
think threshold. At that point, the address space was swapped directly to auxiliary storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLAX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is computed as the sum of all of the SMF71LAX fields for each swap reason encountered in the RMF Type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGLAX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLAX contains the sum of all values of PAGLAX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Terminal input logically swapped address spaces that exceed the system think time threshold, plus a grace period, are
directed either to extended storage or to auxiliary storage. You should set your installation's parameters to balance the
load between real and extended memory, relegating only the most inactive users to auxiliary storage.

PAGLBI - LPA Block Page Page-Ins

PAGLBI contains the number of page-ins done during the RMF measurement interval for Link Pack Area (LPA) block
pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGSBI   - System Pageable Areas Block Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGLBI contains the value input from field SMF71LBI of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLBI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLBI contains the sum of all values of PAGLBI processed in the level of summarization.

PAGLCF - Low Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGLCF contains the product of the average number of low impact central storage frames multiplied by the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLCF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71CLA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLCF contains the sum of all values of PAGLCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLCF, Avg Low Impact Central Storage
Frames.

PAGLEF - Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGLEF contains the product of the average number of low impact expanded storage frames multiplied by the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLEF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ELA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLEF contains the sum of all values of PAGLEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLEF, Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage
Frames.

PAGLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

PAGLES is the total number of swaps which were originally logical swaps that reached expanded storage, but were later
swapped to expanded storage due to inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is computed as the sum of all of the SMF71LES fields for each swap reason encountered in the RMF Type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLES contains the sum of all values of PAGLES processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

In some ways, expanded storage duplicates the function of main memory in the implementation of logical swapping.
Logical swap parameters should be adjusted to balance the load between main memory and expanded storage. The
speed with which address spaces residing in expanded storage can be swapped in provides the capability to reserve main
memory for use only by active jobs.

PAGLF - LPA Fixed Frames

PAGLF contains the product of the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames containing Link Pack
Area (LPA) pages and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGLF does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVLF  - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGLP    - LPA Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLF contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ALF of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLF contains the sum of all values of PAGLF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLF, Avg LPA Fixed Frames.

PAGLFASZ - Large Frame Area Size

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, PAGLFASZ contains the number of bytes allocated for the Large Frame
Area (LFAREA). For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGLFASZ is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.  

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71LFA, used to populate PAGLFASZ, was redefined by IBM and
a new data element, Max Allowed Fixed 1MB Pages in LFAREA (PAGMX1ML), is populated with the contents of field
SMF71LFA.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGMX1ML - Max Allowed Fixed 1MB Pages in LFAREA

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGLFASZ contains the
value input from field SMF71LFA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later later, field SMF71LFA is used to populate data element
PAGMX1ML, and PAGLFASZ is set to a missing value.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71LFA is different, and PAGLFASZ is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMX1ML - Max Allowed Fixed 1MB Pages in LFAREA to see the information
provided in field SMF71LFA at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGLFASZ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGLFASZ contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGLFASZ contains the last value of PAGLFASZ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGLFS - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

PAGLFS contains the number of address spaces that had been marked as logically swapped out, then had to be
physically swapped out before they were swapped in during the RMF measurement interval.

SRM terms this situation as a "logical swap failure." That is, SRM logically swapped (left in real storage) a TSO address
space entering input or output terminal wait with the expectation that the user at the terminal would take the address
space out of that condition soon. After waiting a period of time, plus another grace period, SRM physically swaps the
address space out to free the storage it was occupying.

PAGLFS counts only terminal input wait logical swaps that become physical swaps.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLFS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGLFS is computed using the following algorithm:

    PAGLFS= SUM(PAGLES,PAGLAX)

Range of Value:

PAGLFS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLFS contains the sum of all values of PAGLFS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The use of logical swap consumes an inordinate amount of real memory at some installations. PAGLFS is a field you
should watch when adjusting the SRM constants that control logical swapping.

If, for example, you ZAPped SRM to eliminate the grace period and PAGLFS went up little, that would mean that the
change had freed memory at practically no cost. Long and detected wait logical swaps do not have a grace period.

PAGLGS - Logical Swapout Candidates

PAGLGS contains the total number of candidates for logical swap-out during the measurement interval for any reason.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLGS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGLSE   - Ending Logical Swap-Outs Observed

             PAGLSS   - Starting Logical Swap-Outs Observed

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGLGS is computed using the following algorithm:

    PAGLGS = PAGTOSWP - SUM(PAGESD,PAGAXD)

Range of Value:

PAGLGS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLGS is set to the sum of all values of PAGLGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Not all logical swap candidates become logically swapped address spaces. For information about candidates that
become logically swapped, see PAGLSS, Starting Logical Swap-Outs Observed and PAGLSE, Ending Logical Swap-Outs
Observed.

PAGLNI - LPA Page-Ins

PAGLNI contains the number of page-ins done during the RMF measurement interval for Link Pack Area (LPA) pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGSNI - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGLNI contains the value input from field SMF71LNI of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGLNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLNI contains the sum of all values of PAGLNI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LPA pages are never used for VIO. Also, since they hold only re-entrant programs, they are never modified, and therefore
are never paged out. LPA pages are considered as part of common virtual storage, so the pages counted in PAGLNI will
also be counted in PAGSNI.

PAGLO - 1MB Memory Objects in System

PAGLO contains the product of the average number of fixed memory objects that are allocated in the system that can be
backed in 1MB frames, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLO  - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGLO is obtained from field SMF71LOA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLO contains the sum of all values of PAGLO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLO is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVLO, Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System.

PAGLP - LPA Frames

PAGLP contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) pages and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGLP does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVLF - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

               PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames

               PAGLF   - LPA Fixed Frames

               PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGLP contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ALP of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLP contains the sum of all values of PAGLP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLP, Avg LPA Frames.

PAGLPE - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGLPE contains the product of the average number of expanded storage frames containing LPA pages and the number
of RMF samples taken during the interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLPE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLF    - LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGLP    - LPA Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLPE contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71LAE of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLPE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLPE contains the sum of all values of PAGLPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLPE is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVLPE, Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage.

PAGLQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGLQE contains the product of the average number of expanded storage frames containing LSQA pages and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLS    - LSQA Fixed Frames
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             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLQE contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71ALE and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLQE contains the sum of all values of PAGLQE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLQE is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVLQE, Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage.

PAGLQR - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGLQR contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing LSQA pages and the number
of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGLQR does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLQE  - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLS   - LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLQR contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ALR of SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGLQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLQR contains the sum of all values of PAGLQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLQR is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVLQR, Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage.

PAGLR - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGLR contains the product of the average number of 1MB pages fixed in central storage and the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVLR  - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMNLR  - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage
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            PAGMXLR  - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGLR is obtained from field SMF71LRA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLR contains the sum of all values of PAGLR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLR is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVLR, Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage.

PAGLS - LSQA Fixed Frames

PAGLS contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing Local System Queue Area
(LSQA) pages and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGLS does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

               PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGLS contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ALS of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLS contains the sum of all value of PAGLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLS, Avg LSQA Fixed Frames.

LSQA virtual storage is defined for each address space in the system. It is swappable but non-pageable by definition.

PAGLWS - Long Wait Swaps

PAGLWS contains the number of swap-outs during the RMF measurement interval that occurred because the user issued
a WAIT macro with LONG=YES specified. Address spaces do this when they know that they will probably be waiting long
enough to make a swap-out followed by a swap-in economical.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGLWS is set to a missing value.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGLWS contains the value input from the third occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGLWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLWS is set to the sum of all PAGLWS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGL1 to PAGMNHPX
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGL1 through
PAGMNHPX.

Contents

PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGL1 contains the product of the average total number of 1MB
frames that can be used by fixed memory objects and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement
interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGL1 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L1A, used to populate PAGL1, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Tot Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed (PAG1L1), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L1A.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames 

          PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed 

          PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL1 is obtained from
field SMF71L1A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
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measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L1A is different, and PAGL1 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed to see the information provided in field
SMF71L1A at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL1 contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGL1 contains the sum of all values of PAGL1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL1, Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames.

PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGL3 contains the product of the average number of 1MB frames in
the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are in-use by fixed memory
objects, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and
later, PAGL3 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L3A, used to populate PAGL3 was redefined by IBM, and a new
data element, Total 1MB Frames In-Use (PAG1L3), is populated with the  contents of field SMF71L3A.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

            PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

            PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL3 is obtained from
field SMF71L3A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L3A is different, and PAGL3 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L3A at z/
OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL3 contains a missing
value.
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Summarization Process:

PAGL3 contains the sum of all values of PAGL3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL3 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL3, Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames.

PAGL4 - Total 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGL4 contains the product of the average total number of 1MB frames that can be used by pageable and Disabled
Reference (DREF) memory objects and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L4A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGL4 when data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL4 - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGMNL4 - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGMXL4 - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL4 is obtained from
field SMF71L4A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L4A is marked reserved by IBM and PAGL4 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL4 contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGL4 contains the sum of all values of PAGL4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL4 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL4, Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames.

PAGL5 - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGL5 contains the product of the average number of 1MB frames that are not in-use by pageable and Disabled
Reference (DREF) memory objects and the number of RMF samples taken
during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L5A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGL5 when data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL5 - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMNL5 - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMXL5 - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL5 is obtained from
field SMF71L5A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L5A is marked reserved by IBM and PAGL5 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL5 contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGL5 contains the sum of all values of PAGL5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL5 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL5, Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames.

PAGL6 - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGL6 contains the product of the average number of 1MB frames that are in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference
(DREF) memory objects, and the number of RMF samples taken
during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L6A field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGL6 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL6 - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGMNL6 - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames 

          PAGMXL6 - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL6 is obtained from
field SMF71L6A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.
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For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L6A is marked reserved by IBM and PAGL6 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL6 contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGL6 contains the sum of all values of PAGL6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL6, Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames.

PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGL7 contains the product of the average number of 1MB frames
in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in-use, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement
interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGL7 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L7A, used to populate PAGL7, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages (PAG1L7), is
populated with the contents of field SMF71L7A.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use 

            PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL7 is obtained from
field SMF71L7A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L7A is different, and PAGL7 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages to see the information provided in field
SMF71L7A at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGL7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is
limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGL7 contains a missing
value.

Summarization Process:

PAGL7 contains the sum of all values of PAGL7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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PAGL7 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL7, Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use.

PAGL8 - 1MB Frames in Central Storage

PAGL8 contains the product of the average number of 1MB page frames in central storage and the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL8 - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGMNL8 - Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGMXL8 - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGL8 is obtained from field SMF71L8A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGL8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGL8 contains the sum of all values of PAGL8 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL8 is maintained for the purpose of  accurately calculating PAGAVL8, Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage.

PAGL9 - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

PAGL9 contains the product of the average number of available 1MB page frames in central storage, and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL9 - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL9 - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL9 - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGL9 is obtained from field SMF71L9A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGL9 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGL9 contains the sum of all values of PAGL9 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL9 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL9, Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage.

PAGL10 - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

PAGL10 contains the product of the average number of 1MB page frames in-use by memory objects in central storage,
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL10 - Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGL10 is obtained from field SMF71L10A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGL10 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGL10 contains the sum of all values of PAGL10 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGL10 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVL10, Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage.

According to the IBM z/OS Programming: Extended Addressability Guide (SA23-1394-00), virtual memory above 2GB is
organized as memory objects that a program creates. A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that are
allocated by programs as a number of application pages which are 1MB multiples on a 1MB boundary. A memory object
can be as large as the memory limits set by your installation and as small as one megabyte.

PAGLRI - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

PAGLRI contains the product of the average number of request-initiated demotions from large page-frame groups to 4K
page-frames, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGLSI - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames 
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          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGLRI is obtained from field SMF71LRI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGLRI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLRI contains the sum of all values of PAGLRI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLRI is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLRI, Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames.

PAGLSI - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

PAGLSI contains the product of the average number of system-initiated demotions from large page-frame groups to 4K
page-frames, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

          PAGLRI - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGLSI is obtained from field SMF71LSI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGLSI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGLSI contains the sum of all values of PAGLSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGLSI is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVLSI, Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames.

PAGM - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

The sum of all sampled values during the measurement interval of local page data set slots that were allocated to non-VIO
private area pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PAGAVM  - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGM contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVM - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVM - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

The value of PAGM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGM contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGM encountered during the summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable is used primarily for calculating the values of other variables at higher levels of summarization.

PAGMA - Total High Migration Age

PAGMA is the sum of the total high migration ages over all of the samples in the measured interval.

For each sample, RMF records the migration age of the oldest page in expanded storage. At the end of an interval, RMF
reports the average of these values.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMA - Average Migration Age

             PAGMNMA - Min Migration Age

             PAGMXMA - Max Migration Age

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMA is derived from field SMF71AMA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record by the
calculation:

PAGMA = (SMF71AMA * PAGRSMP) / 10

Range of Value:

PAGMA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMA contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGMA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMCF - Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMCF contains the product of the average number of medium impact central storage frames multiplied by the number
of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMCF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71CMA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMCF contains the sum of all values of PAGMCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVMCF, Avg Medium Impact Central
Storage Frames.

PAGMEF - Medium Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMEF contains the product of the average number of medium impact expanded storage frames multiplied by the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMEF contains the product of the value resulting from the multiplication of fields SMF71SAM and SMF71EMA of the
RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMEF contains the sum of all values of PAGMEF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVMEF, Avg Medium Impact Expanded
Storage Frames.
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PAGMIG - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

PAGMIG is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that reached expanded storage and then were migrated due to
inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMIG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPMIG - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

Element Derivation:

PAGMIG is computed as the sum of all of the SMF71MIG fields for each swap reason encountered in the SMF type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMIG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMIG contains the sum of all values of PAGMIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

PAGMN1L1 contains the lowest maximum number of 1MB page frames that can be used by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L1 contains the value
input from field SMF71L1M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of  field SMF71L1M is different, and PAGMN1L1 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames to see the information provided in field
SMF71L1M at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN1L1 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMN1L1 contains the minimum value of PAGMN1L1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

PAGMN1L3 contains the minimum number of 1MB page frames that are in use and are no longer available for fixed 1MB
pages as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use 

          PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

          PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use 

          PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L3  contains the value
input from field SMF71L3M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L3M is different, and PAGMN1L3 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed
Frames to see the information provided in field SMF71L3M at  z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN1L3 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMN1L3 contains the minimum value of PAGMN1L3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

PAGMN1L7 contains the minimum number of 1MB page frames that are available for use by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use 

          PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L7 contains the value
input from field SMF71L7M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of  field SMF71L7M is different, and PAGMN1L7 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in
LFAREA Not In-Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L7M at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN1L7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN1L7 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMN1L7 contains the minimum value of PAGMN1L7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMN2GF -  Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed  

PAGMN2GF contains the lowest maximum number of 2GB page frames that can be used by fixed 2GB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMNGF - Min 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

          PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN2GF contains the value
input from field SMF72GFM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71GFM is different, and PAGMN2GF is set to a
missing  value. Refer to data element PAGMNGF - Min 2GB Frames for
2GB Fixed Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71GFM at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN2GF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN2GF contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMN2GF contains the minimum value of PAGMN2GF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMN4K - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

PAGMN4K contains the minimum number of 1MB fixed frames used on behalf of 4K page requests as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.
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Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF714KM field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMN4K when data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGMX4K - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAG4K - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN4K contains the value
input from field SMF714KM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF714KM is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMN4K is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMN4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMN4K contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMN4K contains the minimum value of PAGMN4K processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNA - Min Local Page DS Slots

The minimum number of local page data set slots found during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots
(the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real
storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVA - Avg Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXA - Max Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MNA of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold the
smallest value for field ASMSLOTS of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNA may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNA is set to the smallest PAGMNA value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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The PAGMNA fields should be monitored to detect unplanned loss of a local page data set. As with any minimum or
maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not
taking a sample.

PAGMNACF - Min Available Central Storage Frames

PAGMNACF contains the minimum sampled number of available central storage frames.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAFCTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXACF - Max Available Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CAM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNACF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNACF contains the minimum value of PAGMNACF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNAEF - Min Available Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMNAEF contains the minimum sampled number of available expanded storage frames.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAECTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNAEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXAEF - Max Available Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EAM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNAEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMNAEF contains the minimum value of PAGMNAEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNAS - Min Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMNAS contains the minimum number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
available to the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAS  - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNAS contains the value input from field SMF71ASM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNAS contains the minimum value of PAGMNAS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNA6 - Min DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMNA6 contains the minimum number of auxiliary DASD slots used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMNA6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVA6  - Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps

            PAGA6    - DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXA6  - Max DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNA6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6A, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNA6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNA6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNA6 processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNB - Min Unusable Local Page DS Slots

The minimum number of local page data set slots that were found to be marked "unusable" when sampled during the
RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages
(the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVB - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXB - Max Unusable Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MNB of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold the
smallest value for field ASMERRS of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNB is set to the smallest PAGMNB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxB fields should be monitored to detect potential failure of a local page data set. As with any minimum or
maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not
taking a sample.

PAGMNBS - Min Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMNBS contains the minimum number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
unavailable for use by the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVBS  - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNBS contains the value input from field SMF71BSM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMNBS contains the minimum value of PAGMNBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNB6 - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

PAGMNB6 contains the minimum number of 24-bit frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMNB6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVB6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

            PAGB6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

            PAGMXB6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNB6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6B, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNB6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNB6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNB6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC - Min CSA Fixed Frames

PAGMNC is the minimum number of non-pageable, or fixed, central storage frames containing Common Service
Area (CSA) pages, including Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA), as determined by sampling over the
measurement interval.

The CSA is used by z/OS and its subsystems for a variety of functions, such as the communication of information
between address spaces, or to provide a location for information that must be accessed by multiple address spaces.

This data element does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

            PAGMXC - Max CSA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNC contains the value input from field SMF71MNC, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the virtual storage available for CSA and the
central memory installed in the system.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMNC contains the minimum value for all occurrences of PAGMNC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain sub-pools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMNCFF - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

PAGMNCFF contains the minimum number of 4KB fixed pages from high virtual common storage that are backed in
central storage as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCFF contains the value input from field SMF71CFM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCFF contains the minimum value of PAGMNCFF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNCO - Min Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

PAGMNCO contains the minimum number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual common storage of the system
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCO contains the value input from field SMF71COM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMNCO contains the minimum value of PAGMNCO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGMNCP - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

PAGMNCP contains the minimum number of high virtual common pages that were in-use as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVCP - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGCP   - HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMXCP - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCP contains the value input from field SMF71CPM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCP contains the minimum value of PAGMNCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNCR - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

PAGMNCR contains the minimum number of 4KB high virtual common storage pages that are backed in central storage
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCR - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCR contains the value input from field SMF71CRM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCR contains the minimum value of PAGMNCR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGMNCS - Min Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGMNCS contains the minimum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual common pages backed on DASD,
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCS - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCS contains the value input from field SMF71CSM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCS contains the minimum value of PAGMNCS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNCSE - Min CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMNCSE is the minimum average sampled number of CSA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNCSE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGCSE   - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNCSE contains the value input from field SMF71CME of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCSE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCSE contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNCSE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGMNCUI - Lowest Current System UIC

PAGMNCUI contains the lowest value of the current system unreferenced interval count (UIC) observed during the
measurement interval.

PAGMNCUI was introduced with z/OS V1R8. For earlier releases, use the Min High UIC (PAGMNUIC) data element
instead.

The current system UIC is the time required for SRM to completely search through the Pageable Frame Table (PFT)
during page stealing cycles. When the Available Frame Queue (AFQ) value reaches the low threshold point, SRM will
begin search through the PFT to obtain a sufficient number of available frames to satisfy the AFQ requirements. Once
this has occurred, the search of the PFT will be suspended until another need for available frames (page stealing) is
detected. Each additional search through the PFT will start where the previous search ended. Once the entire PFT has
been searched, the next search will begin at the start of the PFT and the delta time required for the PFT search will be
stored.

The current system UIC gets calculated every second and, for each sample, RMF observes its value. At the end of the
interval, it reports the minimum of those values.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

             PAGMXCUI - Highest Current System UIC

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMNCUI contains the value input from field SMF71ULC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNCUI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535. For systems executing at z/OS V1R7 or earlier,
PAGMNCUI is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNCUI contains the minimum value of PAGMNCUI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC1 - Min Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

PAGMNC1 contains the minimum total number of 4KB high virtual common memory pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC1  - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples
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Element Derivation:

PAGMNC1 contains the value input from field SMF71C1M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNC1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNC1 contains the minimum value of PAGMNC1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC2 - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

PAGMNC2 contains the minimum number of high virtual common memory 1MB fixed pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVC2 - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages   

            PAGC2   - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages      

            PAGMXC2 - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages  

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNC2 contains the value input from field SMF71C2M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNC2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNC2 contains the minimum value of PAGMNC2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC3 - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMNC3 contains the minimum number of high virtual common memory 1MB pages backed in central storage as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVC3 - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGC3   - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

            PAGMXC3 - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGMNC3 contains the value input from field SMF71C3M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNC3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNC3 contains the minimum value of PAGMNC3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC4 - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGMNC4 contains the minimum number of high virtual common memory pages backed on Storage Class Memory
(SCM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC4  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNC4 contains the value input from field SMF71C4M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNC4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNC4 contains the minimum value of PAGMNC4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNC6 - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

PAGMNC6 contains the minimum number of frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMNC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

            PAGC6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

            PAGMXC6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNC6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6C, in the Paging Data section, of the
SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGMNC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNC6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNC6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNES - Min Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMNES is the minimum number of expanded storage frames that RMF observed in all of the samples, taken during the
interval, that contain a page of data or are available to be used for expanded storage paging.

As with any maximum or minimum element that is measured by a sampling monitor, the true maximum or minimum may
not have occurred when the sample was taken.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCF   - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

             PAGEXSF - Total Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXES - Max Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGOLE  - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGMNES is derived from the SMF71AMN field of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNES is set to the smallest value of PAGMNES that was encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is meaningful only for processors that are configured with expanded storage. For more information, see
Section 6.4 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGMNF - Min Unused Page Frames

PAGMNF contains the minimum number of central storage frames not currently allocated over all samples in the
measurement interval. For systems with the expanded storage feature, the value of PAGMNF does not include expanded
storage frames. This data element contains frame counts (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with page counts
(the unit of virtual storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames

             PAGMXF - Max Unused Page Frames
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Element Derivation:

PAGMNF contains the value input from field SMF71MNF of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNF contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNF encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMNF6 - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

PAGMNF6 contains the minimum number of fixed frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMNF6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVF6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

            PAGF6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

            PAGMXF6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNF6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6F, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNF6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNF6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNF6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNGA - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

PAGMNGA contains the minimum number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in use, as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGA  - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGGA    - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMXGA  - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use
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            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMNGA contains the value input from field SMF71GAM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNGA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNGA contains the minimum value of PAGMNGA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNGF -  Min 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMNGF contains the minimum number of 2GB frames that
were configured for use by fixed memory objects, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913.  

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71GFM, used to populate PAGMNGF, was redefined by IBM
and a new data element, Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed (PAGMN2GF), is populated with the contents of field
SMF71GFM.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

          PAGGF - Total 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

          PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMXGF - Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

          RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNGF contains the
value input from field SMF71GFM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71GFM is different, and PAGMNGF is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames
for 2GB Fixed to see the information provided in field SMF71GFM at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNGF contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNGF contains the minimum value of PAGMNGF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNGO - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

PAGMNGO contains the minimum number of fixed 2GB memory objects allocated in the system, as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGO  - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGGO    - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMXGO  - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMNGO contains the value input from field SMF71GOM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNGO contains the minimum value of PAGMNGO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNGR - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGMNGR contains the minimum number of 2GB pages fixed in central storage, as determined by RMF sampling over
the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGR  - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGGR    - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMXGR  - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMNGR contains the value input from field SMF71GRM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNGR contains the minimum value of PAGMNGR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB and 2GB. Unlike traditional
4K pages, large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to
auxiliary storage.

PAGMNGU - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

PAGMNGU contains the minimum number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are in use by fixed
memory objects, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also: PAGAVGU  - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

           PAGGU    - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj 

           PAGMXGU  - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

           RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2 

Element Derivation:

PAGMNGU contains the value input from field SMF71GUM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNGU contains the minimum value of PAGMNGU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNHCF - Min High Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMNHCF contains the minimum sampled number of high impact central storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXHCF - Max High Impact Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CHM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNHCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNHCF contains the minimum value of PAGMNHCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data

  elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember

that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled
values by the number of samples.

PAGMNHEF - Min High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMNHEF contains the minimum sampled number of high impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNHEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXHEF - Max High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EHM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNHEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNHEF contains the minimum value of PAGMNHEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data
 elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMNHIR - Min Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

PAGMNHIR contains the minimum number of central storage frames containing hiperspace storage pages as determined
by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGMNHIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:
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Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMNHIR contains the value input from field SMF71MHI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNHIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNHIR contains the minimum value of PAGMNHIR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these
pages between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing
this decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the
page type (Hiperspace or VIO). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is
sent to auxiliary storage.

PAGMNHPX - Min Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

PAGMNHPX is the minimum number of hiperspace pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNHPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNHPX contains the value input from field SMF71MHE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNHPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNHPX contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNHPX in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGMNL to PAGMNS4
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGMNL through
PAGMNS4.

Contents

PAGMNL - Min of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

PAGMNL contains the minimum sampled number of central storage frames addressed between 0 and 16 megabytes and
marked non-pageable. This variable counts frames (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of
virtual storage).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVL - Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

             PAGMXL - Max # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

Element Derivation:

PAGMNL contains the value input from field SMF71MNL of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNL encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNLCF - Min Low Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMNLCF contains the minimum sampled number of low impact central storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMXLCF - Max Low Impact Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CLM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMNLCF contains the minimum value of PAGMNLCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above,
remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of
all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMNLEF - Min Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMNLEF contains the minimum sampled number of low impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNLEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMXLEF - Max Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71ELM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLEF contains the minimum value of PAGMNLEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval. When looking at summarized
data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF intervals included in the
summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact
data elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMNLF - Min LPA Fixed Frames

PAGMNLF contains the minimum sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages and marked non-pageable. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include
expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLF - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXLF - Max LPA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLF contains the value input from field SMF71NLF of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLF contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNLF encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMNLO - Min 1MB Memory Objects in System

PAGMNLO contains the minimum number of fixed memory objects that are allocated in the system that can be backed in
1MB frames, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLO  - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLO contains the value input from field SMF71LOM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLO contains the minimum value of PAGMNLO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGMNLP - Min LPA Frames

PAGMNLP contains the minimum sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:
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Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames

             PAGMXLP - Max LPA Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLP contains the value input from field SMF71NLP of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLP contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNLP encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMNLPE - Min LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMNLPE is the minimum average sampled number of LPA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNLPE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLPE - Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLPE   - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLPE contains the value input from field SMF71LME of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLPE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLPE contains the minimum value for all occurrences of PAGMNLPE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNLQE - Min LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMNLQE is the minimum average sampled number of LSQA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval. Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed
from z/OS Version 1.13 and later z/OS releases, PAGMNLQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLQE   - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLQE contains the value input from field SMF71MLE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLQE contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNLQE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNLQR - Min LSQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGMNLQR is the minimum average sampled number of LSQA pages in central storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
minimum LSQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGMNLQE.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLQR - Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGLQR   - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLQR contains the value input from field SMF71MLR of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLQR contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNLQR in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGMNLR - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGMNLR contains the minimum number of 1MB pages fixed in central storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVLR  - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGLR    - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage   

            PAGMXLR  - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGMNLR contains the value input from field SMF71LRM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLR contains the minimum value of PAGMNLR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB. Unlike traditional 4K pages,
large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to auxiliary
storage.

PAGMNLS - Min LSQA Fixed Frames

The minimum sampled number of real storage frames containing pages belonging to Local System Queue Area (LSQA)
virtual storage. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage
frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR  - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXLS - Max LSQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71NLS of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNLS contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNLS encountered in the summarization.
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Usage Notes:

LSQA virtual storage is defined for each address space in the system, and is swappable but non-pageable by definition.

PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMNL1 contains the minimum total number of 1MB frames that can
be used by fixed memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval. For data generated at
z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMNL1 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L1M, used to populate PAGMNL1, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed (PAGMN1L1), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L1M.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames 

           PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed 

           PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL1 contains the value
input from field SMF71L1M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L1M is different, and PAGMNL1 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed to see the information provided in field
SMF71L1M at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL1 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL1 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMNL3 contains the minimum number of 1MB frames that are in-
use by fixed memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMNL3 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L3M, used to populate PAGMNL3, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Min 1MB Frames In-Use (PAGMN1L3), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L3M.
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

           PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

           PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL3 contains the value
input from field SMF71L3M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L3M is different, and PAGMNL3 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L3M
at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL3 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL3 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL4 - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMNL4 contains the minimum total number of 1MB frames that can be used by pageable and Disabled Reference
(DREF) memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L4M field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMNL4 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL4 - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGL4 - Total 1MB Pageable Frames 

            PAGMXL4 - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL4 contains the value
input from field SMF71L4M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.
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For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L4M is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMNL4 is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL4 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL4 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL5 - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMNL5 contains the minimum number of 1MB frames that are not in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference (DREF)
memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L5M field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMNL5 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL5 - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGL5 - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

           PAGMXL5 - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL5 contains the value
input from field SMF71L5M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L5M is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMNL5 is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL5 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL5 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL5 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNL6 - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMNL6 contains the minimum number of 1MB frames that are in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference (DREF)
memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L6M field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMNL6 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL6 - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGL6 - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGMXL6 - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL6 contains the value
input from field SMF71L6M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L6M is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMNL6 is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL6 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMNL7 contains the minimum number of 1MB frames in the Large
Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in-use as determined by RMF
sampling over measurement interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMNL7 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L7M, used to populate PAGMNL7, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages (PAGMN1L7), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L7M.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

            PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL7 contains the value
input from field SMF71L7M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L7M is different, and PAGMNL7 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail
Fixed 1MB Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71L7M at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMNL7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMNL7 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL7 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL8 -  Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

PAGMNL8 contains the minimum number of 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL8 - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGL8 - 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGMXL8 - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNL8 contains the value input from field SMF71L8M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNL8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL8 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL8 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL9 - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

PAGMNL9 contains the minimum number of available 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: PAGAVL9 - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGL9 - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL9 - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNL9 contains the value input from field SMF71L9M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNL9 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNL9 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL9 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNL10 -  Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

PAGMNL10 contains the minimum number of 1MB page frames in-use by memory objects.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGL10 - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNL10 contains the value input from field SMF71L10M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNL10 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

PAGMNL10 contains the minimum value of PAGMNL10 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

According to the IBM z/OS Programming: Extended Addressability Guide (SA23-1394-00), virtual memory above 2GB is
organized as memory objects that a program creates. A
memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that are allocated by programs as a number of application
pages which are 1MB multiples on a 1MB boundary. A memory object
can be as large as the memory limits set by your installation and as small as one megabyte.

PAGMNM - Min Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

PAGMNM contains the minimum number of local page data set slots that were allocated to non-VIO private area pages
in any sample period during the RMF measurement interval. Slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage) should not be
confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of central storage).
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Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVM - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGMXM - Max Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGMNM contains the value input from field SMF71MNM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF uses this field
to hold the smallest value for field ASMNVSC of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of
the RMF measurement interval.

Range of Value:

The lowest value is quite large because at least *MASTER*, SMF, and RMF must be up. The highest value is the size of
the private area times the number of address spaces z/OS will allow to exist at once.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNM is set to the smallest PAGMNM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxM fields should be monitored to detect trends in the %-full level of the system's page data sets. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNMA - Min Migration Age

PAGMNMA is the minimum number of seconds that an inactive page frame resides in expanded storage before being
migrated. Pages are moved from central to expanded storage on page-out and swap-out operations, subject to availability
and to the parameters established by the installation in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

For each sample, RMF records the migration age of the oldest page in expanded storage. At the end of an interval, RMF
reports the minimum of these values. As a measure of memory utilization, this number is the expanded storage equivalent
of the central storage unreferenced interval count.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNMA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGAVMA  - Average Migration Age

             PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGAVUIC - Avg System High UIC

             PAGMA    - Total High Migration Age

             PAGMXMA  - Max Migration Age

Element Derivation:

PAGMNMA contains the value input from field SMF71LMA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNMA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMNMA is obtained from the smallest value of PAGMNMA that was encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNMCF - Min Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMNMCF contains the minimum sampled number of medium impact central storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

             PAGMXMCF - Max Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CMM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNMCF contains the minimum value of PAGMNMCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data elements mentioned in the SEE ALSO section above,
remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of
all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMNMEF - Min Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

PAGMNMEF contains the minimum sampled number of medium impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNMEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

             PAGMXMEF - Max Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EMM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.
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Range of Value:

PAGMNMEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNMEF contains the minimum value of PAGMNMEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data elements mentioned in the SEE ALSO section above,
remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of
all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMNP - Min CSA Frames

PAGMNP - Min CSA Frames

PAGMNP contains the minimum sampled number of central storage frames containing Common Service Area (CSA)
pages, including Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVP - Avg CSA Frames

            PAGMXP - Max CSA Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNP contains the value input from field SMF71MNP, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record. RMF loads this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNP contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNP encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, PAGxxP or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for
sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMNPFB - Min Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

PAGMNPFB contains the minimum number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames between the 16-megabyte and
the 2-gigabyte lines as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.
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PAGMNPFB is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMNPFB contains the value input from field SMF71MFB of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNPFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNPFB contains the minimum value of PAGMNPFB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture introduced a new storage "line": the 2-gigabyte line. As z/OS images grow much larger than 2GB, the area
between 16MB and 2GB becomes a scarce resource and there will probably always be applications with a dependency on
central storage in this range. This is why these regions are managed as a separate resource when SRM detects pageable
frame shortages. The logic is driven by new SRM counts of frames between 16MB and 2GB.

PAGMNPL - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

PAGMNPL contains the minimum number of 1 MB page frames that are in use by pageable 1 MB pages as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVPL - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

           PAGPL - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

           PAGMXPL - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

           PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNPL contains the value input from field SMF71PLM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNPL contains the minimum value of PAGMNPL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNQ - Min SQA Fixed Frames

PAGMNQ contains the minimum sampled number of central storage frames containing pages belonging to the System
Queue Area (SQA).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVQ - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXQ - Max SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNQ contains the value input from field SMF71MNQ of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNQ contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNQ encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

SQA pages are fixed by definition. As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true
minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing
common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and
block chains will appear in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor
these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMNR - Min Private Fixed Frames

PAGMNR is the minimum sampled number of central storage frames containing private pages marked as fixed (or non-
pageable). For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVR  - Average Private Fixed Frames

             PAGAVT  - Avg Total Frames

             PAGMXR  - Max Private Fixed Frames

             PAGTFC  - Page Frames in Central Storage

             PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNR contains the value input from field SMF71MNR of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the size of the private area.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNR contains the minimum value for all occurrences of PAGMNR that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Large values of PAGMNR (compared to PAGTFC) are a signal that one or more address spaces is jeopardizing effective
sharing of central storage. The "offender" may be a a database subsystem carrying out large numbers of simultaneous I/
O requests, or a test program in a loop issuing PAGEFIX system calls. As with any minimum or maximum value measured
by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNRGS - Min Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

PAGMNRGS is the minimum average sampled number of Region and SWA pages in expanded storage across all
samples in the MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNRGS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVRGS - Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

             PAGRGS   - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNRGS contains the value input from field SMF71RME of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNRGS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNRGS contains the minimum value for all occurrences of PAGMNRGS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS - Min Private Space Pageable Frames

The minimum sampled number of private area pages in real storage that were eligible for paging, i.e., not marked bad or
offline. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS - Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

             PAGAVT - Avg Total Frames

             PAGMXS - Max Private Space Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MNS of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:
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This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNS encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMNS was defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNSC6 - Min SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMNSC6 contains the minimum number of SCM blocks used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMNSC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSC6 - Avg SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Page Grps

            PAGSCM6  - SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXSC6 - Max SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNSC6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6S, in the Paging Data section, of the
SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSC6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNSC6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Min Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

PAGMNSGB contains the minimum number of shared pages that resided below the 16-megabyte line during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

            PAGMXSGB - Max Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGB contains the value input from field SMF71MGB, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMNSGB contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSGC - Min Shared Pages in CS

PAGMNSGC contains the minimum number of shared pages in central storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Pages in CS

            PAGMXSGC - Max Shared Pages in CS

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGC contains the value input from field SMF71MGC, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSGC contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSGE - Min Shared Page Groups in ES

PAGMNSGE contains the minimum number of shared page group pages in expanded storage during the measurement
interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNSGE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

             PAGMXSGE - Max Shared Page Groups in ES

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGE contains the value input from field SMF71MGE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMNSGE contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSGF - Min Shared Pages Fixed

PAGMNSGF contains the minimum number of shared pages fixed frames occupied during the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Pages Fixed

            PAGMXSGF - Max Shared Pages Fixed

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGF contains the value input from field SMF71MGF, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSGF contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Pages in System

PAGMNSGS contains the minimum number of shared pages in the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Pages in System

            PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Pages in System

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGS contains the value input from field SMF71MGT, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSGS contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSGX - Min Shared Pages Aux Slots

PAGMNSGX contains the minimum number of shared pages in auxiliary slots during the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

            PAGMXSGX - Max Shared Pages Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSGX contains the value input from field SMF71MGA, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSGX contains the minimum value of PAGMNSGX processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMNSO - Min Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

PAGMNSO contains the minimum number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual shared storage of the system as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSO contains the value input from field SMF71SOM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSO contains the minimum value of PAGMNSO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.
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PAGMNSQE - Min SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMNSQE is the minimum average sampled number of SQA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNSQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQE   - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSQE contains the value input from field SMF71MSE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSQE contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNSQE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNSQR - Min SQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGMNSQR is the minimum average sampled number of SQA pages in central storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
minimum SQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGMNSQE.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSQR contains the value input from field SMF71MSR of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSQR contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNSQR in the observations processed for the
summarization level.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNSR - Min HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMNSR contains the minimum number of 4KB pages from high virtual shared storage that are backed in central
storage as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSR - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNSR contains the value input from field SMF71SRM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNSR contains the minimum value of PAGMNSR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS1 - Min Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

PAGMNS1 contains the minimum total number of 4KB high virtual shared memory pages as determined by RMF sampling
over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS1  - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS1 contains the value input from field SMF71S1M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS1 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNS2 - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

PAGMNS2 contains the minimum number of shared memory objects that can be backed in 1 MB frames as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS2 - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGMXS2 - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples 

            PAGS2   - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS2 contains the value input from field SMF71S2M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS2 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS3 - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

PAGMNS3 contains the minimum number of frames in use for shared high virtual 4K pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS3 - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGMXS3 - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS3   - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS3 contains the value input from field SMF71S3M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS3 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNS4 - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMNS4 contains the minimum number of high virtual memory 1MB pages, used for shared memory objects backed in
central storage, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS4 - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMXS4 - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS4   - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS4 contains the value input from field SMF71S4M, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS4 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS7 - Min Shared Pages Backed SCM

PAGMNS7 contains the minimum number of shared pages backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM) as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS7  - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS7 contains the value input from field SMF71S7M, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS7 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGMNS5 to PAGMXC3
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGMNS5 through
PAGMXC3.

Contents

PAGMNS5 - Min Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGMNS5 contains the minimum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
DASD as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS5  - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS5 contains the value input from field SMF71S5M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS5 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS5 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS6 - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGMNS6 contains the minimum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
Storage Class Memory (SCM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS6  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS6 contains the value input from field SMF71S6M of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS6 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS6 processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNS7 - Min Shared Pages Backed SCM

PAGMNS7 contains the minimum number of shared pages backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM) as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS7  - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNS7 contains the value input from field SMF71S7M, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNS7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNS7 contains the minimum value of PAGMNS7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNT - Min Total Frames

The smallest average number of real storage frames , not containing the nucleus, that were used . This classification of
frames (the unit of real storage) should not be confused with the fixed/pageable classification of pages (the unit of virtual
storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVT  - Average Total Frames

               SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MNT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNT is contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNT encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMNT can serve as the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus was
defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL.
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PAGMNTFC - Min Page Frames in Central Storage

PAGMNTFC contains the minimum number of central storage frames eligible for paging, i.e., not marked bad or offline
and not containing the nucleus, within this MICS recording interval. This variable counts frames (the unit of central
storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage). The size of the nucleus is calculated to include any
declared fixed LPA. The count does not include Hardware System Area (HSA) nor PR/SM frames. For systems containing
the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

             PAGMXTFC - Max Page Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMNTFC is set equal to the value of PAGTFC.

Range of Value:

PAGMNTFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNTFC contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNTFC encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMNTFC can serve as the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus
was defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL. As with any minimum or
maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not
taking a sample.

PAGMNTS - Min Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMNTS contains the minimum total number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks available to the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTS  - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNTS contains the value input from field SMF71TSM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNTS contains the minimum value of PAGMNTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMNT6 - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMNT6 contains the minimum number of 64-bit shared page groups in the system.

PAGMNT6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVT6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGT6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXT6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMNT6 contains the value input from field SMF71M6T, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNT6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNT6 contains the minimum value of PAGMNT6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNU - Min Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

The smallest total number of local page data set slots that were found to be neither marked "unusable" nor allocated to
a page or VIO block, for all sample periods during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of
auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVU - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMXU - Max Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

MICS DERIVATION: This value is obtained from field SMF71MNU of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNU may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNU is set to the smallest PAGMNU value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxU fields should be monitored to detect potential storage shortages in the local page data sets. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

PAGMNUIC is the minimum number of seconds that an inactive page frame resides in central storage before being stolen.
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PAGMNUIC is valid only for systems executing at z/OS V1R7 and earlier. For z/OS V1R8 and later, use the Lowest
Current System UIC (PAGMNCUI) data element instead.

For each sample, RMF observes the value of the system high UIC. At the end of the interval, it reports the minimum of
those values.

A reference bit is associated with each central memory frame in hardware. A memory reference automatically sets the bit.
On an interval basis, the SRM examines each frame's reference bit. If it is on, then the bit is turned off. If it is off, then an
unreferenced interval count field associated with each frame and maintained by the system is incremented by the number
of seconds since the aging routine was last performed.

When a reference is made to a page that is not currently residing in main memory, a page fault occurs and memory
management routines must make room for the new page. Normally, a page is found from a store of available frames
called the available frame queue (AFQ). When the AFQ is itself low on pages, the pages with the highest UIC will be
stolen and added to the AFQ. Since these pages have not been referenced for a while, the likelihood is that they will not
be needed again soon.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC

             PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-out Address Spaces

             PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-ins

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMNUIC contains the value input from field SMF71LIC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNUIC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 2540. For systems executing at z/OS V1R8 or later,
PAGMNUIC is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNUIC contains the smallest value of PAGMNUIC that was encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The memory management routines map a program's virtual address space to central storage frames. There are usually
more virtual pages of programs than there are central memory frames to accommodate them. This necessitates a policy
of sharing the available central memory in order to minimize contention. A least-recently-used (LRU) algorithm, where
pages that go unreferenced for long intervals are identified and moved to auxiliary storage to make room for more active
pages, ensures that only the most active pages will reside in extended storage at any given time.

The system UIC is the best single measurement available for the degree of memory utilization and memory contention.
However, pages subject to storage isolation are exempt from UIC updating and are excluded from the UIC calculation
entirely. In systems with significant use of storage isolation, the system UIC must be interpreted carefully.

The system UIC is accessed by memory management routines to establish thresholds for logical swapping, which in turn
can become a major user of memory resources. System think time thresholds for logical swap qualification are adjusted
dynamically according to whether or not memory is overcommitted, as measured by the system high UIC.

The system UIC and system paging are inversely related. At the maximum UIC value, system paging is normally quite
low. When contention for memory increases, page faults result. In order to make room for demand pages, page stealing
occurs, acquiring pages with the highest UIC. At very low values of the system high UIC, paging is likely to be substantial.
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Your installation should track closely the precise relationship between UIC values and paging rates since this tends to be
influenced both by the types of applications and the application mix.

PAGMNUS - Min Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMNUS contains the minimum number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks in-use by the Auxiliary Storage
Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUS  - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNUS contains the value input from field SMF71USM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNUS contains the minimum value of PAGMNUS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNV - Min Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

The minimum total number of local page data set slots that were found to be allocated to Virtual I/O (VIO) blocks, for all
sample periods during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not
to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVV - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

             PAGMXV - Max Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MNV of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold
the smallest value for field ASMVSC of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMNV may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNV is set to the smallest PAGMNV value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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The PAGxxV fields may be monitored to detect trends in the use of VIO. As with any minimum or maximum value
measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMNVIR - Min VIO Pages in Central Storage

PAGMNVIR contains the minimum number of central storage frames containing VIO storage pages as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGMNVIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMNVIR contains the value input from field SMF71MVI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMNVIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNVIR contains the minimum value of PAGMNVIR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. To retain support for applications that use these
services, VIO and hiperspace pages are now in real storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these pages
between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing this
decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the page
type (VIO or Hiperspace). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is sent to
auxiliary storage.

PAGMNVPX - Min VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMNVPX is the minimum number of VIO pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMNVPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMNVPX contains the value input from field SMF71MVE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGMNVPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNVPX contains the minimum value of all occurrences of PAGMNVPX in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMNX - Min Total Fixed Frames

The minimum sampled number of real storage frames containing pages marked as non-pageable. For systems containing
the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVX - Avg Total Fixed Frames

             PAGMXX - Max Total Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MNX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the minimum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMNX contains the minimum of all occurrences of PAGMNX encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. Fixed frames are a necessary evil, from the viewpoint of an address space
wishing to share real storage. The PAGxxX variables should be monitored for changes indicating a shift in the way real
storage is being used. The PAGxxQ, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLS, and PAGxxR variables can then be analyzed to narrow the
search for the cause of the change.

PAGMSAPF - Max Application Page Faults Per Second

PAGMSAPF is the maximum number of application page faults per second during the MICS reporting interval. In the
DETAIL time frame, this variable gives the number of application page faults per second.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults per Second

Element Derivation:

PAGMSAPF is the maximum of all PAGPSAPF from the RMF data for the particular reporting period.
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Range of Value:

PAGMSAPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMSAPF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMSAPF in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

PAGMSDPG is the maximum average number of page frames per second that were paged in.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMSDPG is set to the value of PAGPSDPG.

Range of Value:

PAGMSDPG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMSDPG contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMSDPG in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMSRES - Max Pages/Second Read from Exp Storage

PAGMSRES is the maximum average number of page frames per second that were moved from expanded storage to
central storage due to demand activity.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSRES - Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

             PAGRES   - Pages Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMSRES is set to the value of PAGPSRES.

Range of Value:

PAGMSRES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMSRES contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMSRES in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMSSPC - Max System Paging per Second

PAGMSSPC is the maximum number of non-swap pages per second transferred in either direction between real storage
and auxiliary storage for any RMF recording interval in the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page Rate

             PAGMSPGF - Max Page Fault Rate

             PAGMSSWP - Max Swap Page Rate

             PAGPSSPG - System Page Rate

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, MICS sets PAGMSSPC equal to PAGPSSPC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMSSPC contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMSSPC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMSSPC reflects the total traffic of non-swap paging I/O between real storage and auxiliary storage. This number is
useful for planning the number and location of page data sets.

PAGMSSPF - Maximum System Page Fault Rate

PAGMSSPF is the maximum average number of CSA and LPA page-ins per second. These are the System Page Faults.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSAPF - Max Application Page Faults Per Second

             PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults Per Second

             PAGPSSPF - System Page Fault Rate

             PAGSNI   - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMSSPF is set to the value of PAGPSSPF.

Range of Value:

PAGMSSPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMSSPF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMSSPF in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMSSPG - Max Demand Paging per Second

PAGMSSPG is the maximum number per second of non-swap, non-VIO pages transferred (either direction) between real
storage and auxiliary storage for any RMF recording interval in the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSAPF - Max Application Page Faults Per Second

             PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, MICS sets PAGMSSPG equal to PAGPSSPG.

Range of Value:

PAGMSSPG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMSSPG contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMSSPG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable reflects a portion of the amount of paging I/O occurring in the system. Demand paging by definition excludes
swap paging and VIO activity, which are best considered separately although they may share real and auxiliary storage
with demand activity.

PAGMSSPS - Max System Page/Swap Paging Per Second

PAGMSSPS is the maximum number of pages per second transferred in either direction between central storage and
auxiliary storage during the measurement interval. This includes Page Ins, Page Outs, VIO Paging, and Swapping.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSSPC - Max System Page Rate

             PAGMSSPG - Max Demand Page Rate

             PAGMSTPF - Max System Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, MICS sets PAGMSSPS equal to PAGPSSPS.

Range of Value:

PAGMSSPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMSSPS contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMSSPS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This variable reflects the maximum system load on the page data sets due to all paging activities. This can be used in
development of a page data set configuration.

PAGMSSWP - Max Swaps per Second

The maximum number per second of completed swap sequences (one out and one in), for any RMF recording interval in
the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGMSPGF - Max Page Fault Rate

             PAGMSSSP - Max System Page Rate

             PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, MICS sets PAGMSSWP equal to PAGPSSWP.

Range of Value:

PAGMSSWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMSSWP contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMSSWP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMSSWP is a measure of the rate of swappable address spaces (basically TSO and batch) being moved between real
and auxiliary storage. It is not a swap page rate.

PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults per Second

PAGMSTPF is the maximum number of total page faults per second during the RMF interval. This includes address space
page-ins, VIO page-ins, and the CSA+LPA page-ins.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

             PAGTPF   - Total Page Faults

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, MICS sets PAGMSTPF equal to PAGPSTPF.

Range of Value:

PAGMSTPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGMSTPF contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMSTPF in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMX4K - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

PAGMX4K contains the maximum number of 1MB fixed frames used on behalf of 4K page requests as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement memory interval.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF714KX field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMX4K when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

           PAGMN4K - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

           PAG4K - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX4K contains the value
input from field SMF714KX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF714KX is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMX4K is set to a
missing value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX4K contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX4K contains the maximum value of PAGMX4K processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXA - Max Local Page DS Slots

The maximum number of local page data set slots found during the RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots
(the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real
storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVA - Avg Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMNA - Min Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:
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This value is obtained from field SMF71MXA of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold the
largest value for field ASMSLOTS of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXA may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXA is set to the largest PAGMXA value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXACF - Max Available Central Storage Frames

PAGMXACF contains the maximum sampled number of available central storage frames.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAFCTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNACF - Min Available Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CAX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXACF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXACF contains the maximum value of PAGMXACF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXAEF - Max Available Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMNAEF contains the maximum sampled number of available expanded storage frames.

This data element does not include the frames kept free to satisfy the "okvalue" of the MCCAECTH IEAOPTxx parameter,
which manages the depth of the available frame queue (AFQ).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXAEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames
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             PAGMNAEF - Min Available Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EAX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXAEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXAEF contains the maximum value of PAGMXAEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXAS - Max Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMXAS contains the maximum number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
available to the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVAS  - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXAS contains the value input from field SMF71ASX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXAS contains the maximum value of PAGMXAS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXA6 - Max DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMXA6 contains the maximum number of auxiliary DASD slots used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMXA6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVA6  - Avg DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Page Grps

            PAGA6    - DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNA6  - Min DASD Slots 64-bit Shared Pg Grps
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXA6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6A, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXA6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXA6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXA6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXB - Max Unusable Local Page DS Slots

The maximum number of local page data set slots that were found to be marked "unusable" when sampled during the
RMF measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages
(the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVB - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMNB - Min Unusable Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MXB of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold
the largest value for field ASMERRS of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXB may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXB is set to the largest PAGMXB value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxB fields should be monitored to detect potential failure of a local page data set. As with any minimum or
maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not
taking a sample.

PAGMXBS - Max Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMXBS contains the maximum number of Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks that do not contain any data and are
unavailable for use by the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVBS  - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXBS contains the value input from field SMF71BSX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXBS contains the maximum value of PAGMXBS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXB6 - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames

PAGMXB6 contains the maximum number of 24-bit frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMXB6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVB6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

            PAGB6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

            PAGMNB6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps 24-bit Frames 

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXB6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6B, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXB6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXB6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXB6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXC - Max CSA Fixed Frames

PAGMXC is the maximum number of non-pageable, or fixed, Central Service Area (CSA) frames in central storage,
including Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA), as determined by sampling over the measurement interval.

The CSA is used by z/OS and its subsystems for a variety of functions, such as the communication of information
between address spaces, or to provide a location for information that must be accessed by multiple address spaces.

This data element does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC - Avg CSA Fixed Frames
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            PAGMNC - Min CSA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXC contains the value input from field SMF71MXC, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the virtual storage available for CSA, and the
central memory installed in the system.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMXC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMXCFF - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

PAGMXCFF contains the maximum number of 4KB fixed pages from high virtual common storage that are backed in
central storage as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXCFF contains the value input from field SMF71CFX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCFF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCFF contains the maximum value of PAGMXCFF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXCO - Max Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

PAGMXCO contains the maximum number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual common storage of the system
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage
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             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXCO contains the value input from field SMF71COX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCO contains the maximum value of PAGMXCO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGMXCP - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

PAGMXCP contains the maximum number of high virtual common pages that were in-use as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVCP - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGCP   - HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGMNCP - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXCP contains the value input from field SMF71CPX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCP contains the maximum value of PAGMXCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXCR - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

PAGMXCR contains the maximum number of 4KB high virtual common storage pages that are backed in central storage
as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCR - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGMXCR contains the value input from field SMF71CRX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCR contains the maximum value of PAGMXCR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXCS - Max Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGMXCS contains the maximum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual common pages backed on
DASD, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCS - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXCS contains the value input from field SMF71CSX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCS contains the maximum value of PAGMXCS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXCSE - Max CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMXCSE is the maximum average sampled number of CSA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXCSE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGCSE   - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXCSE contains the value input from field SMF71CXE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGMXCSE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCSE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXCSE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXCUI - Highest Current System UIC

PAGMXCUI contains the highest value of the current system unreferenced interval count (UIC) observed during the
measurement interval.

PAGMXCUI was introduced with z/OS V1R8. For earlier releases, use the Max High UIC (PAGMXUIC) data element
instead.

The current system UIC is the time required for SRM to completely search through the Pageable Frame Table (PFT)
during page stealing cycles. When the Available Frame Queue (AFQ) value reaches the low threshold point, SRM will
begin search through the PFT to obtain a sufficient number of available frames to satisfy the AFQ requirements. Once
this has occurred, the search of the PFT will be suspended until another need for available frames (page stealing) is
detected. Each additional search through the PFT will start where the previous search ended. Once the entire PFT has
been searched, the next search will begin at the start of the PFT and the delta time required for the PFT search will be
stored.

The current system UIC gets calculated every second and, for each sample, RMF observes its value. At the end of the
interval, it reports the maximum of those values.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

             PAGMNCUI - Lowest Current System UIC

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMXCUI contains the value input from field SMF71UHC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXCUI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535. For systems executing at z/OS V1R7 or earlier,
PAGMXCUI is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXCUI contains the maximum value of PAGMXCUI processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXC1 - Max Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

PAGMXC1 contains the maximum total number of 4KB high virtual common memory pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.
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Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC1  - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXC1 contains the value input from field SMF71C1X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC1 contains the maximum value of PAGMXC1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXC2 - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

PAGMXC2 contains the maximum number of high virtual common memory 1MB fixed pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVC2 - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

            PAGC2   - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages   

            PAGMNC2 - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXC2 contains the value input from field SMF71C2X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC2 contains the maximum value of PAGMXC2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXC3 - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMXC3 contains the maximum number of high virtual common memory 1MB pages backed in central storage as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 See also:  PAGAVC3 - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGC3   - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

            PAGMNC3 - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXC3 contains the value input from field SMF71C3X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC3 contains the maximum value of PAGMXC3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGMXC4 to PAGMXSGF
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGMXC4 through
PAGMXSGF.

Contents

PAGMXC4 - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

PAGXNC4 contains the maximum number of high virtual common memory pages backed on Storage Class Memory
(SCM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC4  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXC4 contains the value input from field SMF71C4X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.PAGMXGU

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC4 contains the maximum value of PAGMXC4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXC6 - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

PAGMXC6 contains the maximum number of frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.
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PAGMXC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVC6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames 

            PAGC6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames 

            PAGMNC6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXC6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6C, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXC6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXC6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXES - Max Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMXES is the maximum number of expanded storage frames observed by RMF in all of the samples, taken during the
interval, that contain a page of data or are available to be used for expanded storage paging.

As with any maximum or minimum element that is measured by a sampling monitor, the true maximum or minimum may
not have occurred when the sample was taken.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCF   - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

             PAGEXSF - Total Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGOLE  - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGMXES is derived from the SMF71AMX field of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXES is set to the largest value of PAGMXES that was encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is meaningful only for processors that are configured with expanded storage. For more information, see
Section 6.4 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.
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PAGMXF - Max Unused Page Frames

PAGMXF contains the maximum number of central storage frames not currently allocated over all samples in the
measurement interval. For systems with the expanded storage feature, the value of PAGMXF does not include expanded
storage frames. This data element contains frame counts (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with page counts
(the unit of virtual storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames

               PAGMNF - Min Unused Page Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXF contains the value input from field SMF71MXF of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXF contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXF encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXF6 - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

PAGMXF6 contains the maximum number of fixed frames in central storage backing 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMXF6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVF6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames 

            PAGF6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames 

            PAGMNF6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXF6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6F, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXF6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXF6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXF6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMXGA - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

PAGMXGA contains the maximum number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in use, as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGA  - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGGA    - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMNGA  - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMXGA contains the value input from field SMF71GAX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXGA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXGA contains the maximum value of PAGMXGA processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXGF - Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages    

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMXGF contains the maximum number of 2GB frames that
were configured for use by fixed memory objects, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71GFX, used to populate PAGMXGF, was redefined by IBM
and a new data element, Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed (PAGMX2GF), is populated with the contents of field
SMF71GFX.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

           PAGGF - Total 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

           PAGMNGF - Min 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages 

           PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

           RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXGF contains the
value input from field SMF71GFX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.
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For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71GFX is different, and PAGMXGF is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames
for 2GB Fixed to see the information provided in field SMF71GFX at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXGF contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXGF contains the maximum value of PAGMXGF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXGO - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

PAGMXGO contains the maximum number of fixed 2GB memory objects allocated in the system, as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGO  - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGGO    - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            PAGMNGO  - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMXGO contains the value input from field SMF71GOX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXGO contains the maximum value of PAGMXGO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXGR - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGMXGR contains the maximum number of 2GB pages fixed in central storage, as determined by RMF sampling over
the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGR  - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage
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            PAGGR    - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGMNGR  - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMXGR contains the value input from field SMF71GRX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXGR contains the maximum value of PAGMXGR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB and 2GB. Unlike traditional
4K pages, large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to
auxiliary storage.

PAGMXGU - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

PAGMXGU contains the maximum number of 2GB frames in the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) that are in use by fixed
memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVGU  - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Ob

            PAGGU    - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj

            PAGMNGU  - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Ob

            RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

Element Derivation:

PAGMXGU contains the value input from field SMF71GUX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXGU contains the maximum value of PAGMXGU processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXHCF - Max High Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMXHCF contains the maximum sampled number of high impact central storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNHCF - Min High Impact Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CHX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXHCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXHCF contains the maximum value of PAGMXHCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data
elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMXHEF - Max High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMXHEF contains the maximum sampled number of high impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXHEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNHEF - Min High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EHX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXHEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXHEF contains the maximum value of PAGMXHEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.
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When comparing these data elements to the average impact data
elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMXHIR - Max Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

PAGMXHIR contains the maximum number of central storage frames containing hiperspace storage pages as determined
by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGMXHIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMXHIR contains the value input from field SMF71XHI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXHIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXHIR contains the maximum value of PAGMXHIR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these
pages between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing
this decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the
page type (Hiperspace or VIO). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is
sent to auxiliary storage.

PAGMXHPX - Max Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

PAGMXHPX is the maximum number of hiperspace pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXHPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXHPX contains the value input from field SMF71XHE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGMXHPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXHPX contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXHPX in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL - Max of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

PAGMXL contains the maximum sampled number of central storage frames addressed between 0 and 16 megabytes and
marked non-pageable. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded
storage frames. This variable counts frames (the unit of central storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual
storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVL - Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

             PAGMNL - Min # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

Element Derivation:

PAGMXL contains the value input from field SMF71MXL of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXL encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXLCF - Max Low Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMXLCF contains the maximum sampled number of low impact central storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

             PAGMNLCF - Min Low Impact Central Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CLX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:
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PAGMXLCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLCF contains the maximum value of PAGMXLCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data
elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMXLEF - Max Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

PAGMXLEF contains the maximum sampled number of low impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXLEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGMNLEF - Min Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71ELX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLEF contains the maximum value of PAGMXLEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data
elements mentioned in the "SEE ALSO:" section above, remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the
average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of all sampled values by the number of samples.
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PAGMXLF - Max LPA Fixed Frames

PAGMXLF contains the maximum sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages and marked non-pageable. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include
expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVLF - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

               PAGMNLF - Min LPA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLF contains the value input from field SMF71XLF of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLF contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXLF encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMXLO - Max 1MB Memory Objects in System

PAGMXLO contains the maximum number of fixed memory objects that are allocated in the system that can be backed in
1MB frames, as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLO  - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLO contains the value input from field SMF71LOX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLO contains the maximum value of PAGMXLO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGMXLP - Max LPA Frames

PAGMXLP contains the maximum sampled number of central storage frames containing Link Pack Area (LPA) storage
pages. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames

               PAGMNLP - Min LPA Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLP contains the value input from field SMF71XLP of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLP contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXLP encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for sudden
changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMXLPE - Max LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMXLPE is the maximum average sampled number of LPA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXLPE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLPE - Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLPE   - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLPE contains the value input from field SMF71LXE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLPE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMXLPE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXLPE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXLQE - Max LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMXLQE is the maximum average sampled number of LSQA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval. Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed
from z/OS Version 1.13 and later z/OS releases, PAGMXLQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGLQE   - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLQE contains the value input from field SMF71XLE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLQE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXLQE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXLQR - Max LSQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGMXLQR is the maximum average sampled number of LSQA pages in central storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
maximum LSQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGMXLQE.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLQR - Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGLQR   - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLQR contains the value input from field SMF71XLR of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.
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Range of Value:

PAGMXLQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLQR contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXLQR in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXLR - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

PAGMXLR contains the maximum number of 1MB pages fixed in central storage as determined by RMF sampling over
the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVLR  - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGLR    - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage   

            PAGMNLR  - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

            RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

Element Derivation:

PAGMXLR contains the value input from field SMF71LRX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXLR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLR contains the maximum value of PAGMXLR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The enhanced Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) architecture supports a page size of 1MB. Unlike traditional 4K pages,
large pages are treated as fixed pages and are therefore fixed in central storage instead of being paged out to auxiliary
storage.

PAGMXLS - Max LSQA Fixed Frames

The maximum sampled number of real storage frames containing pages belonging to Local System Queue Area (LSQA)
virtual storage. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage
frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVR  -  Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGAVLS -  Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNLS -  Min LSQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:
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At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71XLS of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXLS contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXLS encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

LSQA virtual storage is defined for each address space in the system, and is swappable but non-pageable by definition.

PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMXL1 contains the maximum total number of 1MB frames that
can be used by fixed memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval. For data generated
at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMXL1 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L1X, used to populate PAGMXL1, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed (PAGMX1L1), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L1X.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames 

           PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL1 contains the value
input from field SMF71L1X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L1X is different, and PAGMXL1 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed to see the information provided in field
SMF71L1X at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL1 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL1 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMXL3 contains the maximum number of 1MB frames that are in-
use by fixed memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the
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measurement interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMXL3 is set to a missing value.

PAGMXL3 was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.  

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L3X, used to populate PAGMXL3, was redefined by IBM and a new
data element, Max 1MB Frames In-Use (PAGMX1L3), is populated with the contents of field SMF71L3X.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames 

           PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames

           PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL3 contains the value
input from field SMF71L3X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L3X is different, and PAGMXL3 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames
In-Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L3X at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL3 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL3 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL4 - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMXL4 contains the maximum total number of 1MB frames that can be used by pageable and Disabled Reference
(DREF) memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L4X field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMXL4 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL4 - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGL4 - Total 1MB Pageable Frames 

            PAGMNL4 - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL4 contains the value
input from field SMF71L4X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L4X is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMXL4 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL4 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL4 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL4 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL5 - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMXL5 contains the maximum number of 1MB frames that are not in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference
(DREF) memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L5X field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMXL5 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL5 - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGL5 - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

            PAGMNL5 - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL5 contains the value
input from field SMF71L5X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L5X is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMXL5 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL5 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL5 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL5 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL5 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

PAGMXL6 - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames

PAGMXL6 contains the maximum number of 1MB frames that are in-use by pageable and Disabled Reference (DREF)
memory objects as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF71L6X field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAGMXL6 when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL6 - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGL6 - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

          PAGMNL6 - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL6 contains the value
input from field SMF71L6X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF71L6X is marked reserved by IBM and PAGMXL6 is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL6 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

For data generated at z/OS release 2.2 and earlier, PAGMXL7 contains the maximum number of 1MB frames in the Large
Frame Area (LFAREA) that are not in-use as determined by RMF
sampling over measurement interval. For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, PAGMXL7 is set to a missing value.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Beginning with z/OS V2R3, the SMF data field SMF71L7X, used to populate PAGMXL7, was redefined by IBM and a
new data element, Max 1MB Frames Avail for Fixed 1MB Pages (PAGMX1L7), is populated with the contents of field
SMF71L7X.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use
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            PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

            PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL7 contains the value
input from field SMF71L7X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, the meaning of field SMF71L7X is different, and PAGMXL7 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail
Fixed 1MB Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71L7X at z/OS V2R3 and later.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMXL7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that
is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMXL7 contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL7 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL8 - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

PAGMXL8 contains the maximum number of 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL8 - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGL8 - 1MB Frames in Central Storage

          PAGMNL8 - Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXL8 contains the value input from field SMF71L8X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXL8 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL8 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL8 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL9 - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

PAGMXL9 contains the maximum number of available 1MB page frames in central storage.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:
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Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL9 - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGL9 - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL9 - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXL9 contains the value input from field SMF71L9X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXL9 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL9 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL9 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

PAGMXL10 contains the maximum number of 1MB page frames in-use by memory objects.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGL10 - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

          PAGMNL10 - Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXL10 contains the value input from field SMF71L10X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXL10 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXL10 contains the maximum value of PAGMXL10 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

According to the IBM z/OS Programming: Extended Addressability Guide (SA23-1394-00), virtual memory above 2GB is
organized as memory objects that a program creates. A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that are
allocated by programs as a number of application pages which are 1MB multiples on a 1MB boundary. A memory object
can be as large as the memory limits set by your installation and as small as one megabyte.
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PAGMXM - Max Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

PAGMXM contains the maximum number of local page data set slots that were allocated to non-VIO private area pages
in any sample period during the RMF measurement interval. Slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage) is different from
pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of central storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVM - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGMNM - Min Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGMXM contains the value input from field SMF71MXM of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF uses this field
to hold the largest value for field ASMNVSC of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the
RMF measurement interval.

Range of Value:

The lowest value is quite large because at least *MASTER*, SMF, and RMF must be up. The highest value is the size of
the private area times the number of address spaces z/OS will allow to exist at once.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXM is set to the largest PAGMXM value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxM fields must be monitored to detect trends in the %-full level of the system's page data sets. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXMA - Max Migration Age

PAGMXMA is the maximum number of seconds an inactive page frame resides in expanded storage before being
migrated. Pages are moved from central to expanded storage on page-out and swap-out operations, subject to availability
and to the parameters established by the installation in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

For each sample, RMF records the migration age of the oldest page in expanded storage. At the end of an interval,
RMF reports the maximum of these values. As a measure of memory utilization, this number is the expanded storage
equivalent of the central storage unreferenced interval count.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXMA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real value.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVES  - Average Expanded Storage Frames

             PAGAVMA  - Average Migration Age

             PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGAVUIC - Avg System High UIC

             PAGMA    - Total High Migration Age

             PAGMNMA  - Min Migration Age

Element Derivation:
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PAGMXMA contains the value input from field SMF71HMA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXMA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXMA is obtained from the largest value of PAGMXMA that was encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXMCF - Max Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

PAGMXMCF contains the maximum sampled number of medium impact central storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

             PAGMNMCF - Min Medium Impact Central Stg Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71CMX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXMCF contains the maximum value of PAGMXMCF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data elements mentioned in the SEE ALSO section above,
remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of
all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMXMEF - Max Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

PAGMXMEF contains the maximum sampled number of medium impact expanded storage frames.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXMEF is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames
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             PAGMNMEF - Min Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71EMX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum count observed during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXMEF contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXMEF contains the maximum value of PAGMXMEF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The low, medium, and high impact storage frame minimum and maximum data element values reflect the lowest or
highest value ever encountered over all the samples taken by RMF during an interval.

When looking at summarized data, the minimum and maximum values represent the lowest or highest value over all RMF
intervals included in the summarization.

When comparing these data elements to the average impact data elements mentioned in the SEE ALSO section above,
remember that the PAGAVxxx data elements represent the average value of the metric, averaged by dividing the sum of
all sampled values by the number of samples.

PAGMXP - Max CSA Frames

PAGMXP contains the maximum sampled number of Common Service Area (CSA) frames in central storage, including
Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVP - Avg CSA Frames

            PAGMNP - Min CSA Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXP contains the value input from field SMF71MXP, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record. RMF loads this field with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXP contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXP encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing common storage usage can be
inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and block chains will appear in
one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, PAGxxP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor these values for
sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.
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PAGMXPFB - Max Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

PAGMXPFB contains the maximum number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames between the 16-megabyte and
the 2-gigabyte lines as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGMXPFB is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMXPFB contains the value input from field SMF71XFB of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXPFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXPFB contains the maximum value of PAGMXPFB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture introduced a new storage "line": the 2-gigabyte line. As z/OS images grow much larger than 2GB, the area
between 16MB and 2GB becomes a scarce resource and there will probably always be applications with a dependency on
central storage in this range. This is why these regions are managed as a separate resource when SRM detects pageable
frame shortages. The logic is driven by new SRM counts of frames between 16MB and 2GB.

PAGMXPL - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

PAGMXPL contains the maximum number of 1 MB pageable pages backed by 1 MB pageable frames as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPL - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

          PAGPL - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

          PAGMNPL - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXPL contains the value input from field SMF71PLX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXPL contains the maximum value of PAGMXPL processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMXQ - Max SQA Fixed Frames

PAGMXQ contains the maximum sampled number of central storage frames containing pages belonging to the System
Queue Area (SQA).

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVQ - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNQ - Min SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXQ contains the value input from field SMF71MXQ of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field
with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXQ contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXQ encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

SQA pages are fixed by definition. As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true
minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. The RMF measurements representing
common storage usage can be inconsistent. Depending on the z/OS release and maintenance level, certain subpools and
block chains will appear in one or more of the PAGxxC, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLP, or PAGxxQ counts. The analyst must monitor
these values for sudden changes, rather than attempt to use them for strict storage accounting.

PAGMXR - Max Private Fixed Frames

PAGMXR is the maximum sampled number of real storage frames containing private pages marked as non-pageable, or
fixed. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR  - Average Private Fixed Frames

             PAGAVT  - Avg Total Frames

             PAGMNR  - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGTFC  - Page Frames in Real Storage

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PAGMXR contains the value of field SMF71MXR of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the size of the private area.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXR contains the maximum value for all occurrences of PAGMXR that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Large values of PAGMXR (compared to PAGTFC) are a signal that one or more address spaces is jeopardizing
effective sharing of real storage. If PAGMXR is large but PAGAVR is a reasonable value, the problem is most likely poor
scheduling, and due to several applications carrying out large numbers of simultaneous I/O requests with large block
sizes. As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may
have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXRGS - Max Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

PAGMXRGS is the maximum average sampled number of Region and SWA pages in expanded storage across all
samples in the MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXRGS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVRGS - Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

             PAGRGS   - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXRGS contains the value input from field SMF71RXE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXRGS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXRGS contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXRGS in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS - Max Private Space Pageable Frames

The largest sampled number of private area pages in real storage that were eligible for paging, i.e., not marked bad or
offline. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS - Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

             PAGAVT - Avg Frames

             PAGMNS - Min Private Space Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MXS of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum value during the measurement interval.
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Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXS encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMXS was defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXSC6 - Max SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMXSC6 contains the maximum number of SCM blocks used to back 64-bit shared page groups.

PAGMXSC6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSC6 - Avg SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Page Grps

            PAGSCM6  - SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNSC6 - Min SCM Blocks 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXSC6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6S, in the Paging Data section, of the
SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSC6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSC6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXSC6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXSGB - Max Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

PAGMXSGB contains the maximum number of shared pages that resided below the 16-megabyte line during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

            PAGMNSGB - Min Shared Pages Fixed<16MB

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGB contains the value input from field SMF71XGB, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGB contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMXSGC - Max Shared Pages in CS

PAGMXSGC contains the maximum number of shared pages in central storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Pages in CS

            PAGMNSGC - Min Shared Pages in CS

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGC contains the value input from field SMF71XGC, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGC contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGC processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMXSGE - Max Shared Page Groups in ES

PAGMXSGE contains the maximum number of shared page group pages in expanded storage during the measurement
interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXSGE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

             PAGMNSGE - Min Shared Page Groups in ES

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGE contains the value input from field SMF71XGE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSGE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGE contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGE processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMXSGF - Max Shared Pages Fixed

PAGMXSGF contains the maximum number of shared pages fixed frames occupied during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Pages Fixed

            PAGMNSGF - Min Shared Pages Fixed

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGF contains the value input from field SMF71XGF, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGF contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGMXSGS to PAGPCISP
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGMXSGS through
PAGPCISP.

Contents

PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Pages in System

PAGMXSGS contains the maximum number of shared pages in the system during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Pages in System

            PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Pages in System

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGS contains the value input from field SMF71XGT, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.
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Range of Value:

PAGMXSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGS contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMXSGX - Max Shared Pages Aux Slots

PAGMXSGX contains the maximum number of shared pages in auxiliary slots during the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Pages Aux Slots

            PAGMNSGX - Min Shared Pages Aux Slots

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSGX contains the value input from field SMF71XGA, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSGX contains the maximum value of PAGMXSGX processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGMXSO - Max Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

PAGMXSO contains the maximum number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual shared storage of the system as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSO contains the value input from field SMF71SOX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMXSO contains the maximum value of PAGMXSO processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A memory object is a contiguous range of virtual addresses that is allocated by programs in units of megabytes on a
megabyte boundary.

PAGMXSQE - Max SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMXSQE is the maximum average sampled number of SQA pages in expanded storage across all samples in the
MICS measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXSQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQE   - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSQE contains the value input from field SMF71XSE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSQE contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXSQE in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXSQR - Max SQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGMXSQR is the maximum average sampled number of SQA pages in central storage across all samples in the MICS
measurement interval.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The
maximum SQA pages in expanded storage is contained in PAGMXSQE.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:
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PAGMXSQR contains the value input from field SMF71XSR of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSQR contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXSQR in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXSR - Max HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMXSR contains the maximum number of 4KB pages from high virtual shared storage that are backed in central
storage as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSR - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXSR contains the value input from field SMF71SRX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXSR contains the maximum value of PAGMXSR processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS1 - Max Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

PAGMXS1 contains the maximum total number of 4KB high virtual shared memory pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS1  - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS1 contains the value input from field SMF71S1X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGMXS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS1 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS2 - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

PAGMXS2 contains the maximum number of shared memory objects that can be backed in 1 MB frames as determined
by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS2 - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGMNS2 - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples 

            PAGS2   - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS2 contains the value input from field SMF71S2X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS2 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS2 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS3 - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

PAGMXS3 contains the maximum number of frames in use for shared high virtual 4K pages as determined by RMF
sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS3 - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGMNS3 - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS3   - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS3 contains the value input from field SMF71S3X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGMXS3 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS4 - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

PAGMXS4 contains the maximum number of high virtual memory 1MB pages used for shared memory objects backed in
central storage as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS4 - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMNS4 - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

            PAGS4   - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS4 contains the value input from field SMF71S4X, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS4 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS4 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS5 - Max Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGMXS5 contains the maximum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
DASD as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS5  - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS5 contains the value input from field SMF71S5X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS5 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS5 processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS6 - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGMXS6 contains the maximum number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are backed on
Storage Class Memory (SCM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS6  - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS6 contains the value input from field SMF71S6X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS6 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXS7 - Max Shared Pages Backed SCM

PAGMXS7 contains the maximum number of shared pages backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM) as determined by
RMF over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS7  - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXS7 contains the value input from field SMF71S7X, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXS7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXS7 contains the maximum value of PAGMXS7 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMXT - Max Total Frames

The largest sampled number of real storage frames, not containing the nucleus, that were used. This classification of
frames (the unit of real storage) should not be confused with the fixed/pageable classification of pages (the unit of virtual
storage.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:    PAGAVT  - Avg Total Frames

               SAMPLES - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MXT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXT is contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXT encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMXT can serve as the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus was
defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL.

PAGMXTFC - Max Page Frames in Central Storage

PAGMXTFC contains the largest number of central storage frames eligible for paging, i.e., not marked bad or offline and
not containing the nucleus, within this MICS measurement interval. This variable represents a count of frames (the unit of
central storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage).

The size of the nucleus is calculated to include any declared fixed Link Pack Area (LPA). The count does not include
Hardware System Area (HSA) or PR/SM frames. For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does
not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

             PAGMNTFC - Min Page Frames in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMXTFC is set equal to the value of PAGTFC.

Range of Value:

PAGMXTFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXTFC contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXTFC encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGMXTFC can serve as the denominator for a number of percentage calculations involving paging counts, and thus
was defined so as to exclude page frames that may be regarded as fixed for the life of an IPL. As with any minimum or
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maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not
taking a sample.

PAGMXTS - Max Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMXTS contains the maximum total number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks available to the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM) as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTS  - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXTS contains the value input from field SMF71TSX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXTS contains the maximum value of PAGMXTS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXT6 - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGMXT6 contains the maximum number of 64-bit shared page groups in the system.

PAGMXT6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVT6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGT6    - 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNT6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGMXT6 contains the value input from field SMF71X6T, in the Paging Data section, of the SMF
type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXT6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXT6 contains the maximum value of PAGMXT6 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGMXU - Max Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

The largest sampled number of local page data set slots that were found to be neither marked "unusable" nor allocated to
a page or VIO block. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the
unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVU - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGMNU - Min Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MXU of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXU may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXU is set to the largest PAGMXU value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxU fields should be monitored to detect potential storage shortages in the local page data sets. As with any
minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when
RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

PAGMXUIC is the maximum number of seconds an inactive page frame resides in central storage before being stolen.

PAGMXUIC is valid only for systems executing at z/OS V1R7 and earlier. For z/OS V1R8 and later, use the Highest
Current System UIC (PAGMXCUI) data element instead.

For each sample, RMF observes the value of the system high UIC. At the end of the interval, it reports the maximum of
those values.

A reference bit is associated with each central memory frame in hardware. A memory reference automatically sets the bit.
On an interval basis, the SRM examines each frame's reference bit. If it is on, then the bit is turned off. If it is off, then an
unreferenced interval count field associated with each frame and maintained by the system is incremented by the number
of seconds since the aging routine was last performed.

When a reference is made to a page that is not currently residing in main memory, a page fault occurs and memory
management routines must make room for the new page. Normally, a page is found from a store of available frames
called the available frame queue (AFQ). When the AFQ is itself low on pages, the pages with the highest UIC will be
stolen and added to the AFQ. Since these pages have not been referenced for a while, the likelihood is that they will not
be needed again soon.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC

             PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-out Address Spaces

             PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Pages-ins
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGMXUIC contains the value input from field SMF71HIC of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXUIC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 2540. For systems executing at z/OS V1R8 or later,
PAGMXUIC is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXUIC is obtained as the largest value of the PAGMXUIC values that were encountered in the level of
summarization.

Usage Notes:

The memory management routines map a program's virtual address space to central storage frames. There are usually
more virtual pages of programs than there are central memory frames to accommodate them. This necessitates a policy
of sharing the available central memory in order to minimize contention. A least-recently-used (LRU) algorithm, where
pages that go unreferenced for long intervals are identified and moved to auxiliary storage to make room for more active
pages, ensures that only the most active pages will reside in extended storage at any given time.

The system UIC is the best single measurement available for the degree of memory utilization and memory contention.
However, pages that are subject to storage isolation are exempt from UIC updating and are excluded from the UIC
calculation entirely. In systems with significant use of storage isolation, the system UIC must be interpreted carefully.

The system UIC is accessed by systems management routines to establish thresholds for logical swapping, which in turn
can become a major user of memory resources. System think time thresholds for logical swap qualification are adjusted
dynamically according to whether or not memory is overcommitted, as measured by the system high UIC.

The system UIC and system paging are inversely related. At the maximum UIC value, system paging is normally quite
low. When contention for memory increases, page faults result. In order to make room for demand pages, page stealing
occurs, acquiring pages with the highest UIC. At very low values of the system high UIC, paging is likely to be substantial.
Your installation should track closely the precise relationship between UIC values and paging rates since this tends to be
influenced both by the types of applications and the application mix.

PAGMXUS - Max Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGMXUS contains the maximum number of 4KB SCM Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks in-use by the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM), as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUS  - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXUS contains the value input from field SMF71USX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXUS contains the maximum value of PAGMXUS processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXV - Max Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

The maximum sampled number of local page data set slots that were found to be allocated to Virtual I/O (VIO) blocks.
This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the unit of virtual storage)
or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVV - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

             PAGMNV - Min Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71MXV of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF uses this field to hold
the largest value for field ASMVSC of the Auxiliary Storage Manager Vector Table (ASMVT) at any sample of the RMF
measurement interval.

Range of Value:

PAGMXV may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only be practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXV is set to the largest PAGMXV value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The PAGxxV fields may be monitored to detect trends in the use of VIO. As with any minimum or maximum value
measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have occurred when RMF was not taking a sample.

PAGMXVIR - Max VIO Pages in Central Storage

PAGMXVIR contains the maximum number of central storage frames containing VIO storage pages as determined by
RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

PAGMXVIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

PAGMXVIR contains the value input from field SMF71XVI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXVIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXVIR contains the maximum value of PAGMXVIR processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, VIO and hiperspace pages are now in real storage. SRM has to make a placement decision for these
pages between central and auxiliary as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead of basing
this decision on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria table value of the
page type (VIO or Hiperspace). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in central storage. Otherwise it is
sent to auxiliary storage.

PAGMXVPX - Max VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGMXVPX is the maximum number of VIO pages in expanded storage as determined by RMF sampling over the
measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGMXVPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGMXVPX contains the value input from field SMF71XVE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGMXVPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online
expanded storage.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXVPX contains the maximum value of all occurrences of PAGMXVPX in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMXX - Max Total Fixed Frames

The maximum sampled number of real storage frames containing pages marked as non-pageable. For systems
containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVX - Avg Total Fixed Frames

             PAGMNX - Min Total Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, this value is obtained from field SMF71MXX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record. RMF loads
this field with the maximum value during the measurement interval.

Range of Value:
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This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGMXX contains the maximum of all occurrences of PAGMXX encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

As with any minimum or maximum value measured by a sampling monitor, the true minimum or maximum may have
occurred when RMF was not taking a sample. Fixed frames are a necessary evil, from the viewpoint of an address space
wishing to share real storage. The PAGxxX variables should be monitored for changes, indicating a shift in the way real
storage is being used. The PAGxxQ, PAGxxLF, PAGxxLS, and PAGxxR variables can then be analyzed to narrow the
search for the cause of the change.

PAGMX1L1 -  Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

PAGMX1L1 contains the highest maximum number of 1MB page frames that can be used by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L1 contains the value
input from field SMF71L1X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L1X is different, and PAGMX1L1 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed
Frames to see the information provided in field SMF71L1X at  z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX1L1 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX1L1 contains the maximum value of PAGMX1L1 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

PAGMX1L3 contains the maximum number of 1MB page frames that are in use and are no longer available for fixed 1MB
pages as determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L3 contains the value
input from field SMF71L3X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L3X is different, and PAGMX1L3 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed
Frames to see the information provided in field SMF71L3X at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX1L3 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX1L3 contains the minimum value of PAGMX1L3 processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

PAGMX1L7 contains the maximum number of 1MB page frames that are available for use by fixed 1MB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

          PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L7 contains the value
input from field SMF71L7X of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L7X is different, and PAGMX1L7 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in
LFAREA Not In-Use to see the information provided in field SMF71L7X at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1L7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX1L7 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX1L7 contains the maximum value of PAGMX1L7 processed for the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGMX1ML - Max Allowed Fixed 1MB pages in LFAREA

PAGMX1ML contains the maximum number of fixed 1 MB pages that can be allocated as specified in the Large Frame
Area (LFAREA) parameter.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PAGLFASZ - Large Frame Area Size

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1ML contains the value
input from field SMF71LFA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71LFA is different, and PAGMX1ML is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGLFASZ - Large Frame Area
Size to see the information provided in field SMF71LFA at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX1ML ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX1ML contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX1ML contains the maximum value of PAGMX1ML processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGMX2GF -  Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed  

PAGMX2GF contains the highest maximum number of 2GB page frames that can be used by fixed 2GB pages as
determined by RMF sampling over the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGMXGF - Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX2GF contains the value
input from field SMF71GFX of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.
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For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71GFX is different, and PAGMX2GF is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGMXGF - Max 2GB Frames for
2GB Fixed Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71GFX at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAGMX2GF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAGMX2GF contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGMX2GF contains the maximum value of PAGMX2GF processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGNNF - Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

PAGNNF contains the product of the average number of page frames that comprise, except for frames used by the
nucleus, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVNNF - Avg Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGNNF is obtained from field SMF71NNF of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGNNF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGNNF contains the sum of all values of PAGNNF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGNNF is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVNNF, Avg Non-Nucleus Frames  Permanent
Storage.

PAGNRN - Non-First Reference Faults

PAGNRN contains the total number of non-first page reference faults taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSNRN - Non-First Reference Faults per Sec

             PAG1RN   - First Reference Faults
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Element Derivation:

PAGNRN contains the value input from field SMF71NRN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGNRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGNRN contains the sum of all values of PAGNRN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGNRS - Request Swaps

PAGNRS contains the number of swap-outs that occurred because the program properties table (PPT) indicated that a job
or step is non-swappable. The address space is swapped out, and its LSQA is swapped into non-reconfigurable storage.
This data element also includes the number of swap outs caused by a CONFIG STOR,OFFLINE command.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGNRS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

             PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGPCNRS - Request Swap Pct

             PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             PAGTXS   - Transition Swaps

             PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGNRS contains the value input from field SMF71TOT of the 7th swap placement section of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGNRS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGNRS is set to the sum of all PAGNRS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGNSC - Local Page DS Slots Not Allocated

The number of local page data set slots that were not marked "bad" and were not allocated at the end of the RMF
measurement interval. This variable counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not to be confused with pages (the
unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of real storage).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVU - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

             PAGTSC - Total Local Page DS Slots

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71NSC of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This variable may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGNSC contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGNSC encountered during the summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between (PAGNSC / INTERVLS) and PAGAVU is that PAGNSC is sampled only once per RMF recording
interval whereas PAGAVU is obtained from multiple samples per interval. PAGAVU is the "better" statistic, in the sense
that it is derived from a larger number of samples.

PAGOLE - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

PAGOLE is the total number of expanded storage frames that were online during the measured interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGOLE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGCF   - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

             PAGEXSF - Total Expanded Storage Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGOLE is derived from the SMF71OLE field of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGOLE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGOLE is set to the last value of PAGOLE that was encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This data element is meaningful only for processors that are configured with expanded storage. For more information, see
Section 6.4 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.
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PAGOPI - USS Input Wait Swaps

PAGOPI contains the number of UNIX System Services (USS) swaps due to input wait conditions.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGOPI is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGOPO - USS Output Wait Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGOPI contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 16th swap placement section in the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGOPI contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGOPI contains the sum of all values of PAGOPI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGOPO - USS Output Wait Swaps

PAGOPO contains the number of UNIX System Services (USS) swaps due to output wait conditions.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGOPO is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGOPI - USS Input Wait Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGOPO contains the value input from field SMF71TOT in the 17th swap placement section in the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGOPO contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGOPO contains the sum of all values of PAGOPO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGOPT - SRM OPT Member

PAGOPT is the identifier of the OPT member in use during the measured interval. The OPT member of SYS1.PARMLIB is
named IEAOPTxx, where xx is an installation-specified suffix. The value of PAGOPT is this two-character suffix.

The OPT member that is in use when the system is IPLed is generally specified by the OPT=xx parameter in the member
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSyy). However, the OPT member can be changed dynamically by issuing the console command
SET OPT. Issuing this command will cause RMF to begin a new interval, so that at the detail level, the OPT suffix
specified by PAGOPT is the only OPT member that was in effect for the interval. Summarization at higher levels, though,
can result in records with different OPT members to be combined into a single record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGOPT contains the value input from field SMF71OPT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGOPT is a two-character alphanumeric value.

Summarization Process:

PAGOPT is set to the value of the last record encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The OPT member contains several parameters, most of which are used to set thresholds for the SRM swapping
algorithms.

PAGP - CSA Frames

The sum of all sampled values during the measurement interval of Common Service Area (CSA) central storage frames
used, including Restricted Use Common Service Area (RUCSA) pages.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:     PAGC    - CSA Fixed Frames

              PAGAVP  - Avg CSA Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGP contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71AVP, in
the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGP contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGP encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable is used primarily for calculating the values of other variables at higher levels of summarization.
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PAGPASGI - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

PAGPASGI contains the rate per second at which shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar
were transferred from auxiliary storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

This data element is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGASGI  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Ins from Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGPASGI is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGASGI NE . THEN PAGPASGI=PAGASGI/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPASGI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPASGI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPASGO - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

PAGPASGO contains the rate per second at which shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar
were transferred from central storage to auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

This data element is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGASGO  - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Outs to Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGPASGO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGASGO NE . THEN PAGPASGO=PAGASGO/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPASGO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPASGO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCAPC - APPC Wait Swap Pct

PAGPCAPC contains the percentage of APPC wait swaps that were performed in the measurement interval. During an
APPC conversation, an address space issuing an LU6.2 call to the APPC address space, can experience a wait condition.
When this occurs, sysevent APPCREQ is sent to SRM. The APPC partner's LU location is also sent to SRM. SRM can
then make a decision whether to swap the calling address space out or not.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCAPC is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPC   - APPC Wait Swaps

             PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCAPC is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PAGTOSWP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PAGAPC GT 0) PAGPCAPC=(PAGAPC*100)/PAGTOSWP;

    WHEN (PAGAPC EQ 0) PAGPCAPC=0;

    OTHERWISE          PAGPCAPC=.;

 END; ELSE IF PAGTOSWP EQ 0 THEN PAGPCAPC=0;

Range of Value:

PAGPCAPC contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCAPC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swap Pct

The percentage of swap-outs that occurred because ASM signalled that there was a shortage of local page slots. This
is done when 70% of all local page slots have been allocated. SRM responds to this situation by swapping out the
swappable batch user acquiring page slots at the fastest rate.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCASS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps
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             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCASS is computed using the following formula:

    PAGPCASS = (PAGASS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCASS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCASS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PAGPCDWS - Detected Wait Swap Pct

The percentage of all swap-outs that were because of "Detected Wait" situations.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCDWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is calculated as follows:

    PAGPCDWS = (PAGDWS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCDWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCDWS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PAGPCEES - Enqueue Exchange Swap Pct

The percentage of all swap-outs that were because of an Enqueue Exchange.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCEES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates this value as:
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    PAGPCEES = (PAGEES*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCEES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCEES is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PAGPCEXS - Exchange Swap Pct

The percentage of all swap-outs that occurred during the time period covered by this record which were Exchange Swaps.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCEXS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates this value as follows:

    PAGPCEXS = (PAGEXS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCEXS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCEXS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PAGPCIRS - In-Real Swap Pct

PAGPCIRS contains the percent of all swaps represented by in-real swap-outs.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCIRS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGIRS   - In-Real Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCIRS is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGPCIRS=100*(PAGIRS/PAGTOSWP)

However, if PAGTOSWP is zero or negative then PAGPCIRS is set to missing.
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Range of Value:

PAGPCIRS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCIRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCISP - Improve System Paging Rate Swap Pct

PAGPCISP is the percentage of swaps that were performed in order to improve the system paging rate. The System
Resource Manager (SRM) monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels
to within installation-specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. If the SRM has been set up to
manage the system paging rate, and that rate rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address
spaces to be swapped out in an attempt to lower the rate. Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this
metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and later z/OS releases, PAGPCISP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGISP   - Improve System Paging Rate Swaps

             PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCISP is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PAGTOSWP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PAGISP GT 0) PAGPCISP=(PAGISP*100)/PAGTOSWP;

    WHEN (PAGISP EQ 0) PAGPCISP=0;

    OTHERWISE          PAGPCISP=.;

 END; ELSE IF PAGTOSWP EQ 0 THEN PAGPCISP=0;

Range of Value:

PAGPCISP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCISP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGPCISU to PAGPSHMG
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGPCISU through
PAGPSHMG.

Contents
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PAGPCISU - Improve Central Storage Usage Swap Pct

PAGPCISU is the percentage of swaps that were performed in order to improve central storage usage. The System
Resource Manager (SRM) monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels
to within installation-specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. If the SRM has been set up to
manage central storage, and demand for storage rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address
spaces to be swapped out in an attempt to lower the demand.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCISU is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGISU   - Improve Central Storage Usage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCISU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PAGTOSWP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PAGISU GT 0) PAGPCISU=(PAGISU*100)/PAGTOSWP;

    WHEN (PAGISU EQ 0) PAGPCISU=0;

    OTHERWISE          PAGPCISU=.;

 END; ELSE IF PAGTOSWP EQ 0 THEN PAGPCISU=0;

Range of Value:

PAGPCISU contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCISU contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCLWS - Long Wait Swap Pct

PAGPCLWS is the percentage of all swap outs which occured in the time period covered by this record which were done
because the swapped address space signalled that it was entering a "long wait".

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCLWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates this value using the following formula:
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PAGPCLWS = (PAGLWS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCLWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCLWS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCNRS - Request Swap Pct

PAGPCNRS is the percentage of all swap outs that occured during the time period covered by this record which were
"requested" by the swapped address space.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCNRS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates this value using the following formula:

PAGPCNRS = (PAGNRS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCNRS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCNRS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCOPI - USS Input Wait Swap Pct

PAGPCOPI contains the percentage of all swaps represented by UNIX System Services (USS) input wait swaps.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCOPI is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGOPI   - USS Input Wait Swaps

             PAGPSSPC - System Swap Rate
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             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCOPI is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGPCOPI = (PAGOPI*100) / PAGTOSWP

However, if PAGTOSWP is zero or negative then PAGPCOPI is set to missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPCOPI contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCOPI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCOPO - USS Output Wait Swap Pct

PAGPCOPO contains the percentage of all swaps represented by UNIX System Services (USS) output wait swaps.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCOPO is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGOPO   - USS Output Wait Swaps

             PAGPSSPC - System Swap Rate

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCOPO is computed using the following algorithm:

PAGPCOPO = (PAGOPO*100) / PAGTOSWP

However, if PAGTOSWP is zero or negative then PAGPCOPO is set to missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPCOPO contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCOPO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGPCRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User Swap Pct

PAGPCRLS is the percentage of swaps that were performed in order to make room in central storage to swap in an
address space that has been swapped out too long. The System Resource Manager (SRM) monitors the utilization levels
of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels to within installation-specified limits by swapping address
spaces out of central storage. The SRM monitors the duration of swap-outs, and if no other condition has made it possible
to swap in an address space that has been swapped out for a long time, the SRM will make room in central storage for it
by swapping out other address spaces.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCRLS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRLS   - Room for Long-Swapped User Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCRLS is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PAGTOSWP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PAGRLS GT 0) PAGPCRLS=(PAGRLS*100)/PAGTOSWP;

    WHEN (PAGRLS EQ 0) PAGPCRLS=0;

    OTHERWISE          PAGPCRLS=.;

 END; ELSE IF PAGTOSWP EQ 0 THEN PAGPCRLS=0;

Range of Value:

PAGPCRLS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCRLS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swap Pct

PAGPCRSS contains the percenatage of all swap-outs which were done in the time period covered by this record which
were done to aleviate central storage shortages.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCRSS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCRSS is computed using the following formula:
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PAGPCRSS = (PAGRSS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCRSS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCRSS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCTIS - Term Wait Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

PAGPCTIS is the percentage of swap-outs that were done because a TSO address space entered terminal input wait.
Both physical and logical swaps are counted.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCTIS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

             PAGLGS   - Logical Swapout Candidates

             PAGTIS   - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no physical swaps, then this element is set to zero. If the TERMWAIT Input Log Swap-Out
Candidates is zero, then the element is set to missing. If the TERMWAIT Input Log Swap-Out Candidates is negative, it is
invalid and the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element
as follows:

    PAGPCTIS = (PAGTIS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCTIS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCTIS is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

A terminal input wait is recognized when the last dispatchable task in an address space issues a TGET.

PAGPCTOS - Out Buffer Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

PAGPCTOS is the percentage of swap-outs that were done because a TSO address space entered a terminal output wait.
Both physical and logical swaps are counted.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCTOS is set to a missing value.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

             PAGLGS   - Logical Swapout Candidates

             PAGTOS   - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If there were no physical swaps, then this element is set to zero. If the TERMWAIT output log swap-out
candidates is zero, then this element is set to zero. If the TERMWAIT output log swap-out candidates is negative, it
is invalid and the element is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the
element as follows:

    PAGPCTOS = (PAGTOS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCTOS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCTOS is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

A terminal output wait is recognized when the last dispatchable task in an address space issues a TPUT but receives an
indication from the terminal access method that insufficient buffers are available to receive the complete TPUT text. This
situation is most likely to occur when the subject terminal is a hardcopy device. It can also occur with a video terminal: if
the task sends an output that is more than a full screen it must wait for the terminal operator to clear the screen before
more can be sent.

PAGPCTWS - Total Term Wait Physical Swap-Out Pct

PAGPCTWS is the percentage of all swaps that occured during the time period covered by this record, which were due to
a TSO address space entering either input (IWAIT) or output (OWAIT) terminal wait. Both physical and logical swaps are
counted.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCTWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPCTWS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPCTWS = (PAGTWS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:
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PAGPCTWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCTWS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPCULS - Unilateral Swap Pct

The percentage of swap-outs that occurred during the RMF measurement interval because the multiprogramming level
for a domain exceeded the target multiprogramming level as specified in the Installation Performance Specifications (IPS).
This is known as a unilateral swap-out.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPCULS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

MICS calculates this value as:

    PAGPCULS = (PAGULS*100) / PAGTOSWP

Range of Value:

PAGPCULS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PAGPCULS is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PAGPEA - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

PAGPEA is the total number of pages that were moved from expanded storage to auxiliary storage due to inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPEA is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             PAGPES   - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGPEA is derived from the SMF71PEA field of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGPEA contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPEA contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGPEA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Pages are migrated from real storage to expanded storage on the basis of inactivity and eligibility established in the
installation OPT member. When a page that resides in expanded storage exceeds a migration threshold, that page is
migrated to auxiliary storage. A high value of PAGPEA may indicate a shortage of expanded storage or an imbalance in
the parameters that govern the migration threshold.

PAGPES - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

PAGPES is the total number of pages that were moved from real storage to expanded storage due to inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: PAGESD - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

            PAGLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

            PAGPEA - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGPES contains the value input from field SMF71PES of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGPES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPES contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGPES that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Pages are migrated from real storage to expanded storage on the basis of inactivity and eligibility established in the
installation OPT member. A high value of PAGPES may indicate a shortage of real storage or an imbalance in the
parameters that govern expanded storage eligibility. Consider this value together with the total demand paging rate
(PAGPIN) and the UIC indicators (PAGUIC,PAGMXUIC,PAGMNUIC) to determine whether there is a real storage
shortage.

PAGPFB - Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

PAGPFB contains the product of the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames between the 16-
megabyte and the 2-gigabyte lines and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGPFB is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB
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             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGPFB is obtained from field SMF71AFB of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF
loads this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data
element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPFB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPFB contains the sum of all values of PAGPFB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPFB is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVPFB, Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB.

PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

PAGPIN contains the number of page-ins during the RMF measurement interval, other than those for VIO pages or for
swapping. This count does include page-ins done in response to page faults, specific page-in requests, and page-fix
requests, for private as well as common virtual storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGSNI  - Common Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGPIN contains the value input from field SMF71PIN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

PAGPIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPIN is set to the sum of all PAGPIN values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

PAGPIN reflects a portion of the amount of paging I/O occurring in the system. Demand paging by definition excludes
swap paging and VIO activity, which are best considered separately although they may share real and auxiliary storage
with demand activity. Note that swap data sets are no longer supported in z/Architecture (64-bit real addressing) mode.

PAGPIS - 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

PAGPIS contains the product of the average number of page-ins of 4KB pages from Storage Class Memory (SCM) and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO: PAGAVPIS - Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGAVPOS - Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGPOS - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGPIS is obtained from field SMF71PIS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPIS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process

PAGPIS contains the sum of all values of PAGPIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPIS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVPIS, Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM.

PAGPI1 - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

PAGPI1 contains the product of the average number of page-ins of 1MB pages from Storage Class Memory (SCM) and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPI1 - Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

          PAGAVPO1 - Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGPO1 - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGPI1 is obtained from field SMF71PI1 of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPI1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPI1 contains the sum of all values of PAGPI1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPI1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVPI1, Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM.

PAGPL - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pagable 1MB Pages

PAGPL contains the product of the average number of 1MB page frames that are in use by pageable 1 MB pages and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PAGAVPL - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

           PAGMNPL - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

           PAGMXPL - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages 

           PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGPL is obtained from field SMF71PLA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPL contains the sum of all values of PAGPL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPL is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVPL, Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages.

PAGPLPCT - Intvls with Pageable Large Pages Enabled

PAGPLPCT is the total number of measurement intervals where pageable large pages support was enabled.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGPLPCT is derived from field SMF71RFL of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. This field
is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of PAGPLPCT is set depending on the value of bit 1 by
using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of PAGPLPCT is either 0, meaning that pageable large pages were not supported, or
1, meaning that pageable large page support was enabled.

Summarization Process:

PAGPLPCT contains the sum of all PAGPLPCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGPMTTM - Page Steal Movement Time

PAGPMTTM contains the processor time used to move pages to make a storage frame available for a page fix request.
This includes the time used by the real storage manager (RSM) to steal the page occupying the frame and move its
contents, but does not include the time to move the new contents into the freed frame.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGPMTTM contains the value input from field SMF71PMT in the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGPMTTM is a SAS time value that ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPMTTM contains the sum of all values of PAGPMTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPMV - Total of Pages Moved

The total number of page movements from one frame of real storage to another, executed by the Real Storage Manager
(RSM) during the measurement interval. Movements to expanded storage or auxiliary storage are not included in this
count.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGPMV is obtained from field SMF71PMV of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This variable may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPMV is set to the sum of all PAGPMV values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Page movement in general is a symptom of a shortage of some subset of real storage. The shortages handled by page
movement arise from an effort to reserve a subset of storage for problem recovery.

PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

The number of page-outs during the RMF measurement interval, other than those for VIO pages or for swapping. This
count includes page-outs done in response to page steals and specific page-out requests, for private as well as common
virtual storage.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGSNO - Common Page-Outs

Element Derivation:

PAGPOUT contains the value input from field SMF71POT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGPOUT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPOUT is set to the sum of all PAGPOUT values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

In practice, swap can be separated from non-swap paging activity only if the system uses swap-dedicated page data sets.
Only trim pages (CHANGED but UNREFERENCED since the last SRM frame scan) are written to a local and counted in
PAGPOUT.

Swap data sets are no longer supported in z/Architecture (64-bit real addressing) mode.

PAGPO1 - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM  

PAGPO1 contains the product of the average number of  page-outs of 1MB pages to Storage Class Memory (SCM) and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

SEE ALSO: PAGAVPI1 - Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

 PAGAVPO1 - Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM 

 PAGPI1 - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM 

 PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGPO1 is obtained from field SMF71PO1 of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPO1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPO1 contains the sum of all values of PAGPO1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPO1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVPO1, Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM.

PAGPOS - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM  

PAGPOS contains the product of the average number page-outs of 4KB pages to Storage Class Memory (SCM), and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.
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This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan PAGPOS is obtained from field SMF71POS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF
loads this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data
element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGPOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPOS contains the sum of all values of PAGPOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGPOS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVPOS, Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM.

PAGPSAPF - Application Page Fault Rate

PAGPSAPF is the average number of application page faults per second during the MICS reporting interval. These are all
demand page faults plus all VIO faults.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPF   - Address Space Page Faults

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGPSAPF = PAGAPF / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSAPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSAPF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSASI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

PAGPSASI contains the rate per second at which shared page group pages were transferred from auxiliary storage to
central storage during the measurement interval.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            PAGASI   - Shared Page-Ins from Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGPSASI is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGASI NE . THEN PAGPSASI=PAGASI/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSASI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSASI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGPSASO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

PAGPSASO contains the rate per second at which shared page group pages were transferred to auxiliary storage during
the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   DURATION - Recording Interval Time

            PAGASO   - Shared Page-Outs to Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGPSASO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGASO NE . THEN PAGPSASO=PAGASO/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSASO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSASO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

PAGPSBLK contains the rate per second of blocks paged in from auxiliary storage. Paged in blocks only include pages for
private address spaces - not common (CSA), VIO, hiperspace, or swap pages.
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Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGBLP   - Blocked Pages Paged In

Element Derivation:

If PAGBLK is not missing and DURATION is non-zero, then PAGBSBLK is calculated using the following formula:

PAGPSBLK = PAGBLK / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSBLK will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSBLK ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSBLK is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGBLK, DURATION, and PAGRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

PAGPSDPG is the average number per second of non-swap, non-VIO pages transferred between real storage and
auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

             PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

Element Derivation:

If DURATION is not zero, and demand paging has occurred, MICS calculates PAGPSDPG as follows:

PAGPSDPG = PAGPIN / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSDPG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSDPG is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

This element reflects a portion of the amount of paging I/O occurring in the system. Demand paging by definition excludes
swap paging and VIO activity, which are best considered separately, although they may share real and auxiliary storage
with demand activity.
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PAGPSESI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from ES per Sec

PAGPSESI contains the rate per second at which shared page group pages were transferred from expanded storage to
central storage during the measurement interval. Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric.
For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and later z/OS releases, PAGPSESI is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGESI   - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

Element Derivation:

PAGPSESI is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGESI NE . THEN PAGPSESI=PAGESI/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSESI contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSESI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGPSESO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to ES per Sec

PAGPSESO contains the rate per second at which shared page group pages were transferred to expanded storage to
central storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSESO is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGESO   - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

Element Derivation:

PAGPSESO is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGESO NE . THEN PAGPSESO=PAGESO/DURATION;

Range of Value:
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PAGPSESO contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSESO contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGPSFBN - Pages/Sec Backed During GETMAIN Reqs

PAGPSFBN contains the average number of pages per second that have been backed in real storage during the
GETMAIN requests issued over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGFBN - Pages Backed During GETMAIN Requests

Element Derivation:

PAGPSFBN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGFBN NE . THEN PAGPSFBN=PAGFBN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSFBN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSFBN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSFFN - Pages/Sec Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

PAGPSFFN contains the average number of pages per second that were requested to be fixed for storage (address
space only) below the 2 gigabytes' bar, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGFFN - Pages Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

Element Derivation:

PAGPSFFN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGFFN NE . THEN PAGPSFFN=PAGFFN/DURATION;
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Range of Value:

PAGPSFFN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSFFN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migr. per Second

PAGPSFNM contains the rate per second of frames that were freed from expanded storage without migration.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSFNM is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migration

Element Derivation:

If PAGFNM is not missing and DURATION is non-zero, then PAGPSFNM is calculated using the following formula:

PAGPSFNM = PAGFNM / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSFNM will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSFNM contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSFNM is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGFNM and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSFRN - Fix Requests for Storage (<2GB) per Sec

PAGPSFRN contains the average number of fix requests per second that have been issued for storage (address space
only) below the 2 gigabytes' bar, over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGFRN - Fix Requests Issued for Storage (<2GB)

Element Derivation:

PAGPSFRN is computed using the following algorithm:
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IF DURATION AND PAGFRN NE . THEN PAGPSFRN=PAGFRN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSFRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSFRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued per Sec

PAGPSGRN contains the average number of GETMAIN requests that have been issued per second over the
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued

Element Derivation:

PAGPSGRN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGGRN NE . THEN PAGPSGRN=PAGGRN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSGRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSGRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSHIN - Hiperspace Page-ins/Second

PAGPSHIN is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the auxiliary storage manager (ASM)
from auxiliary storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

PAGHIN does not include data transferred from expanded storage to central storage (ESA mode), or pages moved within
central storage (z/Architecture mode), during normal hiperspace data access. Such access does not involve auxiliary
storage.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHIN   - Hiperspace Page-ins
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Element Derivation:

If PAGHIN is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSHIN is calculated using the following formula:

PAGPSHIN = PAGHIN / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSHIN will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSHIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging capability of the auxiliary storage
subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHIN is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHIN and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSHME - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor

PAGPSHME is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from
central storage to expanded storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSHME is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHME   - Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGHME is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSHME is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSHME = PAGHME / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSHME will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSHME contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHME is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHME and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSHMG - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor

PAGPSHMG is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were migrated from expanded storage through central
storage to auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSHMG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHMG   - Hiperspace Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGHMG is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSHMG is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSHMG = PAGHMG / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSHMG will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSHMG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHMG is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHMG and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

In general, migration from expanded storage to auxiliary storage is undesirable, particularly for hiperspace pages.
Because the explicit purpose of the hiperspace facility is to provide high performance, migration of these pages may
indicate a performance problem. If migration persists, or if the migration rate continues to increase over time, you must
examine the use of expanded storage by other facilities to see if contention for this resource exists and can be reduced.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGPSHOT to PAGSOT
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGPSHOT through
PAGSOT.

Contents

PAGPSHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs/Second

PAGPSHOT is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the auxiliary storage manager (ASM)
from central storage to auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHOT   - Hiperspace Page-outs

Element Derivation:

If PAGHOT is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSHOT is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSHOT = PAGHOT / DURATION
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otherwise the value of PAGPSHOT will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSHOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging capability of the auxiliary
storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHOT is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHOT and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSHRE - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSHRE is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from
expanded storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSHRE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHRE   - Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGHRE is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSHRE is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSHRE = PAGHRE / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSHRE will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSHRE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHRE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGHRE and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSHRS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Central Stg

PAGPSHRS is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were read from central storage during the RMF
measurement interval.

PAGPSHRS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHRS   - Hiperspace Pages Read from Central Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGPSHRS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSHRS = PAGHRS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSHRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGPSHRS
is the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGPSHRE data element (Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor).

PAGPSHWS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Wrt to Central Stor

PAGPSHWS is the rate per second at which hiperspace pages were written to central storage during the RMF
measurement interval.

PAGPSHWS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGHWS   - Hiperspace Pages Written to Central Stg

Element Derivation:

PAGPSHWS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSHWS = PAGHWS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSHWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSHWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGPSHWS
is the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGPSHME data element (Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor).
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PAGPSLBI - LPA Block Page Pg-Ins per Sec

PAGPSLBI contains the average number of LPA block page-ins per second during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGLBI   - LPA Block Page Page-Ins

             PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

             PAGPSSBI - Sys Pageable Areas Blk Pg-Ins per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAGPSLBI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION & PAGLBI^=.  THEN PAGPSLBI=PAGLBI/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSLBI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSLBI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

PAGPSNRN - Non-First Reference Faults per Sec

PAGPSNRN contains the average number of non-first page reference faults taken per second over the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGNRN - Non-First Reference Faults

Element Derivation:

PAGPSNRN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAGNRN NE . THEN PAGPSNRN=PAGNRN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSNRN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSNRN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGPSPWS - Primary Work Set Pages/Sec Migr. From ES

PAGPSPWS contains the rate per second that primary working set pages are migrated from expanded storage to auxiliary
storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSPWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPWS - Primary Work Set Pages Migrated From ES

Element Derivation:

If PAGPWS is not missing and DURATION is non-zero, then PAGPSPWS is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSPWS = PAGPWS / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSPWS will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSPWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSPWS is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGPWS and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSRES - Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSRES is the average number of page frames per second that were moved from expanded storage to real storage
due to demand activity.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGRES - Pages Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

    PAGPSRES = PAGRES / DURATION

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSRES is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGRES and DURATION.
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PAGPSSBI - Sys Pageable Areas Blk Pg-Ins per Sec

PAGPSSBI contains the average number of system-pageable block page-ins per second during the measurement
interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

             PAGPSLBI - LPA Block Page Pg-Ins per Sec

             PAGSBI   - System Pageable Areas Block Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGPSSBI is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION & PAGSBI^=.  THEN PAGPSSBI=PAGSBI/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPSSBI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSSBI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

PAGPSSPC is the average number of non-swap pages per second transferred in either direction between real storage
and auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGPSPGF - Page Fault Rate

             PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

             PAGSPG   - Demand Page Count

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGPSSPC = PAGSPC / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSSPC is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:
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PAGPSSPC reflects the total traffic of non-swap paging I/O between real storage and auxiliary storage. This number is
useful for planning the number and location of page data sets.

PAGPSSPF - System Page Fault Rate

PAGPSSPF is the average number of CSA and LPA page-ins per second. These are the System Page Faults.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSAPF - Application Page Fault Rate

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

             PAGSNI   - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGPSSPF = PAGSNI / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSSPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSSPF is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGSPF and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

PAGPSSPG is the average number of pages per second transferred (either direction) between real storage and auxiliary
storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

             PAGSPG   - Demand Page Count

Element Derivation:

PAGPSSPG is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSSPG = PAGSPG / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSSPG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGPSSPG is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

PAGPSSPG reflects the total traffic of paging I/O between real storage and auxiliary storage. This number is useful for
planning the number and location of page data sets.

PAGPSSPS - System Page/Swap Page Rate

PAGPSSPS is the total number of pages per second transferred between central storage and auxiliary storage during the
measurement interval. This includes Page Ins, Page Outs, VIO Paging, and Swapping.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

             PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

             PAGPSTPF - System Page Fault Rate

Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGPSSPS = PAGSPS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSSPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSSPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable reflects the average of the total system load on the page data sets. This can be used in development of a
page data set configuration.

PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

The average number per second of completed swap sequences (one out and one in) during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGPSSSP - System Page Rate

             PAGSSQ   - Address Space Swap Sequences

Element Derivation:

PAGPSSWP is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSSWP = PAGSSQ / DURATION
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Range of Value:

PAGPSSWP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSSWP is recalculated from the summarized values of its components.

Usage Notes:

PAGPSSWP is a measure of the swap rate, that is, the rate of swappable address spaces (basically TSO and batch)
being moved between real and auxiliary storage. It is not a swap page rate. That number can be calculated as follows:

(PAGSIN + PAGSOT) / DURATION

PAGPSTLS - Logical Swaps per Second

PAGPSTLS contains the average number per second of logical swaps during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGTLS   - Total Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGPSTLS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSTLS = PAGTLS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSTLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSTLS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

PAGPSTPF is the average number of total page faults per second during the RMF interval. This includes address space
page-ins, VIO page-ins, and the CSA+LPA page-ins.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults per Second

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGTPF   - Total Page Faults
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Element Derivation:

MICS computes this element as follows:

PAGPSTPF = PAGTPF / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSTPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSTPF contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSVME - VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor

PAGPSVME is the rate per second at which VIO pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from central
storage to expanded storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSVME is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGVME   - VIO Pages Written to Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGVME is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSVME is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSVME = PAGVME / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSVME will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSVME contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSVME is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGVME and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSVMG - VIO Pages/Second Migrated from Exp Stor

PAGPSVMG is the rate per second at which VIO pages were migrated from expanded storage through central storage to
auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSVMG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGVMG   - VIO Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGVMG is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSVMG is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSVMG = PAGVMG / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSVMG will be missing.

Range of Value:

PAGPSVMG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSVMG is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGVMG and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

In general, migration from expanded storage to auxiliary storage is undesirable. If a VIO page (or any other kind, for that
matter) ends up on an auxiliary storage page data set eventually anyway, the temporary use of expanded storage and the
I/O and central storage resources used to migrate it could have been conserved if the page had been directed to auxiliary
storage in the first place. Although it is impractical to tune expanded storage use parameters to the point of eliminating
such migration entirely, it must be minimized and any increase must be investigated.

PAGPSVRE - VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSVRE is the rate per second at which VIO pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from
expanded storage to central storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPSVRE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGVRE   - VIO Pages Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

If PAGVRE is not missing and DURATION is positive, then PAGPSVRE is calculated using the following formula;

PAGPSVRE = PAGVRE / DURATION

otherwise the value of PAGPSVRE will be missing.

Range of Value:
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PAGPSVRE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSVRE is recalculated from the summarized values of PAGVRE and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPSVRS - VIO Pages/Sec Read from Central Storage

PAGPSVRS is the rate per second at which VIO pages were read from central storage during the RMF measurement
interval.

PAGPSVRS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGVRS   - VIO Pages Read from Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGPSVRS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSVRS = PAGVRS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSVRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSVRS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGPSVRS
is the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGPSVRE data element (VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor).

PAGPSVWS - VIO Pages/Sec Written to Central Storage

PAGPSVWS is the rate per second at which VIO pages were written to central storage during the RMF measurement
interval.

PAGPSVWS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PAGVWS   - VIO Pages Written to Central Storage
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Element Derivation:

PAGPSVWS is computed using the following formula:

PAGPSVWS = PAGVWS / DURATION

Range of Value:

PAGPSVWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPSVWS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that use
these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring
between expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGPSVWS
is the z/Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGPSVME data element (VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor).

PAGPS1RN - First Reference Faults per Sec

PAGPS1RN contains the average number of first page reference faults taken per second over the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAG1RN - First Reference Faults

Element Derivation:

PAGPS1RN is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION AND PAG1RN NE . THEN PAGPS1RN=PAG1RN/DURATION;

Range of Value:

PAGPS1RN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPS1RN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGPWS - Primary Work Set Pages Migrated From ES

PAGPWS contains the number of primary working set pages migrated from expanded storage to auxiliary storage during
the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGPWS is set to a missing value.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSPWS - Primary Work Set Pages/Sec Migr From ES

Element Derivation:

PAGPWS contains the value input from field SMF71PWS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGPWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGPWS contains the sum of all PAGPWS values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGQ - SQA Fixed Frames

The sum of all sampled values during the RMF measurement interval of real storage frames containing pages belonging
to the System Queue Area (SQA) and CSA subpools 227, 228, 239.

For systems containing the expanded storage feature, this variable does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVQ  - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGQ contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71AVQ of the RMF Type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

This number may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGQ contains the sum of all occurrences of PAGQ encountered in the summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable is used primarily for calculating the values of other variables at higher levels of summarization. SQA pages
are fixed by definition.

PAGR - Private Fixed Frames

PAGR contains the product of the average number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames containing private
address space storage pages and the adjusted number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval. PAGR
does not include LSQA pages or expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVLS  - Avg LSQA Fixed Frames
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            PAGAVR   - Avg Private Fixed Frames

            PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

            PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

            PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (minus samples skipped)

            PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

            PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

Element Derivation:

PAGR contains the product of the adjusted RMF sample count and one of the following fields in the RMF type 71 Paging
Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVR - z/OS 2.1 and earlier the value input from field
• SMF71LVR - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

The adjusted sample count is computed by subtracting the values input from fields SMF71IS1 (data element PAGSKCNT)
and SMF71IS2 (data element PAGSKNEG) from the total RMF sample count, field SMF71SAM (data element
PAGRSMP).

Range of Value:

PAGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the size of the private area.

Summarization Process:

PAGR contains the sum of all values of PAGR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate calculate PAGAVR, Avg Private Fixed Frames.

Two fields are present in the RMF Type 71 record that contain counts of samples skipped during examination of fixed CSA
frames as well as fixed private frames. Samples can be skipped due to negative calculation results or due to a counting
failure (for example, when the status of storage frames changes while RMF is scanning queues for fixed frames).

The actual counts of samples skipped are maintained in data elements PAGSKNEG and PAGSKCNT. PAGRSMP2
reflects the proper sample count to use in recalculating data elements describing CSA or private fixed frames.

PAGRES - Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGRES is the total number of pages that were read from expanded storage to real storage due to demand activity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGRES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPEA   - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

             PAGPES   - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGRES contains the value input from field SMF71RES of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGRES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGRES contains the sum of all values of PAGRES processed in the level of summarization.
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PAGRGS - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGRGS contains the product of the average number of expanded storage frames containing Region and SWA pages,
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGRGS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGR    - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGS    - Private Space Pageable Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGRGS contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71RAE of SMF type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGRGS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGRGS contains the sum of all values of PAGRGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGRGS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVRGS, Avg Region+SWA Pages in Expanded
Storage.

PAGRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User Swaps

PAGRLS contains the number of swaps performed in order to make room in central storage to swap in an address space
that has been swapped out too long.

The System Resource Manager (SRM) monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring
these levels to within installation-specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. The SRM monitors
the duration of swap-outs and, if no other condition has made it possible to swap in an address space that has been
swapped out for a long time, the SRM will make room in central storage for it by swapping out other address spaces.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGRLS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGRLS contains the value input from the 14th occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGRLS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of PAGTOSWP (Total
Swaps).
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Summarization Process:

PAGRLS contains the sum of all values of PAGRLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

PAGRSMP contains the total number of RMF samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR   - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGISS   - Invalid Sample Flag

             PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

             PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

             PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (Minus Samples Skipped)

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGRSMP contains the value input from field SMF71SAM of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGRSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:

PAGRSMP contains the sum of all PAGRSMP values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

The paging activity record also contains two fields recording the number of samples skipped due to negative calculations
(PAGSKNEG) or count failures (PAGSKCNT). A second sample count, data element PAGRSMP2, is calculated by
subtracting these two values from PAGRSMP. These skipped samples only affect values describing private or CSA fixed
frame allocations.

PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (minus samples skipped)

PAGRSMP2 is the total number of samples collected for private and CSA fixed storage frames during the measurement
period, minus any samples skipped due to negative calculations or count failures.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR   - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGISS   - Invalid Samples Flag

             PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

             PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

             PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGRSMP2 is set as follows:

    PAGRSMP2 = PAGRSMP - PAGSKNEG - PAGSKCNT

Range of Value:

PAGRSMP2 ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate, the length of the period
during which samples were taken, and the number of samples skipped.

Summarization Process:

PAGRSMP2 contains the sum of all values of PAGRSMP2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

PAGRSS contains the number of swap-outs that occurred during the RMF measurement interval because of a shortage of
central storage.

In this context, a shortage of central storage occurs when:

• The number of pages on the AFQ (Available Frame Queue) is too low or is zero.
• The ratio of fixed pages to total pages is too high.

PAGRSS reflects all swap candidates (physical, logical, and expanded storage swaps).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGRSS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps
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             PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

             PAGPCRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swap Pct

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             PAGTXS   - Transition Swaps

             PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGRSS contains the value input from the 5th occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGRSS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of SWPTOSWP
(Total Swaps).

Summarization Process:

PAGRSS is set to the sum of all PAGRSS values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SRM responds to a central storage shortage by first stealing pages from active address spaces and the common area, but
as a last resort will swap out the memory obtaining new frames at the fastest rate. The optimum value for this variable is
zero.

PAGS - Private Space Pageable Frames

PAGS contains the product of the average number of private pageable pages (not marked bad or offline) in central
storage and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurment interval. PAGS does not include expanded
storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGS contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVS - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVS - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS contains the sum of all values of PAGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVS, Avg Private Pageable Frames.
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PAGSBI - System Pageable Areas Block Page-Ins

PAGSBI contains the number of block page-ins from system pageable areas completed during the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLBI - LPA Block Page Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGSBI contains the value input from field SMF71SBI of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSBI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSBI contains the sum of all values of PAGSBI processed in the level of summarization.

PAGSCMCT - Intvls with SCM Enabled

PAGSCMCT is the total number of measurement intervals where Storage Class Memory (SCM) support was enabled.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGSCMCT is derived from field SMF71RFL of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. This
field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of PAGSCMCT is set depending on the value of bit
0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '1.......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of PAGSCMCT is either 0, meaning that SCM was not supported, or 1, meaning that
SCM support was enabled.

Summarization Process:

PAGSCMCT contains the sum of all PAGSCMCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGSGB - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Fixed<16MB

PAGSGB contains the average number of shared page group pages that resided below the 16-megabyte line multiplied by
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Page Groups Fixed(16MB

             PAGMNSGB - Min Shared Page Groups Fixed(16MB

             PAGMXSGB - Max Shared Page Groups Fixed(16MB

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSGB contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGB and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSGB contains the sum of all values of PAGSGB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGB is maintained in the database for the sole purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVSGB.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGSGC - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in CS

PAGSGC contains the average number of shared page group pages in central storage multiplied by the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Page Groups in CS

             PAGMNSGC - Min Shared Page Groups in CS

             PAGMXSGC - Max Shared Page Groups in CS

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSGC contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGC and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSGC contains the sum of all values of PAGSGC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGC is maintained in the database for the sole purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVSGC.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.
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PAGSGE - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in ES

PAGSGE contains the average number of shared page group pages in expanded storage multiplied by the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGSGE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

             PAGMNSGE - Min Shared Page Groups in ES

             PAGMXSGE - Max Shared Page Groups in ES

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSGE contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGE and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSGE contains the sum of all values of PAGSGE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGE is maintained in the database for accurately calculating PAGAVSGE.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGSGF - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Fixed

PAGSGF contains the average number of shared page group fixed frames occupied multiplied by the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Page Groups Fixed

             PAGMNSGF - Min Shared Page Groups Fixed

             PAGMXSGF - Max Shared Page Groups Fixed

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSGF contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGF and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGSGF contains the sum of all values of PAGSGF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGF is maintained in the database for accurately calculating PAGAVSGF.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGSGS - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in System

PAGSGS contains the average number of shared page group pages in the system multiplied by the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Page Groups in System

             PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Page Groups in System

             PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Page Groups in System

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSGS contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGT and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSGS contains the sum of all values of PAGSGS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGS is maintained in the database for accurately calculating PAGAVSGS.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGSGX - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Aux Slots

PAGSGX contains the average number of shared page group pages in auxiliary slots multiplied by the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Pg Grps Aux Slots

             PAGMNSGX - Min Shared Pg Grps Aux Slots

             PAGMXSGX - Max Shared Pg Grps Aux Slots

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PAGSGX contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71AGA and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSGX contains the sum of all values of PAGSGX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSGX is maintained in the database for accurately calculating PAGAVSGX.

Shared pages are storage areas shared by programs within or between address spaces or by data spaces. Especially for
large amounts of data, shared pages reduce storage and I/O resource consumption. Shared pages can also be used as a
method of communication between programs.

PAGSHC - HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

PAGSHC contains the average number of shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar that
were backed in central storage, multiplied by the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGSHC is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSHC - Avg HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSHC contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71PCH and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSHC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSHC contains the sum of all values of PAGSHC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSHC is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSHC, Avg HV Shared Pages in Central Storage.

PAGSHS - HV Shared Pages in System

PAGSHS contains the average number of shared pages with virtual storage addresses above the 2 gigabytes bar
allocated in the entire system, multiplied by the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGSHS is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSHS - Avg HV Shared Pages in System
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             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSHS contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71PTH and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSHS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSHS contains the sum of all values of PAGSHS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSHS is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSHS, Avg HV Shared Pages in System.

PAGSHX - Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGSHX contains the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for shared pages with virtual storage addresses
above the 2 gigabytes bar, multiplied by the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGSHX is applicable only to systems executing in z/Architecture 64-bit addressing mode.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSHX - Avg Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSHX contains the product of the values read from fields SMF71PAH and SMF71SAM of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSHX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSHX contains the sum of all values of PAGSHX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSHX is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSHX, Avg Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages.

PAGSIN - Pages Swapped In from Aux

PAGSIN contains the total number of pages transfered into real storage from auxiliary storage during the RMF
measurement interval because the address space to which the pages belong was being swapped in. Pages swapped in
from expanded storage are not counted in PAGSIN.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins
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             PAGSOT   - Pages Swapped Out to Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGSIN contains the value input from field SMF71SIN of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSIN contains the sum of all values of PAGSIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The pages being counted include Local System Queue Area (LSQA), fixed private area pages, and those pages that the
Real Storage Manager (RSM) determined to be active when the address space was swapped in. The algorithm used in
that determination has undergone many changes during the evolution of the paging subsystems.

PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

PAGSKCNT is the number of RMF samples skipped during the interval due to a nonspecific count failure. These skipped
samples affect only measurements of private and CSA fixed frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR   - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGISS   - Invalid Sample Flag

             PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

             PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

             PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSKCNT contains the value input from field SMF71IS1 of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSKCNT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of the data element PAGRSMP.

Summarization Process:

PAGSKCNT contains the sum of all values of PAGSKCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.
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PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

PAGSKNEG is the number of RMF samples skipped during the interval due to negative results in calculations to
determine the values of measurements of private and CSA fixed frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVC   - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGAVR   - Avg Private Fixed Frames

             PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGISS   - Invalid Sample Flag

             PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

             PAGMNC   - Min CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMNR   - Min Private Fixed Frames

             PAGMXC   - Max CSA Fixed Frames

             PAGMXR   - Max Private Fixed Frames

             PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSKNEG contains the value input from field SMF71IS2 of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSKNEG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of the data element PAGRSMP.

Summarization Process:

PAGSKNEG contains the sum of all values of PAGSKNEG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Be sure to read the discussion of RMF sampling in section 6.6 of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide.

PAGSNI - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

PAGSNI contains the number of page-ins occurring during the measurement interval for Common Storage Area (CSA)
and Link Pack Area (LPA) pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLNI - LPA Page-ins

             PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGSNI contains the value input from field SMF71SNI of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSNI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGSNI is set to the sum of all values of PAGSNI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Common pages (CSA + LPA) are never used for virtual I/O (VIO). LPA pages are considered as part of common virtual
storage, so the pages counted in PAGLNI will also be counted in PAGSNI.

PAGSNO - Common Page-Outs

PAGSNO contains the total number of page-out operations that occurred during the measurement interval in the Common
Storage Area (CSA).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGSNI  - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGSNO contains the value input from field SMF71SNO of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSNO contains the sum of all values of PAGSNO processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Link Pack Area (LPA) is part of the common storage area (CSA), but page-outs are never done from it because the
reentrant modules in it are not modified during system operations.

PAGSO - Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

PAGSO contains the product of the average number of memory objects allocated in the high virtual shared storage of the
system and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGSO is obtained from field SMF71SOA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGSO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSO contains the sum of all values of PAGSO processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

PAGSO is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSO, Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

PAGSOT - Pages Swapped Out to Aux

PAGSOT contains the total number of pages transferred out of either real or expanded storage to auxiliary storage during
the RMF measurement interval because the address space to which they belong was being swapped out. Pages swapped
out to expanded storage are not counted in PAGSOT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux

             PAGPOUT  - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGSIN   - Pages Swapped In from Aux

Element Derivation:

PAGSOT contains the value input from field SMF71SOT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSOT contains the sum of all values of PAGSOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The pages being counted include Local System Queue Area (LSQA), fixed private area pages, and those pages that the
Real Storage Manager (RSM) determined to be active when the address space was swapped out. The precise algorithm
used in that determination has undergone many changes during the evolution of the paging subsystems.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGSPC to PAGUIC
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGSPC through
PAGUIC.

Contents

PAGSPC - System Page Count

PAGSPC is the total number of non-swap pages transferred in either direction between real storage and auxiliary storage
during the measurement interval. This includes page-ins, page-outs, and VIO paging.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPF  - Address Space Page Faults

             PAGPIN  - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGSPC  - System Page Count

             PAGSPG  - Demand Page Count

             PAGSPS  - System Page/Swap Page Count
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             PAGTPF  - Total Page Faults

             PAGVIN  - VIO Page-Ins

             PAGVOT  - VIO Page-Outs

Element Derivation:

PAGSPC is set as follows:

PAGSPC = SUM(PAGSPG,PAGVIN,PAGVOT)

Range of Value:

PAGSPC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSPC contains the sum of all values of PAGSPC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSPC reflects the total traffic of non-swap paging I/O between real storage and the page data sets.

PAGSPG - Demand Page Count

PAGSPG is the total number of non-swap, non-VIO (virtual I/O) pages transferred (either direction) between real storage
and auxiliary storage during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPF   - Address Space Page Faults

             PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGPOUT  - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

             PAGSPC   - System Page Count

             PAGSPS   - System Page/Swap Page Count

             PAGTPF   - Total Page Faults

Element Derivation:

PAGSPG is set as follows:

PAGSPG = SUM(PAGPIN,PAGPOUT)

Range of Value:

PAGSPG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSPG contains the sum of all values of PAGSPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSPG reflects a portion of the amount of paging I/O occurring in the system. Demand paging, by definition, excludes
swap paging and VIO activity, which are best considered separately although they may share real and auxiliary storage
with demand activity.
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PAGSPS - System Page/Swap Page Count

PAGSPS is the total number of pages transferred in either direction between real storage and auxiliary storage during the
measurement interval. This includes page-ins, page-outs, VIO paging, and swapping.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPF  - Address Space Page Faults

             PAGPIN  - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

             PAGSIN  - Pages Swapped In

             PAGSOT  - Pages Swapped Out

             PAGSPC  - System Page Count

             PAGSPG  - Demand Page Count

             PAGSPS  - System Page/Swap Page Count

             PAGTPF  - Total Page Faults

             PAGVIN  - VIO Page-Ins

             PAGVOT  - VIO Page-Outs

Element Derivation:

PAGSPS is set as follows:

PAGSPS = SUM (PAGSPC,PAGSIN,PAGSOT)

Range of Value:

PAGSPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSPS contains the sum of all values of PAGSPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSPS reflects the total traffic of paging I/O between real storage and the page data sets.

PAGSQE - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGSQE contains the product of the average number of expanded storage frames containing SQA pages and the number
of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGSQE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PAGSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGSQE contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ASE of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.
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Range of Value:

PAGSQE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSQE contains the sum of all values of PAGSQE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSQE is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSQE, Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage.

PAGSQR - SQA Pages in Central Storage

PAGSQR contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing SQA storage pages and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGSQR does not include expanded storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGSQR contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ASR of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSQR contains the sum of all values of PAGSQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSQR is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSQR, Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage.

PAGSR - HV Shr Stor 4KB Pages Backed Central

PAGSR contains the product of the average number of 4KB pages from high virtual shared storage that are backed in
central storage and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVSR - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGSR is obtained from field SMF71SRA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:
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PAGSR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSR contains the sum of all values of PAGSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSR is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVSR, Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pages Backed Central.

PAGSSQ - Address Space Swap Sequences

PAGSSQ contains the total number of completed physical swap sequences (one out and one in) during the measurement
interval. PAGSSQ includes swap sequences involving both expanded and auxiliary storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGESD   - Ext. Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             PAGLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             PAGMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             PAGSIN   - Pages Swapped In from Aux

             PAGSOT   - Pages Swapped Out to Aux

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGSSQ contains the value input from field SMF71SSQ of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGSSQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGSSQ contains the sum of all values of PAGSSQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGSSQ is the count of all swap sequences. For swap sequences involving I/O (auxiliary storage), you should examine
the following elements:

• PAGAXD - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps
• PAGLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps
• PAGMIG - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

For swap sequences that do not involve I/O (expanded storage), you should examine the following elements:

• PAGESD - Extended Storage Directed Physical Swaps
• PAGLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

There are three types of swap counts:

• A swap is a movement of an address space one way or the other between the SRM IN queue and one of the other
SRM queues. A swap may be a logical swap (no I/O involved) or a physical swap (actual page movement occurs).

• A swap sequence is a completed pair of physical swaps, one in for one out.
• A swap page count is the number of pages moved during one physical swap.
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PAGS1 - Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

PAGS1 contains the product of the average total number of 4KB high virtual shared memory pages and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS1 - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGS1 is obtained from field SMF71S1A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGS1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS1 contains the sum of all values of PAGS1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVS1, Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages.

PAGS2 - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

PAGS2 contains the product of the average number of shared memory objects that can be backed in 1MB frames and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS2 - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGMNS2 - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGMXS2 - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGS2 is obtained from field SMF71S2A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGS2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS2 contains the sum of all values of PAGS2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS2 is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVS2, Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames.
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PAGS3 - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

PAGS3 contains the product of the average number of frames in use for shared high virtual 4K pages and the number of
RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVS3 - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGMNS3 - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGMXS3 - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGS3 is obtained from field SMF71S3A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGS3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS3 contains the sum of all values of PAGS3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS3 is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVS3, Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages.

PAGS4 - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

PAGS4 contains the product of the average number of high virtual memory 1MB pages used for shared memory objects
backed in central storage and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS4 - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMNS4 - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGMXS4 - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGS4 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71S4A,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGS4 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS4 contains the sum of all values of PAGS4 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS4 is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVS4, Avg HV Shared Memory 1MB Pages.
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PAGS5 - Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGS5 contains the product of the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are
backed on DASD and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS5 - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGS5 is obtained from field SMF71S5A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGS5 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS5 contains the sum of all values of PAGS5 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS5 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVS5, Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages.

PAGS6 - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

PAGS6 contains the product of the average number of auxiliary storage slots used for high virtual shared pages that are
backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM), and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVS6 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGS6 is obtained from field SMF71S6A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGS6 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS6 contains the sum of all values of PAGS6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVS6, Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages.
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PAGS7 - Shared Pages Backed SCM

PAGS7 contains the product of the average number of shared pages backed on Storage Class Memory (SCM) and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVS7 - Avg Shared Pages Backed SCM

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGS7 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71S7A,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGS7 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGS7 contains the sum of all values of PAGS7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGS7 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVS7, Avg Shared Page Groups Backed on SCM.

PAGT - Total Frames

PAGT contains the product of the average number of used central storage frames (those not containing the nucleus) and
the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval. PAGT excludes page frames that can be regarded
as fixed for the life of an IPL.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVT   - Avg Total Frames     

            PAGC     - CSA Fixed Frames

            PAGFIN   - Frames in Nucleus

            PAGLF    - LPA Fixed Frames

            PAGLS    - LSQA Fixed Frames

            PAGP     - CSA Frames

            PAGQ     - SQA Fixed Frames

            PAGR     - Private Fixed Frames

            PAGX     - Total Fixed Frames

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGT contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVT - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVT - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:
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PAGT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGT contains the sum of all values of PAGT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVT, Avg Total Frames.

PAGTFC - Page Frames in Central Storage

PAGTFC contains the product of the number of central storage frames eligible for paging (those not marked bad or offline
and not containing the nucleus) and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGTFC counts frames (a unit of central storage), not pages (a unit of virtual storage).

PAGTFC does not include expanded storage frames nor frames used by HSA or PR/SM.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGTFC contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71TFC of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTFC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTFC contains the sum of all values of PAGTFC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGTFC is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVTFC, Avg Page Frames in Central Storage.

PAGTIS - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

PAGTIS contains the number of swap-outs that occurred during the RMF measurement interval because a terminal was
awaiting input. This value includes both physical and logical swaps.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTIS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLGS   - Logical Swapout Candidates

             PAGTOS   - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:
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PAGTIS contains the value input from the second occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGTIS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTIS contains the sum of all values of PAGTIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A terminal input wait is recognized when the last dispatchable task in an address space issues a TERMWAIT SYSEVENT
signal (usually as part of a TGET operation).

The distinction between logical swap candidates and logically swapped address spaces is the distinction between
"attempt" and "succeed". A TSO address space becomes a candidate for logical swap when it enters either terminal input
wait or terminal output wait. A candidate is accepted for logical swap if its previous "think time" was shorter than a system-
wide criterion value and if there is sufficient available space in real storage. If a candidate is not accepted for logical swap,
it is physically swapped out of real storage.

The difference between PAGTIS and PAGLGS is that PAGTIS counts candidates whereas PAGLGS counts TSO address
spaces that are accepted for logical swap.

PAGTISP - Aux or ES Terminal Input Swaps

PAGTISP contains the number of auxiliary or expanded storage swap-outs that occurred due to a terminal awaiting input
during the RMF measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTISP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTIS   - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

             SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

Element Derivation:

PAGTISP contains the sum of the values input from the second occurrence of fields SMF71AXD, SMF71LES,
SMF71LAX, SMF71ESD, and SMF71MIG of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTISP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTISP contains the sum of all values of PAGTISP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between PAGTIS and PAGTISP is that PAGTIS counts terminal input swap candidates whereas PAGTISP
counts TSO address spaces that are swapped to expanded or auxiliary storage.
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PAGTLS - Total Logical Swaps

PAGTLS contains the total number of logical swaps that occured during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PAGTLS contains the value input from field SMF71TLS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTLS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTLS contains the sum of all PAGTLS values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGTOS - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

PAGTOS contains the number of physical and logical swap-outs that occured because a TSO address space entered a
terminal output wait (OWAIT) state during the RMF measurement interval.

A TSO address space enters an OWAIT state when the address space generates terminal output faster than the terminal
accepts it and all the terminal buffers are exhausted.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTOS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTIS   - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGTOS contains the value input from the first occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTOS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTOS contains the sum of all values of PAGTOS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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PAGTOSP - Aux or ES Terminal Output Swaps

PAGTOSP is the number of physical swap-outs to auxiliary or expanded storage that occurred because a TSO address
space entered a terminal output wait state (OWAIT) during the RMF measurement interval.

An address space enters an OWAIT state when the processor generates terminal output faster than the terminal accepts
it and all the terminal buffers are exhausted.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTOSP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOS   - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

             SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

Element Derivation:

PAGTOSP contains the sum of the values input from the first occurrence of fields SMF71AXD, SMF71LES, SMF71LAX,
SMF71ESD, and SMF71MIG of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTOSP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTOSP contains the sum of all values of PAGTOSP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between PAGTOS and PAGTOSP is that PAGTOS counts terminal output swap candidates whereas
PAGTOSP counts TSO address spaces that are swapped to expanded or auxiliary storage.

PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

PAGTOSWP contains the total number of physical and logical swaps that occurred during the RMF measurement interval,
regardless of the reason for the swap.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTOSWP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGSSQ   - Address Space Swap Sequences

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGTOSWP contains the sum of all occurrences of the field SMF71TOT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGTOSWP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTOSWP is set to the sum of all values of PAGTOSWP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGTOSWP counts logical as well as physical swaps. To see actual physical swaps, examine PAGSSQ, Address Space
Swap Sequences. There are three types of swap counts:

• A swap count is a movement of an address space one way or the other between the SRM IN queue and one of the
other SRM queues. A swap may be a logical swap (no I/O involved) or a physical swap (actual page movement
occurs).

• A swap sequence count is a completed pair of physical swaps, one in for one out.
• A swap page count is the number of pages moved during one physical swap.

PAGTPF - Total Page Faults

PAGTPF is the number of total page faults. This includes address space page-ins, VIO page-ins, and the system's CSA
+LPA page-ins.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAPF - Address Space Page Faults

             PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

             PAGVIN - VIO Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGTPF contains the sum of the values read from fields SMF71PIN, SMF71VIN, and SMF71VRC of the SMF type 71
Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTPF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTPF contains the sum of all values of PAGTPF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGTS - Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGTS contains the product of the average total number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks available to the
Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVTS - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGTS is obtained from field SMF71TSA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGTS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTS contains the sum of all values of PAGTS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGTS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVTS, Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks.

PAGTSC - Local Page DS Slots

PAGTSC contains the number of local page data set slots.

PAGTSC counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of
real storage).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVA   - Avg Local Page DS Slots

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

PAGTSC contains the value input from field SMF71TSC of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGTSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTSC contains the sum of all values of PAGTSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVA, Avg Local Page DS Slots.

PAGTWS - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

PAGTWS contains the number of physical swap operations carried out on address spaces waiting for terminal input or
output during the RMF measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTWS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLGS   - Logical Swapout Candidates

             PAGTIS   - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTISP  - Aux or ES Terminal Input Swaps
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             PAGTOS   - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

             PAGTOSP  - Aux or ES Terminal Output Swaps

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL time span, PAGTWS is computed using the following algorithm:

    PAGTWS = SUM(PAGTISP,PAGTOSP)

At higher time spans, the value is accumulated.

Range of Value:

PAGTWS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTWS is set to the sum of all values of PAGTWS contained in the level of summarization.

PAGTXS - Transition Swaps

PAGTXS contains the number of swap-outs that occurred during the RMF measurement interval because an address
space issued a TRANSWAP SYSEVENT.

PAGTXS includes all swap candidates (physical, logical, and expanded storage swaps).

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGTXS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

             PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

             PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             PAGULS   - Unilateral Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGTXS contains the value input from the 11th occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity
record.

Range of Value:

PAGTXS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGTXS contains the sum of all values of PAGTXS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The reconfiguration area (RA) is the space set aside according to the installation's specification of the RSU= parameter in
the active IAESYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.
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Suppose a major segment of real storage goes bad or must be marked off-line for maintenance. An IPL might be avoided
if that segment's frames could be rapidly cleared. The Real Storage Manager (RSM) has algorithms that attempt such a
clearing, but the algorithms assume prior separation of those pages which will remain in storage for long periods of time.

For RSM's purposes, long-term pages are those in the System Queue Area (SQA), in common fixed storage, in the
Local System Queue Area (LSQA), or private fixed storage belonging to non-swappable address spaces. All others are
considered short-term. Long-term pages are usually placed into "preferred storage" (everything other than the RA); short-
term pages tend to go into "non-preferred storage" (the RA).

Address space space creation has no way of knowing that a new space will, in the future, be made non-swappable.
All of the new space's pages (including LSQA) will generally go into non-preferred storage. The address space may
subsequently become non-swappable. At that time, its LSQA pages (always fixed) and any explicitly fixed pages qualify
for preferred status.

There is only one RSM mechanism for moving a fixed page between non-preferred and preferred storage: physically
swap-out its owning address space and then swap it back in again. A newly non-swappable address space achieves that
status only after it has gone through such a cycle.

An address space will become non-swappable either because it passes control to a program marked "non-swappable" in
the Program Properties Table (PPT) or because one of its tasks issues a TRANSWAP SYSEVENT signal. TRANSWAP is
used by address spaces that must transit from being swappable to non-swappable during their execution.

For example, an application (such as a sort) may use a non-standard Access Method (AM) which builds its own Channel
Program (CP) and then issues EXCP to start an I/O. The private page that holds the CP must be fixed for the life of the
I/O operation. During the wait for the I/O to complete, the address space (and its fixed pages) could be swapped out. To
prevent such a disaster, the AM must issue TRANSWAP to make itself non-swappable. It will then be swapped out and
back in but its fixed pages will go into preferred storage.

64-bit Shared Pg Grps

PAGT6 contains the product of the average number of 64-bit shared page groups in the system and the number of RMF
samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGT6 is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PAGAVT6  - Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMNT6  - Min 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGMXT6  - Max 64-bit Shared Pg Grps

            PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGT6 contains the product of the values input from field SMF71SAM, in the RMF Product section, and field SMF71A6T,
in the Paging Data section, of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGT6 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGT6 contains the sum of all values of PAGT6 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGT6 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVT6, Avg 64-bit Shared Pg Grps.
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PAGU - Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

PAGU contains the product of the average number of local page data set slots that were found to be neither marked
"unusable" nor allocated to a page or VIO block and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVU  - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGU contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVU - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVU - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGU contains the sum of all values of PAGU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVU, Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots.

PAGUIC - Total System High UIC

PAGUIC is the product of the average system high unreferenced interval count (the total number of seconds an
inactive page frame resides in central storage before being stolen) and the number of RMF samples taken during the
measurement interval.

PAGUIC is valid only for systems executing at z/OS V1R7 and earlier. For z/OS V1R8 and later, use the Total Current
System UIC (PAGCUI) data element instead.

For each sample, RMF observes the value of the system high unreferenced interval count (UIC). PAGUIC is the sum of
these observed UIC values over the measurement interval multiplied by the number of samples to make it possible to
calculate a true average when summarizing multiple intervals.

A reference bit is associated with each central memory frame in hardware. A memory reference automatically sets the
bit. On an interval basis, the SRM examines each frame's reference bit. If it is on, the bit is turned off. If it is off, then an
unreferenced interval count field associated with each frame and maintained by the system is incremented by the number
of seconds since the aging routine was last performed.

When a reference is made to a page that is not currently residing in main memory, a page fault occurs and memory
management routines must make room for the new page. Normally, a page is found from a store of available frames
called the available frame queue (AFQ). When the AFQ is itself low on pages, the pages with the highest UIC will be
stolen and added to the AFQ. Since these pages have not been referenced for a while, the likelihood is that they will not
be needed again soon.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC
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             PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-out Address Spaces

             PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

             PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

             PAGPIN   - Non-VIO Non-swap Pages-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGUIC contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71ACA of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record, divided by 10.

Range of Value:

PAGUIC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. For systems executing at z/
OS V1R8 or later, PAGUIC is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAGUIC contains the sum of all values of PAGUIC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGUIC is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVUIC, Average System High UIC.

The memory management routines map a program's virtual address space to central storage frames. There are usually
more virtual pages of programs than there are central memory frames to accommodate them. This necessitates a policy
of sharing the available real memory in order to minimize contention.

A least-recently-used (LRU) algorithm, where pages that go unreferenced for long intervals are identified and moved to
auxiliary storage to make room for more active pages, ensures that only the most active pages will reside in extended
storage at any given time.

The system UIC is the best single measurement available for the degree of memory utilization and memory contention.
However, pages that are subject to storage isolation are exempt from UIC updating and are excluded from the UIC
calculation entirely. In systems with significant use of storage isolation, the system UIC must be interpreted carefully.

The system UIC is accessed by systems management routines to establish thresholds for logical swapping, which in turn
can become a major user of memory resources. System think time thresholds for logical swap qualification are adjusted
dynamically according to whether or not memory is overcommitted, as measured by the system high UIC.

The system UIC and system paging are inversely related. At the maximum UIC value, system paging is normally quite
low. When contention for memory increases, page faults result. In order to make room for demand pages, page stealing
occurs, acquiring pages with the highest UIC. At very low values of the system high UIC, paging is likely to be substantial.

Your installation should track closely the precise relationship between UIC values and paging rates since this tends to be
influenced both by the types of applications and the application mix.

SCPPAG Data Dictionary Elements: PAGULS to PAG4K
This article lists Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) data dictionary elements in alphabetical order from PAGULS through
PAG4K.

Contents

PAGULS - Unilateral Swaps

PAGULS contains the number of swap-outs that occurred because the multiprogramming level for a domain became
higher than the target multiprogramming level specified for that domain.

PAGULS represents all swap candidates (physical, logical, and expanded storage swaps).
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGULS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGASS   - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGDWS   - Detected Wait Swaps

             PAGEES   - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

             PAGEXS   - Exchange Swaps

             PAGLWS   - Long Wait Swaps

             PAGNRS   - Request Swaps

             PAGPCULS - Unilateral Swap Pct

             PAGRSS   - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

             PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             PAGTWS   - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

             PAGTXS   - Transition Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

PAGULS contains the value input from the 10th occurrence of field SMF71TOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGULS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGULS is set to the sum of all values of PAGULS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGUS - Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

PAGUS contains the product of the average number of 4KB Storage Class Memory (SCM) blocks in-use by the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM), and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA38660.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVUS - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

             PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGUS is obtained from field SMF71USA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGUS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGUS contains the sum of all values of PAGUS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGUS is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAVUS, Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks.

PAGV - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

PAGV contains the product of the average number of local page data set slots that were allocated to Virtual I/O (VIO)
blocks and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVV  - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGV contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVV - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVV - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGV ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGV contains the sum of all values of PAGV processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVV, Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots.

PAGVIN - VIO Page-Ins

PAGVIN contains the total number of VIO page-ins that occurred throughout the system during the RMF measurement
interval, including specific page requests for a VIO window and page-ins caused by page faults within the VIO window.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGVOT - VIO Page-outs

Element Derivation:

PAGVIN contains the value input from field SMF71VIN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGVIN is set to the sum of all values of PAGVIN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Common pages (CSA + LPA) are never used for virtual I/O VIO. Address spaces are never used for VIO either.

PAGVIR - VIO Pages in Central Storage

PAGVIR contains the product of the average number of central storage frames containing VIO storage pages and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

PAGVIR is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PAGVIR is obtained from field SMF71AVI of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads
this field with the average value during the measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element
PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of this data to higher levels.

Range of Value:

PAGVIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGVIR contains the sum of all values of PAGVIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAGVIR is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVVIR, Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage.

PAGVME - VIO Pages Written to Exp Stor

PAGVME is the total number of VIO pages transferred by the Real Storage Manager (RSM) from central storage to
expanded storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGVME is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSVME - VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGVME contains the value input from field SMF71VME of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVME contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGVME contains the sum of all values of PAGVME processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

PAGVMG - VIO Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

PAGVMG is the total number of VIO pages migrated from expanded storage through central storage to auxiliary storage
during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGVMG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSVMG - VIO Pages/Second Migrated from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGVMG contains the value input from field SMF71VMG of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVMG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Summarization Process:

PAGVMG contains the sum of all values of PAGVMG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In general, migration from expanded storage to auxiliary storage is undesirable. If a VIO page (or any other kind, for that
matter) ends up on an auxiliary storage page data set eventually anyway, the temporary use of expanded storage and the
I/O and central storage resources used to migrate it could have been conserved if the page had been directed to auxiliary
storage in the first place.

Although it is impractical to tune expanded storage use parameters to the point of eliminating migration entirely, migration
should be minimized and any increase should be investigated.

PAGVOT - VIO Page-Outs

PAGVOT contains the total number of VIO page-outs that occurred throughout the system during the RMF measurement
interval, including specific output requests to a VIO window and page-outs caused by page steals within the VIO window.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGVIN - VIO Page-Ins

Element Derivation:

PAGVOT contains the value input from field SMF71VOT of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGVOT contains the sum of all values of PAGVOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Common pages (CSA + LPA) are never used for VIO. Address spaces are never used for VIO either.

PAGVPX - VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGVPX contains the product of the average number of expanded storage frames containing VIO storage pages and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGVPX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

             PAGRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGVPX contains the product of the values input from fields SMF71SAM and SMF71AVE of the SMF type 71 Paging
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVPX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the amount of online expanded
storage frames multiplied by the number of RMF samples.

Summarization Process:

PAGVPX contains the sum of all values of PAGVPX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is maintained for the purpose of accurately computing PAGAVVPX, Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage.

PAGVRE - VIO Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGVRE contains the total number of VIO pages transferred by the Real Storage Manager (RSM) from expanded storage
to central storage during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, PAGVRE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSVRE - VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

Element Derivation:

PAGVRE contains the value input from field SMF71VRE of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVRE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the paging
capability of the auxiliary storage subsystem.
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Summarization Process:

PAGVRE contains the sum of all values of PAGVRE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGVRS - VIO Pages Read from Central Storage

PAGVRS contains the total number of VIO pages read from central storage during the RMF measurement interval.

PAGVRS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSVRS - VIO Pages/Sec Read from Central Storage

Element Derivation:

PAGVRS contains the value input from field SMF71VRS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGVRS contains the sum of all values of PAGVRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. To retain support for applications that use these
services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring between
expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGVRS is the z/
Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGVRE data element (VIO Pages Read from Expanded Storage).

PAGVSC - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

PAGVSC contains the number of local page data set slots allocated to virtual storage addressable pages at the end of the
RMF measurement interval.

PAGVSC counts slots (the unit of auxiliary paging storage), not pages (the unit of virtual storage) or frames (the unit of
real storage).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVM   - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

             PAGTSC   - Local Page DS Slots

             PAGDSC   - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

Element Derivation:

PAGVSC contains the value input from field SMF71VSC of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:
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PAGVSC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGVSC contains the sum of all values PAGVSC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between (PAGVSC/INTERVLS) and PAGAVM is that PAGVSC is sampled only once per RMF recording
interval whereas PAGAVM is obtained from multiple samples per interval. PAGAVM is the "better" statistic in the sense
that it is derived from a larger number of observations.

PAGVWS - VIO Pages Written to Central Storage

PAGVWS contains the total number of VIO pages written to central storage during the RMF measurement interval.

PAGVWS is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGPSVWS - VIO Pages/Sec Written to Central Stg

Element Derivation:

PAGVWS contains the value input from field SMF71VWS of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGVWS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGVWS contains the sum of all values of PAGVWS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. To retain support for applications that use these
services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in central storage, and page movements, instead of occurring between
expanded and central storage in ESA/390 mode, now take place within central storage. Therefore, PAGVWS is the z/
Architecture equivalent to ESA/390 mode PAGVME data element (VIO Pages Written to Expanded Storage).

PAGWM1MB - High Water Mark 1MB Frames Used 1MB Req

PAGWM1MB contains the maximum number of 1 MB frames that were used to satisfy requests for fixed 1MB pages over
the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PAGWM2GB - High Water Mark for 2GB Frames

Element Derivation:

PAGWM1MB contains the value input from field SMF71MHW of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGWM1MB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

PAGWM1MB contains the maximum value of PAGWM1MB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGWM2GB - High Water Mark for 2GB Frames

PAGWM2GB contains the maximum number of 2 GB frames that were used by the system over the measurement
interval.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA48913, and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

   SEE ALSO: None

Element Derivation:

PAGWM2GB contains the value input from field SMF71GUH of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAGWM2GB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAGWM2GB contains the maximum value of PAGWM2GB processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAGX - Total Fixed Frames

PAGX contains the product of the average number of used fixed central storage frames containing pages marked as non-
pageable and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval. PAGX does not include expanded
storage frames.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  PAGAVX  - Avg Total Fixed Frames     

            PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PAGX contains the product of the number of RMF samples (field SMF71SAM) and one of the following fields in the RMF
type 71 Paging Activity record, based on the z/OS release of the data:

• SMF71AVX - z/OS 2.1 and earlier
• SMF71LVX - z/OS 2.2 and later (higher precision)

Range of Value:

PAGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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PAGX contains the sum of all values of PAGX processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAVX, Avg Total Fixed Frames.

PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

PAG1L1 contains the product of the average maximum number of 1MB page frames that can be used by fixed 1MB
pages, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

          PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L1 is obtained from
field SMF71L1A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L1A is different, and PAG1L1 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames to see the information provided in field SMF71L1A
at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L1 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by
practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG1L1 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAG1L1 contains the sum of all values of PAG1L1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAG1L1 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAV1L1, Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed.

PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

PAG1L3 contains the product of the average number of 1MB page frames that are in-use and are no longer available for
fixed 1MB pages, and the number of RMF samples taken during the
measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames
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          PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L3 is obtained from
field SMF71L3A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L3A is different, and PAG1L3 is set to a missing
value. Refer to data element PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames to see the information provided in field SMF71L3A at z/OS
V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L3 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by
practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG1L3 contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAG1L3 contains the sum of all values of PAG1L3 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAG1L3 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAV1L3, Avg 1MB Frames In-Use.

PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

PAG1L7 contains the product of the average number of 1MB page frames that are available for use by fixed 1MB pages,
and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

          PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L7 is obtained from
field SMF71L7A of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71L7A is different, and PAG1L7 is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use to see the information provided in field
SMF71L7A at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG1L7 ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by
practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG1L7 contains a missing value.
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Summarization Process:

PAG1L7 contains the sum of all values of PAG1L7 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAG1L7 is maintained for the purpose of accurately calculating PAGAV1L7, Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages.

PAG1RN - First Reference Faults

PAG1RN contains the total number of first page reference faults taken during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGNRN   - Non-First Reference Faults

             PAGPS1RN - First Reference Faults per Sec

Element Derivation:

PAG1RN contains the value input from field SMF711RN of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

PAG1RN ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PAG1RN contains the sum of all values of PAG1RN processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed   

PAG2GF contains the product of the average maximum number of 2GB page frames that can be used by fixed 2GB
pages, and the number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

This data element was introduced with z/OS Release 2.3.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed 

          PAGGF - Total 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed Pages

          PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

          PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG2GF is obtained from
field SMF71GFA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R2 and earlier, the meaning of field SMF71GFA is different, and PAG2GF is set to a
missing value. Refer to data element PAGGF - Total 2GB Frames for 
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2GB Fixed Pages to see the information provided in field SMF71GFA at z/OS V2R2 and earlier.

Range of Value:

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG2GF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by
practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG2GF contains a missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAG2GF contains the sum of all values of PAG2GF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAG2GF is maintained to calculate PAGAV2GF, Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed.

PAG4K - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

PAG4K contains the product of the average number of 1MB fixed frames used on behalf of 4K page requests and the
number of RMF samples taken during the measurement interval.

Beginning with z/OS Release 2.3, the SMF714KA field in the SMF type 71 subtype 1 record is no longer populated by
IBM. Therefore, MICS assigns a missing value to PAG4K when data
generated at z/OS V2R3 or later is processed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGMN4K - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGMX4K - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

          PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, for SMF data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG4K is obtained from
field SMF714KA of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record. RMF loads this field with the average value during the
measurement interval. MICS then multiplies this value by the data element PAGRSMP in order to permit summarization of
this data to higher levels.

For data generated at z/OS V2R3 and later, field SMF714KA is marked reserved by IBM and PAG4K is set to a missing
value.

Range of Value:

For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R2 or earlier, PAG4K ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds. For data generated by an LPAR running z/OS V2R3 or later, PAG4K contains a
missing value.

Summarization Process:

PAG4K contains the sum of all values of PAG4K processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PAG4K is maintained to accurately calculate PAGAV4K, Avg Fix Frms 1MB On Bhlf Of 4K Page Req.
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Logical Chan/CU Activity File (SCPLCA)
The Logical Channel/CU Activity File quantifies the utilization of each logical control unit. There is a single record
produced for each logical control unit. This file is typically used when reporting on control unit utilization.

This file is derived from the RMF I/O Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

 Contents 

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  LCADFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels
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  X.....   LCAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  LCAADDCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Added

  XDWM..E  LCACHA   - Measured Channel Count

  XDWM..E  LCACHACT - Intvls with LCU Config. Change Attempted

  XDWM..E  LCACHALL - Total Channel Count

  XDWM..E  LCACHGCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Changed

  XDWM..E  LCACMRTM - Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  LCACSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

  XDWM..E  LCACTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

  XDWM..E  LCACTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

  XDWM..E  LCACUB   - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..E  LCACUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  XDWM..E  LCADCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

  XDWM..E  LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCADCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

  XDWM..E  LCADCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCADCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

  XDWM..E  LCADPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  XDWM..E  LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

  XDWM..E  LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

  XDWM..E  LCADWCTM - Transport-Mode Writes for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCADWCTR - FTR Disabled DCM Writes

  XDWM..E  LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

  XDWM..E  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

  XDWM..E  LCAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  XDWM..E  LCAPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

  XDWM..E  LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

  XDWM..E  LCAQRQS  - Queued Requests

  XDWM..E  LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

  XDWM..E  LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

  XDWM..E  LCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  LCASBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation

  XDWM..E  LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

  XDWM..E  LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

  XDWM..E  LCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

  XDWM..E  LCAXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

  XDWM..E  LCAXMBC2 - Intvls with 2nd Ext I/O Measurements

 Minimum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..   LCAMPRQD - Max Pct Requests Deferred

  XDWM..   LCAMSRQD - Max Requests Per Second

  XDWM..E  LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

  XDWM..E  LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used
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  XDWM..E  LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

  XDWM..E  LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

  XDWM..   LCAMXQL  - Max Queue Length

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  LCAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  LCAAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

  XDWM..E  LCAAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  XDWM..E  LCAAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

  XDWM..E  LCAAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

  XDWM..E  LCAAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

  XDWM..   LCAAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

  XDWM..E  LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio

  XDWM..E  LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

  XDWM..E  LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

  XDWM..E  LCAPCCUB - Pct Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..E  LCAPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCAPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

  XDWM..E  LCAPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred: Dir. Port Busy

  XDWM..E  LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

  XDWM..E  LCAPCRQD - Pct Requests Deferred

  XDWM..   LCAPSRQD - Requests Per Second

LCAADDCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Added

LCAADDCT contains the number of intervals in which an LCU was dynamically added via dynamic reconfiguration of
the I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/
O configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

            LCACHACT - Intvls with LCU Config. Change Attempted

            LCACHGCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Changed

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 2 of field R783DST in the I/O Queuing Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record. LCAADDCT is set to 1 if the bit is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCAADDCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAADDCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LCAADDCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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LCAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

LCAAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request on the logical control unit, during the
measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCACMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCAPT GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCACMRTM GT 0) LCAAVCMR=LCACMRTM/LCAPT;

    WHEN (LCACMRTM EQ 0) LCAAVCMR=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAAVCMR=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCAPT EQ 0)      LCAAVCMR=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAAVCMR=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVCMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call or
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCAAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

LCAAVCSW is the average delay time, in seconds, that an I/O operation in this logical control unit encountered between
the acceptance of the start or resume function at the subchannel, and the first channel subsystem attempt to initiate the
operation.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCACSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVCSW is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCAPT GT 0) SELECT;
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    WHEN (LCACSWTM GT 0) LCAAVCSW=LCACSWTM/LCAPT;

    WHEN (LCACSWTM EQ 0) LCAAVCSW=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAAVCSW=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCAPT EQ 0)      LCAAVCSW=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAAVCSW=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVCSW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVCSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

LCAAVCUB is the average amount of time that all I/O requests in this logical control unit were delayed in the channel
subsystem due to control unit delay.

When a device select attempt is unsuccessful due to a control unit busy condition, the I/O processor begins to accumulate
control unit delay time for the device. The LCU for the device with the delayed request is placed on the IOP initiative
queue, and the request is repeatedly retried until it is successful. The delay time is accumulated until the device is
successfully selected or a different delay reason is encountered.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCACUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCAPT GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCACUBTM GT 0) LCAAVCUB=LCACUBTM/LCAPT;

    WHEN (LCACUBTM EQ 0) LCAAVCUB=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAAVCUB=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCAPT EQ 0)      LCAAVCUB=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAAVCUB=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVCUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

LCAAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

LCAAVDCB is the average amount of time, in seconds, that an I/O operation for a channel path managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) was delayed in the channel
subsystem, due to control unit delay.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels

             LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVDCB is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCADCMCB GT 0) LCAAVDCB=LCADCMCB/LCADCMPT;

    WHEN (LCADCMCB EQ 0) LCAAVDCB=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAAVDCB=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT EQ 0)   LCAAVDCB=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAAVDCB=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVDCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVDCB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

LCAAVDCR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a channel path managed by the
Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

             LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVDCR is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCADCMCR GT 0) LCAAVDCR=LCADCMCR/LCADCMPT;

    WHEN (LCADCMCR EQ 0) LCAAVDCR=0;
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    OTHERWISE            LCAAVDCR=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT EQ 0)   LCAAVDCR=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAAVDCR=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVDCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVDCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCAAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

LCAAVDPT is the average rate per second of I/O requests successfully started for all the DCM managed channels used
by this logical control unit. This number represents a rate in I/O operations per second averaged over the measurement
period.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVDPT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT>0) LCAAVDPT=LCADCMPT/DURATION;

  WHEN (LCADCMPT=0) LCAAVDPT=0;

  OTHERWISE         LCAAVDPT=.;

END;

ELSE LCAAVDPT=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVDPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVDPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

LCAAVOEX contains the estimated average number of concurrently active I/O operations on the logical control unit (LCU),
if at least one FICON channel is connected to this LCU. This measurement is commonly referred to as open exchanges.
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 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCACMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

             LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVOEX is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_VAR=SUM(LCACMRTM,LCADVCTM,LCADVDTM);

  IF (LCAFCNCT AND DURATION) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (WRK_VAR GT 0) LCAAVOEX=WRK_VAR/DURATION;

    WHEN (WRK_VAR EQ 0) LCAAVOEX=0;

    OTHERWISE           LCAAVOEX=.;

  END;

  ELSE LCAAVOEX=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAAVOEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVOEX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAAVQL - Avg Queue Length

LCAAVQL is the average number of I/O requests that were queued for any reason for this LCU, identified by data element
LCUID, during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAQRQS  - Queued Requests

             LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAAVQL is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCARQDFR GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN(LCAQRQS GT 0) LCAAVQL=(LCAQRQS-LCARQDFR)/LCARQDFR;

    WHEN(LCAQRQS EQ 0) LCAAVQL=0;

    OTHERWISE          LCAAVQL=.;

  END;

  WHEN(LCARQDFR EQ 0)  LCAAVQL=0;

  OTHERWISE            LCAAVQL=.;

END;
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 Range of Value: 

LCAAVQL ranges from a minimum of 0 (meaning there were no queued I/O requests detected by RMF for this LCU during
the RMF interval) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAAVQL contains the result of the applicable computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio

For all channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID, LCACDINH contains the ratio
of the number of transport-mode writes where First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled was inhibited for Dynamic Channel
Path Measurement (DCM) channels, and the total number of transport-mode writes for DCM channels.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

 See also:  LCADWCTM - Transport-Mode Writes for DCM Channels

            LCADWCTR - FTR Disabled DCM Writes                 

            IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio          

            LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio          

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACDINH is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF LCADWCTM GE 0 AND LCADWCTR GE 0 THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LCADWCTM GT 0) LCACDINH=(LCADWCTM-LCADWCTR)

                                           / LCADWCTM;

    WHEN (LCADWCTM EQ 0) LCACDINH=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCACDINH=.;

  END;

  ELSE LCACDINH=.;

where:

  LCADWCTM
Number of writes that occurred while in transport-mode for DCM channels

 LCADWCTR
Number of writes that occurred while in transport-mode with FTR disabled for DCM channels

 Range of Value: 

LCACDINH ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACDINH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channels transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

Data element LCACDINH provides insight into how often this faster method is inhibited for DCM channels, resulting in
additional control unit interaction overhead.

When all transport-mode writes for DCM channels occur using the more efficient method, LCACDINH is zero. As the
number of transport-mode writes where FTR disabled is inhibited increases, the value of LCACDINH increases to a
maximum value of one (1), meaning that all writes for DCM channels occurred with FTR disabled inhibited.

LCACHA - Measured Channel Count

LCACHA is a count of the number of channel paths installed and online for the LCU.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

As MICS processes the I/O Queuing Configuration Control Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record, it reads all the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Sections. There is one I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section for
each path. If the channel path is installed and online (reported by the R783CPST flags), LCACHA is incremented by 1.

 Range of Value: 

LCACHA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACHA contains the sum of all occurrences of LCACHA that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCACHACT - Intvls with LCU Config. Change Attempted

LCACHACT contains the number of intervals in which an attempt was made to change an LCU via dynamic
reconfiguration of the I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is
activated. An I/O configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or
through the ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

             LCAADDCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Added

             LCACHGCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Changed

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 3 of field R783DST in the I/O Queuing Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record. LCACHACT is set to 1 if the bit is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCACHACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.
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 Summarization Process: 

LCACHACT contains the sum of all occurrences of LCACHACT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCACHALL - Total Channel Count

LCACHALL is the number of channels attached to an LCU, whether or not the channels are installed and online.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCACHA - Measured Channel Count

 Element Derivation: 

LCACHALL contains the value input from field R783CPDN in the I/O Queuing Configuration Control Section of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCACHALL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACHALL contains the sum of all occurrences of LCACHALL that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCACHGCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Changed

LCACHGCT contains the number of intervals in which an LCU was dynamically changed via dynamic reconfiguration
of the I/O configuration. Dynamic reconfiguration is accomplished when an I/O configuration definition is activated. An I/
O configuration definition can be activated through the Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD) dialog or through the
ACTIVATE operator command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: IODFCCCT - Intvls where IODF Config. Changed

            LCAADDCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Added

            LCACHACT - Intvls with LCU Config. Change Attempted

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 1 of field R783DST in the I/O Queuing Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record. LCACHGCT is set to 1 if the bit is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCACHGCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of INTERVLS.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACHGCT contains the sum of all values of LCACHGCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

LCACMRTM - Command Response Time

LCACMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to all channel paths attached to the
logical control unit.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

 Element Derivation: 

LCACMRTM is derived from the field R783CMR in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path, and the values for all channel paths
associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCACMRTM.

 Range of Value: 

LCACMRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACMRTM contains the sum of all LCACMRTM values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCACSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

LCACSWTM is the total amount of delay time, in seconds, that all I/O operations in this logical control unit encountered,
between the acceptance of a start or resume function at the subchannel and the first channel subsystem attempt to initiate
the operation.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACSWTM contains the value input from field R783CSST in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCACSWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACSWTM contains the sum of all LCACSWTM values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

LCACTMW - Transport-Mode Write Count

LCACTMW is the count of writes that occurred while in transport-mode to all channel paths attached to the logical control
unit identified by data element Logical Control Unit ID (LCUID).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  IOCCTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count            

            LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio          

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACTMW is derived from the field R783CTMW in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path. The values for all channel paths, that
are associated with the logical control unit (LCUID), are added together to determine LCACTMW.

 Range of Value: 

LCACTMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACTMW contains the sum of all LCACTMW values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

If both the channel and the control unit support zHPF, then the channel performs I/O operations in transport-mode. If the
control unit does not support zHPF, the channel operates in command mode.

LCACTMW is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio (LCAMDINH).

LCACTRD - FTR Disabled Writes

LCACTRD is the count of writes that occurred while in transport-mode with First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled, for all
channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  IOCCTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACTRD is derived from the field R783CTRD in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78 subtype
3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path. The values for all channel paths, that are
associated with the logical control unit (LCUID), are added together to determine LCACTRD.

 Range of Value: 

LCACTRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACTRD contains the sum of all LCACTRD values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, the channel transfers data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit
(IU) from the control unit. With FTR disabled, the channel transfers data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response.
Therefore, channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

Data element LCACTRD provides the count of writes for channels where FTR was disabled.

LCACTRD is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio (LCAMDINH).

LCACUB - Requests Deferred Control Unit Busy

LCACUB is the total number of I/O requests for this LCU, identified by data element LCUID, which were deferred because
the physical control units serving the devices to which the I/O operations were directed were busy.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCARQS - Total I/O Requests

             LCUID  - Logical COntrol Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACUB contains the value input from field R783CUB in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path. The values for all channel paths
associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCACUB.

 Range of Value: 

LCACUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCACUB contains the sum of all LCACUB values that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Many I/O measurements made by RMF are the result of sampling Unit Control Blocks (UCBs) once each RMF cycle.
Since some of the conditions being sampled reflect events that take place over periods of time shorter than an RMF cycle,
these measurements are not (and are not intended to be) accurate counts of events, but are used to calculate accurate
statistical probabilities of the events or conditions.

LCACUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

LCACUBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations to all devices in this logical control unit were delayed in the
channel subsystem due to control unit delay.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCACUBTM is derived from the field R783CBT in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78 subtype
3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path, and the values for all channel paths associated
with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCACUBTM.

 Range of Value: 

LCACUBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.
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 Summarization Process: 

LCACUBTM contains the sum of all LCACUBTM values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADCM - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

LCADCM contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit contained DCM managed channels.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

             LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

             LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCADCM is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R783DST in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCM contains the sum of all values of LCADCM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

LCADCMBS contains the accumulated control unit busy count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMBS contains the value input from field R783CUBM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMBS contains the sum of all values of LCADCMBS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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LCADCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

LCADCMCB is the total amount of time, in seconds, that all I/O operations for channel paths managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) were delayed in the channel
subsystem, due to control unit delay.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

             LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMCB contains the value input from field R783CBTM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMCB contains the sum of all LCADCMCB values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

LCADCMCR is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to channel paths managed by the
Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels

             LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMCR contains the value input from field R783CMRM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMCR contains the sum of all LCADCMCR values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.
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LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

LCADCMDP contains the accumulated director port busy count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMDP contains the value input from field R783DPBM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity Record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMDP contains the sum of all values of LCADCMDP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

LCADCMPT contains the accumulated path-taken count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMPT contains the value input from field R783PTM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMPT contains the sum of all values of LCADCMPT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

LCADCMSB is the total number of I/O requests, for channel paths managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management
(DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), that were deferred because a director port on a switch
connected to this logical control unit was busy. This number accounts for the sum of I/O requests for all logical partitions
belonging to the same LPAR cluster.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

LCADCMSB contains the value input from field R783SBSM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADCMSB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADCMSB contains the sum of all occurrences of LCADCMSB that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

LCADFDCM contains the number of DCM managed channels defined by the installation, for this logical control unit.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

             LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

             LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Element Derivation: 

LCADFDCM contains the value input from field R783MCDF in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADFDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADFDCM contains the last value of LCADFDCM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADPB - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

LCADPB is the total number of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy ES Connection Director (ESCD) port
attached to the logical control unit identified by the data element LCUID.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: IOCDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

            LCUDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 
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LCADPB is derived from the field R783SPB in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF Type 78 subtype
3 I/O Queuing Activity record written by RMF Monitor I. There is one section for each channel path, and the values for all
channel paths associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCADPB.

 Range of Value: 

LCADPB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADPB contains the sum of all LCADPB values included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

LCADTCNC contains the average connect time for all devices attached to the logical control unit (LCU) over the
measurement interval, if at least one FICON channel is attached to this LCU. This measurement is commonly referred to
as data transfer concurrency.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCADTCNC is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF (LCAFCNCT AND DURATION) THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LCADVCTM GT 0) LCADTCNC=LCADVCTM/DURATION;

    WHEN (LCADVCTM EQ 0) LCADTCNC=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCADTCNC=.;

  END;

  ELSE LCADTCNC=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCADTCNC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADTCNC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

LCADVCTI contains the number of intervals within which the connect time was invalid for at least one of the devices
attached to the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCADVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Tm

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCADVCTI is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R783DSTX of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to zero if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCADVCTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADVCTI contains the sum of all values of LCADVCTI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

LCADVCTM contains the total connect time, in seconds, for all the devices attached to the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

             LCADVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

 Element Derivation: 

LCADVCTM contains the value input from field R783DCTM of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADVCTM contains the sum of all values of LCADVCTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Time

LCADVDTI contains the number of intervals within which the disconnect time was invalid for at least one of the devices
attached to the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

             LCADVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCADVDTI is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R783DSTX of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to zero if the bit is off.
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 Range of Value: 

LCADVDTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADVDTI contains the sum of all values of LCADVDTI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

LCADVCTM contains the total disconnect time, in seconds, for all the devices attached to the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

             LCADVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Tm

 Element Derivation: 

LCADVDTM contains the value input from field R783DDTM of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADVDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADVDTM contains the sum of all values of LCADVDTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCADWCTM - Transport-Mode Writes for DCM Channels

LCADWCTM is the total number of transport-mode writes for Dynamic Channel Path Measurement (DCM) channels
attached to the logical control unit identified by data element Logical Control Unit ID (LCUID).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  LCADWCTR - FTR Disabled DCM Writes                 

            LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio        

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCADWCTM contains the value input from field R783TMWM in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADWCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADWCTM contains the sum of all LCADWCTM values included in the level of summarization.
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 Usage Notes: 

Transport-mode I/O is a channel program format used by High Performance FICON (zHPF).

LCADWCTM is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio (LCACDINH).

LCADWCTR - FTR Disabled DCM Writes

For all channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID, LCADWCTR is the total
number of First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled writes for Dynamic Channel Path Measurement (DCM) channels over the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  LCADWCTM - Transport-Mode Writes for DCM Channels

            LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio        

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCADWCTR contains the value input from field R783TRDM in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCADWCTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCADWCTR contains the sum of all occurrences of LCADWCTR that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channels transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

Data element LCADWCTR provides the count of writes for DCM channels where FTR was disabled.

LCADWCTR is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio (LCACDINH).

LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

LCAFCNCT contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit contained at least one FICON channel.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAFCNCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R783DSTX of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to zero if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCAFCNCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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LCAFCNCT contains the sum of all values of LCAFCNCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

LCAHPAVC contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit had HyperPAV devices.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

             LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

             LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

             LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

             LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

             LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAHPAVC is set to 1 if bit 6 of field R783DST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to zero if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCAHPAVC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAHPAVC contains the sum of all values of LCAHPAVC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAISS - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

LCAISS indicates whether RMF failed to take a sample during any cycle during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

             LCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAISS is derived from the SMF78ISS flag bit in field SMF78FLA of the SMF type 78 subtype 3
I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. LCAISS is set to Y if the field
matches the mask '.1......'B, or N if it does not.

 Range of Value: 

LCAISS has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that no samples were skipped.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAISS is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.
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LCAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

LCAISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

             LCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAISSCT is derived from field SMF78FLA of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of LCAISSCT is set depending on the
value of bit 1 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

 Range of Value: 

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of LCAISSCT is either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or 1,
meaning that samples were skipped.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAISSCT contains the sum of all LCAISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

For all channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID, LCAMDINH contains the ratio
of the number of transport-mode writes where First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled was inhibited, and the total number of
transport-mode writes.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number

 See also:  LCACTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

            LCACTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

            IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

            LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMDINH is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF LCACTMW GE 0 AND LCACTRD GE 0 THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LCACTMW GT 0) LCAMDINH=(LCACTMW-LCACTRD)/LCACTMW;

    WHEN (LCACTMW EQ 0) LCAMDINH=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAMDINH=.;

  END;

  ELSE LCAMDINH=.;

where:

  LCACTMW
Number of writes that occurred while in transport-mode

 LCACTRD
Number of writes that occurred while in transport-mode with FTR disabled

 Range of Value: 
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LCAMDINH ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMDINH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channel transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

Data element LCAMDINH provides insight into how often this faster method is inhibited, resulting in additional control unit
interaction overhead.

When all transport-mode writes occur using the more efficient method, LCAMDINH is zero. As the number of transport-
mode writes where FTR disabled is inhibited increases, the value of LCAMDINH increases to a maximum value of one (1),
meaning that all writes occurred with FTR disabled inhibited.

LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

LCAMNDCM contains the minimum number of DCM managed channels used by this logical control unit, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMNDCM contains the value input from field R783MCMN in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMNDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to LCADFDCM.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMNDCM contains the minimum value of LCAMNDCM processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMPRQD - Max Pct Requests Deferred

LCAMPRQD is the highest percentage of I/O requests deferred for any reason during the measurement period.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAPCRQD - Pct Requests Deferred

             LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

             LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAMPRQD is set to the value of LCAPCRQD. The formula used to calculate the value of
LCAPCRQD is:
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LCAPCRQD = (LCARQDFR*100) / LCARQS

 Range of Value: 

LCAMPRQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. This number may be greater than 100 if the redriven
requests are deferred again.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMPRQD is set to the maximum LCAMPRQD value included in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMSRQD - Max Requests per Second

LCAMSRQD is the maximum I/O request rate per second for the channel path, identified by data element CHANNEL,
during the measurement period. The average I/O request rate for this channel path is calculated for each RMF
measurement interval; the maximum of those averages is given here.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCAPSRQD - Requests Per Second

             LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAMSRQD is equal to LCAPSRQD. The formula used to calculate LCAPSRQD is:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCARQS GT 0) LCAPSRQD=LCARQS/DURATION;

  WHEN (LCARQS EQ 0) LCAPSRQD=0;

  OTHERWISE          LCAPSRQD=.;

END;

ELSE LCAPSRQD=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAMSRQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMSRQD is set to the maximum value of LCAMSRQD included in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

LCAMXAID contains the maximum number of aliases concurrently in use by one of the HyperPAV devices for the logical
control unit identified by data element LCUID. This value includes
any alias loaned by peer LCUs. LCAMXAID contains the maximum number of aliases concurrently in use by one of the
HyperPAV base devices of the logical control unit.
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The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

          LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

          LCUID - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXAID contains the highest value found for field R783HCAD in all HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data sections of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record belonging to the logical control unit.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMXAID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXAID contains the maximum value of LCAMXAID processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

LCAMXAIU contains the maximum number of HyperPAV aliases in use for the logical control unit identified by data
element LCUID. This value does not include aliases borrowed from peer LCUs.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

          LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed
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          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

          LCUID - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXAIU contains the highest value found for field R783HAIU in all HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data sections of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record belonging to the logical control unit.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMXAIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXAIU contains the maximum value of LCAMXAIU processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

LCAMXDCM contains the maximum number of DCM managed channels used by this logical control unit, during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXDCM contains the value input from field R783MCMX in the IOQ Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMXDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to LCADFDCM.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXDCM contains the maximum value of LCAMXDCM processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXHBC - Max Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

LCAMXHBC contains the maximum number of aliases concurrently borrowed from peer LCUs.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used
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          LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXHBC contains the highest value found for field R783XHBC in all HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data sections of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record belonging to the logical control unit.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMXHBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXHBC contains the maximum value of LCAMXHBC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXHLC - Max Aliases Concurrently Loaned

LCAMXHLC contains the maximum number of aliases concurrently loaned to peer LCUs by the LCU identified by data
element LCUID.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

          LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

          LCUID - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXHLC contains the highest value found for field R783XHLC in all HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data sections of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record belonging to the logical control unit.

 Range of Value: 
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LCAMXHLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXHLC contains the maximum value of LCAMXHLC processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

LCAMXIOQ contains the maximum number of I/O requests that were queued for the logical control unit during the
measurement interval.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

             LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

 Element Derivation: 

LCAMXIOQ contains the highest value found for field R783HIOQ in all HyperPAV Data sections of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record belonging to the logical control unit.

 Range of Value: 

LCAMXIOQ ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXIOQ contains the maximum value of LCAMXIOQ processed for the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAMXQL - Max Queue Length

The maximum I/O queue length for this LCU during the MICS reporting interval. The average queue length is calculated
for each RMF measurement interval; the maximum of those averages is given here.

 Type: 

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVQL - Avg Queue Length

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, this variable is set to LCAAVQL. At higher levels, its value is set as specified below.

 Range of Value: 

0 is the minimum value. There is no specific maximum.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAMXQL is set to the highest LCAMXQL value included in the summarization level.
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LCAPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

LCAPATCT contains the number of intervals within which the path attributes were valid for the channel paths associated
with the logical control unit. The channel path attributes are only valid for control units supporting the preferred pathing
function.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCPATAT - Channel Path Attributes

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAPATCT is set to 1 if bit 5 of field R783DST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCAPATCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPATCT contains the sum of all values of LCAPATCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPCCUB - Pct Requests Deferred Control Unit Busy

LCAPCCUB is the percentage of all I/O requests for units on this channel path, identified by data element CHANNEL,
which were delayed because the physical control units serving the devices to which the I/O operations were directed were
busy.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             LCACUB  - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

             LCADPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

             LCAPT   - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCARQS  - Total I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_VAR=SUM(LCAPT,LCACUB,LCADPB);

IF WRK_VAR THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCACUB GT 0) LCAPCCUB=(LCACUB*100/WRK_VAR);

  WHEN (LCACUB EQ 0) LCAPCCUB=0;

  OTHERWISE          LCAPCCUB=.;

END;

ELSE LCAPCCUB=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPCCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 
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LCAPCCUB contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. At higher timespans
LCAPCCUB is recomputed from the summarized values of the data elements used in the derivation.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

LCAPCDBS is the percentage of the I/O requests deferred due to a busy physical control unit, for all DCM managed
channels associated with the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

            LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

            LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCDBS is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_VAR=SUM(LCADCMPT,LCADCMDP,LCADCMBS);

IF (WRK_VAR) THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADCMBS EQ . OR LCADCMPT EQ .) LCAPCDBS=.;

  WHEN (LCADCMBS EQ 0 OR LCADCMPT EQ 0) LCAPCDBS=0;

  OTHERWISE       LCAPCDBS=(LCADCMBS*100/WRK_VAR);

END;

ELSE LCAPCDBS=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPCDBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPCDBS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

LCAPCDDP is the percentage of the I/O requests deferred due to a busy director port, for all DCM managed channels
associated with the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO: LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

            LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

            LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCDDP is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_VAR=SUM(LCADCMPT,LCADCMDP,LCADCMBS);
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IF (WRK_VAR) THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADCMDP EQ . OR LCADCMPT EQ .) LCAPCDDP=.;

  WHEN (LCADCMDP EQ 0 OR LCADCMPT EQ 0) LCAPCDDP=0;

  OTHERWISE       LCAPCDDP=(LCADCMDP*100/WRK_VAR);

END;

ELSE LCAPCDDP=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPCDDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPCDDP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred Dir. Port Busy

LCAPCDPB is the percent of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy ES Connection Director (ESCD) port
attached to the logical control unit identified by the data element LCUID.

 Type: 

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             LCACUB  - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

             LCADPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

             LCAPT   - Number of Times Path was Taken

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCDPB is computed using the following algorithm:

WRK_VAR=SUM(LCAPT,LCACUB,LCADPB);

IF RMFESCDR THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCADPB EQ . OR LCAPT EQ .) LCAPCDPB=.;

  WHEN (LCADPB EQ 0 OR LCAPT EQ 0) LCAPCDPB=0;

  OTHERWISE       LCAPCDPB=(LCADPB*100/WRK_VAR);

END;

ELSE LCAPCDPB=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPCDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPCDPB contains the result of the computation described in the ELEMENT DERIVATION. At higher timespans,
LCAPCDPB is recomputed from the summarized values of the data elements used in the derivation.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

LCAPCNAI contains the percentage of HyperPAV I/Os that could not start for the logical control unit because no alias was
available and the device was not waiting for a reserve to be released from another system.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

             LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCNAI is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCATOHIO GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCATONAI GT 0) LCAPCNAI=(LCATONAI*100)/LCATOHIO;

    WHEN (LCATONAI EQ 0) LCAPCNAI=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAPCNAI=.;

  END;

  WHEN (LCATOHIO EQ 0)   LCAPCNAI=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAPCNAI=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

The value of LCAPCNAI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 100.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPCNAI contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPCRQD - Pct Requests Deferred

LCAPCRQD is the percentage of I/O requests for devices on this channel path, identified by data element CHANNEL, that
were deferred for any reason.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

             LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPCRQD is computed using the following algorithm:

SELECT;

  WHEN (LCARQS GT 0) SELECT;

    WHEN (LCARQDFR GT 0) LCAPCRQD=(LCARQDFR*100)/LCARQS;

    WHEN (LCARQDFR EQ 0) LCAPCRQD=0;

    OTHERWISE            LCAPCRQD=.;
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  END;

  WHEN (LCARQS EQ 0)     LCAPCRQD=0;

  OTHERWISE              LCAPCRQD=.;

END;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPCRQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. This number can be greater than 100 if the redriven
requests are deferred again.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPCRQD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. LCAPCRQD is recalculated
from the summarized values of LCARQDFR and LCARQS.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPSRQD - Requests per Second

LCAPSRQD is the average rate of I/O requests issued for devices on the channel path, identified by the data element
CHANNEL, over the measurement period.

 Type: 

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPSRQD is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

  WHEN (LCARQS GT 0) LCAPSRQD=LCARQS/DURATION;

  WHEN (LCARQS EQ 0) LCAPSRQD=0;

  OTHERWISE          LCAPSRQD=.;

END;

ELSE LCAPSRQD=.;

 Range of Value: 

LCAPSRQD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPSRQD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. LCAPSRQD is recomputed
from the summarized values of DURATION and LCARQS.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAPT - Number of Times Path was Taken

LCAPT is the number of times the channel path was taken during the RMF measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

LCAPT contains the value input from field R783PT of the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF Type 78
subtype 3, I/O Queuing Activity record written by RMF Monitor I. There is one section for each channel path. The values
for all channel paths associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCAPT.

 Range of Value: 

LCAPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAPT contains the sum of all occurrences of LCAPT that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAQRQS - Queued Requests

LCAQRQS is the accumulated count of the requests (the sum of the total queue length) on the CU-HDR queue for the
logical control unit identified by data element LCUID.

When an I/O request is deferred, the I/O processor (IOP) requeues the request and attempts to start it down another path
if one exists. If all paths to the device are busy and at least one busy control unit was encountered, the request is placed
on the control unit header queue (CU-HDR). Each time a request is dequeued from the CU-HDR, RMF counts the number
of remaining requests on the CU-HDR queue and adds that number to an accumulated total. At the end of the interval,
this number is reported by RMF as LCAQRQS.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAAVQL - Avg Queue Length

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCAQRQS contains the value of field R783QSM in the I/O Queuing Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCAQRQS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAQRQS contains the sum of all LCAQRQS values that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred Total

LCARQDFR contains the total number of I/O requests for this LCU (identified by data element LCUID) that were deferred
for any reason.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  LCACUB  - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

             LCAQRQS - Queued Requests

             LCARQS  - Total I/O Requests

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCARQDFR contains the value input from field R783QCT of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCARQDFR ranges from a minimum of 0 (RMF never detected any deferred I/O requests for this LCU throughout the
RMF interval) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCARQDFR contains the sum of all values of LCARQDFR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

Note that double-counting is possible. For example, if an I/O is attempted but has to be queued because the channel is
busy, the channel could be busy again when the I/O is tried the second time. The same is true for all the other "physical
busy" conditions. In extreme cases, the deferred count could be larger than the total count (LCARQS) if I/Os had to be
tried many times before they succeeded.

LCARQS - Total I/O Requests

LCARQS contains the total number of I/O requests for this channel path, identified by data element CHANNEL, that were
issued during the RMF measurement period. This total includes both requests that were started immediately and requests
that were deferred and queued for later service.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

LCARQS is computed using the following algorithm:

LCARQS = LCARQDFR + LCAPT

 Range of Value: 

LCARQS ranges from a minimum of 0 (if there is no I/O detected by RMF for this channel path throughout the RMF
measurement interval) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCARQS contains the sum of all values of LCARQS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

LCARQS includes I/O requests that I/O Services (IOS) cannot start. IOS sends these requests back to the requester
marked "permanent error" (for example, requests to devices with no online paths).

LCARSMP - Number of RMF Samples

LCARSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

             LCAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

 Element Derivation: 

LCARSMP contains the value from field SMF78SAM from SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCARSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

 Summarization Process: 

LCARSMP contains the sum of all LCARSMP values that were included in the level of summarization.

LCASBS - Switch Busy Count Summation

LCASBS is the sum of all I/O requests, for all logical partitions belonging to the same LPAR cluster, that were deferred
because a director port on a switch connected to this logical control unit was busy.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

LCASBS contains the value input from field R783SBS in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each channel path. The values for all channel paths
associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to determine LCASBS.

 Range of Value: 

LCASBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCASBS contains the sum of all occurrences of LCASBS that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCASPAVC - Intvls with SuperPAV Devices

LCASPAVC contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit had SuperPAV devices.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

          LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

          LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias
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          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCASPAVC is set to 1 if bit 7 of field R783DST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to zero if the bit is off.

 Range of Value: 

LCASPAVC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCASPAVC contains the sum of all values of LCASPAVC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

LCATOABC contains the total number of times an alias was borrowed from a peer LCU.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOABC contains the value input from field R783XABC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOABC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOABC contains the sum of all values of LCATOABC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

LCATOALC contains the total number of times an alias was loaned to a peer LCU.
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The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOALC contains the value input from field R783XALC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOALC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOALC contains the sum of all values of LCATOALC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

LCATOANC contains the total number of times an alias was needed to start an I/O for the logical control unit identified by
data element LCUID.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

          LCUID - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 
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LCATOANC contains the value input from field R783XANC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOANC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOANC contains the sum of all values of LCATOANC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available

LCATOAUC contains the total number of times an alias was needed to start an I/O, and the alias was available in the
home LCU.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOAUC contains the value input from field R783XAUC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOAUC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOAUC contains the sum of all values of LCATOAUC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOCBC -  Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

LCATOCBC contains the total number of aliases concurrently borrowed from peer LCUs.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOCBC contains the value input from field R783XCBC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOCBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOCBC contains the sum of all values of LCATOCBC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOCIU - Cumm Aliases in Use When More Needed

LCATOCIU contains the cumulative number of aliases defined to this subsystem that were in use when an alias was
needed.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOCQD - Cumm Queued I/Os When Aliases Needed

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOCIU contains the value input from field R783XCIU in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 
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LCATOCIU ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOCIU contains the sum of all values of LCATOCIU processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

LCATOCLC contains the total number of aliases concurrently loaned to peer LCUs.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOCLC contains the value input from field R783XCLC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOCLC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOCLC contains the sum of all values of LCATOCLC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOCQD - Cumm Queued I/Os When Aliases Needed

LCATOCQD contains the cumulative number of I/Os queued at the subsystem level when aliases were needed.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU
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          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCIU - Cumm Aliases in Use When More Needed 

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOCQD contains the value input from field R783XCQD in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOCQD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOCQD contains the sum of all values of LCATOCQD processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

LCATOHIO contains the total number of HyperPAV I/O requests for the logical control unit.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

             LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

 Element Derivation: 

LCATOHIO contains the value input from field R783HTIO in the HyperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATOHIO ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATOHIO contains the sum of all values of LCATOHIO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

LCATONAG contains the total number of times that an attempt was made to borrow an alias from peer LCUs, but none
were available.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONHC - Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

 Element Derivation: 

LCATONAG contains the value input from field R783XNAG in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATONAG ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATONAG contains the sum of all values of LCATONAG processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

LCATONAI contains the total number of HyperPAV I/Os that could not start for the logical control unit because no alias
was available and the device was not waiting for a reserve to be released from another system.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

             LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

 Element Derivation: 

LCATONAI contains the value input from field R783HNAI in the HyperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATONAI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATONAI contains the sum of all values of LCATONAI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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LCATONHC -  Total Aliases Unavail in Home LCU

LCATONHC contains the total number of times that an alias was needed to start an I/O, but none was available in the
home LCU.

The metric for this data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA49415 for z/OS Releases 2.1 and 2.2 and generally
available with z/OS Release 2.3.     

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO: LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

          LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

          LCATOABC - Total Alias Borrowed from Peer LCU

          LCATOALC - Total Aliases Loaned to Peer LCU

          LCATOANC - Total Alias Needed to Start an I/O

          LCATOAUC - Total Alias Needed and Available 

          LCATOCBC - Total Aliases Concurrently Borrowed

          LCATOCLC - Total Aliases Concurrently Loaned

          LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

          LCATONAG - Total Failed Borrow Attempts

 Element Derivation: 

LCATONHC contains the value input from field R783XAUC in the HyperPAV/SuperPAV Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

LCATONHC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCATONHC contains the sum of all values of LCATONHC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

LCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

LCAVARCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path associated with the logical control
unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID respectively, was modified by the VARY command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCAVAR   - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAVARCT is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. LCAVARCT is set depending on the value of bit 2 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches
the mask '..1.....'B, or 0 if it does not.

 Range of Value: 

LCAVARCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.
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 Summarization Process: 

LCAVARCT contains the sum of all LCAVARCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAVARCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the channel path was not
varied. If it is on (has a value of 1), the channel path was varied. At summarized levels, LCAVARCT represents the
number of intervals during which the channel path was varied, but here it also may be used as a flag, with the exception
that "on" is represented by any positive (non-zero) integer.

LCAXMBC2 - Intvls with 2nd Ext I/O Measurements

For all channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID, LCAXMBC2 contains the
number of intervals where the second extended I/O measurement-block data was available.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LCAXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAXMBC2 is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R783CPXF in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section
of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record is on for any channel path attached to the logical control unit.
Otherwise it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

LCAXMBC2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

LCAXMBC2 contains the sum of all values of LCAXMBC2 processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The second extended measurement block provides transport-mode and first-transfer-ready-disabled information.

LCAXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

For all channel paths attached to the logical control unit identified by data element LCUID, LCAXMBCT contains the
number of intervals where extended I/O measurement-block data was available.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  LCAXMBC2 - Intvls with 2nd Ext I/O Measurements

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

 Element Derivation: 

In the DETAIL timespan, LCAXMBCT is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R783CPXF in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section
of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record is on for any channel path attached to the logical control unit.
Otherwise it is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

LCAXMBCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 
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LCAXMBCT contains the sum of all values of LCAXMBCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

I/O Queuing Configuration File (SCPIOC)
The I/O Queuing Configuration File contains data identifying the configuration of the logical control units based on
the IOCDS created by the IOCP generation process. For each logical control unit, the channel paths and control units
attached to the channel paths are defined. This file is typically used when reporting the channel paths and control units
attached to them.

This file is derived from the RMF Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

  XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  LCUAGC   - AMG Num Defined by Phys Controller

  XDWM..E  LCUAGS   - AMG Num Assigned by z/OS System

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON
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  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  IOCAMGRP - Alias Management Groups Available (Y/N)

  X.....   IOCCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

  X.....   IOCCNF   - Channel Path is Installed

  XDWM..E  IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

  XDWM..E  IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

  XDWM..E  IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

  XDWM..E  IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

  XDWM..   IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

  X.....   IOCDIF   - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

  X.....E  IOCEADM  - EADM Compress Facility Available (Y/N)

  XDWM..E  IOCFTRS  - FTR Disabled Supported

  X.....   IOCINVLD - IOC Channel Measurement Failure Flag

  X.....   IOCOFF   - Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

  XDWM..E  IOCPATAT - Channel Path Attributes

  X.....   IOCPATH  - Vary Path to All LCU Devices

  X.....E  IOCSCM   - SCM measurement facility available (Y/N)

  X.....   IOCVAR   - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOCCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

  XDWM..E  IOCCMRTM - Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  IOCCNFCT - Intvls with Channel Path Installed

  XDWM..E  IOCCTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

  XDWM..E  IOCCTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

  XDWM..E  IOCCUB   - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  XDWM..E  IOCCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  XDWM..E  IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

  XDWM..E  IOCDCMCM - Intvls with CHPID Manipulated

  XDWM..E  IOCDCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

  XDWM..E  IOCDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

  XDWM..E  IOCDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  XDWM..E  IOCINVCT - Intvls with IOC Channel Meas. Failure

  XDWM..E  IOCMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

  XDWM..E  IOCOFFCT - Intvls with Chan. Path Offline to LCU

  XDWM..E  IOCONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

  XDWM..E  IOCPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

  XDWM..E  IOCSBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation

  XDWM..E  IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

  XDWM..E  IOCVPCT  - Intvls with Vary Path to all Devices

  

 Maximum Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOCAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  IOCAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  XDWM..E  IOCAVPT  - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

  XDWM..E  IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

  XDWM..E  IOCPCCUB - Percent Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..E  IOCPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred: Dir. Port Busy

IOCAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

IOCAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request on the channel path and logical
control unit identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID respectively, during the measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCCMRTM - Command Response Time

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

Element Derivation:

IOCAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (IOCPT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (IOCCMRTM GT 0) IOCAVCMR=IOCCMRTM/IOCPT;

      WHEN (IOCCMRTM EQ 0) IOCAVCMR=0;

      OTHERWISE            IOCAVCMR=.;

    END;

    WHEN (IOCPT EQ 0)      IOCAVCMR=0;

    OTHERWISE              IOCAVCMR=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IOCAVCMR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.
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IOCAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

IOCAVCUB is the average amount of time that all I/O requests for the channel path and logical control unit identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, were delayed in the channel subsystem due to control unit delay.

When a device select attempt is unsuccessful due to a control unit busy condition, the I/O processor begins to accumulate
control unit delay time for the device. The LCU for the device with the delayed request is placed on the IOP initiative
queue, and the request is repeatedly retried until it is successful. The delay time is accumulated until the device is
successfully selected or a different delay reason is encountered.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

Element Derivation:

IOCAVCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (IOCPT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (IOCCUBTM GT 0) IOCAVCUB=IOCCUBTM/IOCPT;

      WHEN (IOCCUBTM EQ 0) IOCAVCUB=0;

      OTHERWISE            IOCAVCUB=.;

    END;

    WHEN (IOCPT EQ 0)      IOCAVCUB=0;

    OTHERWISE              IOCAVCUB=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IOCAVCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCAVCUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCAVPT - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

IOCAVPT is the average rate per second of I/O requests successfully started to the physical control units attached to
the channel path and logical control unit identified by the data elements IOCCU1-IOCCU4, CHANNEL, and LCUID. This
number represents a rate in I/O operations per second averaged over the measurement period.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IOCCU1-4 - Nth Control Unit Attached

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path Was Taken
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             IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

             LCUAVPT  - Avg Channel Path Taken

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCAVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOCPT GT 0) IOCAVPT=IOCPT/DURATION;

    WHEN (IOCPT EQ 0) IOCAVPT=0;

    OTHERWISE         IOCAVPT=.;

 END;

 ELSE IOCAVPT=.;

Range of Value:

IOCAVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the capacity of the hardware of the I/O
subsystem.

Summarization Process:

IOCAVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. IOCAVPT is recomputed from the
summarized values of IOCPT and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

The operating system supports either a preferred path or a round robin (or "rotate") channel selection algorithm. Preferred
path is implemented at a device level, while rotate operates at the logical control unit level. The measurement statistics
taken from the channel path can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of a given selection algorithm.

IOCCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

IOCCMFCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel measurement facility failed, causing
invalid I/O queuing data to be present in the input record. The channel measurement facility is a component of the I/O
processor (IOP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             INTERVLS - RMF Measurement Intervals

             IOCCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCCMFCT is derived from field R783GFLG in the IOQ Global Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
IOCCMFCT is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask
'1.......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCCMFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCCMFCT contains the sum of all IOCCMFCT values that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCCMFCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the channel measurements for
the interval should be valid; if it is on (has a value of 1), the channel measurements for the interval are not valid because
RMF determined that the channel measurement facility of the IOP failed. At summarized levels, IOCCMFCT represents
the number of intervals affected by the invalid data, but here it also may be used as a flag, with the exception that "on" is
represented by any positive (nonzero) integer.

IOCCMRTM - Command Response Time

IOCCMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to the channel path and logical control
unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID respectively.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCMRTM contains the value input from field R783CMR in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record written by RMF Monitor I.

Range of Value:

IOCCMRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCCMRTM contains the sum of all IOCCMRTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
work load spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

IOCCMST - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

IOCCMST indicates whether or not the channel measurement facility failed during the recording interval, causing the data
recorded to be invalid.

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, IOCCMST is derived from field R783GFLG in the IOQ Global Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators. IOCCMST
is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the mask '1.......'B, or N
if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCCMST has the value Y, meaning that the measurement facility failed, or N, meaning it did not.

Summarization Process:

IOCCMST is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals affected by a measurement facility failure is contained in data
element IOCCMFCT.

IOCCNF - Channel Path is Installed

IOCCNF indicates whether or not the channel path connection to the logical control unit, identified by data elements
CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, is configured (installed).

The system determines what peripheral equipment is attached by means of the I/O Control Data Set (IOCDS) created by
the I/O Configuration Program (IOCP). It is common practice to include I/O generation definitions for facilities planned but
not yet present. In this case, IOCCNF indicates that the channel path is not installed.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCCNF is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCCNF is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the
mask '1.......'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCCNF has the value Y, meaning that the channel path is installed, or N, meaning it is not installed.

Summarization Process:

IOCCNF contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCCNF in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCCNF indicates only if the channel path was installed during the last interval included in
summarization. It does not indicate if a change in status occurred in an earlier interval included in the summarization.
Therefore, IOCCNF is meaningful only in the DETAIL timespan.

IOCCNFCT - Intvls with Channel Path Installed

IOCCNFCT contains the number of intervals during which the channel path (CHANNEL) was installed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IOCONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

             IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 0 of field R783CPST in the I/O Queueing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O
Queuing Activity record. If the bit is on, IOCCNFCT is set to 1, indicating that the channel path (CHANNEL) is installed in
this interval.

Range of Value:

IOCCNFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IOCCNFCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCCNFCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that an interval with the
channel path installed occurs, divide IOCCNFCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month
this occurs, divide IOCCNFCT by DURATION.

IOCCTMW - Transport-Mode Write Count

IOCCTMW is the count of writes that occurred while in transport-mode for all devices attached to the channel path and
logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

            IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

            LCACTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

Element Derivation:

IOCCTMW contains the value input from field R783CTMW in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCCTMW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCCTMW contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCCTMW that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If both the channel and the control unit support zHPF, then the channel performs I/O operations in transport mode. If the
control unit does not support zHPF, the channel operates in command mode.

IOCCTMW is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio (IOCMDINH).

IOCCTRD - FTR Disabled Writes

IOCCTRD is the count of writes that occurred while in transport-mode with First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled, for all
devices attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

            IOCFTRS  - FTR Disabled Supported

            IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCTRD contains the value input from field R783CTRD in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCCTRD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCCTRD contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCCTRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channels transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

IOCCTRD is used in the calculation of data element FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio (IOCMDINH).

IOCCUB - Number of Times Control Unit Was Busy

IOCCUB is the total number of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy physical control unit attached to the
channel path and logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

The I/O processor (IOP) requeues the request and attempts to start it down another path if one exists. If all paths to the
device are busy and at least one busy control unit was encountered, the request is placed on the control unit header (CU-
HDR) queue in the IOP.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             IOCPT   - Number of Times Path Was Taken

             LCACUB  - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUxCUB - Number of Times Control Unit Was Busy

Element Derivation:

IOCCUB contains the value input from field R783CUB in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

IOCCUB contains the sum of all IOCCUB values that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

IOCCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

IOCCUBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations for all devices attached to the channel path and logical
control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, were delayed in the channel subsystem due
to control unit delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCUBTM contains the value input from field R783CBT in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCCUBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

IOCCUBTM contains the sum of all IOCCUBTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCCU1 - 1st Control Unit

IOCCU1 is the address of the first physical control unit attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

             IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

             IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

             IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCU1 contains the value input from field R783CU1 in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IOCCU1 is dependent on the I/O configuration.

Summarization Process:
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IOCCU1 contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCCU1 in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCCU1 reflects the control unit address found in the last interval included in summarization. If the I/O
subsystem was reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of IOCCU1 may not reflect the earlier
configuration.

IOCCU2 - 2nd Control Unit

IOCCU2 is the address of the second physical control unit attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified
by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

             IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

             IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

             IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCU2 contains the value input from field R783CU2 in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IOCCU2 is dependent on the I/O configuration.

Summarization Process:

IOCCU2 contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCCU2 in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCCU2 reflects the control unit address found in the last interval included in summarization. If the I/O
subsystem was reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of IOCCU2 may not reflect the earlier
configuration.

IOCCU3 - 3rd Control Unit

IOCCU3 is the address of the third physical control unit attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

             IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

             IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

             IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID
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Element Derivation:

IOCCU3 contains the value input from field R783CU3 in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IOCCU3 is dependent on the I/O configuration.

Summarization Process:

IOCCU3 contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCCU3 in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCCU3 reflects the control unit address found in the last interval included in summarization. If the I/O
subsystem was reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of IOCCU3 may not reflect the earlier
configuration.

IOCCU4 - 4th Control Unit

IOCCU4 is the address of the fourth physical control unit attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

             IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

             IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

             IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCCU4 contains the value input from field R783CU4 in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of IOCCU4 is dependent on the I/O configuration.

Summarization Process:

IOCCU4 contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCCU4 in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, this data element reflects the control unit address found in the last interval included in summarization.
If the I/O subsystem was reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of IOCCU4 may not reflect
the earlier configuration.

IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

IOCDCMCF contains the number of measurement intervals within which the configuration contained at least one channel
path managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IOCDCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

             IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCDCMCF is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R783GFLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOCDCMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCDCMCF contains the sum of all values of IOCDCMCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCDCMCM - Intvls with CHPID Manipulated

IOCDCMCM contains the count of RMF measurement intervals during which the status of the channel path was changed,
requiring a data reset for RMF reporting. In the DETAIL timespan, this field is used to indicate that a channel path was
online only for a part of an interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCDCMCM is set to 1 if bit 7 of field R783CPST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOCDCMCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCDCMCM contains the sum of all values of IOCDCMCM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCDCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

IOCDCMCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path was managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

             IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCDCMCT is set to 1 if bit 6 of field R783CPST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOCDCMCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCDCMCT contains the sum of all values of IOCDCMCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

IOCDCMHW indicates whether the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) is supported by the hardware configuration.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCDCMHW is set to "Y" if bit 3 of field R783GFLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to "N" if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOCDCMHW can take on the value Y, meaning that the hardware supports the Dynamic Channel Path Management, or N,
if it does not.

Summarization Process:

IOCDCMHW contains the last value of IOCDCMHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCDIF - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

IOCDIF indicates if an Interface Failure occurred during the RMF interval. Note that this data element is only valid in the
DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

Element Derivation:

IOCDIF is set by examining IOCDIFCT. To set IOCDIFCT, MICS tests bit 1 of field R783FLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3
I/O Queuing Activity record. If the bit is on, IOCDIFCT is set to 1, indicating that the failure occurred during this interval. If
IOCDIFCT is positive, IOCDIF is set to 'Y'; otherwise, it is set to 'N'.
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Range of Value:

The value of IOCDIF may contain either 'N' or 'Y'.

Summarization Process:

IOCDIF is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

IOCDIFCT contains the number of intervals with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 1 of field R783FLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. If the bit is on, IOCDIFCT is
set to 1, indicating that the failure occurred during this interval.

Range of Value:

IOCDIFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IOCDIFCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCDIFCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that an interval with
DIAGNOSE Interface Failure occurs, divide IOCDIFCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or
month that this occurs, divide IOCDIFCT by DURATION.

IOCDPB - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

IOCDPB is the total number of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy ES Connection Director (ESCD) port
attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCDPB contains the value input from field R783SPB in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:
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IOCDPB contains the sum of all IOCDPB values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCEADM - EADM Compress Facility Available (Y/N)

IOCEADM indicates whether or not the EADM compression facility is available during the measurement interval.

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

IOCEADM is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

SEE ALSO:  IOCAMGRP - Alias Management Groups Available (Y/N)

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCEADM is derived from field R783GFLX, in the I/O Queuing Global section, of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
IOCEADM is set depending on the value of bit 1 by using a bit mask. The value is set to "Y" if the field matches the mask
'.1......'B, or "N" if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCEADM has the value "Y", meaning that the EADM Compress Facility is available, or "N", meaning it is not available.

Summarization Process:

IOCEADM is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCFTRS - FTR Disabled Supported

IOCFTRS is the count of RMF measurement intervals where First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled is supported for all
devices attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

 See also:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

            IOCCTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

            IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCFTRS is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R783CPXF in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78 subtype
3 I/O Queuing Activity record is on. Otherwise it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

IOCFTRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IOCFTRS contains the sum of all IOCFTRS values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channels transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

IOCINVCT - Intvls with IOC Channel Meas. Failure

IOCINVCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the measured channel path data were invalid. The
MICS data elements affected are IOCCUB and IOCPT, and the elements derived from them, IOCPCCUB and IOCAVPT.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCAVPT  - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

             IOCCUB   - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

             IOCINVLD - IOC Channel Measurement Failure Flag

             IOCPCCUB - Percent Control Unit Busy

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCINVCT is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCINVCT is set depending on the value of bit 5 using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the
mask '.....1..'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCINVCT may have the value 0, indicating that measured channel path data are valid, or 1,
indicating that they are not valid.

Summarization Process:

IOCINVCT contains the sum of all IOCINVCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCINVCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the measured channel path data
are valid. At summarized levels, IOCINVCT represents the number of RMF intervals affected by the invalid data, but here
it also may be used as a flag, with the exception that "on" is represented by any positive (nonzero) integer.

IOCINVLD - IOC Channel Measurement Failure Flag

IOCINVLD indicates whether or not the measured channel path data are invalid. The MICS elements affected are
IOCCUB and IOCPT, and the elements derived from them, IOCPCCUB and IOCAVPT.

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCAVPT  - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

             IOCCUB   - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy
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             IOCINVCT - Intvls with IOC Channel Meas. Failure

             IOCPCCUB - Percent Control Unit Busy

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path Was Taken

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCINVLD is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCINVLD is set depending on the value of bit 5 using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the
mask '.....1..'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCINVLD has the value Y, meaning the measured channel path data are invalid, or N, meaning they are valid.

Summarization Process:

IOCINVLD is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, the data element IOCINVCT contains a count of the number of intervals with this measurement
failure that were encountered during summarization.

IOCMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

IOCMCSCT contains the number of measurement intervals within which the channel path was defined to a hardware
configuration supporting multiple logical channel subsystems.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCMCSCT is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R783CFL of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOCMCSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCMCSCT contains the sum of all values of IOCMCSCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

For the channel path and logical control unit identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, IOCMDINH contains
the ratio of the number of transport-mode writes where First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) disabled was inhibited, and the total
number of transport-mode writes.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number
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 See also: IOCCTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count 

           IOCCTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes                  

           LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio           

           LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio                

Element Derivation:

IOCMDINH is computed using the following algorithm:

   IF IOCCTMW GE 0 AND IOCCTRD GE 0 THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IOCCTMW GT 0) IOCMDINH=(IOCCTMW-IOCCTRD)/IOCCTMW;    

     WHEN (IOCCTMW EQ 0) IOCMDINH=0; 

     OTHERWISE            IOCMDINH=.;

   END;

   ELSE IOCMDINH=.;

where:

IOCCTMW
Total number of transport-mode writes.

IOCCTRD
Number of writes that occurred while in transport-mode with FTR disabled.

Range of Value:

IOCMDINH ranges from a minimum of a missing value to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCMDINH contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

With First-Transfer-Ready (FTR) enabled, channels transfer data only after receiving a transfer-ready Information Unit (IU)
from the control unit. With FTR disabled, channels transfer data without requiring a transfer-ready IU response. Therefore,
channel I/O is faster with FTR disabled.

Data element IOCMDINH provides insight into how often this faster method is inhibited, resulting in additional control unit
interaction overhead.

When all transport-mode writes occur using the more efficient method, IOCMDINH is zero. As the number of transport-
mode writes where FTR disabled is inhibited increases, the value of IOCMDINH increases to a maximum value of one (1),
meaning that all writes occurred with FTR disabled inhibited.

IOCOFF - Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

IOCOFF indicates whether or not the channel path is currently offline to all devices of the logical control unit, identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCOFFCT - Intvls with Chan. Path Offline to LCU

             IOCPATH  - Vary Path to All LCU Devices

             IOCVAR   - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, IOCOFF is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCOFF is set depending on the value of bit 3 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the
mask '...1....'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCOFF has the value Y, meaning that the path is offline to all devices in the LCU; or N, meaning it is online.

Summarization Process:

IOCOFF is set to the value of the last occurrence IOCOFF in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCOFF indicates only if the channel path connection was offline during the last interval included in
summarization. It does not indicate if it was offline in an earlier interval included in the summarization. Therefore, IOCOFF
is meaningful only in the DETAIL timespan. IOCOFFCT represents the number of intervals in which the channel path was
offline to all of the devices of the LCU.

IOCOFFCT - Intvls with Chan. Path Offline to LCU

IOCOFFCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path was offline to all devices on the
logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCOFF   - Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

             IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

             IOCVPCT  - Intvls with Vary Path to all Devices

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCOFFCT is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCOFFCT is set depending on the value of bit 3 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches
the mask '...1....'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCOFFCT has the value 0, indicating that the channel path was not offline to all of the devices
on the LCU, or 1, indicating that it was offline.

Summarization Process:

IOCOFFCT contains the sum of all IOCOFFCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCOFFCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the channel path was
not offline. If it is on (has a value of 1), the channel path was offline to all devices of the LCU. At summarized levels,
IOCOFFCT represents the number of intervals during which the channel path was offline, but here it also may be used as
a flag, with the exception that "on" is represented by any positive (nonzero) integer.
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IOCONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

IOCONLCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals when the channel path identified by the data element
CHANNEL was online.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 1 of field R783CPST of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record to determine the status of
the channel path. If the bit is on, IOCONLCT is set equal to 1, indicating that the channel path was online. If the bit is off,
IOCONLCT is set equal to zero, indicating the channel path was offline.

Range of Value:

IOCONLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of the data element INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

IOCONLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCONLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCPATAT - Channel Path Attributes

IOCPATAT contains, for control units supporting the preferred pathing function, the attributes for the channel path
identified by the data element CHANNEL.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 2.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCAPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCPATAT is derived by testing field R783CPAT of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record:

  R783CPAT   IOCPATAT  Meaning

  value      set to

  --------   --------  -------

 

  0          'NS'      not specified for this path

  1          'PF'      preferred path

  2          'NP'      non-preferred path

Range of Value:

If the control unit supports the preferred pathing function, IOCPATAT contains any of the values described in ELEMENT
DERIVATION. Otherwise IOCPATAT is set to blank.
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Summarization Process:

IOCPATAT contains the value of the last occurrence of IOCPATAT in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

When summarized, IOCPATAT indicates only the path attributes at the end of the last interval included in summarization. It
does not indicate if a change in status occurred in an earlier interval included in the summarization.

IOCPATH - Vary Path to All LCU Devices

IOCPATH indicates whether or not the status of the channel path connection to all devices in the logical control unit,
identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, was altered by a VARY PATH command during the
measurement interval. Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             IOCOFF  - Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

             IOCVAR  - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

             IOCVPCT - Intvls with Vary Path to All Devices

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCPATH is derived from field R783CPST in I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
IOCPATH is set depending on the value of bit 4 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the mask
'....1...'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCPATH has the value Y, meaning the path has been varied during the interval, or N, meaning it was not varied.

Summarization Process:

IOCPATH is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, IOCVPCT represents the number of intervals in which the channel path was varied to all devices of
the LCU.

IOCPCCUB - Percent Control Unit Busy

IOCPCCUB is the percentage of the I/O requests deferred due to a busy physical control unit associated with the channel
path and logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL, and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCUB   - Number of Times Control Unit Was Busy

             IOCCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             IOCPT    - Number of Times Path Was Taken

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID
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             LCUPCCUB - Pct Control Unit Busy

Element Derivation:

IOCPCCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

    WRK_VAR=SUM(IOCPT,IOCCUB,IOCDPB);

    IF WRK_VAR THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (IOCCUB GT 0) IOCPCCUB=(IOCCUB*100)/WRK_VAR;

      WHEN (IOCCUB EQ 0) IOCPCCUB=0;

      OTHERWISE          IOCPCCUB=.;

    END;

    ELSE IOCPCCUB=.;

Range of Value:

IOCPCCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOCPCCUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. IOCPCCUB is recomputed from
the summarized values of the data elements used in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred Dir. Port Busy

IOCPCDPB is the percent of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy ES Connection Director (ESCD) port
attached to the channel path and logical control unit identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             IOCCUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

             IOCDPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

             IOCPT   - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOCPCDPB is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF RMFESCDR THEN DO;

    WRK_VAR=SUM(IOCPT,IOCCUB,IOCDPB);

    IF WRK_VAR THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (IOCDPB GT 0) IOCPCDPB=(IOCDPB*100)/WRK_VAR;

      WHEN (IOCDPB EQ 0) IOCPCDPB=0;

      OTHERWISE          IOCPCDPB=.;

    END;

    ELSE IOCPCDPB=.;

  END;

  ELSE IOCPCDPB=.;
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Range of Value:

IOCPCDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOCPCDPB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCPT - Number of Times Path Was Taken

IOCPT is the number of successful I/O operations started to the physical control units attached to the channel path and
the logical control unit, identified by data elements IOCCU1-IOCCU4, CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             IOCAVPT - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

             LCASIS  - Successful Selection Attempts

             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUxPT  - Number of Times Path Taken

Element Derivation:

IOCPT contains the value input from field R783PT in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCPT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCPT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCSBS - Switch Busy Count Summation

IOCSBS is the sum of all I/O requests, for all devices attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by
data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, that were deferred because a director port on the switch connected to
this logical control unit was busy. This number accounts for the sum of I/O requests for all logical partitions belonging to
the same LPAR cluster.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:
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IOCSBS contains the value input from field R783SBS in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCSBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOCSBS contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCSBS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCSCM - SCM measurement facility available (Y/N)

IOCSCM indicates whether or not the Storage-Class Memory (SCM) Measurement Facility is available during the
measurement interval.

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

IOCSCM is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

SEE ALSO:  IOCEADM - EADM Compress Facility Available (Y/N)

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCSCM is derived from field R783GFLX, in the I/O Queuing Global section, of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators. IOCSCM
is set depending on the value of bit 2 by using a bit mask. The value is set to "Y" if the field matches the mask '..1.....'B, or
"N" if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCSCM has the value "Y", meaning that the storage class memory measurement facility is available, or "N", meaning it is
not available.

Summarization Process:

IOCSCM is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

None

IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

IOCTOTCU is the total number of physical control units attached to the channel path and logical control unit, identified by
data elements IOCCU1-IOCCU4, CHANNEL, and LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU1-4 - Nth Control Unit

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID
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Element Derivation:

IOCTOTCU contains the value input from field R783CUN in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOCTOTCU ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 4.

Summarization Process:

IOCTOTCU contains the maximum value of IOCTOTCU in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Use this data element to establish how many of the IOCCUn data elements to examine when analyzing physical control
unit activity.

IOCVAR - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

IOCVAR indicates whether the channel path associated with the logical control unit of this record, identified by data
elements CHANNEL, and LCUID, respectively, was varied either online or offline during the interval. Note that this data
element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVAR is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCVAR is set depending on the value of bit 2 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the
mask '..1.....'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

IOCVAR has the value Y, meaning that the channel path was varied during the interval, or N if it was not varied.

Summarization Process:

IOCVAR is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, IOCVARCT represents the number of intervals in which the channel path was varied.

IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

IOCVARCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel path associated with the logical control
unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and LCUID, respectively, was modified by the VARY command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL - Channel Path Address

             IOCVAR  - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl
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             LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVARCT is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCVARCT is set depending on the value of bit 2 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches
the mask '..1.....'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVARCT has the value 1, indicating that the channel path was varied, or 0, indicating that it
was not varied.

Summarization Process:

IOCVARCT contains the sum of all IOCVARCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVARCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the channel path was not
varied. If it is on (has a value of 1), the channel path was varied. At summarized levels, IOCVARCT represents the
number of intervals during which the channel path was varied, but here it also may be used as a flag, with the exception
that "on" is represented by any positive (non-zero) integer.

IOCVPCT - Intvls with Vary Path to all Devices

IOCVPCT is the count of RMF measurement intervals during which the VARY PATH command was used to modify the
channel path connections to all of the devices on the logical control unit, identified by data elements CHANNEL and
LCUID, respectively.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             INTERVLS - RMF Measurement Intervals

             IOCPATH  - Vary Path to All LCU Devices

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVPCT is derived from field R783CPST in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of
the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other
indicators. IOCVPCT is set depending on the value of bit 4 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches
the mask '....1...'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVPCT has the value 0, indicating that the VARY PATH command was issued, or 1, indicating
that it was not.

Summarization Process:

IOCVPCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOCVPCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOCVPCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the VARY PATH command
was not issued. If it is on (has a value of 1), the command was issued. At summarized levels, IOCVPCT represents the
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number of intervals during which the VARY PATH was issued, but here it also may be used as a flag, with the exception
that "on" is represented by any positive (nonzero) integer.

Page/Swap Data Set Activity File (SCPPSD)
The Page/Swap Data Set Activity File quantifies the utilization of auxiliary page slots and the use of the page/swap data
sets. There is a single record for each page/swap data set. This file is typically used when reporting on the paging and
swapping activity by data set.

This file is derived from the RMF Page/Swap Data Set Activity record, type 75.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDW...E  PSDDSN   - Page Data Set Name

  XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDW...E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDW...E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

  XDW...E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  XDW...E  DEVCNAME - Device Name

  XDW...E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  XDW...E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number
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  XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDW...E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   PSDISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

  X.....   PSDONL   - DS Came Online this Intvl

  XDW...E  PSDPST   - Page Space Type

  X.....   PSDUSABL - Data Set Usable

  X.....   PSDVFF   - Data Set Varied Offline This Intvl

  X.....   PSDVIO   - Data Set Accepts VIO Pages

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDW...E  PSDBDS   - Unusable Slots

  XDW...E  PSDDS    - Number of Data Sets

  XDW...E  PSDISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  XDW...   PSDONLCT - Intvls with DS Varied Online

  XDW...E  PSDPGX   - Pages Transferred

  XDW...E  PSDREQ   - Data Set Requests Observed

  XDW...E  PSDRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDW...E  PSDSIO   - Data Set I/O Requests

  XDW...E  PSDSLA   - Total Slots in Data Set

  XDW...E  PSDU     - Slots Used

  XDW...   PSDUSACT - Intvls with DS Not Usable

  XDW...E  PSDUSE   - Samples when Data Set Used by ASM

  XDW...E  PSDVFFCT - Intvls when DS was Varied Offline

  XDW...   PSDVIOCT - Intvls when DS Accepted VIO Pages

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDW...   PSDMNA   - Min Allocated Slots

  XDW...   PSDMNU   - Min Used Slots

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDW...E  PSDMPUSE - Max Pct Data Set Used by ASM

  XDW...E  PSDMSIOR - Max I/O Requests per Second

  XDW...   PSDMXA   - Max Allocated Slots

  XDW...E  PSDMXSTM - Max Service Time

  XDW...E  PSDMXU   - Max Used Slots

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDW...E  PSDAVA   - Avg Allocated Slots

  XDW...E  PSDAVSTM - Avg Service Time

  XDW...E  PSDAVU   - Avg Used Slots

  XDW...E  PSDPCUSE - Pct Data Set Used by ASM
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  XDW...E  PSDPSIOR - I/O Requests per Second

PSDAVA - Avg Allocated Slots

PSDAVA contains the number of page slots contained in the page data set indicated by the page data set name
(PSDDSN), during this RMF reporting interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDDS  - Number of Data sets

             PSDDSN - Page Data set Name

             PSDPST - Page Space Type

             PSDSLA - Total Slots in Data set

Element Derivation:

PSDAVA is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (PSDDS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (PSDSLA GT 0) PSDAVA=PSDSLA/PSDDS;

      WHEN (PSDSLA EQ 0) PSDAVA=0;

      OTHERWISE          PSDAVA=.;

    END;

    WHEN (PSDDS EQ 0)    PSDAVA=0;

    OTHERWISE            PSDAVA=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

PSDAVA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDAVA is recomputed from its summarized components at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This number is a calculated average, rather than a retained value, to allow for the possibility that a given page data set
may have been re-sized during a summarization period.

PSDAVSTM - Avg Service Time

PSDAVSTM is the number of seconds required to complete an average request to this page data set.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PSDPGX   - Pages Transferred

             PSDREQ   - Data Set Requests Observed

             PSDSIO   - Data Set I/O Requests

             PSDRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PSDAVSTM is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PSDRSMP AND DURATION THEN DO;

    IF PSDPGX AND PSDREQ NE .

     THEN PSDAVSTM=((PSDREQ*DURATION)/PSDRSMP)/PSDPGX;

    ELSE  PSDAVSTM=0;

 END;

Range of Value:

PSDAVSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of DURATION (unlikely).

Summarization Process:

PSDAVSTM is recalculated from the summarized values of the elements in its formula.

Usage Notes:

Queueing theory generally identifies "wait time for a service completion" as a response time, that consists of a queue time
(waiting for service to start), and service time (the further wait for completion). In the case of paging service, there are
two sorts of queueing time. Once a page fault has occurred, the address space must first wait for the Auxiliary Storage
Manager (ASM) to issue the request to IOS to bring in the page, and may then wait until IOS is able to issue the actual
channel commands.

PSDAVSTM measures the response time from ASM's viewpoint, not the address space's. Once ASM has issued an IOS
request to a given page data set, ASM thinks that this page data set is busy. Any contention that may cause IOS to queue
ASM's request is not visible to ASM. The time measured by PSDAVSTM includes the time the request actually took on the
device plus any time queued by IOS.

PSDAVU - Avg Used Slots

PSDAVU contains the average number of page data set slots in use during this RMF recording interval.

On each cycle, RMF obtains the number of available slots by subtracting the number of slots available for allocation from
the number of slots in the data set.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PSDSLA  - Total Slots in Data Set

             PSDU    - Slots Used

Element Derivation:

PSDAVU is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PSDRSMP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PSDU GT 0) PSDAVU=PSDU/PSDRSMP;

    WHEN (PSDU EQ 0) PSDAVU=0;

    OTHERWISE        PSDAVU=.;

 END;

 ELSE PSDAVU=.;

Range of Value:

PSDAVU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of slots on this data set (PSDSLA).
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Summarization Process:

PSDAVU is calculated from the summarized values of PSDU and PSDRSMP.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDBDS - Unusable Slots

PSDBDS contains the number of unusable slots in this data set.

RMF obtains this value from field PARERRCT of the PART (Page Activity Reference Table) entry for the data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDBDS is obtained from field SMF75BDS from the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDBDS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of slots on the data set.

Summarization Process:

PSDBDS contains the sum of all PSDBDS values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

These fields are only reset by an IPL, so once a bad slot is observed, RMF will keep noting its presence via this count in
record after record.

PSDDS - Number of Data Sets

PSDDS contains the number of page data sets represented by this observation at the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is an integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This element is set to 1 at the detail level.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 1 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDDS contains the sum of all occurrences of PSDDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at higher levels of summarization.
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PSDDSN - Page Data Set Name

PSDDSN contains the full data set name of this page data set.

RMF obtains this value from field PARTDSNL of the PART (Paging Activity Reference Table).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 44.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDDSN contains the value input from field SMF75DSN of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDDSN may contain any valid data set name.

Summarization Process:

PSDDSN is set to the last PSDDSN value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDISS - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

PSDISS indicates whether RMF failed to take a sample during any cycle during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

             PSDRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PSDISS is derived from the SMF75ISS flag bit in field SMF75FLA of the SMF type 75 Page
Data Set Activity record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. PSDISS is set to Y if the field
matches the mask '.1......'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

PSDISS has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that there were no samples skipped.

Summarization Process:

PSDISS is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

PSDISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

PSDISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PSDISS  - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

             PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PSDISSCT is derived from field SMF75FLA of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.
This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of PSDISSCT is set depending on the value of
bit 1 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of PSDISSCT is either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or 1,
meaning that samples were skipped.

Summarization Process:

PSDISSCT contains the sum of all PSDISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

PSDMNA - Min Allocated Slots

PSDMNA contains the minimum number of page slots contained in this page data set, sampled over all RMF reporting
intervals represented in the level of summarization.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is a integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVA - Avg Allocated Slots

             PSDSLA - Total Slots in Data Set

Element Derivation:

PSDMNA is set to PSDSLA in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

PSDMNA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDMNA contains the minimum of all occurrences of PSDMNA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This number is a minimum, rather than a retained value, to allow for the possibility that a given page data set may have
been re-sized during a summarization period.

PSDMNU - Min Used Slots

PSDMNU contains the minimum number of page slots belonging to this data set found in use during RMF sampling. It is
possible that the true minimum value occurred at a time when RMF was not sampling.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVU - Avg Used Slots

             PSDMXU - Max Used Slots

Element Derivation:

PSDMNU is read from field SMF75MNU of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.
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Range of Value:

PSDMNU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of slots in the data set.

Summarization Process:

PSDMNU is set to the smallest PSDMNU value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDMPUSE - Max Pct Data Set Used by ASM

The highest percentage "busy" (I/O request made to IOS) encountered for this data set during any RMF recording interval
included in the time covered by this record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDPCUSE - Pct Data Set Used By ASM

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PSDMPUSE is set to PSDPCUSE.

Range of Value:

PSDMPUSE may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PSDMPUSE is set to the largest PSDMPUSE value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

This gives ASM's view of the data set. IOS's view may be found in the HARDVA file.

PSDMSIOR - Max I/O Requests per Second

The highest rate of I/O request activity to this data set found for any RMF recording interval included in the time interval
covered by this record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDPSIOR - I/O Requests Per Second

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PSDMSIOR is set to PSDPSIOR.

Range of Value:

PSDMSIOR may range from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of I/O requests the device holding this data set can
execute in one second.

Summarization Process:

PSDMSIOR is set to the largest PSDMSIOR value encountered in the summarization level.
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PSDMXA - Max Allocated Slots

PSDMXA contains the maximum number of page slots contained in this page data set, sampled over all RMF reporting
intervals represented in the level of summarization.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is a integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVA - Avg Allocated Slots

             PSDSLA - Total Slots in Data Set

Element Derivation:

PSDMXA is set to PSDSLA in the DETAIL timespan.

Range of Value:

PSDMXA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDMXA contains the maximum of all occurrences of PSDMXA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This number is a maximum, rather than a retained value, to allow for the possibility that a given page data set may have
been re-sized during a summarization period.

PSDMXSTM - Max Service Time

The highest (worst) average service time for I/O requests found in any RMF recording interval in the time covered by this
record.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVSTM - Avg Service Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, PSDMXSTM is set to PSDAVSTM.

Range of Value:

PSDMXSTM may range from a minimum of 0 to some relatively small number (one hopes under 1 second).

Summarization Process:

PSDMXSTM is set to the largest PSDMXSTM value encountered in the summarization level.

PSDMXU - Max Used Slots

PSDMXU contains the maximum number of page slots found to be in use on this data set during any RMF sample. Note
that the true maximum value may occur in between RMF cycles, but it cannot be smaller than this value.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVU - Avg Used Slots
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Element Derivation:

PSDMXU is read from field SMF75MXU in the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDMXU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of slots on the data set.

Summarization Process:

PSDMXU is set to the largest PSDMXU value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDONL - DS Came Online this Intvl

PSDONL is a flag that indicates whether or not this page data set came online to the system during this RMF reporting
interval. RMF obtains this information from field PARENUSE of field PARETYPE of the PART (Paging Activity Reference
Table) entry. Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDONL is interpreted from the value found in field SMF75PST of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record via the
following bit-level test:

'......1.' PSDONL='Y'

'......0.' PSDONL='N'

Range of Value:

PSDONL can take the value of 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

PSDONL is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals in which this data set came online is contained in data element
PSDONLCT.

PSDONLCT - Intvls with DS Varied Online

PSDONLCT is the number of intervals in which the page data set was brought online during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF75PST of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity Record. If the bit is on, PSDONLCT is set
to 1, indicating that the data set came online during the interval.

Range of Value:

PSDONLCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

PSDONLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PSDONLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDPCUSE - Pct Data Set Used by ASM

PSDPCUSE is the percentage of time that the ASM (Auxiliary Storage Manager) considered this data set to be in use.
RMF considers the data set to be in use if any IORB (I/O Request Block) associated with the data set is marked as being
in use.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PSDUSE  - Samples When Data Set Used By ASM

Element Derivation:

PSDPCUSE is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF PSDRSMP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (PSDUSE GT 0) PSDPCUSE=(PSDUSE*100)/PSDRSMP;

    WHEN (PSDUSE EQ 0) PSDPCUSE=0;

    OTHERWISE          PSDPCUSE=.;

 END;

 ELSE PSDPCUSE=.;

Range of Value:

PSDPCUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

PSDPCUSE is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDPGX - Pages Transferred

PSDPGX contains the total number of pages transferred either to or from the data set.

RMF obtains this value from field IORTREQ of the IORB(s) (I/O Request Block) for this data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  PSDSIO - Data Set I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

PSDPGX is read from field SMF75PGX of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDPGX ranges from a minimum of 0 to the maximum number of pages that can be transferred to/from this data set in
the time included in this record.

Summarization Process:

PSDPGX is set to the sum of all PSDPGX values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that many pages may be (and are) transferred by each I/O request.

PSDPSIOR - I/O Requests Per Second

The number of I/O requests made to this data set per second in the RMF recording interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             PSDSIO   - Data Set I/O Requests

Element Derivation:

PSDPSIOR is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (PSDSIO)0) PSDPSIOR=PSDSIO/DURATION;

      WHEN (PSDSIO=0) PSDPSIOR=0;

      OTHERWISE       PSDPSIOR=.;

    END;

    ELSE PSDPSIOR=.;

Range of Value:

PSDPSIOR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDPSIOR is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

PSDPST - Page Space Type

PSDPST is a flag indicating the type of the paging data set represented by this record.

RMF gets this information from the PARETYPE field of the PART (Paging Activity Reference Table).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 6.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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Element Derivation:

PSDPST is interpreted from the SMF75PST and SMF75FL2 fields of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record with
the following bit-level tests:

For SMF75PST:

    '...1....'B  PSDPST = 'LOCAL'

    '.1......'B  PSDPST = 'COMMON'

    '1.......'B  PSDPST = 'PLPA'

For SMF75FL2:

    '....1...'B  PSDPST = 'SCM'

Range of Value:

PSDPST can take on one of the following values:

    COMMON:  Common Service Area (CSA) pages

    LOCAL :  Page data set used for private area paging

    PLPA  :  Pageable Link Pack Area Pages

    SCM   :  Storage Class Memory

Summarization Process:

PSDPST is set to the last PSDPST value encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDREQ - Data Set Requests Observed

PSDREQ contains the number of requests for this page data set observed during RMF samples.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDSIO - Data Set I/O Requests

             PSDUSE - Samples When Data Set Used By ASM

Element Derivation:

PSDREQ is read from field SMF75REQ of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDREQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDREQ is set to the sum of all PSDREQ values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

PSDRSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

             PSDISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

Element Derivation:

PSDRSMP contains the value input from field SMF75SAM in the RMF Product Section of SMF type 75 Page Data Set
Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDRSMP ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the period
during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:

PSDRSMP contains the sum of all PSDRSMP values that were included in the level of summarization.

PSDSIO - Data Set I/O Requests

PSDSIO contains the number of I/O requests for this page data set. RMF obtains this information from field IORSION of
the IORB(s) for this page data set. This value includes Resume I/Os (RIOs).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDSIO is read from field SMF75SIO of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDSIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of I/O requests the device that the data set is on
can service in the length of time represented by this record.

Summarization Process:

PSDSIO is set to the sum of all PSDSIO values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDSLA - Total Slots in Data Set

PSDSLA contains the total number of slots that exist in the page data set.

RMF obtains this value from field PARESZSL of the PART (Paging Activity Reference Table) entry.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDSLA is derived from field SMF75SLA of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDSLA ranges from a minimum equal to the number of slots on a cylinder to a maximum equal to the number that will fit
on an entire pack.

Summarization Process:

PSDSLA is set to the sum of all PSDSLA values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

PSDU - Slots Used

PSDU contains the number of slots used in the page data set.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDAVU  - Avg Used Slots

             PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

PSDU contains the product of the value input from field SMF75AVU of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record and
the number RMF sample count.

Range of Value:

PSDU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

PSDU is set to the sum of all PSDU values in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

PSDU is maintained for accurately calculating PAGAVU, Avg Used Slots.

PSDUSABL - Data Set Usable

PSDUSABL provides an indication as to whether ASM has marked this page data set as being usable. Note that this data
element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDBDS - Unusable Slots

Element Derivation:

PSDUSABL is interpreted from the value of field SMF75PST in the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record, with the
following bit-level test:
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'.....0..' PSDUSABL='Y'

'.....1..' PSDUSABL='N'

Range of Value:

PSDUSABL can take the value of 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

PSDUSABL is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals in which this data set was usable is contained in data element
PSDUSACT.

PSDUSACT - Intvls with DS Not Usable

PSDUSACT is the number of intervals in which the page data set was unusable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 5 of field SMF75PST of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record. If the bit is on, PSDUSACT is set to
1, indicating that the data set is unusable.

Range of Value:

PSDUSACT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

PSDUSACT contains the sum of all occurrences of PSDUSACT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that a page data set is
unusable, divide PSDUSACT by INTERVLS and multiply by 100. A low percentage is an indication of the validity of the
summarized data.

PSDUSE - Samples When Data Set Used by ASM

PSDUSE contains the number of RMF samples during the recording interval that showed that this page data set was in
use by ASM.

RMF determines that the data set is in use by testing the "busy bit" in field IORFUSE in each of the IORB(s) for that data
set. If any such bit is on, it bumps this counter.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDREQ  - Data Set Requests Observed

             PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:
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PSDUSE is read from field SMF75USE of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.

Range of Value:

PSDUSE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the number of RMF samples (PSDRSMP).

Summarization Process:

PSDUSE is set to the sum of all PSDUSE values encountered in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Note that ASM considers its data set to be in use once it has sent a request for it to IOS. Any contention which may cause
IOS to queue ASM's request is not visible to ASM.

PSDVFF - Data Set Varied Offline This Intvl

PSDVFF indicates whether the page data set was varied offline during the measurement interval. Note that this data
element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

             PSDVFFCT - Intvls when DS was Varied Offline

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, PSDVFF is derived from bit 7 in field SMF75PST of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity
record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. PSDVFF is set to Y if the bit is on, or N if it does
not.

Range of Value:

PSDVFF has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that there were no samples skipped.

Summarization Process:

PSDVFF is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals when the page data set was varied offline, is contained in data
element PSDVFFCT.

PSDVFFCT - Intervals when DS was Varied Offline

PSDVFFCT is the total number of measurement intervals where the page data set was varied offline.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PSDRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             PSDVFF  - Data Set Varied Offline During This

                       Intvl

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, PSDVFFCT is derived from field SMF75PST of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity record.
This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of PSDVFFCT is set depending on the value
of bit 7. The value is set to 1 if the bit is on, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of PSDVFFCT is either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or 1,
meaning that samples were skipped.

Summarization Process:

PSDVFFCT contains the sum of all PSDVFFCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

PSDVIO - Data Set Accepts VIO Pages

PSDVIO is a flag indicating if the local page data set will be used for VIO paging. A value of 'Y' in this field means that the
page data set is eligible for VIO. This is called "Directed VIO".

If all pages data sets that will accept VIO become full, non-VIO page data sets will be used. When the VIO data sets have
room again, the non-VIO data sets will not accept VIO, and any VIO pages on these data sets will be removed by attrition.

Non-VIO page data sets are specified in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, or in a PAGEADD command. The
DVIO parameter in IEAOPTxx in SYS1.PARMLIB activates directed VIO. This may be dynamically changed with a SET
OPT=xx command.

RMF gets this information from the PARENVIO field of the PART (Paging Activity Reference Table).

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

PSDVIO is interpreted from the SMF75FL2 field of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Record with the following bit-level test:

'1.......'B Page data set accepts VIO pages.

Range of Value:

PSDVIO can take the value of 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

PSDVIO is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals in which the page data set accepted VIO pages is contained in
data element PSDVIOCT.

PSDVIOCT - Intvls when DS Accepted VIO Pages

PSDVIOCT is the number of intervals in which the page data set accepted VIO pages.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 0 of field SMF75FL2 of the SMF type 75 Page Data Set Activity Record. If the bit is on, PSDVIOCT is set to
1, indicating that the data set accepts VIO pages.

Range of Value:

PSDVIOCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

PSDVIOCT contains the sum of all occurrences of PSDVIOCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that this occurs, divide
PSDVIOCT by INTERVLS and multiply by 100. A low percentage is an indication of the validity of the summarized data.

Resource Enqueue Activity File (SCPENQ)
The Resource Enqueue Activity File identifies the resources involved in an enqueue or dequeue contention situation. This
file is typically used when reporting these resource contention situations.

This file is derived from the RMF Enqueue Activity record, type 77.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    ENQRHEX   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    ENQRHEX   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

  XDW...E  ENQRNM   - Minor Name Of Resource

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

  XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level
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  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   ENQCONST - Resource Still in Contention

  X.....   ENQDO1   - Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

  X.....   ENQDO2   - Job Name 2 of Current Resource Owner

  X.....   ENQDW1   - Job Name 1 Waiting for Resource

  X.....   ENQDW2   - Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

  X.....   ENQFG1   - Enqueue Status Indicator

  X.....   ENQGLBAL - Scope of Resource: Global or Local

  X.....   ENQJO1ST - Owner Control: Exclusive or Shared

  X.....   ENQJW1ST - First Job Waiting: Exclusive or Shared

  X.....   ENQJW2ST - Second Job Waiting: Exclusive or Shared

  XDW...   ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

  X.....   ENQSCOPE - System Scope: Systems (S) or System (P)

  X.....   ENQSO1   - System ID of Job Name 1 Resource Owner

  X.....   ENQSO2   - System ID of Job Name 2 Resource Owner

  X.....   ENQSW1   - System ID of Job 1 Awaiting Resource

  X.....   ENQSW2   - System ID of Job 2 Awaiting Resource

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDW...   ENQCSC   - Total Contention Status Change Events

  XDW...   ENQDOW   - Number Current Owners Using Resource

  XDW...   ENQDWR   - Current Jobs Waiting for Resource

  XDW...   ENQEVT   - Total Contention Events

  XDW...   ENQNOD   - Total Contention Status Chgs No Detail

  XDW...   ENQQLT   - Total Waiting Requests

  XDW...   ENQQL1   - Enqueue Length 1

  XDW...   ENQQL2   - Enqueue Length 2

  XDW...   ENQQL3   - Enqueue Length 3

  XDW...   ENQQL4   - Enqueue Length 4 or More

  XDW...   ENQWTT   - Total Resource Contention Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDW...   ENQMNEX  - Min Exclusive Requests

  XDW...   ENQMNSH  - Min Shared Requests

  XDW...   ENQMNWTM - Min Resource Contention Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDW...   ENQMXEX  - Max Exclusive Requests

  XDW...   ENQMXQL  - Max Queue Length

  XDW...   ENQMXSH  - Max Shared Requests

  XDW...   ENQMXWTM - Max Resource Contention Time
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 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDW...   ENQAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

  XDW...   ENQAVWTM - Avg Resource Contention Time

  XDW...   ENQPCQL1 - Pct Queue Length = 1

  XDW...   ENQPCQL2 - Pct Queue Length <= 2

  XDW...   ENQPCQL3 - Pct Queue Length <= 3

ENQAVQL - Avg Queue Length

ENQAVQL is the average number of requestors waiting for a given resource per contention event, during the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQLT - Total Waiting Requests

             ENQQL1 - Enqueue Length 1

             ENQQL2 - Enqueue Length 2

             ENQQL3 - Enqueue Length 3

             ENQQL4 - Enqueue Length 4 or more

Element Derivation:

To ensure that ENQAVQL is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation tries to divide by 0, ENQAVQL is set to missing. If the total waiting requests is 0, then
ENQAVQL is set to 0. If the total waiting requests is negative, it is invalid and ENQAVQL is set to missing. If the data
values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives ENQAVQL as follows:

ENQAVQL = ENQQLT / (ENQQL1+ENQQL2+ENQQL3+ENQQL4)

The derivation is the total number of waiting requests for the resource divided by the total queue lengths for that resource
during RMF measurement interval.

Range of Value:

ENQAVQL ranges from a minimum of 0 to some relatively small number.

Summarization Process:

ENQAVQL is recomputed from the summarized values of ENQQLT and of the total of ENQQL1, ENQQL2, ENQQL3, and
ENQQL4.

Usage Notes:

This is not the same kind of average queue count as one gets for I/O devices. A large queue count that existed only
during one contention event lasting 50 milliseconds will be reported here as a large number even though it has little
significance to your performance.

ENQAVWTM - Avg Resource Contention Time

ENQAVWTM is the average duration of a contention event for this resource during the RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  ENQEVT - Total Contention Events

             ENQWTT - Total Resource Contention Time

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation tries to divide by zero, this element is set to missing. If the Total Resource Contention Time is
zero, then the element is set to zero. If the Total Resource Contention Time is negative, it is invalid and the element is set
to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

ENQAVWTM = ENQWTT / ENQEVT

The derivation is the total resource contention time divided by the total number of contention events for that resource.

Range of Value:

ENQAVWTM ranges from zero to the length of the RMF recording interval.

Summarization Process:

ENQAVWTM is recalculated from the summarized values of ENQWTT and ENQEVT.

Usage Notes:

This is not exactly the number you would want to evaluate the effect of contention for this resource on your workloads. For
that, some computation of the average number of memories waiting for the resource per unit time (not contention event)
would be more useful.

ENQCONST - Resource Still in Contention

An indication as to whether the resource was still in a contention status at the termination of the RMF measurement
interval.

RMF's measurement of ENQ contention is event-driven, yet its reporting is time-driven. Thus it is very possible that
contention is going on for one or more resources at the time the RMF interval ends and it must write out a record.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS detects this condition with the following bit-level test of field SMF77DFG of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity
Record:.

       '1.......' ENQCONST='Y'

       '0.......' ENQCONST='N'

Range of Value:

'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

ENQCONST contains the last value of ENQCONST processed in the level of summarization.
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ENQCSC - Total Contention Status Change Events

ENQCSC contains the total number of contention status change events that occurred for the resource identified by data
elements Major Name of Resource (ENQQNM) and Minor Name of Resource (ENQRNM) during the RMF measurement
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  ENQQNM - Major Name of Resource

            ENQRNM - Minor Name of Resource

Element Derivation:

ENQCSC contains the value input from field SMF77CSC of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:

ENQCSC is set to the sum of all ENQCSC values included in the summarization level.

ENQDOW - Number Current Owners Using Resource

ENQDOW contains the number of requestors in control of a particular resource at the point of maximum contention during
the RMF measurement interval.

The period of maximum contention is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event that existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

ENQDOW contains the value input from field SMF77DOW of the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

ENQDOW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ENQDOW is set to the sum of all ENQDOW values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQDO1 - Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

ENQDO1 contains the job name of the first user enqueued upon, and in control of the logical resource represented by this
record at the time of maximum contention for this resource.

The period of maximum contention is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event that existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Job name is what is commonly accepted: the job name for batch jobs, the name of the PROC for system tasks, and the
userid for TSO/E sessions.
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Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS gets this value from field SMF77DO1 in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

ENQDO1 can be any valid job name.

Summarization Process:

ENQDO1 contains the last value of ENQDO1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQDO2 - Job Name 2 of Current Resource Owner

ENQDO2 contains the job name of the second user enqueued upon, and in control of the logical resource represented by
this record at the time of maximum contention for this resource. There can only be a second user when both have shared
control of the resource.

The period of maximum contention is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event that existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Job name is what is commonly accepted: the job name for batch jobs, the name of the PROC for system tasks, and the
userid for TSO/E sessions.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS gets this value from field SMF77DO2 in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

ENQDO2 can be any valid job name, or blank (no second owner).

Summarization Process:

ENQDO2 contains the last value of ENQDO2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQDWR - Current Jobs Waiting for Resource

The number of users waiting for this logical resource at the time of "maximum contention" for this resource during the
RMF recording interval.

The period of "maximum contention" is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event which existed for this logical resource during the interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQDO1  - Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

Element Derivation:

MICS obtains this value from field SMF77DWR in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:

ENQDWR is set to the sum of all ENQDWR values included in the summarization level.

ENQDW1 - Job Name 1 Waiting for Resource

ENQDW1 contains the job name of the first user enqueued upon and waiting for the logical resource represented by this
record at the time of maximum contention for this resource.

The period of maximum contention is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event that existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Job name is what is commonly accepted: the job name for batch jobs, the name of the PROC for system tasks, and the
userid for TSO/E sessions.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS gets this value from field SMF77DW1 in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

ENQDW1 can be any valid job name.

Summarization Process:

ENQDW1 contains the last value of ENQDW1 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQDW2 - Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

ENQDW2 contains the job name of the second user enqueued upon and waiting for the logical resource represented by
this record at the time of maximum contention for this resource. If there is no second job, this field is left as binary zeros
by RMF.

The period of maximum contention is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource during the longest
contention event that existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Job name is what is commonly accepted: the job name for batch jobs, the name of the PROC for system tasks, and the
userid for TSO/E sessions.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS gets this value from field SMF77DW2 in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

ENQDW2 can be any valid job name, or, if there was no second job, binary zeros.

Summarization Process:

ENQDW2 contains the last value of ENQDW2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQEVT - Total Contention Events

ENQEVT is The total number of contention events that occurred for the resource identified by data elements Major Name
of Resource (ENQQNM) and Minor Name of Resource (ENQRNM) during the RMF measurement interval. A contention
event comprises the time period starting when resource contention begins, and ending when there is no longer contention
for the resource.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  ENQQNM - Major Name of Resource

            ENQRNM - Minor Name of Resource

Element Derivation:

ENQEVT contains the value input from field SMF77EVT of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

ENQEVT can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ENQEVT is set to the sum of all ENQEVT values included in the summarization level.

ENQFG1 - Enqueue Status Indicator

A byte of bit flags which RMF sets to give various pieces of information about the other information found in the RMF
Enqueue Activity Record. This field is only useful at the DETAIL level and this is the only level in which MICS supports this
field. The meaning of the flags are as follows:

        '1.......'B      ENQ Summary table full

        '.1......'B      Specified resource had no contention

        '..1.....'B      CPU TOD clock failed

        '...1....'B      RMF abended processing SYSEVENTS for this ENQ

        '....1...'B      DETAIL data was requested

        '....0...'B      SUMMARY data was requested

        '.....1..'B      GRS=NONE (local sysplex)

        '......0.'B      GRS=RING, if bit 5 = '0'

        '.......1'B      bits 5 and 6 are valid
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Note: Bits 0, 1, and 4 apply to the entire RMF interval, not to this specific ENQ.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

Element Derivation:

MICS copies this value uninterpreted from field SMF77FG1 in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:

ENQFG1 is only meaningful at the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

The following fields are only REPORTED in RMF print-outs if the bit saying "DETAIL" data requested was on:

      ENQDOW    Number Current Owners Using Resource

      ENQDWR    Current Jobs Waiting for Resource

      ENQDO1    Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

      ENQDO2    Job Name 2 of Current Resource Owner

      ENQDW1    Job Name 1 Waiting for Resource

      ENQDW2    Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

The data is always gathered and stored by MICS.

ENQGLBAL - Scope of Resource Global or Local

ENQGLBAL describes the scope (global or local) of the resource whose ENQUEUE contention activity is being recorded.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ENQGLBAL is obtained from bit 5 of field SMF77DFG in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of ENQGLBAL is either "G" or "L".

Summarization Process:

ENQGLBAL contains the last value of ENQGLBAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQJO1ST - Owner Control Exclusive or Shared

This indicator tells whether the owner of this resource had exclusive or shared control:

       'E' Exclusive

       'S' Shared
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As there may have been many waiters at many different times during the RMF recording interval, this value describes the
period of "maximum contention". The period of "maximum contention" is the moment at which the longest queue existed
for the resource during the longest contention event which existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS sets this field from a bit-level test of field SMF77DFG in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record:

       '..1.....'B ENQJO1ST='E'

       '..0.....'B ENQJO1ST='S'

Range of Value:

'E' or 'S'.

Summarization Process:

ENQJO1ST contains the last value of ENQJO1ST processed in the level of summarization.

ENQJW1ST - First Job Waiting Exclusive or Shared

This indicator tells whether the first user waiting for this resource wanted exclusive or shared control:

       'E' Exclusive

       'S' Shared

As there may have been many waiters at many different times during the RMF recording interval, this value describes the
period of "maximum contention". The period of "maximum contention" is the moment at which the longest queue existed
for the resource during the longest contention event which existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS sets this field from a bit-level test of field SMF77DFG in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record:

       '...1....'B ENQJW1ST='E'

       '...0....'B ENQJW1ST='S'

Range of Value:

'E' or 'S'.

Summarization Process:

ENQJW1ST contains the last value of ENQJW1ST processed in the level of summarization.
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ENQJW2ST - Second Job Waiting Exclusive or Shared

This indicator tells whether there was a second user waiting for this resource and if there was one, whether it wanted
exclusive or shared control:

       ' ' No Second User

       'E' Exclusive

       'S' Shared

As there may have been many waiters at many different times during the RMF recording interval, this value describes the
period of "maximum contention". The period of "maximum contention" is the moment at which the longest queue existed
for the resource during the longest contention event which existed for this logical resource during the interval.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQDW2  - Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

Element Derivation:

MICS first tests field ENQDW2 for binary zeros. If it finds them, then ENQJW2ST is set to a single blank. If ENQDW2 is
not binary zeros, then MICS sets this field from a bit-level test of field SMF77DFG in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity
Record:

       '....1...'B ENQJW2ST='E'

       '....0...'B ENQJW2ST='S'

Range of Value:

' ' or 'E' or 'S'.

Summarization Process:

ENQJW2ST contains the last value of ENQJW2ST processed in the level of summarization.

ENQMNEX - Min Exclusive Requests

The minimum number of requests waiting for exclusive use of this logical resource during any contention event that
occurred during this RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this count from field SMF77EXM in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 (very likely) to a rather small number.

Summarization Process:

ENQMNEX is set to the smallest ENQMNEX value included in the summarization level.
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ENQMNSH - Min Shared Requests

The minimum number of requests waiting for shared use of this logical resource during any contention event that occurred
during this RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this count from field SMF77SHM in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 (very likely) to a rather small number.

Summarization Process:

ENQMNSH is set to the smallest ENQMNSH value included in the summarization level.

ENQMNWTM - Min Resource Contention Time

The shortest duration of any contention event for this resource which occured during this RMF recording interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this value from field SMF77WTM of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record. As this value is supplied in
1024-microsecond units, it is converted to seconds during MICS processing.

Range of Value:

0 (no contention events occured) to (quite possible) the length of the RMF recording interval.

Summarization Process:

ENQMNWTM is set to the smallest ENQMNWTM value encountered in the summarization level.

ENQMXEX - Max Exclusive Requests

The maximum number of requests waiting for exclusive use of this logical resource during any contention event that
occurred during this RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this count from field SMF77EXX in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:
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0 (no contention events or no users waiting for exclusive control) to the number of users in the system.

Summarization Process:

ENQMXEX is set to the largest ENQMXEX value included in the summarization level.

ENQMXQL - Max Queue Length

This value is the largest average queue length (ENQAVQL) value encountered in creating this record at this level of MICS
summarization.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQAVQL - Avg Queue Length

Element Derivation:

The average queue length is calculated for each RMF measurement interval (see ENQAVQL). ENQMXQL is the
maximum ENQAVQL encountered during the MICS reporting cycle. At the DETAIL level, ENQMXQL is equal to
ENQAVQL.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of MVS memories in the system.

Summarization Process:

ENQMXQL is set to the largest ENQMXQL value encountered during the summarization process.

ENQMXSH - Max Shared Requests

The maximum number of requests waiting for shared use of this logical resource during any contention event that
occurred during this RMF measurement interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this count from field SMF77SHX in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of memories in the system.

Summarization Process:

ENQMXSH is set to the largest ENQMXSH value included in the summarization level.

ENQMXWTM - Max Resource Contention Time

The longest duration of any contention event for this resource which occured during this RMF recording interval.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.
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  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS takes this value from field SMF77WTX of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record. As this value is supplied in
1024-microsecond units, it is converted to seconds during MICS processing.

Range of Value:

0 (no contention events occured) to (quite possible) the length of the RMF recording interval.

Summarization Process:

ENQMXWTM is set to the largest ENQMXWTM value encountered in the summarization level.

ENQNOD - Total Contention Status Chgs No Detail

ENQNOD contains the total number of contention status change events that occurred, for the resource identified by data
elements Major Name of Resource (ENQQNM) and Minor Name of Resource (ENQRNM) during the RMF measurement
interval, that did not provide separate contention detail data.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 See also:  ENQQNM - Major Name of Resource

            ENQRNM - Minor Name of Resource

Element Derivation:

ENQNOD contains the value input from field SMF77NOD of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:

ENQNOD is set to the sum of all ENQNOD values included in the summarization level.

ENQPCQL1 - Pct Queue Length = 1

ENQPCQL1 contains the percentage of contention events that occurred during this RMF interval where RMF found that
there was one request waiting for this resource.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQL1 - Enqueue Length 1

             ENQQL2 - Enqueue Length 2

             ENQQL3 - Enqueue Length 3

             ENQQL4 - Enqueue Length 4 or more

Element Derivation:

ENQPCQL1 is computed using the following algorithm:

ENQPCQL1 = (ENQQL1*100)

           / (ENQQL1+ENQQL2+ENQQL3+ENQQL4)

Range of Value:

ENQPCQL1 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.
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Summarization Process:

ENQPCQL1 is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQPCQL2 - Pct Queue Length <= 2

ENQPCQL2 contains the percentage of contention events that occurred during this RMF interval where RMF found that
there were one or two requests waiting for this resource.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQL1 - Enqueue Length 1

             ENQQL2 - Enqueue Length 2

             ENQQL3 - Enqueue Length 3

             ENQQL4 - Enqueue Length 4 or more

Element Derivation:

ENQPCQL2 is computed using the following algorithm:

ENQPCQL2 = ((ENQQL1+ENQQL2)*100)

           / (ENQQL1+ENQQL2+ENQQL3+ENQQL4)

Range of Value:

ENQPCQL2 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ENQPCQL2 is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQPCQL3 - Pct Queue Length <= 3

ENQPCQL3 contains the percentage of contention events that occurred during this RMF interval where RMF found that
there were one, two, or three requests waiting for this resource.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQQL1 - Enqueue Length 1

             ENQQL2 - Enqueue Length 2

             ENQQL3 - Enqueue Length 3

             ENQQL4 - Enqueue Length 4 or more

Element Derivation:

ENQPCQL3 is computed using the following algorithm:
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ENQPCQL3 = ((ENQQL1+ENQQL2+ENQQL3)*100)

           / (ENQQL1+ENQQL2+ENQQL3+ENQQL4)

Range of Value:

ENQPCQL3 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

ENQPCQL3 is recalculated from the summarized values of the variables in its formula.

Usage Notes:

None

ENQQLT - Total Waiting Requests

The total number of waiting requests for this resource during this RMF measurement interval.

This is a count of the number of requests found queued for this resource at the end of each "contention event" which
occured during this interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This count is taken from field SMF77QLT of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:

ENQQLT is set to the sum of all ENQQLT values included in the summarization level.

ENQQL1 - Enqueue Length 1

The number of contention events which occurred during the RMF measurement interval at the end of which one user was
found waiting for this resource.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This count is taken from field SMF77QL1 of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of contention events.

Summarization Process:

ENQQL1 is set to the sum of all ENQQL1 values included in the summarization level.

ENQQL2 - Enqueue Length 2

The number of contention events which occurred during the RMF measurement interval at the end of which two users
were found waiting for this resource.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This count is taken from field SMF77QL2 of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of contention events.

Summarization Process:

ENQQL2 is set to the sum of all ENQQL2 values included in the summarization level.

ENQQL3 - Enqueue Length 3

The number of contention events which occurred during the RMF measurement interval at the end of which three users
were found waiting for this resource.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This count is taken from field SMF77QL3 of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of contention events.

Summarization Process:

ENQQL3 is set to the sum of all ENQQL3 values included in the summarization level.

ENQQL4 - Enqueue Length 4 or More

The number of contention events which occurred during the RMF measurement interval at the end of which four or more
users were found waiting for this resource.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

This count is taken from field SMF77QL4 of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

0 to the number of contention events.

Summarization Process:

ENQQL4 is set to the sum of all ENQQL4 values included in the summarization level.
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ENQQNM - Major Name of Resource

The major, or "queue" name of the resource being enqueued upon. RMF extracts this name "QNAME" from the major
QCB (Queue Control Block) associated with the request.

The term "QNAME" comes from the ENQ macro instruction's parameter of the same name (ENQ is the supervisor service
macro instruction used to request control of a logical resource). To understand what QNAMEs (and RNAMEs also--see
the ENQRNM data element) are, one need only consider the example of a data set ENQ. At the beginning of a job, MVS
will issue an ENQ macro instruction for all the data sets used by that job. For each data set, the QNAME used on the ENQ
macro instruction will be SYSDSN, and the RNAME will specify the data set name. Thus if SYS1.MACLIB is referenced by
the job, one might see the equivalent of:

       ENQ     QNAME==C'SYSDSN',RNAME==C'SYS1.MACLIB'

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQRNM  - Minor Resource Name

Element Derivation:

This name is taken from the SMF77QNM field of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

Any string of 8 or less characters. The ENQ system service does not require it, but in practice, QNAMEs never have
unprintable characters in them. The QNAME will be right-padded with blanks if it is less than 8 characters in length.

Summarization Process:

This is a summarization control variable. During the summarization process a new record is created for each unique
record key combination, and this field is part of the key of its record.

Usage Notes:

QNAMEs beginning with 'SYSZ' are reserved for MVS use and only Authorized programs may issue ENQ macros
specifying them.

ENQRLN - Minor Name Length

The length of the minor name (RNAME) of the resource being enqueued upon. RMF extracts this length from the minor
QCB (Queue Control Block) for this resource. This value may be greater than 44, even though RMF only will put the first
44 bytes of the RNAME into the output record.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ENQRNM  - Minor Resource Name

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF77RLN of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record. If MICS finds no unprintable
characters in the RNAME, then this field is stored as it comes from the record. If unprintables are found however, MICS
performs a translation process on the RNAME and sets ENQRLN to the length of the translated variable. See the
ENQRNM variable for an explanation of this process.

Range of Value:
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0 to 255.

Summarization Process:

ENQRLN is set to the last ENQRLN value encountered in the summarization level.

ENQSCOPE - System Scope Systems (S) or System (P)

ENQSCOPE describes the scope, or desired range of effect, of this enqueue. The issuer of an ENQ macro instruction
may request one of three levels:

STEP
Serialization is only performed between tasks running in the address space of the issuer. While such ENQs may
occasionally be of interest in analyzing the behavior of a multi-user subsystem, RMF does not collect any information
about contention for ENQ resources with a scope of STEP.

SYSTEM
Serialization is performed between all tasks running in all address spaces under the control of the operating system
running in the machine of the user. An example of a resource that only requires this level of serialization is the "right to
attempt to allocate I/O devices" which is represented by a QNAME of SYSIEFSD and an RNAME of Q4.

SYSTEMS
Serialization is desired between all tasks running in all address spaces on all machines in the complex. A data set is an
example of an ENQ where one would desire to serialize the entire complex.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

ENQSCOPE is interpreted from the value of field SMF77DFG in the SMF type 77 Enqueue Activity record with the
following bit-level test:

'.0......' ENQSCOPE='P' (SYSTEM) '.1......' ENQSCOPE='S' (SYSTEMS)

Range of Value:

The value of ENQSCOPE is either 'P' or 'S'.

Summarization Process:

ENQSCOPE is set to the last ENQSCOPE value encountered in the summarization level. As this may change from
request to request, this value cannot be relied upon above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

RMF uses ENQSCOPE as part of the "key" of its control blocks, along with ENQQNM and ENQRNM. Thus RMF, but
not MICS, keeps separate statistics for two ENQ contention events that were for a resource with the same QNAME and
RNAME, but where the scope of the request was different. This difference between MICS and RMF is not expected to be
important because issuers of ENQs generally use the same scope.

ENQSOx - System ID of Job Name x Resource Owner

The SMF identifier of the system hosting the "x"th named owner of the resource whose contention activity is being
recorded. "x" can be either 1 or 2.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF77SYx in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

Any legal system id, or blanks, or 'NONAME'.

Summarization Process:

ENQSOx contains the last value of ENQSOx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMF ID is obtained from the SID parameter in the SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) member specified at IPL time.

ENQSWx - System ID of Job x Awaiting Resource

The SMF identifier of the system hosting the "x"th named waiter for the resource whose contention activity is being
recorded. "x" can be either 1 or 2.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF77SYy ("y" is "x" plus 2) in the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Range of Value:

Any legal system ID, or blanks, or 'NONAME'.

Summarization Process:

ENQSWx contains the last value of ENQSWx processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The SMF ID is obtained from the SID parameter in the SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) member specified at IPL time.

ENQWTT - Total Resource Contention Time

The total of the duration of the contention events for this resource (QNAME/RNAME combination) throughout the RMF
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

Converted to seconds from field SMF77WTT of the RMF Type 77 Enqueue Activity Record.

Summarization Process:
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ENQWTT contains the sum of all ENQWTT values included in the summarization level.

Trace Activity File (SCPTRC)
The Trace Activity File identifies the field names traced, including their minimum, maximum, sum, sum of squares,
standard deviation, and average values. This file is typically used when reporting on fields traced.

This file is derived from the RMF Trace Activity record, type 76.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     TRCNAME   TRCTYPE   TRCSETNO  ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  TRCNAME  - Field Name Traced

  X.....E  TRCSETNO - Interval Sample Set Number

  X.....E  TRCTYPE  - Interval or Set Type Indicator

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TRCDOMFD - Domain Field Flag

  X.....   TRCDOMTF - Domain Tracing Termination Flag

  X.....E  TRCENDVA - Last Trace Value

  X.....E  TRCINV   - Invalid Data Flag

  X.....   TRCISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

  X.....   TRCLPE   - LPB Trace Request Ended Flag

  X.....   TRCLPR   - LPB Trace Requested Flag

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TRCDMFCT - Intvls with Domain Field Flag Set

  X.....   TRCDMTCT - Intvls with Domain Tracing Terminated

  X.....E  TRCINVCT - Intvls with Invalid Data

  X.....E  TRCISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped
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  X.....   TRCLPECT - Intvls with LPB Trace Request Ended

  X.....   TRCLPRCT - Intvls with LPB Trace Requested

  X.....E  TRCRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  X.....   TRCSSQ   - Sum of Squares of Trace Value

  X.....E  TRCSUM   - Sum of Trace Value

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TRCMN    - Minimum Trace Value

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TRCMX    - Maximum Trace Value

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X.....E  TRCAV    - Avg Trace Value

  X.....   TRCSTDEV - Standard Deviation of Trace Value

TRCAV - Avg Trace Value

The average value of the field traced during the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

This field will be "missing" unless AVG or ALL was specified as the (traceopt) for this field in the RMF parameters.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

             TRCSUM  - Sum of Values Traced

             TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

TRCAV is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF TRCRSMP THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (TRCSUM)0) TRCAV=TRCSUM/TRCRSMP;

      WHEN (TRCSUM=0) TRCAV=0;

      OTHERWISE       TRCAV=.;

    END;

    ELSE TRCAV=.;

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 65,534. For a fullword field, 0 to 4,294,967,296. This field will be "missing" if TRCSUM is
"missing".

Summarization Process:

TRCAV contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.
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TRCDMFCT - Intvls with Domain Field Flag Set

TRCDMFCT is the number of intervals with domain tracing.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 7 of field SMF76OPT in the Trace Data Section of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record. If the bit is on,
TRCDMFCT is set to 1, indicating that this entry is a Domain field.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

TRCDMFCT contains the sum of all occurrences of TRCDMFCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that this occurs, divide
TRCDMFCT by INTERVLS and multiply by 100. A low percentage is an indication of the validity of the summarized data.

TRCDMTCT - Intvls with Domain Tracing Terminated

TRCDMTCT is the number of intervals with domain tracing terminated.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 6 of field SMF76OPT in the Trace Data Section of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record. If the bit is on,
TRCDMTCT is set to 1, indicating that this entry is a Domain field.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

TRCDMTCT contains the sum of all occurrences of TRCDMTCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that this occurs, divide
TRCDMTCT by INTERVLS and multiply by 100. A low percentage is an indication of the validity of the summarized data.

TRCDOMFD - Domain Field Flag

A flag that indicates whether the variable traced was a Domain field ('Y'=yes, 'N'=no).

Domain fields are replicated. That is, the specification in RMF parameters that a given field which exists in the DMDT
(Domain Definition Table) should be traced causes RMF to trace the value of that variable in each DMDT (there may be
from 1 to 128 of these) which was "active" (mentioned in the current IPS) when RMF was initialized.
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For example, if you specified TRACE(DMDTRUA,...) and domains 1,2, 40, and 100 were active when RMF was started,
you would actually get trace records for variables named DMRUA001, DMRUA002, DMRUA040, and DMRUA100. In
each record for these variables, TRCDOMFD would be 'Y'.

Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

Interpreted from the value of field SMF76OPT in the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record with the following bit-level test:

       .......1 TRCDOMFD='Y'

       .......0 TRCDOMFD='N'

Range of Value:

This element can take the value of 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

TRCDOMFD is invalid above the DETAIL level.

TRCDOMTF - Domain Tracing Termination Flag

A flag that indicates that domain tracing was terminated during the RMF recording interval. Domain tracing is terminated
whenever a SET IPS command is entered. RMF will not trace domain values again until new TRACE parameters are
entered or it is restarted. Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCDOMFD - Domain Field Flag

Element Derivation:

Interpreted from the value of field SMF76OPT in the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record with the following bit-level test:

       ......1. TRCDOMTF='Y'

       ......0. TRCDOMTF='N'

Range of Value:

This element can take the value of 'Y' or 'N'.

Summarization Process:

TRCDOMTF is invalid above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

The ending of domain tracing does not affect the validity of the values in this record except that they only apply to the part
of the interval preceding the SET IPS command.
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TRCENDVA - Last Trace Value

The last value of the variable being traced recorded in the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

This value will be missing unless the END or ALL option was given for this variable on the RMF TRACE statement.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from field SMF76ENV of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record. Bit 4 of SMF76OPT (end value of the
field is contained in the SMF record) is tested. If it is zero, TRCENDVA is set to missing.

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 65,534. For a fullword field, 0 to 4,294,967,296. This field will be set to a missing value under the
conditions described above.

Summarization Process:

TRCENDVA contains the last value of TRCENDVA encountered in the level of summarization.

TRCINV - Invalid Data Flag

TRCINV indicates whether the values of the RMF trace data were invalid. When this condition is detected during the
processing of raw data, MICS sets the appropriate elements to missing in order to prevent invalid data from corrupting the
database.

Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCENDVA - Last Trace Value

             TRCINVCT - Intvls with Invalid Data

             TRCMN    - Minimum Trace Value

             TRCMX    - Maximum Trace Value

             TRCSSQ   - Sum of Squares of Trace Value

             TRCSUM   - Sum of Trace Value

Element Derivation:

If the value of TRCINVCT is zero, TRCINV is set to N, otherwise TRCINV is set to Y.

Range of Value:

TRCINV may have the value N, meaning that no intervals had invalid data, or Y, meaning that one or more interval had
invalid data.

Summarization Process:

TRCINV is invalid above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

None
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TRCINVCT - Intvls with Invalid Data

TRCINVCT contains the number of RMF measurement intervals where the trace data were invalid. When this condition is
detected, MICS sets the appropriate elements to missing in order to prevent invalid data from corrupting the database.

TRCINVCT is available for MVS systems with RMF Version 4, Release 2.0, or above.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCENDVA - Last Trace Value

             TRCINV   - Invalid Data Flag

             TRCMN    - Minimum Trace Value

             TRCMX    - Maximum Trace Value

             TRCSSQ   - Sum of Squares of Trace Value

             TRCSUM   - Sum of Trace Value

Element Derivation:

To determine whether the trace data are invalid, MICS tests bit 2 of field SMF76OP1 of the RMF type 76 Trace Activity
Record written by RMF Monitor I. When the bit is off, trace data are invalid and the value of TRCINVCT is set to 1.

Range of Value:

TRCINVCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum equal to the value of INTERVLS (the number of measurement
intervals).

Summarization Process:

TRCINVCT contains the sum of all TRCINVCT values included in the level of summarization.

TRCISS - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

TRCISS indicates whether RMF failed to take a sample during any cycle during the measurement interval. Note that this
data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

             TRCRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, TRCISS is derived from the SMF76ISS flag bit in field SMF76FLA of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity
Record. This field is a one-byte status field that contains other indicators. TRCISS is set to Y if the field matches the mask
'.1......'B, or N if it does not.

Range of Value:

TRCISS has the value Y, meaning that samples were skipped, or N, meaning that there were no samples skipped.

Summarization Process:

TRCISS is invalid above the DETAIL level.

TRCISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

TRCISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

             TRCRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, TRCISSCT is derived from field SMF76FLA, of the RMF 76 Trace Activity Record. This field is a one-
byte status field that contains other indicators. The value of TRCISSCT is set depending on the value of bit 1 by using a
bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

At the DETAIL timespan, the value of TRCISSCT will be either 0, meaning no samples were skipped during the interval, or
1, meaning that samples were skipped.

Summarization Process:

TRCISSCT contains the sum of all TRCISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

TRCLPE - LPB Trace Request Ended Flag

TRCLPE indicates whether or not a Logical Path Block (LPB) trace request ended during the measurement interval. Note
that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCLPECT - Intvls with LPB Trace Request Ended

Element Derivation:

TRCLPE is set by testing the SMF76OP1 field in the SMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record for the bit pattern ".1......". If bit 1
is on, TRCLPE is set to Y, else it is set to N.

Range of Value:

TRCLPE has the value Y, meaning that an LPB trace request ended, or N, meaning that one did not.

Summarization Process:

TRCLPE is invalid above the DETAIL level.

TRCLPECT - Intvls with LPB Trace Request Ended

TRCLPECT is the total number of measurement intervals where a Logical Path Block (LPB) trace request ended.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCLPR - LPB Trace Request Ended Flag

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, TRCLPECT is set by testing the SMF76OP1 field in the SMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record for the
bit pattern ".1......". If bit 1 is on, TRCLPECT is set to 1, else it is set to 0.
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Range of Value:

At the DETAIL timespan, the value of TRCLPECT will be either 0, meaning that an LPB trace request ended during the
interval, or 1, meaning that one did not.

Summarization Process:

TRCLPECT contains the sum of all TRCLPECT values processed in the level of summarization.

TRCLPR - LPB Trace Requested Flag

TRCLPR indicates whether or not a Logical Path Block (LPB) trace was requested during the measurement interval. Note
that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCLPRCT - Intvls with LPB Trace Requested

Element Derivation:

TRCLPR is set by testing the SMF76OP1 field in the SMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record for the bit pattern "1.......". If bit 0
is on, TRCLPR is set to Y, else it is set to N.

Range of Value:

TRCLPR has the value Y, meaning that an LPB trace was request, or N, meaning that one was not.

Summarization Process:

TRCLPR is invalid above the DETAIL level.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals in which a LPB trace was requested is contained in data element
TRCLPRCT.

TRCLPRCT - Intvls with LPB Trace Requested

TRCLPRCT is the total number of measurement intervals where a Logical Path Block (LPB) trace was requested.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCLPR - LPB Trace Requested Flag

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, TRCLPRCT is set by testing the SMF76OP1 field in the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity Record for the
bit pattern "1.......". If bit 0 is on, TRCLPRCT is set to 1, else it is set to 0.

Range of Value:

At the DETAIL timespan, the value of TRCLPRCT is either 0, meaning that an LPB trace was not requested during the
interval, or 1, meaning that one was.

Summarization Process:

TRCLPRCT contains the sum of all TRCLPRCT values processed in the level of summarization.
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TRCMN - Minimum Trace Value

The minimum value found for the field traced in the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

This variable will be a missing value if the TRACE statement which caused RMF to track this variable did not specify the
MIN or ALL option.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCMX   - Maximum Value Traced

             TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from field SMF76MIN of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record. If bit 0 of SMF76OPT, which means
"minimum value of the field is contained in the SMF record", is off, this value is set to "missing".

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 65,534. For a fullword field, 0 to 4,294,967,296. This variable will be a missing value under the
conditions described above.

Summarization Process:

TRCMN is set to the smallest TRCMN value encountered during the summarization process.

TRCMX - Maximum Trace Value

The maximum value found for the field traced in the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

This variable will be a missing value if the TRACE statement which caused RMF to track this variable did not specify the
MAX or ALL option.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCMN   - Minimum Value Traced

             TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from field SMF76MAX of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record. If bit 1 of SMF76OPT, which means
"maximum value of the field is contained in the SMF record", is off, this value is set to "missing".

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 65,534. For a fullword field, 0 to 4,294,967,296. This variable will be a missing value under the
conditions described above.

Summarization Process:

TRCMX is set to the largest TRCMX value encountered during the summarization process.
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TRCNAME - Field Name Traced

TRCNAME is the name of the field represented by this trace record. RMF will only trace fields specified in a TRACE RMF
parameter at RMF initialization or re-initialization time.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 8.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

TRCNAME is obtained from field SMF76NAM of the SMF type 76 Trace Activity record.

Range of Value:

TRCNAME can contain any valid variable name as described in the RMF User's Guide.

Summarization Process:

TRCNAME contains the last value of TRCNAME encountered in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

It is possible to trace fields other than the standard ones by means of an RMF exit.

TRCRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

TRCRSMP is the total number of samples collected during the measurement period.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

             TRCISSCT - Intervals with RMF Samples Skipped

Element Derivation:

If the entire sample set is recorded (true if the value of data element TRCTYPE is "S"), the value of TRCRSMP is the
number of samples in the set, usually 60. If only the interval values are stored (true if TRCTYPE is "I"), TRCRSMP
contains the value from field SMF76SAM in the RMF Product Section of RMF Record Type 76, Trace Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This value may range from a minimum of 1 to a maximum determined by the RMF sampling rate and the length of the
period during which samples were taken.

Summarization Process:

TRCRSMP contains the sum of all values of TRCRSMP that were included in the level of summarization.

TRCSETNO - Interval Sample Set Number

The number of the "sample set" from which the data in this record came.

RMF supports the gathering of data about the values taken on by variables it is tracing at a level of detail intermediate
between CYCLE and INTERVAL.

RMF divides each interval into groups of 60 (changeable only via SUPERZAP) cycles. Each group corresponds to a
sample set--a segment in its output record which will contain values for the variable which were observed during those 60
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sampling cycles. Once each cycle, RMF updates the values requested in the TRACE parameter in the appropriate sample
set. In addition, it keeps the same statistics for the overall interval in the main part of the record.

MICS processes TRACE records as follows: If the option to keep just interval-level statistics was specified for this SYSID
in MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS), then a single record with TRCTYPE='I' is fashioned out of the interval values in the record
and MICS goes on to the next record. When the option to keep sample-set-level statistics was specified, the same 'I'
record is put out to represent the entire interval, and then records with TRCTYPE='S' are put out to represent each of the
sample sets.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

TRCSETNO is set to 1 for the interval record (TRCTYPE='I'). It is set to the number of the sample set (from 1 by 1) for
each sample-set (TRCTYPE='S') record.

Range of Value:

TRCSETNO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 32,767.

Summarization Process:

TRCSETNO contains the last value of TRCSETNO encountered in the level of summarization.

TRCSSQ - Sum of Squares of Trace Value

The sum of the squares of the value being traced during the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

On each cycle, RMF gathers the value of the variable being traced, multiplies it by itself, and adds the result to the
accumulator for the entire interval and that for the sample set if either the STDDEV or ALL option was selected for the field
being traced.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from field SMF76STD of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record for the overall interval and from the
corresponding sample-set field for the sample set.

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 18,446,744,073,709,561,616. For a fullword field, 0 to 2**96 (a large number).

Summarization Process:

TRCSSQ contains the sum of all values of TRCSSQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This value is used in the calculation of the standard deviation of the values recorded for the field traced.
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TRCSTDEV - Standard Deviation of Trace Value

TRCSTDEV is the standard deviation of the trace value. The standard deviation is a descriptive statistic for use in
analyzing the trace data.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCAV - Average Trace Value

             TRCMN - Minimum Trace Value

             TRCMX - Maximum Trace Value

Element Derivation:

RMF provides the data necessary for computing the standard deviation. MICS computes this as follows if TRCRSMP is
greater than one and both TRCSSP and TRCSUM are non-missing:

    TRCSTDEV=SQRT(((TRCRSMP*TRCSSQ)-(TRCSUM**2))/

                  (TRCRSMP*(TRCRSMP-1)))

otherwise, TRCSTDEV is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

TRCSTDEV contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

TRCSUM - Sum of Trace Value

The sum of the values found for the field during the RMF recording interval (TRCTYPE='I') or in the sample set
(TRCTYPE='S').

On each cycle, RMF gathers the value of the variable being traced and adds it to the accumulator for the entire interval
and that for the sample set if either the AVG or ALL option was selected for the field being traced.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  TRCAV   - Avg of Values Traced

             TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

Element Derivation:

This value is taken from field SMF76AVG of the RMF Type 76 Trace Activity record for the overall interval and from the
corresponding sample-set field for the sample set.

Range of Value:

For a halfword field, 0 to 281,474,976,710,656. For a fullword field, 0 to 18,446,744,073,709,561,616.

Summarization Process:

TRCSUM contains the sum of all values of TRCSUM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The main use of this value is to calculate the average, which MICS provides you.

TRCTYPE - Interval or Set Type Indicator

TRCTYPE contains a flag that indicates whether the data in this record represents an entire RMF interval or just a sample
set from that interval.

RMF always collects trace data at the sample-set level, although you do have parametric control over which data
elements are collected. MICS, in order to conserve DASD space, gives you the further option of only creating one record
for each RMF interval, rather than one record for each sample set within the interval.

When you specify to MICS that sample-set level trace data is to be kept, then for each interval there will be a trace record
with TRCTYPE='I' to hold values for the entire interval, followed by records with TRCTYPE='S' holding values for just their
respective sample sets.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

             TRCSETNO - Interval Sample Set Number

Element Derivation:

TRCTYPE is set internally in a MICS source module according to your site's specifications on the OPTIONS statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS member RMFOPS. You may specify one of three options:

       NONE  -  No trace data is kept.

       INTVL -  Trace data is kept in a record per interval.

       SET   -  Trace data is kept in a record for the interval

                plus a record for each sample set.

Range of Value:

'I' for INTVL or 'S' for SET. If NONE is specified in RMFOPS, the DETAIL.SCPTRC01 file will be empty.

Summarization Process:

TRCTYPE contains the last value of TRCTYPE processed in the level of summarization.

Address Space Activity File (SCPARD)
The Address Space Activity File quantifies the resource consumption, service, and status of each address space. A record
is written for each address space that exists at the end of the recording interval. This file is typically used when reporting
on address space activity.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 2.

 Contents 

  

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     ASID      ARDTYPE   USER      YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  ARDTYPE  - Address Space Type

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  USER     - User Identification

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year
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  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFM2ID  - RMF Monitor II Session ID

  X.....E  RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name

  X.....E  RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  X.....E  WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  ARDLOC   - Address Space Status

  X.....E  ARDXMEM  - Cross Memory Address Space

 Accumulated Data Elements

  X.....   ARDASSTM - Additional SRB Service Time

  X.....   ARDAVABS - Avg Absorption Rate

  X.....E  ARDAVRSF - Avg Real Frames

  X.....   ARDCPIN  - CSA Page-Ins

  X.....   ARDCPRC  - Intvls with CPU Critical

  X.....   ARDCPRE  - Address Space is Storage Critical

  X.....   ARDCPRI  - Storage Critical Transactions Served

  X.....   ARDCPUP  - Intvls with CPU Protection

  X.....   ARDCPUTM - Total CPU Time on Behalf
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  X.....   ARDCRMP  - Address Space Promoted Res. Contention

  X.....E  ARDCSWP  - CSA Frames Swapped In

  X.....   ARDCTOR  - CICS TOR Response Time Management

  X.....   ARDEXCPS - EXCP Count

  X.....   ARDFXAB  - Fixed Frames Between 16M and 2G

  X.....   ARDFXBL  - Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  ARDGOAL  - Intvls with WLM Goal Honored

  X.....E  ARDHP    - Hiperspace Paging by Current Transact.

  X.....E  ARDHPIE  - Intvls with Honor Priority Disabled

  X.....E  ARDIOHI  - I/O Priority Group HIGH Assigned

  X.....E  ARDLOC   - Address Space Status

  X.....   ARDLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....E  ARDLSQE  - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  X.....E  ARDLSQR  - LSQA Pages in Real Storage

  X.....E  ARDLSWP  - LPA Frames Swapped In

  X.....   ARDNLQF  - Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   ARDPHTA  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zAAP

  X.....   ARDPHTI  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zIIP

  X.....   ARDPHTM  - Preemptable-class SRB Time

  X.....E  ARDPIN   - Private Area Page-Ins

  X.....   ARDPPIO  - Non-VIO Page-Ins

  X.....   ARDPRFX  - Private Fixed Frames

  X.....   ARDPSSEC - Step Product of Frame

  X.....   ARDQSC   - Intvls with Address Space Quiesced

  X.....   ARDRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

  X.....E  ARDRSM   - Intvls with Incorrect RSM Data

  X.....   ARDSER   - Service Units

  X.....E  ARDSRV   - Address Space is a Server

  X.....   ARDSTOP  - Intvls with Storage Protection

  X.....   ARDSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X.....   ARDSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X.....   ARDSWP   - Pages Swapped In

  X.....   ARDTAFF  - Address Space has Temporal Affinities

  X.....   ARDTAT   - Transaction Active Time

  X.....E  ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

  X.....E  ARDTCPTM - Home Address Space Total CPU Time

  X.....   ARDTDEV  - Total Device Connect Time

  X.....E  ARDTRT   - Transaction Residency Time

  X.....   ARDTTM   - Elapsed Time of Last Transaction

  X.....   ARDTTX   - Number of Transactions

  X.....E  ARDTWSS  - SRM Target Working Set

  X.....   ARDTXME  - Resp. Time Goals Management Disabled

  X.....   ARDVPIO  - VIO Page-Ins

  X.....E  ARDXMSCT - Intvls with Cross Memory Service

  X.....   ARDZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X.....   ARDZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time

ARDASSTM - Additional SRB Service Time

ARDASSTM contains the amount of time consumed by enclaves and preemptable SRBs in the current address space,
during the measurement interval.
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ARDASSTM is one of the components of the Total CPU Time on Behalf (ARDCPUTM) data element, but it is not included
in the Home Address Space Total CPU Time (ARDTCPTM).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCPUTM - Total CPU Time on Behalf

 Element Derivation: 

ARDASSTM contains the value input from field R792ASST of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSBASST field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDASSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDASSTM contains the sum of all values of ARDASSTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDAVABS - Avg Absorption Rate

The average rate at which transactions in this address space have used system CPU, I/O, and main storage resources.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is service units/second. This field is calculated by the SRM as the total
accumulated service, including the current transaction, divided by the total residency time.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDSER  - Service Units

             ARDTAT  - Transaction Active Time

             ARDTTX  - Number of Transactions

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792SVAR of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a large number that depends on the IPS service definition coefficients
and the rate of resource consumption.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDAVABS contains the sum of all values of ARDAVABS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This field is only calculated for swapped in address spaces. This value gives the average absorption rate for the entire
transaction. For a job, this is averaged over all steps of the job (prior plus the portion of the current step). For a TSO user,
this means the average absorption rate of all transactions for this LOGON session.

ARDAVRSF - Avg Real Frames

The average number of real storage frames (each is 4K bytes) occupied by the transactions in this address space during
the current session.

This number does not include pages used in LPA, CSA, or SQA, but it does include LSQA.
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 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDPSSEC - Step Product Of Frame

             ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792ARS of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates the value by
the following formula:

    R792ARS=R792PSS/R792TCPU

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the maximum size of the private area.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDAVRSF contains the sum of all values of ARDAVRSF processed in the level of summarization.

ARDCPIN - CSA Page-Ins

The total number of common area pageins done during the current measurement interval on behalf of this address space.
This count includes both CSA and LPA pageins which result from page faults caused by references to common pageable
storage by code executing under control of tasks in this address space (user or system code).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCSWP - CSA Pageins

             ARDLSWP - LPA Pageins

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792CMNI of the RMF/SMF Type 79 Monitor II records. The RMF source is the
OUXBCAPI field in the OUXB.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPIN contains the sum of all values of ARDCPIN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out, will appear in the first interval where
the address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDCPRC - Intvls with CPU Critical

ARDCPRC contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space's service class was designated CPU critical in
the active policy.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPRC is set to 1 if bit 0 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPRC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPRC contains the sum of all values of ARDCPRC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDCPRE - Address Space is Storage Critical

ARDCPRE contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space matched a classification rule in the active
policy which was designated storage critical.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPRE is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPRE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPRE contains the sum of all values of ARDCPRE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDCPRI - Storage Critical Transactions Served

ARDCPRI contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space either was serving transactions belonging to
a service class that was designated storage critical in the active policy's classification rules, or was running in SYSTEM/
SYSSTC.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPRI is set to 1 if bit 2 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPRI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPRI contains the sum of all values of ARDCPRI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDCPTM - TCB Time Spent on Standard CP

ARDCPTM contains the amount of time spent on standard CPs in task mode for this address space, during the
measurement interval.

This data element is only valid when the configuration contains zAAP/zIIP processors, and when valid, its contents is the
same as the TCB CPU time (ARDTCBTM) data element. This is the reason why ARDCPTM is shipped inactive by default.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDTCPTM - TCB CPU time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPTM contains the value input from field R792TCP of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains this
value from the ASSB_TIME_ON_CP field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPTM contains the sum of all values of ARDCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDCPUP - Intvls with CPU Protection

ARDCPUP contains the number of RMF intervals where CPU protection was assigned either to the address space or to
transaction service classes being served by the address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPUP is set to 1 if bit 3 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPUP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPUP contains the sum of all values of ARDCPUP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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ARDCPUTM - Total CPU Time on Behalf

ARDCPUTM contains the total CPU time used during the measurement interval on behalf of the address space.

ARDCPUTM includes the job step (TCB), SRB, as well as the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB times of the current
address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDASSTM - Additional SRB Service Time

             ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCPUTM is obtained from field R792EJST of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. MICS computes the
amount of CPU time used in the current measurement interval from the difference in the total value of two ARD records.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCPUTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCPUTM contains the sum of all values of ARDCPUTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

ARDCPUTM should not be confused with the Home Address Space Total CPU Time (ARDTCPTM) data element.
ARDCPUTM includes the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB time of the current address space (ARDASSTM data
element), whereas ARDTCPTM includes the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB time of the home address space
(ARDPHTM data element).

ARDCRMP - Address Space Promoted Res. Contention

ARDCRMP contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space was promoted due to a chronic resource
contention.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCRMP is set to 1 if bit 5 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCRMP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCRMP contains the sum of all values of ARDCRMP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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ARDCSWP - CSA Frames Swapped In

The total number of CSA pageins done during the current measurement interval on behalf of this address space. This
count does not include LPA pageins.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCPIN  - CSA Page-Ins

             ARDLSWP  - LPA Pageins

             PAGSNI   - CSA Pageins

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792CSAI of the RMF/SMF Type 79 Monitor II records. RMF calculates this value as:

    R792CSAI = OUXBCAPI - OUXBLPAI

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that will be less than the total system CSA pagein rate.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCSWP contains the sum of all values of ARDCSWP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out will appear in the first interval where the
address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDCTOR - CICS TOR Response Time Management

ARDCTOR contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space was a CICS TOR that matched a
classification rule in the WLM policy which allows managing the region based on its goals and verifies that transactions
are reported for management of the CICS AORs.

This data element was introduced with z/OS V1R13.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDCTOR is set to 1 if bit 6 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDCTOR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDCTOR contains the sum of all values of ARDCTOR processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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ARDEXCPS - EXCP Count

ARDEXCPS contains the number of EXCPs issued during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDTDEV  - Total Device Connect Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDEXCPS contains the value input from field R792EXCW of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record, for
systems executing with IBM APAR OA15850 applied, or from field R792EXCT for other systems.

 Range of Value: 

ARDEXCPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDEXCPS contains the sum of all values of ARDEXCPS processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDFXAB - Fixed Frames Between 16M and 2G

ARDFXAB contains the current number of fixed (non-pageable) central storage frames between the 16-megabyte and the
2-gigabyte lines.

This element is valid only for systems running in 64-bit real addressing mode (z/Architecture).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

 Element Derivation: 

ARDFXAB contains the value input from field R792FXAB of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDFXAB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDFXAB contains the sum of all values of ARDFXAB processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDFXBL - Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

The total number of fixed frames below the 16 megabyte line.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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This value is obtained from field R792FXBL in the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDFXBL contains the sum of all occurrences of ARDFXBL that were included in the level of summarization.

ARDGOAL - Intvls with WLM Goal Honored

ARDGOAL contains the number of RMF intervals where the goal specified for this address space was honored by WLM.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDGOAL is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is off. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDGOAL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDGOAL contains the sum of all values of ARDGOAL processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDHP - Hiperspace Paging by Current Transact.

ARDHP is the sum of hiperspace page-ins and page-outs performed within the address space on behalf of the current
transaction.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, the value of ARDHP is obtained from field R792PHSP of the ARD and ARDJ Data Section of the
SMF type 79 subtype 2 RMF Monitor II Activity record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDHP may range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by the paging capability of the auxiliary
storage subsystem.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDHP contains the sum of all ARDHP values included in the summarization interval.

 Usage Notes: 

ARDHP includes hiperspace paging activity of transactions that were active at the start of the interval, and does not
include activity of transactions that began during the interval. Therefore, transactions that begin and end during the same
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interval will not be included in the value of ARDHP. This effect will be most pronounced when the average transaction
elapsed time is short when compared to the duration of the measurement interval.

If the transaction rate and the average elapsed time of the workload being analyzed are both low, the only way to capture
valid hiperspace paging activity is to use a short measurement interval. This is done by means of the SINTV control
statement for the RMF Monitor II background session that is collecting the ARD data. Set the number of seconds in the
interval to a value significantly shorter than the average transaction elapsed time. Unfortunately, a short interval increases
the processing and I/O resource consumption of the background session.

If the transaction rate is high and the average elapsed time is low, then it is possible to calculate the probability that a
transaction begins and ends in the same interval, and thereby estimate the hiperspace paging that was not captured in
the measurement. This makes it possible to lower the RMF background session overhead and adjust the value of the
measurement when analyzing the data.

If the average elapsed transaction time of the workload being analyzed is significantly longer than the measurement
interval, the activity not being captured is minimal.

ARDHPIE - Intvls with Honor Priority Disabled

ARDHPIE contains the number of RMF intervals where honor priority ineligibility was assigned either to the address space
or to the transaction service classes being served by the address space.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA50760 and is generally available beginning with z/OS Version 2.3.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Elemenent Derivation: 

ARDHPIE is set to 1 if bit 7 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDHPIE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDHPIE contains the sum of all values of ARDHPIE processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

The SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IIPHONORPRIORITY=YES (zIIP) and IFAHONORPRIORITY=YES (zAAP) parameters
instruct  z/OS to allow the dispatch of zIIP or zAAP eligible work on
standard CP cores if all specialty cores are busy.

Defining a Service Class with Honor Priority=NO overrides thexxxHONORPRIORITY=YES settings. With Honor
Priority=NO, even when no specialty (zIIP/zAAP) cores are available, workloads belonging to the Service Class will not be
dispatched on CP cores unless absolutely necessary to resolve certain resource contention scenarios.

ARDIOHI - I/O Priority Group HIGH Assigned

ARDIOHI contains the number of RMF intervals where I/O priority group HIGH was assigned either to the address space
or to transaction service classes served by the address space.

ARDIOHI is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ARDIOHI is derived from field R792FLG3, in the ARD and ARDJ data section, of the SMF type
79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators. ARDIOHI
is set depending on the value of bit 1 by using a bit mask. The value is set to one if the field matches the mask '.1......'B, or
zero if it does not.

Range of Value:

ARDIOHI ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ARDIOHI contains the sum of all values of ARDIOHI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ARDLOC - Address Space Status

The status of the address space at the end of the measurement interval. The element is a two character field containing
one of the following values:

               DL - Out queue / delayed

               IN - In storage

               LO - Logically swapped out

               NS - Non-swappable

               OT - Swapped out and ready

               PR - Privileged

               WL - Wait queue / long wait

               WM - Wait queue / MSO

               WO - Wait queue / all other reasons

               WT - Wait queue / terminal wait

               >> - Transitioning out

               << - Transitioning in

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 2

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792CL of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record.

 Range of Value: 

As above.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDLOC contains the last value of ARDLOC processed in the level of summarization.

ARDLSQA - LSQA Fixed Frames

The number of LSQA frames in use at the end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792LSQA of the RMF Type 79 Monitor II record. The RMF source of the value is the
RSMLSQAC field in the RSM header.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the private area size.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDLSQA contains the sum of all values of ARDLSQA processed in the level of summarization.

ARDLSQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

ARDLSQE is the number of expanded storage frames containing LSQA storage pages.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             ARDLSQR  - LSQA Pages in Real Storage

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, ARDLSQE is obtained from field R792LSQE of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 RMF Monitor II Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDLSQE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDLSQE contains the sum of all ARDLSQUE values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDLSQR - LSQA Pages in Real Storage

ARDLSQR is the number of real storage frames containing LSQA storage pages. For systems with expanded storage,
this variable does not include expanded storage frames. The number of LSQA pages in expanded storage is contained in
ARDLSQE.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDLSQA  - LSQA Fixed frames

 Element Derivation: 

At the DETAIL level, ARDLSQR is obtained from field R792LSQR of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 RMF Monitor II Activity
record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDLSQR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum value that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

ARDLSQR contains the sum of all ARDLSQR values included in the summarization level.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDLSWP - LPA Frames Swapped In

The total number of LPA pageins done during the current measurement interval on behalf of this address space. This
count does not include CSA pageins.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCPIN  - CSA Page-Ins

             ARDCSWP  - CSA Frames Swapped In

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792LPAI of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. The RMF source is the
OUXBLPAI field in the OUXB.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDLSWP contains the sum of all values of ARDLSWP processed in the level of summarization.

ARDNLQF - Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

The number of private area frames, other than LSQA frames, that were fixed at the end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             ARDPRFX  - Private Fixed Frames

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792NLQF of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the RSM header as:

    R792NLQF = RSMCNTFX - RSMLSQAC

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the maximum size of the private area.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDNLQF contains the sum of all values of ARDNLQF processed in the level of summarization.

ARDPHTA - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zAAP

ARDPHTA contains the amount of normalized time consumed on zAAP processors by enclaves and preemptable SRBs in
the home address space, during the measurement interval.
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Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zAAP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDPHTI  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zIIP

             ARDPHTM  - Preemptable-class SRB Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDPHTA contains the value input from field R792PHTA of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSB_IFA_PHTM field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDPHTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPHTA contains the sum of all values of ARDPHTA processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

ARDPHTA is the zAAP-only equivalent of Preemptable-class SRB Time (ARDPHTM).

ARDPHTI - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zIIP

ARDPHTI contains the amount of normalized time consumed on zIIP processors by enclaves and preemptable SRBs in
the home address space, during the measurement interval.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zIIP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDPHTA  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zAAP

             ARDPHTM  - Preemptable-class SRB Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDPHTI contains the value input from field R792PHTI of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains this
value from the ASSB_ZIIP_PHTM field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDPHTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPHTI contains the sum of all values of ARDPHTI processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

ARDPHTI is the zIIP-only equivalent of Preemptable-class SRB Time (ARDPHTM).

ARDPHTM - Preemptable-class SRB Time

ARDPHTM contains the amount of time consumed by enclaves and preemptable SRBs in the home address space,
during the measurement interval.
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ARDPHTM is one of the components of the Home Address Space Total CPU Time (ARDTCPTM) data element, but it is
not included in the Total CPU Time on Behalf (ARDCPUTM).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDPHTA  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zAAP

             ARDPHTI  - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zIIP

             ARDTCPTM - Home Address Space Total CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDPHTM contains the value input from field R792PHTM of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSBPHTM field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDPHTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPHTM contains the sum of all values of ARDPHTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDPIN - Private Area Page-Ins

The number of pageins in the measurement interval excluding those for VIO, CSA/LPA, and swapping. This count
includes pageins done in response to page faults, specific pagein requests, and page-fix requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCPIN  - CSA Page-Ins

             ARDCSWP  - CSA Frames Swapped In

             ARDLSWP  - LPA Frames Swapped In

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PIN of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains the value from
the OUXBPIN field in the OUXB.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPIN contains the sum of all values of ARDPIN processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out, will appear in the first interval where
the address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.
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ARDPPIO - Non-VIO Page-Ins

The number of pageins and pageouts during the measurement interval excluding those for VIO, CSA/LPA, and swapping.
This count includes paging done in response to faults, specific pagein or pageout requests, page stealing, and page-fix
requests.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PNV of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the OUXB as OUXBPIN+OUXBPOUT.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPPIO contains the sum of all values of ARDPPIO processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out, will appear in the first interval where
the address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDPRFX - Private Fixed Frames

The number of private area frames including LSQA frames, that were fixed at the end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             ARDNLQF  - Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PRFX of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. The RMF source for this
value is the RSMCNTFX field in the RSM header.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the maximum size of the private area.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPRFX contains the sum of all values of ARDPRFX processed in the level of summarization.

ARDPSSEC - Step Product of Frame

The number of 'page seconds' accumulated during the measurement interval. This value is the product of the number of
pages used, and the amount of TCB CPU time during which these pages were held by the program.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable
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 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PSS of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains this value from
the OUCBPSS field in the OUCB.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDPSSEC contains the sum of all values of ARDPSSEC processed in the level of summarization.

ARDQSC - Intvls with Address Space Quiesced

ARDQSC contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space has been quiesced by a RESET command.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDQSC is set to 1 if bit 5 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDQSC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDQSC contains the sum of all values of ARDQSC processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

ARDRPTTM is the length of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  RSVRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

             SRCRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

 Element Derivation: 

ARDRPTTM contains the value input from fields SMF79IST and SMF79DAT of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 RMF Monitor II
record. The interval length is calculated as the difference between the record timestamps of two successive records.

 Range of Value: 

ARDRPTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDRPTTM contains the sum of all values of ARDRPTTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 
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None

ARDRSM - Intvls with Incorrect RSM Data

ARDRSM contains the number of RMF intervals where incorrect Real Storage Manager (RSM) data was obtained for this
address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDRSM is set to 1 if bit 1 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDRSM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDRSM contains the sum of all values of ARDRSM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSCLS - Intvls with I/O Priority Group HIGH

ARDSCLS contains the number of RMF intervals where service class was assigned by classification, or RESET
SRVCLASS belongs to I/O priority group HIGH in the active policy.

ARDSCLS is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, ARDSCLS is derived from field R792FLG3, in the ARD and ARDJ data section, of the SMF
type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
ARDSCLS is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to one if the field matches the mask
'1.......'B, or zero if it does not.

Range of Value:

ARDSCLS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ARDSCLS contains the sum of all values of ARDSCLS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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ARDSER - Service Units

ARDSER is the amount of service accumulated by all transactions during the measurement interval, including a
transaction active at the end of the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDSER contains the value input from field R792TSRM of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 RMF Monitor II record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDSER ranges from a minimum of 1 to the maximum amount of service that can be used by a single address space.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDSER contains the sum of all values of ARDSER processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSRV - Address Space is a Server

ARDSRV contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space was acting as a server address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDSRV is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDSRV ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDSRV contains the sum of all values of ARDSRV processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSTOP - Intvls with Storage Protection

ARDSTOP contains the number of RMF intervals where storage protection was assigned either to the address space or to
transaction service classes being served by the address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 
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ARDSTOP is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R792FLG2 in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it
is set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDSTOP ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDSTOP contains the sum of all values of ARDSTOP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

ARDSUPCT contains the amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this address space while executing zIIP eligible work
on standard CP processors.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDSUPCT contains the value input from field R792TSUC of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSB_TIME_zIIP_ON_CP field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDSUPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDSUPCT contains the sum of all values of ARDSUPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time

ARDSUPUT contains the amount of TCB CPU time used on zIIP processors within the address space.

ARDSUPUT is not normalized and, therefore, for models where zIIP and standard CP processors execute at different
speeds, must be multiplied by the zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor (WLMSUPNF) in order to get the equivalent
time on a standard CP processor.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

 Element Derivation: 

ARDSUPUT contains the value input from field R792TSUP of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSB_TIME_ON_zIIP field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDSUPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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 Summarization Process: 

ARDSUPUT contains the sum of all values of ARDSUPUT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDSWP - Pages Swapped In

The total number of pages swapped in and swapped out during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PSWP of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the OUXB as:

    R792PSWP = OUXBSPIN + OUXBSPOT

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDSWP contains the sum of all values of ARDSWP processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out, will appear in the first interval where
the address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDTAFF - Address Space has Temporal Affinities

ARDTAFF contains the number of RMF intervals where this server address space had temporal affinities to clients.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDTAFF is set to 1 if bit 7 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDTAFF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTAFF contains the sum of all values of ARDTAFF processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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ARDTAT - Transaction Active Time

The amount of time during the measurement interval where all active transactions in the address space were in main
memory (and therefore able to execute).

Time spent by batch jobs between job steps is not counted.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDRPTTM - Report Time Of The Session

             ARDTRT   - Transaction Residency Time

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792RTM of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the OUXB and OUCB as

    R792RTM = OUXBJBR + OUXBTRR + (RMCTTOD - OUCBTMS)

 Range of Value: 

0 to ARDRPTTM.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTAT contains the sum of all values of ARDTAT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out will appear in the first interval where the
address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

ARDTCBTM contains the amount of CPU time consumed while running under a Task Control Block by all transactions in
this address space during the measurement interval.

Normal user work (along with certain system functions) is performed in TCB (as opposed to SRB) mode.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDCPUTM - Total CPU Time on Behalf

 Element Derivation: 

ARDTCBTM contains the value input from field R792TCPU of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASCBEJST field in the ASCB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDTCBTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTCBTM contains the sum of all values of ARDTCBTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None
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ARDTCPTM - Home Address Space Total CPU Time

ARDTCPTM contains the total CPU time consumed in this address space, during the measurement interval.

ARDTCPTM includes the job step (TCB), SRB, as well as the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB times of the home
address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDPHTM  - Preemptable-class SRB Time

             ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDTCPTM contains the value input from field R792TCPC of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record.

 Range of Value: 

ARDTCPTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTCPTM contains the sum of all values of ARDTCPTM processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

ARDTCPTM should not be confused with the Total CPU Time on Behalf (ARDCPUTM) data element. ARDTCPTM
includes the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB time of the home address space (ARDPHTM data element), whereas
ARDCPUTM includes the enclave TCB and preemtable SRB time of the current address space (ARDASSTM data
element).

ARDTDEV - Total Device Connect Time

The sum of the device connect times measured by the channel subsystem for all I/O completion events for all devices
used by this address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDEXCPS - EXCP Count

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792TDEV in the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Record.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTDEV contains the sum of all occurrences of ARDTDEV that were included in the level of summarization.

ARDTRT - Transaction Residency Time

The amount of time during the measurement interval where the current transaction in the address space was (is) in main
memory (and therefore able to execute).

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  ARDRPTTM - Report Time Of The Session

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792TRTM of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the RMCT, OUXB, and OUCB as

    R792TRTM = OUXBTRR + (RMCTTOD - OUCBTMS)

 Range of Value: 

0 to ARDRPTTM.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTRT contains the sum of all values of ARDTRT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

This element will be missing for address spaces that are not in real storage when the ARD record is written. Activity that
was accumulated, but not recorded because the address space was swapped out will appear in the first interval where the
address space is in memory at the end of the Monitor II interval.

ARDTTM - Elapsed Time of Last Transaction

The elapsed time for the last transaction in the address space. The transaction may be active over more than one
measurement interval so ARDTTM will be increasing and ARDTTX will be 0.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDTTX  - Number of Transactions

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792TTOD of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the RMCT and OUCB as:

    R792TTOD = RMCTTOD - OUCBTMO

 Range of Value: 

May range from 0 (no transactions) to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTTM contains the sum of all values of ARDTTM processed in the level of summarization.

ARDTTX - Number of Transactions

The number of transactions which terminated during this recording interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792TRC of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains this value from
the OUXBTRC field in the OUXB.

 Range of Value: 
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0 to the maximum number of transactions the machine can process in the time represented by this record.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTTX contains the sum of all values of ARDTTX processed in the level of summarization.

ARDTWSS - SRM Target Working Set

For address spaces that are storage isolated this value is the target working set size

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792TWSS of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains this value from
the OUCBTWSS field in the OUCB.

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTWSS contains the sum of all values of ARDTWSS processed in the level of summarization.

ARDTXME - Resp. Time Goals Management Disabled

ARDTXME contains the number of RMF intervals where the address space matched a classification rule in the active
policy which prevents managing the region based on the response time goals of its served transactions.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

ARDTXME is set to 1 if bit 6 of field R792FLG in the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record is on. Otherwise it is
set to 0.

 Range of Value: 

ARDTXME ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTXME contains the sum of all values of ARDTXME processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDTYPE - Address Space Type

ARDTYPE contains the type of address space being measured.

 Type: 

Retained - Numeric, length 2.

 Element Derivation: 
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ARDTYPE is obtained from field R792TAS of the SMF type 79 Monitor II records. RMF obtains this value from the
OUCB4FL field in the OUCB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDTYPE can contain any combination of 1 to 2 numbers, with the following restrictions:

• 0 - Batch
• 1 - Started task
• 2 - Mount task
• 3 - TSO/E
• 4 - ASCH
• 5 - USS address space

 Summarization Process: 

ARDTYPE is not summarized. ARDTYPE is used to determine a unique key for records within a file based on the
timespan, so other elements in the file can be summarized.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDVPIO - VIO Page-Ins

The number of VIO pageins and pageouts during the measurement interval.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792PVIO of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF calculates this value
from the OUXB as:

    R792PVIO = OUXBVAMI + OUXBVAMO

 Range of Value: 

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds

 Summarization Process: 

ARDVPIO contains the sum of all values of ARDVPIO processed in the level of summarization.

ARDWLMA - WLM Capping Algorithms Used

ARDWLMA contains the number of RMF intervals where general purpose and specialty processor consumption is
considered by WLM capping algorithms for this address space.

ARDWLMA is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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In the DETAIL timespan, ARDWLMA is derived from field R792FLG3, in the ARD and ARDJ data section, of the SMF
type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
ARDWLMA is set depending on the value of bit 3 by using a bit mask. The value is set to one if the field matches the
mask '...1....'B, or zero if it does not.

Range of Value:

ARDWLMA ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

ARDWLMA contains the sum of all values of ARDWLMA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

ARDXMEM - Cross Memory Address Space

Cross memory address space indicator. Set to a 'Y' to indicate that this address space is a cross memory address space,
or to an 'N' otherwise. Note that this data element is only valid at the DETAIL level.

 Type: 

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

This value is obtained from field R792FLG of the RMF Type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II records. If bit 0 of this field is on,
ARDXMEM is set to 'Y', otherwise it is set to 'N'. RMF obtains this value from the ASCBXMEC field in the ASCB.

 Range of Value: 

This value is either 'Y' or 'N', depending on the outcome of the test described above.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDXMEM is invalid above the DETAIL level.

ARDXMSCT - Intvls with Cross Memory Service

ARDXMSCT contains the number of RMF interval where the address space was a cross memory address space.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

 Element Derivation: 

MICS tests bit 0 of field R792FLG in the subtype 2 section of the RMF Type 79 Monitor II Activity record. If the bit is on,
ARDXMSCT is set to 1, indicating the address space was a cross memory address space during this interval.

 Range of Value: 

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDXMSCT contains the sum of all occurrences of ARDXMSCT that were included in the level of summarization.
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ARDZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

ARDZAPCT contains the amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this address space while executing zAAP eligible
work on standard CP processors.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time

 Element Derivation: 

ARDZAPCT contains the value input from field R792TIFC of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSB_TIME_IFA_ON_CP field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDZAPCT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDZAPCT contains the sum of all values of ARDZAPCT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

ARDZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time

ARDZAPUT contains the amount of TCB CPU time used on zAAP processors within the address space.

ARDZAPUT is not normalized and, therefore, for models where zAAP and standard CP processors execute at different
speeds, must be multiplied by the zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor (WLMZAPNF) in order to get the equivalent
time on a standard CP processor.

 Type: 

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

 Element Derivation: 

ARDZAPUT contains the value input from field R792TIFA of the SMF type 79 subtype 2 Monitor II record. RMF obtains
this value from the ASSB_TIME_ON_IFA field in the ASSB.

 Range of Value: 

ARDZAPUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

 Summarization Process: 

ARDZAPUT contains the sum of all values of ARDZAPUT processed in the level of summarization.

 Usage Notes: 

None

Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File (SCPSRC)
The Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File quantifies the use of real storage, processor utilization, and the length of the
ASM and SRM queues. A record is created for each Monitor II interval. This file is typically used when reporting on the
use of frames in SQA, CSA, LPA, LSQA, and so on.
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This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 3.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFM2ID  - RMF Monitor II Session ID

  X.....   RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name

  X.....   RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....   SRCAFC   - Available Frame Count

  X.....   SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

  X.....   SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCCPUT  - PR/SM MVS Processor Utilization

  X.....   SRCCPUU  - Processor Utilization

  X.....   SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

  X.....   SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCINQ   - Number of ASIDs In Storage

  X.....   SRCLOUT  - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

  X.....   SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

  X.....   SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCLSQE  - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  X.....   SRCLSQR  - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  X.....   SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames
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  X.....   SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCOTRQ  - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

  X.....   SRCREADY - Length of ASCB Ready Queue

  X.....   SRCRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

  X.....   SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCSQE   - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  X.....   SRCSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

  X.....   SRCUIC   - High UIC Count

SRCAFC - Available Frame Count

The average number of available (not yet allocated to common storage or to a specific address space) page frames in real
storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field R793AFC in the RMF Type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity Record.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCAFC contains the sum of all occurrences of SRCAFC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCCLPA - CSA + LPA Frames

SRCCLPA contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by common (CSA and LPA) virtual
storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCCLPA contains the value input from field R793CMN4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.
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Range of Value:

SRCCLPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

SRCCLPA includes both fixed and pageable frames in CSA, PLPA (Pageable Link Pack Area), the PLPA directory, and
MLPA (Modifiable Link Pack Area). CSA can in turn include overflow from System Queue Area (SQA). SRCCLPA does
not include common storage occupied by the nucleus. This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.

SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

SRCCLPAF contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by common (CSA and PLPA
(Pageable Link Pack Area)) virtual storage and marked as non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCSA  - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA  - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP  - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCCLPAF contains the value input from field R793CMF4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCCLPAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

SRCCLPAF includes fixed frames in CSA, PLPA (Pageable Link Pack Area), the PLPA directory, and MLPA (Modifiable
Link Pack Area). CSA can in turn include overflow from System Queue Area (SQA), which is always fixed. SRCCLPA
does not include common storage occupied by the nucleus. This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.

SRCCPUT - PR/SM MVS Processor Utilization

SRCCPUT is the average processor utilization for all online processors during the measurement interval. It is given in
terms of percent busy and represents the z/OS non-wait time.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SRCCPUT contains the value input from field R793CUT of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.
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Range of Value:

SRCCPUT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCCPUT contains the sum of all values of SRCCPUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SRCCPUU - Processor Utilization

SRCCPUU is the average processor utilization for all online processors during the measurement interval. It is given in
terms of percent busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not Applicable

Element Derivation:

SRCCPUU contains the value input from field R793CPUU of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCCPUU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 128.

Summarization Process:

SRCCPUU contains the sum of all values of SRCCPUU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Values of SRCCPUU greater than 100 indicate that address spaces were in memory and ready to be dispatched, but were
not dispatched during the most recent SRM interval.

The number of such users is indicated by the difference between SRCCPUU and 100 (for example, if SRCCPUU is 119,
there were 19 undispatched address spaces ready and in memory). A value of 128 means that at least 128 ready address
spaces were not dispatched, but more may have been waiting.

• In non-PR/SM LPAR systems, as well as for PR/SM LPAR partitions with dedicated processors, RMF calculates the
value reported in this data element by the following formula:

        Online Time - Wait Time       

CPUU = ------------------------- x 100

             Online Time           

• For  non-dedicated  processor  PR/SM  LPAR  partitions, RMF calculates the value reported in this data element
depending on the environment.
For partitions with Wait Completion NO, RMF uses the following formula:

        Partition Dispatch Time       

CPUU = ------------------------- x 100

            Online Time       

• For partitions with Wait Completion YES, RMF uses the following formula:

        Partition Dispatch Time - Wait Time       
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CPUU = ------------------------------------- x 100

                   Online Time                

This measurement is collected only during an RMF Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCCSA - CSA Pageable Frames

SRCCSA contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by CSA virtual storage and marked as
pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCCSA contains the value input from field R793CSF4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCCSA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCCSA contains the sum of all values of SRCCSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCCSA excludes fixed frames in CSA and any overflow from System Queue Area (SQA), which is always fixed. This
variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCCSAF - CSA Fixed Frames

SRCCSAF contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by CSA virtual storage and marked as
non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames
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             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCCSAF contains the value input from field R793CFX4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCCSAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCCSAF contains the sum of all values of SRCCSAF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCCSAF includes fixed frames in CSA and any overflow from System Queue Area (SQA), which is always fixed. This
variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCINQ - Number of ASIDs In Storage

SRCINQ is the total number of address spaces (ASIDs) occupying frames in real storage.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:   SRCLOUT  - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

              SRCOTRQ  - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

Element Derivation:

SRCINQ contains the value input from field R793INC in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 RMF Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCINQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCINQ contains the sum of all values of SRCINQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCINQ is a measurement of the System Resources Manager (SRM) IN queue. The total includes address spaces in
several states: in storage and ready for dispatch, in storage and not ready but marked non-swappable, swapping-out in
process, and swapping-in in process. This data element is collected only during a Monitor II background session with
SRCS activated.

SRCLOUT - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

SRCLOUT is the total number of address spaces logically swapped out. An address space that has been logically
swapped out is in central storage but is not permitted to execute.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:   SRCINQ   - Number of ASIDs In Storage

              SRCOTRQ  - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

              SRCREADY - Length of ASCB Ready Queue
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Element Derivation:

SRCLOUT contains the value input from field R793LOUT of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 RMF Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCLOUT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLOUT contains the sum of all values of SRCLOUT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCLOUT is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCLPA - LPA Pageable Frames

SRCLPA contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by LPA virtual storage and marked as
pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCLPA contains the value input from field R793LPF4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCLPA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLPA contains the sum of all values of SRCLPA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCLPA includes pageable frames in PLPA (Pageable Link Pack Area), the PLPA directory, and MLPA (Modifiable Link
Pack Area). This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCLPAF - LPA Fixed Frames

SRCLPAF contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by LPA virtual storage and marked as
non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames
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             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCLPAF contains the value input from field R793LFX4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCLPAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLPAF contains the sum of all values of SRCLPAF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCLPA includes fixed frames in PLPA (Pageable Link Pack Area), the PLPA directory, and MLPA (Modifiable Link Pack
Area). This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCLSQA - LSQA Fixed Frames

SRCLSQA contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by Local System Queue Area (LSQA)
virtual storage and marked as non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCLSQA contains the value input from field R793LSQ4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCLSQA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLSQA contains the sum of all values of SRCLSQA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCLSQA includes frames in LSQA, which are always fixed. This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.
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SRCLSQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

SRCLSQE contains the number of Local System Queue Area (LSQA) pages occupying expanded storage frames at the
end of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCLSQR - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

SRCLSQE contains the value input from field R793LSQE of the RMF Type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of SRCLSQE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLSQE contains the sum of all values of SRCLSQE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is collected only when the SRCS report has been requested of a RMF Monitor II background session
recording to SMF.

SRCLSQR - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

SRCLSQR contains the number of Local System Queue Area (LSQA) pages occupying central storage frames at the end
of the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCLSQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

SRCLSQR contains the value input from field R793LSQR of the RMF Type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of SRCLSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCLSQR contains the sum of all values of SRCLSQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is collected only when the SRCS report has been requested of a RMF Monitor II background session
recording to SMF.

SRCNFP - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

SRCNFP contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by private virtual storage and marked
non-pageable.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCNFP contains the value input from field R793PFX4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCNFP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCNFP contains the sum of all values of SRCNFP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCNFP includes frames in Local System Queue Area (LSQA), which are always fixed, as well as all other fixed frames
in private virtual storage. This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCNLQF - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

SRCNLQF contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by private virtual storage (except for
Local System Queue Area (LSQA)) and marked as non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCNLQF contains the value input from field R793NLF4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCNLQF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCNLQF contains the sum of all values of SRCNLQF processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

SRCNLQF is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

SRCOTRQ - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

SRCOTRQ is the total number of address spaces not in a wait state but either logically or physically swapped out.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:   SRCINQ  - Number of ASIDs In Storage

              SRCLOUT - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

              SRCOTWQ - Number of Ready ASIDs

Element Derivation:

SRCOTRQ contains the value input from field R793OUTU of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 RMF Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCOTRQ ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCOTRQ contains the sum of all values of SRCOTRQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCOTRQ is a measurement of the SRM OUT queue. This data element is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.

SRCREADY - Length of ASCB Ready Queue

SRCREADY is the total number of address spaces not in a WAIT state.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:   SRCINQ   - Number of ASIDs In Storage

              SRCLOUT  - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

              SRCOTRQ  - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

Element Derivation:

SRCREADY contains the value input from field R793DQ of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 RMF Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCREADY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCREADY contains the sum of all SRCREADY values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

SRCREADY is a measurement of the dispatchable ASCB (Address Space Control Block) queue, and will count both
IN-and-ready and OUT-and-ready address spaces. This data element is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.
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SRCRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

SRCRPTTM is the length of the measurement interval in seconds.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is a SAS time value.

  SEE ALSO:  ARDRPTTM - Report Time of The Session

             RSVRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

Element Derivation:

SRCRPTTM contains the value input from fields SMF79IST and SMF79DAT of the SMF type 79 subtype 3 RMF Monitor
II Activity record. The interval length is calculated as the difference between the record timestamps of two successive
records.

Range of Value:

SRCRPTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCRPTTM contains the sum of all values of SRCRPTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SRCSQAF - SQA Fixed Frames

SRCSQAF contains the total number of central storage frames currently occupied by SQA virtual storage and marked as
non-pageable.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

             SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

             SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

             SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

             SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

             SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

             SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

Element Derivation:

SRCSQAF contains the value input from field R793SQA4 in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCSQAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCSQAF contains the sum of all SRCSQAF values included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:
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SRCSQAF includes frames in SQA, which are always fixed. This variable is collected only during a Monitor II background
session with SRCS activated.

SRCSQE - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

SRCSQE contains the number of System Queue Area (SQA) pages occupying expanded storage frames at the end of the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCSQR - SQA Pages in Central Storage

Element Derivation:

SRCSQE contains the value input from field R793SQE of the RMF Type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of SRCSQE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCSQE contains the sum of all values of SRCSQE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is collected only when the SRCS report has been requested of a RMF Monitor II background session
recording to SMF.

SRCSQR - SQA Pages in Central Storage

SRCSQR contains the number of System Queue Area (SQA) pages occupying central storage frames at the end of the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SRCSQE - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

Element Derivation:

SRCSQR contains the value input from field R793SQR of the RMF Type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

The value of SRCSQR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SRCSQR contains the sum of all values of SRCSQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element is collected only when the SRCS report has been requested of a RMF Monitor II background session
recording to SMF.

SRCUIC - High UIC Count

SRCUIC is a measure of the contention for central storage (and expanded storage, if installed).
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

SRCUIC contains the value input from field R793CRI in the SMF type 79 subtype 3 Monitor II Activity record.

Range of Value:

SRCUIC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 65535.

Summarization Process:

SRCUIC contains the sum of all SRCUIC values processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SRCUIC is collected only during a Monitor II background session with SRCS activated.

Swapping Activity File (SCPSWP)
The SCPSWP file is no longer populated beginning with z/OS Version 1.13. Beginning with Version 1.13, RMF no longer
includes a Swap Activity section in the RMF type 71 subtype 1 Paging Activity record.

The Swapping Activity File quantifies logical and physical swapping activity, listed by swap reason. This file is also used to
monitor swap placement activity in main memory, extended memory, and auxiliary storage. There is one record for each of
the eighteen reasons for swapping. This file is typically used when reporting on swapping activity.

This file is derived from Swap Activity section of the RMF Monitor I Paging Activity record, type 71.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config
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  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPESD   - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

  XDWM..E  SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  SWPAUX   - Aux Storage Total Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPES    - Expanded Storage Total Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLSWPS - Total Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCLSE - Pct Effective Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCLST - Pct Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCMIG - Pct Phys Swaps Migrated from ES

SWPAUX - Aux Storage Total Swaps

SWPAUX is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that reached auxiliary storage. It is computed as the sum of
the number of swaps that were initially directed to auxiliary storage, logical swap failures that were directed to auxiliary
storage, and swaps that were originally directed to expanded storage but were later migrated to auxiliary storage due to
inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPAUX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPAUX is computed as the sum of SWPAXD, SWPLAX and SWPMIG.

Range of Value:
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SWPAUX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPAUX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A processor contains a virtual memory hierarchy, ranging from real storage in main memory to expanded storage (which is
available for paging and swapping) and auxiliary storage. Main memory is the fastest, most versatile and most expensive
component of the hierarchy. Expanded storage is slower than main storage, but it is also less expensive. Auxiliary storage
can consist of either conventional DASD or cache DASD devices. This hierarchy is managed so that the least recently
used pages tend to reside on the slowest storage medium. Only the most inactive pages of an address space will be
migrated to auxiliary storage.

SWPAXD - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

SWPAXD is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that initially did not qualify for logical swapping and were
swapped directly to auxiliary storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPAXD is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71AXD of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPAXD contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPAXD contains the sum of all values of SWPAXD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Address spaces that do not qualify for logical swap must qualify for swapping to expanded storage; otherwise, they will
be swapped directly to auxiliary storage. Note that there are different qualification criteria for terminal wait users and other
users. Thus, auxiliary storage swaps are swaps of last resort, to be used only for inactive address spaces or to favor
higher priority work. Your installation's parameters should be set to balance the load between real and expanded memory,
relegating only the most inactive users and lowest priority work to auxiliary storage.

SWPES - Expanded Storage Total Swaps

SWPES is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that reached expanded storage. It is computed as the sum of
the number of swaps that were initially directed to expanded storage and the number of logical swap failures that were
directed to expanded storage.
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Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPES is computed as the sum of SWPESD and SWPLES.

Range of Value:

SWPES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPES contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Swap pages that are moved to expanded storage may be migrated due to inactivity. z/OS trims pages from the address
space, leaving a core of working set pages called the primary working set, which includes the program's segment and
page tables and one page from each referenced segment. The primary working set is always the last set of pages to be
migrated.

SWPESD - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

SWPESD is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that were directed initially to expanded storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPESD is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71ESD of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPESD contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:
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SWPESD contains the sum of all values of SWPESD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An address space will qualify initially for placement in expanded storage if it fails the installation's guidelines for logical
swap, yet falls within the guidelines for ES. The expanded storage qualification tests the age since last reference of pages
that currently reside in ES against separate threshold values that are defined for terminal wait swaps and other swap
reasons. Qualification for terminal wait programs also considers the user's likelihood of becoming active again soon, as
predicted by the user's previous think time.

SWPLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

SWPLAX is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, which initially qualified for logical swapping but then exceeded
the system think time threshold and consequently were swapped directly to auxiliary storage because they did not qualify
for a swap to expanded storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPLAX is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

MICS DERIVATION: This value is obtained from field SMF71LAX of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPLAX contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPLAX contains the sum of all values of SWPLAX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Terminal input logically swapped address spaces that exceed the system think time threshold, plus a grace period, are
directed either to expanded storage or to auxiliary storage. Your installation's parameters should be set to balance the
load between real and expanded memory, relegating only the most inactive users to auxiliary storage.

SWPLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

SWPLES is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that reached expanded storage which originally were logical
swaps but were later swapped to expanded storage due to inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPLES is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES
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             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF71LES of the RMF Type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPLES contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPLES contains the sum of all values of SWPLES that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In some ways expanded storage duplicates the function of main memory in the implementation of logical swapping. You
should adjust logical swap parameters to balance the load between main memory and expanded storage. The speed with
which address spaces that reside in expanded storage can be swapped in provides the capability to reserve main memory
for use only by active jobs.

SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

SWPLSWPE is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that originally qualified for logical swapping and remained
logically swapped until the address space was reactivated, never necessitating a physical swap. The number of effective
logical swaps does not include logical swap failures; that is, logically swapped users who exceeded the system think time
threshold and were then swapped either to auxiliary storage or expanded storage. This category of swaps is considered a
failure of the logical swap mechanism (which is based on previous think time) to predict future behavior.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPLSWPE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGLFS   - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

             SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

             TSUAVKTM - Avg User Think Time

Element Derivation:

SWPLSWPE is computed as the total number of swaps minus the sum of SWPAXD, SWPLAX, SWPESD and SWPLES.

Range of Value:

SWPLSWPE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPLSWPE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The logical swap mechanism is a trade-off of main memory for fast response of TSO transactions. A TSO transaction
in terminal wait status will qualify for logical swapping if its previous think time is less than the current system think time
threshold. This threshold value is adjusted up or down to account for the competition for real storage among active users
of the system. SWPLSWPE represents the number of successful logical swap predictions. Studies have shown that
previous think time is a good predictor of future behavior for TSO users.

SWPLSWPS - Total Logical Swaps

SWPLSWPS is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that qualified for logical swapping. This value is computed as
the total number of swaps minus swaps that were initially directed to either expanded or auxiliary storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPLSWPS is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

             SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPLSWPS is computed as the total number of swaps minus the sum of SWPAXD and SWPESD.

Range of Value:

SWPLSWPS contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited by the total number of
SWAPS (SWPTOSWP).

Summarization Process:

SWPLSWPS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Effective use of logical swapping and expanded storage can keep to a minimum the amount of traffic to low-speed
auxiliary storage devices. When the memory hierarchy is effectively configured, the impact of swap-in delays on response
time will be minimal.

SWPMIG - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

SWPMIG is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that were swapped to expanded storage and then subsequently
migrated to auxiliary storage due to inactivity.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPMIG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGAVPES - Average Pages Moved to Expanded Storage
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             SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPES    - Expanded Storage Total Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPMIG contains the value input from field SMF71MIG of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPMIG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPMIG contains the sum of all values of SWPMIG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Swap pages that are moved to expanded storage may be migrated due to inactivity. z/OS trims pages from the address
space, leaving a core of working set pages called the primary working set, which includes the program's segment and
page tables and one page from each referenced segment. The primary working set is always the last set of pages to be
migrated. Migration requires that the pages first be moved into main memory before they can be scheduled to move to
auxiliary storage.

SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

SWPNPSWP is the total number of swaps, by swap reason, that never resulted in a physical swap of the address space
to auxiliary storage. The number of effective logical or expanded storage swaps does not include logically-swapped users
who exceeded the system think-time threshold and were then swapped to auxiliary storage, swaps that were placed
directly on auxiliary storage, or swaps that were originally directed to expanded storage and subsequently were migrated
due to inactivity. This category of swaps is considered a success of the paging configuration hierarchy, which attempts to
keep as many of the active pages as possible in either main memory or expanded storage to minimize swap-in delays.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPNPSWP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPNPSWP is computed as the total number of swaps minus the sum of SWPAXD, SWPLAX and SWPMIG.

Range of Value:

SWPNPSWP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPNPSWP contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

A processor contains a virtual memory hierarchy, ranging from the real storage in main memory to expanded storage
(which is available for paging and swapping) and auxiliary storage. Main memory is the fastest, most versatile, and most
expensive component of the hierarchy. Expanded storage is slower than main storage, but it is also less expensive.
Auxiliary storage provides the most capacity and the poorest performance. Auxiliary paging devices can be conventional
DASD or cache DASD devices, which support an additional hierarchy of high-speed cache and low-speed backing store.

This hierarchy is managed so that the least recently used pages tend to reside on the slowest storage medium. Only the
most inactive pages of an address space will be migrated to auxiliary storage. Pages that are inactive in main memory
are subject to page stealing on behalf of an active user. Inactive pages on expanded storage are subject to migration to
auxiliary storage. At any one time, the more active pages of the system are stored in the high-speed component, while
inactive pages are relegated to the lower speed component in the hierarchy.

The memory allocation policies that manage hierarchical storage will always allocate storage to the limit of capacity.
Analysis will often show that memory utilization is highly skewed, with a point of diminishing returns beyond which
additional memory provides very little improvement in the access time of a given memory location. The unreferenced
interval count for main memory and the migration age for pages on expanded storage are measures of relative memory
utilization.

Effective use of logical swapping and expanded storage can keep to a minimum the amount of traffic to low-speed
auxiliary storage devices. The impact of swap-in delays on response time will be minimal when the memory hierarchy is
effectively configured. A logically-swapped address space can be activated immediately without incurring any swap-in
delay time. An address space that is swapped to expanded storage can also be brought into main storage and readied for
execution very rapidly.

SWPPCLSE - Pct Effective Logical Swaps

SWPPCLSE is the percent of the number of effective logical swaps. Logical Swapping is a technique used in z/OS to
hold inactive address spaces in storage if they are expected to be active in a short period of time. This time is called the
system think time and is maintained by the SRM.

When an address space is logically swapped, and does not become active, it will be swapped to either Auxiliary page data
sets or to expanded storage. Effective Logical Swaps are those for address spaces which are logically swapped and are
still in central storage when the address spaces become active again. If the logically swapped address space eventually
was physically swapped, then the logical swap did no good.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPPCLSE is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

             SWPPCLST - Pct Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

If there are effective logical swaps (SWPLSWPE), and there is logical swapping activity (SWPLSWPS), then MICS
calculates SWPPCLSE as follows:

SWPPCLSE = 100 * SWPLSWPE / SWPLSWPS

otherwise, SWPPCLSE is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:
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SWPPCLSE contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SWPPCLSE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

SWPPCLST - Pct Logical Swaps

SWPPCLST is the percent of swaps that were logical swaps during the RMF interval.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPPCLST is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:

If there are logical swaps (SWPLSWPS) and there are swap candidates (SWPTOSWP) then MICS calculates
SWPPCLST as follows:

    SWPPCLST = 100 * SWPLSWPS / SWPTOSWP

otherwise, SWPPCLST is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

SWPPCLST contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SWPPCLST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

SWPPCMIG - Pct Phys Swaps Migrated from ES

SWPPCMIG is the percentage of swaps migrated from Expanded Storage to Auxiliary Storage. Excessive migration of
this kind can impact system performance since the pages are first moved from Expanded Storage to Real Storage and
then from Real Storage to Auxiliary Storage.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPPCMIG is set to a missing value.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

             SWPPCLSE - Pct Effective Logical Swaps

             SWPPCLST - Pct Logical Swaps

Element Derivation:
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If there are migrated physical swaps (SWPMIG), and there are swaps to expanded storage (SWPES), then SWPPCMIG is
calculated as follows:

    SWPPCMIG = 100 * SWPMIG / SWPES

otherwise, SWPPCMIG is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

SWPPCMIG contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

SWPPCMIG contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

SWPTOSWP contains the total number of swaps by each swap reason. This value includes all logical, expanded storage
and physical swap operations. A swap that is originally directed to expanded storage, but is later migrated to auxiliary
storage is counted only once.

Beginning with z/OS Version 1.13, RMF no longer collects this metric. For data processed from z/OS Version 1.13 and
later z/OS releases, SWPTOSWP is set to a missing value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

             SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

             SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPESD   - Exp Storage Directed Physical Swaps

             SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

             SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

             SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

Element Derivation:

SWPTOSWP contains the value input from field SMF71SWP of the SMF type 71 Paging Activity record.

Range of Value:

SWPTOSWP contains a missing value, or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

SWPTOSWP contains the sum of all values of SWPTOSWP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

I/O Processor Activity File (SCPIOP)
The I/O Processor Activity File quantifies the utilization of the dedicated I/O processors. The I/O processors manage each
I/O request until completion. This file is typically used when reporting I/O processor activity.
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This file is derived from the RMF I/O Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL 
– D - DAYS 
– W - WEEKS 
– M - MONTHS 
– Y - YEARS 
– T - TABLES AREA 
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name. 
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  IOPID    - I/O Processor ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  IOPCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

  XDWM..E  IOPDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

  X.....   IOPDIF   - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOPBSY   - Number of Times IOP was Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

  XDWM..E  IOPDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

  XDWM..E  IOPDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure
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  XDWM..E  IOPECB   - IOP Compress/Decompress Busy Count

  XDWM..E  IOPIDL   - Number of Times IOP was Idle

  XDWM..E  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

  XDWM..E  IOPPIOI  - Processed I/O Interrupts

  XDWM..   IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

  XDWM..   IOPRCPB  - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRCUB  - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRDPB  - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRDVB  - I/O Retries due to Device Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

  XDWM..   IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests

  XDWM..E  IOPSCB   - IOP Busy with SCM Operations Count

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOPAVIFS - Rate of I/O Functions Initially Started

  XDWM..E  IOPAVPII - Rate of Processed I/O Interrupts

  XDWM..   IOPAVQUE - Avg IOP Initiative Queue Length

  XDWM..   IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

  XDWM..   IOPCPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Channel Path Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPCUBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Control Unit Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPDPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Direct. Port Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPDVBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Device Busy)

  XDWM..E  IOPPCBSY - Percent IOP Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCCPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCCUB - Pct I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCDPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Direct. Port Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCDVB - Pct I/O Retries due to Device Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPPCECB - Percent IOP Busy with Compress/Decomp

  XDWM..E  IOPPCRTR - Percent I/O Requests Retried

  XDWM..E  IOPPCSCM - Percent IOP Busy with SCM

  XDWM..E  IOPRTRRT - Rate of I/O Requests Retried

IOPAVIFS - Rate of I/O Functions Initially Started

IOPAVIFS contains the rate at which I/O functions are initially started on this I/O processor. This value reflects the load of
I/O requests on the I/O processor.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

Element Derivation:

IOPAVIFS is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPIOFS GT 0) IOPAVIFS=IOPIOFS/DURATION;

    WHEN (IOPIOFS EQ 0) IOPAVIFS=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPAVIFS=.;

  END; ELSE IOPAVIFS=.;
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Range of Value:

IOPAVIFS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPAVIFS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPAVPII - Rate of Processed I/O Interrupts

IOPAVPII contains the rate at which I/O interrupts have been processed on this I/O processor. This value may be greater
than the rate of I/O functions initially started because it includes PCI interrupts too.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IOPPIOI  - Processed I/O Interrupts

Element Derivation:

IOPAVPII is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPPIOI GT 0) IOPAVPII=IOPPIOI/DURATION;

    WHEN (IOPPIOI EQ 0) IOPAVPII=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPAVPII=.;

  END; ELSE IOPAVPII=.;

Range of Value:

IOPAVPII ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPAVPII contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPAVQUE - Average IOP Initiative Queue Length

IOPAVQUE is the average number of entries waiting for service on the I/O processor (IOP) initiative queue.

The IOP continually polls the logical control units (LCUs) to determine if any new I/O requests have been made for
devices attached to the LCU. If so, the LCU is placed on the channel initiative queue.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address
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             IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

             IOPID    - IOP Identifier

             IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

             IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOPAVQUE is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRQS GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (IOPQUE GT 0) IOPAVQUE=(IOPQUE-IOPRQS)/IOPRQS;

      WHEN (IOPQUE EQ 0) IOPAVQUE=0;

      OTHERWISE          IOPAVQUE=.;

    END;

    WHEN (IOPRQS EQ 0)   IOPAVQUE=0;

    OTHERWISE            IOPAVQUE=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

IOPAVQUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPAVQUE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. IOPAVQUE is recomputed from
the summarized values of IOPQUE and IOPRQS.

Usage Notes:

The IOP is a dedicated I/O processor that continually monitors the status of the I/O configuration that it manages. It is also
responsible for starting and redriving queued I/O requests. There is one initiative queue for each IOP that is continually
scanned to attempt to initiate active I/O requests. IOPRQS is the total I/O load placed upon that IOP in the measured
interval.

When requests are blocked due to contention, they are removed temporarily from the IOP initiative queue. If there is
control unit contention, the IOP places the LCU that is requesting service on a queue called the CU-HDR queue. If there
is device contention, the request is deferred until the IOP receives notification (device end) that the busy condition has
subsided. Once the contention is resolved, the IOP requeues the CU-HDR on the IOP initiative queue.

IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

IOPAVRQS is the average rate per second at which I/O requests are being made to I/O processors (IOP) during the
measurement interval. The IOP continually polls the logical control units (LCUs) to determine if any new I/O requests have
been made for devices attached to the LCU. If so, the LCU is placed on the channel initiative queue.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             IOPAVQUE - Average IOP Initiative Queue Length

             IOPID    - IOP Identifier

             IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

             IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests
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             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOPAVRQS is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRQS GT 0) IOPAVRQS=IOPRQS/DURATION;

    WHEN (IOPRQS EQ 0) IOPAVRQS=0;

    OTHERWISE          IOPAVRQS=.;

  END; ELSE IOPAVRQS=.;

Range of Value:

IOPAVRQS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPAVRQS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. IOPAVRQS is recomputed from
the summarized values of IOPRQS and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

The IOP is a dedicated I/O processor that continually monitors the status of the I/O configuration that it manages. It is also
responsible for starting and redriving queued I/O requests. There is one initiative queue for each IOP that is continually
scanned to attempt to initiate active I/O requests. IOPRQS is the total I/O load placed upon that IOP in the measured
interval.

When requests are blocked due to contention, they are removed temporarily from the IOP initiative queue. If there is
control unit contention, the IOP places the LCU that is requesting service on a queue called the CU-HDR queue. If there
is device contention, the request is deferred until the IOP receives notification (device end) that the busy condition has
subsided. Once the contention is resolved, the IOP requeues the CU-HDR on the IOP initiative queue.

IOPBSY - Number of Times IOP was Busy

IOPBSY contains the total number of samples, in the interval, when the I/O processor was found busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIDL   - Number of Times IOP was Idle

             IOPPCBSY - Percent IOP Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPBSY contains the value input from field R783IIPB of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPBSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPBSY contains the sum of all values of IOPBSY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IOPCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

IOPCMFCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel measurement facility failed, causing
invalid I/O queuing data to be present in the input record. The channel measurement facility is a component of the I/O
processor (IOP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             IOPCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOPCMFCT is derived from field R783GFLG in the IOQ Global Section of the SMF type
78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators.
IOPCMFCT is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to 1 if the field matches the mask
'1.......'B, or 0 if it does not.

Range of Value:

In the DETAIL timespan, the value of IOPCMFCT is either 1, if the channel measurement facility failed, or 0, if it did not.

Summarization Process:

IOPCMFCT contains the sum of all IOPCMFCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOPCMFCT may be treated as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), the channel measurements
for the interval should be valid. If it is on (has a value of 1), they are not valid because RMF determined that the channel
measurement facility of the IOP failed. At summarized levels, IOPCMFCT represents the number of intervals affected by
the invalid data, but here it also may be used as a flag, with the exception that "on" is represented by any positive (non-
zero) integer.

IOPCMST - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

IOPCMST indicates whether or not the channel measurement facility failed during the recording interval, causing the data
recorded to be invalid.

Note that this data element is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOPCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOPCMST is derived from field R783GFLG in the IOQ Global Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. This field is a general one-byte status field that contains other indicators. IOPCMST
is set depending on the value of bit 0 by using a bit mask. The value is set to Y if the field matches the mask '1.......'B, or N
if it does not.
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Range of Value:

IOPCMST has the value Y, meaning that the measurement facility failed, or N, meaning it did not.

Summarization Process:

IOPCMST is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals affected by a measurement facility failure is contained in data
element IOPCMFCT.

IOPCPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Channel Path Busy)

IOPCPBRT contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the selected channel
path was busy, and the total number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRCPB  - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPCPBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IOPIOFS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRCPB GT 0) IOPCPBRT=IOPRCPB/IOPIOFS;

    WHEN (IOPRCPB EQ 0) IOPCPBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPCPBRT=.;

  END; ELSE IOPCPBRT=.;

Range of Value:

IOPCPBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPCPBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPCUBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Control Unit Busy)

IOPCUBRT contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the control unit of the
targeted device was busy, and the total number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRCUB - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy
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Element Derivation:

IOPCUBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IOPIOFS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRCUB GT 0) IOPCUBRT=IOPRCUB/IOPIOFS;

    WHEN (IOPRCUB EQ 0) IOPCUBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPCUBRT=.;

  END; ELSE IOPCUBRT=.;

Range of Value:

IOPCUBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPCUBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

IOPDCMCF contains the number of measurement intervals within which the configuration contained at least one channel
path managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOPDCMCF is set to 1 if bit 4 of field R783GFLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to 0 if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOPDCMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPDCMCF contains the sum of all values of IOPDCMCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

IOPDCMHW indicates whether or not the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) is supported by the hardware configuration.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels
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Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, IOPDCMHW is set to "Y" if bit 3 of field R783GFLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing
Activity record is on, or set to "N" if the bit is off.

Range of Value:

IOPDCMHW can take on the value Y, meaning that the hardware supports the Dynamic Channel Path Management, or N,
if it does not.

Summarization Process:

IOPDCMHW contains the last value of IOPDCMHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPDIF - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

IOPDIF indicates if an Interface Failure occurred during the RMF interval. Note that this data element is valid only in the
DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

Element Derivation:

IOPDIF is set by examining IOPDIFCT. To set IOPDIFCT, MICS tests bit 1 of field R783FLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3
I/O Queuing Activity record. If the bit is on, IOPDIFCT is set to 1, indicating that the failure occurred during this interval. If
IOPDIFCT is positive, IOPDIF is set to 'Y'; otherwise, it is set to 'N'.

Range of Value:

IOPDIF may contain either 'N' or 'Y'.

Summarization Process:

IOPDIF is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, the data element IOPDIFCT contains a count of the number of intervals affected by a DIAGNOSE
interface failure.

IOPDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

IOPDIFCT contains a count of the number of intervals with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

MICS tests bit 1 of field R783FLG of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. If the bit is on, IOPDIFCT is
set to 1, indicating that the failure occurred during this interval.
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Range of Value:

IOPDIFCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPDIFCT contains the sum of all occurrences of IOPDIFCT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This is an accumulated variable without measurement units. To compute the percentage of times that this occurs, divide
IOPDIFCT by INTERVLS. To understand how many times per day, week, or month that this occurs divide IOPDIFCT by
DURATION.

IOPDPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Direct. Port Busy)

IOPDPBRT contains the ratio of the number of times an I/O operation to a device was retried on the I/O processor
because a director port on the path to that device was busy, and the total number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRDPB - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPDPBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IOPIOFS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRDPB GT 0) IOPDPBRT=IOPRDPB/IOPIOFS;

    WHEN (IOPRDPB EQ 0) IOPDPBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPDPBRT=.;

  END; ELSE IOPDPBRT=.;

Range of Value:

IOPDPBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPDPBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPDVBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Device Busy)

IOPDVBRT contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the targeted device
was busy, and the total number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRDVB - I/O Retries due to Device Busy
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Element Derivation:

IOPDVBRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IOPIOFS THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRDVB GT 0) IOPDVBRT=IOPRDVB/IOPIOFS;

    WHEN (IOPRDVB EQ 0) IOPDVBRT=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPDVBRT=.;

  END; ELSE IOPDVBRT=.;

Range of Value:

IOPDVBRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPDVBRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPECB - IOP Compress/Decompress Busy Count

IOPECB contains the total number of samples, in the interval, when the I/O processor is found busy with compression or
decompression operations.

IOPECB is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   IOPBSY   - Number of Times IOP was Busy

            IOPSCB   - IOP Busy with SCM Operations Count

Element Derivation:

IOPECB contains the value input from field R783IECB, in the IOP Initiative Queue and Utilization Data section, of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPECB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPECB contains the sum of all values of IOPECB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPIDL - Number of Times IOP was Idle

IOPIDL contains the total number of samples, in the interval, when the I/O processor was found idle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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  SEE ALSO:  IOPBSY - Number of Times IOP was Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPIDL contains the value input from field R783IIPI of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPIDL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPIDL contains the sum of all values of IOPIDL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPIOFS - I/O Functions Initially Started

IOPIOFS contains the total number of I/O operations which started during the measurement interval, on this I/O processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

IOPIOFS contains the value input from field R783IIFS of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPIOFS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPIOFS contains the sum of all values of IOPIOFS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCBSY - Percent IOP Busy

IOPPCBSY contains the ratio of the number of times the I/O processor was found busy and the total number of I/O
processor samples, during the measurement interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPBSY - Number of Times IOP was Busy

             IOPIDL - Number of Times IOP was Idle

Element Derivation:

IOPPCBSY is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_SAMP=SUM(IOPBSY,IOPIDL); IF WRK_SAMP THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPBSY GT 0) IOPPCBSY=(IOPBSY*100)/WRK_SAMP
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    WHEN (IOPBSY EQ 0) IOPPCBSY=0;

    OTHERWISE          IOPPCBSY=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCBSY=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCBSY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCBSY contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCCPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

IOPPCCPB contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the selected channel
path was busy, and the total number of retries plus the number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRCPB  - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

             IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPPCCPB is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TOIO=SUM(IOPIOFS,IOPRETRY); IF WRK_TOIO THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRCPB GT 0) IOPPCCPB=(IOPRCPB*100)/WRK_TOIO;

    WHEN (IOPRCPB EQ 0) IOPPCCPB=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPPCCPB=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCCPB=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCCPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCCPB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCCUB - Pct I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

IOPPCCUB contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the control unit of the
targeted device was busy, and the total number of retries plus the number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.
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  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRCUB - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

             IORETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPPCCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TOIO=SUM(IOPIOFS,IOPRETRY); IF WRK_TOIO THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRCUB GT 0) IOPPCCUB=(IOPRCUB*100)/WRK_TOIO;

    WHEN (IOPRCUB EQ 0) IOPPCCUB=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPPCCUB=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCCUB=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCCUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCDPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Direct. Port Busy

IOPPCDPB contains the ratio of the number of times an I/O operation to a device was retried on the I/O processor
because a director port on the path to that device was busy, and the total number of retries plus the number of I/O
functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRDPB  - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

             IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPPCDPB is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TOIO=SUM(IOPIOFS,IOPRETRY); IF WRK_TOIO THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRDPB GT 0) IOPPCDPB=(IOPRDPB*100)/WRK_TOIO;

    WHEN (IOPRDPB EQ 0) IOPPCDPB=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPPCDPB=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCDPB=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:
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IOPPCDPB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCDVB - Pct I/O Retries due to Device Busy

IOPPCDVB contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on the I/O processor because the targeted device
was busy, and the total number of retries plus the number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRDVB  - I/O Retries due to Device Busy

             IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPPCDVB is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TOIO=SUM(IOPIOFS,IOPRETRY); IF WRK_TOIO THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRDVB GT 0) IOPPCDVB=(IOPRDVB*100)/WRK_TOIO;

    WHEN (IOPRDVB EQ 0) IOPPCDVB=0;

    OTHERWISE           IOPPCDVB=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCDVB=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCDVB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCDVB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCECB - Percent IOP Busy with Compress/Decomp

IOPPCECB contains the ratio of the number of times the I/O processor is found busy with compression or decompression
operations, and the total number of I/O processor samples, during the measurement interval.

IOPPCECB is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   IOPBSY - Number of Times IOP was Busy

            IOPIDL - Number of Times IOP was Idle

            IOPECB - IOP Compress/Decompress Busy Count

Element Derivation:

IOPPCECB is computed using the following algorithm:
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   WRK_SAMP=SUM(IOPBSY,IOPIDL);

   IF WRK_SAMP THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IOPECB GT 0) IOPPCECB=(IOPECB*100)/WRK_SAMP;

     WHEN (IOPECB EQ 0) IOPPCECB=0;

     OTHERWISE          IOPPCECB=.;

   END;

   ELSE IOPPCECB=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCECB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCECB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCRTR - Percent I/O Requests Retried

IOPPCRTR contains the ratio of the number of I/O operations retried on this I/O processor, and the total number of retries
plus the number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPPCRTR is computed using the following algorithm:

  WRK_TOIO=SUM(IOPIOFS,IOPRETRY); IF WRK_TOIO THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (IOPRETRY GT 0) IOPPCRTR=(IOPRETRY*100)/WRK_TOIO;

    WHEN (IOPRETRY EQ 0) IOPPCRTR=0;

    OTHERWISE            IOPPCRTR=.;

  END; ELSE IOPPCRTR=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCRTR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCRTR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPCSCM - Percent IOP Busy with SCM

IOPPCSCM contains the ratio of the number of times the I/O processor is found busy with SCM operations, and the total
number of I/O processor samples, during the measurement interval.
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IOPPCSCM is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

SEE ALSO:   IOPBSY - Number of Times IOP was Busy

            IOPIDL - Number of Times IOP was Idle

            IOPSCB - IOP Busy with SCM Operations Count

Element Derivation:

IOPPCSCM is computed using the following algorithm:

   WRK_SAMP=SUM(IOPBSY,IOPIDL);

   IF WRK_SAMP THEN SELECT;

     WHEN (IOPSCB GT 0) IOPPCSCM=(IOPSCB*100)/WRK_SAMP;

     WHEN (IOPSCB EQ 0) IOPPCSCM=0;

     OTHERWISE          IOPPCSCM=.;

   END;

   ELSE IOPPCSCM=.;

Range of Value:

IOPPCSCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

IOPPCSCM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPPIOI - Processed I/O Interrupts

IOPPIOI contains the total number of I/O interrupts, including PCI interrupts, which were processed by this IOP during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPAVPII - Rate of Processed I/O Interrupts

Element Derivation:

IOPPIOI contains the value input from field R783IPII of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPPIOI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPPIOI contains the sum of all values of IOPPIOI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IOPQUE - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

IOPQUE contains the accumulated queue length for the I/O Processor (IOP) initiative queue during the measured period.

The IOP continually polls the logical control units (LCUs) to determine if new I/O requests have been made for devices
attached to the LCU. If so, the LCU is placed on the channel initiative queue. Whenever the IOP adds a request to the
queue, the current queue length is added to an accumulator. At the end of the interval, the contents of this accumulator is
reported by RMF.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPAVQUE - Average IOP Initiative Queue Length

             IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

             IOPID    - I/O Processor ID

             IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests

Element Derivation:

IOPQUE contains the value input from field R783IQSM of the RMF Type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPQUE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPQUE contains the sum of all values of IOPQUE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IOP is a dedicated I/O processor that continually monitors the status of the I/O configuration it manages. It also starts
and redrives queued I/O requests. There is one initiative queue for each IOP which is continually scanned to attempt to
initiate active I/O requests.

When requests are blocked due to contention, they are removed temporarily from the IOP initiative queue. If there is
control unit contention, the IOP places the LCU that is requesting service on a queue called the CU-HDR queue. If there
is device contention, the request is deferred until the IOP receives notification (device end) that the busy condition has
subsided. Once the contention is resolved, the IOP requeues the CU-HDR on the IOP initiative queue.

IOPRCPB - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

IOPRCPB contains the number of times an I/O operation was retried on the I/O processor, because the selected channel
path was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPCPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Channel Path Busy)

             IOPPCCPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Channel Path Bsy

Element Derivation:

IOPRCPB contains the value input from field R783ICPB of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRCPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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IOPRCPB contains the sum of all values of IOPRCPB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPRCUB - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

IOPRCUB contains the number of times an I/O operation was retried on the I/O processor, because the control unit of the
targeted device was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPCUBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Control unit Busy)

             IOPPCCUB - Pct I/O Retries due to Control Unit Bsy

Element Derivation:

IOPRCUB contains the value input from field R783ICUB of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRCUB contains the sum of all values of IOPRCUB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPRDPB - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

IOPRDPB contains the number of times an I/O operation was retried on the I/O processor, because a director port on the
path to that device was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPDPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Direct. Port Busy)

             IOPPCDPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Direct. Port Bsy

Element Derivation:

IOPRDPB contains the value input from field R783IDPB of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRDPB contains the sum of all values of IOPRDPB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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IOPRDVB - I/O Retries due to Device Busy

IOPRDVB contains the number of times an I/O operation was retried on the I/O processor, because the targeted device
was busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPDVBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Device Busy)

             IOPPCDVB - Pct I/O Retries due to Device Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPRDVB contains the value input from field R783IDVB of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRDVB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRDVB contains the sum of all values of IOPRDVB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

IOPRETRY contains the total number of times an I/O operation was retried on the I/O processor. Following are the various
reasons that could cause an operation to be retried:

• Channel Path busy
• Director Port busy
• Control Unit busy
• Device busy

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPRCPB - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

             IOPRCUB - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

             IOPRDPB - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

             IOPRDVB - I/O Retries due to Device Busy

Element Derivation:

IOPRETRY is obtained by summing the values of fields R783ICPB, R783ICUB, R783IDPB, and R783IDVB of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRETRY ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRETRY contains the sum of all values of IOPRETRY processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

IOPRQS - Number of IOP Requests

IOPRQS contains the total number of requests processed by the I/O processor (IOP) during the measurement period.
This number includes all selection attempts associated with the Start Subchannel (SSC) request. Besides the original
request, there are retries that are associated with channel busy, control unit busy, and device busy conditions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOPAVQUE - Average IOP Initiative Queue Length

             IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

             IOPID    - I/O Processor ID

             IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

IOPRQS contains the value input from field R783IQCT of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPRQS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRQS contains the sum of all values of IOPRQS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The IOP is a dedicated I/O processor that continually monitors the status of the I/O configuration it manages. It also starts
and redrives queued I/O requests. There is one initiative queue for each IOP, which is continually scanned to attempt to
initiate active I/O requests.

When requests are blocked due to contention, they are removed temporarily from the IOP initiative queue. If there is
control unit contention, the IOP places the LCU that is requesting service on a queue called the CU-HDR queue. If there
is device contention, the request is deferred until the IOP receives notification (device end) that the busy condition has
subsided. Once the contention is resolved, the IOP requeues the CU-HDR on the IOP initiative queue.

IOPRTRRT - Rate of I/O Requests Retried

IOPRTRRT contains the ratio of the total number of I/O operations that were retried on this I/O processor, and the total
number of I/O functions initially started.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

             IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

Element Derivation:

IOPRTRRT is computed using the following algorithm:

  IF IOPIOFS THEN SELECT;
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    WHEN (IOPRETRY GT 0) IOPRTRRT=IOPRETRY/IOPIOFS;

    WHEN (IOPRETRY EQ 0) IOPRTRRT=0;

    OTHERWISE            IOPRTRRT=.;

  END; ELSE IOPRTRRT=.;

Range of Value:

IOPRTRRT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPRTRRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

IOPSCB - IOP Busy with SCM Operations Count

IOPSCB contains the total number of samples, in the interval, when the I/O processor is found busy with SCM operations.

IOPSCB is available at z/OS release 2.4 and higher.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   IOPBSY   - Number of Times IOP was Busy

            IOPECB   - IOP Compress/Decompress Busy Count

Element Derivation:

IOPSCB contains the value input from field R783ISCB, in the IOP Initiative Queue and Utilization Data section, of the SMF
type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

IOPSCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

IOPSCB contains the sum of all values of IOPSCB processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

Logical Control Unit Activity File (SCPLCU)
The Logical Control Unit Activity File captures data on logical and physical control unit activity and other I/O configuration-
dependent queuing delays. There is one record for each logical control unit defined. It summarizes the I/O measurement
data down to the logical control unit level.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity, Logical Channel/CU Activity, and I/O Queuing Configuration files.

Contents

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element
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   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  .DWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  .DWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  .DWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  .DWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  .DWM..E  LCUCH1   - 1st Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH2   - 2nd Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH3   - 3rd Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH4   - 4th Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH5   - 5th Channel Path Attached
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  .DWM..E  LCUCH6   - 6th Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH7   - 7th Channel Path Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUCH8   - 8th Channel Path Attached

  ......E  LCUCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

  .DWM..E  LCUCS1   - 1st Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS2   - 2nd Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS3   - 3rd Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS4   - 4th Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS5   - 5th Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS6   - 6th Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS7   - 7th Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..E  LCUCS8   - 8th Channel Path CSSID

  .DWM..   LCUCU1   - 1st Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU2   - 2nd Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU3   - 3rd Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU4   - 4th Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU5   - 5th Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU6   - 6th Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU7   - 7th Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..   LCUCU8   - 8th Control Unit Attached

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

  .DWM..E  LCUDFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

  .DWM..   LCUPA1   - 1st Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA2   - 2nd Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA3   - 3rd Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA4   - 4th Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA5   - 5th Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA6   - 6th Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA7   - 7th Channel Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPA8   - 8th Channel Path Attributes

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWM..   LCUALC   - Device Allocated

  .DWM..E  LCUATV   - Device Active Time

  .DWM..E  LCUAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

  .DWM..E  LCUCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

  .DWM..   LCUCMRTM - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCUCNN   - Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   LCUCNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

  .DWM..   LCUCSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

  .DWM..E  LCUCUB   - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

  .DWM..   LCUCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCUDCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

  .DWM..   LCUDCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

  .DWM..   LCUDCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

  .DWM..E  LCUDCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

  .DWM..E  LCUDINTV - Total Device-Intervals

  .DWM..   LCUDIS   - Device Disconnect Time
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  .DWM..E  LCUDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..   LCUDVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..   LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   LCUDVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..   LCUFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

  .DWM..E  LCUHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

  .DWM..   LCUICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

  .DWM..   LCUIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCUISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  .DWM..E  LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

  .DWM..   LCUMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

  .DWM..   LCUMTC   - Number of Mounts

  .DWM..   LCUMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

  .DWM..   LCUNDA   - Device Allocation Count

  .DWM..   LCUNRD   - Device Not Ready

  .DWM..   LCUNSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

  .DWM..   LCUNUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  .DWM..E  LCUPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

  .DWM..   LCUPEN   - Device Pending Time

  .DWM..E  LCUPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

  .DWM..E  LCUQRQS  - Queued Requests

  .DWM..E  LCUQUE   - Requests Queued

  .DWM..E  LCURQDFR - Total Requests Deferred

  .DWM..E  LCURQS   - Requests

  .DWM..E  LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

  .DWM..E  LCURSMPL - Number of RMF Samples (from LCA)

  .DWM..   LCURSV   - Device Reserved

  .DWM..E  LCUSBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCUSSC   - Start Subchannel Count

  .DWM..E  LCUTOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

  .DWM..E  LCUTONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

  .DWM..   LCUUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

  .DWM..E  LCUXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

  .DWM..E  LCU1CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU1CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU1CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU1DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU1PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU1SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU2CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU2CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU2CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU2DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU2PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU2SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU3CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU3CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU3CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU3DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU3PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU3SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU4CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU4CMR  - Command Response Time
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  .DWM..E  LCU4CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU4DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU4PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU4SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU5CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU5CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU5CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU5DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU5PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU5SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU6CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU6CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU6CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU6DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU6PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU6SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU7CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU7CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU7CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU7DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU7PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU7SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  .DWM..E  LCU8CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

  .DWM..E  LCU8CMR  - Command Response Time

  .DWM..E  LCU8CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU8DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

  .DWM..E  LCU8PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCU8SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

 Minimum Data Elements

  .DWM..E  LCUMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

 Maximum Data Elements

  .DWM..E  LCUMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

  .DWM..E  LCUMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

  .DWM..E  LCUMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

  .DWM..E  LCUMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

  .DWM..   LCUMXNDA - Max Device Allocations

  .DWM..   LCUMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

  .DWM..   LCUMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

  .DWM..E  LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

  .DWM..E  LCUTOTCH - Number of Channel Paths Attached

  .DWM..   LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

 Derived Data Elements

  .DWM..   LCUACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

  .DWM..   LCUAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time
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  .DWM..   LCUAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

  .DWM..   LCUAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

  .DWM..   LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

  .DWM..E  LCUAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

  .DWM..   LCUAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVNDA - Avg Device Allocations in Effect

  .DWM..   LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

  .DWM..   LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

  .DWM..E  LCUAVPT  - Avg Channel Path Taken

  .DWM..E  LCUAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

  .DWM..E  LCUAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

  .DWM..   LCUAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

  .DWM..   LCUAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

  .DWM..   LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

  .DWM..   LCUPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

  .DWM..   LCUPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

  .DWM..   LCUPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

  .DWM..E  LCUPCCUB - Pct Control Unit Busy

  .DWM..E  LCUPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

  .DWM..E  LCUPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

  .DWM..   LCUPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

  .DWM..E  LCUPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

  .DWM..   LCUPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

  .DWM..   LCUPCRQD - Pct LCU Requests Deferred

  .DWM..   LCUPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

  .DWM..   LCUPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

  .DWM..E  LCU1AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 1)

  .DWM..E  LCU1AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 1)

  .DWM..E  LCU2AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 2)

  .DWM..E  LCU2AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 2)

  .DWM..E  LCU3AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 3)

  .DWM..E  LCU3AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 3)

  .DWM..E  LCU4AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 4)

  .DWM..E  LCU4AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 4)

  .DWM..E  LCU5AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 5)

  .DWM..E  LCU5AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 5)

  .DWM..E  LCU6AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 6)

  .DWM..E  LCU6AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 6)

  .DWM..E  LCU7AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 7)

  .DWM..E  LCU7AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 7)

  .DWM..E  LCU8AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 8)

  .DWM..E  LCU8AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 8)

LCUACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

LCUACTRT is the average rate of I/O operations of all devices on the logical control unit in the measured interval that is
expressed as the number of start subchannel (SSCH) and resume subchannel (RSCH) instructions started successfully
per second.

Type:
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Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUNODEV - Number of Devices

             LCUSSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

LCUACTRT is computed using the following algorithm:

    LCUACTRT = (LCUSSC/DURATION) / LCUNODEV

Range of Value:

This value can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUACTRT is recomputed from the summarized values LCUSSC, LCUNODEV, and DURATION according to the formula
in ELEMENT DERIVATION.

LCUALC - Device Allocated

LCUALC is the number of samples that are taken during the RMF recording interval in which a device belonging to the
logical control unit (LCU) was allocated (to a TSO user, job, or system task), or in which the device had a DASD volume in
the "permanently resident" status mounted upon it.

The UCBALOC bit in the UCB indicates whether or not the device is allocated. The UCBPRES bit indicates permanently
resident status.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

             DVAALC   - Device Allocated

             LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

Element Derivation:

This count is obtained by summing the field SMF74ALC of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record over all devices that
belong to the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This value can range from a minimum of zero (if no device was either allocated or mounted as permanently resident
at any sample taken during the RMF interval) to a maximum that is equal to the value of SAMPLES*LCUNODEV, the
number of samples taken during the RMF interval times the number of devices on the LCU during the interval (indicating
that all devices were either allocated or mounted as permanently resident at each sample of the RMF interval).

Summarization Process:

LCUALC contains the sum of all LCUALC values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

It is important to keep in mind that LCUALC is derived by summation. If, during a particular RMF cycle, two devices
belonging to the LCU were both allocated, then this will contribute an increment of 2 to the value of LCUALC for the
interval, even though the allocation occurred within the same RMF cycle.

LCUATV - Device Active Time

LCUATV is the accumulated device active time for all I/O requests to all devices on this logical control unit during this
measurement interval.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAATV  - Device Active Time

             LCUCNN  - Device Connect Time

             LCUDIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUPEN  - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

This value is obtained from field SMF74ATV in the RMF/SMF Type 74 Device Activity record by summing the values for all
devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUATV contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUATV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Device active time represents the total amount of time that an I/O request initiated by a start subchannel (SSCH) or
resume subchannel (RSCH) instruction was under control of the channel subsystem and is computed by RMF as the sum
of the associated device pending, connect, and disconnect times for the I/O operation.

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

• The device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information
(connect time). This also includes search time.

• The time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release
(pending time).

• The time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

LCUAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

LCUAVCMR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a device on the logical control unit,
during the measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCUCMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVCMR is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUMEC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUCMRTM GT 0) LCUAVCMR=LCUCMRTM/LCUMEC;

      WHEN (LCUCMRTM EQ 0) LCUAVCMR=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUAVCMR=.;
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    END;

    WHEN (LCUMEC EQ 0)     LCUAVCMR=0;

    OTHERWISE              LCUAVCMR=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVCMR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVCMR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

LCUAVCNN is the average amount of time that I/O requests to this logical control unit during the measurement interval
were connected to the channel path for purposes of search and data transfer operations.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

             LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

             LCUCNN   - Device Connect Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVCNN is computed using the following algorithm:

    LCUAVCNN = LCUCNN / LCUMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVCNN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

• The device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information
(connect time). This also includes search time.

• The time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release
(pending time).

• The time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).
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Where the connect time for the LCU can be spread across the physical control units and heads of string in the logical
control unit, this number can be interpreted as the physical utilization of those components.

LCUAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

LCUAVCSW is the average delay time, in seconds, that an I/O operation in this logical control unit encountered between
the acceptance of the start or resume function at the subchannel and the first channel subsystem attempt to initiate the
operation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUCSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

             LCUPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

Element Derivation:

LCUAVCSW is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUPT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUCSWTM GT 0) LCUAVCSW=LCUCSWTM/LCUPT;

      WHEN (LCUCSWTM EQ 0) LCUAVCSW=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUAVCSW=.;

    END;

    WHEN (LCUPT EQ 0)      LCUAVCSW=0;

    OTHERWISE              LCUAVCSW=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVCSW ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVCSW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

LCUAVCUB is the average amount of time that all I/O requests in this logical control unit were delayed in the channel
subsystem due to control unit delay.

When a device select attempt is unsuccessful due to a control unit busy condition, the I/O processor begins to accumulate
control unit delay time for the device. The LCU for the device with the delayed request is placed on the IOP initiative
queue, and the request is repeatedly retried until it is successful. The delay time is accumulated until the device is
successfully selected or a different delay reason is encountered.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             LCUPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

             LCUXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements
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Element Derivation:

LCUAVCUB is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF LCUXMBCT THEN WRK_CNT=LCUPT;

    ELSE WRK_CNT=LCUMEC;

    SELECT;

      WHEN (WRK_CNT GT 0) SELECT;

        WHEN (LCUCUBTM GT 0) LCUAVCUB=LCUCUBTM/WRK_CNT;

        WHEN (LCUCUBTM EQ 0) LCUAVCUB=0;

        OTHERWISE            LCUAVCUB=.;

      END;

      WHEN (WRK_CNT EQ 0)    LCUAVCUB=0;

      OTHERWISE              LCUAVCUB=.;

    END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVCUB ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVCUB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUAVCUB is that part of pending time that is directly due to control unit interference. Another distinct part of pending
time is LCUAVDVB, device busy pending time. Another part of pending time, which is not reported by RMF, is channel
delay. These fields can be useful in determining the cause of excessive device pending time.

The successful initiation of an I/O operation requires a complete path, including channel, control unit, head of string and
device. RMF does not provide any direct measurement data on the utilization of physical control units. Cached controllers,
for instance, are often busy with internal staging operations when the channels to which they are attached are free. In
a shared DASD environment, each of the systems to which DASD is attached will contribute to the overall control unit
utilization. LCUAVCUB can be used to measure the impact of control unit contention on I/O initiation delays.

LCUAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

LCUAVDCB is the average amount of time, in seconds, that an I/O operation for a channel path managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) was delayed in the channel
subsystem, due to control unit delay.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUDCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels

             LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

LCUAVDCB is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUDCMPT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUDCMCB GT 0) LCUAVDCB=LCUDCMCB/LCUDCMPT;

      WHEN (LCUDCMCB EQ 0) LCUAVDCB=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUAVDCB=.;

    END;
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    WHEN (LCUDCMPT EQ 0)   LCUAVDCB=0;

    OTHERWISE              LCUAVDCB=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVDCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVDCB contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

LCUAVDCR is the average command response time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a channel path managed by the
Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUDCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

             LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

LCUAVDCR is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUDCMPT GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUDCMCR GT 0) LCUAVDCR=LCUDCMCR/LCUDCMPT;

      WHEN (LCUDCMCR EQ 0) LCUAVDCR=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUAVDCR=.;

    END;

    WHEN (LCUDCMPT EQ 0)   LCUAVDCR=0;

    OTHERWISE              LCUAVDCR=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVDCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVDCR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

LCUAVDIS is the average amount of time that I/O requests to this logical control unit during the measurement interval
were disconnected from the channel path due to positioning functions such as Seek and Set Sector operations and delays
for path reconnection.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

             LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

             LCUDIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVDIS is computed using the following algorithm:

    LCUAVDIS = LCUDIS / LCUMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVDIS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

• The device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information
(connect time). This also includes search time.

• The time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release
(pending time).

• The time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).

LCUAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

LCUAVDPT is the average rate per second of I/O requests successfully started for all the DCM managed channels used
by this logical control unit. This number represents a rate in I/O operations per second averaged over the measurement
period.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

LCUAVDPT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF DURATION THEN SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUDCMPT)0) LCUAVDPT=LCUDCMPT/DURATION;

    WHEN (LCUDCMPT=0) LCUAVDPT=0;

    OTHERWISE         LCUAVDPT=.;

 END;

Range of Value:
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LCUAVDPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVDPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

LCUAVDVB is the average amount of time that an I/O operation to this device was delayed in the channel subsystem due
to device busy delay.

When device select fails down a channel path with device busy reported, the I/O processor begins to accumulate device
busy delay time for the device. The LCU for the device with the delayed request is not placed on the IOP initiative queue,
however. The request is deferred until a device end notification is received indicating that the previous operation on the
device has been completed. The delay time is accumulated until the device is successfully selected or a different delay
reason is encountered.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUDVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVDVB is computed using the following formula:

    LCUAVDVB = LCUDVBTM / LCUMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVDVB is recalculated from the summarized values of LCUDVBTM and LCUMEC.

Usage Notes:

LCUAVDVB is that part of pending time that is directly due to device busy interference. This incorporates delays due to
devices being accessed from other systems; however, other configuration-dependent delays are also reported as device
busy delays, including head of string, internal data path, and double density device delays.

Another distinct part of pending time is LCUAVCUB - control unit busy pending time. Another part of pending time, which
is not reported by RMF, is channel delay. These fields can be useful in determining the causes of excessive device
pending time.

The successful initiation of an I/O operation requires a complete path, including channel, control unit, head of string and
device. RMF does not provide any direct measurement data on the utilization of head of string switching units. In a shared
DASD environment, each of the systems to which DASD is attached will contribute to the overall head of string and device
utilization. LCUAVDVB can be used to measure the impact of shared device contention on I/O initiation delays.

LCUAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

LCUAVIDT is the average interrupt delay time, in seconds, for an I/O request to a device on the logical control unit, during
the measurement interval.
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The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

Type:

Computed using EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVIDT is computed using the following algorithm:

  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCUMEC GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUIDTTM GT 0) LCUAVIDT=LCUIDTTM/LCUMEC;

      WHEN (LCUIDTTM EQ 0) LCUAVIDT=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUAVIDT=.;

    END;

    WHEN (LCUMEC EQ 0)     LCUAVIDT=0;

    OTHERWISE              LCUAVIDT=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVIDT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVIDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

LCUAVIOS is the average amount of time that I/O requests to a device in this logical control unit, during the measurement
interval, were held enqueued within IOS before an SSCH instruction could be issued.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

             LCUAVCNN - AVG Device Connect Time

             LCUAVDIS - AVG Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVPEN - AVG Device Pending Time

             LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

             LCUQUE   - Requests Queued

             LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

             LCUSSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVIOS is computed using the following formula:
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     LCUAVIOS=(LCUQUE/LCURSMPD) / ((LCUSSC/DURATION)/LCUNODEV)

Range of Value:

LCUAVIOS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVIOS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at each
level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

IOSQ delays occur when a new I/O request to a device is received by IOS and a prior operation is still in progress.

LCUAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

LCUAVLCT is the number of RMF measurement intervals for every device attached to the control unit during which the
device was not reconfigured and, at the end of which, the device was online.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

             DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             LCUCNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

             LCUDINTV - Total Device-Intervals

Element Derivation:

MICS sets the value of LCUAVLCT from the data element DVAAVLCT during creation of the SCPLCU File from the
HARDVA, SCPIOC, and SCPLCA Files.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVLCT contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUAVLCT that were included in the level of summarization.

LCUAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

LCUAVMTM contains the mean time to satisfy volume mount requests for all magnetic tape devices attached to the logical
control unit, over all RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

             LCUMTC   - Number of Mounts

             LCUMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

Element Derivation:

LCUAVMTM is computed using the following algorithm:

      LCUAVMTM = LCUMPTM / LCUMTC

However, if either LCUMPTM or LCUMTC is negative then LCUAVMTM is set to missing.
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Range of Value:

LCUAVMTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVMTM contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUAVMTM and the related data element DVAMTC are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

LCUAVNDA - Avg Device Allocations in Effect

LCUAVNDA is the average number of device allocations in effect for the LCU.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUNDA   - Device Allocation Count

             LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

Element Derivation:

If LCURSMPD is positive, do one of the following:

• If LCUNDA is positive, set LCUAVNDA to LCUNDA/LCURSMPD.
• If LCUNDA is zero, set LCUAVNDA to zero.
• If LCUNDA is missing, set LCUAVNDA missing.

Otherwise, LCUAVNDA is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

LCUAVNDA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVNDA contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

LCUAVOEX contains the estimated average number of concurrently active I/O operations on the logical control unit
(LCU), if at least one FICON channel is connected to this LCU. This measurement is commonly referred to as open
exchanges.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCUCMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCUDVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

Element Derivation:

LCUAVOEX is computed using the following algorithm:
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    WRK_VAR=SUM(LCUCMRTM,LCUDVCTM,LCUDVDTM);

    IF (LCUFCNCT AND DURATION) THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (WRK_VAR GT 0) LCUAVOEX=WRK_VAR/DURATION;

      WHEN (WRK_VAR EQ 0) LCUAVOEX=0;

      OTHERWISE           LCUAVOEX=.;

    END;

    ELSE LCUAVOEX=.;

Range of Value:

LCUAVOEX ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVOEX contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

LCUAVPEN is the average amount of time that I/O requests to a device in this logical control unit during the measurement
interval were held enqueued by the channel subsystem following the acceptance of a start subchannel (SSCH) instruction.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             LCUPEN   - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

LCUAVPEN is computed using the following formula:

    LCUAVPEN = LCUPEN / LCUMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVPEN contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. Note that the value is
recomputed at each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For an individual I/O request, the channel subsystem measures the sum of the time intervals when:

• The device is logically connected to a channel path for purposes of transferring data or control information
(connect time). This also includes search time.

• The time when the request is queued waiting for channel path, control unit, head of string, or reserve release
(pending time).

• The time for which the device is logically disconnected from the channel subsystem while the subchannel remains
active due to Seek or Set Sector commands and during RPS reconnect delay (disconnect time).
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LCUAVPT - Avg Channel Path Taken

LCUAVPT is the rate per second at which successful I/O requests were started to the logical control unit (LCU) during the
measurement period.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUPT    - Number of Times Path Taken

             LCURQS   - Requests

             LCUTOTCH - Number of Channel Paths Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUAVPT is computed using the following algorithm:

IF DURATION THEN SELECT;                   

  WHEN (LCUPT GT 0) LCUAVPT=LCUPT/DURATION;

  WHEN (LCUPT EQ 0) LCUAVPT=0;             

  OTHERWISE         LCUAVPT=.;             

END;                                       

  ELSE LCUAVPT=.;     

Range of Value:

LCUAVPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the capacity of the hardware of the I/O
subsystem.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVPT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. LCUAVPT is recomputed from the
summarized values of LCUPT and DURATION.

Usage Notes:

The operating system supports either a preferred path or a round robin (or "rotate") channel-selection algorithm. The
preferred path algorithm is implemented at a device level, while the rotate algorithm functions at the logical control unit
level. The measurement statistics taken from the channel path can be used to evaluate the appropriateness of a given
selection algorithm.

The number of channel paths associated with the LCU is contained in data element LCUTOTCH.

LCUAVQL - Avg Queue Length

LCUAVQL is the average number of delayed requests on the CU-HDR queue for the logical control unit identified by the
data element LCUID over the measurement period.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUQRQS  - Queued Requests

             LCURQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

Element Derivation:

LCUAVQL is computed using the following algorithm:
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  SELECT;

    WHEN (LCURQDFR GT 0) SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUQRQS GT 0) LCUAVQL= (LCUQRQS-LCURQDFR)/LCURQDFR;

      WHEN (LCUQRQS EQ 0) LCUAVQL=0;

      OTHERWISE           LCUAVQL=.;

    END;

    WHEN (LCURQDFR EQ 0)  LCUAVQL=0;

    OTHERWISE             LCUAVQL=.;

  END;

Range of Value:

LCUAVQL ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVQL contains the result of the applicable computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. LCUAVQL is
recomputed from the summarized values of LCUQRQS and LCURQDFR.

Usage Notes:

When I/O requests are blocked in a system, the I/O processor (IOP) defers those requests rather than continuing to
redrive them. When all paths to the device are busy and at least one path to the control unit is busy, the IOP places a
request on the CU-HDR que. If the request is blocked due to a busy device, the IOP defers the request until it receives
notification that the device has been freed (device end).

When the contention is resolved, the IOP places the request back on the IOP initiative queue. LCUAVQL measures the
average queue length of the CU-HDR queue, and consequently is a measure of contention at the control unit level. Large
values for LCUAVQL are caused by an overloading of the logical control unit. The configuration of the LCU should be
examined to determine whether the overload is due to excessive LCU activity (for example, too many devices on the LCU)
or possibly to long-running I/O requests in the LCU.

LCUAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

LCUAVQUE is the average number of I/O requests over the measurement period that were found to be queued to any
device of the logical control unit identified by the data element LCUID.

During each cycle, RMF samples the UCBCNT field for each device and accumulates the total count. This data element
then represents the average queue length found per cycle, and per device in the LCU.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

             LCUQUE   - Requests Queued

             LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

Element Derivation:

To ensure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would try to divide by zero, this element is set to missing. If the number of requests queued
is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the number of requests queued is negative, it is invalid and the element is set to
missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

    LCUAVQUE = LCUQUE / LCURSMPD

Range of Value:
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The value of this data element ranges from a minimum of zero (if there were never any queued I/O requests for this
device at any RMF sample cycle) to a maximum of 255. This maximum value is the largest integer that can be stored in
the one-byte UCBCNT field. If the number of queued requests exceeds 255, no overflow indicator is available.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVQUE contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. LCUAVQUE is recomputed
from the summarized values of LCUQUE and LCURSMPD.

LCUAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

LCUAVRES is the average response time for a device in this logical control unit for the measured interval.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUATV   - Device Active Time

             LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

             LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

             LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

             LCUNODEV - Number Of Devices on Control Unit

             LCUQUE   - Requests Queued

             LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

             LCUSSC   - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

To verify that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the calculation would tries to divide by zero, this element is set to missing. If the device active time for the
LCU is zero, then the element is set to zero. If the device active time for the LCU is negative, it is invalid and the element
is set to missing. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

LCUAVRES = (LCUATV/LCUMEC) + (LCUQUE/LCURSMPD) / ((LCUSSC/DURATION)/LCUNODEV)

Range of Value:

LCUAVRES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVRES is recalculated from the summarized values of all of the elements in the derivation formula listed above.

Usage Notes:

The following notes may help you to understand this measurement more clearly.

• This value should be thought of as the average response time on an average device in the logical control unit.
• The formula in the derivation section above can be interpreted as LCUAVRES=(device active time) + (IOSQ

time). Device active time includes pending time (LCUAVPEN), device disconnect time (LCUAVDIS), and device
connect time (LCUAVCNN).
IOSQ time starts as soon as IOS recognizes the start I/O instruction, and ends with successful initiation of the SSCH
command. That is, IOSQ time includes the time waiting for the device to become available (i.e., to gain control of the
device UCB in this processor); time for any other conditions such as start, halt, or clear subchannel instructions; and
time to receive a non-zero condition code from the SSCH instruction.
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LCUAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

LCUAVSER is the average service time per I/O request to this logical control unit.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUATV  - Device Active Time

             LCUAVRES- Avg Device Response Time

             LCUMEC  - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUAVSER is computed using the following formula:

    LCUAVSER = LCUATV / LCUMEC

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUAVSER is recalculated from the summarized values of LCUATV and LCUMEC.

Usage Notes:

The average service time for an I/O request will include device pending time, device connect time, and device disconnect
time, but will not include IOSQ time.

LCUCHx - Nth Channel Path Attached

LCUCHx contains the hexadecimal identifier of channel path x of the logical control unit (LCU) identified by the data
element LCUID. There can be up to eight channel paths in a logical control unit.

Data elements LCUCH1 through LCUCH8 are assigned in order of ascending alphanumeric sequence.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 3.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCH - Number of Channel Paths Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCHx contains the value input from field R783CPID in the I/O Queuing Configuration Data Section of the SMF type 78
subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUCHx contains a value that is in the form of a two-character alphanumeric string, left-justified in a three-character field.
Each of the two characters may have a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCHx contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCHx in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem was reconfigured by reinitializing the system with a different I/O Control Data Set (IOCDS) during the
period included in summarization, the value of LCUCHx does not reflect the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

LCUCHx is set equal to the number of channel paths on the LCU.
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When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

LCUCMFCT is the total number of RMF measurement intervals where the channel measurement facility failed, causing
invalid I/O queueing data to be present in the input record. The channel measurement facility is a component of the I/O
Processor (IOP).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             INTERVLS - RMF Measurement Intervals

             IOCCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

             LCUCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

Element Derivation:

LCUCMFCT is derived from the data element IOCCMFCT during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUCMFCT ranges in value from 0, meaning there were no measurement failures in any intervals included in the
summarization, to a value equal to INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LCUCMFCT contains the sum of all LCUCMFCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUCMFCT also may be used as a flag: if it is off (has a value of 0), all of the channel measurements should be valid; if it
is on (has a value of 1 or more), they are not valid because RMF determined that the channel measurement facility of the
IOP failed during one or more intervals.

LCUCMRTM - Command Response Time

LCUCMRTM is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to devices attached to the logical control
unit, during the measurement interval.

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

LCUCMRTM contains the sum of DVACMRTM for all devices attached to the logical control unit. DVACMRTM is read from
field SMF74CMR of the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUCMRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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LCUCMRTM contains the sum of all LCUCMRTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call, or
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCUCMST - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

LCUCMST indicates whether or not the channel measurement facility failed during the last recording interval included in
the summarized data, causing the data recorded to be invalid.

Note that LCUCMST is only valid in the DETAIL timespan.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

             IOCCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

             LCUCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

LCUCMST is derived from the data element IOCCMST during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUCMST has the value Y, meaning that the measurement facility failed during the last interval in the summarization, or
N, meaning it did not.

Summarization Process:

LCUCMST is invalid above the DETAIL timespan.

Usage Notes:

In summarized levels, a count of the number of intervals affected by a measurement facility failure is contained in data
element LCUCMFCT.

LCUCNN - Device Connect Time

LCUCNN is the total device connect time for all devices in this logical control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVACNN   - Device Connect Time

             LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

             LCUAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             LCUCNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

             LCUDIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUPEN   - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

LCUCNN is derived by summing the value of the SMF74CNN field of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record for all
devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:
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This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUCNN contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUCNN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The bulk of connect time is in data transfer, but it also includes the transference of channel commands to the device,
such as SEEK and SET SECTOR. Connect time does not include the time required to actually process the SEEK and
SET SECTOR commands, which is done in disconnect mode, but rather the time required to send the commands to the
device.

LCUCNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

LCUCNNOV is the number of I/O requests to devices in this logical control unit during the measurement interval when a
channel report word overflow condition occurred during connect time measurement. The RMF postprocessor reports this
count, by device, in the Device Activity Report.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUCNN  - Device Connect Time

             LCUDIS  - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUMEC  - Measurement Event Count

             LCUPEN  - Device Pending Time

             LCUSSC  - Start Subchannel Count

Element Derivation:

LCUCNNOV is derived by summing the value of the SMF74COF field of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record for all
devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUCNNOV contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUCNNOV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUCNNOV is the number of overflow conditions that occurred in the connect time counter only. LCUMEC is the number
of successfully measured I/O events, and LCUSSC is the total number of I/O requests. Thus, (LCUSSC-LCUMEC) is the
number of total overflow conditions that occurred, and (LCUSSC-LCUMEC)-LCUCNNOV is the number of disconnect
timer overflows that occurred (Pending time overflows are not currently counted).

If the number of disconnect timer overflows is large, as calculated above, it could be an indication of extreme problems
in the ability of the devices on the LCU to reconnect to the channel. Normally, this would be an indicator of overutilized
channels.

However, overflow conditions for paging volumes, or LCU's, is not necessarily a problem since ASM utilizes chain
scheduling for paging I/O which can cause frequent connect timer overflows.

Note that hardware measurement data during an interval in which there were any overflow conditions is inaccurate, and
only represents a LOWER bound to the actual times that occurred. This is because timer values that have overflowed are
discarded rather than accumulated into the totals.
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LCUCSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

LCUCSWTM is the total amount of delay time, in seconds, that all I/O operations in this logical control unit encountered
between the acceptance of a start or resume function at the subchannel and the first channel subsystem attempt to initiate
the operation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: LCUAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

            LCUPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

            LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUCSWTM is derived from LCACSWTM, which in turn is derived from field R783CSST in the IOQ Data
Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUCSWTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

LCUCSWTM contains the sum of all LCUCSWTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUCSx - Nth Channel Path CSSID

LCUCSx contains the identifier of the logical channel subsystem (LCSS) to which the channel path identified by the data
element LCUCHx is attached.

Data elements LCUCS1 through LCUCS8 are assigned in order of ascending alphanumeric sequence.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUCHx   - Nth Channel Path Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

LCUCSx contains the value input from field R783CSS of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUCSx ranges from 0 to 3 for processors supporting multiple logical channel subsystems, or it contains a blank value for
processors not supporting multiple logical channel subsystems.

Summarization Process:

LCUCSx contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCSx in the observations processed for the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

None
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LCUCUB - Requests Deferred Control Unit Busy

LCUCUB is the total number of I/O requests for this logical control unit, identified by data element LCUID, which were
deferred because the physical control units serving the devices to which the I/O operations were directed were busy.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCACUB - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

             LCUID  - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUPT  - Number of Times Path Taken

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUCUB is derived from LCACUB, which in turn is derived from field R783CUB in the I/O Queuing Data
Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUCUB ranges from a minimum of 0 (meaning that no requests were deferred due to control unit busy) to a maximum
that is equal to LCURQS.

Summarization Process:

LCUCUB contains the sum of all LCUCUB values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

LCUCUBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations to all devices in this logical control unit were delayed in the
channel subsystem due to control unit delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUDVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

Element Derivation:

LCUCUBTM is derived by adding the values of the R783CBT field of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity
record, for all devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

LCUCUBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUCUBTM includes the sum of all occurrences of LCUCUBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUCU1 - 1st Control Unit Attached

LCUCU1 is the hexadecimal identifier of the first physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:
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Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU1 is derived from the data element IOCCU1 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU1 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU1 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU1 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU1 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCU2 - 2nd Control Unit Attached

LCUCU2 is the hexadecimal identifier of the second physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU2 is derived from the data element IOCCU2 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU2 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU2 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU2 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU2 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.
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LCUCU3 - 3rd Control Unit Attached

LCUCU3 is the hexadecimal identifier of the third physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU3 is derived from the data element IOCCU3 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU3 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU3 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU3 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU3 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCU4 - 4th Control Unit Attached

LCUCU4 is the hexadecimal identifier of the fourth physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU4 is derived from the data element IOCCU4 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU4 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU4 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU4 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU4 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.
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Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU. When comparing or sorting the
character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0 through 9.

LCUCU5 - 5th Control Unit Attached

LCUCU5 is the hexadecimal identifier of the fifth physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU5 is derived from the data element IOCCU1 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU5 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU5 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU5 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU5 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCU6 - 6th Control Unit Attached

LCUCU6 is the hexadecimal identifier of the sixth physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU6 is derived from the data element IOCCU1 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU6 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:
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LCUCU6 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU6 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU6 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCU7 - 7th Control Unit Attached

LCUCU7 is the hexadecimal identifier of the seventh physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU7 is derived from the data element IOCCU1 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU7 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU7 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU7 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU7 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUCU8 - 8th Control Unit Attached

LCUCU8 is the hexadecimal identifier of the eighth physical control unit associated with the logical control unit (LCU)
identified by the data element LCUID. Up to eight physical control units may be associated with a LCU.

Type:

Retained - Character, length 4.

  SEE ALSO:  CHANNEL  - Channel Path Address

             LCUCUn   - Nth Control Unit Attached

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

             LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

Element Derivation:

LCUCU8 is derived from the data element IOCCU1 during the creation of the LCU summarized file.
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Range of Value:

The value of LCUCU8 ranges from 0001 to FFFF. Each of the characters has a hexadecimal value of 0-F.

Summarization Process:

LCUCU8 contains the value of the last occurrence of LCUCU8 in the observations processed for the summarization level.
If the I/O subsystem is reconfigured during the period included in summarization, the value of LCUCU8 does not reflect
the earlier configuration.

Usage Notes:

The data element LCUTOTCU is set equal to the number of control units on the LCU.

When comparing or sorting the character representation of hexadecimal values A through F, compare or sort lower than 0
through 9.

LCUDCM - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

LCUDCM contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit contained DCM managed channels.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

             LCUDFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

             LCUMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

             LCUMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCM is derived from the data element LCADCM during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCM contains the sum of all values of LCUDCM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

LCUDCMBS contains the accumulated control unit busy count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

            LCUPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMBS is derived from the data element LCADCMBS during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMBS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LCUDCMBS contains the sum of all values of LCUDCMBS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

LCUDCMCB is the total amount of time, in seconds, that all I/O operations for channel paths managed by the Dynamic
Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) were delayed in the channel
subsystem, due to control unit delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

             LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMCB is derived from LCADCMCB, which in turn is derived from field R783CBTM in the IOQ Data
Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMCB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMCB contains the sum of all LCUDCMCB values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

LCUDCMCF contains the number of measurement intervals within which the configuration contained at least one channel
path managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

             LCUDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMCF is derived from the data element IOCDCMCF during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMCF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMCF contains the sum of all values of LCUDCMCF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

LCUDCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

LCUDCMCR is the total command response time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to channel paths managed by the
Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

The command response (CMR) time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel
program is sent to the device, until the device indicates it has accepted the command.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels

             LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMCR is derived from LCADCMCR, which in turn is derived from field R783CMRM in the IOQ Data
Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMCR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMCR contains the sum of all LCUDCMCR values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The command response time allows customers to distinguish between real hardware errors requiring a service call and
workload spikes where the interface timing requirements cannot be met.

LCUDCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

LCUDCMDP contains the accumulated director port busy count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

             LCUPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMDP is derived from the data element LCADCMDP during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMDP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMDP contains the sum of all values of LCUDCMDP processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LCUDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

LCUDCMHW indicates whether or not the Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource
Director (IRD) is supported by the hardware configuration (Central Processor Complex, ESCON Directors, DASD
Controllers, Channels).

Type:

Retained - Character, length 1.

  SEE ALSO:  IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

             LCUDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMHW is derived from the data element IOCDCMHW during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMHW can take on the value Y, meaning that the hardware supports the Dynamic Channel Path Management, or
N, if it does not.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMHW contains the last value of LCUDCMHW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

LCUDCMPT contains the accumulated path-taken count for channels managed by the Dynamic Channel Path
Management (DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

             LCUAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMPT is derived from the data element LCADCMPT during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMPT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMPT contains the sum of all values of LCUDCMPT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

LCUDCMSB is the total number of I/O requests, for channel paths managed by the Dynamic Channel Path Management
(DCM) function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), that were deferred because a director port on a switch
connected to this logical control unit was busy. This number accounts for the sum of I/O requests for all logical partitions
belonging to the same LPAR cluster.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDCMSB is derived from LCADCMSB, which in turn is derived from field R783SBSM in the IOQ Data
Section of the SMF type 78 subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record.

Range of Value:

LCUDCMSB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDCMSB contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUDCMSB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

LCUDFDCM contains the number of DCM managed channels defined by the installation, for this logical control unit.

Type:

Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

             LCUDCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

             LCUMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

             LCUMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDFDCM is derived from the data element LCADFDCM during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDFDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDFDCM contains the last value of LCUDFDCM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDINTV - Total Device-Intervals

LCUDINTV is the sum of the number of RMF measurement intervals for all of the devices whose statistics are included in
the record.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

             INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

             LCUAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals
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Element Derivation:

MICS sets the value of LCUDINTV from the data element DVADINTV during creation of the SCPLCU File from the
HARDVA, SCPIOC, and SCPLCA Files.

Range of Value:

LCUDINTV ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDINTV contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUDINTV that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUDINTV differs from the common data element INTERVLS in that LCUDINTV is the sum of all of the RMF
measurement intervals for all devices in the record, while INTERVLS is independent of the number of devices. For
example, assume that RMF is recording detailed information at 15-minute intervals about a group of eight 3490 tape
drives on a single LCU. In one observation at the DAYS level, summarized over one hour, the value of INTERVLS will be
4 (four 15-minute intervals in one hour), and the value of LCUDINTV will be 32 (eight devices with four intervals each).

LCUDIS - Device Disconnect Time

LCUDIS is the total device disconnect time for all devices in this logical control unit. This is the total amount of time that I/
O requests to this LCU during the measurement interval were disconnected from the channel path due to such functions
as SEEK, SET SECTOR, and delays in path reconnection.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

             LCUCNN   - Device Connect Time

             LCUCNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

             LCUPEN   - Device Pending Time

Element Derivation:

LCUDIS is derived by summing the value of the SMF74DIS field of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record for all devices
within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDIS contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUDIS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Device disconnect time is accumulated when the device is in use, but is not transferring data. This includes positioning
functions such as SEEK and SET SECTOR, and also includes delays due to RPS reconnect delay. A high value for
disconnect time is often due to RPS reconnect delay, which is caused by contention in the path(s) leading to the device -
channel, control unit, head-of-string, or internal path.

LCUDPB - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

LCUDPB is the total number of I/O requests that were deferred because of a busy ES Connection Director (ESCD) port
attached to the logical control unit identified by the data element LCUID.
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Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO: LCADPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

            LCUID   - Logical Control Unit ID

            LCUxDPB - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDPB is derived from LCADPB, which in turn is derived from field R783SPB in the I/O Queuing
Configuration Data section of the SMF type 78, subtype 3 I/O Queuing Activity record. There is one section for each
channel path. The values for all channel paths associated with the logical control unit (LCUID) are added together to
determine LCADPB.

Range of Value:

LCUDPB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by the hardware of the I/O subsystem.

Summarization Process:

LCUDPB contains the sum of all LCUDPB values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

LCUDTCNC contains the average connect time for all devices attached to the logical control unit (LCU) over the
measurement interval, if at least one FICON channel is attached to this LCU. This measurement is commonly referred to
as data transfer concurrency.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

             LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCUFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

Element Derivation:

LCUDTCNC is computed using the following algorithm:

    IF (LCUFCNCT AND DURATION) THEN SELECT;

      WHEN (LCUDVCTM GT 0) LCUDTCNC=LCUDVCTM/DURATION;

      WHEN (LCUDVCTM EQ 0) LCUDTCNC=0;

      OTHERWISE            LCUDTCNC=.;

    END;

    ELSE LCUDTCNC=.;

Range of Value:

LCUDTCNC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDTCNC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LCUDVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

LCUDVBTM is the total amount of time that all I/O operations through all device in this logical control unit were delayed in
the channel subsystem due to device busy delay.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

Element Derivation:

LCUDVBTM is derived by summing the value of the SMF74DVB field of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record for all
devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDVBTM includes the sum of all occurrences of LCUDVBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

LCUDVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

LCUDVCTI contains the number of intervals within which the connect time was invalid for at least one of the devices
attached to the logical control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

             LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCUDVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Tm

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDVCTI is derived from the data element LCADVCTI during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDVCTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDVCTI contains the sum of all values of LCUDVCTI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

LCUDVCTM contains the total connect time, in seconds, for all the devices attached to the logical control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

             LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

             LCUDVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time
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Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDVCTM is derived from the data element LCADVCTM during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDVCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDVCTM contains the sum of all values of LCUDVCTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Time

LCUDVDTI contains the number of intervals within which the disconnect time was invalid for at least one of the devices
attached to the logical control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Tm

             LCUDVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUDVCTI - Intvls with Invalid Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDVDTI is derived from the data element LCADVDTI during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDVDTI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUDVDTI contains the sum of all values of LCUDVDTI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUDVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

LCUDVCTM contains the total disconnect time, in seconds, for all the devices attached to the logical control unit.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

             LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

             LCUDVDTI - Intvls with Invalid Dev. Disconnect Tm

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUDVDTM is derived from the data element LCADVDTM during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUDVDTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

LCUDVDTM contains the sum of all values of LCUDVDTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

LCUFCNCT contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit contained at least one FICON channel.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

             LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

             LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUFCNCT is derived from the data element LCAFCNCT during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUFCNCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUFCNCT contains the sum of all values of LCUFCNCT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

LCUHPAVC contains the number of intervals within which the logical control unit had HyperPAV devices.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCUMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

             LCUMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

             LCUMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

             LCUNUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

             LCUPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

             LCUTOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

             LCUTONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUHPAVC is derived from the data element LCAHPAVC during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

LCUHPAVC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUHPAVC contains the sum of all values of LCUHPAVC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

LCUICT - Number Of Invalid Samples

LCUICT is the count of invalid samples for all devices in the logical control unit that were recorded during the measured
interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAICT  - Number of Invalid Samples

Element Derivation:

LCUICT is the sum of all of the DVAICT values for all of the individual devices in the logical control unit described by the
record in the time period covered by this record.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUICT contains the sum of all of the LCUICT values included in the summarization level.

LCUIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

LCUIDTTM is the total interrupt delay time, in seconds, for all I/O requests to devices attached to the logical control unit,
during the measurement interval.

The interrupt delay time represents, for an I/O request, the time from when the I/O operation is complete (primary status
presented to the channel subsystem) to when the operating system clears the primary status to begin processing the
interrupt.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39993.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

             LCUAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

             LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

Element Derivation:

LCUIDTTM contains the sum of all of the DVAIDTTM values, for all devices attached to the logical control unit, that are
included in the timespan covered by this record.

Range of Value:

LCUIDTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUIDTTM contains the sum of all LCUIDTTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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LCUISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

LCUISSCT is the total number of measurement intervals where RMF failed to take at least one sample during any cycle.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

             INTERVLS - Number of RMF Intervals

             LCUISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

             LCURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

Element Derivation:

LCUISSCT is derived from the data element DVAISSCT during creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:

The value of LCUISSCT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to the value of data element INTERVLS.

Summarization Process:

LCUISSCT contains the sum of all LCUISSCT values that were included in the level of summarization.

LCUMEC - Measurement Event Count

LCUMEC is the number of I/O requests to this logical control unit during the measurement interval for which the channel
measurement subsystem was able to provide device connect, pending, and disconnect times.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMEC  - Measurement Event Count

Element Derivation:

LCUMEC is derived by accumulating the field SMF74MEC from the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record over all devices
in the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUMEC contains the sum of all of the LCUMEC values included in the summarization level.

LCUMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

LCUMNDCM contains the minimum number of DCM managed channels used by this logical control unit, during the
measurement interval.

Type:

Minimum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

             LCUMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUMNDCM is derived from the data element LCAMNDCM during the creation of the LCU summarized file.
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Range of Value:

LCUMNDCM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum equal to LCUDFDCM.

Summarization Process:

LCUMNDCM contains the minimum value of LCUMNDCM processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUMPTM - Total Mount Pending Time

LCUMPTM contains total mount pending time for all magnetic tape devices attached to the logical control unit, over all
RMF measurement intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is real number.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

             LCUAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

             LCUMTC   - Number of Mounts

             LCUMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

Element Derivation:

LCUMPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMPTM for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

LCUMPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUMPTM contains the sum of all values of LCUMPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

LCUMPTM and the related data elements LCUMTC and LCUAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives
for tape operations.

LCUMTC - Number of Mounts

LCUMTC contains the number of volume mount requests issued for all magnetic tape devices attached to the logical
control unit during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCUAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

Element Derivation:

LCUMTC contains the sum of all occurrences of DVAMTC for the relevant devices.

Range of Value:

LCUMTC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUMTC contains the sum of all values of LCUMTC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

LCUMTC and the related data element LCUAVMTM are useful in setting and tracking service objectives for tape
operations.

LCUMTP - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

LCUMTP contains the count of samples where a mount pending condition existed, for all devices attached to the logical
control unit, over all RMF recording intervals included in the level of summarization.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  DVAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

             LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

             LCUPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

             SAMPLES  - Number of Samples

Element Derivation:

LCUMTP is derived by summing the value of the SMF74MTP field of the RMF Type 74 Device Activity record for all
devices within the logical control unit.

Range of Value:

This element can range from a minimum of zero (meaning that no pending conditions were detected on any device in
the LCU during the interval) to a maximum of SAMPLES*LCUNODEV (meaning that all devices were in mount pending
condition for the entire interval).

Summarization Process:

LCUMTP contains the sum of all occurrences of LCUMTP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

RMF infers "Mount Pending" for any device such that:

• The device is allocated (UCBALOC=1), and
• The device is in the "Not Ready" state (UCBNRY=1), and
• The device is waiting for a MOUNT to complete (UCBMOUNT=1).

LCUMTP is used primarily for recalculation of other variables at a higher level.

LCUMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

LCUMXAID contains the maximum number of aliases concurrently in use by one of the HyperPAV base devices of the
logical control unit.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

             LCUHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

             LCUMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

             LCUMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

Element Derivation:

The value of LCUMXAID is derived from the data element LCAMXAID during the creation of the LCU summarized file.

Range of Value:
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LCUMXAID ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

LCUMXAID contains the maximum value of LCUMXAID processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

LCUMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

LCUMXAIU contains the maximum number of HyperPAV aliases in use for the logical control unit.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

  SEE ALSO:  LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

             LCUHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devi